
 

 
 
 

The World Ladder: Being, Existence, Entity, Thing (the universal 
class, everything) > … > Nonbeing, Nonexistence, Nonentity, or 
Nothing (the null class) 
The Comprehensive Hierarchy of Things is the grouping (organization 
or classification) of things (beings, entities, realities) as hierarchically ordered 
divisions (categories, classes, kinds, types, differences, determinations, 
distinctions, modes, ways, and varieties) and levels (layers and strata).  
 
The World Body of Entities is composed of several constituent components: 
Everything -- all things, things of every kind and type, the totality of things, 
whatever exists, everything that exists anywhere, the World or Reality or 
Existence or Cosmos or Macrocosm or Being or Entity; 
Thing -- that which has reality (or being) or conceived to be (or to exist) as some 
sort of entity, substance, state, change or relationship; 
Anything -- a thing of any kind and sort; 
Something -- a thing of some kind; 
Nothing, Nonentity, Nonexistence, Nonbeing -- a nonexistent thing, not any 
being, thing, or existence, not any particular thing, an object, state, act or 
relation. 
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A World of Kinds 

 
 
  
 SUBSTANCE  STATE                CHANGE    RELATION 
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 The UNIVERSE OF INDIVIDUALS  
 (objects, properties, events, connections) 
 
  
  
 A Realm of Nature A Domain of Minds  A Realm of Culture 
 Matter &Energy&Life Intelligence&Knowledge Knowledge&Artifacts 
 
 
  
 NOTHING 
 
 
Fig.1 the Unifying Classification of All Reality 
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Substance 
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Process 
Relation 

Substance 
State 
Change 

Part/Whole 
Comparison 
Analogy 



 

, thing, or being: the universal class of all 
kinds of things 
 
The Basic Kinds of Entity: Substance or Object; State or 
Property and Quality and Quantity; Change, Action or Process; Relation, 
Relationship, Association, and Connection 
 

, substrate, stuff: the class of 
substances (objects, material or nonmaterial, 
spatial or non-spatial, physical or mental, 
concrete or abstract) 

 

WordNet 2.0: entity {thing; causal agent or cause; substance or 
matter; object or physical object (whole or unit, natural object, living 
or animate thing (plant, flora; animal, fauna; person, human being)); 
artifact or artifact)}, group or grouping, psychological feature 
{cognition, knowledge (mind, head, brain, psyche or nous, content or 
mental object, lexis, vocabulary, information, place, and public 
knowledge, history)}, abstraction (set); 

WordNet 2.1: entity {physical entity (thing; object, physical object; 
substance, matter; causal agent); abstract entity (group, grouping; 
set, psychological feature (mental object, content, cognitive content), 
otherworld (spiritual being))}  

Roget’s Thesaurus: matter;  

EuroWordNet: 1st order entity (origin, form, composition, function);  

EDR: subject or human (person, animal, body or group, supernatural being), 
matter (thing or concrete object, objective subject);  

SUMO: physical object (self-connected object, collection, agent, region), abstract 
object (set or class, graph);  

http://www.cogsci.princeton.edu/cgi-bin/webwn
http://www.cogsci.princeton.edu/cgi-bin/webwn
http://sigma2.cim3.net:8080/sigma/Browse.jsp?kb=SUMO&lang=en&term=Object
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CYC: individual (spatial thing), mathematical or computational thing (set or 
collection), groups, parts of objects, composition of substances, agents, 
organizations, actors, materials, devices, construction, food, clothing);  

DOLCE: aggregate (amount of matter, arbitrary collection), object (physical 
object, mental object, social object), feature (relevant part, place)}; 

Sowa: objects; 

Knowledge Machine Component Library: entities (things, or objects); 

WebKB-2: entities (spatial objects and non-spatial objects); 

OWL: classes and individuals 

 

, the class of properties, qualities, and 
quantities 

WordNet 2.0: state, phenomenon (state of matter), abstraction 
(attribute (property, quality, shape or form), quantity and amount or 
measure or quantum), possession, psychological feature (cognition, 
knowledge (ability, inability, attitude); 

WordNet 2.1: abstract entity {attribute (state; quality, property; shape, 
form; human nature, character, personality); measure, quantity, 
amount}; 

Roget’s Thesaurus: quantity, number;  

EuroWordNet: 2nd order entity (static situation and situation component, 
condition, existence, quantity);  

EDR: event/occurrence (condition/state);  

SUMO: abstract object (quantity, attribute, internal);  

CYC: intangible individual (static situation, attribute value);  

http://www.cogsci.princeton.edu/cgi-bin/webwn
http://www.cogsci.princeton.edu/cgi-bin/webwn
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DOLCE: quality (color, size, shape, smell), quality region (qualia), occurrence 
(state) 

KM Component Library: properties, states; 

OWL: properties (monadic) 

 

, the class of actions, activities, and 
processes  
WordNet: event (happening, occurrence or natural event), 
phenomenon (natural phenomenon, consequence or effect, process), 
act, human action or human activity, abstraction (relation, change), 
psychological feature (cognition, knowledge, process; feeling; motive, 
motivation or need); 

WordNet 2.1: entity {physical entity (cause; process, physical 
process), abstract entity (psychological feature (cognition, knowledge; 
motivation, motive, need; event)}; 

Roget’s Thesaurus: change;  

EuroWordNet: 2nd order entity (situation type, dynamic, situation component, 
cause, experience);  

EDR: event or occurrence (phenomenon, action or deed, movement, change in 
state or change in condition);  

Sowa: processes; 

SUMO: physical process (internal change, intentional change, dual object 
change, shape change, motion);  

CYC: partially intangible (event), doing, transformations, changes of state, 
transfer of possession, movement, emotion, perception, waves;  

DOLCE: occurrence (dynamic events, processes and accomplishments); 

http://www.cogsci.princeton.edu/cgi-bin/webwn
http://sigma2.cim3.net:8080/sigma/Browse.jsp?kb=SUMO&lang=en&term=change
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KM Component Library: events (actions and processes) 

 
, the class of relations 

 
WordNet 2.0: abstraction (relation, time, space), state (relationship, 
relationship); 
WordNet 2.1: entity {abstract entity (relation; communication; attribute 
(time, space, or infinite, temporal property)};  
 
Roget’s Thesaurus: relation, causation, order, time, space 
 
EuroWordNet: 2nd order entity (situation type, static, relation, situation 
component, communication);  
 
EDR: location, locale, place, time;  
 
SUMO: abstract object (relation, proposition, attribute, relational);  
 
CYC: mathematical object (relation, formal), temporal relations (times and dates), 
spatial relations;  
 
DOLCE: quality (position and place, time interval), quality region (space, time); 
 
KM Component Library: entity (object)-to-entity (object) relations, event-to-event 
relations, event-to-object relations; 
 
WebKB-2: entity (object)-to-entity (object) relations;   
 
OWL: set-theoretical properties (relations) 
 

http://www.cogsci.princeton.edu/cgi-bin/webwn
http://www.cogsci.princeton.edu/cgi-bin/webwn
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Logico-Semantic Units (or Elements): Knowledge, Content, Idea, 
Concept, Law, Principle, Definition, Attribute, Class, Individual, 

Property, Truth, Proposition, Reasoning 
 
Definition, a phrase signifying the essence of a thing; a description of an entity (word, 
conception, thing) by its genus and differentia (properties, attributes, or relations); proving 
a thing’s essential nature; a set of words signifying precisely what a name signifies; the 
statement of a thing’s nature, a statement of the meaning of the term (a word or phrase 
or symbol);‘an equivalent nominal formula’; ‘to define is to determine what something is, 
its content and meaning, nature and substance’. 
Meanings: description, explanation, exposition, interpretation, rendering; sameness and 
difference.  
Definition types: nominal, conceptual, or real; dictionary, explicit, contextual, ostensive, 
stipulative, recursive definitions, and redefinition  
Meaning change: primary meaning/special senses (radiation); specialization and 
generalization; melioration and deterioration and genteelisms and euphemisms; 
adulteration; figurative, non-literal extensions or tropes or images or figures, analogy, 
simile, metaphor, personification, metonymy, synecdoche, hyperbole or exaggeration, 
and extrapolation 
Class, category or classification or genus, a collection of things having a common 
property; what is predicated of a number of things showing difference in kinds. 
Category hierarchy: group, grouping; collection, aggregation, accumulation; class, 
family; kind, sort, form, variety; type, nature, version, or variation; rubric and way  
Classification, ordering (grouping, organization, categorization, assortment, sorting, or 
distribution) things into groups, categories or classes according to their similarities or 
differences 
Types of classification: typology, taxonomy, metadata, topic map, ontologies, indexing, 
cross-classification, re-classification, stratification, assessment; dichotomy and trichotomy 
Property, an essential attribute common to all members of a class; an attribute 
predicated convertibly of a thing. If something is a state, then it is capable to change, and 
if it be capable of alteration, it is a state. Property types: substantial, absolute, essential 
or permanent; stative (qualitative or quantitative); functional; and relative (temporary, 
spatial, etc.) 
Proposition, a statement, true or false, that negates or affirms something of something, 
whether the two things are the same or different (either identical or contained each within 
the other as whole and part), or whether the relation of an attribute with a thing is fact or 
not; Proposition types: universal, specific and particular; ontological, logical, ethical, 
scientific; axiom, premise, postulate, posit or assumption, converse, negation, conclusion, 
theorem, corollary, lemma. Modality (existence, possibility and impossibility, contingency 
and necessity). Temporality (the present, past, or future) 
All propositions should be taken in the most general form, so that to make them into 
many specific statements about facts, e.g. ‘the knowledge of relative terms is 
complementary’ 
Principle, a general law, truth or rule basic to specific laws, truths, or rules 
Concepts: generality, source, foundation, element, cause, standard, action or operation 
Kinds and order: fundamental truths and causes, natural laws, basic elements, moral 
standards 
Relationships: reality, nature, mind, knowledge, science, morality 
Reality: substance, property, quantity, quality, state, change, relation, process, causation 
Nature: matter, energy, information, life, organism, mind, society  
Mind: sensations, perceptions, ideas, concepts, thoughts 
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Knowledge: sensations, ideas, definitions, propositions, judgments 
Science: axioms, postulates, induction, experience, observations, hypotheses, or 
assumptions 
Morality: codes, ends, utility, happiness, good 
Truth, correspondence (conformity) to reality (actuality) or to ideal, pattern, model, 
standard, and rule 
Meanings: being, reality, knowledge, speech, belief, statement; fact, veracity, the true, 
verity, accuracy 
The fact of the thing’s being or not being is the cause of the truth or falsity of the 
proposition that it is or not  
Reasoning, inference or argument, a cognitive operation (mental process) of abstract 
(logical) thinking (thought, cerebration, intellection, mentation) involving knowledge; 
abstract thinking; the process of thought 
Types: analysis or analytic thinking, argumentation or logical argument, conjecture, 
deduction, inference, prediction, ratiocination, regress or reasoning backward, synthesis 
or synthetic thinking; ontological reasoning, logical reasoning, mathematical reasoning, 
scientific reasoning, dialectical reasoning, rhetorical reasoning, and practical reasoning; 
animal, human, and machine reasoning 
Analysis: breakdown, resolution, cost-benefit analysis, dissection, elimination, 
reductionism, systems analysis, trend analysis 
Argumentation: line of inquiry (questioning), casuistry, policy (social, economic, fiscal, 
control, protectionism, party line, foreign policy) 
Conjecture: theorization, abstraction or generalization, supposition or supposal 
Deduction: synthesis or syllogism 
Inference: illation, analogy, corollary, derivation, entailment or implication, extrapolation, 
presumption 
Prediction: anticipation, projection, prophecy or prognostication, prefiguration  
Truth, validity, and consistency: material truth and formal truth; contingency and 
necessity, certainty and probability; fallacies, material, verbal, and formal 
Correlative processes: mental association, construction, consideration, ideation, 
mentation, thread, line of thought, mysticism, intuition, insight, explanation, excogitation, 
planning, problem solving, convergent and divergent thinking  

 
CLASSIC ONTOLOGICAL LEXICON 

 
Beginning: nature, element, thought, will, essence, cause, the final cause, e.g., the 
good, the beautiful, the hypotheses, the parents, actions.  
Definition: the first point from which a thing is or comes to be or is known. 
Cause: substratum, essence, mover, movement, or change and end, e.g., the material, 
the parts; the form, the pattern, the whole, and the synthesis; the agent, presence or 
privation; the purpose, the good. The varieties of causes and effects: proper and chance, 
potential and actual, particular and generic.  
Definition: that which answered with reference to the matter, the form, the efficient cause, 
or for the sake of which a thing is changed. 
Element: part, component, constituent; unit, point; principle; genus; analysis, e.g., 
particles, atoms, letters, sounds, simple bodies, cells, terms, nouns, verbs, adjectives, 
price  
Definition: the most universal thing, that which simple, universal and indivisible in kind 
into other kinds. 
Nature: principle, change, motion; genesis, and growth; substratum; shape and form; 
essence; cause.  
Definition: a principle of change or motion; a source or cause of being moved or being at 
rest; the essence of a thing; a cause operating for a purpose. 
Necessary: conditions, compulsion and necessity, e.g., life, nature, being, good, 
demonstration. Definition: that without which a thing cannot be or come to be. 
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One or Unity: in continuity, in substratum, in substance or in form and shape, in quantity, 
in number, in species, in genus, and by analogy, e.g., the whole, the individual, the 
universal, the indivisible, unit.  
Definition: that which is indivisible in kind or in quantity and the measure of all things. 
Plurality or Many: in number, in form, in matter, in definition; the divisible, the other, the 
unlike, the unequal, the many. Definition: that which is divisible in kind and in quantity. 
Being: entity, existence, reality, substratum or substance (the individual or the genus, the 
universal, or class), quality, quantity, relation, activity or passivity, place, time, state, 
position; truth or untruth, affirmation and negation; potentiality and actuality) 
Definition: that which is without qualification; what is common to the many. 
Substance: substratum, subject, individual, matter or form and shape, essence; 
universal species, genus, or class;, e.g., simple bodies, air, fire, water, earth, and the 
concrete wholes, celestial bodies, moon, sun, stars, and the physical universe. 
Definition: that entity which underlies everything else; a class with a certain qualification; 
that which signifies a class of things qualitatively determined or differentiated. 
Individual: this, the primary substance, the subject, the simple, the indivisible, the 
individual thing, the point, the atom, the part, the member, the particular, the sensible, the 
singular, the unit. 
Definition: a thing first in definition, in order of knowledge or in time, a subject of 
everything else; that which is neither present nor predicable of a subject. 
The Same: in matter, in kind, in number, in essence, in species, in genus or by analogy; 
Different: other in number, species, in genus, by analogy, in essence, contraries, the 
same in some relation. Like and Unlike: in attribute or in quality. 
Definition: those things are the same or like whose substance or quality is one. 
Opposite: correlatives; contraries; privatives and positives; affirmatives and negatives, or 
contradictories, e.g. cause and effect, white and black, justice and injustice, virtue and 
vice, good and evil.   
Definition: that which opposed as contraries, contradictories, relatives, as being (truth) 
and nonbeing (falsity) and belong to the same genus, contrary genera or are classes 
themselves. 
Prior and Posterior: in being, in order, in nature, in movement, in cause, in substance, in 
time, in power or potency, in place, in attribute, or in definition, e.g. genera are prior to 
species, universals are posterior to individuals. Simultaneous: in being, in nature, in 
species, in genus, in time. 
Definition: The things the being of each of which is now, before or after of the other's 
being are simultaneous, prior or posterior. 
Potency: power, capacity, ability, efficacy, efficiency, energy, force, might, strength; 
incapacity; possible, impossible; change, movement, act, activity, effort, action  
Definition: that which is a source of change or a thing's being changed. 
Quantum or Quantity: magnitude, plurality, thing, whole, part, divisibility, continuity, 
discontinuity, limit, equality and inequality, e.g., number, speech, space, time, movement, 
figure, unit, length, breadth, depth.; much and little, long and short, deep and shallow, 
heavy and light  
Definition: that which is divisible into constituent units; numerable and divisible into 
discrete parts, plurality; measurable and divisible into continuous parts, magnitude. 
Quality:  differentia, modifications, states, attributes; essence, substance, movement; 
likeness and unlikeness, like as habit and disposition, capacity and incapacity, affections, 
figure and shape, roughness and smoothness, heat and cold, heaviness and lightness; 
knowledge, justice and injustice, virtue and vice, evil and good. 
Definition: the differentia of the essence, substance or movement. 
Relation: relatives and correlatives; inclusion, numbers, the equal, the same and the like; 
acting on and be acted upon, cause and effect; the contained and the containing, the 
measurable and the measure, the knowable and knowledge, the perceptible and 
perception, e.g., superiority, habit, attitude, knowledge, greater, less.  
Definition: that which is to be of or related to something else. 
Complete: integrity; excellence; achievement, or attainment.  
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Definition: that outside which there is no parts of its own nature. 
Limit: the last point, beginning, form, magnitude, substance and essence, e.g. point, line, 
boundary, bound, margin, end, a final cause, knowledge; time and place as examples of 
boundary.  
Definition: that beyond which something ceases to extend or operate or it is impossible to 
find any part of a thing; or an entity preventing something else from being, existence, or 
acting. 
That in (by) virtue of which, on account of, because of, by reason of: causes, form or 
substance, matter or substratum, place and position, e.g. the good, surface, motives, 
purpose; In virtue of itself: essence, genus, nature, necessity.  
Definition: that on account of which a thing is, comes to be or is known. 
Disposition: arrangement, parts, place, potency, kind. 
Definition: that which is the ordering of parts 
Having: activity, habit, and disposition. 
Affection: quality, alteration, movement, misfortune and painful experience. 
Privation: attributes, nature; absence, lack, deficiency, failure, inadequacy, insufficiency, 
need, poverty, shortcoming, want 
To have or hold: quality, quantity, parts, content, apparel, property, time, and place. 
Definition: to be in something 
To come from something: matter, the highest genus or the lowest species; principles 
and primary moving causes; parts; whole; time 
Part: element; e.g., the elements of a quantum, of a species, of a kind, of a whole, of a 
definition; atom, amount, component, component part, constituent, division, element, 
factor, fraction, fragment, ingredient, member, particle, piece, portion, section, segment, 
share, and subdivision; unit, item, point, detail, particular, base, basis, substance, 
subpart. Definition: that which measures the whole. 
Whole: complete; continuity, limit, unity, union; oneness; total, all, aggregate, system, 
organism, mass, thing, e.g., a whole class, an individual, quanta. 
Definition: that which holds the parts. 
Genus or Race: generation, mover, matter, or substratum, class; Other in genus: in 
substratum, form or matter, body or soul, essence, quality, quantity, relation, action, time, 
space, state and position, e.g., men, plane, solid, definition, form and matter. 
Definition: that which signifies quality or relationship with reference to the things or 
persons related. 
The false: non-being, non-existence, untruth, lying 
Definition: that which is not 
Accident: chance, spontaneity, incidental cause, fortune; nature, intelligence, a cause 
per se. 
Definition: that which is an incidental cause 
Change: substance, quality, quantity, place; process, movement, motion; subject and 
non-subject or positive or negative; substance, origin, cause, end; time, space; accident, 
part, essence; a mover, a moved, a goal of motion; generation, destruction, increase, 
decrease, alteration, locomotion.  
Definition: that which measures time. 
Time: change, motion, movement; number; measure; past (before), present (now), future 
(after); quantum, whole, parts, continuity, divisibility, e.g. to be in time, contained by time; 
lately, long ago, now, at some time, presently, just or suddenly.  
Definition: the number of change, motion, or movement; a continuous quantity both 
measuring and measured by motion. 
Place: limit, boundary, surface, form or shape; matter, form, extension, space; quantity, 
continuity, locality, location, part, position, extension, distance, area, site, spot, station, 
scene, situation, e.g. up/down, right/left, front/behind, together/apart, in contact, between, 
in succession, contiguous, continuous. Void: a place without body. Definition: the 
innermost motionless boundary of what contains. 
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The Hierarchy of Substances 

It is generally recognized that substances are among the basic classes of things in the world, that 
they have parts, kinds and properties, that they can be in various states, participate in changes and 
processes, and stand in different relations. As all reality, substances are also organized into several distinct 
levels: natural (physical, chemical, and biological, all the concrete objects of the material world); mental 
(the psychological objects of the mental world); social (all the social institutions and cultural objects); and 
the cyberworld of intelligent objects. 

Traditionally, all substance is divided into individual objects (primary substances) and naturally 
occurring classes of substances (secondary substances). Therefore, as the basic class of things, substance is 
often identified either with a physical object, substantial individual, or body or with the underlying 
structure of individual objects, the stuff, material, or matter of special objects. Such understanding is 
reflected in the contrary (distributive and collective) interpretations of substances, viewed either as 
substantive individuals, the elements of the aggregate, or as a unitary whole of its parts. The near examples 
of objects are particular things, or specific individuals, which are numberless and expressed by count 
nouns. It is commonly believed that an object is an aggregate of properties restricted to a particular space-
time, or that any object is a distinct existence having mass and occupying space. Additionally, every set of 
concrete objects is taken to be partitioned into two disjoint sets, one of the physical objects, the other of the 
mental objects covering conceptual objects as ideas and constructs.  

On the other hand, any object is always made of some substance as its stuff and essence, or each 
concrete object (as a thing) is a complex which unites substance (matter) and form (properties or states). 
Then concrete objects are substances having states (represented as data elements), showing behaviors and 
affected by changes, actions, or processes (represented in operations, procedures, functions, or methods). It 
appears that in defining and classifying a substantial entity, it is of necessity to distinguish between two 
notions: a generic entity having a natural unity (as a single entity of objects of a kind) and a physical thing 
existing as an individual substance. Again, instead of splitting substances into disjoint class of substantial 
individuals and a class of constructs, we have to classify them either as natural kinds or mental kinds or 
cultural kinds or computational kinds, where the kinds are the intersection of the greater classes, while the 
individuals made of the kinds are their exemplifications or instances.  

So, underlying particular objects of all sorts and manner, substances exist as: 
 what can be sensed or measured (matter, physical stuff, material, objects, agents, persons);  
 the contents of the mind, what may be thought about, remembered, imagined, or fancied (mental 

or intelligible), inclusive all sorts of abstract objects; 
 the human institutions of the social world, together witn traditional  cultural artifacts produced 

and created through the agency of the mind;   
  the virtual domain of objective knowledge and artificial intelligences, the cyberworld of 

intelligent objects  
It turns out that the world of objects should be viewed as organized in an increasing order of 

complexity from the underlying substance, substrate or stuff to matter to concrete objects and wholes to 
complexes, compositions, compounds, bodies, systems, and aggregates of higher complexity: 
Entity > Substance & Substratum & Essence & Stuff > Matter & Material &Body & Mass & Object 
> the Elemental Substance & Particle &Atom &Element &Molecule > Composition & Mixture 
&Compound &Aggregation > the Universe (the totality of objects) > the Earth (Globe) > Life (the 
animate domain, organisms (plants, microorganisms, animals)) > Humankind > Mind (the realm of 
mental objects) > Society (the domain of social objects) > Culture (the realm of knowledge, the 
production of art, religion, science, and technology) > Cyberspace >…> the Null Entity 

The scheme shows that all the objects are arranged into classes, which are hierarchically ordered 
by an inheritance relation; thus being divided into subclasses (contained classes, child classes, or derived 
classes) and superclasses (containing classes, base classes, or parent classes). Existing within a hierarchy, 
each subclass inherits all the characters of its superclass and so specifying the data elements and the 
operations of its instances or objects. In other words, all substance signifies both that which is individual 
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objects, the subject of states (properties), as well as the classes of objects predicated of individuals and 
ordered by an inheritance relation.  Being more fundamental entities than the individual objects, the generic 
substances exist in kinds, classes, groups, orders, or genera, expressed by mass nouns or collectives, and 
there are many varieties or species in each class, kind, or genus.  

Essentialy, all substances make up a hierarchy characterized by the rule: all the properties of a 
generic substance are the properties of its kinds, varieties, varietals, and individual objects. And what 
is predicable about a kind is predicable of its species and individuals, or the classes of objects can be 
arranged and ordered by the relation of inclusion (containment, a part-whole relation). That is, as kinds and 
classes, substances with their differentiae are the classes of things not only predicable of the individual 
objects, but also present in them as something essential and material. There are some other essential 
consequences (theorems) of the axiom of inheritance noteworthy of formulating: 

 The substance should fall under the same division as the kinds; 
 If a kind of substance belongs to two substances, the one is included by the other; 
 What contains the kind contains the class; 
 If classes are different, their properties are different in kind; 

Another distinctive mark of substance, either as a qualified class or as an individual, it has no contrary, if 
not to allow a class of antimatter as a negative class. Nor it admits the variation of degree, unlike its 
attributes. But all real substances admit contrary qualities. Thus, there emerges a general axiom: all 
substance is subject to a process of change such that the quantity of substance remains unchangeable. 
The axiom applies to physical and chemical objects as the conservation principle when in the course of 
physical changes or chemical reactions the fundamental quantities remain unchanged, as it is stated in the 
law of conservation of matter (mass) or the law of conservation of energy and the mass-energy equivalence. 
Given the principles of classification and the fundamentals of substances, the task of arranging of all 
objects, spatial and nonspatial, material and nonmaterial, into separate categories and classes is much 
simplified. Thus, instead of a multiple hierarchical structure of the names of substance, all substanive 
expressions are to be arranged (placed and positioned) in a single hierarchy of substantive terms with the 
most general meaning being at top. The hierarchical scheme added with the system of axioms and rules of 
behavior will constitute a foundation for consistent description of substances and objects. If briefly, the 
primary principles of substances can be summarized as follows: 

o Substance is one of the first divisions of entity; 
o Substance is a single entity of objects with different classes, kinds, species, and particulars; 
o All substances form a single hierarchy of kinds of objects with universal bounds; 
o All the properties of a substance are the properties of its species and individuals; 
o The world is the totality of substances standing in various relations. 

 
Commentary: sketching the meaning of substances in outline 

The meaning of the whole word (or sentence) is composed of the sum of the meanings of its 
component parts; therefore the significant content of words can be often determined morphologically 
through morphemes, rather than roots and stems. Being the smallest lexical units and building materials of 
words (nouns, adjectives, and verbs), morphemes can appear as combining forms, from acantho- to -zyme 
and zymo-, affixes as prefixes with negative prefixes, from a-to ultra-, infixes, or suffixes (or postfixes with 
inflectional endings and terminations). The listing of such language units for English mainly consists of 
Greek and Latin elements and well tabulated with all the corresponding meanings [Greek and Latin 
Elements in English, Combining Forms; Webster Dictionary].  

Seeing that the constituent parts of the word make up its significance, the names of substances can 
be distinguished by their morphological markings at the first place, as it happens with the names of agents, 
which may indicate: 

 biological agents as active causes, persons, animals; 
 physical and chemical substances as exerting some force or effect; 
 instruments and various artifacts; 
 meaningful software agents and intelligent applications  
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An agent is thus that which does, exerts power, produces changes, or performs actions, which designation 
marked by a member of the set of typical agent morphemes acting as a classifier (signifier or descriptor) 
and indicating the distinct semantic class the agentive noun belongs:  

-AN, - ANT, -ARY, -ENT, - ER, - OR, - IST, -EE, - AR, -IAN, - ICIAN, - ITE, - STER, -TRIX, -
IER, -IC, -ID, - IUM, - IDE, -IN, -LYTE, -GEN, -GOGUE, -ETTE, -EN, -ESS, -URE  

As instances may serve the following typical agent names: 'American', 'attendant', 'notary', 
'president', 'computer', 'editor', 'scientist', 'refugee', 'liar', 'physician', 'mobster', 'aviatrix', 'cashier', 'critic', 
'solid', 'uranium', 'oxide', 'usherette', 'chicken', 'actress', 'ligature', 'hypnogogue', 'virucide', 'mitogen'. 

On the other hand, typical endings for the general names meaning a collection of (or aggregate or 
class or kind) objects are as follows: -ADE, -AGE, -ERY, - HOOD, -SHIP, -DOM, -AD, as 'cavalcade', 
'leafage', 'machinery', 'jewelry', 'priesthood', 'readership', 'Christendom', 'triad'. 

Special groups of words constitute the names of living things and chemical substances and the 
branches of knowledge and life; they can be easily differentiated by the name endings. To form the names 
of classes and orders of animals, the lexical descriptor -acea is used, while the names of superfamilies are 
marked by -oidea, of families by -idae, of subfamilies by -inae. The endings -acean and -id are applied to a 
member of a class or a family of animals, as in 'crustacean', 'arachnid' or 'leporid', while -ad is used to name 
plants, cycad. The names of family of plants end in -aceae, like as in the family names of pinaceae or 
vitaceae. But still many class names of animate beings should be kept in memory. The matter is plain with 
chemical substances where chemical elements are marked by –ium suffix and many compounds are 
distinguished by specific endings, like fats, proteins, and glycerids as neutral compound denoted by the 
suffix –in, or the binary compounds with non-metallic elements are marked by the suffix –ide. Things also 
look simpler with the names of sciences, arts, systems, and practices commonly marked by the ending -ics, 
'mathematics', 'linguistics', 'politics', 'robotics', 'athletics', or by -logy, 'biology', 'ontology', 'technology', or 
by -ism, 'nationalism', 'capitalism'. Though, to relate this type of names fully to the class of the substance 
names would be a mistake. Since, for example, the ism words may refer to changes (processes, acts, 
actions, behaviors) or their results; to states and conditions of being; or, specifically, to beliefs and 
teachings as well as to social practices, like sexism not belonging to substantive names, if only as sexist. 

Thus the denomination class of substances amounts to a wide variety of things expressed by the 
names of substances. Among such things are concrete persons, objects, and places named by proper names; 
an individual example of a class of thing or the class as a whole, both named by class substantives which 
have in turn the subdivisions: a collective name referring to a collection or aggregate of individuals and a 
mass noun denominating the whole class of thing such as physical substances and materials taken in 
general and of which particular objects are composed.  

Altogether, the substantive names denote the following kinds and varieties of substance: 
• entity (thing, object, physical object, causal agent; group, collection); 
• nonliving things and objects (substance, matter, stuff, material; natural object; artifact; food); 
• living beings (organism; animal, fauna; plant, flora; human being, person; body, corpus); 
• the parts of substance (atoms, components, constituents, elements, fractions, fragments, 

ingredients, members, particles, pieces, portions, sections, segments, shares , and subdivisions).  
To meet to the above requirements, natural language employs three types of substantives or substantive 
names: 

the class name denoting either an example (instance) of a class of substance (a person or an 
animal) or the class as a whole (person or animal) or one example (a part, portion, piece, unit, 
item) of a mass; 
the collective name referring to the collection (grouping or assemblage) of objects as one 
aggregate, whole, or unit (collective singular) or to the members of the collection as separate 
persons or units (collective plural);  
the mass name including abstractions and referring to (physical) substances, bodies, materials, 
liquids and gases in general, of which special objects and separate units are composed of;  

It turns up that under the class-names, it is subsumed all kinds of countable objects: concrete objects, 
persons, animals, plants, units, and parts of a mass, body, or whole. Under the mass names denoting all 
substances of uncertain quantity are included all sorts of uncountables: fluids, liquids, gases, solids, 
materials, languages, etc. The collectives as the nouns of multitude behave either as abstract singulars or 
concrete plurals, thus depending on the contextual meaning, standing either for a single entity or for the 
elements and objects composing such entity. Then, with some qualifications, concrete beings, individuals, 
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physical objects, material existences, agents, matters, bodies, and systems come under the heading of 
substance as a primal class of things. 
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The Standard Formula of Meaning for Substantive Terms: 
An entity term (of substances) ⇔ the generic term (the general category of 
the entity) + the property differences (of relationships, actions, states) 
 
SUBSTANCE -- the entity constituting the essence of objects: physical, animate, 
psychological, social, and computational  
 
SUBSTANCE, substrate, stuff: the class of substances (objects, material or 
nonmaterial, spatial or non-spatial, physical or mental, concrete or 
abstract) 

 
Substance, genus, class, kind, a class with a qualification, that which indicates 
the quality, the differentia with respect to a substance, an aggregate of attributes, 
the substrate underlying properties 
Meanings: essence, substratum, universal, genus, kind, or class, unity, matter or 
form and shape, object, whole, species, formula, definition 
Thing, or entity, that which exists or conceived to exist as a separate being, that 
which exists in itself, a whole composed of matter and form 
Meanings: unit, individual substance, essence, existent, individual, object, 
subject, actuality, individual; e.g., simple bodies, elementary particles, compound 
bodies, air, fire, water, and earth, and the concrete wholes, e.g., man, the man, 
animal, moon, sun, stars, and the physical universe 
Matter, the primary substratum of quantities, qualities, properties, and changes 
of particular things, the whole substance of bodies, the part of substance subject 
to quantity, a body's potentiality for change 
Meanings: substratum, material, individuality, numerical diversity, potentiality, 
substance, form, body, extension, quantity, mass, aggregate, bulk, heap, lump, 
total, totality, total 
Whole: that which holds the parts 
Meanings: complete; continuity, limit, unity, union; all, oneness, aggregate, 
agglomeration, assemblage, amount, body, collection, bulk, entirety, heap, 
integrity, matter, mass, number, quantity, sum, substance, system, thing, total, 
totality; e.g., a whole class, an individual, quanta 
Complete: integrity; excellence; achievement, or attainment. 
Definition: that outside which there is no parts of its own nature 
Genus, that which signifies quality or relationship with reference to the things or 
persons related 
Meanings: race, generation, mover, matter, or substratum, class, substance; 
Other in genus: in substratum, form or matter, body or soul, essence, quality, 
quantity, relation, action, time, space, state and position, e.g. men, plane, solid, 
definition, form and matter 
Individual:  a class of things never predicable of a subject, a thing first in 
definition, in order of knowledge or in time, a subject of everything else 
Meanings: this, the primary substance, the subject, the simple, the indivisible, the 
individual thing, the point, the atom, the part, the member, the particular, the 
sensible, the singular, the unit 
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Element, that which simple, universal, and indivisible in kind, the least part, the 
ultimate unit, or the smallest thing into which a thing can be analyzed, the simple 
part out of which a whole, mixture, compound is formed 
Meanings: part, atom, component, constituent, indivisibility; quality, quantity; unit, 
compound and mixture; principle, axiom, and conclusion or consequence, cause 
and effect, e.g., elementary particles, atoms, cells, letters, sounds, the parts of 
speech, terms, price; in thing, in matter, in body, in science, as the elements of 
grammar, music, language, psychology, economics, logic, and geometry 
Part, that which measures the whole 
Meanings: element, atom, component, constituent, division, fraction, fragment, 
ingredient, member, particle, piece, portion, section, segment, share, and 
subdivision, e.g., the elements of a quantum, of a species, of a kind, of a whole, 
of a definition. 
Plurality, that which is divisible in kind and in quantity 
Meanings: in number, in form, in matter, in definition; the divisible, the other, the 
unlike, the unequal, the many 
Many, that which is divisible in kind or in quantity 
Meanings: in being, in nature, in substratum, in substance or in form and shape, 
in change or motion, in species or definition, in genus, in matter or number, by 
analogy, in quantity, in time, in space, in continuity, in number, in mind or 
thought, in knowledge or science, in society, family, and state, in morality 
Contrasts: one and many, unity and divisibility, essence and individual, being and 
becoming, wholes and parts, universals and particulars, abstract and concrete, 
the simple and the complex, the indivisible and the continuous, same and other, 
form and matter, class and member, the common and the unique, the definite 
and the infinite, the intelligible and the sensible, identity and diversity 
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WordNet 2.0: entity {thing; causal agent or cause; substance or matter; 
object or physical object (whole or unit, natural object, living or animate 
thing (plant, flora; animal, fauna; person, human being)); artifact or 
artifact)}, group or grouping, psychological feature {cognition, knowledge 
(mind, head, brain, psyche or nous, content or mental object, lexis, 
vocabulary, information, place, and public knowledge, history)}, abstraction 
(set); 

WordNet 2.1: entity {physical entity (thing; object, physical object; 
substance, matter; causal agent), abstract entity (group, grouping; set)};  

=> substance, matter --
 (that which has mass and occupies space; "an atom is the smallest indivisibl
e unit of matter"); the stuff of which physical objects are made.  

=> object, physical object --
 (a tangible and visible entity; an entity that can cast a shadow; "it was full of rackets, ball
s and other objects"); an individual substance existing at a particular place and time. 
 => causal agent, cause, causal agency -- (any entity that causes events to happen); any 
object that makes changes happen 
 
SUBSTANCE, MATTER < SUBSTANCE < ENTITY 
 
substance, matter --
 (that which has mass and occupies space; "an atom is the smallest indivisible unit of matter") 
       => food, nutrient --
 (any substance that can be metabolized by an organism to give energy and build tissue) 
       => ballast -- (any heavy material used to stabilize a ship or airship) 
       => bedding material, bedding, litter -- (material used to provide a bed for animals) 
       => body substance -- (the substance of the body) 
       => protoplasm, living substance -- (the living substance of a cell (including cytoplasm and nucleus)) 
       => drift -- (something that is heaped up by the wind or by water currents) 
       => grinding -- (matter resulting from the process of grinding; "vegetable grindings clogged the drain") 
       => sediment, deposit -- (matter deposited by some natural process) 
       => material, stuff --
 (the tangible substance that goes into the makeup of a physical object; "coal is a hard black material";  
"wheat is the stuff they use to make bread") 
       => ylem --
 ((cosmology) the original matter that (according to the big bang theory) existed before the formation of the
 chemical elements) 
       => dark matter --
 ((cosmology) a hypothetical form of matter that is believed to make up 90 percent of the matter in the univ
erse; it is invisible (does not absorb or emit light) and does not collide with atomic particles but exerts gravi
tational force) 
       => antimatter --
 (matter consisting of elementary particles that are the antiparticles of those making up normal matter) 
       => micronutrient --
 (a substance needed only in small amounts for normal body function (e.g., vitamins or minerals)) 
       => philosopher's stone --
 (a hypothetical substance that the alchemists believed to be capable of changing base metals into gold) 
       => precursor --

http://www.cogsci.princeton.edu/cgi-bin/webwn
http://www.cogsci.princeton.edu/cgi-bin/webwn
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 (a substance from which another substance is formed (especially by a metabolic reaction)) 
       => phlogiston --
 (a hypothetical substance once believed to be present in all combustible materials and to be released during
 burning) 
       => allergen -- (any substance that can cause an allergy) 
       => assay -- (a substance that is undergoing an analysis of its components) 
       => pyrogen, pyrectic -- (any substance that can cause a rise in body temperature) 
       => mixture --
 ((chemistry) a substance consisting of two or more substances mixed together (not in fixed proportions and
 not with chemical bonding)) 
       => hydrocolloid -- (a substance that forms a gel with water) 
       => adulterant, adulterator --
 (any substance that adulterates (lessens the purity or effectiveness of a substance); "it is necessary to  
remove the adulterants before use") 
       => atom --
 ((physics and chemistry) the smallest component of an element having the chemical properties of the  
element) 
       => chemical element, element --
 (any of the more than 100 known substances (of which 92 occur naturally) that cannot be separated into  
simpler substances and that singly or in combination constitute all matter) 
       => propellant, propellent -- (something that propels) 
       => denaturant -- (any substance that serves as a denaturing agent) 
       => activator --
 ((biology) any agency bringing about activation; a molecule that increases the activity of an enzyme or a  
protein that increases the production of a gene product in DNA transcription) 
       => inhibitor -- (a substance that retards or stops an activity) 
       => ferment -- (a substance capable of bringing about fermentation) 
       => substrate -- (the substance acted upon by an enzyme or ferment) 
       => carcinogen -- (any substance that produces cancer) 
       => compound, chemical compound --
 ((chemistry) a substance formed by chemical union of two or more elements or ingredients in definite  
proportion by weight) 
       => element --
 (one of four substances thought in ancient and medieval cosmology to constitute the physical universe;  
"the alchemists believed that there were four elements") 
       => foamentation -- (a substance used as a warm moist medicinal compress or poultice) 
       => fuel --
 (a substance that can be consumed to produce energy; "more fuel is needed during the winter months";  
"they developed alternative fuels for aircraft") 
       => medium --
 (an intervening substance through which something is achieved; "the dissolving medium is called a solvent
") 
       => culture medium, medium --
 ((bacteriology) a nutrient substance (solid or liquid) that is used to cultivate micro-organisms) 
       => medium -- ((biology) a substance in which specimens are preserved or displayed) 
       => humectant -- (any substance that is added to another substance to keep it moist) 
       => inoculant, inoculum --
 (a substance (a virus or toxin or immune serum) that is introduced into the body to produce or increase im
munity to a particular disease) 
       => jelly -- (a substance having the consistency of semi-solid foods) 
       => leaven, leavening -- (a substance used to produce fermentation in dough or a liquid) 
       => fluid --
 (a continuous amorphous substance that tends to flow and to conform to the outline of its container: a  
liquid or a gas) 
       => fluid -- (a substance that is fluid at room temperature and pressure) 
       => sludge, slime, goo, gook, guck, gunk, muck, ooze -- (any thick messy substance) 
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       => system --
 ((physical chemistry) a sample of matter in which substances in different phases are in equilibrium; "in a  
static system oil cannot be replaced by water on a surface"; "a system generating hydrogen peroxide") 
       => refrigerant -- (a substance used to provide cooling (as in a refrigerator)) 
       => residue -- (matter that remains after something has been removed) 
       => lysin -- (any substance (such as an antibody) or agent that can cause lysis) 
       => poison, poisonous substance --
 (any substance that causes injury or illness or death of a living organism) 
       => chemical irritant -- (a substance producing irritation) 
       => antigen -- (any substance (as a toxin or enzyme) that stimulates the production of antibodies) 
       => solid -- (a substance that is solid at room temperature and pressure) 
       => solute -- (the dissolved substance in a solution; the component of a solution that changes its state) 
       => solvate --
 (a compound formed by solvation (the combination of solvent molecules with molecules or ions of the  
solute)) 
       => volatile --
 (a volatile substance; a substance that changes readily from solid or liquid to a vapor; "it was heated to eva
porate the volatiles") 
       => emanation -- (something that is emitted or radiated (as a gas or an odor or a light etc.)) 
       => essence --
 (any substance possessing to a high degree the predominant properties of a plant or drug or other natural  
product from which it is extracted) 
       => ligand -- (an atom or molecule or radical or ion that forms a complex around a central atom) 
       => metabolite --
 (any substance involved in metabolism (either as a product of metabolism or as necessary for metabolism)) 
       => vegetable matter -- (matter produced by plants or growing in the manner of a plant) 
 
 

ATOM 
atom --
 ((physics and chemistry) the smallest component of an element having the chemical properties of the elem
ent) 
       => isotope --
 (one of two or more atoms with the same atomic number but with different numbers of neutrons) 
           => radioisotope -- (a radioactive isotope of an element; produced either naturally or artificially) 
               => tracer --
 ((radiology) any radioactive isotope introduced into the body to study metabolism or other biological  
processes) 
               => label --
 (a radioactive isotope that is used in a compound in order to trace the mechanism of a chemical reaction) 
               => iodine-131 -- (heavy radioactive isotope of iodine with a half-
life of 8 days; used in a sodium salt to diagnose thyroid disease and to treat goiter) 
               => iodine-125 -- (light radioactive isotope of iodine with a half-
life of 60 days; used as a tracer in thyroid studies and as a treatment for hyperthyroidism) 
           => deuterium, heavy hydrogen --
 (an isotope of hydrogen which has one neutron (as opposed to zero neutrons in hydrogen)) 
       => monad -- (an atom having a valence of one) 
       => carbon atom -- (an atom of carbon) 
       => hydrogen atom -- (an atom of hydrogen) 
           => acidic hydrogen, acid hydrogen --
 (a hydrogen atom in an acid that forms a positive ion when the acid dissociates) 
           => deuterium, heavy hydrogen --
 (an isotope of hydrogen which has one neutron (as opposed to zero neutrons in hydrogen)) 
       => free radical, radical --
 (an atom or group of atoms with at least one unpaired electron; in the body it is usually an oxygen molecul
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e than has lost an electron and will stabilize itself by stealing an electron from a nearby molecule; "in the bo
dy free radicals are high-energy particles that ricochet wildly and damage cells") 
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CHEMICAL ELEMENT 
chemical element, element --
 (any of the more than 100 known substances (of which 92 occur naturally) that cannot be separated into  
simpler substances and that singly or in combination constitute all matter) 
       => allotrope --
 (a structurally different form of an element; "graphite and diamond are allotropes of carbon") 
       => transuranic element --
 (any element having an atomic number greater than 92 (which is the atomic number of uranium); all are ra
dioactive) 
       => noble gas, inert gas, argonon --
 (any of the chemically inert gaseous elements of the helium group in the periodic table) 
           => argon, Ar, atomic number 18 --
 (a colorless and odorless inert gas; one of the six inert gases; comprises approximately 1% of the earth's at
mosphere) 
           => helium, He, atomic number 2 --
 (a very light colorless element that is one of the six inert gasses; the most difficult gas to liquefy; occurs in 
economically extractable amounts in certain natural gases (as those found in Texas and Kansas)) 
           => krypton, Kr, atomic number 36 --
 (a colorless element that is one of the six inert gasses; occurs in trace amounts in air) 
           => neon, Ne, atomic number 10 --
 (a colorless odorless gaseous element that give a red glow in a vacuum tube; one of the six inert gasses; oc
curs in the air in small amounts) 
           => radon, Rn, atomic number 86 --
 (a radioactive gaseous element formed by the disintegration of radium; the heaviest of the inert gasses;  
occurs naturally (especially in areas over granite) and is considered a hazard to health) 
           => xenon, Xe, atomic number 54 --
 (a colorless odorless inert gaseous element occurring in the earth's atmosphere in trace amounts) 
       => metallic element, metal --
 (any of several chemical elements that are usually shiny solids that conduct heat or electricity and can be  
formed into sheets etc.) 
           => heavy metal --
 (a metal of relatively high density (specific gravity greater than about 5) or of high relative atomic weight) 
           => noble metal -- (any metal that is resistant to corrosion or oxidation) 
               => gold, Au, atomic number 79 --
 (a soft yellow malleable ductile (trivalent and univalent) metallic element; occurs mainly as nuggets in  
rocks and alluvial deposits; does not react with most chemicals but is attacked by chlorine and aqua regia) 
                   => gold dust --
 (the particles and flakes (and sometimes small nuggets) of gold obtained in placer mining) 
                   => green gold --
 (a gold alloy (at least 14 karat gold with silver or silver and cadmium) that has a green appearance) 
                   => guinea gold -- (22-karat gold from which guinea coins were made) 
               => platinum, Pt, atomic number 78 -- (a heavy precious metallic element; gray-
white and resistant to corroding; occurs in some nickel and copper ores and is also found native in some de
posits) 
               => silver, Ag, atomic number 47 --
 (a soft white precious univalent metallic element having the highest electrical and thermal conductivity of 
any metal; occurs in argentite and in free form; used in coins and jewelry and tableware and photography) 
                   => coin silver -- (a silver of the degree of purity established for making legal silver coins) 
           => aluminum, aluminium, Al, atomic number 13 --
 (a silvery ductile metallic element found primarily in bauxite) 
               => alum, potassium alum, potash alum --
 (a white crystalline double sulfate of aluminum: the potassium double sulfate of aluminum) 
               => alum, ammonia alum, ammonium alum --
 (a white crystalline double sulfate of aluminum: the ammonium double sulfate of aluminum) 
           => americium, Am, atomic number 95 --
 (a radioactive transuranic metallic element; discovered by bombarding uranium with helium atoms) 
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           => antimony, Sb, atomic number 51 --
 (a metallic element having four allotropic forms; used in a wide variety of alloys; found in stibnite) 
           => barium, Ba, atomic number 56 --
 (a soft silvery metallic element of the alkali earth group; found in barite) 
               => baryta -- (any of several compounds of barium) 
                   => barium hydroxide -- (white poisonous crystals; made by dissolving barium oxide in water) 
                   => barium monoxide, barium oxide, barium protoxide --
 (an oxide of barium; a whitish toxic powder) 
                   => barium dioxide, barium peroxide --
 (a white toxic powder obtained by heating barium oxide in air) 
           => berkelium, Bk, atomic number 97 --
 (a radioactive transuranic element; discovered by bombarding americium with helium) 
           => beryllium, Be, glucinium, atomic number 4 --
 (a light strong brittle gray toxic bivalent metallic element) 
           => bismuth, Bi, atomic number 83 --
 (a heavy brittle diamagnetic trivalent metallic element (resembles arsenic and antimony chemically); usuall
y recovered as a by-product from ores of other metals) 
           => cadmium, Cd, atomic number 48 -- (a soft bluish-
white ductile malleable toxic bivalent metallic element; occurs in association with zinc ores) 
           => calcium, Ca, atomic number 20 --
 (a white metallic element that burns with a brilliant light; the fifth most abundant element in the earth's  
crust; an important component of most plants and animals) 
               => calcium ion, factor IV -- (ion of calcium; a factor in the clotting of blood) 
           => californium, Cf, atomic number 98 --
 (a radioactive transuranic element; discovered by bombarding curium with alpha particles) 
           => cerium, Ce, atomic number 58 --
 (a ductile gray metallic element of the lanthanide series; used in lighter flints; the most abundant of the rare
-earth group) 
           => cesium, caesium, Cs, atomic number 55 -- (a soft silver-
white ductile metallic element (liquid at normal temperatures); the most electropositive and alkaline metal) 
               => cesium 137 -- (a radioactive isotope of cesium used in radiation therapy) 
           => chromium, Cr, atomic number 24 -- (a hard brittle blue-
white multivalent metallic element; resistant to corrosion and tarnishing) 
               => chrome -- (another word for chromium when it is used in dyes or pigments) 
           => cobalt, Co, atomic number 27 -- (a hard ferromagnetic silver-
white bivalent or trivalent metallic element; a trace element in plant and animal nutrition) 
               => cobalt 60 --
 (a radioactive isotope of cobalt with mass number 60; a source of exceptionally intense gamma rays; used  
in radiation therapy) 
           => copper, Cu, atomic number 29 -- (a ductile malleable reddish-brown corrosion-
resistant diamagnetic metallic element; occurs in various minerals but is the only metal that occurs abundan
tly in large masses; used as an electrical and thermal conductor) 
               => blister copper -- (an impure form of copper having a black blistered surface) 
           => curium, Cm, atomic number 96 --
 (a radioactive transuranic metallic element; produced by bombarding plutonium with helium nuclei) 
           => dysprosium, Dy, atomic number 66 --
 (a trivalent metallic element of the rare earth group; forms compounds that are highly magnetic) 
           => einsteinium, Es, E, atomic number 99 --
 (a radioactive transuranic element produced by bombarding plutonium with neutrons) 
           => erbium, Er, atomic number 68 --
 (a trivalent metallic element of the rare earth group; occurs with yttrium) 
           => europium, Eu, atomic number 63 --
 (a bivalent and trivalent metallic element of the rare earth group) 
           => fermium, Fm, atomic number 100 --
 (a radioactive transuranic metallic element produced by bombarding plutonium with neutrons) 
           => francium, Fr, atomic number 87 -- (a radioactive element of the alkali-
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metal group discovered as a disintegration product of actinium) 
           => gadolinium, Gd, atomic number 64 -- (a ductile silvery-
white ductile ferromagnetic trivalent metallic element of the rare earth group) 
           => gallium, Ga, atomic number 31 --
 (a rare silvery (usually trivalent) metallic element; brittle at low temperatures but liquid above room tempe
rature; occurs in trace amounts in bauxite and zinc ores) 
           => hafnium, Hf, atomic number 72 --
 (a gray tetravalent metallic element that resembles zirconium chemically and is found in zirconium mineral
s; used in filaments for its ready emission of electrons) 
           => holmium, Ho, atomic number 67 --
 (a trivalent metallic element of the rare earth group; occurs together with yttrium; forms highly magnetic  
compounds) 
           => indium, In, atomic number 49 --
 (a rare soft silvery metallic element; occurs in small quantities in sphalerite) 
           => iridium, Ir, atomic number 77 --
 (a heavy brittle metallic element of the platinum group; used in alloys; occurs in natural alloys with  
platinum or osmium) 
           => iron, Fe, atomic number 26 -- (a heavy ductile magnetic metallic element; is silver-
white in pure form but readily rusts; used in construction and tools and armament; plays a role in the transp
ort of oxygen by the blood) 
               => alpha iron -- (a magnetic allotrope of iron; stable below 906 degrees centigrade) 
               => beta iron --
 (an allotrope of iron that is the same as alpha iron except that it is nonmagnetic; stable between 768 and 90
6 degrees centigrade) 
               => gamma iron --
 (a nonmagnetic allotrope of iron that is the basis of austenite; stable between 906 and 1403 degrees  
centigrade) 
               => delta iron --
 (an allotrope of iron that is stable between 1403 degrees centigrade and the melting point (= 1532 degrees)
) 
               => ingot iron -- (iron of high purity) 
               => cast iron --
 (an alloy of iron containing so much carbon that it is brittle and so cannot be wrought but must be shaped  
by casting) 
                   => alloy iron, alloy cast iron --
 (cast iron containing alloying elements (usually nickel or chromium or copper or molybdenum) to increase
 the strength or facilitate heat treatment) 
                       => Ni-hard, Ni-hard iron --
 (cast iron to which nickel has been added to make it resist abrasion) 
                       => Ni-resist, Ni-resist iron -- (cast iron consisting of graphite in a matrix of austenite) 
                   => pot metal -- (cast iron used for making cooking wares) 
               => wrought iron --
 (iron having a low carbon content that is tough and malleable and so can be forged and welded) 
                   => Swedish iron -- (wrought iron of high purity made in Sweden) 
               => galvanized iron -- (iron that is coated with zinc to protect it from rust) 
               => pig iron -- (crude iron tapped from a blast furnace) 
                   => basic iron --
 (pig iron containing a high percentage of phosphorus; used in making steel by a process that removes the  
phosphorus) 
                   => cinder pig -- (pig iron containing a substantial proportion of slag) 
                   => mine pig -- (pig iron made entirely from ore) 
                   => spiegeleisen, spiegel, spiegel iron --
 (pig iron containing manganese; used as a deoxidizing agent and to raise the manganese content in making 
steel) 
               => scrap iron -- (iron to be melted again and reworked) 
               => structural iron -- (iron that has been cast or worked in structural shapes) 
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           => lanthanum, La, atomic number 57 --
 (a white soft metallic element that tarnishes readily; occurs in rare earth minerals and is usually classified  
as a rare earth) 
           => lead, Pb, atomic number 82 --
 (a soft heavy toxic malleable metallic element; bluish white when freshly cut but tarnishes readily to dull  
gray; "the children were playing with lead soldiers") 
               => hard lead -- (unrefined lead that is hard because of the impurities it contains) 
               => hard lead, antimonial lead -- (a lead alloy that contains about 5% antimony) 
                   => grid metal -- (a kind of hard lead that is used for grids in storage batteries) 
               => pig lead -- (lead that is cast in pigs) 
           => lithium, Li, atomic number 3 -- (a soft silver-
white univalent element of the alkali metal group; the lightest metal known; occurs in several minerals) 
           => lutetium, lutecium, Lu, atomic number 71 --
 (a trivalent metallic element of the rare earth group; usually occurs in association with yttrium) 
           => magnesium, Mg, atomic number 12 -- (a light silver-
white ductile bivalent metallic element; in pure form it burns with brilliant white flame; occurs naturally on
ly in combination (as in magnesite and dolomite and carnallite and spinel and olivine)) 
           => manganese, Mn, atomic number 25 --
 (a hard brittle gray polyvalent metallic element that resembles iron but is not magnetic; used in making  
steel; occurs in many minerals) 
           => mercury, quicksilver, hydrargyrum, Hg, atomic number 80 --
 (a heavy silvery toxic univalent and bivalent metallic element; the only metal that is liquid at ordinary tem
peratures) 
           => molybdenum, Mo, atomic number 42 --
 (a polyvalent metallic element that resembles chromium and tungsten in its properties; used to strengthen  
and harden steel) 
           => neodymium, Nd, atomic number 60 --
 (a yellow trivalent metallic element of the rare earth group; occurs in monazite and bastnasite in  
association with cerium and lanthanum and praseodymium) 
           => neptunium, Np, atomic number 93 --
 (a radioactive transuranic metallic element; found in trace amounts in uranium ores; a by-
product of the production of plutonium) 
           => nickel, Ni, atomic number 28 --
 (a hard malleable ductile silvery metallic element that is resistant to corrosion; used in alloys; occurs in pe
ntlandite and smaltite and garnierite and millerite) 
           => niobium, Nb, atomic number 41 --
 (a soft gray ductile metallic element used in alloys; occurs in niobite; formerly called columbium) 
               => columbium -- (a former name for niobium) 
           => osmium, Os, atomic number 76 -- (a hard brittle blue-gray or blue-
black metallic element that is one of the platinum metals; the heaviest metal known) 
           => palladium, Pd, atomic number 46 -- (a silver-
white metallic element of the platinum group that resembles platinum; occurs in some copper and nickel or
es; does not tarnish at ordinary temperatures and is used (alloyed with gold) in jewelry) 
           => polonium, Po, atomic number 84 --
 (a radioactive metallic element that is similar to tellurium and bismuth; occurs in uranium ores but can be  
produced by bombarding bismuth with neutrons in a nuclear reactor) 
           => potassium, K, atomic number 19 -- (a light soft silver-
white metallic element of the alkali metal group; oxidizes rapidly in air and reacts violently with water; is  
abundant in nature in combined forms occurring in sea water and in carnallite and kainite and sylvite) 
           => praseodymium, Pr, atomic number 59 -- (a soft yellowish-
white trivalent metallic element of the rare earth group; can be recovered from bastnasite or monazite by an
 ion-exchange process) 
           => promethium, Pm, atomic number 61 --
 (a soft silvery metallic element of the rare earth group having no stable isotope; was discovered in radioact
ive form as a fission product of uranium) 
           => protactinium, protoactinium, Pa, atomic number 91 -- (a short-
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lived radioactive metallic element formed from uranium and disintegrating into actinium and then into lead
) 
           => radium, Ra, atomic number 88 --
 (an intensely radioactive metallic element that occurs in minute amounts in uranium ores) 
           => rhenium, Re, atomic number 75 --
 (a rare heavy polyvalent metallic element that resembles manganese chemically and is used in some alloys;
 is obtained as a by-product in refining molybdenum) 
           => rhodium, Rh, atomic number 45 --
 (a white hard metallic element that is one of the platinum group and is found in platinum ores; used in  
alloys with platinum) 
           => rubidium, Rb, atomic number 37 --
 (a soft silvery metallic element of the alkali metal group; burns in air and reacts violently in water; occurs  
in carnallite and lepidolite and pollucite) 
           => ruthenium, Ru, atomic number 44 --
 (a rare polyvalent metallic element of the platinum group; it is found associated with platinum) 
           => samarium, Sm, atomic number 62 --
 (a gray lustrous metallic element of the rare earth group; is used in special alloys; occurs in monazite and  
bastnasite) 
           => scandium, Sc, atomic number 21 --
 (a white trivalent metallic element; sometimes classified in the rare earth group; occurs in the Scandinavia
n mineral thortveitite) 
           => sodium, Na, atomic number 11 --
 (a silvery soft waxy metallic element of the alkali metal group; occurs abundantly in natural compounds (e
specially in salt water); burns with a yellow flame and reacts violently in water; occurs in sea water and in  
the mineral halite (rock salt)) 
           => strontium, Sr, atomic number 38 -- (a soft silver-
white or yellowish metallic element of the alkali metal group; turns yellow in air; occurs in celestite and  
strontianite) 
               => strontium 90 --
 (a radioactive isotope of strontium (with the mass number 90) that is present in the fallout from nuclear ex
plosions; can be assimilated like calcium into bones) 
           => tantalum, Ta, atomic number 73 -- (a hard gray lustrous metallic element that is highly corrosion-
resistant; occurs in niobite and fergusonite and tantalite) 
           => technetium, Tc, atomic number 43 --
 (a crystalline metallic element not found in nature; occurs as one of the fission products of uranium) 
           => terbium, Tb, atomic number 65 --
 (a metallic element of the rare earth group; used in lasers; occurs in apatite and monazite and xenotime and
 ytterbite) 
           => thallium, Tl, atomic number 81 --
 (a soft gray malleable metallic element that resembles tin but discolors on exposure to air; it is highly toxic
 and is used in rodent and insect poisons; occurs in zinc blende and some iron ores) 
           => thorium, Th, atomic number 90 -- (a soft silvery-
white tetravalent radioactive metallic element; isotope 232 is used as a power source in nuclear reactors; oc
curs in thorite and in monazite sands) 
               => thorium-228, radiothorium -- (radioactive isotope of thorium with mass number 228) 
           => thulium, Tm, atomic number 69 --
 (a soft silvery metallic element of the rare earth group; isotope 170 emits X-
rays and is used in small portable X-ray machines; it occurs in monazite and apatite and xenotime) 
           => tin, Sn, atomic number 50 --
 (a silvery malleable metallic element that resists corrosion; used in many alloys and to coat other metals to 
prevent corrosion; obtained chiefly from cassiterite where it occurs as tin oxide) 
           => titanium, Ti, atomic number 22 -- (a light strong gray lustrous corrosion-
resistant metallic element used in strong light-
weight alloys (as for airplane parts); the main sources are rutile and ilmenite) 
           => tungsten, wolfram, W, atomic number 74 -- (a heavy gray-
white metallic element; the pure form is used mainly in electrical applications; it is found in several ores in
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cluding wolframite and scheelite) 
           => uranium, U, atomic number 92 -- (a heavy toxic silvery-
white radioactive metallic element; occurs in many isotopes; used for nuclear fuels and nuclear weapons) 
               => uranium 235 --
 (a uranium isotope with mass number 235; capable of sustaining chain reactions) 
               => uranium 238 --
 (the commonest isotope of uranium; it is not fissionable but when irradiated with neutrons it produces fissi
onable plutonium 239) 
           => vanadium, V, atomic number 23 --
 (a soft silvery white toxic metallic element used in steel alloys; it occurs in several complex minerals inclu
ding carnotite and vanadinite) 
           => ytterbium, Yb, atomic number 70 --
 (a soft silvery metallic element; a rare earth of the lanthanide series; it occurs in gadolinite and monazite  
and xenotime) 
           => yttrium, Y, atomic number 39 -- (a silvery metallic element that is common in rare-
earth minerals; used in magnesium and aluminum alloys) 
           => zinc, Zn, atomic number 30 -- (a bluish-
white lustrous metallic element; brittle at ordinary temperatures but malleable when heated; used in a wide 
variety of alloys and in galvanizing iron; it occurs as zinc sulphide in zinc blende) 
           => zirconium, Zr, atomic number 40 --
 (a lustrous gray strong metallic element resembling titanium; it is used in nuclear reactors as a neutron  
absorber; it occurs in baddeleyite but is obtained chiefly from zircon) 
           => alkali metal, alkaline metal --
 (any of the monovalent metals of group I of the periodic table (lithium or sodium or potassium or rubidium
 or cesium or francium); "the hydroxides of the alkali metals are strongly alkaline") 
           => alkaline earth, alkaline-earth metal --
 (any of the bivalent metals of group II of the periodic table (calcium or strontium or barium or magnesium 
or beryllium)) 
       => nonmetal -- (a chemical element lacking typical metallic properties) 
       => transactinide -- (any of the artificially produced elements with atomic numbers greater than 103) 
       => actinium, Ac, atomic number 89 --
 (a radioactive element of the actinide series; found in uranium ores) 
       => argon, Ar, atomic number 18 --
 (a colorless and odorless inert gas; one of the six inert gases; comprises approximately 1% of the earth's at
mosphere) 
       => arsenic, As, atomic number 33 --
 (a very poisonous metallic element that has three allotropic forms; arsenic and arsenic compounds are used
 as herbicides and insecticides and various alloys; found in arsenopyrite and orpiment and realgar) 
       => astatine, At, atomic number 85 --
 (a highly unstable radioactive element (the heaviest of the halogen series); a decay product of uranium and 
thorium) 
       => boron, B, atomic number 5 --
 (a trivalent metalloid element; occurs both in a hard black crystal and in the form of a yellow or brown  
powder) 
       => bromine, Br, atomic number 35 --
 (a nonmetallic largely pentavalent heavy volatile corrosive dark brown liquid element belonging to the  
halogens; found in sea water) 
       => carbon, C, atomic number 6 --
 (an abundant nonmetallic tetravalent element occurring in three allotropic forms: amorphous carbon and  
graphite and diamond; occurs in all organic compounds) 
           => fullerene --
 (a form of carbon having a large molecule consisting of an empty cage of sixty or more carbon atoms) 
               => buckminsterfullerene, buckyball --
 (a spheroidal fullerene; the first known example of a fullerene) 
               => carbon nanotube, nanotube -- (a fullerene molecule having a cylindirical or toroidal shape) 
           => radiocarbon, carbon 14 -- (a radioactive isotope of carbon) 
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           => char -- (a charred substance) 
               => bone black, bone char, animal black, animal charcoal --
 (black substance containing char in the form of carbonized bone; used as a black pigment) 
               => snuff -- (the charred portion of a candlewick) 
           => charcoal, wood coal --
 (a carbonaceous material obtained by heating wood or other organic matter in the absence of air) 
           => carbon black, lampblack, soot, smut --
 (a black colloidal substance consisting wholly or principally of amorphous carbon and used to make  
pigments and ink) 
           => activated carbon, activated charcoal --
 (powdered or granular carbon used for purifying by adsorption; given orally (as a slurry) it is an antidote  
for some kinds of poisons) 
           => graphite, black lead, plumbago -- (used as a lubricant and as a moderator in nuclear reactors) 
               => lead, pencil lead --
 (mixture of graphite with clay in different degrees of hardness; the marking substance in a pencil) 
               => pencil --
 (graphite (or a similar substance) used in such a way as to be a medium of communication; "the words  
were scribbled in pencil"; "this artist's favorite medium is pencil") 
           => diamond, adamant -- (very hard native crystalline carbon valued as a gem) 
               => carbonado, black diamond --
 (an inferior dark diamond used in industry for drilling and polishing) 
       => chlorine, Cl, atomic number 17 --
 (a common nonmetallic element belonging to the halogens; best known as a heavy yellow irritating toxic  
gas; used to purify water and as a bleaching agent and disinfectant; occurs naturally only as a salt (as in sea 
water)) 
           => radiochlorine -- (a radioactive isotope of chlorine) 
       => fluorine, F, atomic number 9 --
 (a nonmetallic univalent element belonging to the halogens; usually a yellow irritating toxic flammable gas
; a powerful oxidizing agent; recovered from fluorite or cryolite or fluorapatite) 
       => germanium, Ge, atomic number 32 --
 (a brittle gray crystalline element that is a semiconducting metalloid (resembling silicon) used in transistor
s; occurs in germanite and argyrodite) 
       => helium, He, atomic number 2 --
 (a very light colorless element that is one of the six inert gasses; the most difficult gas to liquefy; occurs in 
economically extractable amounts in certain natural gases (as those found in Texas and Kansas)) 
       => hydrogen, H, atomic number 1 --
 (a nonmetallic univalent element that is normally a colorless and odorless highly flammable diatomic gas; 
the simplest and lightest and most abundant element in the universe) 
           => tritium --
 (a radioactive isotope of hydrogen; atoms of tritium have three times the mass of ordinary hydrogen atoms) 
       => iodine, iodin, I, atomic number 53 --
 (a nonmetallic element belonging to the halogens; used especially in medicine and photography and in dye
s; occurs naturally only in combination in small quantities (as in sea water or rocks)) 
           => iodine-131 -- (heavy radioactive isotope of iodine with a half-
life of 8 days; used in a sodium salt to diagnose thyroid disease and to treat goiter) 
           => iodine-125 -- (light radioactive isotope of iodine with a half-
life of 60 days; used as a tracer in thyroid studies and as a treatment for hyperthyroidism) 
       => krypton, Kr, atomic number 36 --
 (a colorless element that is one of the six inert gasses; occurs in trace amounts in air) 
       => lawrencium, Lw, atomic number 103 --
 (a radioactive transuranic element synthesized from californium) 
       => mendelevium, Md, Mv, atomic number 101 --
 (a radioactive transuranic element synthesized by bombarding einsteinium with alpha particles (Md is the  
current symbol for mendelevium but Mv was formerly the symbol)) 
       => neon, Ne, atomic number 10 --
 (a colorless odorless gaseous element that give a red glow in a vacuum tube; one of the six inert gasses; oc
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curs in the air in small amounts) 
       => nitrogen, N, atomic number 7 --
 (a common nonmetallic element that is normally a colorless odorless tasteless inert diatomic gas; constitute
s 78 percent of the atmosphere by volume; a constituent of all living tissues) 
           => azote -- (an obsolete name for nitrogen) 
           => liquid nitrogen -- (nitrogen in a liquid state) 
       => nobelium, No, atomic number 102 --
 (a radioactive transuranic element synthesized by bombarding curium with carbon ions; 7 isotopes are  
known) 
       => oxygen, O, atomic number 8 --
 (a nonmetallic bivalent element that is normally a colorless odorless tasteless nonflammable diatomic gas; 
constitutes 21 percent of the atmosphere by volume; the most abundant element in the earth's crust) 
           => liquid oxygen, LOX --
 (a bluish transparent magnetic liquid obtained by compressing gaseous oxygen; used as an oxidizer in rock
et propellants) 
       => phosphorus, P, atomic number 15 --
 (a multivalent nonmetallic element of the nitrogen family that occurs commonly in inorganic phosphate  
rocks and as organic phosphates in all living cells; is highly reactive and occurs in several allotropic forms) 
       => plutonium, Pu, atomic number 94 --
 (a solid silvery gray radioactive transuranic element whose atoms can be split when bombarded with neutr
ons; found in minute quantities in uranium ores but is usually synthesized in nuclear reactors; 13 isotopes  
are known with the most important being plutonium 239) 
           => plutonium 239 --
 (a highly fissionable isotope of plutonium that is used in atomic weapons and as a reactor fuel; produced  
by irradiating uranium 238 with slow electrons) 
               => weapons plutonium, weapon-grade plutonium --
 (plutonium 239 that is recovered when nuclear weapons are disassembled; it is stored in plutonium pits) 
       => radon, Rn, atomic number 86 --
 (a radioactive gaseous element formed by the disintegration of radium; the heaviest of the inert gasses;  
occurs naturally (especially in areas over granite) and is considered a hazard to health) 
       => rutherfordium, Rf, kurchatovium, Ku, unnilquadium, Unq, element 104, atomic number 104 --
 (a radioactive transuranic element which has been synthesized) 
       => selenium, Se, atomic number 34 --
 (a toxic nonmetallic element related to sulfur and tellurium; occurs in several allotropic forms; a stable  
gray metallike allotrope conducts electricity better in the light than in the dark and is used in photocells; oc
curs in sulfide ores (as pyrite)) 
       => silicon, Si, atomic number 14 --
 (a tetravalent nonmetallic element; next to oxygen it is the most abundant element in the earth's crust;  
occurs in clay and feldspar and granite and quartz and sand; used as a semiconductor in transistors) 
       => sulfur, S, sulphur, atomic number 16 --
 (an abundant tasteless odorless multivalent nonmetallic element; best known in yellow crystals; occurs in 
many sulphide and sulphate minerals and even in native form (especially in volcanic regions)) 
           => brimstone, native sulfur, native sulphur -- (an old name for sulfur) 
       => tellurium, Te, atomic number 52 -- (a brittle silver-
white metalloid element that is related to selenium and sulfur; it is used in alloys and as a semiconductor;  
occurs mainly as tellurides in ores of copper and nickel and silver and gold) 
       => unnilhexium, Unh, element 106, atomic number 106 -- (a transuranic element) 
       => unnilquintium, unnilpentium, Unp, hahnium, element 105, atomic number 105 --
 (a transuranic element that has not been found in nature) 
       => unnilseptium, Uns, element 107, atomic number 107 --
 (a transuranic element that has not been found in nature) 
       => xenon, Xe, atomic number 54 --
 (a colorless odorless inert gaseous element occurring in the earth's atmosphere in trace amounts) 
       => trace element --
 (an element that occurs at very small quantities in the body but is nonetheless important for many biologic
al processes) 
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MOLECULE 
 
molecule -- ((physics and chemistry) the simplest structural unit of an element or compound) 
       => dipole molecule -- (a molecule that is a permanent dipole) 
       => protein molecule -- (any large molecule containing chains of amino acids linked by peptide bonds) 
       => coenzyme --
 (a small molecule (not a protein but sometimes a vitamin) essential for the activity of some enzymes) 
           => cocarboxylase, thiamine pyrophosphate --
 (a coenzyme important in respiration in the Krebs cycle) 
           => coenzyme A --
 (a coenzyme present in all living cells; essential to metabolism of carbohydrates and fats and some amino  
acids) 
           => nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide, NAD --
 (a coenzyme present in most living cells and derived from the B vitamin nicotinic acid; serves as a  
reductant in various metabolic processes) 
           => nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate, NADP --
 (a coenzyme similar to NAD and present in most living cells but serves as a reductant in different  
metabolic processes) 
           => triphosphopyridine nucleotide -- (a coenzyme of several enzymes) 
           => ubiquinone, coenzyme Q -- (any of several quinones that function as electron-
carrying coenzymes) 
       => macromolecule, supermolecule --
 (any very large complex molecule; found only in plants and animals) 
           => protein --
 (any of a large group of nitrogenous organic compounds that are essential constituents of living cells;  
consist of polymers of amino acids; essential in the diet of animals for growth and for repair of tissues; can 
be obtained from meat and eggs and milk and legumes; "a diet high in protein") 
               => capsid -- (the outer covering of protein surrounding the nucleic acid of a virus) 
               => gluten --
 (a protein substance that remains when starch is removed from cereal grains; gives cohesiveness to dough) 
                   => corn gluten -- (gluten prepared from corn) 
                   => wheat gluten -- (gluten prepared from wheat) 
               => actomyosin --
 (a protein complex in muscle fibers; composed of myosin and actin; shortens when stimulated and causes 
muscle contractions) 
               => aleurone -- (granular protein in outermost layer of endosperm of many seeds or cereal grains) 
               => amyloid --
 ((pathology) a waxy translucent complex protein resembling starch that results from degeneration of tissue
) 
               => apoenzyme -- (a protein that combines with a coenzyme to form an active enzyme) 
               => conjugated protein, compound protein --
 (a protein complex combining amino acids with other substances) 
                   => glycoprotein -- (a conjugated protein having a carbohydrate component) 
                       => mucin --
 (a nitrogenous substance found in mucous secretions; a lubricant that protects body surfaces) 
                       => erythropoietin --
 (a glycoprotein secreted by the kidneys that stimulates the production of red blood cells) 
                       => lectin --
 (any of several plant glycoproteins that act like specific antibodies but are not antibodies in that they are  
not evoked by an antigenic stimulus) 
                       => mucoid -- (any of several glycoproteins similar to mucin) 
                   => hemoprotein, haemoprotein -- (a conjugated protein linked to an iron-porphyrin compound) 
                       => hemoglobin, haemoglobin, Hb --
 (a hemoprotein composed of globin and heme that gives red blood cells their characteristic color; function 
primarily to transport oxygen from the lungs to the body tissues; "fish have simpler hemoglobin than mam
mals") 
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                           => oxyhemoglobin, oxyhaemoglobin --
 (the bright red hemoglobin that is a combination of hemoglobin and oxygen from the lungs; "oxyhemoglob
in transports oxygen to the cells of the body") 
                       => myoglobin --
 (a hemoprotein that receives oxygen from hemoglobin and stores it in the tissues until needed) 
                       => cytochrome --
 (a class of hemoprotein whose principle biological function is as carriers of electrons) 
                           => cytochrome c --
 (the most abundant and stable cytochrome; involved in energy transfer) 
                   => lipoprotein --
 (a conjugated protein having a lipid component; the principal means for transporting lipids in the blood) 
                       => high-density lipoprotein, HDL, alpha-lipoprotein --
 (a lipoprotein that transports cholesterol in the blood; composed of a high proportion of protein and relativ
ely little cholesterol; high levels are thought to be associated with decreased risk of coronary heart disease  
and atherosclerosis) 
                       => low-density lipoprotein, LDL, beta-lipoprotein --
 (a lipoprotein that transports cholesterol in the blood; composed of moderate amount of protein and a large
 amount of cholesterol; high levels are thought to be associated with increased risk of coronary heart  
disease and atherosclerosis) 
                       => very low density lipoprotein, VLDL --
 (large lipoproteins rich in triglycerides; VLDLs circulate through the blood giving up their triglycerides to 
fat and muscle tissue until the VLDL remnants are modified and converted into LDL) 
               => enzyme --
 (any of several complex proteins that are produced by cells and act as catalysts in specific biochemical  
reactions) 
                   => adenosine deaminase, ADA --
 (an enzyme found in mammals that can catalyze the deamination of adenosine into inosine and ammonia;  
"ADA deficiency can lead to one form of severe combined immunodeficiency disease"; "the gene encoding
 ADA was one of the earlier human genes to be isolated and cloned for study") 
                   => amylase --
 (any of a group of proteins found in saliva and pancreatic juice and parts of plants; help convert starch to  
sugar) 
                       => ptyalin -- (an amylase secreted in saliva) 
                   => cholinesterase -- (an enzyme that hydrolyses acetylcholine (into choline and acetic acid)) 
                   => coagulase -- (an enzyme that induces coagulation) 
                       => thrombin -- (an enzyme that acts on fibrinogen in blood causing it to clot) 
                       => rennin, chymosin -- (an enzyme that occurs in gastric juice; causes milk to coagulate) 
                   => collagenase -- (any enzyme that catalyzes the hydrolysis of collagen and gelatin) 
                   => complement --
 (one of a series of enzymes in the blood serum that are part of the immune response) 
                   => catalase --
 (enzyme found in most plant and animal cells that functions as an oxidative catalyst; decomposes  
hydrogen peroxide into hydrogen and water) 
                   => cyclooxygenase, Cox --
 (either of two related enzymes that control the production of prostaglandins and are blocked by aspirin) 
                       => cyclooxygenase-1, Cox-1 --
 (an enzyme that regulates prostaglandins that are important for the health of the stomach lining and kidney
s; "an unfortunate side effect of Nsaids is that they block Cox-1") 
                       => cyclooxygenase-2, Cox-2 --
 (an enzyme that makes prostaglandins that cause inflammation and pain and fever; "the beneficial effects  
of Nsaids result from their ability to block Cox-2") 
                   => decarboxylase -- (any of the enzymes that hydrolize the carboxyl group) 
                   => de-iodinase -- (an enzyme that removes the iodine radical) 
                   => disaccharidase --
 (an enzyme that catalyzes the hydrolysis of disaccharides into monosaccharides) 
                       => invertase, saccharase, sucrase --
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 (an enzyme that catalyzes the hydrolysis of sucrose into glucose and fructose) 
                       => lactase, Lactaid --
 (any of a group of enzymes (trade name Lactaid) that hydrolyze lactose to glucose and galactose) 
                   => elastase -- (a pancreatic enzyme that catalyzes the hydrolysis of elastin) 
                   => enterokinase --
 (enzyme in the intestinal juice that converts inactive trypsinogen into active trypsin) 
                   => histaminase -- (enzyme that acts as a catalyst in converting histidine to histamine) 
                   => hyaluronidase, spreading factor, Hyazyme --
 (an enzyme (trade name Hyazyme) that splits hyaluronic acid and so lowers its viscosity and increases the 
permeability of connective tissue and the absorption of fluids) 
                   => isomerase -- (an enzyme that catalyzes its substrate to an isomeric form) 
                   => kinase -- (an enzyme that catalyzes the conversion of a proenzyme to an active enzyme) 
                   => lipase --
 (an enzyme secreted in the digestive tract that catalyzes the breakdown of fats into individual fatty acids 
 that can be absorbed into the bloodstream) 
                   => lysozyme, muramidase --
 (an enzyme found in saliva and sweat and tears that destroys the cell walls of certain bacteria) 
                   => monoamine oxidase, MAO --
 (an enzyme that catalyzes the oxidation of many body compounds (e.g., epinephrine and norepinephrine  
and serotonin)) 
                   => nitrogenase -- (an enzyme of nitrogen-
fixing microorganisms that catalyzes the conversion of nitrogen to ammonia) 
                   => nuclease --
 (general term for enzymes that catalyze the hydrolysis of nucleic acid by cleaving chains of nucleotides  
into smaller units) 
                       => endonuclease --
 (a nuclease that cleaves nucleic acids at interior bonds and so produces fragments of various sizes) 
                           => restriction endonuclease, restriction nuclease, restriction enzyme --
 (any of the enzymes that cut nucleic acid at specific restriction sites and produce restriction fragments;  
obtained from bacteria (where they cripple viral invaders); used in recombinant DNA technology) 
                       => exonuclease --
 (a nuclease that releases one nucleotide at a time (serially) beginning at one of a nucleic acid) 
                   => oxidase -- (any of the enzymes that catalyze biological oxidation) 
                       => peroxidase --
 (any of a group of enzymes (occurring especially in plant cells) that catalyze the oxidation of a compound 
by a peroxide) 
                           => glutathione peroxidase --
 (an enzyme in the body that is a powerful scavenger of free radicals) 
                           => horseradish peroxidase --
 (an enzyme used in immunohistochemistry to label antigens and their antibodies) 
                   => oxidoreductase -- (an enzyme that catalyzes oxidation-reduction) 
                       => oxygenase -- (an oxidoreductase that catalyzes the incorporation of molecular oxygen) 
                   => papain -- (a proteolytic enzyme obtained from the unripe papaya; used as a meat tenderizer) 
                   => penicillinase, beta-lactamase --
 (enzyme produced by certain bacteria that inactivates penicillin and results in resistance to that antibiotic) 
                   => pepsin -- (an enzyme produced in the stomach that splits proteins into peptones) 
                   => pepsinogen --
 (precursor of pepsin; stored in the stomach walls and converted to pepsin by hydrochloric acid in the  
stomach) 
                   => phosphatase --
 (any of a group of enzymes that act as a catalyst in the hydrolysis of organic phosphates) 
                   => plasmin, fibrinolysin -- (an enzyme that dissolves the fibrin of blood clots) 
                       => plasminogen --
 (an inactive form of plasmin that occurs in plasma and is converted to plasmin by organic solvents) 
                   => polymerase --
 (an enzyme that catalyzes the formation of new DNA and RNA from an existing strand of DNA or RNA) 
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                       => transcriptase -- (a polymerase associated with the process of transcription) 
                       => reverse transcriptase --
 (a polymerase that catalyzes the formation of DNA using RNA as a template; found especially in  
retroviruses) 
                   => protease, peptidase, proteinase, proteolytic enzyme --
 (any enzyme that catalyzes the splitting of proteins into smaller peptide fractions and amino acids by a pro
cess known as proteolysis) 
                       => caspase -- (any of a group of proteases that mediate apoptosis) 
                       => angiotensin converting enzyme --
 (proteolytic enzyme that converts angiotensin I into angiotensin II) 
                       => plasminogen activator, urokinase --
 (protease produced in the kidney that converts plasminogen to plasmin and so initiates fibrinolysis) 
                       => renin --
 (a proteolytic enzyme secreted by the kidneys; catalyzes the formation of angiotensin and thus affects  
blood pressure) 
                   => reductase --
 (an enzyme that catalyses the biochemical reduction of some specified substance) 
                       => HMG-CoA reductase, 5-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-coenzyme A reductase --
 (a liver enzyme that is responsible for producing cholesterol) 
                   => rennin, chymosin -- (an enzyme that occurs in gastric juice; causes milk to coagulate) 
                   => secretase --
 (a set of enzymes believed to snip pieces off a longer protein producing fragments of amyloid protein that 
bunch up and create amyloid protein plaques in brain tissue (the pathological hallmark of Alzheimer's)) 
                   => streptodornase --
 (an enzyme produced by some hemolytic strains of streptococcus that dissolves fibrinous secretions from  
infections; used medicinally (often in combination with streptokinase)) 
                   => streptokinase --
 (an enzyme produced by some strains of streptococcus that can liquefy blood clots by converting plasmino
gen to plasmin; used medicinally in some cases of myocardial infarction and pulmonary embolism) 
                   => superoxide dismutase, SOD --
 (an enzyme that catalyzes the conversion of superoxide into hydrogen peroxide and oxygen; "oxygen free  
radicals are normally removed in our bodies by the superoxide dismutase enzymes") 
                   => telomerase --
 (an enzyme in eukaryotic cells that can add telomeres to the ends of chromosomes after they divide) 
                   => transferase --
 (any of various enzymes that move a chemical group from one compound to another compound) 
                       => ribonuclease, ribonucleinase, RNase --
 (a transferase that catalyzes the hydrolysis of ribonucleic acid) 
                       => transaminase, aminotransferase, aminopherase --
 (a class of transferases that catalyze transamination (that transfer an amino group from an amino acid to an
other compound)) 
                           => glutamic oxalacetic transaminase, glutamic oxaloacetic transaminase --
 (an enzyme involved in transamination) 
                   => trypsin --
 (an enzyme of pancreatic origin; catalyzes the hydrolysis of proteins to smaller polypeptide units) 
                       => trypsinogen --
 (inactive precursor of trypsin; a substance secreted by the pancreas and converted to active trypsin by enter
okinase in the small intestine) 
                   => urease --
 (an enzyme that catalyzes the hydrolysis of urea into carbon dioxide and ammonia; is present in intestinal 
bacteria) 
                   => zymase --
 (a complex of enzymes that cause glycolysis; originally found in yeast but also present in higher organisms
) 
               => fibrin --
 (a white insoluble fibrous protein formed by the action of thrombin on fibrinogen when blood clots; it  
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forms a network that traps red cells and platelets) 
               => growth factor -- (a protein that is involved in cell differentiation and growth) 
                   => nerve growth factor, NGF --
 (a protein that is involved in the growth of peripheral nerve cells) 
               => hatoglobin --
 (a protein in plasma that binds free hemoglobin and removes it (as from wounds)) 
               => iodoprotein, iodinated protein -- (a protein that contains iodine) 
                   => thyroprotein --
 (a preparation made from iodinated protein and having an action similar to thyroxine) 
                   => thyroglobulin --
 (an iodine containing protein that is obtained from the thyroid gland and exhibits the general properties of  
the globulins) 
               => nucleoprotein --
 (any of several substances found in the nuclei of all living cells; consists of a protein bound to a nucleic  
acid) 
               => opsin -- (retinal protein formed by the action of light on rhodopsin) 
               => phosphoprotein -- (containing chemically bound phosphoric acid) 
                   => casein -- (a milk protein used in making e.g. plastics and adhesives) 
               => plasma protein -- (any of the proteins in blood plasma) 
                   => gamma globulin, human gamma globulin --
 (a plasma protein containing the immunoglobulins that are responsible for immune responses) 
                       => immunoglobulin, Ig, immune serum globulin, immune gamma globulin, immune globulin
 --
 (a class of proteins produced in lymph tissue in vertebrates and that function as antibodies in the immune  
response) 
                           => immunoglobulin A, IgA --
 (one of the most common of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; the chief antibody in the membran
es of the gastrointestinal and respiratory tracts) 
                           => immunoglobulin D, IgD --
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; present in blood serum in small amounts) 
                           => immunoglobulin E, IgE --
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; present primarily in the skin and mucous membranes) 
                               => reagin --
 (an immunoglobulin E that is formed as an antibody against allergens (such as pollen); attaches to cell me
mbranes causing the release of histamine and other substances responsible for the local inflammation chara
cteristic of an allergy) 
                           => immunoglobulin G, IgG --
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; the main antibody defense against bacteria) 
                           => immunoglobulin M, IgM --
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; involved in fighting blood infections and in triggering 
production of immunoglobulin G) 
                           => tetanus immunoglobulin, tetanus immune globulin --
 (sterile solution of globulins derived from the blood plasma of a person who has been immunized for tetan
us; provides short-term immunization against tetanus in cases of possible exposure to the tetanus bacillis) 
                   => coagulation factor, clotting factor --
 (any of the factors in the blood whose actions are essential for blood coagulation) 
                       => fibrinogen, factor I --
 (a protein present in blood plasma; converts to fibrin when blood clots) 
                       => prothrombin, factor II --
 (a protein in blood plasma that is the inactive precursor of thrombin) 
                       => thromboplastin, thrombokinase, factor III --
 (an enzyme liberated from blood platelets that converts prothrombin into thrombin as blood starts to clot) 
                       => calcium ion, factor IV -- (ion of calcium; a factor in the clotting of blood) 
                       => proaccelerin, prothrombin accelerator, accelerator factor, factor V --
 (a coagulation factor) 
                       => proconvertin, cothromboplastin, stable factor, factor VII --
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 (a coagulation factor formed in the kidney under the influence of vitamin K) 
                       => antihemophilic factor, antihaemophilic factor, antihemophilic globulin, antihaemophilic  
globulin, factor VIII, Hemofil --
 (a coagulation factor (trade name Hemofil) whose absence is associated with hemophilia A) 
                       => Christmas factor, factor IX --
 (coagulation factor whose absence is associated with hemophilia B) 
                       => prothrombinase, factor X --
 (coagulation factor that is converted to an enzyme that converts prothrombin to thrombin in a reaction that 
depends on calcium ions and other coagulation factors) 
                       => plasma thromboplastin antecedent, factor XI --
 (coagulation factor whose deficiency results in a hemorrhagic tendency) 
                       => Hageman factor, factor XII --
 (coagulation factor whose deficiency results in prolongation of clotting time of venous blood) 
                       => fibrinase, factor XIII --
 (in the clotting of blood thrombin catalyzes factor XIII into its active form (fibrinase) which causes fibrin  
to form a stable clot) 
               => prostate specific antigen, PSA --
 (a protein manufactured exclusively by the prostate gland; PSA is produced for the ejaculate where it liquif
ies the semen and allows sperm cells to swim freely; elevated levels of PSA in blood serum are associated 
with benign prostatic hyperplasia and prostate cancer) 
               => proteome -- (the full complement of proteins produced by a particular genome) 
               => simple protein -- (a protein that yields only amino acids when hydrolyzed) 
                   => actin --
 (one of the proteins into which actomyosin can be split; can exist in either a globular or a fibrous form) 
                   => albumin, albumen -- (a simple water-
soluble protein found in many animal tissues and liquids) 
                       => ricin, ricin toxin --
 (a toxic protein extracted from castor beans; used as a chemical reagent; can be used as a bioweapon; "one 
milligram of ricin can kill an adult") 
                       => lactalbumin -- (albumin occurring in milk) 
                       => serum albumin --
 (albumin occurring in blood serum; serves to maintain the somatic pressure of the blood) 
                   => globulin -- (a family of proteins found in blood and milk and muscle and in plant seed) 
                       => alpha globulin --
 (a globulin in blood plasma or serum that is alkaline and has great electrophoretic mobility) 
                       => serum globulin --
 (globulins occurring in blood serum and containing most of the antibodies of the blood) 
                           => C-reactive protein, CRP --
 (a byproduct of inflammation; a globulin that is found in the blood in some cases of acute inflammation) 
                       => gamma globulin, human gamma globulin --
 (a plasma protein containing the immunoglobulins that are responsible for immune responses) 
                           => immunoglobulin, Ig, immune serum globulin, immune gamma globulin, immune globu
lin --
 (a class of proteins produced in lymph tissue in vertebrates and that function as antibodies in the immune  
response) 
                               => immunoglobulin A, IgA --
 (one of the most common of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; the chief antibody in the membran
es of the gastrointestinal and respiratory tracts) 
                               => immunoglobulin D, IgD --
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; present in blood serum in small amounts) 
                               => immunoglobulin E, IgE --
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; present primarily in the skin and mucous membranes) 
                                   => reagin --
 (an immunoglobulin E that is formed as an antibody against allergens (such as pollen); attaches to cell me
mbranes causing the release of histamine and other substances responsible for the local inflammation chara
cteristic of an allergy) 
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                               => immunoglobulin G, IgG --
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; the main antibody defense against bacteria) 
                               => immunoglobulin M, IgM --
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; involved in fighting blood infections and in triggering 
production of immunoglobulin G) 
                               => tetanus immunoglobulin, tetanus immune globulin --
 (sterile solution of globulins derived from the blood plasma of a person who has been immunized for tetan
us; provides short-term immunization against tetanus in cases of possible exposure to the tetanus bacillis) 
                       => myosin --
 (the commonest protein in muscle; a globulin that combines with actin to form actomyosin) 
                       => transferrin, beta globulin, siderophilin -- (a globulin in blood plasma that carries iron) 
                   => globin, hematohiston, haematohiston --
 (a colorless protein obtained by removing heme from hemoglobin; the oxygen carrying compound in red bl
ood cells) 
                   => glutelin -- (a simple protein found in the seeds of cereals) 
                   => histone --
 (a simple protein containing mainly basic amino acids; present in cell nuclei in association with nucleic  
acids) 
                   => prolamine -- (a simple protein found in plants) 
                   => protamine --
 (a simple protein found in fish sperm; rich in arginine; simpler in composition than globulin or albumin; co
unteracts the anticoagulant effect of heparin) 
                   => scleroprotein, albuminoid --
 (a simple protein found in horny and cartilaginous tissues and in the lens of the eye) 
                       => collagen --
 (a fibrous scleroprotein in bone and cartilage and tendon and other connective tissue; yields gelatin on boili
ng) 
                       => elastin -- (a fibrous scleroprotein found in elastic tissues such as the walls of arteries) 
                       => gelatin, gelatine -- (a colorless water-
soluble glutinous protein obtained from animal tissues such as bone and skin) 
                       => chondrin --
 (a substance that resembles gelatin and is obtained by boiling cartilage in water) 
                       => keratin, ceratin --
 (a fibrous scleroprotein that occurs in the outer layer of the skin and in horny tissues such as hair feathers 
 nails and hooves) 
               => cytokine --
 (any of various proteins secreted by cells of the immune system that serve to regulate the immune system) 
                   => tumor necrosis factor, tumour necrosis factor, TNF --
 (a proinflammatory cytokine that is produced by white blood cells (monocytes and macrophages); has an  
antineoplastic effect but causes inflammation (as in rheumatoid arthritis)) 
                   => lymphokine --
 (a cytokine secreted by helper T cells in response to stimulation by antigens and that play a role in cell-
mediated immunity) 
                       => interleukin --
 (any of several lymphokines that promote macrophages and killer T cells and B cells and other component
s of the immune system) 
               => ferritin --
 (a protein containing 20% iron that is found in the intestines and liver and spleen; it is one of the chief  
forms in which iron is stored in the body) 
               => antibody --
 (any of a large variety of proteins normally present in the body or produced in response to an antigen  
which it neutralizes, thus producing an immune response) 
                   => autoantibody -- (an antibody acting against tissues of the organism that produces it) 
                       => rheumatoid factor --
 (autoantibody that is usually present in the serum of people with rheumatoid arthritis) 
                   => precipitin -- (an antibody that causes precipitation when it unites with its antigen) 
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                   => ABO antibodies -- (blood type antibodies) 
                   => Rh antibody -- (rhesus factor antibody) 
                   => antitoxin -- (an antibody that can neutralize a specific toxin) 
                       => antivenin, antivenene --
 (an antitoxin that counteracts the effects of venom from the bite of a snake or insect or other animal) 
                       => tetanus antitoxin -- (antitoxin given for short-
term immunization against tetanus in cases of possible exposure to the tetanus bacillus) 
                   => agglutinin -- (an antibody that causes agglutination of a specific antigen) 
                       => isoagglutinin --
 (an antibody produced by one individual that causes agglutination of red blood cells in other individuals of
 the same species) 
                   => heterophil antibody, heterophile antibody, Forssman antibody --
 (an antibody found in the blood of someone suffering from infectious mononucleosis) 
                   => isoantibody, alloantibody --
 (an antibody that occurs naturally against foreign tissues from a person of the same species) 
                   => monoclonal antibody --
 (any of a class of antibodies produced in the laboratory by identical offspring of a hybridoma; very specific
 for a particular location in the body) 
                   => opsonin --
 (an antibody in blood serum that attaches to invading microorganisms and other antigens to make them mo
re susceptible to the action of phagocytes) 
                   => immunoglobulin, Ig, immune serum globulin, immune gamma globulin, immune globulin --
 (a class of proteins produced in lymph tissue in vertebrates and that function as antibodies in the immune  
response) 
                       => immunoglobulin A, IgA --
 (one of the most common of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; the chief antibody in the membran
es of the gastrointestinal and respiratory tracts) 
                       => immunoglobulin D, IgD --
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; present in blood serum in small amounts) 
                       => immunoglobulin E, IgE --
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; present primarily in the skin and mucous membranes) 
                           => reagin --
 (an immunoglobulin E that is formed as an antibody against allergens (such as pollen); attaches to cell me
mbranes causing the release of histamine and other substances responsible for the local inflammation chara
cteristic of an allergy) 
                       => immunoglobulin G, IgG --
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; the main antibody defense against bacteria) 
                       => immunoglobulin M, IgM --
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; involved in fighting blood infections and in triggering 
production of immunoglobulin G) 
                       => tetanus immunoglobulin, tetanus immune globulin --
 (sterile solution of globulins derived from the blood plasma of a person who has been immunized for tetan
us; provides short-term immunization against tetanus in cases of possible exposure to the tetanus bacillis) 
           => carbohydrate, saccharide, sugar --
 (an essential structural component of living cells and source of energy for animals; includes simple sugars 
with small molecules as well as macromolecular substances; are classified according to the number of mon
osaccharide groups they contain) 
               => ribose -- (a pentose sugar important as a component of ribonucleic acid) 
               => beet sugar -- (sugar made from sugar beets) 
               => cane sugar -- (sucrose obtained from sugar cane) 
                   => demerara -- (a light brown raw cane sugar from Guyana) 
               => deoxyribose -- (a sugar that is a constituent of nucleic acids) 
               => invert sugar --
 (a mixture of equal parts of glucose and fructose resulting from the hydrolysis of sucrose; found naturally  
in fruits; sweeter than glucose) 
               => maple sugar -- (sugar made from the sap of the sugar maple tree) 
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               => monosaccharide, monosaccharose, simple sugar --
 (a sugar (like sucrose or fructose) that does not hydrolyse to give other sugars; the simplest group of carbo
hydrates) 
                   => triose -- (any monosaccharide sugar containing three atoms of carbon per molecule) 
                   => tetrose -- (any monosaccharide sugar containing four atoms of carbon per molecule) 
                   => pentose -- (any monosaccharide sugar containing five atoms of carbon per molecule) 
                   => hexose -- (a monosaccharide that contains six carbon atoms per molecule) 
                       => aldohexose -- (a monosaccharide sugar having six carbon atoms and an aldehyde group) 
                           => glucose --
 (a monosaccharide sugar that has several forms; an important source of physiological energy) 
                               => corn sugar -- (dextrose made by hydrolysis of cornstarch) 
                               => dextrose, dextroglucose, grape sugar --
 (an isomer of glucose that is found in honey and sweet fruits) 
                               => blood sugar, blood glucose -- (glucose in the bloodstream) 
                       => ketohexose -- (a monosaccharide having six carbon atoms and a ketone group) 
                           => fructose, fruit sugar, levulose, laevulose --
 (a simple sugar found in honey and in many ripe fruits) 
                   => aldose -- (a monosaccharide sugar that contains the aldehyde group or is hemiacetal) 
                       => aldohexose -- (a monosaccharide sugar having six carbon atoms and an aldehyde group) 
                           => glucose --
 (a monosaccharide sugar that has several forms; an important source of physiological energy) 
                               => corn sugar -- (dextrose made by hydrolysis of cornstarch) 
                               => dextrose, dextroglucose, grape sugar --
 (an isomer of glucose that is found in honey and sweet fruits) 
                               => blood sugar, blood glucose -- (glucose in the bloodstream) 
                   => ketose -- (any monosaccharide sugar that contains a ketone group or its hemiacetal) 
                       => ketohexose -- (a monosaccharide having six carbon atoms and a ketone group) 
                           => fructose, fruit sugar, levulose, laevulose --
 (a simple sugar found in honey and in many ripe fruits) 
               => oligosaccharide --
 (any of the carbohydrates that yield only a few monosaccharide molecules on complete hydrolysis) 
                   => disaccharide --
 (any of a variety of carbohydrates that yield two monosaccharide molecules on complete hydrolysis) 
                       => lactose, milk sugar --
 (a sugar comprising one glucose molecule linked to a galactose molecule; occurs only in milk; "cow's milk
 contains about 4.7% lactose") 
                       => maltose, malt sugar -- (a white crystalline sugar formed during the digestion of starches) 
                       => sucrose, saccharose --
 (a complex carbohydrate found in many plants and used as a sweetening agent) 
                           => galactose, brain sugar -- (a simple sugar found in lactose) 
                   => tetrasaccharide --
 (any of a variety of carbohydrates that yield four monosaccharide molecules on complete hydrolysis) 
                       => stachyose -- (a tetrasaccharide found in the tubers of the Chinese artichoke) 
                   => trisaccharide --
 (any of a variety of carbohydrates that yield three monosaccharide molecules on complete hydrolysis) 
                       => raffinose --
 (a trisaccharide that occurs in sugar beets and cotton seeds and certain cereals) 
               => polysaccharide, polyose --
 (any of a class of carbohydrates whose molecules contain chains of monosaccharide molecules) 
                   => heparin, Lipo-Hepin, Liquaemin --
 (a polysaccharide produced in basophils (especially in the lung and liver) and that inhibit the activity of thr
ombin in coagulation of the blood; heparin sodium (trade names Lipo-
Hepin and Liquaemin) is used as an anticoagulant in the treatment of thrombosis and in heart surgery) 
                   => chitin --
 (a tough semitransparent horny substance; the principal component of the exoskeletons of arthropods and t
he cell walls of certain fungi) 
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                   => cellulose -- (a polysaccharide that is the chief constituent of all plant tissues and fibers) 
                       => carboxymethyl cellulose -- (an acid derivative of cellulose) 
                       => diethylaminoethyl cellulose, DEAE cellulose -- (used for chromatography) 
                       => pulp -- (a mixture of cellulose fibers) 
                           => bagasse --
 (the dry dusty pulp that remains after juice is extracted from sugar cane or similar plants) 
                           => wood pulp --
 (wood that has been ground to a pulp; used in making cellulose products (as rayon or paper)) 
                       => pectin -- (any of various water-
soluble colloidal carbohydrates that occur in ripe fruit and vegetables; used in making fruit jellies and jams) 
                   => glycogen, animal starch --
 (one form in which body fuel is stored; stored primarily in the liver and broken down into glucose when ne
eded by the body) 
                   => inulin -- (used to manufacture fructose and in assessing kidney function) 
                   => mucopolysaccharide --
 (complex polysaccharides containing an amino group; occur chiefly as components of connective tissue) 
                       => hyaluronic acid --
 (a viscous mucopolysaccharide found in the connective tissue space and the synovial fluid of movable join
ts and the humors of the eye; a cementing and protective substance) 
                   => starch, amylum --
 (a complex carbohydrate found chiefly in seeds, fruits, tubers, roots and stem pith of plants, notably in cor
n, potatoes, wheat, and rice; an important foodstuff and used otherwise especially in adhesives and as fillers
 and stiffeners for paper and textiles) 
                       => arum -- (starch resembling sago that is obtained from cuckoopint root) 
                       => cassava, cassava starch, manioc, manioca --
 (a starch made by leaching and drying the root of the cassava plant; the source of tapioca; a staple food in t
he tropics) 
                       => arrowroot -- (a nutritive starch obtained from the root of the arrowroot plant) 
                       => cornstarch, cornflour --
 (starch prepared from the grains of corn; used in cooking as a thickener) 
                       => sago --
 (powdery starch from certain sago palms; used in Asia as a food thickener and textile stiffener) 
                           => pearl sago -- (sago ground into small pearl-like grains) 
                       => amyloid --
 (a nonnitrogenous food substance consisting chiefly of starch; any substance resembling starch) 
                       => Otaheite arrowroot, Otaheite arrowroot starch --
 (a starch obtained from the root of the pia) 
               => jaggery, jagghery, jaggary -- (unrefined brown sugar made from palm sap) 
               => wood sugar, xylose -- (a sugar extracted from wood or straw; used in foods for diabetics) 
           => lipid, lipide, lipoid --
 (an oily organic compound insoluble in water but soluble in organic solvents; essential structural compone
nt of living cells (along with proteins and carbohydrates)) 
               => fat --
 (a soft greasy substance occurring in organic tissue and consisting of a mixture of lipids (mostly triglycerid
es); "pizza has too much fat") 
                   => edible fat --
 (oily or greasy matter making up the bulk of fatty tissue in animals and in seeds and other plant tissue) 
                       => cracklings -- (the crisp residue left after lard has been rendered) 
                       => lard -- (soft white semisolid fat obtained by rendering the fatty tissue of the hog) 
                       => marbling -- (the intermixture of fat and lean in a cut of meat) 
                       => shortening -- (fat such as butter or lard used in baked goods) 
                       => suet -- (hard fat around the kidneys and loins in beef and mutton) 
                       => drippings -- (fat that exudes from meat and drips off while it is being roasted or fried) 
                       => vegetable oil, oil -- (any of a group of liquid edible fats that are obtained from plants) 
                           => cooking oil -- (any of numerous vegetable oils used in cooking) 
                           => sweet oil -- (mild vegetable oil when used as food; especially olive or edible rape oil) 
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                           => canola oil -- (vegetable oil made from rapeseed) 
                           => coconut oil, copra oil -- (oil from coconuts) 
                           => corn oil -- (oil from the germs of corn grains) 
                           => cottonseed oil -- (edible oil pressed from cottonseeds) 
                           => olive oil -- (oil from olives) 
                           => palm oil -- (oil from nuts of oil palms especially the African oil palm) 
                           => peanut oil, groundnut oil --
 (a oil from peanuts; used in cooking and making soap; "groundnut oil" is British usage) 
                           => salad oil -- (any of several edible vegetable oils that can be used in salad dressings) 
                           => safflower oil -- (oil from seeds of the safflower plant) 
                           => sesame oil -- (oil obtained from sesame seeds) 
                           => soybean oil, soyabean oil -- (oil from soya beans) 
                           => sunflower oil, sunflower-seed oil -- (oil from sunflower seeds) 
                           => walnut oil -- (oil from walnuts) 
                           => madia oil -- (used as a substitute for olive oil) 
                           => drying oil --
 (an oil that hardens in air due to oxidation and is often used as a paint or varnish base) 
                   => animal fat -- (any fat obtained from animals; "animal fat is high in saturated fatty acids") 
                       => bone fat --
 (fatty matter in bones extracted with solvents or by boiling or steaming; used chiefly in candles and cheap 
soaps an in lubricating greases) 
                       => butterfat -- (the fatty substance of milk from which butter is made) 
                   => cocoa butter -- (a yellow-white fat from cocoa beans) 
                   => leaf fat, leaf lard -- (fat lining the abdomen and kidneys in hogs which is used to make lard) 
                   => myelin, myeline, medulla --
 (a white fatty substance that forms a medullary sheath around the axis cylinder of some nerve fibers) 
                   => polyunsaturated fat --
 (a class of fats having long carbon chains with many double bonds unsaturated with hydrogen atoms; used 
in some margarines; supposedly associated with low blood cholesterol) 
               => triglyceride --
 (glyceride occurring naturally in animal and vegetable tissues; it consists of three individual fatty acids bou
nd together in a single large molecule; an important energy source forming much of the fat stored by the bo
dy) 
               => oil -- (a slippery or viscous liquid or liquefiable substance not miscible with water) 
                   => sassafras oil -- (oil from root bark of sassafras trees; used in perfumery and as a disinfectant) 
                   => calamus oil -- (carcinogenic oil from calamus root used as a perfume) 
                   => rape oil, rapeseed oil, colza oil --
 (edible light yellow to brown oil from rapeseed used also as a lubricant or illuminant) 
                   => safflower oil -- (oil from safflower seeds used as food as well as in medicines and paints) 
                   => hydnocarpus oil --
 (oil from seeds of trees of the genus Hydnocarpus especially Hydnocarpus wightiana (Hydnocarpus laurifo
lia)) 
                   => babassu oil, babacu oil -- (fatty oil from kernels of babassu nuts similar to coconut oil) 
                   => cohune-nut oil, cohune oil, cohune fat --
 (semisolid fat from nuts of the cohune palm; used in cooking and soap making) 
                   => almond oil, expressed almond oil, sweet almond oil --
 (pale yellow fatty oil expressed from sweet or bitter almonds) 
                   => pennyroyal oil, hedeoma oil -- (aromatic oil from American pennyroyal) 
                   => hyssop oil -- (used chiefly in liqueurs) 
                   => spike lavender oil, spike oil --
 (pale yellow essential oil obtained from spike lavender used in scenting soaps and cosmetics) 
                   => pennyroyal oil --
 (oil from European pennyroyal having a odor like mint; used chiefly in soaps) 
                   => croton oil -- (viscid acrid brownish-
yellow oil from the seeds of Croton tiglium having a violent cathartic action) 
                   => fuel oil, heating oil -- (a petroleum product used for fuel) 
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                       => gas oil --
 (an oil formed through distillation of petroleum of intermediate boiling range and viscosity) 
                   => animal oil -- (any oil obtained from animal substances) 
                       => drying oil --
 (an oil that hardens in air due to oxidation and is often used as a paint or varnish base) 
                       => blubber --
 (an insulating layer of fat under the skin of whales and other large marine mammals; used as a source of oil
) 
                       => bone oil, Dippel's oil -- (dark-colored ill-
smelling oil obtained by carbonizing bone; used especially in sheep dips and in denaturing alcohol) 
                       => bone oil -- (the liquid portion of bone fat; used as a lubricant and in leather manufacture) 
                       => cod-liver oil, cod liver oil --
 (an oil obtained from the livers of cod and similar fishes; taken orally as a source of vitamins A and D) 
                           => cod oil -- (an inferior cod-liver oil that is used in leather manufacturing) 
                       => lanolin, wool fat, wool grease --
 (a yellow viscous animal oil extracted from wool; a mixture of fatty acids and esters; used in some ointmen
ts and cosmetics) 
                       => fish oil -- (oil obtained from fish) 
                           => tuna oil -- (an oil obtained from tuna) 
                       => glyceride, acylglycerol --
 (an ester of glycerol and fatty acids that occurs naturally as fats and fatty oils; "fresh fats contain glycerides
 of fatty acids and very little free acid") 
                           => triglyceride --
 (glyceride occurring naturally in animal and vegetable tissues; it consists of three individual fatty acids bou
nd together in a single large molecule; an important energy source forming much of the fat stored by the bo
dy) 
                       => goose grease -- (grease derived from geese) 
                       => halibut-liver oil -- (a fatty oil from halibut livers that is used as a source of vitamin A) 
                       => lard oil --
 (oil consisting chiefly of olein that is expressed from lard and used especially as a lubricant, cutting oil or i
lluminant) 
                       => menhaden oil --
 (a fatty oil obtained from the menhaden fish and used in paint and ink and in treating leather) 
                       => neat's-foot oil --
 (a pale yellow oil made from the feet and legs of cattle; used as a dressing for leather) 
                       => oleo oil -- (obtained from beef fat; used in making margarine and soap and in lubrication) 
                       => porpoise oil -- (a yellow fatty oil obtained from porpoises and used as a fine lubricant) 
                       => dolphin oil --
 (an unsaturated fatty oil obtained from dolphins and used as a fine lubricant) 
                       => salmon oil --
 (a fatty oil obtained from the wastes in canning salmon; used in making soap and dressing leather) 
                       => sardine oil -- (oil obtained from sardines and used chiefly as a lubricant and in soap) 
                       => seal oil -- (a pale yellow to red-
brown fatty oil obtained from seal blubber; used in making soap and dressing leather and as a lubricant) 
                       => shark oil, shark-liver oil --
 (a fatty yellow to brown oil obtained from the livers of sharks; used for dressing leather and as a source of 
vitamin A) 
                       => sperm oil -- (an animal oil found in the blubber of the sperm whale) 
                       => tallow -- (obtained from suet and used in making soap, candles and lubricants) 
                           => beef tallow -- (tallow obtained from a bovine animal) 
                           => dubbin -- (tallow mixed with oil; used to make leather soft and waterproof) 
                           => mutton tallow -- (tallow from the body of a mature sheep) 
                       => tallow oil -- (an animal oil obtained by pressing tallow; used as a lubricant) 
                       => whale oil, train oil --
 (a white to brown oil obtained from whale blubber; formerly used as an illuminant) 
                       => wool oil -- (any oil used to oil wool before spinning) 
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                   => camphor oil -- (oil distilled from camphor resin) 
                   => grease, lubricating oil -- (a thick fatty oil (especially one used to lubricate machinery)) 
                       => axle grease -- (a thick heavy grease used to lubricate axles) 
                   => essential oil, volatile oil --
 (an oil having the odor or flavor of the plant from which it comes; used in perfume and flavorings) 
                       => ilang-ilang -- (oil distilled from flowers of the ilang-ilang tree; used in perfumery) 
                       => bitter almond oil --
 (pale yellow essential oil obtained from bitter almonds by distillation from almond cake or meal) 
                       => attar, atar, athar, ottar -- (essential oil or perfume obtained from flowers) 
                           => attar of roses, rose oil --
 (a volatile fragrant oil obtained from fresh roses by steam distillation) 
                       => clove oil, oil of cloves -- (essential oil obtained from cloves and used to flavor medicines) 
                       => costus oil -- (a yellow volatile essential oil obtained from costusroot; used in perfumes) 
                       => eucalyptus oil -- (an essential oil obtained from the leaves of eucalypts) 
                       => turpentine, oil of turpentine, spirit of turpentine, turps --
 (volatile liquid distilled from turpentine oleoresin; used as paint thinner and solvent and medicinally) 
                       => wormwood oil, absinthe oil --
 (a dark bitter oil obtained obtained from wormwood leaves; flavors absinthe liqueurs) 
                       => linalool -- (a colorless fragrant liquid found in many essential oils) 
                   => mineral oil --
 (a distillate of petroleum (especially one used medicinally as a laxative or stool softener)) 
                   => motor oil -- (oil used to lubricate the moving parts of a motor) 
                   => fixed oil, fatty oil -- (nonvolatile animal or plant oil) 
                   => fusel oil --
 (a mixture of amyl alcohols and propanol and butanol formed from distillation of fermented liquors) 
                   => stand oil --
 (a thick oil comprised of linseed, tung, or soya oils which have been heated to over 300 C) 
                   => neroli oil --
 (an odoriferous yellow oil found in orange flowers and used in perfumery and as a flavoring) 
                   => tall oil -- (an oil derived from wood pulp and used in making soaps or lubricants) 
                   => petroleum, crude oil, crude, rock oil, fossil oil --
 (a dark oil consisting mainly of hydrocarbons) 
                       => residual oil, resid -- (oil products that remain after petroleum has been distilled) 
                   => shale oil -- (oil extracted from oil shale by heating) 
                   => linseed oil, flaxseed oil --
 (a drying oil extracted from flax seed and used in making such things as oil paints) 
                   => tung oil, Chinese wood oil -- (a yellow oil obtained from the seeds of the tung tree) 
                   => chaulmoogra oil --
 (an oil from chaulmoogra trees; used in treatment of skin diseases and leprosy) 
               => phospholipid --
 (any of various compounds composed of fatty acids and phosphoric acid and a nitrogenous base; an import
ant constituent of membranes) 
                   => lecithin --
 (a yellow phospholipid essential for the metabolism of fats; found in egg yolk and in many plant and anima
l cells; used commercially as an emulsifier) 
               => wax --
 (any of various substances of either mineral origin or plant or animal origin; they are solid at normal tempe
ratures and insoluble in water) 
                   => bayberry wax, bayberry tallow --
 (a fragrant green wax obtained from the wax myrtle and used in making candles) 
                   => carnauba wax, carnauba --
 (hard yellowish to brownish wax from leaves of the carnauba palm used especially in floor waxes and poli
shes) 
                   => candelilla wax -- (a hard brown wax that occurs as a coating on candelilla shrubs) 
                   => ceresin -- (a white wax extracted from ozokerite) 
                   => floor wax --
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 (a preparation containing wax and used to polish and preserve the finish of floors) 
                   => gondang wax, fig wax -- (a hard cream-colored wax obtained from a Javanese fig tree) 
                   => Japan wax, Japan tallow -- (a yellow wax obtained from sumac berries; used in polishes) 
                   => montan wax -- (a hard wax obtained from lignite) 
                   => pisang wax -- (a wax obtained from the leaves of a plantain) 
                   => scale wax, paraffin scale -- (partly refined paraffin wax) 
                   => ski wax -- (wax used on the bottom of skis) 
                   => beeswax -- (a yellow to brown wax secreted by honeybees to build honeycombs) 
                       => Ghedda wax -- (wax from Indian and African bees) 
                   => cerumen, earwax -- (a soft yellow wax secreted by glands in the ear canal) 
                   => paraffin, paraffin wax --
 (from crude petroleum; used for candles and for preservative or waterproof coatings) 
                   => spermaceti -- (a white waxy substance from oil of the sperm whale) 
                   => vegetable wax --
 (a waxy substance obtained from plants (especially from the trunks of certain palms)) 
                   => shellac wax, lac wax -- (a hard wax separated from shellac by its insolubility in alcohol) 
           => nucleic acid --
 ((biochemistry) any of various macromolecules composed of nucleotid chains that are vital constituents of 
all living cells) 
 
 
 

MIXTURE 
mixture --
 ((chemistry) a substance consisting of two or more substances mixed together (not in fixed proportions and
 not with chemical bonding)) 
       => alloy, metal --
 (a mixture containing two or more metallic elements or metallic and nonmetallic elements usually fused to
gether or dissolving into each other when molten; "brass is an alloy of zinc and copper") 
           => heavy metal --
 (a metal of relatively high density (specific gravity greater than about 5) or of high relative atomic weight) 
           => oroide, oreide -- (alloy of copper and tin and zinc; used in imitation gold jewelry) 
           => Alnico -- (trade name for an alloy used to make high-
energy permanent magnets; contains aluminum and iron and nickel plus cobalt or copper or titanium) 
           => amalgam, dental amalgam --
 (an alloy of mercury with another metal (usually silver) used by dentists to fill cavities in teeth; except for i
ron and platinum all metals dissolve in mercury and chemists refer to the resulting mercury mixtures as am
algams) 
           => fusible metal --
 (an alloy with a low melting point and used as solder and in safety plugs and sprinkler fuses) 
           => electrum -- (an alloy of gold and silver) 
           => pewter -- (any of various alloys of tin with small amounts of other metals (especially lead)) 
           => pinchbeck -- (an alloy of copper and zinc that is used in cheap jewelry to imitate gold) 
           => pot metal -- (an alloy of copper and lead used especially for making large pots) 
           => solder -- (an alloy (usually of lead and tin) used when melted to join two metal surfaces) 
               => hard solder --
 (solder that contains copper; melts at a relatively high temperature; used for brazing) 
               => silver solder -- (a solder that contains silver) 
               => soft solder -- (solder that melts at a relatively low temperature) 
           => white gold -- (a pale alloy of gold usually with platinum or nickel or palladium) 
           => type metal -- (an alloy of tin and lead and antimony used to make printing type) 
           => white metal, bearing metal -- (an alloy (often of lead or tin base) used for bearings) 
           => Babbitt metal, babbitt -- (an alloy of tin with some copper and antimony; an anti-
friction lining for bearings) 
           => Britannia metal -- (an alloy similar to pewter) 
           => Carboloy -- (an alloy based on tungsten with cobalt or nickel as a binder; used in making metal-
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cutting tools) 
           => steel --
 (an alloy of iron with small amounts of carbon; widely used in construction; mechanical properties can be 
varied over a wide range) 
               => alloy steel --
 (steel who characteristics are determined by the addition of other elements in addition to carbon) 
                   => stainless steel, chromium steel --
 (steel containing chromium that makes it resistant to corrosion) 
                   => chrome-nickel steel, Elinvar -- (Elinvar is a trademark for a kind of nickel-
chromium steel used for watch springs because its elasticity is constant over a wide range of temperatures) 
                   => chrome-tungsten steel -- (a steel alloy made with chromium and tungsten) 
                   => manganese steel, austenitic manganese steel --
 (a steel with a relatively large component (10-14%) of manganese; highly resistant to wear and shock) 
                   => molybdenum steel -- (steel containing 10-
15% molybdenum; properties are similar to tungsten steel) 
                   => nickel steel -- (an alloy steel containing nickel) 
                   => tool steel --
 (alloy steel that is suitable for making tools; is hard a tough and can retain a cutting edge) 
                       => high-speed steel, hot-work steel --
 (an alloy steel that remains hard at a red heat; used to make metal-cutting tools) 
                   => tungsten steel, wolfram steel -- (a very hard heat-resistant steel containing tungsten) 
                   => vanadium steel -- (steel alloyed with vanadium for greater strength and high-
temperature stability) 
               => austenitic steel --
 (steel that has enough nickel and chromium or manganese to retain austenite at atmospheric temperatures) 
               => case-hardened steel -- (steel with a surface that is much harder than the interior metal) 
               => carbon steel -- (steel whose characteristics are determined by the amount of carbon it contains) 
                   => drill steel, drill rod -- (carbon steel used for rock drills and dowels) 
                   => eutectoid steel -- (a steel that contains 0.9% carbon (the eutectic point in the iron-
carbon system); a carbon steel with 0.9% carbon is pure pearlite) 
                   => hyper-eutectoid steel -- (a steel that contains more than 0.9% carbon) 
                   => hypo-eutectoid steel -- (a steel that contains less that 0.9% carbon) 
               => crucible steel --
 (steel made by the mixture of molten wrought iron, charcoal, and other substances in a crucible) 
               => Damascus steel, Damask steel --
 (a hard resilient steel often decorated and used for sword blades) 
               => chisel steel -- (steel used in making chisels) 
               => hard steel -- (steel with more than 0.3% carbon) 
               => medium steel -- (steel with 0.15-0.3% carbon) 
               => mild steel, low-carbon steel, soft-cast steel -- (steel with less than 0.15% carbon) 
               => quenched steel -- (steel that has been hardened by immersing it in water or oil to cool it) 
                   => oil-hardened steel -- (steel that is quenched in oil) 
               => structural steel -- (a strong steel that is rolled into shapes that are used in construction) 
           => cheoplastic metal -- (any low-fusing alloy used in cheoplasty (molding artificial teeth)) 
           => copper-base alloy -- (any alloy whose principal component is copper) 
               => brass -- (an alloy of copper and zinc) 
                   => alpha-beta brass, Muntz metal, yellow metal --
 (a brass that has more zinc and is stronger than alpha brass; used in making castings and hot-
worked products) 
                       => manganese bronze, high-strength brass -- (a brass with from 1-
4% manganese to harden it) 
                       => naval brass, Admiralty brass, Admiralty Metal, Tobin bronze -- (alpha-
beta brass containing tin; resistant to sea water; Admiralty Metal is a trademark) 
                   => alpha brass -- (a brass-zinc alloy; used mainly for cold working) 
                   => bearing brass -- (a brass bushing or a lining for a bearing) 
                   => cartridge brass -- (a copper-
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zinc alloy (containing about 30% zinc) that is wrought into cartridges or tubing) 
                   => gilding metal -- (a brass that is rich in copper; used to make articles that were to be gilded) 
                   => high brass -- (brass with 35% zinc) 
                   => latten --
 (brass (or a yellow alloy resembling brass) that was hammered into thin sheets; formerly used for church  
utensils) 
                   => low brass -- (brass with 30% (or less) zinc) 
                   => ormolu -- (brass that looks like gold; used to decorate furniture) 
                   => red brass, guinea gold --
 (brass with enough copper to give it a reddish tint; used for plumbing pipe and other brass hardware and in 
cheap jewelry) 
               => bronze -- (an alloy of copper and tin and sometimes other elements; also any copper-
base alloy containing other elements in place of tin) 
                   => gunmetal --
 (a type of bronze used for parts subject to wear or corrosion (especially corrosion by sea water)) 
                   => phosphor bronze -- (a corrosion-
resistant bronze containing phosphorus; used in bearings and gears) 
                   => alpha bronze -- (a copper-tin alloy that can be worked) 
                   => bell metal -- (bronze with 3 or 4 parts copper to 1 part tin; used in making bells) 
                   => beryllium bronze -- (a copper-base alloy containing beryllium) 
                   => leaded bronze -- (bronze to which 1-4% lead is added) 
                   => nickel bronze -- (a bronze containing up to 30% nickel) 
                   => silicon bronze -- (a bronze with 2-3% silicon that is resistant to corrosion) 
               => cupronickel -- (a 60/40 alloy of copper and nickel) 
               => aluminum bronze, aluminium bronze -- (a copper-
aluminum alloy with high tensile strength and resistance to corrosion) 
               => constantan, Eureka -- (a copper-
nickel alloy with high electrical resistance and a low temperature coefficient; used as resistance wire) 
           => dental gold -- (an alloy of gold used in dentistry) 
           => Duralumin -- (an aluminum-based alloy) 
           => Inconel -- (a nickel-base alloy with chromium and iron; used in gas-turbine blades) 
           => Invar --
 (an alloy of iron and nickel having a low coefficient of thermal expansion; used in tuning forks and  
measuring tapes and other instruments) 
           => nickel-base alloy, nickel alloy -- (an alloy whose main constituent is nickel) 
               => Monel metal, Monell metal --
 (an alloy of nickel and copper and other metals (such as iron and/or manganese and/or aluminum)) 
               => Nichrome -- (a nickel-
chromium alloy with high electrical resistance and an ability to withstand high temperatures; used for resist
ance heating elements) 
               => Permalloy -- (an 80/20 alloy of nickel and iron; easily magnetized and demagnetized) 
           => nickel silver, German silver -- (a silver-white alloy containing copper and zinc and nickel) 
           => pyrophoric alloy --
 (an alloy that emits sparks when struck or scratched with steel; used in lighter flints) 
               => ferrocerium -- (a pyrophoric alloy of iron with cerium; used for lighter flints) 
               => misch metal -- (a pyrophoric alloy made from a mixture of rare-earth metals) 
           => shot metal -- (an alloy that is 98% lead and 2% arsenic; used in making small shot) 
           => Stellite -- (a cobalt-
base alloy with chromium and other metals; very hard; used to make cutting tools and for surfaces subject  
to heavy wear) 
           => sterling silver -- (a silver alloy with no more than 7.5% copper) 
           => tombac, tombak, tambac --
 (an alloy of copper and zinc (and sometimes arsenic) used to imitate gold in cheap jewelry and for gilding) 
           => Wood's metal, Wood's alloy -- (a fusible bismuth-
base alloy; melts at about 160 degrees Fahrenheit) 
       => colloid -- (a mixture with properties between those of a solution and fine suspension) 
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           => silver protein --
 (a colloid preparation of protein (albumin or gelatin) and silver oxide; used in aqueous solution as an antib
acterial agent) 
           => gel, colloidal gel -- (a colloid in a more solid form than a sol) 
               => hydrogel -- (a colloidal gel in which water is the dispersion medium) 
           => sol, colloidal solution, colloidal suspension --
 (a colloid that has a continuous liquid phase in which a solid is suspended in a liquid) 
           => emulsion -- ((chemistry) a colloid in which both phases are liquids; "an oil-in-water emulsion") 
           => silica gel -- (a porous form of silica that is highly absorbent) 
       => composition -- (a mixture of ingredients) 
           => paste -- (any mixture of a soft and malleable consistency) 
           => beebread, ambrosia -- (a mixture of nectar and pollen prepared by worker bees and fed to larvae) 
           => compost -- (a mixture of decaying vegetation and manure; used as a fertilizer) 
           => soup -- (any composition having a consistency suggestive of soup) 
       => mechanical mixture -- (a mixture whose components can be separated by mechanical means) 
       => eutectic -- (a mixture of substances having a minimum melting point) 
       => solution --
 (a homogeneous mixture of two or more substances; frequently (but not necessarily) a liquid solution; "he 
used a solution of peroxide and water") 
           => brine -- (a strong solution of salt and water used for pickling) 
           => aqueous solution -- (a solution in water) 
           => bleach liquor --
 (a solution containing bleaching agents that is used to bleach textiles or paper pulp) 
           => buffer solution -- (a solution containing a buffer) 
               => starting buffer -- (buffer solution at the start of a reaction) 
               => phosphate buffer solution, PBS -- (a solution containing a phosphate buffer) 
           => collodion --
 (a colorless syrupy solution of pyroxylin in ether and alcohol; used as a coating for wounds or  
photographic films) 
           => chlorine water -- (an aqueous solution of chlorine used as a bleaching agent) 
           => conjugate solution, conjugate --
 (a mixture of two partially miscible liquids A and B produces two conjugate solutions: one of A in B and a
nother of B in A) 
           => dilution -- (a diluted solution) 
           => electrolyte --
 (a solution that conducts electricity; "the proper amount and distribution of electrolytes in the body is essen
tial for health") 
               => polyelectrolyte -- (an electrolyte of high molecular weight) 
           => eluate -- (a liquid solution that results from elution) 
           => Fehling's solution --
 (a liquid solution of copper sulfate and potassium tartrate and sodium hydroxide that is used to test for  
sugar in the urine; solution turns reddish when sugar is present) 
           => formalin, formol --
 (a 10% solution of formaldehyde in water; used as a disinfectant or to preserve biological specimens) 
           => gargle, mouthwash -- (a medicated solution used for gargling and rinsing the mouth) 
           => infusion, extract -- (a solution obtained by steeping or soaking a substance (usually in water)) 
               => beef tea, Bovril -- (an extract of beef (given to people who are ill)) 
               => black catechu, catechu --
 (extract of the heartwood of Acacia catechu used for dying and tanning and preserving fishnets and sails; f
ormerly used medicinally) 
               => pancreatin --
 (extract from the pancreas of animals that contains pancreatic enzymes; used to treat pancreatitis and other 
conditions involving insufficient pancreatic secretions) 
           => injection, injectant -- (any solution that is injected (as into the skin)) 
           => isotonic solution, isosmotic solution -- (a solution having the same osmotic pressure as blood) 
               => Ringer's solution, Ringer solution --
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 (an aqueous solution containing the chlorides of sodium and potassium and calcium that is isotonic to anim
al tissues; used to correct dehydration and (in physiological experiments) as a medium for in vitro  
preparations) 
               => saline solution, saline -- (an isotonic solution of sodium chloride and distilled water) 
           => liquid bleach -- (a solution containing bleaching agents; used for laundry) 
           => sap --
 (a watery solution of sugars, salts, and minerals that circulates through the vascular system of a plant) 
               => manna -- (hardened sugary exudation of various trees) 
           => solid solution, primary solid solution --
 (a homogeneous solid that can exist over a range of component chemicals; a constituent of alloys that is for
med when atoms of an element are incorporated into the crystals of a metal) 
               => austenite --
 (a solid solution of ferric carbide or carbon in iron; cools to form pearlite or martensite) 
               => ferrite -- (a solid solution in which alpha iron is the solvent) 
               => martensite -- (a solid solution of carbon in alpha-
iron that is formed when steel is cooled so rapidly that the change from austenite to pearlite is suppressed;  
responsible for the hardness of quenched steel) 
               => double salt -- (a solution of two simple salts that forms a single substance on crystallization) 
                   => alum, potassium alum, potash alum --
 (a white crystalline double sulfate of aluminum: the potassium double sulfate of aluminum) 
                   => alum, ammonia alum, ammonium alum --
 (a white crystalline double sulfate of aluminum: the ammonium double sulfate of aluminum) 
                   => Rochelle salt, Rochelle salts -- (a double salt used in Seidlitz powder; acts as a cathartic) 
                   => Paris green -- (a toxic double salt of copper arsenate and copper acetate) 
           => spirits of ammonia, sal volatile --
 (a solution of ammonium carbonate in ammonia water and alcohol) 
           => Gram's solution --
 (a solution used in staining bacteria by Gram's method; consists of one part iodine and two parts potassium
 iodide and 300 parts water) 
           => toner -- (a solution containing chemicals that can change the color of a photographic print) 
       => suspension --
 (a mixture in which fine particles are suspended in a fluid where they are supported by buoyancy) 
           => slurry --
 (a suspension of insoluble particles (as plaster of paris or lime or clay etc.) usually in water) 
           => resuspension -- (a renewed suspension of insoluble particles after they have been precipitated) 
           => mash -- (a mixture of mashed malt grains and hot water; used in brewing) 
               => sour mash --
 (a mash with optimum acidity for yeast fermentation; a mixture of old and new mash; used in distilling  
some whiskeys) 
           => vapor, vapour -- (a visible suspension in the air of particles of some substance) 
               => steam -- (water at boiling temperature diffused in the atmosphere) 
                   => live steam -- (steam coming from a boiler at full pressure) 
               => water vapor, water vapour --
 (water in a vaporous form diffused in the atmosphere but below boiling temperature) 
                   => spray --
 (water in small drops in the atmosphere; blown from waves or thrown up by a waterfall) 
                       => sea spray -- (spray from ocean waves) 
                       => spindrift, spoondrift -- (spray blown up from the surface of the sea) 
       => freezing mixture --
 (a mixture of substances (usually salt and ice) to obtain a temperature below the freezing point of water) 
       => Greek fire --
 (a mixture used by Byzantine Greeks that was often shot at adversaries; catches fire when wetted) 
       => gummite --
 (a gummy orange mixture of uranium oxides and silicates occurring naturally in the hydration and oxidatio
n of pitchblende) 
       => lamellar mixture -- (a mixture in which substances occur in distinct layers) 
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           => pearlite --
 (a lamellar mixture of cementite and ferrite formed during the cooling of austenite; a micro-
constituent of steel and cast iron) 
               => granular pearlite, globular pearlite --
 (if steel or iron cool very slowly the cementite may occur in globules instead of in layers) 
       => matte -- (a mixture of sulfides that forms when sulfide metal ores are smelted) 
           => sparkle metal -- (matte that has 74 percent copper) 
       => oxyacetylene --
 (a mixture of oxygen and acetylene; used to create high temperatures for cutting or welding metals) 
       => petrolatum, petroleum jelly, mineral jelly -- (a semi-
solid mixture of hydrocarbons obtained from petroleum; used in medicinal ointments and for lubrication) 
           => Vaseline -- (a trademarked brand of petroleum jelly) 
       => plaster --
 (a mixture of lime or gypsum with sand and water; hardens into a smooth solid; used to cover walls and cei
lings) 
           => finish coat, finishing coat --
 (the final coating of plaster applied to walls and ceilings; "we can't paint until they put on the finishing coat
") 
           => grout -- (a thin mortar that can be poured and used to fill cracks in masonry or brickwork) 
           => parget, pargeting, pargetting -- (plaster used to coat outer walls and line chimneys) 
           => roughcast -- (a coarse plaster for the surface of external walls) 
           => spackle, spackling compound --
 (powder (containing gypsum plaster and glue) that when mixed with water forms a plastic paste used to fill
 cracks and holes in plaster) 
           => stucco --
 (a plaster now made mostly from Portland cement and sand and lime; applied while soft to cover exterior 
walls or surfaces) 
               => render -- (a substance similar to stucco but exclusively applied to masonry walls) 
       => soda lime -- (a mixture of sodium and calcium hydroxides; absorbs liquids and gases) 
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CHEMICAL COMPOUND 
compound, chemical compound –
 ((chemistry) a substance formed by chemical union of two or more elements or ingredients in definite  
proportion by weight) 
       => vanillin –
 (a crystalline compound found in vanilla beans and some balsam resins; used in perfumes and flavorings) 
       => acceptor –
 ((chemistry) in the formation of a coordinate bond it is the compound to which electrons are donated) 
       => adduct – (a compound formed by an addition reaction) 
       => antiknock – (any of various compounds that are added to gasoline to reduce engine knocking) 
           => tetraethyl lead, lead tetraethyl –
 (a clear oily poisonous liquid added to gasoline to prevent knocking) 
       => acid – (any of various water-
soluble compounds having a sour taste and capable of turning litmus red and reacting with a base to form a 
salt) 
           => alkapton, alcapton, homogentisic acid –
 (an acid formed as an intermediate product of the metabolism of tyrosine and phenylalanine) 
           => arsenic acid – (an acid formed from arsenic pentoxide) 
           => cerotic acid, hexacosanoic acid – (a white solid fatty acid found in waxes (such as beeswax)) 
           => chloric acid – ((HclO3) a strong unstable acid with an acrid odor found in chlorate salts) 
           => chlorous acid – ((HclO2) a strongly oxidizing acid; known only in solution) 
           => monobasic acid – (an acid containing only one replaceable hydrogen atom per molecule) 
           => dibasic acid – (an acid containing two replaceable hydrogen atoms per molecule) 
           => tribasic acid – (an acid containing three replaceable hydrogen atoms per molecule) 
           => tetrabasic acid – (an acid containing four replaceable hydrogen atoms per molecule) 
           => fulminic acid –
 ((CNOH) an unstable acid occurring mainly in the form of explosive salts and esters that is isomeric with  
cyanic acid) 
           => gamma acid – (a crystalline acid used to make azo dyes) 
           => hydriodic acid –
 ((HI) a colorless or yellow aqueous solution of hydrogen iodide; “hydriodic acid is a strong acid”) 
           => hydrocyanic acid, prussic acid –
 (a solution of hydrogen cyanide in water; weak solutions are used in fumigating and in the synthesis of  
organic compounds) 
           => �enderiz acid –
 (any acid that has hydroxyl groups in addition to the hydroxyl group in the acid itself) 
               => hydroxybenzoic acid – (a crystalline derivative of benzoic acid) 
               => juniperic acid – (a crystalline acid found in the exudations of some conifers) 
               => salicylic acid, 2-hydroxybenzoic acid –
 (a white crystalline substance with a bitter aftertaste; used as a fungicide or in making aspirin or dyes or pe
rfumes) 
               => tartaric acid –
 (an acid found in many fruits; used in soft drinks and confectionery and baking powder) 
                   => racemic acid – (the optically inactive form of tartaric acid that is often found in grape juice) 
           => hyponitrous acid – (an explosive white crystalline weak acid (H2N2O2)) 
           => lysergic acid – (a crystalline acid often used in medical research; obtained from ergotic alkaloids) 
           => manganic acid – (a dibasic acid (H2MnO4) found only in solution and in manganate salts) 
           => methacrylic acid, 2-methylpropenoic acid –
 (an unsaturated acid (C4H6O2) used to make resins and plastics) 
           => selenic acid – (a strong acid (H2SeO4) analogous to sulfuric acid) 
           => sulfonic acid, sulphonic acid – (n acid derived from sulphuric acid) 
           => titanic acid – (a white weak acid that is a hydrated form of titanium dioxide) 
           => perchloric acid – (a powerful oxidizing agent; forms perchlorates) 
           => carboxylic acid – (an organic acid characterized by one or more carboxyl groups) 
               => acetic acid, ethanoic acid –
 (a colorless pungent liquid widely used in manufacturing plastics and pharmaceuticals) 
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                   => acetum – (a dilute solution of acetic acid that is used as a solvent (e.g. for a drug)) 
                   => trichloroacetic acid, trichloracetic acid – (a strong acid made by chlorinating acetic acid) 
                   => vinegar – (dilute acetic acid) 
               => hexanedioic acid, adipic acid – (a carboxylic acid used in the manufacture of nylon) 
               => mucic acid – (a solid acid (C6H10O8) found in milk or sugar) 
               => suberic acid, octanedioic acid – (a dicarboxylic acid found in cork) 
               => succinic acid – (a dicarboxylic acid (C4H6O4) active in metabolic processes) 
               => saccharic acid – (a white dicarboxylic acid formed from oxidation of sugar or starch) 
               => sebacic acid, decanedioic acid – (a dicarboxylic acid used to make resins) 
               => sorbic acid – (a white crystalline carboxylic acid used as a preservative) 
               => valeric acid, pentanoic acid – (a clear liquid carboxylic acid used in perfumes and drugs) 
               => fatty acid –
 (any of a class of aliphatic monocarboxylic acids that form part of a lipid molecule and can be derived  
from fat by hydrolysis; fatty acids are simple molecules built around a series of carbon atoms linked  
together  in a chain of 12 to 22 carbon atoms) 
                   => saturated fatty acid –
 (a fatty acid whose carbon chain cannot absorb any more hydrogen atoms; found chiefly in animal fats) 
                       => margaric acid, heptadecanoic acid – (a colorless crystalline synthetic fatty acid) 
                       => butyric acid, butanoic acid – (an unpleasant smelling fatty acid found especially in butter) 
                           => hydroxybutyric acid, oxybutyric acid – (�enderiz derivative of butyric acid) 
                               => beta-hydroxybutyric acid –
 (beta derivative of hydroxybutyric acid that is found in the blood and urine in some cases of impaired meta
bolism) 
                       => capric acid, decanoic acid –
 (a fatty acid found in animal oils and fats; has an unpleasant smell resembling goats) 
                       => caproic acid, hexanoic acid –
 (a fatty acid found in animal oils and fats or made synthetically; smells like goats) 
                       => caprylic acid – (a fatty acid having a rancid taste; found in butter and other fats and oils) 
                       => lauric acid, dodecanoic acid –
 (a crystalline fatty acid occurring as glycerides in natural fats and oils (especially coconut oil and palm-
kernel oil)) 
                       => myristic acid, tetradecanoic acid –
 (a saturated fatty acid occurring naturally in animal and vegetable fats) 
                       => palmitic acid, hexadecanoic acid –
 (a saturated fatty acid that is the major fat in meat and dairy products) 
                       => stearic acid, octadecanoic acid –
 (a waxy saturated fatty acid; occurs widely as a glyceride in animal and vegetable fats) 
                   => unsaturated fatty acid –
 (a fatty acid whose carbon chain can absorb additional hydrogen atoms) 
                       => monounsaturated fatty acid –
 (an unsaturated fatty acid whose carbon chain has one double or triple valence bond per molecule; found  
chiefly in olive oil and chicken and almonds) 
                           => elaidic acid –
 (a monounsaturated fatty acid that has the same structure as oleic acid except that it is a trans fatty acid; the
 major trans fatty acid in margarine and fried foods) 
                           => oleic acid –
 (a colorless oily liquid occurring as a glyceride; it is the major fatty acid in olive oil and canola oil; used in 
making soap and cosmetics and ointments and lubricating oils) 
                       => polyunsaturated fatty acid –
 (an unsaturated fatty acid whose carbon chain has more than one double or triple valence bond per molecul
e; found chiefly in fish and corn and soybean oil and safflower oil) 
                           => omega-3 fatty acid, omega-3 –
 (a polyunsaturated fatty acid whose carbon chain has its first double valence bond three carbons from the  
beginning) 
                               => alpha-linolenic acid –
 (a polyunsaturated fatty acid with 18 carbon atoms; the only omega-
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3 fatty acid found in vegetable products; it is most abundant in canola oil; a fatty acid essential for nutrition
) 
                               => docosahexaenoic acid – (an omega-
3 fatty acid with 22 carbon atoms; found in fish (especially tuna and bluefish)) 
                               => eicosapentaenoic acid – (an omega-
3 fatty acid with 20 carbon atoms; found in fish (especially tuna and bluefish)) 
                           => omega-6 fatty acid, omega-6 –
 (a polyunsaturated fatty acid whose carbon chain has its first double valence bond six carbons from the  
beginning) 
                               => linolenic acid –
 (a liquid polyunsaturated fatty acid that occurs in some plant oils; an essential fatty acid) 
                           => linoleic acid, linolic acid –
 (a liquid polyunsaturated fatty acid abundant in plant fats and oils; a fatty acid essential for nutrition; used  
to make soap) 
                       => ricinoleic acid – (an oily fatty acid found in castor oil and used in soap) 
                       => eleostearic acid, elaeostearic acid – (a crystalline unsaturated fatty acid) 
                   => trans fatty acid –
 (a fatty acid that has been been produced by hydrogenating an unsaturated fatty acid (and so changing its s
hape); found in processed foods such as margarine and fried foods and puddings and commercially baked g
oods and partially hydrogenated vegetable oils) 
                       => elaidic acid –
 (a monounsaturated fatty acid that has the same structure as oleic acid except that it is a trans fatty acid; the
 major trans fatty acid in margarine and fried foods) 
               => benzoic acid – (a white crystalline solid occurring in many resins) 
               => propionic acid, propanoic acid –
 (a liquid fatty acid found in milk and sweat and in fuel distillates) 
               => lactic acid –
 (a clear odorless hygroscopic syrupy carboxylic acid found in sour milk and in many fruits) 
               => propenoic acid, acrylic acid –
 (an unsaturated liquid carboxylic acid used in the manufacture of acrylic resins) 
           => aminobenzoic acid – (a derivative of benzoic acid) 
           => nitric acid, aqua fortis –
 (acid used especially in the production of fertilizers and explosives and rocket fuels) 
           => nitrous acid – (an unstable inorganic acid known only in solution and as nitrite salts) 
           => aqua regia, nitrohydrochloric acid –
 (a yellow fuming corrosive mixture of nitric and hydrochloric acid that dissolves metals (including gold)) 
           => barbituric acid, malonylurea –
 (a white crystalline acid derived from pyrimidine; used in preparing barbiturate drugs) 
           => lansoprazole, Prevacid –
 (antacid (trade name Prevacid) that suppresses acid secretion in the stomach) 
           => boric acid, boracic acid – (any of various acids containing boron and oxygen) 
               => perboric acid – (a form of boric acid) 
           => boric acid, orthoboric acid –
 (a white or colorless slightly acid solid that is soluble in water and ethanol; used in the manufacture of  
glass and paper and adhesives and in detergents and as a flux in welding; also used as an antiseptic and foo
d preservative) 
           => bromic acid – (an unstable acid used as an oxidizing agent) 
           => carbamic acid –
 (an acid that is known only by virtue of its salts (as ammonium carbamate) or its esters (as urethane)) 
           => carbolic acid, phenol, hydroxybenzene, oxybenzene, phenylic acid –
 (a toxic white soluble crystalline acidic derivative of benzene; used in manufacturing and as a disinfectant 
and antiseptic; poisonous if taken internally) 
           => carbonic acid –
 (a weak acid known only in solution; formed when carbon dioxide combines with water) 
           => chromic acid – (an unstable acid known only in solution and as chromate salts) 
           => citric acid – (a weak water-
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soluble acid found in many fruits (especially citrus fruits); used as a flavoring agent) 
           => cyanamide, �enderiz – (a weak soluble dibasic acid (the parent acid of cyanamide salts)) 
           => cyanic acid –
 (a colorless poisonous volatile liquid acid that hydrolyzes readily to ammonia and carbon dioxide) 
           => cyanuric acid – (a trimer of cyanic acid) 
           => ferricyanic acid – (a brown unstable acid formed from ferricyanide) 
           => ferrocyanic acid – (a white unstable acid formed from ferrocyanide salts) 
           => fluoroboric acid – (an acid of fluorine and boron) 
           => fluosilicic acid, hydrofluosilicic acid –
 (an unstable poisonous corrosive acid know primarily in the form of its salts) 
           => formic acid –
 (a colorless pungent fuming vesicatory liquid acid HCOOH found naturally in ants and many plants or  
made catalytically from carbon monoxide and steam; used in finishing textiles and paper and in the manufa
cture of insecticides and fumigants) 
           => fumaric acid – (a colorless crystalline acid with a fruity taste; used in making polyester resins) 
           => gallic acid – (a colorless crystalline acid obtained from tannin) 
           => glyceric acid – (a syrupy acid obtained by oxidation of glycerol or �enderizer�ds�s) 
           => glycolic acid, �enderiz acid, hydroxyacetic acid –
 (a translucent crystalline compound found in sugar cane and sugar beets and unripe grapes) 
           => hydrobromic acid – (an aqueous solution of hydrogen bromide that is a strong liquid acid) 
           => hydrochloric acid – (an aqueous solution of hydrogen chloride; a strongly corrosive acid) 
               => muriatic acid – (a former name for hydrochloric acid) 
           => hydrogen chloride – (a colorless corrosive gas: HCl) 
           => hydrofluoric acid –
 (a weak poisonous liquid acid; formed by solution of hydrogen fluoride in water) 
           => hydroiodic acid – (an acid formed by aqueous solution of hydrogen iodide) 
           => hypochlorous acid –
 (a weak unstable acid known only in solution and in its salts; used as a bleaching agent and as an oxidizing
 agent) 
           => iodic acid – (a soluble crystalline acid; used as a reagent and disinfectant) 
           => isocyanic acid – (an acid known only in the form of its esters) 
           => itaconic acid – (a crystalline carboxylic acid; occurs in some fermentations of sugars) 
           => maleic acid –
 (a colorless crystalline compound found in unripe fruit (such as apples or tomatoes or cherries) and used  
mainly to make polyester resins) 
           => oxalacetic acid, oxaloacetic acid –
 (an acid formed by oxidation of maleic acid (as in metabolism of fats and carbohydrates)) 
           => oxalic acid, ethanedioic acid –
 (a toxic colorless crystalline organic acid found in oxalis and other plants; used as a bleach and rust remov
er and in chemical analysis) 
           => oxyacid, oxygen acid – (any acid that contains oxygen) 
               => hypophosphoric acid – (a crystalline tetrabasic acid (H4P2O6)) 
               => hypophosphorous acid, phosphorous acid, orthophosphorous acid – (a clear or yellow-
colored monobasic acid (H3PO2)) 
               => polyphosphoric acid – (a series of oxyacids of phosphorus) 
                   => metaphosphoric acid – (a glassy solid acid ([HPO3]n) often used as a dehydrating agent) 
                   => pyrophosphoric acid – (a solid acid formed by reactions of orthophosphoric acid) 
               => periodic acid – (any oxygen-containing acid of iodine) 
               => phosphoric acid, orthophosphoric acid – (an acid used in fertilizers and soaps: H3PO4) 
               => tungstic acid –
 (an oxyacid of tungsten (often polymeric in nature) formed by neutralizing alkaline tungstate solutions) 
               => vanadium pentoxide, vanadic acid –
 (any of various oxyacids of vanadium; known mostly in the form of its salts) 
           => pantothenic acid, pantothen –
 (a vitamin of the vitamin B complex that performs an important role in the oxidation of fats and  
carbohydrates and certain amino acids; occurs in many foods) 
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           => para aminobenzoic acid, PABA –
 (a metabolic acid found in yeast and liver cells; used to make dyes and drugs and sunblockers) 
           => pectic acid – (a complex acid that occurs in ripe fruit and some vegetables) 
           => permanganic acid –
 (an unstable purple acid (HmnO4) known only in solution or of permanganate salts) 
           => phthalic acid – (a colorless acid used to make dyes and perfumes) 
           => picric acid –
 (a yellow toxic highly explosive strong acid; used in high explosives and as a dye and in chemical  
reactions) 
           => pyruvic acid –
 (a colorless acid formed as an important intermediate in metabolism or fermentation) 
           => dichromic acid –
 (the hypothetical acid (H2Cr2O7) from which dichromates are derived; known only in solution and in the  
form of dichromate salts) 
           => silicic acid – (a jelly-like substance (hydrated silica)) 
           => sulfanilic acid, sulphanilic acid – (a crystalline acid made from aniline and used as a dye) 
           => thiocyanic acid – (an unstable acid that can be obtained by distilling a thiocyanate salt) 
           => toluic acid – (an isomeric acid derived from toluene) 
           => triphosphoric acid –
 (an acid that is a partial anhydride of three molecules of phosphoric acid; known chiefly in the form of its  
salts and esters) 
           => undecylenic acid – (an acid that is a component of perspiration) 
           => uric acid –
 (a white tasteless odorless crystalline product of protein metabolism; found in the blood and urine) 
           => vitriol, oil of vitriol, sulfuric acid, sulphuric acid –
 ((H2SO4) a highly corrosive acid made from sulfur dioxide; widely used in the chemical industry) 
               => battery acid, electrolyte acid – (dilute sulfuric acid used in storage batteries) 
           => xanthic acid – (any of a class of unstable organic acids containing sulphur) 
       => arsenide – (a compound of arsenic with a more positive element) 
       => hydrogen cyanide –
 (a highly poisonous gas or volatile liquid that smells like bitter almonds; becomes a gas at around 90  
degree �enderizer and is most dangerous when inhaled; the anhydride of hydrocyanic acid; used in manufa
cturing) 
       => anionic compound – (a compound characterized by an active anion) 
       => base, alkali – (any of various water-
soluble compounds capable of turning litmus blue and reacting with an acid to form a salt and water; “bases
 include oxides and hydroxides of metals and ammonia”) 
           => pyridine –
 (a toxic colorless flammable liquid organic base with a disagreeable odor; usually derived from coal) 
               => triphosphopyridine – (a pyridine ring with three phosphorus groups) 
           => purine – (a colorless crystalline nitrogen-
containing organic base; the parent compound of various biologically important substances) 
           => purine – (any of several bases that are derivatives of purine) 
               => adenine, A –
 ((biochemistry) purine base found in DNA and RNA; pairs with thymine in DNA and with uracil in RNA) 
               => guanine, G – (a purine base found in DNA and RNA; pairs with cytosine) 
           => imidazole, iminazole, glyoxaline – (an organic base C3H4N2; a histamine inhibitor) 
           => melamine, cyanuramide –
 (a white crystalline organic base; used mainly in making melamine resins) 
           => pyrimidine – (any of several basic compounds derived from pyrimidine) 
               => cytosine, C –
 (a base found in DNA and RNA and derived from pyrimidine; pairs with guanine) 
               => thymine, T –
 (a base found in DNA (but not in RNA) and derived from pyrimidine; pairs with adenine) 
       => binary compound – (chemical compound composed of only two elements) 
           => sodium chloride, common salt –
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 (a white crystalline solid consisting mainly of sodium chloride (NaCl)) 
               => halite, rock salt – (naturally occurring crystalline sodium chloride) 
           => ammonia – (a pungent gas compounded of nitrogen and hydrogen (NH3)) 
               => ammonium, ammonium ion –
 (the ion NH4 derived from ammonia; behaves in many respects like an alkali metal ion) 
           => calcium carbide – (a gray salt of calcium (CaC) used in making acetylene) 
           => water, H2O –
 (binary compound that occurs at room temperature as a clear colorless odorless tasteless liquid; freezes  
into ice below 0 degrees centigrade and boils above 100 degrees centigrade; widely used as a solvent) 
               => tap water – (water directly from the spigot) 
               => bath water – (water used for a bath) 
               => dishwater – (water in which dishes and cooking utensils are washed) 
               => distilled water – (water that has been purified by distillation) 
               => holy water – (water that has been blessed by a priest for use in symbolic purification) 
               => ground water, spring water, well water –
 (underground water that is held in the soil and in pervious rocks) 
               => hard water –
 (water that contains salts (as calcium and magnesium ions) that limit the formation of lather with soap) 
               => limewater – (solution of calcium hydroxide in water used as an antacid) 
               => meltwater – (melted snow or ice) 
               => seawater, saltwater, brine – (water containing salts; “the water in the ocean is all saltwater”) 
                   => red tide –
 (seawater that is discolored by large numbers of certain dinoflagellates that produce saxitoxin) 
               => fresh water – (water that is not salty) 
                   => rain, rainwater – (drops of fresh water that fall as precipitation from clouds) 
               => slush – (partially melted snow) 
               => soft water –
 (water that is not hard (does not contain salts that interfere with the formation of lather with soap)) 
               => bilge, bilge water – (water accumulated in the bilge of a ship) 
               => water of crystallization, water of �enderizer�ds�s, water of hydration –
 (the water present in hydrated compounds) 
           => hydride – (any binary compound formed by the union of hydrogen and other elements) 
               => hydrazoic acid, azoimide, hydrogen azide, HN –
 (a colorless explosive liquid that is volatile and poisonous and foul-smelling) 
               => calcium hydride, hydrolith – (a salt-
like binary compound (CaH2) used as a reducing agent and source of hydrogen) 
               => sodium hydride – (a flammable gray crystalline binary compound (NaH)) 
       => taurine – (a colorless crystalline substance obtained from the bile of mammals) 
       => chromogen – (a compound that can be converted to a pigment) 
           => urobilinogen, stercobilinogen –
 (a chromogen formed in the intestine from the breakdown of bilirubin; yields urobilins on oxidation; some 
is excreted in the feces and some is resorbed and excreted in bile or urine) 
       => manganese tetroxide – (an oxide of manganese found naturally as hausmannite) 
       => monomer – (a simple compound whose molecules can join together to form polymers) 
       => ozonide –
 (any of a class of unstable chemical compounds resulting from the addition of ozone to a double bond in  
an unsaturated compound) 
       => organic compound – (any compound of carbon and another element or a radical) 
           => aldehyde –
 (any of a class of highly reactive chemical compounds; used in making resins and dyes and organic acids) 
               => paraldehyde, ethanal trimer –
 (a colorless liquid (a cyclic trimer of acetaldehyde) that is used as a sedative and a solvent) 
               => acetaldehyde, ethanal – (a colorless volatile water-
soluble liquid aldehyde used chiefly in manufacture of acetic acid and perfumes and drugs) 
               => formaldehyde, methanal – (a colorless poisonous gas; made by the oxidation of methanol) 
               => furfural, furfuraldehyde –
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 (a liquid aldehyde with a penetrating odor; made from plant hulls and corn cobs; used in making furan and 
as a solvent) 
               => �enderizer�ds�s, glyceric aldehyde –
 (a sweet crystalline aldehyde formed by the breakdown of sugars) 
               => propanal, propionaldehyde – (a colorless liquid aldehyde) 
               => propenal, acrolein – (a pungent colorless unsaturated liquid aldehyde made from propene) 
           => aliphatic compound –
 (organic compound that is an alkane or alkene or alkyne or their derivative) 
               => acetylene, ethyne, alkyne –
 (a colorless flammable gas used chiefly in welding and in organic synthesis) 
               => alicyclic compound – (an aliphatic compound that contains a ring of atoms) 
               => alkene, olefine, olefin – (any unsaturated aliphatic hydrocarbon) 
                   => ethylene, �ender –
 (a flammable colorless gaseous alkene; obtained from petroleum and natural gas and used in  
manufacturing many other chemicals; sometimes used as an anesthetic) 
                       => trichloroethylene, trichloroethane, TCE –
 (a heavy colorless highly toxic liquid used as a solvent to clean electronic components and for dry cleaning
 and as a fumigant; causes cancer and liver and lung damage) 
               => methane series, alkane series, alkane, paraffin – (a non-
aromatic saturated hydrocarbon with the general formula CnH(2n+2)) 
                   => butane – (occurs in natural gas; used in the manufacture of rubber and fuels) 
                   => amine, aminoalkane –
 (a compound derived from ammonia by replacing hydrogen atoms by univalent hydrocarbon radicals) 
                       => histamine –
 (amine formed from histidine that stimulates gastric secretions and dilates blood vessels; released by the  
humane immune system during allergic reactions) 
                       => aniline, aniline oil, aminobenzine, phenylamine –
 (oily poisonous liquid amine obtained from nitrobenzene and used to make dyes and plastics and  
medicines) 
                       => enamine – (an amine containing the double bond linkage –C=C-N-) 
                       => monoamine –
 (a molecule containing one amine group (especially one that is a neurotransmitter)) 
                           => monoamine neurotransmitter –
 (a monoamine that is functionally important in neural transmission) 
                               => noradrenaline, norepinephrine –
 (a catecholamine precursor of epinephrine that is secreted by the adrenal medulla and also released at  
synapses) 
                               => serotonin, 5-hydroxytryptamine –
 (a neurotransmitter involved in e.g. sleep and depression and memory) 
                               => dopamine, Dopastat, Intropin –
 (a monoamine neurotransmitter found in the brain and essential for the normal functioning of the central ne
rvous system; as a drug (trade names Dopastat and Intropin) it is used to treat shock and hypotension) 
                       => ptomaine, �enderiz –
 (any of various amines (such as putrescine or cadaverine) formed by the action of putrefactive bacteria) 
                           => putrescine –
 (a colorless crystalline ptomaine with a foul odor that is produced in decaying animal matter) 
                           => cadaverine –
 (a colorless toxic ptomaine with an unpleasant odor formed during the putrefaction of animal tissue) 
                   => ethane, C2H6 – (a colorless odorless alkane gas used as fuel) 
                   => heptane –
 (a colorless volatile highly flammable liquid obtained from petroleum and used as an anesthetic or a  
solvent or in determining octane ratings) 
                   => hexane –
 (a colorless flammable liquid alkane derived from petroleum and used as a solvent) 
                   => methane – (a colorless odorless gas used as a fuel) 
                       => marsh gas – (methane gas produced when vegetation decomposes in water) 
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           => alkylbenzene – (organic compound that has an alkyl group bound to a benzene ring) 
               => toluene, methylbenzene –
 (a colorless flammable liquid obtained from petroleum or coal tar; used as a solvent for gums and lacquers 
and in high-octane fuels) 
           => alkyl halide, haloalkane –
 (organic compound in which halogen atoms have been substituted for hydrogen atoms in an alkane) 
               => haloform – (compounds with the formula CHX3, where X is a halogen atom) 
                   => chloroform, trichloromethane –
 (a volatile liquid haloform (CHCl3); formerly used as an anesthetic; “chloroform was the first inhalation a
nesthetic”) 
                   => bromoform, tribromomethane – (colorless liquid haloform CHBr3) 
                   => fluoroform, trifluoromethane – (colorless gas haloform CHF3 (similar to chloroform)) 
                   => iodoform, tri-iodomethane – (sweet smelling yellow solid haloform CHI3) 
           => amino acid, aminoalkanoic acid –
 (organic compounds containing an amino group and a carboxylic acid group; “proteins are composed of va
rious proportions of about 20 common amino acids”) 
               => alanine – (a crystalline amino acid that occurs in many proteins) 
               => �enderizer� –
 (a crystalline amino acid found in proteins and in many plants (e.g., asparagus)) 
               => aspartic acid –
 (a crystalline amino acid found in proteins and occurring naturally in sugar beets and sugar cane) 
               => canavanine – (an amino acid found in the jack bean) 
               => citrulline –
 (an amino acid that does not occur in proteins but is an intermediate in the conversion of ornithine to  
arginine) 
               => cysteine –
 (an amino acid containing sulfur that is found in most proteins; oxidizes on exposure to air to form cystine) 
               => cystine –
 (a crystalline amino acid found in proteins (especially keratin); discovered in bladder stones) 
               => dopa, dihydroxyphenylalanine –
 (amino acid that is formed in the liver and converted into dopamine in the brain) 
                   => L-dopa, levodopa, Bendopa, Brocadopa, Larodopa –
 (the levorotatory form of dopa (trade names Bendopa and Brocadopa and Larodopa); as a drug it is used to
 treat Parkinson’s disease) 
               => essential amino acid –
 (an amino acid that is required by animals but that they cannot synthesize; must be supplied in the diet) 
                   => arginine –
 (a bitter tasting amino acid found in proteins and necessary for nutrition; its absence from the diet leads to 
a reduced production of spermatozoa) 
                   => histidine –
 (an essential amino acid found in proteins that is important for the growth and repair of tissue) 
                   => isoleucine – (an essential amino acid found in proteins; isomeric with leucine) 
                   => leucine –
 (a white crystalline amino acid occurring in proteins that is essential for nutrition; obtained by the hydrolys
is of most dietary proteins) 
                   => lysine – (an essential amino acid found in proteins; occurs especially in gelatin and casein) 
                   => methionine –
 (a crystalline amino acid containing sulfur; found in most proteins and essential for nutrition) 
                   => phenylalanine –
 (an essential amino acid found in proteins and needed for growth of children and for protein metabolism in
 children and adults; abundant in milk and eggs; it is normally converted to tyrosine in the human body) 
                   => threonine –
 (a colorless crystalline amino acid found in protein; occurs in the hydrolysates of certain proteins; an essen
tial component of human nutrition) 
                   => tryptophan, tryptophane –
 (an amino acid that occurs in proteins; is essential for growth and normal metabolism; a precursor of niacin
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) 
                   => valine –
 (an essential amino acid found in proteins; important for growth in children and nitrogen balance in adults) 
               => gamma aminobutyric acid, GABA –
 (an amino acid that is found in the central nervous system; acts as an inhibitory neurotransmitter) 
               => glutamic acid, glutaminic acid –
 (an amino acid occurring in proteins; important in the nitrogen metabolism of plants; used in monosodium 
glutamate to enhance the flavor of meats) 
               => glutamine – (a crystalline amino acid occurring in proteins; important in protein metabolism) 
               => glycine –
 (the simplest amino acid found in proteins and the principal amino acid in sugar cane) 
               => hydroxyproline – (a crystalline amino acid obtained from gelatin or collagen) 
               => iodoamino acid – (an amino acid with iodine added) 
                   => iodotyrosine – (tyrosine with iodine added) 
                       => mono-iodotyrosine – (tyrosine with one iodine atom added) 
                       => di-iodotyrosine – (tyrosine with two iodine atoms added) 
                   => iodothyronine – (thyronine with iodine added) 
                       => tri-iodothyronine – (thyronine with three iodine atoms added) 
               => ornithine –
 (an amino acid that does not occur in proteins but is important in the formation of urea) 
               => �enderi – (an amino acid that is found in many proteins (especially collagen)) 
               => creatine, creatin –
 (an amino acid that does not occur in proteins but is found in the muscle tissue of vertebrates both in the  
free form and as phosphocreatine; supplies energy for muscle contraction) 
               => sarcosine – (a sweetish crystalline amino acid) 
               => serine – (a sweetish crystalline amino acid involved in the synthesis by the body of cysteine) 
               => thyronine – (a phenolic amino acid of which thyroxine is a derivative) 
               => tyramine –
 (amino acid derived from tyrosine; has a sympathomimetic action; found in chocolate and cola drinks and  
ripe cheese and beer; “patients taking MAOIs should avoid foods containing tyramine”) 
               => tyrosine – (an amino acid found in most proteins; a precursor of several hormones) 
           => diamine – (any organic compound containing two amino groups) 
           => enol –
 (an organic compound that contains a hydroxyl group bonded to a carbon atom which in turn is doubly bon
ded to another carbon atom) 
           => halon –
 (a compound in which the hydrogen atoms of a hydrocarbon have been replaced by bromine and other halo
gen atoms; very stable; used in fire extinguishers although it is thought to release bromine that depletes the 
ozone layer) 
           => peptone – (any of various water-
soluble compounds that form by hydrolysis in the digestion of proteins to amino acids) 
           => quaternary ammonium compound –
 (a compound derived from ammonium with hydrogen atoms replaced by organic groups; used as surface-
active agents, disinfectants, and in drugs) 
           => proenzyme, zymogen –
 (any of a group of compounds that are inactive precursors of enzymes and require some change (such as  
the hydrolysis of a fragment that masks an active enzyme) to become active) 
           => propylthiouracil – (a crystalline compound used as an antithyroid drug in the treatment of goiter) 
           => ether –
 (any of a class of organic compounds that have two hydrocarbon groups linked by an oxygen atom) 
           => acetal – (any organic compound formed by adding alcohol molecules to aldehyde molecules) 
           => aldol, aldehyde-alcohol –
 (an oily colorless liquid obtained by the condensation of two molecules of acetaldehyde; contains an alcoh
ol group (-OH) and an aldehyde group (-CHO)) 
               => acetaldol – (unsaturated aldol) 
           => alkaloid – (natural nitrogen-containing bases found in plants) 
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               => atropine –
 (a poisonous crystalline alkaloid extracted from the nightshade family; used as an antispasmodic and to dil
ate the eye pupil; also administered in large amounts as an antidote for organophosphate nerve agents or or
ganophosphate insecticides) 
                   => belladonna –
 (an alkaloidal extract or tincture of the poisonous belladonna herb that is used medicinally) 
               => hyoscyamine –
 (a poisonous crystalline alkaloid (isometric with atropine but more potent); used to treat excess motility of 
the gastrointestinal tract) 
               => pilocarpine – (cholinergic alkaloid used in eyedrops to treat glaucoma) 
               => scopolamine, hyoscine –
 (an alkaloid with anticholinergic effects that is used as a sedative and to treat nausea and to dilate the pupil
s in ophthalmic procedures; “transdermal scopolamine is used to treat motion sickness”; “someone sedated 
with scopolamine has difficulty lying”) 
               => physostigmine – (used in treatment of Alzheimer’s disease and glaucoma) 
               => ephedrine –
 (white odorless powdered or crystalline alkaloid from plants of the genus Ephedra (especially Ephedra sini
ca) or made synthetically; used as a bronchodilator to treat bronchitis and asthma) 
               => ergonovine, Ergotrate Maleate –
 (an alkaloid derived from ergot (trade name Ergotrate Maleate) that is less toxic than ergot; induces  
muscular contraction of the uterus and is administered after childbirth or abortion) 
               => ergotamine –
 (an alkaloid derived from ergot that is less toxic than ergot; causes constriction of blood vessels and is used
 to treat migraine) 
               => pseudoephedrine –
 (poisonous crystalline alkaloid occurring with ephedrine and isomorphic with it) 
               => nicotine – (an alkaloid poison that occurs in tobacco; used in medicine and as an insecticide) 
               => strychnine –
 (an alkaloid plant toxin extracted chiefly from nux vomica; formerly used as a stimulant) 
               => brucine – (a bitter alkaloid poison resembling strychnine and extracted from nux vomica) 
               => betaine – (a sweet tasting alkaloid that occurs in sugar beets) 
               => caffeine, �enderiz –
 (a bitter alkaloid found in coffee and tea that is responsible for their stimulating effects) 
               => rauwolfia – (any of several alkaloids extracted from the shrub Rauwolfia �enderizer) 
               => tubocurarine, curare –
 (a toxic alkaloid found in certain tropical South American trees that is a powerful relaxant for striated  
muscles; used by South American �enderi as an arrow poison; “curare acts by blocking cholinergic  
transmission at the myoneural junction”) 
           => amide – (any organic compound containing the group –CONH2) 
               => acetamide, ethanamide –
 (a colorless solid amide of acetic acid used as a solvent and in the synthesis of organic compounds) 
               => acrylamide –
 (a white crystalline amide of propenoic acid can damage the nervous system and is carcinogenic in laborat
ory animals; “they claimed that acrylamide is produced when certain carbohydrates are baked or fried at  
high temperatures”) 
               => peptide –
 (amide combining the amino group of one amino acid with the carboxyl group of another; usually obtained
 by partial hydrolysis of protein) 
                   => fibrinopeptide –
 (peptide released from the amino end of fibrinogen by the action of thrombin to form fibrin during clotting 
of the blood) 
                   => polypeptide – (a peptide containing 10 to more than 100 amino acids) 
                   => endorphin –
 (a neurochemical occurring naturally in the brain and having analgesic properties) 
                       => beta endorphin – (an endorphin produced by the pituitary gland that suppresses pain) 
                       => enkephalin –
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 (an endorphin having opiate qualities that occurs in the brain and spinal cord and elsewhere) 
               => proprionamide, propanamide – (the amide of propionic acid (C2H5CONH2)) 
           => rennet – (a substance that curdles milk in making cheese and junket) 
           => azadirachtin – (insecticide) 
           => thiazine –
 (a compound made up of a ring of four carbon atoms and one sulfur atom and one nitrogen atom) 
               => methylene blue, methylthionine chloride –
 (a dark green dye used as a stain, an antiseptic, a chemical indicator, and an antidote in cyanide poisoning) 
               => phenothiazine, thiodiphenylamine –
 (a compound used primarily in veterinary medicine to rid farm animals of internal parasites) 
                   => chlorpromazine, Thorazine –
 (a drug (trade name Thorazine) derived from phenothiazine that has anti-
psychotic effects and is used as a sedative and tranquilizer) 
           => �enderiz, tetramethyldiarsine –
 (a poisonous oily liquid with a garlicky odor composed of 2 cacodyl groups; undergoes spontaneous  
combustion in dry air) 
           => neurochemical – (any organic substance that occurs in neural activity) 
               => neurotransmitter – (transmits nerve impulses across a synapse) 
                   => epinephrine, �enderizer�, adrenaline, Adrenalin –
 (a catecholamine secreted by the adrenal medulla in response to stress (trade name Adrenalin); stimulates  
autonomic nerve action) 
                   => gamma aminobutyric acid, GABA –
 (an amino acid that is found in the central nervous system; acts as an inhibitory neurotransmitter) 
                   => acetylcholine –
 (a neurotransmitter that is a derivative of choline; released at the ends of nerve fibers in the somatic and pa
rasympathetic nervous systems) 
               => endorphin – (a neurochemical occurring naturally in the brain and having analgesic properties) 
                   => beta endorphin – (an endorphin produced by the pituitary gland that suppresses pain) 
                   => enkephalin –
 (an endorphin having opiate qualities that occurs in the brain and spinal cord and elsewhere) 
           => acyl anhydrides, acid anhydrides – (organic compounds that react with water to form an acid) 
           => acyl halide, acid halide – (organic compounds containing the group –
COX where X is a halogen atom) 
               => acetyl chloride, ethanoyl chloride –
 (colorless liquid acyl chloride (CH3COCl) that has a pungent odor) 
           => creosote, coal-tar creosote –
 (a dark oily liquid obtained by distillation of coal tar; used as a preservative for wood) 
           => creosote –
 (a colorless or yellowish oily liquid obtained by distillation of wood tar; used as an antiseptic) 
           => nitrile, nitril, cyanide – (any of a class of organic compounds containing the cyano radical –CN) 
               => propenonitrile, acrylonitrile, vinyl cyanide –
 (a colorless liquid unsaturated nitrile made from propene) 
           => cyanohydrin – (any organic compound in which the cyano radical –
CN and the hydroxyl radical –OH are attached to the same carbon atom) 
           => ester – (formed by reaction between an acid and an alcohol with elimination of water) 
               => banana oil – (a liquid ester derived from amyl alcohol; has the odor of bananas) 
               => cellulose ester – (any ester of cellulose with an acid) 
                   => cellulose nitrate, nitrocellulose, guncotton, nitrocotton –
 (nitric acid esters; used in lacquers and explosives) 
                       => pyrocellulose –
 (nitrocellulose containing less nitrogen than guncotton; used in making smokeless powder) 
                       => pyroxylin, pyroxyline –
 (highly flammable nitrocellulose used in making collodion and plastics and lacquers) 
                   => cellulose acetate –
 (an ester of acetic acid; used in fibers and fabrics; photographic films and varnishes) 
                       => cellulose triacetate, triacetate –
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 (cellulose acetate that is �enderizer slow to burn; used instead of celluloid for motion-picture film) 
                   => cellulose xanthate, viscose –
 (a cellulose ester obtained by treating cellulose with caustic soda) 
               => cyclohexanol phthalate – (the cyclohexanol ester of phthalic acid) 
               => ethyl acetate –
 (a fragrant colorless flammable volatile liquid ester made from ethanol and acetic acid; used in flavorings  
and perfumes and as a solvent for plastics) 
               => glyceryl ester – (an ester of glycerol) 
                   => butyrin – (any of three glycerides of butyric acid) 
                       => tributyrin – (a bitter oily triglyceride of butyric acid; a form of butyrin) 
                   => glyceride, acylglycerol –
 (an ester of glycerol and fatty acids that occurs naturally as fats and fatty oils; “fresh fats contain  
glycerides of fatty acids and very little free acid”) 
                       => triglyceride –
 (glyceride occurring naturally in animal and vegetable tissues; it consists of three individual fatty acids  
bound together in a single large molecule; an important energy source forming much of the fat stored by  
the body) 
                   => glycerin jelly –
 (a mixture of glycerin and gelatin that is used in histology for mounting specimens) 
                   => glycerite, glycerole – (a medicine made by mixing a substance in glycerin) 
                   => glycerogelatin, glycerogel –
 (a medicated skin preparation made from glycerin and glycerinated gelatin) 
                   => palmitin – (an ester of glycerol and palmitic acid) 
                   => stearin – (an ester of glycerol and stearic acid) 
                   => �enderize, glycerol trimargarate – (a glyceryl ester of margaric acid) 
                   => triolein, olein – (a naturally �enderize glyceride of oleic acid that is found in fats and oils) 
                   => tripalmitin, glycerol tripalmitate – (a triglyceride of palmitic acid) 
                   => tristearin, glycerol tristearate – (a triglyceride of stearic acid) 
               => maleate –
 (a salt or ester of maleic acid; used as a nontricyclic antidepressant drug for psychomotor activation) 
               => nucleotide –
 (a phosphoric ester of a nucleoside; the basic structural unit of nucleic acids (DNA or RNA)) 
                   => base pair –
 (one of the pairs of chemical bases joined by hydrogen bonds that connect the complementary strands of a 
DNA molecule or of an RNA molecule that has two strands; the base pairs are adenine with thymine and gu
anine with cytosine in DNA and adenine with uracil and guanine with cytosine in RNA) 
                   => adenosine monophosphate, AMP, adenylic acid –
 (a nucleotide found in muscle cells and important in metabolism; reversibly convertible to ADP and ATP) 
                   => adenosine diphosphate, ADP –
 (an ester of adenosine that is converted to ATP for energy storage) 
                   => adenosine triphosphate, ATP –
 (a nucleotide derived from adenosine that occurs in muscle tissue; the major source of energy for cellular  
reactions) 
                   => deoxyadenosine monophosphate, A –
 (one of the four nucleotides used in building DNA; all four nucleotides have a common phosphate group  
and a sugar (ribose)) 
                   => deoxycytidine monophosphate, C –
 (one of the four nucleotides used in building DNA; all four nucleotides have a common phosphate group  
and a sugar (ribose)) 
                   => deoxyguanosine monophosphate, G –
 (one of the four nucleotides used in building DNA; all four nucleotides have a common phosphate group  
and a sugar (ribose)) 
                   => deoxythymidine monophosphate, T –
 (one of the four nucleotides used in building DNA; all four nucleotides have a common phosphate group  
and a sugar (ribose)) 
                   => muton – (the smallest unit of DNA where a mutation can occur) 
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                   => uracil, U – (a nitrogen-
containing base found in RNA (but not in DNA) and derived from pyrimidine; pairs with adenine) 
               => polyester – (a complex ester used for making fibers or resins or plastics or as a plasticizer) 
               => urethane – (an ester of carbamic acid) 
           => furan, furane, furfuran – (a colorless toxic flammable liquid used in the synthesis of nylon) 
               => nitrofuran – (derivative of furan used to inhibit bacterial growth) 
           => glycoside – (a group of compounds derived from monosaccharides) 
               => glucoside – (a glycoside derived from glucose) 
                   => amygdalin –
 (a bitter cyanogenic glucoside extracted from the seeds of apricots and plums and bitter almonds) 
                       => laetrile –
 (a substance derived from amygdalin; publicized as an antineoplastic drug although there is no supporting 
evidence) 
                   => saponin –
 (any of various plant glucosides that form soapy lathers when mixed and agitated with water; used in deter
gents and foaming agents and emulsifiers) 
               => nucleoside – (a glycoside formed by partial hydrolysis of a nucleic acid) 
                   => adenosine –
 ((biochemistry) a nucleoside that is a structural component of nucleic acids; it is present in all living cells  
in a combined form as a constituent of DNA and RNA and ADP and ATP and AMP) 
                   => deoxyadenosine –
 (a nucleoside component of DNA; composed of adenosine and deoxyribose) 
                   => deoxycytidine, cytidine –
 (a nucleoside component of DNA; composed of cytosine and deoxyribose) 
                   => deoxyguanosine, guanosine –
 (a nucleoside component of DNA; composed of guanine and deoxyribose) 
                   => deoxythymidine, thymidine –
 (a nucleoside component of DNA; composed of thymine and deoxyribose) 
               => strophanthin –
 (a bitter and very toxic glycoside derived from plants of the genus Strophanthus; in moderate doses it is a  
cardiac stimulant but in larger doses it is a powerful poison; used in Africa as an arrow poison) 
           => resin, rosin –
 (any of a class of solid or semisolid viscous substances obtained either as exudations from certain plants or
 prepared by polymerization of simple molecules) 
               => East India kino, Malabar kino, kino gum –
 (reddish or black juice or resin from certain trees of the genus Pterocarpus and used in medicine and  
tanning etc) 
               => natural resin – (a plant �enderiz) 
                   => sandarac, sandarach – (a brittle and faintly aromatic translucent resin used in varnishes) 
                   => guaiacum – (medicinal resin from the lignum vitae tree) 
                   => storax – (a vanilla-scented resin from various trees of the genus Styrax) 
                   => scammony – (resin from the root of Convolvulus scammonia) 
                   => acaroid resin, accaroid resin, accroides, accroides resin, accroides gum, gum accroides –
 (an alcohol-soluble resin from Australian trees; used in varnishes and in manufacturing paper) 
                   => anime, gum anime – (any of various resins or oleoresins) 
                   => asafetida, �enderize –
 (the brownish gum resin of various plants; has strong taste and odor; formerly used as an antispasmodic) 
                   => camphor – (a resin obtained from the camphor tree; used in making celluloid and liniment) 
                   => cannabin, cannabis resin –
 (a resin obtained from the hemp plant; thought to be the active narcotic agent in marijuana) 
                   => amber – (a hard yellowish to brownish translucent fossil resin; used for jewelry) 
                   => copal – (a brittle aromatic resin used in varnishes) 
                       => courbaril copal – (resin from the courbaril tree) 
                       => copalite, copaline, fossil copal – (partly mineralized copal dug from the ground) 
                       => congo copal, congo gum – (copal found usually as a fossil) 
                       => kauri, kauri copal, kauri resin, kauri gum –
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 (resin of the kauri trees of New Zealand; found usually as a fossil; also collected for making varnishes and 
linoleum) 
                       => Zanzibar copal, anime – (a hard copal derived from an African tree) 
                   => dammar, gum dammar, �ender, dammar resin –
 (any of various hard resins from trees of the family Dipterocarpaceae and of the genus Agathis; especially  
the amboyna pine) 
                   => colophony –
 (translucent brittle substance produced from pine oleoresin; used especially in varnishes and inks and on  
the bows of stringed instruments) 
                   => mastic – (an aromatic �enderiz from the mastic tree; used chiefly in varnishes) 
                   => oleoresin –
 (a naturally occurring mixture of a resin and an essential oil; obtained from certain plants) 
                       => labdanum, ladanum – (a soft blackish-
brown resinous �enderiz from various rockroses used in perfumes especially as a fixative) 
                       => balsam – (any of various fragrant oleoresins used in medicines and perfumes) 
                           => tolu, balsam of tolu, tolu balsam –
 (aromatic yellowish brown balsam from the tolu balsam tree used especially in cough syrups) 
                               => balsam of Peru –
 (dark brown syrupy balsam from the Peruvian balsam tree used especially in dressing wounds and treating 
certain skin diseases) 
                           => balm – (any of various aromatic resinous substances used for healing and soothing) 
                               => balm of Gilead – (a fragrant oleoresin) 
                           => tolu – (an aromatic balsam) 
                       => Canada balsam –
 (yellow transparent �enderiz of the balsam fir; used as a transparent cement in optical devices (especially  
in microscopy) and as a mounting medium) 
                       => turpentine, gum terpentine – (obtained from conifers (especially pines)) 
                           => Chian turpentine – (a turpentine exuded by the terebinth) 
                       => copaiba, copaiba balsam, balsam capivi – (an oleoresin used in varnishes and ointments) 
                       => labdanum, gum labdanum –
 (a dark brown to greenish oleoresin that has a fragrant odor and is used as a fixative in perfumes; obtained 
as a juice from certain rockroses) 
                       => oleoresin �enderiz – (an oleoresin extracted from the �enderiz pepper plant) 
                   => gum resin – (a mixture of resin and gum) 
                       => elemi, gum elemi –
 (fragrant resin obtain from trees of the family Burseraceae and used as incense) 
                       => myrrh, gum myrrh – (aromatic resin burned as incense and used in perfume) 
                       => Sonora gum – (acidulous gum resin of the creosote bush) 
                       => benzoin, gum benzoin, �enderiz, gum �enderiz, asa dulcis –
 (gum resin used especially in treating skin irritation) 
                       => bdellium – (aromatic gum resin; similar to myrrh) 
                       => �enderiz – (a gum resin used as a yellow pigment and a purgative) 
                       => myrrh, gum myrrh, sweet cicely – (aromatic resin used in perfume and incense) 
                   => wood tar – (any tar obtained by the destructive distillation of wood) 
                       => pine tar –
 (a dark viscous substance obtained from the destructive distillation of pine wood) 
               => synthetic resin –
 (a resin having a polymeric structure; especially a resin in the raw state; used chiefly in plastics) 
                   => acrylic, acrylic resin, acrylate resin –
 (a glassy thermoplastic; can be cast and molded or used in coatings and adhesives) 
                       => polypropenonitrile, Acrilan – (acrylic resin used to make a strong soft crease-
resistant fabric (trade name Acrilan)) 
                       => polymethyl methacrylate – (a transparent plastic used as a substitute for glass) 
                           => Lucite, Perspex – (a transparent thermoplastic acrylic resin) 
                           => Plexiglas, plexiglass – (a light transparent weather resistant thermoplastic) 
                   => polyethylene, polythene –
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 (a lightweight thermoplastic; used especially in packaging and insulation) 
                   => allyl resin –
 (a resin derived from allyl alcohol that hardens when cured; used as an adhesive) 
                   => urea-formaldehyde resin –
 (a clear thermosetting resin made from urea and formaldehyde and used in electrical fittings, adhesives,  
and finishes) 
                   => alkyd, alkyd resin – (a durable synthetic resin widely used in adhesives and paints) 
                   => phenolic resin, phenolic, phenoplast – (a thermosetting resin) 
                   => epoxy, epoxy resin, epoxy glue –
 (a thermosetting resin; used chiefly in strong adhesives and coatings and laminates) 
                       => Crazy Glue – (a commercial brand of epoxy glue) 
                   => melamine resin –
 (a thermosetting resin formed from melamine and an aldehyde; used in molded products, adhesives, and  
coatings) 
                   => polyester –
 (any of numerous synthetic resins; they are light and strong and weather resistant) 
                       => polyester fiber – (a quick-
drying resilient synthetic fiber consisting primarily of polyester) 
                   => vinyl polymer, vinyl resin, polyvinyl resin –
 (a thermoplastic derived by polymerization from compounds containing the vinyl group) 
                       => polyvinyl acetate, PVA – (a vinyl polymer used especially in paints or adhesives) 
                       => polyvinyl chloride, PVC –
 (a polymer of vinyl chloride used instead of rubber in electric cables) 
                       => styrene, cinnamene, phenylethylene, vinylbenzene –
 (a colorless oily liquid; the monomer for polystyrene) 
                           => polystyrene –
 (a polymer of styrene; a rigid transparent thermoplastic; “expanded polystyrene looks like a rigid white  
foam and is used as packing or insulation”) 
                               => Styrofoam – (a light resilient foam of polystyrene) 
           => halocarbon – (one of various compounds of carbon and any of the halogens) 
               => fluorocarbon –
 (a halocarbon in which some hydrogen atoms have been replaced by fluorine; used in refrigerators and  
aerosols) 
                   => chlorofluorocarbon, CFC –
 (a fluorocarbon with chlorine; formerly used as a refrigerant and as a propellant in aerosol cans;  
“the chlorine in CFCs causes depletion of atmospheric ozone”) 
                       => hydrochlorofluorocarbon, HCFC –
 (a fluorocarbon that is replacing chlorofluorocarbon as a refrigerant and propellant in aerosol cans;  
considered to be somewhat less destructive to the atmosphere) 
                   => hydrofluorocarbon, HFC – (a fluorocarbon emitted as a by-
product of industrial manufacturing) 
                   => perfluorocarbon, PFC –
 (a powerful greenhouse gas emitted during the production of aluminum) 
                   => tetrafluoroethylene –
 (a flammable gaseous fluorocarbon used in making plastics (polytetrafluoroethylene resins)) 
           => hemiacetal –
 (an organic compound usually formed as an intermediate product in the preparation of acetals from aldehy
des or ketones) 
           => hemolysin, haemolysin, erythrolysin, erythrocytolysin –
 (any substance that can cause lysis (destruction) of erythrocytes (red blood cells) and the release of their he
moglobin) 
               => streptolysin – (any of several hemolysins derived from strains of streptococcus) 
           => humic substance – (an organic residue of decaying organic matter) 
               => fulvic acid – (a yellow to yellow-
brown humic substance that is soluble in water under all Ph conditions; “they measured the fluvial fulvic  
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acid”) 
               => humic acid –
 (a dark brown humic substance that is soluble in water only at Ph values greater than 2; “the half-
life of humic acid is measured in centuries”) 
               => humin – (a black humic substance that is not soluble in water) 
           => hydrocarbon – (an organic compound containing only carbon and hydrogen) 
               => chlorobenzene –
 (a colorless volatile flammable liquid with an almond odor that is made from chlorine and benzene; used  
as a solvent and in the production of phenol and DDt and other organic compounds) 
               => aromatic compound –
 (a hydrocarbon containing one or more benzene rings that are characteristic of the benzene series of  
compounds) 
               => gasohol – (a gasoline substitute consisting of 90% gasoline and 10% grain alcohol from corn) 
               => gasoline, �enderiz, gas, petrol –
 (a volatile flammable mixture of hydrocarbons (hexane and heptane and octane etc.) derived from petroleu
m; used mainly as a fuel in internal-combustion engines) 
                   => leaded gasoline –
 (gasoline treated with a lead compound to reduce motor knocks; “combustion of leaded gasoline released  
lead into the air where it could cause lead poisoning”) 
                   => napalm –
 (gasoline jelled with aluminum soaps; highly incendiary liquid used in fire bombs and flame throwers) 
                   => unleaded gasoline – (gasoline that has not been treated with a lead compound) 
               => kerosene, �enderiz, lamp oil, coal oil –
 (a flammable hydrocarbon oil used as fuel in lamps and heaters) 
                   => paraffin, paraffin oil – (British usage) 
               => aromatic hydrocarbon –
 (a hydrocarbon that contains one or more benzene rings that are characteristic of the benzene series of orga
nic compounds) 
                   => benzene, �enderi, benzol –
 (a colorless liquid hydrocarbon; highly inflammable; carcinogenic; the simplest of the aromatic compound
s) 
                       => benzene formula, benzene ring, benzene nucleus, Kekule formula –
 (a closed chain of 6 carbon atoms with hydrogen atoms attached) 
               => indene –
 (a colorless liquid hydrocarbon extracted from petroleum or coal tar and used in making synthetic resins) 
               => cymene –
 (any of three isotopes of a colorless aromatic liquid hydrocarbon �enderize in the volatile oil of cumin and
 thyme and used in the manufacture of synthetic resins) 
               => dioxin –
 (any of several toxic or carcinogenic hydrocarbons that occur as impurities in herbicides) 
               => ethane, C2H6 – (a colorless odorless alkane gas used as fuel) 
               => liquefied petroleum gas, bottled gas –
 (hydrocarbon gases, usually propane or butane, kept under pressure) 
               => bitumen – (any of various naturally occurring impure mixtures of hydrocarbons) 
                   => pitch, tar – (any of various dark heavy viscid substances obtained as a residue) 
                       => coal tar –
 (a tar formed from distillation of bituminous coal; coal tar can be further distilled to give various aromatic 
compounds) 
               => butadiene – (a gaseous hydrocarbon C4H6; used in making synthetic rubbers) 
                   => chloroprene – (derivative of butadiene used in making neoprene by polymerization) 
               => naphtha –
 (any of various volatile flammable liquid hydrocarbon mixtures; used chiefly as solvents) 
               => naphthalene – (a white crystalline strong-
smelling hydrocarbon made from coal tar or petroleum and used in organic synthesis and as a fumigant in 
mothballs) 
               => pyrene – (a pale yellow crystalline hydrocarbon C16H10 extracted from coal tar) 
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               => octane –
 (any isomeric saturated hydrocarbon found in petroleum and used as a fuel and solvent) 
               => gas oil –
 (an oil formed through distillation of petroleum of intermediate boiling range and viscosity) 
               => terpene – (an unsaturated hydrocarbon obtained from plants) 
                   => limonene –
 (a liquid terpene with a lemon odor; found in lemons and oranges and other essential oils) 
               => provitamin – (vitamin precursor; a substance that is converted into a vitamin in animal tissues) 
                   => provitamin A, carotene, carotin –
 (an orange isomer of an unsaturated hydrocarbon found in many plants; is converted into vitamin A in the  
liver) 
                       => beta-carotene –
 (an isomer of carotene that is found in dark green and dark yellow fruits and vegetables) 
           => ketone –
 (any of a class of organic compounds having a carbonyl group linked to a carbon atom in each of two  
hydrocarbon radicals) 
               => acetone, propanone, dimethyl ketone –
 (the simplest ketone; a highly inflammable liquid widely used as an organic solvent and as material for  
making plastics) 
               => butanone, methyl ethyl ketone –
 (colorless soluble flammable liquid ketone used as a solvent for resins and as a paint remover and in  
lacquers and cements and adhesives and cleaning fluids and celluloid) 
               => flavin – (a ketone that forms the nucleus of certain natural yellow pigments like riboflavin) 
               => ketone body, acetone body –
 (a ketone that is an intermediate product of the breakdown of fats in the body; any of three compounds (ac
etoacetic acid, acetone, and/or beta-
hydroxybutyric acid) found in excess in blood and urine of persons with metabolic disorders) 
                   => acetoacetic acid –
 (unstable acid found in abnormal amounts in the blood and urine n some cases of impaired metabolism (as 
diabetes mellitus or starvation)) 
                   => beta-hydroxybutyric acid –
 (beta derivative of hydroxybutyric acid that is found in the blood and urine in some cases of impaired meta
bolism) 
           => macromolecule, supermolecule –
 (any very large complex molecule; found only in plants and animals) 
               => protein –
 (any of a large group of nitrogenous organic compounds that are essential constituents of living cells;  
consist of polymers of amino acids; essential in the diet of animals for growth and for repair of tissues; can 
be obtained from meat and eggs and milk and legumes; “a diet high in protein”) 
                   => capsid – (the outer covering of protein surrounding the nucleic acid of a virus) 
                   => gluten –
 (a protein substance that remains when starch is removed from cereal grains; gives cohesiveness to dough) 
                       => corn gluten – (gluten prepared from corn) 
                       => wheat gluten – (gluten prepared from wheat) 
                   => actomyosin –
 (a protein complex in muscle fibers; composed of myosin and actin; shortens when stimulated and causes 
muscle contractions) 
                   => aleurone –
 (granular protein in outermost layer of endosperm of many seeds or cereal grains) 
                   => amyloid –
 ((pathology) a waxy translucent complex protein resembling starch that results from degeneration of tissue
) 
                   => apoenzyme – (a protein that combines with a coenzyme to form an active enzyme) 
                   => conjugated protein, compound protein –
 (a protein complex combining amino acids with other substances) 
                       => glycoprotein – (a conjugated protein having a carbohydrate component) 
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                           => mucin –
 (a nitrogenous substance found in mucous secretions; a lubricant that protects body surfaces) 
                           => erythropoietin –
 (a glycoprotein secreted by the kidneys that stimulates the production of red blood cells) 
                           => lectin –
 (any of several plant glycoproteins that act like specific antibodies but are not antibodies in that they are  
not evoked by an antigenic stimulus) 
                           => mucoid – (any of several glycoproteins similar to mucin) 
                       => hemoprotein, haemoprotein – (a conjugated protein linked to an iron-
porphyrin compound) 
                           => hemoglobin, haemoglobin, Hb –
 (a hemoprotein composed of globin and heme that gives red blood cells their characteristic color; function 
primarily to transport oxygen from the lungs to the body tissues; “fish have simpler hemoglobin than mam
mals”) 
                               => oxyhemoglobin, oxyhaemoglobin –
 (the bright red hemoglobin that is a combination of hemoglobin and oxygen from the lungs; “oxyhemoglob
in transports oxygen to the cells of the body”) 
                           => myoglobin –
 (a hemoprotein that receives oxygen from hemoglobin and stores it in the tissues until needed) 
                           => cytochrome –
 (a class of hemoprotein whose principle biological function is as carriers of electrons) 
                               => cytochrome c –
 (the most abundant and stable cytochrome; involved in energy transfer) 
                       => lipoprotein –
 (a conjugated protein having a lipid component; the principal means for transporting lipids in the blood) 
                           => high-density lipoprotein, HDL, alpha-lipoprotein –
 (a lipoprotein that transports cholesterol in the blood; composed of a high proportion of protein and relativ
ely little cholesterol; high levels are thought to be associated with decreased risk of coronary heart disease  
and atherosclerosis) 
                           => low-density lipoprotein, LDL, beta-lipoprotein –
 (a lipoprotein that transports cholesterol in the blood; composed of moderate amount of protein and a large
 amount of cholesterol; high levels are thought to be associated with increased risk of coronary heart diseas
e and atherosclerosis) 
                           => very low density lipoprotein, VLDL –
 (large lipoproteins rich in triglycerides; VLDLs circulate through the blood giving up their triglycerides to 
fat and muscle tissue until the VLDL remnants are modified and converted into LDL) 
                   => enzyme –
 (any of several complex proteins that are produced by cells and act as catalysts in specific biochemical  
reactions) 
                       => adenosine deaminase, ADA –
 (an enzyme found in mammals that can catalyze the deamination of adenosine into inosine and ammonia; “
ADA deficiency can lead to one form of severe combined immunodeficiency disease”; “the gene encoding 
ADA was one of the earlier human genes to be isolated and cloned for study”) 
                       => amylase –
 (any of a group of proteins found in saliva and pancreatic juice and parts of plants; help convert starch to  
sugar) 
                           => ptyalin – (an amylase secreted in saliva) 
                       => cholinesterase – (an enzyme that hydrolyses acetylcholine (into choline and acetic acid)) 
                       => coagulase – (an enzyme that induces coagulation) 
                           => thrombin – (an enzyme that acts on fibrinogen in blood causing it to clot) 
                           => rennin, chymosin – (an enzyme that occurs in gastric juice; causes milk to coagulate) 
                       => collagenase – (any enzyme that catalyzes the hydrolysis of collagen and gelatin) 
                       => complement –
 (one of a series of enzymes in the blood serum that are part of the immune response) 
                       => catalase –
 (enzyme found in most plant and animal cells that functions as an oxidative catalyst; decomposes  
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hydrogen peroxide into hydrogen and water) 
                       => cyclooxygenase, Cox –
 (either of two related enzymes that control the production of prostaglandins and are blocked by aspirin) 
                           => cyclooxygenase-1, Cox-1 –
 (an enzyme that regulates prostaglandins that are important for the health of the stomach lining and  
kidneys; “an unfortunate side effect of Nsaids is that they block Cox-1”) 
                           => cyclooxygenase-2, Cox-2 –
 (an enzyme that makes prostaglandins that cause inflammation and pain and fever; “the beneficial effects  
of Nsaids result from their ability to block Cox-2”) 
                       => decarboxylase – (any of the enzymes that �enderize the carboxyl group) 
                       => de-iodinase – (an enzyme that removes the iodine radical) 
                       => disaccharidase –
 (an enzyme that catalyzes the hydrolysis of disaccharides into monosaccharides) 
                           => invertase, saccharase, sucrase –
 (an enzyme that catalyzes the hydrolysis of sucrose into glucose and fructose) 
                           => lactase, Lactaid –
 (any of a group of enzymes (trade name Lactaid) that hydrolyze lactose to glucose and galactose) 
                       => elastase – (a pancreatic enzyme that catalyzes the hydrolysis of elastin) 
                       => enterokinase –
 (enzyme in the intestinal juice that converts inactive trypsinogen into active trypsin) 
                       => histaminase – (enzyme that acts as a catalyst in converting histidine to histamine) 
                       => hyaluronidase, spreading factor, Hyazyme –
 (an enzyme (trade name Hyazyme) that splits hyaluronic acid and so lowers its viscosity and increases the 
permeability of connective tissue and the absorption of fluids) 
                       => isomerase – (an enzyme that catalyzes its substrate to an isomeric form) 
                       => kinase – (an enzyme that catalyzes the conversion of a proenzyme to an active enzyme) 
                       => lipase –
 (an enzyme secreted in the digestive tract that catalyzes the breakdown of fats into individual fatty acids  
that can be absorbed into the bloodstream) 
                       => lysozyme, muramidase –
 (an enzyme found in saliva and sweat and tears that destroys the cell walls of certain bacteria) 
                       => monoamine oxidase, MAO –
 (an enzyme that catalyzes the oxidation of many body compounds (e.g., epinephrine and norepinephrine  
and serotonin)) 
                       => nitrogenase – (an enzyme of nitrogen-
fixing microorganisms that catalyzes the conversion of nitrogen to ammonia) 
                       => nuclease –
 (general term for enzymes that catalyze the hydrolysis of nucleic acid by cleaving chains of nucleotides int
o smaller units) 
                           => endonuclease –
 (a nuclease that cleaves nucleic acids at interior bonds and so produces fragments of various sizes) 
                               => restriction endonuclease, restriction nuclease, restriction enzyme –
 (any of the enzymes that cut nucleic acid at specific restriction sites and produce restriction fragments;  
obtained from bacteria (where they cripple viral invaders); used in recombinant DNA technology) 
                           => exonuclease –
 (a nuclease that releases one nucleotide at a time (serially) beginning at one of a nucleic acid) 
                       => oxidase – (any of the enzymes that catalyze biological oxidation) 
                           => peroxidase –
 (any of a group of enzymes (occurring especially in plant cells) that catalyze the oxidation of a compound 
by a peroxide) 
                               => glutathione peroxidase –
 (an enzyme in the body that is a powerful scavenger of free radicals) 
                               => horseradish peroxidase –
 (an enzyme used in immunohistochemistry to label antigens and their antibodies) 
                       => oxidoreductase – (an enzyme that catalyzes oxidation-reduction) 
                           => oxygenase – (an oxidoreductase that catalyzes the incorporation of molecular oxygen) 
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                       => papain –
 (a proteolytic enzyme obtained from the unripe papaya; used as a meat tenderizer) 
                       => penicillinase, beta-lactamase –
 (enzyme produced by certain bacteria that inactivates penicillin and results in resistance to that antibiotic) 
                       => pepsin – (an enzyme produced in the stomach that splits proteins into peptones) 
                       => pepsinogen –
 (precursor of pepsin; stored in the stomach walls and converted to pepsin by hydrochloric acid in the  
stomach) 
                       => phosphatase –
 (any of a group of enzymes that act as a catalyst in the hydrolysis of organic phosphates) 
                       => plasmin, fibrinolysin – (an enzyme that dissolves the fibrin of blood clots) 
                           => plasminogen –
 (an inactive form of plasmin that occurs in plasma and is converted to plasmin by organic solvents) 
                       => polymerase –
 (an enzyme that catalyzes the formation of new DNA and RNA from an existing strand of DNA or RNA) 
                           => transcriptase – (a polymerase associated with the process of transcription) 
                           => reverse transcriptase –
 (a polymerase that catalyzes the formation of DNA using RNA as a template; found especially in  
retroviruses) 
                       => protease, peptidase, proteinase, proteolytic enzyme –
 (any enzyme that catalyzes the splitting of proteins into smaller peptide fractions and amino acids by a pro
cess known as proteolysis) 
                           => caspase – (any of a group of proteases that mediate apoptosis) 
                           => angiotensin converting enzyme –
 (proteolytic enzyme that converts angiotensin I into angiotensin II) 
                           => plasminogen activator, urokinase –
 (protease produced in the kidney that converts plasminogen to plasmin and so initiates fibrinolysis) 
                           => �ender –
 (a proteolytic enzyme secreted by the kidneys; catalyzes the formation of angiotensin and thus affects  
blood pressure) 
                       => reductase –
 (an enzyme that catalyses the biochemical reduction of some specified substance) 
                           => HMG-CoA reductase, 5-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-coenzyme A reductase –
 (a liver enzyme that is responsible for producing cholesterol) 
                       => rennin, chymosin – (an enzyme that occurs in gastric juice; causes milk to coagulate) 
                       => secretase –
 (a set of enzymes believed to snip pieces off a longer protein producing fragments of amyloid protein that 
bunch up and create amyloid protein plaques in brain tissue (the pathological hallmark of Alzheimer’s)) 
                       => streptodornase –
 (an enzyme produced by some hemolytic strains of streptococcus that dissolves fibrinous secretions from  
infections; used medicinally (often in combination with streptokinase)) 
                       => streptokinase –
 (an enzyme produced by some strains of streptococcus that can liquefy blood clots by converting plasmino
gen to plasmin; used medicinally in some cases of myocardial infarction and pulmonary embolism) 
                       => superoxide dismutase, SOD –
 (an enzyme that catalyzes the conversion of superoxide into hydrogen peroxide and oxygen; “oxygen free  
radicals are normally removed in our bodies by the superoxide dismutase enzymes”) 
                       => telomerase –
 (an enzyme in eukaryotic cells that can add telomeres to the ends of chromosomes after they divide) 
                       => transferase –
 (any of various enzymes that move a chemical group from one compound to another compound) 
                           => ribonuclease, ribonucleinase, Rnase –
 (a transferase that catalyzes the hydrolysis of ribonucleic acid) 
                           => transaminase, aminotransferase, aminopherase –
 (a class of transferases that catalyze transamination (that transfer an amino group from an amino acid to an
other compound)) 
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                               => glutamic oxalacetic transaminase, glutamic oxaloacetic transaminase –
 (an enzyme involved in transamination) 
                       => trypsin –
 (an enzyme of pancreatic origin; catalyzes the hydrolysis of proteins to smaller polypeptide units) 
                           => trypsinogen –
 (inactive precursor of trypsin; a substance secreted by the pancreas and converted to active trypsin by enter
okinase in the small intestine) 
                       => urease –
 (an enzyme that catalyzes the hydrolysis of urea into carbon dioxide and ammonia; is present in intestinal 
bacteria) 
                       => zymase –
 (a complex of enzymes that cause glycolysis; originally found in yeast but also present in higher organisms
) 
                   => fibrin –
 (a white insoluble fibrous protein formed by the action of thrombin on fibrinogen when blood clots; it  
forms a network that traps red cells and platelets) 
                   => growth factor – (a protein that is involved in cell differentiation and growth) 
                       => nerve growth factor, NGF –
 (a protein that is involved in the growth of peripheral nerve cells) 
                   => hatoglobin –
 (a protein in plasma that binds free hemoglobin and removes it (as from wounds)) 
                   => iodoprotein, iodinated protein – (a protein that contains iodine) 
                       => thyroprotein –
 (a preparation made from iodinated protein and having an action similar to thyroxine) 
                       => thyroglobulin –
 (an iodine containing protein that is obtained from the thyroid gland and exhibits the general properties of  
the globulins) 
                   => nucleoprotein –
 (any of several substances found in the nuclei of all living cells; consists of a protein bound to a nucleic  
acid) 
                   => opsin – (retinal protein formed by the action of light on rhodopsin) 
                   => phosphoprotein – (containing chemically bound phosphoric acid) 
                       => casein – (a milk protein used in making e.g. plastics and adhesives) 
                   => plasma protein – (any of the proteins in blood plasma) 
                       => gamma globulin, human gamma globulin –
 (a plasma protein containing the immunoglobulins that are responsible for immune responses) 
                           => immunoglobulin, Ig, immune serum globulin, immune gamma globulin, immune globu
lin –
 (a class of proteins produced in lymph tissue in vertebrates and that function as antibodies in the immune  
response) 
                               => immunoglobulin A, IgA –
 (one of the most common of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; the chief antibody in the membran
es of the gastrointestinal and respiratory tracts) 
                               => immunoglobulin D, IgD –
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; present in blood serum in small amounts) 
                               => immunoglobulin E, IgE –
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; present primarily in the skin and mucous membranes) 
                                   => �ender –
 (an immunoglobulin E that is formed as an antibody against allergens (such as pollen); attaches to cell me
mbranes causing the release of histamine and other substances responsible for the local inflammation chara
cteristic of an allergy) 
                               => immunoglobulin G, IgG –
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; the main antibody defense against bacteria) 
                               => immunoglobulin M, IgM –
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; involved in fighting blood infections and in triggering 
production of immunoglobulin G) 
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                               => tetanus immunoglobulin, tetanus immune globulin –
 (sterile solution of globulins derived from the blood plasma of a person who has been immunized for tetan
us; provides short-term immunization against tetanus in cases of possible exposure to the tetanus bacillis) 
                       => coagulation factor, clotting factor –
 (any of the factors in the blood whose actions are essential for blood coagulation) 
                           => fibrinogen, factor I –
 (a protein present in blood plasma; converts to fibrin when blood clots) 
                           => prothrombin, factor II –
 (a protein in blood plasma that is the inactive precursor of thrombin) 
                           => thromboplastin, thrombokinase, factor III –
 (an enzyme liberated from blood platelets that converts prothrombin into thrombin as blood starts to clot) 
                           => calcium ion, factor IV – (ion of calcium; a factor in the clotting of blood) 
                           => proaccelerin, prothrombin accelerator, accelerator factor, factor V –
 (a coagulation factor) 
                           => proconvertin, cothromboplastin, stable factor, factor VII –
 (a coagulation factor formed in the kidney under the influence of vitamin K) 
                           => antihemophilic factor, antihaemophilic factor, antihemophilic globulin,  
antihaemophilic globulin, factor VIII, Hemofil –
 (a coagulation factor (trade name Hemofil) whose absence is associated with hemophilia A) 
                           => Christmas factor, factor IX –
 (coagulation factor whose absence is associated with hemophilia B) 
                           => prothrombinase, factor X –
 (coagulation factor that is converted to an enzyme that converts prothrombin to thrombin in a reaction that 
depends on calcium ions and other coagulation factors) 
                           => plasma thromboplastin antecedent, factor XI –
 (coagulation factor whose deficiency results in a hemorrhagic tendency) 
                           => Hageman factor, factor XII –
 (coagulation factor whose deficiency results in prolongation of clotting time of venous blood) 
                           => fibrinase, factor XIII –
 (in the clotting of blood thrombin catalyzes factor XIII into its active form (fibrinase) which causes fibrin  
to form a stable clot) 
                   => prostate specific antigen, PSA –
 (a protein manufactured exclusively by the prostate gland; PSA is produced for the ejaculate where it �end
erize the semen and allows sperm cells to swim freely; elevated levels of PSA in blood serum are associate
d with benign prostatic hyperplasia and prostate cancer) 
                   => proteome – (the full complement of proteins produced by a particular genome) 
                   => simple protein – (a protein that yields only amino acids when hydrolyzed) 
                       => actin –
 (one of the proteins into which actomyosin can be split; can exist in either a globular or a fibrous form) 
                       => albumin, albumen – (a simple water-
soluble protein found in many animal tissues and liquids) 
                           => ricin, ricin toxin –
 (a toxic protein extracted from castor beans; used as a chemical reagent; can be used as a bioweapon; “one 
milligram of ricin can kill an adult”) 
                           => lactalbumin – (albumin occurring in milk) 
                           => serum albumin –
 (albumin occurring in blood serum; serves to maintain the somatic pressure of the blood) 
                       => globulin – (a family of proteins found in blood and milk and muscle and in plant seed) 
                           => alpha globulin –
 (a globulin in blood plasma or serum that is alkaline and has great electrophoretic mobility) 
                           => serum globulin –
 (globulins occurring in blood serum and containing most of the antibodies of the blood) 
                               => C-reactive protein, CRP –
 (a byproduct of inflammation; a globulin that is found in the blood in some cases of acute inflammation) 
                           => gamma globulin, human gamma globulin –
 (a plasma protein containing the immunoglobulins that are responsible for immune responses) 
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                               => immunoglobulin, Ig, immune serum globulin, immune gamma globulin, immune glo
bulin –
 (a class of proteins produced in lymph tissue in vertebrates and that function as antibodies in the immune  
response) 
                                   => immunoglobulin A, IgA –
 (one of the most common of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; the chief antibody in the  
membranes of the gastrointestinal and respiratory tracts) 
                                   => immunoglobulin D, IgD –
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; present in blood serum in small amounts) 
                                   => immunoglobulin E, IgE –
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; present primarily in the skin and mucous membranes) 
                                       => �ender –
 (an immunoglobulin E that is formed as an antibody against allergens (such as pollen); attaches to cell me
mbranes causing the release of histamine and other substances responsible for the local inflammation  
characteristic of an allergy) 
                                   => immunoglobulin G, IgG –
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; the main antibody defense against bacteria) 
                                   => immunoglobulin M, IgM –
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; involved in fighting blood infections and in triggering 
production of immunoglobulin G) 
                                   => tetanus immunoglobulin, tetanus immune globulin –
 (sterile solution of globulins derived from the blood plasma of a person who has been immunized for tetan
us; provides short-term immunization against tetanus in cases of possible exposure to the tetanus bacillis) 
                           => myosin –
 (the commonest protein in muscle; a globulin that combines with actin to form actomyosin) 
                           => �enderizer�d, beta globulin, siderophilin –
 (a globulin in blood plasma that carries iron) 
                       => globin, hematohiston, haematohiston –
 (a colorless protein obtained by removing heme from hemoglobin; the oxygen carrying compound in red  
blood cells) 
                       => glutelin – (a simple protein found in the seeds of cereals) 
                       => histone –
 (a simple protein containing mainly basic amino acids; present in cell nuclei in association with nucleic  
acids) 
                       => prolamine – (a simple protein found in plants) 
                       => protamine –
 (a simple protein found in fish sperm; rich in arginine; simpler in composition than globulin or albumin; co
unteracts the anticoagulant effect of heparin) 
                       => scleroprotein, albuminoid –
 (a simple protein found in horny and cartilaginous tissues and in the lens of the eye) 
                           => collagen –
 (a fibrous scleroprotein in bone and cartilage and tendon and other connective tissue; yields gelatin on  
boiling) 
                           => elastin – (a fibrous scleroprotein found in elastic tissues such as the walls of arteries) 
                           => gelatin, gelatine – (a colorless water-
soluble glutinous protein obtained from animal tissues such as bone and skin) 
                           => chondrin –
 (a substance that resembles gelatin and is obtained by boiling cartilage in water) 
                           => keratin, ceratin –
 (a fibrous scleroprotein that occurs in the outer layer of the skin and in horny tissues such as hair feathers  
nails and hooves) 
                   => cytokine –
 (any of various proteins secreted by cells of the immune system that serve to regulate the immune system) 
                       => tumor necrosis factor, tumour necrosis factor, TNF –
 (a proinflammatory cytokine that is produced by white blood cells (monocytes and macrophages); has an  
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antineoplastic effect but causes inflammation (as in rheumatoid arthritis)) 
                       => lymphokine –
 (a cytokine secreted by helper T cells in response to stimulation by antigens and that play a role in cell-
mediated immunity) 
                           => interleukin –
 (any of several lymphokines that promote macrophages and killer T cells and B cells and other component
s of the immune system) 
                   => ferritin –
 (a protein containing 20% iron that is found in the intestines and liver and spleen; it is one of the chief for
ms in which iron is stored in the body) 
                   => antibody –
 (any of a large variety of proteins normally present in the body or produced in response to an antigen  
which it neutralizes, thus producing an immune response) 
                       => autoantibody – (an antibody acting against tissues of the organism that produces it) 
                           => rheumatoid factor –
 (autoantibody that is usually present in the serum of people with rheumatoid arthritis) 
                       => precipitin – (an antibody that causes precipitation when it unites with its antigen) 
                       => ABO antibodies – (blood type antibodies) 
                       => Rh antibody – (rhesus factor antibody) 
                       => antitoxin – (an antibody that can neutralize a specific toxin) 
                           => antivenin, antivenene –
 (an antitoxin that counteracts the effects of venom from the bite of a snake or insect or other animal) 
                           => tetanus antitoxin – (antitoxin given for short-
term immunization against tetanus in cases of possible exposure to the tetanus bacillus) 
                       => agglutinin – (an antibody that causes agglutination of a specific antigen) 
                           => isoagglutinin –
 (an antibody produced by one individual that causes agglutination of red blood cells in other individuals of
 the same species) 
                       => heterophil antibody, heterophile antibody, Forssman antibody –
 (an antibody found in the blood of someone suffering from infectious mononucleosis) 
                       => isoantibody, alloantibody –
 (an antibody that occurs naturally against foreign tissues from a person of the same species) 
                       => monoclonal antibody –
 (any of a class of antibodies produced in the laboratory by identical offspring of a hybridoma; very specific
 for a particular location in the body) 
                       => opsonin –
 (an antibody in blood serum that attaches to invading microorganisms and other antigens to make them mo
re susceptible to the action of phagocytes) 
                       => immunoglobulin, Ig, immune serum globulin, immune gamma globulin, immune globulin
 –
 (a class of proteins produced in lymph tissue in vertebrates and that function as antibodies in the immune  
response) 
                           => immunoglobulin A, IgA –
 (one of the most common of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; the chief antibody in the membran
es of the gastrointestinal and respiratory tracts) 
                           => immunoglobulin D, IgD –
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; present in blood serum in small amounts) 
                           => immunoglobulin E, IgE –
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; present primarily in the skin and mucous  
membranes) 
                               => �ender –
 (an immunoglobulin E that is formed as an antibody against allergens (such as pollen); attaches to cell me
mbranes causing the release of histamine and other substances responsible for the local inflammation chara
cteristic of an allergy) 
                           => immunoglobulin G, IgG –
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; the main antibody defense against bacteria) 
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                           => immunoglobulin M, IgM –
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; involved in fighting blood infections and in triggering 
production of immunoglobulin G) 
                           => tetanus immunoglobulin, tetanus immune globulin –
 (sterile solution of globulins derived from the blood plasma of a person who has been immunized for tetan
us; provides short-term immunization against tetanus in cases of possible exposure to the tetanus bacillis) 
               => carbohydrate, saccharide, sugar –
 (an essential structural component of living cells and source of energy for animals; includes simple sugars 
with small molecules as well as macromolecular substances; are classified according to the number of mon
osaccharide groups they contain) 
                   => ribose – (a pentose sugar important as a component of ribonucleic acid) 
                   => beet sugar – (sugar made from sugar beets) 
                   => cane sugar – (sucrose obtained from sugar cane) 
                       => demerara – (a light brown raw cane sugar from Guyana) 
                   => deoxyribose – (a sugar that is a constituent of nucleic acids) 
                   => invert sugar –
 (a mixture of equal parts of glucose and fructose resulting from the hydrolysis of sucrose; found naturally  
in fruits; sweeter than glucose) 
                   => maple sugar – (sugar made from the sap of the sugar maple tree) 
                   => monosaccharide, monosaccharose, simple sugar –
 (a sugar (like sucrose or fructose) that does not hydrolyse to give other sugars; the simplest group of carbo
hydrates) 
                       => triose – (any monosaccharide sugar containing three atoms of carbon per molecule) 
                       => tetrose – (any monosaccharide sugar containing four atoms of carbon per molecule) 
                       => pentose – (any monosaccharide sugar containing five atoms of carbon per molecule) 
                       => hexose – (a monosaccharide that contains six carbon atoms per molecule) 
                           => aldohexose –
 (a monosaccharide sugar having six carbon atoms and an aldehyde group) 
                               => glucose –
 (a monosaccharide sugar that has several forms; an important source of physiological energy) 
                                   => corn sugar – (dextrose made by hydrolysis of cornstarch) 
                                   => dextrose, dextroglucose, grape sugar –
 (an isomer of glucose that is found in honey and sweet fruits) 
                                   => blood sugar, blood glucose – (glucose in the bloodstream) 
                           => ketohexose – (a monosaccharide having six carbon atoms and a ketone group) 
                               => fructose, fruit sugar, levulose, laevulose –
 (a simple sugar found in honey and in many ripe fruits) 
                       => aldose – (a monosaccharide sugar that contains the aldehyde group or is hemiacetal) 
                           => aldohexose –
 (a monosaccharide sugar having six carbon atoms and an aldehyde group) 
                               => glucose –
 (a monosaccharide sugar that has several forms; an important source of physiological energy) 
                                   => corn sugar – (dextrose made by hydrolysis of cornstarch) 
                                   => dextrose, dextroglucose, grape sugar –
 (an isomer of glucose that is found in honey and sweet fruits) 
                                   => blood sugar, blood glucose – (glucose in the bloodstream) 
                       => ketose – (any monosaccharide sugar that contains a ketone group or its hemiacetal) 
                           => ketohexose – (a monosaccharide having six carbon atoms and a ketone group) 
                               => fructose, fruit sugar, levulose, laevulose –
 (a simple sugar found in honey and in many ripe fruits) 
                   => oligosaccharide –
 (any of the carbohydrates that yield only a few monosaccharide molecules on complete hydrolysis) 
                       => disaccharide –
 (any of a variety of carbohydrates that yield two monosaccharide molecules on complete hydrolysis) 
                           => lactose, milk sugar –
 (a sugar comprising one glucose molecule linked to a galactose molecule; occurs only in milk; “cow’s milk
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 contains about 4.7% lactose”) 
                           => maltose, malt sugar –
 (a white crystalline sugar formed during the digestion of starches) 
                           => sucrose, saccharose –
 (a complex carbohydrate found in many plants and used as a sweetening agent) 
                               => galactose, brain sugar – (a simple sugar found in lactose) 
                       => tetrasaccharide –
 (any of a variety of carbohydrates that yield four monosaccharide molecules on complete hydrolysis) 
                           => stachyose – (a tetrasaccharide found in the tubers of the Chinese artichoke) 
                       => trisaccharide –
 (any of a variety of carbohydrates that yield three monosaccharide molecules on complete hydrolysis) 
                           => raffinose –
 (a trisaccharide that occurs in sugar beets and cotton seeds and certain cereals) 
                   => polysaccharide, polyose –
 (any of a class of carbohydrates whose molecules contain chains of monosaccharide molecules) 
                       => heparin, Lipo-Hepin, Liquaemin –
 (a polysaccharide produced in basophils (especially in the lung and liver) and that inhibit the activity of  
thrombin in coagulation of the blood; heparin sodium (trade names Lipo-
Hepin and Liquaemin) is used as an anticoagulant in the treatment of thrombosis and in heart surgery) 
                       => chitin –
 (a tough semitransparent horny substance; the principal component of the exoskeletons of arthropods and  
the cell walls of certain fungi) 
                       => cellulose – (a polysaccharide that is the chief constituent of all plant tissues and fibers) 
                           => carboxymethyl cellulose – (an acid derivative of cellulose) 
                           => diethylaminoethyl cellulose, DEAE cellulose – (used for chromatography) 
                           => pulp – (a mixture of cellulose fibers) 
                               => bagasse –
 (the dry dusty pulp that remains after juice is extracted from sugar cane or similar plants) 
                               => wood pulp –
 (wood that has been ground to a pulp; used in making cellulose products (as rayon or paper)) 
                           => pectin – (any of various water-
soluble colloidal carbohydrates that occur in ripe fruit and vegetables; used in making fruit jellies and jams) 
                       => glycogen, animal starch –
 (one form in which body fuel is stored; stored primarily in the liver and broken down into glucose when  
needed by the body) 
                       => inulin – (used to manufacture fructose and in assessing kidney function) 
                       => mucopolysaccharide –
 (complex polysaccharides containing an amino group; occur chiefly as components of connective tissue) 
                           => hyaluronic acid –
 (a viscous mucopolysaccharide found in the connective tissue space and the synovial fluid of movable join
ts and the humors of the eye; a cementing and protective substance) 
                       => starch, amylum –
 (a complex carbohydrate found chiefly in seeds, fruits, tubers, roots and stem pith of plants, notably in  
corn, potatoes, wheat, and rice; an important foodstuff and used otherwise especially in adhesives and as fil
lers and stiffeners for paper and textiles) 
                           => arum – (starch resembling sago that is obtained from cuckoopint root) 
                           => cassava, cassava starch, manioc, manioca –
 (a starch made by leaching and drying the root of the cassava plant; the source of tapioca; a staple food in  
the tropics) 
                           => arrowroot – (a nutritive starch obtained from the root of the arrowroot plant) 
                           => cornstarch, cornflour –
 (starch prepared from the grains of corn; used in cooking as a thickener) 
                           => sago –
 (powdery starch from certain sago palms; used in Asia as a food thickener and textile stiffener) 
                               => pearl sago – (sago ground into small pearl-like grains) 
                           => amyloid –
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 (a nonnitrogenous food substance consisting chiefly of starch; any substance resembling starch) 
                           => Otaheite arrowroot, Otaheite arrowroot starch –
 (a starch obtained from the root of the pia) 
                   => jaggery, jagghery, jaggary – (unrefined brown sugar made from palm sap) 
                   => wood sugar, xylose – (a sugar extracted from wood or straw; used in foods for diabetics) 
               => lipid, lipide, lipoid –
 (an oily organic compound insoluble in water but soluble in organic solvents; essential structural compone
nt of living cells (along with proteins and carbohydrates)) 
                   => fat –
 (a soft greasy substance occurring in organic tissue and consisting of a mixture of lipids (mostly triglycerid
es); “pizza has too much fat”) 
                       => edible fat –
 (oily or greasy matter making up the bulk of fatty tissue in animals and in seeds and other plant tissue) 
                           => cracklings – (the crisp residue left after lard has been rendered) 
                           => lard – (soft white semisolid fat obtained by rendering the fatty tissue of the hog) 
                           => marbling – (the intermixture of fat and lean in a cut of meat) 
                           => shortening – (fat such as butter or lard used in baked goods) 
                           => suet – (hard fat around the kidneys and loins in beef and mutton) 
                           => drippings – (fat that exudes from meat and drips off while it is being roasted or fried) 
                           => vegetable oil, oil – (any of a group of liquid edible fats that are obtained from plants) 
                               => cooking oil – (any of numerous vegetable oils used in cooking) 
                               => sweet oil – (mild vegetable oil when used as food; especially olive or edible rape oil) 
                               => canola oil – (vegetable oil made from rapeseed) 
                               => coconut oil, copra oil – (oil from coconuts) 
                               => corn oil – (oil from the germs of corn grains) 
                               => cottonseed oil – (edible oil pressed from cottonseeds) 
                               => olive oil – (oil from olives) 
                               => palm oil – (oil from nuts of oil palms especially the African oil palm) 
                               => peanut oil, groundnut oil –
 (a oil from peanuts; used in cooking and making soap; “groundnut oil” is British usage) 
                               => salad oil – (any of several edible vegetable oils that can be used in salad dressings) 
                               => safflower oil – (oil from seeds of the safflower plant) 
                               => sesame oil – (oil obtained from sesame seeds) 
                               => soybean oil, soyabean oil – (oil from soya beans) 
                               => sunflower oil, sunflower-seed oil – (oil from sunflower seeds) 
                               => walnut oil – (oil from walnuts) 
                               => madia oil – (used as a substitute for olive oil) 
                               => drying oil –
 (an oil that hardens in air due to oxidation and is often used as a paint or varnish base) 
                       => animal fat – (any fat obtained from animals; “animal fat is high in saturated fatty acids”) 
                           => bone fat –
 (fatty matter in bones extracted with solvents or by boiling or steaming; used chiefly in candles and cheap 
soaps an in lubricating greases) 
                           => butterfat – (the fatty substance of milk from which butter is made) 
                       => cocoa butter – (a yellow-white fat from cocoa beans) 
                       => leaf fat, leaf lard –
 (fat lining the abdomen and kidneys in hogs which is used to make lard) 
                       => myelin, myeline, medulla –
 (a white fatty substance that forms a medullary sheath around the axis cylinder of some nerve fibers) 
                       => polyunsaturated fat –
 (a class of fats having long carbon chains with many double bonds unsaturated with hydrogen atoms; used 
in some margarines; supposedly associated with low blood cholesterol) 
                   => triglyceride –
 (glyceride occurring naturally in animal and vegetable tissues; it consists of three individual fatty acids  
bound together in a single large molecule; an important energy source forming much of the fat stored by th
e body) 
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                   => oil – (a slippery or viscous liquid or liquefiable substance not miscible with water) 
                       => sassafras oil –
 (oil from root bark of sassafras trees; used in perfumery and as a disinfectant) 
                       => calamus oil – (carcinogenic oil from calamus root used as a perfume) 
                       => rape oil, rapeseed oil, colza oil –
 (edible light yellow to brown oil from rapeseed used also as a lubricant or illuminant) 
                       => safflower oil – (oil from safflower seeds used as food as well as in medicines and paints) 
                       => hydnocarpus oil –
 (oil from seeds of trees of the genus Hydnocarpus especially Hydnocarpus wightiana (Hydnocarpus laurifo
lia)) 
                       => babassu oil, babacu oil – (fatty oil from kernels of babassu nuts similar to coconut oil) 
                       => cohune-nut oil, cohune oil, cohune fat –
 (semisolid fat from nuts of the cohune palm; used in cooking and soap making) 
                       => almond oil, expressed almond oil, sweet almond oil –
 (pale yellow fatty oil expressed from sweet or bitter almonds) 
                       => pennyroyal oil, hedeoma oil – (aromatic oil from American pennyroyal) 
                       => hyssop oil – (used chiefly in liqueurs) 
                       => spike lavender oil, spike oil –
 (pale yellow essential oil obtained from spike lavender used in scenting soaps and cosmetics) 
                       => pennyroyal oil –
 (oil from European pennyroyal having a odor like mint; used chiefly in soaps) 
                       => croton oil – (viscid acrid brownish-
yellow oil from the seeds of Croton tiglium having a violent cathartic action) 
                       => fuel oil, heating oil – (a petroleum product used for fuel) 
                           => gas oil –
 (an oil formed through distillation of petroleum of intermediate boiling range and viscosity) 
                       => animal oil – (any oil obtained from animal substances) 
                           => drying oil –
 (an oil that hardens in air due to oxidation and is often used as a paint or varnish base) 
                           => blubber –
 (an insulating layer of fat under the skin of whales and other large marine mammals; used as a source of oil
) 
                           => bone oil, Dippel’s oil – (dark-colored ill-
smelling oil obtained by carbonizing bone; used especially in sheep dips and in denaturing alcohol) 
                           => bone oil –
 (the liquid portion of bone fat; used as a lubricant and in leather manufacture) 
                           => cod-liver oil, cod liver oil –
 (an oil obtained from the livers of cod and similar fishes; taken orally as a source of vitamins A and D) 
                               => cod oil – (an inferior cod-liver oil that is used in leather manufacturing) 
                           => lanolin, wool fat, wool grease –
 (a yellow viscous animal oil extracted from wool; a mixture of fatty acids and esters; used in some  
ointments and cosmetics) 
                           => fish oil – (oil obtained from fish) 
                               => tuna oil – (an oil obtained from tuna) 
                           => glyceride, acylglycerol –
 (an ester of glycerol and fatty acids that occurs naturally as fats and fatty oils; “fresh fats contain glyceride
s of fatty acids and very little free acid”) 
                               => triglyceride –
 (glyceride occurring naturally in animal and vegetable tissues; it consists of three individual fatty acids  
bound together in a single large molecule; an important energy source forming much of the fat stored by  
the body) 
                           => goose grease – (grease derived from geese) 
                           => halibut-liver oil – (a fatty oil from halibut livers that is used as a source of vitamin A) 
                           => lard oil –
 (oil consisting chiefly of olein that is expressed from lard and used especially as a lubricant, cutting oil or  
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illuminant) 
                           => menhaden oil –
 (a fatty oil obtained from the menhaden fish and used in paint and ink and in treating leather) 
                           => neat’s-foot oil –
 (a pale yellow oil made from the feet and legs of cattle; used as a dressing for leather) 
                           => oleo oil –
 (obtained from beef fat; used in making margarine and soap and in lubrication) 
                           => porpoise oil – (a yellow fatty oil obtained from porpoises and used as a fine lubricant) 
                           => dolphin oil –
 (an unsaturated fatty oil obtained from dolphins and used as a fine lubricant) 
                           => salmon oil –
 (a fatty oil obtained from the wastes in canning salmon; used in making soap and dressing leather) 
                           => sardine oil – (oil obtained from sardines and used chiefly as a lubricant and in soap) 
                           => seal oil – (a pale yellow to red-
brown fatty oil obtained from seal blubber; used in making soap and dressing leather and as a lubricant) 
                           => shark oil, shark-liver oil –
 (a fatty yellow to brown oil obtained from the livers of sharks; used for dressing leather and as a source of 
vitamin A) 
                           => sperm oil – (an animal oil found in the blubber of the sperm whale) 
                           => tallow – (obtained from suet and used in making soap, candles and lubricants) 
                               => beef tallow – (tallow obtained from a bovine animal) 
                               => dubbin – (tallow mixed with oil; used to make leather soft and waterproof) 
                               => mutton tallow – (tallow from the body of a mature sheep) 
                           => tallow oil – (an animal oil obtained by pressing tallow; used as a lubricant) 
                           => whale oil, train oil –
 (a white to brown oil obtained from whale blubber; formerly used as an illuminant) 
                           => wool oil – (any oil used to oil wool before spinning) 
                       => camphor oil – (oil distilled from camphor resin) 
                       => grease, lubricating oil – (a thick fatty oil (especially one used to lubricate machinery)) 
                           => axle grease – (a thick heavy grease used to lubricate axles) 
                       => essential oil, volatile oil –
 (an oil having the odor or flavor of the plant from which it comes; used in perfume and flavorings) 
                           => ilang-ilang – (oil distilled from flowers of the ilang-ilang tree; used in perfumery) 
                           => bitter almond oil –
 (pale yellow essential oil obtained from bitter almonds by distillation from almond cake or meal) 
                           => attar, atar, athar, ottar – (essential oil or perfume obtained from flowers) 
                               => attar of roses, rose oil –
 (a volatile fragrant oil obtained from fresh roses by steam distillation) 
                           => clove oil, oil of cloves –
 (essential oil obtained from cloves and used to flavor medicines) 
                           => costus oil – (a yellow volatile essential oil obtained from costusroot; used in perfumes) 
                           => eucalyptus oil – (an essential oil obtained from the leaves of eucalypts) 
                           => turpentine, oil of turpentine, spirit of turpentine, turps –
 (volatile liquid distilled from turpentine oleoresin; used as paint thinner and solvent and medicinally) 
                           => wormwood oil, absinthe oil –
 (a dark bitter oil obtained obtained from wormwood leaves; flavors absinthe liqueurs) 
                           => linalool – (a colorless fragrant liquid found in many essential oils) 
                       => mineral oil –
 (a distillate of petroleum (especially one used medicinally as a laxative or stool softener)) 
                       => motor oil – (oil used to lubricate the moving parts of a motor) 
                       => fixed oil, fatty oil – (nonvolatile animal or plant oil) 
                       => fusel oil –
 (a mixture of amyl alcohols and propanol and butanol formed from distillation of fermented liquors) 
                       => stand oil –
 (a thick oil comprised of linseed, tung, or soya oils which have been heated to over 300 C) 
                       => neroli oil –
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 (an odoriferous yellow oil found in orange flowers and used in perfumery and as a flavoring) 
                       => tall oil – (an oil derived from wood pulp and used in making soaps or lubricants) 
                       => petroleum, crude oil, crude, rock oil, fossil oil –
 (a dark oil consisting mainly of hydrocarbons) 
                           => residual oil, resid – (oil products that remain after petroleum has been distilled) 
                       => shale oil – (oil extracted from oil shale by heating) 
                       => linseed oil, flaxseed oil –
 (a drying oil extracted from flax seed and used in making such things as oil paints) 
                       => tung oil, Chinese wood oil – (a yellow oil obtained from the seeds of the tung tree) 
                       => chaulmoogra oil –
 (an oil from chaulmoogra trees; used in treatment of skin diseases and leprosy) 
                   => �enderizer�ds –
 (any of various compounds composed of fatty acids and phosphoric acid and a nitrogenous base; an import
ant constituent of membranes) 
                       => lecithin –
 (a yellow �enderizer�ds essential for the metabolism of fats; found in egg yolk and in many plant and ani
mal cells; used commercially as an emulsifier) 
                   => wax –
 (any of various substances of either mineral origin or plant or animal origin; they are solid at normal tempe
ratures and insoluble in water) 
                       => bayberry wax, bayberry tallow –
 (a fragrant green wax obtained from the wax myrtle and used in making candles) 
                       => carnauba wax, carnauba –
 (hard yellowish to brownish wax from leaves of the carnauba palm used especially in floor waxes and  
polishes) 
                       => candelilla wax – (a hard brown wax that occurs as a coating on candelilla shrubs) 
                       => ceresin – (a white wax extracted from ozokerite) 
                       => floor wax –
 (a preparation containing wax and used to polish and preserve the finish of floors) 
                       => gondang wax, fig wax – (a hard cream-colored wax obtained from a Javanese fig tree) 
                       => Japan wax, Japan tallow – (a yellow wax obtained from sumac berries; used in polishes) 
                       => montan wax – (a hard wax obtained from lignite) 
                       => pisang wax – (a wax obtained from the leaves of a plantain) 
                       => scale wax, paraffin scale – (partly refined paraffin wax) 
                       => ski wax – (wax used on the bottom of skis) 
                       => beeswax – (a yellow to brown wax secreted by honeybees to build honeycombs) 
                           => Ghedda wax – (wax from Indian and African bees) 
                       => cerumen, earwax – (a soft yellow wax secreted by glands in the ear canal) 
                       => paraffin, paraffin wax –
 (from crude petroleum; used for candles and for preservative or waterproof coatings) 
                       => spermaceti – (a white waxy substance from oil of the sperm whale) 
                       => vegetable wax –
 (a waxy substance obtained from plants (especially from the trunks of certain palms)) 
                       => shellac wax, lac wax – (a hard wax separated from shellac by its insolubility in alcohol) 
               => nucleic acid –
 ((biochemistry) any of various macromolecules composed of �enderizer chains that are vital constituents 
of all living cells) 
           => nitrobenzene – (a poisonous oily water-
soluble liquid used as a solvent and in the manufacture of aniline) 
           => oxime – (any compound containing the group –C=NOH) 
           => petrochemical – (any compound obtained from petroleum or natural gas) 
           => phosphocreatine, creatine phosphate, creatine phosphoric acid –
 (an organic compound of creatine and phosphoric acid; found in the muscles of vertebrates where its hydro
lysis releases energy for muscular contraction) 
           => phenol –
 (any of a class of weakly acidic organic compounds; molecule contains one or more hydroxyl groups) 
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               => pyrogallol, pyrogallic acid –
 (a toxic white lustrous crystalline phenol used to treat certain skin diseases and as a photographic  
developer) 
               => cresol, methyl phenol –
 (any of three poisonous colorless isomeric phenols; derived from coal or wood tar; used as a disinfectant) 
                   => Lysol –
 (a clear oily brown solution of cresols in soap; used as an antiseptic and disinfectant) 
               => naphthol – (either of two phenols derived from naphthalene) 
                   => alpha-naphthol – (an isomer of naphthol used in dyes) 
                   => beta-naphthol – (an isomer of naphthol used in rubber as an antioxidant) 
               => resorcinol –
 (a crystalline phenol obtained from various resins; used in ointments for acne and in dandruff shampoos) 
               => tannin, tannic acid –
 (any of various complex phenolic substances of plant origin; used in tanning and in medicine) 
                   => cutch, kutch – (tannin extract derived from any of several mangrove barks of Pacific areas) 
               => thymol, thyme camphor, thymic acid –
 (a colorless crystalline solid used in perfume or preserving biological specimens or in embalming or medic
ally as a fungicide or antiseptic) 
           => pyrimidine – (a heterocyclic organic compound with a penetrating odor) 
           => quassia –
 (a bitter compound used as an insecticide and tonic and vermifuge; extracted from the wood and bark of  
trees of the genera Quassia and Picrasma) 
               => Jamaica quassia – (similar to the extract from Quassia amara) 
           => steroid – (any of several fat-
soluble organic compounds having as a basis 17 carbon atoms in four rings; many have important physiolo
gical effects) 
               => ketosteroid – (a steroid containing a ketone group) 
                   => androsterone – (an androgenic hormone that is less active than testosterone) 
                   => estrone, oestrone, theelin, Estronol –
 (a naturally occurring weak estrogenic hormone secreted by the mammalian ovary; synthesized (trade nam
e Estronol) and used to treat estrogen deficiency) 
                   => cortisone, Cortone Acetate –
 (a corticosteroid hormone (trade name Cortone Acetate) normally produced by the adrenal cortex; is  
converted to hydrocortisone) 
               => sterol, steroid alcohol –
 (any of a group of natural steroid alcohols derived from plants or animals; they are waxy insoluble substan
ces) 
                   => cholesterol, cholesterin –
 (an animal sterol that is normally synthesized by the liver; the most abundant steroid in animal tissues) 
                       => HDL cholesterol – (the cholesterol in high-
density lipoproteins; the `good’ cholesterol; a high level in the blood is thought to lower the risk of  
coronary artery disease) 
                       => LDL cholesterol – (the cholesterol in low-
density lipoproteins; the `bad’ cholesterol; a high level in the blood is thought to be related to various patho
genic conditions) 
                           => oxidized LDL cholesterol –
 (LDL cholesterol that has been bombarded by free radicals; it is thought to cause atherosclerosis) 
                   => ergosterol – (a plant sterol that is converted into vitamin D by ultraviolet radiation) 
               => bile acid – (any of the liver-generated steroid acids and stored with bile) 
                   => cholic acid – (an insoluble crystalline acid present in bile) 
               => cardiac glycoside, cardiac glucoside –
 (obtained from a number of plants and used to stimulate the heart in cases of heart failure) 
                   => digitalis, digitalis glycoside, digitalin –
 (a powerful cardiac stimulant obtained from foxglove) 
                       => digitoxin –
 (digitalis preparation used to treat congestive heart failure or cardiac arrhythmia) 
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                       => digoxin, Lanoxin –
 (digitalis preparation (trade name Lanoxin) used to treat congestive heart failure or cardiac arrhythmia;  
helps the heart beat more forcefully) 
           => nonsteroid, nonsteroidal – (an organic compound that does no contain a steroid) 
               => diethylstilbesterol, DES, stilbesterol –
 (synthetic nonsteroid with the properties of estrogen; formerly used to treat menstrual problems but was  
found to be associated with vaginal cancers in the daughters of women so treated during pregnancy) 
           => thiouracil – (depresses the function of the thyroid gland) 
           => urea, carbamide –
 (the chief solid component of mammalian urine; synthesized from ammonia and carbon dioxide and used  
as fertilizer and in animal feed and in plastics) 
           => imide – (any of a class of organic compounds that contain the divalent radical –CONHCO-) 
           => xanthine –
 (crystalline oxidation product of the metabolism of nucleoproteins; precursor of uric acid; found in many  
organs and in urine) 
       => ammine – (a complex inorganic compound that contains ammonia molecules) 
       => anhydride –
 (a compound formed from one or more other compounds in a reaction resulting in removal of water) 
           => acetic anhydride – (a compound that is needed in order to refine opium into heroin) 
           => phthalic anhydride – (a white cyclic anhydride) 
       => azide – (a chemical compound containing the azido group combined with an element or radical) 
           => hydrazoite – (a salt of hydrazoic acid) 
       => bitter principle –
 (any one of several hundred compounds having a bitter taste; not admitting of chemical classification) 
       => buffer – (an ionic compound that resists changes in its Ph) 
       => calcium-cyanamide, cyanamide –
 (a compound used as a fertilizer and as a source of nitrogen compounds) 
       => carbonyl – (a compound containing metal combined with carbon monoxide) 
       => carbon disulfide –
 (a toxic colorless flammable liquid (CS2); used in the manufacture of rayon and cellophane and carbon  
tetrachloride and as a solvent for rubber) 
       => cofactor – (a substance (as a coenzyme) that must join with another to produce a given result) 
       => cementite, iron carbide – (the iron carbide constituent of steel and cast iron; very hard and brittle) 
       => chloropicrin, nitrochloroform –
 (a heavy colorless insoluble liquid compound that causes tears and vomiting; used as a pesticide and as  
tear gas) 
       => complex, coordination compound –
 (a compound described in terms of the central atom to which other atoms are bound or coordinated) 
           => hydrochloride – (a complex consisting of an organic base in association with hydrogen chloride) 
       => allomorph –
 (any of several different crystalline forms of the same chemical compound; “calcium carbonate occurs in  
the allomorphs calcite and aragonite”) 
       => corrosive – (a substance having the tendency to cause corrosion (such a strong acids or alkali)) 
       => aluminate – (a compound of alumina and a metallic oxide) 
       => defoliant – (a chemical that is sprayed on plants and causes their leaves to fall off) 
       => depilatory – (a chemical (usually a sulfide) used to remove hair or wool or bristles from hides) 
       => �ender – (a compound whose molecules are composed of two identical monomers) 
       => fixing agent, fixer –
 (a chemical compound that sets or fixes something (as a dye or a photographic image)) 
           => fixative –
 (a compound (such as ethanol or formaldehyde) that fixes tissues and cells for microscopic study) 
           => hypo, sodium thiosulphate, sodium thiosulfate –
 (a compound used as a fixing agent in photographic developing) 
       => formulation, preparation – (a substance prepared according to a formula) 
           => cleansing agent, cleanser, cleaner – (a preparation used in cleaning something) 
               => bathroom cleaner – (a preparation for cleaning bathrooms) 
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               => dentifrice – (a substance for cleaning the teeth; applied with a toothbrush) 
                   => toothpaste – (a dentifrice in the form of a paste) 
                   => tooth powder, toothpowder – (a dentifrice in the form of a powder) 
               => detergent –
 (a cleansing agent that differs from soap but can also emulsify oils and hold dirt in suspension) 
                   => dishwasher detergent, dishwashing detergent, dishwashing liquid – (a low-
sudsing detergent designed for use in dishwashers) 
                   => laundry detergent –
 (any of various detergents designed for use in a washing machine for clothing) 
                   => liquid detergent – (a detergent in liquid form) 
               => shampoo – (cleansing agent consisting of soaps or detergents used for washing the hair) 
               => soap – (a cleansing agent made from the salts of vegetable or animal fats) 
                   => bar soap – (soap in the form of a bar) 
                   => castile soap – (a good hard soap made from olive oil and sodium hydroxide) 
                   => liquid soap – (soap in liquid form) 
                   => saddle soap, leather soap – (a mild soap for cleansing and conditioning leather) 
                   => soap flakes – (soap that has been cut into flakes to make suds faster) 
                   => soap powder, built-soap powder, washing powder –
 (soap in powdered form mixed with alkaline builders) 
                   => soft soap, green soap –
 (a soft (or liquid) soap made from vegetable oils; used in certain skin diseases) 
                   => toilet soap, face soap, bath soap – (soap used as a toiletry) 
           => glycerinated gelatin –
 (a gelatinous preparation made from gelatin and glycerin and water; used as a base for ointments and  
suppositories) 
           => nebula – (a medicinal liquid preparation intended for use in an atomizer) 
           => polish – (a preparation used in polishing) 
               => shoe polish, blacking – (a substance used to produce a shiny protective surface on footwear) 
               => Simoniz – (a brand of car polish) 
           => smelling salts –
 (a pungent preparation of ammonium carbonate and perfume; sniffed as a stimulant to relieve faintness) 
       => enantiomorph, enantiomer –
 (either one of a pair of compounds (crystals or molecules) that are mirror images on each other but are not 
identical) 
       => goitrogen – (any substance (such as thiouracil) that induces the formation of a goiter) 
       => benzofuran, coumarone, cumarone –
 (a colorless oily compound extracted from coal tar and used in manufacturing synthetic resins) 
       => synthetic – (a compound made artificially by chemical reactions) 
           => Plasticine –
 (a synthetic material resembling clay but remaining soft; used as a substitute for clay or wax in modeling  
(especially in schools)) 
       => hydrate – (any compound that contains water of crystallization) 
           => monohydrate – (a hydrate that contains one molecule of water per molecule of the compound) 
       => hydroxide – (a chemical compound containing the hydroxyl group) 
       => incense – (a substance that produces a fragrant odor when burned) 
           => joss stick – (a slender stick of incense burned before a joss by the Chinese) 
       => inorganic compound – (any compound that does not contain carbon) 
           => carbide – (a binary compound of carbon with a more electropositive element) 
               => calcium carbide – (a gray salt of calcium (CaC) used in making acetylene) 
               => silicon carbide – (an extremely hard blue-
black crystalline compound (SiC) used as an abrasive and a heat refractory material; crystals of silicon  
carbide can be used as semiconductors) 
       => repellent, repellant – (a chemical substance that repels animals) 
           => insectifuge, insect repellent, insect repellant – (a chemical substance that repels insects) 
       => repellent, repellant – (a compound with which fabrics are treated to repel water) 
       => iodocompound – (a compound containing the covalent iodine radical) 
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       => isomer –
 (a compound that exists in forms having different arrangements of atoms but the same molecular weight) 
       => hydroxide, hydrated oxide – (a compound of an oxide with water) 
           => aluminum hydroxide, aluminium hydroxide, hydrated aluminum oxide, hydrated aluminium  
oxide – (white crystalline compound that occurs naturally as the mineral gibbsite) 
           => calcium hydroxide, lime, slaked lime, hydrated lime, calcium hydrate, caustic lime, lime hydrate 
– (a caustic substance produced by heating limestone) 
           => potash, caustic potash, potassium hydroxide –
 (a potassium compound often used in agriculture and industry) 
           => sodium hydroxide, caustic soda –
 (a strongly alkaline caustic used in manufacturing soap and paper and aluminum and various sodium comp
ounds) 
       => nitrogen mustard –
 (a toxic compound resembling mustard gas in structure; important in cancer treatment) 
       => nitride –
 (a compound containing nitrogen and a more electropositive element (such as phosphorus or a metal)) 
           => magnesium nitride – (a nitride containing nitrogen and magnesium) 
       => oxide – (any compound of oxygen with another element or a radical) 
           => titanium dioxide, titanium oxide, titanic oxide, titania –
 (a white powder used as a pigment for its high covering power and durability) 
           => pentoxide – (an oxide containing five atoms of oxygen in the molecule) 
           => nitrogen oxide –
 (any of several oxides of nitrogen formed by the action of nitric acid on oxidizable materials; present in car
 exhausts) 
           => hydrogen peroxide, peroxide –
 (a viscous liquid with strong oxidizing properties; a powerful bleaching agent; also used as a disinfectant  
and (in strong concentrations) as an oxidant in rocket fuels) 
           => calcium oxide, quicklime, lime, calx, calcined lime, fluxing lime, unslaked lime, burnt lime –
 (a white crystalline oxide used in the production of calcium hydroxide) 
           => copper oxide – (an oxide of copper) 
           => dioxide – (an oxide containing two atoms of oxygen in the molecule) 
               => nitrogen dioxide – (a highly poisonous brown gas (NO2)) 
               => carbon dioxide, CO2, carbonic acid gas –
 (a heavy odorless colorless gas formed during respiration and by the decomposition of organic substances; 
absorbed from the air by plants in photosynthesis) 
                   => chokedamp, blackdamp –
 (the atmosphere in a mine following an explosion; high in carbon dioxide and incapable of supporting life) 
               => chlorine dioxide –
 (an explosive gas (ClO2) used chiefly in bleaching paper or starch or soap or flour and in water  
purification) 
               => sulfur dioxide, sulphur dioxide –
 (a colorless toxic gas (SO2) that occurs in the gases from volcanoes; used in many manufacturing  
processes and present in industrial emissions; causes acid rain) 
           => ferric oxide – (a red oxide of iron) 
               => rust –
 (a red or brown oxide coating on iron or steel caused by the action of oxygen and moisture) 
           => monoxide – (an oxide containing just one atom of oxygen in the molecule) 
               => carbon monoxide, carbon monoxide gas, CO –
 (an odorless very poisonous gas that is a product of incomplete combustion of carbon) 
           => peroxide – (an inorganic compound containing the divalent ion –O-O-) 
               => benzoyl peroxide –
 (a white crystalline peroxide used in bleaching (flour or oils or fats) and as a catalyst for free radical  
reactions) 
           => red lead, minium –
 (a reddish oxide of lead (Pb3O4) used as a pigment in paints and in glass and ceramics) 
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           => silica, silicon oxide, silicon dioxide –
 (a white or colorless vitreous insoluble solid (SiO2); various forms occur widely in the earth’s crust as  
quartz or cristobalite or tridymite or lechartelierite) 
               => chert – (variety of silica containing microcrystalline quartz) 
                   => taconite – (a variety of chert containing magnetite and hematite; mined as a low-
grade iron ore) 
               => flint – (a hard kind of stone; a form of silica more opaque than chalcedony) 
                   => gunflint – (the piece of flint that provides the igniting spark in a flintlock weapon) 
                   => firestone – (a piece of flint that is struck to light a fire) 
                   => flintstone – (pebbles of flint used in masonry construction) 
               => silex – (a pure form of finely ground silica) 
           => sulfur oxide, sulphur oxide – (any of several oxides of sulphur) 
           => superoxide – (a metallic oxide containing the univalent anion O2-) 
           => trioxide – (an oxide containing three atoms of oxygen in the molecule) 
               => arsenic, arsenic trioxide, arsenous anhydride, arsenous oxide –
 (a white powdered poisonous trioxide of arsenic; used in manufacturing glass and as a pesticide and weed 
killer) 
           => zinc oxide, flowers of zinc, philosopher’s wool –
 (oxide of zinc; a white powder used as a pigment or in cosmetics or glass or inks and in zinc ointment) 
           => zirconium oxide, zirconia, zirconium dioxide –
 (a white crystalline oxide; used in refractories and in insulation and abrasives and enamels and glazes) 
       => polymer –
 (a naturally occurring or synthetic compound consisting of large molecules made up of a linked series of re
peated simple monomers) 
           => deoxyribonucleic acid, desoxyribonucleic acid, DNA –
 ((biochemistry) a long linear polymer found in the nucleus of a cell and formed from nucleotides and  
shaped like a double helix; associated with the transmission of genetic information; “DNA is the king of  
molecules”) 
               => operon –
 (a segment of DNA containing adjacent genes including structural genes and an operator gene and a regula
tory gene) 
               => complementary DNA, Cdna – (single-
stranded DNA that is complementary to messenger RNA or DNA that has been synthesized from messenge
r RNA by reverse transcriptase) 
               => exon, coding DNA –
 (sequence of a gene’s DNA that transcribes into protein structures; “exons are interspersed with introns”) 
               => intron – (sequence of a eukaryotic gene’s DNA that is not translated into a protein) 
               => junk DNA –
 (stretches of DNA that do not code for genes; “most of the genome consists of junk DNA”) 
               => recombinant deoxyribonucleic acid, recombinant DNA –
 (genetically engineered DNA made by recombining fragments of DNA from different organisms) 
               => sticky end –
 (an end of DNA in which one strand of the double helix extends a few units beyond the other) 
               => transposon, jumping gene –
 (a segment of DNA that can become integrated at many different sites along a chromosome (especially a  
segment of bacterial DNA that can be translocated as a whole)) 
           => ribonucleic acid, RNA –
 ((biochemistry) a long linear polymer of nucleotides found in the nucleus but mainly in the cytoplasm of a 
cell where it is associated with microsomes; it transmits genetic information from DNA to the cytoplasm  
and controls certain chemical processes in the cell; “ribonucleic acid is the genetic material of some viruses
”) 
               => messenger RNA, Mrna, template RNA, informational RNA –
 (the template for protein synthesis; the form of RNA that carries information from DNA in the nucleus to  
the ribosome sites of protein synthesis in the cell) 
               => nuclear RNA, Nrna – (ribonucleic acid found in the nucleolus of the cell) 
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               => transfer RNA, Trna, acceptor RNA, soluble RNA – (short-
chain RNA molecules present in the cell (in at least 20 varieties, each variety capable of combining with a  
specific amino acid) that attach the correct amino acid to the protein chain that is being synthesized at the  
ribosome of the cell (according to directions coded in the Mrna)) 
           => synthetic resin –
 (a resin having a polymeric structure; especially a resin in the raw state; used chiefly in plastics) 
               => acrylic, acrylic resin, acrylate resin –
 (a glassy thermoplastic; can be cast and molded or used in coatings and adhesives) 
                   => polypropenonitrile, Acrilan – (acrylic resin used to make a strong soft crease-
resistant fabric (trade name Acrilan)) 
                   => polymethyl methacrylate – (a transparent plastic used as a substitute for glass) 
                       => Lucite, Perspex – (a transparent thermoplastic acrylic resin) 
                       => Plexiglas, plexiglass – (a light transparent weather resistant thermoplastic) 
               => polyethylene, polythene –
 (a lightweight thermoplastic; used especially in packaging and insulation) 
               => allyl resin – (a resin derived from allyl alcohol that hardens when cured; used as an adhesive) 
               => urea-formaldehyde resin –
 (a clear thermosetting resin made from urea and formaldehyde and used in electrical fittings, adhesives,  
and finishes) 
               => alkyd, alkyd resin – (a durable synthetic resin widely used in adhesives and paints) 
               => phenolic resin, phenolic, phenoplast – (a thermosetting resin) 
               => epoxy, epoxy resin, epoxy glue –
 (a thermosetting resin; used chiefly in strong adhesives and coatings and laminates) 
                   => Crazy Glue – (a commercial brand of epoxy glue) 
               => melamine resin –
 (a thermosetting resin formed from melamine and an aldehyde; used in molded products, adhesives, and  
coatings) 
               => polyester – (any of numerous synthetic resins; they are light and strong and weather resistant) 
                   => polyester fiber – (a quick-drying resilient synthetic fiber consisting primarily of polyester) 
               => vinyl polymer, vinyl resin, polyvinyl resin –
 (a thermoplastic derived by polymerization from compounds containing the vinyl group) 
                   => polyvinyl acetate, PVA – (a vinyl polymer used especially in paints or adhesives) 
                   => polyvinyl chloride, PVC –
 (a polymer of vinyl chloride used instead of rubber in electric cables) 
                   => styrene, cinnamene, phenylethylene, vinylbenzene –
 (a colorless oily liquid; the monomer for polystyrene) 
                       => polystyrene –
 (a polymer of styrene; a rigid transparent thermoplastic; “expanded polystyrene looks like a rigid white  
foam and is used as packing or insulation”) 
                           => Styrofoam – (a light resilient foam of polystyrene) 
           => copolymer – (a polymer consisting of two or more different monomers) 
           => polyurethane, ployurethan –
 (any of various polymers containing the urethane radical; a wide variety of synthetic forms are made and  
used as adhesives or plastics or paints or rubber) 
               => polyfoam, polyurethane foam – (a foam made by adding water to polyurethane plastics) 
           => lignin – (a complex polymer; the chief non-
carbohydrate constituent of wood; binds to cellulose fibers to harden and strengthen cell walls of plants) 
           => polyamide, polymeric amide – (a polymer containing repeated amide groups) 
               => nylon – (a thermoplastic polyamide; a family of high-strength resilient synthetic materials) 
           => silicone, silicone polymer –
 (any of a large class of siloxanes that are unusually stable over a wide range of temperatures; used in  
lubricants and adhesives and coatings and synthetic rubber and electrical insulation) 
               => bouncing putty –
 (a soft elastic silicone polymer that increases in elasticity with the application of force; used in the center  
of golf balls and as shock-absorbent padding) 
           => trimer – (a polymer (or a molecule of a polymer) consisting of three identical monomers) 
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       => preservative – (a chemical compound that is added to protect against decay or decomposition) 
           => spice – (aromatic substances of vegetable origin used as a preservative) 
               => stacte – ((Old Testament) one of several sweet-smelling spices used in incense) 
       => �enderi, benzoquinone –
 (any of a class of aromatic yellow compounds including several that are biologically important as  
coenzymes or acceptors or vitamins; used in making dyes) 
           => ubiquinone, coenzyme Q – (any of several �enderiz that function as electron-
carrying coenzymes) 
       => salt –
 (a compound formed by replacing hydrogen in an acid by a metal (or a radical that acts like a metal)) 
           => acetate, ethanoate – (a salt or ester of acetic acid) 
               => lead acetate, sugar of lead –
 (a poisonous white solid (Pb[CH3CO]2) used in dyeing cotton and in making enamels and varnishes) 
           => arsenate – (a salt or ester of arsenic acid) 
           => chlorate – (any salt of chloric acid) 
           => dibasic salt – (a salt derived by replacing two hydrogen atoms per molecule) 
           => hypochlorite – (any salt or ester of hypochlorous acid) 
               => calcium hypochlorite – (any hypochlorite of calcium; used as a bleaching agent) 
               => sodium hypochlorite – (an unstable salt (NaOCl) used as a bleaching agent and disinfectant) 
                   => Javelle water, Javel water, eau de Javelle – (an aqueous solution of sodium hypochlorite) 
           => pyrophosphate – (a salt or ester of pyrophosphoric acid) 
           => sulfonate – (a salt of sulphonic acid) 
               => alkylbenzenesulfonate – (sulfonate of alkyl benzene) 
           => perchlorate – (a salt of perchloric acid) 
           => alkali –
 (a mixture of soluble salts found in arid soils and some bodies of water; detrimental to agriculture) 
           => ammonium chloride, sal ammoniac – (a white salt used in dry cells) 
           => benzoate – (any salt or ester of benzoic acid) 
               => benzoate of soda, sodium benzoate –
 (a white crystalline salt used as a food preservative and antiseptic) 
           => borate – (a salt or ester of boric acid) 
           => borosilicate – (a salt of boric and silicic acids) 
           => calcium lactate –
 (a white crystalline salt made by the action of lactic acid on calcium carbonate; used in foods (as a baking 
powder) and given medically as a source of calcium) 
           => calcium stearate, calcium octadecanoate –
 (an insoluble calcium salt of stearic acid and palmitic acid; it is formed when soap is mixed with water that
 contains calcium ions and is the scum produced in regions of hard water) 
           => carbamate – (a salt (or ester) of carbamic acid) 
               => ammonium carbamate – (a salt of carbamic acid that is used as a nitrogen fertilizer) 
           => carbonate – (a salt or ester of carbonic acid (containing the anion CO3)) 
               => ammonium carbonate –
 (a carbonate of ammonium; used in the manufacture of smelling salts and baking powder and ammonium  
compounds) 
               => bicarbonate, hydrogen carbonate –
 (a salt of carbonic acid (containing the anion HCO3) in which one hydrogen atom has been replaced; an  
acid carbonate) 
                   => bicarbonate of soda, sodium hydrogen carbonate, sodium bicarbonate, baking soda,  
saleratus –
 (a white soluble compound (NaHCO3) used in effervescent drinks and in baking powders and as an antaci
d) 
                   => potassium bicarbonate, potassium acid carbonate, potassium hydrogen carbonate –
 (a crystalline salt (KHCO3) that is used in baking powder and as an antacid) 
                   => calcium bicarbonate – (a bicarbonate that is a major cause of hard water) 
                   => magnesium bicarbonate – (a bicarbonate that is a major cause of hard water) 
               => potassium carbonate –
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 (a white salt (K2CO3) that is basic in solution; used to make glass and cleansing agents) 
                   => pearl ash – (an impure form of potassium carbonate) 
               => calcium carbonate – (a salt found in nature as chalk or calcite or aragonite or limestone) 
                   => dripstone – (the form of calcium carbonate found in stalactites and stalagmites) 
               => lithium carbonate, Lithane, Lithonate, Eskalith –
 (a white powder (LiCO3) used in manufacturing glass and ceramics and as a drug; the drug (trade names  
Lithane or Lithonate or Eskalith) is used to treat some forms of depression and manic episodes of manic-
depressive disorder) 
           => fulminate – (a salt or ester of fulminic acid) 
               => mercury fulminate, fulminate of mercury, fulminating mercury –
 (a fulminate that when dry explodes violently if struck or heated; used in detonators and blasting caps and 
percussion caps) 
           => chromate – (any salt or ester of chromic acid) 
               => lead chromate – (a poisonous chromate of lead used as a pigment in paint) 
           => cyanide – (an extremely poisonous salt of hydrocyanic acid) 
               => sodium cyanide – (a white poisonous salt (NaCN) used in electroplating) 
               => potassium cyanide – (a poisonous salt (KCN) used in electroplating and in photography) 
           => potassium bromide – (a white crystalline salt (KBr) used as a sedative and in photography) 
           => potassium chlorate –
 (a white salt (KclO3) used in matches, fireworks, and explosives; also used as a disinfectant and bleaching 
agent) 
           => potassium dichromate – (an orange-red salt used in making dyes and in photography) 
           => ferricyanide – (salt of ferricyanic acid obtained by oxidation of a ferrocyanide) 
           => ferrocyanide –
 (salt of ferrocyanic acid usually obtained by a reaction of a cyanide with iron sulphate) 
               => potassium ferrocyanide, yellow prussiate of potash –
 (a cyanide comound that is prepared by the reaction of potassium cyanide with ferrous salts; commonly  
used by gardeners) 
           => fluoroboride – (a salt of fluoroboric acid) 
           => fluosilicate – (salt of fluosilicic acid) 
           => glutamate – (a salt or ester of glutamic acid) 
           => halide – (a salt of any halogen acid) 
               => bromide – (any of the salts of hydrobromic acid; used as a sedative) 
                   => hydrogen bromide – (a colorless gas that yields hydrobromic acid in solution with water) 
                   => methyl bromide –
 (a poisonous gas or liquid (CH3Br) used to fumigate rodents, worms, etc.) 
                   => silver bromide –
 (a bromide that darkens when exposed to light; used in making photographic emulsions) 
               => fluoride – (a salt of hydrofluoric acid) 
                   => boron trifluoride – (a pungent colorless gas) 
                   => hydrogen fluoride –
 (a colorless poisonous corrosive liquid made by the action of sulphuric acid on calcium fluoride; solutions 
in water are hydrofluoric acid) 
                   => stannous fluoride – (a white powder that is used to fluoridate toothpaste) 
                   => sulfur hexafluoride, sulphur hexafluoride –
 (a colorless gas that is soluble in alcohol and ether; a powerful �enderizer gas widely used in the electrical
 utility industry) 
               => iodide – (a salt or ester of hydriodic acid) 
                   => potassium iodide –
 (a crystalline salt in organic synthesis and in making photographic emulsions and in iodized table salt) 
                   => hydrogen iodide – (a colorless gas that yields hydroiodic acid in aqueous solution) 
                   => silver iodide –
 (an iodide that is used in photography, in seeding clouds to make rain, and in medicine) 
                   => sodium iodide – (a crystalline salt used like potassium iodide) 
               => chloride – (any salt of hydrochloric acid (containing the chloride ion)) 
                   => potassium chloride, K-Dur 20, Kaochlor, K-lor, Klorvess, K-lyte –
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 (salt of potassium (trade names K-Dur 20, Kaochlor and K-lor and Klorvess and K-
lyte); taken in tablet form to treat potassium deficiency) 
               => tetrahalide – (any halide containing four halogen atoms in it molecules) 
           => isocyanate – (a salt or ester of isocyanic acid) 
           => calcium chloride – (a deliquescent salt; used in de-icing and as a drying agent) 
           => calcium sulphate, calcium sulfate – (a white salt (CaSO4)) 
               => plaster of Paris, plaster –
 (any of several gypsum cements; a white powder (a form of calcium sulphate) that forms a paste when  
mixed with water and hardens into a solid; used in making molds and sculptures and casts for broken limbs
) 
           => manganate – (a salt of manganic acid containing manganese as its anion) 
           => chrome alum – (a violet-colored salt used in hide tanning and as a mordant in dyeing) 
           => tartrate – (a salt or ester of tartaric acid) 
               => tartar emetic, antimony potassium tartrate –
 (a poisonous colorless salt used as a mordant and in medicine) 
               => bitartrate – (an acid tartrate; a hydrogen tartrate) 
           => oxalacetate, oxaloacetate – (a salt or ester of oxalacetic acid) 
           => oxalate – (a salt or ester of oxalic acid) 
               => uranyl oxalate – (a salt obtained by the reaction of uranium salts with oxalic acid) 
           => permanganate –
 (a dark purple salt of permanganic acid; in water solution it is used as a disinfectant and antiseptic) 
               => potassium permanganate, permanganate of potash –
 (a poisonous salt that forms dark purple crystals and is purple-
red when dissolved in water; used as an oxidizing and bleaching agent and as a disinfectant and antiseptic) 
           => phosphate, orthophosphate, inorganic phosphate – (a salt of phosphoric acid) 
               => calcium phosphate – (a phosphate of calcium; a main constituent of animal bones) 
               => sodium phosphate, sodium orthophosphate –
 (phosphate of sodium; used as a laxative to clense the bowels) 
           => polyphosphate – (a salt or ester of polyphosphoric acid) 
           => propenoate, acrylate – (a salt or ester of propenoic acid) 
           => salicylate – (a salt of salicylic acid (included in several commonly used drugs)) 
               => aspirin, acetylsalicylic acid, Bayer, Empirin –
 (the acetylated derivative of salicylic acid; used as an analgesic anti-
inflammatory drug (trade names Bayer and Empirin) usually taken in tablet form; used as an antipyretic;  
slows clotting of the blood by poisoning platelets) 
                   => aspirin powder, headache powder – (a powdered form of aspirin) 
                   => buffered aspirin, Bufferin –
 (aspirin coated with a substance capable of neutralizing acid (trade name Bufferin)) 
                   => enteric-coated aspirin –
 (aspirin that is treated to pass through the stomach unaltered and to dissolve in the intestines) 
               => methyl salicylate, birch oil, sweet-birch oil –
 (a liquid ester with a strong odor of wintergreen; applied externally for minor muscle and joint pain) 
               => salol, phenyl salicylate –
 (a white powder with a pleasant taste and odor; used to absorb light in sun tan lotions or as a preservative  
or an antiseptic or a coating for pills in which the medicine is intended for enteric release) 
           => double salt – (a solution of two simple salts that forms a single substance on crystallization) 
               => alum, potassium alum, potash alum –
 (a white crystalline double sulfate of aluminum: the potassium double sulfate of aluminum) 
               => alum, ammonia alum, ammonium alum –
 (a white crystalline double sulfate of aluminum: the ammonium double sulfate of aluminum) 
               => Rochelle salt, Rochelle salts – (a double salt used in Seidlitz powder; acts as a cathartic) 
               => Paris green – (a toxic double salt of copper arsenate and copper acetate) 
           => bile salt – (a salt of bile acid and a base; functions as an emulsifier of lipids and fatty acids) 
           => Glauber’s salt, Glauber’s salts – ((Na2SO4.10H2O) a colorless salt used as a cathartic) 
           => cream of tartar, tartar, potassium hydrogen tartrate – (a salt used especially in baking powder) 
           => sodium chlorate – (a colorless salt (NaClO3) used as a weed killer and an antiseptic) 
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           => bichromate, dichromate – (a salt of the hypothetical dichromic acid) 
           => sodium dichromate, sodium bichromate – (a red-orange salt used as a mordant) 
           => microcosmic salt – (a white salt present in urine and used to test for metal oxides) 
           => silicate – (a salt or ester derived from silicic acid) 
           => sodium carbonate, washing soda, sal soda, soda ash, soda –
 (a sodium salt of carbonic acid; used in making soap powders and glass and paper) 
           => sodium carboxymethyl cellulose –
 (a gummy substance that is a sodium salt of carboxymethyl cellulose; used as a thickening or emulsifying 
agent) 
           => sodium fluoride –
 (a colorless crystalline salt of sodium (NaF) used in fluoridation of water and to prevent tooth decay) 
           => sulfate, sulphate – (a salt or ester of sulphuric acid) 
               => barium sulphate, barium sulfate, blanc fixe –
 (a white insoluble radiopaque powder used as a pigment) 
               => copper sulfate, copper sulphate, cupric sulfate, cupric sulphate –
 (a copper salt made by the action of sulfuric acid on copper oxide) 
                   => blue vitriol, blue copperas, blue stone, chalcanthite –
 (hydrated blue crystalline form of copper sulfate) 
               => magnesium sulfate – (a salt of magnesium) 
                   => Epsom salts, bitter salts –
 (hydrated magnesium sulfate that is taken orally to treat heartburn and constipation and injected to prevent 
seizures) 
               => sodium lauryl sulphate, sodium lauryl sulfate, SLS –
 (a caustic detergent useful for removing grease; although commonly included in personal care items (sham
poos and toothpastes etc.) it can irritate skin and should not be swallowed) 
               => sodium sulphate, sodium sulfate –
 (a solid white bitter salt used in manufacturing glass and paper and dyes and pharmaceuticals) 
               => zinc sulfate, zinc sulphate, white vitriol, zinc vitriol – (a colorless water-
soluble powder; used as a mordant or to preserve wood or for the electrodeposition of zinc) 
           => thiocyanate – (a salt of thiocyanic acid; formed when alkaline cyanides are fused with sulfur) 
           => tungstate – (a salt of tungstic acid) 
           => urate – (a salt of uric acid) 
               => tophus, chalkstone –
 (a deposit of urates around a joint or in the external ear; diagnostic of advanced or chronic gout) 
           => vanadate – (a salt or ester of vanadic acid; an anion containing pentavalent vanadium) 
           => xanthate – (a salt or ester of xanthic acid) 
               => cellulose xanthate, viscose – (a cellulose ester obtained by treating cellulose with caustic soda) 
       => caustic – (any chemical substance that burns or destroys living tissue) 
           => lye – (a strong solution of sodium or potassium hydroxide) 
           => silver nitrate –
 (a nitrate used in making photographic emulsions; also used in medicine as a cautery and as a topical anti-
infective agent) 
               => lunar caustic – (silver nitrate fused into sticks and formerly used as a caustic) 
       => nitrate – (any compound containing the nitrate group (such as a salt or ester of nitric acid)) 
           => calcium nitrate –
 (a deliquescent salt that is soluble in water; sometimes used as a source of nitrogen in fertilizers) 
           => cellulose nitrate, nitrocellulose, guncotton, nitrocotton –
 (nitric acid esters; used in lacquers and explosives) 
               => pyrocellulose –
 (nitrocellulose containing less nitrogen than guncotton; used in making smokeless powder) 
               => pyroxylin, pyroxyline –
 (highly flammable nitrocellulose used in making collodion and plastics and lacquers) 
           => sodium nitrate, soda niter – ((NaNO3) used especially as a fertilizer and explosive) 
           => potassium nitrate, saltpeter, �enderize, niter, nitre –
 ((KNO3) used especially as a fertilizer and explosive) 
           => nitroglycerin, nitroglycerine, trinitroglycerin, glyceryl trinitrate, Nitrospan, Nitrostat –
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 (a heavy yellow poisonous oily explosive liquid obtained by nitrating glycerol; used in making explosives 
and medically as a vasodilator (trade names Nitrospan and Nitrostat)) 
           => ammonium nitrate – (used as an explosive and fertilizer and rocket propellant) 
           => silver nitrate –
 (a nitrate used in making photographic emulsions; also used in medicine as a cautery and as a topical anti-
infective agent) 
               => lunar caustic – (silver nitrate fused into sticks and formerly used as a caustic) 
           => uranyl nitrate – (a yellow salt obtained by the reaction of uranium salts with nitric acid) 
       => chloride – (any compound containing a chlorine atom) 
           => calomel, mercurous chloride – (a tasteless colorless powder used medicinally as a cathartic) 
           => trichloride – (any compound containing three chlorine atoms in each molecule) 
               => nitrogen trichloride, Agene –
 (a yellow pungent volatile oil (trade name Agene) formerly used for bleaching and aging flour) 
           => dichloride, bichloride – (a compound containing two chlorine atoms per molecule) 
           => perchloride – (a chloride containing an unusually high proportion of chlorine) 
               => iron perchloride –
 (a highly toxic chemical used to engrave metal plates and electronic circuits) 
           => aluminum chloride, aluminium chloride – (a chloride used as a wood preservative or catalyst) 
           => methylene chloride, dichloromethane –
 (a nonflammable liquid used as a solvent and paint remover and refrigerant) 
           => obidoxime chloride – (a chloride used as an antidote for nerve gases such as sarin or VX) 
           => silver chloride – (a chloride used chiefly in the manufacture of photographic emulsions) 
           => stannic chloride – (a colorless caustic liquid made by treating tin with chlorine) 
           => hemin, protohemin – (a reddish-
brown chloride of heme; produced from hemoglobin in laboratory tests for the presence of blood) 
       => heterocyclic compound, heterocyclic, heterocycle – (a compound containing a heterocyclic ring) 
           => chelate, chelate compound –
 (a heterocyclic compound having a metal ion attached by coordinate bonds to at least two nonmetal ions) 
       => silicide – (any of various compounds of silicon with a more electropositive element or radical) 
       => siloxane – (any of a large class of compounds that have alternate silicon and oxygen atoms) 
           => silicone, silicone polymer –
 (any of a large class of siloxanes that are unusually stable over a wide range of temperatures; used in lubric
ants and adhesives and coatings and synthetic rubber and electrical insulation) 
               => bouncing putty –
 (a soft elastic silicone polymer that increases in elasticity with the application of force; used in the center  
of golf balls and as shock-absorbent padding) 
       => sternutator, sternutatory –
 (a chemical substance that causes sneezing and coughing and crying; “police used a sternutatory to subdue 
the mob”) 
       => stripper – (a chemical compound used to remove paint or varnish) 
       => sulfide, sulphide – (a compound of sulphur and some other element that is more electropositive) 
           => pyrites – (any of various metallic-looking sulfides (of which pyrite is the commonest)) 
           => hydrogen sulfide – (a sulfide having the unpleasant smell of rotten eggs) 
           => iron disulfide – (a compound containing two atoms of sulfur combined with iron) 
           => cadmium sulfide – (a yellow sulfide used chiefly as a pigment) 
               => zinc cadmium sulfide – (cadmium sulfide containing zinc) 
       => telluride – (any binary compound of tellurium with other more electropositive elements) 
       => tenderizer, �enderizer –
 (a substance (as the plant enzyme papain) applied to meat to make it tender) 
       => tetrachloride – (any compound that contains four chlorine atoms per molecule) 
           => carbon tetrachloride, carbon tet, tetrachloromethane, perchloromethane –
 (a colorless nonflammable liquid used as a solvent for fats and oils; because of its toxicity its use as a clean
ing fluid or fire extinguisher has declined) 
       => triazine – (any of three isomeric compounds having three carbon and three nitrogen atoms in a six-
membered ring) 
       => yellowcake, U308 –
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 (an impure mixture of uranium oxides obtained during the processing of uranium ore) 
       => enamel –
 (a colored glassy compound (opaque or partially opaque) that is fused to the surface of metal or glass or  
pottery for decoration or protection) 
       => pregnanediol –
 (a compound found in women’s urine during certain phases of the menstrual cycle and in the urine of preg
nant women) 
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MATERIAL, STUFF 
material, stuff --
 (the tangible substance that goes into the makeup of a physical object; "coal is a hard black material"; "whe
at is the stuff they use to make bread") 
       => rind -- (the natural outer covering of food (usually removed before eating)) 
           => bacon rind -- (the rind of bacon) 
           => peel, skin -- (the rind of a fruit or vegetable) 
               => jacket -- (the outer skin of a potato) 
               => banana peel, banana skin --
 (the skin of a banana (especially when it is stripped off and discarded); "he slipped on a banana skin and al
most fell") 
               => lemon peel, lemon rind -- (the rind of a lemon) 
                   => lemon zest -- (tiny bits of lemon peel) 
               => orange peel, orange rind -- (the rind of an orange) 
                   => orange zest -- (tiny bits of orange peel) 
           => cheese rind -- (the rind of a cheese) 
       => atom, molecule, particle, corpuscle, mote, speck --
 ((nontechnical usage) a tiny piece of anything) 
           => grain -- (a small hard particle; "a grain of sand") 
               => granule -- (a tiny grain) 
                   => microsome --
 (a tiny granule in the cytoplasm that is where protein synthesis takes place under the direction of mRNA) 
                   => chondrule -- (small granule (of e.g. chrysolite) found in some meteoric rocks) 
                   => plastid --
 (any of various small particles in the cytoplasm of the cells of plants and some animals containing pigment
s or starch or oil or protein) 
                       => chromoplast --
 (plastid containing pigments other than chlorophyll usually yellow or orange carotenoids) 
                       => chloroplast --
 (plastid containing chlorophyll and other pigments; in plants that carry out photosynthesis) 
           => chylomicron --
 (a microscopic particle of triglycerides produced in the intestines during digestion; in the bloodstream they
 release their fatty acids into the blood) 
           => flyspeck -- (a tiny dark speck made by the excrement of a fly) 
       => ammunition --
 (any nuclear or chemical or biological material that can be used as a weapon of mass destruction) 
       => floccule, floc --
 (a small loosely aggregated mass of flocculent material suspended in or precipitated from a liquid) 
       => HAZMAT --
 (an abbreviation for `hazardous material' used on warning signs; "NO HAZMATS IN TUNNEL") 
       => raw material, staple -- (material suitable for manufacture or use or finishing) 
       => sorbate --
 (a material that has been or is capable of being taken up by another substance by either absorption or  
adsorption) 
           => absorbate -- (a material that has been or is capable of being absorbed) 
           => adsorbate -- (a material that has been or is capable of being adsorbed) 
       => sorbent, sorbent material --
 (a material that sorbs another substance; i.e. that has the capacity or tendency to take it up by either  
absorption or adsorption) 
           => absorbent material, absorbent --
 (a material having capacity or tendency to absorb another substance) 
               => sponge --
 (a porous mass of interlacing fibers the forms the internal skeleton of various marine animals and usable to
 absorb water or any porous rubber or cellulose product similarly used) 
               => absorber -- ((physics) material in a nuclear reactor that absorbs radiation) 
               => absorbent cotton -- (cotton made absorbent by removal of the natural wax) 
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           => adsorbent, adsorbent material --
 (a material having capacity or tendency to adsorb another substance) 
       => diamagnet -- (a substance that exhibits diamagnetism) 
 

MINERAL 
       => mineral --
 (solid homogeneous inorganic substances occurring in nature having a definite chemical composition) 
           => ader wax, earth wax, mineral wax, ozokerite, ozocerite --
 (a waxy mineral that is a mixture of hydrocarbons and occurs in association with petroleum; some varieties
 are used in making ceresin and candles) 
           => amblygonite --
 (a white or gray mineral consisting of lithium aluminum phosphate; a source of lithium) 
           => amphibole -- (a mineral or mineral variety belonging to the amphibole group) 
               => nephrite --
 (an amphibole mineral consisting of calcium magnesium silicate in monoclinic crystalline form; a source  
of jade that is less valuable than from jadeite; once believed to cure kidney disorders) 
               => actinolite -- (a green mineral of the amphibole group; calcium magnesium iron silicate) 
               => anthophyllite -- (a dark brown mineral of the amphibole group; magnesium iron silicate) 
               => asbestos --
 (a fibrous amphibole; used for making fireproof articles; inhaling fibers can cause asbestosis or lung  
cancer) 
                   => chrysotile -- (a gray or green fibrous mineral; an important source of commercial asbestos) 
                   => tremolite --
 (a white or pale green mineral (calcium magnesium silicate) of the amphibole group used as a form of  
asbestos) 
               => hornblende --
 (a green to black mineral of the amphibole group; consists of silicates of calcium and sodium and magnesi
um and iron) 
           => amphibole group --
 (a group of minerals with similar crystal structures containing a silicate chain and combinations of chiefly 
sodium and calcium and magnesium and iron and aluminum) 
           => apatite --
 (a common complex mineral consisting of calcium fluoride phosphate or calcium chloride phosphate; a  
source of phosphorus) 
               => fluorapatite -- (a form of apatite in which fluorine predominates over chlorine) 
           => aragonite -- (a mineral form of crystalline calcium carbonate; dimorphic with calcite) 
           => argentite -- (a valuable silver ore consisting of silver sulfide (Ag2S)) 
           => argyrodite -- (a rare steel-gray mineral consisting of silver and germanium and sulfur) 
           => arsenopyrite, mispickel -- (a silver-white or gray ore of arsenic) 
           => asphalt, mineral pitch --
 (a dark bituminous substance found in natural beds and as residue from petroleum distillation; consists mai
nly of hydrocarbons) 
           => augite -- (dark-
green to black glassy mineral of the pyroxene group containing large amounts of aluminum and iron and  
magnesium) 
           => baddeleyite -- (a mineral consisting of zirconium oxide) 
           => bastnasite, bastnaesite -- (a yellow-to-brown mineral that is a source of rare earth elements) 
           => bauxite -- (a clay-
like mineral; the chief ore of aluminum; composed of aluminum oxides and aluminum hydroxides; used as 
an abrasive and catalyst) 
           => beryl -- (the chief source of beryllium; colored transparent varieties are valued as gems) 
               => aquamarine -- (a transparent variety of beryl that is blue green in color) 
               => emerald -- (a green transparent form of beryl; highly valued as a gemstone) 
               => morganite -- (a kind of pink beryl used as a gemstone) 
           => borax -- (an ore of boron consisting of hydrated sodium borate; used as a flux or cleansing agent) 
           => bornite, peacock ore --
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 (a mineral consisting of sulfides of copper and iron that is found in copper deposits) 
           => carnallite --
 (a white or reddish mineral consisting of hydrous chlorides of potassium and magnesium; used as a  
fertilizer and as a source of potassium and magnesium) 
           => carnotite -- (a yellow radioactive mineral; an ore of uranium and radium and vanadium) 
           => cassiterite -- (a hard heavy dark mineral that is the chief source of tin) 
           => celestite -- (a mineral consisting of strontium sulphate) 
           => cerussite, white lead ore --
 (a mineral consisting of lead carbonate that is an important source of lead) 
           => chalcocite, copper glance -- (a heavy gray mineral that is an ore of copper) 
           => chalcopyrite, copper pyrites -- (a yellow copper ore (CuFeS2) made up of copper-iron sulfide) 
           => chlorite --
 (a generally green or black mineral; it occurs as a constituent of many rocks typically in the form of a flat  
crystal) 
           => chromite -- (a brownish-black mineral; the major source of chromium) 
           => chrysoberyl --
 (a rare hard yellow green mineral consisting of beryllium aluminate in crystal form; used as a gemstone) 
               => alexandrite -- (a green variety of chrysoberyl used as a gemstone) 
           => cinnabar -- (a heavy reddish mineral consisting of mercuric sulfide; the chief source of mercury) 
           => cobaltite -- (a rare silvery-white mineral; important ore of cobalt) 
           => halite, rock salt -- (naturally occurring crystalline sodium chloride) 
           => columbite-tantalite, coltan --
 (a valuable black mineral combining niobite and tantalite; used in cell phones and computer chips) 
           => cordierite --
 (a blue mineral of magnesium and iron and aluminum and silicon and oxygen; often used as a gemstone) 
               => water sapphire -- (a deep blue cordierite often used as a gemstone) 
           => corundom, corundum -- (very hard mineral used as an abrasive) 
               => alumina, aluminum oxide, aluminium oxide --
 (any of various forms of aluminum oxide occurring naturally as corundum) 
                   => alundum -- (a substance made of fused alumina) 
               => ruby -- (a transparent deep red variety of corundum; used as a gemstone and in lasers) 
               => sapphire -- (a precious transparent stone of rich blue corundum valued as a gemstone) 
                   => star sapphire -- (a sapphire that when cut shows a star-
like figure in reflected light because of its crystalline structure) 
           => cristobalite -- (a white mineral consisting of silica; found in volcanic rocks) 
           => crocolite -- (a rare lead chromite mineral that forms bright orange crystals) 
           => cryolite, Greenland spar --
 (a white mineral consisting of fluorides of aluminum and sodium; a source of fluorine) 
           => cuprite -- (a mineral consisting of cuprous oxide that is a source of copper) 
           => dolomite --
 (a light colored mineral consisting of calcium magnesium carbonate; a source of magnesium; used as a  
ceramic and as fertilizer) 
           => earth color -- (a colored mineral used as a pigment) 
               => sienna -- (an earth color containing ferric oxides; used as a pigment) 
                   => burnt sienna -- (a reddish-brown pigment produced by roasting sienna) 
                   => raw sienna -- (a yellowish-brown pigment made from untreated sienna) 
               => ocher, ochre --
 (any of various earths containing silica and alumina and ferric oxide; used as a pigment) 
                   => sinopis, sinopia, sinoper -- (a red ocher formerly used as a pigment) 
                   => yellow ocher, yellow ochre -- (pigment consisting of a limonite mixed with clay and silica) 
               => umber -- (an earth pigment) 
                   => raw umber -- (greenish brown pigment) 
                   => burnt umber -- (dark brown pigment obtained by heating umber) 
           => emery -- (a hard gary-
black mineral consisting of corundum and either hematite or magnetite; used as an abrasive (especially as a 
coating on paper)) 
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           => erythrite, cobalt bloom --
 (a reddish mineral consisting of hydrated cobalt arsenate in monoclinic crystalline form and used in colorin
g glass; usually found in veins bearing cobalt and arsenic) 
           => fergusonite --
 (a dark mineral consisting of oxides of yttrium and erbium and tantalum and other minerals) 
           => fluorite, fluorspar, fluor --
 (a soft mineral (calcium fluoride) that is fluorescent in ultraviolet light; chief source of fluorine) 
           => gadolinite, ytterbite --
 (a mineral that is a source of rare earths; consists of silicates of iron and beryllium and cerium and yttrium 
and erbium) 
           => galena -- (soft blue-gray mineral; lead sulfide; a major source of lead) 
           => garnet --
 (any of a group of hard glassy minerals (silicates of various metals) used as gemstones and as an abrasive) 
               => almandite, almandine -- (a deep red garnet consisting of iron aluminum silicate) 
               => andradite --
 (a garnet consisting of calcium iron silicate and having any color ranging from yellow and green to brown 
and black; used as gemstone) 
                   => demantoid -- (a green andradite used as a gemstone) 
               => carbuncle -- (deep-red cabochon-cut garnet cut without facets) 
               => cinnamon stone, essonite, hessonite -- (a garnet ranging in color from yellow to brown) 
               => pyrope -- (a deep red garnet used as a gemstone) 
               => rhodolite -- (a red or pink variety of garnet used as a gemstone) 
           => garnierite --
 (a green mineral consisting of hydrated nickel magnesium silicate; a source of nickel) 
           => germanite -- (a rare reddish-gray mineral consisting of a copper iron germanium sulfide) 
           => gibbsite --
 (white crystalline mineral consisting of aluminum hydroxide; a constituent of bauxite and a source of alum
ina) 
           => glauconite --
 (a green mineral consisting of hydrated silicate of potassium or iron or magnesium or aluminum; found in 
greensand) 
           => greenockite, cadmium sulphide --
 (ore of cadmium; a rare yellowish mineral consisting of cadmium sulphide in crystalline form) 
           => gypsum --
 (a common white or colorless mineral (hydrated calcium sulphate) used to make cements and plasters  
(especially plaster of Paris)) 
               => alabaster -- (a compact fine-textured usually white gypsum used for carving) 
               => terra alba -- (finely pulverized gypsum used especially as a pigment) 
           => hausmannite -- (a mineral consisting of manganese tetroxide; a source of manganese) 
           => heavy spar, barite, barytes, barium sulphate --
 (a white or colorless mineral (BaSO4); the main source of barium) 
           => hemimorphite, calamine -- (a white mineral; a common ore of zinc) 
           => ilmenite --
 (a weakly magnetic black mineral found in metamorphic and plutonic rocks; an iron titanium oxide in  
crystalline form; a source of titanium) 
           => jadeite --
 (a hard green mineral consisting of sodium aluminum silicate in monoclinic crystalline form; a source of  
jade; found principally in Burma) 
           => kainite --
 (a white mineral consisting of magnesium sulphate and potassium chloride; a source of potassium salts;  
used as a fertilizer) 
           => kaolinite -- (a mineral consisting of aluminum silicate; main source of kaolin) 
           => kernite --
 (a light soft mineral consisting of hydrated sodium borate in crystalline form; an important source of boron
) 
           => kieserite -- (a white mineral consisting of hydrous magnesium sulfate often found in salt mines) 
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           => kyanite, cyanite -- (a gray or greenish-
blue mineral consisting of aluminum silicate in crystalline form; occurs in metaphoric rock, used as a  
refractory) 
           => langbeinite -- (a mineral consisting of potassium magnesium double sulphate; used as a fertilizer) 
           => lechartelierite --
 (a mineral form of vitreous or glassy silica; formed by the melting of quartz sand (as by lightning or a mete
orite)) 
           => magnesite --
 (a black magnetic mineral consisting of magnesium carbonate; a source of magnesium) 
           => malachite -- (a green mineral used as an ore of copper and for making ornamental objects) 
           => maltha, mineral tar -- (a thick black tar intermediate between petroleum and asphalt) 
           => manganite -- (a black mineral consisting of basic manganese oxide; a source of manganese) 
           => meerschaum, sepiolite -- (a white clayey mineral) 
           => mica, isinglass --
 (any of various minerals consisting of hydrous silicates of aluminum or potassium etc. that crystallize in  
forms that allow perfect cleavage into very thin leaves; used as dielectrics because of their resistance to  
electricity) 
               => biotite -- (dark brown to black mica found in igneous and metamorphic rock) 
                   => lepidomelane -- (a mica that is a biotite containing iron) 
               => lepidolite -- (a mineral of the mica group; an important source of lithium) 
               => muscovite -- (a colorless or pale brown mica with potassium) 
                   => damourite -- (a variety of muscovite) 
               => paragonite -- (a colorless or pale brown mica with sodium) 
               => phlogopite --
 (a brown form of mica consisting of hydrous silicate of potassium and magnesium and aluminum) 
               => zinnwaldite -- (a mica containing iron and lithium) 
           => millerite -- (a yellow mineral consisting of nickel sulfide; a minor source of nickel) 
           => molybdenite --
 (a mineral resembling graphite that is valued as the chief source of molybdenum and its compounds) 
           => monazite -- (a reddish-
brown mineral containing rare earth metals; an important source of thorium and cerium) 
           => nepheline, nephelite --
 (a whitish mineral consisting of sodium aluminum silicate or potassium aluminum silicate in crystalline  
form; used in the manufacture of ceramics and enamels) 
           => nephelinite -- (an igneous rock consisting of nepheline and pyroxene) 
           => niobite, columbite -- (a black mineral that is an ore of niobium and tantalum) 
           => nitrocalcite -- (the mineral form of calcium nitrate) 
           => olivine -- (a mineral consisting of magnesium iron silicate; a source of magnesium) 
               => chrysolite -- (a brown or yellow-
green olivine found in igneous and metamorphic rocks and used as a gemstone) 
                   => peridot -- (a pale green variety of chrysolite; used as a gemstone) 
           => olivenite --
 (rare green to black mineral consisting of hydrated copper arsenate that is found in copper deposits) 
           => opal --
 (a translucent mineral consisting of hydrated silica of variable color; some varieties are used as gemstones) 
               => black opal -- (a dark colored opal with internal reflections of green or red) 
               => fire opal, girasol -- (an opal with flaming orange and yellow and red colors) 
               => harlequin opal -- (a reddish opal with small patches of brilliant color) 
           => ore -- (a metal-bearing mineral valuable enough to be mined) 
               => dressed ore, concentrate --
 (the desired mineral that is left after impurities have been removed from mined ore) 
               => iron ore -- (an ore from which iron can be extracted) 
                   => goethite, gothite --
 (a red or yellow or brown mineral; an oxide of iron that is a common constituent of rust) 
                   => chamosite -- (a greenish gray or black silicate of iron and aluminum) 
                   => taconite -- (a variety of chert containing magnetite and hematite; mined as a low-
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grade iron ore) 
                   => hematite, haematite --
 (the principal form of iron ore; consists of ferric oxide in crystalline form; occurs in a red earthy form) 
                   => lepidocrocite --
 (a red to reddish brown mineral consisting of iron oxide hydroxide; often found in iron ores together with  
goethite) 
                   => limonite --
 (a widely occurring iron oxide ore; a mixture of goethite and hematite and lepidocrocite) 
                   => magnetite, magnetic iron-ore -- (an oxide of iron that is strongly attracted by magnets) 
                   => ruddle, reddle, raddle -- (a red iron ore used in dyeing and marking) 
                   => siderite, chalybite -- (iron ore in the form of ferrous carbonate) 
               => lead ore -- (ore containing lead) 
                   => massicot, massicotite --
 (the mineral form of lead monoxide; in the form of yellow powder it is used as a pigment) 
               => pay dirt -- (ore that yields a substantial profit to the miner) 
               => uranium ore -- (any ore from which uranium can be extracted) 
                   => carnotite -- (a yellow radioactive mineral; an ore of uranium and radium and vanadium) 
                   => uraninite, pitchblende --
 (a mineral consisting of uranium oxide and trace amounts of radium and thorium and polonium and lead  
and helium; uraninite in massive form is called pitchblende which is the chief uranium ore) 
           => orpiment -- (a yellow mineral occuring in conjunction with realgar; an ore of arsenic) 
           => osmiridium, iridosmine --
 (a hard and corrosion resistant mineral that is a natural alloy of osmium and iridium (usually containing sm
all amounts of rhodium and platinum); used in needles and pen nibs etc.) 
           => pentlandite -- (a mineral (iron-nickel sulphide) that is the chief ore of nickel) 
           => periclase, magnesia, magnesium oxide --
 (a white solid mineral that occurs naturally as periclase; a source of magnesium) 
           => pinite --
 (grey or green or brown mineral similar to mica and containing aluminum and potassium sulphates) 
           => pollucite -- (a rare mineral that is an important source of cesium) 
           => psilomelane --
 (a mineral consisting of hydrated basic oxide of manganese and barium; a source of manganese) 
           => pyrite, iron pyrite, fool's gold -- (a common mineral (iron disulfide) that has a pale yellow color) 
           => pyrolusite -- (a mineral consisting of manganese dioxide; an important source of manganese) 
           => pyromorphite, green lead ore --
 (a mineral consisting of lead chloride and phosphate; a minor source of lead) 
           => pyrophyllite -- (a white or greenish aluminum silicate mineral (resembles talc)) 
           => pyroxene --
 (any of a group of crystalline silicate mineral common in igneous and metamorphic rocks) 
           => pyrrhotite, pyrrhotine, magnetic pyrites --
 (a brownish iron sulfide mineral FeS having weak magnetic properties) 
           => quartz --
 (a hard glossy mineral consisting of silicon dioxide in crystal form; present in most rocks (especially  
sandstone and granite); yellow sand is quartz with iron oxide impurities) 
               => quartz crystal --
 (a thin plate or small rod of quartz cut along certain lines and ground so that it can produce an electric sign
al at a constant frequency; used in crystal oscillators) 
               => rock crystal, transparent quartz --
 (a clear quartz used in making electronic and optical equipment) 
                   => rhinestone -- (an imitation diamond made from rock crystal or glass or paste) 
               => cairngorm, smoky quartz -- (a smoky yellow or brown quartz) 
               => amethyst -- (a transparent purple variety of quartz; used as a gemstone) 
               => chalcedony, calcedony -- (a milky or grayish translucent to transparent quartz) 
                   => agate --
 (an impure form of quartz consisting of banded chalcedony; used as a gemstone and for making mortars  
and pestles) 
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                       => moss agate -- (an agate with brown, black, or green moss-like markings) 
                   => bloodstone, heliotrope -- (green chalcedony with red spots that resemble blood) 
                   => carnelian, cornelian -- (a translucent red or orange variety of chalcedony) 
                   => chrysoprase -- (a green variety of chalcedony valued as a gemstone) 
                   => onyx -- (a chalcedony with alternating black and white bands; used in making cameos) 
                       => sardonyx --
 (an onyx characterized by parallel layers of sard and a different colored mineral) 
                   => plasma -- (a green slightly translucent variety of chalcedony used as a gemstone) 
                   => sard, sardine, sardius -- (a deep orange-red variety of chalcedony) 
               => citrine -- (semiprecious yellow quartz resembling topaz) 
               => rose quartz -- (a translucent rose-red variety of quartz used for ornaments) 
               => sunstone, aventurine -- (a translucent quartz spangled with bits of mica or other minerals) 
                   => goldstone -- (aventurine spangled densely with fine gold-colored particles) 
               => topaz, false topaz, common topaz -- (a yellow quartz) 
           => realgar -- (a rare soft orange mineral consisting of arsenic sulphide; an important ore of arsenic) 
           => red clay -- (clay whose redness results from iron oxide) 
           => rhodochrosite -- (a mineral consisting of manganese carbonate; a source of manganese) 
           => rhodonite --
 (a pink or red mineral consisting of crystalline manganese silicate; used as an ornamental stone) 
           => rutile --
 (a mineral consisting of titanium dioxide in crystalline form; occurs in metamorphic and plutonic rocks  
and is a major source of titanium) 
           => samarskite -- (a complex black mineral occuring in pegmatites) 
           => sapphirine -- (a rare light blue or green mineral; consists of aluminum-
magnesium silicate and occurs as small grains in some metamorphic rocks) 
           => scheelite -- (a mineral used as an ore of tungsten) 
           => smaltite --
 (a gray mineral consisting of cobalt arsenide and nickel; an important source of cobalt and nickel) 
           => sodalite --
 (a vitreous mineral consisting of sodium aluminum silicate and sodium chloride in crystalline form; occurs
 in igneous rocks) 
           => spar --
 (any of various nonmetallic minerals (calcite or feldspar) that are light in color and transparent or transluce
nt and cleavable) 
               => feldspar, felspar --
 (any of a group of hard crystalline minerals that consist of aluminum silicates of potassium or sodium or  
calcium or barium) 
                   => orthoclase -- (a white or colored monoclinic feldspar) 
                   => plagioclase, oligoclase -- (any of a rock-forming series of triclinic feldspars) 
                       => albite, white feldspar -- (a widely distributed rock-forming feldspar) 
                       => anorthite -- (rare plagioclastic feldspar occurring in many igneous rocks) 
                   => moonstone --
 (a transparent or translucent gemstone with a pearly luster; some specimens are orthoclase feldspar and  
others are plagioclase feldspar) 
               => calcite --
 (a common mineral consisting of crystallized calcium carbonate; a major constituent of limestone) 
                   => alabaster, oriental alabaster, onyx marble, Mexican onyx -- (a hard compact kind of calcite) 
                   => chalk -- (a soft whitish calcite) 
                   => Iceland spar -- (a transparent calcite found in Iceland and used in polarizing microscopes) 
           => spinel --
 (a hard glassy mineral consisting of an oxide of magnesium and aluminum; occurs in various colors that  
are used as gemstones) 
               => spinel ruby, ruby spinel -- (a spinel used as a gemstone (usually dark red)) 
                   => almandine -- (a purple variety of the ruby spinel) 
                   => balas, balas ruby -- (a pale rose-colored variety of the ruby spinel) 
                   => rubicelle -- (a yellow or orange variety of ruby spinel) 
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               => Ceylonite, pleonaste -- (a dark-colored spinel containing iron) 
           => spodumene -- (a pyroxene mineral consisting of lithium aluminum silicate; a source of lithium) 
               => kunzite -- (a pinkish lilac crystal form of the mineral spodumene that is used as a gemstone) 
               => hiddenite -- (a green transparent form of the mineral spodumene used as a gemstone) 
           => stannite, tin pyrites -- (a dark gray mineral with a metallic luster that is a source of tin) 
           => stibnite -- (a soft gray mineral; the chief ore of antimony) 
           => strontianite -- (a mineral consisting of strontium carbonate) 
           => sylvanite, graphic tellurium -- (a silver-
white mineral consisting of silver gold telluride; a source of gold in Australia and America) 
           => sylvite, sylvine --
 (a mineral consisting of native potassium chloride; an important ore of potassium that is found in sediment
ary beds) 
           => talc, talcum --
 (a fine grained mineral having a soft soapy feel and consisting of hydrated magnesium silicate; used in a  
variety of products including talcum powder) 
               => soapstone, soaprock, soap-rock, steatite --
 (a soft heavy compact variety of talc having a soapy feel; used to make hearths and tabletops and  
ornaments) 
               => French chalk -- (a soft white compact talc used to mark cloth or to remove grease stains) 
               => rensselaerite -- (a kind of soft talc; sometimes used as wood filler) 
           => tantalite --
 (a mineral consisting of tantalum oxide of iron and manganese that occurs with niobite or in coarse granite;
 an ore of tantalum) 
           => thorite --
 (a radioactive mineral consisting of thorium silicate; it is a source of thorium that is found in coarse granite
) 
           => thortveitite -- (a mineral consisting of scandium yttrium silicate; a source of scandium) 
           => topaz --
 (a mineral (fluosilicate of aluminum) that occurs in crystals of various colors and is used as a gemstone) 
           => tourmaline --
 (a mineral that is a complex borosilicate and hydroxide of aluminum containing iron and magnesium and  
calcium and lithium and sodium; it is usually black but occurs in transparent colored forms that are used as 
gemstones) 
               => schorl -- (black tourmaline) 
           => tridymite -- (a mineral form of silica) 
           => turquoise --
 (a blue to gray green mineral consisting of copper aluminum phosphate; blue turquoise is valued as a gems
tone) 
           => uraninite, pitchblende --
 (a mineral consisting of uranium oxide and trace amounts of radium and thorium and polonium and lead  
and helium; uraninite in massive form is called pitchblende which is the chief uranium ore) 
           => vanadinite -- (a mineral consisting of chloride and vanadate of lead; a source of vanadium) 
           => vesuvianite, vesuvian, idocrase --
 (a green or yellow or brown mineral consisting of a hydrated silicate; it occurs as crystals in limestone and 
is used a gemstone) 
           => wolframite, iron manganese tungsten -- (a mineral consisting of iron-
manganese tungstate in crystalline form; the principal ore of tungsten; found in quartz veins associated with
 granitic rocks) 
           => wollastonite --
 (a white or grayish mineral typically found in metamorphic limestone; a silicate of calcium) 
           => wulfenite -- (a yellow to orange or brown mineral used as a molybdenum ore) 
           => xenotime -- (a brown-to-yellow mineral that is a phosphate of yttrium in crystalline form) 
           => zeolite --
 (any of a family of glassy minerals analogous to feldspar containing hydrated aluminum silicates of calciu
m or sodium or potassium; formed in cavities in lava flows and in plutonic rocks) 
               => chabazite, chabasite --
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 (a group of minerals of the zeolite family consisting of a hydrous silicate of calcium and aluminum) 
               => heulandite --
 (a group of minerals of the zeolite family consisting of a hydrous aluminum silicate of sodium and calcium
) 
               => natrolite --
 (a group of minerals of the zeolite family consisting of a hydrous silicate of sodium and aluminum) 
               => phillipsite --
 (a group of white or reddish crystalline minerals of the zeolite family consisting of a hydrous silicate of cal
cium and potassium and aluminum) 
           => zinc blende, blende, sphalerite --
 (an ore that is the chief source of zinc; consists largely of zinc sulfide in crystalline form) 
           => zinkenite -- (a steel gray metallic mineral (a sulphide of lead and antimony)) 
           => zircon, zirconium silicate --
 (a common mineral occurring in small crystals; chief source of zirconium; used as a refractory when  
opaque and as a gem when transparent) 
               => hyacinth, jacinth -- (a red transparent variety of zircon used as a gemstone) 
               => jargoon, jargon -- (a colorless (or pale yellow or smoky) variety of zircon) 
 

ROCK, STONE 
 
       => rock, stone --
 (material consisting of the aggregate of minerals like those making up the Earth's crust; "that mountain is  
solid rock"; "stone is abundant in New England and there are many quarries") 
           => quartzite -- (hard metamorphic rock consisting essentially of interlocking quartz crystals) 
           => road metal -- (broken rock used for repairing or making roads) 
           => sedimentary rock -- (rock formed from consolidated clay sediments) 
               => argillite --
 (a sedimentary rock differing from shale in being bound by silica and from slate in having no slate  
cleavages) 
               => arenaceous rock -- (a sedimentary rock composed of sand) 
                   => sandstone --
 (a sedimentary rock consisting of sand consolidated with some cement (clay or quartz etc.)) 
                       => firestone --
 (a sandstone that withstands intense heat; used to line fireplaces and furnaces and kilns) 
                       => holystone -- (a soft sandstone used for scrubbing the decks of a ship) 
                       => grit, gritrock, gritstone -- (a hard coarse-grained siliceous sandstone) 
                       => brownstone -- (a reddish brown sandstone; used in buildings) 
                       => bluestone -- (bluish-gray sandstone used for paving and building) 
                       => greensand -- (an olive-green sandstone containing glauconite) 
                       => siltstone -- (a fine-grained sandstone of consolidated silt) 
               => argillaceous rock -- (a sedimentary rock formed from clay deposits) 
               => rudaceous rock -- (a sedimentary rock formed of coarse-grained material) 
                   => breccia -- (a rudaceous rock consisting of sharp fragments embedded in clay or sand) 
               => slate -- (a fine-grained metamorphic rock that can be split into thin layers) 
               => limestone --
 (a sedimentary rock consisting mainly of calcium that was deposited by the remains of marine animals) 
                   => rottenstone, tripoli --
 (a weathered and decomposed siliceous limestone; in powdered form it is used in polishing) 
               => shale -- (a sedimentary rock formed by the deposition of successive layers of clay) 
                   => humic shale -- (shale that is rich in humic acids) 
                   => oil shale -- (shale from which oil can be obtained by heating) 
           => sial -- (the granite-
like rocks that form the outermost layer of the earth's crust; rich in silicon and aluminum) 
           => sima --
 (rock that form the continuous lower layer of the earth's crust; rich in silicon and magnesium) 
           => metamorphic rock -- (rock altered by pressure and heat) 
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               => amphibolite -- (a metamorphic rock composed chiefly of amphibole and plagioclase) 
               => marlite, marlstone -- (metamorphic rock with approximately the same composition as marl) 
               => hornfels, hornstone -- (a fine-
grained metamorphic rock formed by the action of heat on clay rocks) 
               => gneiss -- (a laminated metamorphic rock similar to granite) 
               => schist -- (any metamorphic rock that can be split into thin layers) 
           => gravel, crushed rock -- (rock fragments and pebbles) 
               => ballast -- (coarse gravel laid to form a bed for streets and railroads) 
               => bank gravel, pit-run gravel, pit run -- (gravel as found in natural deposits) 
               => shingle -- (coarse beach gravel of small water-
worn stones and pebbles (or a stretch of shore covered with such gravel)) 
           => caliche -- (nitrate-bearing rock or gravel of the sodium nitrate deposits of Chile and Peru) 
           => shingling -- ((geology) sediment in which flat pebbles are uniformly tilted in the same direction) 
           => pumice, pumice stone -- (a light glass formed on the surface of some lavas; used as an abrasive) 
           => aphanite -- (fine-
grained homogeneous rock (such as basalt) containing minerals undetectable by the naked eye) 
           => claystone -- (fine-grained rock consisting of compacted clay particles) 
           => dolomite --
 (a kind of sedimentary rock resembling limestone but consisting almost entirely of the mineral dolomite) 
           => emery stone, emery rock --
 (a mixture of emery dust and a binder; can be molded into grindstones) 
           => pudding stone, conglomerate -- (a composite rock made up of particles of varying size) 
           => fieldstone -- (stone that occurs naturally in fields; often used as building material) 
           => greisen -- (a granitic rock composed of quartz and mica) 
           => tufa, calc-tufa --
 (a soft porous rock consisting of calcium carbonate deposited from springs rich in lime) 
           => magma -- (molten rock in the earth's crust) 
           => igneous rock -- (rock formed by the solidification of molten magma) 
               => andesite -- (a dark gray volcanic rock) 
               => aplite -- (light-colored and fine-
grained granitic rock consisting chiefly of quartz and feldspars) 
               => groundmass -- (the matrix of fine-
grained crystalline material in which larger crystals are embedded) 
               => andosite -- (dark grayish extrusive rock) 
               => batholith, batholite, pluton, plutonic rock --
 (large mass of intrusive igneous rock believed to have solidified deep within the earth) 
                   => granite --
 (plutonic igneous rock having visibly crystalline texture; generally composed of feldspar and mica and qua
rtz) 
               => diorite -- (a granular crystalline intrusive rock) 
               => gabbro -- (one of a family of granular intrusive rocks) 
               => pegmatite --
 (a form of igneous rock consisting of extremely coarse granite resulting from the crystallization of magma 
rich in rare elements) 
               => peridotite -- (a dark coarse-grained igneous rock consisting principally of olivine) 
                   => kimberlite --
 (a rare type of peridotite that sometimes contains diamonds; found in South Africa and Siberia) 
               => rhyolite -- (very acid volcanic rock) 
               => volcanic rock -- (extrusive igneous rock solidified near or on the surface of the Earth) 
                   => dacite --
 (a gray volcanic rock containing plagioclase and quartz and other crystalline minerals) 
                   => basalt -- (the commonest type of solidified lava; a dense dark gray fine-
grained igneous rock composed chiefly of calcium-rich plagioclase feldspar and pyroxene) 
                   => volcanic glass -- (a kind of natural glass produced when molten lava cools very rapidly) 
                       => obsidian -- (acid or granitic glass; usually dark, but transparent in thin pieces) 
                       => pitchstone -- (dark acid granitic glass) 
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                       => tachylite -- (a basic or basalt glass) 
                   => lava --
 (rock that in its molten form (as magma) issues from volcanos; lava is what magma is called when it reach
es the surface) 
                       => aa -- (a dry form of lava resembling clinkers) 
                       => pahoehoe -- (freely flowing lava) 
                       => pillow lava --
 (lava that hardened in rounded shapes suggestive of pillows; believed to result from underwater eruptions) 
                   => tuff, tufa -- (hard volcanic rock composed of compacted volcanic ash) 
               => porphyry, porphyritic rock --
 (any igneous rock with crystals embedded in a finer groundmass of minerals) 
           => limestone --
 (a sedimentary rock consisting mainly of calcium that was deposited by the remains of marine animals) 
               => rottenstone, tripoli --
 (a weathered and decomposed siliceous limestone; in powdered form it is used in polishing) 
           => marble --
 (a hard crystalline metamorphic rock that takes a high polish; used for sculpture and as building material) 
               => verd antique, verde antique -- (a dark green impure marble) 
       => adhesive material, adhesive -- (a substance that unites or bonds surfaces together) 
           => birdlime, lime -- (a sticky adhesive that is smeared on small branches to capture small birds) 
           => spirit gum -- (an adhesive solution made of gum and ether and used to attach false hair to skin) 
           => binder -- (something used to bind separate particles together or facilitate adhesion to a surface) 
           => cement -- (something that hardens to act as adhesive material) 
               => glue, gum, mucilage -- (cement consisting of a sticky substance that is used as an adhesive) 
                   => animal glue --
 (a protein gelatin obtained by boiling e.g. skins and hoofs of cattle and horses) 
                   => casein glue -- (made from casein; used for e.g. plywood and cabinetwork) 
                   => fish glue -- (gelatinous substance obtained by boiling skins fins and bones of fish) 
                   => marine glue -- (glue that is not water soluble) 
               => putty -- (a dough-
like mixture of whiting and boiled linseed oil; used especially to patch woodwork or secure panes of glass) 
               => iron putty --
 (a cement resembling putty; made by mixing ferric oxide and boiled linseed oil; is acid resistant) 
               => red-lead putty --
 (a cement resembling putty; made by mixing white and red lead in boiled linseed oil; used as luting on pip
e fittings) 
               => mastic -- (a pasty cement used as an adhesive or filler) 
           => paste, library paste --
 (an adhesive made from water and flour or starch; used on paper and paperboard) 
               => wafer -- (a small adhesive disk of paste; used to seal letters) 
           => rubber cement --
 (an adhesive made by dissolving unvulcanized rubber in a solvent like benzene or naphtha) 
       => sealing material -- (any substance used to seal joints or fill cracks in a porous surface) 
           => sealant, sealer --
 (a kind of sealing material that is used to form a hard coating on a porous surface (as a coat of paint or varn
ish used to size a surface)) 
           => filler -- (used for filling cracks or holes in a surface) 
               => putty -- (a dough-
like mixture of whiting and boiled linseed oil; used especially to patch woodwork or secure panes of glass) 
               => mastic -- (a pasty cement used as an adhesive or filler) 
               => size, sizing --
 (any glutinous material used to fill pores in surfaces or to stiffen fabrics; "size gives body to a fabric") 
               => stiffener -- (material used for stiffening something) 
           => lute, luting --
 (a substance for packing a joint or coating a porous surface to make it impervious to gas or liquid) 
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ANIMAL MATERIAL 
 
       => animal material -- (material derived from animals) 
           => feather, plume, plumage --
 (the light horny waterproof structure forming the external covering of birds) 
               => down, down feather -- (soft fine feathers) 
                   => duck down -- (down of the duck) 
                       => eiderdown -- (down of the eider duck) 
                   => goose down -- (down of the goose) 
                   => swan's down -- (down of the swan) 
                   => plumule -- (down feather of young birds; persists in some adult birds) 
               => aftershaft --
 (a supplementary feather (usually small) on the underside of the base of the shaft of some feathers in some 
birds) 
               => contour feather -- (feathers covering the body of an adult bird and determining its shape) 
               => bastard wing, alula, spurious wing --
 (tuft of small stiff feathers on the first digit of a bird's wing) 
               => marabou -- (downy feathers of marabou storks used for trimming garments) 
               => hackle -- (long slender feather on the necks of e.g. turkeys and pheasants) 
                   => saddle hackle, saddle feather --
 (a long narrow feather on the back (saddle) of a domestic fowl) 
               => flight feather, pinion, quill, quill feather -- (any of the larger wing or tail feathers of a bird) 
                   => primary, primary feather, primary quill --
 (one of the main flight feathers projecting along the outer edge of a bird's wing) 
                   => tail feather -- (feather growing from the tail (uropygium) of a bird) 
                       => sickle feather -- (one of the long curved tail feathers of a rooster) 
               => scapular -- (a feather covering the shoulder of a bird) 
           => animal product -- (a product made from animal material) 
               => ambergris --
 (waxy substance secreted by the sperm whale and found floating at sea or washed ashore; used in perfume) 
               => lac --
 (resinlike substance secreted by certain lac insects; used in e.g. varnishes and sealing wax) 
                   => garnet lac -- (lac refined by treating with solvent; garnet-colored) 
                   => gum-lac -- (an inferior lac produced by lac insects in Madagascar) 
                   => shellac --
 (lac purified by heating and filtering; usually in thin orange or yellow flakes but sometimes bleached white
) 
                   => stick lac -- (lac in its natural state as scraped off twigs and dried) 
                   => seed lac -- (granular material obtained from stick lac by crushing and washing) 
               => Sonora lac --
 (resembling lac; secreted by a scale living on twigs of certain Mexican shrubs; used locally as medicine) 
               => animal glue -- (a protein gelatin obtained by boiling e.g. skins and hoofs of cattle and horses) 
               => fish glue -- (gelatinous substance obtained by boiling skins fins and bones of fish) 
               => animal skin -- (the outer covering of an animal) 
                   => parchment, sheepskin, lambskin -- (skin of a sheep or goat prepared for writing on) 
                       => vellum -- (fine parchment prepared from the skin of a young animal e.g. a calf or lamb) 
                   => hide, fell -- (the dressed skin of an animal (especially a large animal)) 
                       => cowhide -- (the hide of a cow) 
                       => goatskin -- (the hide of a goat) 
                       => rawhide -- (untanned hide especially of cattle; cut in strips it is used for whips and ropes) 
                   => leather -- (an animal skin made smooth and flexible by removing the hair and then tanning) 
                       => piece of leather -- (a piece of leather) 
                           => counter -- (a piece of leather forming the back of a shoe) 
                           => counter, heel -- (the piece of leather that fits the heel) 
                           => quarter --
 (piece of leather that comprises the part of a shoe or boot covering the heel and joining the vamp) 
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                           => saddle -- (a piece of leather across the instep of a shoe) 
                           => upper -- (piece of leather that forms the part of a shoe or boot above the sole) 
                           => vamp -- (piece of leather forming the front part of the upper of a shoe) 
                       => alligator -- (leather made from alligator's hide) 
                       => buckskin --
 (a soft yellowish suede leather originally from deerskin but now usually from sheepskin) 
                       => buff -- (a soft thick undyed leather from the skins of e.g. buffalo or oxen) 
                       => ooze leather --
 (a very soft leather made from the skins of calves and having a suede finish on the flesh side) 
                       => Russia leather --
 (a smooth leather tanned with willow, birch, or oak, and scented on the flesh side with birch oil) 
                       => calf, calfskin -- (fine leather from the skin of a calf) 
                           => box calf -- (black calfskin leather tanned with chromium salts) 
                       => white leather, whit leather -- (a leather that has been treated with alum and/or salt) 
                       => chamois, chamois leather, chammy, chammy leather, shammy, shammy leather --
 (a soft suede leather formerly from the sheep of the chamois antelope but now from sheepskin) 
                           => wash leather -- (piece of chamois used for cleaning and polishing) 
                       => cordovan -- (a fine leather originally made in Cordoba, Spain) 
                       => cowhide, cowskin -- (leather made from the hide of a cow) 
                       => crushed leather, crush -- (leather that has had its grain pattern accentuated) 
                       => deerskin -- (leather from the hide of a deer) 
                       => doeskin -- (soft leather from deerskin or lambskin) 
                       => glove leather -- (leather suitable for making gloves) 
                       => horsehide -- (leather from the hide of a horse) 
                       => kid, kidskin -- (soft smooth leather from the hide of a young goat; "kid gloves") 
                       => mocha -- (soft suede glove leather from goatskin) 
                       => morocco -- (a soft pebble-
grained leather made from goatskin; used for shoes and book bindings etc.) 
                           => Levant, Levant morocco -- (a heavy morocco often used in bookbinding) 
                       => patent leather -- (leather with a hard glossy surface) 
                       => pigskin -- (leather from the skin of swine) 
                       => sheepskin, fleece -- (tanned skin of a sheep with the fleece left on; used for clothing) 
                           => Golden Fleece --
 (in Greek mythology, a fleece of gold owned by the king of Colchis and guarded in a sacred grove by a dra
gon; recovered by Jason and the Argonauts) 
                       => shoe leather -- (leather used to make shoes) 
                       => suede -- (leather with a napped surface) 
                       => roan --
 (a soft sheepskin leather that is colored and finished to resemble morocco; used in bookbinding) 
                   => fur, pelt -- (the dressed hairy coat of a mammal) 
                       => astrakhan -- (the fur of young lambs) 
                       => bearskin -- (the pelt of a bear (sometimes used as a rug)) 
                       => beaver -- (the soft brown fur of the beaver) 
                       => chinchilla -- (the expensive silvery gray fur of the chinchilla) 
                       => ermine -- (the expensive white fur of the ermine) 
                       => fox -- (the gray or reddish-brown fur of a fox) 
                       => lambskin -- (the skin of a lamb with the wool still on) 
                           => broadtail -- (the fur of a very young karakul lamb) 
                           => Persian lamb -- (the fur of a karakul lamb) 
                       => lapin, rabbit -- (the fur of a rabbit) 
                       => leopard -- (the pelt of a leopard) 
                       => mink -- (the expensive fur of a mink) 
                       => muskrat -- (the brown fur of a muskrat) 
                           => hudson seal -- (muskrat fur dressed to simulate sealskin) 
                       => otter -- (the fur of an otter) 
                       => raccoon -- (the fur of the North American racoon) 
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                       => sable -- (the expensive dark brown fur of the marten) 
                       => seal, sealskin -- (the pelt or fur (especially the underfur) of a seal; "a coat of seal") 
                       => squirrel -- (the fur of a squirrel) 
               => animal fiber, animal fibre -- (fiber derived from animals) 
                   => horsehair -- (hair taken from the mane or tail of a horse) 
                   => silk -- (fibers from silkworm cocoons provide threads for knitting) 
                   => wool -- (fiber sheared from animals (such as sheep) and twisted into yarn for weaving) 
                       => Shetland wool -- (a wool obtained from sheep of the Shetland islands) 
                       => raw wool -- (wool in its natural condition; not refined or processed) 
                       => alpaca -- (wool of the alpaca) 
                       => cashmere -- (the wool of the Kashmir goat) 
                       => fleece -- (the wool of a sheep or similar animal) 
                       => shoddy -- (reclaimed wool fiber) 
                       => vicuna -- (the wool of the vicuna) 
                       => virgin wool -- (wool not used before; wool not processed or woven before) 
               => beeswax -- (a yellow to brown wax secreted by honeybees to build honeycombs) 
                   => Ghedda wax -- (wax from Indian and African bees) 
           => animal oil -- (any oil obtained from animal substances) 
               => drying oil --
 (an oil that hardens in air due to oxidation and is often used as a paint or varnish base) 
               => blubber --
 (an insulating layer of fat under the skin of whales and other large marine mammals; used as a source of oil
) 
               => bone oil, Dippel's oil -- (dark-colored ill-
smelling oil obtained by carbonizing bone; used especially in sheep dips and in denaturing alcohol) 
               => bone oil -- (the liquid portion of bone fat; used as a lubricant and in leather manufacture) 
               => cod-liver oil, cod liver oil --
 (an oil obtained from the livers of cod and similar fishes; taken orally as a source of vitamins A and D) 
                   => cod oil -- (an inferior cod-liver oil that is used in leather manufacturing) 
               => lanolin, wool fat, wool grease --
 (a yellow viscous animal oil extracted from wool; a mixture of fatty acids and esters; used in some ointmen
ts and cosmetics) 
               => fish oil -- (oil obtained from fish) 
                   => tuna oil -- (an oil obtained from tuna) 
               => glyceride, acylglycerol --
 (an ester of glycerol and fatty acids that occurs naturally as fats and fatty oils; "fresh fats contain glycerides
 of fatty acids and very little free acid") 
                   => triglyceride --
 (glyceride occurring naturally in animal and vegetable tissues; it consists of three individual fatty acids bou
nd together in a single large molecule; an important energy source forming much of the fat stored by the bo
dy) 
               => goose grease -- (grease derived from geese) 
               => halibut-liver oil -- (a fatty oil from halibut livers that is used as a source of vitamin A) 
               => lard oil --
 (oil consisting chiefly of olein that is expressed from lard and used especially as a lubricant, cutting oil or  
illuminant) 
               => menhaden oil --
 (a fatty oil obtained from the menhaden fish and used in paint and ink and in treating leather) 
               => neat's-foot oil --
 (a pale yellow oil made from the feet and legs of cattle; used as a dressing for leather) 
               => oleo oil -- (obtained from beef fat; used in making margarine and soap and in lubrication) 
               => porpoise oil -- (a yellow fatty oil obtained from porpoises and used as a fine lubricant) 
               => dolphin oil -- (an unsaturated fatty oil obtained from dolphins and used as a fine lubricant) 
               => salmon oil --
 (a fatty oil obtained from the wastes in canning salmon; used in making soap and dressing leather) 
               => sardine oil -- (oil obtained from sardines and used chiefly as a lubricant and in soap) 
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               => seal oil -- (a pale yellow to red-
brown fatty oil obtained from seal blubber; used in making soap and dressing leather and as a lubricant) 
               => shark oil, shark-liver oil --
 (a fatty yellow to brown oil obtained from the livers of sharks; used for dressing leather and as a source of 
vitamin A) 
               => sperm oil -- (an animal oil found in the blubber of the sperm whale) 
               => tallow -- (obtained from suet and used in making soap, candles and lubricants) 
                   => beef tallow -- (tallow obtained from a bovine animal) 
                   => dubbin -- (tallow mixed with oil; used to make leather soft and waterproof) 
                   => mutton tallow -- (tallow from the body of a mature sheep) 
               => tallow oil -- (an animal oil obtained by pressing tallow; used as a lubricant) 
               => whale oil, train oil --
 (a white to brown oil obtained from whale blubber; formerly used as an illuminant) 
               => wool oil -- (any oil used to oil wool before spinning) 
           => dentine, dentin --
 (a calcareous material harder and denser than bone that comprises the bulk of a tooth) 
               => ivory, tusk --
 (a hard smooth ivory colored dentine that makes up most of the tusks of elephants and walruses) 
           => bone, osseous tissue -- (the porous calcified substance from which bones are made) 
           => horn --
 (the material (mostly keratin) that covers the horns of ungulates and forms hooves and claws and nails) 
               => whalebone, baleen --
 (a horny material from the upper jaws of certain whales; used as the ribs of fans or as stays in corsets) 
               => tortoiseshell -- (the mottled horny substance of the shell of some turtles) 
           => shell -- (the material that forms the hard outer covering of many animals) 
               => mother-of-pearl, nacre -- (the iridescent internal layer of a mollusk shell) 
           => animal fat -- (any fat obtained from animals; "animal fat is high in saturated fatty acids") 
               => bone fat --
 (fatty matter in bones extracted with solvents or by boiling or steaming; used chiefly in candles and cheap 
soaps an in lubricating greases) 
               => butterfat -- (the fatty substance of milk from which butter is made) 
       => fluff -- (any light downy material) 
       => bimetal -- (material made by bonding together sheets of two different metals) 
       => abrasive, abradant, abrasive material -- (a substance that abrades or wears down) 
           => carborundum -- (an abrasive composed of silicon carbide crystals) 
           => steel wool, wire wool -- (a mass of woven steel fibers used as an abrasive) 
           => emery cloth -- (cloth covered with powdered emery) 
           => emery paper, sandpaper -- (stiff paper coated with powdered emery or sand) 
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CHEMICAL 
 
       => chemical -- (produced by or used in a reaction involving changes in atoms or molecules) 
           => explosive --
 (a chemical substance that undergoes a rapid chemical change (with the production of gas) on being heated
 or struck) 
               => charge, burster, bursting charge, explosive charge --
 (a quantity of explosive to be set off at one time; "this cartridge has a powder charge of 50 grains") 
                   => shot -- (an explosive charge used in blasting) 
                   => undercharge -- (an insufficient charge) 
                   => rocket fuel, rocket propellant, rocket propellent -- (an explosive charge that propels a rocket) 
               => explosive compound -- (a compound that is explosive) 
                   => cordite --
 (explosive powder (nitroglycerin and guncotton and petrolatum) dissolved in acetone and dried and  
extruded in brown cords) 
                   => dynamite --
 (an explosive containing nitrate sensitized with nitroglycerin absorbed on wood pulp) 
                       => gelignite, gelly --
 (a type of dynamite in which the nitroglycerin is absorbed in a base of wood pulp and sodium or potassium
 nitrate) 
                   => plastic explosive, plastique --
 (an explosive material that is easily molded around the object it is intended to destroy) 
                   => TNT, trinitrotoluene --
 (explosive consisting of a yellow crystalline compound that is a flammable toxic derivative of toluene) 
               => explosive mixture -- (a mixture that is explosive) 
                   => blasting gelatin -- (mixture of guncotton with nitroglycerin) 
               => propellant explosive, impulse explosive --
 (an explosive that is used to propel projectiles form guns or to propel rockets and missiles or to launch  
torpedos and depth charges) 
               => warhead, payload, load --
 (the front part of a guided missile or rocket or torpedo that carries the nuclear or explosive charge or the  
chemical or biological agents) 
                   => atomic warhead, nuclear warhead, thermonuclear warhead, nuke --
 (the warhead of a missile designed to deliver an atom bomb) 
               => hydrazoic acid, azoimide, hydrogen azide, HN --
 (a colorless explosive liquid that is volatile and poisonous and foul-smelling) 
               => high explosive -- (a powerful chemical explosive that produces gas at a very high rate) 
                   => disrupting explosive, bursting explosive --
 (a high explosive that is used to damage the target that is under attack) 
               => low explosive -- (an explosive with a low rate of combustion) 
                   => firework, pyrotechnic --
 ((usually plural) a device with an explosive that burns at a low rate and with colored flames; can be used to
 illuminate areas or send signals etc.) 
                       => catherine wheel, pinwheel -- (circular-shaped firework; spins round and round) 
                       => firecracker, cracker, banger --
 (firework consisting of a small explosive charge and fuse in a heavy paper casing) 
                           => cannon cracker -- (a large firecracker) 
                           => cherry bomb -- (a red ball-shaped firecracker with high explosive power) 
                           => whizbang, whizzbang --
 (a firecracker that (like the whizbang shell) makes a whizzing sound followed by a loud explosion) 
                       => fizgig -- (a firework that fizzes as it moves) 
                       => maroon -- (an exploding firework used as a warning signal) 
                       => Roman candle -- (a cylindrical firework that projects a series of colored balls of fire) 
                       => serpent -- (a firework that moves in serpentine manner when ignited) 
                       => skyrocket, rocket -- (sends a firework display high into the sky) 
                       => sparkler -- (a firework that burns slowly and throws out a shower of sparks) 
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                       => squib --
 (firework consisting of a tube filled with powder (as a broken firecracker) that burns with a fizzing noise) 
                       => torpedo --
 (a small firework that consists of a percussion cap and some gravel wrapped in paper; explodes when  
thrown forcefully against a hard surface) 
               => gunpowder, powder --
 (a mixture of potassium nitrate, charcoal, and sulfur in a 75:15:10 ratio which is used in gunnery, time  
fuses, and fireworks) 
               => smokeless powder, Ballistite --
 (an explosive (trade name Ballistite) that burns with relatively little smoke; contains pyrocellulose and is  
used as a propellant) 
           => reactant -- (a chemical substance that is present at the start of a chemical reaction) 
           => Alar, daminozide -- (a growth-
regulating chemical sprayed on fruit trees; entire crop can be harvested at one time) 
           => carrier --
 (an inactive substance that is a vehicle for a radioactive tracer of the same substance and that assists in its  
recovery after some chemical reaction) 
           => bactericide, bacteriacide -- (any chemical agent that destroys bacteria) 
           => carbon tetrahalide -- (compounds composed of 1 carbon and 4 halogen molecules) 
           => fertilizer, fertiliser, plant food --
 (any substance such as manure or a mixture of nitrates used to make soil more fertile) 
               => organic, organic fertilizer, organic fertiliser --
 (a fertilizer that is derived from animal or vegetable matter) 
                   => bonemeal -- (fertilizer made of ground bones) 
                   => neem cake -- (residue after oil is pressed from neem seeds) 
                   => manure --
 (any animal or plant material used to fertilize land especially animal excreta usually with litter material) 
                       => chicken manure -- (chicken excreta used as fertilizer) 
                       => cow manure -- (cow excreta used as fertilizer) 
                       => green manure -- (a growing crop that is plowed under to enrich soil) 
                       => horse manure -- (horse excreta used as fertilizer) 
                       => night soil -- (human excreta used as fertilizer) 
                   => fish meal -- (ground dried fish used as fertilizer and as feed for domestic livestock) 
                   => guano -- (the excrement of sea birds; used as fertilizer) 
           => flux --
 (a substance added to molten metals to bond with impurities that can then be readily removed) 
               => soldering flux --
 (flux applied to surfaces that are to be joined by soldering; flux cleans the surfaces and results in a better  
bond) 
           => fumigant -- (a chemical substance used in fumigation) 
           => herbicide, weedkiller, weed killer --
 (a chemical agent that destroys plants or inhibits their growth) 
               => Agent Orange -- (a herbicide used in the Vietnam War to defoliate forest areas) 
               => atrazine --
 (a synthetic compound derived from triazine that is widely used as an agricultural herbicide; "atrazine is  
thought to cause cancer and is banned in some European countries") 
               => linuron -- (a herbicide that kills weeds without harming vegetables) 
               => paraquat -- (a poisonous yellow solid used in solution as a herbicide) 
               => silvex -- (a herbicide that is effective in controlling woody plants but is toxic to animals) 
               => simazine -- (a herbicide used to control weeds (especially among crops)) 
           => intermediate --
 (a substance formed during a chemical process before the desired product is obtained) 
           => fraction -- (a component of a mixture that has been separated by a fractional process) 
           => larvicide -- (a chemical used to kill larval pests) 
           => pesticide -- (a chemical used to kill pests (as rodents or insects)) 
               => acaricide, acaracide -- (a chemical agent used to kill mites) 
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               => insecticide, insect powder -- (a chemical used to kill insects) 
                   => pyrethrum -- (made of dried flower heads of pyrethrum plants) 
                   => dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane, DDT --
 (an insecticide that is also toxic to animals and humans; banned in the United States since 1972) 
                   => larvacide -- (an insecticide that kills the larvae of insects) 
                   => lead arsenate -- (a poisonous white solid (Pb3[AsO4]2) used as an insecticide) 
                   => lindane -- (a white crystalline powder used as an agricultural insecticide) 
                       => Kwell --
 (a preparation of lindane that is used to kill lice and itch mites; available in cream or shampoo) 
                   => Malathion --
 (a yellow insecticide used as a dust or spray to control garden pests and house flies and mites) 
                   => organophosphate -- (an insecticide that interferes with an insect's nervous system) 
                       => chlorpyrifos -- (a common organophosphate insecticide) 
                   => parathion -- (a colorless and odorless toxic oil used as an insecticide) 
                   => Paris green -- (a toxic double salt of copper arsenate and copper acetate) 
                   => rotenone --
 (a white crystalline insecticide that has low toxicity for mammals; is used in home gardens; extracted from 
the roots of derris and cube) 
               => pediculicide -- (a chemical agent that kills lice) 
               => phosphine -- (a colorless gas with a strong fishy smell; used as a pesticide) 
               => scabicide -- (a drug that destroys the itch mite that causes scabies) 
               => sheep dip -- (a liquid mixture containing pesticides in which sheep are dipped to kill parasites) 
               => spray -- (a pesticide in suspension or solution; intended for spraying) 
           => product --
 (a chemical substance formed as a result of a chemical reaction; "a product of lime and nitric acid") 
               => hydrolysate -- (a product of hydrolysis) 
               => filtrate -- (the product of filtration; a gas or liquid that has been passed through a filter) 
                   => percolate -- (the product of percolation) 
               => culture -- ((bacteriology) the product of cultivating micro-organisms in a nutrient medium) 
                   => starter --
 (a culture containing yeast or bacteria that is used to start the process of fermentation or souring in making 
butter or cheese or dough; "to make sourdough you need a starter") 
           => restrainer --
 (a chemical that is added to a photographic developer in order to retard development and reduce the  
amount of fog on a film) 
               => potassium bromide -- (a white crystalline salt (KBr) used as a sedative and in photography) 
           => stabilizer --
 (a chemical that is added to a solution or mixture or suspension to maintain it in a stable or unchanging  
state) 
           => softener -- (a substance added to another to make it less softer) 
               => conditioner -- (a substance used in washing (clothing or hair) to make things softer) 
               => plasticizer, plasticiser --
 (a substance added to plastics or other materials to make them more pliable) 
               => water softener --
 (a substance (such as sodium chloride) that lessens the hardness of water by replacing calcium and  
magnesium ions with sodium ions and so gives the water more efficient sudsing power) 
                   => zeolite --
 (any of a family of glassy minerals analogous to feldspar containing hydrated aluminum silicates of  
calcium or sodium or potassium; formed in cavities in lava flows and in plutonic rocks) 
                       => chabazite, chabasite --
 (a group of minerals of the zeolite family consisting of a hydrous silicate of calcium and aluminum) 
                       => heulandite --
 (a group of minerals of the zeolite family consisting of a hydrous aluminum silicate of sodium and calcium
) 
                       => natrolite --
 (a group of minerals of the zeolite family consisting of a hydrous silicate of sodium and aluminum) 
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                       => phillipsite --
 (a group of white or reddish crystalline minerals of the zeolite family consisting of a hydrous silicate of cal
cium and potassium and aluminum) 
 
       => composite material --
 (strong lightweight material developed in the laboratory; fibers of more than one kind are bonded together 
chemically) 
 
       => conductor -- (a substance that readily conducts e.g. electricity and heat) 
           => copper, Cu, atomic number 29 -- (a ductile malleable reddish-brown corrosion-
resistant diamagnetic metallic element; occurs in various minerals but is the only metal that occurs  
abundantly in large masses; used as an electrical and thermal conductor) 
               => blister copper -- (an impure form of copper having a black blistered surface) 
           => silver, Ag, atomic number 47 --
 (a soft white precious univalent metallic element having the highest electrical and thermal conductivity of 
any metal; occurs in argentite and in free form; used in coins and jewelry and tableware and photography) 
               => coin silver -- (a silver of the degree of purity established for making legal silver coins) 
           => semiconductor, semiconducting material --
 (a substance as germanium or silicon whose electrical conductivity is intermediate between that of a metal 
and an insulator; its conductivity increases with temperature and in the presence of impurities) 
               => germanium, Ge, atomic number 32 --
 (a brittle gray crystalline element that is a semiconducting metalloid (resembling silicon) used in  
transistors; occurs in germanite and argyrodite) 
               => silicon, Si, atomic number 14 --
 (a tetravalent nonmetallic element; next to oxygen it is the most abundant element in the earth's crust;  
occurs in clay and feldspar and granite and quartz and sand; used as a semiconductor in transistors) 
       => insulator, dielectric, nonconductor --
 (a material such as glass or porcelain with negligible electrical or thermal conductivity) 
           => bushing -- (an insulating liner in an opening through which conductors pass) 
           => mineral wool, rock wool -- (a light fibrous material used as an insulator) 
           => glass wool -- (glass fibers spun and massed into bundles resembling wool) 
       => contaminant, contamination -- (a substance that contaminates) 
       => particulate, particulate matter --
 (a small discrete mass of solid or liquid matter that remains individually dispersed in gas or liquid emission
s (usually considered to be an atmospheric pollutant)) 
           => dust --
 (fine powdery material such as dry earth or pollen that can be blown about in the air; "the furniture was  
covered with dust") 
               => chalk dust --
 (dust resulting from writing with a piece of chalk; "the teacher's hands were covered with chalk dust") 
               => fallout, radioactive dust --
 (the radioactive particles that settle to the ground after a nuclear explosion) 
       => dust --
 (free microscopic particles of solid material; "astronomers say that the empty space between planets  
actually contains measurable amounts of dust") 
           => interplanetary dust -- (microscopic particles in the interplanetary medium) 
       => elastomer --
 (any of various elastic materials that resemble rubber (resumes its original shape when a deforming force is
 removed)) 
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EARTH, GROUND 
 
       => earth, ground --
 (the loose soft material that makes up a large part of the land surface; "they dug into the earth outside the  
church") 
           => moraine -- (accumulated earth and stones deposited by a glacier) 
           => diatomaceous earth, diatomite, kieselguhr --
 (a light soil consisting of siliceous diatom remains and often used as a filtering material) 
           => saprolite -- (a deposit of clay and disintegrating rock that is found in its original place) 
           => soil, dirt -- (the part of the earth's surface consisting of humus and disintegrated rock) 
               => marl --
 (a loose and crumbling earthy deposit consisting mainly of calcite or dolomite; used as a fertilizer for soils 
deficient in lime) 
               => regosol --
 (a type of soil consisting of unconsolidated material from freshly deposited alluvium or sand) 
               => residual soil, residual clay --
 (the soil that is remaining after the soluble elements have been dissolved) 
               => topsoil, surface soil -- (the layer of soil on the surface) 
               => subsoil, undersoil -- (the layer of soil between the topsoil and bedrock) 
               => alluvial soil -- (a fine-
grained fertile soil deposited by water flowing over flood plains or in river beds) 
               => bog soil -- (poorly drained soils on top of peat and under marsh or swamp vegetation) 
               => clay -- (a very fine-grained soil that is plastic when moist but hard when fired) 
                   => adobe -- (the clay from which adobe bricks are made) 
                   => argil -- (a white clay (especially a white clay used by potters)) 
                   => china clay, china stone, kaolin, kaoline, porcelain clay, terra alba --
 (a fine usually white clay formed by the weathering of aluminous minerals (as feldspar); used in ceramics 
and as an absorbent and as a filler (e.g., in paper)) 
                   => red clay -- (clay whose redness results from iron oxide) 
                   => pipeclay, terra alba --
 (fine white clay used in making tobacco pipes and pottery and in whitening leather) 
                   => bentonite -- (an absorbent aluminum silicate clay formed from volcanic ash) 
                   => fireclay -- (a heat-resistant clay) 
                   => Kitty Litter --
 (granulated clay; placed in a container where it absorbs the waste products of a cat or dog) 
                   => potter's clay, potter's earth --
 (clay that does not contain any iron; used in making pottery or for modeling) 
                       => slip -- (potter's clay that is thinned and used for coating or decorating ceramics) 
                   => daub -- (material used to daub walls) 
               => clunch -- (hardened clay) 
               => desert soil, desertic soil -- (a type of soil that develops in arid climates) 
               => caliche, hardpan -- (crust or layer of hard subsoil encrusted with calcium-
carbonate occurring in arid or semiarid regions) 
               => fuller's earth --
 (an absorbent soil resembling clay; used in fulling (shrinking and thickening) woolen cloth and as an  
adsorbent) 
               => gilgai soil -- (soil in the melon holes of Australia) 
               => gumbo, gumbo soil -- (any of various fine-
grained silty soils that become waxy and very sticky mud when saturated with water) 
               => humus -- (partially decomposed organic matter; the organic component of soil) 
               => indurated clay -- (hardened clay) 
               => Indian red -- (a red soil containing ferric oxide; often used as a pigment) 
               => laterite --
 (a red soil produced by rock decay; contains insoluble deposits of ferric and aluminum oxides) 
               => loam -- (a rich soil consisting of a mixture of sand and clay and decaying organic materials) 
                   => regur, regur soil -- (a rich black loam of India) 
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                   => chernozemic soil -- (a rich black loam of Russia) 
               => loess -- (a fine-grained unstratified accumulation of clay and silt deposited by the wind) 
               => mold, mould -- (loose soil rich in organic matter) 
                   => leaf mold, leaf mould, leaf soil -- (soil composed mainly of decaying leaves) 
               => mud, clay -- (water soaked soil; soft wet earth) 
                   => bleaching clay, bleaching earth -- (an adsorbent clay that will remove coloring from oils) 
                   => mud pie -- (a mass of mud that a child has molded into the shape of pie) 
               => bole -- (a soft oily clay used as a pigment (especially a reddish brown pigment)) 
               => podzol, podzol soil, podsol, podsol soil, podsolic soil --
 (a soil that develops in temperate to cold moist climates under coniferous or heath vegetation; an organic 
mat over a gray leached layer) 
               => prairie soil -- (a type of soil occurring under grasses in temperate climates) 
               => sand -- (a loose material consisting of grains of rock or coral) 
               => sedimentary clay -- (clay soil formed by sedimentary deposits) 
               => silt -- (mud or clay or small rocks deposited by a river or lake) 
               => till, boulder clay --
 (unstratified soil deposited by a glacier; consists of sand and clay and gravel and boulders mixed together) 
               => tundra soil --
 (a black mucky soil with a frozen subsoil that is characteristic of arctic and subarctic regions) 
               => wiesenboden --
 (a dark meadow soil rich in organic material; developed through poor drainage in humid grassy or sedge  
regions) 
 
       => discharge, emission -- (a substance that is emitted or released) 
           => exudate, exudation -- (a substance that oozes out from animal or plant pores) 
               => gum --
 (any of various substances (soluble in water) that exude from certain plants; they are gelatinous when  
moist but harden on drying) 
                   => sweet gum, liquidambar -- (aromatic exudate from the sweet gum tree) 
                   => eucalyptus gum, eucalyptus kino, red gum -- (reddish-
brown dried gummy exudation from any of several trees of the genus Eucalyptus especially Eucalyptus  
camaldulensis) 
                   => balata, gutta balata -- (when dried yields a hard substance used e.g. in golf balls) 
                   => ammoniac, gum ammoniac -- (the aromatic gum of the ammoniac plant) 
                   => carrageenin, carrageenan -- (a colloidal extract from carrageen seaweed and other red algae) 
                   => conima -- (a gum resin from the conium hemlock tree) 
                   => dragon's blood --
 (a dark red resinous substance derived from various trees and used in photoengraving) 
                   => euphorbium, gum eurphorbium --
 (an acrid brown gum resin now used mainly in veterinary medicine) 
                   => frankincense, olibanum, gum olibanum, thus --
 (an aromatic gum resin obtained from various Arabian or East African trees; formerly valued for worship  
and for embalming and fumigation) 
                   => galbanum, gum albanum -- (a bitter aromatic gum resin that resembles asafetida) 
                   => ghatti, ghatti gum --
 (an Indian gum from the dhawa tree; used as a substitute for gum arabic) 
                   => agar, agar-agar --
 (a colloidal extract of algae; used especially in culture media and as a gelling agent in foods) 
                   => algin, alginic acid -- (a gum used especially as a thickener or emulsifier) 
                   => cherry-tree gum -- (exudation from trees of the prunus genus; resembles gum arabic) 
                   => chicle, chicle gum -- (gum-like substance from the sapodilla) 
                   => chewing gum -- (a gum prepared for chewing; sweetened and flavored) 
                   => guar gum --
 (from seeds of the guar plant; used to thicken foods and as sizing for paper and cloth) 
                   => gum arabic, gum acacia --
 (gum from an acacia tree; used as a thickener (especially in candies and pharmaceuticals)) 
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                       => Senegal gum -- (from the vicinity of the Senegal river) 
                   => gum butea, butea gum, butea kino, Bengal kino --
 (dried juice of the dhak tree; used as an astringent) 
                   => kino, gum kino, kino gum --
 (obtained from various tropical plants; used as an astringent and in tanning) 
                   => mesquite gum -- (obtained from mesquite pods; resembles gum arabic) 
                   => mucilage -- (a gelatinous substance secreted by plants) 
                   => sterculia gum, karaya gum --
 (exudate of an Asian tree; used for finishing textiles and to thicken foodstuffs and cosmetics) 
                   => gutta-percha -- (a whitish rubber derived from the coagulated milky latex of the gutta-
percha tree) 
                   => lacquer --
 (a black resinous substance obtained from certain trees and used as a natural varnish) 
                   => opopanax -- (an odorous gum resin formerly used in medicines) 
                   => sangapenum, gum sangapenum -- (a variety of gum) 
                   => tragacanth -- (a gum used in pharmacy, adhesives, and textile printing) 
               => latex -- (a milky exudate from certain plants that coagulates on exposure to air) 
                   => rubber, India rubber, gum elastic, caoutchouc --
 (latex from trees (especially trees of the genera Hevea and Ficus)) 
                       => foam rubber -- (spongy rubber; made by introducing air bubbles before vulcanization) 
                       => crepe rubber -- (crude natural rubber; used mainly for shoe soles) 
                       => synthetic rubber -- (any of various synthetic materials that resemble rubber) 
                           => silicone rubber --
 (made from silicone elastomers; retains flexibility resilience and tensile strength over a wide temperature  
range) 
                           => neoprene --
 (a synthetic rubber that is resistant to oils and aging; used in waterproof products) 
                           => buna rubber -- (made by polymerizing butadiene) 
                           => butyl rubber -- (synthetic rubber made by polymerizing isobutylene) 
                       => cold rubber --
 (a rubber made at low temperatures (5 degrees Centigrade) which is tougher than conventional rubber and  
is often used in car tires) 
                       => hard rubber, vulcanite, ebonite --
 (a hard nonresilient rubber formed by vulcanizing natural rubber) 
                       => para rubber -- (a type of South American rubber) 
           => transudate, transudation -- (a substance that transudes) 
           => effluvium -- (a foul-smelling outflow or vapor (especially a gaseous waste)) 
           => rheum -- (a watery discharge from the mucous membranes (especially from the eyes or nose)) 
           => vaginal discharge --
 (discharge of secretions from the cervical glands of the vagina; normally clear or white) 
  
      => detritus -- (loose material (stone fragments and silt etc) that is worn away from rocks) 
 
       => waste, waste material, waste matter, waste product --
 (any materials unused and rejected as worthless or unwanted; "they collect the waste once a week"; "much 
of the waste material is carried off in the sewers") 
           => impurity, dross --
 (worthless material that should be removed; "there were impurities in the water") 
           => exhaust, exhaust fumes, fumes -- (gases ejected from an engine as waste products) 
           => body waste, excretion, excreta, excrement, excretory product --
 (waste matter (as urine or sweat but especially feces) discharged from the body) 
               => fecal matter, faecal matter, feces, faeces, BM, stool, ordure, dejection --
 (solid excretory product evacuated from the bowels) 
                   => dog shit, dog do, doggy do, dog turd -- (fecal droppings from a dog) 
                   => crap, dirt, shit, shite, poop, turd -- (obscene terms for feces) 
                   => droppings, dung, muck -- (fecal matter of animals) 
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                       => chip, cow chip, cow dung, buffalo chip -- (a piece of dried bovine dung) 
                       => pigeon droppings -- (droppings of pigeons) 
                       => cow pie, cowpie -- (fecal matter of a cow) 
                   => meconium -- (thick dark green mucoid material that is the first feces of a newborn child) 
                   => melena, melaena --
 (abnormally dark tarry feces containing blood (usually from gastrointestinal bleeding)) 
               => fecula -- (excreta (especially of insects)) 
               => wormcast -- (cylindrical mass of earth voided by a burrowing earthworm or lugworm) 
               => human waste -- (the body wastes of human beings) 
               => urine, piss, pee, piddle, weewee, water --
 (liquid excretory product; "there was blood in his urine"; "the child had to make water") 
               => vomit, vomitus, puke -- (the matter ejected in vomiting) 
               => guano -- (the excrement of sea birds; used as fertilizer) 
           => filth, crud, skank -- (any substance considered disgustingly foul or unpleasant) 
           => sewage, sewerage -- (waste matter carried away in sewers or drains) 
           => effluent, wastewater, sewer water -- (water mixed with waste matter) 
           => garbage, refuse, food waste, scraps -- (food that is discarded (as from a kitchen)) 
           => pollutant -- (waste matter that contaminates the water or air or soil) 
               => dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane, DDT --
 (an insecticide that is also toxic to animals and humans; banned in the United States since 1972) 
               => chlorofluorocarbon, CFC --
 (a fluorocarbon with chlorine; formerly used as a refrigerant and as a propellant in aerosol cans; "the  
chlorine in CFCs causes depletion of atmospheric ozone") 
                   => hydrochlorofluorocarbon, HCFC --
 (a fluorocarbon that is replacing chlorofluorocarbon as a refrigerant and propellant in aerosol cans;  
considered to be somewhat less destructive to the atmosphere) 
               => halon --
 (a compound in which the hydrogen atoms of a hydrocarbon have been replaced by bromine and other halo
gen atoms; very stable; used in fire extinguishers although it is thought to release bromine that depletes the 
ozone layer) 
               => nitrogen oxide --
 (any of several oxides of nitrogen formed by the action of nitric acid on oxidizable materials; present in car
 exhausts) 
               => sulfur dioxide, sulphur dioxide --
 (a colorless toxic gas (SO2) that occurs in the gases from volcanoes; used in many manufacturing  
processes and present in industrial emissions; causes acid rain) 
           => rubbish, trash, scrap -- (worthless material that is to be disposed of) 
               => scrap metal --
 (discarded metal suitable for reprocessing; "he finally sold the car for scrap metal") 
                   => scrap iron -- (iron to be melted again and reworked) 
               => debris, dust, junk, rubble, detritus --
 (the remains of something that has been destroyed or broken up) 
                   => slack --
 (dust consisting of a mixture of small coal fragments and coal dust and dirt that sifts out when coal is  
passed over a sieve) 
               => litter -- (rubbish carelessly dropped or left about (especially in public places)) 
           => toxic waste, toxic industrial waste --
 (poisonous waste materials; can cause injury (especially by chemical means)) 
 
       => fiber, fibre -- (a slender and greatly elongated solid substance) 
           => byssus, beard --
 (tuft of strong filaments by which e.g. a mussel makes itself fast to a fixed surface) 
           => bristle -- (a stiff fiber (coarse hair or filament); natural or synthetic) 
           => optical fiber, glass fiber, optical fibre, glass fibre --
 (a very thin fiber made of glass that functions as a waveguide for light; used in bundles to transmit images) 
           => nerve fiber, nerve fibre -- (a threadlike extension of a nerve cell) 
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               => medullated nerve fiber, myelinated nerve fiber -- (a nerve fiber encased in a sheath of myelin) 
               => effector --
 (a nerve fiber that terminates on a muscle or gland and stimulates contraction or secretion) 
               => axon, axone -- (long nerve fiber that conducts away from the cell body of the neuron) 
               => dendrite -- (short fiber that conducts toward the cell body of the neuron) 
           => spindle --
 ((biology) tiny fibers that are seen in cell division; the fibers radiate from two poles and meet at the  
equator in the middle; "chromosomes are distributed by spindles in mitosis and meiosis") 
           => loofa, loofah, luffa, loufah sponge --
 (the dried fibrous part of the fruit of a plant of the genus Luffa; used as a washing sponge or strainer) 
           => cantala, Cebu maguey, manila maguey --
 (hard fiber used in making coarse twine; from Philippine agave plants) 
           => bassine -- (coarse leaf fiber from palmyra palms used in making brushes and brooms) 
           => coir -- (stiff coarse fiber from the outer husk of a coconut) 
           => raffia -- (fiber of a raffia palm used as light cordage and in making hats and baskets) 
           => fibril, filament, strand -- (a very slender natural or synthetic fiber) 
               => barb -- (one of the parallel filaments projecting from the main shaft of a feather) 
               => cobweb, gossamer -- (filaments from a cobweb) 
               => chromatid -- (one of two identical strands into which a chromosome splits during mitosis) 
               => myofibril, myofibrilla, sarcostyle --
 (one of many contractile filaments that make up a striated muscle fiber) 
               => rhizoid --
 (any of various slender filaments that function as roots in mosses and ferns and fungi etc) 
                   => leak fungus, ring rot fungus, Rhizopus stolonifer --
 (fungus causing soft watery rot in fruits and vegetables and rings of dry rot around roots of sweet potatoes) 
               => hypha -- (any of the threadlike filaments forming the mycelium of a fungus) 
                   => conidiophore -- (a specialized fungal hypha that produces conidia) 
                   => rhizomorph --
 (a dense mass of hyphae forming a rootlike structure characteristic of many fungi) 
               => paraphysis --
 (a sterile simple or branched filament or hair borne among sporangia; may be pointed or clubbed) 
           => lint -- (fine ravellings of cotton or linen fibers) 
           => man-made fiber, synthetic fiber -- (created from natural materials or by chemical processes) 
               => acrylic fiber, acrylic -- (polymerized from acrylonitrile) 
               => nylon -- (a thermoplastic polyamide; a family of high-strength resilient synthetic materials) 
           => natural fiber, natural fibre -- (derived from plants or animals) 
               => pandanus -- (fiber from leaves of the pandanus tree; used for woven articles (such as mats)) 
               => New Zealand cotton --
 (a fiber from the bast of New Zealand ribbon trees that resembles cotton fiber) 
               => bowstring hemp --
 (strong fiber that resembles hemp; obtained from sansevieria and used for e.g. cordage) 
               => bast, bast fiber --
 (strong woody fibers obtained especially from the phloem of from various plants) 
               => animal fiber, animal fibre -- (fiber derived from animals) 
                   => horsehair -- (hair taken from the mane or tail of a horse) 
                   => silk -- (fibers from silkworm cocoons provide threads for knitting) 
                   => wool -- (fiber sheared from animals (such as sheep) and twisted into yarn for weaving) 
                       => Shetland wool -- (a wool obtained from sheep of the Shetland islands) 
                       => raw wool -- (wool in its natural condition; not refined or processed) 
                       => alpaca -- (wool of the alpaca) 
                       => cashmere -- (the wool of the Kashmir goat) 
                       => fleece -- (the wool of a sheep or similar animal) 
                       => shoddy -- (reclaimed wool fiber) 
                       => vicuna -- (the wool of the vicuna) 
                       => virgin wool -- (wool not used before; wool not processed or woven before) 
               => plant fiber, plant fibre -- (fiber derived from plants) 
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                   => buntal --
 (fine white Philippine fiber from stalks of unopened leaves of talipot palms; used in making hats) 
                   => flax -- (fiber of the flax plant that is made into thread and woven into linen fabric) 
                   => cotton, cotton wool -- (silky fibers from cotton plants in their raw state) 
                       => absorbent cotton -- (cotton made absorbent by removal of the natural wax) 
                   => hemp -- (a plant fiber) 
                       => kenaf, deccan hemp -- (fiber from an East Indian plant Hibiscus cannabinus) 
                       => bowstring hemp -- (hemp obtained from the sansevieria) 
                       => Manila hemp, Manilla hemp, abaca --
 (a kind of hemp obtained from the abaca plant in the Philippines) 
                   => jute -- (a plant fiber used in making rope or sacks) 
                   => kapok, silk cotton, vegetable silk -- (from the kapok tree; used for stuffing and insulation) 
                       => red silk cotton -- (from the red silk-cotton tree of eastern India; inferior to kapok) 
                   => straw -- (plant fiber used e.g. for making baskets and hats or as fodder) 
                   => raffia, raphia -- (leaf fibers of the raffia palm tree; used to make baskets and mats etc.) 
                   => sisal, sisal hemp -- (a plant fiber used for making rope) 
           => oakum --
 (loose hemp or jute fiber obtained by unravelling old ropes; when impregnated with tar it was used to  
caulk seams and pack joints in wooden ships) 
           => raveling, ravelling -- (a bit of fiber that has become separated from woven fabric) 
 
       => filling, fill -- (any material that fills a space or container; "there was not enough fill for the trench") 
           => cement -- (any of various materials used by dentists to fill cavities in teeth) 
       => foam --
 (a lightweight material in cellular form; made by introducing gas bubbles during manufacture) 
           => Styrofoam -- (a light resilient foam of polystyrene) 
           => foam rubber -- (spongy rubber; made by introducing air bubbles before vulcanization) 
       => lubricant, lubricator, lubricating substance --
 (a substance capable of reducing friction by making surfaces smooth or slippery) 
           => drilling mud, drilling fluid --
 (a mixture of clays and chemicals and water; pumped down the drill pipe to lubricate and cool the drilling 
bit and to flush out the cuttings and to strengthen the sides of the hole) 
           => motor oil -- (oil used to lubricate the moving parts of a motor) 
       => homogenate --
 (material that has been homogenized (especially tissue that has been ground and mixed); "liver  
homogenate") 
       => humate -- (material that is high in humic acids) 
           => peat --
 (partially carbonized vegetable matter saturated with water; can be used as a fuel when dried) 
           => lignite, brown coal, wood coal -- (intermediate between peat and bituminous coal) 
               => jet --
 (a hard black form of lignite that takes a brilliant polish and is used in jewellery or ornamentation) 
           => humic shale -- (shale that is rich in humic acids) 
       => impregnation --
 (material with which something is impregnated; "the impregnation, whatever it was, had turned the rock  
blue") 
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PAPER 
       => paper -- (a material made of cellulose pulp derived mainly from wood or rags or certain grasses) 
           => card --
 (one of a set of small pieces of stiff paper marked in various ways and used for playing games or for telling
 fortunes; "he collected cards and traded them with the other boys") 
               => playing card -- (one of a pack of cards used in playing card games) 
                   => ace -- (one of four playing cards in a deck having a single pip on its face) 
                       => ace of clubs -- (the ace in the club suit) 
                       => ace of diamonds -- (the ace in the diamond suit) 
                       => ace of hearts -- (the ace in the heart suit) 
                       => ace of spades -- (the ace of spades; sometimes taken as a portent of death) 
                   => club --
 (a playing card in the minor suit of clubs (having one or more black trefoils on it); "he led a small club";  
"clubs were trumps") 
                   => deuce -- (one of the four playing cards in a deck that have two spots) 
                   => diamond -- (a playing card in the minor suit of diamonds) 
                   => draw --
 (a playing card or cards dealt or taken from the pack; "he got a pair of kings in the draw") 
                   => face card, picture card, court card --
 (one of the twelve cards in a deck bearing a picture of a face) 
                       => jack, knave -- (one of four face cards in a deck bearing a picture of a young prince) 
                       => king -- (one of the four playing cards in a deck bearing the picture of a king) 
                       => queen -- (one of four face cards in a deck bearing a picture of a queen) 
                   => gaming card -- (one of a set of cards used in gambling games) 
                   => heart -- (a playing card in the major suit of hearts; "he led the queen of hearts") 
                   => hole card -- ((poker) a playing card dealt face down and not revealed until the showdown) 
                   => singleton --
 (the playing card that is the only card in a suit held in a bridge hand as initially dealt) 
                   => spade -- (a playing card in the major suit of spades) 
                   => spot --
 (a playing card with a specified number of pips on it to indicate its value; "an eight spot") 
                       => eight-spot -- (a playing card with eight pips on the face) 
                       => five-spot -- (a playing card or a domino or a die whose upward face shows five pips) 
                       => four-spot -- (a playing card or domino or die whose upward face shows four pips) 
                       => nine-spot -- (a playing card with nine pips on the face) 
                       => seven-spot -- (a spot with seven pips on the face) 
                       => six-spot -- (a playing card or domino or die whose upward face shows six pips) 
                       => ten-spot -- (a spot (or playing card) with ten pips on the face) 
                   => stopper --
 ((bridge) a playing card with a value sufficiently high to insure taking a trick in a particular suit; "if my  
partner has a spade stopper I can bid no trump") 
                   => suit --
 (playing card in any of four sets of 13 cards in a pack; each set has its own symbol and color; "a flush is  
five cards in the same suit"; "in bridge you must follow suit"; "what suit is trumps?") 
                       => major suit -- ((bridge) a suit of superior scoring value, either spades or hearts) 
                       => minor suit -- (( bridge) a suit of inferior scoring value, either diamonds or clubs) 
                   => trey -- (one of four playing cards in a deck having three pips) 
                   => trump, trump card -- (a playing card in the suit that has been declared trumps) 
                   => wild card -- (a playing card whose value can be determined by the person who holds it) 
               => punched card, punch card, Hollerith card --
 (a card on which data can be recorded in the form of punched holes) 
               => tarot card, tarot --
 (any of a set of (usually 72) cards that include 22 cards representing virtues and vices and death and  
fortune etc.; used by fortunetellers) 
               => trading card -- (a card with a picture on it; collected and traded by children) 
                   => baseball card --
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 (a trading card with a picture of a baseball player and information about his playing record) 
           => confetti --
 (small pieces or streamers of colored paper that are thrown around on festive occasions (as at a wedding)) 
           => sheet, piece of paper, sheet of paper -- (used for writing or printing) 
               => slip, slip of paper -- (a small sheet of paper; "a receipt slip") 
               => signature --
 (a sheet with several pages printed on it; it folds to page size and is bound with other signatures to form a  
book) 
               => leaf, folio -- (a sheet of any written or printed material (especially in a manuscript or book)) 
                   => flyleaf -- (a blank leaf in the front of back of a book) 
                   => interleaf -- (a blank leaf inserted between the leaves of a book) 
                   => page --
 (one side of one leaf (of a book or magasine or newspaper or letter etc.) or the written or pictorial matter it 
contains) 
                       => full page -- (something that covers an entire page; "the ad took up a full page") 
                       => half page -- (something that covers (the top or bottom) half of a page) 
                       => recto -- (right-hand page) 
                       => verso -- (left-hand page) 
                       => title page -- (a page of a book displaying the title and author and publisher) 
                       => half title, bastard title -- (a first page of some books displaying only the title of the book) 
                       => sports page -- (any page in the sports section of a newspaper) 
                       => spread, spread head, spreadhead, facing pages --
 (two facing pages of a book or other publication) 
                           => center spread, centre spread -- (the spread at the center of a magazine) 
                           => centerfold, centrefold --
 (a magazine center spread; especially a foldout of a large photograph or map or other feature) 
                       => foldout, gatefold -- (an oversize page that is folded in to a book or magazine) 
                           => centerfold, centrefold --
 (a magazine center spread; especially a foldout of a large photograph or map or other feature) 
               => tear sheet -- (a sheet that can be easily torn out of a publication) 
               => foolscap -- (a size of paper used especially in Britain) 
               => style sheet --
 (a sheet summarizing the editorial conventions to be followed in preparing text for publication) 
               => worksheet --
 (a sheet of paper with multiple columns; used by an accountant to assemble figures for financial statements
) 
           => art paper -- (a high-quality paper (usually having a filler of china clay)) 
           => blotting paper, blotter -- (absorbent paper used to dry ink) 
           => blueprint paper -- (sensitized paper used to make blueprints) 
           => carbon paper, carbon --
 (a thin paper coated on one side with a dark waxy substance (often containing carbon); used to transfer  
characters from the original to an under sheet of paper) 
           => cardboard, composition board -- (a stiff moderately thick paper) 
               => binder's board, binder board -- (a cardboard used by bookbinders to make covers for books) 
               => card -- (thin cardboard, usually rectangular) 
                   => timecard --
 (a card used with a time clock to record an employee's starting and quitting times each day) 
               => corrugated board, corrugated cardboard --
 (cardboard with corrugations (can be glued to flat cardboard on one or both sides)) 
               => paperboard, poster board, posterboard -- (a cardboard suitable for making posters) 
               => pasteboard -- (stiff cardboard made by pasting together layers of paper) 
                   => millboard -- (stout pasteboard used to bind books) 
               => strawboard -- (a coarse yellow cardboard made of straw pulp) 
           => cartridge paper -- (paper for making cartridge cases) 
           => chad --
 (a small piece of paper that is supposed to be removed when a hole is punched in a card or paper tape) 
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               => dimpled chad, pregnant chad, dimple --
 (a chad that has been punched or dimpled but all four corners are still attached) 
               => hanging chad -- (a chad that is incompletely removed and hanging by one corner) 
               => swinging chad -- (a chad that is incompletely removed and still attached at two corners) 
               => tri-chad -- (a chad that is incompletely removed and still attached at three corners) 
           => computer paper -- (paper folded to permit continuous printing controlled by a computer) 
           => construction paper -- (paper suitable for drawing and making cutouts) 
           => crepe, crepe paper -- (paper with a crinkled texture; usually colored and used for decorations) 
           => drawing paper -- (paper that is specially prepared for use in drafting) 
               => cartridge paper -- (thick white paper for pencil and ink drawings) 
           => filter paper -- (a porous unsized paper used for filtering) 
           => flypaper -- (paper that is poisoned or coated with a sticky substance to kill flies) 
           => graph paper -- (paper that has lines to permit drawing graphs) 
           => greaseproof paper -- (paper that is impermeable to oil or grease; used in cooking) 
           => linen, linen paper -- (a high-quality paper made of linen fibers or with a linen finish) 
           => litmus paper -- (unsized paper treated with litmus for use as an acid-base indicator) 
           => manifold paper, manifold --
 (a lightweight paper used with carbon paper to make multiple copies; "an original and two manifolds") 
           => manila, manila paper, manilla, manilla paper --
 (a strong paper or thin cardboard with a smooth light brown finish made from e.g. Manila hemp) 
           => music paper, score paper -- (paper with lines appropriate for writing music) 
           => newspaper, newsprint --
 (cheap paper made from wood pulp and used for printing newspapers; "they used bales of newspaper every
 day") 
           => oilpaper -- (paper that has been made translucent and waterproof by soaking in oil) 
           => india paper -- (a thin tough opaque paper used in fine books) 
           => pad, pad of paper, tablet -- (a number of sheets of paper fastened together along one edge) 
               => message pad, writing pad -- (a pad of paper on which messages can be written) 
               => notepad -- (a pad of paper for keeping notes) 
                   => scratch pad, scratch paper, scribbling block --
 (pad for preliminary or hasty writing or notes or sketches etc; "scribbling block" is a British term) 
           => paper tape -- (a long narrow strip of paper) 
           => paper toweling -- (absorbent paper used as toweling) 
           => papier-mache --
 (a substance made from paper pulp that can be molded when went and painted when dry) 
           => papyrus --
 (paper made from the papyrus plant by cutting it in strips and pressing it flat; used by ancient Egyptians  
and Greeks and Romans) 
           => parchment -- (a superior paper resembling sheepskin) 
           => rice paper -- (a thin delicate material resembling paper; made from the rice-paper tree) 
           => roofing paper, tar paper --
 (a heavy paper impregnated with tar and used as part of a roof for waterproofing) 
           => ticker tape -- (a continuous thin ribbon of paper on which stock quotes are written) 
           => tissue, tissue paper -- (a soft thin (usually translucent) paper) 
               => cigarette paper, rolling paper --
 (a strong tissue paper that burns evenly and is sufficiently porous to control the burning of the tobacco in a 
cigarette) 
               => facial tissue -- (tissue paper suitable for use on the face) 
               => Kleenex --
 (a piece of soft absorbent paper (usually two or more thin layers) used as a disposable handkerchief) 
               => toilet tissue, toilet paper, bathroom tissue -- (a soft thin absorbent paper for use in toilets) 
                   => bumf, bumph --
 (toilet paper (often used for printed matter that might as well be used as toilet paper)) 
                   => toilet roll -- (a roll of toilet paper) 
           => tracing paper -- (a semitransparent paper that is used for tracing drawings) 
           => transfer paper --
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 (a paper that is coated with a preparation for transferring a design to another surface) 
               => decal, decalcomania --
 (a design fixed to some surface or a paper bearing the design to be transferred to the surface) 
           => wallpaper -- (a decorative paper for the walls of rooms) 
           => waste paper -- (paper discarded after use) 
           => wax paper -- (paper that has been waterproofed by treatment with wax of paraffin) 
           => wrapping paper -- (a tough paper used for wrapping) 
               => kraft, kraft paper -- (strong wrapping paper made from pulp processed with a sulfur solution) 
               => butcher paper -- (a strong wrapping paper that resists penetration by blood or meat fluids) 
               => gift wrap -- (attractive wrapping paper suitable for wrapping gifts) 
           => writing paper --
 (paper material made into thin sheets that are sized to take ink; used for writing correspondence and  
manuscripts) 
               => stationery, letter paper --
 (paper cut to an appropriate size for writing letters; usually with matching envelopes) 
                   => letterhead --
 (a sheet of stationery with name and address of the organization printed at the top) 
               => notepaper -- (writing paper intended for writing short notes or letters) 
                   => Post-It --
 (brand name for a slip of notepaper that has an adhesive that allows it to stick to a surface and be removed 
without damaging the surface) 
               => rag paper -- (paper made partly or wholly from rags) 
               => bond, bond paper --
 (a superior quality of strong durable white writing paper; originally made for printing documents) 
               => ledger paper -- (a durable writing paper used in record books and business ledgers) 
               => laid paper -- (writing paper having a watermark of fine lines running across the grain) 
               => wove paper -- (writing paper having a very faint mesh pattern) 
               => letter paper -- (writing paper for use in writing correspondence) 
               => ola, olla -- (leaf or strip from a leaf of the talipot palm used in India for writing paper) 
               => typewriter paper, typing paper -- (writing paper suitable for use in a typewriter) 
                   => onionskin, flimsy -- (a thin strong light-
weight translucent paper used especially for making carbon copies) 
               => vellum -- (a heavy creamy-colored paper resembling parchment) 
 
       => packing material, packing, wadding -- (any material used especially to protect something) 
           => cardboard, composition board -- (a stiff moderately thick paper) 
               => binder's board, binder board -- (a cardboard used by bookbinders to make covers for books) 
               => card -- (thin cardboard, usually rectangular) 
                   => timecard --
 (a card used with a time clock to record an employee's starting and quitting times each day) 
               => corrugated board, corrugated cardboard --
 (cardboard with corrugations (can be glued to flat cardboard on one or both sides)) 
               => paperboard, poster board, posterboard -- (a cardboard suitable for making posters) 
               => pasteboard -- (stiff cardboard made by pasting together layers of paper) 
                   => millboard -- (stout pasteboard used to bind books) 
               => strawboard -- (a coarse yellow cardboard made of straw pulp) 
           => blister pack, bubble pack --
 (a flexible transparent sheet containing many small plastic blisters; used to package items of merchandise  
during shipment) 
           => excelsior, wood shavings -- (thin curly wood shavings used for packing or stuffing) 
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COLORING MATERIAL, COLOR, COLOUR 
       => coloring material, colouring material, color, colour --
 (any material used for its color; "she used a different color for the trim") 
           => paint --
 (a substance used as a coating to protect or decorate a surface (especially a mixture of pigment suspended  
in a liquid); dries to form a hard coating) 
               => acrylic, acrylic paint -- (used especially by artists) 
               => coat of paint -- (a layer of paint covering something else) 
                   => finish coat, finishing coat -- (the final coat of paint) 
                   => flat coat, ground, primer, priming, primer coat, priming coat, undercoat --
 (the first or preliminary coat of paint or size applied to a surface) 
                       => couch -- (a flat coat of paint or varnish used by artists as a primer) 
               => distemper -- (paint made by mixing the pigments with water and a binder) 
               => enamel -- (a paint that dries to a hard glossy finish) 
               => encaustic --
 (a paint consisting of pigment mixed with melted beeswax; it is fixed with heat after application) 
               => finger paint, fingerpaint -- (paint that has the consistency of jelly) 
               => house paint, housepaint -- (paint used to cover the exterior woodwork of a house) 
               => oil paint -- (paint in which a drying oil is the vehicle) 
                   => oil, oil color -- (oil paint used by an artist) 
               => semigloss -- (a paint that dries with a finish between glossy and flat) 
               => spray paint -- (paint applied with a spray gun) 
               => varnish -- (paint that provides a hard glossy transparent coating) 
                   => fixative -- (a varnish dissolved in alcohol and sprayed over pictures to prevent smudging) 
                   => shellac, shellac varnish --
 (a thin varnish made by dissolving lac in ethanol; used to finish wood) 
                       => French polish -- (a varnish for wood consisting of shellac dissolved in alcohol) 
               => water-base paint -- (paint in which water is used as the vehicle) 
                   => calcimine -- (a water-
base paint containing zinc oxide and glue and coloring; used as a wash for walls and ceilings) 
                   => casein paint, casein -- (a water-
base paint made with casein (which is a protein precipitated from milk)) 
                   => latex paint, latex, rubber-base paint -- (a water-base paint having a latex binder) 
                   => tempera, poster paint, poster color, poster colour -- (pigment mixed with water-
soluble glutinous materials such as size and egg yolk) 
                   => wash -- (a thin coat of water-base paint) 
                       => blackwash -- (a wash that colors a surface black) 
                       => calcimine -- (a water-
base paint containing zinc oxide and glue and coloring; used as a wash for walls and ceilings) 
                       => color wash, colour wash -- (a wash of whitewash or other water-
base paint tinted with a colored pigment) 
                       => whitewash --
 (wash consisting of lime and size in water; used for whitening walls and other surfaces) 
                   => watercolor, watercolour -- (a water-base paint (with water-
soluble pigments); used by artists) 
                       => gouache -- (an opaque watercolor prepared with gum) 
           => indicator --
 ((chemistry) a substance that changes color to indicate the presence of some ion or substance; can be used  
to indicate the completion of a chemical reaction or (in medicine) to test for a particular reaction) 
               => absorption indicator -- (an indicator used in reactions that involve precipitation) 
                   => fluorescein, fluoresceine, fluorescent dye, resorcinolphthalein --
 (a yellow dye that is visible even when highly diluted; used as an absorption indicator when silver nitrate  
solution is added to sodium chloride in order to precipitate silver chloride (turns pink when no chloride ions
 are left in solution and negative fluorescein ions are then absorbed)) 
                       => eosin, bromeosin --
 (a red fluorescent dye resulting from the action of bromine on fluorescein; used in cosmetics and as a biolo
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gical stain for studying cell structures) 
               => acid-base indicator -- (an indicator that changes color on going from acidic to basic solutions) 
                   => phenolphthalein --
 (a laxative used in many preparations under various trade names; also used as an acid-
base indicator in titrations involving weak acids and strong bases because it is brilliant red at high alkalinity
 and colorless below pH 8) 
                   => congo red -- (a red-
brown azo dye especially as a chemical pH indicator (congo red is red in basic and blue in acidic solutions)
) 
                   => methyl orange -- (an azo dye used as an acid-
base indicator; used for titrations involving weak bases) 
                   => litmus, litmus test --
 (a coloring material (obtained from lichens) that turns red in acid solutions and blue in alkaline solutions;  
used as a very rough acid-base indicator) 
                   => bromophenol blue, bromphenol blue, tetrabromo-phenolsulfonephthalein --
 (a dye used as an acid-base indicator) 
                   => bromothymol blue, bromthymol blue -- (a dye used as an acid-base indicator) 
               => alpha-naphthol test, Molisch's test, Molisch test, Molisch reaction --
 (biochemical indicator of the presence of carbohydrates in a solution; if carbohydrates are present a  violet  
ring is formed by reaction with alpha-naphthol in the presence of sulfuric acid) 
               => oxidation-reduction indicator --
 (an indicator that shows a reversible color change between oxidized and reduced forms) 
           => mordant --
 (a substance used to treat leather or other materials before dyeing; aids in dyeing process) 
               => chrome alum -- (a violet-colored salt used in hide tanning and as a mordant in dyeing) 
               => tartar emetic, antimony potassium tartrate --
 (a poisonous colorless salt used as a mordant and in medicine) 
               => sodium dichromate, sodium bichromate -- (a red-orange salt used as a mordant) 
           => dye, dyestuff -- (a usually soluble substance for staining or coloring e.g. fabrics or hair) 
               => acid dye -- (dye in which the chromophore is part of a negative ion) 
                   => metallized dye -- (acid dye in which the negative ion contains a chelated metal atom) 
               => alizarin yellow --
 (any of various yellow dyes; not related chemically to alizarin but applied in the same manner) 
               => anil, indigo, indigotin -- (a blue dye obtained from plants or made synthetically) 
               => aniline dye -- (any of many dyes made from aniline) 
               => azo dye -- (any dye containing one or more azo groups) 
                   => congo red -- (a red-
brown azo dye especially as a chemical pH indicator (congo red is red in basic and blue in acidic solutions)
) 
                   => methyl orange -- (an azo dye used as an acid-
base indicator; used for titrations involving weak bases) 
               => basic dye -- (dye in which the chromophore are part of a positive ion) 
               => bluing, blueing, blue -- (used to whiten laundry or hair or give it a bluish tinge) 
               => bromophenol blue, bromphenol blue, tetrabromo-phenolsulfonephthalein --
 (a dye used as an acid-base indicator) 
               => bromothymol blue, bromthymol blue -- (a dye used as an acid-base indicator) 
               => cochineal -- (a red dyestuff consisting of dried bodies of female cochineal insects) 
               => cyanine dye -- (any of a class of dyes containing a -CH= group linking two nitrogen-
containing heterocyclic rings; used as sensitizers in photography) 
               => direct dye, substantive dye --
 (dye with a high affinity for cellulose fibers (cotton or rayon etc.)) 
               => fluorescein, fluoresceine, fluorescent dye, resorcinolphthalein --
 (a yellow dye that is visible even when highly diluted; used as an absorption indicator when silver nitrate  
solution is added to sodium chloride in order to precipitate silver chloride (turns pink when no chloride ions
 are left in solution and negative fluorescein ions are then absorbed)) 
                   => eosin, bromeosin --
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 (a red fluorescent dye resulting from the action of bromine on fluorescein; used in cosmetics and as a biolo
gical stain for studying cell structures) 
               => fluorochrome --
 (any of various fluorescent substances used in fluorescence microscopy to stain specimens) 
                   => fluorescein isothiocyanate, fluorescein isocyanate --
 (a fluorochrome commonly conjugated with antibodies for use in indirect immunofluorescence) 
               => hair dye, hair coloring -- (a dye or tint for the hair) 
                   => henna -- (a reddish brown dye used especially on hair) 
                   => rinse -- (a liquid preparation used on wet hair to give it a tint) 
               => Kendal green, Kendal --
 (a green dye, often used to color cloth, which is obtained from the woad plant) 
               => lac dye -- (scarlet dye like cochineal; extracted with alkali from stick lac) 
               => lead acetate, sugar of lead --
 (a poisonous white solid (Pb[CH3CO]2) used in dyeing cotton and in making enamels and varnishes) 
               => orchil, archil, cudbear -- (a purplish dye obtained from orchil lichens) 
               => quercitron -- (a yellow dye made from the bark of the quercitron oak tree) 
               => radiopaque dye --
 (dye that does not allow the passage of X rays or other radiation; used to outline certain organs during X-
ray examination) 
               => safranine, safranin, saffranine -- (any of a class of chiefly red organic dyes) 
                   => pheno-safranine -- (a purplish red water-soluble dye used in microscopy) 
               => Tyrian purple -- (a red-purple to deep purple dye obtained from snails or made synthetically) 
               => vat dye, vat color -- (a dye that is applied by reducing the dye to a base-
soluble form, applying the dye, then regenerating the insoluble dye by oxidation in the material; used for  
dyeing cotton) 
               => woad -- (a blue dyestuff obtained from the woad plant) 
           => tincture -- (a substances that colors metals) 
               => argent -- (a metal tincture used in heraldry to give a silvery appearance) 
           => hematochrome -- (a reddish coloring material found in some algae) 
           => pigment --
 (dry coloring matter (especially an insoluble powder to be mixed with a liquid to produce paint etc)) 
               => chlorophyll, chlorophyl --
 (any of a group of green pigments found in photosynthetic organisms) 
                   => chlorophyll a -- (a blue-black plant pigment having a blue-green alcohol solution) 
                   => chlorophyll b -- (a dark-green plant pigment having a brilliant green alcohol solution) 
               => bacteriochlorophyll --
 (a substance in photosensitive bacteria that is related to but different from chlorophyll of higher plants) 
               => phycobilin -- (water-soluble proteinaceous pigments found in red algae and cyanobacteria) 
               => phycoerythrin -- (red pigment in red algae) 
               => phycocyanin -- (blue pigment in algae) 
               => titanium dioxide, titanium oxide, titanic oxide, titania --
 (a white powder used as a pigment for its high covering power and durability) 
               => cobalt blue, cobalt ultramarine -- (greenish-
blue pigment consisting essentially of cobalt oxide and alumina) 
               => earth color -- (a colored mineral used as a pigment) 
                   => sienna -- (an earth color containing ferric oxides; used as a pigment) 
                       => burnt sienna -- (a reddish-brown pigment produced by roasting sienna) 
                       => raw sienna -- (a yellowish-brown pigment made from untreated sienna) 
                   => ocher, ochre --
 (any of various earths containing silica and alumina and ferric oxide; used as a pigment) 
                       => sinopis, sinopia, sinoper -- (a red ocher formerly used as a pigment) 
                       => yellow ocher, yellow ochre --
 (pigment consisting of a limonite mixed with clay and silica) 
                   => umber -- (an earth pigment) 
                       => raw umber -- (greenish brown pigment) 
                       => burnt umber -- (dark brown pigment obtained by heating umber) 
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               => mosaic gold, stannic sulfide -- (a yellow pigment sometimes suspended in lacquer) 
               => carotenoid --
 (any of a class of highly unsaturated yellow to red pigments occurring in plants and animals) 
                   => carotene -- (yellow or orange-red fat-soluble pigments in plants) 
                   => lycopene -- (carotenoid that makes tomatoes red; may lower the risk of prostate cancer) 
                   => beta-carotene --
 (an isomer of carotene that is found in dark green and dark yellow fruits and vegetables) 
                   => xanthophyll, xanthophyl, lutein --
 (yellow carotenoid pigments in plants and animal fats and egg yolks) 
                   => zeaxanthin --
 (yellow carotenoid (isomeric with lutein and occurs widely with it) that is the main pigment in yellow indi
an corn) 
               => animal pigment -- (pigment occurring in animals) 
                   => bilirubin, hematoidin, haematoidin -- (an orange-
yellow pigment in the bile that forms as a product of hemoglobin; excess amounts in the blood produce the 
yellow appearance observed in jaundice) 
                   => urobilin --
 (brown bile pigment formed from urobilinogens and found in feces and in small amounts in urine) 
                   => luciferin --
 (pigment occurring in luminescent organisms (as fireflies); emits heatless light when undergoing oxidation
) 
                   => melanin -- (insoluble pigments that account for the color of e.g. skin and scales and feathers) 
               => cerulean blue -- (light greenish-blue pigment consisting essentially of oxides of cobalt and tin) 
               => chrome green -- (any of a class of green pigments consisting of chrome yellow and iron blue) 
                   => Windsor green -- (a light chrome green pigment) 
               => Hooker's green -- (green pigment consisting of Prussian blue mixed with gamboge) 
               => chrome yellow --
 (any of several yellow pigments consisting of normal lead chromate and other lead compounds) 
               => bister, bistre -- (a water-soluble brownish-yellow pigment made by boiling wood soot) 
               => Indian red --
 (a red pigment composed in part from ferric oxide which is often used in paints and cosmetics) 
               => ivory black -- (a black pigment made from grinding burnt ivory in oil) 
               => iron blue, Prussian blue -- (any of various blue pigments) 
               => Payne's gray -- (any pigment that produces a grayish to dark grayish blue) 
               => alizarin, alizarine -- (an orange-
red crystalline compound used in making red pigments and in dyeing) 
                   => alizarin carmine, alizarin crimson, alizarin red --
 (any of various acid dyes; used for dying wool scarlet red) 
               => bole -- (a soft oily clay used as a pigment (especially a reddish brown pigment)) 
               => lake -- (any of numerous bright translucent organic pigments) 
               => lake -- (a purplish red pigment prepared from lac or cochineal) 
               => orange -- (any pigment producing the orange color) 
               => watercolor, watercolour -- (water-soluble pigment) 
               => retinene, retinal --
 (either of two yellow to red retinal pigments formed from Rhodopsin by the action of light) 
               => Paris green -- (a toxic double salt of copper arsenate and copper acetate) 
               => sepia -- (rich brown pigment prepared from the ink of cuttlefishes) 
               => porphyrin -- (any of various pigments distributed widely in living tissues) 
               => heme, haem, hematin, haemitin, protoheme --
 (a complex red organic pigment containing iron and other atoms to which oxygen binds) 
               => hemosiderin, haemosiderin --
 (a granular brown substance composed of ferric oxide; left from the breakdown of hemoglobin; can be a  
sign of disturbed iron metabolism) 
               => ultramarine, ultramarine blue -- (blue pigment made of powdered lapis lazuli) 
                   => French blue, French ultramarine, French ultramarine blue --
 (ultramarine pigment prepared artificially) 
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               => photopigment -- (a special pigment found in the rods and cones of the retina) 
                   => iodopsin --
 (a violet photopigment in the retinal cones of the eyes of most vertebrates; plays a role in daylight vision) 
                   => visual purple, rhodopsin, retinal purple --
 (a red photopigment in the retinal rods of vertebrates; dissociates into retinene by light) 
               => cadmium yellow --
 (pigment of cadmium sulfide and barium sulfate varying in hue from lemon yellow to orange) 
                   => cadmium yellow pale -- (pale-hued cadmium yellow pigment) 
                   => cadmium orange -- (orange-hued cadmium yellow pigment) 
               => verdigris, cupric acetate -- (a blue or green powder used as a paint pigment) 
               => white lead, lead carbonate -- (a poisonous lead-containing white pigment) 
               => zinc white -- (a white pigment used in hose paints; consists of zinc oxide) 
           => stain --
 ((microscopy) a dye or other coloring material that is used in microscopy to make structures visible) 
               => gentian violet, crystal violet --
 (a green crystal (violet in water) used as a dye or stain or bactericide or fungicide or anthelmintic or burn  
treatment) 
               => methylene blue, methylthionine chloride --
 (a dark green dye used as a stain, an antiseptic, a chemical indicator, and an antidote in cyanide poisoning) 
               => counterstain --
 (a stain of contrasting color that is used when the principal stain does not show the structure clearly) 
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PLANT MATERIAL 
       => plant material -- (material derived from plants) 
           => chaff, husk, shuck, stalk, straw, stubble --
 (material consisting of seed coverings and small pieces of stem or leaves that have been separated from the
 seeds) 
               => bran -- (broken husks of the seeds of cereal grains that are separated from the flour by sifting) 
           => cork -- (outer bark of the cork oak; used for stoppers for bottles etc.) 
           => plant product -- (a product made from plant material) 
               => coca --
 (dried leaves of the coca plant (and related plants that also contain cocaine); chewed by Andean people for 
their simulating effect) 
               => tobacco, baccy -- (leaves of the tobacco plant dried and prepared for smoking or ingestion) 
                   => filler -- (the tobacco used to form the core of a cigar) 
                   => roll of tobacco, smoke -- (tobacco leaves that have been made into a cylinder) 
                       => cigar -- (a roll of tobacco for smoking) 
                           => cheroot -- (a cigar with both ends cut flat) 
                           => cigarillo -- (small cigar or cigarette wrapped in tobacco instead of paper) 
                           => claro -- (a cigar made with light-colored tobacco) 
                           => corona -- (a long cigar with blunt ends) 
                           => panatela, panetela, panetella -- (a long slender cigar) 
                       => cigarette, cigaret, coffin nail, butt, fag --
 (finely ground tobacco wrapped in paper; for smoking) 
                           => cubeb, cubeb cigarette -- (a cigarette containing cubeb) 
                           => filter-tipped cigarette -- (a cigarette with a filter tip) 
                           => joint, marijuana cigarette, reefer, stick, spliff --
 (marijuana leaves rolled into a cigarette for smoking) 
                               => juke, jook, juke joint, jook joint, juke house, jook house --
 (a small roadside establishment in the southeastern United States where you can eat and drink and dance to
 music provided by a jukebox) 
                   => smoking mixture -- (a blend of tobaccos to be smoked in a pipe) 
                   => snuff -- (finely powdered tobacco for sniffing up the nose) 
                       => rappee -- (strong snuff made from dark coarse tobacco) 
                   => shag -- (a strong coarse tobacco that has been shredded) 
                   => Turkish tobacco -- (a dark, aromatic, small-
leaved tobacco of eastern Europe and used in cigarettes) 
               => ethyl alcohol, ethanol, fermentation alcohol, grain alcohol --
 (the intoxicating agent in fermented and distilled liquors; used pure or denatured as a solvent or in  
medicines and colognes and cleaning solutions and rocket fuel; proposed as a renewable clean-
burning additive to gasoline) 
                   => spirits of wine -- (rectified ethyl alcohol) 
                   => absolute alcohol -- (pure ethyl alcohol (containing no more than 1% water)) 
                   => denatured alcohol --
 (ethyl alcohol that is unfit for drinking but is still useful for other purposes) 
                       => methylated spirit --
 (ethyl alcohol denatured with methyl alcohol to prevent its use as an alcoholic beverage) 
                           => surgical spirit --
 (methylated spirit used in the practice of medicine (especially for cleansing the skin before injections or  
before surgery)) 
               => phytohormone, plant hormone, growth regulator -- ((botany) a hormone-like plant product) 
                   => auxin -- (a plant hormone that promotes root formation and bud growth) 
                       => indoleacetic acid, IAA -- (a plant hormone promoting elongation of stems and roots) 
                       => indolebutyric acid -- (a synthetic plant hormone promoting elongation of stems and roots) 
                   => gibberellin -- (a plant hormone isolated from a fungus; used in promoting plant growth) 
                       => gibberellic acid -- (a crystalline acid associated with gibberellin) 
                   => kinin, cytokinin --
 (any of a class of plant hormones that promote cell division and delay the senescence of leaves) 
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               => furfural, furfuraldehyde --
 (a liquid aldehyde with a penetrating odor; made from plant hulls and corn cobs; used in making furan and 
as a solvent) 
               => natural resin -- (a plant exudate) 
                   => sandarac, sandarach -- (a brittle and faintly aromatic translucent resin used in varnishes) 
                   => guaiacum -- (medicinal resin from the lignum vitae tree) 
                   => storax -- (a vanilla-scented resin from various trees of the genus Styrax) 
                   => scammony -- (resin from the root of Convolvulus scammonia) 
                   => acaroid resin, accaroid resin, accroides, accroides resin, accroides gum, gum accroides --
 (an alcohol-soluble resin from Australian trees; used in varnishes and in manufacturing paper) 
                   => anime, gum anime -- (any of various resins or oleoresins) 
                   => asafetida, asafoetida --
 (the brownish gum resin of various plants; has strong taste and odor; formerly used as an antispasmodic) 
                   => camphor -- (a resin obtained from the camphor tree; used in making celluloid and liniment) 
                   => cannabin, cannabis resin --
 (a resin obtained from the hemp plant; thought to be the active narcotic agent in marijuana) 
                   => amber -- (a hard yellowish to brownish translucent fossil resin; used for jewelry) 
                   => copal -- (a brittle aromatic resin used in varnishes) 
                       => courbaril copal -- (resin from the courbaril tree) 
                       => copalite, copaline, fossil copal -- (partly mineralized copal dug from the ground) 
                       => congo copal, congo gum -- (copal found usually as a fossil) 
                       => kauri, kauri copal, kauri resin, kauri gum --
 (resin of the kauri trees of New Zealand; found usually as a fossil; also collected for making varnishes and 
linoleum) 
                       => Zanzibar copal, anime -- (a hard copal derived from an African tree) 
                   => dammar, gum dammar, damar, dammar resin --
 (any of various hard resins from trees of the family Dipterocarpaceae and of the genus Agathis; especially 
 the amboyna pine) 
                   => colophony --
 (translucent brittle substance produced from pine oleoresin; used especially in varnishes and inks and on  
the bows of stringed instruments) 
                   => mastic -- (an aromatic exudate from the mastic tree; used chiefly in varnishes) 
                   => oleoresin --
 (a naturally occurring mixture of a resin and an essential oil; obtained from certain plants) 
                       => labdanum, ladanum -- (a soft blackish-
brown resinous exudate from various rockroses used in perfumes especially as a fixative) 
                       => balsam -- (any of various fragrant oleoresins used in medicines and perfumes) 
                           => tolu, balsam of tolu, tolu balsam --
 (aromatic yellowish brown balsam from the tolu balsam tree used especially in cough syrups) 
                               => balsam of Peru --
 (dark brown syrupy balsam from the Peruvian balsam tree used especially in dressing wounds and treating 
certain skin diseases) 
                           => balm -- (any of various aromatic resinous substances used for healing and soothing) 
                               => balm of Gilead -- (a fragrant oleoresin) 
                           => tolu -- (an aromatic balsam) 
                       => Canada balsam --
 (yellow transparent exudate of the balsam fir; used as a transparent cement in optical devices (especially in
 microscopy) and as a mounting medium) 
                       => turpentine, gum terpentine -- (obtained from conifers (especially pines)) 
                           => Chian turpentine -- (a turpentine exuded by the terebinth) 
                       => copaiba, copaiba balsam, balsam capivi -- (an oleoresin used in varnishes and ointments) 
                       => labdanum, gum labdanum --
 (a dark brown to greenish oleoresin that has a fragrant odor and is used as a fixative in perfumes; obtained 
as a juice from certain rockroses) 
                       => oleoresin capiscum -- (an oleoresin extracted from the capiscum pepper plant) 
                   => gum resin -- (a mixture of resin and gum) 
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                       => elemi, gum elemi --
 (fragrant resin obtain from trees of the family Burseraceae and used as incense) 
                       => myrrh, gum myrrh -- (aromatic resin burned as incense and used in perfume) 
                       => Sonora gum -- (acidulous gum resin of the creosote bush) 
                       => benzoin, gum benzoin, benjamin, gum benjamin, asa dulcis --
 (gum resin used especially in treating skin irritation) 
                       => bdellium -- (aromatic gum resin; similar to myrrh) 
                       => gamboge -- (a gum resin used as a yellow pigment and a purgative) 
                       => myrrh, gum myrrh, sweet cicely -- (aromatic resin used in perfume and incense) 
                   => wood tar -- (any tar obtained by the destructive distillation of wood) 
                       => pine tar --
 (a dark viscous substance obtained from the destructive distillation of pine wood) 
               => plant fiber, plant fibre -- (fiber derived from plants) 
                   => buntal --
 (fine white Philippine fiber from stalks of unopened leaves of talipot palms; used in making hats) 
                   => flax -- (fiber of the flax plant that is made into thread and woven into linen fabric) 
                   => cotton, cotton wool -- (silky fibers from cotton plants in their raw state) 
                       => absorbent cotton -- (cotton made absorbent by removal of the natural wax) 
                   => hemp -- (a plant fiber) 
                       => kenaf, deccan hemp -- (fiber from an East Indian plant Hibiscus cannabinus) 
                       => bowstring hemp -- (hemp obtained from the sansevieria) 
                       => Manila hemp, Manilla hemp, abaca --
 (a kind of hemp obtained from the abaca plant in the Philippines) 
                   => jute -- (a plant fiber used in making rope or sacks) 
                   => kapok, silk cotton, vegetable silk -- (from the kapok tree; used for stuffing and insulation) 
                       => red silk cotton -- (from the red silk-cotton tree of eastern India; inferior to kapok) 
                   => straw -- (plant fiber used e.g. for making baskets and hats or as fodder) 
                   => raffia, raphia -- (leaf fibers of the raffia palm tree; used to make baskets and mats etc.) 
                   => sisal, sisal hemp -- (a plant fiber used for making rope) 
               => sucrose, saccharose --
 (a complex carbohydrate found in many plants and used as a sweetening agent) 
                   => galactose, brain sugar -- (a simple sugar found in lactose) 
           => vegetable tallow -- (a waxy fat obtained from certain plants (e.g. bayberry) and used as tallow) 
           => wood -- (the hard fibrous lignified substance under the bark of trees) 
               => bentwood --
 (wood that is steamed until it becomes pliable and then is shaped for use in making furniture; "bentwood  
chairs") 
               => pine -- (straight-
grained durable and often resinous white to yellowish timber of any of numerous trees of the genus Pinus) 
                   => knotty pine -- (pine lumber with many knots; used especially for paneling and furniture) 
                   => white pine -- (soft white wood of white pine trees) 
                   => yellow pine -- (hard yellowish wood of a yellow pine) 
               => larch -- (wood of a larch tree) 
               => fir -- (nonresinous wood of a fir tree) 
                   => douglas fir -- (strong durable timber of a douglas fir) 
               => cedar, cedarwood --
 (durable aromatic wood of any of numerous cedar trees; especially wood of the red cedar often used for  
cedar chests) 
                   => red cedar -- (fragrant reddish wood of any of various red cedar trees) 
                       => pencil cedar -- (wood of a pencil cedar tree; used for making pencils) 
                   => Port Orford cedar -- (the wood of the Port Orford cedar tree) 
               => spruce --
 (light soft moderately strong wood of spruce trees; used especially for timbers and millwork) 
               => hemlock -- (soft coarse splintery wood of a hemlock tree especially the western hemlock) 
               => cypress -- (wood of any of various cypress trees especially of the genus Cupressus) 
                   => cypress pine --
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 (any of several evergreen trees or shrubs of Australia and northern New Caledonia) 
                       => Port Jackson pine, Callitris cupressiformis --
 (Australian cypress pine having globular cones) 
                       => black cypress pine, red cypress pine, Callitris endlicheri, Callitris calcarata --
 (Australian tree with small flattened scales as leaves and numerous dark brown seed; valued for its timber 
and resin) 
                       => white cypress pine, Callitris glaucophylla, Callitris glauca --
 (small tree or shrub of southern Australia) 
                       => stringybark pine, Callitris parlatorei -- (Australian cypress pine with fibrous inner bark) 
                   => juniper -- (coniferous shrub or small tree with berrylike cones) 
                       => pencil cedar, pencil cedar tree --
 (any of several junipers with wood suitable for making pencils) 
                           => eastern red cedar, red cedar, red juniper, Juniperus virginiana --
 (small juniper found east of Rocky Mountains having a conic crown, brown bark that peels in shreds, and  
small sharp needles) 
                           => Bermuda cedar, Juniperus bermudiana --
 (ornamental densely pyramidal juniper of Bermuda; fairly large for a juniper) 
                           => east African cedar, Juniperus procera --
 (tropical African timber tree with fragrant wood) 
                       => southern red cedar, Juniperus silicicola --
 (juniper of swampy coastal regions of southeastern United States; similar to eastern red cedar) 
                       => dwarf juniper, savin, Juniperus sabina -- (procumbent or spreading juniper) 
                       => common juniper, Juniperus communis --
 (densely branching shrub or small tree having pungent blue berries used to flavor gin; widespread in  
northern hemisphere; only conifer on coasts of Iceland and Greenland) 
                       => ground cedar, dwarf juniper, Juniperus communis depressa --
 (a procumbent variety of the common juniper) 
                       => creeping juniper, Juniperus horizontalis --
 (low to prostrate shrub of Canada and northern United States; bronzed purple in winter) 
                       => Mexican juniper, drooping juniper, Juniperus flaccida --
 (small tree of western Texas and mountains of Mexico having spreading branches with drooping branchlet
s) 
                   => sequoia, redwood --
 (either of two huge coniferous California trees that reach a height of 300 feet; sometimes placed in the Tax
odiaceae) 
                       => California redwood, coast redwood, Sequoia sempervirens --
 (lofty evergreen of United States coastal foothills from Oregon to Big Sur) 
                       => giant sequoia, big tree, Sierra redwood, Sequoiadendron giganteum, Sequoia gigantea,  
Sequoia Wellingtonia --
 (extremely lofty evergreen of southern end of western foothills of Sierra Nevada in California; largest livin
g organism) 
                   => bald cypress, swamp cypress, pond bald cypress, southern cypress, Taxodium distichum --
 (common cypress of southeastern United States having trunk expanded at base; found in coastal swamps  
and flooding river bottoms) 
                   => pond cypress, bald cypress, Taxodium ascendens --
 (smaller than and often included in the closely related Taxodium distichum) 
                   => Montezuma cypress, Mexican swamp cypress, Taxodium mucronatum --
 (cypress of river valleys of Mexican highlands) 
                       => Ahuehuete, Tule tree --
 (Mexico's most famous tree; a giant specimen of Montezuma cypress more than 2,000 years old with a girt
h of 165 feet at Santa Maria del Tule; "some say the Tule tree is the world's largest single biomass") 
                   => sandarac, sandarac tree, Tetraclinis articulata, Callitris quadrivalvis --
 (large coniferous evergreen tree of North Africa and Spain having flattened branches and scalelike leaves  
yielding a hard fragrant wood; bark yields a resin used in varnishes) 
               => redwood -- (the soft reddish wood of either of two species of sequoia trees) 
               => sandarac, citronwood --
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 (durable fragrant wood; used in building (as in the roof of the cathedral at Cordova, Spain)) 
               => kauri -- (white close-grained wood of a tree of the genus Agathis especially Agathis australis) 
               => yellowwood -- (yellow-colored wood of any of various yellowwood trees) 
               => yew -- (wood of a yew; especially the durable fine-
grained light brown or red wood of the English yew valued for cabinetwork and archery bows) 
               => lancewood -- (durable straight-
grained wood of the lacewood tree; used for building and cabinetwork and tools) 
               => tulipwood, true tulipwood, whitewood, white poplar, yellow poplar --
 (light easily worked wood of a tulip tree; used for furniture and veneer) 
               => zebrawood --
 (handsomely striped or mottled wood of the zebrawood tree; used especially for cabinetwork) 
               => cocuswood, cocoswood, granadilla wood --
 (wood of the granadilla tree used for making musical instruments especially clarinets) 
               => shittimwood -- (wood of the shittah tree used to make the ark of the Hebrew tabernacle) 
               => sabicu, sabicu wood -- (the wood of the sabicu which resembles mahogany) 
               => bamboo --
 (the hard woody stems of bamboo plants; used in construction and crafts and fishing poles) 
               => tulipwood -- (the variegated or showily striped ornamental wood of various tulipwood trees) 
               => balsa, balsa wood -- (strong lightweight wood of the balsa tree used especially for floats) 
               => silver quandong -- (pale easily worked timber from the quandong tree) 
               => obeche -- (the wood of an African obeche tree; used especially for veneering) 
               => basswood, linden -- (soft light-
colored wood of any of various linden trees; used in making crates and boxes and in carving and millwork) 
               => beefwood --
 (any of several heavy hard reddish chiefly tropical woods of the families Casuarinaceae and Proteaceae;  
some used for cabinetwork) 
               => briarwood, brierwood, brier-wood --
 (wood from the hard woody root of the briar Erica arborea; used to make tobacco pipes) 
               => beech, beechwood --
 (wood of any of various beech trees; used for flooring and containers and plywood and tool handles) 
               => chestnut -- (wood of any of various chestnut trees of the genus Castanea) 
               => oak -- (the hard durable wood of any oak; used especially for furniture and flooring) 
                   => fumed oak --
 (oak given a weathered appearance by exposure to fumes of ammonia; used for cabinetwork) 
                   => holm oak -- (hard wood of the holm oak tree) 
               => birch -- (hard close-
grained wood of any of various birch trees; used especially in furniture and interior finishes and plywood) 
               => alder -- (wood of any of various alder trees; resistant to underwater rot; used for bridges etc) 
               => hazel -- (the fine-
grained wood of a hazelnut tree (genus Corylus) and the hazel tree (Australian genus Pomaderris)) 
               => olive -- (hard yellow often variegated wood of an olive tree; used in cabinetwork) 
               => ash --
 (strong elastic wood of any of various ash trees; used for furniture and tool handles and sporting goods  
such as baseball bats) 
               => ironwood -- (exceptionally tough or hard wood of any of a number of ironwood trees) 
               => walnut -- (hard dark-
brown wood of any of various walnut trees; used especially for furniture and paneling) 
               => hickory -- (valuable tough heavy hardwood from various hickory trees) 
               => pecan -- (wood of a pecan tree) 
               => pyinma --
 (relatively hard durable timber from the Queen's crape myrtle; light reddish brown, smooth and lustrous) 
               => gumwood, gum -- (wood or lumber from any of various gum trees especially the sweet gum) 
                   => sweet gum, satin walnut, hazelwood, red gum -- (reddish-
brown wood and lumber from heartwood of the sweet gum tree used to make furniture) 
               => eucalyptus -- (wood of any of various eucalyptus trees valued as timber) 
               => tupelo -- (pale soft wood of a tupelo tree especially the water gum) 
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               => poon -- (wood of any poon tree; used for masts and spars) 
               => red lauan -- (hard heavy red wood of the red lauan tree; often sold as Philippine mahogany) 
               => elm, elmwood -- (hard tough wood of an elm tree; used for e.g. implements and furniture) 
               => brazilwood --
 (heavy wood of various brazilwood trees; used for violin bows and as dyewoods) 
               => locust -- (hardwood from any of various locust trees) 
               => logwood -- (very hard brown to brownish-
red heartwood of a logwood tree; used in preparing a purplish red dye) 
               => rosewood --
 (hard dark reddish wood of a rosewood tree having a strongly marked grain; used in cabinetwork) 
                   => amboyna, Andaman redwood -- (mottled curly-grained wood of Pterocarpus indicus) 
               => kingwood -- (handsome violet-
streaked wood of the kingwood tree; used especially in cabinetwork) 
               => granadilla wood --
 (dark red hardwood derived from the cocobolo and used in making musical instruments e.g. clarinets) 
               => blackwood -- (very dark wood of any of several blackwood trees) 
               => Panama redwood, quira -- (hard heavy red wood of a quira tree) 
               => ruby wood, red sandalwood --
 (hard durable wood of red sandalwood trees (Pterocarpus santalinus); prized for cabinetwork) 
               => black locust -- (strong stiff wood of a black-locust tree; very resistant to decay) 
               => cherry -- (wood of any of various cherry trees especially the black cherry) 
               => fruitwood --
 (wood of various fruit trees (as apple or cherry or pear) used especially in cabinetwork) 
                   => applewood -- (wood of any of various apple trees of the genus Malus) 
               => lemonwood --
 (hard tough elastic wood of the lemonwood tree; used for making bows and fishing rods) 
               => incense wood -- (fragrant wood of two incense trees of the genus Protium) 
               => mahogany --
 (wood of any of various mahogany trees; much used for cabinetwork and furniture) 
                   => Philippine mahogany -- (red or pale-
red hardwood of the Philippine mahogany tree used for cigar boxes and interior finish) 
                   => cigar-box cedar -- (fragrant wood much used for cigar boxes) 
               => satinwood --
 (hard yellowish wood of a satinwood tree having a satiny luster; used for fine cabinetwork and tools) 
               => orangewood -- (fine-grained wood of an orange tree; used in fine woodwork) 
               => citronwood -- (wood of a citron tree) 
               => guaiac wood, guaiacum wood --
 (heartwood of a palo santo; yields an aromatic oil used in perfumes) 
               => lignum vitae, guaiac, guaiacum -- (hard greenish-
brown wood of the lignum vitae tree and other trees of the genus Guaiacum) 
               => poplar -- (soft light-colored nondurable wood of the poplar) 
               => sandalwood -- (close-grained fragrant yellowish heartwood of the true sandalwood; has insect-
repelling properties and is used for carving and cabinetwork) 
               => boxwood, Turkish boxwood -- (very hard tough close-
grained light yellow wood of the box especially the common box; used in delicate woodwork: musical  
instruments and inlays and engraving blocks) 
               => maple -- (wood of any of various maple trees; especially the hard close-
grained wood of the sugar maple; used especially for furniture and flooring) 
                   => bird's-eye maple -- (maple wood having a wavy grain with eyelike markings) 
               => sumac -- (wood of a sumac) 
               => ebony -- (hard dark-
colored heartwood of the ebony tree; used in cabinetwork and for piano keys) 
               => sycamore, lacewood --
 (variably colored and sometimes variegated hard tough elastic wood of a sycamore tree) 
               => teak, teakwood -- (hard strong durable yellowish-
brown wood of teak trees; resistant to insects and to warping; used for furniture and in shipbuilding) 
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               => dogwood -- (hard tough wood of any dogwood of the genus Cornus; resemble boxwood) 
               => sapwood --
 (newly formed outer wood lying between the cambium and the heartwood of a tree or woody plant; usually
 light colored; active in water conduction) 
               => heartwood, duramen --
 (the older inactive central wood of a tree or woody plant; usually darker and denser than the surrounding  
sapwood) 
               => burl -- (the wood cut from a tree burl or outgrowth; often used decoratively in veneer) 
               => brushwood -- (the wood from bushes or small branches; "they built a fire of brushwood") 
               => cabinet wood --
 (moderately dense wood used for cabinetwork; "teak and other heavy cabinet wood") 
               => driftwood -- (wood that is floating or that has been washed ashore) 
               => log -- (a segment of the trunk of a tree when stripped of branches) 
                   => nurse log --
 (a large decomposing tree trunk that has fallen, usually in a forest; the decaying wood provides moisture  
and nutrients for a variety of insects and plants) 
                   => saw log -- (log large enough to be sawed into boards) 
               => matchwood -- (wood suitable for making matchsticks) 
               => matchwood, splinters --
 (wood in small pieces or splinters; "the vessel was beaten to matchwood on the rocks") 
               => sawdust -- (fine particles of wood made by sawing wood) 
               => wicker --
 (slender flexible branches or twigs (especially of willow or some canes); used for wickerwork) 
               => dyewood -- (any wood from which dye is obtained) 
               => hardwood -- (the wood of broad-
leaved dicotyledonous trees (as distinguished from the wood of conifers)) 
               => softwood, deal -- (wood that is easy to saw (from conifers such as pine or fir)) 
                   => pulpwood -- (softwood used to make paper) 
               => raw wood -- (wood that is not finished or painted) 
               => knot -- (a hard cross-
grained round piece of wood in a board where a branch emerged; "the saw buckled when it hit a knot") 
       => radioactive material -- (material that is radioactive) 
           => radioactive waste --
 (useless radioactive materials that are left after some laboratory or commercial process is completed) 
               => high-level radioactive waste --
 (radioactive waste that left in a nuclear reactor after the nuclear fuel has been consumed) 
               => low-level radioactive waste --
 ((medicine) radioactive waste consisting of objects that have been briefly exposed to radioactivity (as in  
certain medical tests)) 
       => thickening, thickener -- (any material used to thicken; "starch is used in cooking as a thickening") 
       => toner -- (a substance used in a printer to develop a xerographic image) 
       => transparent substance, translucent substance --
 (a material having the property of admitting light diffusely; a partly transparent material) 
           => mica, isinglass --
 (any of various minerals consisting of hydrous silicates of aluminum or potassium etc. that crystallize in  
forms that allow perfect cleavage into very thin leaves; used as dielectrics because of their resistance to elec
tricity) 
               => biotite -- (dark brown to black mica found in igneous and metamorphic rock) 
                   => lepidomelane -- (a mica that is a biotite containing iron) 
               => lepidolite -- (a mineral of the mica group; an important source of lithium) 
               => muscovite -- (a colorless or pale brown mica with potassium) 
                   => damourite -- (a variety of muscovite) 
               => paragonite -- (a colorless or pale brown mica with sodium) 
               => phlogopite --
 (a brown form of mica consisting of hydrous silicate of potassium and magnesium and aluminum) 
               => zinnwaldite -- (a mica containing iron and lithium) 
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           => hyaline, hyalin --
 (a glassy translucent material that occurs in hyaline cartilage or in certain skin conditions) 
       => undercut -- (the material removed by a cut made underneath) 
       => builder, detergent builder --
 (a substance added to soaps or detergents to increase their cleansing action) 
           => sodium pyrophosphate, tetrasodium pyrophosphate --
 (a sodium salt of pyrophosphoric acid used as a builder in soaps and detergents) 
           => sodium tripolyphosphate --
 (a sodium salt of triphosphoric acid used as a builder in soaps and detergents) 
           => trisodium phosphate, trisodium orthophosphate, tribasic sodium phosphate --
 (the tertiary phosphate of sodium used as a builder in soaps and detergents) 
       => vernix, vernix caseosa -- (a white cheese-like protective material that covers the skin of a fetus) 
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FLUID 
fluid --
 (a continuous amorphous substance that tends to flow and to conform to the outline of its container: a  
liquid or a gas) 
 

GAS 
       => gas --
 (a fluid in the gaseous state having neither independent shape nor volume and being able to expand  
indefinitely) 
           => atmosphere -- (the envelope of gases surrounding any celestial body) 
           => noble gas, inert gas, argonon --
 (any of the chemically inert gaseous elements of the helium group in the periodic table) 
               => argon, Ar, atomic number 18 --
 (a colorless and odorless inert gas; one of the six inert gases; comprises approximately 1% of the earth's  
atmosphere) 
               => helium, He, atomic number 2 --
 (a very light colorless element that is one of the six inert gasses; the most difficult gas to liquefy; occurs in 
economically extractable amounts in certain natural gases (as those found in Texas and Kansas)) 
               => krypton, Kr, atomic number 36 --
 (a colorless element that is one of the six inert gasses; occurs in trace amounts in air) 
               => neon, Ne, atomic number 10 --
 (a colorless odorless gaseous element that give a red glow in a vacuum tube; one of the six inert gasses; oc
curs in the air in small amounts) 
               => radon, Rn, atomic number 86 --
 (a radioactive gaseous element formed by the disintegration of radium; the heaviest of the inert gasses;  
occurs naturally (especially in areas over granite) and is considered a hazard to health) 
               => xenon, Xe, atomic number 54 --
 (a colorless odorless inert gaseous element occurring in the earth's atmosphere in trace amounts) 
           => chlorine, Cl, atomic number 17 --
 (a common nonmetallic element belonging to the halogens; best known as a heavy yellow irritating toxic  
gas; used to purify water and as a bleaching agent and disinfectant; occurs naturally only as a salt (as in sea 
water)) 
               => radiochlorine -- (a radioactive isotope of chlorine) 
           => fluorine, F, atomic number 9 --
 (a nonmetallic univalent element belonging to the halogens; usually a yellow irritating toxic flammable gas
; a powerful oxidizing agent; recovered from fluorite or cryolite or fluorapatite) 
           => hydrogen, H, atomic number 1 --
 (a nonmetallic univalent element that is normally a colorless and odorless highly flammable diatomic gas;  
the simplest and lightest and most abundant element in the universe) 
               => tritium --
 (a radioactive isotope of hydrogen; atoms of tritium have three times the mass of ordinary hydrogen atoms) 
           => nitrogen, N, atomic number 7 --
 (a common nonmetallic element that is normally a colorless odorless tasteless inert diatomic gas;  
constitutes 78 percent of the atmosphere by volume; a constituent of all living tissues) 
               => azote -- (an obsolete name for nitrogen) 
               => liquid nitrogen -- (nitrogen in a liquid state) 
           => oxygen, O, atomic number 8 --
 (a nonmetallic bivalent element that is normally a colorless odorless tasteless nonflammable diatomic gas; 
constitutes 21 percent of the atmosphere by volume; the most abundant element in the earth's crust) 
               => liquid oxygen, LOX --
 (a bluish transparent magnetic liquid obtained by compressing gaseous oxygen; used as an oxidizer in  
rocket propellants) 
           => butane -- (occurs in natural gas; used in the manufacture of rubber and fuels) 
           => propane -- (colorless gas found in natural gas and petroleum; used as a fuel) 
           => afterdamp --
 (a toxic mixture of gases (including carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide and nitrogen) after an explosion 
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of firedamp in a mine) 
           => firedamp --
 (a mixture of gases (mostly methane) that form in coal mines and become explosive when mixed with air) 
           => arsine --
 (a poisonous colorless flammable gas used in organic synthesis and to dope transistors and as a poison gas 
in warfare) 
           => nitrogen dioxide -- (a highly poisonous brown gas (NO2)) 
           => nitric oxide -- (a poisonous red-brown gas (NO)) 
           => blow gas, blowing gas -- (the gas leaving a generator during a blow period) 
           => butylene, butene --
 (any of three isomeric hydrocarbons C4H8; all used in making synthetic rubbers) 
               => isobutylene -- (used also in making gasoline components) 
               => polybutylene, polybutene -- (a polymer of butylene; used in lubricants and synthetic rubber) 
           => cyanogen --
 (a colorless toxic gas with a pungent almond odor; has been used in chemical warfare) 
           => exhaust, exhaust fumes, fumes -- (gases ejected from an engine as waste products) 
           => air --
 (a mixture of gases (especially oxygen) required for breathing; the stuff that the wind consists of; "air  
pollution"; "a smell of chemicals in the air"; "open a window and let in some air"; "I need some fresh air") 
               => breath -- (the air that is inhaled and exhaled in respiration; "his sour breath offended her") 
                   => halitus, exhalation -- (exhaled breath) 
                       => halitosis -- (offensive breath) 
               => hot air -- (air that has been heated and tends to rise) 
               => liquid air -- (air in a liquid state) 
           => compressed gas -- (gas at a high pressure that can be used as a propellant) 
               => compressed air --
 (air at a pressure greater than that of the atmosphere; "compressed air is often used to power machines") 
                   => air cushion --
 (the trapped air that supports a hovercraft a short distance above the water or ground) 
           => ethylene, ethene --
 (a flammable colorless gaseous alkene; obtained from petroleum and natural gas and used in manufacturin
g many other chemicals; sometimes used as an anesthetic) 
               => trichloroethylene, trichloroethane, TCE --
 (a heavy colorless highly toxic liquid used as a solvent to clean electronic components and for dry cleaning
 and as a fumigant; causes cancer and liver and lung damage) 
           => producer gas, air gas --
 (a gas made of carbon monoxide and hydrogen and nitrogen; made by passing air over hot coke) 
           => formaldehyde, methanal -- (a colorless poisonous gas; made by the oxidation of methanol) 
           => greenhouse gas, greenhouse emission --
 (a gas that contributes to the greenhouse effect by absorbing infrared radiation) 
               => chlorofluorocarbon, CFC --
 (a fluorocarbon with chlorine; formerly used as a refrigerant and as a propellant in aerosol cans; "the  
chlorine in CFCs causes depletion of atmospheric ozone") 
                   => hydrochlorofluorocarbon, HCFC --
 (a fluorocarbon that is replacing chlorofluorocarbon as a refrigerant and propellant in aerosol cans;  
considered to be somewhat less destructive to the atmosphere) 
               => carbon dioxide, CO2, carbonic acid gas --
 (a heavy odorless colorless gas formed during respiration and by the decomposition of organic substances; 
absorbed from the air by plants in photosynthesis) 
                   => chokedamp, blackdamp --
 (the atmosphere in a mine following an explosion; high in carbon dioxide and incapable of supporting life) 
               => hydrofluorocarbon, HFC -- (a fluorocarbon emitted as a by-
product of industrial manufacturing) 
               => perfluorocarbon, PFC --
 (a powerful greenhouse gas emitted during the production of aluminum) 
               => sulfur hexafluoride, sulphur hexafluoride --
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 (a colorless gas that is soluble in alcohol and ether; a powerful greehouse gas widely used in the electrical 
utility industry) 
           => liquefied petroleum gas, bottled gas --
 (hydrocarbon gases, usually propane or butane, kept under pressure) 
           => water gas --
 (a mixture of hydrogen and carbon monoxide with small amounts of other gases; made by blowing steam  
over hot coke or coal) 
           => ideal gas, perfect gas --
 (a hypothetical gas with molecules of negligible size that exert no intermolecular forces) 
           => inhalant -- (something that is inhaled) 
           => methane -- (a colorless odorless gas used as a fuel) 
               => marsh gas -- (methane gas produced when vegetation decomposes in water) 
           => ozone --
 (a colorless gas (O3) soluble in alkalis and cold water; a strong oxidizing agent; can be produced by  
electric discharge in oxygen or by the action of ultraviolet radiation on oxygen in the stratosphere (where it 
acts  as a screen for ultraviolet radiation)) 
           => phosgene -- (a colorless poisonous gas that smells like new-mown hay; used in chemical warfare) 
           => phosphine -- (a colorless gas with a strong fishy smell; used as a pesticide) 
           => poison gas -- (a gas that is poisonous to breath or contact; used in chemical warfare) 
               => mustard gas, mustard agent, blistering agent, dichloroethyl sulfide, sulfur mustard --
 (a toxic war gas with sulfide based compounds that raises blisters and attacks the eyes and lungs; there is  
no known antidote) 
               => nerve gas, nerve agent --
 (a toxic gas that is inhaled or absorbed through the skin and has harmful effects on the nervous and  
respiratory system) 
                   => VX gas --
 (a highly lethal nerve agent used in chemical warfare; a toxic liquid that penetrates the skin or lungs to  
disrupt the nervous system and stop respiration; in combat VX gas is deployed by detonating a container  
over the target area and can persist in the environment up to several weeks after release; "VX gas is one of  
those things we wish we could disinvent") 
                   => organophosphate nerve agent --
 (any of a series of nerve agents containing organophosphate compounds first synthesized by German chem
ists in 1936; in World War II the Germans tested them in concentration camps but not on the battlefield;  
Iraq is alleged to have used them against Iran and against the Kurds) 
                       => sarin, GB --
 (a highly toxic chemical nerve agent that inhibits the activity of cholinesterase) 
                       => soman, GD --
 (a nerve agent easily absorbed into the body; a lethal cholinesterase inhibitor that is highly toxic when  
inhaled) 
                       => tabun, GA --
 (the first known nerve agent, synthesized by German chemists in 1936; a highly toxic combustible liquid  
that is soluble in organic solvents and is used as a nerve gas in chemical warfare) 
           => propylene, propene --
 (a flammable gas obtained by cracking petroleum; used in organic synthesis) 
           => mephitis -- (a poisonous or foul smelling gas emitted from the earth) 
           => sewer gas -- (foul-smelling gas that forms in sewers) 
           => sublimate -- (the product of vaporization of a solid) 
               => mercuric chloride, mercury chloride, bichloride of mercury, corrosive sublimate --
 (a white poisonous soluble crystalline sublimate of mercury; used as a pesticide or antiseptic or wood  
preservative) 
           => sulfur dioxide, sulphur dioxide --
 (a colorless toxic gas (SO2) that occurs in the gases from volcanoes; used in many manufacturing  
processes and present in industrial emissions; causes acid rain) 
           => tear gas, teargas, lacrimator, lachrymator --
 (a gas that makes the eyes fill with tears but does not damage them; used in dispersing crowds) 
               => chlorobenzylidenemalononitrile, CS gas --
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 (a tear gas that is stronger than CN gas but wears off faster; can be deployed by grenades or cluster bombs;
 can cause skin burns and fatal pulmonary edema) 
               => chloroacetophenone, CN gas -- (a tear gas that is weaker than CS gas but lasts longer) 
                   => Mace, Chemical Mace --
 ((trademark) a liquid that temporarily disables a person; prepared as an aerosol and sprayed in the face, it  
irritates the eyes and causes dizziness and immobilization) 
               => nitrochloromethane -- (gaseous form or chloropicrin used as tear gas) 
 
       => ichor -- ((Greek mythology) the rarified fluid said to flow in the veins of the Gods) 
 

LIQUID 
       => liquid -- (a substance in the fluid state of matter having no fixed shape but a fixed volume) 
           => artificial blood --
 (a liquid that can carry large amounts of oxygen and can serve as a temporary substitute for blood) 
           => elixir --
 (a sweet flavored liquid (usually containing a small amount of alcohol) used in compounding medicines to 
be taken by mouth in order to mask an unpleasant taste) 
           => water, H2O --
 (binary compound that occurs at room temperature as a clear colorless odorless tasteless liquid; freezes  
into ice below 0 degrees centigrade and boils above 100 degrees centigrade; widely used as a solvent) 
               => tap water -- (water directly from the spigot) 
               => bath water -- (water used for a bath) 
               => dishwater -- (water in which dishes and cooking utensils are washed) 
               => distilled water -- (water that has been purified by distillation) 
               => holy water -- (water that has been blessed by a priest for use in symbolic purification) 
               => ground water, spring water, well water --
 (underground water that is held in the soil and in pervious rocks) 
               => hard water --
 (water that contains salts (as calcium and magnesium ions) that limit the formation of lather with soap) 
               => limewater -- (solution of calcium hydroxide in water used as an antacid) 
               => meltwater -- (melted snow or ice) 
               => seawater, saltwater, brine -- (water containing salts; "the water in the ocean is all saltwater") 
                   => red tide --
 (seawater that is discolored by large numbers of certain dinoflagellates that produce saxitoxin) 
               => fresh water -- (water that is not salty) 
                   => rain, rainwater -- (drops of fresh water that fall as precipitation from clouds) 
               => slush -- (partially melted snow) 
               => soft water --
 (water that is not hard (does not contain salts that interfere with the formation of lather with soap)) 
               => bilge, bilge water -- (water accumulated in the bilge of a ship) 
               => water of crystallization, water of crystallisation, water of hydration --
 (the water present in hydrated compounds) 
           => extravasation -- (an extravasated liquid (blood or lymph or urine); the product of extravasation) 
           => instillation -- (a liquid that is instilled drop by drop) 
           => liquid crystal -- (a liquid exhibiting properties of a crystal that are not shown by ordinary liquids) 
           => spill -- (liquid that is spilled; "clean up the spills") 
           => tuberculin --
 (a sterile liquid containing a purified protein derivative of the tuberculosis bacterium; used in the diagnosis
 of tuberculosis) 
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FLUID 
 
fluid -- (a substance that is fluid at room temperature and pressure) 
       => coolant --
 (a fluid agent (gas or liquid) that produces cooling; especially one used to cool a system by transfering heat
 away from one part to another; "he added more coolant to the car's radiator"; "the atomic reactor used a gas
 coolant"; "lathe operators use an emulsion of oil and water as a coolant for the cutting tool") 
       => filtrate -- (the product of filtration; a gas or liquid that has been passed through a filter) 
           => percolate -- (the product of percolation) 
LIQUID 
       => liquid -- (a substance that is liquid at room temperature and pressure) 
 
BEVERAGE, DRINK, DRINKABLE, PORTABLE 
           => beverage, drink, drinkable, potable --
 (any liquid suitable for drinking; "may I take your beverage order?") 
               => milk -- (a white nutritious liquid secreted by mammals and used as food by human beings) 
                   => pasteurized milk --
 (milk that has been exposed briefly to high temperatures to destroy microorganisms and prevent fermentati
on) 
                   => cows' milk -- (milk obtained from dairy cows) 
                   => yak's milk -- (the milk of a yak) 
                   => goats' milk -- (the milk of a goat) 
                   => acidophilus milk -- (milk fermented by bacteria; used to treat gastrointestinal disorders) 
                   => pasturized milk --
 (subjected to carefully controlled heating to destroy undesirable microorganisms) 
                   => raw milk -- (unpasteurized milk) 
                   => scalded milk -- (milk heated almost to boiling) 
                   => homogenized milk --
 (milk with the fat particles broken up and dispersed uniformly so the cream will not rise) 
                   => certified milk -- (from dairies regulated by an authorized medical milk commission) 
                   => powdered milk, dry milk, dried milk, milk powder -- (dehydrated milk) 
                       => nonfat dry milk -- (dehydrated skimmed milk) 
                   => evaporated milk -- (milk concentrated by evaporation) 
                   => condensed milk -- (sweetened evaporated milk) 
                   => skim milk, skimmed milk -- (milk from which the cream has been skimmed) 
                   => whole milk -- (milk from which no constituent (such as fat) has been removed) 
                   => low-fat milk -- (milk from which some of the cream has been removed) 
                   => buttermilk --
 (residue from making butter from sour raw milk; or pasteurized milk curdled by adding a culture) 
                   => chocolate milk -- (milk flavored with chocolate syrup) 
               => wish-wash -- (any thin watery drink) 
               => potion -- (a medicinal or magical or poisonous beverage) 
                   => elixir -- (a substance believed to cure all ills) 
                       => elixir of life --
 (a hypothetical substance believed to maintain life indefinitely; once sought by alchemists) 
                   => philter, philtre, love-potion, love-philter, love-philtre --
 (a drink credited with magical power; can make the one who takes it love the one who gave it) 
               => alcohol, alcoholic beverage, intoxicant, inebriant --
 (a liquor or brew containing alcohol as the active agent; "alcohol (or drink) ruined him") 
                   => proof spirit -- (a mixture containing half alcohol by volume at 60 degrees Fahrenheit) 
                   => home brew, homebrew -- (an alcoholic beverage (especially beer) made at home) 
                   => hooch, hootch -- (an illicitly distilled (and usually inferior) alcoholic liquor) 
                       => pruno --
 (a liquor concocted from a mixture of ingredients (such as prunes and raisins and milk and sugar) that can 
be fermented to produce alcohol; made by prison inmates) 
                   => kava, kavakava -- (an alcoholic drink made from the aromatic roots of the kava shrub) 
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                   => aperitif -- (taken before a meal as an appetizer) 
                   => brew, brewage -- (drink made by steeping and boiling and fermenting rather than distilling) 
                       => beer --
 (a general name for alcoholic beverages made by fermenting a cereal (or mixture of cereals) flavored with 
hops) 
                           => draft beer, draught beer -- (beer drawn from a keg) 
                           => suds -- (a dysphemism for beer (especially for lager that effervesces)) 
                           => lager, lager beer --
 (a general term for beer made with bottom fermenting yeast (usually by decoction mashing); originally it w
as brewed in March or April and matured until September) 
                               => Munich beer, Munchener --
 (a dark lager produced in Munich since the 10th century; has a distinctive taste of malt) 
                               => bock, bock beer --
 (a very strong lager traditionally brewed in the fall and aged through the winter for consumption in the spri
ng) 
                               => light beer -- (lager with reduced alcohol content) 
                               => Oktoberfest, Octoberfest --
 (a strong lager made originally in Germany for the Oktoberfest celebration; sweet and copper-colored) 
                               => Pilsner, Pilsener --
 (a pale lager with strong flavor of hops; first brewed in the Bohemian town of Pilsen) 
                               => malt, malt liquor --
 (a lager of high alcohol content; by law it is considered too alcoholic to be sold as lager or beer) 
                           => ale --
 (a general name for beer made with a top fermenting yeast; in some of the United States an ale is (by law) 
a brew of more than 4% alcohol by volume) 
                               => Weissbier, white beer, wheat beer --
 (a general name for beers made from wheat by top fermentation; usually very pale and cloudy and efferves
cent) 
                                   => Weizenbier -- (a general name in southern Germany for wheat beers) 
                                   => Weizenbock -- (a German wheat beer of bock strength) 
                               => bitter -- (English term for a dry sharp-
tasting ale with strong flavor of hops (usually on draft)) 
                               => Burton -- (a strong dark English ale) 
                               => pale ale --
 (an amber colored ale brewed with pale malts; similar to bitter but drier and lighter) 
                               => porter, porter's beer -- (a very dark sweet ale brewed from roasted unmalted barley) 
                               => stout -- (a strong very dark heavy-
bodied ale made from pale malt and roasted unmalted barley and (often) caramel malt with hops) 
                                   => Guinness -- (a kind of bitter stout) 
                       => kvass -- (fermented beverage resembling beer but made from rye or barley) 
                       => mead -- (made of fermented honey and water) 
                           => metheglin -- (spiced or medicated mead) 
                       => cassiri -- (a drink resembling beer; made from fermented cassava juice) 
                       => spruce beer --
 (a brew made by fermenting molasses and other sugars with the sap of spruce trees (sometimes with malt)) 
                   => sake, saki, rice beer --
 (Japanese alcoholic beverage made from fermented rice; usually served hot) 
                   => nipa -- (made from sap of the Australasian nipa palm) 
                   => wine, vino -- (fermented juice (of grapes especially)) 
                       => vintage -- (a season's yield of wine from a vineyard) 
                       => red wine -- (wine having a red color derived from skins of dark-colored grapes) 
                           => Beaujolais --
 (dry fruity light red wine drunk within a few months after it is made; from the Beaujolais district in  
southeastern France) 
                           => Medoc -- (red Bordeaux wine from the Medoc district of southwestern France) 
                           => Pinot noir -- (dry red California table wine made from purple Pinot grapes) 
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                           => claret, red Bordeaux -- (dry red Bordeaux or Bordeaux-like wine) 
                               => Saint Emilion -- (full-
bodied red wine from around the town of Saint Emilion in Bordeaux) 
                           => Chianti -- (dry red Italian table wine from the Chianti region of Tuscany) 
                           => Cabernet, Cabernet Sauvignon -- (superior Bordeaux type of red wine) 
                           => Merlot -- (dry red wine made from a grape grown widely in Bordeaux and California) 
                           => Rioja -- (dry red table wine from the Rioja region of northern Spain) 
                           => zinfandel -- (dry fruity red wine from California) 
                       => white wine --
 (pale yellowish wine made from white grapes or red grapes with skins removed before fermentation) 
                           => Canary wine -- (a sweet white wine from the Canary Islands) 
                           => Chablis, white Burgundy --
 (dry white table wine of Chablis, France or a wine resembling it) 
                           => Montrachet -- (a white Burgundy wine) 
                           => Chardonnay, Pinot Chardonnay --
 (dry white table wine resembling Chablis but made from Chardonnay grapes) 
                           => Pinot blanc -- (dry white California table wine made from white Pinot grapes) 
                           => Sauvignon blanc -- (a California wine) 
                           => Moselle --
 (German white wine from the Moselle valley or a similar wine made elsewhere) 
                           => Muscadet -- (dry white wine from the Loire Valley in France) 
                           => Rhine wine, Rhenish, hock --
 (any of several white wines from the Rhine River valley in Germany (`hock' is British usage)) 
                               => Riesling --
 (fragrant dry or sweet white wine from the Rhine valley or a similar wine from California) 
                               => liebfraumilch --
 (a sweetened Rhenish wine (especially one from Hesse in western Germany)) 
                           => sack --
 (any of various light dry strong white wine from Spain and Canary Islands (including sherry)) 
                           => Soave -- (dry white Italian wine from Verona) 
                           => Sauterne, Sauternes -- (semisweet golden-
colored table or dessert wine from around Bordeaux in France; similar wine from California) 
                           => Chenin blanc -- (made in California and the Loire valley in France) 
                           => Verdicchio -- (a dry white Italian wine made from Verdicchio grapes) 
                           => Vouvray -- (a dry white French wine (either still or sparkling) made in the Loire valley) 
                           => Yquem -- (a sweet white French wine) 
                       => blush wine, pink wine, rose, rose wine --
 (pinkish table wine from red grapes whose skins were removed after fermentation began) 
                       => altar wine, sacramental wine -- (used in a communion service) 
                       => sparkling wine -- (effervescent wine) 
                           => champagne, bubbly --
 (a white sparkling wine either produced in Champagne or resembling that produced there) 
                           => cold duck -- (pink sparkling wine originally from Germany) 
                       => Burgundy, Burgundy wine --
 (red table wine from the Burgundy region of France (or any similar wine made elsewhere)) 
                           => Beaujolais --
 (dry fruity light red wine drunk within a few months after it is made; from the Beaujolais district in  
southeastern France) 
                           => Chablis, white Burgundy --
 (dry white table wine of Chablis, France or a wine resembling it) 
                           => Montrachet -- (a white Burgundy wine) 
                       => Bordeaux, Bordeaux wine --
 (any of several red or white wines produced around Bordeaux, France or wines resembling them) 
                           => Medoc -- (red Bordeaux wine from the Medoc district of southwestern France) 
                           => claret, red Bordeaux -- (dry red Bordeaux or Bordeaux-like wine) 
                               => Saint Emilion -- (full-
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bodied red wine from around the town of Saint Emilion in Bordeaux) 
                       => California wine -- (any of various wines produced in California) 
                       => Cotes de Provence -- (a wine from southeastern France on the Mediterranean coast) 
                       => dessert wine -- (still sweet wine often served with dessert or after a meal) 
                           => straw wine -- (sweet wine from grapes partially sun-dried on the vine or on straw mats) 
                       => Dubonnet --
 ((trademark) a sweet aromatic French wine (red or white) used chiefly as an apertif) 
                       => jug wine -- (inexpensive wine sold in large bottles or jugs) 
                       => macon, maconnais -- (fine Burgundy wine usually white and dry) 
                       => plonk -- (a cheap wine of inferior quality) 
                       => retsina -- (Greek wine flavored with resin) 
                       => Rhone wine -- (any of various wines from the Rhone River valley in France) 
                       => table wine --
 (wine containing not more than 14 percent alcohol usually served with a meal) 
                           => vin ordinaire -- (cheap French table wine of unspecified origin) 
                       => Tokay -- (Hungarian wine made from Tokay grapes) 
                       => vermouth --
 (any of several white wines flavored with aromatic herbs; used as aperitifs or in mixed drinks) 
                           => sweet vermouth, Italian vermouth -- (sweet dark amber variety) 
                           => dry vermouth, French vermouth -- (dry pale amber variety) 
                       => fortified wine -- (wine to which alcohol (usually grape brandy) has been added) 
                           => Madeira -- (amber-colored dessert wine from Madeira) 
                               => malmsey -- (sweet Madeira wine) 
                           => port, port wine -- (sweet dark-red dessert wine originally from Portugal) 
                           => sherry --
 (dry to sweet amber wine from the Jerez region of southern Spain or similar wines produced elsewhere;  
usually drunk as an aperitif) 
                               => Manzanilla -- (very dry pale sherry from Spain) 
                               => Amontillado -- (pale medium-dry sherry from Spain) 
                           => Marsala -- (dark sweet or semisweet dessert wine from Sicily) 
                           => muscat, muscatel, muscadel, muscadelle -- (wine from muscat grapes) 
                       => mulled wine -- (wine heated with sugar and spices and often citrus fruit) 
                           => bishop -- (port wine mulled with oranges and cloves) 
                           => negus -- (wine and hot water with sugar and lemon juice and nutmeg) 
                   => liquor, spirits, booze, hard drink, hard liquor, John Barleycorn, strong drink --
 (distilled rather than fermented) 
                       => aqua vitae, ardent spirits -- (strong distilled liquor or brandy) 
                       => aquavit, akvavit -- (Scandinavian liquor usually flavored with caraway seeds) 
                       => arrack, arak --
 (any of various strong liquors distilled from the fermented sap of toddy palms or from fermented molasses) 
                       => bitters -- (alcoholic liquor flavored with bitter herbs and roots) 
                       => brandy -- (distilled from wine or fermented fruit juice) 
                           => eau de vie -- (strong coarse brandy) 
                           => applejack -- (distilled from hard cider) 
                           => Calvados -- (dry apple brandy made in Normandy) 
                           => Armagnac -- (dry brandy distilled in the Armagnac district of France) 
                           => Cognac -- (high quality grape brandy distilled in the Cognac district of France) 
                           => grappa -- (Italian brandy made from residue of grapes after pressing) 
                           => kirsch -- (from fermented juice of black morello cherries) 
                           => marc -- (made from residue of grapes or apples after pressing) 
                           => slivovitz -- (Hungarian plum brandy) 
                       => gin -- (strong liquor flavored with juniper berries) 
                           => bathtub gin -- (homemade gin especially that made illegally) 
                           => sloe gin -- (gin flavored with sloes (fruit of the blackthorn)) 
                           => geneva, Holland gin, Hollands -- (made in the Netherlands) 
                       => ouzo -- (anise-flavored Greek liquor) 
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                       => rum -- (distilled from fermented molasses) 
                           => grog -- (rum cut with water) 
                           => demerara, demerara rum -- (dark rum from Guyana) 
                           => Jamaica rum -- (heavy pungent rum from Jamaica) 
                       => schnapps, schnaps --
 (any of various strong liquors especially a Dutch spirit distilled from potatoes) 
                       => mescal --
 (a colorless Mexican liquor distilled from fermented juices of certain desert plants of the genus Agavaceae 
(especially the century plant)) 
                       => tequila -- (Mexican liquor made from fermented juices of an Agave plant) 
                       => vodka -- (unaged colorless liquor originating in Russia) 
                       => whiskey, whisky -- (a liquor made from fermented mash of grain) 
                           => blended whiskey, blended whisky --
 (mixture of two or more whiskeys or of a whiskey and neutral spirits) 
                           => bourbon --
 (whiskey distilled from a mash of corn and malt and rye and aged in charred oak barrels) 
                           => corn whiskey, corn whisky, corn --
 (whiskey distilled from a mash of not less than 80 percent corn) 
                               => moonshine, bootleg, corn liquor -- (whiskey illegally distilled from a corn mash) 
                           => Irish, Irish whiskey, Irish whisky -- (whiskey made in Ireland chiefly from barley) 
                               => poteen -- (unlawfully distilled Irish whiskey) 
                           => rye, rye whiskey, rye whisky -- (whiskey distilled from rye or rye and malt) 
                           => Scotch, Scotch whiskey, Scotch whisky, malt whiskey, malt whisky --
 (whiskey distilled in Scotland; especially whiskey made from malted barley in a pot still) 
                               => Drambuie -- (a sweet Scotch whisky liqueur) 
                           => sour mash, sour mash whiskey -- (any whiskey distilled from sour mash) 
                       => firewater -- (any strong spirits (such as strong whisky or rum)) 
                       => lacing -- (a small amount of liquor added to a food or beverage) 
                   => neutral spirits, ethyl alcohol --
 (nonflavored alcohol of 95 percent or 190 proof used for blending with straight whiskies and in making gin
 and liqueurs) 
                   => pulque --
 (fermented Mexican drink from juice of various agave plants especially the maguey) 
                   => liqueur, cordial -- (strong highly flavored sweet liquor usually drunk after a meal) 
                       => absinth, absinthe -- (strong green liqueur flavored with wormwood and anise) 
                       => anisette, anisette de Bordeaux -- (liquorice-
flavored usually colorless sweet liqueur made from aniseed) 
                       => benedictine -- (a French liqueur originally made by Benedictine monks) 
                       => Chartreuse --
 (aromatic green or yellow liqueur flavored with orange peel and hyssop and peppermint; made at  
monastery near Grenoble, France) 
                       => coffee liqueur -- (coffee-flavored liqueur) 
                           => Kahlua -- (coffee-flavored liqueur made in Mexico) 
                       => creme de cacao -- (sweet liqueur flavored with vanilla and cacao beans) 
                       => creme de menthe -- (sweet green or white mint-flavored liqueur) 
                       => creme de fraise -- (strawberry-flavored liqueur) 
                       => Drambuie -- (a sweet Scotch whisky liqueur) 
                       => Galliano -- (golden Italian liqueur flavored with herbs) 
                       => orange liqueur -- (liqueur flavored with orange) 
                           => curacao, curacoa -- (flavored with sour orange peel) 
                           => triple sec -- (type of curacao having higher alcoholic content) 
                           => Grand Marnier -- (an orange-flavored French liqueur) 
                       => kummel -- (liqueur flavored with caraway seed or cumin) 
                       => maraschino -- (distilled from fermented juice of bitter wild marasca cherries) 
                       => pastis -- (similar to absinthe but containing no wormwood) 
                       => Pernod -- (anise- and licorice-flavored liqueur) 
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                       => pousse-cafe --
 (small drink served after dinner (especially several liqueurs poured carefully so as to remain in separate  
layers)) 
                       => ratafia, ratafee --
 (sweet liqueur made from wine and brandy flavored with plum or peach or apricot kernels and bitter  
almonds) 
                       => sambuca -- (an Italian liqueur made with elderberries and flavored with licorice) 
                   => mixed drink -- (made of two or more ingredients) 
                       => cocktail -- (a short mixed drink) 
                           => Bloody Mary -- (a cocktail made with vodka and spicy tomato juice) 
                               => Virgin Mary, bloody shame -- (a Bloody Mary made without alcohol) 
                           => bullshot -- (a cocktail made with vodka and beef bouillon or consomme) 
                           => daiquiri, rum cocktail -- (a cocktail made with rum and lime or lemon juice) 
                               => strawberry daiquiri -- (daiquiri with crushed strawberries) 
                               => NADA daiquiri -- (a daiquiri made without alcohol) 
                           => gimlet -- (a cocktail made of gin or vodka and lime juice) 
                           => grasshopper --
 (a cocktail made of creme de menthe and cream (sometimes with creme de cacao)) 
                           => Harvey Wallbanger -- (a cocktail made of vodka or gin and orange juice and Galliano) 
                           => manhattan -- (a cocktail made with whiskey and sweet vermouth with a dash of bitters) 
                               => Rob Roy -- (a manhattan cocktail made with Scotch whiskey) 
                           => margarita -- (a cocktail made of tequila and triple sec with lime and lemon juice) 
                           => martini -- (a cocktail made of gin (or vodka) with dry vermouth) 
                               => vodka martini -- (martini made with vodka rather than gin) 
                           => gin and it -- (a cocktail made of gin and sweet vermouth) 
                           => old fashioned -- (a cocktail made of whiskey and bitters and sugar with fruit slices) 
                           => pink lady --
 (a cocktail made of gin and brandy with lemon juice and grenadine shaken with an egg white and ice) 
                           => Sazerac --
 (a cocktail made with bourbon with bitters and Pernod and sugar served with lemon peel) 
                           => screwdriver -- (a cocktail made with vodka and orange juice) 
                           => sidecar -- (a cocktail made of orange liqueur with lemon juice and brandy) 
                           => sour --
 (a cocktail made of a liquor (especially whiskey or gin) mixed with lemon or lime juice and sugar) 
                               => whiskey sour, whisky sour -- (a sour made with whiskey) 
                           => stinger -- (a cocktail made of made of creme de menthe and brandy) 
                           => planter's punch --
 (a cocktail made of rum and lime or lemon juice with sugar and sometimes bitters) 
                       => Dom Pedro -- (South African mixed drink made by mixing ice cream with whisky) 
                       => highball --
 (a mixed drink made of alcoholic liquor mixed with water or a carbonated beverage and served in a tall  
glass) 
                           => cobbler -- (tall sweetened iced drink of wine or liquor with fruit) 
                           => collins, Tom Collins -- (tall iced drink of liquor (usually gin) with fruit juice) 
                           => gin and tonic -- (gin and quinine water) 
                           => julep, mint julep -- (bourbon and sugar and mint over crushed ice) 
                           => Scotch and soda -- (a highball with Scotch malt whiskey and club soda) 
                           => sling -- (a highball with liquor and water with sugar and lemon or lime juice) 
                               => gin sling -- (a sling made with gin) 
                               => rum sling -- (a sling made with rum) 
                           => zombie, zombi -- (several kinds of rum with fruit juice and usually apricot liqueur) 
                       => spritzer -- (a mixed drink made of wine mixed with a sparkling water) 
                       => flip -- (hot or cold alcoholic mixed drink containing a beaten egg) 
                       => swizzle --
 (any of various tall frothy mixed drinks made usually of rum and lime juice and sugar shaken with ice) 
                       => hot toddy, toddy --
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 (a mixed drink made of liquor and water with sugar and spices and served hot) 
                           => Tom and Jerry -- (hot rum toddy with a beaten egg) 
                       => mimosa -- (a mixed drink containing champagne and orange juice) 
                       => pina colada -- (a mixed drink made of pineapple juice and coconut cream and rum) 
                       => punch --
 (an iced mixed drink usually containing alcohol and prepared for multiple servings; normally served in a  
punch bowl) 
                           => fruit punch --
 (a punch made of fruit juices mixed with water or soda water (with or without alcohol)) 
                           => milk punch -- (a punch made of spirits and milk and sugar and spices) 
                           => cup -- (a punch served in a pitcher instead of a punch bowl) 
                               => champagne cup -- (a punch containing a sparkling wine) 
                               => claret cup --
 (a punch made of claret and brandy with lemon juice and sugar and sometimes sherry or curacao and fresh 
fruit) 
                           => wassail --
 (a punch made of sweetened ale or wine heated with spices and roasted apples; especially at Christmas) 
                           => fish house punch --
 (a punch made of rum and brandy and water or tea sweetened with sugar syrup) 
                           => May wine --
 (a punch made of moselle and sugar and sparkling water or champagne flavored with sweet woodruff) 
                           => eggnog --
 (a punch made of sweetened milk or cream mixed with eggs and usually alcoholic liquor) 
                           => glogg --
 (Scandinavian punch made of claret and aquavit with spices and raisins and orange peel and sugar) 
                       => rickey -- (a mixed drink made of sweetened lime juice and soda water usually with liquor) 
                           => gin rickey -- (a rickey made with gin) 
                   => hard cider --
 (alcoholic drink from fermented cider; `cider' and `cyder' are European (especially British) usages for the  
fermented beverage) 
                   => perry --
 (a fermented and often effervescent beverage made from juice of pears; similar in taste to hard cider) 
                   => rotgut -- (any alcoholic beverage of inferior quality) 
                   => koumiss, kumis --
 (an alcoholic beverage made from fermented mare's milk; made originally by nomads of central Asia) 
               => hydromel -- (honey diluted in water; becomes mead when fermented) 
               => near beer -- (drink that resembles beer but with less than 1/2 percent alcohol) 
               => ginger beer -- (carbonated slightly alcoholic drink flavored with fermented ginger) 
               => mixer -- (club soda or fruit juice used to mix with alcohol) 
               => cooler -- (an iced drink especially white wine and fruit juice) 
               => refresher -- (a drink that refreshes; "he stopped at the bar for a quick refresher") 
               => smoothie --
 (a thick smooth drink consisting of fresh fruit pureed with ice cream or yoghurt or milk) 
               => fizz -- (an effervescent beverage (usually alcoholic)) 
               => cider, cyder -- (a beverage made from juice pressed from apples) 
                   => hard cider --
 (alcoholic drink from fermented cider; `cider' and `cyder' are European (especially British) usages for the  
fermented beverage) 
                   => scrumpy -- (strong cider (as made in western England)) 
                   => sweet cider -- (unfermented cider) 
                       => mulled cider -- (sweet cider heated with spices and citrus fruit) 
               => cocoa, chocolate, hot chocolate, drinking chocolate --
 (a beverage made from cocoa powder and milk and sugar; usually drunk hot) 
               => fruit juice, fruit crush -- (drink produced by squeezing or crushing fruit) 
                   => nectar -- (fruit juice especially when undiluted) 
                   => apple juice -- (the juice of apples) 
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                   => cranberry juice -- (the juice of cranberries (always diluted and sweetened)) 
                   => grape juice -- (the juice of grapes) 
                       => must -- (grape juice before or during fermentation) 
                   => grapefruit juice -- (the juice of grapefruits) 
                   => orange juice -- (bottled or fresh-squeezed juice of oranges) 
                       => frozen orange juice, orange-juice concentrate --
 (orange juice that has been concentrated and frozen) 
                   => pineapple juice -- (the juice of pineapples (usually bottled or canned)) 
               => fruit drink, ade -- (a sweetened beverage of diluted fruit juice) 
                   => lemonade -- (sweetened beverage of diluted lemon juice) 
                   => limeade -- (sweetened beverage of lime juice and water) 
                   => orangeade -- (sweetened beverage of diluted orange juice) 
               => mate -- (South American tea-
like drink made from leaves of a South American holly called mate) 
               => soft drink -- (nonalcoholic beverage (usually carbonated)) 
                   => pop, soda, soda pop, soda water, tonic --
 (a sweet drink containing carbonated water and flavoring; "in New England they call sodas tonics") 
                   => birch beer -- (carbonated drink containing an extract from bark of birch trees) 
                   => bitter lemon -- (tart lemon-flavored carbonated drink) 
                   => cola, dope --
 (carbonated drink flavored with extract from Kola nuts (`dope' is a southernism in the United States)) 
                       => Coca Cola, Coke -- (Coca Cola is a trademarked cola) 
                       => Pepsi, Pepsi Cola -- (Pepsi Cola is a trademarked cola) 
                   => cream soda -- (sweet carbonated drink flavored with vanilla) 
                   => egg cream -- (made of milk and flavored syrup with soda water) 
                   => ginger ale, ginger pop -- (ginger-flavored carbonated drink) 
                   => orange soda -- (orange-flavored carbonated drink) 
                   => phosphate -- (carbonated drink with fruit syrup and a little phosphoric acid) 
                   => root beer -- (carbonated drink containing extracts of roots and herbs) 
                   => sarsaparilla --
 (carbonated drink flavored with an extract from sarsaparilla root or with birch oil and sassafras) 
                   => tonic, tonic water, quinine water -- (lime- or lemon-
flavored carbonated water containing quinine) 
               => coffee, java --
 (a beverage consisting of an infusion of ground coffee beans; "he ordered a cup of coffee") 
                   => coffee substitute -- (a drink resembling coffee that is sometimes substituted for it) 
                       => chicory, chicory root --
 (root of the chicory plant roasted and ground to substitute for or adulterate coffee) 
                       => Postum --
 (trade mark for a coffee substitute invented by C. W. Post and made with chicory and roasted grains) 
                   => Irish coffee -- (sweetened coffee with Irish whiskey and whipped cream) 
                   => cafe au lait -- (equal parts of coffee and hot milk) 
                   => cafe noir, demitasse -- (small cup of strong black coffee without milk or cream) 
                   => decaffeinated coffee, decaf -- (coffee with the caffeine removed) 
                   => drip coffee --
 (coffee made by passing boiling water through a perforated container packed with finely ground coffee) 
                   => espresso --
 (strong black coffee brewed by forcing hot water under pressure through finely ground coffee beans) 
                       => caffe latte, latte -- (strong espresso coffee with a topping of frothed steamed milk) 
                   => capuccino, capuccino coffee, coffee capuccino --
 (equal parts of espresso and hot milk topped with cinnamon and nutmeg and usually whipped cream) 
                   => iced coffee, ice coffee -- (strong sweetened coffee served over ice with cream) 
                   => mocha -- (superior dark coffee made from beans from Arabia) 
                   => Turkish coffee -- (drink made from pulverized coffee beans; usually sweetened) 
                   => cafe royale, coffee royal -- (black coffee with cognac and lemon peel and sugar) 
               => tea -- (a beverage made by steeping tea leaves in water; "iced tea is a cooling drink") 
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                   => cambric tea --
 (a beverage for children containing hot water and milk and sugar and a small amount of tea) 
                   => cuppa, cupper -- (a cup of tea) 
                   => herb tea, herbal tea -- (tea-like drink made of leaves of various herbs) 
                       => tisane -- (infusion of e.g. dried or fresh flowers or leaves) 
                           => camomile tea -- (tea-like drink made from camomile leaves and flowers) 
                   => ice tea, iced tea -- (strong tea served over ice) 
               => drinking water -- (water suitable for drinking) 
                   => bottled water --
 (drinking water (often spring water) that is put into bottles and offered for sale) 
                   => sugar water -- (water sweetened with sugar) 
                   => ice water -- (water served ice-cold or with ice) 
                   => soda water, carbonated water, club soda, seltzer, sparkling water --
 (effervescent beverage artificially charged with carbon dioxide) 
                   => mineral water --
 (water naturally or artificially impregnated with mineral salts or gasses; often effervescent; often used ther
apeutically) 
                       => seltzer -- (naturally effervescent mineral water) 
                       => Vichy water --
 (sparkling mineral water from springs at Vichy, France or water similar to it) 
                       => lithia water -- (mineral water containing lithium salts) 
           => supernatant -- (a liquid lying above a sediment (floating on the surface)) 
           => alcohol --
 (any of a series of volatile hydroxyl compounds that are made from hydrocarbons by distillation) 
               => methanol, methyl alcohol, wood alcohol, wood spirit --
 (a light volatile flammable poisonous liquid alcohol; used as an antifreeze and solvent and fuel and as a de
naturant for ethyl alcohol) 
               => ethyl alcohol, ethanol, fermentation alcohol, grain alcohol --
 (the intoxicating agent in fermented and distilled liquors; used pure or denatured as a solvent or in  
medicines and colognes and cleaning solutions and rocket fuel; proposed as a renewable clean-
burning additive to gasoline) 
                   => spirits of wine -- (rectified ethyl alcohol) 
                   => absolute alcohol -- (pure ethyl alcohol (containing no more than 1% water)) 
                   => denatured alcohol --
 (ethyl alcohol that is unfit for drinking but is still useful for other purposes) 
                       => methylated spirit --
 (ethyl alcohol denatured with methyl alcohol to prevent its use as an alcoholic beverage) 
                           => surgical spirit --
 (methylated spirit used in the practice of medicine (especially for cleansing the skin before injections or be
fore surgery)) 
               => isopropyl alcohol, isopropanol -- (alcohol used as antifreeze or a solvent) 
               => allyl alcohol, propenyl alcohol --
 (an unsaturated primary alcohol present in wood spirit; use to make resins and plasticizers and pharmaceuti
cals) 
               => amyl alcohol --
 (a mixture of 2 or more isomeric alcohols; used as a solvent and in organic synthesis) 
               => butyl alcohol, butanol -- (a flammable alcohol derived from butanes and used for solvents) 
               => cyclohexanol -- (a colorless oily alcohol that smells like camphor) 
               => diol, glycol, dihydric alcohol --
 (any of a class of alcohols having 2 hydroxyl groups in each molecule) 
               => glycerol, glycerin, glycerine --
 (a sweet syrupy trihydroxy alcohol obtained by saponification of fats and oils) 
               => lauryl alcohol, 1-dodecanol --
 (a colorless insoluble solid alcohol used to make detergents and pharmaceuticals) 
               => propanol, propyl alcohol --
 (a clear colorless volatile liquid (alcohol) used as a solvent and antiseptic) 
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               => sterol, steroid alcohol --
 (any of a group of natural steroid alcohols derived from plants or animals; they are waxy insoluble substan
ces) 
                   => cholesterol, cholesterin --
 (an animal sterol that is normally synthesized by the liver; the most abundant steroid in animal tissues) 
                       => HDL cholesterol -- (the cholesterol in high-
density lipoproteins; the `good' cholesterol; a high level in the blood is thought to lower the risk of coronary
 artery disease) 
                       => LDL cholesterol -- (the cholesterol in low-
density lipoproteins; the `bad' cholesterol; a high level in the blood is thought to be related to various patho
genic conditions) 
                           => oxidized LDL cholesterol --
 (LDL cholesterol that has been bombarded by free radicals; it is thought to cause atherosclerosis) 
                   => ergosterol -- (a plant sterol that is converted into vitamin D by ultraviolet radiation) 
           => ammonia water, ammonia, ammonium hydroxide -- (a water solution of ammonia) 
           => antifreeze -- (a liquid added to the water in a cooling system to lower its freezing point) 
               => ethylene glycol, glycol, ethanediol --
 (a sweet but poisonous syrupy liquid used as an antifreeze and solvent) 
               => propylene glycol, propanediol --
 (a sweet colorless, viscous, hygroscopic liquid used as an antifreeze and in brake fluid and also as a  
humectant in cosmetics and personal care items although it can be absorbed through the skin with harmful e
ffects) 
           => distillate, distillation --
 (a purified liquid produced by condensation from a vapor during distilling; the product of distilling) 
           => pyroligneous acid, wood vinegar -- (a red-
brown liquid formed in distillation of wood which contains acetic acid, methanol, acetone, wood oils, and 
 tars) 
           => medium -- (a liquid with which pigment is mixed by a painter) 
               => megilp, megalp -- (a medium for oil-
paints; linseed oil mixed with mastic varnish or turpentine) 
           => ink -- (a liquid used for printing or writing or drawing) 
               => indelible ink -- (ink that cannot be erased or washed away) 
                   => marking ink -- (an indelible ink for marking clothes or linens etc.) 
               => India ink, drawing ink -- (a black liquid ink used for printing or writing or drawing) 
               => magnetic ink --
 (an ink that contains particles of a magnetic substance whose presence can be detected by magnetic sensors
) 
               => printer's ink, printing ink -- (a semi-solid quick drying ink made especially for use in printing) 
               => writing ink -- (any permanent or washable ink used with pens) 
           => liquor --
 (a liquid substance that is a solution (or emulsion or suspension) used or obtained in an industrial process; 
"waste liquors") 
           => sheep dip -- (a liquid mixture containing pesticides in which sheep are dipped to kill parasites) 
           => snake oil --
 ((medicine) any of various liquids sold as medicine (as by a travelling medicine show) but medically worth
less) 
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SOLID 
 

solid -- (a substance that is solid at room temperature and pressure) 
 

FOOD, SOLID FOOD 
       => food --
 (any solid substance (as opposed to liquid) that is used as a source of nourishment; "food and drink") 
           => leftovers -- (food remaining from a previous meal; "he had leftovers for dinner last night") 
           => fresh food, fresh foods --
 (food that is not preserved by canning or dehydration or freezing or smoking) 
           => convenience food --
 (any packaged dish or food that can be prepared quickly and easily as by thawing or heating) 
               => TV dinner -- (a meal that is prepared in advance and frozen; can be heated and served) 
               => ready-mix -- (a commercial preparation containing most of the ingredients for a dish) 
                   => brownie mix -- (a commercial mix for making brownies) 
                   => cake mix -- (a commercial mix for making a cake) 
                   => lemonade mix -- (a mix commercial mix for making lemonade) 
               => delicatessen, delicatessen food -- (ready-to-eat food products) 
               => takeout, takeout food, takeaway --
 (prepared food that is intended to be eaten off of the premises; "in England they call takeout food  
`takeaway'") 
           => chocolate -- (a food made from roasted ground cacao beans) 
               => bitter chocolate, baking chocolate, cooking chocolate --
 (pure unsweetened chocolate used in baking and icings and sauces and candy) 
               => chocolate candy -- (candy made with chocolate) 
                   => choc -- (colloquial British abbreviation; "a box of chocs") 
                   => chocolate bar -- (a bar of chocolate candy) 
                       => Hershey bar -- (a bar of milk chocolate made by the Hershey company) 
                   => jimmies, sprinkles -- (bits of sweet chocolate used as a topping on e.g. ice cream) 
                   => nonpareil -- (a flat disk of chocolate covered with beads of colored sugar) 
                   => chocolate kiss -- (conical bite-sized piece of chocolate) 
               => chocolate liquor --
 (the liquid or paste that is produced when cocoa beans are roasted and ground; the basis of all chocolate) 
               => cocoa butter --
 (the vegetable fat from the cacao that is extracted from chocolate liquor; the basis for white chocolate) 
               => cocoa powder --
 (the powdery remains of chocolate liquor after cocoa butter is removed; used in baking and in low fat and  
low calorie recipes and as a flavoring for ice cream) 
                   => Dutch-processed cocoa --
 (cocoa powder treated with a mild alkalizing agent (such as baking soda)) 
               => bittersweet chocolate, semi-sweet chocolate, dark chocolate --
 (chocolate liquor with cocoa butter and small amounts of sugar and vanilla; lecithin in usually added) 
               => couverture -- (chocolate that contains at least 32 percent cocoa butter) 
               => milk chocolate --
 (chocolate made from chocolate liquor with sugar and cocoa butter and powdered milk solids and vanilla a
nd (usually) lecithin; the most common form of chocolate for eating; used in chocolate candy and baking an
d coatings) 
               => white chocolate --
 (a blend of cocoa butter and milk solids and sugar and vanilla; used in candy bars and backing and coating
s; not technically chocolate because it contains no chocolate liquor) 
BAKED GOODS 
           => baked goods -- (foods (like breads and cakes and pastries) that are cooked in an oven) 
               => pastry -- (any of various baked foods made of dough or batter) 
                   => pie crust, pie shell -- (pastry used to hold pie fillings) 
                   => dowdy, pandowdy -- (deep-dish apple dessert covered with a rich crust) 
                   => frangipane -- (pastry with a creamy almond-flavored filling) 
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                   => tart -- (pastry cup with a filling of fruit or custard and no top crust) 
                       => apple tart -- (a tart filled with sliced apples and sugar) 
                   => turnover -- (made by folding a piece of pastry over a filling) 
                       => apple turnover -- (turnover with an apple filling) 
                       => samosa --
 (small turnover of Indian origin filled with vegetables or meat and fried and served hot) 
                       => pirogi, piroshki, pirozhki -- (small fruit or meat turnover baked or fried) 
                   => timbale, timbale case -- (small pastry shell for creamy mixtures of minced foods) 
                   => pie -- (dish baked in pastry-lined pan often with a pastry top) 
                       => tart -- (a small open pie with a fruit filling) 
                           => quiche --
 (a tart filled with rich unsweetened custard; often contains other ingredients (as cheese or ham or seafood  
or vegetables)) 
                               => quiche Lorraine -- (quiche made with cheese and bacon) 
                           => apple tart -- (a small open pie filled with sliced apples and sugar) 
                           => lobster tart -- (a pastry shell filled with cooked lobster) 
                           => tartlet -- (small tart usually used as a canape) 
                       => deep-dish pie, cobbler --
 (made of fruit with rich biscuit dough usually only on top of the fruit) 
                       => shoofly pie -- (open pie filled with a mixture of sweet crumbs and molasses) 
                       => mince pie -- (pie containing mincemeat) 
                       => apple pie -- (pie (with a top crust) containing sliced apples and sugar) 
                       => lemon meringue pie -- (pie containing lemon custard and topped with meringue) 
                       => blueberry pie -- (pie containing blueberries and sugar) 
                       => rhubarb pie -- (pie containing diced rhubarb and much sugar) 
                       => pecan pie -- (pie made of pecans and sugar and corn syrup and butter and eggs) 
                       => pumpkin pie -- (pie made of mashed pumpkin and milk and eggs and sugar) 
                       => squash pie -- (similar to pumpkin pie but made with winter squash instead of pumpkin) 
                       => patty -- (small pie or pasty) 
                       => meat pie --
 (pie made with meat or fowl enclosed in pastry or covered with pastry or biscuit dough) 
                           => pasty -- (small meat pie or turnover) 
                               => Cornish pasty -- (meat pie with filling of meat and vegetables) 
                               => pork pie -- (small pie filled with minced seasoned pork) 
                           => shepherd's pie -- (pie of hash covered with mashed potatoes and browned in the oven) 
                           => steak and kidney pie --
 (steak with sauteed kidneys and onions cooked in wine and stock then covered with pastry and baked) 
                           => kidney pie -- (like steak and kidney pie but without steak) 
                   => French pastry -- (sweet filled pastry made of especially puff paste) 
                       => napoleon --
 (a rectangular piece of pastry with thin flaky layers and filled with custard cream) 
                   => patty shell, bouchee -- (shell of puff paste) 
                   => sausage roll -- (sausage meat rolled and baked in pastry) 
                   => toad-in-the-hole -- (sausage baked in batter) 
                   => vol-au-vent -- (puff paste shell filled with a savory meat mixture usually with a sauce) 
                   => strudel -- (thin sheet of filled dough rolled and baked) 
                   => baklava --
 (rich Middle Eastern cake made of thin layers of flaky pastry filled with nuts and honey) 
                   => puff -- (a light inflated pastry or puff shell) 
                       => cream puff, chou -- (puff filled with cream or custard) 
                           => eclair -- (oblong cream puff) 
                               => chocolate eclair -- (eclair topped with chocolate) 
                   => rugulah, rugelach, ruggelach --
 (pastry made with a cream cheese dough and different fillings (as raisins and walnuts and cinnamon or  
chocolate and walnut and apricot preserves)) 
               => cake -- (made from or based on a mixture of flour and sugar and eggs) 
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                   => applesauce cake -- (moist spicy cake containing applesauce) 
                   => baba -- (a small cake leavened with yeast) 
                       => baba au rhum, rum baba -- (a baba soaked in rum) 
                   => birthday cake -- (decorated cake served at a birthday party) 
                   => cheesecake --
 (made with sweetened cream cheese and eggs and cream baked in a crumb crust) 
                   => chiffon cake -- (very light cake) 
                   => chocolate cake -- (cake containing chocolate) 
                       => devil's food, devil's food cake -- (very dark chocolate cake) 
                   => coconut cake -- (cake containing shredded coconut in batter and frosting) 
                   => coffeecake, coffee cake -- (a cake or sweet bread usually served with coffee) 
                       => babka -- (a coffee cake flavored with orange rind and raisins and almonds) 
                       => coffee ring -- (ring-shaped coffeecake with fruits or nuts and often iced) 
                   => crumb cake -- (cake or coffeecake topped with a mixture of sugar and butter and flour) 
                   => cupcake -- (small cake baked in a muffin tin) 
                   => Eccles cake -- (a flat round cake of sweetened pastry filled with dried fruit) 
                   => fruitcake -- (a rich cake containing dried fruit and nuts and citrus peel and so on) 
                       => Christmas cake --
 (a rich fruitcake (usually covered with icing and marzipan) and eaten at Christmas) 
                       => simnel -- (a fruitcake (sometimes covered with almond paste) eaten at mid-
Lent or Easter or Christmas) 
                   => gateau -- (any of various rich and elaborate cakes) 
                   => sponge cake -- (a light porous cake made with eggs and flour and sugar without shortening) 
                       => angel cake, angel food cake -- (a light sponge cake made without egg yolks) 
                       => jellyroll, Swiss roll --
 (thin sheet of sponge cake spread with jelly and then rolled up to make a cylindrical cake) 
                       => Madeira cake, Madeira sponge --
 (a rich sponge cake with close texture; intended to be eaten with a glass of Madeira wine) 
                   => wedding cake, bridecake --
 (a rich cake with two or more tiers and covered with frosting and decorations; served at a wedding  
reception) 
                   => white cake -- (cake made without egg yolks) 
                   => spice cake -- (cake flavored with spices) 
                   => gingerbread -- (cake flavored with ginger) 
                   => pound cake -- (rich loaf cake made of a pound each of butter and sugar and flour) 
                   => layer cake --
 (cake having layers held together by a sweet filling and usually covered with frosting) 
                   => torte -- (rich cake usually covered with cream and fruit or nuts; originated in Austria) 
                   => petit four -- (small (individual) frosted and ornamented cake) 
                   => prune cake -- (moist cake containing prunes that have been made into a puree) 
                   => jumble, jumbal -- (small flat ring-shaped cake or cookie) 
                   => savarin -- (a sponge cake baked in a ring mold) 
                   => Boston cream pie -- (layer cake filled with custard) 
                   => upside-down cake, skillet cake --
 (batter baked atop a layer of sweetened fruit then turned upside down so fruit is on top) 
                   => honey cake -- (a spicy cake partially sweetened with honey) 
                   => marble cake -- (made of light and dark batter very lightly blended) 
                   => genoise -- (rich and delicate Italian sponge cake) 
                   => seedcake, seed cake -- (a sweet cake flavored with sesame or caraway seeds and lemon) 
                   => teacake -- (any of various small cakes or cookies often served with tea) 
                       => Sally Lunn -- (a flat round slightly sweet teacake usually served hot) 
                   => cookie, cooky, biscuit -- (any of various small flat sweet cakes (`biscuit' is the British term)) 
                       => teacake, tea biscuit -- (flat semisweet cookie or biscuit usually served with tea) 
                       => dog biscuit -- (a hard biscuit for dogs) 
                       => butter cookie -- (cookie containing much butter) 
                           => shortbread, shortbread cookie -- (very rich thick butter cookie) 
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                       => spice cookie -- (cookie flavored with spices) 
                       => almond cookie, almond crescent --
 (very rich cookie containing ground almonds; usually crescent-shaped) 
                       => brownie -- (square or bar of very rich chocolate cake usually with nuts) 
                       => gingersnap, ginger snap, snap, ginger nut -- (a crisp round cookie flavored with ginger) 
                           => brandysnap -- (a gingersnap flavored with brandy) 
                       => macaroon -- (chewy drop cookie usually containing almond paste) 
                           => ratafia, ratafia biscuit -- (macaroon flavored with ratafia liqueur) 
                           => coconut macaroon -- (macaroon containing coconut) 
                       => kiss -- (a cookie made of egg whites and sugar) 
                       => ladyfinger -- (small finger-shaped sponge cake) 
                       => anise cookie -- (drop cookie made without butter and flavored with anise seed) 
                       => molasses cookie -- (very spicy drop cookies sweetened partially with molasses) 
                       => oreo, oreo cookie -- (chocolate cookie with white cream filling) 
                       => raisin-nut cookie -- (cookie filled with a paste of raisins and nuts) 
                       => refrigerator cookie --
 (dough formed into a roll and chilled in the refrigerator then sliced and baked) 
                       => raisin cookie -- (cookie containing raisins) 
                       => fruit bar --
 (cookies containing chopped fruits either mixed in the dough or spread between layers of dough then  
baked and cut in bars) 
                           => apricot bar -- (fruit bar containing apricot jam) 
                           => date bar -- (fruit bar containing chopped dates) 
                       => sugar cookie -- (drop cookies sprinkled with granulated sugar) 
                       => oatmeal cookie -- (cookies containing rolled oats) 
                       => chocolate chip cookie, Toll House cookie -- (cookies containing chocolate chips) 
                       => fortune cookie -- (thin folded wafer containing a maxim on a slip of paper) 
                       => gingerbread man -- (gingerbread cut in the shape of a person) 
                       => wafer -- (a small thin crisp cake or cookie) 
                       => granola bar -- (cookie bar made of granola) 
                   => friedcake -- (small cake in the form of a ring or twist or ball or strip fried in deep fat) 
                       => doughboy -- (a rounded lump of dough that is deep-
fried and served as hot bread; "the doughboy was a predecessor of the doughnut") 
                       => doughnut, donut, sinker -- (a small ring-shaped friedcake) 
                           => raised doughnut -- (a doughnut made light with yeast rather than baking powder) 
                               => Berlin doughnut, bismark, jelly doughnut --
 (a raised doughnut filled with jelly or jam) 
                               => fastnacht -- (doughnut traditionally eaten on Shrove Tuesday) 
                       => cruller, twister --
 (small friedcake formed into twisted strips and fried; richer than doughnuts) 
                       => French fritter, biegnet --
 (very rich drop friedcake dusted with confectioners' sugar and served with lemon sauce or preserves) 
                       => fritter -- (small quantity of fried batter containing fruit or meat or vegetables) 
                           => apple fritter -- (fritter containing sliced apple) 
                           => corn fritter -- (fritter containing corn or corn kernels) 
                   => pancake, battercake, flannel cake, flannel-
cake, flapcake, flapjack, griddlecake, hotcake, hot cake --
 (a flat cake of thin batter fried on both sides on a griddle) 
                       => buckwheat cake -- (a pancake made with buckwheat flour) 
                       => buttermilk pancake -- (a pancake made with buttermilk) 
                       => blini, bliny --
 (Russian pancake of buckwheat flour and yeast; usually served with caviar and sour cream) 
                       => blintz, blintze -- ((Judaism) thin pancake folded around a filling and fried or baked) 
                       => crape, crepe, French pancake -- (small very thin pancake) 
                           => crepe Suzette -- (crepes flamed in a sweet orange-and-lemon flavored liqueur sauce) 
                       => pfannkuchen, german pancake -- (puffy mildly sweet lemon-
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flavored egg mixture sprinkled with confectioners' sugar and served with jam or a wine or fruit sauce) 
                       => potato pancake, latke -- (made of grated potato and egg with a little flour) 
                       => tortilla -- (thin unleavened pancake made from cornmeal or wheat flour) 
                           => tostada -- (a crisp flat tortilla) 
                   => waffle -- (pancake batter baked in a waffle iron) 
                       => Belgian waffle -- (thick sweet waffle often eaten with ice cream or fruit sauce) 
                   => rock cake -- (a small cake with a hard surface said to resemble a rock) 
                   => Victoria sandwich, Victoria sponge --
 (a cake consisting of two layers of sponge cake with a jelly filling in between) 
               => bread, breadstuff, staff of life --
 (food made from dough of flour or meal and usually raised with yeast or baking powder and then baked) 
                   => anadama bread -- (a yeast-raised bread made of white flour and cornmeal and molasses) 
                   => bap -- (a small loaf or roll of soft bread) 
                   => barmbrack -- (a rich currant cake or bun) 
                   => breadstick, bread-stick -- (a crisp stick-shaped roll; often served with soup) 
                       => grissino -- (a long slender crusty breadstick) 
                   => brown bread, Boston brown bread --
 (dark steamed bread made of cornmeal wheat and flour with molasses and soda and milk or water) 
                   => bun, roll -- (small rounded bread either plain or sweet) 
                       => tea bread -- (sweetened buns to be eaten with tea) 
                       => frankfurter bun, hotdog bun -- (a long bun shaped to hold a frankfurter) 
                       => hamburger bun, hamburger roll -- (a round bun shaped to hold a hamburger patty) 
                       => brioche -- (a light roll rich with eggs and butter and somewhat sweet) 
                       => crescent roll, croissant -- (very rich flaky crescent-shaped roll) 
                       => hard roll, Vienna roll -- (yeast-raised roll with a hard crust) 
                       => soft roll -- (yeast-raised roll with a soft crust) 
                       => kaiser roll -- (rounded raised poppy-
seed roll made of a square piece of dough by folding the corners in to the center) 
                       => Parker House roll -- (yeast-
raised dinner roll made by folding a disk of dough before baking) 
                       => clover-leaf roll -- (yeast-
raised dinner roll made by baking three small balls of dough in each cup of a muffin pan) 
                       => onion roll -- (yeast-raised roll flavored with onion) 
                           => bialy, bialystoker -- (flat crusty-bottomed onion roll) 
                       => sweet roll, coffee roll -- (any of numerous yeast-
raised sweet rolls with our without raisins or nuts or spices or a glaze) 
                           => cross bun, hot cross bun --
 (moderately sweet raised roll containing spices and raisins and citron and decorated with a cross-
shaped sugar glaze) 
                           => bear claw, bear paw -- (almond-flavored yeast-
raised pastry shaped in an irregular semicircle resembling a bear's claw) 
                           => cinnamon roll, cinnamon bun, cinnamon snail --
 (rolled dough spread with cinnamon and sugar (and raisins) then sliced before baking) 
                           => honey bun, sticky bun, caramel bun, schnecken --
 (rolled dough spread with sugar and nuts then sliced and baked in muffin tins with honey or sugar and  
butter in the bottom) 
                           => pinwheel roll -- (pinwheel-
shaped rolls spread with cinnamon and sugar and filled with e.g. jam before baking) 
                           => Danish, Danish pastry -- (light sweet yeast-
raised roll usually filled with fruits or cheese) 
                       => bagel, beigel -- ((Yiddish) glazed yeast-raised doughnut-shaped roll with hard crust) 
                           => onion bagel -- (bagel flavored with onion) 
                   => caraway seed bread -- (bread containing caraway seeds) 
                   => challah, hallah --
 ((Judaism) a loaf of white bread containing eggs and leavened with yeast; often formed into braided loaves
 and glazed with eggs before baking) 
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                   => cinnamon bread -- (bread flavored with cinnamon often containing raisins) 
                   => cracked-wheat bread -- (bread made with cracked wheat that has been ground fine) 
                   => cracker --
 (a thin crisp wafer made or flour and water with or without leavening and shortening; unsweetened or semi
sweet) 
                       => saltine -- (a cracker sprinkled with salt before baking) 
                       => soda cracker -- (unsweetened cracker leavened slightly with soda and cream of tartar) 
                       => oyster cracker -- (a small dry usually round cracker) 
                       => water biscuit -- (a thin flour-and-
water biscuit usually made without shortening; often served with cheese) 
                       => graham cracker -- (semisweet whole-wheat cracker) 
                       => pretzel -- (glazed and salted cracker typically in the shape of a loose knot) 
                           => soft pretzel -- (a pretzel made of soft bread) 
                   => crouton -- (a small piece of toasted or fried bread; served in soup or salads) 
                   => dark bread, whole wheat bread, whole meal bread, brown bread --
 (bread made with whole wheat flour) 
                       => graham bread -- (bread made of graham (whole wheat) flour) 
                   => English muffin, crumpet -- (raised muffin cooked on a griddle) 
                   => flatbread -- (any of various breads made from usually unleavened dough) 
                       => flatbrod -- (thin wafer-like bread of Scandinavia) 
                       => bannock --
 (a flat bread made of oat or barley flour; common in New England and Scotland) 
                       => chapatti, chapati -- (flat pancake-like bread cooked on a griddle) 
                       => pita, pocket bread -- (usually small round bread that can open into a pocket for filling) 
                   => garlic bread --
 (French or Italian bread sliced and spread with garlic butter then crisped in the oven) 
                   => gluten bread -- (bread made with gluten flour) 
                   => Host -- (a technical name for the bread used in the service of Mass or Holy Communion) 
                   => loaf of bread, loaf -- (a shaped mass of baked bread) 
                       => French loaf -- (a loaf of French bread) 
                   => matzo, matzoh, matzah, unleavened bread -- (brittle flat bread eaten at Passover) 
                   => nan -- (leavened bread baked in a clay oven in India; usually shaped like a teardrop) 
                   => onion bread -- (bread containing finely minced onions) 
                   => raisin bread -- (bread containing raisins) 
                   => quick bread -- (breads made with a leavening agent that permits immediate baking) 
                       => banana bread -- (moist bread containing banana pulp) 
                       => date bread -- (bread containing chopped dates) 
                       => date-nut bread -- (bread containing chopped dates and nuts) 
                       => nut bread -- (bread containing chopped nuts) 
                       => oatcake -- (thin flat unleavened cake of baked oatmeal) 
                       => Irish soda bread --
 (round loaf made with soda and buttermilk; often containing caraway seeds and raisins) 
                       => skillet bread, fry bread --
 (usually cooked in a skillet over an open fire: especially cornbread with ham bits and sometimes Irish soda 
bread) 
                       => cornbread -- (bread made primarily of cornmeal) 
                           => corn cake -- (baked in a pan or on a griddle (Southern and Midland)) 
                           => skillet corn bread --
 (cornbread usually containing ham or bacon bits and cooked in a skillet) 
                           => ashcake, ash cake, corn tash --
 (corn bread wrapped in cabbage leaves and baked in hot ashes (Southern)) 
                           => cornpone, pone --
 (cornbread often made without milk or eggs and baked or fried (Southern)) 
                           => corn dab, corn dodger, dodger --
 (small oval cake of corn bread baked or fried (chiefly Southern)) 
                           => hush puppy, hushpuppy -- (deep-fried cornbread ball (Southern)) 
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                           => johnnycake, johnny cake, journey cake -- (cornbread usually cooked pancake-
style on a griddle (chiefly New England)) 
                               => hoecake --
 (thin usually unleavened johnnycake made of cornmeal; originally baked on the blade of a hoe over an  
open fire (Southern)) 
                               => Shawnee cake -- (form of johnnycake) 
                           => spoon bread, batter bread --
 (soft bread made of cornmeal and sometimes rice or hominy; must be served with a spoon (chiefly Souther
n)) 
                       => muffin, gem -- (a sweet quick bread baked in a cup-shaped pan) 
                           => bran muffin -- (muffin containing bran) 
                           => corn muffin -- (cornbread muffin) 
                           => popover --
 (light hollow muffin made of a puff batter (individual Yorkshire pudding) baked in a deep muffin cup) 
                       => Yorkshire pudding --
 (light puffy bread made of a puff batter and traditionally baked in the pan with roast beef) 
                       => scone --
 (small biscuit (rich with cream and eggs) cut into diamonds or sticks and baked in an oven or (especially  
originally) on a griddle) 
                           => drop scone, griddlecake, Scotch pancake --
 (a scone made by dropping a spoonful of batter on a griddle) 
                       => biscuit -- (small round bread leavened with baking-powder or soda) 
                           => rolled biscuit -- (biscuit made from dough rolled and cut) 
                           => drop biscuit --
 (biscuit made from dough with enough milk that it can be dropped from a spoon) 
                           => baking-powder biscuit -- (leavened with baking powder) 
                               => shortcake --
 (very short biscuit dough baked as individual biscuits or a round loaf; served with sweetened fruit and  
usually whipped cream) 
                           => buttermilk biscuit, soda biscuit --
 (very tender biscuit partially leavened with buttermilk and soda) 
                           => hardtack, pilot biscuit, pilot bread, sea biscuit, ship biscuit --
 (very hard unsalted biscuit or bread; a former ship's staple) 
                   => rye bread -- (any of various breads made entirely or partly with rye flour) 
                       => black bread, pumpernickel -- (bread made of coarse rye flour) 
                       => Jewish rye bread, Jewish rye --
 ((Judaism) bread made with rye flour; usually contains caraway seeds) 
                       => limpa -- (a rye bread made with molasses or brown sugar) 
                       => Swedish rye bread, Swedish rye -- (a moist aromatic yeast-
raised bread made with rye flour and molasses and orange rind) 
                   => salt-rising bread -- (white wheat bread raised by a salt-
tolerant bacterium in a mixture of salt and either cornmeal or potato pulp) 
                   => simnel -- (a crisp bread of fine white flour) 
                   => sour bread, sourdough bread --
 (made with a starter of a small amount of dough in which fermentation is active) 
                   => toast -- (slices of bread that have been toasted) 
                       => cinnamon toast --
 (buttered toast with sugar and cinnamon (and nutmeg and grated lemon peel)) 
                       => orange toast -- (buttered toast with sugar and grated orange rind and a little orange juice) 
                       => Melba toast -- (very thin crisp brown toast) 
                       => zwieback, rusk, Brussels biscuit, twice-baked bread --
 (slice of sweet raised bread baked again until it is brown and hard and crisp) 
                   => wafer --
 (thin disk of unleavened bread used in a religious service (especially in the celebration of the Eucharist)) 
                   => white bread, light bread --
 (bread made with finely ground and usually bleached wheat flour) 
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                       => French bread --
 (a crusty sourdough bread often baked in long slender tapered loaves or baguettes) 
                           => baguet, baguette -- (narrow French stick loaf) 
                       => Italian bread -- (unsweetened yeast-
raised bread made without shortening and baked in long thick loaves with tapered ends) 
MEAT 
           => meat -- (the flesh of animals (including fishes and birds and snails) used as food) 
               => stew meat -- (tough meat that needs stewing to be edible) 
               => bird, fowl -- (the flesh of a bird or fowl (wild or domestic) used as food) 
                   => poultry -- (flesh of chickens or turkeys or ducks or geese raised for food) 
                       => chicken, poulet, volaille -- (the flesh of a chicken used for food) 
                           => broiler -- (flesh of a small young chicken not over 2 l/2 lb suitable for broiling) 
                           => capon -- (flesh of a castrated male chicken) 
                           => fryer, frier, pullet -- (flesh of a medium-sized young chicken suitable for frying) 
                           => roaster -- (flesh of a large young chicken over 3 1/2 lb suitable for roasting) 
                               => oven stuffer, oven stuffer roaster -- (a brand name for a roasting chicken) 
                           => spatchcock --
 (flesh of a chicken (or game bird) split down the back and grilled (usually immediately after being killed)) 
                           => hen -- (flesh of an older chicken suitable for stewing) 
                       => Rock Cornish hen -- (flesh of a small fowl bred for roasting) 
                       => guinea hen -- (flesh of a guinea fowl (especially of hens)) 
                       => squab, dove --
 (flesh of a pigeon suitable for roasting or braising; flesh of a dove (young squab) may be broiled) 
                       => duck -- (flesh of a duck (domestic or wild)) 
                           => duckling -- (flesh of a young domestic duck) 
                       => goose -- (flesh of a goose (domestic or wild)) 
                       => turkey -- (flesh of large domesticated fowl usually roasted) 
                   => wildfowl -- (flesh of any of a number of wild game birds suitable for food) 
                       => grouse --
 (flesh of any of various grouse of the family Tetraonidae; usually roasted; flesh too dry to broil) 
                       => quail --
 (flesh of quail; suitable for roasting or broiling if young; otherwise must be braised) 
                       => partridge -- (flesh of either quail or grouse) 
                       => pheasant -- (flesh of a pheasant; usually braised) 
               => game -- (the flesh of wild animals that is used for food) 
                   => venison -- (meat from a deer used as food) 
                   => buffalo -- (meat from an American bison) 
                   => rabbit, hare -- (flesh of any of various rabbits or hares (wild or domesticated) eaten as food) 
               => dark meat -- (the flesh of the legs of fowl used as food) 
               => raw meat -- (uncooked meat) 
                   => gobbet -- (a lump or chunk of raw meat) 
                   => carrion -- (dead and rotting flesh; unfit for human food) 
               => red meat -- (meat that is dark in color before cooking (as beef, venison, lamb, mutton)) 
               => variety meat, organs -- (edible viscera of a butchered animal) 
                   => giblet, giblets -- (edible viscera of a fowl) 
                   => offal -- (viscera and trimmings of a butchered animal often considered inedible by humans) 
                   => heart -- (a firm rather dry variety meat (usually beef or veal); "a five-
pound beef heart will serve six") 
                   => liver -- (liver of an animal used as meat) 
                       => calves' liver, calf's liver -- (liver of a calf used as meat) 
                       => chicken liver -- (liver of a chicken used as meat) 
                       => goose liver -- (liver of a goose used as meat) 
                       => tomalley -- (edible greenish substance in boiled lobster) 
                   => sweetbread, sweetbreads -- (edible glands of an animal) 
                   => brain -- (the brain of certain animals used as meat) 
                       => calf's brain -- (the brain of a calf eaten as meat) 
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                   => stomach sweetbread -- (edible pancreas of an animal) 
                   => neck sweetbread, throat sweetbread -- (edible thymus gland of an animal) 
                   => tongue -- (the tongue of certain animals used as meat) 
                       => beef tongue -- (the tongue of a cow eaten as meat) 
                       => calf's tongue -- (the tongue of a calf eaten as meat) 
                   => tripe -- (lining of the stomach of a ruminant (especially a bovine) used as food) 
                       => honeycomb tripe --
 (lining of the reticulum (or second stomach) of a ruminant used as food) 
                   => chitterlings, chitlins, chitlings -- (small intestines of hogs prepared as food) 
                   => haslet --
 (heart and liver and other edible viscera especially of hogs; usually chopped and formed into a loaf and  
braised) 
               => cut, cut of meat -- (a piece of meat that has been cut from an animal carcass) 
                   => roast, joint --
 (a piece of meat roasted or for roasting and of a size for slicing into more than one portion) 
                       => blade roast -- (a roast cut from the blade) 
                       => pot roast -- (cut of beef suitable for simmering in liquid in a closed pot) 
                           => bottom round -- (cut from the round; suitable for pot roast) 
                       => rib roast, standing rib roast -- (a cut of meat including more than one rib) 
                       => top round -- (roast cut from the round; usually suitable for roasting) 
                       => rump roast -- (a cut of beef or veal from the fleshy hindquarters of the animal) 
                       => beef roast, roast beef -- (cut of beef suitable for roasting) 
                       => veal roast, roast veal -- (cut of veal suitable for roasting) 
                           => breast of veal -- (usually stuffed and roasted) 
                           => fricandeau -- (larded veal braised and glazed in its own juices) 
                       => lamb roast, roast lamb -- (a cut of lamb suitable for roasting) 
                           => rack of lamb, crown roast -- (a roast of the rib section of lamb) 
                           => leg of lamb, gigot -- (lamb leg suitable for roasting) 
                       => pork roast, roast pork -- (cut of pork suitable for roasting) 
                   => chop -- (a small cut of meat including part of a rib) 
                       => mutton chop -- (chop cut from a mature sheep) 
                       => lamb chop, lamb-chop, lambchop -- (chop cut from a lamb) 
                       => porkchop -- (chop cut from a hog) 
                   => chine -- (cut of meat or fish including at least part of the backbone) 
                   => leg -- (the limb of an animal used for food) 
                       => ham hock -- (a small cut of meat from the leg just above the foot) 
                       => leg of lamb, gigot -- (lamb leg suitable for roasting) 
                   => side, side of meat -- (a lengthwise dressed half of an animal's carcass used for food) 
                       => side of beef -- (dressed half of a beef carcass) 
                       => side of pork -- (dressed half of a hog carcass) 
                           => pork belly -- (side of fresh pork) 
                   => forequarter -- (the front half of a side of meat) 
                   => hindquarter -- (the back half of a side of meat) 
                   => cut of beef -- (piece of beef) 
                       => chuck --
 (the part of a forequarter from the neck to the ribs and including the shoulder blade) 
                       => chuck short ribs -- (between the chuck and the brisket) 
                       => plate -- (the thin under portion of the forequarter) 
                       => flank -- (a cut from the fleshy part of an animal's side between the ribs and the leg) 
                       => beef loin -- (meat from a loin of beef) 
                       => wedge bone -- (part of the sirloin nearest the rump) 
                       => flat bone -- (part of the sirloin next to the wedge bone) 
                       => pin bone -- (part of the sirloin between the flat bone and the porterhouse) 
                       => sirloin tip -- (a cut of beef from the upper end of the sirloin) 
                       => blade -- (a cut of beef from the shoulder blade) 
                       => beef neck -- (a cut of beef from the neck of the animal) 
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                       => shoulder -- (a cut of beef from the shoulder of the animal) 
                       => short ribs -- (rib ends between the rib road and the plate) 
                       => round -- (a cut of beef between the rump and the lower leg) 
                       => rump -- (fleshy hindquarters; behind the loin and above the round) 
                       => aitchbone -- (a cut of beef including the H-shaped rump bone) 
                   => rib -- (cut of meat including one or more ribs) 
                       => sparerib -- (a cut of pork ribs with much of the meat trimmed off) 
                   => shank -- (a cut of meat (beef or veal or mutton or lamb) from the upper part of the leg) 
                       => foreshank -- (a cut of meat from the upper part of a front leg) 
                       => hindshank -- (a cut of meat from the upper part of a rear leg) 
                   => shin -- (a cut of meat from the lower part of the leg) 
                   => brisket -- (a cut of meat from the breast or lower chest especially of beef) 
                   => steak -- (a slice of meat cut from the fleshy part of an animal or large fish) 
                       => fish steak -- (cross-section slice of a large fish) 
                           => flitch -- (fish steak usually cut from a halibut) 
                       => beefsteak -- (a slice of beef usually cooked by broiling) 
                           => flank steak -- (a cut of beef from the flank of the animal) 
                           => minute steak -- (a thin steak that can be cooked quickly) 
                           => sirloin steak -- (a cut of beef from the sirloin) 
                           => fillet, filet -- (a boneless steak cut from the tenderloin of beef) 
                               => Chateaubriand -- (double-thick center cut of beef tenderloin) 
                               => tournedos -- (thick steak cut from the beef tenderloin) 
                               => filet mignon -- (small steak cut from the thick end of a beef tenderloin) 
                           => Delmonico steak, club steak -- (small steak from the front of the short loin of beef) 
                           => porterhouse, porterhouse steak --
 (large steak from the thick end of the short loin containing a T-shaped bone and large piece of tenderloin) 
                           => T-bone steak -- (small steak from the thin end of the short loin containing a T-
shaped bone and small piece of tenderloin) 
                           => round steak -- (a lean cut of beef from between the rump and the shank) 
                           => rump steak -- (a steak cut from the rump) 
                           => strip steak, New York strip -- (steak from upper part of the short loin) 
                           => chopped steak, chop steak, chopsteak, hamburger steak, beef patty --
 (a patty of ground cooked beef) 
                   => loin --
 (a cut of meat taken from the side and back of an animal between the ribs and the rump) 
                   => sirloin -- (the portion of the loin (especially of beef) just in front of the rump) 
                   => tenderloin, undercut --
 (the tender meat of the loin muscle on each side of the vertebral column) 
                       => beef tenderloin -- (beef loin muscle) 
                       => pork tenderloin -- (pork loin muscle) 
                   => neck -- (a cut of meat from the neck of an animal) 
                   => cut of veal -- (piece of veal) 
                       => scrag, scrag end -- (the lean end of a neck of veal) 
                   => cut of mutton -- (piece of a mature sheep) 
                       => scrag -- (lean end of the neck) 
                   => cut of lamb -- (piece of a lamb) 
                       => breast of lamb, poitrine d'agneau --
 (a cut of lamb including the breastbone and attached muscles dressed as meat) 
                       => saddle of lamb -- (backbone and both loins of a lamb) 
                       => loin of lamb -- (meat from a loin of lamb) 
                   => saddle --
 (cut of meat (especially mutton or lamb) consisting of part of the backbone and both loins) 
                   => rack -- (rib section of a forequarter of veal or pork or especially lamb or mutton) 
                       => rack of lamb, crown roast -- (a roast of the rib section of lamb) 
                   => cut of pork -- (piece of pork) 
                       => pork loin -- (meat from a loin of pork) 
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                       => ham, jambon, gammon -- (meat cut from the thigh of a hog (usually smoked)) 
                           => Virginia ham -- (a lean hickory-smoked ham; has dark red meat) 
                           => prosciuto -- (Italian salt-cured ham usually sliced paper thin) 
                       => picnic ham, picnic shoulder -- (shoulder of a hog usually smoked) 
                       => bacon --
 (back and sides of a hog salted and dried or smoked; usually sliced thin and fried) 
                           => flitch, side of bacon -- (salted and cured abdominal wall of a side of pork) 
                           => gammon -- (hind portion of a side of bacon) 
                           => bacon strip -- (a slice of bacon) 
                           => Canadian bacon -- (from a boned strip of cured loin) 
                       => spareribs -- (cut of pork from the rib section with most of the meat trimmed off) 
               => cold cuts -- (sliced assorted cold meats) 
                   => lunch meat, luncheon meat --
 (any of various sausages or molded loaf meats sliced and served cold) 
               => beef, boeuf -- (meat from an adult domestic bovine) 
                   => ground beef, hamburger -- (beef that has been ground) 
                   => bully beef, corned beef, corn beef -- (beef cured or pickled in brine) 
                   => pastrami -- (highly seasoned cut of smoked beef) 
               => carbonado -- (a piece of meat (or fish) that has been scored and broiled) 
               => halal --
 ((Islam) meat from animals that have been slaughtered in the prescribed way according to the shariah) 
               => jerky, jerked meat -- (meat cut in strips and dried in the sun) 
                   => beef jerky -- (strips of dried beef) 
                   => biltong -- (meat that is salted and cut into strips and dried in the sun) 
               => pemmican, pemican --
 (lean dried meat pounded fine and mixed with melted fat; used especially by North American Indians) 
               => veal, veau -- (meat from a calf) 
                   => calves' feet -- (feet of calves used as food; usually jellied) 
               => horsemeat, horseflesh -- (the flesh of horses as food) 
               => mouton, mutton -- (meat from a mature domestic sheep) 
               => lamb -- (the flesh of a young domestic sheep eaten as food) 
               => pork, porc -- (meat from a domestic hog or pig) 
                   => cochon de lait, suckling pig -- (whole young pig suitable for roasting) 
                   => salt pork -- (fat from the back and sides and belly of a hog carcass cured with salt) 
                       => fatback -- (salt pork from the back of a hog carcass) 
                       => sowbelly -- (salt pork from the belly of a hog carcass) 
                   => pigs' feet, pigs' knuckles --
 (feet or knuckles of hogs used as food; pickled or stewed or jellied) 
               => sausage -- (highly seasoned minced meat stuffed in casings) 
                   => blood sausage, blood pudding, black pudding --
 (a black sausage containing pig's blood and other ingredients) 
                   => bologna, Bologna sausage -- (large smooth-
textured smoked sausage of beef and veal and pork) 
                       => polony -- (another name for Bologna sausage) 
                   => chipolata -- (a small thin sausage) 
                   => frank, frankfurter, hotdog, hot dog, dog, wiener, wienerwurst, weenie -- (a smooth-
textured sausage of minced beef or pork usually smoked; often served on a bread roll) 
                       => Vienna sausage -- (short slender frankfurter usually with ends cut off) 
                   => headcheese --
 (sausage or jellied loaf made of chopped parts of the head meat and sometimes feet and tongue of a calf or 
pig) 
                   => knackwurst, knockwurst -- (short thick highly seasoned sausage) 
                   => liver pudding, liver sausage, liverwurst -- (sausage containing ground liver) 
                   => pepperoni -- (a pork and beef sausage (or a thin slice of this sausage)) 
                   => pork sausage -- (sausage containing pork) 
                       => banger -- ((British informal) pork sausage) 
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                       => bratwurst, brat -- (a small pork sausage) 
                       => linguica -- (a highly seasoned Portuguese pork sausage flavored with garlic and onions) 
                       => saveloy -- (a ready-cooked and highly seasoned pork sausage) 
                   => salami -- (highly seasoned fatty sausage of pork and beef usually dried) 
                   => souse -- (pork trimmings chopped and pickled and jelled) 
               => sausage meat --
 (any meat that is minced and spiced and cooked as patties or used to fill sausages) 
               => escargot, snail --
 (edible terrestrial snail usually served in the shell with a sauce of melted butter and garlic) 
PASTA 
           => pasta, alimentary paste --
 (shaped and dried dough made from flour and water and sometimes egg) 
               => noodle -- (a ribbonlike strip of pasta) 
                   => egg noodle -- (narrow strip of pasta dough made with eggs) 
               => orzo -- (pasta shaped like pearls of barley; frequently prepared with lamb in Greek cuisine) 
               => spaghetti -- (pasta in the form of long strings) 
               => spaghettini -- (thin spaghetti) 
               => tortellini -- (small ring-shaped stuffed pasta) 
               => ziti -- (medium-sized tubular pasta in short pieces) 
               => rigatoni -- (tubular pasta in short ribbed pieces) 
               => fedelline -- (extremely fine pasta thinner than vermicelli) 
               => linguine, linguini -- (pasta in long slender flat strips) 
               => fettuccine, fettuccini -- (pasta in flat strips wider than linguine) 
                   => fettuccine Alfredo -- (fettuccine in cream sauce with cheese) 
               => vermicelli -- (pasta in strings thinner than spaghetti) 
               => macaroni -- (pasta in the form of slender tubes) 
               => lasagna, lasagne -- (very wide flat strips of pasta) 
               => penne -- (pasta in short tubes with diagonally cut ends) 
               => ravioli, cappelletti -- (small circular or square cases of dough with savory fillings) 
               => tagliatelle -- (pasta cut in narrow ribbons) 
               => manicotti --
 (large pasta tubes stuffed with chopped meat or mild cheese and baked in tomato sauce) 
               => couscous -- (a pasta made in northern Africa of crushed and steamed semolina) 
               => dumpling, dumplings -- (small balls or strips of boiled or steamed dough) 
                   => gnocchi --
 ((Italian) a small dumpling made of potato or flour or semolina that is boiled or baked and is usually  
served with a sauce or with grated cheese) 
                   => matzo ball, matzoh ball, matzah ball --
 (a Jewish dumpling made of matzo meal; usually served in soup) 
                   => won ton, wonton --
 (a Chinese dumpling filled with spiced minced pork; usually served in soup) 
               => mostaccioli -- (pasta somewhat resembling little moustaches) 
           => health food -- (any natural or prepared food popularly believed to promote good health) 
           => junk food -- (food that tastes good but is high in calories having little nutritional value) 
           => breakfast food -- (any food (especially cereal) usually served for breakfast) 
               => cereal -- (a breakfast food prepared from grain) 
                   => Pablum -- (a soft form of cereal for infants) 
                   => hot cereal -- (a cereal that is served hot) 
                       => mush, cornmeal mush -- (cornmeal boiled in water) 
                           => atole -- (eaten as mush or as a thin gruel) 
                           => hasty pudding --
 (cornmeal mush served with sweetening (maple syrup or brown sugar)) 
                           => polenta -- (a thick mush made of cornmeal boiled in stock or water) 
                       => grits, hominy grits --
 (coarsely ground hulled corn boiled as a breakfast dish in the southern United States) 
                       => kasha -- (boiled or baked buckwheat) 
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                       => frumenty -- (sweet spiced porridge made from hulled wheat) 
                   => cold cereal, dry cereal -- (a cereal that is not heated before serving) 
                       => granola --
 (cereal made of especially rolled oats with dried fruits and nuts and honey or brown sugar) 
                       => raisin bran -- (bran flakes with raisins) 
                       => corn flake -- (crisp flake made from corn) 
                       => bran flake -- (wheat flake including the bran) 
                       => wheatflake -- (crisp flake made from wheat) 
                       => puffed rice -- (puffy rice kernels) 
                       => puffed wheat -- (puffy wheat berries) 
               => muesli -- (mixture of untoasted dry cereals and fruits) 
           => butter --
 (an edible emulsion of fat globules made by churning milk or cream; for cooking and table use) 
               => clarified butter, drawn butter --
 (butter made clear by heating and removing the sediment of milk solids) 
                   => ghee -- (clarified butter used in Indian cookery) 
               => brown butter, beurre noisette --
 (clarified butter browned slowly and seasoned with vinegar or lemon juice and capers) 
               => Meuniere butter, lemon butter --
 (clarified butter browned slowly and seasoned with lemon juice and parsley) 
               => yak butter -- (butter made from yaks' milk) 
           => yogurt, yoghurt, yoghourt -- (a custard-like food made from curdled milk) 
               => frozen yogurt -- (a soft frozen dessert of sweetened flavored yogurt) 
               => blueberry yogurt -- (yogurt with sweetened blueberries or blueberry jam) 
           => cheese -- (a solid food prepared from the pressed curd of milk) 
               => cream cheese -- (soft unripened cheese made of sweet milk and cream) 
                   => double cream -- (fresh soft French cheese containing at least 60% fat) 
                   => mascarpone -- (soft mild Italian cream cheese) 
               => triple cream, triple creme -- (fresh soft French cheese containing at least 72% fat) 
               => cottage cheese, pot cheese, farm cheese, farmer's cheese --
 (mild white cheese made from curds of soured skim milk) 
               => process cheese, processed cheese -- (made by blending several lots of cheese) 
               => American cheese -- (processed cheddar-style cheese) 
               => bleu, blue cheese -- (cheese containing a blue mold) 
                   => Stilton -- (English blue cheese) 
                   => Roquefort -- (French blue cheese) 
                   => gorgonzola -- (Italian blue cheese) 
                   => Danish blue -- (blue cheese of Denmark) 
                   => Bavarian blue -- (blue cheese of Bavaria) 
               => Brie -- (soft creamy white cheese; milder than Camembert) 
               => brick cheese -- (semisoft sweet American cheese from whole milk in a brick form) 
               => Camembert -- (rich soft creamy French cheese) 
               => cheddar, cheddar cheese, store cheese -- (hard smooth-textured cheese) 
               => Cheshire cheese -- (a mild yellow English cheese with a crumbly texture) 
               => double Gloucester -- (a smooth firm mild orange-red cheese) 
               => Edam -- (mild yellow Dutch cheese made in balls encased in a red covering) 
               => goat cheese, chevre -- (made from goats' milk) 
               => Gouda, Gouda cheese -- (mild cream-colored Dutch cheese shaped in balls) 
               => grated cheese -- (hard or semihard cheese grated) 
               => hand cheese -- (any cheese originally molded by hand) 
               => Liederkranz -- (a soft cheese with a strong odor and flavor) 
               => Limburger -- (a soft white cheese with a very strong pungent odor and flavor) 
               => mozzarella -- (mild white Italian cheese) 
               => Muenster -- (semisoft pale-yellow cheese) 
               => Parmesan -- (hard dry sharp-flavored Italian cheese; often grated) 
               => quark cheese, quark --
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 (fresh unripened cheese of a smooth texture made from pasteurized milk, a starter, and rennet) 
               => ricotta -- (soft Italian cheese like cottage cheese) 
               => string cheese -- (cheese formed in long strings twisted together) 
               => Swiss cheese -- (hard pale yellow cheese with many holes from Switzerland) 
                   => Emmenthal, Emmental, Emmenthaler, Emmentaler -- (Swiss cheese with large holes) 
                   => Gruyere -- (wiss cheese with small holes) 
                   => sapsago -- (a hard green Swiss cheese made with skim-milk curd and flavored with clover) 
               => Velveeta -- (trademark: soft processed American cheese) 
       => precipitate -- (a precipitated solid substance in suspension or after settling or filtering) 
           => sludge -- (the precipitate produced by sewage treatment) 
 

FOOD, NUTRIENT 
 
food, nutrient – (any substance that can be metabolized by an organism to give energy and build tissue) 
       => yolk, vitellus –
 (nutritive material of an ovum stored for the nutrition of an embryo (especially the yellow mass of a bird or
 reptile egg)) 
       => comfort food –
 (food that is simply prepared and gives a sense of wellbeing; typically food with a high sugar or  
carbohydrate content that is associated with childhood or with home cooking) 
       => comestible, edible, eatable, pabulum, victual, victuals – (any substance that can be used as food) 
           => tuck – (eatables (especially sweets)) 
       => fare – (the food and drink that are regularly consumed) 
           => diet – (the usual food and drink consumed by an organism (person or animal)) 
           => diet – (a prescribed selection of foods) 
               => allergy diet – (a diet designed to avoid the foods that you are allergic to) 
               => balanced diet –
 (a diet that contains adequate amounts of all the necessary nutrients required for healthy growth and  
activity) 
               => bland diet, ulcer diet –
 (a diet of foods that are not irritating; “he ate a bland diet because of his colitis”) 
               => diabetic diet – (a diet designed to help control the symptoms of diabetes) 
               => carbohydrate loading, carbo loading –
 (a diet of foods high in starch that increases carbohydrate reserves in muscles; “carbo loading is used by en
durance athletes just before competing”) 
               => gluten-free diet –
 (diet prescribed to treat celiac disease; eliminates such foods as wheat and rye and oats and beans and  
cabbage and turnips and cucumbers that are rich in gluten) 
               => high-protein diet –
 (a diet high in plant and animal proteins; used to treat malnutrition or to increase muscle mass) 
               => high-vitamin diet, vitamin-deficiency diet –
 (a diet designed to patients with vitamin deficiencies) 
               => light diet –
 (diet prescribed for bedridden or convalescent people; does not include fried or highly seasoned foods) 
               => liquid diet –
 (a diet of foods that can be served in liquid or strained form (plus custards or puddings); prescribed after  
certain kinds of surgery) 
                   => clear liquid diet – (a diet of fluids with minimal residues (fat-
free broth or strained fruit juices or gelatin); cannot be used for more than one day postoperative) 
               => low-fat diet – (a diet containing limited amounts of fat and stressing high-
carbohydrate foods; used in treatment of some gallbladder conditions) 
               => low-sodium diet, low-salt diet, salt-free diet –
 (a diet that limits the intake of salt (sodium chloride); often used in treating hypertension or edema or  
certain other disorders) 
               => reducing diet, obesity diet – (a diet designed to help you lose weight (especially fat)) 
                   => fad diet – (a reducing diet that enjoys temporary popularity) 
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                   => low-calorie diet – (a diet that is low on calories) 
               => soft diet, pap, spoon food –
 (a diet that does not require chewing; advised for those with intestinal disorders) 
               => vegetarianism – (a diet excluding all meat and fish) 
                   => macrobiotic diet – (a diet consisting chiefly of beans and whole grains) 
           => dietary – (a regulated daily food allowance) 
           => menu – (the dishes making up a meal) 
           => chow, chuck, eats, grub – (informal terms for a meal) 
           => board, table – (food or meals in general; “she sets a fine table”; “room and board”) 
               => training table – (planned meals for athletes in training (usually served in a mess hall)) 
           => ration –
 (the food allowance for one day (especially for service personnel); “the rations should be nutritionally  
balanced”) 
               => field ration – (rations issued for United States troops in the field) 
                   => K ration –
 (a small package of emergency rations; issued to United States troops in World War II) 
                   => C-ration – (a canned field ration issued by the United States army) 
FOODSTUFF, FOOD PRODUCT 

       => foodstuff, food product – (a substance that can be used or prepared for use as food) 
           => breadstuff – (flour or meal or grain used in baking bread) 
           => coloring, colouring, food coloring, food colouring, food color, food colour –
 (a digestible substance used to give color to food; “food color made from vegetable dyes”) 
           => concentrate – (a concentrated form of a foodstuff; the bulk is reduced by removing water) 
               => tomato concentrate – (a concentrated form of tomatoes) 
               => evaporated milk – (milk concentrated by evaporation) 
               => frozen orange juice, orange-juice concentrate –
 (orange juice that has been concentrated and frozen) 
           => meal – (coarsely ground foodstuff; especially seeds of various cereal grasses or pulse) 
               => kibble – (coarsely ground grain in the form of pellets (as for pet food)) 
               => cornmeal, Indian meal – (coarsely ground corn) 
               => farina –
 (fine meal made from cereal grain especially wheat; often used as a cooked cereal or in puddings) 
               => matzo meal, matzoh meal, matzah meal – (meal made from ground matzos) 
               => oatmeal, rolled oats – (meal made from rolled or ground oats) 
               => pea flour – (meal made from dried peas) 
           => roughage – (coarse food high in fiber but low in nutrients; its bulk stimulates peristalsis) 
               => bran – (food prepared from the husks of cereal grains) 
           => flour – (fine powdery foodstuff obtained by grinding and sifting the meal of a cereal grain) 
               => plain flour – (flour that does not contain a raising agent) 
               => wheat flour – (flour prepared from wheat) 
                   => whole wheat flour, graham flour, graham, whole meal flour –
 (flour made by grinding the entire wheat berry including the bran; (`whole meal flour’ is British usage)) 
               => soybean meal, soybean flour, soy flour – (meal made from soybeans) 
               => semolina – (milled product of durum wheat (or other hard wheat) used in pasta) 
           => frozen food, frozen foods – (food preserved by freezing) 
           => canned food, canned foods, canned goods, tinned goods – (food preserved by canning) 
               => canned meat, tinned meat – (meat preserved in a can or tin) 
                   => Fanny Adams – (nautical term for tinned meat) 
                   => Spam – (a canned meat made largely from pork) 
           => dehydrated food, dehydrated foods – (food preserved by dehydration) 
           => carob, carob powder, Saint-John’s-bread –
 (powder from the ground seeds and pods of the carob tree; used as a chocolate substitute) 
           => tapioca – (granular preparation of cassava starch used to thicken especially puddings) 
           => cocoa – (powder of ground roasted cocao beans with most of the fat removed) 
               => criollo – (cocoa of superior quality) 
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           => grain, food grain, cereal – (foodstuff prepared from the starchy grains of cereal grasses) 
               => corn, edible corn – (ears of corn grown for human food) 
                   => sweet corn, green corn –
 (corn developed to be eaten as a vegetable while still young and soft) 
                   => hominy – (hulled corn with the bran and germ removed) 
                       => lye hominy – (hominy prepared by bleaching in lye) 
                       => pearl hominy – (hominy prepared by milling to pellets of medium size) 
                   => popcorn – (small kernels of corn exploded by heat) 
                   => sweet corn, sugar corn, green corn, sweet corn plant, Zea mays rugosa, Zea saccharata –
 (corn whose young ears are sweet and suitable for eating as a vegetable) 
               => grist – (grain intended to be or that has been ground) 
               => groats – (the hulled and crushed grain of various cereals) 
               => millet – (small seed of any of various annual cereal grasses especially Setaria italica) 
               => barley, barleycorn – (a grain of barley) 
                   => pearl barley – (barley ground into small round pellets) 
               => buckwheat – (grain ground into flour) 
               => wheat, wheat berry –
 (grains of common wheat; sometimes cooked whole or cracked as cereal; usually ground into flour) 
                   => bulgur, bulghur, bulgur wheat – (parched crushed wheat) 
               => oat – (seed of the annual grass Avena sativa (spoken of primarily in the plural as `oats’)) 
               => rice – (grains used as food either unpolished or more often polished) 
                   => brown rice – (unpolished rice retaining the yellowish-brown outer layer) 
                   => white rice, polished rice – (having husk or outer brown layers removed) 
                   => paddy – (rice in the husk either gathered or still in the field) 
               => wild rice, Indian rice – (grains of aquatic grass of North America) 
               => malt – (a cereal grain that is kiln-
dried after having been germinated by soaking in water; used especially in brewing and distilling) 
                   => wort – (unfermented or fermenting malt) 
           => ingredient, fixings –
 (food that is a component of a mixture in cooking; “the recipe lists all the fixings for a salad”) 
               => flavorer, flavourer, flavoring, flavouring, seasoner, seasoning –
 (something added to food primarily for the savor it imparts) 
                   => cola extract – (a flavoring extracted from the kola nut) 
                   => anchovy paste – (paste made primarily of anchovies; used in sauces and spreads) 
                   => bouillon cube – (a cube of evaporated seasoned meat extract) 
                   => condiment –
 (a preparation (a sauce or relish or spice) to enhance flavor or enjoyment; “mustard and ketchup are  
condiments”) 
                       => relish – (spicy or savory condiment) 
                           => olive – (one-
seeded fruit of the European olive tree usually pickled and used as a relish) 
                               => black olive, ripe olive –
 (olives picked ripe and cured in brine then dried or pickled or preserved canned or in oil) 
                               => green olive –
 (olives picked green and pickled in brine; infrequently stuffed with e.g. pimento) 
                           => pickle – (vegetables (especially cucumbers) preserved in brine or vinegar) 
                               => gherkin – (any of various small cucumbers pickled whole) 
                               => caper – (pickled flower buds used as a pungent relish in various dishes and sauces) 
                               => dill pickle – (pickle preserved in brine or vinegar flavored with dill seed) 
                               => sweet pickle – (pickle cured in brine and preserved in sugar and vinegar) 
                                   => bread and butter pickle – (thinly sliced sweet pickles) 
                           => chowchow – (chopped pickles in mustard sauce) 
                           => pickle relish – (relish of chopped (usually sweet) pickles) 
                           => piccalilli – (relish of chopped pickled cucumbers and green peppers and onion) 
                       => dip – (tasty mixture or liquid into which bite-sized foods are dipped) 
                           => bean dip – (a dip made of cooked beans) 
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                           => cheese dip – (a dip made of cheeses) 
                           => clam dip – (a dip made of clams and soft cream cheese) 
                           => guacamole –
 (a dip made of mashed avocado mixed with chopped onions and other seasonings) 
                       => mustard, table mustard – (pungent powder or paste prepared from ground mustard seeds) 
                           => powdered mustard, dry mustard –
 (one to three tablespoons of powdered mustard dissolved in a glass of warm water is a homemade emetic) 
                           => Chinese mustard – (very hot prepared mustard) 
                       => catsup, ketchup, cetchup, tomato ketchup – (thick spicy sauce made from tomatoes) 
                       => chili sauce –
 (tomatoes and onions and peppers (sweet or hot) simmered with vinegar and sugar and various seasonings) 
                       => chutney, Indian relish –
 (chopped fruits or green tomatoes cooked in vinegar and sugar with ginger and spices) 
                       => steak sauce – (pungent bottled sauce for steak) 
                       => taco sauce – (spicy tomato-based sauce for tacos) 
                       => salsa –
 (spicy sauce of tomatoes and onions and chili peppers to accompany Mexican foods) 
                       => mint sauce – (sweetened diluted vinegar with chopped mint leaves) 
                       => cranberry sauce – (sauce made of cranberries and sugar) 
                       => duck sauce, hoisin sauce – (a thick sweet and pungent Chinese condiment) 
                       => horseradish – (grated horseradish root) 
                       => marinade –
 (mixtures of vinegar or wine and oil with various spices and seasonings; used for soaking foods before  
cooking) 
                       => soy sauce, soy – (thin sauce made of fermented soy beans) 
                       => vinegar, acetum – (sour-
tasting liquid produced usually by oxidation of the alcohol in wine or cider and used as a condiment or food
 preservative) 
                           => chili vinegar – (fiery vinegar flavored with chili peppers) 
                           => cider vinegar – (vinegar made from cider) 
                           => wine vinegar – (vinegar made from wine) 
                       => sauce – (flavorful relish or dressing or topping served as an accompaniment to food) 
                           => anchovy sauce – (made of white sauce and mashed anchovies) 
                           => hot sauce – (a pungent peppery sauce) 
                               => Tabasco, Tabasco sauce – (very spicy sauce made from �hime�� peppers) 
                           => hard sauce –
 (butter and sugar creamed together with brandy or other flavoring and served with rich puddings) 
                           => horseradish sauce, sauce Albert – (creamy white sauce with horseradish and mustard) 
                           => tartare sauce, tartar sauce –
 (mayonnaise with chopped pickles and sometimes capers and shallots and parsley and hard-
cooked egg; sauce for seafood especially fried fish) 
                           => wine sauce –
 (white or veloute sauce with wine and stock variously seasoned with onions and herbs; for fish or meat) 
                           => marchand de vin, mushroom wine sauce –
 (brown sauce with mushrooms and red wine or �hime��) 
                           => bread sauce –
 (creamy white sauce made with bread instead of flour and seasoned with cloves and onion) 
                           => plum sauce – (for Chinese dishes: plum preserves and chutney) 
                           => peach sauce – (for Chinese dishes: peach preserves and chutney) 
                           => apricot sauce – (for Chinese dishes: apricot preserves and chutney) 
                           => ravigote – (veloute sauce seasoned with herbs and shallots and capers) 
                           => remoulade sauce –
 (a mayonnaise sauce flavored with herbs and mustard and capers; served with e.g. salad and cold meat) 
                           => dressing, salad dressing –
 (savory dressings for salads; basically of two kinds: either the thin French or vinaigrette type or the creamy
 mayonnaise type) 
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                               => sauce Louis –
 (mayonnaise and heavy cream combined with chopped green pepper and green onion seasoned with chili  
sauce and �hime��le���re sauce and lemon juice) 
                               => bleu cheese dressing, blue cheese dressing –
 (creamy dressing containing crumbled blue cheese) 
                               => blue cheese dressing, Roquefort dressing –
 (vinaigrette containing crumbled Roquefort or blue cheese) 
                               => French dressing, vinaigrette, sauce vinaigrette –
 (oil and vinegar with mustard and garlic) 
                                   => French dressing for fruit salad –
 (made with lemon or grapefruit juice instead of vinegar) 
                               => Lorenzo dressing – (vinaigrette with chili sauce and chopped watercress) 
                               => anchovy dressing – (vinaigrette and mashed anchovies) 
                               => Italian dressing – (a vinaigrette with garlic and herbs: oregano and basil and dill) 
                               => half-and-half dressing –
 (half mayonnaise and half vinaigrette seasoned with minced garlic and mashed anchovies and grated  
Parmesan cheese; especially good for combination salads) 
                               => mayonnaise, mayo – (egg yolks and oil and vinegar) 
                                   => green mayonnaise, sauce verte –
 (mayonnaise with tarragon or dill and chopped watercress and spinach or cucumber) 
                               => Russian dressing, Russian mayonnaise –
 (mayonnaise with horseradish grated onion and chili sauce or catsup; sometimes with caviar added) 
                               => salad cream – (a creamy salad dressing resembling �hime��le�) 
                               => Thousand Island dressing –
 (mayonnaise with chili sauce or catsup and minced olives and peppers and hard-cooked egg) 
                           => aioli, aioli sauce, garlic sauce – (garlic mayonnaise) 
                           => barbecue sauce – (spicy sweet and sour sauce usually based on catsup or chili sauce) 
                           => hollandaise – (eggs and butter with lemon juice) 
                           => �hime��le – (hollandaise-
like sauce made with white wine and tarragon and shallots instead of lemon juice) 
                           => Bercy, Bercy butter – (butter creamed with white wine and shallots and parsley) 
                           => bordelaise – (brown sauce with beef marrow and red wine) 
                           => bourguignon, bourguignon sauce, Burgundy sauce –
 (reduced red wine with onions and parsley and thyme and butter) 
                           => brown sauce, sauce Espagnole –
 (bouillon or beef stock thickened with butter and flour roux and variously seasoned with herbs or Worceste
rshire etc.) 
                           => espanole, sauce espanole –
 (brown sauce with tomatoes and a caramelized mixture of minced carrots and onions and celery seasoned 
with �hime��) 
                           => Chinese brown sauce, brown sauce – (a sauce based on soy sauce) 
                           => chocolate sauce, chocolate syrup –
 (sauce made with unsweetened chocolate or cocoa and sugar and water) 
                               => hot-fudge sauce, fudge sauce – (thick chocolate sauce served hot) 
                           => cocktail sauce, seafood sauce – (usually catsup with horseradish and lemon juice) 
                           => Colbert, Colbert butter – (butter creamed with parsley and tarragon and beef extract) 
                           => white sauce, �hime��l sauce, �hime��l –
 (milk thickened with a butter and flour roux) 
                               => cheese sauce – (white sauce with grated cheese) 
                                   => Mornay sauce – (onion-
flavored creamy cheese sauce with egg yolk and grated cheese) 
                               => cream sauce – (white sauce made with cream) 
                           => demiglace, demi-glaze –
 (sauce Espagnole with extra beef stock simmered down and seasoned with dry wine or sherry) 
                           => gravy – (basically the juices that drip from cooking meats) 
                               => pan gravy – (pan juices thickened and seasoned) 
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                           => spaghetti sauce, pasta sauce –
 (any of numerous sauces for spaghetti or other kinds of pasta) 
                               => �hime��le pasta sauce –
 (sauce for pasta; contains mushrooms and ham and chopped vegetables and beef and tomato paste) 
                               => carbonara – (sauce for pasta; contains eggs and bacon or ham and grated cheese) 
                               => tomato sauce –
 (sauce made with a puree of tomatoes (or strained tomatoes) with savory vegetables and other seasonings; 
can be used on pasta) 
                               => marinara – (sauce for pasta; contains tomatoes and garlic and herbs) 
                           => mole – (spicy sauce often containing chocolate) 
                           => hunter’s sauce, sauce chausseur –
 (brown sauce and tomato puree with onions and mushrooms and dry white wine) 
                           => mushroom sauce – (brown sauce and �hime�� mushrooms) 
                           => mustard sauce –
 (prepared mustard thinned with vinegar and getable oil with sugar and seasonings) 
                           => Nantua, shrimp sauce – (white sauce with whipping cream and shrimp butter) 
                           => Hungarian sauce, paprika sauce –
 (veloute sauce with �hime�� chopped onion and paprika and cream) 
                           => pepper sauce, Poivrade –
 (for venison: brown sauce with �hime�� vegetables and trimmings and marinade and plenty of pepper) 
                           => Smitane –
 (veloute or brown sauce with �hime�� chopped onion and dry white wine and sour cream) 
                           => Soubise, white onion sauce –
 (veloute sauce with �hime�� chopped onions and whipping cream) 
                           => Lyonnaise sauce, brown onion sauce –
 (brown sauce with �hime�� chopped onions and parsley and dry white wine or vinegar) 
                           => veloute – (white sauce made with stock instead of milk) 
                           => allemande, allemande sauce – (egg-thickened veloute) 
                           => caper sauce – (allemande sauce with capers) 
                           => poulette – (allemande sauce with chopped parsley) 
                           => curry sauce – (allemande sauce with curry powder and coconut milk instead of stock) 
                           => Worcester sauce, Worcestershire, Worcestershire sauce –
 (a savory sauce of vinegar and soy sauce and spices) 
                           => snail butter – (for preparing snails: butter seasoned with shallots and garlic and parsley) 
                           => Newburg sauce –
 (lobster butter and cream and egg yolks seasoned with onions and sherry or �hime��) 
                       => Worcester sauce, Worcestershire, Worcestershire sauce –
 (a savory sauce of vinegar and soy sauce and spices) 
                       => spread, paste – (a tasty mixture to be spread on bread or crackers) 
                           => margarine, �hime��le, oleo, oleomargarine, marge –
 (a spread made chiefly from vegetable oils and used as a substitute for butter) 
                           => nut butter – (ground nuts blended with a little butter) 
                           => peanut butter – (a spread made from ground peanuts) 
                           => marshmallow fluff – (a very sweet white spread resembling marshmallow candy) 
                           => onion butter – (butter blended with minced onion) 
                           => pimento butter – (butter blended with mashed pimento) 
                           => shrimp butter –
 (butter blended with chopped shrimp or seasoned with essence from shrimp shells) 
                           => lobster butter –
 (butter blended with chopped lobster or seasoned with essence from lobster shells) 
                           => cheese spread –
 (spread made of cheese mixed with butter or cream or cream cheese and seasonings) 
                           => anchovy butter – (butter blended with mashed anchovies) 
                           => fishpaste – (a paste of fish or shellfish) 
                           => garlic butter – (butter seasoned with mashed garlic) 
                           => hummus, humus, hommos, hoummos, humous –
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 (a thick spread made from mashed chickpeas, tahini, lemon juice and garlic; used especially as a dip for  
pita; originated in the Middle East) 
                           => pate – (liver or meat or fowl finely minced or ground and variously seasoned) 
                               => duck pate – (a pate made from duck liver) 
                               => foie gras, pate de foie gras –
 (a pate made from goose liver (marinated in cognac) and truffles) 
                           => tapenade –
 (a spread consisting of capers and black olives and anchovies made into a puree with olive oil) 
                           => tahini – (a thick Middle Eastern paste made from ground sesame seeds) 
                   => herb – (aromatic potherb used in cookery for its savory qualities) 
                       => fines herbes –
 (a mixture of finely chopped fresh herbs; “an omlet flavored with fines herbes”) 
                       => basil, sweet basil – (leaves or the common basil; used fresh or dried) 
                       => bay leaf – (dried leaf of the bay laurel) 
                       => borage – (leaves flavor sauces and punches; young leaves eaten in salads or cooked) 
                       => hyssop – (bitter leaves used sparingly in salads; dried flowers used in soups and tisanes) 
                       => caraway – (leaves used sparingly in soups and stews) 
                       => chervil – (fresh ferny parsley-
like leaves used as a garnish with chicken and veal and omelets and green salads and spinach) 
                       => chives – (cylindrical leaves used fresh as a mild onion-flavored seasoning) 
                       => comfrey, healing herb –
 (leaves make a popular tisane; young leaves used in salads or cooked) 
                       => coriander, Chinese parsley, cilantro – (parsley-like herb used as seasoning or garnish) 
                       => costmary –
 (leaves used sparingly (because of bitter overtones) in sauces and soups and stuffings) 
                       => fennel, common fennel – (leaves used for seasoning) 
                       => lemon balm – (lemony leaves used for a tisane or in soups or fruit punches) 
                       => lovage –
 (stalks eaten like celery or candied like Angelica; seeds used for flavoring or pickled like capers) 
                       => marjoram, oregano –
 (pungent leaves used as seasoning with meats and fowl and in stews and soups and omelets) 
                       => mint – (the leaves of a mint plant used fresh or candied) 
                       => parsley – (aromatic herb with flat or curly leaves) 
                       => rosemary –
 (extremely pungent leaves used fresh or dried as seasoning for especially meats) 
                       => rue –
 (leaves sometimes used for flavoring fruit or claret cup but should be used with great caution: can cause  
irritation like poison ivy) 
                       => sage – (aromatic fresh or dried gray-
green leaves used widely as seasoning for meats and fowl and game etc) 
                           => clary sage – (fresh leaves used in omelets and fritters and with lamb) 
                       => savory, savoury – (either of two aromatic herbs of the mint family) 
                           => summer savory, summer savoury –
 (herb with delicately flavored leaves with many uses) 
                           => winter savory, winter savoury –
 (resinous leaves used in stews and stuffings and meat loaf) 
                       => sweet woodruff, waldmeister – (fragrant dark green leaves used to flavor May wine) 
                       => sweet cicely –
 (fresh ferny leaves and green seeds used as garnish in salads and cold vegetables; dried seeds used in confe
ctionery and liqueurs) 
                       => tarragon, estragon – (fresh leaves (or leaves preserved in vinegar) used as seasoning) 
                       => thyme –
 (leaves can be used as seasoning for almost any meat and stews and stuffings and vegetables) 
                       => angelica – (aromatic stems or leaves or roots of Angelica Archangelica) 
                       => dill, dill weed – (aromatic threadlike foliage of the dill plant used as seasoning) 
                       => tea, tea leaf –
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 (dried leaves of the tea shrub; used to make tea; “the store shelves held many different kinds of tea”; “they 
threw the tea into Boston harbor”) 
                           => tea bag – (a measured amount of tea in a bag for an individual serving of tea) 
                           => black tea – (fermented tea leaves) 
                               => congou, congo, congou tea, English breakfast tea – (black tea grown in China) 
                               => orange pekoe, pekoe –
 (a superior grade of black tea; grown in India and Sri Lanka and Java) 
                           => green tea – (tea leaves that have been steamed and dried without fermenting) 
                               => hyson – (a Chinese green tea with twisted leaves) 
                           => oolong – (Chinese tea leaves that have been semi-fermented before being dried) 
                   => spice – (any of a variety of pungent aromatic vegetable substances used for flavoring food) 
                       => five spice powder –
 (Chinese seasoning made by grinding star anise and fennel and pepper and cloves and cinnamon) 
                       => allspice –
 (ground dried berrylike fruit of a West Indian allspice tree; suggesting combined flavors of cinnamon and 
nutmeg and cloves) 
                       => cinnamon –
 (spice from the dried aromatic bark of the Ceylon cinnamon tree; used as rolled strips or ground) 
                           => stick cinnamon – (dried rolled strips of cinnamon bark) 
                       => clove – (spice from dried unopened flower bud of the clove tree; used whole or ground) 
                       => ginger, powdered ginger – (dried ground gingerroot) 
                       => mace – (spice made from the dried fleshy covering of the nutmeg seed) 
                       => nutmeg – (hard aromatic seed of the nutmeg tree used as spice when grated or ground) 
                       => Chinese anise, star anise, star aniseed – (anise-scented star-
shaped fruit or seed used in Oriental cooking and medicine) 
                   => peppermint oil – (oil from the peppermint plant used as flavoring) 
                   => spearmint oil – (an aromatic oil obtained from the spearmint plant) 
                   => lemon oil – (fragrant yellow oil obtained from the lemon peel) 
                   => wintergreen oil, oil of wintergreen –
 (oil or flavoring obtained from the creeping wintergreen or teaberry plant) 
                   => salt, table salt, common salt –
 (white crystalline form of especially sodium chloride used to season and preserve food) 
                   => celery salt – (ground celery seed and salt) 
                   => garlic salt – (ground dried garlic and salt) 
                   => onion salt – (ground dried onion and salt) 
                   => seasoned salt –
 (combination of salt and vegetable extracts and spices and monosodium glutamate) 
                   => sour salt – (crystals of citric acid used as seasoning) 
                   => ginger, gingerroot –
 (pungent rhizome of the common ginger plant; used fresh as a seasoning especially in Oriental cookery) 
                   => pepper, peppercorn –
 (pungent seasoning from the berry of the common pepper plant of East India; use whole or ground) 
                       => black pepper – (pepper that is ground from whole peppercorns with husks on) 
                       => white pepper – (pepper ground from husked peppercorns) 
                   => sassafras – (dried root bark of the sassafras tree) 
                   => coriander, coriander seed – (dried coriander seeds used whole or ground) 
                   => fennel seed – (aromatic anis-scented seeds) 
                   => fenugreek, fenugreek seed – (aromatic seeds used as seasoning especially in curry) 
                   => garlic, ail – (aromatic bulb used as seasoning) 
                       => clove, garlic clove –
 (one of the small bulblets that can be split off of the axis of a larger garlic bulb) 
                   => garlic chive – (large flat leaves used as chive is used) 
                   => mustard seed – (black or white seeds ground to make mustard pastes or powders) 
                   => nasturtium – (flowers and seeds and leaves all used as flavorings) 
                   => turmeric – (ground dried rhizome of the turmeric plant used as seasoning) 
                   => cardamom, �hime��l, �hime��l –
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 (aromatic seeds used as seasoning like cinnamon and cloves especially in pickles and barbecue sauces) 
                   => cayenne, cayenne pepper, red pepper –
 (ground pods and seeds of pungent red peppers of the genus Capsicum) 
                   => chili powder –
 (powder made of ground chili peppers mixed with e.g. cumin and garlic and oregano) 
                   => curry powder –
 (pungent blend of cumin and ground coriander seed and turmeric and other spices) 
                   => paprika – (a mild powdered seasoning made from dried pimientos) 
                       => Spanish paprika – (a mild seasoning made from a variety of pimiento grown in Spain) 
                   => angelica – (candied stalks of the angelica plant) 
                   => almond extract – (flavoring made from almonds macerated in alcohol) 
                   => anise, aniseed – (liquorice-flavored seeds or oil used in cookies or cakes or pickles) 
                   => juniper berries – (berrylike cone of a common juniper; used in making gin) 
                   => saffron – (dried pungent stigmas of the Old World saffron crocus) 
                   => sesame seed, benniseed – (small oval seeds of the sesame plant) 
                   => caraway seed – (aromatic seeds of the caraway plant; used widely as seasoning) 
                   => poppy seed – (small gray seed of a poppy flower; used whole or ground in baked items) 
                   => dill seed – (seed of the dill plant used as seasoning) 
                   => celery seed – (seed of the celery plant used as seasoning) 
                   => lemon extract – (a flavoring made from (or imitating) lemons) 
                   => monosodium glutamate, MSG –
 (white crystalline compound used as a food additive to enhance flavor; often used in Chinese cooking) 
                   => vanilla bean – (long bean-like fruit; seeds are used as flavoring) 
                   => vanilla, vanilla extract –
 (a flavoring prepared from vanilla beans macerated in alcohol (or imitating vanilla beans)) 
                   => sweetening, sweetener – (something added to foods to make them taste sweeter) 
                       => aspartame – (an artificial sweetener made from aspartic acid; used as a calorie-
free sweetener) 
                       => honey – (a sweet yellow liquid produced by bees) 
                       => saccharin – (a crystalline substance 500 times sweeter than sugar; used as a calorie-
free sweetener) 
                       => sugar, refined sugar –
 (a white crystalline carbohydrate used as a sweetener and preservative) 
                           => caramel, caramelized sugar – (burnt sugar; used to color and flavor food) 
                           => lump sugar –
 (refined sugar molded into rectangular shapes convenient as single servings) 
                           => sugarloaf, sugar loaf, loaf sugar – (a large conical loaf of concentrated refined sugar) 
                           => cane sugar – (sugar from sugarcane used as sweetening agent) 
                           => granulated sugar – (sugar in the form of small grains) 
                               => powdered sugar – (sugar granulated into a fine powder) 
                                   => castor sugar, caster sugar –
 (very finely granulated sugar that was formerly sprinkled from a castor) 
                                   => icing sugar – (finely powdered sugar used to make icing) 
                           => beet sugar – (sugar from sugar beets used as sweetening agent) 
                           => corn sugar – (dextrose used as sweetening agent) 
                           => brown sugar – (unrefined or only partly refined sugar) 
                               => demerara, demerara sugar – (light brown cane sugar; originally from Guyana) 
                       => syrup, sirup – (a thick sweet sticky liquid) 
                           => sugar syrup –
 (sugar and water and sometimes corn syrup boiled together; used as sweetening especially in drinks) 
                           => molasses –
 (thick dark syrup produced by boiling down juice from sugar cane; especially during sugar refining) 
                           => sorghum, sorghum molasses – (made from juice of sweet sorghum) 
                           => treacle, golden syrup – (a pale cane syrup) 
                           => grenadine – (thin syrup made from pomegranate juice; used in mixed drinks) 
                           => maple syrup – (made by concentrating sap from sugar maples) 
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                           => corn syrup – (syrup prepared from corn) 
                   => mocha – (flavoring made from mixed coffee and chocolate) 
                   => cassareep –
 (flavoring made by boiling down the juice of the bitter cassava; used in West Indian cooking) 
               => tomato paste – (thick concentrated tomato puree) 
               => egg white, albumen, ovalbumin –
 (the white of an egg; the nutritive and protective gelatinous substance surrounding the yolk consisting mai
nly of albumin dissolved in water) 
               => egg yolk – (the yellow spherical part of an egg that is surrounded by the albumen) 
               => malted milk – (powder made of dried milk and malted cereals) 
           => egg, eggs – (oval reproductive body of a fowl (especially a hen) used as food) 
           => dairy product – (milk and butter and cheese) 
               => milk – (a white nutritious liquid secreted by mammals and used as food by human beings) 
                   => pasteurized milk –
 (milk that has been exposed briefly to high temperatures to destroy microorganisms and prevent  
fermentation) 
                   => cows’ milk – (milk obtained from dairy cows) 
                   => yak’s milk – (the milk of a yak) 
                   => goats’ milk – (the milk of a goat) 
                   => acidophilus milk – (milk fermented by bacteria; used to treat gastrointestinal disorders) 
                   => �hime��le�� milk –
 (subjected to carefully controlled heating to destroy undesirable microorganisms) 
                   => raw milk – (unpasteurized milk) 
                   => scalded milk – (milk heated almost to boiling) 
                   => homogenized milk –
 (milk with the fat particles broken up and dispersed uniformly so the cream will not rise) 
                   => certified milk – (from dairies regulated by an authorized medical milk commission) 
                   => powdered milk, dry milk, dried milk, milk powder – (dehydrated milk) 
                       => nonfat dry milk – (dehydrated skimmed milk) 
                   => evaporated milk – (milk concentrated by evaporation) 
                   => condensed milk – (sweetened evaporated milk) 
                   => skim milk, skimmed milk – (milk from which the cream has been skimmed) 
                   => whole milk – (milk from which no constituent (such as fat) has been removed) 
                   => low-fat milk – (milk from which some of the cream has been removed) 
                   => buttermilk –
 (residue from making butter from sour raw milk; or pasteurized milk curdled by adding a culture) 
                   => chocolate milk – (milk flavored with chocolate syrup) 
               => cream – (the part of milk containing the butterfat) 
                   => clotted cream, Devonshire cream – (thick cream made from scalded milk) 
                   => double �hime, heavy whipping cream – (cream with a fat content of 48% or more) 
                   => heavy cream – (contains more than 36% butterfat) 
                   => light cream, coffee cream, single cream –
 (cream that has at least 18% butterfat; “in England they call light cream `single cream’”) 
                   => sour cream, soured cream – (artificially soured light cream) 
                   => whipping cream, light whipping cream –
 (cream that has enough butterfat (30% to 36%) to be whipped) 
               => half-and-half – (half milk and half light cream; contains 10% to 18% butterfat) 
               => butter –
 (an edible emulsion of fat globules made by churning milk or cream; for cooking and table use) 
                   => clarified butter, drawn butter –
 (butter made clear by heating and removing the sediment of milk solids) 
                       => ghee – (clarified butter used in Indian cookery) 
                   => brown butter, beurre noisette –
 (clarified butter browned slowly and seasoned with vinegar or lemon juice and capers) 
                   => Meuniere butter, lemon butter –
 (clarified butter browned slowly and seasoned with lemon juice and parsley) 
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                   => yak butter – (butter made from yaks’ milk) 
               => yogurt, yoghurt, yoghourt – (a custard-like food made from curdled milk) 
                   => frozen yogurt – (a soft frozen dessert of sweetened flavored yogurt) 
                   => blueberry yogurt – (yogurt with sweetened blueberries or blueberry jam) 
               => whey –
 (watery part of milk produced when raw milk sours and coagulates; “Little Miss Muffet sat on a tuffet  
eating some curds and whey”) 
               => curd –
 (coagulated milk; used to made cheese; “Little Miss Muffet sat on a tuffet eating some curds and whey”) 
               => clabber – (raw milk that has soured and thickened) 
               => cheese – (a solid food prepared from the pressed curd of milk) 
                   => cream cheese – (soft unripened cheese made of sweet milk and cream) 
                       => double cream – (fresh soft French cheese containing at least 60% fat) 
                       => mascarpone – (soft mild Italian cream cheese) 
                   => triple cream, triple �hime – (fresh soft French cheese containing at least 72% fat) 
                   => cottage cheese, pot cheese, farm cheese, farmer’s cheese –
 (mild white cheese made from curds of soured skim milk) 
                   => process cheese, processed cheese – (made by blending several lots of cheese) 
                   => American cheese – (processed cheddar-style cheese) 
                   => bleu, blue cheese – (cheese containing a blue mold) 
                       => Stilton – (English blue cheese) 
                       => Roquefort – (French blue cheese) 
                       => gorgonzola – (Italian blue cheese) 
                       => Danish blue – (blue cheese of Denmark) 
                       => Bavarian blue – (blue cheese of Bavaria) 
                   => Brie – (soft creamy white cheese; milder than Camembert) 
                   => brick cheese – (semisoft sweet American cheese from whole milk in a brick form) 
                   => Camembert – (rich soft creamy French cheese) 
                   => cheddar, cheddar cheese, store cheese – (hard smooth-textured cheese) 
                   => Cheshire cheese – (a mild yellow English cheese with a crumbly texture) 
                   => double Gloucester – (a smooth firm mild orange-red cheese) 
                   => Edam – (mild yellow Dutch cheese made in balls encased in a red covering) 
                   => goat cheese, chevre – (made from goats’ milk) 
                   => Gouda, Gouda cheese – (mild cream-colored Dutch cheese shaped in balls) 
                   => grated cheese – (hard or semihard cheese grated) 
                   => hand cheese – (any cheese originally molded by hand) 
                   => Liederkranz – (a soft cheese with a strong odor and flavor) 
                   => Limburger – (a soft white cheese with a very strong pungent odor and flavor) 
                   => mozzarella – (mild white Italian cheese) 
                   => Muenster – (semisoft pale-yellow cheese) 
                   => Parmesan – (hard dry sharp-flavored Italian cheese; often grated) 
                   => quark cheese, quark –
 (fresh unripened cheese of a smooth texture made from pasteurized milk, a starter, and rennet) 
                   => ricotta – (soft Italian cheese like cottage cheese) 
                   => string cheese – (cheese formed in long strings twisted together) 
                   => Swiss cheese – (hard pale yellow cheese with many holes from Switzerland) 
                       => Emmenthal, Emmental, Emmenthaler, Emmentaler – (Swiss cheese with large holes) 
                       => Gruyere – (wiss cheese with small holes) 
                       => sapsago – (a hard green Swiss cheese made with skim-
milk curd and flavored with clover) 
                   => Velveeta – (trademark: soft processed American cheese) 
           => milk – (any of several nutritive milklike liquids) 
               => coconut milk, coconut water – (clear to whitish fluid from within a fresh coconut) 
               => coconut milk, coconut cream – (white liquid obtained from compressing fresh coconut meat) 
               => soya milk, soybean milk, soymilk –
 (a milk substitute containing soybean flour and water; used in some infant formulas and in making tofu) 
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               => formula – (a liquid food for infants) 
           => curd – (a coagulated liquid resembling milk curd; “bean curd”; “lemon curd”) 
               => bean curd, tofu – (cheeselike food made of curdled soybean milk) 
           => concoction, mixture, intermixture –
 (any foodstuff made by combining different ingredients; “he volunteered to taste her latest concoction”;  
“he drank a mixture of beer and lemonade”) 
               => mincemeat –
 (spiced mixture of chopped raisins and apples and other ingredients with or without meat) 
               => stuffing, dressing – (a mixture of seasoned ingredients used to stuff meats and vegetables) 
                   => turkey stuffing – (stuffing for turkey) 
                   => oyster stuffing, oyster dressing – (stuffing made with oysters) 
                   => forcemeat, farce –
 (mixture of ground raw chicken and mushrooms with pistachios and truffles and onions and parsley and  
lots of butter and bound with eggs) 
               => roux – (a mixture of fat and flour heated and used as a basis for sauces) 
               => batter – (a flour mixture thin enough to pour or drop from a spoon) 
                   => puff batter, pouf paste, pate a choux –
 (batter for making light hollow cases to hold various fillings) 
                   => pancake batter – (batter for making pancakes) 
                   => fritter batter – (batter for making fritters) 
               => dough – (a flour mixture stiff enough to knead or roll) 
                   => pastry, pastry dough – (a dough of flour and water and shortening) 
                       => puff paste, pate feuillete – (dough used for very light flaky rich pastries) 
                           => phyllo – (tissue thin sheets of pastry used especially in Greek dishes) 
                   => bread dough – (any of various doughs for bread) 
               => mix, premix – (a commercially prepared mixture of dry ingredients) 
                   => ready-mix – (a commercial preparation containing most of the ingredients for a dish) 
                       => brownie mix – (a commercial mix for making brownies) 
                       => cake mix – (a commercial mix for making a cake) 
                       => lemonade mix – (a mix commercial mix for making lemonade) 
                   => self-rising flour, self-raising flour –
 (a commercially prepared mixture of flour and salt and a leavening agent) 
               => filling – (a food mixture used to fill pastry or sandwiches etc.) 
                   => lekvar – (a sweet filling made of prunes or apricots) 
           => juice – (the liquid part that can be extracted from plant or animal tissue) 
               => lemon juice – (usually fresh-squeezed juice of lemons) 
               => lime juice – (usually fresh-squeezed juice of limes) 
               => papaya juice – (juice from papayas) 
               => tomato juice – (the juice of tomatoes (usually bottled or canned)) 
               => carrot juice – (usually fresh-squeezed juice of carrots) 
               => V-8 juice – (brand name for canned mixed vegetable juices) 
           => perishables, spoilables – (foods that will decay rapidly if not refrigerated) 
 

NUTRIMENT, NUTRITION, SUSTENANCE, ALIMENT, VICTUALS 

      => nutriment, nourishment, nutrition, sustenance, aliment, alimentation, victuals –
 (a source of materials to nourish the body) 
           => milk – (produced by mammary glands of female mammals for feeding their young) 
               => mother’s milk – (milk secreted by a woman who has recently given birth) 
               => �hime��le�, foremilk – (milky fluid secreted for the first day or two after parturition) 
           => course – (part of a meal served at one time; “she prepared a three course meal”) 
               => entree, main course – (the principal dish of a meal) 
                   => plate – (a main course served on a plate; “a vegetable plate”; “the blue plate special”) 
               => appetizer, �hime��le, starter –
 (food or drink to stimulate the appetite (usually served before a meal or as the first course)) 
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                   => antipasto – (a course of appetizers in an Italian meal) 
                   => �hime��l – (an alcoholic drink that is taken as an appetizer before a meal) 
                   => �hime� –
 (an appetizer consisting usually of a thin slice of bread or toast spread with caviar or cheese or other  
savory food) 
                   => cocktail – (an appetizer served as a first course at a meal) 
                       => fruit cocktail – (a mixture of sliced or diced fruits) 
                       => crab cocktail – (a cocktail of cold cooked crabmeat and a sauce) 
                       => shrimp cocktail – (a cocktail of cold cooked shrimp and a sauce) 
                   => hors d’oeuvre – (a dish served as an appetizer before the main meal) 
                       => stuffed mushroom –
 (mushrooms stuffed with any of numerous mixtures of e.g. meats or nuts or seafood or spinach) 
                       => rollmops – (a pickled herring filet that has been rolled or wrapped around a pickle) 
                       => pigs in blankets – (small frankfurters wrapped in biscuit dough and baked) 
                   => �hime��l – (raw vegetables cut into bite-sized strips and served with a dip) 
                       => celery stick – (celery stalks cut into small sticks) 
                       => carrot stick – (a stick of carrot eaten raw) 
               => dessert, sweet, afters – (a dish served as the last course of a meal) 
                   => ambrosia – (fruit dessert made of oranges and bananas with shredded coconut) 
                   => baked Alaska – (cake covered with ice cream and meringue browned quickly in an oven) 
                   => blancmange – (sweet almond-
flavored milk pudding thickened with gelatin or cornstarch; usually molded) 
                   => charlotte –
 (a mold lined with cake or crumbs and filled with fruit or whipped cream or custard) 
                       => charlotte russe – (lady fingers enclosing �hime��l cream) 
                   => compote, fruit compote – (dessert of stewed or baked fruit) 
                   => dumpling – (dessert made by baking fruit wrapped in pastry) 
                       => apple dumpling – (apples wrapped in pastry and baked) 
                   => flan – (open pastry filled with fruit or custard) 
                   => frozen dessert – (any of various desserts prepared by freezing) 
                       => ice, frappe – (a frozen dessert with fruit flavoring (especially one containing no milk)) 
                           => water ice – (an ice containing no milk) 
                           => sherbert, sherbet, sorbet – (an ice containing milk) 
                       => ice cream – (frozen dessert containing cream and sugar and flavoring) 
                           => chocolate ice cream – (ice cream flavored with chocolate) 
                               => choc-ice – (colloquial British abbreviation for chocolate ice cream) 
                           => Neapolitan ice cream –
 (a block of ice cream with 3 or 4 layers of different colors and flavors) 
                           => peach ice cream – (ice cream flavored with fresh peaches) 
                           => strawberry ice cream – (ice cream flavored with fresh strawberries) 
                           => tutti-frutti – (ice cream containing chopped candied fruits) 
                           => vanilla ice cream – (Ice cream flavored with vanilla extract) 
                       => ice-cream cone – (ice cream in a crisp conical wafer) 
                       => ice lolly, lolly, lollipop, popsicle –
 (ice cream or water ice on a small wooden stick; “in England a popsicle is called an ice lolly”) 
                       => ice milk – (similar to ice cream but made of milk) 
                       => frozen yogurt – (a soft frozen dessert of sweetened flavored yogurt) 
                       => snowball – (ball of crushed ice with fruit syrup) 
                       => snowball – (ball of ice cream covered with coconut and usually chocolate sauce) 
                       => parfait – (layers of ice cream and syrup and whipped cream) 
                       => ice-cream sundae, sundae – (ice cream served with a topping) 
                       => split –
 (a dessert of sliced fruit and ice cream covered with whipped cream and cherries and nuts) 
                           => banana split –
 (a banana split lengthwise and topped with scoops of ice cream and sauces and nuts and whipped cream) 
                       => frozen pudding –
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 (a chilled dessert consisting of a mixture of custard and nuts and (sometimes) liquor) 
                       => frozen custard, soft ice cream –
 (dessert resembling ice cream but with a boiled custard base) 
                       => ice-cream cake, icebox cake – (ice cream molded to look like a cake) 
                   => junket – (dessert made of sweetened milk coagulated with rennet) 
                   => mousse – (a light creamy dessert set with gelatin) 
                       => chocolate mousse – (dessert mousse made with chocolate) 
                   => peach melba – (ice cream and peaches with a liqueur) 
                   => whip –
 (a dessert made of sugar and stiffly beaten egg whites or cream and usually flavored with fruit) 
                       => prune whip – (dessert made of prune puree and whipped cream) 
                   => pudding –
 (any of various soft sweet desserts thickened usually with flour and baked or boiled or steamed) 
                       => flummery – (a bland custard or pudding especially of oatmeal) 
                       => plum pudding, Christmas pudding – (a rich steamed or boiled cake-like pudding) 
                       => steamed pudding – (a pudding cooked by steaming) 
                       => duff – (a stiff flour pudding steamed or boiled usually containing e.g. currents and citron) 
                       => vanilla pudding – (sweet vanilla flavored custard-
like pudding usually thickened with flour rather than eggs) 
                       => chocolate pudding – (sweet chocolate flavored custard-
like pudding usually thickened with flour rather than eggs) 
                       => brown Betty – (baked pudding of apples and breadcrumbs) 
                       => Nesselrode, Nesselrode pudding –
 (a rich frozen pudding made of chopped chestnuts and maraschino cherries and candied fruits and liqueur  
or rum) 
                       => pease pudding – (a pudding made with strained split peas mixed with egg) 
                       => tapioca pudding – (sweet pudding thickened with tapioca) 
                       => roly-poly, roly-poly pudding –
 (pudding made of suet pastry spread with jam or fruit and rolled up and baked or steamed) 
                       => suet pudding – (a sweet or savory pudding made with suet and steamed or boiled) 
                           => spotted dick – (a suet pudding containing currants) 
                   => syllabub, �hime��l – (sweetened cream beaten with wine or liquor) 
                   => tiramisu –
 (an Italian dessert consisting of layers of sponge cake soaked with coffee and brandy or liqueur layered  
with mascarpone cheese and topped with grated chocolate) 
                   => trifle – (jam-spread sponge cake soaked in wine served with custard sauce) 
                       => tipsy cake – (a trifle soaked in wine and decorated with almonds and candied fruit) 
                   => zabaglione, sabayon – (light foamy custard-like dessert served hot or chilled) 
               => pudding, pud – ((British) the dessert course of a meal (`pud’ is used informally)) 
           => dainty, delicacy, goody, kickshaw, treat – (something considered choice to eat) 
               => choice morsel, tidbit, titbit – (a small tasty bit of food) 
               => savory, savoury – (an aromatic or spicy dish served at the end of dinner or as an hors d’oeuvre) 
               => sweet, confection, confectionery – (a food rich in sugar) 
                   => confiture – (preserved or candied fruit) 
                       => candied fruit, crystallized fruit –
 (fruit cooked in sugar syrup and encrusted with a sugar crystals) 
                           => crystallized ginger – (strips of ginger root cooked in sugar syrup and coated with sugar) 
                           => candied citrus peel – (strips of citrus peel cooked in a sugar syrup) 
                               => grapefruit peel –
 (strips of grapefruit peel cooked in sugar syrup and coated with sugar) 
                       => conserve, preserve, conserves, preserves – (fruit preserved by cooking with sugar) 
                           => apple butter – (thick dark spicy puree of apples) 
                           => chowchow – (a Chinese preserve of mixed fruits and ginger) 
                           => jam – (preserve of crushed fruit) 
                               => strawberry jam, strawberry preserves – (made with strawberries) 
                           => lemon curd, lemon cheese –
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 (a conserve with a thick consistency; made with lemons and butter and eggs and sugar) 
                           => jelly – (a preserve made of the jelled juice of fruit) 
                               => apple jelly – (jelly made from apple juice) 
                                   => crabapple jelly – (a tart apple jelly made from crab apples) 
                               => grape jelly – (jelly made from grape juice) 
                           => marmalade – (a preserve made of the pulp and rind of citrus fruits) 
                               => orange marmalade – (marmalade made from oranges) 
                   => sweetmeat – (a sweetened delicacy (as a preserve or pastry)) 
                   => candy – (a rich sweet made of flavored sugar and often combined with fruit or nuts) 
                       => candy bar – (a candy shaped as a bar) 
                       => carob bar – (a bar of candy made with carob powder) 
                       => hard candy – (candy that is brittle; “you can break a tooth on that hard candy”) 
                           => barley-sugar, barley candy –
 (a brittle transparent candy made by melting and cooling cane sugar) 
                           => jawbreaker – (a large round hard candy) 
                           => lemon drop –
 (a hard candy with lemon flavor and a yellow color and (usually) the shape of a lemon) 
                           => sourball – (round piece of tart hard candy) 
                       => brandyball – (a British candy flavored with brandy) 
                       => patty – (round flat candy) 
                           => peppermint patty – (a patty flavored with peppermint) 
                       => bonbon – (a candy that usually has a center of fondant or fruit or nuts coated in chocolate) 
                       => brittle, toffee, toffy – (caramelized sugar cooled in thin sheets) 
                           => peanut brittle – (brittle containing peanuts) 
                       => butterscotch – (a hard brittle candy made with butter and brown sugar) 
                       => candy cane – (a hard candy in the shape of a rod (usually with stripes)) 
                       => candy corn – (a small yellow and white candy shaped to resemble a kernel of corn) 
                       => caramel – (firm chewy candy made from caramelized sugar and butter and milk) 
                       => cotton candy, spun sugar, candyfloss –
 (a candy made by spinning sugar that has been boiled to a high temperature) 
                       => dragee – (sugar-coated nut or fruit piece) 
                       => dragee – (silver-coated candy bead for decorating cakes) 
                       => fondant – (candy made of a thick creamy sugar paste) 
                       => fudge – (soft creamy candy) 
                           => chocolate fudge – (fudge made with chocolate or cocoa) 
                           => divinity, divinity fudge – (white creamy fudge made with egg whites) 
                           => penuche, �hime��, panoche, panocha –
 (fudge made with brown sugar and butter and milk and nuts) 
                       => gumdrop – (a jellied candy coated with sugar crystals) 
                           => jujube – (chewy fruit-
flavored jellied candy (sometimes medicated to soothe a sore throat)) 
                       => honey crisp – (a crisp candy made with honey) 
                       => mint, mint candy – (a candy that is flavored with a mint oil) 
                           => peppermint, peppermint candy – (a candy flavored with peppermint oil) 
                       => horehound – (a candy that is flavored with an extract of the horehound plant) 
                       => jelly bean, jelly egg – (sugar-glazed jellied candy) 
                       => kiss – (any of several bite-sized candies) 
                           => molasses kiss, candy kiss – (a toffee-like candy kiss) 
                           => meringue kiss – (made of sugar and egg white and baked slowly) 
                           => chocolate kiss – (conical bite-sized piece of chocolate) 
                       => Scotch kiss – (butterscotch candy kiss) 
                       => licorice, liquorice – (a black candy flavored with the dried root of the licorice plant) 
                       => Life Saver – (a candy shaped like a small lifesaver) 
                       => lollipop, sucker, all-day sucker – (hard candy on a stick) 
                       => lozenge – (a small aromatic or medicated candy) 
                           => cachou –
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 (a scented lozenge used to sweeten the breath (e.g. to conceal the odor of tobacco)) 
                           => cough drop, troche, pastille, pastil – (a medicated lozenge used to soothe the throat) 
                       => marshmallow –
 (spongy confection made of gelatin and sugar and corn syrup and dusted with powdered sugar) 
                       => marzipan, marchpane – (almond paste and egg whites) 
                       => nougat – (nuts or fruit pieces in a sugar paste) 
                       => nougat bar – (a bar of nougat candy often dipped in chocolate) 
                       => nut bar – (paste of nuts and sugar on a pastry base cut into bars) 
                       => peanut bar – (bar of peanuts in taffy) 
                       => popcorn ball –
 (popcorn combined with a thick sugar or molasses or caramel syrup and formed into balls) 
                       => praline – (cookie-sized candy made of brown sugar and butter and pecans) 
                       => rock candy – (sugar in large hard clear crystals on a string) 
                       => rock candy, rock – (hard stick bright-colored stick candy typically peppermint flavored) 
                       => sugar candy – (made by boiling pure sugar until it hardens) 
                       => sugarplum – (any of various small sugary candies) 
                       => taffy – (chewy candy of sugar or syrup boiled until thick and pulled until glossy) 
                           => molasses taffy – (taffy made of molasses) 
                       => truffle, chocolate truffle – (creamy chocolate candy) 
                       => Turkish Delight – (a jellied candy typically flavored with rose water) 
                       => Easter egg – (an egg-shaped candy used to celebrate Easter) 
                           => chocolate egg – (egg-shaped chocolate candy) 
                           => candy egg – (egg-shaped candy) 
                   => hardbake – (a British sweet made with molasses and butter and almonds) 
                   => chewing gum, gum – (a preparation (usually made of sweetened chicle) for chewing) 
                       => gum ball – (a ball of chewing gum with a coating of colored sugar) 
                       => bubble gum – (a kind of chewing gum that can be blown into bubbles) 
                   => candied apple, candy apple, taffy apple, caramel apple, toffee apple –
 (an apple that is covered with a candy-like substance (usually caramelized sugar)) 
                   => center, centre –
 (the sweet central portion of a piece of candy that is enclosed in chocolate or some other covering) 
                   => comfit – (candy containing a fruit or nut) 
                   => maraschino, maraschino cherry – (cherry preserved in true or imitation maraschino liqueur) 
                   => nonpareil – (colored beads of sugar used as a topping on e.g. candies and cookies) 
               => ambrosia, nectar –
 ((classical mythology) the food and drink of the gods; mortals who ate it became immortal) 
               => gelatin, jelly –
 (an edible jelly (sweet or pungent) made with gelatin and used as a dessert or salad base or a coating for  
foods) 
                   => calf’s-foot jelly – (a savory jelly made with gelatin obtained by boiling calves’ feet) 
                   => gelatin dessert – (jellied dessert made with gelatin and fruit juice or water) 
                       => jello, Jell-O – (fruit-flavored dessert (trade mark Jell-
O) made from a commercially prepared gelatin powder) 
                   => aspic – (savory jelly based on fish or meat stock used as a mold for meats or vegetables) 
               => marrow, bone marrow – (very tender and very nutritious tissue from marrowbones) 
           => dish – (a particular item of prepared food; “she prepared a special dish for dinner”) 
               => piece de resistance – (the most important dish of a meal) 
               => adobo – (a dish of marinated vegetables and meat or fish; served with rice) 
               => side dish, entremots – (a dish that is served with but is subordinate to a main course) 
                   => mushy peas –
 (marrowfat peas that have been soaked overnight and then boiled; served with fish and chips) 
                   => raita – (an Indian side dish of yogurt and chopped cucumbers and spices) 
               => special – (a dish or meal given prominence in e.g. a restaurant) 
               => casserole – (food cooked and served in a casserole) 
                   => chicken casserole – (chicken cooked and served in a casserole) 
                       => chicken cacciatore, chicken �hime��le�, hunter’s chicken –
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 (chicken casserole prepared with tomatoes and mushrooms and herbs in the Italian style) 
               => soup –
 (liquid food especially of meat or fish or vegetable stock often containing pieces of solid food) 
                   => soup du jour – (the soup that a restaurant is featuring on a given day) 
                   => alphabet soup – (soup that contains small noodles in the shape of letters of the alphabet) 
                   => �hime��l – (clear soup usually of beef or veal or chicken) 
                       => �hime��le – (a tomato-flavored �hime��l; often served chilled) 
                   => bisque – (a thick cream soup made from shellfish) 
                   => borsch, borsh, borscht, borsht, borshch, bortsch –
 (a Russian soup usually containing beet juice as a foundation) 
                   => broth – (a thin soup of meat or fish or vegetable stock) 
                       => barley water – (used to feed infants) 
                       => bouillon – (a clear seasoned broth) 
                   => broth, stock –
 (liquid in which meat and vegetables are simmered; used as a basis for e.g. soups or sauces; “she made  
gravy with a base of beef stock”) 
                       => liquor, pot liquor, pot likker – (the liquid in which vegetables or meat have be cooked) 
                       => beef broth, beef stock – (a stock made with beef) 
                       => chicken broth, chicken stock – (a stock made with chicken) 
                       => stock cube – (a cube of dehydrated stock) 
                   => chicken soup – (soup made from chicken broth) 
                   => cock-a-leekie, cocky-leeky – (soup made from chicken boiled with leeks) 
                   => gazpacho –
 (a soup made with chopped tomatoes and onions and cucumbers and peppers and herbs; served cold) 
                   => gumbo – (a soup or stew thickened with okra pods) 
                   => marmite – (soup cooked in a large pot) 
                   => mock turtle soup –
 (soup made from a calf’s head or other meat in imitation of green turtle soup) 
                   => mulligatawny – (a curry-
flavored soup of eastern India, prepared with a meat or chicken base) 
                   => oxtail soup – (a soup made from the skinned tail of an ox) 
                   => pea soup – (a thick soup made of dried peas (usually made into a puree)) 
                   => pepper pot, Philadelphia pepper pot –
 (a soup made with vegetables and tripe and seasoned with peppercorns; often contains dumplings) 
                   => petite marmite, minestrone, vegetable soup – (soup made with a variety of vegetables) 
                   => potage, pottage – (thick (often creamy) soup) 
                   => turtle soup, green turtle soup – (soup usually made of the flesh of green turtles) 
                   => eggdrop soup – (made by stirring beaten eggs into a simmering broth) 
                   => chowder – (a thick soup or stew made with milk and bacon and onions and potatoes) 
                       => corn chowder – (chowder containing corn) 
                       => clam chowder – (chowder containing clams) 
                           => Manhattan clam chowder –
 (a chowder made with clams and tomatoes and other vegetables and seasonings) 
                           => New England clam chowder –
 (a thick chowder made with clams and potatoes and onions and salt pork and milk) 
                       => fish chowder – (chowder containing fish) 
                   => won ton, wonton, wonton soup – (a soup with won ton dumplings) 
                   => split-pea soup – (made of stock and split peas with onions carrots and celery) 
                   => green pea soup, potage St. Germain –
 (made of fresh green peas and stock with shredded lettuce onion and celery) 
                   => lentil soup – (made of stock and lentils with onions carrots and celery) 
                   => Scotch broth – (a thick soup made from beef or mutton with vegetables and pearl barley) 
                   => vichyssoise – (a creamy potato soup flavored with leeks and onions; usually served cold) 
               => stew – (food prepared by stewing especially meat or fish with vegetables) 
                   => pottage – (a stew of vegetables and (sometimes) meat) 
                   => bigos – (a Polish stew of cabbage and meat) 
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                   => Brunswick stew –
 (spicy Southern specialty: chicken (or small game) with corn and tomatoes and lima beans and okra and  
onions and potatoes) 
                   => burgoo –
 (thick spicy stew of whatever meat and whatever vegetables are available; southern United States) 
                   => olla podrida, Spanish burgoo – (Spanish version of burgoo) 
                   => mulligan stew, mulligan, Irish burgoo – (Irish version of burgoo) 
                   => purloo, chicken purloo, poilu –
 (thick stew made of rice and chicken and small game; southern U.S.) 
                   => goulash, Hungarian goulash, gulyas – (a rich meat stew highly seasoned with paprika) 
                       => beef goulash – (meat is browned before stewing) 
                       => pork-and-veal goulash –
 (made with sauerkraut and caraway seeds and served with sour cream) 
                       => porkholt – (made of lamb or pork) 
                   => hotchpotch – (a stew (or thick soup) made with meat and vegetables) 
                   => hot pot, hotpot – (a stew of meat and potatoes cooked in a tightly covered pot) 
                   => Irish stew – (meat (especially mutton) stewed with potatoes and onions) 
                   => oyster stew – (oysters in cream) 
                   => lobster stew – (diced lobster meat in milk or cream) 
                   => lobscouse, lobscuse, scouse –
 (a stew of meat and vegetables and hardtack that is eaten by sailors) 
                   => fish stew – (a stew made with fish) 
                       => bouillabaisse –
 (highly seasoned Mediterranean soup or stew made of several kinds of fish and shellfish with tomatoes and
 onions or leeks and seasoned with saffron and garlic and herbs) 
                       => matelote –
 (highly seasoned soup or stew made of freshwater fishes (eel, carp, perch) with wine and stock) 
                   => fricassee –
 (pieces of chicken or other meat stewed in gravy with e.g. carrots and onions and served with noodles or  
dumplings) 
                       => chicken stew – (a stew made with chicken) 
                       => turkey stew – (a stew made with turkey) 
                   => beef stew – (a stew made with beef) 
                   => ragout – (well-seasoned stew of meat and vegetables) 
                       => salmi – (ragout of game in a rich sauce) 
                   => pot-au-feu – (traditional French stew of vegetables and beef) 
                   => slumgullion – (a thin stew of meat and vegetables) 
               => paella – (saffron-flavored dish made of rice with shellfish and chicken) 
               => viand – (a choice or delicious dish) 
               => mousse – (a light creamy dish made from fish or meat and set with gelatin) 
                   => fish mousse – (mousse made with fish) 
                   => chicken mousse – (mousse made with chicken) 
               => pudding – (any of various soft thick unsweetened baked dishes; “corn pudding”) 
                   => carrot pudding – (pudding made with grated carrots) 
                   => corn pudding – (pudding made of corn and cream and egg) 
               => custard – (sweetened mixture of milk and eggs baked or boiled or frozen) 
                   => �hime caramel – (baked custard topped with caramel) 
                   => �hime anglais – (custard sauce flavored with vanilla or a liqueur) 
                   => creme brulee – (custard sprinkled with sugar and broiled) 
                   => fruit custard – (a custard containing fruit) 
                   => Bavarian cream – (a rich custard set with gelatin) 
               => timbale –
 (individual serving of minced e.g. meat or fish in a rich creamy sauce baked in a small pastry mold or  
timbale shell) 
               => fish stick, fish finger – (a long fillet of fish breaded and fried) 
               => buffalo wing – (crisp spicy chicken wings) 
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               => barbecued wing – (chicken wings cooked in barbecue sauce) 
               => barbecue, barbeque – (meat that has been barbecued or grilled in a highly seasoned sauce) 
               => escalope de veau Orloff –
 (lightly �hime�� veal cutlets spread with a Soubise sauce and liver paste then sprinkled with grated  
Parmesan and baked briefly) 
               => patty, cake – (small flat mass of chopped food) 
                   => fish cake, fish ball – (a fried ball or patty of flaked fish and mashed potatoes) 
                       => codfish ball, codfish cake – (usually made of flaked salt cod and mashed potatoes) 
               => veal parmesan, veal parmigiana – (�hime�� veal cutlet in a breadcrumb-and-
cheese coating served with tomato sauce) 
               => veal cordon bleu – (thin slices of veal stuffed with cheese and ham and then �hime��) 
               => sandwich plate – (a serving consisting of a sandwich or sandwiches with garnishes) 
               => snack food – (food for light meals or for eating between meals) 
                   => sandwich – (two (or more) slices of bread with a filling between them) 
                       => butty – (a sandwich; “a bacon butty”) 
                       => ham sandwich – (a sandwich made with a filling of sliced ham) 
                       => chicken sandwich – (a sandwich made with a filling of sliced chicken) 
                       => club sandwich, three-decker, triple-decker –
 (made with three slices of usually toasted bread) 
                       => open-face sandwich, open sandwich – (sandwich without a covering slice of bread) 
                       => hamburger, beefburger – (a fried cake of minced beef served on a bun) 
                           => cheeseburger – (a hamburger with melted cheese on it) 
                       => tunaburger – (a sandwich that resembles a hamburger but made with tuna instead of beef) 
                       => hotdog, hot dog, red hot – (a frankfurter served hot on a bun) 
                           => chili dog – (a hotdog with chili con carne on it) 
                       => Sloppy Joe – (ground beef (not a patty) cooked in a spicy sauce and served on a bun) 
                       => bomber, grinder, hero, hero sandwich, hoagie, hoagy, Cuban sandwich, Italian sandwich, 
poor boy, sub, submarine, submarine sandwich, torpedo, wedge, zep –
 (a large sandwich made of a long crusty roll split lengthwise and filled with meats and cheese (and tomato 
and onion and lettuce and condiments); different names are used in different sections of the United States) 
                       => gyro –
 (a Greek sandwich: sliced roast lamb with onion and tomato stuffed into pita bread) 
                       => bacon-lettuce-tomato sandwich, BLT –
 (sandwich filled with slices of bacon and tomato with lettuce) 
                       => Reuben –
 (a hot sandwich with corned beef and Swiss cheese and sauerkraut on rye bread) 
                       => western, western sandwich – (a sandwich made from a western omelet) 
                       => wrap – (a sandwich in which the filling is rolled up in a soft tortilla) 
                   => potato skin, potato peel, potato peelings – (crisp fried potato peeling) 
                   => chip, crisp, potato chip, Saratoga chip – (a thin crisp slice of potato fried in deep fat) 
                   => corn chip – (thin piece of cornmeal dough fried) 
                       => tortilla chip – (a small piece of tortilla) 
                           => nacho – (a tortilla chip topped with cheese and chili-pepper and broiled) 
               => salad –
 (food mixtures either arranged on a plate or tossed and served with a moist dressing; usually consisting of 
or including greens) 
                   => tossed salad – (salad tossed with a dressing) 
                       => green salad – (tossed salad composed primarily of salad greens) 
                       => Caesar salad – (typically having fried croutons and dressing made with a raw egg) 
                       => combination salad –
 (containing meat or chicken or cheese in addition to greens and vegetables) 
                           => chef’s salad – (the combination prepared as prepared as a particular chef’s specialty) 
                   => salmagundi –
 (cooked meats and eggs and vegetables usually arranged in rows around the plate and dressed with a salad 
dressing) 
                   => salad nicoise –
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 (typically containing tomatoes and anchovies and garnished with black olives and capers) 
                   => potato salad – (any of various salads having chopped potatoes as the base) 
                   => pasta salad – (a salad having any of various pastas as the base) 
                       => macaroni salad – (having macaroni as the base) 
                   => fruit salad – (salad composed of fruits) 
                       => Waldorf salad –
 (typically made of apples and celery with nuts or raisins and dressed with mayonnaise) 
                   => crab Louis – (lettuce and crabmeat dressed with sauce Louis) 
                   => herring salad – (based on pickled herring) 
                   => tuna fish salad, tuna salad – (salad composed primarily of chopped canned tuna fish) 
                   => chicken salad – (salad composed primarily of chopped chicken meat) 
                   => coleslaw, slaw – (basically shredded cabbage) 
                   => molded salad – (salad of meats or vegetables in gelatin) 
                   => tabbouleh, tabooli –
 (a finely chopped salad with tomatoes and parsley and mint and scallions and bulgur wheat) 
               => curry –
 ((East Indian cookery) a pungent dish of vegetables or meats flavored with curry powder and usually eaten
 with rice) 
                   => lamb curry – (curry made with lamb) 
               => applesauce, apple sauce – (puree of stewed apples usually sweetened and spiced) 
               => boiled egg, coddled egg – (egg cooked briefly in the shell in gently boiling water) 
                   => hard-boiled egg – (an egg boiled gently until both the white and the yolk solidify) 
                       => Easter egg – (a colored hard-boiled egg used to celebrate Easter) 
               => poached egg, dropped egg – (egg cooked in gently boiling water) 
               => scrambled egg – (eggs beaten and cooked to a soft firm consistency while stirring) 
               => deviled egg, stuffed egg – (halved hard-
cooked egg with the yolk mashed with mayonnaise and seasonings and returned to the white) 
               => shirred egg, baked egg, egg en cocotte –
 (egg cooked individually in cream or butter in a small ramekin) 
               => omelet, omelette –
 (beaten eggs or an egg mixture cooked until just set; may be folded around e.g. ham or cheese or jelly) 
                   => firm omelet – (eggs beaten with milk or cream and cooked until set) 
                       => French omelet – (omelet cooked quickly and slid onto a plate) 
                       => western omelet – (a firm omelet that has diced ham and peppers and onions) 
                   => fluffy omelet – (�hime��-like omelet made by beating and adding the whites separately) 
                   => egg foo yong, egg fu yung –
 (omelet containing onions and celery and chopped meat or fish) 
               => �hime�� –
 (light fluffy dish of egg yolks and stiffly beaten egg whites mixed with e.g. cheese or fish or fruit) 
                   => cheese �hime�� –
 (puffy dish of cheese and eggs (whites beaten separately) and white sauce) 
               => fried egg –
 (eggs cooked by �hime��l in oil or butter; sometimes turned and cooked on both sides) 
               => coq au vin – (chicken and onions and mushrooms braised in red wine and seasonings) 
               => chicken and rice –
 (rice and chicken cooked together with or without other ingredients and variously seasoned) 
                   => arroz con pollo –
 (rice and chicken cooked together Spanish style; highly seasoned especially with saffron) 
               => moo goo gai pan – (a Cantonese dish of chicken and sauted vegetables) 
               => bacon and eggs – (eggs (fried or scrambled) served with bacon) 
               => barbecued spareribs, spareribs – (baked or roasted with a spicy sauce) 
               => beef Bourguignonne, boeuf Bourguignonne –
 (beef and mushrooms and onions stewed in red wine and seasonings) 
               => beef Wellington, filet de boeuf en croute – (rare-
roasted beef tenderloin coated with mushroom paste in puff pastry) 
               => bitok –
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 (a Russian dish made with patties of ground meat (mixed with onions and bread and milk) and served with 
a sauce of sour cream) 
               => boiled dinner, New England boiled dinner –
 (corned beef simmered with onions and cabbage and usually other vegetables) 
               => Boston baked beans – (dried navy beans baked slowly with molasses and salt pork) 
               => bubble and squeak – (leftover cabbage and potatoes and meat fried together) 
               => cannelloni – (tubular pasta filled with meat or cheese) 
               => carbonnade flamande, Belgian beef stew –
 (beef stewed in beer seasoned with garlic and served with boiled potatoes) 
               => chicken Marengo – (braised chicken with onions and mushrooms in a wine and tomato sauce) 
               => chicken cordon bleu –
 (thin slices of chicken stuffed with cheese and ham and then �hime��) 
               => Maryland chicken – (chicken fried than oven-baked and served with milk gravy) 
               => chicken paprika, chicken paprikash –
 (chicken simmered in broth with onions and paprika then mixed with sour cream) 
               => chicken Tetrazzini –
 (prepared with mushrooms in a cream sauce served over pasta and topped with cheese) 
               => chicken Kiev –
 (pounded chicken cutlets rolled around butter (that has been seasoned with herbs) and then covered with  
crumbs and fried) 
               => chili, chili con carne –
 (ground beef and chili peppers or chili powder often with tomatoes and kidney beans) 
               => chop suey – (meat or fish stir-
fried with vegetables (e.g., celery, onions, peppers or bean sprouts) seasoned with ginger and garlic and soy
 sauce; served with rice; created in the United States and frequently served in Chinese restaurants there) 
               => chow mein – (chop suey served with fried noodles) 
               => coquille – (seafood served in a scallop shell) 
               => coquilles Saint-Jacques – (scallops in white wine sauce served in scallop shells) 
               => croquette – (minced cooked meats (or vegetables) in thick white sauce; breaded and deep-
fried) 
               => cottage pie – (a dish of minced meat topped with mashed potatoes) 
               => rissole – (minced cooked meat or fish coated in egg and breadcrumbs and fried in deep fat) 
               => dolmas, stuffed grape leaves – (well-
seasoned rice (with nuts or currants of minced lamb) simmered or braised in stock) 
               => egg roll, spring roll – (minced vegetables and meat wrapped in a pancake and fried) 
               => eggs Benedict –
 (toasted English muffin topped with ham and a poached egg (or an oyster) and hollandaise sauce) 
               => enchilada – (tortilla with meat filling baked in chili-seasoned tomato sauce) 
               => falafel, �hime�� –
 (small croquette of mashed chick peas or fava beans seasoned with sesame seeds) 
               => fish and chips – (fried fish and �hime�-fried potatoes) 
               => fondue, fondu – (hot sauce-like melted cheese or chocolate in which bread or fruits are dipped) 
                   => cheese fondue –
 (fondue made of cheese melted in wine for dipping bread and sometimes fruits) 
                   => chocolate fondue – (fondue made of chocolate melted with milk or cream for dipping fruits) 
               => fondue, fondu –
 (cubes of meat or seafood cooked in hot oil and then dipped in any of various sauces) 
                   => beef fondue, boeuf fondu bourguignon –
 (cubes of beef cooked in hot oil and then dipped in various tasty sauces) 
               => French toast –
 (bread slice dipped in egg and milk and fried; topped with sugar or fruit or syrup) 
               => fried rice, Chinese fried rice –
 (boiled rice mixed with scallions and minced pork or shrimp and quickly scrambled with eggs) 
               => frittata –
 (Italian omelet with diced vegetables and meats; cooked until bottom is set then inverted into another pan t
o cook the top) 
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               => frog legs – (hind legs of frogs used as food; resemble chicken and cooked as chicken) 
               => galantine – (boned poultry stuffed then cooked and covered with aspic; served cold) 
               => gefilte fish, fish ball – (well-
seasoned balls of ground fish and eggs and crushed crumbs simmered in fish stock) 
               => haggis –
 (made of sheep’s or calf’s viscera minced with oatmeal and suet and onions and boiled in the animal’s sto
mach) 
               => ham and eggs – (eggs (scrambled or fried) served with ham) 
               => hash – (chopped meat mixed with potatoes and browned) 
                   => corned beef hash – (hash made with corned beef) 
               => jambalaya –
 (spicy Creole dish of rice and ham, sausage, chicken, or shellfish with tomatoes, peppers, onions, and  
celery) 
               => kabob, kebab, shish kebab –
 (cubes of meat marinated and cooked on a skewer usually with vegetables) 
                   => souvlaki, souvlakia – (made of lamb) 
               => kedgeree – (a dish of rice and hard-boiled eggs and cooked flaked fish) 
               => knish –
 ((Yiddish) baked or fried turnover filled with potato or meat or cheese; often eaten as a snack) 
               => lasagna, �hime�� –
 (baked dish of layers of lasagna pasta with sauce and cheese and meat or vegetables) 
               => seafood Newburg – (seafood in Newburg sauce served on toast or rice) 
                   => lobster Newburg, lobster a la Newburg –
 (lobster in Newburg sauce served on buttered toast or rice) 
                   => shrimp Newburg – (shrimp in Newburg sauce usually served in a rice ring) 
               => lobster thermidor –
 (diced lobster mixed with Mornay sauce placed back in the shell and sprinkled with grated cheese and  
browned) 
               => lutefisk, lutfisk –
 (dried cod soaked in a lye solution before boiling to give it a gelatinous consistency) 
               => macaroni and cheese – (macaroni in a cheese sauce) 
               => macedoine – (mixed diced fruits or vegetables; hot or cold) 
               => meatball – (ground meat formed into a ball and fried or simmered in broth) 
                   => porcupine ball, porcupines – (meat patties rolled in rice and simmered in a tomato sauce) 
                   => Swedish meatball – (meatballs simmered in stock) 
               => meat loaf, meatloaf – (a baked loaf of ground meat) 
                   => fish loaf – (flaked fish baked in a loaf with bread crumbs and various seasonings) 
                       => salmon loaf – (fish loaf made with flaked salmon) 
               => moussaka –
 (casserole of eggplant and ground lamb with onion and tomatoes bound with white sauce and beaten eggs) 
               => osso buco –
 (sliced veal knuckle or shin bone cooked with olive oil and wine and tomatoes and served with rice or  
vegetables) 
               => pheasant under glass –
 (a dish of roast pheasant served in a manner characteristic of expensive restaurants) 
               => pilaf, �hime, pilau, pilaw – (rice cooked in well-
seasoned broth with onions or celery and usually poultry or game or shellfish and sometimes tomatoes) 
                   => bulgur pilaf – (pilaf made with bulgur wheat instead of rice and usually without meat) 
               => pizza, pizza pie –
 (Italian open pie made of thin bread dough spread with a spiced mixture of e.g. tomato sauce and cheese) 
                   => sausage pizza – (tomato and cheese pizza with sausage) 
                   => pepperoni pizza – (tomato and cheese pizza with pepperoni) 
                   => cheese pizza – (pizza with lots of cheese) 
                   => anchovy pizza – (tomato and cheese pizza with anchovies) 
                   => Sicilian pizza – (pizza made with a thick crust) 
               => poi – (Hawaiian dish of taro root pounded to a paste and often allowed to ferment) 
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               => pork and beans – (dried beans cooked with pork and tomato sauce) 
               => porridge –
 (soft food made by boiling oatmeal or other meal or legumes in water or milk until thick) 
                   => hasty pudding –
 (sweetened porridge made of tapioca or flour or oatmeal cooked quickly in milk or water) 
                   => gruel – (a thin porridge (usually oatmeal or cornmeal)) 
                       => congee, jook – (a Chinese rice gruel eaten for breakfast) 
                       => skilly – (a thin porridge or soup (usually oatmeal and water flavored with meat)) 
                       => loblolly – (thick gruel) 
                   => oatmeal, burgoo – (porridge made of rolled oats) 
               => potpie – (deep-dish meat and vegetable pie or a meat stew with dumplings) 
               => rijsttaffel, rijstaffel, rijstafel –
 (dish originating in Indonesia; a wide variety of foods and sauces are served with rice) 
               => risotto, Italian rice – (rice cooked with broth and sprinkled with grated cheese) 
               => roulade – (a dish consisting of a slice of meat that is rolled around a filling and cooked) 
               => Salisbury steak – (ground beef patty usually with a sauce) 
               => sauerbraten –
 (pot roast marinated several days in seasoned vinegar before cooking; usually served with potato  
dumplings) 
               => sauerkraut – (shredded cabbage fermented in brine) 
               => scallopine, scallopini –
 (�hime�� cutlets (usually veal or poultry) that have been pounded thin and coated with flour) 
                   => veal scallopini – (thin �hime�� cutlets of veal) 
               => scampi – (large shrimp �hime�� in oil or butter and garlic) 
               => Scotch egg – (hard-cooked egg encased in sausage meat then breaded and deep-fried) 
               => Scotch woodcock – (creamy scrambled eggs on toast spread with anchovy paste) 
               => spaghetti and meatballs – (spaghetti with meatballs in a tomato sauce) 
               => Spanish rice – (spicy rice with tomatoes and onions and green peppers) 
               => steak tartare, tartar steak, cannibal mound –
 (ground beef mixed with raw egg and e.g. onions and capers and anchovies; eaten raw) 
               => pepper steak – (strips of steak sauteed with green peppers and onions) 
               => steak au poivre, peppered steak, pepper steak – (steak covered with crushed peppercorns pan-
broiled and served with brandy-and-butter sauce) 
               => beef Stroganoff –
 (�hime�� strips of beef and mushrooms in sour cream sauce served with noodles) 
               => stuffed cabbage –
 (parboiled head of cabbage scooped out and filled with a hash of chopped e.g. beef or ham and baked;  
served with tomato or cheese sauce) 
               => kishke, stuffed derma –
 ((Judaism) roasted fowl intestines with a seasoned filling of matzo meal and suet) 
               => stuffed peppers –
 (parboiled green peppers stuffed usually with rice and meat and baked briefly) 
               => stuffed tomato, hot stuffed tomato –
 (tomato cases filled with various mixtures and baked briefly) 
               => stuffed tomato, cold stuffed tomato –
 (tomato cases filled with various salad mixtures and served cold) 
               => succotash – (fresh corn and lima beans with butter or cream) 
               => sukiyaki –
 (thin beef strips (or chicken or pork) cooked briefly at the table with onions and greens and soy sauce) 
               => sashimi – (very thinly sliced raw fish) 
               => sushi – (rice (with raw fish) wrapped in seaweed) 
               => Swiss steak – (steak braised in tomato and onion mixture) 
               => tamale –
 (corn and cornmeal dough stuffed with a meat mixture then wrapped in corn husks and steamed) 
               => tamale pie – (a meat mixture covered with cornbread topping that resembles a Mexican dish) 
               => tempura – (vegetables and seafood dipped in batter and deep-fried) 
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               => teriyaki – (beef or chicken or seafood marinated in spicy soy sauce and grilled or broiled) 
               => terrine – (a pate or fancy meatloaf baked in an earthenware casserole) 
               => Welsh rarebit, Welsh rabbit, rarebit – (cheese melted with ale or beer served over toast) 
               => schnitzel, Wiener schnitzel – (deep-fried breaded veal cutlets) 
               => taco – (a tortilla rolled cupped around a filling) 
                   => chicken taco – (a taco with a chicken filling) 
               => burrito – (a flour tortilla folded around a filling) 
                   => beef burrito – (a burrito with a beef filling) 
               => tostada – (a flat tortilla with various fillings piled on it) 
                   => bean tostada – (a flat tortilla topped with refried beans) 
               => refried beans, frijoles refritos –
 (dried beans cooked and mashed and then fried in lard with various seasonings) 
               => couscous –
 (a spicy dish that originated in northern Africa; consists of pasta steamed with a meat and vegetable stew) 
               => ramekin, ramequin –
 (a cheese dish made with bread and egg crumbs that is baked and served in individual fireproof dishes) 
           => fast food –
 (inexpensive food (hamburgers or chicken or milkshakes) prepared and served quickly) 
           => finger food – (food to be eaten with the fingers) 
           => ingesta – (solid and liquid nourishment taken into the body through the mouth) 
           => kosher – (food that fulfills the requirements of Jewish dietary law) 
           => meal, repast – (the food served and eaten at one time) 
               => mess – (a meal eaten by service personnel) 
               => square meal – (a substantial and nourishing meal; “he seldom got three square meals a day”) 
               => potluck –
 (whatever happens to be available especially when offered to an unexpected guest or when brought by  
guests and shared by all; “having arrived unannounced we had to take potluck”; “a potluck supper”) 
               => refection – (a light meal or repast) 
               => breakfast – (the first meal of the day (usually in the morning)) 
                   => continental breakfast, petit dejeuner – (breakfast usually including a roll and coffee or tea) 
                   => power breakfast –
 (a meeting of influential people to conduct business while eating breakfast) 
               => brunch – (combination breakfast and lunch; usually served in late morning) 
               => lunch, luncheon, tiffin, dejeuner – (a midday meal) 
                   => business lunch –
 (lunch (usually at a restaurant) where business is discussed and the cost is charged as a business expense) 
               => tea, afternoon tea, teatime –
 (a light midafternoon meal of tea and sandwiches or cakes; “an Englishman would interrupt a war to have 
his afternoon tea”) 
               => dinner –
 (the main meal of the day served in the evening or at midday; “dinner will be at 8”; “on Sundays they had 
a large dinner when they returned from church”) 
                   => high tea – (substantial early evening meal including tea) 
               => supper –
 (a light evening meal; served in early evening if dinner is at midday or served late in the evening at bedtim
e) 
                   => Seder, Passover supper –
 ((Judaism) the ceremonial dinner on the first night (or both nights) of Passover) 
                       => Last Supper, Lord’s Supper –
 (the traditional Passover supper of Jesus with his disciples on the eve of his crucifixion) 
               => buffet – (a meal set out on a buffet at which guests help themselves) 
                   => smorgasbord –
 (an assortment of foods starting with herring or smoked eel or salmon etc with bread and butter; then chees
es and eggs and pickled vegetables and aspics; finally hot foods; served as a buffet meal) 
               => picnic – (any informal meal eaten outside or on an excursion) 
                   => cookout – (an informal meal cooked and eaten outdoors) 
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                       => barbecue, barbeque –
 (a cookout in which food is cooked over an open fire; especially a whole animal carcass roasted on a spit) 
                       => clambake – (a cookout at the seashore where clams and fish and other foods are cooked–
usually on heated stones covered with seaweed) 
                       => fish fry – (a cookout where fried fish is the main course) 
                       => wiener roast, weenie roast – (a cookout where roasted frankfurters are the main course) 
                       => burgoo – (a gathering at which burgoo stew is served) 
               => bite, collation, snack – (a light informal meal) 
                   => refreshment – (snacks and drinks served as a light meal) 
                   => nosh – ((Yiddish) a snack or light meal) 
                   => coffee break, tea break – (a snack taken during a break in the work day; “a ten-
minute coffee break”; “the British have tea breaks”) 
               => nosh-up – (a large satisfying meal) 
               => ploughman’s lunch – (a meal consisting of a sandwich of bread and cheese and a salad) 
               => banquet, feast, spread –
 (a meal that is well prepared and greatly enjoyed; “a banquet for the graduating seniors”; “the  
Thanksgiving feast”; “they put out quite a spread”) 
           => mess – (soft semiliquid food; “a mess of porridge”) 
           => mince – (food chopped into small bits; “a mince of mushrooms”) 
           => puree – (food prepared by cooking and straining or processed in a blender) 
           => stodge – (heavy filling (and usually starchy) food) 
           => wheat germ –
 (embryo of the wheat kernel; removed before milling and eaten as a source of vitamins) 
           => vitamin pill – (a pill containing one or more vitamins; taken as a dietary supplement) 
               => multivitamin, multivitamin pill – (a pill or tablet containing several vitamins) 
           => vitamin –
 (any of a group of organic substances essential in small quantities to normal metabolism) 
               => fat-soluble vitamin – (any vitamin that is soluble in fats) 
                   => vitamin A, antiophthalmic factor, axerophthol, A – (any of several fat-
soluble vitamins essential for normal vision; prevents night blindness or inflammation or dryness of the  
eyes) 
                       => vitamin A1, retinol – (an unsaturated alcohol that occurs in marine fish-
liver oils and is synthesized biologically from carotene) 
                       => vitamin A2, dehydroretinol –
 (a viscous alcohol that is less active in mammals than is vitamin A1) 
                   => vitamin D, calciferol, viosterol, ergocalciferol, cholecarciferol, D – (a fat-
soluble vitamin that prevents rickets) 
                   => vitamin E, tocopherol, E – (a fat-
soluble vitamin that is essential for normal reproduction; an important antioxidant that neutralizes free  
radicals in the body) 
                       => alpha-tocopheral – (a potent form of vitamin E obtained from germ oils or by synthesis) 
                   => vitamin K, naphthoquinone, antihemorrhagic factor – (a fat-
soluble vitamin that helps in the clotting of blood) 
                       => vitamin K1, phylloquinone, phytonadione – (a form of vitamin K) 
                       => vitamin K3, menadione – (a form of vitamin K) 
               => water-soluble vitamin – (any vitamin that is soluble in water) 
                   => B-complex vitamin, B complex, vitamin B complex, vitamin B, B vitamin, B –
 (originally thought to be a single vitamin but now separated into several B vitamins) 
                       => choline – (a B-
complex vitamin that is a constituent of lecithin; essential in the metabolism of fat) 
                       => inositol – (an optically inactive alcohol that is a component of the vitamin B complex) 
                       => pantothenic acid, pantothen –
 (a vitamin of the vitamin B complex that performs an important role in the oxidation of fats and  
carbohydrates and certain amino acids; occurs in many foods) 
                       => vitamin B1, thiamine, thiamin, aneurin, antiberiberi factor –
 (a B vitamin that prevents beriberi; maintains appetite and growth) 
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                       => vitamin B12, cobalamin, cyanocobalamin, antipernicious anemia factor –
 (a B vitamin that is used to treat pernicious anemia) 
                       => vitamin B2, vitamin G, riboflavin, lactoflavin, ovoflavin, hepatoflavin –
 (a B vitamin that prevents skin lesions and weight loss) 
                       => vitamin B6, pyridoxine, pyridoxal, pyridoxamine, adermin –
 (a B vitamin that is essential for metabolism of amino acids and starch) 
                       => vitamin Bc, vitamin M, folate, folic acid, folacin, pteroylglutamic acid, pteroylmonogluta
mic acid – (a B vitamin that is essential for cell growth and reproduction) 
                       => niacin, nicotinic acid –
 (a B vitamin essential for the normal function of the nervous system and the gastrointestinal tract) 
                       => biotin, vitamin H – (a B vitamin that aids in body growth) 
                   => vitamin P, bioflavinoid, citrin –
 (a vitamin that maintains the resistance of cell and capillary walls to permeation) 
                   => vitamin C, ascorbic acid –
 (a vitamin found in fresh fruits (especially citrus fruits) and vegetables; prevents scurvy) 
       => commissariat, provisions, provender, viands, victuals – (a stock or supply of foods) 
           => food cache – (food in a secure or hidden storage place) 
           => larder – (a supply of food especially for a household) 
       => feed, provender – (food for domestic livestock) 
           => blood meal – (the dried and powdered blood of animals) 
           => corn gluten feed – (a feed consisting primarily of corn gluten) 
           => cattle cake – (a concentrated feed for cattle; processed in the form of blocks or cakes) 
           => creep feed – (feed given to young animals isolated in a creep) 
           => fodder –
 (coarse food (especially for cattle and horses) composed of entire plants or the leaves and stalks of a cereal
 crop) 
               => alfalfa – (leguminous plant grown for hay or forage) 
               => broad bean, horse bean – (a bean plant cultivated for use animal fodder) 
               => hay – (grass mowed and cured for use as fodder) 
                   => timothy – (a grass grown for hay) 
               => stover –
 (the dried stalks and leaves of a field crop (especially corn) used as animal fodder after the grain has been 
harvested) 
           => feed grain – (grain grown for cattle feed) 
           => eatage, forage, pasture, pasturage, grass – (animal food for browsing or grazing) 
           => silage, ensilage –
 (fodder harvested while green and kept succulent by partial fermentation as in a silo) 
           => oil cake –
 (mass of e.g. linseed or cottonseed or soybean from which the oil has been pressed; used as food for  
livestock) 
               => oil meal – (ground oil cake) 
           => slop, slops, swill, pigswill, pigwash –
 (wet feed (especially for pigs) consisting of mostly kitchen waste mixed with water or skimmed or sour  
milk) 
           => mash – (mixture of ground animal feeds) 
               => chicken feed, scratch – (dry mash for poultry) 
           => cud, rechewed food – (food of a ruminant regurgitated to be chewed again) 
           => bird food, birdseed – (seeds for birds) 
               => canary seed – (a mixture of seeds used to feed caged birds) 
           => petfood, pet-food, pet food – (food prepared for animal pets) 
               => dog food – (food prepared for dogs) 
                   => puppy chow – (food especially prepared for puppies) 
               => cat food, cat chow – (food prepared for cats) 
           => mast – (nuts of forest trees used as feed for swine) 
           => fish meal – (ground dried fish used as fertilizer and as feed for domestic livestock) 
       => miraculous food, manna, manna from heaven –
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 ((Old Testament) food that God gave the Israelites during the Exodus) 
       => beverage, drink, drinkable, potable –
 (any liquid suitable for drinking; “may I take your beverage order?”) 
           => milk – (a white nutritious liquid secreted by mammals and used as food by human beings) 
               => pasteurized milk –
 (milk that has been exposed briefly to high temperatures to destroy microorganisms and prevent  
fermentation) 
               => cows’ milk – (milk obtained from dairy cows) 
               => yak’s milk – (the milk of a yak) 
               => goats’ milk – (the milk of a goat) 
               => acidophilus milk – (milk fermented by bacteria; used to treat gastrointestinal disorders) 
               => �hime��le�� milk –
 (subjected to carefully controlled heating to destroy undesirable microorganisms) 
               => raw milk – (unpasteurized milk) 
               => scalded milk – (milk heated almost to boiling) 
               => homogenized milk –
 (milk with the fat particles broken up and dispersed uniformly so the cream will not rise) 
               => certified milk – (from dairies regulated by an authorized medical milk commission) 
               => powdered milk, dry milk, dried milk, milk powder – (dehydrated milk) 
                   => nonfat dry milk – (dehydrated skimmed milk) 
               => evaporated milk – (milk concentrated by evaporation) 
               => condensed milk – (sweetened evaporated milk) 
               => skim milk, skimmed milk – (milk from which the cream has been skimmed) 
               => whole milk – (milk from which no constituent (such as fat) has been removed) 
               => low-fat milk – (milk from which some of the cream has been removed) 
               => buttermilk –
 (residue from making butter from sour raw milk; or pasteurized milk curdled by adding a culture) 
               => chocolate milk – (milk flavored with chocolate syrup) 
           => wish-wash – (any thin watery drink) 
           => potion – (a medicinal or magical or poisonous beverage) 
               => elixir – (a substance believed to cure all ills) 
                   => elixir of life –
 (a hypothetical substance believed to maintain life indefinitely; once sought by alchemists) 
               => philter, �hime��, love-potion, love-philter, love-philtre –
 (a drink credited with magical power; can make the one who takes it love the one who gave it) 
           => hydromel – (honey diluted in water; becomes mead when fermented) 
           => near beer – (drink that resembles beer but with less than 1/2 percent alcohol) 
           => ginger beer – (carbonated slightly alcoholic drink flavored with fermented ginger) 
           => mixer – (club soda or fruit juice used to mix with alcohol) 
           => cooler – (an iced drink especially white wine and fruit juice) 
           => refresher – (a drink that refreshes; “he stopped at the bar for a quick refresher”) 
           => smoothie –
 (a thick smooth drink consisting of fresh fruit pureed with ice cream or yoghurt or milk) 
           => fizz – (an effervescent beverage (usually alcoholic)) 
           => cider, �hime – (a beverage made from juice pressed from apples) 
               => hard cider –
 (alcoholic drink from fermented cider; `cider’ and `cyder’ are European (especially British) usages for the 
fermented beverage) 
               => scrumpy – (strong cider (as made in western England)) 
               => sweet cider – (unfermented cider) 
                   => mulled cider – (sweet cider heated with spices and citrus fruit) 
           => cocoa, chocolate, hot chocolate, drinking chocolate –
 (a beverage made from cocoa powder and milk and sugar; usually drunk hot) 
           => fruit juice, fruit crush – (drink produced by squeezing or crushing fruit) 
               => nectar – (fruit juice especially when undiluted) 
               => apple juice – (the juice of apples) 
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               => cranberry juice – (the juice of cranberries (always diluted and sweetened)) 
               => grape juice – (the juice of grapes) 
                   => must – (grape juice before or during fermentation) 
               => grapefruit juice – (the juice of grapefruits) 
               => orange juice – (bottled or fresh-squeezed juice of oranges) 
                   => frozen orange juice, orange-juice concentrate –
 (orange juice that has been concentrated and frozen) 
               => pineapple juice – (the juice of pineapples (usually bottled or canned)) 
           => fruit drink, ade – (a sweetened beverage of diluted fruit juice) 
               => lemonade – (sweetened beverage of diluted lemon juice) 
               => limeade – (sweetened beverage of lime juice and water) 
               => orangeade – (sweetened beverage of diluted orange juice) 
           => mate – (South American tea-like drink made from leaves of a South American holly called mate) 
           => soft drink – (nonalcoholic beverage (usually carbonated)) 
               => pop, soda, soda pop, soda water, tonic –
 (a sweet drink containing carbonated water and flavoring; “in New England they call sodas tonics”) 
               => birch beer – (carbonated drink containing an extract from bark of birch trees) 
               => bitter lemon – (tart lemon-flavored carbonated drink) 
               => cola, dope –
 (carbonated drink flavored with extract from Kola nuts (`dope’ is a southernism in the United States)) 
                   => Coca Cola, Coke – (Coca Cola is a trademarked cola) 
                   => Pepsi, Pepsi Cola – (Pepsi Cola is a trademarked cola) 
               => cream soda – (sweet carbonated drink flavored with vanilla) 
               => egg cream – (made of milk and flavored syrup with soda water) 
               => ginger ale, ginger pop – (ginger-flavored carbonated drink) 
               => orange soda – (orange-flavored carbonated drink) 
               => phosphate – (carbonated drink with fruit syrup and a little phosphoric acid) 
               => root beer – (carbonated drink containing extracts of roots and herbs) 
               => sarsaparilla –
 (carbonated drink flavored with an extract from sarsaparilla root or with birch oil and sassafras) 
               => tonic, tonic water, quinine water – (lime- or lemon-
flavored carbonated water containing quinine) 
           => coffee, java –
 (a beverage consisting of an infusion of ground coffee beans; “he ordered a cup of coffee”) 
               => coffee substitute – (a drink resembling coffee that is sometimes substituted for it) 
                   => chicory, chicory root –
 (root of the chicory plant roasted and ground to substitute for or adulterate coffee) 
                   => Postum –
 (trade mark for a coffee substitute invented by C. W. Post and made with chicory and roasted grains) 
               => Irish coffee – (sweetened coffee with Irish whiskey and whipped cream) 
               => cafe au lait – (equal parts of coffee and hot milk) 
               => cafe noir, demitasse – (small cup of strong black coffee without milk or cream) 
               => decaffeinated coffee, decaf – (coffee with the caffeine removed) 
               => drip coffee –
 (coffee made by passing boiling water through a perforated container packed with finely ground coffee) 
               => espresso –
 (strong black coffee brewed by forcing hot water under pressure through finely ground coffee beans) 
                   => caffe latte, latte – (strong espresso coffee with a topping of frothed steamed milk) 
               => �hime��le�, �hime��le� coffee, coffee �hime��le� –
 (equal parts of espresso and hot milk topped with cinnamon and nutmeg and usually whipped cream) 
               => iced coffee, ice coffee – (strong sweetened coffee served over ice with cream) 
               => mocha – (superior dark coffee made from beans from Arabia) 
               => Turkish coffee – (drink made from pulverized coffee beans; usually sweetened) 
               => cafe royale, coffee royal – (black coffee with cognac and lemon peel and sugar) 
           => tea – (a beverage made by steeping tea leaves in water; “iced tea is a cooling drink”) 
               => cambric tea –
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 (a beverage for children containing hot water and milk and sugar and a small amount of tea) 
               => cuppa, cupper – (a cup of tea) 
               => herb tea, herbal tea – (tea-like drink made of leaves of various herbs) 
                   => tisane – (infusion of e.g. dried or fresh flowers or leaves) 
                       => �hime��le tea – (tea-like drink made from �hime��le leaves and flowers) 
               => ice tea, iced tea – (strong tea served over ice) 
           => drinking water – (water suitable for drinking) 
               => bottled water – (drinking water (often spring water) that is put into bottles and offered for sale) 
               => sugar water – (water sweetened with sugar) 
               => ice water – (water served ice-cold or with ice) 
               => soda water, carbonated water, club soda, seltzer, sparkling water –
 (effervescent beverage artificially charged with carbon dioxide) 
               => mineral water –
 (water naturally or artificially impregnated with mineral salts or gasses; often effervescent; often used ther
apeutically) 
                   => seltzer – (naturally effervescent mineral water) 
                   => Vichy water – (sparkling mineral water from springs at Vichy, France or water similar to it) 
                   => �hime� water – (mineral water containing lithium salts) 
       => water – (a fluid necessary for the life of most animals and plants; “he asked for a drink of water”) 
           => branch water – (pure natural water from a stream or brook; often distinguished from soda water) 
           => spring water – (water from a spring) 
           => drinking water – (water suitable for drinking) 
               => bottled water – (drinking water (often spring water) that is put into bottles and offered for sale) 
               => sugar water – (water sweetened with sugar) 
               => ice water – (water served ice-cold or with ice) 
               => soda water, carbonated water, club soda, seltzer, sparkling water –
 (effervescent beverage artificially charged with carbon dioxide) 
               => mineral water –
 (water naturally or artificially impregnated with mineral salts or gasses; often effervescent; often used ther
apeutically) 
                   => seltzer – (naturally effervescent mineral water) 
                   => Vichy water – (sparkling mineral water from springs at Vichy, France or water similar to it) 
                   => �hime� water – (mineral water containing lithium salts) 
       => soul food – (food traditionally eaten by African-Americans in the South) 
       => chyme –
 (a semiliquid mass of partially digested food that passes from the stomach through the pyloric sphincter int
o the duodenum) 
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PRODUCE, GREEN GROCERIES, GREEN GOODS 
 
           => produce, green goods, green groceries, garden truck --
 (fresh fruits and vegetable grown for the market) 
               => edible fruit -- (edible reproductive body of a seed plant especially one having sweet flesh) 
                   => freestone -- (fruit (especially peach) whose flesh does not adhere to the pit) 
                   => cling, clingstone -- (fruit (especially peach) whose flesh adheres strongly to the pit) 
                   => windfall -- (fruit that has fallen from the tree) 
                   => apple -- (fruit with red or yellow or green skin and sweet to tart crisp whitish flesh) 
                       => crab apple, crabapple --
 (small sour apple; suitable for preserving; "crabapples make a tangy jelly") 
                       => eating apple, dessert apple -- (an apple used primarily for eating raw without cooking) 
                           => Baldwin -- (an American eating apple with red or yellow and red skin) 
                           => Cortland -- (large red-skinned apple) 
                           => Delicious -- (variety of sweet eating apples) 
                               => Golden Delicious, Yellow Delicious -- (a sweet eating apple with yellow skin) 
                               => Red Delicious --
 (a sweet eating apple with bright red skin; most widely grown apple worldwide) 
                           => Empire --
 (an eating apple that somewhat resembles a McIntosh; used as both an eating and a cooking apple) 
                           => Grimes' golden -- (yellow apple that ripens in late autumn; eaten raw) 
                           => Jonathan -- (red late-ripening apple; primarily eaten raw) 
                           => McIntosh -- (early-
ripening apple popular in the northeastern United States; primarily eaten raw but suitable for applesauce) 
                               => Macoun -- (similar to McIntosh; juicy and late-ripening) 
                           => Northern Spy -- (large late-ripening apple with skin striped with yellow and red) 
                           => Pearmain -- (any of several varieties of red-skinned apple) 
                           => Pippin --
 (any of numerous superior eating apples with yellow or greenish yellow skin flushed with red) 
                               => Cox's Orange Pippin -- (a yellow Pippin with distinctive flavor) 
                           => Prima -- (used primarily as eating apples) 
                           => Stayman -- (apple grown chiefly in the Shenandoah Valley) 
                           => Winesap -- (crisp apple with dark red skin) 
                           => Stayman Winesap -- (crisp tart apple; good for eating raw and suitable for cooking) 
                           => Granny Smith -- (apple with a green skin and hard tart flesh) 
                       => cooking apple -- (an apple used primarily in cooking for pies and applesauce etc) 
                           => Bramley's Seedling -- (very large cooking apple) 
                           => Lane's Prince Albert -- (apple used primarily in cooking) 
                           => Newtown Wonder -- (apple used primarily in cooking) 
                           => Rome Beauty -- (large red apple used primarily for baking) 
                   => berry --
 (any of numerous small and pulpy edible fruits; used as desserts or in making jams and jellies and  
preserves) 
                       => bilberry, whortleberry, European blueberry -- (blue-
black berries similar to American blueberries) 
                       => huckleberry -- (blue-
black berry similar to blueberries and bilberries of the eastern United States) 
                       => blueberry -- (sweet edible dark-blue berries of either low-growing or high-
growing blueberry plants) 
                       => wintergreen, boxberry, checkerberry, teaberry, spiceberry --
 (spicy red berrylike fruit; source of wintergreen oil) 
                       => cranberry -- (very tart red berry used for sauce or juice) 
                       => lingonberry, mountain cranberry, cowberry, lowbush cranberry --
 (tart red berries similar to American cranberries but smaller) 
                       => currant -- (any of several tart red or black berries used primarily for jellies and jams) 
                           => gooseberry -- (currant-like berry used primarily in jams and jellies) 
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                           => black currant -- (small black berries used in jams and jellies) 
                           => red currant -- (small red berries used primarily in jams and jellies) 
                       => blackberry --
 (large sweet black or very dark purple edible aggregate fruit of any of various bushes of the genus Rubus) 
                       => boysenberry -- (large raspberry-flavored fruit; cross between blackberries and raspberries) 
                       => dewberry -- (blackberry-like fruits of any of several trailing blackberry bushes) 
                       => loganberry -- (large red variety of the dewberry) 
                       => raspberry --
 (red or black edible aggregate berries usually smaller than the related blackberries) 
                       => saskatoon, serviceberry, shadberry, juneberry -- (edible purple or red berries) 
                       => strawberry -- (sweet fleshy red fruit) 
                       => sugarberry, hackberry --
 (small edible dark purple to black berry with large pits; southern United States) 
                       => persimmon -- (orange fruit resembling a plum; edible when fully ripe) 
                       => acerola, barbados cherry, surinam cherry, West Indian cherry --
 (acid red or yellow cherry-like fruit of a tropical American shrub very rich in vitamin C) 
                       => mulberry -- (sweet usually dark purple blackberry-
like fruit of any of several mulberry trees of the genus Morus) 
                   => lanseh, lansa, lansat, lanset -- (East Indian tart yellow berrylike fruit) 
                   => carambola, star fruit -- (deeply ridged yellow-
brown tropical fruit; used raw as a vegetable or in salad or when fully ripe as a dessert) 
                   => ceriman, monstera -- (tropical cylindrical fruit resembling a pinecone with pineapple-
banana flavor) 
                   => carissa plum, natal plum -- (edible scarlet plum-like fruit of a South African plant) 
                   => citrus, citrus fruit, citrous fruit --
 (any of numerous fruits of the genus Citrus having thick rind and juicy pulp; grown in warm regions) 
                       => orange -- (round yellow to orange fruit of any of several citrus trees) 
                           => temple orange -- (large sweet easily-peeled Florida fruit with deep orange rind) 
                           => bitter orange, Seville orange, sour orange --
 (highly acidic orange used especially in marmalade) 
                           => sweet orange -- (orange with sweet juicy pulp; often thin-skinned) 
                               => Jaffa orange -- (sweet almost seedless orange of Israel) 
                               => navel orange -- (seedless orange enclosing a small secondary fruit at the apex) 
                               => Valencia orange --
 (variety of sweet orange cultivated extensively in Florida and California) 
                       => mandarin, mandarin orange -- (a somewhat flat reddish-orange loose-
skinned citrus of China) 
                           => clementine -- (a mandarin orange of a deep reddish orange color and few seeds) 
                           => satsuma -- (medium-sized largely seedless mandarin orange with thin smooth skin) 
                           => tangerine --
 (any of various deep orange mandarins grown in the United States and southern Africa) 
                       => kumquat -- (small oval citrus fruit with thin sweet rind and very acid pulp) 
                       => lemon -- (yellow oval fruit with juicy acidic flesh) 
                       => lime -- (the green acidic fruit of any of various lime trees) 
                           => key lime -- (small yellow-green limes of southern Florida) 
                       => grapefruit --
 (large yellow fruit with somewhat acid juicy pulp; usual serving consists of a half) 
                       => pomelo, shaddock -- (large pear-
shaped fruit similar to grapefruit but with coarse dry pulp) 
                       => citrange --
 (more aromatic and acid tasting than oranges; used in beverages and marmalade) 
                       => citron -- (large lemonlike fruit with thick aromatic rind; usually preserved) 
                   => tangelo, ugli, ugli fruit --
 (large sweet juicy hybrid between tangerine and grapefruit having a thick wrinkled skin) 
                   => apricot -- (downy yellow to rosy-colored fruit resembling a small peach) 
                   => peach -- (downy juicy fruit with sweet yellowish or whitish flesh) 
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                   => nectarine -- (smooth-skinned variety or mutation of the peach) 
                   => pitahaya --
 (highly colored edible fruit of pitahaya cactus having bright red juice; often as large as a peach) 
                   => plum -- (any of numerous varieties of small to medium-sized round or oval smooth-
skinned fruit with a single pit) 
                       => damson, damson plum -- (sweet dark purple plum) 
                       => greengage, greengage plum -- (sweet green or greenish-yellow variety of plum) 
                       => beach plum -- (small dark purple fruit used especially in jams and pies) 
                       => sloe -- (small sour dark purple fruit of especially the Allegheny plum bush) 
                       => Victoria plum -- (a large red plum served as dessert) 
                   => dried fruit -- (fruit preserved by drying) 
                       => dried apricot -- (apricots preserved by drying) 
                       => prune -- (dried plum) 
                       => raisin -- (dried grape) 
                           => seedless raisin, sultana -- (dried seedless grape) 
                           => seeded raisin -- (seeded grape that has been dried) 
                           => currant --
 (small dried seedless raisin grown in the Mediterranean region and California; used in cooking) 
                   => fig -- (fleshy sweet pear-
shaped yellowish or purple multiple fruit eaten fresh or preserved or dried) 
                   => pineapple, ananas --
 (large sweet fleshy tropical fruit with a terminal tuft of stiff leaves; widely cultivated) 
                   => anchovy pear, river pear -- (West Indian fruit resembling the mango; often pickled) 
                   => banana -- (elongated crescent-shaped yellow fruit with soft sweet flesh) 
                   => passion fruit -- (egg-
shaped tropical fruit of certain passionflower vines; used for sherbets and confectionery and drinks) 
                       => granadilla -- (the egg-
shaped edible fruit of tropical American vines related to passionflowers) 
                       => sweet calabash -- (apple-sized passion fruit of the West Indies) 
                       => bell apple, sweet cup, water lemon, yellow granadilla --
 (the edible yellow fruit of the Jamaica honeysuckle) 
                   => breadfruit -- (round seedless or seeded fruit with a bread-
like texture; eaten boiled or baked or roasted or ground into flour; the roasted seeds resemble chestnuts) 
                   => jackfruit, jak, jack --
 (immense East Indian fruit resembling breadfruit of; its seeds are commonly roasted) 
                   => canistel, eggfruit -- (ovoid orange-yellow mealy sweet fruit of Florida and West Indies) 
                   => melon --
 (any of numerous fruits of the gourd family having a hard rind and sweet juicy flesh) 
                       => melon ball -- (a bite of melon cut as a sphere) 
                       => muskmelon, sweet melon --
 (the fruit of a muskmelon vine; any of several sweet melons related to cucumbers) 
                           => cantaloup, cantaloupe -- (the fruit of a cantaloup vine; small to medium-
sized melon with yellowish flesh) 
                           => winter melon --
 (the fruit of the winter melon vine; a green melon with pale green to orange flesh that keeps well) 
                               => honeydew, honeydew melon --
 (the fruit of a variety of winter melon vine; a large smooth-skinned greenish-
white melon with pale green flesh) 
                               => Persian melon --
 (the fruit of a variety of winter melon vine; a large green melon with orange flesh) 
                               => casaba, casaba melon -- (melon having yellowish rind and whitish flesh) 
                           => net melon, netted melon, nutmeg melon --
 (the fruit of a variety of muskmelon vine; a melon with netlike markings and deep green flesh) 
                       => watermelon --
 (large oblong or roundish melon with a hard green rind and sweet watery red or occasionally yellowish  
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pulp) 
                   => cherry -- (fruit with a single hard stone) 
                       => sweet cherry, black cherry --
 (any of several fruits of cultivated cherry trees that have sweet flesh) 
                           => bing cherry -- (dark red or blackish sweet cherry) 
                           => heart cherry, oxheart, oxheart cherry -- (large heart-
shaped sweet cherry with soft flesh) 
                               => blackheart, blackheart cherry -- (heart cherry with dark flesh and skin cherry) 
                       => capulin, Mexican black cherry -- (Mexican black cherry) 
                       => sour cherry -- (acid cherries used for pies and preserves) 
                           => amarelle -- (pale red sour cherry with colorless or nearly colorless juice) 
                           => morello -- (cultivated sour cherry with dark-colored skin and juice) 
                   => cocoa plum, coco plum, icaco -- (plum-
shaped whitish to almost black fruit used for preserves; tropical American) 
                   => grape -- (any of various juicy purple- or green-
skinned fruit of the genus Vitis; grow in clusters) 
                       => fox grape, slip-skin grape -- (purplish-
black wild grape of the eastern United States with tough skins that slip easily from the flesh; cultivated in 
many varieties) 
                           => Concord grape -- (slip-skin purple table grape of the northeastern United States) 
                           => Catawba -- (slip-skin reddish American table grape) 
                       => muscadine, bullace grape -- (dull-purple grape of southern United States) 
                           => scuppernong -- (amber-green muscadine grape of southeastern United States) 
                       => vinifera grape -- (grape from a cultivated variety of the common grape vine of Europe) 
                           => emperor -- (red table grape of California) 
                           => muscat, muscatel, muscat grape -- (sweet aromatic grape used for raisins and wine) 
                           => ribier -- (dark reddish-purple table grape of California) 
                           => sultana -- (pale yellow seedless grape used for raisins and wine) 
                           => Tokay --
 (variety of wine grape originally grown in Hungary; the prototype of vinifera grapes) 
                               => flame tokay -- (purplish-red table grape) 
                           => Thompson Seedless -- (seedless green table grape of California) 
                   => custard apple --
 (the fruit of any of several tropical American trees of the genus Annona having soft edible pulp) 
                       => cherimoya, cherimolla --
 (large tropical fruit with leathery skin and soft pulp; related to custard apples) 
                       => soursop, guanabana -- (large spiny tropical fruit with tart pulp related to custard apples) 
                       => bullock's heart, Jamaica apple -- (large heart-shaped tropical fruit with soft acid pulp) 
                       => sweetsop, anon, sugar apple --
 (sweet pulpy tropical fruit with thick scaly rind and shiny black seeds) 
                       => ilama --
 (whitish tropical fruit with a pinkish tinge related to custard apples; grown in the southern United States) 
                       => pond apple -- (ovoid yellow fruit with very fragrant peach-
colored flesh; related to custard apples) 
                   => papaw, pawpaw -- (fruit with yellow flesh; related to custard apples) 
                   => papaya -- (large oval melon-like tropical fruit with yellowish flesh) 
                   => kai apple --
 (South African fruit smelling and tasting like apricots; used for pickles and preserves) 
                   => ketembilla, kitembilla, kitambilla -- (maroon-purple gooseberry-
like fruit of India having tart-sweet purple pulp used especially for preserves) 
                   => ackee, akee -- (red pear-
shaped tropical fruit with poisonous seeds; flesh is poisonous when unripe or overripe) 
                   => durian --
 (huge fruit native to southeastern Asia `smelling like Hell and tasting like Heaven'; seeds are roasted and  
eaten like nuts) 
                   => feijoa, pineapple guava -- (dark-green kiwi-
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sized tropical fruit with white flesh; used chiefly for jellies and preserves) 
                   => genip, Spanish lime -- (round one-
inch Caribbean fruit with green leathery skin and sweet juicy translucent pulp; eaten like grapes) 
                   => genipap, genipap fruit -- (a succulent orange-sized tropical fruit with a thick rind) 
                   => kiwi, kiwi fruit, Chinese gooseberry -- (fuzzy brown egg-
shaped fruit with slightly tart green flesh) 
                   => loquat, Japanese plum -- (yellow olive-
sized semitropical fruit with a large free stone and relatively little flesh; used for jellies) 
                   => mangosteen -- (two- to three-
inch tropical fruit with juicy flesh suggestive of both peaches and pineapples) 
                   => mango -- (large oval smooth-
skinned tropical fruit with juicy aromatic pulp and a large hairy seed) 
                   => sapodilla, sapodilla plum, sapota --
 (tropical fruit with a rough brownish skin and very sweet brownish pulp) 
                   => sapote, mammee, marmalade plum -- (brown oval fruit flesh makes excellent sherbet) 
                   => tamarind, tamarindo --
 (large tropical seed pod with very tangy pulp that is eaten fresh or cooked with rice and fish or preserved  
for curries and chutneys) 
                   => avocado, alligator pear, avocado pear, aguacate -- (a pear-
shaped tropical fruit with green or blackish skin and rich yellowish pulp enclosing a single large seed) 
                   => date -- (sweet edible fruit of the date palm with a single long woody seed) 
                   => elderberry -- (berrylike fruit of an elder used for e.g. wines and jellies) 
                   => guava -- (tropical fruit having yellow skin and pink pulp; eaten fresh or used for e.g. jellies) 
                   => mombin -- (purplish tropical fruit) 
                   => hog plum, yellow mombin -- (yellow oval tropical fruit) 
                   => hog plum, wild plum -- (wild plum of southern United States) 
                   => jaboticaba -- (tough-skinned purple grape-like tropical fruit grown in Brazil) 
                   => jujube, Chinese date, Chinese jujube -- (dark red plum-
like fruit of Old World buckthorn trees) 
                   => litchi, litchi nut, litchee, lichi, leechee, lichee, lychee --
 (Chinese fruit having a thin brittle shell enclosing a sweet jellylike pulp and a single seed; often dried) 
                   => longanberry, dragon's eye -- (Asian fruit similar to litchi) 
                   => mamey, mammee, mammee apple --
 (globular or ovoid tropical fruit with thick russet leathery rind and juicy yellow or reddish flesh) 
                   => marang --
 (tropical fruit from the Philippines having a mass of small seeds embedded in sweetish white pulp) 
                   => medlar -- (crabapple-like fruit used for preserves) 
                   => medlar -- (South African globular fruit with brown leathery skin and sweet-acid pithy flesh) 
                   => pear -- (sweet juicy gritty-textured fruit available in many varieties) 
                       => bosc -- (greenish-yellow pear) 
                       => anjou -- (green-skinned pear with firm flesh) 
                       => bartlett, bartlett pear -- (juicy yellow pear) 
                       => seckel, seckel pear -- (small yellowish- to reddish-brown pear) 
                   => plumcot -- (hybrid between plum and apricot) 
                   => pomegranate --
 (large globular fruit having many seeds with juicy red pulp in a tough brownish-red rind) 
                   => prickly pear -- (round or pear-shaped spiny fruit of any of various prickly pear cacti) 
                   => garambulla -- (small berrylike fruit) 
                   => Barbados gooseberry, blade apple --
 (small yellow to orange fruit of the Barbados gooseberry cactus used in desserts and preserves and jellies) 
                   => quandong, quandang, quantong, native peach --
 (red Australian fruit; used for dessert or in jam) 
                   => quince -- (aromatic acid-tasting pear-shaped fruit used in preserves) 
                   => rambutan, rambotan --
 (pleasantly acid bright red oval Malayan fruit covered with soft spines) 
                   => pulasan, pulassan -- (fruit of an East Indian tree similar to the rambutan but sweeter) 
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                   => rose apple -- (fragrant oval yellowish tropical fruit used in jellies and confections) 
                   => sorb, sorb apple -- (acid gritty-textured fruit) 
                   => sour gourd -- (acid-tasting Australian gourd-like fruit with a woody rind and large seeds) 
                   => sour gourd, monkey bread -- (African gourd-like fruit with edible pulp) 
               => vegetable, veggie --
 (edible seeds or roots or stems or leaves or bulbs or tubers or nonsweet fruits of any of numerous herbaceo
us plant) 
                   => raw vegetable, rabbit food -- (an uncooked vegetable) 
                   => legume -- (the seedpod of a leguminous plant (such as peas or beans or lentils)) 
                       => pulse -- (edible seeds of various pod-bearing plants (peas or beans or lentils etc.)) 
                       => bean, edible bean -- (any of various edible seeds of plants of the family Leguminosae) 
                           => goa bean -- (Old World tropical bean) 
                           => common bean -- (any of numerous beans eaten either fresh or dried) 
                               => kidney bean -- (large dark red bean; usually dried) 
                               => navy bean, pea bean, white bean -- (white-seeded bean; usually dried) 
                               => pinto bean -- (mottled or spotted bean of southwestern United States; usually dried) 
                               => frijole -- (Mexican bean; usually dried) 
                               => black bean, turtle bean -- (black-seeded bean of South America; usually dried) 
                               => fresh bean -- (beans eaten before they are ripe as opposed to dried) 
                                   => green bean -- (immature bean pod eaten as a vegetable) 
                                       => snap bean, snap --
 (tender green beans without strings that easily snap into sections) 
                                       => string bean -- (green beans with strings that must be removed) 
                                       => Kentucky wonder, Kentucky wonder bean -- (flat-podded green bean) 
                                       => scarlet runner, scarlet runner bean, runner bean, English runner bean --
 (long bean pods always sliced into half-inch lengths; a favorite in Britain) 
                                       => haricot vert, haricots verts, French bean -- (very small and slender green bean) 
                                   => wax bean, yellow bean -- (snap beans with yellow pods) 
                                   => shell bean -- (unripe beans removed from the pod before cooking) 
                                       => lima bean -- (broad flat beans simmered gently; never eaten raw) 
                                           => Fordhooks -- (relatively large lima beans) 
                                       => sieva bean, butter bean, butterbean, civet bean --
 (small flat green bean similar to lima beans) 
                                       => fava bean, broad bean -- (shell beans cooked as limas) 
                                       => green soybean -- (seeds shelled and cooked as lima beans) 
                               => flageolet, haricot -- (a French bean variety with light-colored seeds; usually dried) 
                           => soy, soybean -- (most highly proteinaceous vegetable crop known) 
                               => field soybean -- (seeds used as livestock feed) 
                       => lentil -- (round flat seed of the lentil plant) 
                       => pea -- (seed of a pea plant) 
                           => green pea, garden pea -- (fresh pea) 
                               => snow pea, sugar pea -- (green peas with flat edible pods) 
                               => sugar snap pea -- (green peas with edible pods that are very crisp and not flat) 
                               => split-pea -- (dried hulled pea; used in soup) 
                           => marrowfat pea -- (a variety of large pea that is commonly processed and sold in cans) 
                           => cajan pea, pigeon pea, dahl -- (small highly nutritious seed of the tropical pigeon-
pea plant) 
                           => field pea -- (coarse small-seeded pea often used as food when young and tender) 
                       => chickpea, garbanzo -- (large white roundish Asiatic legume; usually dried) 
                       => black-eyed pea, cowpea -- (eaten fresh as shell beans or dried) 
                   => potherb --
 (any of various herbaceous plants whose leaves or stems or flowers are cooked and used for food or  
seasoning) 
                   => greens, green, leafy vegetable --
 (any of various leafy plants or their leaves and stems eaten as vegetables) 
                       => chop-suey greens --
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 (succulent and aromatic young dark green leaves used in Chinese and Vietnamese and Japanese cooking) 
                       => sprout -- (a newly grown bud (especially from a germinating seed)) 
                           => bean sprout --
 (any of various sprouted beans: especially mung beans or lentils or edible soybeans) 
                           => alfalfa sprout -- (sprouted alfalfa seeds) 
                       => beet green -- (young leaves of the beetroot) 
                       => chard, Swiss chard, spinach beet, leaf beet --
 (long succulent whitish stalks with large green leaves) 
                       => salad green, salad greens -- (greens suitable for eating uncooked as in salads) 
                           => lettuce -- (leaves of any of various plants of Lactuca sativa) 
                               => butterhead lettuce --
 (lettuce with relatively soft leaves in a loose head; easily broken or bruised) 
                                   => buttercrunch -- (lettuce with delicate and relatively crunchy leaves) 
                                   => Bibb lettuce -- (lettuce with relatively crisp leaves) 
                                   => Boston lettuce -- (lettuce with relatively soft leaves) 
                               => crisphead lettuce, iceberg lettuce, iceberg -- (lettuce with crisp tightly packed light-
green leaves in a firm head; "iceberg is still the most popular lettuce") 
                               => cos, cos lettuce, romaine, romaine lettuce -- (lettuce with long dark-
green leaves in a loosely packed elongated head) 
                               => leaf lettuce, loose-leaf lettuce --
 (lettuce with loosely curled leaves that do not form a compact head) 
                           => celtuce -- (leaves having celery-like stems eaten raw or cooked) 
                           => chicory, curly endive -- (crisp spiky leaves with somewhat bitter taste) 
                               => radicchio -- (prized variety of chicory having globose heads of red leaves) 
                           => chicory escarole, endive, escarole --
 (variety of endive having leaves with irregular frilled edges) 
                               => Belgian endive, French endive, witloof -- (young broad-
leaved endive plant deprived of light to form a narrow whitish head) 
                           => cress -- (pungent leaves of any of numerous cruciferous herbs) 
                               => watercress -- (cresses that grow in clear ponds and streams) 
                               => garden cress -- (cress cultivated for salads and garnishes) 
                               => winter cress -- (cress cultivated for winter salads) 
                           => salad burnet -- (leaves sometimes used for salad) 
                       => dandelion green --
 (edible leaves of the common dandelion collected from the wild; used in salads and in making wine) 
                       => lamb's-quarter, pigweed, wild spinach -- (leaves collected from the wild) 
                       => wild spinach -- (leafy greens collected from the wild and used as a substitute for spinach) 
                       => turnip greens -- (tender leaves of young white turnips) 
                       => sorrel, common sorrel -- (large sour-tasting arrowhead-
shaped leaves used in salads and sauces) 
                       => French sorrel -- (small tart oval to spearpoint-
shaped leaves; preferred to common sorrel for salads) 
                       => spinach -- (dark green leaves; eaten cooked or raw in salads) 
                   => solanaceous vegetable --
 (any of several fruits of plants of the family Solanaceae; especially of the genera Solanum; Capsicum;  
Lycopersicon) 
                       => potato, white potato, Irish potato, murphy, spud, tater --
 (an edible tuber native to South America; a staple food of Ireland) 
                           => baked potato -- (potato that has been cooked by baking it in an oven) 
                               => jacket potato -- (a baked potato served with the jacket on) 
                           => french fries, french-fried potatoes, fries -- (strips of potato fried in deep fat) 
                           => home fries, home-fried potatoes --
 (sliced pieces of potato fried in a pan until brown and crisp) 
                           => mashed potato -- (potato that has been peeled and boiled and then mashed) 
                           => Uruguay potato -- (similar to the common potato) 
                       => eggplant, aubergine, mad apple -- (egg-
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shaped vegetable having a shiny skin typically dark purple but occasionally white or yellow) 
                       => pepper -- (sweet and hot varieties of fruits of plants of the genus Capsicum) 
                           => sweet pepper -- (large mild crisp thick-walled capsicum peppers usually bell-
shaped or somewhat oblong) 
                               => bell pepper -- (large bell-
shaped sweet pepper in green or red or yellow or orange or black varieties) 
                               => green pepper -- (a sweet pepper that becomes red when ripe) 
                               => globe pepper -- (round sweet pepper) 
                               => pimento, pimiento -- (fully ripened sweet red pepper; usually cooked) 
                           => hot pepper -- (any of various pungent capsicum fruits) 
                               => chili, chili pepper, chilli, chilly, chile --
 (very hot and finely tapering pepper of special pungency) 
                                   => jalapeno, jalapeno pepper --
 (hot green or red pepper of southwestern United States and Mexico) 
                                       => chipotle -- (a ripe jalapeno that has been dried for use in cooking) 
                                   => cayenne, cayenne pepper -- (a long and often twisted hot red pepper) 
                               => tabasco, red pepper -- (very hot red peppers; usually long and thin; some very small) 
                       => tomato -- (mildly acid red or yellow pulpy fruit eaten as a vegetable) 
                           => beefsteak tomato -- (any of several large tomatoes with thick flesh) 
                           => cherry tomato -- (small red to yellow tomatoes) 
                               => plum tomato -- (oblong cherry tomato) 
                       => tomatillo, husk tomato, Mexican husk tomato -- (small edible yellow to purple tomato-
like fruit enclosed in a bladderlike husk) 
                   => root vegetable -- (any of various fleshy edible underground roots or tubers) 
                       => potato, white potato, Irish potato, murphy, spud, tater --
 (an edible tuber native to South America; a staple food of Ireland) 
                           => baked potato -- (potato that has been cooked by baking it in an oven) 
                               => jacket potato -- (a baked potato served with the jacket on) 
                           => french fries, french-fried potatoes, fries -- (strips of potato fried in deep fat) 
                           => home fries, home-fried potatoes --
 (sliced pieces of potato fried in a pan until brown and crisp) 
                           => mashed potato -- (potato that has been peeled and boiled and then mashed) 
                           => Uruguay potato -- (similar to the common potato) 
                       => yam --
 (edible tuberous root of various yam plants of the genus Dioscorea grown in the tropics world-
wide for food) 
                       => sweet potato --
 (edible tuberous root of the sweet potato vine grown widely in warm regions of the United States) 
                           => yam -- (sweet potato with deep orange flesh that remains moist when baked) 
                       => Jerusalem artichoke, sunchoke --
 (sunflower tuber eaten raw or boiled or sliced thin and fried as Saratoga chips) 
                       => beet, beetroot -- (round red root vegetable) 
                           => sugar beet -- (white-rooted beet grown as a source of sugar) 
                           => mangel-wurzel -- (cultivated as feed for livestock) 
                       => carrot -- (orange root; important source of carotene) 
                       => celeriac, celery root -- (thickened edible aromatic root of a variety of celery plant) 
                       => salsify -- (either of two long roots eaten cooked) 
                           => oyster plant, vegetable oyster -- (long white-skinned salsify) 
                           => scorzonera, black salsify -- (long black-skinned salsify) 
                       => parsnip -- (whitish edible root; eaten cooked) 
                       => radish -- (pungent fleshy edible root) 
                       => turnip -- (root of any of several members of the mustard family) 
                           => white turnip -- (white root of a turnip plant) 
                           => rutabaga, swede, swedish turnip, yellow turnip --
 (the large yellow root of a rutabaga plant used as food) 
                       => taro, taro root, cocoyam, dasheen, edda -- (tropical starchy tuberous root) 
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                   => pieplant, rhubarb -- (long pinkish sour leafstalks usually eaten cooked and sweetened) 
                   => cruciferous vegetable --
 (a vegetable of the mustard family: especially mustard greens; various cabbages; broccoli; cauliflower;  
brussels sprouts) 
                       => mustard, mustard greens, leaf mustard, Indian mustard -- (leaves eaten as cooked greens) 
                       => cabbage, chou -- (any of various types of cabbage) 
                           => kale, kail, cole -- (coarse curly-leafed cabbage) 
                               => collards, collard greens -- (smooth-leaved kale) 
                           => Chinese cabbage, celery cabbage, Chinese celery -- (elongated head of crisp celery-
like stalks and light green leaves) 
                           => bok choy, bok choi -- (elongated head of dark green leaves on thick white stalks) 
                           => head cabbage --
 (any of several varieties of cabbage having a large compact globular head; may be steamed or boiled or stir
-fried or used raw in coleslaw) 
                               => red cabbage -- (compact head of purplish-red leaves) 
                               => savoy cabbage, savoy -- (head of soft crinkly leaves) 
                       => broccoli -- (branched green undeveloped flower heads) 
                       => cauliflower -- (compact head of white undeveloped flowers) 
                       => brussels sprout, brussels sprouts -- (small cabbage-
like heads or buds growing along a stalk) 
                       => broccoli rabe, broccoli raab -- (slightly bitter dark green leaves and clustered flower buds) 
                       => kohlrabi, turnip cabbage -- (fleshy turnip-shaped edible stem of the kohlrabi plant) 
                       => radish -- (pungent fleshy edible root) 
                       => turnip -- (root of any of several members of the mustard family) 
                           => white turnip -- (white root of a turnip plant) 
                           => rutabaga, swede, swedish turnip, yellow turnip --
 (the large yellow root of a rutabaga plant used as food) 
                   => squash -- (edible fruit of a squash plant; eaten as a vegetable) 
                       => summer squash --
 (any of various fruits of the gourd family that mature during the summer; eaten while immature and before 
seeds and rind harden) 
                           => yellow squash --
 (squash having yellow skin and yellowish flesh and usually elongated neck) 
                               => crookneck, crookneck squash, summer crookneck --
 (yellow squash with a thin curved neck and somewhat warty skin) 
                           => zucchini, courgette -- (small cucumber-shaped vegetable marrow; typically dark green) 
                           => marrow, vegetable marrow -- (large elongated squash with creamy to deep green skins) 
                           => cocozelle -- (squash resembling zucchini) 
                           => pattypan squash -- (round greenish-
white squash having one face flattened with a scalloped edge) 
                           => spaghetti squash -- (medium-sized oval squash with flesh in the form of spaghetti-
like strings) 
                       => winter squash --
 (any of various fruits of the gourd family with thick rinds and edible yellow to orange flesh that mature in  
the fall and can be stored for several months) 
                           => acorn squash -- (small dark green or yellow ribbed squash with yellow to orange flesh) 
                           => butternut squash -- (buff-
colored squash with a long usually straight neck and sweet orange flesh) 
                           => hubbard squash -- (large football-shaped winter squash with a warty gray-green rind) 
                           => turban squash --
 (large squash shaped somewhat like a turban usually with a rounded central portion protruding from the  
blossom end) 
                               => buttercup squash -- (drum-
shaped squash with dark green rind marked in silver or gray) 
                           => cushaw -- (globose or ovoid squash with striped gray and green warty rind) 
                           => winter crookneck squash -- (a squash with a hard rind and an elongated curved neck) 
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                   => cucumber, cuke --
 (cylindrical green fruit with thin green rind and white flesh eaten as a vegetable; related to melons) 
                       => gherkin -- (small prickly cucumber) 
                   => artichoke, globe artichoke -- (a thistle-like flower head with edible fleshy leaves and heart) 
                   => artichoke heart -- (the tender fleshy center of the immature artichoke flower) 
                   => asparagus -- (edible young shoots of the asparagus plant) 
                   => bamboo shoot -- (edible young shoots of bamboo) 
                   => onion -- (an aromatic flavorful bulb) 
                       => Bermuda onion -- (mild flat onion grown in warm areas) 
                       => green onion, scallion -- (young onion before the bulb has enlarged) 
                       => Vidalia onion -- (sweet-flavored onion grown in Georgia) 
                       => Spanish onion -- (large mild and succulent yellow-skinned onion; often eaten raw) 
                           => purple onion, red onion --
 (flat mild onion having purplish tunics; used as garnish on hamburgers and salads) 
                       => spring onion --
 (an onion taken from the ground before the bulb has formed; eaten in salads) 
                       => shallot -- (small mild-flavored onion- or garlic-like clustered bulbs used for seasoning) 
                   => leek -- (related to onions; white cylindrical bulb and flat dark-green leaves) 
                   => cardoon --
 (only parts eaten are roots and especially stalks (blanched and used as celery); related to artichokes) 
                   => celery -- (stalks eaten raw or cooked or used as seasoning) 
                       => pascal celery, Paschal celery --
 (any of several types of commercially grown celery having green stalks) 
                   => gumbo, okra --
 (long mucilaginous green pods; may be simmered or sauteed but used especially in soups and stews) 
                   => mushroom -- (fleshy body of any of numerous edible fungi) 
                   => pumpkin -- (usually large pulpy deep-
yellow round fruit of the squash family maturing in late summer or early autumn) 
                   => truffle, earthnut -- (edible subterranean fungus of the genus Tuber) 
                   => plantain -- (starchy banana-
like fruit; eaten (always cooked) as a staple vegetable throughout the tropics) 
                   => fennel, Florence fennel, finocchio --
 (aromatic bulbous stem base eaten cooked or raw in salads) 
               => eater -- (any green goods that are good to eat; "these apples are good eaters") 
           => coconut, coconut meat --
 (the edible white meat a coconut; often shredded for use in e.g. cakes and curries) 
               => copra -- (the dried meat of the coconut from which oil is extracted) 
           => dika bread --
 (somewhat astringent paste prepared by grinding and heating seeds of the African wild mango; a staple  
food of some African peoples) 
 
vegetable matter -- (matter produced by plants or growing in the manner of a plant) 
       => peat --
 (partially carbonized vegetable matter saturated with water; can be used as a fuel when dried) 
       => coal -- (fossil fuel consisting of carbonized vegetable matter deposited in the Carboniferous period) 
           => anthracite, anthracite coal, hard coal --
 (a hard natural coal that burns slowly and gives intense heat) 
           => bituminous coal, soft coal --
 (rich in tarry hydrocarbons; burns readily with a smoky yellow flame) 
               => cannel coal -- (a bituminous coal that burns with a luminous flame) 
               => sea coal -- (pulverized bituminous coal; used as a foundry facing) 
           => lignite, brown coal, wood coal -- (intermediate between peat and bituminous coal) 
               => jet --
 (a hard black form of lignite that takes a brilliant polish and is used in jewellery or ornamentation) 
           => steam coal -- (coal suitable for use under steam boilers) 
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FISH 
 

fish -- (any of various mostly cold-
blooded aquatic vertebrates usually having scales and breathing through gills; "the shark is a large fish"; "in
 the livingroom there was a tank of colorful fish") 
       => bottom feeder -- (a fish that feeds on the bottom of a body of water) 
           => mullet -- (bottom dwelling marine warm water fishes with two barbels on the chin) 
               => goatfish, red mullet, surmullet, Mullus surmuletus --
 (brightly colored tropical fishes with chin barbels) 
                   => red goatfish, Mullus auratus -- (body bright scarlet with 2 yellow to reddish strips on side) 
                   => yellow goatfish, Mulloidichthys martinicus --
 (schooling goatfish; grayish with yellow stripe) 
       => cartilaginous fish, chondrichthian -- (fishes in which the skeleton may be calcified but not ossified) 
           => holocephalan -- (fish with high compressed head and a body tapering off into a long tail) 
               => chimaera -- (smooth-skinned deep-sea fish with a tapering body and long threadlike tail) 
                   => rabbitfish, Chimaera monstrosa -- (large European chimaera) 
           => elasmobranch, selachian --
 (any of numerous fishes of the class Chondrichthyes characterized by a cartilaginous skeleton and placoid 
scales: sharks; rays; skates) 
               => shark --
 (any of numerous elongate mostly marine carnivorous fishes with heterocercal caudal fins and tough skin  
covered with small toothlike scales) 
                   => cow shark, six-gilled shark, Hexanchus griseus --
 (large primitive shark widely distributed in warm seas) 
                   => mackerel shark -- (fierce pelagic and oceanic sharks) 
                       => porbeagle, Lamna nasus -- (voracious pointed-
nose shark of northern Atlantic and Pacific) 
                       => mako, mako shark -- (powerful mackerel shark of the Atlantic and Pacific) 
                           => shortfin mako, Isurus oxyrhincus --
 (very swift active bluish shark found worldwide in warm waters; important game fish) 
                           => longfin mako, Isurus paucus -- (similar to shortfin mako but darker blue) 
                           => bonito shark, blue pointed, Isurus glaucus -- (common blue-
gray shark of southwest Pacific; sport and food fish) 
                       => great white shark, white shark, man-eater, man-eating shark, Carcharodon carcharias --
 (large aggressive shark widespread in warm seas; known to attack humans) 
                       => basking shark, Cetorhinus maximus -- (large harmless plankton-
eating northern shark; often swims slowly or floats at the sea surface) 
                   => thresher, thrasher, thresher shark, fox shark, Alopius vulpinus --
 (large pelagic shark of warm seas with a whiplike tail used to round up small fish on which to feed) 
                   => carpet shark, Orectolobus barbatus --
 (shark of the western Pacific with flattened body and mottled skin) 
                   => nurse shark, Ginglymostoma cirratum -- (small bottom-
dwelling shark of warm shallow waters on both coasts of North America and South America and from  
southeast Asia to Australia) 
                   => sand tiger, sand shark, Carcharias taurus, Odontaspis taurus -- (shallow-
water shark with sharp jagged teeth found on both sides of Atlantic; sometimes dangerous to swimmers) 
                   => whale shark, Rhincodon typus --
 (large spotted shark of warm surface waters worldwide; resembles a whale and feeds chiefly on plankton) 
                   => cat shark -- (small bottom-dwelling sharks with catlike eyes; found along continental slopes) 
                   => requiem shark -- (any of numerous sharks from small relatively harmless bottom-
dwellers to large dangerous oceanic and coastal species) 
                       => bull shark, cub shark, Carcharhinus leucas --
 (a most common shark in temperate and tropical coastal waters worldwide; heavy-bodied and dangerous) 
                       => sandbar shark, Carcharhinus plumbeus --
 (most common gray shark along coasts of middle Atlantic states; sluggish and occasionally caught by fishe
rmen) 
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                       => blacktip shark, sandbar shark, Carcharhinus limbatus -- (widely distributed shallow-
water shark with fins seemingly dipped in ink) 
                       => whitetip shark, oceanic whitetip shark, white-tipped shark, Carcharinus longimanus --
 (large deep-water shark with white-tipped dorsal fin; worldwide distribution; most dangerous shark) 
                       => dusky shark, Carcharhinus obscurus -- (relatively slender blue-
gray shark; nearly worldwide in tropical and temperate waters) 
                       => lemon shark, Negaprion brevirostris -- (common shallow-
water schooling shark of the Atlantic from North Carolina to Brazil and off west Africa; dangerous) 
                       => blue shark, great blue shark, Prionace glauca --
 (slender cosmopolitan, pelagic shark; blue body shades to white belly; dangerous especially during  
maritime disasters) 
                       => tiger shark, Galeocerdo cuvieri -- (large dangerous warm-
water shark with striped or spotted body) 
                       => soupfin shark, soupfin, soup-fin, Galeorhinus zyopterus --
 (Pacific shark valued for its fins (used by Chinese in soup) and liver (rich in vitamin A)) 
                   => dogfish -- (any of several small sharks) 
                       => smooth dogfish -- (small bottom-dwelling shark found along both Atlantic coasts) 
                           => smoothhound, smoothhound shark, Mustelus mustelus --
 (smooth dogfish of European coastal waters) 
                           => American smooth dogfish, Mustelus canis --
 (found along the Atlantic coast of the Americas) 
                           => Florida smoothhound, Mustelus norrisi --
 (found from the northern Gulf of Mexico to Brazil) 
                           => whitetip shark, reef whitetip shark, Triaenodon obseus --
 (smooth dogfish of Pacific and Indian oceans and Red Sea having white-tipped dorsal and caudal fins) 
                       => spiny dogfish -- (small bottom-dwelling dogfishes) 
                           => Atlantic spiny dogfish, Squalus acanthias --
 (destructive dogfish of the Atlantic coastal waters of America and Europe; widely used in anatomy classes) 
                           => Pacific spiny dogfish, Squalus suckleyi -- (dogfish of Pacific coast of North America) 
                   => hammerhead, hammerhead shark -- (medium-sized live-
bearing shark with eyes at either end of a flattened hammer-
shaped head; worldwide in warm waters; can be dangerous) 
                       => smooth hammerhead, Sphyrna zygaena -- (fished for the hides and vitamin-rich liver) 
                       => smalleye hammerhead, Sphyrna tudes -- (fished for the hide and vitamin-rich liver) 
                       => shovelhead, bonnethead, bonnet shark, Sphyrna tiburo --
 (small harmless hammerhead having a spade-shaped head; abundant in bays and estuaries) 
                   => angel shark, angelfish, Squatina squatina, monkfish --
 (sharks with broad flat bodies and winglike pectoral fins but that swim the way sharks do) 
               => ray --
 (cartilaginous fishes having horizontally flattened bodies and enlarged winglike pectoral fins with gills on  
the underside; most swim by moving the pectoral fins) 
                   => electric ray, crampfish, numbfish, torpedo -- (any sluggish bottom-
dwelling ray of the order Torpediniformes having a rounded body and electric organs on each side of the  
head capable of emitting strong electric discharges) 
                   => sawfish -- (primitive ray with sharp teeth on each edge of a long flattened snout) 
                       => smalltooth sawfish, Pristis pectinatus --
 (commonly found in tropical bays and estuaries; not aggressive) 
                   => guitarfish -- (primitive tropical bottom-dwelling ray with a guitar-shaped body) 
                   => stingray --
 (large venomous ray with large barbed spines near the base of a thin whiplike tail capable of inflicting  
severe wounds) 
                       => roughtail stingray, Dasyatis centroura --
 (one of the largest stingrays; found from Cape Cod to Cape Hatteras) 
                       => butterfly ray -- (short-tailed broad-finned stingray) 
                   => eagle ray -- (powerful free-
swimming tropical ray noted for `soaring' by flapping winglike fins; usually harmless but has venomous  
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tissue near base of the tail as in stingrays) 
                       => spotted eagle ray, spotted ray, Aetobatus narinari --
 (ray with back covered with white or yellow spots; widely distributed in warm seas) 
                       => cownose ray, cow-nosed ray, Rhinoptera bonasus --
 (large ray found along eastern coast of North America) 
                   => manta, manta ray, devilfish --
 (extremely large pelagic tropical ray that feeds on plankton and small fishes; usually harmless but its size 
make it dangerous if harpooned) 
                       => Atlantic manta, Manta birostris --
 (largest manta (to 22 feet across wings); found worldwide but common in Gulf of Mexico and along south
ern coasts of United States; primarily oceanic) 
                       => devil ray, Mobula hypostoma -- (small manta (to 4 feet) that travels in schools) 
                   => skate --
 (large edible rays having a long snout and thick tail with pectoral fins continuous with the head; swim by  
undulating the edges of the pectoral fins) 
                       => gray skate, Raja batis -- (common European skate used as food) 
                       => little skate, Raja erinacea --
 (most plentiful skate in North American inshore waters in summer; to 21 inches) 
                       => thorny skate, Raja radiata -- (cold-
water bottom fish with spines on the back; to 40 inches) 
                       => barndoor skate, Raja laevis --
 (one of the largest skates (to 5 feet); an active skate easy to hook) 
       => fingerling -- (a young or small fish) 
       => game fish, sport fish -- (any fish providing sport for the angler) 
FOOD FISH 
       => food fish -- (any fish used for food by human beings) 
           => groundfish, bottom fish --
 (fish that live on the sea bottom especially commercially important gadoid fishes like cod and haddock or  
flatfish like flounder) 
           => shad -- (herring-like food fishes that migrate from the sea to freshwater to spawn) 
               => common American shad, Alosa sapidissima --
 (shad of Atlantic coast of North America; naturalized to Pacific coast) 
               => river shad, Alosa chrysocloris --
 (shad that spawns in streams of the Mississippi drainage; very similar to Alosa sapidissima) 
               => allice shad, allis shad, allice, allis, Alosa alosa -- (European shad) 
           => herring, Clupea harangus --
 (commercially important food fish of northern waters of both Atlantic and Pacific) 
               => Atlantic herring, Clupea harengus harengus --
 (important food fish; found in enormous shoals in the northern Atlantic) 
               => Pacific herring, Clupea harengus pallasii -- (important food fish of the northern Pacific) 
           => sardine -- (any of various small edible herring or related food fishes frequently canned) 
               => sild -- (any of various young herrings (other than brislings) canned as sardines in Norway) 
               => brisling, sprat, Clupea sprattus -- (small herring processed like a sardine) 
           => salmon --
 (any of various large food and game fishes of northern waters; usually migrate from salt to fresh water to  
spawn) 
               => blackfish -- (female salmon that has recently spawned) 
               => redfish -- (male salmon that has recently spawned) 
               => Atlantic salmon, Salmo salar --
 (found in northern coastal Atlantic waters or tributaries; adults do not die after spawning) 
                   => landlocked salmon, lake salmon --
 (Atlantic salmon confined to lakes of New England and southeastern Canada) 
               => sockeye, sockeye salmon, red salmon, blueback salmon, Onchorynchus nerka --
 (small salmon with red flesh; found in rivers and tributaries of the northern Pacific and valued as food;  
adults die after spawning) 
               => chinook, chinook salmon, king salmon, quinnat salmon, Onchorynchus tshawtscha --
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 (large Pacific salmon valued as food; adults die after spawning) 
               => coho, cohoe, coho salmon, blue jack, silver salmon, Onchorynchus kisutch --
 (small salmon of northern Pacific coasts and the Great Lakes) 
           => trout --
 (any of various game and food fishes of cool fresh waters mostly smaller than typical salmons) 
               => brown trout, salmon trout, Salmo trutta --
 (speckled trout of European rivers; introduced in North America) 
                   => sea trout -- (silvery marine variety of brown trout that migrates to fresh water to spawn) 
               => rainbow trout, Salmo gairdneri --
 (found in Pacific coastal waters and streams from lower California to Alaska) 
               => lake trout, salmon trout, Salvelinus namaycush -- (large fork-
tailed trout of lakes of Canada and the northern United States) 
               => brook trout, speckled trout, Salvelinus fontinalis --
 (North American freshwater trout; introduced in Europe) 
           => whitefish -- (silvery herring-like freshwater food fish of cold lakes of the northern hemisphere) 
               => lake whitefish, Coregonus clupeaformis -- (found in the Great Lakes and north to Alaska) 
               => cisco, lake herring, Coregonus artedi --
 (important food fish of cold deep lakes of North America) 
               => round whitefish, Menominee whitefish, Prosopium cylindraceum -- (bronze-
backed whitefish of northern North America and Siberia) 
               => Rocky Mountain whitefish, Prosopium williamsonii --
 (whitefish of the western United States and Canada) 
           => sea bass --
 (any of various food and sport fishes of the Atlantic coast of the United States having an elongated body  
and long spiny dorsal fin) 
               => blackmouth bass, Synagrops bellus -- (small marine fish with black mouth and gill cavity) 
               => rock sea bass, rock bass, Centropristis philadelphica -- (a kind of sea bass) 
               => black sea bass, black bass, Centropistes striata -- (bluish black-
striped sea bass of the Atlantic coast of the United States) 
               => striped bass, striper, Roccus saxatilis, rockfish --
 (marine food and game fish with dark longitudinal stripes; migrates upriver to spawn; sometimes placed in 
the genus Morone) 
               => stone bass, wreckfish, Polyprion americanus --
 (brown fish of the Atlantic and Mediterranean found around rocks and shipwrecks) 
               => belted sandfish, Serranus subligarius -- (found in warm shallow waters of western Atlantic) 
               => grouper -- (usually solitary bottom sea basses of warm seas) 
                   => coney, Epinephelus fulvus -- (black-spotted usually dusky-colored fish with reddish fins) 
                   => hind -- (any of several mostly spotted fishes that resemble groupers) 
                       => rock hind, Epinephelus adscensionis -- (found around rocky coasts or on reefs) 
                   => creole-fish, Paranthias furcifer -- (deep-sea fish of tropical Atlantic) 
                   => jewfish, Mycteroperca bonaci -- (large dark grouper with a thick head and rough scales) 
           => snapper -- (any of several large sharp-
toothed marine food and sport fishes of the family Lutjanidae of mainly tropical coastal waters) 
               => red snapper, Lutjanus blackfordi --
 (an esteemed food fish with pinkish red head and body; common in the Atlantic coastal waters of North  
American and the Gulf of Mexico) 
               => gray snapper, mangrove snapper, Lutjanus griseus --
 (found in shallow waters off the coast of Florida) 
               => mutton snapper, muttonfish, Lutjanus analis -- (similar to and often marketed as `red snapper';) 
               => schoolmaster, Lutjanus apodus -- (food fish of warm Caribbean and Atlantic waters) 
               => yellowtail, yellowtail snapper, Ocyurus chrysurus --
 (superior food fish of the tropical Atlantic and Caribbean with broad yellow stripe along the sides and on  
the tail) 
           => tuna, tunny --
 (any very large marine food and game fish of the genus Thunnus; related to mackerel; chiefly of warm  
waters) 
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               => albacore, long-fin tunny, Thunnus alalunga --
 (large pelagic tuna the source of most canned tuna; reaches 93 pounds and has long pectoral fins; found  
worldwide in tropical and temperate waters) 
               => bluefin, bluefin tuna, horse mackerel, Thunnus thynnus --
 (largest tuna; to 1500 pounds; of mostly temperate seas: feed in polar regions but breed in tropics) 
               => yellowfin, yellowfin tuna, Thunnus albacares -- (may reach 400 pounds; worldwide in tropics) 
           => sole -- (right-
eyed flatfish; many are valued as food; most common in warm seas especially European) 
               => European sole, Solea solea -- (highly valued as food) 
               => lemon sole, Solea lascaris -- (small European sole) 
               => English sole, lemon sole, Parophrys vitulus --
 (popular pale brown food flatfish of the Pacific coast of North America) 
               => sand sole, Psettichthys melanostichus --
 (a common flatfish of the Pacific coast of North America) 
               => hogchoker, Trinectes maculatus --
 (useless as food; in coastal streams from Maine to Texas and Panama) 
       => rough fish -- (any fish useless for food or sport or even as bait) 
       => young fish -- (a fish that is young) 
           => parr -- (the young of various fishes) 
           => whitebait -- (the edible young of especially herrings and sprats and smelts) 
           => brit, britt -- (the young of a herring or sprat or similar fish) 
           => parr -- (a young salmon up to 2 years old) 
       => mouthbreeder -- (any of various fishes that carry their eggs and their young in their mouths) 
       => spawner -- (a female fish at spawning time) 
       => northern snakehead --
 (a voracious freshwater fish that is native to northeastern China; can use fin to walk and can survive out of 
water for three days; a threat to American populations of fish) 
       => bony fish -- (any fish of the class Osteichthyes) 
           => crossopterygian, lobefin, lobe-finned fish --
 (any fish of the order Crossopterygii; most known only in fossil form) 
               => coelacanth, Latimeria chalumnae --
 (fish thought to have been extinct since the Cretaceous Period but found in 1938 off the coast of Africa) 
           => lungfish -- (air-
breathing fish having an elongated body and fleshy paired fins; certain species construct mucus-
lined mud coverings in which to survive drought) 
               => ceratodus -- (extinct lungfish) 
               => barramunda, barramundi, Neoceratodus forsteri --
 (large edible Australian lungfish having paddle-shaped fins) 
           => teleost fish, teleost, teleostan -- (a bony fish of the subclass Teleostei) 
               => soft-finned fish, malacopterygian -- (any fish of the superorder Malacopterygii) 
                   => Ostariophysi, order Ostariophysi --
 (in some classifications considered a superorder comprising the Cypriniformes and the Siluriformes) 
                   => cypriniform fish -- (a soft-finned fish of the order Cypriniformes) 
                       => loach -- (slender freshwater fishes of Eurasia and Africa resembling catfishes) 
                       => cyprinid, cyprinid fish -- (soft-
finned mainly freshwater fishes typically having toothless jaws and cycloid scales) 
                           => carp -- (any of various freshwater fish of the family Cyprinidae) 
                               => domestic carp, Cyprinus carpio -- (large Old World freshwater bottom-
feeding fish introduced into Europe from Asia; inhabits ponds and sluggish streams and often raised for  
food; introduced into United States where it has become a pest) 
                                   => leather carp -- (scaleless domestic carp) 
                                   => mirror carp -- (domestic carp with some large large shining scales) 
                           => tench, Tinca tinca -- (freshwater dace-
like game fish of Europe and western Asia noted for ability to survive outside water) 
                           => dace, Leuciscus leuciscus -- (small European freshwater fish with a slender bluish-
green body) 
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                           => chub, Leuciscus cephalus -- (European freshwater game fish with a thick spindle-
shaped body) 
                           => shiner --
 (any of numerous small silvery North American cyprinid fishes especially of the genus Notropis) 
                               => emerald shiner, Notropis atherinoides -- (small blunt-
nosed fish of Great Lakes and Mississippi valley with a greenish luster) 
                               => common shiner, silversides, Notropis cornutus --
 (the common North American shiner) 
                               => golden shiner, Notemigonus crysoleucas --
 (shiner of eastern North America having golden glints; sometimes also called `bream') 
                           => roach, Rutilus rutilus -- (European freshwater food fish having a greenish back) 
                           => rudd, Scardinius erythrophthalmus -- (European freshwater fish resembling the roach) 
                           => minnow, Phoxinus phoxinus --
 (very small European freshwater fish common in gravelly streams) 
                           => gudgeon, Gobio gobio --
 (small slender European freshwater fish often used as bait by anglers) 
                           => goldfish, Carassius auratus -- (small golden or orange-
red freshwater fishes of Eurasia used as pond or aquarium fishes) 
                               => silverfish -- (a silvery variety of Carassius auratus) 
                           => crucian carp, Carassius carassius, Carassius vulgaris --
 (European carp closely resembling wild goldfish) 
                       => electric eel, Electrophorus electric -- (eel-
shaped freshwater fish of South America having electric organs in its body) 
                       => catostomid -- (a cypriniform fish of the family Catostomidae) 
                           => sucker -- (mostly North American freshwater fishes with a thick-
lipped mouth for feeding by suction; related to carps) 
                               => buffalo fish, buffalofish -- (any of several large suckers of the Mississippi valley) 
                                   => black buffalo, Ictiobus niger -- (fish of the lower Mississippi) 
                               => hog sucker, hog molly, Hypentelium nigricans --
 (widely distributed in warm clear shallow streams) 
                               => redhorse, redhorse sucker -- (North American sucker with reddish fins) 
                       => cyprinodont -- (any member of the family Cyprinodontidae) 
                           => killifish -- (small mostly marine warm-water carp-
like schooling fishes; used as bait or aquarium fishes or in mosquito control) 
                               => mummichog, Fundulus heteroclitus -- (silver-and-
black killifish of saltwater marshes along the Atlantic coast of the United States) 
                               => striped killifish, mayfish, may fish, Fundulus majalis -- (black-
barred fish of bays and coastal marshes of the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the United States) 
                               => rivulus --
 (found in small streams of tropical America; often kept in aquariums; usually hermaphroditic) 
                               => flagfish, American flagfish, Jordanella floridae -- (flagfish with a dark-
blue back and whitish sides with red stripes; found in swamps and streams of Florida) 
                           => swordtail, helleri, topminnow, Xyphophorus helleri --
 (freshwater fish of Central America having a long swordlike tail; popular aquarium fish) 
                           => guppy, rainbow fish, Lebistes reticulatus --
 (small freshwater fish of South America and the West Indies; often kept in aquariums) 
                       => topminnow, poeciliid fish, poeciliid, live-bearer -- (small usually brightly-
colored viviparous surface-feeding fishes of fresh or brackish warm waters; often used in mosquito control) 
                           => mosquitofish, Gambusia affinis --
 (silvery topminnow with rows of black spots of tropical North America and West Indies; important in mos
quito control) 
                           => platy, Platypoecilus maculatus -- (small stocky Mexican fish; popular aquarium fish) 
                           => mollie, molly -- (popular aquarium fish) 
                       => characin, characin fish, characid -- (any freshwater fish of the family Characinidae) 
                           => tetra -- (brightly colored tropical freshwater fishes) 
                           => cardinal tetra, Paracheirodon axelrodi --
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 (small bright red and blue aquarium fish from streams in Brazil and Columbia) 
                           => piranha, pirana, caribe --
 (small voraciously carnivorous freshwater fishes of South America that attack and destroy living animals) 
                   => catfish, siluriform fish -- (any of numerous mostly freshwater bottom-
living fishes of Eurasia and North America with barbels like whiskers around the mouth) 
                       => silurid, silurid fish --
 (Old World freshwater catfishes having naked skin and a long anal fin more or less merged with the eellike
 caudal fin) 
                           => European catfish, sheatfish, Silurus glanis --
 (large elongated catfish of central and eastern Europe) 
                           => electric catfish, Malopterurus electricus --
 (freshwater catfish of the Nile and tropical central Africa having an electric organ) 
                       => bullhead -- (any of several common freshwater catfishes of the United States) 
                           => horned pout, hornpout, pout, Ameiurus Melas --
 (catfish common in eastern United States) 
                           => brown bullhead -- (freshwater catfish of eastern United States) 
                       => channel catfish, channel cat, Ictalurus punctatus --
 (freshwater food fish common throughout central United States) 
                           => blue catfish, blue cat, blue channel catfish, blue channel cat --
 (a large catfish of the Mississippi valley) 
                       => flathead catfish, mudcat, goujon, shovelnose catfish, spoonbill catfish, Pylodictus olivaris
 -- (large catfish of central United States having a flattened head and projecting jaw) 
                       => armored catfish -- (South American catfish having the body covered with bony plates) 
                       => sea catfish --
 (any of numerous marine fishes most of which are mouthbreeders; not used for food) 
                           => crucifix fish -- (catfish of the Caribbean area) 
                   => gadoid, gadoid fish -- (a soft-finned fish of the family Gadidae) 
                       => cod, codfish -- (major food fish of arctic and cold-temperate waters) 
                           => codling -- (young codfish) 
                           => Atlantic cod, Gadus morhua -- (one of the world's most important commercial fishes) 
                           => Pacific cod, Alaska cod, Gadus macrocephalus -- (closely related to Atlantic cod) 
                           => burbot, eelpout, ling, cusk, Lota lota --
 (elongate freshwater cod of northern Europe and Asia and North America having barbels around its mouth
) 
                           => scrod, schrod --
 (young Atlantic cod or haddock especially one split and boned for cooking) 
                       => whiting, Merlangus merlangus, Gadus merlangus --
 (a food fish of the Atlantic waters of Europe resembling the cod; sometimes placed in genus Gadus) 
                       => haddock, Melanogrammus aeglefinus --
 (important food fish on both sides of the Atlantic; related to cod but usually smaller) 
                       => pollack, pollock, Pollachius pollachius --
 (important food and game fish of northern seas (especially the northern Atlantic); related to cod) 
                       => hake -- (any of several marine food fishes related to cod) 
                           => silver hake, Merluccius bilinearis, whiting --
 (found off Atlantic coast of North America) 
                           => ling -- (American hakes) 
                       => ling, Molva molva --
 (elongated marine food fish of Greenland and northern Europe; often salted and dried) 
                       => cusk, torsk, Brosme brosme --
 (large edible marine fish of northern coastal waters; related to cod) 
                       => grenadier, rattail, rattail fish -- (deep-
sea fish with a large head and body and long tapering tail) 
                   => eel --
 (voracious snakelike marine or freshwater fishes with smooth slimy usually scaleless skin and having a  
continuous vertical fin but no ventral fins) 
                       => elver -- (young eel) 
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                       => common eel, freshwater eel --
 (eels that live in fresh water as adults but return to sea to spawn; found in Europe and America; marketed  
both fresh and smoked) 
                       => tuna, Anguilla sucklandii -- (New Zealand eel) 
                       => moray, moray eel --
 (family of brightly colored voracious eels of warm coastal waters; generally nonaggressive to humans but  
larger species are dangerous if provoked) 
                       => conger, conger eel -- (large somber-
colored scaleless marine eel found in temperate and tropical coastal waters; some used for food) 
                   => beaked salmon, sandfish, Gonorhynchus gonorhynchus --
 (fish of sandy areas of western Pacific and Indian oceans having an angular snout for burrowing into sand) 
                   => clupeid fish, clupeid -- (any of numerous soft-
finned schooling food fishes of shallow waters of northern seas) 
                       => shad -- (herring-like food fishes that migrate from the sea to freshwater to spawn) 
                           => common American shad, Alosa sapidissima --
 (shad of Atlantic coast of North America; naturalized to Pacific coast) 
                           => river shad, Alosa chrysocloris --
 (shad that spawns in streams of the Mississippi drainage; very similar to Alosa sapidissima) 
                           => allice shad, allis shad, allice, allis, Alosa alosa -- (European shad) 
                       => alewife, Alosa pseudoharengus, Pomolobus pseudoharengus -- (shad-
like food fish that runs rivers to spawn; often salted or smoked; sometimes placed in genus Pomolobus) 
                       => menhaden, Brevoortia tyrannis -- (shad-
like North American marine fishes used for fish meal and oil and fertilizer) 
                       => herring, Clupea harangus --
 (commercially important food fish of northern waters of both Atlantic and Pacific) 
                           => Atlantic herring, Clupea harengus harengus --
 (important food fish; found in enormous shoals in the northern Atlantic) 
                           => Pacific herring, Clupea harengus pallasii -- (important food fish of the northern Pacific) 
                       => sardine -- (any of various small edible herring or related food fishes frequently canned) 
                           => sild --
 (any of various young herrings (other than brislings) canned as sardines in Norway) 
                           => brisling, sprat, Clupea sprattus -- (small herring processed like a sardine) 
                       => pilchard, sardine, Sardina pilchardus --
 (small fishes found in great schools along coasts of Europe; smaller and rounder than herring) 
                           => Pacific sardine, Sardinops caerulea --
 (small pilchards common off the pacific coast of North America) 
                   => anchovy -- (small herring-like plankton-
feeding fishes often canned whole or as paste; abundant in tropical waters worldwide) 
                       => mediterranean anchovy, Engraulis encrasicholus --
 (esteemed for its flavor; usually preserved or used for sauces and relishes) 
                   => salmonid -- (soft-finned fishes of cold and temperate waters) 
                       => salmon --
 (any of various large food and game fishes of northern waters; usually migrate from salt to fresh water to  
spawn) 
                           => blackfish -- (female salmon that has recently spawned) 
                           => redfish -- (male salmon that has recently spawned) 
                           => Atlantic salmon, Salmo salar --
 (found in northern coastal Atlantic waters or tributaries; adults do not die after spawning) 
                               => landlocked salmon, lake salmon --
 (Atlantic salmon confined to lakes of New England and southeastern Canada) 
                           => sockeye, sockeye salmon, red salmon, blueback salmon, Onchorynchus nerka --
 (small salmon with red flesh; found in rivers and tributaries of the northern Pacific and valued as food;  
adults die after spawning) 
                           => chinook, chinook salmon, king salmon, quinnat salmon, Onchorynchus tshawtscha --
 (large Pacific salmon valued as food; adults die after spawning) 
                           => coho, cohoe, coho salmon, blue jack, silver salmon, Onchorynchus kisutch --
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 (small salmon of northern Pacific coasts and the Great Lakes) 
                       => trout --
 (any of various game and food fishes of cool fresh waters mostly smaller than typical salmons) 
                           => brown trout, salmon trout, Salmo trutta --
 (speckled trout of European rivers; introduced in North America) 
                               => sea trout --
 (silvery marine variety of brown trout that migrates to fresh water to spawn) 
                           => rainbow trout, Salmo gairdneri --
 (found in Pacific coastal waters and streams from lower California to Alaska) 
                           => lake trout, salmon trout, Salvelinus namaycush -- (large fork-
tailed trout of lakes of Canada and the northern United States) 
                           => brook trout, speckled trout, Salvelinus fontinalis --
 (North American freshwater trout; introduced in Europe) 
                       => char -- (any of several small-scaled trout) 
                           => Arctic char, Salvelinus alpinus --
 (small trout of northern waters; landlocked populations in Quebec and northern New England) 
                   => whitefish -- (silvery herring-
like freshwater food fish of cold lakes of the northern hemisphere) 
                       => lake whitefish, Coregonus clupeaformis -- (found in the Great Lakes and north to Alaska) 
                       => cisco, lake herring, Coregonus artedi --
 (important food fish of cold deep lakes of North America) 
                       => round whitefish, Menominee whitefish, Prosopium cylindraceum -- (bronze-
backed whitefish of northern North America and Siberia) 
                       => Rocky Mountain whitefish, Prosopium williamsonii --
 (whitefish of the western United States and Canada) 
                   => smelt -- (small trout-like silvery marine or freshwater food fishes of cold northern waters) 
                       => rainbow smelt, Osmerus mordax --
 (important marine and landlocked food fish of eastern North America and Alaska) 
                       => sparling, European smelt, Osmerus eperlanus -- (the common smelt of Europe) 
                       => capelin, capelan, caplin --
 (very small northern fish; forage for sea birds and marine mammals and other fishes) 
                   => tarpon, Tarpon atlanticus --
 (large silvery game fish of warm Atlantic coastal waters especially off Florida) 
                       => ladyfish, tenpounder, Elops saurus -- (game fish resembling the tarpon but smaller) 
                   => bonefish, Albula vulpes --
 (slender silvery marine fish found in tropical mud flats and mangrove lagoons) 
                   => argentine -- (any of various small silver-scaled salmon-like marine fishes) 
                   => lanternfish --
 (small fish having rows of luminous organs along each side; some surface at night) 
                   => lizardfish, snakefish, snake-fish -- (tropical fishes with large mouths in lizard-
like heads; found worldwide) 
                   => greeneye -- (bottom-livers having large eyes with metallic green luster) 
                   => lancetfish, lancet fish, wolffish --
 (large elongate scaleless oceanic fishes with sharp teeth and a long sail-like dorsal fin) 
                   => handsaw fish -- (a soft-finned fish of the genus Alepisaurus) 
                   => opah, moonfish, Lampris regius -- (large elliptical brightly colored deep-
sea fish of Atlantic and Pacific and Mediterranean) 
                   => New World opah, Lampris guttatus --
 (from Nova Scotia to West Indies and Gulf of Mexico) 
                   => ribbonfish -- (marine fish having a long compressed ribbon-like body) 
                       => dealfish, Trachipterus arcticus -- (deep-sea ribbonfish) 
                   => oarfish, king of the herring, ribbonfish, Regalecus glesne -- (thin deep-
water tropical fish 20 to 30 feet long having a red dorsal fin) 
               => cornetfish -- (slender tropical fish with a long tubular snout and bony plates instead of scales) 
               => pipefish, needlefish -- (fish with long tubular snout and slim body covered with bony plates) 
                   => dwarf pipefish, Syngnathus hildebrandi -- (small (4 inches) fish found off Florida gulf coast) 
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                   => deepwater pipefish, Cosmocampus profundus --
 (8 inches; from eastern Florida to western Caribbean) 
                   => seahorse, sea horse --
 (small fish with horselike heads bent sharply downward and curled tails; swim in upright position) 
               => snipefish, bellows fish -- (small bottom-
dwelling fish of warm seas having a compressed body and a long snout with a toothless mouth) 
               => shrimpfish, shrimp-fish -- (slender tropical shallow-
water East Indian fish covered with transparent plates) 
               => trumpetfish, Aulostomus maculatus --
 (tropical Atlantic fish with a long snout; swims snout down) 
               => needlefish, gar, billfish -- (elongate European surface-
dwelling predacious fishes with long toothed jaws; abundant in coastal waters) 
                   => timucu -- (found in warm waters of western Atlantic) 
               => flying fish -- (tropical marine fishes having enlarged winglike fins used for brief gliding flight) 
                   => monoplane flying fish, two-wing flying fish -- (having only pectoral fins enlarged) 
                   => biplane flying fish, four-wing flying fish -- (having both pectoral and pelvic fins enlarged) 
               => halfbeak --
 (tropical and subtropical marine and freshwater fishes having an elongated body and long protruding lower
 jaw) 
               => saury, billfish, Scomberesox saurus -- (slender long-beaked fish of temperate Atlantic waters) 
               => spiny-finned fish, acanthopterygian --
 (a teleost fish with fins that are supported by sharp inflexible rays) 
                   => squirrelfish --
 (very small brightly colored (especially red) nocturnal fishes of shallow waters of tropical reefs; they make
 sounds like a squirrel's bark) 
                       => reef squirrelfish, Holocentrus coruscus --
 (on reefs from Bermuda and Florida to northern South America) 
                       => deepwater squirrelfish, Holocentrus bullisi --
 (a squirrelfish found from South Carolina to Bermuda and Gulf of Mexico) 
                       => Holocentrus ascensionis -- (bright red fish of West Indies and Bermuda) 
                       => soldierfish, soldier-fish -- (the larger squirrelfishes) 
                   => anomalops, flashlight fish --
 (fish having a luminous organ beneath eye; of warm waters of the western Pacific and Puerto Rico) 
                   => flashlight fish, Photoblepharon palpebratus --
 (fish of deep dark waters having a light organ below each eye) 
                   => dory -- (marine fishes widely distributed in mid-waters and deep slope waters) 
                       => John dory, Zeus faber -- (European dory) 
                   => boarfish, Capros aper -- (fish with a projecting snout) 
                   => boarfish -- (fish with large eyes and long snouts) 
                   => stickleback, prickleback -- (small (2-4 inches) pugnacious mostly scaleless spiny-
backed fishes of northern fresh and littoral waters having elaborate courtship; subjects of much research) 
                       => three-spined stickleback, Gasterosteus aculeatus -- (of rivers and coastal regions) 
                       => ten-spined stickleback, Gasterosteus pungitius -- (confined to rivers) 
                   => batfish -- (bottom-
dweller of warm western Atlantic coastal waters having a flattened scaleless body that crawls about on fles
hy pectoral and pelvic fins) 
                   => goosefish, angler, anglerfish, angler fish, monkfish, lotte, allmouth, Lophius Americanus --
 (fishes having large mouths with a wormlike filament attached for luring prey) 
                   => toadfish, Opsanus tau -- (bottom-
dwelling fish having scaleless slimy skin and a broad thick head with a wide mouth) 
                       => oyster fish, oyster-fish, oysterfish -- (a variety of toadfish) 
                   => frogfish -- (fish having a frog-like mouth with a lure on the snout) 
                   => sargassum fish --
 (small fantastically formed and colored fishes found among masses of sargassum) 
                   => percoid fish, percoid, percoidean -- (any of numerous spiny-
finned fishes of the order Perciformes) 
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                       => perch -- (any of numerous spiny-
finned fishes of various families of the order Perciformes) 
                       => perch -- (spiny-finned freshwater food and game fishes) 
                           => yellow perch, Perca flavescens -- (North American perch) 
                           => European perch, Perca fluviatilis -- (a perch native to Europe) 
                           => pike-perch, pike perch -- (any of several pike-like fishes of the perch family) 
                               => walleye, walleyed pike, jack salmon, Stizostedion vitreum -- (pike-
like freshwater perches) 
                                   => blue pike, blue pickerel, blue pikeperch, blue walleye, Strizostedion vitreum  
glaucum -- (variety inhabiting the Great Lakes) 
                           => snail darter, Percina tanasi -- (3-inch snail-eating perch of the Tennessee River) 
                       => sandfish --
 (either of two small silvery scaleless fishes of the northern Pacific that burrow into sand) 
                       => cusk-eel -- (elongate compressed somewhat eel-shaped fishes) 
                       => brotula -- (deep-sea fishes) 
                       => pearlfish, pearl-fish --
 (found living within the alimentary canals of e.g. sea cucumbers or between the shells of pearl oysters in or
 near shallow seagrass beds) 
                       => robolo -- (a kind of percoid fish) 
                           => snook --
 (large tropical American food and game fishes of coastal and brackish waters; resemble pike) 
                       => pike -- (any of several elongate long-
snouted freshwater game and food fishes widely distributed in cooler parts of the northern hemisphere) 
                           => northern pike, Esox lucius --
 (voracious piscivorous pike of waters of northern hemisphere) 
                           => muskellunge, Esox masquinongy --
 (large (60 to 80 pounds) sport fish of North America) 
                           => pickerel -- (any of several North American species of small pike) 
                               => chain pickerel, chain pike, Esox niger --
 (common in quiet waters of eastern United States) 
                               => redfin pickerel, barred pickerel, Esox americanus --
 (small but gamy pickerel of Atlantic coastal states) 
                       => sunfish, centrarchid --
 (small carnivorous freshwater percoid fishes of North America usually having a laterally compressed body 
and metallic luster: crappies; black bass; bluegills; pumpkinseed) 
                           => crappie -- (small sunfishes of central United States rivers) 
                               => black crappie, Pomoxis nigromaculatus -- (a crappie that is black) 
                               => white crappie, Pomoxis annularis -- (a crappie that is white) 
                           => freshwater bream, bream --
 (any of various usually edible freshwater percoid fishes having compressed bodies and shiny scales;  
especially (but not exclusively) of the genus Lepomis) 
                               => European bream, Abramis brama --
 (European freshwater fish having a flattened body and silvery scales; of little value as food) 
                               => bluegill, Lepomis macrochirus --
 (important edible sunfish of eastern and central United States) 
                               => spotted sunfish, stumpknocker, Lepomis punctatus --
 (inhabits streams from South Carolina to Florida; esteemed panfish) 
                           => pumpkinseed, Lepomis gibbosus -- (small brilliantly colored North American sunfish) 
                           => rock bass, rock sunfish, Ambloplites rupestris --
 (game and food fish of upper Mississippi and Great Lakes) 
                           => black bass --
 (widely distributed and highly prized American freshwater game fishes (sunfish family)) 
                               => Kentucky black bass, spotted black bass, Micropterus pseudoplites --
 (a variety of black bass) 
                               => smallmouth, smallmouth bass, smallmouthed bass, smallmouth black bass,  
smallmouthed black bass, Micropterus dolomieu --
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 (a variety of black bass; the angle of the jaw falls below the eye) 
                               => largemouth, largemouth bass, largemouthed bass, largemouth black bass, largemouth
ed black bass, Micropterus salmoides -- (a large black bass; the angle of the jaw falls behind the eye) 
                       => bass -- (nontechnical name for any of numerous edible marine and freshwater spiny-
finned fishes) 
                           => freshwater bass -- (North American food and game fish) 
                       => serranid fish, serranid -- (marine food sport fishes mainly of warm coastal waters) 
                           => white perch, silver perch, Morone americana --
 (small silvery food and game fish of eastern United States streams) 
                           => yellow bass, Morone interrupta --
 (North American freshwater bass resembling the larger marine striped bass) 
                           => sea bass --
 (any of various food and sport fishes of the Atlantic coast of the United States having an elongated body  
and long spiny dorsal fin) 
                               => blackmouth bass, Synagrops bellus --
 (small marine fish with black mouth and gill cavity) 
                               => rock sea bass, rock bass, Centropristis philadelphica -- (a kind of sea bass) 
                               => black sea bass, black bass, Centropistes striata -- (bluish black-
striped sea bass of the Atlantic coast of the United States) 
                               => striped bass, striper, Roccus saxatilis, rockfish --
 (marine food and game fish with dark longitudinal stripes; migrates upriver to spawn; sometimes placed in 
the genus Morone) 
                               => stone bass, wreckfish, Polyprion americanus --
 (brown fish of the Atlantic and Mediterranean found around rocks and shipwrecks) 
                               => belted sandfish, Serranus subligarius --
 (found in warm shallow waters of western Atlantic) 
                               => grouper -- (usually solitary bottom sea basses of warm seas) 
                                   => coney, Epinephelus fulvus -- (black-spotted usually dusky-
colored fish with reddish fins) 
                                   => hind -- (any of several mostly spotted fishes that resemble groupers) 
                                       => rock hind, Epinephelus adscensionis -- (found around rocky coasts or on reefs) 
                                   => creole-fish, Paranthias furcifer -- (deep-sea fish of tropical Atlantic) 
                                   => jewfish, Mycteroperca bonaci --
 (large dark grouper with a thick head and rough scales) 
                           => soapfish -- (fishes with slimy mucus-
covered skin; found in the warm Atlantic coastal waters of America) 
                       => surfperch, surffish, surf fish -- (small to medium-sized shallow-
water fishes of the Pacific coast of North America) 
                           => rainbow seaperch, rainbow perch, Hipsurus caryi -- (Pacific coast fish) 
                       => bigeye --
 (red fishes of American coastal tropical waters having very large eyes and rough scales) 
                       => catalufa, Priacanthus arenatus --
 (brightly colored carnivorous fish of western Atlantic and West Indies waters) 
                       => cardinalfish -- (small red fishes of coral reefs and inshore tropical waters) 
                           => flame fish, flamefish, Apogon maculatus --
 (a cardinalfish found in tropical Atlantic coastal waters) 
                           => conchfish, Astropogon stellatus --
 (found in West Indies; lives in mantle cavity of a living conch) 
                       => tilefish, Lopholatilus chamaeleonticeps -- (yellow-
spotted violet food fish of warm deep waters) 
                       => bluefish, Pomatomus saltatrix -- (bluish warm-
water marine food and game fish that follow schools of small fishes into shallow waters) 
                       => cobia, Rachycentron canadum, sergeant fish -- (large dark-
striped tropical food and game fish related to remoras; found worldwide in coastal to open waters) 
                       => carangid fish, carangid -- (a percoid fish of the family Carangidae) 
                           => jack -- (any of several fast-swimming predacious fishes of tropical to warm-
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temperate seas) 
                               => crevalle jack, jack crevalle, Caranx hippos --
 (fish of western Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico) 
                               => yellow jack, Caranx bartholomaei -- (fish of western Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico) 
                               => runner, blue runner, Caranx crysos -- (fish of western Atlantic: Cape Cod to Brazil) 
                               => rainbow runner, Elagatis bipinnulata -- (streamlined cigar-
shaped jack; good game fish) 
                               => leatherjacket, leatherjack --
 (any of several New World tropical fishes having tiny embedded scales) 
                               => threadfish, thread-fish, Alectis ciliaris --
 (fish having greatly elongated front rays on dorsal and anal fins) 
                               => amberjack, amberfish -- (any of several amber to coppery fork-tailed warm-
water carangid fishes) 
                               => yellowtail, Seriola dorsalis --
 (game fish of southern California and Mexico having a yellow tail fin) 
                               => rudderfish, banded rudderfish, Seriola zonata --
 (fish having the habit of following ships; found in North American and South American coastal waters) 
                               => kingfish, Seriola grandis -- (large game fish of Australia and New Zealand) 
                           => moonfish, Atlantic moonfish, horsefish, horsehead, horse-
head, dollarfish, Selene setapinnis -- (any of several silvery marine fishes with very flat bodies) 
                               => lookdown, lookdown fish, Selene vomer --
 (similar to moonfish but with eyes high on the truncated forehead) 
                           => pompano -- (any of several deep-
bodied food fishes of western Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico) 
                               => Florida pompano, Trachinotus carolinus --
 (found in coastal waters New England to Brazil except clear waters of West Indies) 
                               => permit, Trachinotus falcatus -- (large game fish; found in waters of the West Indies) 
                           => pilotfish, Naucrates ductor -- (small pelagic fish often accompanying sharks or mantas) 
                           => scad -- (any of a number of fishes of the family Carangidae) 
                               => horse mackerel, jack mackerel, Spanish mackerel, saurel, Trachurus symmetricus --
 (a California food fish) 
                               => horse mackerel, saurel, Trachurus trachurus --
 (large elongated compressed food fish of the Atlantic waters of Europe) 
                               => bigeye scad, big-eyed scad, goggle-eye, Selar crumenophthalmus --
 (of Atlantic coastal waters; commonly used for bait) 
                               => mackerel scad, mackerel shad, Decapterus macarellus --
 (small silvery fish; Nova Scotia to Brazil) 
                               => round scad, cigarfish, quiaquia, Decapterus punctatus --
 (small fusiform fish of western Atlantic) 
                       => dolphinfish, dolphin, mahimahi --
 (large slender food and game fish widely distributed in warm seas (especially around Hawaii)) 
                           => Coryphaena hippurus --
 (the more common dolphinfish valued as food; about six feet long) 
                           => Coryphaena equisetis -- (a kind of dolphinfish) 
                       => blanquillo, tilefish -- (important marine food fishes) 
                       => cichlid, cichlid fish --
 (freshwater fishes of tropical America and Africa and Asia similar to American sunfishes; some are food  
fishes; many small ones are popular in aquariums) 
                           => bolti, Tilapia nilotica --
 (important food fish of the Nile and other rivers of Africa and Asia Minor) 
                       => snapper -- (any of several large sharp-
toothed marine food and sport fishes of the family Lutjanidae of mainly tropical coastal waters) 
                           => red snapper, Lutjanus blackfordi --
 (an esteemed food fish with pinkish red head and body; common in the Atlantic coastal waters of North  
American and the Gulf of Mexico) 
                           => gray snapper, mangrove snapper, Lutjanus griseus --
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 (found in shallow waters off the coast of Florida) 
                           => mutton snapper, muttonfish, Lutjanus analis --
 (similar to and often marketed as `red snapper';) 
                           => schoolmaster, Lutjanus apodus -- (food fish of warm Caribbean and Atlantic waters) 
                           => yellowtail, yellowtail snapper, Ocyurus chrysurus --
 (superior food fish of the tropical Atlantic and Caribbean with broad yellow stripe along the sides and on  
the tail) 
                       => grunt -- (medium-
sized tropical marine food fishes that utter a grunting sound when caught) 
                           => margate, Haemulon album -- (red-mouthed grunt found from Florida to Brazil) 
                           => Spanish grunt, Haemulon macrostomum -- (a kind of grunt) 
                           => tomtate, Haemulon aurolineatum -- (found off the West Indies and Florida) 
                           => cottonwick, Haemulon malanurum -- (of warm Atlantic waters) 
                           => sailor's-choice, sailors choice, Haemulon parra --
 (found from Florida to Brazil and Gulf of Mexico) 
                           => porkfish, pork-fish, Anisotremus virginicus --
 (black and gold grunt found from Bermuda to Caribbean to Brazil) 
                           => pompon, black margate, Anisotremus surinamensis --
 (dusky gray food fish found from Louisiana and Florida southward) 
                           => pigfish, hogfish, Orthopristis chrysopterus -- (found from Long Island southward) 
                       => sparid, sparid fish -- (spiny-finned food fishes of warm waters having well-
developed teeth) 
                           => sheepshead, Archosargus probatocephalus --
 (large (up to 20 lbs) food fish of the eastern coast of the United States and Mexico) 
                           => pinfish, sailor's-choice, squirrelfish, Lagodon rhomboides --
 (similar to sea bream; small spiny-
finned fish found in bays along the southeastern coast of the United States) 
                           => snapper, Chrysophrys auratus --
 (Australian food fish having a pinkish body with blue spots) 
                       => sea bream, bream --
 (any of numerous marine percoid fishes especially (but not exclusively) of the family Sparidae) 
                           => pomfret, Brama raii -- (deep-bodied sooty-black pelagic spiny-
finned fish of the northern Atlantic and northern Pacific; valued for food) 
                           => porgy -- (important deep-
bodied food and sport fish of warm and tropical coastal waters; found worldwide) 
                               => red porgy, Pagrus pagrus --
 (food fish of the Mediterranean and Atlantic coasts of Europe and America) 
                               => sheepshead porgy, Calamus penna -- (from Florida and Bahamas to Brazil) 
                               => scup, northern porgy, northern scup, Stenotomus chrysops --
 (found in Atlantic coastal waters of North America from South Carolina to Maine; esteemed as a panfish) 
                               => scup, southern porgy, southern scup, Stenotomus aculeatus --
 (porgy of southern Atlantic coastal waters of North America) 
                           => European sea bream, Pagellus centrodontus -- (food fish of European coastal waters) 
                           => Atlantic sea bream, Archosargus rhomboidalis -- (sea bream of warm Atlantic waters) 
                           => black bream, Chrysophrys australis -- (important dark-
colored edible food and game fish of Australia) 
                       => sciaenid fish, sciaenid --
 (widely distributed family of carnivorous percoid fishes having a large air bladder used to produce sound) 
                           => drum, drumfish -- (small to medium-sized bottom-
dwelling food and game fishes of shallow coastal and fresh waters that make a drumming noise) 
                               => striped drum, Equetus pulcher -- (a kind of drumfish) 
                               => jackknife-fish, Equetus lanceolatus -- (black-and-
white drumfish with an erect elongated dorsal fin) 
                               => silver perch, mademoiselle, Bairdiella chrysoura --
 (small silvery drumfish often mistaken for white perch; found along coasts of United States from New  
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York to Mexico) 
                               => red drum, channel bass, redfish, Sciaenops ocellatus --
 (large edible fish found off coast of United States from Massachusetts to Mexico) 
                           => mulloway, jewfish, Sciaena antarctica --
 (large important food fish of Australia; almost indistinguishable from the maigre) 
                           => maigre, maiger, Sciaena aquila -- (large European marine food fish) 
                           => croaker -- (any of several fishes that make a croaking noise) 
                               => Atlantic croaker, Micropogonias undulatus -- (silvery-
bodied with dark markings and tiny barbels) 
                               => yellowfin croaker, surffish, surf fish, Umbrina roncador --
 (a fish of the Pacific coast of North America) 
                               => white croaker, chenfish, kingfish, Genyonemus lineatus --
 (small silvery marine food fish found off California) 
                               => white croaker, queenfish, Seriphus politus --
 (silvery and bluish drumfish of shallow California coastal waters) 
                           => whiting -- (any of several food fishes of North American coastal waters) 
                               => kingfish --
 (any of several food and game fishes of the drum family indigenous to warm Atlantic waters of the North 
American coast) 
                               => king whiting, Menticirrhus americanus --
 (whiting of the southeastern coast of North America) 
                               => northern whiting, Menticirrhus saxatilis --
 (whiting of the east coast of United States; closely resembles king whiting) 
                               => corbina, Menticirrhus undulatus -- (bluish-gray whiting of California coast) 
                               => silver whiting, Menticirrhus littoralis --
 (a dull silvery whiting of southern Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the United States) 
                           => sea trout -- (any of several sciaenid fishes of North American coastal waters) 
                               => weakfish, Cynoscion regalis --
 (food and game fish of North American coastal waters with a mouth from which hooks easily tear out) 
                               => spotted weakfish, spotted sea trout, spotted squeateague, Cynoscion nebulosus --
 (weakfish of southern Atlantic and Gulf coasts of United States) 
                       => mullet -- (bottom dwelling marine warm water fishes with two barbels on the chin) 
                           => goatfish, red mullet, surmullet, Mullus surmuletus --
 (brightly colored tropical fishes with chin barbels) 
                               => red goatfish, Mullus auratus --
 (body bright scarlet with 2 yellow to reddish strips on side) 
                               => yellow goatfish, Mulloidichthys martinicus --
 (schooling goatfish; grayish with yellow stripe) 
                       => mullet, gray mullet -- (freshwater or coastal food fishes a spindle-
shaped body; found worldwide) 
                           => striped mullet, Mugil cephalus --
 (most important commercial mullet in eastern United States) 
                           => white mullet, Mugil curema -- (silvery mullet of Atlantic and Pacific coasts) 
                           => liza, Mugil liza --
 (similar to the striped mullet and takes its place in the Caribbean region) 
                       => sea chub --
 (schooling fishes mostly of Indian and western Pacific oceans; two species in western Atlantic) 
                           => Bermuda chub, rudderfish, Kyphosus sectatrix --
 (food and game fish around Bermuda and Florida; often follow ships) 
                       => spadefish, angelfish, Chaetodipterus faber -- (deep-bodied disk-
shaped food fish of warmer western Atlantic coastal waters) 
                       => butterfly fish --
 (small usually brilliantly colored tropical marine fishes having narrow deep bodies with large broad fins;  
found worldwide) 
                           => chaetodon -- (any fish of the genus Chaetodon) 
                           => angelfish -- (a butterfly fish of the genus Pomacanthus) 
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                           => rock beauty, Holocanthus tricolor --
 (gold and black butterflyfish found from West Indies to Brazil) 
                       => damselfish, demoiselle -- (small brilliantly colored tropical marine fishes of coral reefs) 
                           => beaugregory, Pomacentrus leucostictus --
 (a blue and yellow damselfish of Bermuda and Florida and the West Indies) 
                           => anemone fish -- (live associated with sea anemones) 
                               => clown anemone fish, Amphiprion percula --
 (an anemone fish of the genus Amphiprion) 
                           => sergeant major, Abudefduf saxatilis -- (large blue-gray black-
striped damselfish; nearly worldwide) 
                       => wrasse --
 (chiefly tropical marine fishes with fleshy lips and powerful teeth; usually brightly colored) 
                           => pigfish, giant pigfish, Achoerodus gouldii -- (found around the Great Barrier Reef) 
                           => hogfish, hog snapper, Lachnolaimus maximus --
 (large wrasse of western Atlantic; head of male resembles a pig's snout) 
                           => slippery dick, Halicoeres bivittatus -- (small wrasse of tropical Atlantic) 
                           => puddingwife, pudding-wife, Halicoeres radiatus --
 (bluish and bronze wrasse; found from Florida keys to Brazil) 
                           => bluehead, Thalassoma bifasciatum --
 (small Atlantic wrasse the male of which has a brilliant blue head) 
                           => razor fish, razor-fish -- (any of several small wrasses with compressed sharp-
edged heads of the West Indies and Mediterranean) 
                               => pearly razorfish, Hemipteronatus novacula -- (a kind of razorfish) 
                           => tautog, blackfish, Tautoga onitis -- (large dark-
colored food fish of the Atlantic coast of North America) 
                           => cunner, bergall, Tautogolabrus adspersus --
 (common in north Atlantic coastal waters of the United States) 
                       => parrotfish, polly fish, pollyfish --
 (gaudy tropical fishes with parrotlike beaks formed by fusion of teeth) 
                       => threadfin -- (mullet-
like tropical marine fishes having pectoral fins with long threadlike rays) 
                           => barbu, Polydactylus virginicus -- (found along western Atlantic coast) 
                       => jawfish -- (small large-
mouthed tropical marine fishes common along sandy bottoms; males brood egg balls in their mouths;  
popular aquarium fishes) 
                       => stargazer -- (heavy-bodied marine bottom-lurkers with eyes on flattened top of the head) 
                       => sand stargazer --
 (small pallid fishes of shoal tropical waters of North America and South America having eyes on stalks  
atop head; they burrow in sand to await prey) 
                       => blennioid fish, blennioid --
 (elongated mostly scaleless marine fishes with large pectoral fins and reduced pelvic fins) 
                           => blenny, combtooth blenny -- (small usually scaleless fishes with comb-
like teeth living about rocky shores; territorial and hole-dwelling) 
                               => shanny, Blennius pholis -- (European scaleless blenny) 
                               => Molly Miller, Scartella cristata -- (inhabits both coasts of tropical Atlantic) 
                           => clinid, clinid fish -- (mostly small blennioid fishes of coral reefs and seagrass beds) 
                           => pikeblenny --
 (tropical American fishes; males are aggressively defensive of their territory) 
                               => bluethroat pikeblenny, Chaenopsis ocellata -- (found from Florida to Cuba) 
                           => gunnel, bracketed blenny --
 (small eellike fishes common in shallow waters of the northern Atlantic) 
                               => rock gunnel, butterfish, Pholis gunnellus --
 (slippery scaleless food fish of the northern Atlantic coastal waters) 
                           => prickleback --
 (small elongate fishes of shallow northern seas; a long dorsal fin consists entirely of spines) 
                               => snakeblenny, Lumpenus lumpretaeformis --
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 (found in Arctic and northern Atlantic waters) 
                               => eelblenny -- (eellike fishes found in subarctic coastal waters) 
                           => wrymouth, ghostfish, Cryptacanthodes maculatus --
 (eellike Atlantic bottom fish with large almost vertical mouth) 
                           => wolffish, wolf fish, catfish -- (large ferocious northern deep-
sea food fishes with strong teeth and no pelvic fins) 
                           => eelpout, pout -- (marine eellike mostly bottom-dwelling fishes of northern seas) 
                               => viviparous eelpout, Zoarces viviparus --
 (an eelpout of northern Europe that is viviparous) 
                               => fish doctor, Gymnelis viridis -- (brightly colored scaleless Arctic eelpout) 
                               => ocean pout, Macrozoarces americanus --
 (common along northeastern coast of North America) 
                       => goby, gudgeon -- (small spiny-
finned fish of coastal or brackish waters having a large head and elongated tapering body having the ventral
 fins modified as a sucker) 
                           => mudskipper, mudspringer --
 (found in tropical coastal regions of Africa and Asia; able to move on land on strong pectoral fins) 
                       => sleeper, sleeper goby --
 (tropical fish that resembles a goby and rests quietly on the bottom in shallow water) 
                       => flathead -- (pallid bottom-dwelling flat-headed fish with large eyes and a duck-like snout) 
                       => archerfish, Toxotes jaculatrix --
 (any of several small freshwater fishes that catch insects by squirting water at them and knocking them int
o the water; found in Indonesia and Australia) 
                       => worm fish -- (poorly known family of small tropical shallow-
water fishes related to gobies) 
                       => surgeonfish -- (brightly colored coral-reef fish with knifelike spines at the tail) 
                           => doctorfish, doctor-fish, Acanthurus chirurgus -- (surgeon fish of the West Indies) 
                       => gempylid --
 (snake mackerels; elongated marine fishes with oily flesh; resembles mackerels; found worldwide) 
                           => snake mackerel, Gempylus serpens --
 (predatory tropical fishes with jutting jaws and strong teeth) 
                           => escolar, Lepidocybium flavobrunneum --
 (large snake mackerel with rings like spectacles around its eyes) 
                           => oilfish, Ruvettus pretiosus -- (very large deep-water snake mackerel) 
                       => cutlassfish, frost fish, hairtail -- (long-
bodied marine fishes having a long whiplike scaleless body and sharp teeth; closely related to snake  
mackerel) 
                       => scombroid, scombroid fish --
 (important marine food and game fishes found in all tropical and temperate seas; some are at least partially
 endothermic and can thrive in colder waters) 
                           => mackerel -- (any of various fishes of the family Scombridae) 
                               => common mackerel, shiner, Scomber scombrus --
 (important food fish of the northern Atlantic and Mediterranean; its body is greenish-
blue with dark bars and small if any scales) 
                               => Spanish mackerel, Scomber colias -- (medium-
sized mackerel of temperate Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico) 
                               => chub mackerel, tinker, Scomber japonicus --
 (small mackerel found nearly worldwide) 
                               => wahoo, Acanthocybium solandri -- (large fast-
moving predacious food and game fish; found worldwide) 
                               => Spanish mackerel --
 (any of several large marine food fishes of the genus Scomberomorus) 
                                   => king mackerel, cavalla, cero, Scomberomorus cavalla --
 (large mackerel with long pointed snout; important food and game fish of the eastern Atlantic coast  
southward to Brazil) 
                                   => Scomberomorus maculatus --
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 (a large commercially important mackerel of the Atlantic coastal waters of North America) 
                                   => cero, pintado, kingfish, Scomberomorus regalis --
 (large edible mackerel of temperate United States coastal Atlantic waters) 
                                   => sierra, Scomberomorus sierra -- (a Spanish mackerel of western North America) 
                           => tuna, tunny --
 (any very large marine food and game fish of the genus Thunnus; related to mackerel; chiefly of warm  
waters) 
                               => albacore, long-fin tunny, Thunnus alalunga --
 (large pelagic tuna the source of most canned tuna; reaches 93 pounds and has long pectoral fins; found  
worldwide in tropical and temperate waters) 
                               => bluefin, bluefin tuna, horse mackerel, Thunnus thynnus --
 (largest tuna; to 1500 pounds; of mostly temperate seas: feed in polar regions but breed in tropics) 
                               => yellowfin, yellowfin tuna, Thunnus albacares --
 (may reach 400 pounds; worldwide in tropics) 
                           => bonito --
 (any of various scombroid fishes intermediate in size and characteristics between mackerels and tunas) 
                               => skipjack, Atlantic bonito, Sarda sarda -- (medium-sized tuna-
like food fish of warm Atlantic and Pacific waters; less valued than tuna) 
                               => Chile bonito, Chilean bonito, Sarda chiliensis --
 (common bonito of Pacific coast of the Americas; its dark oily flesh cans well) 
                               => Pacific bonito, Sarda lineolata -- (probably a northern strain of Chile bonito) 
                           => skipjack, skipjack tuna, Euthynnus pelamis --
 (oceanic schooling tuna of considerable value in Pacific but less in Atlantic; reaches 75 pounds; very  
similar to if not the same as oceanic bonito) 
                           => bonito, oceanic bonito, Katsuwonus pelamis --
 (fish whose flesh is dried and flaked for Japanese cookery; may be same species as skipjack tuna) 
                           => swordfish, Xiphias gladius --
 (large toothless marine food fish with a long swordlike upper jaw; not completely cold-
blooded i.e. they are able to warm their brains and eyes: worldwide in warm waters but feed on cold ocean 
floor coming to surface at night) 
                           => sailfish -- (large pelagic game fish having an elongated upper jaw and long sail-
like dorsal fin) 
                               => Atlantic sailfish, Istiophorus albicans -- (a kind of sailfish) 
                           => billfish -- (giant warm-
water game fish having a prolonged and rounded toothless upper jaw) 
                               => marlin, spearfish -- (large long-
jawed oceanic sport fishes; related to sailfishes and spearfishes; not completely cold-
blooded i.e. able to warm their brains and eyes) 
                                   => blue marlin, Makaira nigricans --
 (largest marlin; may reach 2000 pounds; found worldwide in warm seas) 
                                   => black marlin, Makaira mazara -- (Pacific marlin) 
                                   => black marlin, Makaira marlina -- (Pacific marlin) 
                                   => striped marlin, Makaira mitsukurii --
 (Pacific food and game fish marked with dark blue vertical stripes) 
                                   => white marlin, Makaira albida -- (small marlin (to 180 pounds) of western Atlantic) 
                               => spearfish --
 (any of several large vigorous pelagic fishes resembling sailfishes but with first dorsal fin much reduced;  
worldwide but rare) 
                           => louvar, Luvarus imperialis --
 (large silvery fish found worldwide in warm seas but nowhere common; resembles a whale and feeds on  
plankton) 
                           => squaretail -- (sluggish square-
tailed fish armored with tough bony scales; of deep warm waters) 
                       => butterfish, stromateid fish, stromateid -- (small marine fish with a short smooth-
scaled compressed body and feeble spines) 
                           => dollarfish, Poronotus triacanthus -- (small food fish of Atlantic coast) 
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                           => palometa, California pompano, Palometa simillima --
 (smaller than Florida pompano; common in West Indies) 
                           => harvestfish, Paprilus alepidotus --
 (butterfish up to a foot long of Atlantic waters from Chesapeake Bay to Argentina) 
                           => driftfish -- (small (6 inches) tropical butterfishes found worldwide) 
                           => driftfish --
 (larger driftfishes of eastern Atlantic from the New York area to the northern Gulf of Mexico) 
                           => barrelfish, black rudderfish, Hyperglyphe perciformis --
 (blackish fish of New England waters) 
                       => clingfish --
 (very small (to 3 inches) flattened marine fish with a sucking disc on the abdomen for clinging to rocks etc.
) 
                           => skillet fish, skilletfish, Gobiesox strumosus -- (clingfish with typical skillet shape) 
                       => tripletail --
 (large food fish of warm waters worldwide having long anal and dorsal fins that with caudal fin suggest a  
three-lobed tail) 
                           => Atlantic tripletail, Lobotes surinamensis --
 (tripletail found from Cape Cod to northern South America) 
                           => Pacific tripletail, Lobotes pacificus -- (tripletail found in the Pacific) 
                       => mojarra --
 (small silvery schooling fishes with protrusible mouths found in warm coastal waters) 
                           => yellowfin mojarra, Gerres cinereus --
 (popular panfish from Bermuda and Gulf of Mexico to Brazil) 
                           => silver jenny, Eucinostomus gula --
 (silvery mojarra found along sandy shores of the western Atlantic) 
                       => whiting -- (a small fish of the genus Sillago; excellent food fish) 
                   => remora, suckerfish, sucking fish --
 (marine fishes with a flattened elongated body and a sucking disk on the head for attaching to large fish or 
moving objects) 
                       => sharksucker, Echeneis naucrates -- (remoras found attached to sharks) 
                       => whale sucker, whalesucker, Remilegia australis --
 (large blue Pacific remora that attaches to whales and dolphins) 
                   => silverside, silversides --
 (small fishes having a silver stripe along each side; found along the Atlantic coast of the United States) 
                       => jacksmelt, Atherinopsis californiensis --
 (large silversides of Pacific coast of North America) 
                   => barracuda --
 (any voracious marine fish of the genus Sphyraena having an elongated cylindrical body and large mouth 
with projecting lower jaw and long strong teeth) 
                       => great barracuda, Sphyraena barracuda -- (large (up to 6 ft) grayish-
brown barracuda highly regarded as a food and sport fish; may be dangerous to swimmers) 
                   => sand lance, sand launce, sand eel, launce --
 (very small silvery eellike schooling fishes that burrow into sandy beaches) 
                   => dragonet -- (small often brightly colored scaleless marine bottom-
dwellers; found in tropical and warm-temperate waters of Europe and America) 
                   => scorpaenoid, scorpaenoid fish -- (fishes having the head armored with bony plates) 
                       => lingcod, Ophiodon elongatus -- (food fish of the northern Pacific related to greenlings) 
                       => scorpaenid, scorpaenid fish -- (any of numerous carnivorous usually bottom-
dwelling warm-water marine fishes found worldwide but most abundant in the Pacific) 
                           => scorpionfish, scorpion fish, sea scorpion --
 (marine fishes having a tapering body with an armored head and venomous spines) 
                               => plumed scorpionfish, Scorpaena grandicornis -- (a kind of scorpionfish) 
                           => lionfish -- (brightly striped fish of the tropical Pacific having elongated spiny fins) 
                           => stonefish, Synanceja verrucosa --
 (venomous tropical marine fish resembling a piece of rock) 
                           => rockfish --
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 (marine food fish found among rocks along the northern coasts of Europe and America) 
                               => copper rockfish, Sebastodes caurinus --
 (a rockfish of the Pacific coastal waters of North America) 
                               => vermillion rockfish, rasher, Sebastodes miniatus --
 (a commercially important fish of the Pacific coast of North America) 
                               => red rockfish, Sebastodes ruberrimus --
 (a large fish of the Pacific coast of North America) 
                               => rosefish, ocean perch, Sebastodes marinus --
 (large fish of northern Atlantic coasts of America and Europe) 
                       => sculpin -- (any of numerous spiny large-headed broad-
mouthed usually scaleless scorpaenoid fishes) 
                           => bullhead -- (freshwater sculpin with a large flattened bony-
plated head with hornlike spines) 
                           => miller's-thumb -- (small freshwater sculpin of Europe and North America) 
                           => sea raven, Hemitripterus americanus --
 (large sculpin of western Atlantic; inflates itself when caught) 
                           => grubby, Myxocephalus aenaeus -- (small sculpin of the coast of New England) 
                       => lumpfish, Cyclopterus lumpus -- (clumsy soft thick-
bodied northern Atlantic fish with pelvic fins fused into a sucker; edible roe used for caviar) 
                           => lumpsucker -- (any of several very small lumpfishes) 
                       => snailfish, seasnail, sea snail, Liparis liparis -- (small tadpole-shaped cold-
water fishes with pelvic fins forming a sucker; related to lumpfish) 
                       => poacher, sea poacher, sea poker --
 (small slender fish (to 8 inches) with body covered by bony plates; chiefly of deeper northern Pacific water
s) 
                           => pogge, armed bullhead, Agonus cataphractus -- (northern Atlantic sea poacher) 
                           => alligatorfish, Aspidophoroides monopterygius -- (small very elongate sea poachers) 
                       => greenling -- (food fish of the northern Pacific) 
                           => kelp greenling, Hexagrammos decagrammus --
 (common food and sport fish of western coast of North America) 
                           => painted greenling, convict fish, convictfish, Oxylebius pictus --
 (greenling with whitish body marked with black bands) 
                       => flathead -- (food fish of the Indonesian region of the Pacific; resembles gurnards) 
                       => gurnard -- (bottom-
dwelling coastal fishes with spiny armored heads and fingerlike pectoral fins used for crawling along the  
sea bottom) 
                           => tub gurnard, yellow gurnard, Trigla lucerna -- (a kind of gurnard) 
                           => sea robin, searobin -- (American gurnard; mostly found in bays and estuaries) 
                               => northern sea robin, Prionotus carolinus --
 (large searobin; found from Nova Scotia to Florida) 
                               => armored searobin, armored sea robin, Peristedion miniatum --
 (sea robins having bony scutes on the body and barbels on the chin; found mostly on the continental slope) 
                       => flying gurnard, flying robin, butterflyfish --
 (tropical fish with huge fanlike pectoral fins for underwater gliding; unrelated to searobins) 
                   => plectognath, plectognath fish --
 (tropical marine fishes having the teeth fused into a beak and thick skin covered with bony plates or spines
) 
                       => triggerfish -- (any of numerous compressed deep-
bodied tropical fishes with sandpapery skin and erectile spines in the first dorsal fin) 
                           => queen triggerfish, Bessy cerca, oldwench, oldwife, Balistes vetula --
 (tropical Atlantic fish) 
                       => filefish -- (narrow flattened warm-water fishes with leathery skin and a long file-
like dorsal spine) 
                           => leatherjacket, leatherfish -- (any of several brightly colored tropical filefishes) 
                       => boxfish, trunkfish --
 (any of numerous small tropical fishes having body and head encased in bony plates) 
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                           => cowfish, Lactophrys quadricornis -- (trunkfish having hornlike spines over the eyes) 
                       => puffer, blowfish, globefish --
 (any of numerous marine fishes whose elongated spiny body can inflate itself with water or air to form a  
globe; several species contain a potent nerve poison; closely related to spiny puffers) 
                       => spiny puffer -- (puffers having rigid or erectile spines) 
                           => porcupinefish, porcupine fish, Diodon hystrix --
 (spines become erect when the body is inflated; worldwide in warm waters) 
                           => balloonfish, Diodon holocanthus -- (similar to but smaller than porcupinefish) 
                           => burrfish -- (any of several fishes having rigid flattened spines) 
                       => ocean sunfish, sunfish, mola, headfish --
 (among the largest bony fish; pelagic fish having an oval compressed body with high dorsal and anal fins  
and caudal fin reduced to a rudder-like lobe; worldwide in warm waters) 
                           => sharptail mola, Mola lanceolata -- (caudal fin has a central projection) 
                   => flatfish --
 (any of several families of fishes having flattened bodies that swim along the sea floor on one side of the  
body with both eyes on the upper side) 
                       => flounder -- (any of various European and non-European marine flatfish) 
                       => righteye flounder, righteyed flounder --
 (flounders with both eyes on the right side of the head) 
                           => plaice, Pleuronectes platessa -- (large European food fish) 
                           => European flatfish, Platichthys flesus -- (important food fish of Europe) 
                           => yellowtail flounder, Limanda ferruginea -- (American flounder having a yellowish tail) 
                           => winter flounder, blackback flounder, lemon sole, Pseudopleuronectes americanus --
 (important American food fish in the winter) 
                           => lemon sole, Microstomus kitt -- (European flatfish highly valued as food) 
                           => American plaice, Hippoglossoides platessoides -- (large American food fish) 
                           => Atlantic halibut, Hippoglossus hippoglossus -- (largest United States flatfish) 
                           => Pacific halibut, Hippoglossus stenolepsis -- (a righteye flounder found in the Pacific) 
                       => halibut, holibut --
 (marine food fish of the northern Atlantic or northern Pacific; the largest flatfish and one of the largest  
teleost fishes) 
                       => lefteye flounder, lefteyed flounder --
 (flatfishes with both eyes on the left side of the head) 
                           => southern flounder, Paralichthys lethostigmus -- (flounder of southern United States) 
                           => summer flounder, Paralichthys dentatus -- (flounder of eastern coast of North America) 
                           => gray flounder, Etropus rimosus --
 (flounder found from North Carolina to Florida and the eastern Gulf of Mexico) 
                           => whiff -- (a lefteye flounder found in coastal waters from New England to Brazil) 
                               => horned whiff, Citharichthys cornutus --
 (whiff found in waters from the Bahamas and northern Gulf of Mexico to Brazil) 
                           => sand dab -- (small food fishes of the Pacific coast of North America) 
                           => windowpane, Scophthalmus aquosus --
 (very thin translucent flounder of the Atlantic coast of North America) 
                           => brill, Scophthalmus rhombus -- (European food fish) 
                           => turbot, Psetta maxima -- (a large brownish European flatfish) 
                       => tonguefish, tongue-fish -- (left-
eyed marine flatfish whose tail tapers to a point; of little commercial value) 
                       => sole -- (right-
eyed flatfish; many are valued as food; most common in warm seas especially European) 
                           => European sole, Solea solea -- (highly valued as food) 
                           => lemon sole, Solea lascaris -- (small European sole) 
                           => English sole, lemon sole, Parophrys vitulus --
 (popular pale brown food flatfish of the Pacific coast of North America) 
                           => sand sole, Psettichthys melanostichus --
 (a common flatfish of the Pacific coast of North America) 
                           => hogchoker, Trinectes maculatus --
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 (useless as food; in coastal streams from Maine to Texas and Panama) 
               => sweeper -- (little-
known nocturnal fish of warm shallow seas with an oblong compressed body) 
               => ganoid, ganoid fish -- (primitive fishes having thick bony scales with a shiny covering) 
                   => bowfin, grindle, dogfish, Amia calva -- (primitive long-
bodies carnivorous freshwater fish with a very long dorsal fin; found in sluggish waters of North America) 
                   => paddlefish, duckbill, Polyodon spathula --
 (primitive fish of the Mississippi valley having a long paddle-shaped snout) 
                   => Chinese paddlefish, Psephurus gladis --
 (fish of larger rivers of China similar to the Mississippi paddlefish) 
                   => sturgeon --
 (large primitive fishes valued for their flesh and roe; widely distributed in the North Temperate Zone) 
                       => Pacific sturgeon, white sturgeon, Sacramento sturgeon, Acipenser transmontanus --
 (food and game fish of marine and fresh waters of northwestern coast of North America) 
                       => beluga, hausen, white sturgeon, Acipenser huso --
 (valuable source of caviar and isinglass; found in Black and Caspian seas) 
                   => gar, garfish, garpike, billfish, Lepisosteus osseus --
 (primitive predaceous North American fish covered with hard scales and having long jaws with needle-
like teeth) 
       => climbing perch, Anabas testudineus, A. testudineus --
 (a small perch of India whose gills are modified to allow it to breathe air; has spiny pectoral fins that  
enable it to travel on land) 
 
fish -- (the flesh of fish used as food; "in Japan most fish is eaten raw"; "after the scare about foot-and-
mouth disease a lot of people started eating fish instead of meat"; "they have a chef who specializes in fish"
) 
       => panfish --
 (any of numerous small food fishes; especially those caught with hook and line and not available on the  
market) 
       => stockfish -- (fish cured by being split and air-dried without salt) 
       => anchovy --
 (tiny Mediterranean fishes usually canned or salted; used for hors d'oeuvres or as seasoning in sauces) 
       => eel --
 (the fatty flesh of eel; an elongate fish found in fresh water in Europe and America; large eels are usually s
moked or pickled) 
           => elver -- (young eel; may be sauteed or batter-fried) 
       => mullet, gray mullet -- (highly valued lean flesh of marine or freshwater mullet) 
       => alewife -- (flesh of shad-like fish abundant along the Atlantic coast or in coastal streams) 
       => schrod, scrod --
 (flesh of young Atlantic cod weighing up to 2 pounds; also young haddock and pollock; often broiled) 
       => haddock --
 (lean white flesh of fish similar to but smaller than cod; usually baked or poached or as fillets sauteed or  
fried) 
           => finnan haddie, finnan haddock, finnan, smoked haddock --
 (haddock usually baked but sometimes broiled with lots of butter) 
       => hake -- (the lean flesh of a fish similar to cod) 
       => trout -- (flesh of any of several primarily freshwater game and food fishes) 
           => rainbow trout -- (flesh of pacific trout that migrate from salt to fresh water) 
           => sea trout, salmon trout -- (flesh of marine trout that migrate from salt to fresh water) 
       => rock salmon -- (any of several coarse fishes (such as dogfish or wolffish) when used as food) 
       => salmon -- (flesh of any of various marine or freshwater fish of the family Salmonidae) 
           => Atlantic salmon -- (fatty pink flesh of fish from northern coastal Atlantic; usually marketed fresh) 
           => red salmon, sockeye, sockeye salmon -- (fatty red flesh of salmon of Pacific coast and rivers) 
           => chinook salmon, chinook, king salmon -- (pink or white flesh of large Pacific salmon) 
           => silver salmon, coho salmon, coho, cohoe --
 (fatty pinkish flesh of small salmon caught in the Pacific and Great Lakes) 
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           => smoked salmon -- (salmon cured by smoking or in a smoky brine) 
               => lox -- (brine-cured salmon) 
                   => Scandinavian lox -- (salt-cure lox) 
                   => Nova scotia lox -- (sugar-cure lox) 
           => kippered salmon -- (salted and smoked salmon) 
       => shad -- (bony flesh of herring-
like fish usually caught during their migration to fresh water for spawning; especially of Atlantic coast) 
       => smelt -- (small cold-water silvery fish; migrate between salt and fresh water) 
           => American smelt, rainbow smelt -- (common smelt of eastern North America and Alaska) 
           => European smelt, sparling -- (common smelt of Europe) 
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PLASTIC 
       => plastic --
 (generic name for certain synthetic or semisynthetic materials that can be molded or extruded into objects 
or films or filaments or used for making e.g. coatings and adhesives) 
           => ABS plastic -- (any of a class of plastics based on acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene copolymers) 
           => Mylar -- (a thin polyester film) 
           => thermoplastic, thermoplastic resin --
 (a material that softens when heated and hardens again when cooled) 
               => saran -- (any of various thermoplastic resins used to make things) 
               => celluloid --
 (highly flammable substance made from cellulose nitrate and camphor; used in e.g. motion-picture and X-
ray film; its use has decreased with the development of nonflammable thermoplastics) 
           => thermosetting compositions, thermosetting resin --
 (a material that hardens when heated and cannot be remolded) 
           => Bakelite --
 (a thermosetting plastic used as electric insulators and for making plastic ware and telephone receivers etc.
) 
           => Teflon, polytetrafluoroethylene --
 (a material used to coat cooking utensils and in industrial applications where sticking is to be avoided) 
           => Vinylite -- (any of various vinyl resins) 
           => resinoid -- (a plastic containing resins) 
           => amino plastic, aminoplast, amino resin --
 (a plastic (synthetic resin) made from amino compounds; used as an adhesive and as a coating for paper  
and textiles) 
           => cellulosic -- (a plastic made from cellulose (or a derivative of cellulose)) 
           => coumarone-indene resin, coumarone resin --
 (a thermoplastic resin obtained by polymerization of indene and coumarone; used in coatings and paint and
 asphalt tile) 
           => fluorocarbon plastic -- (a plastic made with fluorocarbon) 
           => phenolic plastic, phenolic urea -- (a plastic consisting of phenolic resins) 
           => polyester -- (a complex ester used for making fibers or resins or plastics or as a plasticizer) 
           => polypropylene, polypropene --
 (a polymer of propylene used as a thermoplastic molding material) 
           => polyvinyl-formaldehyde -- (a polymer of vinyl formaldehyde) 
           => silicone resin -- (a polymeric silicone compound) 
           => vinyl -- (shiny and tough and flexible plastic; used especially for floor coverings) 
       => glass -- (a brittle transparent solid with irregular atomic structure) 
           => natural glass -- (magma of any composition that cooled very rapidly) 
               => quartz glass, quartz, vitreous silica, lechatelierite, crystal --
 (colorless glass made of almost pure silica) 
               => tektite -- (thought to derive from meteorites) 
           => opal glass, milk glass -- (a milky white translucent or opaque glass) 
           => optical glass -- (clear homogeneous glass of known refractive index; used to make lenses) 
               => optical crown, crown glass -- (optical glass of low dispersion and low refractive index) 
               => optical flint, flint glass -- (optical glass of high dispersion and high refractive index) 
           => crown glass -- (a glass blown into a globe which is later flattened and spun to form a disk) 
           => soft glass -- (glass having a relatively low softening point) 
           => ground glass -- (glass that diffuses light due to a rough surface produced by abrasion or etching) 
           => ground glass -- (particulate glass made by grinding and used as an abrasive) 
           => lead glass -- (glass containing lead oxide; has a high refractive index) 
           => safety glass, laminated glass, shatterproof glass --
 (glass made with plates of plastic or resin or other material between two sheets of glass to prevent shatterin
g) 
           => soluble glass, water glass, sodium silicate --
 (a viscous glass consisting of sodium silicate in solution; used as a cement or as a protective coating and to
 preserve eggs) 
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           => stained glass -- (glass that has been colored in some way; used for church windows) 
               => Tiffany glass --
 (a kind of opalescent colored glass that was used in the early 1900s for stained-glass windows and lamps) 
           => wire glass -- (a glass that contains a layer of wire netting in it) 
           => Pyrex -- (a borosilicate glass with a low coefficient of expansion; used for heat-
resistant glassware in cooking and chemistry) 
       => crystal --
 (a solid formed by the solidification of a chemical and having a highly regular atomic structure) 
           => snowflake, flake -- (a crystal of snow) 
           => ice crystal, snow mist, diamond dust, poudrin, ice needle, frost snow, frost mist --
 (small crystals of ice) 
           => gem, gemstone, stone --
 (a crystalline rock that can be cut and polished for jewelry; "he had the gem set in a ring for his wife"; "she
 had jewels made of all the rarest stones") 
               => cabochon -- (a highly polished convex-cut but unfaceted gem) 
               => opaque gem -- (a gemstone that is opaque) 
                   => chrysoberyl --
 (a rare hard yellow green mineral consisting of beryllium aluminate in crystal form; used as a gemstone) 
                       => alexandrite -- (a green variety of chrysoberyl used as a gemstone) 
                   => opal --
 (a translucent mineral consisting of hydrated silica of variable color; some varieties are used as gemstones) 
                       => black opal -- (a dark colored opal with internal reflections of green or red) 
                       => fire opal, girasol -- (an opal with flaming orange and yellow and red colors) 
                       => harlequin opal -- (a reddish opal with small patches of brilliant color) 
                   => cat's eye --
 (any of various gems (as chrysoberyl or chalcedony) that reflect light when cut in a rounded shape) 
                   => coral, red coral, precious coral --
 (the hard stony skeleton of a Mediterranean coral that has a delicate red or pink color and is used for jewelr
y) 
                   => jade, jadestone --
 (a semiprecious gemstone that takes a high polish; is usually green but sometimes whitish; consists of jadei
te or nephrite) 
                   => jasper --
 (an opaque form of quartz; red or yellow or brown or dark green in color; used for ornamentation or as a  
gemstone) 
                   => lapis lazuli, lazuli -- (an azure blue semiprecious stone) 
                   => turquoise --
 (a blue to gray green mineral consisting of copper aluminum phosphate; blue turquoise is valued as a gems
tone) 
               => transparent gem --
 (a gemstone having the property of transmitting light without serious diffusion) 
                   => garnet --
 (any of a group of hard glassy minerals (silicates of various metals) used as gemstones and as an abrasive) 
                       => almandite, almandine -- (a deep red garnet consisting of iron aluminum silicate) 
                       => andradite --
 (a garnet consisting of calcium iron silicate and having any color ranging from yellow and green to brown 
and black; used as gemstone) 
                           => demantoid -- (a green andradite used as a gemstone) 
                       => carbuncle -- (deep-red cabochon-cut garnet cut without facets) 
                       => cinnamon stone, essonite, hessonite -- (a garnet ranging in color from yellow to brown) 
                       => pyrope -- (a deep red garnet used as a gemstone) 
                       => rhodolite -- (a red or pink variety of garnet used as a gemstone) 
                   => amethyst -- (a transparent purple variety of quartz; used as a gemstone) 
                   => aquamarine -- (a transparent variety of beryl that is blue green in color) 
                   => chalcedony, calcedony -- (a milky or grayish translucent to transparent quartz) 
                       => agate --
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 (an impure form of quartz consisting of banded chalcedony; used as a gemstone and for making mortars an
d pestles) 
                           => moss agate -- (an agate with brown, black, or green moss-like markings) 
                       => bloodstone, heliotrope -- (green chalcedony with red spots that resemble blood) 
                       => carnelian, cornelian -- (a translucent red or orange variety of chalcedony) 
                       => chrysoprase -- (a green variety of chalcedony valued as a gemstone) 
                       => onyx -- (a chalcedony with alternating black and white bands; used in making cameos) 
                           => sardonyx --
 (an onyx characterized by parallel layers of sard and a different colored mineral) 
                       => plasma -- (a green slightly translucent variety of chalcedony used as a gemstone) 
                       => sard, sardine, sardius -- (a deep orange-red variety of chalcedony) 
                   => chrysolite -- (a brown or yellow-
green olivine found in igneous and metamorphic rocks and used as a gemstone) 
                       => peridot -- (a pale green variety of chrysolite; used as a gemstone) 
                   => chrysoprase -- (a green variety of chalcedony valued as a gemstone) 
                   => citrine -- (semiprecious yellow quartz resembling topaz) 
                   => diamond, adamant -- (very hard native crystalline carbon valued as a gem) 
                       => carbonado, black diamond --
 (an inferior dark diamond used in industry for drilling and polishing) 
                   => emerald -- (a green transparent form of beryl; highly valued as a gemstone) 
                   => kunzite -- (a pinkish lilac crystal form of the mineral spodumene that is used as a gemstone) 
                   => moonstone --
 (a transparent or translucent gemstone with a pearly luster; some specimens are orthoclase feldspar and oth
ers are plagioclase feldspar) 
                   => morganite -- (a kind of pink beryl used as a gemstone) 
                   => peridot -- (a pale green variety of chrysolite; used as a gemstone) 
                   => ruby -- (a transparent deep red variety of corundum; used as a gemstone and in lasers) 
                   => water sapphire -- (a deep blue cordierite often used as a gemstone) 
                   => sapphire -- (a precious transparent stone of rich blue corundum valued as a gemstone) 
                       => star sapphire -- (a sapphire that when cut shows a star-
like figure in reflected light because of its crystalline structure) 
                   => hiddenite -- (a green transparent form of the mineral spodumene used as a gemstone) 
                   => sunstone, aventurine -- (a translucent quartz spangled with bits of mica or other minerals) 
                       => goldstone -- (aventurine spangled densely with fine gold-colored particles) 
                   => topaz --
 (a mineral (fluosilicate of aluminum) that occurs in crystals of various colors and is used as a gemstone) 
                   => tourmaline --
 (a mineral that is a complex borosilicate and hydroxide of aluminum containing iron and magnesium and c
alcium and lithium and sodium; it is usually black but occurs in transparent colored forms that are used as g
emstones) 
                       => schorl -- (black tourmaline) 
           => twins -- ((mineralogy) two interwoven crystals that are mirror images on each other) 
           => ice, water ice -- (water frozen in the solid state; "Americans like ice in their drinks") 
               => black ice --
 (a thin coating of ice (as from freezing mist) on a road or sidewalk; nearly invisible but very hazardous) 
               => frost, hoar, hoarfrost, rime --
 (ice crystals forming a white deposit (especially on objects outside)) 
               => hailstone -- (small pellet of ice that falls during a hailstorm) 
               => icicle -- (a pendent spear of ice formed by the freezing of dripping water) 
       => powder, pulverization, pulverisation --
 (a solid substance in the form of tiny loose particles; a solid that has been pulverized) 
       => dry ice -- (solidified carbon dioxide; dry ice sublimates at -
78.5 C and is used mainly as a refrigerant) 
       => vitrification -- (a vitrified substance; the glassy result of being vitrified) 
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FUEL 
fuel --
 (a substance that can be consumed to produce energy; "more fuel is needed during the winter months";  
"they developed alternative fuels for aircraft") 
       => biomass -- (plant materials and animal waste used as fuel) 
       => butane -- (occurs in natural gas; used in the manufacture of rubber and fuels) 
       => charcoal, wood coal --
 (a carbonaceous material obtained by heating wood or other organic matter in the absence of air) 
       => coal gas --
 (gaseous mixture produced by distillation of bituminous coal and used for heating and lighting) 
           => town gas -- (coal gas manufactured for domestic and industrial use) 
       => coke -- (carbon fuel produced by distillation of coal) 
       => diesel oil, diesel fuel -- (a heavy mineral oil used as fuel in diesel engines) 
           => derv --
 (diesel oil used in cars and lorries with diesel engines; from d(iesel) e(ngine) r(oad) v(ehicle)) 
       => fossil fuel --
 (fuel consisting of the remains of organisms preserved in rocks in the earth's crust with high carbon and  
hydrogen content) 
           => coal --
 (fossil fuel consisting of carbonized vegetable matter deposited in the Carboniferous period) 
               => anthracite, anthracite coal, hard coal --
 (a hard natural coal that burns slowly and gives intense heat) 
               => bituminous coal, soft coal --
 (rich in tarry hydrocarbons; burns readily with a smoky yellow flame) 
                   => cannel coal -- (a bituminous coal that burns with a luminous flame) 
                   => sea coal -- (pulverized bituminous coal; used as a foundry facing) 
               => lignite, brown coal, wood coal -- (intermediate between peat and bituminous coal) 
                   => jet --
 (a hard black form of lignite that takes a brilliant polish and is used in jewellery or ornamentation) 
               => steam coal -- (coal suitable for use under steam boilers) 
           => natural gas, gas -- (a fossil fuel in the gaseous state; used for cooking and heating homes) 
           => petroleum, crude oil, crude, rock oil, fossil oil -- (a dark oil consisting mainly of hydrocarbons) 
               => residual oil, resid -- (oil products that remain after petroleum has been distilled) 
       => fuel oil, heating oil -- (a petroleum product used for fuel) 
           => gas oil --
 (an oil formed through distillation of petroleum of intermediate boiling range and viscosity) 
       => gasohol -- (a gasoline substitute consisting of 90% gasoline and 10% grain alcohol from corn) 
       => gasoline, gasolene, gas, petrol --
 (a volatile flammable mixture of hydrocarbons (hexane and heptane and octane etc.) derived from petroleu
m; used mainly as a fuel in internal-combustion engines) 
           => leaded gasoline --
 (gasoline treated with a lead compound to reduce motor knocks; "combustion of leaded gasoline released  
lead into the air where it could cause lead poisoning") 
           => napalm --
 (gasoline jelled with aluminum soaps; highly incendiary liquid used in fire bombs and flame throwers) 
           => unleaded gasoline -- (gasoline that has not been treated with a lead compound) 
       => illuminant -- (something that can serve as a source of light) 
       => kerosene, kerosine, lamp oil, coal oil --
 (a flammable hydrocarbon oil used as fuel in lamps and heaters) 
           => paraffin, paraffin oil -- (British usage) 
       => methanol, methyl alcohol, wood alcohol, wood spirit --
 (a light volatile flammable poisonous liquid alcohol; used as an antifreeze and solvent and fuel and as a  
denaturant for ethyl alcohol) 
       => nuclear fuel -- (fuel (such as uranium) that can be used in nuclear reactors as a source of electricity) 
       => propane -- (colorless gas found in natural gas and petroleum; used as a fuel) 
       => red fire --
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 (combustible material (usually salts of lithium or strontium) that burns bright red; used in flares and  
fireworks) 
       => combustible, combustible material -- (a substance that can be burned to provide heat or power) 
       => water gas --
 (a mixture of hydrogen and carbon monoxide with small amounts of other gases; made by blowing steam  
over hot coke or coal) 
       => firewood -- (wood used for fuel; "they collected and cut their own firewood") 
           => cordwood -- (firewood cut and stacked in cords; wood sold by the cord) 
           => backlog, log -- (large log at the back of a hearth fire) 
               => Yule log -- (large log traditionally burned at Christmas) 
           => brand, firebrand -- (a piece of wood that has been burned or is burning) 
           => pine knot -- (a joint of pine wood used for fuel) 
       => igniter, ignitor, lighter -- (a substance used to ignite or kindle a fire) 
           => firelighter --
 ((a piece of) a substance that burns easily and can be used to start a coal or coke fire) 
           => kindling, tinder, touchwood, spunk, punk -- (material for starting a fire) 
           => punk -- (substance that smolders when ignited; used to light fuses (especially fireworks)) 
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LIVING SUBSTANCE 
 
protoplasm, living substance -- (the living substance of a cell (including cytoplasm and nucleus)) 
       => cytoplasm -- (the protoplasm of a cell excluding the nucleus) 
           => plasmodium --
 (multinucleate sheet of cytoplasm characteristic of some stages of such organisms as slime molds) 
           => cytoplast -- (the intact cytoplasmic content of a cell) 
           => cytosol --
 (the aqueous part of the cytoplasm within which various particles and organelles are suspended) 
           => ectoplasm -- (the outer granule-free layer of cytoplasm) 
           => endoplasm -- (the inner portion of the cytoplasm of a cell) 
           => hyaloplasm, ground substance -- (the clear nongranular portion of the cytoplasm of a cell) 
           => centrosome, central body --
 (small region of cytoplasm adjacent to the nucleus; contains the centrioles and serves to organize the micro
tubules) 
           => sarcoplasm -- (the cytoplasm of a striated muscle fiber) 
           => syncytium --
 (a mass of cytoplasm containing several nuclei and enclosed in a membrane but no internal cell boundaries
 (as in muscle fibers)) 
       => nucleoplasm, karyoplasm -- (the protoplasm that constitutes the nucleus of a cell) 
       => germ plasm, plasm -- (the protoplasm of the germ cells that contains chromosomes and genes) 
       => platelet, blood platelet, thrombocyte --
 (tiny bits of protoplasm found in vertebrate blood; essential for blood clotting) 
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BODY STRUCTURE 
body substance – (the substance of the body) 
       => solid body substance – (the solid parts of the body) 
           => scab – (the crustlike surface of a healing skin lesion) 
               => eschar – (a dry scab formed on the skin following a burn or cauterization of the skin) 
           => node – (any bulge or swelling of an anatomical structure or part) 
               => nodule – (a small node) 
           => enamel, tooth enamel – (hard white substance covering the crown of a tooth) 
           => cementum, cement – (a specialized bony substance covering the root of a tooth) 
       => liquid body substance, bodily fluid, body fluid, humor, humour – (the liquid parts of the body) 
           => aqueous humor, aqueous humour –
 (the limpid fluid within the eyeball between the cornea and the lens) 
           => vitreous humor, vitreous humour, vitreous body –
 (the clear colorless transparent jelly that fills the posterior chamber of the eyeball) 
           => endolymph – (the bodily fluid that fills the membranous labyrinth of the inner ear) 
           => perilymph –
 (the bodily fluid that fills the space between the bony labyrinth and the membranous labyrinth of the inner 
ear) 
           => extracellular fluid, ECF –
 (liquid containing proteins and electrolytes including the liquid in blood plasma and interstitial fluid; “the 
body normally has about 15 quarts of extracellular fluid”) 
               => interstitial fluid –
 (liquid found between the cells of the body that provides much of the liquid environment of the body) 
               => plasma, plasm –
 (colorless watery fluid of blood and lymph containing no cells and in which erythrocytes and leukocytes  
and platelets are suspended) 
                   => blood plasma – (plasma that separates from blood in coagulation) 
           => intracellular fluid –
 (liquid contained inside the cell membranes (usually containing dissolved solutes)) 
           => juice, succus – (any of several liquids of the body; “digestive juices”) 
               => cancer juice – (a milky substance found in certain cancerous growths) 
               => digestive juice, digestive fluid – (secretions that aid digestion) 
                   => gastric juice –
 (digestive secretions of the stomach glands consisting chiefly of hydrochloric acid and mucin and the  
enzymes pepsin and rennin and lipase) 
                   => pancreatic juice –
 (a fluid secreted into the duodenum by the pancreas; important for breaking down starches and proteins an
d fats) 
                   => bile, gall –
 (a digestive juice secreted by the liver and stored in the gallbladder; aids in the digestion of fats) 
           => karyolymph –
 (a clear liquid in the cell nucleus in which the nucleolus and chromatin and other structures are dispersed) 
           => milk – (produced by mammary glands of female mammals for feeding their young) 
               => mother’s milk – (milk secreted by a woman who has recently given birth) 
               => �eucorrhea, foremilk – (milky fluid secreted for the first day or two after parturition) 
           => amniotic fluid, amnionic fluid, waters –
 (the serous fluid in which the embryo is suspended inside the amnion; “before a woman gives birth her  
waters break”) 
           => blood –
 (the fluid (red in vertebrates) that is pumped by the heart; “blood carries oxygen and nutrients to the tissues
 and carries waste products away”; “the ancients believed that blood was the seat of the emotions”) 
               => arterial blood –
 (blood found in arteries; “except for the pulmonary artery the arterial blood is rich in oxygen”) 
               => gore – (coagulated blood from a wound) 
               => lifeblood – (the blood considered as the seat of vitality) 
               => bloodstream – (the blood flowing through the circulatory system) 
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               => blood clot, grume – (a semisolid mass of coagulated red and white blood cells) 
               => menorrhea, menstrual blood, menstrual flow –
 (flow of blood from the uterus; occurs at roughly monthly intervals during a woman’s reproductive years) 
               => venous blood –
 (blood found in the veins; “except in the pulmonary vein venous blood is rich in carbon dioxide and poor  
in oxygen”) 
               => whole blood –
 (blood that has not been modified except for the addition of an anticoagulant; “whole blood is normally  
used in blood transfusions”) 
           => serum, blood serum – (watery fluid of the blood that resembles plasma but contains fibrinogen) 
               => antiserum –
 (blood serum containing antibodies against specific antigens; provides immunity to a disease) 
               => whey, milk whey –
 (the serum or watery part of milk that is separated from the curd in making cheese) 
           => chyle –
 (a milky fluid consisting of lymph and emulsified fats; formed in the small intestine during digestion of  
ingested fats) 
           => lymph –
 (a thin coagulable fluid (similar to plasma but) containing white blood cells (lymphocytes) and chyle; is  
conveyed to the blood stream by lymphatic vessels) 
           => semen, seed, seminal fluid, ejaculate, cum –
 (the thick white fluid containing spermatozoa that is ejaculated by the male genital tract) 
               => milt – (seminal fluid produced by male fish) 
           => ink – (dark protective fluid ejected into the water by cuttlefish and other cephalopods) 
           => secretion –
 (a functionally specialized substance (especially one that is not a waste) released from a gland or cell) 
               => ganoin, ganoine –
 (shiny substance that resemble enamel and is secreted by the corium of certain fishes (especially ganoid  
fishes) and composes the outer layer of their scales) 
               => lacrimal secretion, lachrymal secretion –
 (saline fluid secreted by lacrimal glands; lubricates the surface of the eyeball) 
               => perspiration, sweat, sudor – (salty fluid secreted by sweat glands; “sweat poured off his brow”) 
               => hormone, endocrine, internal secretion –
 (the secretion of an endocrine gland that is transmitted by the blood to the tissue on which it has a specific 
effect) 
                   => adrenocorticotropic hormone, adrenocorticotrophic hormone, ACTH, adrenocorticotropin,  
adrenocorticotrophin, �eucorrhea��in, corticotrophin –
 (a hormone produced by the anterior pituitary gland that stimulates the adrenal cortex) 
                   => epinephrine, �eucorrhea�, adrenaline, Adrenalin –
 (a catecholamine secreted by the adrenal medulla in response to stress (trade name Adrenalin); stimulates  
autonomic nerve action) 
                   => gastrin –
 (polypeptide hormone secreted by the mucous lining of the stomach; induces the secretion of gastric juice) 
                   => ghrelin –
 (a hormone produced by stomach cells; “ghrelin is thought to increase feelings of hunger”) 
                   => �eucorrhe –
 (a hormone secreted by the pancreas; stimulates increases in blood sugar levels in the blood (thus opposing
 the action of insulin)) 
                   => gonadotropin, gonadotrophin, gonadotropic hormone, gonadotrophic hormone –
 (hormone secreted by the anterior pituitary gland and placenta; stimulates the gonads and controls  
reproductive activity) 
                       => follicle-stimulating hormone, FSH –
 (a gonadotropic hormone that is secreted by the anterior pituitary and stimulates growth of Graafian  
follicles in female mammals, and activates sperm-forming cells in male mammals) 
                       => human chorionic gonadotropin, human chorionic gonadotrophin, HCG –
 (hormone produced early in pregnancy by the placenta; detection in the urine and serum is the basis for  
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one kind of pregnancy test) 
                       => luteinizing hormone, LH, interstitial cell-stimulating hormone, ICSH –
 (a gonadotropic hormone that is secreted by the anterior pituitary; stimulates ovulation in female mammals
 and stimulates androgen release in male mammals) 
                       => prolactin, lactogenic hormone, luteotropin –
 (gonadotropic hormone secreted by the anterior pituitary; in females it stimulates growth of the mammary 
glands and lactation after parturition) 
                   => insulin –
 (hormone secreted by the isles of Langerhans in the pancreas; regulates storage of glycogen in the liver  
and accelerates oxidation of sugar in cells) 
                       => Lente Insulin, Lente Iletin –
 (trade names for forms of insulin that are used to treat diabetes mellitus) 
                       => recombinant human insulin, Humulin –
 (a form of insulin (trade name Humulin) made from recombinant DNA that is identical to human insulin;  
used to treat diabetics who are allergic to preparations made from beef or pork insulin) 
                   => melatonin – (hormone secreted by the pineal gland) 
                   => neurohormone –
 (a hormone that is released by nerve impulses (e.g., norepinephrine or vasopressin)) 
                   => oxytocin, Pitocin –
 (hormone secreted by the posterior pituitary gland (trade name Pitocin); stimulates contractions of the  
uterus and ejection of milk) 
                   => parathyroid hormone, parathormone –
 (hormone synthesized and released into the blood stream by the parathyroid glands; regulates phosphorus  
and calcium in the body and functions in neuromuscular excitation and blood clotting) 
                   => relaxin –
 (hormone secreted by the corpus luteum during the last days of pregnancy; relaxes the pelvic ligaments  
and prepares the uterus for labor) 
                   => releasing hormone, RH, releasing factor, hypothalamic releasing hormone, hypothalamic  
releasing factor –
 (any of several hormones produced in the hypothalamus and carried by a vein to the anterior pituitary  
gland where they stimulate the release of anterior pituitary hormones; each releasing hormone causes the  
anterior pituitary to secrete a specific hormone) 
                   => secretin –
 (peptic hormone produced by the mucous lining of the small intestine; can stimulate secretion by the  
pancreas and liver) 
                   => somatotropin, somatotrophin, somatotropic hormone, somatotrophic hormone, STH, human 
growth hormone, growth hormone –
 (a hormone produced by the anterior pituitary gland; promotes growth in humans) 
                       => Protropin –
 (trade name of a synthetic human growth hormone given to children deficient in the hormone; use by  
athletes and weight lifters is banned) 
                   => thymosin –
 (hormone secreted by the thymus; stimulates immunological activity of lymphoid tissue) 
                   => thyroid hormone –
 (any of several closely related compounds that are produced by the thyroid gland and are active  
metabolically) 
                       => calcitonin, thyrocalcitonin –
 (thyroid hormone that tends to lower the level of calcium in the blood plasma and inhibit resorption of  
bone) 
                       => thyroxine, thyroxin, tetraiodothyronine, T –
 (hormone produced by the thyroid glands to regulate metabolism by controlling the rate of oxidation in  
cells; “thyroxine is 65% iodine”) 
                       => triiodothyronine, liothyronine, T –
 (thyroid hormone similar to thyroxine but with one less iodine atom per molecule and produced in smaller 
quantity; exerts the same biological effects as thyroxine but is more potent and briefer) 
                   => vasopressin, antidiuretic hormone, ADH, Pitressin –
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 (hormone secreted by the posterior pituitary gland (trade name Pitressin) and also by nerve endings in the 
hypothalamus; affects blood pressure by stimulating capillary muscles and reduces urine flow by affecting  
reabsorption of water by kidney tubules) 
                   => steroid hormone, steroid, sex hormone –
 (any hormone affecting the development and growth of sex organs) 
                       => progestin, progestogen –
 (any of a group of steroid hormones that have the effect of progesterone) 
                           => progesterone, Lipo-Lutin – (a steroid hormone (trade name Lipo-
Lutin) produced in the ovary; prepares and maintains the uterus for pregnancy) 
                           => megesterol, megestrol acetate –
 (a synthetic progestational compound used to treat endometrial carcinoma) 
                           => norethindrone, norethindrone acetate, norethandrolone, Norlutin –
 (a synthetic progestational hormone (trade name Norlutin) used in oral contraceptives and to treat endomet
riosis) 
                           => norethynodrel –
 (a progesterone derivative used in oral contraceptives and in the control of menstruation and the treatment 
of abnormal uterine bleeding) 
                           => norgestrel – (synthetic progestin used in oral contraceptives) 
                           => medroxyprogesterone, Provera –
 (a progestin compound (trade name Provera) used to treat menstrual disorders) 
                       => androgen, androgenic hormone –
 (male sex hormone that is produced in the testes and responsible for typical male sexual characteristics) 
                           => androsterone – (an androgenic hormone that is less active than testosterone) 
                           => methyltestosterone –
 (an androgenic compound contained in drugs that are used to treat testosterone deficiency and female  
breast cancer and to stimulate growth and weight gain) 
                           => nandrolone, Durabolin, Kabolin –
 (an androgen (trade names Durabolin or Kabolin) that is used to treat testosterone deficiency or breast  
cancer or osteoporosis) 
                           => testosterone –
 (a potent androgenic hormone produced chiefly by the testes; responsible for the development of male  
secondary sex characteristics) 
                       => estrogen, oestrogen –
 (a general term for female steroid sex hormones that are secreted by the ovary and responsible for typical  
female sexual characteristics) 
                           => diethylstilbestrol, diethylstilboestrol, stilbestrol, stilboestrol, DES –
 (a potent estrogen used in medicine and in feed for livestock and poultry) 
                           => estradiol, oestradiol –
 (the most powerful female hormone that occurs naturally; synthesized and used to treat estrogen deficiency
 and breast cancer) 
                           => estriol, oestriol –
 (a naturally occurring estrogenic hormone; a synthetic form is used to treat estrogen deficiency) 
                           => estrone, oestrone, theelin, Estronol –
 (a naturally occurring weak estrogenic hormone secreted by the mammalian ovary; synthesized (trade  
name Estronol) and used to treat estrogen deficiency) 
                           => hexestrol –
 (estrogen compound used to treat menstrual irregularities and menopausal symptoms and to prevent  
pregnancy) 
                           => mestranol –
 (a synthetic form of estrogen used in combination with a progestin in oral contraceptives) 
                       => corticosteroid, corticoid, adrenal cortical steroid –
 (a steroid hormone produced by the adrenal cortex or synthesized; administered as drugs they reduce swell
ing and decrease the body’s immune response; “adrenal cortical steroids are used to treat many different  
conditions”) 
                           => mineralocorticoid –
 (hormone that is one of the steroids of the adrenal cortex that influences the metabolism of sodium and pot
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assium) 
                               => aldosterone –
 (a corticosteroid hormone that is secreted by the cortex of the adrenal gland; regulates salt (sodium and  
potassium) and water balance) 
                           => glucocorticoid –
 (a steroid hormone that is produced by the adrenal cortex of animals; affects functioning of gonads and has
 anti-inflammatory activity) 
                               => corticosterone –
 (secreted by the adrenal cortex; involved in regulating water and electrolyte balance in the body) 
                               => prednisolone, Pediapred, Prelone –
 (a glucocorticoid (trade names Pediapred or Prelone) used to treat inflammatory conditions) 
                               => prednisone, Orasone, Deltasone, Liquid Pred, Meticorten –
 (a dehydrogenated analogue of cortisol (trade names Orasone or Deltasone or Liquid Pred or Meticorten); 
used as an anti-inflammatory drug in the treatment of arthritis and as an immunosuppressant) 
                           => hydrocortisone, cortisol, Hydrocortone, Cortef – (an adrenal-
cortex hormone (trade names Hydrocortone or Cortef) that is active in carbohydrate and protein metabolis
m) 
                           => cortisone, Cortone Acetate –
 (a corticosteroid hormone (trade name Cortone Acetate) normally produced by the adrenal cortex; is  
converted to hydrocortisone) 
                           => dexamethasone, Decadron, Dexamethasone Intensol, Dexone, Hexadrol, Oradexon –
 (a corticosteroid drug (trade names Decadron or Dexamethasone Intensol or Dexone or Hexadrol or Orade
xon) used to treat allergies or inflammation) 
                           => spironolactone, Aldactone –
 (a synthetic corticosteroid (trade name Aldactone) used to treat hypertension) 
                           => triamcinolone, Aristocort, Aristopak, Kenalog –
 (a synthetic corticosteroid (trade names Aristocort or Aristopak or Kenalog) used as an anti-
inflammatory agent) 
                       => anabolic steroid –
 (any of a group of synthetic steroid hormones used to stimulate muscle and bone growth; more than 100 ha
ve been developed and each requires a prescription to be used legally in the United States; sometimes used 
illicitly by athletes to increase their strength) 
                   => adrenosterone –
 (a steroid having androgenic activity; obtained from the cortex of the adrenal gland) 
                   => glucocorticoid –
 (a steroid hormone that is produced by the adrenal cortex of animals; affects functioning of gonads and has
 anti-inflammatory activity) 
                       => corticosterone –
 (secreted by the adrenal cortex; involved in regulating water and electrolyte balance in the body) 
                       => prednisolone, Pediapred, Prelone –
 (a glucocorticoid (trade names Pediapred or Prelone) used to treat inflammatory conditions) 
                       => prednisone, Orasone, Deltasone, Liquid Pred, Meticorten –
 (a dehydrogenated analogue of cortisol (trade names Orasone or Deltasone or Liquid Pred or Meticorten); 
used as an anti-inflammatory drug in the treatment of arthritis and as an immunosuppressant) 
                   => catecholamine –
 (any of a group of chemicals including epinephrine and norepinephrine that are produced in the medulla of
 the adrenal gland) 
                       => noradrenaline, norepinephrine –
 (a catecholamine precursor of epinephrine that is secreted by the adrenal medulla and also released at  
synapses) 
                       => epinephrine, �eucorrhea�, adrenaline, Adrenalin –
 (a catecholamine secreted by the adrenal medulla in response to stress (trade name Adrenalin); stimulates  
autonomic nerve action) 
                   => melanocyte-stimulating hormone, MSH –
 (a hormone secreted by the anterior pituitary gland that controls the degree of pigmentation in melanocytes
) 
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                   => thyrotropin, thyrotropic hormone, thyrotrophin, thyrotrophic hormone, thyroid-
stimulating hormone, TSH – (anterior pituitary hormone that stimulates the function of the thyroid gland) 
                   => thyrotropin-releasing hormone, TRH, thyrotropin-releasing factor, TRF, protirelin –
 (hormone released by the hypothalamus that controls the release of thyroid-
stimulating hormone from the anterior pituitary) 
               => intestinal juice – (secretions by glands lining the walls of the intestines) 
               => autacoid, autocoid –
 (any physiologically active internal secretion especially one of uncertain classification) 
                   => prostaglandin – (potent hormone-
like substance found in many bodily tissues (and especially in semen); produced in response to trauma and 
may affect blood pressure and metabolism and smooth muscle activity) 
               => synovia, synovial fluid –
 (viscid lubricating fluid secreted by the membrane lining joints and tendon sheaths etc.) 
               => mucus, mucous secretion –
 (protective secretion of the mucous membranes; in the gut it lubricates the passage of food and protects the
 epithelial cells; in the nose and throat and lungs it can make it difficult for bacteria to penetrate the body  
through the epithelium) 
                   => phlegm, sputum –
 (expectorated matter; saliva mixed with discharges from the respiratory passages; in ancient and medieval 
physiology it was believed to cause sluggishness) 
                   => snot – (nasal mucus) 
                   => booger – (dried nasal mucus) 
                   => �eucorrhea, leucorrhea –
 (discharge of white mucous material from the vagina; often an indication of infection) 
               => saliva, spit, spittle –
 (a clear liquid secreted into the mouth by the salivary glands and mucous glands of the mouth; moistens  
the mouth and starts the digestion of starches) 
                   => drool, dribble, drivel, slobber – (saliva spilling from the mouth) 
                   => tobacco juice – (saliva colored brown by tobacco (snuff or chewing tobacco)) 
               => sebum –
 (the oily secretion of the sebaceous glands; with perspiration it moistens and protects the skin) 
                   => smegma – (a white secretion of the sebaceous glands of the foreskin) 
               => royal jelly –
 (a secretion of the pharyngeal glands of bees that is fed to very young larvae and to bees destined to be  
queens) 
               => musk – (an odorous glandular secretion from the male musk deer; used as a perfume fixative) 
               => nectar – (a sweet liquid secretion that is attractive to pollinators) 
               => pheromone –
 (a chemical substance secreted externally by some animals (especially insects) that influences the  
physiology or behavior of other animals of the same species) 
           => black bile, melancholy –
 (a humor that was once believed to be secreted by the kidneys or spleen and to cause sadness and  
melancholy) 
           => yellow bile, choler –
 (a humor that was once believed to be secreted by the liver and to cause irritability and anger) 
           => phlegm, sputum –
 (expectorated matter; saliva mixed with discharges from the respiratory passages; in ancient and medieval 
physiology it was believed to cause sluggishness) 
           => lochia –
 (substance discharged from the vagina (cellular debris and mucus and blood) that gradually decreases in a
mount during the weeks following childbirth) 
           => pus, purulence, suppuration, ichor, sanies, festering – (a fluid product of inflammation) 
               => gleet – (a thin morbid discharge as from a wound or especially chronic gonorrhea) 
           => spinal fluid, cerebrospinal fluid –
 (clear liquid produced in the ventricles of the brain; fills and protects cavities in the brain and spinal cord) 
       => chromatin, chromatin granule –
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 (the readily stainable substance of a cell nucleus consisting of DNA and RNA and various proteins; during 
mitotic division the chromatin condenses into chromosomes) 
           => sex chromatin –
 (chromatin found only in female cells; “the presence or absence of sex chromatin in cells obtained by amni
ocentesis makes it possible to determine the sex of a fetus”) 
       => achromatin – (the part of a cell nucleus that is relatively uncolored by stains or dyes) 
       => linin –
 (an obsolete term for the network of viscous material in the cell nucleus on which the chromatin granules 
were thought to be suspended) 
       => matrix, intercellular substance, ground substance –
 (the body substance in which tissue cells are embedded) 
       => humor, humour –
 ((Middle Ages) one of the four fluids in the body whose balance was believed to determine your emotional
 and physical state; “the humors are blood and phlegm and yellow and black bile”) 
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THING 
thing – (a separate and self-contained entity) 
       => body of water, water –
 (the part of the earth’s surface covered with water (such as a river or lake or ocean); “they invaded our  
territorial waters”; “they were sitting by the water’s edge”) 
       => inessential, nonessential – (anything that is not essential; “they discarded all their inessentials”) 
       => necessity, essential, requirement, requisite, necessary –
 (anything indispensable; “food and shelter are necessities of life”; “the essentials of the good life”; “allow  
farmers to buy their requirements under favorable conditions”; “a place where the requisites of water fuel  
and fodder can be obtained”) 
       => part, piece –
 (a portion of a natural object; “they analyzed the river into three parts”; “he needed a piece of granite”) 
       => reservoir, source –
 (anything (a person or animal or plant or substance) in which an infectious agent normally lives and multip
lies; “an infectious agent depends on a reservoir for its survival”) 
       => unit, building block –
 (a single undivided natural thing occurring in the composition of something else; “units of nucleic acids”) 
       => variable –
 (something that is likely to vary; something that is subject to variation; “the weather is one variable to be  
considered”) 

BODY OF WATER 
body of water, water --
 (the part of the earth's surface covered with water (such as a river or lake or ocean); "they invaded our  
territorial waters"; "they were sitting by the water's edge") 
       => backwater --
 (a body of water that was created by a flood or tide or by being held or forced back by a dam; "the bayous 
and backwaters are breeding grounds for mosquitos") 
       => bay -- (an indentation of a shoreline larger than a cove but smaller than a gulf) 
       => channel --
 (a deep and relatively narrow body of water (as in a river or a harbor or a strait linking two larger bodies) t
hat allows the best passage for vessels; "the ship went aground in the channel") 
       => drink -- (any large deep body of water; "he jumped into the drink and had to be rescued") 
       => estuary -- (the wide part of a river where it nears the sea; fresh and salt water mix) 
       => flowage --
 (a body of water that has been created by deliberately flooding an area; "many campsites were located near
 the flowage") 
       => ford, crossing -- (a shallow area in a stream that can be forded) 
       => gulf -- (an arm of a sea or ocean partly enclosed by land; larger than a bay) 
       => high sea, international waters --
 (the open seas of the world outside the territorial waters of any nation) 
       => inlet, recess -- (an arm off of a larger body of water (often between rocky headlands)) 
       => lake -- (a body of (usually fresh) water surrounded by land) 
       => main, briny -- (any very large body of (salt) water) 
       => mid-water --
 (the water that is well below the surface but also well above the bottom; "many marine fishes inhabit the  
mid-waters") 
       => ocean -- (a large body of water constituting a principal part of the hydrosphere) 
       => offing --
 (the part of the sea that can be seen from the shore and is beyond the anchoring area; "there was a ship in  
the offing") 
       => pool, puddle --
 (a small body of standing water (rainwater) or other liquid; "there were puddles of muddy water in the road
 after the rain"; "the body lay in a pool of blood") 
       => sea -- (a division of an ocean or a large body of salt water partially enclosed by land) 
       => seven seas --
 (an informal expression for all of the oceans of the world; "the old salt had sailed the seven seas") 
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       => shoal, shallow -- (a stretch of shallow water) 
       => sound -- (a large ocean inlet or deep bay; "the main body of the sound ran parallel to the coast") 
       => stream, watercourse -- (a natural body of running water flowing on or under the earth) 
       => territorial waters --
 (the waters surrounding a nation and its territories over which that nation exercises sovereign jurisdiction) 
       => waterfall, falls -- (a steep descent of the water of a river) 
       => waterway -- (a navigable body of water) 
 

PART, PIECE 
part, piece --
 (a portion of a natural object; "they analyzed the river into three parts"; "he needed a piece of granite") 
       => body part -- (any part of an organism such as an organ or extremity) 
       => corpus -- (the main part of an organ or other bodily structure) 
       => acicula -- (a needle-
like part or structure of a plant or animal or crystal; as a spine or bristle or crystal) 
       => base -- (the bottom or lowest part; "the base of the mountain") 
       => corner -- (a projecting part that is corner-shaped; "he knocked off the corners") 
       => craton --
 (the part of a continent that is stable and forms the central mass of the continent; typically Precambrian) 
       => cutting -- (a piece cut off from the main part of something) 
       => fragment -- (a piece broken off or cut off of something else; "a fragment of rock") 
       => hunk, lump --
 (a large piece of something without definite shape; "a hunk of bread"; "a lump of coal") 
       => nub, stub -- (a small piece; "a nub of coal"; "a stub of a pencil") 
       => segment -- (one of the parts into which something naturally divides; "a segment of an orange") 
       => slice -- (a thin flat piece cut off of some object) 
       => strip -- (a relatively long narrow piece of something; "he felt a flat strip of muscle") 
       => world --
 (a part of the earth that can be considered separately; "the outdoor world"; "the world of insects") 

 

BODY PART 

body part -- (any part of an organism such as an organ or extremity) 
       => saddle -- (posterior part of the back of a domestic fowl) 
       => underpart --
 (a part lying on the lower side or underneath an animal's body; "the warbler has a white throat and underparts"; "a  
woodland mouse with white underparts") 
       => horseback -- (the back of a horse) 
       => dock -- (the solid bony part of the tail of an animal as distinguished from the hair) 
       => ambulacrum -- (one of the five areas on the undersurface of an echinoderm on which the tube feet are located) 
       => withers -- (the highest part of the back at the base of the neck of various animals especially draft animals) 
       => cannon, shank -- (lower part of the leg extending from the hock to the fetlock in hoofed mammals) 
       => loin, lumbus -- (either side of the backbone between the hipbone and the ribs in humans as well as quadrupeds) 
       => hindquarters, croup, croupe, rump -- (the part of a quadruped that corresponds to the human buttocks) 
       => gaskin -- (lower part of a horse's thigh between the hock and the stifle) 
       => flank -- (the side between ribs and hipbone) 
       => thorax -- (part of an insect's body that bears the wings and legs) 
       => apparatus --
 ((anatomy) a group of body parts that work together to perform a given function; "the breathing apparatus") 
       => adnexa, annexa --
 (an accessory or adjoining anatomical parts or appendages (especially of the embryo); "fallopian tubes and ovaries are 
adnexa of the uturus") 
       => area, region --
 (a part of an animal that has a special function or is supplied by a given artery or nerve; "in the abdominal region") 
       => dilator -- (a muscle or nerve that dilates or widens a body part) 
       => groove, vallecula -- ((anatomy) any furrow or channel on a bodily structure or part) 
       => septum -- ((anatomy) a dividing partition between two tissues or cavities) 
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       => external body part -- (any body part visible externally) 
       => structure, anatomical structure, complex body part, bodily structure, body structure --
 (a particular complex anatomical structure; "he has good bone structure") 
       => fornix -- (generally any arch shaped structure (but often it refers to the arched roof of an anatomical space)) 
       => system --
 (a group of physiologically or anatomically related organs or parts; "the body has a system of organs for digestion") 
       => ampulla -- (the dilated portion of a canal or duct especially of the semicircular canals of the ear) 
       => tissue -- (a part of an organism consisting of an aggregate of cells having a similar structure and function) 
       => mentum -- (a projection below the mouth of certain mollusks that resembles a chin) 
       => organ --
 (a fully differentiated structural and functional unit in an animal that is specialized for some particular function) 
       => venter -- (a belly-like body part (as the belly of a muscle)) 
       => energid, protoplast --
 (a biological unit consisting of a nucleus and the body of cytoplasm with which it interacts) 
       => process, outgrowth, appendage --
 (a natural prolongation or projection from a part of an organism either animal or plant; "a bony process") 
       => lobe -- ((anatomy) a somewhat rounded subdivision of a bodily organ or part; "ear lobe") 
       => rectum -- (the terminal section of the alimentary canal; from the sigmoid flexure to the anus) 
       => shoulder -- (the part of the body between the neck and the upper arm) 
       => torso, trunk, body --
 (the body excluding the head and neck and limbs; "they moved their arms and legs and bodies") 
       => thorax, chest, pectus --
 (the part of the human body between the neck and the diaphragm or the corresponding part in other vertebrates) 
       => breast -- (the front part of the trunk from the neck to the abdomen; "he beat his breast in anger") 
       => thorax -- (the middle region of the body of an arthropod between the head and the abdomen) 
       => hip -- (either side of the body below the waist and above the thigh) 
       => haunch -- (the hip and buttock and upper thigh in human beings) 
       => abdomen, venter, stomach, belly -- (the region of the body of a vertebrate between the thorax and the pelvis) 
       => dorsum --
 (the back of the body of a vertebrate or any analogous surface (as the upper or outer surface of an organ or appendage 
or part); "the dorsum of the foot") 
       => back, dorsum --
 (the posterior part of a human (or animal) body from the neck to the end of the spine; "his back was nicely tanned") 
       => small -- (the slender part of the back) 
       => buttocks, nates, arse, butt, backside, bum, buns, can, fundament, hindquarters, hind end, keister, posterior, prat, 
rear, rear end, rump, stern, seat, tail, tail end, tooshie, tush, bottom, behind, derriere, fanny, ass --
 (the fleshy part of the human body that you sit on; "he deserves a good kick in the butt"; "are you going to sit on your f
anny and do nothing?") 
       => buttock, cheek -- (either of the two large fleshy masses of muscular  tissue that form the human rump) 
       => stump -- (the part of a limb or tooth that remains after the rest is removed) 
       => shank -- (the part of the human leg between the knee and the ankle) 
       => shin -- (the front part of the human leg between the knee and the ankle) 
       => toe -- (forepart of a hoof) 
       => joint, articulation, articulatio --
 ((anatomy) the point of connection between two bones or elements of a skeleton (especially if the articulation allows  
motion)) 
       => loins -- (the region of the hips and groin and lower abdomen) 
       => feature, lineament --
 (the characteristic parts of a person's face: eyes and nose and mouth and chin; "an expression of pleasure crossed his  
features"; "his lineaments were very regular") 
       => rudiment --
 (the remains of a body part that was functional at an earlier stage of life; "Meckel's diverticulum is the rudiment of the 
embryonic yolk sac") 
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ANATOMICAL STRUCTURE 

structure, anatomical structure, complex body part, bodily structure, body structure –
 (a particular complex anatomical structure; “he has good bone structure”) 
       => layer – (thin structure composed of a single thickness of cells) 
           => blastoderm, germinal disc, blastodisc, germinal area – (a layer of cells on the inside of the blastula) 
           => hypodermis – (layer of cells that secretes the chitinous cuticle in e.g. arthropods) 
       => apodeme – (ridge-
like ingrowth of the exoskeleton of an arthropod that supports internal organs and provides attachment points for muscles) 
       => calyculus, caliculus, calycle – (a small cup-
shaped structure (as a taste bud or optic cup or cavity of a coral containing a polyp)) 
           => optic cup, eyecup – ((embryology) a two-
walled cuplike depression that develops into the pigmented and sensory layers of the retina) 
       => tooth – (toothlike structure in invertebrates found in the mouth or alimentary canal or on a shell) 
           => denticle – (small pointed ridge on the exoskeleton of an arthropod) 
       => pad – (the foot or fleshy cushion-like underside of the toes of an animal) 
       => gill slit, branchial cleft, gill cleft –
 (one of a series of slit openings in the pharynxes of fishes and aquatic amphibians through which water passes) 
       => gill arch, branchial arch, gill bar –
 (one of the bony or cartilaginous arches on each side of the pharynx that support the gills of fishes and aquatic amphibians) 
       => peristome – (region around the mouth in various invertebrates) 
       => syrinx – (the vocal organ of a bird) 
       => bulb – (a rounded dilation or expansion in a canal or vessel or organ) 
       => carina – (any of various keel-
shaped structures or ridges such as that on the breastbone of a bird or that formed by the fused petals of a pea blossom) 
           => carina fornicis – (ridge on the lower surface of the fornix of the brain) 
           => keel – (the median ridge on the breastbone of birds that fly) 
       => cauda – (any taillike structure) 
       => chiasma, chiasm, decussation – (an intersection or crossing of two tracts in the form of the letter X) 
           => optic chiasma, optic chiasm, chiasma opticum – (the crossing of the optic nerves from the two eyes at the base of the brain) 
       => cingulum – ((anatomy) an encircling girdle-like structure (as the ridge around the base of a tooth)) 
       => concha – ((anatomy) a structure that resembles a shell in shape) 
           => nasal concha – (one of several turbinate bones in the nasal cavity) 
       => filament, filum – (a threadlike anatomical structure or chainlike series of cells) 
           => hair, pilus –
 (any of the cylindrical filaments characteristically growing from the epidermis of a mammal; “there is a hair in my soup”) 
               => ingrown hair –
 (a hair that does not emerge from the follicle but remains embedded in the skin (usually causing inflammation)) 
       => germ – (a small simple structure (as a fertilized egg) from which new tissue can develop into a complete organism) 
       => infundibulum – (any of various funnel-shaped parts of the body (but especially the hypophyseal stalk)) 
           => hypophyseal stalk – (the funnel-shaped stalk connecting the pituitary gland to the hypothalamus) 
       => interstice – (a small structural space between tissues or parts of an organ; “the interstices of a network”) 
           => areola – (small space in a tissue or part such as the area between veins on a leaf or an insect’s wing) 
       => landmark –
 (an anatomical structure used as a point of origin in locating other anatomical structures (as in surgery) or as point from which measur
ements can be taken) 
           => craniometric point – (a landmark on the skull from which craniometric measurements can be taken) 
               => acanthion – (the craniometric point at the anterior extremity of the intermaxillary suture) 
               => asterion –
 (the craniometric point at the junction of the lamboid suture and the occipitomastoid suture and the parietomastoid suture) 
               => auriculare, auricular point – (the craniometric point at the center of the opening of the external acoustic meatus) 
               => bregma – (the craniometric point at the junction of the sagittal and coronal sutures at the top of the cranium) 
               => condylion – (the craniometric point at the tip of the mandibular condyle) 
               => coronion – (the craniometric point at the tip of the coronoid process of the mandible) 
               => crotaphion – (the tip of the greater wing of the sphenoid bone) 
               => dacryon – (the craniometric point at the junction of the anterior border of the lacrimal bone with the frontal bone) 
               => entomion – (the craniometric point at the tip of the mastoid angle of the parietal bone) 
               => glabella, mesophyron –
 (a smooth prominence of the frontal bone between and above the eyebrows; the most forward projecting point of the forehead in the 
midline at the level of the supraorbital ridges) 
               => gnathion – (the most inferior point of the mandible in the midline) 
               => gonion – (the craniometric point on either side at the apex of the lower jaw) 
               => inion – (the craniometric point that is the most prominent point at the back of the head (at the occipital protuberance)) 
               => jugale, jugal point – (the craniometric point at the union of the frontal and temporal processes of the zygomatic bone) 
               => lambda – (the craniometric point at the junction of the sagittal and lamboid sutures of the skull) 
               => mastoidale – (the craniometric point at the lowest point of the mastoid process) 
               => metopion – (the craniometric point midway between the frontal eminences of the skull) 
               => nasion – (the craniometric point at the bridge of the nose where the frontal and nasal bones of the skull meet) 
               => obelion – (the craniometric point on the sagittal suture near the lamboid suture) 
               => ophryon – (the craniometric point in the midline of the forehead immediately above the orbits) 
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               => orbitale, orbital point – (the craniometric point at the lowest point on the lower edge of the orbit) 
               => pogonion – (the craniometric point that is the most forward-projecting point on the anterior surface of the chin) 
               => prosthion, prostheon, alveolar point –
 (craniometric point that is the most anterior point in the midline on the alveolar process of the maxilla) 
               => pterion – (the craniometric point in the region of the sphenoid fontanelle) 
               => rhinion – (the anterior tip at the end of the suture of the nasal bones) 
               => sphenion – (the anterior tip of the parietal bone) 
               => stephanion – (the craniometric point on the coronal suture above the acoustic meatus) 
               => symphysion – (the most forward point of the alveolar process of the mandible) 
       => limbus – (a border or edge of any of various body parts distinguished by color or structure) 
       => rib – (a riblike supporting or strengthening part of an animal or plant) 
           => quill, calamus, shaft – (the hollow shaft of a feather) 
           => vein, nervure – (one of the horny ribs that stiffen and support the wing of an insect) 
       => blade – (a broad flat body part (as of the shoulder or tongue)) 
           => vane, web – (the flattened weblike part of a feather consisting of a series of barbs on either side of the shaft) 
       => radicle – ((anatomy) a small structure resembling a rootlet (such as a fibril of a nerve)) 
       => plexus, rete – (a network of intersecting blood vessels or intersecting nerves or intersecting lymph vessels) 
           => aortic plexus – (a plexus of lymph nodes in the lower portion of the abdominal aorta) 
           => nerve plexus – (a network of intersecting nerves) 
               => autonomic plexus, plexus autonomici – (a plexus of sympathetic and parasympathetic nerve fibers) 
               => brachial plexus, plexus brachialis –
 (a network of nerves formed by cervical and thoracic spinal nerves and supplying the arm and parts of the shoulder) 
               => cardiac plexus, plexus cardiacus – (a plexus of nerves supplying the heart and nearby structures) 
               => carotid plexus, plexus caroticus – (a plexus of nerves surrounding the internal carotid artery) 
               => cervical plexus, plexus cervicalis – (a nerve plexus lying beneath the sternocleidomastoid muscle) 
               => coccygeal plexus, plexus coccygeus – (a small plexus formed by the fifth sacral and coccygeal nerves) 
               => hypogastric plexus, plexus hypogastricus – (a plexus of nerves serving the pelvic viscera) 
               => lumbar plexus, plexus lumbalis – (a plexus of nerves formed by the ventral branches of the first four lumbar nerves) 
               => lumbosacral plexus –
 (a nerve plexus formed by the ventral divisions of the coccygeal and sacral and lumbar nerves; supplies the lower limbs and perineum
 and coccygeal area) 
               => mesenteric plexus, plexus mesentericus – (a plexus of autonomic nerves) 
               => myenteric plexus, plexus myentericus –
 (a plexus of unmyelinated fibers and postganglionic autonomic cell bodies in the muscular coat of the esophagus and stomach and int
estines) 
               => periarterial plexus, plexus periarterialis – (an autonomic plexus that accompanies an artery) 
               => plexus dentalis – (a plexus of nerves serving the teeth) 
               => pulmonary plexis, plexus pulmonalis – (one of two autonomic nerve plexuses in each lung) 
               => sacral plexus, plexus sacralis –
 (a nerve plexus formed by the 4th and 5th lumbar and 1st, 2nd, 3rd sacral nerves; supplies the pelvic region and lower limbs) 
               => solar plexus, �ience plexus, plexus celiacus, abdominal nerve plexus –
 (a large plexus of sympathetic nerves in the abdomen behind the stomach) 
           => �ienceph plexus, plexus choroideus – (a vascular plexus of the cerebral ventricles that regulate intraventricular pressure) 
           => lumbar plexus, plexus lumbalis – (a lymphatic plexus located along the lower portion of the aorta and iliac vessels) 
           => pterygoid plexus –
 (a plexus of veins draining the region of the pterygoid muscles and draining into the internal maxillary and anterior facial veins) 
           => rete testis – (network of tubules carrying sperm from the seminiferous tubules to the vasa efferentia) 
       => tube, tube-shaped structure – ((anatomy) any hollow cylindrical body structure) 
           => tubule – (a small tube) 
               => microtubule – (a microscopically small tubule) 
               => nephron, uriniferous tubule – (any of the small tubules that are the excretory units of the vertebrate kidney) 
               => seminiferous tubule –
 (any of the numerous long convoluted tubules in the testis which are the sites where spermatozoa mature) 
               => vasa efferentia –
 (the several highly convoluted tubules that lead from the rete testis to the vas deferens and form the head of the epididymis) 
               => trachea – (one of the tubules forming the respiratory system of most insects and many arachnids) 
           => salpinx – (a tube in the uterus or the ear) 
               => Eustachian tube, auditory tube –
 (either of the paired tubes connecting the middle ears to the nasopharynx; equalizes air pressure on the two sides of the eardrum) 
               => Fallopian tube, uterine tube, oviduct – (either of a pair of tubes conducting the egg from the ovary to the uterus) 
           => cochlea – (the snail-
shaped tube (in the inner ear coiled around the modiolus) where sound vibrations are converted into nerve impulses by the Organ of C
orti) 
           => vessel, vas – (a tube in which a body fluid circulates) 
               => blood vessel – (a vessel in which blood circulates) 
                   => artery, arteria, arterial blood vessel – (a blood vessel that carries blood from the heart to the body) 
                       => alveolar artery, arteria alveolaris – (a branch of the maxillary artery that supplies the alveolar process) 
                           => inferior alveolar artery, arteria alveolaris inferior –
 (the alveolar artery that goes through the mandibular canal to supply the lower teeth) 
                           => superior alveolar artery, arteria alveolaris superior – (the alveolar artery that supplies the upper teeth) 
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                       => angular artery, arteria angularis – (the terminal branch of the facial artery) 
                       => aorta – (the large trunk artery that carries blood from the left ventricle of the heart to branch arteries) 
                           => ascending aorta – (the ascending part of the aorta as it emerges from the left ventricle) 
                           => aortic arch – (the part of the aorta that arches and turns downward) 
                           => descending aorta – (the descending part of the aorta that branches into the thoracic and abdominal aortae) 
                           => abdominal aorta – (a branch of the descending aorta) 
                           => thoracic aorta – (a branch of the descending aorta; divides into the iliac arteries) 
                       => appendicular artery, arteria appendicularis – (the branch of the ileocolic artery that supplies the vermiform appendix) 
                       => arcuate artery, arteria arcuata – (curved artery in the foot) 
                       => arcuate artery of the kidney – (curved arteries of the kidney) 
                       => arteriole, arteriola, capillary artery – (one of the small thin-walled arteries that end in capillaries) 
                       => artery of the penis bulb, arteria bulbi penis –
 (a branch of the internal pudendal artery of males that supplies the bulb of the penis) 
                       => artery of the vestibule bulb, arteria bulbi �iencepha –
 (a branch of the internal pudendal artery in females that supplies the bulb of the vestibule) 
                       => ascending artery, arteria ascendens – (the branch of the ileocolic artery that supplies the ascending colon) 
                       => auricular artery, arteria auricularis – (artery that supplies blood to the ear) 
                       => axillary artery, arteria �iencephal –
 (the part of the main artery of the arm that lies in the armpit and is continuous with the subclavian artery above and the brachial artery
 below) 
                       => basilar artery, arteria basilaris –
 (an unpaired artery; supplies the pons and cerebellum and the back part of the cerebrum and the inner ear) 
                       => brachial artery, arteria brachialis –
 (the main artery of the upper arm; a continuation of the axillary artery; bifurcates into the radial and ulnar arteries at the elbow) 
                       => radial artery, arteria radialis –
 (branch of the brachial artery beginning below the elbow and extending down the forearm around the wrist and into the palm) 
                       => bronchial artery – (arteries that accompany the bronchioles) 
                       => buccal artery, arteria buccalis –
 (a branch of the maxillary artery that supplies blood to the buccinator muscle and the cheek) 
                       => carotid artery, arteria carotis – (either of two major arteries of the neck and head; branches from the aorta) 
                           => common carotid artery, common carotid –
 (runs upward in the neck and divides into the external and internal carotid arteries) 
                           => external carotid artery, external carotid –
 (the branch of the carotid artery that supplies blood to the face and tongue and external parts of the head) 
                           => internal carotid artery –
 (the branch of the carotid artery that supplies blood to the brain and eyes and internal parts of the head) 
                       => celiac trunk, celiac artery, truncus celiacus, arteria celiaca –
 (an artery that originates from the abdominal aorta just below the diaphragm and branches into the left gastric artery and the common 
hepatic artery and the splenic artery) 
                       => central artery of the retina, arteria centralis retinae –
 (a branch of the ophthalmic artery; enters the eyeball with the optic nerve) 
                       => cerebellar artery, arteria cerebelli – (an artery that supplies the cerebellum) 
                           => inferior cerebellar artery – (the inferior branch of the cerebellar artery) 
                           => superior cerebellar artery – (the superior branch of the cerebellar artery) 
                       => cerebral artery, arteria cerebri – (any of the arteries supplying blood to the cerebral cortex) 
                           => anterior cerebral artery –
 (one of two branches of the internal carotid artery; divides into two branches that serve (1) the thalamus and (2) parts of the frontal an
d parietal cortex) 
                           => middle cerebral artery – (one of two branches of the internal carotid artery; divides into three branches) 
                           => posterior cerebral artery – (arises from the basilar artery; divides into three branches) 
                           => temporal artery – (any of the three arteries on either side of the brain supplying the cortex of the temporal lobe) 
                               => anterior temporal artery, arteria temporalis anterior –
 (temporal artery that goes to the anterior part of the cerebral cortex of the temporal lobe) 
                               => intermediate temporal artery, arteria temporalis intermedia –
 (temporal artery that goes to the middle part of the cerebral cortex of the temporal lobe) 
                               => posterior temporal artery, arteria temporalis posterior –
 (temporal artery that supplies the posterior part of the cortex of the temporal lobe) 
                       => cervical artery, areteria cervicalis – (an artery that supplies the muscles of the neck) 
                       => choroidal artery, arteria choroidea – (an artery that supplies the �ienceph plexus) 
                       => ciliary artery, arteria ciliaris – (one of several arteries supplying the �ienceph coat of the eye) 
                       => circle of Willis – (a ring of arteries at the base of the brain) 
                       => circumflex artery – (any of several paired curving arteries) 
                           => circumflex artery of the thigh, arteria circumflexa femoris –
 (an artery that supplies the hip joint and thigh muscles) 
                           => circumflex humeral artery, arteria circumflexa humeri –
 (an artery that supplies the shoulder joint and shoulder muscles) 
                           => circumflex iliac artery, arteria circumflexa ilium –
 (an artery that supplies the lower abdominal walls and skin and the sartorius muscle) 
                           => circumflex scapular artery, arteria circumflexa scapulae –
 (an artery that serves the muscles of the shoulder and scapular area) 
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                       => colic artery, arteria colica – (arteries that supply blood to the colon) 
                       => communicating artery, arteria communicans – (any of three arteries in the brain that make up the circle of Willis) 
                       => coronary artery, arteria coronaria – (the artery that branches from the aorta to supply blood to the heart) 
                           => atrial artery – (the branch of the coronary artery that supplies the muscles of the atria) 
                           => right coronary artery – (arises from the right aortic sinus; supplies the right side of the heart) 
                           => left coronary artery – (arises from the left aortic sinus; supplies the left side of the heart) 
                       => cystic artery, arteria cystica – (a branch of the hepatic artery; supplies the gall bladder and the surface of the liver) 
                       => digital arteries, arteria digitalis – (arteries in the hand and foot that supply the fingers and toes) 
                       => epigastric artery, arteria epigastrica – (one of three arteries supplying the anterior walls of the abdomen) 
                       => ethmoidal artery, arteria ethmoidalis –
 (a branch of the ophthalmic artery supplying structures in and around the nasal capsule) 
                       => femoral artery, arteria femoralis – (the chief artery of the thigh; a continuation of the external iliac artery) 
                       => popliteal artery, arteria poplitea – (continuation of the femoral artery that branches to supply the legs and feet) 
                       => gastric artery, arteria gastrica – (arteries that supplies the walls of the stomach) 
                           => right gastric artery, ateria gastrica dextra –
 (a branch of the hepatic artery that supplies the pyloric portion of the stomach on the lesser curvature) 
                           => left gastric artery, arteria gastrica sinistra –
 (a branch of the celiac artery that supplies the lesser curvature of the stomach and the abdominal part of the esophagus) 
                           => short gastric artery, arteria gastrica breves, vasa brevis –
 (several small arteries branching off of the splenic artery and going to the greater curvature of the stomach) 
                       => gluteal artery, arteria glutes – (branches of the internal iliac artery that supply the hip joint and gluteal region) 
                       => hepatic artery, arteria hepatica – (arteries that supply the liver) 
                       => ileal artery, intestinal artery, arteria ileum – (branch of the superior mesenteric artery that supplies the ileum) 
                       => ileocolic artery, arteria ileocolica –
 (an artery that originates from the superior mesenteric artery and supplies the terminal part of the ileum and the cecum and the vermif
orm appendix and the ascending colon) 
                       => iliac artery, arteria iliaca – (one of the large arteries supplying blood to the pelvis and legs) 
                           => common iliac artery – (terminal branches of the abdominal aorta) 
                           => external iliac artery –
 (the outer branch of the common iliac artery on either side of the body; becomes the femoral artery) 
                           => internal iliac artery, hypogastric artery –
 (the inner branch of the common iliac artery on either side of the body; divides into several branches that supply blood to the pelvic  
and gluteal areas) 
                       => iliolumbar artery, arteria iliolumbalis –
 (an artery that originates in the internal iliac artery and supplies the pelvic muscles and bones) 
                       => infraorbital artery, arteria infraorbitalis –
 (originates from the maxillary artery and supplies structures below the orbit (from lower eyelid to upper lip)) 
                       => innominate artery –
 (a large artery arising from the arch of the aorta and divides into the right subclavian artery and the right common carotid artery;  
supplies the right side of the neck and head and the right shoulder and arm) 
                       => �iencephalon artery, arteria intercostalis – (several arteries and supplying the �iencephalon spaces of the rib cage) 
                       => jejunal artery, intestinal artery – (branch of the superior mesenteric artery that supplies the jejunum) 
                       => labial artery, arteria labialis – (a branch of the facial artery that supplies the lips of the mouth) 
                           => inferior labial artery, arteria labialis inferior – (a branch of the facial artery that supplies the lower lip) 
                           => superior labial artery, arteria labialis superior – (a branch of the facial artery that supplies the upper lip) 
                       => labyrinthine artery, artery of the labyrinth, internal auditory artery –
 (a branch of the basilar artery that supplies the labyrinth) 
                       => lacrimal artery, arteria lacrimalis –
 (an artery that originates from the ophthalmic artery and supplies the lacrimal gland and rectal eye muscles and the upper eyelid and  
he forehead) 
                       => laryngeal artery, arteria laryngea – (either of two arteries that supply blood to the larynx) 
                       => �ience artery, splenic artery, arteria lienalis –
 (an artery that originates from the celiac trunk and supplies blood to the spleen) 
                       => lingual artery, arteria lingualis –
 (an artery originating from the external carotid artery and supplying the under side of the tongue) 
                       => lumbar artery, arteria lumbalis –
 (one of four or five pairs of arteries that originate in the abdominal aorta and supply the lumbar vertebrae and the back muscles and ab
dominal wall) 
                       => maxillary artery, arteria �iencephalo –
 (either of two arteries branching from the external carotid artery and supplying structure of the face) 
                           => facial artery, arteria facialis, external maxillary artery –
 (an artery that originates in the external carotid and gives off branches that supply the neck and face) 
                           => internal maxillary artery – (the maxillary artery that supplies deep structure of the face and some of the meninges) 
                       => meningeal artery, arteria meningea –
 (any of three arteries supplying the meninges of the brain and neighboring structures) 
                           => anterior meningeal artery –
 (branch of the anterior ethmoidal artery that supplies meninges in the anterior cranial fossa) 
                           => middle meningeal artery – (branch of the maxillary artery; its branches supply meninges) 
                           => posterior meningeal artery –
 (branch of the ascending pharyngeal artery that supplies the dura mater of the posterior cranial fossa) 
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                       => mesenteric artery, arteria mesenterica –
 (one of two branches of the aorta that pass between the two layers of the mesentery to the intestines) 
                           => inferior mesenteric artery – (arises near the lower end of the aorta and supplies the large intestine) 
                           => superior mesenteric artery –
 (originates from the upper part of the aorta that supplies the small intestines and the cecum and the colon) 
                       => metacarpal artery, arteria metacarpea – (dorsal and palmar arteries of the hand) 
                       => metatarsal artery, arteria metatarsea – (dorsal and plantar arteries to the metatarsal region of the foot) 
                       => musculophrenic artery, arteria musculophrenica – (an artery that supplies the abdomen and �iencephalon muscles) 
                       => nutrient artery, arteria nutricia – (an artery that supplies the medullary cavity of the long bone) 
                       => ophthalmic artery, arteria ophthalmica –
 (a branch of the internal carotid artery that supplies the eye and neighboring structures) 
                       => ovarian artery, arteria ovarica – (the artery that branches from the aorta and supplies blood to the ovaries) 
                       => palatine artery, arteria �ienceph – (one of several arteries supplying the face) 
                       => pancreatic artery, arteria pancreatica – (a branch of the splenic artery that supplies the pancreas) 
                       => perineal artery, arteria perinealis –
 (a branch of the internal pudendal artery that supplies superficial structures of the perineum) 
                       => pudendal artery, arteria pudenda – (arteries supplying the external genital organs of humans) 
                       => pulmonary artery, arteria pulmonalis –
 (one of two arteries (branches of the pulmonary trunk) that carry venous blood from the heart to the lungs) 
                           => pulmonary trunk, truncus pulmonalis –
 (the artery that carries venous blood from the right ventricle of the heart and divides into the right and left pulmonary arteries) 
                       => rectal artery, arteria rectalis – (one of the arteries supplying the rectal area) 
                       => renal artery, arteria renalis –
 (an artery originating from the abdominal aorta and supplying the kidneys and adrenal glands and ureters) 
                       => subclavian artery, arteria subclavia – (either of two arteries that supply blood to the neck and arms) 
                       => testicular artery, internal spermatic artery, arteria testicularis – (a branch of the aorta supplying the testicles) 
                       => ulnar artery, arteria ulnaris –
 (large artery that branches from the brachial artery to supply the muscles of the forearm and wrist and hand) 
                       => uterine artery, arteria �iencep –
 (a branch of the internal iliac artery that supplies the uterus and the upper part of the vagina) 
                       => vaginal artery, arteria vaginalis –
 (a branch of the internal iliac that provides blood for the vagina and the base of the bladder and the rectum) 
                       => vertebral artery, arteria vertebralis – (the first branch of the subclavian artery; divided into four parts) 
                   => ductus arteriosus –
 (a blood vessel in a fetus that bypasses pulmonary circulation by connecting the pulmonary artery directly to the ascending aorta; nor
mally closes at birth) 
                       => patent ductus arteriosus – (a ductus arteriosus that failed to close at birth; may require surgical correction) 
                   => vasa vasorum – (any small blood vessel ramifying on the outside of a major artery or vein) 
                   => vein, vena, venous blood vessel –
 (a blood vessel that carries blood from the capillaries toward the heart; all veins except the pulmonary carry unaerated blood) 
                       => accessory cephalic vein, vena cephalica accessoria –
 (a vein that passes along the radial edge of the forearm and joins the cephalic vein near the elbow) 
                       => accessory hemiazygos vein, accessory hemiazygous vein, vena hemiazygos accessoria –
 (a vein formed by the union of the 4th to 7th posterior �iencephalon veins; empties into the azygos vein) 
                       => accessory vertebral vein, vena vertebralis accessoria –
 (a vein that accompanies the vertebral vein but passes through the foramen of the transverse process of the 7th cervical vertebra and  
empties into the brachiocephalic vein) 
                       => accompanying vein, vena comitans –
 (a vein accompanying another structure; a vein may accompany an artery in such a way that the arterial pulses aid venous return) 
                       => anastomotic vein, vena anastomotica – (either of two communicating veins serving the brain) 
                       => angular vein, vena angularis –
 (a short vein formed by the supraorbital vein and the supratrochlear vein and continuing as the facial vein) 
                       => anterior vertebral vein, vena vertebralis anterior –
 (a vein that accompanies the ascending cervical artery and opens into the vertebral vein) 
                       => appendicular vein, vena appendicularis –
 (a vein that accompanies the appendicular artery and empties into the ileocolic vein) 
                       => arcuate vein of the kidney, vena arcuata renis –
 (veins that receive blood from interlobular veins of kidney and rectal venules) 
                       => auricular vein, vena auricularis – (one of two veins serving the ear region) 
                       => axillary vein, vena �iencephal –
 (a continuation of the �ienceph vein and brachial vein that becomes the subclavian vein) 
                       => azygos vein, azygous vein, vena azygos –
 (one of a system of veins that drain the thoracic and abdominal walls; arises as a continuation of the right ascending lumbar vein and  
t erminates in the superior vena cava) 
                       => basal vein, vena basalis –
 (a large vein passing along the medial surface of the temporal lobe and emptying into the great cerebral vein) 
                       => �ienceph vein, vena basilica –
 (a vein that drains the back of the hand and forearm and empties into the axillary vein) 
                       => basivertebral vein, vena basivertebralis –
 (one of a number of veins draining the spongy substance of the vertebrae and emptying into the anterior internal vertebral venous  
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plexus) 
                       => brachial vein, vena brachialis –
 (two veins in either arm that accompany the brachial artery and empty into the axillary vein) 
                       => brachiocephalic vein, innominate vein, vena brachiocephalica –
 (veins formed by the union of the internal jugular and subclavian veins) 
                       => bronchial vein, vena bronchialis – (veins serving the bronchi; empty into the azygos vein) 
                       => cardinal vein –
 (any of the major venous channels in primitive adult vertebrates and in embryos of higher vertebrates) 
                           => anterior cardinal vein – (a major drainage channel from the cephalic part of the body) 
                           => posterior cardinal vein – (a major drainage channel from the caudal part of the body) 
                           => common cardinal vein –
 (the major return channels to the heart; formed by anastomosis of the anterior and posterior cardinal veins) 
                       => central veins of liver, venae �ienceph �iencep –
 (terminal branches of the hepatic veins that lie in the hepatic lobules and receive blood from the liver sinusoids) 
                       => central vein of retina, vena �ienceph retinae –
 (vein formed by the union of the retinal veins; accompanies central arteries of the retina in the optic nerve) 
                       => central vein of suprarenal gland, vena centralis glandulae suprarenalis –
 (a single draining vein; on the right it empties into the inferior vena cava; on the left it empties into the left renal vein) 
                       => cephalic vein, vena cephalica – (a large vein of the arm that empties into the axillary vein) 
                       => cerebellar vein, vena cerebellum – (the veins draining the cerebellum) 
                       => cerebral vein, vena cerebri – (any of several veins serving the cerebral hemispheres of the brain) 
                           => anterior cerebral vein, vena cerebri anterior –
 (accompanies the anterior cerebral artery and empties into the basal vein) 
                           => great cerebral vein, vena cerebri magna –
 (a cerebral vein formed by the two internal cerebral veins and continuing into the sinus rectus) 
                           => inferior cerebral vein, venae cerebrum inferior –
 (veins that drain the undersurface of the cerebral hemispheres and empty into the cavernous and transverse sinuses) 
                           => internal cerebral vein, vena cerebrum internus –
 (two paired veins passing caudally near the midline and uniting to form the great cerebral vein) 
                           => middle cerebral vein, vena cerebri media – (either of two cerebral veins) 
                               => deep middle cerebral vein –
 (accompanies the middle cerebral artery deep in the Sylvian fissure; empties into the basal vein) 
                               => superficial middle cerebral vein – (a large vein along the line of the Sylvian fissure to the cavernous sinus) 
                           => superior cerebral vein, vena cerebrum superior –
 (a cerebral vein that drains the dorsal convexity of the cerebral hemisphere and empties into the cavernous sinus) 
                       => cervical vein, deep cervical vein, vena cervicalis profunda – (a vein that accompanies an artery of the same name) 
                       => �ienceph vein, vena choroidea – (either of two veins serving the �ienceph coat of the eye) 
                       => ciliary veins, venae ciliares – (small veins coming from the ciliary body) 
                       => circumflex vein, vena circumflexa – (any of several curved parallel veins accompanying arteries of the same name) 
                           => circumflex iliac vein, vena circumflexa ilium – (accompanies the artery of the same name) 
                           => circumflex femoral vein, vena circumflexus femoris –
 (either of two veins that accompany arteries of the same name serving the hip and thigh) 
                       => clitoral vein, vena clitoridis – (veins that serve the clitoris) 
                           => venae profundae clitoridis – (deep veins of the clitoris; join the vesical plexus) 
                           => vena dorsalis clitoridis profunda – (deep dorsal vein of the clitoris; tributary of the vesical venous plexus) 
                           => venae dorsales clitoridis superficiales –
 (superficial dorsal veins of the clitoris; tributaries of the external pudendal vein on either side) 
                       => colic vein, vena colica – (vein serving the large intestine) 
                       => common facial vein –
 (vein formed by union of facial vein and the retromandibular vein and emptying into the jugular vein) 
                       => conjunctival veins, venae conjunctivales – (veins draining the conjunctiva) 
                       => costoaxillary vein –
 (one of several veins connecting �iencephalon veins with the lateral thoracic vein or the thoracoepigastric vein) 
                       => cutaneous vein, vena cutanea – (one of a number of veins in the subcutaneous tissue that empty into deep veins) 
                       => cystic vein, vena cystica – (vein that drains the gallbladder) 
                       => digital vein, vena digitalis – (one of the veins serving the fingers or toes) 
                       => diploic vein, vena diploica – (one of the veins serving the spongy part of the cranial bones) 
                       => dorsal scapular vein, vena scapularis dorsalis –
 (vein that is a tributary of the subclavian vein or external jugular vein and accompanies the descending scapular artery) 
                       => emissary vein, vena emissaria –
 (one of several connecting veins in the scalp and head that drain blood from sinuses in the dura mater to veins outside the skull) 
                       => epigastric vein – (veins serving the anterior walls of the abdomen) 
                           => inferior epigastric vein, vena epigastrica inferior – (empties into the external iliac vein) 
                           => superficial epigastric vein, vena epigastrica superficialis – (empties into the great saphenous vein) 
                           => superior epigastric veins, venae epigastricae �iencepha – (veins that accompany the superior epigastric artery) 
                       => esophageal veins, oesophageal veins, venae esophageae –
 (small veins from the esophagus emptying into the brachiocephalic vein or the azygos veins) 
                       => ethmoidal vein, vena ethmoidalis –
 (veins that drain the ethmoidal sinuses and empty into the superior ophthalmic vein) 
                       => external nasal vein, vena nasalis externa –
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 (one of the veins that drain the external nose and empty into the angular or facial vein) 
                       => facial vein, vena facialis – (any of several veins draining the face) 
                           => anterior facial vein, vena facialis anterior –
 (a continuation of the angular vein; unites with the retromandibular vein before emptying into the internal jugular vein) 
                           => retromandibular vein, vena retromandibularis, posterior facial vein –
 (posterior branch of the facial vein; formed by temporal veins in front of the ear) 
                       => femoral vein, vena femoralis –
 (a vein that accompanies the femoral artery in the same sheath; a continuation of the popliteal vein; becomes the external iliac vein) 
                       => gastric vein, vena gastrica – (one of several veins draining the stomach walls) 
                           => left gastric vein, vena gastrica sinistra –
 (arises from a union of veins from the gastric cardia; runs in the lesser omentum; empties into the portal vein) 
                           => pyloric vein, right gastric vein, vena gastrica-dextra –
 (receives veins from the upper surfaces of the stomach and empties into the portal vein) 
                       => gastroomental vein, gastroepiploic vein, vena gastroomentalis –
 (one of two veins serving the great curvature of the stomach) 
                       => genicular vein, vena genus – (veins that drain blood from structures around the knee; empty into the popliteal vein) 
                       => gluteal vein, vena gluteus – (veins draining the gluteal muscles on either side of the body) 
                       => hemizygos vein, hemizygous vein, vena hemizygos –
 (a continuation of the left ascending lumbar vein; crosses the midline at the 8th vertebra and empties into the azygos vein) 
                       => hemorrhoidal vein, rectal vein, vena rectalis – (any of several veins draining the walls of the anal canal and rectum) 
                       => hepatic vein, vena hepatica – (a vein that drains the liver; empties into the vena cava) 
                       => ileocolic vein, vena ileocolica –
 (a vein that drains the end of the ileum and the appendix and the cecum and the lower part of the ascending colon) 
                       => iliac vein, vena iliaca – (one of three veins draining the pelvic area) 
                           => hypogastric vein, internal iliac vein –
 (a vein that unites with the external iliac vein to form the common iliac vein) 
                           => external iliac vein –
 (a continuation of the femoral vein; unites with the internal iliac vein to form the common iliac vein) 
                           => common iliac vein –
 (formed by the internal and external iliac veins; unites with its fellow from the opposite side of the body to form the inferior vena  
cava) 
                       => iliolumbar vein, vena iliolumbalis – (a branch of the internal iliac vein) 
                       => intercapitular vein, vena intercapitalis –
 (veins connecting the dorsal and palmar veins of the hand or the dorsal and plantar veins of the foot) 
                       => �iencephalon vein, vena intercostalis – (several veins draining the �iencephalon spaces of the rib cage) 
                       => intervertebral vein, vena intervertebralis – (one of several veins accompanying spinal nerves) 
                       => jugular vein, vena jugularis, jugular – (veins in the neck that return blood from the head) 
                           => anterior jugular vein – (arises below the chin from veins draining the lower face; joins the external jugular vein) 
                           => external jugular vein –
 (formed by the junction of the posterior auricular and the retromandibular veins; empties into the subclavian vein) 
                           => internal jugular vein –
 (a continuation of the sigmoid sinus of the dura mater; joins the subclavian vein to form the brachiocephalic vein) 
                       => labial vein, vena labialis – (a vein draining the lips of the mouth) 
                           => inferior labial vein, vena labialis inferior – (a tributary of the facial vein that drains the lower lip) 
                           => superior labial vein, vena labialis superior – (a tributary of the facial vein that drains the upper lip) 
                       => labial vein, vena labialis – (veins draining the lips of the vulva) 
                           => venae �iencep anteriores, anterior labial veins – (veins from the labia majora to the external pudendal vein) 
                           => venae �iencep �iencephal, posterior labial veins –
 (veins that pass posterior from the labia majora to the internal pudendal vein) 
                       => labyrinthine vein, internal auditory vein – (veins that drain the inner ear) 
                       => lacrimal vein, vena lacrimalis – (drains the lacrimal gland; empties into the superior ophthalmic vein) 
                       => laryngeal vein, vena laryngea – (one of two veins draining the larynx) 
                       => lingual vein, vena lingualis –
 (a vein that receives blood from the tongue and the floor of the mouth and empties into the internal jugular or the facial vein) 
                       => lumbar vein, vena lumbalis – (veins that drain the posterior body wall and the lumbar vertebral venous plexuses) 
                       => maxillary vein, vena �iencephalo –
 (posterior continuation of the pterygoid plexus; joins the superficial temporal vein to form the retromandibular vein) 
                       => meningeal veins, venae meningeae – (veins at accompany the meningeal arteries) 
                       => mesenteric vein, vena mesenterica –
 (a tributary of the portal vein passing from the intestine between the two layers of mesentery) 
                       => metacarpal vein, vena metacarpus – (dorsal and palmar veins of the hand) 
                       => metatarsal vein, vena metatarsus – (dorsal and plantar branches of veins serving the metatarsal region of the foot) 
                       => musculophrenic vein, vena musculophrenica –
 (veins that drain the upper abdominal wall and the lower �iencephalon spaces and the abdomen) 
                       => nasofrontal vein, vena nasofrontalis –
 (a vein located in the anterior medial part of the orbit; connects the superior ophthalmic with the angular vein) 
                       => oblique vein of the left atrium, vena �iencep atrii sinistri –
 (a tributary of the coronary sinus; on the posterior wall of the left atrium) 
                       => obturator vein, vena obturatoria –
 (a vein formed by the union of tributaries that drain the hip joints and thigh muscles; empties into the internal iliac vein) 
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                       => occipital vein, vena occipitalis – (a vein that drains the occipital region) 
                       => ophthalmic vein, vena ophthalmica – (either of two veins that serve the eye; empties into the cavernous sinus) 
                           => inferior ophthalmic vein – (a vein that drains a venous network in the floor and medial wall of the eye socket) 
                           => superior ophthalmic vein –
 (a vein that begins at the inner angle of the eye socket and passes through the superior orbital fissure to empty into the cavernous sinu
s) 
                       => ovarian vein, vena ovarica –
 (one of the veins that drain the ovaries; the right opens into the inferior vena cava; the left opens into the left renal vein) 
                       => palatine vein, vena �ienceph – (a vein that drains the region of the palate and empties into the facial vein) 
                       => pancreatic vein, venae pancreatica –
 (veins draining the pancreas and emptying into the superior mesenteric and splenic veins) 
                       => paraumbilical vein, vena paraumbilicalis –
 (small veins arising in skin around the navel; terminate as accessory portal veins) 
                       => parotid vein –
 (parotid branches of the facial vein; drain part of the parotid gland and empty into the retromandibular vein) 
                       => pectoral vein, vena pectoralis – (veins that drain the pectoral muscles and empty into the subclavian vein) 
                       => perforating vein, vena perforantis –
 (veins that accompany the perforating arteries; drain leg muscles; empty into the deep femoral vein) 
                       => pericardial vein, vena pericardiaca – (several small veins from the pericardium) 
                       => peroneal vein, fibular vein, vena peroneus –
 (accompany the peroneal arteries; arising in the heel and running up the back of the leg to join the posterior tibial veins of the poplitea
l vein) 
                       => pharyngeal vein, vena pharyngeus – (veins from the pharyngeal plexus that empty into the internal jugular vein) 
                       => phrenic vein, vena phrenica – (either of two veins that drain the diaphragm) 
                       => popliteal vein, vena poplitea – (a vein arising in the knee and ascending to become the femoral vein) 
                       => portal vein, hepatic portal vein, portal, vena portae – (a short vein that carries blood into the liver) 
                       => posterior vein of the left ventricle, vena posterior ventriculi sinistri –
 (arises near the apex of the heart and empties into the coronary sinus) 
                       => prepyloric vein, vena pylorica – (a tributary of the right gastric vein) 
                       => pudendal vein, venae pudendum – (vein of the pudendum) 
                       => pulmonary vein, vena pulmonalis –
 (any of four veins that carry arterial blood from the lungs to the left atrium of the heart) 
                           => inferior pulmonary vein, vena pulmanalis inferior –
 (either of two pulmonary veins (left and right) returning blood from the inferior lobes of the lungs) 
                           => superior pulmonary vein, vena pulmonalis superior –
 (either of two pulmonary veins (left and right) returning blood from the superior lobes of the lungs) 
                       => radial vein, vena radialis –
 (superficial veins ascending the radial side of the forearm; combines with the ulnar veins to form the brachial vein) 
                       => renal vein, vena renalis –
 (veins that accompany renal arteries; open into the vena cava at the level of the 2nd lumbar vertebra) 
                       => sacral vein, vena sacralis – (vein of the sacral region) 
                       => saphenous vein, vena saphena – (either of two chief superficial veins of the leg that drain blood from the foot) 
                           => long saphenous vein, great saphenous vein –
 (the longest vein in the body; runs from foot to the groin where it joins the femoral vein) 
                           => short saphenous vein – (a vein running from the foot up the back of the leg to the knee) 
                       => scleral veins, venae sclerales – (tributaries of the anterior ciliary veins that drain the sclera of the eye) 
                       => scrotal vein, vena scrotalis – (veins passing from the scrotum to the pudendal veins) 
                       => sigmoid vein, vena sigmoideus – (tributaries of the inferior mesenteric vein; drains the sigmoid colon) 
                       => spinal vein, vena spinalis – (veins that drain the spinal cord) 
                       => splenic vein, vena lienalis –
 (a vein formed by several small veins on the surface of the spleen; joins the superior mesenteric to form the portal vein) 
                       => sternocleidomastoid vein, vena sternocleidomastoidea –
 (drains the sternocleidomastoid muscle; empties into the internal jugular vein) 
                       => stylomastoid vein, vena stylomastoidea –
 (a vein that drains the tympanic cavity and empties into the retromandibular vein) 
                       => subclavian vein, vena subclavia –
 (a continuation of the axillary vein; joins the internal jugular to form the brachiocephalic vein) 
                       => sublingual vein, vena sublingualis – (a tributary of the lingual vein) 
                       => supraorbital vein, vena supraorbitalis –
 (drains the front of the scalp; unites with the supratrochlear vein to form the angular vein) 
                       => supratrochlear vein, vena supratrochlearis –
 (drains the front of the scalp; unites with the supraorbital vein to form the angular vein) 
                       => temporal vein, vena temporalis – (any of several veins draining the temporal region) 
                           => deep temporal vein – (temporal veins that empty into the pterygoid plexus) 
                           => middle temporal vein – (arises near the eye; joins the superficial temporal veins to form the retromandibular vein) 
                           => superficial temporal vein – (join the middle temporal vein to empty into the retromandibular vein) 
                       => testicular vein, vena testicularis – (a vein from the testicles) 
                       => thalamostriate vein – (a vein serving the thalamus and corpus striatum) 
                           => superior thalamostriate vein – (a long vein that helps to form the internal cerebral vein) 
                           => inferior thalamostriate vein, striate vein – (tributaries to the basal vein) 
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                       => thoracoepigastric vein, vena thoracoepigastrica –
 (a vein arising from the region of the superficial epigastric vein and opening into the axillary vein or thoracic vein) 
                       => thoracic vein, vena thoracica – (veins that drain the thoracic walls) 
                       => thyroid vein, vena thyroidea – (any of several small veins draining blood from the thyroid area) 
                           => inferior thyroid vein –
 (any of several veins on each side that drain the thyroid gland and empty into the innominate vein) 
                           => middle thyroid vein –
 (a vein on each side that drains the lateral part of the thyroid and empties into the internal jugular vein) 
                           => superior thyroid vein –
 (a vein on each side that drains the upper part of the thyroid and empties into the internal jugular vein) 
                       => tibial vein, vena tibialis – (veins of the lower leg; empty into the popliteal vein) 
                       => tracheal vein, vena trachealis – (several small veins from the trachea) 
                       => tympanic vein – (veins from the tympanic cavity that empty into the retromandibular vein) 
                       => ulnar vein, vena ulnaris – (any of several veins of the forearm) 
                       => umbilical vein, vena umbilicalis – (a vein in the umbilical cord; returns nutrient blood from the placenta to the fetus) 
                       => uterine vein – (one of two veins on each side that arise from the uterine plexus and empty into the internal iliac vein) 
                       => varicose vein – (a vein that is permanently dilated; most common in the legs) 
                       => vena bulbi penis – (vein of the head of the penis; tributary of the internal pudendal vein that drains the perineum) 
                       => vena canaliculi cochleae – (vein of the cochlear canal) 
                       => vein of penis – (a vein serving the penis) 
                           => venae dorsales penis superficiales –
 (superficial dorsal veins of the penis; paired tributaries of the external pudendal veins on each side) 
                           => venae dorsales penis profunda – (deep dorsal vein of the penis; tributary of the prostatic plexus) 
                           => vena profunda penis – (deep vein of the penis; enters the prostatic plexus) 
                       => vena bulbi �iencepha – (vein of the vestibular bulb) 
                       => vena cava – (either of two large veins that return oxygen-depleted blood to the right atrium of the heart) 
                           => inferior vena cava, postcava –
 (receives blood from lower limbs and abdominal organs and empties into the posterior part of the right atrium of the heart; formed fro
m the union of the two iliac veins) 
                           => superior vena cava, precava –
 (receives blood from the head and arms and chest and empties into the right atrium of the heart; formed from the azygos and both bra
chiocephalic veins) 
                       => venae palpebrales – (veins of the eyelids) 
                       => venae interlobulares �iencep – (interlobular veins of the liver) 
                       => venae renis – (veins of the kidney; drain the kidney into the renal vein) 
                           => venae interlobulares renis –
 (interlobular veins of the kidney; receive blood from the arcuate vein and empty into the renal veins) 
                       => vertebral vein, vena vertebralis –
 (a vein that goes through the foramina of the cervical vertebrae and forms a plexus around the vertebral artery; empties into the brachi
ocephalic vein) 
                       => vesical vein, vena vesicalis – (veins that drain the vesical plexus and join the internal iliac veins) 
                       => vestibular vein, vena vestibularis – (veins that drain the saccule and utricle) 
                       => vortex vein, vorticose vein, vena vorticosum –
 (a vein formed by branches from the back surface of the eye and the ciliary body; empties into the ophthalmic veins) 
                       => venule, venula, capillary vein – (a minute vein continuous with a capillary) 
                           => episcleral veins, venae episclerales –
 (small veins in the sclera near the corneal margin; empty into the anterior ciliary veins) 
                           => stellate venule – (a star-shaped group of venules in the renal cortex) 
                   => capillary, capillary vessel – (any of the minute blood vessels connecting arterioles with venules) 
                       => glomerulus –
 (a small intertwined group of capillaries in the malpighian body; glomeruli filter blood during urine formation) 
                       => tomentum, tomentum cerebri –
 (a network of tiny blood vessels between the cerebral surface of the pia mater and the cerebral cortex) 
       => passage, passageway – (a path or channel or duct through or along which something may pass; “the nasal passages”) 
           => birth canal – (a passage in the uterus and vagina through which a fetus passes during vaginal birth) 
           => meatus – (a natural body passageway) 
               => auditory meatus, acoustic meatus, ear canal, auditory canal, external auditory canal –
 (either of the passages in the outer ear from the auricle to the tympanic membrane) 
               => nasal meatus – (the passages in the nasal cavity formed by the projections of the nasal conchae) 
           => orifice, opening, porta –
 (an aperture or hole opening into a bodily cavity; “the orifice into the aorta from the lower left chamber of the heart”) 
               => vent – (external opening of urinary or genital system of a lower vertebrate) 
               => blastopore – (the opening into the archenteron) 
               => aortic orifice – (the orifice from the lower left chamber of the heart to the aorta) 
               => stoma –
 (a mouth or mouthlike opening (especially one created by surgery on the surface of the body to create an opening to an internal organ)
) 
               => porta �iencep – (opening for major blood vessels to enter and leave the liver) 
               => spiracle – (a breathing orifice) 
                   => blowhole – (the spiracle of a cetacean located far back on the skull) 
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                   => stigma – (an external tracheal aperture in a terrestrial arthropod) 
               => mouth –
 (the externally visible part of the oral cavity on the face and the system of organs surrounding the opening; “she wiped lipstick from h
er mouth”) 
                   => cytostome – (mouth of a protozoan) 
                   => beak, bill, neb, nib, pecker – (horny projecting mouth of a bird) 
                   => beak – (beaklike mouth of animals other than birds (e.g., turtles)) 
               => os – (a mouth or mouthlike opening) 
               => cervix, uterine cervix, cervix uteri – (necklike opening to the uterus) 
                   => incompetent cervix –
 ((obstetrics) uterine cervix that becomes dilated before term and without labor often resulting in miscarriage or premature birth) 
               => fenestra – (a small membrane-covered opening (especially one in the bone between the middle and inner ear)) 
                   => fenestra ovalis, fenestra �iencepha, oval window, fenestra of the vestibule –
 (fenestra that has the base of the stapes attached to it) 
                   => fenestra rotunda, fenestra cochleae, round window, fenestra of the cochlea – (fenestra leading into the cochlea) 
               => cardia – (the opening into the stomach and that part of the stomach connected to the esophagus) 
               => introitus – (entrance or opening to a hollow organ or tube (especially the vaginal opening); “the introitus of the vagina”) 
               => urethral orifice, external orifice – (the orifice through which urine is discharged) 
               => pylorus – (a small circular opening between the stomach and the duodenum) 
               => anus, arse, arsehole, asshole – (excretory opening at the end of the alimentary canal) 
                   => imperforate anus – (a congenital defect of the anus; there is partial or complete obstruction of the anal opening) 
               => fontanelle, fontanel, soft spot – (any membranous gap between the bones of the cranium in an infant or fetus) 
                   => anterior fontanelle – (corresponds to the bregma when bones have ossified) 
                   => sphenoid fontanelle, sphenoid fontanel, sphenoidal fontanelle, sphenoidal fontanel –
 (the irregularly shaped area on either side of the cranium where the frontal bone and the anterior tip of the parietal bone and the tempo
ral bone and the greater wing of the sphenoid bone meet; corresponds to the pterion when bones have ossified) 
               => naris – (any of the openings to the nasal cavities that allow air to flow through the cavities to the pharynx) 
                   => nostril, anterior naris – (either one of the two external openings to the nasal cavity in the nose) 
                   => posterior naris – (either one of the two posterior openings at the back of the nasal cavity leading to the nasopharynx) 
               => rima – (a narrow elongated opening or fissure between two symmetrical parts) 
                   => mouth, oral cavity, oral fissure, rima oris –
 (the opening through which food is taken in and vocalizations emerge; “he stuffed his mouth with candy”) 
                       => trap, cakehole, hole, maw, yap, gob – (informal terms for the mouth) 
                   => pudendal cleft, urogenital cleft, rima �iencep, rima vulvae, pudendal cleavage, pudendal slit, vulvar slit –
 (the fissure between the labia majora) 
                   => rima �iencepha, rima vocalis, true glottis, glottis vera – (the space between the two true vocal folds) 
                   => rima �iencepha, rima respiratoria, false glottis, glottis spuria – (the opening between the false vocal folds) 
           => duct, epithelial duct, canal, channel –
 (a bodily passage or tube lined with epithelial cells and conveying a secretion or other substance; “the tear duct was obstructed”; “the 
alimentary canal”; “poison is released through a channel in the snake’s fangs”) 
               => pore – (any small opening in the skin or outer surface of an animal) 
                   => ostiole – (a small pore especially one in the reproductive bodies of certain algae and fungi through which spores pass) 
               => spinal canal, vertebral canal, canalis vertebralis – (the canal in successive vertebrae through which the spinal cord passes) 
               => �iencep, ductulus – (a very small duct) 
                   => sweat duct – (a small duct that conveys sweat from a sudoriferous gland to the surface of the skin) 
                   => biliary �iencep – (excretory ducts of the liver; empty into the hepatic ducts) 
               => canaliculus – (a small canal or duct as in some bones and parts of plants) 
               => canal of Schlemm, Schlemm’s canal, sinus venosus sclerae –
 (a circular canal in the eye that drains aqueous humor from the anterior chamber of the eye into the anterior ciliary veins) 
               => venous sinus, sinus – (a wide channel containing blood; does not have the coating of an ordinary blood vessel) 
                   => cavernous sinus, sinus cavernosus – (either of a pair of large venous sinuses in the cranial cavity) 
                   => coronary sinus, sinus �iencephal – (a short sinus receiving most of the veins of the heart; empties into the right atrium) 
                   => sigmoid sinus, sinus sigmoideus – (an S-shaped dural sinus on the temporal and occipital bones) 
                   => straight sinus, tentorial sinus, sinus rectus – (an unpaired sinus of the dura mater) 
                   => transverse sinus, sinus �iencephalo – (a paired dural sinus; terminates in the sigmoid sinus) 
               => lacrimal duct, lachrymal duct, tear duct – (any of several small ducts that carry tears from the lacrimal glands) 
               => nasolacrimal duct – (a duct that carries tears from the lacrimal sac to the nasal cavity) 
               => Haversian canal –
 (any of the many tiny canals that contain blood vessels and connective tissue and that form a network in bone) 
               => hepatic duct – (the duct that drains bile from the liver) 
               => inguinal canal, canalis inguinalis –
 (oblique passage through the lower abdominal wall; in males it is the passage through which the testes descend into the scrotum and it
 contains the spermatic cord; in females it transmits the round ligament of the uterus) 
               => common bile duct, bile duct – (a duct formed by the hepatic and cystic ducts; opens into the duodenum) 
               => pancreatic duct – (a duct connecting the pancreas with the intestine) 
               => lymph vessel, lymphatic vessel –
 (a vascular duct that carries lymph which is eventually added to the venous blood circulation) 
                   => thoracic duct – (the major duct of the lymphatic system) 
                   => lacteal – (any of the lymphatic vessels that convey chyle from the small intestine to the thoracic duct) 
               => salivary duct – (a duct through which saliva passes from the salivary gland into the mouth) 
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               => cerebral aqueduct, Sylvian aqueduct, aqueductus cerebri – (a canal connecting the third and fourth ventricles) 
               => ureter – (either of a pair of thick-walled tubes that carry urine from the kidney to the urinary bladder) 
               => urethra – (duct through which urine is discharged in most mammals and which serves as the male genital duct) 
               => cervical canal, canalis cervicis uteri – (a spindle-shaped canal extending from the uterus to the vagina) 
               => umbilical cord – (membranous duct connecting the fetus with the placenta) 
               => vagina –
 (the lower part of the female reproductive tract; a moist canal in female mammals extending from the labia minora to the uterus; “the 
vagina receives the penis during coitus”; “the vagina is elastic enough to allow the passage of a fetus”) 
               => epididymis – (a convoluted tubule in each testis; carries sperm to vas deferens) 
               => vas deferens, ductus deferens – (a duct that carries spermatozoa from the epididymis to the ejaculatory duct) 
               => seminal duct – (the efferent duct of the testis in man) 
               => ejaculatory duct –
 (a part of the seminal duct formed by the duct from the seminal vesicle and the vas deferens; passes through the prostate gland) 
               => cartilaginous tube – (a duct with cartilaginous walls) 
                   => bronchus, bronchial tube – (either of the two main branches of the trachea) 
                   => trachea, windpipe – (membranous tube with cartilaginous rings that conveys inhaled air from the larynx to the bronchi) 
               => bronchiole – (any of the smallest bronchial ducts; ending in alveoli) 
               => alimentary canal, alimentary tract, digestive tube, digestive tract, gastrointestinal tract, GI tract –
 (tubular passage of mucous membrane and muscle extending about 8.3 meters from mouth to anus; functions in digestion and elimina
tion) 
                   => enteron – (the alimentary canal (especially of an embryo or a coelenterate)) 
               => lactiferous duct – (ducts of the mammary gland that carry milk to the nipple) 
           => sinusoid – (tiny endothelium-lined passages for blood in the tissue of an organ) 
           => root canal – (the passage in the root of a tooth through which its nerve and blood vessels enter the pulp cavity) 
           => esophagus, oesophagus, gorge, gullet – (the passage between the pharynx and the stomach) 
           => epicardia – (the short part of the esophagus extending downward from the diaphragm to the stomach) 
           => fauces – (the passage between the back of the mouth and the pharynx) 
           => fistula, sinus – (an abnormal passage leading from a suppurating cavity to the body surface) 
           => shunt –
 (a passage by which a bodily fluid (especially blood) is diverted from one channel to another; “an arteriovenus shunt”) 
               => bypass – (a surgically created shunt (usually around a damaged part)) 
               => portacaval shunt –
 (shunt that is created surgically between the portal vein and the inferior vena cava so that blood from the abdominal organs can bypas
s the liver) 
       => fundus – ((anatomy) the base of a hollow organ or that part farthest from its opening; “the uterine fundus”) 
       => funiculus – (any of several body structure resembling a cord) 
           => spinal cord, medulla spinalis –
 (a major part of the central nervous system which conducts sensory and motor nerve impulses to and from the brain; a long tube-
like structure extending from the base of the brain through the vertebral canal to the upper lumbar region) 
           => umbilical cord – (membranous duct connecting the fetus with the placenta) 
           => spermatic cord –
 (a structure resembling a cord that suspends the testis within the scrotum and contains the vas deferens and other vessels and nerves) 
       => head – (that part of a skeletal muscle that is away from the bone that it moves) 
       => cavity, bodily cavity, cavum – ((anatomy) a natural hollow or sinus within the body) 
           => blastocoel, blastocoele, blastocele, segmentation cavity, cleavage cavity – (the fluid-filled cavity inside a blastula) 
           => archenteron – (central cavity of the gastrula; becomes the intestinal or digestive cavity) 
           => sinus – (any of various air-filled cavities especially in the bones of the skull) 
               => ethmoid sinus, ethmoidal sinus, sinus ethmoidales –
 (a sinus of the meatuses of the nasal cavity (behind the bridge of the nose)) 
               => frontal sinus – (one of a pair of cavities in the frontal bone) 
               => maxillary sinus – (one of a pair of sinuses forming a cavity in the maxilla) 
               => paranasal sinus, sinus paranasales, nasal sinus –
 (any of the paired sinuses in the bones of the face adjacent to the nasal cavity that are lined with mucous membrane that is continuous 
with lining of the nasal cavities) 
           => locule, loculus – (a small cavity or space within an organ or in a plant or animal) 
           => lumen – (a cavity or passage in a tubular organ; “the lumen of the intestine”) 
           => socket – (a bony hollow into which a structure fits) 
               => hip socket – (the socket part of the ball-and-socket joint between the head of the femur and the innominate bone) 
               => tooth socket, alveolus – (a bony socket in the alveolar ridge that holds a tooth) 
               => acetabulum, cotyloid cavity – (the cup-shaped hollow in the hipbone into which the head of the femur fits to form a ball-
and-socket joint) 
           => pulp cavity – (the central cavity of a tooth containing the pulp (including the root canal)) 
           => eye socket, orbit, cranial orbit, orbital cavity – (the bony cavity in the skull containing the eyeball) 
           => buccal cavity – (the cavity between the jaws and the cheeks) 
           => antrum – (a natural cavity or hollow in a bone) 
           => vestibule – (any of various bodily cavities leading to another cavity (as of the ear or vagina)) 
               => vestibule of the ear – (the central cavity of the bony labyrinth of the ear) 
               => vestibule of the vagina – (the space between the labia minora containing the orifice of the urethra) 
           => mediastinum –
 (the part of the thoracic cavity between the lungs that contains the heart and aorta and esophagus and trachea and thymus) 
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           => middle ear, tympanic cavity, tympanum – (the main cavity of the ear; between the eardrum and the inner ear) 
           => pleural cavity – (the cavity in the thorax that contains the lungs) 
           => chamber – (an enclosed volume (as the aqueous chamber of the eyeball or the chambers of the heart)) 
               => ventricle, heart ventricle – (a chamber of the heart that receives blood from an atrium and pumps it to the arteries) 
                   => left ventricle –
 (the chamber on the left side of the heart that receives arterial blood from the left atrium and pumps it into the aorta) 
                   => right ventricle –
 (the chamber on the right side of the heart that receives venous blood from the right atrium and pumps it into the pulmonary trunk) 
               => atrium –
 (any chamber that is connected to other chambers or passageways (especially one of the two upper chambers of the heart)) 
                   => atrium cordis, atrium of the heart – (the upper chamber of each half of the heart) 
                       => right atrium, right atrium of the heart, atrium dextrum –
 (the right upper chamber of the heart that receives blood from the venae cavae and coronary sinus) 
                       => left atrium, left atrium of the heart, atrium sinistrum –
 (the left upper chamber of the heart that receives blood from the pulmonary veins) 
           => cranial cavity, intracranial cavity – (the cavity enclosed by the cranium) 
           => amniotic cavity – (the fluid-filled cavity that surrounds the developing embryo) 
           => peritoneal cavity, greater peritoneal sac –
 (the interior of the peritoneum; a potential space between layers of the peritoneum) 
           => bursa omentalis, omental bursa, lesser peritoneal cavity –
 (an isolated part of the peritoneal cavity that is dorsal to the stomach) 
           => pericardial cavity, pericardial space –
 (the space between the layers of the pericardium that contains fluid that lubricates the membrane surfaces and allows easy heart move
ment) 
           => vacuole – (a tiny cavity filled with fluid in the cytoplasm of a cell) 
           => ventricle –
 (one of four connected cavities in the brain; is continuous with the central canal of the spinal cord and contains cerebrospinal fluid) 
               => fourth ventricle – (an irregular ventricle between the third ventricle and the central canal of the spinal cord) 
               => third ventricle –
 (a narrow ventricle in the midplane below the corpus callosum; communicates with the fourth ventricle via the Sylvian aqueduct) 
               => lateral ventricle – (either of two horseshoe-
shaped ventricles one in each cerebral hemisphere; they communicate with the third ventricle via the foramen of Monro) 
           => sac – (a structure resembling a bag in an animal) 
               => yolk sac –
 (membranous structure enclosing the yolk of eggs in birds reptiles marsupials and some fishes; circulates nutrients to the developing e
mbryo) 
               => yolk sac, vitelline sac, umbilical vesicle, �iencepha umbilicus –
 (membranous structure that functions as the circulatory system in mammal embryos until the heart becomes functional) 
               => amnion, amniotic sac, amnios –
 (thin innermost membranous sac enclosing the developing embryo of higher vertebrates (reptiles, birds and mammals)) 
               => chorion – (outermost membranous sac enclosing the embryo in higher vertebrates (reptiles, birds and mammals)) 
               => coelenteron – (the saclike body cavity of a coelenterate) 
               => air bladder, swim bladder – (an air-filled sac near the spinal column in many fishes that helps maintain buoyancy) 
               => air sac – (any of the membranous air-filled extensions of the lungs of birds) 
               => air sac – (any of the thin-walled extensions of the tracheae of insects) 
               => saccule, sacculus – (a small sac or pouch (especially the smaller chamber of the membranous labyrinth)) 
               => bladder, vesica – (a distensible membranous sac (usually containing liquid or gas)) 
                   => gallbladder – (a muscular sac attached to the liver that secretes bile and stores it until needed for digestion) 
                   => urinary bladder – (a membranous sac for temporary retention of urine) 
               => acinus – (one of the small sacs or saclike dilations in a compound gland) 
               => bursa – (a small fluid-filled sac located between movable parts of the body especially at joints) 
               => cisterna, cistern – (a sac or cavity containing fluid especially lymph or cerebrospinal fluid) 
               => pouch, pocket – ((anatomy) saclike structure in any of various animals (as a marsupial or gopher or pelican)) 
                   => gizzard, ventriculus, gastric mill – (thick-
walled muscular pouch below the crop in many birds and reptiles for grinding food) 
                   => utricle, utriculus – (a small pouch into which the semicircular canals open) 
                   => auricle, atrial auricle, �iencepha atrii –
 (a small conical pouch projecting from the upper anterior part of each atrium of the heart) 
                   => �iencepha, auricular appendage, auricular appendix –
 (a pouch projecting from the top front of each atrium of the heart) 
                   => cheek pouch – (a membranous pouch inside the mouth of many rodents (as a gopher)) 
                   => marsupium – (an external abdominal pouch in most marsupials where newborn offspring are suckled) 
                   => scrotum – (the external pouch that contains the testes) 
               => vesicle, cyst – (a small anatomically normal sac or bladderlike structure (especially one containing fluid)) 
                   => lacrimal sac, tear sac, dacryocyst –
 (either of the two dilated ends of the lacrimal ducts at the nasal ends of the eyes that fill with tears secreted by the lacrimal glands) 
                   => Golgi body, Golgi apparatus, Golgi complex, dictyosome – (a net-
like structure in the cytoplasm of animal cells (especially in those cells that produce secretions)) 
                   => blister, bulla, bleb – ((pathology) an elevation of the skin filled with serous fluid) 
                       => water blister – (blister containing a nonpurulent clear watery content) 
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                       => blood blister – (blister containing blood or bloody serum usually caused by an injury) 
                       => pustule – (a small inflamed elevation of skin containing pus; a blister filled with pus) 
                           => pock – (a pustule in an eruptive disease) 
                   => follicle – (any small spherical group of cells containing a cavity) 
                       => hair follicle –
 (a small tubular cavity containing the root of a hair; small muscles and sebaceous glands are associated with hair follicles) 
                       => Graafian follicle – (a vascular body in a mammalian ovary enclosing a developing egg) 
                   => liposome –
 (an artificially made microscopic vesicle into which nucleic acids can be packaged; used in molecular biology as a transducing vector
) 
                   => seminal vesicle – (adds nutrient fluid to semen during ejaculation) 
               => alveolus, air sac, air cell – (a tiny sac for holding air in the lungs; formed by the terminal dilation of tiny air passageways) 
               => pericardial sac – (the membrane surrounding the heart) 
           => uterine cavity – (the space inside the uterus between the cervical canal and the Fallopian tubes) 
           => nasal cavity –
 (either of the two cavities lying between the floor of the cranium and the roof of the mouth and extending from the face to the pharyn
x) 
           => nasopharynx – (cavity forming the upper part of the pharynx) 
           => oropharynx – (cavity formed by the pharynx at the back of the mouth) 
           => laryngopharynx – (the lower part of the pharynx) 
           => cecum, caecum, blind gut –
 (the cavity in which the large intestine begins and into which the ileum opens; “the appendix is an offshoot of the cecum”) 
           => tubular cavity – (a cavity having the shape of a tube) 
               => throat, pharynx –
 (the passage to the stomach and lungs; in the front part of the neck below the chin and above the collarbone) 
           => armpit, axilla, axillary cavity, axillary fossa –
 (the hollow under the arm where it is joined to the shoulder; “they were up to their armpits in water”) 
           => chest cavity, thoracic cavity –
 (the cavity in the vertebrate body enclosed by the ribs between the diaphragm and the neck and containing the lungs and heart) 
           => abdominal cavity, abdomen –
 (the cavity containing the major viscera; in mammals it is separated from the thorax by the diaphragm) 
           => pelvis, renal pelvis –
 (a structure shaped like a funnel in the outlet of the kidney into which urine is discharged before passing into the ureter) 
           => pelvic cavity – (the space bounded by the bones of the pelvis and containing the pelvic viscera) 
           => celom, coelom, celoma –
 (a cavity in the mesoderm of an embryo that gives rise in humans to the pleural cavity and pericardial cavity and peritoneal cavity) 
           => pit, fossa – (a concavity in a surface (especially an anatomical depression)) 
               => glenoid fossa, glenoid cavity –
 (the concavity in the head of the scapula that receives the head of the humerus to form the shoulder joint) 
               => glenoid fossa, mandibular fossa –
 (a deep concavity in the temporal bone at the root of the zygomatic arch that receives the condyle of the mandible) 
               => pit of the stomach, epigastric fossa –
 (a slight depression in the midline just below the sternum (where a blow can affect the solar plexus)) 
       => root, tooth root – (the part of a tooth that is embedded in the jaw and serves as support) 
       => capsule – (a structure that encloses a body part) 
           => malpighian body, malpighian corpuscle, renal corpuscle –
 (the capsule that contains Bowman’s capsule and a glomerulus at the expanded end of a nephron) 
           => eyeball, orb – (the ball-shaped capsule containing the vertebrate eye) 
       => uvea – (the part of the eye that contains the iris and ciliary body and �ienceph) 
       => membranous labyrinth –
 (the sensory structures of the inner ear including the labyrinthine receptors and the cochlea; contained within the bony labyrinth) 
       => bony labyrinth, osseous labyrinth – (cavity in the petrous part of the temporal bone that contains the membranous labyrinth) 
       => glans – (a small rounded gland-like structure; especially that at the end of the penis or clitoris) 
           => glans clitoridis – (small mass of erectile tissue at the end of the body of the clitoris) 
           => glans penis – (the conical mass of erectile tissue that forms the head of the penis) 
       => alveolar bed – (lung tissue densely packed with alveoli) 
       => valve – (a structure in a hollow organ (like the heart) with a flap to insure one-way flow of fluid through it) 
           => heart valve, cardiac valve – (a valve to control one-way flow of blood) 
               => atrioventricular valve –
 (either of two heart valves through which blood flows from the atria to the ventricles; prevents return of blood to the atrium) 
                   => mitral valve, bicuspid valve, left atrioventricular valve –
 (valve with two cusps; situated between the left atrium and the left ventricle) 
                   => tricuspid valve, right atrioventricular valve –
 (valve with three cusps; situated between the right atrium and the right ventricle; allows blood to pass from atrium to ventricle and clo
ses to prevent backflow when the ventricle contracts) 
               => semilunar valve – (a heart valve with half-moon-shaped cusps; prevents blood from flowing back into the heart) 
                   => aortic valve –
 (a semilunar valve between the left ventricle and the aorta; prevents blood from flowing from the aorta back into the heart) 
                   => pulmonary valve –
 (a semilunar valve between the right ventricle and the pulmonary artery; prevents blood from flowing from the artery back into the he
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art) 
           => valvule, valvelet, valvula – (a small valve (or valve-like structure)) 
           => ileocecal valve –
 (valve between the ileum of the small intestine and the cecum of the large intestine; prevents material from flowing back from the lar
ge to the small intestine) 
       => vascular structure – (a structure composed of or provided with blood vessels) 
           => pulp – (the soft inner part of a tooth) 
           => placenta –
 (the vascular structure in the uterus of most mammals providing oxygen and nutrients for and transferring wastes from the developing
 fetus) 
               => afterbirth – (the placenta and fetal membranes that are expelled from the uterus after the baby is born) 
       => lacrimal apparatus – (the structures that secrete and drain tears from the eye) 
       => cytoskeleton –
 (a microscopic network of actin filaments and microtubules in the cytoplasm of many living cells that gives the cell shape and cohere
nce) 
       => nucleolus organizer, nucleolus �iencepha, nucleolar organizer, nucleolar �iencepha –
 (the particular part of a chromosome that is associated with a nucleolus after nuclear division) 
       => centromere, kinetochore –
 (a specialized condensed region of each chromosome that appears during mitosis where the chromatids are held together to form an X
 shape; “the centromere is difficult to sequence”) 
       => aster – (star-
shaped structure formed in the cytoplasm of a cell having fibers like rays that surround the centrosome during mitosis) 
       => neural structure – (a structure that is part of the nervous system) 
           => mamillary body, mammillary body, corpus mamillare –
 (one of two small round structures on the undersurface of the brain that form the terminals of the anterior arches of the fornix) 
           => ganglion – (an encapsulated neural structure consisting of a collection of cell bodies or neurons) 
               => autonomic ganglion –
 (any of the ganglia of the autonomic system whose unmyelinated fibers innervate the internal organs) 
                   => otic ganglion, otoganglion – (an autonomic ganglion whose postganglionic fibers are distributed to the parotid gland) 
               => basal ganglion –
 (any of several masses of subcortical gray matter at the base of each cerebral hemisphere that seem to be involved in the regulation of 
voluntary movement) 
                   => �ienceph, amygdaloid nucleus, corpus amygdaloideum – (an almond-
shaped neural structure in the anterior part of the temporal lobe of the cerebrum; intimately connected with the hypothalamus and the 
hippocampus and the �iencephal gyrus; as part of the limbic system it plays an important role in motivation and emotional behavior) 
                   => caudate nucleus, caudate – (a tail-shaped basal ganglion located in a lateral ventricle of the brain) 
                   => claustrum – (a layer of gray matter in the brain adjacent to the lenticular nucleus) 
                   => lenticular nucleus, lentiform nucleus –
 (a basal ganglion shaped like a lens and including the outer reddish putamen and the inner pale yellow pallidum) 
                   => pallidum, globus pallidus, paleostriatum – (the inner pale yellow part of the lenticular nucleus) 
                   => putamen – (the outer reddish part of the lenticular nucleus) 
                   => corpus striatum, striatum, striate body –
 (a striped mass of white and grey matter located in front of the thalamus in each cerebral hemisphere; consists of the caudate nucleus 
and the lenticular nucleus) 
           => reflex arc – (the neural path of a reflex) 
           => center, centre, nerve center, nerve centre –
 (a cluster of nerve cells governing a specific bodily process; “in most people the speech center is in the left hemisphere”) 
               => auditory center –
 (the part of the brain (in a fold of the cerebral cortex of the temporal lobe on both sides of the brain) that receives impulses from the e
ar by way of the auditory nerve) 
               => rhinencephalon, olfactory brain –
 (a center in the cerebral hemispheres that governs the sense of smell in lower animals; in humans it seems to mediate complex emotio
nal behavior) 
               => Broca’s area, Broca’s center, Broca’s gyrus, Broca’s convolution, convolution of Broca –
 (the motor speech center in the left hemisphere of the brain in most people) 
               => Wernicke’s area, Wernicke’s center –
 (the auditory word center; located in the posterior part of the superior temporal convolution in most people) 
               => superior colliculus – (an essential visual center between the retina and the striate cortex) 
               => inferior colliculus – (an essential auditory center in the midbrain) 
               => respiratory center –
 (the center in the medulla oblongata and pons that integrates sensory information about the level of oxygen and carbon dioxide in the 
blood and determines the signals to be sent to the respiratory muscles) 
           => hemisphere, cerebral hemisphere – (either half of the cerebrum) 
               => left hemisphere, left brain –
 (the cerebral hemisphere to the left of the corpus callosum that controls the right half of the body) 
               => right hemisphere, right brain –
 (the cerebral hemisphere to the right of the corpus callosum that controls the left half of the body) 
           => pyriform area, piriform area, pyriform lobe, piriform lobe – (pear-
shaped neural structure on either side of the brain in the rhinencephalon) 
           => olfactory bulb –
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 (one of two enlargements at the terminus of the olfactory nerve at the base of the brain just above the nasal cavities) 
           => brain, encephalon –
 (that part of the central nervous system that includes all the higher nervous centers; enclosed within the skull; continuous with the spi
nal cord) 
           => neencephalon, neoencephalon –
 (the part of the brain having the most recent phylogenetic origin; the cerebral cortex and related parts) 
           => paleencephalon, paleoencephalon, palaeencephalon –
 (the more primitive parts of the brain phylogenetically; most structures other than the cerebral cortex) 
           => cerebellum –
 (a major division of the vertebrate brain; situated above the medulla oblongata and beneath the cerebrum in humans) 
           => cerebellar hemisphere – (either of two lateral lobes of the cerebellum) 
           => vermis, vermis cerebelli – (the narrow central part of the cerebellum between the two hemispheres) 
           => paleocerebellum –
 (the anterior lobe of the cerebellum which was one of the earliest parts of the hindbrain to develop in mammals) 
           => cerebral cortex, cerebral mantle, pallium, cortex –
 (the layer of unmyelinated neurons (the gray matter) forming the cortex of the cerebrum) 
               => neopallium, neocortex – (the cortical part of the neencephalon) 
               => archipallium, paleocortex – (the olfactory cortex of the cerebrum) 
           => geniculate body –
 (one of four small oval masses that protrude slightly from the underside of the thalamus and function as synaptic centers on the way t
o the cerebral cortex) 
               => lateral geniculate body, corpus geniculatum laterale –
 (a neural structure that serves as a processing station on the way from the retina to the occipital lobe of the cerebral cortex) 
               => medial geniculate body, corpus geniculatum mediale –
 (a neural structure that serves as the last of a series of processing centers along the auditory pathway from the cochlea to the temporal 
lobe of the cerebral cortex) 
           => cerebrum – (anterior portion of the brain consisting of two hemispheres; dominant part of the brain in humans) 
           => medulla oblongata, medulla, bulb –
 (lower or hindmost part of the brain; continuous with spinal cord; (`bulb’ is an old term for medulla oblongata); “the medulla oblonga
ta is the most vital part of the brain because it contains centers controlling breathing and heart functioning”) 
           => forebrain, prosencephalon –
 (the anterior portion of the brain; the part of the brain that develops from the anterior part of the neural tube) 
           => hippocampus –
 (a complex neural structure (shaped like a sea horse) consisting of gray matter and located on the floor of each lateral ventricle; intim
ately involved in motivation and emotion as part of the limbic system; has a central role in the formation of memories) 
           => �iencephal gyrus, gyrus cinguli –
 (a long curved structure on the medial surface of the cerebral hemispheres; the cortical part of the limbic system) 
           => telencephalon – (the anterior division of the forebrain; the cerebrum and related parts of the hypothalamus) 
           => �iencephalons, interbrain, betweenbrain, thalmencephalon –
 (the posterior division of the forebrain; connects the cerebral hemispheres with the mesencephalon) 
           => limbic system, visceral brain, limbic brain –
 (a system of functionally related neural structures in the brain that are involved in emotional behavior) 
           => subthalamus – (the ventral part of the thalamus) 
           => thalamus – (large egg-shaped structures of gray matter that form the dorsal subdivision of the �iencephalons) 
           => hypothalamus – (a basal part of the �iencephalons governing autonomic nervous system) 
           => midbrain, mesencephalon – (the middle portion of the brain) 
           => substantia nigra, nucleus niger, locus niger –
 (a layer of deeply pigmented gray matter in the midbrain; associated with the striate body; is involved in metabolic disturbances assoc
iated with Parkinson’s disease and with Huntington’s disease) 
           => hindbrain, rhombencephalon – (the posterior portion of the brain including cerebellum and brainstem) 
               => metencephalon – (the part of the hindbrain that develops into the pons and the cerebellum) 
           => myelencephalon – (the posterior part of the hindbrain in developing vertebrates; forms the medulla oblongata in adults) 
           => pons, pons Varolii – (a band of nerve fibers linking the medulla oblongata and the cerebellum with the midbrain) 
           => brainstem, brain-stem, brain stem –
 (the part of the brain continuous with the spinal cord and comprising the medulla oblongata and pons and midbrain and parts of the hy
pothalamus) 
           => nucleus – (any histologically identifiable mass of neural cell bodies in the brain or spinal cord) 
               => dentate nucleus – (a large laminar nucleus of gray matter within the white matter of each cerebral hemisphere) 
           => radiation – (a radial arrangement of nerve fibers connecting different parts of the brain) 
           => spinal cord, medulla spinalis –
 (a major part of the central nervous system which conducts sensory and motor nerve impulses to and from the brain; a long tube-
like structure extending from the base of the brain through the vertebral canal to the upper lumbar region) 
           => autonomic nervous system, ANS –
 (the part of the nervous system of vertebrates that controls involuntary actions of the smooth muscles and heart and glands) 
       => fold, plica – (a folded part (as a fold of skin or muscle)) 
           => epicanthus, epicanthic fold –
 (a vertical fold of skin over the nasal canthus; normal for Mongolian peoples; sometimes occurs in Down’s syndrome) 
           => vocal cord, vocal fold, vocal band, plica vocalis –
 (either of two pairs of folds of mucous membrane projecting into the larynx) 
               => false vocal cord, false vocal fold, superior vocal cord, ventricular fold, vestibular fold –
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 (either of the upper two vocal cords that are not involved in vocalization) 
               => true vocal cord, true vocal fold, inferior vocal cord, inferior vocal fold –
 (either of the two lower vocal folds that come together to form the glottis; produce a vocal tone when they are approximated and air fr
om the lungs passes between them) 
           => ruga – ((anatomy) a fold or wrinkle or crease; “rugae of the stomach”) 
           => tentorium – ((anatomy) a fold of dura mater that covers the cerebellum and supports the occipital lobes of the cerebrum) 
       => gyrus, convolution – (a convex fold or elevation in the surface of the brain) 
           => frontal gyrus – (any of the convolutions of the outer surface of the frontal lobe of the cerebrum) 
           => temporal gyrus – (any of the convolutions of the outer surface of the temporal lobe of the cerebrum) 
           => parietal gyrus – (any of the convolutions of the outer surface of the parietal lobe of the cerebrum) 
           => occipital gyrus – (any of the convolutions of the outer surface of the occipital lobe of the cerebrum) 
           => central gyrus – (either of two gyri on either side of the central sulcus) 
               => precentral gyrus –
 (the convolution of the frontal lobe that is bounded in back by the central sulcus and that contains the motor area) 
               => postcentral gyrus – (the convolution of parietal lobe that is bounded in front by the central sulcus) 
       => cartilaginous structure – (body structure given shape by cartilage) 
           => epiglottis – (a flap of cartilage that covers the windpipe while swallowing) 
           => auricle, pinna, ear – (the externally visible cartilaginous structure of the external ear) 
               => cauliflower ear – (an auricle deformed by injury; common among boxers) 
           => tragus – (a small cartilaginous flap in front of the external opening of the ear) 
           => larynx, voice box –
 (a cartilaginous structure at the top of the trachea; contains elastic vocal cords that are the source of the vocal tone in speech) 
           => costal cartilage –
 (the cartilages that connect the sternum and the ends of the ribs; its elasticity allows the chest to move in respiration) 
       => ball –
 (a more or less rounded anatomical body or mass; ball of the human foot or ball at the base of the thumb; “he stood on the balls of his 
feet”) 
       => plate – (any flat platelike body structure or part) 
           => operculum –
 (a hard flap serving as a cover for (a) the gill slits in fishes or (b) the opening of the shell in certain gastropods when the body is retrac
ted) 
           => comb – (ciliated comb-like swimming plate of a ctenophore) 
           => lamina – (a thin plate or layer (especially of bone or mineral)) 
               => lamina arcus vertebrae –
 (lamina of the vertebral arch; the flattened posterior part of the vertebral arch from which the spinous process extends) 
       => horny structure, unguis – (any rigid body structure composed primarily of keratin) 
           => hoof – (the horny covering of the end of the foot in hoofed mammals) 
           => claw – (sharp curved horny process on the toe of a bird or some mammals or reptiles) 
               => bear claw – (claw of a bear; often used in jewelry) 
               => talon – (a sharp hooked claw especially on a bird of prey) 
           => nail – (horny plate covering and protecting part of the dorsal surface of the digits) 
               => fingernail – (the nail at the end of a finger) 
                   => thumbnail – (the nail of the thumb) 
               => toenail – (the nail at the end of a toe) 
                   => ingrown toenail, onyxis – (toenail having its free tip or edges embedded in the surrounding flesh) 
       => skeletal structure – (any structure created by the skeleton of an organism) 
           => rib cage – (the bony enclosing wall of the chest) 
           => arch – (a curved bony structure supporting or enclosing organs (especially arches of the feet)) 
               => metatarsal arch – (the short lateral arch formed by the heads of the metatarsals) 
               => instep – (the arch of the foot) 
                   => sunken arch, fallen arch – (an instep flattened so the entire sole rests on the ground) 
               => shoulder girdle, pectoral arch – (the bony arch formed by the collarbones and shoulder blades in humans) 
               => hemal arch, haemal arch – (a structure arising ventrally from a vertebral centrum and enclosing the caudal blood vessels) 
               => neural arch, vertebral arch – (a structure arising dorsally from a vertebral centrum and enclosing the spinal cord) 
           => heel – (the back part of the human foot) 
           => girdle – (an encircling or ringlike structure) 
               => pectoral girdle – (a skeletal support to which the forelimbs of vertebrates are attached) 
               => pelvis, pelvic girdle, pelvic arch, hip –
 (the structure of the vertebrate skeleton supporting the lower limbs in humans and the hind limbs or corresponding parts in other verte
brates) 
           => appendicular skeleton –
 (the part of the skeleton that includes the pectoral girdle and the pelvic girdle and the upper and lower limbs) 
           => axial skeleton – (the part of the skeleton that includes the skull and spinal column and sternum and ribs) 
           => spinal column, vertebral column, spine, backbone, back, rachis –
 (the series of vertebrae forming the axis of the skeleton and protecting the spinal cord; “the fall broke his back”) 
               => notochord –
 (a flexible rodlike structure that forms the supporting axis of the body in the lowest chordates and lowest vertebrates and in embryos  
of higher vertebrates) 
                   => urochord – (a notochord of a larval tunicate typically confined to the caudal region) 
               => chine – (backbone of an animal) 
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           => metacarpus – (the part of the hand between the carpus and phalanges) 
           => metatarsus –
 (the skeleton of the human foot between the toes and the tarsus; the corresponding part of the foot in birds or of the hind foot in  
quadrupeds) 
           => tarsus –
 (the part of the foot of a vertebrate between the metatarsus and the leg; in human beings the bones of the ankle and heel collectively) 
       => costa – (a riblike part of a plant or animal (such as a middle rib of a leaf or a thickened vein of an insect wing)) 
       => head – (the rounded end of a bone that bits into a rounded cavity in another bone to form a joint; “the head of the humerus”) 
       => bridge – (the hard ridge that forms the upper part of the nose; “her glasses left marks on the bridge of her nose”) 
       => rotator cuff –
 (a supporting structure of the shoulder consisting of the muscles and tendons that attach the arm to the shoulder joint and enable the  
arm to move) 
       => cornu – ((anatomy) any structure that resembles a horn in shape) 
       => corona – ((anatomy) any structure that resembles a crown in shape) 
       => receptor –
 (a cellular structure that is postulated to exist in order to mediate between a chemical agent that acts on nervous tissue and the physiol
ogical response) 
           => alpha receptor, alpha-adrenergic receptor, alpha-adrenoceptor –
 (receptors postulated to exist on nerve cell membranes of the sympathetic nervous system in order to explain the specificity of certain 
agents that affect only some sympathetic activities (such as vasoconstriction and relaxation of intestinal muscles and contraction of sm
ooth muscles)) 
           => beta receptor, beta-adrenergic receptor, beta-adrenoceptor –
 (receptors postulated to exist on nerve cell membranes of the sympathetic nervous system in order to explain the specificity of certain 
agents that affect only some sympathetic activities (such as vasodilation and increased heart beat)) 
       => zone, zona – ((anatomy) any encircling or beltlike structure) 
           => zona pellucida –
 (thick membrane around the mammalian ovum; can be penetrated by one sperm in the fertilization process; usually remains around    
t he fertilized egg until it is implanted in the wall of the uterus) 
           => zonule, zonula – (small beltlike zone) 
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UNIT, BUILDING BLOCK 
unit, building block --
 (a single undivided natural thing occurring in the composition of something else; "units of nucleic acids") 
       => chain, chemical chain -- ((chemistry) a series of linked atoms (generally in an organic molecule)) 
           => closed chain, ring -- ((chemistry) a chain of atoms in a molecule that forms a closed loop) 
               => heterocyclic ring, heterocycle --
 (a ring of atoms of more than one kind; especially a ring of carbon atoms containing at least one atom that 
is not carbon) 
           => open chain -- (a chain of atoms in a molecule whose ends are not joined to form a ring) 
               => branched chain -- (an open chain of atoms with one or more side chains attached to it) 
               => straight chain -- (an open chain of atoms with no side chains) 
       => couple -- (something joined by two equal and opposite forces that act along parallel lines) 
           => dipole --
 (a pair of equal and opposite electric charges or magnetic poles separated by a small distance) 
               => electric dipole, electric doublet -- (a dipole with equal and opposite electric charges) 
               => magnetic dipole -- (a dipole with opposing magnetic poles) 
       => unit cell --
 (the smallest group of atoms or molecules whose repetition at regular intervals in three dimensions  
produces the lattices of a crystal) 
       => group, radical, chemical group --
 ((chemistry) two or more atoms bound together as a single unit and forming part of a molecule) 
           => acyl, acyl group -- (any group or radical of the form RCO-
 where R is an organic group; "an example of the acyl group is the acetyl group") 
               => acetyl, acetyl group, acetyl radical, ethanoyl group, ethanoyl radical --
 (the organic group of acetic acid (CH3CO-)) 
           => alcohol group, alcohol radical -- (the chemical group -OH) 
           => aldehyde group, aldehyde radical -- (the chemical group -CHO) 
           => alkyl, alkyl group, alkyl radical --
 (any of a series of univalent groups of the general formula CnH2n+1 derived from aliphatic hydrocarbons) 
               => ethyl, ethyl group, ethyl radical --
 (the univalent hydrocarbon radical C2H5 derived from ethane by the removal of one hydrogen atom) 
               => methyl, methyl group, methyl radical -- (the univalent radical CH3- derived from methane) 
                   => aminomethane -- (a methyl with the hydrogen atom replaced by an amino radical) 
                   => hydroxymethyl -- (a methyl with hydroxide replacing the hydrogen atoms) 
           => allyl, allyl group, allyl radical --
 (the univalent unsaturated organic radical C3H5; derived from propylene) 
           => amino, amino group -- (the radical -NH2) 
           => azido group, azido radical -- (the univalent group N3- derived from hydrazoic acid) 
           => azo group, azo radical -- (the bivalent group -N=N- united to two hydrocarbon groups) 
           => benzyl, benzyl group, benzyl radical -- (the univalent radical derived from toluene) 
           => benzoyl group, benzoyl radical -- (the univalent radical derived from benzoic acid) 
           => cacodyl, cacodyl group, cacodyl radical, arsenic group --
 (the univalent group derived from arsine) 
           => carbonyl group -- (the bivalent radical CO) 
           => carboxyl, carboxyl group -- (the univalent radical -
COOH; present in and characteristic of organic acids) 
           => chromophore -- (the chemical group that gives color to a molecule) 
           => cyano group, cyano radical, cyanide group, cyanide radical -- (the monovalent group -
CN in a chemical compound) 
           => glyceryl -- (a trivalent radical derived from glycerol by removing the three hydroxyl radicals) 
           => hydrazo group, hydrazo radical -- (the bivalent group -HNNH- derived from hydrazine) 
           => hydroxyl, hydroxyl group, hydroxyl radical -- (the monovalent group -
OH in such compounds as bases and some acids and alcohols) 
           => ketone group -- (a group having the characteristic properties of ketones) 
           => methylene group, methylene radical, methylene --
 (the bivalent radical CH2 derived from methane) 
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           => propyl, propyl group, propyl radical -- (the monovalent organic group C3H7-
 obtained from propane) 
           => butyl -- (a hydrocarbon radical (C4H9)) 
           => nitro group -- (the group -NO3) 
           => nitrite -- (the radical -NO2 or any compound containing it (such as a salt or ester of nitrous acid)) 
               => sodium nitrite --
 (nitrite used to preserve and color food especially in meat and fish products; implicated in the formation of 
suspected carcinogens) 
           => uranyl, uranyl group, uranyl radical -- (the bivalent radical UO2 which forms salts with acids) 
           => vinyl, vinyl group, vinyl radical -- (a univalent chemical radical derived from ethylene) 
       => molecule -- ((physics and chemistry) the simplest structural unit of an element or compound) 
           => dipole molecule -- (a molecule that is a permanent dipole) 
           => protein molecule --
 (any large molecule containing chains of amino acids linked by peptide bonds) 
           => coenzyme --
 (a small molecule (not a protein but sometimes a vitamin) essential for the activity of some enzymes) 
               => cocarboxylase, thiamine pyrophosphate --
 (a coenzyme important in respiration in the Krebs cycle) 
               => coenzyme A --
 (a coenzyme present in all living cells; essential to metabolism of carbohydrates and fats and some amino  
acids) 
               => nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide, NAD --
 (a coenzyme present in most living cells and derived from the B vitamin nicotinic acid; serves as a reducta
nt in various metabolic processes) 
               => nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate, NADP --
 (a coenzyme similar to NAD and present in most living cells but serves as a reductant in different  
metabolic processes) 
               => triphosphopyridine nucleotide -- (a coenzyme of several enzymes) 
               => ubiquinone, coenzyme Q -- (any of several quinones that function as electron-
carrying coenzymes) 
           => macromolecule, supermolecule --
 (any very large complex molecule; found only in plants and animals) 
               => protein --
 (any of a large group of nitrogenous organic compounds that are essential constituents of living cells; consi
st of polymers of amino acids; essential in the diet of animals for growth and for repair of tissues; can be ob
tained from meat and eggs and milk and legumes; "a diet high in protein") 
                   => capsid -- (the outer covering of protein surrounding the nucleic acid of a virus) 
                   => gluten --
 (a protein substance that remains when starch is removed from cereal grains; gives cohesiveness to dough) 
                       => corn gluten -- (gluten prepared from corn) 
                       => wheat gluten -- (gluten prepared from wheat) 
                   => actomyosin --
 (a protein complex in muscle fibers; composed of myosin and actin; shortens when stimulated and causes 
muscle contractions) 
                   => aleurone --
 (granular protein in outermost layer of endosperm of many seeds or cereal grains) 
                   => amyloid --
 ((pathology) a waxy translucent complex protein resembling starch that results from degeneration of tissue
) 
                   => apoenzyme -- (a protein that combines with a coenzyme to form an active enzyme) 
                   => conjugated protein, compound protein --
 (a protein complex combining amino acids with other substances) 
                       => glycoprotein -- (a conjugated protein having a carbohydrate component) 
                           => mucin --
 (a nitrogenous substance found in mucous secretions; a lubricant that protects body surfaces) 
                           => erythropoietin --
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 (a glycoprotein secreted by the kidneys that stimulates the production of red blood cells) 
                           => lectin --
 (any of several plant glycoproteins that act like specific antibodies but are not antibodies in that they are  
not evoked by an antigenic stimulus) 
                           => mucoid -- (any of several glycoproteins similar to mucin) 
                       => hemoprotein, haemoprotein -- (a conjugated protein linked to an iron-
porphyrin compound) 
                           => hemoglobin, haemoglobin, Hb --
 (a hemoprotein composed of globin and heme that gives red blood cells their characteristic color; function 
primarily to transport oxygen from the lungs to the body tissues; "fish have simpler hemoglobin than mam
mals") 
                               => oxyhemoglobin, oxyhaemoglobin --
 (the bright red hemoglobin that is a combination of hemoglobin and oxygen from the lungs; "oxyhemoglob
in transports oxygen to the cells of the body") 
                           => myoglobin --
 (a hemoprotein that receives oxygen from hemoglobin and stores it in the tissues until needed) 
                           => cytochrome --
 (a class of hemoprotein whose principle biological function is as carriers of electrons) 
                               => cytochrome c --
 (the most abundant and stable cytochrome; involved in energy transfer) 
                       => lipoprotein --
 (a conjugated protein having a lipid component; the principal means for transporting lipids in the blood) 
                           => high-density lipoprotein, HDL, alpha-lipoprotein --
 (a lipoprotein that transports cholesterol in the blood; composed of a high proportion of protein and relativ
ely little cholesterol; high levels are thought to be associated with decreased risk of coronary heart disease  
and atherosclerosis) 
                           => low-density lipoprotein, LDL, beta-lipoprotein --
 (a lipoprotein that transports cholesterol in the blood; composed of moderate amount of protein and a large
 amount of cholesterol; high levels are thought to be associated with increased risk of coronary heart diseas
e and atherosclerosis) 
                           => very low density lipoprotein, VLDL --
 (large lipoproteins rich in triglycerides; VLDLs circulate through the blood giving up their triglycerides to 
fat and muscle tissue until the VLDL remnants are modified and converted into LDL) 
                   => enzyme --
 (any of several complex proteins that are produced by cells and act as catalysts in specific biochemical  
reactions) 
                       => adenosine deaminase, ADA --
 (an enzyme found in mammals that can catalyze the deamination of adenosine into inosine and ammonia; "
ADA deficiency can lead to one form of severe combined immunodeficiency disease"; "the gene encoding 
ADA was one of the earlier human genes to be isolated and cloned for study") 
                       => amylase --
 (any of a group of proteins found in saliva and pancreatic juice and parts of plants; help convert starch to  
sugar) 
                           => ptyalin -- (an amylase secreted in saliva) 
                       => cholinesterase -- (an enzyme that hydrolyses acetylcholine (into choline and acetic acid)) 
                       => coagulase -- (an enzyme that induces coagulation) 
                           => thrombin -- (an enzyme that acts on fibrinogen in blood causing it to clot) 
                           => rennin, chymosin -- (an enzyme that occurs in gastric juice; causes milk to coagulate) 
                       => collagenase -- (any enzyme that catalyzes the hydrolysis of collagen and gelatin) 
                       => complement --
 (one of a series of enzymes in the blood serum that are part of the immune response) 
                       => catalase --
 (enzyme found in most plant and animal cells that functions as an oxidative catalyst; decomposes  
hydrogen peroxide into hydrogen and water) 
                       => cyclooxygenase, Cox --
 (either of two related enzymes that control the production of prostaglandins and are blocked by aspirin) 
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                           => cyclooxygenase-1, Cox-1 --
 (an enzyme that regulates prostaglandins that are important for the health of the stomach lining and kidney
s; "an unfortunate side effect of Nsaids is that they block Cox-1") 
                           => cyclooxygenase-2, Cox-2 --
 (an enzyme that makes prostaglandins that cause inflammation and pain and fever; "the beneficial effects  
of Nsaids result from their ability to block Cox-2") 
                       => decarboxylase -- (any of the enzymes that hydrolize the carboxyl group) 
                       => de-iodinase -- (an enzyme that removes the iodine radical) 
                       => disaccharidase --
 (an enzyme that catalyzes the hydrolysis of disaccharides into monosaccharides) 
                           => invertase, saccharase, sucrase --
 (an enzyme that catalyzes the hydrolysis of sucrose into glucose and fructose) 
                           => lactase, Lactaid --
 (any of a group of enzymes (trade name Lactaid) that hydrolyze lactose to glucose and galactose) 
                       => elastase -- (a pancreatic enzyme that catalyzes the hydrolysis of elastin) 
                       => enterokinase --
 (enzyme in the intestinal juice that converts inactive trypsinogen into active trypsin) 
                       => histaminase -- (enzyme that acts as a catalyst in converting histidine to histamine) 
                       => hyaluronidase, spreading factor, Hyazyme --
 (an enzyme (trade name Hyazyme) that splits hyaluronic acid and so lowers its viscosity and increases the 
permeability of connective tissue and the absorption of fluids) 
                       => isomerase -- (an enzyme that catalyzes its substrate to an isomeric form) 
                       => kinase -- (an enzyme that catalyzes the conversion of a proenzyme to an active enzyme) 
                       => lipase --
 (an enzyme secreted in the digestive tract that catalyzes the breakdown of fats into individual fatty acids  
that can be absorbed into the bloodstream) 
                       => lysozyme, muramidase --
 (an enzyme found in saliva and sweat and tears that destroys the cell walls of certain bacteria) 
                       => monoamine oxidase, MAO --
 (an enzyme that catalyzes the oxidation of many body compounds (e.g., epinephrine and norepinephrine  
and serotonin)) 
                       => nitrogenase -- (an enzyme of nitrogen-
fixing microorganisms that catalyzes the conversion of nitrogen to ammonia) 
                       => nuclease --
 (general term for enzymes that catalyze the hydrolysis of nucleic acid by cleaving chains of nucleotides  
into smaller units) 
                           => endonuclease --
 (a nuclease that cleaves nucleic acids at interior bonds and so produces fragments of various sizes) 
                               => restriction endonuclease, restriction nuclease, restriction enzyme --
 (any of the enzymes that cut nucleic acid at specific restriction sites and produce restriction fragments;  
obtained from bacteria (where they cripple viral invaders); used in recombinant DNA technology) 
                           => exonuclease --
 (a nuclease that releases one nucleotide at a time (serially) beginning at one of a nucleic acid) 
                       => oxidase -- (any of the enzymes that catalyze biological oxidation) 
                           => peroxidase --
 (any of a group of enzymes (occurring especially in plant cells) that catalyze the oxidation of a compound 
by a peroxide) 
                               => glutathione peroxidase --
 (an enzyme in the body that is a powerful scavenger of free radicals) 
                               => horseradish peroxidase --
 (an enzyme used in immunohistochemistry to label antigens and their antibodies) 
                       => oxidoreductase -- (an enzyme that catalyzes oxidation-reduction) 
                           => oxygenase -- (an oxidoreductase that catalyzes the incorporation of molecular oxygen) 
                       => papain --
 (a proteolytic enzyme obtained from the unripe papaya; used as a meat tenderizer) 
                       => penicillinase, beta-lactamase --
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 (enzyme produced by certain bacteria that inactivates penicillin and results in resistance to that antibiotic) 
                       => pepsin -- (an enzyme produced in the stomach that splits proteins into peptones) 
                       => pepsinogen --
 (precursor of pepsin; stored in the stomach walls and converted to pepsin by hydrochloric acid in the stoma
ch) 
                       => phosphatase --
 (any of a group of enzymes that act as a catalyst in the hydrolysis of organic phosphates) 
                       => plasmin, fibrinolysin -- (an enzyme that dissolves the fibrin of blood clots) 
                           => plasminogen --
 (an inactive form of plasmin that occurs in plasma and is converted to plasmin by organic solvents) 
                       => polymerase --
 (an enzyme that catalyzes the formation of new DNA and RNA from an existing strand of DNA or RNA) 
                           => transcriptase -- (a polymerase associated with the process of transcription) 
                           => reverse transcriptase --
 (a polymerase that catalyzes the formation of DNA using RNA as a template; found especially in retroviru
ses) 
                       => protease, peptidase, proteinase, proteolytic enzyme --
 (any enzyme that catalyzes the splitting of proteins into smaller peptide fractions and amino acids by a pro
cess known as proteolysis) 
                           => caspase -- (any of a group of proteases that mediate apoptosis) 
                           => angiotensin converting enzyme --
 (proteolytic enzyme that converts angiotensin I into angiotensin II) 
                           => plasminogen activator, urokinase --
 (protease produced in the kidney that converts plasminogen to plasmin and so initiates fibrinolysis) 
                           => renin --
 (a proteolytic enzyme secreted by the kidneys; catalyzes the formation of angiotensin and thus affects  
blood pressure) 
                       => reductase --
 (an enzyme that catalyses the biochemical reduction of some specified substance) 
                           => HMG-CoA reductase, 5-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-coenzyme A reductase --
 (a liver enzyme that is responsible for producing cholesterol) 
                       => rennin, chymosin -- (an enzyme that occurs in gastric juice; causes milk to coagulate) 
                       => secretase --
 (a set of enzymes believed to snip pieces off a longer protein producing fragments of amyloid protein that 
bunch up and create amyloid protein plaques in brain tissue (the pathological hallmark of Alzheimer's)) 
                       => streptodornase --
 (an enzyme produced by some hemolytic strains of streptococcus that dissolves fibrinous secretions from  
infections; used medicinally (often in combination with streptokinase)) 
                       => streptokinase --
 (an enzyme produced by some strains of streptococcus that can liquefy blood clots by converting plasmino
gen to plasmin; used medicinally in some cases of myocardial infarction and pulmonary embolism) 
                       => superoxide dismutase, SOD --
 (an enzyme that catalyzes the conversion of superoxide into hydrogen peroxide and oxygen; "oxygen free  
radicals are normally removed in our bodies by the superoxide dismutase enzymes") 
                       => telomerase --
 (an enzyme in eukaryotic cells that can add telomeres to the ends of chromosomes after they divide) 
                       => transferase --
 (any of various enzymes that move a chemical group from one compound to another compound) 
                           => ribonuclease, ribonucleinase, RNase --
 (a transferase that catalyzes the hydrolysis of ribonucleic acid) 
                           => transaminase, aminotransferase, aminopherase --
 (a class of transferases that catalyze transamination (that transfer an amino group from an amino acid to  
another compound)) 
                               => glutamic oxalacetic transaminase, glutamic oxaloacetic transaminase --
 (an enzyme involved in transamination) 
                       => trypsin --
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 (an enzyme of pancreatic origin; catalyzes the hydrolysis of proteins to smaller polypeptide units) 
                           => trypsinogen --
 (inactive precursor of trypsin; a substance secreted by the pancreas and converted to active trypsin by enter
okinase in the small intestine) 
                       => urease --
 (an enzyme that catalyzes the hydrolysis of urea into carbon dioxide and ammonia; is present in intestinal 
bacteria) 
                       => zymase --
 (a complex of enzymes that cause glycolysis; originally found in yeast but also present in higher organisms
) 
                   => fibrin --
 (a white insoluble fibrous protein formed by the action of thrombin on fibrinogen when blood clots; it  
forms a network that traps red cells and platelets) 
                   => growth factor -- (a protein that is involved in cell differentiation and growth) 
                       => nerve growth factor, NGF --
 (a protein that is involved in the growth of peripheral nerve cells) 
                   => hatoglobin --
 (a protein in plasma that binds free hemoglobin and removes it (as from wounds)) 
                   => iodoprotein, iodinated protein -- (a protein that contains iodine) 
                       => thyroprotein --
 (a preparation made from iodinated protein and having an action similar to thyroxine) 
                       => thyroglobulin --
 (an iodine containing protein that is obtained from the thyroid gland and exhibits the general properties of  
the globulins) 
                   => nucleoprotein --
 (any of several substances found in the nuclei of all living cells; consists of a protein bound to a nucleic  
acid) 
                   => opsin -- (retinal protein formed by the action of light on rhodopsin) 
                   => phosphoprotein -- (containing chemically bound phosphoric acid) 
                       => casein -- (a milk protein used in making e.g. plastics and adhesives) 
                   => plasma protein -- (any of the proteins in blood plasma) 
                       => gamma globulin, human gamma globulin --
 (a plasma protein containing the immunoglobulins that are responsible for immune responses) 
                           => immunoglobulin, Ig, immune serum globulin, immune gamma globulin, immune  
globulin --
 (a class of proteins produced in lymph tissue in vertebrates and that function as antibodies in the immune  
response) 
                               => immunoglobulin A, IgA --
 (one of the most common of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; the chief antibody in the  
membranes of the gastrointestinal and respiratory tracts) 
                               => immunoglobulin D, IgD --
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; present in blood serum in small amounts) 
                               => immunoglobulin E, IgE --
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; present primarily in the skin and mucous membranes) 
                                   => reagin --
 (an immunoglobulin E that is formed as an antibody against allergens (such as pollen); attaches to cell  
membranes causing the release of histamine and other substances responsible for the local inflammation  
characteristic of an allergy) 
                               => immunoglobulin G, IgG --
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; the main antibody defense against bacteria) 
                               => immunoglobulin M, IgM --
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; involved in fighting blood infections and in triggering 
production of immunoglobulin G) 
                               => tetanus immunoglobulin, tetanus immune globulin --
 (sterile solution of globulins derived from the blood plasma of a person who has been immunized for tetan
us; provides short-term immunization against tetanus in cases of possible exposure to the tetanus bacillis) 
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                       => coagulation factor, clotting factor --
 (any of the factors in the blood whose actions are essential for blood coagulation) 
                           => fibrinogen, factor I --
 (a protein present in blood plasma; converts to fibrin when blood clots) 
                           => prothrombin, factor II --
 (a protein in blood plasma that is the inactive precursor of thrombin) 
                           => thromboplastin, thrombokinase, factor III --
 (an enzyme liberated from blood platelets that converts prothrombin into thrombin as blood starts to clot) 
                           => calcium ion, factor IV -- (ion of calcium; a factor in the clotting of blood) 
                           => proaccelerin, prothrombin accelerator, accelerator factor, factor V --
 (a coagulation factor) 
                           => proconvertin, cothromboplastin, stable factor, factor VII --
 (a coagulation factor formed in the kidney under the influence of vitamin K) 
                           => antihemophilic factor, antihaemophilic factor, antihemophilic globulin,  
antihaemophilic globulin, factor VIII, Hemofil --
 (a coagulation factor (trade name Hemofil) whose absence is associated with hemophilia A) 
                           => Christmas factor, factor IX --
 (coagulation factor whose absence is associated with hemophilia B) 
                           => prothrombinase, factor X --
 (coagulation factor that is converted to an enzyme that converts prothrombin to thrombin in a reaction that 
depends on calcium ions and other coagulation factors) 
                           => plasma thromboplastin antecedent, factor XI --
 (coagulation factor whose deficiency results in a hemorrhagic tendency) 
                           => Hageman factor, factor XII --
 (coagulation factor whose deficiency results in prolongation of clotting time of venous blood) 
                           => fibrinase, factor XIII --
 (in the clotting of blood thrombin catalyzes factor XIII into its active form (fibrinase) which causes fibrin  
to form a stable clot) 
                   => prostate specific antigen, PSA --
 (a protein manufactured exclusively by the prostate gland; PSA is produced for the ejaculate where it  
liquifies the semen and allows sperm cells to swim freely; elevated levels of PSA in blood serum are  
associated with benign prostatic hyperplasia and prostate cancer) 
                   => proteome -- (the full complement of proteins produced by a particular genome) 
                   => simple protein -- (a protein that yields only amino acids when hydrolyzed) 
                       => actin --
 (one of the proteins into which actomyosin can be split; can exist in either a globular or a fibrous form) 
                       => albumin, albumen -- (a simple water-
soluble protein found in many animal tissues and liquids) 
                           => ricin, ricin toxin --
 (a toxic protein extracted from castor beans; used as a chemical reagent; can be used as a bioweapon; "one 
milligram of ricin can kill an adult") 
                           => lactalbumin -- (albumin occurring in milk) 
                           => serum albumin --
 (albumin occurring in blood serum; serves to maintain the somatic pressure of the blood) 
                       => globulin -- (a family of proteins found in blood and milk and muscle and in plant seed) 
                           => alpha globulin --
 (a globulin in blood plasma or serum that is alkaline and has great electrophoretic mobility) 
                           => serum globulin --
 (globulins occurring in blood serum and containing most of the antibodies of the blood) 
                               => C-reactive protein, CRP --
 (a byproduct of inflammation; a globulin that is found in the blood in some cases of acute inflammation) 
                           => gamma globulin, human gamma globulin --
 (a plasma protein containing the immunoglobulins that are responsible for immune responses) 
                               => immunoglobulin, Ig, immune serum globulin, immune gamma globulin, immune glo
bulin --
 (a class of proteins produced in lymph tissue in vertebrates and that function as antibodies in the immune  
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response) 
                                   => immunoglobulin A, IgA --
 (one of the most common of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; the chief antibody in the  
membranes of the gastrointestinal and respiratory tracts) 
                                   => immunoglobulin D, IgD --
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; present in blood serum in small amounts) 
                                   => immunoglobulin E, IgE --
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; present primarily in the skin and mucous membranes) 
                                       => reagin --
 (an immunoglobulin E that is formed as an antibody against allergens (such as pollen); attaches to cell me
mbranes causing the release of histamine and other substances responsible for the local inflammation chara
cteristic of an allergy) 
                                   => immunoglobulin G, IgG --
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; the main antibody defense against bacteria) 
                                   => immunoglobulin M, IgM --
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; involved in fighting blood infections and in triggering 
production of immunoglobulin G) 
                                   => tetanus immunoglobulin, tetanus immune globulin --
 (sterile solution of globulins derived from the blood plasma of a person who has been immunized for tetan
us; provides short-term immunization against tetanus in cases of possible exposure to the tetanus bacillis) 
                           => myosin --
 (the commonest protein in muscle; a globulin that combines with actin to form actomyosin) 
                           => transferrin, beta globulin, siderophilin -- (a globulin in blood plasma that carries iron) 
                       => globin, hematohiston, haematohiston --
 (a colorless protein obtained by removing heme from hemoglobin; the oxygen carrying compound in red  
blood cells) 
                       => glutelin -- (a simple protein found in the seeds of cereals) 
                       => histone --
 (a simple protein containing mainly basic amino acids; present in cell nuclei in association with nucleic  
acids) 
                       => prolamine -- (a simple protein found in plants) 
                       => protamine --
 (a simple protein found in fish sperm; rich in arginine; simpler in composition than globulin or albumin;  
counteracts the anticoagulant effect of heparin) 
                       => scleroprotein, albuminoid --
 (a simple protein found in horny and cartilaginous tissues and in the lens of the eye) 
                           => collagen --
 (a fibrous scleroprotein in bone and cartilage and tendon and other connective tissue; yields gelatin on boili
ng) 
                           => elastin -- (a fibrous scleroprotein found in elastic tissues such as the walls of arteries) 
                           => gelatin, gelatine -- (a colorless water-
soluble glutinous protein obtained from animal tissues such as bone and skin) 
                           => chondrin --
 (a substance that resembles gelatin and is obtained by boiling cartilage in water) 
                           => keratin, ceratin --
 (a fibrous scleroprotein that occurs in the outer layer of the skin and in horny tissues such as hair feathers  
nails and hooves) 
                   => cytokine --
 (any of various proteins secreted by cells of the immune system that serve to regulate the immune system) 
                       => tumor necrosis factor, tumour necrosis factor, TNF --
 (a proinflammatory cytokine that is produced by white blood cells (monocytes and macrophages); has an  
antineoplastic effect but causes inflammation (as in rheumatoid arthritis)) 
                       => lymphokine --
 (a cytokine secreted by helper T cells in response to stimulation by antigens and that play a role in cell-
mediated immunity) 
                           => interleukin --
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 (any of several lymphokines that promote macrophages and killer T cells and B cells and other component
s of the immune system) 
                   => ferritin --
 (a protein containing 20% iron that is found in the intestines and liver and spleen; it is one of the chief  
forms in which iron is stored in the body) 
                   => antibody --
 (any of a large variety of proteins normally present in the body or produced in response to an antigen  
which it neutralizes, thus producing an immune response) 
                       => autoantibody -- (an antibody acting against tissues of the organism that produces it) 
                           => rheumatoid factor --
 (autoantibody that is usually present in the serum of people with rheumatoid arthritis) 
                       => precipitin -- (an antibody that causes precipitation when it unites with its antigen) 
                       => ABO antibodies -- (blood type antibodies) 
                       => Rh antibody -- (rhesus factor antibody) 
                       => antitoxin -- (an antibody that can neutralize a specific toxin) 
                           => antivenin, antivenene --
 (an antitoxin that counteracts the effects of venom from the bite of a snake or insect or other animal) 
                           => tetanus antitoxin -- (antitoxin given for short-
term immunization against tetanus in cases of possible exposure to the tetanus bacillus) 
                       => agglutinin -- (an antibody that causes agglutination of a specific antigen) 
                           => isoagglutinin --
 (an antibody produced by one individual that causes agglutination of red blood cells in other individuals of
 the same species) 
                       => heterophil antibody, heterophile antibody, Forssman antibody --
 (an antibody found in the blood of someone suffering from infectious mononucleosis) 
                       => isoantibody, alloantibody --
 (an antibody that occurs naturally against foreign tissues from a person of the same species) 
                       => monoclonal antibody --
 (any of a class of antibodies produced in the laboratory by identical offspring of a hybridoma; very specific
 for a particular location in the body) 
                       => opsonin --
 (an antibody in blood serum that attaches to invading microorganisms and other antigens to make them  
more susceptible to the action of phagocytes) 
                       => immunoglobulin, Ig, immune serum globulin, immune gamma globulin, immune globulin
 --
 (a class of proteins produced in lymph tissue in vertebrates and that function as antibodies in the immune  
response) 
                           => immunoglobulin A, IgA --
 (one of the most common of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; the chief antibody in the  
membranes of the gastrointestinal and respiratory tracts) 
                           => immunoglobulin D, IgD --
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; present in blood serum in small amounts) 
                           => immunoglobulin E, IgE --
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; present primarily in the skin and mucous membranes) 
                               => reagin --
 (an immunoglobulin E that is formed as an antibody against allergens (such as pollen); attaches to cell me
mbranes causing the release of histamine and other substances responsible for the local inflammation chara
cteristic of an allergy) 
                           => immunoglobulin G, IgG --
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; the main antibody defense against bacteria) 
                           => immunoglobulin M, IgM --
 (one of the five major classes of immunoglobulins; involved in fighting blood infections and in triggering 
production of immunoglobulin G) 
                           => tetanus immunoglobulin, tetanus immune globulin --
 (sterile solution of globulins derived from the blood plasma of a person who has been immunized for tetan
us; provides short-term immunization against tetanus in cases of possible exposure to the tetanus bacillis) 
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               => carbohydrate, saccharide, sugar --
 (an essential structural component of living cells and source of energy for animals; includes simple sugars 
with small molecules as well as macromolecular substances; are classified according to the number of mon
osaccharide groups they contain) 
                   => ribose -- (a pentose sugar important as a component of ribonucleic acid) 
                   => beet sugar -- (sugar made from sugar beets) 
                   => cane sugar -- (sucrose obtained from sugar cane) 
                       => demerara -- (a light brown raw cane sugar from Guyana) 
                   => deoxyribose -- (a sugar that is a constituent of nucleic acids) 
                   => invert sugar --
 (a mixture of equal parts of glucose and fructose resulting from the hydrolysis of sucrose; found naturally  
in fruits; sweeter than glucose) 
                   => maple sugar -- (sugar made from the sap of the sugar maple tree) 
                   => monosaccharide, monosaccharose, simple sugar --
 (a sugar (like sucrose or fructose) that does not hydrolyse to give other sugars; the simplest group of carbo
hydrates) 
                       => triose -- (any monosaccharide sugar containing three atoms of carbon per molecule) 
                       => tetrose -- (any monosaccharide sugar containing four atoms of carbon per molecule) 
                       => pentose -- (any monosaccharide sugar containing five atoms of carbon per molecule) 
                       => hexose -- (a monosaccharide that contains six carbon atoms per molecule) 
                           => aldohexose --
 (a monosaccharide sugar having six carbon atoms and an aldehyde group) 
                               => glucose --
 (a monosaccharide sugar that has several forms; an important source of physiological energy) 
                                   => corn sugar -- (dextrose made by hydrolysis of cornstarch) 
                                   => dextrose, dextroglucose, grape sugar --
 (an isomer of glucose that is found in honey and sweet fruits) 
                                   => blood sugar, blood glucose -- (glucose in the bloodstream) 
                           => ketohexose -- (a monosaccharide having six carbon atoms and a ketone group) 
                               => fructose, fruit sugar, levulose, laevulose --
 (a simple sugar found in honey and in many ripe fruits) 
                       => aldose -- (a monosaccharide sugar that contains the aldehyde group or is hemiacetal) 
                           => aldohexose --
 (a monosaccharide sugar having six carbon atoms and an aldehyde group) 
                               => glucose --
 (a monosaccharide sugar that has several forms; an important source of physiological energy) 
                                   => corn sugar -- (dextrose made by hydrolysis of cornstarch) 
                                   => dextrose, dextroglucose, grape sugar --
 (an isomer of glucose that is found in honey and sweet fruits) 
                                   => blood sugar, blood glucose -- (glucose in the bloodstream) 
                       => ketose -- (any monosaccharide sugar that contains a ketone group or its hemiacetal) 
                           => ketohexose -- (a monosaccharide having six carbon atoms and a ketone group) 
                               => fructose, fruit sugar, levulose, laevulose --
 (a simple sugar found in honey and in many ripe fruits) 
                   => oligosaccharide --
 (any of the carbohydrates that yield only a few monosaccharide molecules on complete hydrolysis) 
                       => disaccharide --
 (any of a variety of carbohydrates that yield two monosaccharide molecules on complete hydrolysis) 
                           => lactose, milk sugar --
 (a sugar comprising one glucose molecule linked to a galactose molecule; occurs only in milk; "cow's milk
 contains about 4.7% lactose") 
                           => maltose, malt sugar --
 (a white crystalline sugar formed during the digestion of starches) 
                           => sucrose, saccharose --
 (a complex carbohydrate found in many plants and used as a sweetening agent) 
                               => galactose, brain sugar -- (a simple sugar found in lactose) 
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                       => tetrasaccharide --
 (any of a variety of carbohydrates that yield four monosaccharide molecules on complete hydrolysis) 
                           => stachyose -- (a tetrasaccharide found in the tubers of the Chinese artichoke) 
                       => trisaccharide --
 (any of a variety of carbohydrates that yield three monosaccharide molecules on complete hydrolysis) 
                           => raffinose --
 (a trisaccharide that occurs in sugar beets and cotton seeds and certain cereals) 
                   => polysaccharide, polyose --
 (any of a class of carbohydrates whose molecules contain chains of monosaccharide molecules) 
                       => heparin, Lipo-Hepin, Liquaemin --
 (a polysaccharide produced in basophils (especially in the lung and liver) and that inhibit the activity of  
thrombin in coagulation of the blood; heparin sodium (trade names Lipo-
Hepin and Liquaemin) is used as an anticoagulant in the treatment of thrombosis and in heart surgery) 
                       => chitin --
 (a tough semitransparent horny substance; the principal component of the exoskeletons of arthropods and t
he cell walls of certain fungi) 
                       => cellulose -- (a polysaccharide that is the chief constituent of all plant tissues and fibers) 
                           => carboxymethyl cellulose -- (an acid derivative of cellulose) 
                           => diethylaminoethyl cellulose, DEAE cellulose -- (used for chromatography) 
                           => pulp -- (a mixture of cellulose fibers) 
                               => bagasse --
 (the dry dusty pulp that remains after juice is extracted from sugar cane or similar plants) 
                               => wood pulp --
 (wood that has been ground to a pulp; used in making cellulose products (as rayon or paper)) 
                           => pectin -- (any of various water-
soluble colloidal carbohydrates that occur in ripe fruit and vegetables; used in making fruit jellies and jams) 
                       => glycogen, animal starch --
 (one form in which body fuel is stored; stored primarily in the liver and broken down into glucose when ne
eded by the body) 
                       => inulin -- (used to manufacture fructose and in assessing kidney function) 
                       => mucopolysaccharide --
 (complex polysaccharides containing an amino group; occur chiefly as components of connective tissue) 
                           => hyaluronic acid --
 (a viscous mucopolysaccharide found in the connective tissue space and the synovial fluid of movable  
joints and the humors of the eye; a cementing and protective substance) 
                       => starch, amylum --
 (a complex carbohydrate found chiefly in seeds, fruits, tubers, roots and stem pith of plants, notably in  
corn, potatoes, wheat, and rice; an important foodstuff and used otherwise especially in adhesives and as fil
lers and stiffeners for paper and textiles) 
                           => arum -- (starch resembling sago that is obtained from cuckoopint root) 
                           => cassava, cassava starch, manioc, manioca --
 (a starch made by leaching and drying the root of the cassava plant; the source of tapioca; a staple food in  
the tropics) 
                           => arrowroot -- (a nutritive starch obtained from the root of the arrowroot plant) 
                           => cornstarch, cornflour --
 (starch prepared from the grains of corn; used in cooking as a thickener) 
                           => sago --
 (powdery starch from certain sago palms; used in Asia as a food thickener and textile stiffener) 
                               => pearl sago -- (sago ground into small pearl-like grains) 
                           => amyloid --
 (a nonnitrogenous food substance consisting chiefly of starch; any substance resembling starch) 
                           => Otaheite arrowroot, Otaheite arrowroot starch --
 (a starch obtained from the root of the pia) 
                   => jaggery, jagghery, jaggary -- (unrefined brown sugar made from palm sap) 
                   => wood sugar, xylose -- (a sugar extracted from wood or straw; used in foods for diabetics) 
               => lipid, lipide, lipoid --
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 (an oily organic compound insoluble in water but soluble in organic solvents; essential structural  
component of living cells (along with proteins and carbohydrates)) 
                   => fat --
 (a soft greasy substance occurring in organic tissue and consisting of a mixture of lipids (mostly triglycerid
es); "pizza has too much fat") 
                       => edible fat --
 (oily or greasy matter making up the bulk of fatty tissue in animals and in seeds and other plant tissue) 
                           => cracklings -- (the crisp residue left after lard has been rendered) 
                           => lard -- (soft white semisolid fat obtained by rendering the fatty tissue of the hog) 
                           => marbling -- (the intermixture of fat and lean in a cut of meat) 
                           => shortening -- (fat such as butter or lard used in baked goods) 
                           => suet -- (hard fat around the kidneys and loins in beef and mutton) 
                           => drippings -- (fat that exudes from meat and drips off while it is being roasted or fried) 
                           => vegetable oil, oil -- (any of a group of liquid edible fats that are obtained from plants) 
                               => cooking oil -- (any of numerous vegetable oils used in cooking) 
                               => sweet oil --
 (mild vegetable oil when used as food; especially olive or edible rape oil) 
                               => canola oil -- (vegetable oil made from rapeseed) 
                               => coconut oil, copra oil -- (oil from coconuts) 
                               => corn oil -- (oil from the germs of corn grains) 
                               => cottonseed oil -- (edible oil pressed from cottonseeds) 
                               => olive oil -- (oil from olives) 
                               => palm oil -- (oil from nuts of oil palms especially the African oil palm) 
                               => peanut oil, groundnut oil --
 (a oil from peanuts; used in cooking and making soap; "groundnut oil" is British usage) 
                               => salad oil -- (any of several edible vegetable oils that can be used in salad dressings) 
                               => safflower oil -- (oil from seeds of the safflower plant) 
                               => sesame oil -- (oil obtained from sesame seeds) 
                               => soybean oil, soyabean oil -- (oil from soya beans) 
                               => sunflower oil, sunflower-seed oil -- (oil from sunflower seeds) 
                               => walnut oil -- (oil from walnuts) 
                               => madia oil -- (used as a substitute for olive oil) 
                               => drying oil --
 (an oil that hardens in air due to oxidation and is often used as a paint or varnish base) 
                       => animal fat -- (any fat obtained from animals; "animal fat is high in saturated fatty acids") 
                           => bone fat --
 (fatty matter in bones extracted with solvents or by boiling or steaming; used chiefly in candles and cheap 
soaps an in lubricating greases) 
                           => butterfat -- (the fatty substance of milk from which butter is made) 
                       => cocoa butter -- (a yellow-white fat from cocoa beans) 
                       => leaf fat, leaf lard --
 (fat lining the abdomen and kidneys in hogs which is used to make lard) 
                       => myelin, myeline, medulla --
 (a white fatty substance that forms a medullary sheath around the axis cylinder of some nerve fibers) 
                       => polyunsaturated fat --
 (a class of fats having long carbon chains with many double bonds unsaturated with hydrogen atoms; used 
in some margarines; supposedly associated with low blood cholesterol) 
                   => triglyceride --
 (glyceride occurring naturally in animal and vegetable tissues; it consists of three individual fatty acids  
bound together in a single large molecule; an important energy source forming much of the fat stored by  
the body) 
                   => oil -- (a slippery or viscous liquid or liquefiable substance not miscible with water) 
                       => sassafras oil --
 (oil from root bark of sassafras trees; used in perfumery and as a disinfectant) 
                       => calamus oil -- (carcinogenic oil from calamus root used as a perfume) 
                       => rape oil, rapeseed oil, colza oil --
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 (edible light yellow to brown oil from rapeseed used also as a lubricant or illuminant) 
                       => safflower oil -- (oil from safflower seeds used as food as well as in medicines and paints) 
                       => hydnocarpus oil --
 (oil from seeds of trees of the genus Hydnocarpus especially Hydnocarpus wightiana (Hydnocarpus laurifo
lia)) 
                       => babassu oil, babacu oil -- (fatty oil from kernels of babassu nuts similar to coconut oil) 
                       => cohune-nut oil, cohune oil, cohune fat --
 (semisolid fat from nuts of the cohune palm; used in cooking and soap making) 
                       => almond oil, expressed almond oil, sweet almond oil --
 (pale yellow fatty oil expressed from sweet or bitter almonds) 
                       => pennyroyal oil, hedeoma oil -- (aromatic oil from American pennyroyal) 
                       => hyssop oil -- (used chiefly in liqueurs) 
                       => spike lavender oil, spike oil --
 (pale yellow essential oil obtained from spike lavender used in scenting soaps and cosmetics) 
                       => pennyroyal oil --
 (oil from European pennyroyal having a odor like mint; used chiefly in soaps) 
                       => croton oil -- (viscid acrid brownish-
yellow oil from the seeds of Croton tiglium having a violent cathartic action) 
                       => fuel oil, heating oil -- (a petroleum product used for fuel) 
                           => gas oil --
 (an oil formed through distillation of petroleum of intermediate boiling range and viscosity) 
                       => animal oil -- (any oil obtained from animal substances) 
                           => drying oil --
 (an oil that hardens in air due to oxidation and is often used as a paint or varnish base) 
                           => blubber --
 (an insulating layer of fat under the skin of whales and other large marine mammals; used as a source of oil
) 
                           => bone oil, Dippel's oil -- (dark-colored ill-
smelling oil obtained by carbonizing bone; used especially in sheep dips and in denaturing alcohol) 
                           => bone oil --
 (the liquid portion of bone fat; used as a lubricant and in leather manufacture) 
                           => cod-liver oil, cod liver oil --
 (an oil obtained from the livers of cod and similar fishes; taken orally as a source of vitamins A and D) 
                               => cod oil -- (an inferior cod-liver oil that is used in leather manufacturing) 
                           => lanolin, wool fat, wool grease --
 (a yellow viscous animal oil extracted from wool; a mixture of fatty acids and esters; used in some  
ointments and cosmetics) 
                           => fish oil -- (oil obtained from fish) 
                               => tuna oil -- (an oil obtained from tuna) 
                           => glyceride, acylglycerol --
 (an ester of glycerol and fatty acids that occurs naturally as fats and fatty oils; "fresh fats contain glycerides
 of fatty acids and very little free acid") 
                               => triglyceride --
 (glyceride occurring naturally in animal and vegetable tissues; it consists of three individual fatty acids  
bound together in a single large molecule; an important energy source forming much of the fat stored by  
the body) 
                           => goose grease -- (grease derived from geese) 
                           => halibut-liver oil -- (a fatty oil from halibut livers that is used as a source of vitamin A) 
                           => lard oil --
 (oil consisting chiefly of olein that is expressed from lard and used especially as a lubricant, cutting oil or  
illuminant) 
                           => menhaden oil --
 (a fatty oil obtained from the menhaden fish and used in paint and ink and in treating leather) 
                           => neat's-foot oil --
 (a pale yellow oil made from the feet and legs of cattle; used as a dressing for leather) 
                           => oleo oil --
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 (obtained from beef fat; used in making margarine and soap and in lubrication) 
                           => porpoise oil -- (a yellow fatty oil obtained from porpoises and used as a fine lubricant) 
                           => dolphin oil --
 (an unsaturated fatty oil obtained from dolphins and used as a fine lubricant) 
                           => salmon oil --
 (a fatty oil obtained from the wastes in canning salmon; used in making soap and dressing leather) 
                           => sardine oil -- (oil obtained from sardines and used chiefly as a lubricant and in soap) 
                           => seal oil -- (a pale yellow to red-
brown fatty oil obtained from seal blubber; used in making soap and dressing leather and as a lubricant) 
                           => shark oil, shark-liver oil --
 (a fatty yellow to brown oil obtained from the livers of sharks; used for dressing leather and as a source of 
vitamin A) 
                           => sperm oil -- (an animal oil found in the blubber of the sperm whale) 
                           => tallow -- (obtained from suet and used in making soap, candles and lubricants) 
                               => beef tallow -- (tallow obtained from a bovine animal) 
                               => dubbin -- (tallow mixed with oil; used to make leather soft and waterproof) 
                               => mutton tallow -- (tallow from the body of a mature sheep) 
                           => tallow oil -- (an animal oil obtained by pressing tallow; used as a lubricant) 
                           => whale oil, train oil --
 (a white to brown oil obtained from whale blubber; formerly used as an illuminant) 
                           => wool oil -- (any oil used to oil wool before spinning) 
                       => camphor oil -- (oil distilled from camphor resin) 
                       => grease, lubricating oil -- (a thick fatty oil (especially one used to lubricate machinery)) 
                           => axle grease -- (a thick heavy grease used to lubricate axles) 
                       => essential oil, volatile oil --
 (an oil having the odor or flavor of the plant from which it comes; used in perfume and flavorings) 
                           => ilang-ilang -- (oil distilled from flowers of the ilang-ilang tree; used in perfumery) 
                           => bitter almond oil --
 (pale yellow essential oil obtained from bitter almonds by distillation from almond cake or meal) 
                           => attar, atar, athar, ottar -- (essential oil or perfume obtained from flowers) 
                               => attar of roses, rose oil --
 (a volatile fragrant oil obtained from fresh roses by steam distillation) 
                           => clove oil, oil of cloves --
 (essential oil obtained from cloves and used to flavor medicines) 
                           => costus oil -- (a yellow volatile essential oil obtained from costusroot; used in perfumes) 
                           => eucalyptus oil -- (an essential oil obtained from the leaves of eucalypts) 
                           => turpentine, oil of turpentine, spirit of turpentine, turps --
 (volatile liquid distilled from turpentine oleoresin; used as paint thinner and solvent and medicinally) 
                           => wormwood oil, absinthe oil --
 (a dark bitter oil obtained obtained from wormwood leaves; flavors absinthe liqueurs) 
                           => linalool -- (a colorless fragrant liquid found in many essential oils) 
                       => mineral oil --
 (a distillate of petroleum (especially one used medicinally as a laxative or stool softener)) 
                       => motor oil -- (oil used to lubricate the moving parts of a motor) 
                       => fixed oil, fatty oil -- (nonvolatile animal or plant oil) 
                       => fusel oil --
 (a mixture of amyl alcohols and propanol and butanol formed from distillation of fermented liquors) 
                       => stand oil --
 (a thick oil comprised of linseed, tung, or soya oils which have been heated to over 300 C) 
                       => neroli oil --
 (an odoriferous yellow oil found in orange flowers and used in perfumery and as a flavoring) 
                       => tall oil -- (an oil derived from wood pulp and used in making soaps or lubricants) 
                       => petroleum, crude oil, crude, rock oil, fossil oil --
 (a dark oil consisting mainly of hydrocarbons) 
                           => residual oil, resid -- (oil products that remain after petroleum has been distilled) 
                       => shale oil -- (oil extracted from oil shale by heating) 
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                       => linseed oil, flaxseed oil --
 (a drying oil extracted from flax seed and used in making such things as oil paints) 
                       => tung oil, Chinese wood oil -- (a yellow oil obtained from the seeds of the tung tree) 
                       => chaulmoogra oil --
 (an oil from chaulmoogra trees; used in treatment of skin diseases and leprosy) 
                   => phospholipid --
 (any of various compounds composed of fatty acids and phosphoric acid and a nitrogenous base; an import
ant constituent of membranes) 
                       => lecithin --
 (a yellow phospholipid essential for the metabolism of fats; found in egg yolk and in many plant and  
animal cells; used commercially as an emulsifier) 
                   => wax --
 (any of various substances of either mineral origin or plant or animal origin; they are solid at normal tempe
ratures and insoluble in water) 
                       => bayberry wax, bayberry tallow --
 (a fragrant green wax obtained from the wax myrtle and used in making candles) 
                       => carnauba wax, carnauba --
 (hard yellowish to brownish wax from leaves of the carnauba palm used especially in floor waxes and  
polishes) 
                       => candelilla wax -- (a hard brown wax that occurs as a coating on candelilla shrubs) 
                       => ceresin -- (a white wax extracted from ozokerite) 
                       => floor wax --
 (a preparation containing wax and used to polish and preserve the finish of floors) 
                       => gondang wax, fig wax -- (a hard cream-colored wax obtained from a Javanese fig tree) 
                       => Japan wax, Japan tallow -- (a yellow wax obtained from sumac berries; used in polishes) 
                       => montan wax -- (a hard wax obtained from lignite) 
                       => pisang wax -- (a wax obtained from the leaves of a plantain) 
                       => scale wax, paraffin scale -- (partly refined paraffin wax) 
                       => ski wax -- (wax used on the bottom of skis) 
                       => beeswax -- (a yellow to brown wax secreted by honeybees to build honeycombs) 
                           => Ghedda wax -- (wax from Indian and African bees) 
                       => cerumen, earwax -- (a soft yellow wax secreted by glands in the ear canal) 
                       => paraffin, paraffin wax --
 (from crude petroleum; used for candles and for preservative or waterproof coatings) 
                       => spermaceti -- (a white waxy substance from oil of the sperm whale) 
                       => vegetable wax --
 (a waxy substance obtained from plants (especially from the trunks of certain palms)) 
                       => shellac wax, lac wax -- (a hard wax separated from shellac by its insolubility in alcohol) 
               => nucleic acid --
 ((biochemistry) any of various macromolecules composed of nucleotid chains that are vital constituents of 
all living cells) 
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OBJECT, PHYSICAL OBJECT 
 
object, physical object --
 (a tangible and visible entity; an entity that can cast a shadow; "it was full of rackets, balls and other object
s") 
       => whole, whole thing, unit --
 (an assemblage of parts that is regarded as a single entity; "how big is that part compared to the whole?";  
"the team is a unit") 
       => living thing, animate thing -- (a living (or once living) entity) 
       => natural object -- (an object occurring naturally; not made by man) 
       => artifact, artefact -- (a man-made object taken as a whole) 
       => charm, good luck charm -- (something believed to bring good luck) 
       => curio, curiosity, oddity, oddment, peculiarity, rarity -- (something unusual --
 perhaps worthy of collecting) 
       => draw, lot --
 (anything (straws or pebbles etc.) taken or chosen at random; "the luck of the draw"; "they drew lots for it"
) 
       => film -- (a thin coating or layer; "the table was covered with a film of dust") 
       => hoodoo -- (something believed to bring bad luck) 
       => je ne sais quois -- (something indescribable) 
       => keepsake, souvenir, token, relic -- (something of sentimental value) 
       => makeweight, filler --
 (anything added to fill out a whole; "some of the items in the collection are mere makeweights") 
       => part, portion --
 (something less than the whole of a human artifact; "the rear part of the house"; "glue the two parts  
together") 
       => property, prop --
 (any movable articles or objects used on the set of a play or movie; "before every scene he ran down his  
checklist of props") 
       => snake -- (something resembling a snake) 
       => triviality, trivia, trifle, small beer -- (something of small importance) 
       => whatchamacallit, stuff, whatsis, sundry, sundries --
 (miscellaneous unspecified objects; "the trunk was full of stuff") 
       => paring --
 ((usually plural) a part of a fruit or vegetable that is pared or cut off; especially the skin or peel; "she could 
peel an apple with a single long paring") 
       => catch --
 (anything that is caught (especially if it is worth catching); "he shared his catch with the others") 
       => discard -- (anything that is cast aside or discarded) 
       => finding --
 (something that is found; "the findings in the gastrointestinal tract indicate that he died several hours after 
dinner"; "an area rich in archaelogical findings") 
       => floater -- (an object that floats or is capable of floating) 
       => fomite, vehicle --
 (any inanimate object (as a towel or money or clothing or dishes or books or toys etc.) that can transmit  
infectious agents from one person to another) 
       => growth -- (something grown or growing; "a growth of hair") 
       => head -- (a rounded compact mass; "the head of a comet") 
       => ice -- (the frozen part of a body of water) 
       => land, dry land, earth, ground, solid ground, terra firma --
 (the solid part of the earth's surface; "the plane turned away from the sea and moved back over land"; "the 
earth shook for several minutes"; "he dropped the logs on the ground") 
       => land, ground, soil --
 (material in the top layer of the surface of the earth in which plants can grow (especially with reference to  
its quality or use); "the land had never been plowed"; "good agricultural soil") 
       => moon --
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 (any object resembling a moon; "he made a moon lamp that he used as a night light"; "the clock had a  
moon that showed various phases") 
       => neighbor, neighbour --
 (a nearby object of the same kind; "Fort Worth is a neighbor of Dallas"; "what is the closest neighbor to  
the Earth?") 
       => remains -- (any object that is left unused or still extant; "I threw out the remains of my dinner") 
       => ribbon, thread --
 (any long object resembling a thin line; "a mere ribbon of land"; "the lighted ribbon of traffic"; "from the  
air the road was a gray thread"; "a thread of smoke climbed upward") 
       => shiner -- (something that shines (with emitted or reflected light)) 
       => vagabond --
 (anything that resembles a vagabond in having no fixed place; "pirate ships were vagabonds of the sea") 
       => wall --
 (anything that suggests a wall in structure or function or effect; "a wall of water"; "a wall of smoke"; "a  
wall of prejudice"; "negotiations ran into a brick wall") 
       => web --
 (an intricate network suggesting something that was formed by weaving or interweaving; "the trees cast a 
delicate web of shadows over the lawn") 
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LAND, EARTH, GROUND 
 

land, dry land, earth, ground, solid ground, terra firma --
 (the solid part of the earth's surface; "the plane turned away from the sea and moved back over land"; "the 
earth shook for several minutes"; "he dropped the logs on the ground") 
       => America, the Americas -- (North and South America) 
       => archipelago -- (a group of many islands in a large body of water) 
           => Cape Verde Islands -- (a group of islands in the Atlantic off of the coast of Senegal) 
           => Tierra del Fuego --
 (an archipelago off southern South America; separated from the continent by the Strait of Magellan; island
s are administered by Chile and by Argentina) 
           => Comoro Islands, Iles Comores --
 (three main islands and numerous islets in the Indian Ocean between Mozambique and Madagascar) 
           => West Indies, the Indies --
 (the string of islands between North and South America; a popular resort area) 
           => Antilles -- (a group of islands in the West Indies) 
           => Greater Antilles -- (a group of islands in the western West Indies) 
           => Lesser Antilles, Caribees -- (a group of islands in the southeastern West Indies) 
           => Leeward Islands -- (a group of islands in the eastern West Indies) 
           => Windward Islands, Windward Isles --
 (a group of islands in the southeastern West Indies; the southern part of the Lesser Antilles) 
           => Svalbard -- (a Norwegian archipelago in the Arctic Ocean) 
           => Lofoten -- (a string of islands off the northwestern coast of Norway in the Norwegian Sea) 
           => Aland islands, Aaland islands, Ahvenanmaa --
 (an archipelago of some 6,000 islands in the Gulf of Bothnia under Finnish control) 
           => Arctic Archipelago -- (all the islands that lie north of mainland Canada and the Arctic Circle) 
           => Aleutian Islands, Aleutians --
 (an archipelago in the North Pacific extending southwestern from Alaska) 
           => Oceania, Oceanica --
 (a large group of islands in the south Pacific including Melanesia and Micronesia and Polynesia (and some
times Australasia and the Malay Archipelago)) 
           => Australasia -- (Australia, New Zealand, and neighboring islands in the South Pacific) 
           => Austronesia --
 (islands of central and South Pacific (Indonesia and Melanesia and Micronesia and Polynesia)) 
           => Melanesia -- (the islands in the southwestern part of Oceania) 
           => Micronesia -- (the islands in the northwestern part of Oceania) 
           => Mariana Islands, Marianas, Ladrone Islands --
 (a chain of coral and volcanic islands in Micronesia (including Guam and the Northern Marianas) halfway 
between New Guinea and Japan; discovered by Magellan in 1521) 
           => Caroline Islands --
 (a long archipelago of more than 500 islands in Micronesia east of the Philippines) 
           => Marshall Islands -- (a group of coral islands in eastern Micronesia) 
           => Gilbert Islands --
 (a group of islands in Micronesia southwest of Hawaii; formerly part of the British colony of Gilbert and E
llice Islands until it became part of the Republic of Kiribati in 1979) 
           => Tuvalu, Ellice Islands -- (a group of coral islands in Micronesia southwest of Hawaii) 
           => Polynesia -- (the islands in the eastern part of Oceania) 
           => Malay Archipelago, East Indies, East India --
 (a group of islands in the Indian and Pacific Oceans between Asia and Australia) 
           => Sunda Islands -- (a chain of islands in the western Malay Archipelago) 
           => Greater Sunda Islands -- (a chain of islands including Borneo and Celebes and Java and Sumatra) 
           => Lesser Sunda Islands, Nusa Tenggara --
 (a chain of islands forming a province of Indonesia east of Java; includes Bali and Timor) 
           => Bismarck Archipelago --
 (a group of islands in the southwestern Pacific northeast of New Guinea; part of Papua New Guinea) 
           => Admiralty Islands -- (a group of islands in the Bismarck Archipelago) 
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           => Scilly Islands, Isles of Scilly --
 (an archipelago of small islands off the southwestern coast of England near the entrance to the English Cha
nnel; formerly a haven for smugglers and pirates) 
           => Hebrides, Hebridean Islands, Hebridean Isles, Western Islands, Western Isles --
 (a group of more than 500 islands off the western coast of Scotland) 
           => Inner Hebrides -- (islands between the Outer Hebrides and the western coast of Scotland) 
           => Outer Hebrides -- (a 130-mile long archipelago northwest of Scotland) 
           => Japan, Japanese Islands, Japanese Archipelago --
 (a string of more than 3,000 islands east of Asia extending 1,300 miles between the Sea of Japan and the w
estern Pacific Ocean) 
           => Ryukyu Islands --
 (a chain of 55 islands in the western Pacific southwest of Japan (returned by United States to Japan in 1972
)) 
           => Volcano Islands --
 (a group of Japanese Islands in the northwesternern Pacific Ocean north of the Marianas) 
           => Frisian Islands --
 (a chain of islands in the North Sea off the coast of northwestern Europe extending from the IJsselmeer to 
Jutland) 
           => Orkney Islands --
 (an archipelago of about 70 islands in the North Atlantic and North Sea off the northeastern coast of Scotla
nd) 
           => Shetland, Shetland Islands, Zetland --
 (an archipelago of about 100 islands in the North Atlantic off the north coast of Scotland) 
           => Palau, Palau Islands, Belau, Pelew --
 (a chain of more than 200 islands about 400 miles long in the western central Pacific Ocean) 
           => Philippines, Philippine Islands --
 (an archipelago in the southwestern Pacific including some 7000 islands) 
           => Society Islands -- (an island group of French Polynesia in the South Pacific east of Samoa) 
           => Tuamotu Archipelago, Paumotu Archipelago, Low Archipelago --
 (a group of about 80 coral islands in French Polynesia) 
           => Tubuai Islands, Austral Islands -- (a chain of small islands in French Polynesia) 
           => Gambier Islands -- (a group of islands in the south central Pacific; part of French Polynesia) 
           => Marquesas Islands, Iles Marquises --
 (a group of volcanic islands in the south central Pacific; part of French Polynesia) 
           => Solomons, Solomon Islands --
 (the northernmost islands are part of Papua New Guinea; the remainder form an independent state within t
he British Commonwealth) 
           => Balearic Islands -- (an archipelago in the western Mediterranean off the eastern coast of Spain) 
           => Alexander Archipelago -- (a group of islands off southeastern Alaska) 
           => Hawaiian Islands, Sandwich Islands --
 (a group of volcanic and coral islands in the central Pacific) 
       => beachfront -- (a strip of land running along a beach) 
       => cape, ness -- (a strip of land projecting into a body of water) 
           => Cape Horn --
 (a rocky headland belonging to Chile at the southernmost tip of South America (south of Tierra del Fuego)
) 
           => Lindesnes, Naze -- (a cape at the southern tip of Norway) 
           => Cape of Good Hope -- (a point of land in southwestern South Africa (south of Cape Town)) 
           => Cape May -- (a cape of southeast New Jersey extending into the Atlantic Ocean) 
           => Cape Fear -- (a cape in southeastern North Carolina extending into the Atlantic Ocean) 
           => Cape Flattery -- (a cape of northwestern Washington) 
           => Cape Hatteras --
 (a promontory on Hatteras Island off the Atlantic coast of North Carolina; "frequent storms drive ships to t
heir destruction on Cape Hatteras") 
           => Cape Sable --
 (a cape at the southwest tip of Florida; the southernmost part of the United States mainland) 
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           => Cape Trafalgar --
 (a small cape in southwestern Spain; "Nelson defeated the French and Spanish fleets off Cape Trafalgar in 
1805") 
           => Cape York --
 (the northern tip of Cape York Peninsula at the Torres Strait; the northernmost point of the Australian main
land) 
           => Hook of Holland, Hoek van Holland --
 (a cape on the southwestern coast of the Netherlands near Rotterdam) 
           => Skagens Odde, Skaw --
 (a cape on the northernmost tip of Jutland between the Skagerrak and the Kattegatt) 
           => spit, tongue -- (a narrow strip of land that juts out into the sea) 
       => coastal plain -- (a plain adjacent to a coast) 
           => tidewater -- (low-lying coastal land drained by tidal streams) 
       => floor -- (the ground on which people and animals move about; "the fire spared the forest floor") 
       => foreland -- (land forming the forward margin of something) 
       => forest, woodland, timberland, timber -- (land that is covered with trees and shrubs) 
           => Black Forest, Schwarzwald -- (a hilly forest region in southwestern Germany) 
           => greenwood -- (woodlands in full leaf; "the greenwood was Robin Hood's home") 
           => jungle -- (an impenetrable equatorial forest) 
           => rain forest, rainforest -- (a forest with heavy annual rainfall) 
               => temperate rain forest -- (a rain forest in a temperate area) 
               => tropical rain forest, selva -- (a rain forest in a tropical area) 
           => riparian forest -- (woodlands along the banks of stream or river) 
           => Sherwood Forest --
 (an ancient forest in central England; formerly a royal hunting ground; said to be the home of Robin Hood 
and his merry band) 
           => silva, sylva -- (the forest trees growing in a country or region) 
           => tree farm -- (a forest (or part of a forest) where trees are grown for commercial use) 
               => pinetum -- (an area planted with pine trees or related conifers) 
       => hills -- (hilly land; "they loved to roam the hills of West Virginia"; "the Black Hills") 
           => Cotswolds, Cotswold Hills -- (a range of low hills in southwestern England) 
           => Pennines, Pennine Chain --
 (a system of hills in England that extend from the Scottish border in the north to the Trent River in the sout
h; forms the watershed for English rivers) 
           => Nilgiri Hills -- (hills in southern India) 
           => Black Hills -- (mountains in western South Dakota and northeastern Wyoming) 
           => foothills -- (hilly land on the lower slopes of mountains) 
       => island -- (a land mass (smaller than a continent) that is surrounded by water) 
           => Anguilla -- (a British colony in the West Indies) 
           => Aran Islands -- (three small islands belonging to Ireland at the entrance to Galway Bay) 
           => Cayman Islands --
 (a British colony in the Caribbean northwest of Jamaica; an international banking center) 
           => Antigua -- (the largest of the islands comprising Antigua and Barbuda) 
           => Barbuda -- (an island in Antigua and Barbuda) 
           => Redonda -- (an island in Antigua and Barbuda) 
           => Bermuda, Bermudas --
 (a group of islands in the Atlantic off the Carolina coast; British colony; a popular resort) 
           => Montserrat -- (a volcanic island in the Caribbean; in the West Indies) 
           => Sao Tiago Island -- (largest of the Cape Verde Islands in the Atlantic Ocean) 
           => Falkland Islands --
 (a group of over 100 islands in the southern Atlantic off the coast of Argentina; a British crown colony) 
           => Ceylon -- (an island in the Indian Ocean off the southeastern coast of India) 
           => Chiloe -- (the largest Chilean island and the only one to be settled; located off south-
central Chile) 
           => Taiwan, Formosa --
 (an island in southeastern Asia 100 miles off the coast of mainland China in the South China Sea) 
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           => Taiwan, China, Nationalist China, Republic of China --
 (a government on the island of Taiwan established in 1949 by Chiang Kai-
shek after the conquest of mainland China by the communists led by Mao Zedong) 
           => Guadalupe Island -- (a Mexican island in the Pacific west of Baja California) 
           => Caribbean Island -- (an island in the Caribbean Sea) 
           => Netherlands Antilles --
 (a group of islands in the Lesser Antilles just north of Venezuela that are administered by The Netherlands
) 
           => Aruba -- (a popular island resort in the Netherlands Antilles) 
           => Bonaire -- (a popular island resort in the Netherlands Antilles) 
           => Curacao -- (a popular island resort in the Netherlands Antilles) 
           => Saba -- (a island in the Netherlands Antilles that is the top of an extinct volcano) 
           => Saint Eustatius, St. Eustatius -- (an island in the Netherlands Antilles) 
           => Saint Martin, St. Martin, Saint Maarten, St. Maarten --
 (an island in the western Leeward Islands; administered jointly by France and the Netherlands) 
           => Cuba -- (the largest island in the West Indies) 
           => Guadeloupe --
 (an island territory of France located in the eastern West Indies; tourism is the major industry) 
           => Hispaniola, Haiti, Hayti -- (an island in the West Indies) 
           => Puerto Rico, Porto Rico -- (the smallest and easternmost of the Greater Antilles in the Caribbean) 
           => Culebra -- (a small island off the coast of Puerto Rico with miles of beautiful beaches) 
           => Vieques --
 (a small island off the coast of Puerto Rico used for target practice by the United States Navy) 
           => Jamaica -- (an island in the West Indies south of Cuba and west of Haiti) 
           => Virgin Islands --
 (a group of islands in northeastern West Indies (east of Puerto Rico) discovered by Christopher Colombus i
n 1493; owned by United States and Britain) 
           => Barbados -- (easternmost of the West Indies about 300 miles north of Venezuela) 
           => Trinidad -- (island in West Indies) 
           => Tobago -- (island in West Indies) 
           => Cyprus -- (an island in the eastern Mediterranean) 
           => Zealand, Seeland, Sjaelland -- (the largest island of Denmark and the site of Copenhagen) 
           => Dominica --
 (a volcanic island in the Windward Islands that was once a stronghold of the Carib Indians) 
           => Bioko -- (an island in the Gulf of Guinea that is part of Equatorial Guinea) 
           => Spitsbergen, Spitzbergen --
 (islands in the Svalbard archipelago east of northern Greenland; belonging to Norway) 
           => Galapagos Islands, Galapagos --
 (a group of islands in the Pacific off South America; owned by Ecuador; known for unusual animal life) 
           => Fiji Islands, Fijis --
 (a group of more than 800 islands (100 inhabited) in the southwestern Pacific; larger islands (Viti Levu an
d Vanua Levu) are of volcanic origin surrounded by coral reefs; smaller islands are coral) 
           => Viti Levu -- (a volcanic island in the Fijis) 
           => Vanua Levu -- (a volcanic island in the Fijis) 
           => Aegean island -- (an island in the Aegean Sea) 
               => Aegina, Aigina -- (an island in the Aegean Sea in the Saronic Gulf) 
               => Chios, Khios -- (an island in the Aegean Sea off the west coast of Turkey; belongs to Greece) 
               => Cyclades, Kikladhes -- (a group of over 200 islands in the southern Aegean) 
               => Dodecanese, Dhodhekanisos -- (a group of islands in the southeast Aegean Sea) 
               => Lesbos, Lesvos, Mytilene --
 (an island of eastern Greece in the eastern Aegean Sea; in antiquity it was famous for lyric poetry) 
               => Rhodes, Rodhos --
 (a Greek island in the southeast Aegean Sea 10 miles off the Turkish coast; the largest of the Dodecanese; i
t was colonized before 1000 BC by Dorians from Argos) 
           => Crete, Kriti --
 (the largest Greek island in the Mediterranean; site of the Minoan civilization that reached its peak in 1600 
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BC) 
           => Ithaca, Ithaki -- (a Greek island west of Greece; in Homeric legend Odysseus was its king) 
           => Egadi Islands, Aegadean Isles, Aegadean Islands, Isole Egadi, Aegates --
 (a group of islands off the west coast of Sicily in the Mediterranean) 
           => Lemnos, Limnos -- (a Greek island in the northern Aegean Sea; famous for a reddish-
brown clay that has medicinal properties) 
           => Capri --
 (an island (part of Campania) in the Bay of Naples in southern Italy; a tourist attraction noted for beautiful 
scenery) 
           => Ischia --
 (a volcanic island (part of Campania) in the Tyrrhenian Sea at the north end of the Bay of Naples) 
           => Sardinia, Sardegna -- (an island in the Mediterranean west of Italy) 
           => Sicily, Sicilia -- (the largest island in the Mediterranean) 
           => Greenland, Gronland, Kalaallit Nunaat --
 (the largest island in the world; between the Atlantic and Arctic Oceans; a self-
governing province of Denmark) 
           => Baffin Island --
 (the 5th largest island and the largest island of Arctic Canada; lies between Greenland and Hudson Bay) 
           => Vancouver Island --
 (an island off southwestern Canada (off the southwestern coast of British Columbia); the largest island off 
the west coast of North America) 
           => Newfoundland -- (an island in the north Atlantic) 
           => Cape Breton Island -- (an island that forms the northeastern part of Nova Scotia) 
           => Tasmania -- (an island off the southeastern coast of Australia) 
           => Norfolk Island --
 (an island territory of Australia in the Pacific Ocean off the eastern coast of Australia; formerly a British pe
nal colony) 
           => Saipan --
 (the largest island in the Northern Marianas and the administrative center of the commonwealth of the Nort
hern Mariana Islands in union with the United States) 
           => Guam, GU --
 (the largest and southernmost island in the Marianas which is administered as a territory of the United Stat
es; it was ceded by Spain to the United States in 1898) 
           => Wake Island, Wake -- (an island in the western Pacific between Guam and Hawaii) 
           => Nauru, Nauru Island, Pleasant Island --
 (a small island in the central Pacific Ocean 2,800 miles southwest of Hawaii; in Micronesia west of the Gil
bert Islands) 
           => Borneo, Kalimantan --
 (3rd largest island in the world; in the western Pacific north of Java; largely covered by dense jungle and ra
in forest; part of the Malay Archipelago) 
           => Bougainville -- (the largest of the Solomon Islands; a province of Papua New Guinea) 
           => Guadalcanal --
 (a mountainous island; the largest of the Solomon Islands in the independent state that is a member of the 
British Commonwealth) 
           => New Britain -- (the largest island in the Bismarck Archipelago; part of Papua New Guinea) 
           => New Caledonia -- (an island east of Australia and north of New Zealand) 
           => New Guinea, Papua --
 (a Pacific island north of Australia; the 2nd largest island in the world; governed by Australia and Indonesi
a) 
           => New Ireland -- (an island in the Bismarck Archipelago; part of Papua New Guinea) 
           => Bahrain, Bahrain Island, Bahrein, Bahrein Island -- (an island in the Persian Gulf) 
           => British Isles -- (Great Britain and Ireland and adjacent islands in the north Atlantic) 
           => Great Britain -- (an island comprising England and Scotland and Wales) 
               => Albion -- (archaic name for England or Great Britain; used poetically) 
           => Ireland, Hibernia, Emerald Isle --
 (an island comprising the republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland) 
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           => Channel Islands --
 (a group of British islands in the English Channel off the northern coast of France) 
           => Man, Isle of Man -- (one of the British Isles in the Irish Sea) 
           => Isle of Skye -- (an island of northwestern Scotland noted for its rugged mountain scenery) 
           => Islay -- (an island of western Scotland at the southern end of the Inner Hebrides) 
           => Mull -- (an island in western Scotland in the Inner Hebrides) 
           => Staffa -- (an island in western Scotland in the Inner Hebrides west of Mull; site of Fingal's Cave) 
           => Anglesey, Anglesey Island, Anglesea, Anglesea Island, Mona -- (an island northwest of Wales) 
           => Java --
 (an island in Indonesia south of Borneo; one of the world's most densely populated regions) 
           => Bali --
 (an island in Indonesia east of Java; striking volcanic scenery; culture is known for elaborate dances and rit
uals and for handicrafts) 
           => Timor --
 (an island in Indonesia in the Malay Archipelago; the largest and most eastern of the Lesser Sunda Islands) 
           => Sumatra -- (a mountainous island in western Indonesia) 
           => Celebes, Sulawesi -- (a mountainous island in eastern Indonesia) 
           => Moluccas, Spice Islands --
 (a group of island in eastern Indonesia between Celebes and New Guinea; settled by the Portuguese but tak
en by the Dutch who made them the center for a spice monopoly, at which time they were known as Spice I
slands) 
           => Hokkaido, Ezo, Yezo -- (the second largest of the four main islands of Japan; north of Honshu) 
           => Honshu, Hondo --
 (the central and largest of the four main islands of Japan; between the Sea of Japan and the Pacific Ocean; 
regarded as the Japanese mainland) 
           => Kyushu -- (the southernmost of the four main islands of Japan; contains coal fields) 
           => Shikoku --
 (the smallest of the four main islands of Japan; south of Honshu and east of Kyushu; separated from Honsh
u by the Inland Sea; forested and mountainous) 
           => Okinawa -- (the largest island of the central Ryukyu Islands) 
           => Iwo Jima -- (the largest of the Volcano Islands of Japan) 
           => Ile-St-Louis -- (island in Paris on the Seine) 
           => Corse, Corsica --
 (an island in the Mediterranean; with adjacent islets it constitutes a region of France) 
           => Martinique --
 (an island in the eastern Caribbean in the Windward Islands; administered as an overseas region of France) 
           => Faroe Islands, Faeroe Islands, Faroes, Faeroes --
 (a group of 21 volcanic islands in the North Atlantic between Iceland and the Shetland Islands) 
           => Iceland -- (a volcanic island in the North Atlantic near the Arctic Circle) 
           => Madagascar --
 (an island in the Indian Ocean off the southeastern coast of Africa; the 4th largest island in the world) 
           => Maldives, Maldive Islands --
 (a group of about 1,200 small coral islands (about 220 inhabited) in the Indian ocean) 
           => Malta -- (a strategically located island south of Sicily in the Mediterranean Sea) 
           => Mauritius -- (an island in the southwestern Indian Ocean) 
           => New Zealand -- (North Island and South Island and adjacent small islands in the South Pacific) 
           => North Island --
 (the smaller but more populous of two main islands of New Zealand; separated from South Island by Cook
 Strait) 
           => South Island --
 (the larger but less populous of two main islands of New Zealand; separated from North Island by Cook St
rait) 
           => Cebu -- (one of the Visayan islands of the central Philippines; important for its fine harbor) 
           => Luzon -- (the main island of the Philippines) 
           => Mindanao --
 (the second largest island of the Philippines at the southern end of the archipelago; mountainous and volca
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nic) 
           => Mindoro -- (a mountainous island in the central Philippines) 
           => Visayan Islands, Bisayas -- (group of islands in the central Philippines) 
           => Azores, Acores --
 (islands in the Atlantic Ocean belonging to Portugal; "the Azores are strategically located on transatlantic a
ir and shipping routes") 
           => Madeira Islands -- (a group of volcanic island in the Atlantic Ocean west of Morocco) 
           => Saint Christopher, St. Christopher, Saint Kitts, St. Kitts --
 (the largest of the islands comprising Saint Christopher-Nevis) 
           => Nevis -- (one of the islands of Saint Christopher-Nevis) 
           => Sombrero -- (one of the islands of Saint Christopher-Nevis) 
           => Saint Lucia, St. Lucia -- (a volcanic island in the Windward Isles south of Martinique) 
           => Saint Vincent, St. Vincent --
 (an island in the center of the Windward Islands; the largest of the islands comprising Saint Vincent and th
e Grenadines) 
           => Tahiti --
 (an island in the south Pacific; the most important island in French Polynesia; made famous by Robert Lou
is Stevenson and Paul Gauguin) 
           => Samoa, Samoan Islands --
 (a group of volcanic islands in the South Pacific midway between Hawaii and Australia; its climate and sce
nery and Polynesian culture make it a popular tourist stop) 
           => Principe -- (an island in the Gulf of Guinea that is part of Sao Tome and Principe) 
           => Seychelles -- (a group of about 90 islands in the western Indian Ocean north of Madagascar) 
           => Singapore -- (an island south of the Malay Peninsula) 
           => Novaya Zemlya, Nova Zembla --
 (two islands in the Arctic Ocean belonging to Russia; site of a test center for nuclear warheads) 
           => Majorca -- (the largest of the Balearic Islands) 
           => Canary Islands, Canaries --
 (a group of mountainous islands in the Atlantic off the northwest coast of Africa forming Spanish province
s) 
           => Tenerife --
 (a Spanish island in the Atlantic off the northwestern coast of Africa; the largest of the Canary Islands) 
           => Zanzibar --
 (an island in the Indian Ocean off the east coast of Africa; part of the United Republic of Tanzania) 
           => Admiralty Island -- (an Alaskan island in the Alexander Archipelago near Juneau) 
           => Santa Catalina, Catalina Island --
 (an island resort in the Pacific off the southwestern coast of California) 
           => Hawaii, Hawaii Island --
 (the largest and southernmost of the Hawaii islands; has several volcanic peaks) 
           => Kahoolawe, Kahoolawe Island -- (an island of south-central Hawaii) 
           => Kauai, Kauai Island -- (an island of Hawaii northwest of Oahu) 
           => Lanai, Lanai Island -- (an island of central Hawaii; a pineapple-growing area) 
           => Maui, Maui Island -- (the second largest of the Hawaiian Islands) 
           => Molokai, Molokai Island -- (an island of central Hawaii (between Maui and Oahu)) 
           => Nihau, Nihau Island -- (the most northwestern Hawaiian island (beyond Kauai)) 
           => Oahu, Oahu Island --
 (an island of central Hawaii (between Molokai and Kauai); the chief island of the state) 
           => Martha's Vineyard -- (an island summer resort off of Cape Cod) 
           => Nantucket -- (an island resort off Cape Cod; formerly a center of the whaling industry) 
           => Liberty Island, Bedloe's Island --
 (an island in New York Bay southwest of Manhattan where the Statue of Liberty stands; "Congress official
ly changed the name from Bedloe's Island to Liberty Island in 1956") 
           => Manhattan Island --
 (an island at the north end of New York Bay where the borough of Manhattan is located) 
           => Ellis Island --
 (an island in New York Bay that was formerly the principal immigration station for the United States; "so
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me twelve millions immigrants passed through Ellis Island") 
           => Long Island --
 (an island in southeastern New York; Brooklyn and Queens are on its western end) 
           => Galveston Island -- (an island at the entrance of Galveston Bay) 
           => Krakatau, Krakatao, Krakatoa --
 (a small volcanic island in Indonesia between Java and Sumatra; its violent eruption in 1883 was the greate
st in recorded history) 
           => New Siberian Islands --
 (a group of islands in the Arctic Ocean north of Siberia and east of the Laptev Sea) 
           => barrier island -- (a long narrow sandy island (wider than a reef) running parallel to the shore) 
               => Hatteras Island -- (a barrier island running parallel to the North Carolina shore) 
           => isle, islet -- (a small island) 
               => Perejil -- (a small uninhabited Mediterranean islet claimed by both Morocco and Spain) 
               => Wight, Isle of Wight -- (an isle and county of southern England in the English Channel) 
           => Kodiak, Kodiak Island --
 (an island off southern Alaska in the Gulf of Alaska; site of the first European settlement in the area which 
was founded by the Russians in 1784) 
           => South Sea Islands --
 (any islands in the southern or southwestern of central parts of the Pacific Ocean) 
       => isthmus --
 (a relatively narrow strip of land (with water on both sides) connecting two larger land areas) 
           => Central America --
 (the isthmus joining North America and South America; extends from the southern border of Mexico to the
 northern border of Colombia) 
           => Isthmus of Corinth --
 (a narrow isthmus between the Gulf of Corinth and the Saronic Gulf; a canal crosses the isthmus so that na
vigation is possible between the gulfs) 
           => Isthmus of Kra -- (a narrow isthmus linking the Malay Peninsula to the Asian mainland) 
           => Isthmus of Panama -- (the isthmus that connects Central America and South America) 
           => Isthmus of Suez -- (the isthmus in northeastern Egypt that connects Africa and Asia) 
           => Isthmus of Tehuantepec --
 (the narrowest part of southern Mexico is an isthmus between the Bay of Campeche on the north coast and 
the Gulf of Tehuantepec on the south coast) 
           => Karelian Isthmus --
 (the isthmus between the Gulf of Finland and Lake Ladoga that connects Finland and Russia) 
       => landmass -- (a large continuous extent of land) 
           => continent --
 (one of the large landmasses of the earth; "there are seven continents"; "pioneers had to cross the continent 
on foot") 
               => Africa --
 (the second largest continent; located south of Europe and bordered to the west by the South Atlantic and t
o the east by the Indian Ocean) 
               => Antarctica, Antarctic continent --
 (an extremely cold continent at the south pole almost entirely below the Antarctic Circle; covered by an ice
 cap up to 13,000 feet deep) 
               => Asia --
 (the largest continent with 60% of the earth's population; it is joined to Europe on the west to form Eurasia;
 it is the site of some of the world's earliest civilizations) 
                   => East, Orient -- (the countries of Asia) 
               => Australia -- (the smallest continent; between the South Pacific and the Indian Ocean) 
                   => Gulf of Carpenteria, Carpenteria --
 (a wide shallow inlet of the Arafura Sea in northern Australia) 
               => Eurasia -- (the land mass formed by the continents of Europe and Asia) 
               => Europe --
 (the 2nd smallest continent (actually a vast peninsula of Eurasia); the British use `Europe' to refer to all of t
he continent except the British Isles) 
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                   => Continent --
 (the European mainland; "Englishmen like to visit the Continent but they wouldn't like to live there") 
               => Gondwanaland --
 (a hypothetical continent that (according to plate tectonic theory) broke up later into India and Australia an
d Africa and South America and Antarctica) 
               => Laurasia --
 (a hypothetical continent that (according to plate tectonic theory) broke up later into North America and Eu
rope and Asia) 
               => North America --
 (a continent (the third largest) in the western hemisphere connected to South America by the Isthmus of Pa
nama) 
               => Pangaea, Pangea --
 ((plate tectonics) a hypothetical continent including all the landmass of the earth prior to the Triassic perio
d when it split into Laurasia and Gondwanaland) 
               => South America --
 (a continent in the western hemisphere connected to North America by the Isthmus of Panama) 
           => subcontinent --
 (a large and distinctive landmass (as India or Greenland) that is a distinct part of some continent) 
       => mainland --
 (the main land mass of a country or continent; as distinguished from an island or peninsula) 
       => neck -- (a narrow elongated projecting strip of land) 
       => oxbow -- (the land inside an oxbow bend in a river) 
       => peninsula -- (a large mass of land projecting into a body of water) 
           => Asia Minor, Anatolia -- (a peninsula in southwestern Asia that forms the Asian part of Turkey) 
           => Balkan Peninsula, Balkans --
 (a large peninsula in southeastern Europe containing the Balkan Mountain Range) 
           => Indochina, Indochinese peninsula --
 (a peninsula of southeastern Asia that includes Myanmar and Cambodia and Laos and Malaysia and Thaila
nd and Vietnam) 
           => Yucatan, Yucatan Peninsula --
 (a peninsula in Central America extending into the Gulf of Mexico between the Bay of Campeche and the 
Caribbean Sea) 
           => Scandinavia, Scandinavian Peninsula --
 (the peninsula in northern Europe occupied by Norway and Sweden) 
           => Jutland, Jylland --
 (peninsula in northern Europe that forms the continental part of Denmark and a northern part of Germany) 
           => Peloponnese, Peloponnesus, Peloponnesian Peninsula --
 (the southern peninsula of Greece; dominated by Sparta until the 4th century BC) 
           => Italian Peninsula -- (a boot-
shaped peninsula in southern Europe extending into the Mediterranean Sea) 
           => Nova Scotia --
 (a peninsula in eastern Canada between the Bay of Fundy and the Saint Lawrence River) 
           => Arabian Peninsula, Arabia --
 (a peninsula between the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf; strategically important for its oil resources) 
           => Sinai, Sinai Peninsula -- (a peninsula in northeastern Egypt; at north end of Red Sea) 
           => Korea, Korean Peninsula, Choson --
 (an Asian peninsula (off Manchuria) separating the Yellow Sea and the Sea of Japan; the Korean name is 
Choson) 
               => Chosen -- (the name for Korea as a Japanese province (1910-1945)) 
           => Malay Peninsula --
 (a peninsula in southeastern Asia occupied by parts of Malaysia and Thailand and Myanmar) 
           => Iberian Peninsula, Iberia -- (a peninsula in southwestern Europe) 
           => Qatar, Qatar Peninsula, Katar, Katar Peninsula --
 (a peninsula extending northward from the Arabian mainland into the Persian Gulf) 
           => Somali peninsula, Horn of Africa --
 (a peninsula of northeastern Africa (the easternmost part of Africa) comprising Somalia and Djibouti and E
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ritrea and parts of Ethiopia) 
           => Kola Peninsula --
 (a peninsula in northwestern Russia projecting eastward between the Barents Sea and the White Sea) 
           => Crimea -- (a Ukrainian peninsula between the Black Sea and the Sea of Azov) 
           => Kamchatka Peninsula -- (a peninsula in eastern Siberia; between Bering Sea and Sea of Okhotsk) 
           => Taimyr Peninsula, Taymyr Peninsula -- (a peninsula in northern Siberia) 
           => Alaska Peninsula -- (a peninsula in southwestern Alaska (a continuation of the Aleutian Islands)) 
           => Seward Peninsula --
 (a peninsula in western Alaska that projects westward into the Bering Sea just below the Arctic Circle) 
           => Cape Ann -- (a Massachusetts peninsula north of Boston extending into the Atlantic Ocean) 
           => Cape Cod --
 (a Massachusetts peninsula south of Boston extending into the Atlantic; a popular resort area) 
           => Alaska Peninsula -- (a peninsula of southwestern Alaska) 
           => Antarctic Peninsula, Palmer Peninsula --
 (a large peninsula of Antarctica that extends some 1200 miles north toward South America; separates the 
Weddell Sea from the South Pacific) 
           => Cape York Peninsula --
 (a peninsula in Queensland in northeastern Australia between the Gulf of Carpenteria and the Coral Sea) 
           => Eyre Peninsula -- (a peninsula of southern Australia) 
           => Labrador-Ungava Peninsula, Labrador Peninsula --
 (a peninsular region of eastern Canada between Hudson Bay and the Labrador Sea; contains most of Queb
ec and the mainland part of Newfoundland and Labrador) 
           => Lower California, Baja California -- (a mountainous peninsula on northwest Mexico) 
           => Lower Peninsula -- (the part of northern Michigan between Lake Michigan and Lake Huron) 
           => Upper Peninsula --
 (the peninsula between Lake Superior and Lake Michigan that forms the northwestern part of Michigan) 
       => plain, field, champaign --
 (extensive tract of level open land; "they emerged from the woods onto a vast open plain"; "he longed for t
he fields of his youth") 
           => Olympia --
 (a plain in Greece in the northwestern Peloponnese; site of the original Olympian Games) 
           => Nullarbor Plain --
 (a vast arid plain of southern Australia stretching inland from the Great Australian Bight; has sparse vegeta
tion and no surface water and is almost uninhabited; the site of a major rocket research center) 
           => flat -- (a level tract of land) 
               => salt flat, salt plain -- (a flat expanse of salt left by the evaporation of a body of salt water) 
           => floodplain, flood plain --
 (a low plain adjacent to a river that is formed chiefly of river sediment and is subject to flooding) 
           => llano -- (an extensive grassy and nearly treeless plain (especially in Latin America)) 
           => moor, moorland --
 (open land usually with peaty soil covered with heather and bracken and moss) 
           => peneplain, peneplane --
 (a more or less level land surface representing and advanced stage of erosion undisturbed by crustal move
ments) 
           => snowfield -- (a permanent wide expanse of snow) 
           => steppe -- (extensive plain without trees (associated with eastern Russia and Siberia)) 
           => tundra -- (a vast treeless plain in the arctic regions between the ice cap and the tree line) 
       => slash -- (an open tract of land in a forest that is strewn with debris from logging (or fire or wind)) 
       => wonderland -- (a place or scene of great or strange beauty or wonder) 
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earth, ground --
 (the loose soft material that makes up a large part of the land surface; "they dug into the earth outside the  
church") 
       => moraine -- (accumulated earth and stones deposited by a glacier) 
       => diatomaceous earth, diatomite, kieselguhr --
 (a light soil consisting of siliceous diatom remains and often used as a filtering material) 
       => saprolite -- (a deposit of clay and disintegrating rock that is found in its original place) 
       => soil, dirt -- (the part of the earth's surface consisting of humus and disintegrated rock) 
           => marl --
 (a loose and crumbling earthy deposit consisting mainly of calcite or dolomite; used as a fertilizer for soils 
deficient in lime) 
           => regosol --
 (a type of soil consisting of unconsolidated material from freshly deposited alluvium or sand) 
           => residual soil, residual clay --
 (the soil that is remaining after the soluble elements have been dissolved) 
           => topsoil, surface soil -- (the layer of soil on the surface) 
           => subsoil, undersoil -- (the layer of soil between the topsoil and bedrock) 
           => alluvial soil -- (a fine-
grained fertile soil deposited by water flowing over flood plains or in river beds) 
           => bog soil -- (poorly drained soils on top of peat and under marsh or swamp vegetation) 
           => clay -- (a very fine-grained soil that is plastic when moist but hard when fired) 
               => adobe -- (the clay from which adobe bricks are made) 
               => argil -- (a white clay (especially a white clay used by potters)) 
               => china clay, china stone, kaolin, kaoline, porcelain clay, terra alba --
 (a fine usually white clay formed by the weathering of aluminous minerals (as feldspar); used in ceramics 
and as an absorbent and as a filler (e.g., in paper)) 
               => red clay -- (clay whose redness results from iron oxide) 
               => pipeclay, terra alba --
 (fine white clay used in making tobacco pipes and pottery and in whitening leather) 
               => bentonite -- (an absorbent aluminum silicate clay formed from volcanic ash) 
               => fireclay -- (a heat-resistant clay) 
               => Kitty Litter --
 (granulated clay; placed in a container where it absorbs the waste products of a cat or dog) 
               => potter's clay, potter's earth --
 (clay that does not contain any iron; used in making pottery or for modeling) 
                   => slip -- (potter's clay that is thinned and used for coating or decorating ceramics) 
               => daub -- (material used to daub walls) 
           => clunch -- (hardened clay) 
           => desert soil, desertic soil -- (a type of soil that develops in arid climates) 
           => caliche, hardpan -- (crust or layer of hard subsoil encrusted with calcium-
carbonate occurring in arid or semiarid regions) 
           => fuller's earth --
 (an absorbent soil resembling clay; used in fulling (shrinking and thickening) woolen cloth and as an  
adsorbent) 
           => gilgai soil -- (soil in the melon holes of Australia) 
           => gumbo, gumbo soil -- (any of various fine-
grained silty soils that become waxy and very sticky mud when saturated with water) 
           => humus -- (partially decomposed organic matter; the organic component of soil) 
           => indurated clay -- (hardened clay) 
           => Indian red -- (a red soil containing ferric oxide; often used as a pigment) 
           => laterite --
 (a red soil produced by rock decay; contains insoluble deposits of ferric and aluminum oxides) 
           => loam -- (a rich soil consisting of a mixture of sand and clay and decaying organic materials) 
               => regur, regur soil -- (a rich black loam of India) 
               => chernozemic soil -- (a rich black loam of Russia) 
           => loess -- (a fine-grained unstratified accumulation of clay and silt deposited by the wind) 
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           => mold, mould -- (loose soil rich in organic matter) 
               => leaf mold, leaf mould, leaf soil -- (soil composed mainly of decaying leaves) 
           => mud, clay -- (water soaked soil; soft wet earth) 
               => bleaching clay, bleaching earth -- (an adsorbent clay that will remove coloring from oils) 
               => mud pie -- (a mass of mud that a child has molded into the shape of pie) 
           => bole -- (a soft oily clay used as a pigment (especially a reddish brown pigment)) 
           => podzol, podzol soil, podsol, podsol soil, podsolic soil --
 (a soil that develops in temperate to cold moist climates under coniferous or heath vegetation; an organic 
mat over a gray leached layer) 
           => prairie soil -- (a type of soil occurring under grasses in temperate climates) 
           => sand -- (a loose material consisting of grains of rock or coral) 
           => sedimentary clay -- (clay soil formed by sedimentary deposits) 
           => silt -- (mud or clay or small rocks deposited by a river or lake) 
           => till, boulder clay --
 (unstratified soil deposited by a glacier; consists of sand and clay and gravel and boulders mixed together) 
           => tundra soil --
 (a black mucky soil with a frozen subsoil that is characteristic of arctic and subarctic regions) 
           => wiesenboden --
 (a dark meadow soil rich in organic material; developed through poor drainage in humid grassy or sedge  
regions) 
 
land, ground, soil --
 (material in the top layer of the surface of the earth in which plants can grow (especially with reference to  
its quality or use); "the land had never been plowed"; "good agricultural soil") 
       => badlands -- (deeply eroded barren land) 
       => bottomland, bottom -- (low-lying alluvial land near a river) 
       => coastland -- (land in a coastal area) 
       => cultivated land, farmland, plowland, ploughland, tilled land, tillage, tilth --
 (arable land that is worked by plowing and sowing and raising crops) 
           => fallow -- (cultivated land that is not seeded for one or more growing seasons) 
       => overburden -- (the surface soil that must be moved away to get at coal seams and mineral deposits) 
       => permafrost -- (ground that is permanently frozen) 
       => rangeland -- (lan suitable for grazing livestock) 
       => turf, sod, sward, greensward -- (surface layer of ground containing a matt of grass and grass roots) 
           => divot -- (a piece of turf dug out of a lawn or fairway (by an animals hooves or a golf club)) 
       => wetland -- (a low area where the land is saturated with water) 
           => bog, peat bog --
 (wet spongy ground of decomposing vegetation; has poorer drainage than a swamp; soil is unfit for cultivat
ion but can be cut and dried and used for fuel) 
               => mire, quagmire, quag, morass -- (a soft wet area of low-lying land that sinks underfoot) 
               => slough -- (a hollow filled with mud) 
           => marsh, marshland, fen, fenland -- (low-
lying wet land with grassy vegetation; usually is a transition zone between land and water; "thousands of  
acres of marshland"; "the fens of eastern England") 
           => swamp, swampland --
 (low land that is seasonally flooded; has more woody plants than a marsh and better drainage than a bog) 
               => Everglades -- (a large subtropical swamp in southern Florida that is noted for its wildlife) 
               => Okefenokee Swamp -- (a large swampy area of northeast Florida and southeast Georgia) 
               => slough -- (a stagnant swamp (especially as part of a bayou)) 
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NATURAL OBJECT 
 
natural object -- (an object occurring naturally; not made by man) 
       => cocoon --
 (silky envelope spun by the larvae of many insects to protect pupas and by spiders to protect eggs) 
       => body, organic structure, physical structure --
 (the entire physical structure of an organism (especially an animal or human being); "he felt as if his whole
 body were on fire") 
           => life form -- (the characteristic bodily form of a mature organism) 
           => human body, physical body, material body, soma, build, figure, physique, anatomy, shape, 
bod, chassis, frame, form, flesh --
 (alternative names for the body of a human being; "Leonardo studied the human body"; "he has a strong  
physique"; "the spirit is willing but the flesh is weak") 
               => person --
 (a person's body (usually including their clothing); "a weapon was hidden on his person") 
               => juvenile body -- (the body of a young person) 
                   => child's body -- (the body of a human child) 
               => adult body -- (the body of an adult human being) 
                   => adult female body, woman's body -- (the body of an adult woman) 
                   => adult male body, man's body -- (the body of an adult man) 
               => male body -- (the body of a male human being) 
                   => adult male body, man's body -- (the body of an adult man) 
               => female body -- (the body of a female human being) 
                   => adult female body, woman's body -- (the body of an adult woman) 
           => live body -- (a living body of an animal or person) 
               => system --
 (the living body considered as made up of interdependent components forming a unified whole; "exercise 
helped him get the alcohol out of his system") 
       => body, dead body -- (body of a dead animal or person; "they found the body in the lake") 
           => carcase, carcass -- (the dead body of an animal especially one slaughtered and dressed for food) 
           => carrion -- (the dead and rotting body of an animal) 
           => cadaver, corpse, stiff, clay, remains -- (the dead body of a human being) 
               => cremains -- (the remains of a dead body after cremation) 
           => mummy -- (a body embalmed and dried and wrapped for burial (as in ancient Egypt)) 
       => asterism -- ((astronomy) a cluster of stars (or a small constellation)) 
           => Big Dipper, Dipper, Plough, Charles's Wain, Wain, Wagon --
 (a group of seven bright stars in the constellation Ursa Major) 
           => Little Dipper, Dipper --
 (a cluster of seven stars in Ursa Minor; at the end of the dipper's handle is Polaris) 
       => black body, blackbody, full radiator --
 (a hypothetical object capable of absorbing all the electromagnetic radiation falling on it; "a black body  
maintained at a constant temperature is a full radiator at that temperature because the radiation reaching and
 leaving it must be in equilibrium") 
       => body -- (an individual 3-
dimensional object that has mass and that is distinguishable from other objects; "heavenly body") 
           => chromosome -- (a threadlike body in the cell nucleus that carries the genes in a linear order) 
               => sex chromosome --
 ((genetics) a chromosome that determines the sex of an individual; "mammals normally have two sex  
chromosomes") 
                   => X chromosome --
 (the sex chromosome that is present in both sexes: singly in males and doubly in females; "human females 
normally have two X chromosomes") 
                   => XX -- ((genetics) normal complement of sex chromosomes in a female) 
                   => XXX -- ((genetics) abnormal complement of three X chromosomes in a female) 
                   => XXY --
 ((genetics) abnormal complement of sex hormones in a male resulting in Klinefelter's syndrome) 
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                   => XY -- ((genetics) normal complement of sex hormones in a male) 
                   => XYY --
 ((genetics) abnormal complement of sex hormones in a male who has two Y chromosomes) 
                   => Y chromosome --
 (the sex chromosome that is carried by men; "human males normally have one X chromosome and one Y  
chromosome") 
               => autosome, somatic chromosome --
 (any chromosome that is not a sex chromosome; appear in pairs in body cells but as single chromosomes in
 spermatozoa) 
               => acentric chromosome -- (a chromosome lacking a centromere) 
               => acrocentric chromosome --
 (a chromosome with the centromere near one end so that one chromosomal arm is short and one is long) 
               => metacentric chromosome --
 (a chromosome having two equal arms because the centromere is in median position) 
               => telocentric chromosome --
 (a chromosome like a straight rod with the centromere in terminal position) 
           => inclusion body, cellular inclusion, inclusion --
 (any small intracellular body found within another (characteristic of certain diseases); "an inclusion in the 
cytoplasm of the cell") 
               => plasmid --
 (a small cellular inclusion consisting of a ring of DNA that is not in a chromosome but is capable of autono
mous replication) 
               => Russell's body, cancer body -- (an inclusion body found in plasma cells in cases of cancer) 
           => mass -- (a body of matter without definite shape; "a huge ice mass") 
               => coprolith, fecalith, faecalith, stercolith -- (a hard mass of dried feces) 
               => pulp, mush -- (any soft or soggy mass; "he pounded it to a pulp") 
           => particle -- (a body having finite mass and internal structure but negligible dimensions) 
               => virion --
 ((virology) a complete viral particle; nucleic acid and capsid (and a lipid envelope in some viruses)) 
               => alpha particle --
 (a positively charged particle that is the nucleus of the helium atom; emitted from natural or radioactive iso
topes) 
               => beta particle -- (a high-speed electron or positron emitted in the decay of a radioactive isotope) 
               => boson -- (any particle that obeys Bose-
Einstein statistics but not the Pauli exclusion principle; all nuclei with an even mass number are bosons) 
                   => gauge boson -- (a particle that mediates the interaction of two elementary particles) 
                       => gluon -- (a gauge boson that mediates strong interaction among quarks) 
                       => gravitons --
 (a gauge boson that mediates the (extremely weak) gravitational interactions between particles) 
                       => intermediate vector bosons --
 (a gauge boson that mediates weak interactions between particles) 
                       => photon --
 (a quantum of electromagnetic radiation; an elementary particle that is its own antiparticle) 
                   => meson, mesotron --
 (an elementary particle responsible for the forces in the atomic nucleus; a hadron with a baryon number of 
0) 
                       => b-meson -- (exceedingly short-lived meson) 
                       => J particle, psi particle -- (a neutral meson with a large mass) 
                       => kaon, kappa-meson, k-meson, K particle --
 (an unstable meson produced as the result of a high-energy particle collision) 
                       => pion, pi-meson --
 (a meson involved in holding the nucleus together; produced as the result of high-energy particle collision) 
               => deuteron --
 (the nucleus of deuterium; consists of one proton and one neutron; used as a bombarding particle in  
accelerators) 
               => elementary particle, fundamental particle, subatomic particle --
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 (a particle that is less complex than an atom; regarded as constituents of all matter) 
                   => antilepton -- (the antiparticle of a lepton) 
                       => antimuon, positive muon --
 (the antiparticle of a muon; decays to positron and neutrino and antineutrino) 
                       => antineutrino -- (the antiparticle of a neutrino) 
                       => antitauon, tau-plus particle -- (an antilepton of very great mass) 
                       => positron, antielectron --
 (an elementary particle with positive charge; interaction of a positron and an electron results in  
annihilation) 
                   => antiparticle --
 (a particle that has the same mass as another particle but has opposite values for its other properties;  
interaction of a particle and its antiparticle results in annihilation and the production of radiant energy) 
                   => antiquark -- (the antiparticle of a quark) 
                   => hadron -- (any elementary particle that interacts strongly with other particles) 
                       => antibaryon -- (the antiparticle of a baryon; a hadron with a baryon number of -1) 
                       => antimeson -- (the antiparticle of a meson) 
                       => baryon, heavy particle --
 (any of the elementary particles having a mass equal to or greater than that of a proton and that participate  
in strong interactions; a hadron with a baryon number of +1) 
                           => hyperon --
 (any baryon that is not a nucleon; unstable particle with mass greater than a neutron) 
                               => lambda particle, lambda hyperon --
 (an electrically neutral baryon with isotopic spin 1) 
                           => nucleon -- (a constituent (proton or neutron) of an atomic nucleus) 
                               => antineutron -- (the antiparticle of a neutron) 
                               => antiproton -- (an unstable negatively charged proton; the antiparticle of a proton) 
                               => neutron --
 (an elementary particle with 0 charge and mass about equal to a proton; enters into the structure of the  
atomic nucleus) 
                               => proton --
 (a stable particle with positive charge equal to the negative charge of an electron) 
                                   => hydrogen ion --
 (a positively charged atom of hydrogen; that is to say, a normal hydrogen atomic nucleus) 
                       => meson, mesotron --
 (an elementary particle responsible for the forces in the atomic nucleus; a hadron with a baryon number of 
0) 
                           => b-meson -- (exceedingly short-lived meson) 
                           => J particle, psi particle -- (a neutral meson with a large mass) 
                           => kaon, kappa-meson, k-meson, K particle --
 (an unstable meson produced as the result of a high-energy particle collision) 
                           => pion, pi-meson --
 (a meson involved in holding the nucleus together; produced as the result of high-energy particle collision) 
                   => lepton --
 (an elementary particle that participates in weak interactions; has a baryon number of 0) 
                       => electron, negatron -- (an elementary particle with negative charge) 
                           => delta ray -- (an electron ejected from matter by ionizing radiation) 
                           => free electron --
 (electron that is not attached to an atom or ion or molecule but is free to move under the influence of an  
electric field) 
                           => photoelectron --
 (an electron that is emitted from an atom or molecule by an incident photon) 
                           => valence electron --
 (an electron in the outer shell of an atom which can combine with other atoms to form molecules) 
                       => muon, negative muon, mu-meson --
 (an elementary particle with a negative charge and a half-
life of 2 microsecond; decays to electron and neutrino and antineutrino) 
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                       => neutrino -- (an elementary particle with zero charge and zero mass) 
                       => tauon, tau-minus particle -- (a lepton of very great mass) 
                   => quark --
 (hypothetical truly fundamental particle in mesons and baryons; there are supposed to be six flavors of  
quarks (and their antiquarks), which come in pairs; each has an electric charge of +2/3 or -1/3) 
                       => bottom quark, beauty quark -- (a quark with a charge of -
1/3 and a mass about 10,000 times that of an electron) 
                       => charm quark --
 (a quark with an electric charge of +2/3 and a mass 2900 times that of an electron and a charm of +1) 
                       => down quark -- (a stable quark with an electric charge of -
1/3 and a mass 607 times that of an electron) 
                       => strange quark, squark -- (a quark with an electric charge of -
1/3 and a mass 988 times that of an electron and a strangeness of -1) 
                       => top quark, truth quark --
 (a hypothetical quark with a charge of +2/3 and a mass more than 100,000 times that of an electron) 
                       => up quark --
 (a stable quark with an electric charge of +2/3 and a mass 607 times that of an electron) 
                   => strange particle -- (an elementary particle with non-zero strangeness) 
                   => weakly interacting massive particle, WIMP --
 (a hypothetical subatomic particle of large mass that interacts weakly with ordinary matter through  
gravitation; postulated as a constituent of the dark matter of the universe) 
               => fermion -- (any particle that obeys Fermi-
Dirac statistics and is subject to the Pauli exclusion principle) 
                   => baryon, heavy particle --
 (any of the elementary particles having a mass equal to or greater than that of a proton and that participate  
in strong interactions; a hadron with a baryon number of +1) 
                       => hyperon --
 (any baryon that is not a nucleon; unstable particle with mass greater than a neutron) 
                           => lambda particle, lambda hyperon -- (an electrically neutral baryon with isotopic spin 1) 
                       => nucleon -- (a constituent (proton or neutron) of an atomic nucleus) 
                           => antineutron -- (the antiparticle of a neutron) 
                           => antiproton -- (an unstable negatively charged proton; the antiparticle of a proton) 
                           => neutron --
 (an elementary particle with 0 charge and mass about equal to a proton; enters into the structure of the  
atomic nucleus) 
                           => proton --
 (a stable particle with positive charge equal to the negative charge of an electron) 
                               => hydrogen ion --
 (a positively charged atom of hydrogen; that is to say, a normal hydrogen atomic nucleus) 
                   => lepton --
 (an elementary particle that participates in weak interactions; has a baryon number of 0) 
                       => electron, negatron -- (an elementary particle with negative charge) 
                           => delta ray -- (an electron ejected from matter by ionizing radiation) 
                           => free electron --
 (electron that is not attached to an atom or ion or molecule but is free to move under the influence of an  
electric field) 
                           => photoelectron --
 (an electron that is emitted from an atom or molecule by an incident photon) 
                           => valence electron --
 (an electron in the outer shell of an atom which can combine with other atoms to form molecules) 
                       => muon, negative muon, mu-meson --
 (an elementary particle with a negative charge and a half-
life of 2 microsecond; decays to electron and neutrino and antineutrino) 
                       => neutrino -- (an elementary particle with zero charge and zero mass) 
                       => tauon, tau-minus particle -- (a lepton of very great mass) 
               => ion --
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 (a particle that is electrically charged (positive or negative); an atom or molecule or group that has lost or  
gained one or more electrons) 
                   => anion -- (a negatively charged ion) 
                       => hydroxide ion, hydroxyl ion -- (the anion OH having one oxygen and one hydrogen atom) 
                       => superoxide, superoxide anion -- (the univalent anion O2-
; "much of the O2 supporting cellular respiration is reduced to the superoxide anion O2-") 
                   => cation -- (a positively charged ion) 
                       => hydrogen ion --
 (a positively charged atom of hydrogen; that is to say, a normal hydrogen atomic nucleus) 
                       => diazonium -- (the univalent cation R-N:N-
 (where R is an aromatic hydrocarbon); found in salts that are used in manufacturing azo dyes) 
               => magnetic monopole --
 (a hypothetical particle with a single magnetic pole instead of the usual two) 
               => micelle --
 (an electrically charged particle built up from polymeric molecules or ions and occurring in certain colloid
al electrolytic solutions like soaps and detergents) 
               => prion --
 ((microbiology) an infectious protein particle similar to a virus but lacking nucleic acid; thought to be the  
agent responsible for scrapie and other degenerative diseases of the nervous system) 
               => virino --
 ((microbiology) a hypothetical infectious particle thought to be the cause of scrapie and other degenerative
 diseases of the central nervous system; consists of nucleic acid in a protective coat of host cell proteins) 
               => scintilla -- (a sparkling glittering particles) 
               => superstring -- (a hypothetical particle that is the elementary particle in a theory of space-time) 
               => thermion --
 (an electrically charged particle (electron or ion) emitted by a substance at a high temperature) 
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CELESTIAL BODY, HEAVENLY BODY 

       => celestial body, heavenly body -- (natural objects visible in the sky) 
           => planet --
 (any of the celestial bodies (other than comets or satellites) that revolve around the sun in the solar system) 
               => asteroid, minor planet, planetoid --
 (any of numerous small celestial bodies composed of rock and metal that move around the sun (mainly  
between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter)) 
                   => Apollo asteroid -- (an asteroid whose orbit crosses the Earth's orbit) 
                   => Ceres -- (the largest asteroid and the first discovered) 
                   => Pallas -- (a large asteroid; the second asteroid to be discovered) 
                   => Vesta -- (the brightest asteroid but the fourth to be discovered) 
               => evening star, Hesperus, Vesper -- (a planet (usually Venus) seen at sunset in the western sky) 
               => morning star, daystar, Phosphorus --
 (a planet (usually Venus) seen just before sunrise in the eastern sky) 
               => superior planet -- (any of the planets whose orbit lies outside the earth's orbit) 
                   => Jovian planet, gas giant --
 (any of the four outermost planets in the solar system; much larger than Earth and gaseous in nature (like  
Jupiter)) 
                       => Jupiter -- (the largest planet and the 5th from the sun; has many satellites) 
                       => Neptune -- (a giant planet with a ring of ice particles; the 8th planet from the sun) 
                       => Saturn --
 (a giant planet which is surrounded by three planar concentric rings of ice particles; 6th planet from the sun
) 
                       => Uranus -- (a giant planet with a ring of ice particles; 7th from the sun) 
                   => Mars, Red Planet -- (the 4th planet from the sun) 
                   => Pluto --
 (the second smallest planet and the farthest known from the sun; has the most elliptical orbit of all the plan
ets) 
               => terrestrial planet --
 (a planet having a compact rocky surface like the Earth's; the four innermost planets in the solar system) 
                   => Earth, world, globe --
 (the 3rd planet from the sun; the planet on which we live; "the Earth moves around the sun"; "he sailed  
around the world") 
                   => inferior planet -- (any of the planets whose orbit lies inside the earth's orbit) 
                       => Mercury -- (the smallest planet and the nearest to the sun) 
                       => Venus --
 (the second nearest planet to the sun; visible as an early `morning star' or an `evening star'; rotates slowly  
clockwise (in the opposite direction from the normal rotation of the planets); "before it was known that they
 were the same object the evening star was called Venus and the morning star was called Lucifer") 
                   => Mars, Red Planet -- (the 4th planet from the sun) 
           => planetesimal --
 (one of many small solid celestial bodies thought to have existed at an early stage in the development of  
the solar system) 
           => quasar, quasi-stellar radio source --
 (a starlike object that may send out radio waves and other forms of energy; large red shifts imply enormous
 recession velocities) 
           => satellite -- (any celestial body orbiting around a planet or star) 
               => Deimos -- (the outer of two small satellites of Mars) 
               => Galilean satellite, Galilean --
 (one of the four satellites of Jupiter that were discovered by Galileo) 
                   => Callisto -- (the second largest of Jupiter's satellites) 
                   => Europa -- (the 4th largest of Jupiter's satellites; covered with a smooth shell of frozen water) 
                   => Ganymede -- (the largest of Jupiter's satellites) 
                   => Io -- (the closest of Jupiter's moons; has active volcanoes) 
               => moon -- (any natural satellite of a planet; "Jupiter has sixteen moons") 
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               => moon --
 (the natural satellite of the Earth; "the average distance to the moon is 384,400 kilometers"; "men first step
ped on the moon in 1969") 
               => Phobos -- (the larger of the two satellites of Mars) 
               => Titan -- (the largest of the satellites of Saturn; has a hazy nitrogen atmosphere) 
           => star --
 ((astronomy) a celestial body of hot gases that radiates energy derived from thermonuclear reactions in the 
interior) 
               => Alpha Crucis -- (the brightest star in the Southern Cross) 
               => Beta Centauri -- (the second brightest star in Centaurus) 
               => Beta Crucis -- (the second brightest star in the Southern Cross) 
               => binary star, binary, double star --
 (a system of two stars that revolve around each other under their mutual gravitation) 
                   => Aldebaran -- (the brightest star in Taurus) 
                   => Algol -- (second brightest star in Perseus; first known eclipsing binary) 
                   => Alpha Centauri, Rigil Kent, Rigil --
 (brightest star in Centaurus; second nearest star to the sun) 
                   => Altair --
 (double star 15.7 light years from Earth; the brightest star in the Aquila constellation) 
                   => Antares -- (the brightest star in Scorpius) 
                   => Epsilon Aurigae -- (the largest known star) 
                   => Procyon -- (the brightest star in Canis Minor) 
                   => Rigel, Beta Orionis -- (the brightest star in Orion) 
                   => Sirius, Dog Star, Canicula, Sothis -- (the brightest star in the sky; in Canis Major) 
                   => Vega -- (the brightest star in the constellation Lyra) 
               => Deneb -- (the brightest star in Cygnus) 
               => Denebola -- (a star in Leo approximately 43 light years from Earth) 
               => fixed star -- (any star in the Ptolemaic theory of planetary motion) 
               => giant star, giant -- (a very bright star of large diameter and low density (relative to the Sun)) 
                   => Arcturus -- (the 4th brightest star and the brightest star in the constellation Bootes; 36 light-
years from Earth) 
                   => Capella -- (the brightest star in Auriga) 
               => lodestar, loadstar --
 (guiding star; a star that is used as a reference point in navigation of astronomy) 
                   => Polaris, North Star, pole star, polar star, polestar --
 (the brightest star in Ursa Minor; at the end of the handle of the little dipper; the northern axis of the earth 
points toward it) 
               => multiple star -- (a system of three or more stars associated by gravity) 
                   => Castor, Alpha Geminorum --
 (a multiple star with 6 components; second brightest in Gemini; close to Pollux) 
                   => Trapezium, the Trapezium -- (a multiple star in the constellation of Orion) 
               => neutron star -- (a star that has collapsed under its own gravity; it is composed of neutrons) 
                   => pulsar --
 (a degenerate neutron star; small and extremely dense; rotates very fast and emits regular pulses of  
polarized radiation) 
               => nova --
 (a star that ejects some of its material in the form of a cloud and become more luminous in the process) 
               => Pollux -- (the brightest star in Gemini; close to Castor) 
               => red dwarf, red dwarf star -- (a small cool star; approximately 100 times the mass of Jupiter) 
                   => flare star --
 (a red dwarf star in which luminosity can change several magnitudes in a few minutes) 
                       => Proxima, Proxima Centauri -- (the nearest star to the sun; distance: 4.3 light years) 
               => red giant, red giant star --
 (a large cool star; has a relatively low surface temperature and a diameter large relative to the sun) 
               => Regulus -- (the brightest star in Leo) 
               => Spica -- (the brightest star in Virgo) 
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               => Sterope, Asterope -- (one of the stars in the star cluster Pleiades) 
               => sun --
 (a typical star that is the source of light and heat for the planets in the solar system; "the sun contains 99.85
% of the mass in the solar system") 
               => sun -- (any star around which a planetary system evolves) 
               => supergiant -- (an extremely bright star of very large diameter and low density) 
                   => Betelgeuse, Alpha Orionis -- (the second brightest star in Orion) 
                   => Canopus -- (supergiant star 650 light years from Earth; second brightest star in the sky) 
               => supernova -- (a star that explodes and becomes extremely luminous in the process) 
                   => Crab Nebula -- (a remnant of a supernova detected first in 1054 AD) 
               => variable star, variable -- (a star that varies noticeably in brightness) 
                   => Polaris, North Star, pole star, polar star, polestar --
 (the brightest star in Ursa Minor; at the end of the handle of the little dipper; the northern axis of the earth 
points toward it) 
               => white dwarf, white dwarf star -- (a faint star of enormous density) 
           => star -- (any celestial body visible (as a point of light) from the Earth at night) 
       => consolidation --
 (something that has consolidated into a compact mass; "he dropped the consolidation into the acid bath") 
       => constellation -- (a configuration of stars as seen from the earth) 
           => Andromeda --
 (a constellation in the northern hemisphere between Cassiopeia and Pegasus; contains the Andromeda  
Galaxy) 
           => Antlia -- (a faint constellation in the southern hemisphere near Hydra and Vela) 
           => Apus -- (a constellation in the polar region of the southern hemisphere near Octans) 
           => Aquarius --
 (a zodiacal constellation in the southern hemisphere; between Capricornus and Pisces) 
           => Aquila -- (a constellation in the Milky Way near Cygnus; contains the star Altair) 
           => Ara -- (a constellation in the southern hemisphere near Telescopium and Norma) 
           => Argo --
 (formerly a large constellation in the southern hemisphere between Canis Major and the Southern Cross;  
now divided into Carina and Pyxis and Puppis and Vela) 
           => Aries -- (a small zodiacal constellation in the northern hemisphere; between Pisces and Taurus) 
           => Auriga, Charioteer --
 (a conspicuous constellation in the northern hemisphere; between Great Bear and Orion at edge of Milky 
Way) 
           => Bootes -- (a constellation in the northern hemisphere near Ursa Major) 
           => Caelum -- (a constellation in the southern hemisphere near Columba and Eridanus) 
           => Cancer -- (a small zodiacal constellation in the northern hemisphere; between Leo and Gemini) 
           => Canis Major, Great Dog -- (a constellation southeast of Orion; contains Sirius) 
           => Canis Minor, Little Dog -- (a constellation east of Orion; contains Procyon) 
           => Capricornus, Capricorn --
 (a faint zodiacal constellation in the southern hemisphere; between Sagittarius and Aquarius) 
           => Carina -- (a keel-shaped constellation in the southern hemisphere; contains the start Canopus) 
           => Cassiopeia -- (a W-shaped constellation in the northern hemisphere near Polaris) 
           => Centaurus, Centaur, The Centaur --
 (a conspicuous constellation in the southern hemisphere near the Southern Cross) 
           => Cepheus -- (a faint constellation in the northern hemisphere near Cassiopeia and the pole star) 
           => Cetus -- (a large constellation on the equator near Pisces and Aquarius) 
           => Chamaeleon, Chameleon --
 (a faint constellation in the polar region of the southern hemisphere near Apus and Mensa) 
           => Circinus --
 (a small faint constellation in the southern hemisphere near Musca and Triangulum Australe) 
           => Columba, Dove -- (a constellation in the southern hemisphere near Puppis and Caelum) 
           => Coma Berenices --
 (a constellation in the northern hemisphere between Ursa Major and Bootes; contains a cluster of some 10,
000 galaxies) 
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           => Corona Borealis --
 (a small constellation in the northern hemisphere between Bootes and Hercules) 
           => Corvus, Crow -- (a small quadrilateral constellation in the southern hemisphere near Virgo) 
           => Crater -- (a faint constellation in the southern hemisphere near Hydra and Corvus) 
           => Cygnus --
 (a constellation in the northern hemisphere between Pegasus and Draco in the Milky Way; contains a black
 hole) 
           => Delphinus -- (a constellation in the northern hemisphere near Pegasus and Aquila) 
           => Dorado --
 (a constellation in the southern hemisphere near Reticulum and Pictor; contains most of the Large  
Magellanic Cloud) 
           => Draco, Dragon --
 (a faint constellation twisting around the north celestial pole and lying between Ursa Major and Cepheus) 
           => Eridanus -- (a constellation in the southern hemisphere near Fornax and Cetus) 
           => Fornax -- (a faint constellation in the southern hemisphere near Cetus and Phoenix) 
           => Gemini --
 (a zodiacal constellation in the northern hemisphere between Taurus and Cancer on the ecliptic) 
           => Great Bear, Ursa Major -- (a constellation outside the Zodiac that rotates around the North Star) 
           => Grus, the Crane -- (a small constellation in the southern hemisphere near Phoenix) 
           => Hercules -- (a large constellation in the northern hemisphere between Lyra and Corona Borealis) 
           => Hydra, Snake --
 (a long faint constellation in the southern hemisphere near the equator stretching between Virgo and  
Cancer) 
           => Hydrus -- (a constellation in the southern hemisphere near the south celestial pole) 
           => Indus -- (a faint constellation in the southern hemisphere near Telescopium and Tucana) 
           => Leo -- (a zodiacal constellation in northern hemisphere between Cancer and Virgo) 
           => Lepus -- (a constellation in the southern hemisphere near Orion and Columba) 
           => Libra --
 (a small faint zodiacal constellation in the southern hemisphere; between Virgo and Scorpius) 
           => Little Bear, Ursa Minor -- (a constellation outside the Zodiac that rotates around the North Star) 
           => Lupus -- (a constellation in the southern hemisphere near Centaurus) 
           => Lyra --
 (a small constellation in the northern hemisphere near Cygnus and Draco; contains the star Vega) 
           => Mensa --
 (a faint constellation in the polar region of the southern hemisphere and containing part of the Large Magel
lanic Cloud) 
           => Microscopium --
 (a faint constellation in the southern hemisphere near Sagittarius and Capricornus) 
           => Musca --
 (a small constellation in the polar region of the southern hemisphere near the Southern Cross and Chamael
eon) 
           => Norma --
 (a small constellation in the southern hemisphere near Lupus and Ara in the Milky Way) 
           => Octans -- (the constellation that includes the southern celestial pole) 
           => Ophiuchus -- (a large constellation in the equatorial region between Hercules and Scorpius) 
           => Orion, The Hunter --
 (a constellation on the equator east of Taurus; contains Betelgeuse and Rigel) 
           => Pavo -- (a small constellation near the South Pole between Tucana and Ara) 
           => Pegasus -- (a constellation in the northern hemisphere near Andromeda and Pisces) 
           => Perseus --
 (a conspicuous constellation in the northern hemisphere; between Auriga and Cassiopeia and crossed by  
the Milky Way) 
           => Phoenix -- (a constellation in the southern hemisphere near Tucana and Sculptor) 
           => Pictor -- (a constellation in the southern hemisphere near Dorado and Columba) 
           => Pisces -- (a large faint zodiacal constellation; between Aquarius and Aries) 
           => Puppis -- (a stern-
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shaped constellation in the southern hemisphere between Vela and Canis Major) 
           => Pyxis -- (a constellation in the southern hemisphere near Puppis and Antlia) 
           => Reticulum -- (a small constellation in the southern hemisphere near Dorado and Hydrus) 
           => Sagitta --
 (a small constellation in the northern hemisphere between Cygnus and Aquila and crossed by the Milky W
ay) 
           => Sagittarius --
 (a large zodiacal constellation in the southern hemisphere; between Scorpius and Capricornus) 
           => Scorpius, Scorpio -- (a large zodiacal constellation between Libra and Sagittarius) 
           => Sculptor -- (a faint constellation in the southern hemisphere near Phoenix and Cetus) 
           => Serpens --
 (a constellation in the equatorial region of the northern hemisphere near Ophiuchus and Corona Borealis) 
           => Southern Cross, Crux, Crux Australis --
 (a small conspicuous constellation in the southern hemisphere in the Milky Way near Centaurus) 
           => Taurus --
 (a zodiacal constellation in the northern hemisphere near Orion; between Aries and Gemini) 
           => Telescopium -- (a small constellation in the southern hemisphere near Ara) 
           => Triangulum, the Triangle --
 (a small northern constellation near Perseus between Andromeda and Aries) 
           => Triangulum Australe, Southern Triangle --
 (a small bright constellation in the polar region of the southern hemisphere near Circinus and Apus) 
           => Tucana --
 (a large faint constellation in the southern hemisphere containing most of the Small Magellanic Cloud) 
           => Vela -- (a sails-shaped constellation in the southern hemisphere near Carina) 
           => Virgo -- (a large zodiacal constellation on the equator; between Leo and Libra) 
           => Volans --
 (a small constellation in the polar region of the southern hemisphere near Dorado and Carina) 
           => Vulpecula -- (a constellation in the northern hemisphere near Cygnus and Sagitta) 

       => extraterrestrial object, estraterrestrial body --
 (a natural object existing outside the earth and outside the earth's atmosphere) 
           => comet --
 ((astronomy) a relatively small extraterrestrial body consisting of a frozen mass that travels around the sun 
in a highly elliptical orbit) 
           => meteoroid, meteor --
 ((astronomy) any of the small solid extraterrestrial bodies that hits the earth's atmosphere) 
               => meteorite --
 (stony or metallic object that is the remains of a meteoroid that has reached the earth's surface) 
                   => aerolite -- (a stony meteorite consisting of silicate minerals) 
                   => micrometeorite, micrometeoroid, micrometeor --
 (a meteorite or meteoroid so small that it drifts down to earth without becoming intensely heated in the atm
osphere) 
                   => pallasite -- (a meteorite composed principally of olivine and metallic iron) 
                   => siderite -- (a meteorite consisting principally of nickel and iron) 
               => meteor swarm -- (a group of meteoroids with similar paths) 
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       => covering, natural covering, cover --
 (a natural object that covers or envelops; "under a covering of dust"; "the fox was flushed from its cover") 
           => scale -- (a flattened rigid plate forming part of the body covering of many animals) 
               => fish scale -- (scale of the kind that covers the bodies of fish) 
               => squama -- (a protective structure resembling a scale) 
                   => alula, calypter -- (scale-like structure between the base of the wing and the halter of a two-
winged fly) 
           => shell -- (the hard largely calcareous covering of a mollusc) 
               => scallop shell -- (a shell of a scallop) 
               => oyster shell -- (a shell of an oyster) 
               => phragmocone, phragmacone --
 (the thin conical chambered internal shell (either straight or curved) of a belemnite) 
               => seashell -- (the shell of a marine organism) 
               => clamshell -- (the shell of a clam) 
           => test -- (a hard outer covering as of some amoebas and sea urchins) 
           => body covering -- (any covering for the body or a body part) 
               => hide, pelt, skin -- (body covering of a living animal) 
               => feather, plume, plumage --
 (the light horny waterproof structure forming the external covering of birds) 
                   => down, down feather -- (soft fine feathers) 
                       => duck down -- (down of the duck) 
                           => eiderdown -- (down of the eider duck) 
                       => goose down -- (down of the goose) 
                       => swan's down -- (down of the swan) 
                       => plumule -- (down feather of young birds; persists in some adult birds) 
                   => aftershaft --
 (a supplementary feather (usually small) on the underside of the base of the shaft of some feathers in some 
birds) 
                   => contour feather -- (feathers covering the body of an adult bird and determining its shape) 
                   => bastard wing, alula, spurious wing --
 (tuft of small stiff feathers on the first digit of a bird's wing) 
                   => marabou -- (downy feathers of marabou storks used for trimming garments) 
                   => hackle -- (long slender feather on the necks of e.g. turkeys and pheasants) 
                       => saddle hackle, saddle feather --
 (a long narrow feather on the back (saddle) of a domestic fowl) 
                   => flight feather, pinion, quill, quill feather -- (any of the larger wing or tail feathers of a bird) 
                       => primary, primary feather, primary quill --
 (one of the main flight feathers projecting along the outer edge of a bird's wing) 
                       => tail feather -- (feather growing from the tail (uropygium) of a bird) 
                           => sickle feather -- (one of the long curved tail feathers of a rooster) 
                   => scapular -- (a feather covering the shoulder of a bird) 
               => protective covering -- (tough natural covering of some organisms) 
                   => armor, armour -- (tough more-or-less rigid protective covering of an animal or plant) 
                   => scute -- (large bony or horny plate as on an armadillo or turtle) 
                   => sclerite -- (hard plate or element of the exoskeleton of some arthropods) 
                   => clypeus -- (a shield-like plate on the front of an insect's head) 
               => skin, tegument, cutis --
 (a natural protective covering of the body; site of the sense of touch; "your skin is the largest organ of your
 body") 
                   => investment -- (outer layer or covering of an organ or part or organism) 
                       => pellicle -- (thin protective membrane in some protozoa) 
                   => thick skin -- (skin that is very thick (as an elephant or rhinoceros)) 
                   => skin graft --
 (a piece of skin taken from a donor area and surgically grafted at the site of an injury or burn) 
                   => buff -- (bare skin; "swimming in the buff") 
                   => dewlap -- (a hanging fold of loose skin on an elderly person's neck) 
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                   => prepuce, foreskin -- (a fold of skin covering the tip of the penis) 
                   => prepuce, foreskin -- (a fold of skin covering the tip of the clitoris) 
                   => scalp -- (the skin that covers the top of the head; "they wanted to take his scalp as a trophy") 
                   => hangnail, agnail --
 (a loose narrow strip of skin near the base of a fingernail; tearing it produces a painful sore that is easily  
infected) 
               => exuviae -- (cast-off skins or coverings of various organisms during ecdysis) 
               => hair --
 (dense growth of hairs covering the body or parts of it (as on the human head); helps prevent heat loss; "he 
combed his hair") 
                   => coat, pelage -- (growth of hair or wool or fur covering the body of an animal) 
                       => fur -- (dense coat of fine silky hairs on mammals (e.g., cat or seal or weasel)) 
                           => undercoat, underfur -- (thick soft fur lying beneath the longer and coarser guard hair) 
                       => wool, fleece -- (outer coat of especially sheep and yaks) 
                   => guard hair --
 (coarse hairs that form the outer fur and protect the underfur of certain mammals) 
                   => mane -- (long coarse hair growing from the crest of the animal's neck) 
                       => encolure -- (the mane of a horse) 
                   => forelock, foretop -- (a lock of a horse's mane that grows forward between the ears) 
                   => beard -- (hairy growth on or near the face of certain mammals) 
                   => body hair -- (short hair growing over a person's body) 
                   => down, pile --
 (fine soft dense hair (as the fine short hair of cattle or deer or the wool of sheep or the undercoat of certain 
dogs)) 
                       => lanugo --
 (the fine downy hair covering a human fetus; normally shed during the ninth month of gestation) 
                   => mane, head of hair -- (growth of hair covering the scalp of a human being) 
                   => cowlick --
 (a tuft of hair that grows in a different direction from the rest of the hair and usually will not lie flat) 
                   => hairdo, hair style, coiffure -- (the arrangement of the hair (especially a woman's hair)) 
                       => beehive -- (a hairdo resembling a beehive) 
                       => haircut -- (the style in which hair has been cut) 
                           => brush cut -- (a short haircut with hairs standing up like a brush) 
                           => crew cut, flattop -- (a closely cropped haircut; usually for men) 
                           => Mohican, Mohican haircut --
 (haircut in which the head is shaved except for a band of hair down the middle of the scalp) 
                       => Afro, Afro hairdo -- (a rounded thickly curled hairdo) 
                       => bang -- (a fringe of banged hair (cut short squarely across the forehead)) 
                       => bob -- (a hair style for women and children; a short haircut all around) 
                       => wave -- (a hairdo that creates undulations in the hair) 
                           => finger wave -- (a wave made with the fingers) 
                           => permanent wave, permanent, perm --
 (a series of waves in the hair made by applying heat and chemicals) 
                       => braid, plait, tress, twist -- (a hairdo formed by braiding or twisting the hair) 
                           => queue -- (a braid of hair at the back of the head) 
                           => pigtail -- (a braid of hair on either side of the face) 
                       => chignon -- (a roll of hair worn at the nape of the neck) 
                       => marcel --
 (a hairdo characterized by deep regular waves that are made by a heated curling iron) 
                       => pageboy -- (a smooth hair style with the ends of the hair curled inward) 
                       => pompadour -- (a hair style in which the front hair is swept up from the forehead) 
                       => ponytail --
 (a hair style that draws the hair back so that it hangs down in back of the head like a pony's tail) 
                       => scalp lock -- (a long tuft of hair left on top of the shaven head) 
                       => thatch -- (hair resembling thatched roofing material) 
                   => lock, curl, ringlet, whorl -- (a strand or cluster of hair) 
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                       => sausage curl -- (a fat sausage-shaped curl) 
                       => forelock -- (a lock of hair growing (or falling) over the forehead) 
                           => quiff -- (a prominent forelock (especially one brushed upward from the forehead)) 
                       => crimp -- (a lock of hair that has been artificially waved or curled) 
                           => pin curl --
 (a curl of hair made by dampening a strand of hair and curling it and holding the curl with a clip or bobby 
pin) 
                           => spit curl, kiss curl -- (a spiral curl plastered on the forehead or cheek) 
                       => dreadlock --
 (one of many long thin braids of hair radiating from the scalp; popularized by Rastafarians) 
                   => beard, face fungus, whiskers -- (the hair growing on the lower part of a man's face) 
                       => fuzz -- (the first beard of an adolescent boy) 
                       => imperial, imperial beard -- (a small tufted beard worn by Emperor Napoleon III) 
                       => beaver -- (a full beard) 
                       => sideburn, burnside, mutton chop, side-whiskers --
 (beard grown down the side of a man's face in front of the ears (especially when the rest of the beard is  
shaved off)) 
                       => goatee --
 (a small chin beard trimmed to a point; named for its resemblance to a goat's beard) 
                       => vandyke beard, vandyke -- (a short pointed beard (named after Anthony Vandyke)) 
                   => mustache, moustache --
 (an unshaved growth of hair on the upper lip; "he looked younger after he shaved off his mustache") 
                       => soup-strainer, toothbrush -- (slang terms for a mustache) 
                       => mustachio, moustachio, handle-bars --
 (a large bushy moustache (with hair growing sometimes down the sides of the mouth)) 
                       => walrus mustache, walrus moustache -- (a bushy droopy mustache) 
                   => pubic hair, bush, crotch hair -- (hair growing in the pubic area) 
                       => minge -- (vulgar term for a woman's pubic hair or genitals) 
                   => eyebrow, brow, supercilium -- (the arch of hair above each eye) 
                   => eyelash, lash, cilium --
 (any of the short curved hairs that grow from the edges of the eyelids) 
               => headful --
 (a covering over the surface of your head; "a headful of tight curls"; "a headful of lice") 
               => epicranium -- (the muscle and aponeurosis and skin covering the cranium) 
               => exoskeleton --
 (the exterior protective or supporting structure or shell of many animals (especially invertebrates) includin
g bony or horny parts such as nails or scales or hoofs) 
                   => carapace, shell, cuticle --
 (hard outer covering or case of certain organisms such as arthropods and turtles) 
                       => cuticula -- (the outer body wall of an insect) 
                   => plastron -- ((zoology) the part of a turtle's shell forming its underside) 
           => sheath, case -- (an enveloping structure or covering enclosing an animal or plant organ or part) 
               => theca -- (outer sheath of the pupa of certain insects) 
               => lorica -- (a hard protective sheath as secreted by certain protoctists e.g.) 
               => medullary sheath, myelin sheath --
 (a layer of myelin encasing (and insulating) the axons of medullated nerve fibers) 
               => neurolemma, neurilemma -- (thin membranous sheath around a nerve fiber) 
               => husk -- (outer membranous covering of some fruits or seeds) 
                   => cornhusk -- (the husk of an ear of corn) 
                   => hull -- (dry outer covering of a fruit or seed or nut) 
                       => shell -- (the hard usually fibrous outer layer of some fruits especially nuts) 
                           => nutshell -- (the shell around the kernel of a nut) 
                   => pod, cod, seedcase --
 (the vessel that contains the seeds of a plant (not the seeds themselves)) 
                       => pea pod, peasecod -- (husk of a pea; edible in some garden peas) 
                   => bract -- (a modified leaf or leaflike part just below and protecting an inflorescence) 
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                       => epicalyx, false calyx, calycle, calyculus --
 (a group of bracts simulating a calyx as in a carnation or hibiscus) 
                       => bracteole, bractlet -- (a small bract) 
                       => spathe -- (a conspicuous bract surrounding or subtending a spadix or other inflorescence) 
                       => involucre --
 (a highly conspicuous bract or bract pair or ring of bracts at the base of an inflorescence) 
                       => glume --
 (small dry membranous bract found in inflorescences of Gramineae and Cyperaceae) 
                           => lemma, flowering glume --
 (the lower and stouter of the two glumes immediately enclosing the floret in most Gramineae) 
           => integument --
 (an outer protective covering such as the skin of an animal or a cuticle or seed coat or rind or shell) 
           => blanket, mantle -- (anything that covers; "there was a blanket of snow") 
           => crust, incrustation, encrustation -- (a hard outer layer that covers something) 
               => tartar, calculus, tophus -- (an incrustation that forms on the teeth and gums) 
           => envelope --
 (a natural covering (as by a fluid); "the spacecraft detected an envelope of gas around the comet") 
           => indumentum, indument -- (a covering of fine hairs (or sometimes scales) as on a leaf or insect) 
           => shell --
 (a rigid covering that envelops an object; "the satellite is covered with a smooth shell of ice") 
           => shell, eggshell -- (the exterior covering of a bird's egg) 
           => skim -- (a thin layer covering the surface of a liquid; "there was a thin skim of oil on the water") 
           => slough -- (any outer covering that can be shed or cast off (such as the cast-off skin of a snake)) 
           => snowcap -- (a covering of snow (as on a mountain peak)) 
           => vesture -- (something that covers or cloaks like a garment; "fields in a vesture of green") 
           => peridium -- (outer layer of the spore-bearing organ in many fungi) 
           => pericarp, seed vessel -- (the ripened and variously modified walls of a plant ovary) 
               => epicarp, exocarp -- (outermost layer of the pericarp of fruits as the skin of a peach or grape) 
               => mesocarp -- (the middle layer of a pericarp) 
               => stone, pit, endocarp --
 (the hard inner (usually woody) layer of the pericarp of some fruits (as peaches or plums or cherries or  
olives) that contains the seed; "you should remove the stones from prunes before cooking") 
                   => peach pit -- (the stone seed of a peach) 
                   => cherry stone -- (the stone seed of a cherry) 
               => capsule -- (a dry dehiscent seed vessel or the spore-containing structure of e.g. mosses) 
                   => bilocular capsule -- (a capsule divided into two cells or compartments) 
                   => boll -- (the rounded seed-bearing capsule of a cotton or flax plant) 
                   => silique, siliqua -- (narrow elongated seed capsule peculiar to the family Cruciferae) 
                       => silicle -- (short broad silique occurring in some cruciferous plants) 
               => bur, burr -- (seed vessel having hooks or prickles) 
                   => spanish needles, beggar-ticks -- (the seed of bur marigolds) 
           => perianth, chlamys, floral envelope, perigone, perigonium --
 (collective term for the outer parts of a flower consisting of the calyx and corolla and enclosing the stamen
s and pistils) 
           => theca, sac -- (a case or sheath especially a pollen sac or moss capsule) 
           => indusium --
 (a membrane enclosing and protecting the developing spores especially that covering the sori of a fern) 
           => bark -- (tough protective covering of the woody stems and roots of trees and other woody plants) 
               => cinnamon, cinnamon bark -- (aromatic bark used as a spice) 
               => cassia bark, Chinese cinnamon -- (aromatic bark of the cassia-
bark tree; less desirable as a spice than Ceylon cinnamon bark) 
               => cinnamon bark -- (aromatic bark of Saigon cinnamon used medicinally as a carminative) 
               => magnolia -- (dried bark of various magnolias; used in folk medicine) 
               => tanbark --
 (bark rich in tannin; bruised and cut in pieces to use for tanning; spent tanbark used as a ground covering) 
               => mezereum -- (the dried bark of the shrub mezereon) 
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               => canella, canella bark, white cinnamon --
 (highly aromatic inner bark of the Canella winterana used as a condiment and a tonic) 
               => cinchona bark, Peruvian bark, Jesuit's bark --
 (medicinal bark of cinchona trees; source of quinine and quinidine) 
               => cascarilla bark, eleuthra bark, sweetwood bark --
 (aromatic bark of cascarilla; used as a tonic and for making incense) 
               => cascara, cascara sagrada, chittam bark, chittem bark --
 (dried bark of the cascara buckthorn used as a laxative) 
               => winter's bark -- (aromatic bark having tonic and stimulant properties) 
               => tapa, tappa -- (thin fibrous bark of the paper mulberry and Pipturus albidus) 
               => angostura bark, angostura --
 (the bitter bark of a South American tree; used in medicines and liqueurs and bitters) 
               => cork -- (outer bark of the cork oak; used for stoppers for bottles etc.) 
               => phellem, cork -- ((botany) outer tissue of bark; a protective layer of dead cells) 
 

GEOLOGICAL FORMATION 

       => geological formation, formation -- ((geology) the geological features of the earth) 
           => aquifer -- (underground bed or layer yielding ground water for wells and springs etc) 
           => beach -- (an area of sand sloping down to the water of a sea or lake) 
               => plage -- (the beach at a seaside resort) 
           => cliff, drop, drop-off --
 (a steep high face of rock; "he stood on a high cliff overlooking the town"; "a steep drop") 
               => crag -- (a steep rugged rock or cliff) 
               => precipice -- (a very steep cliff) 
           => delta -- (a low triangular area where a river divides before entering a larger body of water) 
           => diapir --
 (a domed rock formation where a core of rock has moved upward and pierced through the more brittle over
lying strata) 
           => folium -- (a thin layer or stratum of (especially metamorphic) rock) 
           => foreshore -- (the part of the seashore between the high-water mark and the low-water mark) 
           => ice mass -- (a large mass of ice) 
               => glacier -- (a slowly moving mass of ice) 
                   => Alpine glacier, Alpine type of glacier -- (a glacier that moves down from a high valley) 
                   => continental glacier -- (a glacier that spreads out from a central mass of ice) 
                       => polar glacier -- (a glacier near the Arctic or Antarctic poles) 
                   => Piedmont glacier, Piedmont type of glacier --
 (a type of glaciation characteristic of Alaska; large valley glaciers meet to form an almost stagnant sheet of
 ice) 
                       => Mendenhall Glacier, Great Mendenhall Glacier --
 (a glacier of the Piedmont type near Juneau in Alaska) 
               => iceberg, berg -- (a large mass of ice floating at sea; usually broken off of a polar glacier) 
                   => growler -- (a small iceberg or ice floe just large enough to be hazardous for shipping) 
               => icecap, ice cap --
 (a mass of ice and snow that permanently covers a large area of land (e.g., the polar regions or a mountain 
peak)) 
               => ice field -- (a large flat mass of ice (larger than an ice floe) floating at sea) 
               => ice floe, floe -- (a flat mass of ice (smaller than an ice field) floating at sea) 
           => lakefront -- (land bordering a lake) 
           => massif --
 (a block of the earth's crust bounded by faults and shifted to form peaks of a mountain range) 
           => monocline -- (a geological formation in which all strata are inclined in the same direction) 
           => mouth --
 (the point where a stream issues into a larger body of water; "New York is at the mouth of the Hudson") 
           => natural depression, depression -- (a sunken or depressed geological formation) 
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               => basin --
 (a natural depression in the surface of the land often with a lake at the bottom of it; "the basin of the Great 
Salt Lake") 
                   => cirque, corrie, cwm -- (a steep-walled semicircular basin in a mountain; may contain a lake) 
                   => saltpan --
 (a shallow basin in a desert region; contains salt and gypsum that was deposited by an evaporated salt lake) 
                   => tidal basin -- (a basin that is full of water at high tide) 
               => bed, bottom --
 (a depression forming the ground under a body of water; "he searched for treasure on the ocean bed") 
                   => lake bed, lake bottom -- (the bottom of a lake) 
                   => ocean floor, ocean bottom, seabed, sea bottom, Davy Jones's locker, Davy Jones --
 (the bottom of a sea or ocean) 
                       => abyssal zone -- (the deep sea (2000 meters or more) where there is no light) 
                       => continental shelf --
 (the relatively shallow (up to 200 meters) seabed surrounding a continent) 
                       => continental slope, bathyal zone, bathyal district --
 (the steep descent of the seabed from the continental shelf to the abyssal zone) 
                       => neritic zone -- (the ocean waters from the low tide mark to a depth of about 100 fathoms) 
                       => twilight zone -- (the lowest level of the ocean to which light can reach) 
                   => riverbed, river bottom -- (a channel occupied (or formerly occupied) by a river) 
                   => streambed, creek bed -- (a channel occupied (or formerly occupied) by a stream) 
                       => wash, dry wash -- (the dry bed of an intermittent stream (as at the bottom of a canyon)) 
               => crater -- (a bowl-shaped depression formed by the impact of a meteorite or bomb) 
                   => collector -- (a crater that has collected cosmic material hitting the earth) 
                   => lunar crater -- (a crater on the Earth's moon) 
                       => Aristarchus -- (a bright crater on the moon) 
                       => Copernicus -- (a conspicuous crater on the moon) 
               => hole, hollow -- (a depression hollowed out of solid matter) 
                   => burrow, tunnel -- (a hole in the ground made by an animal for shelter) 
                       => warren, rabbit warren -- (a series of connected underground tunnels occupied by rabbits) 
                   => gopher hole -- (a hole in the ground made by gophers) 
                   => kettle hole, kettle --
 ((geology) a hollow (typically filled by a lake) that results from the melting of a mass of ice trapped in  
glacial deposits) 
                   => pit, cavity -- (a sizeable hole (usually in the ground); "they dug a pit to bury the body") 
                       => barbecue pit --
 (a pit where wood or charcoal is burned to make a bed of hot coals suitable for barbecuing meat) 
                       => borrow pit -- (a pit created to provide earth that can be used as fill at another site) 
                       => divot --
 ((golf) the cavity left when a piece of turf is cut from the ground by the club head in making a stroke; "it w
as a good drive but the ball ended up in a divot") 
                       => fire pit -- (a pit whose floor is incandescent lava; "the fire pit of the crater") 
                       => quicksand -- (a pit filled with loose wet sand into which objects are sucked down) 
                       => sandpit -- (a large pit in sandy ground from which sand is dug) 
                       => sawpit -- (a pit over which lumber is positioned to be sawed by two men with a long two-
handled saw) 
                       => tar pit --
 (a natural accumulation of bitumens at the surface of the earth; often acts as a trap for animals whose  
bones are thus preserved) 
                   => pothole, chuckhole --
 (a pit or hole produced by wear or weathering (especially in a road surface)) 
                   => rabbit burrow, rabbit hole -- (a hole in the ground as a nest made by wild rabbits) 
                   => wormhole -- (hole made by a burrowing worm) 
               => lowland -- (low level country) 
                   => Lowlands, Lowlands of Scotland -- (the southern part of Scotland that is not mountainous) 
                   => landfill -- (a low area that has been filled in) 
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                       => sanitary landfill -- (a low area where waste is buried between layers of earth) 
               => sinkhole, sink, swallow hole --
 (a depression in the ground communicating with a subterranean passage (especially in limestone) and form
ed by solution or by collapse of a cavern roof) 
               => trench, deep, oceanic abyss -- (a long steep-sided depression in the ocean floor) 
                   => Atacama Trench -- (a depression the floor of the Pacific Ocean off the coast of Chile) 
                   => Bougainville Trench --
 (a depression in the floor of the Pacific Ocean between New Guinea and the Solomon Islands) 
                   => Japan Trench --
 (a depression in the floor of the Pacific Ocean northeast of Japan that reaches depths of 30,000 feet) 
                   => Nares Deep --
 (a depression in the floor of the Atlantic Ocean north of Haiti and Puerto Rico) 
               => trough -- (a narrow depression (as in the earth or between ocean waves or in the ocean bed)) 
               => valley, vale -- (a long depression in the surface of the land that usually contains a river) 
                   => Nemea -- (a valley in southeastern Greece where the Nemean Games were held) 
                   => dale -- (an open river valley (in a hilly area)) 
                   => glen -- (a narrow secluded valley (in the mountains)) 
                   => gully -- (deep ditch cut by running water (especially after a prolonged downpour)) 
                       => arroyo -- (a stream or brook) 
                       => draw -- (a gully that is shallower than a ravine) 
                       => wadi --
 (gully or streambed in northern Africa and the Middle East that remains dry except during rainy season) 
                   => hollow, holler --
 (a small valley between mountains; "he built himself a cabin in a hollow high up in the Appalachians") 
                       => dell, dingle -- (a small wooded hollow) 
                   => Loire Vally -- (the valley of the Loire River where many French wines originated) 
                   => nullah -- (a ravine or gully in southern Asia) 
                   => ravine -- (a deep narrow steep-sided valley (especially one formed by running water)) 
                       => canyon, canon -- (a ravine formed by a river in an area with little rainfall) 
                       => gorge -- (a deep ravine (usually with a river running through it)) 
                           => Cataract Canyon -- (a tributary of the Grand Canyon) 
                           => Grand Canyon -- (the enormous gorge of the Colorado River in northern Arizona) 
                           => gulch, flume -- (a narrow gorge with a stream running through it) 
                           => Olduvai Gorge --
 (a gorge in northeastern Tanzania where anthropologists have found some of the earliest human remains) 
                   => rift valley -- (a valley with steep sides; formed by a rift in the earth's crust) 
                       => Great Rift Valley --
 (( geology) a depression in southwestern Asia and eastern Africa; extends from the valley of the Jordan Ri
ver to Mozambique; marked by geological faults) 
                   => San Fernando Valley --
 (a fertile valley in southern California north of Los Angeles; includes many residential communities) 
                   => San Joaquin Valley -- (a vast valley in central California known for its rich farmland) 
                   => Shenandoah Valley --
 (a large valley between the Allegheny Mountains and the Blue Ridge Mountains in northern Virginia; site 
of numerous battles during the American Civil War) 
           => natural elevation, elevation -- (a raised or elevated geological formation) 
               => highland, upland -- (elevated (e.g., mountainous) land) 
                   => Highlands, Highlands of Scotland --
 (a mountainous region of northern Scotland famous for its rugged beauty; known for the style of dress (the 
kilt and tartan) and the clan system (now in disuse)) 
                   => down -- ((usually plural) a rolling treeless highland with little soil) 
                   => tableland, plateau -- (a relatively flat highland) 
                       => Ardennes -- (a wooded plateau in the Champagne-
Ardenne region of France; the site of intense fighting in World War I and World War II) 
                       => Nejd, Najd --
 (a central plateau region of the Arabian Peninsula; formely an independent sultanate until 1932 when it  
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united with Hejaz to form the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia) 
                       => Guiana Highlands --
 (a mountainous tableland in northern South America; extends from Venezuela into Guyana and northern B
razil) 
                       => Colorado Plateau --
 (a large plateau south and west of the Rocky Mountains; abuts mountains on the north and east and ends in
 an escarpment overlooking lowlands to the south and west; the Grand Canyon is carved out of the southwe
stern corner) 
                       => Llano Estacado -- (a large semiarid plateau forming the southern part of the Great Plains) 
                       => mesa, table --
 (flat tableland with steep edges; "the tribe was relatively safe on the mesa but they had to descend into the 
valley for water") 
                       => terrace, bench --
 (a level shelf of land interrupting a declivity (with steep slopes above and below)) 
               => hill -- (a local and well-defined elevation of the land) 
                   => Areopagus --
 (a hill to the west of the Athenian acropolis where met the highest governmental council of ancient Athens 
and later a judicial court) 
                   => Calvary, Golgotha -- (a hill near Jerusalem where Jesus was crucified) 
                   => Zion, Sion --
 (originally a stronghold captured by David (the 2nd king of the Israelites); above it was built a temple and  
later the name extended to the whole hill; finally it became a synonym for the city of Jerusalem; "the  
inhabitants of Jerusalem are personified as `the daughter of Zion'") 
                   => Seven Hills of Rome -- (the hills on which the ancient city of Rome was built) 
                   => Palatine --
 (the most important of the Seven Hills of Rome; supposedly the location of the first settlement and the site 
of many imperial palaces) 
                   => Capitol Hill, the Hill --
 (a hill in Washington, D.C., where the capitol building sits and Congress meets; "they are debating the bud
get today on Capital Hill") 
                   => butte --
 (a hill that rises abruptly from the surrounding region; has a flat top and sloping sides) 
                   => foothill -- (a relatively low hill on the lower slope of a mountain) 
                   => knoll, mound, hillock, hummock, hammock -- (a small natural hill) 
                       => anthill, formicary -- (a mound of earth made by ants as they dig their nest) 
                       => kopje, koppie -- (a small hill rising up from the African veld) 
                       => molehill -- (a mound of earth made by moles while burrowing) 
                   => tor -- (a high rocky hill) 
               => hills -- (hilly land; "they loved to roam the hills of West Virginia"; "the Black Hills") 
                   => Cotswolds, Cotswold Hills -- (a range of low hills in southwestern England) 
                   => Pennines, Pennine Chain --
 (a system of hills in England that extend from the Scottish border in the north to the Trent River in the sout
h; forms the watershed for English rivers) 
                   => Nilgiri Hills -- (hills in southern India) 
                   => Black Hills -- (mountains in western South Dakota and northeastern Wyoming) 
                   => foothills -- (hilly land on the lower slopes of mountains) 
               => mountain, mount -- (a land mass that projects well above its surroundings; higher than a hill) 
                   => alp -- (any high mountain) 
                   => ben -- (a mountain or tall hill; "they were climbing the ben") 
                   => seamount -- (an underwater mountain rising above the ocean floor) 
                       => guyot -- (a seamount of volcanic origin (especially in the Pacific Ocean)) 
                   => volcano -- (a mountain formed by volcanic material) 
                       => Asama, Mount Asama --
 (a volcano in central Honshu near Nagano; one of the largest volcanoes in Japan (8,340 feet)) 
                       => Pinatubo, Mount Pinatubo --
 (a volcano on Luzon northwest of Manila; erupted in 1991 after 600 years of dormancy) 
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                       => Cameroon --
 (an inactive volcano in western Cameroon; highest peak on the West African coast) 
                       => Citlaltepetl, Mount Orizaba, Mt Orizaba, Pico de Orizaba --
 (an extinct volcano in southern Mexico between Mexico City and Veracruz; the highest peak in Mexico  
(18,695 feet)) 
                       => Colima, Nevado de Colima, Volcan de Colima --
 (an active volcano in southwestern Mexico) 
                       => Cotacachi -- (an Andean volcano in northern Ecuador; last erupted in 1955) 
                       => Cotopaxi --
 (the world's largest active volcano; located in the Andes in north central Ecuador) 
                       => Demavend -- (an active volcano in northern Iran) 
                       => El Misti -- (the world's 2nd largest active volcano; located in the Andes in southern Peru) 
                       => Etna, Mount Etna, Mt Etna --
 (an inactive volcano in Sicily; last erupted in 1961; the highest volcano in Europe (10,500 feet)) 
                       => Fuego -- (a volcano in south central Guatemala) 
                       => Fuji, Mount Fuji, Fujiyama, Fujinoyama, Fuji-san --
 (an extinct volcano in south central Honshu that is the highest peak in Japan; last erupted in 1707; famous f
or its symmetrical snow-capped peak; a sacred mountain and site for pilgrimages) 
                       => Galeras, Pasto -- (an active volcano in southeastern Colombia in the Andes) 
                       => Guallatiri --
 (the world's highest volcano; in the Andes in northern Chile; last erupted in 1959) 
                       => Huainaputina -- (an inactive volcano in the Andes in southern Peru; last erupted in 1783) 
                       => Klyuchevskaya -- (an inactive volcano on the Kamchatka Peninsula; last erupted in 1946) 
                       => Krakatau, Krakatao, Krakatoa --
 (a small volcanic island in Indonesia between Java and Sumatra; its violent eruption in 1883 was the greate
st in recorded history) 
                       => Lascar -- (a volcano in the Andes in Chile) 
                       => Mauna Kea --
 (an active volcano on north central Hawaii Island; highest peak in the Hawaiian Islands) 
                       => Mauna Loa -- (an active volcano on south central Hawaii Island) 
                       => Nyamuragira -- (an active volcano in eastern Congo) 
                       => Nyiragongo -- (an active volcano in eastern Congo) 
                       => Purace -- (an inactive volcano in the Andes in southern Colombia; last erupted in 1950) 
                       => Sangay -- (an inactive volcano in the Andes in central Ecuador; last erupted in 1946) 
                       => Tupungatito -- (an inactive volcano in central Chile; last erupted in 1959) 
                       => Mount Saint Helens, Mount St. Helens, Mt. St. Helens --
 (an active volcano in the Cascade Range in southwestern Washington; erupted violently in 1980 after 123 
years of inactivity) 
                       => Vesuvius, Mount Vesuvius, Mt. Vesuvius --
 (a volcano in southwestern Italy on the Mediterranean coast; a Plinian eruption in 79 AD buried Pompeii a
nd killed Pliny the Elder; last erupted in 1944) 
               => promontory, headland, foreland --
 (a natural elevation (especially a rocky one that juts out into the sea)) 
                   => Cape Horn --
 (a rocky headland belonging to Chile at the southernmost tip of South America (south of Tierra del Fuego)
) 
                   => Gibraltar, Rock of Gibraltar, Calpe --
 (location of a colony of the United Kingdom on a limestone promontory at the southern tip of Spain; strate
gically important because it can control the entrance of ships into the Mediterranean; one of the Pillars of  
Hercules) 
                   => Cape Hatteras --
 (a promontory on Hatteras Island off the Atlantic coast of North Carolina; "frequent storms drive ships to  
their destruction on Cape Hatteras") 
                   => Cape Canaveral, Cape Kennedy --
 (a sandy promontory (formerly Cape Kennedy) extending into the Atlantic Ocean from a barrier island off 
the eastern coast of Florida; the site of a NASA center for spaceflight) 
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                   => Cape Sable -- (a promontory on the far southern part of Nova Scotia) 
                   => Jebel Musa, Abila, Abyla --
 (a promontory in northern Morocco opposite the Rock of Gibraltar; one of the Pillars of Hercules) 
                   => mull -- (a term used in Scottish names of promontories; "the Mull of Kintyre") 
                   => point --
 (a promontory extending out into a large body of water; "they sailed south around the point") 
               => ridge -- (a long narrow natural elevation or striation) 
                   => bank -- (a long ridge or pile; "a huge bank of earth") 
                       => bluff -- (a high steep bank (usually formed by river erosion)) 
                       => sandbank --
 (a submerged bank of sand near a shore or in a river; can be exposed at low tide) 
                           => shoal -- (a sandbank in a stretch of water that is visible at low tide) 
                   => bar --
 (a submerged (or partly submerged) ridge in a river or along a shore; "the boat ran aground on a submerge
d bar in the river") 
                       => sandbar, sand bar -- (a bar of sand) 
                   => dune, sand dune --
 (a ridge of sand created by the wind; found in deserts or near lakes and oceans) 
                       => seif dune -- (a long and tall sand dune with a sharp crest; common in the Sahara) 
                   => esker --
 ((geology) a long winding ridge of post glacial gravel and other sediment; deposited by meltwater from  
glaciers or ice sheets) 
                   => ledge, shelf -- (a projecting ridge on a mountain or submerged under water) 
                       => berm -- (a narrow ledge or shelf typically at the top or bottom of a slope) 
                   => reef -- (a submerged ridge of rock or coral near the surface of the water) 
                       => coral reef -- (a reef consisting of coral consolidated into limestone) 
                           => atoll -- (an island consisting of a circular coral reef surrounding a lagoon) 
                               => Kwajalein --
 (World War II (January 1944); American forces landed and captured a Japanese air base) 
                               => Eniwetok --
 (an atoll in the Marshall islands; site of an amphibious assault in World War II; later used by the United  
States to test atomic bombs) 
                               => Kwajalein --
 (an atoll in the western Marshall Islands that was used as a Japanese air and naval base during World War  
II) 
                               => Midway Islands --
 (an atoll in the Hawaiian Islands some 1300 mile northwest of Honolulu; site of an important United States
 naval base) 
                           => barrier reef -- (a long coral reef near and parallel to the shore) 
                           => Great Barrier Reef --
 (the largest coral reef in the world; in the Coral Sea off the northeastern coast of Australia) 
                           => key, cay, Florida keys -- (a coral reef off the southern coast of Florida) 
                   => ripple mark --
 (one of a series of small ridges produced in sand by water currents or by wind) 
               => swell -- (a rounded elevation (especially one on an ocean floor)) 
           => oceanfront -- (land bordering an ocean) 
           => Pillars of Hercules --
 (the two promontories at the eastern end of the Strait of Gibraltar; according to legend they were formed  
by Hercules) 
           => range, mountain range, range of mountains, chain, mountain chain, chain of mountains --
 (a series of hills or mountains; "the valley was between two ranges of hills"; "the plains lay just beyond the
 mountain range") 
               => Adirondacks, Adirondack Mountains --
 (a mountain range in northeastern New York State; a popular resort area) 
               => Admiralty Range -- (mountains in Antarctica north of Victoria Land) 
               => Alaska Range -- (a mountain range in south central Alaska; contains Mount McKinley) 
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               => Alleghenies, Allegheny Mountains --
 (the western part of the Appalachian Mountains; extending from northern Pennsylvania to southwestern  
Virginia) 
               => Alps, the Alps -- (a large mountain system in south-
central Europe; scenic beauty and winter sports make them a popular tourist attraction) 
               => Andes -- (a mountain range in South America running 5000 miles along the Pacific coast) 
               => Apennines -- (a mountain range extending the length of the Italian peninsula) 
               => Appalachians, Appalachian Mountains --
 (a mountain range in the eastern United States extending from Quebec to the Gulf of Mexico; a historic bar
rier to early westward expansion of the United States) 
               => Atlas Mountains --
 (a mountain range in northern Africa between the Mediterranean and the Sahara Desert; extends from sout
hwestern Morocco to northern Tunisia) 
               => Australian Alps --
 (a range of mountains in Australia that forms the southern end of the Great Dividing Range) 
               => Balkans, Balkan Mountains, Balkan Mountain Range --
 (the major mountain range of Bulgaria and the Balkan Peninsula) 
               => Berkshires, Berkshire Hills -- (a low mountain range in western Massachusetts; a resort area) 
               => Black Hills --
 (mountains in southwestern South Dakota and northeastern Wyoming; sacred to the Sioux (whites settling 
in the Black Hills led to the Battle of Little Bighorn); site of Mount Rushmore) 
               => Blue Ridge Mountains, Blue Ridge --
 (a range of the Appalachians extending from Pennsylvania to northern Georgia) 
               => Cantabrian Mountains --
 (a range of mountains in northern Spain along the coast of the Bay of Biscay) 
               => Carpathians, Carpathian Mountains --
 (a mountain range in central Europe that extends from Slovakia and southern Poland southeastward  
through western Ukraine to northeastern Romania; a popular resort area) 
               => Cascades, Cascade Range, Cascade Mountains --
 (a mountain range in the northwestern United States extending through Washington and Oregon and  
northern California; a part of the Coast Range) 
               => Catskills, Catskill Mountains --
 (a range of the Appalachians west of the Hudson in southeastern New York; includes many popular resort 
areas) 
               => Caucasus, Caucasus Mountains --
 (the mountain range in Caucasia between the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea that forms part of the tradition
al border between Europe and Asia) 
               => Coast Range, Coast Mountains --
 (a string of mountain ranges along the Pacific coast of North America from southeastern Alaska to Lower 
California) 
               => Cumberland Mountains, Cumberland Plateau -- (the southwestern part of the Appalachians) 
               => Dolomite Alps --
 (an eastern range of the Alps in northeastern Italy famous for their dolomitic limestone) 
               => Great Dividing Range, Eastern Highlands --
 (a mountain range running along the eastern coast of Australia) 
               => Great Smoky Mountains -- (part of the Appalachians between North Carolina and Tennessee) 
               => Guadalupe Mountains --
 (a mountain range in southern New Mexico and western Texas; the southern extension of the Sacramento 
Mountains) 
               => Himalayas, Himalaya Mountains, the Himalaya --
 (a mountain range extending 1500 miles on the border between India and Tibet; this range contains the  
world's highest mountain) 
               => Hindu Kush, Hindu Kush Mountains -- (a mountain range extending west of the Himalayas) 
               => Karakoram, Karakoram Range, Karakorum Range, Mustagh, Mustagh Range --
 (a mountain range in northern Kashmir; an extension of the Hindu Kush; contains the 2nd highest peak) 
               => Kunlun, Kunlun Mountains, Kuenlun, Kuenlun Mountains -- (a mountain range in China) 
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               => Mesabi Range --
 (a range of hills in northeastern Minnesota where rich iron ore deposits were discovered in 1887) 
               => Mount Carmel --
 (a mountain range in northwestern Israel near the Mediterranean coast; "according to the Old Testament,  
Elijah defeated the priests of Baal at Mount Carmel") 
               => Nan Ling -- (a mountain range in southeastern China running generally east to west) 
               => Ozarks, Ozark Mountains, Ozark Plateau --
 (an area of low mountains in northwestern Arkansas and southeastern Missouri and northeastern Oklahom
a) 
               => Pyrenees -- (a chain of mountains between France and Spain) 
               => Rhodope Mountains --
 (a mountain range in the Balkan peninsula in southeastern Europe; extends along the border between  
Greece and Bulgaria) 
               => Rockies, Rocky Mountains --
 (the chief mountain range of western North America; extends from British Columbia to northern New  
Mexico; forms the continental divide) 
               => Sacramento Mountains -- (mountain range in New Mexico east of the Rio Grande) 
               => San Juan Mountains --
 (a mountain range in southwestern Colorado that is part of the Rocky Mountains) 
               => Selkirk Mountains -- (a range of the Rocky Mountains in southeastern British Columbia) 
               => sierra -- (a range of mountains (usually with jagged peaks and irregular outline)) 
               => Sierra Madre Occidental --
 (a mountain range in northwestern Mexico that runs south from Arizona parallel to the Pacific coastline) 
               => Sierra Madre Oriental --
 (a mountain range in northeastern Mexico the runs parallel to the coastline of the Gulf of Mexico) 
               => Sierra Nevada, Sierra Nevada Mountains, High Sierra --
 (a mountain range in eastern California; contains Mount Whitney) 
               => Sierra Nevada --
 (a mountain range in southern Spain along the Mediterranean coast east of Granada) 
               => St. Elias Range, St. Elias Mountains --
 (a range of mountains between Alaska and the Yukon territory) 
               => Teton Range -- (a mountain range in northwest Wyoming; contains the Grand Teton) 
               => Tien Shan, Tyan Shan -- (a major mountain range of central Asia; extends 1,500 miles) 
               => Urals, Ural Mountains --
 (a mountain range in western Russia extending from the arctic to the Caspian Sea; forms part of the  
traditional boundary between Europe and Asia) 
           => relict -- (geological feature that is a remnant of a pre-
existing formation after other parts have disappeared) 
           => ridge -- (a long narrow range of hills) 
               => arete -- (a sharp narrow ridge found in rugged mountains) 
               => hogback, horseback -- (a narrow ridge of hills) 
           => shore -- (the land along the edge of a body of water) 
               => lakeside, lakeshore -- (the shore of a lake) 
               => seashore, coast, seacoast, sea-coast -- (the shore of a sea or ocean) 
                   => Barbary Coast --
 (the Mediterranean coast of northern Africa that was famous for its Moorish pirates) 
                   => littoral, litoral, littoral zone, sands -- (the region of the shore of a lake or sea or ocean) 
                   => Aeolis, Aeolia --
 (ancient name for the coastal region of northwestern Asia Minor (including Lesbos)) 
                   => Atlantic Coast -- (a coast of the Atlantic Ocean) 
                   => Gulf Coast -- (a coast of the Gulf of Mexico) 
                   => landfall -- (the seacoast first sighted on a voyage (or flight over water)) 
                   => Pacific Coast -- (a coast of the Pacific Ocean) 
                   => seaside, seaboard -- (the shore of a sea or ocean regarded as a resort) 
               => strand --
 (a poetic term for a shore (as the area periodically covered and uncovered by the tides)) 
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           => slope, incline, side --
 (an elevated geological formation; "he climbed the steep slope"; "the house was built on the side of the  
mountain") 
               => ascent, acclivity, rise, raise, climb, upgrade --
 (an upward slope or grade (as in a road); "the car couldn't make it up the rise") 
                   => uphill -- (the upward slope of a hill) 
               => bank --
 (sloping land (especially the slope beside a body of water); "they pulled the canoe up on the bank"; "he  
sat on the bank of the river and watched the currents") 
                   => riverbank, riverside -- (the bank of a river) 
                   => waterside -- (land bordering a body of water) 
               => bank, cant, camber --
 (a slope in the turn of a road or track; the outside is higher than the inside in order to reduce the effects of  
centrifugal force) 
               => canyonside -- (the steeply sloping side of a canyon) 
               => coast --
 (a slope down which sleds may coast; "when it snowed they made a coast on the golf course") 
               => descent, declivity, fall, decline, declination, declension, downslope --
 (a downward slope or bend) 
                   => downhill -- (the downward slope of a hill) 
                   => steep -- (a steep place (as on a hill)) 
               => escarpment, scarp --
 (a long steep slope or cliff at the edge of a plateau or ridge; usually formed by erosion) 
               => hillside -- (the side or slope of a hill) 
                   => brae -- (a slope or hillside) 
               => mountainside, versant --
 (the side or slope of a mountain; "conifer forests cover the eastern versant") 
               => ski slope -- (a snow-covered slope for skiing) 
           => spring, fountain, outflow, outpouring, natural spring -- (a natural flow of ground water) 
               => Fountain of Youth --
 (a fountain described in folk tales as able to make people young again; "Ponce de Leon discovered Florida 
while searching for the Fountain of Youth") 
               => geyser -- (a spring that discharges hot water and steam) 
                   => Old Faithful --
 (a geyser in Yellowstone National Park that erupts for about 4 minutes about every 65 minutes) 
               => hot spring, thermal spring -- (a natural spring of water at a temperature of 70 F or above) 
           => talus, scree -- (a sloping mass of loose rocks at the base of a cliff) 
           => vein, mineral vein -- (a layer of ore between layers of rock) 
               => bonanza -- (an especially rich vein of precious ore) 
           => wall -- (a vertical (or almost vertical) smooth rock face (as of a cave or mountain)) 
           => water table, water level, groundwater level --
 (underground surface below which the ground is wholly saturated with water; "spring rains had raised the 
water table") 
       => mechanism --
 (a natural object resembling a machine in structure or function; "the mechanism of the ear"; "the mechanis
m of infection") 
           => barrier -- (anything serving to maintain separation by obstructing vision or access) 
               => bar --
 (a submerged (or partly submerged) ridge in a river or along a shore; "the boat ran aground on a submerge
d bar in the river") 
                   => sandbar, sand bar -- (a bar of sand) 
               => blood-brain barrier --
 (a mechanism that creates a barrier between brain tissues and circulating blood; serves to protect the centra
l nervous system; "the brain was protected from the large molecules of the virus by the blood-
brain barrier") 
               => curtain -- (any barrier to communication or vision; "a curtain of secrecy"; "a curtain of trees") 
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           => transmission mechanism --
 (any mechanism whereby an infectious agent is spread from a reservoir to a human being) 
               => airborne transmission --
 (a transmission mechanism in the which the infectious agent is spread as an aerosol and usually enters a  
person through the respiratory tract) 
               => direct transmission --
 (a transmission mechanism in which the infectious agent is transferred directly into the body via touching 
or biting or kissing or sexual intercourse or by droplets entering the eye or nose or mouth) 
               => indirect transmission --
 (a transmission mechanism in which the infectious agent is transferred to the person by a fomite of vector) 
                   => vector-borne transmission --
 (indirect transmission of an infectious agent that occurs when a vector bites or touches a person) 
                   => vehicle-borne transmission --
 (indirect transmission of an infectious agent that occurs when a vehicle (or fomite) touches a person's body
 or is ingested) 
           => biological clock --
 (an innate mechanism in living organisms that controls the periodicity of many physiological functions) 
 

       => nest -- (a structure in which animals lay eggs or give birth to their young) 
           => beehive, hive -- (a structure that provides a natural habitation for bees; as in a hollow tree) 
           => bird's nest -- (nest where birds lay their eggs and hatch their young) 
               => aerie, aery, eyrie, eyry -- (the lofty nest of a bird of prey (such as a hawk or eagle)) 
           => drey -- (the nest of a squirrel) 
           => mouse nest, mouse's nest -- (where mice bear and raise their young) 
           => nidus -- (a nest in which spiders or insects deposit their eggs) 
               => wasp's nest, wasps' nest, hornet's nest, hornets' nest -- (habitation for wasps or hornets) 
       => radiator -- (any object that radiates energy) 
           => radio source -- (an object that radiates radio waves) 
 

       => rock, stone -- (a lump or mass of hard consolidated mineral matter; "he threw a rock at me") 
           => achondrite -- (a stony meteor lacking chondrules) 
           => bedrock -- (solid unweathered rock lying beneath surface deposits of soil) 
           => boulder, bowlder -- (a large smooth mass of rock detached from its place of origin) 
               => Plymouth Rock --
 (a boulder in Plymouth supposed to be where the Pilgrims disembarked from the Mayflower) 
               => glacial boulder --
 (a boulder that has been carried by a glacier to a place far distant from its place of origin) 
               => river boulder --
 (a boulder that has been carried by a river to a place remote from its place of origin) 
               => shore boulder -- (a boulder found on a shore remote from its place of origin) 
           => calculus, concretion --
 (a hard lump produced by the concretion of mineral salts; found in hollow organs or ducts of the body;  
"renal calculi can be very painful") 
               => bladder stone, cystolith -- (a calculus formed in the bladder) 
               => enterolith -- (a calculus occurring in the intestines) 
               => gallstone, bilestone -- (a calculus formed in the gall bladder or its ducts) 
               => kidney stone, urinary calculus, nephrolith, renal calculus -- (a calculus formed in the kidney) 
               => ptyalith -- (calculus in a salivary gland) 
               => sialolith, salivary calculus -- (a stone formed in the salivary gland) 
               => urolith -- (a urinary stone) 
           => chondrite -- (a rock of meteoric origin containing chondrules) 
           => clastic rock -- ((geology) a rock composed of broken pieces of older rocks) 
           => crystal, crystallization --
 (a rock formed by the solidification of a substance; has regularly repeating internal structure; external plan
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e faces) 
               => crystallite --
 (any of numerous minute rudimentary crystalline bodies of unknown composition found in glassy igneous 
rock) 
           => intrusion -- (rock produced by an intrusive process) 
           => outcrop, outcropping, rock outcrop --
 (the part of a rock formation that appears above the surface of the surrounding land) 
               => belay -- (something to which a mountain climber's rope can be secured) 
               => outthrust -- (an outcropping of rock that extends outward) 
           => pebble -- (a small smooth rounded rock) 
           => petrifaction --
 (a rock created by petrifaction; an organic object infiltrated with mineral matter and preserved in its  
original form) 
           => sill --
 ((geology) a flat (usually horizontal) mass of igneous rock between two layers of older sedimentary rock) 
           => stepping stone -- (a stone in a marsh or shallow water that can be stepped on in crossing) 
           => tor -- (a prominent rock or pile of rocks on a hill) 
           => wall rock -- (a rock immediately adjacent to a vein or fault) 
           => whinstone, whin --
 (any of various hard colored rocks (especially rocks consisting of chert or basalt)) 
           => xenolith --
 ((geology) a piece of rock of different origin from the igneous rock in which it is embedded) 
       => sample -- (all or part of a natural object that is collected and preserved as an example of its class) 
           => specimen --
 (a bit of tissue or blood or urine that is taken for diagnostic purposes; "they collected a urine specimen for 
urinalysis") 
               => cytologic specimen -- (a specimen used for cytologic examination and diagnosis) 
                   => smear, cytologic smear, cytosmear --
 (a thin tissue or blood sample spread on a glass slide and stained for cytologic examination and diagnosis  
under a microscope) 
                       => alimentary tract smear --
 (any of several cytologic smears obtained from different parts of the alimentary tract; obtained by specializ
ed lavage techniques and used mainly to diagnose cancer in those parts) 
                           => esophageal smear -- (alimentary tract smear of material obtained from the esophagus) 
                           => gastric smear -- (alimentary tract smear of material obtained from the stomach) 
                           => oral smear -- (alimentary tract smear of material obtained from the mouth) 
                           => paraduodenal smear, duodenal smear --
 (alimentary tract smear of material obtained from the duodenum) 
                       => cervical smear, Pap smear, Papanicolaou smear --
 (a sample of secretions and superficial cells of the uterine cervix and uterus; examined with a microscope  
to detect any abnormal cells) 
                       => lower respiratory tract smear, bronchoscopic smear, sputum smear --
 (any of several cytologic smears obtained from different parts of the lower respiratory tract; used for cytolo
gic study of cancer and other diseases of the lungs) 
                       => vaginal smear -- (smear taken from the vaginal mucosa for cytological analysis) 
           => core -- (a cylindrical sample of soil or rock obtained with a hollow drill) 
       => tangle --
 (a twisted and tangled mass that is highly interwoven; "they carved their way through the tangle of vines") 
           => hairball, hair ball, trichobezoar --
 (a compact mass of hair that forms in the alimentary canal (especially in the stomach of animals as a result 
of licking fur)) 
           => shag -- (a matted tangle of hair or fiber; "the dog's woolly shag") 
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PLANT PART, PLANT STRUCTURE 

       => plant part, plant structure -- (any part of a plant or fungus) 
           => stub -- (a short piece remaining on a trunk or stem where a branch is lost) 
           => button -- (any of various plant parts that resemble buttons) 
           => thallus --
 (a plant body without true stems or roots or leaves or vascular system; characteristic of the thallophytes) 
               => crustose thallus --
 (thin crusty lichen thallus; adheres closely to or is embedded in the surface on which it grows) 
           => cap, pileus --
 (a fruiting structure resembling an umbrella that forms the top of a stalked fleshy fungus such as a  
mushroom) 
           => calyptra -- (the hood or cap covering the calyx of certain plants: e.g., the California poppy) 
           => volva -- (cuplike structure around the base of the stalk of certain fungi) 
           => domatium --
 (a part of a plant (e.g., a leaf) that has been modified to provide protection for insects or mites or fungi) 
           => pycnidium -- (flask-shaped asexual structure containing conidia) 
           => stipule --
 (a small leafy outgrowth at the base of a leaf or its stalk; usually occurring in pairs and soon shed) 
           => tepal --
 (an undifferentiated part of a perianth that cannot be distinguished as a sepal or a petal (as in lillies and  
tulips)) 
           => gynostegium -- (the crown of the stamen in plants of the genus Asclepias) 
           => chalaza --
 (basal part of a plant ovule opposite the micropyle; where integument and nucellus are joined) 
           => nucellus -- (central part of a plant ovule; contains the embryo sac) 
           => pollen tube --
 (slender tubular outgrown from a pollen grain that penetrates the ovule and releases male gametes) 
           => mentum -- (a projection like a chin formed by the sepals and base of the column in some orchids) 
           => corona --
 ((botany) the trumpet shaped or cup shaped outgrowth of the corolla of a daffodil or narcissus flower) 
           => mycelium -- (the vegetative part of a fungus consisting of a mass of branching threadlike hyphae) 
               => sclerotium -- (compact usually dark-
colored mass of hardened mycelium constituting a vegetative food-
storage body in various true fungi; detaches when mature and can give rise to new growth) 
           => plant organ -- (a functional and structural unit of a plant or fungus) 
               => reproductive structure -- (the parts of a plant involved in its reproduction) 
                   => spore -- (a small usually single-
celled reproductive body produced by many plants and some protozoans and that develops into a new  
individual; "a sexual spore is formed after the fusion of gametes") 
                       => basidiospore -- (a sexually produced fungal spore borne on a basidium) 
                       => endospore --
 (a small asexual spore that develops inside the cell of some bacteria and algae) 
                       => carpospore -- (a nonmotile spore of red algae) 
                       => chlamydospore -- (thick-walled asexual resting spore of certain fungi and algae) 
                           => teliospore --
 (a chlamydospore that develops in the last stage of the life cycle of the rust fungus) 
                       => conidium, conidiospore -- (an asexually produced fungal spore formed on a conidiophore) 
                       => oospore -- (a thick-
walled sexual spore that develops from a fertilized oosphere in some algae and fungi) 
                       => tetraspore -- (one of the four asexual spores produced within a sporangium) 
                       => zoospore -- (an asexual spore of some algae and fungi that moves by means of flagella) 
                       => fern seed --
 (the asexual spore of ferns that resembles dust; once thought to be seeds and to make the possessor  
invisible) 
                       => pollen --
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 (the fine spores that contain male gametes and that are borne by an anther in a flowering plant) 
                           => pollinium -- (a coherent mass of pollen grains (as in orchids)) 
                           => ragweed pollen -- (pollen of the ragweed plant is a common allergen) 
                       => microspore --
 (smaller of the two types of spore produced in heterosporous plants; develops in the pollen sac into a male 
gametophyte) 
                       => megaspore, macrospore --
 (larger of the two types of spore produced in heterosporous plants; develops in ovule into a female gameto
phyte) 
                       => aeciospore -- (spore of a rust fungus formed in an aecium) 
                       => ascospore -- (sexually produced fungal spore formed within an ascus) 
                       => zygospore -- (a plant spore formed by two similar sexual cells) 
                   => fructification -- (organs of fruiting (especially the reproductive parts of ferns and mosses)) 
                   => gleba -- (fleshy spore-bearing inner mass of e.g. a puffball or stinkhorn) 
                   => hymenium -- (spore-bearing layer of cells in certain fungi containing asci or basidia) 
                   => sporocarp, spore case --
 (specialized leaf branch in certain aquatic ferns that encloses the sori or clusters of sporangia) 
                   => flower, bloom, blossom --
 (reproductive organ of angiosperm plants especially one having showy or colorful parts) 
                       => floret -- (a diminutive flower (especially one that is part of a composite flower)) 
                       => apetalous flower -- (flower having no petals) 
                       => inflorescence -- (the flowering part of a plant or arrangement of flowers on a stalk) 
                           => flower head --
 (a shortened compact cluster of flowers so arranged that the whole gives the effect of a single flower as in 
clover or members of the family Compositae) 
                           => catkin, ament -- (a cylindrical spikelike inflorescence) 
                           => umbel -- (flat-
topped or rounded inflorescence characteristic of the family Umbelliferae in which the individual flower sta
lks arise from about the same point; youngest flowers are at the center) 
                           => corymb -- (flat-
topped or convex inflorescence in which the individual flower stalks grow upward from various points on  
the main stem to approximately the same height; outer flowers open first) 
                           => flower cluster -- (an inflorescence consisting of a cluster of flowers) 
                               => raceme --
 (usually elongate cluster of flowers along the main stem in which the flowers at the base open first) 
                                   => panicle -- (compound raceme or branched cluster of flowers) 
                               => thyrse, thyrsus --
 (a dense flower cluster (as of the lilac or horse chestnut) in which the main axis is racemose and the branch
es are cymose) 
                           => cyme -- (more or less flat-
topped cluster of flowers in which the central or terminal flower opens first) 
                               => cymule -- (a small cyme, generally with few flowers) 
                               => glomerule -- (a compacted or sessile cyme) 
                               => scorpioid cyme -- (a cyme with flowers or branches alternating in opposite ranks) 
                           => spike --
 ((botany) an indeterminate inflorescence bearing sessile flowers on an unbranched axis) 
                               => spikelet -- (a small spike (as the inflorescence on grasses and sedges)) 
                       => ray flower, ray floret -- (small flower with a flat strap-
shaped corolla usually occupying the peripheral rings of a composite flower) 
                       => bud -- (a partially opened flower) 
                           => rosebud -- (the bud of a rose) 
                       => chrysanthemum -- (the flower of a chrysanthemum plant) 
                   => stamen -- (the male reproductive organ of a flower) 
                   => anther -- (the part of the stamen that contains pollen; usually borne on a stalk) 
                   => pistil -- (the female ovule-bearing part of a flower composed of ovary and style and stigma) 
                       => simple pistil -- (consists of one carpel) 
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                       => compound pistil -- (consists of two or more fused carpels) 
                       => pistillode -- (a sterile vestigial pistil remaining in a staminate flower) 
                       => carpel -- (a simple pistil or one element of a compound pistil) 
                           => mericarp -- (a carpel with one seed; one of a pair split apart at maturity) 
                   => style -- ((botany) the narrow elongated part of the pistil between the ovary and the stigma) 
                       => stylopodium -- (an enlargement at the base of the style in some Umbebelliferae) 
                   => stigma -- (the apical end of the style where deposited pollen enters the pistil) 
                   => ovary -- (the organ that bears the ovules of a flower) 
                   => ovule --
 (a small body that contains the female germ cell of a plant; develops into a seed after fertilization) 
                       => amphitropous ovule -- (a partly inverted ovule turned back 90 degrees on its stalk) 
                       => anatropous ovule -- (a completely inverted ovule turned back 180 degrees on its stalk) 
                       => campylotropous ovule --
 (a curved ovule with the micropyle almost touching the funiculus) 
                       => orthotropous ovule -- (a completely straight ovule with the micropyle at the apex) 
                       => seed --
 (a mature fertilized plant ovule consisting of an embryo and its food source and having a protective coat or
 testa) 
                   => placenta -- (that part of the ovary of a flowering plant where the ovules form) 
                   => placentation -- (arrangement of the ovules in the placenta and of the placentas in the ovary) 
                       => apical placentation --
 (where one or few ovules develop at the top of a simple or compound ovary) 
                       => axile placentation --
 (ovules are borne at or around the center of a compound ovary on an axis formed from joined septa) 
                       => basal placentation --
 (where one or few ovules develop at the base of a simple or compound ovary) 
                       => free central placentation --
 (where ovules develop on a central column in a compound ovary lacking septa or with septa at base only) 
                       => lamellate placentation --
 (with ovules on thin extensions of the placentae into a compound ovary) 
                       => marginal placentation, ventral placentation --
 (with ovules borne on the wall along the ventral suture of a simple ovary) 
                       => parietal placentation --
 (where ovules develop on the wall or slight outgrowths of the wall forming broken partitions within a com
pound ovary) 
                   => testa, episperm, seed coat -- (protective outer layer of seeds of flowering plants) 
                   => endosperm -- (nutritive tissue surrounding the embryo within seeds of flowering plants) 
                   => gemma --
 (small asexual reproductive structure in e.g. liverworts and mosses that detaches from the parent and  
develops into a new individual) 
                   => cone, strobilus, strobile -- (cone-shaped mass of ovule- or spore-bearing scales or bracts) 
                       => fir cone -- (the seed-producing cone of a fir tree) 
                       => galbulus -- (the seed-producing cone of a cypress tree) 
                       => pinecone -- (the seed-producing cone of a pine tree) 
                   => basidium -- (a small club-
shaped structure typically bearing four basidiospores at the ends of minute projections; unique to basidiomy
cetes) 
                       => promycelium -- (the basidium of various fungi) 
                   => antheridium -- (the male sex organ of spore-
producing plants; produces antherozoids; equivalent to the anther in flowers) 
                   => sporangium, spore case, spore sac -- (organ containing or producing spores) 
                       => megasporangium, macrosporangium -- (a plant structure that produces megaspores) 
                       => microsporangium -- (a plant structure that produces microspores) 
                       => eusporangium -- (a sporangium that arises from a group of epidermal cells) 
                       => leptosporangium --
 (a sporangium formed from a single epidermal cell; characteristic of the Filicales or of almost all modern  
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ferns) 
                       => tetrasporangium -- (a sporangium containing four asexual spores) 
                   => ascus --
 (saclike structure in which ascospores are formed through sexual reproduction of ascomycetes) 
                   => sporophore -- (a spore-
bearing branch or organ: the part of the thallus of a sporophyte that develops spores; in ferns and mosses  
and liverworts is practically equivalent to the sporophyte) 
                   => gametangium -- (cell or organ in which gametes develop) 
                   => gametoecium -- (gametangia and surrounding bracts) 
                       => gynoecium -- (a female gametoecium) 
                       => androecium -- (a male gametoecium) 
                   => gametophore -- (a modified branch bearing gametangia as in the thalloid liverworts) 
                       => antheridiophore -- (gametophore bearing antheridia as in certain mosses and liverworts) 
                   => sorus -- (cluster of sporangia usually on underside of a fern frond) 
                   => sorus -- (a spore-producing structure in certain lichens and fungi) 
                   => fruit -- (the ripened reproductive body of a seed plant) 
                       => edible fruit -- (edible reproductive body of a seed plant especially one having sweet flesh) 
                           => freestone -- (fruit (especially peach) whose flesh does not adhere to the pit) 
                           => cling, clingstone -- (fruit (especially peach) whose flesh adheres strongly to the pit) 
                           => windfall -- (fruit that has fallen from the tree) 
                           => apple -- (fruit with red or yellow or green skin and sweet to tart crisp whitish flesh) 
                               => crab apple, crabapple --
 (small sour apple; suitable for preserving; "crabapples make a tangy jelly") 
                               => eating apple, dessert apple --
 (an apple used primarily for eating raw without cooking) 
                                   => Baldwin -- (an American eating apple with red or yellow and red skin) 
                                   => Cortland -- (large red-skinned apple) 
                                   => Delicious -- (variety of sweet eating apples) 
                                       => Golden Delicious, Yellow Delicious -- (a sweet eating apple with yellow skin) 
                                       => Red Delicious --
 (a sweet eating apple with bright red skin; most widely grown apple worldwide) 
                                   => Empire --
 (an eating apple that somewhat resembles a McIntosh; used as both an eating and a cooking apple) 
                                   => Grimes' golden -- (yellow apple that ripens in late autumn; eaten raw) 
                                   => Jonathan -- (red late-ripening apple; primarily eaten raw) 
                                   => McIntosh -- (early-
ripening apple popular in the northeastern United States; primarily eaten raw but suitable for applesauce) 
                                       => Macoun -- (similar to McIntosh; juicy and late-ripening) 
                                   => Northern Spy -- (large late-ripening apple with skin striped with yellow and red) 
                                   => Pearmain -- (any of several varieties of red-skinned apple) 
                                   => Pippin --
 (any of numerous superior eating apples with yellow or greenish yellow skin flushed with red) 
                                       => Cox's Orange Pippin -- (a yellow Pippin with distinctive flavor) 
                                   => Prima -- (used primarily as eating apples) 
                                   => Stayman -- (apple grown chiefly in the Shenandoah Valley) 
                                   => Winesap -- (crisp apple with dark red skin) 
                                   => Stayman Winesap --
 (crisp tart apple; good for eating raw and suitable for cooking) 
                                   => Granny Smith -- (apple with a green skin and hard tart flesh) 
                               => cooking apple -- (an apple used primarily in cooking for pies and applesauce etc) 
                                   => Bramley's Seedling -- (very large cooking apple) 
                                   => Lane's Prince Albert -- (apple used primarily in cooking) 
                                   => Newtown Wonder -- (apple used primarily in cooking) 
                                   => Rome Beauty -- (large red apple used primarily for baking) 
                           => berry --
 (any of numerous small and pulpy edible fruits; used as desserts or in making jams and jellies and  
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preserves) 
                               => bilberry, whortleberry, European blueberry -- (blue-
black berries similar to American blueberries) 
                               => huckleberry -- (blue-
black berry similar to blueberries and bilberries of the eastern United States) 
                               => blueberry -- (sweet edible dark-blue berries of either low-growing or high-
growing blueberry plants) 
                               => wintergreen, boxberry, checkerberry, teaberry, spiceberry --
 (spicy red berrylike fruit; source of wintergreen oil) 
                               => cranberry -- (very tart red berry used for sauce or juice) 
                               => lingonberry, mountain cranberry, cowberry, lowbush cranberry --
 (tart red berries similar to American cranberries but smaller) 
                               => currant -- (any of several tart red or black berries used primarily for jellies and jams) 
                                   => gooseberry -- (currant-like berry used primarily in jams and jellies) 
                                   => black currant -- (small black berries used in jams and jellies) 
                                   => red currant -- (small red berries used primarily in jams and jellies) 
                               => blackberry --
 (large sweet black or very dark purple edible aggregate fruit of any of various bushes of the genus Rubus) 
                               => boysenberry -- (large raspberry-
flavored fruit; cross between blackberries and raspberries) 
                               => dewberry -- (blackberry-like fruits of any of several trailing blackberry bushes) 
                               => loganberry -- (large red variety of the dewberry) 
                               => raspberry --
 (red or black edible aggregate berries usually smaller than the related blackberries) 
                               => saskatoon, serviceberry, shadberry, juneberry -- (edible purple or red berries) 
                               => strawberry -- (sweet fleshy red fruit) 
                               => sugarberry, hackberry --
 (small edible dark purple to black berry with large pits; southern United States) 
                               => persimmon -- (orange fruit resembling a plum; edible when fully ripe) 
                               => acerola, barbados cherry, surinam cherry, West Indian cherry --
 (acid red or yellow cherry-like fruit of a tropical American shrub very rich in vitamin C) 
                               => mulberry -- (sweet usually dark purple blackberry-
like fruit of any of several mulberry trees of the genus Morus) 
                           => lanseh, lansa, lansat, lanset -- (East Indian tart yellow berrylike fruit) 
                           => carambola, star fruit -- (deeply ridged yellow-
brown tropical fruit; used raw as a vegetable or in salad or when fully ripe as a dessert) 
                           => ceriman, monstera -- (tropical cylindrical fruit resembling a pinecone with pineapple-
banana flavor) 
                           => carissa plum, natal plum -- (edible scarlet plum-like fruit of a South African plant) 
                           => citrus, citrus fruit, citrous fruit --
 (any of numerous fruits of the genus Citrus having thick rind and juicy pulp; grown in warm regions) 
                               => orange -- (round yellow to orange fruit of any of several citrus trees) 
                                   => temple orange -- (large sweet easily-peeled Florida fruit with deep orange rind) 
                                   => bitter orange, Seville orange, sour orange --
 (highly acidic orange used especially in marmalade) 
                                   => sweet orange -- (orange with sweet juicy pulp; often thin-skinned) 
                                       => Jaffa orange -- (sweet almost seedless orange of Israel) 
                                       => navel orange -- (seedless orange enclosing a small secondary fruit at the apex) 
                                       => Valencia orange --
 (variety of sweet orange cultivated extensively in Florida and California) 
                               => mandarin, mandarin orange -- (a somewhat flat reddish-orange loose-
skinned citrus of China) 
                                   => clementine -- (a mandarin orange of a deep reddish orange color and few seeds) 
                                   => satsuma -- (medium-
sized largely seedless mandarin orange with thin smooth skin) 
                                   => tangerine --
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 (any of various deep orange mandarins grown in the United States and southern Africa) 
                               => kumquat -- (small oval citrus fruit with thin sweet rind and very acid pulp) 
                               => lemon -- (yellow oval fruit with juicy acidic flesh) 
                               => lime -- (the green acidic fruit of any of various lime trees) 
                                   => key lime -- (small yellow-green limes of southern Florida) 
                               => grapefruit --
 (large yellow fruit with somewhat acid juicy pulp; usual serving consists of a half) 
                               => pomelo, shaddock -- (large pear-
shaped fruit similar to grapefruit but with coarse dry pulp) 
                               => citrange --
 (more aromatic and acid tasting than oranges; used in beverages and marmalade) 
                               => citron -- (large lemonlike fruit with thick aromatic rind; usually preserved) 
                           => tangelo, ugli, ugli fruit --
 (large sweet juicy hybrid between tangerine and grapefruit having a thick wrinkled skin) 
                           => apricot -- (downy yellow to rosy-colored fruit resembling a small peach) 
                           => peach -- (downy juicy fruit with sweet yellowish or whitish flesh) 
                           => nectarine -- (smooth-skinned variety or mutation of the peach) 
                           => pitahaya --
 (highly colored edible fruit of pitahaya cactus having bright red juice; often as large as a peach) 
                           => plum -- (any of numerous varieties of small to medium-sized round or oval smooth-
skinned fruit with a single pit) 
                               => damson, damson plum -- (sweet dark purple plum) 
                               => greengage, greengage plum -- (sweet green or greenish-yellow variety of plum) 
                               => beach plum -- (small dark purple fruit used especially in jams and pies) 
                               => sloe -- (small sour dark purple fruit of especially the Allegheny plum bush) 
                               => Victoria plum -- (a large red plum served as dessert) 
                           => dried fruit -- (fruit preserved by drying) 
                               => dried apricot -- (apricots preserved by drying) 
                               => prune -- (dried plum) 
                               => raisin -- (dried grape) 
                                   => seedless raisin, sultana -- (dried seedless grape) 
                                   => seeded raisin -- (seeded grape that has been dried) 
                                   => currant --
 (small dried seedless raisin grown in the Mediterranean region and California; used in cooking) 
                           => fig -- (fleshy sweet pear-
shaped yellowish or purple multiple fruit eaten fresh or preserved or dried) 
                           => pineapple, ananas --
 (large sweet fleshy tropical fruit with a terminal tuft of stiff leaves; widely cultivated) 
                           => anchovy pear, river pear -- (West Indian fruit resembling the mango; often pickled) 
                           => banana -- (elongated crescent-shaped yellow fruit with soft sweet flesh) 
                           => passion fruit -- (egg-
shaped tropical fruit of certain passionflower vines; used for sherbets and confectionery and drinks) 
                               => granadilla -- (the egg-
shaped edible fruit of tropical American vines related to passionflowers) 
                               => sweet calabash -- (apple-sized passion fruit of the West Indies) 
                               => bell apple, sweet cup, water lemon, yellow granadilla --
 (the edible yellow fruit of the Jamaica honeysuckle) 
                           => breadfruit -- (round seedless or seeded fruit with a bread-
like texture; eaten boiled or baked or roasted or ground into flour; the roasted seeds resemble chestnuts) 
                           => jackfruit, jak, jack --
 (immense East Indian fruit resembling breadfruit of; its seeds are commonly roasted) 
                           => canistel, eggfruit -- (ovoid orange-yellow mealy sweet fruit of Florida and West Indies) 
                           => melon --
 (any of numerous fruits of the gourd family having a hard rind and sweet juicy flesh) 
                               => melon ball -- (a bite of melon cut as a sphere) 
                               => muskmelon, sweet melon --
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 (the fruit of a muskmelon vine; any of several sweet melons related to cucumbers) 
                                   => cantaloup, cantaloupe -- (the fruit of a cantaloup vine; small to medium-
sized melon with yellowish flesh) 
                                   => winter melon --
 (the fruit of the winter melon vine; a green melon with pale green to orange flesh that keeps well) 
                                       => honeydew, honeydew melon --
 (the fruit of a variety of winter melon vine; a large smooth-skinned greenish-
white melon with pale green flesh) 
                                       => Persian melon --
 (the fruit of a variety of winter melon vine; a large green melon with orange flesh) 
                                       => casaba, casaba melon -- (melon having yellowish rind and whitish flesh) 
                                   => net melon, netted melon, nutmeg melon --
 (the fruit of a variety of muskmelon vine; a melon with netlike markings and deep green flesh) 
                               => watermelon --
 (large oblong or roundish melon with a hard green rind and sweet watery red or occasionally yellowish pul
p) 
                           => cherry -- (fruit with a single hard stone) 
                               => sweet cherry, black cherry --
 (any of several fruits of cultivated cherry trees that have sweet flesh) 
                                   => bing cherry -- (dark red or blackish sweet cherry) 
                                   => heart cherry, oxheart, oxheart cherry -- (large heart-
shaped sweet cherry with soft flesh) 
                                       => blackheart, blackheart cherry -- (heart cherry with dark flesh and skin cherry) 
                               => capulin, Mexican black cherry -- (Mexican black cherry) 
                               => sour cherry -- (acid cherries used for pies and preserves) 
                                   => amarelle -- (pale red sour cherry with colorless or nearly colorless juice) 
                                   => morello -- (cultivated sour cherry with dark-colored skin and juice) 
                           => cocoa plum, coco plum, icaco -- (plum-
shaped whitish to almost black fruit used for preserves; tropical American) 
                           => grape -- (any of various juicy purple- or green-
skinned fruit of the genus Vitis; grow in clusters) 
                               => fox grape, slip-skin grape -- (purplish-
black wild grape of the eastern United States with tough skins that slip easily from the flesh; cultivated in  
many varieties) 
                                   => Concord grape -- (slip-skin purple table grape of the northeastern United States) 
                                   => Catawba -- (slip-skin reddish American table grape) 
                               => muscadine, bullace grape -- (dull-purple grape of southern United States) 
                                   => scuppernong -- (amber-green muscadine grape of southeastern United States) 
                               => vinifera grape --
 (grape from a cultivated variety of the common grape vine of Europe) 
                                   => emperor -- (red table grape of California) 
                                   => muscat, muscatel, muscat grape --
 (sweet aromatic grape used for raisins and wine) 
                                   => ribier -- (dark reddish-purple table grape of California) 
                                   => sultana -- (pale yellow seedless grape used for raisins and wine) 
                                   => Tokay --
 (variety of wine grape originally grown in Hungary; the prototype of vinifera grapes) 
                                       => flame tokay -- (purplish-red table grape) 
                                   => Thompson Seedless -- (seedless green table grape of California) 
                           => custard apple --
 (the fruit of any of several tropical American trees of the genus Annona having soft edible pulp) 
                               => cherimoya, cherimolla --
 (large tropical fruit with leathery skin and soft pulp; related to custard apples) 
                               => soursop, guanabana --
 (large spiny tropical fruit with tart pulp related to custard apples) 
                               => bullock's heart, Jamaica apple -- (large heart-
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shaped tropical fruit with soft acid pulp) 
                               => sweetsop, anon, sugar apple --
 (sweet pulpy tropical fruit with thick scaly rind and shiny black seeds) 
                               => ilama --
 (whitish tropical fruit with a pinkish tinge related to custard apples; grown in the southern United States) 
                               => pond apple -- (ovoid yellow fruit with very fragrant peach-
colored flesh; related to custard apples) 
                           => papaw, pawpaw -- (fruit with yellow flesh; related to custard apples) 
                           => papaya -- (large oval melon-like tropical fruit with yellowish flesh) 
                           => kai apple --
 (South African fruit smelling and tasting like apricots; used for pickles and preserves) 
                           => ketembilla, kitembilla, kitambilla -- (maroon-purple gooseberry-
like fruit of India having tart-sweet purple pulp used especially for preserves) 
                           => ackee, akee -- (red pear-
shaped tropical fruit with poisonous seeds; flesh is poisonous when unripe or overripe) 
                           => durian --
 (huge fruit native to southeastern Asia `smelling like Hell and tasting like Heaven'; seeds are roasted and  
eaten like nuts) 
                           => feijoa, pineapple guava -- (dark-green kiwi-
sized tropical fruit with white flesh; used chiefly for jellies and preserves) 
                           => genip, Spanish lime -- (round one-
inch Caribbean fruit with green leathery skin and sweet juicy translucent pulp; eaten like grapes) 
                           => genipap, genipap fruit -- (a succulent orange-sized tropical fruit with a thick rind) 
                           => kiwi, kiwi fruit, Chinese gooseberry -- (fuzzy brown egg-
shaped fruit with slightly tart green flesh) 
                           => loquat, Japanese plum -- (yellow olive-
sized semitropical fruit with a large free stone and relatively little flesh; used for jellies) 
                           => mangosteen -- (two- to three-
inch tropical fruit with juicy flesh suggestive of both peaches and pineapples) 
                           => mango -- (large oval smooth-
skinned tropical fruit with juicy aromatic pulp and a large hairy seed) 
                           => sapodilla, sapodilla plum, sapota --
 (tropical fruit with a rough brownish skin and very sweet brownish pulp) 
                           => sapote, mammee, marmalade plum -- (brown oval fruit flesh makes excellent sherbet) 
                           => tamarind, tamarindo --
 (large tropical seed pod with very tangy pulp that is eaten fresh or cooked with rice and fish or preserved  
for curries and chutneys) 
                           => avocado, alligator pear, avocado pear, aguacate -- (a pear-
shaped tropical fruit with green or blackish skin and rich yellowish pulp enclosing a single large seed) 
                           => date -- (sweet edible fruit of the date palm with a single long woody seed) 
                           => elderberry -- (berrylike fruit of an elder used for e.g. wines and jellies) 
                           => guava --
 (tropical fruit having yellow skin and pink pulp; eaten fresh or used for e.g. jellies) 
                           => mombin -- (purplish tropical fruit) 
                           => hog plum, yellow mombin -- (yellow oval tropical fruit) 
                           => hog plum, wild plum -- (wild plum of southern United States) 
                           => jaboticaba -- (tough-skinned purple grape-like tropical fruit grown in Brazil) 
                           => jujube, Chinese date, Chinese jujube -- (dark red plum-
like fruit of Old World buckthorn trees) 
                           => litchi, litchi nut, litchee, lichi, leechee, lichee, lychee --
 (Chinese fruit having a thin brittle shell enclosing a sweet jellylike pulp and a single seed; often dried) 
                           => longanberry, dragon's eye -- (Asian fruit similar to litchi) 
                           => mamey, mammee, mammee apple --
 (globular or ovoid tropical fruit with thick russet leathery rind and juicy yellow or reddish flesh) 
                           => marang --
 (tropical fruit from the Philippines having a mass of small seeds embedded in sweetish white pulp) 
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                           => medlar -- (crabapple-like fruit used for preserves) 
                           => medlar -- (South African globular fruit with brown leathery skin and sweet-
acid pithy flesh) 
                           => pear -- (sweet juicy gritty-textured fruit available in many varieties) 
                               => bosc -- (greenish-yellow pear) 
                               => anjou -- (green-skinned pear with firm flesh) 
                               => bartlett, bartlett pear -- (juicy yellow pear) 
                               => seckel, seckel pear -- (small yellowish- to reddish-brown pear) 
                           => plumcot -- (hybrid between plum and apricot) 
                           => pomegranate --
 (large globular fruit having many seeds with juicy red pulp in a tough brownish-red rind) 
                           => prickly pear -- (round or pear-shaped spiny fruit of any of various prickly pear cacti) 
                           => garambulla -- (small berrylike fruit) 
                           => Barbados gooseberry, blade apple --
 (small yellow to orange fruit of the Barbados gooseberry cactus used in desserts and preserves and jellies) 
                           => quandong, quandang, quantong, native peach --
 (red Australian fruit; used for dessert or in jam) 
                           => quince -- (aromatic acid-tasting pear-shaped fruit used in preserves) 
                           => rambutan, rambotan --
 (pleasantly acid bright red oval Malayan fruit covered with soft spines) 
                           => pulasan, pulassan -- (fruit of an East Indian tree similar to the rambutan but sweeter) 
                           => rose apple -- (fragrant oval yellowish tropical fruit used in jellies and confections) 
                           => sorb, sorb apple -- (acid gritty-textured fruit) 
                           => sour gourd -- (acid-tasting Australian gourd-
like fruit with a woody rind and large seeds) 
                           => sour gourd, monkey bread -- (African gourd-like fruit with edible pulp) 
                       => juniper berry --
 (berrylike fruit of a plant of the genus Juniperus especially the berrylike cone of the common juniper) 
                       => May apple -- (edible but insipid fruit of the May apple plant) 
                       => achene -- (small dry indehiscent fruit with the seed distinct from the fruit wall) 
                           => samara, key fruit, key -- (a winged often one-
seed indehiscent fruit as of the ash or elm or maple) 
                       => gourd -- (any of numerous inedible fruits with hard rinds) 
                           => calabash -- (round gourd of the calabash tree) 
                       => prairie gourd -- (small hard green-and-white inedible fruit of the prairie gourd plant) 
                       => quandong, blue fig -- (the fruit of the Brisbane quandong tree) 
                       => acorn -- (fruit of the oak tree: a smooth thin-walled nut in a woody cup-shaped base) 
                       => olive -- (small ovoid fruit of the European olive tree; important food and source of oil) 
                       => hip, rose hip, rosehip -- (the fruit of a rose plant) 
                       => wild cherry -- (the fruit of the wild cherry tree) 
                       => marasca --
 (small bitter fruit of the marasca cherry tree from whose juice maraschino liqueur is made) 
                       => hagberry -- (small cherry much liked by birds) 
                       => chokecherry -- (the fruit of the chokecherry tree) 
                       => rowanberry -- (decorative red berrylike fruit of a rowan tree) 
                       => buffalo nut, elk nut, oil nut -- (oily drupaceous fruit of rabbitwood) 
                       => ear, spike, capitulum -- (fruiting spike of a cereal plant especially corn) 
                           => mealie -- (an ear of corn) 
                       => fruitlet -- (a diminutive fruit, especially one that is part of a multiple fruit) 
                       => seed -- (a small hard fruit) 
                           => edible seed -- (many are used as seasoning) 
                               => pumpkin seed -- (the edible seed of a pumpkin) 
                               => betel nut, areca nut --
 (seed of betel palm; chewed with leaves of the betel pepper and lime as a digestive stimulant and narcotic  
in southeastern Asia) 
                               => water chinquapin --
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 (edible nutlike seeds of an American lotus having the flavor of a chinquapin) 
                               => dika nut -- (edible oil-rich seed of wild mango) 
                               => sunflower seed --
 (edible seed of sunflowers; used as food and poultry feed and as a source of oil) 
                               => cumin, cumin seed -- (aromatic seeds of the cumin herb of the carrot family) 
                           => coffee bean, coffee berry, coffee -- (a seed of the coffee tree; ground to make coffee) 
                           => pip -- (a small hard seed found in some fruits) 
                           => bonduc nut, nicker nut, nicker seed --
 (hard shiny gray seed of a bonduc tree; used for making e.g. jewelry) 
                           => Job's tears -- (hard pearly seeds of an Asiatic grass; often used as beads) 
                           => oilseed -- (any of several seeds that yield oil) 
                               => castor bean -- (the toxic seed of the castor-oil plant; source of castor oil) 
                               => cottonseed -- (seed of cotton plants; source of cottonseed oil) 
                               => candlenut -- (seed of candlenut tree; source of soil used in varnishes) 
                               => rapeseed -- (seed of rape plants; source of an edible oil) 
                               => linseed, flaxseed -- (the seed of flax used as a source of oil) 
                           => safflower seed -- (seed of the safflower) 
                           => grain, caryopsis --
 (dry seedlike fruit produced by the cereal grasses: e.g. wheat, barley, Indian corn) 
                               => amaranth --
 (seed of amaranth plants used as a native cereal in Central and South America) 
                               => barleycorn -- (a grain of barley) 
                               => wheat berry -- (a grain of wheat) 
                               => kernel -- (a single whole grain of a cereal; "a kernel of corn") 
                                   => corn -- (the dried grains or kernels or corn used as animal feed or ground for meal) 
                               => rye -- (the seed of the cereal grass) 
                           => ash-key -- (winged seed of the ash tree) 
                           => coquilla nut -- (nut having a hard hazel-brown shell used like vegetable ivory) 
                           => babassu nut -- (hard-shelled nut of the babassu palm) 
                           => cohune nut -- (nut of the cohune palm having hard white shells like those of ivory nuts) 
                           => ivory nut, vegetable ivory, apple nut --
 (nutlike seed of a South American palm; the hard white shell takes a high polish and is used for e.g. button
s) 
                           => neem seed --
 (seed of neem trees; source of pesticides and fertilizer and medicinal products) 
                           => buckeye, horse chestnut, conker -- (the inedible nutlike seed of the horse chestnut) 
                           => jumping bean, jumping seed, Mexican jumping bean --
 (seed of Mexican shrubs of the genus Sebastiana containing the larva of a moth whose movements cause  
the bean to jerk or tumble) 
                           => bean -- (any of various seeds or fruits suggestive of beans) 
                               => tonka bean, coumara nut --
 (fragrant black nutlike seeds of the tonka bean tree; used in perfumes and medicines and as a substitute for 
vanilla) 
                               => algarroba, algarrobilla, algarobilla -- (mesquite pod used in tanning and dying) 
                               => calabar bean, ordeal bean -- (dark brown highly poisonous seed of the calabar-
bean vine; source of physostigmine and used in native witchcraft) 
                               => divi-divi -- (twisted seed pods of the divi-divi tree; source of tannin) 
                           => nut -- (usually large hard-shelled seed) 
                               => edible nut -- (a hard-
shelled seed consisting of an edible kernel or meat enclosed in a woody or leathery shell) 
                                   => bunya bunya --
 (nut tasting like roasted chestnuts; a staple food of Australian aborigines) 
                                   => peanut, earthnut, goober, goober pea, groundnut, monkey nut --
 (pod of the peanut vine containing usually 2 nuts or seeds; `groundnut' and `monkey nut' are British terms) 
                                   => almond -- (oval-shaped edible seed of the almond tree) 
                                       => Jordan almond --
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 (an almond covered with a sugar coating that is hard and flavored and colored) 
                                   => quandong nut -- (edible nutlike seed of the quandong fruit) 
                                   => beechnut -- (small sweet triangular nut of any of various beech trees) 
                                   => walnut -- (nut of any of various walnut trees having a wrinkled two-
lobed seed with a hard shell) 
                                       => black walnut -- (American walnut having a very hard and thick woody shell) 
                                       => English walnut -- (nut with a wrinkled two-
lobed seed and hard but relatively thin shell; widely used in cooking) 
                                   => brazil nut, brazil -- (three-
sided tropical American nut with white oily meat and hard brown shell) 
                                   => butternut -- (oily egg-shaped nut of an American tree of the walnut family) 
                                   => souari nut -- (a large nutlike seed of a South American tree) 
                                   => cashew, cashew nut -- (kidney-shaped nut edible only when roasted) 
                                   => chestnut -- (edible nut of any of various chestnut trees of the genus Castanea) 
                                   => chincapin, chinkapin, chinquapin --
 (small nut of either of two small chestnut trees of the southern United States; resembles a hazelnut) 
                                   => hazelnut, filbert, cobnut, cob -- (nut of any of several trees of the genus Corylus) 
                                   => coconut, cocoanut -- (large hard-
shelled oval nut with a fibrous husk containing thick white meat surrounding a central cavity filled (when  
fresh) with fluid or milk) 
                                   => grugru nut -- (nut of Brazilian or West Indian palms) 
                                   => hickory nut -- (small hard-
shelled nut of North American hickory trees especially the shagbark hickories) 
                                   => macadamia nut -- (nutlike seed with sweet and crisp white meat) 
                                   => pecan -- (smooth brown oval nut of south central United States) 
                                   => pine nut, pignolia, pinon nut --
 (edible seed of any of several nut pines especially some pinons of southwestern North America) 
                                   => pistachio, pistachio nut --
 (nut of Mediterranean trees having an edible green kernel) 
                               => cembra nut, cedar nut -- (the seed of the Swiss pine) 
                               => kola nut, cola nut -- (bitter brown seed containing caffein; source of cola extract) 
                               => mast --
 (nuts of forest trees (as beechnuts and acorns) accumulated on the ground; used especially as food for  
swine) 
                               => palm nut, palm kernel -- (see o any oil palm) 
                               => nutlet -- (a small nut) 
                                   => pyrene --
 (the small hard nutlet of a drupe or drupelet; the seed and the hard endocarp that surrounds it) 
                       => berry --
 (a small fruit having any of various structures, e.g., simple (grape or blueberry) or aggregate (blackberry or
 raspberry)) 
                           => cranberry -- (very tart red berry used for sauce or juice) 
                           => baneberry -- (a poisonous berry of a plant of the genus Actaea) 
                           => simple fruit, bacca --
 (an indehiscent fruit derived from a single ovary having one or many seeds within a fleshy wall or pericarp
: e.g. grape; tomato; cranberry) 
                       => aggregate fruit, multiple fruit, syncarp --
 (fruit consisting of many individual small fruits or drupes derived from separate ovaries within a common  
receptacle: e.g. blackberry; raspberry; pineapple) 
                           => syconium --
 (the fleshy multiple fruit of the fig consisting of an enlarged hollow receptacle containing numerous fruitle
ts) 
                       => drupe, stone fruit --
 (fleshy indehiscent fruit with a single seed: e.g. almond; peach; plum; cherry; elderberry; olive; jujube) 
                           => almond -- (oval-shaped edible seed of the almond tree) 
                               => Jordan almond --
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 (an almond covered with a sugar coating that is hard and flavored and colored) 
                           => peach -- (downy juicy fruit with sweet yellowish or whitish flesh) 
                           => plum -- (any of numerous varieties of small to medium-sized round or oval smooth-
skinned fruit with a single pit) 
                               => damson, damson plum -- (sweet dark purple plum) 
                               => greengage, greengage plum -- (sweet green or greenish-yellow variety of plum) 
                               => beach plum -- (small dark purple fruit used especially in jams and pies) 
                               => sloe -- (small sour dark purple fruit of especially the Allegheny plum bush) 
                               => Victoria plum -- (a large red plum served as dessert) 
                           => cherry -- (fruit with a single hard stone) 
                               => sweet cherry, black cherry --
 (any of several fruits of cultivated cherry trees that have sweet flesh) 
                                   => bing cherry -- (dark red or blackish sweet cherry) 
                                   => heart cherry, oxheart, oxheart cherry -- (large heart-
shaped sweet cherry with soft flesh) 
                                       => blackheart, blackheart cherry -- (heart cherry with dark flesh and skin cherry) 
                               => capulin, Mexican black cherry -- (Mexican black cherry) 
                               => sour cherry -- (acid cherries used for pies and preserves) 
                                   => amarelle -- (pale red sour cherry with colorless or nearly colorless juice) 
                                   => morello -- (cultivated sour cherry with dark-colored skin and juice) 
                           => elderberry -- (berrylike fruit of an elder used for e.g. wines and jellies) 
                           => jujube, Chinese date, Chinese jujube -- (dark red plum-
like fruit of Old World buckthorn trees) 
                           => olive -- (one-
seeded fruit of the European olive tree usually pickled and used as a relish) 
                               => black olive, ripe olive --
 (olives picked ripe and cured in brine then dried or pickled or preserved canned or in oil) 
                               => green olive --
 (olives picked green and pickled in brine; infrequently stuffed with e.g. pimento) 
                           => drupelet -- (a small part of an aggregate fruit that resembles a drupe) 
                               => blackberry --
 (large sweet black or very dark purple edible aggregate fruit of any of various bushes of the genus Rubus) 
                               => raspberry --
 (red or black edible aggregate berries usually smaller than the related blackberries) 
                               => acinus --
 (one of the small drupes making up an aggregate or multiple fruit like a blackberry) 
                       => pome, false fruit --
 (a fleshy fruit (apple or pear or related fruits) having seed chambers and an outer fleshy part) 
                           => apple -- (fruit with red or yellow or green skin and sweet to tart crisp whitish flesh) 
                               => crab apple, crabapple --
 (small sour apple; suitable for preserving; "crabapples make a tangy jelly") 
                               => eating apple, dessert apple --
 (an apple used primarily for eating raw without cooking) 
                                   => Baldwin -- (an American eating apple with red or yellow and red skin) 
                                   => Cortland -- (large red-skinned apple) 
                                   => Delicious -- (variety of sweet eating apples) 
                                       => Golden Delicious, Yellow Delicious -- (a sweet eating apple with yellow skin) 
                                       => Red Delicious --
 (a sweet eating apple with bright red skin; most widely grown apple worldwide) 
                                   => Empire --
 (an eating apple that somewhat resembles a McIntosh; used as both an eating and a cooking apple) 
                                   => Grimes' golden -- (yellow apple that ripens in late autumn; eaten raw) 
                                   => Jonathan -- (red late-ripening apple; primarily eaten raw) 
                                   => McIntosh -- (early-
ripening apple popular in the northeastern United States; primarily eaten raw but suitable for applesauce) 
                                       => Macoun -- (similar to McIntosh; juicy and late-ripening) 
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                                   => Northern Spy -- (large late-ripening apple with skin striped with yellow and red) 
                                   => Pearmain -- (any of several varieties of red-skinned apple) 
                                   => Pippin --
 (any of numerous superior eating apples with yellow or greenish yellow skin flushed with red) 
                                       => Cox's Orange Pippin -- (a yellow Pippin with distinctive flavor) 
                                   => Prima -- (used primarily as eating apples) 
                                   => Stayman -- (apple grown chiefly in the Shenandoah Valley) 
                                   => Winesap -- (crisp apple with dark red skin) 
                                   => Stayman Winesap --
 (crisp tart apple; good for eating raw and suitable for cooking) 
                                   => Granny Smith -- (apple with a green skin and hard tart flesh) 
                               => cooking apple -- (an apple used primarily in cooking for pies and applesauce etc) 
                                   => Bramley's Seedling -- (very large cooking apple) 
                                   => Lane's Prince Albert -- (apple used primarily in cooking) 
                                   => Newtown Wonder -- (apple used primarily in cooking) 
                                   => Rome Beauty -- (large red apple used primarily for baking) 
                           => pear -- (sweet juicy gritty-textured fruit available in many varieties) 
                               => bosc -- (greenish-yellow pear) 
                               => anjou -- (green-skinned pear with firm flesh) 
                               => bartlett, bartlett pear -- (juicy yellow pear) 
                               => seckel, seckel pear -- (small yellowish- to reddish-brown pear) 
                           => quince -- (aromatic acid-tasting pear-shaped fruit used in preserves) 
                       => pod, seedpod -- (a several-seeded dehiscent fruit as e.g. of a leguminous plant) 
                           => legume -- (the fruit or seed of any of various bean or pea plants consisting of a two-
valved case that splits along both sides when ripe and having the seeds attached to one edge of the valves) 
                               => chickpea, garbanzo -- (the seed of the chickpea plant) 
                               => lentil -- (the fruit or seed of a lentil plant) 
                               => pea -- (the fruit or seed of a pea plant) 
                                   => garden pea -- (the flattened to cylindric inflated multi-
seeded fruit of the common pea plant) 
                               => field pea -- (seed of the field pea plant) 
                               => cowpea, black-eyed pea -- (fruit or seed of the cowpea plant) 
                           => peanut -- (underground pod of the peanut vine) 
                           => screw bean --
 (spirally twisted sweet pod of screwbean mesquite that is used for fodder or ground into meal for feed) 
                           => okra -- (long green edible beaked pods of the okra plant) 
                           => cowage --
 (pods of the cowage plant or the stinging hairs covering them; used as a vermifuge when mixed with e.g.  
honey) 
                           => loment -- (pods constricted between seeds and breaking apart when ripe into one-
seed segments) 
                       => pyxidium, pyxis --
 (fruit of such plants as the plantain; a capsule whose upper part falls off when the seeds are released) 
                       => accessory fruit, pseudocarp --
 (fruit containing much fleshy tissue besides that of the ripened ovary; as apple or strawberry) 
                       => buckthorn berry, yellow berry -- (fruit of various buckthorns yielding dyes or pigments) 
                       => cubeb --
 (spicy fruit of the cubeb vine; when dried and crushed is used medicinally or in perfumery and sometimes 
smoked in cigarettes) 
                       => schizocarp --
 (a dry dehiscent fruit that at maturity splits into two or more parts each with a single seed) 
               => septum -- (a partition or wall especially in an ovary) 
               => nectary, honey gland -- (a gland (often a protuberance or depression) that secretes nectar) 
               => archegonium -- (a female sex organ occurring in mosses, ferns, and most gymnosperms) 
               => hypanthium, floral cup, calyx tube --
 (the cuplike or ringlike or tubular structure of a flower which bears the sepals and stamens and calyx (as in 
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Rosaceae)) 
               => perianth, chlamys, floral envelope, perigone, perigonium --
 (collective term for the outer parts of a flower consisting of the calyx and corolla and enclosing the  
stamens and pistils) 
               => mescal button, sacred mushroom, magic mushroom -- (the button-
shaped top of the mescal cactus; a source of psilocybin) 
               => cup -- (cup-shaped plant organ) 
                   => cupule, acorn cup -- (cup-shaped structure of hardened bracts at the base of an acorn) 
               => hypobasidium --
 (special cell constituting the base of the basidium in various fungi especially of the order Tremellales) 
               => galea -- (an organ shaped like a helmet; usually a vaulted and enlarged petal as in Aconitum) 
               => gill, lamella -- (any of the radiating leaflike spore-
producing structures on the underside of the cap of a mushroom or similar fungus) 
               => fruiting body -- (an organ specialized for producing spores) 
                   => ascocarp -- (mature fruiting body of an ascomycetous fungus) 
                       => ascoma -- (an ascocarp having the spore-
bearing layer of cells (the hymenium) on a broad disklike receptacle) 
                       => apothecium -- (a cuplike ascocarp in many lichens and ascomycetous fungi) 
                           => elf cup -- (apothecium of a fungus of the family Pezizaceae) 
                       => cleistothecium, cleistocarp -- (closed spore-
bearing structure of some fungi (especially Aspergillaceae and Erysiphaceae) from which spores are release
d only by decay or disintegration) 
                       => perithecium -- (flask-shaped ascocarp) 
                   => acervulus --
 (small asexual fruiting body resembling a cushion or blister consisting of a mat of hyphae that is produced 
on a host by some fungi) 
                   => basidiocarp -- (the fruiting body of a basidiomycete which bears its spores on special cells) 
                   => aecium -- (fruiting body of some rust fungi bearing chains of aeciospores) 
               => root --
 ((botany) the usually underground organ that lacks buds or leaves or nodes; absorbs water and mineral salt
s; usually it anchors the plant to the ground) 
                   => calamus -- (the aromatic root of the sweet flag used medicinally) 
                   => taro, cocoyam, dasheen, eddo -- (edible starchy tuberous root of taro plants) 
                   => ginseng -- (aromatic root of ginseng plants) 
                   => horseradish, horseradish root --
 (the root of the horseradish plant; it is grated or ground and used for seasoning) 
                   => radish -- (pungent edible root of any of various cultivated radish plants) 
                   => chicory, chicory root -- (the dried root of the chicory plant: used as a coffee substitute) 
                   => salsify, oyster plant -- (edible root of the salsify plant) 
                   => Hottentot bread, Hottentot's bread -- (thick edible rootstock of elephant's-foot) 
                   => briarroot -- (hard woody root of the briar Erica arborea) 
                   => orrisroot, orris --
 (fragrant rootstock of various irises especially Florentine iris; used in perfumes and medicines) 
                   => sarsaparilla root --
 (dried root of any of various plants of the genus Smilax used as a flavoring agent) 
                   => licorice root -- (root of licorice used in flavoring e.g. candy and liqueurs and medicines) 
                   => senega -- (dried root of two plants of the genus Polygala containing an irritating saponin) 
                   => mandrake root, mandrake --
 (the root of the mandrake plant; used medicinally or as a narcotic) 
                   => cassava, manioc --
 (cassava root eaten as a staple food after drying and leaching; source of tapioca) 
                   => carrot -- (deep orange edible root of the cultivated carrot plant) 
                   => parsnip -- (the whitish root of cultivated parsnip) 
                   => pneumatophore -- (an air-
filled root (submerged or exposed) that can function as a respiratory organ of a marsh or swamp plant) 
                   => taproot -- ((botany) main root of a plant growing straight downward from the stem) 
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                   => adventitious root -- (root growing in an unusual location e.g. from a stem) 
                   => rootlet -- (small root or division of a root) 
                   => prop root --
 (a root that grows from and supports the stem above the ground in plants such as mangroves) 
               => root cap -- (thimble-shaped mass of cells covering and protecting the growing tip of a root) 
               => root hair --
 (thin hairlike outgrowth of an epidermal cell just behind the tip; absorbs nutrients from the soil) 
               => stolon, runner, offset --
 (a horizontal branch from the base of plant that produces new plants from buds at its tips) 
               => stalk, stem --
 (a slender or elongated structure that supports a plant or fungus or a plant part or plant organ) 
                   => gynophore -- (the stalk of a pistil that raises it above the receptacle) 
                   => carpophore -- (a slender stalk that furnishes an axis for a carpel) 
                   => filament -- (the stalk of a stamen) 
                   => funicle, funiculus -- (the stalk of a plant ovule or seed) 
                   => petiolule -- (the stalk of a leaflet) 
                   => cane -- (a strong slender often flexible stem as of bamboos, reeds, rattans, or sugar cane) 
                       => sugarcane, sugar cane --
 (juicy canes whose sap is a source of molasses and commercial sugar; fresh canes are sometimes chewed  
for the juice) 
                       => rattan, rattan cane --
 (the stem of various climbing palms of the genus Calamus and related genera used to make wickerwork an
d furniture and canes) 
                       => malacca -- (stem of the rattan palm used for making canes and umbrella handles) 
                   => sporangiophore -- (stalk bearing one or more sporangia) 
                   => cutting, slip --
 (a part (sometimes a root or leaf or bud) removed from a plant to propagate a new plant through rooting or 
grafting) 
                       => quickset --
 (cuttings of plants set in the ground to grow as hawthorn for hedges or vines; "a quickset of a vine planted  
in a vineyard") 
                   => tuber -- (a fleshy underground stem or root serving for reproductive and food storage) 
                       => water chestnut -- (edible bulbous tuber of a Chinese marsh plant) 
                       => groundnut, potato bean, wild bean -- (nutlike tuber; important food of Native Americans) 
                       => Jerusalem artichoke -- (edible tuber of the Jerusalem artichoke) 
                       => yam -- (edible tuber of any of several yams) 
                       => sweet potato -- (the fleshy root of the sweet potato vine) 
                   => rhizome, rootstock, rootstalk --
 (a horizontal plant stem with shoots above and roots below serving as a reproductive structure) 
                   => axis --
 (the main stem or central part about which plant organs or plant parts such as branches are arranged) 
                       => rachis -- (axis of a compound leaf or compound inflorescence) 
                       => spadix -- (the fleshy axis of a spike often surrounded by a spathe) 
                   => caudex -- (woody stem of palms and tree ferns) 
                   => beanstalk -- (stem of a bean plant) 
                   => cladode, cladophyll, phylloclad, phylloclade --
 (a flattened stem resembling and functioning as a leaf) 
                   => stock, caudex -- (persistent thickened stem of a herbaceous perennial plant) 
                   => stipe --
 (supporting stalk or stemlike structure especially of a pistil or fern frond or supporting a mushroom cap) 
                   => scape, flower stalk --
 (erect leafless flower stalk growing directly from the ground as in a tulip) 
                       => peduncle -- (stalk bearing an inflorescence or solitary flower) 
                           => pedicel, pedicle --
 (a small stalk bearing a single flower of an inflorescence; an ultimate division of a common peduncle) 
                               => ray -- (a branch of an umbel or an umbelliform inflorescence) 
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                   => petiole, leafstalk -- (the slender stem that supports the blade of a leaf) 
                       => phyllode -- (an expanded petiole taking on the function of a leaf blade) 
                   => bulb --
 (a modified bud consisting of a thickened globular underground stem serving as a reproductive structure) 
                       => onion -- (edible bulb of an onion plant) 
                       => shallot -- (aggregated bulb of the multiplier onion) 
                       => squill -- (bulb of the sea squill, which is sliced, dried, and used as an expectorant) 
                       => bulbil, bulblet -- (small bulb or bulb-
shaped growth arising from the leaf axil or in the place of flowers) 
                   => corm -- (solid swollen underground bulb-
shaped stem or stem base and serving as a reproductive structure) 
                   => branch -- (a division of a stem, or secondary stem arising from the main stem of a plant) 
                       => deadwood -- (a branch or a part of a tree that is dead) 
                       => limb, tree branch -- (any of the main branches arising from the trunk or a bough of a tree) 
                           => stick -- (a small thin branch of a tree) 
                           => bough -- (any of the larger branches of a tree) 
                       => branchlet, twig, sprig --
 (small branch or division of a branch; usually applied to branches of the current or preceding year) 
                           => brier -- (a thorny stem or twig) 
                           => withe, withy -- (strong flexible twig) 
                               => osier -- (flexible twig of a willow tree) 
                   => culm -- (stem of plants of the Gramineae) 
                   => haulm, halm --
 (stems of beans and peas and potatoes and grasses collectively as used for thatching and bedding) 
                   => trunk, tree trunk, bole --
 (the main stem of a tree; usually covered with bark; the bole is usually the part that is commercially useful 
for lumber) 
               => capitulum, head --
 (a dense clusters of flowers or foliage; "a head of cauliflower"; "a head of lettuce") 
               => leaf, leafage, foliage -- (the main organ of photosynthesis and transpiration in higher plants) 
                   => cataphyll --
 (a reduced or scarcely developed leaf at the start of a plant's life (i.e., cotyledons) or in the early stages of  
leaf development) 
                       => cotyledon, seed leaf -- (embryonic leaf in seed-bearing plants) 
                   => floral leaf -- (a modified leaf that is part of a flower) 
                       => petal, flower petal -- (part of the perianth that is usually brightly colored) 
                       => sepal -- (one of the green parts that form the calyx of a flower) 
                   => dandelion green -- (the foliage of the dandelion plant) 
                   => sporophyll, sporophyl -- (leaf in ferns and mosses that bears the sporangia) 
                       => megasporophyll -- (in non-flowering plants, a sporophyll that bears only megasporangia) 
                       => microsporophyll -- (in non-flowering plants, a sporophyll that bears only microsporangia) 
                   => blade, leaf blade --
 (especially a leaf of grass or the broad portion of a leaf as distinct from the petiole) 
                   => amplexicaul leaf -- (a leaf with its base clasping the stem) 
                   => greenery, verdure -- (green foliage) 
                   => leaflet -- (part of a compound leaf) 
                       => pinna, pinnule -- (division of a usually pinnately divided leaf) 
                   => frond -- (compound leaf of a fern or palm or cycad) 
                   => pad -- (the large floating leaf of an aquatic plant (as the water lily)) 
                       => lily pad -- (floating leaves of a water lily) 
                   => scale, scale leaf -- (a specialized leaf or bract that protects a bud or catkin) 
                       => squamule -- (a minute scale) 
                   => fig leaf -- (a leaf from a fig tree) 
                   => simple leaf -- (not divided into parts) 
                       => acerate leaf, needle -- (as of a conifer) 
                       => acuminate leaf -- (narrowing to a slender point) 
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                       => cordate leaf -- (a heart-shaped leaf) 
                       => cuneate leaf -- (a wedge-shaped leaf having the acute angle at the base) 
                       => deltoid leaf -- (shaped like a capital delta) 
                       => elliptic leaf -- (shaped like an ellipse) 
                       => ensiform leaf -- (a sword-shaped leaf; as of iris) 
                       => hastate leaf -- (shaped like a spearhead with flaring pointed lobes at the base) 
                       => lanceolate leaf -- (shaped like a lance head; tapering to a point at each end) 
                       => linear leaf, elongate leaf -- (a long slender leaf) 
                       => lyrate leaf -- (having curvature suggestive of a lyre) 
                       => obtuse leaf -- (having a rounded or blunt tip) 
                       => oblanceolate leaf -- (having a rounded apex and tapering base) 
                       => oblong leaf -- (rounded at each end with parallel sides) 
                       => obovate leaf -- (egg-shaped with the narrower end at the base) 
                       => ovate leaf -- (egg-shaped with the broader end at the base) 
                       => orbiculate leaf -- (circular or nearly circular) 
                       => pandurate leaf, panduriform leaf -- (fiddle-shaped) 
                       => peltate leaf -- (shield-shaped; as a nasturtium leaf) 
                       => perfoliate leaf -- (a leaf with the base united around--and apparently pierced by--the stem) 
                       => reniform leaf -- (kidney-shaped) 
                       => sagittate-leaf, sagittiform leaf -- (shaped like an arrow head) 
                       => spatulate leaf -- (spatula-shaped; having a broad rounded apex and narrow base) 
                   => compound leaf -- (composed of a number of leaflets on a common stalk) 
                       => trifoliolate leaf -- (having three leaflets) 
                       => quinquefoliate leaf -- (having five leaflets) 
                       => palmate leaf --
 (a leaf resembling an open hand; having lobes radiating from a common point) 
                           => pedate leaf -- (having the radiating lobes each deeply cleft or divided) 
                       => pinnate leaf --
 (a leaf resembling a feather; having the leaflets on each side of a common axis) 
                           => bijugate leaf, bijugous leaf -- (a pinnate leaf having two pairs of leaflets) 
                           => bipinnate leaf -- (having pinnate leaflets; as ferns) 
                           => even-pinnate leaf, abruptly-pinnate leaf -- (pinnate with a pair of leaflets at the apex) 
                           => odd-pinnate leaf -- (pinnate with a single leaflet at the apex) 
                       => decompound leaf -- (having divisions that are themselves compound) 
                   => entire leaf -- (a leaf having a smooth margin without notches or indentations) 
                   => crenate leaf -- (a leaf having a scalloped margin) 
                   => serrate leaf --
 (a leaf having a margin notched like a saw with teeth pointing toward the apex) 
                   => dentate leaf -- (a leaf having a toothed margin) 
                       => denticulate leaf -- (a leaf having a finely toothed margin; minutely dentate) 
                   => emarginate leaf -- (a leaf having a notch at the apex) 
                   => erose leaf -- (a leaf having a jagged margin as though gnawed) 
                   => runcinate leaf --
 (a leaf having incised margins with the lobes or teeth curved toward the base; as a dandelion leaf) 
                   => lobed leaf -- (a leaf having deeply indented margins) 
                   => parted leaf --
 (a leaf having margins incised almost to the base so as to create distinct divisions or lobes) 
                   => rosette --
 (a cluster of leaves growing in crowded circles from a common center or crown (usually at or close to the  
ground)) 
               => sprout -- (any new growth of a plant such as a new branch or a bud) 
                   => shoot -- (a new branch) 
                       => sucker -- (a shoot arising from a plant's roots) 
                       => tiller -- (a shoot that sprouts from the base of a grass) 
                   => bud -- (a swelling on a plant stem consisting of overlapping immature leaves or petals) 
                       => leaf bud -- (a bud from which leaves (but not flowers) develop) 
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                       => flower bud -- (a bud from which only a flower or flowers develop) 
                           => clove -- (aromatic flower bud of a clove tree; yields a spice) 
                       => mixed bud -- (a bud yielding both leaves and flowers) 
           => aril --
 (fleshy and usually brightly colored cover of some seeds that develops from the ovule stalk and partially or
 entirely envelopes the seed) 
           => duct -- (a continuous tube formed by a row of elongated cells lacking intervening end walls) 
               => laticifer -- (a plant duct containing latex) 
           => universal veil, velum --
 (membrane initially completely investing the young sporophore of various mushrooms that is ruptured by 
growth; represented in the mature mushroom by a volva around lower part of stem and scales on upper surf
ace of the cap) 
           => partial veil, velum --
 (membrane of the young sporophore of various mushrooms extending from the margin of the cap to the  
stem and is ruptured by growth; represented in mature mushroom by an annulus around the stem and somet
imes a cortina on the margin of the cap) 
               => cortina -- (a cobwebby partial veil consisting of silky fibrils) 
           => annulus --
 ((Fungi) remnant of the partial veil that in mature mushrooms surrounds the lower part of the stem) 
           => plant tissue -- (the tissue of a plant) 
               => interstitial tissue -- (tissue between the cells of a structure or part in plant or animal) 
                   => neuroglia, glia --
 (sustentacular tissue that surrounds and supports neurons in the central nervous system; glial and neural  
cells together compose the tissue of the central nervous system) 
                       => astroglia, macroglia -- (tissue consisting of large stellate neuroglial cells) 
                       => microglia -- (neuroglial tissue of mesodermal origin that can become phagocytic) 
                       => oligodendroglia, oligodendria -- (tissue consisting of glial cells with sheet-
like processes that form the myelin sheath of nerve fibers) 
               => fibrous tissue -- (tissue consisting of or containing fibers in both animals and plants) 
                   => trabecula -- (rod-
shaped structures of fibrous tissue that divide an organ into parts (as in the penis) or stabilize the structure  
of an organ (as in the spleen)) 
               => cortex -- (the tissue forming the outer layer of an organ or structure in plant or animal) 
                   => adrenal cortex -- (the cortex of the adrenal gland; secretes corticosterone and sex hormones) 
                   => renal cortex --
 (the cortex of the kidney containing the glomeruli and the convoluted tubules) 
               => medulla -- (the inner part of an organ or structure in plant or animal) 
                   => adrenal medulla -- (the medulla of the adrenal gland; secretes epinephrine) 
               => perisperm -- (the nutritive tissue outside the sac containing the embryo in some seeds) 
               => stroma -- (the dense colorless framework of a chloroplast) 
               => pulp, flesh -- (a soft moist part of a fruit) 
               => pith -- (soft spongelike central cylinder of the stems of most flowering plants) 
               => parenchyma -- (the primary tissue of higher plants composed of thin-
walled cells that remain capable of cell division even when mature; constitutes the greater part of leaves,  
roots, the pulp of fruits, and the pith of stems) 
                   => chlorenchyma -- (parenchyma whose cells contain chloroplasts) 
               => lignum -- (woody tissue) 
               => vascular tissue --
 (tissue that conducts water and nutrients through the plant body in higher plants) 
                   => stele -- (the usually cylindrical central vascular portion of the axis of a vascular plant) 
                   => cambium -- (formative one-cell-
thick layer of tissue between xylem and phloem in most vascular plants that is responsible for secondary  
growth) 
                   => vascular bundle, vascular strand, fibrovascular bundle --
 (a unit strand of the vascular system in stems and leaves of higher plants consisting essentially of xylem an
d phloem) 
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                       => vein, nervure --
 (any of the vascular bundles or ribs that form the branching framework of conducting and supporting tissue
s in a leaf or other plant organ) 
                           => midrib, midvein -- (the vein in the center of a leaf) 
                   => vascular ray, medullary ray -- (a sheet of vascular tissue separating the vascular bundles) 
                   => xylem -- (the woody part of plants: the supporting and water-
conducting tissue, consisting primarily of tracheids and vessels) 
                   => tracheid -- (long tubular cell peculiar to xylem) 
                   => phloem, bast --
 ((botany) tissue that conducts synthesized food substances (e.g., from leaves) to parts where needed;  
consists primarily of sieve tubes) 
                   => sieve tube -- (tube formed by cells joined end-to-
end through which nutrients flow in flowering plants and brown algae) 
               => pseudophloem -- (false phloem) 
               => gall -- (abnormal swelling of plant tissue caused by insects or microorganisms or injury) 
                   => oak apple -- (oak gall caused by larvae of a cynipid wasp) 
               => meristem --
 (undifferentiated tissue from which new cells are formed, as at the tip of a stem or root) 
               => skin, rind, peel -- (the tissue forming the hard outer layer (of e.g. a fruit)) 
           => tendril --
 (slender stemlike structure by which some twining plants attach themselves to an object for support) 
               => cirrus, cirrhus -- (usually coiled) 
           => stump, tree stump -- (the base part of a tree that remains standing after the tree has been felled) 
               => stool --
 ((forestry) the stump of a tree that has been felled or headed for the production of saplings) 
           => prophyll -- (a plant structure resembling a leaf) 
           => stock --
 (a plant or stem onto which a graft is made; especially a plant grown specifically to provide the root part of
 grafted plants) 
               => rootstock --
 (root or part of a root used for plant propagation; especially that part of a grafted plant that supplies the  
roots) 
           => receptacle -- (enlarged tip of a stem that bears the floral parts) 
               => gynobase -- (the enlarged receptacle in which the pistil is borne) 
           => kernel, meat --
 (the inner and usually edible part of a seed or grain or nut or fruit stone; "black walnut kernels are difficult 
to get out of the shell") 
           => lobe -- ((botany) a part into which a leaf is divided) 
           => ligule -- ((botany) any appendage to a plant that is shaped like a strap) 
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LIVING THING OR BEING (CELL, ORGANISM, LIFE) < OBJECT < 
SUBSTANCE < ENTITY 

living thing, animate thing -- (a living (or once living) entity) 
       => organism, being --
 (a living thing that has (or can develop) the ability to act or function independently) 
       => life -- (living things collectively; "the oceans are teeming with life") 
       => biont -- (a discrete unit of living matter) 
       => cell --
 ((biology) the basic structural and functional unit of all organisms; cells may exist as  
independent units of life (as in monads) or may form colonies  

CELL, biological 

cell --
 ((biology) the basic structural and functional unit of all organisms; cells may exist as independent units of  
life (as in monads) or may form colonies or tissues as in higher plants and animals) 
       => blastomere -- (any cell resulting from cleavage of a fertilized egg) 
       => flagellated cell -- (any cell or one-celled organism equipped with a flagellum) 
           => choanocyte, collar cell --
 (any of the flagellated cells in sponges having a collar of cytoplasm around the flagellum; they maintain a  
flow of water through the body) 
       => Kupffer's cell -- (specialized cells in the liver that destroy bacteria and foreign proteins and worn-
out blood cells) 
       => beta cell -- (a cell that produces insulin in the isles of Langerhans in the pancreas) 
       => somatic cell, vegetative cell --
 (any of the cells of a plant or animal except the reproductive cells; a cell that does not participate in the  
production of gametes; "somatic cells are produced from preexisting cells";) 
           => skin cell -- (any of the cells making up the skin) 
               => epidermal cell -- (any of the cells making up the epidermis) 
                   => melanoblast -- (an epidermal cell that is a precursor of a melanocyte) 
                   => melanocyte --
 (a cell in the basal layer of the epidermis that produces melanin under the control of the melanocyte-
stimulating hormone) 
               => prickle cell -- (a cell in the germinal layer of the skin (the prickle-
cell layer); has many spines and radiating processes) 
           => epithelial cell -- (one of the closely packed cells forming the epithelium) 
               => columnar cell, columnar epithelial cell --
 (an epithelial cell that is shaped like a column; some have cilia) 
                   => spongioblast --
 (any of various columnar epithelial cells in the central nervous system that develop into neuroglia) 
               => cuboidal cell, cuboidal epithelial cell -- (an epithelial cell that shaped like a cube) 
               => goblet cell -- (an epithelial cell that secretes mucous) 
               => hair cell -- (a sensory epithelial cell present in the Organ of Corti) 
               => squamous cell --
 (an epithelial cell that is flat like a plate and form a single layer of epithelial tissue) 
               => taste cell, gustatory cell --
 (an epithelial cell in a taste bud that activates sensory fibers of the facial nerve or the glossopharyngeal  
nerve or the vagus nerve) 
           => neoplastic cell -- (a cell that is part of tumor) 
               => cancer cell -- (a cell that is part of a malignant tumor) 
           => bone cell -- (a cell that is part of a bone) 
               => megakaryocyte -- (a large bone marrow cell; regarded as the source of blood platelets) 
               => osteoclast -- (cell that functions in the breakdown and resorption of bone tissue) 
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               => osteocyte -- (mature bone cell) 
           => blood cell, blood corpuscle, corpuscle --
 (either of two types of cells (erythrocytes and leukocytes) and sometimes including platelets) 
               => leukocyte, leucocyte, white blood cell, white cell, white blood corpuscle, white corpuscle, WB
C -- (blood cells that engulf and digest bacteria and fungi; an important part of the body's defense system) 
                   => myelocyte -- (an immature leukocyte normally found in bone marrow) 
                   => myeloblast -- (a precursor of leukocytes that normally occurs only in bone marrow) 
                   => lymphocyte, lymph cell --
 (an agranulocytic leukocyte that normally makes up a quarter of the white blood cell count but increases in
 the presence of infection) 
                       => B cell, B lymphocyte --
 (a lymphocyte derived from bone marrow that provides humoral immunity; it recognizes free antigen mole
cules in solution and matures into plasma cells that secrete immunoglobulin (antibodies) that inactivate the 
antigens) 
                       => T cell, T lymphocyte --
 (a small lymphocyte developed in the thymus; it orchestrates the immune system's response to infected or 
malignant cells) 
                           => helper T cell, helper cell, CD4 T cell, CD4 cell --
 (T cell with CD4 receptor that recognizes antigens on the surface of a virus-
infected cell and secretes lymphokines that stimulate B cells and killer T cells; helper T cells are infected  
and killed by the AIDS virus) 
                           => killer T cell, killer cell, cytotoxic T cell, CD8 T cell, CD8 cell --
 (T cell with CD8 receptor that recognizes antigens on the surface of a virus-
infected cell and binds to the infected cell and kill it) 
                       => lymphoblast -- (an immature lymphocyte) 
                       => plasma cell, plasmacyte -- (a lymphocyte-
like cell that develops from a B lymphocyte in reaction to a specific antigen; found in bone marrow and so
metimes in the blood) 
                           => plasmablast -- (the precursor of a plasma cell) 
                   => granulocyte -- (a leukocyte that has granules in its cytoplasm) 
                   => monocyte -- (a type of granular leukocyte that functions in the ingestion of bacteria) 
                       => monoblast -- (a large immature monocyte normally found in bone marrow) 
                   => basophil, basophile -- (a leukocyte with basophilic granules easily stained by basic stains) 
                   => neutrophil, neutrophile --
 (the chief phagocytic leukocyte; stains with either basic or acid dyes) 
                       => microphage -- (a neutrophil that ingests small things (as bacteria)) 
                   => eosinophil, eosinophile -- (a leukocyte readily stained with eosin) 
               => packed cells --
 (a preparation of blood cells separated from the liquid plasma; "packed cells are given to severely anemic  
patients in order to avoid overloading the circulatory system with too much fluid") 
               => red blood cell, RBC, erythrocyte --
 (a mature blood cell that contains hemoglobin to carry oxygen to the bodily tissues; a biconcave disc that  
has no nucleus) 
                   => megalocyte, macrocyte --
 (abnormally large red blood cell (associated with pernicious anemia)) 
                   => megaloblast --
 (abnormally large red blood cell present in pernicious anemia and folic acid deficiency) 
                   => acanthocyte -- (an abnormal red blood cell that has thorny projections of protoplasm) 
                   => microcyte -- (an abnormally small red blood cell (less than 5 microns in diameter)) 
                   => reticulocyte -- (an immature red blood cell containing a network of filaments or granules) 
                   => sickle cell --
 (an abnormal red blood cell that has a crescent shape and an abnormal form of hemoglobin) 
                   => siderocyte --
 (an abnormal red blood cell containing granules of iron not bound in hemoglobin) 
                   => spherocyte -- (an abnormal spherical red blood cell) 
                   => target cell -- (an abnormal red blood cell with a ringed appearance; associated with anemia) 
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           => phagocyte, scavenger cell -- (a cell that engulfs and digests debris and invading microorganisms) 
               => macrophage -- (a large phagocyte; some are fixed and other circulate in the blood stream) 
                   => histiocyte -- (a macrophage that is found in connective tissue) 
               => fixed phagocyte --
 (a phagocyte that does not circulate in the blood but is fixed in the liver or spleen or bone marrow etc.) 
               => free phagocyte -- (a phagocyte that circulates in the blood) 
                   => leukocyte, leucocyte, white blood cell, white cell, white blood corpuscle, white corpuscle, 
WBC --
 (blood cells that engulf and digest bacteria and fungi; an important part of the body's defense system) 
                       => myelocyte -- (an immature leukocyte normally found in bone marrow) 
                       => myeloblast -- (a precursor of leukocytes that normally occurs only in bone marrow) 
                       => lymphocyte, lymph cell --
 (an agranulocytic leukocyte that normally makes up a quarter of the white blood cell count but increases in
 the presence of infection) 
                           => B cell, B lymphocyte --
 (a lymphocyte derived from bone marrow that provides humoral immunity; it recognizes free antigen mole
cules in solution and matures into plasma cells that secrete immunoglobulin (antibodies) that inactivate the 
antigens) 
                           => T cell, T lymphocyte --
 (a small lymphocyte developed in the thymus; it orchestrates the immune system's response to infected or 
malignant cells) 
                               => helper T cell, helper cell, CD4 T cell, CD4 cell --
 (T cell with CD4 receptor that recognizes antigens on the surface of a virus-
infected cell and secretes lymphokines that stimulate B cells and killer T cells; helper T cells are infected  
and killed by the AIDS virus) 
                               => killer T cell, killer cell, cytotoxic T cell, CD8 T cell, CD8 cell --
 (T cell with CD8 receptor that recognizes antigens on the surface of a virus-
infected cell and binds to the infected cell and kill it) 
                           => lymphoblast -- (an immature lymphocyte) 
                           => plasma cell, plasmacyte -- (a lymphocyte-
like cell that develops from a B lymphocyte in reaction to a specific antigen; found in bone marrow and so
metimes in the blood) 
                               => plasmablast -- (the precursor of a plasma cell) 
                       => granulocyte -- (a leukocyte that has granules in its cytoplasm) 
                       => monocyte -- (a type of granular leukocyte that functions in the ingestion of bacteria) 
                           => monoblast -- (a large immature monocyte normally found in bone marrow) 
                       => basophil, basophile -- (a leukocyte with basophilic granules easily stained by basic stains) 
                       => neutrophil, neutrophile --
 (the chief phagocytic leukocyte; stains with either basic or acid dyes) 
                           => microphage -- (a neutrophil that ingests small things (as bacteria)) 
                       => eosinophil, eosinophile -- (a leukocyte readily stained with eosin) 
           => visual cell -- (one of the cells of the retina that is sensitive to light) 
               => cone, cone cell, retinal cone -- (visual receptor cell sensitive to color) 
               => rod, rod cell, retinal rod -- (visual receptor cell sensitive to dim light) 
           => fat cell, adipose cell -- (cells composed of fat) 
           => muscle cell, muscle fiber, muscle fibre --
 (an elongated contractile cell that forms the muscles of the body) 
               => striated muscle cell, striated muscle fiber --
 (an elongated contractile cell in striated muscle tissue) 
               => smooth muscle cell -- (cells of the smooth muscles) 
           => Schwann cell --
 (any cell that covers the nerve fibers in the peripheral nervous system and forms the myelin sheath) 
           => nerve cell, neuron -- (a cell that is specialized to conduct nerve impulses) 
               => brain cell -- (a nerve cell in the brain) 
                   => Golgi's cell, Golgi cell --
 (a neuron in the cerebral cortex with short dendrites and with either a long axon or a short axon that  
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ramifies in the gray matter) 
                   => Purkinje cell --
 (a large densely branching neuron that is the characteristic cell of the cerebellar cortex) 
               => motor neuron, efferent neuron, motor nerve fiber, motoneuron --
 (a neuron conducting impulses outwards from the brain or spinal cord) 
               => sensory neuron, afferent neuron --
 (a neuron conducting impulses inwards to the brain or spinal cord) 
           => neurogliacyte, neuroglial cell, glial cell -- (a cell of the neuroglia) 
               => astrocyte -- (comparatively large neuroglial cell) 
                   => fibrous astrocyte -- (star-
shaped cells with long processes; found in the white matter of the brain and spinal cord) 
                   => protoplasmic astrocyte -- (a kind of astrocyte found in the gray matter) 
               => microgliacyte --
 (a cell of the microglia that may become phagocytic and collect waste products of nerve tissue) 
               => oligodendrocyte -- (a cell of the oligodendroglia) 
           => hybridoma --
 (a hybrid cell resulting from the fusion of a lymphocyte and a tumor cell; used to culture a specific  
monoclonal antibody) 
           => mast cell, mastocyte, labrocyte --
 (a large connective tissue cell that contains histamine and heparin and serotonin which are released in  
allergic reactions or in response to injury or inflammation) 
           => stem cell --
 (an undifferentiated cell whose daughter cells may differentiate into other cell types (such as blood cells)) 
               => hematopoeitic stem cell --
 (blood forming stem cells in the bone marrow; T cells and B cells arise from these stem cells) 
           => target cell -- (any cell that has a specific receptor for antigen or antibody or hormone) 
       => blastema -- (a mass of undifferentiated cells from which an organ or body part develops) 
       => zygote, fertilized ovum --
 (the cell resulting from the union of an ovum and a spermatozoon (including the organism that develops  
from that cell)) 
       => parthenote -- (a cell resulting from parthenogenesis) 
       => embryonic cell, formative cell -- (a cell of an embryo) 
           => blastocyte -- (an undifferentiated embryonic cell) 
           => ameloblast -- (a cell from which tooth enamel develops) 
           => osteoblast, bone-forming cell -- (a cell from which bone develops) 
           => erythroblast -- (a nucleated cell in bone marrow from which red blood cells develop) 
               => sideroblast -- (an erythroblast having granules of ferritin) 
           => fibroblast -- (a cell from which connective tissue develops) 
           => neuroblast -- (a cell from which a nerve cell develops) 
       => akaryocyte, akaryote, acaryote -- (a cell without a nucleus (as an erythrocyte)) 
       => reproductive cell, germ cell, sex cell -- (a spermatozoon or an ovum) 
           => gamete -- (a mature sexual reproductive cell having a single set of unpaired chromosomes) 
               => anisogamete -- (either of a pair of unlike gametes especially those unlike in size) 
               => isogamete -- (either of a pair of conjugating gametes of the same size and structure) 
               => sperm, sperm cell, spermatozoon, spermatozoan --
 (the male reproductive cell; the male gamete; "a sperm is mostly a nucleus surrounded by little other  
cellular material") 
               => ovum, egg cell -- (the female reproductive cell; the female gamete) 
                   => egg --
 (animal reproductive body consisting of an ovum or embryo together with nutritive and protective envelop
es; especially the thin-shelled reproductive body laid by e.g. female birds) 
                       => nit --
 (egg or young of an insect parasitic on mammals especially a sucking louse; often attached to a hair or  
item of clothing) 
                       => spawn -- (the mass of eggs deposited by fish or amphibians or molluscs) 
                           => roe -- (the egg mass or spawn of certain crustaceans such as the lobster) 
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                       => roe -- (the eggs or egg-laden ovary of a fish) 
                       => silkworm seed -- (eggs of a silkworm) 
                       => roe -- (eggs of female fish) 
                   => ootid -- (mature ovum after penetration by sperm but before the formation of a zygote) 
                   => ovule -- (a small or immature ovum) 
               => spermatid -- (an immature gamete produced by a spermatocyte; develops into a spermatozoon) 
               => oosphere -- (used especially of lower plants) 
               => antherozoid, spermatozoid --
 (a motile male gamete of a plant such as an alga or fern or gymnosperm) 
       => gametocyte -- (an immature animal or plant cell that develops into a gamete by meiosis) 
           => oocyte -- (a female gametocyte that develops into an ovum after two meiotic divisions) 
           => spermatocyte -- (a male gametocyte that develops into four spermatids) 
       => polar body --
 (a small cell containing little cytoplasm that is produced along with the oocyte and later discarded) 
       => Leydig cell, Leydig's cell -- (a cell in the testes that secretes the hormone testosterone) 
       => Sertoli cell, Sertoli's cell --
 (elongated cells found in the seminiferous tubules of the testis; apparently they nourish the spermatids) 
       => archespore, archesporium -- (primitive cell or group of cells from which a mother cell develops) 
       => daughter cell --
 (a cell formed by the division or budding of another cell; "anthrax grows by dividing into two daughter cell
s that are generally identical") 
       => mother cell --
 (cell from which another cell of an organism (usually of a different sort) develops; "a sperm cell develops f
rom a sperm mother cell") 
           => spore mother cell -- (cell from which a spore develops) 
       => arthrospore --
 (one of a string of thick walled vegetative resting cells formed by some algae and fungi) 
       => arthrospore -- (a body that resembles a spore but is not an endospore; produced by some bacteria) 
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ORGANISM, BEING 

organism, being -- (a living thing that has (or can develop) the ability to act or function independently) 
       => benthos -- (organisms (plants and animals) that live at or near the bottom of a sea) 
       => heterotroph -- (an organism that depends on complex organic substances for nutrition) 
       => person, individual, someone, somebody, mortal, human, soul --
 (a human being; "there was too much for one person to do") 
       => animal, animate being, beast, brute, creature, fauna --
 (a living organism characterized by voluntary movement) 
       => plant, flora, plant life -- (a living organism lacking the power of locomotion) 
       => conspecific -- (an organism belonging to the same species as another organism) 
       => denizen --
 (a plant or animal naturalized in a region; "denizens of field and forest"; "denizens of the deep") 
       => amphidiploid --
 ((genetics) an organism or cell having a diploid set of chromosomes from each parent) 
       => diploid --
 ((genetics) an organism or cell having two sets of chromosomes or twice the haploid number) 
       => haploid -- ((genetics) an organism or cell having only one complete set of chromosomes) 
       => heteroploid --
 ((genetics) an organism or cell having a chromosome number that is not an even multiple of the haploid  
chromosome number for that species) 
       => polyploid --
 ((genetics) an organism or cell having more than twice the haploid number of chromosomes) 
       => animalcule, animalculum -- (microscopic organism such as an amoeba or paramecium) 
       => microorganism -- (any organism of microscopic size) 
       => aerobe -- (an organism especially a bacterium that requires air or free oxygen for life) 
       => anaerobe -- (an organism (especially a bacterium) that does not require air or free oxygen to live) 
       => hybrid, crossbreed, cross --
 (an organism that is the offspring of genetically dissimilar parents or stock; especially offspring produced 
by breeding plants or animals of different varieties or breeds or species; "a mule is a cross between a horse 
and a donkey") 
       => polymorph --
 (an organism that can assume more than one adult form as in the castes of ants or termites) 
       => relative, congener, congenator --
 (an animal or plant that bears a relationship to another (as related by common descent or by membership in
 the same genus)) 
       => plankton --
 (the aggregate of small plant and animal organisms that float or drift in great numbers in fresh or salt water
) 
       => nekton --
 (the aggregate of actively swimming animals in a body of water ranging from microscopic organisms to  
whales) 
       => parasite --
 (an animal or plant that lives in or on a host (another animal or plant); the parasite obtains nourishment  
from the host without benefiting or killing the host) 
       => host --
 (an animal or plant that nourishes and supports a parasite; the host does not benefit and is often harmed by 
the association) 
       => commensal --
 (either of two different animal or plant species living in close association but not interdependent) 
       => myrmecophile -- (an organism such as an insect that habitually shares the nest of a species of ant) 
       => eukaryote, eucaryote --
 (an organism with cells characteristic of all life forms except primitive microorganisms such as bacteria;  
i.e. an organism with `good' or membrane-bound nuclei in its cells) 
       => prokaryote, procaryote -- (a unicellular organism having cells lacking membrane-
bound nuclei; bacteria are the prime example but also included are blue-
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green algae and actinomycetes and mycoplasma) 
       => zooid -- (one of the distinct individuals forming a colonial animal such as a bryozoan or hydrozoan) 
       => clone, clon --
 (a group of genetically identical cells or organisms derived from a single cell or individual by some kind of
 asexual reproduction) 
       => atavist, throwback --
 (an organism that has the characteristics of a more primitive type of that organism) 
       => individual -- (a single organism) 
       => mascot -- (a person or animal that is adopted by a team or other group as a symbolic figure) 
       => mutant, mutation, variation, sport --
 ((biology) an organism that has characteristics resulting from chromosomal alteration) 
       => sitter -- (an organism (person or animal) that sits) 
       => stander -- (an organism (person or animal) that stands; "a crowd of sitters and standers") 
       => utterer, vocalizer, vocaliser --
 (an organism that can utter vocal sounds; "an utterer of foul oaths"; "is the giraffe a vocalizer?") 
       => nonvascular organism -- (organisms without vascular tissue: e.g. algae, lichens, fungi, mosses) 
       => relict --
 (an organism or species surviving as a remnant of an otherwise extinct flora or fauna in an environment  
much changed from that in which it originated) 
       => saprophyte, saprophytic organism --
 (an organism that feeds on dead organic matter especially a fungus or bacterium) 
       => saprobe --
 (an organism that lives in and derives its nourishment from organic matter in stagnant or foul water) 
       => katharobe -- (an organism that lives in an oxygenated medium lacking organic matter) 
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CAUSAL AGENT 
 
causal agent, cause, causal agency -- (any entity that causes events to happen) 
       => person, individual, someone, somebody, mortal, human, soul --
 (a human being; "there was too much for one person to do") 
       => agent --
 (an active and efficient cause; capable of producing a certain effect; "their research uncovered new disease 
agents") 
       => nature --
 (a causal agent creating and controlling things in the universe; "the laws of nature"; "nature has seen to it  
that men are stronger than women") 
       => supernatural, occult --
 (supernatural forces and events and beings collectively; "She doesn't believe in the supernatural") 
       => first cause, prime mover, primum mobile -- (a self-
caused agent that is the cause of all things; "God is the first cause") 
       => Destiny, Fate --
 (the ultimate agency that predetermines the course of events (often personified as a woman); "we are  
helpless in the face of Destiny") 
       => catalyst --
 (something that causes an important event to happen; "the invasion acted as a catalyst to unite the country"
) 
       => deus ex machina -- (any active agent who appears unexpectedly to solve any insoluble difficulty) 
       => operator, manipulator --
 (an agent that operates some apparatus or machine; "the operator of the switchboard") 
       => power, force --
 (one possessing or exercising power or influence or authority; "the mysterious presence of an evil power"; 
"may the force be with you"; "the forces of evil") 
       => vital principle, life principle --
 (a hypothetical force to which the functions and qualities peculiar to living things are sometimes ascribed) 
       => engine -- (something used to achieve a purpose; "an engine of change") 
       => cause of death, killer --
 (the causal agent resulting in death; "heart disease is the biggest killer in the United States") 
       => danger -- (a cause of pain or injury or loss; "he feared the dangers of traveling by air") 
       => agent -- (a substance that exerts some force or effect) 
 
agent --
 (an active and efficient cause; capable of producing a certain effect; "their research uncovered new disease agents") 
       => vasoconstrictor, vasoconstrictive --
 (any agent that causes a narrowing of an opening of a blood vessel: cold or stress or nicotine or epinephrine or  
norepinephrine or angiotensin or vasopressin or certain drugs; maintains or increases blood pressure) 
       => biological agent, biohazard -- (any bacterium or virus or toxin that could be used in biological warfare) 
       => eliminator -- (an agent that eliminates something) 
       => impairer -- (an agent that impairs; "crops can be great impairers of the soil") 
       => infectious agent, infective agent -- (an agent capable of producing infection) 
       => lethal agent -- (an agent capable of causing death) 
       => motor -- (a nonspecific agent that imparts motion; "happiness is the aim of all men and the motor of all action") 
       => mutagen --
 (any agent (physical or environmental) that can induce a genetic mutation or can increase the rate of mutation) 
       => quickener, invigorator, enlivener --
 (an agent that gives or restores life or vigor; "the soul is the quickener of the body") 
       => relaxer -- (any agent that produces relaxation; "music is a good relaxer") 
       => repressor, represser -- (an agent that represses) 
       => retardant, retardent, retardation -- (any agent that retards or delays or hinders; "flame-retardant") 
       => satisfier -- (any agent capable of producing satisfaction) 
       => shortener -- (any agent that shortens; "alcohol is a great shortener of life") 
       => stressor -- (any agent that causes stress to an organism) 
       => teratogen -- (any agent that interferes with normal embryonic development: alcohol or thalidomide or X-
rays or rubella are examples) 
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       => vector, transmitter --
 (any agent (person or animal or microorganism) that carries and transmits a disease; "mosquitos are vectors of malaria 
and yellow fever"; "fleas are vectors of the plague"; "aphids are transmitters of plant diseases"; "when medical scientist
s talk about vectors they are usually talking about insects") 
       => weakener -- (that which weakens or causes a loss of strength; "doubt is a great weakener of resolve") 
 
agent -- (a substance that exerts some force or effect) 
       => antiflatulent -- (any agent that reduces intestinal gas) 
       => antifungal, antifungal agent, fungicide, antimycotic, antimycotic agent --
 (any agent that destroys or prevents the growth of fungi) 
       => blocker, blocking agent -- (a class of drugs that inhibit (block) some biological process) 
       => disinfectant, germicide, antimicrobic, antimicrobial --
 (an agent (as heat or radiation or a chemical) that destroys microorganisms that might carry disease) 
       => drug -- (a substance that is used as a medicine or narcotic) 
       => vermicide -- (an agent that kills worms (especially those in the intestines)) 
       => antacid, gastric antacid, alkalizer, alkaliser, antiacid --
 (an agent that counteracts or neutralizes acidity (especially in the stomach)) 
       => bacteriostat -- (a chemical or biological material that inhibits bacterial growth) 
       => bleaching agent, bleach, blanching agent, whitener -- (an agent that makes things white or colorless) 
       => chemical agent -- (an agent that produces chemical reactions) 
       => coagulant, coagulator -- (an agent that produces coagulation) 
       => coolant --
 (a fluid agent (gas or liquid) that produces cooling; especially one used to cool a system by transfering heat away from 
one part to another; "he added more coolant to the car's radiator"; "the atomic reactor used a gas coolant"; "lathe operat
ors use an emulsion of oil and water as a coolant for the cutting tool") 
       => dilutant, diluent, thinner -- (a diluting agent) 
       => emmenagogue -- (any agent that promotes menstrual discharge) 
       => galactagogue -- (agent that induces milk secretion) 
       => hypnagogue -- (an agent that induces drowsiness or sleep) 
       => hypoglycemic agent, hypoglycaemic agent --
 (any of various agents that decrease the level of glucose in the blood and are used in the treatment of diabetes mellitus) 
       => inducer -- (an agent capable of activating specific genes) 
       => lactifuge -- (any agent that reduces milk secretion (as given to a woman who not breast feeding)) 
       => lactogen -- (any agent that enhances milk production) 
       => mitogen -- (an agent that triggers mitosis) 
       => nerve gas, nerve agent --
 (a toxic gas that is inhaled or absorbed through the skin and has harmful effects on the nervous and respiratory system) 
       => precipitant -- (an agent that causes a precipitate to form) 
       => solvating agent -- (an agent that converts something into a solvate) 
       => viricide, virucide -- (an agent (physical or chemical) that inactivates or destroys viruses) 
DRUG 
drug -- (a substance that is used as a medicine or narcotic) 
       => abortifacient, aborticide, abortion-inducing drug -- (a drug (or other chemical agent) that causes abortion) 
       => agonist -- ((biochemistry) a drug that can combine with a receptor on a cell to produce a physiological reaction) 
       => anesthetic, anaesthetic, anesthetic agent, anaesthetic agent -- (a drug that causes temporary loss of bodily sensations) 
       => antagonist -- (a drug that neutralizes or counteracts the effects of another drug) 
       => antisyphilitic -- (a drug (or other chemical agent) that is effective against syphilis) 
       => anti-TNF compound -- (a class of drugs that block the action of tumor necrosis factor (TNF); used in cases of  
rheumatoid arthritis because TNF instigates inflammation of the joints) 
       => brand-name drug, proprietary drug --
 (a drug that has a trade name and is protected by a patent (can be produced and sold only by the company holding the patent)) 
       => controlled substance -- (a drug or chemical substance whose possession and use are controlled by law) 
       => dilator -- (a drug that causes dilation) 
       => diuretic drug, diuretic, water pill -- (any substance that tends to increase the flow of urine) 
       => drug of abuse, street drug -- (a drug that is taken for nonmedicinal reasons (usually for mind-
altering effects); drug abuse can lead to physical and mental damage and (with some  substances) dependence and addiction) 
       => Feosol -- (trade name of a drug rich in iron; used to treat some kinds of anemia) 
       => Fergon -- (trade name of a drug rich in iron; used to treat some types of anemia) 
       => fertility drug -- (a drug used to increase a woman's fertility) 
       => generic drug -- (when the patent protection for a brand-
name drug expires generic versions of the drug can be offered for sale if the FDA agrees; "generic drugs are usually cheaper than bran
d-name drugs") 
       => intoxicant -- (a drug that can produce a state of intoxication) 
       => levallorphan, Lorfan --
 (drug (trade name Lorfan) that is related to morphine but that counteracts the respiratory depression produced by morphine poisoning 
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but without affecting its analgesic effects) 
       => medicine, medication, medicament, medicinal drug --
 ((medicine) something that treats or prevents or alleviates the symptoms of disease) 
       => mydriatic, mydriatic drug -- (a drug that causes the pupil of the eye to dilate; used to aid eye examinations) 
       => narcotic -- (a drug that produces numbness or stupor; often taken for pleasure or to reduce pain;  
extensive use can lead to addiction) 
       => pentoxifylline, Trental --
 (a drug (trade name Trental) used to treat claudication; believed to increase the flexibility of red blood cells so they can flow through t
he blood vessels to the legs and feet) 
       => psychoactive drug, mind-altering drug, consciousness-altering drug, psychoactive substance --
 (a drug that can produce mood changes and distorted perceptions) 
       => psychotropic agent -- (a chemical substance that can influence human consciousness) 
       => relaxant -- (a drug or treatment that relaxes and relieves tension) 
       => soporific, hypnotic -- (a drug that induces sleep) 
       => stimulant, stimulant drug -- (a drug that temporarily quickens some vital process) 
       => suppressant, appetite suppressant -- (a drug that suppresses appetite) 
       => synergist -- (a drug that augments the activity of another drug) 
       => virility drug, anit-impotence drug -- (drug to treat impotence attributable to erectile dysfunction) 
 
MEDICATION, MEDICINE, MEDICAMENT 
medicine, medication, medicament, medicinal drug --
 ((medicine) something that treats or prevents or alleviates the symptoms of disease) 
       => acyclovir, Zovirax -- (an oral antiviral drug (trade name Zovirax) used to treat genital herpes; does not cure  
the disease but relieves the symptoms) 
       => alendronate, Fosamax -- (a tablet (trade name Fosamax) prescribed to prevent or treat osteoporosis in women  
after menopause) 
       => allopurinol, Zyloprim -- (a drug (trade name Zyloprim) used to treat gout and other conditions in which there is  
an excessive buildup of uric acid) 
       => amrinone, Inocor -- (a drug (trade name Inocor) used intravenously in heart failure; increases strength of  
contraction of myocardium) 
       => analgesic, anodyne, painkiller, pain pill -- (a medicine used to relieve pain) 
       => angiogenesis inhibitor -- (a drug that is designed to prevent the growth of blood vessels that nourish tumors) 
       => antiarrhythmic, antiarrhythmic drug, antiarrhythmic medication -- (a drug used to treat an abnormal heart rhythm) 
       => antibacterial, antibacterial drug, bactericide -- (any drug that destroys bacteria or inhibits their growth) 
       => anticholinergic, anticholinergic drug -- (a substance that opposes or blocks the action of acetylcholine) 
       => anticholinesterase -- (a medicine that inhibits cholinesterase by combining with it and so has a cholinergic  effect) 
       => anticoagulant, anticoagulant medication, decoagulant -- (medicine that prevents or retards the clotting of blood) 
       => anticonvulsant, anticonvulsant drug, antiepileptic, antiepileptic drug --
 (a drug used to treat or prevent convulsions (as in epilepsy)) 
       => antidepressant, antidepressant drug -- (any of a class of drugs used to treat depression; often have undesirable side effects) 
       => antidiabetic, antidiabetic drug -- (a drug used to treat diabetes mellitus) 
       => antidiarrheal, antidiarrheal drug -- (a drug used to control or stop diarrhea) 
       => antidiuretic, antidiuretic drug -- (a drug that limits the formation of urine) 
       => antiemetic, antiemetic drug -- (a drug that prevents or alleviates nausea and vomiting) 
       => antihistamine -- (a medicine used to treat allergies and hypersensitive reactions and colds; works by  
counteracting the effects of histamine on a receptor site) 
       => antihypertensive, antihypertensive drug -- (a drug that reduces high blood pressure) 
       => anti-inflammatory, anti-inflammatory drug -- (a medicine intended to reduce inflammation) 
       => antiprotozoal, antiprotozoal drug -- (a medicinal drug used to fight diseases (like malaria) that are caused by protozoa) 
       => antipyretic, febrifuge -- (any medicine that lowers body temperature to prevent or alleviate fever) 
       => antiseptic -- (a substance that destroys micro-organisms that carry disease without harming body tissues) 
       => antispasmodic, spasmolytic, antispasmodic agent --
 (a drug used to relieve or prevent spasms (especially of the smooth muscles)) 
       => antitussive -- (any medicine used to suppress or relieve coughing) 
       => antiviral, antiviral agent, antiviral drug -- (any drug that destroys viruses) 
       => APC -- (a drug combination found in some over-the-counter headache remedies (Aspirin and Phenacetin and Caffeine)) 
       => astringent, astringent drug, styptic -- (a drug that causes contraction of body tissues and canals) 
       => atomic cocktail -- (an oral dose of radioactive substance used in treatment and diagnosis of cancer) 
       => azathioprine, Imuran -- (an immunosuppressive drug (trade name Imuran) used to prevent rejection of a  transplanted organ) 
       => blocker, blocking agent -- (a class of drugs that inhibit (block) some biological process) 
       => bronchodilator -- (a drug that relaxes and dilates the bronchial passageways and improves the passages of air into the lungs) 
       => calcium blocker, calcium-channel blocker --
 (any of a class of drugs that block the flow of the electrolyte calcium (either in nerve cell conduction or smooth muscle contraction of 
the heart); has been used in the treatment of angina or arrhythmia or hypertension or migraine) 
       => carminative -- (medication that prevents the formation of gas in the alimentary tract or eases its passing) 
       => clofibrate, Atromid-S -- (a drug (trade name Atromid-
S) that reduces lipids in the blood serum; used to treat some cardiovascular diseases) 
       => clopidogrel bisulfate, Plavix --
 (a blood thinner (trade name Plavix) approved for the treatment of mild heart attacks; works by preventing blood platelets from sticki
ng together to form clots that would restrict  blood flow) 
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       => cold medicine -- (medicine intended to relieve the symptoms of the common cold) 
       => counterirritant -- (a medicine applied locally to produce superficial inflammation in order to reduce deeper inflammation) 
       => cytotoxic drug --
 (any drug that has a toxic effect on cells; commonly used in chemotherapy to inhibit the proliferation of cancerous cells) 
       => decongestant -- (a drug that decreases pulmonary congestion) 
       => demulcent -- (a medication (in the form of an oil or salve etc.) that soothes inflamed or injured skin) 
       => diaphoretic -- (used to produce perspiration) 
       => disulfiram, Antabuse -- (a drug (trade name Antabuse) used in the treatment of alcoholism; causes nausea and  
vomiting if alcohol is ingested) 
       => dose -- (a measured portion of medicine taken at any one time) 
       => Drixoral -- (the trade name for a drug used to treat upper respirator congestion; it contains an  
antihistamine and a bronchodilator and a vasoconstrictor) 
       => drug cocktail, highly active antiretroviral therapy, HAART --
 (a combination of protease inhibitors taken with reverse transcriptase inhibitors; used in  treating AIDS and HIV) 
       => expectorant, expectorator -- (a medicine promoting expectoration) 
       => fixed-combination drug -- (drug containing fixed amounts of two or more ingredients) 
       => gemfibrozil, Lopid -- (medication (trade name Lopid) used to lower the levels of triglyceride in the blood) 
       => hematinic, haematinic -- (a medicine that increases the hemoglobin content of the blood; used to treat iron-deficiency anemia) 
       => herbal medicine -- (a medicine made from plants and used to prevent or treat disease or promote health) 
       => histamine blocker -- (a medicine used to treat the gastric effects of histamine in cases of peptic ulcers and  
gastritis and gastroesophageal reflux; works by blocking the effects of histamine on the  receptor site known as H2) 
       => immunosuppressant, immunosuppressive drug, immune suppressant drug --
 (a drug that lowers the body's normal immune response) 
       => inhalant, inhalation -- (a medication to be taken by inhaling it) 
       => isoproterenol, Isuprel -- (drug (trade name Isuprel) used to treat bronchial asthma and to stimulate the heart) 
       => isosorbide, Isordil -- (drug (trade name Isordil) used to treat angina pectoris and congestive heart failure) 
       => lipid-lowering medicine, lipid-lowering medication, statin drug, statin --
 (a medicine that lowers blood cholesterol levels by inhibiting HMG-CoA reductase) 
       => methacholine, Mecholyl --
 (parasympathomimetic drug (trademark Mecholyl) that stimulates secretions and smooth muscle activity) 
       => nux vomica --
 (a medicine made from the seeds of an Asiatic tree; contains strychnine and brucine; formerly used as a stimulant) 
       => over-the-counter drug, over-the-counter medicine -- (a drug that is sold without a prescription) 
       => oxytocic, oxytocic drug -- (a drug that induces labor by stimulating contractions of the muscles of the uterus) 
       => paregoric, camphorated tincture of opium -- (medicine used to treat diarrhea) 
       => patent medicine -- (medicine that is protected by a patent and available without a doctor's prescription) 
       => penicillamine, Cuprimine --
 (a drug (trade name Cuprimine) used to treat heavy metal poisoning and Wilson's disease and severe arthritis) 
       => pentylenetetrazol, pentamethylenetetrazol, Metrazol --
 (a drug used as a circulatory and respiratory stimulant; larger doses cause convulsions in shock therapy; Metrazol is a trademark) 
       => pharmaceutical -- (drug or medicine that is prepared or dispensed in pharmacies and used in medical  treatment) 
       => placebo -- (an innocuous or inert medication; given as a pacifier or to the control group in  
experiments on the efficacy of a drug) 
       => powder -- (any of various cosmetic or medical preparations dispensed in the form of a powder) 
       => prescription drug, prescription, prescription medicine, ethical drug --
 (a drug that is available only with written instructions from a doctor or dentist to a  
pharmacist; "he told the doctor that he had been taking his prescription regularly") 
       => probenecid -- (drug that reduces the level of uric acid in the blood; used to treat gout) 
       => purgative, cathartic, physic, aperient -- (a purging medicine; stimulates evacuation of the bowels) 
       => remedy, curative, cure -- (a medicine or therapy that cures disease or relieve pain) 
       => rubefacient -- (a medicine for external application that produces redness of the skin) 
       => sedative, sedative drug, depressant, downer -- (a drug that reduces excitability and calms a person) 
       => soothing syrup -- (medicine in the form of a syrup that has a calming effect) 
       => specific -- (a medicine that has a mitigating effect on a specific disease; "quinine is a specific for  malaria") 
       => sucralfate, Carafate --
 (medicine consisting of a tablet (trade name Carafate) used to treat peptic ulcers; said to bind to the ulcer site and coat it) 
       => suppository -- (a small plug of medication designed for insertion into the rectum or vagina where it  melts) 
       => tincture -- ((pharmacology) a medicine consisting of an extract in an alcohol solution) 
       => tonic, restorative -- (a medicine that strengthens and invigorates) 
       => tyrosine kinase inhibitor -- (a drug used in cases of chronic myeloid leukemia) 
       => vermicide -- (an agent that kills worms (especially those in the intestines)) 
       => vermifuge, anthelmintic, anthelminthic, helminthic --
 (a medication capable of causing the evacuation of parasitic intestinal worms) 
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PERSON, INDIVIDUAL, SOMEONE, SOMEBORY, HUMAN < ORGANISM < LIVING THING < 
OBJECT < SUBSTANCE < ENTITY 

 
person, individual, someone, somebody, mortal, human, soul --
 (a human being; "there was too much for one person to do") 
       => self -- (a person considered as a unique individual; "one's own self") 
       => adult, grownup -- (a fully developed person from maturity onward) 
       => adventurer, venturer -- (a person who enjoys taking risks) 
       => anomaly, unusual person -- (a person who is unusual) 
       => applicant, applier -- (a person who requests or seeks something such as assistance or employment or admission) 
       => appointee, appointment -- (a person who is appointed to a job or position) 
       => capitalist -- (a person who invests capital in a business (especially a large business)) 
       => captor, capturer -- (a person who captures and holds people or animals) 
       => changer, modifier -- (a person who changes something; "an inveterate changer of the menu") 
       => color-blind person -- (a person unable to distinguish differences in hue) 
       => commoner, common man, common person -- (a person who holds no title) 
       => communicator -- (a person who communicates with others) 
       => contestant -- (a person who participates in competitions) 
       => coward -- (a person who shows fear or timidity) 
       => creator -- (a person who grows or makes or invents things) 
       => disputant, controversialist, eristic -- (a person who disputes; who is good at or enjoys controversy) 
       => engineer, applied scientist, technologist -- (a person who uses scientific knowledge to solve practical problems) 
       => entertainer -- (a person who tries to please or amuse) 
       => experimenter --
 (a person who enjoys testing innovative ideas; "she was an experimenter in new forms of poetry") 
       => expert -- (a person with special knowledge or ability who performs skillfully) 
       => face --
 (a part of a person that is used to refer to a person; "he looked out at a roomful of faces"; "when he returned to work he
 met many new faces") 
       => female, female person -- (a person who belongs to the sex that can have babies) 
       => individualist -- (a person who pursues independent thought or action) 
       => inhabitant, dweller, denizen, indweller -- (a person who inhabits a particular place) 
       => native, indigen, indigene -- (a person who was born in a particular place; an indigenous person) 
       => innocent, inexperienced person -- (a person who lacks knowledge of evil) 
       => intellectual, intellect -- (a person who uses the mind creatively) 
       => juvenile, juvenile person -- (a youthful person) 
       => lover -- (a person who loves or is loved) 
       => leader -- (a person who rules or guides or inspires others) 
       => male, male person -- (a person who belongs to the sex that cannot have babies) 
       => money handler, money dealer -- (a person who receives or invests or pays out money) 
       => national, subject -- (a person who owes allegiance to that nation; "a monarch has a duty to his subjects") 
       => nonreligious person -- (a person who does not manifest devotion to a deity) 
       => nonworker -- (a person who does nothing) 
       => peer, equal, match, compeer -- (a person who is of equal standing with another in a group) 
       => perceiver, observer, beholder -- (a person who becomes aware (of things or events) through the senses) 
       => percher -- (a person situated on a perch) 
       => precursor, forerunner -- (a person who goes before or announces the coming of another) 
       => primitive, primitive person -- (a person who belongs to early stage of civilization) 
       => religionist, religious person -- (a person who manifests devotion to a deity) 
       => sensualist -- (a person who enjoys sensuality) 
       => traveler, traveller -- (a person who changes location) 
       => unfortunate, unfortunate person -- (a person who suffers misfortune) 
       => unwelcome person, persona non grata -- (a person who for some reason is not wanted or welcome) 
       => unskilled person -- (a person who lacks technical training) 
       => worker -- (a person who works at a specific occupation; "he is a good worker") 
       => African -- (a native or inhabitant of Africa) 
       => person of color, person of colour -- ((formal) any non-European non-White person) 
       => Black, Black person, blackamoor, Negro, Negroid --
 (a person with dark skin who comes from Africa (or whose ancestors came from Africa)) 
       => White, white person, Caucasian -- (a member of the Caucasoid race) 
       => Amerindian, Native American --
 (any member of the peoples living in North or South America before the Europeans arrived) 
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       => Slav -- (any member of the people of eastern Europe or Asian Russia who speak a Slavonic language) 
       => Gentile -- (a person who is not a member of one's own religion; used in this sense by Mormons and Hindus) 
       => Jew, Hebrew, Israelite --
 (a person belonging to the worldwide group claiming descent from Jacob (or converted to it) and connected by cultural
 or religious ties) 
       => Aries, Ram -- ((astrology) a person who is born while the sun is in Aries) 
       => Taurus, Bull -- ((astrology) a person who is born while the sun is in Taurus) 
       => Gemini, Twin -- ((astrology) a person who is born while the sun in in Gemini) 
       => Cancer, Crab -- ((astrology) a person who is born while the sun is in Cancer) 
       => Leo, Lion -- ((astrology) a person who is born while the sun is in Leo) 
       => Virgo, Virgin -- ((astrology) a person who is born while the sun is in Virgo) 
       => Libra, Balance -- ((astrology) a person who is born while the sun in in Libra) 
       => Scorpio, Scorpion -- ((astrology) a person who is born while the sun is in Scorpio) 
       => Sagittarius, Archer -- ((astrology) a person who is born while the sun is in Sagittarius) 
       => Capricorn, Goat -- ((astrology) a person who is born while the sun is in Capricorn) 
       => Aquarius, Water Bearer -- ((astrology) a person who is born while the sun is in Aquarius) 
       => Pisces, Fish -- ((astrology) a person who is born while the sun is in Pisces) 
       => abomination -- (a person who is loathsome or disgusting) 
       => abstainer, abstinent, nondrinker -- (a person who refrains from drinking intoxicating beverages) 
       => achiever, winner, success, succeeder --
 (a person with a record of successes; "his son would never be the achiever that his father was"; "only winners need  
apply"; "if you want to be a success you have to dress like a success") 
       => acquaintance, friend --
 (a person with whom you are acquainted; "I have trouble remembering the names of all my acquaintances"; "we are  
friends of the family") 
       => acquirer -- (a person who acquires something (usually permanently)) 
       => active -- (a person devoted to the active life) 
       => actor, doer, worker --
 (a person who acts and gets things done; "he's a principal actor in this affair"; "when you want something done get a  
doer"; "he's a miracle worker") 
       => adjudicator -- (a person who studies and settles conflicts and disputes) 
       => admirer -- (a person who admires; someone who esteems or respects or approves) 
       => adoptee -- (someone (such as a child) who has been adopted) 
       => adversary, antagonist, opponent, opposer, resister -- (someone who offers opposition) 
       => advisee -- (someone who receives advice) 
       => advocate, advocator, proponent, exponent -- (a person who pleads for a cause or propounds an idea) 
       => affiant -- (a person who makes an affidavit) 
       => amateur -- (someone who pursues a study or sport as a pastime) 
       => apprehender -- (a person who seizes or arrests (especially a person who seizes or arrests in the name of justice)) 
       => appreciator --
 (a person who is fully aware of something and understands it; "he is not an appreciator of our dilemma") 
       => arrogator --
 (a person who through conceit makes pretentious claims to rights or advantages that he or she is not entitled to or to qu
alities that he or she does not possess) 
       => authority --
 ((usually plural) persons who exercise (administrative) control over others; "the authorities have issued a curfew") 
       => autodidact -- (a person who is self-taught) 
       => baby boomer, boomer --
 (a member of the baby boom generation in the 1950s; "they expanded the schools for a generation of baby boomers") 
       => baby buster, buster --
 (a person born in the generation following the baby boom when the birth rate fell dramatically) 
       => bad guy -- (any person who is not on your side) 
       => bad person -- (a person who does harm to others) 
       => baldhead, baldpate, baldy -- (a person whose head is bald) 
       => balker, baulker, noncompliant -- (a person who refuses to comply) 
       => bullfighter, toreador -- (someone who fights bulls) 
       => bather -- (a person who takes a bath) 
       => beard --
 (a person who diverts suspicion from someone (especially a woman who accompanies a male homosexual in order to  
conceal his homosexuality)) 
       => bedfellow -- (a person with whom you share a bed) 
       => best, topper --
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 (the person who is most outstanding or excellent; someone who tops all others; "he could beat the best of them") 
       => biter -- (someone who bites) 
       => blond, blonde -- (a person with fair skin and hair) 
       => bodybuilder, muscle builder, muscle-builder, musclebuilder, muscleman --
 (someone who does special exercises to develop a brawny musculature) 
       => bomber -- (a person who plants bombs) 
       => brunet, brunette -- (a person with dark (brown) hair) 
       => buster --
 (a person (or thing) that breaks up or overpowers something; "dam buster"; "sanction buster"; "crime buster") 
       => candidate, prospect -- (someone who is considered for something (for an office or prize or honor etc.)) 
       => case --
 (a person requiring professional services; "a typical case was the suburban housewife described by a marriage  
counselor") 
       => cashier -- (a person responsible for receiving payments for goods and services (as in a shop or restaurant)) 
       => celebrant, celebrator, celebrater -- (a person who is celebrating) 
       => chameleon -- (a changeable or inconstant person) 
       => charmer, beguiler -- (a person who charms others (usually by personal attractiveness)) 
       => child, baby --
 (an immature childish person; "he remained a child in practical matters as long as he lived"; "stop being a baby!") 
       => chutzpanik -- ((Yiddish) a person characterized by chutzpa) 
       => closer -- (a person who closes something; "whoever is the closer has to turn out the lights and lock up") 
       => clumsy person -- (a person with poor motor coordination) 
       => collector, aggregator -- (a person who collects things) 
       => combatant, battler, belligerent, fighter, scrapper -- (someone who fights (or is fighting)) 
       => complexifier -- (someone makes things complex) 
       => compulsive -- (a person with a compulsive disposition; someone who feels compelled to do certain things) 
       => computer user -- (a person who uses computers for work or entertainment or communication or business) 
       => contemplative -- (a person devoted to the contemplative life) 
       => convert -- (a person who has been converted to another religious or political belief) 
       => copycat, imitator, emulator, ape, aper -- (someone who copies the words or behavior of another) 
       => counter -- (a person who counts things) 
       => crawler, creeper -- (a person who crawls or creeps along the ground) 
       => creature, wight -- (a human being; `wight' is an archaic term) 
       => creditor -- (a person to whom money is owed by a debtor; someone to whom an obligation exists) 
       => dancer, social dancer -- (a person who participates in a social gathering arranged for dancing (as a ball)) 
       => dead person, dead soul, deceased person, deceased, decedent, departed --
 (someone who is no longer alive; "I wonder what the dead person would have done") 
       => debaser, degrader --
 (a person who lowers the quality or character or value (as by adding cheaper metal to coins)) 
       => debtor -- (a person who owes a creditor; someone who has the obligation of paying a debt) 
       => defecator, voider, shitter -- (a person who defecates) 
       => delayer -- (a person who delays; to put off until later or cause to be late) 
       => deliverer -- (a person who gives up or transfers money or goods) 
       => demander -- (a person who makes demands) 
       => differentiator, discriminator -- (a person who differentiates) 
       => disentangler, unraveler, unraveller --
 (a person who removes tangles; someone who takes something out of a tangled state) 
       => dissenter, dissident, protester, objector, contestant -- (a person who dissents from some established policy) 
       => divider -- (a person who separates something into parts or groups) 
       => domestic partner, significant other, spousal equivalent, spouse equivalent --
 (a person (not necessarily a spouse) with whom you cohabit and share a long-term sexual relationship) 
       => double, image, look-alike --
 (someone who closely resembles a famous person (especially an actor); "he could be Gingrich's double"; "she's the ver
y image of her mother") 
       => dresser -- (a person who dresses in a particular way; "she's an elegant dresser"; "he's a meticulous dresser") 
       => dribbler, driveller, slobberer, drooler -- (a person who dribbles; "that baby is a dribbler; he needs a bib") 
       => drug user, substance abuser, user -- (a person who takes drugs) 
       => ectomorph -- (a person with a thin non-muscular body) 
       => effecter, effector -- (one who brings about a result or event; one who accomplishes a purpose) 
       => Elizabethan -- (a person who lived during the reign of Elizabeth I; "William Shakespeare was an Elizabethan") 
       => emotional person -- (a person subject to strong states of emotion) 
       => endomorph -- (a heavy person with a soft and rounded body) 
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       => enjoyer -- (a person who delights in having or using or experiencing something) 
       => enrollee -- (a person who enrolls in (or is enrolled in) a class or course of study) 
       => explorer, adventurer -- (someone who travels into little known regions (especially for some scientific purpose)) 
       => extrovert, extravert --
 ((psychology) a person concerned more with practical realities than with inner thoughts and feelings) 
       => faddist -- (a person who subscribes to a variety of fads) 
       => faller --
 (a person who falls; "one of them was safe but they were unable to save the faller"; "a faller among thieves") 
       => fastener --
 (a person who fastens or makes fast; "he found the door fastened and wondered who the fastener was") 
       => fiduciary --
 (a person who holds assets in trust for a beneficiary; "it is illegal for a fiduciary to misappropriate money for personal 
gain") 
       => first-rater -- (one who is first-rate) 
       => follower -- (an ordinary person who accepts the leadership of another) 
       => free agent, free spirit, freewheeler -- (someone acting freely or even irresponsibly) 
       => friend -- (a person you know well and regard with affection and trust; "he was my best friend at the university") 
       => fugitive, runaway -- (someone who flees from an uncongenial situation; "fugitives from the sweatshops") 
       => gainer --
 (a person who gains (gains an advantage or gains profits); "she was clearly the gainer in that exchange") 
       => gainer, weight gainer -- (a person who gains weight) 
       => gambler -- (a person who wagers money on the outcome of games or sporting events) 
       => gatekeeper --
 (someone who controls access to something; "there are too many gatekepers between the field officers and the chief") 
       => gatherer -- (a person who gathers; "they were a society of hunters and gatherers") 
       => good guy -- (any person who is on your side) 
       => good person -- (a person who is good to other people) 
       => granter -- (a person who grants or gives something) 
       => greeter, saluter, welcomer -- (a person who greets; "the newcomers were met by smiling greeters") 
       => grinner -- (a person who grins) 
       => groaner -- (a person who groans) 
       => grunter -- (a person who grunts) 
       => guesser -- (a person who guesses) 
       => handicapped person -- (a person who has some handicap that interferes with normal functions) 
       => hater -- (a person who hates) 
       => heterosexual, heterosexual person, straight person, straight --
 (a heterosexual person; someone having a sexual orientation to persons of the opposite sex) 
       => homosexual, homo, gay --
 (someone who practices homosexuality; having a sexual attraction to persons of the same sex) 
       => homunculus --
 (a tiny fully formed individual that (according to the discredited theory of preformation) is supposed to be present in th
e sperm cell) 
       => hope -- (someone (or something) on which expectations are centered; "he was their best hope for a victory") 
       => hoper -- (a person who hopes; "only an avid hoper could expect the team to win now") 
       => huddler -- (a person who crouches; "low huddlers against the wind") 
       => hugger -- (a person who hugs) 
       => immune -- (a person who is immune to a particular infection) 
       => insured, insured person --
 (a person whose interests are protected by an insurance policy; a person who contracts for an insurance policy that inde
mnifies him against loss of property or life or health etc.) 
       => interpreter --
 (someone who uses art to represent something; "his paintings reveal a sensitive interpreter of nature"; "she was famous
 as an interpreter of Shakespearean roles") 
       => introvert --
 ((psychology) a person who tends to shrink from social contacts and to become preoccupied with their own thoughts) 
       => Jat -- (a member of an Indo-
European people widely scattered throughout the northwest of the Indian subcontinent and consisting of Muslims and 
Hindus and Sikhs) 
       => jewel, gem -- (a person who is a brilliant and precious as a piece of jewelry) 
       => killer, slayer -- (someone who causes the death of a person or animal) 
       => relative, relation --
 (a person related by blood or marriage; "police are searching for relatives of the deceased"; "he has distant relations  
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back in New Jersey") 
       => kneeler -- (a person in a kneeling position) 
       => knocker -- (a person who knocks (as seeking to gain admittance); "open the door and see who the knocker is") 
       => knower, apprehender -- (a person who knows or apprehends) 
       => large person -- (a person of greater than average size) 
       => Latin -- (a person who is a member of those peoples whose languages derived from Latin) 
       => laugher -- (a person who is laughing or who laughs easily) 
       => learner, scholar, assimilator --
 (someone (especially a child) who learns (as from a teacher) or takes up knowledge or beliefs) 
       => left-hander, lefty, southpaw --
 (a person who uses the left hand with greater skill than the right; "their pitcher was a southpaw") 
       => life -- (a living person; "his heroism saved a life") 
       => lightning rod --
 (someone who is a frequent target of negative reactions and serves to distract attention from another) 
       => linguist, polyglot -- (a person who speaks more than one language) 
       => literate, literate person -- (a person who can read and write) 
       => liver -- (a person who has a special life style; "a high liver") 
       => longer, thirster, yearner --
 (a person with a strong desire for something; "a longer for money"; "a thirster after blood"; "a yearner for knowledge") 
       => loose cannon -- (a person who is expected to perform a particular task but who is out of control and dangerous) 
       => machine -- (an efficient person; "the boxer was a magnificent fighting machine") 
       => mailer -- (a person who mails something) 
       => malcontent -- (a person who is discontented or disgusted) 
       => man -- (the generic use of the word to refer to any human being; "it was every man for himself") 
       => manipulator -- (a person who handles things manually) 
       => man jack -- (a single individual; "every man jack") 
       => masturbator, onanist -- (a person who practices masturbation) 
       => measurer -- (a person who makes measurements) 
       => nonmember -- (a person who is not a member) 
       => mesomorph -- (a person with a well-developed muscular body) 
       => mestizo, ladino --
 (a person of mixed racial ancestry (especially mixed European and Native American ancestry)) 
       => middlebrow -- (someone who is neither a highbrow nor a lowbrow) 
       => miracle man, miracle worker -- (a person who claims or is alleged to perform miracles) 
       => misogamist -- (a person who hates marriage) 
       => mixed-blood -- (a person whose ancestors belonged to two or more races) 
       => modern -- (a contemporary person) 
       => mother hen -- (a person who cares for the needs of others (especially in an overprotective or interfering way)) 
       => mutilator, maimer, mangler -- (a person who mutilates or destroys or disfigures or cripples) 
       => namer -- (a person who gives a name or names; "the owner is usually the namer of a boat") 
       => namesake -- (a person with the same name as another) 
       => neglecter --
 (a person who is neglectful and gives little attention or respect to people or responsibilities; "he tried vainly to impress 
his neglecters") 
       => neighbor, neighbour -- (a person who lives (or is located) near another) 
       => neutral -- (one who does not side with any party in a war or dispute) 
       => nondescript -- (a person is not easily classified and not very interesting) 
       => nonparticipant -- (a person who does not participate) 
       => nonperson, unperson --
 (a person regarded as nonexistent and having no rights; a person whose existence is systematically ignored (especially 
for ideological or political reasons); "the former senator is treated as a nonperson by this administration"; "George Orw
ell predicted that political dissidents would be treated as unpersons") 
       => nonsmoker -- (a person who does not smoke tobacco) 
       => nude, nude person -- (a naked person) 
       => nurser -- (a person who treats something carefully; "a great nurser of pennies") 
       => occultist -- (a believer in occultism; someone versed in the occult arts) 
       => old maid -- (a person who is primly fastidious) 
       => optimist -- (a person disposed to take a favorable view of things) 
       => orphan -- (someone or something who lacks support or care or supervision) 
       => ostrich --
 (a person who refuses to face reality or recognize the truth (a reference to the popular notion that the ostrich hides from
 danger by burying its head in the sand)) 
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       => ouster, ejector -- (a person who ousts or supplants someone else) 
       => outcaste -- (a person belonging to no caste) 
       => outdoorsman -- (a person who spends time outdoors (e.g., hunting or fishing)) 
       => owner, possessor --
 (a person who owns something; "they are searching for the owner of the car"; "who is the owner of that friendly smile?
") 
       => pamperer, spoiler, coddler, mollycoddler -- (someone who pampers or spoils by excessive indulgence) 
       => pansexual -- (a person who participates in (or is open to) sexual activities of many kinds) 
       => pardoner, forgiver, excuser -- (a person who pardons or forgives or excuses a fault or offense) 
       => partner -- (a person who is a member of a partnership) 
       => party -- (a person involved in legal proceedings; "the party of the first part") 
       => passer -- (a person who passes as a member of a different ethnic or racial group) 
       => personage --
 (another word for person; a person not meriting identification; "a strange personage appeared at the door") 
       => personification -- (a person who represents an abstract quality; "she is the personification of optimism") 
       => perspirer, sweater -- (a person who perspires) 
       => philosopher -- (a wise person who is calm and rational; someone who lives a life of reason with equanimity) 
       => picker, chooser, selector -- (a person who chooses or selects out) 
       => pisser, urinator -- (a person who urinates) 
       => planner, contriver, deviser -- (a person who makes plans) 
       => powderer -- (someone who applies or scatters powder) 
       => preserver -- (someone who keeps safe from harm or danger) 
       => propositus -- (the person immediately affected by or concerned with an action) 
       => public relations person -- (a person employed to establish and promote a favorable relationship with the public) 
       => pursuer -- (a person who pursues some plan or goal; "a pursuer of truth") 
       => pussycat -- (a person who is regarded as easygoing and agreeable) 
       => quarter -- (an unspecified person; "he dropped a word in the right quarter") 
       => quitter -- (a person who gives up too easily) 
       => radical -- (a person who has radical ideas or opinions) 
       => realist -- (a person who accepts the world as it literally is and deals with it accordingly) 
       => rectifier -- (a person who corrects or sets right; "a rectifier of prejudices") 
       => redhead, redheader, red-header, carrottop -- (someone who has red hair) 
       => registrant --
 (a person who is formally entered (along with others) in a register (and who obtains certain rights thereby)) 
       => reliever, allayer, comforter --
 (a person who reduces the intensity (e.g., of fears) and calms and pacifies; "a reliever of anxiety"; "an allayer of fears") 
       => repeater --
 (a person who repeats; "the audience consisted largely of repeaters who had seen the movie many times") 
       => rescuer, recoverer, saver -- (someone who saves something from danger or violence) 
       => rester -- (a person who rests) 
       => restrainer, controller -- (a person who directs and restrains) 
       => revenant -- (a person who returns after a lengthy absence) 
       => rich person, wealthy person, have -- (a person who possesses great material wealth) 
       => right-hander, right hander, righthander -- (a person who uses the right hand more skillfully than the left) 
       => riser -- (a person who rises (especially from bed); "he's usually a late riser") 
       => romper -- (a person who romps or frolics) 
       => roundhead -- (a brachycephalic person) 
       => ruler, swayer -- (a person who rules or commands; "swayer of the universe") 
       => rusher -- (a person who rushes; someone in a hurry; someone who acts precipitously) 
       => scientist, man of science -- (a person with advanced knowledge of one of more sciences) 
       => scratcher -- (a person who scratches to relieve an itch) 
       => second-rater, mediocrity -- (a person of second-rate ability or value; "a team of aging second-
raters"; "shone among the mediocrities who surrounded him") 
       => seeder, cloud seeder -- (a person who seeds clouds) 
       => seeker, searcher, quester -- (someone making a search or inquiry; "they are seekers after truth") 
       => sentimentalist, romanticist -- (someone who indulges in excessive sentimentality) 
       => sex object -- (any person regarded simply as an object of sexual gratification) 
       => shaker, mover and shaker --
 (a person who wields power and influence; "a shaker of traditional beliefs"; "movers and shakers in the business world
") 
       => signer, signatory -- (someone who signs and is bound by a document) 
       => simpleton, simple -- (a person lacking intelligence or common sense) 
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       => six-footer -- (a person who is at least six feet tall) 
       => skidder, slider, slipper -- (a person who slips or slides because of loss of traction) 
       => slave -- (a person who is owned by someone) 
       => slave --
 (someone entirely dominated by some influence or person; "a slave to fashion"; "a slave to cocaine"; "his mother was  
his abject slave") 
       => sleepyhead -- (a sleepy person) 
       => sloucher -- (a person who slouches; someone with a drooping carriage) 
       => small person -- (a person of below average size) 
       => smasher -- (a person who smashes something) 
       => smiler -- (a person who smiles) 
       => sneezer -- (a person who sneezes) 
       => sniffer -- (a person who sniffs) 
       => sniffler, sniveler -- (a person who breathes audibly through a congested nose) 
       => snuffer -- (a person who snuffs out candles) 
       => snuffler -- (a person who breathes noisily (as through a nose blocked by mucus)) 
       => socializer, socialiser -- (a person who takes part in social activities) 
       => sort -- (a person of a particular character or nature; "what sort of person is he?"; "he's a good sort") 
       => sounding board --
 (a person whose reactions to something serve as an indication of its acceptability; "I would use newspapermen as a  
sounding board for such policies") 
       => sphinx -- (an inscrutable person who keeps his thoughts and intentions secret) 
       => spitter, expectorator -- (a person who spits (ejects saliva or phlegm from the mouth)) 
       => sprawler -- (a person who sprawls; "he is such a sprawler he needs a bed to himself") 
       => spurner --
 (a person who rejects (someone or something) with contempt; "she was known as a spurner of all suitors"; "he was no 
spurner of rules") 
       => squinter, squint-eye -- (a person with strabismus) 
       => stifler, smotherer --
 (a person who stifles or smothers or suppresses; "he is a real conversation stifler"; "I see from all the yawn smotherers  
that it is time to stop") 
       => stigmatic, stigmatist --
 (a person whose body is marked by religious stigmata (such as marks resembling the wounds of the crucified Christ)) 
       => stooper -- (a person who carries himself or herself with the head and shoulders habitually bent forward) 
       => struggler -- (a person who struggles with difficulties or with great effort) 
       => subject, case, guinea pig --
 (a person who is subjected to experimental or other observational procedures; someone who is an object of investigatio
n; "the subjects for this investigation were selected randomly"; "the cases that we studied were drawn from two differen
t communities") 
       => surrenderer, yielder -- (a person who yields or surrenders) 
       => survivalist -- (someone who tries to insure their personal survival or the survival of their group or nation) 
       => survivor -- (one who outlives another; "he left his farm to his survivors") 
       => suspect -- (someone who is under suspicion) 
       => tapper -- (a person who strikes a surface lightly and usually repeatedly; "finger tappers irritated her") 
       => tempter -- (a person who tempts others; "Satan is the great tempter of mankind") 
       => termer -- (a person who serves a specified term; "there are not many fourth termers in the Senate") 
       => terror, scourge, threat -- (a person who inspires fear or dread; "he was the terror of the neighborhood") 
       => testator, testate -- (a person who makes a will) 
       => thin person, skin and bones -- (a person who is unusually thin) 
       => third-rater -- (one who is third-rate or distinctly inferior) 
       => thrower -- (someone who projects something through the air (especially by a rapid motion of the arm)) 
       => tiger -- (a fierce or audacious person; "he's a tiger on the tennis court"; "it aroused the tiger in me") 
       => toucher -- (a person who causes or allows a part of the body to come in contact with someone or something) 
       => transfer, transferee --
 (someone who transfers or is transferred from one position to another; "the best student was a transfer from LSU") 
       => transsexual, transexual -- (a person whose sexual identification is entirely with the opposite sex) 
       => transvestite, cross-dresser -- (someone who adopts the dress or manner or sexual role of the opposite sex) 
       => trier, attempter, essayer -- (one who tries) 
       => tyrant -- (any person who exercises power in a cruel way; "his father was a tyrant") 
       => undoer, opener, unfastener, untier --
 (a person who unfastens or unwraps or opens; "children are talented undoers of their shoelaces") 
       => user -- (a person who makes use of a thing; someone who uses or employs something) 
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       => vanisher -- (a person who disappears) 
       => victim, dupe -- (a person who is tricked or swindled) 
       => Victorian -- (a person who lived during the reign of Victoria) 
       => visionary --
 (a person given to fanciful speculations and enthusiasms with little regard for what is actually possible) 
       => waiter -- (a person who waits or awaits) 
       => waker -- (a person who awakes; "an early waker") 
       => walk-in -- (person who walks in without having an appointment; "the emergency room was overrun with walk-
ins") 
       => wanter, needer -- (a person who wants or needs something; "an owner of many things and needer of none") 
       => ward -- (a person who is under the protection or in the custody of another) 
       => warrior -- (someone engaged in or experienced in warfare) 
       => watcher -- (a person who keeps a devotional vigil by a sick bed or by a dead body) 
       => weakling, doormat, wuss -- (a person who is physically weak and ineffectual) 
       => wiggler, wriggler, squirmer --
 (one who can't stay still (especially a child); "the toddler was a real wiggler on plane trips") 
       => winker -- (a person who winks) 
       => withholder -- (a person who refrains from granting; "a withholder of payments") 
       => witness -- ((law) a person who testifies under oath in a court of law) 
       => yawner -- (a person who yawns) 

 

juvenile, juvenile person -- (a youthful person) 
       => preteen, preteenager -- (a preadolescent boy or girl (usually between 9 and 12 years of age); "little league is  
intended for the preteens") 
       => adolescent, stripling, teenager -- (a juvenile between the onset of puberty and maturity) 
           => chebab -- (a Palestinian juvenile 10-15 years old who fights against the Israelis) 
           => mod -- (a British teenager or young adult in the 1960s; noted for their clothes consciousness and opposition to the rockers) 
           => pachuco -- (a Mexican-American teenager who belongs to a neighborhood gang and who dresses in showy  clothes) 
           => punk rocker, punk --
 (a teenager or young adult who is a performer (or enthusiast) of punk rock and a member of the punk youth subculture) 
           => rocker -- (a teenager or young adult in the 1960s who wore leather jackets and rode motorcycles) 
           => young buck, young man -- (an adolescent male) 
       => child, kid, youngster, minor, shaver, nipper, small fry, tiddler, tike, tyke, fry, nestling --
 (a young person of either sex; "she writes books for children"; "they're just kids";  "`tiddler' is a British term for youngsters") 
           => bairn -- (a child: son or daughter) 
           => buster -- (a robust child) 
           => changeling -- (a child secretly exchanged for another in infancy) 
           => child prodigy, infant prodigy, wonder child --
 (a prodigy whose talents are recognized at an early age; "Mozart was a child prodigy") 
           => foster-child, fosterling -- (a child who is raised by foster parents) 
               => foster-daughter -- (someone who is raised as a duaghter although not related by birth) 
               => foster-son -- (someone who is raised as a son although not related by birth) 
           => imp, scamp, monkey, rascal, rapscallion, scalawag, scallywag -- (one who is playfully mischievous) 
               => terror, brat, little terror, holy terror -- (a very troublesome child) 
           => kiddy -- (a young child) 
           => orphan -- (a child who has lost both parents) 
           => peanut -- (a young child who is small for his age) 
           => pickaninny, piccaninny, picaninny -- ((offensive) a Black child) 
           => poster child --
 (a child afflicted by some disease or deformity whose picture is used on posters to raise money for charitable purposes; "she was the p
oster child for muscular dystrophy") 
               => poster boy -- (a male poster child) 
               => poster girl -- (a female poster child) 
           => preschooler -- (a child who attends a preschool) 
           => silly -- (a word used for misbehaving children; "don't be a silly") 
           => sprog -- (a child) 
           => toddler, yearling, tot, bambino -- (a young child) 
           => urchin -- (poor and often mischievous city child) 
               => ragamuffin, tatterdemalion -- (a dirty shabbily clothed urchin) 
               => street urchin, guttersnipe -- (a child who spends most of his time in the streets especially in slum areas) 
                   => street arab, gamin, throwaway -- (a homeless child who has been abandoned and roams the streets) 
           => waif, street child -- (a homeless child especially one forsaken or orphaned; "street children beg or steal in  order to survive") 
       => ingenue -- (an artless innocent young girl (especially as portrayed on the stage)) 
       => young person, youth, younker, spring chicken -- (a young person (especially a young man or boy)) 
           => blade -- (a dashing young man; "gay young blades bragged of their amorous adventures") 
           => hobbledehoy -- (an awkward bad-mannered adolescent boy) 
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           => puppy, pup -- (an inexperienced young person) 
           => schoolchild, school-age child, pupil -- (a young person attending school (up through senior high school)) 
               => boarder -- (a pupil who lives at school during term time) 
               => day boarder -- (a schoolchild at a boarding school who has meals at school but sleeps at home) 
                   => dayboy -- (a day boarder who is a boy) 
                   => daygirl -- (a day boarder who is a girl) 
               => latchkey child -- (a school-age child who is home without adult supervision for part of the day (especially after  
school until a parent returns home from work)) 
               => schoolboy -- (a boy attending school) 
           => slip -- (a young and slender person; "he's a mere slip of a lad") 

adult, grownup -- (a fully developed person from maturity onward) 
       => caregiver -- (a person who is responsible for attending to the needs of a child or dependent adult) 
       => catch, match -- (a person regarded as a good matrimonial prospect) 
       => centrist, middle of the roader, moderate, moderationist -- (a person who takes a position in the political center) 
       => character, eccentric, type, case --
 (a person of a specified kind (usually with many eccentricities); "a real character"; "a strange character"; "a friendly eccentric"; "the c
apable type"; "a mental case") 
       => conservative, conservativist -- (a person who has conservative ideas or opinions) 
           => capitalist -- (a conservative advocate of capitalism) 
           => conformist -- (someone who conforms to established standards of conduct (especially in religious matters)) 
           => hardliner -- (a conservative who is uncompromising) 
           => minimalist -- (a conservative who advocates only minor reforms in government or politics) 
           => mossback -- (an extremely old-fashioned conservative) 
           => neoconservative, neocon -- (a conservative who subscribes to neoconservativism) 
           => reactionary, ultraconservative, extreme right-winger -- (an extreme conservative; an opponent of progress or liberalism) 
               => Bourbon -- (a reactionary politician in the United States (usually from the South)) 

           => rightist, right-winger -- (a member of a right wing political party) 
               => fascist -- (an adherent of fascism or other right-wing authoritarian views) 
               => Tory -- (a supporter of traditional political and social institutions against the forces of reform; a political  conservative) 
           => square, square toes -- (a formal and conservative person with old-fashioned views) 
           => traditionalist, diehard -- (one who adheres to traditional views) 
               => Rip van Winkle -- (a person oblivious to social changes) 
       => elder, senior -- (a person who is older than you are) 
           => dean, doyen -- (a man who is the senior member of a group; "he is the dean of foreign correspondents") 
           => doyenne -- (a woman who is the senior member of a group) 
       => ex-spouse -- (a person who was formerly a spouse) 
       => host -- (a person who invites guests to a social event (such as a party in his or her own home) and who is  
responsible for them while they are there) 
           => hostess -- (a woman host) 
       => important person, influential person, personage --
 (a person whose actions and opinions strongly influence the course of events) 
           => big shot, big gun, big wheel, big cheese, big deal, big enchilada, big fish, head honcho --
 (an important influential person; "he thinks he's a big shot"; "she's a big deal in local politics"; "the Qaeda commander is a very big fis
h") 
               => knocker -- ((Yiddish) a big shot who knows it and acts that way; a boastful immoderate person) 
               => supremo -- (the most important person in an organization) 
           => celebrity, famous person -- (a widely known person; "he was a baseball celebrity") 
               => immortal -- (a person (such as an author) of enduring fame; "Shakespeare is one of the immortals") 
               => lion, social lion -- (a celebrity who is lionized (much sought after)) 
               => luminary, leading light, guiding light, notable, notability --
 (a celebrity who is an inspiration to others; "he was host to a large gathering of luminaries") 
               => personality -- (a person of considerable prominence; "she is a Hollywood personality") 
               => toast -- (a celebrity who receives much accalim and attention; "he was the toast of the town") 
           => colossus, behemoth, giant, heavyweight, titan -- (a person of exceptional importance and reputation) 
           => elder statesman -- (any influential person whose advice is highly respected) 
           => eminence grise --
 ((French) a person who exercises power or influence in certain areas without holding an official position; "the President's wife is an e
minence grise in matters of education") 
           => Excellency --
 (a title used to address dignitaries (such as ambassadors or governors); usually preceded by Your or His or Her; "Your Excellency") 
           => fixer, influence peddler --
 (someone who intervenes with authorities for a person in trouble (usually using underhand or illegal methods for a fee)) 
           => heavy hitter -- (an influential person who works hard to promote the causes they are interested in) 
           => high-muck-a-muck, pooh-bah -- (an arrogant or conceited person of importance) 
           => kingmaker -- (an important person who can bring leaders to power through the exercise of political influence; "the Earl  
of Warwick was the first kingmaker") 
           => kingpin, top banana, bigwig -- (the most important person in a group or undertaking) 
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           => magnificio -- (a person of distinguished rank or appearance) 
           => name, figure, public figure -- (a well-
known or notable person; "they studied all the great names in the history of France"; "she is an important  figure in modern music") 
           => policy maker --
 (someone who sets the plan pursued by a government or business etc.; "policy makers often make the right decision for the wrong rea
son") 
           => power broker, powerbroker --
 (a person who is important by virtue of the people or votes they control; "a power broker who does you a  
favor will expect you to return it") 
           => sacred cow -- (a person unreasonably held to be immune to criticism) 
           => sirdar -- (an important person in India) 
           => socialite -- (a socially prominent person) 
           => sun -- (a person considered as a source of warmth or energy or glory etc) 
           => very important person, VIP, high-up, dignitary, panjandrum, high muckamuck --
 (an important or influential (and often overbearing) person) 
           => worthy -- (word is often used humorously) 
       => Jack of all trades -- (a person able to do a variety of different jobs acceptably well) 
       => liberal, progressive -- (a person who favors a political philosophy of progress and reform and the protection of civil liberties) 
           => armchair liberal -- (a person of liberal ideals who takes no action to realize them) 
           => latitudinarian -- (a person who is broad-minded and tolerant (especially in standards of religious belief and conduct)) 
           => neoliberal -- (a liberal who subscribes to neoliberalism) 
           => pluralist -- (someone who believes that distinct ethnic or cultural or religious groups can exist together in society) 
           => Whig -- (urged social reform in 19th century England) 
       => liberal -- (a person who favors an economic theory of laissez-faire and self-regulating markets) 
       => militarist, warmonger -- (a person who advocates war or warlike policies) 
           => hawk, war hawk -- (an advocate of an aggressive policy on foreign relations) 
       => oldster, old person, senior citizen, golden ager -- (an elderly person) 
           => antediluvian -- (a very old (or old fashioned) person) 
           => centenarian -- (someone who is at least 100 years old) 
           => curmudgeon -- (a crusty irascible cantankerous old person full of stubborn ideas) 
           => dodderer -- (one who dodders from old age and weakness) 
           => dodo, fogy, fogey, fossil -- (someone whose style is out of fashion) 
           => dotard -- (an oldster in his dotage; someone whose age has impaired his intellect) 
           => has-been, back-number -- (someone who is no longer popular) 
           => nonagenarian -- (someone whose age is in the nineties) 
           => octogenarian -- (someone whose age is in the eighties) 
           => old boy -- (a vivacious elderly man) 
           => old man, greybeard, graybeard, Methuselah -- (a man who is very old) 
               => codger, old codger -- (used affectionately to refer to an eccentric but amusing old man) 
               => old-timer, oldtimer, gaffer, old geezer, antique -- (an elderly man) 
               => patriarch -- (a man who is older and higher in rank than yourself) 
           => old woman -- (a woman who is old) 
               => beldam, beldame -- (a woman of advanced age) 
               => granny -- (an old woman) 
               => hag, beldam, beldame, witch, crone -- (an ugly evil-looking old woman) 
               => mother -- (a term of address for an elderly woman) 
           => septuagenarian -- (someone whose age is in the seventies) 
           => sexagenarian -- (someone whose age is in the sixties) 
       => pacifist, pacificist, disarmer -- (someone opposed to violence as a means of settling disputes) 
           => dove, peacenik -- (someone who prefers negotiations to armed conflict in the conduct of foreign relations) 
       => patrician -- (a person of refined upbringing and manners) 
       => pledgee -- (someone to whom a pledge is made or someone with whom something is deposited as a pledge) 
           => pawnbroker -- (a person who lends money at interest in exchange for personal property that is deposited as security) 
       => pledger -- (someone who makes or gives a pledge) 
       => professional, professional person -- (a person engaged in one of the learned professions) 
           => careerist -- (a professional who follows a career) 
               => career girl -- (a woman who follows a professional career) 
               => career man -- (a man who follows a professional career) 
           => craftsman -- (a professional whose work is consistently of high quality; "as an actor he was a consummate craftsman") 
           => critic -- (a person who is professionally engaged in the analysis and interpretation of works of art) 
               => art critic -- (a critic of paintings) 

           => educator, pedagogue -- (someone who educates young people) 
               => academician, academic, faculty member -- (an educator who works at a college or university) 
                   => professor, prof -- (someone who is a member of the faculty at a college or university) 
                       => assistant professor -- (a teacher or lower rank than an associate professor) 
                       => associate professor -- (a teacher lower in rank than a full professor but higher than an assistant professor) 
                       => full professor -- (a professor of the highest rank) 
                       => Regius professor -- (holder of a British professorship created by a royal patron) 
                       => visiting professor -- (a professor visiting another college or university to teach for a limited time) 
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               => lector, lecturer, reader -- (a public lecturer at certain universities) 
               => principal, school principal, head teacher, head --
 (the educator who has executive authority for a school; "she sent unruly pupils to see the principal") 
                   => chancellor -- (the honorary or titular head of a university) 
                   => headmaster, schoolmaster, master -- (presiding officer of a school) 
                       => housemaster -- (teacher in charge of a school boardinghouse) 
                   => headmistress -- (a woman headmaster) 
               => schoolmaster -- (any person (or institution) who acts as an educator) 
               => teacher, instructor -- (a person whose occupation is teaching) 
                   => art teacher -- (someone who teaches art) 
                   => Bahai -- (a teacher of or believer in Bahaism) 
                   => catechist -- (one who instructs catechumens in preparation for baptism) 
                   => coach, private instructor, tutor -- (a person who gives private instruction (as in singing or acting)) 
                       => crammer -- (a teacher who is paid to cram students for examinations) 
                   => demonstrator -- (a teacher or teacher's assistant who demonstrates the principles that are being taught) 
                   => docent -- (a teacher at some universities) 
                   => English teacher, English professor -- (someone who teaches English) 
                   => French teacher -- (someone who teaches French) 
                   => governess -- (a woman entrusted with the care and supervision of a child (especially in a private home)) 
                   => instructress -- (a woman instructor) 
                   => math teacher, mathematics teacher -- (someone who teaches mathematics) 
                       => geometry teacher -- (someone who teaches geometry) 
                   => missionary -- (someone who attempts to convert others to a particular doctrine or program) 

                   => music teacher -- (someone who teaches music) 
                       => piano teacher -- (someone who teaches students to play the piano) 
                   => preceptor, don -- (teacher at a university of college (especially at Cambridge or Oxford)) 
                   => reading teacher -- (someone who teaches students to read) 
                   => riding master -- (someone who teaches horsemanship) 
                   => schoolteacher, school teacher -- (a teacher in a school below the college level) 
                       => games-master, games-mistress -- (the teacher in charge of games at a school) 
                       => schoolmarm, schoolma'am, schoolmistress, mistress -- (a woman schoolteacher (especially one regarded as strict)) 

                   => science teacher -- (someone who teaches science) 
                   => section man -- (someone who teaches a section of a large college course) 
                   => teaching fellow -- (a graduate student with teaching responsibilities) 

           => health professional, health care provider, caregiver --
 (a person who helps in identifying or preventing or treating illness or disability) 
               => bonesetter -- (someone (not necessarily a licensed physician) who sets broken bones) 
               => electrologist -- (someone skilled in the use of electricity to remove moles or warts or hair roots) 
               => medical assistant -- (a person trained to assist medical professionals) 
               => medical practitioner, medical man -- (someone who practices medicine) 
                   => dentist, tooth doctor, dental practitioner -- (a person qualified to practice dentistry) 
                       => dental surgeon -- (a dentist qualified to perform surgical procedures) 
                       => endodontist -- (a dentist specializing in diseases of the dental pulp and nerve) 
                       => exodontist -- (a dentist specializing in the extraction of teeth) 
                       => orthodontist -- (a dentist specializing in the prevention or correction of irregularities of the teeth) 
                       => pedodontist -- (a dentist who specializes in the care of children's teeth) 
                       => periodontist -- (a dentist specializing in diseases of the gums and other structure surrounding the teeth) 
                       => prosthodontist -- (a dentist who is expert in prosthodontics) 
                   => doctor, doc, physician, MD, Dr., medico -- (a licensed medical practitioner; "I felt so bad I went to see my doctor") 
                       => abortionist -- (a person (who should be a doctor) who terminates pregnancies) 
                       => allergist -- (a physician skilled in the diagnosis and treatment of allergies) 
                       => angiologist -- (a physician who specializes in angiology) 
                       => extern, medical extern -- (a nonresident doctor or medical student; connected with a hospital but not living there) 
                       => gastroenterologist -- (a physician who specializes in diseases of the gastrointestinal tract) 
                       => general practitioner, GP -- (a physician who is not a specialist but treats all illnesses) 
                           => country doctor --
 (a doctor who practices in the country (rather than in a city) usually remote from a modern hospital; "do  
country doctors still make house calls?") 
                           => family doctor -- (a general practitioner who treats all the family members) 
                       => hakim, hakeem -- (a Muslim physician) 
                       => house physician, resident, resident physician --
 (a physician (especially an intern) who lives in a hospital and cares for hospitalized patients under the  
supervision of the medical staff of the hospital; "the resident was receiving special clinical training at the hospital") 
                       => intern, interne, houseman, medical intern --
 (an advanced student or graduate in medicine gaining supervised practical experience (`houseman' is a British term)) 
                       => primary care physician --
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 (the physician who provides primary care; "the primary care physician acts as a gatekeeper to the medical  system") 
                       => quack -- (an untrained person who pretends to be a physician and who dispenses medical advice) 
                       => specialist, medical specialist -- (practices one branch of medicine) 
                           => anesthesiologist, anesthetist, anaesthetist --
 (a specialist who administers an anesthetic to a patient before he is treated) 
                           => baby doctor, pediatrician, pediatrist, paediatrician -- (a specialist in the care of babies) 

                           => cardiologist, heart specialist, heart surgeon --
 (a specialist in cardiology; a specialist in the structure and function and disorders of the heart) 
                           => chiropodist, foot doctor, podiatrist -- (a specialist in care for the feet) 
                           => dermatologist, skin doctor -- (a doctor who specializes in the physiology and pathology of the skin) 
                           => diagnostician, pathologist -- (a doctor who specializes in medical diagnosis) 
                               => etiologist, aetiologist -- (a specialist in the etiology of diseases) 

                           => diplomate -- (medical specialist whose competence has been certified by a diploma granted by an appropriate  
professional group) 
                           => ear doctor, ear specialist, otologist -- (a physician who specializes in the ear and its diseases) 

                           => endocrinologist --
 (physician who specializes in the diagnosis and treatment of conditions affecting the endocrine system) 

communicator -- (a person who communicates with others) 
       => alarmist -- (a person who alarms others needlessly) 
       => allegorizer, allegoriser -- (someone who communicates in allegories) 
       => announcer -- (someone who proclaims a message publicly) 
       => articulator -- (someone who pronounces words) 
       => asserter, declarer, affirmer, asseverator, avower --
 (someone who claims to speak the truth; "a bold asserter"; "a declarer of his intentions"; "affirmers of  
traditional doctrine"; "an asseverator of strong convictions"; "an avower of his own great intelligence") 
       => avower -- (someone who admits or acknowledges openly and boldly) 
       => broadcaster -- (someone who broadcasts on radio or television) 
       => conferee -- (a member of a conference) 
       => confessor -- (someone who confesses (discloses information damaging to themselves)) 
       => correspondent, letter writer -- (someone who communicates by means of letters) 
       => gossip, gossiper, gossipmonger, rumormonger, rumourmonger, newsmonger --
 (a person given to gossiping and divulging personal information about others) 
       => hisser -- (someone who communicates disapproval by hissing) 
       => informant, source -- (a person who supplies information) 
       => laudator, lauder, extoller -- (someone who communicates high praise) 
       => negotiator, negotiant, treater -- (someone who negotiates (confers with others in order to reach a settlement)) 
       => persuader, inducer -- (someone who tries to persuade or induce or lead on) 
       => popularizer, populariser, vulgarizer, vulgariser -- (someone who makes attractive to the general public) 
       => presenter -- (someone who presents a message of some sort (as a petition or an address or a check or a memorial etc.)) 
       => promisee -- (a person to whom a promise is made) 
       => promiser, promisor -- (a person who makes a promise) 
       => propagandist -- (a person who disseminates messages calculated to assist some cause or some government) 
       => propagator, disseminator -- (someone who spreads the news) 
       => publicist, publicizer, publiciser -- (someone who publicizes) 
       => quoter -- (a communicator (speaker or writer) who uses quotations) 
       => rambler -- (a person whose speech or writing is not well organized) 
       => reporter, newsman, newsperson -- (a person who investigates and reports or edits news stories) 
       => respondent, responder, answerer -- (someone who responds) 
       => roarer, bawler, bellower, screamer, screecher, shouter, yeller -- (someone who communicates vocally in a very loud voice) 
       => sender, transmitter -- (someone who transmits a message; "return to sender") 
       => signaler, signaller -- (someone who communicates by signals) 
       => signer -- (someone who can use sign language to communicate) 
       => swearer -- (someone who takes a solemn oath) 
       => sympathizer, sympathiser, comforter -- (commiserates with someone who has had misfortune) 
       => telepathist, thought-reader, mental telepathist, mind reader -- (someone with the power of communicating thoughts directly) 
       => twaddler -- (someone who twaddles; someone who writes or talks twaddle) 
       => waffler -- (someone who speaks or writes in a vague and evasive manner) 
       => warner -- (someone who gives a warning to others) 
       => waver -- (someone who communicates by waving) 
       => wirer -- (someone who sends a telegram) 
       => writer, author -- (writes (books or stories or articles or the like) professionally (for pay)) 

creator -- (a person who grows or makes or invents things) 
       => architect, designer -- (someone who creates plans to be used in making something (such as buildings)) 
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       => artist, creative person -- (a person whose creative work shows sensitivity and imagination) 
       => builder, constructor -- (someone who contracts for and supervises construction (as of a building)) 
       => choreographer -- (someone who creates new dances) 
       => couturier, fashion designer, clothes designer, designer -- (someone who designs clothing) 
       => craftsman, crafter -- (a creator of great skill in the manual arts; "the jewelry was made by internationally famous craftsmen") 
       => developer -- (someone who develops real estate (especially someone who prepares a site for residential or commercial  use)) 
       => fantasist -- (a creator of fantasies) 
       => farmer, husbandman, granger, sodbuster -- (a person who operates a farm) 
       => inventor, discoverer, artificer -- (someone who is the first to think of or make something) 
       => maker, shaper -- (a person who makes things) 
       => modeler, modeller -- (a person who creates models) 
       => originator, conceiver, mastermind -- (someone who creates new things) 
       => producer -- (someone who finds financing for and supervises the making and presentation of a show (play or film or  
program or similar work)) 

engineer, applied scientist, technologist -- (a person who uses scientific knowledge to solve practical problems) 
       => aeronautical engineer -- (an engineer concerned with the design and construction of aircraft) 
       => aerospace engineer -- (an engineer of aircraft and space vehicles) 
       => army engineer, military engineer -- (a member of the military who is trained in engineering and construction work) 
       => automotive engineer -- (an engineer concerned with the design and construction of automobiles) 
       => civil engineer -- (an engineer trained to design and construct and maintain public works (roads or bridges or harbors etc.)) 
       => electrical engineer -- (a person trained in practical applications of the theory of electricity) 
       => marine engineer, naval engineer -- (a naval officer responsible for the operation and maintenance of the ship's engines) 
       => mechanical engineer -- (a person trained to design and construct machines) 
       => metallurgist, metallurgical engineer --
 (an engineer trained in the extraction and refining and alloying and fabrication of metals) 
       => mining engineer -- (an engineer concerned with the construction and operation of mines) 
       => programmer, computer programmer, coder, software engineer --
 (a person who designs and writes and tests computer programs) 
      => cracker -- (a programmer who `cracks' (gains unauthorized access to) computers, typically to do malicious things;  
"crackers are often mistakenly called hackers") 
           => hacker -- (a programmer for whom computing is its own reward; may enjoy the challenge of breaking into other  
computers but does no harm; "true hackers subscribe to a code of ethics and look down upon crackers") 
           => hacker, cyber-terrorist, cyberpunk --
 (a programmer who breaks into computer systems in order to steal or change or destroy information as a  form of cyber-terrorism) 

       => rocket engineer, rocket scientist -- (an engineer who builds and tests rockets) 
       => surveyor -- (an engineer who determines the boundaries and elevations of land or structures) 

expert -- (a person with special knowledge or ability who performs skillfully) 
       => ace, adept, champion, sensation, maven, mavin, virtuoso, genius, hotshot, star, superstar, whiz,  whizz, wizard, wiz --
 (someone who is dazzlingly skilled in any field) 
       => agronomist -- (an expert in soil management and field-crop production) 
       => all-rounder, all arounder -- (a versatile person who is expert at many things; "she's the best all-rounder they've seen in years") 
       => analyst -- (someone who is skilled at analyzing data) 
       => analyst -- (an expert who studies financial data (on credit or securities or sales or financial patterns etc.) and  
recommends appropriate business actions) 
       => anatomist -- (an expert in anatomy) 
       => antiquary, antiquarian -- (an expert or collector of antiquities) 
       => arbiter, supreme authority --
 (someone with the power to settle matters at will; "she was the final arbiter on all matters of fashion") 
       => archer, bowman -- (a person who is expert in the use of a bow and arrow) 
       => authority -- (an expert whose views are taken as definitive; "he is an authority on corporate law") 
       => black belt -- (a person who attained the rank of expert in the martial arts (judo or karate)) 
       => cabalist, kabbalist -- (an expert who is highly skilled in obscure or difficult or esoteric matters) 
       => calculator, reckoner, figurer, estimator, computer -- (an expert at calculation (or at operating calculating machines)) 
       => computer expert, computer guru -- (an authority on computers and computing) 
       => cosmetologist -- (an expert in the use of cosmetics) 
       => efficiency expert, efficiency engineer -- (an expert in increasing the efficient use of machines and personnel) 
       => exegete -- (a person skilled in exegesis (especially of religious texts)) 
       => genealogist -- (an expert in genealogy) 
       => geographer -- (an expert on geography) 
       => horticulturist, plantsman -- (an expert in the science of cultivating plants (fruit or flowers or vegetables or ornamental plants)) 
       => investigator -- (someone who investigates) 
       => jurist, legal expert -- (a legal scholar versed in civil law or the law of nations) 
       => lapidary, lapidarist -- (an expert on precious stones and the art of cutting and engraving them) 
       => logician, logistician -- (a person skilled at symbolic logic) 
       => mnemonist -- (an expert in the use of mnemonics; someone able to perform unusual feats of memory) 
       => mythologist -- (an expert on mythology) 
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       => observer, commentator -- (an expert who observes and comments on something) 
       => out-and-outer -- (someone who is excellent at something) 
       => parliamentarian -- (an expert in parliamentary rules and procedures) 
       => past master -- (someone who has long and thorough experience in a given activity) 
       => prosthetist -- (an expert in prosthetics) 
       => pteridologist -- (an expert in the study of ferns) 
       => scout, pathfinder, guide -- (someone who can find paths through unexplored territory) 
       => shark -- (a person who is unusually skilled in certain ways; "a card shark") 
       => shot, shooter -- (a person who shoots (usually with respect to their ability to shoot); "he is a crack shot"; "a poor shooter") 
       => specialist, specializer, specialiser -- (an expert who is devoted to one occupation or branch of learning) 
       => talent -- (a person who possesses unusual innate ability in some field or activity) 
       => technician -- (someone known for high skill in some intellectual or artistic technique) 
       => technocrat -- (an expert who is a member of a highly skilled elite group) 
       => therapist, healer -- (a person skilled in a particular type of therapy) 
       => veteran, old-timer, oldtimer, old hand, warhorse, old stager, stager --
 (an experienced person who has been through many battles; someone who has given long service) 

female, female person -- (a person who belongs to the sex that can have babies) 
       => female offspring -- (a child who is female) 
           => daughter, girl -- (a female human offspring; "her daughter cared for her in her old age") 
               => mother's daughter -- (a daughter who is favored by and similar to her mother) 
       => female child, girl, little girl -- (a youthful female person; "the baby was a girl"; "the girls were just learning to ride a tricycle") 
           => campfire girl -- (a girl who is a member of Campfire Girls; for girls age 7-18) 
           => farm girl -- (a girl who has grown up on a farm) 
           => flower girl -- (a young girl who carries flowers in a (wedding) procession) 
           => girl scout -- (a girl who is a member of the Girl Scouts) 
           => schoolgirl -- (a girl attending school) 
       => foster-sister -- (your foster sister is a female who is not a daughter of your parents but who is raised by your parents) 
       => girl wonder -- (an extremely talented young female person) 
       => woman, adult female -- (an adult female person (as opposed to a man); "the woman kept house while the man hunted") 
           => Eve -- ((Old Testament) Adam's wife in Judeo-
Christian mythology: the first woman and mother of the human race; God created Eve from Adam's rib and placed Adam and Eve in t
he Garden of Eden) 
           => Black woman -- (a woman who is Black) 
           => white woman -- (a woman who is White) 
           => yellow woman -- (offensive term for an Oriental woman) 
           => amazon, virago -- (a large strong and aggressive woman) 
           => maenad -- ((Greek mythology) a woman participant in the orgiastic rites of Dionysus) 
           => baggage -- (a worthless or immoral woman) 
           => ball-buster, ball-breaker -- (a demanding woman who destroys men's confidence) 
           => B-girl, bar girl -- (a woman employed by a bar to act as a companion to men customers) 
           => bluestocking, bas bleu -- (a woman having literary or intellectual interests) 
           => bridesmaid, maid of honor -- (an unmarried woman who attends the bride at a wedding) 
           => broad -- (slang term for a woman; "a broad is a woman who can throw a mean punch") 
           => cat -- (a spiteful woman gossip; "what a cat she is!") 
           => Cinderella -- (a woman whose merits were not been recognized but who then achieves sudden success and recognition) 
           => coquette, flirt, vamp, vamper, minx, tease, prickteaser -- (a seductive woman who uses her sex appeal to exploit men) 
           => dame, madam, ma'am, lady, gentlewoman --
 (a woman of refinement; "a chauffeur opened the door of the limousine for the grand lady") 
               => grande dame -- (a woman of great prestige or ability) 
               => madame -- (title used for a married Frenchwoman) 
           => debutante, deb -- (a young woman making her debut into society) 
           => divorcee, grass widow -- (a divorced woman or a woman who is separated from her husband) 
               => Simpson, Mrs. Simpson, Wallis Warfield Simpson, Wallis Warfield Windsor, Duchess of  Windsor --
 (United States divorcee whose marriage to Edward VIII created a constitutional crisis leading to his abdication) 
           => exwife, ex -- (a woman who was formerly a particular man's wife; "all his exes live in Texas") 
           => dominatrix -- (a dominating woman (especially one who plays that role in a sadomasochistic sexual relationship)) 
           => donna -- (an Italian woman of rank) 
           => enchantress, temptress, siren, Delilah, femme fatale -- (a woman who is considered to be dangerously seductive) 
           => eyeful -- (a strikingly beautiful woman; "she was a statuesque redheaded eyeful") 
           => geisha, geisha girl -- (a Japanese woman trained to entertain men with conversation and singing and dancing) 
           => girl, miss, missy, young lady, young woman, fille -- (a young woman; "a young lady of 18") 
               => baby, sister -- (sometimes used as a term of address for attractive young women) 
               => bachelor girl -- (an unmarried girl who lives alone) 
               => belle -- (a young woman who is the most charming and beautiful of several rivals; "she was the belle of the ball") 
               => bimbo -- (a young woman indulged by rich and powerful older men) 
               => colleen -- (an Irish girl) 
               => dame, doll, wench, skirt, chick, bird -- (informal terms for a (young) woman) 
               => flapper -- (a young woman in the 1920s who flaunted her unconventional conduct and dress) 
               => gal -- (alliterative term for girl (or woman)) 
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               => Gibson girl -- (the idealized American girl of the 1890s as pictured by C. D. Gibson) 
               => lass, lassie, young girl, jeune fille -- (a girl or young woman who is unmarried) 
                   => bobbysoxer, bobby-socker -- (an adolescent girl wearing bobby socks (common in the 1940s)) 
                   => Lolita -- (a sexually precocious young girl) 
               => maid, maiden -- (an unmarried girl (especially a virgin)) 
                   => Io --
 ((Greek mythology) a maiden seduced by Zeus; when Hera was about to discover them together Zeus turned her into a white heifer) 
                   => damsel, demoiselle, damoiselle, damosel, damozel -- (a young unmarried woman) 
               => May queen, queen of the May -- (the girl chosen queen of a May Day festival) 
               => mill-girl -- (a girl who works in a mill) 
               => party girl -- (an attractive young woman hired to attend parties and entertain men) 
               => peri -- (a beautiful and graceful girl) 
               => ring girl -- (a young woman who holds up cards indicating the number of the next round at prize fights) 
               => rosebud -- ((a literary reference to) a pretty young girl) 
               => sex kitten, sexpot, sex bomb -- (a young woman who is thought to have sex appeal) 
               => shop girl -- (a young female shop assistant) 
               => soubrette -- (a pert or flirtatious young girl) 
               => sweater girl -- (a girl with an attractive bust who wears tight sweaters) 
               => tomboy, romp, hoyden -- (a girl who behaves in a boyish manner) 
               => valley girl -- (a girl who grew up in the tract housing in the San Fernando Valley) 
               => working girl -- (a young woman who is employed) 
           => girl -- (a friendly informal reference to a grown woman; "Mrs. Smith was just one of the girls") 
           => girlfriend, girl, lady friend --
 (a girl or young woman with whom a man is romantically involved; "his girlfriend kicked him out") 
           => girlfriend -- (any female friend; "Mary and her girlfriend organized the party") 
           => gold digger -- (a woman who associates with or marries a rich man in order to get valuables from him through gifts or a  
divorce settlement) 
           => gravida -- (a pregnant woman) 
               => primigravida, gravida I -- ((obstetrics) a woman who is pregnant for the first time) 
               => secundigravida, gravida II -- (a woman who is pregnant for the second time) 
               => tertigravida, gravida III -- (a woman who is pregnant for the third time) 
           => heroine -- (a woman possessing heroic qualities or a woman who has performed heroic deeds) 
               => Judith -- (Jewish heroine in one of the books of the Apocrypha; she saved her people by decapitating the Assyrian  
general Holofernes) 
               => McCauley, Mary McCauley, Mary Ludwig Hays McCauley, Molly Pitcher --
 (heroine of the American Revolution who carried water to soldiers during the Battle of Monmouth Court  
House and took over her husband's gun when he was overcome by heat (1754-1932)) 
           => inamorata -- (a woman with whom you are in love or have an intimate relationship) 
           => jezebel -- (a shameless impudent scheming woman) 
           => jilt -- (a woman who jilts a lover) 
           => lady -- (a polite name for any woman; "a nice lady at the library helped me") 
               => begum -- (a Muslim woman of high rank in India or Pakistan) 
           => maenad -- (an unnaturally frenzied or distraught woman) 
           => matriarch, materfamilias -- (a female head of a family or tribe) 
           => matriarch -- (a feisty older woman with a big bosom (as drawn in cartoons)) 
           => matron, head nurse -- (a woman in charge of nursing in a medical institution) 
           => mestiza -- (a woman of mixed racial ancestry (especially mixed European and Native American ancestry)) 
           => mistress, kept woman, fancy woman --
 (an adulterous woman; a woman who has an ongoing extramarital sexual relationship with a man) 
               => chachka, tchotchke -- ((Yiddish) a mistress) 
               => concubine, courtesan, doxy, odalisque, paramour -- (a woman who cohabits with an important man) 
               => Braun, Eva Braun -- (the German mistress of Adolf Hitler (1910-1945)) 
               => Delilah --
 ((Old Testament) the Philistine mistress of Samson who betrayed him by cutting off his hair and so deprived him of his strength) 
           => mother figure -- (a woman who evokes the feelings usually reserved for a mother) 
           => nanny, nursemaid, nurse -- (a woman who is the custodian of children) 
               => dry nurse -- (a nurse who cares for but does not suckle an infant) 
               => mammy -- (an offensive term for a Black nursemaid in the southern U.S.) 
               => wet nurse, wet-nurse, wetnurse, amah -- (a woman hired to suckle a child of someone else) 
           => nullipara -- ((obstetrics) a woman who has never give birth to a child) 
           => nymph, houri -- (a voluptuously beautiful young woman) 
           => nymphet -- (a sexually attractive young woman) 
           => old woman -- (a woman who is old) 
               => beldam, beldame -- (a woman of advanced age) 
               => granny -- (an old woman) 
               => hag, beldam, beldame, witch, crone -- (an ugly evil-looking old woman) 
               => mother -- (a term of address for an elderly woman) 
           => prostitute, cocotte, whore, harlot, bawd, tart, cyprian, fancy woman, working girl, sporting lady,  
lady of pleasure, woman of the street -- (a woman who engages in sexual intercourse for money) 
               => call girl -- (a female prostitute who can be hired by telephone) 
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               => camp follower -- (a prostitute who provides service to military personnel) 
               => comfort woman, ianfu --
 (a woman forced into prostitution for Japanese servicemen during World War II; "she wrote a book about her harsh experiences as a c
omfort woman") 
               => demimondaine -- (a woman whose sexual promiscuity places her outside respectable society) 
               => streetwalker, street girl, hooker, hustler, floozy, floozie, slattern --
 (a prostitute who attracts customers by walking the streets) 
               => white slave -- (a woman sold into prostitution) 
           => shiksa, shikse -- (a derogatory term used by Jews to refer to non-Jewish women) 
           => smasher, stunner, knockout, beauty, ravisher, sweetheart, peach, lulu, looker, mantrap, dish --
 (a very attractive or seductive looking woman) 
           => sylph -- (a slender graceful young woman) 
           => unmarried woman -- (a woman who is not married) 
               => Senorita -- (a Spanish courtesy title for a girl or unmarried woman) 
               => signorina -- (an Italian courtesy title for an unmarried woman; equivalent to Miss with used before a name) 
               => spinster, old maid -- (an elderly unmarried woman) 
           => vestal -- (a chaste woman) 
           => Wac -- (a member of the Women's Army Corp that was organized during World War II but is no longer a separate branch) 
           => Wave -- (a member of the women's reserve of the United States Navy; originally organized during World War II  
but now no longer a separate branch) 
           => widow, widow woman -- (a woman whose husband is dead especially one who has not remarried) 
               => dowager -- (a widow holding property received from her deceased husband) 
               => war widow -- (a woman whose husband has died in war) 
           => wife, married woman -- (a married woman; a man's partner in marriage) 
               => battle-ax, battle-axe -- (a sharp-tongued domineering wife) 
               => crown princess -- (the wife of a crown prince) 
               => first lady -- (the wife of a chief executive) 
               => Frau -- (a married German woman; used as a title equivalent to Mrs. in English) 
               => golf widow -- (a wife who is left alone much of the time because her husband is playing golf) 
               => honest woman --
 (a wife who has married a man with whom she has been living for some time (especially if she is pregnant at the time); "he made an h
onest woman of her") 
               => housewife, homemaker, lady of the house, woman of the house --
 (a wife who who manages a household while her husband earns the family income) 
               => marchioness -- (the wife or widow of a marquis) 
               => matron -- (a married woman (usually middle-aged with children) who is staid and dignified) 
               => mayoress -- (the wife of a mayor) 
               => missus, missis -- (informal term of address for someone's wife) 
               => old lady -- (your own wife; "meet my old lady") 
               => Senora -- (a Spanish title of respect for a married woman) 
               => sheika, sheikha -- (the wife of a sheik) 
               => signora -- (an Italian title of address equivalent to Mrs. when used before a name) 
               => trophy wife --
 (a wife who is an attractive young woman; seldom the first wife of an affluent older man; "his trophy wife was an asset to his busines
s") 
               => uxor, ux -- ((legal terminology) the Latin word for wife) 
               => vicereine -- (wife of a viceroy) 
               => viscountess -- (a wife or widow of a viscount) 
               => Mrs -- (a form of address for a married woman)           => Ms. --
 (a form of address for a woman that does not depend on her marital status) 
           => wonder woman -- (a woman who can be a successful wife and have a professional career at the same time) 
       => woman --
 (a female person who plays a significant role (wife or mistress or girlfriend) in the life of a particular man; "he was faithful to his wo
man")      

intellectual, intellect -- (a person who uses the mind creatively) 
       => anomalist -- (someone who has a special interest in exceptional cases) 
       => exponent -- (someone who expounds and interprets or explains) 
       => alchemist -- (one who was versed in the practice of alchemy and who sought an elixir of life and a panacea and an  
alkahest and the philosopher's stone) 
       => aphorist -- (someone who formulates aphorisms or who repeats aphorisms) 
       => bel esprit -- (a witty or clever person with a fine mind) 
       => clever Dick, clever clogs -- (an intellectual who is ostentatiously and irritatingly knowledgeable) 
       => decoder, decipherer -- (the kind of intellectual who converts messages from a code to plain text) 
       => egghead -- (an intellectual (who is bald?)) 
       => genius, mastermind, brain, Einstein --
 (someone who has exceptional intellectual ability and originality; "Mozart was a child genius"; "he's smart but he's no Einstein") 
       => highbrow -- (a person of intellectual or erudite tastes) 
       => mentor, wise man -- (a wise and trusted guide and advisor) 
       => scholar, scholarly person, student --
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 (a learned person (especially in the humanities); someone who by long study has gained mastery in one or more disciplines) 
       => skeptic, sceptic, doubter -- (someone who habitually doubts accepted beliefs) 
       => specifier -- (someone who draws up specifications giving details (as for obtaining a patent)) 
       => subjectivist -- (a person who subscribes to subjectivism) 
       => synthesist, synthesizer, synthesiser -- (an intellectual who synthesizes or uses synthetic methods) 
       => theorist, theoretician, theorizer, theoriser -- (someone who theorizes (especially in science or art)) 
       => thinker, creative thinker, mind -- (an important intellectual; "the great minds of the 17th century") 
       => thinker -- (someone who exercises the mind (usually in an effort to reach a decision)) 
       => visionary, illusionist, seer -- (a person with unusual powers of foresight) 
       => wonderer -- (someone who is curious about something) 

male, male person -- (a person who belongs to the sex that cannot have babies) 
       => boy wonder -- (an extremely talented young male person) 
       => chap, fellow, feller, lad, gent, fella, blighter, cuss --
 (a boy or man; "that chap is your host"; "there's a fellow at the door"; "he's a likable cuss") 
       => foster-brother -- (your foster brother is a male who is not a son of your parents but who is raised by your parents) 
       => male child, boy -- (a youthful male person; "the baby was a boy"; "she made the boy brush his teeth every night"; "most  
soldiers are only boys in uniform") 
       => male offspring, man-child -- (a child who is male) 
       => man, adult male -- (an adult male person (as opposed to a woman); "there were two women and six men on the bus") 
       => man -- (a male person who plays a significant role (husband or lover or boyfriend) in the life of a particular  
woman; "she takes good care of her man") 
       => man -- (an adult male person who has a manly character (virile and courageous competent); "the army will make  
a man of you") 
       => mother's son -- (a male person; "every mother's son who could walk was there") 
       => sirrah -- (formerly a contemptuous term of address to an inferior man or boy; often used in anger)  

unfortunate, unfortunate person -- (a person who suffers misfortune) 
       => abandoned person -- (someone for whom hope has been abandoned) 
       => amputee -- (someone who has had a limb removed by amputation) 
       => choker -- (an unfortunate person who is unable to perform effectively because of nervous tension or agitation; "he  
could win if he wasn't a choker") 
       => cripple -- (someone whose legs are disabled) 
       => desperate -- (a person who is frightened and in need of help; "they prey on the hopes of the desperate") 
       => homeless, homeless person -- (someone with no housing; "the homeless became a problem in the large cities") 
       => Job -- (any long-suffering person who withstands affliction without despairing) 
       => jonah, jinx -- (a person believed to bring bad luck to those around him) 
       => languisher -- (a person who languishes) 
       => failure, loser, nonstarter, unsuccessful person -- (a person with a record of failing; someone who loses consistently) 
       => maroon -- (a person who is stranded (as on an island); "when the tide came in I was a maroon out there") 
       => mourner, griever, sorrower, lamenter -- (a person who is feeling grief (as grieving over someone who has died)) 
       => nympholept -- (a person seized by nympholepsy) 
       => outcast, castaway, pariah, Ishmael -- (a person who is rejected (from society or home)) 
       => poor person, have-not -- (a person with few or no possessions) 
       => prisoner, captive -- (a person who is confined; especially a prisoner of war) 
       => schlimazel, shlimazel -- ((Yiddish) a very unlucky or inept person who fails at everything) 
       => sick person, diseased person, sufferer -- (a person suffering from an illness) 
       => survivor, subsister -- (one who lives through affliction; "the survivors of the fire were taken to a hospital") 
       => victim -- (an unfortunate person who suffers from some adverse circumstance) 
       => weeper, crier -- (a person who weeps) 

worker -- (a person who works at a specific occupation; "he is a good worker") 
       => caster -- (a worker who casts molten metal into finished products) 
       => finisher -- (a worker who performs the last step in a manufacturing process) 
       => assistant, helper, help, supporter --
 (a person who contributes to the fulfillment of a need or furtherance of an effort or purpose; "my  
invaluable assistant"; "they hired additional help to finish the work") 
       => beater -- (a worker who rouses wild game from under cover for a hunter) 
       => bill poster, poster, bill sticker -- (someone who pastes up bills or placards on walls or billboards) 
       => bleacher -- (a worker who bleaches (cloth or flour etc.)) 
       => boatman, boater, waterman -- (someone who drives or rides in a boat) 
       => carter -- (someone whose work is driving carts) 
       => charcoal burner -- (a worker whose job is to make charcoal) 
       => cornhusker -- (a worker who husks corn) 
       => driver -- (someone who drives animals that pull a vehicle) 
       => employee -- (a worker who is hired to perform a job) 
       => freelance, independent, self-employed person -- (a writer or artist who sells services to different employers without a long-
term contract with any of them) 
       => gutter -- (a worker who guts things (fish or buildings or cars etc.)) 
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       => hanger -- (a worker who hangs something) 
       => lamplighter -- ((when gas was used for streetlights) a person who lights and extinguishes streetlights) 
       => melter -- (a worker who melts substances (metal or wax etc.)) 
       => mopper -- (a worker who uses a mop to clean a surface) 
       => muzzler -- (someone who muzzles animals) 
       => nailer -- (a worker who attaches something by nailing it) 
       => oiler -- (a worker who oils engines or machinery) 
       => part-timer -- (someone who works less than the customary or standard time) 
       => peeler -- (a worker who peels the skins from fruits and vegetables) 
       => planter -- (a worker who puts or sets seeds or seedlings into the ground) 
       => plier, plyer -- (someone who plies a trade) 
       => processor -- (someone who processes things (foods or photographs or applicants etc.)) 
       => pruner, trimmer -- (a worker who thins out and trims trees and shrubs; "untouched by the pruner's axe") 
       => puller, tugger, dragger -- (someone who pulls or tugs or drags in an effort to move something) 
       => quarryman, quarrier -- (a man who works in a quarry) 
       => ragsorter -- (a worker who sorts rags and old clothing for new uses (as in papermaking)) 
       => scab, strikebreaker, blackleg, rat -- (someone who works (or provides workers) during a strike) 
       => scrubber -- (a worker who uses a scrub brush to clean a surface (usually a floor or deck)) 
       => servant, retainer -- (a person working in the service of another (especially in the household)) 
       => sheller -- (a worker who removes shells (as of peas or oysters)) 
       => shelver -- (a worker who puts things (as books) on shelves) 
       => shingler -- (a worker who shingles roofs) 
       => shoveler, shoveller -- (a worker who shovels; "a shoveler of coal") 
       => skidder -- (a worker who uses a skid to move logs) 
       => skilled worker, trained worker -- (a worker who has acquired special skills) 
       => slave, striver, hard worker -- (someone who works as hard as a slave) 
       => solderer -- (a worker who joins or mends with solder) 
       => splicer -- (a worker who splices ropes together by interweaving strands) 
       => splitter -- (a worker who splits fish and removes the backbone) 
       => stainer -- (a worker who stains (wood or fabric)) 
       => stemmer -- (a worker who makes or applies stems for artificial flowers) 
       => stringer -- (a worker who strings; "a stringer of beads") 
       => stripper, stemmer, sprigger --
 (a worker who strips the stems from moistened tobacco leaves and binds the leaves together into books) 
       => tacker -- (a worker who fastens things by tacking them (as with tacks or by spotwelding)) 
       => tapper -- (a worker who uses a tap to cut screw threads) 
       => teaser -- (a worker who teases wool) 
       => temp, temporary worker -- (a worker (especially in an office) hired on a temporary basis) 
       => toiler -- (one who works strenuously) 
       => throwster, thrower -- (a person who twists silk or rayon filaments into a thread or yarn) 
       => tier, tier up -- (a worker who ties something) 
       => tiler -- (a worker who lays tile) 
       => topper -- (a worker who cuts tops off (of trees or vegetables etc.)) 
       => topper -- (a worker who makes or adds the top to something) 
       => trade unionist, unionist, union member -- (a worker who belongs to a trade union) 
       => twiner -- (someone who intertwines (e.g. threads) or forms something by twisting or interlacing) 
       => volunteer, unpaid worker -- (a person who performs voluntary work) 
       => wallah -- (usually in combination: person in charge of or employed at a particular thing; "a kitchen wallah"; "the  
book wallah") 
       => washer -- (someone who washes things for a living) 
       => winder -- (a worker who winds (e.g., a winch or clock or other mechanism)) 
       => wiper -- (a worker who wipes) 
       => working girl -- (a young woman who is employed) 
       => workmate -- (a fellow worker) 

bad person -- (a person who does harm to others) 
       => wrongdoer, offender -- (a person who transgresses moral or civil law) 
           => abuser, maltreater -- (someone who abuses) 
           => attacker, aggressor, assailant, assaulter -- (someone who attacks) 
               => ambusher -- (an attacker who waits in a concealed position to launch a surprise attack) 
               => avenger, retaliator -- (someone who takes vengeance) 
               => beast, wolf, savage, brute, wildcat -- (a cruelly rapacious person) 
               => bludgeoner -- (an assailant who uses a bludgeon) 
               => bully, tough, hooligan, ruffian, roughneck, rowdy, yob, yobo, yobbo -- (a cruel and brutal fellow) 
                   => bullyboy -- (a swaggering tough; usually one acting as an agent of a political faction) 
                   => muscleman, muscle -- (a bully employed as a thug or bodyguard; "the druglord had his muscleman to protect him") 
                   => skinhead -- (a young person who belongs to a British or American group that shave their heads and gather at rock  
concerts or engage in white supremacist demonstrations) 
                   => tough guy, plug-ugly -- (someone who bullies weaker people) 
                       => Ted, Teddy boy -- (a tough youth of 1950's and 1960's wearing Edwardian style clothes) 
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               => harasser, harrier -- (a persistent attacker; "the harassers were not members of the regular army") 
               => marauder, predator, vulture, piranha -- (someone who attacks in search of booty) 
                   => moss-trooper -- (a marauder and plunderer (originally operating in the bogs between England and Scotland)) 
               => night rider, nightrider -- (member of a secret mounted band in United States south after the Civil War; committed acts of  
intimidation and revenge) 
               => raper, rapist -- (someone who forces another to have sexual intercourse) 
               => shedder, spiller -- (an attacker who sheds or spills blood; "a great hunter and spiller of blood") 
               => slasher -- (someone who slashes another person) 
               => stabber -- (someone who stabs another person) 
               => stoner, lapidator -- (an attacker who pelts the victim with stones (especially with intent to kill)) 
           => convict -- (a person who has been convicted of a criminal offence) 
               => first offender -- (someone convicted for the first time) 
               => sex offender -- (someone who has been convicted of a sex crime) 
           => criminal, felon, crook, outlaw, malefactor -- (someone who has committed (or been legally convicted of) a crime) 
               => accessory, accessary -- (someone who helps another person commit a crime) 
                   => abettor, abetter -- (one who helps or encourages or incites another) 
                   => accessory after the fact --
 (a person who gives assistance or comfort to someone known to be a felon or known to be sought in connection with the commission 
of a felony) 
                   => accessory before the fact --
 (a person who procures or advises or commands the commission of a felony but who is not present at its  perpetration) 
                   => accessory during the fact -- (a person who witnesses a crime but does not try to prevent it) 
                   => confederate, collaborator, henchman, partner in crime -- (someone who assists in a plot) 
               => arsonist, incendiary, firebug -- (a criminal who illegally sets fire to property) 
                   => barnburner -- (someone who burns down a barn) 
               => blackmailer, extortioner, extortionist --
 (a criminal who extorts money from someone by threatening to expose embarrassing information about  them) 
               => bootlegger, moonshiner -- (someone who makes or sells illegal liquor) 
               => briber, suborner -- (someone who pays (or otherwise incites) you to commit a wrongful act) 
               => conspirator, coconspirator, plotter, machinator -- (a member of a conspiracy) 

               => desperado, desperate criminal -- (a bold outlaw (especially on the American frontier)) 
               => fugitive, fugitive from justice -- (someone who is sought by law officers; someone trying to elude justice) 
                   => absconder -- (a fugitive who runs away and hides to avoid arrest or prosecution) 
                       => alien absconder --
 (a fugitive remaining in the United States after an immigration judge has ordered them deported; "the  
government has categorized more than 320,000 foreigners as alien absconders") 
                   => escapee -- (someone who escapes) 
               => gangster, mobster -- (a criminal who is a member of gang) 
                   => apache -- (a Parisian gangster) 
                   => yakuza -- (a Japanese gangster) 
                   => yardie --
 (member of an international gang of Jamaican criminals who sell drugs and violence; "A much publicized raid on a yardie stronghold 
had first been simulated at Riot City")               => highbinder -- (a corrupt politician) 
               => highjacker, hijacker --
 (someone who uses force to take over a vehicle (especially an airplane) in order to reach an alternative  destination) 
               => hood, hoodlum, goon, punk, thug, tough, toughie, strong-armer -- (an aggressive and violent young criminal) 
               => kidnapper, abductor, snatcher -- (someone who unlawfully seizes and detains a victim (usually for ransom)) 
                   => crimp, crimper -- (someone who tricks or coerces men into service as sailors or soldiers) 
                   => shanghaier, seizer -- (a kidnapper who drugs men and takes them for compulsory service aboard a ship) 
               => mafioso -- (a member of the Mafia crime syndicate in the United States) 
               => moll, gun moll, gangster's moll -- (the girl friend of a gangster) 
               => murderer, liquidator, manslayer --
 (a criminal who commits homicide (who performs the unlawful premeditated killing of another human  being)) 
                   => assassin, assassinator, bravo --
 (a murderer (especially one who kills a prominent political figure) who kills by a treacherous surprise  
attack and often is hired to do the deed; "his assassins were hunted down like animals"; "assassinators of  kings and emperors") 

                   => butcher -- (a brutal indiscriminate murderer) 
                   => cutthroat -- (someone who murders by cutting the victim's throat) 
                   => fratricide -- (a person who murders their brother or sister) 
                   => gunman, gunslinger, hired gun, gun, gun for hire, triggerman, hit man, hitman, torpedo,  shooter --
 (a professional killer who uses a gun) 
                   => hatchet man, iceman -- (a professional killer) 
                   => infanticide -- (a person who murders an infant) 
                   => mass murderer -- (a person who is responsible for the deaths of many victims in a single incident) 
                   => murderess -- (a woman murderer) 
                   => parricide -- (someone who kills his or her parent) 
                       => matricide -- (a person who murders their mother) 
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                       => patricide -- (a person who murders their father) 
                   => ripper -- (a murderer who slashes the victims with a knife; "Jack the ripper was probably a madman") 
                   => serial killer, serial murderer --
 (someone who murders more than three victims one at a time in a relatively short interval) 
                       => spree killer -- (a serial killer whose murders occur within a brief period of time) 
                   => Jack the Ripper -- (an unidentified English murderer in the 19th century) 
               => probationer, parolee -- (someone released on probation or on parole) 
               => pusher, drug peddler, peddler, drug dealer, drug trafficker -- (an unlicensed dealer in illegal drugs) 
               => racketeer -- (some who commits crimes for profit (especially one who obtains money by fraud or extortion)) 
                   => bagman -- (a racketeer assigned to collect or distribute payoff money) 
               => raper, rapist -- (someone who forces another to have sexual intercourse) 
               => recidivist, repeater, habitual criminal --
 (someone who is repeatedly arrested for criminal behavior (especially for the same criminal behavior)) 
               => scofflaw -- (one who habitually ignores the law and does not answer court summonses) 
               => smuggler, runner, contrabandist, moon curser, moon-curser -- (someone who imports or exports without paying duties) 
                   => coyote -- (someone who smuggles illegal immigrants into the United States (usually acress the Mexican border)) 
                   => gunrunner, arms-runner -- (a smuggler of guns) 
                   => rumrunner -- (someone who illegally smuggles liquor across a border) 
               => thief, stealer -- (a criminal who takes property belonging to someone else with the intention of keeping it or selling it) 
                   => bandit, brigand -- (an armed thief who is (usually) a member of a band) 
                   => booster, shoplifter, lifter -- (a thief who steals goods that are in a store) 
                   => burglar -- (a thief who enters a building with intent to steal) 
                       => housebreaker, cat burglar -- (a burglar who unlawfully breaks into and enters another person's house) 
                   => dacoit, dakoit -- (a member of an armed gang of robbers) 
                   => embezzler, defalcator, peculator -- (someone who violates a trust by taking (money) for their own use) 
                   => graverobber, ghoul, body snatcher -- (someone who takes bodies from graves and sells them for anatomical dissection) 
                   => graverobber -- (someone who steals valuables from graves or crypts) 
                   => holdup man, stickup man -- (an armed thief) 
                       => highjacker, highwayman, hijacker, road agent -- (a holdup man who stops a vehicle and steals from it) 
                           => footpad, padder -- (a highwayman who robs on foot) 
                           => Turpin, Dick Turpin -- (English highwayman (1706-1739)) 
                   => larcenist, larcener -- (a person who commits larceny) 
                   => pickpocket, cutpurse, dip -- (a thief who steals from the pockets or purses of others in public places) 
                   => plagiarist, plagiarizer, plagiariser, literary pirate, pirate --
 (someone who uses another person's words or ideas as if they were his own) 
                   => plunderer, pillager, looter, spoiler, despoiler, raider, freebooter -- (someone who takes spoils or plunder (as in war)) 
                       => pirate, buccaneer, sea robber, sea rover --
 (someone who robs at sea or plunders the land from the sea without having a commission from any  sovereign nation) 
                           => corsair, Barbary pirate -- (a pirate along the Barbary coast) 

                   => robber -- (a thief who steals from someone by threatening violence) 
                       => bank robber -- (a robber of banks) 
                       => mugger -- (a robber who takes property by threatening or performing violence on the person who is robbed (usually  
on the street)) 
                   => rustler, cattle thief -- (someone who steals livestock (especially cattle)) 
                   => safebreaker, safecracker, cracksman -- (a thief who breaks open safes to steal valuable contents) 
                   => snatcher -- (a thief who grabs and runs; "a purse snatcher") 
                   => sneak thief, pilferer, snitcher -- (a thief who steals without using violence) 
                       => wharf rat -- (someone who lives near wharves and lives by pilfering from ships or warehouses) 
               => traitor, treasonist -- (someone who betrays his country by committing treason) 
                   => collaborator, collaborationist, quisling -- (someone who collaborates with an enemy occupying force) 
                   => fifth columnist, saboteur -- (a member of a clandestine subversive organization who tries to help a potential invader) 
                  => traitress -- (female traitor) 

           => deceiver, cheat, cheater, trickster, beguiler, slicker -- (someone who leads you to believe something that is not true) 
               => bluffer, four-flusher -- (a person who tries to bluff other people) 
               => swindler, chiseller, chiseler, gouger, scammer, grifter, sharper, sharpie, sharpy --
 (a person who swindles you by means of deception or fraud) 
                   => cardsharp, card sharp, cardsharper, card sharper, card shark --
 (a professional card player who makes a living by cheating at card games) 
                   => clip artist -- (a swindler who fleeces the victim) 
                   => confidence man, con man, con artist -- (a swindler who exploits the confidence of his victim) 
                   => welcher, welsher -- (someone who swindles you by not repaying a debt or wager) 
               => decoy, steerer -- (a beguiler who leads someone into danger (usually as part of a plot)) 
                   => roper -- (a decoy who lures customers into a gambling establishment (especially one with a fixed game)) 
                   => shill -- (a decoy who acts as an enthusiastic customer in order to stimulate the participation of others) 
               => dodger, fox, slyboots -- (a shifty deceptive person) 
               => double-crosser, double-dealer, two-timer, betrayer, traitor -- (a person who says one thing and does another) 
                   => Judas -- (someone who betrays under the guise of friendship) 
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               => falsifier -- (someone who falsifies) 
               => finagler, wangler -- (a deceiver who uses crafty misleading methods) 
               => forger, counterfeiter -- (someone who makes copies illegally) 
                   => coiner -- (a maker of counterfeit coins) 
                   => paperhanger -- (someone who passes bad checks or counterfeit paper money) 
               => fortune hunter -- (a person who seeks wealth through marriage) 
               => front man, front, figurehead, nominal head, straw man, strawman --
 (a person used as a cover for some questionable activity) 
               => hypocrite, dissembler, phony, phoney, pretender -- (a person who professes beliefs and opinions that he does not hold) 
                   => smoothie, smoothy, sweet talker, charmer -- (someone with an assured and ingratiating manner) 
                   => Tartuffe, Tartufe -- (a hypocrite who pretends to religious piety (after the protagonist in a play by Moliere)) 
                   => whited sepulcher, whited sepulchre -- (a person who is inwardly evil but outwardly professes to be virtuous) 
               => impersonator, imitator -- (someone who (fraudulently) assumes the appearance of another) 
                   => mimic, mimicker -- (someone who mimics (especially an actor or actress)) 
               => imposter, impostor, pretender, fake, faker, fraud, sham, shammer, pseudo, pseud, role player --
 (a person who makes deceitful pretenses) 
                   => name dropper -- (someone who pretends that famous people are his/her friends) 
                   => ringer -- (a contestant entered in a competition under false pretenses) 
               => liar, prevaricator -- (a person who has lied or who lies repeatedly) 
                   => Ananias -- (a habitual liar (after a New Testament character who was struck dead for lying)) 
                   => perjurer, false witness -- (a person who deliberately gives false testimony) 
                   => storyteller, fibber, fabricator -- (someone who tells lies) 
               => misleader -- (someone who leads astray (often deliberately)) 
               => mountebank, charlatan -- (a flamboyant deceiver; one who attracts customers with tricks or jokes) 
                   => phrenologist, craniologist -- (someone who claims to read your character from the shape of your skull) 
                   => quack -- (an untrained person who pretends to be a physician and who dispenses medical advice) 
               => obscurantist -- (a person who is deliberately vague) 
               => sandbagger -- (someone who deceives you about his true nature or intent in order to take advantage of you) 
               => two-timer -- (someone who deceives a lover or spouse by carrying on a sexual relationship with somebody else) 
               => utterer -- (someone who circulates forged banknotes or counterfeit coins) 
           => delinquent, juvenile delinquent -- (a young offender) 
           => deserter, defector -- (a person who abandons their duty (as on a military post)) 
               => deviationist -- (an ideological defector from the party line (especially from orthodox communism)) 
               => draft dodger, draft evader -- (someone who is drafted and illegally refuses to serve) 
               => renegade -- (someone who rebels and becomes an outlaw) 
               => walk-in -- (an operative who initiates his own defection (usually to a hostile country) for political asylum) 
           => gonif, goniff, ganef, ganof -- ((Yiddish) a thief or dishonest person or scoundrel (often used as a general term of abuse)) 
           => transgressor -- (someone who transgresses; someone who violates a law or command; "the way of transgressors is hard") 
           => malfeasant -- (one guilty of malfeasance) 
           => molester -- (someone who subjects others to unwanted or improper sexual activities) 
               => fondler --
 (a molester who touches the intimate parts of the victim; "the woman charged that her jailer was a fondler"; "not all fondlers are sexua
l perverts") 
           => no-show, nonattender, truant -- (someone who shirks duty) 
           => perpetrator, culprit -- (someone who perpetrates wrongdoing) 
           => pimp, procurer, panderer, pander, pandar, fancy man, ponce --
 (someone who procures customers for whores (in England they call a pimp a ponce)) 
               => procuress -- (a woman pimp) 
               => whoremaster, whoremonger -- (a pimp who procures whores) 
           => recidivist, backslider, reversionist -- (someone who lapses into previous undesirable patterns of behavior) 
           => reprobate, miscreant -- (a person without moral scruples) 
               => pervert, deviant, deviate, degenerate --
 (a person whose behavior deviates from what is acceptable especially in sexual behavior) 
                   => fetishist -- (one who engages in fetishism (especially of a sexual nature)) 
                   => masochist -- (someone who obtains pleasure from receiving punishment) 
                       => flagellant -- (a person who is whipped or whips himself for sexual gratification) 
                   => nymphomaniac, nympho -- (a woman with abnormal sexual desires) 
                   => pederast, paederast, child molester -- (a man who has sex (usually sodomy) with a boy as the passive partner) 
                   => pedophile, paedophile -- (an adult who is sexually attracted to children) 
                   => sadist -- (someone who obtains pleasure from inflicting pain or others) 
                   => sadomasochist -- (someone who enjoys both sadism and masochism) 
                   => satyr, lecher, lech, letch -- (man with strong sexual desires) 
                   => sodomite, sodomist, sod, bugger --
 (someone who engages in anal copulation (especially a male who engages in anal copulation with another male)) 
               => scapegrace, black sheep -- (a reckless and unprincipled reprobate) 
               => wretch -- (performs some wicked deed) 
           => shark -- (a person who is ruthless and greedy and dishonest) 
               => usurer, loan shark, moneylender, shylock -- (someone who lends money at excessive rates of interest) 
           => shyster, pettifogger -- (a person (especially a lawyer or politician) who uses unscrupulous or unethical methods) 
           => sinner, evildoer -- (a person who sins (without repenting)) 
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               => magdalen -- (a reformed prostitute) 
               => Mary Magdalene, St. Mary Magdalene, Mary Magdalen, St. Mary Magdalen --
 (sinful woman Jesus healed of evil spirits; she became a follower of Jesus) 
           => usurper, supplanter -- (one who wrongfully or illegally seizes and holds the place of another) 
               => claim jumper -- (one who illegally occupies property to which another has a legal claim) 
           => war criminal -- (an offender who violates international law during times of war) 
       => bad egg -- ((old-fashioned slang) a bad person) 
       => decadent -- (a person who has fallen into a decadent state (morally or artistically)) 
       => destroyer, ruiner, undoer, waster, uprooter --
 (a person who destroys or ruins or lays waste to; "a destroyer of the environment"; "jealousy was his  
undoer"; "uprooters of gravestones") 
           => annihilator -- (a total destroyer) 
           => iconoclast, image breaker -- (someone who tries to destroy traditional ideas or institutions) 
           => saboteur, wrecker, diversionist -- (someone who commits sabotage or deliberately causes wrecks) 
               => sleeper -- (a spy or saboteur or terrorist planted in an enemy country who lives there as a law-
abiding citizen until activated by a prearranged signal) 
           => vandal -- (someone who willfully destroys or defaces property) 
       => libertine, debauchee, rounder -- (a dissolute person; usually a man who is morally unrestrained) 
           => adulterer, fornicator -- (someone who commits adultery or fornication) 
               => adulteress, fornicatress, hussy, jade, loose woman, slut, strumpet, trollop -- (a woman adulterer) 
               => wencher -- (someone who patronizes prostitutes) 
           => gigolo -- (a man who has sex with and is supported by a woman) 
               => lounge lizard, lizard --
 (a man who idles about in the lounges of hotels and bars in search of women who would support him) 
           => rake, profligate, rip, blood, roue -- (a dissolute man in fashionable society) 
           => seducer, ladies' man, lady killer -- (a man who takes advantage of women) 
               => undoer -- (a seducer who ruins a woman; "she awoke in the arms of her cruel undoer") 
           => swinger, tramp -- (a person who engages freely in promiscuous sex) 
           => violator, debaucher, ravisher -- (someone who assaults others sexually) 
           => womanizer, womaniser, philanderer -- (a man who likes many women and has short sexual relationships with them) 
               => Casanova -- (any man noted for his amorous adventures) 
               => Don Juan -- (any successful womanizer (after the legendary profligate Spanish nobleman)) 
               => Lothario -- (a successful womanizer (after a fictional seducer)) 
               => wolf, woman chaser, skirt chaser, masher -- (a man who is aggressive in making amorous advances to women) 
       => panderer -- (a person who serves or caters to the vulgar passions or plans of others (especially in order to make money)) 
       => polluter, defiler -- (a person or organization that causes pollution of the environment) 
       => scalawag, scallywag -- (white Southerner supporting Reconstruction policies after the Civil War usually for self-interest) 
       => seducer -- (a bad person who entices others into error or wrong-doing) 
       => shocker -- (a shockingly bad person) 
       => snake, snake in the grass -- (a deceitful or treacherous person) 
       => trampler -- (someone who injures by trampling) 
       => vermin, varmint -- (an irritating or obnoxious person) 
       => victimizer, victimiser -- (a person who victimizes others; "I thought we were partners, not victim and victimizer") 
           => slaver, slave dealer, slave trader -- (a person engaged in slave trade) 
               => white slaver -- (a person who forces women to become prostitutes) 

friend -- (a person you know well and regard with affection and trust; "he was my best friend at the university") 
       => Damon and Pythias --
 ((Greek mythology) according to a Greek legend: when Pythias was sentenced to be executed Damon took his place to allow Pythias t
o get his affairs in order; when Pythias returned in time to save Damon the king was so impressed that he let them both live) 
       => alter ego -- (a very close and trusted friend who seems almost a part of yourself) 
       => amigo -- (a friend or comrade) 
       => best friend -- (the one friend who is closest to you) 
       => brother, comrade -- (used as a term of address for those male persons engaged in the same movement; "Greetings, comrade!") 
       => buddy, brother, chum, crony, pal, sidekick -- (a close friend who accompanies his buddies in their activities) 
       => companion, comrade, fellow, familiar, associate --
 (a person who is frequently in the company of another; "drinking companions"; "comrades in arms") 
       => confidant, intimate -- (someone to whom private matters are confided) 
       => flatmate -- (an associate who shares an apartment with you) 
       => girlfriend -- (any female friend; "Mary and her girlfriend organized the party") 
       => light -- (a person regarded very fondly; "the light of my life") 
       => mate -- (informal term for a friend of the same sex) 
       => roommate -- (an associate who shares a room with you) 
       => schoolfriend -- (a friend who attends the same school) 
       => Damon -- (the friend of Phintias who pledged his life that Phintias would return (4th century BC)) 
       => Phintias, Pythias --
 (friend of Damon; Phintias (according to legend) was condemned to death by Dionysius the Elder and asked a respite to put his affairs
 in order; Damon pledged his life for the return of his friend; when Phintias returned in time the Tyrant released them both (4th centur
y BC)) 
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relative, relation --
 (a person related by blood or marriage; "police are searching for relatives of the deceased"; "he has distant relations back in New Jers
ey") 
       => ancestor, ascendant, ascendent, antecedent, root --
 (someone from whom you are descended (but usually more remote than a grandparent)) 
       => cousin, first cousin, cousin-german, full cousin -- (the child of your aunt or uncle) 
       => descendant, descendent -- (a person considered as descended from some ancestor or race) 
       => in-law, relative-in-law -- (a relative by marriage) 
       => blood relation, blood relative, cognate, sib -- (one related by blood or origin; especially on sharing an ancestor with another) 
       => kin, kinsperson, family -- (a person having kinship with another or others; "he's kin"; "he's family") 
       => enate, matrikin, matrilineal kin, matrisib, matrilineal sib -- (one related on the mother's side) 
       => agnate, patrikin, patrilineal kin, patrisib, patrilineal sib -- (one related on the father's side) 
       => kinsman -- (a male relative) 
       => kinswoman -- (a female relative) 
       => kissing cousin, kissing kin -- (a more or less distant relative; familiar enough to be greeted with a kiss) 
       => next of kin -- (the person who is (or persons who are) most closely related to a given person) 
       => offspring, progeny, issue --
 (the immediate descendants of a person; "she was the mother of many offspring"; "he died without issue") 
       => second cousin -- (a child of a first cousin) 
       => sibling, sib -- (a person's brother or sister) 
       => spouse, partner, married person, mate, better half -- (a person's partner in marriag 

scientist, man of science -- (a person with advanced knowledge of one of more sciences) 
       => cosmographer, cosmographist -- (a scientist knowledgeable about cosmography) 
       => bibliotist -- (someone who engages in bibliotics) 
       => biologist, life scientist -- ((biology) a scientist who studies living organisms) 
       => chemist -- (a scientist who specializes in chemistry) 
       => cognitive scientist -- (a student of cognitive processes) 
       => computer scientist -- (a scientist who specializes in the theory of computation and the design of computers) 
       => geologist -- (a specialist in geology) 
       => linguist, linguistic scientist -- (a specialist in linguistics) 
       => mathematician -- (a person skilled in mathematics) 
       => medical scientist -- (a scientist who studies disease processes) 
       => microscopist -- (a scientist who specializes in research with the use of microscopes) 
       => mineralogist -- (a scientist trained in mineralogy) 
       => oceanographer -- (a scientist who studies physical and biological aspects of the seas) 
       => paleontologist, palaeontologist, fossilist -- (a specialist in paleontology) 
       => physicist -- (a scientist trained in physics) 
       => principal investigator, PI -- (the scientist in charge of an experiment or research project) 
       => psychologist -- (a scientist trained in psychology) 
       => radiologic technologist -- (a scientist trained in radiological technology) 
       => research worker, researcher, investigator -- (a scientist who devotes himself to doing research) 
       => seismologist -- (a scientist who studies earthquakes) 
       => social scientist -- (someone expert in the study of human society and its personal relationships) 
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ARTIFACT, ARTEFACT < OBJECT < SUBSTANCE < ENTITY 

artifact, artefact -- (a man-made object taken as a whole) 
       => article -- (one of a class of artifacts; "an article of clothing") 
       => Americana -- (any artifact (such as books or furniture or art) that is distinctive of America) 
       => anachronism -- (an artifact that belongs to another time) 
       => antiquity -- (an artifact surviving from the past) 
       => block --
 (a solid piece of something (usually having flat rectangular sides); "the pyramids were built with large  
stone blocks") 
       => commodity, trade goods, goods -- (articles of commerce) 
       => cone -- (any cone-shaped artifact) 
       => covering -- (an artifact that covers something else (usually to protect or shelter or conceal it)) 
       => creation -- (an artifact that has been brought into existence by someone) 
       => decker --
 ((often used in combinations) something constructed with multiple levels; "they rode in a double-
decker bus") 
       => decoration, ornament, ornamentation -- (something used to beautify) 
       => electroplate -- (any artifact that has been plated with a thin coat of metal by electrolysis) 
       => enclosure -- (artifact consisting of a space that has been enclosed for some purpose) 
       => excavation, hole in the ground -- (a hole in the ground made by excavating) 
       => extra, duplicate --
 (something additional of the same kind; "he always carried extras in case of an emergency") 
       => fabric, cloth, material, textile --
 (artifact made by weaving or felting or knitting or crocheting natural or synthetic fibers; "the fabric in the  
curtains was light and semitraqnsparent"; "woven cloth originated in Mesopotamia around 5000 BC"; "she 
measured off enough material for a dress") 
       => facility, installation --
 (a building or place that provides a particular service or is used for a particular industry; "the assembly  
plant is an enormous facility") 
       => fixture -- (a object firmly fixed in place (especially in a household)) 
       => float -- (something that remains on the surface of a liquid) 
       => insert, inset -- (an artifact that is inserted or is to be inserted) 
       => instrumentality, instrumentation --
 (an artifact (or system of artifacts) that is instrumental in accomplishing some end) 
       => lemon, stinker -- (an artifact (especially an automobile) that is defective or unsatisfactory) 
       => line -- (something (as a cord or rope) that is long and thin and flexible; "a washing line") 
       => marker --
 (some conspicuous object used to distinguish or mark something; "the buoys were markers for the channel
") 
       => mystification -- (something designed to mystify or bewilder) 
       => opening -- (a vacant or unobstructed space that is man-
made; "they left a small opening for the cat at the bottom of the door") 
       => padding, cushioning --
 (artifact consisting of soft or resilient material used to fill or give shape or protect or add comfort) 
       => plaything, toy -- (an artifact designed to be played with) 
       => restoration --
 (some artifact that has been restored or reconstructed; "the restoration looked exactly like the original") 
       => sheet, flat solid -- (a flat artifact that is thin relative to its length and width) 
       => sphere -- (any spherically shaped artifact) 
       => square --
 (any artifact having a shape similar to a plane geometric figure with four equal sides and four right angles; 
"a checkerboard has 64 squares") 
       => squeaker --
 (any artifact that makes a squeaking sound when used; "those sneakers are squeakers"; "which hinge is the 
squeaker?") 
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       => strip, slip -- (artifact consisting of a narrow flat piece of material) 
       => structure, construction --
 (a thing constructed; a complex construction or entity; "the structure consisted of a series of arches"; "she 
wore her hair in an amazing construction of whirls and ribbons") 
       => surface --
 (the outer boundary of an artifact or a material layer constituting or resembling such a boundary; "there is a
 special cleaner for these surfaces"; "the cloth had a pattern of red dots on a white surface") 
       => thing -- (an artifact; "how does this thing work?") 
       => track -- (a pair of parallel rails providing a runway for wheels) 
       => way --
 (any artifact consisting of a road or path affording passage from one place to another; "he said he was  
looking for the way out") 
       => weight -- (an artifact that is heavy) 
       => building material -- (material used for constructing buildings) 
       => paving material -- (material used for pavement) 

COMMODITY, TRADE GOOD, GOOD 

commodity, trade goods, goods -- (articles of commerce) 
       => basic, staple -- ((usually plural) a necessary commodity for which demand is constant) 
       => consumer goods -- (goods (as food or clothing) intended for direct use or consumption) 
 

CLOTHING, VESTURE, WEAR 

          => clothing, article of clothing, vesture, wear -- (a covering designed to be worn on a person's body) 
               => accessory, accoutrement, accouterment --
 (clothing that is worn or carried, but not part of your main clothing) 
                   => belt -- (a band to tie or buckle around the body (usually at the waist)) 
                       => baldric, baldrick --
 (a wide (ornamented) belt worn over the right shoulder to support a sword or bugle by the left hip) 
                       => cartridge belt -- (a broad belt with loops or pockets for holding ammunition) 
                           => bandoleer, bandolier -- (a broad cartridge belt worn over the shoulder by soldiers) 
                       => holster -- (a belt with loops or slots for carrying small hand tools) 
                       => money belt -- (belt with a concealed section for holding money) 
                       => safety belt, life belt, safety harness --
 (belt attaching you to some object as a restraint in order to prevent you from getting hurt) 
                           => seat belt -- (a safety belt used in a car or plane to hold you in your seat in case of an accident) 
                       => Sam Browne belt -- (leather belt supported by a strap over the right shoulder) 
                   => furnishings, trappings -- (accessory wearing apparel) 
               => apparel, wearing apparel, dress, clothes --
 (clothing in general; "she was refined in her choice of apparel"; "he always bought his clothes at the same store"; "fasti
dious about his dress") 
               => array, raiment, regalia -- (especially fine or decorative clothing) 
                   => war paint -- (full ceremonial regalia) 
               => attire, garb, dress --
 (clothing of a distinctive style or for a particular occasion; "formal attire"; "battle dress") 
                   => ao dai --
 (the traditional dress of Vietnamese women consisting of a tunic with long sleeves and panels front and back; the tunic
 is worn over trousers) 
                   => costume -- (the attire worn in a play or at a fancy dress ball; "he won the prize for best costume") 
                       => fancy dress, masquerade, masquerade costume --
 (a costume worn as a disguise at a masquerade party) 
                       => wardrobe -- (collection of costumes belonging to a theatrical company) 
                   => costume --
 (the attire characteristic of a country or a time or a social class; "he wore his national costume") 
                       => academic costume --
 (a costume worn on formal occasions by the faculty or students of a university or college) 
                       => rigout -- (a person's costume (especially if bizarre); "What a queer rigout!") 
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                   => costume --
 (unusual or period attire not characteristic of or appropriate to the time and place; "in spite of the heat he insisted on  
his woolen costume") 
                   => costume -- (the prevalent fashion of dress (including accessories and hair style as well as garments)) 
                   => disguise -- (any attire that modifies the appearance in order to conceal the wearer's identity) 
                       => fancy dress, masquerade, masquerade costume --
 (a costume worn as a disguise at a masquerade party) 
                       => mask -- (a covering to disguise or conceal the face) 
                           => domino, half mask, eye mask --
 (a mask covering the upper part of the face but with holes for the eyes) 
                           => false face -- (a mask worn as part of a masquerade costume) 
                   => ecclesiastical attire, ecclesiastical robe -- (attire that is appropriate to wear in a church) 
                   => finery -- (elaborate or showy attire and accessories) 
                       => Sunday best, Sunday clothes -- (the best attire you have which is worn to church on Sunday) 
                   => formalwear, eveningwear, evening dress, evening clothes --
 (attire to wear on formal occasions in the evening) 
                       => balldress -- (a suit or dress for formal occasions) 
                       => dinner dress, dinner gown, evening gown, tea gown -- (a formal gown for evening wear) 
                       => dinner jacket, tux, tuxedo, black tie -- (semiformal evening dress for men) 
                       => dress suit, full dress, tailcoat, tail coat, tails, white tie, white tie and tails --
 (formalwear consisting of full evening dress for men) 
                   => habit -- ((religion) a distinctive attire (as the costume of a religious order)) 
                       => monastic habit -- (habit worn by monks in a monastery) 
                       => riding habit -- (habit for riding horses) 
                   => hairpiece, false hair, postiche --
 (a covering or bunch of human or artificial hair used for disguise or adornment) 
                       => afro-wig -- (a wig that gives the appearance of an afro hairdo) 
                       => switch -- (hairpiece consisting of a tress of false hair; used by women to give shape to a coiffure) 
                       => toupee, toupe -- (a small hairpiece to cover partial baldness) 
                       => wig -- (hairpiece covering the head and made of real or synthetic hair) 
                           => grizzle -- (a grey wig) 
                           => horsehair wig --
 (a wig made of horsehair; "the English judiciary wear their traditional horsehair wigs") 
                           => periwig, peruke -- (wig for men fashionable in 17th-18th centuries) 
                   => morning dress -- (formal attire for men during the daytime) 
                   => outfit, getup, rig, turnout -- (a set of clothing (with accessories); "his getup was exceedingly elegant") 
                       => bib-and-tucker -- (an attractive outfit; "she wore her best bib-and-tucker") 
                       => ensemble -- (a coordinated outfit (set of clothing)) 
                           => sailor suit -- (a boy's ensemble; copied from a sailor's uniform) 
                       => playsuit -- (a sports outfit for women or children; usually consists of shorts and a blouse) 
                       => trousseau -- (the personal outfit of a bride; clothes and accessories and linens) 
                   => sportswear, athletic wear, activewear -- (attire worn for sport or for casual wear) 
                       => gym suit -- (clothes prescribed for wear while participating in gymnastic exercise) 
                       => running suit --
 (a matching jacket and pants worn by joggers and made of fabric that absorbs perspiration) 
               => beachwear -- (clothing to be worn at a beach) 
               => black -- (black clothing (worn as a sign of mourning); "the widow wore black") 
               => blue -- (blue clothing; "she was wearing blue") 
               => brace, suspender, gallus -- (elastic straps that hold trousers up (usually used in the plural)) 
               => change -- (a different or fresh set of clothes; "she brought a change in her overnight bag") 
               => civilian clothing, civilian dress, civilian garb, plain clothes --
 (ordinary clothing as distinguished from uniforms, work clothes, clerical garb, etc.) 
                   => civies, civvies -- (civilian garb as opposed to a military uniform) 
                   => mufti -- (civilian dress worn by a person who is entitled to wear a military uniform) 
               => drag --
 (clothing that is conventionally worn by the opposite sex (especially women's clothing when worn by a man); "he went
 to the party dressed in drag"; "the waitresses looked like missionaries in drag") 
               => footwear -- (clothing worn on a person's feet) 
                   => hosiery, hose -- (socks and stockings and tights collectively (the British include underwear as hosiery)) 
                       => sock --
 (hosiery consisting of a cloth covering for the foot; worn inside the shoe; reaches to between the ankle and the knee) 
                           => anklet, anklets, bobbysock, bobbysocks -- (a sock that reaches just above the ankle) 
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                           => argyle, argyles, argyll, argylls -- (a sock knitted or woven with an argyle design) 
                           => athletic sock, sweat sock, varsity sock -- (a sock worn for athletic events) 
                           => tabi, tabis -- (a sock with a separation for the big toe; worn with thong sandals by the Japanese) 
                       => stocking -- (close-
fitting hosiery to cover the foot and leg; come in matched pairs (usually used in the plural)) 
                           => boothose -- (protective stockings worn with or in place of boots) 
                           => Christmas stocking -- (a stocking that is filled with small Christmas presents) 
                           => nylons, nylon stocking, rayons, rayon stocking, silk stocking --
 (women's stockings made from a sheer material (nylon or rayon or silk)) 
                           => support hose, support stocking --
 (elasticized stocking intended to reduce pressure on the veins of the leg (as in case of varicose veins)) 
                       => tights, leotards --
 (skintight knit hose covering the body from the waist to the feet worn by acrobats and dancers and as stockings by wo
men and girls) 
                           => maillot -- (tights for dancers or gymnasts) 
                           => pantyhose -- (a woman's tights consisting of underpants and stockings) 
               => garment -- (an article of clothing; "garments of the finest silk") 
                   => breechcloth, breechclout, loincloth, G-string -- (a garment that provides covering for the loins) 
                       => dhoti -- (a long loincloth worn by Hindu men) 
                   => burqa, burka --
 (a loose garment (usually with veiled holes for the eyes) worn by Muslim women especially in India and Pakistan; "the
 Taliban forced all women to wear the burqa") 
                   => camlet -- (a garment made of camlet fabric) 
                   => diaper, nappy, napkin --
 (garment consisting of a folded cloth drawn up between the legs and fastened at the waist; worn by infants to catch  
excrement) 
                   => dress, frock -- (a one-piece garment for a woman; has skirt and bodice) 
                       => caftan, kaftan -- (a woman's dress style that imitates the caftan cloaks worn by men in the Near East) 
                       => chemise, sack, shift -- (a loose-fitting dress hanging straight from the shoulders without a waist) 
                       => coatdress -- (a dress that is tailored like a coat and buttons up the front) 
                       => cocktail dress, sheath -- (a dress suitable for formal occasions) 
                       => dirndl -- (a dress with a tight bodice and full skirt) 
                       => gown -- (long, usually formal, woman's dress) 
                           => ball gown -- (the most formal gown; worn to a ball) 
                           => bridal gown, wedding gown, wedding dress -- (a gown worn by the bride at a wedding) 
                           => dinner dress, dinner gown, evening gown, tea gown -- (a formal gown for evening wear) 
                           => mantua -- (loose gown of the 17th and 18th centuries) 
                       => jumper, pinafore, pinny -- (a sleeveless dress resembling an apron; worn over other clothing) 
                       => kirtle -- (a long dress worn by women) 
                       => morning dress -- (a woman's informal dress for housework) 
                       => Mother Hubbard, muumuu -- (a woman's loose unbelted dress) 
                       => polonaise --
 (a woman's dress with a tight bodice and an overskirt drawn back to reveal a colorful underskirt) 
                       => sari, saree --
 (a dress worn primarily by Hindu women; consists of several yards of light material that is draped around the body) 
                       => shirtdress -- (a dress that is tailored like a shirt and has buttons all the way down the front) 
                   => fur -- (a garment made of fur) 
                   => gown, surgical gown, scrubs -- (protective garment worn by surgeons during operations) 
                   => haik, haick --
 (a outer garment consisting of a large piece of white cloth; worn by men and women in northern Africa) 
                   => hand-me-down -- (outgrown garment passed down from one person to another) 
                   => head covering, veil -- (a garment that covers the head and face) 
                       => chador, chadar, chaddar, chuddar --
 (a cloth used as a head covering (and veil and shawl) by Muslim and Hindu women) 
                       => face veil -- (a piece of more-or-less transparent material that covers the face) 
                           => niqab --
 (a face veil covering the lower part of the face (up to the eyes) worn by observant Muslim women) 
                       => yashmak, yashmac -- (the face veil worn by Muslim women) 
                   => hose, tights -- (man's garment of the 16th and 17th centuries; worn with a doublet) 
                   => ironing --
 (garments (clothes or linens) that are to be (or have been) ironed; "there was a basketful of ironing to do") 
                       => flatwork, flat wash -- (ironing that can be done mechanically) 
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                   => jump suit, jumpsuit -- (one-piece garment fashioned after a parachutist's uniform) 
                   => kanzu -- ((Swahili) a long garment (usually white) with long sleeves; worn by men in East Africa) 
                   => laundry, wash, washing, washables -- (garments or white goods that can be cleaned by laundering) 
                   => legging, legin, leg covering --
 (a garment covering the leg (usually extending from the knee to the ankle)) 
                       => chap --
 ((usually in the plural) leather leggings without a seat; joined by a belt; often have flared outer flaps; worn over trouser
s by cowboys to protect their legs) 
                       => gaiter -- (legging consisting of a cloth or leather covering for the leg from the knee to the ankle) 
                       => puttee, puttees --
 (a strip of cloth wound around the leg to form legging; used by soldiers in World War I) 
                       => spat, spats, gaiter -- (a cloth covering (a legging) that provides covering for the instep and ankles) 
                   => leotard, unitard, body suit, cat suit -- (a tight-
fitting garment of stretchy material that covers the body from the shoulders to the thighs (and may have long sleeves or 
legs reaching down to the ankles); worn by ballet dancers and acrobats for practice or performance) 
                   => mending -- (garments that must be repaired) 
                   => motley -- (a garment made of motley (especially a court jester's costume)) 
                   => neckwear -- (articles of clothing worn about the neck) 
                       => cravat -- (neckwear worn in a slipknot with long ends overlapping vertically in front) 
                           => ascot -- (a cravat with wide square ends; secured with an ornamental pin) 
                           => neckcloth, stock -- (an ornamental white cravat) 
                       => necktie, tie --
 (neckwear consisting of a long narrow piece of material worn (mostly by men) under a collar and tied in knot at the  
front; "he stood in front of the mirror tightening his necktie"; "he wore a vest and tie") 
                           => bolo tie, bolo, bola tie, bola --
 (a cord fastened around the neck with an ornamental clasp and worn as a necktie) 
                           => bow tie -- (a man's tie; ties in a bow) 
                               => black tie -- (a black bow tie worn with a dinner jacket) 
                               => white tie -- (bow tie worn as part of a man's formal evening dress) 
                           => four-in-hand -- (a long necktie that is tied in a slipknot with one end hanging in front of the other) 
                           => old school tie -- (necktie indicating the school the wearer attended) 
                           => string tie -- (a very narrow necktie usually tied in a bow) 
                           => Windsor tie -- (a wide necktie worn in a loose bow) 
                   => negligee, neglige, peignoir, wrapper, housecoat -- (a loose dressing gown for women) 
                       => brunch coat -- (a woman's short housecoat or wrapper) 
                       => camisole -- (a short negligee) 
                   => overgarment, outer garment -- (a garment worn over other garments) 
                       => aba -- (a loose sleeveless outer garment made from aba cloth; worn by Arabs) 
                       => cloak -- (a loose outer garment) 
                           => burnous, burnoose, burnouse --
 (a long hooded cloak woven of wool in one piece; worn by Arabs and Moors) 
                           => caftan, kaftan --
 (a (cotton or silk) cloak with full sleeves and sash reaching down to the ankles; worn by men in the Levant) 
                           => cape, mantle -- (a sleeveless garment like a cloak but shorter) 
                               => chlamys -- (a short mantle or cape fastened at the shoulder; worn by men in ancient Greece) 
                               => mantelet, mantilla -- (short cape worn by women) 
                               => pelisse -- (a sleeveless cape that is lined or trimmed with fur) 
                               => tippet --
 (a woman's fur shoulder cape with hanging ends; often consisting of the whole fur of a fox or marten) 
                           => capote, hooded cloak -- (a long hooded cloak) 
                           => capuchin -- (a hooded cloak for women) 
                           => dolman -- (a woman's cloak with dolman sleeves) 
                           => domino -- (a loose hooded cloak worn with a half mask as part of a masquerade costume) 
                           => jellaba -- (a loose cloak with a hood; worn in the Middle East and northern Africa) 
                           => opera cloak, opera hood -- (a large cloak worn over evening clothes) 
                           => pallium -- (cloak or mantle worn by men in ancient Rome) 
                           => poncho -- (a blanket-like cloak with a hole in the center for the head) 
                           => shawl -- (cloak consisting of an oblong piece of cloth used to cover the head and shoulders) 
                               => prayer shawl, tallith, tallis --
 ((Judaism) a shawl with a ritually knotted fringe at each corner; worn by Jews at morning prayer) 
                               => serape, sarape -- (a long brightly colored shawl; worn mainly by Mexican men) 
                           => toga -- (a one-piece cloak worn by men in ancient Rome) 
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                               => toga virilis -- ((ancient Rome) a toga worn by a youth as a symbol of manhood and citizenship) 
                           => tunic -- (any of a variety of loose fitting cloaks extending to the hips or knees) 
                               => chiton -- (a woolen tunic worn by men and women in ancient Greece) 
                               => gymslip -- (a sleeveless tunic worn by English girls as part of a school uniform) 
                               => kameez --
 (a long tunic worn by many people from the Indian subcontinent (usually with a salwar or churidars)) 
                               => kirtle -- (a garment resembling a tunic that was worn by men in the Middle Ages) 
                               => surcoat -- (a tunic worn over a knight's armor) 
                               => tabard --
 (a short sleeveless outer tunic emblazoned with a coat of arms; worn by a knight over his armor or by a herald) 
                           => wrap, wrapper -- (cloak that is folded or wrapped around a person) 
                       => coat -- (an outer garment that has sleeves and covers the body from shoulder down; worn outdoors) 
                           => box coat -- (a short coat that hangs loosely from the shoulders) 
                           => coatee -- (a short close-fitting coat) 
                           => cutaway -- (a man's coat cut diagonally from the waist to the back of the knees) 
                           => duffel coat, duffle coat -- (a warm coat made of duffel; usually has a hood and fastens with toggles) 
                           => frock coat -- (a man's coat having knee-length skirts front and back; worn in the 19th century) 
                               => Prince Albert -- (a man's double-breasted frock coat) 
                           => fur coat -- (a coat made of fur) 
                               => mink, mink coat -- (fur coat made from the soft lustrous fur of minks) 
                               => sable coat -- (a fur coat made of sable furs) 
                           => greatcoat, overcoat, topcoat -- (a heavy coat worn over clothes in winter) 
                               => capote, hooded coat -- (a long hooded overcoat) 
                               => chesterfield -- (a fitted overcoat with a velvet collar) 
                               => surtout -- (a man's overcoat in the style of a frock coat) 
                               => ulster -- (loose long overcoat of heavy fabric; usually belted) 
                           => jacket -- (a short coat) 
                               => banyan, banian -- (a loose fitting jacket; originally worn in India) 
                               => bed jacket -- (a lightweight jacket worn over bedclothes (as when sitting in bed)) 
                               => blazer, sport jacket, sport coat, sports jacket, sports coat -- (lightweight single-
breasted jacket; often striped in the colors of a club or school) 
                               => bolero -- (a short jacket; worn mostly by women) 
                               => bomber jacket -- (a jacket gathered into a band at the waist) 
                               => bush jacket -- (a loose fitting jacket; resembles a shirt with four patch pockets and a belt) 
                               => dolman, dolman jacket -- (a hussar's jacket worn over the shoulders) 
                               => donkey jacket -- (a short thick jacket; often worn by workmen) 
                               => double-breasted jacket --
 (a jacket having overlapping fronts that give a double thickness of cloth) 
                               => doublet -- (a man's close-fitting jacket; worn during the Renaissance) 
                               => dressing sack, dressing sacque -- (a woman's loose jacket; worn while dressing) 
                               => Eton jacket -- (a jacket hanging to the waist and cut square at the bottom) 
                               => hug-me-tight -- (a woman's fitted jacket) 
                               => jerkin --
 (a tight sleeveless and collarless jacket (often made of leather) worn by men in former times) 
                               => jumper -- (a loose jacket or blouse worn by workmen) 
                               => lounging jacket, smoking jacket -- (a man's soft jacket usually with a tie belt; worn at home) 
                               => lumberjack, lumber jacket -- (a short warm outer jacket) 
                               => Mao jacket --
 (a light weight jacket with a high collar; worn by Mao Zedong and the Chinese people during his regime) 
                               => mess jacket, monkey jacket, shell jacket -- (waist-
length jacket tapering to a point at the back; worn by officers in the mess for formal dinners) 
                               => Norfolk jacket -- (loose-fitting single-breasted jacket) 
                               => parka, windbreaker, windcheater, anorak --
 (a kind of heavy jacket (`windcheater' is a British term)) 
                                   => cagoule -- (lightweight parka; waterproof) 
                                   => ski parka, ski jacket -- (a parka to be worn while skiing) 
                               => pea jacket, peacoat -- (a sailor's heavy woolen double-breasted jacket) 
                               => sack, sacque -- (a woman's full loose hiplength jacket) 
                               => single-breasted jacket -- (a jacket having fronts that overlap only enough for fastenings) 
                               => swallow-tailed coat, swallowtail, morning coat -- (a man's full-
dress jacket with two long tapering tails at the back) 
                           => lab coat, laboratory coat --
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 (a light coat worn to protect clothing from substances used while working in a laboratory) 
                           => mackinaw, Mackinaw coat -- (a short plaid coat made of made of thick woolen material) 
                           => newmarket -- (a long close-fitting coat worn for riding in the 19th century) 
                           => raincoat, waterproof -- (a water-resistant coat) 
                               => Burberry --
 (a lightweight belted gabardine raincoat with a distinctive tartan lining; name for the original manufacturer) 
                               => macintosh, mackintosh, mac, mack -- (a waterproof raincoat made of rubberized fabric) 
                                   => oilskin, slicker --
 (a macintosh made from cotton fabric treated with oil and pigment to make it waterproof) 
                               => trench coat -- (a military style raincoat; belted with deep pockets) 
                           => sack coat -- (man's hiplength coat with a straight back; the jacket of a suit) 
                           => sheepskin coat, afghan -- (a coat made of sheepskin) 
                           => surcoat -- (a loose outer coat usually of rich material) 
                           => topper -- (a woman's short coat) 
                       => izar --
 (a voluminous cotton outer garment (usually white) traditionally worn by Muslim women of northern Africa and the  
Middle East; covers the entire body) 
                       => snowsuit -- (a child's overgarment for cold weather) 
                   => peplos, peplus, peplum --
 (a garment worn by women in ancient Greece; cloth caught at the shoulders and draped in folds to the waist) 
                   => raglan -- (a garment (coat or sweater) that has raglan sleeves) 
                   => reversible --
 (a garment (especially a coat) that can be worn inside out (with either side of the cloth showing)) 
                   => robe -- (any loose flowing garment) 
                       => abaya -- ((Arabic) a loose black robe from head to toe; traditionally worn by Muslim women) 
                       => bathrobe -- (a loose-fitting robe of towelling; worn after a bath or swim) 
                       => dressing gown, robe-de-chambre, lounging robe -- (a robe worn before dressing or while lounging) 
                       => kimono -- (a loose robe; imitated from robes originally worn by Japanese) 
                   => romper, rompers, romper suit -- (a one-
piece garment for children to wear at play; the lower part is shaped like bloomers) 
                   => sackcloth -- (a garment made of coarse sacking; formerly worn as an indication of remorse) 
                   => scapular, scapulary --
 (garment consisting of a long wide piece of woolen cloth worn over the shoulders with an opening for the head; part of
 a monastic habit) 
                   => scarf -- (a garment worn around the head or neck or shoulders for warmth or decoration) 
                       => feather boa, boa -- (a long thin fluffy scarf of feathers or fur) 
                       => fichu -- (a lightweight triangular scarf worn by a woman) 
                       => kerchief -- (a square scarf that is folded into a triangle and worn over the head or about the neck) 
                           => headscarf -- (a kerchief worn over the head and tied under the chin) 
                               => babushka --
 (a woman's headscarf folded into a triangle and tied under the chine; worn by Russian peasant women) 
                               => hijab --
 (a headscarf worn by Muslim women; conceals the hair and neck and usually has a face veil that covers the face) 
                               => khimar --
 (a headscarf worn by observant Muslim women that hangs down to just above the waist) 
                           => neckerchief -- (a kerchief worn around the neck) 
                       => lambrequin -- (a scarf that covers a knight's helmet) 
                       => mantilla -- (a woman's silk or lace scarf) 
                       => muffler -- (a scarf worn around the neck) 
                       => patka -- (a scarf worn by Sikh men) 
                       => rebozo --
 (a long woolen or linen scarf covering the head and shoulders (also used a sling for holding a baby); traditionally worn 
by Latin-American women) 
                       => sable -- (a scarf (or trimming) made of sable) 
                       => stole -- (a wide scarf worn about their shoulders by women) 
                       => tudung --
 (a scarf worn around the head by Muslim women in Malaysia; conceals the hair but not the face) 
                   => sealskin -- (a garment (as a jacket or coat or robe) made of sealskin) 
                   => separate -- (a garment that can be purchased separately and worn in combinations with other garments) 
                   => shirt -- (a garment worn on the upper half of the body) 
                       => camise -- (a loose shirt or tunic; originally worn in the Middle Ages) 
                       => dashiki, daishiki -- (a loose and brightly colored African shirt) 
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                       => dress shirt, evening shirt --
 (a man's white shirt (with a starch front) for evening wear (usually with a tuxedo)) 
                       => hair shirt -- (an uncomfortable shirt made of coarse animal hair; worn next to the skin as a penance) 
                       => jersey, T-shirt, tee shirt -- (a close-fitting pullover shirt) 
                           => turtleneck, polo-neck -- (a sweater or jersey with a high close-fitting collar) 
                       => kurta --
 (a loose collarless shirt worn by many people on the Indian subcontinent (usually with a salwar or churidars or pyjama)
) 
                       => polo shirt, sport shirt -- (a shirt with short sleeves designed for comfort and casual wear) 
                       => tank top -- (a tight-
fitting sleeveless shirt with wide shoulder straps and low neck and no front opening; often worn over a shirt or blouse) 
                   => silks -- (the brightly colored garments of a jockey; emblematic of the stable) 
                   => skirt -- (a garment hanging from the waist; worn mainly by girls and women) 
                       => ballet skirt, tutu -- (very short skirt worn by ballerinas) 
                       => culotte, culottes -- (a divided skirt) 
                       => full skirt -- (a long skirt gathered at the waist) 
                       => gathered skirt -- (a skirt whose fabric is drawn together around the waist) 
                           => dirndl -- (a full skirt with a gathered waistband) 
                       => grass skirt -- (a skirt made of long blades of grass) 
                       => hobble skirt -- (a long skirt very narrow below the knees, worn between 1910 and 1914) 
                       => hoopskirt, crinoline -- (a skirt stiffened with hoops) 
                       => kilt -- (a knee-length pleated tartan skirt worn by men in the Highlands of northern Scotland) 
                       => lavalava --
 (a skirt consisting of a rectangle of calico or printed cotton; worm by Polynesians (especially Samoans)) 
                       => miniskirt -- (a very short skirt) 
                       => overskirt -- (an outer skirt worn over another skirt) 
                       => sarong --
 (a loose skirt consisting of brightly colored fabric wrapped around the body; worn by both women and men in the Sout
h Pacific) 
                   => stomacher -- (garment consisting of a V-
shaped panel of stiff material worn over the chest and stomach in the 16th century) 
                   => straitjacket, straightjacket -- (a jacket-
like garment used to bind the arms tightly against the body as a means of restraining a violent person) 
                   => suit, suit of clothes --
 (a set of garments (usually including a jacket and trousers or skirt) for outerwear all of the same fabric and color; "they
 buried him in his best suit") 
                       => business suit -- (a suit of clothes traditionally worn by businessmen) 
                           => three-piece suit -- (a business suit consisting of a jacket and vest and trousers) 
                           => two-piece, two-piece suit, lounge suit --
 (a business suit consisting of a matching jacket and skirt or trousers) 
                       => double-breasted suit -- (a suit with a double-breasted jacket) 
                       => single-breasted suit -- (a suit having a single-breasted jacket) 
                       => slack suit -- (casual dress consisting of slacks and matching jacket) 
                           => pants suit -- (a slack suit for women) 
                       => zoot suit -- (a flashy suit of extreme cut) 
                   => sunsuit -- (a child's garment consisting of a brief top and shorts) 
                   => swaddling clothes, swaddling bands -- (a garment (a gown or narrow strips of cloth) for an infant) 
                   => sweater -- (a crocheted or knitted garment covering the upper part of the body) 
                       => cardigan -- (knitted jacket that is fastened up the front with buttons or a zipper) 
                       => pullover, slipover -- (a sweater that is put on by pulling it over the head) 
                           => sweatshirt -- (cotton knit pullover with long sleeves worn during athletic activity) 
                       => turtleneck, polo-neck -- (a sweater or jersey with a high close-fitting collar) 
                   => sweat suit, sweatsuit, sweats, workout suit -- (garment consisting of sweat pants and a sweatshirt) 
                   => swimsuit, bathing suit, swimming costume, bathing costume --
 (tight fitting garment worn for swimming) 
                       => bikini, two-piece -- (a woman's abbreviated two-piece bathing suit) 
                       => maillot, tank suit -- (a woman's one-piece bathing suit) 
                       => swimming trunks, bathing trunks -- (swimsuit worn by men while swimming) 
                   => top --
 (a garment (especially for women) that extends from the shoulders to the waist or hips; "he stared as she buttoned her  
top") 
                       => blouse -- (a top worn by women) 
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                           => garibaldi -- (a loose high-
necked blouse with long sleeves; styled after the red flannel shirts worn by Garibaldi's soldiers) 
                           => guimpe -- (a short blouse with sleeves that is worn under a jumper or pinafore dress) 
                           => middy, middy blouse -- (blouse with a sailor collar) 
                           => shirtwaist, shirtwaister --
 (a blouse with buttons down the front; "in England they call a shirtwaist a shirtwaister") 
                       => bodice -- (part of a dress above the waist) 
                       => halter -- (a woman's top that fastens behind the back and neck leaving the back and arms uncovered) 
                   => trouser --
 (garment designed for or relating to trousers; "in his trouser's pocket"; "he ripped his left trouser on the fence") 
                   => trousers, pants --
 ((usually in the plural) a garment extending from the waist to the knee or ankle, covering each leg separately; "he had a
 sharp crease in his trousers") 
                       => bellbottom trousers, bell-bottoms --
 (trousers with legs that flare; worn by sailors; absurdly wide hems were fashionable in the 1960s) 
                       => breeches, knee breeches, knee pants, knickerbockers, knickers -- (trousers ending above the knee) 
                           => britches -- (informal term for breeches) 
                           => buckskins -- (breeches made of buckskin) 
                           => plus fours --
 (men's baggy knickers hanging below the knees; formerly worn for sports (especially golf)) 
                           => trunk hose -- (puffed breeches of the 16th and 17th centuries usually worn over hose) 
                       => chinos -- (trousers made with chino cloth) 
                       => churidars --
 (tight trousers worn by people from the Indian subcontinent (typically with a kameez or kurta)) 
                       => cords, corduroys -- (cotton trousers made of corduroy cloth) 
                       => flannel, gabardine, tweed, white -- ((usually in the plural) trousers) 
                       => jean, blue jean, denim -- ((usually plural) close-fitting pants of heavy denim for casual wear) 
                           => Levi's, levis -- (a popular brand of jeans) 
                       => jodhpur, jodhpur breeches, riding breeches --
 (flared trousers ending at the calves; worn with riding boots) 
                       => long trousers, long pants -- (trousers reaching to the foot) 
                       => pajamas, pyjamas -- (lightweight trousers worn in various Eastern countries) 
                       => pantaloon -- (trousers worn in former times) 
                       => pedal pusher, toreador pant -- (snug trousers ending at the calves; worn by women and girls) 
                       => pyjama --
 (a pair of loose trousers tied by a drawstring around the waist; worn by men and women in some Asian countries) 
                       => salwar, shalwar --
 (a pair of light loose trousers witha tight fit around the ankles; worn by women from the Indian subcontinent (usually 
with a kameez)) 
                       => short pants, shorts, trunks -- (trousers that end at or above the knee) 
                           => Bermuda shorts, Jamaica shorts -- ((usually in the plural) short pants that end at the knee) 
                           => hot pants -- (skin-tight very short pants worn by young women as an outer garment) 
                           => lederhosen --
 (leather shorts often worn with suspenders; worn especially by men and boys in Bavaria) 
                       => slacks -- ((usually in the plural) pants for casual wear) 
                       => stretch pants -- (trousers made of a stretchy fabric) 
                       => sweat pants -- (loose-fitting trousers with elastic cuffs; worn by athletes) 
                       => trews -- (tight-fitting trousers; usually of tartan) 
                   => undergarment -- (a garment worn under other garments) 
                       => body stocking -- (a one-piece tight-
fitting undergarment for women that covers the torso (and may have sleeves and legs)) 
                       => brassiere, bra, bandeau -- (an undergarment worn by women to support their breasts) 
                           => uplift -- (a brassiere that lifts and supports the breasts) 
                       => camisole, underbodice -- (a short sleeveless undergarment for women) 
                       => chemise, shimmy, shift, slip, teddies, teddy -- (a woman's sleeveless undergarment) 
                       => foundation garment, foundation --
 (a woman's undergarment worn to give shape to the contours of the body) 
                           => corset, girdle, stays -- (a woman's close-fitting foundation garment) 
                               => panty girdle -- (a woman's undergarment that combines a girdle and panties) 
                           => roll-on -- (a woman's foundation garment rolled on to the hips) 
                       => garter belt, suspender belt --
 (a wide belt of elastic with supporters hanging from it; worn by women to hold up stockings) 
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                       => long underwear, union suit -- (an undergarment with shirt and drawers in one piece) 
                       => petticoat, half-slip, underskirt -- (undergarment worn under a skirt) 
                           => crinoline -- (full stiff petticoat made of crinoline) 
                       => singlet, vest, undershirt -- (a collarless men's undergarment for the upper part of the body) 
                       => underpants --
 (an undergarment that covers the body from the waist no further than to the thighs; usually worn next to the skin) 
                           => bikini pants -- (small and tight-fitting underpants; worn by women) 
                           => bloomers, pants, drawers, knickers --
 ((usually in the plural) underpants worn by women; "she was afraid that her bloomers might have been showing") 
                           => briefs, Jockey shorts -- (short tight-fitting underpants (trade name Jockey)) 
                           => drawers, underdrawers, shorts, boxers, boxershorts --
 ((usually in the plural) underpants worn by men) 
                           => pantie, panty, scanty, step-in --
 (short underpants for women or children (usually used in the plural)) 
                       => underwear, underclothes, underclothing --
 (undergarment worn next to the skin and under the outer garments) 
                           => BVD's -- (men's underwear) 
                           => lingerie, intimate apparel -- (women's underwear and nightclothes) 
                               => nightgown, nightie, night-robe, nightdress --
 (lingerie consisting of a loose dress designed to be worn in bed by women) 
                               => undies -- (women's underwear) 
                           => long johns -- (warm underwear with long legs) 
                           => Skivvies -- (men's underwear consisting of cotton T-shirt and shorts) 
                   => vest, waistcoat -- (a man's sleeveless garment worn underneath a coat) 
                       => bulletproof vest -- (a vest capable of resisting the impact of a bullet) 
                   => weeds, widow's weeds -- (a black garment (dress) worn by a widow as a sign of mourning) 
                   => wet suit -- (a close-
fitting garment made of a permeable material; worn in cold water (as by skin divers) to retain body heat) 
                   => wraparound --
 (a garment (as a dress or coat) with a full length opening; adjusts to the body by wrapping around) 
               => gray, grey -- (gray clothing; "he was dressed in gray") 
               => G-string -- (minimal clothing worn by stripteasers; covering for the pubic area) 
               => handwear, hand wear -- (clothing for the hands) 
                   => glove, gloves -- (handwear: covers the hand and wrist) 
                       => batting glove -- (a glove worn by batters in baseball to give a firmer grip on the bat) 
                       => gauntlet, gantlet -- (a glove with long sleeve) 
                       => gauntlet, gantlet, metal glove -- (a glove of armored leather; protects the hand) 
                       => golf glove -- (a glove worn by golfers to give a firm grip on the handle of the golfclub) 
                       => kid glove, suede glove -- (a glove made of fine soft leather (as kidskin)) 
                       => mitten, mittens -- (glove that encases the thumb separately and the other four fingers together) 
                   => muff -- (a warm tubular covering for the hands) 
               => headdress, headgear -- (clothing for the head) 
                   => cap -- (a tight-fitting headdress) 
                       => balaclava, balaclava helmet -- (a cap that is close-
fitting and woolen and covers all of the head but the face) 
                       => Balmoral, bluebonnet -- (a brimless dark blue Scottish cap with a flat top and a plume on one side) 
                       => baseball cap, jockey cap, golf cap -- (a cap with a bill) 
                       => bathing cap, swimming cap -- (a tight-fitting cap that keeps hair dry while swimming) 
                       => beret -- (a cap with no brim or bill; made of soft cloth) 
                       => biggin -- (a child's tight-fitting cap; often ties under the chin) 
                       => biretta -- (a stiff cap with ridges across the crown; worn by Roman Catholic clergy) 
                       => calpac, calpack, kalpac -- (a high-
crowned black cap (usually made of felt or sheepskin) worn by men in Turkey and Iran and the Caucasus) 
                       => cloth cap, flat cap -- (a flat woolen cap with a stiff peak) 
                       => cockscomb, coxcomb -- (a cap worn by court jesters; adorned with a strip of red) 
                       => coonskin cap, coonskin -- (a raccoon cap with the tail hanging down the back) 
                       => fez, tarboosh -- (a felt cap (usually red) for a man; shaped like a flat-
topped cone with a tassel that hangs from the crown) 
                       => garrison cap, overseas cap -- (a wedge-shaped wool or cotton cap; worn as part of a uniform) 
                       => Glengarry --
 (a Scottish cap with straight sides and a crease along the top from front to back; worn by Highlanders as part of  
military dress) 
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                       => kalansuwa -- (a cap that is wrapped around by a turban and worn by Muslim religious elders) 
                       => kepi, peaked cap, service cap, yachting cap -- (a cap with a flat circular top and a visor) 
                       => liberty cap -- (close-
fitting conical cap worn as a symbol of liberty during the French Revolution and in the U.S. before 1800) 
                       => mobcap -- (large high frilly cap with a full crown; formerly worn indoors by women) 
                       => mortarboard -- (an academic cap with a flat square with a tassel on top) 
                       => nightcap -- (a cloth cap worn in bed) 
                       => pinner -- (a woman's cap with two long flaps pinned on) 
                       => sailor cap -- (a cap worn by sailors) 
                       => shower cap -- (a tight cap worn to keep hair dry while showering) 
                       => ski cap, stocking cap, toboggan cap -- (a close-
fitting woolen cap; often has a tapering tail with a tassel) 
                       => skullcap -- (rounded brimless cap fitting the crown of the head) 
                           => beanie, beany -- (a small skullcap; formerly worn by schoolboys and college freshmen) 
                           => coif --
 (a skullcap worn by nuns under a veil or by soldiers under a hood of mail or formerly by British sergeants-at-law) 
                           => yarmulke, yarmulka, yarmelke -- (a skullcap worn by religious Jews (especially at prayer)) 
                       => tam, tam-o'-shanter, tammy -- (a woolen cap of Scottish origin) 
                       => watch cap -- (a knitted dark blue wool cap worn by seamen in cold or stormy weather) 
                       => wishing cap -- (a magical cap that secures whatever one wishes for) 
                   => hat, chapeau, lid --
 (headdress that protects the head from bad weather; has shaped crown and usually a brim) 
                       => bearskin, busby, shako -- (tall hat; worn by some British soldiers on ceremonial occasions) 
                       => boater, leghorn, Panama, Panama hat, sailor, skimmer, straw hat -- (a stiff straw hat with a flat crown) 
                       => bonnet, poke bonnet -- (a hat tied under the chin) 
                           => sunbonnet, sunhat -- (a large bonnet that shades the face; worn by girls and women) 
                       => bowler hat, bowler, derby, plug hat --
 (a hat that is round and black and hard with a narrow brim; worn by some British businessmen) 
                       => campaign hat -- (a broad-
brimmed felt hat with a high crown; formerly worn by the United States Army and Marine personnel) 
                       => cavalier hat, slouch hat -- (a soft felt hat with a wide flexible brim) 
                       => cocked hat -- (hat with opposing brims turned up and caught together to form points) 
                           => bicorn, bicorne -- (a cocked hat with the brim turned up to form two points) 
                           => tricorn, tricorne -- (cocked hat with the brim turned up to form three points) 
                       => cowboy hat, ten-gallon hat --
 (a hat with a wide brim and a soft crown; worn by American ranch hands) 
                       => deerstalker -- (a tight-fitting hat with visors front and back; formerly worn by hunters) 
                       => dress hat, high hat, opera hat, silk hat, stovepipe, top hat, topper, beaver --
 (a man's hat with a tall crown; usually covered with beaver or silk) 
                       => dunce cap, dunce's cap, fool's cap -- (a cone-
shaped paper hat formerly placed on the head of slow or lazy pupils) 
                       => fedora, felt hat, homburg, Stetson, trilby -- (felt hat with a creased crown) 
                       => fur hat -- (a hat made of fur) 
                           => beaver, castor -- (a hat made of beaver fur or similar material) 
                       => millinery, woman's hat -- (hats for women; the wares sold by a milliner) 
                           => church hat -- (a fanciful hat of the kind worn by Black women for Sunday worship) 
                           => cloche -- (a woman's close-fitting helmet-like hat) 
                           => picture hat -- (a woman's dressy hat with a wide brim) 
                           => pillbox, toque, turban -- (a small round woman's hat) 
                       => pith hat, pith helmet, sun helmet, topee, topi -- (a light-
weight hat worn in tropical countries for protection from the sun) 
                       => porkpie, porkpie hat -- (man's hat with a low, flat crown and a snap brim) 
                       => shovel hat -- (a stiff broad-
brimmed hat with the brim turned up at the sides and projecting in front; worn by some clergymen in England) 
                       => sombrero --
 (a straw hat with a tall crown and broad brim; worn in American southwest and in Mexico) 
                       => sou'wester -- (waterproof hat with wide slanting brim longer in back than in front) 
                       => titfer -- (a hat (Cockney rhyming slang: `tit for tat' rhymes with `hat')) 
                       => toque -- (a tall white hat with a pouched crown; worn by chefs) 
                       => tyrolean -- (soft green felt hat with a feather or brush hatband ornament) 
                   => helmet -- (a protective headgear made of hard material to resist blows) 
                       => batting helmet -- (a helmet worn by the batter in baseball) 
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                       => crash helmet --
 (a padded helmet worn by people riding bicycles or motorcycles; protects the head in case of accidents) 
                           => skid lid -- (a crash helmet) 
                       => football helmet -- (a padded helmet with a face mask to protect the head of football players) 
                       => hard hat, tin hat, safety hat --
 (a lightweight protective helmet (plastic or metal) worn by construction workers) 
                       => headpiece -- (a protective helmet for the head) 
                       => space helmet -- (a helmet worn by astronauts while in outer space) 
                   => hood -- (a headdress that protects the head and face) 
                       => calash, caleche -- (a woman's large folded hooped hood; worn in the 18th century) 
                       => camail, aventail, ventail --
 (a medieval hood of mail suspended from a basinet to protect the head and neck) 
                       => cowl -- (a loose hood or hooded robe (as worn by a monk)) 
                   => jewelled headdress -- (a headdress adorned with jewels) 
                       => crown, diadem -- (an ornamental jewelled headdress signifying sovereignty) 
                           => coronet -- (a small crown; usually indicates a high rank but below that of sovereign) 
                       => tiara -- (a crown-like jewelled headdress worn by women on formal occasions) 
                   => kaffiyeh --
 (an Arab headdress consisting of a square piece of cloth folded into a triangle and fastened over the crown by an agal) 
                   => miter, mitre -- (a liturgical headdress worn by bishops on formal occasions) 
                   => topknot -- (headdress consisting of a decorative ribbon or bow worn in the hair) 
                   => turban -- (a traditional Muslim headdress consisting of a long scarf wrapped around the head) 
                   => wimple -- (headdress of cloth; worn over the head and around the neck and ears by medieval women) 
               => knitwear -- (knitted clothing) 
               => leisure wear -- (informal clothing designed to be worn when you are relaxing) 
               => lounger -- (an article of clothing designed for comfort and leisure wear) 
               => neckpiece -- (an article of apparel worn about the neck) 
                   => fur-piece -- (a neckpiece made of fur) 
               => nightclothes, nightwear -- (garments designed to be worn in bed) 
                   => lingerie, intimate apparel -- (women's underwear and nightclothes) 
                       => nightgown, nightie, night-robe, nightdress --
 (lingerie consisting of a loose dress designed to be worn in bed by women) 
                       => undies -- (women's underwear) 
                   => nightgown, nightie, night-robe, nightdress --
 (lingerie consisting of a loose dress designed to be worn in bed by women) 
                   => nightshirt -- (nightclothes worn by men) 
                   => pajamas, pyjamas, pj's, jammies -- (loose-
fitting nightclothes worn for sleeping or lounging; have a jacket top and trousers) 
                       => lounging pajamas, lounging pyjamas -- (pajamas worn while lounging) 
                       => sleepers -- (pajamas with feet; worn by children) 
               => outerwear, overclothes -- (clothing for use outdoors) 
                   => gown, robe --
 (outerwear consisting of a long flowing garment used for official or ceremonial occasions) 
                       => academic gown, academic robe, judge's robe -- (a gown worn by academics or judges) 
                           => Geneva gown -- (black academic gown widely used by Protestant clergymen) 
                       => vestment -- (gown (especially ceremonial garments) worn by the clergy) 
                           => alb -- (a white linen liturgical vestment with sleeves; worn by priests) 
                           => cassock -- (a black garment reaching down to the ankles; worn by priests or choristers) 
                               => soutane -- (a long cassock with buttons down the front; worn by Roman Catholic priests) 
                           => chasuble -- (a long sleeveless vestment worn by a priest when celebrating Mass) 
                           => humeral veil, veil --
 (a vestment worn by a priest at High Mass in the Roman Catholic Church; a silk shawl) 
                           => pallium --
 ((Roman Catholic Church) vestment consisting of a band encircling the shoulders with two lappets hanging in front an
d back) 
                           => surplice -- (a loose-fitting white ecclesiastical vestment with wide sleeves) 
               => protective garment -- (clothing that is intended to protect the wearer from injury) 
                   => apron --
 (a garment of cloth or leather or plastic that is tied about the waist and worn to protect your clothing) 
                   => arm guard, arm pad -- (a pad worn by football players and hockey goalkeepers) 
                   => athletic supporter, supporter, suspensor, jockstrap, jock --
 (a support for the genitals worn by men engaging in strenuous exercise) 
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                   => biohazard suit -- (a loose one-
piece garment worn to protect the wearer against dangerous biological or chemical agents) 
                   => body pad -- (a pad worn by hockey goalkeeper) 
                   => chest protector --
 (protective garment consisting of a pad worn in baseball by catchers and by football players) 
                   => coverall -- (a loose-fitting protective garment that is worn over other clothing) 
                       => duster, gaberdine, gabardine, smock, dust coat --
 (a loose coverall (coat or frock) reaching down to the ankles) 
                       => jumpers -- (a coverall worn by children) 
                       => overall, boilersuit, boilers suit --
 (a loose protective coverall or smock worn over ordinary clothing for dirty work) 
                   => diving suit, diving dress --
 (a weighted and hermetically sealed garment supplied with air; worn by underwater divers) 
                   => elbow pad --
 (protective garment consisting of a pad worn over the elbow by football and hockey players) 
                   => foul-weather gear --
 (protective garment that is intended to keep the wearer dry and warm in bad weather) 
                   => hip pad -- (protective garment consisting of a pad worn by football and hockey players) 
                   => knee pad -- (protective garment consisting of a pad worn by football or baseball or hockey players) 
                   => loose trousers -- (protective trousers) 
                   => pressure suit -- (protective garment consisting of an inflatable suit for space or high altitude flying) 
                       => anti-G suit, G suit --
 (worn by fliers and astronauts to counteract the forces of gravity and acceleration) 
                       => spacesuit -- (a pressure suit worn by astronauts while in outer space) 
                   => shin guard, shinpad --
 (a stiff protective garment worn by hockey players or a catcher in baseball to protect the shins) 
                   => shoulder pad --
 (protective garment consisting of a hard rounded pad worn by football players to protect their shoulders) 
                   => thigh pad -- (protective garment consisting of a pad worn over the thighs by football players) 
                   => throat protector -- (protective garment worn by hockey goalkeeper and catcher in baseball) 
                   => wrist pad -- (protective garment consisting of a pad worn by football players) 
               => slip-on -- (an article of clothing (garment or shoe) that is easily slipped on or off) 
               => slops -- (cheap clothing (as issued to sailors)) 
               => street clothes --
 (ordinary clothing suitable for public appearances (as opposed to costumes or sports apparel or work clothes etc.)) 
               => togs, threads, duds -- (informal terms for clothing) 
               => uniform --
 (clothing of distinctive design worn by members of a particular group as a means of identification) 
                   => jump suit -- (one-piece uniform worn by parachutists) 
                   => livery -- (uniform worn by some menservants and chauffeurs) 
                   => military uniform -- (prescribed identifying uniform for soldiers) 
                       => battle dress -- (a military uniform designed for field service) 
                       => dress uniform -- (a military uniform worn on formal occasions) 
                           => dress blues, dress whites -- (a dress uniform for formal occasions) 
                       => fatigues -- (military uniform worn by military personnel when doing menial labor) 
                       => full-dress uniform --
 (the naval or military uniform that is specified by regulations to be worn on ceremonial occasions) 
                       => olive drab, olive-drab uniform --
 (military uniform of the United States army; made from cloth of a dull olive color) 
                       => regimentals -- (the military uniform and insignia of a regiment) 
               => wardrobe -- (collection of clothing belonging to one person) 
               => work-clothing, work-clothes -- (clothing worn for doing manual labor) 
                   => overall -- (work clothing consisting of denim trousers (usually with a bib and shoulder straps)) 
           => durables, durable goods, consumer durables -- (consumer goods that are not destroyed by use) 
               => appliance -- (durable goods for home or office use) 
                   => dryer, drier -- (an appliance that removes moisture) 
                       => clothes dryer, clothes drier -- (a dryer that dries clothes wet from washing) 
                           => mangle --
 (clothes dryer for drying and ironing laundry by passing it between two heavy heated rollers) 
                           => spin dryer, spin drier --
 (a clothes dryer that uses centrifugal motion to dry the clothes that are put into it) 
                           => tumble-dryer, tumble drier --
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 (a clothes dryer that spins wet clothes inside a cylinder with heated air) 
                           => wringer -- (a clothes dryer consisting of two roles between which the wet clothes are squeezed) 
                       => hand blower, blow dryer, blow drier, hair dryer, hair drier -- (a hand-
held electric blower that can blow warm air onto the hair; used for styling hair) 
                   => home appliance, household appliance -- (an appliance that does a particular job in the home) 
                       => curling iron --
 (a cylindrical metal home appliance that heats a lock of hair that has been curled around it) 
                       => iron, smoothing iron --
 (home appliance consisting of a flat metal base that is heated and used to smooth cloth) 
                           => flatiron -- (an iron that was heated by placing it on a stove) 
                           => goffer, gauffer -- (an iron used to press pleats and ridges) 
                           => steam iron -- (a pressing iron that can emit steam) 
                           => travel iron -- (a small lightweight iron that can be carried while traveling) 
                       => kitchen appliance -- (a home appliance used in preparing food) 
                           => coffee maker -- (a kitchen appliance for brewing coffee automatically) 
                               => espresso maker --
 (a coffee maker that forces live steam under pressure through dark roasted coffee grounds) 
                               => Silex -- (a vacuum coffee maker) 
                           => disposal, electric pig, garbage disposal -- (a kitchen appliance for disposing of garbage) 
                           => food processor --
 (a kitchen appliance with interchangeable blades; used for shredding or blending or chopping or slicing food) 
                           => hot plate, hotplate -- (a portable electric appliance for heating or cooking or keeping food warm) 
                           => ice maker -- (an appliance included in some electric refrigerators for making ice cubes) 
                           => microwave, microwave oven --
 (kitchen appliance that cooks food by passing an electromagnetic wave through it; heat is produced by the absorption o
f microwave energy by the water molecules in the food) 
                           => oven -- (kitchen appliance used for baking or roasting) 
                               => broiler -- (an oven or part of a stove used for broiling) 
                               => Dutch oven -- (n oven consisting of a metal box for cooking in front of a fire) 
                               => gas oven -- (a domestic oven fueled by gas) 
                               => kiln -- (a large oven for firing or burning or drying such things as porcelain or bricks) 
                                   => brickkiln -- (a kiln for making bricks) 
                                   => dry kiln -- (a kiln for drying and seasoning lumber) 
                                   => limekiln -- (a kiln used to reduce naturally occuring forms of calcium carbonate to lime) 
                                   => muffle -- (a kiln with an inner chamber for firing things at a low temperature) 
                                   => oast -- (a kiln for drying hops) 
                               => rotisserie -- (an oven or broiler equipped with a rotating spit on which meat cooks as it turns) 
                               => tandoor -- (a clay oven used in northern India and Pakistan) 
                           => stove, kitchen stove, range, kitchen range, cooking stove --
 (a kitchen appliance used for cooking food; "dinner was already on the stove") 
                               => charcoal burner -- (a stove that burns charcoal as fuel) 
                               => cookstove -- (a stove for cooking (especially a wood- or coal-burning kitchen stove)) 
                               => electric range -- (a kitchen range in which the heat for cooking is provided by electric power) 
                               => gas range, gas stove, gas cooker -- (a range with gas rings and an oven for cooking with gas) 
                               => potbelly, potbelly stove -- (a bulbous stove in which wood or coal is burned) 
                               => Primus stove, Primus -- (a portable paraffin cooking stove; used by campers) 
                               => spirit stove -- (a stove that burns a volatile liquid fuel such as alcohol) 
                           => toaster -- (a kitchen appliance (usually electric) for toasting bread) 
                           => toaster oven -- (kitchen appliance consisting of a small electric oven for toasting or warming food) 
                       => sewing machine -- (a textile machine used as a home appliance for sewing) 
                           => serger -- (a sewing machine that overcasts the raw edges of a fabric with a V-shaped stitch) 
                       => trouser press, pants presser --
 (a home appliance in which trousers can be hung and the wrinkles pressed out) 
                       => vacuum, vacuum cleaner -- (an electrical home appliance that cleans by suction) 
                           => Hoover -- (a kind of vacuum cleaner) 
                       => white goods --
 (large electrical home appliances (refrigerators or washing machines etc.) that are typically finished in white enamel) 
                           => clothes dryer, clothes drier -- (a dryer that dries clothes wet from washing) 
                               => mangle --
 (clothes dryer for drying and ironing laundry by passing it between two heavy heated rollers) 
                               => spin dryer, spin drier --
 (a clothes dryer that uses centrifugal motion to dry the clothes that are put into it) 
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                               => tumble-dryer, tumble drier --
 (a clothes dryer that spins wet clothes inside a cylinder with heated air) 
                               => wringer -- (a clothes dryer consisting of two roles between which the wet clothes are squeezed) 
                           => dishwasher, dish washer, dishwashing machine -- (a machine for washing dishes) 
                           => electric range -- (a kitchen range in which the heat for cooking is provided by electric power) 
                           => refrigerator, icebox -- (white goods in which food can be stored at low temperatures) 
                               => cooler, ice chest -- (a refrigerator for cooling liquids) 
                               => electric refrigerator, fridge --
 (a refrigerator in which the coolant is pumped around by an electric motor) 
                                   => deep-freeze, Deepfreeze, deep freezer, freezer --
 (electric refrigerator (trade name Deepfreeze) in which food is frozen and stored for long periods of time) 
                                   => ice machine -- (an electric refrigerator to supply ice cubes) 
                           => washer, automatic washer, washing machine --
 (a home appliance for washing clothes and linens automatically) 
           => fashions -- (consumer goods (especially clothing) in the current mode) 
           => grocery, foodstuff -- ((usually plural) consumer goods sold by a grocer) 
               => greengrocery -- (groceries sold by a greengrocer) 
               => packaged goods -- (groceries that are packaged for sale) 
       => drygoods, soft goods -- (textiles or clothing and related merchandise) 
           => haberdashery, men's furnishings -- (the drygoods sold by a haberdasher) 
           => white goods, household linen -- (drygoods for household use that are typically made of white cloth) 
               => ironing --
 (garments (clothes or linens) that are to be (or have been) ironed; "there was a basketful of ironing to do") 
                   => flatwork, flat wash -- (ironing that can be done mechanically) 
               => laundry, wash, washing, washables -- (garments or white goods that can be cleaned by laundering) 
               => linen -- (white goods or clothing made with linen cloth) 
                   => bath linen -- (linens for use in the bathroom) 
                       => bath mat -- (a heavy towel or mat to stand on while drying yourself after a bath) 
                       => bath towel -- (a large towel; to dry yourself after a bath) 
                           => Turkish towel, terry towel -- (a bath towel with rough loose pile) 
                       => washcloth, washrag, flannel, face cloth --
 (bath linen consisting of a piece of cloth used to wash the face and body) 
                   => bed linen -- (linen or cotton articles for a bed (as sheets and pillowcases)) 
                       => case, pillowcase, slip, pillow slip --
 (bed linen consisting of a cover for a pillow; "the burglar carried his loot in a pillowcase") 
                       => pillow sham -- (bed linen consisting of a decorative cover for a pillow) 
                       => sheet, bed sheet --
 (bed linen consisting of a large rectangular piece of cotton or linen cloth; used in pairs) 
                           => fitted sheet, contour sheet -- (a sheet (usually with elastic edges) tailored to fit a particular mattress) 
                   => doily, doyley, doyly -- (a small round piece of linen place under a dish or bowl) 
                   => table linen, napery -- (linens for the dining table) 
                       => damask -- (a table linen made from linen damask) 
                       => napkin, table napkin, serviette -- (to protect clothing; wipe mouth) 
                           => bib -- (a napkin tied under the chin a child while eating) 
                           => dinner napkin -- (a large napkin used when dinner is served) 
                           => tea napkin -- (a small napkin used when tea is served) 
                       => place mat -- (a mat serving as table linen for an individual place setting) 
                       => tablecloth -- (a covering spread over a dining table) 
                           => tea cloth -- (a small tablecloth) 
                       => tray cloth -- (table linen consisting of a small cloth for a tray) 
      => entrant --
 (a commodity that enters competition with established merchandise; "a well publicized entrant is the pocket computer"
) 
       => export, exportation -- (commodities (goods or services) sold to a foreign country) 
       => fancy goods -- (goods that are chiefly ornamental) 
       => fungible -- (a commodity that is freely interchangeable with another in satisfying an obligation) 
       => future -- (bulk commodities bought or sold at an agreed price for delivery at a specified future date) 
           => oil future, petroleum future --
 (petroleum bought or sold at an agreed price for delivery at a specified future date) 
           => soybean future -- (soybeans bought or sold at an agreed price for delivery at a specified future date) 
           => wheat future -- (wheat bought or sold at an agreed price for delivery at a specified future date) 
       => import, importation -- (commodities (goods or services) bought from a foreign country) 
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       => merchandise, wares, product --
 (commodities offered for sale; "good business depends on having good merchandise"; "that store offers a variety of pro
ducts") 
           => cargo, lading, freight, load, loading, payload, shipment, consignment -- (goods carried by a large vehicle) 
           => contraband -- (goods whose importation or exportation or possession is prohibited by law) 
           => feature -- (an article of merchandise that is displayed or advertised more than other articles) 
               => drawing card, loss leader, leader --
 (a featured article of merchandise sold at a loss in order to draw customers) 
           => irregular, second --
 (merchandise that has imperfections; usually sold at a reduced price without the brand name) 
           => line, product line, line of products, line of merchandise, business line, line of business --
 (a particular kind of product or merchandise; "a nice line of shoes") 
               => sideline -- (an auxiliary line of merchandise) 
           => number --
 (an item of merchandise offered for sale; "she preferred the black nylon number"; "this sweater is an all-
wool number") 
           => refill --
 (a commercial product that refills a container with its appropriate contents; "he got a refill for his ball-
point pen"; "he got a refill for his notebook") 
           => release --
 (merchandise issued for sale or public showing (especially a record or film); "a new release from the London  
Symphony Orchestra") 
           => schlock, shlock, dreck -- (merchandise that is shoddy or inferior) 
           => software package, software product -- (merchandise consisting of a computer program that is offered for sale) 
           => stock, inventory -- (the merchandise that a shop has on hand; "they carried a vast inventory of hardware") 
           => top of the line -- (the best (most expensive) in a given line of merchandise) 
           => yard goods, piece goods -- (merchandise in the form of fabrics sold by the yard) 
       => middling --
 (any commodity of intermediate quality or size (especially when coarse particles of ground wheat are mixed with bran)
) 
       => salvage -- (property or goods saved from damage or destruction) 

       => sporting goods -- (sport equipment sold as a commodity) 
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CREATION 

creation -- (an artifact that has been brought into existence by someone) 
       => art, fine art --
 (the products of human creativity; works of art collectively; "an art exhibition"; "a fine collection of art") 
           => artificial flower -- (a handmade imitation of a blossom) 
           => commercial art -- (art used for commercial purposes (as in advertising)) 
           => cyberart -- (art that is produced with the help of computer hardware and software) 
           => decoupage --
 (art produced by decorating a surface with cutouts and then coating it with several layers of varnish or lacquer) 
           => diptych -- (a painting or carving (especially an altarpiece) on two panels (usually hinged like a book)) 
           => gem, treasure -- (art highly prized for its beauty or perfection) 
           => genre -- (a class of art (or artistic endeavor) having a characteristic form or technique) 
               => abstractionism, abstract art --
 (an abstract genre of art; artistic content depends on internal form rather than pictorial representation) 
                   => op art --
 (a style of abstractionism popular in the 1960s; produces dramatic visual effects with colors and contrasts that are  
difficult for the eye to resolve) 
               => chinoiserie -- (a style in art reflecting Chinese influence; elaborately decorated and intricately patterned) 
               => folk art -- (genre of art of unknown origin that reflects traditional values of a society) 
               => genre painting -- (a genre depicting everyday life) 
               => landscape, landscape painting -- (a genre of art dealing with the depiction of natural scenery) 
               => magic realism -- (genre of meticulously realistic painting of imaginary scenes and fantastic images) 
               => modernism -- (genre of art and literature that makes a self-conscious break with previous genres) 
               => outsider art, self-taught art, vernacular art, naive art, primitive art --
 (a genre of art and outdoor constructions made by untrained artists who do not recognize themselves as artists) 
               => pointilism --
 (a genre of painting characterized by the application of paint in dots and small strokes; developed by Georges Seurat  
and his followers in late 19th century France) 
               => postmodernism --
 (genre of art and literature and especially architecture in reaction against principles and practices of established  
modernism) 
               => primitivism -- (a genre characteristic of (or imitative of) primitive artists or children) 
               => synthetism --
 (a genre of French painting characterized by bright flat shapes and symbolic treatments of abstract ideas) 
           => graphic art -- (the arts of drawing or painting or printmaking) 
               => graphics -- (the drawings and photographs in the layout of a book) 
                   => computer graphics -- (the pictorial representation and manipulation of data by a computer) 
                       => clip art -- (ready-made pieces of computerized graphic art that can be used to decorate a document) 
               => painting, picture --
 (graphic art consisting of an artistic composition made by applying paints to a surface; "a small painting by Picasso"; "
he bought the painting as an investment"; "his pictures hang in the Louvre") 
                   => abstraction -- (an abstract painting) 
                   => cityscape -- (painting depicting a city or urban area) 
                   => daub -- (an unskillful painting) 
                   => distemper -- (a painting created by distemper) 
                   => finger-painting -- (a painting produced by spreading paint with the fingers) 
                   => icon, ikon --
 (a conventional religious painting in oil on a small wooden panel; venerated in the Eastern Church) 
                   => landscape -- (painting depicting an expanse of natural scenery) 
                   => miniature, illumination --
 (painting or drawing included in a book (especially in illuminated medieval manuscripts)) 
                   => monochrome -- (painting done in a range of tones of a single color) 
                   => mural, wall painting -- (a painting that is applied to a wall surface) 
                       => fresco -- (a mural done with watercolors on wet plaster) 
                   => nude, nude painting -- (a painting of a naked figure) 
                   => oil painting -- (a picture painted with oil paints) 
                       => canvas, canvass -- (an oil painting on canvas) 
                   => pentimento --
 (the reappearance in a painting of an underlying image that had been painted over (usually when the later painting  
becomes transparent with age)) 
                   => portrait -- (a painting of a person's face) 
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                       => self-portrait -- (a portrait of yourself created by yourself) 
                   => sand painting --
 (a painting done by Amerindians (especially Navaho); made of fine colored sands on a neutral background) 
                   => seascape -- (a painting of the sea) 
                   => semi-abstraction -- (a semi-abstract painting) 
                   => still life -- (a painting of inanimate objects such as fruit or flowers) 
                   => tanka -- (a Tibetan religious painting on fabric) 
                   => trompe l'oeil -- (a painting rendered in such great detail as to deceive the viewer concerning its reality) 
                   => watercolor, watercolour -- (a painting produced with watercolors) 
                       => gouache -- (a watercolor executed with opaque watercolors mixed with gum) 
                       => wash, wash drawing --
 (a watercolor made by applying a series of monochrome washes one over the other) 
               => print -- (a picture or design printed from an engraving) 
                   => contact print --
 (a print made by exposing a photosensitive surface to direct contact with a photographic negative) 
                   => copperplate -- (a print made from an engraved copperplate) 
                   => engraving -- (a print made from an engraving) 
                       => dry point -- (a print produced by dry point engraving) 
                       => etching -- (an impression made from an etched plate) 
                           => aquatint -- (an etching made by a process that makes it resemble a water color) 
                       => halftone -- (a print obtained from photoengraving) 
                       => linecut, line engraving -- (a print obtained from a line drawing) 
                       => steel engraving -- (an impression taken from an engraved steel plate) 
                       => woodcut, wood engraving -- (an engraving made from a woodcut) 
                   => gravure, photogravure, heliogravure -- (an intaglio print produced by gravure) 
                   => linocut -- (a print made from a linocut) 
                   => lithograph -- (a print produced by lithography) 
                       => photolithograph -- (a lithograph produced by photographically produced plates) 
                   => mezzotint -- (print produced by an engraving that has been scraped to represent light or shade) 
                   => overprint, surprint -- (something added by overprinting) 
                   => silkscreen, silk screen print, serigraph --
 (a print made using a stencil process in which an image or design is superimposed on a very fine mesh screen and print
ing ink is squeegeed onto the printing surface through the area of the screen that is not covered by the stencil) 
               => scene, view --
 (graphic art consisting of the graphic or photographic representation of a visual percept; "he painted scenes from every
day life"; "figure 2 shows photographic and schematic views of the equipment") 
           => grotesque --
 (art characterized by an incongruous mixture of parts of humans and animals interwoven with plants) 
           => kitsch -- (art in pretentious bad taste) 
           => mosaic -- (art consisting of a design made of small pieces of colored stone or glass) 
 

           => plastic art -- (the arts of shaping or modeling; carving and sculpture) 
               => sculpture -- (a three-dimensional work of plastic art) 
                   => bronze -- (a sculpture made of bronze) 
                   => bust -- (a sculpture of the head and shoulders of a person) 
                   => carving -- (a sculpture created by carving (as wood or ivory or stone)) 
                       => cinquefoil -- (an ornamental carving consisting of five arcs arranged in a circle) 
                       => glyptic art, glyptography -- (carvings or engravings (especially on precious stones)) 
                           => anaglyph -- (anything carved in low relief) 
                               => cameo -- (engraving or carving in low relief on a stone (as in a brooch or ring)) 
                           => glyph -- (glyptic art in the form of a symbolic figure carved or incised in relief) 
                           => glyptics, lithoglyptics -- (the art of engraving on precious stones) 
                           => intaglio, diaglyph --
 (glyptic art consisting of a sunken or depressed engraving or carving on a stone or gem (as opposed to cameo)) 
                       => scrimshaw --
 (a carving (or engraving) on whalebone, whale ivory, walrus tusk, etc., usually by American whalers) 
                       => vermiculation -- (a decoration consisting of wormlike carvings) 
                       => woodcarving -- (a carving created by carving wood) 
                   => marble -- (a sculpture carved from marble) 
                   => mobile --
 (sculpture suspended in midair whose delicately balanced parts can be set in motion by air currents) 
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                   => mold, mould, molding, moulding, modeling, clay sculpture -- (sculpture produced by molding) 
                   => relief, relievo, rilievo, embossment, sculptural relief --
 (sculpture consisting of shapes carved on a surface so as to stand out from the surrounding background) 
                       => alto relievo, alto rilievo, high relief --
 (a sculptural relief in which forms extend out from the background to at least half their depth) 
                       => bas relief, low relief, basso relievo, basso rilievo --
 (a sculptural relief in which forms extend only slightly from the background; no figures are undercut) 
                       => mezzo-relievo, mezzo-rilievo, half-relief -- (a sculptural relief between low relief and high relief) 
                   => stabile --
 (a sculpture having fixed units (usually constructed of sheet metal) and attached to a fixed support) 
                   => statue -- (a sculpture representing a human or animal) 
                       => herm --
 (a statue consisting of a squared stone pillar with a carved head (usually a bearded Hermes) on top; used in ancient  
Greece as a boundary marker or signpost) 
                       => sphinx --
 (one of a number of large stone statues with the body of a lion and the head of a man that were built by the ancient  
Egyptians) 
                       => Statue of Liberty --
 (a large monumental statue symbolizing liberty on Liberty Island in New York Bay) 
                       => terminus, terminal figure, term --
 ((architecture) a statue or a human bust or an animal carved out of the top of a square pillar; originally used as a bound
ary marker in ancient Rome) 
 

           => triptych --
 (art consisting of a painting or carving (especially an altarpiece) on three panels (usually hinged together)) 
           => work of art -- (art that is a product of one of the fine arts (especially a painting or sculpture of artistic merit)) 
               => magnum opus -- (a great work of art or literature) 
               => objet d'art, art object, piece --
 (a work of art of some artistic value; "this store sells only objets d'art"; "it is not known who created this piece") 
                   => virtu -- (objet d'art collectively (especially fine antiques)) 
               => pastiche -- (a work of art that imitates the style of some previous work) 
               => period piece -- (any work of art whose special value lies in its evocation of a historical period) 
               => warhorse --
 (a work of art (composition or drama) that is part of the standard repertory but has become hackneyed from much repet
ition) 
           => dance -- (an artistic form of nonverbal communication) 
               => extension --
 (the ability to raise the working leg high in the air; "the dancer was praised for her uncanny extension"; "good  
extension comes from a combination of training and native ability") 
               => choreography -- (the representation of dancing by symbols as music is represented by notes) 
       => classic -- (a creation of the highest excellence) 
       => composition --
 (something that is created by arranging several things to form a unified whole; "he envied the composition of their facu
lty") 
           => paste-up -- (a composition of flat objects pasted on a board or other backing; "they showed him a paste-
up of the book jacket") 
               => collage, montage -- (a paste-
up made by sticking together pieces of paper or photographs to form an artistic image; "he used his computer to make a
 collage of pictures superimposed on a map") 
                   => photomontage -- (a montage that uses photographic images) 
       => improvisation -- (a creation spoken or written or composed extemporaneously (without prior preparation)) 
       => invention, innovation -- (a creation (a new device or process) resulting from study and experimentation) 
       => master, master copy, original --
 (an original creation (i.e., an audio recording) from which copies can be made) 
 

       => needlework, needlecraft -- (a creation created or assembled by needle and thread) 
           => crochet, crocheting -- (needlework done by interlocking looped stitches with a hooked needle) 
           => embroidery, fancywork -- (decorative needlework) 
               => candlewick -- (loops of soft yarn are cut to give a tufted pattern) 
               => crewelwork -- (embroidery done with loosely twisted worsted yarn) 
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               => cross-stitch -- (embroidery done in cross-stitch) 
               => cutwork --
 (embroidery in which the design is outlined in a buttonhole stitch and the intervening material is cut away) 
               => drawnwork -- (ornamental needlework done by drawing threads to form lacelike patterns) 
               => hemstitch -- (embroidery similar to drawnwork) 
               => needlepoint -- (embroidery consisting of allover embroidered canvas resembling tapestry) 
                   => gros point -- (needlepoint done with large stitches) 
                   => petit point -- (needlepoint done with small stitches) 
               => sampler -- (a piece of embroidery demonstrating skill with various stitches) 
               => smocking --
 (embroidery consisting of ornamental needlework on a garment that is made by gathering the cloth tightly in stitches) 
           => knit, knitting, knitwork --
 (needlework created by interlacing yarn in a series of connected loops using straight eyeless needles or by machine) 
           => sewing, stitchery -- (needlework that involves sewing; "she put her sewing back in the basket") 
               => applique -- (a decorative design made of one material sewn over another) 
               => binding -- (strip sewn over or along an edge for reinforcement or decoration) 
               => gather, gathering --
 (sewing consisting of small folds or puckers made by pulling tight a thread in a line of stitching) 
               => mend, patch, darn --
 (sewing or darning that repairs a worn or torn hole (especially in a garment); "her stockings had several mends") 
               => patchwork -- (sewing consisting of pieces of different materials sewn together in a pattern) 
               => stitch -- (sewing consisting of a link or loop or knot made by drawing a threaded needle through a fabric) 
                   => backstitch -- (overlapping stitch made by starting next stitch at middle of preceding one) 
                   => bargello -- (needlepoint stitch that produces zigzag lines) 
                   => baste, basting, tacking -- (loose temporary stitches) 
                   => blanket stitch --
 (strong reinforcing stitch for edges of blanket and other thick material; similar to buttonhole stitch) 
                   => buttonhole stitch -- (reinforcing looped stitch for edges, as around a buttonhole) 
                   => crochet stitch -- (a stitch made by pulling a loop of thread through another loop with a crochet needle) 
                       => chain stitch -- (a kind of crochet stitch) 
                       => double crochet, double stitch -- (a kind of crochet stitch) 
                       => shell stitch -- (a crochet stitch) 
                       => single crochet, single stitch -- (a crochet stitch) 
                   => cross-stitch -- (two stitches forming a cross or X) 
                       => half cross stitch -- (a single cross stitch at a diagonal) 
                   => French knot --
 (stitch made by looping the thread several times around the needle before inserting it into the fabric) 
                   => gros point -- (needlepoint stitch covering two horizontal and two vertical threads) 
                   => hemming-stitch -- (a stitch used in sewing hems on skirts and dresses) 
                   => hemstitch, hemstitching --
 (stitch in which parallel threads are drawn and exposed threads are caught together in groups) 
                   => knitting stitch -- (a stitch taken in knitting) 
                       => garter stitch --
 (a knitting stitch that results in a pattern of horizontal ridges formed by knitting both sides (instead of purling one side)
) 
                       => knit, knit stitch, plain, plain stitch -- (a basic knitting stitch) 
                       => purl, purl stitch -- (a basic knitting stitch) 
                       => stockinette stitch --
 (knitting stitch having alternate rows of knit stitches and purl stitches, producing a fabric as for stockings) 
                   => lazy daisy stitch -- (long chain stitches arranged in flower patterns) 
                   => machine stitch, sewing-machine stitch -- (made by a sewing machine using two threads) 
                       => chain stitch --
 (looped machine stitch resembling the links of a chain; used in embroidery and in machine stitching) 
                       => lockstitch -- (machine stitch in which the top thread interlocks with the bobbin thread) 
                   => overcast, overcasting -- (a long whip stitch or overhand stitch overlying an edge to prevent raveling) 
                   => overhand stitch -- (a stitch passing over an edge vertically) 
                   => petit point, tent stitch -- (a small diagonal needlepoint stitch) 
                   => picot -- (an edging of small loops, as on lace or ribbon) 
                   => quilting -- (stitching through layers of fabric and a filling so as to create a design) 
                   => running stitch -- (small even hand stitches run in and out) 
                   => saddle stitch -- (a decorative overcast or running stitch, especially in a contrasting color) 
                   => satin stitch -- (flat stitches worked so closely as to resemble satin) 
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                   => slip stitch --
 (loose stitch catching only a thread or two of fabric; designed to be invisible from the right side) 
                   => tailor's tack -- (loose looped stitch used to transfer marking for darts, etc., from a pattern to material) 
                   => whipstitch, whipping, whipstitching -- (a stitch passing over an edge diagonally) 
           => tatting --
 (needlework consisting of handmade lace made by looping and knotting a single thread on a small shuttle) 
 

PRODUCT, PRODUCTION 

       => product, production --
 (an artifact that has been created by someone or some process; "they improve their product every year"; "they export  
most of their agricultural production") 
           => book, volume --
 (physical objects consisting of a number of pages bound together; "he used a large book as a doorstop") 
               => album --
 (a book of blank pages with pockets or envelopes; for organizing photographs or stamp collections etc) 
                   => autograph album -- (an album for autographs) 
                   => phonograph album, record album -- (an album for holding phonograph records) 
                   => photograph album -- (an album for photographs) 
                   => scrapbook -- (an album into which clippings or notes or pictures can be pasted) 
                   => stamp album -- (an album for stamps) 
               => coffee-table book -- (a elaborate oversize book suitable for displaying on a coffee table) 
               => folio --
 (a book (or manuscript) consisting of large sheets of paper folded in the middle to make two leaves or four pages; "the 
first folio of Shakespeare's plays") 
               => hardback, hardcover -- (a book with cardboard or cloth or leather covers) 
               => journal -- (a record book as a physical object) 
                   => daybook, ledger -- (an accounting journal as a physical object; "he bought a new daybook") 
                   => diary -- (a personal journal (as a physical object)) 
               => novel --
 (a printed and bound book that is an extended work of fiction; "his bookcases were filled with nothing but novels"; "he
 burned all the novels") 
               => order book -- (a book in which customers' orders are entered; usually makes multiple copies of the order) 
               => paperback book, paper-back book, paperback, softback book, softback, soft-cover book, soft-cover --
 (a book with paper covers) 
                   => pocketbook, pocket book, pocket edition -- (pocket-sized paperback book) 
               => picture book -- (a book consisting chiefly of pictures) 
                   => coloring book -- (a picture book with line drawings intended to be colored with crayons by children) 
               => sketchbook, sketch block, sketch pad --
 (a book containing sheets of paper on which sketches can be drawn) 
               => notebook -- (a book with blank pages for recording notes or memoranda) 
                   => commonplace book -- (a notebook in which you enter memorabilia) 
                   => jotter -- (a small notebook for rough notes) 
                   => playbook --
 (a notebook containing descriptions and diagrams of the plays that a team has practiced (especially an American  
football team)) 
           => book --
 (a number of sheets (ticket or stamps etc.) bound together on one edge; "he bought a book of stamps") 
           => by-product, byproduct, spin-off -- (a product made during the manufacture of something else) 
           => deliverable --
 (something that can be provided as the product of development; "under this contract the deliverables include both soft
ware and hardware") 
           => end product, output -- (final product; the things produced) 
               => crop -- (the output of something in a season; "the latest crop of fashions is about to hit the stores") 
               => oeuvre, work, body of work --
 (the total output of a writer or artist (or a substantial part of it); "he studied the entire Wagnerian oeuvre"; "Picasso's  
work can be divided into periods") 
                   => writing --
 ((usually plural) the collected work of an author; "the idea occurs with increasing frequency in Hemingway's writings"
) 
                       => patristics, patrology -- (the writings of the early Church Fathers) 
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           => inspiration, brainchild --
 (a product of your creative thinking and work; "he had little respect for the inspirations of other artists"; "after years of 
work his brainchild was a tangible reality") 
           => job --
 (an object worked on; a result produced by working; "he held the job in his left hand and worked on it with his right") 
           => magazine --
 (product consisting of a paperback periodic publication as a physical object; "tripped over a pile of magazines") 
           => newspaper, paper --
 (a newspaper as a physical object; "when it began to rain he covered his head with a newspaper") 
           => output, outturn, turnout -- (what is produced in a given time period) 
               => throughput --
 (output relative to input; the amount passing through a system from input to output (especially of a computer program 
over a period of time)) 
           => turnery -- (products made on a lathe) 
           => work, piece of work --
 (a product produced or accomplished through the effort or activity or agency of a person or thing; "it is not regarded as
 one of his more memorable works"; "the symphony was hailed as an ingenious work"; "he was indebted to the pioneeri
ng work of John Dewey"; "the work of an active imagination"; "erosion is the work of wind or water over time") 
               => follow-up, followup --
 (a piece of work that exploits or builds on earlier work; "his new software is a follow-
up to the programs they started with") 
               => handicraft, handcraft, handiwork, handwork -- (a work produced by hand labor) 
               => ironwork --
 (work made of iron (gratings or rails or railings etc); "the houses had much ornamental ironwork") 
               => lacework -- (work consisting of (or resembling) lace fabric) 
               => lacquerware --
 (a decorative work made of wood and covered with lacquer and often inlaid with ivory or precious metals) 
                   => japan --
 (lacquerware decorated and varnished in the Japanese manner with a glossy durable black lacquer) 
               => leatherwork -- (work made of leather) 
               => masterpiece, chef-d'oeuvre -- (the most outstanding work of a creative artist or craftsman) 
               => metalwork -- (the metal parts of something; "there were bullet holes in the metalwork") 
               => openwork -- (ornamental work (such a embroidery or latticework) having a pattern of openings) 
               => silverwork -- (decorative work made of silver) 
               => wicker, wickerwork, caning -- (work made of interlaced slender branches (especially willow branches)) 
               => woodwork -- (work made of wood; especially moldings or stairways or furniture) 
                   => cabinetwork -- (woodwork finished by hand by a cabinetmaker) 
                   => joinery -- (fine woodwork done by a joiner) 
                   => millwork -- (woodwork that has been machined at a mill) 
               => work in progress -- (a piece of work that is not yet finished) 
               => workpiece -- (work consisting of a piece of metal being machined) 
               => publication -- (a copy of a printed work offered for distribution) 
                   => reissue, reprint, reprinting --
 (a publication (such as a book) that is reprinted without changes or editing and offered again for sale) 
                   => new edition --
 (a publication (such as a book) that has been modified or updated and offered again for sale) 
                   => book --
 (a written work or composition that has been published (printed on pages bound together); "I am reading a good book 
on economics") 
                       => authority -- (an authoritative written work; "this book is the final authority on the life of Milton") 
                           => last word -- (an authoritative statement; "my doctor has the last word on the medicines I take") 
                       => formulary, pharmacopeia --
 ((pharmacology) a book containing a compilation of pharmaceutical products with their formulas and methods of prep
aration) 
                       => Utopia -- (a book by Sir Thomas More (1516) describing the perfect society on an imaginary island) 
                       => trade book, trade edition -- (a book intended for general readership) 
                           => best seller -- (a book that has had a large and rapid sale) 
                       => bestiary --
 (a medieval book (usually illustrated) with allegorical and amusing descriptions of real and fabled animals) 
                       => catechism --
 (an elementary book summarizing the principles of a Christian religion; written as questions and answers) 
                       => tome -- (a (usually) large and scholarly book) 
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                       => booklet, brochure, folder, leaflet, pamphlet -- (a small book usually having a paper cover) 
                           => blue book -- (a blue-covered booklet used in universities for writing examinations) 
                           => ticket book -- (a book of tickets that can be torn out and used) 
                       => textbook, text, text edition, schoolbook, school text --
 (a book prepared for use in schools or colleges; "his economics textbook is in its tenth edition"; "the professor wrote  
the text that he assigned students to buy") 
                           => crammer -- (a textbook designed for cramming) 
                           => introduction -- (a basic or elementary instructional text) 
                           => primer -- (an introductory textbook) 
                               => speller -- (an introductory textbook to teach spelling) 
                           => reader -- (one of a series of texts for students learning to read) 
                               => McGuffey Eclectic Readers --
 (readers that combined lessons in reading with moralistic messages) 
                       => workbook -- (a student's book or booklet containing problems with spaces for solving them) 
                       => copybook -- (a book containing models of good penmanship; used in teaching penmanship) 
                       => appointment book, appointment calendar --
 (a book containing a calendar and space to keep a record of appointments) 
                       => catalog, catalogue --
 (a book or pamphlet containing an enumeration of things; "he found it in the Sears catalog") 
                           => course catalog, course catalogue, prospectus --
 (a catalog listing the courses offered by a college or university) 
                               => preliminary prospectus, red herring --
 (a first draft of a prospectus; must be clearly marked to indicate that parts may be changed in the final prospectus; "bec
ause some portions of the cover page are printed in red ink a preliminary prospectus is sometimes called a red herring") 
                       => phrase book --
 (a book containing common expressions in a foreign language along with their translations) 
                       => playbook --
 (a book containg the scripts of one or more dramatic plays; "the 1963 playbook leaves out the whole first scene") 
                       => prayer book, prayerbook -- (a book containing prayers) 
                           => breviary --
 ((Roman Catholic Church) a book of prayers to be recited daily certain priests and members of religious orders) 
                           => missal --
 ((Roman Catholic Church) a book containing all the prayers and responses needed to celebrate Mass throughout the  
year) 
                           => Psalter, Book of Psalms -- (a collection of Psalms for liturgical use) 
                       => reference book, reference, reference work, book of facts --
 (a book to which you can refer for authoritative facts; "he contributed articles to the basic reference work on that topic"
) 
                           => cookbook, cookery book -- (a book of recipes and cooking directions) 
                           => instruction book -- (a book of directions for using or operating some piece of equipment) 
                           => source book -- (a collection of historically important documents published together as a book) 
                           => wordbook -- (a reference book containing words (usually with their meanings)) 
                               => dictionary, lexicon --
 (a reference book containing an alphabetical list of words with information about them) 
                                   => bilingual dictionary -- (a dictionary giving equivalent words in two languages) 
                                   => desk dictionary, collegiate dictionary --
 (an abridged dictionary of a size convenient to hold in the hand) 
                                   => etymological dictionary -- (a dictionary giving the historical origins of each word) 
                                   => gazetteer -- (a geographical dictionary (as at the back of an atlas)) 
                                   => learner's dictionary, school dictionary --
 (a dictionary specially written for those learning a foreign language) 
                                   => pocket dictionary, little dictionary -- (a dictionary that is small enough to carry in your pocket) 
                                   => spell-checker, spelling checker --
 (an electronic dictionary in a word processor that can be used to catch misspelled words) 
                                   => unabridged dictionary -- (a dictionary that is claimed to be complete) 
                                       => Oxford English Dictionary, O.E.D., OED --
 (an unabridged dictionary constructed on historical principles) 
                               => onomasticon -- (a list of proper nouns naming persons or places) 
                               => vocabulary -- (a listing of the words used in some enterprise) 
                               => glossary, gloss --
 (an alphabetical list of technical terms in some specialized field of knowledge; usually published as an appendix to a  
text on that field) 
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                               => thesaurus, synonym finder -- (a book containing a classified list of synonyms) 
                                   => word finder, wordfinder --
 (a thesaurus organized to help you find the word you want but cannot think of) 
                           => handbook, enchiridion, vade mecum --
 (a concise reference book providing specific information about a subject or location) 
                               => manual -- (a small handbook) 
                                   => consuetudinary, consuetudinal --
 (a manual describing the customs of a particular group (especially the ceremonial practices of a monastic order)) 
                                   => grimoire -- (a manual of black magic (for invoking spirits and demons)) 
                                   => instruction manual, instructions, book of instructions, operating instructions --
 (a manual usually accompanying a technical device and explaining how to install or operate it) 
                                   => reference manual -- (a manual containing information organized in a summary manner) 
                                   => sex manual --
 (a manual containing instruction in sexual techniques; intended to enhance the reader's sexual life) 
                               => bible -- (a book regarded as authoritative in its field) 
                               => guidebook, guide -- (something that offers basic information or instruction) 
                                   => field guide --
 (a guidebook describing natural objects of some type that might be encountered in the field; "a field guide to  
mushrooms") 
                                   => roadbook --
 (a guidebook describing the roads of a country; contains maps and (sometimes) a gazetteer) 
                                   => travel guidebook, itinerary -- (a guidebook for travelers) 
                                       => baedeker --
 (any of a series of travel guidebooks published by the German firm founded by Karl Baedeker) 
                               => reckoner, ready reckoner -- (a handbook of tables used to facilitate computation) 
                           => directory -- (an alphabetical list of names and addresses) 
                               => phonebook, phone book, telephone book, telephone directory --
 (a directory containing an alphabetical list of telephone subscribers and their telephone numbers) 
                                   => white pages --
 (a telephone directory or section of a directory (suually printed on white paper) where the names of people are listed  
alphabetically along with their telephone numbers) 
                                   => yellow pages --
 (a telephone directory or section of a directory (usually printed on yellow paper) where business products and services 
are listed alphabetically by field along with classified advertising) 
                               => blue book -- (a register of persons who are socially prominent) 
                           => annual, yearbook -- (a reference book that is published regularly once every year) 
                               => almanac --
 (an annual publication containing tabular information in a particular field or fields arranged according to the calendar  
of a given year) 
                               => almanac, farmer's calendar --
 (an annual publication including weather forecasts and other miscellaneous information arranged according to the  
calendar of a given year) 
                               => ephemeris --
 (an annual publication containing astronomical tables that give the positions of the celestial bodies throughout the year
; "today computers calculate the ephemerides") 
                           => atlas, book of maps, map collection -- (a collection of maps in book form) 
                               => dialect atlas, linguistic atlas -- (an atlas showing the distribution of distinctive linguistic features) 
                           => encyclopedia, cyclopedia, encyclopaedia, cyclopaedia --
 (a reference work (often in several volumes) containing articles on various topics (often arranged in alphabetical order)
 dealing with the entire range of human knowledge or with some particular specialty) 
                               => book of knowledge -- (an elementary encyclopedia dealing with general knowledge) 
                       => review copy -- (a copy of a newly published book that is sent for review to a writer or periodical) 
                       => songbook -- (a book containing a collection of songs) 
                           => hymnal, hymnbook, hymnary -- (a songbook containing a collection of hymns) 
                       => Das Kapital, Capital -- (a book written by Karl Marx (1867) describing his economic theories) 
                       => yearbook --
 (a book published annually by the graduating class of a high school or college usually containing photographs of  
faculty and graduating students) 
                   => volume --
 (a publication that is one of a set of several similar publications; "the third volume was missing"; "he asked for the  
1989 volume of the Annual Review") 
                   => read -- (something that is read; "the article was a very good read") 
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                   => impression, printing --
 (all the copies of a work printed at one time; "they ran off an initial printing of 2000 copies") 
                       => edition -- (the form in which a text (especially a printed book) is published) 
                           => limited edition -- (an edition that is restricted to a specific number of copies) 
                           => variorum, variorum edition --
 (an edition containing various versions of a text or notes by various scholars or editors) 
                       => proof, test copy, trial impression -- ((printing) an impression made to check for errors) 
                           => galley proof -- (a proof taken before the type is broken up to print pages) 
                           => foundry proof -- (a proof taken from a form before duplicate plates are made) 
                       => mackle -- (a printed impression that is blurred or doubled) 
                   => collection, compendium -- (a publication containing a variety of works) 
                       => anthology -- (a collection of selected literary passages) 
                           => divan, diwan -- (a collection of Persian or Arabic poems (usually by one author)) 
                           => florilegium, garland, miscellany --
 (an anthology of short literary pieces and poems and ballads etc.) 
                           => omnibus --
 (an anthology of articles on a related subject or an anthology of the works of a single author) 
                       => archives -- (collection of records especially about an institution) 
                       => compilation, digest -- (something that is compiled (as into a single book or file)) 
                   => periodical -- (a publication that appears at fixed intervals) 
                       => digest -- (a periodical that summarizes the news) 
                       => pictorial -- (a periodical (magazine or newspaper) containing many pictures) 
                       => series, serial, serial publication -- (a periodical that appears at scheduled times) 
                           => monthly -- (a periodical that is published every month) 
                           => bimonthly -- (a periodical that is published bimonthly) 
                           => quarterly -- (a periodical that is published every quarter) 
                           => weekly -- (a periodical that is published every week) 
                           => biweekly -- (a periodical that is published biweekly) 
                       => organ --
 (a periodical that is published by a special interest group; "the organ of the communist party") 
                           => house organ -- (a periodical published by a business firm for its employees and customers) 
                       => issue, number --
 (one of a series published periodically; "she found an old issue of the magazine in her dentist's waitingroom") 
                           => edition -- (an issue of a newspaper; "he read it in yesterday's edition of the Times") 
                               => extra -- (an additional edition of a newspaper (usually to report a crisis)) 
                       => journal -- (a periodical dedicated to a particular subject; "he reads the medical journals") 
                           => annals -- (reports of the work of a society or learned body etc) 
                       => review -- (a periodical that publishes critical essays on current affairs or literature or art) 
                           => literary review -- (a review devoted to literary criticism) 
                   => magazine, mag --
 (a periodic paperback publication; "it takes several years before a magazine starts to break even or make money") 
                       => colour supplement --
 ((British) a magazine that is printed in color and circulated with a newspaper (especially on weekends)) 
                       => comic book -- (a magazine devoted to comic strips) 
                       => pulp, pulp magazine -- (an inexpensive magazine printed on poor quality paper) 
                       => slick, slick magazine -- (a magazine printed on good quality paper) 
                       => trade magazine -- (a magazine published for and read by members of a particular trade group) 
                   => tip sheet --
 (a publication containing the latest information or tips or predictions for a particular business or stock market informati
on or horse racing results, etc.) 
                       => dope sheet, scratch sheet --
 (a racing publication giving information on horses and the outcomes of horse races) 
                   => reference, source --
 (a publication (or a passage from a publication) that is referred to; "he carried an armful of references back to his desk"
; "he spent hours looking for the source of that quotation") 
                   => republication -- (something that has been published again; a fresh publication (as of a literary work)) 
           => yield, fruit -- (an amount of a product) 
 

      => remake, remaking -- (creation that is created again or anew; "it is a remake of an old film") 
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REPRESENTATION, tangible 

       => representation -- (a creation that is a visual or tangible rendering of someone or something) 
           => adumbration -- (a sketchy or imperfect or faint representation) 
           => audiogram -- (a graphical representation of a person's auditory sensitivity to sound) 
           => copy -- (a secondary representation of an original; "she made a copy of the designer dress") 
               => anamorphosis, anamorphism --
 (a distorted projection or perspective; especially an image distorted in such a way that it becomes visible only when vie
wed in a special manner) 
               => carbon, carbon copy -- (a copy made with carbon paper) 
               => cast, casting -- (object formed by a mold) 
                   => death mask -- (a cast taken from the face of a dead person) 
                   => engine block, cylinder block, block --
 (a metal casting containing the cylinders and cooling ducts of an engine; "the engine had to be replaced because the blo
ck was cracked") 
                   => life mask -- (a cast taken from the face of a living person) 
               => duplicate, duplication -- (a copy that corresponds to an original exactly; "he made a duplicate for the files") 
                   => backup, computer backup --
 ((computer science) a copy of a file or directory on a separate storage device; "he made a backup in case the original w
as accidentally damaged or erased") 
                   => counterpart, similitude, twin -- (a duplicate copy) 
                   => match, mate -- (an exact duplicate; "when a match is found an entry is made in the notebook") 
               => facsimile, autotype -- (an exact copy or reproduction) 
               => imitation, counterfeit, forgery -- (a copy that is represented as the original) 
                   => fake, sham, postiche -- (something that is a counterfeit; not what it seems to be) 
                       => fake book --
 (a fake in the form of an imitation book; used to fill bookcases of people who wish to appear scholarly) 
               => knockoff, clone -- (an unauthorized copy or imitation) 
               => miniature, toy -- (copy that reproduces something in greatly reduced size) 
               => modification -- (slightly modified copy; not an exact copy; "a modification of last year's model") 
               => photocopy -- (a photographic copy of written or printed or graphic work) 
                   => photostat -- (a photocopy made on a Photostat machine) 
               => print -- (a copy of a movie on film (especially a particular version of it)) 
               => quadruplicate --
 (any four copies; any of four things that correspond to one another exactly; "it was signed in quadruplicate") 
               => replica, replication, reproduction -- (copy that is not the original; something that has been copied) 
                   => toy -- (a nonfunctional replica of something else (frequently used as a modifier); "a toy stove") 
               => triplicate -- (one of three copies; any of three things that correspond to one another exactly) 
               => xerox, xerox copy -- (a copy made by the xerox process) 
           => cosmography -- (a representation of the earth or the heavens; "the cosmography of Ptolemy") 
           => creche -- (a representation of Christ's nativity in the stable at Bethlehem) 
           => cutaway, cutaway drawing, cutaway model --
 (a representation (drawing or model) of something in which the outside is omitted to reveal the inner parts) 
           => display, presentation -- (a visual representation of something) 
               => float --
 (an elaborate display mounted on a platform carried by a truck (or pulled by a truck) in a procession or parade) 
               => Snellen chart --
 (display consisting of a printed card with letters and numbers in lines of decreasing size; used to test visual acuity) 
               => spectacle -- (an elaborate and remarkable display on a lavish scale) 
                   => bullfight, corrida --
 (a Spanish or Portuguese or Latin American spectacle; a matador baits and (usually) kills a bull in an arena before man
y spectators) 
                       => novillada -- (a bullfight in which the bulls are less than four years old) 
                   => naumachy, naumachia -- (a naval spectacle; a mock sea battle put on by the ancient Romans) 
               => visual display unit, VDU --
 ((British) a device for displaying input signals as letters on a screen; usually has a keyboard) 
           => document -- (anything serving as a representation of a person's thinking by means of symbolic marks) 
               => letter, missive --
 (a written message addressed to a person or organization; "mailed an indignant letter to the editor") 
                   => business letter -- (a letter dealing with business) 
                   => covering letter, cover letter --
 (a letter sent along with other documents to provide additional information) 
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                   => crank letter -- (a hostile (usually anonymous) letter) 
                   => encyclical, encyclical letter --
 (a letter from the pope sent to all Roman Catholic bishops throughout the world) 
                   => fan letter -- (a letter that is a piece of fan mail) 
                   => personal letter -- (a letter dealing with personal affairs) 
                       => note, short letter, line, billet -- (a short personal letter; "drop me a line when you get there") 
                           => excuse -- (a note explaining an absence; "he had to get his mother to write an excuse for him") 
                       => love letter, billet doux -- (a personal letter to a loved one expressing affection) 
                   => form letter -- (a letter that is printed in multiple copies and mailed to a list of recipients) 
                   => open letter -- (a letter of protest; addressed to one person but intended for the general public) 
                   => chain letter -- (a letter that is sent successively to several people) 
                   => pastoral -- (a letter from a pastor to the congregation) 
                   => round robin -- (a letter signed by a number of people) 
                   => airmail letter, air letter, aerogram, aerogramme -- (a letter sent by air mail) 
                   => epistle -- (especially a long, formal letter) 
                   => dead letter, dead mail -- (mail that can neither be delivered nor returned) 
                   => letter of intent -- (any letter expressing an intention to take (or forgo) some action) 
                       => investment letter --
 (a letter of intent saying that a letter security is being bought for investment and not for resale; avoids need for SEC reg
istration) 
                   => invitation --
 (a request (spoken or written) to participate or be present or take part in something; "an invitation to lunch"; "she threw
 the invitation away") 
                       => bidding, summons -- (a request to be present; "they came at his bidding") 
                       => invite -- (a colloquial expression for invitation; "he didn't get no invite to the party") 
           => drawing --
 (a representation of forms or objects on a surface by means of lines; "drawings of abstract forms"; "he did complicated 
pen-and-ink drawings like medieval miniatures") 
               => charcoal -- (a drawing made with charcoal) 
               => delineation, depiction, limning, line drawing -- (a drawing of the outlines of forms or objects) 
                   => animalization -- (a depiction in the form of an animal) 
               => diagram --
 (a drawing intended to explain how something works; a drawing showing the relation between the parts) 
                   => block diagram --
 (a diagram showing the interconnections between the components of system (especially an electronic system)) 
                   => horoscope --
 (a diagram of the positions of the planets and signs of the zodiac at a particular time and place) 
                   => schematic, schematic drawing -- (diagram of an electrical or mechanical system) 
                       => wiring diagram -- (a schematic drawing of the wiring of an electrical system) 
                   => Venn diagram, Venn's diagram --
 (a diagram that uses circles to represent set theory; the position and overlap of the circles indicate the relations among t
he sets) 
                   => zodiac --
 ((astrology) a circular diagram representing the 12 zodiacal constellations and showing their signs) 
               => mechanical drawing -- (scale drawing of a machine or architectural plan etc,) 
                   => horizontal section --
 (a mechanical drawing of an object as if made by a plane cutting through it horizontally) 
                   => vertical section --
 (a mechanical drawing showing the interior of an object as if made by a vertical plane passing through it) 
               => pen-and-ink -- (a drawing executed with pen and ink) 
               => plan, architectural plan -- (scale drawing of a structure; "the plans for City Hall were on file") 
                   => elevation -- (drawing of an exterior of a structure) 
                   => floor plan --
 (scale drawing of a horizontal section through a building at a given level; contrasts with elevation) 
                       => ground plan -- (a floor plan for the ground level of a building) 
               => rendering -- (perspective drawing of an architect's design) 
               => scribble, scrabble, doodle -- (an aimless drawing) 
               => silhouette -- (a drawing of the outline of an object; filled in with some uniform color) 
               => silverpoint --
 (a drawing made with on specially prepared paper with an instrument having a silver tip (15th and 16th centuries)) 
               => sketch, study --
 (preliminary drawing for later elaboration; "he made several studies before starting to paint") 
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                   => design -- (a preliminary sketch indicating the plan for something; "the design of a building") 
                   => draft, rough drawing -- (a preliminary sketch of a design or picture) 
                   => vignette -- (a small illustrative sketch (as sometimes placed at the beginning of chapters in books)) 
               => stick figure --
 (drawing of a human of animal that represents the head by a circle and the rest of the body by straight lines) 
               => tracing, trace -- (drawing created by tracing) 
           => ecce homo -- (a representation (a picture or sculpture) of Jesus wearing a crown of thorns) 
           => effigy, image, simulacrum --
 (a representation of a person (especially in the form of sculpture); "the coin bears an effigy of Lincoln"; "the emperor's 
tomb had his image carved in stone") 
               => Guy -- (an effigy of Guy Fawkes that is burned on a bonfire on Guy Fawkes Day) 
               => idol, graven image, god --
 (a material effigy that is worshipped as a god; "thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image"; "money was his god"
) 
                   => golden calf --
 ((Old Testament) an idol made by Aaron for the Israelites to worship; destroyed by Moses; it is now used to refer to an
ything worshipped undeservedly) 
                   => joss -- (a Chinese god worshipped in the form of an idol) 
                   => Juggernaut -- (a crude idol of Krishna) 
               => scarecrow, straw man, strawman, bird-scarer, scarer --
 (an effigy in the shape of a man to frighten birds away from seeds) 
               => waxwork, wax figure -- (an effigy (usually of a famous person) made of wax) 
           => illustration --
 (a visual representation (a picture or diagram) that is used make some subject more pleasing or easier to understand) 
               => plate -- (a full-page illustration (usually on slick paper)) 
                   => fashion plate -- (a plate illustrating the latest fashion in dress) 
           => map -- (a diagrammatic representation of the earth's surface (or part of it)) 
               => chart -- (a map designed to assist navigation by air or sea) 
                   => naval chart, navigational chart, pilot chart --
 (a chart for a navigator showing the prevailing meteorological and hydrographic and navigational conditions) 
               => contour map, relief map -- (a map having contour lines through points of equal elevation) 
               => plat -- (a map showing planned or actual features of an area (streets and building lots etc.)) 
               => road map -- (a map showing roads (for automobile travel)) 
               => sketch map --
 (a map drawn from observation (rather than from exact measurements) and representing the main features of an area) 
               => weather map, weather chart --
 (a map showing the principal meteorological elements at a given time and over an extended region) 
                   => wind rose -- (weather map showing the frequency and strength of winds from different directions) 
           => model, simulation -- (representation of something (sometimes on a smaller scale)) 
               => figure -- (a model of a bodily form (especially of a person); "he made a figure of Santa Claus") 
                   => dummy -- (a figure representing the human form) 
                       => lay figure -- (dummy in the form of an artist's jointed model of the human body) 
                       => mannequin, manikin, mannikin, manakin, form -- (a life-size dummy used to display clothes) 
                       => ventriloquist's dummy -- (a wooden dummy into which a ventriloquist projects the voice) 
                   => figurehead -- (figure on the bow of some sailing vessels) 
                   => figurine, statuette -- (a small carved or molded figure) 
                   => puppet, marionette -- (a small figure of a person operated from above with strings by a puppeteer) 
                   => snowman -- (a figure of a person made of packed snow) 
                   => Trojan Horse, Wooden Horse --
 (a large hollow wooden figure of a horse (filled with Greek soldiers) left by the Greeks outside Troy during the Trojan 
War) 
               => globe -- (a sphere on which a map (especially of the earth) is represented) 
                   => celestial globe -- (a globe that is a spherical model of the heavens) 
                       => armillary sphere, armilla --
 (a celestial globe consisting of metal hoops; used by early astronomers to determine the positions of stars) 
               => mock-up -- (full-scale working model of something built for study or testing or display) 
               => planetarium -- (an apparatus or model for representing the solar systems) 
                   => orrery --
 (planetarium consisting of an apparatus that illustrates the relative positions and motions of bodies in the solar system 
by rotation and revolution of balls moved by wheelwork; sometimes incorporated in a clock) 
               => restoration --
 (a model that represents the landscape of a former geological age or that represents and extinct animal etc.) 
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               => roughcast -- (a rough preliminary model) 
           => nomogram, nomograph -- (a graphic representation of numerical relations) 
           => objectification -- (a concrete representation of an abstract idea or principle) 
           => picture, image, icon, ikon --
 (a visual representation (of an object or scene or person or abstraction) produced on a surface; "they showed us the pict
ures of their wedding"; "a movie is a series of images projected so rapidly that the eye integrates them") 
               => bitmap, electronic image --
 (an image represented as a two dimensional array of brightness values for pixels) 
               => chiaroscuro -- (a monochrome picture made by using several different shades of the same color) 
                   => grisaille -- (chiaroscuro painting or stained glass etc., in shades of gray imitating the effect of relief) 
               => collage, montage -- (a paste-
up made by sticking together pieces of paper or photographs to form an artistic image; "he used his computer to make a
 collage of pictures superimposed on a map") 
                   => photomontage -- (a montage that uses photographic images) 
               => foil, transparency --
 (picture consisting of a positive photograph or drawing on a transparent base; viewed with a projector) 
                   => slide, lantern slide -- (a transparency mounted in a frame; viewed with a slide projector) 
                   => viewgraph, overhead -- (a transparency for use with an overhead projector) 
               => iconography --
 (the images and symbolic representations that are traditionally associated with a person or a subject; "religious iconogr
aphy"; "the propagandistic iconography of a despot") 
               => inset -- (a small picture inserted within the bounds or a larger one) 
               => likeness, semblance -- (picture consisting of a graphic image of a person or thing) 
                   => Identikit, Identikit picture --
 (a likeness of a person's face constructed from descriptions given to police; uses a set of transparencies of various facia
l features that can be combined to build up a picture of the person sought) 
                   => portrait, portrayal -- (any likeness of a person; "the photographer made excellent portraits") 
                       => half-length -- (a portrait showing the body from only the waist up) 
               => panorama, cyclorama, diorama -- (a picture (or series of pictures) representing a continuous scene) 
               => photograph, photo, exposure, pic --
 (a picture of a person or scene in the form of a print or transparent slide; recorded by a camera on light-
sensitive material) 
                   => beefcake -- (a photograph of a muscular man in minimal attire) 
                   => black and white, monochrome -- (a black-and-white photograph or slide) 
                   => blueprint -- (photographic print of plans or technical drawings etc.) 
                   => cheesecake -- (a photograph of an attractive woman in minimal attire) 
                   => closeup -- (a photograph taken at close range) 
                   => daguerreotype --
 (a photograph made by an early photographic process; the image was produced on a silver plate sensitized to iodine an
d developed in mercury vapor) 
                   => enlargement, blowup, magnification -- (a photographic print that has been enlarged) 
                   => frame -- (one of a series of still transparent photographs on a strip of film used in making movies) 
                   => headshot -- (a photograph of a person's head) 
                   => hologram, holograph --
 (the intermediate photograph (or photographic record) that contains information for reproducing a three-
dimensional image by holography) 
                   => longshot -- (a photograph taken from a distance) 
                   => microdot -- (photograph reduced to the size of a dot (usually for purposes of security)) 
                   => mosaic -- (assembly of aerial photographs forming a composite picture) 
                   => mug shot, mugshot -- (a photograph of someone's face (especially one made for police records)) 
                   => photocopy -- (a photographic copy of written or printed or graphic work) 
                       => photostat -- (a photocopy made on a Photostat machine) 
                   => photographic print, print -- (a printed picture produced from a photographic negative) 
                       => cutout -- (a photograph from which the background has been cut away) 
                           => standee --
 (a lifesize cardboard cutout (usually of a celebrity); "he had his picture taken with a standee of the president") 
                       => proof -- (a trial photographic print from a negative) 
                   => photomicrograph -- (a photograph taken with the help of a microscope) 
                   => radiogram, radiograph, shadowgraph, skiagraph, skiagram --
 (a photographic image produced on a radiosensitive surface by radiation other than visible light (especially by X-
rays or gamma rays)) 
                       => autoradiograph -- (a radiogram produced by radiation emitted by the specimen being photographed) 
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                       => roentgenogram, X ray, X-ray picture, X-ray photograph --
 (a radiogram made by exposing photographic film to X rays; used in medical diagnosis) 
                           => angiocardiogram --
 (a series of X rays representing the action of the heart and its blood vessels after the injection of a radiopaque substanc
e) 
                           => angiogram -- (an X-
ray representation of blood vessels made after the injection of a radiopaque substance; "angiograms are produced by an
giography") 
                               => lymphangiogram --
 (an angiogram of the lymph nodes and lymph vessels made after the injection of a radiopaque substance) 
                           => arteriogram -- (an X ray of an artery filled with a contrast medium) 
                           => arthrogram -- (an X ray of a joint after the injection of a contrast medium) 
                           => encephalogram, pneumoencephalogram --
 (an X ray of the brain made by replacing spinal fluid with a gas (usually oxygen) to improve contrast) 
                           => hysterosalpingogram --
 (X ray of the uterus and Fallopian tubes; usually done in diagnosing infertility (to see if there any blockages)) 
                           => mammogram -- (X-ray film of the soft tissue of the breast) 
                           => myelogram -- (X-ray film of the spinal cord and spinal nerve roots and subarachnoid space) 
                           => pyelogram -- (an X ray of the kidneys and ureters) 
                               => intravenous pyelogram, IVP -- (X-
ray picture of the kidneys and ureters after injection of a radiopaque dye) 
                           => venogram, phlebogram -- (an X ray of a vein injected with a radiopaque contrast medium) 
                   => snapshot, snap, shot -- (an informal photograph; usually made with a small hand-
held camera; "my snapshots haven't been developed yet"; "he tried to get unposed shots of his friends") 
                   => spectrogram, spectrograph -- (a photographic record of a spectrum) 
                       => visible speech -- (spectrogram of speech; speech displayed spectrographically) 
                   => stereo, stereoscopic picture, stereoscopic photograph --
 (two photographs taken from slightly different angles that appear three-dimensional when viewed together) 
                       => anaglyph -- (moving or still pictures in contrasting colors that appear three-
dimensional when superimposed) 
                   => still --
 (a static photograph (especially one taken from a movie and used for advertising purposes); "he wanted some stills for 
a magazine ad") 
                   => telephotograph, telephoto -- (a photograph made with a telephoto lens) 
                   => telephotograph -- (a photograph transmitted and reproduced over a distance) 
                       => radiophotograph, radiophoto -- (a photograph transmitted by radio waves) 
                   => time exposure -- (a photograph produced with a relatively long exposure time) 
                   => vignette -- (a photograph whose edges shade off gradually) 
                   => wedding pictures -- (photographs of bride and groom and their friends taken at their wedding) 
                   => scene, shot -- (a consecutive series of pictures that constitutes a unit of action in a film) 
                       => outtake -- (a scene that is filmed but is not used in the final editing of the film) 
               => reflection, reflexion --
 (the image of something as reflected by a mirror (or other reflective material); "he studied his reflection in the mirror") 
               => scan, CAT scan --
 (an image produced by scanning; "he analyzed the brain scan"; "you could see the tumor in the CAT scan") 
               => sonogram -- (an image of a structure that is produced by ultrasonography (reflections of high-
frequency sound waves); used to observe fetal growth or to study bodily organs) 
                   => echocardiogram -- (an image of the heart produced by ultrasonography) 
                   => echoencephalogram -- (an image of the brain produced by ultrasonography) 
           => pieta -- (a representation of the Virgin Mary mourning over the dead body of Jesus) 
           => projection -- (the representation of a figure or solid on a plane as it would look from a particular direction) 
               => map projection -- (a projection of the globe onto a flat map using a grid of lines of latitude and longitude) 
                   => conformal projection, orthomorphic projection --
 (a map projection in which a small area is rendered in its true shape) 
                   => conic projection, conical projection --
 (a map projection of the globe onto a cone with its point over one of the earth's poles) 
                       => polyconic projection --
 (a conic projection of a map having distances between meridians equal to those distance on a globe) 
                   => equal-area projection, equal-area map projection --
 (a map projection in which quadrilaterals formed by meridians and parallels have an area on the map proportional to th
eir area on the globe) 
                       => homolosine projection -- (an equal-
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area projection map of the globe; oceans are distorted in order to minimize the distortion of the continents) 
                       => sinusoidal projection, Sanson-Flamsteed projection -- (an equal-
area map projection showing parallels and the equator as straight lines and other meridians as curved; used to map tropi
cal latitudes) 
                   => Mercator projection, Mercator's projection --
 (a map projection of the earth onto a cylinder; areas appear greater the farther they are from the equator) 
           => rubbing --
 (representation consisting of a copy (as of an engraving) made by laying paper over something and rubbing it with char
coal) 
           => shade -- (a representation of the effect of shade in a picture or drawing (as by shading or darker pigment)) 
           => stage set, set --
 (representation consisting of the scenery and other properties used to identify the location of a dramatic production; "th
e sets were meticulously authentic") 
               => scenery, scene --
 (the painted structures of a stage set that are intended to suggest a particular locale; "they worked all night painting the 
scenery") 
                   => backdrop, background, backcloth -- (scenery hung at back of stage) 
                   => flat -- (scenery consisting of a wooden frame covered with painted canvas; part of a stage setting) 
                       => coulisse, wing flat -- (a flat situated in the wings) 
                       => tormenter, tormentor, teaser --
 (a flat at each side of the stage to prevent the audience from seeing into the wings) 
                   => masking piece, masking --
 (scenery used to block the audience's view of parts of the stage that should not be seen) 
                   => set piece -- (a piece of scenery intended to stand alone as part of the stage setting) 
           => stations of the Cross -- (a representation of the 14 stages in Christ's journey to Calvary) 
  

      => piece --
 (an artistic or literary composition; "he wrote an interesting piece on Iran"; "the children acted out a comic piece to am
use the guests") 
           => article -- (nonfictional prose forming an independent part of a publication) 
               => column, editorial, newspaper column -- (an article giving opinions or perspectives) 
                   => agony column -- (a newspaper column devoted to personal problems) 
               => feature, feature article --
 (a special or prominent article in a newspaper or magazine; "they ran a feature on retirement planning") 
               => magazine article -- (an article published in a magazine) 
               => news article, news story, newspaper article -- (an article reporting news) 
                   => lead, lead story -- (a news story of major importance) 
                   => personal -- (a short newspaper article about a particular person or group) 
                   => sidebar -- (a short news story presenting sidelights on a major story) 
               => offprint, reprint, separate -- (a separately printed article that originally appeared in a larger publication) 
               => paper --
 (a scholarly article describing the results of observations or stating hypotheses; "he has written many scientific papers"
) 
               => think piece --
 (an article in a newspaper or magazine or journal that represents opinions and ideas and discussion rather than bare fact
s) 
           => morceau -- (a short literary or musical composition) 
           => afterpiece -- (a brief dramatic piece (usually comic) presented after a play) 
               => exode -- (a farcical afterpiece in the ancient Roman theater) 
           => fragment -- (an incomplete piece; "fragments of a play") 
               => snatch, bit -- (a small fragment; "overheard snatches of their conversation") 
           => hiatus -- (a missing piece (as a gap in a manuscript)) 
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FABRIC, CLOTH, MATERIAL, TEXTILE 

fabric, cloth, material, textile --
 (artifact made by weaving or felting or knitting or crocheting natural or synthetic fibers; "the fabric in the curtains was 
light and semitraqnsparent"; "woven cloth originated in Mesopotamia around 5000 BC"; "she measured off enough mat
erial for a dress") 
       => aba, aba cloth -- (a fabric woven from goat and camel hair) 
       => acrylic -- (a synthetic fabric) 
           => Courtelle -- (a wool-like acrylic fabric) 
           => Orlon -- (an acrylic fiber or the lightweight crease-resistant fabric made with Orlon yarns) 
       => Aertex -- (a trademark for a loosely woven cotton fabric that is used to make shirts and underwear) 
       => alpaca -- (a thin glossy fabric made of the wool of the alpaca, or a rayon or cotton imitation) 
       => baize -- (a bright green fabric napped to resemble felt; used to cover gaming tables) 
       => basket weave -- (a cloth woven of two or more threads interlaced to suggest the weave of a basket) 
       => batik -- (a dyed fabric; a removable wax is used where the dye is not wanted) 
       => batiste -- (a thin plain-weave cotton or linen fabric; used for shirts or dresses) 
       => belting -- (the material of which belts are made) 
       => boucle -- (a fabric of uneven yarn that has an uneven knobby effect) 
       => broadcloth -- (a closely woven silk or synthetic fabric with a narrow crosswise rib) 
       => broadcloth -- (a densely textured woolen fabric with a lustrous finish) 
       => brocade -- (thick heavy expensive material with a raised pattern) 
       => buckram -- (a coarse cotton fabric stiffened with glue; used in bookbinding and to stiffen clothing) 
       => bunting -- (a loosely woven fabric used for flags, etc.) 
       => calico -- (coarse cloth with a bright print) 
       => cambric -- (a finely woven white linen) 
       => camel's hair, camelhair -- (a soft tan cloth made with the hair of a camel) 
       => camlet -- (a fabric of Asian origin; originally made of silk and camel's hair) 
       => camouflage, camo --
 (fabric dyed with splotches of green and brown and black and tan; intended to make the wearer of a garment made of  
this fabric hard to distinguish from the background) 
       => canopy -- (the umbrella-like part of a parachute that fills with air) 
       => canvas, canvass -- (heavy closely woven fabric (used for clothing or chairs or sails or tents)) 
           => tarpaulin, tarp -- (waterproofed canvas) 
       => cashmere -- (a soft fabric made from the wool of the Cashmere goat) 
       => cerecloth -- (a waterproof waxed cloth once used as a shroud) 
       => challis -- (a soft lightweight fabric (usually printed)) 
       => chambray -- (a lightweight fabric woven with white threads across a colored warp) 
       => chenille -- (a heavy fabric woven with chenille cord; used in rugs and bedspreads) 
       => chiffon -- (a sheer fabric of silk or rayon) 
       => chino, chino cloth -- (a coarse twilled cotton fabric used for uniforms) 
       => chintz -- (a brightly printed and glazed cotton fabric) 
       => coating -- (a heavy fabric suitable for coats) 
           => chinchilla -- (a thick twilled fabric of wool and cotton) 
       => cord, corduroy -- (a cut pile fabric with vertical ribs; usually made of cotton) 
           => Bedford cord -- (a heavy corded fabric similar to corduroy; used for clothing) 
           => narrow wale -- (corduroy with narrow ribs) 
           => wide wale -- (corduroy with wide ribs) 
       => cotton, cotton cloth -- (fabric woven from cotton fibers) 
           => gauze, gauze bandage -- ((medicine) bleached cotton cloth of plain weave used for bandages and dressings) 
               => petrolatum gauze -- (gauze saturated with petrolatum) 
       => cotton flannel, Canton flannel -- (a stout cotton fabric with nap on only one side) 
       => crepe, crape -- (a soft thin light fabric with a crinkled surface) 
           => Canton crepe -- (a soft thick crinkled dress crepe; heavier than crepe de Chine) 
           => crepe de Chine -- (a very thin crepe of silk or silklike fabric) 
           => marocain, crepe marocain -- (a dress crepe; similar to Canton crepe) 
       => cretonne -- (an unglazed heavy fabric; brightly printed; used for slipcovers and draperies) 
       => crinoline -- (a stiff coarse fabric used to stiffen hats or clothing) 
       => damask -- (a fabric of linen or cotton or silk or wool with a reversible pattern woven into it) 
       => denim, dungaree, jean -- (a coarse durable twill-weave cotton fabric) 
       => diamonte -- (fabric covered with glittering ornaments such as sequins or rhinestones) 
       => diaper -- (a fabric (usually cotton or linen) with a distinctive woven pattern of small repeated figures) 
       => dimity -- (a strong cotton fabric with a raised pattern; used for bedcovers and curtains) 
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       => doeskin -- (a fine smooth soft woolen fabric) 
       => drapery -- (cloth gracefully draped and arranged in loose folds) 
       => duck -- (a heavy cotton fabric of plain weave; used for clothing and tents) 
       => duffel, duffle -- (a coarse heavy woolen fabric) 
       => elastic -- (an elastic fabric made of yarns containing an elastic material) 
       => etamine, etamin -- (a soft cotton or worsted fabric with an open mesh; used for curtains or clothing etc.) 
       => faille -- (a ribbed woven fabric of silk or rayon or cotton) 
       => felt -- (a fabric made of compressed matted animal fibers) 
       => fiber, fibre, vulcanized fiber -- (a leatherlike material made by compressing layers of paper or cloth) 
       => flannel -- (a soft light woolen fabric; used for clothing) 
       => flannelette -- (a cotton fabric imitating flannel) 
           => winceyette -- (cotton flannelette with a nap on both sides) 
       => fleece -- (a soft bulky fabric with deep pile; used chiefly for clothing) 
       => foulard -- (a light plain-weave or twill-weave silk or silklike fabric (usually with a printed design)) 
       => frieze -- (a heavy woolen fabric with a long nap) 
       => fustian -- (a strong cotton and linen fabric with a slight nap) 
       => gabardine -- (a firm durable fabric with a twill weave) 
       => georgette -- (a thin silk dress material) 
       => gingham -- (a clothing fabric in a plaid weave) 
       => grogram -- (a coarse fabric of silk mixed with wool or mohair and often stiffened with gum) 
       => grosgrain -- (a silk or silklike fabric with crosswise ribs) 
       => haircloth, hair -- (cloth woven from horsehair or camelhair; used for upholstery or stiffening in garments) 
       => herringbone -- (a twilled fabric with a herringbone pattern) 
       => homespun, homespun fabric -- (a rough loosely woven fabric originally made with homespun yarn) 
           => russet -- (a reddish brown homespun fabric) 
       => hopsacking, hopsack -- (a loosely woven coarse fabric of cotton or linen; used in clothing) 
       => horsehair -- (fabric made from horsehair fibers; used for upholstery) 
       => jaconet -- (a lightweight cotton cloth with a smooth and slightly stiff finish; used for clothing and bandages) 
       => jacquard -- (a highly figured fabric woven on a Jacquard loom) 
       => khadi, khaddar -- (a coarse homespun cotton cloth made in India) 
       => khaki -- (a sturdy twilled cloth of a yellowish brown color used especially for military uniforms) 
       => knit, knitted fabric -- (a fabric made by knitting) 
           => balbriggan -- (a cotton knit fabric used for underwear) 
           => double knit --
 (a knit fabric similar to jersey that is made with two sets of needles producing a double thickness joined by  
interlocking stitches) 
           => jersey -- (a slightly elastic machine-knit fabric) 
           => stockinet, stockinette -- (knit used especially for infants' wear and undergarments) 
           => tricot -- (a knitted fabric or one resembling knitting) 
       => lace -- (a delicate decorative fabric woven in an open web of symmetrical patterns) 
           => Brussels lace -- (fine lace with a raised or applique design) 
           => filet -- (lace having a square mesh) 
           => macrame -- (a coarse lace; made by weaving and knotting cords) 
           => pillow lace, bobbin lace -- (lace made by winding thread around bobbins on a padded cushion) 
           => point lace, needlepoint -- (lace worked with a needle in a buttonhole stitch on a paper pattern) 
       => lame -- (a fabric interwoven with threads of metal; "she wore a gold lame dress") 
       => leatherette, imitation leather -- (fabric made to look like leather) 
       => linen -- (a fabric woven with fibers from the flax plant) 
       => linsey-woolsey -- (a rough fabric of linen warp and wool or cotton woof) 
       => lint -- (cotton or linen fabric with the nap raised on one side; used to dress wounds) 
       => lisle -- (a fabric woven with lisle thread) 
       => mackinaw -- (a heavy woolen cloth heavily napped and felted, often with a plaid design) 
       => mackintosh, macintosh -- (a lightweight waterproof (usually rubberized) fabric) 
       => madras -- (a light patterned cotton cloth) 
       => marseille -- (strong cotton fabric with a raised pattern; used for bedspreads) 
       => mohair -- (fabric made with yarn made from the silky hair of the Angora goat) 
       => moire, watered-silk -- (silk fabric with a wavy surface pattern) 
       => moleskin -- (a durable cotton fabric with a velvety nap) 
       => monk's cloth -- (a heavy cloth in basket weave) 
       => moquette -- (a thick velvety synthetic fabric used for carpets and soft upholstery) 
       => moreen -- (a heavy fabric of wool (or wool and cotton) used especially in upholstery) 
       => motley -- (a multicolored woolen fabric woven of mixed threads in 14th to 17th century England) 
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       => mousseline de sole -- (a gauze-like fabric of silk or rayon) 
       => muslin -- (plain-woven cotton fabric) 
           => nainsook -- (a soft lightweight muslin used especially for babies) 
           => organdy, organdie -- (a sheer stiff muslin) 
       => nankeen -- (a durable fabric formerly loomed by hand in China from natural cotton having a yellowish color) 
       => net, network, mesh, meshing, meshwork --
 (an open fabric of string or rope or wire woven together at regular intervals) 
           => chicken wire -- (a galvanized wire network with a hexagonal mesh; used to build fences) 
           => gauze, netting, veiling -- (a net of transparent fabric with a loose open weave) 
               => cheesecloth -- (a coarse loosely woven cotton gauze; originally used to wrap cheeses) 
               => gossamer -- (a gauze fabric with an extremely fine texture) 
           => hairnet -- (a small net that some women wear over their hair to keep it in place) 
           => reseau -- (a net or mesh foundation for lace) 
           => safety net -- (a large strong net to catch circus acrobats who fall or jump from a trapeze) 
           => save-all -- (a net hung between ship and pier while loading a ship) 
           => snood --
 (an ornamental net in the shape of a bag that confines a woman's hair; pins or ties at the back of the head) 
           => spark arrester, sparker -- (a wire net to stop sparks from an open fireplace or smokestack) 
           => tulle -- (a fine (often starched) net used for veils or tutus or gowns) 
           => wirework, grillwork -- (mesh netting made of wires) 
       => ninon -- (a fine strong sheer silky fabric made of silk or rayon or nylon) 
       => nylon -- (a synthetic fabric) 
       => oilcloth -- (cloth treated on one side with a drying oil or synthetic resin) 
       => olive drab -- (a cloth of an olive-brown color used for military uniforms) 
       => organza -- (a fabric made of silk or a silklike fabric that resembles organdy) 
       => paisley -- (a soft wool fabric with a colorful swirled pattern of curved shapes) 
       => panting, trousering -- (any fabric used to make trousers) 
       => pepper-and-salt -- (a fabric woven with flecks of light and dark) 
       => percale -- (a fine closely woven cotton fabric) 
       => permanent press, permanent-press fabric, durable press, durable-press fabric --
 (a fabric that has been chemically processed to resist wrinkles and hold its shape) 
       => piece of cloth, piece of material -- (a piece of fabric) 
           => bib -- (top part of an apron; covering the chest) 
           => chamois cloth -- (a piece of chamois used for washing windows or cars) 
           => dishrag, dishcloth -- (a cloth for washing dishes) 
           => drop cloth -- (a large piece of cloth laid over the floor or furniture while a room is being painted) 
           => dustcloth, dustrag, duster -- (a piece of cloth used for dusting) 
           => dust cover, dust sheet -- (a large piece of cloth used to cover furniture that is not in use for a long period) 
           => end, remainder, remnant, oddment -- (a piece of cloth that is left over after the rest has been used or sold) 
               => fag end -- (the frayed end of a length of cloth or rope) 
           => gore -- (a triangular piece of cloth) 
           => groundsheet, ground cloth --
 (a waterproofed piece of cloth spread on the ground (as under a tent) to protect from moisture) 
           => guimpe -- (a piece of starched cloth covering the shoulders of a nun's habit) 
           => gusset, inset -- (a piece of material inset to strengthen or enlarge a garment) 
           => handkerchief, hankie, hanky, hankey --
 (a square piece of cloth used for wiping the eyes or nose or as a costume accessory) 
               => bandanna, bandana -- (large and brightly colored handkerchief; often used as a neckerchief) 
               => pocket-handkerchief -- (a handkerchief that is carried in a pocket) 
           => liner, lining -- (a piece of cloth that is used as the inside surface of a garment) 
           => lungi, lungyi, longyi --
 (a long piece of brightly colored cloth (cotton or silk) used as clothing (a skirt or loincloth or sash etc.) in India and  
Pakistan and Burma) 
           => patch -- (a piece of cloth used as decoration or to mend or cover a hole) 
               => flash --
 (a bright patch of color used for decoration or identification; "red flashes adorned the airplane"; "a flash sewn on his  
sleeve indicated the unit he belonged to") 
               => pasties -- (a pair of adhesive patches worn to cover the nipples of exotic dancers and striptease performers) 
               => shoulder patch -- (patch worn on the shoulder of a military uniform to indicate rank) 
           => placket -- (a piece of cloth sewn under an opening) 
           => rag, shred, tag, tag end, tatter -- (a small piece of cloth or paper) 
               => pine-tar rag --
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 (baseball equipment consisting of a rag soaked with pine tar; used on the handle of a baseball bat to give a batter a firm
 grip) 
           => sail, canvas, canvass, sheet --
 (a large piece of fabric (as canvas) by means of which wind is used to propel a sailing vessel) 
               => balloon sail -- (any light loose sail) 
               => crossjack, mizzen course -- (the lowermost sail on a mizzenmast) 
               => fore-and-aft sail -- (any sail not set on a yard and whose normal position is in a fore-and-aft direction) 
                   => gaffsail, gaff-headed sail -- (a quadrilateral fore-and-aft sail suspended from a gaff) 
                   => gaff topsail, fore-and-aft topsail -- (a triangular fore-and-
aft sail with its foot along the gaff and its luff on the topmast) 
                   => jib -- (any triangular fore-and-aft sail (set forward of the foremast)) 
                       => flying jib -- (the outermost of two or more jibs) 
                   => lateen, lateen sail -- (a triangular fore-and-aft sail used especially in the Mediterranean) 
                   => lugsail, lug -- (a sail with four corners that is hoisted from a yard that is oblique to the mast) 
                   => mizzen, mizen -- (fore-and-aft sail set on the mizzenmast) 
                   => spanker -- (a fore-and-aft sail set on the aftermost lower mast (usually the mizzenmast) of a vessel) 
                   => spritsail -- (a fore-and-aft sail extended by a sprit) 
                   => staysail -- (a fore-and-aft sail set on a stay (as between two masts)) 
               => foresail -- (the lowest sail on the foremast of a square-rigged vessel) 
               => headsail -- (any sail set forward of the foremast of a vessel) 
                   => spinnaker --
 (large and usually triangular headsail; carried by a yacht as a headsail when running before the wind) 
               => mainsail -- (the lowermost sail on the mainmast) 
                   => main course -- (a square mainsail) 
               => main-topsail -- (a topsail set on the mainmast) 
               => press of sail, press of canvas -- (the greatest amount of sail that a ship can carry safely) 
               => royal -- (a sail set next above the topgallant on a royal mast) 
               => save-all -- (a sail set to catch wind spilled from a larger sail) 
               => skysail -- (the sail above the royal on a square-rigger) 
               => square sail -- (a four-sided sail set beneath a horizontal yard suspended at the middle from a mast) 
               => topgallant, topgallant sail -- (a sail set on a yard of a topgallant mast) 
               => topsail --
 (a sail (or either of a pair of sails) immediately above the lowermost sail of a mast and supported by a topmast) 
                   => fore-topsail -- (the topsail on a foremast) 
           => swatch -- (a sample piece of cloth) 
           => towel -- (a rectangular piece of absorbent cloth (or paper) for drying or wiping) 
               => bath towel -- (a large towel; to dry yourself after a bath) 
                   => Turkish towel, terry towel -- (a bath towel with rough loose pile) 
               => beach towel -- (very large towel to dry yourself after swimming) 
               => dish towel, tea towel -- (a towel for drying dishes) 
               => hand towel, face towel -- (a small towel used to dry the hands or face) 
               => paper towel -- (a disposable towel made of absorbent paper) 
               => roller towel -- (a towel with the ends sewn together, hung on a roller) 
           => train --
 (piece of cloth forming the long back section of a gown that is drawn along the floor; "the bride's train was carried by  
her two young nephews") 
       => pilot cloth -- (a thick blue cloth used to make overcoats and coats for sailors etc) 
       => pique -- (tightly woven fabric with raised cords) 
       => plush -- (a fabric with a nap that is longer and softer than velvet) 
       => polyester -- (any of a large class of synthetic fabrics) 
           => Dacron, Terylene -- (a kind of polyester fabric) 
       => pongee -- (a soft thin cloth woven from raw silk (or an imitation)) 
       => poplin -- (a ribbed fabric used in clothing and upholstery) 
       => print -- (a fabric with a dyed pattern pressed onto it (usually by engraved rollers)) 
       => quilting -- (a material used for making a quilt, or a quilted fabric) 
       => rayon -- (a synthetic silklike fabric) 
           => acetate rayon, acetate -- (a fabric made from cellulose acetate fibers) 
           => viscose rayon, viscose -- (a rayon fabric made from viscose (cellulose xanthate) fibers) 
       => rep, repp -- (a fabric with prominent rounded crosswise ribs) 
       => sackcloth -- (a coarse cloth resembling sacking) 
       => sacking, bagging -- (coarse fabric used for bags or sacks) 
           => burlap, gunny -- (coarse jute fabric) 
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       => sailcloth -- (a strong fabric (such as cotton canvas) used for making sails and tents) 
       => samite --
 (a heavy silk fabric (often woven with silver or gold threads); used to make clothing in the Middle Ages) 
       => sateen -- (a cotton fabric with a satiny finish) 
       => satin -- (a smooth fabric of silk or rayon; has a glossy face and a dull back) 
       => screening -- (fabric of metal or plastic mesh) 
       => scrim -- (a firm open-weave fabric used for a curtain in the theater) 
       => seersucker -- (a light puckered fabric (usually striped)) 
       => serge -- (a twilled woolen fabric) 
       => shag -- (a fabric with long coarse nap; "he bought a shag rug") 
       => shantung -- (a heavy silk fabric with a rough surface (or a cotton imitation)) 
       => sharkskin -- (a smooth crisp fabric) 
       => sheeting -- (fabric from which bed sheets are made) 
       => shirting -- (any of various fabrics used to make men's shirts) 
       => shirttail -- (fabric forming the tail of a shirt) 
       => silesia -- (a sturdy twill-weave cotton fabric; used for pockets and linings) 
       => silk -- (a fabric made from the fine threads produced by certain insect larvae) 
       => spandex -- (an elastic synthetic fabric) 
       => sponge cloth -- (any soft porous fabric (especially in a loose honeycomb weave)) 
       => stammel -- (a coarse woolen cloth formerly used for undergarments and usually dyed bright red) 
       => suede cloth, suede -- (a fabric made to resemble suede leather) 
           => Ultrasuede -- (a synthetic suede cloth) 
       => suiting -- (a fabric used for suits) 
       => swan's down -- (soft woolen fabric used especially for baby clothes) 
       => taffeta -- (a crisp smooth lustrous fabric) 
       => tammy -- (plain-
woven (often glazed) fabric of wool or wool and cotton used especially formerly for linings and garments and curtains) 
       => tapa, tappa -- (a paperlike cloth made in the South Pacific by pounding tapa bark) 
       => tapestry, tapis -- (a heavy textile with a woven design; used for curtains and upholstery) 
       => tartan, plaid -- (a cloth having a crisscross design) 
       => terry, terry cloth, terrycloth --
 (a pile fabric (usually cotton) with uncut loops on both sides; used to make bath towels and bath robes) 
       => ticking -- (a strong fabric used for mattress and pillow covers) 
       => toweling, towelling -- (any of various fabrics (linen or cotton) used to make towels) 
           => huck, huckaback -- (toweling consisting of coarse absorbent cotton or linen fabric) 
           => terry, terry cloth, terrycloth --
 (a pile fabric (usually cotton) with uncut loops on both sides; used to make bath towels and bath robes) 
       => tweed -- (thick woolen fabric used for clothing; originated in Scotland) 
           => Harris Tweed -- (a loosely woven tweed made in the Outer Hebrides) 
       => twill -- (a cloth with parallel diagonal lines or ribs) 
       => upholstery material -- (the fabric used in upholstering) 
       => Velcro -- (nylon fabric used as a fastening) 
       => velours, velour -- (heavy fabric that resembles velvet) 
       => velvet -- (a silky densely piled fabric with a plain back) 
       => velveteen -- (a usually cotton fabric with a short pile imitating velvet) 
       => vicuna -- (a soft wool fabric made from the fleece of the vicuna) 
       => Viyella -- (a fabric made from a twilled mixture of cotton and wool) 
       => voile -- (a light semitransparent fabric) 
       => wash-and-wear, wash-and-wear fabric -- (a fabric treated to be easily washable and to require no ironing) 
       => waterproof -- (any fabric impervious to water) 
       => web -- (a fabric (especially a fabric in the process of being woven)) 
       => webbing -- (a strong fabric woven in strips) 
       => whipcord -- (a strong worsted or cotton fabric with a diagonal rib) 
       => wincey -- (a plain or twilled fabric of wool and cotton used especially for warm shirts or skirts and pajamas) 
       => wire cloth -- (fabric woven of metallic wire) 
       => wool, woolen, woollen -- (a fabric made from the hair of sheep) 
       => worsted -- (a woolen fabric with a hard textured surface and no nap; woven of worsted yarns) 
       => yoke -- (fabric comprising a fitted part at the top of a garment) 
           => tucker -- (a detachable yoke of linen or lace worn over the breast of a low-cut dress) 
       => pina cloth -- (a fine cloth made from pineapple fibers) 
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FACILITY, INSTALLATION < ARTEFACT < OBJECT, Physical < SUBSTANCE < ENTITY 

facility, installation --
 (a building or place that provides a particular service or is used for a particular industry; "the assembly plant is an enor
mous facility") 
       => airfield, landing field, flying field, field -- (a place where planes take off and land) 
           => airport, airdrome, aerodrome --
 (an airfield equipped with control tower and hangers as well as accommodations for passengers and cargo) 
               => heliport -- (an airport for helicopters) 
               => Kennedy, Kennedy Interrnational, Kennedy International Airport --
 (a large airport on Long Island east of New York City) 
           => airstrip, flight strip, landing strip, strip -- (an airfield without normal airport facilities) 
               => flare path -- (an airstrip outline with lights to guide an airplane pilot in landing) 
           => auxiliary airfield -- (an airfield that functions in a subsidiary capacity) 
       => arboretum, botanical garden -- (a facility where trees and shrubs are cultivated for exhibition) 
       => athletic facility -- (a facility for athletic events) 
           => field house -- (an athletic facility where athletes prepare for sport) 
           => football stadium -- (a stadium where football games are held) 
           => gymnasium, gym -- (athletic facility equipped for sports or physical training) 
           => swimming pool, swimming bath, natatorium --
 (pool that provides a facility for swimming; "`swimming bath' is a British term") 
       => backroom -- (the meeting place of a group of leaders who make their decisions via private negotiations) 
       => cafeteria facility -- ((usually plural) facilities for providing food for employees or visitors) 
       => communication system, communication equipment --
 (facility consisting of the physical plants and equipment for disseminating information) 
           => fiber-optic transmission system, fibre-optic transmission system, FOTS --
 (a communication system using fiber optic cables) 
           => network --
 ((broadcasting) a communication system consisting of a group of broadcasting stations that all transmit the same  
programs; "the networks compete to broadcast important sports events") 
       => course --
 (facility consisting of a circumscribed area of land or water laid out for a sport; "the course had only nine holes"; "the  
course was less than a mile") 
           => golf course, golf links, links -- (course consisting of a large landscaped area for playing golf) 
           => racetrack, racecourse, raceway, track -- (a course over which races are run) 
               => cinder track -- (a racetrack paved with fine cinders) 
               => dirt track -- (a racetrack that is not paved) 
                   => Belmont Park, Belmont --
 (a racetrack for thoroughbred racing in Elmont on Long Island; site of the Belmont Stakes) 
                   => Churchill Downs -- (a racetrack for thoroughbred racing in Louisville; site of the Kentucky Derby) 
                   => Pimlico -- (a racetrack for thoroughbred racing; site of the Preakness) 
               => racing circuit, circuit -- (a racetrack for automobile races) 
               => speedway -- (a racetrack for racing automobiles or motorcycles) 
       => depository, deposit, repository -- (a facility where things can be deposited for storage or safekeeping) 
           => archive, archives -- (a depository containing historical records and documents) 
               => chancery -- (an office of archives for public or ecclesiastic records; a court of public records) 
           => bank, bank building --
 (a building in which commercial banking is transacted; "the bank is on the corner of Nassau and Witherspoon") 
           => drop -- (a central depository where things can be left or picked up) 
               => maildrop -- (a drop where mail can be deposited) 
                   => postbox, mailbox, letter box -- (public box for deposit of mail) 
                       => pillar box -- (a red pillar-shaped letter box) 
           => library, depository library -- (a depository built to contain books and other materials for reading and study) 
               => athenaeum, atheneum -- (a place where reading materials are available) 
               => lending library, circulating library -- (library that provides books for use outside the building) 
           => lost-and-found --
 (repository in a public building where lost articles can be kept until their owners reclaim them) 
           => museum -- (a depository for collecting and displaying objects having scientific or historical or artistic value) 
               => Louvre, Louvre Museum -- (an art museum that is a famous tourist attraction in Paris) 
               => science museum -- (a museum that collects and displays objects having scientific interest) 
           => repertory -- (a storehouse where a stock of things is kept) 
           => sperm bank -- (a depository for storing sperm) 
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           => storehouse, depot, entrepot, storage, store --
 (a depository for goods; "storehouses were built close to the docks") 
               => granary, garner -- (a storehouse for threshed grain or animal feed) 
               => magazine, powder store, powder magazine --
 (a storehouse (as a compartment on a warship) where weapons and ammunition are stored) 
               => railhead -- (a railroad depot in a theater of operations where military supplies are unloaded for distribution) 
               => treasure house -- (a storehouse for treasures) 
               => warehouse, storage warehouse -- (a storehouse for goods and merchandise) 
                   => godown -- (a warehouse in the East) 
           => treasury -- (a depository (a room or building) where wealth and precious objects can be kept safely) 
       => drive-in -- (any installation designed to accommodate patrons in their automobiles) 
       => forum, assembly, meeting place -- (a public facility to meet for open discussion) 
       => gas system -- (facility (plant and equipment) for providing natural-gas service) 
       => menagerie, zoo, zoological garden -- (the facility where wild animals are housed for exhibition) 
       => military installation -- (any facility servicing military forces) 
           => arsenal, armory, armoury --
 (a military structure where arms and ammunition and other military equipment are stored and training is given in the  
use of arms) 
           => base, base of operations --
 (installation from which a military force initiates operations; "the attack wiped out our forward bases") 
               => air base, air station -- (a base for military aircraft) 
               => army base -- (a large base of operations for an army) 
               => firebase -- (an artillery base to support advancing troops) 
               => navy base -- (base of operations for a naval fleet) 
               => rocket base -- (a military base for rocket missiles) 
           => emplacement -- (military installation consisting of a prepared position for siting a weapon) 
               => gun emplacement, weapons emplacement -- (an emplacement for a gun) 
                   => nest -- (a kind of gun emplacement; "a machine-gun nest"; "a nest of snipers") 
                   => pillbox -- (a small enclosed gun emplacement (usually of fortified concrete)) 
           => headquarters, HQ, military headquarters --
 ((usually plural) the military installation from which a commander performs the functions of command; "the general's 
headquarters were a couple of large tents") 
               => command post, general headquarters, GHQ --
 (military headquarters from which a military commander controls and organizes the forces) 
               => guardhouse --
 (a military facility that serves as the headquarters for military police and in which military prisoners can be detained) 
           => military post, post --
 (military installation at which a body of troops is stationed; "this military post provides an important source of income 
for the town nearby"; "there is an officer's club on the post") 
               => garrison, fort -- (a fortified military post where troops are stationed) 
                   => Fort Meade, Fort George Gordon Meade, Fort George G. Meade --
 (an Army base in Maryland; headquarters of the National Security Agency) 
               => outpost -- (a military post stationed at a distance from the main body of troops) 
           => naval installation, shore station -- (military installation servicing naval forces) 
           => silo --
 (military installation consisting of an underground structure where ballistic missiles can be stored and fired) 
           => West Point --
 (United States Army installation on the west bank of Hudson river north of New York City; site of United States  
Military Academy) 
       => power system, power grid, grid --
 (a system of high tension cables by which electrical power is distributed throughout a region) 
       => range --
 (a place for shooting (firing or driving) projectiles of various kinds; "the army maintains a missile range in the desert"; 
"any good golf club will have a range where you can practice") 
           => practice range -- (a place for practicing golf shots) 
               => firing range, target range -- (a practice range for target practice) 
                   => rocket range -- (a firing range for rocket missiles) 
                   => shooting gallery, shooting range -- (an enclosed firing range with targets for rifle or handgun practice) 
               => golf range, driving range -- (a practice range for practicing golf shots) 
           => rifle range --
 (a range where people can practice shooting rifles; "during the war they turned the bowling alleys into rifle ranges") 
           => test range -- (a range for conducting tests) 
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       => recreational facility, recreation facility -- (a public facility for recreation) 
           => lido -- (a recreational facility including a swimming pool for water sports) 
       => sewage system, sewer system, sewage works --
 (facility consisting of a system of sewers for carrying off liquid and solid sewage) 
       => source -- (a facility where something is available) 
           => Golconda -- (a source of great wealth (especially a mine)) 
           => goldmine, gold mine -- (a good source of something that is desired) 
       => station --
 (a facility equipped with special equipment and personnel for a particular purpose; "he started looking for a gas station
"; "the train pulled into the station") 
           => fire station, firehouse -- (a station housing fire apparatus and firemen) 
           => first-aid station --
 (a station providing emergency care or treatment before regular medical aid can be obtained) 
               => dressing station, aid station --
 ((military) a first aid station located near a combat area for giving aid to the wounded) 
           => observation station -- (a station set up for making observations of something) 
               => sampling station, sampler --
 (an observation station that is set up to make sample observations of something) 
           => police station, police headquarters, station house, police office --
 (a station that serves as headquarters for police in a particular district; serves as a place from which policemen are  
dispatched and to which arrested persons are brought; "in England they call a police station a police office") 
           => power station, power plant, powerhouse -- (an electrical generating station) 
               => wind farm, wind park, wind energy facility -- (a power plant that uses wind turbines to generate electricity) 
           => radio station -- (station for the production and transmission of radio broadcasts) 
               => radio beacon, beacon -- (a radio station that broadcasts a directional signal for navigational purposes) 
           => service station -- (a station where service is provided) 
               => gasoline station, gas station, filling station, petrol station -- (a service station that sells gasoline) 
               => truck stop -- (a roadside service station (and restaurant) that caters to truck drivers) 
           => substation -- (a subsidiary station where electricity is transformed for distribution by a low-voltage network) 
           => television station, TV station -- (station for the production and transmission of television broadcasts) 
               => channel, television channel, TV channel --
 (a television station and its programs; "a satellite TV channel"; "surfing through the channels"; "they offer more than  
one hundred channels") 
           => terminal, terminus, depot -- (station where transport vehicles load or unload passengers or goods) 
               => air terminal, airport terminal -- (a terminal that serves air travelers or air freight) 
               => bus terminal, bus depot, bus station, coach station -- (a terminal that serves bus passengers) 
               => cathode -- (the positively charged terminal of a voltaic cell or storage battery that supplies current) 
               => railway station, railroad station, railroad terminal, train station, train depot --
 (terminal where trains load or unload passengers or goods) 
                   => whistle stop, flag stop, way station --
 (a small railway station between the principal stations or a station where the train stops only on a signal) 
               => subway station -- (a terminal where subways load and unload passengers) 
       => transportation system, transportation, transit --
 (a facility consisting of the means and equipment necessary for the movement of passengers or goods) 
           => air transportation system -- (a transportation system for moving passengers or goods by air) 
               => hub-and-spoke, hub-and-spoke system --
 (a system of air transportation in which local airports offer air transportation to a central airport where long-
distance flights are available) 
           => highway system -- (a transportation system consisting of roads for motor transport) 
           => public transit -- (a public transportation system for moving passengers) 
               => rapid transit, mass rapid transit -- (an urban public transit system using underground or elevated trains) 
           => short line -- (a transportation system that operates over relatively short distances) 
           => telpherage, telferage --
 (a transportation system in which cars (telphers) are suspended from cables and operated on electricity) 
       => utility --
 (a facility composed of one or more pieces of equipment connected to or part of a structure and designed to provide a  
service such as heat or electricity or water or sewage disposal; "the price of the house included all utilities") 
           => electrical system, electrical plant -- (utility that provides electricity) 
           => heating system, heating plant, heating, heat --
 (utility to warm a building; "the heating system wasn't working"; "they have radiant heating") 
               => central heating --
 (a heating system in which air or water is heated at a central furnace and sent through the building via vents or pipes  
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and radiators) 
               => gas heat -- (heating system that burns natural gas) 
               => panel heating --
 (heating system consisting of wall or floor or baseboard or ceiling panels containing electric conductors or heating  
pipes) 
               => steam heat, steam heating --
 (a heating system in which steam is generated in boilers and piped to radiators) 
           => plumbing, plumbing system --
 (utility consisting of the pipes and fixtures for the distribution of water or gas in a building and for the disposal of  
sewage) 
       => water system, water supply, water --
 (facility that provides a source of water; "the town debated the purification of the water supply"; "first you have to cut 
off the water") 

instrumentality, instrumentation -- (an artifact (or system of artifacts) that is instrumental in accomplishing some end) 
       => ceramic --
 (an artifact made of hard brittle material produced from nonmetallic minerals by firing at high temperatures) 
       => connection, connexion, connector, connecter, connective --
 (an instrumentality that connects; "he soldered the connection"; "he didn't have the right connector between the  
amplifier and the speakers") 
       => container --
 (any object that can be used to hold things (especially a large metal boxlike object of standardized dimensions that can 
be loaded from one form of transport to another)) 
       => conveyance, transport -- (something that serves as a means of transportation) 
       => device --
 (an instrumentality invented for a particular purpose; "the device is small enough to wear on your wrist"; "a device  
intended to conserve water") 
       => equipment -- (an instrumentality needed for an undertaking or to perform a service) 
       => furnishings --
 (the instrumentalities (furniture and appliances and other movable accessories including curtains and rugs) that make a 
home (or other area) livable) 
       => hardware, ironware -- (instrumentalities (tools or implements) made of metal) 
       => implement -- (instrumentation (a piece of equipment or tool) used to effect an end) 
       => means -- (instrumentality used to achieve an end) 
       => system --
 (instrumentality that combines interrelated interacting artifacts designed to work as a coherent entity; "he bought a new
 stereo system"; "the system consists of a motor and a small computer") 
       => toiletry, toilet article, toiletries -- (an artifact used in making your toilet) 
       => weaponry, arms, implements of war, weapons system, munition -- (weapons considered collectively) 
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STRUCTURE, CONSTRUCTION 

structure, construction --
 (a thing constructed; a complex construction or entity; "the structure consisted of a series of arches"; "she wore her hair
 in an amazing construction of whirls and ribbons") 
       => airdock, hangar, repair shed -- (a large structure at an airport where aircraft can be stored and maintained) 
       => altar -- (a raised structure on which gifts or sacrifices to a god are made) 
           => high altar -- (the main altar in a church) 
       => arcade, colonnade -- (a structure composed of a series of arches supported by columns) 
           => loggia --
 (a roofed arcade or gallery with open sides stretching along the front or side of a building; often at an upper level) 
       => arch --
 ((architecture) a masonry construction (usually curved) for spanning an opening and supporting the weight above it) 
           => abutment arch -- (an arch supported by an abutment) 
           => broken arch -- (an arch with a gap at the apex; the gap is usually filled with some decoration) 
           => camber arch -- (an arch with a straight horizontal extrados and a slightly arched intrados) 
           => corbel arch -- ((architecture) an arch constructed of masonry courses that are corbelled until they meet) 
           => flat arch, straight arch --
 (an arch with mutually supporting voussoirs that has a straight horizontal extrados and intrados) 
           => pier arch -- (an arch supported on piers) 
           => pointed arch -- (an arch with a pointed apex) 
               => drop arch -- (a blunt pointed arch drawn from two centers within the span) 
               => Gothic arch -- (a pointed arch; usually has a joint (instead of a keystone) at the apex) 
                   => lancet arch, lancet -- (an acutely pointed Gothic arch, like a lance) 
               => ogee arch, keel arch -- (a pointed arch having an S-shape on both sides) 
               => trefoil arch -- (a pointed arch having cusps in the intrados on either side of the apex) 
           => proscenium arch -- (the arch over the opening in the proscenium wall) 
           => rampant arch -- (an arch whose support is higher on one side than on the other) 
           => round arch -- (an arch formed in a continuous curve) 
               => bell arch -- (a round arch resting on corbels) 
               => Moorish arch, horseshoe arch -- (a round arch that widens before rounding off) 
               => Roman arch, semicircular arch -- (a round arch drawn from a single center) 
               => three-centered arch, basket-handle arch --
 (a round arch whose inner curve is drawn with circles having three centers) 
           => rowlock arch -- (an arch that is formed with more than one concentric row of voussoirs) 
           => safety arch -- (an undecorated arch that is included in order to strengthen or support a construction) 
           => scoinson arch, sconcheon arch -- (an arch that supports part of the wall) 
           => segmental arch -- (a shallow arch; an arch that is less than a semicircle) 
           => shouldered arch --
 (an arch consisting of a horizontal lintel supported at each end by corbels that project into the aperture) 
           => skeen arch, skene arch, scheme arch, diminished arch -- (an arch whose height is less than half its width) 
           => skew arch -- (an arch whose jambs are not at right angles with the face) 
           => squinch -- (a small arch built across the interior angle of two walls (usually to support a spire)) 
               => trumpet arch -- (a conical squinch) 
           => trimmer arch -- (an arch built between trimmers in a floor (to support the weight of a hearth)) 
           => triumphal arch -- (a monumental archway; usually they are built to commemorate some notable victory) 
           => Tudor arch, four-centered arch -- (a low elliptical or pointed arch; usually drawn from four centers) 
       => area --
 (a part of a structure having some specific characteristic or function; "the spacious cooking area provided plenty of  
room for servants") 
           => aisle -- (part of a church divided laterally from the nave proper by rows of pillars or columns) 
           => auditorium -- (the area of a theater or concert hall where the audience sits) 
               => assembly hall -- (a hall where many people can congregate) 
           => box --
 (any one of several designated areas on a ball field where the batter or catcher or coaches are positioned; "the umpire  
warned the batter to stay in the batter's box") 
               => batter's box --
 (an area on a baseball diamond (on either side of home plate) marked by lines within which the batter must stand when
 at bat) 
           => breakfast area, breakfast nook --
 (a place for light meals (usually near a kitchen); "the breakfast nook had a built in table and seats") 
           => bullpen -- (a place on a baseball field where relief pitchers can warm up during a game) 
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           => chancel, sanctuary, bema --
 (area around the altar of a church for the clergy and choir; often enclosed by a lattice or railing) 
           => choir -- (the area occupied by singers; the part of the chancel between sanctuary and nave) 
           => corner, nook -- (an interior angle formed be two meeting walls; "a piano was in one corner of the room") 
               => amen corner -- (area reserved for persons leading the responsive amens) 
               => chimney corner, inglenook -- (a corner by a fireplace) 
           => dead-air space -- (an unventilated area where no air circulates) 
           => dining area -- (an area arranged for dining; "they put up tents for the dining area") 
           => goalmouth -- ((sports) the area immediately in front of the goal) 
           => hideaway, retreat -- (an area where you can be alone) 
           => layby, lay-by, pull-off, rest area, rest stop --
 (designated paved area beside a main road where cars can stop temporarily; "in England they call a rest area a lay-by") 
           => nave -- (the central area of a church) 
           => orchestra pit, pit -- (lowered area in front of a stage where an orchestra accompanies the performers) 
           => panopticon -- (an area where everything is visible) 
               => showroom, salesroom, saleroom --
 (an area where merchandise (such as cars) can be displayed; "in England a showroom is called a salesroom") 
           => patio, terrace -- (usually paved outdoor area adjoining a residence) 
               => suntrap, solar trap --
 (a terrace or garden oriented to take advantage of the sun while protected from cold winds) 
           => press gallery -- (an area (sometimes in a balcony) set aside for reporters (especially in a legislative hall)) 
           => quad, quadrangle -- (a rectangular area surrounded on all sides by buildings) 
           => room --
 (an area within a building enclosed by walls and floor and ceiling; "the rooms were very small but they had a nice view
") 
               => anechoic chamber -- (a chamber having very little reverberation) 
               => anteroom, antechamber, entrance hall, hall, foyer, lobby, vestibule --
 (a large entrance or reception room or area) 
                   => narthex -- (a vestibule leading to the nave of a church) 
               => back room -- (a room located in the rear of an establishment; usually accessible only to privileged groups) 
               => ballroom, dance hall, dance palace -- (large room used mainly for dancing) 
                   => disco, discotheque -- (a public dance hall for dancing to recorded popular music) 
               => barroom, bar, saloon, ginmill, taproom --
 (a room or establishment where alcoholic drinks are served over a counter; "he drowned his sorrows in whiskey at the 
bar") 
                   => barrelhouse, honky-tonk -- (a cheap drinking and dancing establishment) 
                   => cocktail lounge -- (a barroom in a hotel or restaurant where cocktails are served) 
                   => sawdust saloon -- (a saloon whose floor is covered with sawdust) 
                   => speakeasy -- ((during prohibition) an illegal barroom) 
               => bathroom, bath --
 (a room (as in a residence) containing a bath or shower and usually a washbasin and toilet) 
               => bedroom, sleeping room, chamber, bedchamber -- (a room used primarily for sleeping) 
                   => boudoir -- (a lady's bedroom or private sitting room) 
                   => child's room -- (a bedroom for a child) 
                       => nursery, baby's room -- (a child's room for a baby) 
                           => day nursery, day care center --
 (a nursery for the supervision of preschool children while the parents work) 
                   => dormitory, dormitory room, dorm room -- (a large sleeping room containing several beds) 
                   => guestroom -- (a bedroom that is kept for the use of guests) 
                   => hotel room -- (a bedroom (usually with bath) in a hotel) 
                       => adjoining room --
 (a hotel room that shares a wall with an adjoining room but is not connected by a door) 
                       => connecting room --
 (a hotel room that shres a wall with an adjoining room and is connected by a private door) 
                   => master bedroom -- (the principal bedroom in a house; usually occupied by the head of the household) 
                   => motel room -- (a sleeping room in a motel) 
               => belfry -- (a room (often at the top of a tower) where bells are hung) 
               => billiard room, billiard saloon, billiard parlor, billiard parlour, billiard hall --
 (a room in which billiards is played) 
               => boardroom, council chamber --
 (a room where a committee meets (such as the board of directors of a company)) 
                   => divan, diwan -- (a Muslim council chamber or law court) 
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               => cardroom -- (a room for gambling on card games) 
               => cell, jail cell, prison cell -- (a room where a prisoner is kept) 
                   => bullpen, detention cell, detention centre --
 (a large cell where prisoners (people awaiting trial or sentence or refugees or illegal immigrants) are confined together 
temporarily) 
                   => cooler, tank -- (a cell for violent prisoners) 
                   => dungeon -- (a dark cell (usually underground) where prisoners can be confined) 
                       => oubliette -- (a dungeon with the only entrance or exit being a trap door in the ceiling) 
                   => guardroom -- (a cell in which soldiers under guard are confined) 
                   => hold, keep -- (a cell in a jail or prison) 
                   => sweatbox -- (small or narrow cell) 
               => cell, cubicle -- (small room is which a monk or nun lives) 
               => chamber -- (a room where a judge transacts business) 
                   => divan, diwan -- (a Muslim council chamber or law court) 
               => checkroom, left-luggage office -- (a room where baggage or parcels are checked) 
               => classroom, schoolroom -- (a room in a school where lessons take place) 
                   => lecture room -- (classroom where lectures are given) 
                   => study hall -- (a classroom reserved for study) 
               => clean room, white room --
 (a room that is virtually free of dust or bacteria; used in laboratory work and in assembly or repair of precision  
equipment) 
                   => laminar flow clean room --
 (a clean room free of all extraneous particles; used in fabricating microprocessors) 
               => cloakroom, coatroom -- (a room where coats and other articles can be left temporarily) 
               => closet -- (a small private room for study or prayer) 
                   => booth, cubicle, stall, kiosk -- (small area set off by walls for special use) 
                       => confessional -- (a booth where a priest sits to hear confessions) 
                       => polling booth -- (a temporary booth in a polling place which people enter to cast their votes) 
                       => prompt box, prompter's box --
 (a booth projecting above the floor in the front of a stage where the prompter sits; opens toward the performers on  
stage) 
                       => shower stall, shower bath -- (booth for washing yourself, usually in a bathroom) 
                       => telephone booth, phone booth, call box, telephone box, telephone kiosk --
 (booth for using a telephone) 
                       => tollbooth, tolbooth, tollhouse -- (a booth at a tollgate where the toll collector collects tolls) 
                       => voting booth -- (a booth in which a person can cast a private vote) 
               => clubroom -- (a room used for the activities of a club) 
               => compartment -- (a partitioned section or separate room within a larger enclosed area) 
                   => bay -- (a compartment on a ship between decks; often used as a hospital; "they put him in the sick bay") 
                   => box --
 (separate partitioned area in a public place for a few people; "the sentry stayed in his box to avoid the cold") 
                       => jury box -- (an enclosure within a courtroom for the jury) 
                       => press box -- (box reserved for reporters (as at a sports event)) 
                       => witness box, witness stand -- (a box enclosure for a witness when testifying) 
                   => box, loge --
 (private area in a theater or grandstand where a small group can watch the performance; "the royal box was empty") 
                       => skybox -- (an elevated box for viewing events at a sports stadium) 
                   => cab -- (a compartment in front of a motor vehicle where driver sits) 
                   => cabin -- (the enclosed compartment of an aircraft or spacecraft where passengers are carried) 
                       => pressure cabin -- (cabin consisting of the pressurized section of an aircraft or spacecraft) 
                   => cabin -- (small room on a ship or boat where people sleep) 
                       => stateroom -- (a guest cabin) 
                   => cable car, car --
 (a conveyance for passengers or freight on a cable railway; "they took a cable car to the top of the mountain") 
                   => car, elevator car -- (where passengers ride up and down; "the car was on the top floor") 
                   => car, gondola -- (car suspended from an airship and carrying personnel and cargo and power plant) 
                   => cockpit -- (compartment where the pilot sits while flying the aircraft) 
                   => couchette -- (a compartment on a European passenger train; contains 4 to 6 berths for sleeping) 
                   => drawing room -- (a private compartment on a sleeping car with three bunks and a toilet) 
                   => module -- (detachable compartment of a spacecraft) 
                       => command module --
 (a space module in which astronauts can live and control the spacecraft and communicate with earth) 
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                   => pilothouse, wheelhouse -- (an enclosed compartment from which a vessel can be navigated) 
                       => conning tower -- (an armored pilothouse on a warship) 
                   => roomette -- (a small private compartment for one on a sleeping car) 
                   => stall -- (a compartment in a stable where a single animal is confined and fed) 
                   => well --
 (an enclosed compartment in a ship or plane for holding something as e.g. fish or a plane's landing gear or for  
protecting something as e.g. a ship's pumps) 
                       => bilge well -- ((nautical) a well where seepage drains to be pumped away) 
                       => pump well -- (an enclosure in the middle of a ship's hold that protects the ship's pumps) 
               => conference room -- (a room in which a conference can be held) 
               => control room -- (a room housing control equipment (as in a recording studio)) 
               => court, courtroom --
 (a room in which a law court sits; "television cameras were admitted in the courtroom") 
               => cubby, cubbyhole, snuggery, snug -- (a small secluded room) 
               => cutting room -- (a room where films or tapes are edited (by cutting out unwanted parts)) 
               => darkroom -- (a room in which photographs are developed) 
               => den -- (a room that is comfortable and secluded) 
               => dining room, dining-room -- (a room used for dining) 
                   => dining-hall -- (a large room at a college or university; used especially for dining) 
                       => refectory -- (a communal dining-hall (usually in a monastery)) 
                   => mess, mess hall -- (a (large) military dining room where service personnel eat or relax) 
                       => officer's mess -- (a mess for the exclusive use of officers) 
                   => triclinium --
 (a dining room (especially a dining room containing a dining table with couches along three sides)) 
               => door -- (a room that is entered via a door; "his office is the third door down the hall on the left") 
               => dressing room -- (a room in which you can change clothes) 
               => durbar -- (the room in the palace of a native prince of India in which audiences and receptions occur) 
               => engineering, engine room -- (a room (as on a ship) in which the engine is located) 
               => floor, trading floor -- (a large room in a stock exchange where the trading is done; "he is a floor trader") 
               => furnace room --
 (a room (usually in the basement of a building) that contains a furnace for heating the building) 
               => gallery -- (a long usually narrow room used for some specific purpose; "shooting gallery") 
               => gallery, art gallery, picture gallery -- (a room or series of rooms where works of art are exhibited) 
                   => salon -- (gallery where works of art can be displayed) 
               => greenroom -- (a backstage room in a theater where performers rest or have visitors) 
               => guardroom -- (a room used by soldiers on guard) 
               => hall -- (a large room for gatherings or entertainment; "lecture hall"; "pool hall") 
                   => beer hall -- (a hall or barroom featuring beer and (usually) entertainment) 
                   => concert hall -- (a hall where concerts are given) 
                   => exhibition hall, exhibition area -- (a large hall for holding exhibitions) 
                       => palace -- (a large ornate exhibition hall) 
                   => floor --
 (the legislative hall where members debate and vote and conduct other business; "there was a motion from the floor") 
                   => great hall -- (the principle hall in a castle or mansion; can be used for dining or entertainment) 
                       => apadana -- (the great hall in ancient Persian palaces) 
               => hospital room -- (a room in a hospital for the care of patients) 
                   => emergency room, ER --
 (a room in a hospital or clinic staffed and equipped to provide emergency care to persons requiring immediate medical 
treatment) 
                   => operating room, OR, operating theater, operating theatre, surgery --
 (a room in a hospital equipped for the performance of surgical operations; "great care is taken to keep the operating  
rooms aseptic") 
                   => recovery room -- (a hospital room for the care of patients immediately after surgery) 
               => kitchen -- (a room equipped for preparing meals) 
                   => galley, ship's galley, caboose, cookhouse -- (the area for food preparation on a ship) 
                       => cuddy -- (the galley or pantry of a small ship) 
                   => galley -- (the kitchen area for food preparation on an airliner) 
                   => kitchenette -- (small kitchen) 
               => lawcourt -- (room in which justice is administered according to the laws) 
               => library -- (a room where books are kept; "they had brandy in the library") 
               => living room, living-room, sitting room, front room, parlor, parlour --
 (a room in a private house or establishment where people can sit and talk and relax) 
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                   => common room -- (a sitting room (usually at school or university)) 
                   => morning room -- (a sitting room used during the daylight hours) 
                   => salon -- (elegant sitting room where guests are received) 
               => locker room --
 (a room (as at an athletic facility or workplace) where you can change clothes and which contains lockers for the  
temporary storage of your clothing and personal possessions) 
               => lounge, waiting room, waiting area --
 (a public room (as in a hotel or airport) with seating where people can wait) 
                   => cloakroom -- (a private lounge off of a legislative chamber) 
                   => departure lounge -- (lounge where passengers can await departure) 
               => manor hall, hall -- (the large room of a manor or castle) 
               => poolroom -- (a room with pool tables where pool is played) 
               => presence chamber -- (room in which a monarch or other great person receives guests, assemblies, etc.) 
               => rathole -- (a small dirty uncomfortable room) 
               => reading room -- (a room set aside for reading) 
                   => newsroom -- (a reading room (in a library or club) where newspapers and other periodicals can be read) 
               => reception room -- (a room for receiving and entertaining visitors (as in a private house or hotel)) 
                   => drawing room, withdrawing room -- (a formal room where visitors can be received and entertained) 
                   => parlor, parlour -- (reception room in an inn or club where visitors can be received) 
               => recreation room, rec room -- (a room equipped for informal entertaining) 
                   => canteen -- (a recreation room in an institution) 
                   => family room -- (a recreation room in a private house) 
                   => rumpus room, playroom, game room --
 (a recreation room for noisy activities (parties or children's play etc)) 
               => rotunda -- (a large circular room) 
               => scullery --
 (a small room (in large old British houses) next to the kitchen; where kitchen utensils are cleaned and kept and other  
rough household jobs are done) 
               => sewing room -- (a room set aside for sewing) 
               => shipping room -- (a room where goods are packaged and shipped) 
               => shower room -- (a room with several showers) 
               => sickbay, sick berth -- ((nautical) a room for the treatment of the sick or injured (as on a ship)) 
               => sickroom -- (a room to which a sick person is confined) 
               => smoking room -- (room in a hotel or club set apart for smokers) 
               => squad room -- (a room in a barracks where soldiers are billeted) 
               => squad room --
 (a room in a police station where members of the force assemble for roll call and duty assignments) 
               => steam bath, steam room, vapor bath, vapour bath --
 (a room that can be filled with steam in which people bathe; `vapour bath' is a British term) 
                   => sauna, sweat room -- (a Finnish steam bath; steam is produced by pouring water over heated rocks) 
                   => Turkish bath --
 (a steam room where facilities are available for a bath followed by a shower and massage) 
               => storeroom, storage room, stowage -- (a room in which things are stored) 
                   => chandlery -- (a storeroom where candles are kept) 
                   => lumber room -- (a storeroom in a house where odds and ends can be stored (especially furniture)) 
                   => pantry, larder, buttery -- (a small storeroom for storing foods or wines) 
                       => stillroom, still room --
 (a pantry or storeroom connected with the kitchen (especially in a large house) for preparing tea and beverages and for 
storing liquors and preserves and tea etc) 
                   => stockroom, stock room -- (storeroom for storing goods and supplies used in a business) 
                   => strongroom -- (and burglarproof and fireproof room in which valuables are kept) 
                       => vault, bank vault -- (a strongroom or compartment (often made of steel) for safekeeping of valuables) 
               => study --
 (a room used for reading and writing and studying; "he knocked lightly on the closed door of the study") 
               => sun parlor, sun parlour, sun porch, sunroom, sun lounge, solarium --
 (a room enclosed largely with glass and affording exposure to the sun) 
               => surgery --
 (a room where a doctor or dentist can be consulted; "he read the warning in the doctor's surgery") 
               => television room, tv room -- (a room set aside for viewing television) 
               => test room, testing room -- (a room in which tests are conducted) 
               => toilet, lavatory, lav, can, john, privy, bathroom -- (a room equipped with toilet facilities) 
                   => head -- ((nautical) a toilet on board a boat or ship) 
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                   => public toilet, comfort station, public convenience, convenience, public lavatory, restroom, toilet facility, 
wash room -- (a toilet that is available to the public) 
                       => ladies' room, powder room -- (a woman's restroom in a public (or semi-public) building) 
                       => latrine -- (a public toilet in a military area) 
                       => men's room, men's -- (a public toilet for men) 
                   => washroom -- (especially a lavatory in a public place) 
                   => water closet, closet, W.C., loo -- (a toilet in England) 
               => torture chamber -- (a room in which torture is inflicted) 
               => vestry, sacristy -- (a room in a church where sacred vessels and vestments are kept or meetings are held) 
               => walk-in -- (a small room large enough to admit entrance) 
               => war room -- (a room where strategic decisions are made (especially for military or political campaigns)) 
               => workroom -- (room where work is done) 
           => second balcony, family circle, upper balcony, peanut gallery --
 (rearmost or uppermost area in the balcony containing the least expensive seats) 
           => storage space -- (the area in any structure that provides space for storage) 
               => cache -- (a hidden storage space (for money or provisions or weapons)) 
               => cellar, wine cellar -- (storage space where wines are stored) 
               => compartment -- (a small space or subdivision for storage) 
                   => bay -- (a compartment in an aircraft used for some specific purpose; "he opened the bomb bay") 
                   => cabinet, locker, storage locker -- (a storage compartment for clothes and valuables; usually it has a lock) 
                       => glory hole, lazaretto -- (a small locker at the stern of a boat or between decks of a ship) 
                   => cell -- (any small compartment; "the cells of a honeycomb") 
                   => cubbyhole, pigeonhole -- (a small compartment) 
                   => glove compartment -- (compartment on the dashboard of a car) 
                   => luggage compartment, automobile trunk, trunk --
 (compartment in an automobile that carries luggage or shopping or tools; "he put his golf bag in the trunk") 
                       => boot -- (British term for the luggage compartment in a car) 
                   => post-office box, POB, call box, letter box --
 (a numbered compartment in a post office where mail is put to be called for) 
               => cupboard, closet -- (a small room (or recess) or cabinet used for storage space) 
                   => airing cupboard --
 (a warm cupboard where you put newly washed clothes until they are completely dry) 
                   => broom closet -- (a small room for storing brooms and other cleaning equipment) 
                   => safe -- (a ventilated or refrigerated cupboard for securing provisions from pests) 
                       => meat safe -- (a safe for storing meat) 
                   => supply closet -- (a closet for storing supplies) 
               => drawer -- (a boxlike container in a piece of furniture; made so as to slide in and out) 
               => root cellar, cellar -- (an excavation where root vegetables are stored) 
               => stacks, set of bookshelves --
 (storage space consisting of an extensive arrangement of bookshelves in a library where most of the books are stored) 
           => threshing floor -- (a floor or ground area for threshing or treading out grain) 
           => turnaround -- (an area sufficiently large for a vehicle to turn around) 
       => balcony --
 (a platform projecting from the wall of a building and surrounded by a balustrade or railing or parapet) 
           => gallery --
 (narrow recessed balcony area along an upper floor on the interior of a building; usually marked by a colonnade) 
               => amphitheater, amphitheatre --
 (a sloping gallery with seats for spectators (as in an operating room or theater)) 
               => choir loft -- (a gallery in a church occupied by the choir) 
               => organ loft -- (a gallery occupied by a church organ) 
       => balcony -- (an upper floor projecting from the rear over the main floor in an auditorium) 
           => loge -- (balcony consisting of the forward section of a theater mezzanine) 
           => mezzanine, first balcony -- (first or lowest balcony) 
       => bascule -- (a structure in which one end is counterbalanced by the other (as in a bascule bridge)) 
       => boarding -- (a structure of boards) 
           => boards -- (the boarding that surrounds an ice hockey rink) 
           => flashboard, flashboarding -- (boarding place along the top of a dam to increase its height) 
       => body -- (the external structure of a vehicle; "the body of the car was badly rusted") 
           => bodywork -- (the exterior body of a motor vehicle) 
           => fuselage --
 (the central body of an airplane that is designed to accommodate the crew and passengers (or cargo)) 
       => bridge, span --
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 (a structure that allows people or vehicles to cross an obstacle such as a river or canal or railway etc.) 
           => Bailey bridge -- (a temporary bridge designed for rapid construction) 
           => cantilever bridge -- (bridge constructed of two cantilevers that meet in the middle) 
               => Baton Rouge Bridge -- (a cantilever bridge across the Mississippi at Baton Rouge) 
               => Commodore John Barry Bridge -- (a cantilever bridge in Chester, Pennsylvania) 
               => Greater New Orleans Bridge -- (twin cantilever bridges across the Mississippi at New Orleans) 
               => Minato Ohashi Bridge -- (cantilever bridge at Osaka, Japan) 
               => Quebec Bridge -- (a cantilever bridge in Quebec) 
               => Queensboro Bridge -- (a cantilever bridge across the East River between Manhattan and Queens) 
               => Tappan Zee Bridge -- (a cantilever bridge across the Hudson River) 
           => cattle guard, cattle grid --
 (a bridge over a ditch consisting of parallel metal bars that allow pedestrians and vehicles to pass, but not cattle) 
           => covered bridge -- (a bridge whose passageway is protected by a roof and enclosing sides) 
           => drawbridge, lift bridge --
 (a bridge that can be raised to block passage or to allow boats or ships to pass beneath it) 
           => footbridge, overcrossing, pedestrian bridge -- (a bridge designed for pedestrians) 
               => gangplank, gangboard, gangway -- (a temporary bridge for getting on and off a vessel at dockside) 
               => jet bridge --
 (an extendible bridge for loading passengers onto large commerical airplanes; provides protected access to the plane  
from the gate) 
           => overpass, flyover, flypast --
 (bridge formed by the upper level of a crossing of two highways at different levels; "an overpass is called a flyover or 
a flypast in England") 
           => pontoon bridge, bateau bridge, floating bridge -- (a temporary bridge built over a series of pontoons) 
           => rope bridge -- (a bridge consisting of ropes) 
           => steel arch bridge -- (a steel bridge constructed in the form of an arch) 
               => Bayonne Bridge -- (a steel arch bridge connecting New Jersey and Staten Island at Bayonne, New Jersey) 
               => New River Gorge Bridge -- (a steel arch bridge across New River at Fayetteville, West Virginia) 
               => Sydney Harbor Bridge -- (a steel arch bridge in Sydney, Australia) 
           => suspension bridge -- (a bridge that has a roadway supported by cables that are anchored at both ends) 
               => Angostura Bridge -- (a suspension bridge across the Orinoco River at Cuidad Bolivar) 
               => Benjamin Franklin Bridge -- (a suspension bridge across the Delaware River) 
               => Bosporus Bridge -- (a suspension bridge across the Bosporus at Istanbul) 
               => Bronx-Whitestone Bridge -- (a suspension bridge across the East River in New York City) 
               => Brooklyn Bridge -- (a suspension bridge across the East River in New York City; opened in 1883) 
               => Delaware Memorial Bridge -- (a suspension bridge across the Delaware River) 
               => George Washington Bridge --
 (a suspension bridge across the Hudson River between New York and New Jersey) 
               => Golden Gate Bridge -- (a suspension bridge across the Golden Gate) 
               => Humber Bridge -- (a suspension bridge at Hull, England; 4,626 feet long) 
               => Kammon Strait Bridge -- (a suspension bridge between Kyushu and Honshu) 
               => Mackinac Bridge --
 (a suspension bridge across the channel between the lower and upper peninsulas of Michigan) 
               => Pierre Laporte Bridge -- (a suspension bridge across the Saint Lawrence River at Quebec) 
               => Ponte 25 de Abril -- (a suspension bridge across the Tagus River at Lisbon) 
               => Tacoma Narrows Bridge -- (a suspension bridge across Puget Sound at Tacoma) 
               => Verrazano-Narrows Bridge --
 (a suspension bridge across the Verrazano Narrows between Brooklyn and Staten Island) 
               => Walt Whitman Bridge -- (a suspension bridge across the Delaware River) 
           => trestle bridge -- (a bridge supported by trestlework) 
           => truss bridge -- (a bridge supported by trusses) 
           => viaduct --
 (bridge consisting of a series of arches supported by piers used to carry a road (or railroad) over a valley) 
       => building, edifice --
 (a structure that has a roof and walls and stands more or less permanently in one place; "there was a three-
story building on the corner"; "it was an imposing edifice") 
           => abattoir, butchery, shambles, slaughterhouse -- (a building where animals are butchered) 
           => apartment building, apartment house -- (a building that is divided into apartments) 
               => tenement, tenement house -- (a rundown apartment house barely meeting minimal standards) 
               => walk-up -- (an apartment building without an elevator) 
           => architecture -- (an architectural product or work) 
           => aviary, bird sanctuary, volary -- (a building where birds are kept) 
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           => bathhouse, bathing machine -- (a building containing dressing rooms for bathers) 
           => bowling alley -- (a building that contains several alleys for bowling) 
           => center, centre --
 (a building dedicated to a particular activity; "they were raising money to build a new center for research") 
               => burn center -- (a center where patients with severe burns can be treated) 
               => call center, call centre --
 (a center equipped to handle a large volume of telephone calls (especially for taking orders or serving customers)) 
               => community center, civic center --
 (a center where the members of a community can gather for social or cultural activities) 
               => conference center, conference house -- (a center where conferences can be conducted) 
               => control center --
 (the operational center for a group of related activities; "the general in command never left the control center") 
               => research center, research facility -- (a center where research is done) 
               => service club -- (a recreational center for servicemen) 
               => settlement house -- (a center in an underprivileged area that provides community services) 
               => student center -- (a center for student activities at a college or university) 
           => chapterhouse -- (a building attached to a monastery or cathedral; used as a meeting place for the chapter) 
           => clubhouse, club -- (a building occupied by a club; "the clubhouse needed a new roof") 
           => dormitory, dorm, residence hall, hall, student residence --
 (a college or university building containing living quarters for students) 
               => hall of residence -- (a university dormitory) 
           => farm building -- (a building on a farm) 
               => barn -- (an outlying farm building for storing grain or animal feed and housing farm animals) 
                   => cowbarn, cowshed, cow barn, cowhouse -- (a barn for cows) 
                   => tithe barn -- (barn originally built to hold tithes paid in kind and common in England) 
               => chicken coop, coop, hencoop, henhouse -- (a farm building for housing poultry) 
               => stable, stalls, horse barn -- (a farm building for housing horses or other livestock) 
                   => Augean stables --
 ((Greek mythology) the extremely dirty stables that were finally cleaned by Hercules who diverted two rivers through  
them) 
                   => livery stable -- (stable where horses and vehicles are kept for hire) 
           => feedlot -- (a building where livestock are fattened for market) 
           => firetrap -- (a building that would be hard to escape from if it were to catch fire) 
           => gambling house, gambling den, gambling hell, gaming house --
 (a public building in which a variety of games of chance can be played (operated as a business)) 
               => casino, gambling casino -- (a public building for gambling and entertainment) 
           => gazebo, summerhouse -- (a small roofed building affording shade and rest) 
               => belvedere -- (a gazebo sited to command a fine view) 
           => government building -- (a building that houses a branch of government) 
               => Capitol, Capitol Building --
 (the government building in Washington where the United States Senate and the House of Representatives meet) 
               => chancellery -- (a government building housing the office of a chancellor) 
               => courthouse -- (a government building that houses the offices of a county government) 
               => customhouse, customshouse --
 (a government building where customs are collected and where ships are cleared to enter or leave the country) 
               => diplomatic building -- (government building in which diplomats live or work) 
                   => consulate -- (diplomatic building that serves as the residence or workplace of a consul) 
                   => embassy -- (a diplomatic building where ambassadors live or work) 
               => Pentagon --
 (a government building with five sides that serves as the headquarters of the United States Department of Defense) 
               => Statehouse -- (a government building in which a state legislature meets) 
               => town hall -- (a government building that houses administrative offices of a town government) 
               => White House --
 (the government building that serves as the residence and office of the President of the United States) 
           => greenhouse, nursery, glasshouse --
 (a building with glass walls and roof; for the cultivation and exhibition of plants under controlled conditions) 
               => conservatory, hothouse, indoor garden -- (a greenhouse in which plants are arranged in a pleasing manner) 
           => hall -- (a large building for meetings or entertainment) 
               => city hall -- (a building that houses administrative offices of a municipal government) 
               => guildhall -- (the hall of a guild or corporation) 
                   => gildhall -- (the meeting place of a medieval guild) 
               => lyceum -- (a public hall for lectures and concerts) 
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           => hall -- (a large building used by a college or university for teaching or research; "halls of learning") 
           => Hall of Fame -- (a building containing trophies honoring famous people) 
               => National Baseball Hall of Fame --
 (a Hall of Fame and museum in Cooperstown, New York, honoring great baseball players) 
           => hotel -- (a building where travelers can pay for lodging and meals and other services) 
               => fleabag -- (a rundown hotel) 
               => hostel, hostelry, inn, lodge -- (a hotel providing overnight lodging for travelers) 
                   => caravansary, caravanserai, khan, caravan inn --
 (an inn in some Eastern countries with a large courtyard that provides accommodation for caravans) 
                   => imaret -- (a hostel for pilgrims in Turkey) 
                   => roadhouse --
 (an inn (usually outside city limits on a main road) providing meals and liquor and dancing and (sometimes) gambling) 
               => motor hotel, motor inn, motor lodge, tourist court, court --
 (a hotel for motorists; provides direct access from rooms to parking area) 
                   => motel -- (a motor hotel) 
               => resort hotel, spa -- (a fashionable hotel usually in a resort area) 
               => Ritz -- (an ostentatiously elegant hotel) 
               => ski lodge -- (a hotel at a ski resort) 
               => resort, resort hotel, holiday resort -- (a hotel located in a resort area) 
                   => dude ranch -- (a holiday resort offering ranch activities (riding and camping)) 
                   => ski resort -- (a resort with lodging and facilities for skiing) 
           => hotel-casino, casino-hotel -- (a building that houses both a hotel and a casino) 
           => house --
 (a dwelling that serves as living quarters for one or more families; "he has a house on Cape Cod"; "she felt she had to  
get out of the house") 
               => beach house -- (a house built on or near a beach) 
               => boarding house, boardinghouse --
 (a private house that provides accommodations and meals for paying guests) 
                   => bed and breakfast, bed-and-breakfast -- (an overnight boardinghouse with breakfast) 
               => bungalow, cottage -- (a small house with a single story) 
               => cabin -- (a small house built of wood; usually in a wooded area) 
                   => log cabin -- (a cabin built with logs) 
               => chalet -- (a Swiss house with a sloping roof and wide eaves or a house built in this style) 
               => chapterhouse, fraternity house, frat house -- (a house used as a residence by a chapter of a fraternity) 
               => country house -- (a house (usually large and impressive) on an estate in the country) 
                   => chateau -- (an impressive country house (or castle) in France) 
                   => dacha -- (Russian country house) 
                   => shooting lodge, shooting box -- (a small country house used by hunters during the shooting season) 
                   => summer house --
 (a country house (usually located in the country) that provides a cool place to live in the summer) 
                   => villa -- (pretentious and luxurious country residence with extensive grounds) 
                   => villa --
 (country house in ancient Rome consisting of residential quarters and farm buildings around a courtyard) 
               => detached house, single dwelling -- (a house that stands alone) 
               => dollhouse, doll's house -- (a house so small that it is likened to a child's dollhouse) 
               => duplex house, duplex, semidetached house -- (a house with two units sharing a common wall) 
               => farmhouse -- (house for a farmer and family) 
               => gatehouse -- (a house built at a gateway; usually the gatekeeper's residence) 
                   => lodge --
 (small house at the entrance to the grounds of a country mansion; usually occupied by a gatekeeper or gardener) 
               => guesthouse -- (a house separate from the main house; for housing guests) 
               => hacienda -- (the main house on a ranch or large estate) 
               => lodge, hunting lodge -- (a small (rustic) house used as a temporary shelter) 
               => lodging house, rooming house -- (a house where rooms are rented) 
                   => flophouse, dosshouse -- (a cheap lodging house) 
               => maisonette, maisonnette -- (a small house) 
               => mansion, mansion house, manse, hall, residence -- (a large and imposing house) 
                   => manor, manor house -- (the mansion of the lord of the manor) 
                   => palace, castle -- (a large and stately mansion) 
                       => Buckingham Palace -- (the London residence of the British sovereign) 
                   => stately home -- (a mansion that is (or formerly was) occupied by an aristocratic family) 
               => ranch house -- (a one story house with a low pitched roof) 
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               => residence --
 (the official house or establishment of an important person (as a sovereign or president); "he refused to live in the  
governor's residence") 
                   => court -- (the residence of a sovereign or nobleman; "the king will visit the duke's court") 
                   => deanery -- (the official residence of a dean) 
                   => manse -- (the residence of a clergyman (especially a Presbyterian clergyman)) 
                   => palace -- (official residence of an exalted person (as a sovereign)) 
                       => alcazar -- (any of various Spanish fortresses or palaces built by the Moors) 
                       => Alhambra -- (a palace and fortress built in Granada by the Muslims in the Middle Ages) 
                       => Lateran Palace -- (the residence of the Pope until the 14th century) 
                       => Tuileries, Tuileries Palace --
 (palace and royal residence built for Catherine de Medicis in 1564 and burned down in 1871; all that remains today are
 the formal gardens) 
                       => Versailles, Palace of Versailles --
 (a palace built in the 17th century for Louis XIV southwest of Paris near the city of Versailles) 
                   => parsonage, vicarage, rectory --
 (an official residence provided by a church for its parson or vicar or rector) 
                       => glebe house -- (a parsonage (especially one provided for the holder of a benefice)) 
                   => religious residence, cloister -- (residence that is a place of religious seclusion (such as a monastery)) 
                       => convent -- (a religious residence especially for nuns) 
                           => abbey -- (a convent ruled by an abbess) 
                           => nunnery -- (the convent of a community of nuns) 
                       => monastery -- (the residence of a religious community) 
                           => abbey -- (a monastery ruled by an abbot) 
                           => charterhouse -- (a Carthusian monastery) 
                           => friary -- (a monastery of friars) 
                           => lamasery -- (a monastery for lamas) 
                       => priory -- (religious residence in a monastery governed by a prior or a convent governed by a prioress) 
                   => Vatican, Vatican Palace -- (the residence of the Catholic Pope in the Vatican City) 
                   => White House --
 (the government building that serves as the residence and office of the President of the United States) 
                   => Mount Vernon --
 (the former residence of George Washington; in northeastern Virginia overlooking the Potomac river) 
               => row house, town house --
 (a house that is one of a row of identical houses situated side by side and sharing common walls) 
                   => brownstone -- (a row house built of brownstone; reddish brown in color) 
                   => terraced house -- (a house that is part of a terrace) 
               => safe house -- (a house used as a hiding place or refuge by members of certain organizations) 
               => saltbox -- (a type of house built in New England; has two stories in front and one behind) 
               => sod house, soddy, adobe house -- (a house built of sod or adobe laid in horizontal courses) 
               => solar house --
 (a house designed to use solar radiation for heating; usually has large areas of glass in front of heat-
absorbing materials) 
               => stash house --
 (a house where weapons and supplies are hidden; "attacks on stash houses is the most frequently used method of  
counterterrorism") 
               => tract house -- (one of many houses of similar design constructed together on a tract of land) 
               => villa -- (detached or semi-detached suburban house) 
           => house -- (a building in which something is sheltered or located; "they had a large carriage house") 
               => bathhouse, bagnio -- (a building containing public baths) 
               => boathouse -- (a house at edge of river or lake; used to store boats) 
               => courthouse -- (a building that houses judicial courts) 
               => field house, sports arena -- (a building for indoor sports) 
               => icehouse -- (a house for storing ice) 
               => meat house -- (a small house (on a farm) where meat is stored) 
               => oast house --
 (a building containing an oast (a kiln for drying hops); usually has a conical or pyramidal roof) 
               => pump house, pumping station -- (a house where pumps (e.g. to irrigate) are installed and operated) 
                   => pump room -- (a pump house at a spa where medicinal waters are pumped and where patrons gather) 
               => smokehouse, meat house -- (a small house where smoke is used to cure meat or fish) 
           => Independence Hall -- (the building in Philadelphia where the Declaration of Independence was signed) 
           => library -- (a building that houses a collection of books and other materials) 
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               => National Library of Medicine, United States National Library of Medicine, U.S. National Library of  
Medicine -- (the world's largest medical library) 
           => medical building, health facility, healthcare facility -- (building where medicine is practiced) 
               => clinic -- (a healthcare facility for outpatient care) 
                   => dispensary -- (clinic where medicine and medical supplies are dispensed) 
               => hospital, infirmary -- (a health facility where patients receive treatment) 
                   => creche, foundling hospital --
 (a hospital where foundlings (infant children of unknown parents) are taken in and cared for) 
                   => lazaretto, lazaret, lazarette, lazar house, pesthouse --
 (hospital for persons with infectious diseases (especially leprosy)) 
                   => maternity hospital --
 (a hospital that provides care for women during pregnancy and childbirth and for newborn infants) 
                   => mental hospital, psychiatric hospital, mental institution, institution, mental home, insane asylum, asylum
 -- (a hospital for mentally incompetent or unbalanced person) 
                       => Bedlam, booby hatch, crazy house, cuckoo's nest, funny farm, funny house, loony bin, madhouse, nut 
house, nuthouse, sanatorium, snake pit -- (pejorative terms for an insane asylum) 
                   => military hospital -- (hospital for soldiers and other military personnel) 
                       => field hospital -- (a temporary military hospital near the battle lines) 
                   => sanatorium, sanatarium, sanitarium --
 (a hospital for recuperation or for the treatment of chronic diseases) 
           => ministry -- (building where the business of a government ministry is transacted) 
           => morgue, mortuary, dead room -- (a building (or room) where dead bodies are kept before burial or cremation) 
               => crematory, crematorium -- (a mortuary where corpses are cremated) 
               => funeral home, funeral parlor, funeral parlour, funeral chapel, funeral church, funeral-residence --
 (a mortuary where those who knew the deceased can come to pay their last respects) 
           => observatory -- (a building designed and equipped to observe astronomical phenomena) 
           => office building, office block -- (a building containing offices where work is done) 
           => opium den -- (a building where opium is sold and used) 
           => outbuilding -- (a building that is subordinate to and separate from a main building) 
               => coach house, carriage house -- (a small building for housing coaches and carriages and other vehicles) 
               => garage -- (an outbuilding (or part of a building) for housing automobiles) 
                   => carport, car port -- (garage for one or two cars consisting of a flat roof supported on poles) 
               => kennel, doghouse, dog house -- (outbuilding that serves as a shelter for a dog) 
               => outhouse, privy, earth-closet, jakes --
 (a small outbuilding with a bench having holes through which a user can defecate) 
               => shed -- (an outbuilding with a single story; used for shelter or storage) 
                   => apiary, bee house -- (a shed containing a number of beehives) 
                   => coal house -- (a shed for storing coal) 
                   => woodshed -- (a shed for storing firewood or garden tools) 
           => packinghouse --
 (a building where foodstuffs are processed and packed; "they came from an apple packinghouse") 
           => place of worship, house of prayer, house of God, house of worship --
 (any building where congregations gather for prayer) 
               => bethel -- (a house of worship (especially one for sailors)) 
               => chapel -- (a place of worship that has its own altar) 
                   => chantry -- (a chapel endowed for singing Masses for the soul of the donor) 
                   => lady chapel -- (a small chapel in a church; dedicated to the Virgin Mary) 
                   => side chapel -- (a small chapel off the side aisle of a church) 
               => church, church building -- (a place for public (especially Christian) worship; "the church was empty") 
                   => abbey -- (a church associated with a monastery or convent) 
                   => basilica --
 (an early Christian church designed like a Roman basilica; or a Roman Catholic church or cathedral accorded certain p
rivileges; "the church was raised to the rank of basilica") 
                   => cathedral -- (any large and important church) 
                       => minster -- (any of certain cathedrals and large churches; originally connected to a monastery) 
                           => Westminster Abbey --
 (a famous Gothic church in London on the site of a former Benedictine monastery; "Westminster Abbey is the scene of
 the coronations of almost all English monarchs"; "Distinguished English subjects are buried in Westminster Abbey") 
                   => cathedral -- (the principal Christian church building of a bishop's diocese) 
                   => kirk -- (a Scottish church) 
               => conventicle, meetinghouse --
 (a building for religious assembly (especially Nonconformists, e.g., Quakers)) 
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               => mosque, masjid, musjid -- ((Islam) a Muslim place of worship) 
               => shrine -- (a place of worship hallowed by association with some sacred thing or person) 
                   => Kaaba, Caaba --
 ((Islam) a black stone building in Mecca that is shaped like a cube and that is the most sacred Muslim pilgrim shrine;  
believed to have been given by Gabriel to Abraham; Muslims turn in its direction when praying) 
                   => oracle -- (a shrine where an oracular god is consulted) 
                       => Temple of Apollo, Oracle of Apollo, Delphic oracle, oracle of Delphi --
 ((Greek mythology) the oracle at Delphi where a priestess supposedly delivered messages from Apollo to those who so
ught advice; the messages were usually obscure or ambiguous) 
               => synagogue, temple, tabernacle -- ((Judaism) the place of worship for a Jewish congregation) 
                   => Temple of Jerusalem, Temple of Solomon --
 (any of three successive temples in Jerusalem that served as the primary center for Jewish worship; the first temple  
contained the Ark of the Covenant and was built by Solomon in the 10th century BC and destroyed by Nebuchadnezzar
 in 586 BC; the second was built in 515 BC and the third was an enlargement by Herod the Great in 20 BC that was des
troyed by the Romans during a Jewish revolt in AD 70; all that remains is the Wailing Wall) 
               => temple -- (place of worship consisting of an edifice for the worship of a deity) 
                   => joss house -- (a Chinese temple or shrine for idol worship) 
                   => pagoda -- (an Asian temple; usually a pyramidal tower with an upward curving roof) 
                   => pantheon -- ((antiquity) a temple to all the gods) 
                   => Parthenon --
 (the main temple of the goddess Athena; built on the acropolis in Athens more than 400 years B.C.; example of Doric  
architecture) 
                   => Tabernacle, Mormon Tabernacle -- (the Mormon temple) 
                   => Temple of Artemis --
 (a large temple at Ephesus that was said to be one of the seven wonders of the ancient world) 
           => planetarium --
 (a building housing an instrument for projecting the positions of the planets onto a domed ceiling) 
           => presbytery -- (building reserved for the officiating clergy) 
           => restaurant, eating house, eating place -- (a building where people go to eat) 
               => bistro -- (a small informal restaurant; serves wine) 
               => brasserie -- (a small restaurant serving beer and wine as well as food; usually cheap) 
               => prewpub --
 (a combination brewery and restaurant; beer is brewed for consumption on the premises and served along with food) 
               => cafe, coffeehouse, coffee shop, coffee bar -- (a small restaurant where drinks and snacks are sold) 
                   => caff -- (informal British term for a cafe) 
                   => cybercafe --
 (a cafe whose customers sit at computer terminals and log on to the internet while they eat and drink) 
                   => espresso shop -- (a cafe where espresso is served) 
                   => estaminet -- (a small (and usually shabby) cafe selling wine and beer and coffee) 
                   => pull-in, pull-up -- (a roadside cafe especially for lorry drivers) 
               => cafeteria -- (a restaurant where you serve yourself and pay a cashier) 
                   => automat -- (a cafeteria where food is served from machines) 
               => canteen -- (restaurant in a factory; where workers can eat) 
               => canteen, mobile canteen -- (a restaurant outside; often for soldiers or policemen) 
               => diner -- (a restaurant that resembles a dining car) 
               => greasy spoon -- (a small restaurant specializing in short-order fried foods) 
               => grillroom, grill -- (a restaurant where food is cooked on a grill) 
               => hash house -- (an inexpensive restaurant) 
               => lunchroom -- (a restaurant (in a facility) where lunch can be purchased) 
               => rotisserie -- (a restaurant that specializes in roasted and barbecued meats) 
               => steakhouse, chophouse -- (a restaurant that specializes in steaks) 
               => teashop, teahouse, tearoom, tea parlor, tea parlour -- (a restaurant where tea and light meals are available) 
                   => buttery -- (a teashop where students in British universities can purchase light meals) 
           => rest house -- (a building used for shelter by travelers (especially in areas where there are no hotels)) 
           => rink, skating rink -- (building that contains a surface for ice skating or roller skating) 
               => ice rink, ice-skating rink, ice --
 (a rink with a floor of ice for ice hockey or ice skating; "the crowd applauded when she skated out onto the ice") 
                   => ice hockey rink, ice-hockey rink -- (an ice rink for playing ice hockey) 
           => Roman building -- (a building constructed by the ancient Romans) 
               => basilica -- (a Roman building used for public administration) 
           => rotunda -- (a building having a circular plan and a dome) 
           => ruin -- (a ruined building; "they explored several Roman ruins") 
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           => school, schoolhouse --
 (a building where young people receive education; "the school was built in 1932"; "he walked to school every morning
") 
               => conservatory, conservatoire -- (a schoolhouse with special facilities for fine arts) 
                   => art school -- (a school specializing in art) 
                   => music school -- (a school specializing in music) 
               => day school -- (a school building without boarding facilities) 
           => shooting gallery -- (a building (usually abandoned) where drug addicts buy and use heroin) 
           => signal box -- (a building from which signals are sent to control the movements of railway trains) 
           => skyscraper -- (a very tall building with many stories) 
               => World Trade Center, WTC, twin towers --
 (twin skyscrapers 110 stories high in New York City; built in 1970 to 1973; destroyed by a terrorist attack on  
September 11, 2001) 
           => student union --
 (a building on a college campus dedicated to social and organizational activities of the student body) 
           => tavern, tap house -- (a building with a bar that is licensed to sell alcoholic drinks) 
               => beer garden --
 (tavern with an outdoor area (usually resembling a garden) where beer and other alcoholic drinks are served) 
               => bucket shop -- ((formerly) a cheap saloon selling liquor by the bucket) 
               => public house, pub, saloon, pothouse, gin mill, taphouse --
 (tavern consisting of a building with a bar and public rooms; often provides light meals) 
                   => alehouse -- (a tavern where ale is sold) 
                   => free house --
 (a public house that is not controlled by a brewery and so is free to sell different brands of beer and ale) 
               => rathskeller --
 (a tavern below street level featuring beer; originally a German restaurant in the basement of city hall) 
               => shebeen -- (unlicensed drinking establishment) 
           => telecom hotel, telco building --
 (a building that houses telecommunications equipment; "the telecom hotels are prime targets for bombing") 
           => temple -- (an edifice devoted to special or exalted purposes) 
               => ziggurat, zikkurat, zikurat --
 (a rectangular tiered temple or terraced mound erected by the ancient Assyrians and Babylonians) 
                   => Tower of Babel, Babel -- ((Genesis 11:1-
11) a tower built by Noah's descendants (probably in Babylon) who intended it to reach up to heaven; God foiled them 
by confusing their language so they could no longer understand one another) 
           => theater, theatre, house -- (a building where theatrical performances or motion-
picture shows can be presented; "the house was full") 
               => arena theater, theater in the round -- (a theater arranged with seats around at least three sides of the stage) 
               => cinema, movie theater, movie theatre, movie house, picture palace -- (a theater where films are shown) 
                   => bioscope -- (a South African movie theater) 
                   => fleapit -- (an old shabby movie theater) 
               => dinner theater, dinner theatre -- (a theater at which dinner is included in the price of admission) 
               => home theater, home theatre --
 (television and video equipment designed to reproduce in the home the experience of being in a movie theater) 
               => little theater, little theatre -- (a small theater for experimental drama or collegiate or community groups) 
               => music hall, vaudeville theater, vaudeville theatre -- (a theater in which vaudeville is staged) 
               => opera, opera house -- (theater where opera is performed) 
           => whorehouse, brothel, bordello, bagnio, house of prostitution, house of ill repute, bawdyhouse, cathouse, sport
ing house -- (a building where prostitutes are available) 
               => massage parlor -- (a place where illicit sex is available under the guise of therapeutic massage) 
           => Houses of Parliament -- (the building in which the House of Commons and the House of Lords meet) 
       => building complex, complex -- (a whole structure (as a building) made up of interconnected or related structures) 
           => college -- (a complex of buildings in which a college is housed) 
               => Dartmouth College, Dartmouth -- (a college in New Hampshire) 
           => plant, works, industrial plant --
 (buildings for carrying on industrial labor; "they built a large plant to manufacture automobiles") 
               => bottling plant -- (a plant where beverages are put into bottles with caps) 
               => distillery, still -- (a plant and works where alcoholic drinks are made by distillation) 
                   => brewery -- (a distillery where beer is brewed) 
                       => prewpub --
 (a combination brewery and restaurant; beer is brewed for consumption on the premises and served along with food) 
                       => microbrewery -- (a small brewery; consumption of the product is mainly elsewhere) 
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                   => winery, wine maker -- (distillery where wine is made) 
               => factory, mill, manufacturing plant, manufactory --
 (a plant consisting of buildings with facilities for manufacturing) 
                   => assembly plant -- (a factory where manufactured parts are assembled into a finished product) 
                       => maquiladora --
 (an assembly plant in Mexico (near the United States border); parts are shipped into Mexico and the finished product is
 shipped back across the border) 
                   => automobile factory, auto factory, car factory -- (a factory where automobiles are manufactured) 
                   => cannery -- (a factory where food is canned) 
                   => chemical plant -- (an industrial plant where chemicals are produced) 
                   => foundry, metalworks -- (factory where metal castings are produced) 
                       => armory, armoury, arsenal -- (a place where arms are manufactured) 
                       => bell foundry -- (a foundry where bells are cast) 
                       => iron foundry -- (a foundry where cast iron is produced) 
                   => lumbermill, sawmill -- (a mill for dressing logs and lumber) 
                   => paper mill -- (a mill where paper is manufactured) 
                   => stamp mill, stamping mill -- (a mill in which ore is crushed with stamps) 
                       => battery, stamp battery -- (a series of stamps operated in one mortar for crushing ores) 
                       => quartz battery, quartz mill -- (a stamp mill for stamping quartz) 
                   => steel mill, steelworks, steel plant, steel factory -- (a factory where steel is made) 
                       => rolling mill -- (steel mill where metal is rolled into sheets and bars) 
                   => sweatshop --
 (factory where workers do piecework for poor pay and are prevented from forming unions; common in the clothing      
i ndustry) 
                   => textile mill -- (a factory for making textiles) 
                       => cotton mill -- (a textile mill for making cotton textiles) 
               => mint -- (a plant where money is coined by authority of the government) 
                   => United States Mint, U.S. Mint, US Mint --
 (the mint that manufactures and distributes United States coins for circulation through Federal Reserve Banks; process
es gold and silver bullion) 
               => packinghouse, packing plant --
 (a plant where livestock are slaughtered and processed and packed as meat products) 
               => recycling plant -- (a plant for reprocessing used or abandoned materials) 
               => refinery -- (an industrial plant for purifying a crude substance) 
                   => oil refinery, petroleum refinery -- (a refinery for petroleum) 
                   => sugar refinery -- (a refinery for sugar) 
               => saltworks -- (a plant where salt is produced commercially) 
               => sewage disposal plant, disposal plant -- (a plant for disposing of sewage) 
               => smelter, smeltery -- (an industrial plant for smelting) 
           => ribbon development -- (building complex in a continuous row along a road) 
       => catchment -- (a structure in which water is collected) 
       => coil, spiral, volute, whorl, helix --
 (a structure consisting of something wound in a continuous series of loops; "a coil of rope") 
           => hank -- (a coil of rope or wool or yarn) 
               => skein -- (coils of worsted yarn) 
       => colonnade -- (structure consisting of a row of evenly spaced columns) 
           => peristyle -- (a colonnade surrounding a building or enclosing a court) 
       => column, pillar --
 (a vertical structure standing alone and not supporting anything (as a monument or a column of air)) 
           => obelisk -- (a stone pillar having a rectangular cross section tapering towards a pyramidal top) 
               => Washington Monument -- (a tall stone obelisk in Washington honoring George Washington) 
           => totem pole --
 (a tribal emblem consisting of a pillar carved and painted with totemic figures; erected by Indian tribes of the  
northwest Pacific coast) 
       => corner, quoin -- ((architecture) solid exterior angle of a building; especially one formed by a cornerstone) 
       => cross -- (a wooden structure consisting of an upright post with a transverse piece) 
       => deathtrap -- (any structure that is very unsafe; where people are likely to be killed) 
       => defensive structure, defense, defence -- (a structure used for defense; "the artillery battered down the defenses") 
           => cheval-de-frise, chevaux-de-frise --
 (defensive structure consisting of a movable obstacle composed of barbed wire or spikes attached to a wooden frame; 
used to obstruct cavalry) 
           => fortification, munition --
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 (defensive structure consisting of walls or mounds built around a stronghold to strengthen it) 
               => bastion -- (projecting part of a rampart or other fortification) 
               => bunker, dugout -- (a fortification of earth; mostly or entirely below ground) 
                   => foxhole, fox hole -- (a small dugout with a pit for individual shelter against enemy fire) 
                   => funk hole -- (dugout as a place of safe retreat (when in a funk)) 
               => castle -- (a large building formerly occupied by a ruler and fortified against attack) 
                   => Balmoral Castle -- (a castle in northeastern Scotland that is a private residenc of the British sovereign) 
               => defilade -- (the arrangement of defensive fortifications to protect against enemy fire) 
               => entrenchment, intrenchment -- (an entrenched fortification; a position protected by trenches) 
                   => retrenchment -- (entrenchment consisting of an additional interior fortification to prolong the defense) 
               => escarpment, escarp, scarp, protective embankment -- (a steep artificial slope in front of a fortification) 
               => fieldwork -- (a temporary fortification built by troops in the field) 
               => lunette -- (temporary fortification like a detached bastion) 
               => Maginot Line --
 (a fortification built before World War II to protect France's eastern border; initially considered to be impregnable it  
was easily overrun by the Germans in 1940) 
               => palisade -- (fortification consisting of a strong fence made of stakes driven into the ground) 
               => parapet, breastwork -- (fortification consisting of a low wall) 
                   => machicolation --
 (a projecting parapet supported by corbels on a medieval castle; has openings through which stones or boiling water  
could be dropped on an enemy) 
               => Siegfried line -- (German fortifications facing the Maginot Line) 
               => stockade -- (fortification consisting of a fence made of a line of stout posts set firmly for defense) 
           => fortress, fort -- (a fortified defensive structure) 
               => alcazar -- (any of various Spanish fortresses or palaces built by the Moors) 
               => Alhambra -- (a palace and fortress built in Granada by the Muslims in the Middle Ages) 
               => martello tower -- (a circular masonry fort for coastal defence) 
               => presidio --
 (a fortress established in the southwestern United States by the Spanish in order to protect their missions and other  
holdings; "Tucson was first settled as a walled presidio") 
               => Tower of London --
 (a fortress in London on the Thames; used as a palace and a state prison and now as a museum containing the crown je
wels) 
           => line of defense, line of defence --
 (defensive structure consisting of a barrier that can be employed for defense against attack) 
               => abattis, abatis --
 (line of defense consisting of a barrier of felled or live trees with branches (sharpened or with barbed wire entwined) to
ward the enemy) 
           => outwork -- (subsidiary defensive structure lying outside the main fortified area; "the outworks of the castle") 
           => stronghold, fastness -- (a strongly fortified defensive structure) 
               => bastion, citadel -- (a stronghold into which people could go for shelter during a battle) 
                   => acropolis -- (the citadel in ancient Greek towns) 
                   => kremlin -- (citadel of a Russian town) 
                   => Kremlin -- (citadel of Moscow, housing the offices of the Russian government) 
               => blockhouse --
 (a stronghold that is reinforced for protection from enemy fire; with apertures for defensive fire) 
               => hold -- (a stronghold) 
               => keep, donjon, dungeon -- (the main tower within the walls of a medieval castle or fortress) 
                   => Black Hole of Calcutta --
 (a dungeon (20 feet square) in a fort in Calcutta where as many as 146 English prisoners were held overnight by Siraj-
ud-daula; the next morning only 23 were still alive) 
               => redoubt, sconce -- (a forbidding stronghold) 
       => door --
 (a structure where people live or work (usually ordered along a street or road); "the office next door"; "they live two  
doors up the street from us") 
       => entablature --
 ((architecture) the structure consisting of the part of a classical temple above the columns between a capital and the  
roof) 
       => erection -- (a structure that has been erected) 
       => establishment --
 (a public or private structure (business or governmental or educational) including buildings and equipment for business
 or residence) 
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           => academy -- (a learned establishment for the advancement of knowledge) 
           => institution --
 (an establishment consisting of a building or complex of buildings where an organization for the promotion of some  
cause is situated) 
               => home, nursing home, rest home -- (an institution where people are cared for; "a home for the elderly") 
               => orphanage, orphans' asylum -- (a public institution for the care of orphans) 
               => penal institution, penal facility --
 (an institution where persons are confined for punishment and to protect the public) 
                   => brig -- (a penal institution (especially on board a ship)) 
                   => concentration camp, stockade --
 (a penal camp where political prisoners or prisoners of war are confined (usually under harsh conditions)) 
                       => Auschwitz -- (a Nazi concentration camp for Jews in southwestern Poland during World War II) 
                       => Belsen --
 (a Nazi concentration camp for Jews created in northwestern Germany during World War II) 
                       => Dachau -- (a concentration camp for Jews created by the Nazis near Munich in southern Germany) 
                       => death camp -- (a concentration camp where prisoners are likely to die or be killed) 
                   => correctional institution -- (a penal institution maintained by the government) 
                       => detention home, detention house, house of detention, detention camp --
 (an institution where juvenile offenders can be held temporarily (usually under the supervision of a juvenile court)) 
                       => jail, jailhouse, gaol, clink, slammer --
 (a correctional institution used to detain persons who are in the lawful custody of the government (either accused  
persons awaiting trial or convicted persons serving a sentence)) 
                           => bastille -- (a jail (literally, a French jail)) 
                           => holding cell -- (a jail in a courthouse where accused persons can be confined during a trial) 
                           => hoosegow, hoosgow -- (a slang term for a jail) 
                           => house of correction --
 ((formerly) a jail or other place of detention for persons convicted of minor offences) 
                           => lockup -- (jail in a local police station) 
                           => pokey -- (a slang term for jail) 
                           => workhouse -- (a county jail that holds prisoners for periods up to 18 months) 
                       => penitentiary, pen -- (a correctional institution for those convicted of major crimes) 
                       => prison, prison house --
 (a correctional institution where persons are confined while on trial or for punishment) 
                           => camp -- (a prison for forced laborers; "China has many work camps for political prisoners") 
                               => prison camp, internment camp, prisoner of war camp, POW camp --
 (camp for political prisoners or prisoners of war) 
                                   => gulag -- (a Russian prison camp for political prisoners) 
                               => work camp, prison camp, prison farm --
 (camp for trustworthy prisoners employed in government projects) 
                           => chokey, choky -- (British slang (dated) for a prison) 
                           => college -- (British slang for prison) 
                           => panopticon --
 (a circular prison with cells distributed around a central surveillance station; proposed by Jeremy Bentham in 1791) 
                           => state prison -- (a prison maintained by a state of the U.S.) 
                       => reformatory, reform school, training school --
 (correctional institution for the detention and discipline and training of young or first offenders) 
                           => Borstal -- (a British reform school for youths between 16 and 22) 
                   => penal colony --
 (a penal institution where prisoners are exiled (often located on an island from which escape is difficult or impossible)) 
           => perfumery -- (an establishment where perfumes are made) 
           => phrontistery -- (an establishment for study and learning (sometimes including modern universities)) 
           => place of business, business establishment --
 (an establishment (a factory or an assembly plant or retail store or warehouse etc.) where business is conducted, goods 
are made or stored or processed or where services are rendered) 
               => gambling house, gambling den, gambling hell, gaming house --
 (a public building in which a variety of games of chance can be played (operated as a business)) 
                   => casino, gambling casino -- (a public building for gambling and entertainment) 
               => health spa, spa, health club --
 (a place of business with equipment and facilities for exercising and improving physical fitness) 
                   => fat farm -- (a health spa that specializes in helping people lose weight) 
               => hotel-casino, casino-hotel -- (a business establishment that combines a casino and a hotel) 
               => massage parlor -- (a business establishment that offers therapeutic massage) 
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               => mercantile establishment, retail store, sales outlet, outlet -- (a place of business for retailing goods) 
                   => country store, general store, trading post --
 (a retail store serving a sparsely populated region; usually stocked with a wide variety of merchandise) 
                   => department store, emporium --
 (a large retail store organized into departments offering a variety of merchandise; commonly part of a retail chain) 
                   => discount house, discount store, discounter, wholesale house --
 (a sales outlet offering goods at a discounted price) 
                   => marketplace, mart -- (an area in a town where a public mercantile establishment is set up) 
                       => agora, forum, public square -- (a place of assembly for the people in ancient Greece) 
                       => bazaar, bazar -- (a street of small shops (especially in Orient)) 
                       => grocery store, grocery, food market, market --
 (a marketplace where groceries are sold; "the grocery store included a meat market") 
                           => greengrocery -- (a greengrocer's grocery store) 
                           => supermarket -- (a large self-
service grocery store selling groceries and dairy products and household goods) 
                               => hypermarket -- (a huge supermarket (usually built on the outskirts of a town)) 
                       => open-air market, open-air marketplace, market square --
 (a public marketplace where food and merchandise is sold) 
                           => farmer's market, green market, greenmarket -- (an open-air marketplace for farm products) 
                           => souk -- (an open-air market in an Arabian city) 
                       => slave market --
 (a marketplace where slaves were auctioned off (especially in the southern United States before the Civil War)) 
                       => agora -- (the marketplace in ancient Greece) 
                       => flea market -- (an open-air street market for inexpensive or secondhand articles) 
                   => plaza, mall, center, shopping mall, shopping center, shopping centre --
 (mercantile establishment consisting of a carefully landscaped complex of shops representing leading merchandisers;  
usually includes restaurants and a convenient parking area; a modern version of the traditional marketplace; "a good  
plaza should have a movie house"; "they spent their weekends at the local malls") 
                   => shop, store --
 (a mercantile establishment for the retail sale of goods or services; "he bought it at a shop on Cape Cod") 
                       => bakery, bakeshop, bakehouse --
 (a workplace where baked goods (breads and cakes and pastries) are produced or sold) 
                           => patisserie -- (a bakery specializing in French pastry) 
                       => barbershop -- (a shop where men can get their hair cut) 
                       => bazaar, bazar -- (a shop where a variety of goods are sold) 
                       => betting shop -- (a licensed bookmaker's shop that is not at the race track) 
                       => bodega -- (a small Hispanic shop selling wine and groceries) 
                       => bookshop, bookstore, bookstall -- (a shop where books are sold) 
                       => booth -- (a small shop at a fair; for selling goods or entertainment) 
                           => stall, stand, sales booth -- (a booth where articles are displayed for sale) 
                               => coffee stall -- (a stand (usually movable) selling hot coffee and food (especially at night)) 
                               => newsstand -- (a stall where newspapers and other periodicals are sold) 
                       => boutique, dress shop -- (a shop that sells women's clothes and jewelry) 
                       => building supply store, building supply house --
 (a store where builders can purchase materials for building houses and related structures) 
                       => butcher shop, meat market -- (a shop in which meat and poultry (and sometimes fish) are sold) 
                       => canteen -- (sells food and personal items to personnel at an institution or school or camp etc.) 
                       => chain store --
 (one of a chain of retail stores under the same management and selling the same merchandise) 
                       => cleaners, dry cleaners -- (shop where dry cleaning is done) 
                       => clothing store, haberdashery, haberdashery store, mens store -- (a store where men's clothes are sold) 
                           => slopshop, slopseller's shop -- (a store that sells cheap ready-made clothing) 
                       => commissary -- (a retail store that sells equipment and provisions to military personnel) 
                           => post exchange, PX -- (a commissary on a United States Army post) 
                           => slop chest -- (commissary maintained aboard merchant ships to sell merchandise to the crew) 
                           => small stores -- (personal items sold aboard ship or at a naval base) 
                       => computer store -- (a store that sells computers to the small businessperson or personal user) 
                       => confectionery, candy store -- (a confectioner's shop) 
                           => tuck shop -- (a candy store in Great Britain) 
                       => convenience store --
 (a store selling a limited variety of food and pharmaceutical items; open long hours for the convenience of customers) 
                       => delicatessen, deli, food shop -- (a shop selling delicatessen (as salads or cooked meats)) 
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                           => charcuterie -- (a delicatessen that specializes in meats) 
                       => drugstore, apothecary's shop, chemist's, chemist's shop, pharmacy --
 (a retail shop where medicine and other articles are sold) 
                       => florist, florist shop, flower store -- (a shop where flowers and ornamental plants are sold) 
                       => gift shop, novelty shop -- (a shop that sells miscellaneous articles appropriate as gifts) 
                       => hardware store, ironmongery --
 (a store selling hardware; "in England they call a hardware store and ironmongery") 
                       => head shop --
 (a shop specializing in articles of interest to drug users; "he bought some roach clips and hashish pipes at the head shop
") 
                       => junk shop -- (a shop that sells cheap secondhand goods) 
                       => millinery, hat shop -- (shop selling women's hats) 
                       => outfitter --
 (a shop that provides equipment for some specific purpose; "an outfitter provided everything needed for the safari") 
                       => package store, liquor store, off-licence --
 (a store that sells alcoholic beverages for consumption elsewhere) 
                       => pawnbroker's shop, pawnshop, loan office --
 (a shop where loans are made with personal property as security) 
                       => perfumery -- (store where perfumes are sold) 
                       => pet shop -- (a shop where pet animals can be purchased) 
                       => pizzeria, pizza shop, pizza parlor -- (a shop where pizzas are made and sold) 
                       => repair shop, fix-it shop -- (a shop specializing in repairs and maintenance) 
                           => garage, service department -- (a repair shop where cars and trucks are serviced and repaired) 
                       => salon, beauty salon, beauty parlor, beauty parlour, beauty shop --
 (a shop where hairdressers and beauticians work) 
                       => shoe shop, shoe-shop, shoe store -- (a shop where shoes are sold) 
                       => specialty store -- (a store that sells only one kind of merchandise) 
                       => thriftshop, second-hand store -- (a shop that sells second-hand goods at reduced prices) 
                       => tobacco shop, tobacconist shop, tobacconist --
 (a shop that sells pipes and pipe tobacco and cigars and cigarettes) 
                       => toyshop -- (shop where toys are sold) 
                   => strip mall --
 (a mercantile establishment consisting of a row of various stores and business and restaurants along a road or busy stre
et; usually opening on a parking lot) 
               => office, business office --
 (place of business where professional or clerical duties are performed; "he rented an office in the new building") 
                   => box office, ticket office, ticket booth -- (the office where tickets of admission are sold) 
                   => countinghouse -- (office used by the accountants of a business) 
                   => government office -- (an office where government employees work) 
                       => jobcentre --
 (a government office in a town where information about available jobs is displayed and where unemployment benefits 
are administered) 
                       => land office -- (a government office where business relating to public lands is transacted) 
                       => Oval Office -- (the office of the President of the United States in the White House) 
                   => headquarters, central office, main office, home office, home base --
 ((usually plural) the office that serves as the administrative center of an enterprise; "many companies have their headq
uarters in New York") 
                       => mukataa --
 (an Arabic word for headquarters or administrative center; "Arafat was holed up in the mukataa of his West Bank  
compound") 
                   => life office -- (life assurance office) 
                   => loan office -- (an office where loans are negotiated and repaid) 
                   => newsroom --
 (an office in which news is processed by a newspaper or news agency or television or radio station) 
                   => shipping office -- (the office of a shipping agent; an office where seamen are hired) 
               => spot -- (a business establishment for entertainment; "night spot") 
                   => cabaret, nightclub, club, nightspot --
 (a spot that is open late at night and that provides entertainment (as singers or dancers) as well as dancing and food and
 drink; "don't expect a good meal at a cabaret"; "the gossip columnist got his information by visiting nightclubs every  
night"; "he played the drums at a jazz club") 
                       => honkytonk, dive -- (a cheap disreputable nightclub or dance hall) 
                       => supper club -- (usually a small luxurious nightclub) 
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                   => clip joint -- (a place of entertainment where high prices are charged for poor entertainment) 
                   => hot spot, hotspot -- (a lively entertainment spot) 
                   => joint -- (a disreputable place of entertainment) 
           => poorhouse --
 (an establishment maintained at public expense in order to provide housing for the poor and homeless) 
               => workhouse -- (a poorhouse where able-bodied poor are compelled to labor) 
           => school system --
 (establishment including the plant and equipment for providing education from kindergarten through high school) 
           => university --
 (establishment where a seat of higher learning is housed, including administrative and living quarters as well as  
facilities for research and teaching) 
               => Brown University, Brown -- (a university in Rhode Island) 
               => Cambridge University, Cambridge -- (a university in England) 
               => Carnegie-Mellon University -- (an engineering university in Pittsburgh) 
               => city university -- (an urban university in a large city) 
               => Columbia University, Columbia -- (a university in New York City) 
               => Cooper Union, Cooper Union for the Advancement of Science and Art --
 (university founded in 1859 by Peter Cooper to offer free courses in the arts and sciences) 
               => Cornell University -- (a university in Ithaca, New York) 
               => Duke University -- (a university in Durham, North Carolina) 
               => Harvard University, Harvard -- (a university in Massachusetts) 
               => Johns Hopkins -- (a university in Baltimore) 
               => Massachusetts Institute of Technology, MIT -- (an engineering university in Cambridge) 
               => Ohio State University -- (a university in Columbus, Ohio) 
               => Oxbridge --
 (general term for an ancient and prestigious and privileged university (especially Oxford University or Cambridge  
University)) 
               => Oxford University, Oxford -- (a university in England) 
               => Paris University, University of Paris, Sorbonne -- (a university in Paris; intellectual center of France) 
               => Princeton University, Princeton -- (a university in New Jersey) 
               => redbrick university --
 ((British informal) a provincial British university of relatively recent founding; distinguished from Oxford University  
and Cambridge University) 
               => Stanford University, Stanford -- (a university in California) 
               => University of California at Berkeley -- (a univeristy in Berkeley, California) 
               => University of Chicago -- (a university in Chicago, Illinois) 
               => University of Michigan -- (a university in Ann Arbor, Michigan) 
               => University of Nebraska -- (a university in Lincoln, Nebraska) 
               => University of North Carolina -- (a university in Chapel Hill, North Carolina) 
               => University of Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania, Penn -- (a university in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) 
               => University of Pittsburgh -- (a university in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania) 
               => University of Sussex, Sussex University -- (a red-brick university in Brighton, England) 
               => University of Texas -- (a university in Austin, Texas) 
               => University of Vermont -- (a university in Burlington, Vermont) 
               => University of Washington -- (a university in Seattle, Washington) 
               => University of West Virginia -- (a university in Morgantown, West Virginia) 
               => University of Wisconsin -- (a university in Madison, Wisconsin) 
               => Yale University, Yale -- (a university in Connecticut) 
       => floor, level, storey, story --
 (structure consisting of a room or set of rooms comprising a single level of a multilevel building; "what level is the  
office on?") 
           => basement, cellar --
 (the lowermost portion of a structure partly or wholly below ground level; often used for storage) 
               => cellarage -- (a storage area in a cellar) 
           => ground floor, first floor, ground level --
 (the floor of a building that is at or nearest to the level of the ground around the building) 
           => loft, attic, garret --
 (floor consisting of open space at the top of a house just below roof; often used for storage) 
               => cockloft -- (a small loft or garret) 
               => hayloft, mow -- (a loft for storing hay) 
           => loft -- (floor consisting of a large unpartitioned space over a factory or warehouse or other commercial space) 
               => artist's loft -- (a factory loft that has been converted into an artist's workroom and living area) 
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           => mezzanine, mezzanine floor -- (intermediate floor just above the ground floor) 
       => fountain -- (a structure from which an artificially produced jet of water arises) 
           => drinking fountain, water fountain, bubbler -- (a public fountain to provide a jet of drinking water) 
       => house of cards, cardhouse, card-house, cardcastle --
 (an unstable construction with playing cards; "he built three levels of his cardcastle before it collapsed") 
       => housing, lodging, living accommodations --
 (housing structures collectively; structures in which people are housed) 
           => apartment, flat -- (a suite of rooms usually on one floor of an apartment house) 
               => bedsitting room, bedsitter, bedsit --
 (a furnished sitting room with sleeping accommodations (and some plumbing)) 
               => cold-water flat -- (an apartment without modern conveniences) 
               => duplex apartment, duplex -- (an apartment having rooms on two floors that are connected by a staircase) 
               => efficiency apartment -- (a furnished apartment with a kitchenette and bathroom) 
               => flatlet -- (a tiny flat) 
               => maisonette, maisonnette -- (a self-
contained apartment (usually on two floors) in a larger house and with its own entrance from the outside) 
               => penthouse -- (an apartment located on the top floors of a building) 
               => railroad flat -- (an apartment whose rooms are all in a line with doors between them) 
               => studio apartment, studio -- (an apartment with a living space and a bathroom and a small kitchen) 
               => suite, rooms -- (apartment consisting of a series of connected rooms used as a living unit (as in a hotel)) 
               => walk-up apartment, walk-up -- (an apartment in a building without an elevator) 
           => billet -- (lodging for military personnel (especially in a private home)) 
           => block --
 (housing in a large building that is divided into separate units; "there is a block of classrooms in the west wing") 
               => cellblock, ward -- (a division of a prison (usually consisting of several cells)) 
                   => death house, death row -- (the cellblock in a prison where those condemned to death await execution) 
               => ward, hospital ward --
 (block forming a division of a hospital (or a suite of rooms) shared by patients who need a similar kind of care; "they  
put her in a 4-bed ward") 
                   => detox -- (the hospital ward or clinic in which patients are detoxified) 
                   => maternity ward --
 (a hospital ward that provides care for women during pregnancy and childbirth and for newborn infants) 
           => camp --
 (temporary lodgings in the country for travelers or vacationers; "level ground is best for parking and camp areas") 
               => tennis camp -- (a camp where tennis is taught) 
               => trailer camp, trailer park --
 (a camp where space for house trailers can be rented; utilities are generally provided) 
           => condominium --
 (housing consisting of a complex of dwelling units (as an apartment house) in which each unit is individually owned) 
           => dwelling, home, domicile, abode, habitation, dwelling house --
 (housing that someone is living in; "he built a modest dwelling near the pond"; "they raise money to provide homes for
 the homeless") 
               => cliff dwelling --
 (a rock and adobe dwelling built on sheltered ledges in the sides of a cliff; "the Anasazi built cliff dwellings in the  
southwestern United States") 
               => condominium, condo -- (one of the dwelling units in a condominium) 
               => fixer-upper -- (a house or other dwelling in need of repair (usually offered for sale at a low price)) 
               => hearth, fireside --
 (home symbolized as a part of the fireplace; "driven from hearth and home"; "fighting in defense of their firesides") 
               => hermitage -- (the abode of a hermit) 
               => homestead -- (dwelling that is usually a farmhouse and adjoining land) 
               => house --
 (a dwelling that serves as living quarters for one or more families; "he has a house on Cape Cod"; "she felt she had to  
get out of the house") 
                   => beach house -- (a house built on or near a beach) 
                   => boarding house, boardinghouse --
 (a private house that provides accommodations and meals for paying guests) 
                       => bed and breakfast, bed-and-breakfast -- (an overnight boardinghouse with breakfast) 
                   => bungalow, cottage -- (a small house with a single story) 
                   => cabin -- (a small house built of wood; usually in a wooded area) 
                       => log cabin -- (a cabin built with logs) 
                   => chalet -- (a Swiss house with a sloping roof and wide eaves or a house built in this style) 
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                   => chapterhouse, fraternity house, frat house -- (a house used as a residence by a chapter of a fraternity) 
                   => country house -- (a house (usually large and impressive) on an estate in the country) 
                       => chateau -- (an impressive country house (or castle) in France) 
                       => dacha -- (Russian country house) 
                       => shooting lodge, shooting box -- (a small country house used by hunters during the shooting season) 
                       => summer house --
 (a country house (usually located in the country) that provides a cool place to live in the summer) 
                       => villa -- (pretentious and luxurious country residence with extensive grounds) 
                       => villa --
 (country house in ancient Rome consisting of residential quarters and farm buildings around a courtyard) 
                   => detached house, single dwelling -- (a house that stands alone) 
                   => dollhouse, doll's house -- (a house so small that it is likened to a child's dollhouse) 
                   => duplex house, duplex, semidetached house -- (a house with two units sharing a common wall) 
                   => farmhouse -- (house for a farmer and family) 
                   => gatehouse -- (a house built at a gateway; usually the gatekeeper's residence) 
                       => lodge --
 (small house at the entrance to the grounds of a country mansion; usually occupied by a gatekeeper or gardener) 
                   => guesthouse -- (a house separate from the main house; for housing guests) 
                   => hacienda -- (the main house on a ranch or large estate) 
                   => lodge, hunting lodge -- (a small (rustic) house used as a temporary shelter) 
                   => lodging house, rooming house -- (a house where rooms are rented) 
                       => flophouse, dosshouse -- (a cheap lodging house) 
                   => maisonette, maisonnette -- (a small house) 
                   => mansion, mansion house, manse, hall, residence -- (a large and imposing house) 
                       => manor, manor house -- (the mansion of the lord of the manor) 
                       => palace, castle -- (a large and stately mansion) 
                           => Buckingham Palace -- (the London residence of the British sovereign) 
                       => stately home -- (a mansion that is (or formerly was) occupied by an aristocratic family) 
                   => ranch house -- (a one story house with a low pitched roof) 
                   => residence --
 (the official house or establishment of an important person (as a sovereign or president); "he refused to live in the  
governor's residence") 
                       => court -- (the residence of a sovereign or nobleman; "the king will visit the duke's court") 
                       => deanery -- (the official residence of a dean) 
                       => manse -- (the residence of a clergyman (especially a Presbyterian clergyman)) 
                       => palace -- (official residence of an exalted person (as a sovereign)) 
                           => alcazar -- (any of various Spanish fortresses or palaces built by the Moors) 
                           => Alhambra -- (a palace and fortress built in Granada by the Muslims in the Middle Ages) 
                           => Lateran Palace -- (the residence of the Pope until the 14th century) 
                           => Tuileries, Tuileries Palace --
 (palace and royal residence built for Catherine de Medicis in 1564 and burned down in 1871; all that remains today are
 the formal gardens) 
                           => Versailles, Palace of Versailles --
 (a palace built in the 17th century for Louis XIV southwest of Paris near the city of Versailles) 
                       => parsonage, vicarage, rectory --
 (an official residence provided by a church for its parson or vicar or rector) 
                           => glebe house -- (a parsonage (especially one provided for the holder of a benefice)) 
                       => religious residence, cloister -- (residence that is a place of religious seclusion (such as a monastery)) 
                           => convent -- (a religious residence especially for nuns) 
                               => abbey -- (a convent ruled by an abbess) 
                               => nunnery -- (the convent of a community of nuns) 
                           => monastery -- (the residence of a religious community) 
                               => abbey -- (a monastery ruled by an abbot) 
                               => charterhouse -- (a Carthusian monastery) 
                               => friary -- (a monastery of friars) 
                               => lamasery -- (a monastery for lamas) 
                           => priory --
 (religious residence in a monastery governed by a prior or a convent governed by a prioress) 
                       => Vatican, Vatican Palace -- (the residence of the Catholic Pope in the Vatican City) 
                       => White House --
 (the government building that serves as the residence and office of the President of the United States) 
                       => Mount Vernon --
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 (the former residence of George Washington; in northeastern Virginia overlooking the Potomac river) 
                   => row house, town house --
 (a house that is one of a row of identical houses situated side by side and sharing common walls) 
                       => brownstone -- (a row house built of brownstone; reddish brown in color) 
                       => terraced house -- (a house that is part of a terrace) 
                   => safe house -- (a house used as a hiding place or refuge by members of certain organizations) 
                   => saltbox -- (a type of house built in New England; has two stories in front and one behind) 
                   => sod house, soddy, adobe house -- (a house built of sod or adobe laid in horizontal courses) 
                   => solar house --
 (a house designed to use solar radiation for heating; usually has large areas of glass in front of heat-
absorbing materials) 
                   => stash house --
 (a house where weapons and supplies are hidden; "attacks on stash houses is the most frequently used method of  
counterterrorism") 
                   => tract house -- (one of many houses of similar design constructed together on a tract of land) 
                   => villa -- (detached or semi-detached suburban house) 
               => lake dwelling, pile dwelling -- (dwelling built on piles in or near a lake; specifically in prehistoric villages) 
               => lodge, indian lodge -- (any of various native American dwellings) 
                   => hogan -- (a Navajo lodge covered with earth; traditionally built with the entrance facing east) 
                   => tepee, tipi, teepee -- (a native American tent; usually of conical shape) 
                   => wickiup, wikiup --
 (a lodge consisting of a frame covered with matting or brush; used by nomadic American indians in the southwestern 
United States) 
                   => wigwam -- (a native American lodge frequently having an oval shape and covered with bark or hides) 
               => messuage --
 ((law) a dwelling house and its adjacent buildings and the adjacent land used by the household) 
               => semi-detached house -- (a dwelling that is attached to something on only one side) 
               => vacation home -- (a dwelling (a second home) where you live while you are on vacation) 
               => yurt -- (a circular domed dwelling that is portable and self-
supporting; originally used by nomadic Mongol and Turkic people of central Asia but now used as inexpensive  
alternative or temporary housing) 
           => hospice -- (a lodging for travelers (especially one kept by a monastic order)) 
           => hostel, youth hostel, student lodging --
 (inexpensive supervised lodging (especially for youths on bicycling trips)) 
           => living quarters, quarters --
 (housing available for people to live in; "he found quarters for his family"; "I visited his bachelor quarters") 
               => accommodation --
 (living quarters provided for public convenience; "overnight accommodations are available") 
                   => Cabin class, second class --
 (accommodations on a ship or train or plane that are less expensive than first class accommodations) 
                   => first class -- (the most expensive accommodations on a ship or train or plane) 
                   => lodging house, rooming house -- (a house where rooms are rented) 
                       => flophouse, dosshouse -- (a cheap lodging house) 
                   => stabling -- (accommodation for animals (especially for horses)) 
                   => steerage -- (the cheapest accommodations on a passenger ship) 
                   => tourist class, third class -- (inexpensive accommodations on a ship or train) 
               => diggings, digs, domiciliation, lodgings, pad -- (temporary living quarters) 
               => dormitory, dorm, residence hall, hall, student residence --
 (a college or university building containing living quarters for students) 
                   => hall of residence -- (a university dormitory) 
               => forecastle, fo'c'sle --
 (living quarters consisting of a superstructure in the bow of a merchant ship where the crew is housed) 
               => harem, hareem, seraglio, serail --
 (living quarters reserved for wives and concubines and female relatives in a Muslim household) 
               => military quarters -- (living quarters for personnel on a military post) 
                   => barrack -- (a building used to house military personnel) 
                       => casern -- (military barracks in a garrison town) 
                   => camp, encampment, cantonment, bivouac --
 (temporary living quarters specially built by the army for soldiers; "wherever he went in the camp the men were  
grumbling") 
                       => boot camp -- (camp for training military recruits) 
                       => hutment -- (an encampment of huts (chiefly military)) 
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                       => laager, lager -- (a camp defended by a circular formation of wagons) 
                   => gun room -- (military quarters of midshipmen and junior officers on a British warship) 
                   => wardroom -- (military quarters for dining and recreation for officers of a warship (except the captain)) 
           => mobile home, manufactured home --
 (a large house trailer that that can be connected to utilities and can be parked in one place and used as permanent  
housing) 
           => pied-a-terre -- (lodging for occasional or secondary use; "they bought a pied-a-terre in London") 
           => quartering -- (living accommodations (especially those assigned to military personnel)) 
           => rattrap -- (filthy run-down dilapidated housing) 
           => shelter -- (temporary housing for homeless or displaced persons) 
               => camp, refugee camp -- (shelter for persons displaced by war or political oppression or for religious beliefs) 
           => tract housing -- (housing consisting of similar houses constructed together on a tract of land) 
       => hull -- (the frame or body of ship) 
       => jungle gym -- (a structure of vertical and horizontal rods where children can climb and play) 
       => lamination -- (a layered structure) 
           => laminate -- (a sheet of material made by bonding two or more sheets or layers) 
               => plastic laminate -- (a laminate made by bonding plastic laters) 
                   => Formica -- (any of various plastic laminates containing melamine) 
               => plywood, plyboard -- (a laminate made of thin layers of wood) 
       => landing, landing place -- (structure providing a place where boats can land people or goods) 
           => dock, dockage, docking facility --
 (landing in a harbor next to a pier where ships are loaded and unloaded or repaired; may have gates to let water in or  
out; "the ship arrived at the dock more than a day late") 
               => dry dock, drydock, graving dock --
 (a large dock from which water can be pumped out; used for building ships or for repairing a ship below its waterline) 
                   => floating dock, floating dry dock -- (dry dock that can be submerged under a vessel and then raised) 
               => marina -- (a fancy dock for small yachts and cabin cruisers) 
       => lookout, observation tower, lookout station, observatory --
 (a structure commanding a wide view of its surroundings) 
           => observation dome -- (lookout consisting of a dome-shaped observatory) 
           => widow's walk -- (a lookout atop a coastal house) 
       => masonry -- (structure built of stone or brick by a mason) 
           => brickwork -- (masonry done with bricks and mortar) 
               => nogging -- (rough brick masonry used to fill in the gaps in a wooden frame) 
           => dry masonry -- (masonry without mortar) 
               => dry wall, dry-stone wall -- (a stone wall made with stones fitted together without mortar) 
           => stonework -- (masonry done with stone) 
               => cyclopean masonry --
 (a primitive style of masonry characterized by use of massive stones of irregular shape and size) 
       => memorial, monument -- (a structure erected to commemorate persons or events) 
           => brass, memorial tablet, plaque -- (a memorial made of brass) 
           => cenotaph -- (a monument built to honor soldiers who died in a war) 
           => gravestone, headstone, tombstone -- (a stone that is used to mark a grave) 
           => Lincoln Memorial --
 (memorial building in Washington containing a large marble statue of Abraham Lincoln) 
           => megalith, megalithic structure --
 (memorial consisting of a very large stone forming part of a prehistoric structure (especially in western Europe)) 
               => dolmen, cromlech -- (a prehistoric megalith typically having two upright stones and a capstone) 
               => menhir, standing stone -- (a tall upright megalith; found primarily in England and northern France) 
           => national monument --
 (memorial consisting of a structure or natural landmark of historic interest; set aside by national government for  
preservation and public enjoyment) 
           => pantheon -- (a monument commemorating a nation's dead heroes) 
           => Pyramid, Great Pyramid --
 (a massive memorial with a square base and four triangular sides; built as royal tombs in ancient Egypt) 
           => Statue of Liberty -- (a large monumental statue symbolizing liberty on Liberty Island in New York Bay) 
           => triumphal arch -- (a monumental archway; usually they are built to commemorate some notable victory) 
           => Washington Monument -- (a tall stone obelisk in Washington honoring George Washington) 
       => mound, hill --
 (structure consisting of an artificial heap or bank usually of earth or stones; "they built small mounds to hide behind") 
           => barbette -- ((formerly) a mound of earth inside a fort from which heavy gun can be fired over the parapet) 
           => burial mound, grave mound, barrow, tumulus -- ((archeology) a heap of earth placed over prehistoric tombs) 
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           => embankment --
 (a long artificial mound of stone or earth; built to hold back water or to support a road or as protection) 
               => rampart, bulwark, wall --
 (an embankment built around a space for defensive purposes; "they stormed the ramparts of the city"; "they blew the  
trumpet and the walls came tumbling down") 
                   => Antonine Wall --
 (a fortification 37 miles long across the narrowest part of southern Scotland (between the Firth of Forth and the Firth  
of Clyde); built in 140 to mark the frontier of the Roman province of Britain) 
                   => bailey -- (the outer defensive wall that surrounds the outer courtyard of a castle) 
                   => battlement, crenelation, crenellation --
 (a rampart built around the top of a castle with regular gaps for firing arrows or guns) 
                   => Chinese Wall, Great Wall, Great Wall of China --
 (a fortification 1,500 miles long built across northern China in the 3rd century BC; is 1,500 miles long and averages 6 
meters in width) 
                   => earthwork -- (an earthen rampart) 
                   => fraise -- (sloping or horizontal rampart of pointed stakes) 
                   => merlon -- (a solid section between two crenels in a crenelated battlement) 
           => snowbank -- (a mound or heap of snow) 
       => obstruction, obstructor, obstructer, impediment, impedimenta -- (any structure that makes progress difficult) 
           => bar --
 (an obstruction (usually metal) placed at the top of a goal; "it was an excellent kick but the ball hit the bar") 
           => barrier -- (a structure or object that impedes free movement) 
               => bannister, banister, balustrade, balusters, handrail --
 (a railing at the side of a staircase or balcony to prevent people from falling) 
               => barricade --
 (a barrier (usually thrown up hastily so as to impede the advance of an enemy); "they enemy stormed the barricade") 
               => breakwater, groin, groyne, mole, bulwark, seawall, jetty --
 (a protective structure of stone or concrete; extends from shore into the water to prevent a beach from washing away) 
               => bulwarks, bulwark -- (a fence-like structure around a deck) 
               => crash barrier -- (a strong protective barrier that is erected around a racetrack or in the middle of a dual-
lane highway in order to reduce the likelihood of severe accidents) 
               => dam, dike, dyke, levee -- (a barrier constructed to contain the flow of water or to keep out the sea) 
                   => Aswan High Dam, Aswan Dam, High Dam --
 (one of the world's largest dams on the Nile River in southern Egypt) 
                   => Hoover Dam -- (a large dam on the Colorado River in Nevada) 
                   => milldam -- (dam to make a millpond to provide power for a water mill) 
                   => weir -- (a low dam built across a stream to raise its level or divert its flow) 
               => fence, fencing -- (a barrier that serves to enclose an area) 
                   => backstop -- ((baseball) a fence or screen (as behind home plate)) 
                   => chainlink fence -- (a fence of steel wires woven into a diamond pattern) 
                   => hedge, hedgerow -- (a fence formed by a row of closely planted shrubs or bushes) 
                       => privet hedge -- (hedge of privet plants) 
                       => windbreak, shelterbelt --
 (hedge or fence of trees designed to lessen the force of the wind and reduce erosion) 
                   => picket fence, paling -- (a fence made of upright pickets) 
                   => rail fence -- (a fence (usually made of split logs laid across each other at an angle)) 
                       => worm fence, snake fence, snake-rail fence, Virginia fence --
 (rail fence consisting of a zigzag of interlocking rails) 
                   => stone wall -- (a fence built of rough stones; used to separate fields) 
                       => dry wall, dry-stone wall -- (a stone wall made with stones fitted together without mortar) 
                   => wall --
 (a masonry fence (as around an estate or garden); "the wall followed the road"; "he ducked behind the garden wall and 
waited") 
                       => party wall -- (a wall erected on the line between two properties and shared by both owners) 
                       => retaining wall --
 (a wall that is built to resist lateral pressure (especially a wall built to prevent the advance of a mass of earth)) 
                   => weir -- (a fence or wattle built across a stream to catch or retain fish) 
               => fender, wing --
 (a barrier that surrounds the wheels of a vehicle to block splashing water or mud; "in England they call a fender a wing
") 
                   => mudguard, splash guard, splash-guard --
 (a curved piece above the wheel of a bicycle or motorcycle to protect the rider from water or mud thrown up by the  
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wheels) 
               => grate, grating -- (a barrier that has parallel or crossed bars blocking a passage but admitting air) 
                   => grille, radiator grille -- (grating that admits cooling air to car's radiator) 
               => hurdle -- (a light movable barrier that competitors must leap over in certain races) 
               => movable barrier -- (a barrier that can be moved to allow passage) 
                   => chicane --
 (a movable barrier used in motor racing; sometimes place before a dangerous corner to reduce speed as cars pass in  
single file) 
                   => door --
 (a swinging or sliding barrier that will close the entrance to a room or building or vehicle; "he knocked on the door"; "
he slammed the door as he left") 
                       => car door -- (the door of a car) 
                           => hatchback -- (a sloping rear car door that is lifted to open) 
                       => cargo door -- (door used to load or unload cargo) 
                       => double door -- (two vertical doors that meet in the middle of the door frame when closed) 
                       => fire door -- (a fire-resistant door that can be closed to stop the spread of a fire) 
                       => French door -- (a light door with transparent or glazed panels extending the full length) 
                           => French window -- (a French door situated in an exterior wall of a building) 
                       => interior door -- (a door that closes off rooms within a building) 
                           => bi-fold door -- (an interior door) 
                           => folding door, accordion door --
 (an interior door that opens by folding back in sections (rather than by swinging on hinges)) 
                       => revolving door, revolver --
 (a door consisting of four orthogonal partitions that rotate about a central pivot; a door designed to equalize the air  
pressure in tall buildings) 
                       => screen door, screen --
 (a door that is a screen to keep insects from entering a building through the open door; "he heard the screen slam as she
 left") 
                       => sliding door -- (a door that opens by sliding instead of swinging) 
                           => barn door -- (the large sliding door of a barn) 
                       => storm door -- (an extra outer door for protection against severe weather or winter) 
                       => swing door, swinging door -- (a door that swings on a double hinge; opens in either direction) 
                           => batwing -- (one of a pair of swinging doors (as at the entrance to a western saloon)) 
                       => trap door -- (a hinged or sliding door in a floor or ceiling) 
                   => gate -- (a door-like movable barrier in a fence or wall) 
                       => head gate --
 (a gate upstream from a lock or canal that is used to control the flow of water at the upper end) 
                       => lock-gate -- (a gate that can be locked) 
                       => lychgate, lichgate --
 (a roofed gate to a churchyard, formerly used as a temporary shelter for the bier during funerals) 
                       => portcullis --
 (gate consisting of an iron or wooden grating that hangs in the entry to a castle or fortified town; can be lowered to  
prevent passage) 
                       => postern -- (a small gate in the rear of a fort or castle) 
                       => tailgate, tailboard -- (a gate at the rear of a vehicle; can be lowered for loading) 
                       => tail gate --
 (a gate downstream from a lock or canal that is used to control the flow of water at the lower end) 
                       => tollgate, tollbar -- (a gate or bar across a toll bridge or toll road which is lifted when the toll is paid) 
                       => turnpike --
 ((from 16th to 19th centuries) gates set across a road to prevent passage until a toll had been paid) 
                       => turnstile --
 (a gate consisting of a post that acts as a pivot for rotating arms; set in a passageway for controlling the persons enterin
g) 
                       => wicket, wicket door, wicket gate -- (small gate or door (especially one that is part of a larger door)) 
                       => Dipylon gate, Dipylon --
 (a gateway on the west of ancient Athens near which a distinctive style of pottery has been found) 
                   => hatch -- (a movable barrier covering a hatchway) 
                       => cargo hatch -- (hatch opening into the cargo compartment) 
               => railing, rail -- (a barrier consisting of a horizontal bar and supports) 
                   => bar --
 ((law) a railing that encloses the part of the courtroom where the judges and lawyers sit and the case is tried; "spectator
s were not allowed past the bar") 
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                   => fife rail -- (the railing surrounding the mast of a sailing vessel) 
                   => safety rail, guardrail -- (a railing placed alongside a stairway or road for safety) 
                   => taffrail -- (the railing around the stern of a ship) 
               => revetment -- (a barrier against explosives) 
               => roadblock, barricade --
 (a barrier set up by police to stop traffic on a street or road in order to catch a fugitive or inspect traffic etc.) 
               => starting gate, starting stalls -- (a movable barrier on the starting line of a race course) 
           => blockade -- (prevents access or progress) 
           => blockage, block, closure, occlusion, stop, stoppage --
 (an obstruction in a pipe or tube; "we had to call a plumber to clear out the blockage in the drainpipe") 
               => breechblock, breech closer -- (a metal block in breech-
loading firearms that is withdrawn to insert a cartridge and replaced to close the breech before firing) 
               => plug, stopper, stopple -- (blockage consisting of an object designed to fill a hole tightly) 
                   => bung, spile -- (a plug used to close a hole in a barrel or flask) 
                   => cork -- (the plug in the mouth of a bottle (especially a wine bottle)) 
                   => drainplug -- (a removable plug for holding water in a tub or basin) 
                   => fipple -- (a wooden plug forming a flue pipe (as the mouthpiece of a recorder)) 
                   => tampion -- (plug for the muzzle of a gun to keep out dust and moisture) 
                   => tampon --
 (plug of cotton or other absorbent material; inserted into wound or body cavity to absorb exuded fluids (especially  
blood)) 
                       => Tampax -- (tampon used to absorb menstrual flow) 
                   => tap, spigot -- (a plug for a bunghole in a cask) 
               => vapor lock, vapour lock --
 (a stoppage in a pipeline caused by gas bubbles (especially a stoppage that develops in hot weather in an internal-
combustion engine when fuel in the gas line boils and forms bubbles that block the flow of gasoline to the carburetor)) 
           => hindrance, hitch, preventive, preventative, encumbrance, incumbrance, interference --
 (any obstruction that impedes or is burdensome) 
               => clog -- (any object that acts as a hindrance or obstruction) 
               => speed bump -- (a hindrance to speeding created by a crosswise ridge in the surface of a roadway) 
           => obstacle -- (an obstruction that stands in the way (and must be removed or surmounted or circumvented)) 
               => hazard -- (an obstacle on a golf course) 
                   => bunker, sand trap, trap -- (a hazard on a golf course) 
                   => water hazard -- (hazard provided by ponds of water that the golfer must avoid) 
               => stumbling block -- (any obstacle or impediment) 
               => water jump -- (a pool or stream in a steeplechase or similar contest) 
           => tumbler --
 (a movable obstruction in a lock that must be adjusted to a given position (as by a key) before the bolt can be thrown) 
               => lever, lever tumbler -- (a flat metal tumbler in a lever lock) 
               => pin --
 (cylindrical tumblers consisting of two parts that are held in place by springs; when they are aligned with a key the bolt
 can be thrown) 
       => partition, divider -- (a vertical structure that divides or separates (as a wall divides one room from another)) 
           => brattice -- (a partition (often temporary) of planks or cloth that is used to control ventilation in a mine) 
           => bulkhead -- (a partition that divides a ship or plane into compartments) 
           => screen -- (partition consisting of a decorative frame or panel that serves to divide a space) 
               => altarpiece, reredos -- (a painted or carved screen placed above and behind an altar or communion table) 
               => purdah -- (a screen used in India to separate women from men or strangers) 
               => rood screen -- (a screen in a church; separates the nave from the choir or chancel) 
           => wall --
 (an architectural partition with a height and length greater than its thickness; used to divide or enclose an area or to  
support another structure; "the south wall had a small window"; "the walls were covered with pictures") 
               => attic -- ((architecture) a low wall at the top of the entablature; hides the roof) 
               => bearing wall -- (any wall supporting a floor or the roof of a building) 
               => cavity wall -- (a wall formed of two thicknesses of masonry with a space between them) 
               => chimney breast -- (walls that project out from the wall of a room and surround the chimney base) 
               => firewall -- (fireproof (or fire-
resistant) wall designed to prevent the spread of fire through a building or a vehicle) 
               => gable, gable end, gable wall -- (the vertical triangular wall between the sloping ends of gable roof) 
                   => bell gable -- (an extension of a gable that serves as a bell cote) 
                   => corbie gable -- ((architecture) a gable having corbie-steps or corbel steps) 
                   => pediment -- (a triangular gable between a horizontal entablature and a sloping roof) 
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               => parapet -- (a low wall along the edge of a roof or balcony) 
               => proscenium, proscenium wall -- (the wall that separates the stage from the auditorium in a modern theater) 
               => sidewall -- (a wall that forms the side of a structure) 
               => wainscoting, wainscotting -- (a wainscoted wall (or wainscoted walls collectively)) 
               => Wailing Wall --
 (a wall in Jerusalem; sacred to Jews as a place of prayer and lamentation; its stones are believed to have formed part of
 the Temple of Solomon) 
               => Hadrian's Wall --
 (an ancient Roman wall built by Hadrian in the 2nd century; marked the northern boundary of the Roman Empire in  
Britain) 
       => platform, weapons platform -- (any military structure or vehicle bearing weapons) 
           => gun enclosure, gun turret, turret -- (a self-contained weapons platform housing guns and capable of rotation) 
       => porch -- (a structure attached to the exterior of a building often forming a covered entrance) 
           => back porch -- (a porch for the back door) 
           => deck -- (a porch that resembles the deck on a ship) 
               => sun deck -- (an unroofed deck) 
           => front porch -- (a porch for the front door) 
           => portico -- (a porch or entrance to a building consisting of a covered and often columned area) 
               => narthex -- (portico at the west end of an early Christian basilica or church) 
           => stoop, stoep -- (small porch or set of steps at the front entrance of a house) 
           => veranda, verandah, gallery -- (a porch along the outside of a building (sometimes partly enclosed)) 
               => lanai -- (a veranda or roofed patio often furnished and used as a living room) 
       => post and lintel -- (a structure consisting of vertical beams (posts) supporting a horizontal beam (lintel)) 
       => prefab -- (a prefabricated structure) 
       => projection -- (any structure that branches out from a central support) 
           => arm, branch, limb --
 (any projection that is thought to resemble an arm; "the arm of the record player"; "an arm of the sea"; "a branch of the 
sewer") 
           => brim -- (a circular projection that sticks outward from the crown of a hat) 
               => bill, peak, eyeshade, visor, vizor --
 (a brim that projects to the front to shade the eyes; "he pulled down the bill of his cap and trudged ahead") 
           => burr -- (rough projection left on a workpiece after drilling or cutting) 
           => cleat -- (a metal or leather projection (as from the sole of a shoe); prevents slipping) 
               => calk, calkin -- (a metal cleat on the bottom front of a horseshoe to prevent slipping) 
           => cornice -- (the topmost projecting part of an entablature) 
           => drip, drip mold, drip mould --
 ((architecture) a projection from a cornice or sill designed to protect the area below from rainwater (as over a window 
or doorway)) 
               => dripstone, hoodmold, hoodmould -- (a protective drip that is made of stone) 
           => flange, rim -- (a projection used for strength or for attaching to another object) 
           => fluke, flue -- (flat blade-like projection on the arm of an anchor) 
           => head -- (a projection out from one end; "the head of the nail", "a pinhead is the head of a pin") 
               => pinhead -- (the head of a pin) 
           => knob, boss -- (a circular rounded projection or protuberance) 
               => knobble -- (a small knob) 
               => nailhead -- (flattened boss on the end of nail opposite to the point) 
           => lobe -- (a rounded projection that is part of a larger structure) 
           => lug -- (a projecting piece that is used to lift or support or turn something) 
           => overhang -- (projection that extends beyond or hangs over something else) 
               => eaves -- (the overhang at the lower edge of a roof) 
               => fantail -- (an overhang consisting of the fan-
shaped part of the deck extending aft of the sternpost of a ship) 
           => prong -- (a pointed projection) 
               => tine -- (prong on a fork or pitchfork or antler) 
           => spike -- (a sharp-pointed projection along the top of a fence or wall) 
           => tenon --
 (a projection at the end of a piece of wood that is shaped to fit into a mortise and form a mortise joint) 
           => tooth -- (something resembling the tooth of an animal) 
               => cog, sprocket -- (tooth on the rim of gear wheel) 
           => tooth -- (one of a number of uniform projections on a gear) 
       => public works --
 (structures (such as highways or schools or bridges or docks) constructed at government expense for public use) 
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       => set-back, setoff, offset -- (structure where a wall or building narrows abruptly) 
       => shelter -- (a structure that provides privacy and protection from danger) 
           => cookhouse -- (a detached or outdoor shelter for cooking; "the circus used a tent as their cookhouse") 
           => dugout --
 (either of two low shelters on either side of a baseball diamond where the players and coaches sit during the game) 
           => fallout shelter -- (a shelter to protect occupants from the fallout from an atomic bomb) 
           => haven, oasis -- (a shelter serving as a place of safety or sanctuary) 
           => hovel, hut, hutch, shack, shanty -- (small crude shelter used as a dwelling) 
               => igloo, iglu -- (an Eskimo hut; usually built of blocks (of sod or snow) in the shape of a dome) 
               => mudhif -- (a reed hut in the marshlands of Iraq; rare since the marshes were drained) 
           => hut, army hut, field hut -- (temporary military shelter) 
               => Nissen hut, Quonset hut -- (a prefabricated hut of corrugated iron having a semicircular cross section) 
           => loft, pigeon loft -- (a raised shelter in which pigeons are kept) 
           => mantelet, mantlet -- (portable bulletproof shelter) 
           => refuge, sanctuary, asylum -- (a shelter from danger or hardship) 
               => harbor, harbour -- (a place of refuge and comfort and security) 
               => safehold -- (a refuge from attack) 
               => safe house -- (a house used as a hiding place or refuge by members of certain organizations) 
           => storm cellar, cyclone cellar, tornado cellar -- (an underground shelter where you can go until a storm passes) 
           => tent, collapsible shelter --
 (a portable shelter (usually of canvas stretched over supporting poles and fastened to the ground with ropes and pegs); 
"he pitched his tent near the creek") 
               => backpacking tent, pack tent -- (a tent that can be carried in a backpack) 
               => bell tent -- (a bell-shaped tent) 
               => cabana -- (a small tent used as a dressing room beside the sea or a swimming pool) 
               => canvas tent, canvas, canvass -- (a tent made of canvas) 
                   => circus tent, big top, round top, top --
 (a canvas tent to house the audience at a circus performance; "he was afraid of a fire in the circus tent"; "they had the b
ig top up in less than an hour") 
                   => field tent -- (a canvas tent for use in the field) 
                   => Sibley tent -- (a light conical canvas tent erected on a tripod with ventilation at the top) 
                   => wall tent -- (a canvas tent with four vertical walls) 
               => cottage tent -- (a tent providing shelter for a family) 
               => fly tent -- (a tent with a fly front) 
               => lean-to tent -- (tent that is attached to the side of a building) 
               => mountain tent -- (a lightweight tent with a floor; flaps close with a zipper) 
               => pavilion, marquee -- (large and often sumptuous tent) 
               => pop tent -- (a small tent that is easy to carry and quick to set up) 
               => praetorium, pretorium -- (the tent of an ancient Roman general) 
               => pup tent, shelter tent -- (a wedge-shaped tent; usually without a floor or windows) 
               => pyramidal tent -- (a large tent shaped like a pyramid; can hold half a dozen people) 
               => tepee, tipi, teepee -- (a native American tent; usually of conical shape) 
               => tupik, tupek, sealskin tent -- (tent that is an Eskimo summer dwelling) 
               => two-man tent -- (a tent designed for occupancy by two persons) 
               => umbrella tent -- (a small tent with a single supporting pole and radiating metal ribs) 
       => shoebox -- (a structure resembling a shoebox (as a rectangular building or a cramped room or compartment)) 
       => signboard, sign --
 (structure displaying a board on which advertisements can be posted; "the highway was lined with signboards") 
           => billboard, hoarding -- (large outdoor signboard) 
           => sandwich board --
 (signboard consisting of two hinged boards that hang front and back from the shoulders of a walker and are used to  
display advertisements) 
           => shingle -- (a small signboard outside the office of a lawyer or doctor, e.g.) 
       => stadium, bowl, arena, sports stadium -- (a large structure for open-air sports or entertainments) 
           => amphitheater, amphitheatre, coliseum --
 (an oval large stadium with tiers of seats; an arena in which contests and spectacles are held) 
               => Colosseum -- (amphitheater in Rome built about AD 75 or 80) 
           => ballpark, park --
 (a facility in which ball games are played (especially baseball games); "take me out to the ballpark") 
           => bullring -- (a stadium where bullfights take place) 
           => circus -- ((antiquity) an open-air stadium for chariot races and gladiatorial games) 
           => dome, domed stadium, covered stadium -- (a stadium that has a roof) 
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           => football stadium -- (a stadium where football games are held) 
           => hippodrome -- (a stadium for horse shows or horse races) 
           => skybox -- (an elevated box for viewing events at a sports stadium) 
       => superstructure -- (structure consisting of the part of a ship above the main deck) 
           => deck-house -- (a superstructure on the upper deck of a ship) 
       => supporting structure -- (a structure that serves to support something) 
           => framework, frame, framing -- (a structure supporting or containing something) 
               => airframe -- (the framework and covering of an airplane or rocket (excluding the engines)) 
               => arbor, arbour, bower, pergola --
 (a framework that supports climbing plants; "the arbor provided a shady resting place in the park") 
                   => grape arbor, grape arbour -- (an arbor where grapes are grown) 
               => bustle -- (a framework worn at the back below the waist for giving fullness to a woman's skirt) 
               => casing, case --
 (the enclosing frame around a door or window opening; "the casings had rotted away and had to be replaced") 
               => climbing frame -- (a framework of bars or logs for children to climb on) 
               => clotheshorse -- (a framework on which to hang clothes (as for drying)) 
               => coaming -- (a raised framework around a hatchway on a ship to keep water out) 
               => cornice, valance, valance board, pelmet --
 (a decorative framework to conceal curtain fixtures at the top of a window casing) 
               => deckle -- ((paper making) a frame used to form paper pulp into sheets) 
               => derrick -- (a framework erected over an oil well to allow drill tubes to be raised and lowered) 
               => doorframe, doorcase -- (the frame that supports a door) 
               => fender, buffer, cowcatcher, pilot -- (an inclined metal frame at the front of a locomotive to clear the track) 
               => gantry, gauntry --
 (a framework of steel bars raised on side supports to bridge over or around something; can display railway signals  
above several tracks or can support a traveling crane etc.) 
               => grate, grating -- (a frame of iron bars to hold a fire) 
               => grill, grille, grillwork --
 (a framework of metal bars used as a partition or a grate; "he cooked hamburgers on the grill") 
               => gun carriage -- (a framework on which a gun is mounted for firing) 
                   => barbette carriage -- (a gun carriage elevated so that the gun can be fired over the parapet) 
               => handbarrow -- (a rectangular frame with handles at both ends; carried by two people) 
               => hayrack, hayrig -- (a frame attached to a wagon to increase the amount of hay it can carry) 
               => honeycomb -- (a framework of hexagonal cells resembling the honeycomb built by bees) 
               => lattice, latticework, fretwork --
 (framework consisting of an ornamental design made of strips of wood or metal) 
                   => trellis, treillage -- (latticework used to support climbing plants) 
                       => espalier -- (a trellis on which ornamental shrub or fruit tree is trained to grow flat) 
               => mounting -- (framework used for support or display) 
                   => chassis -- (a metal mounting for the circuit components of an electronic device) 
                       => radio chassis -- (a chassis for a radio receiver) 
                   => mat, matting -- (mounting consisting of a border or background for a picture) 
                   => mount, setting --
 (mounting consisting of a piece of metal (as in a ring or other jewelry) that holds a gem in place; "the diamond was in 
a plain gold mount") 
                       => pave -- (a setting with precious stones so closely set that no metal shows) 
                   => passe-partout -- (a mounting for a picture using gummed tape) 
               => oxbow --
 (a wooden framework bent in the shape of a U; its upper ends are attached to the horizontal yoke and the loop goes  
around the neck of an ox) 
               => picture frame -- (a framework in which a picture is mounted) 
               => rack -- (framework for holding objects) 
                   => barbecue, barbeque -- (a rack to hold meat for cooking over hot charcoal usually out of doors) 
                   => bicycle rack -- (a rack for parking bicycles) 
                   => carrier -- (a rack attached to a vehicle; for carrying luggage or skis or the like) 
                       => bomb rack -- (a device on an aircraft for carrying bombs) 
                       => luggage carrier -- (carrier (as behind a bicycle seat) for luggage) 
                       => luggage rack, roof rack -- (carrier for holding luggage above the seats of a train or on top of a car) 
                       => ski rack -- (a carrier for holding skis on top of a vehicle) 
                   => coatrack, coat rack, hatrack -- (a rack with hooks for temporarily holding coats and hats) 
                   => dish rack -- (a rack for holding dishes as dishwater drains off of them) 
                   => hayrack -- (a rack that holds hay for feeding livestock) 
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                   => pipe rack -- (a rack for holding a smoker's pipes) 
                   => plate rack -- (a rack for holding plates to dry after they have been washed) 
                   => tie rack -- (a rack for storing ties) 
                   => toastrack -- (a rack for holding slices of toast) 
                   => towel rack, towel horse -- (a rack consisting of one or more bars on which towels can be hung) 
               => ribbing -- (a framework of ribs) 
               => sash, window sash -- (a framework that holds the panes of a window in the window frame) 
                   => casement -- (a window shash that is hinged (usually on one side)) 
               => sawhorse, horse, sawbuck, buck -- (a framework for holding wood that is being sawed) 
                   => trestle -- (sawhorses used in pairs to support a horizontal tabletop) 
               => stretcher -- (a wooden framework on which canvas is stretched and fixed for oil painting) 
               => tambour, embroidery frame, embroidery hoop -- (a frame made of two hoops; used for embroidering) 
               => tenter -- (a framework with hooks used for stretching and drying cloth) 
               => truss -- (a framework of beams forming a rigid structure (as a roof truss)) 
               => undercarriage -- (framework that serves as a support for the body of a vehicle) 
                   => landing gear -- (an undercarriage that supports the weight of the plane when it is on the ground) 
                       => landing skids -- (the landing gear of a helicopter) 
               => walker, baby-walker, go-cart -- (an enclosing framework on casters or wheels; helps babies learn to walk) 
               => walker, Zimmer, Zimmer frame --
 (a light enclosing framework (trade name Zimmer) with rubber castors or wheels and handles; helps invalids or the  
handicapped or the aged to walk) 
               => wattle -- (framework consisting of stakes interwoven with branches to form a fence) 
               => window --
 (a framework of wood or metal that contains a glass windowpane and is built into a wall or roof to admit light or air) 
                   => bay window, bow window -- (a window that sticks out from the outside wall of a house) 
                       => oriel, oriel window -- (a projecting bay window corbeled or cantilevered out from a wall) 
                   => casement window -- (a window with one or more casements) 
                   => clerestory, clearstory --
 (part of an interior wall rising above the adjacent roof with windows admitting light) 
                   => display window, shopwindow, show window --
 (a window of a store facing onto the street; used to display merchandise for sale in the store) 
                   => dormer, dormer window --
 (a gabled extension built out from a sloping roof to accommodate a vertical window) 
                   => dormer window -- (the window in a gabled extension built to accommodate a window) 
                       => oxeye -- (an oval or round dormer window) 
                   => double glazing --
 (a window with two panes of glass and a space between them; reduces heat and noise transmission through the window
) 
                   => double-hung window -- (a window having two sashes that slide up and down) 
                   => fanlight -- (a semicircular window over a door or window; usually has sash bars like the ribs of a fan) 
                   => lancet window -- (a narrow window having a lancet arch and without tracery) 
                   => louvered window, jalousie -- (a window with glass louvers) 
                   => oeil de boeuf -- (a circular or oval window; 17th or 18th century French architecture) 
                   => picture window -- (a large window with a single pane (usually overlooking a view)) 
                   => pivoting window -- (a window that opens by pivoting either horizontally or vertically) 
                   => porthole -- (a window in a ship or airplane) 
                   => rose window, rosette -- (circular window filled with tracery) 
                   => sash window -- (a window with (usually two) sashes that slide vertically to let in air) 
                   => skylight, fanlight -- (a window in a roof to admit daylight) 
                   => sliding window -- (a window that open by sliding horizontally) 
                   => stained-glass window -- (a window made of stained glass) 
                   => storm window, storm sash --
 (a window outside an ordinary window to protect against severe weather or winter) 
                   => transom, transom window, fanlight -- (a window above a door and hinged to a transom) 
               => window frame -- (the framework that supports a window) 
           => skeleton, skeletal frame, frame, underframe --
 (the internal supporting structure that gives an artifact its shape; "the building has a steel skeleton") 
               => chassis --
 (the skeleton of a motor vehicle consisting of a steel frame supported on springs that holds the body and motor) 
               => hoop -- (a light curved skeleton to spread out a skirt) 
                   => farthingale --
 (a hoop worn beneath a skirt to extend it horizontally; worn by European women in the 16th and 17th centuries) 
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                   => pannier -- (set of small hoops used to add fullness over the hips) 
           => support --
 (supporting structure that holds up or provides a foundation; "the statue stood on a marble support") 
               => abutment -- (a masonry support that touches and directly receives thrust or pressure of an arch or bridge) 
               => architrave -- (the lowest part of an entablature; rests immediately on the capitals of the columns) 
               => basement -- (the ground floor facade or interior in Renaissance architecture) 
               => buttress, buttressing -- (a support usually of stone or brick; supports the wall of a building) 
                   => flying buttress, arc-boutant --
 (a buttress that stands apart from the main structure and connected to it by an arch) 
               => foundation, base, fundament, foot, groundwork, substructure, understructure --
 (lowest support of a structure; "it was built on a base of solid rock"; "he stood at the foot of the tower") 
                   => bed --
 (a foundation of earth or rock supporting a road or railroad track; "the track bed had washed away") 
                       => railroad bed -- (a bed on which railroad track is laid) 
                       => roadbed -- (a bed supporting a road) 
                   => raft foundation --
 (a foundation (usually on soft ground) consisting of an extended layer of reinforced concrete) 
               => pedestal, plinth, footstall -- (an architectural support or base (as for a column or statue)) 
                   => socle -- (a plain plinth that supports a wall) 
               => prop -- (a support placed beneath or against something to keep it from shaking or falling) 
                   => pitprop, sprag -- (a wooden prop used to support the roof of a mine) 
       => tower -- (a structure taller than its diameter; can stand alone or be attached to a larger building) 
           => barbican, barbacan -- (a tower that is part of a defensive structure (such as a castle)) 
           => beacon, lighthouse, beacon light, pharos -- (a tower with a light that gives warning of shoals to passing ships) 
           => bell tower -- (a tower that supports or shelters a bell) 
               => campanile, belfry -- (a bell tower; usually stands alone unattached to a building) 
                   => Leaning Tower, Leaning Tower of Pisa --
 (a tall round marble campanile in Pisa that is not perpendicular; construction was begun in 1174) 
           => church tower -- (the tower of a church) 
           => clock tower -- (a tower with a large clock high up on an outside face) 
           => control tower --
 (a tower with an elevated workspace enclosed in glass for the visual observation of aircraft around an airport) 
           => Eiffel Tower --
 (a wrought iron tower 300 meters high that was constructed in Paris in 1889; for many years it was the tallest man-
made structure) 
           => high-rise, tower block --
 (tower consisting of a multistoried building of offices or apartments; "`tower block' is the British term for `high-rise'") 
           => minaret -- (slender tower with balconies) 
           => mooring tower, mooring mast -- (a tower for mooring airships) 
           => pylon, power pylon -- (a large vertical steel tower supporting high-
tension power lines; "power pylons are a favorite target for terrorists") 
           => pylon -- (a tower for guiding pilots or marking the turning point in a race) 
           => shot tower --
 (tower of a kind once used to make shot; molten lead was poured through a sieve and dropped into water) 
           => silo -- (a cylindrical tower used for storing silage) 
           => steeple, spire --
 (a tall tower that forms the superstructure of a building (usually a church or temple) and that tapers to a point at the top
) 
               => pinnacle -- ((architecture) a slender upright spire at the top of a buttress of tower) 
           => supporting tower -- (a tower that serves to support something) 
               => trestle -- (a supporting tower used to support a bridge) 
           => turret -- (a small tower extending above a building) 
           => watchtower -- (an observation tower for a lookout to watch over prisoners or watch for fires or enemies) 
               => fire tower -- (a watchtower where a lookout is posted to watch for fires) 
       => transept -- (structure forming the transverse part of a cruciform church; crosses the nave at right angles) 
       => trestlework --
 (a supporting structure composed of a system of connected trestles; for a bridge or pier or scaffold e.g.) 
       => vaulting -- ((architecture) a vaulted structure; "arches and vaulting") 
           => fan vaulting -- (an elaborate system of vaulting in which the ribs diverge like fans) 
       => ways, shipway, slipway --
 (structure consisting of a sloping way down to the water from the place where ships are built or repaired) 
       => wellhead -- (a structure built over a well) 
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       => wind tunnel --
 (a structure resembling a tunnel where air is blown at known velocities for testing parts of aircraft) 
       => balance, equilibrium, equipoise, counterbalance -- (equality of distribution) 
           => conformation -- (a symmetrical arrangement of the parts of a thing) 
           => symmetry, proportion -- (balance among the parts of something) 

 

BUILDING MATERIAL 

building material -- (material used for constructing buildings) 
       => brick -- (rectangular block of clay baked by the sun or in a kiln; used as a building or paving material) 
           => adobe, adobe brick -- (sun-dried brick; used in hot dry climates) 
           => clinker, clinker brick -- (a hard brick used as a paving stone) 
           => firebrick -- (brick made of fire clay; used for lining e.g. furnaces and chimneys) 
           => header, coping, cope -- (brick that is laid sideways at the top of a wall) 
       => building block -- (a block of material used in construction work) 
           => ashlar -- (a rectangular block of hewn stone used for building purposes) 
           => cinder block, clinker block, breeze block --
 (a light concrete building block made with cinder aggregate; "cinder blocks are called breeze blocks in England") 
           => keystone, key, headstone -- (the central building block at the top of an arch or vault) 
               => quoin, coign, coigne -- (the keystone of an arch) 
           => voussoir -- (wedge-shaped stone building block used in constructing an arch or vault) 
       => stone --
 (building material consisting of a piece of rock hewn in a definite shape for a special purpose; "he wanted a special sto
ne to mark the site") 
           => ashlar -- (a rectangular block of hewn stone used for building purposes) 
           => Blarney Stone -- (a stone in a castle in Ireland that is said to impart skill in flattery to anyone who kisses it) 
           => capstone, copestone, coping stone, stretcher -- (a stone that forms the top of wall or building) 
           => cornerstone -- (a stone at the outer corner of two intersecting masonry walls) 
           => cornerstone --
 (a stone in the exterior of a large and important building; usually carved with a date and laid with appropriate ceremoni
es) 
           => foundation stone -- (a stone laid at a ceremony to mark the founding of a new building) 
           => gravestone, headstone, tombstone -- (a stone that is used to mark a grave) 
           => grindstone -- (a revolving stone shaped like a disk; used to grind or sharpen or polish edge tools) 
           => hearthstone -- (a stone that forms a hearth) 
           => millstone -- (one of a pair of heavy flat disk-
shaped stones that are rotated against one another to grind the grain) 
           => monolith -- (a single great stone (often in the form of a column or obelisk)) 
           => paving stone -- (a stone used for paving) 
               => cobble, cobblestone, sett -- (rectangular paving stone with curved top; once used to make roads) 
               => curbstone, kerbstone -- (a paving stone forming part of a curb) 
               => flag, flagstone -- (stratified stone that splits into pieces suitable as paving stones) 
           => springer, impost -- (the lowest stone in an arch -- from which it springs) 
           => stele, stela -- (an ancient upright stone slab bearing markings) 
           => whetstone -- (a flat stone for sharpening edged tools or knives) 
               => hone -- (a whetstone made of fine gritstone; used for sharpening razors) 
               => oilstone -- (a whetstone for use with oil) 
       => bricks and mortar -- (building material consisting of bricks laid with mortar between then) 
       => cement --
 (a building material that is a powder made of a mixture of calcined limestone and clay; used with water and sand or gra
vel to make concrete and mortar) 
           => hydraulic cement, Portland cement --
 (a cement that hardens under water; made by heating limestone and clay in a kiln and pulverizing the result) 
       => concrete -- (a strong hard building material composed of sand and gravel and cement and water) 
           => cement --
 (concrete pavement is sometimes referred to as cement; "they stood on the gray cement beside the pool") 
           => reinforced concrete, ferroconcrete --
 (concrete with metal and/or mesh added to provide extra support against stresses) 
       => covering material -- (a material used by builders to cover surfaces) 
           => fiberglass, fibreglass -- (a covering material made of glass fibers in resins) 
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           => linoleum, lino -- (a floor covering) 
           => plaster --
 (a mixture of lime or gypsum with sand and water; hardens into a smooth solid; used to cover walls and ceilings) 
               => finish coat, finishing coat --
 (the final coating of plaster applied to walls and ceilings; "we can't paint until they put on the finishing coat") 
               => grout -- (a thin mortar that can be poured and used to fill cracks in masonry or brickwork) 
               => parget, pargeting, pargetting -- (plaster used to coat outer walls and line chimneys) 
               => roughcast -- (a coarse plaster for the surface of external walls) 
               => spackle, spackling compound --
 (powder (containing gypsum plaster and glue) that when mixed with water forms a plastic paste used to fill cracks and 
holes in plaster) 
               => stucco --
 (a plaster now made mostly from Portland cement and sand and lime; applied while soft to cover exterior walls or surf
aces) 
                   => render -- (a substance similar to stucco but exclusively applied to masonry walls) 
           => puddle --
 (a mixture of wet clay and sand that can be used to line a pond and that is impervious to water when dry) 
       => fencing material, fencing -- (material for building fences) 
       => flooring -- (building material used in laying floors) 
       => gunite -- (a mixture of cement and sand and water that is sprayed on a surface under pneumatic pressure) 
       => insulating material, insulant, insulation --
 (a material that reduces or prevents the transmission of heat or sound or electricity) 
           => lagging -- (used to wrap around pipes or boilers or laid in attics to prevent loss of heat) 
       => lath and plaster --
 (a building material consisting of thin strips of wood that provide a foundation for a coat of plaster) 
       => lumber, timber -- (the wood of trees cut and prepared for use as building material) 
           => stock -- (lumber used in the construction of something; "they will cut round stock to 1-inch diameter") 
           => strip -- (thin piece of wood or metal) 
               => batten -- (a strip fixed to something to hold it firm) 
               => cleat -- (a strip of wood or metal used to strengthen the surface to which it is attached) 
               => fingerboard --
 (a narrow strip of wood on the neck of some stringed instruments (violin or cello or guitar etc) where the strings are he
ld against the wood with the fingers) 
               => furring strip, furring -- (strip used to give a level surface for attaching wallboard) 
               => jackstraw, spillikin -- (a thin strip of wood used in playing the game of jackstraws) 
               => picket, pale -- (a wooden strip forming part of a fence) 
               => slat, spline -- (a thin strip (wood or metal)) 
                   => lath -- (a narrow thin strip of wood used as backing for plaster or to make latticework) 
                   => louver, louvre, fin -- (one of a set of parallel slats in a door or window to admit air and reject rain) 
                   => splat -- (a slat of wood in the middle of the back of a straight chair) 
                   => stave, lag -- (one of several thin slats of wood forming the sides of a barrel or bucket) 
               => spline -- (a flexible strip (wood or rubber) used in drawing curved lines) 
               => toothpick -- (pick consisting of a small strip of wood or plastic; used to pick food from between the teeth) 
           => board, plank -- (a stout length of sawn timber; made in a wide variety of sizes and used for many purposes) 
               => matchboard --
 (a board that has a groove cut into one edge and a tongue cut into the other so they fit tightly together (as in a floor)) 
               => skid -- (one of a pair of planks used to make a track for rolling or sliding objects) 
               => wale, strake -- (thick plank forming a ridge along the side of a wooden ship) 
                   => garboard, garboard plank, garboard strake -- (the first wale laid next to the keel of a wooden ship) 
                   => gunwale, gunnel, gun rest -- (wale at the top of the side of boat; topmost planking of a wooden vessel) 
               => chipboard, hardboard --
 (a cheap hard material made from wood chips that are pressed together and bound with synthetic resin) 
               => deal -- (a plank of softwood (fir or pine board)) 
           => planking -- (planks collectively; a quantity of planks) 
       => mortar -- (used as a bond in masonry or for covering a wall) 
       => roofing material -- (building material used in constructing roofs) 
           => roofing paper, tar paper -- (a heavy paper impregnated with tar and used as part of a roof for waterproofing) 
           => slate, slating -- (thin layers of rock used for roofing) 
           => thatch -- (plant stalks used as roofing material) 
           => tile, roofing tile -- (a thin flat slab of fired clay used for roofing) 
               => hip tile -- (a tile shaped so as to cover the hip of a hip roof) 
               => pantile -- (a roofing tile with a S-shape; laid so that curves overlap) 
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               => ridge tile -- (a decorative tile that is bent in cross section; used to cover the ridge of a roof) 
       => shingle, shake -- (building material used as siding or roofing) 
       => siding -- (material applied to the outside of a building to make it weatherproof) 
           => clapboard, weatherboard, weatherboarding --
 (a long thin board with one edge thicker than the other; used as siding by lapping one board over the board below) 
       => staff --
 (building material consisting of plaster and hair; used to cover external surfaces of temporary structure (as at an exposi
tion) or for decoration) 
       => sticks and stone -- (a general term for building materials) 
       => wattle and daub -- (building material consisting of interwoven rods and twigs covered with clay) 
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GROUP, GROUPING 
 
group, grouping -- (any number of entities (members) considered as a unit) 
       => arrangement --
 (an orderly grouping (of things or persons) considered as a unit; the result of arranging; "a flower arrangem
ent") 
       => straggle --
 (a wandering or disorderly grouping (of things or persons); "a straggle of outbuildings"; "a straggle of follo
wers") 
       => kingdom -- (a basic group of natural objects) 
       => biological group -- (a group of plants or animals) 
       => community, biotic community --
 ((ecology) a group of interdependent organisms inhabiting the same region and interacting with each other) 
       => world, human race, humanity, humankind, human beings, humans, mankind, man --
 (all of the inhabitants of the earth; "all the world loves a lover"; "she always used `humankind' because `ma
nkind' seemed to slight the women") 
       => people --
 ((plural) any group of human beings (men or women or children) collectively; "old people"; "there were at 
least 200 people in the audience") 
       => social group -- (people sharing some social relation) 
       => collection, aggregation, accumulation, assemblage --
 (several things grouped together or considered as a whole) 
       => edition --
 (all of the identical copies of something offered to the public at the same time; "the first edition appeared i
n 1920"; "it was too late for the morning edition"; "they issued a limited edition of Bach recordings") 
       => electron shell --
 (a grouping of electrons surrounding the nucleus of an atom; "the chemical properties of an atom are deter
mined by the outermost electron shell") 
       => ethnic group, ethnos -- (people of the same race or nationality who share a distinctive culture) 
       => race --
 (people who are believed to belong to the same genetic stock; "some biologists doubt that there are importa
nt genetic differences between races of human beings") 
       => association --
 ((ecology) a group of organisms (plants and animals) that live together in a certain geographical region and
 constitute a community with a few dominant species) 
       => subgroup -- (a distinct and often subordinate group within a group) 
       => sainthood -- (saints collectively) 
       => citizenry, people -- (the body of citizens of a state or country; "the Spanish people") 
       => population --
 (a group of organisms of the same species populating a given area; "they hired hunters to keep down the de
er population") 
       => multitude, masses, mass, hoi polloi, people --
 (the common people generally; "separate the warriors from the mass"; "power to the people") 
       => varna --
 ((Hinduism) the name for the original social division of Vedic people into four groups (which are subdivid
ed into thousands of jatis)) 
       => circuit -- ((law) a judicial division of a state or the United States (so-
called because originally judges traveled and held court in different locations); one of the twelve groups of 
states in the United States that is covered by a particular circuit court of appeals) 
       => system, scheme --
 (a group of independent but interrelated elements comprising a unified whole; "a vast system of production
 and distribution and consumption keep the country going") 
       => series --
 (a group of postage stamps having a common theme or a group of coins or currency selected as a group for
 study or collection; "the Post Office issued a series commemorating famous American entertainers"; "his c
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oin collection included the complete series of Indian-head pennies") 
       => actinoid, actinide, actinon --
 (any of a series of radioactive elements with atomic numbers 89 through 103) 
       => rare earth, rare-earth element, lanthanoid, lanthanide, lanthanon --
 (any element of the lanthanide series (atomic numbers 57 through 71)) 
       => halogen --
 (any of five related nonmetallic elements (fluorine or chlorine or bromine or iodine or astatine) that are all 
monovalent and readily form negative ions) 
 
BIOLOGICAL GROUP < GROUP < COLLECTION < OBJECT < SUBSTANCE < ENTITY 
 
biological group -- (a group of plants or animals) 
       => genotype -- (a group of organisms sharing a specific genetic constitution) 
       => clade -- (a group of biological taxa or species that share features inherited from a common ancestor) 
       => taxonomic group, taxonomic category, taxon -- (animal or plant group having natural relations) 
 
       => animal group -- (a group of animals) 
       => division -- ((biology) a group of organisms forming a subdivision of a larger category) 
       => generation -- (group of genetically related organisms constituting a single step in the line of descent) 
       => descendants, posterity --
 (all of the offspring of a given progenitor; "we must secure the benefits of freedom for ourselves and our posterity") 
kingdom -- (one of seven biological categories: Monera or Protoctista or Plantae or Fungi or Animalia) 
       => Animalia, kingdom Animalia, animal kingdom -- (taxonomic kingdom comprising all living or extinct animals) 
       => Monera, kingdom Monera -- (prokaryotic bacteria and blue-
green algae and various primitive pathogens; because of lack of consensus on how to divide the organisms into phyla in
formal names are used for the major divisions) 
       => Protoctista, kingdom Protoctista --
 (in most modern classifications, replacement for the Protista; includes: Protozoa; Euglenophyta; Chlorophyta;  
Cryptophyta; Heterokontophyta; Rhodophyta; unicellular protists and their descendant multicellular organisms:  
regarded as  distinct from plants and animals) 
       => Plantae, kingdom Plantae, plant kingdom -- (the taxonomic kingdom comprising all living or extinct plants) 
       => Fungi, kingdom Fungi, fungus kingdom -- (the taxonomic kingdom of lower plants) 
 
taxonomic group, taxonomic category, taxon -- (animal or plant group having natural relations) 
       => Adapid, Adapid group -- (extinct small mostly diurnal lower primates that fed on leaves and fruit; abundant in  
North America and Europe 30 to 50 million years ago; their descendents probably  
include the lemurs; some authorities consider them ancestral to anthropoids but others  consider them only cousins) 
       => Omomyid, Omomyid group --
 (extinct tiny nocturnal lower primates that fed on fruit and insects; abundant in North America and Europe 30 to 50 million years ago;
 probably gave rise to the tarsiers; some  authorities consider them ancestral to anthropoids but others consider them only cousins) 
       => kingdom -- (one of seven biological categories: Monera or Protoctista or Plantae or Fungi or Animalia) 
       => subkingdom -- ((biology) a taxonomic group comprising a major division of a kingdom) 
       => variety -- ((biology) a taxonomic category consisting of members of a species that differe from others of the same  
species in minor but heritable characteristics; "varieties are frequently recognized in botany") 
       => phylum -- ((biology) the major taxonomic group of animals and plants; contains classes) 
       => subphylum -- ((biology) a taxonomic group ranking between a phylum and a class) 
       => superphylum -- ((biology) a taxonomic group ranking between a phylum and below a class or subclass) 
       => class -- ((biology) a taxonomic group containing one or more orders) 
       => subclass -- ((biology) a taxonomic category below a class and above an order) 
       => superclass -- ((biology) a taxonomic class below a phylum and above a class) 
       => order -- ((biology) taxonomic group containing one or more families) 
       => suborder -- ((biology) taxonomic group that is a subdivision of an order) 
       => superorder -- ((biology) a taxonomic group ranking above an order and below a class or subclass) 
       => family -- ((biology) a taxonomic group containing one or more genera; "sharks belong to the fish family") 
       => superfamily -- ((biology) a taxonomic group ranking below an order but above a family) 
       => subfamily -- ((biology) a taxonomic category below a family) 
       => tribe -- ((biology) a taxonomic category between a genus and a subfamily) 
       => genus -- ((biology) taxonomic group containing one or more species) 
       => subgenus -- ((biology) taxonomic group between a genus and a species) 
       => monotype -- ((biology) a taxonomic group with a single member (a single species or genus)) 
       => species -- ((biology) taxonomic group whose members can interbreed) 
       => subspecies, race -- ((biology) a taxonomic group that is a division of a species; usually arises as a consequence of  
geographical isolation within a species) 
       => form, variant, strain, var. --
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 ((biology) a group of organisms within a species that differ in trivial ways from similar groups; "a new  strain of microorganisms") 
       => type -- ((biology) the taxonomic group whose characteristics are used to define the next higher taxon) 
       => Pteridospermae, group Pteridospermae, Pteridospermaphyta, group Pteridospermaphyta --
 (used in some classification systems: a group of extinct fossil gymnosperms coextensive with the order  Cycadofilicales) 
       => Centrospermae, group Centrospermae --
 (used in former classification systems; approximately synonymous with order Caryophyllales) 
       => Amentiferae, group Amentiferae -- (used in some classification systems for plants that bear catkins) 
       => Phycomycetes, Phycomycetes group --
 (a large and probably unnatural group of fungi and funguslike organisms comprising the Mastigomycota  
(including the Oomycetes) and Zygomycota subdivisions of the division Eumycota; a category not used in all systems) 
 
phylum -- ((biology) the major taxonomic group of animals and plants; contains classes) 
       => Pyrrophyta, phylum Pyrrophyta --
 (a division of lower plants comprising unicellular and biflagellate algae that form starchy compounds) 
       => Protozoa, phylum Protozoa --
 (in some classifications considered a superphylum or a subkingdom; comprises flagellates; ciliates;  
sporozoans; amoebas; foraminifers) 
       => Cryptophyta, phylum Cryptophyta -- (a phylum in the kingdom Protoctista) 
       => Chordata, phylum Chordata -- (comprises true vertebrates and animals having a notochord) 
       => Cephalochordata, subphylum Cephalochordata -- (lancelets) 
       => Urochordata, subphylum Urochordata, Urochorda, subphylum Urochorda, Tunicata, subphylum  Tunicata -- (tunicates) 
       => Vertebrata, subphylum Vertebrata, Craniata, subphylum Craniata -- (fishes; amphibians; reptiles; birds; mammals) 
       => Arthropoda, phylum Arthropoda -- (jointed-foot invertebrates: arachnids; crustaceans; insects; millipedes; centipedes) 
       => Pentastomida, subphylum Pentastomida -- (tongue worms) 
       => Porifera, phylum Porifera -- (coextensive with the subkingdom Parazoa: sponges) 
       => Cnidaria, phylum Cnidaria, Coelenterata, phylum Coelenterata -- (hydras; polyps; jellyfishes; sea anemones; corals) 
       => Ctenophora, phylum Ctenophora -- (comb jellies; sea acorns; a small phylum formerly considered a class of Coelenterata) 
       => Acanthocephala, phylum Acanthocephala --
 (phylum or class of elongated wormlike parasites that live in the intestines of vertebrates: spiny-headed worms) 
       => Chaetognatha, phylum Chaetognatha -- (arrowworms: a group of small active transparent marine worms) 
       => Platyhelminthes, phylum Platyhelminthes -- (flatworms) 
       => Nemertea, phylum Nemertea, Nemertina, phylum Nemertina -- (proboscis worms) 
       => Pogonophora, phylum Pogonophora -- (beard worms) 
       => Rotifera, phylum Rotifera -- (a phylum including: rotifers) 
       => Nematoda, phylum Nematoda, Aschelminthes, phylum Aschelminthes --
 (unsegmented worms: roundworms; threadworms; eelworms) 
       => Annelida, phylum Annelida -- (segmented worms: earthworms; lugworms; leeches) 
       => Mollusca, phylum Mollusca -- (gastropods; bivalves; cephalopods; chitons) 
       => Phoronida, Phoronidea, phylum Phoronida -- (small phylum of wormlike marine animals) 
       => Bryozoa, phylum Bryozoa, polyzoa -- (marine or freshwater animals that form colonies of zooids) 
       => Ectoprocta, phylum Ectoprocta -- (coextensive with or a subphylum of Bryozoa) 
       => Entoprocta, phylum Entoprocta, Endoprocta -- (sometimes considered a subphylum of Bryozoa) 
       => Cycliophora, phylum Cycliophora --
 (tiny marine organisms each the size of a period found in great numbers on lobsters' lips; identified  
tentatively in 1995 as a new phylum or as possible link between Entoprocta and Ectoprocta) 
       => Brachiopoda, phylum Brachiopoda -- (marine invertebrates that resemble mollusks) 
       => Sipuncula, phylum Sipuncula -- (peanut worms) 
       => Echinodermata, phylum Echinodermata --
 (radially symmetrical marine invertebrates including e.g. starfish and sea urchins and sea cucumbers) 
       => division -- ((botany) taxonomic unit of plants corresponding to a phylum) 
           => Protista, division Protista -- (eukaryotic one-
celled living organisms distinct from multicellular plants and animals: protozoa, slime molds, and  eukaryotic algae) 
           => Thallophyta -- (used only in former classifications: comprising what is now considered a heterogeneous assemblage of  
flowerless and seedless organisms: algae; bacteria; fungi; lichens) 
           => Tracheophyta, division Tracheophyta --
 (in former classifications: comprising plants with a vascular system including ferns and fern allies as well as seed plants) 
           => Bryophyta, division Bryophyta --
 (a division of nonflowering plants characterized by rhizoids rather than true roots and having little or no  
organized vascular tissue and showing alternation of generations between gamete-bearing forms and spore-
bearing forms; comprises true mosses (Bryopsida) and liverworts (Hepaticopsida) and hornworts (Anthoceropsida)) 
           => Pteridophyta, division Pteridophyta --
 (containing all the vascular plants that do not bear seeds: ferns, horsetails, club mosses, and whisk ferns;  
in some classifications considered a subdivision of Tracheophyta) 
           => Spermatophyta, division Spermatophyta --
 (seed plants; comprises the Angiospermae (or Magnoliophyta) and Gymnospermae (or  
Gymnospermophyta); in some classification systems Spermatophyta is coordinate with Pteridophyta (spore producing plants having v
ascular tissue and roots) and Bryophyta (spore producing plants lacking vascular tissue and roots)) 
           => Phanerogamae -- (in former classification systems: one of two major plant divisions, including all seed-
bearing plants; superseded by the division Spermatophyta) 
           => Cryptogamia --
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 (in former classification systems: one of two major plant divisions, including all plants that do not bear seeds: ferns, mosses, algae, fu
ngi) 
           => Pteropsida, subdivision Pteropsida --
 (used in former classifications to include all ferns and flowering plants and divided into the three classes  
Filicinae and Gymnospermae and Angiospermae) 
           => Zygomycota, subdivision Zygomycota, Zygomycotina, subdivision Zygomycotina --
 (division of fungi having sexually produced zygospores) 
           => Myxomycota, division Myxomycota, Gymnomycota, division Gymnomycota --
 (slime molds; organisms having a noncellular and multinucleate creeping vegetative phase and a propagative spore-
producing stage: comprises Myxomycetes and Acrasiomycetes; in some classifications placed in the  kingdom Protoctista) 
           => Mastigomycota, subdivision Mastigomycota, Mastigomycotina, subdivision Mastigomycotina --
 (fungi in which the spores and gametes are motile; in some systems placed in the Phycomycetes group  with the Zygomycota) 
           => Lichenes, division Lichenes --
 (comprising the lichens which grow symbiotically with algae; sometimes treated as an independent group more or less coordinate wit
h Algae and Fungi) 
           => Eumycota, division Eumycota --
 (true fungi; eukaryotic heterotrophic walled organisms; distinguished from Myxomycota (funguslike slime molds): comprises subdivi
sions Mastigomycotina; Zygomycotina; Ascomycotina; Basidiomycotina;  Deuteromycotina (imperfect fungi)) 
           => Deuteromycota, subdivision Deuteromycota, Deuteromycotina, Fungi imperfecti, subdivision  Deuteromycotina --
 (large and heterogeneous form division of fungi comprising forms for which no sexually reproductive  stage is known) 
           => Basidiomycota, subdivision Basidiomycota, Basidiomycotina, subdivision Basidiomycotina --
 (comprises fungi bearing the spores on a basidium; includes Gasteromycetes (puffballs) and Tiliomycetes comprising the orders Ustil
aginales (smuts) and Uredinales (rusts) and Hymenomycetes (mushrooms, toadstools, agarics and bracket fungi); in some classificatio
n systems considered a division of kingdom Fungi) 
           => Ascomycota, subdivision Ascomycota, Ascomycotina, subdivision Ascomycotina --
 (a large subdivision of Eumycota including Hemiascomycetes and Plectomycetes and Pyrenomycetes and Discomycetes; sac fungi; in
 some classification systems considered a division of the kingdom Fungi) 
           => Lycophyta -- (used in some classifications for the class Lycopsida: club mosses) 
 
animal group -- (a group of animals) 
       => team -- (two or more draft animals that work together to pull something) 
       => brood -- (the young of an animal cared for at one time) 
           => clutch -- (a number of birds hatched at the same time) 
       => flock -- (a group of birds) 
           => bevy -- (a flock of quail) 
           => covert -- (a flock of coots) 
           => covey -- (a small flock of grouse or partridge) 
           => exaltation -- (a flock of larks (especially a flock of larks in flight overhead)) 
           => gaggle -- (a flock of geese) 
           => wisp -- (a flock of snipe) 
           => flight -- (a flock of flying birds) 
       => flock -- (a group of sheep or goats) 
       => herd -- (a group of cattle or sheep or other domestic mammals all of the same kind that are herded by humans) 
           => remuda -- (the herd of horses from which those to be used the next day are chosen) 
       => herd -- (a group of wild animals of one species that remain together: antelope or elephants or seals or whales or  zebra) 
       => pack -- (a group of hunting animals) 
           => wolf pack -- (a group of wolves hunting together) 
       => pod -- (a group of aquatic mammals) 
       => pride -- (a group of lions) 
       => clowder -- (a group of cats) 
       => school, shoal -- (a large group of fish; "a school of small glittering fish swam by") 
       => colony -- (a group of animals of the same type living together) 
       => colony -- ((microbiology) a group of organisms grown from a single parent cell) 
       => swarm, cloud -- (a group of many insects; "a swarm of insects obscured the light"; "a cloud of butterflies") 
           => infestation, plague -- (a swarm of insects that attack plants; "a plague of grasshoppers") 
       => warren -- (a colony of rabbits) 
       => breed, strain, stock -- (a special variety of domesticated animals within a species; "he experimented on a particular breed of    
white rats"; "he created a new strain of sheep") 
           => bloodstock -- (thoroughbred horses (collectively)) 
           => pedigree -- (line of descent of a pure-bred animal) 
       => drove -- (a group of animals (a herd or flock) moving together) 
       => litter -- (the offspring at one birth of a multiparous mammal) 
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ARRANGEMENT < COLLECTION, GROUP, OR GROUPING  < OBJECT < 

SUBSTANCE < ENTITY 
 
arrangement --
 (an orderly grouping (of things or persons) considered as a unit; the result of arranging; "a flower arrangement") 
       => flower arrangement -- (a decorative arrangement of flowers) 
           => bouquet, corsage, posy, nosegay -- (an arrangement of flowers that is usually given as a present) 
           => flower chain -- (flowers strung together in a chain) 
               => daisy chain --
 (flower chain consisting of a string of daisies linked by their stems; worn by students on class day at some schools) 
               => festoon, festoonery -- (flower chains suspended in loops between points) 
           => spray -- (flower arrangement consisting of a single branch or shoot bearing flowers and foliage) 
           => wreath, garland, coronal, chaplet, lei --
 (flower arrangement consisting of a circular band of foliage or flowers for ornamental purposes) 
               => crown -- (a wreath or garland worn on the head to signify victory) 
                   => crown of thorns --
 (a mock crown made of thorn branches that Roman soldiers placed on Jesus before the Crucifixion) 
               => laurels, laurel wreath, bay wreath --
 ((antiquity) wreath of laurel foliage worn on the head as an emblem of victory) 
       => lash-up, contrivance -- (any improvised arrangement for temporary use) 
           => temporary hookup, patch -- (a connection intended to be used for a limited time) 
       => scaffold -- (a temporary arrangement erected around a building for convenience of workers) 
       => array -- (an orderly arrangement; "an array of troops in battle order") 
           => table, tabular array -- (a set of data arranged in rows and columns; "see table 1") 
               => correlation table -- (a two-
way tabulation of the relations between correlates; row headings are the scores on one variable and column headings  
are the scores on the second variables and a cell shows how many times the score on that row was associated with the  
score in that column) 
               => contents, table of contents -- (a list of divisions (chapters or articles) and the pages on which they start) 
               => actuarial table, statistical table -- (a table of statistical data) 
                   => mortality table --
 (an actuarial table indicating life expectancy and probability of death as a function or age and sex and occupation etc) 
               => calendar -- (a tabular array of the days (usually for one year)) 
                   => perpetual calendar --
 (a chart or mechanical device that indicates the days of the week corresponding to any given date over a long period of
 years) 
               => file allocation table --
 (the prt of a floppy disk or hard disk where information is stored about the location of each piece of information on the 
disk (and about the location of unusable areas of the disk)) 
               => periodic table --
 (a tabular arrangement of the chemical elements according to atomic number as based on the periodic law) 
           => matrix -- (a rectangular array of elements (or entries) set out by rows and columns) 
               => correlation matrix -- (a matrix giving the correlations between all pairs of data sets) 
               => dot matrix -- (a rectangular matrix of dots from which written characters can be formed) 
               => square matrix -- (a matrix with the same number of rows and columns) 
                   => diagonal matrix -- (a square matrix with all off-diagonal elements equal to zero) 
                       => scalar matrix -- (a diagonal matrix in which all of the diagonal elements are equal) 
                           => identity matrix, unit matrix -- (a scalar matrix in which all of the diagonal elements are unity) 
                   => determinant -- (a square matrix used to solve simultaneous equations) 
                   => Latin square --
 (a square matrix of n rows and columns; cells contain n different symbols so arranged that no symbol occurs more than
 once in any row or column) 
                   => magic square -- (a square matrix of n rows and columns; the first n-
squared integers are arranged in the cells of the matrix is such a way that the sum of any row or column or diagonal is  
the same) 
                   => nonsingular matrix -- (a square matrix whose determinant is not zero) 
                   => singular matrix -- (a square matrix whose determinant is zero) 
               => real matrix -- (a matrix whose elements are all real numbers) 
               => transpose -- (a matrix formed by interchanging the rows and columns of a given matrix) 
           => row -- (a linear array of numbers side by side) 
           => column -- (a linear array of numbers one above another) 
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           => panoply -- (a complete and impressive array) 
           => bank -- (an arrangement of similar objects in a row or in tiers; "he operated a bank of switches") 
 
           => spectrum -- (an ordered array of the components of an emission or wave) 
               => absorption spectrum --
 (the spectrum of electromagnetic radiation that has passed through a medium that absorbed radiation of certain  
wavelengths) 
               => action spectrum --
 (the efficiency with which electromagnetic radiation produces a photochemical reaction plotted as a function of the  
wavelength of the radiation) 
               => atomic spectrum --
 ((physics) a spectrum of radiation caused by electron transitions within an atom; the series of spectrum lines is charact
eristic of the element) 
               => electromagnetic spectrum -- (the entire frequency range of electromagnetic waves) 
               => emission spectrum -- (spectrum of electromagnetic radiation emitted by a self-luminous source) 
               => infrared spectrum -- (the spectrum of infrared radiation) 
               => line spectrum --
 (a spectrum in which energy is concentrated at particular wavelengths; produced by excited atoms and ions as they fall 
back to a lower energy level) 
               => mass spectrum -- (a distribution of ions as shown by a mass spectrograph or a mass spectrometer) 
               => microwave spectrum -- (the part of the electromagnetic spectrum corresponding to microwaves) 
               => radio spectrum, radio-frequency spectrum --
 (the entire spectrum of electromagnetic frequencies used for communications; includes frequencies used for radio and  
radar and television) 
               => sound spectrum, acoustic spectrum --
 (the distribution of energy as a function of frequency for a particular sound source) 
                   => speech spectrum -- (the average sound spectrum for the human voice) 
               => ultraviolet spectrum -- (the spectrum of ultraviolet radiation) 
               => visible spectrum, color spectrum -- (the distribution of colors produced when light is dispersed by a prism) 
       => classification, categorization, categorisation -- (a group of people or things arranged by class or category) 
           => dichotomy, duality --
 (being twofold; a classification into two opposed parts or subclasses; "the dichotomy between eastern and western  
culture") 
       => estivation, aestivation -- ((botany) the arrangement of sepals and petals in a flower bud before it opens) 
       => tableau, tableau vivant -- (a group of people attractively arranged (as if in a painting)) 
       => venation -- ((botany) the arrangement of veins in a leaf) 
       => vernation -- ((botany) the arrangement of young leaves in a leaf bud before it opens) 
 

FORMATION < ARRANGEMENT < GROUP < COLLECTION < OBJECT < SUBSTANCE 
 
       => formation --
 (an arrangement of people or things acting as a unit; "a defensive formation"; "a formation of planes") 
           => flight -- (a formation of aircraft in flight) 
           => military formation -- (a formation of troops) 
               => open order --
 (a military formation leaving enough space between ranks to allow an inspecting officer to pass) 
               => close order -- (a military formation for drill or marching) 
               => extended order --
 (a military formation for skirmishing; as widely separated as the tactical situation permits) 
               => sick call, sick parade --
 (the daily military formation at which individuals report to the medical officer as sick) 
           => backfield -- (the offensive football players who line up behind the linemen) 
           => secondary -- (the defensive football players who line up behind the linemen) 
           => line --
 (a formation of people or things one behind another; "the line stretched clear around the corner"; "you must wait in a  
long line at the checkout counter") 
               => diagonal --
 (an oblique line of squares of the same color on a checkerboard; "the bishop moves on the diagonals") 
                   => main diagonal, principal diagonal --
 (the diagonal of a square matrix running from the upper left entry to the lower right entry) 
                   => secondary diagonal --
 (the diagonal of a square matrix running from the lower left entry to the upper right entry) 
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               => file, single file, Indian file -- (a line of persons or things ranged one behind the other) 
                   => snake dance -- (a group advancing in a single-file serpentine path) 
                   => column -- (a line of (usually military) units following one after another) 
               => line of march -- (the arrangement of people in a line for marching) 
               => line of succession --
 (the order in which individuals are expected to succeed one another in some official position) 
               => picket line -- (a line of people acting as pickets) 
               => conga line -- (a line of people in single file performing the conga dance) 
               => trap line -- (a line or series of traps) 
               => queue, waiting line -- (a line of people or vehicles waiting for something) 
                   => breadline, bread line -- (a queue of people waiting for free food) 
                   => checkout line -- (a queue of people waiting to pay for purchases) 
                   => chow line -- (a queue of people waiting for food to be served (especially at a military camp)) 
                   => gas line -- (a queue of vehicles waiting to purchase gasoline) 
                   => reception line --
 (a line of people (hosts and guests of honor) who welcome the guests at a reception party) 
                   => ticket line -- (a queue of people waiting to buy tickets) 
                   => unemployment line -- (a queue of people waiting for employment) 
           => line --
 (a formation of people or things one beside another; "the line of soldiers advanced with their bayonets fixed"; "they  
were arrayed in line of battle"; "the cast stood in line for the curtain call") 
               => rivet line -- (a line of rivets at a seam; "the fuselage cracked along the rivet line") 
               => chorus, chorus line -- (a body of dancers or singers who perform together) 
                   => corps de ballet, ensemble -- (the chorus of a ballet company) 
               => diagonal --
 (an oblique line of squares of the same color on a checkerboard; "the bishop moves on the diagonals") 
                   => main diagonal, principal diagonal --
 (the diagonal of a square matrix running from the upper left entry to the lower right entry) 
                   => secondary diagonal --
 (the diagonal of a square matrix running from the lower left entry to the upper right entry) 
               => linemen -- (the football players who line up on the line of scrimmage) 
               => lineup -- (a line of persons arranged by police for inspection or identification) 
               => row -- (an arrangement of objects or people side by side in a line; "a row of chairs") 
                   => serration -- (a row of notches; "the pliers had serrations to improve the grip") 
                   => terrace --
 (a row of houses built in a similar style and having common dividing walls (or the street on which they face);  
"Grosvenor Terrace") 
               => rank --
 (a row or line of people (especially soldiers or police) standing abreast of one another; "the entrance was guarded by  
ranks of policemen") 
           => center -- (the middle of a military or naval formation; "they had to reinforce the center") 
           => flank, wing -- (the side of military or naval formation; "they attacked the enemy's right flank") 
           => head --
 (the front of a military formation or procession; "the head of the column advanced boldly"; "they were at the head of  
the attack") 
           => rear -- (the back of a military formation or procession; "infantrymen were in the rear") 
 

ORDERING, ORDER, ORDINATION < ARRANGEMENT <… 
 
       => ordering, order, ordination --
 (logical or comprehensible arrangement of separate elements; "we shall consider these questions in the inverse order of
 their presentation") 
           => bacteria order -- (an order of bacteria) 
           => word order -- (the order of words in a text) 
           => genetic code --
 (the ordering of nucleotides in DNA molecules that carries the genetic information in living cells) 
               => triplet code --
 (the normal version of the genetic code in which a sequence of three nucleotides codes for the synthesis of a specific  
amino acid) 
           => genome --
 (the ordering of genes in a haploid set of chromosomes of a particular organism; the full DNA sequence of an organis
m; "the human genome contains approximately three billion chemical base pairs") 
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           => series --
 (similar things placed in order or happening one after another; "they were investigating a series of bank robberies") 
               => actinide series --
 ((chemistry) a series from actinium to lawrencium of 15 radioactive elements with increasing atomic numbers) 
               => chain, concatenation --
 (a series of things depending on each other as if linked together; "the chain of command"; "a complicated concatenatio
n of circumstances") 
                   => catena --
 (a chain of connected ideas or passages or objects so arranged that each member is closely related to the preceding and 
following members (especially a series of patristic comments elucidating Christian dogma)) 
                   => daisy chain -- ((figurative) a series of associated things or people or experiences) 
               => course, line --
 (a connected series of events or actions or developments; "the government took a firm course"; "historians can only  
point out those lines for which evidence is available") 
                   => stream, flow, current --
 (dominant course (suggestive of running water) of successive events or ideas; "two streams of development run  
through American history"; "stream of consciousness"; "the flow of thought"; "the current of history") 
               => cycle -- (a series of poems or songs on the same theme; "schubert's song cycles") 
               => electromotive series, electromotive force series, electrochemical series --
 (a serial arrangement of metallic elements or ions according to their electrode potentials determined under specified  
conditions; the order shows the tendency of one metal to reduce the ions of any other metal below it in the series) 
               => hierarchy --
 (a series of ordered groupings of people or things within a system; "put honesty first in her hierarchy of values") 
                   => celestial hierarchy -- (the collective body of angels) 
                   => data hierarchy --
 (an arrangement of data consisting of sets and subsets such that every subset of a set is of lower rank than the set) 
                   => taxonomy -- (a classification of organisms into groups based on similarities of structure or origin etc) 
               => nexus -- (a connected series or group) 
               => progression, patterned advance -- (a series with a definite pattern of advance) 
                   => arithmetic progression --
 ((mathematics) a progression in which a constant is added to each term in order to obtain the next term; "1-4-7-10-13-
 is the start of an arithmetic progression") 
                   => geometric progression --
 ((mathematics) a progression in which each term is multiplied by a constant in order to obtain the next term; "1-4-16-
64-256- is the start of a geometric progression") 
                   => harmonic progression --
 ((mathematics) a progression of terms whose reciprocals form an arithmetic progression) 
               => rash, blizzard --
 (a series of unexpected and unpleasant occurrences; "a rash of bank robberies"; "a blizzard of lawsuits") 
               => sequence --
 (serial arrangement in which things follow in logical order or a recurrent pattern; "the sequence of names was  
alphabetical"; "he invented a technique to determine the sequence of base pairs in DNA") 
                   => gene, cistron, factor --
 ((genetics) a segment of DNA that is involved in producing a polypeptide chain; it can include regions preceding and  
following the coding DNA as well as introns between the exons; it is considered a unit of heredity; "genes were  
formerly called factors") 
                       => dominant gene --
 (gene that produces the same phenotype in the organism whether or not its allele identical; "the dominant gene for  
brown eyes") 
                       => allele, allelomorph --
 (one of two alternate forms of a gene that can have the same locus on homologous chromosomes and are responsible  
for alternative traits; "some alleles are dominant over others") 
                       => genetic marker --
 (a specific gene that produces a recognizable trait and can be used in family or population studies) 
                       => homeotic gene -- (one the genes that are involved in embryologic development) 
                           => homeobox, homeobox gene --
 (one of various similar homeotic genes that are involved in bodily segmentation during embryonic development) 
                       => lethal gene -- (any gene that has an effect that causes the death of the organism at any stage of life) 
                       => linkage group, linked genes --
 (any pair of genes that tend to be transmitted together; "the genes of Drosophila fall into four linkage groups") 
                       => modifier, modifier gene -- (a gene that modifies the effect produced by another gene) 
                       => mutant gene --
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 (a gene that has changed so that the normal transmission and expression of a trait is affected) 
                       => nonallele -- (genes that are not competitors at the same locus) 
                       => operator gene -- (a gene that activates the production of messenger RNA by adjacent structural genes) 
                       => oncogene, transforming gene -- (a gene that causes normal cells to change into cancerous tumor cells) 
                       => polygene --
 (a gene that by itself has little effect on the phenotype but which can act together with others to produce observable var
iations) 
                       => proto-oncogene -- (a normal gene that has the potential to become an oncogene) 
                       => recessive gene --
 (gene that produces its characteristic phenotype only when its allele is identical; "the recessive gene for blue eyes") 
                       => regulatory gene, regulator gene --
 (a gene that produces a repressor substance that inhibits an operator gene) 
                       => repressor gene -- (gene that prevents a nonallele from being transcribed) 
                       => structural gene -- (a gene that controls the production of a specific protein or peptide) 
                       => suppressor, suppresser, suppressor gene, suppresser gene --
 (a gene that suppresses the phenotypic expression of another gene (especially of a mutant gene)) 
                       => X-linked gene -- (a gene located on an X chromosome) 
                       => Y-linked gene, holandric gene -- (a gene located on a Y chromosome) 
                   => string -- (a linear sequence of symbols (characters or words or phrases)) 
                       => extension, filename extension, file name extension --
 (a string of characters beginning with a period and followed by one to three letters; the optional second part of a PC  
computer filename; "most applications provide extensions for the files they create"; "most BASIC files use the filename
 extension .BAS") 
                       => string of words, word string, linguistic string -- (a linear sequence of words as spoken or written) 
                           => sentence --
 (a string of words satisfying the grammatical rules of a language; "he always spoke in grammatical sentences") 
                               => simple sentence -- (a sentence having no coordinate clauses or subordinate clauses) 
                               => complex sentence --
 (a sentence composed of at least one main clause and one subordinate clause) 
                                   => loose sentence --
 (a complex sentence in which the main clause comes first and the subordinate clause follows) 
                                   => periodic sentence --
 (a complex sentence in which the main clause comes last and is preceded by the subordinate clause) 
                               => compound sentence -- (a sentence composed of at least two coordinate independent clauses) 
                               => declarative sentence, declaratory sentence --
 (a sentence (in the indicative mood) that makes a declaration) 
                               => run-on sentence --
 (an ungrammatical sentence in which two or more independent clauses are conjoined without a conjunction) 
                               => topic sentence -- (a sentence that states the topic of its paragraph) 
                               => question, interrogation, interrogative, interrogative sentence --
 (a sentence of inquiry that asks for a reply; "he asked a direct question"; "he had trouble phrasing his interrogations") 
                                   => cross-question -- (a question asked in cross-examination) 
                                   => leading question --
 (a question phrased in such a way as to suggest the desired answer; a lawyer may ask leading questions on cross-
examination) 
                                   => yes-no question -- (a question that can be answered by yes or no) 
                           => syntagma, syntagm -- (a syntactic string of words that forms a part of some larger syntactic unit) 
                               => constituent, grammatical constituent --
 ((grammar) a word or phrase or clause forming part of a larger grammatical construction) 
                                   => subject --
 ((grammar) one of the two main constituents of a sentence; the grammatical constituent about which something is  
predicated) 
                                   => object -- ((grammar) a constituent that is acted upon; "the object of the verb") 
                                       => prepositional object, object of a preposition -- (the object governed by a preposition) 
                                       => direct object, object of the verb -- (the object that receives the direct action of the verb) 
                                       => indirect object -- (the object that is the recipient or beneficiary of the action of the verb) 
                                       => retained object -- (an object in a passive construction) 
                                   => ablative absolute --
 (a constituent in Latin grammar; a noun and its modifier can function as a sentence modifier) 
                                   => immediate constituent --
 (a constituent of a sentence at the first step in an analysis: e.g., subject and predicate) 
                                   => construction, grammatical construction, expression --
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 (a group of words that form a constituent of a sentence and are considered as a single unit; "I concluded from his  
awkward constructions that he was a foreigner") 
                                       => adjunct --
 (a construction that is part of a sentence but not essential to its meaning and can be omitted without making the  
sentence ungrammatical) 
                                           => parenthetical expression, parenthetical --
 (an expression in parentheses; "his writing was full of parentheticals") 
                                       => clause --
 ((grammar) an expression including a subject and predicate but not constituting a complete sentence) 
                                           => main clause, independent clause --
 (a clause in a complex sentence that can stand alone as a complete sentence) 
                                           => coordinate clause --
 (a clause in a complex sentence that is grammatically equivalent to the main clause and that performs the same  
grammatical function) 
                                           => subordinate clause, dependent clause --
 (a clause in a complex sentence that cannot stand alone as a complete sentence and that functions within the sentence  
as a noun or adjective or adverb) 
                                               => restrictive clause --
 (a subordinate clause that limits or restricts the meaning of the noun phrase it modifies) 
                                               => nonrestrictive clause, descriptive clause --
 (a subordinate clause that does not limit or restrict the meaning of the noun phrase it modifies) 
                                           => relative clause --
 (a clause introduced by a relative pronoun; "`who visits frequently' is a relative clause in the sentence `John, who visits
 frequently, is ill'") 
                                           => double indemnity --
 (a clause in an insurance policy that provides for double the face value of the policy in the case of accidental death) 
                                       => complement -- (a word or phrase used to complete a grammatical construction) 
                                       => involution -- (a long and intricate and complicated grammatical construction) 
                                       => phrase --
 (an expression forming a grammatical constituent of a sentence but not containing a finite verb) 
                                           => noun phrase -- (a phrase that can function as the subject or object of a verb) 
                                           => predicate, verb phrase --
 (one of the two main constituents of a sentence; the predicate contains the verb and its complements) 
                                           => prepositional phrase -- (a phrase beginning with a preposition) 
                                           => pronominal phrase -- (a phrase that functions as a pronoun) 
                                           => response --
 (a phrase recited or sung by the congregation following a versicle by the priest or minister) 
                                           => catchphrase, catch phrase -- (a phrase that has become a catchword) 
                                       => predicator -- (an expression that predicates) 
                                   => misconstruction -- (an ungrammatical constituent) 
                                   => term --
 (one of the substantive phrases in a logical proposition; "the major term of a syllogism must occur twice") 
                                       => subject -- ((logic) the first term of a proposition) 
                                       => predicate --
 ((logic) what is predicated of the subject of a proposition; the second term in a proposition is predicated of the first  
term by means of the copula; "`Socrates is a man' predicates manhood of Socrates") 
                                       => referent -- (the first term in a proposition; the term to which other terms relate) 
                                       => relatum -- (a term in a proposition that is related to the referent of the proposition) 
                                       => categorem, categoreme --
 (a categorematic expression; a term capable of standing alone as the subject or predicate of a logical proposition;  
"names are called categorems") 
                                       => major term -- (the term in a syllogism that is the predicate of the conclusion) 
                                       => minor term -- (the term in a syllogism that is the subject of the conclusion) 
                                       => middle term --
 (the term in a syllogism that is common to both premises and excluded from the conclusion) 
                   => combination --
 (a sequence of numbers or letters that opens a combination lock; "he forgot the combination to the safe") 
                   => combination -- (a coordinated sequence of chess moves) 
                   => Fibonacci sequence --
 (a sequence of numbers in which each number equals the sum of the two [receding numbers) 
                   => codon --
 (a specific sequence of three adjacent bases on a strand of DNA or RNA that provides genetic code information for a  
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particular amino acid) 
               => string, train --
 (a sequentially ordered set of things or events or ideas in which each successive member is related to the preceding; "a 
string of islands"; "train of mourners"; "a train of thought") 
               => succession --
 (a group of people or things arranged or following in order; "a succession of stalls offering soft drinks"; "a succession 
of failures") 
                   => cascade --
 (a succession of stages or operations or processes or units; "progressing in severity as though a cascade of genetic  
damage was occurring"; "separation of isotopes by a cascade of processes") 
                   => parade --
 (an extended (often showy) succession of persons or things; "a parade of strollers on the mall"; "a parade of witnesses"
) 
                   => streak, run -- (an unbroken series of events; "had a streak of bad luck"; "Nicklaus had a run of birdies") 
                       => losing streak -- (a streak of losses) 
                       => winning streak -- (a streak of wins) 
               => wave train -- (a succession of waves spaced at regular intervals) 
               => helium group -- (the series of inert gases) 
               => actinide series --
 (a series of 15 radioactive elements with increasing atomic numbers from actinium to lawrencium) 
               => lanthanide series -- (the rare-
earth elements with atomic numbers 57 through 71; having properties similar to lanthanum) 
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PEOPLE < SOCIAL GROUP < ORGANISM < COLLECTION < OBJECT <SUBSTANCE < 
ENTITY 

people --
 ((plural) any group of human beings (men or women or children) collectively; "old people"; "there were at least 200  
people in the audience") 
       => age group, age bracket, cohort -- (a group people having approximately the same age) 
           => aged -- (people who are old; "special arrangements were available for the aged") 
           => young, youth --
 (young people collectively; "rock music appeals to the young"; "youth everywhere rises in revolt") 
       => ancients --
 (people who lived in times long past (especially during the historical period before the fall of the Roman Empire in  
western Europe)) 
       => baffled --
 (people who are frustrated and perplexed; "the children's faces clearly expressed the frustration of the baffled") 
       => blind -- (people who have severe visual impairments; "he spent hours reading to the blind") 
       => blood -- (people viewed as members of a group; "we need more young blood in this organization") 
       => brave -- (people who are brave; "the home of the free and the brave") 
       => timid, cautious -- (people who are fearful and cautious; "whitewater rafting is not for the timid") 
       => business people, businesspeople -- (people who transact business (especially business executives)) 
       => damned -- (people who are condemned to eternal punishment; "he felt he had visited the realm of the damned") 
       => dead -- (people who are no longer living; "they buried the dead") 
           => slain -- (people who have been slain (as in battle)) 
       => living -- (people who are still living; "save your pity for the living") 
       => deaf -- (people who have severe hearing impairments; "many of the deaf use sign language") 
       => defeated, discomfited -- (people who are defeated; "the Romans had no pity for the defeated") 
       => disabled --
 (people who are crippled or otherwise physically handicapped; "technology to help the elderly and the disabled") 
       => doomed, lost -- (people who are destined to die soon; "the agony of the doomed was in his voice") 
       => enemy -- (any hostile group of people; "he viewed lawyers as the real enemy") 
       => folk, common people --
 (people in general; "they're just country folk"; "the common people determine the group character and preserve its  
customs from one generation to the next") 
           => grass roots -- (the common people at a local level (as distinguished from the centers of political activity)) 
           => home folks -- (folks from your own home town) 
           => rabble, riffraff, ragtag, ragtag and bobtail -- (disparaging terms for the common people) 
               => trash, scum -- (worthless people) 
       => free, free people -- (people who are free; "the home of the free and the brave") 
       => homebound -- (people who are confined to their homes) 
       => homeless -- (people who are homeless; "the homeless lived on the city streets") 
       => initiate, enlightened --
 (people who have been introduced to the mysteries of some field or activity; "it is very familiar to the initiate") 
       => uninitiate --
 (people who have not been introduced to the mysteries of some field or activity; "it diverts the attention of the  
uninitiate") 
       => mentally retarded -- (people who are mentally retarded; "he started a school for the mentally retarded") 
       => network army -- (a group of like-
minded people united by the internet; a new kind of social or political of business group that may exert broad influence 
on a shared concern; "a network army of software programmers contribute free software to those who want it") 
       => peanut gallery --
 ((figurative) people whose criticisms are regarded as irrelevant or insignificant (resembling uneducated people who thr
ow peanuts on the stage to express displeasure with a performance); "he ignored complaints from the peanut gallery") 
       => pocket --
 (a small isolated group of people; "they were concentrated in pockets inside the city"; "the battle was won except for  
cleaning up pockets of resistance") 
       => retreated -- (people who have retreated; "he had only contempt for the retreated") 
       => sick -- (people who are sick; "they devote their lives to caring for the sick") 
       => wounded, maimed -- (people who are wounded; "they had to leave the wounded where they fell") 
       => migration -- (a group of people migrating together (especially in some given time period)) 
CLASS, SOCIAL CLASS, SOCIO-ECONOMIC CLASS 
       => class, social class, socio-economic class --
 (people having the same social or economic status; "the working class"; "an emerging professional class") 
           => world, domain --
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 (people in general; especially a distinctive group of people with some shared interest; "the Western world") 
               => academia, academe -- (the academic world) 
               => Grub Street -- (the world of literary hacks) 
           => age class -- (people in the same age range) 
           => agriculture -- (the class of people engaged in growing food) 
           => brotherhood, fraternity, sodality -- (people engaged in a particular occupation; "the medical fraternity") 
           => estate, estate of the realm --
 (a major social class or order of persons regarded collectively as part of the body politic of the country and formerly  
possessing distinct political rights) 
               => press, fourth estate -- (newspaper writers and photographers) 
                   => gutter press --
 (press that engages in sensaional journalism (especially concerning the private lives of public figures)) 
                   => press corps --
 (a group of journalists representing different publications who all cover the same topics; "the White House press corps
") 
           => labor, labour, working class, proletariat --
 (a social class comprising those who do manual labor or work for wages; "there is a shortage of skilled labor in this  
field") 
               => labor force, labor pool -- (the source of trained people from which workers can be hired) 
           => lower class -- (the social class lowest in the social hierarchy) 
           => middle class, bourgeoisie -- (the social class between the lower and upper classes) 
               => petit bourgeois, petite bourgeoisie, petty bourgeoisie --
 (lower middle class (shopkeepers and clerical staff etc.)) 
           => booboisie -- (class consisting of all those who are considered boobs) 
           => commonalty, commonality, commons -- (class composed of persons lacking noble or knightly or gentle rank) 
               => third estate --
 (the third estate of the realm; the commons (especially in Britain or France) viewed as forming a political order having 
representation in a parliament) 
           => peasantry -- (the class of peasants) 
           => demimonde -- (a class of woman not considered respectable because of indiscreet or promiscuous behavior) 
           => underworld -- (the criminal class) 
           => yeomanry -- (class of small freeholders who cultivated their own land) 
           => caste -- (a social class separated from others by distinctions of hereditary rank or profession or wealth) 
           => caste -- ((Hinduism) a hereditary social class among Hindus; stratified according to ritual purity) 
               => jati --
 ((Hinduism) a Hindu caste or distinctive social group of which there are thousands throughout India; a special characte
ristic is often the exclusive occupation of its male members (such as barber or potter)) 
           => upper class, upper crust -- (the class occupying the highest position in the social hierarchy) 
               => elite, elite group -- (a group or class of persons enjoying superior intellectual or social or economic status) 
                   => chosen, elect --
 (an exclusive group of people; "one of the elect who have power inside the government") 
                   => cream, pick --
 (the best people or things in a group; "the cream of England's young men were killed in the Great War") 
                   => intelligentsia, clerisy -- (an educated and intellectual elite) 
                       => culturati -- (people interested in culture and cultural activities) 
                       => literati -- (the literary intelligentsia) 
                   => society, high society, beau monde, smart set, bon ton -- (the fashionable elite) 
                   => few -- (a small elite group; "it was designed for the discriminating few") 
                   => nobility, aristocracy -- (a privileged class holding hereditary titles) 
                       => noblesse -- (members of the nobility (especially of the French nobility)) 
                       => peerage, baronage -- (the peers of a kingdom considered as a group) 
                           => peer --
 (a nobleman (duke or marquis or earl or viscount or baron) who is a member of the British peerage) 
                               => Baron -- (a British peer of the lowest rank) 
                               => duke -- (a British peer of the highest rank) 
                               => Earl -- (a British peer ranking below a Marquess and above a Viscount) 
                                   => Montfort, Simon de Montfort, Earl of Leicester --
 (an English nobleman who led the baronial rebellion against Henry III (1208-1265)) 
                               => Earl Marshal --
 (an officer of the English peerage who organizes royal processions and other ceremonies) 
                               => life peer -- (a British peer whose title lapses at death) 
                               => Marquess -- (a British peer ranking below a duke and above an earl) 
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                               => peer of the realm -- (a peer who is entitled to sit in the House of Lords) 
                               => Viscount -- (a British peer who ranks below an earl and above a baron) 
                               => viscountess -- (a noblewoman holding the rank of viscount in her own right) 
                                   => Astor, Nancy Witcher Astor, Viscountess Astor --
 (British politician (born in the United States) who was the first woman to sit in the British House of Commons (1879-
1964)) 
                               => Cornwallis, Charles Cornwallis, First Marquess Cornwallis --
 (commander of the British forces in the American War of Independence; was defeated by American and French troops 
at Yorktown) 
                       => second estate, lords temporal --
 (the second estate of the realm: the nobility (especially British nobility) of the rank of duke or marquess or earl or  
viscount or baron) 
                       => knighthood -- (aristocrats holding the rank of knight) 
                       => samurai -- (feudal Japanese military aristocracy) 
                       => Ferdinand and Isabella -- (joint monarchs of Spain; Ferdinand V and Isabella I) 
                       => William and Mary -- (joint monarchs of England; William III and Mary II) 
               => gentry, aristocracy -- (the most powerful members of a society) 
                   => landed gentry, squirearchy -- (the gentry who own land (considered as a class)) 
               => ruling class -- (the class of people exerting power or authority) 
           => ninja --
 (a class of 14th century Japanese who were trained in martial arts and were hired for espionage and assassinations) 
           => firing line -- (the most advanced and responsible group in an activity; "the firing line is where the action is") 
           => immigrant class --
 (recent immigrants who are lumped together as a class by their low socioeconomic status in spite of different cultural  
backgrounds) 
           => center -- (politically moderate persons; centrists) 
           => old school -- (a class of people favoring traditional ideas) 
           => market --
 (the customers for a particular product or service; "before they publish any book they try to determine the size of the  
market for it") 
               => black market -- (people who engage in illicit trade) 
           => craft, trade --
 (people who perform a particular kind of skilled work; "he represented the craft of brewers"; "as they say in the trade") 
           => womanhood, woman --
 (women as a class; "it's an insult to American womanhood"; "woman is the glory of creation") 
       => blood group, blood type -- (people whose blood (usually just the red blood cells) has the same antigens) 
           => A, type A, group A -- (the blood group whose red cells carry the A antigen) 
           => B, type B, group B -- (the blood group whose red cells carry the B antigen) 
           => AB, type AB, group AB -- (the blood group whose red cells carry both the A and B antigens) 
           => O, type O, group O --
 (the blood group whose red cells carry neither the A nor B antigens; "people with type O blood are universal donors") 
           => Rh-positive blood type, Rh positive --
 (the blood group (approximately 85% of people) whose red cells have the Rh factor (Rh antigen)) 
           => Rh-negative blood type, Rh-negative blood, Rh negative --
 (the blood group whose red cells lack the Rh factor (Rh antigen)) 
       => nation, land, country, a people --
 (the people who live in a nation or country; "a statement that sums up the nation's mood"; "the news was announced to 
the nation"; "the whole country worshipped him") 
           => Dutch, Dutch people -- (the people of the Netherlands; "the Dutch are famous for their tulips") 
               => Frisian -- (a native or inhabitant of Friesland or Frisia) 
           => British, British people, the British, Brits -- (the people of Great Britain) 
           => English, English people, the English -- (the people of England) 
           => Irish, Irish people, the Irish -- (people of Ireland or of Irish extraction) 
           => French, French people -- (the people of France) 
           => Spanish, Spanish people -- (the people of Spain) 
           => Swiss, Swiss people, the Swiss -- (the natives or inhabitants of Switzerland) 
       => populace, public, world -- (people in general considered as a whole; "he is a hero in the eyes of the public") 
           => admass -- (the segment of the public that is easily influenced by mass media (chiefly British)) 
       => population -- (the people who inhabit a territory or state; "the population seemed to be well fed and clothed") 
           => home front -- (the civilian population (and their activities) of a country at war) 
       => community --
 (a group of people having ethnic or cultural or religious characteristics in common; "the Christian community of the  
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apostolic age"; "he was well known throughout the Catholic community") 
           => convent -- (a community of people in a religious order (especially nuns) living together) 
           => house -- (the members of a religious community living together) 
           => Ummah, Umma, Muslim Ummah, Islamic Ummah, Islam Nation --
 (the Muslim community or people, considered to extend from Mauritania to Pakistan; "moderate Muslims urge the  
Ummah to reject the terrorism of radical Muslims") 
       => coevals, contemporaries, generation -- (all the people living at the same time or of approximately the same age) 
           => youth culture -- (young adults (a generational unit) considered as a cultural class or subculture) 
               => hip-hop -- (an urban youth culture associated with rap music and the fashions of African-
American residents of the inner city) 
               => youth subculture --
 (a minority youth culture whose distinctiveness depended largely on the social class and ethnic background of its mem
bers; often characterized by its adoption of a particular music genre) 
                   => flower people, hippies, hipsters --
 (a youth subculture (mostly from the middle class) originating in San Francisco in the 1960s; advocated universal love 
and peace and communes and long hair and soft drugs; favored acid rock and progressive rock music) 
                   => Rastafari, Rastas --
 (a Black youth subculture and religious movement that arose in the ghettos of Kingston, Jamaica, in the 1950s; Rastafa
rians regard Ras Tafari as divine; males grow hair in long dreadlocks and wear woolen caps; use marijuana and listen to
 reggae music) 
                   => beat generation, beats, beatniks --
 (a United States youth subculture of the 1950s; rejected possessions or regular work or traditional dress; for communal
 living and psychedelic drugs and anarchism; favored modern forms of jazz (e.g., bebop)) 
                   => teddy boys -- (a British youth subculture that first appeared in the mid-
1950s; mainly from unskilled backgrounds, they adopted a pseudo-
Edwardian dress code and rock'n'roll music; proletarian and xenophobic, they were involved in race riots in the United 
Kingdom) 
                   => punks --
 (a youth subculture closely associated with punk rock music in the late 1970s; in part a reaction to the hippy subculture
; dress was optional but intended to shock (plastic garbage bags or old school uniforms) and hair was dyed in bright  
colors (in Mohican haircuts or sometimes spiked in bright plumes)) 
                   => rockers, bikers --
 (originally a British youth subculture that evolved out of the teddy boys in the 1960s; wore black leather jackets and  
jeans and boots; had greased hair and rode motorcycles and listened to rock'n'roll; were largely unskilled manual labore
rs) 
                   => skinheads, bootboys -- (a youth subculture that appeared first in England in the late 1960s as a working-
class reaction to the hippies; hair was cropped close to the scalp; wore working shirts and short jeans (supported by  
suspenders) and heavy red boots; involved in attacks against Asians and football hooliganism) 
                   => mods -- (a youth subculture that began in London in the early 1960s; a working-
class movement with highly stylized dress and short hair; listened to rhythm and blues music and travelled on motor  
scooters) 
           => peer group -- (contemporaries of the same status) 
       => clientele, patronage, business -- (customers collectively; "they have an upper class clientele") 
       => rank and file -- (people who constitute the main body of any group) 
       => smart money --
 (people who are highly experienced or who have inside information; "the smart money said Truman would lose the  
election") 
       => unconfessed -- (people who have not confessed; "the unconfessed cannot be forgiven") 
       => womankind -- (women as distinguished from men) 
       => chosen people -- (any people believing themselves to be chosen by God) 
           => Hebrews, Israelites --
 (the ethnic group claiming descent from Abraham and Isaac (especially from Isaac's son Jacob); the nation whom God 
chose to receive his revelation and with whom God chose to make a covenant (Exodus 19)) 
 
citizenry, people -- (the body of citizens of a state or country; "the Spanish people") 
       => electorate -- (the body of enfranchised citizens; those qualified to vote) 
       => governed --
 (the body of people who are citizens of a particular government; "governments derive their just powers from the  
consent of the governed"--Declaration of Independence) 
 
multitude, masses, mass, hoi polloi, people --
 (the common people generally; "separate the warriors from the mass"; "power to the people") 
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       => laity, temporalty -- (everyone except the clergy) 
       => audience --
 (the part of the general public interested in a source of information or entertainment; "every artist needs an audience"; "
the broadcast reached an audience of millions") 
           => readership -- (the audience reached by written communications (books or magazines or newspapers etc.)) 
           => viewing audience, TV audience, viewers -- (the audience reached by television) 
       => following, followers -- (a group of followers or enthusiasts) 
           => claque -- (a group of followers hired to applaud at a performance) 
           => faithful -- (any loyal and steadfast following) 
           => fandom -- (the fans of a sport or famous person) 
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SOCIAL GROUP 
 
social group -- (people sharing some social relation) 
       => society -- (an extended social group having a distinctive cultural and economic organization) 
       => minority -- (a group of people who differ racially or politically from a larger group of which it is a part) 
       => interest, interest group --
 ((usually plural) a social group whose members control some field of activity and who have common aims; "the iron  
interests stepped up production") 
       => kin, kin group, kinship group, kindred, clan, tribe -- (group of people related by blood or marriage) 
       => kith -- (your friends and acquaintances; "all his kith and kin") 
       => fringe --
 (a social group holding marginal or extreme views; "members of the fringe believe we should be armed with guns at  
all times") 
       => gathering, assemblage -- (a group of persons together in one place) 
       => congregation, fold, faithful --
 (a group of people who adhere to a common faith and habitually attend a given church) 
       => organization, organisation -- (a group of people who work together) 
       => phylum -- ((linguistics) a large group of languages that are historically related) 
       => force -- (a group of people having the power of effective action; "he joined forces with a band of adventurers") 
       => platoon --
 (a group of persons who are engaged in a common activity; "platoons of tourists poured out of the busses"; "the  
defensive platoon of the football team") 
       => revolving door -- (an organization or institution with a high rate of turnover of personnel or membership) 
       => set, circle, band, lot --
 (an unofficial association of people or groups; "the smart set goes there"; "they were an angry lot") 
       => organized crime, gangland, gangdom -- (underworld organizations) 
       => subculture -- (a social group within a national culture that has distinctive patterns of behavior and beliefs) 
       => nonalignment, nonalinement --
 (people (or countries) who are not aligned with other people (or countries) in a pact or treaty) 
       => political system, form of government -- (the members of a social organization who are in power) 
       => moiety -- (one of two basic subdivisions of a tribe) 
       => tribe, folk -- (a social division of (usually preliterate) people) 
       => movement, social movement, front --
 (a group of people with a common ideology who try together to achieve certain general goals; "he was a charter  
member of the movement"; "politicians have to respect a mass movement"; "he led the national liberation front") 
 

ORGANIZATION < SOCIAL GROUP < COLLECTION < OBJECT < SUBSTANCE.  
 
organization, organisation -- (a group of people who work together) 
       => affiliate --
 (a subsidiary or subordinate organization that is affiliated with another organization; "network affiliates") 
       => nongovernmental organization, NGO --
 (an organization that is not part of the local or state or federal government) 
       => Orange Order, Association of Orangemen -- (a Protestant political organization in Northern Ireland) 
       => Tammany Hall, Tammany Society, Tammany --
 (a political organization within the Democratic Party in New York city (late 1800's and early 1900's) seeking political 
control by corruption and bossism) 
       => fiefdom -- (an organization that is controlled by a dominat person or group) 
       => line of defense, line of defence --
 (any organization whose responsibility it is to defend against something; "police are the major line of defense against  
crime") 
       => line organization, line organisation --
 (the organizational structure of activities contributing directly to the organization's output) 
       => association --
 (a formal organization of people or groups of people; "he joined the Modern Language Association") 
       => polity -- (a politically organized unit) 
       => quango, quasi-NGO -- (QUAsi Non-
Governmental Organization; an organization that is financed by the government yet acts independently of the  
government) 
       => institution, establishment -- (an organization founded and united for a specific purpose) 
       => enterprise -- (an organization created for business ventures; "a growing enterprise must have a bold leader") 
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       => defense, defence, defense force, defence force --
 (an organization of defenders that provides resistance against attack; "he joined the defense against invasion") 
       => establishment -- (any large organization) 
       => fire brigade, fire company -- (a private or temporary organization of individuals equipped to fight fires) 
       => company, troupe --
 (organization of performers and associated personnel (especially theatrical); "the traveling company all stayed at the  
same hotel") 
       => unit, social unit --
 (an organization regarded as part of a larger social group; "the coach said the offensive unit did a good job"; "after the 
battle the soldier had trouble rejoining his unit") 
       => Peace Corps --
 (a civilian organization sponsored by the United States government; helps people in developing countries) 
       => force, personnel --
 (group of people willing to obey orders; "a public force is necessary to give security to the rights of citizens") 
       => union, labor union, trade union, trades union, brotherhood --
 (an organization of employees formed to bargain with the employer; "you have to join the union in order to get a job") 
       => musical organization, musical organisation, musical group --
 (an organization of musicians who perform together) 
       => party, political party --
 (an organization to gain political power; "in 1992 Perot tried to organize a third party at the national level") 
       => machine, political machine --
 (a group that controls the activities of a political party; "he was endorsed by the Democratic machine") 
       => machine -- (an intricate organization that accomplishes its goals efficiently; "the war machine") 
       => professional organization, professional organisation -- (an organization of and for professional people) 
       => alliance, coalition, alignment, alinement -- (an organization of people (or countries) involved in a pact or treaty) 
       => federation -- (an organization formed by merging several groups or parties) 
       => hierarchy, power structure, pecking order --
 (the organization of people at different ranks in an administrative body) 
       => deputation, commission, delegation, delegacy, mission -- (a group of representatives or delegates) 
       => Girl Scouts --
 (an organization of young women and girls founded in 1912 for character development and citizenship training) 
       => blue -- (any organization or party whose uniforms or badges are blue; "the Union army was a vast blue") 
       => gray, grey --
 (any organization or party whose uniforms or badges are gray; "the Confederate army was a vast gray") 
       => host --
 (any organization that provides resources and facilities for a function or event; "Atlanta was chosen to be host for the 
Olympic Games") 
       => pool --
 (an organization of people or resources that can be shared; "a car pool"; "a secretarial pool"; "when he was first hired  
he was assigned to the pool") 

 
INSTITUTION, ESTABLISHMENT 

 
institution, establishment -- (an organization founded and united for a specific purpose) 
       => medical institution -- (an institution created for the practice of medicine) 
       => financial institution, financial organization, financial organisation --
 (an institution (public or private) that collects funds (from the public or other institutions) and invests them in financial
 assets) 
       => issuer -- (an institution that issues something (securities or publications or currency etc.)) 
       => charity -- (an institution set up to provide help to the needy) 
       => company -- (an institution created to conduct business; "he only invests in large well-
established companies"; "he started the company in his garage") 
       => religion, faith --
 (institution to express belief in a divine power; "he was raised in the Baptist religion"; "a member of his own faith cont
radicted him") 
       => vicariate, vicarship -- (the religious institution under the authority of a vicar) 
       => educational institution -- (an institution dedicated to education) 
       => academy, honorary society -- (an institution for the advancement of art or science or literature) 
 
       => medical institution -- (an institution created for the practice of medicine) 
           => clinic -- (a medical establishment run by a group of medical specialists) 
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               => eye clinic -- (a clinic where specialist care for a patient's eyes) 
           => extended care facility --
 (a medical institution that provides prolonged care (as in cases of prolonged illness or rehabilitation from acute illness)
) 
           => hospital -- (a medical institution where sick or injured people are given medical or surgical care) 
 
       => financial institution, financial organization, financial organisation --
 (an institution (public or private) that collects funds (from the public or other institutions) and invests them in financial
 assets) 
           => giro --
 (a British financial system in which a bank or a post office transfers money from one account to another when they  
receive authorization to do so) 
           => clearing house --
 (a central collection place where banks exchange checks or drafts; participants maintain an account against which  
credits or debits are posted) 
           => lending institution -- (a financial institution that makes loans) 
           => central bank --
 (a government monetary authority that issues currency and regulates the supply of credit and holds the reserves of  
other banks and sells new issues of securities for the government) 
               => European Central Bank --
 (the central bank of those members of the European Union who share a common currency; "The European Central  
Bank is Europe's equivalent of the Federal Reserve") 
               => Federal Reserve System, Federal Reserve, Fed, FRS --
 (the central bank of the United States; incorporates 12 Federal Reserve branch banks and all national banks and state  
charted commercial banks and some trust companies; "the Fed seeks to control the United States economy by raising  
and lowering short-term interest rates and the money supply") 
               => Bank of England -- (the central bank of England and Wales) 
               => Bundesbank -- (the central bank of Germany) 
               => Bank of Japan -- (the central bank of Japan) 
  
          => foundation -- (an institution supported by an endowment) 
               => charity --
 (a foundation created to promote the public good (not for assistance to any particular individuals)) 
                   => philanthropic foundation --
 (a foundation that provides funds for science or art or education or religion or relief from disease etc.) 
                   => private foundation -- (a charity that does not receive a major part of its support from the public) 
                   => public charity --
 (a charity that is deemed to receive the major part of its support from the public (rather than from a small group of indi
viduals)) 
 
           => acquirer --
 (the financial institution that dispenses cash in automated teller machines and collects a fee from the bank that issued t
he credit card) 
           => nondepository financial institution --
 (a financial institution that funds their investment activities from the sale of securities or insurance) 
               => brokerage, brokerage firm, securities firm --
 (a stock broker's business; charges a fee to act as intermediary between buyer and seller) 
                   => bucket shop -- (an unethical or overly aggressive brokerage firm) 
                   => marriage brokerage, marriage mart -- (a business that arranges marriage contracts) 
               => insurance company, insurance firm, insurer, insurance underwriter, underwriter --
 (a financial institution that sells insurance) 
               => pension fund --
 (a financial institution that collects regular contributions from employers to provide retirement income for employees) 
               => investment company, investment trust, investment firm, fund --
 (a financial institution that sells shares to individuals and invests in securities issued by other companies) 
                   => hedge fund, hedgefund --
 (a flexible investment company for a small number of large investors (usually the minimum investment is $1 million); 
can use high-risk techniques (not allowed for mutual funds) such as short-selling and heavy leveraging) 
                   => mutual fund, open-end fund, open-end investment company --
 (a regulated investment company with a pool of assets that regularly sells and redeems its shares) 
                       => index fund -- (a mutual fund that invests in the stocks that are the basis of a well-
known stock or bond index) 
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                   => closed-end fund, closed-end investment company --
 (a regulated investment company that issues a fixed number of shares which are listed on a stock market) 
                   => face-amount certificate company --
 (a regulated investment company that pays a stated amount to certificate holders on a stated maturity date) 
                   => Real Estate Investment Trust, REIT --
 (an investment trust that owns and manages a pool of commercial properties and mortgages and other real estate  
asssets; shares can be bought and sold in the stock market) 
                   => unit investment trust, unit trust --
 (a regulated investment company consisting of professional managers who issue redeemable securities representing a  
portfolio of many different securities; "you can invest in a unit investment trust for as little as $1000") 
                   => nondiscretionary trust, fixed investment trust --
 (an investment trust that can buy only those securities listed when the trust was organized) 
               => finance company --
 (a financial institution (often affiliated with a holding company or manufacturer) that makes loans to individuals or  
businesses) 
                   => consumer finance company, small loan company --
 (a finance company that makes loans to people who have trouble getting a bank loan) 
                       => industrial bank, industrial loan company --
 (a finance company that makes small loans to industrial workers) 
                   => captive finance company --
 (a finance company owned by a manufacturer to finance dealers' inventories or to make loans to consumers buying the 
company's products) 
                   => sales finance company --
 (a finance company that buys (at a discount) the installment sales contracts of retail merchants) 
                   => commercial finance company, commercial credit company --
 (a finance company that makes loans to manufacturers and wholesalers) 
           => depository financial institution, bank, banking concern, banking company --
 (a financial institution that accepts deposits and channels the money into lending activities; "he cashed a check at the  
bank"; "that bank holds the mortgage on my home") 
               => credit union --
 (a cooperative depository financial institution whose members can obtain loans from their combined savings) 
               => Federal Reserve Bank, reserve bank --
 (one of 12 regional banks that monitor and act as depositories for banks in their region) 
               => agent bank -- (a bank that acts as an agent for a foreign bank) 
               => commercial bank, full service bank --
 (a financial institution that accepts demand deposits and makes loans and provides other services for the public) 
                   => national bank -- (a commercial bank chartered by the federal government) 
               => state bank -- (a bank chartered by a state rather than by the federal government) 
               => lead bank, agent bank -- (a bank named by a multi-bank lending syndicate to protect their interests) 
               => member bank -- (a bank that is a member of the Federal Reserve System) 
               => merchant bank, acquirer --
 (a credit card processing bank; merchants receive credit for credit card receipts less a processing fee) 
               => acquirer --
 (a bank gaining financial control over another financial institution through a payment in cash or an exchange of stock) 
               => thrift institution --
 (a depository financial institution intended to encourage personal savings and home buying) 
                   => savings and loan, savings and loan association --
 (a thrift institution that is required by law to make a certain percentage of its loans as home mortgages) 
                       => building society -- (British equivalent of United States savings and loan association) 
                   => savings bank --
 (a thrift institution in the northeastern United States; since deregulation in the 1980s they offer services competitive 
 with many commercial banks) 
                       => mutual savings bank, MSB -- (a state-
chartered savings bank owned by its depositors and managed by a board of trustees) 
                       => federal savings bank, FSB -- (a federally chartered savings bank) 
               => Home Loan Bank -- (one of 11 regional banks that monitor and make short-
term credit advances to thrift institutions in their region) 
           => Federal Home Loan Bank System -- (the central credit system for thrift institutions) 
           => trust company, trust corporation --
 (an organization (usually with a commercial bank) that is engaged as a trustee or fiduciary or agent in handling trust  
funds or estates of custodial arrangements or stock transfers or related services) 
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       => issuer -- (an institution that issues something (securities or publications or currency etc.)) 
 
       => charity -- (an institution set up to provide help to the needy) 
           => community chest --
 (a charity supported by individual subscriptions; defrays the demands on a community for social welfare) 
           => soup kitchen -- (a place where food is dispensed to the needy) 
 

COMPANY of Commerce  < INSTITUTION <. ORGANIZATION < SOCIAL GROUP < COLLECTION <. 
OBJECT <. SUBSTANCE < ENTITY  

 
       => company -- (an institution created to conduct business; "he only invests in large well-
established companies"; "he started the company in his garage") 
           => broadcasting company -- (a company that manages tv or radio stations) 
           => bureau de change -- ((French) an establishment where you can exchange foreign money) 
           => car company, auto company -- (a company that makes and sells automobiles) 
           => dot-com, dot com, dot com company --
 (a company that operates its business primarily on the internet using a URL that ends in `.com') 
           => drug company, pharmaceutical company, pharma -- (a company that makes and sells pharmaceuticals) 
           => East India Company --
 (an English company formed in 1600 to develop trade with the new British colonies in India and southeastern Asia; in 
the 18th century it assumed administrative control of Bengal and held it until the British army took over in 1858 after  
the Indian Mutiny) 
           => electronics company -- (a company that makes and sells electronic instruments) 
           => food company -- (a company that processes and sells food) 
           => furniture company -- (a company that sells furniture) 
           => mining company -- (a company that owns and manages mines) 
           => shipping company -- (a company that provides shipping services) 
               => trucking company -- (a company that ships goods or possessions by truck) 
           => steel company -- (a company that makes and sells steel) 
           => subsidiary company, subsidiary -- (a company that is completely controlled by another company) 
           => transportation company -- (a company providing transportation) 
               => bus company, bus service -- (a public utility providing local transportation) 
           => distributor --
 (a company that markets merchandise; "his company is a large distributor of software products") 
               => direct mailer -- (a distributor who uses direct mail to sell merchandise) 
               => retail chain -- (a chain of retail stores) 
           => oil company -- (a company that sells oil) 
           => packaging company, packaging concern -- (a company that packages goods for sale or shipment or storage) 
           => pipeline company -- (a company that operates oil pipelines for the oil industry) 
           => printing concern, printing business, printing company -- (a company that does commercial printing) 
           => corporate investor -- (a company that invests in (acquires control of) other companies) 
               => raider --
 (a corporate investor who intends to take over a company by buying a controlling interest in its stock and installing  
new management) 
           => target company, takeover target --
 (a company that has been chosen as attractive for takeover by a potential acquirer) 
               => sleeping beauty -- (a potential takeover target that has not yet been put in play) 
           => white knight -- (a company that is a friendly acquirer in a takeover) 
               => white squire -- (a white knight that buys less than a majority interest) 
           => limited company, Ltd., Ld. -- (a company that is organized to give its owners limited liability) 
           => holding company -- (a company with controlling shares in other companies) 
               => bank holding company -- (a holding company owning or controlling one or more banks) 
                   => multibank holding company -- (a bank holding company owning several banks) 
           => service -- (a company or agency that performs a public service; subject to government regulation) 
               => utility, public utility, public-service corporation --
 (a company that performs a public service; subject to government regulation) 
                   => telephone company, telephone service, phone company, phone service, telco --
 (a public utility that provides telephone service) 
                   => power company, power service, electric company, light company --
 (a public utility that provides electricity) 
                   => water company, waterworks -- (a public utility that provides water) 
                   => gas company, gas service -- (a public utility that provides gas) 
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                   => bus company, bus service -- (a public utility providing local transportation) 
           => livery company -- (one of the chartered companies of London originating with the craft guilds) 
           => open shop -- (a company whose workers are hired without regard to their membership in a labor union) 
           => closed shop -- (a company that hires only union members) 
           => union shop --
 (a company allowed to hire nonunion workers on the condition that they will join the union within a specified time) 
           => stock company -- (a company whose capital is represented by stock) 
           => joint-stock company --
 (a company (usually unincorporated) which has the capital of its members pooled in a common fund; transferable  
shares represent ownership interest; shareholders are legally liable for all debts of the company) 
           => record company -- (a company that makes and sells musical recordings) 
           => mover, public mover, moving company, removal firm, removal company --
 (a company that moves the possessions of a family or business from one site to another) 
           => think tank, think factory -- (a company that does research for hire and issues reports on the implications) 
           => shipper -- (a company in the business of shipping freight) 
 
       => religion, faith --
 (institution to express belief in a divine power; "he was raised in the Baptist religion"; "a member of his own faith  
contradicted him") 
 

CHURCH 
 
           => church, Christian church --
 (one of the groups of Christians who have their own beliefs and forms of worship) 
               => Armenian Church, Armenian Apostolic Orthodox Church --
 (an independent Christian church established in Armenia since 300; was influenced by both Roman and Byzantine  
traditions; headed by a catholico) 
               => Catholic Church --
 (any of several churches claiming to have maintained historical continuity with the original Christian Church) 
                   => Roman Catholic, Western Church, Roman Catholic Church, Church of Rome, Roman Church --
 (the Christian Church based in the Vatican and presided over by a pope and an episcopal hierarchy) 
                   => Old Catholic Church --
 (Catholic churches that broke away from the Roman Catholic Church in the 18th century) 
                   => Eastern Church, Byzantine Church -- (the Catholic Church as it existed in the Byzantine Empire) 
                   => Orthodox Church, Orthodox Catholic Church, Eastern Orthodox Church, Eastern Church, Eastern  
Orthodox -- (derived from the Byzantine Church and adhering to Byzantine rites) 
                       => Greek Orthodox Church, Greek Church --
 (state church of Greece; an autonomous part of the Eastern Orthodox Church) 
                       => Russian Orthodox Church --
 (an independent church with its own Patriarch; until 1917 it was the established church or Russia) 
                   => Uniat Church, Uniate Church --
 (any of several churches in eastern Europe or the Middle East that acknowledge papal authority but retain their own  
liturgy) 
               => Nestorian Church --
 (a Christian Church in the Middle East that followed Nestorianism; there is still a small Nestorian Church in Iraq  
headed by a catholico) 
               => Coptic Church -- (the ancient Christian church of Egypt) 
               => Protestant Church, Protestant -- (the Protestant churches and denominations collectively) 
                   => Pentecostal religion --
 (any fundamentalist Protestant church that uses revivalistic methods to achieve experiences comparable to the  
Pentecostal experiences of the first Christian disciples) 
               => Unification Church --
 (a Christian church (with some Buddhist elements) founded in 1954 by Sun Myung Moon and known for staging mass 
weddings and other communal activities) 
           => Judaism, Hebraism, Jewish religion --
 (Jews collectively who practice a religion based on the Torah and the Talmud) 
               => Orthodox Judaism, Jewish Orthodoxy --
 (Jews who strictly observe the Mosaic Law as interpreted in the Talmud) 
                   => Hasidim, Hassidim, Chasidim, Chassidim --
 (sect of Orthodox Jews who follow the Mosaic Law strictly) 
               => Conservative Judaism --
 (Jews who keep some of the requirements of the Mosaic Law but allow for adaptation of other requirements (as some 
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of the dietary laws) to fit modern circumstances) 
               => Reform Judaism --
 (the most liberal Jews; Jews who do not follow the Talmud strictly but try to adapt all of the historical forms of Judais
m to the modern world) 
           => Islam, Islamism, Muslimism, Muhammadanism, Mohammedanism, Mohammadanism --
 (the religion of Muslims collectively which governs their civilization and way of life; the predominant religion of north
ern Africa, the Middle East, Pakistan and Indonesia) 
           => Hinduism, Hindooism --
 (the predominant religion of India; characterized by a caste system and belief in reincarnation) 
               => Brahmanism, Brahminism -- (the religious and social system of orthodox Hinduism) 
           => Taoism -- (religion adhering to the teaching of Lao-tzu) 
           => Buddhism --
 (a religion represented by the many groups (especially in Asia) that profess various forms of the Buddhist doctrine and 
that venerate Buddha) 
               => Zen, Zen Buddhism --
 (school of Mahayana Buddhism asserting that enlightenment can come through meditation and intuition rather than fait
h; China and Japan) 
               => Mahayana --
 (a major school of Buddhism teaching social concern and universal salvation; China; Japan; Tibet; Nepal; Korea; Mon
golia) 
               => Hinayana -- (a major school of Buddhism teaching personal salvation through one's own efforts) 
               => Tantrism -- (movement within Buddhism combining elements of Hinduism and paganism) 
           => Khalsa --
 (the group of initiated Sikhs to which devout orthodox Sikhs are ritually admitted at puberty; founded by the tenth and 
last Guru in 1699) 
           => Scientology, Church of Scientology --
 (a new religion founded by L. Ron Hubbard in 1955 and characterized by a belief in the power of a person's spirit to  
clear itself of past painful experiences through self-knowledge and spiritual fulfillment) 
           => Shinto -- (the native religion and former ethnic cult of Japan) 
           => established church -- (the church that is recognized as the official church of a nation) 
           => sect, religious sect, religious order -- (a subdivision of a larger religious group) 
               => sisterhood -- (a religious society of sisters (especially an order of nuns)) 
               => Albigenses, Cathars, Cathari --
 (a Christian religious sect in southern France in the 12th and 13th centuries; believers in Albigensianism) 
               => High Church, High Anglican Church --
 (a group in the Anglican Church that emphasizes the Catholic tradition (especially in sacraments and rituals and  
obedience to church authority)) 
               => Abecedarian --
 (a 16th century sect of Anabaptists centered in Germany who had an absolute disdain for human knowledge) 
               => Amish sect --
 (an orthodox Anabaptist sect separated from the Mennonites in late 17th century; settled chiefly in south eastern  
Pennsylvania) 
               => Shiah, Shia, Shiah Islam, the Shiites -- (one of the two main branches of orthodox Islam; mainly in Iran) 
               => Sunni, the Sunnites -- (one of the two main branches of orthodox Islam) 
               => Shivaism, Sivaism -- (a Hindu sect worshiping Shiva) 
               => Shaktism, Saktism -- (a Hindu sect worshiping Shakti) 
               => Vaishnavism, Vaisnavism -- (Hindu sect worshiping of Vishnu) 
               => Haredi --
 (any of several sects of Orthodox Judaism that reject modern secular culture and many of whom do not recognize the  
spiritual authority of the modern state of Israel) 
               => Hare Krishna, International Society for Krishna Consciousness, ISKCON --
 (a religious sect founded in the United States in 1966; based on Vedic scriptures; groups engage in joyful chanting of `
Hare Krishna' and other mantras based on the name of the Hindu god Krishna; devotees usually wear saffron robes and 
practice vegetarianism and celibacy) 
               => Jainism -- (sect founded in the 6th century BC as a revolt against Hinduism) 
               => Taoism -- (a Chinese sect claiming to follow the teaching of Lao-
tzu but incorporating pantheism and sorcery in addition to Taoism) 
               => Kokka Shinto, Kokka -- (the branch of Shinto recognized as the official state religion of Japan) 
               => Shuha Shinto, Shua -- (any branch of Shinto other than Kokka) 
               => brethren -- ((plural) the lay members of a male religious order) 
               => order, monastic order -- (a group of person living under a religious rule; "the order of Saint Benedict") 
                   => Augustinian order --
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 (any of several monastic orders observing a rule derived from the writings of St. Augustine) 
                       => Augustinian Canons -- (an Augustinian monastic order) 
                       => Augustinian Hermits -- (a monastic order of friars established in 1256 by the Pope) 
                       => Austin Friars -- (an Augustinian monastic order) 
                   => Benedictine order, order of Saint Benedict --
 (a Roman Catholic monastic order founded in the 6th century; noted for liturgical worship and for scholarly activities) 
                   => Carmelite order, Order of Our Lady of Mount Carmel --
 (a Roman Catholic mendicant order founded in the 12th century) 
                   => Carthusian order -- (an austere contemplative Roman Catholic order founded by St. Bruno in 1084) 
                   => Dominican order -- (a Roman Catholic order of mendicant preachers founded in the 13th century) 
                   => Franciscan order -- (a Roman Catholic order founded by Saint Francis of Assisi in the 13th century) 
                   => Jesuit order, Society of Jesus --
 (a Roman Catholic order founded by Saint Ignatius of Loyola in 1534 to defend Catholicism against the Reformation  
and to do missionary work among the heathen) 
               => Religious Society of Friends, Society of Friends, Quakers --
 (a Christian sect founded by George Fox about 1660; commonly called Quakers) 
               => Shakers, United Society of Believers in Christ's Second Appearing --
 (a celibate and communistic Christian sect in the United States) 
               => Zurvanism -- (a Zoroastrian sect that claims Zurvan was the ultimate source of the universe) 
           => cult -- (adherents of an exclusive system of religious beliefs and practices) 
               => cargo cult --
 ((Melanesia) one of several millenarian cults that believe salvation will come in the form of wealth (`cargo') brought  
by Westerners; some ascribe divine attributes to Westerners on first contact (especially to missionaries)) 
       => vicariate, vicarship -- (the religious institution under the authority of a vicar) 
 

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION 
 
       => educational institution -- (an institution dedicated to education) 
           => preschool -- (an educational institution for children too young for elementary school) 
               => kindergarten -- (a preschool for children age 4 to 6 to prepare them for primary school) 
               => nursery school -- (a small preschool for small children) 
               => playschool, play group -- (a small informal nursery group meeting for half-day sessions) 
           => school -- (an educational institution; "the school was founded in 1900") 
               => academy -- (a school for special training) 
                   => yeshiva, yeshivah -- (an academy for the advanced study of Jewish texts (primarily the Talmud)) 
                   => police academy -- (an academy for training police officers) 
                   => military academy -- (an academy for training military officers) 
                       => United States Military Academy, US Military Academy --
 (a school for training men and women to become officers in the United States Army) 
                   => naval academy -- (an academy for training naval officers) 
                       => United States Naval Academy, US Naval Academy --
 (a school for training men and women to become officers in the United States Navy) 
                   => air force academy -- (an academy for training air force officers) 
                       => United States Air Force Academy, US Air Force Academy --
 (a school for training men and women to become officers in the United States Air Force) 
                   => Plato's Academy --
 (a school established by Plato in ancient Athens; "Plato's Academy continued for several hundred years after Plato died
") 
               => correspondence school -- (a school that teaches nonresident students by mail) 
               => crammer -- (a special school where students are crammed) 
               => dancing school -- (a school in which students learn to dance) 
               => direct-grant school --
 (formerly a school that charged tuition fees and also received government grants in return for admitting certain non-
paying students who were nominated by the local authorities) 
               => driving school -- (a school where people are taught to drive automobiles) 
               => finishing school -- (a private school for girls that emphasizes training in cultural and social activities) 
               => flying school -- (a school for teaching students to fly airplanes) 
               => graduate school, grad school --
 (a school in a university offering study leading to degrees beyond the bachelor's degree) 
                   => business school --
 (a graduate school offering study leading to a degree of Master in Business Administration) 
                   => dental school, school of dentistry -- (a graduate school offering study leading to degrees in dentistry) 
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                   => law school, school of law -- (a graduate school offering study leading to a law degree) 
                   => medical school, school of medicine -- (a graduate school offering study leading to a medical degree) 
               => language school -- (a school for teaching foreign languages) 
               => nursing school, school of nursing -- (a school for training nurses) 
               => religious school -- (a school run by a religious body) 
                   => madrasa, madrasah --
 (Muslim schools in Bangladesh and Pakistan; "the Pakistan government decided to close down madrasas that provided 
military training for their students"; "many madrasas in Bangladesh are supported with money from Saudi Arabia") 
                   => pesantran, pesantren --
 (a Muslim school in Indonesia operated by religious leaders; produces young militants skilled in jihad) 
                   => church school, parochial school -- (a private religious school run by a church or parish) 
                       => Catholic school -- (a parochial school maintained by the Catholic Church) 
                   => seminary -- (a theological school for training ministers or priests or rabbis) 
               => riding school -- (a school where horsemanship is taught and practiced) 
               => secondary school, lyceum, lycee, Gymnasium, middle school --
 (a school for students intermediate between elementary school and college; usually grades 9 to 12) 
                   => academy -- (a secondary school (usually private)) 
                   => trade school, vocational school -- (a secondary school teaching the skilled trades) 
                   => senior high school, senior high, high, highschool, high school --
 (a public secondary school usually including grades 9 through 12; "he goes to the neighborhood highschool") 
                   => junior high school, junior high -- (a secondary school usually including 7th and 8th grades) 
                   => preparatory school, prep school -- (a private secondary school) 
                       => choir school, schola cantorum --
 (a school that is part of a cathedral or monastery where boys with singing ability can receive a general education) 
                   => public school --
 (private independent secondary school in Great Britain supported by endowment and tuition) 
                       => Eton College -- (a public school for boys founded in 1440; located in Berkshire) 
                       => Winchester College -- (the oldest English public school; located in Winchester) 
                   => grammar school -- (a secondary school emphasizing Latin and Greek in preparation for college) 
                   => secondary modern school --
 (a former British secondary school emphasizing practical rather than academic education) 
                   => comprehensive school, composite school --
 (a large British or Canadian secondary school for children of all abilities) 
               => secretarial school -- (a school where secretarial skills (typing and shorthand and filing etc) are taught) 
               => technical school, tech -- (a school teaching mechanical and industrial arts and the applied sciences) 
                   => polytechnic institute, polytechnic, engineering school --
 (a technical school offering instruction in many industrial arts and applied sciences) 
               => training school -- (a school providing practical vocational and technical training) 
               => veterinary school -- (a school teaching veterinary medicine) 
               => conservatory -- (the faculty and students of a school specializing in one of the fine arts) 
                   => music school, school of music -- (a school for the study of music) 
               => alma mater -- (your alma mater is a school you graduated from) 
               => public school --
 (a tuition free school in the United States supported by taxes and controlled by a school board) 
                   => charter school --
 (an experimental public school for kindergarten through grade 12; created and organized by teachers and parents and  
community leaders; operates independently of other schools) 
               => private school -- (a school established and controlled privately and supported by endowment and tuition) 
                   => seminary -- (a private place of education for the young) 
                   => day school -- (a private school taking day students only) 
                   => boarding school -- (a private school where students are lodged and fed as well as taught) 
               => dance school -- (a school where students are taught to dance) 
               => day school -- (a school giving instruction during the daytime) 
               => night school -- (a school that holds classes in the evenings for students who cannot attend during the day) 
               => Sunday school, Sabbath school -- (school meeting on Sundays for religious instruction) 
               => grade school, grammar school, elementary school, primary school --
 (a school for young children; usually the first 6 or 8 grades) 
                   => junior school -- (British school for children aged 7-11) 
                   => infant school -- (British school for children aged 5-7) 
           => school --
 (an educational institution's faculty and students; "the school keeps parents informed"; "the whole school turned out for
 the game") 
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           => college -- (an institution of higher education created to educate and grant degrees; often a part of a university) 
           => university --
 (a large and diverse institution of higher learning created to educate for life and for a profession and to grant degrees) 
               => multiversity -- (a university system having several separate campuses and colleges and research centers) 
               => Open University --
 (a British university that is open to people without formal academic qualifications and where teaching is by correspond
ence or broadcasting or summer school) 
       => academy, honorary society -- (an institution for the advancement of art or science or literature) 
           => Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences --
 (an academy that gives annual awards for achievements in motion picture production and performance) 
           => Academy of Television Arts and Sciences --
 (an academy that gives annual awards for outstanding achievements in television) 
           => French Academy --
 (an honorary group of French writers and thinkers supported by the French government; "the French Academy sets  
standards for the use of the French language") 
           => National Academy of Sciences --
 (an honorary American society of scientists created by President Lincoln during the American Civil War) 
           => Royal Academy, Royal Academy of Arts --
 (an honorary academy in London (founded in 1768) intended to cultivate painting and sculpture and architecture in Bri
tain) 
           => Royal Society, Royal Society of London for Improving Natual Knowledge --
 (an honorary English society (formalized in 1660 and given a Royal Charter by Charles II in 1662) through which the 
British government has supported science) 

Institution < Establishment < Construction < Artefact < Object, Physical < Substance < 
Entity 

institution --
 (an establishment consisting of a building or complex of buildings where an organization for the promotion of some  
cause is situated) 
       => home, nursing home, rest home -- (an institution where people are cared for; "a home for the elderly") 
       => orphanage, orphans' asylum -- (a public institution for the care of orphans) 
       => penal institution, penal facility --
 (an institution where persons are confined for punishment and to protect the public) 
           => brig -- (a penal institution (especially on board a ship)) 
           => concentration camp, stockade --
 (a penal camp where political prisoners or prisoners of war are confined (usually under harsh conditions)) 
               => Auschwitz -- (a Nazi concentration camp for Jews in southwestern Poland during World War II) 
               => Belsen -- (a Nazi concentration camp for Jews created in northwestern Germany during World War II) 
               => Dachau -- (a concentration camp for Jews created by the Nazis near Munich in southern Germany) 
               => death camp -- (a concentration camp where prisoners are likely to die or be killed) 
           => correctional institution -- (a penal institution maintained by the government) 
               => detention home, detention house, house of detention, detention camp --
 (an institution where juvenile offenders can be held temporarily (usually under the supervision of a juvenile court)) 
               => jail, jailhouse, gaol, clink, slammer --
 (a correctional institution used to detain persons who are in the lawful custody of the government (either accused  
persons awaiting trial or convicted persons serving a sentence)) 
                   => bastille -- (a jail (literally, a French jail)) 
                   => holding cell -- (a jail in a courthouse where accused persons can be confined during a trial) 
                   => hoosegow, hoosgow -- (a slang term for a jail) 
                   => house of correction --
 ((formerly) a jail or other place of detention for persons convicted of minor offences) 
                   => lockup -- (jail in a local police station) 
                   => pokey -- (a slang term for jail) 
                   => workhouse -- (a county jail that holds prisoners for periods up to 18 months) 
               => penitentiary, pen -- (a correctional institution for those convicted of major crimes) 
               => prison, prison house --
 (a correctional institution where persons are confined while on trial or for punishment) 
                   => camp -- (a prison for forced laborers; "China has many work camps for political prisoners") 
                       => prison camp, internment camp, prisoner of war camp, POW camp --
 (camp for political prisoners or prisoners of war) 
                           => gulag -- (a Russian prison camp for political prisoners) 
                       => work camp, prison camp, prison farm --
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 (camp for trustworthy prisoners employed in government projects) 
                   => chokey, choky -- (British slang (dated) for a prison) 
                   => college -- (British slang for prison) 
                   => panopticon --
 (a circular prison with cells distributed around a central surveillance station; proposed by Jeremy Bentham in 1791) 
                   => state prison -- (a prison maintained by a state of the U.S.) 
               => reformatory, reform school, training school --
 (correctional institution for the detention and discipline and training of young or first offenders) 
                   => Borstal -- (a British reform school for youths between 16 and 22) 
           => penal colony --
 (a penal institution where prisoners are exiled (often located on an island from which escape is difficult or impossible)) 
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COLLECTION, AGGREGATION, ACCUMULATION 
 
collection, aggregation, accumulation, assemblage -- (several things grouped together or considered as a whole) 
       => procession --
 (the group action of a collection of people or animals or vehicles moving ahead in more or less regular formation; "pro
cessions were forbidden") 
           => convoy -- (a procession of land vehicles traveling together) 
           => caravan, train, wagon train --
 (a procession (of wagons or mules or camels) traveling together in single file; "we were part of a caravan of almost a th
ousand camels"; "they joined the wagon train for safety") 
           => cavalcade -- (a procession of people traveling on horseback) 
           => march -- (a procession of people walking together; "the march went up Fifth Avenue") 
               => hunger march -- (a march of protest or demonstration by the unemployed) 
           => motorcade -- (a procession of people traveling in motor cars) 
           => parade -- (a ceremonial procession including people marching) 
               => callithump, callathump, callithump parade -- (a noisy boisterous parade) 
           => cortege -- (a funeral procession) 
           => recession, recessional --
 (the withdrawal of the clergy and choir from the chancel to the vestry at the end of a church service) 
       => pharmacopoeia -- (a collection or stock of drugs) 
       => string -- (a collection of objects threaded on a single strand) 
           => beads, string of beads -- (beads threaded on a string) 
               => rosary, prayer beads -- (beads used in counting prayers (especially Catholic rosary)) 
               => wampum, peag, wampumpeag --
 (small cylindrical beads made from polished shells and fashioned into strings or belts; used by certain Native America
n peoples as jewelry or currency) 
       => wardrobe -- (collection of clothing belonging to one person) 
       => wardrobe -- (collection of costumes belonging to a theatrical company) 
 

WEAPONRY, ARMS, WEAPONS SYSTEM, IMPLEMENTS OF WAR, MUNITION 
 
       => weaponry, arms, implements of war, weapons system, munition -- (weapons considered collectively) 
           => ammunition, ammo -- (projectiles to be fired from a gun) 
               => cartridge --
 (ammunition consisting of a cylindrical casing containing an explosive charge and a bullet; fired from a rifle or handgu
n) 
                   => ball cartridge -- (a general purpose cartridge having a primer and a ball and a full charge of powder) 
                   => blank, dummy, blank shell -- (a cartridge containing an explosive charge but no bullet) 
                   => cartouche, cartouch -- (a cartridge (usually with paper casing)) 
               => case shot, canister, canister shot --
 (a metallic cylinder packed with shot and used as ammunition in a firearm) 
               => powder and shot -- (ammunition consisting of gunpowder and bullets for muskets) 
               => round, unit of ammunition, one shot -- (a charge of ammunition for a single shot) 
               => shell --
 (ammunition consisting of a cylindrical metal casing containing an explosive charge and a projectile; fired from a large
 gun) 
                   => artillery shell -- (a shell fired by artillery) 
                   => shotgun shell -- (a shell containing lead shot; used in shotguns) 
                   => shrapnel -- (shell containing lead pellets that explodes in flight) 
                   => tank shell -- (a shell fired by the cannon on a tank) 
                   => whizbang, whizzbang -- (a small high-
velocity shell; it makes a whizzing sound followed by a bang when it hits) 
               => tracer, tracer bullet -- (ammunition whose flight can be observed by a trail of smoke) 
           => armament -- (weaponry used by military or naval force) 
               => arsenal, armory, armoury -- (all the weapons and equipment that a country has) 
               => artillery, heavy weapon, gun, ordnance -- (large but transportable armament) 
                   => cannon -- (a large artillery gun that is usually on wheels) 
                       => basilisk -- (ancient brass cannon) 
                       => culverin -- (a heavy cannon with a long barrel used in the 16th and 17th centuries) 
                       => harpoon gun -- (a cannon or cannon-like gun that fires harpoons) 
                       => high-angle gun -- (a cannon that can be fired at a high elevation for relatively short ranges) 
                           => mortar, howitzer, trench mortar -- (a muzzle-loading high-
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angle gun with a short barrel that fires shells at high elevations for a short range) 
                       => long tom -- (a long swivel cannon formerly used by the navy) 
                   => catapult, arbalest, arbalist, ballista, bricole, mangonel, onager, trebuchet, trebucket --
 (medieval artillery used during sieges; a heavy war engine for hurling large stones and other missiles) 
                   => field artillery, field gun --
 (movable artillery (other than antiaircraft) used by armies in the field (especially for direct support of front-
line troops)) 
                   => four-pounder -- (an artillery gun that throws a shot weighing four pounds) 
               => broadside -- (all of the armament that is fired from one side of a warship) 
               => launcher, rocket launcher -- (armament in the form of a device capable of launching a rocket) 
                   => bazooka -- (a portable rocket launcher used by infantrymen as an anti-tank weapon) 
               => munitions, ordnance, ordnance stores -- (military supplies) 
               => torpedo -- (armament consisting of a long cylindrical self-
propelled underwater projectile that detonates on contact with a target) 
                   => aerial torpedo -- (a torpedo designed to be launched from an airplane) 
                   => bangalore torpedo --
 (a metal pipe filled with explosive, used to detonate land mines or to clear a path through barbed wire) 
                   => homing torpedo -- (a torpedo that is guided to its target (as by the sound of a ship's engines)) 
                   => submarine torpedo -- (a torpedo designed to be launched from a submarine) 
           => bomb -- (an explosive device fused to denote under specific conditions) 
               => atom bomb, atomic bomb, A-bomb, fission bomb, plutonium bomb --
 (a nuclear weapon in which enormous energy is released by nuclear fission (splitting the nuclei of a heavy element like
 uranium 235 or plutonium 239)) 
                   => clean bomb -- (an atom bomb leaving little or no radioactive contamination) 
                   => dirty bomb -- (an atom bomb that leaves considerable radioactive contamination) 
                   => neutron bomb -- (atom bomb that produces lethal neutrons with less blast) 
               => balloon bomb, Fugo --
 (a bomb carried by a balloon; "In World War II the Japanese launched balloon bombs against North America") 
               => bomblet, cluster bomblet -- (one of the smaller bombs that are released from a cluster bomb) 
                   => bombie --
 (an unexploded bomblet; "unexploded bomblets known in Laos as `bombies' caused farmers to fear cultivating their fie
lds") 
               => bombshell -- (an explosive bomb or artillery shell) 
               => briefcase bomb -- (a bomb consisting of an explosive and timer hidden inside a briefcase) 
               => car bomb --
 (a bomb placed in a car and wired to explode when the ignition is started or by remote control or by a timing device) 
               => chemical bomb, gas bomb --
 (a bomb laden with chemical agents that are released when the bomb explodes) 
               => cluster bomb --
 (bomb consisting of a canister that is dropped from a plane and that opens to release a cluster of bomblets (usually frag
mentation bombs) over a wide area; "cluster bombs cannot be targeted precisely") 
               => cruise missile -- (an unmanned aircraft that is a self-contained bomb) 
               => depth charge, depth bomb -- (a bomb that explodes at a pre-set depth under water; anti-submarine device) 
               => dumb bomb, gravity bomb -- (a bomb that falls because of gravity and is not guided to a target) 
               => fragmentation bomb, antipersonnel bomb, anti-personnel bomb, daisy cutter --
 (a bomb with only 10 to 20 per cent explosive and the remainder consisting of casings designed to break into many sm
all high-velocity fragments; most effective against troops and vehicles) 
                   => Big Blue, BLU-82 -- (a reliable and deadly 15,000-
pound fragmentation bomb that explodes just above ground with a large radius; the largest conventional bomb in existe
nce; used in Afghanistan) 
               => gas shell --
 ((military) bomb consisting of an explosive projectile filled with a toxic gas that is released when the bomb explodes) 
               => general-purpose bomb, GP bomb --
 (a large bomb (500 to 2,000 pounds that is 50% explosive) whose explosion creates a blast and whose metal casing cre
ates some fragmentation effect) 
                   => blockbuster -- (a large bomb used to demolish extensive areas (as a city block)) 
               => grenade -- (a small explosive bomb thrown by hand or fired from a missile) 
                   => hand grenade -- (a grenade designed to be thrown by hand) 
                   => rifle grenade -- (a grenade that is thrown from a launching device attached to the barrel of a rifle) 
               => hydrogen bomb, H-bomb, fusion bomb, thermonuclear bomb --
 (a nuclear weapon that releases atomic energy by union of light (hydrogen) nuclei at high temperatures to form helium
) 
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               => incendiary bomb, incendiary, firebomb --
 (a bomb that is designed to start fires; are most effective against flammable targets (such as fuel)) 
               => letter bomb, parcel bomb, package bomb --
 (a thin explosive device inside an envelope or package and detonated when opened) 
               => megaton bomb -- (a nuclear weapon with an explosive power equivalent to one million tons of TNT) 
               => microwave bomb, E-bomb --
 (a bomb that explodes in midair and releases a massive burst of electromagnetic energy sufficient to disable computers
 and telecommunications without killing people or damaging buildings) 
               => Molotov cocktail, petrol bomb, gasoline bomb --
 (a crude incendiary bomb made of a bottle filled with flammable liquid and fitted with a rag wick) 
               => penetration bomb --
 (a bomb with about 30% explosive and a casing designed to penetrate hardened targets before the explosive detonates) 
               => pipe bomb -- (a small homemade bomb usually contained in a metal pipe) 
               => plastic bomb -- (a bomb made of plastic explosive) 
               => remote-control bomb -- (a bomb that can be detonated by remote control) 
               => smart bomb --
 (a bomb that can be guided (by a laser beam or radio) to its target; "smart bombs have revolutionized aerial bombardm
ent") 
                   => laser-guided bomb, LGB --
 (a smart bomb that seeks the laser light reflected off of the target and uses it to correct its descent; "laser-
guided bombs cannot be used in cloudy weather") 
                       => Bunker Buster, Guided Bomb Unit-28, GBU-28 -- (a 5,000 pound laser-
guided bomb that can be programmed to penetrate to a given depth before exploding; used to penetrate hardened under
ground faccilities) 
               => smoke bomb, smoke grenade --
 (a bomb that gives off thick smoke when it explodes; used to make a smoke screen or to mark a position) 
               => stink bomb, stench bomb -- (a small bomb designed to give off a foul odor when it explodes) 
               => thermobaric bomb, fuel-air bomb, vacuum bomb, volume-detonation bomb, aerosol bomb --
 (a bomb that uses a fuel-air explosive; "a thermobaric bomb can create overpressures equal to an atomic bomb") 
               => time bomb, infernal machine --
 (a bomb that has a detonating mechanism that can be set to go off at a particular time) 
           => defense system, defence system -- (the weaponry available for the defense of a region) 
           => gunnery -- (guns collectively) 
           => hardware -- (major items of military weaponry (as tanks or missile)) 
           => naval weaponry -- (weaponry for warships) 
               => fire control system --
 (naval weaponry consisting of a system for controlling the delivery of fire on a military target) 
               => missile defense system, missile defence system -- (naval weaponry providing a defense system) 
               => naval gun -- (naval weaponry consisting of a large gun carried on a warship) 
                   => stern chaser -- (a naval gun able to fire astern at a ship in chase) 
               => naval missile -- (naval weaponry consisting of a missile carried on a warship) 
 
       => population, universe --
 ((statistics) the entire aggregation of items from which samples can be drawn; "it is an estimate of the mean of the pop
ulation") 
           => subpopulation -- (a population that is part of a larger population) 
       => armamentarium -- (the collection of equipment and methods used in the practice of medicine) 
 
       => art collection -- (a collection of art works) 
           => loan collection -- (a number of pictures loaned by their owners for exhibition) 
       => backlog --
 (an accumulation of jobs not done or materials not processed that are yet to be dealt with (especially unfilled customer 
orders for products or services)) 
       => battery -- (a collection of related things intended for use together; "took a battery of achievement tests") 
       => block --
 (a number or quantity of related things dealt with as a unit; "he reserved a large block of seats"; "he held a large block 
of the company's stock") 
       => book, rule book --
 (a collection of rules or prescribed standards on the basis of which decisions are made; "they run things by the book ar
ound here") 
       => bottle collection -- (a collection of bottles; "her bottle collection is arranged on glass shelves in the window") 
       => bunch, lot, caboodle -- (any collection in its entirety; "she bought the whole caboodle") 
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       => coin collection -- (a collection of coins) 
       => collage -- (any collection of diverse things; "a collage of memories") 
       => content --
 (everything that is included in a collection; "he emptied the contents of his pockets"; "the two groups were similar in c
ontent") 
       => ensemble, tout ensemble --
 (an assemblage of parts or details (as in a work of art) considered as forming a whole) 
       => corpus -- (a collection of writings; "he edited the Hemingway corpus") 
       => crop --
 (a collection of people or things appearing together; "the annual crop of students brings a new crop of ideas") 
       => tenantry -- (tenants of an estate considered as a group) 
       => findings -- (a collection of tools and other articles used by an artisan to make jewelry or clothing or shoes) 
       => pack -- (a complete collection of similar things) 
           => disk pack, disc pack -- ((computer science) a portable pack of magnetic disks used in a disk storage device) 
           => pack of cards, deck of cards, deck -- (a pack of 52 playing cards) 
       => hand, deal --
 (the cards held in a card game by a given player at any given time; "I didn't hold a good hand all evening"; "he kept try
ing to see my hand") 
           => bridge hand -- (the cards held in a game of bridge) 
               => chicane -- (a bridge hand that is void of trumps) 
           => poker hand -- (the 5 cards held in a game of poker) 
               => royal flush -- (a poker hand with the Ace, King, Queen, Jack, and 10 all in the same suit) 
               => straight flush -- (a poker hand with consecutive cards in the same suit) 
               => full house -- (a poker hand with 3 of a kind and a pair) 
               => flush -- (a poker hand with all 5 cards in the same suit) 
               => straight -- (a poker hand with 5 consecutive cards (regardless of suit)) 
               => pair -- (a poker hand with 2 cards of the same value) 
       => long suit -- (in a hand, the suit having the most cards) 
           => strong suit -- (a long suit including high cards) 
       => stamp collection -- (a collection of stamps) 
       => statuary -- (statues collectively) 
           => Elgin Marbles --
 (a collection of classical Greek marble sculptures and fragments of architecture created by Phidias; chiefly from the Pa
rthenon in Athens) 
       => sum, summation, sum total --
 (the final aggregate; "the sum of all our troubles did not equal the misery they suffered") 
           => aggregate, congeries, conglomeration -- (a sum total of many heterogenous things taken together) 
       => agglomeration -- (a jumbled collection or mass) 
           => bunch, clump, cluster, clustering --
 (a grouping of a number of similar things; "a bunch of trees"; "a cluster of admirers") 
               => knot -- (a tight cluster of people or things; "a small knot of women listened to his sermon") 
               => swad -- (a bunch; "a thick swad of plants") 
               => tuft, tussock -- (a bunch of hair or feathers or growing grass) 
                   => wisp -- (a small tuft or lock; "wisps of hair") 
                   => witches' broom, witch broom, hexenbesen, staghead --
 (an abnormal tufted growth of small branches on a tree or shrub caused by fungi or insects or other physiological distur
bance) 
               => Northern Cross -- (a cluster of 5 bright stars forming a cross in the constellation Cygnus) 
               => Omega Centauri -- (a global cluster in the constellation Centaurus) 
               => Pleiades -- (a star cluster in the constellation Taurus) 
           => ball, clod, glob, lump, clump, chunk -- (a compact mass; "a ball of mud caught him on the shoulder") 
               => clot, coagulum -- (a lump of material formed from the content of a liquid) 
                   => thrombus -- (a blood clot formed within a blood vessel and remaining attached to its place of origin) 
                   => embolus -- (an abnormal particle (e.g. an air bubble or part of a clot) circulating in the blood) 
               => gob -- (a lump of slimey stuff; "a gob of phlegm") 
               => clew -- (a ball of yarn or cord or thread) 
       => gimmickry -- (a collection of gimmicks) 
       => nuclear club -- (the nations possessing nuclear weapons) 
       => pile, heap, mound, cumulus -- (a collection of objects laid on top of each other) 
           => compost heap, compost pile --
 (a heap of manure and vegetation and other organic residues that are decaying to become compost) 
           => dunghill, midden, muckheap, muckhill -- (a heap of dung or refuse) 
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           => scrapheap -- (pile of discarded metal) 
           => shock --
 (a pile of sheaves of grain set on end in a field to dry; stalks of Indian corn set up in a field; "corn is bound in small she
eves and several sheeves are set up together in shocks"; "whole fields of wheat in shock") 
           => slagheap -- (pile of waste matter from coal mining etc) 
           => stack -- (an orderly pile) 
               => haystack, hayrick, rick -- (a stack of hay) 
                   => haycock -- (a small cone-
shaped pile of hay that has been left in the field until it is dry enough to carry to the hayrick) 
           => pyre, funeral pyre -- (wood heaped for burning a dead body as a funeral rite) 
           => woodpile -- (a pile or stack of wood to be used for fuel) 
           => stockpile -- (a storage pile accumulated for future use) 
       => mass -- (an ill-structured collection of similar things (objects or people)) 
           => logjam -- (an immovable mass of logs blocking a river) 
           => shock -- (a bushy thick mass (especially hair); "he had an unruly shock of black hair") 
       => combination -- (a collection of things that have been combined; an assemblage of separate parts or qualities) 
           => amalgam -- (a combination or blend of diverse things; "his theory is an amalgam of earlier ideas") 
           => color scheme, colour scheme --
 (a planned combination of colors; "the color scheme for this room was determined by an interior decorator") 
           => complexion --
 (a combination that results from coupling or interlinking; "diphthongs are complexions of vowels") 
       => congregation --
 (an assemblage of people or animals or things collected together; "a congregation of children pleaded for his autograph
"; "a great congregation of birds flew over") 
       => hit parade -- (a collection of the best or most popular people or items of a given kind) 
       => Judaica -- (historical and literary materials relating to Judaism) 
       => kludge --
 (a badly assembled collection of parts hastily assembled to serve some particular purpose (often used to refer to compu
ting systems or software that has been badly put together)) 
       => library, program library, subroutine library --
 ((computing) a collection of standard programs and subroutines that are stored and available for immediate use) 
       => library -- (a collection of literary documents or records kept for reference or borrowing) 
           => bibliotheca -- (a collection of books) 
           => public library -- (a nonprofit library maintained for public use) 
           => rental collection -- (a collection of books that can be rented by readers in return for a small daily fee) 
       => mythology -- (myths collectively; the body of stories associated with a culture or institution or person) 
           => classical mythology --
 (the system of mythology of the Greeks and Roman together; much of Roman mythology (especially the gods) was bor
rowed from the Greeks) 
               => Greek mythology -- (the mythology of the ancient Greeks) 
               => Roman mythology -- (the mythology of the ancient Romans) 
           => Norse mythology --
 (the mythology of Scandinavia (shared in part by Britain and Germany) until the establishment of Christianity) 
       => Nag Hammadi, Nag Hammadi Library --
 (a collection of 13 ancient papyrus codices translated from Greek into Coptic that were discovered by farmers near the 
town of Nag Hammadi in 1945; the codices contain 45 distinct works including the chief sources of first-
hand knowledge of Gnosticism) 
       => biota, biology -- (all the plant and animal life of a particular region) 
       => fauna -- (all the animal life in a particular region) 
           => avifauna -- (the birds of a particular region or period) 
       => petting zoo -- (a collection of docile animals for children to pet and feed) 
       => set --
 (a group of things of the same kind that belong together and are so used; "a set of books"; "a set of golf clubs"; "a set o
f teeth") 
           => dentition, teeth -- (the kind and number and arrangement of teeth (collectively) in a person or animal) 
               => primary dentition -- (dentition of deciduous teeth) 
               => secondary dentition -- (dentition of permanent teeth) 
           => singleton -- (a set containing a single member) 
           => pair, brace -- (a set of two similar things considered as a unit) 
               => Tweedledum and Tweedledee, Tweedledee and Tweedledum -- (any two people who are hard to tell apart) 
           => trio, triad, triplet -- (a set of three similar things considered as a unit) 
               => trilogy -- (a set of three literary or dramatic works related in subject or theme) 
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               => Trimurti -- (the triad of divinities of later Hinduism) 
               => triplicity, trigon --
 ((astrology) one of four groups of the zodiac where each group consists of three signs separated from each other by 12
0 degrees) 
           => quartet, quartette, quadruplet -- (a set of four similar things considered as a unit) 
           => quintet, quintette -- (a set of five similar things considered as a unit) 
           => sextet, sextette, sestet -- (a set of six similar things considered as a unit) 
           => septet, septette -- (a set of seven similar things considered as a unit) 
           => octet, octette -- (a set of eight similar things considered as a unit) 
           => chess set -- (checkerboard and a set of 32 pieces used to play chess) 
           => manicure set -- (a set of implements used to manicure) 
           => union, sum, join --
 (a set containing all and only the members of two or more given sets; "let C be the union of the sets A and B") 
               => direct sum --
 (a union of two disjoint sets in which every element is the sum of an element from each of the disjoint sets) 
           => intersection, product, cartesian product --
 (the set of elements common to two or more sets; "the set of red hats is the intersection of the set of hats and the set of 
red things") 
           => field -- (all the competitors in a particular contest or sporting event) 
           => field -- (all of the horses in a particular horse race) 
           => field -- ((computer science) a set of one or more adjacent characters comprising a unit of information) 
               => bit field -- (a field containing only binary characters) 
           => bracket -- (a category falling within certain defined limits) 
               => income bracket, tax bracket, income tax bracket --
 (a category of taxpayers based on the amount of their income) 
               => price bracket -- (a category of merchandise based on their price) 
           => conjugation -- (the complete set of inflected forms of a verb) 
           => suite -- (a matching set of furniture) 
               => bedroom suite, bedroom set -- (a suite of furniture for the bedroom) 
               => diningroom suite, diningroom set -- (a suite of furniture for the diningroom) 
               => livingroom suite, livingroom set -- (a suite of furniture for the livingroom) 
           => choir, consort -- (a family of similar musical instrument playing together) 
           => core, nucleus, core group --
 (a small group of indispensable persons or things; "five periodicals make up the core of their publishing program") 
               => cadre -- (a nucleus of military personnel capable of expansion) 
           => score -- (a set of twenty members; "a score were sent out but only one returned") 
           => threescore -- (a set with 3 times 20 members) 
           => synset -- (a set of one or more synonyms) 
 
       => Victoriana -- (collection of materials of or characteristic of the Victorian era) 
 

CLASS, CATEGORY, FAMILY 
 
       => class, category, family --
 (a collection of things sharing a common attribute; "there are two classes of detergents") 
           => Larvacea, class Larvacea -- (small free-swimming tunicates; sometimes classified as an order) 
           => Diplopoda, class Diplopoda, Myriapoda, class Myriapoda --
 (arthropods having the body composed of numerous double somites each with two pairs of legs: millipedes) 
           => Malacostraca, subclass Malacostraca -- (largest subclass of Crustacea including most of the well-
known marine, freshwater, and terrestrial crustaceans: crabs; lobsters; shrimps; sow bugs; beach flies) 
           => grammatical category, syntactic category --
 ((grammar) a category of words having the same grammatical properties) 
               => case, grammatical case --
 (nouns or pronouns or adjectives (often marked by inflection) related in some way to other words in a sentence) 
                   => nominative, nominative case, subject case --
 (the category of nouns serving as the grammatical subject of a verb) 
                   => oblique, oblique case -- (any grammatical case other than the nominative) 
                       => accusative, accusative case, objective case --
 (the category of nouns serving as the direct object of a verb) 
                       => dative, dative case -- (the category of nouns serving as the indirect object of a verb) 
                       => genitive, genitive case, possessive case -- (the case expressing ownership) 
                       => vocative, vocative case --
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 (the case (in some inflected languages) used when the referent of the noun is being addressed) 
                       => ablative, ablative case --
 (the case indicating the agent in passive sentences or the instrument or manner or place of the action described by the v
erb) 
               => part of speech, form class, word class --
 (one of the traditional categories of words intended to reflect their functions in a grammatical context) 
                   => major form class -- (any of the parts of speech of traditional grammar) 
                       => noun -- (a word that can serve as the subject or object of a verb) 
                       => verb -- (a word that serves as the predicate of a sentence) 
                           => infinitive -- (the uninflected form of the verb) 
                               => split infinitive -- (an infinitive with an adverb between `to' and the verb (e.g., `to boldly go')) 
                           => participle, participial -- (a non-
finite form of the verb; in English it is used adjectivally and to form compound tenses) 
                               => present participle -- (a participle expressing present action; in English is formed by adding -ing) 
                               => past participle, perfect participle -- (a participle that expresses completed action) 
                           => phrasal verb --
 (an English verb followed by one or more particles where the combination behaves as a syntactic and semantic unit; "`t
urn out' is a phrasal verb in the question `how many turned out to vote?'") 
                           => transitive verb, transitive verb form --
 (a verb (or verb construction) that requires an object in order to be grammatical) 
                               => doubly transitive verb, doubly transitive verb form --
 (a transitive verb that takes both a direct and an indirect object) 
                           => intransitive verb, intransitive verb form --
 (a verb (or verb construction) that does not take an object) 
                       => adjective -- (the word class that qualifies nouns) 
                       => adverb -- (the word class that qualifies verbs or clauses) 
               => number --
 (the grammatical category for the forms of nouns and pronouns and verbs that are used depending on the number of en
tities involved (singular or dual or plural); "in English the subject and the verb must agree in number") 
               => person --
 (a grammatical category of pronouns and verb forms; "stop talking about yourself in the third person") 
                   => first person --
 (pronouns and verbs used to refer to the speaker or writer of the language in which they occur) 
                   => second person --
 (pronouns and verbs used to refer to the person addressed by the language in which they occur) 
                   => third person --
 (pronouns and verbs that are used to refer to something other than the speaker or addressee of the language in which th
ey occur) 
               => gender, grammatical gender --
 (a grammatical category in inflected languages governing the agreement between nouns and pronouns and adjectives; i
n some languages it is quite arbitrary but in Indo-European languages it is usually based on sex or animateness) 
                   => feminine --
 (a gender that refers chiefly (but not exclusively) to females or to objects classified as female) 
                   => masculine -- (a gender that refers chiefly (but not exclusively) to males or to objects classified as male) 
                   => neuter --
 (a gender that refers chiefly (but not exclusively) to inanimate objects (neither masculine nor feminine)) 
               => tense -- (a grammatical category of verbs used to express distinctions of time) 
                   => present, present tense -- (a verb tense that expresses actions or states at the time of speaking) 
                       => historical present -- (the use of the present tense to describe past actions or states) 
                   => aorist --
 (a verb tense in some languages (classical Greek and Sanskrit) expressing action (especially past action) without indica
ting its completion or continuation) 
                   => past, past tense -- (a verb tense that expresses actions or states in the past) 
                       => preterit, preterite -- (a term formerly used to refer to the simple past tense) 
                   => future, future tense -- (a verb tense that expresses actions or states in the future) 
                   => progressive, progressive tense, imperfect, imperfect tense, continuous tense --
 (a tense of verbs used in describing action that is on-going) 
                       => present progressive, present progressive tense -- (a tense used to express action that is on-
going at the time of utterance) 
                       => past progressive, past progressive tense -- (a progressive tense used to describe on-
going action in the past; "`I had been running' is an example of the past progressive") 
                       => future progressive, future progressive tense --
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 (a progressive tense used to express action that will be on-
going in the future; "`I will be running' is an example of the future progressive") 
                   => perfective, perfective tense, perfect, perfect tense --
 (a tense of verbs used in describing action that has been completed (sometimes regarded as perfective aspect)) 
                       => present perfect, present perfect tense --
 (a perfective tense used to express action completed in the present; "`I have finished' is an example of the present perfe
ct") 
                       => past perfect, past perfect tense, pluperfect, pluferfect tense --
 (a perfective tense used to express action completed in the past; "`I had finished' is an example of the past perfect") 
                       => future perfect, future perfect tense --
 (a perfective tense used to describe action that will be completed in the future; "`I will have finished' is an example of t
he future perfect") 
               => semantic role, participant role -- (an entity realized by a noun or noun phrase in a clause or sentence) 
                   => affected role, patient role, patient --
 (the semantic role of an entity that is not the agent but is directly involved in or affected by the happening denoted by t
he verb in the clause) 
                   => agentive role, agent --
 (the semantic role of the animate entity that instigates or causes the hapening denoted by the verb in the clause) 
                   => benefactive role, beneficiary --
 (the semantic role of the intended recipient who benefits from the happening denoted by the verb in the clause) 
                   => instrumental role, instrument --
 (the semantic role of the entity (usually inanimate) that the agent uses to perform an action or start a process) 
                   => locative role, locative --
 (the semantic role of the noun phrase that designates the place of the state or action denoted by the verb) 
                   => recipient role, recipient --
 (the semantic role of the animate entity that is passively involved in the happening denoted by the verb in the clause) 
                   => resultant role, result --
 (the semantic role of the noun phrase whose referent exists only by virtue of the activity denoted by the verb in the cla
use) 
                   => temporal role, temporal --
 (the semantic role of the noun phrase that designating the time of the state or action denoted by the verb) 
           => substitution class, paradigm --
 (the class of all items that can be substituted into the same position (or slot) in a grammatical sentence (are in paradigm
atic relation with one another)) 
           => stamp -- (a type or class; "more men of his stamp are needed") 
           => sex --
 (either of the two categories (male or female) into which most organisms are divided; "the war between the sexes") 
           => declension -- (a class of nouns or pronouns or adjectives in Indo-
European languages having the same (or very similar) inflectional forms; "the first declension in Latin") 
           => conjugation -- (a class of verbs having the same inflectional forms) 
           => denomination --
 (a class of one kind of unit in a system of numbers or measures or weights or money; "he flashed a fistful of bills of lar
ge denominations") 
       => job lot -- (a miscellaneous collection of things sold together) 
       => package, bundle, packet, parcel -- (a collection of things wrapped or boxed together) 
           => wisp -- (a small bundle of straw or hay) 
       => defense, defence, defense team, defense lawyers --
 (the defendant and his legal advisors collectively; "the defense called for a mistrial") 
       => prosecution -- (the lawyers acting for the state to put the case against the defendant) 
       => planting --
 (a collection of plants (trees or shrubs or flowers) in a particular area; "the landscape architect suggested a small planti
ng in the northwest corner") 
       => signage --
 (signs collectively (especially commercial signs or posters); "there will be signage displayed at each post") 
       => generally accepted accounting practices, GAAP --
 (a collection of rules and procedures and conventions that define accepted accounting practice; includes broad guidelin
es as well as detailed procedures) 
       => pantheon -- (all the gods of a religion) 
       => Free World -- (anti-Communist countries collectively) 
       => Third World -- (underdeveloped and developing countries of Asia and Africa and Latin America collectively) 
       => Europe --
 (the nations of the European continent collectively; "the Marshall Plan helped Europe recover from World War II") 
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       => Asia -- (the nations of the Asian continent collectively) 
       => North America -- (the nations of the North American continent collectively) 
       => Central America -- (the nations of Central America collectively) 
       => South America --
 (the nations of the South American continent collectively; "South America is an important market for goods from the 
United States") 
       => Oort cloud --
 ((astronomy) a hypothetical huge collection of comets orbiting the sun far beyond the orbit of Pluto; perturbations (as 
by other stars) can upset a comet's orbit and may send it tumbling toward the sun) 
       => galaxy -- (a splendid assemblage (especially of famous people)) 
 

GALAXY 
       => galaxy, extragalactic nebula --
 ((astronomy) a collection of star systems; any of the billions of systems each having many stars and nebulae and dust; 
"`extragalactic nebula' is a former name for `galaxy'") 
           => spiral galaxy, spiral nebula --
 (a galaxy having a spiral structure; arms containing younger stars spiral out from old stars at the center) 
               => Andromeda galaxy -- (a spiral galaxy in the constellation of Andromeda that is visible to the naked eye) 
           => Great Attractor --
 (a massive grouping of galaxies in the direction of Centaurus and Hydra whose gravitational attraction is believed to ca
use deviations in the paths of other galaxies) 
           => Magellanic Cloud --
 (either of two small galaxies orbiting the Milky Way; visible near the south celestial pole) 
               => Large Magellanic Cloud -- (the larger of the two Magellanic Clouds visible from the southern hemisphere) 
               => Small Magellanic Cloud --
 (the smaller of the two Magellanic Clouds visible from the southern hemisphere) 
           => Milky Way, Milky Way Galaxy, Milky Way System --
 (the galaxy containing the solar system; consists of millions of stars that can be seen as a diffuse band of light stretchin
g across the night sky) 
 
       => fleet -- (a group of warships organized as a tactical unit) 
           => flotilla -- (a fleet of small craft) 
           => flotilla -- (a United States Navy fleet consisting of two or more squadrons of small warships) 
           => armada -- (a large fleet) 
               => The Armada, Spanish Armada, Invincible Armada --
 (the great fleet sent from Spain against England by Philip II in 1588) 
           => battle fleet -- (a fleet of warships prepared for battle) 
           => wolf pack -- (a group of submarines operating together in attacking enemy convoys) 
       => fleet -- (group of motor vehicles operating together under the same ownership) 
           => motor pool -- (a fleet of military vehicles controlled by a single agency and available for use as needed) 
       => fleet -- (group of aircraft operating together under the same ownership) 
       => repertoire -- (a collection of works that an artist or company can perform) 
       => repertory, repertoire --
 (the entire range of skills or aptitudes or devices used in a particular field or occupation; "the repertory of the supposed
 feats of mesmerism"; "has a large repertory of dialects and characters") 
       => assortment, mixture, mixed bag, miscellany, miscellanea, variety, salmagundi, smorgasbord, potpourri, motley -
-
 (a collection containing a variety of sorts of things; "a great assortment of cars was on display"; "he had a variety of dis
orders"; "a veritable smorgasbord of religions") 
           => grab bag -- (an assortment of miscellaneous items) 
           => witches' brew, witches' broth, witch's brew --
 (a fearsome mixture; "a witches' brew of gansters and terrorists"; "mixing dope and alcohol creates a witches' brew") 
           => range --
 (a variety of different things or activities; "he answered a range of questions"; "he was impressed by the range and dive
rsity of the collection") 
               => band -- (a range of frequencies between two limits) 
                   => frequency band, waveband --
 (a band of adjacent radio frequencies (e.g., assigned for transmitting radio or television signals)) 
           => selection --
 (an assortment of things from which a choice can be made; "the store carried a large selection of shoes") 
           => odds and ends, oddments, melange, farrago, ragbag, hodgepodge, mishmash, mingle-
mangle, hotchpotch, omnium-gatherum -- (a motley assortment of things) 
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           => alphabet soup -- (a confusing assortment; "Roosevelt created an alphabet soup of federal agencies") 
           => sampler -- (an assortment of various samples; "a candy sampler"; "a sampler of French poets") 
       => batch, clutch -- (a collection of things or persons to be handled together) 
           => schmeer, schmear, shmear -- ((Yiddish) a batch of things that go together; "he bought the whole schmeer") 
       => batch -- (all the loaves of bread baked at the same time) 
       => rogue's gallery -- (a collection of pictures of criminals) 
       => exhibition, exposition, expo -- (a collection of things (goods or works of art etc.) for public display) 
           => art exhibition -- (an exhibition of art objects (paintings or statues)) 
               => retrospective -- (an exhibition of a representative selection of an artist's life work) 
           => peepshow, raree-show --
 (an exhibition of pictures or objects viewed through a small hole or magnifying glass) 
           => fair -- (a competitive exhibition of farm products; "she won a blue ribbon for her baking at the county fair") 
       => convoy -- (a collection of merchant ships with an escort of warships) 
 
       => traffic --
 (the aggregation of things (pedestrians or vehicles) coming and going in a particular locality during a specified period 
of time) 
           => air traffic -- (traffic created by the movement of aircraft) 
           => commuter traffic -- (traffic created by people going to or returning from work) 
           => pedestrian traffic, foot traffic -- (people coming and going on foot) 
           => vehicular traffic, vehicle traffic -- (the aggregation of vehicles coming and going in a particular locality) 
               => automobile traffic, car traffic -- (cars coming and going) 
               => bicycle traffic -- (bicycles coming and going) 
               => bus traffic -- (buses coming and going) 
               => truck traffic -- (trucks coming and going) 
       => aviation, air power -- (the aggregation of a country's military aircraft) 
 
       => vegetation, flora -- (all the plant life in a particular region) 
           => brush, brushwood, coppice, copse, thicket -- (a dense growth of bushes) 
               => brake -- (an area thickly overgrown usually with one kind of plant) 
               => canebrake -- (a dense growth of cane (especially giant cane)) 
               => spinney -- (a copse that shelters game) 
               => underbrush, undergrowth, underwood --
 (the brush (small trees and bushes and ferns etc.) growing beneath taller trees in a wood or forest) 
                   => groundcover, ground cover -- (small plants other than saplings growing on a forest floor) 
           => growth -- (vegetation that has grown; "a growth of trees"; "the only growth was some salt grass") 
           => scrub, chaparral, bush -- (dense vegetation consisting of stunted trees or bushes) 
           => stand -- (a growth of similar plants (usually trees) in a particular area; "they cut down a stand of trees") 
           => forest, wood, woods -- (the trees and other plants in a large densely wooded area) 
               => bosk -- (a small wooded area) 
               => grove -- (a small growth of trees without underbrush) 
               => old growth, virgin forest --
 (forest or woodland having a mature or overly mature ecosystem more or less uninfluenced by human activity) 
               => second growth --
 (a second growth of trees covering an area where the original stand was destroyed by fire or cutting) 
           => shrubbery -- (a collection of shrubs growing together) 
           => garden -- (the flowers or vegetables or fruits or herbs that are cultivated in a garden) 
           => brier, brierpatch, brier patch -- (tangled mass of prickly plants) 
           => groundcover, ground cover -- (low-
growing plants planted in deep shade or on a steep slope where turf is difficult to grow) 
               => rupturewort, Hernaria glabra --
 (common prostrate Old World herb often used as a ground cover; formerly reputed to cure ruptures) 
               => whitlowwort -- (any of various low-
growing tufted plants of the genus Paronychia having tiny greenish flowers and usually whorled leaves; widespread thr
oughout warm regions of both Old and New Worlds; formerly thought to cure whitlows (suppurative infections around 
a fingernail)) 
               => pearlwort, pearlweed, pearl-weed -- (any of various low-
growing plants of the genus Sagina having small spherical flowers resembling pearls) 
               => baby's tears, baby tears, Helxine soleirolia, Soleirolia soleirolii --
 (prostrate or creeping Corsican herb with mosslike small round short-stemmed leaves) 
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LAW, JURISPRUDENCE 
       => law, jurisprudence --
 (the collection of rules imposed by authority; "civilization presupposes respect for the law"; "the great problem for juri
sprudence to allow freedom while enforcing order") 
           => administrative law --
 (the body of rules and regulations and orders and decisions created by administrative agencies of government) 
           => canon law, ecclesiastical law -- (the body of codified laws governing the affairs of a Christian church) 
           => civil law -- (the body of laws established by a state or nation for its own regulation) 
               => case law, precedent, common law -- ((civil law) a law established by following earlier judicial decisions) 
               => legislation, statute law -- (law enacted by a legislative body) 
                   => enabling legislation --
 (legislation that gives appropriate officials the authority to implement or enforce the law) 
                   => occupational safety and health act, federal job safety law --
 (a law passed by the United States Congress that created the Occupational Safety and Health Administration to prevent
 employees from being injured or contracting diseases in the course of their employment) 
           => common law, case law, precedent --
 (a system of jurisprudence based on judicial precedents rather than statutory laws; "common law originated in the unw
ritten laws of England and was later applied in the United States") 
           => international law, law of nations -- (the body of laws governing relations between nations) 
           => law of the land --
 (a phrase used in the Magna Carta to refer to the then established law of the Kingdom (as distinct from Roman or civil 
law); today it refers to fundamental principles of justice commensurate with due process; "the United States Constitutio
n declares itself to be `the supreme law of the land'") 
           => maritime law, admiralty law --
 (the traditional body of rules and practices relating to commerce and navigation or to business transacted at sea or to ge
neral maritime affairs) 
           => martial law --
 (the body of law imposed by the military over civilian affairs (usually in time of war or civil crisis); overrides civil law
) 
           => mercantile law, commercial law, law merchant --
 (the body of rules applied to commercial transactions; derived from the practices of traders rather than from jurisprude
nce) 
           => military law --
 (the body of laws and rules of conduct administered by military courts for the discipline, trial, and punishment of milit
ary personnel) 
           => Mosaic law, Law of Moses --
 (the laws (beginning with the Ten Commandments) that God gave to the Israelites through Moses; it includes many rul
es of religious observance given in the first five books of the Old Testament (in Judaism these books are called the Tora
h)) 
           => shariah, shariah law, sharia, sharia law, Islamic law --
 (the code of law derived from the Koran and from the teachings and example of Mohammed; "sharia is only applicable
 to Muslims"; "under Islamic law there is no separation of church and state") 
               => hudud, hudood --
 (Islamic laws stating the limits ordained by Allah and including the deterent punishments for serious crimes) 
           => statutory law -- (the body of laws created by legislative statutes) 
           => securities law -- (the body of laws governing the issuance and selling of securities) 
           => tax law -- (the body of laws governing taxation) 
 
       => menagerie -- (a collection of live animals for study or display) 
 
       => data, information -- (a collection of facts from which conclusions may be drawn; "statistical data") 
           => accounting data --
 (all the data (ledgers and journals and spreadsheets) that support a financial statement; can be hard copy or machine rea
dable) 
           => metadata -- (data about data; "a library catalog is metadata because it describes publications") 
           => raw data -- (unanalyzed data; data not yet subjected to analysis) 
       => ana -- (a collection of anecdotes about a person or place) 
       => mail, post --
 (any particular collection of letters or packages that is delivered; "your mail is on the table"; "is there any post for me?"
; "she was opening her post") 
           => fan mail -- (mail sent to public figures from their admirers; "he hired someone to answer his fan mail") 
           => hate mail -- (mail that expresses the writer's dislike or hatred (usually in offensive language)) 
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           => mailing -- (mail sent by a sender at one time; "the candidate sent out three large mailings") 
 
       => treasure -- (a collection of precious things; "the trunk held all her meager treasures") 
       => treasure trove --
 (any collection of valuables that is discovered; "her book was a treasure trove of new ideas"; "mother's attic was a treas
ure trove when we were looking for antiques") 
       => troponymy, troponomy -- (the place name of a region or a language) 
       => smithereens --
 (a collection of small fragments considered as a whole; "Berlin was bombed to smithereens"; "his hopes were dashed t
o smithereens"; "I wanted to smash him to smithereens"; "the toilet bowl ws blown to smitereens") 
       => Wise Men, Magi --
 ((New Testament) the sages who visited Jesus and Mary and Joseph shortly after Jesus was born; the Gospel Accordin
g to Matthew says they were guided by a star and brought gifts of gold and frankincense and myrrh; because there were
 three gifts it is usually assumed that there were three of them) 
       => French West Indies -- (the islands in the Lesser Antilles that are administered by France) 
 

SYSTEM, SCHEME 
 
system, scheme --
 (a group of independent but interrelated elements comprising a unified whole; "a vast system of production and distrib
ution and consumption keep the country going") 
       => language system -- (a system of linguistic units or elements used in a particular language) 
           => accentual system, prosodic system -- (the system of accentuation used in a particular language) 
           => morphophonemic system -- (the morphophonemics of a particular language) 
           => phonemic system -- (the system of phonemes recognized in a language) 
               => consonant system, consonantal system -- (the system of consonants used in a particular language) 
               => vowel system -- (the system of vowels used in a particular language) 
           => phonological system, phonologic system -- (the system of phones used in a particular language) 
               => tone system, tonal system --
 (the system of tones used in a particular language or dialect of a tone language) 
           => syllabicity -- (the pattern of syllable formation in a particular language) 
           => tense system -- (a system of tenses used in a particular language) 
 
       => judiciary, judicature, judicatory, judicial system --
 (the system of law courts that administer justice and constitute the judicial branch of government) 
           => Federal Judiciary --
 (the judiciary of the United States which is responsible for interpreting and enforcing federal laws) 
 

ECONOMY, ECONOMIC SYSTEM 
       => economy, economic system -- (the system of production and distribution and consumption) 
           => industrialism -- (an economic system built on large industries rather than on agriculture or craftsmanship) 
           => market economy, free enterprise, laissez-faire economy --
 (an economy that relies chiefly on market forces to allocate goods and resources and to determine prices) 
               => capitalism, capitalist economy -- (an economic system based on private ownership of capital) 
           => mixed economy -- (an economic system that combines private and state enterprises) 
           => non-market economy -- (an economy that is not a market economy) 
               => managed economy -- (a non-
market economy in which government intervention is important in allocating goods and resources and determining  
prices) 
                   => socialism, socialist economy -- (an economic system based on state ownership of capital) 
                       => communism -- (a form of socialism that abolishes private ownership) 
                           => Bolshevism, collectivism, sovietism -- (Soviet communism) 
                               => revisionism -- (a moderate evolutionary form of Marxism) 
                               => revisionism -- (any dangerous departure from the teachings of Marx) 
                       => International -- (any of several international socialist organizations) 
                       => Nazism, Naziism, national socialism -- (a form of socialism featuring racism and expansionism) 
                   => mercantilism, mercantile system --
 (an economic system (Europe in 18th C) to increase a nation's wealth by government regulation of all of the nation's  
commercial interests) 
                   => communist economy -- (the managed economy of a communist state) 
           => state capitalism --
 (an economic system that is primarily capitalistic but there is some degree of government ownership of the means of pr
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oduction) 
           => state socialism --
 (an economic system in which the government owns most means of production but some degree of private capitalism  
is allowed) 
       => ecosystem --
 (a system formed by the interaction of a community of organisms with their physical environment) 
       => social organization, social organisation, social structure, social system, structure --
 (the people in a society considered as a system organized by a characteristic pattern of relationships; "the social  
organization of England and America is very different"; "sociologists have studied the changing structure of the family"
) 
           => feudalism, feudal system --
 (the social system that developed in Europe in the 8th C; vassals were protected by lords who they had to serve in war) 
           => patriarchy, patriarchate --
 (a form of social organization in which a male is the family head and title is traced through the male line) 
           => matriarchy, matriarchate --
 (a form of social organization in which a female is the family head and title is traced through the female line) 
           => meritocracy -- (a form of social system in which power goes to those with superior intellects) 
           => class structure -- (the organization of classes within a society) 
               => caste system -- (a social structure in which classes are determined by heredity) 
           => segregation, separatism -- (a social system that provides separate facilities for minority groups) 
               => racial segregation -- (segregation by race) 
                   => petty apartheid --
 (racial segregation enforced primarily in public transportation and hotels and restaurants and other public places) 
               => de facto segregation --
 (segregation (especially in schools) that happens in fact although not required by law) 
               => de jure segregation -- (segregation that is imposed by law) 
               => purdah, sex segregation -- (the traditional Hindu or Muslim system of keeping women secluded) 
               => white separatism -- (a social system in which white people live separately from members of other races) 
       => dragnet --
 (a system of coordinated measures for apprehending (criminals or other individuals); "caught in the police dragnet") 
       => machinery --
 (a system of means and activities whereby a social institution functions; "the complex machinery of negotiation"; "the 
machinery of command labored and brought forth an order") 
       => network, web --
 (an interconnected system of things or people; "he owned a network of shops"; "retirement meant dropping out of a  
whole network of people who had been part of my life"; "tangled in a web of cloth") 
           => reticulum -- (any fine network (especially one in the body composed of cells or blood vessels)) 
               => neural network, neural net --
 (any network of neurons or nuclei that function together to perform some function in the body) 
                   => reticular formation, RF --
 (a complex neural network in the central core of the brainstem; monitors the state of the body and functions in such pro
cesses as arousal and sleep and attention and muscle tone) 
                   => reticular activating system, RAS --
 (the network in the reticular formation that serves an alerting or arousal function) 
           => espionage network -- (a network of spies) 
           => old boy network --
 (an exclusive informal network linking members of a social class or profession or organization in order to provide  
connections and information and favors (especially in business or politics); "professional women have developed an old
  boy network of their own") 
           => support system --
 (a network of facilities and people who interact and remain in informal communication for mutual assistance; a  
network that enables you to live in a certain style) 
       => nonlinear system -- (a system whose performance cannot be described by equations of the first degree) 
       => subsystem -- (a system that is part of some larger system) 
       => organism -- (a system considered analogous in structure or function to a living body; "the social organism") 
       => syntax -- (a systematic orderly arrangement) 
       => body --
 (a collection of particulars considered as a system; "a body of law"; "a body of doctrine"; "a body of precedents") 
       => shebang -- (an entire system; used in the phrase `the whole shebang') 
       => solar system -- (the sun with the celestial bodies that revolve around it in its gravitational field) 
       => water system -- (a river and all of its tributaries) 
       => rootage, root system -- (a developed system of roots) 
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race --
 (people who are believed to belong to the same genetic stock; "some biologists doubt that there are important genetic d
ifferences between races of human beings") 
       => color, colour, people of color, people of colour --
 (a race with skin pigmentation different from the white race (especially Blacks)) 
       => master race, Herrenvolk -- (a race that considers itself superior to all others and fitted to rule the others) 
       => Black race, Negroid race, Negro race -- (a dark-skinned race) 
       => White race, White people, Caucasoid race, Caucasian race -- (a light-skinned race) 
       => Yellow race, Mongoloid race, Mongolian race -- (an Asian race) 
       => Indian race, Amerindian race -- (usually included in the Mongoloid race) 
       => Indian race -- (sometimes included in the Caucasian race; native to the subcontinent of India) 
       => Slavic people, Slavic race -- (a race of people speaking a Slavonic language) 
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COGNITION, KNOWLEDGE 
cognition, knowledge, noesis -- (the psychological result of perception and learning and reasoning) 
       => mind, head, brain, psyche, nous --
 (that which is responsible for one's thoughts and feelings; the seat of the faculty of reason; "his mind  
wandered"; "I couldn't get his words out of my head") 
       => place --
 (an abstract mental location; "he has a special place in my thoughts"; "a place in my heart"; "a political  
system with no place for the less prominent groups") 
       => public knowledge, general knowledge -- (knowledge that is available to anyone) 
       => episteme --
 (the body of ideas that determine intellectually certain knowledge at any particular time) 
       => lexis -- (all of the words in a language; all word forms having meaning or grammatical function) 
       => vocabulary, lexicon, mental lexicon -- (a language user's knowledge of words) 
       => practice --
 (knowledge of how something is usually done; "it is not the local practice to wear shorts to dinner") 
       => equivalent --
 (a person or thing equal to another in value or measure or force or effect or significance etc; "send two  
dollars or the equivalent in stamps") 
       => structure --
 (the complex composition of knowledge as elements and their combinations; "his lectures have no  
structure") 
       => content, cognitive content, mental object --
 (the sum or range of what has been perceived, discovered, or learned) 
       => information -- (knowledge acquired through study or experience or instruction) 
        
content, cognitive content, mental object --
 (the sum or range of what has been perceived, discovered, or learned) 
       => tradition -- (an inherited pattern of thought or action) 
       => object -- (the focus of cognitions or feelings; "objects of thought"; "the object of my affection") 
       => food, food for thought, intellectual nourishment --
 (anything that provides mental stimulus for thinking) 
       => noumenon, thing-in-itself --
 (the intellectual conception of a thing as it is in itself, not as it is known through perception) 
       => universe, universe of discourse -- (everything stated or assumed in a given discussion) 
       => topic, subject, issue, matter --
 (some situation or event that is thought about; "he kept drifting off the topic"; "he had been thinking about 
the subject for several years"; "it is a matter for the police") 
       => issue --
 (an important question that is in dispute and must be settled; "the issue could be settled by requiring public 
education for everyone"; "politicians never discuss the real issues") 
       => idea, thought --
 (the content of cognition; the main thing you are thinking about; "it was not a good idea"; "the thought  
never entered my mind") 
       => kernel, substance, core, center, essence, gist, heart, heart and soul, inwardness, marrow, meat, nub, 
pith, sum, nitty-gritty --
 (the choicest or most essential or most vital part of some idea or experience; "the gist of the prosecutor's  
argument"; "the heart and soul of the Republican Party"; "the nub of the story") 
       => wisdom -- (accumulated knowledge or erudition or enlightenment) 
       => representation, mental representation, internal representation --
 (a presentation to the mind in the form of an idea or image) 
       => belief -- (any cognitive content held as true) 
       => unbelief, disbelief -- (a rejection of belief) 
       => goal, end --
 (the state of affairs that a plan is intended to achieve and that (when achieved) terminates behavior  
intended to achieve it; "the ends justify the means") 
       => education --
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 (knowledge acquired by learning and instruction; "it was clear that he had a very broad education") 
       => experience --
 (the content of direct observation or participation in an event; "he had a religious experience"; "he recalled 
the experience vividly") 
       => acculturation, culture -- (all the knowledge and values shared by a society) 
       => lore, traditional knowledge --
 (knowledge gained through tradition or anecdote; "early peoples passed on plant and animal lore through  
legend") 
       => ignorance -- (the lack of knowledge or education) 
       => knowledge domain, knowledge base -- (the content of a particular domain or field of knowledge) 
       => metaknowledge -- (knowledge about knowledge) 
 

REPRESENTATION, MENTAL REPRESENTATION 
 
representation, mental representation, internal representation --
 (a presentation to the mind in the form of an idea or image) 
       => overlap, convergence, intersection --
 (a representation of common ground between theories or phenomena; "there was no overlap between their proposals") 
           => crossroads --
 (a point where a choice must be made; "Freud's work stands at the crossroads between psychology and neurology") 
           => interface --
 (the overlap where two theories or phenomena affect each other or have links with each other; "the interface between  
chemistry and biology") 
       => instantiation --
 (a representation of an idea in the form of an instance of it; "how many instantiations were found?") 
       => antitype --
 (a person or thing represented or foreshadowed by a type or symbol; especially a figure in the Old Testament having a 
counterpart in the New Testament) 
       => stereotype --
 (a conventional or formulaic conception or image; "regional stereotypes have been part of America since its founding") 
       => schema, scheme --
 (an internal representation of the world; an organization of concepts and actions that can be revised by new  
information about the world) 
 

IMAGE 
       => image, mental image --
 (an iconic mental representation; "her imagination forced images upon her too awful to contemplate") 
           => imagination image, thought-image -- (a mental image produced by the imagination) 
           => memory image -- (a mental image of something previously experienced) 
               => memory picture -- (a memory image that is similar to a visual perception) 
               => afterimage, aftersensation --
 (an image (usually a negative image) that persists after stimulation has ceased) 
                   => aftertaste -- (an afterimage of a taste) 
           => visual image, visualization, visualisation -- (a mental image that is similar to a visual perception) 
           => mental picture, picture, impression --
 (a clear and telling mental image; "he described his mental picture of his assailant"; "he had no clear picture of himself 
or his world"; "the events left a permanent impression in his mind") 
           => auditory image -- (a mental image that is similar to an auditory perception) 
 
       => interpretation, reading, version -- (a mental representation of the meaning or significance of something) 
           => reinterpretation -- (a new or different meaning) 
           => anagoge -- (a mystical or allegorical interpretation (especially of Scripture)) 
       => phantasmagoria -- (a constantly changing medley or real or imagined images (as in a dream)) 
       => psychosexuality -- (the mental representation of sexual activities) 
 

PERCEPT, PERCEPTION, EXPERIENCE 
 
       => percept, perception, perceptual experience --
 (the representation of what is perceived; basic component in the formation of a concept) 
           => figure --
 (a unitary percept having structure and coherence that is the object of attention and that stands out against a ground) 
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           => ground -- (a relatively homogeneous percept extending back of the figure on which attention is focused) 
           => visual percept, visual image -- (a percept that arises from the eyes; an image in the visual system) 
               => eye candy --
 (visual images that are pleasing to see but are intellectually undemanding; "he wanted to put some eye candy on their 
web site") 
               => field, field of view -- (the area that is visible (as through an optical instrument)) 
                   => microscopic field -- (the areas that is visible through a microscope) 
                   => operative field -- (the area that is open during surgery) 
               => sight --
 (an instance of visual perception; "the sight of his wife brought him back to reality"; "the train was an unexpected sight
") 
               => view, aspect, prospect, scene, vista, panorama --
 (the visual percept of a region; "the most desirable feature of the park are the beautiful views") 
                   => background, ground --
 (the part of a scene (or picture) that lies behind objects in the foreground; "he posed her against a background of  
rolling hills") 
                   => coast -- (the area within view; "the coast is clear") 
                   => exposure -- (aspect re light or wind; "the studio had a northern exposure") 
                   => foreground -- (the part of a scene that is near the viewer) 
                   => glimpse -- (a brief or incomplete view; "from the window he could catch a glimpse of the lake") 
                   => middle distance -- (the part of a scene between the foreground and the background) 
                   => side view -- (a view from the side of something) 
                       => profile -- (a side view representation of an object (especially a human face)) 
                   => tableau -- (any dramatic scene) 
               => visual field, field of vision, field of regard --
 (all of the points of the physical environment that can be perceived by a stable eye at a given moment) 
 
       => memory -- (something that is remembered; "search as he would, the memory was lost") 
           => reminiscence -- (a mental impression retained and recalled from the past) 
           => recollection -- (something recalled to the mind) 
           => engram, memory trace --
 (a postulated biochemical change (presumably in neural tissue) that represents a memory) 
           => confabulation -- ((psychiatry) a plausible but imagined memory that fills in gaps in what is remembered) 
           => screen memory --
 (an imagined memory of a childhood experience; hides another memory of distressing significance) 
 
       => model, example -- (a representative form or pattern; "I profited from his example") 
           => lodestar, loadstar -- (something that serves as a model or guide) 
           => prototype, paradigm, epitome, image --
 (a standard or typical example; "he is the prototype of good breeding"; "he provided America with an image of the  
good father") 
               => concentrate -- (a concentrated example; "the concentrate of contemporary despair") 
               => imago -- ((psychoanalysis) an idealized image of someone (usually a parent) formed in childhood) 
           => type specimen, holotype -- (the original specimen from which the description of a new species is made) 
           => microcosm -- (a miniature model of something) 
           => original, archetype, pilot -- (an original model on which something is patterned) 
           => template, templet, guide -- (a model or standard for making comparisons) 
               => rhythm, speech rhythm --
 (the arrangement of spoken words alternating stressed and unstressed elements; "the rhythm of Frost's poetry") 
           => prefiguration -- (an example that prefigures or foreshadows what is to come) 
 
       => appearance -- (a mental representation; "I tried to describe his appearance to the police") 
           => illusion, semblance -- (an erroneous mental representation) 
               => apparition, phantom, phantasm, phantasma, shadow --
 (something existing in perception only; "a ghostly apparition at midnight") 
                   => unidentified flying object, UFO, flying saucer --
 (an (apparently) flying object whose nature is unknown; especially those considered to have extraterrestrial origins) 
                   => Flying Dutchman -- (a phantom ship that is said to appear in storms near the Cape of Good Hope) 
                   => ghost, shade, spook, wraith, specter, spectre --
 (a mental representation of some haunting experience; "he looked like he had seen a ghost"; "it aroused specters from  
his past") 
               => irradiation -- (the apparent enlargement of a bright object when viewed against a dark background) 
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               => phantom limb -- (the illusion that a limb still exists after it has been amputated) 
           => three-D, 3-D, 3D -- (having a three-dimensional form or appearance; "aren't dreams always in 3-D?") 
           => front -- (the outward appearance of a person; "he put up a bold front") 
 
       => blur, fuzz --
 (a hazy or indistinct representation; "it happened so fast it was just a blur"; "he tried to clear his head of the whisky  
fuzz") 
       => abstractionism, unrealism -- (a representation having no reference to concrete objects or specific examples) 
       => concretism, concrete representation -- (a representation of an abstract idea in concrete terms) 
           => shape, embodiment --
 (a concrete representation of an otherwise nebulous concept; "a circle was the embodiment of his concept of life") 

 
BELIEF 

belief -- (any cognitive content held as true) 
       => conviction, strong belief, article of faith --
 (an unshakable belief in something without need for proof or evidence) 
           => amateurism --
 (the conviction that people should participate in sports as a hobby (for the fun of it) rather than for money) 
       => faith, trust --
 (complete confidence in a person or plan etc; "he cherished the faith of a good woman"; "the doctor-
patient relationship is based on trust") 
 

DOCTRINE, PHILOSOPHY, ISM 
 
       => doctrine, philosophy, philosophical system, school of thought, ism --
 (a belief (or system of beliefs) accepted as authoritative by some group or school) 
           => nuclear deterrence --
 (the military doctrine that an enemy will be deterred from using nuclear weapons as long as he can be destroyed as a  
consequence; "when two nations both resort to nuclear deterrence the consequence could be mutual destruction") 
           => Kabbalism, Cabalism -- (the doctrines of the Kabbalah) 
           => abolitionism -- (the doctrine that calls for the abolition of slavery) 
           => absolutism -- (the doctrine of an absolute being) 
           => amoralism -- (the doctrine that moral distinctions are invalid) 
           => animalism -- (the doctrine that human beings are purely animal in nature and lacking a spiritual nature) 
           => animism --
 (the doctrine that all natural objects and the universe itself have souls; "animism is common among primitive peoples") 
           => antiestablishmentarianism, antiestablishmentism --
 (the doctrine of opposition to the social and political establishment) 
           => asceticism --
 (the doctrine that through renunciation of worldly pleasures it is possible to achieve a high spiritual or intellectual state
) 
           => creationism --
 (the literal belief in the account of creation given in the Book of Genesis; "creationism denies the theory of evolution o
f species") 
               => creation science --
 (an effort to give scientific support for the truth of the account of creation given in the Book of Genesis) 
           => creed, credo -- (any system of principles or beliefs) 
               => testament -- (a profession of belief; "he stated his political testament") 
               => Athanasian Creed -- (a Christian profession of faith) 
           => dogma -- (a doctrine or code of beliefs accepted as authoritative; "he believed all the Marxist dogma") 
           => dualism --
 (the doctrine that reality consists of two basic opposing elements, often taken to be mind and matter (or mind and body
), or good and evil) 
           => dynamism --
 (any of the various theories or doctrines or philosophical systems that attempt to explain the phenomena of the univers
e in terms of some immanent force or energy) 
           => epicureanism -- (a doctrine of hedonism that was defended by several ancient Greek philosophers) 
           => establishmentarianism, establishmentism -- (the doctrine of supporting the social or political establishment) 
           => ethicism --
 (a doctrine that ethics and ethical ideas are valid and important; "his ethicism often led him to moralize") 
           => expansionism -- (the doctrine of expanding the territory or the economic influence of a country) 
           => formalism -- (the doctrine that formal structure rather than content is what should be represented) 
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           => functionalism -- (any doctrine that stresses utility or purpose) 
           => gospel --
 (a doctrine that is believed to be of great importance; "Newton's writings were gospel for those who followed") 
           => gymnosophy --
 (the doctrine of a sect of Hindu philosophers who practiced nudity and asceticism and meditation) 
           => imitation -- (the doctrine that representations of nature or human behavior should be accurate imitations) 
               => mimesis -- (the imitative representation of nature and human behavior in art and literature) 
           => individualism, laissez faire -- (the doctrine that government should not interfere in commercial affairs) 
           => internationalism --
 (the doctrine that nations should cooperate because their common interests are more important than their differences) 
           => unilateralism --
 (the doctrine that nations should conduct their foreign affairs individualistically without the advice or involvement of  
other nations) 
               => one-way street -- (unilateral interaction; "cooperation cannot be a one-way street") 
           => irredentism, irridentism --
 (the doctrine that irredenta should be controlled by the country to which they are ethnically or historically related) 
           => literalism -- (the doctrine of realistic (literal) portrayal in art or literature) 
           => majority rule, democracy --
 (the doctrine that the numerical majority of an organized group can make decisions binding on the whole group) 
           => monism -- (the doctrine that reality consists of a single basic substance or element) 
           => multiculturalism -- (the doctrine that several different cultures (rather than one national culture) can co-
exist peacefully and equitably in a single country) 
           => nationalism -- (the doctrine that your national culture and interests are superior to any other) 
           => nationalism --
 (the doctrine that nations should act independently (rather than collectively) to attain their goals) 
           => nihilism -- (a revolutionary doctrine that advocates destruction of the social system for its own sake) 
           => pacifism, passivism -- (the doctrine that all violence in unjustifiable) 
           => pluralism -- (the doctrine that reality consists of several basic substances or elements) 
           => populism --
 (the political doctrine that supports the rights and powers of the common people in their struggle with the privileged  
elite) 
           => presentism --
 (the doctrine that the Scripture phrophecies of the Apocalypse (as in the Book of Revelations) are presently in the cour
se of being fulfilled) 
           => rationalism, freethinking -- (the doctrine that reason is the right basis for regulating conduct) 
           => reformism -- (a doctrine of reform) 
           => humanism, secular humanism -- (the doctrine emphasizing a person's capacity for self-
realization through reason; rejects religion and the supernatural) 
           => humanitarianism, humanism -- (the doctrine that people's duty is to promote human welfare) 
           => egalitarianism, equalitarianism --
 (the doctrine of the equality of mankind and the desirability of political and economic and social equality) 
           => feminism -- (a doctrine that advocates equal rights for women) 
           => reincarnationism --
 (a doctrine that on the death of the body the soul migrates to or is born again in another body) 
           => secessionism -- (a doctrine that maintains the right of secession) 
           => secularism -- (a doctrine that rejects religion and religious considerations) 
           => phenomenology --
 (a philosophical doctrine proposed by Edmund Husserl based on the study of human experience in which consideration
s of objective reality are not taken into account) 
           => philosophical doctrine, philosophical theory -- (a doctrine accepted by adherents to a philosophy) 
               => aesthetic, esthetic --
 ((philosophy) a philosophical theory as to what is beautiful; "he despised the esthetic of minimalism") 
               => Aristotelianism --
 ((philosophy) the philosophy of Aristotle that deals with logic and metaphysics and ethics and poetics and politics and 
natural science; "Aristotelianism profoundly influenced Western thought") 
               => conceptualism --
 (the doctrine that the application of a general term to various objects indicates the existence of a mental entity that med
iates the application) 
               => Confucianism --
 (the teachings of Confucius emphasizing love for humanity; high value given to learning and to devotion to family  
(including ancestors); peace; justice; influenced the traditional culture of China) 
               => deconstruction, deconstructionism --
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 (a philosophical theory of criticism (usually of literature or film) that seeks to expose deep-
seated contradictions in a work by delving below its surface meaning) 
               => empiricism, empiricist philosophy, sensationalism --
 ((philosophy) the doctrine that knowledge derives from experience) 
                   => British empiricism -- (the predominant philosophical tradition in Great Britain since the 17th century) 
                   => experimentalism -- (an empirical doctrine that advocates experimental principles) 
                   => positivism, logical positivism --
 (the form of empiricism that bases all knowledge on perceptual experience (not on intuition or revelation)) 
                       => Comtism --
 (Auguste Comte's positivistic philosophy that metaphysics and theology should be replaced by a hierarchy of sciences 
from mathematics at the base to sociology at the top) 
               => environmentalism --
 (the philosophical doctrine that environment is more important than heredity in determining intellectual growth) 
               => existentialism, existentialist philosophy -- ((philosophy) a 20th-
century philosophical movement; assumes that people are entirely free and thus responsible for what they make of them
selves) 
               => determinism --
 ((philosophy) a philosophical theory holding that all events are inevitable consequences of antecedent sufficient causes
; often understood as denying the possibility of free will) 
                   => fatalism --
 (a philosophical doctrine holding that all events are predetermined in advance for all time and human beings are power
less to change them) 
               => formalism --
 ((philosophy) the philosophical theory that formal (logical or mathematical) statements have no meaning but that its  
symbols (regarded as physical entities) exhibit a form that has useful applications) 
               => hereditarianism --
 (the philosophical doctrine that heredity is more important than environment in determining intellectual growth) 
               => idealism -- ((philosophy) the philosophical theory that ideas are the only reality) 
               => intuitionism -- ((philosophy) the doctrine that knowledge is acquired primarily by intuition) 
               => logicism --
 ((philosophy) the philosophical theory that all of mathematics can be derived from formal logic) 
               => materialism, physicalism -- ((philosophy) the philosophical theory that matter is the only reality) 
                   => dialectical materialism -- (the materialistic philosophy of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels) 
               => mechanism --
 ((philosophy) the philosophical theory that all phenomena can be explained in terms of physical or biological causes) 
               => mentalism --
 ((philosophy) a doctrine that mind is the true reality and that objects exist only as aspects of the mind's awareness) 
               => nativism -- ((philosophy) the philosophical theory that some ideas are innate) 
               => naturalism --
 ((philosophy) the doctrine that the world can be understood in scientific terms without recourse to spiritual or supernat
ural explanations) 
               => Neoplatonism --
 (a system of philosophical and religious doctrines composed of elements of Platonism and Aristotelianism and oriental
 mysticism; its most distinctive doctrine holds that the First Principle and source of reality transcends being and thought
 and is naturally unknowable; "Neoplatonism was predominant in pagan Europe until the 6th century"; "Neoplatonism 
was a major influence on early Christian writers and on later medieval and Renaissance thought and on Islamic philoso
phy") 
               => nominalism --
 ((philosophy) the doctrine that the various objects labeled by the same term have nothing in common but their name) 
               => operationalism --
 ((philosophy) the doctrine that the meaning of a proposition consists of the operations involved in proving or applying 
it) 
               => Platonism, realism --
 ((philosophy) the philosophical doctrine that abstract concepts exist independent of their names) 
               => pragmatism --
 ((philosophy) the doctrine that practical consequences are the criteria of knowledge and meaning and value) 
               => probabilism --
 ((philosophy) the doctrine that (since certainty is unattainable) probability is a sufficient basis for belief and action) 
               => rationalism --
 ((philosophy) the doctrine that knowledge is acquired by reason without resort to experience) 
               => realism, naive realism --
 ((philosophy) the philosophical doctrine that physical object continue to exist when not perceived) 
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               => relativism --
 ((philosophy) the philosophical doctrine that all criteria of judgment are relative to the individuals and situations  
involved) 
               => Scholasticism --
 (the system of philosophy dominant in medieval Europe; based on Aristotle and the Church Fathers) 
               => semiotics -- ((philosophy) a philosophical theory of the functions of signs and symbols) 
               => sensualism, sensationalism --
 ((philosophy) the ethical doctrine that feeling is the only criterion for what is good) 
               => solipsism -- ((philosophy) the philosophical theory that the self is all that you know to exist) 
               => Stoicism --
 ((philosophy) the philosophical system of the Stoics following the teachings of the ancient Greek philosopher Zeno) 
               => subjectivism --
 ((philosophy) the doctrine that knowledge and value are dependent on and limited by your subjective experience) 
               => Taoism, Daoism -- (philosophical system developed by of Lao-tzu and Chuang-
tzu advocating a simple honest life and noninterference with the course of natural events) 
               => teleology -- ((philosophy) a doctrine explaining phenomena by their ends or purposes) 
               => traditionalism --
 (the doctrine that all knowledge was originally derived by divine revelation and that it is transmitted by traditions) 
               => vitalism -- ((philosophy) a doctrine that life is a vital principle distinct from physics and chemistry) 
           => states' rights -- (a doctrine that federal powers should be curtailed and returned to the individual states) 
               => nullification -- (the states'-
rights doctrine that a state can refuse to recognize or to enforce a federal law passed by the United States Congress) 
           => teaching, precept, commandment --
 (a doctrine that is taught; "the teachings of religion"; "he believed all the Christian precepts") 
               => Golden Rule --
 (a command based on Jesus' words in the Sermon on the Mount; "Whatsoever ye would that men do unto you, do you 
even so unto them" (Mathew 7:12)) 
               => mitzvah, mitsvah -- ((Judaism) a precept or commandment of the Jewish law) 
           => theological doctrine, religious doctrine -- (the doctrine of a religious group) 
               => theanthropism -- ((theology) the doctrine that Jesus was a union of the human and the divine) 
               => predestination, foreordination, preordination, predetermination --
 ((theology) being determined in advance; especially the doctrine (usually associated with Calvin) that God has foreord
ained every event throughout eternity (including the final salvation of mankind)) 
                   => election --
 (the predestination of some individuals as objects of divine mercy (especially as conceived by Calvinists)) 
               => Neoplatonism --
 (a system of philosophical and religious doctrines composed of elements of Platonism and Aristotelianism and oriental
 mysticism; its most distinctive doctrine holds that the First Principle and source of reality transcends being and thought
 and is naturally unknowable; "Neoplatonism was predominant in pagan Europe until the 6th century"; "Neoplatonism 
was a major influence on early Christian writers and on later medieval and Renaissance thought and on Islamic philoso
phy") 
               => spiritualism -- ((theology) any doctrine that asserts the separate existence of God) 
               => Christology -- (a religious doctrine or theory based on Jesus or Jesus' teachings) 
               => antinomianism --
 (the theological doctrine that by faith and God's grace a Christian is freed from all laws (including the moral standards 
of the culture)) 
               => Thomism --
 (the comprehensive theological doctrine created by Saint Thomas Aquinas in the 13th century and still taught by the D
ominicans) 
               => Arianism -- (heretical doctrine taught by Arius that asserted the radical primacy of the Father over the Son) 
               => Athanasianism --
 (the theological doctrine taught by Athanasius that Christ the Son is of the same substance as God the Father) 
               => Boehmenism, Behmenism --
 (the mystical theological doctrine of Jakob Boehme that influenced the Quakers) 
               => consubstantiation --
 (the doctrine of the High Anglican Church that after the consecration of the Eucharist the substance of the body and  
blood of Christ coexists with the substance of the consecrated bread and wine) 
               => Episcopalianism -- (the theological doctrine of Church government by bishops) 
               => Erastianism, Byzantinism, Caesaropapism --
 (the doctrine that the state is supreme over the church in ecclesiastical matters) 
               => Jansenism --
 (the Roman Catholic doctrine of Cornelis Jansen and his disciples; salvation is limited to those who are subject to supe
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rnatural determinism and the rest are assigned to perdition) 
               => Marcionism --
 (the Christian heresy of the 2nd and 3rd centuries that rejected the Old Testament and denied the incornation of God in
 Jesusas a human) 
               => millenarianism, millenniumism, chiliasm --
 (belief in the Christian doctrine of the millennium mentioned in the Book of Revelations) 
               => Monophysitism --
 (a Christian heresy of the 5th and 6th centuries that challenged the orthodox definition of the two natures (human and  
divine) in Jesus and instead believed there was a single divine nature) 
               => Nestorianism --
 (the theological doctrine (named after Nestorius) that Christ is both the son of God and the man Jesus (which is  
opposed to Roman Catholic doctrine that Christ is fully God)) 
               => Quakerism --
 (the theological doctrine of the Society of Friends characterized by opposition to war and rejection of ritual and a  
formal creed and an ordained ministry) 
               => rationalism --
 (the theological doctrine that human reason rather than divine revelation establishes religious truth) 
                   => deism, free thought --
 (the form of theological rationalism that believes in God on the basis of reason without reference to revelation) 
               => reincarnation --
 (the Hindu or Buddhist doctrine that person may be reborn successively into one of five classes of living beings (god  
or human or animal or hungry ghost or denizen of hell) depending on the person's own actions) 
               => Rosicrucianism --
 (the theological doctrine that venerates the rose and the Cross as symbols of Christ's Resurrection and Redemption;  
claims various occult powers) 
               => synergism --
 (the theological doctrine that salvation results from the interaction of human will and divine grace) 
               => total depravity --
 (the Calvinist doctrine that everyone is born in a state of corruption as a result of original sin) 
               => transubstantiation --
 (the Roman Catholic doctrine that the whole substance of the bread and the wine changes into the substance of the  
body and blood of Christ when consecrated in the Eucharist) 
               => universalism -- (the theological doctrine that all people will eventually be saved) 
               => Virgin Birth, Nativity --
 (the theological doctrine that Jesus Christ had no human father; Christians believe that Jesus's birth fulfilled Old Testa
ment prophecies and was attended by miracles; the Nativity is celebrated at Christmas) 
               => Docetism --
 (the heretical doctrine (associated with the Gnostics) that Jesus had no human body and hissufferings and death on the 
cross were apparent rather than real) 
               => Gnosticism --
 (a religious orientation advocating gnosis as the way to release a person's spiritual element; considered heresy by  
Christian churches) 
                   => Mandaeanism, Mandeanism --
 (a Gnostic religion originating the 2nd and 3rd centuries that believes John the Baptist was the Messiah and that  
incorporates Jewish and Christian elements into a framework of dualistic beliefs) 
               => Zurvanism --
 (a heretical Zoroastrian doctrine holding that Zurvan was the ultimate source of the universe and that both Ahura Mazd
a and Ahriman were Zurvan's offspring) 
           => utilitarianism --
 (doctrine that the useful is the good; especially as elaborated by Jeremy Bentham and James Mill; the aim was said to b
e the greatest happiness for the greatest number) 
           => religious doctrine, church doctrine, gospel, creed --
 (the written body of teachings of a religious group that are generally accepted by that group) 
               => confession --
 (a document that spells out the belief system of a given church (especially the Reformation churches of the 16th  
century)) 
                   => Augsburg Confession --
 (a document drawn up in 1555 to defend the catholicity of Lutheran doctrine and to justify innovations in Lutheran  
practice; is still in effect today) 
               => ahimsa --
 (a Buddhist and Hindu and especially Jainist doctrine holding that all forms of life are sacred and urging the avoidance
 of violence) 
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               => dogma, tenet -- (a religious doctrine that is proclaimed as true without proof) 
                   => article of faith, credendum --
 ((Christianity) any of the sections into which a creed or other statement of doctrine is divided) 
               => ecumenism, ecumenicism, ecumenicalism --
 ((Christianity) the doctrine of the ecumenical movement that promotes cooperation and better understanding among  
different religious denominations: aimed at universal Christian unity) 
               => Immaculate Conception --
 ((Christianity) the Roman Catholic doctrine that the Virgin Mary was conceived without any stain of original sin) 
               => Incarnation --
 ((Christianity) the Christian doctrine of the union of God and man in the person of Jesus Christ) 
               => Nicene Creed --
 ((Christianity) a formal creed summarizing Christian beliefs; first adopted in 325 and later expanded) 
               => real presence --
 ((Christianity) the Christian doctrine that the body of Christ is actually present in the Eucharist) 
           => millennium --
 ((New Testament) in Revelations it is foretold that those faithful to Jesus will reign with Jesus over the earth for a  
thousand years; the meaning of these words have been much debated; some denominations (e.g. Jehovah's Witnesses)  
expect it to be a thousand years of justice and peace and happiness) 
 
       => philosophy -- (any personal belief about how to live or how to deal with a situation; "self-
indulgence was his only philosophy"; "my father's philosophy of child-rearing was to let mother do it") 
       => expectation, outlook, prospect -- (belief about (or mental picture of) the future) 
           => promise, hope --
 (grounds for feeling hopeful about the future; "there is little or no promise that he will recover") 
               => rainbow -- (an illusory hope; "chasing rainbows") 
           => foretaste -- (an early limited awareness of something yet to occur) 
           => possibility -- (a future prospect or potential; "this room has great possibilities") 
           => anticipation, expectancy --
 (something expected (as on the basis of a norm); "each of them had their own anticipations"; "an indicator of  
expectancy in development") 
               => life expectancy -- (an expected time to live as calculated on the basis of statistical probabilities) 
           => apprehension, misgiving -- (painful expectation) 
       => fetishism, fetichism -- (a belief in the magical power of fetishes (or the worship of a fetish)) 
       => meliorism -- (the belief that the world can be made better by human effort) 
       => opinion, sentiment, persuasion, view, thought --
 (a personal belief or judgment that is not founded on proof or certainty; "my opinion differs from yours"; "what are  
your thoughts on Haiti?") 
           => idea -- (a personal view; "he has an idea that we don't like him") 
           => judgment, judgement, mind --
 (an opinion formed by judging something; "he was reluctant to make his judgment known"; "she changed her mind") 
               => decision, determination, conclusion --
 (a position or opinion or judgment reached after consideration; "a decision unfavorable to the opposition"; "his  
conclusion took the evidence into account"; "satisfied with the panel's determination") 
                   => predeterminaation --
 (a mental determination or resolve in advance; an antecedent intention to do something; "he entered the argument with 
a predetermination to prove me wrong") 
           => eyes -- (opinion or judgment; "in the eyes of the law"; "I was wrong in her eyes") 
           => preconception, prepossession, parti pris, preconceived opinion, preconceived idea, preconceived notion --
 (an opinion formed beforehand without adequate evidence; "he did not even try to confirm his preconceptions") 
           => pole --
 (one of two divergent or mutually exclusive opinions; "they are at opposite poles"; "they are poles apart") 
           => politics, political sympathies -- (the opinion you hold with respect to political questions) 
       => autotelism -- (belief that a work of art is an end in itself or its own justification) 
       => originalism --
 (the belief that the United States Constitution should be interpreted in the way the authors originally intended it) 
       => pacifism -- (the belief that all international disputes can be settled by arbitration) 
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RELIGION, FAITH 

 
       => religion, faith, religious belief --
 (a strong belief in a supernatural power or powers that control human destiny; "he lost his faith but not his morality") 
           => apophatism --
 (the religious belief that God cannot be known but is completely `other' and must be described in negative terms (in  
terms of what God is not)) 
           => cataphatism --
 (the religious belief that God has given enough clues to be known to humans positively and affirmatively (e.g., God  
created Adam `in his own image')) 
           => doctrine of analogy, analogy --
 (the religious belief that between creature and creator no similarity can be found so great but that the dissimilarity is  
always greater; language can point in the right direction but any analogy between God and humans will always be  
inadequate) 
           => cult, cultus, religious cult --
 (a system of religious beliefs and rituals; "devoted to the cultus of the Blessed Virgin") 
               => macumba --
 (a Brazilian religious cult of African origin; combines voodoo elements with singing a chanting and dancing) 
               => obeah, obi --
 (a religious belief of African origin involving witchcraft and sorcery; practiced in parts of the West Indies and tropical 
Americas) 
               => Rastafarianism --
 (belief in Ras Tafari (Haile Selassie) as the Messiah and that Africa (especially Ethiopia) is the promised land) 
               => voodoo, vodoun, voodooism, hoodooism --
 (a religious cult practiced chiefly in Caribbean countries (especially Haiti); involves witchcraft and animistic deities) 
                   => hoodoo -- (a practitioner of voodoo) 
           => ecclesiasticism -- (religion appropriate to a church and to ecclesiastical principles and practices) 
           => mysticism, religious mysticism -- (a religion based on mystical communion with an ultimate reality) 
               => quietism --
 (a form of religious mysticism requiring withdrawal from all human effort and passive contemplation of God) 
               => Sufism -- (Islamic mysticism) 
           => nature worship -- (a system of religion that deifies and worships natural forces and phenomena) 
           => revealed religion -- (a religion founded primarily on the revelations of God to humankind) 
           => theism -- (the doctrine or belief in the existence of a God or gods) 
               => monotheism -- (belief in a single God) 
                   => Judaism --
 (the monotheistic religion of the Jews having its spiritual and ethical principles embodied chiefly in the Torah and in  
the Talmud) 
                       => Orthodox Judaism -- (beliefs and practices of a Judaic sect that strictly observes Mosaic Law) 
                           => Hasidism, Hassidism, Chasidism, Chassidism -- (beliefs and practices of a sect of Orthodox Jews) 
                               => Chabad, Chabad Hasidism --
 (a form of Hasidism practiced by Lithuanian and Russian Jews under communist rule; the beliefs and practices of the  
Lubavitch movement) 
                       => Conservative Judaism -- (beliefs and practices of Conservative Jews) 
                       => Reform Judaism -- (beliefs and practices of Reform Jews) 
                   => Islam, Islamism, Mohammedanism, Muhammadanism, Muslimism --
 (the monotheistic religion of Muslims founded in Arabia in the 7th century and based on the teachings of Muhammad 
as laid down in the Koran; "the term Muhammadanism is offensive to Muslims who believe that Allah, not Muhammad
, founded their religion") 
                       => Salafism, Salafi movement --
 (a militant group of extremist Sunnis who believe themselves the only correct interpreters of the Koran and consider  
moderate Muslims to be infidels; seek to convert all Muslims and to insure that its own fundamentalist version of Islam
 will dominate the world) 
                       => Shiism --
 (the branch of Islam that regards Ali as the legitimate successor to Mohammed and rejects the first three caliphs) 
                           => Ismailism -- (the branch of Shiism noted for its esoteric philosophy) 
                       => Wahhabism, Wahabism --
 (a conservative and intolerant form of Islam that is practiced in Saudi Arabia; "Osama bin Laden and his followers  
practice Wahhabism") 
               => polytheism -- (belief in multiple Gods) 
                   => tritheism --
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 ((Christianity) the heretical belief that the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit are three separate gods) 
               => pantheism --
 (the doctrine or belief that God is the universe and its phenomena (taken or conceived of as a whole) or the doctrine  
that regards the universe as a manifestation of God) 
               => pantheism -- ((rare) worship that admits or tolerates all gods) 
           => paganism, pagan religion, heathenism --
 (any of various religions other than Christianity or Judaism or Islamism) 
           => Christianity, Christian religion --
 (a monotheistic system of beliefs and practices based on the Old Testament and the teachings of Jesus as embodied in  
the New Testament and emphasizing the role of Jesus as savior) 
               => Adventism, Second Adventism --
 (any Christian religion that believes the second coming of Christ is imminent) 
                   => Seventh-Day Adventism -- (Adventism that is strongly Protestant and observes Saturday as the Sabbath) 
               => Catholicism, Catholicity -- (the beliefs and practices of a Catholic Church) 
                   => Romanism, Roman Catholicism -- (the beliefs and practices of the Catholic Church based in Rome) 
                   => Eastern Catholicism --
 (the beliefs and practices of any of the eastern Catholic Churches based in Constantinople or Antioch or Alexandria or 
Moscow or Jerusalem) 
               => Albigensianism, Catharism --
 (a Christian movement considered to be a medieval descendant of Manichaeism in southern France in the 12th and 13t
h centuries; characterized by dualism (asserted the coexistence of two mutually opposed principles, one good and one  
evil); was exterminated for heresy during the Inquisition) 
               => Donatism --
 (a schismatic Christian religion in northern Africa from the 4th to the 7th century; held that only those who led a blame
less life belonged in the church or could administer the sacraments) 
               => Protestantism --
 (the theological system of any of the churches of western Christendom that separated from the Roman Catholic Church
 during the Reformation) 
                   => predestinarianism -- (the belief or doctrine of predestinarians) 
                   => Anglicanism -- (the faith and doctrine and practice of the Anglican Church) 
                       => Anglo-Catholicism, High Anglicanism --
 (a doctrine and practice within the Church of England emphasizing the Catholic tradition) 
                   => Arminianism --
 (16th century theology (named after its founder Jacobus Arminius) that opposes the absolute predestinarianism of John
 Calvin and holds that human free will is compatible with God's sovereignity) 
                   => Calvinism --
 (the theological system of John Calvin and his followers emphasizing omnipotence of God and salvation by grace  
alone) 
                   => Christian Science --
 (religious system based on teachings of Mary Baker Eddy emphasizing spiritual healing) 
                   => Lutheranism --
 (teachings of Martin Luther emphasizing the cardinal doctrine of justification by faith alone) 
                   => Unitarianism -- (Christian doctrine that stresses individual freedom of belief and rejects the Trinity) 
                   => Trinitarianism -- (Christian doctrine stressing belief in the Trinity) 
                   => Congregationalism --
 (system of beliefs and church government of a Protestant denomination in which each member church is self-
governing) 
                   => Mennonitism --
 (system of beliefs and practices including belief in Scriptural authority; plain dress; adult baptism; foot washing;  
restriction of marriage to members of the group) 
                   => evangelicalism -- (stresses the importance of personal conversion and faith as the means of salvation) 
                       => revivalism -- (an attempt to reawaken the evangelical faith) 
                   => fundamentalism -- (the interpretation of every word in the sacred texts as literal truth) 
                   => Methodism --
 (the religious beliefs and practices of Methodists characterized by concern with social welfare and public morals) 
                   => Wesleyanism, Wesleyism -- (evangelical principles taught by John Wesley) 
                   => Anabaptism --
 (belief in: the primacy of the Bible; baptism of believers not infants; complete separation of church and state) 
                   => Baptistic doctrine -- (any of various doctrines closely related to Anabaptism) 
                   => Mormonism -- (the doctrines and practices of the Mormon Church based on the Book of Mormon) 
                   => pentecostalism --
 (the principles and practices of Pentecostal religious groups; characterized by religious excitement and talking in  
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tongues) 
                   => Presbyterianism -- (the doctrines and practices of the Presbyterian Church: based in Calvinism) 
                   => Puritanism --
 (the beliefs and practices characteristic of Puritans (most of whom were Calvinists who wished to purify the Church of 
England of its Catholic aspects)) 
               => Tractarianism, Puseyism --
 (principles of the founders of the Oxford movement as expounded in pamphlets called Tracts for the Times) 
           => Hinduism, Hindooism --
 (a body of religious and philosophical beliefs and cultural practices native to India and characterized by a belief in  
reincarnation and a supreme beingof many forms and natures, by the view that opposing theories are aspects of one  
eternal truth, and by a desire for liberation from earthly evils) 
               => Darsana --
 ((from the Sanskrit word for `to see') one of six orthodox philosophical systems or viewpoints on the nature of reality a
nd the release from bondage to karma) 
               => Mimamsa --
 ((from the Sanskrit word for `reflection' or `interpretation') one of six orthodox philosophical systems or viewpoints on
 ritual traditions rooted in the Vedas and the Brahmanas as opposed to Vedanta which relies mostly on the Upanishads) 
               => Vedanta --
 ((from the Sanskrit for `end of the Veda') one of six orthodox philosophical systems or viewpoints rooted in the Upanis
hads as opposed to Mimamsa which relies on the Vedas and Brahmanas) 
               => Krishnaism -- (worship of Krishna the 8th avatar of Vishnu) 
               => Shivaism, Sivaism -- (worship of Shiva one of the 3 chief gods of the Hindu pantheon) 
               => Shaktism, Saktism -- (worship of Shakti as the wife of Shiva) 
               => Vaishnavism, Vaisnavism, Vishnuism --
 (worship of Vishnu one of the 3 chief gods of the Hindu pantheon) 
               => yoga --
 (Hindu discipline aimed at training the consciousness for a state of perfect spiritual insight and tranquility that is  
achieved through the three paths of actions and knowledge and devotion) 
               => Vedism --
 (the form of Hinduism that revolves primarily around the mythic version and ritual ideologies in the Vedas) 
           => Brahmanism, Brahminism --
 (the religious beliefs of ancient India as prescribed in the sacred Vedas and Brahmanas and Upanishads) 
           => Jainism --
 (religion founded in the 6th century BC as a revolt against Hinduism; emphasizes asceticism and immortality and  
transmigration of the soul; denies existence of a perfect or supreme being) 
           => Sikhism --
 (the doctrines of a monotheistic religion founded in northern India in the 16th century by Guru Nanak and combining  
elements of Hinduism and Islam) 
           => Buddhism --
 (the teaching of Buddha that life is permeated with suffering caused by desire, that suffering ceases when desire ceases
, and that enlightenment obtained through right conduct and wisdom and meditation releases one from desire and suffer
ing and rebirth) 
               => Mahayana, Mahayana Buddhism --
 (one of two great schools of Buddhist doctrine emphasizing a common search for universal salvation especially  
through faith alone; the dominant religion of China and Tibet and Japan) 
                   => Yogacara --
 (one of the main traditions of Mahayana Buddhism; holds that the mind is real but that objects are just ideas or states  
of consciousness) 
               => Theravada, Theravada Buddhism --
 (one of two great schools of Buddhist doctrine emphasizing personal salvation through your own efforts; a  
conservative form of Buddhism that adheres to Pali scriptures and the nontheistic ideal of self purification to Nirvana;  
the dominant religion of Sri Lanka (Ceylon) and Myanmar (Burma) and Thailand and Laos and Cambodia) 
                   => Hinayana, Hinayana Buddhism -- (an offensive name for Theravada Buddhism) 
               => Lamaism, Tibetan Buddhism --
 (a Buddhist doctrine that includes elements from India that are not Buddhist and elements of preexisting shamanism) 
               => Zen, Zen Buddhism --
 (a Buddhist doctrine that enlightenment can be attained through direct intuitive insight) 
               => Shingon --
 (a form of Buddhism emphasizing mystical symbolism of mantras and mudras and the Buddha's ideal which is  
inexpressible) 
               => Tantra, Tantrism --
 (doctrine of enlightenment as the realization of the oneness of one's self and the visible world; combines elements of H
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induism and paganism including magical and mystical elements like mantras and mudras and erotic rites; especially  
influential in Tibet) 
           => Taoism, Hsuan Chiao -- (popular Chinese philosophical system based in teachings of Lao-
tzu but characterized by a pantheism of many gods and the practices of alchemy and divination and magic) 
           => Shinto, Shintoism --
 (the ancient indigenous religion of Japan lacking formal dogma; characterized by a veneration of nature spirits and of a
ncestors) 
           => Manichaeism, Manichaeanism --
 (a religion founded by Manes the third century; a synthesis of Zoroastrian dualism between light and dark and Babylon
ian folklore and Buddhist ethics and superficial elements of Christianity; spread widely in the Roman Empire but had la
rgely died out by 1000) 
           => Mithraism, Mithraicism -- (ancient Persian religion; popular among Romans during first three centuries a.d.) 
           => Zoroastrianism, Mazdaism --
 (system of religion founded in Persia in the 6th century BC by Zoroaster; set forth in the Zend-
Avesta; based on concept of struggle between light (good) and dark (evil)) 
               => Parsiism, Parseeism -- (the faith of a Zoroastrian sect in India) 
           => Bahaism --
 (a religion founded in Iran in 1863; emphasizes the spiritual unity of all humankind; incorporates Christian and Islamic
 tenets; many adherents live in the United States; "Bahaism has no public rituals or sacraments and praying is done in  
private") 
           => shamanism, Asian shamanism --
 (an animistic religion of northern Asia having the belief that the mediation between the visible and the spirit worlds is 
effected by shamans) 
           => shamanism --
 (any animistic religion similar to Asian shamanism (especially as practiced by certain Native American tribes)) 
 
       => public opinion, popular opinion, opinion, vox populi --
 (a belief or sentiment shared by most people; the voice of the people; "he asked for a poll of public opinion") 
       => sacerdotalism -- (a belief that priests can act as mediators between human beings and God) 
       => spiritualism --
 (the belief that the spirits of dead people can communicate with people who are still alive (especially via a medium)) 
       => spiritual world, unseen -- (a belief that there is a realm controlled by a divine spirit) 
       => supernaturalism -- (a belief in forces beyond ordinary human understanding) 
           => magic -- (any art that invokes supernatural powers) 
               => juju -- (the power associated with a juju) 
               => mojo -- (a magic power or magic spell) 
               => conjuring, conjuration, conjury, invocation -- (calling up a spirit or devil) 
                   => evocation, summoning -- (calling up supposed supernatural forces by spells and incantations) 
               => sorcery, black magic, black art, necromancy --
 (the belief in magical spells that harness occult forces or evil spirits to produce unnatural effects in the world) 
                   => witchcraft, witchery -- (the art of sorcery) 
                   => enchantment, bewitchment -- (a magical spell) 
                   => diabolism, demonism, Satanism -- (the worship of devils (especially Satan)) 
                   => obiism -- (belief in a kind of sorcery that originated in Africa and is practiced in the West Indies) 
               => theurgy -- (magic performed with the help of beneficent spirits) 
               => white magic -- (magic used only for good purposes) 
           => occultism -- (a belief in supernatural powers and the possibility of bringing them under human control) 
           => exorcism, dispossession -- (freeing from evil spirits) 
       => superstition, superstitious notion -- (an irrational belief arising from ignorance or fear) 
       => theory --
 (a belief that can guide behavior; "the architect has a theory that more is less"; "they killed him on the theory that dead 
men tell no tales") 
           => patchwork, hodgepodge, jumble -- (a theory or argument made up of miscellaneous or incongruous ideas) 
       => theosophy -- (belief based on mystical insight into the nature of God and the soul) 
           => Kabbalah, Kabbala, Kabala, Cabbalah, Cabbala, Cabala, Qabbalah, Qabbala --
 (an esoteric theosophy of rabbinical origin based on the Hebrew scriptures and developed between the 7th and 18th  
centuries) 
       => thought --
 (the organized beliefs of a period or group or individual; "19th century thought"; "Darwinian thought") 
           => mainstream -- (the prevailing current of thought; "his thinking was in the American mainstream") 
       => totemism -- (belief in the kinship of a group of people with a common totem) 
       => tribalism -- (the beliefs of a tribal society) 
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       => values --
 (beliefs of a person or social group in which they have an emotional investment (either for or against something); "he  
has very conservatives values") 
       => individualism -- (a belief in the importance of the individual and the virtue of self-
reliance and personal independence) 
           => rugged individualism --
 (individualism in social and economic affairs; belief not only in personal liberty and self-
reliance but also in free competition) 
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KNOWLEDGE DOMAIN, SUBJECT, TOPIC, CATEGORY 
 
knowledge domain, knowledge base -- (the content of a particular domain or field of knowledge) 
       => discipline, subject, subject area, subject field, field, field of study, study, bailiwick, branch of  
knowledge --
 (a branch of knowledge; "in what discipline is his doctorate?"; "teachers should be well trained in their  
subject"; "anthropology is the study of human beings") 
           => occultism -- (the study of the supernatural) 
           => communications, communication theory --
 (the discipline that studies the principles of transmiting information and the methods by which it is  
delivered (as print or radio or television etc.); "communications is his major field of study") 
           => major -- (the principal field of study of a student at a university; "her major is linguistics") 
           => frontier --
 (an undeveloped field of study; a topic inviting research and development; "he worked at the frontier of  
brain science") 
           => allometry --
 (study of the relative growth of a part of an organism in relation to the growth of the whole) 
           => bibliotics --
 (the scientific study of documents and handwriting etc. especially to determine authorship or authenticity) 
           => ology --
 (an informal word (abstracted from words with this ending) for some unidentified branch of knowledge) 
 

SCIENCE, SCIENTIFIC DISCIPLINE > DISCIPLINE, SUBJECT AREA, SUBJECT FIELD OF 
STUDY, BRANCH OF KNOWLEDGE > KNOWLEDGE DOMAIN (BASE)  >  OBJECT, 

CONCEPTUAL, SUBSTANCE > ENTITIY 
           => science, scientific discipline --
 (a particular branch of scientific knowledge; "the science of genetics") 

 
NATURAL SCIENCE 

 
               => natural science --
 (the sciences involved in the study of the physical world and its phenomena) 
                   => life science, bioscience --
 (any of the branches of natural science dealing with the structure and behavior of living organisms) 
                       => biology, biological science -- (the science that studies living organisms) 
                           => biogeography -- (dealing with the geographical distribution of animals and plants) 
                           => botany, phytology -- (the branch of biology that studies plants) 
                               => mycology -- (the branch of botany that studies fungi and fungus-caused diseases) 
                               => pomology -- (the branch of botany that studies and cultivates fruits) 
                               => paleobotany, palaeobotany -- (the study of fossil plants) 
                                   => paleodendrology, palaeodendrology --
 (the branch of paleobotany that studies fossil trees) 
                               => pteridology -- (the branch of botany that studies ferns) 
                           => cryobiology --
 (the branch of biology that studies the effects of low temperatures on living tissues or organs or organisms) 
                               => cryonics --
 (the freezing of a seriously ill or recently deceased person to stop tissues from decomposing; the body is pr
eserved until new medical cures are developed that might bring the person back to life; "cryonics is more sc
ienc fiction than serious science") 
                           => cytology -- (the branch of biology that studies the structure and function of cells) 
                               => cytogenetics --
 (the branch of biology that studies the cellular aspects of heredity (especially the chromosomes)) 
                           => ecology, bionomics, environmental science --
 (the branch of biology concerned with the relations between organisms and their environment) 
                               => paleoecology, palaeoecology -- (the branch of ecology that studies ancient ecology) 
                           => embryology --
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 (the branch of biology that studies the formation and early development of living organisms) 
                               => teratology --
 (the branch of biology concerned with the development of malformations or serious deviations from the  
normal type of organism) 
                           => exobiology, space biology, astrobiology --
 (the branch of biology concerned with the effects of outer space on living organisms and the search for  
extraterrestrial life) 
                           => forestry --
 (the science of planting and caring for forests and the management of growing timber) 
                               => undercut --
 (a notch cut in the trunk of tree in order to determine the direction of its fall) 
                               => silviculture --
 (the branch of forestry dealing with the development and care of forests) 
                           => genetics, genetic science --
 (the branch of biology that studies heredity and variation in organisms) 
                               => cytogenetics --
 (the branch of biology that studies the cellular aspects of heredity (especially the chromosomes)) 
                               => genomics --
 (the branch of genetics that studies organisms in terms of their genomes (their full DNA sequences)) 
                                   => functional genomics --
 (the branch of genomics that determines the biological function of the genes and their products) 
                                   => structural genomics -- (the branch of genomics that determines the three-
dimensional structures of proteins) 
                               => proteomics --
 (the branch of genetics that studies the full set of proteins encoded by a genome) 
                               => molecular genetics --
 (the branch of genetics concerned with the structure and activity of genetic material at the molecular level) 
                               => pharmacogenetics --
 (the branch of genetics that studies the genetically determined variations in responses to drugs in humans  
or laboratory organisms) 
                           => microbiology --
 (the branch of biology that studies microorganisms and their effects on humans) 
                           => molecular biology --
 (the branch of biology that studies the structure and activity of macromolecules essential to life (and  
especially with their genetic role)) 
                               => biotechnology --
 (the branch of molecular biology that studies the use of microorganisms to perform specific industrial  
processes; "biotechnology produced genetically altered bacteria that solved the problem") 
                                   => bioremediation --
 (the branch of biotechnology that uses biological process to overcome environmental problems) 
                                   => genetic engineering, gene-splicing, recombinant DNA technology --
 (the technology of preparing recombinant DNA in vitro by cutting up DNA molecules and splicing  
together fragments from more than one organism) 
                           => morphology --
 (the branch of biology that deals with the structure of animals and plants) 
                               => anatomy, general anatomy --
 (the branch of morphology that deals with the structure of animals) 
                                   => clinical anatomy, applied anatomy --
 (the practical application of anatomical knowledge to diagnosis and treatment) 
                                   => comparative anatomy --
 (the study of anatomical features of animals of different species) 
                                   => developmental anatomy --
 (the branch of anatomy that studies structural changes of an individual from fertilization to maturity) 
                                   => functional anatomy, physiological anatomy, morphophysiology --
 (the study of anatomy in its relation to function) 
                                   => gross anatomy, macroscopic anatomy --
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 (the study of the structure of the body and its parts without the use of a microscope) 
                                       => dental anatomy --
 (the branch of gross anatomy concerning with the morphology of teeth) 
                                   => microscopic anatomy -- (the study of microscopic structures of tissues and organs) 
                                       => cytology --
 (the branch of biology that studies the structure and function of cells) 
                                           => cytogenetics --
 (the branch of biology that studies the cellular aspects of heredity (especially the chromosomes)) 
                                       => histology --
 (the branch of biology that studies the microscopic structure of animal or plant tissues) 
                                   => neuroanatomy -- (the anatomy of the nervous system) 
                                   => regional anatomy, topographic anatomy, topology --
 (the study of anatomy based on regions or divisions of the body and emphasizing the relations between  
various structures (muscles and nerves and arteries etc.) in that region) 
                           => neurobiology --
 (the branch of biology that deals with the anatomy and physiology and pathology of the nervous system) 
                               => neuroscience -- (the scientific study of the nervous system) 
                                   => neurophysiology --
 (the branch of neuroscience that studies the physiology of the nervous system) 
                                   => brain science -- (the branch of neuroscience concerned with the brain) 
                                   => cognitive neuroscience --
 (the branch of neuroscience that studies the biological foundations of mental phenomena) 
                           => paleobiology, palaeobiology --
 (a branch of paleontology that deals with the origin and growth and structure of fossil animals and plants  
as living organisms) 
                               => paleobotany, palaeobotany -- (the study of fossil plants) 
                                   => paleodendrology, palaeodendrology --
 (the branch of paleobotany that studies fossil trees) 
                               => paleozoology, palaeozoology -- (the study of fossil animals) 
                                   => paleomammalogy -- (the paleobiology of ancient mammals) 
                                   => paleornithology, palaeornithology -- (the paleobiology of birds) 
                           => physiology --
 (the branch of the biological sciences dealing with the functioning of organisms) 
                               => kinesiology --
 (the branch of physiology that studies the mechanics and anatomy in relation to human movement) 
                               => myology -- (the branch of physiology that studies muscles) 
                           => radiobiology --
 (the branch of biology that studies the effects of radiation on living organisms) 
                           => sociobiology --
 (the branch of biology that conducts comparative studies of the social organization of animals (including  
human beings) with regard to its evolutionary history) 
                           => zoology, zoological science -- (the branch of biology that studies animals) 
                               => entomology, bugology -- (the branch of zoology that studies insects) 
                               => ethology --
 (the branch of zoology that studies the behavior of animals in their natural habitats) 
                               => herpetology -- (the branch of zoology concerned with reptiles and amphibians) 
                               => ichthyology -- (the branch of zoology that studies fishes) 
                               => mammalogy -- (the branch of zoology that studies mammals) 
                                   => primatology -- (the branch of zoology that studies primates) 
                               => ornithology -- (the branch of zoology that studies birds) 
                               => protozoology -- (the branch of zoology that studies protozoans) 
                               => paleozoology, palaeozoology -- (the study of fossil animals) 
                                   => paleomammalogy -- (the paleobiology of ancient mammals) 
                                   => paleornithology, palaeornithology -- (the paleobiology of birds) 
                       => biomedical science --
 (the application of the principles of the natural sciences to medicine) 
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                       => biometrics, biometry --
 (a branch of biology that studies biological phenomena and observations by means of statistical analysis) 
                       => dermatoglyphics --
 (the study of the whorls and loops and arches in the fingertips and on the palms of the hand and the soles  
of the feet; "some criminologists specialize in dermatoglyphics") 
                       => dietetics -- (the scientific study of food preparation and intake) 
                           => macrobiotics --
 (the theory of promoting health and longevity by means of diet (especially whole beans and grains)) 
                       => eugenics --
 (the study of methods of improving genetic qualities by selective breeding (especially as applied to human 
mating)) 
                       => dysgenics, cacogenics --
 (the study of the operation of factors causing degeneration in the type of offspring produced) 
                       => medical science --
 (the science of dealing with the maintenance of health and the prevention and treatment of disease) 
                           => medicine, medical specialty --
 (the branches of medical science that deal with nonsurgical techniques) 
                               => allergology --
 (the branch of medical science that studies the causes and treatment of allergies) 
                               => anesthesiology -- (the branch of medical science that studies and applies anesthetics) 
                               => angiology --
 (the branch of medical science that studies the blood and lymph vessels and their disorders) 
                               => bacteriology --
 (the branch of medical science that studies bacteria in relation to disease) 
                               => biomedicine --
 (the branch of medical science that studies the ability of organisms to withstand environmental stress (as in
 space travel)) 
                                   => aeromedicine, aerospace medicine, aviation medicine --
 (the study and treatment of disorders associated with flight (especially with space flight)) 
                               => biomedicine --
 (the branch of medical science that applies biological and physiological principles to clinical practice) 
                               => cardiology -- (the branch of medicine dealing with the heart and its diseases) 
                               => dentistry, dental medicine, odontology --
 (the branch of medicine dealing with the anatomy and development and diseases of the teeth) 
                                   => cosmetic dentistry --
 (the branch of dentistry dealing with the appearance of the teeth) 
                                   => dental surgery -- (the branch of dentistry involving surgical procedures) 
                                       => exodontics, exodontia --
 (the branch of dentistry dealing with extraction of teeth) 
                                   => endodontics, endodontia --
 (the branch of dentistry dealing with diseases of the dental pulp) 
                                   => orthodontics, orthodontia, orthodonture, dental orthopedics, dental orthopaedics --
 (the branch of dentistry dealing with the prevention or correction of irregularities of the teeth) 
                                   => periodontics, periodontia --
 (the branch of dentistry dealing with diseases of the gums and other structures around the teeth) 
                                   => prosthodontics, prosthodontia --
 (the branch of dentistry dealing with the replacement of teeth and related mouth or jaw structures by  
artificial devices) 
                               => prosthetics --
 (the branch of medicine dealing with the production and use of artificial body parts) 
                               => dermatology -- (the branch of medicine dealing with the skin and its diseases) 
                               => emergency medicine --
 (the branch of medicine concerned with the prompt diagnosis and treatment of injuries or trauma or sudden
 illness) 
                               => endocrinology --
 (the branch of medicine dealing with the endocrine glands and their secretions) 
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                               => epidemiology --
 (the branch of medical science dealing with the transmission and control of disease) 
                               => forensic medicine, forensic pathology --
 (the branch of medical science that uses medical knowledge for legal purposes; "forensic pathology  
provided the evidence that convicted the murderer") 
                               => gastroenterology --
 (the branch of medicine that studies the gastrointestinal tract and its diseases) 
                               => geriatrics, gerontology --
 (the branch of medical science that deals with diseases and problems specific to old people) 
                               => gynecology, gynaecology --
 (the branch of medicine that deals with the diseases and hygiene of women) 
                               => hematology, haematology --
 (the branch of medicine that deals with diseases of the blood and blood-forming organs) 
                               => hygiene, hygienics --
 (the science concerned with the prevention of illness and maintenance of health) 
                               => immunology --
 (the branch of medical science that studies the body's immune system) 
                                   => immunochemistry, chemoimmunology --
 (the field of chemistry concerned with chemical processes in immunology (such as chemical studies of  
antigens and antibodies)) 
                                   => immunopathology --
 (the branch of immunology that deals with pathologies of the immune system) 
                               => internal medicine, general medicine --
 (the branch of medicine that deals with the diagnosis and (nonsurgical) treatment of diseases of the  
internal organs (especially in adults)) 
                               => nephrology -- (the branch of medicine concerned with the kidney -
 its development and anatomy and physiology and disorders) 
                               => nuclear medicine --
 (the branch of medicine that uses radioactive materials either to image a patient's body or to destroy  
diseased cells) 
                               => neurology, clinical neurology --
 ((neurology) the branch of medicine that deals with the nervous system and its disorders) 
                               => neuropsychiatry --
 (the branch of medicine dealing with mental disorders attributable to diseases of the nervous system) 
                               => nosology, diagnostics --
 (the branch of medical science dealing with the classification of disease) 
                               => obstetrics, OB, tocology, midwifery --
 (the branch of medicine dealing with childbirth and care of the mother) 
                                   => fetology, foetology --
 (the branch of medicine concerned with the fetus in the uterus) 
                                   => perinatology --
 (the branch of obstetrics concerned with the anatomy and physiology and diagnosis and treatment of  
disorders of the mother and the fetus or newborn baby during late pregnancy and childbirth and the puerper
ium) 
                               => oncology --
 (the branch of medicine concerned with the study and treatment of tumors) 
                               => ophthalmology -- (the branch of medicine concerned with the eye and its diseases) 
                               => otology, otolaryngology -- (the branch of medicine concerned with the ear) 
                                   => audiology, audiometry -- (the measurement of hearing) 
                               => pharmacology, pharmacological medicine, materia medica --
 (the science or study of drugs: their preparation and properties and uses and effects) 
                                   => pharmacokinetics --
 (the study of the action of drugs in the body: method and rate of excretion; duration of effect; etc.) 
                                   => posology --
 (the pharmacological determination of appropriate doses of drugs and medicines) 
                                   => psychopharmacology -- (the study of drugs that affect the mind) 
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                                   => toxicology --
 (the branch of pharmacology that deals with the nature and effects and treatments of poisons) 
                               => pharmacy, pharmaceutics --
 (the art and science of preparing and dispensing drugs and medicines,) 
                               => psychiatry, psychopathology, psychological medicine --
 (the branch of medicine dealing with the diagnosis and treatment of mental disorders) 
                                   => psychotherapy, psychotherapeutics, mental hygiene --
 (the branch of psychiatry concerned with psychological methods) 
                                       => clinical psychology --
 (the branch of psychology concerned with the treatment of abnormal mentation and behavior) 
                                       => Freudian psychology -- (the psychological theories of Sigmund Freud) 
                                       => Jungian psychology -- (the psychological theories of Carl Jung) 
                               => pediatrics, paediatrics, pediatric medicine --
 (the branch of medicine concerned with the treatment of infants and children) 
                                   => neonatology --
 (that branch of pediatric medicine concerned with the newborn; the diagnosis and treatment of neonates) 
                               => podiatry, chiropody -- (the branch of medicine concerned with the feet) 
                               => proctology --
 (the branch of medicine dealing with the diagnosis and treatment of disorders of the colon or rectum or  
anus) 
                               => rheumatology --
 (the branch of medicine dealing with the study and treatment of pathologies of the muscles or tendons or jo
ints) 
                               => space medicine --
 (the branch of medicine concerned with the effects of space flight on human beings) 
                               => sports medicine --
 (the branch of medicine concerned with the treatmentment of injuries or illness resulting from athletic  
activities) 
                               => therapeutics -- (branch of medicine concerned with the treatment of disease) 
                               => thoracic medicine --
 (the branch of medicine that deals with the diagnosis and treatment of diseases of the chest) 
                               => traumatology, accident surgery --
 (the branch of medicine that deals with the surgical repair of injuries and wounds arising from accidents) 
                               => tropical medicine --
 (the branch of medicine that deals with the diagnosis and treatment of diseases that are found most often in
 tropical regions) 
                               => urology, urogenital medicine --
 (the branch of medicine that deals with the diagnosis and treatment of disorders of the urinary tract or  
urogenital system) 
                               => veterinary medicine --
 (the branch of medicine that deals with the diagnosis and treatment of diseases and injuries of animals  
(especially domestic animals)) 
                               => virology -- (the branch of medical science that studies viruses and viral diseases) 
                           => pathology --
 (the branch of medical science that studies the causes and nature and effects of diseases) 
                               => paleopathology, palaeopathology --
 (the study of disease of former times (as inferred from fossil evidence)) 
                           => radiology -- (the branch of medical science dealing with the medical use of X-
rays or other penetrating radiation) 
                           => serology --
 (the branch of medical science that deals with serums; especially with blood serums and disease) 
                           => surgery --
 (the branch of medical science that treats disease or injury by operative procedures; "he is professor of  
surgery at the Harvard Medical School") 
                           => orthopedics, orthopaedics --
 (the branch of medical science concerned with disorders or deformities of the spine and joints) 
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                           => neurology --
 (the branch of medical science that deals with the nervous system and its disorders) 
                       => phrenology --
 (a now abandoned study of the shape of skull as indicative of the strengths of different faculties) 
                   => chemistry, chemical science --
 (the science of matter; the branch of the natural sciences dealing with the composition of substances and  
their properties and reactions) 
                       => immunochemistry, chemoimmunology --
 (the field of chemistry concerned with chemical processes in immunology (such as chemical studies of  
antigens and antibodies)) 
                       => organic chemistry --
 (the chemistry of compounds containing carbon (originally defined as the chemistry of substances produce
d by living organisms but now extended to substances synthesized artificially)) 
                           => biochemistry --
 (the organic chemistry of compounds and processes occuring in organisms; the effort to understand  
biology within the context of chemistry) 
                               => enzymology --
 (the branch of biochemistry dealing with the chemical nature and biological activity of enzymes) 
                               => zymurgy --
 (the branch of chemistry concerned with fermentation (as in making wine or brewing or distilling)) 
                       => inorganic chemistry --
 (the chemistry of compounds that do not contain hydrocarbon radicals) 
                       => physical chemistry --
 (the branch of chemistry dealing with the physical properties of chemical substances) 
                       => electrochemistry --
 (branch of chemistry that deals with the chemical action of electricity and the production of electricity by  
chemical reactions) 
                       => femtochemistry --
 (the branch of chemistry that studies elementary (often very fast) chemical reactions as they occur; the  
experimental methods are often based on the use of femtosecond laser pulses) 
                       => geochemistry -- (the chemistry of the earth's crust) 
                       => photochemistry -- (branch of chemistry that deals with the chemical action of light) 
                       => radiochemistry, nuclear chemistry -- (the chemistry of radioactive substances) 
                   => physics, physical science, natural philosophy --
 (the science of matter and energy and their interactions) 
                       => acoustics -- (the study of the physical properties of sound) 
                           => harmonics -- (the study of musical sound) 
                           => phonetics --
 (the branch of acoustics concerned with speech processes including its production and perception and  
acoustic analysis) 
                       => astronomy, uranology --
 (the branch of physics that studies celestial bodies and the universe as a whole) 
                           => astrodynamics --
 (the branch of astronomy that studies the motion of natural and artificial bodies in space) 
                           => astrometry --
 (the branch of astronomy that deals with the measurement of the position and motion of celestial bodies) 
                           => radio astronomy --
 (the branch of astronomy that detects and studies the radio waves emitted by celestial bodies) 
                           => celestial mechanics --
 (the branch of astronomy concerned with the application of Newton's laws of motion to the motions of  
heavenly bodies) 
                           => astrophysics --
 (the branch of astronomy concerned with the physical and chemical properties of celestial bodies) 
                               => cosmology, cosmogony, cosmogeny --
 (the branch of astrophysics that studies the origin and evolution and structure of the universe) 
                           => solar physics -- (the branch of astronomy that deals with the sun) 
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                       => aeronautics, astronautics -- (the theory and practice of navigation through air or space) 
                           => avionics --
 (science and technology of electronic systems and devices for aeronautics and astronautics; "avionics has  
become even more important with the development of the space program") 
                       => biophysics -- (physics as applied to biological problems) 
                       => cryogenics, cryogeny --
 (the branch of physics that studies the phenomena that occur at very low temperatures) 
                       => crystallography --
 (the branch of science that studies the formation and structure of crystals) 
                       => electromagnetism, electromagnetics --
 (the branch of physics concerned with electromagnetic phenomena) 
                       => electronics --
 (the branch of physics that deals with the emission and effects of electrons and with the use of electronic  
devices) 
                           => electron optics --
 (the branch of electronics that deals with beams of electrons and their focusing and deflection by magnetic 
fields) 
                           => microelectronics -- (the branch of electronics that deals with miniature components) 
                           => thermionics --
 (the branch of electronics dealing with thermionic phenomena (especially thermionic vacuum tubes)) 
                       => electrostatics -- (the branch of physics that deals with static electricity) 
                       => mechanics --
 (the branch of physics concerned with the motion of bodies in a frame of reference) 
                           => classical mechanics, Newtonian mechanics --
 (the branch of mechanics based on Newton's laws of motion) 
                           => fluid mechanics, hydraulics -- (study of the mechanics of fluids) 
                               => hydrostatics -- (study of the mechanical properties of fluids that are not in motion) 
                               => hydrodynamics, hydrokinetics -- (study of fluids in motion) 
                                   => magnetohydrodynamics --
 (the study of the interaction of magnetic fields and electrically conducting fluids (as plasma or molten  
metal)) 
                           => pneumatics --
 (the branch of mechanics that deals with the mechanical properties of gases) 
                           => statics -- (the branch of mechanics concerned with forces in equilibrium) 
                           => dynamics, kinetics --
 (the branch of mechanics concerned with the forces that cause motions of bodies) 
                               => ballistics -- (the science of flight dynamics) 
                           => kinematics --
 (the branch of mechanics concerned with motion without reference to force or mass) 
                           => aeromechanics, aerodynamics --
 (the branch of mechanics that deals with the motion of gases (especially air) and their effects on bodies in  
the flow) 
                       => nuclear physics, atomic physics, nucleonics --
 (the branch of physics that studies the internal structure of atomic nuclei) 
                       => optics -- (the branch of physics that studies the physical properties of light) 
                           => catoptrics -- (branch of optics dealing with formation of images by mirrors) 
                           => holography --
 (the branch of optics that deals with the use of coherent light from a laser in order to make a hologram that 
can then be used to create a three-dimensional image) 
                       => particle physics, high-energy physics, high energy physics --
 (the branch of physics that studies subatomic particles and their interactions) 
                       => plasma physics -- (the branch of physics concerned with matter in its plasma phase) 
                       => quantum physics -- (the branch of physics based on quantum theory) 
                           => quantum mechanics --
 (the branch of quantum physics that accounts for matter at the atomic level; an extension of statistical  
mechanics based on quantum theory (especially the Pauli exclusion principle)) 
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                               => wave mechanics --
 (the modern form of quantum theory; an extension of quantum mechanics based on Schrodinger's equation
; atomic events are explained as interactions between particle waves) 
                           => quantum field theory --
 (the branch of quantum physics that is concerned with the theory of fields; it was motivated by the  
question of how an atom radiates light as its electrons jump from excited states) 
                               => quantum electrodynamics, QED --
 (a relativistic quantum theory of the electromagnetic interactions of photons and electrons and muons) 
                               => quantum chromodynamics, QCD --
 (a theory of strong interactions between elementary particles (including the interaction that binds protons  
and neutrons in the nucleus); it assumes that strongly interacting particles (hadrons) are made of quarks and
 that gluons bind the quarks together) 
                       => rheology -- (the branch of physics that studies the deformation and flow of matter) 
                       => solid-state physics --
 (the branch of physics that studies the properties of materials in the solid state: electrical conduction in cry
stals of semiconductors and metals; superconductivity; photoconductivity) 
                       => statistical mechanics --
 (the branch of physics that makes theoretical predictions about the behavior of macroscopic systems on the
 basis of statistical laws governing its component particles) 
                       => thermodynamics --
 (the branch of physics concerned with the conversion of different forms of energy) 
                           => thermostatics, thermodynamics of equilibrium --
 (the aspect of thermodynamics concerned with thermal equilibrium) 
                   => earth science -- (any of the sciences that deal with the earth or its parts) 
                       => paleontology, palaeontology, fossilology --
 (the earth science that studies fossil organisms and related remains) 
                           => paleobiology, palaeobiology --
 (a branch of paleontology that deals with the origin and growth and structure of fossil animals and plants  
as living organisms) 
                               => paleobotany, palaeobotany -- (the study of fossil plants) 
                                   => paleodendrology, palaeodendrology --
 (the branch of paleobotany that studies fossil trees) 
                               => paleozoology, palaeozoology -- (the study of fossil animals) 
                                   => paleomammalogy -- (the paleobiology of ancient mammals) 
                                   => paleornithology, palaeornithology -- (the paleobiology of birds) 
                           => micropaleontology -- (the paleontology of microfossils) 
                           => vertebrate paleontology -- (the paleontology of vertebrates) 
                               => paleoanthropology, palaeoanthropology, human paleontology, human palaeontology 
-- (the scientific study of human fossils) 
                       => geology -- (a science that deals with the history of the earth as recorded in rocks) 
                           => hypsography --
 (the scientific study of the earth's configuration above sea level (emphasizing the measurement of land  
altitudes relative to sea level)) 
                           => paleogeology, palaeogeology --
 (the study of geologic features once at the surface of the earth but now buried beneath rocks) 
                           => geophysics, geophysical science --
 (geology that uses physical principles to study properties of the earth) 
                               => morphology, geomorphology --
 (the branch of geology that studies the characteristics and configuration and evolution of rocks and land for
ms) 
                                   => tectonics, plate tectonics, plate tectonic theory --
 (the branch of geology studying the folding and faulting of the earth's crust) 
                                   => petrology --
 (the branch of geology that studies rocks: their origin and formation and composition) 
                               => hydrology --
 (the branch of geology that studies water on the earth and in the atmosphere: its distribution and uses and  
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conservation) 
                               => seismology -- (the branch of geology that studies earthquakes) 
                               => volcanology, vulcanology -- (the branch of geology that studies volcanoes) 
                               => magnetism, magnetics -- (the branch of science that studies magnetism) 
                               => geodesy --
 (the branch of geology that studies the shape of the earth and the determination of the exact position of  
geographical points) 
                           => orology, orography -- (the science of mountains) 
                           => mineralogy --
 (the branch of geology that studies minerals: their structure and properties and the ways of distinguishing  
them) 
                           => speleology, spelaeology -- (the scientific study of caves) 
                           => economic geology --
 (the branch of geology that deals with economically valuable geological materials) 
                               => petroleum geology --
 (the branch of economic geology that deals with the occurrence and exploitation of oil and gas fields) 
                               => mining geology --
 (the branch of economic geology that deals with the applications of geology to mining) 
                       => meteorology --
 (the earth science dealing with phenomena of the atmosphere (especially weather)) 
                           => aerology --
 (meteorology of the total extent of the atmosphere; especially the upper layers) 
                           => climatology -- (meteorology of climates and their phenomena) 
                               => bioclimatology -- (the study of effects of climate on living organisms) 
                           => nephology -- (the branch of meteorology that studies clouds and cloud formation) 
                       => oceanography --
 (the branch of science dealing with physical and biological aspects of the oceans) 
                           => hydrography --
 (the science of the measurement and description and mapping of the surface waters of the earth with  
special reference to navigation) 
                       => limnology --
 (the scientific study of bodies of fresh water for their biological and physical and geological properties) 
                       => geography, geographics --
 (study of the earth's surface; includes people's responses to topography and climate and soil and vegetation
) 
                           => physical geography, physiography --
 (the study of physical features of the earth's surface) 
                           => topography -- (precise detailed study of the surface features of a region) 
                               => topology --
 (topographic study of a given place (especially the history of place as indicated by its topography);  
"Greenland's topology has been shaped by the glaciers of the ice age") 
                           => economic geography --
 (the branch of geography concerned with the production and distribution of commodities) 
                   => cosmography --
 (the science that maps the general features of the universe; describes both heaven and earth (but without  
encroaching on geography or astronomy)) 
 

MATHEMATICS 
 
               => mathematics, math, maths --
 (a science (or group of related sciences) dealing with the logic of quantity and shape and arrangement) 
                   => pure mathematics --
 (the branches of mathematics that study and develop the principles of mathematics for their own sake  
rather than for their immediate usefulness) 
                       => arithmetic --
 (the branch of pure mathematics dealing with the theory of numerical calculations) 
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                           => algorism -- (computation with Arabic figures) 
                       => geometry -- (the pure mathematics of points and lines and curves and surfaces) 
                           => affine geometry -- (the geometery of affine transformations) 
                           => elementary geometry, parabolic geometry, Euclidean geometry --
 (geometry based on Euclid's axioms: e.g., only one line can be drawn through a point parallel to another  
line) 
                           => fractal geometry --
 (the geometry of fractals; "Benoit Mandelbrot pioneered fractal geometry") 
                           => non-Euclidean geometry -- (geometry based on axioms different from Euclid's) 
                               => hyperbolic geometry -- (a non-
Euclidean geometry in which it is assumed that through any point there are two or more parallel lines that  
do not intersect a given line in the plane) 
                               => elliptic geometry, Riemannian geometry -- (a non-
Euclidean geometry that regards space is like a sphere and a line is a great circle) 
                           => spherical geometry -- (the geometry of figures on the surface of a sphere) 
                           => analytic geometry, analytical geometry, coordinate geometry --
 (the use of algebra to study geometric properties; operates on symbols defined in a coordinate system) 
                           => plane geometry -- (the geometry of 2-dimensional figures) 
                           => solid geometry -- (the geometry of 3-dimensional space) 
                           => projective geometry, descriptive geometry --
 (the geometry of properties that remain invariant under projection) 
                       => trigonometry, trig -- (the mathematics of triangles and trigonometric functions) 
                           => spherical trigonometry -- (the trigonometry of spherical triangles) 
                           => triangulation --
 (a trigonometric method of determining the position of a fixed point from the angles to it from two fixed  
points a known distance apart; useful in navigation) 
                       => algebra -- (the mathematics of generalized arithmetical operations) 
                           => quadratics -- (a branch of algebra dealing with quadratic equations) 
                           => linear algebra --
 (the part of algebra that deals with the theory of linear equations and linear transformation) 
                           => vector algebra --
 (the part of algebra that deals with the theory of vectors and vector spaces) 
                               => decomposition, vector decomposition -- (the analysis of a vector field) 
                           => matrix algebra -- (the part of algebra that deals with the theory of matrices) 
                       => calculus, the calculus, infinitesimal calculus --
 (the branch of mathematics that is concerned with limits and with the differentiation and integration of  
functions) 
                           => analysis --
 (a branch of mathematics involving calculus and the theory of limits; sequences and series and integration 
and differentiation) 
                               => Fourier analysis, harmonic analysis --
 (analysis of a periodic function into a sum of simple sinusoidal components) 
                           => differential calculus, method of fluxions --
 (the part of calculus that deals with the variation of a function with respect to changes in the independent  
variable (or variables) by means of the concepts of derivative and differential) 
                           => integral calculus --
 (the part of calculus that deals with integration and its application in the solution of differential equations  
and in determining areas or volumes etc.) 
                           => calculus of variations -- (the calculus of maxima and minima of definite integrals) 
                       => set theory --
 (the branch of pure mathematics that deals with the nature and relations of sets) 
                       => group theory -- (the branch of mathematics dealing with groups) 
                           => Galois theory -- (group theory applied to the solution of algebraic equations) 
                       => topology, analysis situs --
 (the branch of pure mathematics that deals only with the properties of a figure X that hold for every figure 
into which X can be transformed with a one-to-one correspondence that is continuous in both directions) 
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                       => metamathematics -- (the logical analysis of mathematical reasoning) 
                   => applied mathematics, applied math --
 (the branches of mathematics that are involved in the study of the physical or biological or sociological  
world) 
                       => linear programming --
 (a mathematical technique used in economics; finds the maximum or minimum of linear functions in many
 variables subject to constraints) 
                       => statistics --
 (a branch of applied mathematics concerned with the collection and interpretation of quantitative data and  
the use of probability theory to estimate population parameters) 
                           => correlation, correlational statistics --
 (a statistical relation between two or more variables such that systematic changes in the value of one  
variable are accompanied by systematic changes in the other) 
                               => curvilinear correlation, nonlinear correlation, skew correlation --
 (any correlation in which the rates of change of the variables is not constant) 
                               => partial correlation --
 (a correlation between two variables when the effects of one or more related variables are removed) 
                                   => first-order correlation --
 (a partial correlation in which the effects of only one variable are removed (held constant)) 
                               => positive correlation, direct correlation --
 (a correlation in which large values of one variable are associated with large values of the other and small 
with small; the correlation coefficient is between 0 and +1) 
                               => negative correlation, indirect correlation --
 (a correlation in which large values of one variable are associated with small values of the other; the  
correlation coefficient is between 0 and -1) 
                               => spurious correlation --
 (a correlation between two variables (e.g., between the number of electric motors in the home and grades  
at school) that does not result from any direct relation between them (buying electric motors will not raise  
grades) but from their relation to other variables) 
                           => nonparametric statistics --
 (the branch of statistics dealing with variables without making assumptions about the form or the  
parameters of their distribution) 
                           => biometrics, biometry --
 (a branch of biology that studies biological phenomena and observations by means of statistical analysis) 
                       => probability theory -- (the branch of applied mathematics that deals with probabilities) 

 
               => agronomy, scientific agriculture --
 (the application of soil and plant sciences to land management and crop production) 
               => agrobiology --
 (the study of plant nutrition and growth especially as a way to increase crop yield) 
               => agrology -- (science of soils in relation to crops) 
               => architectonics, tectonics -- (the science of architecture) 
               => metallurgy -- (the science and technology of metals) 
                   => powder metallurgy --
 (the metallurgy of powdered metals; how to produce solid metal objects from powdered metal by  
compaction and sintering) 
               => metrology -- (the scientific study of measurement) 
               => nutrition -- (the scientific study of food and drink (especially in humans)) 

 
PSYCHOLOGY 

               => psychology, psychological science -- (the science of mental life) 
                   => abnormal psychology, psychopathology --
 (the branch of psychology concerned with abnormal behavior) 
                   => applied psychology, industrial psychology --
 (any of several branches of psychology that seek to apply psychological principles to practical problems of
 education or industry or marketing etc.) 
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                   => cognitive psychology --
 (an approach to psychology that emphasizes internal mental processes) 
                       => memory --
 (the area of cognitive psychology that studies memory processes; "he taught a graduate course on learning 
and memory") 
                       => problem solving --
 (the area of cognitive psychology that studies the processes involved in solving problems) 
                       => psycholinguistics --
 (the branch of cognitive psychology that studies the psychological basis of linguistic competence and  
performance) 
                   => comparative psychology, animal psychology --
 (the branch of psychology concerned with the behavior of animals) 
                   => developmental psychology, genetic psychology, child psychology --
 (the branch of psychology that studies the social and mental development of children) 
                   => differential psychology --
 (the branch of psychology that studies measurable differences between individuals) 
                   => experimental psychology, psychonomics --
 (the branch of psychology that uses experimental methods to study psychological issues) 
                       => psychophysics --
 (the branch of psychology concerned with quantitative relations between physical stimuli and their  
psychological effects) 
                       => behaviorism, behaviourism, behavioristic psychology, behaviouristic psychology --
 (an approach to psychology that emphasizes observable measurable behavior) 
                   => physiological psychology, neuropsychology, psychophysiology --
 (the branch of psychology that is concerned with the physiological bases of psychological processes) 
                   => psychometry, psychometrics, psychometrika --
 (any branch of psychology concerned with psychological measurements) 
                   => social psychology --
 (the branch of psychology that studies persons and their relationships with others and with groups and with
 society as a whole) 
                       => group dynamics --
 (the branch of social psychology that studies the dynamics of interaction in social groups) 

 
INFORMATICS, INFORMATION SCIENCE, INFORMATION PROCESSING, IP 

               => information science, informatics, information processing, IP --
 (the sciences concerned with gathering and manipulating and storing and retrieving and classifying  
recorded information) 
                   => natural language processing, NLP, human language technology --
 (the branch of information science that deals with natural language information) 
                   => cybernetics --
 ((biology) the field of science concerned with processes of communication and control (especially the  
comparison of these processes in biological and artificial systems)) 
               => cognitive science --
 (the field of science concerned with cognition; includes parts of cognitive psychology and linguistics and  
computer science and cognitive neuroscience and philosophy of mind) 
 

SOCIAL SCIENCE 
               => social science --
 (the branch of science that studies society and the relationships of individual within a society) 
                   => civics -- (the social science of municipal affairs) 
                   => anthropology --
 (the social science that studies the origins and social relationships of human beings) 
                       => paleoanthropology, palaeoanthropology, human paleontology, human palaeontology --
 (the scientific study of human fossils) 
                       => archeology, archaeology --
 (the branch of anthropology that studies prehistoric people and their cultures) 
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                           => Assyriology -- (archeology of the ancient Assyrians) 
                           => Egyptology -- (archeology of ancient Egyptian artifacts) 
                           => Sumerology -- (the archeology of ancient Sumerians) 
                           => marine archeology, marine archaeology, underwater archeology, underwater  
archaeology -- (the archeology of underwater sites) 
                           => paleoclimatology, palaeoclimatology -- (the study of the climate of past ages) 
                           => paleogeography, palaeogeography --
 (the study of the geography of ancient times or ancient epochs) 
                           => paleography -- (the study of ancient forms of writing (and the deciphering of them)) 
                               => epigraphy -- (the study of ancient inscriptions) 
                           => paleopathology, palaeopathology --
 (the study of disease of former times (as inferred from fossil evidence)) 
                           => paletiology, palaetiology --
 (the explanation of past events in terms of scientific causes (as geological causes)) 
                           => paleology, palaeology -- (the study of (especially prehistoric) antiquities) 
                           => protohistory, protoanthropology -- (the study humans prior to the invention of writing) 
                               => protoarcheology, protoarchaeology --
 (the study of prehistoric human artifacts and human fossils) 
                           => paleoethnography, palaeoethnography -- (the ethnography of paleolithic humans) 
                       => ethnography, descriptive anthropology --
 (the branch of anthropology that provides scientific description of individual human societies) 
                       => ethnology --
 (the branch of anthropology that deals with the division of humankind into races and with their origins and 
distribution and distinctive characteristics) 
                       => physical anthropology --
 (the branch of anthropology dealing with the genesis and variation of human beings) 
                           => craniometry --
 (the branch of physical anthropology dealing with the study and measurement of dry skulls after removal  
of its soft parts) 
                       => social anthropology, cultural anthropology --
 (the branch of anthropology that deals with human culture and society) 
                           => garbology -- (the study of a society by analyzing its garbage) 
                           => mythology -- (the study of myths) 
                           => ritualism -- (the study of religious or magical rites and ceremonies) 
                   => politics, political science, government --
 (the study of government of states and other political units) 
                       => geopolitics -- (the study of the effects of economic geography on the powers of the state) 
                           => geostrategy -- (the branch of geopolitics dealing with strategy) 
                       => realpolitik, practical politics --
 (politics based on practical rather than moral or ideological considerations) 
                   => home economics, home ec, domestic science, household arts --
 (theory and practice of homemaking) 
                   => economics, economic science, political economy --
 (the branch of social science that deals with the production and distribution and consumption of goods and 
services and their management) 
                       => econometrics --
 (the application of mathematics and statistics to the study of economic and financial data) 
                       => finance --
 (the branch of economics that studies the management of money and other assets) 
                       => macroeconomics --
 (the branch of economics that studies the overall working of a national economy) 
                       => microeconomics --
 (the branch of economics that studies the economy of consumers or households or individual firms) 
                       => supply-side economics --
 (the school of economic theory that stresses the costs of production as a means of stimulating the economy
; advocates policies that raise capital and labor output by increasing the incentive to produce) 
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                   => proxemics --
 (the study of spatial distances between individuals in different cultures and situations) 
                   => sociology -- (the study and classification of human societies) 
                       => criminology -- (the scientific study of crime and criminal behavior and law enforcement) 
                           => penology, poenology --
 (the branch of criminology concerned with prison management and prisoner rehabilitation) 
                       => demography, human ecology --
 (the branch of sociology that studies the characteristics of human populations) 
                       => psephology -- (the branch of sociology that studies election trends (as by opinion polls)) 
                       => sociometry -- (the quantitative study of social relationships) 
 
               => strategics -- (the science or art of strategy) 
               => systematics -- (the science of systematic classification) 
                   => biosystematics, biosystematy --
 (use of data (e.g. cytogenetic or biochemical) to assess taxonomic relations especially within an evolutiona
ry framework) 
                   => taxonomy -- ((biology) study of the general principles of scientific classification) 
                       => cladistics, cladisitic analysis --
 (a system of biological taxonomy based on the quantitative analysis of comparative data and used to recons
truct cladograms summarizing the (assumed) phylogenetic relations and evolutionary history of groups of  
organisms) 
               => thanatology --
 (the branch of science that studies death (especially its social and psychological aspects)) 
               => cryptanalysis, cryptanalytics, cryptography, cryptology --
 (the science of analyzing and deciphering codes and ciphers and cryptograms) 
 

LINGUISTICS 
               => linguistics -- (the scientific study of language) 
                   => computational linguistics -- (the use of computers for linguistic research and applications) 
                       => machine translation, MT --
 (the use of computers to translate from one language to another) 
                   => dialect geography, linguistic geography --
 (the study of the geographical distribution of linguistic features) 
                   => etymology -- (the study of the sources and development of words) 
                       => lexicostatistics --
 (a statistical technique used in glottochronology; used to estimate how long ago different languages evolve
d from a common source language) 
                   => historical linguistics -- (the study of linguistic change) 
                   => lexicology -- (the branch of linguistics that studies the lexical component of language) 
                       => onomastics --
 (the branch of lexicology that studies the forms and origins of proper names) 
                       => toponymy, toponomy --
 (the branch of lexicology that studies the place names of a region or a language) 
                   => neurolinguistics --
 (the branch of linguistics that studies the relation between language and the structure and function of the  
nervous system) 
                   => pragmatics -- (the study of language use) 
                   => semantics -- (the study of language meaning) 
                       => deixis --
 (the function of pointing or specifying from the perspective of a participant in an act of speech or writing; 
aspects of a communication whose interpretation depends on knowledge of the context in which the  
communication occurs) 
                   => sociolinguistics -- (the study of language in relation to its sociocultural context) 
                   => structuralism, structural linguistics --
 (linguistics defined as the analysis of formal structures in a text or discourse) 
                   => synchronic linguistics, descriptive linguistics --
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 (an explanation of a person's mastery of their native language) 
                       => grammar -- (studies of the formation of basic linguistic units) 
                           => syntax -- (studies of the rules for forming admissible sentences) 
                           => morphology -- (studies of the rules for forming admissible words) 
                               => inflectional morphology, accidence --
 (the part of grammar that deals with the inflections of words) 
                               => derivational morphology --
 (the part of grammar that deals with the derivations of words) 
                               => compound morphology --
 (the part of grammar that deals with combinations of simple words into compound words) 
                       => phonology, phonemics --
 (the study of the sound system of a given language and the analysis and classification of its phonemes) 
                           => orthoepy --
 (a term formerly used for the part of phonology that dealt with the `correct' pronunciation of words and its 
relation to `correct' orthography) 
                       => morphophonemics --
 (the study of the phonological realization of the allomorphs of the morphemes of a language) 
 
           => architecture --
 (the discipline dealing with the principles of design and construction and ornamentation of fine buildings; "
architecture and eloquence are mixed arts whose end is sometimes beauty and sometimes use") 
               => landscape architecture --
 (the branch of architecture dealing with the arrangement of land and buildings for human use and  
enjoyment) 
               => urban planning --
 (the branch of architecture dealing with the design and organization of urban space and activities) 
               => interior design --
 (the branch of architecture dealing with the selection and organization of furnishings for an architectural in
terior) 

ENGINEERING, APPLIED SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY 
           => engineering, engineering science, applied science, technology --
 (the discipline dealing with the art or science of applying scientific knowledge to practical problems; "he  
had trouble deciding which branch of engineering to study") 
               => aeronautical engineering --
 (the branch of engineering science concerned with the design and construction of aircraft) 
               => bionics --
 (application of biological principals to the study and design of engineering systems (especially electronic  
systems)) 
               => biotechnology, bioengineering, ergonomics --
 (the branch of engineering science in which biological science is used to study the relation between worker
s and their environments) 
               => chemical engineering --
 (the branch of engineering that is concerned with the design and construction and operation of the plants  
and machinery used in industrial chemical processes) 
               => civil engineering --
 (the branch of engineering concerned with the design and construction of such public works as dams or  
bridges) 
                   => hydraulic engineering --
 (the branch of civil engineering dealing with the use and control of water in motion) 
               => electrical engineering, EE --
 (the branch of engineering science that studies the uses of electricity and the equipment for power  
generation and distribution and the control of machines and communication) 
                   => telecommunication --
 ((often plural) the branch of electrical engineering concerned with the technology of electronic  
communication at a distance) 
               => computer science, computing --
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 (the branch of engineering science that studies (with the aid of computers) computable processes and  
structures) 
                   => artificial intelligence, AI --
 (the branch of computer science that deal with writing computer programs that can solve problems creative
ly; "workers in AI hope to imitate or duplicate intelligence in computers and robots") 
                       => machine translation, MT --
 (the use of computers to translate from one language to another) 
                       => robotics -- (the area of AI concerned with the practical use of robots) 
                           => animatronics --
 (the construction of robots to look like animals (developed for Disneyland)) 
                           => telerobotics --
 (the area of robotics that is concerned with the control of robots from a distance) 
               => architectural engineering --
 (the branch of engineering that deals with the construction of buildings (as distinguished from architecture 
as a design art)) 
               => industrial engineering, industrial management --
 (the branch of engineering that deals with the creation and management of systems that integrate people  
and materials and energy in productive ways) 
               => mechanical engineering --
 (the branch of engineering that deals with the design and construction and operation of machinery) 
                   => tribology --
 (the branch of engineering that deals with the interaction of surfaces in relative motion (as in bearings or  
gears): their design and friction and wear and lubrication) 
               => nanotechnology --
 (the branch of engineering that deals with things smaller than 100 nanometers (especially with the manipul
ation of individual molecules)) 
               => nuclear engineering --
 (the branch of engineering concerned with the design and construction and operation of nuclear reactors) 
               => naval engineering --
 (the branch of engineering that deals with the design and construction and operation of ships) 
               => rocketry -- (the branch of engineering science that studies rocket design and operation) 
 
           => futurology, futuristics --
 (the study or prediction of future developments on the basis of existing conditions) 

 
HUMANITIES, LIBERAL ARTS, ARTS, HUMANISTIC DISCIPLINE 

 
           => humanistic discipline, humanities, liberal arts, arts --
 (studies intended to provide general knowledge and intellectual skills (rather than occupational or professi
onal skills); "the college of arts and sciences") 
               => neoclassicism --
 (revival of a classical style (in art or literature or architecture or music) but from a new perspective or with 
a new motivation) 
               => classicism --
 (a movement in literature and art during the 17th and 18th centuries in Europe that favored rationality and  
restraint and strict forms; "classicism often derived its models from the ancient Greeks and Romans") 
               => romanticism --
 (a movement in literature and art during the late 18th and early 19th centuries that celebrated nature rather 
than civilization; "romanticism valued imagination and emotion over rationality") 
               => English -- (the discipline that studies the English language and literature) 
               => history --
 (the discipline that records and interprets past events involving human beings; "he teaches Medieval  
history"; "history takes the long view") 
               => art history -- (the academic discipline that studies the development of painting and sculpture) 
                   => iconology --
 (the branch of art history that studies visual images and their symbolic meaning (especially in social or  
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political terms)) 
               => chronology -- (the determination of the actual temporal sequence of past events) 
                   => glottochronology --
 (the determination of how long ago different languages evolved from a common source language; "he map
ped the glottochronology of the Romance languages") 
               => fine arts, beaux arts -- (the study and creation of visual works of art) 
                   => painting --
 (creating a picture with paints; "he studied painting and sculpture for many years") 
                       => distemper --
 (a method of painting in which the pigments are mixed with water and a binder; used for painting posters  
or murals or stage scenery) 
                       => fresco -- (a durable method of painting on a wall by using watercolors on wet plaster) 
                       => impasto --
 (painting that applies the pigment thickly so that brush or palette knife marks are visible) 
                       => oil painting -- (the act of painting with oil paints) 
                   => sculpture, carving -- (creating figures or designs in three dimensions) 
                       => modeling, modelling, molding, moulding --
 (a preliminary sculpture in wax or clay from which a finished work can be copied) 
                           => cheoplasty -- (molding artificial teeth using low-fusing metals or alloys) 
                   => architecture --
 (the discipline dealing with the principles of design and construction and ornamentation of fine buildings; "
architecture and eloquence are mixed arts whose end is sometimes beauty and sometimes use") 
                       => landscape architecture --
 (the branch of architecture dealing with the arrangement of land and buildings for human use and enjoyme
nt) 
                       => urban planning --
 (the branch of architecture dealing with the design and organization of urban space and activities) 
                       => interior design --
 (the branch of architecture dealing with the selection and organization of furnishings for an architectural  
interior) 
               => performing arts -- (arts or skills that require public performance) 
                   => musical performance -- (the act of performing music) 
                       => playing -- (the act of playing a musical instrument) 
                           => bowing --
 (managing the bow in playing a stringed instrument; "the violinist's bowing was excellent") 
                               => spiccato, spiccato bowing --
 (bowing in such a way that the bow bounces lightly off the strings) 
                           => piping -- (playing a pipe or the bagpipes) 
                           => stopping --
 (the kind of playing that involves pressing the fingers on the strings of a stringed instrument to control the 
pitch; "the violinist's stopping was excellent") 
                               => double stopping -- (stopping two strings and producing two notes at the same time) 
                           => transposition --
 ((music) playing in a different key from the key intended; moving the pitch of a piece of music upwards or 
downwards) 
                       => jam session -- (an impromptu jazz concert) 
                       => singing, vocalizing -- (the act of singing vocal music) 
                           => a cappella singing, a capella singing -- (singing without instrumental accompaniment) 
                               => gospel, gospel singing --
 (a genre of a capella music originating with Black slaves in the United States and featuring call and respon
se; influential on the development of other genres of popular music (especially soul)) 
                                   => doo-wop -- (a genre (usually a capella) of Black vocal-
harmony music of the 1950s that evolved in New York City from gospel singing; characterized by close  
four-part harmonies; the name derived from some of the nonsense syllables sung by the back-up vocalists) 
                                   => soul --
 (a secular form of gospel that was a major Black musical genre in the 1960s and 1970s; "soul was  
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politically significant during the Civil Rights movement") 
                           => bel canto -- (a style of operatic singing) 
                           => coloratura -- (singing with florid ornamentation) 
                           => caroling -- (singing joyful religious songs (especially at Christmas)) 
                           => crooning -- (the act of singing popular songs in a sentimental manner) 
                           => crooning -- (singing in a soft low tone; "her crooning soon put the child to sleep") 
                           => scat, scat singing --
 (singing jazz; the singer substitutes nonsense syllables for the words of the song and tries to sound like a  
musical instrument) 
                           => harmonization, harmonisation -- (singing in harmony) 
                           => humming -- (the act of singing with closed lips) 
                           => intonation, chanting -- (the act of singing in a monotonous tone) 
                               => cantillation -- (liturgical chanting) 
                           => intonation -- (singing by a soloist of the opening piece of plainsong) 
                           => karaoke --
 (singing popular songs accompanied by a recording of an orchestra (usually in bars or nightclubs)) 
                           => part-singing -- (singing with three or more voice parts) 
                           => psalmody, hymnody -- (the act of singing psalms or hymns) 
                           => singalong, singsong -- (informal group singing of popular songs) 
                           => solfege, solfeggio -- (a voice exercise; singing scales or runs to the same syllable) 
                           => solmization, solfege, solfeggio --
 (singing using solfa syllables to denote the notes of the scale of C major) 
                           => yodeling -- (singing by changing back and forth between the chest voice and a falsetto) 
                   => dancing, dance, terpsichore, saltation --
 (taking a series of rhythmical steps (and movements) in time to music) 
                       => adagio --
 (a slow section of a pas de deux requiring great skill and strength by the dancers) 
                       => break dancing, break dance --
 (a form of solo dancing that involves rapid acrobatic moves in which different parts of the body touch the 
ground; normally performed to the rhythm of rap music) 
                       => nautch, nauch, nautch dance --
 (an intricate traditional dance in India performed by professional dancing girls) 
                       => pavane, pavan -- (a stately court dance of the 16th and 17th centuries) 
                       => saraband -- (a stately court dance of the 17th and 18th centuries; in slow time) 
                       => skank --
 (a rhythmic dance to reggae music performed by bending forward and extending the hands while bending t
he knees) 
                       => slam dancing, slam dance --
 (a form of dancing in which dancers slam into one another; normally performed to punk rock) 
                       => step dancing, hoofing --
 (dancing in which the steps are more important than gestures or postures) 
                           => tap dancing, tap dance -- (a dance step tapped out audibly with the feet) 
                               => soft-shoe, soft-shoe shuffle, soft-shoe dancing -- (tap dancing wearing soft-
soled shoes) 
                               => buck-and-wing -- (a solo tap dance emphasizing sharp taps) 
                               => clog dance, clog dancing, clog --
 (a dance performed while wearing clogs; has heavy stamping steps) 
                       => toe dancing, toe dance -- (a dance performed on tiptoe) 
                       => stage dancing, choreography -- (a show involving artistic dancing) 
                           => ballet, concert dance --
 (a theatrical representation of a story performed to music by ballet dancers) 
                               => classical ballet --
 (a style of ballet based on precise conventional steps performed with graceful and flowing movements) 
                               => modern ballet -- (a style of ballet that admits a wider variety of movements) 
                               => comedy ballet -- (a ballet that stresses the drama with features of comedy) 
                           => modern dance --
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 (a style of theatrical dancing that is not as restricted as classical ballet; movements are expressive of  
feelings) 
                               => interpretive dance, interpretive dancing, interpretative dance, interpretative dancing -
- (a form of modern dance in which the dancer's movements depict an emotion or tell a story) 
                           => apache dance --
 (a violent fast dance in French vaudeville (an apache is a member of the French underworld)) 
                           => belly dance, belly dancing, danse du ventre --
 (a Middle Eastern dance in which the dancer makes sensuous movements of the hips and abdomen) 
                           => bolero -- (a Spanish dance in triple time accompanied by guitar and castanets) 
                           => cakewalk --
 (a strutting dance based on a march; was performed in minstrel shows; originated as a competition among 
Black dancers to win a cake) 
                           => cancan -- (a high-kicking dance of French origin performed by a female chorus line) 
                           => nude dancing -- (erotic dancing with little or no clothing) 
                               => fan dance --
 (a solo dance in which large fans are manipulated to suggest or reveal nakedness) 
                               => strip, striptease, strip show --
 (a form of erotic entertainment in which a dancer gradually undresses to music; "she did a strip right in  
front of everyone") 
                               => bubble dance --
 (a solo dance similar to a fan dance except large balloons are used instead of fans) 
                       => pas seul, variation -- ((ballet) a solo dance or dance figure) 
                       => pas de deux, duet --
 ((ballet) a dance for two people (usually a ballerina and a danseur noble)) 
                       => pas de trois -- ((ballet) a dance for three people) 
                       => pas de quatre -- ((ballet) a dance for four people) 
                       => social dancing -- (dancing as part of a social occasion) 
                           => jitterbug -- (a jerky American dance that was popular in the 1940s) 
                           => lindy, lindy hop --
 (an energetic American dance that was popular in the 1930s (probably named for the aviator Charles  
Lindbergh)) 
                           => fandango --
 (a provocative Spanish courtship dance in triple time; performed by a man and a woman playing castanets) 
                           => flamenco, gypsy dancing --
 (a style of dancing characteristic of the Andalusian gypsies; vigorous and rhythmic with clapping and  
stamping of feet) 
                           => gavotte -- (an old formal French dance in quadruple time) 
                           => habanera -- (a Cuban dance in duple time) 
                           => shag -- (a lively dance step consisting of hopping on each foot in turn) 
                           => shimmy --
 (lively dancing (usually to ragtime music) with much shaking of the shoulders and hips) 
                           => stomp -- (a dance involving a rhythmical stamping step) 
                           => tarantella, tarantelle -- (a lively whirling Italian dance for two persons) 
                           => twist --
 (social dancing in which couples vigorously twist their hips and arms in time to the music; was popular in  
the 1960s; "they liked to dance the twist") 
                           => ballroom dancing, ballroom dance --
 (any of a variety of social dances performed by couples in a ballroom) 
                               => beguine --
 (a ballroom dance that originated in the French West Indies; similar to the rumba) 
                               => carioca -- (a lively ballroom dance that resembles the samba) 
                               => cha-cha, cha-cha-cha --
 (a modern ballroom dance from Latin America; small steps and swaying movements of the hips) 
                               => one-step -- (an early ballroom dance; precursor to the fox-trot) 
                                   => turkey trot -- (an early ragtime one-step) 
                               => fox-trot, foxtrot --
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 (a ballroom dance in quadruple time; combines short and long and fast and slow steps fixed sequences) 
                               => two-step -- (a ballroom dance in duple meter; marked by sliding steps) 
                               => bunny hug -- (a syncopated ballroom dance formerly popular in the US) 
                               => charleston --
 (an American ballroom dance in syncopated rhythm; popular early in the 20th century) 
                               => conga -- (a Latin American dance of 3 steps and a kick by people in single file) 
                               => cotillion, cotilion -- (a lively dance originating in France in the 18th century) 
                               => minuet -- (a stately court dance in the 17th century) 
                               => paso doble -- (a ballroom dance in fast duple time) 
                               => quickstep -- (a ballroom dance with both quick and slow steps) 
                               => rumba -- (a ballroom dance based on the Cuban folk dance) 
                               => samba -- (a lively ballroom dance from Brazil) 
                               => round dance, round dancing --
 (a ballroom dance characterized by revolving movement) 
                               => tango -- (a ballroom dance of Latin-American origin) 
                               => waltz, valse -- (a ballroom dance in triple time with a strong accent on the first beat) 
                           => folk dancing, folk dance --
 (a style of dancing that originated among ordinary people (not in the royal courts)) 
                               => farandole --
 (a lively dance from Provence; all the dancers join hands and execute various figures) 
                               => mazurka -- (a Polish national dance in triple time) 
                               => polka -- (a Bohemian dance with 3 steps and a hop in fast time) 
                               => morris dance, morris dancing --
 (any of various English folk dances performed by men in costume) 
                               => sword dance, sword dancing --
 (any of various dances by men who step nimbly over swords or flourish them in the air) 
                               => rumba -- (a rhythmic syncopated Cuban folk dance in duple time) 
                               => hornpipe -- (a British solo dance performed by sailors) 
                               => jig -- (any of various old rustic dances involving kicking and leaping) 
                               => country-dance, country dancing, contredanse, contra danse, contradance --
 (a type of folk dance in which couples are arranged in sets or face one another in a line) 
                                   => longways, longways dance --
 (country dancing performed with couples in two long lines facing each other) 
                                       => Virginia reel, reel --
 (an American country dance which starts with the couples facing each other in two lines) 
                                   => square dance, square dancing --
 (American country dancing in which couples form squares) 
                                       => reel, Scottish reel --
 (a lively dance of Scottish highlanders; marked by circular moves and gliding steps) 
                                           => highland fling -- (a vigorous Scottish reel) 
                                           => eightsome -- (a Scottish reel for eight dancers) 
                                       => quadrille -- (a square dance of 5 or more figures for 4 or more couples) 
                                           => lancers -- (a quadrille for 8 or 16 couples) 
                                   => do-si-do -- (a square-
dance figure; two dancers approach each other and circle back to back before returning to their original  
places) 
                                   => promenade -- (a square dance figure; couples march counterclockwise in a circle) 
                                   => sashay -- (a square dance figure; partners circle each other taking sideways steps) 
                                   => swing --
 (a square dance figure; a pair of dancers join hands and dance around a point between them) 
                                   => landler --
 (a moderately slow Austrian country dance in triple time; involves spinning and clapping) 
                               => round dance, ring dance -- (a folk dance; dancers form a circle) 
                                   => schottische -- (a German round dance resembling a slow polka) 
                       => ritual dancing, ritual dance, ceremonial dance -- (a dance that is part of a religious ritual) 
                           => apache devil dance -- (a ritual dance of the Apache) 
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                           => danse macabre, dance of death --
 (a medieval dance in which a skeleton representing death leads a procession of others to the grave) 
                           => ghost dance --
 (a religious dance of native Americans looking for communication with the dead) 
                           => pyrrhic -- (an ancient Greek dance imitating the motions of warfare) 
                           => rain dance -- (a ritual dance intended to bring rain) 
                               => corn dance -- (a rain dance of Amerindians) 
                               => hula, hula-hula, Hawaiian dancing --
 (a Polynesian rain dance performed by a woman) 
                           => snake dance --
 (a ceremonial dance (as by the Hopi) in which snakes are handled or invoked) 
                           => sun dance -- (a ceremonial dance performed by Amerindians at the summer solstice) 
                           => war dance -- (a ceremonial dance performed before a battle or after a victory) 
                   => acting, playing, playacting, performing -- (the performance of a part or role in a drama) 
                       => portrayal, characterization, enactment, personation --
 (acting the part of a character on stage; dramaticially representing the character by speech and action and  
gesture) 
                           => impression --
 (an impressionistic portrayal of a person; "he did a funny impression of a politician") 
                           => character, role, theatrical role, part, persona --
 (an actor's portrayal of someone in a play; "she played the part of Desdemona") 
                               => bit part, minor role -- (a small role) 
                                   => soubrette -- (a minor female role as a pert flirtatious lady's maid in a comedy) 
                               => heavy -- (a serious (or tragic) role in a play) 
                               => hero -- (the principal character in a play or movie or novel or poem) 
                               => ingenue -- (the role of an innocent artless young woman in a play) 
                               => title role, name part -- (the role of the character after whom the play is named) 
                               => heroine -- (the main good female character in a work of fiction) 
                               => villain, baddie -- (the principle bad character in a film or work of fiction) 
                       => impersonation, personation -- (imitating the mannerisms of another person) 
                           => apery, mimicry -- (the act of mimicking; imitative behavior) 
                               => parody, mockery, takeoff -- (humorous or satirical mimicry) 
                       => mime, pantomime, dumb show --
 (a performance using gestures and body movements without words) 
                           => panto -- (an abbreviation of pantomime) 
                       => business, stage business, byplay --
 (incidental activity performed by an actor for dramatic effect; "his business with the cane was hilarious") 
                           => shtik, schtik, shtick, schtick --
 ((Yiddish) a contrived and often used bit of business that a performer uses to steal attention; "play it  
straight with no shtik") 
                       => skit -- (a short theatrical episode) 
                       => hamming, overacting -- (poor acting by a ham actor) 
                       => heroics --
 (ostentatious or vainglorious or extravagant or hammy conduct; "heroics are for those epic films they make
 in Hollywood") 
                       => roleplaying -- (acting a particular role (as in psychotherapy)) 
               => Occidentalism -- (the scholarly knowledge of Western cultures and languages and people) 
               => Orientalism, Oriental Studies --
 (the scholarly knowledge of Asian cultures and languages and people) 
 

PHILOSOPHY 
               => philosophy --
 (the rational investigation of questions about existence and knowledge and ethics) 
                   => ethics, moral philosophy -- (the philosophical study of moral values and rules) 
                       => bioethics -- (the branch of ethics that studies moral values in the biomedical sciences) 
                           => neuroethics -- (the study of ethical implications of treatments for neurological diseases) 
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                       => casuistry --
 (moral philosophy based on the application of general ethical principles to resolve moral dilemmas) 
                           => probabilism --
 (a Roman Catholic system of casuistry that when expert opinions differ an actor can follow any solidly  
probable opinion that he wishes even though some different opinion might be more probable) 
                       => eudemonism, endaemonism --
 (an ethical system that evaluates actions by reference to personal well-
being through a life based on reason) 
                       => hedonism -- (an ethical system that evaluates the pursuit of pleasure as the highest good) 
                   => etiology, aetiology -- (the philosophical study of causation) 
                   => aesthetics, esthetics --
 ((art) the branch of philosophy dealing with beauty and taste (emphasizing the evaluative criteria that are  
applied to art); "traditional aesthetics assumed the existence of universal and timeless criteria of artistic  
value") 
                   => axiology -- (the study of values and value judgments) 
                   => jurisprudence, law, legal philosophy --
 (the branch of philosophy concerned with the law and the principles that lead courts to make the decisions 
they do) 
                       => contract law --
 (that branch of jurisprudence that studies the rights and obligations of parties entering into contracts) 
                       => corporation law --
 (that branch of jurisprudence that studies the laws governing corporations) 
                       => matrimonial law --
 (that branch of jurisprudence that studies the laws governing matrimony) 
                       => patent law -- (that branch of jurisprudence that studies the laws governing patents) 
                   => metaphysics -- (the philosophical study of being and knowing) 
                       => ontology -- (the metaphysical study of the nature of being and existence) 
                       => cosmology -- (the metaphysical study of the origin and nature of the universe) 
                   => dialectic --
 (any formal system of reasoning that arrives at the truth by the exchange of logical arguments) 
                   => logic -- (the branch of philosophy that analyzes inference) 
                       => modal logic -- (the logical study of necessity and possibility) 
                   => epistemology -- (the philosophical theory of knowledge) 
                       => methodology, methodological analysis --
 (the branch of philosophy that analyzes the principles and procedures of inquiry in a particular discipline) 
                   => transcendentalism, transcendental philosophy --
 (any system of philosophy emphasizing the intuitive and spiritual above the empirical and material) 
               => literary study -- (the humanistic study of literature) 
                   => literature, lit --
 (the humanistic study of a body of literature; "he took a course in Russian lit") 
                   => comparative literature --
 (study of literary works from different cultures (often in translation)) 
                   => literary criticism, lit crit -- (the informed analysis and evaluation of literature) 
                   => poetics -- (study of poetic works) 
                       => prosody, metrics -- (the study of poetic meter and the art of versification) 
                   => classics -- (study of the literary works of ancient Greece and Rome) 
                   => rhetoric --
 (study of the technique and rules for using language effectively (especially in public speaking)) 
               => library science -- (the study of the principles and practices of library administration) 
               => linguistics, philology -- (the humanistic study of language and literature) 
               => musicology -- (the scholarly and scientific study of music) 
               => Sinology -- (the study of Chinese history and language and culture) 
               => stemmatology, stemmatics --
 (the humanistic discipline that attempts to reconstruct the transmission of a text (especially a text in manus
cript form) on the basis of relations between the various surviving manuscripts (sometimes using cladisitc  
analysis); "stemmatology also plays an important role in musicology"; "transcription errors are of decisive  
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importance in stemmatics") 
 
           => theology, divinity --
 (the rational and systematic study of religion and its influences and of the nature of religious truth) 
               => angelology -- (the branch of theology that is concerned with angels) 
               => apologetics --
 (the branch of theology that is concerned with the defense of Christian doctrines) 
               => ecclesiology --
 (the branch of theology concerned with the nature and the constitution and the functions of a church) 
               => eschatology --
 (the branch of theology that is concerned with such final things as death and judgment; heaven and hell;  
the end of the world) 
               => hermeneutics -- (the branch of theology that deals with principles of exegesis) 
               => homiletics -- (the branch of theology that deals with sermons and homilies) 
               => liturgics, liturgiology -- (the study of liturgies) 
               => theodicy --
 (the branch of theology that defends God's goodness and justice in the face of the existence of evil) 
 
           => military science -- (the discipline dealing with the principles of warfare) 
               => tactics --
 (the branch of military science dealing with detailed maneuvers to achieve objectives set by strategy) 
               => strategy --
 (the branch of military science dealing with military command and the planning and conduct of a war) 
           => numerology -- (the study of the supposed occult influence of numbers on human affairs) 
           => protology --
 (the study of origins and first things; "To Christians, protology refers to God's fundamental purpose for  
humanity") 
           => theogony -- (the study of the origins and genealogy of the gods) 
  
      => domain, region, realm --
 (a knowledge domain that you are interested in or are communicating about; "it was a limited domain of  
discourse"; "here we enter the region of opinion"; "the realm of the occult") 
 
       => scientific knowledge --
 (knowledge accumulated by systematic study and organized by general principles; "mathematics is the  
basis for much scientific knowledge") 
 
SET of entities, mathematical and abstract > OBJECT, CONCEPTUAL > SUBSTANCE 

> ENTITY 
set -- ((mathematics) an abstract collection of numbers or symbols; "the set of prime numbers is infinite") 
       => interval -- (a set containing all points (or all real numbers) between two given endpoints) 
           => closed interval, bounded interval -- (an interval that includes its endpoints) 
           => open interval, unbounded interval -- (an interval that does not include its endpoints) 
           => sub-interval -- (an interval that is included in another interval) 
       => group, mathematical group --
 (a set that is closed, associative, has an identity element and every element has an inverse) 
           => subgroup -- ((mathematics) a subset (that is not empty) of a mathematical group) 
           => Abelian group, commutative group -- (a group that satisfies the commutative law) 
       => locus --
 (the set of all points or lines that satisfy or are determined by specific conditions; "the locus of points  
equidistant from a given point is a circle") 
       => subset -- (a set whose members are members of another set; a set contained within another set) 
       => null set -- (a set that is empty; a set with no members) 
       => Mandelbrot set --
 (a set of complex numbers that has a highly convoluted fractal boundary when plotted; the set of all points 
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in the complex plane that are bounded under a certain mathematical iteration) 
       => mathematical space, topological space --
 ((mathematics) any set of points that satisfy a set of postulates of some kind; "assume that the topological  
space is finite dimensional") 
           => subspace -- (a space that is contained within another space) 
           => null space -- (a space that contains no points; and empty space) 
           => manifold --
 (a set of points such as those of a closed surface or and analogue in three or more dimensions) 
           => metric space --
 (a set of points such that for every pair of points there is a nonnegative real number called their distance  
that is symmetric and satisfies the triangle inequality) 
               => Euclidean space --
 (a space in which Euclid's axioms and definitions apply; a metric space that is linear and finite-
dimensional) 
               => Hilbert space -- (a metric space that is linear and complete and (usually) infinite-dimensional) 
       => field --
 ((mathematics) a set of elements such that addition and multiplication are commutative and associative and
 multiplication is distributive over addition and there are two elements 0 and 1; "the set of all rational numb
ers is a field") 
           => scalar field -- (a field of scalars) 
       => solution, root -- (the set of values that give a true statement when substituted into an equation) 
       => diagonal --
 ((mathematics) a set of entries in a square matrix running diagonally either from the upper left to lower  
right entry or running from the upper right to lower left entry) 
       => domain -- (the set of values of the independent variable for which a function is defined) 
       => intersection -- (a point or set of points common to two or more geometric configurations) 
           => origin --
 (the point of intersection of coordinate axes; where the values of the coordinates are all zero) 
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IMAGINARY BEING, CREATURE OF MINDS < OBJECT, MENTAL < SUBSTANCE < 
ENTITY 

               => imaginary being, imaginary creature --
 (a creature of the imagination; a person that exists only in legends or myths or fiction) 
                   => hypothetical creature -- (a creature that has not been observed but is hypothesized to exist) 
                       => extraterrestrial being, extraterrestrial, alien --
 (a form of life assumed to exist outside the Earth or its atmosphere) 
                   => mythical being -- (an imaginary being of myth or fable) 
                       => halcyon --
 (a mythical bird said to breed at the time of the winter solstice in a nest floating on the sea and to have the power of cal
ming the winds and waves) 
                       => Augeas -- (the mythical Greek king who did not clean his stables for thirty years) 
                       => Alcyone, Halcyon -- ((Greek mythology) a woman who was turned into a kingfisher) 
                       => Arjuna -- ((Hindu mythology) the warrior prince in the Bhagavad-
Gita to whom Krishna explains the nature of being and of God and how humans can come to know God) 
                       => Scylla --
 ((Greek mythology) a sea nymph transformed into a sea monster who lived on one side of a narrow strait; drowned and
 devoured sailors who tried to escape Charybdis (a whirlpool) on the other side of the strait) 
                       => Stentor --
 (the mythical Greek warrior with an unusually loud voice who died after losing a shouting contest with Hermes) 
                       => mythical monster, mythical creature -- (a monster renowned in folklore and myth) 
                           => legendary creature -- (unverifiable but popularly accepted as possibly factual) 
                               => abominable snowman, yeti -- (large hairy humanoid creature said to live in the Himalayas) 
                               => Bigfoot, Sasquatch --
 (large hairy humanoid creature said to live in wilderness areas of the United States and Canada) 
                               => doppelganger -- (a ghostly double of a living person that haunts its living counterpart) 
                               => Loch Ness monster, Nessie --
 (large aquatic animal supposed to resemble a serpent or plesiosaur of Loch Ness in Scotland) 
                               => sea serpent -- (huge creature of the sea resembling a snake or dragon) 
                           => amphisbaena -- ((classical mythology) a serpent with a head at each end of its body) 
                           => basilisk --
 ((classical mythology) a serpent (or lizard or dragon) able to kill with its breath or glance) 
                           => centaur -- ((classical mythology) a mythical being that is half man and half horse) 
                           => Cerberus, hellhound -- ((Greek mythology) 3-
headed dog guarding the entrance to Hades; son of Typhon) 
                           => Chimera, Chimaera -- ((Greek mythology) fire-breathing she-
monster with a lion's head and a goat's body and a serpent's tail; daughter of Typhon) 
                           => cockatrice -- (monster hatched by a reptile from a cock's egg; able to kill with a glance) 
                           => dragon, firedrake --
 (a creature of Teutonic mythology; usually represented as breathing fire and having a reptilian body and sometimes wi
ngs) 
                               => Fafnir -- ((Norse mythology) the Norse dragon that guarded a treasure and was slain by Sigurd) 
                               => wyvern, wivern -- (a fire-
breathing dragon used in medieval heraldry; had the head of a dragon and the tail of a snake and a body with wings and
 two legs) 
                           => Geryon -- ((Greek mythology) a mythical monster with three heads that was slain by Hercules) 
                           => Gorgon --
 ((Greek mythology) any of three winged sister monsters and the mortal Medusa who had live snakes for hair; a glance 
at Medusa turned the beholder to stone) 
                               => Medusa --
 ((Greek mythology) a woman transformed into a Gorgon by Athena; she was slain by Perseus) 
                               => Stheno -- ((Greek mythology) one of the three Gorgons) 
                               => Euryale -- ((Greek mythology) one of the three Gorgons) 
                           => gryphon, griffin -- (winged monster with an eagle-like head and body of a lion) 
                           => Harpy --
 ((Greek mythology) vicious winged monster; often depicted as a bird with the head of a woman) 
                           => Hydra --
 ((Greek mythology) monster with nine heads; when struck off each head was replaced by two new ones; "Hydra was sl
ain by Hercules") 
                           => leviathan -- (monstrous sea creature symbolizing evil in the Old Testament) 
                           => manticore, mantichora, manticora, mantiger --
 (a mythical monster having the head of man (with horns) and the body of a lion and the tail of a scorpion) 
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                           => Minotaur --
 ((Greek mythology) a mythical monster with the head of a bull and the body of a man; slain by Theseus) 
                           => Nemean lion --
 ((Greek mythology) an enormous lion strangled by Hercules as the first of his 12 labors) 
                           => Python -- ((Greek mythology) dragon killed by Apollo at Delphi) 
                           => roc -- (mythical bird of prey having enormous size and strength) 
                           => salamander -- (reptilian creature supposed to live in fire) 
                           => Sphinx --
 ((Greek mythology) a riddling winged monster with a woman's head and breast on a lion's body; daughter of Typhon) 
                           => troll --
 ((Scandanavian folklore) a supernatural creature (either a dwarf or a giant) that is supposed to live in caves or in the m
ountains) 
                           => Typhoeus --
 ((Greek mythology) son of Gaea and Tartarus who created the whirlwinds; had a terrifying voice and 100 dragon head
s that spurted fire) 
                           => Typhon --
 ((Greek mythology) a monster with a hundred heads and one of the whirlwinds; son of Typhoeus and Echidna; father o
f Cerberus and the Chimera and the Sphinx) 
                           => werewolf, wolfman, lycanthrope -- (a monster able to change appearance from human to wolf) 
                           => Fury, Eumenides, Erinyes -- ((classical mythology) the hideous snake-
haired monsters (usually three in number) who pursued unpunished criminals) 
                               => Alecto -- (one of the three Furies) 
                               => Megaera -- (one of the three Furies) 
                               => Tisiphone -- (one of the three Furies) 
                       => Dardanus -- ((Greek mythology) founder of Troy) 
                       => Hyperborean --
 ((Greek mythology) one of a people that the ancient Greeks believed lived in a warm and sunny land north of the sourc
e of the north wind) 
                       => Perseus --
 ((Greek mythology) the son of Zeus who slew Medusa (with the help of Athena and Hermes) and rescued Andromeda 
from a sea monster) 
                       => Midas --
 ((Greek legend) the greedy king of Phrygia who Dionysus gave the power to turn everything he touched into gold) 
                       => Sisyphus --
 ((Greek legend) a king in ancient Greece who offended Zeus and whose punishment was to roll a huge boulder to the t
op of a steep hill; each time the boulder neared the top it rolled back down and Sisyphus was forced to start again) 
                       => Narcissus -- ((Greek mythology) a beautiful young man who fell in love with his own reflection) 
                       => Nibelung -- ((German mythology) a companion or follower of Siegfried) 
                       => Bellerophon --
 ((Greek mythology) a mythical hero of Corinth who performed miracles on the winged horse Pegasus (especially killin
g the monster Chimera)) 
                       => Patroclus --
 ((Greek mythology) a friend of Achilles who was killed in the Trojan War; his death led Achilles to return to the fight 
after his quarrel with Agamemnon) 
                       => Pegasus, flying horse --
 ((Greek mythology) immortal winged horse that sprang from the blood of the slain Medusa; was tamed by Bellerophon
 with the help of a bridle given him by Athena; as the flying horse of the Muses it is a symbol of high-
flying imagination) 
                       => Phoenix --
 (a legendary Arabian bird said to periodically burn itself to death and emerge from the ashes as a new phoenix; accordi
ng to most versions only one phoenix lived at a time and it renewed itself every 500 years) 
                       => Sarpedon --
 ((Greek mythology) a son of Zeus who became king of Lycia; fought on behalf of the Trojans in the Trojan War and w
as killed by Patroclus) 
                       => Siegfried --
 ((German mythology) mythical German warrior hero of the Nibelungenlied who takes possession of the accursed treas
ure of the Nibelungs by slaying the dragon that guards it and awakens Brynhild and is eventually killed; Sigurd is the N
orse counterpart) 
                       => Sigurd --
 ((Norse mythology) mythical Norse warrior hero who gains an accursed hoard of gold and was killed by Brynhild; Sie
gfried is the German counterpart) 
                       => Enkidu -- (legendary friend of Gilgamish) 
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                       => Gilgamish -- (legendary Sumerian king and hero of Sumerian and Babylonian epics) 
                       => Sita -- (wife of the Hindu god Rama; regarded as an ideal of womanhood) 
                       => houri -- ((Islam) one of the dark-
eyed virgins of perfect beauty believed to live with the blessed in Paradise) 
                       => Hero --
 ((Greek mythology) priestess of Aphrodite who killed herself when her lover Leander drowned while trying to swim th
e Hellespont to see her) 
                       => Leander --
 ((Greek mythology) a youth beloved of Hero who drowned in a storm in the Hellespont on one of his nightly visits to s
ee her) 
                       => Pygmalion --
 ((Greek mythology) a king who created a statue of a woman and fell in love with it; Aphrodite brought the sculpture to
 life as Galatea) 
                       => Galatea --
 ((Greek mythology) a maiden who was first a sculpture created by Pygmalion and was brought to life by Aphrodite in 
answer to Pygmalion's prayers) 
                       => Romulus --
 ((Roman mythology) founder of Rome; suckled with his twin brother Remus by a wolf after their parents (Mars and R
hea Silvia) abandoned them; Romulus killed Remus in an argument over the building of Rome) 
                       => Remus -- ((Roman mythology) the twin brother of Romulus) 
                       => Daedalus, Daedal --
 ((Greek mythology) an Athenian inventor who built the Labyrinth of Minos; to escape the Labyrinth he fashioned win
gs for himself and his sone Icarus) 
                       => Icarus --
 ((Greek mythology) son of Daedalus; while escaping from Crete with his father (using the wings Daedalus had made) 
he flew too close to the sun and the wax melted and he fell into the Aegean and drowned) 
                       => Procrustes --
 ((Greek mythology) a mythical giant who was a thief and murderer; he would capture people and tie them to an iron be
d, stretching them or hacking off their legs to make them fit; was killed by Theseus) 
                       => Eurydice -- ((Greek mythology) the wife of Orpheus) 
                       => Orion --
 ((Greek mythology) a giant Boeotian hunter who pursued the Pleiades and was eventually slain by Artemis; was then p
laced in the sky as a constellation) 
                       => Orpheus --
 ((Greek mythology) a great musician; when his wife Eurydice died he went to Hades to get her back but failed) 
                       => Psyche --
 ((Greek mythology) a beautiful princess loved by Cupid who visited her at night and told her she must not try to see hi
m; became the personification of the soul) 
                       => Hercules, Heracles, Herakles, Alcides --
 ((classical mythology) a hero noted for his strength; performed 12 immense labors to gain immortality) 
                       => Pandora --
 ((Greek mythology) the first woman; created by Hephaestus on orders from Zeus who presented her to Epimetheus alo
ng with a box filled with evils) 
                       => Fenrir -- ((Norse mythology) an enormous wolf that was fathered by Loki and that killed Odin) 
                       => Volund -- ((Norse mythology) a wonderful smith; identified with Anglo-
Saxon Wayland and Teutonic Wieland) 
                       => Yggdrasil, Ygdrasil --
 ((Norse mythology) a huge ash tree whose roots and branches hold the earth and heaven and hell together) 
                       => Ymir --
 ((Norse mythology) the primeval giant slain by Odin and his brothers and from whose body they created the world: the
 sea from his blood; the earth from his flesh; the mountains from his bones; the sky from his skull) 
                       => Wayland, Wayland the Smith, Wieland --
 ((European mythology) a supernatural smith and king of the elves; identified with Norse Volund) 
                       => Ajax -- (a mythical Greek hero; a warrior who fought against Troy in the Iliad) 
                       => Valkyrie --
 ((Norse mythology) one of the maidens of Odin who chose heroes to be slain in battle and conducted them to Valhalla) 
                           => Brunhild, Brunnhilde, Brynhild --
 (a Valkyrie or a queen in the Nibelungenlied who loved the hero Siegfried; when he deceived her she had him killed an
d then committed suicide) 
                       => Jason --
 ((Greek mythology) the husband of Medea and leader of the Argonauts who sailed in quest of the Golden Fleece) 
                       => Medea --
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 ((Greek mythology) a princess of Colchis who aided Jason in taking the Golden Fleece from her father) 
                       => Laertes -- ((Greek mythology) the father of Odysseus) 
                       => Odysseus --
 ((Greek mythology) a famous mythical Greek hero; his return to Ithaca after the siege of Troy was described in the Od
yssey) 
                           => Ulysses -- (Roman misspelling for Odysseus) 
                       => Penelope --
 ((Greek mythology) the wife of Odysseus and a symbol of devotion and fidelity; for 10 years while Odysseus fought th
e Trojan War she resisted numerous suitors until Odysseus returned and killed them) 
                       => Theseus --
 ((Greek mythology) a hero and king of Athens who was noted for his many great deeds: killed Procrustes and the Min
otaur and defeated the Amazons and united Attica) 
                       => Tantalus --
 ((Greek mythology) a wicked king and son of Zeus; condemned in Hades to stand in water that receded when he tried t
o drink and beneath fruit that receded when he reached for it) 
                       => Achilles --
 (a mythical Greek hero of the Iliad; a foremost Greek warrior at the siege of Troy; when he was a baby his mother tried
 to make him immortal by bathing him in a magical river but the heel by which she held him remained vulnerable--
his `Achilles' heel') 
                       => Aeneas --
 (a mythical Greek warrior who was a leader on the Trojan side of the Trojan War; hero of the Aeneid) 
                       => Agamemnon -- ((Greek mythology) the king who lead the Greeks against Troy in the Trojan War) 
                       => Menelaus --
 ((Greek mythology) the king of Sparta at the time of the Trojan War; brother of Agamemnon; husband of Helen) 
                       => Clytemnestra --
 ((Greek mythology) wife of Agamemnon who had him murdered when he returned from the Trojan War) 
                       => Aegisthus --
 ((Greek mythology) seducer of Clytemnestra and murderer of Agamemnon who usurped the throne of Mycenae until 
Agamemnon's son Orestes returned home and killed him) 
                       => Orestes --
 ((Greek mythology) the son of Agamemnon and Clytemnestra; his sister Electra persuaded him to avenge Agamemnon
's death by killing Clytemnestra and Aegisthus) 
                       => Antigone --
 ((Greek mythology) the daughter of King Oedipus who disobeyed her father and was condemned to death) 
                       => Creon --
 ((Greek mythology) the brother of Jocasta and uncle of Antigone who became king of Thebes after the fall of Oedipus) 
                       => Jocasta -- ((Greek mythology) queen of Thebes who unknowingly married her own son Oedipus) 
                       => Electra --
 ((Greek mythology) the daughter of Agamemnon and Clytemnestra; persuaded her brother (Orestes) to avenge Agame
mnon's death by helping her to kill Clytemnestra and her lover (Aegisthus)) 
                       => Laocoon --
 ((Greek mythology) the priest of Apollo who warned the Trojans to beware of Greeks bearing gifts when they wanted t
o accept the Trojan Horse; a god who favored the Greeks (Poseidon or Athena) sent snakes who coiled around Laocoon
 and his two twin sons killing them) 
                       => Laius -- ((Greek mythology) king of Thebes who was unwittingly killed by his son Oedipus) 
                       => Myrmidon --
 ((Greek mythology) a member of the warriors who followed Achilles on the expedition against Troy) 
                       => Oedipus, King Oedipus, Oedipus Rex --
 ((Greek mythology) a tragic king of Thebes who unknowingly killed his father Laius and married his mother Jocasta; t
he subject of the drama `Oedipus Rex' by Sophocles) 
                       => Tiresias --
 ((Greek mythology) the blind prophet of Thebes who revealed to Oedipus that Oedipus had murdered his father and m
arried his mother) 
                       => Peleus -- (a king of the Myrmidons and father of Achilles) 
                       => Hector -- ((Greek mythology) a mythical Trojan who was killed by Achilles during the Trojan War) 
                       => Helen, Helen of Troy --
 ((Greek mythology) the beautiful daughter of Zeus and Leda who was abducted by Paris; the Greek army sailed to Tro
y to get her back which resulted in the Trojan War) 
                       => Leda --
 ((Greek mythology) a queen of Sparta who was raped by Zeus who had taken the form of a swan; Helen of Troy was c
onceived in the rape of Leda) 
                       => Amazon --
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 ((Greek mythology) one of a nation of women warriors of Scythia (who burned off the right breast in order to use a bo
w and arrow more effectively)) 
                       => golem --
 ((Jewish folklore) an artificially created human being that is given life by supernatural means) 
                       => hero --
 ((classical mythology) a being of great strength and courage celebrated for bold exploits; often the offspring of a morta
l and a god) 
                       => Priam -- ((Greek mythology) the last king of Troy; father of Hector and Paris and Cassandra) 
                   => Death -- (the personification of death; "Death walked the streets of the plague-bound city") 
                       => Grim Reaper, Reaper -- (Death personified as an old man or a skeleton with a scythe) 
                   => giant -- (an imaginary figure of superhuman size and strength; appears in folklore and fair tales) 
                       => Argus --
 ((Greek mythology) a giant with 100 eyes; was guardian of the heifer Io and was slain by Hermes) 
                       => Cyclops --
 ((Greek mythology) one of a race of giants having a single eye in the middle of their forehead) 
                       => giantess -- (a female giant) 
                       => ogre -- ((folklore) a giant who likes to eat human beings) 
                           => ogress -- ((folklore) a female ogre) 
                       => Jotun, Jotunn -- ((Norse mythology) one of a race of giants often in conflict with the Aesir) 
                       => Mimir --
 ((Norse mythology) giant who lives in the roots of Yggdrasil and guards the well of wisdom) 
                   => hobbit --
 (an imaginary being similar to a person but smaller and with hairy feet; invented by J.R.R. Tolkien) 
                   => Maxwell's demon --
 (an imaginary creature that controls a small hole in a partition that divides a chamber filled with gas into two parts and 
allows fast molecules to move in one direction and slow molecules to move in the other direction through the hole; this 
would result in one part of the container becoming warmer and the other cooler, thus decreasing entropy and violating t
he second law of thermodynamics) 
                   => mermaid -- (half woman and half fish; lives in the sea) 
                   => merman -- (half man and half fish; lives in the sea) 
                   => Martian -- (imaginary people who live on the planet Mars) 
                   => Humpty Dumpty -- (an egg-
shaped character in a nursery rhyme who fell off a wall and could not be put back together again (late 17th century)) 
                   => Jack Frost -- (a personification of frost or winter weather) 
                   => Mammon --
 ((New Testament) a personification of wealth and avarice as an evil spirit; "ye cannot serve God and Mammon") 
                   => monster -- (an imaginary creature usually having various human and animal parts) 
                       => bogeyman, bugbear, bugaboo, boogeyman, booger --
 (an imaginary monster used to frighten children) 
                       => mythical monster, mythical creature -- (a monster renowned in folklore and myth) 
                           => legendary creature -- (unverifiable but popularly accepted as possibly factual) 
                               => abominable snowman, yeti -- (large hairy humanoid creature said to live in the Himalayas) 
                               => Bigfoot, Sasquatch --
 (large hairy humanoid creature said to live in wilderness areas of the United States and Canada) 
                               => doppelganger -- (a ghostly double of a living person that haunts its living counterpart) 
                               => Loch Ness monster, Nessie --
 (large aquatic animal supposed to resemble a serpent or plesiosaur of Loch Ness in Scotland) 
                               => sea serpent -- (huge creature of the sea resembling a snake or dragon) 
                           => amphisbaena -- ((classical mythology) a serpent with a head at each end of its body) 
                           => basilisk --
 ((classical mythology) a serpent (or lizard or dragon) able to kill with its breath or glance) 
                           => centaur -- ((classical mythology) a mythical being that is half man and half horse) 
                           => Cerberus, hellhound -- ((Greek mythology) 3-
headed dog guarding the entrance to Hades; son of Typhon) 
                           => Chimera, Chimaera -- ((Greek mythology) fire-breathing she-
monster with a lion's head and a goat's body and a serpent's tail; daughter of Typhon) 
                           => cockatrice -- (monster hatched by a reptile from a cock's egg; able to kill with a glance) 
                           => dragon, firedrake --
 (a creature of Teutonic mythology; usually represented as breathing fire and having a reptilian body and sometimes wi
ngs) 
                               => Fafnir -- ((Norse mythology) the Norse dragon that guarded a treasure and was slain by Sigurd) 
                               => wyvern, wivern -- (a fire-
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breathing dragon used in medieval heraldry; had the head of a dragon and the tail of a snake and a body with wings and
 two legs) 
                           => Geryon -- ((Greek mythology) a mythical monster with three heads that was slain by Hercules) 
                           => Gorgon --
 ((Greek mythology) any of three winged sister monsters and the mortal Medusa who had live snakes for hair; a glance 
at Medusa turned the beholder to stone) 
                               => Medusa --
 ((Greek mythology) a woman transformed into a Gorgon by Athena; she was slain by Perseus) 
                               => Stheno -- ((Greek mythology) one of the three Gorgons) 
                               => Euryale -- ((Greek mythology) one of the three Gorgons) 
                           => gryphon, griffin -- (winged monster with an eagle-like head and body of a lion) 
                           => Harpy --
 ((Greek mythology) vicious winged monster; often depicted as a bird with the head of a woman) 
                           => Hydra --
 ((Greek mythology) monster with nine heads; when struck off each head was replaced by two new ones; "Hydra was sl
ain by Hercules") 
                           => leviathan -- (monstrous sea creature symbolizing evil in the Old Testament) 
                           => manticore, mantichora, manticora, mantiger --
 (a mythical monster having the head of man (with horns) and the body of a lion and the tail of a scorpion) 
                           => Minotaur --
 ((Greek mythology) a mythical monster with the head of a bull and the body of a man; slain by Theseus) 
                           => Nemean lion --
 ((Greek mythology) an enormous lion strangled by Hercules as the first of his 12 labors) 
                           => Python -- ((Greek mythology) dragon killed by Apollo at Delphi) 
                           => roc -- (mythical bird of prey having enormous size and strength) 
                           => salamander -- (reptilian creature supposed to live in fire) 
                           => Sphinx --
 ((Greek mythology) a riddling winged monster with a woman's head and breast on a lion's body; daughter of Typhon) 
                           => troll --
 ((Scandanavian folklore) a supernatural creature (either a dwarf or a giant) that is supposed to live in caves or in the m
ountains) 
                           => Typhoeus --
 ((Greek mythology) son of Gaea and Tartarus who created the whirlwinds; had a terrifying voice and 100 dragon head
s that spurted fire) 
                           => Typhon --
 ((Greek mythology) a monster with a hundred heads and one of the whirlwinds; son of Typhoeus and Echidna; father o
f Cerberus and the Chimera and the Sphinx) 
                           => werewolf, wolfman, lycanthrope -- (a monster able to change appearance from human to wolf) 
                           => Fury, Eumenides, Erinyes -- ((classical mythology) the hideous snake-
haired monsters (usually three in number) who pursued unpunished criminals) 
                               => Alecto -- (one of the three Furies) 
                               => Megaera -- (one of the three Furies) 
                               => Tisiphone -- (one of the three Furies) 
                   => witch -- (a being (usually female) imagined to have special powers derived from the devil) 
                       => pythoness -- (a witch with powers of divination) 
                       => warlock -- (a male witch or demon) 
                   => fictional character, fictitious character, character --
 (an imaginary person represented in a work of fiction (play or film or story); "she is the main character in the novel") 
                       => Aladdin --
 (in the Arabian Nights a boy who acquires a magic lamp from which he can summon a genie) 
                       => Argonaut --
 ((Greek mythology) one of the heroes who sailed with Jason on the Argo in search of the Golden Fleece) 
                       => Babar -- (an imaginary elephant that appears in a series of French books for children) 
                       => Beatrice -- (the woman who guided Dante through Paradise in the Divine Comedy) 
                       => Beowulf --
 (the legendary hero of an anonymous Old English epic poem composed in the early 8th century; he slays a monster  
and becomes king but dies fighting a dragon) 
                       => Bluebeard --
 ((fairytale) a monstrous villain who marries seven women; he kills the first six for disobedience) 
                       => Bond, James Bond -- (British secret operative 007 in novels by Ian Fleming) 
                       => Bunyan, Paul Bunyan --
 (a legendary giant lumberjack of the north woods of the United States and Canada; had a blue ox named Babe; "the lak
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es of Minnesota began when Paul Bunyan and Babe's footprints filled with water") 
                       => John Henry --
 (hero of American folk tales; portrayed as an enormously strong black man who worked on the railroads and died from
 exhaustion after winning a contest with a steam drill) 
                       => Cheshire cat -- (a fictional cat with a broad fixed smile on its face; created by Lewis Carroll) 
                       => Chicken Little --
 (a fictional character who was hit on the head with an acorn and believed that the sky was falling) 
                       => Cinderella --
 (a fictional young girl who is saved from her stepmother and stepsisters by her fairy godmother and a handsome prince
) 
                       => Colonel Blimp -- (a pompous reactionary cartoon character created by Sir David Low) 
                       => Dracula -- (fictional vampire in a gothic horror novel by Bram Stoker) 
                       => Don Quixote -- (the hero of a romance by Cervantes; chivalrous but impractical) 
                       => El Cid -- (the hero of a Spanish epic poem from the 12th century) 
                       => Fagin --
 (a villainous Jew in a novel by Charles Dickens; "Fagin was a fence who trained boys as pickpockets") 
                       => Falstaff, Sir John Falstaff -- (a dissolute character in Shakespeare's plays) 
                       => Father Brown -- (a Catholic priest who was the hero of detective stories by G. K. Chesterton) 
                       => Faust, Faustus --
 (an alchemist of German legend who sold his soul to Mephistopheles in exchange for knowledge) 
                       => Frankenstein --
 (the fictional Swiss scientist who was the protagonist in a gothic novel by Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley; he created a m
onster from parts of corpses) 
                       => Frankenstein, Frankenstein's monster --
 (the monster created by Frankenstein in a gothic novel by Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley (the creator's name is commonl
y used to refer to his creation)) 
                       => Goofy -- (a cartoon character created by Walt Disney) 
                       => Gulliver --
 (a fictional Englishman who travels to the imaginary land of Lilliput in a satirical novel by Jonathan Swift) 
                       => Hamlet -- (the hero of William Shakespeare's tragedy who hoped to avenge the murder of his father) 
                       => Horatio Hornblower, Captain Horatio Hornblower --
 (a fictional English admiral during the Napoleonic Wars in novels written by C. S. Forester) 
                       => Iago -- (the villain in William Shakespeare's tragedy who tricked Othello into murdering his wife) 
                       => Inspector Maigret, Commissaire Maigret -- (a fictional detective in novels by Georges Simenon) 
                       => Kilroy --
 (a nonexistent person popularized by American servicemen during World War II; "Kilroy was here") 
                       => Lear, King Lear --
 (the hero of William Shakespeare's tragedy who was betrayed and mistreated by two of his scheming daughters) 
                       => Lilliputian -- (a 6-inch tall inhabitant of Lilliput in a novel by Jonathan Swift) 
                       => Marlowe, Philip Marlowe --
 (tough cynical detective (one of the early detective heroes in American fiction) created by Raymond Chandler) 
                       => Micawber, Wilkins Micawber -- (fictional character created by Charles Dickens; an eternal optimist) 
                       => Mother Goose -- (the imaginary author of a collection of nursery rhymes) 
                       => Mr. Moto -- (Japanese sleuth created by John Marquand) 
                       => Othello -- (the hero of William Shakespeare's tragedy who would not trust his wife) 
                       => Pangloss -- (an incurable optimist in Candide (a satire by Voltaire)) 
                       => Pantaloon -- (a character in the commedia dell'arte; portrayed as a foolish old man) 
                       => Perry Mason -- (fictional detective in novels by Erle Stanley Gardner) 
                       => Peter Pan -- (the main character in a play by J. M. Barrie; a boy who won't grow up) 
                       => Pierrot -- (a male character in French pantomime; usually dressed in white with a whitened face) 
                       => Pluto -- (a cartoon character created by Walt Disney) 
                       => Huckleberry Finn, Huck Finn -- (a mischievous boy in a novel by Mark Twain) 
                       => Ruritanian -- (an imaginary inhabitant of Ruritania) 
                       => Tarzan, Tarzan of the Apes --
 (a man raised by apes who was the hero of a series of novels by Edgar Rice Burroughs) 
                       => Tom Sawyer -- (the boy hero of a novel by Mark Twain) 
                       => Uncle Tom -- (a servile black character in a novel by Harriet Beecher Stowe) 
                       => Uncle Sam -- (a personification of the United States government) 
                       => Sherlock Holmes, Holmes -- (a fictitious detective in stories by A. Conan Doyle) 
                       => Simon Legree -- (the cruel slave dealer in an anti-slavery novel by Harriet Beecher Stowe) 
                       => Sinbad the Sailor, Sinbad --
 (in the Arabian Nights a hero who tells of the fantastic adventures he had in his voyages) 
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                       => Snoopy -- (a fictional beagle in a comic strip drawn by Charles Schulz) 
                       => Ali Baba --
 (the fictional woodcutter who discovered that `open sesame' opened a cave in the Arabian Nights' Entertainments) 
                       => Emile -- (the boy whose upbringing was described by Jean-Jacques Rousseau) 
                       => protagonist, agonist -- (the principal character in a work of fiction) 
                           => antihero --
 (a protagonist who lacks the characteristics that would make him a hero (or her a heroine)) 
                       => Houyhnhnm --
 (one of a race of intelligent horses who ruled the Yahoos in a novel by Jonathan Swift) 
                       => Little John -- (legendary follower of Robin Hood; noted for his size and strength) 
                       => Little Red Ricing Hood --
 (a girl in a fairy tale who meets a wolf while going to visit her grandmother) 
                       => Raskolnikov, Rodya Raskolnikov --
 (a fictional character in Dostoevsky's novel `Crime and Punishment'; he kills old women because he believes he is bey
ond the bounds of good or evil) 
                       => Robin Hood --
 (legendary English outlaw of the 12th century; said to have robbed the rich to help the poor) 
                       => Robinson Crusoe --
 (the hero of Daniel Defoe's novel about a shipwrecked English sailor who survives on a small tropical island) 
                       => Rumpelstiltskin --
 (a dwarf in one of the fairy stories of the brothers Grimm; tells a woman he will not hold her to a promise if she can gu
ess his name and when she discovers it he is so furious that he destroys himself) 
                       => Shylock -- (a merciless usurer in a play by Shakespeare) 
                       => Tristan, Tristram --
 ((Middle Ages) the nephew of the king of Cornwall who (according to legend) fell in love with his uncle's bride (Iseult
) after they mistakenly drank a love potion that left them eternally in love with each other) 
                       => Iseult --
 ((Middle Ages) the bride of the king of Cornwall who (according to legend) fell in love with the king's nephew (Trista
n) after they mistakenly drank a love potion that left them eternally in love with each other) 
                       => Scaramouch, Scaramouche -- (a stock character in commedia dell'arte depicted as a boastful coward) 
                       => Svengali --
 (the musician in a novel by George du Maurier who controls Trilby's singing hypnotically) 
                       => Todd, Sweeney Todd --
 (fictional character in a play by George Pitt; a barber who murdered his customers) 
                       => Trilby --
 (singer in a novel by George du Maurier who was under the control of the hypnotist Svengali) 
                       => Walter Mitty --
 (fictional character created by James Thurber who daydreams about his adventures and triumphs) 
                       => Yahoo --
 (one of a race of brutes resembling men but subject to the Houyhnhnms in a novel by Jonathan Swift) 
                       => Arthur, King Arthur --
 (a legendary king of the Britons (possibly based on a historical figure in the 6th century but the story has been retold to
o many times to be sure); said to have led the Knights of the Round Table at Camelot) 
                       => Galahad, Sir Galahad --
 ((Arthurian legend) the most virtuous knight of the Round Table; was able to see the Holy Grail) 
                       => Gawain, Sir Gawain --
 ((Arthurian legend) a nephew of Arthur and one of the knights of the Round Table) 
                       => Guinevere, Guenevere --
 ((Arthurian legend) wife of King Arthur; in some versions of the legend she became Lancelot's lover and that led to the
 end of the Knights of the Round Table) 
                       => Lancelot, Sir Lancelot --
 ((Arthurian legend) one of the knights of the Round Table; friend of King Arthur until (according to some versions of t
he legend) he became the lover of Arthur's wife Guinevere) 
                       => Merlin -- ((Arthurian legend) the magician who acted as King Arthur's advisor) 
                   => psychopomp -- (a conductor of souls to the afterworld; "Hermes was their psychopomp") 
                   => sylph -- (an elemental being believed to inhabit the air) 
                   => Tom Thumb -- (an imaginary hero of English folklore who was no taller than his father's thumb) 
                   => unicorn --
 (an imaginary creature represented as a white horse with a long horn growing from its forehead) 
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IMAGINERY PLACE < OBJECT, MENTAL < SUBSTANCE 
               => imaginary place, mythical place --
 (a place that exists only in imagination; a place said to exist in fictional or religious writings) 
                   => afterworld -- (the place where you are after you die) 
                   => Annwfn, Annwn -- ((Welsh mythology) the other world; land of fairies) 
                   => Asgard -- ((Norse mythology) the heavenly dwelling of the Norse gods (the Aesir) and slain war heroes) 
                   => Atlantis --
 (according to legend, an island in the Atlantic Ocean that Plato said was swallowed by an earthquake) 
                   => Brobdingnag -- (a land imagined by Jonathan Swift where everything was enormous) 
                   => cloud-cuckoo-land --
 (an imaginary place where you say people are when they seem optimistically out of touch with reality) 
                   => Cockaigne -- ((Middle Ages) an imaginary land of luxury and idleness) 
                   => El Dorado, eldorado --
 (an imaginary place of great wealth and opportunity; sought in South America by 16th-century explorers) 
                   => fairyland, faerie, faery -- (the enchanted realm of fairies) 
                   => Heaven -- (the abode of God and the angels) 
                       => Abraham's bosom, bosom of Abraham --
 (the place where the just enjoy the peace of heaven after death) 
                       => Celestial City, City of God, Heavenly City, Holy City --
 (phrases used to refer to Heaven; "the Celestial City was Christian's goal in Bunyan's `Pilgrim's Progress'") 
                       => Elysium, Elysian Fields -- ((Greek mythology) the abode of the blessed after death) 
                       => Eden, Garden of Eden --
 (a beautiful garden where Adam and Eve were placed at the Creation; when they disobeyed and ate the forbidden fruit 
from the tree of knowledge of good and evil they were driven from their paradise (the fall of man)) 
                       => Paradise -- ((Christianity) the abode of righteous souls after death) 
                       => Promised Land -- (the goal towards which Christians strive) 
                       => Valhalla, Walhalla -- ((Norse mythology) the hall in which Odin received the souls of slain heroes) 
                   => Elysium -- (a place or condition of ideal happiness) 
                   => Hel, Hell, Hades, infernal region, netherworld, Scheol, underworld --
 ((religion) the world of the dead; "he didn't want to go to hell when he died") 
                   => Hell, perdition, Inferno, infernal region, nether region, the pit --
 ((Christianity) the abode of Satan and the forces of evil; where sinners suffer eternal punishment; "Hurl'd headlong...T
o bottomless perdition, there to dwell"- John Milton; "a demon from the depths of the pit") 
                       => Gehenna, Tartarus -- (a place where the wicked are punished after death) 
                       => hellfire, red region -- (a place of eternal fire envisaged as punishment for the damned) 
                   => Houyhnhnms -- (a land imagined by Jonathan Swift where intelligent horses ruled the Yahoos) 
                   => Laputa --
 (a land imagined by Jonathan Swift where impractical projects were pursued and practical projects neglected) 
                   => Lilliput -- (a land imagined by Jonathan Swift that was inhabited by tiny people) 
                   => limbo --
 ((theology) in Roman Catholicism, the place of unbaptized but innocent or righteous souls (such as infants and virtuou
s individuals)) 
                   => limbo -- (an imaginary place for lost or neglected things) 
                   => Midgard -- ((Norse mythology) the abode of humans in Norse mythology) 
                   => never-never land, dreamland, dreamworld -- (a pleasing country existing only in dreams or imagination) 
                   => purgatory --
 ((theology) in Roman Catholic theology the place where those who have died in a state of grace undergo limited torme
nt to expiate their sins) 
                   => Ruritania -- (an imaginary kingdom in central Europe; often used as a scene for intrigue and romance) 
                   => spirit world --
 (any imaginary place where spiritual beings (demons or fairies or a\ngels or the like) abide; "science has emptied the s
pirit world of its former inhabitants") 
                   => Utopia, Zion, Sion -- (an imaginary place considered to be perfect or ideal) 
                       => Erewhon -- (a fictitious land described in a novel by Samuel Butler) 
                   => wonderland -- (an imaginary realm of marvels or wonders) 
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OTHERWORLD 
Otherworld – an abstract spiritual world beyond earthly reality 
 

 
SPIRITUAL BEING, SUPERNATURAL BEING, SUPRAHUMAN OBJECT, 
SUPERINTELLIGENCIES > OBJECT, CONCEPTUAL > SUBSTANCE > ENTITY OR BEING 

 
spiritual being, supernatural being --
 (an incorporeal being believed to have powers to affect the course of human events) 
       => deity, divinity, god, immortal --
 (any supernatural being worshipped as controlling some part of the world or some aspect of life or who is  
the personification of a force) 
       => God, Supreme Being --
 (the supernatural being conceived as the perfect and omnipotent and omniscient originator and ruler of the 
universe; the object of worship in monotheistic religions) 
       => eon, aeon --
 ((Gnosticism) a divine power or nature emanating from the Supreme Being and playing various roles in the
 operation of the universe) 
       => angel -- (spiritual being attendant upon God) 
       => fairy, faery, faerie, sprite -- (small, human in form, playful, having magical powers) 
       => Satan, Old Nick, Devil, the Devil, Lucifer, Beelzebub, the Tempter, Prince of Darkness -- ((Judeo-
Christian and Islamic religions) chief spirit of evil and adversary of God; tempter of mankind; master of He
ll) 
       => spirit, disembodied spirit --
 (any incorporeal supernatural being that can become visible (or audible) to human beings) 
       => trickster --
 (a mischevous supernatural being found in the folklore of many primitive people; sometimes distinguished 
by prodigious biological drives and exaggerated bodily parts) 
 
spiritual being, supernatural being --
 (an incorporeal being believed to have powers to affect the course of human events) 
 

DEITY, DIVINITY, GOD, IMMORTAL 
 
       => deity, divinity, god, immortal --
 (any supernatural being worshipped as controlling some part of the world or some aspect of life or who is the  
personification of a force) 
           => Demogorgon -- ((Greek mythology) a mysterious and terrifying deity of the underworld) 
           => Hypnos -- ((Greek mythology) the Greek god of sleep; the son of Nyx) 
           => Morpheus -- (the Roman god of sleep and dreams) 
           => daemon, demigod -- (a person who is part mortal and part god) 
               => Adonis -- ((Greek mythology) a handsome youth loved by Aphrodite, the goddess of love) 
           => Fates, the Fates, Weird Sisters -- (a group of three goddesses of destiny) 
           => sea-god -- (a deity believed to live in or to control the sea) 
           => sun-god -- (a god associated with the sun) 
           => Celtic deity -- (a deity worshipped by the Celts) 
               => Amaethon -- (the farmer god; ancient god of agriculture) 
               => Ana -- (mother of the ancient Irish gods; sometimes identified with Danu) 
               => Angus Og, Aengus, Oengus, Angus --
 (Celtic god of love and beauty; patron deity of young men and women) 
               => Arawn -- (Celtic deity who was the lord of Annwfn (the other world or the land of fairies)) 
               => Arianrhod, Arianrod -- (Celtic goddess famous for her beauty; mother of Dylan) 
               => Boann -- (Celtic goddess; mother of Angus Og) 
               => Brigit --
 (Celtic goddess of fire and fertility and agriculture and household arts and wisdom; later associated with Saint Bridget) 
               => Dagda -- (chief Celtic god of the Tuatha De Danann; father of Angus Og and Brigit) 
               => Danu, Dana --
 (Celtic goddess who was the mother of the Tuatha De Danann; identified with the Welsh Don) 
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               => Don -- (Celtic goddess; mother of Gwydion and Arianrhod; corresponds to Irish Danu) 
               => Dylan -- (Celtic god of the waves; son of Arianrhod) 
               => Epona -- ((possibly Roman mythology) Celtic goddess of horses and mules and asses) 
               => Fomor, Fomorian --
 (one of a group of Celtic sea demons sometimes associated with the hostile power of nature) 
               => Gwydion -- (Celtic sky god; a magician; giver of arts and civilization) 
               => Gwyn -- (Celtic underworld god) 
               => Lir, Ler -- (the sea personified; father of Manannan; corresponds to Welsh Llyr) 
               => Llew Llaw Gyffes --
 (son of Gwydion and Arianrhod; supported by magic of Gwydion; cursed by Arianrhod) 
               => LLud -- (a Celtic warrior god) 
               => Llyr -- (Celtic deity who was the father of Manawydan; corresponds to Irish Lir) 
               => Lug, Lugh -- (ancient Celtic god) 
               => Manannan -- (Celtic god of the sea; son of Ler) 
               => Manawydan, Manawyddan -- (Celtic sea god; son of LLyr) 
               => Morrigan, Morrigu -- (Celtic war goddess) 
               => Tuatha De Danann, Tuatha De -- (race of Celtic gods or demigods; ruled Ireland in the Golden Age) 
           => Egyptian deity -- (a deity worshipped by the ancient Egyptians) 
               => Amen, Amon -- (a primeval Egyptian personification of air and breath; worshipped especially at Thebes) 
               => Amen-Ra, Amon-Ra --
 (Egyptian sun god; supreme god of the universe in whom Amen and Ra were combined; principal deity during Theban
 supremacy) 
               => Anubis -- (jackal-headed Egyptian god of tombs; conducted dead to judgment) 
               => Bast -- (cat- or lion-headed Egyptian goddess; represents life-giving power of the sun) 
               => Geb, Keb -- (Egyptian god of the earth; father of Osiris and Isis) 
               => Horus -- (Egyptian falcon-headed solar god) 
               => Isis -- (Egyptian goddess of fertility; daughter of Geb; sister and wife of Osiris) 
               => Khepera -- (Egyptian god of the morning sun; creator) 
               => Min -- (an Egyptian god of procreation) 
               => Nephthys -- (Egyptian goddess associated with ritual of the dead; sister of Geb and Nut; wife of Set) 
               => Nut -- (Egyptian goddess of the sky) 
               => Osiris --
 (Egyptian god of the underworld and judge of the dead; husband and sister of Isis; father or brother of Horus) 
               => Ptah --
 (a major Egyptian god; shaper of the world; father of gods and men; worshipped especially at Memphis) 
               => Ra, Re -- (ancient hawk-headed Egyptian sun god; a universal creator) 
               => Sekhet, Eye of Ra -- (a lion-headed Egyptian goddess; typifies life-destroying power of the sun) 
               => Set, Seth -- (evil beast-
headed Egyptian god with high square ears and a long snout; brother and murderer of Osiris) 
               => Thoth -- (Egyptian ibis-headed moon deity; god of wisdom and learning and the arts; scribe of the gods) 
           => Semitic deity -- (a deity worshipped by the ancient Semites) 
               => Adad -- (Babylonian god of storms and wind) 
               => Adapa -- (a Babylonian demigod or first man (sometimes identified with Adam)) 
               => Anshar --
 (the Babylonian father of the gods; identified with Assyrian Ashur; in Sumerian the name signifies `the totality of the  
upper world') 
               => Antum -- (Babylonian consort of Anu) 
               => Anu -- (Babylonian god of the sky; one of the supreme triad including Bel and Ea) 
               => Anunnaki, Enuki -- (any of a group of powerful Babylonian earth spirits or genii; servitors of the gods) 
               => Apsu -- (father of the gods and consort of Tiamat) 
               => Aruru -- (mother and earth goddess in Gilgamish epic; identified with Sumerian Ki and Ninkhursag) 
               => Ashur, Ashir --
 (chief god of the Assyrians; god of military prowess and empire; identified with Babylonian Anshar) 
               => Ashtoreth --
 (an ancient Semitic fertility goddess; identified with Phoenician Astarte and Babylonian Ishtar) 
               => Astarte -- (a fertility goddess; counterpart of Ashtoreth and Ishtar) 
               => Ishtar, Mylitta -- (goddess of love and fertility and war; counterpart of Ashtoreth and Astarte) 
               => Baal --
 (any of numerous local fertility and nature deities worshipped by ancient Semitic peoples; the Hebrews considered  
Baal a false god) 
               => Bel --
 (Babylonian god of the earth; one of the supreme triad including Anu and Ea; earlier identified with En-lil) 
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               => Dagon -- (god of agriculture and the earth; national god of Philistines) 
               => Dagan -- (god of agriculture and earth; counterpart of Phoenician Dagon) 
               => Damkina, Damgalnunna -- ((Babylonian) earth goddess; consort of Ea and mother of Marduk) 
               => Dumuzi, Tammuz -- (Sumerian and Babylonian god of pastures and vegetation; consort of Inanna) 
               => Ea --
 (the Babylonian god of wisdom; son of Apsu and father of Marduk; counterpart of the Sumerian Enki; as one of the  
supreme triad including Anu and Bel he was assigned control of the watery element) 
               => Enki -- (water god and god of wisdom; counterpart of the Akkadian Ea) 
               => Enlil, En-lil -- (god of the air and king of the Sumerian gods) 
               => Ereshkigal, Eresh-kigal, Ereshkigel -- (goddess of death and consort of Nergal) 
               => Girru -- (the Babylonian god of fire; often invoked in incantations against sorcery) 
               => Gula -- (the Babylonian goddess of healing and consort of Ninurta) 
               => Igigi -- (any of a group of heavenly spirits under the god Anu) 
               => Inanna -- (consort of Dumuzi (Tammuz)) 
               => Ki -- (goddess personifying earth; counterpart of Akkadian Aruru) 
               => Kishar -- (Babylonian consort of Anshar; in Sumerian the name signifies `the totality of the lower world') 
               => Lilith -- (in ancient Semitic folklore: a female demon who attacks children) 
               => Mama -- (a name under which Ninkhursag was worshipped) 
               => Marduk, Merodach, Baal Merodach, Bel-Merodach --
 (the chief Babylonian god; his consort was Sarpanitu) 
               => Moloch, Molech -- (god of the Ammonites and Phoenicians to whom parents sacrificed their children) 
               => Nabu, Nebo -- (Babylonian god of wisdom and agriculture and patron of scribes and schools) 
               => Nammu -- (goddess personifying the primeval sea; mother of the gods and of heaven and earth) 
               => Namtar, Namtaru --
 (a demon personifying death; messenger of the underworld goddess Ereshkigal bringing death to mankind) 
               => Nanna -- (god of the moon; counterpart of the Akkadian Sin) 
               => Nergal -- ((Akkadian) god ruling with his consort Ereshkigal the world of the dead) 
               => Nina -- (the Babylonian goddess of the watery deep and daughter of Ea) 
               => Ningal -- ((Akkadian) a goddess; wife of the moon god Sin) 
               => Ningirsu -- (Babylonian god in older pantheon: god of war and agriculture) 
               => Ningishzida -- (an underworld Babylonian deity; patron of medicine) 
               => Ninkhursag, Ninhursag, Ninkharsag --
 (the great mother goddess; worshipped also as Aruru and Mama and Nintu) 
               => Nintu, Nintoo -- (a name under which Ninkhursag was worshipped) 
               => Ninurta, Ninib -- (a solar deity; first-
born of Bel and consort was Gula; god of war and the chase and agriculture; sometimes identified with Biblical Nimrod
) 
               => Nusku -- (god of fire and light; corresponds to Babylonian Girru) 
               => Ramman -- (god of storms and wind; corresponds to Babylonian Adad) 
               => Sarpanitu, Zirbanit, Zarpanit -- (consort of Marduk) 
               => Shamash --
 (the chief sun god; drives away winter and storms and brightens the earth with greenery; drives away evil and brings of
 justice and compassion) 
               => Sin -- ((Akkadian) god of the moon; counterpart of Sumerian Nanna) 
               => Tashmit, Tashmitum -- (consort of Nabu) 
               => Tiamat -- ((Akkadian) mother of the gods and consort of Apsu) 
               => Utnapishtim --
 (favorite of the gods and grandfather of Gilgamish; survived the great flood and became immortal) 
               => Utu, Utug -- (sun god; counterpart of Akkadian Shamash) 
               => Zu, Zubird -- (evil storm god represented as a black bird) 
           => Hindu deity -- (a deity worshipped by the Hindus) 
               => Aditi -- (a Hindu goddess who releases from sin or disease; mother of the Adityas) 
               => Aditya -- (one of 7 to 12 sons of Aditi; gods of celestial light) 
               => Agni -- ((Sanskrit) god of fire in ancient and traditional India; one of the three chief deities of the Vedas) 
               => Asura -- (earlier a god; later a demon; counterpart of Zoroastrian Ahura) 
               => Ahura -- ((Zoroastrianism) title for benevolent deities) 
               => Asvins --
 ((literally `possessing horses' in Sanskrit) in Hinduism the twin chariot warriors conveying Surya) 
               => Bhaga -- (god of wealth and love) 
               => Brahma -- (the Creator; one of the three major deities in the later Hindu pantheon) 
               => Brihaspati -- (personification of the power of ritual devotion) 
               => Bhumi Devi -- (earth goddess; one of the two wives of Vishnu) 
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               => Devi --
 (mother goddess; supreme power in the universe; wife or embodiment of the female energy of Siva having both  
beneficent and malevolent forms or aspects) 
               => Chandi -- (malevolent aspect of Devi; "the fierce") 
               => Dharma --
 (basic principles of the cosmos; also: an ancient sage in Hindu mythology worshipped as a god by some lower castes;) 
               => Durga -- (goddess of war; a malevolent aspect of Devi; "the inaccessible") 
               => Dyaus, Dyaus-pitar -- (god of the sky) 
               => Ganesh, Ganesa, Ganesha, Ganapati -- (Hindu god of wisdom or prophecy; remover of obstacles) 
               => Garuda -- (supernatural half-man and half-bird vehicle or bearer of Vishnu) 
               => Gauri -- (in Hinduism, goddess of purity and posterity and a benevolent aspect of Devi; the `brilliant') 
               => Hanuman -- (in Hinduism, the monkey god and helper of Rama; god of devotion and courage) 
               => Indra -- (chief god of the Rig-Veda; god of rain and thunder) 
               => Ka -- (unknown god; an epithet of Prajapati and Brahma) 
               => Kali -- (wife of Siva and malevolent form of Devi; "the black") 
               => Kama -- (god of love and erotic desire; opposite of Mara) 
               => Mara -- (god of death; opposite of Kama) 
               => Kartikeya, Karttikeya -- (Hindu god of bravery) 
               => Lakshmi -- (Hindu goddess of fortune and prosperity) 
               => Marut -- (any of a group of storm gods; offspring of Rudra) 
               => Mitra --
 (Hindu god of friendship and alliances; usually invoked together with Varuna as a supporter of heaven and earth) 
               => Parjanya -- (god of rain; sometimes identified with Indra) 
               => Parvati, Anapurna, Annapurna -- (wife of Siva and a benevolent aspect of Devi: goddess of plenty) 
               => Prajapati -- (god personifying a creative force; equivalent to Brahma) 
               => Pushan -- (celestial shepherd god; conductor of souls of the dead) 
               => Rahu -- (a demon who swallows the sun causing eclipses) 
               => Ribhus, Rhibhus -- (one of three artisans of the gods) 
               => Rudra -- (father of the storm gods Marut; controller of nature; sometimes identified with Siva) 
               => Sarasvati -- (Hindu goddess of learning and the arts) 
               => Savitar -- (an important Hindu god; the sun in its life-giving aspect) 
               => Shakti, Sakti -- (the female or generative principle; wife of Siva and a benevolent form of Devi) 
               => Siva, Shiva -- (the Destroyer; one of the three major divinities in the later Hindu pantheon) 
                   => Bairava -- (epithet of Siva; "the terrible") 
               => Skanda -- (god of war) 
               => Soma -- (personification of a sacred intoxicating drink used in Vedic ritual) 
               => Surya --
 (an important god of later Hinduism; the sun god or the sun itself worshipped as the source of warmth and light) 
               => Uma -- (a benevolent aspect of Devi; `splendor') 
               => Ushas -- (goddess of dawn; daughter of Sky and sister of Night) 
               => Vajra -- (Indras's thunderbolt) 
               => Varuna --
 (in Vedism, god of the night sky who with his thousand eyes watches over human conduct and judges good and evil an
d punishes evildoers; often considered king of the Hindu gods and frequently paired with Mitra as an upholder of the  
world) 
               => Vayu -- (wind god) 
               => Vishnu -- (the Sustainer; a Hindu divinity worshipped as the preserver of worlds) 
               => Yama -- (Hindu god of death and lord of the underworld) 
               => avatar --
 (the manifestation of a Hindu deity (especially Vishnu) in human or superhuman or animal form; "the Buddha is  
considered an avatar of the god Vishnu") 
                   => Jagannath, Jagannatha, Jagganath, Juggernaut -- (an avatar of Vishnu) 
                   => Kalki -- (the 10th and last incarnation of Vishnu) 
                   => Krishna --
 (8th and most important avatar of Vishnu; incarnated as a handsome young man playing a flute) 
                   => Rama --
 (avatar of Vishnu whose name is synonymous with God; any of three incarnations: Ramachandra or Parashurama or  
Balarama; "in Hindu folklore Rama is the epitome of chivalry and courage and obedience to sacred law") 
                       => Ramachandra -- (a hero in Hindu mythology; an incarnation of Vishnu) 
                       => Balarama -- (elder brother of Krishna; an incarnation of Vishnu) 
                       => Parashurama -- (an incarnation of Vishnu who rid the earth of Kshatriyas) 
           => Persian deity -- (a deity worshiped by the ancient Persians) 
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               => Mithras, Mithra -- (ancient Persian god of light and truth; sun god) 
               => Ormazd, Ormuzd, Ahura Mazda --
 (chief deity of Zoroastrianism; source of light and embodiment of good) 
               => Ahriman -- (the spirit of evil in Zoroastrianism; arch rival of Ormazd) 
               => Zurvan -- (the Zoroastrian god of time) 
           => Bodhisattva, Boddhisatva -- (Buddhist worthy of nirvana who postpones it to help others) 
               => Maitreya -- (the Bodhisattva who is to appear as a Buddha 5000 years after the death of Gautama) 
               => Avalokitesvara, Avalokiteshvara -- (a male Bodhisattva; widely associated with various gods and people) 
           => Arhat, Arhant, lohan -- (a Buddhist who has attained nirvana) 
           => Chinese deity -- (a deity worshipped by the ancient Chinese) 
               => Chang Kuo, Chang Kuo-lao -- (one of the 8 immortals of Taoism) 
               => Wen Ch'ang, Wen-Ti -- (Chinese god of literature) 
               => Taoist Trinity -- (the three pure ones; the three chief gods of Taoism) 
               => Tien-pao, Heavenly Jewel -- (a member of the Taoist Trinity) 
               => Ling-pao, Mystic Jewel -- (a member of the Taoist Trinity) 
               => Shen-pao, Spiritual Jewel -- (a member of the Taoist Trinity; identified with Lao-Tse) 
               => Kwan-yin, Kuan Yin --
 ((Buddhism) a female Bodhisattva; often called goddess of mercy and considered an aspect of the Bodhisattva Avaloki
tesvara; identified with Japanese Kwannon) 
           => Japanese deity -- (a deity worshipped by the Japanese) 
               => Amaterasu, Amaterasu Omikami --
 (central deity of Shinto; goddess personifying the sun and ancestress of the rulers of Japan) 
               => Hachiman -- (a Shinto god of war) 
               => Hotei -- (one of the 7 gods of happiness) 
               => Izanagi -- (the god who fathered the islands and gods of Japan with his sister Izanami) 
               => Izanami -- (sister and consort of Izanami; mother of the islands and gods of Japan) 
               => Kami --
 (one the Shinto deities (including mythological beings, spirits of distinguished men, forces of nature)) 
               => Kwannon -- (Japanese counterpart of Chinese Kuan Yin) 
               => Ninigi, Ninigino-Mikoto -- (grandson of Amaterasu and first ruler of Japan) 
           => goddess -- (a female deity) 
               => earth-goddess -- (a goddess of fertility and vegetation) 
                   => earth mother -- (the earth conceived of as the female principle of fertility) 
           => earth-god -- (a god of fertility and vegetation) 
           => demiurge -- (a subordinate deity, in some philosophies the creator of the universe) 
           => Greco-Roman deity, Graeco-Roman deity -- (a deity of classical mythology) 
               => nymph --
 ((classical mythology) a minor nature goddess usually depicted as a beautiful maiden; "the ancient Greeks believed  
that nymphs inhabited forests and bodies of water") 
                   => Echo --
 ((Greek mythology) a nymph who was spurned by Narcissus and pined away until only her voice remained) 
                   => Hesperides, Atlantides --
 ((Greek mythology) group of 3 to 7 nymphs who guarded the golden apples that Gaea gave as a wedding gift to Hera) 
                   => Hyades -- ((Greek mythology) 7 daughters of Atlas and half-
sisters of the Pleiades; they nurtured the infant Dionysus and Zeus placed them among the stars as a reward) 
                   => Oread -- ((Greek mythology) one of the mountain nymphs) 
                   => Pleiades -- ((Greek mythology) 7 daughters of Atlas and half-
sisters of the Hyades; placed among the stars to save them from the pursuit of Orion) 
                   => Sterope, Asterope -- ((Greek mythology) one of the 7 Pleiades) 
                   => water nymph -- ((Greek mythology) any nymph of the water) 
                       => sea nymph -- ((Greek mythology) a water nymph who was the daughter of Oceanus or Nereus) 
                           => Calypso -- ((Greek mythology) the sea nymph who detained Odysseus for seven years) 
                           => Nereid --
 ((Greek mythology) any of the 50 sea nymphs who were daughters of the sea god Nereus) 
                               => Thetis -- ((Greek mythology) one of the 50 Nereids; mother of Achilles by Peleus) 
                           => Oceanid -- ((Greek mythology) sea nymph who was a daughter of Oceanus and Tethys) 
                           => Siren --
 (a sea nymph (part woman and part bird) supposed to lure sailors to destruction on the rocks where the nymphs lived; "
Odysseus ordered his crew to plug their ears so they would not hear the Siren's fatal song") 
                               => Lorelei -- (a siren of German legend who lured boatmen in the Rhine to destruction) 
                       => naiad -- ((Greek mythology) a nymph of lakes and springs and rivers and fountains) 
                   => Daphne --
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 ((Greek mythology) a nymph who was transformed into a laurel tree to escape the amorous Apollo) 
                   => dryad, wood nymph -- (a deity or nymph of the woods) 
                       => Napaea, Napea -- (Greek mythology) 
                       => hamadryad -- (the nymph or spirit of a particular tree) 
                   => Salmacis -- (nymph who merged with Hermaphroditus to form one body) 
               => Aesculapius -- (the god of medicine and healing) 
               => Bacchus -- ((classical mythology) god of wine; equivalent of Dionysus) 
               => Priapus -- ((classical mythology) god of male procreative power and guardian of gardens and vineyards) 
               => Leto, Latona --
 (wife or mistress of Zeus and mother of Apollo and Artemis in ancient mythology; called Latona in Roman mythology
) 
           => Greek deity -- (a deity worshipped by the ancient Greeks) 
               => Grace --
 ((Greek mythology) one of three sisters who were the givers of beauty and charm; a favorite subject for sculptors) 
                   => Aglaia -- ((Greek mythology) one of the three Graces) 
                   => Euphrosyne -- ((Greek mythology) one of the three Graces) 
                   => Thalia -- ((Greek mythology) one of the three Graces) 
               => satyr, forest god --
 (one of a class of woodland deities; attendant on Bacchus; identified with Roman fauns) 
                   => Silenus --
 (the chief satyr in the service of Bacchus; father of Dionysus; usually depicted as drunk and jolly and riding a donkey) 
               => silenus -- (any of the minor woodland deities who were companions of Dionysus (similar to the satyrs)) 
               => Olympian, Olympic god -- (a classical Greek god after the overthrow of the Titans) 
               => Aeolus -- (god of the winds in ancient mythology) 
               => Aether --
 (personification of the sky or upper air breathed by the Olympians; son of Erebus and Night or of Chaos and Darkness) 
               => Apollo, Phoebus, Phoebus Apollo --
 (Greek god of light; god of prophesy and poetry and music and healing; son of Zeus and Leto; twin brother of Artemis) 
                   => Pythius -- (epithet for Apollo; from the dragon Python which he killed) 
               => Aphrodite, Cytherea --
 (goddess of love and beauty and daughter of Zeus in ancient mythology; identified with Roman Venus) 
               => Ares -- ((Greek mythology) Greek god of war; son of Zeus and Hera; identified with Roman Mars) 
               => Eris -- ((Greek mythology) goddess of discord; sister of Ares) 
               => Thanatos -- ((Greek mythology) the Greek personification of death; son of Nyx) 
               => Nyx -- ((Greek mythology) Greek goddess of the night; daughter of Chaos; counterpart of Roman Nox) 
               => Artemis, Cynthia --
 ((Greek mythology) the virgin goddess of the hunt and the moon; daughter of Leto and twin sister of Apollo; identified
 with Roman Diana) 
               => Boreas --
 ((Greek mythology) the god who personified the north wind; "Boreas was pictured as bearded and powerful and winge
d and draped against the cold") 
               => Ate -- (goddess of criminal rashness and its punishment) 
               => Athena, Athene, Pallas, Pallas Athena, Pallas Athene --
 ((Greek mythology) goddess of wisdom and useful arts and prudent warfare; guardian of Athens; identified with Roma
n Minerva) 
               => Chaos --
 ((Greek mythology) the most ancient of gods; the personification of the infinity of space preceding creation of the  
universe) 
               => Demeter --
 ((Greek mythology) goddess of fertility and protector of marriage in ancient mythology; counterpart of Roman Ceres) 
               => Dionysus -- ((Greek mythology) god of wine and fertility and drama; the Greek name of Bacchus) 
               => Doris -- ((Greek mythology) wife of Nereus and mother of the Nereids) 
               => Erebus --
 ((Greek mythology) Greek god of darkness who dwelt in the underworld; son of Chaos; brother of Nox; father of  
Aether and Day) 
               => Eros -- ((Greek mythology) god of love; son of Aphrodite; identified with Roman Cupid) 
               => Gaea, Gaia, Ge --
 ((Greek mythology) goddess of the earth and mother of Cronus and the Titans in ancient mythology) 
               => Hebe --
 ((Greek mythology) the goddess of youth and spring; wife of Hercules; daughter of Zeus and Hera; cupbearer to the  
Olympian gods) 
               => Helios --
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 ((Greek mythology) ancient god of the sun; drove his chariot across the sky each day; identified with Roman Sol) 
               => Hecate --
 ((Greek mythology) Greek goddess of fertility who later became associated with Persephone as goddess of the  
underworld and protector of witches) 
               => Hephaestus, Hephaistos -- ((Greek mythology) the lame god of fire and metal-
working in ancient mythology; identified with Roman Vulcan) 
               => Hermes --
 ((Greek mythology) messenger and herald of the gods; god of commerce and cunning and invention and theft; identifie
d with Roman Mercury) 
               => Hermaphroditus --
 ((Greek mythology) son of Hermes and Aphrodite who merged with the nymph Salmacis to form one body) 
               => Hygeia -- ((Greek mythology) the goddess of health) 
               => Hera, Here --
 (queen of the Olympian gods in ancient Greek mythology; sister and wife of Zeus remembered for her jealously of the 
many mortal women Zeus fell in love with; identified with Roman Juno) 
               => Hestia --
 ((Greek mythology) the goddess of the hearth and its fire in ancient mythology; identified with Roman Vesta) 
               => Hymen -- ((Greek mythology) the god of marriage) 
               => Minos --
 (son of Zeus and Europa; king of ancient Crete; ordered Daedalus to build the labyrinth; after death Minos became a  
judge in the underworld) 
               => Ariadne --
 (beautiful daughter of Minos and Pasiphae; she fell in love with Theseus and gave him the thread with which he found 
his way out of the Minotaur's labyrinth) 
               => Moirai, Moirae --
 (the 3 goddesses of fate or destiny; identified with the Roman Parcae and similar to the Norse Norns) 
               => Clotho -- (the Fate who spins the thread of life; identified with Roman Nona) 
               => Lachesis -- (the Fate who determines the length of the thread of life; identified with Roman Decuma) 
               => Atropos -- (the Fate who cuts the thread of life; identified with Roman Morta) 
               => Momus, Momos -- (god of blame and mockery) 
               => Muse --
 (in ancient Greek mythology any of 9 daughters of Zeus and Mnemosyne; protector of an art or science) 
                   => Calliope -- ((Greek mythology) the Muse of epic poetry) 
                   => Clio -- ((Greek mythology) the Muse of history) 
                   => Erato -- ((Greek mythology) the Muse of lyric and love poetry) 
                   => Euterpe -- ((Greek mythology) the Muse of music (or the flute)) 
                   => Melpomene -- ((Greek mythology) the Muse of tragedy) 
                   => Polyhymnia -- ((Greek mythology) the Muse of singing and mime and sacred dance) 
                   => Terpsichore -- ((Greek mythology) the Muse of the dance and of choral song) 
                   => Thalia -- ((Greek mythology) the Muse of comedy and pastoral poetry) 
                   => Urania -- ((Greek mythology) the Muse of astronomy) 
               => Nemesis -- ((Greek mythology) the goddess of divine retribution and vengeance) 
               => Nereus --
 ((Greek mythology) a sea god son of Pontus and Gaea; lived in the depths of the sea with his wife Doris and their  
daughters the Nereids) 
               => Nike -- ((Greek mythology) winged goddess of victory; identified with Roman Victoria) 
               => Ouranos, Uranus --
 ((Greek mythology) god of the heavens; son and husband of Gaea and father of the Titans in ancient mythology) 
               => Pan, the goat god --
 ((Greek mythology) god of fields and woods and shepherds and flocks; represented as a man with goat's legs and horns
 and ears; identified with Roman Sylvanus or Faunus) 
               => Pasiphae -- ((Greek mythology) daughter of Helios and mother of Ariadne) 
               => Pontus, Pontos -- ((Greek mythology) ancient personification of the sea; father of Nereus) 
               => Poseidon --
 ((Greek mythology) the god of the sea and earthquakes in ancient mythology; brother of Zeus and Hades and Hera;  
identified with Roman Neptune) 
               => Proteus --
 ((Greek mythology) a prophetic god who served Poseidon; was capable of changing his shape at will) 
               => Persephone, Despoina, Kore, Cora --
 ((Greek mythology) daughter of Zeus and Demeter; made queen of the underworld by Pluto in ancient mythology;  
identified with Roman Proserpina) 
               => Phaethon --
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 ((Greek mythology) son of Helios; killed when trying to drive his father's chariot and came too close to earth) 
               => Pluto, Hades, Aides, Aidoneus --
 ((Greek mythology) the god of the underworld in ancient mythology; brother of Zeus and husband of Persephone) 
               => Pythia, Pythoness -- ((Greek mythology) the priestess of Apollo at Delphi who transmitted the oracles) 
               => Rhadamnathus -- ((Greek mythology) a judge of the dead in the underworld) 
               => Selene -- ((Greek mythology) goddess of the moon in ancient mythology; identified with Roman Luna) 
               => Eos --
 ((Greek mythology) the winged goddess of the dawn in ancient mythology; daughter of Hyperion; identified with  
Roman Aurora) 
               => Titan --
 ((Greek mythology) any of the primordial giant gods who ruled the Earth until overthrown by Zeus; the Titans were of
fspring of Uranus (Heaven) and Gaea (Earth)) 
                   => Cronus --
 ((Greek mythology) the supreme god until Zeus dethroned him; son of Uranus and Gaea in ancient Greek mythology; i
dentified with Roman Saturn) 
                   => Hyperion --
 ((Greek mythology) a Titan who was the son of Gaea and Uranus and the father of Helios and Selene and Eos in  
ancient mythology) 
                   => Oceanus -- ((Greek mythology) god of the stream that flowed around the earth in ancient mythology) 
                   => Cocus -- ((Greek mythology) one of the Titans) 
                   => Crius -- ((Greek mythology) one of the Titans) 
                   => Iapetus --
 ((Greek mythology) the Titan who was father of Atlas and Epimetheus and Prometheus in ancient mythology) 
                   => Atlas -- ((Greek mythology) a Titan who was forced by Zeus to bear the sky on his shoulders) 
                   => Epimetheus --
 ((Greek mythology) brother of Prometheus; despite Prometheus's warning against gifts from Zeus he accepted Pandora
 as his wife) 
                   => Prometheus --
 ((Greek mythology) the Titan who stole fire from Olympus and gave it to mankind; Zeus punished him by chaining  
him to a rock where an eagle gnawed at his liver until Hercules rescued him) 
               => Titaness --
 ((Greek mythology) any of the primordial giant goddesses who were offspring of Uranus (heaven) and Gaea (earth) in 
ancient mythology) 
                   => Thea, Theia --
 ((Greek mythology) the Titaness who was mother of Helios and Selene and Eos in ancient mythology) 
                   => Rhea --
 (fertility goddess in ancient Greek mythology; wife of Cronus and mother of Zeus; identified with Roman Ops and  
Cybele of ancient Asia Minor) 
                       => Agdistis -- (Asiatic epithet for Rhea or Cybele) 
                   => Themis -- ((Greek mythology) the Titaness who was goddess of justice in ancient mythology) 
                   => Mnemosyne -- ((Greek mythology) the Titaness who was goddess of memory; mother of the Muses) 
                   => Phoebe -- ((Greek mythology) a Titaness who became identified with Artemis as goddess of the moon) 
                   => Tethys -- ((Greek mythology) a Titaness and sea goddess; wife of Oceanus) 
               => Triton -- ((Greek mythology) a sea god; son of Poseidon) 
               => Tyche -- ((Greek mythology) the goddess of fortune; identified with Roman Fortuna) 
               => Zephyr -- ((Greek mythology) the Greek god of the west wind) 
               => Zeus --
 ((Greek mythology) the supreme god of ancient Greek mythology; son of Rhea and Cronus whom he dethroned;  
husband and brother of Hera; brother of Poseidon and Hades; father of many gods; counterpart of Roman Jupiter) 
           => Roman deity -- (a deity worshipped by the ancient Romans) 
               => faun --
 (ancient Italian deity in human shape, with horns, pointed ears and a goat's tail; equivalent to Greek satyr) 
               => Venus, Urania -- (goddess of love; counterpart of Greek Aphrodite) 
               => Mors -- ((Roman mythology) Roman god of death; counterpart of Thanatos) 
               => Mars --
 ((Roman mythology) Roman god of war and agriculture; father of Romulus and Remus; counterpart of Greek Ares) 
               => Diana -- ((Roman mythology) virgin goddess of the hunt and the moon; counterpart of Greek Artemis) 
               => Minerva -- ((Roman mythology) goddess of wisdom; counterpart of Greek Athena) 
               => Saturn --
 ((Roman mythology) god of agriculture and vegetation; counterpart of Greek Cronus; "Saturday is Saturn's Day") 
               => Ceres -- ((Roman mythology) goddess of agriculture; counterpart of Greek Demeter) 
               => Nox, Night -- (Roman goddess of night; daughter of Erebus; counterpart of Greek Nyx) 
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               => Cupid, Amor -- ((Roman mythology) god of love; counterpart of Greek Eros) 
               => Sol -- ((Roman mythology) ancient Roman god; personification of the sun; counterpart of Greek Helios) 
               => Vulcan -- ((Roman mythology) god of fire and metal working; counterpart of Greek Hephaestus) 
               => Mercury --
 ((Roman mythology) messenger of Jupiter and god of commerce; counterpart of Greek Hermes) 
               => Janus --
 ((Roman mythology) the Roman god of doorways and passages; is depicted with two faces on opposite sides of his  
head) 
               => Juno --
 ((Roman mythology) queen of the Olympian gods who protected marriage; wife and sister of Jupiter; counterpart of  
Greek Hera) 
               => Vesta --
 ((Roman mythology) goddess of the hearth and its fire whose flame was tended by vestal virgins; counterpart of Greek
 Hestia) 
               => Parcae --
 (the 3 goddesses of fate or destiny; identified with the Greek Moirai and similar to the Norse Norns) 
               => Nona -- (the Fate who spins the thread of life; counterpart of Greek Clotho) 
               => Decuma -- (the Fate who determines the length of the thread of life; counterpart of Greek Lachesis) 
               => Morta -- (the Fate who cuts the thread of life; counterpart of Greek Atropos) 
               => Victoria -- ((Roman mythology) goddess of victory; counterpart of Greek Nike) 
               => Faunus -- ((Roman mythology) ancient rural deity; later considered a counterpart of Greek Pan) 
               => Neptune -- ((Roman mythology) god of the sea; counterpart of Greek Poseidon) 
               => Proserpina, Proserpine -- (goddess of the underworld; counterpart of Greek Persephone) 
               => Dis, Orcus -- (god of the underworld; counterpart of Greek Pluto) 
               => Luna -- ((Roman mythology) the goddess of the moon; counterpart of Greek Selene) 
               => Aurora -- ((Roman mythology) goddess of the dawn; counterpart of Greek Eos) 
               => Tellus --
 ((Roman mythology) goddess of the earth; protector of marriage and fertility; identified with Greek Gaea) 
               => Fortuna -- ((Roman mythology) the goddess of fortune and good luck; counterpart of Greek Tyche) 
               => Jupiter, Jove -- ((Roman mythology) supreme god of Romans; counterpart of Greek Zeus) 
                   => Jupiter Fulgur, Jupiter Fulminator, Lightning Hurler -- (an epithet for Jupiter) 
                   => Jupiter Tonans, Thunderer -- (an epithet for Jupiter) 
                   => Jupiter Pluvius, Rain-giver -- (an epithet for Jupiter) 
                   => Jupiter Optimus Maximus, Best and Greatest -- (an epithet for Jupiter) 
                   => Jupiter Fidius, Protector of Boundaries -- (an epithet for Jupiter) 
               => Ops --
 ((Roman mythology) goddess of abundance and fertility; wife of Saturn; counterpart of Greek Rhea and Cybele of  
ancient Asia Minor) 
               => Sylvanus, Silvanus --
 ((Roman mythology) god of woods and fields and flocks; Pan is the Greek counterpart) 
           => Norse deity -- (a deity worshipped by the ancient Norsemen) 
               => Aesir -- ((Norse mythology) the chief race of gods living at Asgard) 
               => Vanir -- ((Norse mythology) race of ancient gods sometimes in conflict with the Aesir) 
               => Balder, Baldr --
 ((Norse mythology) god of light and peace and noted for his beauty and sweet nature; son of Odin and Frigg and 
 husband of Nanna; killed by Hoth) 
               => Bragi, Brage -- ((Norse mythology) god of poetry and music; son of Odin) 
               => Elli -- ((Norse mythology) goddess of old age who defeated Thor in a wrestling match) 
               => Forseti -- (god of justice; son of Balder and Nanna) 
               => Frey, Freyr --
 (god of earth's fertility and peace and prosperity; son of Njorth and brother of Freya; originally of the Vanir; later with 
the Aesir) 
               => Freya, Freyja -- (goddess of love and fecundity; daughter of Njorth and sister of Frey) 
               => Frigg, Frigga -- (goddess of the heavens and married love; wife of Odin) 
               => Heimdall, Heimdal, Heimdallr -- (god of dawn and light; guardian of Asgard) 
               => Hel, Hela -- (goddess of the dead and queen of the underworld) 
               => Hoenir -- (one of the Aesir having a strong and beautiful body but a dull mind) 
               => Hoth, Hothr, Hoder, Hodr --
 (a blind god; misled by Loki he kills Balder by throwing a bough of mistletoe) 
               => Idun, Ithunn --
 (goddess of spring and wife of Bragi; guarded the apples that kept the gods eternally young) 
               => Loki --
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 ((Norse mythology) trickster; god of discord and mischief; contrived death of Balder and was overcome by Thor) 
               => Nanna -- ((Norse mythology) wife of Balder) 
               => Njord, Njorth --
 ((Norse mythology) chief of the Vanir; god of the sea and winds and prosperity; father of Frey and Freya; sometimes  
subsumes Teutonic Nerthus) 
               => Norn -- ((Norse mythology) any of the three Fates or goddesses of destiny; identified with Anglo-
Saxon Wyrd; similar to Greek Moirae and Roman Parcae) 
                   => Urd, Urth -- (goddess of fate: Past) 
                   => Verdandi, Verthandi -- (goddess of fate: Present) 
                   => Skuld -- (goddess of fate: Future) 
               => Odin --
 ((Norse mythology) ruler of the Aesir; supreme god of war and poetry and knowledge and wisdom (for which he gave 
an eye) and husband of Frigg; identified with the Teutonic Wotan) 
               => Sif -- ((Norse mythology) wife of Thor and guardian of the home) 
               => Sigyn --
 ((Norse mythology) wife of Loki; held a cup over him during his punishment to spare him the pain of drops of poison) 
               => Thor --
 ((Norse mythology) god of thunder and rain and farming; pictured as wielding a hammer emblematic of the thunderbol
t; identified with Teutonic Donar) 
               => Tyr, Tyrr -- ((Norse mythology) god of war and strife and son of Odin; identified with Anglo-Saxon Tiu) 
               => Ull, Ullr --
 ((Norse mythology) one of the Aesir known for his beauty and skill with bow and skis; son of Sif and stepson of Thor) 
               => Vali -- ((Norse mythology) one of the Aesir and avenger of Balder; son of Odin) 
               => Vitharr, Vithar, Vidar --
 ((Norse mythology) one of the Aesir; son of Odin; avenges his parent by slaying Fenrir at Ragnarok) 
           => Teutonic deity -- ((German mythology) a deity worshipped by the ancient Teutons) 
               => Donar -- (the Teutonic god of thunder; counterpart of Norse Thor) 
               => Nerthus, Hertha -- (the Teutonic goddess of fertility; later identified with Norse Njord) 
               => Wotan -- (supreme Teutonic god; counterpart of Norse Odin and Anglo-Saxon Woden) 
           => Anglo-Saxon deity -- ((Anglo-Saxon mythology) a deity worshipped by the Anglo-Saxons) 
               => Tiu -- (god of war and sky; counterpart of Norse Tyr) 
               => Woden, Wodan -- (chief god; counterpart of Norse Odin and Teutonic Wotan) 
               => the Weird Sisters, the Three Weird Sisters -- (the three Anglo-Saxon Fates or goddesses of destiny) 
               => Wyrd, Weird -- (Fate personified; one of the three Weird Sisters) 
           => Phrygian deity -- (deity of the ancient Phrygians of west central Asia Minor) 
               => Cybele, Dindymene, Great Mother, Magna Mater, Mater Turrita --
 (great nature goddess of ancient Phrygia in Asia Minor; counterpart of Greek Rhea and Roman Ops) 
           => Quetzalcoatl -- (an Aztec deity represented as a plumed serpent) 
           => saint -- (a person who has died and has been declared a saint by canonization) 
               => patron saint -- (a saint who is considered to be a defender of some group or nation) 
                   => Santa Claus, Kriss Kringle, Father Christmas, Saint Nick, St. Nick --
 (the legendary patron saint of children) 
                   => Christopher, Saint Christopher, St. Christopher --
 (Christian martyr and patron saint of travellers (3rd century)) 
                   => Crispin, Saint Crispin, St. Crispin --
 (patron saint of shoemakers; he and his brother were martyred for trying to spread Christianity (3rd century)) 
                   => David, Saint David, St. David -- (patron saint of Wales (circa 520-600)) 
                   => George, Saint George, St. George --
 (Christian martyr; patron saint of England; hero of the legend of Saint George and the Dragon in which he slew a  
dragon and saved a princess (?-303)) 
                   => Patrick, Saint Patrick, St. Patrick --
 (Apostle and patron saint of Ireland; an English missionary to Ireland in the 5th century) 
               => Ambrose, Saint Ambrose, St. Ambrose --
 ((Roman Catholic Church) Roman priest who became bishop of Milan; the first Church Father born and raised in the  
Christian faith; composer of hymns; imposed orthodoxy on the early Christian church and built up its secular power; a  
saint and Doctor of the Church (340?-397)) 
               => Andrew, Saint Andrew, St. Andrew, Saint Andrew the Apostle --
 ((New Testament) disciple of Jesus; brother of Peter; patron saint of Scotland) 
               => Anselm, Saint Anselm, St. Anselm --
 (an Italian who was a Benedictine monk; was archbishop of Canterbury from 1093 to 1109; one of the founders of sch
olasticism; best known for his proof of the existence of God) 
               => Aquinas, Thomas Aquinas, Saint Thomas, St. Thomas, Saint Thomas Aquinas, St. Thomas Aquinas --
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 ((Roman Catholic Church) Italian theologian and Doctor of the Church who is remembered for his attempt to reconcile
 faith and reason in a comprehensive theology; presented philosophical proofs of the existence of God (1225-1274)) 
               => Athanasius, Saint Athanasius, St. Athanasius, Athanasius the Great --
 ((Roman Catholic Church) Greek patriarch of Alexandria who championed Christian orthodoxy against Arianism; a  
Church father, saint, and Doctor of the Church (293-373)) 
               => Augustine, Saint Augustine, St. Augustine, Augustine of Hippo --
 ((Roman Catholic Church) one of the great fathers of the early Christian church; after a dramatic conversion to  
Christianity he became Bishop of Hippo Regius in North Africa; St. Augustine emphasized man's need for grace (354-
430)) 
               => Basil, St. Basil, Basil of Caesarea, Basil the Great, St. Basil the Great --
 ((Roman Catholic Church) the bishop of Caesarea who defended the Church against the heresies of the 4th century; a  
saint and Doctor of the Church (329-379)) 
               => Becket, Thomas a Becket, Saint Thomas a Becket, St. Thomas a Becket --
 ((Roman Catholic Church) archbishop of Canterbury from 1162 to 1170; murdered following his opposition to Henry I
I concerning Henry's attempts to control the clergy (1118-1170)) 
               => Bede, Saint Bede, St. Bede, Baeda, Saint Baeda, St. Baeda, Beda, Saint Beda, St. Beda, the Venerable Bed
e -- ((Roman Catholic Church) English monk and scholar (672-735)) 
               => Benedict, Saint Benedict, St. Benedict --
 (Italian monk who founded the Benedictine order about 540 (480-547)) 
               => Boniface, Saint Boniface, St. Boniface, Winfred, Wynfrith, Apostle of Germany --
 ((Roman Catholic Church) Anglo-
Saxon missionary who was sent to Frisia and Germany to spread the Christian faith; was martyred in Frisia (680-754)) 
               => Bridget, Saint Bridget, St. Bridget, Brigid, Saint Brigid, St. Brigid, Bride, Saint Bride, St. Bride --
 (Irish abbess; a patron saint of Ireland (453-523)) 
               => Bruno, Saint Bruno, St. Bruno --
 ((Roman Catholic Church) a French cleric (born in Germany) who founded the Carthusian order in 1084 (1032-1101)) 
               => Dominic, Saint Dominic, St. Dominic, Domingo de Guzman --
 ((Roman Catholic Church) Spanish priest who founded an order whose members became known as Dominicans or  
Black Friars (circa 1170-1221)) 
               => Edward the Confessor, Saint Edward the Confessor, St. Edward the Confessor --
 (son of Ethelred the Unready; King of England from 1042 to 1066; he founded Westminster Abbey where he was even
tually buried (1003-1066)) 
               => Edward the Martyr, Saint Edward the Martyr, St. Edward the Martyr --
 (King of England who was a son of Edgar; he was challenged for the throne by supporters of his half-
brother Ethelred II who eventually murdered him (963-978)) 
               => Francis of Assisi, Saint Francis of Assisi, St. Francis of Assisi, Saint Francis, St. Francis, Giovanni di Bern
ardone --
 ((Roman Catholic Church) an Italian and the Roman Catholic monk who founded the Franciscan order of friars (1181-
1226)) 
               => Gregory, Gregory I, Saint Gregory I, St. Gregory I, Gregory the Great --
 ((Roman Catholic Church) a pope distinguished for his spiritual and temporal leadership; a saint and Doctor of the  
Church (540?-604)) 
               => Gregory Nazianzen, Gregory of Nazianzen, St. Gregory of Nazianzen --
 ((Roman Catholic Church) a church father known for his constant fight against perceived heresies; a saint and Doctor 
of the Church (329-391)) 
               => Ignatius, Saint Ignatius, St. Ignatius --
 (bishop of Antioch who was martyred under the Roman Emperor Trajan (died 110)) 
               => Ignatius of Loyola, Saint Ignatius of Loyola, St. Ignatius of Loyola, Loyola --
 (Spaniard and Roman Catholic theologian and founder of the Society of Jesus; a leading opponent of the Reformation  
(1491-1556)) 
               => James, Saint James, St. James, Saint James the Apostle, St. James the Apostle --
 ((New Testament) disciple of Jesus; brother of John; author of the Epistle of James in the New Testament) 
               => Jerome, Saint Jerome, St. Jerome, Hieronymus, Eusebius Hieronymus, Eusebius Sophronius Hieronymus -
-
 ((Roman Catholic Church) one of the great fathers of the early Christian Church whose major work was his translation 
of the Scriptures from Hebrew and Greek into Latin (which became the Vulgate); a saint and Doctor of the Church (347
-420)) 
               => John, Saint John, St. John, Saint John the Apostle, St. John the Apostle, John the Evangelist, John the  
Divine --
 ((New Testament) disciple of Jesus; traditionally said to be the author of the 4th Gospel and three epistles and the book
 of Revelation) 
               => John Chrysostom, St. John Chrysostom --
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 ((Roman Catholic Church) a Church Father who was a great preacher and bishop of Constantinople; a saint and Doctor
 of the Church (347-407)) 
               => John the Baptist, St. John the Baptist --
 ((New Testament) a preacher and hermit and forerunner of Jesus (whom he baptized); was beheaded by Herod at the re
quest of Salome) 
               => Jude, Saint Jude, St. Jude, Judas, Thaddaeus --
 ((New Testament) supposed brother of St James; one of the Apostles who is invoked in prayer when a situation seems 
hopeless) 
               => Lawrence, Saint Lawrence, St. Lawrence, Laurentius --
 (Roman martyr; supposedly Lawrence was ordered by the police to give up the Church's treasure and when he  
responded by presenting the poor people of Rome he was roasted to death on a gridiron (died in 258)) 
               => Leo I, St. Leo I, Leo the Great --
 (the pope who extended the authority of the papacy to the west and persuaded Attila not to attack Rome (440-461)) 
               => Louis IX, Saint Louis, St. Louis --
 (king of France and son of Louis VIII; he led two unsuccessful crusades; considered an ideal medieval king (1214-
1270)) 
               => Luke, Saint Luke, St. Luke --
 ((New Testament) the Apostle closely associated with St Paul and traditionally assumed to be the author of the third G
ospel) 
               => Mark, Saint Mark, St. Mark --
 (Apostle and companion of Saint Peter; assumed to be the author of the second Gospel) 
               => Martin, St. Martin -- (French bishop who is a patron saint of France (died in 397)) 
               => Mary Magdalene, St. Mary Magdalene, Mary Magdalen, St. Mary Magdalen --
 (sinful woman Jesus healed of evil spirits; she became a follower of Jesus) 
               => Matthew, Saint Matthew, St. Matthew, Saint Matthew the Apostle, St. Matthew the Apostle, Levi --
 ((New Testament) disciple of Jesus; traditionally considered to be the author of the first Gospel) 
               => Nicholas, Saint Nicholas, St. Nicholas --
 (a bishop in Asia Minor who is associated with Santa Claus (4th century)) 
               => Olaf II, Olav II, Saint Olaf, Saint Olav, St. Olaf, St. Olav -- (King and patron saint of Norway (995-1030)) 
               => Paul, Saint Paul, St. Paul, Apostle Paul, Paul the Apostle, Apostle of the Gentiles, Saul, Saul of Tarsus --
 ((New Testament) a Christian missionary to the Gentiles; author of several Epistles in the New Testament; even thoug
h Paul was not present at the Last Supper he is considered an apostle; "Paul's name was Saul prior to his conversion to 
Christianity") 
               => Peter, Simon Peter, Saint Peter, St. Peter, Saint Peter the Apostle, St. Peter the Apostle --
 (disciple of Jesus and leader of the apostles; regarded by Catholics as the vicar of Christ on earth and first Pope) 
               => Simon, St. Simon, Simon Zelotes, Simon the Zealot, Simon the Canaanite --
 (one of the twelve Apostles (first century)) 
               => Thomas, Saint Thomas, St. Thomas, doubting Thomas, Thomas the doubting Apostle --
 (the Apostle who would not believe the resurrection of Jesus until he saw Jesus with his own eyes) 
               => Vitus, St. Vitus --
 (Christian martyr and patron of those who suffer from epilepsy and Sydenham's chorea (died around 300)) 
           => war god, god of war -- (a god worshipped as giving victory in war) 
           => zombi, zombie, snake god -- (a god of voodoo cults of African origin worshipped especially in West Indies) 
 

GOD, SUPREME BEING, ABSOLUTE ENTITY, SUPERINTELLIGENCE 
 
       => God, Supreme Being --
 (the supernatural being conceived as the perfect and omnipotent and omniscient originator and ruler of the universe;  
the object of worship in monotheistic religions) 
           => Godhead, Lord, Creator, Maker, Divine, God Almighty, Almighty, Jehovah -- (terms referring to the Judeo-
Christian God) 
               => Trinity, Holy Trinity, Blessed Trinity, Sacred Trinity --
 (the union of the Father and Son and Holy Ghost in one Godhead) 
               => hypostasis --
 (any of the three persons of the Godhead constituting the Trinity especially the person of Christ in which divine and  
human natures are united) 
                   => Father, Father-God, Fatherhood --
 (God when considered as the first person in the Trinity; "hear our prayers, Heavenly Father") 
                   => Son, Word, Logos -- (the divine word of God; the second person in the Trinity (incarnate in Jesus)) 
                       => Messiah -- (Jesus Christ; considered by Christians to be the promised deliverer) 
                       => Jesus, Jesus of Nazareth, the Nazarene, Jesus Christ, Christ, Savior, Saviour, Good Shepherd, Redee
mer, Deliverer --
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 (a teacher and prophet born in Bethlehem and active in Nazareth; his life and sermons form the basis for Christianity  
(circa 4 BC - AD 29)) 
                           => El Nino -- (the Christ child) 
                   => Holy Ghost, Holy Spirit --
 (the third person in the Trinity; Jesus promised the Apostles that he would send the Holy Spirit after his Crucifixion  
and Resurrection; it came on Pentecost) 
           => Yahweh, YHWH, Yahwe, Yahveh, YHVH, Yahve, Wahvey, Jahvey, Jahweh, Jehovah, JHVH --
 (a name for the God of the Old Testament as transliterated from the Hebrew consonants YHVH) 
           => Allah -- (Muslim name for the one and only God) 
       => eon, aeon --
 ((Gnosticism) a divine power or nature emanating from the Supreme Being and playing various roles in the operation o
f the universe) 
 
       => angel -- (spiritual being attendant upon God) 
           => archangel -- (an angel ranked above the highest rank in the celestial hierarchy) 
               => Gabriel -- ((Bible) the archangel who was the messenger of God) 
               => Michael -- ((Old Testament) the guardian archangel of the Jews) 
               => Raphael -- (an archangel of the Hebrew tradition) 
           => cherub -- (an angel of the second order whose gift is knowledge; usually portrayed as a winged child) 
           => seraph -- (an angel of the first order; usually portrayed as the winged head of a child) 
           => guardian spirit, guardian angel -- (an angel believed to have special affection for a particular individual) 
               => genius loci -- (the guardian spirit of a place) 
               => eudemon, eudaemon, good spirit -- (a benevolent spirit) 
           => divine messenger -- (a messenger from God; "angel of death") 
 
       => fairy, faery, faerie, sprite -- (small, human in form, playful, having magical powers) 
           => elf, hob, gremlin, pixie, pixy, brownie, imp -- ((folklore) fairies that are somewhat mischievous) 
               => leprechaun -- (a mischievous elf in Irish folklore) 
               => sandman -- (an elf in fairy stories who sprinkles sand in children's eyes to make them sleepy) 
           => fairy godmother --
 (a female character is some fairy stories who has magical powers and can bring unexpected good fortune to the hero  
or heroine) 
           => gnome, dwarf --
 (a legendary creature resembling a tiny old man; lives in the depths of the earth and guards buried treasure) 
               => Nibelung --
 ((German mythology) any of the race of dwarfs who possessed a treasure hoard that was stolen by Siegfried) 
               => Andvari -- ((Norse mythology) a dwarf who possessed a treasure that was stolen by Loki) 
           => Morgan le Fay -- (a wicked fairy who was the half sister of King Arthur) 
           => Puck, Robin Goodfellow -- (a mischievous sprite of English folklore) 
           => Titania -- ((Middle Ages) the queen of the fairies) 
           => tooth fairy --
 (a fairy that is said to leave money at night under a child's pillow to compensate for a baby tooth falling out) 
           => water sprite, water nymph -- (a fairy that inhabits water) 
               => undine -- (any of various water spirits) 
 
       => Satan, Old Nick, Devil, the Devil, Lucifer, Beelzebub, the Tempter, Prince of Darkness -- ((Judeo-
Christian and Islamic religions) chief spirit of evil and adversary of God; tempter of mankind; master of Hell) 
 
       => spirit, disembodied spirit --
 (any incorporeal supernatural being that can become visible (or audible) to human beings) 
           => control -- (a spiritual agency that is assumed to assist the medium during a seance) 
           => evil spirit -- (a spirit tending to cause harm) 
               => bad fairy -- (a fairy that tends to cause harm) 
               => bogey, bogy, bogie -- (an evil spirit) 
               => devil, fiend, demon, daemon, daimon -- (one of the evil spirits of traditional Jewish and Christian belief) 
                   => incubus --
 (a male demon believed to lie on sleeping persons and to have sexual intercourse with sleeping women) 
                   => succubus, succuba -- (a female demon believed to have sexual intercourse with sleeping men) 
                   => dybbuk, dibbuk --
 ((Jewish folklore) a demon that enters the body of a living person and controls that body's behavior) 
               => cacodemon, cacodaemon -- (an evil spirit) 
               => ghoul -- (an evil spirit or ghost) 
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               => goblin, hob, hobgoblin --
 ((folklore) a small grotesque supernatural creature that makes trouble for human beings) 
               => kelpy, kelpie -- ((Scottish folklore) water spirit in the form of a horse that likes to drown its riders) 
               => vampire, lamia -- ((folklore) a corpse that rises at night to drink the blood of the living) 
               => Mephistopheles -- (evil spirit to whom Faust sold his soul) 
           => banshee -- ((Irish folklore) a female spirit who wails to warn of impending death) 
           => genie, jinni, jinnee, djinni, djinny --
 ((Islam) an invisible spirit mentioned in the Koran and believed by Muslims to inhabit the earth and influence mankind
 by appearing in the form of humans or animals) 
               => shaitan, shaytan -- ((Islam) a rebellious jinni who leads men astray) 
               => eblis -- ((Islam) the principal evil jinni in Islamic mythology) 
           => familiar, familiar spirit -- (a spirit (usually in animal form) that acts as an assistant to a witch or wizard) 
           => peri --
 ((Persian folklore) a supernatural being descended from fallen angels and excluded from paradise until penance is done
) 
           => apparition, phantom, phantasm, phantasma, specter, spectre --
 (a ghostly appearing figure; "we were unprepared for the apparition that confronted us") 
               => Flying Dutchman --
 (the captain of a phantom ship (the Flying Dutchman) who was condemned to sail against the wind until Judgment  
Day) 
           => presence -- (an invisible spiritual being felt to be nearby) 
           => numen -- (a spirit believed to inhabit an object or preside over a place (especially in ancient Roman religion)) 
           => python -- (a soothsaying spirit or a person who is possessed by such a spirit) 
           => sylvan, silvan -- (a spirit that lives in or frequents the woods) 
           => thunderbird --
 ((mythology) the spirit of thunder and lightning believed by some Native Americans to take the shape of a great bird) 
           => zombi, zombie, zombi spirit, zombie spirit --
 ((voodooism) a spirit or supernatural force that reanimates a dead body) 
       => trickster --
 (a mischevous supernatural being found in the folklore of many primitive people; sometimes distinguished by  
prodigious biological drives and exaggerated bodily parts) 
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The Hierarchy of States, Properties, Qualities, and Quantities 
All substances have properties or attributes, or they are the kinds of objects which are determined by 

the collection of properties. Since objects are characterized by properties (attributes, qualities, or 
quantities), they have always to be in some state or condition, a state of being (existence) of an entity with 
respect to substantial properties, quality and quantity, or with reference to attributes for formal objects. 
That means that state as the essential differentia of the substance is all the properties and modifications 
of substances that alter (qualities and quantities) and in virtue of which objects are said to change. 
Or, more generally, it can be defined as the way (manner, mode) an entity is with reference to its 
substantial properties (qualities and quantities). The way something is with respect to its formal 
attributes refers to the states of formal objects. If property is an essential state shared by all members of a 
class of things, attribute is a formal property shared by all members of a class of formal objects; for 
attributes and predicates just represent properties, substantial or formal. 

 For individual objects, state is defined as the union of its individual properties; accordingly, the 
totality of all the individual's states constitutes its state space (or quality space or quantity space or attribute 
space), within which all its behaviors and changes take place. Unlike individual states, the generic states are 
constructed as the aggregates of universal properties. Therefore such state types are to be classified with 
respect to the kinds of substances they relate. According to the types of substances, we can specify four 
types of general state:  

 physical states, the collection of all universal material properties, like the states (forms) of 
matter (phase, liquidity, solidity, gas); 

 mental states (cognitive states of the mind), the total of cognitive powers, capacities, 
abilities, along with conceptual states embracing all formal properties as attributes, 
functions, and predicates; 

 cultural states, the collection of all possible traits, characteristics, features, qualities of 
social objects and institutions; 

 representational states, the collection of all information knowledge states of intelligent 
objects   

Being the most crucial mode of reality, the category of states, spanning from the state of existence 
(beingness, being) to the state of not being (nonexistence), comes as the generalization of properties, 
qualities, quantities, and formal attributes, as well as of states of affairs, conditions, and situations. Instead 
of a multiple hierarchical structure of (state) name meanings, all stative expressions are to be placed in a 
single hierarchy of state terms. As a collection of properties, the category of state subsumes as its 
subordinate kinds substantial properties (attributes), qualities and quantities, as it is shown in a single 
hierarchy of state types of several level deep: 

Entity (Being, Existence) > State & Condition & State of Affairs > Substantial Property& 
Attribute > Quality& Character & Feature & Characteristic & Nature > Quantity & Amount & 
Measure & Dimension > Multitude > Magnitude > Energy >…> Elementary Unit >…>Quantum 
>…> Nonbeing 

The state types are marked by the rules of behavior: 
1. The state type should fall under the same division as its kinds; 
2. If a state belongs to two types, then the one type is included by the other; 
3. What contains the state subtype contains the state genus as well; 
4. If states are different in kind, their equivalent classes of substances are different as well; 
5. All the states of an entity are the states of its kinds, species and individuals. 
  

The primary principles of states are as follows: 
o The category of state is among the first divisions of entity; 
o The collection of properties in virtue of which a thing changes makes a state type; 
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o All states form a hierarchy of state types with the state of being at the top and the state of 
nonbeing at the bottom;  

o A state is a member of a hierarchy of states where a first-order state is a state of substance.  
o All the states of an entity are the states of its species and individuals 
o The world is the totality of generic states standing in various relationships 

 
Commentary: sketching the meaning of states in outline 
 

State is a mode of being (existence) determined by substantial properties, attribute, quality, and 
quantity. There are two basic kinds of states as stative properties: a) quality as an essential property 
(attribute) of an entity); b) quantity (measure, amount, or quantum) as a measurable property (attribute) of 
things. As a general class, state subsumes as its subordinate kinds both the class of quantities and the class 
of qualities. That is, states exist in such a hierarchy that if the union of quantity and quality constructs the 
higher genus of state, their intersection results in a qualitative quantity or quantitative quality, such as form, 
figure, or shape. It exists as conditions, situations, qualities, properties, and quantities. 

Quantity is a state of being much. It has no contrary, no variation in degree and comes up as 
discrete (number, multitude) or continuous quantum (the magnitude of geometry and physical quantities - 
time, place, etc.). Equality and inequality are characteristics of quantity, or their most distinguishing 
character is to be predicated by equality and inequality. There exist several essential axioms and 
assumptions: quantities are wholes consisting of the parts, either having a relative order, as any magnitude 
(state variable) and multitude (number), or without a relative order of parts, like planes and solids.. 
Quantities have no contraries, like substance, but unlike qualities, which do have contraries. Existing as 
continuous or discrete, quantities are thought incapable of admitting of variation of degree, unlike qualities 
which are liable to alteration (variation, modification) in degree or in kind. 

In science, quantity is regarded to be prior to quality, since quantities are likely to be universal 
qualities of objects, whereas qualities are the necessary parts of experience, as the qualities of sensations, 
perceptions of the mind, mental powers. Specifically, quantity is split into physical quantities (dimensions 
or variables), geometrical magnitudes (lines, surfaces, and solids, figures and shapes), and mathematical 
multitudes: non-referential, abstract state variables and numbers (natural, rational, irrational, real, complex, 
and data). An ordered collection of numeric data or information such as scientific, technical, financial or 
statistical data together with data-processing operations makes up numeric data bases. Therefore, 
computational ontologies are sometimes defined as a collection of information (data types) about classes 
and relations of a domain of knowledge. 

Quality is a state of being such and such. It has a contrary and varies in degree. Due to possession 
of qualities, substances change or changed. It is taken to be of four different sorts: the human qualities 
(habits: knowledge, virtue; disposition: beauty and health); the inherent capacities (the powers of 
sensitivity, rationality, reactivity, etc.); the affective or sensible qualities (colors, odors, textures, tastes, 
heat, cold, etc.); the qualities of things (figure, size, weight, mass, and shape). Similarity and difference are 
characteristics of quality. 
The name of state indicates being-in-state or state-of-being taken in its general reference and meaning as 
abstracted from all sorts of specific states, conditions, states-of-affairs, situations, circumstances, and cases. 
The state names belong to a subclass of words mostly derived from adjectives (of attributes) or state verbs 
by adding the state markers (descriptors or classifiers): 

-AGE, -ANCY, -ENCE, -ENCY, -ETY, - ITY, -IBILITY, -CION, -SION, -ION, -TION, -TUDE, -
SHIP, -HOOD, - NESS, -TH, - ACY, - OSITY, - Y, -ISM, - CRACY, -DOM, -ERY, -TY. 

The state names standing for the state (condition, quality, property, or quantity) of entity includes 
all nouns of state, condition, quality, quantity, and property, like 'bondage', 'arrogance', 'existence', 
'activity',  'reversibility', 'condition', 'magnitude', 'friendship', 'falsehood', 'happiness', 'truth', 'strength', 
'fallacy', 'verbosity', 'orthodoxy', 'skepticism', 'theocracy', 'wisdom', 'slavery', 'cruelty'.  

In some cases the prefixes may be as important in defining nominal meanings as the suffixes. So 
are the prefixes designating the multiples and submultiples of physical units of such as length, weight, 
temperature, sound, power, frequency, or electrical current. For instance, the prefixes of multiples of 
physical units are: deca-, hecto-, kilo-, mega-, giga-, tera-, peta-, exa-, while the prefixes of submultiples 
are deci-, centi-, micro-, nano-, pico-, femto-, atto-. 
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Each stative noun can be modified, defined, limited, or described by other nouns, adjectives, clauses, 
and determiners (identifiers or quantifiers), thus forming a state noun phrase.  
 
The standard meaning of state names of conditions, attributes, qualities, and 
quantities: 
a specific name (a type of state, quality or quantity) ⇔ a generic name (the state of being, the state of 

having, a class as essence and substance) + the expressions of substances, actions, or relations (a 
convertible property, difference, characteristic, character, nature, attribute, distinction, feature, 

peculiarity, quality, mark, singularity, or trait) 
 
The listing of general names of states: 

State noun indicating state of affairs, condition, state of matter, and state of mind; 
Attributive noun implying a formal attribute (properties, dimensions) of objects or persons; 
Quality name indicating the essential attribute of a thing; 
Quantity name designating an amount, quantum, dimension, or unit of measure; 
Property names standing for the essential attribute of a class of thing  

According to the meaningfrul formula for stative names, to define the words marked by the state 
classifiers, like –NESS and –TY, means to signify the state (or quality) of being what the adjective (or the 
original verb) describes differentiated with the characteristics expressed by non-stative expressions, as in: 

‘reality is the state of having substance’ 
‘existence is the state of existing’ 
‘materiality is the state of being composed of matter or having physical substance’ 
‘oneness is the state of being one’ 
‘activity is the state of producing a change or exerting an influence’ 
‘skillfulness is the state of having knowledge or skill or aptitude’  
‘condition is a state of existence of a thing’ 
‘situation is the state of things at a given time’ 
‘plurality is the state of being many’ 
‘utopia is the state of society being perfect in social, moral and political respects’ 
‘magnitude is a mode of quantity  marked by dimensionality’ 
‘multitude is a mode of quantity ordered by numbering’ 
‘dimension is the magnitude of a thing considered to be measurable’ 
‘paternity the state of being a father’ 
‘maternity the state of being a mother’ 

Note that most stative names hase a triple meaning of three different kinds, following the common rule of 
entity names to signify general things, their concrete instances or all the instances collectively. For 
example, –ity, -ty, or -ety words signify either the state (the quality or the quantity) taken in the most 
general sense, or, concretely, an instance of the state (quality or quantity), or, collectively, all the instances 
and cases. Consider the term reality signifying the state of being real, that which is real, or an actual thing, 
object, situation, event, and link, and the aggregate sum of real things. Or, take universality, spirituality, 
humanity, formality, ideality, legality, modernity, barbarity, deity, liberality, enormity, monstrosity, fatality, 
festivity, ambiguity, commodity, novelty, speciality, numerosity, multiplicity, poverty, prosperity, ability, 
capacity, honesty, sensibility, stupidity, casualty, and suchlike. 

 
 



The standard meaning formula of state verbs showing conditions, attributes, 
qualities, and quantities: 

State Verbs (a state of being, conditions, attributes, qualities, properties, and quantities) ⇔ the 
universal verbs (to have, to be) or generic verbs + the expressions (of substances, actions, 

relationships) 
 

The listing of verbal names of states: 
Verbs referring to a state of things:  
To have the being of  state, to be in a state, to be in a condition, to have a state, to have an attribute,  to 
have a quantity, to have a quality, stand, stay, keep, preserve, maintain,  remain, continue, subsist,  last, 
endure, abide; look, prove, seem, appear; lie, rest, respite, sit, stagnate, stick, adhere, stand by; attribute, 
qualify, describe, define, specify, delimit, delimitate, delineate, characterize, distinguish, designate,  
represent, quantify, cost, weigh, stand, measure, amount, total, number, come, make, average; abound, 
owe, deserve, tend, lean, incline, be given, run, rut, be due, or fall; have, possess, hold, own, belong, 
occupy, retain, reserve 
 
Verbs referring to human senses, mental and emotional states: 
feel, smell, taste, hear, see; perceive, know, understand, think, believe, imagine, want, wish, need, require, 
like, love, mean, assume, care, consider, detest, envy, expect, fear, feel, find, forget, hate, hope, mind, 
notice, prefer, regret, remember, suggest, suppose    
‘to stay is to be in a state, condition, place’ 
‘to hold is to have in one’s control’ 
‘to own is to have the property rights’ 
‘to occupy is to have possession’  
‘to stand is to have or to be in a specific state, condition’  
‘to keep is to have in possession’ 
‘to subsist is to remain alive’ 
‘to have is to possess as an attribute, quality, quantity, or property’ 
‘to retain is to keep in one’s possession’ 
‘to stagnate is to be inactive’ 

 



State, an aggregate of properties; a collection of properties, qualities, 
quantities, or attributes 
Property, what a thing is in some respect; a characteristic attribute of a 
substance; any typical mode of change; a part of the thing's being; that 
which is predicated convertibly of a thing; a predicate which does not 
indicate the essence of an entity 
Concepts and principles: being, reality, substance, entity, essence, thing, 
class; attribute, characteristic, distinction, feature, peculiarity; state, 
quantity, quality, change, action, relation, place, time, position  
Kinds: substantial, stative, qualitative, quantitative, changeful, relational; 
absolute, temporary, relative, accidental 
Quantum or Quantity, that which is numerable and divisible into discrete 
parts or measurable and divisible into continuous parts 
Concepts and principles: substance, state, property, quality, attribute, 
change, motion, relation, order, space, position, time, whole, part, unit, 
matter, body, magnitude, multitude, infinity, unity, plurality, totality, degree, 
amount, number, figure, distance, dimension, extent, extension, measure; 
equality, inequality, and proportion  
Kinds: continuous quantity, or magnitude (dimensions, lines, planes, 
solids, figures, time, place) and discontinuous quantity, or multitude 
(speech, numbers); finite and infinite quantities 
Specific quantities: algebraic (object, set, class, relation), geometrical 
magnitudes (lines, straight, perpendiculars and parallels, and curved, 
circles, ellipses, parabolas, hyperbolas; planes, surfaces and areas, and 
solids, regular and irregular; relationships), arithmetical multitudes 
(numbers, types, order, and relations), physical quantities (space, time, 
distance, mass, momentum, velocity, acceleration, force, temperature, 
pressure) 
Relation: multitudes and magnitudes; equality, inequality, and proportion 
Measurement: magnitudes and multitudes, units, commensurability and 
incommensurability, procedures, mathematical (parameters and 
coordinates, ratio and proportion, congruence and superposition) and 
physical (experiment, observation, instruments, rules, clocks, balances) 
Quality, the differentia of the essence, substance or movement 
Concepts and principles: being, reality, substance, entity, essence, thing, 
state, change, relation, property, attribute, mode, quantity, alteration, 
movement, matter, form, body, mind, opposition, distinction, differentia; 
likeness, and unlikeness 
Kinds: non-sensible qualities (natures, habits, dispositions, knowledge, 
virtues and vices, justice and injustice, beauty, health, temper, character, 
personality; properties, powers, capacity and incapacity, mind, 
understanding, intellect, intelligence, reason, instinct, sensitivity, action 
and reaction, hardness and softness) and sensible qualities (affections, 
colors, textures, tastes, feelings, odors, sounds, whiteness and blackness, 
roughness and smoothness, bitterness and sweetness, heat and cold, 
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freshness and foulness, heaviness and lightness, emotions and passions; 
qualified quantity, figure and shape, straightness and curvedness) 
Substance: nature, attribute, characteristic, quantity, and property, matter 
and mind  
State: quality and quantity, magnitude and multitude 
Change: alteration, variation, and degree 
Relation: contrariety and correlation, similarity and dissimilarity, likeness or 
unlikeness 
Quantity: primary and secondary qualities; intensity and extensity, 
quantified quality or qualified quantity, shape and figure 
Synonyms: attribute, feature, characteristic, property, peculiarity, 
character, distinction, indication, mark, sign, singularity, trace, trait  
The Same or Different other in number, species, in genus, by analogy, in 
essence, contraries, the same in some respect excepting number 
Meanings: in matter, in kind, in number, in essence, in species, in genus 
or by analogy, contraries  
Like and Unlike, those things are the same or like whose substance or 
quality is one 
Meanings: in attribute or in quality  
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WordNet 2.0: state, phenomenon (state of matter), abstraction (attribute 
(property, quality, shape or form), quantity and amount or measure or 
quantum), possession, psychological feature (cognition, knowledge (ability, 
inability, attitude); 

WordNet 2.1: abstract entity {attribute (state; quality, property; shape, form; 
human nature, character, personality); measure, quantity, amount; 
psychological feature (cognition, knowledge (ability, inability, attitude, 
perception, information}; 

STATE, a mode of entity, being, or existence with respect to properties or attributes 
 
STATE, the class of properties, qualities, and quantities 
 

 
BEING, BEINGNESS, EXISTENCE 

 
being, beingness, existence --
 (the state or fact of existing; "a point of view gradually coming into being"; "laws in existence  
for centuries") 
       => actuality --
 (the state of actually existing objectively; "a hope that progressed from possibility to actuality") 
       => eternity, timelessness, timeless existence --
 (a state of eternal existence believed in some religions to characterize the afterlife) 
       => preexistence -- (existing in a former state or previous to something else) 
       => coexistence -- (existing peacefully together) 
       => subsistence -- (the state of existing in reality; having substance) 
       => presence --
 (the state of being present; current existence; "he tested for the presence of radon") 
       => life --
 (the course of existence of an individual; the actions and events that occur in living; "he hoped  
for a new life in Australia"; "he wanted to live his own life without interference  from others") 
       => animation, life, living, aliveness --
 (the condition of living or the state of being alive; "while there's life there's hope"; "life  
depends on many chemical and physical processes") 
       => life -- (a characteristic state or mode of living; "social life"; "city life"; "real life") 
       => transcendence, transcendency --
 (a state of being or existence above and beyond the limits of material experience) 
       => possibility, possibleness --
 (capability of existing or happening or being true; "there is a possibility that his sense of smell  
has been impaired") 
 

http://www.cogsci.princeton.edu/cgi-bin/webwn
http://www.cogsci.princeton.edu/cgi-bin/webwn
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STATE, PROPERTY, QUALITY, QUANTITY < STATE OF BEING < ENTITY 
state --
 (the way something is with respect to its main attributes; "the current state of knowledge"; "his state of  
health"; "in a weak financial state") 
       => skillfulness -- (the state of being cognitively skillful) 
       => cognitive state, state of mind -- (the state of a person's cognitive processes) 
       => cleavage -- (the state of being split or cleft) 
       => medium -- (a state that is intermediate between extremes; a middle position; "a happy medium") 
       => ornamentation -- (the state of being ornamented) 
       => condition -- (a mode of being or form of existence of a person or thing; "the human condition") 
       => condition, status --
 (a state at a particular time; "a condition (or state) of disrepair"; "the current status of the arms negotiations
") 
       => conditionality -- (the state of being conditional) 
       => ground state -- ((physics) the lowest energy state of an atom or other particle) 
       => situation, state of affairs --
 (the general state of things; the combination of circumstances at a given time; "the present international sit
uation is dangerous"; "wondered how such a state of affairs had come about"; "eternal truths will be neither
 true nor eternal unless they have fresh meaning for every new social situation"- Franklin D.Roosevelt) 
       => relationship --
 (a state of connectedness between people (especially an emotional connection); "he didn't want his wife to 
know of the relationship") 
       => relationship -- (a state involving mutual dealings between people or parties or countries) 
       => tribalism -- (the state of living together in tribes) 
       => utopia -- (ideally perfect state; especially in its social and political and moral aspects) 
       => dystopia --
 (state in which the condition of life is extremely bad as from deprivation or oppression or terror) 
       => wild, natural state, state of nature --
 (a wild primitive state untouched by civilization; "he lived in the wild") 
       => isomerism --
 (the state of being an isomer; the complex of chemical and physical phenomena characteristic of isomers) 
       => degree, level, stage, point --
 (a specific identifiable position in a continuum or series or especially in a process; "a remarkable degree of 
frankness"; "at what stage are the social sciences?") 
       => office, power --
 ((of a government or government official) holding an office means being in power; "being in office already
 gives a candidate a great advantage"; "during his first year in office"; "during his first year in power"; "the 
power of the president") 
       => status, position --
 (the relative position or standing of things or especially persons in a society; "he had the status of a minor";
 "the novel attained the status of a classic"; "atheists do not enjoy a favorable position in American life") 
       => being, beingness, existence --
 (the state or fact of existing; "a point of view gradually coming into being"; "laws in existence for centuries
") 
       => nonbeing -- (the state of not being) 
       => death --
 (the absence of life or state of being dead; "he seemed more content in death than he had ever been in life") 
       => employment, employ --
 (the state of being employed or having a job; "they are looking for employment"; "he was in the employ of 
the city") 
       => unemployment --
 (the state of being unemployed or not having a job; "unemployment is a serious social evil"; "the rate of un
employment is an indicator of the health of an economy") 
       => order --
 (established customary state (especially of society); "order ruled in the streets"; "law and order") 
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       => disorder -- (a disturbance of the peace or of public order) 
       => hostility, enmity, antagonism -- (a state of deep-seated ill-will) 
       => conflict --
 (a state of opposition between persons or ideas or interests; "his conflict of interest made him ineligible for
 the post"; "a conflict of loyalties") 
       => illumination -- (the degree of visibility of your environment) 
       => freedom --
 (the condition of being free; the power to act or speak or think without externally imposed restraints) 
       => representation, delegacy, agency --
 (the state of serving as an official and authorized delegate or agent) 
       => dependence, dependance, dependency -- (lack of independence or self-sufficiency) 
       => motion -- (a state of change; "they were in a state of steady motion") 
       => motionlessness, stillness -- (a state of no motion or movement) 
       => dead letter, non-issue -- (the state of something that has outlived its relevance) 
       => action, activity, activeness --
 (the state of being active; "his sphere of activity"; "he is out of action") 
       => inaction, inactivity, inactiveness -- (the state of being inactive) 
       => temporary state -- (a state that continues for a limited time) 
       => imminence, imminency, imminentness, impendence, impendency, forthcomingness --
 (the state of being imminent and liable to happen soon) 
       => readiness, preparedness, preparation --
 (the state of having been made ready or prepared for use or action (especially military action); "putting the
m in readiness"; "their preparation was more than adequate") 
       => flux, state of flux --
 (a state of uncertainty about what should be done (usually following some important event) preceding the  
establishment of a new direction of action; "the flux following the death of the emperor") 
       => physiological state, physiological condition -- (the state of the body or bodily functions) 
       => kalemia -- (the presence of excess potassium in the circulating blood) 
       => union, unification -- (the state of being joined or united or linked; "there is strength in union") 
       => maturity, matureness -- (state of being mature; full development) 
       => immaturity, immatureness -- (not having reached maturity) 
       => grace, saving grace, state of grace --
 ((Bhristian theology) a state of sanctification by God; the state of one who under such divine influence;  
"the conception of grace developed alongside the conception of sin"; "it was debated whether saving grace 
could be obtained outside the membership of the church"; "the Virgin lived in a state of grace") 
       => damnation, eternal damnation -- (the state of being condemned to eternal punishment in Hell) 
       => omniscience -- (the state of being omniscient; having infinite knowledge) 
       => omnipotence -- (the state of being omnipotent; having unlimited power) 
       => perfection, flawlessness, ne plus ultra -- (the state of being without a flaw or defect) 
       => integrity, unity, wholeness -- (an unreduced or unbroken completeness or totality) 
       => imperfection, imperfectness -- (the state or an instance of being imperfect) 
       => receivership --
 (the state of property that is in the hands of a receiver; "the business is in receivership") 
       => ownership -- (the state or fact of being an owner) 
       => obligation --
 (the state of being obligated to do or pay something; "he is under an obligation to finish the job") 
       => end, destruction, death -- (a final state; "he came to a bad end"; "the so-
called glorious experiment came to an inglorious end") 
       => revocation, annulment -- (the state of being cancelled or annulled) 
       => merchantability -- (the state of being fit for market; ready to be bought or sold) 
       => turgor --
 ((biology) the normal rigid state of fullness of a cell or blood vessel or capillary resulting from pressure of 
the contents against the wall or membrane) 
       => homozygosity -- (the state of being homozygous; having two identical alleles of the same gene) 
       => heterozygosity -- (the state of being heterozygous; having two different alleles of the same gene) 
       => plurality --
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 (the state of being plural; "to mark plurality, one language may add an extra syllable to the word whereas a
nother may simply change the vowel in the existing final syllable") 
       => polyvalence, polyvalency, multivalence, multivalency -- (the state of being polyvalent) 
       => paternity -- (the state of being a father; "tests were conducted to determine paternity") 
       => utilization -- (the state of having been made use of; "the rate of utilization") 
 
INTEGRITY, UNITY, WHOLENESS < STATE OF BEING < ENTITY 
integrity, unity, wholeness -- (an unreduced or unbroken completeness or totality) 
       => separation -- (the state of lacking unity) 
           => discreteness, distinctness, separateness, severalty -- (the state of being several and distinct) 
           => isolation -- (a state of separation between persons or groups) 
               => solitude, purdah -- (a state of social isolation) 
               => loneliness, solitariness -- (the state of being alone in solitary isolation) 
               => quarantine --
 (enforced isolation of patients suffering from a contagious disease in order to prevent the spread of disease) 
               => insulation, insularity, insularism, detachment --
 (the state of being isolated or detached; "the insulation of England was preserved by the English Channel") 
               => alienation, estrangement -- (separation resulting from hostility) 
               => anomie, anomy --
 (personal state of isolation and anxiety resulting from a lack of social control and regulation) 
               => privacy, privateness, secrecy, concealment -- (the condition of being concealed or hidden) 
                   => bosom --
 (the chest considered as the place where secret thoughts are kept; "his bosom was bursting with the secret") 
                   => confidentiality --
 (the state of being secret; "you must respect the confidentiality of your client's communications") 
           => discontinuity -- (lack of connection of continuity) 
           => disjunction, disjuncture, disconnection, disconnectedness -- (state of being disconnected) 
               => separability -- (the capability of being separated) 
               => incoherence, incoherency -- (lack of cohesion or clarity or organization) 
                   => disjointedness -- (lacking order or coherence) 
           => disassociation --
 (the state of being unconnected in memory or imagination; "I could not think of him in disassociation from his wife") 
       => completeness -- (the state of being complete and entire; having everything that is needed) 
           => entirety, entireness, totality -- (the state of being total; "appalled by the totality of the destruction") 
               => whole shebang, whole kit and caboodle, kit and caboodle, whole kit and boodle, kit and boodle, whole kit, 
whole caboodle, whole works, works, full treatment --
 (everything available; usually preceded by `the'; "we saw the whole shebang"; "a hotdog with the works"; "we took on 
the whole caboodle"; "for $10 you get the full treatment") 
           => comprehensiveness, fullness -- (completeness over a broad scope) 
           => wholeheartedness -- (undivided purpose or will or enthusiasm) 
       => incompleteness -- (the state of being incomplete and imperfect) 
           => partialness -- (the state of being only a part; not total; incomplete) 
           => sketchiness -- (incompleteness of details) 
 
DEGREE, LEVEL, STAGE, POINT < STATE < ENTITY 
degree, level, stage, point --
 (a specific identifiable position in a continuum or series or especially in a process; "a remarkable degree of frankness"; 
"at what stage are the social sciences?") 
       => ladder -- (ascending stages by which somebody or something can progress; "he climbed the career ladder") 
       => acme, height, elevation, peak, pinnacle, summit, superlative, top --
 (the highest level or degree attainable; "his landscapes were deemed the acme of beauty"; "the artist's gifts are at their  
acme"; "at the height of her career"; "the peak of perfection"; "summer was at its peak"; "...catapulted Einstein to the  
pinnacle of fame"; "the summit of his ambition"; "so many highest superlatives achieved by man"; "at the top of his pro
fession") 
       => extent --
 (the point or degree to which something extends; "the extent of the damage"; "the full extent of the law"; "to a certain  
extent she was right") 
       => resultant, end point -- (the final point in a process) 
       => standard of living, standard of life --
 (a level of material comfort in terms of goods and services available to someone) 
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       => plane -- (a level of existence or development; "he lived on a worldly plane") 
       => state of the art --
 (the highest degree of development of an art or technique at a particular time; "the state of the art in space travel") 
       => ultimacy, ultimateness --
 (the state or degree of being ultimate; the final or most extreme in degree or size or time or distance, "the ultimacy of  
these social values") 
           => extremity -- (the greatest or utmost degree; "the extremity of despair") 
       => quickening -- (the stage of pregnancy at which the mother first feels movements of the fetus) 
       => climax -- (the most severe stage of a disease) 

 
SITUATION, STATE OF AFFAIRS < STATE < ENTITY 

situation, state of affairs --
 (the general state of things; the combination of circumstances at a given time; "the present international situation is dan
gerous"; "wondered how such a state of affairs had come about"; "eternal truths will be neither true nor eternal unless t
hey have fresh meaning for every new social situation"- Franklin D.Roosevelt) 
       => acceptance --
 (the state of being acceptable and accepted; "torn jeans received no acceptance at the country club") 
           => currency, vogue -- (a current state of general acceptance and use) 
           => recognition, acknowledgment, acknowledgement --
 (the state or quality of being recognized or acknowledged; "the partners were delighted with the recognition of their  
work"; "she seems to avoid much in the way of recognition or acknowledgement of feminist work prior to her own") 
           => approval, favorable reception, favourable reception -- (acceptance as satisfactory; "he bought it on approval") 
               => appro -- (an informal British abbreviation of approval; "he accepted it on appro") 
           => acceptation -- (acceptance as true or valid) 
           => contentedness, content --
 (the state of being contented with your situation in life; "he relaxed in sleepy contentedness"; "they could read to their 
heart's content") 
           => acquiescence -- (acceptance without protest) 
           => eligibility -- (the state of being eligible) 
           => welcome -- (the state of being welcome; "don't outstay your welcome") 
       => ballgame, new ballgame --
 (a particular situation that is radically different from the the preceding situation; "HDTV looks the same but it's really a
 whole new ballgame") 
       => challenge --
 (a demanding or stimulating situation; "they reacted irrationally to the challenge of Russian power") 
       => childlessness -- (the condition of being without offspring) 
       => complication -- (a situation or condition that is complex or confused; "her coming was a serious complication") 
       => crowding --
 (a situation in which people or things are crowded together; "he didn't like the crowding on the beach") 
           => congestion, over-crowding -- (excessive crowding; "traffic congestion") 
       => disequilibrium --
 (loss of equilibrium attributable to an unstable situation in which some forces outweigh others) 
           => imbalance, instability, unbalance -- (a state of disequilibrium (as may occur in cases of inner ear disease)) 
       => element -- (the situation in which you are happiest and most effective; "in your element") 
       => environment --
 (the totality of surrounding conditions; "he longed for the comfortable environment of his livingroom") 
           => context, circumstance --
 (the set of facts or circumstances that surround a situation or event; "the historical context") 
           => ecology -- (the environment as it relates to living organisms; "it changed the ecology of the island") 
           => setting, background, scope --
 (the state of the environment in which a situation exists; "you can't do that in a university setting") 
               => canvas, canvass --
 (the setting for a narrative or fictional or dramatic account; "the crowded canvas of history"; "the movie demanded a  
dramatic canvas of sound") 
               => showcase, show window --
 (a setting in which something can be displayed to best effect; "it was a showcase for democracy in Africa") 
           => home --
 (an environment offering affection and security; "home is where the heart is"; "he grew up in a good Christian home"; 
"there's no place like home") 
           => milieu, surroundings -- (the environmental condition) 
           => sphere, domain, area, orbit, field, arena --
 (a particular environment or walk of life; "his social sphere is limited"; "it was a closed area of employment"; "he's out 
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of my orbit") 
               => distaff -- (the sphere of work by women) 
               => front --
 (a sphere of activity involving effort; "the Japanese were active last week on the diplomatic front"; "they advertise on 
many different fronts") 
               => kingdom, land, realm --
 (a domain in which something is dominant; "the untroubled kingdom of reason"; "a land of make-
believe"; "the rise of the realm of cotton in the south") 
                   => lotusland, lotus land -- (an idyllic realm of contentment and self-indulgence) 
               => lap -- (an area of control or responsibility; "the job fell right in my lap") 
                   => lap of the gods --
 (beyond human control or responsibility; "there is nothing more I can do; it's in the lap of the gods now") 
               => political arena, political sphere -- (a sphere of intense political activity) 
               => preserve --
 (a domain that seems to be specially reserved for someone; "medicine is no longer a male preserve") 
               => province, responsibility --
 (the proper sphere or extent of your activities; "it was his province to take care of himself") 
                   => ecclesiastical province --
 (the district within the jurisdiction of an archbishop or a metropolitan or one of the territorial divisions of an  
ecclesiastical orderi; "the general of the Jesuits has several provinces under him") 
           => street --
 (the streets of a city viewed as a depressed environment in which there is poverty and crime and prostitution and  
dereliction; "she tried to keep her children off the street") 
       => equilibrium -- (a stable situation in which forces cancel one another) 
           => balance -- (a state of equilibrium) 
               => tension --
 (a balance between and interplay of opposing elements or tendencies (especially in art or literature); "there is a tension 
created between narrative time and movie time"; "there is a tension between these approaches to understanding history"
) 
               => electrolyte balance --
 (an equilibrium between the amounts of electrolytes (as calcium and sodium and potassium) that is essential for normal
 health and functioning) 
               => nitrogen balance --
 (the balance between the amount of nitrogen taken in (to the soil or the body) and the amount given off (lost or excrete
d)) 
           => balance of power -- (an equilibrium of power between nations) 
           => dynamic balance --
 ((aeronautics) the state of equilibrium in which centrifugal forces due to a rotating mass (e.g., a propeller) do not  
produce force in the shaft and so vibration is reduced) 
           => homeostasis --
 (metabolic equilibrium actively maintained by several complex biological mechanisms that operate via the autonomic 
nervous system to offset disrupting changes) 
           => Nash equilibrium --
 ((game theory) a stable state of a system that involves several interacting participants in which no participant can gain 
by a change of strategy as long as all the other participants remain unchanged) 
           => poise -- (a state of being balanced in a stable equilibrium) 
           => thermal equilibrium -- (a state in which all parts of a system are at the same temperature) 
       => exclusion -- (the state of being excluded) 
           => banishment, ostracism, Coventry --
 (the state of being banished or ostracized (excluded from society by general consent); "the association should get rid of
 its elderly members--not by euthanasia, of course, but by Coventry") 
           => debarment -- (the state of being debarred (excluded from enjoying certain possessions or rights or practices)) 
       => goldfish bowl, fish bowl, fishbowl --
 (a state of affairs in which you have no privacy; "the president lives in a goldfish bowl") 
       => hotbed --
 (a situation that is ideal for rapid development (especially of something bad); "it was a hotbed of vice") 
       => inclusion -- (the state of being included) 
           => embrace -- (the state of taking in or encircling; "an island in the embrace of the sea") 
           => encompassment -- (including entirely) 
       => picture, scene --
 (a situation treated as an observable object; "the political picture is favorable"; "the religious scene in England has  
changed in the last century") 
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       => prison, prison house -- (a prisonlike situation; a place of seeming confinement) 
       => rejection -- (the state of being rejected) 
           => apostasy, renunciation, defection --
 (the state of having rejected your religious beliefs or your political party or a cause (often in favor of opposing beliefs 
or causes)) 
           => disfavor, disfavour -- (the state of being out of favor; "he is in disfavor with the king") 
           => excommunication, exclusion, censure -- (the state of being excommunicated) 
           => reprobation -- (rejection by God; the state of being condemned to eternal misery in hell) 
       => size, size of it --
 (the actual state of affairs; "that's the size of the situation"; "she hates me, that's about the size of it") 
       => square one --
 (the situation in which you begin an endeavor and to which you return if your efforts fail; "the police are now back at  
square one after having arrested and released 27 men"; "she has tried to diet but always ends up back at square one") 
       => status quo -- (the existing state of affairs) 
       => thing -- (a special situation; "this thing has got to end"; "it is a remarkable thing") 
 

CONDITION, STATUS < STATE OF BEING < ENTITY 
condition, status --
 (a state at a particular time; "a condition (or state) of disrepair"; "the current status of the arms negotiations") 
       => health -- (the general condition of body and mind; "his delicate health"; "in poor health") 
       => mode -- (a particular functioning condition or arrangement; "switched from keyboard to voice mode") 
       => niche, ecological niche --
 ((ecology) the status of an organism within its environment and community (affecting its survival as a species)) 
       => noise conditions -- (the condition of being noisy (as in a communication channel)) 
       => participation, involvement -- (the condition of sharing in common with others (as fellows or partners etc.)) 
       => prepossession -- (the condition of being prepossessed; "the king's prepossession in my favor is very valuable") 
       => regularization, regularisation -- (the condition of having been made regular (or more regular)) 
       => saturation -- (a condition in which a quantity no longer responds to some external influence) 
       => silence --
 (the state of being silent (as when no one is speaking); "there was a shocked silence"; "he gestured for silence") 
       => situation, position --
 (a condition or position in which you find yourself; "the unpleasant situation (or position) of having to choose between
 two evils"; "found herself in a very fortunate situation") 
       => ski conditions -- (the amount and state of snow for skiing) 
       => nomination --
 (the condition of having been proposed as a suitable candidate for appointment or election; "there was keen competitio
n for the nomination"; "his nomination was hotly protested") 
       => standardization, standardisation --
 (the condition in which a standard has been successfully established; "standardization of nuts and bolts had saved indu
stry millions of dollars") 
       => stigmatism --
 ((optics) condition of an optical system (as a lens) in which light rays from a single point converge in a single focal poi
nt) 
       => astigmatism, astigmia --
 ((optics) defect in an optical system in which light rays from a single point fail to converge in a single focal point) 
       => way -- (the condition of things generally; "that's the way it is"; "I felt the same way") 
       => circumstance -- (a condition that accompanies or influences some event or activity) 
       => homelessness -- (the state or condition of having no home (especially the state of living in the streets)) 
       => reinstatement -- (the condition of being reinstated; "her reinstatement to her former office followed quickly") 
       => place -- (proper or appropriate position or location; "a woman's place is no longer in the kitchen") 
       => celibacy -- (an unmarried status) 
       => virginity -- (the condition or quality of being a virgin) 
       => innocence --
 (a state or condition of being innocent of a specific crime or offense; "the trial established his innocence") 
       => purity, sinlessness, innocence -- (the state of being free from sin or moral wrong; lacking a knowledge of evil) 
       => guilt, guiltiness -- (the state of having committed an offense) 
       => encapsulation --
 (the condition of being enclosed (as in a capsule); "the encapsulation of tendons in membranous sheaths") 
       => polarization, polarisation -- (the condition of having or giving polarity) 
       => pathological state -- (a condition that is not normal) 
       => disorder, upset --
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 (condition in which there is a disturbance of normal functioning; "the doctor prescribed some medicine for the disorder
"; "everyone gets stomach upsets from time to time") 
       => hyalinization, hyalinisation --
 (the state of being hyaline or having become hyaline; "the patient's arterioles showed marked hyalinization") 
       => vacuolization, vacuolisation, vacuolation -- (the state of having become filled with vacuoles) 
       => protuberance --
 (the condition of being protuberant; the condition of bulging out; "the protuberance of his belly") 
       => curvature -- ((medicine) a curving or bending; often abnormal; "curvature of the spine") 
       => psychological state, mental state --
 ((psychology) a mental condition in which the qualities of a state are relatively constant even though the state itself  
may be dynamic; "a manic state") 
       => difficulty --
 (a condition or state of affairs almost beyond one's ability to deal with and requiring great effort to bear or overcome; "
grappling with financial difficulties") 
       => improvement, melioration --
 (a condition superior to an earlier condition; "the new school represents a great improvement") 
       => decline, declination -- (a condition inferior to an earlier condition; a gradual falling off from a better state) 
       => ennoblement -- (the state of being noble) 
       => dominance, ascendance, ascendence, ascendancy, ascendency, control --
 (the state that exists when one person or group has power over another; "her apparent dominance of her husband was  
really her attempt to make him pay attention to her") 
       => comfort, comfortableness --
 (a state of being relaxed and feeling no pain; "he is a man who enjoys his comfort"; "she longed for the comfortablenes
s of her armchair") 
       => discomfort, uncomfortableness -- (the state of being tense and feeling pain) 
       => need, demand --
 (a condition requiring relief; "she satisfied his need for affection"; "God has no need of men to accomplish His work"; 
"there is a demand for jobs") 
       => fullness -- (the condition of being filled to capacity) 
       => emptiness -- (the state of containing nothing) 
       => nakedness, nudity, nudeness -- (the state of being without clothing or covering of any kind) 
       => hairlessness, depilation -- (the condition of being void of hair) 
       => dishabille, deshabille -- (the state of being carelessly or partially dressed) 
       => hopefulness -- (full of hope) 
       => despair, desperation --
 (a state in which everything seems wrong and will turn out badly; "they were rescued from despair at the last minute") 
       => purity, pureness -- (being undiluted or unmixed with extraneous material) 
       => impurity, impureness -- (the condition of being impure) 
       => financial condition, economic condition -- (the condition of finances) 
       => sanitary condition -- (the state of sanitation (clean or dirty)) 
       => tilth -- (the state of aggregation of soil and its condition for supporting plant growth) 
       => orderliness, order --
 (a condition of regular or proper arrangement; "he put his desk in order"; "the machine is now in working order") 
       => disorderliness, disorder --
 (a condition in which things are not in their expected places; "the files are in complete disorder") 
       => normality, normalcy -- (being within certain limits that define the range of normal functioning) 
       => abnormality, abnormalcy, abnormal condition -- (an abnormal condition) 
       => lactosuria -- (presence of lactose in the urine; can occur during pregnancy or lactation) 
       => environmental condition -- (the state of the environment) 
       => climate, mood --
 (the prevailing psychological state; "the climate of opinion"; "the national mood had changed radically since the last  
election") 
       => atmosphere, ambiance, ambience --
 (a particular environment or surrounding influence; "there was an atmosphere of excitement") 
       => unsusceptibility, immunity -- (the state of not being susceptible; "unsusceptibility to rust") 
       => immunity, resistance -- ((medicine) the condition in which an organism can resist disease) 
       => subservience --
 (the condition of being something that is useful in reaching an end or carrying out a plan; "all his actions were in  
subservience to the general plan") 
       => susceptibility, susceptibleness -- (the state of being susceptible; easily affected) 
       => wetness --
 (the condition of containing or being covered by a liquid (especially water); "he confirmed the wetness of the paint") 
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       => dryness, waterlessness, xerotes --
 (the condition of not containing or being covered by a liquid (especially water)) 
       => safety --
 (the state of being certain that adverse effects will not be caused by some agent under defined conditions; "insure the  
safety of the children"; "the reciprocal of safety is risk") 
       => danger --
 (the condition of being susceptible to harm or injury; "you are in no danger"; "there was widespread danger of disease"
) 
       => tension, tensity, tenseness, tautness --
 (the physical condition of being stretched or strained; "it places great tension on the leg muscles"; "he could feel the  
tenseness of her body") 
       => atonicity, atony, atonia, amyotonia -- (lack of normal muscular tension or tonus) 
       => repair -- (a formal way of referring to the condition of something; "the building was in good repair") 
       => soundness -- (a state or condition free from damage or decay) 
       => mutism -- (the condition of being unable or unwilling to speak) 
       => eye condition -- (the condition of the optical properties of the eye) 
       => unsoundness -- (a condition of damage or decay) 
       => iniquity, wickedness, darkness, dark -- (absence of moral or spiritual values; "the powers of darkness") 
       => light, illumination -- (a condition of spiritual awareness; divine illumination; "follow God's light") 
       => malady -- (any unwholesome or desperate condition; "what maladies afflict our nation?") 
       => serration -- (the condition of being serrated; "the serrations of a city skyline") 
       => absolution -- (the condition of being formally forgiven by a priest in the sacrament of penance) 
       => automation -- (the condition of being automatically operated or controlled; "automation increases productivity") 
       => brutalization, brutalisation -- (the condition of being treated in a cruel and savage manner) 
       => condemnation -- (the condition of being strongly disapproved of; "he deserved nothing but condemnation") 
       => deification -- (the condition of being treated like a god) 
       => diversification --
 (the condition of being varied; "that restaurant's menu lacks diversification; every day it is the same") 
       => exoneration -- (the condition of being relieved from blame or obligation) 
       => facilitation -- (the condition of being made easy (or easier); "social facilitation is an adaptive condition") 
       => fruition -- (the condition of bearing fruit) 
       => hospitalization --
 (the condition of being treated as a patient in a hospital; "he hoped to avoid the expense of hospitalization") 
       => identification --
 (the condition of having your identity established; "the thief's identification was followed quickly by his arrest") 
       => impaction -- (the condition of being pressed closely together and firmly fixed) 
       => ionization, ionisation --
 (the condition of being dissociated into ions (as by heat or radiation or chemical reaction or electrical discharge); "the  
ionization of a gas") 
       => irradiation -- (the condition of being exposed to radiation) 
       => lubrication -- (the condition of having been made smooth or slippery by the application of a lubricant) 
       => mechanization, mechanisation -- (the condition of having a highly technical implementation) 
       => motivation -- (the condition of being motivated; "his motivation was at a high level") 
       => mummification -- (a condition resembling that of a mummy; "bureaucratic mummification in red tape") 
       => preservation -- (the condition of being (well or ill) preserved) 
       => rustication -- (the condition naturally attaching to life in the country) 
       => scandalization, scandalisation -- (the condition of being shocked (as by improper behavior)) 
       => submission --
 (the condition of having submitted to control by someone or something else; "the union was brought into submission"; 
"his submission to the will of God") 
       => urbanization, urbanisation -- (the condition of being urbanized) 
PATHOLOGICAL STATE < CONDITION, STATUS < STATE < ENTITY 
pathological state -- (a condition that is not normal) 
ill health, unhealthiness, health problem -- (a state in which you are unable to function normally and without pain) 
       => dyscrasia -- (an abnormal or physiologically unbalanced state of the body) 
           => blood dyscrasia -- (any abnormal condition of the blood) 
               => blood disease, blood disorder -- (a disease or disorder of the blood) 
                   => cytopenia -- (a deficiency of some cellular element of the blood) 
                       => hematocytopenia, haematocytopenia -- (an abnormally low number of red blood cells in the blood) 
                       => pancytopenia --
 (an abnormal deficiency in all blood cells (red blood cells and white blood cells and platelets); usually associated with bone marrow t
umor or with aplastic anemia) 
                   => acidemia --
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 (a blood disorder characterized by an increased concentration of hydrogen ions in the blood (which falls below 7 on the pH scale)) 
                   => alkalemia --
 (a blood disorder characterized by a lower concentration of hydrogen ions in the blood (which rises above 7.45 on the pH scale)) 
                   => acanthocytosis -- (the presence of acanthocytes in the blood stream (as in abetalipoproteinemia)) 
                   => agranulocytosis, agranulosis, granulocytopenia --
 (an acute blood disorder (often caused by radiation or drug therapy) characterized by severe reduction in granulocytes) 
                   => analbuminemia -- (an abnormally low level of albumin in the blood serum) 
                   => Banti's disease, Banti's syndrome --
 (a disease characterized by congestion and enlargement of the spleen; accompanied by anemia or cirrhosis) 
                   => parasitemia, parasitaemia -- (a condition in which parasites are present in the blood) 
                   => hemophilia, haemophilia, bleeder's disease --
 (congenital tendency to uncontrolled bleeding; usually affects males and is transmitted from mother to son) 
                       => hemophilia A, haemophilia A, classical hemophilia, classical haemophilia --
 (hemophilia caused by a congenital deficiency of factor VIII; occurs almost exclusively in men) 
                       => hemophilia B, haemophilia B, Christmas disease --
 (a clotting disorder similar to hemophilia A but caused by a congenital deficiency of factor IX) 
                       => von Willebrand's disease, angiohemophilia, vascular hemophilia --
 (a form of hemophilia discovered by Erik von Willebrand; a genetic disorder that is inherited as an autosomal recessive trait; characte
rized by a deficiency of the coagulation factor and by mucosal bleeding) 
                   => afibrinogenemia -- (the absence of fibrinogen in the plasma leading to prolonged bleeding) 
                       => congenital afibrinogenemia --
 (a rare congenital disorder of blood coagulation in which no fibrinogen is found in the blood plasma) 
                   => blood poisoning, septicemia, septicaemia --
 (invasion of the bloodstream by virulent microorganisms from a focus of infection) 
                       => puerperal fever, childbed fever --
 (serious form of septicemia contracted by a woman during childbirth or abortion (usually attributable to unsanitary conditions); forme
rly widespread but now uncommon) 
                       => pyemia, pyaemia -- (septicemia caused by pus-forming bacteria released from an abscess) 
                       => toxemia, toxaemia -- (blood poisoning caused by bacterial toxic substances in the blood) 
                       => fowl cholera --
 (an acute diarrheal disease (especially of chickens) caused by the microorganism that causes hemorrhagic septicemia) 
                       => shipping fever, shipping pneumonia --
 (a deadly form of septicemia in cattle and sheep; involves high fever and pneumonia; contracted under conditions of exposure or exha
ustion (as often happens when the animals are shipped to market)) 
                   => erythroblastosis -- (a blood disease characterized by the abnormal presence of erythroblasts in the blood) 
                   => hemoglobinopathy, haemoglobinopathy --
 (a blood disease characterized by the presence of abnormal hemoglobins in the blood) 
                   => histiocytosis -- (a blood disease characterized by an abnormal multiplication of macrophages) 
                       => Hand-Schuller-Christian disease, Schuller-Christian disease --
 (inflammatory histiocytosis associated with disturbance of cholesterol metabolism; occurs chiefly in young children and is characteriz
ed by cystic defects of the skull and diabetes insipidus) 
                   => hydremia -- (blood disorder in which there is excess fluid volume compared with the cell volume of the blood) 
                   => hypothrombinemia --
 (a low level of prothrombin (factor II) in the circulating blood; results in long clotting time and poor clot formation and sometimes ex
cessive bleeding; can result from vitamin K deficiency) 
                   => hypervolemia, hypervolaemia -- (a blood disorder consisting of an increase in the volume of circulating blood) 
                   => hypovolemia, hypovolaemia -- (a blood disorder consisting of a decrease in the volume of circulating blood) 
                   => anemia, anaemia -- (a deficiency of red blood cells) 
                       => aplastic anemia, aplastic anaemia --
 (anemia characterized by pancytopenia resulting from failure of the bone marrow; can be caused by neoplasm or by toxic exposure) 
                       => erythroblastosis fetalis --
 (severe anemia in newborn babies; the result of Rh incompatibility between maternal and fetal blood; typically occurs when the child 
of an Rh-negative mother inherits Rh-positive blood from the father; can be diagnosed before birth by amniocentesis) 
                       => Fanconi's anemia, Fanconi's anaemia, congenital pancytopenia --
 (a rare congenital anemia characterized by pancytopenia and hypoplasia of the bone marrow) 
                       => favism --
 (anemia resulting from eating fava beans; victims have an inherited blood abnormality and enzyme deficiency) 
                       => hemolytic anemia, haemolytic anaemia -- (anemia resulting from destruction of erythrocytes) 
                       => hyperchromic anemia, hyperchromic anaemia --
 (anemia characterized by an increase in the concentration of corpuscular hemoglobin) 
                       => hypochromic anemia, hypochromic anaemia --
 (anemia characterized by a decrease in the concentration of corpuscular hemoglobin) 
                           => thalassemia, thalassaemia, Mediterranean anemia, Mediterranean anaemia --
 (an inherited form of anemia caused by faulty synthesis of hemoglobin) 
                               => Cooley's anemia, Cooley's anaemia, thalassemia major, thalassaemia major --
 (a fatal form of homozygous thalassemia (inherited from both parents) in which there is no hemoglobin; skeletal deformations; heart a
nd spleen and liver enlarged) 
                       => hypoplastic anemia, hypoplastic anaemia --
 (anemia resulting from inadequately functioning bone marrow; can develop into aplastic anemia) 
                       => iron deficiency anemia, iron deficiency anaemia --
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 (a form of anemia due to lack of iron in the diet or to iron loss as a result of chronic bleeding) 
                           => chlorosis, greensickness --
 (iron deficiency anemia in young women; characterized by weakness and menstrual disturbances and a green color to the skin) 
                       => ischemia, ischaemia --
 (local anemia in a given body part sometimes resulting from vasoconstriction or thrombosis or embolism) 
                           => ischemic stroke, ischaemic stroke --
 (the most common kind of stroke; caused by an interruption in the flow of blood to the brain (as from a clot blocking a blood vessel)) 
                           => transient ischemic attack, TIA --
 (brief episode in which the brain gets insufficient blood supply; symptoms depend on the site of the blockage) 
                       => macrocytic anemia, macrocytic anaemia -- (anemia in which the average size of erythrocytes is larger than normal) 
                       => microcytic anemia, microcytic anaemia -- (anemia in which the average size of erythrocytes is smaller than normal) 
                       => pernicious anemia, pernicious anaemia, malignant anemia, malignant anaemia --
 (a chronic progressive anemia of older adults; thought to result from a lack of intrinsic factor (a substance secreted by the stomach tha
t is responsible for the absorption of vitamin B12)) 
                           => megaloblastic anemia, megaloblastic anaemia --
 (anemia characterized by many large immature and dysfunctional red blood cells (megaloblasts) in the bone marrow; associated with 
pernicious anemia) 
                           => metaplastic anemia, metaplastic anaemia --
 (pernicious anemia in which the various formed elements in the blood are changed) 
                       => refractory anemia, refractory anaemia --
 (any of various anemic conditions that are not successfully treated by any means other than blood transfusions (and that are not associ
ated with another primary disease)) 
                           => sideroblastic anemia, sideroblastic anaemia, siderochrestic anemia, siderochrestic anaemia --
 (refractory anemia characterized by sideroblasts in the bone marrow) 
                       => sickle-cell anemia, sickle-cell anaemia, sickle-cell disease, crescent-cell anemia, crescent-
cell anaemia, drepanocytic anemia, drepanocytic anaemia --
 (a congenital form of anemia occurring mostly in blacks; characterized by abnormal blood cells having a crescent shape) 
                   => leukocytosis, leucocytosis --
 (an abnormal increase in the number of white blood cells in the blood as a result of infection (as in leukemia)) 
                   => leukopenia, leucopenia -- (an abnormal lowering of the white blood cell count) 
                       => neutropenia --
 (leukopenia in which the decrease is primarily in number of neutrophils (the chief phagocytic leukocyte)) 
                           => cyclic neutropenia -- (neutropenia that occurs periodically) 
                   => lymphocytopenia, lymphopenia -- (an abnormally small number of lymphocytes in the circulating blood) 
                   => lymphocytosis -- (an abnormal increase in the number of lymphocytes in the circulating blood) 
                   => microcytosis --
 (a blood disorder characterized by the presence of microcytes (abnormally small red blood cells) in the blood; often associated with a
nemia) 
                   => polycythemia -- (a disorder characterized by an abnormal increase in the number of red blood cells in the blood) 
                   => purpura, peliosis -- (any of several blood diseases causing subcutaneous bleeding) 
                       => nonthrombocytopenic purpura -- (purpura resulting from a defect in the capillaries caused by bacteria or drugs) 
                       => thrombocytopenic purpura, idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura, purpura hemorrhagica, Werlhof's disease --
 (purpura associated with a reduction in circulating blood platelets which can result from a variety of factors) 
                   => thrombocytopenia, thrombopenia --
 (a blood disease characterized by an abnormally small number of platelets in the blood) 
                       => essential thrombocytopenia --
 (the primary form of thrombocytopenia (rather than a shortage of platelets caused by with other conditions such as tuberculosis or che
mical suppression of bone marrow etc.)) 
                   => uratemia -- (presence of abnormal amounts of uric acid salts in the blood; symptom of gout) 
                   => uricaciduria -- (presence of abnormal amounts of uric acid in the urine; symptom of gout) 
       => illness, unwellness, malady, sickness -- (impairment of normal physiological function affecting part or all of an organism) 
           => ague -- (a fit of shivering) 
           => amyloidosis --
 (a disorder characterized by deposit of amyloid in organs or tissues; often secondary to chronic rheumatoid arthritis or tuberculosis or 
multiple myeloma) 
           => anuresis, anuria -- (inability to urinate) 
           => catastrophic illness --
 (severe illness requiring prolonged hospitalization or recovery; usually involves high costs for hospitals and doctors and medicines) 
           => collapse -- (an abrupt failure of function or health) 
               => breakdown, crack-up -- (a mental or physical breakdown) 
                   => nervous breakdown -- (a severe or incapacitating emotional disorder) 
                       => nervous exhaustion, nervous prostration -- (an emotional disorder that leaves you exhausted and unable to work) 
                       => neurasthenia -- (nervous breakdown (not in technical use)) 
               => shock --
 ((pathology) bodily collapse or near collapse caused by inadequate oxygen delivery to the cells; characterized by reduced cardiac outp
ut and rapid heartbeat and circulatory insufficiency and pallor; "loss of blood is an important cause of shock") 
                   => cardiogenic shock -- (shock caused by cardiac arrest) 
                   => hypovolemic shock -- (shock caused by severe blood or fluid loss) 
                   => obstructive shock -- (shock caused by obstruction of blood flow) 
                   => distributive shock -- (shock caused by poor distribution of the blood flow) 
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                   => insulin shock, insulin reaction -- (hypoglycemia produced by excessive insulin in the system causing coma) 
           => decompression sickness, aeroembolism, air embolism, gas embolism, caisson disease, bends --
 (pain resulting from rapid change in pressure) 
           => food poisoning, gastrointestinal disorder -- (illness caused by poisonous or contaminated food) 
               => botulism -- (food poisoning from ingesting botulin; not infectious; affects the CNS; can be fatal if not treated promptly) 
               => mushroom poisoning -- (toxic condition caused by eating certain species of mushrooms (especially Amanita species)) 
               => ptomaine, ptomaine poisoning --
 (a term for food poisoning that is no longer in scientific use; food poisoning was once thought to be caused by ingesting ptomaines) 
               => salmonellosis -- (a kind of food poisoning caused by eating foods contaminated with Salmonella typhimurium) 
           => lead poisoning, plumbism, saturnism -- (toxic condition produced by the absorption of excessive lead into the system) 
 
       => invalidism -- (chronic ill health) 
       => biliousness -- (gastric distress caused by a disorder of the liver or gall bladder) 
       => infection -- (the pathological state resulting from the invasion of the body by pathogenic microorganisms) 
           => enterobiasis --
 (an infestation with or a resulting infection caused by the pinworm Enterobius vermicularis; occurs especially in children) 
           => felon, whitlow -- (a purulent infection at the end of a finger or toe in the area surrounding the nail) 
           => focal infection -- (bacterial infection limited to a specific organ or region especially one causing symptoms elsewhere) 
           => nonsocial infection, cross infection -- (an infection that is acquired at a hospital or other healthcare facility) 
           => opportunistic infection --
 (any infection caused by a microorganism that does not normally cause disease in humans; occurs in persons with abnormally functio
ning immune systems (as AIDS patients or transplant patients receiving immunosuppressive drugs)) 
               => aspergillosis --
 (an opportunistic infection by a fungus of the genus Aspergillus; characterized by inflammation and lesions of the ear and other organ
s) 
           => paronychia -- (infection in the tissues adjacent to a nail on a finger or toe) 
           => protozoal infection -- (any infection caused by a protozoan) 
               => malaria --
 (an infective disease caused by sporozoan parasites that are transmitted through the bite of an infected Anopheles mosquito; marked b
y paroxysms of chills and fever) 
                   => blackwater fever -- (severe and often fatal malaria characterized by kidney damage resulting in dark urine) 
                   => jungle fever -- (severe form of malaria occurring in tropical regions) 
               => amebiasis, amoebiasis, amebiosis, amoebiosis -- (infection by a disease-causing ameba) 
                   => amebic dysentery, amoebic dysentery --
 (inflammation of the intestines caused by Endamoeba histolytica; usually acquired by ingesting food or water contaminated with fece
s; characterized by severe diarrhea) 
               => giardiasis --
 (infection of the intestines with protozoa found in contaminated food and water; characterized by diarrhea and nausea and flatulence a
nd abdominal discomfort) 
               => leishmaniasis, leishmaniosis, kala azar --
 (sores resulting from a tropical infection by protozoa of the genus Leishmania which are spread by sandflies) 
                   => visceral leishmaniasis, kala-azar, Assam fever, dumdum fever -- (leishmaniasis of the viscera) 
                   => cutaneous leishmaniasis, Old World leishmaniasis, oriental sore, tropical sore, Delhi boil, Aleppo boil --
 (leishmaniasis of the skin; characterized by ulcerative skin lesions) 
                   => mucocutaneous leishmaniasis, New World leishmaniasis, American leishmaniasis, leishmaniasis americana, nasophary
ngeal leishmaniasis --
 (a form of leishmaniasis endemic in Mexico and Central American and South America; sores are limited to the skin and mucosa) 
               => trichomoniasis -- (infection of the vagina) 
           => respiratory tract infection, respiratory infection -- (any infection of the respiratory tract) 
               => lower respiratory infection -- (infection of the lower respiratory tract) 
               => upper respiratory infection -- (infection of the upper respiratory tract) 
           => scabies, itch --
 (a contagious skin infection caused by the itch mite; characterized by persistent itching and skin irritation; "he has a bad case of the it
ch") 
           => schistosomiasis, bilharzia, bilharziasis --
 (an infestation with or a resulting infection caused by a parasite of the genus Schistosoma; common in the tropics and Far East; sympt
oms depend on the part of the body infected) 
           => sepsis -- (the presence of pus-forming bacteria or their toxins in the blood or tissues) 
               => blood poisoning, septicemia, septicaemia --
 (invasion of the bloodstream by virulent microorganisms from a focus of infection) 
                   => puerperal fever, childbed fever --
 (serious form of septicemia contracted by a woman during childbirth or abortion (usually attributable to unsanitary conditions); forme
rly widespread but now uncommon) 
                   => pyemia, pyaemia -- (septicemia caused by pus-forming bacteria released from an abscess) 
                   => toxemia, toxaemia -- (blood poisoning caused by bacterial toxic substances in the blood) 
                   => fowl cholera --
 (an acute diarrheal disease (especially of chickens) caused by the microorganism that causes hemorrhagic septicemia) 
                   => shipping fever, shipping pneumonia --
 (a deadly form of septicemia in cattle and sheep; involves high fever and pneumonia; contracted under conditions of exposure or exha
ustion (as often happens when the animals are shipped to market)) 
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               => sapremia, sapraemia -- (blood poisoning caused by putrefactive bacteria; results from eating putrified matter) 
           => sore -- (an open skin infection) 
               => blain -- (an inflammatory swelling or sore) 
                   => chilblain, chilblains, pernio -- (inflammation of the hands and feet caused by exposure to cold and moisture) 
                       => kibe -- (ulcerated chilblain on the heel) 
               => chancre -- (a small hard painless nodule at the site of entry of a pathogen (as syphilis)) 
               => fester, suppurating sore -- (a sore that has become inflamed and formed pus) 
               => gall -- (a skin sore caused by chafing) 
                   => saddle sore -- (sore on a horseback rider chafed by a saddle) 
           => staphylococcal infection -- (an infection with Staphylococcus bacteria; usually marked by abscess formation) 
               => boil, furuncle -- (a painful sore with a hard pus-filled core) 
                   => gumboil -- (a boil or abscess on the gums) 
               => carbuncle -- (an infection larger than a boil and with several openings for discharge of pus) 
           => streptococcal sore throat, strep throat, streptococcus tonsilitis, septic sore throat, throat infection --
 (an infection of the oral pharynx and tonsils by streptococcus) 
           => sty, stye, hordeolum, eye infection -- (an infection of the sebaceous gland of the eyelid) 
           => superinfection -- (infection that occurs while you are being treated for another infection) 
           => suprainfection -- (secondary infection caused by an opportunistic infection) 
           => tapeworm infection --
 (intestinal infection by a species of parasitic tapeworm; usually the result of eating inadequately cooked meat or fish) 
           => tetanus, lockjaw --
 (an acute and serious infection of the central nervous system caused by bacterial infection of open wounds; spasms of the jaw and lary
ngeal muscles may occur during the late stages) 
           => toxoplasmosis --
 (infection caused by parasites transmitted to humans from infected cats; if contracted by a pregnant woman it can result in serious da
mage to the fetus) 
           => viral infection, virus infection -- (infection by a virus that is pathogenic to humans) 
               => hemorrhagic fever, haemorrhagic fever, viral hemorrhagic fever, viral haemorrhagic fever, VHF --
 (a group of illnesses caused by a viral infection (usually restricted to a specific geographic area); fever and gastrointestinal symptoms 
are followed by capillary hemorrhage) 
                   => Argentine hemorrhagic fever -- (hemorrhagic fever with neurological signs; caused by the Junin virus) 
                   => Ebola hemorrhagic fever, Ebola fever, Ebola --
 (a severe and often fatal disease in humans and nonhuman primates (monkeys and chimpanzees) caused by the Ebola virus; characteri
zed by high fever and severe internal bleeding; can be spread from person to person; is largely limited to Africa) 
                   => Lassa fever --
 (an acute contagious viral disease of central western Africa; characterized by fever and inflammation and muscular pains and difficult
y swallowing; can be used as a bioweapon) 
                   => Crimea-Congo hemorrhagic fever --
 (an infection common in Arab states caused by a bunyavirus; transmitted by a tick that thrives on sheep) 
                   => Rift Valley fever --
 (an infection common in Africa caused by a bunyavirus; transmitted by mosquitoes or by handling infected animals) 
                   => Marburg disease, Marburg hemorrhagic fever, green monkey disease --
 (a viral disease of green monkeys caused by the Marburg virus; when transmitted to humans it causes serious or fatal illness) 
               => herpangia --
 (a viral infection (usually in children) marked by sore throat and fever and papules in the mouth and throat and headache and abdomin
al pain; usually subsides in a short time) 
               => HIV -- (infection by the human immunideficiency virus) 
               => viral pneumonia -- (pneumonia caused by a virus) 
           => vaccinia, vaccina, variola vaccine, variola vaccinia, variola vaccina --
 (a local infection induced in humans by innoculation with the virus causing cowpox in order to confer resistance to smallpox; normall
y lasts three weeks and leaves a pitted scar) 
               => progressive vaccinia, vaccinia gangrenosa --
 (a severe or even fatal form of vaccinia that occurs mainly in persons with an immunological deficiency; characterized by progressive
 enlargement of the initial lesion) 
       => heatstroke, heat hyperpyrexia -- (collapse caused by exposure to excessive heat) 
           => heat exhaustion, heat prostration, prostration --
 (a condition marked by dizziness and nausea and weakness caused by depletion of body fluids and electrolytes) 
           => sunstroke, insolation, thermic fever, siriasis -- (sudden prostration due to exposure to the sun or excessive heat) 
       => pathology -- (any deviation from a healthy or normal condition) 
           => acidosis -- (abnormally high acidity (excess hydrogen-ion concentration) of the blood and other body tissues) 
               => ketoacidosis, diabetic acidosis -- (acidosis with an accumulation of ketone bodies; occurs primarily in diabetes mellitus) 
               => metabolic acidosis --
 (acidosis and bicarbonate concentration in the body fluids resulting either from the accumulation of acids or the abnormal loss of base
s from the body (as in diarrhea or renal disease)) 
               => respiratory acidosis, carbon dioxide acidosis --
 (acidosis resulting from reduced gas exchange in the lungs (as in emphysema or pneumonia); excess carbon dioxide combines with w
ater to form carbonic acid which increases the acidity of the blood) 
               => starvation acidosis --
 (acidosis in which the acidity results from lack of food which leads to fat catabolism which in turn releases acidic ketone bodies) 
           => alkalosis -- (abnormally high alkalinity (low hydrogen-ion concentration) of the blood and other body tissues) 
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               => metabolic alkalosis -- (alkalosis resulting from hydrogen-ion loss or excessive intake of alkaline substances) 
               => respiratory alkalosis --
 (alkalosis resulting from increased gas exchange in the lungs (as in hyperventilation associated with extreme anxiety or aspirin intoxic
ation or metabolic acidosis)) 
           => ankylosis, anchylosis -- (abnormal adhesion and rigidity of the bones of a joint) 
           => arteriectasis, arteriectasia -- (an abnormal distension of an artery) 
           => asynergy, asynergia -- (absence of coordination of organs or body parts that usually work together harmoniously) 
           => asystole, cardiac arrest, cardiopulmonary arrest --
 (absence of systole; failure of the ventricles of the heart to contract (usually caused by ventricular fibrillation) with consequent absenc
e of the heart beat leading to oxygen lack and eventually to death) 
           => diverticulosis -- (presence of diverticula in the walls of the colon) 
           => flux -- (excessive discharge of liquid from a cavity or organ (as in watery diarrhea)) 
           => fluorosis -- (a pathological condition resulting for an excessive intake of fluorine (usually from drinking water)) 
           => gammopathy --
 (a disturbance in the synthesis of immunoglobulins; proteins having antibody activity increase greatly in the blood) 
           => glossolalia -- (repetitive nonmeaningful speech (especially that associated with a trance state or religious fervor)) 
           => angiopathy -- (any disease of the blood vessels or lymph ducts) 
               => angioma -- (a tumor consisting of a mass of blood or lymphatic vessels) 
                   => hemangioma, haemangioma -- (benign angioma consisting of a mass of blood vessels; some appear as birthmarks) 
                       => strawberry hemangioma, strawberry haemangioma --
 (a congenital bright red superficial vascular tumor resembling a strawberry; tends to decrease in size during childhood) 
                   => lymphangioma -- (benign angioma consisting of a mass of lymphatic vessels) 
                   => spider angioma, spider nevus, vascular spider --
 (a dilation of superficial capillaries with a central red dot from which blood vessels radiate) 
               => angiitis -- (inflammation of a blood vessel or lymph duct) 
           => aphagia -- (loss of the ability to swallow) 
           => stenosis, stricture -- (abnormal narrowing of a bodily canal or passageway) 
               => aortic stenosis -- (abnormal narrowing of the aortic valve) 
               => enterostenosis -- (abnormal narrowing of the intestine) 
               => Laryngostenosis -- (abnormal narrowing of the larynx) 
               => pulmonary stenosis -- (abnormal narrowing of the opening into the pulmonary artery from the right ventricle) 
               => pyloric stenosis --
 (narrowing of the pyloric sphincter that blocks the passage of food from the stomach into the duodenum) 
               => rhinostenosis -- (narrowing of the passages in the nasal cavities) 
               => mitral stenosis, mitral valve stenosis --
 (obstruction or narrowing of the mitral valve (as by scarring from rheumatic fever)) 
               => ureterostenosis -- (stenosis of the ureter) 
           => atherogenesis -- (the formation of atheromas on the walls of the arteries as in atherosclerosis) 
           => ascites -- (accumulation of serous fluid in peritoneal cavity) 
           => azymia -- (absence of an enzyme) 
           => bacteremia, bacteriemia, bacteriaemia -- (transient presence of bacteria (or other microorganisms) in the blood) 
           => sclerosis, induration -- (any pathological hardening or thickening of tissue) 
               => multiple sclerosis, MS, disseminated sclerosis, disseminated multiple sclerosis --
 (a chronic progressive nervous disorder involving loss of myelin sheath around certain nerve fibers) 
               => amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, ALS, Lou Gehrig's disease --
 (thickening of tissue in the motor tracts of the lateral columns and anterior horns of the spinal cord; results in progressive muscle atro
phy that starts in the limbs) 
               => arteriolosclerosis -- (sclerosis of the arterioles) 
               => arteriosclerosis, arterial sclerosis, hardening of the arteries, induration of the arteries, coronary-artery disease --
 (sclerosis of the arterial walls) 
                   => atherosclerosis, coronary artery disease --
 (a stage of arteriosclerosis involving fatty deposits (atheromas) inside the arterial walls) 
                   => arteriosclerosis obliterans -- (a stage of arteriosclerosis involving closure of blood vessels) 
               => osteosclerosis -- (abnormal hardening or eburnation of bone) 
           => lipomatosis -- (pathology in which fat accumulates in lipomas in the body) 
           => lithiasis -- (the formation of stones (calculi) in an internal organ) 
               => cholelithiasis -- (the presence of gallstones in the gallbladder) 
               => enterolithiasis -- (the presence of calculi in the intestines) 
               => nephrolithiasis, renal lithiasis -- (the presence of kidney stones (calculi) in the kidney) 
                   => nephrocalcinosis --
 (renal lithiasis in which calcium deposits form in the renal parenchyma and result in reduced kidney function and blood in the urine) 
           => cartilaginification -- (abnormal formation of cartilage from other tissues; observed in some Orientals) 
           => cyst -- (a closed sac that develops abnormally in some body structure) 
               => dermoid cyst -- (a cystic tumor (usually benign) with an epithelium-lined wall and a cavity containing other material) 
               => galactocele -- (a cystic tumor containing milk or a milky substance (especially in the mammary glands)) 
               => hemorrhagic cyst, blood cyst, hematocyst -- (a cyst containing blood) 
                   => cephalhematoma, cephalohematoma --
 (a collection of blood under the scalp of a newborn; caused by pressure during birth) 
               => hydatid -- (cyst filled with liquid; forms as a result of infestation by tapeworm larvae (as in echinococcosis)) 
               => nabothian cyst, nabothian follicle -- (a cyst that forms in the nabothian glands of the uterine cervix) 
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               => ovarian cyst -- (a cystic tumor (usually benign) of the ovary) 
               => ranula -- (a cyst on the underside of the tongue) 
               => sebaceous cyst, pilar cyst, wen, steatocystoma --
 (a common cyst of the skin; filled with fatty matter (sebum) that is secreted by a sebaceous gland that has been blocked) 
                   => chalazion, Meibomian cyst -- (a small sebaceous cyst of the eyelid resulting when a Meibomian gland is blocked) 
           => endometriosis, adenomyosis --
 (the presence of endometrium elsewhere than in the lining of the uterus; causes premenstrual pain and dysmenorrhea) 
           => adhesion -- (abnormal union of bodily tissues; most common in the abdomen) 
               => symphysis -- (an abnormal adhesion of two or more structures) 
               => synechia --
 (adhesions between the iris and the lens or cornea resulting from trauma or eye surgery of as a complication of glaucoma or cataract; 
can lead to blindness) 
                   => anterior synechia -- (adhesion between the iris and the cornea) 
                   => posterior synechia -- (adhesion between the iris and the lens) 
           => hemochromatosis, iron-storage disease, iron overload, bronzed diabetes --
 (pathology in which iron accumulates in the tissues; characterized by bronzed skin and enlarged liver and diabetes mellitus and abnor
malities of the pancreas and the joints) 
               => classic hemochromatosis, idiopathic hemochromatosis -- (inherited form of hemochromatosis) 
               => acquired hemochromatosis --
 (hemochromatosis resulting from repeated transfusions or from excessive intake of foods containing iron) 
           => infarct, infarction -- (localized necrosis resulting from obstruction of the blood supply) 
               => myocardial infarction, myocardial infarct, MI --
 (destruction of heart tissue resulting from obstruction of the blood supply to the heart muscle) 
           => macrocytosis -- (the presence of macrocytes in the blood) 
           => fibrosis -- (development of excess fibrous connective tissue in an organ) 
               => cystic fibrosis, CF, fibrocystic disease of the pancreas, pancreatic fibrosis, mucoviscidosis --
 (the most common congenital disease; the child's lungs and intestines and pancreas become clogged with thick mucus; caused by defe
ct in a single gene; there is no cure) 
               => myelofibrosis -- (fibrosis of the bone marrow) 
           => malacia -- (a state of abnormal softening of tissue) 
               => osteomalacia -- (abnormal softening of bones caused by deficiencies of phosphorus or calcium or vitamin D) 
           => mastopathy, mazopathy -- (any pathology of the breast) 
           => neuropathy -- (any pathology of the peripheral nerves) 
               => Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease, hereditary motor and sensory neuropathy --
 (a form of neuropathy that can begin between childhood and young adulthood; characterized by weakness and atrophy of the muscles 
of the hands and lower legs; progression is slow and individuals affected can have a normal life span; inheritance is X-
linked recessive or X-linked dominant) 
               => mononeuropathy -- (any neuropathy of a single nerve trunk) 
               => multiple mononeuropathy -- (pathology of several individual nerve trunks) 
           => myopathy -- (any pathology of the muscles that is not attributable to nerve dysfunction) 
           => osteoporosis --
 (abnormal loss of bony tissue resulting in fragile porous bones attributable to a lack of calcium; most common in postmenopausal wo
men) 
           => priapism -- (condition in which the penis is continually erect; usually painful and seldom with sexual arousal) 
           => demineralization, demineralisation -- (abnormal loss of mineral salts (especially from bone)) 
           => pyorrhea, pyorrhoea -- (discharge of pus) 
           => uremia, uraemia, azotemia, azotaemia -- (accumulation in the blood of nitrogen-
bearing waste products (urea) that are usually excreted in the urine) 
           => azoturia -- (excess of urea in the urine) 
           => lesion -- (any visible abnormal structural change in a bodily part) 
               => tubercle -- (a swelling that is the characteristic lesion of tuberculosis) 
               => ulcer, ulceration --
 (a circumscribed inflammatory and often suppurating lesion on the skin or an internal mucous surface resulting in necrosis of tissue) 
                   => aphthous ulcer -- (a blister on the mucous membranes of the lips or mouth or gastrointestinal tract) 
                   => bedsore, pressure sore, decubitus ulcer --
 (a chronic ulcer of the skin caused by prolonged pressure on it (as in bedridden patients)) 
                   => chancroid -- (infectious venereal ulcer) 
                   => peptic ulcer, peptic ulceration -- (an ulcer of the mucous membrane lining of the alimentary tract) 
                       => duodenal ulcer -- (a peptic ulcer of the duodenum) 
                       => gastric ulcer -- (a peptic ulcer of the stomach) 
                   => canker -- (an ulceration (especially of the lips or lining of the mouth)) 
                   => noli-me-tangere -- (a cancerous ulcer of soft tissue and bone) 
                   => noma -- (acute ulceration of the mucous membranes of the mouth or genitals; often seen in undernourished children) 
           => lymphadenopathy -- (chronic abnormal enlargement of the lymph nodes (usually associated with disease)) 
           => gangrene, sphacelus, slough -- (necrotic tissue; a mortified or gangrenous part or mass) 
               => dry gangrene, cold gangrene, mumification necrosis, mummification --
 ((pathology) gangrene that develops in the presence of arterial obstruction and is characterized by dryness of the dead tissue and a dar
k brown color) 
               => gas gangrene, clostridial myonecrosis, emphysematous gangrene, emphysematous phlegmon, gangrenous emphysema, ga
s phlegmon, progressive emphysematous necrosis --
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 ((pathology) a deadly form of gangrene usually caused by Clostridium bacteria that produce toxins that cause tissue death; can be use
d as a bioweapon) 
           => hyperbilirubinemia -- (abnormally high amounts of bile pigment (bilirubin) in the blood) 
               => hyperbilirubinemia of the newborn, neonatal hyperbilirubinemia --
 (a common disorder that is usually due to immaturity of the liver; usually subsides spontaneously) 
           => palilalia -- (a pathological condition in which a word is rapidly and involuntarily repeated) 
           => reflux -- (an abnormal backward flow of body fluids) 
               => gastroesophageal reflux, esophageal reflux, oesophageal reflux -- (reflux of stomach contents into the esophagus) 
               => hepatojugular reflux -- (a venous reflux occurring in congestive heart failure) 
               => ureterorenal reflux -- (a backflow of urine from the ureter into the renal pelvis) 
               => vesicoureteral reflux -- (a backflow of urine from the bladder into the ureter) 
           => otorrhea -- (discharge from the external ear) 
           => rhinopathy -- (any disease or malformation of the nose) 
               => rhinostenosis -- (narrowing of the passages in the nasal cavities) 
               => rhinophyma, hypertrophic rosacea, toper's nose, brandy nose, rum nose, rum-
blossom, potato nose, hammer nose, copper nose --
 (enlargement of the nose with dilation of follicles and redness and prominent vascularity of the skin; often associated with excessive c
onsumption of alcohol) 
               => rhinosporidiosis -- (fungal infection of the nose; often acquired while swimming) 
           => hydronephrosis -- (accumulation of urine in the kidney because of an obstruction in the ureter) 
           => atelectasis -- (collapse of an expanded lung (especially in infants); also failure of pulmonary alveoli to expand at birth) 
           => anoxemia -- (abnormally low oxygen content in arterial blood) 
           => coprolalia -- (an uncontrollable use of obscene language; often accompanied by mental disorders) 
           => autoimmunity --
 (production of antibodies against the tissues of your own body; produces autoimmune disease or hypersensitivity reactions) 
           => dysfunction, disfunction -- ((medicine) any disturbance in the function of an organ or body part) 
               => erectile dysfunction, male erecticle dysfunction, ED --
 (impotence resulting from a man's inability to have or maintain an erection of his penis) 
               => paralysis, palsy -- (loss of the ability to move a body part) 
                   => akinesis, akinesia -- (motionlessness attributable to a temporary paralysis) 
                   => alalia -- (paralysis of the vocal cords resulting in an inability to speak) 
                   => cystoplegia, cystoparalysis -- (paralysis of the urinary bladder) 
                   => diplegia -- (paralysis of corresponding parts on both sides of the body) 
                   => Erb's palsy, Erb-Duchenne paralysis --
 (paralysis of the arm resulting from injury to the brachial plexus (usually during childbirth)) 
                   => monoplegia -- (paralysis of a single limb) 
                   => ophthalmoplegia -- (paralysis of the motor nerves of the eye) 
                   => paresis -- (a slight or partial paralysis) 
                       => paraparesis -- (a slight paralysis or weakness of both legs) 
                   => paraplegia -- (paralysis of the lower half of the body (most often as a result of trauma)) 
                   => hemiplegia, unilateral paralysis -- (paralysis of one side of the body) 
                   => quadriplegia -- (paralysis of both arms and both legs) 
           => sarcoidosis --
 (a chronic disease of unknown cause marked by the formation of nodules in the lungs and liver and lymph glands and salivary glands) 
           => carotenemia, xanthemia -- (excess carotene in the blood stream; can cause the skin to turn a pale yellow-red color) 
           => stasis -- (an abnormal state in which the normal flow of a liquid (such as blood) is slowed or stopped) 
           => uropathy -- (any pathology of the urinary tract) 
               => kidney disease, renal disorder, nephropathy, nephrosis -- (a disease affecting the kidneys) 
                   => nephritis, Bright's disease -- (an inflammation of the kidney) 
                       => glomerulonephritis --
 (nephritis marked by inflammation of the glomeruli of the kidney; characterized by decreased production of urine and by the presence
 of blood and protein in the urine and by edema) 
                   => nephrosclerosis, nephroangiosclerosis --
 (kidney disease that is usually associated with hypertension; sclerosis of the renal arterioles reduces blood flow that can lead to kidne
y failure and heart failure) 
                   => polycystic kidney disease, PKD --
 (kidney disease characterized by enlarged kidneys containing many cysts; often leads to kidney failure) 
                   => polyuria --
 (renal disorder characterized by the production of large volumes of pale dilute urine; often associated with diabetes) 
                   => renal failure, kidney failure -- (inability of the kidneys to excrete wastes and to help maintain the electrolyte balance) 
                       => acute renal failure, acute kidney failure --
 (renal failure associated with burns or other trauma or with acute infection or obstruction of the urinary tract) 
                       => chronic renal failure, chronic kidney failure -- (renal failure that can result from a variety of systemic disorders) 
                   => renal insufficiency -- (insufficient excretion of wastes by the kidneys) 
           => varicosis -- (pathological condition of being varicose or having varicose veins) 
           => viremia, viraemia -- (the presence of a virus in the blood stream; "viremia spread the smallpox virus to the internal organs") 
           => volvulus --
 (abnormal twisting of the intestines (usually in the are of the ileum or sigmoid colon) resulting in intestinal obstruction) 
       => affliction -- (a condition of suffering or distress due to ill health) 
           => deformity, malformation, misshapenness -- (an affliction in which some part of the body is misshapen or malformed) 
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               => Arnold-Chiari deformity -- (deformity in which part of the brain protrudes through the skull) 
               => clawfoot, pes cavus --
 (a deformity of the foot characterized by an abnormally high arch and hyperextension of the toes which gives the foot the appearance 
of a claw) 
               => cleft foot -- (a deformity in which the space between the third and fourth toes extends up into the foot) 
               => clubfoot, talipes --
 (congenital deformity of the foot usually marked by a curled shape or twisted position of the ankle and heel and toes) 
                   => talipes valgus -- (deformity of the foot in which the foot is twisted outward) 
                   => talipes equinus -- (talipes in which the toes are pointed downward) 
                   => talipes calcaneus -- (talipes in which the toes are pointed upward and the person walks on the heel of the foot) 
               => pigeon breast, chicken breast -- (abnormal protrusion of the breastbone caused by rickets) 
               => plagiocephaly -- (congenital malformation of the skull in which the main axis of the skull is oblique) 
               => scaphocephaly --
 (congenital malformation of the skull which is long and narrow; frequently accompanied by mental retardation) 
       => injury, hurt, harm, trauma -- (any physical damage to the body caused by violence or accident or fracture etc.) 
           => birth trauma -- (physical injury to an infant during the birth process) 
           => blast trauma -- (injury caused the explosion of a bomb (especially in enclosed spaces)) 
           => bleeding, hemorrhage, haemorrhage -- (flow of blood from a ruptured blood vessels) 
               => hemorrhagic stroke, haemorrhagic stroke -- (stroke caused by the rupture of a blood vessel in the brain) 
               => cerebral hemorrhage -- (bleeding from a ruptured blood vessel in the brain) 
               => blood extravasation --
 (the leakage of blood from a vessel into tissues surrounding it; can occur in injuries or burns or allergic reactions) 
               => hyphema -- (bleeding into the interior chamber of the eye) 
               => metrorrhagia --
 (bleeding from the uterus that is not due to menstruation; usually indicative of disease (as cervical cancer)) 
               => nosebleed, epistaxis -- (bleeding from the nose) 
               => ulemorrhagia -- (bleeding of the gums) 
           => blunt trauma -- (injury incurred when the human body hits or is hit by a large outside object (as a car)) 
           => bruise, contusion -- (an injury that doesn't break the skin but results in some discoloration) 
               => ecchymosis -- (the purple or black-and-blue area resulting from a bruise) 
               => petechia --
 (a minute red or purple spot on the surface of the skin as the result of tiny hemorrhages of blood vessels in the skin (as in typhoid feve
r)) 
               => shiner, black eye -- (a bruise caused by a blow to the eye) 
           => bump -- (a lump on the body caused by a blow) 
           => burn -- (an injury cause by exposure to heat or chemicals or radiation) 
               => electric burn -- (a burn caused by heat produced by an electric current) 
               => scorch, singe -- (a surface burn) 
               => scald -- (a burn cause by hot liquid or steam) 
               => first-degree burn -- (burn causing redness of the skin surface) 
                   => sunburn, erythema solare -- (redness of the skin caused by exposure to the rays of the sun) 
               => second-degree burn -- (burn causing blisters on the skin and superficial destruction of the dermis) 
               => third-degree burn -- (burn characterized by destruction of both epidermis and dermis) 
           => dislocation --
 (a displacement of a part (especially a bone) from its normal position (as in the shoulder or the vertebral column)) 
               => abarticulation -- (dislocation of a joint) 
               => diastasis -- (separation of an epiphysis from the long bone to which it is normally attached without fracture of the bone) 
               => spondylolisthesis -- (a forward dislocation of one vertebra over the one beneath it producing pressure on spinal nerves) 
           => electric shock --
 (trauma caused by the passage of electric current through the body (as from contact with high voltage lines or being struck by lightnin
g); usually involves burns and abnormal heart rhythm and unconsciousness) 
           => fracture, break --
 (breaking of hard tissue such as bone; "it was a nasty fracture"; "the break seems to have been caused by a fall") 
               => comminuted fracture -- (fracture in which the bone is splintered or crushed) 
               => complete fracture -- (break involving the entire width of the bone) 
               => compound fracture, open fracture -- (bone fracture associated with lacerated soft tissue or an open wound) 
               => compression fracture -- (fracture in which the bone collapses (especially in short bones such as vertebrae)) 
               => depressed fracture -- (fracture of the skull where the bone is pushed in) 
               => displaced fracture -- (fracture in which the two ends of the broken bone are separated from one another) 
               => fatigue fracture, stress fracture -- (fracture resulting from excessive activity rather than a specific injury) 
               => hairline fracture, capillary fracture --
 (a fracture without separation of the frgments and the line of the break being very thin) 
               => incomplete fracture -- (fracture that does not go across the entire width of the bone) 
                   => greenstick fracture -- (a partial fracture of a bone (usually in children); the bone is bent but broken on only one side) 
               => impacted fracture -- (fracture in which one broken end is wedged into the other broken end) 
               => simple fracture, closed fracture -- (an uncomplicated fracture in which the broken bones to not pierce the skin) 
           => frostbite, cryopathy -- (destruction of tissue by freezing and characterized by tingling, blistering and possibly gangrene) 
               => trench foot, immersion foot -- (resembling frostbite but without freezing; resulting from exposure to cold and wet) 
           => intravasation -- (entry of foreign matter into a blood vessel) 
           => penetrating trauma, penetrating injury --
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 (injury incurred when an object (as a knife or bullet or shrapnel) penetrates into the body) 
           => pinch -- (an injury resulting from getting some body part squeezed) 
           => rupture -- (state of being torn or burst open) 
               => hernia, herniation -- (rupture in smooth muscle tissue through which a bodily structure protrudes) 
                   => colpocele, vaginocele -- (hernia projecting into the vagina) 
                       => cystocele, colpocystocele --
 (hernia in which the urinary bladder protrudes through the wall of the vagina; sometimes occurs after childbirth) 
                       => rectocele, proctocele --
 (protrusion or herniation of the rectum into the vagina; can occur if pelvic muscles are weakened by childbirth) 
                   => diverticulum -- (a herniation through the muscular wall of a tubular organ (especially the colon)) 
                       => Meckel's diverticulum -- (a congenital diverticulum in the ileum resulting from incomplete closure of the yolk sac) 
                   => eventration -- (protrusion of the intestine through the abdominal wall) 
                   => exomphalos -- (an umbilical hernia at birth in which some abdominal organs push into the umbilical cord) 
                   => hiatus hernia, hiatal hernia, diaphragmatic hernia --
 (hernia resulting from the protrusion of part of the stomach through the diaphragm) 
                   => inguinal hernia --
 (hernia in which a loop of intestine enters the inguinal canal; the most common type of hernia in males) 
                   => keratocele -- (hernia of the cornea) 
                   => laparocele -- (hernia through the abdomen) 
                   => umbilical hernia, omphalocele --
 (protrusion of the intestine and omentum through a hernia in the abdominal wall near the navel; usually self correcting after birth) 
               => herniated disc, ruptured intervertebral disc, slipped disc --
 (a painful rupture of the fibrocartilage of the disc between spinal vertebrae; occurs most often in the lumbar region) 
           => sting, bite, insect bite -- (a painful wound caused by the thrust of an insect's stinger into skin) 
               => bee sting -- (a sting inflicted by a bee) 
               => flea bite -- (sting inflicted by a flea) 
               => mosquito bite -- (a sting inflicted by a mosquito) 
           => strain -- (injury to a muscle (often caused by overuse); results in swelling and pain) 
           => whiplash, whiplash injury --
 (an injury to the neck (the cervical vertebrae) resulting from rapid acceleration or deceleration (as in an automobile accident)) 
           => wale, welt, weal, wheal --
 (a raised mark on the skin (as produced by the blow of a whip); characteristic of many allergic reactions) 
           => wound, lesion -- (any break in the skin or an organ caused by violence or surgical incision) 
               => raw wound -- (a wound that exposes subcutaneous tissue) 
               => stigmata -- (marks resembling the wounds on the crucified body of Christ) 
               => abrasion, scratch, scrape, excoriation -- (an abraded area where the skin is torn or worn off) 
                   => graze -- (a superficial abrasion) 
                   => rope burn -- (abrasion (usually on the hands) caused by friction from a rope) 
               => cut, gash, slash, slice -- (a wound made by cutting; "he put a bandage over the cut") 
               => laceration -- (a torn ragged wound) 
               => bite -- (a wound resulting from biting by an animal or a person) 
                   => dog bite -- (a bite inflicted by a dog) 
                   => snakebite -- (a bite inflicted by a (venomous) snake) 
           => wrench, twist, pull --
 (a sharp strain on muscles or ligaments; "the wrench to his knee occurred as he fell"; "he was sidelined with a hamstring pull") 
               => sprain -- (a painful injury to a joint caused by a sudden wrenching of its ligaments) 
       => unfitness, poor shape, bad condition -- (poor physical condition; being out of shape or out of condition) 
           => infirmity, frailty, debility, feebleness, frailness -- (the state of being weak in health or body (especially from old age)) 
               => asthenia, astheny -- (an abnormal loss of strength) 
               => cachexia, cachexy, wasting --
 (any general reduction in vitality and strength of body and mind resulting from a debilitating chronic disease) 
           => disability, disablement, handicap, impairment --
 (the condition of being unable to perform as a consequence of physical or mental unfitness; "reading disability"; "hearing impairment
") 
               => bowleg, genu varum, tibia vara -- (a leg bowed outward at the knee (or below the knee)) 
               => anorgasmia -- (absence of an orgasm in sexual relations) 
               => disability of walking -- (a disability that interferes with or prevents walking) 
                   => abasia -- (inability to walk) 
                       => abasia trepidans -- (abasia due to trembling of the legs) 
                       => atactic abasia, ataxic abasia -- (abasia due to ataxia of the legs) 
                       => choreic abasia -- (abasia related to abnormal movements of the legs) 
                       => paralytic abasia -- (abasia related to paralysis of the leg muscles) 
                       => paroxysmal trepidant abasia -- (abasia related to spasticity of the legs) 
                       => spastic abasia -- (abasia due to spastic contractions of the leg muscles) 
                   => lameness, limping, gimp, gimpiness, gameness, claudication --
 (disability of walking due to crippling of the legs or feet) 
                       => intermittent claudication --
 (lameness due to pain in leg muscles because the blood supply is inadequate; pain subsides with rest) 
               => astasia -- (inability to stand due to muscular incoordination) 
               => amputation -- (a condition of disability resulting from the loss of one or more limbs) 
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               => hearing impairment, hearing disorder -- (impairment of the sense of hearing) 
                   => deafness, hearing loss -- (partial or complete loss of hearing) 
                       => tone deafness, tin ear -- (an inability to distinguish differences in pitch) 
                       => deaf-mutism, deaf-muteness -- (congenital deafness that results in inability to speak) 
                   => conductive hearing loss, conduction deafness, middle-ear deafness --
 (hearing loss due to problems with the bones of the middle ear) 
                   => hyperacusis, hyperacusia, auditory hyperesthesia --
 (abnormal acuteness of hearing due to increased irritability of the sensory neural mechanism; characterized by intolerance for ordinar
y sound levels) 
                   => sensorineural hearing loss, nerve deafness -- (hearing loss due to failure of the auditory nerve) 
               => dysomia -- (impairment of the sense of smell) 
                   => anosmia --
 (absence of the sense of smell (as by damage to olfactory nasal tissue or the olfactory nerve or by obstruction of the nasal passages)) 
                   => hyposmia -- (lessened sensitivity to odors) 
               => visual impairment, visual defect, vision defect, visual disorder -- (impairment of the sense of sight) 
                   => amaurosis --
 (partial or total loss of sight without pathology of the eye; caused by disease of optic nerve or retina or brain) 
                   => amblyopia -- (visual impairment without apparent organic pathology) 
                   => ametropia -- ((ophthalmology) faulty refraction of light rays in the eye as in astigmatism or myopia) 
                       => myopia, nearsightedness, shortsightedness --
 ((ophthalmology) eyesight abnormality resulting from the eye's faulty refractive ability; distant objects appear blurred) 
                       => astigmatism, astigmia --
 ((ophthalmology) impaired eyesight resulting usually from irregular conformation of the cornea) 
                           => keratectasia -- (abnormal bulging of the cornea of the eye) 
                           => keratoconus -- (abnormal cone-shaped protrusion of the cornea of the eye; can be treated by epikeratophakia) 
                       => hyperopia, hypermetropia, hypermetropy, farsightedness, longsightedness --
 (abnormal condition in which vision for distant objects is better than for near objects) 
                           => presbyopia --
 (farsightedness resulting from a reduced ability to focus caused by loss of elasticity of the crystalline lens with age) 
                   => aniseikonia -- (visual defect in which the shape and size of an ocular image differ in the two eyes) 
                   => anorthopia -- (distorted vision in which straight lines appear curved) 
                   => aphakia -- (absence of the natural lens of the eye (usually resulting from the removal of cataracts)) 
                   => blindness, sightlessness, cecity -- (lack of sight) 
                       => anopia -- (sightlessness (especially because of a structural defect in or the absence of an eye)) 
                       => snowblindness -- (temporary blindness caused by exposure to sunlight reflected from snow or ice) 
                       => eyelessness -- (blindness due to loss of the eyes) 
                       => figural blindness -- (inability to see shapes and contours) 
                   => color blindness, colour blindness, color vision deficiency, colour vision deficiency --
 (genetic inability to distinguish differences in hue) 
                       => dichromacy, dichromatism, dichromatopsia, dichromia, dichromasy --
 (a deficiency of color vision in which the person can match any given hue by mixing only two other wavelengths of light (as opposed 
to the three wavelengths needed by people with normal color vision)) 
                           => red-green dichromacy, red-green color blindness, red-green colour blindness -- (confusion of red and green) 
                               => deuteranopia, Daltonism, green-blindness --
 (dichromacy characterized by a lowered sensitivity to green light resulting in an inability to distinguish green and purplish-red) 
                               => protanopia, red-blindness --
 (dichromacy characterized by lowered sensitivity to long wavelengths of light resulting in an inability to distinguish red and purplish 
blue) 
                           => yellow-blue dichromacy, yellow-blue color blindness -- (confusion of yellow and blue) 
                               => tetartanopia, yellow-blindness --
 (a form of dichromacy characterized by lowered sensitivity to yellow light; so rare that its existence has been questioned) 
                               => tritanopia, blue-blindness --
 (rare form of dichromacy characterized by a lowered sensitivity to blue light resulting in an inability to distinguish blue and yellow) 
                       => monochromacy, monochromatism, monochromatic vision, monochromia, monochromasy --
 (complete color blindness; colors can be differentiated only on the basis of brightness) 
                   => diplopia, double vision --
 (visual impairment in which an object is seen as two objects; "diplopia often disappears when one eye is covered") 
                   => hemeralopia, day blindness -- (inability to see clearly in bright light) 
                   => hemianopia, hemianopsia -- (blindness in one half of the visual field of one or both eyes) 
                   => quadrantanopia -- (blindness in one fourth of the visual field) 
                   => metamorphopsia -- (a defect of vision in which objects appear to be distorted; usually due to a defect in the retina) 
                   => nyctalopia, night blindness, moon blindness --
 (inability to see clearly in dim light; due to a deficiency of vitamin A or to a retinal disorder) 
                   => photoretinitis -- (damage to the retina resulting from exposure of the eye to the sun without adequate protection) 
                   => retinal detachment, detachment of the retina, detached retina --
 (visual impairment resulting from the retina becoming separated from the choroid in the back of the eye; treated by photocoagulation) 
                   => scotoma -- (an isolated area of diminished vision within the visual field) 
                       => annular scotoma -- (a circular scotoma surrounding the center of the field of vision) 
                       => central scotoma -- (a scotoma that involves the fixation point) 
                       => hemianopic scotoma -- (a scotoma involving half of the visual field) 
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                       => paracentral scotoma -- (a scotoma that is adjacent to the fixation point) 
                       => scintillating scotoma, flittering scotoma --
 (a localized area of diminished vision edged by shimmering colored lights; in many people it indicates the onset of migraine) 
                   => tunnel vision -- (visual impairment involving a loss of peripheral vision) 
                   => xanthopsia -- (visual defect in which objects appear to have a yellowish hue; sometimes occurs in cases of jaundice) 
               => prolapse, prolapsus, descensus -- (the slipping or falling out of place of an organ (as the uterus)) 
                   => enteroptosis -- (an abnormally downward position of the intestines in the abdominal cavity) 
                   => glossoptosis -- (abnormal downward or back placement of the tongue) 
                   => metroptosis, descensus uteri -- (prolapse of the uterus) 
                   => nephroptosis, nephroptosia -- (prolapse of the kidney) 
                   => ptosis -- (drooping of the upper eyelid caused by muscle paralysis and weakness) 
                       => brow ptosis -- (sagging eyebrows) 
                   => ureterocele -- (prolapse of the end of the ureter into the bladder; may obstruct urine flow) 
                   => urethrocele -- (prolapse of the urethra into the vagina) 
               => hypoesthesia, hypesthesia -- (impairment of tactile sensitivity; decrease of sensitivity) 
               => knock-knee, genu valgum, tibia valga -- (inward slant of the thigh) 
               => pigeon toes -- (disability in which the toes are turned inward; often associated with knock-knee) 
               => bow leg, bow legs, bandy legs -- (outward curvature of the legs) 
 
condition -- (a mode of being or form of existence of a person or thing; "the human condition") 
       => stratification, social stratification -- (the condition of being arranged in social strata or classes within a group) 
       => ordinary -- (the expected or commonplace condition or situation; "not out of the ordinary") 
       => invagination, introversion -- (the condition of being folded inward or sheathed) 
       => roots --
 (the condition of belonging to a particular place or group by virtue of social or ethnic or cultural lineage; "his roots in 
Texas go back a long way"; "he went back to Sweden to search for his roots"; "his music has African roots") 
       => lysogeny, lysogenicity --
 (the condition of a host bacterium that has incorporated a phage into its own genetic material; "when a phage infects a 
bacterium it can either destroy its host or be incorporated in the host genome in a state of lysogeny") 
       => fortune, destiny, fate, luck, lot, circumstances, portion --
 (your overall circumstances or condition in life (including everything that happens to you); "whatever my fortune may 
be"; "deserved a better fate"; "has a happy lot"; "the luck of the Irish"; "a victim of circumstances"; "success that was  
her portion") 
       => amphidiploidy -- (the condition of being amphidiploid) 
       => diploidy -- (the condition of being diploid) 
       => haploidy -- (the condition of being haploid) 
       => heteroploidy -- (the condition of being heteroploid) 
       => polyploidy -- (the condition of being polyploid) 
       => mosaicism --
 (the condition in which an organism has two or more cell populations that differ in genetic makeup) 
       => orphanage, orphanhood --
 (the condition of being a child without living parents; "his early orphanage shaped his character as an adult") 
       => stigmatism -- (the condition of having or being marked by stigmata) 
       => transsexualism --
 (condition in which a person assumes the identity and permanently acts the part of the gender opposite to his or her 
 
 
 

STATE OF MATTER 
 
state of matter, state --
 ((chemistry) the three traditional states of matter are solids (fixed shape and volume) and liquids (fixed vol
ume and shaped by the container) and gases (filling the container); "the solid state of water is called ice") 
       => phase, form --
 ((physical chemistry) a distinct state of matter in a system; matter that is identical in chemical composition 
and physical state and separated from other material by the phase boundary; "the reaction occurs in the liqui
d phase of the system") 
       => liquid, liquidness, liquidity --
 (the state in which a substance exhibits a characteristic readiness to flow with little or no tendency to dispe
rse and relatively high incompressibility) 
       => solid, solidness --
 (the state in which a substance has no tendency to flow under moderate stress; resists forces (such as comp
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ression) that tend to deform it; and retains a definite size and shape) 
       => gas --
 (the state of matter distinguished from the solid and liquid states by: relatively low density and viscosity;  
relatively great expansion and contraction with changes in pressure and temperature; the ability to diffuse r
eadily; and the spontaneous tendency to become distributed uniformly throughout any container) 
       => plasma --
 ((physical chemistry) a fourth state of matter distinct from solid or liquid or gas and present in stars and fus
ion reactors; a gas becomes a plasma when it is heated until the atoms lose all their electrons, leaving a high
ly electrified collection of nuclei and free electrons; "particles in space exist in the form of a plasma") 
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MENTAL STATES: state of mind, psychological states, knowledge (ability, inability, perception, 
information), and feeling 

 
cognitive state, state of mind -- (the state of a person's cognitive processes) 
       => interestedness -- (the state of being interested) 
       => amnesia, memory loss, blackout --
 (partial or total loss of memory; "he has a total blackout for events of the evening") 
           => anterograde amnesia, posttraumatic amnesia --
 (loss of memory for events immediately following a trauma; sometimes in effect for events during and for a long time 
following the trauma) 
           => retrograde amnesia -- (loss of memory for events immediately preceding a trauma) 
           => forgetfulness -- (tendency to forget) 
               => senior moment -- (a momentary lapse of memory (especially in older people)) 
           => selective amnesia --
 (amnesia about particular events that is very convenient for the person who cannot remember; "why do politicians alw
ays develop selective amnesia when questioned about their transgressions?") 
               => posthypnotic amnesia --
 (selective amnesia after being in a hypnotic state of events occurring during hypnosis or of information designated by t
he hypnotist) 
           => transient global amnesia --
 (memory disorder seen in middle aged and elderly persons; characterized by an episode of amnesia and bewilderment t
hat lasts for several hours; person is otherwise alert and intellectually active) 
       => paramnesia -- ((psychiatry) a disorder of memory in which dreams or fantasies are confused with reality) 
       => set, readiness --
 ((psychology) a temporary readiness to respond in a particular way; "the subjects' set led them to solve problems the fa
miliar way and to overlook the simpler solution"; "his instructions deliberately gave them the wrong set") 
       => ivory tower --
 (a state of mind that is discussed as if it were a place; "he lived in the ivory tower of speculation"; "they viewed univer
sities as ivory towers") 
       => consciousness --
 (an alert cognitive state in which you are aware of yourself and your situation; "he lost consciousness") 
           => stream of consciousness --
 (the continuous flow of ideas and feelings that constitute an individual's conscious experience) 
           => self, ego -- (your consciousness of your own identity) 
               => anima --
 ((Jungian psychology) the inner self (not the external persona) that is in touch with the unconscious) 
           => awareness, sentience --
 (state of elementary or undifferentiated consciousness; "the crash intruded on his awareness") 
           => sensibility -- (mental responsiveness and awareness) 
           => waking -- (the state of remaining awake; "days of danger and nights of waking") 
               => wakefulness -- (a periodic state during which you are conscious and aware of the world) 
                   => arousal -- (awakening from sleep) 
                   => vigil -- (a period of sleeplessness) 
       => unconsciousness -- (a state lacking normal awareness of the self or environment) 
           => automatic pilot, autopilot -- (a cognitive state in which you act without self-
awareness; "she went about her chores on automatic pilot"; "too much of the writing seems to have been done on autom
atic pilot"; "she talked and he dozed and my mind went on autopilot") 
           => unknowingness, unawareness -- (unconsciousness resulting from lack of knowledge or attention) 
               => forgetfulness --
 (unawareness caused by neglectful or heedless failure to remember; "his forgetfulness increased as he grew older") 
                   => obliviousness, oblivion -- (total forgetfulness; "he sought the great oblivion of sleep") 
               => unselfconsciousness -- (the quality of being not self-
conscious; unawareness of yourself or of others' views of yourself; "he had the unselfconsciousness of a child") 
           => blackout -- (a momentary loss of consciousness) 
           => grogginess, stupor, stupefaction, semiconsciousness --
 (marginal consciousness; "his grogginess was caused as much by exhaustion and by the blows"; "someone stole his wa
llet while he was in a drunken stupor") 
           => coma, comatoseness --
 (a state of deep and often prolonged unconsciousness; usually the result of disease or injury) 
               => diabetic coma, Kussmaul's coma --
 (coma that can develop in inadequately treated cases of diabetes mellitus) 
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               => hepatic coma -- (coma that can occur in severe cases of liver disease) 
           => electrosleep --
 (unconsciousness brought about by the passage of a low voltage electric current through the brain) 
           => semicoma -- (a mild comatose state; a coma from which the person can be roused by appropriate stimuli) 
           => insensibility -- (a lack of sensibility) 
           => trance --
 (a state of mind in which consciousness is fragile and voluntary action is poor or missing; a state resembling deep slee
p) 
               => hypnotic trance --
 (a trance induced by the use of hypnosis; the person accepts the suggestions of the hypnotist) 
               => religious trance, ecstatic state --
 (a trance induced by intense religious devotion; does not show reduced bodily functions that are typical of other trance
s) 
           => semitrance -- (a trance-
like state in which the person can follow instructions but voluntary action is weak or absent) 
           => narcosis -- (unconsciousness induced by narcotics or anesthesia) 
               => nitrogen narcosis --
 (confused or stuporous state caused by high levels of dissolved nitrogen in the blood; "deep-
sea divers can suffer nitrogen narcosis from breathing air under high pressure") 
       => subconsciousness -- (a state of mind not immediately available to consciousness) 
       => curiosity, wonder -- (a state in which you want to learn more about something) 
           => desire to know, lust for learning, thirst for knowledge -- (curiosity that motivates investigation and study) 
           => interest, involvement --
 (a sense of concern with and curiosity about someone or something; "an interest in music") 
               => enthusiasm -- (a lively interest; "enthusiasm for his program is growing") 
                   => Anglomania -- (an excessive enthusiasm for all things English) 
                   => balletomania -- (extraordinary enthusiasm for ballets) 
               => concern --
 (something that interests you because it is important or affects you; "the safety of the ship is the captain's concern") 
                   => worldly concern, earthly concern, world, earth --
 (the concerns of the world as distinguished from heaven and the afterlife; "they consider the church to be independent 
of the world") 
                   => matter, affair, thing --
 (a vaguely specified concern; "several matters to attend to"; "it is none of your affair"; "things are going well") 
                   => personal business, personal matters, affairs -- (matters of personal concern; "get his affairs in order") 
                       => dirty linen, dirty laundry -- (personal matters that could be embarrassing if made public) 
                   => part --
 (so far as concerns the actor specified; "it requires vigilance on our part" or "they resisted every effort on his part";) 
                   => point of honor -- (a concern that seriously reflects on your honor) 
           => curiousness, inquisitiveness -- (a state of active curiosity) 
               => nosiness, prying, snoopiness -- (offensive inquisitiveness) 
       => confusion, mental confusion, confusedness, disarray --
 (a mental state characterized by a lack of clear and orderly thought and behavior; "a confusion of impressions") 
           => disorientation --
 (confusion (usually transient) about where you are and how to proceed; uncertainty as to direction; "his disorientation 
was the result of inattention") 
               => culture shock --
 (a condition of disorientation affecting someone who is suddenly exposed to an unfamiliar culture or way of life or set 
of attitudes) 
           => distraction -- (mental turmoil; "he drives me to distraction") 
           => daze, fog, haze -- (confusion characterized by lack of clarity) 
           => half-cock -- (confusion resulting from lack of preparation) 
           => jamais vu --
 (the experience of being unfamiliar with a person or situation that is actually very familiar; associated with certain type
s of epilepsy) 
           => bewilderment, obfuscation, puzzlement, befuddlement, mystification, bafflement, bemusement --
 (confusion resulting from failure to understand) 
           => perplexity -- (trouble or confusion resulting from complexity) 
               => mystery, enigma, secret, closed book --
 (something that baffles understanding and cannot be explained; "how it got out is a mystery"; "it remains one of nature'
s secrets") 
               => tangle, snarl, maze -- (something jumbled or confused; "a tangle of government regulations") 
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               => dilemma, quandary --
 (state of uncertainty or perplexity especially as requiring a choice between equally unfavorable options) 
                   => double bind --
 ((psychology) an unresolvable dilemma; situation in which a person receives contradictory messages from a person wh
o is very powerful) 
       => certainty -- (the state of being certain; "his certainty reassured the others") 
           => assurance, self-assurance, confidence, self-confidence, authority, sureness --
 (freedom from doubt; belief in yourself and your abilities; "his assurance in his superiority did not make him popular"; 
"after that failure he lost his confidence"; "she spoke with authority") 
           => certitude, cocksureness, overconfidence -- (total certainty or greater certainty than circumstances warrant) 
           => reliance, trust --
 (certainty based on past experience; "he wrote the paper with considerable reliance on the work of other scientists"; "h
e put more trust in his own two legs than in the gun") 
       => doubt, uncertainty, incertitude, dubiety, doubtfulness, dubiousness -- (the state of being unsure of something) 
           => mental reservation, reservation, arriere pensee --
 (an unstated doubt that prevents you from accepting something wholeheartedly) 
           => misgiving, mistrust, distrust, suspicion -- (doubt about someone's honesty) 
           => incredulity, disbelief, skepticism, mental rejection -- (doubt about the truth of something) 
           => indecision, indecisiveness, irresolution --
 (doubt concerning two or more possible alternatives or courses of action; "his indecision was only momentary but the 
opportunity was lost") 
               => hesitation, vacillation, wavering -- (indecision in speech or action) 
           => suspense -- (an uncertain cognitive state; "the matter remained in suspense for several years") 
       => preoccupation, preoccupancy, absorption, engrossment -- (the mental state of being preoccupied by something) 
           => abstractedness, abstraction -- (preoccupation with something to the exclusion of all else) 
               => reverie, revery -- (an abstracted state of absorption) 
                   => dream --
 (a state of mind characterized by abstraction and release from reality; "he went about his work as if in a dream") 
                   => brown study -- (a state of deep absorption or thoughtfulness) 
           => absentmindedness -- (preoccupation so great that the ordinary demands on attention are ignored) 
       => inwardness --
 (preoccupation especially with one's attitudes and ethical or ideological values; "the sensitiveness of James's characters
, their seeming inwardness"; "Socrates' inwardness, integrity, and inquisitiveness") 
       => outwardness --
 (concern with outward things or material objects (especially the body and its appearance) as opposed to the mind and s
pirit; "hearty showmanship and all-around outwardness") 
 
 
psychological state, mental state --
 ((psychology) a mental condition in which the qualities of a state are relatively constant even though the state itself ma
y be dynamic; "a manic state") 
       => state of mind, frame of mind -- (a temporary psychological state) 
           => case -- (a specific state of mind that is temporary; "a case of the jitters") 
           => thinking cap -- (a state in which one thinks) 
       => abulia, aboulia -- (a loss of will power) 
       => anhedonia -- (an inability to experience pleasure) 
       => depersonalization, depersonalisation --
 ((existentialism) a loss of personal identity; a feeling of being an anonymous cog in a stupid social machine) 
       => hypnosis -- (a state that resembles sleep but that is induced by suggestion) 
           => self-hypnosis, self-suggestion, autosuggestion -- (hypnosis induced by yourself) 
       => fugue -- (a dreamlike state of altered consciousness that may last for hours or days) 
       => trauma, psychic trauma -- (an emotional wound or shock often having long-lasting effects) 
           => birth trauma --
 (emotional injury inflicted on an infant by events incident to birth that is alleged to appear in symbolic form in patients
 with mental illness) 
       => morale -- (a state of individual psychological well-
being based upon a sense of confidence and usefulness and purpose) 
       => anxiety, anxiousness -- (a relatively permanent state of anxiety occurring in a variety of mental disorders) 
           => castration anxiety --
 ((psychoanalysis) anxiety resulting from real or imagined threats to your sexual functions; originally applied only to m
en but can in principal apply to women) 
           => hypochondria, hypochondriasis -- (chronic and abnormal anxiety about imaginary symptoms and ailments) 
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           => overanxiety -- (excessive anxiety) 
           => panic, scare --
 (sudden mass fear and anxiety over anticipated events; "panic in the stock market"; "a war scare"; "a bomb scare led th
em to evacuate the building") 
               => red scare -- (a period of general fear of communists) 
       => hallucinosis -- (a mental state in which the person has continual hallucinations) 
       => identity crisis --
 (distress and disorientation (especially in adolescence) resulting from conflicting pressures and uncertainty about and o
ne's self and one's role in society) 
       => nervousness, nerves -- (an uneasy psychological state; "he suffered an attack of nerves") 
           => jitters, heebie-jeebies, screaming meemies -- (extreme nervousness) 
           => strain, mental strain, nervous strain --
 ((psychology) nervousness resulting from mental stress; "his responsibilities were a constant strain"; "the mental strain 
of staying alert hour after hour was too much for him") 
               => tension, tenseness, stress --
 ((psychology) a state of mental or emotional strain or suspense; "he suffered from fatigue and emotional tension"; "stre
ss is a vasoconstrictor") 
                   => yips --
 (nervous tension that causes an athlete to fail (especially causes golfers to miss short putts); "to avoid the yips he chang
ed his style of putting") 
                   => breaking point -- ((psychology) stress at which a person breaks down or a situation becomes crucial) 
       => delusion, psychotic belief --
 ((psychology) an erroneous belief that is held in the face of evidence to the contrary) 
           => delusions of grandeur --
 (a delusion (common in paranoia) that you are much greater and more powerful and influential than you really are) 
           => delusions of persecution --
 (a delusion (common in paranoia) that others are out to get you and frustrate and embarrass you or inflict suffering on 
you; a complicated conspiracy is frequently imagined) 
           => hallucination -- (illusory perception; a common symptom of severe mental disorder) 
               => auditory hallucination, acousma -- (illusory auditory perception of strange nonverbal sounds) 
               => pseudohallucination -- (an image vivid enough to be a hallucination but recognized as unreal) 
               => trip -- (a hallucinatory experience induced by drugs; "an acid trip") 
               => visual hallucination -- (illusory visual perception) 
                   => chromatism -- (hallucinatory perception of colored lights) 
                   => pink elephants -- (any visual hallucination arising from heavy drinking) 
                   => zoopsia -- (visual hallucination of animals; sometimes occurring in delirium tremens) 
           => nihilistic delusion, nihilism --
 (the delusion that things (or everything, including the self) do not exist; a sense that everything is unreal) 
           => somatic delusion -- (a delusion concerning the body image or parts of the body) 
           => zoanthropy -- (the delusion that you have assumed the form of an animal) 
       => mental health --
 (the psychological state of someone who is functioning at a satisfactory level of emotional and behavioral adjustment) 
           => mental soundness, mental balance -- (the healthy psychological state of someone with good judgment) 
           => sanity, saneness -- (normal or sound powers of mind) 
               => lucidity -- (a lucid state of mind; not confused) 
               => rationality, reason, reasonableness --
 (the state of having good sense and sound judgment; "his rationality may have been impaired"; "he had to rely less on r
eason than on rousing their emotions") 
       => mental illness, mental disease, psychopathy --
 (any disease of the mind; the psychological state of someone who has emotional or behavioral problems serious enoug
h to require psychiatric intervention) 
           => megalomania -- (a psychological state characterized by delusions of grandeur) 
           => insanity -- (relatively permanent disorder of the mind) 
               => lunacy, madness, insaneness -- (obsolete terms for legal insanity) 
               => dementia, dementedness -- (mental deterioration of organic or functional origin) 
                   => alcoholic dementia, alcohol amnestic disorder, Korsakoff's psychosis, Korsakoff's syndrome, Korsakov'
s psychosis, Korsakov's syndrome, polyneuritic psychosis --
 (dementia observed during the last stages of severe chronic alcoholism; involves loss of memory for recent events alth
ough long term memory is intact) 
                   => presenile dementia -- (dementia with onset before the age of 65) 
                       => Alzheimer's disease, Alzheimer's, Alzheimers --
 (a progressive form of presenile dementia that is similar to senile dementia except that it usually starts in the 40s or 50s
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; first symptoms are impaired memory which is followed by impaired thought and speech and finally complete helpless
ness) 
                       => Pick's disease -- (a progressive form of presenile dementia found most often in middle-
aged and elderly women and characterized by degeneration of the frontal and temporal lobes with loss of intellectual ab
ility and transitory aphasia) 
                   => senile dementia, senile psychosis --
 (dementia of the aged; results from degeneration of the brain in the absence of cerebrovascular disease) 
               => irrationality, unreason -- (the state of being irrational; lacking powers of understanding) 
               => derangement, mental unsoundness, unbalance -- (a state of mental disturbance and disorientation) 
               => craziness, daftness, flakiness -- (informal terms for insanity) 
           => psychosis -- (any severe mental disorder in which contact with reality is lost or highly distorted) 
               => delirium tremens, DTs -- (acute delirium caused by alcohol poisoning) 
               => paranoia -- (a psychological disorder characterized by delusions of persecution or grandeur) 
               => schizophrenia, schizophrenic disorder, schizophrenic psychosis, dementia praecox --
 (any of several psychotic disorders characterized by distortions of reality and disturbances of thought and language and
 withdrawal from social contact) 
                   => borderline schizophrenia, latent schizophrenia --
 (schizophrenia characterized by mild symptoms or by some preexisting tendency to schizophrenia) 
                   => catatonic schizophrenia, catatonic type schizophrenia, catatonia --
 (a form of schizophrenia characterized by a tendency to remain in a fixed stuporous state for long periods; the catatoni
a may give way to short periods of extreme excitement) 
                   => hebephrenia, hebephrenic schizophrenia, disorganized schizophrenia, disorganized type schizophrenia --
 (a form of schizophrenia characterized by severe disintegration of personality including erratic speech and childish ma
nnerisms and bizarre behavior; usually becomes evident during puberty; the most common diagnostic category in ment
al institutions) 
                   => paranoid schizophrenia, paranoic type schizophrenia, paraphrenic schizophrenia, paraphrenia --
 (a form of schizophrenia characterized by delusions (of persecution or grandeur or jealousy); symptoms may include a
nger and anxiety and aloofness and doubts about gender identity; unlike other types of schizophrenia the patients are us
ually presentable and (if delusions are not acted on) may function in an apparently normal manner) 
                   => acute schizophrenic episode, reactive schizophrenia --
 (schizophrenia of abrupt onset and relatively short duration (a few weeks or months)) 
       => agitation -- (a mental state of extreme emotional disturbance) 
           => disturbance, perturbation, upset --
 (an unhappy and worried mental state; "there was too much anger and disturbance"; "she didn't realize the upset she ca
used me") 
           => fret, stew, sweat, lather, swither --
 (agitation resulting from active worry; "don't get in a stew"; "he's in a sweat about exams") 
           => dither, pother, fuss, tizzy, flap --
 (an excited state of agitation; "he was in a dither"; "there was a terrible flap about the theft") 
           => tailspin -- (loss of emotional control often resulting in emotional collapse) 
       => depression --
 (a mental state characterized by a pessimistic sense of inadequacy and a despondent lack of activity) 
           => melancholia -- (extreme depression characterized by tearful sadness and irrational fears) 
           => blues, blue devils, megrims, vapors, vapours -- (a state of depression; "he had a bad case of the blues") 
           => funk, blue funk -- (a state of nervous depression; "he was in a funk") 
           => melancholy -- (a constitutional tendency to be gloomy and depressed) 
           => slough of despond -- ((formal) extreme depression) 
           => low spirits -- (a state of mild depression) 
               => dumps, mopes -- (an informal expression for a mildly depressed state; "in the dumps"; "have the mopes") 
           => dejection -- (a state of melancholy depression) 
       => elation -- (an exhilarating psychological state of pride and optimism; an absence of depression) 
           => bliss, blissfulness, cloud nine, seventh heaven, walking on air -- (a state of extreme happiness) 
               => ecstasy, rapture -- (a state of elated bliss) 
           => high -- (a state of altered consciousness induced by alcohol or narcotics; "they took drugs to get a high on") 
           => high -- (a state of sustained elation; "I'm on a permanent high these days") 
       => irritation, annoyance, vexation, botheration -- (the psychological state of being irritated or annoyed) 
           => bummer --
 (an experience that is irritating or frustrating or disappointing; "having to stand in line so long was a real bummer") 
           => huff, miff, seeing red -- (a state of irritation or annoyance) 
           => pinprick -- (a minor annoyance) 
           => restlessness, impatience -- (a lack of patience; irritation with anything that causes delay) 
           => snit -- (a state of agitated irritation; "he was in a snit") 
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       => enchantment, spell, trance -- (a psychological state induced by (or as if induced by) a magical incantation) 
           => possession -- (being controlled by passion or the supernatural) 
           => fascination, captivation -- (the state of being intensely interested (as by awe or terror)) 
       => dissociation, disassociation --
 (a state in which some integrated part of a person's life becomes separated from the rest of the personality and function
s independently) 
           => compartmentalization, compartmentalisation -- (a mild state of dissociation) 
           => dissociative disorder --
 (dissociation so severe that the usually integrated functions of consciousness and perception of self break down) 
               => depersonalization, depersonalisation, depersonalization disorder, depersonalisation disorder, depersonaliza
tion neurosis, depersonalisation neurosis --
 (emotional dissociative disorder in which there is loss of contact with your own personal reality accompanied by feelin
gs of unreality and strangeness) 
               => fugue, psychogenic fugue --
 (dissociative disorder in which a person forgets who who they are and leaves home to creates a new life; during the fug
ue there is no memory of the former life; after recovering there is no memory for events during the dissociative state) 
               => split personality, multiple personality --
 (a relatively rare dissociative disorder in which the usual integrity of the personality breaks down and two or more inde
pendent personalities emerge) 
 

ABILITY, POWER 
ability, power --
 (possession of the qualities (especially mental qualities) required to do something or get something done; "danger heig
htened his powers of discrimination") 
       => know-how -- (the (technical) knowledge and skill required to do something) 
           => bag of tricks --
 (a supply of ways of accomplishing something; "every good mechanic has a large bag of tricks") 
           => wisdom, sapience --
 (ability to apply knowledge or experience or understanding or common sense and insight) 
               => astuteness, profundity, profoundness, depth -- (the intellectual ability to penetrate deeply into ideas) 
               => sagacity, sagaciousness, judgment, judgement, discernment -- (ability to make good judgments) 
                   => eye --
 (good discernment (either with the eyes or as if with the eyes); "she has an eye for fresh talent"; "he has an artist's eye"
) 
                   => common sense, good sense, gumption, horse sense, sense, mother wit --
 (sound practical judgment; "I can't see the sense in doing it now"; "he hasn't got the sense God gave little green apples"
; "fortunately she had the good sense to run away") 
                       => logic -- (reasoned and reasonable judgment; "it made a certain kind of logic") 
                       => nous -- (common sense; "she has great social nous") 
                       => road sense -- (good judgment in avoiding trouble or accidents on the road) 
                   => judiciousness -- (good judgment) 
                       => caution, precaution, care, forethought --
 (judiciousness in avoiding harm or danger; "he exercised caution in opening the door"; "he handled the vase with care"
) 
                   => discretion, discreetness, circumspection, prudence --
 (knowing how to avoid embarrassment or distress; "the servants showed great tact and discretion") 
                       => confidentiality -- (discretion in keeping secret information) 
                   => injudiciousness, indiscreetness -- (lacking good judgment) 
           => method --
 (a way of doing something, especially a systematic way; implies an orderly logical arrangement (usually in steps)) 
               => teaching method, pedagogics, pedagogy -- (the principles and methods of instruction) 
                   => Socratic method, maieutic method --
 (a method of teaching by question and answer; used by Socrates to elicit truths from his students) 
               => method of choice -- (the best method to achieve a desired result) 
               => methodology -- (the system of methods followed in a particular discipline) 
                   => scientific method --
 (a method of investigation involving observation and theory to test scientific hypotheses) 
                       => experimental method -- (the use of controlled observations and measurements to test hypotheses) 
               => mnemonics -- (a method or system for improving the memory) 
               => solution -- (a method for solving a problem; "the easy solution is to look it up in the handbook") 
                   => silver bullet --
 (a simple guaranteed solution for a difficult problem; "no silver bullet can make the world safe from terrorism") 
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               => system, system of rules --
 (a complex of methods or rules governing behavior; "they have to operate under a system they oppose"; "that language
 has a complex system for indicating gender") 
                   => accounting -- (a system that provides quantitative information about finances) 
                       => balance of payments, balance of international payments --
 (a system of recording all of a country's economic transactions with the rest of the world over a period of one year; "a f
avorable balance of payments exists when more payments are coming in than going out") 
                       => current account --
 (that part of the balance of payments recording a nation's exports and imports of goods and services and transfer payme
nts) 
                   => discipline --
 (a system of rules of conduct or method of practice; "he quickly learned the discipline of prison routine" or "for such a 
plan to work requires discipline";) 
                   => frame of reference --
 (a system of assumptions and standards that sanction behavior and give it meaning) 
                       => vocabulary --
 (the system of techniques or symbols serving as a means of expression (as in arts or crafts); "he introduced a wide voca
bulary of techniques") 
                   => gambling system --
 (a system of rules for placing bets that is believed to lead to winning; "he has a perfect gambling system at roulette") 
                   => government --
 ((government) the system or form by which a community or other political unit is governed; "tyrannical government") 
                   => honor system --
 (a system of conduct in which participants are trusted not to take unfair advantage of others; "the students are on the ho
nor system") 
                   => logic, logical system, system of logic -- (a system of reasoning) 
                       => Aristotelian logic -- (the syllogistic logic of Aristotle as developed by Boethius in the Middle Ages) 
                       => symbolic logic, mathematical logic, formal logic --
 (any logical system that abstracts the form of statements away from their content in order to establish abstract criteria o
f consistency and validity) 
                           => Boolean logic, Boolean algebra --
 (a system of symbolic logic devised by George Boole; used in computers) 
                           => propositional logic, propositional calculus --
 (a branch of symbolic logic dealing with propositions as units and with their combinations and the connectives that rel
ate them) 
                           => predicate calculus, functional calculus --
 (a system of symbolic logic that represents individuals and predicates and quantification over individuals (as well as th
e relations between propositions)) 
                           => modal logic --
 (a system of logic whose formal properties resemble certain moral and epistemological concepts) 
                               => alethic logic -- (the modal logic of necessity and possibility and contingency) 
                               => deontic logic -- (the modal logic of obligation and permissibility) 
                               => epistemic logic -- (the modal logic of knowledge and uncertainty and ignorance) 
                               => doxastic logic -- (the modal logic of belief and disbelief) 
                           => fuzzy logic --
 (a form of mathematical logic in which truth can assume a continuum of values between 0 and 1) 
                   => merit system -- (the system of employing and promoting civil servants on the basis of ability) 
                   => point system -- (a system of evaluation based on awarding points according to rules) 
                   => spoils system --
 (the system of employing and promoting civil servants who are friends and supporters of the group in power) 
                   => organon --
 (a system of principles for philosophic or scientific investigations; an instrument for acquiring knowledge) 
                   => program, programme --
 (a system of projects or services intended to meet a public need; "he proposed an elaborate program of public works"; 
"working mothers rely on the day care program") 
                       => defense program, defense policy, defence program, defence policy --
 (a program for defending a country against its enemies) 
                       => educational program -- (a program for providing education) 
                           => academic program --
 ((education) a program of education in liberal arts and sciences (usually in preparation for higher education)) 
                           => training program -- (a program designed for training in specific skills) 
                               => biofeedback --
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 (a training program in which a person is given information about physiological processes (heart rate or blood pressure)
 that is not normally available with the goal of gaining conscious control of them) 
                               => preemployment training program -- (a training program to prepare you for employment) 
                           => vocational program -- (a program of vocational education) 
                       => rehabilitation program -- (a program for restoring someone to good health) 
                           => vocational rehabilitation program --
 (a program of rehabilitation through job training with an eye to gainful employment) 
                       => space program -- (a technological program intended to explore outer space) 
                           => Apollo program --
 (a program of space flights undertaken by US to land a man on the moon; "the first lunar landing was achieved by the 
Apollo program on July 20, 1969") 
                           => Gemini program --
 (a program of space flights undertaken by US in 1965 and 1966; "under the Gemini program each crew had two astron
auts") 
                           => Mercury program -- (a program of rocket-
powered flights undertaken by US between 1961 and 1963 with the goal of putting a man in orbit around the earth; "un
der the Mercury program each flight had one astronaut") 
                       => Superfund program, Superfund --
 (the federal government's program to locate and investigate and clean up the worst uncontrolled and abandoned toxic 
waste sites nationawide; administered by the Environmental Protection Agency; "some have intimated that the Superfu
nd's money may have turned into a political slush fund") 
                       => tax program, tax policy -- (a program for setting taxes) 
                       => works program -- (a program to provide jobs on public works paid for by government funds) 
                   => theology, theological system --
 (a particular system or school of religious beliefs and teachings; "Jewish theology"; "Roman Catholic theology") 
                       => Christian theology -- (the teachings of Christian churches) 
                           => Christology --
 (the branch of theology concerned with the person and attributes and deeds of Christ) 
                           => Jesuitism, Jesuitry -- (the theology or the practices of the Jesuits (often considered to be casuistic)) 
                           => patristics, patrology -- (the study of the lives, writings, and doctrines of the Church Fathers) 
                           => polemics -- (the branch of Christian theology devoted to the refutation of errors) 
                           => soteriology --
 (the branch of Christian theology that deals with salvation as the effect of a divine agency) 
                       => natural theology --
 (a theology that holds that knowledge of God can be acquired by human reason without the aid of divine revelation) 
                   => ethic, ethical code -- (a system of principles governing morality and acceptable conduct) 
                       => double standard -- (an ethical or moral code that applies more strictly to one group than to another) 
                           => double standard of sexual behavior --
 (a code that permits greater sexual freedom for men than for women (associated with the subordination of women)) 
               => technique -- (a practical method or art applied to some particular task) 
                   => antialiasing --
 ((computer graphics) a technique that is used to smoothe jagged distortions in curves and diagonal lines so they appear 
smoother) 
                   => Benday process -- (a photoengraving technique for adding shading or texture or tone to a printed image) 
                   => bonding --
 ((dentistry) a technique for repairing a tooth; resinous material is applied to the surface of the tooth where it adheres to 
the tooth's enamel) 
                   => emulation -- ((computer science) technique of one machine obtaining the same results as another) 
                       => terminal emulation -- ((computer science) having a computer act exactly like a terminal) 
                   => immunofluorescence --
 ((immunology) a technique that uses antibodies linked to a fluorescent dye in order to study antigens in a sample of tis
sue) 
                   => photomechanics --
 (the technique of using photomechanical methods to make photographs into plates for printing) 
                   => simulation, computer simulation --
 ((computer science) the technique of representing the real world by a computer program; "a simulation should imitate t
he internal processes and not merely the results of the thing being simulated") 
               => technicolor -- (a trademarked method of making color motion pictures) 
               => statistical method, statistical procedure --
 (a method of analyzing or representing statistical data; a procedure for calculating a statistic) 
                   => least squares, method of least squares --
 (a method of fitting a curve to data points so as to minimize the sum of the squares of the distances of the points from t
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he curve) 
                   => multivariate analysis --
 (a generic term for any statistical technique used to analyze data from more than one variable) 
                       => multiple regression, multiple correlation --
 (a statistical technique that predicts values of one variable on the basis of two or more other variables) 
                           => multicollinearity --
 (a case of multiple regression in which the predictor variables are themselves highly correlated) 
                       => regression analysis --
 (the use of regression to make quantitative predictions of one variable from the values of another) 
                       => correlational analysis --
 (the use of statistical correlation to evaluate the strength of the relations between variables) 
                           => factor analysis --
 (any of several methods for reducing correlational data to a smaller number of dimensions or factors; beginning with a 
correlation matrix a small number of components or factors are extracted that are regarded as the basic variable that acc
ount for the interrelations observed in the data) 
                       => analysis of variance, ANOVA --
 (a statistical method for making simultaneous comparisons between two or more means; a statistical method that yields
 values that can be tested to determine whether a significant relation exists between variables) 
                   => regression, simple regression, regression toward the mean, statistical regression --
 (the relation between selected values of x and observed values of y (from which the most probable value of y can be pr
edicted for any value of x)) 
                       => linear regression, rectilinear regression --
 (the relation between variables when the regression equation is linear: e.g., y = ax + b) 
                       => curvilinear regression --
 (the relation between variables when the regression equation is nonlinear (quadratic or higher order)) 
               => wrinkle -- (a clever method of doing something (especially something new and different)) 
       => leadership -- (the ability to lead; "he believed that leadership can be taught") 
           => generalship -- (the leadership ability of a military general) 
       => intelligence -- (the ability to comprehend; to understand and profit from experience) 
           => mind, intellect --
 (knowledge and intellectual ability; "he reads to improve his mind"; "he has a keen intellect") 
           => breadth, comprehensiveness --
 (an ability to understand a broad range of topics; "a teacher must have a breadth of knowledge of the subject") 
           => nonverbal intelligence --
 (intelligence that is manifested in the performance of tasks requiring little or no use of language) 
           => verbal intelligence -- (intelligence in the use and comprehension of language) 
           => brain, brainpower, learning ability, mental capacity, mentality, wit --
 (mental ability; "he's got plenty of brains but no common sense") 
           => mental quickness, quickness, quick-wittedness --
 (intelligence as revealed by an ability to give correct responses without delay) 
           => brilliance, genius -- (unusual mental ability) 
               => coruscation -- (a sudden or striking display of brilliance; "corruscations of great wit") 
               => pyrotechnics -- ((music) brilliance of display (as in the performance of music)) 
               => scintillation -- (a brilliant display of wit) 
           => precociousness, precocity -- (intelligence achieved far ahead of normal developmental schedules) 
           => acuteness, acuity, sharpness, keenness --
 (a quick and penetrating intelligence; "he argued with great acuteness"; "I admired the keenness of his mind") 
               => steel trap --
 (an acute intelligence (an analogy based on the well known sharpness of steel traps); "he's as sharp as a steel trap"; "a 
mind like a steel trap") 
           => brightness, cleverness, smartness -- (intelligence as manifested in being quick and witty) 
           => shrewdness, astuteness, perspicacity, perspicaciousness --
 (intelligence manifested by being astute (as in business dealings)) 
               => craft, craftiness, cunning, foxiness, guile, slyness, wiliness --
 (shrewdness as demonstrated by being skilled in deception) 
               => cunning -- (shrewdness in deception; "as cunning as a fox") 
               => insightfulness, acumen -- (shrewdness shown by keen insight) 
               => knowingness -- (shrewdness demonstrated by knowledge) 
               => street smarts -- (a shrewd ability to survive in a dangerous urban environment) 
           => wits, marbles --
 (the basic human power of intelligent thought and perception; "he used his wits to get ahead"; "I was scared out of my 
wits"; "he still had all his marbles and was in full possession of a lively mind") 
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       => aptitude -- (inherent ability) 
           => instinct, inherent aptitude --
 (inborn pattern of behavior often responsive to specific stimuli; "the spawning instinct in salmon"; "altruistic instincts i
n social animals") 
               => id -- ((psychoanalysis) primitive instincts and energies underlying all psychic activity) 
           => capability, capableness, potentiality -- (an aptitude that may be developed) 
               => perfectibility, perfectability --
 (the capability of becoming perfect; "he believes in the ultimate perfectability of man") 
               => compass, range, reach, grasp -- (the limit of capability; "within the compass of education") 
                   => sight, ken -- (the range of vision; "out of sight of land") 
           => natural ability -- (ability that is inherited) 
               => endowment, gift, talent, natural endowment -- (natural qualities or talents) 
                   => bent, knack, hang --
 (a special way of doing something; "he had a bent for it"; "he had a special knack for getting into trouble"; "he couldn't
 get the hang of it") 
                   => flair, genius --
 (a natural talent; "he has a flair for mathematics"; "he has a genius for interior decorating") 
                   => raw talent -- (powerfully impressive talent) 
       => capacity, mental ability --
 (the power to learn or retain knowledge; in law, the ability to understand the facts and significance of your behavior) 
           => prescience, prevision -- (the power to foresee the future) 
       => creativity, creativeness, creative thinking -- (the ability to create) 
           => fecundity, fruitfulness -- (the intellectual fruitfulness of a creative imagination) 
           => flight --
 (passing above and beyond ordinary bounds; "a flight of fancy"; "flights of rhetoric"; "flights of imagination") 
           => genius, wizardry -- (exceptional creative ability) 
           => imagination, imaginativeness, vision --
 (the formation of a mental image of something that is not perceived as real and is not present to the senses; "popular im
agination created a world of demons"; "imagination reveals what the world could be" 
                => fancy -- (fancy was held by Coleridge to be more casual and superficial than imagination) 
               => fantasy, phantasy -- (imagination unrestricted by reality; "a schoolgirl fantasy") 
                   => pipe dream, dream --
 (a fantastic but vain hope (from fantasies induced by the opium pipe); "I have this pipe dream about being emperor of t
he universe") 
                   => fantasy life, phantasy life -- (an imaginary life lived in a fantasy world) 
                   => fantasy world, phantasy world, fairyland --
 (something existing solely in the imagination (but often mistaken for reality)) 
                       => paracosm --
 (a prolonged fantasy world invented by children; can have a definite geography and language and history) 
               => dream, dreaming --
 (imaginative thoughts indulged in while awake; "he lives in a dream that has nothing to do with reality") 
                   => reverie, revery, daydream, daydreaming, oneirism, air castle, castle in the air, castle in Spain -- (absent-
minded dreaming while awake) 
                   => woolgathering -- (an idle indulgence in fantasy)  
          => invention, innovation, excogitation, conception, design -- (the creation of something in the mind) 
               => concoction --
 (the invention of a scheme or story to suit some purpose; "his testimony was a concoction"; "she has no peer in the con
coction of mystery stories") 
               => contrivance --
 (the faculty of contriving; inventive skill; "his skillful contrivance of answers to every problem") 
           => inventiveness, ingeniousness, ingenuity, cleverness -- (the power of creative imagination) 
               => resource, resourcefulness, imagination --
 (the ability to deal resourcefully with unusual problems; "a man of resource") 
                   => armory, armoury, inventory --
 (a collection of resources; "he dipped into his intellectual armory to find an answer") 
       => originality -- (the ability to think and act independently) 
           => innovativeness -- (originality by virtue of introducing new ideas) 
           => unconventionality -- (originality by virtue of being unconventional) 
           => novelty, freshness -- (originality by virtue of being new and surprising) 
       => skill, science -- (ability to produce solutions in some problem domain; "the skill of a well-
trained boxer"; "the sweet science of pugilism") 
           => nose -- (a natural skill; "he has a nose for good deals") 
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           => virtuosity -- (technical skill or fluency or style exhibited by a virtuoso) 
               => bravura --
 (brilliant and showy technical skill; "in a final bravura the ballerina appeared to be floating in water"; "the music ends 
with a display of bravura") 
       => skill, accomplishment, acquirement, acquisition, attainment -- (an ability that has been acquired by training) 
           => craft, craftsmanship, workmanship -- (skill in an occupation or trade) 
               => housecraft -- (skill in domestic management) 
               => priestcraft -- (the skills involved in the work of a priest) 
               => stagecraft -- (skill in writing or staging plays) 
                   => coup de theatre -- (a sensational bit of stagecraft) 
               => tradecraft --
 (skill acquired through experience in a trade; often used to discuss skill in espionage; "instructional designers are traine
d in something that might be called tradecraft"; "the CIA chief of station accepted responsibility for his agents' failures 
of tradecraft") 
               => watercraft -- (skill in the management of boats) 
               => woodcraft -- (skill in carving or fashioning objects from wood) 
           => horsemanship -- (skill in handling and riding horses) 
           => marksmanship -- (skill in shooting) 
           => literacy -- (the ability to read and write) 
           => numeracy -- (skill with numbers and mathematics) 
           => oarsmanship -- (skill as an oarsman) 
           => salesmanship --
 (skill in selling; skill in persuading people to buy; "he read a book on salesmanship but it didn't help") 
           => seamanship -- (skill in sailing) 
               => boatmanship -- (skill in handling boats) 
           => showmanship -- (the ability to present something (especially theatrical shows) in an attractive manner) 
           => soldiering, soldiership -- (skills that are required for the life of soldier) 
           => swordsmanship -- (skill in fencing) 
       => hand -- (ability; "he wanted to try his hand at singing") 
       => superior skill -- (more than ordinary ability) 
           => art, artistry, prowess --
 (a superior skill that you can learn by study and practice and observation; "the art of conversation"; "it's quite an art") 
               => aviation, airmanship -- (the art of operating aircraft) 
               => eristic -- (the art of logical disputation (especially if specious)) 
               => falconry -- (the art of training falcons to hunt and return) 
               => fortification -- (the art or science of strengthening defenses) 
               => homiletics -- (the art of preaching) 
               => horology -- (the art of designing and making clocks) 
               => minstrelsy -- (the art of a minstrel) 
               => musicianship -- (artistry in performing music) 
               => enology, oenology -- (the art of wine making) 
               => puppetry -- (the art of making puppets and presenting puppet shows) 
               => taxidermy -- (the art of mounting the skins of animals so that they have lifelike appearance) 
               => ventriloquism, ventriloquy --
 (the art of projecting your voice so that it seems to come from another source (as from a ventriloquist's dummy)) 
       => faculty, mental faculty, module -- (one of the inherent cognitive or perceptual powers of the mind) 
           => attention --
 (the faculty or power of mental concentration; "keeping track of all the details requires your complete attention") 
               => concentration, engrossment, absorption, immersion -- (complete attention; intense mental effort) 
                   => focus, focusing, focussing, direction, centering --
 (the concentration of attention or energy on something; "the focus of activity shifted to molecular biology"; "he had no 
direction in his life") 
                       => particularism -- (a focus on something particular) 
                   => specialism -- (the concentration of your efforts on a particular field of study or occupation) 
                   => study -- (a state of deep mental absorption; "she is in a deep study") 
               => mental note -- (speical attention with intent to remember; "he made a mental note to send her flowers") 
               => watchfulness, vigilance, alertness -- (the process of paying close and continuous attention) 
                   => jealousy -- (zealous vigilance; "cherish their official political freedom with fierce jealousy"-
Paul Blanshard) 
           => language, speech --
 (the mental faculty or power of vocal communication; "language sets homo sapiens apart from all other animals") 
           => memory, retention, retentiveness --
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 (the power of retaining and recalling past experience; "he had a good memory when he was younger") 
               => remembrance, recollection, anamnesis -- (the ability to recall past occurrences) 
           => reason, understanding, intellect --
 (the capacity for rational thought or inference or discrimination; "we are told that man is endowed with reason and cap
able of distinguishing good from evil") 
           => sense, sensation, sentience, sentiency, sensory faculty --
 (the faculty through which the external world is apprehended; "in the dark he had to depend on touch and on his senses
 of smell and hearing") 
               => modality, sense modality, sensory system -- (a particular sense) 
                   => sight, vision, visual sense, visual modality -- (the ability to see; the faculty of vision) 
                       => stigmatism -- (normal eyesight) 
                       => achromatic vision -- (vision using the rods) 
                       => acuity, visual acuity, sharp-sightedness --
 (sharpness of vision; the visual ability to resolve fine detail (usually measured by a Snellen chart)) 
                           => oxyopia -- (unusually acute vision) 
                       => binocular vision -- (vision involving the use of both eyes) 
                           => stereoscopic vision, stereoscopy -- (three-
dimensional vision produced by the fusion of two slightly different views of a scene on each retina) 
                       => central vision -- (vision using the fovea and parafovea) 
                       => color vision, chromatic vision, trichromacy -- (the normal ability to see colors) 
                       => distance vision -- (vision for objects that a 20 feet or more from the viewer) 
                       => eyesight, seeing, sightedness -- (normal use of the faculty of vision) 
                       => monocular vision -- (vision with only one eye) 
                       => near vision -- (vision for objects 2 feet or closer to the viewer) 
                       => night vision, night-sight, scotopic vision, twilight vision --
 (the ability to see in reduced illumination (as in moonlight)) 
                       => daylight vision, photopic vision --
 (normal vision in daylight; vision with sufficient illumination that the cones are active and hue is perceived) 
                           => foveal vision -- (vision with the fovea) 
                       => peripheral vision -- (vision using only the periphery of the retina) 
                   => somatosense --
 (any of the sensory systems that mediate sensations of pressure and tickle and warmth and cold and vibration and limb 
position and limb movement and pain) 
                       => touch, sense of touch, skin senses, touch modality, cutaneous senses --
 (the faculty of touch; "only sight and touch enable us to locate objects in the space around us") 
                       => kinesthesia, kinaesthesia, feeling of movement --
 (the perception of body position and movement and muscular tensions etc) 
                   => hearing, audition, auditory sense, sense of hearing, auditory modality --
 (the ability to hear; the auditory faculty; "his hearing was impaired") 
                       => ear -- (good hearing; "he had a keen ear"; "a good ear for pitch") 
                       => absolute pitch, perfect pitch -- (the ability to identify the pitch of a tone) 
                   => taste, gustation, sense of taste, gustatory modality --
 (the faculty of taste; "his cold deprived him of his sense of taste") 
                   => smell, sense of smell, olfaction, olfactory modality -- (the faculty of smell) 
                       => nose -- (the sense of smell (especially in animals); "the hound has a good nose") 
               => sensitivity, sensitiveness, sensibility --
 ((physiology) responsiveness to external stimuli; "sensitivity to pain") 
                   => hypersensitivity -- (extreme sensitivity) 
                   => responsiveness, reactivity -- (responsive to stimulation) 
                       => excitability, irritability -- (excessive sensitivity of an organ or body part) 
                   => exteroception -- (sensitivity to stimuli originating outside of the body) 
                       => sight, vision, visual sense, visual modality -- (the ability to see; the faculty of vision) 
                           => stigmatism -- (normal eyesight) 
                           => achromatic vision -- (vision using the rods) 
                           => acuity, visual acuity, sharp-sightedness --
 (sharpness of vision; the visual ability to resolve fine detail (usually measured by a Snellen chart)) 
                               => oxyopia -- (unusually acute vision) 
                           => binocular vision -- (vision involving the use of both eyes) 
                               => stereoscopic vision, stereoscopy -- (three-
dimensional vision produced by the fusion of two slightly different views of a scene on each retina) 
                           => central vision -- (vision using the fovea and parafovea) 
                           => color vision, chromatic vision, trichromacy -- (the normal ability to see colors) 
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                           => distance vision -- (vision for objects that a 20 feet or more from the viewer) 
                           => eyesight, seeing, sightedness -- (normal use of the faculty of vision) 
                           => monocular vision -- (vision with only one eye) 
                           => near vision -- (vision for objects 2 feet or closer to the viewer) 
                           => night vision, night-sight, scotopic vision, twilight vision --
 (the ability to see in reduced illumination (as in moonlight)) 
                           => daylight vision, photopic vision --
 (normal vision in daylight; vision with sufficient illumination that the cones are active and hue is perceived) 
                               => foveal vision -- (vision with the fovea) 
                           => peripheral vision -- (vision using only the periphery of the retina) 
                       => touch, sense of touch, skin senses, touch modality, cutaneous senses --
 (the faculty of touch; "only sight and touch enable us to locate objects in the space around us") 
                       => hearing, audition, auditory sense, sense of hearing, auditory modality --
 (the ability to hear; the auditory faculty; "his hearing was impaired") 
                           => ear -- (good hearing; "he had a keen ear"; "a good ear for pitch") 
                           => absolute pitch, perfect pitch -- (the ability to identify the pitch of a tone) 
                       => taste, gustation, sense of taste, gustatory modality --
 (the faculty of taste; "his cold deprived him of his sense of taste") 
                       => smell, sense of smell, olfaction, olfactory modality -- (the faculty of smell) 
                           => nose -- (the sense of smell (especially in animals); "the hound has a good nose") 
                   => interoception -- (sensitivity to stimuli originating inside of the body) 
                       => proprioception --
 (the ability to sense the position and location and orientation and movement of the body and its parts) 
                           => kinesthesis, kinaesthesis, kinesthesia, kinaesthesia, kinesthetics, muscle sense, sense of movement -
- (the ability to feel movements of the limbs and body) 
                           => kinanesthesia -- (inability to sense movement) 
                           => equilibrium, labyrinthine sense, vestibular sense, sense of balance, sense of equilibrium --
 (a sensory system located in structures of the inner ear that registers the orientation of the head) 
                       => somesthesia, somesthesis, somaesthesia, somaesthesis, somatesthesia, somatatesthesis, somatosensory
 system, somatic sensory system, somatic sense --
 (the faculty of bodily perception; sensory systems associated with the body; includes skin senses and proprioception an
d the internal organs) 
                           => tactual sensation, tactility, touch perception, skin perceptiveness --
 (the faculty of perceiving (via the skin) pressure or heat or pain) 
                           => kinesthesia, kinaesthesia, feeling of movement --
 (the perception of body position and movement and muscular tensions etc) 
                   => photosensitivity, radiosensitivity -- (sensitivity to the action of radiant energy) 
           => volition, will --
 (the capability of conscious choice and decision and intention; "the exercise of their volition we construe as revolt"-
 George Meredith) 
               => velleity -- (volition in its weakest form) 
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FEELING < STATE OF MIND < STATE < ENTITY 
 
feeling --
 (the experiencing of affective and emotional states; "she had a feeling of euphoria"; "he had terrible feelings of guilt"; 
"I disliked him and the feeling was mutual") 
       => affect -- (the conscious subjective aspect of feeling or emotion) 
       => emotion -- (any strong feeling) 
           => conditioned emotional response, CER, conditioned emotion --
 (an emotional response that has been acquired by conditioning) 
           => anger, choler, ire -- (a strong emotion; a feeling that is oriented toward some real or supposed grievance) 
               => fury, rage, madness --
 (a feeling of intense anger; "hell hath no fury like a woman scorned"; "his face turned red with rage") 
                   => wrath -- (intense anger (usually on an epic scale)) 
                   => lividity -- (a state of fury so great the face becomes discolored) 
               => infuriation, enragement -- (a feeling of intense anger) 
               => umbrage, offense, offence --
 (a feeling of anger caused by being offended; "he took offence at my question") 
               => indignation, outrage -- (a feeling of righteous anger) 
                   => dudgeon, high dudgeon --
 (a feeling of intense indignation (now used only in the phrase `in high dudgeon')) 
               => huffiness -- (a passing state of anger and resentment) 
               => dander, hackles -- (a feeling of anger and animosity; "having one's hackles or dander up") 
               => bad temper, ill temper -- (a persisting angry mood) 
                   => irascibility, short temper, spleen, quick temper -- (a feeling of resentful anger) 
                   => fit, tantrum, scene, conniption --
 (a display of bad temper; "he had a fit"; "she threw a tantrum"; "he made a scene") 
               => annoyance, chafe, vexation -- (anger produced by some annoying irritation) 
                   => pique, temper, irritation -- (a sudden outburst of anger; "his temper sparked like damp firewood") 
                   => frustration --
 (a feeling of annoyance at being hindered or criticized; "her constant complaints were the main source of his  
frustration") 
                   => aggravation, exasperation -- (an exasperated feeling of annoyance) 
                   => harassment, torment --
 (a feeling of intense annoyance caused by being tormented; "so great was his harassment that he wanted to destroy his 
tormentors") 
                   => displeasure -- (the feeling of being displeased or annoyed or dissatisfied with someone or something) 
           => fear, fearfulness, fright --
 (an emotion experienced in anticipation of some specific pain or danger (usually accompanied by a desire to flee or 
fight)) 
               => alarm, dismay, consternation -- (fear resulting from the awareness of danger) 
               => creeps -- (a feeling of fear and revulsion; "he gives me the creeps") 
               => frisson, shiver, chill, quiver, shudder, thrill, tingle --
 (an almost pleasurable sensation of fright; "a frisson of surprise shot through him") 
               => horror -- (intense and profound fear) 
               => hysteria -- (excessive or uncontrollable fear) 
               => panic, terror -- (an overwhelming feeling of fear and anxiety) 
               => scare, panic attack -- (a sudden attack of fear) 
               => stage fright -- (fear that affects a person about to face an audience) 
               => apprehension, apprehensiveness, dread --
 (fearful expectation or anticipation; "the student looked around the examination room with apprehension") 
                   => trepidation -- (a feeling of alarm or dread) 
                   => foreboding, premonition, presentiment, boding --
 (a feeling of evil to come; "a steadily escalating sense of foreboding"; "the lawyer had a presentiment that the judge  
would dismiss the case") 
                       => shadow -- (a premonition of something adverse; "a shadow over his happiness") 
                       => presage -- (a foreboding about what is about to happen) 
                   => suspense -- (apprehension about what is going to happen) 
                   => gloom, gloominess, somberness -- (a feeling of melancholy apprehension) 
                   => chill, pall -- (a sudden numbing dread) 
               => timidity, timidness, timorousness -- (fear of the unknown or unfamiliar and of making decisions) 
                   => cold feet --
 (timidity that prevents the continuation of a course of action; "I was going to tell him but I got cold feet") 
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                   => shyness -- (a feeling of fear of embarrassment) 
                   => diffidence, self-doubt, self-distrust -- (lack of self-confidence) 
                       => hesitance, hesitancy -- (a feeling of diffidence about doing something) 
                       => unassertiveness -- (diffidence about self promotion) 
               => intimidation -- (the feeling of being intimidated; being made to feel afraid or timid) 
           => fear, reverence, awe, veneration -- (a profound emotion inspired by a deity; "the fear of God") 
           => anxiety -- (a vague unpleasant emotion that is experienced in anticipation of some (usually ill-
defined) misfortune) 
               => discomfiture, discomposure, disconcertion, disconcertment -- (anxious embarrassment) 
               => worry, trouble --
 (a strong feeling of anxiety; "his worry over the prospect of being fired"; "it is not work but worry that kills"; "he want
ed to die and end his troubles") 
               => concern, care, fear --
 (an anxious feeling; "care had aged him"; "they hushed it up out of fear of public reaction") 
               => anxiousness, disquiet -- (a feeling of mild anxiety about possible developments) 
               => insecurity -- (the anxiety you experience when you feel vulnerable and insecure) 
               => edginess, uneasiness, inquietude, disquietude -- (feelings of anxiety that make you tense and irritable) 
                   => willies -- (feelings of uneasiness; "that guy gave me the willies") 
               => sinking, sinking feeling --
 (a feeling caused by uneasiness or apprehension; "with a sinking heart"; "a sinking feeling in the pit of my stomach") 
               => scruple, qualm, misgiving -- (uneasiness about the fitness of an action) 
               => jitteriness, jumpiness, nervousness, restiveness -- (the anxious feeling you have when you have the jitters) 
               => Angst --
 (an acute but unspecific feeling of anxiety; usually reserved for philosophical anxiety about the world or about  
personal freedom) 
           => joy, joyousness, joyfulness -- (the emotion of great happiness) 
               => elation, high spirits -- (a feeling of joy and pride) 
                   => euphoria -- (a feeling of great (usually exaggerated) elation) 
               => exultation, jubilance, jubilancy, jubilation -- (a feeling of extreme joy) 
                   => triumph -- (the exultation of victory) 
               => exhilaration, excitement --
 (the feeling of lively and cheerful joy; "he could hardly conceal his excitement when she agreed") 
                   => bang, boot, charge, rush, flush, thrill, kick --
 (the swift release of a store of affective force; "they got a great bang out of it"; "what a boot!"; "he got a quick rush  
from injecting heroin"; "he does it for kicks") 
                   => intoxication --
 (excitement and elation beyond the bounds of sobriety; "the intoxication of wealth and power") 
                   => titillation -- (a tingling feeling of excitement (as from teasing or tickling)) 
               => exuberance -- (joyful enthusiasm) 
           => love --
 (a strong positive emotion of regard and affection; "his love for his work"; "children need a lot of love") 
               => worship, adoration -- (a feeling of profound love and admiration) 
               => agape -- ((Greek) love (especially love that is spiritual and selfless in nature)) 
               => ardor, ardour -- (intense feeling of love) 
               => amorousness, enamoredness -- (a feeling of sexual love) 
               => puppy love, calf love, crush, infatuation -- (temporary love of an adolescent) 
               => devotion, devotedness -- (feelings of ardent love; "their devotion to each other was beautiful") 
               => benevolence -- (disposition to do good) 
                   => beneficence -- (doing good; feeling beneficent) 
               => heartstrings --
 (your deepest feelings of love and compassion; "many adoption cases tug at the heartstrings") 
               => lovingness, caring -- (a loving feeling) 
                   => warmheartedness, warmth -- (a warmhearted feeling) 
               => loyalty -- (feelings of allegiance) 
           => hate, hatred -- (the emotion of hate; a feeling of dislike so strong that it demands action) 
               => abhorrence, abomination, detestation, execration, loathing, odium -- (hate coupled with disgust) 
               => misanthropy -- (hatred of mankind) 
               => misogamy -- (hatred of marriage) 
               => misogyny, misogynism -- (hatred of women) 
               => misology -- (hatred of reasoning) 
               => misoneism -- (hatred of change or innovation) 
                   => misocainea -- (hatred of new ideas) 
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               => misopedia -- (hatred of children) 
               => murderousness -- (a bloodthirsty hatred arousing murderous impulses) 
               => despisal, despising -- (a feeling of scornful hatred) 
               => hostility, enmity, ill will -- (the feeling of a hostile person; "he could no longer contain his hostility") 
                   => animosity, animus, bad blood -- (a feeling of ill will arousing active hostility) 
                   => class feeling -- (feelings of envy and resentment of one social or economic class for toward another) 
                   => antagonism -- (an actively expressed feeling of dislike and hostility) 
                   => aggression, aggressiveness -- (a feeling of hostility that arouses thoughts of attack) 
                   => belligerence, belligerency -- (hostile or warlike attitude or nature) 
                       => warpath -- (hostile or belligerent mood; "the chief is on the warpath today") 
                   => resentment, bitterness, gall, rancor, rancour -- (a feeling of deep and bitter anger and ill-will) 
                       => heartburning -- (intense resentment; "his promotion caused much heartburning among his rivals") 
                       => sulkiness, huffishness -- (a feeling of sulky resentment) 
                       => grudge, score, grievance --
 (a resentment strong enough to justify retaliation; "holding a grudge"; "settling a score") 
                       => envy, enviousness, the green-eyed monster --
 (a feeling of grudging admiration and desire to have something possessed by another) 
                           => covetousness -- (an envious eagerness to possess something) 
                           => jealousy, green-eyed monster -- (a feeling of jealous envy (especially of a rival)) 
                           => penis envy --
 ((psychoanalysis) a female's presumed envy of the male's penis; said to explain femininity) 
               => malevolence, malignity -- (wishing evil to others) 
                   => maleficence -- (doing or causing evil) 
                   => malice, maliciousness, spite, spitefulness, venom -- (feeling a need to see others suffer) 
                   => vindictiveness, vengefulness -- (a malevolent desire for revenge) 
           => emotional state, spirit --
 (the state of a person's emotions (especially with regard to pleasure or dejection); "his emotional state depended on her 
opinion"; "he was in good spirits"; "his spirit rose") 
               => embarrassment --
 (the state of being embarrassed (usually by some financial inadequacy); "he is currently suffering financial embarrass
ments") 
               => ecstasy, rapture, transport, exaltation, raptus --
 (a state of being carried away by overwhelming emotion; "listening to sweet music in a perfect rapture"-
 Charles Dickens) 
               => gratification, satisfaction --
 (state of being gratified; great satisfaction; "dull repetitious work gives no gratification"; "to my immense gratification 
he arrived on time") 
                   => quality of life --
 (your personal satisfaction (or dissatisfaction) with the cultural or intellectual conditions under which you live  
(as distinct from material comfort); "the new art museum is expected to improve the quality of life") 
               => happiness, felicity -- (state of well-
being characterized by emotions ranging from contentment to intense joy) 
                   => blessedness, beatitude, beatification -- (a state of supreme happiness) 
                       => Nirvana, enlightenment --
 ((Hinduism and Buddhism) the beatitude that transcends the cycle of reincarnation; characterized by the extinction of  
desire and suffering and individual consciousness) 
                   => radiance -- (an attractive combination of good health and happiness; "the radiance of her countenance") 
               => state -- (a state of depression or agitation; "he was in such a state you just couldn't reason with him") 
               => unhappiness -- (state characterized by emotions ranging from mild discontentment to deep grief) 
                   => embitterment --
 (the state of being embittered; "the embitterment that resulted from the loss of his job never left him") 
                   => sadness, sorrow, sorrowfulness -- (the state of being sad; "she tired of his perpetual sadness") 
                       => mourning, bereavement -- (state of sorrow over the death or departure of a loved one) 
                       => poignance, poignancy --
 (a state of deeply felt distress or sorrow; "a moment of extraordinary poignancy") 
       => thing --
 (a persistent illogical feeling of desire or aversion; "he has a thing about seafood"; "she has a thing about him") 
       => glow -- (a feeling of considerable warmth; "the glow of new love"; "a glow of regret") 
       => soul, soulfulness -- (deep feeling or emotion) 
       => passion, passionateness -- (strong feeling or emotion) 
           => infatuation -- (foolish and usually extravagant passion or love or admiration) 
           => wildness, abandon -- (a feeling of extreme emotional intensity; "the wildness of his anger") 
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           => ardor, ardour, fervor, fervour, fervency, fire, fervidness --
 (feelings of great warmth and intensity; "he spoke with great ardor") 
               => zeal -- (excessive fervor to do something or accomplish some end; "he had an absolute zeal for litigation") 
       => sentiment -- (tender, romantic, or nostalgic feeling or emotion) 
           => sentimentality -- (extravagant or affected feeling or emotion) 
               => mawkishness, bathos -- (insincere pathos) 
       => complex --
 ((psychoanalysis) a combination of emotions and impulses that have been rejected from awareness but still influence a 
person's behavior) 
           => Oedipus complex, Oedipal complex --
 (a complex of males; desire to possess the mother sexually and to exclude the father; said to be a source of personality 
disorders if unresolved) 
           => Electra complex -- (a complex of females; sexual attraction to the father) 
           => inferiority complex --
 (a sense of personal inferiority arising from conflict between the desire to be noticed and the fear of being humiliated) 
       => ambivalence, ambivalency -- (mixed feelings or emotions) 
           => conflict --
 (opposition between two simultaneous but incompatible feelings; "he was immobilized by conflict and indecision") 
       => apathy -- (an absence of emotion or enthusiasm) 
           => emotionlessness, impassivity, impassiveness, phlegm, indifference, stolidity, unemotionality --
 (apathy demonstrated by an absence of emotional reactions) 
           => languor, lassitude, listlessness -- (a feeling of lack of interest or energy) 
       => desire -- (the feeling that accompanies an unsatisfied state) 
           => ambition, aspiration, dream -- (a cherished desire; "his ambition is to own his own business") 
               => American Dream -- (the widespread aspiration of Americans to live better than their parents did) 
               => emulation -- (ambition to equal or excel) 
               => nationalism -- (the aspiration for national independence felt by people under foreign domination) 
           => bloodlust -- (a desire for bloodshed) 
           => temptation --
 (the desire to have or do something that you know you should avoid; "he felt the temptation and his will power weaken
ed") 
           => craving -- (an intense desire for some particular thing) 
               => appetite, appetency, appetence --
 (a feeling of craving something; "an appetite for life"; "the object of life is to satisfy as many appetencies as possible"-
 Granville Hicks) 
                   => stomach -- (an appetite for food; "exercise gave him a good stomach for dinner") 
                   => sweet tooth -- (a strong appetite for sweet food) 
               => addiction -- (an abnormally strong craving) 
           => wish, wishing, want -- (a specific feeling of desire; "he got his wish"; "he was above all wishing and desire") 
               => velleity -- (a mere wish, unaccompanied by effort to obtain) 
           => longing, yearning -- (prolonged unfulfilled desire or need) 
               => hankering, yen -- (a yearning for something or to do something) 
               => pining -- (a feeling of deep longing) 
                   => lovesickness -- (a pining for a loved one) 
               => wishfulness -- (an unrealistic yearning) 
               => wistfulness -- (a sadly pensive longing) 
               => nostalgia -- (longing for something past) 
                   => homesickness -- (a longing to return home) 
               => discontentment, discontent, discontentedness -- (a longing for something better than the present situation) 
                   => disgruntlement -- (a feeling of sulky discontent) 
                   => dysphoria -- (abnormal depression and discontent) 
                   => dissatisfaction --
 (the feeling of being displeased and discontent; "he was never slow to express his dissatisfaction with the service he re
ceived") 
                       => boredom, ennui, tedium -- (the feeling of being bored by something tedious) 
                           => blahs -- (a general feeling of boredom and dissatisfaction) 
                           => fatigue --
 ((always used with a modifier) boredom resulting from overexposure to something; "he was suffering from museum fa
tigue"; "after watching TV with her husband she had a bad case of football fatigue"; "the American public is  
experiencing scandal fatigue"; "political fatigue") 
                       => displeasure -- (the feeling of being displeased or annoyed or dissatisfied with someone or something) 
                       => disappointment, letdown --
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 (a feeling of dissatisfaction that results when your expectations are not realized; "his hopes were so high he was  
doomed to disappointment") 
                           => frustration, defeat --
 (the feeling that accompanies an experience of being thwarted in attaining your goals) 
           => sexual desire, concupiscence, physical attraction -- (a desire for sexual intimacy) 
               => love --
 (a deep feeling of sexual desire and attraction; "their love left them indifferent to their surroundings"; "she was his first
 love") 
               => aphrodisia -- (a desire for heterosexual intimacy) 
               => anaphrodisia -- (decline or absence of sexual desire) 
               => passion -- (a feeling of strong sexual desire) 
               => sensuality, sensualness, sensualism -- (desire for sensual pleasures) 
               => amorousness, eroticism, erotism, sexiness, amativeness -- (the arousal of feelings of sexual desire) 
                   => prurience, pruriency, lasciviousness, carnality -- (feeling morbid sexual desire) 
               => libido -- ((psychoanalysis) a Freudian term for sexual urge or desire) 
               => lecherousness, lust, lustfulness -- (a strong sexual desire) 
               => nymphomania -- (abnormally intense sexual desire in women) 
               => satyriasis -- (abnormally intense sexual desire in men) 
           => urge, itch -- (a strong restless desire; "why this urge to travel?") 
           => caprice, impulse, whim -- (a sudden desire; "he bought it on an impulse") 
       => sex, sexual urge --
 (all of the feelings resulting from the urge to gratify sexual impulses; "he wanted a better sex life"; "the film contained 
no sex or violence") 
       => pleasure, pleasance --
 (a fundamental feeling that is hard to define but that people desire to experience; "he was tingling with pleasure") 
           => delight, delectation --
 (a feeling of extreme pleasure or satisfaction; "his delight to see her was obvious to all") 
               => entrancement, ravishment -- (a feeling of delight at being filled with wonder and enchantment) 
               => amusement -- (a feeling of delight at being entertained) 
               => Schadenfreude -- (delight in another person's misfortune) 
           => enjoyment -- (the pleasure felt when having a good time) 
               => joie de vivre -- (a keen enjoyment of living) 
               => gusto, relish, zest, zestfulness -- (vigorous and enthusiastic enjoyment) 
           => pleasantness -- (the feeling caused by agreeable stimuli; one pole of a continuum of states of feeling) 
               => afterglow --
 (the pleasure of remembering some pleasant event; "he basked in the afterglow of his victory") 
           => comfort -- (a feeling of freedom from worry or disappointment) 
               => consolation, solace, solacement --
 (the comfort you feel when consoled in times of disappointment; "second place was no consolation to him") 
                   => cold comfort --
 (very limited consolation or empathy; "he told me that time heals all wounds but that was cold comfort to me") 
                   => silver lining, bright side --
 (a consoling aspect of a difficult situation; "every cloud has a silver lining"; "look on the bright side of it") 
               => relief, alleviation, assuagement --
 (the feeling that comes when something burdensome is removed or reduced; "as he heard the news he was suddenly  
flooded with relief") 
           => sexual pleasure -- (pleasure derived from sexual activities) 
               => algolagnia -- (sexual pleasure derived from inflicting or experiencing pain) 
               => sadism -- (sexual pleasure obtained by inflicting harm (physical or psychological) on others) 
                   => sadomasochism -- (sadism and masochism combined in one person) 
               => masochism -- (sexual pleasure obtained from receiving punishment (physical or psychological)) 
                   => sadomasochism -- (sadism and masochism combined in one person) 
       => pain, painfulness --
 (emotional distress; a fundamental feeling that people try to avoid; "the pain of loneliness") 
           => growing pains -- (emotional distress arising during adolescence) 
           => unpleasantness -- (the feeling caused by disagreeable stimuli; one pole of a continuum of states of feeling) 
           => mental anguish -- (sustained dull painful emotion) 
           => suffering, hurt -- (feelings of mental or physical pain) 
               => agony, torment, torture --
 (intense feelings of suffering; acute mental or physical pain; "an agony of doubt"; "the torments of the damned") 
               => throes -- (violent pangs of suffering; "death throes") 
               => discomfort, soreness, irritation -- (an uncomfortable feeling in some part of the body) 
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           => distress, hurt, suffering -- (psychological suffering; "the death of his wife caused him great distress") 
               => anguish, torment, torture -- (extreme mental distress) 
               => self-torture, self-torment -- (self-imposed distress) 
               => tsoris -- ((Yiddish) trouble and suffering) 
               => wound --
 (a figurative injury (to your feelings or pride); "he feared that mentioning it might reopen the wound"; "deep in her  
breast lives the silent wound"; "The right reader of a good poem can tell the moment it strikes him that he has taken an  
immortal wound--that he will never get over it"--Robert Frost) 
       => pang, stab, twinge --
 (a sudden sharp feeling; "pangs of regret"; "she felt a stab of excitement"; "twinges of conscience") 
           => guilt pang -- (pangs of feeling guilty) 
       => liking --
 (a feeling of pleasure and enjoyment; "I've always had a liking for reading"; "she developed a liking for gin") 
           => fondness, fancy, partiality -- (a predisposition to like something; "he had a fondness for whiskey") 
           => captivation, enchantment, enthrallment, fascination --
 (a feeling of great liking for something wonderful and unusual) 
           => preference, penchant, predilection, taste --
 (a strong liking; "my own preference is for good literature"; "the Irish have a penchant for blarney") 
               => acquired taste --
 (a preference that is only acquired after considerable experience; "martinis are an acquired taste") 
               => weakness --
 (a penchant for something even though it might not be good for you; "he has a weakness for chocolate") 
           => mysophilia -- (abnormal attraction to filth) 
           => inclination -- (that toward which you are inclined to feel a liking; "her inclination is for classical music") 
               => leaning, propensity, tendency -- (an inclination to do something; "he felt leanings toward frivolity") 
               => stomach --
 (an inclination or liking for things involving conflict or difficulty or unpleasantness; "he had no stomach for a fight") 
               => undertow --
 (an inclination contrary to the strongest or prevailing feeling; "his account had a poignant undertow of regret") 
           => friendliness -- (a feeling of liking for another person; enjoyment in their company) 
               => amicability, amicableness -- (a disinclination to quarrel) 
               => good will, goodwill -- (the friendly hope that something will succeed) 
               => brotherhood -- (the feeling that men should treat one another like brothers) 
           => approval --
 (a feeling of liking something or someone good; "although she fussed at them, she secretly viewed all her children with
 approval") 
               => favor, favour -- (a feeling of favorable regard) 
               => approbation -- (official approval) 
           => admiration, esteem -- (a feeling of delighted approval and liking) 
               => Anglophilia -- (admiration for England and English customs) 
               => hero worship -- (admiration for great men (or their memory)) 
       => dislike -- (a feeling of aversion or antipathy; "my dislike of him was instinctive") 
           => disinclination --
 (that toward which you are inclined to feel dislike; "his disinclination for modesty is well known") 
           => Anglophobia -- (dislike (or fear) of England and English customs) 
           => unfriendliness -- (dislike experienced as an absence of friendliness) 
           => alienation, disaffection, estrangement -- (the feeling of being alienated from other people) 
               => isolation -- (a feeling of being disliked and alone) 
           => antipathy, aversion, distaste -- (a feeling of intense dislike) 
           => disapproval -- (a feeling of disliking something or what someone is doing) 
           => contempt, disdain, scorn, despite --
 (lack of respect accompanied by a feeling of intense dislike; "he was held in contempt"; "the despite in which outsiders
 were held is legendary") 
           => disgust -- (strong feelings of dislike) 
               => abhorrence, abomination, detestation, execration, loathing, odium -- (hate coupled with disgust) 
               => repugnance, repulsion, revulsion, horror -- (intense aversion) 
               => nausea -- (disgust so strong it makes you feel sick) 
           => creepy-crawlies -- (feelings of dislike and anxiety; "the cave gave me the creepy-crawlies") 
           => scunner -- (a strong dislike; "they took a scunner against the United States") 
           => technophobia -- (dislike for new technology) 
           => antagonism -- (an actively expressed feeling of dislike and hostility) 
       => gratitude -- (a feeling of thankfulness and appreciation; "he was overwhelmed with gratitude for their help") 
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           => gratefulness, thankfulness, appreciativeness -- (warm friendly feelings of gratitude) 
       => ingratitude, ungratefulness -- (a lack of gratitude) 
       => unconcern -- (a feeling of lack of concern) 
           => indifference -- (unbiased impartial unconcern) 
               => distance, aloofness -- (indifference by personal withdrawal; "emotional distance") 
               => withdrawal, detachment -- (avoiding emotional involvement) 
           => heartlessness, coldheartedness, hardheartedness -- (an absence of concern for the welfare of others) 
               => cruelty, mercilessness, pitilessness, ruthlessness -- (feelings of extreme heartlessness) 
       => shame -- (a painful emotion resulting from an awareness of inadequacy or guilt) 
           => conscience -- (a feeling of shame when you do something immoral; "he has no conscience about his cruelty") 
           => self-disgust, self-hatred -- (shame resulting from strong dislike of yourself or your actions) 
           => embarrassment -- (the shame you feel when your inadequacy or guilt is made public) 
               => self-consciousness, uneasiness, uncomfortableness --
 (embarrassment deriving from the feeling that others are critically aware of you) 
               => shamefacedness, sheepishness -- (feeling embarrassed about yourself) 
               => chagrin, humiliation, mortification -- (strong feelings of embarrassment) 
               => confusion, discombobulation -- (a feeling of embarrassment that leaves you confused) 
               => abashment, bashfulness -- (feeling embarrassed due to modesty) 
               => discomfiture, discomposure, disconcertion, disconcertment -- (anxious embarrassment) 
       => pride, pridefulness -- (a feeling of self-respect and personal worth) 
           => self-esteem, self-pride -- (a feeling of pride in yourself) 
           => ego, egotism, self-importance -- (an inflated feeling of pride in your superiority to others) 
           => amour propre, conceit, self-love, vanity -- (feelings of excessive pride) 
       => humility, humbleness -- (a humble feeling; "he was filled with humility at the sight of the Pope") 
           => meekness, submission -- (the feeling of patient submissive humbleness) 
           => self-depreciation -- (a feeling of being of little worth) 
       => astonishment, amazement --
 (the feeling that accompanies something extremely surprising; "he looked at me in astonishment") 
           => wonder, wonderment, admiration -- (the feeling aroused by something strange and surprising) 
               => awe -- (an overwhelming feeling of wonder or admiration; "he stared over the edge with a feeling of awe") 
           => surprise -- (the astonishment you feel when something totally unexpected happens to you) 
           => stupefaction -- (a feeling of stupefied astonishment) 
               => daze, shock, stupor --
 (the feeling of distress and disbelief that you have when something bad happens accidentally; "his mother's deathleft hi
m in a daze"; "he was numb with shock") 
       => devastation -- (the feeling of being counfounded or overwhelmed; "her departure left him in utter devasation") 
       => expectation -- (the feeling that something is about to happen) 
           => anticipation, expectancy -- (pleasurable expectation) 
               => suspense -- (excited anticipation of an approaching climax; "the play kept the audience in suspense") 
               => fever -- (intense nervous anticipation; "in a fever of resentment") 
                   => buck fever -- (nervous excitement of an inexperienced hunter) 
                   => gold fever -- (greed and the contagious excitement of a gold rush) 
               => hope -- (a specific instance of feeling hopeful; "it revived their hope of winning the pennant") 
       => levity -- (feeling an inappropriate lack of seriousness) 
           => gaiety, playfulness -- (a festive merry feeling) 
       => gravity, solemnity -- (a solemn and dignified feeling) 
           => earnestness, seriousness, sincerity -- (an earnest and sincere feeling) 
       => sensitivity, sensitiveness -- (sensitivity to emotional feelings (of self and others)) 
           => oversensitiveness -- (sensitivity leading to easy irritation or upset) 
           => sensibility -- (refined sensitivity to pleasurable or painful impressions; "cruelty offended his sensibility") 
               => insight, perceptiveness, perceptivity -- (a feeling of understanding) 
               => sensuousness -- (a sensuous feeling) 
               => withers --
 (sensibility to trouble (as in the phrase `wring one's withers'); "the lawsuit was wringing his withers"; "our withers are 
unwrung"--Shakespeare) 
           => feelings --
 (emotional or moral sensitivity (especially in relation to personal principles or dignity); "the remark hurt his feelings") 
       => agitation -- (the feeling of being agitated; not calm) 
           => unrest -- (a feeling of restless agitation) 
           => fidget, fidgetiness, restlessness --
 (a feeling of agitation expressed in continual motion; "he's got the fidgets"; "waiting gave him a feeling of restlessness"
) 
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               => impatience -- (a restless desire for change and excitement) 
           => stewing --
 (an extreme state of worry and agitation; "his stewing over the fight kept him awake most of the night") 
           => stir -- (emotional agitation and excitement) 
               => electricity -- (keen and shared excitement; "the stage crackled with electricity whenever she was on it") 
               => sensation --
 (a general feeling of excitement and heightened interest; "anticipation produced in me a sensation somewhere between 
hope and fear") 
           => tumult, turmoil -- (violent agitation) 
       => calmness -- (a feeling of calm; an absence of agitation or excitement) 
           => placidity, placidness -- (a feeling of calmness; a quiet and undisturbed feeling) 
           => coolness, imperturbability, imperturbableness -- (calm and unruffled self-
assurance; "he performed with all the coolness of a veteran") 
           => tranquillity, tranquility, quietness, quietude -- (a state of peace and quiet) 
               => peace, peacefulness, peace of mind, repose, serenity, heartsease, ataraxis --
 (the absence of mental stress or anxiety) 
               => easiness, relaxation -- (a state of refreshing tranquility) 
                   => languor, dreaminess -- (a relaxed comfortable feeling) 
       => fearlessness, bravery -- (feeling no fear) 
           => security -- (freedom from anxiety or fear; "the watch dog gave her a feeling of security") 
               => confidence --
 (a feeling of trust (in someone or something); "I have confidence in our team"; "confidence is always borrowed, never 
owned") 
       => happiness -- (emotions experienced when in a state of well-being) 
           => bonheur -- ((French) happiness and good humor) 
           => gladness, gladfulness, gladsomeness -- (experiencing joy and pleasure) 
           => gaiety, merriment -- (a gay feeling) 
               => hilarity, mirth, mirthfulness, glee, gleefulness -- (great merriment) 
               => jocundity, jocularity -- (a feeling facetious merriment) 
               => jollity, joviality -- (feeling jolly and jovial and full of good humor) 
           => rejoicing -- (a feeling of great happiness) 
           => belonging -- (happiness felt in a secure relationship; "with his classmates he felt a sense of belonging") 
               => comfortableness -- (a feeling of being at ease in a relationship) 
               => closeness, intimacy --
 (a feeling of being intimate and belonging together; "their closeness grew as the night wore on") 
                   => togetherness -- (affectionate closeness) 
           => cheerfulness, blitheness --
 (a feeling of spontaneous good spirits; "his cheerfulness made everyone feel better") 
               => buoyancy, perkiness -- (cheerfulness that bubbles to the surface) 
               => carefreeness, insouciance, lightheartedness, lightsomeness --
 (the cheerful feeling you have when nothing is troubling you) 
           => contentment -- (happiness with one's situation in life) 
               => satisfaction --
 (the contentment you feel when you have done something right; "the chef tasted the sauce with great satisfaction") 
                   => pride -- (satisfaction with your (or another's) achievements; "he takes pride in his son's success") 
                   => complacency, complacence, self-complacency, self-satisfaction --
 (the feeling you have when you are satisfied with yourself; "his complacency was absolutely disgusting") 
                       => smugness -- (an excessive feeling of self-satisfaction) 
                   => fulfillment, fulfilment -- (a feeling of satisfaction at having achieved your desires) 
                   => gloat, gloating, glee -- (malicious satisfaction) 
       => sadness, unhappiness -- (emotions experienced when not in a state of well-being) 
           => dolefulness -- (sadness caused by grief or affliction) 
           => melancholy -- (a feeling of thoughtful sadness) 
               => gloom, gloominess, somberness -- (a feeling of melancholy apprehension) 
               => heavyheartedness -- (a feeling of dispirited melancholy) 
               => pensiveness, brooding -- (persistent morbid meditation on a problem) 
               => world-weariness, Weltschmerz -- (sadness on thinking about the evils of the world) 
           => misery -- (a feeling of intense unhappiness; "she was exhausted by her misery and grief") 
           => forlornness, loneliness, desolation -- (sadness resulting from being forsaken or abandoned) 
           => weepiness, tearfulness -- (sadness expressed by weeping) 
           => sorrow --
 (an emotion of great sadness associated with loss or bereavement; "he tried to express his sorrow at her loss") 
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               => grief, heartache, heartbreak, brokenheartedness --
 (intense sorrow caused by loss of a loved one (especially by death)) 
                   => dolor, dolour -- ((poetry) painful grief) 
               => mournfulness, sorrowfulness, ruthfulness -- (a state of gloomy sorrow) 
                   => woe, woefulness -- (intense mournfulness) 
                   => plaintiveness -- (expressing sorrowfulness) 
               => self-pity -- (a feeling of sorrow (often self-indulgent) over your own sufferings) 
           => sorrow, regret, rue, ruefulness --
 (sadness associated with some wrong done or some disappointment; "he drank to drown his sorrows"; "he wrote a note
 expressing his regret"; "to his rue, the error cost him the game") 
               => attrition, contrition, contriteness -- (sorrow for sin arising from fear of damnation) 
               => compunction, remorse, self-reproach -- (a feeling of deep regret (usually for some misdeed)) 
                   => guilt, guilty conscience, guilt feelings, guilt trip --
 (remorse caused by feeling responsible for some offence) 
                       => survivor guilt --
 (a deep feeling of guilt often experienced by those who have survived some catastrophe that took the lives of many  
others; derives in part from a feeling that they did not do enough to save the others who perished and in part from  
feelings of being unworthy relative to those who died;  
                   => repentance, penitence, penance -- (remorse for your past conduct) 
           => cheerlessness, uncheerfulness -- (a feeling of dreary or pessimistic sadness) 
               => joylessness -- (a feeling of dismal cheerlessness) 
           => depression -- (sad feelings of gloom and inadequacy) 
               => demoralization, demoralisation -- (depression resulting from an undermining of your morale) 
               => helplessness -- (a feeling of being unable to manage) 
               => despondency, despondence, heartsickness, disconsolateness --
 (feeling downcast and disheartened and hopeless) 
               => oppression, oppressiveness -- (a feeling of being oppressed) 
                   => weight -- (an oppressive feeling of heavy force; "bowed down by the weight of responsibility") 
               => dysphoria -- (abnormal depression and discontent) 
           => downheartedness, low-spiritedness, dispiritedness -- (a feeling of lowness of spirits) 
       => hope -- (the general feeling that some desire will be fulfilled; "in spite of his troubles he never gave up hope") 
           => hopefulness -- (the feeling you have when you have hope) 
           => encouragement -- (the feeling of being encouraged) 
           => optimism -- (the optimistic feeling that all is going to turn out well) 
               => sanguinity, sanguineness -- (feeling sanguine; optimistically cheerful and confident) 
       => despair -- (the feeling that everything is wrong and nothing will turn out well) 
           => hopelessness -- (the despair you feel when you have abandoned hope of comfort or success) 
           => resignation, surrender -- (acceptance of despair) 
               => defeatism -- (acceptance of the inevitability of defeat) 
           => discouragement, disheartenment, dismay -- (the feeling of despair in the face of obstacles) 
               => intimidation --
 (the feeling of discouragement in the face of someone's superior fame or wealth or status etc.) 
           => pessimism -- (the feeling that things will turn out badly) 
               => cynicism -- (a cynical feeling of distrust) 
       => affection, affectionateness, fondness, tenderness, heart, warmheartedness --
 (a positive feeling of liking; "he had trouble expressing the affection he felt"; "the child won everyone's heart") 
           => attachment, fond regard -- (a feeling of affection for a person or an institution) 
           => protectiveness -- (a feeling of protective affection) 
           => regard, respect --
 (a feeling of friendship and esteem; "she mistook his manly regard for love"; "he inspires respect") 
           => soft spot -- (a sentimental affection; "she had a soft spot for her youngest son") 
       => temper, mood, humor, humour --
 (a characteristic (habitual or relatively temporary) state of feeling; "whether he praised or cursed me depended on his  
temper at the time"; "he was in a bad humor") 
           => sulk, sulkiness -- (a mood or display of sullen aloofness or withdrawal; "stayed home in a sulk") 
           => good humor, good humour, good temper, amiability -- (a cheerful and agreeable mood) 
               => jollity, joviality -- (feeling jolly and jovial and full of good humor) 
           => ill humor, ill humour, distemper -- (an angry and disagreeable mood) 
               => moodiness -- (a sullen gloomy feeling) 
                   => moroseness, glumness, sullenness -- (a gloomy ill-tempered feeling) 
               => irritability, crossness, fretfulness, fussiness, peevishness, petulance, choler -- (an irritable petulant feeling) 
                   => testiness, touchiness, tetchiness -- (feeling easily irritated) 
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                   => pet -- (a fit of petulance or sulkiness (especially at what is felt to be a slight)) 
       => sympathy, fellow feeling -- (sharing the feelings of others (especially feelings of sorrow or anguish)) 
           => concern --
 (a feeling of sympathy for someone or something; "She felt strong concern for those less fortunate") 
               => solicitude, solicitousness -- (a feeling of excessive concern) 
               => softheartedness, tenderness --
 (a feeling of concern for the welfare of someone (especially someone defenseless)) 
           => kindheartedness -- (sympathy arising from a kind heart) 
           => compassion, compassionateness -- (a deep awareness of and sympathy for another's suffering) 
               => heartstrings --
 (your deepest feelings of love and compassion; "many adoption cases tug at the heartstrings") 
               => tenderness, tenderheartedness -- (warm compassionate feelings) 
               => mercifulness, mercy -- (the feeling that motivates compassion) 
                   => forgiveness -- (compassionate feelings that support a willingness to forgive) 
           => commiseration, pity, ruth, pathos --
 (a feeling of sympathy and sorrow for the misfortunes of others; "the blind are too often objects of pity") 
           => compatibility, rapport -- (a feeling of sympathetic understanding) 
           => empathy -- (understanding and entering into another's feelings) 
       => enthusiasm -- (a feeling of excitement) 
           => gusto, relish, zest, zestfulness -- (vigorous and enthusiastic enjoyment) 
           => eagerness, avidity, avidness, keenness -- (a positive feeling of wanting to push ahead with something) 
               => ardor, ardour, elan, zeal --
 (a feeling of strong eagerness (usually in favor of a person or cause); "they were imbued with a revolutionary ardor"; "
he felt a kind of religious zeal") 
           => exuberance -- (joyful enthusiasm) 
           => technophilia -- (enthusiasm for new technology) 
 
inability -- (lack of ability (especially mental ability) to do something) 
       => block, mental block --
 (an inability to remember or think of something you normally can do; often caused by emotional tension; "I knew his  
name perfectly well but I had a temporary block") 
           => writer's block -- (an inability to write; "he had writer's block; the words wouldn't come") 
       => stupidity -- (a poor ability to understand or to profit from experience) 
           => denseness, dumbness, slow-wittedness -- (the quality of being mentally slow and limited) 
           => dullness, dulness, obtuseness -- (the quality of being slow to understand) 
               => oscitancy, oscitance -- (drowsiness and dullness manifested by yawning) 
           => retardation, mental retardation, backwardness, slowness, subnormality --
 (lack of normal development of intellectual capacities) 
               => abnormality, mental defectiveness -- (retardation sufficient to fall outside the normal range of intelligence) 
                   => feeblemindedness -- (severe mental deficiency) 
               => moronity, mental deficiency -- (mild mental retardation) 
               => idiocy, amentia -- (extreme mental retardation) 
               => imbecility -- (retardation more severe than a moron but not as severe as an idiot) 
               => mongolism, mongolianism, Down's syndrome, Down syndrome, trisomy 21 --
 (a congenital disorder caused by having an extra 21st chromosome; results in a flat face and short stature and mental  
retardation) 
           => folly, foolishness, craziness -- (the quality of being rash and foolish) 
       => inaptitude -- (a lack of aptitude) 
           => talentlessness -- (a lack of talent) 
           => incapability, incapableness -- (lack of potential for development) 
               => imperfectibility, imperfectability -- (the incapability of becoming perfect) 
       => incapacity -- (lack of intellectual power) 
       => unskillfulness -- (a lack of cognitive skill) 
           => incoordination -- (a lack of coordination of movements) 
           => awkwardness, clumsiness, ineptness, ineptitude, maladroitness, slowness --
 (unskillfulness resulting from a lack of training) 
           => inefficiency -- (unskillfulness resulting from a lack of efficiency) 
           => amateurishness -- (something that demonstrates a lack of professional competency) 
       => illiteracy, analphabetism -- (an inability to read) 
       => uncreativeness -- (a lack of creativity) 
           => fruitlessness -- (a lack of creative imagination) 
           => unoriginality -- (uncreativeness due to a lack of originality) 
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               => triteness, staleness -- (unoriginality as a result of being dull and hackneyed) 
                   => camp --
 (something that is considered amusing not because of its originality but because of its unoriginality; "the livingroom w
as pure camp") 
               => conventionality -- (unoriginality as a result of being too conventional) 
       => incomprehension -- (an inability to understand; "his incomprehension of the consequences") 

 
ATTITUDE < STATE OF MIND 

attitude, mental attitude --
 (a complex mental state involving beliefs and feelings and values and dispositions to act in certain ways; "he had the at
titude that work was fun") 
       => credence, acceptance --
 (the mental attitude that something is believable and should be accepted as true; "he gave credence to the gossip";  
"acceptance of Newtonian mechanics was unquestioned for 200 years") 
           => recognition --
 (an acceptance (as of a claim) as true and valid; "the recognition of the Rio Grande as a boundary between Mexico and
 the United States") 
       => culture --
 (the attitudes and behavior that are characteristic of a particular social group or organization; "the developing drug cult
ure"; "the reason that the agency is doomed to inaction has something to do with the FBI culture") 
           => cyberculture --
 (the culture that emerges from the use of computers for communication and entertainment and business) 
           => Kalashnikov culture --
 (the attitudes and behavior in a social group that resolves political disputes by force of arms; "the Kalashnikov culture  
in Afghanistan") 
           => mosaic culture -- (a highly diverse culture; "the city's mosaic culture results in great diversity in the arts") 
       => defensive, defensive attitude -- (an attitude of defensiveness (especially in the phrase `on the defensive')) 
       => hardball -- (a no-nonsense attitude in business or politics; "they play hardball in the Senate") 
       => high horse -- (an attitude of arrogant superiority; "get off your high horse and admit you are wrong") 
       => southernism -- (an attitude characteristic of Southerners (especially in the US)) 
       => mentality, outlook, mindset, mind-set --
 (a habitual or characteristic mental attitude that determines how you will interpret and respond to situations) 
       => paternalism --
 (the attitude (of a person or a government) that subordinates should be controlled in a fatherly way for their own good) 
       => position, stance, posture -- (a rationalized mental attitude) 
           => hard line -- (a firm and uncompromising stance or position; "the governor took a hard line on drugs") 
           => point of view, viewpoint, stand, standpoint --
 (a mental position from which things are viewed; "we should consider this problem from the viewpoint of the Russians
"; "teaching history gave him a special point of view toward current events") 
               => cityscape --
 (a viewpoint toward a city or other heavily populated area; "the dominant character of the cityscape is it poverty") 
               => landscape --
 (an extensive mental viewpoint; "the political landscape looks bleak without a change of administration"; "we changed
 the landscape for solving the proble of payroll inequity") 
               => slant, angle -- (a biased way of looking at or presenting something) 
               => complexion --
 (a point of view or general attitude or inclination; "he altered the complexion of his times"; "a liberal political complex
ion") 
       => inclination, disposition, tendency --
 (an attitude of mind especially one that favors one alternative over others; "he had an inclination to give up too easily";
 "a tendency to be too strict") 
           => direction --
 (a general course along which something has a tendency to develop; "I couldn't follow the direction of his thoughts"; "
his ideals determined the direction of his career"; "they proposed a new direction for the firm") 
           => drift, trend, movement --
 (a general tendency to change (as of opinion); "not openly liberal but that is the trend of the book"; "a broad movement
 of the electorate to the right") 
               => evolutionary trend -- (a general direction of evolutionary change) 
                   => neoteny --
 (an evolutionary trend to be born earlier so that development is cut off at an earlier stage and juvenile characteristics  
are retained in adults of the species) 
               => gravitation --
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 (a figurative movement toward some attraction; "the gravitation of the middle class to the suburbs") 
           => Call --
 (a special disposition (as if from a divine source) to pursue a particular course; "he was disappointed that he had not he
ard the Call") 
           => denominationalism --
 (the tendency, in Protestantism, to separate into religious denominations or to advocate such separations) 
           => devices --
 (an inclination or desire; used in the plural in the phrase `left to your own devices'; "eventually the family left the hous
e to the devices of this malevolent force"; "the children were left to their own devices") 
           => sympathy, understanding --
 (an inclination to support or be loyal to or to agree with an opinion; "his sympathies were always with the underdog"; "
I knew I could count on his understanding") 
           => favoritism, favouritism -- (an inclination to favor some person or group) 
           => proclivity, propensity, leaning -- (a natural inclination; "he has a proclivity for exaggeration") 
           => bent, set -- (a relatively permanent inclination to react in a particular way; "the set of his mind was obvious") 
           => literalism -- (a disposition to interpret statements in their literal sense) 
           => perseveration -- (the tendency for a memory or idea to persist or recur without any apparent stimulus for it) 
           => predisposition -- (an inclination beforehand to interpret statements in a particular way) 
               => predilection, preference, orientation --
 (a predisposition in favor of something; "a predilection for expensive cars"; "his sexual preferences"; "showed a Marxi
st orientation") 
           => favor, favour -- (an inclination to approve; "that style is in favor this season") 
           => disfavor, disfavour, dislike, disapproval -- (an inclination to withhold approval from some person or group) 
               => doghouse -- (an idiomatic term for being in disfavor; "in the doghouse") 
               => reprobation -- (severe disapproval) 
           => partiality, partisanship -- (an inclination to favor one group or view or opinion over alternatives) 
               => anthropocentrism, anthropocentricity --
 (an inclination to evaluate reality exclusively in terms of human values) 
               => ethnocentrism -- (belief in the superiority of one's own ethnic group) 
               => Eurocentrism -- (belief in the preeminence of Europe and the Europeans) 
               => bias, prejudice, preconception -- (a partiality that prevents objective consideration of an issue or situation) 
                   => taboo, tabu --
 (a prejudice (especially in Polynesia and other South Pacific islands) that prohibits the use or mention of something be
cause of its sacred nature) 
                   => irrational hostility -- (extreme prejudice) 
                   => experimenter bias --
 ((psychology) bias introduced by an experimenter whose expectations about the outcome of the experiment can be subt
ly communicated to the participants in the experiment) 
                   => homophobia -- (prejudice against (fear or dislike of) homosexual people and homosexuality) 
                   => Islamophobia --
 (prejudice against Muslims; "Muslim intellectuals are afraid of growing Islamophobia in the West") 
                   => racism -- (the prejudice that members of one race are intrinsically superior to members of other races) 
                       => anti-Semitism -- (the intense dislike for and prejudice against Jewish people) 
                       => white supremacy --
 (the prejudice that members of the white race are superior to members of other races) 
                   => tendentiousness -- (an intentional and controversial bias) 
               => tilt -- (a slight but noticeable partiality; "the court's tilt toward conservative rulings") 
               => sectionalism, provincialism, localism -- (a partiality for some particular place) 
               => unfairness, inequity -- (partiality that is not fair or equitable) 
           => impartiality, nonpartisanship -- (an inclination to weigh both views or opinions equally) 
               => disinterestedness -- (freedom from bias or selfish motives) 
               => fairness, fair-mindedness, candor, candour --
 (ability to make judgments free from discrimination or dishonesty) 
       => tolerance -- (willingness to recognize and respect the beliefs or practices of others) 
           => broad-mindedness -- (an inclination to tolerate or overlook opposing or shocking opinions or behavior) 
           => liberality, liberalness -- (an inclination to favor progress and individual freedom) 
           => disinterest, neutrality -- (tolerance attributable to a lack of involvement) 
       => intolerance -- (unwillingness to recognize and respect differences in opinions or beliefs) 
           => narrow-mindedness, narrowness -- (an inclination to criticize opposing opinions or shocking behavior) 
               => parochialism -- (a limitation of views or interests like that defined by a local parish) 
               => pettiness -- (narrowness of mind or ideas or views) 
               => provincialism -- (a lack of sophistication) 
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               => sectarianism, denominationalism -- (a narrow-
minded adherence to a particular sect or party or denomination; "he condemned religious sectarianism") 
           => bigotry, dogmatism -- (the intolerance and prejudice of a bigot) 
           => fanaticism, zealotry -- (excessive intolerance of opposing views) 
           => zero tolerance -- (extreme intolerance of anti-
social behavior (usually by an uncompromising application of the law); "he urged zero tolerance for priests who abuse 
children sexually") 
       => respect, esteem, regard -- (an attitude of admiration or esteem; "she lost all respect for him") 
           => estimate, estimation -- (the respect with which a person is held; "they had a high estimation of his ability") 
               => reputation, report --
 (the general estimation that the public has for a person; "he acquired a reputation as an actor before he started writing";
 "he was a person of bad report") 
       => disrespect -- (a disrespectful mental attitude) 
       => reverence -- (a reverent mental attitude) 
       => irreverence -- (an irreverent mental attitude) 
           => profaneness -- (an attitude of irreverence or contempt for a divinity) 
ORIENTATION 
       => orientation -- (an integrated set of attitudes and beliefs) 
           => wavelength -- (a shared orientation leading to mutual understanding; "they are on the same wavelength") 
           => experimentalism --
 (an orientation that favors experimentation and innovation; "the children of psycholoigsts are often raised in an atmosp
here of experimentalism") 
           => reorientation -- (a fresh orientation; a changed set of attitudes and beliefs) 
           => position, view, perspective --
 (a way of regarding situations or topics etc.; "consider what follows from the positivist view") 
               => bird's eye view, panoramic view -- (a situation or topic as if viewed from an altitude or distance) 
               => futurism -- (the position that the meaning of life should be sought in the future) 
               => vanguard, forefront, cutting edge --
 (the position of greatest advancement; the leading position in any movement or field) 
               => paradigm --
 (the generally accepted perspective of a particular discipline at a given time; "he framed the problem within the psycho
analytic paradigm") 
               => light --
 (a particular perspective or aspect of a situation; "although he saw it in a different light, he still did not understand") 
               => sight -- (a range of mental vision; "in his sight she could do no wrong") 
               => Weltanschauung, world view -- (a comprehensive view of the world and human life) 
                   => clockwork universe --
 (the view that the universe resembles a clock built by God and ticking along according to Newtonian mechanics) 
               => straddle -- (a noncommittal or equivocal position) 
           => orthodoxy -- (a belief or orientation agreeing with conventional standards) 
               => conformity, conformism -- (orthodoxy in thoughts and belief) 
                   => conventionality -- (conformity with conventional thought and behavior) 
                   => legalism -- (strict conformity to the letter of the law rather than its spirit) 
           => unorthodoxy, heterodoxy, heresy --
 (any opinions or doctrines at variance with the official or orthodox position) 
               => iconoclasm -- (the orientation of an iconoclast) 
               => nonconformity, nonconformance -- (a lack of conformity) 
           => political orientation, ideology, political theory --
 (an orientation that characterizes the thinking of a group or nation) 
               => absolutism, totalitarianism, totalism -- (the principle of complete and unrestricted power in government) 
               => anarchism -- (a political theory favoring the abolition of governments) 
               => autocracy -- (a political theory favoring unlimited authority by a single individual) 
                   => Machiavellianism --
 (the political doctrine of Machiavelli: any means (however unscrupulous) can be used by a ruler in order to create and 
maintain his autocratic government) 
               => centrism, moderatism --
 (a political philosophy of avoiding the extremes of left and right by taking a moderate position or course of action) 
               => collectivism -- (a political theory that the people should own the means of production) 
               => communism -- (a political theory favoring collectivism in a classless society) 
                   => Castroism -- (a form of communism developed in Cuba by Fidel Castro) 
                   => Leninism, Marxism-Leninism --
 (the political and economic theories of Lenin which provided the guiding doctrine of the Soviet Union; the modificatio
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n of Marxism by Lenin stressed that imperialism is the highest form of capitalism (which shifts the struggle from devel
oped to underdeveloped countries)) 
                   => Maoism -- (a form of communism developed in China by Mao Zedong) 
                   => Marxism --
 (the economic and political theories of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels that hold that human actions and institutions ar
e economically determined and that class struggle is needed to create historical change and that capitalism will untimat
ely be superseded by communism) 
                   => Trotskyism --
 (the form of communism advocated by Leon Trotsky; calls for immediate worldwide revolution by the proletariat) 
               => conservatism, conservativism --
 (a political or theological orientation advocating the preservation of the best in society and opposing radical changes) 
                   => neoconservativism --
 (an approach to politics or theology that represents a return to a traditional point of view (in contrast to more liberal or 
radical schools of thought of the 1960s)) 
                   => reaction --
 (extreme conservatism in political or social matters; "the forces of reaction carried the election") 
               => constitutionalism -- (advocacy of a system of government according to constitutional principles) 
               => democracy --
 (the political orientation of those who favor government by the people or by their elected representatives) 
               => social democracy -- (the belief in a gradual transition from capitalism to socialism by democratic means) 
               => domino theory --
 (the political theory that if one nation comes under Communist control then neighboring nations will also come under 
Communist control) 
               => elitism -- (the attitude that society should be governed by an elite group of individuals) 
               => extremism -- (any political theory favoring immoderate uncompromising policies) 
               => fascism --
 (a political theory advocating an authoritarian hierarchical government (as opposed to democracy or liberalism)) 
               => federalism -- (the idea of a federal organization of more or less self-governing units) 
               => imperialism -- (a political orientation that advocates imperial interests) 
               => leftism -- (the ideology of the political left; belief in or support of the tenets of the political left) 
               => liberalism -- (a political orientation that favors progress and reform) 
                   => neoliberalism --
 (a political orientation originating in the 1960s; blends liberal political views with an emphasis on economic growth) 
               => meritocracy --
 (the belief that rulers should be chosen for their superior abilities and not because of their wealth or birth) 
               => libertarianism -- (an ideological belief in freedom of thought and speech) 
               => monarchism -- (a belief in and advocacy of monarchy as a political system) 
               => Negritude --
 (an ideological position that holds Black culture to be independent and valid on its own terms; an affirmation of the Af
rican cultural heritage) 
               => Orelanism -- (the political philosophy of the Orleanists) 
               => progressivism --
 (the political orientation of those who favor progress toward better conditions in government and society) 
               => radicalism -- (the political orientation of those who favor revolutionary change in government and society) 
                   => Jacobinism --
 (the ideology of the most radical element of the French Revolution that instituted the Reign of Terror) 
               => reactionism -- (the political orientation of reactionaries) 
               => republicanism -- (the political orientation of those who hold that a republic is the best form of government) 
               => rightism -- (the ideology of the political right; belief in or support of the tenets of the political right) 
               => socialism -- (a political theory advocating state ownership of industry) 
                   => Fabianism -- (socialism to be established by gradual reforms within the law) 
                   => guild socialism --
 (a form of socialist theory advocating state ownership of industry but managements by guilds of workers) 
                   => utopian socialism -- (socialism achieved by voluntary sacrifice) 
               => theocracy -- (the belief in government by divine guidance) 
               => Utopianism --
 (the political orientation of a utopian who believes in impossibly idealistic schemes social perfection) 
               => dovishness -- (any political orientation favoring compromise to avoid conflict) 
                   => peace advocacy -- (any policy that advocates maintaining peaceful international relations) 
               => hawkishness -- (any political orientation favoring aggressive policies) 
                   => militarism --
 (a political orientation of a people or a government to maintain a strong military force and to be prepared to use it aggr
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esively to defend or promote national interests) 
                   => warmongering, war advocacy -- (a policy of advocating war) 
           => religious orientation -- (an attitude toward religion or religious practices) 
               => agnosticism --
 (a religious orientation of doubt; a denial of ultimate knowledge of the existence of God; "agnosticism holds that you c
an neither prove nor disprove God's existence") 
               => atheism, godlessness -- (the doctrine or belief that there is no God) 
               => anti-Catholicism -- (a religious orientation opposed to Catholicism) 
 
 
skillfulness -- (the state of being cognitively skillful) 
       => expertness, expertise -- (skillfulness by virtue of possessing special knowledge) 
           => sophistication --
 (being expert or having knowledge of some technical subject; "understanding affine transformations requires considera
ble mathematical sophistication") 
           => professionalism -- (the expertness characteristic of a professional person) 
       => coordination -- (the skillful and effective interaction of movements) 
       => versatility -- (having a wide variety of skills) 
       => command, control, mastery --
 (great skillfulness and knowledge of some subject or activity; "a good command of French") 
       => adeptness, adroitness, deftness, facility, quickness --
 (skillful performance or ability without difficulty; "his quick adeptness was a product of good design"; "he was famous
 for his facility as an archer") 
           => touch -- (deftness in handling matters; "he has a master's touch") 
               => finishing touch, capstone, copestone -- (a final touch; a crowning achievement; a culmination) 
           => dexterity, manual dexterity, sleight -- (adroitness in using the hands) 
       => fluency -- (skillfulness in speaking or writing) 
       => proficiency, technique --
 (skillfulness in the command of fundamentals deriving from practice and familiarity; "practice greatly improves profici
ency") 
           => brushwork -- (an artist's distinctive technique of applying paint with a brush) 
           => musketry -- (the technique of using small arms (especially in battle)) 
       => efficiency -- (skillfulness in avoiding wasted time and effort; "she did the work with great efficiency") 
           => economy -- (the efficient use of resources; "economy of effort") 
 
death -- (the absence of life or state of being dead; "he seemed more content in death than he had ever been in life") 
       => rest, eternal rest, sleep, eternal sleep, quietus --
 (euphemisms for death (based on an analogy between lying in a bed and in a tomb); "she was laid to rest beside her hu
sband"; "they had to put their family pet to sleep") 
       => extinction, defunctness -- (no longer in existence; "the extinction of a species") 
       => neonatal death -- (death of a live-born infant within the first 28 days of life) 
       => sudden infant death syndrome, SIDS, infant death, crib death, cot death --
 (sudden and unexpected death of an apparently healthy infant during sleep) 
 
order -- (established customary state (especially of society); "order ruled in the streets"; "law and order") 
       => civil order, polity -- (the form of government of a social organization) 
       => rule of law -- (a state of order in which events conform to the law) 
       => tranquillity, quiet -- (an untroubled state; free from disturbances) 
       => harmony, concord, concordance --
 (a harmonious state of things in general and of their properties (as of colors and sounds); congruity of parts with one an
other and with the whole) 
       => stability -- (a stable order) 
       => peace -- (the state prevailing during the absence of war) 
 
disorder -- (a disturbance of the peace or of public order) 
       => anarchy, lawlessness -- (a state of lawlessness and disorder (usually resulting from a failure of government)) 
           => nihilism -- (complete denial of all established authority and institutions) 
       => instability -- (an unstable order) 
       => confusion -- (disorder resulting from a failure to behave predictably; "the army retreated in confusion") 
           => demoralization, demoralisation --
 (a state of disorder and confusion; "his inconsistency resulted in the demoralization of his staff") 
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           => babel -- (a confusion of voices and other sounds) 
           => bluster -- (noisy confusion and turbulence; "he was awakened by the bluster of their preparations") 
           => chaos, pandemonium, bedlam, topsy-turvydom, topsy-turvyness --
 (a state of extreme confusion and disorder) 
               => balagan --
 (a word for chaos or fiasco borrowed from modern Hebrew (where it is a loan word from Russian); "it was utter and co
mplete balagan!") 
           => hugger-mugger, mumbo jumbo --
 (a state of confusion; ritual accompanied by complicated and purposeless activity that obscures and confuses; "he enga
ged in the hugger-mugger of international finance") 
           => schemozzle, shemozzle -- ((Yiddish) a confused situation or affair; a mess) 
       => rioting, riot -- (a state of disorder involving group violence) 
       => rowdiness, rowdyism, roughness, disorderliness -- (rowdy behavior) 
       => disturbance, disruption, commotion, stir, flutter, hurly burly, to-do, hoo-ha, hoo-hah, kerfuffle --
 (a disorderly outburst or tumult; "they were amazed by the furious disturbance they had caused") 
           => convulsion, turmoil, upheaval -- (a violent disturbance; "the convulsions of the stock market") 
           => earthquake --
 (a disturbance that is extremely disruptive; "selling the company caused an earthquake among the employees") 
           => incident -- (a public disturbance; "the police investigated an incident at the bus station") 
           => storm, tempest --
 (a violent commotion or disturbance; "the storms that had characterized their relationship had died away"; "it was only 
a tempest in a teapot") 
           => storm center, storm centre -- (a center of trouble or disturbance) 
           => tumult, tumultuousness, uproar, garboil -- (a state of commotion and noise and confusion) 
               => combustion --
 (a state of violent disturbance and excitement; "combustion grew until revolt was unavoidable") 
       => discord, strife -- (lack of agreement or harmony) 
       => turbulence, upheaval, Sturm und Drang --
 (a state of violent disturbance and disorder (as in politics or social conditions generally); "the industrial revolution was 
a period of great turbulence") 
           => agitation, ferment, fermentation, unrest --
 (a state of agitation or turbulent change or development; "the political ferment produced a new leadership"; "social unr
est") 
           => roller coaster --
 (anything characterized by abrupt and extreme changes (especially up and down); "the economy has been on a roller c
oaster all year") 
           => violence -- (a turbulent state resulting in injuries and destruction etc.) 
               => rage -- (violent state of the elements; "the sea hurled itself in thundering rage against the rocks") 
 
hostility, enmity, antagonism -- (a state of deep-seated ill-will) 
       => latent hostility, tension --
 (feelings of hostility that are not manifest; "he could sense her latent hostility to him"; "the diplomats' first concern was
 to reduce international tensions") 
       => war, state of war --
 (a legal state created by a declaration of war and ended by official declaration during which the international rules of w
ar apply; "war was declared in November but actual fighting did not begin until the following spring") 
           => proxy war -- (a war instigated by a major power that does not itself participate) 
       => suspicion -- (the state of being suspected; "he tried to shield me from suspicion") 
           => cloud -- (suspicion affecting your reputation; "after that mistake he was under a cloud") 
 
conflict --
 (a state of opposition between persons or ideas or interests; "his conflict of interest made him ineligible for the post"; "
a conflict of loyalties") 
       => clash, friction -- (a state of conflict between persons) 
       => clash -- (a state of conflict between colors; "her dress was a disturbing clash of colors") 
       => cold war -- (a state of political conflict using means short of armed warfare) 
       => disagreement, dissension, dissonance -- (a conflict of people's opinions or actions or characters) 
           => disunity -- (lack of unity (usually resulting from dissension)) 
           => divide -- (a serious disagreement between two groups of people (typically producing tension or hostility)) 
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freedom -- (the condition of being free; the power to act or speak or think without externally imposed restraints) 
       => academic freedom --
 (the freedom of teachers and students to express their ideas in school without religious or political or institutional restri
ctions) 
       => enfranchisement -- (freedom from political subjugation or servitude) 
       => free hand, blank check --
 (freedom to do as you see fit; "many have doubts about giving him a free hand to attack") 
       => free rein, play --
 (the removal of constraints; "he gave free rein to his impulses"; "they gave full play to the artist's talent") 
       => freedom of the seas -- (the right of merchant ships to travel freely in international waters) 
       => independence, independency -- (freedom from control or influence of another or others) 
           => autonomy, liberty -- (immunity from arbitrary exercise of authority: political independence) 
               => self-government, self-determination, self-rule -- (government of a country by its own people) 
                   => sovereignty -- (government free from external control) 
                   => local option --
 (freedom of a local government to determine by popular vote the applicability of a controversial law in their jurisdictio
n) 
                   => home rule -- (self-government in local matters by a city or county that is part of a national government) 
           => autarky, autarchy -- (economic independence as a national policy) 
           => autonomy, self-direction, self-reliance, self-sufficiency -- (personal independence) 
           => separateness -- (political independence; "seeking complete political separateness for Taiwan") 
       => liberty -- (freedom of choice; "liberty of opinion"; "liberty of worship"; "liberty--perfect liberty--
to think or feel or do just as one pleases"; "at liberty to choose whatever occupation one wishes") 
           => license, licence --
 (freedom to deviate deliberately from normally applicable rules or practices (especially in behavior or speech)) 
               => poetic license -- (license used by a writer or artist to heighten the effect of their work) 
           => latitude --
 (freedom from normal restraints in conduct; "the new freedom in movies and novels"; "allowed his children considerab
le latitude in how they spent their money") 
           => license, licence --
 (excessive freedom; lack of due restraint; "when liberty becomes license dictatorship is near"-
 Will Durant; "the intolerable license with which the newspapers break...the rules of decorum"- Edmund Burke) 
           => discretion -- (freedom to act or judge on one's own) 
           => run -- (unrestricted freedom to use; "he has the run of the house") 
       => civil liberty, political liberty --
 (one's freedom to exercise one's rights as guaranteed under the laws of the country) 
       => liberty -- (personal freedom from servitude or confinement or oppression) 
 
dependence, dependance, dependency -- (lack of independence or self-sufficiency) 
       => helplessness -- (the state of needing help from something) 
       => reliance -- (the state of relying on something) 
       => subordination -- (the state of being subordinate to something) 
       => contingency -- (the state of being contingent on something) 
 
action, activity, activeness -- (the state of being active; "his sphere of activity"; "he is out of action") 
       => agency -- (the state of being in action or exerting power; "the agency of providence"; "she has free agency") 
           => Frankenstein -- (an agency that escapes control and destroys its creator) 
       => busyness, hum --
 (the state of being or appearing to be actively engaged in an activity; "they manifested all the busyness of a pack of bea
vers"; "there is a constant hum of military preparation") 
       => behavior, behaviour --
 (the action or reaction of something (as a machine or substance) under specified circumstances; "the behavior of small 
particles can be studied in experiments") 
       => eruption, eructation, extravasation -- ((of volcanos) pouring out fumes or lava (or a deposit so formed)) 
       => operation -- (the state of being in effect or being operative; "that rule is no longer in operation") 
           => commission --
 (the state of being in good working order and ready for operation; "put the ships into commission"; "the motor was out 
of commission") 
           => running -- (the state of being in operation; "the engine is running smoothly") 
       => overdrive --
 (the state of high or excessive activity or productivity or concentration; "Troops are ready to go into overdrive as soon 
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as the signal is given"; "Melissa's brain was in overdrive") 
       => play --
 (a state in which action is feasible; "the ball was still in play"; "insiders said the company's stock was in play") 
       => swing --
 (a state of steady vigorous action that is characteristic of an activity; "the party went with a swing"; "it took time to get 
into the swing of things") 
 
inaction, inactivity, inactiveness -- (the state of being inactive) 
       => abeyance, suspension -- (temporary cessation or suspension) 
           => cold storage -- (in a state of abeyance or postponement) 
           => deferral, recess -- (a state of abeyance or suspended business) 
           => moratorium -- (suspension of an ongoing activity) 
           => standdown, stand-down -- (a suspension and relaxation from an alert state or a state of readiness) 
       => anergy -- (inactivity and lack of energy) 
       => arrest, check, halt, hitch, stay, stop, stoppage --
 (the state of inactivity following an interruption; "the negotiations were in arrest"; "held them in check"; "during the ha
lt he got some lunch"; "the momentary stay enabled him to escape the blow"; "he spent the entire stop in his seat") 
           => countercheck -- (a check that restrains another check) 
           => logjam -- (any stoppage attributable to unusual activity; "the legislation ran into a logjam") 
       => calcification -- (an inflexible and unchanging state; "the calcification of negotiations") 
       => deep freeze --
 (temporary inactivity or suspension; "the legislation has now been revived after ten years in the deep freeze") 
       => desuetude -- (a state of inactivity or disuse) 
       => dormancy, quiescence, quiescency --
 (a state of quiet (but possibly temporary) inaction; "the volcano erupted after centuries of dormancy") 
           => hibernation --
 (cessation from or slowing of activity during the winter; especially slowing of metabolism in some animals) 
           => estivation, aestivation --
 ((zoology) cessation or slowing of activity during the summer; especially slowing of metabolism in some animals duri
ng a hot or dry period) 
           => slumber -- (a dormant or quiescent state) 
       => extinction -- (no longer active; extinguished; "the extinction of the volcano") 
       => holding pattern --
 (a state of inaction with no progress and no change; "you should go into a holding pattern until he gets over his disappo
intment") 
       => rest -- (a state of inaction; "a body will continue in a state of rest until acted upon") 
       => stagnation, stagnancy, doldrums --
 (a state of inactivity (in business or art etc); "economic growth of less than 1% per year is considered to be economic st
agnation") 
       => stagnation, stagnancy -- (inactivity of liquids; being stagnant; standing still; without current or circulation) 
       => stasis -- (inactivity resulting from a static balance between opposing forces) 
 
temporary state -- (a state that continues for a limited time) 
       => state of mind, frame of mind -- (a temporary psychological state) 
           => case -- (a specific state of mind that is temporary; "a case of the jitters") 
           => thinking cap -- (a state in which one thinks) 
       => fatigue, weariness, tiredness --
 (temporary loss of strength and energy resulting from hard physical or mental work; "he was hospitalized for extreme f
atigue"; "growing fatigue was apparent from the decline in the execution of their athletic skills"; "weariness overcame h
er after twelve hours and she fell asleep") 
           => eyestrain, asthenopia --
 (a tiredness of the eyes caused by prolonged close work by a person with an uncorrected vision problem) 
           => jet lag --
 (fatigue and sleep disturbance resulting from disruption of the body's normal circadian rhythm as a result of jet travel) 
           => exhaustion -- (extreme fatigue) 
               => inanition -- (exhaustion resulting from lack of food) 
               => frazzle -- (a state of extreme exhaustion; "he was worn to a frazzle") 
               => mental exhaustion, brain-fag -- (exhaustion that affects mental keenness) 
           => grogginess -- (a groggy state resulting from weariness) 
           => loginess, logginess -- (a dull and listless state resulting from weariness) 
       => depletion -- (the state of being depleted) 
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           => salt depletion --
 (loss of salt from the body without replacement (loss by vomiting or profuse perspiration or urination or diarrhea) thus 
upsetting the electrolyte balance) 
       => drunkenness, inebriation, inebriety, intoxication, tipsiness --
 (a temporary state resulting from excessive consumption of alcohol) 
           => grogginess -- (a dazed and staggering state caused by alcohol) 
           => sottishness -- (stupefaction from drink) 
       => soberness, sobriety -- (the state of being sober) 
       => wakefulness, sleeplessness -- (a temporary state in which you are unable (or unwilling) to sleep) 
       => sleepiness, drowsiness, somnolence -- (a very sleepy state; "sleepiness causes many driving accidents") 
           => oscitancy, oscitance -- (drowsiness and dullness manifested by yawning) 
       => emergency -- (a state in which martial law applies; "the governor declared a state of emergency") 
       => clutch -- (a tense critical situation; "he is a good man in the clutch") 
 
readiness, preparedness, preparation --
 (the state of having been made ready or prepared for use or action (especially military action); "putting them in readine
ss"; "their preparation was more than adequate") 
       => ready -- (poised for action; "their guns were at the ready") 
       => alert, qui vive --
 (condition of heightened watchfulness or preparation for action; "bombers were put on alert during the crisis") 
           => air alert --
 (the condition in which combat aircraft are airborne and ready for an operation; "aircraft in the Mideast are on air alert"
) 
           => red alert --
 (the highest level of alert when an attack by the enemy seems immanent (or more generally a state of alert resulting fro
m immanent danger)) 
           => strip alert --
 (a state of readiness for domestic defense aircraft; "the Air Force will keep fighters on strip alert at bases around the co
untry") 
 
 

Physiological State < Body State < Physical State < State of Being < Entity 
 
physiological state, physiological condition -- (the state of the body or bodily functions) 
       => wakefulness -- (a periodic state during which you are conscious and aware of the world) 
           => arousal -- (awakening from sleep) 
           => vigil -- (a period of sleeplessness) 
       => incompatibility --
 ((immunology) the degree to which the body's immune system will try to reject foreign material (as transfused blood o
r transplanted tissue)) 
           => histoincompatibility -- (incompatibility in which one person's tissue cannot be transplanted to another person) 
           => Rh incompatibility -- (incompatibility of Rh blood types; a transfusion of Rh-positive blood given to a Rh-
negative person (or vice versa) can result in hemolysis and anemia) 
       => homeostasis --
 (metabolic equilibrium actively maintained by several complex biological mechanisms that operate via the autonomic 
nervous system to offset disrupting changes) 
       => acathexia -- (an inability to retain bodily secretions) 
       => angiotelectasia -- (dilation and enlargement of arterioles) 
       => torpor, torpidity --
 (a state of motor and mental inactivity with a partial suspension of sensibility; "he fell into a deep torpor") 
           => hibernation -- (the torpid or resting state in which some animals pass the winter) 
           => lethargy, lassitude, sluggishness -- (a state of comatose torpor (as found in sleeping sickness)) 
               => hebetude -- (mental lethargy or dullness) 
       => agalactia, agalactosis --
 (a condition in which milk is not secreted in the mother's breasts after her child has been delivered) 
       => anesthesia, anaesthesia -- (loss of bodily sensation with or without loss of consciousness) 
           => cryoanesthesia, cryoanaesthesia -- (insensibility resulting from cold) 
           => general anesthesia, general anaesthesia --
 (a state of total unconsciousness resulting from anesthetic drugs (as for a major surgical operation)) 
               => inhalation anesthesia -- (general anesthesia achieved by administration of an inhalation anesthetic) 
               => twilight sleep --
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 (a state of general anesthesia in which the person retains a slight degree of consciousness; can be induced by injection 
of scopolamine or morphine) 
           => local anesthesia, local anaesthesia --
 (loss of sensation in a small area of the body (as when a local anesthetic is injected for a tooth extraction)) 
           => conduction anesthesia, conduction anaesthesia, nerve block anesthesia, nerve block anaesthesia, block anesth
esia, block anaesthesia --
 (anesthesia of an area supplied by a nerve; produced by an anesthetic agent applied to the nerve) 
           => regional anesthesia, regional anaesthesia --
 (loss of sensation in a region of the body produced by application of an anesthetic agent to all the nerves supplying that
 region (as when an epidural anesthetic is administered to the pelvic region during childbirth)) 
               => acroanesthesia, acroanaesthesia -- (loss of sensation in the extremities) 
               => caudal anesthesia, caudal anaesthesia, caudal block --
 (regional anesthesia resulting from injection of an anesthetic into the caudal end of the spinal canal; now largely replac
ed by epidural anesthesia) 
               => epidural anesthesia, epidural anaesthesia, epidural --
 (regional anesthesia resulting from injection of an anesthetic into the epidural space of the spinal cord; sensation is lost
 in the abdominal and genital and pelvic areas; used in childbirth and gynecological surgery) 
               => paracervical block --
 (regional anesthesia resulting from the injection of a local anesthetic on each side of the cervix; used during labor and 
childbirth) 
               => pudendal block --
 (regional anesthesia resulting from the use of a local anesthetic to deaden the pudendal nerves in the region of the vulv
a and labia majora; used to ease discomfort during childbirth) 
               => spinal anesthesia, spinal anaesthesia, spinal --
 (anesthesia of the lower half of the body; caused by injury to the spinal cord or by injecting an anesthetic beneath the a
rachnoid membrane that surrounds the spinal cord) 
                   => saddle block anesthesia, saddle block anaesthesia --
 (the parts of a patient's body that would touch a saddle if the patient were sitting in one are anesthetized by injecting a l
ocal anesthetic into the spinal cord) 
           => topical anesthesia, topical anaesthesia --
 (loss of sensation confined to the skin or mucous surfaces (as when benzocaine or lidocaine is applied to the surface)) 
       => anhidrosis, anhydrosis -- (failure of the sweat glands) 
       => arousal -- (a state of heightened physiological activity) 
           => alertness, alerting --
 (a state of readiness to respond; "alerting was indicated by the desynchronization of the EEG") 
           => emotional arousal -- (the arousal of strong emotions and emotional behavior) 
               => anger, angriness -- (the state of being angry) 
                   => rage -- (a state of extreme anger; "she fell into a rage and refused to answer") 
               => excitement, excitation, inflammation, fervor, fervour --
 (the state of being emotionally aroused and worked up; "his face was flushed with excitement and his hands trembled";
 "he tried to calm those who were in a state of extreme inflammation") 
                   => fever pitch -- (a state of extreme excitement; "the crowd was at fever pitch") 
                   => sensation -- (a state of widespread public excitement and interest; "the news caused a sensation") 
           => excitation, innervation, irritation -- (the neural or electrical arousal of an organ or muscle or gland) 
           => sexual arousal -- (the arousal of sexual desires in preparation for sexual behavior) 
               => cybersex -- (sexual arousal involving communication on the internet) 
               => eroticism, erotism -- (a state of anticipation of sexuality) 
               => horniness, hotness, hot pants -- (a state of sexual arousal) 
               => erection, hard-on -- (an erect penis) 
           => desire -- (something that is desired) 
               => rage, passion -- (something that is desired intensely; "his rage for fame destroyed him") 
               => materialism, philistinism --
 (a desire for wealth and material possessions with little interest in ethical or spiritual matters) 
       => sleep, slumber --
 (a natural and periodic state of rest during which consciousness of the world is suspended; "he didn't get enough sleep l
ast night"; "calm as a child in dreamless slumber") 
           => sleeping -- (the state of being asleep) 
           => orthodox sleep, nonrapid eye movement sleep, NREM sleep, nonrapid eye movement, NREM --
 (a recurring sleep state during which rapid eye movements do not occur and dreaming does not occur; accounts for abo
ut 75% of normal sleep time) 
           => paradoxical sleep, rapid eye movement sleep, REM sleep, rapid eye movement, REM --
 (a recurring sleep state during which dreaming occurs; a state of Rapid Eye Movements during sleep) 
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           => shuteye -- (informal term for sleep) 
       => sleep -- (a torpid state resembling sleep) 
       => drive -- (a physiological state corresponding to a strong need or desire) 
           => hunger, hungriness -- (a physiological need for food; the consequence of foood deprivation) 
               => bulimia -- (pathologically insatiable hunger (especially when caused by brain lesions)) 
               => emptiness -- (having an empty stomach) 
               => edacity, esurience, ravenousness, voracity, voraciousness -- (excessive desire to eat) 
               => starvation, famishment --
 (a state of extreme hunger resulting from lack of essential nutrients over a prolonged period) 
               => undernourishment, malnourishment -- (not having enough food to develop or function formally) 
           => thirst -- (a physiological need to drink) 
               => dehydration -- (depletion of bodily fluids) 
               => polydipsia -- (excessive thirst (as in cases of diabetes or kidney dysfunction)) 
           => sex drive -- (a physiological need for sexual activity; "testosterone is responsible for the male sex drive") 
           => hypoxia --
 (a very strong drive resulting from a deficiency of available oxygen in the blood and bodily tissues (short of anoxia)) 
               => anemic hypoxia -- (hypoxia resulting from a decreased concentration of hemoglobin) 
               => hypoxic hypoxia -- (hypoxia resulting from defective oxygenation of the blood in the lungs) 
               => ischemic hypoxia, stagnant hypoxia --
 (hypoxia resulting from slow peripheral circulation (such as follows congestive cardiac failure)) 
               => altitude sickness --
 (effects (as nosebleed or nausea) of oxygen deficiency in the blood and tissues at high altitudes) 
                   => mountain sickness --
 (nausea and shortness of breath experienced by mountain climbers above ten thousand feet) 
               => anoxia -- (severe hypoxia; absence of oxygen in inspired gases or in arterial blood or in the tissues) 
                   => anemic anoxia -- (anoxia resulting from a decreased concentration of hemoglobin) 
                   => anoxic anoxia -- (anoxia resulting from defective oxygenation of the blood in the lungs) 
                   => ischemic anoxia, stagnant anoxia --
 (anoxia resulting from slow peripheral circulation (such as follows congestive cardiac failure)) 
               => suffocation, asphyxiation -- (the condition of being derprived of oxygen (as by having breathing stopped)) 
       => elastosis --
 (breakdown of elastic tissue (as the loss of elasticity in the skin of elderly people that results from degeneration of con
nective tissue)) 
       => flatulence, flatulency, gas -- (a state of excessive gas in the alimentary canal) 
       => flexure, flection, flexion -- (the state of being flexed (as of a joint)) 
       => estrus, oestrus, heat, rut --
 (applies to nonhuman mammals: a state or period of heightened sexual arousal and activity) 
       => anestrus, anestrum, anoestrus, anoestrum --
 (applies to nonhuman mammals: a state or interval of sexual inactivity between two periods of estrus) 
           => diestrus, diestrum --
 ((of animals having several estrous cycles in one breeding season) a state or interval of sexual inactivity or quiescence 
between periods of activity) 
       => hypercapnia, hypercarbia --
 (the presence of an abnormally high level of carbon dioxide in the circulating blood) 
       => hypocapnia, acapnia --
 (a state in which the level of carbon dioxide in the blood is lower than normal; can result from deep or rapid breathing) 
       => asphyxia --
 (a condition in which insufficient or no oxygen and carbon dioxide are exchanged on a ventilatory basis; caused by cho
king or drowning or electric shock or poison gas) 
       => oxygen debt --
 (a cumulative deficit of oxygen resulting from intense exercise; the deficit must be made up when the body returns to r
est) 
       => hyperthermia, hyperthermy --
 (abnormally high body temperature; sometimes induced (as in treating some forms of cancer)) 
           => hyperpyrexia -- (extremely high fever (especially in children)) 
       => normothermia -- (normal body temperature) 
       => hypothermia -- (subnormal body temperature) 
       => myasthenia -- (any muscular weakness) 
       => sterility, infertility --
 (the state of being unable to produce offspring; in a woman it is an inability to conceive; in a man it is an inability to i
mpregnate) 
           => impotence, impotency -- (an inability (usually of a male) to copulate) 
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               => erectile dysfunction, male erecticle dysfunction, ED --
 (impotence resulting from a man's inability to have or maintain an erection of his penis) 
           => barrenness -- (the state (usually of a woman) of having no children or being unable to have children) 
           => cacogenesis -- (inability to produce hybrids that are both viable and fertile) 
           => dysgenesis -- (infertility between hybrids) 
       => false pregnancy, pseudocyesis --
 (physiological state in which a woman exhibits symptoms of pregnancy but is not pregnant) 
       => pregnancy, gestation, maternity --
 (the state of being pregnant; the period from conception to birth when a woman carries a developing fetus in her uterus
) 
           => trouble -- (an unwanted pregnancy; "he got several girls in trouble") 
           => gravidity, gravidness, gravidation -- (technical terms for pregnancy) 
           => gravida --
 (the number of the pregnancy that a woman is in; "in her third pregnancy a woman is said to be gravida three") 
           => parity, para -- ((obstetrics) the number of live-
born children a woman has delivered; "the parity of the mother must be considered"; "a bipara is a woman who has giv
en birth to two children") 
           => ectopic pregnancy, extrauterine pregnancy, ectopic gestation, extrauterine gestation, eccyesis, metacyesis --
 (pregnancy resulting from gestation elsewhere than in the uterus) 
               => abdominal pregnancy -- (ectopic pregnancy in the abdominal cavity) 
               => ovarian pregnancy -- (ectopic pregnancy in the ovary) 
               => tubal pregnancy -- (ectopic pregnancy in a Fallopian tube) 
           => entopic pregnancy -- (pregnancy resulting from normal gestation in the uterus) 
           => placenta previa --
 (pregnancy in which the placenta is implanted in the lower part of the uterus (instead of the upper part); can cause blee
ding late in pregnancy; delivery by cesarean section may be necessary) 
       => rigor mortis -- (temporary stiffness of joints and muscular rigidity occurring after death) 
       => vitalization, vitalisation -- (the state of being vitalized and filled with life) 
       => good health, healthiness -- (the state of being vigorous and free from bodily or mental disease) 
           => wholeness, haleness -- (a state of robust good health) 
           => energy, vim, vitality --
 (a healthy capacity for vigorous activity; "jogging works off my excess energy"; "he seemed full of vim and vigor") 
               => juice -- (energetic vitality; "her creative juices were flowing") 
               => qi, chi, ch'i, ki --
 (the circulating life energy that in Chinese philosophy is thought to be inherent in all things; in traditional Chinese med
icine the balance of negative and positive forms in the body is believed to be essential for good health) 
           => bloom, blush, flush, rosiness -- (a rosy color (especially in the cheeks) taken as a sign of good health) 
           => freshness, glow -- (an alert and refreshed state) 
           => radiance -- (an attractive combination of good health and happiness; "the radiance of her countenance") 
           => condition, shape --
 (the state of (good) health (especially in the phrases `in condition' or `in shape' or `out of condition' or `out of shape')) 
               => fitness, physical fitness, good shape, good condition --
 (good physical condition; being in shape or in condition) 
                   => fettle -- (a state of fitness and good health; "in fine fettle") 
       => fertility, fecundity -- (the state of being fertile; capable of producing offspring) 
       => potency -- (the state of being potent; a male's capacity to have sexual intercourse) 
       => cellularity -- (the state of having cells) 
           => hypercellularity -- (the state of having abnormally many cells) 
           => hypocellularity -- (the state of having abnormally few cells) 
       => addiction, dependence, dependency, habituation --
 (being abnormally tolerant to and dependent on something that is psychologically or physically habit-
forming (especially alcohol or narcotic drugs)) 
           => drug addiction, white plague -- (an addiction to a drug (especially a narcotic drug)) 
               => alcoholism, alcohol addiction, inebriation, drunkenness --
 (Habitual intoxication; prolonged and excessive intake of alcoholic drinks leading to a breakdown in health and an add
iction to alcohol such that abrupt deprivation leads to severe withdrawal symptoms) 
               => cocaine addiction -- (an addiction to cocaine) 
               => heroin addiction -- (an addiction to heroin) 
               => caffein addiction -- (an addiction to caffein) 
               => nicotine addiction -- (an addiction to nicotine) 
       => suspended animation --
 (a temporary cessation of vital functions with loss of consciousness resembling death; usually resulting from asphyxia) 
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           => anabiosis --
 (suspended animation in organisms during periods of extreme drought from which they revive when moisture returns) 
       => cryptobiosis -- (a state in which an animal's metabolic activities come to a reversible standstill) 
       => dilatation, distension, distention -- (the state of being stretched beyond normal dimensions) 
           => tympanites --
 (distension of the abdomen that is caused by the accumulation of gas in the intestines or the peritoneal cavity) 
           => ectasia, ectasis -- (dilatation or distension of a hollow organ) 
               => lymphangiectasia, lymphangiectasis -- (dilatation of a lymph vessel) 
               => alveolar ectasia -- (abnormal enlargement of the air sacs in the lungs) 
           => varicocele -- (dilatation of the veins associated with the spermatic cord in the testes) 
       => emmetropia --
 ((ophthalmology) the normal refractive condition of the eye in which there is clear focus of light on the retina) 
       => sedation -- (a state of reduced excitement or anxiety that is induced by the administrative of a sedative agent) 
       => hyperpigmentation -- (unusual darkening of the skin) 
           => tan, suntan, sunburn, burn -- (a browning of the skin resulting from exposure to the rays of the sun) 
       => hypopigmentation -- (unusual lack of skin color) 
           => albinism -- (the congenital absence of pigmentation in the eyes and skin and hair) 
       => amyxia -- (a condition in which no mucus in produced) 
       => cold sweat -- (concurrent perspiration and chill; associated with fear) 
       => obstruction, blockage -- (the state or condition of being obstructed) 
           => intestinal obstruction, ileus --
 (blockage of the intestine (especially the ileum) that prevents the contents of the intestine from passing to the lower bo
wel) 
           => tamponade, tamponage --
 (blockage or closure (as of a wound or body cavity) by (or as if by) a tampon (especially to stop bleeding)) 
               => cardiac tamponade --
 (mechanical compression of the heart resulting from large amounts of fluid collecting in the pericardial space and limit
ing the heart's normal range of motion) 
       => poisoning, toxic condition, intoxication --
 (the physiological state produced by a poison or other toxic substance) 
           => alkali poisoning -- (poisoning resulting from the ingestion of an alkali compound (as lye or ammonia)) 
           => caffeinism, caffiene intoxication --
 (poisoning resulting from excessive intake of caffeine containing products) 
           => carbon monoxide poisoning --
 (a toxic condition that results from inhaling and absorbing carbon monoxide gas; "carbon monoxide combines with he
moglobin and displaces oxygen in the blood") 
           => cyanide poisoning --
 (poisoning due to ingesting or inhaling cyanide; common in smoke from fires and in industrial chemicals) 
           => ergotism -- (poisoning by ingestion of ergot-
infected grain products; characterized by thirst and diarrhea and nausea and craming and vomiting and abnormal cardia
c rhythms; in severe cases it can cause seizures and gangrene of the limbs) 
           => mercury poisoning --
 (a toxic condition caused by ingesting or inhaling mercury; acute mercury poisoning causes a metallic taste and vomiti
ng and diarrhea and kidney problems that may lead to death) 
               => Minamata disease -- (a form of mercury poisoning among people who ate fish from mercury-
contaminated waters of Minamata Bay off Japan in the 1950s; characterized by severe neurological degeneration) 
           => naphthalene poisoning -- (toxic condition resulting from inhaling or ingesting naphthalene) 
           => nicotine poisoning -- (toxic condition caused by the ingestion or inhalation of large amounts of nicotine) 
           => ophidism -- (poisoning by snake venom) 
           => paraquat poisoning --
 (poisoning caused by ingestion of paraquat; characterized by progressive damage to the esophagus and liver and kidne
ys) 
           => pesticide poisoning -- (toxic condition resulting from ingesting or inhaling a pesticide) 
               => malathion poisoning -- (a toxic condition caused by inhaling or ingesting the insecticide Malathion) 
               => parathion poisoning --
 (a toxic condition resulting from inhalation or ingestion of the insecticide parathion; characterized by nausea and abdo
minal pains and headache and convulsions and sweating) 
           => salicylate poisoning -- (poisoning caused by the excessive ingestion of salicylates (usually aspirin)) 
       => analgesia -- (absence of the sense of pain without loss of consciousness) 
       => oligospermia -- (insufficient spermatozoa in the semen) 
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union, unification -- (the state of being joined or united or linked; "there is strength in union") 
       => coalition, fusion -- (the state of being combined into one body) 
           => alliance, confederation -- (the state of being allied or confederated) 
           => federalization, federalisation --
 (the state of being under federal control; "the federalization of postal service") 
       => connection, link, connectedness --
 (the state of being connected; "the connection between church and state is inescapable") 
           => lifeline --
 (support that enables people to survive or to continue doing something (often by providing an essential connection); "t
he airlift provided a lifeline for Berlin"; "she offered me a lifeline in my time of grief") 
           => contact --
 (the state or condition of touching or of being in immediate proximity; "litmus paper turns red on contact with an acid"
) 
               => osculation --
 ((mathematics) a contact of two curves (or two surfaces) at which they have a common tangent) 
               => tangency -- (the state of being tangent; having contact at a single point or along a line without crossing) 
           => concatenation -- (the state of being linked together as in a chain; union in a linked series) 
           => interconnection, interconnectedness --
 (a state of being connected reciprocally; "an interconnection between the two buildings") 
           => coherence, coherency, cohesion, cohesiveness -- (the state of cohering or sticking together) 
               => consistency --
 (logical coherence and accordance with the facts; "a rambling argument that lacked any consistency") 
               => continuity -- (uninterrupted connection or union) 
       => junction, conjunction, conjugation, colligation -- (the state of being joined together) 
           => anastomosis, inosculation --
 (a natural or surgical joining of parts or branches of tubular structures so as to make or become continuous) 
           => synapse -- (the junction between two neurons (axon-to-
dendrite) or between a neuron and a muscle; "nerve impulses cross a synapse through the action of neurotransmitters") 
               => neuromuscular junction, myoneural junction --
 (the junction between a nerve fiber and the muscle it supplies) 
       => association --
 (the state of being connected together as in memory or imagination; "his association of his father with being beaten wa
s too strong to break") 
       => marriage -- (a close and intimate union; "the marriage of music and dance"; "a marriage of ideas") 
       => syncretism --
 (the union (or attempted fusion) of different systems of thought or belief (especially in religion or philosophy); "a sync
retism of material and immaterial theories") 
 
maturity, matureness -- (state of being mature; full development) 
       => adulthood -- (the state (and responsibilities) of a person who has attained maturity) 
           => manhood -- (the state of being a man; manly qualities) 
           => parenthood, parentage -- (the state of being a parent; "to everyone's surprise, parenthood reformed the man") 
           => womanhood, muliebrity -- (the state of being an adult woman) 
       => ripeness -- (the state of being ripe) 
       => youth -- (early maturity; the state of being young or immature or inexperienced) 
 
immaturity, immatureness -- (not having reached maturity) 
       => greenness -- (the state of not being ripe) 
       => callowness, jejuneness, juvenility -- (lacking and evidencing lack of experience of life) 
       => prematureness, prematurity -- (the state of being premature) 
       => adolescence -- (in the state that someone is in between puberty and adulthood) 
       => childhood, puerility -- (the state of a child between infancy and adolescence) 
       => infancy, babyhood -- (the earliest state of immaturity) 
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ATTRIBUTE: PROPERTY, QUALITY, QUANTITY 
 
attribute -- (an abstraction belonging to or characteristic of an entity) 
       => shape, form --
 (the spatial arrangement of something as distinct from its substance; "geometry is the mathematical science of shape") 
       => human nature --
 (the shared psychological attributes of humankind that are assumed to be shared by all human beings; "a great observer
 of human nature") 
       => trait -- (a distinguishing feature of your personal nature) 
       => thing -- (any attribute or quality considered as having its own existence; "the thing I like about her is ...") 
       => common denominator -- (an attribute that is common to all members of a category) 
       => personality -- (the complex of all the attributes--behavioral, temperamental, emotional and mental--
that characterize a unique individual; "their different reactions reflected their very different personalities"; "it is his natu
re to help others") 
       => cheerfulness, cheer --
 (the quality of being cheerful and dispelling gloom; "flowers added a note of cheerfulness to the drab room") 
       => uncheerfulness -- (not conducive to cheer or good spirits) 
       => ballast --
 (an attribute that tends to give stability in character and morals; something that steadies the mind or feelings) 
       => ethos -- ((anthropology) the distinctive spirit of a culture or an era; "the Greek ethos") 
       => eidos --
 ((anthropology) the distinctive expression of the cognitive or intellectual character of a culture or a social group) 
       => quality --
 (an essential and distinguishing attribute of something or someone; "the quality of mercy is not strained"--
Shakespeare) 
       => property --
 (a basic or essential attribute shared by all members of a class; "a study of the physical properties of atomic particles") 
       => inheritance, heritage --
 (any attribute or immaterial possession that is inherited from ancestors; "my only inheritance was my mother's blessing
"; "the world's heritage of knowledge") 
 
shape, form --
 (the spatial arrangement of something as distinct from its substance; "geometry is the mathematical science
 of shape") 
       => solid -- (a three-dimensional shape) 
       => plane, sheet -- ((mathematics) an unbounded two-
dimensional shape; "we will refer to the plane of the graph as the X-
Y plane"; "any line joining two points on a plane lies wholly on that plane") 
       => natural shape -- (a shape created by natural forces; not man-made) 
       => flare, flair -- (a shape that spreads outward; "the skirt had a wide flare") 
       => figure -- (a combination of points and lines and planes that form a visible palpable shape) 
       => line -- (a length (straight or curved) without breadth or thickness; the trace of a moving point) 
       => angular shape, angularity -- (a shape having one or more sharp angles) 
       => round shape -- (a shape that is curved and without sharp angles) 
       => distorted shape, distortion -- (a shape resulting from distortion) 
       => amorphous shape -- (an ill-defined or arbitrary shape) 
       => connection, connexion, link -- (a connecting shape) 
       => circle -- (something approximating the shape of a circle; "the chairs were arranged in a circle") 
       => square -- (something approximating the shape of a square) 
       => triangle --
 (something approximating the shape of a triangle; "the coastline of Chile and Argentina and Brazil forms t
wo legs of a triangle") 
       => column, tower, pillar --
 (anything tall and thin approximating the shape of a column or tower; "the test tube held a column of white
 powder"; "a tower of dust rose above the horizon"; "a thin pillar of smoke betrayed their campsite") 
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PROPERTY (Universal (Temporal and Spatial), Physical, Chemical, Biological, Psychological, Logical, Social, and 
Device Properties} < STATE OF BEING < ENTITY 

property --
 (a basic or essential attribute shared by all members of a class; "a study of the physical properties of atomic particles") 
       => actinism -- (the property of radiation that enables it to produce photochemical effects) 
       => isotropy, symmetry --
 ((physics) the property of being isotropic; having the same value when measured in different directions) 
       => anisotropy --
 (the property of being anisotropic; having a different value when measured in different directions) 
       => characteristic, device characteristic --
 (any measurable property of a device measured under closely specified conditions) 
       => connectivity -- (the property of being connected or the degree to which something has connections) 
       => duality, wave-particle duality --
 ((physics) the property of matter and electromagnetic radiation that is characterized by the fact that some properties  
can be explained best by wave theory and others by particle theory) 
       => heredity, genetic endowment -- (the total of inherited attributes) 
           => inheritance, hereditary pattern -- ((genetics) attributes acquired via biological heredity from the parents) 
               => ancestry, lineage, derivation, filiation -- (inherited properties shared with others of your bloodline) 
                   => breed, strain -- (a lineage or race of people) 
                   => origin, descent, extraction -- (properties attributable to your ancestry; "he comes from good origins") 
                       => full blood -- (descent from parents both of one pure breed) 
                   => pedigree, bloodline -- (ancestry of a purebred animal) 
               => linkage, gene linkage --
 ((genetics) traits that tend to be inherited together as a consequence of an association between their genes; all of the ge
nes of a given chromosome are linked (where one goes they all go)) 
               => X-linked dominant inheritance --
 (hereditary pattern in which a dominant gene on the X chromosome causes a characteristic to be manifested in the offs
pring) 
               => X-linked recessive inheritance --
 (hereditary pattern in which a recessive gene on the X chromosome results in the manifestation of characteristics in ma
le offspring and a carrier state in female offspring) 
       => age -- (how long something has existed; "it was replaced because of its age") 
           => chronological age --
 (age measured by the time (years and months) that something or someone has existed; "his chronological age was 71 y
ears") 
           => bone age --
 (a person's age measured by matching their bone development (as shown by X rays) with bone development of an aver
age person of known chronological age) 
           => developmental age --
 (a measure of a child's development (in body size or motor skill or psychological function) expressed in terms of age n
orms) 
           => fetal age, fertilization age, gestational age -- (the age of an embryo counting from the time of fertilization) 
           => mental age -- (the level of intellectual development as measured by an intelligence test) 
           => oldness -- (the opposite of newness) 
               => obsoleteness, superannuation -- (the property of being out of date and not current) 
               => ancientness, antiquity -- (extreme oldness) 
               => old-fashionedness -- (the property of being no longer fashionable) 
                   => quaintness -- (the quality of being quaint and old-
fashioned; "she liked the old cottage; its quaintness was appealing") 
               => vintage, time of origin -- (the oldness of wines) 
               => hoariness -- (great age (especially gray or white with age)) 
           => newness -- (the opposite of oldness) 
               => brand-newness -- (the property of being very new) 
               => freshness --
 (the property of being pure and fresh (as if newly made); not stale or deteriorated; "she loved the freshness of newly ba
ked bread"; "the freshness of the air revived him") 
                   => crispness --
 (a pleasing firmness and freshness; "crispness of new dollar bills"; "crispness of fresh lettuce") 
               => recency, recentness -- (the property of having happened or appeared not long ago) 
           => oldness -- (the opposite of youngness) 
               => agedness, senescence -- (the property characteristic of old age) 
               => senility -- (the state of being senile) 
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               => longevity, seniority -- (the property of being long-lived) 
               => staleness -- (having lost purity and freshness as a consequence of aging) 
                   => mustiness, must, moldiness -- (the quality of smelling or tasting old or stale or mouldy) 
           => youngness -- (the opposite of oldness) 
               => youth, youthfulness, juvenility -- (the freshness and vitality characteristic of a young person) 
               => childishness, puerility -- (a property characteristic of a child) 
       => manner, mode, style, way, fashion --
 (how something is done or how it happens; "her dignified manner"; "his rapid manner of talking"; "their nomadic mod
e of existence"; "in the characteristic New York style"; "a lonely way of life"; "in an abrasive fashion") 
           => artistic style, idiom --
 (the style of a particular artist or school or movement; "an imaginative orchestral idiom") 
               => baroque, baroqueness --
 (elaborate an extensive ornamentation in decorative art and architecture that flourished in Europe in the 17th century) 
               => classical style -- (the artistic style of ancient Greek art with its emphasis on proportion and harmony) 
               => order --
 ((architecture) one of original three styles of Greek architecture distinguished by the type of column and entablature us
ed or a style developed from the original three by the Romans) 
                   => Doric order, Dorian order --
 (the oldest and simplest of the Greek orders and the only one that normally has no base) 
                   => Ionic order, Ionian order -- (the second Greek order; the capital is decorated with spiral scrolls) 
                   => Corinthian order --
 (the last Greek order; similar to the Ionic order except the capital is decorated with carvings of acanthus leaves) 
                   => Composite order --
 (a Roman order that combines the Corinthian acanthus leaves with the spiral scrolls of the Ionic order) 
                   => Tuscan order -- (a Roman order that resembles the Doric order but without a fluted shaft) 
               => rococo --
 (fanciful but graceful asymmetric ornamentation in art and architecture that originated in France in the 18th century) 
               => High Renaissance --
 (the artistic style of early 16th century painting in Florence and Rome; characterized by technical mastery and heroic c
omposition and humanistic content) 
               => treatment --
 (a manner of dealing with something artistically; "his treatment of space borrows from Italian architecture") 
               => neoclassicism --
 (revival of a classical style (in art or literature or architecture or music) but from a new perspective or with a new moti
vation) 
               => classicism --
 (a movement in literature and art during the 17th and 18th centuries in Europe that favored rationality and restraint and
 strict forms; "classicism often derived its models from the ancient Greeks and Romans") 
               => romanticism --
 (a movement in literature and art during the late 18th and early 19th centuries that celebrated nature rather than civiliza
tion; "romanticism valued imagination and emotion over rationality") 
           => drape -- (the manner in which fabric hangs or falls; "she adjusted the drape of her skirt") 
           => fit -- (the manner in which something fits; "I admired the fit of her coat") 
               => hang -- (the way a garment hangs; "he adjusted the hang of his coat") 
           => form --
 (a particular mode in which something is manifested; "his resentment took the form of extreme hostility") 
           => life style, life-style, lifestyle, modus vivendi --
 (a manner of living that reflects the person's values and attitudes) 
               => fast lane --
 (a hectic and pressured lifestyle often characterized by recklessness or dissipation; "life in fashion's fast lane has taught
 her a lot") 
               => free living -- (a lifestyle given to easy indulgence of the appetites) 
               => vanity fair -- (a vain and frivolous lifestyle especially in large cities) 
           => setup -- (the way something is organized or arranged; "it takes time to learn the setup around here") 
           => touch, signature -- (a distinguishing style; "this room needs a woman's touch") 
               => common touch --
 (the property of appealing to people in general (usually by appearing to have qualities in common with them)) 
           => wise -- (a way of doing or being; "in no wise"; "in this wise") 
       => constitution, composition, makeup -- (the way in which someone or something is composed) 
           => structure --
 (the manner of construction of something and the arrangement of its parts; "artists must study the structure of the huma
n body"; "the structure of the benzene molecule") 
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               => infrastructure, substructure -- (the basic structure or features of a system or organization) 
               => computer architecture, architecture --
 ((computer science) the structure and organization of a computer's hardware or system software; "the architecture of a 
computer's system software") 
                   => complex instruction set computing, complex instruction set computer, CISC --
 ((computer science) a kind of computer architecture that has a large number of instructions hard coded into the cpu chi
p) 
                   => reduced instruction set computing, reduced instruction set computer, RISC --
 ((computer science) a kind of computer architecture that has a relatively small set of computer instructions that it can p
erform) 
               => cytoarchitecture, cytoarchitectonics -- (the cellular composition of a bodily structure) 
               => framework, fabric --
 (the underlying structure; "restoring the framework of the bombed building"; "it is part of the fabric of society") 
           => phenotype --
 (what an organism looks like as a consequence of its genotype; two organisms with the same phenotype can have diffe
rent genotypes) 
           => genotype, genetic constitution -- (the particular alleles at specified loci present in an organism) 
           => karyotype --
 (the appearance of the chromosomal makeup of a somatic cell in an individual or species (including the number and arr
angement and size and structure of the chromosomes)) 
       => consistency, consistence, body --
 (the property of holding together and retaining its shape; "when the dough has enough consistency it is ready to bake") 
           => gaseousness -- (having the consistency of a gas) 
               => bubbliness, effervescence, frothiness -- (the property of giving off bubbles) 
               => foaminess -- (the property of being foamy) 
           => viscosity, viscousness -- (resistance of a liquid to sheer forces (and hence to flow)) 
               => stickiness -- (the property of sticking to a surface) 
                   => adhesiveness, adhesion, adherence, bond --
 (the property of sticking together (as of glue and wood) or the joining of surfaces of different composition) 
               => sliminess -- (a property resembling or being covered with slime) 
               => cohesiveness, glueyness, gluiness, gumminess, ropiness, viscidity, viscidness --
 (the property of being cohesive and sticky) 
               => gelatinousness, glutinosity, glutinousness -- (the property of having a viscosity like jelly) 
           => thickness -- (resistance to flow) 
               => semifluidity -- (a property midway between a solid and a liquid) 
               => creaminess, soupiness -- (the property of having the thickness of heavy cream) 
           => thinness -- (a consistency of low viscosity; "he disliked the thinness of the soup") 
               => fluidity, fluidness, liquidity, liquidness, runniness -- (the property of flowing easily) 
               => wateriness -- (the property of resembling the viscosity of water) 
           => hardness --
 (the property of being rigid and resistant to pressure; not easily scratched; measured on Mohs scale) 
               => firmness -- (the property of being unyielding to the touch) 
               => incompressibility -- (the property of being incompressible) 
           => softness -- (the property of giving little resistance to pressure) 
               => compressibility, squeezability, sponginess -- (the property of being able to occupy less space) 
               => downiness, featheriness, fluffiness -- (a light softness) 
               => flabbiness, limpness, flaccidity -- (a flabby softness) 
               => mushiness -- (a mushy pulpy softness) 
           => breakableness -- (the consistency of something that breaks under pressure) 
               => brittleness, crispness, crispiness -- (firm but easily broken) 
                   => flakiness -- (having or breaking into thin crisp flakes) 
               => crumbliness, friability -- (excessive breakableness) 
           => unbreakableness -- (a consistency of something that does not break under pressure) 
           => porosity, porousness -- (the property of being porous; being able to absorb fluids) 
               => sponginess -- (the porosity of a sponge) 
               => permeability, permeableness --
 (the property of something that can be pervaded by a liquid (as by osmosis or diffusion)) 
                   => penetrability, perviousness -- (the permeability of something that can be penetrated by a liquid) 
                   => absorbency -- (the property of being absorbent) 
           => solidity, solidness -- (the consistency of a solid) 
               => compactness -- (the consistency of a compact solid) 
                   => density, denseness -- (the amount per unit size) 
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                       => relative density -- (the ratio of the density of something to the density of a standard) 
                           => specific gravity -- (the density of a substance relative to the density of water) 
                           => vapor density, vapour density -- (the density of a gas relative to the density of hydrogen) 
                       => rarity, tenuity, low density -- (a rarified quality; "the tenuity of the upper atmosphere") 
               => impermeability, impermeableness -- (the property of something that cannot be pervaded by a liquid) 
                   => retentiveness, retentivity, retention -- (the power of retaining liquid; "moisture retentivity of soil") 
                       => urinary retention -- (holding urine in the urinary bladder; "he has a problem with urinary retention") 
                   => impenetrability, imperviousness -- (resistance to penetration by a liquid) 
                   => nonabsorbency -- (the property of not being absorbent) 
       => disposition --
 (a natural or acquired habit or characteristic tendency in a person or thing; "a swelling with a disposition to rupture") 
           => aptness, propensity --
 (a disposition to behave in a certain way; "the aptness of iron to rust"; "the propensity of disease to spread") 
           => mordacity -- (a disposition to biting) 
           => predisposition -- (a disposition in advance to react in a particular way) 
           => proneness -- (being disposed to do something; "accident proneness") 
           => separatism --
 (a disposition toward schism and secession from a larger group; the principles and practices of separatists; "separatism 
is a serious problem in Quebec"; "demands for some form of separatism on grounds of religion have been perceived as 
a threat to mainstream education") 
           => tendency, inclination --
 (a characteristic likelihood of or natural disposition toward a certain condition or character or effect; "the alkaline incli
nation of the local waters"; "fabric with a tendency to shrink") 
               => electronegativity, negativity --
 ((chemistry) the tendency of an atom or radical to attract electrons in the formation of an ionic bond) 
               => stainability -- ((cytology) the capacity of cells or cell parts to stain specifically with certain dyes) 
                   => basophilia -- (the tendency of cells to stain with basic dyes; "cytoplasmic basophilia") 
               => desire -- (an inclination to want things; "a man of many desires") 
                   => hunger, thirst --
 (strong desire for something (not food or drink); "a thirst for knowledge"; "hunger for affection") 
                   => greed --
 (excessive desire to acquire or possess more (especially more material wealth) than one needs or deserves) 
                       => avarice, avariciousness, covetousness, cupidity -- (extreme greed for material wealth) 
                       => possessiveness -- (excessive desire to possess or dominate) 
                       => acquisitiveness -- (strong desire to acquire and possess) 
                           => bibliomania -- (preoccupation with the acquisition and possession of books) 
                           => retentiveness -- (the property of retaining possessions that have been acquired) 
       => tactile property, feel -- (a property perceived by touch) 
           => touch -- (the feel of mechanical action; "this piano has a wonderful touch") 
           => texture -- (the feel of a surface or a fabric; "the wall had a smooth texture") 
               => nap -- (a soft or fuzzy surface texture) 
               => smoothness -- (a texture without roughness; smooth to the touch) 
                   => silkiness, sleekness -- (the smooth feel of silk fabric) 
                   => slickness, slick, slipperiness, slip -- (a slippery smoothness; "he could feel the slickness of the tiller") 
                   => fineness, powderiness -- (having a very fine texture; "the fineness of the sand on the beach") 
                   => polish, gloss, glossiness, burnish -- (the property of being smooth and shiny) 
                       => French polish -- (the glaze produced by repeated applications of French polish shellac) 
                       => glaze -- (a glossy finish on a fabric) 
               => roughness -- (a texture that is not smooth but is irregular and uneven) 
                   => coarseness, nubbiness, tweediness -- (looseness or roughness in texture (as of cloth)) 
                   => slub, knot, burl -- (soft lump or unevenness in a yarn; either an imperfection or created by design) 
                   => harshness, abrasiveness, scratchiness -- (the roughness of a substance that causes abrasions) 
                   => coarseness, graininess, granularity -- (the quality of being composed of relatively large particles) 
                       => sandiness -- (a texture resembling that of sand) 
                   => shagginess -- (roughness of nap produced by long woolly hairs) 
                   => bumpiness -- (the texture of a surface that has many bumps) 
       => visual property -- (an attribute of vision) 
           => texture -- (the characteristic appearance of a surface having a tactile quality) 
               => grain --
 (the direction or texture of fibers found in wood or leather or stone or in a woven fabric; "saw the board across the grai
n") 
                   => wood grain, woodgrain -- (texture of fibers in wood) 
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                   => graining, woodgraining -- (a texture like that of wood) 
               => marbleization, marbleisation, marbleizing, marbleising -- (a texture like that of marble) 
           => light, lightness --
 (the visual effect of illumination on objects or scenes as created in pictures; "he could paint the lightest light and the da
rkest dark") 
               => aura, aureole, halo, nimbus, glory, gloriole --
 (an indication of radiant light drawn around the head of a saint) 
               => sunniness -- (lightness created by sunlight) 
                   => cloudlessness -- (the lightness of a sunny day when there are no clouds in the sky) 
               => highlight, highlighting -- (an area of lightness in a picture) 
               => brightness -- (the location of a visual perception along the black-to-white continuum) 
                   => glare, blaze, brilliance -- (great brightness; "a glare of sunlight"; "the flowers were a blaze of color") 
                   => dazzle -- (brightness enough to blind partially and temporarily) 
                   => glitter, glister, glisten, scintillation, sparkle -- (the quality of glittering or sparkling brightly) 
                   => flash -- (a momentary brightness) 
                   => glint -- (a spatially localized brightness) 
                   => opalescence, iridescence -- (the visual property of something having a milky brightness) 
                   => radiance, radiancy, shine, effulgence, refulgence, refulgency --
 (the quality of being bright and sending out rays of light) 
                       => gleam, gleaming, glow, lambency -- (an appearance of reflected light) 
                       => shininess, sheen, luster, lustre -- (the visual property of something that shines with reflected light) 
                       => polish, gloss, glossiness, burnish -- (the property of being smooth and shiny) 
                           => French polish -- (the glaze produced by repeated applications of French polish shellac) 
                           => glaze -- (a glossy finish on a fabric) 
                   => luster, lustre, brilliancy, splendor, splendour -- (a quality that outshines the usual) 
           => dullness, dulness -- (a lack of visual brightness) 
               => dimness, subduedness -- (the property of lacking brilliance) 
               => flatness, lusterlessness, lustrelessness, mat, matt, matte --
 (the property of having little or no contrast; lacking highlights or gloss) 
           => color, colour, coloring, colouring --
 (a visual attribute of things that results from the light they emit or transmit or reflect; "a white color is made up of man
y different wavelengths of light") 
               => heather mixture, heather --
 (interwoven yarns of mixed colors producing muted grayish shades with flecks of color) 
               => shade, tint, tincture, tone --
 (a quality of a given color that differs slightly from a primary color; "after several trials he mixed the shade of pink that
 she wanted") 
                   => undertone, tinge -- (a pale or subdued color) 
               => chromatic color, chromatic colour, spectral color, spectral colour -- (a color that has hue) 
                   => red, redness -- (the quality or state of the chromatic color resembling the hue of blood) 
                       => chrome red -- (a red pigment used in paints; basic lead chromate) 
                       => Turkey red, alizarine red -- (a bright orange-red color produced in cotton cloth with alizarine dye) 
                       => cardinal, carmine -- (a variable color averaging a vivid red) 
                       => crimson, ruby, deep red -- (a deep and vivid red) 
                       => dark red -- (a red that reflects little light) 
                           => burgundy -- (a dark purplish red to blackish red) 
                           => claret -- (a dark purplish red) 
                           => oxblood red -- (a dark brownish red) 
                           => wine, wine-colored -- (a red as dark as red wine) 
                       => purplish red -- (a red with a tinge of purple) 
                           => fuchsia, magenta -- (a dark purple-
red; the dye was discovered in 1859, the year of the battle of Magenta) 
                           => maroon -- (a dark purplish red to dark brownish red) 
                       => cerise, cherry, cherry red -- (a red the color of ripe cherries) 
                       => scarlet, vermilion, orange red -- (a variable color that is vivid red but sometimes with an orange tinge) 
                   => orange, orangeness -- (any of a range of colors between red and yellow) 
                       => reddish orange -- (an orange color closer to red than to yellow) 
                           => tangerine -- (a reddish to vivid orange color) 
                   => yellow, yellowness --
 (the quality or state of the chromatic color resembling the hue of sunflowers or ripe lemons) 
                       => chrome yellow -- (yellow pigment consisting of neutral lead chromate) 
                       => canary yellow, canary -- (a moderate yellow with a greenish tinge) 
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                       => amber, gold --
 (a deep yellow color; "an amber light illuminated the room"; "he admired the gold of her hair") 
                       => brownish yellow -- (yellow of low lightness with a brownish tinge) 
                       => gamboge, lemon, lemon yellow, maize -- (a strong yellow color) 
                       => old gold -- (a dark yellow) 
                       => orange yellow, saffron -- (a shade of yellow tinged with orange) 
                           => ocher, ochre -- (a moderate yellow-orange to orange color) 
                       => pale yellow, straw -- (a yellow tint; yellow diluted with white) 
                       => greenish yellow -- (a shade of yellow tinged with green) 
                   => green, greenness, viridity -- (the property of being green; resembling the color of growing grass) 
                       => greenishness -- (the property of being somewhat green) 
                       => sea green -- (the property of a moderate green color resembling the waters of the sea) 
                       => sage green -- (the color of sage leaves) 
                       => bottle green -- (dark to moderate or grayish green) 
                       => chrome green -- (a brilliant green color) 
                       => emerald -- (the green color of an emerald) 
                       => olive green -- (a color that is lighter and greener than olive) 
                       => yellow green, yellowish green, chartreuse, Paris green, pea green --
 (a shade of green tinged with yellow) 
                       => bluish green, blue-green, teal --
 (a shade of green tinged with blue; "they painted it a light shade of bluish green") 
                           => cyan -- (a blue-green that is one of the primary pigments) 
                       => jade green, jade -- (a light green color varying from bluish green to yellowish green) 
                   => blue, blueness -- (the color of the clear sky in the daytime; "he had eyes of bright blue") 
                       => azure, cerulean, sapphire, lazuline, sky-blue -- (a light shade of blue) 
                       => powder blue -- (a dusty pale blue color) 
                       => steel blue -- (a grayish blue color) 
                       => Prussian blue -- (a dark greenish-blue color) 
                       => dark blue, navy, navy blue -- (a dark shade of blue) 
                       => greenish blue, aqua, aquamarine, turquoise, cobalt blue, peacock blue --
 (a shade of blue tinged with green) 
                       => purplish blue, royal blue -- (a shade of blue tinged with purple) 
                       => ultramarine -- (vivid blue to purple-blue) 
                       => Payne's gray -- (any pigment that produces a grayish to dark grayish blue) 
                   => purple, purpleness, empurpled -- (a chromatic color between red and blue) 
                       => mauve -- (a moderate purple) 
                       => reddish purple, royal purple -- (a shade of purple tinged with red) 
                           => Tyrian purple -- (a vivid purplish-red color) 
                       => violet, reddish blue -- (a variable color that lies beyond blue in the spectrum) 
                           => indigo -- (a blue-violet color) 
                   => pink -- (a light shade of red) 
                       => carnation -- (a pink or reddish-pink color) 
                       => rose -- (a dusty pink color) 
                           => old rose -- (a greyish-pink color) 
                       => solferino, purplish pink --
 (a purplish pink dye was discovered in 1859, the year a battle was fought at Solferino) 
                       => yellowish pink, apricot, peach, salmon pink -- (a shade of pink tinged with yellow) 
                       => coral -- (a variable color averaging a deep pink) 
                   => brown, brownness -- (an orange of low brightness and saturation) 
                       => Vandyke brown -- (a moderate brown color) 
                       => chocolate, coffee, deep brown, umber, burnt umber -- (a medium to dark brown color) 
                       => light brown -- (a brown that light but unsaturated) 
                           => tan, topaz -- (a light brown) 
                           => dun, grayish brown, greyish brown, fawn --
 (a color varying around light grayish brown; "she wore a dun raincoat") 
                           => beige, ecru -- (a very light brown) 
                       => reddish brown, sepia, burnt sienna, Venetian red -- (a shade of brown with a tinge of red) 
                           => brick red -- (a bright reddish brown color) 
                           => copper, copper color -- (a reddish brown the color of polished copper) 
                           => Indian red -- (a reddish brown resembling the red soil used as body paint by American indians) 
                       => yellowish brown, raw sienna, buff, caramel, caramel brown -- (a medium to dark tan color) 
                           => snuff-color, snuff-colour -- (dark yellowish brown) 
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                       => puce -- (a color varying from dark purplish brown to dark red) 
                       => olive brown -- (a shade of brown tinged with green) 
                       => taupe -- (a grayish brown) 
                   => olive -- (a yellow-green color of low brightness and saturation) 
                       => olive drab -- (a grayish olive or dark olive gray) 
                   => pastel -- (any of various pale or light colors) 
                   => complementary color, complementary --
 (either one of two chromatic colors that when mixed together give white (in the case of lights) or gray (in the case of  
pigments); "yellow and blue are complementaries") 
               => achromatic color, achromatic colour -- (a color lacking hue; white or gray or black) 
                   => black, blackness --
 (the quality or state of the achromatic color of least lightness (bearing the least resemblance to white)) 
                       => coal black, ebony, jet black, pitch black, sable, soot black -- (a very dark black) 
                   => white, whiteness --
 (the quality or state of the achromatic color of greatest lightness (bearing the least resemblance to black)) 
                       => alabaster -- (a very light white) 
                       => bleach --
 (the whiteness that results from removing the color from something; "a complete bleach usually requires several applic
ations") 
                       => bone, ivory, pearl, off-white -- (a shade of white the color of bleached bones) 
                       => chalk -- (a pure flat white with little reflectance) 
                       => frostiness, hoariness -- (a silvery-white color) 
                   => gray, grayness, grey, greyness -- (a neutral achromatic color midway between white and black) 
                       => ash gray, ash grey, silver, silver gray, silver grey -- (a light shade of gray) 
                       => charcoal, charcoal gray, charcoal grey, oxford gray, oxford grey -- (a very dark gray color) 
                       => dapple-gray, dapple-grey, dappled-gray, dappled-grey --
 (gray with a mottled pattern of darker gray markings) 
                       => iron-gray, iron-grey -- (the color of freshly broken cast iron) 
                       => tattletale gray, tattletale grey -- (a grayish white) 
                       => iron blue, steel gray, Davy's gray -- (slightly purplish or bluish dark gray) 
               => coloration, colouration -- (appearance with regard to color; "her healthy coloration") 
                   => hair coloring -- (coloring of the hair; "her hair-coloring was unusual: a very pale gold") 
                   => pigmentation -- (coloration of living tissues by pigment) 
                       => chromatism -- (abnormal pigmentation) 
                       => melanoderma -- (abnormally dark skin caused by increased deposits of melatonin) 
                   => depigmentation --
 (absence or loss of pigmentation (or less than normal pigmentation) in the skin or hair) 
                       => poliosis -- (loss of color from the hair) 
                   => protective coloration -- (coloration making an organism less visible or attractive to predators) 
                       => aposematic coloration, warning coloration --
 (conspicuous coloration or markings of an animal serving to warn off predators; "a skunk's aposematic coloration") 
                       => apatetic coloration -- (coloring serving to as natural camouflage) 
                       => cryptic coloration -- (coloring that conceals or disguises an animal's shape) 
               => complexion, skin color, skin colour -- (the coloring of a person's face) 
                   => paleness, blondness, fairness -- (the property of having a naturally light complexion) 
                   => ruddiness, rosiness -- (a healthy reddish complexion) 
                   => lividness, lividity, luridness, paleness, pallidness, pallor, wanness, achromasia --
 (unnatural lack of color in the skin (as from bruising or sickness or emotional distress)) 
                   => sallowness -- (a sickly yellowish skin color) 
                   => tawniness -- (a tawny complexion) 
                   => darkness, duskiness, swarthiness -- (a swarthy complexion) 
               => nonsolid color, nonsolid colour, dithered color, dithered colour --
 (a color produced by a pattern of differently colored dots that together simulate the desired color) 
           => colorlessness, colourlessness, achromatism -- (the visual property of being without color) 
               => achromia --
 (an absence of normal pigmentation especially in the skin (as in albinism) or in red blood cells) 
           => color property -- (an attribute of color) 
               => hue, chromaticity -- (the quality of a color as determined by its dominant wavelength) 
               => saturation, chroma, intensity, vividness --
 (chromatic purity: freedom from dilution with white and hence vividness of hue) 
               => value --
 (relative darkness or lightness of a color; "I establish the colors and principal values by organizing the painting into thr
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ee values--dark, medium...and light"-Joe Hing Lowe) 
                   => lightness -- (having a light color) 
                   => darkness -- (having a dark or somber color) 
       => olfactory property, smell, aroma, odor, odour, scent -- (any property detected by the olfactory system) 
           => bouquet, fragrance, redolence, sweetness -- (a pleasingly sweet olfactory property) 
           => malodorousness, stinkiness, foulness, rankness -- (the attribute of having a strong offensive smell) 
               => body odor, body odour, B.O. -- (malodorousness resulting from a failure to bathe) 
       => sound property -- (an attribute of sound) 
           => sound --
 (the particular auditory effect produced by a given cause; "the sound of rain on the roof"; "the beautiful sound of music
") 
               => noisiness, racketiness -- (characterized by loud and constant noise) 
                   => boisterousness -- (the property of being noisy and lively and unrestrained) 
               => ring -- (a characteristic sound; "it has the ring of sincerity") 
               => unison -- ((music) two or more sounds or tones at the same pitch or in octaves; "singing in unison") 
               => voice --
 (the distinctive quality or pitch or condition of a person's speech; "A shrill voice sounded behind us") 
                   => androglossia -- (a woman's voice with male qualities) 
           => silence, quiet -- (the absence of sound; "he needed silence in order to sleep"; "the street was quiet") 
               => hush, stillness, still -- ((poetic) tranquil silence; "the still of the night") 
               => speechlessness -- (the property of being speechless) 
               => quietness, soundlessness -- (the property of making no sound) 
                   => noiselessness -- (the property of making no noise) 
           => musicality, musicalness -- (the property of sounding like music) 
               => lyricality, lyricism, songfulness -- (the property of being suitable for singing) 
               => melodiousness, tunefulness -- (the property of having a melody) 
               => texture --
 (the musical pattern created by parts being played or sung together; "then another melodic line is added to the texture") 
           => harmony -- (an agreeable sound property) 
               => consonance, harmoniousness -- (the property of sounding harmonious) 
           => dissonance -- (disagreeable sounds) 
               => discordance, discord -- (a harsh mixture of sounds) 
               => disharmony, inharmoniousness -- (a lack of harmony) 
               => cacophony -- (loud confusing disagreeable sounds) 
           => pitch -- (the property of sound that varies with variation in the frequency of vibration) 
               => concert pitch, philharmonic pitch, international pitch --
 (the pitch used to tune instruments for concert performances; usually assigns 440 Hz to the A above middle C) 
               => high pitch, high frequency -- (a pitch that is perceived as above other pitches) 
                   => soprano, treble -- (the pitch range of the highest female voice) 
                   => tenor -- (the pitch range of the highest male voice) 
               => key -- (pitch of the voice; "he spoke in a low key") 
               => low pitch, low frequency -- (a pitch that is perceived as below other pitches) 
                   => deepness -- (a low pitch that is loud and voluminous) 
                   => alto -- (the pitch range of the lowest female voice) 
                   => bass -- (the lowest part of the musical range) 
               => tone --
 ((linguistics) a pitch or change in pitch of the voice that serves to distinguish words in tonal languages; "the Beijing dia
lect uses four tones") 
               => tune --
 (the property of producing accurately a note of a given pitch; "he cannot sing in tune"; "the clarinet was out of tune") 
           => registration --
 ((music) the sound property resulting from a combination of organ stops used to perform a particular piece of music; th
e technique of selecting and adjusting organ stops) 
           => timbre, timber, quality, tone --
 ((music) the distinctive property of a complex sound (a voice or noise or musical sound); "the timbre of her soprano w
as rich and lovely"; "the muffled tones of the broken bell summoned them to meet") 
               => resonance --
 (the quality imparted to voiced speech sounds by the action of the resonating chambers of the throat and mouth and nas
al cavities) 
               => color, colour, coloration, colouration --
 (the timbre of a musical sound; "the recording fails to capture the true color of the original music") 
               => harshness, roughness -- (harsh or rough to the ear) 
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                   => gruffness, hoarseness, huskiness -- (a throaty harshness) 
               => fullness, mellowness, richness -- (the property of a sound that has a rich and pleasing timbre) 
               => nasality -- (a quality of the voice that is produced by nasal resonators) 
                   => twang, nasal twang -- (exaggerated nasality in speech (as in some regional dialects)) 
               => plangency, resonance, reverberance, ringing, sonorousness, sonority, vibrancy --
 (having the character of a loud deep sound; the quality of being resonant) 
               => shrillness, stridence, stridency -- (having the timbre of a loud high-pitched sound) 
               => register --
 ((music) the timbre that is characteristic of a certain range and manner of production of the human voice or of different
 pipe organ stops or of different musical instruments) 
                   => head register, head voice, head tone --
 (the higher ranges of the voice in speaking or singing; the vibrations of sung notes are felt in the head) 
                       => falsetto -- (a male singing voice with artificially high tones in an upper register) 
                   => chest register, chest voice, chest tone -- (the lower ranges of the voice in speaking or singing) 
           => volume, loudness, intensity --
 (the magnitude of sound (usually in a specified direction); "the kids played their music at full volume") 
               => crescendo -- ((music) a gradual increase in loudness) 
                   => swell -- (a crescendo followed by a decrescendo) 
               => forte, fortissimo -- ((music) with great loudness) 
           => softness -- (a sound property that is free from loudness or stridency) 
               => faintness -- (barely audible) 
               => decrescendo, diminuendo -- ((music) a gradual decrease in loudness) 
               => piano, pianissimo -- ((music) low loudness) 
           => rhythmicity --
 (the rhythmic property imparted by the accents and relative durations of notes in a piece of music) 
               => meter, metre, time -- (rhythm as given by division into parts of equal time) 
               => cadence, cadency -- (a recurrent rhythmical series) 
               => lilt, swing -- (a jaunty rhythm in music) 
       => taste property -- (a property appreciated via the sense of taste) 
           => spiciness, spice, spicery -- (the property of being seasoned with spice and so highly flavored) 
               => pungency, bite, sharpness --
 (a strong odor or taste property; "the pungency of mustard"; "the sulfurous bite of garlic"; "the sharpness of strange spi
ces") 
               => nip, piquance, piquancy, tang, tanginess, zest -- (a tart spiciness) 
               => hotness, pepperiness -- (a hot spiciness) 
           => sourness, sour, acidity -- (the property of being acidic) 
               => acerbity, tartness -- (a sharp sour taste) 
               => vinegariness, vinegarishness -- (a sourness resembling that of vinegar) 
           => sweetness, sweet -- (the property of containing sugar) 
               => saccharinity -- (the sweetness of saccharin) 
               => sugariness -- (the sweetness of sugar) 
           => bitterness, bitter -- (the property of having a harsh unpleasant taste) 
               => acerbity -- (a sharp bitterness) 
               => acridity, acridness -- (extreme bitterness; "the acridity of alkali") 
           => palatability, palatableness -- (the property of being acceptable to the mouth) 
               => pleasingness, tastiness -- (pleasant palatability) 
               => appetizingness, appetisingness -- (the property of stimulating the appetite) 
                   => delectability, deliciousness, lusciousness, toothsomeness -- (extreme appetizingness) 
                   => flavorsomeness, flavoutsomeness, savoriness -- (having an appetizing flavor) 
                       => sapidity, sapidness -- (a pleasant flavor) 
                   => succulence, juiciness -- (a juicy appetizingness) 
           => unpalatability, unpalatableness -- (the property of being unacceptable to the mouth) 
               => disgustingness, distastefulness, nauseatingness, sickeningness, unsavoriness -- (extreme unpalatability) 
               => unappetizingness, unappetisingness -- (the property of spoiling the appetite) 
                   => flavorlessness, flavourlessness, savorlessness, savourlessness, tastelessness --
 (the property of having no flavor) 
                   => blandness, insipidity, insipidness -- (lacking any distinctive or interesting taste property) 
       => saltiness -- (the property of containing salt (as a compound or in solution)) 
           => brininess, salinity -- (the relative proportion of salt in a solution) 
           => brackishness -- (the saltiness of water) 
       => edibility, edibleness -- (the property of being fit to eat) 
           => digestibility, digestibleness -- (the property of being easy to digest) 
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           => indigestibility, indigestibleness -- (the property of being difficult to digest) 
       => bodily property -- (an attribute of the body) 
           => bipedalism --
 (the bodily attribute of being bipedal; having two feet; "bipedalism made the human form of birth possible") 
           => laterality, dominance -- (superior development of one side of the body) 
           => physique, build, body-build, habitus -- (constitution of the human body) 
               => lankiness -- (a tall and thin physique) 
               => dumpiness, squattiness -- (a short and stout physique) 
               => body type, somatotype -- (a category of physique) 
                   => asthenic type, ectomorphy -- (slender, weak, and lightweight) 
                   => endomorphy, pyknic type -- (round, fat, and heavy) 
                   => athletic type, mesomorphy -- (muscular and big-boned) 
           => fatness, fat, blubber, avoirdupois --
 (excess bodily weight; "she found fatness disgusting in herself as well as in others") 
               => adiposity, adiposeness, fattiness --
 (having the property of containing fat; "he recommended exercise to reduce my adiposity") 
               => abdominousness, paunchiness -- (the bodily property of a protruding belly) 
               => greasiness, oiliness, oleaginousness -- (consisting of or covered with oil) 
               => fleshiness, obesity -- (more than average fatness) 
                   => corpulence, overweight, stoutness, adiposis -- (the property of excessive fatness) 
                   => exogenous obesity -- (obesity caused by overeating) 
                   => plumpness, embonpoint -- (the bodily property of being well rounded) 
                       => chubbiness, pudginess, tubbiness, rolypoliness -- (the property of having a plump and round body) 
                       => buxomness --
 (the bodily property of being attractively plump and vigorous and (of women) full bosomed) 
           => leanness, thinness -- (the property of having little body fat) 
               => skinniness, scrawniness -- (the bodily property of lacking flesh) 
               => bonyness, emaciation, gauntness, maceration --
 (extreme leanness (usually caused by starvation or disease)) 
               => slenderness, slightness, slimness -- (the property of an attractively thin person) 
           => stature, height -- (natural height of a person or animal in an upright position) 
               => tallness -- (the property of being taller than average stature) 
               => shortness -- (the property of being shorter than average stature) 
           => carriage, bearing, posture -- (characteristic way of bearing one's body; "stood with good posture") 
               => walk, manner of walking -- (manner of walking; "he had a funny walk") 
               => slouch -- (a stooping carriage in standing and walking) 
               => gracefulness -- (beautiful carriage) 
                   => grace, gracility -- (elegance and beauty of movement or expression) 
                   => agility, legerity, lightness, lightsomeness, nimbleness --
 (the gracefulness of a person or animal that is quick and nimble) 
                   => lissomeness, litheness, suppleness -- (the gracefulness of a person or animal that is flexible and supple) 
               => awkwardness, clumsiness --
 (the carriage of someone whose movements and posture are ungainly or inelegant) 
                   => gracelessness, ungracefulness -- (an unpleasant carriage) 
                   => gawkiness, ungainliness --
 (the carriage of someone whose movements and posture are extremely ungainly and inelegant) 
                   => stiffness --
 (the property of moving with pain or difficulty; "he awoke with a painful stiffness in his neck") 
           => physiology -- (processes and functions of an organism) 
           => physiological property -- (a property having to do with the functioning of the body) 
               => animateness, aliveness, liveness -- (having animal life as distinguished from plant life; "full of life") 
                   => animation, vitality -- (the property of being able to survive and grow; "the vitality of a seed") 
                   => sentience --
 (the readiness to perceive sensations; elementary or undifferentiated consciousness; "gave sentience to slugs and newts
"- Richard Eberhart) 
               => inanimateness, lifelessness -- (not having life) 
                   => deadness -- (the inanimate property of something that has died) 
                   => insentience -- (lacking consciousness or ability to perceive sensations) 
               => sex, gender, sexuality --
 (the properties that distinguish organisms on the basis of their reproductive roles; "she didn't want to know the sex of t
he foetus") 
                   => maleness, masculinity -- (the properties characteristic of the male sex) 
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                       => virility -- (the property of being capable of copulation and procreation) 
                   => androgyny, hermaphroditism, bisexuality -- (showing characteristics of both sexes) 
                   => femaleness, feminineness -- (the properties characteristic of the female sex) 
               => asexuality, sexlessness -- (having no evident sex or sex organs) 
           => position, posture, attitude --
 (position or arrangement of the body and its limbs; "he assumed an attitude of surrender") 
               => order arms --
 (a position in the manual of arms; the rifle is held vertically on the right side with the butt on the ground; often used as 
a command) 
               => ballet position -- (classical position of the body and especially the feet in ballet) 
                   => arabesque --
 (position in which the dancer has one leg raised behind and arms outstretched in a conventional pose) 
               => decubitus -- (a reclining position (as in a bed)) 
               => eversion -- (the position of being turned outward; "the eversion of the foot") 
               => lithotomy position --
 (a position lying on your back with knees bent and thighs apart; assumed for vaginal or rectal examination) 
               => lotus position -- (a sitting position with the legs crossed; used in yoga) 
               => missionary position --
 (a position for sexual intercourse; a man and woman lie facing each other with the man on top; so-
called because missionaries thought it the proper position for primitive peoples) 
               => pose -- (a posture assumed by models for photographic or artistic purposes) 
               => presentation --
 ((obstetrics) position of the fetus in the uterus relative to the birth canal; "Cesarean sections are sometimes the result of
 abnormal presentations") 
               => ectopia -- (abnormal position of a part or organ (especially at the time of birth)) 
               => asana -- ((Hinduism) a posture or manner of sitting (as in the practice of Yoga)) 
                   => matsyendra -- ((Hinduism) a religious posture) 
               => guard -- (a posture of defence in boxing or fencing; "keep your guard up") 
               => sprawl, sprawling -- (an ungainly posture with arms and legs spread about) 
               => stance -- (standing posture) 
                   => address -- (the stance assumed by a golfer in preparation for hitting a golf ball) 
                   => attention --
 (a motionless erect stance with arms at the sides and feet together; assumed by military personnel during drill or revie
w; "the troops stood at attention") 
                   => erectness, uprightness -- (the property of being upright in posture) 
               => tuck --
 ((sports) a bodily position adopted in some sports (such as diving or skiing) in which the knees are bent and the thighs 
are drawn close to the chest) 
       => physical property -- (a property used to characterize physical objects) 
           => absorptivity, absorption factor --
 ((physics) the property of a body that determines the fraction of the incident radiation or sound flux absorbed or absorb
able by the body) 
           => inductance, induction --
 ((physics) a property of an electric circuit by which an electromotive force is induced in it by a variation of current) 
               => self induction --
 (property whereby an electromotive force is induced in a circuit by a variation of current in the circuit itself) 
               => mutual induction --
 (property whereby an electromotive force is induced in a circuit by variation of current in a neighboring circuit) 
           => dissolubility, solubleness --
 (the property of being dissoluble; "he measure the dissolubility of sugar in water") 
           => drippiness -- (the physical property of being soft and drippy) 
           => reflection, reflexion, reflectivity -- (the ability to reflect beams or rays) 
               => echo, reverberation, sound reflection, replication -- (the persistence of a sound after its source has stopped) 
                   => re-echo -- (the echo of an echo) 
           => deflection, deflexion, bending -- (the property of being bent or deflected) 
               => windage, wind deflection -- (the deflection of a projectile resulting from the effects of wind) 
               => refractivity, refractiveness -- (the physical property of a medium as determined by its index of refraction) 
           => temperature --
 (the degree of hotness or coldness of a body or environment (corresponding to its molecular activity)) 
               => absolute temperature -- (temperature measured on the absolute scale) 
               => absolute zero --
 ((cryogenics) the lowest temperature theoretically attainable (at which the kinetic energy of atoms and molecules is mi
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nimal); 0 Kelvin or -273.15 Centigrade or -459.67 Fahrenheit) 
               => Curie temperature, Curie point --
 (the temperature above which a ferromagnetic substance loses its ferromagnetism) 
               => dew point --
 (the temperature at which the water vapor in the air becomes saturated and condensation begins) 
               => flash point, flashpoint --
 (the lowest temperature at which the vapor of a combustible liquid can be ignited in air) 
               => freezing point, melting point -- (the temperature below which a liquid turns into a solid) 
               => boiling point, boil -- (the temperature at which a liquid boils at sea level; "the brought to water to a boil") 
               => mercury -- (temperature measured by a mercury thermometer; "the mercury was falling rapidly") 
               => room temperature -- (the normal temperature of room in which people live) 
               => simmer -- (temperature just below the boiling point; "the stew remained at a simmer for hours") 
               => body temperature, blood heat --
 (temperature of the body; normally 98.6 F or 37 C in humans; usually measured to obtain a quick evaluation of a perso
n's health) 
                   => basal body temperature --
 (body temperature in the morning before rising or moving about or eating anything) 
               => coldness, cold, low temperature --
 (the absence of heat; "the coldness made our breath visible"; "come in out of the cold"; "cold is a vasoconstrictor") 
                   => chill, iciness, gelidity -- (coldness due to a cold environment) 
                   => chilliness, coolness -- (the property of being moderately cold; "the chilliness of early morning") 
                   => frostiness -- (coldness as evidenced by frost) 
                   => cool -- (the quality of being cool; "the cool of early morning") 
               => hotness, heat, high temperature -- (the presence of heat) 
                   => calefaction, incalescence -- (the property of being warming) 
                   => fieriness, red heat -- (the heat of fire) 
                   => torridity -- (extreme heat) 
                   => warmth, warmness --
 (the quality of having a moderate degree of heat; "an agreeable warmth in the house") 
                       => lukewarmness, tepidity, tepidness -- (a warmness resembling the temperature of the skin) 
                   => white heat -- (the hotness of something heated until it turns white) 
           => heat content, total heat, enthalpy, H --
 ((thermodynamics) a thermodynamic quantity equal to the internal energy of a system plus the product of its volume a
nd pressure; "enthalpy is the amount of energy in a system capable of doing mechanical work") 
           => randomness, entropy, S --
 ((thermodynamics) a thermodynamic quantity representing the amount of energy in a system that is no longer available
 for doing mechanical work; "entropy increases as matter and energy in the universe degrade to an ultimate state of iner
t uniformity") 
               => conformational entropy --
 (entropy calculated from the probability that a state could be reached by chance alone) 
           => perceptibility -- (the property of being perceptible) 
               => visibility, visibleness --
 (quality or fact or degree of being visible; perceptible by the eye or obvious to the eye; "low visibility caused by fog") 
                   => conspicuousness -- (high visibility) 
                       => obviousness, noticeability, noticeableness, patency --
 (the property of being easy to see and understand) 
                           => apparentness, apparency -- (the property of being apparent) 
                           => blatancy --
 (the property of being both obvious and offensive; "the blatancy of his attempt to whitewash the crime was unforgivabl
e") 
                           => predomination, predominance --
 (the quality of being more noticeable than anything else; "the predomination of blues gave the painting a quiet tone") 
                       => obtrusiveness -- (an unwelcome conspicuousness) 
                       => boldness, strikingness -- (the quality of standing out strongly and distinctly) 
                   => visual range -- (distance at which a given standard object can be seen with the unaided eye) 
               => audibility, audibleness -- (quality or fact or degree of being audible or perceptible by the ear) 
           => invisibility, invisibleness -- (the quality of not being perceivable by the eye) 
               => inconspicuousness -- (the quality of being not easily seen) 
                   => unnoticeableness -- (the quality of being not easily noticed) 
                   => unobtrusiveness -- (the quality of not sticking out in an unwelcome way) 
           => luminosity, brightness, brightness level, luminance, luminousness, light --
 (the quality of being luminous; emitting or reflecting light; "its luminosity is measured relative to that of our sun") 
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               => illuminance, illumination -- (the luminous flux incident on a unit area) 
               => incandescence -- (light from heat) 
               => luminescence, glow -- (light from nonthermal sources) 
           => inaudibility, inaudibleness -- (the quality of not being perceptible by the ear) 
           => imperceptibility -- (the property of being imperceptible) 
           => reluctivity -- ((physics) the resistance of a material to the establishment of a magnetic field in it) 
           => sensitivity --
 (the ability to respond to physical stimuli or to register small physical amounts or differences; "a galvanometer of  
extreme sensitivity") 
               => frequency response -- ((electronics) a response depicting the output-to-
input ratio of a transducer as a function of frequency) 
           => magnetization, magnetisation -- (the physical property of being magnetic) 
           => elasticity, snap --
 (the tendency of a body to return to its original shape after it has been stretched or compressed; "the waistband had lost
 its snap") 
               => resilience, resiliency --
 (the physical property of a material that can return to its original shape or position after deformation that does not exce
ed its elastic limit) 
               => bounce, bounciness -- (the quality of a substance that is able to rebound) 
               => give, spring, springiness --
 (the elasticity of something that can be stretched and returns to its original length) 
               => stretch, stretchiness, stretchability -- (the capacity for being stretched) 
               => temper, toughness --
 (the elasticity and hardness of a metal object; its ability to absorb considerable energy before cracking) 
               => elasticity of shear -- (the elasticity of a body that has been pulled out of shape by a shearing force) 
           => malleability, plasticity --
 (the property of being physically malleable; the property of something that can be worked or hammered or shaped und
er pressure without breaking) 
               => ductility -- (the malleability of something that can be drawing into wires or hammered into thin sheets) 
               => flexibility, flexibleness -- (the property of being flexible) 
                   => bendability, pliability -- (the property of being easily bent without breaking) 
                       => pliancy, pliantness, suppleness -- (the property of being pliant) 
                   => whip -- ((golf) the flexibility of the shaft of a golf club) 
           => inelasticity -- (the lack of elasticity) 
               => deadness --
 (the physical property of something that has lost its elasticity; "he objected to the deadness of the tennis balls") 
               => stiffness -- (the physical property of being inflexible and hard to bend) 
               => rigidity, rigidness -- (the physical property of being stiff and resisting bending) 
                   => inflexibility, inflexibleness -- (a lack of physical flexibility) 
           => unmalleability -- (a lack of malleability) 
           => mass -- (the property of a body that causes it to have weight in a gravitational field) 
               => biomass -- (the total mass of living matter in a given unit area) 
               => critical mass -- (the minimum mass of fissionable material that can sustain a chain reaction) 
               => rest mass --
 ((physics) the mass of a body as measured when the body is at rest relative to an observer, an inherent property of the b
ody) 
               => relativistic mass --
 ((physics) the mass of a body in motion relative to the observer: it is equal to the rest mass multiplied by a factor that is
 greater than 1 and that increases as the magnitude of the velocity increases) 
               => bulk -- (the property possessed by a large mass) 
               => gravitational mass --
 ((physics) the mass of a body as measured by its gravitational attraction for other bodies) 
               => inertial mass --
 ((physics) the mass of a body as determined by the second law of motion from the acceleration of the body when it is s
ubjected to a force that is not due to gravity) 
               => atomic mass -- ((chemistry) the mass (in atomic mass units) of an isotope of an element) 
               => atomic weight, relative atomic mass --
 ((chemistry) the ratio of the atomic mass of an element to half the atomic mass of carbon-12) 
                   => equivalent, equivalent weight, combining weight, eq --
 (the atomic weight of an element that has the same combining capacity as a given weight of another element; the stand
ard is 8 for oxygen) 
                   => milliequivalent, meq -- (one-thousandth of an equivalent) 
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               => mass energy -- ((physics) the mass of a body regarded relativistically as energy) 
               => molecular weight, relative molecular mass --
 ((chemistry) the sum of the relative atomic masses of the constituent atoms of a molecule) 
               => mass defect, mass deficiency --
 (the amount by which the mass of an atomic nucleus is less than the sum of the masses of its constituent particles) 
           => weight -- (the vertical force exerted by a mass as a result of gravity) 
               => body weight -- (the weight of a person's body) 
                   => reporting weight --
 (a person's body weight (as an athlete's) at the beginning of the season (when first reporting for practice)) 
               => dead weight -- (a heavy motionless weight) 
               => heaviness, weightiness -- (the property of being comparatively great in weight; "the heaviness of lead") 
                   => heft, heftiness, massiveness, ponderousness, ponderosity -- (the property of being large in mass) 
                   => preponderance --
 (exceeding in heaviness; having greater weight; "the least preponderance in either pan will unbalance the scale") 
               => poundage -- (weight expressed in pounds) 
               => throw-weight -- (the weight of the payload of a missile (not including the weight of the rocket)) 
               => lightness, weightlessness --
 (the property of being comparatively small in weight; "the lightness of balsa wood") 
                   => airiness, buoyancy -- (the property of something weightless and insubstantial) 
           => momentum --
 (the product of a body's mass and its velocity; "the momentum of the particles was deduced from meteoritic velocities"
) 
               => angular momentum --
 (the product of the momentum of a rotating body and its distance from the axis of rotation; "any rotating body has an a
ngular momentum about its center of mass"; "angular momentum makes the world go round") 
           => fugacity -- (the tendency of a gas to expand or escape) 
           => length --
 (the linear extent in space from one end to the other; the longest horizontal dimension of something that is fixed in plac
e; "the length of the table was 5 feet") 
               => circumference -- (the length of the closed curve of a circle) 
               => diameter, diam --
 (the length of a straight line passing through the center of a circle and connecting two points on the circumference) 
                   => bore, gauge, caliber, calibre -- (diameter of a tube or gun barrel) 
                   => windage -- (bore-to-projectile difference in diameter) 
               => radius, r -- (the length of a line segment between the center and circumference of a circle or sphere) 
                   => semidiameter -- (the apparent radius of a celestial body when viewed as a disc from the earth) 
                   => radius of curvature --
 (the radius of the circle of curvature; the absolute value of the reciprocal of the curvature of a curve at a given point) 
               => longness -- (spatial extent) 
                   => extension, lengthiness, prolongation --
 (amount or degree or range to which something extends; "the wire has an extension of 50 feet") 
                   => elongation -- (the quality of being elongated) 
               => shortness -- (the property of being of short spatial extent) 
       => chemical property -- (a property used to characterize materials in reactions that change their identity) 
           => volatility -- (the property of changing readily from a solid or liquid to a vapor) 
       => sustainability -- (the property of being sustainable) 
       => strength -- (the property of being physically or mentally strong; "fatigue sapped his strength") 
           => good part -- (a place of especial strength) 
           => brawn, muscle, sinew -- (muscular strength) 
           => might, mightiness, power -- (physical strength) 
           => vigor, vigour -- (active strength of body or mind) 
           => robustness, hardiness, lustiness -- (the property of strong in constitution) 
           => huskiness, ruggedness, toughness -- (the property of being big and strong) 
           => stoutness, stalwartness -- (the property of being strong and resolute) 
           => sturdiness -- (the property of something that is strongly built) 
           => firmness, soundness -- (the firmness and tone of healthy tissue; "his muscle firmness") 
           => indomitability, invincibility -- (the property being difficult or impossible to defeat) 
           => endurance -- (the power to withstand hardship or stress; "the marathon tests a runner's endurance") 
               => sufferance -- (patient endurance especially of pain or distress) 
               => stamina, staying power, toughness -- (enduring strength and energy) 
                   => legs -- (staying power; "that old Broadway play really has legs") 
               => long-sufferance, long-suffering -- (patient endurance of pain or unhappiness) 
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               => tolerance -- (the power or capacity of an organism to tolerate unfavorable environmental conditions) 
                   => capacity -- (tolerance for alcohol; "he had drunk beyond his capacity") 
           => invulnerability --
 (the property of being invulnerable; the property of being incapable of being hurt (physically or emotionally)) 
               => immunity -- (the quality of being unaffected by something; "immunity to criticism") 
       => concentration --
 (the strength of a solution; number of molecules of a substance in a given volume (expressed as moles/cubic meter)) 
           => titer, titre -- (the concentration of a solution as determined by titration) 
           => hydrogen ion concentration -- (the number of moles of hydrogen ions per cubic decimeter) 
               => pH, pH scale -- ((chemistry) p(otential of) H(ydrogen); the logarithm of the reciprocal of hydrogen-
ion concentration in gram atoms per liter; provides a measure on a scale from 0 to 14 of the acidity or alkalinity of a sol
ution (where 7 is neutral and greater than 7 is acidic and less than 7 is basic)) 
                   => acidity -- (pH values below 7) 
                       => hyperacidity -- (excessive acidity) 
                   => alkalinity -- (pH values above 7) 
                   => neutrality -- (pH value of 7) 
           => molality -- (molal concentration) 
           => molarity, molar concentration, M --
 (concentration measured by the number of moles of solute per liter of solvent) 
       => weakness --
 (the property of lacking physical or mental strength; liability to failure under pressure or stress or strain; "his weakness
 increased as he became older"; "the weakness of the span was overlooked until it collapsed") 
           => adynamia -- (lack of strength or vigor (especially from illness)) 
           => feebleness, tenuity -- (the quality of lacking intensity or substance; "a shrill yet sweet tenuity of voice"-
 Nathaniel Hawthorne) 
           => flimsiness, shoddiness -- (the property of weakness by virtue of careless construction) 
           => fragility, delicacy -- (lack of physical strength) 
           => insubstantiality -- (lack of solid substance and strength) 
           => attenuation -- (the property of something that has been weakened or reduced in thickness or density) 
           => enervation -- (lack of vitality; "an enervation of mind greater than any fatigue") 
           => fatigability -- (susceptibility to fatigue; a tendency to get tired or lose strength) 
           => inanition, lassitude, lethargy -- (weakness characterized by a lack of vitality or energy) 
           => weak part, weak spot, soft spot -- (a place of especial vulnerability) 
               => Achilles' heel -- (a seemingly small but actual mortal weakness) 
               => jugular -- (a vital part that is vulnerable to attack; "he always goes for the jugular") 
               => underbelly -- (the quality of being weak or unprotected; "the soft underbelly of the Axis"-
 Winston Churchill) 
           => vulnerability -- (susceptibility to injury or attack) 
               => defenselessness, defencelessness, unprotectedness -- (the property of being helpless in the face of attack) 
               => assailability -- (vulnerability to forceful attack) 
               => destructibility -- (vulnerability to destruction) 
               => fragility, breakability -- (quality of being easily damaged or destroyed) 
               => exposure --
 (vulnerability to the elements; to the action of heat or cold or wind or rain; "exposure to the weather" or "they died fro
m exposure";) 
                   => windage, wind exposure --
 (exposure to the wind (as the exposed part of a vessel's hull which is responsible for wind resistance)) 
                   => solarization, solarisation -- (exposure to the rays of the sun) 
TEMPORAL PROPERTY < STATE OF BEING < ENTITY 
       => temporal property -- (a property relating to time) 
           => temporal arrangement, temporal order -- (arrangement of events in time) 
               => sequence, chronological sequence, succession, successiveness, chronological succession --
 (a following of one thing after another in time; "the doctor saw a sequence of patients") 
                   => rain, pelting --
 (anything happening rapidly or in quick successive; "a rain of bullets"; "a pelting of insults") 
                   => rotation --
 (a planned recurrent sequence (of crops or personnel etc.); "crop rotation makes a balanced demand on the fertility of t
he soil"; "the manager had only four starting pitchers in his rotation") 
                   => row --
 (a continuous chronological succession without an interruption; "they won the championship three years in a row") 
                   => run --
 (an unbroken chronological sequence; "the play had a long run on Broadway"; "the team enjoyed a brief run of victorie
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s") 
               => timing -- (the time when something happens) 
                   => approach, approaching, coming --
 (the temporal property of becoming nearer in time; "the approach of winter") 
                   => earliness -- (quality of coming early or earlier in time) 
                       => priority, antecedence, antecedency, anteriority, precedence, precedency -- (preceding in time) 
                   => lateness -- (quality of coming late or later in time) 
                       => posteriority, subsequentness, subsequence -- (following in time) 
                   => punctuality, promptness -- (the quality or habit of adhering to an appointed time) 
                   => tardiness -- (the quality or habit of not adhering to a correct or usual or expected time) 
                   => simultaneity, simultaneousness -- (happening or existing or done at the same time) 
                       => concurrence, coincidence, conjunction, co-occurrence --
 (the temporal property of two things happening at the same time; "the interval determining the coincidence gate is adju
stable") 
                           => concomitance -- (occurrence or existence together or in connection with one another) 
                           => overlap -- (the property of partial coincidence in time) 
                           => contemporaneity, contemporaneousness -- (the quality of belonging to the same period of time) 
                           => unison -- (occurring together or simultaneously; "the two spoke in unison") 
                   => seasonableness, timeliness -- (being at the right time) 
                   => unseasonableness, untimeliness -- (being at an inappropriate time) 
                   => pastness -- (the quality of being past) 
                       => recency, recentness -- (a time immediately before the present) 
                   => futurity -- (the quality of being in or of the future) 
                   => presentness, nowness --
 (the quality of being the present; "a study of the pastness of the present and...of the presentness of the past"-
 R.E.Spiller) 
                       => currentness, currency, up-to-dateness --
 (the property of belonging to the present time; "the currency of a slang term") 
                           => modernity, modernness, modernism, contemporaneity, contemporaneousness --
 (the quality of being current or of the present; "a shopping mall would instill a spirit of modernity into this village") 
                   => spark advance, lead -- (the timing of ignition relative to the position of the piston in an internal-
combustion engine) 
           => duration, length --
 (continuance in time; "the ceremony was of short duration"; "he complained about the length of time required") 
               => longness -- (duration as an extension) 
                   => longevity, length of service --
 (duration of service; "her longevity as a star"; "had unusual longevity in the company") 
               => lengthiness, prolongation, continuation, protraction -- (the consequence of being lengthened in duration) 
               => endlessness -- (the property of being (or seeming to be) without end) 
                   => continuousness, ceaselessness, incessancy, incessantness --
 (the quality of something that continues without end or interruption) 
               => shortness -- (the property of being of short temporal extent) 
                   => curtailment -- (the temporal property of being cut short) 
                   => briefness -- (the temporal property of being very short) 
               => brevity, briefness, transience -- (the attribute of being brief or fleeting) 
               => permanence, permanency -- (the property of being able to exist for an indefinite duration) 
                   => perpetuity, sempiternity -- (the property of being perpetual (seemingly ceaseless)) 
                   => lastingness, durability, enduringness, strength --
 (permanence by virtue of the power to resist stress or force; "they advertised the durability of their products") 
                       => tensile strength --
 (the strength of material expressed as the greatest longitudinal stress it can bear without tearing apart) 
                       => indestructibility -- (the strength to resist destruction) 
                       => continuity, persistence -- (the property of a continuous and connected period of time) 
                       => changelessness -- (the property of remaining unchanged) 
                       => everlastingness -- (the property of lasting forever) 
                   => imperishability, imperishingness --
 (the property of being resistant to decay; "he advertised the imperishability of the product") 
                   => perdurability -- (the property of being extremely durable) 
                   => immortality -- (the quality or state of being immortal) 
               => impermanence, impermanency -- (the property of not existing for indefinitely long durations) 
                   => temporariness -- (the property of lasting only a short time) 
                   => transience, transiency, transitoriness --
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 (an impermanence that suggests the inevitability of ending or dying) 
                       => fugacity, fugaciousness -- (the lack of enduring qualities (used chiefly of plant parts)) 
                       => ephemerality, ephemeralness, fleetingness -- (the property of lasting for a very short time) 
                   => mortality -- (the quality or state of being mortal) 
           => pace, rate --
 (the relative speed of progress or change; "he lived at a fast pace"; "he works at a great rate"; "the pace of events accele
rated") 
               => speed, swiftness, fastness --
 (a rate (usually rapid) at which something happens; "the project advanced with gratifying speed") 
                   => haste, hastiness, hurry, hurriedness, precipitation --
 (overly eager speed (and possible carelessness); "he soon regretted his haste") 
                       => abruptness, precipitateness, precipitance, precipitancy, suddenness --
 (the quality of happening with headlong haste or without warning) 
                   => acceleration -- (an increase in speed; "modern science caused an acceleration of cultural change") 
                       => pickup, getaway -- (the attribute of being capable of rapid acceleration; "his car has a lot of pickup") 
                       => precipitation --
 (an unexpected acceleration or hastening; "he is responsible for the precipitation of his own demise") 
                   => deceleration, slowing, retardation -- (a decrease in speed; "the deceleration of the arms race") 
                   => execution speed --
 ((computer science) the speed with which a computational device can execute instructions; measured in MIPS) 
                   => graduality, gradualness -- (the quality of being gradual or of coming about by gradual stages) 
               => beat -- (a regular rate of repetition; "the cox raised the beat") 
               => celerity, quickness, rapidity -- (a rate that is rapid) 
                   => fleetness -- (rapidity of movement; "fleetness of foot") 
                   => immediacy, immediateness, instantaneousness, instancy --
 (the quickness of action or occurrence; "the immediacy of their response"; "the instancy of modern communication") 
                   => dispatch, despatch, expedition, expeditiousness --
 (the property of being prompt and efficient; "it was done with dispatch") 
                   => promptness, promptitude -- (the characteristic of doing things without delay) 
               => slowness, deliberation, deliberateness, unhurriedness -- (a rate demonstrating an absence of haste or hurry) 
                   => leisureliness -- (slowness by virtue of being leisurely) 
                   => dilatoriness, procrastination -- (slowness as a consequence of not getting around to it) 
       => viability -- ((of living things) capable of normal growth and development) 
SPATIAL PROPERTY < STATE < ENTITY 
       => spatial property, spatiality -- (any property relating to or occupying space) 
           => dimensionality -- (the spatial property of having dimensions; "all matter has dimensionality") 
               => one-dimensionality, linearity -- (the property of having one dimension) 
               => two-dimensionality, flatness, planeness -- (the property of having two dimensions) 
               => three-dimensionality, third-dimensionality -- (the property of having three dimensions) 
                   => cubicity -- (the property of resembling a cube) 
           => shape, form, configuration, contour, conformation --
 (any spatial attributes (especially as defined by outline); "he could barely make out their shapes through the smoke") 
               => sharpness, keenness -- (thinness of edge or fineness of point) 
                   => acuteness -- (the quality of having a sharp edge or point) 
               => dullness, dulness, bluntness -- (without sharpness of edge or point) 
                   => obtuseness -- (the quality of lacking a sharp edge or point) 
               => topography -- (the configuration of a surface and the relations among its man-made and natural features) 
               => lobularity -- (the property of having lobules) 
               => concavity, concaveness -- (the property possessed by a concave shape) 
                   => hollowness -- (the property of having a sunken area) 
               => convexity, convexness -- (the property possessed by a convex shape) 
                   => roundedness, bulginess -- (the property possessed by a rounded convexity) 
                       => oblateness, ellipticity --
 (the property possessed by a rounded shape that is flattened at the poles; "the oblateness of the planet") 
               => angularity -- (the property possessed by a shape that has angles) 
                   => rectangularity, oblongness -- (the property of being shaped like a rectangle) 
                       => orthogonality -- (the quality of lying or intersecting at right angles) 
                       => perpendicularity --
 (the quality of being at right angles to a given line or plane (especially the plane of the horizon)) 
                       => squareness -- (the property of being shaped like a square) 
                   => triangularity -- (the property of being shaped like a triangle) 
               => narrowing -- (an instance of becoming narrow) 
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                   => coarctation --
 ((biology) a narrowing or constriction of a vessel or canal; especially a congenital narrowing of the aorta) 
                   => taper -- (the property possessed by a shape that narrows toward a point (as a wedge or cone)) 
                       => point, pointedness -- (the property of a shape that tapers to a sharp point) 
                       => unpointedness -- (the property of having only a dull point if any) 
                   => constriction, bottleneck, chokepoint -- (a narrowing that reduces the flow through a channel) 
               => curvature, curve -- (the property possessed by the curving of a line or surface) 
                   => curliness -- (of hair: a tendency to curl) 
                   => straightness -- (of hair: lack of a tendency to curl) 
               => roundness -- (the property possessed by a line or surface that is curved and not angular) 
                   => sphericity, sphericalness, globosity, globularness, rotundity -- (the roundness of a 3-dimensional object) 
                   => cylindricality, cylindricalness -- (the roundness of a 3-dimensional cylinder) 
                   => circularity, disk shape -- (the roundness of a 2-dimensional figure) 
                       => concentricity -- (the quality of having the same center (as circles inside one another)) 
                       => eccentricity -- (a circularity that has a different center or deviates from a circular path) 
               => straightness -- (freedom from crooks or curves or bends or angles) 
               => crookedness -- (having or distinguished by crooks or curves or bends or angles) 
               => stratification -- (a layered configuration) 
           => symmetry, symmetricalness, correspondence, balance --
 ((mathematics) an attribute of a shape or relation; exact correspondence of form on opposite sides of a dividing line or 
plane) 
               => regularity, geometrical regularity --
 (a property of polygons: the property of having equal sides and equal angles) 
               => bilaterality, bilateralism, bilateral symmetry -- (the property of being symmetrical about a vertical plane) 
               => radial symmetry -- (the property of symmetry about an axis; "the starfish illustrates radial symmetry") 
           => asymmetry, imbalance -- ((mathematics) a lack of symmetry) 
               => irregularity, geometrical irregularity -- (an irregular asymmetry in shape; an irregular spatial pattern) 
               => lopsidedness, skewness -- (an oblique or slanting asymmetry) 
               => radial asymmetry -- (the absence of symmetry about an axis) 
                   => directivity, directionality --
 (the property of a microphone or antenna of being more sensitive in one direction than in another) 
               => handedness, laterality -- (the property of using one hand more than the other) 
                   => ambidexterity, ambidextrousness -- (the property of being equally skillful with each hand) 
                   => left-handedness, sinistrality -- (preference for using the left hand) 
                   => right-handedness, dextrality -- (preference for using the right hand) 
               => footedness -- (the property of favoring one foot over the other (as in kicking a ball)) 
               => eyedness -- (the property of favoring one eye over the other (as in taking aim)) 
           => obliqueness -- (the property of being neither parallel nor perpendicular, but at a slanting angle) 
       => magnitude -- (the property of relative size or extent; "they tried to predict the magnitude of the explosion") 
           => absolute magnitude --
 ((astronomy) the magnitude that a star would have if it were viewed from a distance of 10 parsecs (32.62 light years) fr
om the earth) 
           => proportion, dimension -- (magnitude or extent; "a building of vast proportions") 
           => order, order of magnitude --
 (a degree in a continuum of size or quantity; "it was on the order of a mile"; "an explosion of a low order of magnitude
") 
           => dimension -- (the magnitude of something in a particular direction (especially length or width or height)) 
               => thickness -- (the dimension through an object as opposed to its length or width) 
                   => gauge -- (the thickness of wire) 
               => thinness, tenuity, slenderness --
 (relatively small dimension through an object as opposed to its length or width; "the tenuity of a hair"; "the thinness of 
a rope") 
               => length --
 (the linear extent in space from one end to the other; the longest horizontal dimension of something that is fixed in plac
e; "the length of the table was 5 feet") 
                   => circumference -- (the length of the closed curve of a circle) 
                   => diameter, diam --
 (the length of a straight line passing through the center of a circle and connecting two points on the circumference) 
                       => bore, gauge, caliber, calibre -- (diameter of a tube or gun barrel) 
                       => windage -- (bore-to-projectile difference in diameter) 
                   => radius, r -- (the length of a line segment between the center and circumference of a circle or sphere) 
                       => semidiameter -- (the apparent radius of a celestial body when viewed as a disc from the earth) 
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                       => radius of curvature --
 (the radius of the circle of curvature; the absolute value of the reciprocal of the curvature of a curve at a given point) 
                   => longness -- (spatial extent) 
                       => extension, lengthiness, prolongation --
 (amount or degree or range to which something extends; "the wire has an extension of 50 feet") 
                       => elongation -- (the quality of being elongated) 
                   => shortness -- (the property of being of short spatial extent) 
               => width, breadth -- (the extent of something from side to side) 
                   => wideness, broadness -- (the property of being wide; having great width) 
                       => thickness, heaviness -- (used of a line or mark) 
                   => beam -- ((nautical) breadth amidships) 
                   => narrowness -- (the property of being narrow; having little width) 
                       => fineness, thinness --
 (the property of being very narrow or thin; "he marvelled at the fineness of her hair") 
               => height, tallness -- (the vertical dimension of extension; distance from the base of something to the top) 
                   => highness, loftiness -- (the condition of being high or lofty) 
                   => lowness -- (the condition of being low; lacking height) 
                       => squatness, stubbiness -- (the property of being short and broad) 
                       => shortness, truncation -- (the property of being truncated or short) 
               => third dimension -- (the dimension whereby a solid object differs from a two-dimensional drawing of it) 
               => fourth dimension, time --
 (the fourth coordinate that is required (along with three spatial dimensions) to specify a physical event) 
           => degree, grade, level --
 (a position on a scale of intensity or amount or quality; "a moderate degree of intelligence"; "a high level of care is req
uired"; "it is all a matter of degree") 
               => quality, caliber, calibre --
 (a degree or grade of excellence or worth; "the quality of students has risen"; "an executive of low caliber") 
                   => superiority, high quality -- (the quality of being superior) 
                       => fineness, choiceness --
 (the quality of being very good indeed; "the inn is distinguished by the fineness of its cuisine") 
                       => first class -- (the highest rank in a classification) 
                       => first water -- (the highest quality gems) 
                       => ingenuity, ingeniousness, cleverness --
 (the property of being ingenious; "a plot of great ingenuity"; "the cleverness of its design") 
                   => inferiority, low quality -- (an inferior quality) 
                       => poorness --
 (the quality of being poorly made or maintained; "she was unrecognizable because of the poorness of the photography"
) 
                       => second class -- (not the highest rank in a classification) 
               => intensity, intensiveness -- (high level or degree; the property of being intense) 
                   => force, forcefulness, strength --
 (physical energy or intensity; "he hit with all the force he could muster"; "it was destroyed by the strength of the gale"; 
"a government has not the vitality and forcefulness of a living man") 
                       => brunt -- (main force of a blow etc; "bore the brunt of the attack") 
                       => momentum, impulse -- (an impelling force or strength; "the car's momentum carried it off the road") 
                       => energy, vigor, vigour -- (an exertion of force; "he plays tennis with great energy") 
                           => athleticism, strenuosity -- (intense energy; "his music is characterized by a happy athleticism") 
                   => badness, severity -- (used of the degree of something undesirable e.g. pain or weather) 
                       => seriousness, distressfulness --
 (the quality of arousing fear or distress; "he learned the seriousness of his illness") 
                   => vehemence, emphasis --
 (intensity or forcefulness of expression; "the vehemence of his denial"; "his emphasis on civil rights") 
                       => overemphasis -- (too much emphasis) 
                   => top -- (the greatest possible intensity; "he screamed at the top of his lungs") 
                   => ferocity, fierceness, furiousness, fury, vehemence, violence, wildness --
 (the property of being wild or turbulent; "the storm's violence") 
               => depth -- (degree of psychological or intellectual depth) 
                   => profundity, profoundness --
 (intellectual depth; penetrating knowledge; keen insight; etc; "the depth of my feeling"; "the profoundness of the silenc
e") 
                   => superficiality, shallowness -- (lack of depth of knowledge or thought or feeling) 
                       => glibness, slickness -- (a kind of fluent easy superficiality; "the glibness of a high-pressure salesman") 
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                       => sciolism -- (pretentious superficiality of knowledge) 
               => high -- (a lofty level or position or degree; "summer temperatures reached an all-time high") 
               => low -- (a low level or position or degree; "the stock market fell to a new low") 
               => extreme -- (the furthest or highest degree of something; "he carried it to extremes") 
               => amplitude level -- (the level on a scale of amplitude) 
               => moderation, moderateness -- (quality of being moderate and avoiding extremes) 
                   => golden mean -- (the middle between extremes) 
                   => reasonableness --
 (moderation in expectations; "without greater reasonableness by both parties we will never settle this matter!") 
               => immoderation, immoderateness -- (the quality of being excessive and lacking in moderation) 
                   => excess, excessiveness, inordinateness --
 (immoderation as a consequence of going beyond sufficient or permitted limits) 
                       => extravagance, extravagancy --
 (the quality of exceeding the appropriate limits of decorum or probability or truth; "we were surprised by the extravaga
nce of his description") 
                       => exorbitance, outrageousness -- (excessive excess) 
                       => overplus, plethora, superfluity, embarrassment -- (extreme excess; "an embarrassment of riches") 
                           => redundancy, redundance --
 (the attribute of being superfluous and unneeded; "the use of industrial robots created redundancy among workers") 
                               => fifth wheel, deadwood -- (someone or something that is unwanted and unneeded) 
           => degree --
 (the seriousness of something (e.g., a burn or crime); "murder in the second degree"; "a second degree burn") 
           => amplitude -- (greatness of magnitude) 
               => signal level -- (the amplitude level of the desired signal) 
               => noise level, background level -- (the amplitude level of the undesired background noise) 
           => multiplicity -- (the property of being multiple) 
           => triplicity -- (the property of being triple) 
           => size -- (the physical magnitude of something (how big it is); "a wolf is about the size of a large dog") 
               => circumference, perimeter -- (the size of something as given by the distance around it) 
                   => girth -- (the distance around a person's body) 
                       => spread --
 (the expansion of a person's girth (especially at middle age); "she exercised to avoid that middle-aged spread") 
               => largeness, bigness -- (the property of having a relatively great size) 
                   => ampleness --
 (the property of impressive largeness in size; "he admired the ampleness of its proportions") 
                   => bulkiness, massiveness -- (an unwieldy largeness) 
                   => enormousness, grandness, greatness, immenseness, immensity, sizeableness, vastness --
 (unusual largeness in size or extent) 
                       => enormity --
 (vastness of size or extent; "in careful usage the noun enormity is not used to express the idea of great size"; "universiti
es recognized the enormity of their task") 
                   => capaciousness, roominess, spaciousness, commodiousness --
 (spatial largeness (especially inside a building)) 
                       => airiness -- (the property of something spacious and abounding in fresh air) 
                       => seating capacity -- (the number of people that can be seated in a vehicle or auditorium or stadium etc.) 
                   => fullness, voluminosity, voluminousness -- (greatness of volume) 
                   => gigantism, giantism -- (excessive largeness of stature) 
               => smallness, littleness -- (the property of having a relatively small size) 
                   => diminutiveness, minuteness, petiteness, tininess, weeness -- (the property of being very small in size) 
                   => delicacy, slightness -- (smallness of stature) 
                   => puniness, runtiness, stuntedness -- (smallness of stature) 
                   => dwarfishness -- (smallness of stature) 
               => distance, length --
 (size of the gap between two places; "the distance from New York to Chicago"; "he determined the length of the shorte
st line segment joining the two points") 
                   => leg -- ((nautical) the distance traveled by a sailing vessel on a single tack) 
                   => arm's length -- (a distance sufficient to exclude intimacy) 
                   => gauge -- (the distance between the rails of a railway or between the wheels of a train) 
                       => broad gauge -- (a railroad track (or its width) broader than the standard 56.5 inches) 
                       => narrow gauge -- (a railroad track (or its width) narrower than the standard 56.5 inches) 
                       => standard gauge -- (railroad track having the standard width of 56.5 inches) 
                   => light time --
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 (distance measured in terms of the speed of light (or radio waves); "the light time from Jupiter to the sun is approximat
ely 43 minutes") 
                   => skip distance --
 (the shortest distance that permits radio signals (of a given frequency) to travel from the transmitter to the receiver by r
eflection from the ionosphere) 
                   => wingspan, wingspread -- (linear distance between the extremities of an airfoil) 
                   => wingspread -- (distance between the tips of the wings (as of a bird or insect) when fully extended) 
                   => altitude --
 (the perpendicular distance from the base of a geometric figure to opposite vertex (or side if parallel)) 
SIZE < QUANTITY < STATE < ENTITY 
           => size --
 (a large magnitude; "he blanched when he saw the size of the bill"; "the only city of any size in that area") 
           => bulk, mass, volume --
 (the property of something that is great in magnitude; "it is cheaper to buy it in bulk"; "he received a mass of correspon
dence"; "the volume of exports") 
               => dollar volume, turnover -- (the volume measured in dollars; "the store's dollar volume continues to rise") 
           => muchness -- (greatness of quantity or measure or extent) 
           => intensity, strength, intensity level --
 (the amount of energy transmitted (as by acoustic or electromagnetic radiation); "he adjusted the intensity of the sound
"; "they measured the station's signal strength") 
               => radio brightness -- (the strength of a radio wave picked up by a radio telescope) 
               => threshold level -- (the intensity level that is just barely perceptible) 
               => field strength, field intensity --
 (the vector sum of all the forces exerted by an electrical or magnetic field (on a unit mass or unit charge or unit magnet
ic pole) at a given point in the field) 
                   => magnetic field strength, magnetic intensity, magnetic induction, magnetic flux density --
 (the amount of magnetic flux in a unit area perpendicular to the direction of magnetic flow) 
               => candlepower, light intensity -- (luminous intensity measured in candelas) 
               => acoustic power, sound pressure level -- (the physical intensity of sound) 
               => half-intensity -- (half the maximum intensity) 
           => amount -- (how much of something is available; "an adequate amount of food for four people") 
               => critical mass --
 (the minimum amount (of something) required to start or maintain a venture; "the battle for the computer market has n
ow reached critical mass"; "there is now a critical mass of successful women to take the lead"; "they sold the business b
ecause it lacked critical mass") 
               => quantity -- (an adequate or large amount; "he had a quantity of ammunition") 
                   => abundance, copiousness, teemingness --
 (the property of a more than adequate quantity or supply; "an age of abundance") 
                       => amplitude, bountifulness, bounty -- (the property of copious abundance) 
                       => plenty, plentifulness, plenteousness, plenitude, plentitude --
 (a full supply; "there was plenty of food for everyone") 
                       => profusion, profuseness, richness, cornucopia -- (the property of being extremely abundant) 
                           => overgrowth -- (a profusion of growth on or over something else) 
                           => greenness, verdancy, verdure -- (lush greenness of flourishing vegetation) 
                       => wealth -- (the quality of profuse abundance; "she has a wealth of talent") 
                       => luxuriance, lushness -- (the property of being lush and abundant) 
                       => overabundance, overmuch, overmuchness, superabundance --
 (a quantity that is more than what is appropriate; "four-year-
olds have an overabundance of energy"; "we received an inundation of email") 
                           => excess, surplus, surplusage, nimiety -- (a quantity much larger than is needed) 
                           => glut, oversupply, surfeit -- (the quality of being so overabundant that prices fall) 
                           => bellyful -- (an undesirable overabundance; "a bellyful of your complaints") 
               => increase, increment --
 (the amount by which something increases; "they proposed an increase of 15 percent in the fare") 
                   => amplification, gain --
 (the amount of increase in signal power or voltage or current expressed as the ratio of output to input) 
                       => loop gain --
 ((telecommunication) the gain of a feedback amplifier or system as a function of how much output is fed back to the in
put; "if the loop gain is too great the system may go into oscillation") 
                   => complement --
 (something added to complete or make perfect; "a fine wine is a perfect complement to the dinner") 
                   => fare increase -- (increase in the sum charged for riding in a public conveyance) 
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                   => price increase -- (increase in price) 
                   => raise, rise, wage hike, hike, wage increase, salary increase --
 (the amount a salary is increased; "he got a 3% raise"; "he got a wage hike") 
                   => rise, boost, hike, cost increase -- (an increase in cost; "they asked for a 10% rise in rates") 
                   => supplement, supplementation -- (a quantity added (e.g. to make up for a deficiency)) 
                   => tax-increase, tax boost, tax hike --
 (the amount by which taxes are increased; "a tax increase of 15 percent") 
                   => up-tick -- (a small increase; "the up-tick in terrorist activity") 
               => decrease, decrement -- (the amount by which something decreases) 
                   => drop, dip, fall, free fall --
 (a sudden sharp decrease in some quantity; "a drop of 57 points on the Dow Jones index"; "there was a drop in pressur
e in the pulmonary artery"; "a dip in prices"; "when that became known the price of their stock went into free fall") 
                       => correction --
 (a drop in stock market activity or stock prices following a period of increases; "market runups are invariably followed
 by a correction") 
                       => voltage drop -- (a decrease in voltage along a conductor through which current is flowing) 
                   => shrinkage -- (the amount by which something shrinks) 
               => insufficiency, inadequacy, deficiency --
 (lack of an adequate quantity or number; "the inadequacy of unemployment benefits") 
                   => meagerness, meagreness, poorness, scantiness, scantness, exiguity --
 (the quality of being meager; "an exiguity of cloth that would only allow of miniature capes"-George Eliot) 
                       => abstemiousness -- (restricted to bare necessities) 
                       => sparseness, spareness, sparsity -- (the property of being scanty or scattered; lacking denseness) 
                   => deficit, shortage, shortfall --
 (the property of being an amount by which something is less than expected or required) 
                       => oxygen deficit -- (temporary oxygen shortage in cells resulting from strenuous exercise) 
                   => scarcity, scarceness -- (a small and inadequate amount) 
                       => dearth, paucity -- (an insufficient quantity or number) 
                       => rarity, rareness, infrequency -- (noteworthy scarcity) 
               => number, figure --
 (the property possessed by a sum or total or indefinite quantity of units or individuals; "he had a number of chores to d
o"; "the number of parameters is small"; "the figure was about a thousand") 
                   => numerousness, numerosity, multiplicity -- (a large number) 
                       => multitudinousness -- (a very large number (especially of people)) 
                   => preponderance, prevalence --
 (a superiority in numbers or amount; "there is a preponderance of Blacks in our prisons") 
                   => innumerableness, countlessness -- (a number beyond counting) 
                   => majority, bulk --
 (the property resulting from being or relating to the greater in number of two parts; the main part; "the majority of his c
ustomers prefer it"; "the bulk of the work is finished") 
                   => minority --
 (being or relating to the smaller in number of two parts; "when the vote was taken they were in the minority"; "he held 
a minority position") 
                   => fewness -- (the quality of being small in number) 
           => extent --
 (the distance or area or volume over which something extends; "the vast extent of the desert"; "an orchard of considera
ble extent") 
               => coverage --
 (the extent to which something is covered; "the dictionary's coverage of standard English is excellent") 
               => frontage -- (the extent of the front of shop or plot of land (as along a street or river etc)) 
               => limit, bounds, boundary --
 (the greatest possible degree of something; "what he did was beyond the bounds of acceptable behavior"; "to the limit 
of his ability") 
                   => knife-edge -- (a narrow boundary; "he lived on a knife-edge between genius and insanity") 
                   => thermal barrier, heat barrier -- (a limit to high speed flight imposed by aerodynamic heating) 
                   => utmost, uttermost, maximum, level best -- (the greatest possible degree; "he tried his utmost") 
                   => verge, brink --
 (the limit beyond which something happens or changes; "on the verge of tears"; "on the brink of bankruptcy") 
               => scope, range, reach, orbit, compass, ambit --
 (an area in which something acts or operates or has power or control: "the range of a supersonic jet"; "the ambit of mu
nicipal legislation"; "within the compass of this article"; "within the scope of an investigation"; "outside the reach of the
 law"; "in the political orbit of a world power") 
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                   => approximate range, ballpark --
 (near to the scope or range of something; "his answer wasn't even in the right ballpark") 
                   => confines -- (a bounded scope; "he stayed with the confines of the city") 
                   => contrast --
 (the range of optical density and tone on a photographic negative or print (or the extent to which adjacent areas on a tel
evision screen differ in brightness)) 
                   => internationality, internationalism --
 (quality of being international in scope; "he applauded the internationality of scientific terminology") 
                   => latitude -- (scope for freedom of e.g. action or thought; freedom from restriction) 
                   => horizon, view, purview --
 (the range of interest or activity that can be anticipated; "It is beyond the horizon of present knowledge") 
                   => sweep, expanse -- (a wide scope; "the sweep of the plains") 
                   => gamut -- (a complete extent or range: "a face that expressed a gamut of emotions") 
                   => spectrum -- (broad range of related values or qualities or ideas or activities) 
                   => palette, pallet -- (the range of colour characteristic of a particular artist or painting or school of art) 
               => area, expanse, surface area -- (the extent of a 2-
dimensional surface enclosed within a boundary; "the area of a rectangle"; "it was about 500 square feet in area") 
                   => acreage, land area --
 (an area of ground used for some particular purpose (such as building or farming); "he wanted some acreage to build o
n") 
                   => footprint --
 (the area taken up by some object; "the computer had a desktop footprint of 10 by 16 inches") 
                   => erasure --
 (a surface area where something has been erased; "another word had been written over the erasure") 
                   => space, blank space, place -- (a blank area; "write your name in the space provided") 
                       => margin -- (the blank space that surrounds the text on a page) 
                       => indentation, indent, indenture -- (the space left between the margin and the start of an indented line) 
                   => space --
 (one of the areas between or below or above the lines of a musical staff; "the spaces are the notes F-A-C-E") 
                   => balk, baulk --
 (the area on a billiard table behind the balkline; "a player with ball in hand must play from the balk") 
               => length --
 (the property of being the extent of something from beginning to end; "the editor limited the length of my article to 50
0 words") 
               => depth --
 (extent downward or backward or inward; "the depth of the water"; "depth of a shelf"; "depth of a closet") 
                   => deepness, profundity, profoundness --
 (the quality of being physically deep; "the profundity of the mine was almost a mile") 
                       => bottomlessness -- (the property of being very deep; without limit) 
                   => draft, draught -- (the depth of a vessel's keel below the surface (especially when loaded)) 
                   => penetration --
 (the depth to which something penetrates (especially the depth reached by a projectile that hits a target)) 
                   => sounding -- (a measure of the depth of water taken by sounding) 
                   => shallowness --
 (the quality of lacking physical depth; "take into account the shallowness at that end of the pool before you dive") 
                       => superficiality --
 (shallowness in terms of affecting only surface layers of something; "he ignored the wound because of its superficiality
") 
       => size --
 (the property resulting from being one of a series of graduated measurements (as of clothing); "he wears a size 13 shoe
") 
           => extra large -- (a garment size for a very large person) 
           => large -- (a garment size for a large person) 
           => number -- (a clothing measurement; "a number 13 shoe") 
           => octavo, eightvo, 8vo --
 (the size of a book whose pages are made by folding a sheet of paper three times to form eight leaves) 
           => outsize -- (an unusual garment size (especially one that is very large)) 
           => petite -- (a garment size for short or slender women) 
           => quarto, 4to -- (the size of a book whose pages are made by folding a sheet of paper twice to form four leaves) 
           => regular -- (a garment size for persons of average height and weight) 
           => small -- (a garment size for a small person) 
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           => stout -- (a garment size for a large or heavy person) 
 
       => hydrophobicity -- (the property of being water-repellent; tending to repel and not absorb water) 
       => analyticity -- (the property of being analytic) 
       => compositeness -- (the property of being a composite number) 
       => primality -- (the property of being a prime number) 
       => selectivity -- (the property of being selective) 
       => vascularity -- (the property being vascular; "a prominent vascularity") 
       => extension --
 (the ability to raise the working leg high in the air; "the dancer was praised for her uncanny extension"; "good extensio
n comes from a combination of training and native ability") 
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QUALITY (Ontological, Material, Psychological, Logical, and Social) < STATE OF BEING < ENTITY 
 
QUALITY < STATE OF BEING < ENTITY 
 
quality -- (an essential and distinguishing attribute of something or someone; "the quality of mercy is not strained"--
Shakespeare) 
 
APPEARANCE < QUALITY < STATE OF BEING < ENTITY 
       => appearance, visual aspect -- (outward or visible aspect of a person or thing) 
           => agerasia -- (youthful appearance in an old person) 
           => look -- (physical appearance; "I don't like the looks of this place") 
           => view -- (outward appearance; "they look the same in outward view") 
           => color, colour --
 (the appearance of objects (or light sources) described in terms of a person's perception of their hue and lightness (or  
brightness) and saturation) 
           => complexion, skin condition -- (texture and appearance of the skin of the face) 
           => impression, effect --
 (an outward appearance; "he made a good impression"; "I wanted to create an impression of success"; "she retained  
that bold effect in her reproductions of the original painting") 
               => figure -- (the impression produced by a person; "he cut a fine figure"; "a heroic figure") 
               => mark --
 (the impression created by doing something unusual or extraordinary that people notice and remember; "it was in Lond
on that he made his mark"; "he left an indelible mark on the American theater") 
               => tout ensemble -- (a total impression or effect of something made up of individual parts) 
           => perspective, linear perspective --
 (the appearance of things relative to one another as determined by their distance from the viewer) 
           => phase --
 ((astronomy) the particular appearance of a body's state of illumination (especially one of the recurring shapes of the p
art of Earth's moon that is illuminated by the sun); "the full phase of the moon") 
               => phase of the moon -- (a time when the moon presents a particular recurring appearance) 
                   => new moon, new phase of the moon -- (the time at which the moon appears as a narrow waxing crescent) 
                   => half-moon -- (the time at which the moon is at first or last quarter when half its face is illuminated) 
                       => first quarter -- (the first fourth of the moon's period of revolution around the Earth) 
                       => last quarter -- (the last fourth of the moon's period of revolution around the Earth) 
                   => full moon, full-of-the-moon, full phase of the moon -- (the time when the moon is fully illuminated) 
                       => harvest moon -- (the full moon nearest the September equinox) 
           => vanishing point -- (the appearance of a point on the horizon at which parallel lines converge) 
           => superficies --
 (the purely external aspect of a thing; superficial appearance; "the audience was held by the substance of the play  
rather than by the superficies of the production"-R.W.Speaight) 
           => format -- (the general appearance of a publication) 
           => form, shape, cast -- (the visual appearance of something or someone; "the delicate cast of his features") 
           => persona, image --
 ((Jungian psychology) a personal facade that one presents to the world; "a public image is as fragile as Humpty Dumpt
y") 
           => semblance, gloss, color, colour --
 (an outward or token appearance or form that is deliberately misleading; "he hoped his claims would have a semblance
 of authenticity"; "he tried to give his falsehood the gloss of moral sanction"; "the situation soon took on a different col
or") 
               => color of law, colour of law --
 (a mere semblance of legal right; something done with the apparent authority of law but actually in contravention of  
law; "the plaintiff claimed that under color of law the officer had deprived him of his civil rights") 
               => simulacrum -- (an insubstantial or vague semblance) 
               => face value -- (the apparent worth as opposed to the real worth) 
               => guise, pretense, pretence, pretext --
 (an artful or simulated semblance; "under the guise of friendship he betrayed them") 
               => disguise, camouflage --
 (an outward semblance that misrepresents the true nature of something; "the theatrical notion of disguise is always  
associated with catastrophe in his stories") 
               => verisimilitude -- (the appearance of truth; the quality of seeming to be true) 
           => face -- (the general outward appearance of something; "the face of the city is changing") 
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           => countenance, visage --
 (the appearance conveyed by a person's face; "a pleasant countenance"; "a stern visage") 
               => expression, look, aspect, facial expression, face --
 (the expression on a person's face; "a sad expression"; "a look of triumph"; "an angry face") 
                   => leer -- (a suggestive or sneering look or grin) 
                   => sparkle, spark, light -- (brightness and animation of countenance; "he had a sparkle in his eye") 
               => poker face -- (a face without any interpretable expression (as that of a good poker player)) 
           => hairiness -- (the quality of having hair) 
               => hirsuteness, hirsutism -- (excessive hairiness) 
           => hairlessness -- (the quality of not having hair) 
           => beauty -- (the qualities that give pleasure to the senses) 
               => raw beauty -- (beauty that is stark and powerfully impressive) 
               => glory, resplendence, resplendency -- (brilliant radiant beauty; "the glory of the sunrise") 
               => exquisiteness -- (extreme beauty of a delicate sort) 
               => picturesqueness -- (visually vivid and pleasing) 
               => pleasingness -- (a likeable beauty; "the liveliness and pleasingness of dark eyes"- T.N. Carver) 
               => pulchritude -- (physical beauty (especially of a woman)) 
                   => curvaceousness, shapeliness, voluptuousness -- (the quality of having a well-rounded body) 
               => glamor, glamour -- (alluring beauty or charm (often with sex-appeal)) 
               => comeliness, fairness, loveliness, beauteousness -- (the quality of being good looking and attractive) 
               => prettiness, cuteness --
 (the quality of being appealing in a delicate or graceful way (of a girl or young woman)) 
               => handsomeness, good looks -- (the quality of having regular well-defined features (especially of a man)) 
               => attractiveness -- (a beauty that appeals to the senses) 
                   => adorability, adorableness -- (extreme attractiveness) 
                   => bewitchery, beguilement, animal magnetism -- (magnetic personal charm) 
                   => charisma, personal appeal, personal magnetism --
 (a personal attractiveness that enables you to influence others) 
                   => sex appeal, desirability, desirableness, oomph -- (attractiveness to the opposite sex) 
                   => appeal, appealingness, charm --
 (attractiveness that interests or pleases or stimulates; "his smile was part of his appeal to her") 
                       => siren call, siren song --
 (the enticing appeal of something alluring but potentially dangerous; "he succumbed to the siren call of the wilderness"
) 
                       => winsomeness -- (childlike charm or appeal) 
                   => spiff -- (attractiveness in appearance or dress or manner; "he gets by largely on pure spiff") 
           => ugliness -- (qualities that do not give pleasure to the senses) 
               => unsightliness -- (ugliness that is unpleasant to look at) 
               => grotesqueness, grotesquery, grotesquerie -- (ludicrous or incongruous unnaturalness or distortion) 
               => garishness, gaudiness -- (strident color or excessive ornamentation) 
               => unpleasingness -- (the quality of being unpleasant) 
               => hideousness -- (extreme ugliness) 
               => unattractiveness -- (ugliness that is not appealing) 
                   => shapelessness -- (the quality of lacking an esthetically pleasing shape) 
               => eyesore -- (something very ugly and offensive) 
           => disfigurement, disfiguration, deformity --
 (an appearance that has been spoiled or is misshapen; "there were distinguishing disfigurements on the suspect's back";
 "suffering from facial disfiguration") 
           => homeliness, plainness --
 (an appearance that is not attractive or beautiful; "fine clothes could not conceal the girl's homeliness") 
           => blemish, defect, mar --
 (a mark or flaw that spoils the appearance of something (especially on a person's body); "a facial blemish") 
               => birthmark, nevus -- (a blemish on the skin formed before birth) 
                   => port-wine stain, nevus flammeus -- (a flat birthmark varying from pink to purple) 
                   => strawberry, strawberry mark, hemangioma simplex -- (a soft red birthmark) 
               => chatter mark -- (a mark made by a chattering tool on the surface of a workpiece) 
               => check, chip -- (a mark left after a small piece has been chopped or broken off of something) 
               => crack --
 (a blemish resulting from a break without complete separation of the parts; "there was a crack in the mirror") 
                   => craze -- (a fine crack in a glaze or other surface) 
               => dent, gouge, nick -- (an impression in a surface (as made by a blow)) 
                   => dig --
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 (a small gouge (as in the cover of a book); "the book was in good condition except for a dig in the back cover") 
               => mole -- (a small congenital pigmented spot on the skin) 
               => scratch, scrape, scar, mark -- (an indication of damage) 
               => burn, burn mark -- (a burned place or area) 
                   => cigarette burn -- (a burn mark left by a smoldering cigarette; "a cigarette burn on the edge of the table") 
               => smudge, spot, blot, daub, smear, smirch, slur -- (a blemish made by dirt; "he had a smudge on his cheek") 
                   => blotch, splodge, splotch -- (an irregularly shaped spot) 
                   => fingermark, fingerprint -- (a smudge made by a (dirty) finger) 
                   => inkblot -- (a blot made with ink) 
               => stigma -- (a skin lesion that is a diagnostic sign of some disease) 
               => wart, verruca -- ((pathology) a firm abnormal elevated blemish on the skin; caused by a virus) 
                   => common wart -- (a benign growth (often with a rough surface)) 
                   => genital wart, venereal wart, condyloma acuminatum, verruca acuminata --
 (a small benign wart on or around the genitals and anus) 
                   => juvenile wart -- (a small benign growth on the faces of hands of children) 
                   => plantar wart --
 (a wart occurring on the sole of the foot; "pressure causes plantar warts to develop a painful callus around the soft cent
er") 
               => whitehead, milium -- (a small whitish lump in the skin due to a clogged sebaceous gland) 
               => blackhead, comedo -- (a black-tipped plug clogging a pore of the skin) 
           => stain, discoloration, discolouration -- (a soiled or discolored appearance; "the wine left a dark stain") 
               => scorch -- (a discoloration caused by heat) 
               => bloodstain -- (a discoloration caused by blood) 
               => iron mold, iron mould -- (a spot caused the staining with rust or ink) 
               => mud stain -- (a stain produced by mud) 
               => oil stain -- (a stain produced by oil) 
               => tarnish -- (discoloration of metal surface caused by oxidation) 
           => plainness -- (the appearance of being plain and unpretentious) 
               => chasteness, restraint, simplicity --
 (lack of ornamentation; "the room was simply decorated with great restraint") 
               => austereness, severeness -- (extreme plainness) 
               => bareness, starkness -- (an extreme lack of furnishings or ornamentation) 
           => ornateness, elaborateness -- (an ornate appearance; being elaborately decorated) 
               => flamboyance, floridness, showiness -- (extravagant elaborateness) 
               => fussiness -- (unnecessary elaborateness in details) 
           => decorativeness -- (an appearance that serves to decorate and make something more attractive) 
               => coating, finish, finishing --
 (a decorative texture or appearance of a surface (or the substance that gives it that appearance); "the boat had a metallic
 finish"; "he applied a coat of a clear finish"; "when the finish is too thin it is difficult to apply evenly") 
                   => glaze -- (coating for fabrics, ceramics, metal, etc.) 
                       => luster, lustre -- (a surface coating for ceramics or porcelain) 
                   => shoeshine --
 (a shiny finish put on shoes with polish and buffing; "his trousers had a sharp crease and you could see your reflection 
in his shoeshine") 
           => etiolation -- (a pale and sickly appearance; "his etiolation signaled years in prison") 
       => attraction, attractiveness --
 (the quality of arousing interest; being attractive or something that attracts; "her personality held a strange attraction  
for him") 
           => affinity --
 (a natural attraction or feeling of kinship; "an affinity for politics"; "the mysterious affinity between them"; "James's  
affinity with Sam") 
           => allure, allurement, temptingness -- (the power to entice or attract through personal charm) 
               => invitation -- (a tempting allurement; "she was an invitation to trouble") 
           => binding -- (the capacity to attract and hold something) 
           => drawing power -- (the capacity for attracting people (customers or supporters)) 
           => fascination --
 (the capacity to attract intense interest; "he held the children spellbound with magic tricks and other fascinations") 
           => lure, enticement, come-on -- (qualities that attract by seeming to promise some kind of reward) 
           => show-stopper, showstopper --
 (something that is strikingly attractive or has great popular appeal; "she has a show-
stopper of a smile"; "the brilliant orange flowers against the green foliage were a showstopper") 
       => clearness, clarity, uncloudedness --
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 (the quality of clear water; "when she awoke the clarity was back in her eyes") 
           => transparency, transparence, transparentness -- (the quality of being clear and transparent) 
               => pellucidness, pellucidity, limpidity -- (passing light without diffusion or distortion) 
           => translucence, translucency, semitransparency -- (the quality of allowing light to pass diffusely) 
           => visibility -- (capability of providing a clear unobstructed view; "a windshield with good visibility") 
           => distinctness, sharpness -- (the quality of being sharp and clear) 
               => definition -- (clarity of outline; "exercise had give his muscles superior definition") 
               => discernability, legibility -- (distinctness that makes perception easy) 
               => focus --
 (maximum clarity or distinctness of an image rendered by an optical system; "in focus"; "out of focus") 
       => opacity, opaqueness --
 (the quality of being opaque to a degree; the degree to which something reduces the passage of light) 
           => cloudiness, murkiness, muddiness -- (the quality of being cloudy) 
               => turbidity, turbidness -- (muddiness created by stirring up sediment or having foreign particles suspended) 
               => haziness, mistiness -- (cloudiness resulting from haze or mist) 
           => indistinctness, blurriness, fogginess, fuzziness -- (the quality of being indistinct) 
               => dimness, faintness -- (the quality of being dim) 
       => divisibility --
 (the quality of being divisible; the capacity to be divided into parts or divided among a number of persons) 
           => fissiparity -- (the tendence to break into parts; "the fissipairty of religious sects") 
       => ease, easiness, simplicity --
 (freedom from difficulty or hardship or effort; "he rose through the ranks with apparent ease"; "they put it into  
containers for ease of transportation") 
           => effortlessness --
 (the quality of requiring little effort; "such effortlessness is achieved only after hours of practice") 
               => facility, readiness --
 (a natural effortlessness; "they conversed with great facility"; "a happy readiness of conversation"--Jane Austen) 
               => smoothness -- (the quality of being free from errors or interruptions) 
       => difficulty, difficultness -- (the quality of being difficult; "they agreed about the difficulty of the climb") 
           => effortfulness -- (the quality of requiring deliberate effort) 
               => arduousness, strenuousness -- (extreme effortfulness) 
               => laboriousness, operoseness, toilsomeness -- (the quality of requiring extended effort) 
           => asperity, grimness, hardship, rigor, rigour, severity, rigorousness --
 (something hard to endure; "the asperity of northern winters") 
           => hardness -- (the quality of being difficult to do; "he assigned a series of problems of increasing hardness") 
           => formidability, toughness -- (impressive difficulty) 
           => burdensomeness, onerousness, oppressiveness -- (unwelcome burdensome difficulty) 
           => subtlety, niceness --
 (the quality of being difficult to detect or analyze; "you had to admire the subtlety of the distinctions he drew") 
           => troublesomeness, inconvenience, worriment -- (a difficulty that causes anxiety) 
               => awkwardness, cumbersomeness, unwieldiness --
 (trouble in carrying or managing caused by bulk or shape; "the movers cursed the unwieldiness of the big piano") 
               => flea bite -- (a very minor inconvenience) 
               => fly in the ointment -- (an inconvenience that detracts from the usefulness of something) 
       => suitability, suitableness --
 (the quality of having the properties that are right for a specific purpose; "an important requirement is suitability for  
long trips") 
           => arability -- (the suitability of land for cultivation) 
           => appropriateness -- (the quality of being specially suitable) 
               => felicity, felicitousness --
 (pleasing and appropriate manner or style (especially manner or style of expression)) 
               => aptness, appositeness -- (appropriateness; "the phrase had considerable aptness") 
               => ticket, just the ticket --
 (the appropriate or desirable thing; "this car could be just the ticket for a small family") 
           => fitness, fittingness -- (the condition of being suitable; "they had to prove their fitness for the position") 
               => qualification, makings --
 (an attribute that must be met or complied with and that fits a person for something; "her qualifications for the job are e
xcellent"; "one of the qualifications for admission is an academic degree"; "she has the makings of fine musician") 
                   => eligibility --
 (the quality or state of being eligible; "eligibility of a candidate for office"; "eligibility for a loan") 
                       => insurability --
 (the quality of being insurable; the conditions under which an insurance company will issue insurance to an applicant  
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(based on standards set by the insurance company)) 
                       => marriageability -- (eligibility for marriage) 
                   => ineligibility -- (the quality or state of being ineligible) 
                       => uninsurability --
 (the quality of being uninsurable; the conditions under which an insurance company will refuse to issue insurance to an
 applicant (based on standards set by the insurance company)) 
                   => academic degree, degree --
 (an award conferred by a college or university signifying that the recipient has satisfactorily completed a course of  
study; "he earned his degree at Princeton summa cum laude") 
                       => associate degree, associate -- (a degree granted by a two-
year college on successful completion of the undergraduates course of studies) 
                           => Associate in Arts, AA -- (an associate degree in arts) 
                           => Associate in Applied Science, AAS -- (an associate degree in applied science) 
                           => Associate in Nursing, AN -- (an associate degree in nursing) 
                       => bachelor's degree, baccalaureate --
 (an academic degree conferred on someone who has successfully completed undergraduate studies) 
                           => Bachelor of Arts, BA, Artium Baccalaurens, AB -- (a bachelor's degree in arts and sciences) 
                           => Bachelor of Arts in Library Science, ABLS -- (a bachelor's degree in library science) 
                           => Bachelor of Arts in Nursing, BAN -- (a bachelor's degree in nursing) 
                           => Bachelor of Divinity, BD -- (a bachelor's degree in religion) 
                           => Bachelor of Literature, BLitt -- (a bachelor's degree in literature) 
                           => Bachelor of Medicine, MB -- ((a British degree) a bachelor's degree in medicine) 
                           => Bachelor of Music, BMus -- (a bachelor's degree in music) 
                           => Bachelor of Naval Science, BNS -- (a bachelor's degree in naval science) 
                           => Bachelor of Science, BS, SB -- (a bachelor's degree in science) 
                           => Bachelor of Science in Architecture, BSArch -- (a bachelor's degree in architecture) 
                           => Bachelor of Science in Engineering -- (a bachelor's degree in engineering) 
                           => Bachelor of Theology, ThB -- (a bachelor's degree in theology) 
                       => honours, honours degree -- (a university degree with honors) 
                           => first, first-class honours degree -- (an honours degree of the highest class) 
                               => double first -- (a first-class honours degree in two subjects) 
                       => master's degree -- (an academic degree higher than a bachelor's but lower than a doctor's) 
                           => Master of Architecture, MArch --
 (a degree granted for the successful completion of advanced study of architecture) 
                           => Master of Arts, MA, Artium Magister, AM -- (a master's degree in arts and sciences) 
                           => Master of Arts in Library Science, MALS -- (a master's degree in library science) 
                           => Master of Arts in Teaching, MAT -- (a master's degree in teaching) 
                           => Master in Business, Master in Business Administration, MBA -- (a master's degree in business) 
                           => Master of Divinity, MDiv -- (a master's degree in religion) 
                           => Master of Education, MEd -- (a master's degree in education) 
                           => Master of Fine Arts, MFA -- (a master's degree in fine arts) 
                           => Master of Literature, MLitt -- (a master's degree in literature) 
                           => Master of Library Science, MLS -- (a master's degree in library science) 
                           => Master in Public Affairs -- (a master's degree in questions of public concern) 
                           => Master of Science, MS, SM, MSc -- (a master's degree in science) 
                           => Master of Science in Engineering -- (a master's degree in engineering) 
                           => Master of Theology, ThM -- (a master's degree in theology) 
                       => doctor's degree, doctorate -- (one of the highest academic degrees conferred by a university) 
                           => Doctor of Dental Medicine, DMD -- (a doctor's degree in dental medicine) 
                           => Doctor of Dental Surgery, DDS -- (a doctor's degree in dental surgery) 
                           => Doctor of Divinity, DD -- (a doctor's degree in religion) 
                           => Doctor of Education, EdD, DEd -- (a doctor's degree in education) 
                           => Doctor of Medicine, MD -- (a doctor's degree in medicine) 
                           => Doctor of Music, DMus, MusD -- (a doctor's degree in music) 
                           => Doctor of Musical Arts, AMusD -- (a doctor's degree in musical arts) 
                           => Doctor of Optometry, OD -- (a doctor's degree in optometry) 
                           => Doctor of Osteopathy, DO -- (doctor's degree in osteopathy) 
                           => Doctor of Philosophy -- (a doctorate awarded for original contributions to knowledge) 
                               => Ph.D., PhD --
 (an American doctorate usually based on at least 3 years graduate study and a dissertation; the highest degree awarded 
by a graduate school) 
                               => DPhil -- (a British doctorate) 
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                           => Doctor of Public Health, DPH -- (a doctor's degree in preventive medicine) 
                           => Doctor of Theology, ThD -- (a doctor's degree in theology) 
                       => law degree -- (degree conferred on someone who successfully completes law school) 
                           => Bachelor of Laws, LLB -- (a three-year law degree) 
                           => Master of Laws, LLM -- (an advanced law degree) 
                       => honorary degree -- (a degree conferred to honor the recipient) 
                           => Doctor of Arts, ArtsD -- (an honorary arts degree) 
                           => Doctor of Fine Arts -- (an honorary degree in fine arts) 
                           => Doctor of Humane Letters -- (an honorary degree in letters) 
                           => Doctor of Humanities -- (an honorary degree in the humanities) 
                           => Doctor of Laws, LLD -- (an honorary law degree) 
                           => Doctor of Science, DS, ScD -- (an honorary degree in science) 
           => convenience --
 (the quality of being useful and convenient; "they offered the convenience of an installment plan") 
               => opportuneness, patness, timeliness -- (timely convenience) 
               => handiness, accessibility, availability, availableness -- (the quality of being at hand when needed) 
                   => command -- (availability for use; "the materials at the command of the potters grew") 
           => navigability -- (suitability for the passage of a ship or aircraft) 
           => spinnability -- (suitability for spinning or capability of being spun (used of textile fibers)) 
       => unsuitability, unsuitableness, ineptness -- (the quality of having the wrong properties for a specific purpose) 
           => inappropriateness -- (the quality of not being particularly suitable) 
               => inaptness, inappositeness --
 (in appropriateness; "greater inaptness of expression would be hard to imagine") 
               => infelicity -- (inappropriate and unpleasing manner or style (especially manner or style of expression)) 
           => unfitness -- (the condition of not being suitable; "the judges agreed on his unfitness for the appointment") 
               => disqualification -- (unfitness that bars you from participation) 
           => inconvenience -- (the quality of not being useful or convenient) 
               => inaccessibility, unavailability -- (the quality of not being unavailable when needed) 
               => inopportuneness, untimeliness -- (the quality of occurring at an inconvenient time) 
       => nature --
 (the essential qualities or characteristics by which something is recognized; "it is the nature of fire to burn"; "the true  
nature of jealousy") 
       => humanness, humanity, manhood --
 (the quality of being human; "he feared the speedy decline of all manhood") 
       => air, aura, atmosphere --
 (a distinctive but intangible quality surrounding a person or thing; "an air of mystery"; "the house had a neglected air"; 
"an atmosphere of defeat pervaded the candidate's headquarters"; "the place had an aura of romance") 
           => mystique -- (an aura of heightened value or interest or meaning surrounding a person or thing) 
           => note --
 (a characteristic emotional quality; "it ended on a sour note"; "there was a note of gaiety in her manner"; "he detected a
 note of sarcasm") 
           => vibrations -- (a distinctive emotional aura experienced instinctively; "that place gave me bad vibrations") 
       => excellence -- (the quality of excelling; possessing good qualities in high degree) 
           => admirability, admirableness, wonderfulness -- (admirable excellence) 
           => impressiveness, grandness, magnificence --
 (splendid or imposing in size or appearance; "the grandness of the architecture") 
               => expansiveness --
 (a quality characterized by magnificence of scale; "the expansiveness of their extravagant life style was soon curtailed"
) 
               => stateliness, majesty, loftiness -- (impressiveness in scale or proportion) 
           => refinement, civilization, civilisation --
 (the quality of excellence in thought and manners and taste; "a man of intellectual refinement"; "he is remembered for 
his generosity and civilization") 
       => characteristic -- (a distinguishing quality) 
           => recommendation, passport --
 (any quality or characteristic that gains a person a favorable reception or acceptance or admission; "her pleasant person
ality is already a recommendation"; "his wealth was not a passport into the exclusive circles of society") 
           => compatibility -- (capability of existing or performing in harmonious or congenial combination) 
               => congenialness, congeniality -- (compatibility between persons) 
               => harmony, harmoniousness -- (compatibility in opinion and action) 
                   => congruity, congruousness, congruence -- (the quality of agreeing; being suitable and appropriate) 
               => accord, rapport -- (sympathetic compatibility) 
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               => agreement, correspondence --
 (compatibility of observations; "there was no agreement between theory and measurement"; "the results of two tests  
were in correspondence") 
                   => conformity, conformance -- (correspondence in form or appearance) 
                       => justness, rightness, nicety --
 (conformity with some esthetic standard of correctness or propriety; "it was performed with justness and beauty") 
                       => normality -- (conformity with the norm) 
           => incompatibility -- (the quality of being unable to exist or work in congenial combination) 
               => conflict -- (an incompatibility of dates or events; "he noticed a conflict in the dates of the two meetings") 
               => incongruity, incongruousness -- (the quality of disagreeing; being unsuitable and inappropriate) 
                   => irony --
 (incongruity between what might be expected and what actually occurs; "the irony of Ireland's copying the nation she 
most hated") 
                       => Socratic irony --
 (admission of your own ignorance and willingness to learn while exposing someone's inconsistencies by close  
questioning) 
           => point, spot -- (an outstanding characteristic; "his acting was one of the high points of the movie") 
           => point --
 (a distinguishing or individuating characteristic; "he knows my bad points as well as my good points") 
               => selling point --
 (a characteristic of something that is up for sale that makes it attractive to potential customers) 
           => hallmark, trademark, earmark, stylemark -- (a distinctive characteristic or attribute) 
           => aspect -- (a characteristic to be considered) 
           => safeness -- (the quality of being safe) 
           => dangerousness -- (the quality of not being safe) 
               => precariousness -- (extreme dangerousness) 
           => curability, curableness -- (capability of being cured or healed) 
           => incurability, incurableness -- (incapability of being cured or healed) 
           => directness, straightness -- (trueness of course toward a goal; "rivaling a hawk in directness of aim") 
               => downrightness, straightforwardness --
 (the quality of being direct and straightforward; "what some people take for rudeness is really straightforwardness") 
               => immediacy, immediateness --
 (lack of an intervening or mediating agency; "the immediacy of television coverage") 
           => indirectness -- (having the characteristic of lacking a true course toward a goal) 
               => allusiveness -- (a quality characterized by indirect reference) 
               => mediacy, mediateness -- (the quality of being mediate) 
               => deviousness, obliqueness -- (the quality of being oblique and rambling indirectly) 
               => discursiveness -- (the quality of being discursive) 
           => rurality, ruralism -- (a rural characteristic or trait; "a place with the rurality of a turnip field") 
           => streak -- (a distinctive characteristic; "he has a stubborn streak"; "a streak of wildness") 
       => changeableness, changeability --
 (the quality of being changeable; having a marked tendency to change; "the changeableness of the weather") 
           => commutability, transmutability -- (the quality of being commutable) 
           => reversibility -- (the quality of being reversible in either direction) 
           => inconstancy, changefulness -- (the quality of being changeable and variable) 
               => capriciousness, unpredictability -- (the quality of being guided by sudden unpredictable impulses) 
           => variability, variableness, variance -- (the quality of being subject to variation) 
               => variedness -- (characterized by variation) 
                   => diversity -- (the condition or result of being changed) 
               => variegation -- (variability in coloration) 
           => exchangeability, interchangeability, interchangeableness, fungibility --
 (the quality of being capable of exchange or interchange) 
               => duality --
 ((geometry) the interchangeability of the roles of points and planes in the theorems of projective geometry) 
               => transferability --
 (the quality of being transferable or exchangeable; "sterling transferability affords a means of multilateral settlement  
for....trade between nondollar countries") 
               => convertibility --
 (the quality of being exchangeable (especially the ability to convert a currency into gold or other currencies without res
triction)) 
               => inconvertibility --
 (the quality of not being exchangeable; "the inconvertibility of their currency made international trade impossible") 
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               => replaceability, substitutability, commutability -- (exchangeability by virtue of being replaceable) 
               => alternation -- (being regularly exchangeable) 
               => liquidity -- (being in cash or easily convertible to cash; debt paying ability) 
               => permutability, permutableness, transposability -- (ability to change sequence) 
           => progressiveness, progressivity -- (advancement toward better conditions or policies or methods) 
           => mutability, mutableness -- (the quality of being capable of mutation) 
               => alterability -- (the quality of being alterable) 
               => vicissitude -- (mutability in life or nature (especially successive alternation from one condition to another)) 
       => changelessness, unchangeability, unchangeableness, unchangingness --
 (the quality of being unchangeable; having a marked tendency to remain unchanged) 
           => absoluteness --
 (the quality of being absolute; "the absoluteness of the Pope's decree could not be challenged") 
           => constancy, stability -- (the quality of being free from change or variation) 
               => metastability --
 (the quality of a physical system that persists in its existing equilibrium when undisturbed (or only slightly disturbed)  
but able to pass to a more stable equilibrium when sufficiently disturbed) 
               => monotony -- (constancy of tone or pitch or inflection) 
           => irreversibility -- (the quality of being irreversible (once done it cannot be changed)) 
           => invariability, invariableness, invariance -- (the quality of being resistant to variation) 
               => unvariedness -- (characterized by an absence of variation) 
                   => monotony, sameness --
 (the quality of wearisome constancy and lack of variety; "he had never grown accustomed to the monotony of his  
work"; "he hated the sameness of the food the college served") 
           => fixedness, unalterability --
 (the quality of being fixed and unchangeable; "the fixedness of his gaze upset her") 
           => unexchangeability -- (the quality of being incapable of exchange or interchange) 
               => incommutability -- (the quality of being not interchangeable) 
               => irreplaceableness -- (the quality of being irreplaceable) 
           => immutability, immutableness, fixity --
 (the quality of being incapable of mutation; "Darwin challenged the fixity of species") 
               => unalterability -- (the quality of not being alterable) 
                   => incurability -- (incapability of being altered in disposition or habits; "the incurability of his optimism") 
               => agelessness -- (the quality of being timeless and eternal) 
 
SAMENESS < RELATION < ENTITY 
       => sameness -- (the quality of being alike; "sameness of purpose kept them together") 
           => identity, identicalness, indistinguishability -- (exact sameness; "they shared an identity of interests") 
               => oneness, unity -- (the quality of being united into one) 
               => selfsameness -- (the quality of being identical with itself) 
           => similarity -- (the quality of being similar) 
               => approximation -- (the quality of coming near to identity (especially close in quantity)) 
               => homogeny -- ((biology) similarity because of common evolution) 
               => homology -- (the quality of being similar or corresponding in position or value or structure or function) 
               => homomorphism, homomorphy -- (similarity of form) 
               => isomorphism, isomorphy -- ((biology) similarity or identity of form or shape or structure) 
               => likeness, alikeness, similitude --
 (similarity in appearance or character or nature between persons or things; "man created God in his own likeness") 
                   => mirror image, reflection, reflexion -- (a likeness in which left and right are reversed) 
                   => comparison, compare, equivalence, comparability --
 (qualities that are comparable; "no comparison between the two books"; "beyond compare") 
                   => resemblance -- (similarity in appearance or external or superficial details) 
                       => mutual resemblance -- (symmetrical resemblance) 
                       => affinity -- (inherent resemblance between persons or things) 
                   => spitting image -- (a perfect likeness or counterpart) 
               => parallelism, correspondence -- (similarity by virtue of correspondence) 
               => uniformity, uniformness -- (the quality of lacking diversity or variation (even to the point of boredom)) 
                   => homogeneity, homogeneousness --
 (the quality of being similar or comparable in kind or nature; "there is a remarkable homogeneity between the two  
companies") 
                   => consistency, consistence -- (a harmonious uniformity or agreement among things or parts) 
               => approach -- (a close approximation; "the nearest approach to genius") 
               => sort --
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 (an approximate definition or example; "she wore a sort of magenta dress"; "she served a creamy sort of dessert thing") 
               => analogue, analog, parallel -- (something having the property of being analogous to something else) 
           => equality -- (the quality of being the same in quantity or measure or value or status) 
               => equatability -- (capability of being equated) 
               => equivalence -- (essential equality and interchangeability) 
                   => parity -- (functional equality) 
               => evenness -- (the quality of being balanced) 
               => isometry -- (equality of measure (e.g., equality of height above sea level or equality of loudness etc.)) 
               => balance -- (equality between the totals of the credit and debit sides of an account) 
                   => trial balance -- (a balance of debits and credits in double-
entry bookkeeping; drawn up to test their equality) 
 
DIFFERENCE < RELATION < ENTITY 
       => difference -- (the quality of being unlike or dissimilar; "there are many differences between jazz and rock") 
           => otherness, distinctness, separateness --
 (the quality of being not alike; being distinct or different from that otherwise experienced or known) 
           => differential -- (a quality that differentiates between similar things) 
           => differentia -- (distinguishing characteristics (especially in different species of a genus)) 
           => distinction -- (a distinguishing difference; "he learned the distinction between gold and lead") 
           => discrepancy, disagreement, divergence, variance --
 (a difference between conflicting facts or claims or opinions; "a growing divergence of opinion") 
               => allowance, leeway, margin, tolerance --
 (a permissible difference; allowing some freedom to move within limits) 
           => dissimilarity, unsimilarity -- (the quality of being dissimilar) 
               => disparateness, distinctiveness -- (utter dissimilarity) 
               => heterology -- ((biology) the lack of correspondence of apparently similar body parts) 
               => unlikeness, dissimilitude -- (dissimilarity evidenced by an absence of likeness) 
               => nonuniformity -- (the quality of being diverse and interesting) 
                   => heterogeneity, heterogeneousness -- (the quality of being diverse and not comparable in kind) 
                       => diverseness, diversity, multifariousness, variety --
 (noticeable heterogeneity; "a diversity of possibilities"; "the range and variety of his work is amazing") 
                           => biodiversity --
 (the diversity of plant and animal life in a particular habitat (or in the world as a whole); "a high level of biodiversity  
is desirable") 
                   => inconsistency --
 (the quality of being inconsistent and lacking a harmonious uniformity among things or parts) 
           => variety, change --
 (a difference that is usually pleasant; "he goes to France for variety"; "it is a refreshing change to meet a woman  
mechanic") 
           => inequality -- (lack of equality; "the growing inequality between rich and poor") 
               => nonequivalence -- (not interchangeable) 
               => disparity -- (inequality or difference in some respect) 
                   => far cry -- (a disappointing disparity; "it was a far cry from what he had expected") 
                   => gap, spread --
 (a conspicuous disparity or difference as between two figures; "gap between income and outgo"; "the spread between l
ending and borrowing costs") 
                   => gulf, disconnect, disconnection --
 (an unbridgeable disparity (as from a failure of understanding); "he felt a gulf between himself and his former friends";
 "there is a vast disconnect between public opinion and federal policy") 
                   => disproportion -- (lack of proportion; imbalance among the parts of something) 
               => unevenness -- (the quality of being unbalanced) 
       => certainty, sure thing, foregone conclusion -- (something that is certain; "his victory is a certainty") 
           => cert -- (an absolute certainty; "it's a dead cert") 
           => ineluctability, unavoidability -- (the quality of being impossible to avoid or evade) 
           => inevitability, inevitableness -- (the quality of being unavoidable) 
           => surety -- (something clearly established) 
           => indisputability, indubitability, unquestionability, unquestionableness --
 (the quality of being beyond question or dispute or doubt) 
               => incontrovertibility, incontrovertibleness -- (the quality of being undeniable and not worth arguing about) 
               => demonstrability, provability -- (capability of being demonstrated or logically proved) 
               => givenness -- (the quality of being granted as a supposition; of being acknowledged or assumed) 
           => predictability -- (the quality of being predictable) 
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               => determinateness, definiteness -- (the quality of being predictable with great confidence) 
                   => finality, conclusiveness, decisiveness --
 (the quality of being final or definitely settled; "the finality of death") 
           => slam dunk --
 (something that is a sure to occur; a foregone conclusion; "predicting his success was a slam dunk") 
       => probability -- (the quality of being probable) 
           => likelihood, likeliness, odds -- (the probability of a specified outcome) 
       => uncertainty, uncertainness -- (being unsettled or in doubt; "the uncertainty of the outcome") 
           => doubt, dubiousness, doubtfulness, question --
 (uncertainty about the truth or factuality of existence of something; "the dubiousness of his claim"; "there is no  
question about the validity of the enterprise") 
           => indefiniteness, indeterminateness, indefinity, indetermination, indeterminacy --
 (the quality of being vague and poorly defined) 
               => inconclusiveness -- (the quality of being inconclusive) 
           => unpredictability -- (lacking predictability) 
           => improbability, improbableness -- (the quality of being improbable) 
               => unlikelihood, unlikeliness -- (the improbability of a specified outcome) 
           => fortuitousness -- (the quality of happening accidentally and by lucky chance) 
       => factuality, factualness --
 (the quality of being actual or based on fact; "the realm of factuality must be distinguished from the realm of  
imagination") 
       => counterfactuality -- (the quality of being contrary to fact) 
       => materiality, physicalness, corporeality -- (the quality of being physical; consisting of matter) 
           => concreteness -- (the quality of being concrete (not abstract)) 
               => literalness -- (adhereing to the concrete construal of something) 
           => tangibility, tangibleness, palpability -- (the quality of being perceivable by touch) 
           => substantiality, substantialness -- (the quality of being substantial or having substance) 
           => reality -- (the quality possessed by something that is real) 
       => immateriality, incorporeality -- (the quality of not being physical; not consisting of matter) 
           => intangibility, intangibleness, impalpability -- (the quality of being intangible) 
           => insubstantiality -- (lacking substance or reality) 
               => smoke --
 (something with no concrete substance; "his dreams all turned to smoke"; "it was just smoke and mirrors") 
           => abstractness -- (the quality of being considered apart from a specific instance or object) 
           => unreality -- (the quality possessed by something that is unreal) 
       => particularity --
 (the quality of being particular and pertaining to a specific case or instance; "the particularity of human situations") 
           => specificity --
 (the quality of being specific rather than general; "add a desirable note of specificity to the discussion"; "the specificity
 of the symptoms of the disease") 
           => specificity -- (the quality of being specific to a particular organism; "host specificity of a parasite") 
       => generality -- (the quality of being general or widespread or having general applicability) 
           => commonality, commonness -- (sharing of common attributes) 
               => solidarity -- (a union of interests or purposes or sympathies among members of a group) 
           => pervasiveness --
 (the quality of filling or spreading throughout; "the pervasiveness of the odor of cabbage in tenement hallways") 
           => prevalence --
 (the quality of prevailing generally; being widespread; "he was surprised by the prevalence of optimism about the  
future") 
               => currency -- (general acceptance or use; "the currency of ideas") 
           => universality, catholicity -- (the quality of being universal; existing everywhere) 
           => totality --
 (the quality of being complete and indiscriminate; "the totality of war and its consequences"; "the all-
embracing totality of the state") 
       => simplicity, simpleness -- (the quality of being simple or uncompounded; "the simplicity of a crystal") 
       => complexity, complexness --
 (the quality of being intricate and compounded; "he enjoyed the complexity of modern computers") 
           => complicatedness, complication, knottiness -- (puzzling complexity) 
           => elaborateness, elaboration, intricacy, involution -- (marked by elaborately complex detail) 
           => tapestry -- (something that is felt to resemble a tapestry in its complexity; "the tapestry of European history") 
       => regularity --
 (the quality of being characterized by a fixed principle or rate; "he was famous for the regularity of his habits") 
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           => cyclicity, periodicity -- (the quality of recurring at intervals) 
               => rhythm, regular recurrence -- (recurring at regular intervals) 
                   => cardiac rhythm, heart rhythm -- (the rhythm of a beating heart) 
                       => atrioventricular nodal rhythm, nodal rhythm --
 (the normal cardiac rhythm when the heart is controlled by the atrioventricular node) 
           => orderliness, methodicalness -- (the quality of appreciating method and system) 
               => organization, organisation, system --
 (an ordered manner; orderliness by virtue of being methodical and well organized; "his compulsive organization was  
not an endearing quality"; "we can't do it unless we establish some system around here") 
           => uniformity -- (a condition in which everything is regular and unvarying) 
               => homogeneity -- (the quality of being of uniform throughout in composition or structure) 
           => evenness, invariability -- (a quality of uniformity and lack of variation) 
           => even spacing -- (regularity of spacing) 
           => steadiness -- (the quality of being steady--regular and unvarying) 
       => irregularity, unregularity -- (not characterized by a fixed principle or rate; at irregular intervals) 
           => inhomogeneity -- (the quality of being inhomogeneous) 
           => fitfulness, jerkiness -- (the quality of being spasmodic and irregular) 
               => spasticity -- (the quality of moving or acting in spasms) 
           => intermittence, intermittency -- (the quality of being intermittent; subject to interruption or periodic stopping) 
           => fluctuation, wavering --
 (the quality of being unsteady and subject to fluctuations; "he kept a record of price fluctuations") 
               => scintillation --
 (the twinkling of the stars caused when changes in the density of the earth's atmosphere produce uneven refraction of  
starlight) 
           => randomness, haphazardness, stochasticity, noise -- (the quality of lacking any predictable order or plan) 
               => ergodicity --
 (an attribute of stochastic systems; generally, a system that tends in probability to a limiting form that is independent  
of the initial conditions) 
           => unevenness, variability -- (a quality of variability and lack of uniformity) 
               => jaggedness -- (something irregular like a bump or crack in a smooth surface) 
               => patchiness -- (unevenness in quality or performance) 
               => personal equation -- (variability attributable to individual differences) 
           => unsteadiness -- (the quality of being unsteady--varying and irregular) 
       => mobility -- (the quality of moving freely) 
           => locomotion, motive power, motivity -- (the power or ability to move) 
           => motility -- (ability to move spontaneously and independently) 
           => movability, movableness -- (the quality of being movable; capable of being moved or rearranged) 
               => looseness, play -- (movement or space for movement; "there was too much play in the steering wheel") 
                   => wiggliness --
 (a jerky back and forth kind of mobility; "he walked with the wiggliness of a child on high heels") 
                   => slack, slackness --
 (the condition of being loose (not taut); "he hadn't counted on the slackness of the rope") 
               => unsteadiness -- (the quality of not being steady or securely fixed in place) 
                   => instability, unstableness -- (the quality or attribute of being unstable and irresolute) 
                       => shakiness, ricketiness --
 (the quality of being unstable and insecure; "the shakiness of the present regime") 
               => portability -- (the quality of being light enough to be carried) 
           => maneuverability, manoeuvrability -- (the quality of being maneuverable) 
               => weatherliness --
 ((of a sailing vessel) the quality of being able to sail close to the wind with little drift to the leeward (even in a stiff  
wind); "the Spanish ships had superior speed and weatherliness") 
           => manipulability -- (the quality of being controllable by skilled movements of the hands) 
           => restlessness -- (the quality of being ceaselessly moving or active; "the restlessness of the wind") 
       => immobility -- (the quality of not moving) 
           => immotility -- (lacking an ability to move) 
           => inertness -- (immobility by virtue of being inert) 
           => immovability, immovableness -- (no capable of being moved or rearranged) 
               => tightness, tautness -- (lack of movement or room for movement) 
               => fastness, fixedness, fixity, fixture, secureness -- (the quality of being fixed in place) 
                   => lodgment, lodgement, lodging --
 (the state or quality of being lodged or fixed even temporarily; "the lodgment of the balloon in the tree") 
               => steadiness, firmness -- (the quality of being steady or securely and immovably fixed in place) 
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                   => granite -- (something having the quality of granite (unyielding firmness); "a man of granite") 
                   => sureness -- (the quality of being steady and unfailing; "sureness of hand") 
                   => stability, stableness -- (the quality or attribute of being firm and steadfast) 
       => pleasantness, sweetness --
 (the quality of giving pleasure; "he was charmed by the sweetness of her manner"; "the pleasantness of a cool breeze  
on a hot summer day") 
           => agreeableness, amenity --
 (pleasantness resulting from agreeable conditions; "a well trained staff saw to the agreeableness of our accommodation
s"; "he discovered the amenities of reading at an early age") 
           => enjoyableness --
 (pleasantness resulting from something that can be enjoyed; "the enjoyableness of an afternoon at the beach") 
           => niceness -- (the quality of nice) 
           => disagreeableness -- (the quality of being disagreeable and unpleasant) 
               => abrasiveness -- (the quality of being sharply disagreeable) 
               => acridity, acridness -- (the quality of being sharply disagreeable in language or tone) 
       => unpleasantness -- (the quality of giving displeasure; "the recent unpleasantness of the weather") 
           => nastiness -- (the quality of being unpleasant; "I flinched at the nastiness of his wound") 
               => beastliness -- (unpleasant nastiness; used especially of nasty weather) 
           => offensiveness, odiousness, distastefulness -- (the quality of being offensive) 
               => blatancy --
 (the property of being both obvious and offensive; "the blatancy of his attempt to whitewash the crime was  
unforgivable") 
               => loathsomeness, repulsiveness, sliminess, vileness --
 (the quality of being disgusting to the senses or emotions) 
               => hatefulness, obnoxiousness, objectionableness -- (the quality of being hateful) 
           => awfulness, dreadfulness, horridness, terribleness -- (a quality of extreme unpleasantness) 
               => frightfulness -- (the quality of being frightful) 
                   => ghastliness, grimness, gruesomeness, luridness -- (the quality of being ghastly) 
       => credibility, credibleness, believability -- (the quality of being believable or trustworthy) 
           => authenticity, genuineness, legitimacy -- (undisputed credibility) 
               => real McCoy, real thing, real stuff -- (informal usage attributing authenticity) 
           => cogency, validity, rigor, rigour -- (the quality of being logically valid) 
           => plausibility, plausibleness -- (apparent validity) 
               => reasonableness, tenability, tenableness --
 (the quality of being plausible or acceptable to a reasonable person; "he questioned the tenability of my claims") 
           => street credibility, street cred, cred -- (credibility among young fashionable urban individuals) 
       => incredibility, incredibleness -- (the quality of being incredible) 
           => implausibility, implausibleness -- (the quality of provoking disbelief) 
       => logicality, logicalness -- (correct and valid reasoning) 
           => rationality, rationalness -- (the quality of being consistent with or based on logic) 
           => consistency --
 ((logic) an attribute of a logical system that is so constituted that none of the propositions deducible from the axioms  
contradict one another) 
           => completeness --
 ((logic) an attribute of a logical system that is so constituted that a contradiction arises if any proposition is introduced 
that cannot be derived from the axioms of the system) 
       => illogicality, illogicalness, illogic -- (invalid or incorrect reasoning) 
           => invalidity, invalidness --
 (illogicality as a consequence of having a conclusion that does not follow from the premisses) 
               => fallaciousness -- (result of a fallacy or error in reasoning) 
       => naturalness --
 (the quality of being natural or based on natural principles; "he accepted the naturalness of death"; "the spontaneous  
naturalness of his manner") 
           => unaffectedness -- (not affected; a personal manner that is not consciously constrained) 
           => simplicity -- (absence of affectation or pretense) 
           => sincerity, unassumingness -- (a quality of naturalness and simplicity; "the simple sincerity of folk songs") 
           => spontaneity, spontaneousness --
 (the quality of being spontaneous and coming from natural feelings without constraint; "the spontaneity of his laughter
") 
           => ease, informality -- (freedom from constraint or embarrassment; "I am never at ease with strangers") 
           => unpretentiousness -- (the quality of being natural and without pretensions) 
           => naturalization, naturalisation -- (the quality of being brought into conformity with nature) 
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       => unnaturalness -- (the quality of being unnatural or not based on natural principles) 
           => affectedness -- (the quality of being false or artificial (as to impress others)) 
               => airs, pose -- (affected manners intended to impress others; "don't put on airs with me") 
               => coyness, demureness -- (the affectation of being demure in a provocative way) 
               => preciosity -- (the quality of being fastidious or excessively refined) 
           => artificiality -- (the quality of being produced by people and not occurring naturally) 
               => staginess, theatricality -- (an artificial and mannered quality) 
               => pretension, pretense, pretence -- (a false or unsupportable quality) 
           => pretentiousness, pretension --
 (the quality of being pretentious (creating a false appearance of great importance or worth)) 
               => ostentation -- (pretentious or showy or vulgar display) 
           => supernaturalism, supernaturalness --
 (the quality of being attributed to power that seems to violate or go beyond natural forces) 
       => virtu, vertu -- (artistic quality) 
       => wholesomeness -- (the quality of being beneficial and generally good for you) 
           => nutritiousness, nutritiveness -- (the quality of being nourishing and promoting healthy growth) 
           => healthfulness -- (the quality of promoting good health) 
               => salubrity, salubriousness -- (the quality of being salubrious and invigorating) 
       => unwholesomeness, morbidness, morbidity -- (the quality of being unhealthful and generally bad for you) 
           => harmfulness, noisomeness, noxiousness -- (the quality of being noxious) 
           => perniciousness, toxicity -- (grave harmfulness or deadliness) 
           => deadliness, lethality -- (the quality of being deadly) 
               => fatality -- (the quality of being able to cause death or fatal disasters) 
           => jejunity, jejuneness -- (quality of lacking nutritive value) 
           => putrescence, rottenness -- (the quality of rotting and becoming putrid) 
           => unhealthfulness -- (the quality of promoting poor health) 
               => insalubrity, insalubriousness -- (the quality of being insalubrious and debilitating) 
       => satisfactoriness -- (the quality of giving satisfaction sufficient to meet a demand or requirement) 
           => adequacy, adequateness --
 (the quality of being able to meet a need satisfactorily: "he questioned the adequacy of the usual sentimental  
interpretation of the Golden Rule") 
           => acceptability, acceptableness -- (satisfactoriness by virtue of conforming to approved standards) 
               => admissibility -- (acceptability by virtue of being admissible) 
                   => permissibility -- (admissibility as a consequence of being permitted) 
       => unsatisfactoriness -- (the quality of being adequate or suitable) 
           => inadequacy, inadequateness -- (unsatisfactoriness by virtue of being inadequate) 
           => unacceptability, unacceptableness -- (unsatisfactoriness by virtue of not conforming to approved standards) 
               => inadmissibility -- (unacceptability as a consequence of not being admissible) 
                   => impermissibility -- (inadmissibility as a consequence of not being permitted) 
               => errancy --
 ((Christianity) holding views that disagree with accepted doctrine; especially disagreement with Papal infallibility; "he 
denies the errancy of the Catholic Church") 
       => ordinariness -- (the quality of being ordinary) 
           => averageness, mediocrity -- (ordinariness as a consequence of being average and not outstanding) 
           => expectedness -- (ordinariness as a consequence of being expected and not surprising) 
               => normality, normalcy -- (expectedness as a consequence of being usual or regular or common) 
           => commonness, commonplaceness, everydayness --
 (ordinariness as a consequence of being frequent and commonplace) 
               => prosiness, prosaicness -- (commonplaceness as a consequence of being humdrum and not exciting) 
               => usualness -- (commonness by virtue of not being unusual) 
                   => familiarity -- (usualness by virtue of being familiar or well known) 
       => extraordinariness -- (the quality of being extraordinary and not commonly encountered) 
           => unexpectedness, surprisingness --
 (extraordinariness by virtue of being unexpected; "the unexpectedness of the warm welcome") 
           => uncommonness -- (extraordinariness as a consequence of being rare and uncommon) 
               => unusualness -- (uncommonness by virtue of being unusual) 
                   => unfamiliarity, strangeness -- (unusualness as a consequence of not being well known) 
                       => oddity, queerness, quirk, quirkiness, crotchet -- (a strange attitude or habit) 
                       => eeriness, ghostliness -- (strangeness by virtue of being mysterious and inspiring fear) 
                       => abnormality, freakishness -- (marked strangeness as a consequence of being abnormal) 
                       => singularity -- (strangeness by virtue of being remarkable or unusual) 
                       => outlandishness, bizarreness, weirdness -- (strikingly out of the ordinary) 
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                       => quaintness --
 (strangeness as a consequence of being old fashioned; "some words in her dialect had a charming quaintness") 
                       => eccentricity -- (strange and unconventional behavior) 
                           => oddity, oddness -- (eccentricity that is not easily explained) 
       => ethnicity --
 (an ethnic quality or affiliation resulting from racial or cultural ties; "ethnicity has a strong influence on community  
status relations") 
       => foreignness, strangeness, curiousness --
 (the quality of being alien or not native; "the strangeness of a foreigner") 
           => exoticism, exoticness, exotism -- (the quality of being exotic; "he loved the exoticism of Egypt") 
           => alienage, alienism -- (the quality of being alien) 
       => nativeness --
 (the quality of belonging to or being connected with a certain place or region by virtue of birth or origin) 
           => indigenousness, autochthony, endemism --
 (nativeness by virtue or originating or occurring naturally (as in a particular place)) 
       => originality -- (the quality of being new and original (not derived from something else)) 
           => freshness, novelty -- (originality by virtue of being refreshingly novel) 
           => unorthodoxy, heterodoxy -- (the quality of being unorthodox) 
               => unconventionality -- (unorthodoxy by virtue of being unconventional) 
               => nonconformity -- (unorthodoxy as a consequence of not conforming to expected standards or values) 
       => unoriginality -- (the quality of being unoriginal) 
           => orthodoxy -- (the quality of being orthodox (especially in religion)) 
               => conventionality, convention, conventionalism -- (orthodoxy as a consequence of being conventional) 
                   => ossification, conformity -- (hardened conventionality) 
               => traditionalism, traditionality -- (strict adherence to traditional methods or teachings) 
                   => scholasticism, academicism, academism -- (orthodoxy of a scholastic variety) 
       => correctness, rightness -- (conformity to fact or truth) 
       => incorrectness, wrongness -- (the quality of not conforming to fact or truth) 
           => erroneousness, error -- (inadvertent incorrectness) 
               => deviation -- (the error of a compass due to local magnetic disturbances) 
       => accuracy, truth --
 (the quality of nearness to the truth or the true value; "he was beginning to doubt the accuracy of his compass"; "the  
lawyer questioned the truth of my account") 
           => exactness, exactitude --
 (the quality of being exact; "he demanded exactness in all details"; "a man of great exactitude") 
               => preciseness, precision --
 (the quality of being reproducible in amount or performance; "he handled it with the preciseness of an automaton";  
"note the meticulous precision of his measurements") 
               => trueness -- (exactness of adjustment; "I marveled at the trueness of his aim") 
           => fidelity -- (accuracy with which an electronic system reproduces the sound or image of its input signal) 
       => accuracy --
 ((mathematics) the number of significant figures given in a number; "the atomic clock enabled scientists to measure  
time with much greater accuracy") 
       => inaccuracy -- (the quality of being inaccurate and having errors) 
           => inexactness, inexactitude -- (the quality of being inaccurate and having errors) 
               => impreciseness, imprecision -- (the quality of lacking precision) 
       => distinction -- (a distinguishing quality; "it has the distinction of being the cheapest restaurant in town") 
       => popularity --
 (the quality of being widely admired or accepted or sought after; "his charm soon won him affection and popularity"; "
the universal popularity of American movies") 
           => hot stuff -- (the quality of being popular; "skiing is hot stuff in New Hampshire") 
       => unpopularity -- (the quality of lacking general approval or acceptance) 
       => lawfulness -- (the quality of conforming to law) 
           => legality -- (lawfulness by virtue of conformity to a legal statute) 
               => validity, validness -- (the quality of having legal force or effectiveness) 
                   => effect, force -- ((of a law) having legal validity; "the law is still in effect") 
           => legitimacy -- (lawfulness by virtue of being authorized or in accordance with law) 
           => licitness -- (the quality of strictly conforming to law) 
       => unlawfulness -- (the quality of failing to conform to law) 
           => illegality -- (unlawfulness by virtue of violating some legal statute) 
               => lawlessness, outlawry -- (illegality as a consequence of unlawful acts; defiance of the law) 
               => infection --
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 ((international law) illegality that taints or contaminates a ship or cargo rendering it liable to seizure) 
           => illegitimacy -- (unlawfulness by virtue of not being authorized by or in accordance with law) 
           => illicitness -- (the quality of not conforming strictly to law) 
       => elegance -- (a refined quality of gracefulness and good taste) 
           => dash, elan, flair, panache, style --
 (distinctive and stylish elegance; "he wooed her with the confident dash of a cavalry officer") 
           => daintiness, delicacy, fineness --
 (the quality of being beautiful and delicate in appearance; "the daintiness of her touch"; "the fineness of her features") 
           => courtliness -- (elegance suggestive of a royal court) 
           => tastefulness -- (elegance indicated by good taste) 
           => breeding, genteelness, gentility -- (elegance by virtue of fineness of manner and expression) 
           => chic, chicness, modishness, smartness, stylishness, swank, last word --
 (elegance by virtue of being fashionable) 
               => jauntiness, nattiness, dapperness, rakishness -- (stylishness as evidenced by a smart appearance) 
           => magnificence, brilliance, splendor, splendour, grandeur, grandness --
 (the quality of being magnificent or splendid or grand) 
               => eclat -- (brilliant or conspicuous success or effect; "the eclat of a great achievement") 
           => pomp, eclat --
 (ceremonial elegance and splendor; "entered with much eclat in a coach drawn by eight white horses") 
           => class -- (elegance in dress or behavior; "she has a lot of class") 
       => inelegance -- (the quality of lacking refinement and good taste) 
           => awkwardness, clumsiness, gracelessness, stiffness --
 (the inelegance of someone stiff and unrelaxed (as by embarrassment)) 
               => rusticity, gaucherie -- (the quality of being rustic or gauche) 
           => dowdiness, drabness, homeliness -- (lacking stylishness or neatness) 
           => shabbiness, seediness, manginess --
 (a lack of elegance as a consequence of wearing threadbare or dirty clothing) 
               => raggedness -- (shabbiness by virtue of being in rags) 
           => coarseness, commonness, grossness, vulgarity, vulgarism, raunch --
 (the quality of lacking taste and refinement) 
           => crudeness, roughness --
 (an unpolished unrefined quality; "the crudeness of frontier dwellings depressed her") 
           => boorishness, uncouthness -- (inelegance by virtue of being an uncouth boor) 
           => ostentation, ostentatiousness, pomposity, pompousness, pretentiousness, splashiness, inflation --
 (lack of elegance as a consequence of being pompous and puffed up with vanity) 
           => tastelessness -- (inelegance indicated by a lack of good taste) 
               => cheapness, tackiness, tat, sleaze -- (tastelessness by virtue of being cheap and vulgar) 
               => flashiness, garishness, gaudiness, loudness, brashness, meretriciousness, tawdriness, glitz --
 (tasteless showiness) 
       => comprehensibility, understandability -- (the quality of comprehensible language or thought) 
           => legibility, readability -- (writing (print or handwriting) that can be easily read) 
           => intelligibility -- (the quality of language that is comprehensible) 
               => readability -- (the quality of written language that makes it easy to read and understand) 
               => speech intelligibility --
 (the intelligibility of speech (usually measured in the presence of noise or distortion)) 
           => clarity, lucidity, pellucidity, clearness, limpidity --
 (free from obscurity and easy to understand; the comprehensibility of clear expression) 
               => monosemy -- (having a single meaning (absence of ambiguity) usually of individual words or phrases) 
               => focus --
 (maximum clarity or distinctness of an idea; "the controversy brought clearly into focus an important difference of  
opinion") 
               => preciseness, clearcutness -- (clarity as a consequence of precision) 
               => perspicuity, perspicuousness, plainness -- (clarity as a consequence of being perspicuous) 
               => unambiguity, unequivocalness -- (clarity achieved by the avoidance of ambiguity) 
               => explicitness -- (clarity as a consequence of being explicit) 
           => coherence, coherency -- (logical and orderly and consistent relation of parts) 
       => expressiveness -- (the quality of being expressive) 
       => incomprehensibility -- (the quality of being incomprehensible) 
           => inscrutability -- (the quality of being impossible to investigate; "the inscrutability of the future") 
           => illegibility -- (writing (print or handwriting) that cannot be deciphered) 
           => impenetrability, impenetrableness -- (incomprehensibility by virtue of being too dense to understand) 
           => noise --
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 (incomprehensibility resulting from irrelevant information or meaningless facts or remarks; "all the noise in his speech 
concealed the fact that he didn't have anything to say") 
           => opacity, opaqueness -- (incomprehensibility resulting from obscurity of meaning) 
           => obscureness, obscurity, abstruseness, reconditeness --
 (the quality of being unclear or abstruse and hard to understand) 
           => unintelligibility -- (incomprehensibility as a consequence of being unintelligible) 
           => unclearness -- (incomprehensibility as a result of not being clear) 
               => elusiveness --
 (the quality of being difficult to grasp or pin down; "the author's elusiveness may at times be construed as evasiveness"
) 
               => vagueness -- (unclearness by virtue of being vague) 
                   => haziness -- (vagueness attributable to being not clearly defined) 
               => inexplicitness -- (unclearness by virtue of not being explicit) 
                   => implicitness -- (inexplicitness as a consequence of being implied or indirect) 
               => ambiguity, equivocalness -- (unclearness by virtue of having more than one meaning) 
                   => equivocation, prevarication, evasiveness -- (intentionally vague or ambiguous) 
                   => polysemy, lexical ambiguity --
 (the ambiguity of an individual word or phrase that can be used (in different contexts) to express two or more different 
meanings) 
                   => twilight zone, no man's land --
 (the ambiguous region between two categories or states or conditions (usually containing some features of both); "but  
there is still a twilight zone, the tantalizing occurrences that are probably noise noise but might possibly be a signal";  
"in the twilight zone between humor and vulgarity"; "in that no man's land between negotiation and aggression") 
       => humaneness -- (the quality of compassion or consideration for others (people or animals)) 
           => humanity -- (the quality of being humane) 
           => mercifulness, mercy --
 (a disposition to be kind and forgiving; "in those days a wife had to depend on the mercifulness of her husband") 
               => compassion, pity --
 (the humane quality of understanding the suffering of others and wanting to do something about it) 
               => forgivingness, kindness -- (tendency to be kind and forgiving) 
               => lenience, leniency, mildness, lenity -- (mercifulness as a consequence of being lenient or tolerant) 
       => inhumaneness, inhumanity -- (the quality of lacking compassion or consideration for others) 
           => atrocity, atrociousness, barbarity, barbarousness, heinousness --
 (the quality of being shockingly cruel and inhumane) 
           => mercilessness, unmercifulness -- (inhumaneness evidenced by an unwillingness to be kind or forgiving) 
               => pitilessness, ruthlessness -- (mercilessness characterized by a lack of pity) 
               => relentlessness, inexorability, inexorableness --
 (mercilessness characterized by an unwillingness to relent or let up; "the relentlessness or their pursuit") 
 
MORALITY < QUALITY < STATE OF BEING < ENTITY 
       => morality -- (concern with the distinction between good and evil or right and wrong; right or good conduct) 
           => righteousness -- (adhering to moral principles) 
               => uprightness, rectitude -- (uprightness as a consequence of being honorable and honest) 
               => piety, piousness -- (righteousness by virtue of being pious) 
                   => devoutness, religiousness -- (piety by virtue of being devout) 
                       => religiosity, religiousism, pietism -- (exaggerated or affected piety and religious zeal) 
                   => dutifulness -- (piety by virtue of devotion to duty) 
                   => godliness -- (piety by virtue of being a godly person) 
               => justice, justness -- (the quality of being just or fair) 
                   => fairness, equity -- (conformity with rules or standards; "the judge recognized the fairness of my claim") 
                       => non-discrimination -- (fairness in treating people without prejudice) 
                       => sportsmanship -- (fairness in following the rules of the game) 
                   => right, rightfulness --
 (anything in accord with principles of justice; "he feels he is in the right"; "the rightfulness of his claim") 
               => honorableness, honourableness -- (the quality of deserving honor or respect; characterized by honor) 
                   => nobility, magnanimousness, grandeur -- (the quality of being exalted in character or ideals or conduct) 
                       => high-mindedness, idealism, noble-mindedness --
 (elevated ideals or conduct; the quality of believing that ideals should be pursued) 
                       => sublimity, the sublime -- (nobility in thought or feeling or style) 
                   => respectability, reputability --
 (honorableness by virtue of being respectable and having a good reputation) 
                       => decency -- (the quality of being polite and respectable) 
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               => honor, honour -- (the quality of being honorable and having a good name; "a man of honor") 
               => honesty, honestness -- (the quality of being honest) 
                   => scrupulousness -- (conformity to high standards of ethics or excellence) 
                   => integrity -- (moral soundness) 
                       => probity -- (complete and confirmed integrity) 
                   => incorruptness, incorruption -- (characterized by integrity or probity) 
                   => incorruptibility -- (the incapability of being corrupted) 
                   => candor, candour, candidness, frankness, forthrightness --
 (the quality of being honest and straightforward in attitude and speech) 
                       => ingenuousness -- (openly straightforward or frank) 
                           => artlessness -- (ingenuousness by virtue of being free from artful deceit) 
                   => good faith, straightness --
 (having honest intentions; "he acted in good faith"; "doubt was expressed as to the good faith of the immigrants") 
                   => truthfulness -- (the quality of being truthful) 
                       => sincerity --
 (the quality of being open and truthful; not deceitful or hypocritical; "his sincerity inspired belief"; "they demanded  
some proof of my sincerity") 
                           => heartiness, wholeheartedness -- (the quality of hearty sincerity) 
                           => singleness, straightforwardness --
 (without hypocrisy; "the singleness of his motives could not be questioned") 
                       => sooth -- (truth or reality; "in sooth") 
                       => veracity -- (unwillingness to tell lies) 
           => rightness -- (according with conscience or morality) 
           => conscience -- (conformity to one's own sense of right conduct; "a person of unflagging conscience") 
               => conscientiousness -- (the quality of being in accord with the dictates of conscience) 
               => unconscientiousness -- (the quality of being willing to ignore the dictates of conscience) 
GOOD, GOODNESS < QUALITY < STATE OF BEING < ENTITY 
           => good, goodness -- (moral excellence or admirableness; "there is much good to be found in people") 
               => kindness -- (the quality of being warm-hearted and considerate and humane and sympathetic) 
                   => generosity, generousness -- (the trait of being willing to give your money or time) 
                       => charitableness -- (generosity as manifested by practicing charity (as for the poor or unfortunate)) 
                       => bounty, bounteousness -- (generosity evidenced by a willingness to give freely) 
                       => bigheartedness -- (the quality of being kind and generous) 
                       => liberality, liberalness -- (the trait of being generous in behavior and temperament) 
                           => munificence, largess, largesse, magnanimity, openhandedness --
 (liberality in bestowing gifts; extremely liberal and generous of spirit) 
                       => unselfishness --
 (the quality of not putting yourself first but being willing to give your time or money or effort etc. for others; "rural  
people show more devotion and unselfishness than do their urban cousins") 
                           => altruism, selflessness -- (the quality of unselfish concern for the welfare of others) 
                   => benevolence -- (an inclination to do kind or charitable acts) 
                       => charity, brotherly love -- (a kindly and lenient attitude toward people) 
                   => loving-kindness -- (tender kindness motivated by a feeling of affection) 
                   => consideration, considerateness, thoughtfulness --
 (kind and considerate regard for others; "he showed no consideration for her feelings") 
                       => attentiveness -- (the trait of being considerate and thoughtful of others) 
                       => tact, tactfulness -- (consideration in dealing with others and avoiding giving offence) 
                           => delicacy, diplomacy, discreetness, finesse -- (subtly skillful handling of a situation) 
                           => savoir-faire, address -- (social skill) 
               => beneficence -- (the quality of being kind or helpful or generous) 
                   => grace, grace of God, free grace --
 ((Christian theology) the free and unmerited favor or beneficence of God; "God's grace is manifested in the salvation  
of sinners"; "there but for the grace of God go I") 
               => benignity, benignancy, graciousness -- (the quality of being kind and gentle) 
               => virtue, virtuousness, moral excellence -- (the quality of doing what is right and avoiding what is wrong) 
               => virtue -- (a particular moral excellence) 
                   => cardinal virtue -- (one of the seven preeminent virtues) 
                       => natural virtue --
 ((scholasticism) one of the four virtues (prudence and justice and fortitude and temperance) derived from nature) 
                           => justice, justness -- (the quality of being just or fair) 
                               => fairness, equity --
 (conformity with rules or standards; "the judge recognized the fairness of my claim") 
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                                   => non-discrimination -- (fairness in treating people without prejudice) 
                                   => sportsmanship -- (fairness in following the rules of the game) 
                               => right, rightfulness --
 (anything in accord with principles of justice; "he feels he is in the right"; "the rightfulness of his claim") 
                           => temperance, moderation -- (the trait of avoiding excesses) 
                               => sobriety -- (moderation in or abstinence from alcohol or drugs) 
                               => abstemiousness -- (moderation in eating and drinking) 
                           => prudence -- (discretion in practical affairs) 
                               => providence -- (the prudence and care exercised by someone in the management of resources) 
                                   => foresight, foresightedness, foresightfulness --
 (providence by virtue of planning prudently for the future) 
                               => frugality, frugalness -- (prudence in avoiding waste) 
                                   => parsimony, parsimoniousness, thrift, penny-pinching --
 (extreme care in spending money; reluctance to spend money unnecessarily) 
                                   => economy, thriftiness --
 (frugality in the expenditure of money or resources; "the Scots are famous for their economy") 
                           => fortitude -- (strength of mind that enables one to endure adversity with courage) 
                               => backbone, grit, guts, moxie, sand, gumption --
 (fortitude and determination; "he didn't have the guts to try it") 
                       => theological virtue, supernatural virtue --
 (according to Christian ethics: one of the three virtues (faith and hope and charity) created by God to round out the  
natural virtues) 
                           => charity, brotherly love -- (a kindly and lenient attitude toward people) 
                           => hope -- (one of the three Christian virtues) 
                           => religion, faith, religious belief --
 (a strong belief in a supernatural power or powers that control human destiny; "he lost his faith but not his morality") 
                               => apophatism --
 (the religious belief that God cannot be known but is completely `other' and must be described in negative terms (in  
terms of what God is not)) 
                               => cataphatism --
 (the religious belief that God has given enough clues to be known to humans positively and affirmatively (e.g., God  
created Adam `in his own image')) 
                               => doctrine of analogy, analogy --
 (the religious belief that between creature and creator no similarity can be found so great but that the dissimilarity is  
always greater; language can point in the right direction but any analogy between God and humans will always be inad
equate) 
                               => cult, cultus, religious cult --
 (a system of religious beliefs and rituals; "devoted to the cultus of the Blessed Virgin") 
                                   => macumba --
 (a Brazilian religious cult of African origin; combines voodoo elements with singing a chanting and dancing) 
                                   => obeah, obi --
 (a religious belief of African origin involving witchcraft and sorcery; practiced in parts of the West Indies and tropical 
Americas) 
                                   => Rastafarianism --
 (belief in Ras Tafari (Haile Selassie) as the Messiah and that Africa (especially Ethiopia) is the promised land) 
                                   => voodoo, vodoun, voodooism, hoodooism --
 (a religious cult practiced chiefly in Caribbean countries (especially Haiti); involves witchcraft and animistic deities) 
                                       => hoodoo -- (a practitioner of voodoo) 
                               => ecclesiasticism -- (religion appropriate to a church and to ecclesiastical principles and practices) 
                               => mysticism, religious mysticism --
 (a religion based on mystical communion with an ultimate reality) 
                                   => quietism --
 (a form of religious mysticism requiring withdrawal from all human effort and passive contemplation of God) 
                                   => Sufism -- (Islamic mysticism) 
                               => nature worship -- (a system of religion that deifies and worships natural forces and phenomena) 
                               => revealed religion -- (a religion founded primarily on the revelations of God to humankind) 
                               => theism -- (the doctrine or belief in the existence of a God or gods) 
                                   => monotheism -- (belief in a single God) 
                                       => Judaism --
 (the monotheistic religion of the Jews having its spiritual and ethical principles embodied chiefly in the Torah and in  
the Talmud) 
                                           => Orthodox Judaism --
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 (beliefs and practices of a Judaic sect that strictly observes Mosaic Law) 
                                               => Hasidism, Hassidism, Chasidism, Chassidism --
 (beliefs and practices of a sect of Orthodox Jews) 
                                                   => Chabad, Chabad Hasidism --
 (a form of Hasidism practiced by Lithuanian and Russian Jews under communist rule; the beliefs and practices of the  
Lubavitch movement) 
                                           => Conservative Judaism -- (beliefs and practices of Conservative Jews) 
                                           => Reform Judaism -- (beliefs and practices of Reform Jews) 
                                       => Islam, Islamism, Mohammedanism, Muhammadanism, Muslimism --
 (the monotheistic religion of Muslims founded in Arabia in the 7th century and based on the teachings of Muhammad 
as laid down in the Koran; "the term Muhammadanism is offensive to Muslims who believe that Allah, not Muhammad
, founded their religion") 
                                           => Salafism, Salafi movement --
 (a militant group of extremist Sunnis who believe themselves the only correct interpreters of the Koran and consider  
moderate Muslims to be infidels; seek to convert all Muslims and to insure that its own fundamentalist version of Islam
 will dominate the world) 
                                           => Shiism --
 (the branch of Islam that regards Ali as the legitimate successor to Mohammed and rejects the first three caliphs) 
                                               => Ismailism -- (the branch of Shiism noted for its esoteric philosophy) 
                                           => Wahhabism, Wahabism --
 (a conservative and intolerant form of Islam that is practiced in Saudi Arabia; "Osama bin Laden and his followers pra
ctice Wahhabism") 
                                   => polytheism -- (belief in multiple Gods) 
                                       => tritheism --
 ((Christianity) the heretical belief that the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit are three separate gods) 
                                   => pantheism --
 (the doctrine or belief that God is the universe and its phenomena (taken or conceived of as a whole) or the doctrine  
that regards the universe as a manifestation of God) 
                                   => pantheism -- ((rare) worship that admits or tolerates all gods) 
                               => paganism, pagan religion, heathenism --
 (any of various religions other than Christianity or Judaism or Islamism) 
                               => Christianity, Christian religion --
 (a monotheistic system of beliefs and practices based on the Old Testament and the teachings of Jesus as embodied in  
the New Testament and emphasizing the role of Jesus as savior) 
                                   => Adventism, Second Adventism --
 (any Christian religion that believes the second coming of Christ is imminent) 
                                       => Seventh-Day Adventism --
 (Adventism that is strongly Protestant and observes Saturday as the Sabbath) 
                                   => Catholicism, Catholicity -- (the beliefs and practices of a Catholic Church) 
                                       => Romanism, Roman Catholicism --
 (the beliefs and practices of the Catholic Church based in Rome) 
                                       => Eastern Catholicism --
 (the beliefs and practices of any of the eastern Catholic Churches based in Constantinople or Antioch or Alexandria or 
Moscow or Jerusalem) 
                                   => Albigensianism, Catharism --
 (a Christian movement considered to be a medieval descendant of Manichaeism in southern France in the 12th and 13t
h centuries; characterized by dualism (asserted the coexistence of two mutually opposed principles, one good and one  
evil); was exterminated for heresy during the Inquisition) 
                                   => Donatism --
 (a schismatic Christian religion in northern Africa from the 4th to the 7th century; held that only those who led a blame
less life belonged in the church or could administer the sacraments) 
                                   => Protestantism --
 (the theological system of any of the churches of western Christendom that separated from the Roman Catholic Church
 during the Reformation) 
                                       => predestinarianism -- (the belief or doctrine of predestinarians) 
                                       => Anglicanism -- (the faith and doctrine and practice of the Anglican Church) 
                                           => Anglo-Catholicism, High Anglicanism --
 (a doctrine and practice within the Church of England emphasizing the Catholic tradition) 
                                       => Arminianism --
 (16th century theology (named after its founder Jacobus Arminius) that opposes the absolute predestinarianism of John
 Calvin and holds that human free will is compatible with God's sovereignity) 
                                       => Calvinism --
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 (the theological system of John Calvin and his followers emphasizing omnipotence of God and salvation by grace  
alone) 
                                       => Christian Science --
 (religious system based on teachings of Mary Baker Eddy emphasizing spiritual healing) 
                                       => Lutheranism --
 (teachings of Martin Luther emphasizing the cardinal doctrine of justification by faith alone) 
                                       => Unitarianism --
 (Christian doctrine that stresses individual freedom of belief and rejects the Trinity) 
                                       => Trinitarianism -- (Christian doctrine stressing belief in the Trinity) 
                                       => Congregationalism --
 (system of beliefs and church government of a Protestant denomination in which each member church is self-
governing) 
                                       => Mennonitism --
 (system of beliefs and practices including belief in Scriptural authority; plain dress; adult baptism; foot washing;  
restriction of marriage to members of the group) 
                                       => evangelicalism --
 (stresses the importance of personal conversion and faith as the means of salvation) 
                                           => revivalism -- (an attempt to reawaken the evangelical faith) 
                                       => fundamentalism -- (the interpretation of every word in the sacred texts as literal truth) 
                                       => Methodism --
 (the religious beliefs and practices of Methodists characterized by concern with social welfare and public morals) 
                                       => Wesleyanism, Wesleyism -- (evangelical principles taught by John Wesley) 
                                       => Anabaptism --
 (belief in: the primacy of the Bible; baptism of believers not infants; complete separation of church and state) 
                                       => Baptistic doctrine -- (any of various doctrines closely related to Anabaptism) 
                                       => Mormonism --
 (the doctrines and practices of the Mormon Church based on the Book of Mormon) 
                                       => pentecostalism --
 (the principles and practices of Pentecostal religious groups; characterized by religious excitement and talking in  
tongues) 
                                       => Presbyterianism --
 (the doctrines and practices of the Presbyterian Church: based in Calvinism) 
                                       => Puritanism --
 (the beliefs and practices characteristic of Puritans (most of whom were Calvinists who wished to purify the Church of 
England of its Catholic aspects)) 
                                   => Tractarianism, Puseyism --
 (principles of the founders of the Oxford movement as expounded in pamphlets called Tracts for the Times) 
                               => Hinduism, Hindooism --
 (a body of religious and philosophical beliefs and cultural practices native to India and characterized by a belief in rein
carnation and a supreme beingof many forms and natures, by the view that opposing theories are aspects of one eternal 
truth, and by a desire for liberation from earthly evils) 
                                   => Darsana --
 ((from the Sanskrit word for `to see') one of six orthodox philosophical systems or viewpoints on the nature of reality  
and the release from bondage to karma) 
                                   => Mimamsa --
 ((from the Sanskrit word for `reflection' or `interpretation') one of six orthodox philosophical systems or viewpoints on
 ritual traditions rooted in the Vedas and the Brahmanas as opposed to Vedanta which relies mostly on the Upanishads) 
                                   => Vedanta --
 ((from the Sanskrit for `end of the Veda') one of six orthodox philosophical systems or viewpoints rooted in the  
Upanishads as opposed to Mimamsa which relies on the Vedas and Brahmanas) 
                                   => Krishnaism -- (worship of Krishna the 8th avatar of Vishnu) 
                                   => Shivaism, Sivaism -- (worship of Shiva one of the 3 chief gods of the Hindu pantheon) 
                                   => Shaktism, Saktism -- (worship of Shakti as the wife of Shiva) 
                                   => Vaishnavism, Vaisnavism, Vishnuism --
 (worship of Vishnu one of the 3 chief gods of the Hindu pantheon) 
                                   => yoga --
 (Hindu discipline aimed at training the consciousness for a state of perfect spiritual insight and tranquility that is achie
ved through the three paths of actions and knowledge and devotion) 
                                   => Vedism --
 (the form of Hinduism that revolves primarily around the mythic version and ritual ideologies in the Vedas) 
                               => Brahmanism, Brahminism --
 (the religious beliefs of ancient India as prescribed in the sacred Vedas and Brahmanas and Upanishads) 
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                               => Jainism --
 (religion founded in the 6th century BC as a revolt against Hinduism; emphasizes asceticism and immortality and trans
migration of the soul; denies existence of a perfect or supreme being) 
                               => Sikhism --
 (the doctrines of a monotheistic religion founded in northern India in the 16th century by Guru Nanak and combining  
elements of Hinduism and Islam) 
                               => Buddhism --
 (the teaching of Buddha that life is permeated with suffering caused by desire, that suffering ceases when desire ceases
, and that enlightenment obtained through right conduct and wisdom and meditation releases one from desire and suffer
ing and rebirth) 
                                   => Mahayana, Mahayana Buddhism --
 (one of two great schools of Buddhist doctrine emphasizing a common search for universal salvation especially  
through faith alone; the dominant religion of China and Tibet and Japan) 
                                       => Yogacara --
 (one of the main traditions of Mahayana Buddhism; holds that the mind is real but that objects are just ideas or states  
of consciousness) 
                                   => Theravada, Theravada Buddhism --
 (one of two great schools of Buddhist doctrine emphasizing personal salvation through your own efforts; a  
conservative form of Buddhism that adheres to Pali scriptures and the nontheistic ideal of self purification to Nirvana; t
he  dominant religion of Sri Lanka (Ceylon) and Myanmar (Burma) and Thailand and Laos and Cambodia) 
                                       => Hinayana, Hinayana Buddhism -- (an offensive name for Theravada Buddhism) 
                                   => Lamaism, Tibetan Buddhism --
 (a Buddhist doctrine that includes elements from India that are not Buddhist and elements of preexisting shamanism) 
                                   => Zen, Zen Buddhism --
 (a Buddhist doctrine that enlightenment can be attained through direct intuitive insight) 
                                   => Shingon --
 (a form of Buddhism emphasizing mystical symbolism of mantras and mudras and the Buddha's ideal which is inexpre
ssible) 
                                   => Tantra, Tantrism --
 (doctrine of enlightenment as the realization of the oneness of one's self and the visible world; combines elements of H
induism and paganism including magical and mystical elements like mantras and mudras and erotic rites; especially infl
uential in Tibet) 
                               => Taoism, Hsuan Chiao -- (popular Chinese philosophical system based in teachings of Lao-
tzu but characterized by a pantheism of many gods and the practices of alchemy and divination and magic) 
                               => Shinto, Shintoism --
 (the ancient indigenous religion of Japan lacking formal dogma; characterized by a veneration of nature spirits and of a
ncestors) 
                               => Manichaeism, Manichaeanism --
 (a religion founded by Manes the third century; a synthesis of Zoroastrian dualism between light and dark and Babylon
ian folklore and Buddhist ethics and superficial elements of Christianity; spread widely in the Roman Empire but had l 
argely died out by 1000) 
                               => Mithraism, Mithraicism --
 (ancient Persian religion; popular among Romans during first three centuries a.d.) 
                               => Zoroastrianism, Mazdaism --
 (system of religion founded in Persia in the 6th century BC by Zoroaster; set forth in the Zend-
Avesta; based on concept of struggle between light (good) and dark (evil)) 
                                   => Parsiism, Parseeism -- (the faith of a Zoroastrian sect in India) 
                               => Bahaism --
 (a religion founded in Iran in 1863; emphasizes the spiritual unity of all humankind; incorporates Christian and Islamic
 tenets; many adherents live in the United States; "Bahaism has no public rituals or sacraments and praying is done in  
private") 
                               => shamanism, Asian shamanism --
 (an animistic religion of northern Asia having the belief that the mediation between the visible and the spirit worlds is 
effected by shamans) 
                               => shamanism --
 (any animistic religion similar to Asian shamanism (especially as practiced by certain Native American tribes)) 
               => saintliness -- (the quality of resembling a saint) 
               => summum bonum --
 (the supreme good in which all moral values are included or from which they are derived) 
           => virtue, chastity, sexual morality -- (morality with respect to sexual relations) 
               => honor, honour, purity -- (a woman's virtue or chastity) 
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       => immorality --
 (the quality of not being in accord with standards of right or good conduct; "the immorality of basing the defense of  
the West on the threat of mutual assured destruction") 
           => unrighteousness --
 (failure to adhere to moral principles; "forgave us our sins and cleansed us of all unrighteousness") 
               => sin, sinfulness, wickedness -- (estrangement from god) 
                   => mark of Cain -- (the mark that God set upon Cain now refers to a person's sinful nature) 
               => impiety, impiousness -- (unrighteousness by virtue of lacking respect for a god) 
                   => undutifulness -- (impiety characterized by lack of devotion to duty) 
                   => irreligiousness, irreligion -- (the quality of not being devout) 
                   => ungodliness, godlessness -- (impiety by virtue of not being a godly person) 
               => injustice, unjustness -- (the practice of being unjust or unfair) 
                   => unfairness, inequity -- (injustice by virtue of not being equitable) 
                       => gamesmanship -- (the use of dubious (although not technically illegal) methods to win a game) 
                   => wrong, wrongfulness --
 (that which is contrary to the principles of justice or law; "he feels that you are in the wrong") 
               => dishonorableness, dishonourableness -- (the quality of not deserving honor or respect) 
                   => ignobleness -- (the quality of being ignoble) 
                   => unrespectability, disreputability, disreputableness --
 (dishonorableness by virtue of lacking respectability or a good reputation) 
               => dishonor, dishonour -- (lacking honor or integrity) 
               => dishonesty -- (the quality of being dishonest) 
                   => corruptness, corruption --
 (lack of integrity or honesty (especially susceptibility to bribery); use of a position of trust for dishonest gain) 
                       => infection --
 (moral corruption or contamination; "ambitious men are led astray by an infection that is almost unavoidable") 
                       => venality -- (prostitution of talents or offices or services for reward) 
                       => jobbery -- (corruptness among public officials) 
                   => unscrupulousness -- (the quality of unscrupulous dishonesty) 
                   => deceptiveness, obliquity -- (the quality of being deceptive) 
                       => speciousness, meretriciousness --
 (an appearance of truth that is false or deceptive; seeming plausibility; "the speciousness of his argument") 
                   => fraudulence, deceit -- (the quality of being fraudulent) 
                   => crookedness, deviousness -- (the quality of being deceitful and underhanded) 
                   => rascality, shiftiness, slipperiness, trickiness -- (the quality of being a slippery rascal) 
                   => thievishness, larcenous -- (having a disposition to steal) 
                   => untruthfulness -- (the quality of being untruthful) 
                       => equivocation, prevarication, evasiveness -- (intentionally vague or ambiguous) 
                       => insincerity, falseness -- (the quality of not being open or truthful; deceitful or hypocritical) 
                           => hypocrisy --
 (insincerity by virtue of pretending to have qualities or beliefs that you do not really have) 
                               => sanctimoniousness, sanctimony -- (the quality of being hypocritically devout) 
                               => fulsomeness, oiliness, oleaginousness, smarminess, unctuousness, unction -- (smug self-
serving earnestness) 
                       => mendacity -- (the tendency to be untruthful) 
                   => disingenuousness -- (the quality of being disingenuous and lacking candor) 
                       => craftiness, deceitfulness, guile -- (the quality of being crafty) 
                       => artfulness -- (the quality of being adroit in taking unfair advantage) 
                           => cunning -- (drafty artfulness (especially in deception)) 
           => corruption, degeneracy, depravity --
 (moral perversion; impairment of virtue and moral principles; "the luxury and corruption among the upper classes";  
"moral degeneracy followed intellectual degeneration"; "its brothels; its opium parlors; its depravity") 
           => corruptibility -- (the capability of being corrupted) 
           => licentiousness, wantonness -- (the quality of being lewd and lascivious) 
           => anomie, anomy -- (lack of moral standards in a society) 
           => wrongness -- (contrary to conscience or morality) 
EVIL 
           => evil, evilness --
 (the quality of being morally wrong in principle or practice; "attempts to explain the origin of evil in the world") 
               => malevolence, malevolency, malice -- (the quality of threatening evil) 
                   => cattiness, bitchiness, spite, spitefulness, nastiness --
 (malevolence by virtue of being malicious or spiteful or nasty) 
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                   => cruelty, cruelness, harshness -- (the quality of being cruel and causing tension or annoyance) 
                       => ferociousness, brutality, viciousness, savageness, savagery -- (the trait of extreme cruelty) 
                       => murderousness, bloodthirstiness -- (cruelty evidence by a capability to commit murder) 
                   => beastliness, meanness -- (the quality of being deliberately mean) 
               => malignity, malignancy, malignance -- (quality of being disposed to evil; intense ill will) 
               => maleficence, mischief, balefulness -- (the quality or nature of being harmful or evil) 
               => worst --
 (the greatest damage or wickedness of which one is capable; "the invaders did their worst"; "so pure of heart that his  
worst is another man's best") 
               => nefariousness, wickedness, vileness -- (the quality of being wicked) 
                   => enormity -- (the quality of extreme wickedness) 
               => reprehensibility -- (being reprehensible; worthy of and deserving reprehension or reproof) 
               => villainy, villainousness -- (the quality of evil by virtue of villainous behavior) 
               => perversity -- (deliberately deviating from what is good) 
               => error, wrongdoing -- (departure from what is ethically acceptable) 
               => frailty, vice -- (moral weakness) 
 
       => amorality -- (the quality of being amoral) 
       => divinity -- (the quality of being divine; "ancient Egyptians believed in the divinity of the Pharaohs") 
       => holiness, sanctity -- (the quality of being holy) 
           => sacredness -- (the quality of being sacred) 
               => holy of holies --
 ((figurative) something regarded as sacred or inviolable; "every politician fears to touch that holy of holies, the Social 
Security System") 
       => ideality -- (the quality of being ideal) 
       => unholiness -- (the quality of being unholy) 
           => profaneness, unsanctification -- (unholiness by virtue of being profane) 
               => sacrilegiousness -- (profaneness by virtue of committing sacrilege) 
       => parental quality -- (a quality appropriate to a parent) 
           => motherliness, maternalism, maternal quality, maternity --
 (the quality of having or showing the tenderness and warmth and affection of or befitting a mother; "the girl's motherli
ness made her invaluable in caring for the children") 
           => fatherliness, paternal quality --
 (the benignity and protectiveness of or befitting a father; "the gentleness and fatherliness of the strange old man eased 
her fears") 
       => fidelity, faithfulness -- (the quality of being faithful) 
           => constancy -- (faithfulness in personal attachment (especially sexual fidelity)) 
           => dedication -- (complete and wholehearted fidelity) 
           => loyalty -- (the quality of being loyal) 
               => steadfastness, staunchness -- (loyalty in the face of trouble and difficulty) 
               => allegiance, fealty -- (the loyalty that citizens owe to their country (or subjects to their sovereign)) 
               => patriotism, nationalism -- (love of country and willingness to sacrifice for it) 
                   => Americanism -- (loyalty to the USA and its institutions) 
                   => chauvinism, jingoism, superpatriotism, ultranationalism -- (fanatical patriotism) 
               => regionalism -- (loyalty to the interests of a particular region) 
       => infidelity, unfaithfulness -- (the quality of being unfaithful) 
           => faithlessness, falseness, fickleness, inconstancy --
 (unfaithfulness by virtue of being unreliable or treacherous) 
           => disloyalty -- (the quality of being disloyal) 
               => disaffection --
 (disloyalty to the government or to established authority; "the widespread disaffection of the troops") 
               => treason, subversiveness, traitorousness -- (disloyalty by virtue of subversive behavior) 
                   => betrayal -- (the quality of aiding an enemy) 
               => perfidy, perfidiousness, treachery -- (betrayal of a trust) 
                   => insidiousness -- (the quality of being designed to entrap) 
       => sophistication, worldliness --
 (the quality or character of being intellectually sophisticated through cultivation or experience or disillusionment) 
       => naivete, naivety, naiveness -- (lack of sophistication or worldliness) 
           => artlessness, innocence, ingenuousness, naturalness -- (the quality of innocent naivete) 
           => credulousness, gullibility -- (tendency to believe too readily and therefore to be easily deceived) 
           => simplicity, simple mindedness -- (a lack of penetration or subtlety; "they took advantage of her simplicity") 
       => sufficiency, adequacy --
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 (the quality of being sufficient for the end in view; "he questioned the sufficiency of human intelligence") 
           => ampleness --
 (the property of being more than sufficient; comfortable sufficiency; "the ampleness of her servings more than satisfied
 his hunger") 
 WORTH < QUALITY < STATE < ENTITY 
      => worth -- (the quality that renders something desirable or valuable or useful) 
           => value --
 (the quality (positive or negative) that renders something desirable or valuable; "the Shakespearean Shylock is of  
dubious value in the modern world") 
               => invaluableness, preciousness, pricelessness, valuableness --
 (the positive quality of being precious and beyond value) 
                   => gold --
 (something likened to the metal in brightness or preciousness or superiority etc.; "the child was as good as gold"; "she 
has a heart of gold") 
               => monetary value, price, cost --
 (the property of having material worth (often indicated by the amount of money something would bring if sold); "the  
fluctuating monetary value of gold and silver"; "he puts a high price on his services"; "he couldn't calculate the cost  
of the collection") 
                   => average cost -- (total cost for all units bought (or produced) divided by the number of units) 
                   => marginal cost, incremental cost, differential cost --
 (the increase or decrease in costs as a result of one more or one less unit of output) 
                   => expensiveness -- (the quality of being high-priced) 
                       => costliness, dearness -- (the quality possessed by something with a great price or value) 
                       => lavishness, luxury, sumptuosity, sumptuousness --
 (the quality possessed by something that is excessively expensive) 
                   => assessment -- (the market value set on assets) 
                       => tax assessment -- (the value set on taxable property) 
                   => inexpensiveness -- (the quality of being affordable) 
                       => reasonableness, moderateness, modestness --
 (the property of being moderate in price; "the store is famous for the reasonableness of its prices") 
                       => bargain rate, cheapness, cut rate, cut price -- (a price below the standard price) 
               => price, cost, toll --
 (value measured by what must be given or done or undergone to obtain something; "the cost in human life was  
enormous"; "the price of success is hard work"; "what price glory?") 
                   => death toll --
 (the number of deaths resulting from some particular cause such as an accident or a battle or a natural disaster) 
               => importance -- (the quality of being important and worthy of note; "the importance of a well-balanced diet") 
                   => big deal -- (anything of great importance or consequence) 
                   => magnitude -- (relative importance; "a problem of the first magnitude") 
                   => account --
 (importance or value; "a person of considerable account"; "he predicted that although it is of small account now it will 
rapidly increase in importance") 
                   => momentousness -- (utmost importance) 
                   => prominence -- (relative importance) 
                   => greatness -- (the property possessed by something or someone of outstanding importance) 
                   => significance --
 (the quality of being significant; "do not underestimate the significance of nuclear power") 
                       => historicalness -- (significance owing to its history) 
                       => meaningfulness -- (the quality of having great value or significance) 
                           => purposefulness, sense of purpose -- (the quality of having a definite purpose) 
                       => consequence, import, moment --
 (having important effects or influence; "decisions of great consequence are made by the president himself"; "virtue is  
of more moment that security") 
                           => matter --
 ((used with negation) having consequence; "they were friends and it was no matter who won the games") 
                           => hell to pay -- (dire consequences; "when the pig ran away there was hell to pay") 
                   => essentiality, essentialness -- (basic importance) 
                       => vitalness -- (the quality of being essential to maintain life) 
                       => indispensability, indispensableness, vitalness --
 (the quality possessed by something that you cannot possibly do without) 
                   => urgency -- (pressing importance requiring speedy action; "the urgency of his need") 
                       => edge, sharpness -- (the attribute of urgency; "his voice had an edge to it") 
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                       => imperativeness, insistence, insistency, instancy --
 (urgently demanding attention; "the insistence of their hunger"; "he pressed his demand with considerable instancy") 
                   => weight -- (the relative importance granted to something; "his opinion carries great weight") 
               => unimportance -- (the quality of not being important or worthy of note) 
                   => inessentiality -- (not of basic importance) 
                       => dispensability, dispensableness -- (the quality possessed by something that you can get along without) 
                   => pettiness, triviality, slightness -- (the quality of being unimportant and petty or frivolous) 
                       => joke -- (a triviality not to be taken seriously; "I regarded his campaign for mayor as a joke") 
                   => insignificance -- (the quality of having little or no significance) 
                       => meaninglessness --
 (the quality of having great value or significance; "he resented the meaninglessness of the tasks they assigned him") 
                           => inanity, senselessness, mindlessness, vacuity, pointlessness -- (total lack of meaning or ideas) 
                           => purposelessness, aimlessness -- (the quality of lacking any definite purpose) 
                       => inconsequence -- (having no important effects or influence) 
               => national income --
 (the total value of all income in a nation (wages and profits and interest and rents and pension payments) during a give
n period (usually 1 yr)) 
               => gross national product, GNP --
 (former measure of the United States economy; the total market value of goods and services produced by all citizens  
and capital during a given period (usually 1 yr)) 
                   => real gross national product, real GNP --
 (a version of the GNP that has been adjusted for the effects of inflation) 
               => gross domestic product, GDP --
 (measure of the United States economy adopted in 1991; the total market values of goods and services by produced by 
workers and capital within the United States borders during a given period (usually 1 year)) 
               => par value, face value, nominal value --
 (the value of a security that is set by the company issuing it; unrelated to market value) 
               => book value --
 (the value at which an asset is carried on a balance sheet; equals cost minus accumulated depreciation) 
                   => capital stock -- (the book value of the outstanding shares of a corporation) 
               => market value, market price -- (the price at which buyers and sellers trade the item in an open marketplace) 
               => standard, monetary standard -- (the value behind the money in a monetary system) 
                   => gold standard --
 (a monetary standard under which the basic unit of currency is defined by a stated quantity of gold) 
                   => silver standard --
 (a monetary standard under which the basic unit of currency is defined by a stated quantity of silver) 
                   => bimetallism --
 (a monetary standard under which the basic unit of currency is defined by stated amounts of two metals (usually gold  
and silver) with values set at a predetermined ratio) 
           => merit, virtue -- (any admirable quality or attribute; "work of great merit") 
           => demerit, fault --
 (the quality of being inadequate or falling short of perfection; "they discussed the merits and demerits of her novel";  
"he knew his own faults much better than she did") 
           => praisworthiness -- (the property of deserving praise) 
           => worthwhileness -- (value sufficient to repay time or effort spent) 
           => price -- (the high value or worth of something; "her price is far above rubies") 
       => worthlessness --
 (having no qualities that would render it valuable or useful; "the drill sergeant's intent was to convince all the recruits  
of their worthlessness") 
           => fecklessness -- (worthlessness due to being feeble and ineffectual) 
           => paltriness, sorriness -- (worthlessness due to insignificance) 
           => valuelessness -- (having none of the properties that endow something with value) 
           => shoddiness, trashiness -- (the quality of being cheaply imitative of something better) 
           => damn, darn, hoot, red cent, shit, shucks, tinker's damn, tinker's dam --
 (something of little value; "his promise is not worth a damn"; "not worth one red cent"; "not worth shucks") 
           => vanity, emptiness -- (the quality of being valueless or futile; "he rejected the vanities of the world") 
       => good, goodness --
 (that which is good or valuable or useful; "weigh the good against the bad"; "among the highest goods of all are 
happiness and self-realization") 
           => worthiness -- (the quality or state of having merit or value) 
               => deservingness, merit, meritoriousness --
 (the quality of being deserving (e.g., deserving assistance); "there were many children whose deservingness he  
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recognized and rewarded") 
               => praiseworthiness -- (the quality of being worthy of praise) 
               => quotability -- (the quality of being worthy of being quoted) 
               => roadworthiness -- ((of motor vehicles) the quality of being fit to drive on the open road) 
           => desirability, desirableness -- (the quality of being worthy of desiring) 
           => benefit, welfare -- (something that aids or promotes well-being; "for the common good") 
               => advantage, reward --
 (benefit resulting from some event or action; "it turned out to my advantage"; "reaping the rewards of generosity") 
               => sake, interest --
 (a reason for wanting something done; "for your sake"; "died for the sake of his country"; "in the interest of safety"; "i
n the common interest") 
                   => behalf --
 (for someone's benefit (usually expressed as `in behalf' rather than `on behalf' and usually with a possessive); "in your 
behalf"; "campaigning in his own behalf"; "spoke a good word in his friend's behalf") 
           => better -- (the superior one of two alternatives; "chose the better of the two") 
           => optimum -- (most favorable condition or greatest degree or amount possible under given circumstances) 
           => wisdom, wiseness, soundness -- (the quality of being prudent and sensible) 
               => advisability -- (the quality of being advisable; "they questioned the advisability of our policy") 
               => reasonableness --
 (goodness of reason and judgment; "the judiciary is built on the reasonableness of judges") 
                   => sensibleness -- (the quality of showing good sense or practical judgment) 
       => bad, badness --
 (that which is below standard or expectations as of ethics or decency; "take the bad with the good") 
           => unworthiness -- (the quality of being bad by virtue of lacking merit or value) 
               => baseness, contemptibility, despicableness, despicability --
 (unworthiness by virtue of lacking higher values) 
               => shamefulness, disgracefulness, ignominiousness -- (unworthiness meriting public disgrace and dishonor) 
                   => scandalousness -- (disgracefulness that offends public morality) 
           => undesirability -- (the quality possessed by something that should be avoided) 
           => worse --
 (something inferior in quality or condition or effect; "for better or for worse"; "accused of cheating and lying and  
worse") 
           => evil --
 (that which causes harm or destruction or misfortune; "the evil that men do lives after them; the good is oft interred wit
h their bones"- Shakespeare) 
               => Four Horsemen --
 ((New Testament) the four evils that will come at the end of the world: conquest rides a white horse; war a red horse;  
famine a black horse; plague a pale horse) 
           => liability -- (the quality of being something that holds you back) 
               => weak point -- (an attribute that is inadequate or deficient) 
               => disadvantage -- (the quality of having an inferior or less favorable position) 
                   => unfavorableness, unfavourableness -- (the quality of not being encouraging or indicative of success) 
                       => inauspiciousness, unpropitiousness -- (the quality of suggesting an unsuccessful result) 
                   => limitation -- (the quality of being limited or restricted; "it is a good plan but it has serious limitations") 
                   => defect, shortcoming --
 (a failing or deficiency; "that interpretation is an unfortunate defect of our lack of information") 
                   => awkwardness, nuisance value --
 (the quality of an embarrassing situation; "he sensed the awkwardness of his proposal") 
                   => loss, deprivation --
 (the disadvantage that results from losing something; "his loss of credibility led to his resignation"; "losing him is no  
great deprivation") 
                   => drawback -- (the quality of being a hindrance; "he pointed out all the drawbacks to my plan") 
                       => catch -- (a hidden drawback; "it sounds good but what's the catch?") 
                   => penalty --
 (the disadvantage or painful consequences of an action or condition; "neglected his health and paid the penalty") 
                   => inferiority, unfavorable position -- (the quality of being a competitive disadvantage) 
                   => inexpedience, inexpediency -- (the quality of being unsuited to the end in view) 
                   => unprofitableness, unprofitability -- (the quality of affording no gain or no benefit or no profit) 
           => inadvisability -- (the quality of being ill advised) 
       => fruitfulness, fecundity -- (the quality of something that causes or assists healthy growth) 
           => richness, prolificacy, fertility --
 (the property of producing abundantly and sustaining growth; "he praised the richness of the soil") 
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           => productiveness, productivity -- (the quality of being productive or having the power to produce) 
       => fruitlessness, aridity, barrenness -- (a condition yielding nothing of value) 
           => poorness -- (less than adequate; "the relative poorness of New England farmland") 
           => unproductiveness -- (the quality of lacking the power to produce) 
       => utility, usefulness -- (the quality of being of practical use) 
           => detergency, detergence -- (detergent quality; the quality of having cleansing power) 
           => function, purpose, role, use --
 (what something is used for; "the function of an auger is to bore holes"; "ballet is beautiful but what use is it?") 
               => raison d'etre -- (the purpose that justifies a thing's existence) 
           => helpfulness -- (the property of providing useful assistance) 
               => avail, help, service -- (a means of serving; "of no avail"; "there's no help for it") 
           => use -- (a particular service; "he put his knowledge to good use"; "patrons have their uses") 
           => serviceability, serviceableness, usableness -- (the quality of being able to provide good service) 
           => instrumentality -- (the quality of being instrumental for some purpose) 
           => practicality -- (concerned with actual use rather than theoretical possibilities) 
               => functionality -- (capable of serving a purpose well; "software with greater functionality") 
               => viability -- (capable of become practical and useful) 
               => sensibleness -- (the quality of showing good sense or practical judgment) 
               => realism, pragmatism -- (the attribute of accepting the facts of life and favoring practicality and literal truth) 
           => practicability, practicableness -- (the quality of being usable) 
               => feasibility, feasibleness -- (the quality of being doable) 
       => inutility, uselessness, unusefulness -- (the quality of having no practical use) 
           => futility -- (uselessness as a consequence of having no practical result) 
           => worthlessness -- (the quality of being without practical use) 
           => impracticality -- (concerned with theoretical possibilities rather than actual use) 
               => idealism -- (impracticality by virtue of thinking of things in their ideal form rather than as they really are) 
                   => romanticism -- (impractical romantic ideals and attitudes) 
                   => knight errantry, quixotism -- (quixotic (romantic and impractical) behavior) 
           => impracticability, impracticableness -- (the quality of not being usable) 
               => infeasibility, unfeasibility -- (the quality of not being doable) 
       => asset, plus -- (a useful or valuable quality) 
           => resource --
 (a source of aid or support that may be drawn upon when needed; "the local library is a valuable resource") 
               => aid, assistance, help -- (a resource; "visual aids in teaching"; "economic assistance to depressed areas") 
               => recourse, refuge, resort --
 (something or someone turned to for assistance or security; "his only recourse was the police"; "took refuge in lying") 
                   => shadow -- (refuge from danger or observation; "he felt secure in his father's shadow") 
               => resourcefulness --
 (the quality of being able to cope with a difficult situation; "a man of great resourcefulness") 
               => inner resources --
 (a resource provided by the mind or one's personal capabilities; "to have resource against loneliness") 
           => advantage, vantage --
 (the quality of having a superior or more favorable position; "the experience gave him the advantage over me") 
               => favor, favour -- (an advantage to the benefit of someone or something; "the outcome was in his favor") 
               => leverage --
 (strategic advantage; power to act effectively; "relatively small groups can sometimes exert immense political leverage
") 
                   => bargaining chip --
 (leverage in the form of an inducement or a concession useful in successful negotiations) 
               => handicap -- (advantage given to a competitor to equalize chances of winning) 
                   => penalty --
 ((games) a handicap or disadvantage that is imposed on a competitor (or a team) for an infraction of the rules of the  
game) 
                       => game misconduct --
 ((ice hockey) a penalty that suspends a player for the remainder of a game (but allows the team to send in a substitute  
for the suspended player)) 
               => homecourt advantage --
 (the advantage of playing on your home court in front of fans who are rooting for you) 
               => lead -- (an advantage held by a competitor in a race; "he took the lead at the last turn") 
               => pull, clout -- (special advantage or influence; "the chairman's nephew has a lot of pull") 
               => start, head start --
 (advantage gained by an early start as in a race; "with an hour's start he will be hard to catch") 
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               => profit, gain -- (the advantageous quality of being beneficial) 
                   => account -- (the quality of taking advantage; "she turned her writing skills to good account") 
                   => profitableness, profitability -- (the quality of affording gain or benefit or profit) 
               => preference --
 (grant of favor or advantage to one over another (especially to a country or countries in matters of international trade,  
such as levying duties)) 
               => privilege -- (a special advantage or immunity or benefit not enjoyed by all) 
               => expedience, expediency -- (the quality of being suited to the end in view) 
               => superiority, favorable position, favourable position -- (the quality of being a competitive advantage) 
                   => edge -- (a slight competitive advantage; "he had an edge on the competition") 
                   => inside track -- (a favorable position in a competition; "the boss's son had the inside track for that job") 
                   => upper hand, whip hand -- (position of advantage and control) 
               => good -- (benefit; "for your own good"; "what's the good of worrying?") 
                   => common good, commonweal -- (the good of a community) 
               => favorableness, favourableness, advantageousness --
 (the quality of being encouraging or promising of a successful outcome) 
                   => auspiciousness, propitiousness -- (the favorable quality of strongly indicating a successful result) 
               => tax advantage -- (an advantage bestowed by legislation that reduces a tax on some preferred activity) 
           => forte, strong suit, long suit, metier, specialty, speciality, strong point, strength --
 (an asset of special worth or utility; "cooking is his forte") 
               => green thumb, green fingers -- (a special ability to make plants grow) 
       => constructiveness -- (the quality of serving to build or improve) 
       => destructiveness -- (the quality of causing destruction) 
           => harmfulness, injuriousness -- (destructiveness that causes harm or injury) 
               => insidiousness -- (subtle and cumulative harmfulness (especially of a disease)) 
               => virulence, virulency --
 (extreme harmfulness (as the capacity of a microorganism to cause disease); "the virulence of the plague") 
           => poison -- (anything that harms or destroys; "the poison of fascism") 
       => positivism, positivity -- (a quality or state characterized by certainty or acceptance or affirmation) 
           => positiveness -- (characterized by dogmatic assertiveness) 
               => assertiveness, self-assertiveness -- (aggressive self-assurance; given to making bold assertions) 
                   => bumptiousness, cockiness, pushiness, forwardness -- (offensive assertiveness) 
       => negativism, negativity --
 (characterized by habitual skepticism and a tendency to deny or oppose or resist suggestions or commands) 
       => occidentalism -- (the quality or customs or mannerisms characteristic of Western civilizations) 
       => orientalism --
 (the quality or customs or mannerisms characteristic of Asian civilizations; "orientalisms can be found in Mozart's  
operas") 
       => power, powerfulness --
 (possession of controlling influence; "the deterrent power of nuclear weapons"; "the power of his love saved her"; "his 
powerfulness was concealed by a gentle facade") 
           => potency, effectiveness, strength --
 (capacity to produce strong physiological or chemical effects; "the toxin's potency"; "the strength of the drinks") 
           => valence, valency --
 ((chemistry) a property of atoms or radicals; their combining power given in terms of the number of hydrogen atoms  
(or the equivalent)) 
               => covalence, covalency --
 (valence characterized by the sharing of electrons in a chemical compound; the number of pairs of electrons an atom  
can share) 
           => valence, valency --
 ((biology) a relative capacity to unite or react or interact as with antigens or a biological substrate) 
           => preponderance --
 (superiority in power or influence; "the preponderance of good over evil"; "the preponderance of wealth and power") 
           => puissance -- (power to influence or coerce; "the puissance of the labor vote") 
           => persuasiveness, strength --
 (the power to induce the taking of a course of action or the embracing of a point of view by means of argument or entr
eaty; "the strength of his argument settled the matter") 
               => convincingness -- (the power of argument or evidence to cause belief) 
           => irresistibility, irresistibleness -- (the quality of being overpowering and impossible to resist) 
           => interest, interestingness --
 (the power of attracting or holding one's interest (because it is unusual or exciting etc.); "they said nothing of great inte
rest"; "primary colors can add interest to a room") 
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               => newsworthiness, news --
 (the quality of being sufficiently interesting to be reported in news bulletins; "the judge conceded the newsworthiness 
of the trial"; "he is no longer news in the fashion world") 
               => topicality --
 (the attribute of being of interest at the present time; "the library had to discard books that had lost their topicality") 
               => color, colour, vividness -- (interest and variety and intensity; "the Puritan Period was lacking in color") 
           => stranglehold, chokehold, throttlehold --
 (complete power over a person or situation; "corporations have a strangelhold on the media"; "the president applied a c
hokehold to labor disputes that inconvenienced the public") 
           => sway -- (controlling influence) 
           => influence --
 (a power to affect persons or events especially power based on prestige etc; "used her parents' influence to get the job") 
               => dead hand, dead hand of the past, mortmain -- (the oppressive influence of past events of decisions) 
               => force -- (a powerful effect or influence; "the force of his eloquence easily persuaded them") 
                   => pressure -- (a force that compels; "the public brought pressure to bear on the government") 
                   => duress -- (compulsory force or threat; "confessed under duress") 
                   => heartbeat -- (an animating or vital unifying force; "New York is the commercial heartbeat of America") 
                   => lifeblood -- (an essential or life-giving force; "water is the lifeblood of India") 
                   => wheels -- (forces that provide energy and direction; "the wheels of government began to turn") 
               => grip, grasp --
 (a firm controlling influence; "they kept a firm grip on the two top priorities"; "he was in the grip of a powerful  
emotion"; "a terrible power had her in its grasp") 
                   => tentacle --
 (something that acts like a tentacle in its ability to grasp; "caught in the tentacles of organized crime") 
           => repellent, repellant -- (the power to repel; "she knew many repellents to his advances") 
           => control -- (power to direct or determine; "under control") 
               => authority, authorization, authorisation, dominance, say-so --
 (the power or right to give orders or make decisions; "he has the authority to issue warrants"; "deputies are given  
authorization to make arrests") 
                   => power of appointment --
 (authority given (in a will or deed) by a donor to a donee to appoint the beneficiaries of the donor's property) 
                   => carte blanche -- (complete freedom or authority to act) 
                   => command -- (the power or authority to command; "an admiral in command") 
                   => lordship -- (the authority of a lord) 
                   => muscle --
 (authority or power or force (especially when used in a coercive way); "the senators used their muscle to get the party l
eader to resign") 
               => hold -- (power by which something or someone is affected or dominated; "he has a hold over them") 
               => iron fist --
 (rigorous or ruthless control; "she rules the office with an iron fist"; "it takes an iron fist to contain the dissenting  
factions") 
               => rein -- (any means of control; "he took up the reins of government") 
           => legal power, jurisdiction --
 ((law) the right and power to interpret and apply the law; "courts having jurisdiction in this district") 
           => disposal -- (the power to use something or someone; "used all the resources at his disposal") 
           => free will, discretion -- (the power of making free choices unconstrained by external agencies) 
               => self-determination -- (determination of one's own fate or course of action without compulsion) 
           => veto --
 (the power or right to prohibit or reject a proposed or intended act (especially the power of a chief executive to reject a 
bill passed by the legislature)) 
           => reins -- (power to control; "the reins of government") 
           => effectiveness, effectivity, effectualness, effectuality --
 (power to be effective; the quality of being able to bring about an effect) 
               => incisiveness, trenchancy -- (keenness and forcefulness of thought or expression or intellect) 
               => efficacy, efficaciousness --
 (capacity or power to produce a desired effect; "concern about the safety and efficacy of the vaccine") 
       => ability --
 (the quality of being able to perform; a quality that permits or facilitates achievement or accomplishment) 
           => adaptability -- (the ability to change or be changed to fit changed circumstances) 
               => flexibility --
 (the quality of being adaptable or variable; "he enjoyed the flexibility of his working arrangement") 
                   => wiggle room --
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 (flexibility of interpretation or of options; "the request left some wiggle room for future restructuring") 
               => pliability, pliancy, pliantness -- (the quality of being easily adaptable) 
           => sensitivity, sensitiveness -- (the ability to respond to affective changes in your interpersonal environment) 
               => antenna, feeler --
 (sensitivity similar to that of a receptor organ; "he had a special antenna for public relations") 
               => defensiveness --
 (excessive sensitivity to criticism; "his defensiveness was manifested in hurt silence"; "the fear of being sued for malpr
actice has magnified physicians' defensiveness") 
                   => bunker mentality --
 (defensiveness resulting from repeated attacks; "after so many suicide bombings the Israelis have to resist developing a
 bunker mentality") 
               => perceptiveness -- (the quality of insight and sympathetic understanding) 
           => competence, competency -- (the quality of being adequately or well qualified physically and intellectually) 
               => fitness -- (the quality of being qualified) 
               => proficiency -- (the quality of having great facility and competence) 
           => form -- (an ability to perform well; "he was at the top of his form"; "the team was off form last night") 
           => interoperability --
 ((computer science) the ability to exchange and use information (usually in a large heterogeneous network made up of 
several local area networks)) 
           => magical ability, magical power -- (an ability to perform magic) 
               => lycanthropy -- ((folklore) the magical ability of a person to assume the characteristics of a wolf) 
           => Midas touch -- (an ability to make and manage large amounts of money) 
           => penetration --
 (the ability to make way into or through something; "the greater penetration of the new projectiles will result in greater
 injuries") 
           => physical ability -- (the ability to perform some physical act; contrasting with mental ability) 
               => voice -- (the ability to speak; "he lost his voice") 
                   => lung-power -- (the ability to speak loudly) 
           => contractility --
 (the capability or quality of shrinking or contracting, especially by muscle fibers and even some other forms of living 
matter) 
               => astringency, stypsis --
 (the ability to contract or draw together soft body tissues to check blood flow or restrict secretion of fluids) 
           => capability, capableness -- (the quality of being capable --
 physically or intellectually or legally; "he worked to the limits of his capability") 
               => associability, associableness -- (the capability of being easily associated or joined or connected in thought) 
               => executability --
 (capable of being executed; "the job is executable for two million dollars"; "this contract is not executable") 
               => capacity -- (ability to perform or produce) 
               => military capability, military strength, strength, military posture, posture --
 (capability in terms of personnel and materiel that affect the capacity to fight a war; "we faced an army of great  
strength"; "politicians have neglected our military posture") 
                   => sea power -- (naval strength) 
                   => firepower -- ((military) the relative capacity for delivering fire on a target) 
               => operating capability, performance capability --
 (the capability of a technological system to perform as intended) 
                   => envelope -- (the maximum operating capability of a system; "test pilots try to push the envelope") 
               => overkill --
 (the capability to obliterate a target with more weapons (especially nuclear weapons) than are required) 
           => totipotency, totipotence --
 (the ability of a cell to give rise to unlike cells and so to develop a new organism or part; "animal cells lose their totipot
ency at an early stage in embryonic development") 
       => powerlessness, impotence, impotency -- (the quality of lacking strength or power; being weak and feeble) 
           => helplessness, weakness, impuissance --
 (powerlessness revealed by an inability to act; "in spite of their weakness the group remains highly active") 
           => unpersuasiveness -- (inability to persuade) 
           => uninterestingness -- (inability to capture or hold one's interest) 
               => dullness, dulness -- (the quality of lacking interestingness) 
                   => boringness, dreariness -- (extreme dullness) 
                   => tediousness, tedium, tiresomeness -- (dullness owing to length or slowness) 
                       => drag -- (something tedious and boring; "peeling potatoes is a drag") 
                   => jejunity, jejuneness, tameness, vapidity, vapidness -- (the quality of being vapid and unsophisticated) 
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           => paper tiger --
 (the nature of a person or organization that appears powerful but is actually powerless and ineffectual; "he reminded  
Mao that the paper tiger had nuclear teeth") 
           => ineffectiveness, ineffectualness, ineffectuality -- (lacking the power to be effective) 
               => inefficacy, inefficaciousness -- (a lack of efficacy) 
       => inability, unfitness -- (lacking the power to perform) 
           => unadaptability -- (the inability to change or be changed to fit changed circumstances) 
               => inflexibility, rigidity -- (the quality of being rigid and rigorously severe) 
           => insensitivity, insensitiveness --
 (the inability to respond to affective changes in your interpersonal environment) 
               => crassness, crassitude -- (the quality of being crass--devoid of refinement) 
               => tin ear -- (insensitivity to the appropriateness or subtlety of language; "he has a tin ear for dialogue") 
               => unfeelingness, callousness, hardness, insensibility -- (devoid of passion or feeling) 
               => unperceptiveness -- (the lack of insight and sympathetic understanding) 
               => unkindness -- (lack of sympathy) 
                   => unhelpfulness -- (an inability to be helpful) 
                   => inconsideration, inconsiderateness, thoughtlessness -- (the quality of failing to be considerate of others) 
                       => tactlessness -- (the quality of lacking tact) 
                       => bluntness -- (the quality of being direct and outspoken; "the bluntness of a Yorkshireman") 
           => incompetence, incompetency -- (lack of physical or intellectual ability or qualifications) 
           => incapability, incapableness -- (the quality of not being capable -- physically or intellectually or legally) 
               => incapacity -- (lack of physical or natural qualifications) 
           => insufficiency -- ((pathology) inability of a bodily part or organ to function normally) 
               => coronary insufficiency, cardiac insufficiency --
 (inadequate blood flow to the heart muscles; can cause angina pectoris) 
               => renal insufficiency -- (insufficient excretion of wastes by the kidneys) 
       => romanticism, romance -- (an exciting and mysterious quality (as of a heroic time or adventure)) 
           => stardust -- (a dreamy romantic or sentimental quality) 
       => domesticity --
 (the quality of being domestic or domesticated; "a royal family living in unpretentious domesticity") 
       => infiniteness, infinitude, unboundedness, boundlessness, limitlessness --
 (the quality of being infinite; without bound or limit) 
       => finiteness, finitude, boundedness -- (the quality of being finite) 
       => quantifiability, measurability -- (the quality of being measurable) 
           => ratability -- (the quality of being capable of being rated or estimated) 
           => scalability -- (the quality of being scalable) 
       => solubility -- (the quality of being soluble) 
       => insolubility -- (the quality of being insoluble) 
       => stuff --
 (unspecified qualities required to do or be something; "the stuff of heros"; "you don't have the stuff to be a United  
States Marine") 
       => hot stuff --
 (the quality of being attractive and exciting (especially sexually exciting); "he thought she was really hot stuff") 
       => humor, humour -- (the quality of being funny; "I fail to see the humor in it") 
       => pathos, poignancy --
 (a quality that arouses emotions (especially pity or sorrow); "the film captured all the pathos of their situation") 
       => tone --
 (the quality of something (an act or a piece of writing) that reveals the attitudes and presuppositions of the author; "the 
general tone of articles appearing in the newspapers is that the government should withdraw"; "from the tone of her  
behavior I gathered that I had outstayed my welcome") 
       => responsiveness --
 (the quality of being responsive; reacting quickly; as a quality of people, it involves responding with emotion to people
 and events) 
       => unresponsiveness --
 (the quality of being unresponsive; not reacting; as a quality of people, it is marked by a failure to respond quickly or 
with emotion to people or events) 
           => frigidity --
 (sexual unresponsiveness (especially of women) and inability to achieve orgasm during intercourse) 
           => resistance -- (the degree of unresponsiveness of a disease-
causing microorganism to antibiotics or other drugs (as in penicillin-resistant bacteria)) 
       => subjectivism -- (the quality of being subjective) 
       => ulteriority --
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 (the quality of being ulterior; "their conversation was limited to ulteriorities"; "a terrible feeling of ulteriority"; "his  
stories were too susceptible to ulteriority") 
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QUANTITY (Ontological, Physical, Mathematical, Logical, and Economical) < STATE OF BEING < 

ENTITY 
 
measure, quantity, amount -- (how much there is of something that you can quantify) 
       => probability, chance --
 (a measure of how likely it is that some event will occur; "what is the probability of rain?"; "we have a good chance of 
winning") 
       => quantum --
 ((physics) the smallest discrete quantity of some physical property that a system can possess (according to quantum the
ory)) 
       => value, economic value --
 (the amount (of money or goods or services) that is considered to be a fair equivalent for something else; "he tried to es
timate the value of the produce at normal prices") 
       => fundamental quantity, fundamental measure --
 (one of the four quantities that are the basis of systems of measurement) 
       => definite quantity -- (a specific measure of amount) 
       => indefinite quantity -- (an estimated quantity) 
       => relative quantity -- (a quantity relative to some purpose) 
       => system of measurement, metric --
 (a system of related measures that facilitates the quantification of some particular characteristic) 
       => cordage -- (the amount of wood in an area as measured in cords) 
       => octane number, octane rating -- (a measure of the antiknock properties of gasoline) 
       => linear measure, long measure -- (a measure of length) 
       => magnetization, magnetisation -- (the extent or degree to which something is magnetized) 
       => volume -- (the amount of 3-
dimensional space occupied by an object; "the gas expanded to twice its original volume") 
       => volume -- (a relative amount; "mix one volume of the solution with ten volumes of water") 
       => proof --
 (a measure of alcoholic strength expressed as an integer twice the percentage of alcohol present (by volume)) 
       => time unit, unit of time -- (a unit for measuring time periods) 
       => point, point in time -- (an instant of time; "at that point I had to leave") 
       => playing period, period of play, play --
 ((in games or plays or other performances) the time during which play proceeds; "rain stopped play in the 4th inning") 
       => time interval, interval -- (a definite length of time marked off by two instants) 
             quantity -
 (something that has a magnitude and can be represented in mathematical expressions by a constant or a var
iable) 
       => quantum -- (a discrete amount of something that is analogous to the quantum in quantum theory) 
       => term --
 (any distinct quantity contained in a polynomial; "the general term of an algebraic equation of the n-
th degree") 
       => numerical quantity -- (a quantity expressed as a number) 
       => operand -- (a quantity upon which a mathematical operation is performed) 
       => variable, variable quantity -- (a quantity that can assume any of a set of values) 
       => constant, constant quantity -- (a quantity that does not vary) 
       => parameter --
 (a quantity (such as the mean or variance) that characterizes a statistical population and that can be estimat
ed by calculations from sample data) 
       => product, mathematical product --
 (a quantity obtained by multiplication; "the product of 2 and 3 is 6") 
       => sum, amount, total -- (a quantity obtained by addition) 
       => proportional -- (one of the quantities in a mathematical proportion) 
       => binomial -- (a quantity expressed as a sum or difference of two terms) 
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FUNDAMENTAL QUANTITY 
fundamental quantity, fundamental measure --
 (one of the four quantities that are the basis of systems of measurement) 
       => temperature --
 (the degree of hotness or coldness of a body or environment (corresponding to its molecular activity)) 
           => absolute temperature -- (temperature measured on the absolute scale) 
           => absolute zero --
 ((cryogenics) the lowest temperature theoretically attainable (at which the kinetic energy of atoms and molecules is mi
nimal); 0 Kelvin or -273.15 Centigrade or -459.67 Fahrenheit) 
           => Curie temperature, Curie point --
 (the temperature above which a ferromagnetic substance loses its ferromagnetism) 
           => dew point -- (the temperature at which the water vapor in the air becomes saturated and condensation begins) 
           => flash point, flashpoint --
 (the lowest temperature at which the vapor of a combustible liquid can be ignited in air) 
           => freezing point, melting point -- (the temperature below which a liquid turns into a solid) 
           => boiling point, boil -- (the temperature at which a liquid boils at sea level; "the brought to water to a boil") 
           => mercury -- (temperature measured by a mercury thermometer; "the mercury was falling rapidly") 
           => room temperature -- (the normal temperature of room in which people live) 
           => simmer -- (temperature just below the boiling point; "the stew remained at a simmer for hours") 
           => body temperature, blood heat --
 (temperature of the body; normally 98.6 F or 37 C in humans; usually measured to obtain a quick evaluation of a perso
n's health) 
               => basal body temperature --
 (body temperature in the morning before rising or moving about or eating anything) 
           => coldness, cold, low temperature --
 (the absence of heat; "the coldness made our breath visible"; "come in out of the cold"; "cold is a vasoconstrictor") 
               => chill, iciness, gelidity -- (coldness due to a cold environment) 
               => chilliness, coolness -- (the property of being moderately cold; "the chilliness of early morning") 
               => frostiness -- (coldness as evidenced by frost) 
               => cool -- (the quality of being cool; "the cool of early morning") 
           => hotness, heat, high temperature -- (the presence of heat) 
               => calefaction, incalescence -- (the property of being warming) 
               => fieriness, red heat -- (the heat of fire) 
               => torridity -- (extreme heat) 
               => warmth, warmness --
 (the quality of having a moderate degree of heat; "an agreeable warmth in the house") 
                   => lukewarmness, tepidity, tepidness -- (a warmness resembling the temperature of the skin) 
               => white heat -- (the hotness of something heated until it turns white) 
       => mass -- (the property of a body that causes it to have weight in a gravitational field) 
           => biomass -- (the total mass of living matter in a given unit area) 
           => critical mass -- (the minimum mass of fissionable material that can sustain a chain reaction) 
           => rest mass --
 ((physics) the mass of a body as measured when the body is at rest relative to an observer, an inherent property of the b
ody) 
           => relativistic mass --
 ((physics) the mass of a body in motion relative to the observer: it is equal to the rest mass multiplied by a factor that is
 greater than 1 and that increases as the magnitude of the velocity increases) 
           => bulk -- (the property possessed by a large mass) 
           => gravitational mass --
 ((physics) the mass of a body as measured by its gravitational attraction for other bodies) 
           => inertial mass --
 ((physics) the mass of a body as determined by the second law of motion from the acceleration of the body when it is s
ubjected to a force that is not due to gravity) 
           => atomic mass -- ((chemistry) the mass (in atomic mass units) of an isotope of an element) 
           => atomic weight, relative atomic mass --
 ((chemistry) the ratio of the atomic mass of an element to half the atomic mass of carbon-12) 
               => equivalent, equivalent weight, combining weight, eq --
 (the atomic weight of an element that has the same combining capacity as a given weight of another element; the stand
ard is 8 for oxygen) 
               => milliequivalent, meq -- (one-thousandth of an equivalent) 
           => mass energy -- ((physics) the mass of a body regarded relativistically as energy) 
           => molecular weight, relative molecular mass --
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 ((chemistry) the sum of the relative atomic masses of the constituent atoms of a molecule) 
           => mass defect, mass deficiency --
 (the amount by which the mass of an atomic nucleus is less than the sum of the masses of its constituent particles) 
       => length --
 (the linear extent in space from one end to the other; the longest horizontal dimension of something that is fixed in plac
e; "the length of the table was 5 feet") 
           => circumference -- (the length of the closed curve of a circle) 
           => diameter, diam --
 (the length of a straight line passing through the center of a circle and connecting two points on the circumference) 
               => bore, gauge, caliber, calibre -- (diameter of a tube or gun barrel) 
               => windage -- (bore-to-projectile difference in diameter) 
           => radius, r -- (the length of a line segment between the center and circumference of a circle or sphere) 
               => semidiameter -- (the apparent radius of a celestial body when viewed as a disc from the earth) 
               => radius of curvature --
 (the radius of the circle of curvature; the absolute value of the reciprocal of the curvature of a curve at a given point) 
           => longness -- (spatial extent) 
               => extension, lengthiness, prolongation --
 (amount or degree or range to which something extends; "the wire has an extension of 50 feet") 
               => elongation -- (the quality of being elongated) 
           => shortness -- (the property of being of short spatial extent) 
TIME PERIOD, PERIOD < TEMPORAL RELATION < < RELATION < ENTITY 
       => time period, period of time, period --
 (an amount of time; "a time period of 30 years"; "hastened the period of time of his recovery"; "Picasso's blue period") 
           => trial period, test period -- (a period of time during which someone or something is tested) 
               => probation -- (a trial period during which an offender has time to redeem himself or herself) 
               => probation --
 (a trial period during which your character and abilities are tested to see whether you are suitable for work or for memb
ership) 
           => time frame --
 (a time period during which something occurs or is expected to occur; "an agreement can be reached in a reasonably sh
ort time frame") 
           => hours -- (an indefinite period of time; "they talked for hours") 
           => downtime --
 (a period of time when something (as a machine or factory) is not operating (especially as a result of malfunctions)) 
           => uptime -- (a period of time when something (as a machine or factory) is functioning and available for use) 
               => 24/7 -- (uptime is 24 hours a day 7 days a week) 
           => work time -- (a time period when you are required to work) 
               => hours -- (a period of time assigned for work; "they work long hours") 
                   => shift, work shift, duty period -- (the time period during which you are at work) 
                       => go, spell, tour, turn --
 (a time for working (after which you will be relieved by someone else); "it's my go"; "a spell of work") 
                       => trick -- (a period of work or duty) 
                       => watch -- (a period of time (4 or 2 hours) during which some of a ship's crew are on duty) 
                           => dogwatch -- (either of two short watches: from 4-6 pm or 6-8 pm) 
                           => graveyard watch, middle watch, midwatch, night watch --
 (a watch during the night (as from midnight to 8 a.m.)) 
                       => day shift -- (the work shift during the day (as 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.)) 
                       => evening shift, swing shift -- (the work shift during the evening (as 4 p.m. to midnight)) 
                       => night shift, graveyard shift -- (the work shift during the night (as midnight to 8 a.m.)) 
                       => split shift -- (a working shift divided into two periods of time with several hours in between) 
               => workweek, week -- (hours or days of work in a calendar week; "they worked a 40-hour week") 
               => day --
 (the recurring hours when you are not sleeping (especially those when you are working); "my day began early this mor
ning"; "it was a busy day on the stock exchange"; "she called it a day and went to bed") 
                   => workday, working day --
 (the amount of time that a worker must work for an agreed daily wage; "they work an 8-hour day") 
               => overtime -- (work done in addition to regular working hours) 
               => turnaround, turnaround time -- (time need to prepare a vessel or ship for a return trip) 
           => time off --
 (a time period when you are not required to work; "he requested time off to attend his grandmother's funeral") 
               => compensatory time -- (time off that is granted to a worker as compensation for working overtime) 
               => spare time, free time -- (time when you are free to do things that you enjoy) 
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               => day off -- (a day when you are not required to work; "Thursday is his day off") 
               => leisure, leisure time -- (time available for ease and relaxation; "his job left him little leisure") 
                   => free time, spare time -- (to that is free for leisure activities) 
                   => vacation, holiday --
 (leisure time away from work devoted to rest or pleasure; "we get two weeks of vacation every summer"; "we took a s
hort holiday in Puerto Rico") 
                       => half-term -- (a short vacation about halfway through a school term; "he came to visit at half-term") 
                       => vac -- (informal term for vacation) 
                       => field day, outing, picnic -- (a day devoted to an outdoor social gathering) 
                       => honeymoon -- (a holiday taken by a newly married couple) 
                       => paid vacation -- (a vacation from work by an employee with pay granted) 
                   => playtime, playday -- (time for play or diversion) 
               => leave, leave of absence --
 (the period of time during which you are absent from work or duty; "a ten day's leave to visit his mother") 
                   => furlough -- (a temporary leave of absence from military duty) 
                   => pass -- ((military) a written leave of absence; "he had a pass for three days") 
                   => compassionate leave -- ((military) leave granted in an emergency such as family sickness or death) 
                   => sabbatical, sabbatical leave -- (a leave usually taken every seventh year) 
                       => sabbatical year -- (a sabbatical leave lasting one year) 
                   => shore leave, liberty -- (leave granted to a sailor or naval officer) 
                   => sick leave -- (a leave of absence from work because of illness) 
                   => terminal leave -- (final leave before discharge from military service) 
           => hospitalization --
 (a period of time when you are confined to a hospital; "now they try to shorten the patient's hospitalization") 
           => travel time --
 (a period of time spent traveling; "workers were not paid for their travel time between home and factory") 
           => time --
 (an indefinite period (usually marked by specific attributes or activities); "he waited a long time"; "the time of year for 
planting"; "he was a great actor is his time") 
               => day --
 (some point or period in time; "it should arrive any day now"; "after that day she never trusted him again"; "those were
 the days"; "these days it is not unusual") 
                   => Judgment Day, Judgement Day, Day of Judgment, Day of Judgement, Doomsday, Last Judgment, Last J
udgement, Last Day, day of reckoning, doomsday, crack of doom, end of the world --
 ((New Testament) day of the Last Judgment when God will decree the fates of all men according to the good and evil 
of their earthly lives) 
                   => off-day -- (a day when things go poorly; "I guess this is one of my off-days") 
               => dead --
 (a time when coldness (or some other quality associated with death) is intense; "the dead of winter") 
               => hard times -- (a time of difficulty) 
               => incarnation --
 (time passed in a particular bodily form; "he believes that his life will be better in his next incarnation") 
               => wee -- (a short time; "bide a wee") 
               => while, piece, spell, patch --
 (a period of indeterminate length (usually short) marked by some action or condition; "he was here for a little while"; "
I need to rest for a piece"; "a spell of good weather"; "a patch of bad weather") 
                   => cold spell, cold snap -- (a spell of cold weather) 
                   => hot spell -- (a spell of hot weather) 
                   => snap -- (a spell of cold weather; "a cold snap in the middle of May") 
               => moment, minute, second, bit --
 (an indefinitely short time; "wait just a moment"; "it only takes a minute"; "in just a bit") 
                   => blink of an eye, flash, heartbeat, instant, jiffy, split second, trice, twinkling, wink, New York minute --
 (a very short time (as the time it takes the eye blink or the heart to beat); "if I had the chance I'd do it in a flash") 
               => ephemera -- (something transitory; lasting a day) 
               => space age -- (the age beginning with the first space travel; from 1957 to the present) 
           => elapsed time -- (the time that elapses while some event is occurring) 
               => one-way light time, OWLT --
 (the elapsed time it takes for light (or radio signals) to travel between the Earth and a celestial object) 
               => round-trip light time, RTLT --
 (the elapsed time it takes for a signal to travel from Earth to a spacecraft (or other body) and back to the starting point) 
           => duration, continuance -- (the period of time during which something continues) 
               => clocking -- (the time taken to traverse a measured course; "it was a world record clocking") 
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               => longueur -- (a period of dullness or boredom (especially in a work of literature or performing art)) 
               => residence time -- (the period of time spent in a particular place) 
               => span -- (the complete duration of something; "the job was finished in the span of an hour") 
                   => attention span -- (the length of time you can concentrate on some idea or activity) 
               => stretch, stint --
 (an unbroken period of time during which you do something; "there were stretches of boredom"; "he did a stretch in th
e federal penitentiary") 
               => time scale --
 (an arrangement of events used as a measure of duration; "on the geological time scale mankind has existed but for a b
rief moment") 
                   => extended time scale, slow time scale --
 ((simulation) the time scale used in data processing when the time-scale factor is greater than one) 
                   => fast time scale -- ((simulation) the time scale used in data processing when the time-
scale factor is less than one) 
               => value, time value, note value -- ((music) the relative duration of a musical note) 
               => rule -- (the duration of a monarch's or government's power; "during the rule of Elizabeth") 
                   => Regency -- (the period from 1811-
1820 when the Prince of Wales was regent during George III's periods of insanity) 
                   => regency -- (the period of time during which a regent governs) 
           => week, calendar week -- (a period of seven consecutive days starting on Sunday) 
           => field day -- (a time of unusual pleasure and success) 
           => life, lifetime, lifespan --
 (the period during which something is functional (as between birth and death); "the battery had a short life"; "he lived 
a long and happy life") 
               => life expectancy -- (an expected time to live as calculated on the basis of statistical probabilities) 
               => afterlife, hereafter -- (life after death) 
                   => kingdom come -- (the next world; "he nearly blew us to kingdom come") 
                   => immortality -- (perpetual life after death) 
           => life -- (the period between birth and the present time; "I have known him all his life") 
           => life -- (the period from the present until death; "he appointed himself emperor for life") 
               => days, years --
 (the time during which someone's life continues; "the monarch's last days"; "in his final years") 
           => millennium -- (a span of 1000 years) 
           => bimillennium, bimillenary -- (a span of 2000 years) 
           => occupation --
 (the period of time during which a place or position or nation is occupied; "during the German occupation of Paris") 
           => past --
 (a earlier period in someone's life (especially one that they have reason to keep secret); "reporters dug into the candidat
e's past") 
           => shelf life -- (the length of time a packaged food or drug will last without deteriorating) 
           => puerperium --
 (time period following childbirth when the mother's uterus shrinks and the other functional and anatomic changes of pr
egnancy are resolved; "a perinatologist cared for her during the puerperium") 
           => lactation --
 (the period following birth during which milk is secreted; "lactation normally continues until weaning") 
           => time of life -- (a period of time during which a person is normally in a particular life state) 
               => age, eld --
 (a time in life (usually defined in years) at which some particular qualification or power arises; "she was now of school
 age"; "tall for his eld") 
                   => age of consent --
 (the minimum age for marrying without parental consent or the minimum age for consensual sexual relations; intercou
rse at an earlier age can result in a charge of assault or statutory rape; the age differs in different states of the Union) 
                   => majority, legal age -- (the age at which a person is considered competent to manage their own affairs) 
                   => minority, nonage -- (any age prior to the legal age) 
                   => drinking age -- (the age at which is legal for a person to buy alcoholic beverages) 
                   => voting age -- (the age at which a person is old enough to vote in public elections) 
               => neonatal period -- (the first 28 days of life) 
               => infancy, babyhood, early childhood -- (the early stage of growth or development) 
               => childhood -- (the time of person's life when they are a child) 
                   => girlhood, maidenhood, maidhood -- (the childhood of a girl) 
                   => boyhood -- (the childhood of a boy) 
               => schooldays, schooltime -- (the time of life when you are going to school) 
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               => youth -- (the time of life between childhood and maturity) 
               => adolescence -- (the time period between the beginning of puberty and adulthood) 
               => prepuberty --
 (a period of two years immediately prior to the onset of puberty when growth and changes leading to sexual maturity o
ccur) 
               => puberty, pubescence -- (the time of life when sex glands become functional) 
               => teens -- (the time of life between the ages of 12 and 20) 
               => twenties, mid-twenties -- (the time of life between 20 and 30) 
               => thirties, mid-thirties, thirty-something -- (the time of life between 30 and 40) 
               => forties, mid-forties -- (the time of life between 40 and 50) 
               => fifties, mid-fifties -- (the time of life between 50 and 60) 
               => sixties, mid-sixties -- (the time of life between 60 and 70) 
               => golden years -- (the time of life after retirement from active work) 
               => seventies, mid-seventies -- (the time of life between 70 and 80) 
               => eighties, mid-eighties -- (the time of life between 80 and 90) 
               => nineties, mid-nineties -- (the time of life between 90 and 100) 
               => bloom, bloom of youth, salad days -- (the best time of youth) 
               => adulthood, maturity --
 (the period of time in your life after your physical growth has stopped and you are fully developed) 
                   => prime, prime of life -- (the time of maturity when power and vigor are greatest) 
               => bachelorhood -- (the time of a man's life prior to marriage) 
               => middle age -- (the time of life between youth and old age (e.g., between 40 and 60 years of age)) 
               => widowhood -- (the time of a woman's life when she is a widow) 
               => old age, years, age, eld, geezerhood --
 (a late time of life; "old age is not for sissies"; "he's showing his years"; "age hasn't slowed him down at all"; "a beard 
white with eld"; "on the brink of geezerhood") 
                   => dotage, second childhood, senility --
 (mental infirmity as a consequence of old age; sometimes shown by foolish infatuations) 
               => deathbed -- (the last few hours before death) 
CALENDAR DAY 
           => calendar day, civil day -- (a day reckoned from midnight to midnight) 
               => day -- (a day assigned to a particular purpose or observance; "Mother's Day") 
                   => Admission Day --
 (in some states of the United States: a legal holiday commemorating the day the state was admitted to the Union) 
                   => Arbor Day -- (a day designated for planting trees) 
                   => commencement day, degree day -- (the day on which university degrees are conferred) 
                   => November 5 -- (anniversary of the discovery of the Gunpowder Plot) 
                       => Guy Fawkes Day -- (day for the celebration of the discovery of the Gunpowder Plot) 
                       => Bonfire Night, Guy Fawkes Night -- (effigies of Guy Fawkes are burned on this night) 
                   => Inauguration Day, January 20 -- (the day designated for inauguration of the United States president) 
                   => leap day, bissextile day, February 29 -- (the name of the day that is added during a leap year) 
                   => V-day, Victory Day -- (the day of a victory) 
                       => V-E Day, 8 May 1945 -- (the date of Allied victory in Europe, World War II) 
                       => V-J Day, 15 August 1945 -- (the date of Allied victory over Japan, World War II) 
                   => rag day -- (a day on which university students hold a rag) 
                   => red-letter day -- (a memorably happy or noteworthy day) 
                   => payday -- (the day on which you receive pay for your work) 
                   => polling day, election day --
 (the day appointed for an election; in the United States it is the 1st Tuesday after the 1st Monday in November) 
                   => field day -- (a day for outdoor athletic competition) 
                   => field day -- ((military) a day for military exercises and display) 
                   => ides --
 (in the Roman calendar: the 15th of March or May or July or October or the 13th of any other month) 
                   => market day -- (a fixed day for holding a public market) 
                   => Walpurgis Night -- (eve of May Day) 
                   => New Year's Eve, December 31 -- (the last day of the year) 
                       => Hogmanay -- (New Year's Eve in Scotland) 
                   => Robert E Lee's Birthday, Robert E Lee Day, Lee's Birthday, January 19 --
 (celebrated in southern United States) 
                   => Tet -- (the New Year in Vietnam; observed for three days after the first full moon after January 20th) 
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HOLIDAY 
                   => holiday --
 (a day on which work is suspended by law or custom; "no mail is delivered on federal holidays"; "it's a good thing that 
New Year's was a holiday because everyone had a hangover") 
                       => half-holiday -- (a day on which half is free from work or duty) 
                       => feast day, fete day -- (a day designated for feasting) 
                           => Rosh Hashanah, Rosh Hashana, Rosh Hashonah, Rosh Hashona, Jewish New Year --
 ((Judaism) a solemn Jewish feast day celebrated on the 1st or 1st and 2nd of Tishri; noted for the blowing of the shofar
) 
                           => movable feast, moveable feast -- (a religious holiday that falls on different dates in different years) 
                               => Easter --
 (a Christian celebration of the Resurrection of Christ; celebrated on the Sunday following the first full moon after the v
ernal equinox) 
                                   => Pasch, Pascha -- (the Christian festival of Easter) 
                               => Passover, Pesach, Pesah, Feast of the Unleavened Bread --
 ((Judaism) a Jewish festival (traditionally 8 days) celebrating the exodus of the Israelites from Egypt) 
                                   => Pasch, Pascha -- (the Jewish feast of the Passover) 
                           => Circumcision, Feast of the Circumcision, January 1 --
 ((Roman Catholic Church and Anglican Church) feast day celebrating the circumcision of Jesus; celebrated on January
 1st) 
                           => Christmas, Christmas Day, Xmas, Dec 25 --
 (a Christian holiday celebrating the birth of Christ; a quarter day in England, Wales, and Ireland) 
                           => Thanksgiving, Thanksgiving Day --
 (fourth Thursday in November in the United States; second Monday in October in Canada; commemorates a feast held
 in 1621 by the Pilgrims and the Wampanoag) 
                           => Id al-Fitr -- (a Muslim day of feasting at the end of Ramadan) 
                           => Id al-Adha, Feast of Sacrifice --
 (the 10th day of Dhu'l Hijja; all Muslims attend a service in the mosques and those who are not pilgrims perform a ritu
al slaughter of a sheep (commemorating God's ransom of Abraham's son from sacrifice) and give at least a third of the 
meat to charity) 
                       => religious holiday, holy day -- (a day specified for religious observance) 
                           => fast day -- (a day designated for fasting) 
                           => Christian holy day -- (a religious holiday for Christians) 
                               => quarter day -- (a Christian holy day; one of four specified days when certain payments are due) 
                                   => Martinmas, St Martin's Day, 11 November --
 (the feast of Saint Martin; a quarter day in Scotland) 
                                   => Annunciation, Lady Day, Annunciation Day, March 25 --
 (a festival commemorating the announcement of the Incarnation by the angel Gabriel to the Virgin Mary; a quarter day
 in England, Wales, and Ireland) 
                                   => Michaelmas, Michaelmas Day, September 29 --
 (honoring the archangel Michael; a quarter day in England, Wales, and Ireland) 
                                   => Candlemas, Candlemas Day, Feb 2 --
 (feast day commemorating the presentation of Christ in the temple; a quarter day in Scotland) 
                                   => Lammas, Lammas Day, August 1 --
 (commemorates Saint Peter's miraculous deliverance from prison; a quarter day in Scotland; a harvest festival in Engla
nd) 
                                   => Christmas, Christmas Day, Xmas, Dec 25 --
 (a Christian holiday celebrating the birth of Christ; a quarter day in England, Wales, and Ireland) 
                                   => Midsummer Day, Midsummer's Day, St John's Day, June 24 --
 (a quarter day in England, Wales, and Ireland) 
                                   => Pentecost, Whitsunday --
 (seventh Sunday after Easter; commemorates the emanation of the Holy Spirit to the apostles; a quarter day in Scotlan
d) 
                               => holy day of obligation --
 (a day when Catholics must attend Mass and refrain from servile work, and Episcopalians must take Communion) 
                                   => Solemnity of Mary, January 1 -- ((Roman Catholic Church) a holy day of obligation) 
                                   => Ascension, Ascension Day, Ascension of the Lord --
 ((Christianity) celebration of the Ascension of Christ into heaven; observed on the 40th day after Easter) 
                                   => Assumption, Assumption of Mary, August 15 --
 (celebration in the Roman Catholic Church of the Virgin Mary's being taken up into heaven when her earthly life ende
d; corresponds to the Dormition in the Eastern Orthodox church) 
                                   => All Saints' Day, Allhallows, November 1, Hallowmas, Hallowmass --
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 (a Christian feast day honoring all the saints; first observed in 835) 
                                   => Immaculate Conception, December 8 -- (Roman Catholic holy day first celebrated in 1854) 
                                   => Christmas, Christmas Day, Xmas, Dec 25 --
 (a Christian holiday celebrating the birth of Christ; a quarter day in England, Wales, and Ireland) 
                               => Saint Agnes's Eve, January 20 -- (a Christian holy day) 
                               => Easter Sunday, Easter Day --
 (the day (in March or April) on which the festival of Easter is celebrated) 
                               => Palm Sunday -- (Sunday before Easter) 
                               => Passion Sunday -- (second Sunday before Easter) 
                               => Good Friday -- (Friday before Easter) 
                               => Low Sunday -- (the Sunday following Easter) 
                               => Holy Saturday -- (the Saturday before Easter; the last day of Lent) 
                               => Holy Innocents' Day, Innocents' Day --
 (December 28, commemorating Herod's slaughter of the children of Bethlehem) 
                               => Septuagesima, Septuagesima Sunday -- (the 3rd Sunday before Lent (or the 9th before Easter)) 
                               => Quinquagesima, Quinquagesima Sunday --
 (the Sunday before Ash Wednesday (the beginning of Lent)) 
                               => Quadragesima, Quadrigesima Sunday -- (the first Sunday in Lent) 
                               => Trinity Sunday -- (eighth Sunday after Easter) 
                               => Rogation Day --
 (one of the three days before Ascension Day; observed by some Christians as days of supplication) 
                               => Maundy Thursday, Holy Thursday --
 (the Thursday before Easter; commemorates the Last Supper) 
                               => Corpus Christi -- (Thursday after Trinity Sunday; first celebrated in 1246) 
                               => Saints Peter and Paul, June 29 -- (first celebrated in the 3rd century) 
                               => Epiphany, Epiphany of Our Lord, Twelfth day, Three Kings' Day, January 6 --
 (twelve days after Christmas; celebrates the visit of the three wise men to the infant Jesus) 
                               => Saint Joseph, St Joseph, March 19 -- (a Christian holy day) 
                               => Twelfth night -- (eve of Twelfth day; evening of January 5) 
                               => All Souls' Day, November 2 -- (a day of supplication for all the souls in purgatory) 
                               => Ash Wednesday --
 (the 7th Wednesday before Easter; the first day of Lent; the day following Mardi Gras (`fat Tuesday'); a day of fasting 
and repentance) 
                               => Ember Day -- (a day set aside for fasting and prayer) 
                               => Advent Sunday -- (the first of the four Sundays during Advent) 
                               => Mardi Gras, Shrove Tuesday, pancake day -- (the last day before Lent) 
                               => Transfiguration, Transfiguration Day, August 6 --
 ((Christianity) a church festival held in commemoration of the Transfiguration of Jesus) 
                           => Jewish holy day -- (a religious holiday for Jews) 
                               => Rosh Hodesh, Rosh Chodesh --
 ((Judaism) the beginning of each month in the Jewish calendar; marked by a special liturgy) 
                               => High Holy Day, High Holiday -- (Jewish holy days observed with particular solemnity) 
                                   => Rosh Hashanah, Rosh Hashana, Rosh Hashonah, Rosh Hashona, Jewish New Year --
 ((Judaism) a solemn Jewish feast day celebrated on the 1st or 1st and 2nd of Tishri; noted for the blowing of the shofar
) 
                                   => Yom Kippur, Day of Atonement --
 ((Judaism) a solemn Jewish fast day; 10th of Tishri; its observance is one of the requirements of the Mosaic Law) 
                               => Purim --
 ((Judaism) a Jewish holy day commemorating their deliverance from massacre by Haman) 
                               => Succos, Sukkoth, Feast of Booths, Feast of Tabernacles, Tabernacles --
 ((Judaism) a Jewish harvest festival) 
                               => Shavous, Shabuoth, Shavuoth, Shavuot, Pentecost, Feast of Weeks --
 ((Judaism) Jewish holy day celebrated on the sixth of Sivan to celebrate Moses receiving the Ten Commandments) 
                               => Shimchath Torah, Simchat Torah, Simhath Torah, Simhat Torah, Simchas Torah, Rejoicing over
 the Law, Rejoicing of the Law, Rejoicing in the Law --
 ((Judaism) a Jewish holy day celebrated on the 22nd or 23rd of Tishri to celebrate the completion of the annual cycle o
f readings of the Torah) 
                               => Tishah b'Av, Tishah b'Ab, Tisha b'Av, Tisha b'Ab, Ninth of Av, Ninth of Ab, Fast of Av, Fast of
 Ab -- ((Judaism) a Jewish fast day commemorating the destruction of the temples in Jerusalem) 
                               => Hanukkah, Hanukah, Hannukah, Chanukah, Chanukkah, Channukah, Channukkah, Festival of L
ights, Feast of Lights, Feast of Dedication, Feast of the Dedication -- ((Judaism) an eight-
day Jewish holiday commemorating the rededication of the Temple of Jerusalem in 165 BC) 
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                               => Lag b'Omer --
 ((Judaism) Jewish holy day; the 33rd day after the 2nd day of Passover; the 18th day of Iyar) 
                           => Dormition, Feast of Dormition --
 (celebration in the Eastern Orthodox church of the Virgin Mary's being taken up into heaven when her earthly life ende
d; corresponds to the Assumption in the Roman Catholic church and is also celebrated on August 15th) 
                       => Christmas Eve, Dec 24 -- (the day before Christmas) 
                       => legal holiday, national holiday -- (authorized by law and limiting work or official business) 
                           => New Year's Day, New Year's, January 1 -- (the first day of the year) 
                           => Martin Luther King Jr's Birthday, Martin Luther King Day --
 (observed on the Monday closest to January 15) 
                           => Presidents' Day --
 (the third Monday in February; commemorates both presidents Lincoln and Washington) 
                           => Memorial Day, Decoration Day --
 (U.S., last Monday in May; commemorates the members of the United States armed forces who were killed in war) 
                           => Independence Day, Fourth of July, July 4 -- (a legal holiday in the United States) 
                           => Labor Day -- (first Monday in September in U.S. and Canada) 
                           => Columbus Day, Discovery Day, October 12 --
 (a legal holiday commemorating the discovery of America by Christopher Columbus) 
                           => Christmas, Christmas Day, Xmas, Dec 25 --
 (a Christian holiday celebrating the birth of Christ; a quarter day in England, Wales, and Ireland) 
                           => Boxing Day -- (first weekday after Christmas) 
                           => bank holiday -- (any of several weekdays when banks are closed; a legal holiday in Britain) 
                           => Commonwealth Day, Empire day, May 24 -- (British, anniversary of Queen Victoria's birth) 
                           => Dominion Day, July 1 --
 (a legal holiday in Canada commemorating receiving Dominion status in 1867) 
                           => Bastille Day, 14 July --
 (a legal holiday in France celebrating the storming of the Paris bastille in 1789) 
                           => Veterans' Day, Armistice Day, November 11 --
 (a legal holiday in the United States; formerly Armistice Day but called Veterans' Day since 1954) 
                           => Thanksgiving, Thanksgiving Day --
 (fourth Thursday in November in the United States; second Monday in October in Canada; commemorates a feast held
 in 1621 by the Pilgrims and the Wampanoag) 
                       => Remembrance Day, Remembrance Sunday, Poppy Day --
 (the Sunday nearest to November 11 when those who died in World War I and World War II are commemorated) 
                       => Ramanavami -- (Hindu lunar holiday (on the 9th day of Caitra) to celebrate the birth of Rama) 
                       => Mesasamkranti --
 (Hindu solar holiday at the beginning of the new astrological year when the sun enters the constellation Aries) 
                   => Groundhog Day, February 2 --
 (if the ground hog emerges and sees his shadow on this day, there will be 6 more weeks of winter) 
                   => Lincoln's Birthday, February 12 -- (the day on which President Abraham Lincoln is remembered) 
                   => Valentine Day, Valentine's Day, Saint Valentine's Day, St Valentine's Day, February 14 --
 (a day for the exchange of tokens of affection) 
                   => Washington's Birthday, February 22 -- (the day on which George Washington is remembered) 
                   => Texas Independence Day, March 2 --
 (Texans celebrate the anniversary of Texas' declaration of independence from Mexico in 1836) 
                   => St Patrick's Day, Saint Patrick's Day, March 17 --
 (a day observed by the Irish to commemorate the patron saint of Ireland) 
                   => April Fools', April Fools' day, All Fools' day -- (April 1; celebrated by playing of practical jokes) 
                   => Pan American Day, April 14 --
 (a day celebrating political and economic unity among American countries) 
                   => Patriot's Day --
 (the 3rd Monday in April; Massachusetts and Maine celebrate the battle of Lexington and Concord in 1775) 
                   => May Day, First of May, May 1 --
 (observed in the United States to celebrate the coming of spring; observed in Russia in honor of labor) 
                   => Mother's Day -- (second Sunday in May) 
                   => Armed Forces Day -- (the 3rd Saturday in May) 
                   => Jefferson Davis' Birthday, Davis' Birthday, June 3 -- (celebrated in southern United States) 
                   => Flag Day, June 14 -- (commemorating the adoption of the U.S. flag in 1777) 
                   => Father's Day -- (US: third Sunday in June) 
                   => Citizenship Day, September 17 -- (celebrated in the United States) 
                   => American Indian Day -- (US: the 4th Friday in September) 
                   => United Nations Day, October 24 -- (a day for celebrating the founding of the United Nations) 
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                   => Halloween, Hallowe'en, Allhallows Eve --
 (the evening before All Saints' Day; often devoted to pranks played by young people) 
                   => saint's day -- (a day commemorating a saint) 
                       => name day -- (the feast day of a saint whose name one bears) 
                   => Midsummer Eve, Midsummer Night, St John's Eve, St John's Night, June 23 --
 (the night before Midsummer Day) 
                   => school day --
 (any day on which school is in session; "go to bed early because tomorrow is a school day") 
                   => speech day -- (an annual day in the schools when speeches are made and prizes are distributed) 
                   => washday, washing day -- (a day set aside for doing household laundry) 
                   => wedding day -- (the day of a wedding) 
                   => anniversary, day of remembrance --
 (the date on which an event occurred in some previous year (or the celebration of it)) 
                       => birthday -- (an anniversary of the day on which a person was born (or the celebration of it)) 
                       => jubilee -- (a special anniversary (or the celebration of it)) 
                           => diamond jubilee -- (an anniversary celebrating the passage of 60 years) 
                           => silver jubilee -- (an anniversary celebrating the passage of 25 years) 
                       => wedding anniversary --
 (the anniversary of the day on which you were married (or the celebration of it)) 
                           => silver wedding anniversary -- (the 25th wedding anniversary) 
                           => golden wedding anniversary -- (the 50th wedding anniversary) 
                           => diamond wedding anniversary, diamond wedding -- (the 60th wedding anniversary) 
                       => semicentennial, semicentenary -- (the 50th anniversary (or the celebration of it)) 
                       => centennial, centenary -- (the 100th anniversary (or the celebration of it)) 
                       => bicentennial, bicentenary -- (the 200th anniversary (or the celebration of it)) 
                       => tercentennial, tercentenary, triennial -- (the 300th anniversary (or the celebration of it)) 
                       => quatercentennial, quatercentenary -- (the 400th anniversary (or the celebration of it)) 
                       => quincentennial, quincentenary -- (the 500th anniversary (or the celebration of it)) 
                       => millennium -- (the 1000th anniversary (or the celebration of it)) 
               => date --
 (the particular day, month, or year (usually according to the Gregorian calendar) that an event occurred; "he tried to me
morizes all the dates for his history class") 
                   => epoch, date of reference --
 ((astronomy) the precise date that is the point of reference for which information (as coordinates of a celestial body) is 
referred) 
               => day of the week -- (any one of the seven days in a week) 
                   => rest day, day of rest -- (a day set aside for rest) 
                       => Sunday, Lord's Day, Dominicus, Sun --
 (first day of the week; observed as a day of rest and worship by most Christians) 
                       => Sabbath --
 (a day of rest and worship: Sunday for most Christians; Saturday for the Jews and a few Christians; Friday for Muslim
s) 
                   => weekday -- (any day except Sunday (and sometimes except Saturday)) 
                       => workday, working day, work day -- (a day on which work is done) 
                       => feria --
 (a weekday on which no festival or holiday is celebrated; "in the middle ages feria was used with a prefixed ordinal nu
mber to designate the day of the week, so `secunda feria' meant Monday, but Sunday and Saturday were always called 
by their names, Dominicus and Sabbatum, and so feria came to mean an ordinary weekday") 
                       => Monday, Mon -- (the second day of the week; the first working day) 
                           => Whitmonday, Whitsun Monday --
 (the day after Whitsunday; a legal holiday in England and Wales and Ireland) 
                       => Tuesday, Tues -- (the third day of the week; the second working day) 
                           => Whit-Tuesday, Whitsun Tuesday -- (the day after Whitmonday) 
                       => Wednesday, Wed -- (the fourth day of the week; the third working day) 
                       => Thursday, Th -- (the fifth day of the week; the fourth working day) 
                       => Friday, Fri -- (the sixth day of the week; the fifth working day) 
                       => Saturday, Sabbatum, Sat --
 (the seventh and last day of the week; observed as the Sabbath by Jews and some Christians) 
           => festival -- (a day or period of time set aside for feasting and celebration) 
               => religious festival, church festival -- (a festival having religious significance) 
                   => octave -- (a feast day and the seven days following it) 
DAY, DAYTIME, DAYLIGHT 
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           => day, daytime, daylight --
 (the time after sunrise and before sunset while it is light outside; "the dawn turned night into day"; "it is easier to make 
the repairs in the daytime") 
               => afternoon -- (the part of the day between noon and evening; "he spent a quiet afternoon in the park") 
               => midafternoon -- (the middle part of the afternoon) 
               => evening, eve, eventide --
 (the latter part of the day (the period of decreasing daylight from late afternoon until nightfall); "he enjoyed the evenin
g light across the lake") 
                   => guest night -- (an evening when members of a club or college can bring their friends as guests) 
           => morning, morn, morning time, forenoon --
 (the time period between dawn and noon; "I spent the morning running errands") 
           => night, nighttime, dark -- (the time after sunset and before sunrise while it is dark outside) 
               => weeknight -- (any night of the week except Saturday or Sunday) 
               => wedding night -- (the night after the wedding when bride and groom sleep together) 
           => night -- (the time between sunset and midnight; "he watched television every night") 
           => night -- (the period spent sleeping; "I had a restless night") 
           => night -- (a period of ignorance or backwardness or gloom) 
           => eve -- (the period immediately before something; "on the eve of the French Revolution") 
           => evening --
 (the early part of night (from dinner until bedtime) spent in a special way; "an evening at the opera") 
           => week, hebdomad -- (any period of seven consecutive days; "it rained for a week") 
               => week from Monday -- (a time period of a week or more; "a week from Monday will be too soon!") 
               => rag, rag week -- (a week at British universities during which side-
shows and processions of floats are organized to raise money for charities) 
               => Holy Week, Passion Week -- (the week before Easter) 
               => shiva, shivah, shibah --
 ((Judaism) a period of seven days of mourning after the death of close relative; "the family is sitting shiva") 
           => fortnight, two weeks --
 (a period of fourteen consecutive days; "most major tennis tournaments last a fortnight") 
           => weekend --
 (a time period usually extending from Friday night through Sunday; more loosely defined as any period of successive 
days including one and only one Sunday) 
           => Indian summer, Saint Martin's summer -- (a period of unusually warm weather in the autumn) 
           => year --
 (the period of time that it takes for a planet (as, e.g., Earth or Mars) to make a complete revolution around the sun; "a 
Martian year takes 687 of our days") 
               => anomalistic year --
 (time of the earth's revolution from perihelion to perihelion again; 365 days and 6 hr and 13 min and 53.1 sec) 
               => solar year, tropical year, astronomical year, equinoctial year --
 (the time for the earth to make one revolution around the sun, measured between two vernal equinoxes) 
               => lunar year -- (a period of 12 lunar months) 
               => sidereal year --
 (the time for the earth to make one complete revolution around the sun, relative to the fixed stars) 
           => school, schooltime, school day --
 (the period of instruction in a school; the time period when schools is in session; "stay after school"; "he didn't miss a s
ingle day of school"; "when the school day was done we would walk home together") 
           => year, twelvemonth, yr --
 (a period of time containing 365 (or 366) days; "she is 4 years old"; "in the year 1920") 
               => church year, Christian year --
 (the year in the ecclesiastical calendar; especially feast days and special seasons) 
               => Holy Year -- ((Roman Catholic Church) a period of remission from sin (usually granted every 25 years)) 
               => New Year -- (the calendar year just begun) 
               => common year, 365 days -- (a year that is not a leap year) 
               => leap year, intercalary year, 366 days, bissextile year --
 (in the Gregorian calendar: any year divisible by 4 except centenary years not divisible by 400) 
               => off year -- (a year in which no major political elections are held) 
               => off year -- (a year in which productivity is low or inferior) 
               => calendar year, civil year --
 (the year (reckoned from January 1 to December 31) according to Gregorian calendar) 
                   => date --
 (the particular day, month, or year (usually according to the Gregorian calendar) that an event occurred; "he tried to me
morizes all the dates for his history class") 
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                       => epoch, date of reference --
 ((astronomy) the precise date that is the point of reference for which information (as coordinates of a celestial body) is 
referred) 
               => fiscal year, financial year -- (any accounting period of 12 months) 
               => annum -- ((Latin) year; "per annum") 
               => year of grace -- (any year of the Christian era) 
               => Y2K -- (the year 2000 in the Gregorian calendar) 
           => year --
 (a period of time occupying a regular part of a calendar year that is used for some particular activity; "a school year") 
               => school year, academic year --
 (the period of time each year when the school is open and people are studying) 
           => semester -- (half a year; a period of 6 months) 
           => bimester -- (a period of 2 months) 
           => Olympiad -- (one of the 4-
year intervals between Olympic Games; used to reckon time in ancient Greece for twelve centuries beginning in 776 B
C) 
           => lustrum -- (a period of five years) 
           => decade, decennary, decennium -- (a period of 10 years) 
               => 1900s -- (the decade from 1900 to 1909) 
               => 1530s -- (the decade from 1530 to 1539) 
               => twenties, 1920s -- (the decade from 1920 to 1929) 
               => 1820s -- (the decade from 1820 to 1829) 
               => thirties, 1930s -- (the decade from 1930 to 1939) 
               => 1830s -- (the decade from 1830 to 1839) 
               => forties, 1940s -- (the decade from 1940 to 1949) 
               => 1840s -- (the decade from 1840 to 1849) 
               => fifties, 1950s -- (the decade from 1950 to 1959) 
               => 1850s -- (the decade from 1850 to 1859) 
               => 1750s -- (the decade from 1750 to 1759) 
               => sixties, 1960s -- (the decade from 1960 to 1969) 
               => 1860s -- (the decade from 1860 to 1869) 
               => 1760s -- (the decade from 1760 to 1769) 
               => seventies, 1970s -- (the decade from 1970 to 1979) 
               => 1870s -- (the decade from 1870 to 1879) 
               => 1770s -- (the decade from 1770 to 1779) 
               => eighties, 1980s -- (the decade from 1980 to 1989) 
               => eighties, 1880s -- (the decade from 1880 to 1889) 
               => 1780s -- (the decade from 1780 to 1789) 
               => nineties, 1990s -- (the decade from 1990 to 1999) 
               => nineties, 1890s -- (the decade from 1890 to 1899) 
               => 1790s -- (the decade from 1790 to 1799) 
           => century -- (100 years) 
               => quattrocento -- (the 15th century in Italian art and literature) 
           => half-century -- (50 years) 
           => quarter-century -- (25 years) 
           => quarter -- (a fourth part of a year; three months; "unemployment fell during the last quarter") 
           => phase of the moon -- (a time when the moon presents a particular recurring appearance) 
               => new moon, new phase of the moon -- (the time at which the moon appears as a narrow waxing crescent) 
               => half-moon -- (the time at which the moon is at first or last quarter when half its face is illuminated) 
                   => first quarter -- (the first fourth of the moon's period of revolution around the Earth) 
                   => last quarter -- (the last fourth of the moon's period of revolution around the Earth) 
               => full moon, full-of-the-moon, full phase of the moon -- (the time when the moon is fully illuminated) 
                   => harvest moon -- (the full moon nearest the September equinox) 
           => day --
 (the period of time taken by a particular planet (e.g. Mars) to make a complete rotation on its axis; "how long is a day o
n Jupiter?") 
               => lunar day --
 (the period of time taken for the moon to make one full rotation on its axis (about 27.3 sidereal days)) 
MONTH 
           => calendar month, month -- (one of the twelve divisions of the calendar year; "he paid the bill last month") 
               => date --
 (the particular day, month, or year (usually according to the Gregorian calendar) that an event occurred; "he tried to me
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morizes all the dates for his history class") 
                   => epoch, date of reference --
 ((astronomy) the precise date that is the point of reference for which information (as coordinates of a celestial body) is 
referred) 
               => Revolutionary calendar month -- (a month in the Revolutionary calendar) 
                   => Vendemiaire --
 (first month of the Revolutionary calendar (September and October); the month of the grape harvest) 
                   => Brumaire -- (second month of the Revolutionary calendar (October and November); the month of mist) 
                   => Frimaire -- (third month of the Revolutionary calendar (November and December); the frosty month) 
                   => Nivose -- (fourth month of the Revolutionary calendar (December and January); the snowy month) 
                   => Pluviose -- (fifth month of the Revolutionary calendar (January and February); the rainy month) 
                   => Ventose -- (sixth month of the Revolutionary calendar (February and March); the windy month) 
                   => Germinal -- (seventh month of the Revolutionary calendar (March and April); the month of buds) 
                   => Floreal -- (eighth month of the Revolutionary calendar (April and May); the month of flowers) 
                   => Prairial -- (ninth month of the Revolutionary calendar (May and June); the month of meadows) 
                   => Messidor -- (tenth month of the Revolutionary calendar (June and July); the month of harvest) 
                   => Thermidor -- (eleventh month of the Revolutionary calendar (July and August); the month of heat) 
                   => Fructidor -- (twelfth month of the Revolutionary calendar (August and September); the month of fruit) 
               => Gregorian calendar month -- (a month in the Gregorian calendar) 
                   => January, Jan -- (the first month of the year; begins 10 days after the winter solstice) 
                   => February, Feb -- (the month following January and preceding March) 
                   => March, Mar -- (the month following February and preceding April) 
                   => April, Apr -- (the month following March and preceding May) 
                   => May -- (the month following April and preceding June) 
                   => June -- (the month following May and preceding July) 
                   => July -- (the month following June and preceding August) 
                   => August, Aug -- (the month following July and preceding September) 
                   => September, Sep, Sept -- (the month following August and preceding October) 
                   => October, Oct -- (the month following September and preceding November) 
                   => November, Nov -- (the month following October and preceding December) 
                   => December, Dec -- (the last (12th) month of the year) 
               => Jewish calendar month -- (a month in the Jewish calendar) 
                   => Tishri --
 (the first month of the civil year; the seventh month of the ecclesiastical year in the Jewish calendar (in September and 
October)) 
                   => Heshvan --
 (the second month of the civil year; the eighth month of the ecclesiastical year in the Jewish calendar (in October and 
November)) 
                   => Kislev, Chislev --
 (the third month of the civil year; the ninth month of the ecclesiastical year in the Jewish calendar (in November and D
ecember)) 
                   => Tebet, Tevet --
 (the fourth month of the civil year; the tenth month of the ecclesiastical year (in December and January)) 
                   => Shebat, Shevat --
 (the fifth month of the civil year: the eleventh month of the ecclesiastical year in the Jewish calendar (in January and F
ebruary)) 
                   => Adar --
 (the sixth month of the civil year; the twelfth month of the ecclesiastic year in the Jewish calendar (in February and Ma
rch)) 
                   => Veadar, Adar Sheni -- (included seven times in every 19 years) 
                   => Nisan, Nissan --
 (the seventh month of the civil year; the first month of the ecclesiastic year (in March and April)) 
                   => Iyar, Iyyar --
 (the eighth month of the civil year; the second month of the ecclesiastical year (in April and May)) 
                   => Sivan, Siwan --
 (the ninth month of the civil year; the third month of the ecclesiastical year in the Jewish calendar (in May and June)) 
                   => Tammuz, Thammuz --
 (the tenth month of the civil year; the fourth month of the ecclesiastic year (in June and July)) 
                   => Ab, Av --
 (the eleventh month of the civil year; the fifth month of the ecclesiastical year in the Jewish calendar (in July and Augu
st)) 
                   => Elul, Ellul --
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 (the twelfth month of the civil year; the sixth month of the ecclesiastical year in the Jewish calendar (in August and Se
ptember)) 
               => Islamic calendar month -- (any lunar month in the Muslim calendar) 
                   => Muharram, Moharram, Muharrum -- (the first month of the Islamic calendar) 
                   => Safar, Saphar -- (the second month of the Islamic calendar) 
                   => Rabi I -- (the third month of the Islamic calendar) 
                   => Rabi II -- (the fourth month of the Islamic calendar) 
                   => Jumada I, Jomada I -- (the fifth month of the Islamic calendar) 
                   => Jumada II, Jomada II -- (the sixth month of the Islamic calendar) 
                   => Rajab -- (the seventh month of the Islamic calendar) 
                   => Sha'ban, Shaaban -- (the eighth month of the Islamic calendar) 
                   => Ramadan --
 (the ninth month of the Islamic calendar; the month of fasting; the holiest period for the Islamic faith) 
                   => Shawwal -- (the tenth month of the Islamic calendar) 
                   => Dhu'l-Qa'dah, Dhu al-Qadah -- (the eleventh month of the Islamic calendar; the month of the hajj) 
                   => Dhu'l-Hijja, Dhu al-Hijja --
 (the twelfth month of the Islamic calendar and the season of the haj; has one extra day in leap years) 
               => Hindu calendar month -- (any lunisolar month in the Hindu calendar) 
                   => Chait, Caitra -- (the first Hindu calendar month (corresponding to March in the Gregorian calendar)) 
                   => Baisakh, Vaisakha -- (the second month of the Hindu calendar) 
                   => Jeth, Jyaistha -- (the third month of the Hindu calendar) 
                   => Asarh, Asadha -- (the fourth month of the Hindu calendar) 
                   => Sawan, Sravana -- (the fifth month of the Hindu calendar) 
                   => Bhadon, Bhadrapada -- (the sixth month of the Hindu calendar) 
                   => Asin, Asvina -- (the seventh month of the Hindu calendar) 
                   => Kartik, Karttika -- (the eighth month of the Hindu calendar) 
                   => Aghan, Margasivsa -- (the ninth month of the Hindu calendar) 
                   => Pus, Pansa -- (the tenth month of the Hindu calendar) 
                   => Magh, Magha --
 (the eleventh month of the Hindu calendar; corresponds to January in the Gregorian calendar) 
                   => Phagun, Phalguna -- (the twelfth month of the Hindu calendar) 
           => mid-January -- (the middle part of January) 
           => mid-February -- (the middle part of February) 
           => mid-March -- (the middle part of March) 
           => mid-April -- (the middle part of April) 
           => mid-May -- (the middle part of May) 
           => mid-June -- (the middle part of June) 
           => mid-July -- (the middle part of July) 
           => mid-August -- (the middle part of August) 
           => mid-September -- (the middle part of September) 
           => mid-October -- (the middle part of October) 
           => mid-November -- (the middle part of November) 
           => mid-December -- (the middle part of December) 
           => time limit -- (a time period within which something must be done or completed) 
               => limitation -- ((law) a time period after which suits cannot be brought; "statute of limitations") 
           => term -- (a limited period of time; "a prison term"; "he left school before the end of term") 
               => prison term, sentence, time --
 (the period of time a prisoner is imprisoned; "he served a prison term of 15 months"; "his sentence was 5 to 10 years"; 
"he is doing time in the county jail") 
                   => hard time -- (a term served in a maximum security prison) 
                   => life sentence, life --
 (a prison term lasting as long as the prisoner lives; "he got life for killing the guard") 
               => school term, academic term, academic session, session --
 (the time during which a school holds classes; "they had to shorten the school term") 
                   => summer school --
 (an academic session during the summer; usually for remedial or supplementary study) 
                   => semester -- (one of two divisions of an academic year) 
                   => trimester -- (one of three divisions of an academic year) 
                   => quarter -- (one of four periods into which the school year is divided; "the fall quarter ends at Christmas") 
               => tenure, term of office, incumbency -- (the term during which some position is held) 
                   => presidency, presidential term, administration --
 (the tenure of a president; "things were quiet during the Eisenhower administration") 
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           => trimester -- (a period of three months; especially one of the three three-
month periods into which human pregnancy is divided) 
               => first trimester --
 (time period extending from the first day of the last menstrual period through 12 weeks of gestation) 
               => second trimester -- (time period extending from the 13th to the 27th week of gestation) 
               => third trimester -- (time period extending from the 28th week of gestation until delivery) 
           => hour -- (a special and memorable period; "it was their finest hour") 
           => silly season --
 (a time usually late summer characterized by exaggerated news stories about frivolous matters for want of real news) 
           => Golden Age --
 ((classical mythology) the first and best age of the world, a time of ideal happiness, prosperity, and innocence; by exte
nsion, any flourishing and outstanding period) 
           => silver age --
 ((classical mythology) the second age of the world, characterized by opulence and irreligion; by extension, a period sec
ondary in achievement to a golden age) 
           => bronze age -- ((classical mythology) the third age of the world, marked by war and violence) 
           => Bronze Age --
 ((archeology) a period between the Stone and Iron ages, characterized by the manufacture and use of bronze tools and 
weapons) 
           => iron age -- ((classical mythology) the last and worst age of the world) 
           => Iron Age --
 ((archeology) the period following the Bronze Age; characterized by rapid spread of iron tools and weapons) 
           => Stone Age --
 ((archeology) the earliest known period of human culture, characterized by the use of stone implements) 
           => Eolithic Age, Eolithic -- (the earliest part of the Stone Age marked by the earliest signs of human culture) 
           => Paleolithic Age, Paleolithic, Palaeolithic --
 (second part of the Stone Age beginning about 750,00 to 500,000 years BC and lasting until the end of the last ice age 
about 8,500 years BC) 
           => Lower Paleolithic --
 (the oldest part of the Paleolithic Age with the emergence of the hand ax; ended about 120,000 years ago) 
           => Middle Paleolithic -- (the time period of Neanderthal man; ended about 35,000 years BC) 
           => Upper Paleolithic --
 (the time period during which only modern Homo sapiens was known to have existed; ended about 10,000 years BC) 
           => Mesolithic Age, Mesolithic, Epipaleolithic --
 (middle part of the Stone Age beginning about 15,000 years ago) 
           => Neolithic Age, Neolithic, New Stone Age --
 (latest part of the Stone Age beginning about 10,000 BC in the middle east (but later elsewhere)) 
           => great year, Platonic year --
 (time required for one complete cycle of the precession of the equinoxes, about 25,800 years) 
           => regulation time --
 ((sports) the normal prescribed duration of a game; "the game was finished in regulation time") 
           => overtime, extra time -- (playing time beyond regulation, to break a tie) 
               => extra innings -- (overtime play until one team is ahead at the end of an inning; e.g. baseball) 
               => overtime period -- (a period of overtime play to resolve a tie; e.g. basketball) 
               => tiebreaker -- (overtime play in order to break a tie; e.g. tennis and soccer) 
               => sudden death --
 ((sports) overtime in which play is stopped as soon as one contestant scores; e.g. football and golf) 
           => season, time of year --
 (one of the natural periods into which the year is divided by the equinoxes and solstices or atmospheric conditions; "th
e regular sequence of the seasons") 
               => harvest, harvest time -- (the season for gathering crops) 
               => haying, haying time -- (the season for cutting and drying and storing grass as fodder) 
               => fall, autumn -- (the season when the leaves fall from the trees; "in the fall of 1973") 
               => spring, springtime --
 (the season of growth; "the emerging buds were a sure sign of spring"; "he will hold office until the spring of next year
") 
               => summer, summertime --
 (the warmest season of the year; in the northern hemisphere it extends from the summer solstice to the autumnal equin
ox; "they spent a lazy summer at the shore") 
               => winter, wintertime --
 (the coldest season of the year; in the northern hemisphere it extends from the winter solstice to the vernal equinox) 
               => rainy season -- (one of the two seasons in tropical climates) 
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                   => monsoon --
 (rainy season in southern Asia when the southwestern monsoon blows, bringing heavy rains) 
               => dry season -- (one of the two seasons in tropical climates) 
           => dog days, canicule, canicular days --
 (the hot period between early July and early September; a period of inactivity) 
           => midwinter -- (the middle of winter) 
           => season -- (a recurrent time marked by major holidays; "it was the Christmas season") 
               => Michaelmastide -- (the season of Michaelmas) 
               => Lammastide -- (the season of Lammas) 
               => Eastertide -- (the Easter season) 
               => Twelfthtide -- (the season of Epiphany) 
               => Allhallowtide -- (the season of All Saints' Day) 
               => Christmas, Christmastide, Christmastime, Yule, Yuletide, Noel --
 (period extending from Dec. 24 to Jan. 6) 
               => Advent -- (the season including the four Sundays preceding Christmas) 
               => Shrovetide -- (immediately preceding Lent) 
               => Lent, Lententide -- (a period of 40 weekdays from Ash Wednesday to Holy Saturday) 
           => season --
 (a period of the year marked by special events or activities in some field; "he celebrated his 10th season with the ballet 
company"; "she always looked forward to the avocado season") 
               => growing season -- (the season during which a crop grows best) 
               => seedtime -- (the time during which seeds should be planted) 
               => sheepshearing -- (the time or season when sheep are sheared) 
               => holiday season -- (a time when many people take holidays) 
               => high season, peak season --
 (the season when travel is most active and rates are highest; "they traveled to Europe in high season") 
               => off-season -- (the season when travel is least active and rates are lowest) 
               => preseason --
 (a period prior to the beginning of the regular season which is devoted to training and preparation) 
                   => spring training -- (preseason training during the spring) 
               => baseball season -- (the season when baseball is played) 
                   => triple-crown season -- (a season of baseball during which a player wins the triple crown) 
               => basketball season -- (the season when basketball is played) 
               => exhibition season --
 (the time before the regular games begin when football or baseball teams play practice games) 
               => fishing season -- (the season during which it is legal to catch fish) 
               => football season -- (the season when football is played) 
               => hockey season -- (the season when hockey is played) 
               => hunting season -- (the season during which it is legal to kill a particular species) 
               => social season -- (the season for major social events) 
               => theatrical season -- (the season when new plays are produced) 
               => Whitsun, Whitsuntide, Whitweek --
 (Christian holiday; the week beginning on Whitsunday (especially the first 3 days)) 
           => long time, age, years --
 (a prolonged period of time; "we've known each other for ages"; "I haven't been there for years and years") 
               => long -- (a comparatively long time; "this won't take long"; "they haven't been gone long") 
               => month of Sundays -- (a time perceived as long; "I hadn't seen him in a month of Sundays") 
               => eon, aeon -- (an immeasurably long period of time) 
                   => Phanerozoic, Phanerozoic eon, Phanerozoic aeon --
 (the period from about 5,400 million years ago until the present) 
                   => Precambrian, Precambrian eon, Precambrian aeon, Precambrian period --
 (the eon following the Hadean time and preceding the Phanerozoic eon; from about 3,800 million years ago until 544 
million years ago) 
                   => Proterozoic, Proterozoic eon, Proterozoic aeon --
 (from 2,500 to 544 million years ago; bacteria and fungi; primitive multicellular organisms) 
                   => Archean, Archean eon, Archean aeon, Archeozoic, Archaeozoic, Archeozoic eon, Archaeozoic aeon --
 (the time from 3,800 million years to 2,500 million years ago; earth's crust formed; unicellular organisms are earliest f
orms of life) 
                   => Hadean, Hadean time, Hadean eon, Hadean aeon, Priscoan, Priscoan eon, Priscoan aeon --
 (the earliest eon in the history of the Earth from the first accretion of planetary material (around 4,600 million years ag
o) until the date of the oldest known rocks (about 3,800 million years ago); no evidence of life) 
               => blue moon -- (a long time; "something that happens once in blue moon almost never happens") 
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               => year dot -- (as long ago as anyone can remember; "he has been a conductor since the year dot") 
           => long run, long haul --
 (a period of time sufficient for factors to work themselves out; "in the long run we will win"; "in the long run we will a
ll be dead"; "he performed well over the long haul") 
           => drought -- (a prolonged shortage) 
ERA, EPOCH 
           => era, epoch -- (a period marked by distinctive character or reckoned from a fixed point or event) 
               => Caliphate --
 (the era of Islam's ascendaancy from the death of Mohammed until the 13th century; some Moslems still maintain that 
the Moslem world must always have a calif as head of the community; "their goal was to reestablish the Caliphate") 
               => Christian era, Common era -- (the time period beginning with the supposed year of Christ's birth) 
               => day --
 (an era of existence or influence; "in the day of the dinosaurs"; "in the days of the Roman Empire"; "in the days of saili
ng ships"; "he was a successful pianist in his day") 
               => historic period, age -- (an era of history having some distinctive feature; "we live in a litigious age") 
                   => Elizabethan age --
 (a period in British history during the reign of Elizabeth I in the 16th century; an age marked by literary achievement a
nd domestic prosperity) 
                   => Victorian age --
 (a period in British history during the reign of Queen Victoria in the 19th century; her character and moral standards re
stored the prestige of the British monarchy but gave the era a prudish reputation) 
                   => antiquity -- (the historic period preceding the Middle Ages in Europe) 
                   => golden age -- (any period (sometimes imaginary) of great peace and prosperity and happiness) 
                   => Middle Ages, Dark Ages --
 (the period of history between classical antiquity and the Italian Renaissance) 
                   => Renaissance --
 (the period of European history at the close of the Middle Ages and the rise of the modern world; a cultural rebirth fro
m the 14th through the middle of the 17th centuries) 
                       => Italian Renaissance -- (the early period when Italy was the center of the Renaissance) 
                   => industrial revolution, technological revolution --
 (the transformation from an agricultural to an industrial nation) 
                   => Reign of Terror -- (the historic period (1793-
94) during the French Revolution when thousands were executed; "the Reign of the Bourbons ended and the Reign of T
error began") 
                   => reign -- (the period during which a monarch is sovereign; "during the reign of Henry VIII") 
                   => turn of the century -- (the period from about 1890 to 1910) 
                   => Harlem Renaissance -- (a period in the 1920s when African-
American achievements in art and music and literature flourished) 
                   => New Deal -- (the historic period (1933-
1940) in the U.S. during which President Franklin Roosevelt's economic policies were implemented) 
                   => Reconstruction, Reconstruction Period --
 (the period after the Civil War in the United States when the southern states were reorganized and reintegrated into the 
Union; 1865-1877) 
                   => Restoration -- (the reign of Charles II in England; 1660-1685) 
               => modern era -- (the present or recent times) 
                   => information age --
 (a period beginning in the last quarter of the 20th century when information became easily accessible through publicati
ons and through the manipulation of information by computers and computer networks) 
           => generation --
 (the normal time between successive generations; "they had to wait a generation for that prejudice to fade") 
           => prehistory, prehistoric culture --
 (the time during the development of human culture before the appearance of the written word) 
           => reign --
 (a period during which something or somebody is dominant or powerful; "he was helpless under the reign of his egotis
m") 
               => reign of terror -- (any period of brutal suppression thought to resemble the Reign of Terror in France) 
           => run --
 (the continuous period of time during which something (a machine or a factory) operates or continues in operation; "th
e assembly line was on a 12-hour run") 
               => print run, press run -- (the period that presses run to produce an issue of a newspaper) 
                   => split run --
 (a print run of a newspaper during which some articles or advertisements are changed to produce a different edition) 
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               => run-time -- ((computer science) the length of time it takes to execute a software program) 
           => youth, early days -- (an early period of development; "during the youth of the project") 
           => dawn -- (an opening time period; "it was the dawn of the Roman Empire") 
           => evening -- (a later concluding time period; "it was the evening of the Roman Empire") 
           => time --
 (a period of time considered as a resource under your control and sufficient to accomplish something; "take time to sm
ell the roses"; "I didn't have time to finish"; "it took more than half my time") 
           => sleep, nap -- (a period of time spent sleeping; "he felt better after a little sleep"; "there wasn't time for a nap") 
               => beauty sleep -- (sleep before midnight) 
               => kip -- (sleep; "roused him from his kip") 
           => lease, term of a contract --
 (the period of time during which a contract conveying property to a person is in effect) 
           => half life, half-life --
 (the time required for something to fall to half its initial value (in particular, the time for half the atoms in a radioactive
 substance to disintegrate)) 
           => tide, lunar time period -- (there are usually two high and two low tides each day) 
PHASE, STAGE 
           => phase, stage --
 (any distinct time period in a sequence of events; "we are in a transitional stage in which many former ideas must be re
vised or rejected") 
               => diakinesis -- (the final stage of the prophase of meiosis) 
               => diplotene -- (the fourth stage of the prophase of meiosis) 
               => leptotene -- (the first stage of the prophase of meiosis) 
               => pachytene -- (the third stage of the prophase of meiosis) 
               => phase of cell division -- (a stage in meiosis or mitosis) 
                   => anaphase --
 (the stage of meiosis or mitosis when chromosomes move toward opposite ends of the nuclear spindle) 
                   => metaphase -- (the second stage of mitosis) 
                   => metaphase -- (the second stage of meiosis) 
                   => prophase -- (the first stage of mitosis) 
                   => prophase -- (the first stage of meiosis) 
                   => telophase -- (the final stage of mitosis) 
                   => telophase --
 (the final stage of meiosis when the chromosomes move toward opposite ends of the nuclear spindle) 
               => zygotene -- (the second stage of the prophase of meiosis) 
               => anal stage, anal phase --
 ((psychoanalysis) the second sexual and social stage of a child's development during which bowel control is learned) 
               => genital stage, genital phase --
 ((psychoanalysis) the fifth sexual and social stage in a person's development occurring during adolescence; interest foc
uses on sexual activity) 
               => latency stage, latency phase, latency period --
 ((psychoanalysis) the fourth period (from about age 5 or 6 until puberty) during which sexual interests are supposed to 
be sublimated into other activities) 
               => oral stage, oral phase --
 ((psychoanalysis) the first sexual and social stage of an infant's development; the mouth is the focus of the libido and s
atisfaction comes from suckling and chewing and biting) 
               => phallic stage, phallic phase --
 ((psychoanalysis) the third stage in a child's development when awareness of and manipulation of the genitals is suppo
sed to be a primary source of pleasure) 
               => chapter --
 (any distinct period in history or in a person's life; "the industrial revolution opened a new chapter in British history"; "
the divorce was an ugly chapter in their relationship") 
               => incubation --
 ((pathology) the phase in the development of an infection between the time a pathogen enters the body and the time the
 first symptoms appear) 
               => fertile period, fertile phase --
 (the time in the menstrual cycle when fertilization is most likely to be possible (7 days before to 7 days after ovulation)
) 
               => menstrual phase --
 (the phase of the menstrual cycle during which the lining of the uterus is shed (the first day of menstrual flow is consid
ered day 1 of the menstrual cycle)) 
               => musth --
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 (an annual phase of heightened sexual excitement in the males of certain large mammals (especially elephants); is asso
ciated with discharge from a gland between the eye and ear; "the frenzied elephant was in musth") 
               => secretory phase, luteal phase --
 (the second half of the menstrual cycle after ovulation; the corpus luteum secretes progesterone which prepares the end
ometrium for the implantation of an embryo; if fertilization does not occur then menstrual flow begins) 
               => generation -- (a stage of technological development or innovation; "the third generation of computers") 
               => apogee, culmination --
 (a final climactic stage; "their achievements stand as a culmination of centuries of development") 
               => seedtime -- (any time of new development) 
               => safe period --
 (that time during a woman's menstrual cycle during which conception is least likely to occur (usually immediately befo
re of after menstruation)) 
           => multistage -- (occurring in more than one stage) 
           => watch -- (the period during which someone (especially a guard) is on duty) 
           => peacetime -- (a period of time during which there is no war) 
           => wartime -- (a period of time during which there is armed conflict) 
           => enlistment, hitch, term of enlistment, tour of duty, duty tour, tour --
 (a period of time spent in military service) 
           => honeymoon -- (the early usually calm and harmonious period of a relationship; business or political) 
           => indiction -- (a 15-
year cycle used as a chronological unit in ancient Rome and adopted in some medieval kingdoms) 
           => Depression, the Depression, the Great Depression --
 (a time period during the 1930s when there was a worldwide economic depression and mass unemployment) 
           => prohibition, prohibition era --
 (the period from 1920 to 1933 when the sale of alcoholic beverages was prohibited in the United States by a constitutio
nal amendment) 
           => incubation period -- (the period between infection and the appearance of symptoms of the disease) 
           => rainy day -- (a (future) time of financial need; "I am saving for a rainy day") 
           => novitiate, noviciate -- (the period during which you are a novice (especially in a religious order)) 
           => flower, prime, peak, heyday, bloom, blossom, efflorescence, flush --
 (the period of greatest prosperity or productivity) 
               => golden age -- (a time period when some activity or skill was at its peak; "it was the golden age of cinema") 
           => running time -- (the length of time that a movie or tv show runs) 
           => period, historic period, historical period --
 (a stage in the history of a culture having a definable place in space and time; "a novel from the Victorian period") 
           => clotting time -- (the time it takes for a sample of blood to clot; used to diagnose some clotting disorders) 
           => air alert -- (the time period during which military and civilian agencies are prepared for an enemy air attack) 
           => question time --
 (a period during a parliamentary session when members of Parliament may ask questions of the ministers) 
           => real time -- ((computer science) the time it takes for a process under computer control to occur) 
           => real time -- (the actual time that it takes a process to occur; "information is updated in real time") 
           => study hall -- (a period of time during the school day that is set aside for study) 
           => usance --
 (the period of time permitted by commercial usage for the payment of a bill of exchange (especially a foreign bill of ex
change)) 
           => window --
 (the time period that is considered best for starting or finishing something; "the expanded window will give us time to 
catch the thieves"; "they had a window of less than an hour when an attack would have succeeded") 
 
variable, variable quantity -- (a quantity that can assume any of a set of values) 
       => argument --
 (a variable in a logical or mathematical expression whose value determines the dependent variable; if f(x)=y, x is the in
dependent variable) 
       => independent variable, experimental variable --
 ((statistics) a variable whose values are independent of changes in the values of other variables) 
           => factor -- (an independent variable in statistics) 
       => correlate, correlative -- (either of two correlated variables) 
       => degree of freedom -- ((statistics) an unrestricted variable in a frequency distribution) 
       => dependent variable --
 ((statistics) a variable in a logical or mathematical expression whose value depends in the independent variable; if f(x)
=y, y is the dependent variable) 
       => predictor variable --
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 (a variable that can be used to predict the value of another variable (as in statistical regression)) 
       => random variable, variate, variant, stochastic variable, chance variable -- (a variable quantity that is random) 
       => scalar -- (a variable quantity that cannot be resolved into components) 
       => tensor -- (a generalization of the concept of a vector) 
       => vector -- (a variable quantity that can be resolved into components) 
           => vector product, cross product -- (a vector that is the product of two other vectors) 
           => vector sum, resultant -- (a vector that is the sum of two or more other vectors) 
           => radius vector -- (a line connecting a point in space to the origin of a polar coordinate system) 
           => radius vector -- (a line connecting a satellite to the center of the body around which it is rotating) 
 
MAGNITUDE < QUANTITY < STATE < ENTITY 
magnitude -- (the property of relative size or extent; "they tried to predict the magnitude of the explosion") 
       => absolute magnitude --
 ((astronomy) the magnitude that a star would have if it were viewed from a distance of 10 parsecs (32.62 light years) fr
om the earth) 
       => proportion, dimension -- (magnitude or extent; "a building of vast proportions") 
       => order, order of magnitude --
 (a degree in a continuum of size or quantity; "it was on the order of a mile"; "an explosion of a low order of magnitude
") 
       => dimension -- (the magnitude of something in a particular direction (especially length or width or height)) 
           => thickness -- (the dimension through an object as opposed to its length or width) 
               => gauge -- (the thickness of wire) 
           => thinness, tenuity, slenderness --
 (relatively small dimension through an object as opposed to its length or width; "the tenuity of a hair"; "the thinness of 
a rope") 
           => length --
 (the linear extent in space from one end to the other; the longest horizontal dimension of something that is fixed in plac
e; "the length of the table was 5 feet") 
               => circumference -- (the length of the closed curve of a circle) 
               => diameter, diam --
 (the length of a straight line passing through the center of a circle and connecting two points on the circumference) 
                   => bore, gauge, caliber, calibre -- (diameter of a tube or gun barrel) 
                   => windage -- (bore-to-projectile difference in diameter) 
               => radius, r -- (the length of a line segment between the center and circumference of a circle or sphere) 
                   => semidiameter -- (the apparent radius of a celestial body when viewed as a disc from the earth) 
                   => radius of curvature --
 (the radius of the circle of curvature; the absolute value of the reciprocal of the curvature of a curve at a given point) 
               => longness -- (spatial extent) 
                   => extension, lengthiness, prolongation --
 (amount or degree or range to which something extends; "the wire has an extension of 50 feet") 
                   => elongation -- (the quality of being elongated) 
               => shortness -- (the property of being of short spatial extent) 
           => width, breadth -- (the extent of something from side to side) 
               => wideness, broadness -- (the property of being wide; having great width) 
                   => thickness, heaviness -- (used of a line or mark) 
               => beam -- ((nautical) breadth amidships) 
               => narrowness -- (the property of being narrow; having little width) 
                   => fineness, thinness --
 (the property of being very narrow or thin; "he marvelled at the fineness of her hair") 
           => height, tallness -- (the vertical dimension of extension; distance from the base of something to the top) 
               => highness, loftiness -- (the condition of being high or lofty) 
               => lowness -- (the condition of being low; lacking height) 
                   => squatness, stubbiness -- (the property of being short and broad) 
                   => shortness, truncation -- (the property of being truncated or short) 
           => third dimension -- (the dimension whereby a solid object differs from a two-dimensional drawing of it) 
           => fourth dimension, time --
 (the fourth coordinate that is required (along with three spatial dimensions) to specify a physical event) 
DEGREE, GRADE, LEVEL 
       => degree, grade, level --
 (a position on a scale of intensity or amount or quality; "a moderate degree of intelligence"; "a high level of care is req
uired"; "it is all a matter of degree") 
           => quality, caliber, calibre --
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 (a degree or grade of excellence or worth; "the quality of students has risen"; "an executive of low caliber") 
               => superiority, high quality -- (the quality of being superior) 
                   => fineness, choiceness --
 (the quality of being very good indeed; "the inn is distinguished by the fineness of its cuisine") 
                   => first class -- (the highest rank in a classification) 
                   => first water -- (the highest quality gems) 
                   => ingenuity, ingeniousness, cleverness --
 (the property of being ingenious; "a plot of great ingenuity"; "the cleverness of its design") 
               => inferiority, low quality -- (an inferior quality) 
                   => poorness --
 (the quality of being poorly made or maintained; "she was unrecognizable because of the poorness of the photography"
) 
                   => second class -- (not the highest rank in a classification) 
           => intensity, intensiveness -- (high level or degree; the property of being intense) 
               => force, forcefulness, strength --
 (physical energy or intensity; "he hit with all the force he could muster"; "it was destroyed by the strength of the gale"; 
"a government has not the vitality and forcefulness of a living man") 
                   => brunt -- (main force of a blow etc; "bore the brunt of the attack") 
                   => momentum, impulse -- (an impelling force or strength; "the car's momentum carried it off the road") 
                   => energy, vigor, vigour -- (an exertion of force; "he plays tennis with great energy") 
                       => athleticism, strenuosity -- (intense energy; "his music is characterized by a happy athleticism") 
               => badness, severity -- (used of the degree of something undesirable e.g. pain or weather) 
                   => seriousness, distressfulness --
 (the quality of arousing fear or distress; "he learned the seriousness of his illness") 
               => vehemence, emphasis --
 (intensity or forcefulness of expression; "the vehemence of his denial"; "his emphasis on civil rights") 
                   => overemphasis -- (too much emphasis) 
               => top -- (the greatest possible intensity; "he screamed at the top of his lungs") 
               => ferocity, fierceness, furiousness, fury, vehemence, violence, wildness --
 (the property of being wild or turbulent; "the storm's violence") 
           => depth -- (degree of psychological or intellectual depth) 
               => profundity, profoundness --
 (intellectual depth; penetrating knowledge; keen insight; etc; "the depth of my feeling"; "the profoundness of the silenc
e") 
               => superficiality, shallowness -- (lack of depth of knowledge or thought or feeling) 
                   => glibness, slickness -- (a kind of fluent easy superficiality; "the glibness of a high-pressure salesman") 
                   => sciolism -- (pretentious superficiality of knowledge) 
           => high -- (a lofty level or position or degree; "summer temperatures reached an all-time high") 
           => low -- (a low level or position or degree; "the stock market fell to a new low") 
           => extreme -- (the furthest or highest degree of something; "he carried it to extremes") 
           => amplitude level -- (the level on a scale of amplitude) 
           => moderation, moderateness -- (quality of being moderate and avoiding extremes) 
               => golden mean -- (the middle between extremes) 
               => reasonableness --
 (moderation in expectations; "without greater reasonableness by both parties we will never settle this matter!") 
           => immoderation, immoderateness -- (the quality of being excessive and lacking in moderation) 
               => excess, excessiveness, inordinateness --
 (immoderation as a consequence of going beyond sufficient or permitted limits) 
                   => extravagance, extravagancy --
 (the quality of exceeding the appropriate limits of decorum or probability or truth; "we were surprised by the extravaga
nce of his description") 
                   => exorbitance, outrageousness -- (excessive excess) 
                   => overplus, plethora, superfluity, embarrassment -- (extreme excess; "an embarrassment of riches") 
                       => redundancy, redundance --
 (the attribute of being superfluous and unneeded; "the use of industrial robots created redundancy among workers") 
                           => fifth wheel, deadwood -- (someone or something that is unwanted and unneeded) 
       => degree --
 (the seriousness of something (e.g., a burn or crime); "murder in the second degree"; "a second degree burn") 
       => amplitude -- (greatness of magnitude) 
           => signal level -- (the amplitude level of the desired signal) 
           => noise level, background level -- (the amplitude level of the undesired background noise) 
       => multiplicity -- (the property of being multiple) 
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       => triplicity -- (the property of being triple) 
SIZE 
       => size -- (the physical magnitude of something (how big it is); "a wolf is about the size of a large dog") 
           => circumference, perimeter -- (the size of something as given by the distance around it) 
               => girth -- (the distance around a person's body) 
                   => spread --
 (the expansion of a person's girth (especially at middle age); "she exercised to avoid that middle-aged spread") 
           => largeness, bigness -- (the property of having a relatively great size) 
               => ampleness -- (the property of impressive largeness in size; "he admired the ampleness of its proportions") 
               => bulkiness, massiveness -- (an unwieldy largeness) 
               => enormousness, grandness, greatness, immenseness, immensity, sizeableness, vastness --
 (unusual largeness in size or extent) 
                   => enormity --
 (vastness of size or extent; "in careful usage the noun enormity is not used to express the idea of great size"; "universiti
es recognized the enormity of their task") 
               => capaciousness, roominess, spaciousness, commodiousness --
 (spatial largeness (especially inside a building)) 
                   => airiness -- (the property of something spacious and abounding in fresh air) 
                   => seating capacity -- (the number of people that can be seated in a vehicle or auditorium or stadium etc.) 
               => fullness, voluminosity, voluminousness -- (greatness of volume) 
               => gigantism, giantism -- (excessive largeness of stature) 
           => smallness, littleness -- (the property of having a relatively small size) 
               => diminutiveness, minuteness, petiteness, tininess, weeness -- (the property of being very small in size) 
               => delicacy, slightness -- (smallness of stature) 
               => puniness, runtiness, stuntedness -- (smallness of stature) 
               => dwarfishness -- (smallness of stature) 
           => distance, length --
 (size of the gap between two places; "the distance from New York to Chicago"; "he determined the length of the shorte
st line segment joining the two points") 
               => leg -- ((nautical) the distance traveled by a sailing vessel on a single tack) 
               => arm's length -- (a distance sufficient to exclude intimacy) 
               => gauge -- (the distance between the rails of a railway or between the wheels of a train) 
                   => broad gauge -- (a railroad track (or its width) broader than the standard 56.5 inches) 
                   => narrow gauge -- (a railroad track (or its width) narrower than the standard 56.5 inches) 
                   => standard gauge -- (railroad track having the standard width of 56.5 inches) 
               => light time --
 (distance measured in terms of the speed of light (or radio waves); "the light time from Jupiter to the sun is approximat
ely 43 minutes") 
               => skip distance --
 (the shortest distance that permits radio signals (of a given frequency) to travel from the transmitter to the receiver by r
eflection from the ionosphere) 
               => wingspan, wingspread -- (linear distance between the extremities of an airfoil) 
               => wingspread -- (distance between the tips of the wings (as of a bird or insect) when fully extended) 
               => altitude --
 (the perpendicular distance from the base of a geometric figure to opposite vertex (or side if parallel)) 
       => size --
 (a large magnitude; "he blanched when he saw the size of the bill"; "the only city of any size in that area") 
       => bulk, mass, volume --
 (the property of something that is great in magnitude; "it is cheaper to buy it in bulk"; "he received a mass of correspon
dence"; "the volume of exports") 
           => dollar volume, turnover -- (the volume measured in dollars; "the store's dollar volume continues to rise") 
       => muchness -- (greatness of quantity or measure or extent) 
       => intensity, strength, intensity level --
 (the amount of energy transmitted (as by acoustic or electromagnetic radiation); "he adjusted the intensity of the sound
"; "they measured the station's signal strength") 
           => radio brightness -- (the strength of a radio wave picked up by a radio telescope) 
           => threshold level -- (the intensity level that is just barely perceptible) 
           => field strength, field intensity --
 (the vector sum of all the forces exerted by an electrical or magnetic field (on a unit mass or unit charge or unit magnet
ic pole) at a given point in the field) 
               => magnetic field strength, magnetic intensity, magnetic induction, magnetic flux density --
 (the amount of magnetic flux in a unit area perpendicular to the direction of magnetic flow) 
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           => candlepower, light intensity -- (luminous intensity measured in candelas) 
           => acoustic power, sound pressure level -- (the physical intensity of sound) 
           => half-intensity -- (half the maximum intensity) 
AMOUNT 
       => amount -- (how much of something is available; "an adequate amount of food for four people") 
           => critical mass --
 (the minimum amount (of something) required to start or maintain a venture; "the battle for the computer market has n
ow reached critical mass"; "there is now a critical mass of successful women to take the lead"; "they sold the business b
ecause it lacked critical mass") 
           => quantity -- (an adequate or large amount; "he had a quantity of ammunition") 
               => abundance, copiousness, teemingness --
 (the property of a more than adequate quantity or supply; "an age of abundance") 
                   => amplitude, bountifulness, bounty -- (the property of copious abundance) 
                   => plenty, plentifulness, plenteousness, plenitude, plentitude --
 (a full supply; "there was plenty of food for everyone") 
                   => profusion, profuseness, richness, cornucopia -- (the property of being extremely abundant) 
                       => overgrowth -- (a profusion of growth on or over something else) 
                       => greenness, verdancy, verdure -- (lush greenness of flourishing vegetation) 
                   => wealth -- (the quality of profuse abundance; "she has a wealth of talent") 
                   => luxuriance, lushness -- (the property of being lush and abundant) 
                   => overabundance, overmuch, overmuchness, superabundance --
 (a quantity that is more than what is appropriate; "four-year-
olds have an overabundance of energy"; "we received an inundation of email") 
                       => excess, surplus, surplusage, nimiety -- (a quantity much larger than is needed) 
                       => glut, oversupply, surfeit -- (the quality of being so overabundant that prices fall) 
                       => bellyful -- (an undesirable overabundance; "a bellyful of your complaints") 
           => increase, increment --
 (the amount by which something increases; "they proposed an increase of 15 percent in the fare") 
               => amplification, gain --
 (the amount of increase in signal power or voltage or current expressed as the ratio of output to input) 
                   => loop gain --
 ((telecommunication) the gain of a feedback amplifier or system as a function of how much output is fed back to the in
put; "if the loop gain is too great the system may go into oscillation") 
               => complement --
 (something added to complete or make perfect; "a fine wine is a perfect complement to the dinner") 
               => fare increase -- (increase in the sum charged for riding in a public conveyance) 
               => price increase -- (increase in price) 
               => raise, rise, wage hike, hike, wage increase, salary increase --
 (the amount a salary is increased; "he got a 3% raise"; "he got a wage hike") 
               => rise, boost, hike, cost increase -- (an increase in cost; "they asked for a 10% rise in rates") 
               => supplement, supplementation -- (a quantity added (e.g. to make up for a deficiency)) 
               => tax-increase, tax boost, tax hike --
 (the amount by which taxes are increased; "a tax increase of 15 percent") 
               => up-tick -- (a small increase; "the up-tick in terrorist activity") 
           => decrease, decrement -- (the amount by which something decreases) 
               => drop, dip, fall, free fall --
 (a sudden sharp decrease in some quantity; "a drop of 57 points on the Dow Jones index"; "there was a drop in pressur
e in the pulmonary artery"; "a dip in prices"; "when that became known the price of their stock went into free fall") 
                   => correction --
 (a drop in stock market activity or stock prices following a period of increases; "market runups are invariably followed
 by a correction") 
                   => voltage drop -- (a decrease in voltage along a conductor through which current is flowing) 
               => shrinkage -- (the amount by which something shrinks) 
           => insufficiency, inadequacy, deficiency --
 (lack of an adequate quantity or number; "the inadequacy of unemployment benefits") 
               => meagerness, meagreness, poorness, scantiness, scantness, exiguity --
 (the quality of being meager; "an exiguity of cloth that would only allow of miniature capes"-George Eliot) 
                   => abstemiousness -- (restricted to bare necessities) 
                   => sparseness, spareness, sparsity -- (the property of being scanty or scattered; lacking denseness) 
               => deficit, shortage, shortfall --
 (the property of being an amount by which something is less than expected or required) 
                   => oxygen deficit -- (temporary oxygen shortage in cells resulting from strenuous exercise) 
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               => scarcity, scarceness -- (a small and inadequate amount) 
                   => dearth, paucity -- (an insufficient quantity or number) 
                   => rarity, rareness, infrequency -- (noteworthy scarcity) 
           => number, figure --
 (the property possessed by a sum or total or indefinite quantity of units or individuals; "he had a number of chores to d
o"; "the number of parameters is small"; "the figure was about a thousand") 
               => numerousness, numerosity, multiplicity -- (a large number) 
                   => multitudinousness -- (a very large number (especially of people)) 
               => preponderance, prevalence --
 (a superiority in numbers or amount; "there is a preponderance of Blacks in our prisons") 
               => innumerableness, countlessness -- (a number beyond counting) 
               => majority, bulk --
 (the property resulting from being or relating to the greater in number of two parts; the main part; "the majority of his c
ustomers prefer it"; "the bulk of the work is finished") 
               => minority --
 (being or relating to the smaller in number of two parts; "when the vote was taken they were in the minority"; "he held 
a minority position") 
               => fewness -- (the quality of being small in number) 
EXTENT  
      => extent --
 (the distance or area or volume over which something extends; "the vast extent of the desert"; "an orchard of considera
ble extent") 
           => coverage --
 (the extent to which something is covered; "the dictionary's coverage of standard English is excellent") 
           => frontage -- (the extent of the front of shop or plot of land (as along a street or river etc)) 
           => limit, bounds, boundary --
 (the greatest possible degree of something; "what he did was beyond the bounds of acceptable behavior"; "to the limit 
of his ability") 
               => knife-edge -- (a narrow boundary; "he lived on a knife-edge between genius and insanity") 
               => thermal barrier, heat barrier -- (a limit to high speed flight imposed by aerodynamic heating) 
               => utmost, uttermost, maximum, level best -- (the greatest possible degree; "he tried his utmost") 
               => verge, brink --
 (the limit beyond which something happens or changes; "on the verge of tears"; "on the brink of bankruptcy") 
           => scope, range, reach, orbit, compass, ambit --
 (an area in which something acts or operates or has power or control: "the range of a supersonic jet"; "the ambit of mu
nicipal legislation"; "within the compass of this article"; "within the scope of an investigation"; "outside the reach of the
 law"; "in the political orbit of a world power") 
               => approximate range, ballpark --
 (near to the scope or range of something; "his answer wasn't even in the right ballpark") 
               => confines -- (a bounded scope; "he stayed with the confines of the city") 
               => contrast --
 (the range of optical density and tone on a photographic negative or print (or the extent to which adjacent areas on a tel
evision screen differ in brightness)) 
               => internationality, internationalism --
 (quality of being international in scope; "he applauded the internationality of scientific terminology") 
               => latitude -- (scope for freedom of e.g. action or thought; freedom from restriction) 
               => horizon, view, purview --
 (the range of interest or activity that can be anticipated; "It is beyond the horizon of present knowledge") 
               => sweep, expanse -- (a wide scope; "the sweep of the plains") 
               => gamut -- (a complete extent or range: "a face that expressed a gamut of emotions") 
               => spectrum -- (broad range of related values or qualities or ideas or activities) 
               => palette, pallet -- (the range of colour characteristic of a particular artist or painting or school of art) 
           => area, expanse, surface area -- (the extent of a 2-
dimensional surface enclosed within a boundary; "the area of a rectangle"; "it was about 500 square feet in area") 
               => acreage, land area --
 (an area of ground used for some particular purpose (such as building or farming); "he wanted some acreage to build o
n") 
               => footprint -- (the area taken up by some object; "the computer had a desktop footprint of 10 by 16 inches") 
               => erasure --
 (a surface area where something has been erased; "another word had been written over the erasure") 
               => space, blank space, place -- (a blank area; "write your name in the space provided") 
                   => margin -- (the blank space that surrounds the text on a page) 
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                   => indentation, indent, indenture -- (the space left between the margin and the start of an indented line) 
               => space --
 (one of the areas between or below or above the lines of a musical staff; "the spaces are the notes F-A-C-E") 
               => balk, baulk --
 (the area on a billiard table behind the balkline; "a player with ball in hand must play from the balk") 
           => length --
 (the property of being the extent of something from beginning to end; "the editor limited the length of my article to 50
0 words") 
           => depth --
 (extent downward or backward or inward; "the depth of the water"; "depth of a shelf"; "depth of a closet") 
               => deepness, profundity, profoundness --
 (the quality of being physically deep; "the profundity of the mine was almost a mile") 
                   => bottomlessness -- (the property of being very deep; without limit) 
               => draft, draught -- (the depth of a vessel's keel below the surface (especially when loaded)) 
               => penetration --
 (the depth to which something penetrates (especially the depth reached by a projectile that hits a target)) 
               => sounding -- (a measure of the depth of water taken by sounding) 
               => shallowness --
 (the quality of lacking physical depth; "take into account the shallowness at that end of the pool before you dive") 
                   => superficiality --
 (shallowness in terms of affecting only surface layers of something; "he ignored the wound because of its superficiality
") 
 
system of measurement, metric --
 (a system of related measures that facilitates the quantification of some particular characteristic) 
       => system of weights and measures -- (system of measurement for length and weight and duration) 
           => British Imperial System, English system, British system --
 (a system of weights and measures based on the foot and pound and second and pint) 
           => metric system --
 (a decimal system of weights and measures based on the meter and the kilogram and the second) 
               => cgs, cgs system -- (system of measurement based on centimeters and grams and seconds) 
               => Systeme International d'Unites, Systeme International, SI system, SI, International System of Units, Intern
ational System --
 (a complete metric system of units of measurement for scientists; fundamental quantities are length (meter) and mass (
kilogram) and time (second) and electric current (ampere) and temperature (kelvin) and amount of matter (mole) and lu
minous intensity (candela); "Today the United States is the only country in the world not totally committed to the Syste
me International d'Unites") 
           => United States Customary System --
 (the system of weights and measures based on the foot and pound and second and pint that dates back to colonial Amer
ica but differs in some respects from the British Imperial System; today in the United States this system exists side by s
ide with the SI system) 
       => point system -- (a system of graduating sizes of type in multiples of the point) 
       => information measure -- (a system of measurement of information based on the probabilities of the information-
bearing events) 
           => information, selective information, entropy --
 ((communication theory) a numerical measure of the uncertainty of an outcome; "the signal contained thousands of bit
s of information") 
           => bandwidth --
 (a data transmission rate; the maximum amount of information (bits/second) that can be transmitted along a channel) 
           => baud, baud rate -- ((computer science) a data transmission rate (bits/second) for modems) 
       => utility -- ((economics) a measure that is to be maximized in any situation involving choice) 
           => marginal utility --
 ((economics) the amount that utility increases with an increase of one unit of an economic good or service) 
       => Brix scale -- (a system for measuring the concentration of sugar solutions) 
       => circular measure -- (measurement of angles in radians) 
       => board measure -- (a system of units for measuring lumber based on the board foot) 
       => Beaufort scale -- (a scale from 0 to 12 for the force of the wind) 
       => system of weights, weight -- (a system of units used to express the weight of something) 
           => avoirdupois, avoirdupois weight -- (a system of weights based on the 16-ounce pound (or 7,000 grains)) 
           => troy, troy weight -- (a system of weights used for precious metals and gemstones; based on a 12-
ounce pound and an ounce of 480 grains) 
       => temperature scale -- (a system of measuring temperature) 
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           => Celsius scale, international scale, centigrade scale --
 (a temperature scale that defines the freezing point of water as 0 degrees and the boiling point of water as 100 degrees) 
           => Fahrenheit scale --
 (a temperature scale that defines the freezing point of water as 32 degrees and the boiling point of water a 212 degrees) 
           => Kelvin scale, absolute scale --
 (a temperature scale that defines absolute zero as 0 degrees; water freezes at 273.16 degrees and boils at 373.16 degree
s) 
           => Rankine scale --
 (a scale of absolute temperature in Fahrenheit degrees; the freezing point of water is 491.69 degrees and the boiling poi
nt of water is 671.69 degrees) 
           => Reaumur scale -- (a temperature scale on which water freezes at 0 degrees and boils at 80 degrees) 
 
DEFINITE QUANTITY < QUANTITY < STATE OF BEING < ENTITY 
definite quantity -- (a specific measure of amount) 
       => absolute value -- (a numerical value regardless of its sign) 
           => modulus -- (the absolute value of a complex number) 
       => acid value --
 ((chemistry) the amount of free acid present in fat as measured by the milligrams of potassium hydroxide needed to ne
utralize it; "as the glycerides in fat slowly decompose the acid value increases") 
       => chlorinity -- (a measure of the quantity of chlorine or other halides in water (especially seawater)) 
 
NUMBER < QUANTITY < STATE < ENTITY 
       => number --
 (a concept of quantity derived from zero and units; "every number has a unique position in the sequence") 
           => coordinate, co-ordinate -- (a number that identifies a position relative to an axis) 
               => cartesian coordinate --
 (one of the coordinates in a system of coordinates that locates a point on a plane or in space by its distance from two li
nes or three planes respectively; the two lines or the intersections of the three planes are the coordinate axes) 
                   => dimension -- (one of three cartesian coordinates that determine a position in space) 
                   => abscissa -- (the value of a coordinate on the horizontal axis) 
                   => ordinate -- (the value of a coordinate on the vertical axis) 
               => polar coordinate --
 (either of two values that locate a point on a plane by its distance from a fixed pole and its angle from a fixed line passi
ng through the pole) 
           => pagination, folio, page number, paging -- (the system of numbering pages) 
           => decimal -- (a number in the decimal system) 
           => constant --
 (a number representing a quantity assumed to have a fixed value in a specified mathematical context; "the velocity of li
ght is a constant") 
               => Avogadro's number, Avogadro number --
 (the number of molecules in a mole of a substance (approximately 602,250,000,000,000,000,000,000)) 
               => Boltzmann's constant -- (constant used in the calculation of the ideal gas constant) 
               => coefficient -- (a constant number that serves as a measure of some property or characteristic) 
                   => absorption coefficient, coefficient of absorption, absorptance --
 (a measure of the rate of decrease in the intensity of electromagnetic radiation (as light) as it passes through a given su
bstance; the fraction of incident radiant energy absorbed per unit mass or thickness of an absorber; "absorptance equals 
1 minus transmittance") 
                   => drag coefficient, coefficient of drag --
 (the ratio of the drag on a body moving through air to the product of the velocity and the surface area of the body) 
                   => coefficient of friction --
 (the ratio of the weight of an object being moved along a surface and the force that maintains contact between the obje
ct and the surface) 
                   => coefficient of mutual induction, mutual inductance --
 (a measure of the induction between two circuits; the ratio of the electromotive force in a circuit to the corresponding c
hange of current in a neighboring circuit; usually measured in henries) 
                   => coefficient of self induction, self-inductance --
 (the ratio of the electromotive force produced in a circuit by self-
induction to the rate of change of current producing it, expressed in henries) 
                   => modulus --
 ((physics) a coefficient that expresses how much of a specified property is possessed by a specified substance) 
                       => coefficient of elasticity, modulus of elasticity, elastic modulus --
 ((physics) the ratio of the applied stress to the change in shape of an elastic body) 
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                           => bulk modulus --
 (the ratio of the change in pressure acting on a volume to the fractional change in volume) 
                           => modulus of rigidity -- (the coefficient of elasticity for a shearing force) 
                           => Young's modulus -- (a coefficient of elasticity applicable to the stretching of a wire) 
                   => coefficient of expansion, expansivity --
 (the fractional change in length or area or volume per unit change in temperature at a given constant pressure) 
                   => coefficient of reflection, reflection factor, reflectance, reflectivity --
 (the fraction of radiant energy that is reflected from a surface) 
                   => transmittance, transmission -- (the fraction of radiant energy that passes through a substance) 
                   => coefficient of viscosity, absolute viscosity, dynamic viscosity --
 (a measure of the resistance to flow of a fluid under an applied force) 
                   => weight, weighting --
 ((statistics) a coefficient assigned to elements of a frequency distribution in order to represent their relative importance
) 
               => cosmological constant -- (an arbitrary constant in the equations of general relativity theory) 
               => equilibrium constant --
 ((chemistry) the ratio of concentrations when equilibrium is reached in a reversible reaction (when the rate of the forw
ard reaction equals the rate of the reverse reaction)) 
                   => dissociation constant -- (the equilibrium constant for a reversible dissociation) 
               => gas constant, universal gas constant, R --
 ((physics) the universal constant in the gas equation: pressure times volume = R times temperature; equal to 8.3143 jou
les per kelvin per mole) 
               => gravitational constant, universal gravitational constant, constant of gravitation, G --
 ((physics) the universal constant relating force to mass and distance in Newton's law of gravitation) 
               => Hubble's constant, Hubble constant --
 ((cosmology) the ratio of the speed of recession of a galaxy (due to the expansion of the universe) to its distance from t
he observer; the reciprocal of the Hubble constant is the age of the universe) 
               => ionic charge -- (the charge on an ion is equal to a constant charge e multiplied by an integer from 1 to 15) 
               => factor of proportionality, constant of proportionality --
 (the constant value of the ratio of two proportional quantities x and y; usually written y = kx, where k is the factor of pr
oportionality) 
                   => Planck's constant, h --
 (the constant of proportionality relating the energy of a photon to its frequency; approximately 6.626 x 10\-34 joule-
second) 
               => speed of light, light speed, c --
 (the speed at which light travels in a vacuum; the constancy and universality of the speed of light is recognized by defi
ning it to be exactly 299,792,458 meters per second) 
           => oxidation number, oxidation state --
 (the degree of oxidation of an atom or ion or molecule; for simple atoms or ions the oxidation number is equal to the io
nic charge; "the oxidation number of hydrogen is +1 and of oxygen is -2") 
           => count -- (the total number counted; "a blood count") 
               => complement -- (a complete number or quantity; "a full complement") 
               => blood count -- (the number of red and white corpuscles in a blood sample) 
               => body count --
 (a count of troops killed in an operation or time period; "the daily body count increased as the war went on") 
               => circulation --
 (number of copies of a newspaper or magazine that are sold; "by increasing its circulation the newspaper hoped to incr
ease its advertising") 
               => circulation -- ((library science) the count of books that are loaned by a library over a specified period) 
               => head count, headcount -- (number of people in a particular group) 
               => pollen count -- (the number of pollen grains (usually ragweed) in a standard volume of air over a twenty-
four hour period and a specified time and place) 
               => sperm count --
 (the number of sperm in an ejaculate; "the sperm count is used as an indicator of male fertility") 
           => factor -- (any of the numbers (or symbols) that form a product when multiplied together) 
               => deflator --
 (a statistical factor designed to remove the effect of inflation; inflation adjusted variables are in constant dollars) 
               => conversion factor --
 (factor by which a quantity that is expressed in one set of units must be multiplied in order to convert it into another set
 of units) 
               => factor of proportionality, constant of proportionality --
 (the constant value of the ratio of two proportional quantities x and y; usually written y = kx, where k is the factor of pr
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oportionality) 
                   => Planck's constant, h --
 (the constant of proportionality relating the energy of a photon to its frequency; approximately 6.626 x 10\-34 joule-
second) 
           => Fibonacci number -- (a number in the Fibonacci sequence) 
           => prime, prime quantity -- (a number that has no factor but itself and 1) 
               => prime number -- (an integer that has no integral factors but itself and 1) 
           => composite number --
 (an integer that is divisible without remainder by at least one positive integer other than itself and one) 
           => score --
 (a number that expresses the accomplishment of a team or an individual in a game or contest; "the score was 7 to 0") 
               => bowling score -- (the score in a bowling match) 
               => football score -- (the score in a football game) 
               => baseball score -- (the score of a baseball game) 
               => basketball score -- (the score in a basketball game) 
               => birdie -- ((golf) a score of one stroke under par on a hole) 
               => bogey -- ((golf) a score of one stroke over par on a hole) 
               => double-bogey -- ((golf) a score of two strokes over par for a hole) 
               => duck, duck's egg -- ((cricket) a score of nothing by a batsman) 
               => eagle -- ((golf) a score of two strokes under par on a hole) 
               => double eagle -- ((golf) a score of three strokes under par on a hole) 
               => game --
 ((games) the score at a particular point or the score needed to win; "the game is 6 all"; "he is serving for the game") 
               => love -- (a score of zero in tennis or squash; "it was 40 love") 
               => match -- (the score needed to win a match) 
               => par --
 ((golf) the standard number of strokes set for each hole on a golf course, or for the entire course; "a par-
5 hole"; "par for this course is 72") 
           => record -- (the number of wins versus losses and ties a team has had; "at 9-
0 they have the best record in their league") 
           => compound number -- (a quantity expressed in two different units; "one hour and ten minutes") 
           => ordinal number, ordinal, no. -- (the number designating place in an ordered sequence) 
               => first, number one, number 1 -- (the first element in a countable series; "the first of the month") 
           => cardinal number, cardinal --
 (the number of elements in a mathematical set; denotes a quantity but not the order) 
               => frequency, absolute frequency -- (the number of observations in a given statistical category) 
               => googol --
 (a cardinal number represented as 1 followed by 100 zeros (ten raised to the power of a hundred)) 
               => googolplex --
 (a cardinal number represented as 1 followed by a googol of zeros (ten raised to the power of a googol)) 
           => base, radix --
 ((numeration system) the positive integer that is equivalent to one in the next higher counting place; "10 is the radix of 
the decimal system") 
           => floating-point number -- (a number represented in floating-point notation) 
           => fixed-point number -- (a number represented in fixed-point notation) 
           => atomic number --
 (the order of an element in Mendeleyev's table of the elements; equal to the number of protons in the nucleus or electro
ns in the neutral state of an atom of an element) 
               => magic number --
 (the atomic number of an extra stable strongly bound atomic nucleus: 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82 or 126) 
           => baryon number --
 (a number equal to the difference between the number of baryons and the number of antibaryons in any subatomic stru
cture; it is conserved in all types of particle interactions) 
           => quota -- (a prescribed number; "all the salesmen met their quota for the month") 
           => linage, lineage -- (the number of lines in a piece of printed material) 
           => natural number -- (the number 1 and any other number obtained by adding 1 to it repeatedly) 
           => integer, whole number -- (any of the natural numbers (positive or negative) or zero) 
               => characteristic --
 (the integer part (positive or negative) of the representation of a logarithm; in the expression log 643 = 2.808 the chara
cteristic is 2) 
               => divisor, factor --
 (one of two or more integers that can be exactly divided into another integer; "what are the 4 factors of 6?") 
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                   => prime factor --
 (the prime factors of a quantity are all of the prime quantities that will exactly divide the given quantity) 
                   => equivalent-binary-digit factor --
 (the average number of binary digits needed to express one radix digit in a non-
binary numeration system; on the average a number that can be expressed in N decimal digits takes 3.3N binary digits) 
                   => common divisor, common factor, common measure --
 (an integer that divides two (or more) other integers evenly) 
                       => greatest common divisor, greatest common factor, highest common factor --
 (the largest integer that divides without remainder into a set of integers) 
               => common multiple -- (an integer that is a multiple of two or more other integers) 
               => modulus --
 (an integer that can be divided without remainder into the difference between two other integers; "2 is a modulus of 5 a
nd 9") 
               => digit, figure -- (one of the elements that collectively form a system of numbers; "0 and 1 are digits") 
                   => binary digit -- (either 0 or 1 in binary notation) 
                   => octal digit -- (a digit from 0 to 7 in octal notation) 
                   => decimal digit -- (a digit from 0 to 9 in decimal notation) 
                   => significant digit, significant figure --
 (any digit of a number that is known with certainty; any digit of a number beginning with the leftmost non-
zero digit and ending with the rightmost non-
zero digit (or a zero considered to be the exact value); "he calculated the answer to four significant figures") 
                   => zero, 0, nought, cipher, cypher --
 (a mathematical element that when added to another number yields the same number) 
                   => one, 1, I, ace, single, unity --
 (the smallest whole number or a numeral representing this number; "he has the one but will need a two and three to go 
with it"; "they had lunch at one") 
                       => monad, monas -- (a singular metaphysical entity from which material properties are said to derive) 
                       => singleton -- (a single object (as distinguished from a pair)) 
                   => two, 2, II, deuce --
 (the cardinal number that is the sum of one and one or a numeral representing this number) 
                       => craps, snake eyes --
 (when two dice are thrown and both come up showing one spot the results is called `craps' or `snake eyes') 
                       => couple, pair, twosome, twain, brace, span, yoke, couplet, distich, duo, duet, dyad, duad --
 (two items of the same kind) 
                           => doubleton --
 ((bridge) a pair of playing cards that are the only cards in their suit in the hand dealt to a player) 
                   => three, 3, III, trio, threesome, tierce, leash, troika, triad, trine, trinity, ternary, ternion, triplet, tercet, terzet
to, trey, deuce-ace -- (the cardinal number that is the sum of one and one and one) 
                   => four, 4, IV, tetrad, quatern, quaternion, quaternary, quaternity, quartet, quadruplet, foursome, Little Joe -
- (the cardinal number that is the sum of three and one) 
                   => five, 5, V, cinque, quint, quintet, fivesome, quintuplet, pentad, fin, Phoebe, Little Phoebe --
 (the cardinal number that is the sum of four and one) 
                   => six, 6, VI, sixer, sise, Captain Hicks, half a dozen, sextet, sestet, sextuplet, hexad --
 (the cardinal number that is the sum of five and one) 
                   => seven, 7, VII, sevener, heptad, septet -- (the cardinal number that is the sum of six and one) 
                   => eight, 8, VIII, eighter, eighter from Decatur, octad, ogdoad, octonary, octet --
 (the cardinal number that is the sum of seven and one) 
                   => nine, 9, IX, niner, Nina from Carolina, ennead -- (the cardinal number that is the sum of eight and one) 
               => large integer -- (an integer equal to or greater than ten) 
                   => ten, 10, X, tenner, decade --
 (the cardinal number that is the sum of nine and one; the base of the decimal system) 
                   => eleven, 11, XI -- (the cardinal number that is the sum of ten and one) 
                   => twelve, 12, XII, dozen -- (the cardinal number that is the sum of eleven and one) 
                       => boxcars --
 ((usually plural) when two dice are thrown and both come up showing six spots the result is called `boxcars') 
                   => teens -- (all the numbers that end in -teen) 
                   => thirteen, 13, XIII, baker's dozen, long dozen -- (the cardinal number that is the sum of twelve and one) 
                   => fourteen, 14, XIV -- (the cardinal number that is the sum of thirteen and one) 
                   => fifteen, 15, XV -- (the cardinal number that is the sum of fourteen and one) 
                   => sixteen, 16, XVI -- (the cardinal number that is the sum of fifteen and one) 
                   => seventeen, 17, XVII -- (the cardinal number that is the sum of sixteen and one) 
                   => eighteen, 18, XVIII -- (the cardinal number that is the sum of seventeen and one) 
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                   => nineteen, 19, XIX -- (the cardinal number that is the sum of eighteen and one) 
                   => twenty, 20, XX -- (the cardinal number that is the sum of nineteen and one) 
                   => twenty-one, 21, XXI -- (the cardinal number that is the sum of twenty and one) 
                   => twenty-two, 22, XXII -- (the cardinal number that is the sum of twenty-one and one) 
                   => twenty-three, 23, XXIII -- (the cardinal number that is the sum of twenty-two and one) 
                   => twenty-four, 24, XXIV, two dozen -- (the cardinal number that is the sum of twenty-three and one) 
                   => twenty-five, 25, XXV -- (the cardinal number that is the sum of twenty-four and one) 
                   => twenty-six, 26, XXVI -- (the cardinal number that is the sum of twenty-five and one) 
                   => twenty-seven, 27, XXVII -- (the cardinal number that is the sum of twenty-six and one) 
                   => twenty-eight, 28, XXVIII -- (the cardinal number that is the sum of twenty-seven and one) 
                   => twenty-nine, 29, XXIX -- (the cardinal number that is the sum of twenty-eight and one) 
                   => thirty, 30, XXX -- (the cardinal number that is the product of ten and three) 
                   => forty, 40, XL -- (the cardinal number that is the product of ten and four) 
                   => fifty, 50, L -- (the cardinal number that is the product of ten and five) 
                   => sixty, 60, LX -- (the cardinal number that is the product of ten and six) 
                   => seventy, 70, LXX -- (the cardinal number that is the product of ten and seven) 
                   => eighty, 80, LXXX, fourscore -- (the cardinal number that is the product of ten and eight) 
                   => ninety, 90, XC -- (the cardinal number that is the product of ten and nine) 
                   => hundred, 100, C, century, one C, centred -- (ten 10s) 
                   => gross, 144 -- (twelve dozen) 
                   => long hundred, great hundred, 120 -- (the cardinal number that is the product of ten and twelve) 
                   => five hundred, 500, D -- (the cardinal number that is the product of one hundred and five) 
                   => thousand, one thousand, 1000, M, K, chiliad, G, grand, thou, yard --
 (the cardinal number that is the product of 10 and 100) 
                   => great gross, 1728 -- (a cardinal number equal to one dozen gross) 
                   => ten thousand, 10000, myriad -- (the cardinal number that is the product of ten and one thousand) 
                   => hundred thousand, 100000, lakh -- (the cardinal number that is the fifth power of ten) 
                   => million, 1000000, one thousand thousand, meg --
 (the number that is represented as a one followed by 6 zeros) 
                   => crore -- (the number that is represented as a one followed by 7 zeros; ten million) 
                   => billion, one thousand million, 1000000000 --
 (the number that is represented as a one followed by 9 zeros) 
                       => milliard -- (a billion; "in England they call one thousand million a milliard") 
                   => billion, one million million, 1000000000000 --
 (the number that is represented as a one followed by 12 zeros; in the United Kingdom the usage followed in the United
 States is frequently seen) 
                   => trillion, one million million, 1000000000000 --
 (the number that is represented as a one followed by 12 zeros; "in England they call a trillion a billion") 
                   => trillion, one million million million --
 (the number that is represented as a one followed by 18 zeros; "in England they call a quintillion a trillion") 
                   => quadrillion -- (the number that is represented as a one followed by 15 zeros) 
                   => quadrillion --
 (the number that is represented as a one followed by 24 zeros; "in England they call a septillion a quadrillion") 
                   => quintillion -- (the number that is represented as a one followed by 18 zeros) 
                   => aleph-null, aleph-nought, aleph-zero -- (the smallest infinite integer) 
               => double digit -- (a two-digit integer; from 10 to 99) 
               => population --
 (the number of inhabitants (either the total number or the number of a particular race or class) in a given place (country
 or city etc.); "people come and go, but the population of this town has remained approximately constant for the past de
cade"; "the African-American population of Salt Lake City has been increasing") 
           => addend -- (a number that is added to another number (the augend)) 
           => augend -- (a number to which another number (the addend) is added) 
           => minuend -- (the number from which the subtrahend is subtracted) 
           => subtrahend -- (the number to be subtracted from the minuend) 
           => remainder, difference --
 (the number that remains after subtraction; the number that when added to the subtrahend gives the minuend) 
               => balance -- (the difference between the totals of the credit and debit sides of an account) 
                   => balance of trade, trade balance, visible balance, trade gap --
 (the difference in value over a period of time of a country's imports and exports of merchandise; "a nation's balance of 
trade is favorable when its exports exceed its imports") 
                   => carry-over, carry-forward --
 (the accumulated and undivided profits of a corporation after provision has been made for dividends and reserves) 
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                   => compensating balance, offsetting balance --
 (a minimum credit balance that a bank may require a borrower to keep on deposit as a condition for granting a loan; a c
ommon requirement for establishing a line of credit at a bank; "the compensating balance increases the effective interes
t rate to the bank since the net amount loaned is reduced but the interest paid is unchanged") 
                   => invisible balance --
 (the difference in value over a period of time of a country's imports and exports of services and payments of property i
ncomes) 
           => complex number, complex quantity, imaginary number --
 (a number of the form a+bi where a and b are real numbers and i is the square root of -1) 
               => real number, real -- (any rational or irrational number) 
                   => scalar product, inner product, dot product -- (a real number (a scalar) that is the product of two vectors) 
                   => rational number -- (an integer or a fraction) 
                       => fraction -- (the quotient of two rational numbers) 
                           => mantissa, fixed-point part --
 (the positive fractional part of the representation of a logarithm; in the expression log 643 = 2.808 the mantissa is .808) 
                           => common fraction, simple fraction -- (the quotient of two integers) 
                               => one-half, half --
 (one of two equal parts of a divisible whole; "half a loaf"; "half an hour"; "a century and one half") 
                                   => fifty percent -- (a half expressed as a percentage) 
                                   => moiety, mediety -- (one of two (approximately) equal parts) 
                               => one-third, third, tierce --
 (one of three equal parts of a divisible whole; "it contains approximately a third of the minimum daily requirement") 
                               => two-thirds -- (two of three equal parts of a divisible whole) 
                               => one-fourth, fourth, quarter, fourth part, twenty-five percent, quartern --
 (one of four equal parts; "a quarter of a pound") 
                               => three-fourths -- (three of four equal parts; "three-fourths of a pound") 
                               => one-fifth, fifth, fifth part, twenty percent -- (a fifth part) 
                               => one-sixth, sixth -- (a sixth part) 
                               => one-seventh, seventh -- (a seventh part) 
                               => one-eighth, eighth -- (an eighth part) 
                               => one-ninth, ninth -- (a ninth part) 
                               => one-tenth, tenth, tenth part, ten percent -- (a tenth part; one part in ten) 
                               => one-sixtieth, sixtieth -- (one part in sixty) 
                               => one-hundredth, hundredth, one percent -- (one part in a hundred) 
                               => one-thousandth, thousandth -- (one part in a thousand) 
                               => one-millionth, millionth -- (one part in a million) 
                               => one-billionth, billionth -- (one part in a billion) 
                               => one-trillionth, trillionth -- (one part in a trillion) 
                               => one-quadrillionth, quadrillionth -- (one part in a quadrillion) 
                               => one-quintillionth, quintillionth -- (one part in a quintillion) 
                           => improper fraction -- (a fraction whose numerator is larger than the denominator) 
                           => proper fraction -- (a fraction with a numerator smaller than the denominator) 
                               => decimal fraction, decimal -- (a proper fraction whose denominator is a power of 10) 
                                   => circulating decimal, recurring decimal, repeating decimal --
 (a decimal with a sequence of digits that repeats itself indefinitely) 
                           => complex fraction, compound fraction -- (a fraction with fractions in the numerator or denominator) 
                           => continued fraction --
 (a fraction whose numerator is an integer and whose denominator is an integer plus a fraction whose numerator is an in
teger and whose denominator is an integer plus a fraction and so on) 
                   => irrational number -- (a real number that cannot be expressed as a rational number) 
                       => transcendental number -- (an irrational number that is not algebraic) 
                       => algebraic number -- (root of an algebraic equation with rational coefficients) 
                       => pi, 3.14159265358979323846... -- (the ratio of the circumference to the diameter of a circle) 
                       => e, 2.718282... -- (the base of the natural system of logarithms) 
               => pure imaginary number -- (an imaginary number of the form a+bi where a is 0) 
                   => imaginary part, imaginary part of a complex number --
 (the part of a complex number that has the square root of -1 as a factor) 
           => square, second power --
 (the product of two equal terms; "nine is the second power of three"; "gravity is inversely proportional to the square of 
the distance") 
           => cube, third power -- (the product of three equal terms) 
           => biquadrate, biquadratic, quartic, fourth power -- (an algebraic equation of the fourth degree) 
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           => root -- (a number that when multiplied by itself some number of times equals a given number) 
               => square root -- (a number that when multiplied by itself equals a given number) 
               => cube root -- (a number that when multiplied three times equals a given number) 
           => dividend -- (a number to be divided by another number) 
               => numerator -- (the dividend of a fraction) 
           => divisor -- (the number by which a dividend is divided) 
               => denominator -- (the divisor of a fraction) 
                   => common denominator --
 (an integer that is a common multiple of the denominators of two or more fractions) 
               => aliquot, aliquot part -- (an integer that is an exact divisor of some quantity; "4 is an aliquot part of 12") 
               => aliquant, aliquant part --
 (an integer that is not an exact divisor of some quantity; "5 is an aliquant part of 12") 
           => quotient -- (the number obtained by division) 
           => remainder --
 (the part of the dividend that is left over when the dividend is not evenly divisible by the divisor) 
           => multiplier, multiplier factor -- (the number by which a multiplicand is multiplied) 
               => scale factor -- (a number used as a multiplier in scaling) 
                   => time-scale factor -- (the ratio of the simulation time to the time of the real process) 
           => multiplicand -- (the number that is multiplied by the multiplier) 
 
       => quire -- (a quantity of paper; 24 or 25 sheets) 
       => ream -- (a quantity of paper; 480 or 500 sheets; one ream equals 20 quires) 
       => solubility --
 (the quantity of a particular substance that can dissolve in a particular solvent (yielding a saturated solution)) 
       => toxicity -- (the degree to which something is poisonous) 
           => cytotoxicity -- (the degree to which something is toxic to living cells) 
 
UNIT, UNIT OF MEASUREMENT  
      => unit of measurement, unit --
 (any division of quantity accepted as a standard of measurement or exchange; "the dollar is the United States unit of cu
rrency"; "a unit of wheat is a bushel"; "change per unit volume") 
           => measuring unit, measuring block -- (a unit of measurement) 
           => denier --
 (a unit of measurement for the fineness of silk or nylon or rayon; "with an evening dress one wears 10 denier stockings
") 
           => diopter --
 (a unit of measurement of the refractive power of a lens which is equal to the reciprocal of the focal length measured in
 meters) 
           => Karat, carat -- (the unit of measurement for the proportion of gold in an alloy; 18-karat gold is 75% gold; 24-
karat gold is pure gold) 
           => absorption unit -- (a unit for measuring absorption) 
               => sabin --
 (a unit of acoustic absorption equivalent to the absorption by a square foot of a surface that absorbs all incident sound) 
           => acceleration unit -- (a unit for measuring acceleration) 
               => gal --
 (a unit of gravitational acceleration equal to one centimeter per second per second (named after Galileo)) 
           => angular unit -- (a unit of measurement for angles) 
               => mil -- (an angular unit used in artillery; equal to 1/6400 of a complete revolution) 
               => degree, arcdegree -- (a measure for arcs and angles; "there are 360 degrees in a circle") 
               => second, arcsecond --
 (a 60th part of a minute of arc; "the treasure is 2 minutes and 45 seconds south of here") 
               => minute, arcminute, minute of arc -- (a unit of angular distance equal to a 60th of a degree) 
               => microradian -- (a unit of angular distance equal to one thousandth of a milliradian) 
               => milliradian -- (a unit of angular distance equal to one thousandth of a radian) 
               => radian, rad --
 (the unit of plane angle adopted under the Systeme International d'Unites; equal to the angle at the center of a circle su
btended by an arc equal in length to the radius (approximately 57.295 degrees)) 
               => grad, grade -- (one-hundredth of a right angle) 
               => oxtant -- (a unit of angular distance equal to half a quadrant) 
               => sextant -- (a unit of angular distance equal to 60 degrees) 
               => quadrant, right angle -- (a quarter of the circumference of a circle) 
               => straight angle -- (an angle of 180 degrees) 
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               => steradian, sr -- (the unit of solid angle adopted under the Systeme International d'Unites) 
           => area unit, square measure -- (a system of units used to measure areas) 
               => square inch, sq in -- (a unit of area equal to one inch by one inch square) 
               => square foot, sq ft -- (a unit of area equal to one foot by one foot square) 
               => square yard, sq yd -- (a unit of area equal to one yard by one yard square) 
               => square meter, square metre, centare -- (a centare is 1/100th of an are) 
               => square mile -- (an area of 640 acres) 
                   => section -- (a land unit of 1 square mile measuring 1 mile on a side) 
               => quarter section -- (a land unit equal to a quarter of a section (160 acres) and measuring 1/2 mile on a side) 
               => acre -- (a unit of area (4840 square yards) used in English-speaking countries) 
               => are, ar -- (a unit of surface area equal to 100 square meters) 
               => hectare -- ((abbreviated `ha') a unit of surface area equal to 100 ares (or 10,000 square meters)) 
               => arpent -- (a former French unit of area; equal approximately to an acre) 
               => barn, b --
 ((physics) a unit of nuclear cross section; the effective circular area that one particle presents to another as a target for 
an encounter) 
               => dessiatine -- (a former Russian unit of area equal to 2.7 acres) 
               => morgen -- (a South African unit of measure equal to about 2 acres) 
               => perch, rod, pole -- (a square rod of land) 
               => em, mutton, mut -- (the square of a body of any size of type) 
               => agate line, line --
 (space for one line of print (one column wide and 1/14 inch deep) used to measure advertising) 
               => column inch, inch -- (a unit of measurement for advertising space) 
           => volume unit, capacity unit, capacity measure, cubage unit, cubic measure, cubic content unit, displacement u
nit, cubature unit -- (a unit of measurement of volume or capacity) 
               => cubic inch, cu in -- (the volume equal to a cube one inch on each side) 
               => cubic foot, cu ft -- (the volume equal to a cube one foot on each side) 
               => cord -- (a unit of amount of wood cut for burning; 128 cubic feet) 
               => liquid unit, liquid measure --
 (a unit of capacity for liquids (for measuring the volumes of liquids or their containers)) 
                   => United States liquid unit -- (a liquid unit officially adopted in the United States Customary System) 
                       => minim -- (a United States liquid unit equal to 1/60 fluidram) 
                       => fluidram, fluid dram, fluid drachm, drachm --
 (a unit of capacity or volume in the apothecary system equal to one eighth of a fluid ounce) 
                       => fluidounce, fluid ounce -- (a United States unit of capacity or volume equal to 1.804 cubic inches) 
                       => gill -- (a United States liquid unit equal to 4 fluid ounces) 
                       => cup -- (a United States liquid unit equal to 8 fluid ounces) 
                       => pint -- (a United States liquid unit equal to 16 fluid ounces; two pints equal one quart) 
                       => fifth -- (a quantity of liquor equal to one fifth of a United States gallon) 
                       => quart -- (a United States liquid unit equal to 32 fluid ounces; four quarts equal one gallon) 
                       => gallon, gal -- (United States liquid unit equal to 4 quarts or 3.785 liters) 
                       => barrel, bbl --
 (any of various units of capacity; "a barrel of beer is 31 gallons and a barrel of oil is 42 gallons") 
                   => British capacity unit, Imperial capacity unit --
 (a unit of measure for capacity officially adopted in the British Imperial System; British units are both dry and wet) 
                       => barrel, bbl --
 (any of various units of capacity; "a barrel of beer is 31 gallons and a barrel of oil is 42 gallons") 
                       => minim --
 (a British imperial capacity measure (liquid or dry) equal to 1/60th fluid dram or 0.059194 cubic centimeters) 
                       => fluidram, fluid dram, fluid drachm, drachm --
 (a British imperial capacity measure (liquid or dry) equal to 60 minims or 3.5516 cubic centimeters) 
                       => fluidounce, fluid ounce --
 (a British imperial unit of capacity or volume (liquid or dry) equal to 8 fluid drams or 28.416 cubic centimeters (1.734 
cubic inches)) 
                       => gill --
 (a British imperial capacity unit (liquid or dry) equal to 5 fluid ounces or 142.066 cubic centimeters) 
                       => pint --
 (a British imperial capacity measure (liquid or dry) equal to 4 gills or 568.26 cubic centimeters) 
                       => quart -- (a British imperial capacity measure (liquid or dry) equal to 2 pints or 1.136 liters) 
                       => gallon, Imperial gallon, congius --
 (a British imperial capacity measure (liquid or dry) equal to 4 quarts or 4.545 liters) 
                       => peck -- (a British imperial capacity measure (liquid or dry) equal to 2 gallons) 
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                       => bushel -- (a British imperial capacity measure (liquid or dry) equal to 4 pecks) 
                       => firkin -- (a British unit of capacity equal to 9 imperial gallons) 
                       => kilderkin -- (an obsolete British unit of capacity equal to 18 Imperial gallons) 
                       => quarter -- (a quarter of a hundredweight (28 pounds)) 
                       => hogshead -- (a British unit of capacity for alcoholic beverages) 
                       => chaldron -- (a British imperial capacity measure (liquid or dry) equal to 36 bushels) 
                   => arroba -- (a liquid measure (with different values) used in some Spanish speaking countries) 
                   => bath -- (an ancient Hebrew liquid measure equal to about 10 gallons) 
                   => mutchkin -- (a Scottish unit of liquid measure equal to 0.9 United States pint) 
                   => oka -- (a Turkish liquid unit equal to 1.3 pints) 
               => dry unit, dry measure -- (a unit of capacity for dry commodities (as fruit or grain)) 
                   => British capacity unit, Imperial capacity unit --
 (a unit of measure for capacity officially adopted in the British Imperial System; British units are both dry and wet) 
                       => barrel, bbl --
 (any of various units of capacity; "a barrel of beer is 31 gallons and a barrel of oil is 42 gallons") 
                       => minim --
 (a British imperial capacity measure (liquid or dry) equal to 1/60th fluid dram or 0.059194 cubic centimeters) 
                       => fluidram, fluid dram, fluid drachm, drachm --
 (a British imperial capacity measure (liquid or dry) equal to 60 minims or 3.5516 cubic centimeters) 
                       => fluidounce, fluid ounce --
 (a British imperial unit of capacity or volume (liquid or dry) equal to 8 fluid drams or 28.416 cubic centimeters (1.734 
cubic inches)) 
                       => gill --
 (a British imperial capacity unit (liquid or dry) equal to 5 fluid ounces or 142.066 cubic centimeters) 
                       => pint --
 (a British imperial capacity measure (liquid or dry) equal to 4 gills or 568.26 cubic centimeters) 
                       => quart -- (a British imperial capacity measure (liquid or dry) equal to 2 pints or 1.136 liters) 
                       => gallon, Imperial gallon, congius --
 (a British imperial capacity measure (liquid or dry) equal to 4 quarts or 4.545 liters) 
                       => peck -- (a British imperial capacity measure (liquid or dry) equal to 2 gallons) 
                       => bushel -- (a British imperial capacity measure (liquid or dry) equal to 4 pecks) 
                       => firkin -- (a British unit of capacity equal to 9 imperial gallons) 
                       => kilderkin -- (an obsolete British unit of capacity equal to 18 Imperial gallons) 
                       => quarter -- (a quarter of a hundredweight (28 pounds)) 
                       => hogshead -- (a British unit of capacity for alcoholic beverages) 
                       => chaldron -- (a British imperial capacity measure (liquid or dry) equal to 36 bushels) 
                   => ardeb -- (a unit of dry measure used in Egypt) 
                   => ephah, epha -- (an ancient Hebrew unit of dry measure equal to about a bushel) 
                   => United States dry unit --
 (a unit of measurement of capacity for dry substances officially adopted in the United States Customary System) 
                       => pint, dry pint -- (a United States dry unit equal to 0.5 quart or 33.6 cubic inches) 
                       => quart, dry quart -- (a United States dry unit equal to 2 pints or 67.2 cubic inches) 
                       => peck -- (a United States dry measure equal to 8 quarts or 537.605 cubic inches) 
                       => bushel -- (a United States dry measure equal to 4 pecks or 2152.42 cubic inches) 
               => metric capacity unit -- (a capacity unit defined in metric terms) 
                   => cubic millimeter, cubic millimetre --
 (a metric measure of volume or capacity equal to a cube 1 millimeter on each edge) 
                   => milliliter, millilitre, mil, ml, cubic centimeter, cubic centimetre, cc --
 (a metric unit of volume equal to one thousandth of a liter) 
                   => centiliter, centilitre, cl -- (a metric unit of volume equal to one hundredth of a liter) 
                   => deciliter, decilitre, dl -- (a metric unit of volume equal to one tenth of a liter) 
                   => liter, litre, l, cubic decimeter, cubic decimetre --
 (a metric unit of capacity equal to the volume of 1 kilogram of pure water at 4 degrees centigrade and 760 mm of merc
ury (or approximately 1.76 pints)) 
                   => dekaliter, dekalitre, decaliter, decalitre, dal, dkl -- (a metric unit of volume or capacity equal to 10 liters) 
                   => hectoliter, hectolitre, hl -- (a metric unit of volume or capacity equal to 100 liters) 
                   => kiloliter, kilolitre, cubic meter, cubic metre -- (a metric unit of volume or capacity equal to 1000 liters) 
                   => cubic kilometer, cubic kilometre --
 (a unit of capacity equal to the volume of a cube one kilometer on each edge) 
               => cran -- (a capacity unit used for measuring fresh herring) 
               => field capacity -- (the maximum amount of water that a particular soil can hold) 
               => homer, kor -- (an ancient Hebrew unit of capacity equal to 10 baths or 10 ephahs) 
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               => hin -- (ancient Hebrew unit of liquid measure = 1.5 gallons) 
               => fathom, fthm -- ((mining) a unit of volume (equal to 6 cubic feet) used in measuring bodies of ore) 
               => acre-foot --
 (the volume of water that would cover 1 acre to a depth of 1 foot; 43,560 cubic feet or 1233.5 cubic meters) 
               => acre inch -- (one twelfth of an acre-foot) 
               => board foot -- (the volume of a piece of wood 1 foot square and 1 inch thick) 
               => standard -- (a board measure = 1980 board feet) 
               => cubic yard, yard -- (a unit of volume (as for sand or gravel)) 
               => last -- (a unit of capacity for grain equal to 80 bushels) 
           => computer memory unit -- (a unit for measuring computer memory) 
               => nybble, nibble -- (a small byte) 
               => byte --
 (a sequence of 8 bits (enough to represent one character of alphanumeric data) processed as a single unit of informatio
n) 
               => sector --
 (the minimum track length that can be assigned to store information; unless otherwise specified a sector of data consist
s of 512 bytes) 
               => block --
 ((computer science) a sector or group of sectors that function as the smallest data unit permitted; "since blocks are ofte
n defined as a single sector, the terms `block' and `sector' are sometimes used interchangeably") 
                   => bad block -- ((computer science) a block (usually one sector) that cannot reliably hold data) 
               => allocation unit -- (a group of sectors on a magnetic disk that can be reserved for the use of a particular file) 
               => partition --
 ((computer science) the part of a hard disk that is dedicated to a particular operating system or application and accesse
d as a single unit) 
               => word --
 (a word is a string of bits stored in computer memory; "large computers use words up to 64 bits long") 
               => kilobyte, K, KB -- (a unit of information equal to one thousand (1024) bytes) 
               => megabyte, MB -- (a unit of information equal to one million (1,048,576) bytes) 
               => gigabyte, G, GB -- (a unit of information equal to one billion (1,073,741,824) bytes or 1024 megabytes) 
               => terabyte, T, TB -- (a unit of information equal to a trillion (1,099,511,627,776) bytes or 1024 gigabytes) 
               => petabyte -- (a unit of information equal to 1,024 terabytes) 
ELECTROMAGNETIC UNIT 
           => electromagnetic unit, emu -- (any of various systems of units for measuring electricity and magnetism) 
               => capacitance unit -- (a measure of the capacity of a circuit component to store charge) 
                   => picofarad -- (a unit of capacitance equal to one trillionth of a farad) 
                   => millifarad -- (a unit of capacitance equal to one thousandth of a farad) 
                   => farad, F --
 (the capacitance of a capacitor that has an equal and opposite charge of 1 coulomb on each plate and a voltage differen
ce of 1 volt between the plates) 
                   => abfarad -- (a capacitance unit equal to one billion farads) 
               => charge unit, quantity unit --
 (a measure of the quantity of electricity (determined by the amount of an electric current and the time for which it flow
s)) 
                   => coulomb, C, ampere-second --
 (a unit of electrical charge equal to the amount of charge transferred by a current of 1 ampere in 1 second) 
                   => abcoulomb -- (a unit of electrical charge equal to 10 coulombs) 
                   => ampere-minute -- (a unit of charge equal to 60 coulombs) 
                   => ampere-hour -- (a unit of charge equal to 3600 coulombs) 
               => conductance unit -- (a measure of a material's ability to conduct an electrical charge) 
                   => mho, siemens, reciprocal ohm, S -- (a unit of conductance equal to the reciprocal of an ohm) 
               => current unit -- (a measure of the amount of electric charge flowing past a circuit point at a specific time) 
                   => ampere, amp, A --
 (the basic unit of electric current adopted under the Systeme International d'Unites; "a typical household circuit carries 
15 to 50 amps") 
                   => milliampere, mA -- (one thousandth of an ampere) 
                   => abampere, abamp -- (a unit of current equal to 10 amperes) 
                   => ampere, international ampere -- (a former unit of electric current (slightly smaller than the SI ampere)) 
               => elastance unit -- (the reciprocal of capacitance) 
                   => daraf -- (a unit of elastance equal to the reciprocal of a farad) 
               => field strength unit -- (an electromagnetic unit of magnetic intensity) 
                   => gamma -- (a unit of magnetic field strength equal to one-hundred-thousandth of an oersted) 
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                   => oersted -- (the magnetic field strength 1 cm from a unit magnetic pole) 
               => flux density unit -- (a measure of the amount of flux per unit of cross sectional area) 
                   => microgauss -- (a unit of magnetic flux density equal to one millionth of a gauss) 
                   => gauss -- (a unit of magnetic flux density equal to 1 maxwell per square centimeter) 
                   => tesla -- (a unit of magnetic flux density equal to one weber per square meter) 
               => inductance unit --
 (a measure of the property of an electric circuit by which an electromotive force is induced in it) 
                   => abhenry -- (a unit of inductance equal to one billionth of a henry) 
                   => millihenry -- (a unit of inductance equal to one thousandth of a henry) 
                   => henry, H --
 (a unit of inductance in which an induced electromotive force of one volt is produced when the current is varied at the 
rate of one ampere per second) 
               => light unit -- (a measure of the visible electromagnetic radiation) 
                   => illumination unit -- (a measure of illumination) 
                       => footcandle --
 (a unit of illuminance on a surface that is everywhere 1 foot from a point source of 1 candle) 
                       => lambert, L --
 (a cgs unit of illumination equal to the brightness of a perfectly diffusing surface that emits or reflects one lumen per s
quare centimeter) 
                       => lux, lx -- (a unit of illumination equal to 1 lumen per square meter; 0.0929 foot candle) 
                       => phot -- (a unit of illumination equal to 1 lumen per square centimeter; 10,000 phots equal 1 lux) 
                   => luminance unit -- (a measure of luminance) 
                       => nit --
 (a luminance unit equal to 1 candle per square meter measured perpendicular to the rays from the source) 
                       => foot-lambert, ft-L -- (a former luminance unit equal to one lumen per square foot) 
                   => luminous flux unit -- (a measure of luminous flux per unit area) 
                       => lumen, lm --
 (a unit of luminous flux equal to the amount of light given out through a solid angle of 1 steradian by a point source of 
1 candela intensity radiating uniformly in all directions) 
                   => luminous intensity unit, candlepower unit -- (a measure of luminous intensity) 
                       => candle, candela, cd, standard candle --
 (the basic unit of luminous intensity adopted under the Systeme International d'Unites; equal to 1/60 of the luminous in
tensity per square centimeter of a black body radiating at the temperature of 2,046 degrees Kelvin) 
                       => international candle --
 (a former international unit of luminous intensity; now replaced by the candela) 
                   => exposure -- (the intensity of light falling on a photographic film or plate; "he used the wrong exposure") 
               => magnetomotive force unit -- (a unit of measurement of magnetomotive force) 
                   => gilbert, Gb, Gi -- (a unit of magnetomotive force equal to 0.7958 ampere-turns) 
                   => ampere-turn --
 (a unit of magnetomotive force equal to the magnetomotive force produced by the passage of 1 ampere through 1 com
plete turn of a coil; equal to 1.257 gilberts) 
                   => magneton -- (a unit of magnetic moment of a molecular or atomic or subatomic particle) 
               => potential unit --
 (a measure of the potential energy of a unit charge at a give point in a circuit relative to a reference point (ground)) 
                   => abvolt -- (a unit of potential equal to one-hundred-millionth of a volt) 
                   => millivolt, mV -- (a unit of potential equal to one thousandth of a volt) 
                   => microvolt -- (a unit of potential equal to one millionth of a volt) 
                   => nanovolt -- (a unit of potential equal to one billionth of a volt) 
                   => picovolt -- (a unit of potential equal to one trillionth of a volt) 
                   => femtovolt -- (a unit of potential equal to one quadrillionth of a volt (or one thousandth of a nanosecond)) 
                   => volt, V --
 (a unit of potential equal to the potential difference between two points on a conductor carrying a current of 1 ampere 
when the power dissipated between the two points is 1 watt; equivalent to the potential difference across a resistance of 
1 ohm when 1 ampere of current flows through it) 
                   => kilovolt, kV -- (a unit of potential equal to a thousand volts) 
               => power unit -- (a measure of electric power) 
                   => abwatt --
 (a power unit equal to the power dissipated when 1 abampere flows across a potential difference of 1 abvolt (one ten-
thousandth of a milliwatt)) 
                   => milliwatt -- (a unit of power equal to one thousandth of a watt) 
                   => watt, W --
 (a unit of power equal to 1 joule per second; the power dissipated by a current of 1 ampere flowing across a resistance 
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of 1 ohm) 
                   => kilowatt, kW -- (a unit of power equal to 1000 watts) 
                   => megawatt -- (a unit of power equal to one million watts) 
                   => horsepower, HP, H.P. -- (a unit of power equal to 746 watts) 
                   => volt-ampere, var --
 (a unit of electrical power in an AC circuit equal to the power dissipated when 1 volt produces a current of 1 ampere) 
                   => kilovolt-ampere -- (a unit of electrical power equal to 1000 volt-amperes) 
               => radioactivity unit -- (a measure of radioactivity) 
                   => millicurie -- (a unit of radioactivity equal to one thousandth of a curie) 
                   => curie, Ci --
 (a unit of radioactivity equal to the amount of a radioactive isotope that decays at the rate of 37,000,000,000 disintegrat
ions per second) 
                   => roentgen, R --
 (a unit of radiation exposure; the dose of ionizing radiation that will produce 1 electrostatic unit of electricity in 1 cc of
 dry air) 
                   => rutherford -- (a unit strength of a radioactive source equal to one million disintegrations per second) 
                   => REM --
 ((Roentgen Equivalent Man) the dosage of ionizing radiation that will cause the same amount of injury to human tissue
 as 1 roentgen of X-rays) 
                   => rad -- (a unit of absorbed ionizing radiation equal to 100 ergs per gram of irradiated material) 
               => resistance unit -- (the reciprocal of conductance) 
                   => abohm -- (a unit of resistance equal to a billionth of an ohm) 
                   => ohm --
 (a unit of electrical resistance equal to the resistance between two points on a conductor when a potential difference of 
one volt between them produces a current of one ampere) 
                   => megohm -- (a unit of resistance equal to one million ohms) 
           => explosive unit -- (any unit for measuring the force of explosions) 
               => kiloton -- (a measure of explosive power (of an atomic weapon) equal to that of 1000 tons of TNT) 
               => megaton -- (a measure of explosive power (of an atomic weapon) equal to that of one million tons of TNT) 
           => force unit -- (a unit of measurement of physical force) 
               => dyne -- (a unit of force equal to the force that imparts an acceleration of 1 cm/sec/sec to a mass of 1 gram) 
               => newton, N --
 (a unit of force equal to the force that imparts an acceleration of 1 m/sec/sec to a mass of 1 kilogram; equal to 100,000 
dynes) 
               => sthene -- (a unit of force equal to 1000 newtons) 
               => poundal, pdl --
 (a unit of force equal to the force that imparts an acceleration of 1 foot/sec/sec to a mass of 1 pound; equal to 0.1382 ne
wtons) 
               => pound, lbf. --
 (a nontechnical unit of force equal to the mass of 1 pound with an acceleration of free fall equal to 32 feet/sec/sec) 
               => pounder --
 ((used only in combination) something weighing a given number of pounds; "the fisherman caught a 10-
pounder"; "their linemen are all 300-pounders") 
               => g, gee, g-force --
 (a unit of force equal to the force exerted by gravity; used to indicate the force to which a body is subjected when it is a
ccelerated) 
METRIC, METRIC UNIT 
           => metric unit, metric --
 (a decimal unit of measurement of the metric system (based on meters and kilograms and seconds); "convert all the me
asurements to metric units"; "it is easier to work in metric") 
               => metric capacity unit -- (a capacity unit defined in metric terms) 
                   => cubic millimeter, cubic millimetre --
 (a metric measure of volume or capacity equal to a cube 1 millimeter on each edge) 
                   => milliliter, millilitre, mil, ml, cubic centimeter, cubic centimetre, cc --
 (a metric unit of volume equal to one thousandth of a liter) 
                   => centiliter, centilitre, cl -- (a metric unit of volume equal to one hundredth of a liter) 
                   => deciliter, decilitre, dl -- (a metric unit of volume equal to one tenth of a liter) 
                   => liter, litre, l, cubic decimeter, cubic decimetre --
 (a metric unit of capacity equal to the volume of 1 kilogram of pure water at 4 degrees centigrade and 760 mm of merc
ury (or approximately 1.76 pints)) 
                   => dekaliter, dekalitre, decaliter, decalitre, dal, dkl -- (a metric unit of volume or capacity equal to 10 liters) 
                   => hectoliter, hectolitre, hl -- (a metric unit of volume or capacity equal to 100 liters) 
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                   => kiloliter, kilolitre, cubic meter, cubic metre -- (a metric unit of volume or capacity equal to 1000 liters) 
                   => cubic kilometer, cubic kilometre --
 (a unit of capacity equal to the volume of a cube one kilometer on each edge) 
               => metric linear unit -- (a linear unit of distance in metric terms) 
                   => femtometer, femtometre, fermi -- (a metric unit of length equal to one quadrillionth of a meter) 
                   => picometer, picometre, micromicron -- (a metric unit of length equal to one trillionth of a meter) 
                   => angstrom, angstrom unit, A --
 (a metric unit of length equal to one ten billionth of a meter (or 0.0001 micron); used to specify wavelengths of electro
magnetic radiation) 
                   => nanometer, nanometre, nm, millimicron, micromillimeter, micromillimetre --
 (a metric unit of length equal to one billionth of a meter) 
                   => micron, micrometer -- (a metric unit of length equal to one millionth of a meter) 
                   => millimeter, millimetre, mm -- (a metric unit of length equal to one thousandth of a meter) 
                   => centimeter, centimetre, cm -- (a metric unit of length equal to one hundredth of a meter) 
                   => decimeter, decimetre, dm -- (a metric unit of length equal to one tenth of a meter) 
                   => meter, metre, m --
 (the basic unit of length adopted under the Systeme International d'Unites (approximately 1.094 yards)) 
                   => decameter, dekameter, decametre, dekametre, dam, dkm -- (a metric unit of length equal to ten meters) 
                   => hectometer, hectometre, hm -- (a metric unit of length equal to 100 meters) 
                   => kilometer, kilometre, km, klick -- (a metric unit of length equal to 1000 meters (or 0.621371 miles)) 
                   => myriameter, myriametre, mym -- (a metric unit of length equal to 10,000 meters) 
               => metric weight unit, weight unit -- (a decimal unit of weight based on the gram) 
                   => microgram, mcg -- (one millionth (1/1,000,000) gram) 
                   => milligram, mg -- (one thousandth (1/1,000) gram) 
                   => nanogram, ng -- (one billionth (1/1,000,000,000) gram) 
                   => grain, metric grain -- (used for pearls or diamonds: 50 mg or 1/4 carat) 
                   => decigram, dg -- (1/10 gram) 
                   => carat -- (a unit of weight for precious stones = 200 mg) 
                   => gram, gramme, gm, g -- (a metric unit of weight equal to one thousandth of a kilogram) 
                   => gram atom, gram-atomic weight --
 (the quantity of an element whose weight in grams is numerically equal to the atomic weight of the element) 
                   => gram molecule, mole, mol --
 (the molecular weight of a substance expressed in grams; the basic unit of amount of substance adopted under the Syst
eme International d'Unites) 
                   => dekagram, decagram, dkg, dag -- (10 grams) 
                   => hectogram, hg -- (100 grams) 
                   => kilogram, kg, kilo --
 (one thousand grams; the basic unit of mass adopted under the Systeme International d'Unites; "a kilogram is approxim
ately 2.2 pounds") 
                       => key -- (a kilogram of a narcotic drug; "they were carrying two keys of heroin") 
                   => myriagram, myg -- (one ten thousandth of a centner) 
                   => centner -- (in some European countries: a unit of weight equivalent to 50 kilograms) 
                   => hundredweight, metric hundredweight, doppelzentner, centner --
 (a unit of weight equal to 100 kilograms) 
                   => quintal -- (a unit of weight equal to 100 kilograms) 
                   => metric ton, MT, tonne, t -- (a unit of weight equivalent to 1000 kilograms) 
           => miles per gallon -- (the distance traveled in a vehicle powered by one gallon of gasoline or diesel fuel) 
           => monetary unit -- (a monetary unit) 
               => dollar -- (the basic monetary unit in many countries; equal to 100 cents) 
                   => Australian dollar -- (the basic unit of money in Australia and Nauru) 
                   => Bahamian dollar -- (the basic unit of money in the Bahamas) 
                   => Barbados dollar -- (the basic unit of money in Barbados) 
                   => Belize dollar -- (the basic unit of money in Belize) 
                   => Bermuda dollar -- (the basic unit of money in Bermuda) 
                   => Brunei dollar -- (the basic unit of money in Brunei) 
                   => Canadian dollar -- (the basic unit of money in Canada) 
                   => Cayman Islands dollar -- (the basic unit of money in the Cayman Islands) 
                   => Dominican dollar -- (the basic unit of money in Dominica) 
                   => Fiji dollar -- (the basic unit of money in Fiji) 
                   => Grenada dollar -- (the basic unit of money in Grenada) 
                   => Guyana dollar -- (the basic unit of money in Guyana) 
                   => Hong Kong dollar -- (the basic unit of money in Hong Kong) 
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                   => Jamaican dollar -- (the basic unit of money in Jamaica) 
                   => Kiribati dollar -- (the basic unit of money in Kiribati) 
                   => Liberian dollar -- (the basic unit of money in Liberia) 
                   => New Zealand dollar -- (the basic unit of money in New Zealand) 
                   => Singapore dollar -- (the basic unit of money in Singapore) 
                   => Taiwan dollar -- (the basic unit of money in Taiwan) 
                   => Trinidad and Tobago dollar -- (the basic unit of money in Trinidad and Tobago) 
                   => Tuvalu dollar -- (the basic unit of money in Tuvalu) 
                   => United States dollar -- (the basic unit of money in the United States) 
                       => Eurodollar --
 (a United States dollar deposited in a European bank and used as an international currency to finance trade) 
                   => Zimbabwean dollar -- (the basic unit of money in Zimbabwe) 
               => euro --
 (the basic monetary unit of most members of the European Union (introduced in 1999); in 2002 twelve European natio
ns (Germany, France, Belgium, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Ireland, Greece, Austria, Finland)
 adopted the euro as their basic unit of money and abandoned their traditional currencies) 
               => franc -- (the basic monetary unit in many countries; equal to 100 centimes) 
                   => Belgian franc -- (formerly the basic unit of money in Belgium) 
                   => Benin franc -- (the basic unit of money in Benin) 
                   => Burundi franc -- (the basic unit of money in Burundi) 
                   => Cameroon franc -- (the basic unit of money in Cameroon) 
                   => Central African Republic franc -- (the basic unit of money in the Central African Republic) 
                   => Chadian franc -- (the basic unit of money in Chad) 
                   => Congo franc -- (the basic unit of money in the Congo) 
                   => Djibouti franc -- (the basic unit of money in Djibouti) 
                   => French franc -- (formerly the basic unit of money in France) 
                   => Gabon franc -- (the basic unit of money in Gabon) 
                   => Ivory Coast franc, Cote d'Ivoire franc -- (the basic unit of money in the Ivory Coast) 
                   => Luxembourg franc -- (formerly the basic unit of money in Luxembourg) 
                   => Madagascar franc -- (the basic unit of money in Madagascar) 
                   => Mali franc -- (the basic unit of money in Mali) 
                   => Niger franc -- (the basic unit of money in Niger) 
                   => Rwanda franc -- (the basic unit of money in Rwanda) 
                   => Senegalese franc -- (the basic unit of money in Senegal) 
                   => Swiss franc -- (the basic unit of money in Switzerland) 
                   => Togo franc -- (the basic unit of money in Togo) 
                   => Burkina Faso franc -- (the basic unit of money in Burkina Faso) 
                   => Guinean franc -- (the basic unit of money in Guinea) 
               => fractional monetary unit, subunit --
 (a monetary unit that is valued at a fraction (usually one hundredth) of the basic monetary unit) 
                   => cent -- (a fractional monetary unit of several countries) 
                   => centesimo -- (a fractional monetary unit of several countries: Panama and Italy and Uruguay and Chile) 
                   => centimo --
 (a fractional monetary unit of Venezuela and Costa Rica and Equatorial Guinea and Paraguay and Spain) 
                   => centavo --
 (a fractional monetary unit of several countries: El Salvador and Sao Tome and Principe and Brazil and Argentina and 
Bolivia and Colombia and Cuba and the Dominican Republic and Ecuador and El Salvador and Guatemala and Hondur
as and Mexico and Nicaragua and Peru and the Philippines and Portugal) 
                   => centime --
 (a fractional monetary unit of several countries: France and Algeria and Belgium and Burkina Faso and Burundi and C
ameroon and Chad and the Congo and Gabon and Haiti and the Ivory Coast and Luxembourg and Mali and Morocco an
d Niger and Rwanda and Senegal and Switzerland and Togo) 
                       => Algerian centime -- (100 centimes equal 1 dinar) 
                       => Haitian centime -- (100 centimes equal 1 gourde) 
                   => fils --
 (a fractional monetary unit in Bahrain and Iraq and Jordan and Kuwait; equal to one thousandth of a dinar) 
                   => sen --
 (a fractional monetary unit of Japan and Indonesia and Cambodia; equal to one hundredth of a yen or rupiah or riel) 
                   => ore -- (a monetary subunit in Denmark and Norway and Sweden; 100 ore equal 1 krona) 
                   => piaster, piastre -- (a fractional monetary unit in Egypt and Lebanon and Sudan and Syria) 
                   => penny --
 (a fractional monetary unit of Ireland and the United Kingdom; equal to one hundredth of a pound) 
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                   => paisa -- (a fractional monetary unit in Bangladesh and India and Nepal and Pakistan) 
               => Afghan monetary unit -- (monetary unit in the Islamic State of Afghanistan) 
                   => afghani -- (the basic unit of money in Afghanistan) 
                   => pul -- (100 puls equal 1 afghani) 
               => Argentine monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Argentina) 
                   => austral -- (the basic unit of money in Argentina; equal to 100 centavos) 
               => Thai monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Thailand) 
                   => baht, tical -- (the basic unit of money in Thailand) 
                   => satang -- (100 satangs equal 1 baht) 
               => Panamanian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Panama) 
                   => balboa -- (the basic unit of money in Panama; equal to 100 centesimos) 
               => Ethiopian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Ethiopia) 
                   => birr -- (the basic unit of money in Ethiopia; equal to 100 cents) 
               => Venezuelan monetary unit -- (monetary unit of Venezuela) 
                   => bolivar -- (the basic unit of money in Venezuela; equal to 100 centimos) 
               => Ghanian monetary unit -- (monetary unit of Ghana) 
                   => cedi -- (the basic unit of money in Ghana) 
                   => pesewa -- (100 pesewas equal 1 cedi) 
               => Costa Rican monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Costa Rica) 
                   => colon, Costa Rican colon -- (the basic unit of money in Costa Rica; equal to 100 centimos) 
               => El Salvadoran monetary unit -- (monetary unit in El Salvador) 
                   => colon, El Salvadoran colon -- (the basic unit of money in El Salvador; equal to 100 centavos) 
               => Brazilian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Brazil) 
                   => cruzeiro -- (the basic unit of money in Brazil; equal to 100 centavos) 
               => Gambian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Gambia) 
                   => dalasi -- (the basic unit of money in Gambia) 
                   => butut, butat -- (100 bututs equal 1 dalasi) 
               => Algerian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Algeria) 
                   => Algerian dinar, dinar -- (the basic unit of money in Algeria) 
               => Bahrainian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Bahrain) 
                   => Bahrain dinar, dinar -- (the basic unit of money in Bahrain; equal to 1,000 fils) 
               => Iraqi monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Iraq) 
                   => Iraqi dinar, dinar -- (the basic unit of money in Iraq; equal to 1,000 fils) 
               => Jordanian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Jordan) 
                   => Jordanian dinar, dinar -- (the basic unit of money in Jordan; equal to 1,000 fils) 
               => Kuwaiti monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Kuwait) 
                   => Kuwaiti dinar, dinar -- (the basic unit of money in Kuwait; equal 1,000 fils) 
                   => Kuwaiti dirham, dirham -- (worth one tenth of a Kuwaiti dinar; equal 100 fils) 
               => Libyan monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Libya) 
                   => Libyan dinar, dinar -- (the basic unit of money in Libya) 
                   => Libyan dirham, dirham -- (100 dirhams equal 1 dinar) 
               => Tunisian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Tunisia) 
                   => Tunisian dinar, dinar -- (the basic unit of money in Tunisia) 
                   => Tunisian dirham, dirham -- (100 dirhams equal 1 dinar) 
                   => millime -- (1,000 millimes equal 1 dinar) 
               => Yugoslavian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Yugoslavia) 
                   => Yugoslavian dinar, dinar -- (the basic unit of money in Yugoslavia) 
                   => para -- (100 para equal 1 dinar) 
               => Moroccan monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Morocco) 
                   => Moroccan dirham, dirham -- (the basic unit of money in Morocco; equal to 100 centimes) 
               => United Arab Emirate monetary unit -- (monetary unit in the United Arab Emirates) 
                   => United Arab Emirate dirham, dirham --
 (the basic unit of money in the United Arab Emirates; equal to 1,000 fils) 
               => Vietnamese monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Vietnam) 
                   => dong -- (the basic unit of money in Vietnam) 
                   => hao -- (10 hao equal 1 dong) 
               => Greek monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Greece) 
                   => drachma, Greek drachma -- (formerly the basic unit of money in Greece) 
                   => lepton -- (100 lepta equal 1 drachma) 
               => Sao Thome e Principe monetary unit -- (monetary unit on Sao Tome e Principe) 
                   => dobra -- (the basic unit of money on Sao Tome e Principe) 
               => Equatorial Guinea monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Equatorial Guinea) 
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                   => epkwele -- (the basic unit of money in Equatorial Guinea) 
               => Cape Verde monetary unit -- (monetary unit on Cape Verde) 
                   => Cape Verde escudo, escudo -- (the basic unit of money on Cape Verde; equal to 100 centavos) 
               => Portuguese monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Portugal) 
                   => Portuguese escudo, escudo -- (formerly the basic monetary unit of Portugal; equal to 100 centavo) 
                   => conto -- (1 conto equals 1,000 escudos) 
               => Hungarian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Hungary) 
                   => forint -- (the basic unit of money in Hungary) 
                   => filler -- (100 filler equal 1 forint) 
                   => pengo -- (formerly the basic unit of money in Hungary until it was replaced by the forint in 1946) 
               => Haitian monetary unit -- (the monetary unit in Haiti) 
                   => gourde -- (the basic unit of money in Haiti) 
               => Paraguayan monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Paraguay) 
                   => guarani -- (the basic unit of money in Paraguay; equal to 100 centimos) 
               => Dutch monetary unit -- (monetary unit in the Netherlands) 
                   => guilder, gulden, florin, Dutch florin --
 (formerly the basic unit of money in the Netherlands; equal to 100 cents) 
               => Surinamese monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Suriname) 
                   => guilder, gulden, florin -- (the basic unit of money in Suriname; equal to 100 cents) 
               => Peruvian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Peru) 
                   => inti -- (the basic unit of money in Peru) 
               => Papuan monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Papua New Guinea) 
                   => kina -- (the basic unit of money in Papua New Guinea) 
                   => toea -- (100 toea equal 1 kina) 
               => Laotian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Laos) 
                   => kip -- (the basic unit of money in Laos) 
                   => at -- (100 at equal 1 kip) 
               => Czech monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Czech Republic) 
                   => koruna -- (the basic unit of money in Czech Republic) 
                   => haler, heller -- (100 halers equal 1 koruna) 
               => Slovakian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Slovakia) 
                   => koruna -- (the basic unit of money in Slovakia) 
                   => haler, heller -- (100 halers equal 1 koruna) 
               => Icelandic monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Iceland) 
                   => Icelandic krona, krona -- (the basic unit of money in Iceland) 
                   => aurar, eyrir -- (100 aurar equal 1 krona) 
               => Swedish monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Sweden) 
                   => Swedish krona, krona -- (the basic unit of money in Sweden) 
               => Danish monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Denmark) 
                   => Danish krone, krone -- (the basic unit of money in Denmark) 
               => Norwegian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Norway) 
                   => Norwegian krone, krone -- (the basic unit of money in Norway) 
               => Malawian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Malawi) 
                   => Malawi kwacha, kwacha -- (the basic unit of money in Malawi) 
                   => tambala -- (100 tambala equal 1 Kwacha) 
               => Zambian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Zambia) 
                   => Zambian kwacha, kwacha -- (the basic unit of money in Zambia) 
                   => ngwee -- (100 ngwee equal 1 kwacha) 
               => Angolan monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Angola) 
                   => kwanza -- (the basic unit of money in Angola) 
                   => lwei -- (100 lwei equal 1 kwanza) 
               => Myanmar monetary unit -- (monetary unit in the Union of Burma) 
                   => kyat -- (the basic unit of money in Myanmar) 
                   => pya -- (100 pyas equal 1 kyat) 
               => Albanian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Albania) 
                   => lek -- (the basic unit of money in Albania) 
                   => qindarka, qintar -- (100 qindarka equal 1 lek) 
               => Honduran monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Honduras) 
                   => lempira -- (the basic unit of money in Honduras; equal to 100 centavos) 
               => Sierra Leone monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Sierra Leone) 
                   => leone -- (the basic unit of money in Sierra Leone; equal to 100 cents) 
               => Romanian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Romania) 
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                   => leu -- (the basic unit of money in Romania) 
                   => ban -- (100 bani equal 1 leu) 
               => Bulgarian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Bulgaria) 
                   => lev -- (the basic unit of money in Bulgaria) 
                   => stotinka -- (100 stotinka equal 1 lev) 
               => Swaziland monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Swaziland) 
                   => lilangeni -- (the basic unit of money in Swaziland; equal to 100 cents) 
               => Italian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Italy) 
                   => lira, Italian lira -- (formerly the basic unit of money in Italy; equal to 100 centesimi) 
               => British monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Great Britain) 
                   => British pound, pound, pound sterling, quid --
 (the basic unit of money in Great Britain; equal to 100 pence) 
                   => British shilling, shilling, bob -- (a former monetary unit in Great Britain) 
               => Turkish monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Turkey) 
                   => lira, Turkish lira -- (the basic unit of money in Turkey) 
                   => kuru, piaster, piastre -- (100 kurus equal 1 lira) 
                   => asper -- (20 aspers equal 1 kuru) 
               => Lesotho monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Lesotho) 
                   => loti -- (the basic unit of money in Lesotho) 
                   => sente -- (100 sente equal 1 loti) 
               => German monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Germany) 
                   => mark, German mark, Deutsche Mark, Deutschmark -- (formerly the basic unit of money in Germany) 
                   => pfennig -- (100 pfennigs equal 1 Deutsche Mark) 
               => Finnish monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Finland) 
                   => markka, Pinnish mark -- (formerly the basic unit of money in Finland) 
                   => penni -- (100 penni equal 1 markka) 
               => Mozambique monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Mozambique) 
                   => metical -- (the basic unit of money in Mozambique; equal to 100 centavos) 
               => Nigerian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Nigeria) 
                   => naira -- (the basic unit of money in Nigeria) 
                   => kobo -- (100 kobos equal 1 naira) 
               => Bhutanese monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Bhutan) 
                   => ngultrum -- (the basic unit of money in Bhutan) 
                   => chetrum -- (100 chetrums equal 1 ngultrum) 
               => Mauritanian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Mauritania) 
                   => ouguiya -- (the basic unit of money in Mauritania) 
                   => khoum -- (5 khoums equal 1 ouguiya) 
               => Tongan monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Tonga) 
                   => pa'anga -- (the basic unit of money in Tonga) 
                   => seniti -- (100 seniti equal 1 pa'anga) 
               => Macao monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Macao) 
                   => pataca -- (the basic unit of money in Macao) 
                   => avo -- (100 avos equal 1 pataca) 
               => Spanish monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Spain) 
                   => peseta, Spanish peseta -- (formerly the basic unit of money in Spain; equal to 100 centimos) 
               => Bolivian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Bolivia) 
                   => boliviano -- (the basic unit of money in Bolivia; equal to 100 centavos) 
               => Nicaraguan monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Nicaragua) 
                   => cordoba -- (the basic unit of money in Nicaragua; equal to 100 centavos) 
               => Chilean monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Chile) 
                   => Chilean peso, peso -- (the basic unit of money in Chile; equal to 100 centesimos) 
               => Colombian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Colombia) 
                   => Colombian peso, peso -- (the basic unit of money in Colombia; equal to 100 centavos) 
               => Cuban monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Cuba) 
                   => Cuban peso, peso -- (the basic unit of money in Cuba; equal to 100 centavos) 
               => Dominican monetary unit -- (monetary unit in the Dominican Republic) 
                   => Dominican peso, peso -- (the basic unit of money in the Dominican Republic; equal to 100 centavos) 
               => Guinea-Bissau monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Guinea-Bissau) 
                   => Guinea-Bissau peso, peso -- (the basic unit of money in Guinea-Bissau; equal to 100 centavos) 
               => Mexican monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Mexico) 
                   => Mexican peso, peso -- (the basic unit of money in Mexico; equal to 100 centavos) 
               => Philippine monetary unit -- (monetary unit in the Philippines) 
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                   => Philippine peso, peso -- (the basic unit of money in the Philippines; equal to 100 centavos) 
               => Uruguayan monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Uruguay) 
                   => Uruguayan peso, peso -- (the basic unit of money in Uruguay; equal to 100 centesimos) 
               => Cypriot monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Cyprus) 
                   => Cypriot pound, pound -- (the basic unit of money in Cyprus; equal to 100 cents) 
                   => mil -- (a Cypriot monetary unit equal to one thousandth of a pound) 
               => Egyptian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Egypt) 
                   => Egyptian pound, pound -- (the basic unit of money in Egypt; equal to 100 piasters) 
               => Irish monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Eire) 
                   => Irish pound, Irish punt, punt, pound -- (formerly the basic unit of money in Ireland; equal to 100 pence) 
               => Lebanese monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Lebanon) 
                   => Lebanese pound, pound -- (the basic unit of money in Lebanon; equal to 100 piasters) 
               => Maltese monetary unit -- (monetary unit on Malta) 
                   => lira, Maltese lira -- (the basic unit of money on Malta; equal to 100 cents) 
               => Sudanese monetary unit -- (monetary unit in the Sudan) 
                   => Sudanese pound, pound -- (the basic unit of money in the Sudan; equal to 100 piasters) 
               => Syrian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Syria) 
                   => Syrian pound, pound -- (the basic unit of money in Syria; equal to 100 piasters) 
               => Botswana monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Botswana) 
                   => pula -- (the basic unit of money in Botswana) 
                   => thebe -- (100 thebe equal 1 pula) 
               => Guatemalan monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Guatemala) 
                   => quetzal -- (the basic unit of money in Guatemala; equal to 100 centavos) 
               => South African monetary unit -- (monetary unit in South Africa) 
                   => rand -- (the basic unit of money in South Africa; equal to 100 cents) 
               => Iranian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Iran) 
                   => Iranian rial, rial -- (the basic unit of money in Iran) 
                   => Iranian dinar, dinar -- (100 dinars equal 1 rial) 
               => Omani monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Oman) 
                   => riyal-omani, Omani rial, rial -- (the basic unit of money in Oman) 
                   => baiza, baisa -- (1,000 baiza equal 1 riyal-omani) 
               => Yemeni monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Yemen) 
                   => Yemeni rial, rial -- (the basic unit of money in Yemen; equal to 100 fils) 
                   => Yemeni fils, fils -- (100 Yemeni fils are worth one Yemeni rial) 
               => Cambodian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Cambodia) 
                   => riel -- (the basic unit of money in Cambodia; equal to 100 sen) 
               => Malaysian monetary unit -- (monetary unit is Malaysia) 
                   => ringgit -- (the basic unit of money in Malaysia; equal to 100 sen) 
               => Qatari monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Qatar) 
                   => Qatari riyal, riyal -- (the basic unit of money in Qatar) 
                   => Qatari dirham, dirham -- (100 dirhams equal 1 riyal) 
               => Saudi Arabian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Saudi Arabia) 
                   => Saudi Arabian riyal, riyal -- (the basic unit of money in Saudi Arabia) 
                   => qurush -- (20 qurush equal 1 riyal) 
               => Russian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Russia) 
                   => ruble, rouble -- (the basic unit of money in Russia) 
                   => kopek, kopeck, copeck -- (100 kopecks equal 1 ruble) 
               => Armenian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Armenia) 
                   => dram -- (the basic unit of money in Armenia) 
                   => lumma -- (100 lumma equal 1 dram) 
               => Azerbaijani monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Azerbaijan) 
                   => manat -- (the basic unit of money in Azerbaijan) 
                   => qepiq -- (100 qepiq equal 1 manat) 
               => Belarusian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Belarus) 
                   => rubel -- (the basic unit of money in Belarus) 
                   => kapeika -- (100 kapeikas equal 1 rubel) 
               => Estonian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Estonia) 
                   => kroon -- (the basic unit of money in Estonia) 
                   => sent -- (100 senti equal 1 kroon) 
               => Georgian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Georgia) 
                   => lari -- (the basic unit of money in Georgia) 
                   => tetri -- (100 tetri equal 1 lari) 
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               => Kazakhstani monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Kazakhstan) 
                   => tenge -- (the basic unit of money in Kazakhstan) 
                   => tiyin -- (100 tiyin equal 1 tenge) 
               => Latvian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Latvia) 
                   => lats -- (the basic unit of money in Latvia) 
                   => santims -- (100 santimi equal 1 lats) 
               => Lithuanian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Lithuania) 
                   => litas -- (the basic unit of money in Lithuania) 
                   => centas -- (100 centas equal 1 litas) 
               => Kyrgyzstani monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Kyrgyzstan) 
                   => som -- (the basic unit of money in Kyrgyzstan) 
                   => tyiyn -- (100 tyiyn equal 1 som) 
               => Moldovan monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Moldova) 
                   => leu -- (the basic unit of money in Moldova) 
                   => ban -- (100 bani equal 1 leu) 
               => Tajikistani monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Tajikistan) 
                   => ruble -- (the basic unit of money in Tajikistan) 
                   => tanga -- (100 tanga equal 1 Tajikistani ruble) 
               => Turkmen monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Turkmenistan) 
                   => manat -- (the basic unit of money in Turkmenistan) 
                   => tenge -- (100 tenge equal 1 manat) 
               => Ukranian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Ukraine) 
                   => hryvnia -- (the basic unit of money in Ukraine) 
                   => kopiyka -- (100 kopiykas equal 1 hryvnia) 
               => Uzbekistani monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Uzbekistan) 
                   => sum -- (the basic unit of money in Uzbekistan) 
                   => tyyn -- (100 tyyn equal 1 sum) 
               => Indian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in India) 
                   => Indian rupee, rupee -- (the basic unit of money in India; equal to 100 paise) 
               => Pakistani monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Pakistan) 
                   => Pakistani rupee, rupee -- (the basic unit of money in Pakistan; equal to 100 paisas) 
                   => anna -- (a former copper coin of Pakistan) 
               => Mauritian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Mauritius) 
                   => Mauritian rupee, rupee -- (the basic unit of money in Mauritius; equal to 100 cents) 
               => Nepalese monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Nepal) 
                   => Nepalese rupee, rupee -- (the basic unit of money in Nepal; equal to 100 paisas) 
               => Seychelles monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Seychelles) 
                   => Seychelles rupee, rupee -- (the basic unit of money in Seychelles; equal to 100 cents) 
               => Sri Lankan monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Sri Lanka) 
                   => Sri Lanka rupee, rupee -- (the basic unit of money in Sri Lanka; equal to 100 cents) 
                       => cent -- (a fractional monetary unit of several countries) 
               => Indonesian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Indonesia) 
                   => rupiah -- (the basic unit of money in Indonesia; equal to 100 sen) 
               => Austrian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Austria) 
                   => schilling, Austrian schilling -- (formerly the basic unit of money in Austria) 
                   => groschen -- (100 groschen equal 1 schilling) 
               => Israeli monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Israel) 
                   => shekel -- (the basic unit of money in Israel) 
                   => agora -- (100 agorot equal 1 shekel) 
               => Kenyan monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Kenya) 
                   => Kenyan shilling, shilling -- (the basic unit of money in Kenya; equal to 100 cents) 
               => Somalian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Somalia) 
                   => Somalian shilling, shilling -- (the basic unit of money in Somalia; equal to 100 cents) 
               => Tanzanian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Tanzania) 
                   => Tanzanian shilling, shilling -- (the basic unit of money in Tanzania; equal to 100 cents) 
               => Ugandan monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Uganda) 
                   => Ugandan shilling, shilling -- (the basic unit of money in Uganda; equal to 100 cents) 
               => Ecuadoran monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Ecuador) 
                   => sucre -- (the basic unit of money in Ecuador; equal to 100 centavos) 
               => Guinean monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Guinea) 
               => Bangladeshi monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Bangladesh) 
                   => taka -- (the basic unit of money in Bangladesh; equal to 100 paisas) 
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               => Western Samoan monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Western Samoa) 
                   => tala -- (the basic unit of money in Western Samoa) 
                   => sene -- (100 sene equal 1 tala) 
               => Mongolian monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Mongolia) 
                   => tugrik, tughrik -- (the basic unit of money in Mongolia) 
                   => mongo -- (100 mongo equal 1 tugrik) 
               => North Korean monetary unit -- (monetary unit in North Korea) 
                   => North Korean won, won -- (the basic unit of money in North Korea) 
                   => chon -- (100 chon equal 1 won) 
               => South Korean monetary unit -- (monetary unit in South Korea) 
                   => South Korean won, won -- (the basic unit of money in South Korea) 
                   => chon -- (100 chon equal 1 won) 
               => Japanese monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Japan) 
                   => yen -- (the basic unit of money in Japan; equal to 100 sen) 
               => Chinese monetary unit -- (the monetary unit in the People's Republic of China) 
                   => yuan, kwai -- (the basic unit of money in China) 
                   => jiao -- (10 jiao equal 1 yuan) 
                   => fen -- (100 fen equal 1 yuan) 
               => Zairese monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Zaire) 
                   => zaire -- (the basic unit of money in Zaire) 
                   => likuta -- (100 likuta equal 1 zaire) 
               => Polish monetary unit -- (monetary unit in Poland) 
                   => zloty -- (the basic unit of money in Poland) 
                   => grosz -- (100 groszy equal 1 zloty) 
           => megaflop, MFLOP, million floating point operations per second --
 ((computer science) a unit for measuring the speed of a computer system) 
           => teraflop, trillion floating point operations per second --
 ((computer science) a unit for measuring the speed of a computer system) 
           => MIPS, million instructions per second --
 ((computer science) a unit for measuring the execution speed of a computer's CPU (but not the whole system); "4 MIP
S is 4,000,000 instructions per second") 
           => pain unit -- (a unit measuring the intensity of pain) 
               => dol -- (a unit of pain intensity) 
           => pressure unit -- (a unit measuring force per unit area) 
               => standard atmosphere, atmosphere, atm, standard pressure --
 (a unit of pressure: the pressure that will support a column of mercury 760 mm high at sea level and 0 degrees centigra
de) 
                   => STP, s.t.p. -- (standard temperature and pressure) 
               => pascal, Pa -- (a unit of pressure equal to one newton per square meter) 
               => torr, millimeter of mercury, mm Hg --
 (a unit of pressure equal to 0.001316 atmosphere; named after Torricelli) 
               => pounds per square inch, psi -- (a unit of pressure) 
               => millibar --
 (a unit of atmospheric pressure equal to one thousandth of a bar; "atmospheric pressure at sea level is 1013 millibars") 
               => bar --
 ((meteorology) a unit of pressure equal to a million dynes per square centimeter; "unfortunately some writers have use
d bar for one dyne per square centimeter") 
               => barye, bar absolute, microbar -- (the absolute unit of pressure equal to one dyne per square centimeter) 
           => printing unit -- (a unit of measurement for printing) 
               => milline -- (an advertising measure; one agate line appearing in one million copies of a publication) 
           => sound unit -- (any acoustic unit of measurement) 
               => bel, B -- (a logarithmic unit of sound intensity equal to 10 decibels) 
               => decibel, dB --
 (a logarithmic unit of sound intensity; 10 times the logarithm of the ratio of the sound intensity to some reference inten
sity) 
               => sone -- (a unit of perceived loudness equal to the loudness of a 1000-hertz tone at 40 dB above threshold) 
               => phon -- (a unit of subjective loudness) 
           => telephone unit -- (a unit of measurement for telephone use) 
               => Erlang -- (a unit of traffic intensity in a telephone system) 
           => temperature unit -- (a unit of measurement for temperature) 
               => degree -- (a unit of temperature on a specified scale; "the game was played in spite of the 40-
degree temperature") 
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                   => degree Centigrade, degree Celsius, C -- (a degree on the Centigrade scale of temperature) 
                       => standard temperature -- (exactly zero degrees Centigrade) 
                           => STP, s.t.p. -- (standard temperature and pressure) 
                   => degree Fahrenheit, F -- (a degree on the Fahrenheit scale of temperature) 
               => millidegree -- (a unit of temperature equal to one-thousandth of a degree) 
               => kelvin, K --
 (the basic unit of thermodynamic temperature adopted under the Systeme International d'Unites) 
               => Rankine -- (a unit of temperature on the Rankine scale) 
               => degree day -- (a unit used in estimating fuel requirements for heating a building) 
           => weight unit, weight -- (a unit used to measure weight; "he placed two weights in the scale pan") 
               => troy unit -- (any of the unit of the troy system of weights) 
                   => grain -- (1/60 dram; equals an avoirdupois grain or 64.799 milligrams) 
                   => pennyweight -- (a unit of apothecary weight equal to 24 grains) 
                   => ounce, troy ounce, apothecaries' ounce --
 (a unit of apothecary weight equal to 480 grains or one twelfth of a pound) 
                   => troy pound, apothecaries' pound -- (an apothecary weight equal to 12 ounces or 373.242 grams) 
               => apothecaries' unit, apothecaries' weight --
 (any weight unit used in pharmacy; an ounce is equal to 480 grains and a pound is equal to 12 ounces) 
                   => grain -- (1/60 dram; equals an avoirdupois grain or 64.799 milligrams) 
                   => scruple -- (a unit of apothecary weight equal to 20 grains) 
                   => dram, drachm, drachma -- (a unit of apothecary weight equal to an eighth of an ounce or to 60 grains) 
                   => ounce, troy ounce, apothecaries' ounce --
 (a unit of apothecary weight equal to 480 grains or one twelfth of a pound) 
                   => troy pound, apothecaries' pound -- (an apothecary weight equal to 12 ounces or 373.242 grams) 
               => arroba -- (a unit of weight used in some Spanish speaking countries) 
               => catty, cattie --
 (any of various units of weight used in southeastern Asia (especially a Chinese measure equal to 500 grams)) 
               => crith -- (the weight of a liter of hydrogen (at 0 Centigrade and 760 millimeters pressure)) 
               => frail -- (the weight of a frail (basket) full of raisins or figs; between 50 and 75 pounds) 
               => last -- (a unit of weight equal to 4,000 pounds) 
               => maund --
 (a unit of weight used in Asia; has different values in different countries; "the official maund in India is 82.6 pounds av
oirdupois") 
               => obolus -- (a Greek unit of weight equal to one tenth of a gram) 
               => oka -- (a Turkish unit of weight equal to about 2.75 pounds) 
               => picul --
 (a unit of weight used in some parts of Asia; approximately equal to 133 pounds (the load a grown man can carry)) 
               => pood -- (a Russian unit of weight equal to approximately 36 pounds) 
               => rotl --
 (a unit of weight used in some Moslem countries near the Mediterranean; varies between one and five pounds) 
               => tael -- (a unit of weight used in east Asia approximately equal to 1.3 ounces) 
               => tod -- (a unit of weight for wool equal to about 28 pounds) 
               => welterweight --
 (a weight of 28 pounds; sometimes imposed as a handicap in a horse race (such as a steeple chase or hurdle race)) 
           => mass unit -- (a unit of measurement for mass) 
               => atomic mass unit -- (unit of mass for expressing masses of atoms or molecules) 
               => mass number, nucleon number -- (the sum of the number of neutrons and protons in an atomic nucleus) 
               => avoirdupois unit -- (any of the units of the avoirdupois system of weights) 
                   => grain -- (1/7000 pound; equals a troy grain or 64.799 milligrams) 
                   => dram -- (1/16 ounce or 1.771 grams) 
                   => ounce, oz. -- (a unit of weight equal to one sixteenth of a pound or 16 drams or 28.349 grams) 
                   => pound, lb -- (16 ounces; "he tried to lift 100 pounds") 
                   => stone --
 (an avoirdupois unit used to measure the weight of a human body; equal to 14 pounds; "a heavy chap who must have w
eighed more than twenty stone") 
                   => quarter -- (a quarter of a hundredweight (25 pounds)) 
                   => hundredweight, cwt, long hundredweight -- (a British unit of weight equivalent to 112 pounds) 
                   => hundredweight, cwt, short hundredweight, centner, cental, quintal --
 (a United States unit of weight equivalent to 100 pounds) 
                   => long ton, ton, gross ton -- (a British unit of weight equivalent to 2240 pounds) 
                   => short ton, ton, net ton -- (a United States unit of weight equivalent to 2000 pounds) 
                   => kiloton -- (one thousand tons) 
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                   => megaton -- (one million tons) 
               => metric weight unit, weight unit -- (a decimal unit of weight based on the gram) 
                   => microgram, mcg -- (one millionth (1/1,000,000) gram) 
                   => milligram, mg -- (one thousandth (1/1,000) gram) 
                   => nanogram, ng -- (one billionth (1/1,000,000,000) gram) 
                   => grain, metric grain -- (used for pearls or diamonds: 50 mg or 1/4 carat) 
                   => decigram, dg -- (1/10 gram) 
                   => carat -- (a unit of weight for precious stones = 200 mg) 
                   => gram, gramme, gm, g -- (a metric unit of weight equal to one thousandth of a kilogram) 
                   => gram atom, gram-atomic weight --
 (the quantity of an element whose weight in grams is numerically equal to the atomic weight of the element) 
                   => gram molecule, mole, mol --
 (the molecular weight of a substance expressed in grams; the basic unit of amount of substance adopted under the Syst
eme International d'Unites) 
                   => dekagram, decagram, dkg, dag -- (10 grams) 
                   => hectogram, hg -- (100 grams) 
                   => kilogram, kg, kilo --
 (one thousand grams; the basic unit of mass adopted under the Systeme International d'Unites; "a kilogram is approxim
ately 2.2 pounds") 
                       => key -- (a kilogram of a narcotic drug; "they were carrying two keys of heroin") 
                   => myriagram, myg -- (one ten thousandth of a centner) 
                   => centner -- (in some European countries: a unit of weight equivalent to 50 kilograms) 
                   => hundredweight, metric hundredweight, doppelzentner, centner --
 (a unit of weight equal to 100 kilograms) 
                   => quintal -- (a unit of weight equal to 100 kilograms) 
                   => metric ton, MT, tonne, t -- (a unit of weight equivalent to 1000 kilograms) 
           => unit of viscosity -- (a unit of measurement for viscosity) 
               => poise -- (a cgs unit of dynamic viscosity equal to one dyne-
second per square centimeter; the viscosity of a fluid in which a force of one dyne per square centimeter maintains a vel
ocity of 1 centimeter per second) 
           => work unit, heat unit, energy unit -- (a unit of measurement for work) 
               => erg --
 (a cgs unit of work or energy; the work done by a force of one dyne acting over a distance of one centimeter) 
               => electron volt, eV --
 (a unit of energy equal to the work done by an electron accelerated through a potential difference of 1 volt) 
               => joule, J, watt second --
 (a unit of electrical energy equal to the work done when a current of one ampere passes through a resistance of one oh
m for one second) 
               => calorie, gram calorie, small calorie --
 (unit of heat defined as the quantity of heat required to raise the temperature of 1 gram of water by 1 degree centigrade 
at atmospheric pressure) 
               => Calorie, kilogram calorie, kilocalorie, large calorie, nutritionist's calorie --
 (a unit of heat equal to the amount of heat required to raise the temperature of one kilogram of water by one degree at 
one atmosphere pressure; used by nutritionists to characterize the energy-producing potential in food) 
               => British thermal unit, BTU, B.Th.U. --
 (a unit of heat equal to the amount of heat required to raise one pound of water one degree Fahrenheit at one atmospher
e pressure; equivalent to 251.997 calories) 
               => therm -- (a unit of heat equal to 100,000 British thermal units) 
               => watt-hour -- (a unit of energy equal to the power of one watt operating for one hour) 
               => kilowatt hour, kW-hr, Board of Trade unit, B.T.U. --
 (a unit of energy equal to the work done by a power of 1000 watts operating for one hour) 
               => foot-pound -- (a unit of work equal to a force of one pound moving through a distance of one foot) 
               => foot-ton -- (2240 foot-pounds) 
               => foot-poundal -- (a unit of work equal to a force of one poundal moving through a distance of one foot) 
               => horsepower-hour -- (a unit of work equal to the work done by one horsepower in one hour) 
               => kilogram-meter --
 (a unit of work equal to the work done by a one kilogram force operating through a distance of one meter) 
           => langley -- (unit of solar radiation) 
           => Brinell number -- (measure of the hardness of a material) 
           => point --
 (the unit of counting in scoring a game or contest; "he scored 20 points in the first half"; "a touchdown counts 6 points"
) 
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               => advantage -- (first point scored after deuce) 
               => set point -- (the final point needed to win a set in tennis) 
               => match point -- (the final point needed to win a match (especially in tennis)) 
           => bit --
 (a unit of measurement of information (from Binary + digIT); the amount of information in a system having two equipr
obable states; "there are 8 bits in a byte") 
               => parity bit, parity, check bit --
 ((computer science) abit that is used in an error detection procedure in which a 0 or 1 is added to each group of bits so t
hat it will have either an odd number of 1's or an even number of 1's; e.g., if the parity is odd then any group of bits that
 arrives with an even number of 1's must contain an error) 
           => megabit -- (one million bits) 
           => electrostatic unit --
 (any of various units of electricity based on forces of interaction between electric charges) 
 
indefinite quantity -- (an estimated quantity) 
       => addition, increase, gain --
 (a quantity that is added; "there was an addition to property taxes this year"; "they recorded the cattle's gain in weight o
ver a period of weeks") 
           => accretion --
 (something contributing to growth or increase; "he scraped away the accretions of paint"; "the central city surrounded 
by recent accretions") 
       => bag -- (the quantity of game taken in a particular period (usually by one person); "his bag included two deer") 
       => breakage -- (the quantity broken; "the total breakage was huge") 
       => capacity --
 ((computer science) the amount of information (in bytes) that can be stored on a disk drive; "the capacity of a hard disk
 drive is usually expressed in megabytes") 
           => formatted capacity --
 ((computer science) the usable capacity of a disk drive; the amount of space that is left after the sector headings and bo
undary definitions and timing information have been added by formatting the disk) 
           => unformatted capacity --
 ((computer science) the total number of bytes on a disk including the space that will be required to format it) 
       => catch, haul -- (the quantity that was caught; "the catch was only 10 fish") 
       => correction, fudge factor --
 (a quantity that is added or subtracted in order to increase the accuracy of a scientific measure) 
       => containerful -- (the quantity that a container will hold) 
           => armful -- (the quantity that can be contained in the arms) 
           => bag, bagful -- (the quantity that a bag will hold; "he ate a large bag of popcorn") 
           => barrel, barrelful -- (the quantity that a barrel (of any size) will hold) 
           => barrow, barrowful -- (the quantity that a barrow will hold) 
           => barnful -- (the quantity that a barn will hold) 
           => basin, basinful -- (the quantity that a basin will hold; "a basinful of water") 
           => basket, basketful -- (the quantity contained in a basket) 
           => bin, binful -- (the quantity contained in a bin) 
           => bottle, bottleful -- (the quantity contained in a bottle) 
               => split -- (a bottle containing half the usual amount) 
           => bowl, bowlful -- (the quantity contained in a bowl) 
           => box, boxful -- (the quantity contained in a box; "he gave her a box of chocolates") 
           => bucket, bucketful -- (the quantity contained in a bucket) 
           => can, canful -- (the quantity contained in a can) 
           => capful -- (the quantity that a cap will hold) 
           => carful -- (the quantity that a car will hold) 
           => cartload -- (the quantity that a cart holds) 
           => carton, cartonful -- (the quantity contained in a carton) 
           => case, caseful -- (the quantity contained in a case) 
           => cask, caskful -- (the quantity a cask will hold) 
           => crate, crateful -- (the quantity contained in a crate) 
           => cup, cupful -- (the quantity a cup will hold; "he drank a cup of coffee"; "he borrowed a cup of sugar") 
           => dish, dishful -- (the quantity that a dish will hold; "they served me a dish of rice") 
           => dustpan, dustpanful -- (the quantity that a dustpan will hold) 
           => flask, flaskful -- (the quantity a flask will hold) 
           => glass, glassful -- (the quantity a glass will hold) 
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           => handful, fistful -- (the quantity that can be held in the hand) 
           => hatful -- (as many or as much as a hat will hold) 
           => headful -- (the quantity of information that a head will hold; "he has a headful of baseball statistics") 
           => houseful -- (as many as a house will accommodate; "they entertained a houseful of guests") 
           => jar, jarful -- (the quantity contained in a jar; "he drank a jar of beer") 
           => jug, jugful -- (the quantity contained in a jug) 
           => keg, kegful -- (the quantity contained in a keg) 
           => kettle, kettleful -- (the quantity a kettle will hold) 
           => lapful -- (the quantity that can be held in the lap) 
           => mouthful -- (the quantity that can be held in the mouth) 
           => mug, mugful -- (the quantity that can be held in a mug) 
           => pail, pailful -- (the quantity contained in a pail) 
           => pipeful -- (the quantity of tobacco that can be smoked in a pipe at one time) 
           => pitcher, pitcherful -- (the quantity contained in a pitcher) 
           => plate, plateful -- (the quantity contained in a plate) 
           => pocketful -- (the quantity a pocket will hold) 
           => pot, potful -- (the quantity contained in a pot) 
           => roomful -- (the quantity a room will hold) 
           => sack, sackful -- (the quantity contained in a sack) 
           => scoop, scoopful -- (the quantity a scoop will hold) 
           => shelfful -- (the amount that a shelf will hold; "he bought a shelfful of books") 
           => shoeful -- (the amount that a shoe will hold; "he emptied out a shoeful of water") 
           => shovel, shovelful, spadeful -- (the quantity a shovel can hold) 
           => skepful -- (the quantity a skep can hold) 
           => spoon, spoonful -- (as much as a spoon will hold; "he added two spoons of sugar") 
           => tablespoon, tablespoonful -- (as much as a tablespoon will hold) 
           => dessertspoon, dessertspoonful -- (as much as a dessertspoon will hold) 
           => tank, tankful -- (as much as a tank will hold) 
           => teacup, teacupful -- (as much as a teacup will hold) 
           => teaspoon, teaspoonful -- (as much as a teaspoon will hold) 
           => thimble, thimbleful -- (as much as a thimble will hold) 
           => tub, tubful -- (the amount that a tub will hold; "a tub of water") 
       => footstep, pace, step, stride --
 (the distance covered by a step; "he stepped off ten paces from the old tree and began to dig") 
       => headspace -- (the volume left at the top of a filled container (bottle or jar or tin) before sealing) 
       => large indefinite quantity, large indefinite amount --
 (an indefinite quantity that is above the average in size or magnitude) 
           => busload -- (the quantity of cargo or the number of passengers that a bus can carry) 
           => barrels -- (the amount that many barrels might hold) 
           => batch, deal, flock, good deal, great deal, hatful, heap, lot, mass, mess, mickle, mint, muckle, peck, pile, plent
y, pot, quite a little, raft, sight, slew, spate, stack, tidy sum, wad, whole lot, whole slew --
 ((often followed by `of') a large number or amount or extent; "a batch of letters"; "a deal of trouble"; "a lot of money"; 
"he made a mint on the stock market"; "it must have cost plenty") 
               => flood, inundation, deluge, torrent --
 (an overwhelming number or amount; "a flood of requests"; "a torrent of abuse") 
           => battalion, large number, multitude, plurality, pack --
 (a large indefinite number; "a battalion of ants"; "a multitude of TV antennas"; "a plurality of religions") 
           => billyo, billyoh, billy-ho, all get out --
 (an unimaginably large amount; "British say `it rained like billyo' where Americans say `it rained like all get out'") 
           => boatload, shipload, carload --
 (the amount of cargo that can be held by a boat or ship or a freight car; "he imported wine by the boatload") 
           => infinitude -- (an infinite quantity) 
           => maximum, upper limit -- (the largest possible quantity) 
           => mile -- (a large distance; "he missed by a mile") 
           => millions, billions, trillions, zillions, jillions -- (a very large indefinite number (usually hyperbole)) 
           => much -- (a great amount or extent; "they did much for humanity") 
           => myriad -- (a large indefinite number; "he faced a myriad of details") 
           => ocean, sea -- (anything apparently limitless in quantity or volume) 
           => ream -- (a large quantity of written matter; "he wrote reams and reams") 
           => small fortune -- (a large sum of money; "he made a small fortune in the commodities market") 
           => tons, dozens, heaps, lots, mountain, piles, scores, stacks, loads, rafts, slews, wads, oodles, gobs, scads, lashin
gs -- (a large number or amount; "made lots of new friends"; "she amassed a mountain of newspapers") 
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       => limit, limitation --
 (the greatest amount of something that is possible or allowed; "there are limits on the amount you can bet"; "it is growi
ng rapidly with no limitation in sight") 
           => extremum, peak -- (the most extreme possible amount or value; "voltage peak") 
               => minimum, lower limit -- (the smallest possible quantity) 
                   => skeleton --
 (something reduced to its minimal form; "the battalion was a mere skeleton of its former self"; "the bare skeleton of a n
ovel") 
               => maximum, upper limit -- (the largest possible quantity) 
           => cutoff -- (a designated limit beyond which something cannot function or must be terminated) 
       => limit, limit point, point of accumulation --
 (the mathematical value toward which a function goes as the independent variable approaches infinity) 
           => range -- (the limits of the values a function can take; "the range of this function is the interval from 0 to 1") 
       => output, yield, production --
 (the quantity of something (as a commodity) that is created (usually within a given period of time); "production was up
 in the second quarter") 
           => picking, pick --
 (the quantity of a crop that is harvested; "he sent the first picking of berries to the market"; "it was the biggest peach pi
ck in years") 
       => region, neighborhood --
 (the approximate amount of something (usually used prepositionally as in `in the region of'); "it was going to take in th
e region of two or three months to finish the job"; "the price is in the neighborhood of $100") 
       => outage -- (the amount of something (as whiskey or oil) lost in storage or transportation) 
       => reserve -- ((medicine) potential capacity to respond in order to maintain vital functions) 
           => pulmonary reserve --
 (the additional volume of air that the lungs can inhale and exhale when breathing to the limit of capacity in times of str
ess) 
       => run --
 (the production achieved during a continuous period of operation (of a machine or factory etc.); "a daily run of 100,00
0 gallons of paint") 
       => small indefinite quantity, small indefinite amount --
 (an indefinite quantity that is below average size or magnitude) 
           => helping, portion, serving --
 (an individual quantity of food or drink taken as part of a meal; "the helpings were all small"; "his portion was larger th
an hers"; "there's enough for two servings each") 
               => drumstick -- (the lower joint of the leg of a fowl) 
                   => turkey leg, turkey drumstick -- (the lower joint of the leg of a turkey) 
                   => chicken leg, chicken drumstick -- (the lower joint of the leg of a chicken) 
               => second joint, thigh -- (the upper joint of the leg of a fowl) 
               => breast, white meat -- (meat carved from the breast of a fowl) 
               => wing -- (the wing of a fowl; "he preferred the drumsticks to the wings") 
                   => turkey wing -- (the wing of a turkey) 
                   => chicken wing -- (the wing of a chicken) 
               => medallion -- (a circular helping of food (especially a boneless cut of meat); "medallions of veal") 
               => oyster -- (a small muscle on each side of the back of a fowl) 
               => parson's nose, pope's nose -- (the tail of a dressed fowl) 
               => piece, slice -- (a serving that has been cut from a larger portion; "a piece of pie"; "a slice of bread") 
                   => cutlet, scallop, scollop, escallop -- (thin slice of meat (especially veal) usually fried or broiled) 
                   => fillet, filet, fish fillet, fish filet -- (a longitudinal slice or boned side of a fish) 
               => round, round of drinks -- (a serving to each of a group (usually alcoholic); "he ordered a second round") 
               => drink -- (a single serving of a beverage; "I asked for a hot drink"; "likes a drink before dinner") 
                   => chaser -- (a drink to follow immediately after another drink) 
                   => draft, draught, potation, tipple --
 (a serving of drink (usually alcoholic) drawn from a keg; "they served beer on draft") 
                       => quaff -- (a hearty draft) 
                   => pledge, toast -- (a drink in honor of or to the health of a person or event) 
                   => libation -- ((facetious) a serving of an alcoholic beverage) 
                   => eye opener -- (an alcoholic drink intended to wake one up early in the morning) 
                   => nightcap -- (an alcoholic drink taken at bedtime; often alcoholic) 
                   => hair of the dog -- (an alcoholic drink supposed to cure a hangover) 
                   => shandygaff, shandy -- (a drink made of beer and lemonade) 
                   => stirrup cup -- (a farewell drink (especially one offered to a horseman ready to depart); usually alcoholic) 
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                   => sundowner -- (a drink taken at sundown) 
                   => posset -- (sweet spiced hot milk curdled with ale or beer) 
                   => syllabub, sillabub -- (spiced hot milk with rum or wine) 
                   => sangaree, sangria -- (sweetened red wine and orange or lemon juice with soda water) 
                   => whiskey neat, whisky neat --
 (a drink consisting of whiskey without a mixer; "he ordered a whiskey neat") 
                   => whiskey on the rocks, whisky on the rocks -- (whiskey with ice) 
                   => ice-cream soda, ice-cream float, float -- (a drink with ice cream floating in it) 
                       => root beer float -- (an ice-cream soda made with ice cream floating in root beer) 
                   => milkshake, milk shake, shake -- (frothy drink of milk and flavoring and sometimes fruit or ice cream) 
                       => eggshake -- (a milkshake with egg in it) 
                       => frappe -- (thick milkshake containing ice cream) 
                       => malted, malt, malted milk -- (a milkshake made with malt powder) 
                   => frappe -- (liqueur poured over shaved ice) 
               => libation -- (a serving (of wine) poured out in honor of a deity) 
           => taste, mouthful -- (a small amount eaten or drunk; "take a taste--you'll like it") 
               => morsel, bit, bite -- (a small amount of solid food; a mouthful; "all they had left was a bit of bread") 
                   => chew, chaw, cud, quid, plug, wad -- (a wad of something chewable as tobacco) 
                   => crumb -- (small piece of e.g. bread or cake) 
                       => breadcrumb -- (crumb of bread; used especially for coating or thickening) 
                       => cracker crumbs -- (crumbs of crackers used especially for coating or thickening) 
                   => sop, sops -- (piece of solid food for dipping in a liquid) 
               => swallow, sup -- (a small amount of liquid food; "a sup of ale") 
           => crumb --
 (a very small quantity of something; "he gave only a crumb of information about his plans"; "there were few crumbs of
 comfort in the report") 
           => dab, splash, splatter -- (a small quantity of something moist or soft; "a dab of paint"; "a splatter of mud") 
           => spot, bit -- (a small quantity; "a spot of tea"; "a bit of paper") 
           => few -- (an indefinite but relatively small number; "they bought a case of beer and drank a few") 
           => hair's-breadth, hairsbreadth, hair, whisker -- (a very small distance or space; "they escaped by a hair's-
breadth"; "they lost the election by a whisker") 
           => modicum --
 (a small or moderate or token amount; "England still expects a modicum of eccentricity in its artists"- Ian Jack) 
           => scattering, sprinkling -- (a small number dispersed haphazardly; "the first scatterings of green") 
           => shoestring, shoe string -- (a small amount of money; "he managed it on a shoestring") 
           => spray, spraying -- (a quantity of small objects flying through the air; "a spray of bullets") 
           => nose -- (a small distance; "my horse lost the race by a nose") 
           => step, stone's throw -- (a short distance; "it's only a step to the drugstore") 
           => little -- (a small amount or duration; "he accepted the little they gave him") 
           => shtik, shtick, schtik, schtick --
 ((Yiddish) a little; a piece; "give him a shtik cake"; "he's a shtik crazy"; "he played a shtik Beethoven") 
               => shtikl, shtickl, schtikl, schtickl -- (a really little shtik; "have a shtikl cake") 
           => tad, shade --
 (a slight amount or degree of difference; "a tad too expensive"; "not a tad of difference"; "the new model is a shade bet
ter than the old one") 
           => minimum, lower limit -- (the smallest possible quantity) 
               => skeleton --
 (something reduced to its minimal form; "the battalion was a mere skeleton of its former self"; "the bare skeleton of a n
ovel") 
           => morsel -- (a small quantity of anything; "a morsel of paper was all he needed") 
           => handful, smattering -- (a small number or amount; "only a handful of responses were received") 
           => couple -- (a small indefinite number; "he's coming for a couple of days") 
           => drop, driblet --
 (a small quantity (especially of a liquid); "one drop of each sample was analyzed"; "any child with a drop of negro blo
od was legally a negro"; "there is not a drop of pity in that man") 
               => tear, teardrop --
 (a drop of the clear salty saline solution secreted by the lacrimal glands; "his story brought tears to her eyes") 
               => raindrop -- (a drop of rain) 
               => droplet -- (a tiny drop) 
               => eyedrop, eye-drop -- (a drop from an eye dropper) 
           => dollop -- (a small measure (usually of food)) 
           => dreg -- (a small amount of residue) 
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           => jack, diddly-squat, diddlysquat, diddly-shit, diddlyshit, diddly, diddley, squat, shit --
 (a small worthless amount; "you don't know jack") 
           => nip, shot -- (a small drink of liquor; "he poured a shot of whiskey") 
           => trace, hint, suggestion -- (a just detectable amount; "he speaks French with a trace of an accent") 
               => spark --
 (a small but noticeable trace of some quality that might become stronger; "a spark of interest"; "a spark of decency") 
           => shred, scintilla, whit, iota, tittle, smidgen, smidgeon, smidgin, smidge --
 (a tiny or scarcely detectable amount) 
           => tot -- (a small amount (especially of a drink); "a tot of rum") 
           => touch, hint, tinge, mite, pinch, jot, speck, soupcon --
 (a slight but appreciable addition; "this dish could use a touch of garlic") 
               => snuff -- (a pinch of smokeless tobacco inhaled at a single time) 
 
       => spillage -- (the amount that has spilled) 
       => spoilage -- (the amount that has spoiled) 
       => tankage -- (the quantity contained in (or the capacity of) a tank or tanks) 
       => ullage -- (the amount that a container (as a wine bottle or tank) lacks of being full) 
       => top-up -- (an amount needed to restore something to its former level) 
       => worth -- (an indefinite quantity of something having a specified value; "10 dollars worth of gasoline") 
           => halfpennyworth, ha'p'orth -- (the amount that can be bought for a halfpenny) 
           => pennyworth, penn'orth -- (the amount that can be bought for a penny) 
       => dose, dosage -- (the quantity of an active agent (substance or radiation) taken in or absorbed at any one time) 
       => load -- (an amount of alcohol sufficient to intoxicate; "he got a load on and started a brawl") 
       => load, loading --
 (a quantity that can be processed or transported at one time; "the system broke down under excessive loads") 
           => trainload -- (quantity that can be carried by a train) 
       => precipitation --
 (the quantity of water falling to earth at a specific place within a specified period of time; "the storm brought several in
ches of precipitation") 
       => supply -- (an amount of something available for use) 
           => reservoir -- (a large or extra supply of something; "a reservoir of talent") 
 
relative quantity -- (a quantity relative to some purpose) 
       => enough, sufficiency --
 (an adequate quantity; a quantity that is large enough to achieve a purpose; "enough is as good as a feast"; "there is mo
re than a sufficiency of lawyers in this country") 
           => fill -- (a quantity sufficient to satisfy; "he ate his fill of potatoes"; "she had heard her fill of gossip") 
       => normality, N -- ((of a solution) concentration expressed in gram equivalents of solute per liter) 
       => majority, absolute majority -- ((elections) more than half of the votes) 
       => plurality, relative majority --
 ((in an election with more than 2 options) the number of votes for the candidate or party receiving the greatest number 
(but less that half of the votes)) 
       => nothing, nil, nix, nada, null, aught, cipher, cypher, goose egg, naught, zero, zilch, zip --
 (a quantity of no importance; "it looked like nothing I had ever seen before"; "reduced to nil all the work we had done"
; "we racked up a pathetic goose egg"; "it was all for naught"; "I didn't hear zilch about it") 
           => nihil -- ((Latin) nil; nothing (as used by a sheriff after an unsuccessful effort to serve a writ); "nihil habet") 
           => bugger all, fuck all, Fanny Adams, sweet Fanny Adams --
 (little or nothing at all; "I asked for a raise and they gave me bugger-all"; "I know sweet Fanny Adams about surgery") 
 
time interval, interval -- (a definite length of time marked off by two instants) 
       => access time --
 ((computer science) the interval between the time data is requested by the system and the time the data is provided by t
he drive; "access time is the sum of seek time and rotational latency and command processing overhead") 
       => distance, space --
 (the interval between two times; "the distance from birth to death"; "it all happened in the space of 10 minutes") 
       => embolism, intercalation -- (an insertion into a calendar) 
       => seek time -- ((computer science) the time it takes for a read/write head to move to a specific data track) 
           => track-to-track seek time --
 ((computer science) the time it takes for a read/write head to move to an adjacent data track) 
       => time constant --
 ((electronics) the time required for the current or voltage in a circuit to rise or fall exponentially through approximately
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 63 per cent of its amplitude) 
           => relaxation time -- (the time constant of an exponential return of a system to equilibrium after a disturbance) 
       => time slot, slot --
 (a time assigned on a schedule or agenda; "the TV program has a new time slot"; "an aircraft landing slot") 
       => lunitidal interval --
 (interval between the moon's transit of a particular meridian and the next high tide at that meridian) 
       => absence -- (the time interval during which something or somebody is away; "he visited during my absence") 
       => pause, intermission, break, interruption, suspension --
 (a time interval during which there is a temporary cessation of something) 
           => lapse -- (a break or intermission in the occurrence of something; "a lapse of three weeks between letters") 
           => blackout -- (a suspension of radio or tv broadcasting) 
           => caesura -- (a pause or interruption (as in a conversation); "after an ominous caesura the preacher continued") 
           => dead air -- (an inadvertent interruption in a broadcast during which there is no sound) 
           => delay, hold, time lag, postponement, wait --
 (time during which some action is awaited; "instant replay caused too long a delay"; "he ordered a hold in the action") 
               => extension --
 (a mutually agreed delay in the date set for the completion of a job or payment of a debt; "they applied for an extension
 of the loan") 
               => moratorium -- (a legally authorized postponement before some obligation must be discharged) 
               => retardation -- (the extent to which something is delayed or held back) 
           => halftime -- (an intermission between the first and second half of a game) 
           => respite, rest, relief, rest period --
 (a pause for relaxation; "people actually accomplish more when they take time for short rests") 
               => breath, breather, breathing place, breathing space, breathing spell, breathing time -- (a short respite) 
           => time-out -- (a brief suspension of play; "each team has two time-outs left") 
           => letup, lull --
 (a pause during which things are calm or activities are diminished; "there was never a letup in the noise") 
       => interlude -- (an intervening period or episode) 
           => entr'acte -- (the interlude between two acts of a play) 
       => interim, lag -- (the time between one event, process, or period and another) 
           => interregnum -- (the time between two reigns, governments, etc.) 
       => latent period -- (the time that elapses before the presence of a disease is manifested by symptoms) 
       => reaction time, response time, latency, latent period --
 (the time that elapses between a stimulus and the response to it) 
       => eternity -- (a seemingly endless time interval (waiting)) 
       => cycle, rhythm, round --
 (an interval during which a recurring sequence of events occurs; "the neverending cycle of the seasons") 
       => lead time --
 (the time interval between the initiation and the completion of a production process; "the lead times for many publicati
ons can vary tremendously"; "planning is a area where lead time can be reduced") 
       => period -- (the interval taken to complete one cycle of a regularly repeating phenomenon) 
           => orbit period --
 (the time it takes to complete one full orbit around a celestial body; "the orbit period depends on the altitude of the sate
llite") 
       => float -- (the time interval between the deposit of a check in a bank and its payment) 
       => rotational latency, latency --
 ((computer science) the time it takes for a specific block of data on a data track to rotate around to the read/write head) 
       => processing time --
 (the time it takes to complete a prescribed procedure; "they increased output by decreasing processing time") 
           => command processing overhead time, command processing overhead, command overhead, overhead --
 ((computer science) the processing time required by a device prior to the execution of a command) 
 

NONENTITY 
nonbeing -- (the state of not being) 
       => nonexistence, nonentity -- (the state of not existing) 
           => unreality, irreality -- (the state of being insubstantial or imaginary; not existing objectively or in fact) 
               => cloud -- (out of touch with reality; "his head was in the clouds") 
               => falsity, falseness -- (the state of being false or untrue; "argument could not determine its truth or falsity") 
                   => spuriousness -- (state of lacking genuineness) 
           => nothingness, void, nullity -- (the state of nonexistence) 
               => thin air -- (nowhere to be found in a giant void; "it vanished into thin air") 
           => impossibility, impossibleness -- (incapability of existing or occurring) 
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               => inconceivability, inconceivableness -- (the state of being impossible to conceive) 
               => unattainableness -- (the state of being unattainable) 
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STATIVE VERBS: THE VERBAL NAMES OF STATES, QUALITIES, AND QUANTITIES 
 
To have the being of state, to be in a state, to be in a condition, to have a state, to have an 
attribute,  to have a quantity, to have a quality, have the quality of being, stand, stay, keep, 
preserve, maintain, remain, continue, subsist, last, endure, abide;  
To look, prove, seem, appear; lie, rest, respite, sit, stagnate, stick, adhere, stand by;  
To attribute, qualify, describe, define, specify, delimit, delimitate, delineate, characterize, 
distinguish, designate,  represent, quantify, cost, weigh, stand, measure, amount, total, number, 
come, make, average;  
To abound, owe, deserve, tend, lean, incline, be given, run, rut, be due, or fall; have, possess, 
hold, own, belong, occupy, retain, reserve 
 
have, have got, hold --
 (have or possess, either in a concrete or an abstract sense; "She has $1,000 in the bank"; "He has got two beautiful dau
ghters"; "She holds a Master's degree from Harvard") 
       => sustain, keep, maintain --
 (supply with necessities and support; "She alone sustained her family"; "The money will sustain our good cause"; "The
re's little to earn and many to keep") 
           => patronage -- (support by being a patron of) 
           => reseed -- (maintain by self-seeding; "Some plants reseed themselves indefinitely") 
           => carry -- (keep up with financial support; "The Federal Government carried the province for many years") 
       => keep, hold on --
 (retain possession of; "Can I keep my old stuffed animals?"; "She kept her maiden name after she married") 
           => carry over, hold over -- (hold over goods to be sold for the next season) 
           => deny, refuse -- (refuse to let have; "She denies me every pleasure"; "he denies her her weekly allowance") 
               => withhold, keep back --
 (hold back; refuse to hand over or share; "The father is withholding the allowance until the son cleans his room") 
                   => freeze, block, immobilize, immobilise --
 (prohibit the conversion or use of (assets); "Blocked funds"; "Freeze the assets of this hostile government") 
                   => keep to oneself -- (withhold information; "I kept your little secreto to myself all these years") 
                   => deny --
 (refuse to grant, as of a petition or request; "The dean denied the students' request for more physics courses"; "the priso
ners were denied the right to exercise for more than 2 hours a day") 
                   => reserve --
 (hold back or set aside, especially for future use or contingency; "they held back their applause in anticipation") 
                       => devote -- (set aside or apart for a specific purpose or use; "this land was devoted to mining") 
                   => immobilize, immobilise -- (hold as reserve or withdraw from circulation; of capital) 
                   => deprive -- (keep from having, keeping, or obtaining) 
                       => wean, ablactate --
 (gradually deprive (infants) of mother's milk; "she weaned her baby when he was 3 months old and started him on pow
dered milk") 
                       => starve, famish -- (deprive of food; "They starved the prisoners") 
                       => starve --
 (deprive of a necessity and cause suffering; "he is starving her of love"; "The engine was starved of fuel") 
                       => tongue-tie -- (deprive of speech; "When he met his idol, the young man was tongue-tied") 
                       => dock -- (deprive someone of benefits, as a penalty) 
                       => bilk -- (evade payment to; "He bilked his creditors") 
                       => disinherit, disown -- (prevent deliberately (as by making a will) from inheriting) 
                       => impoverish -- (make poor) 
                           => reduce -- (lessen and make more modest; "reduce one's standard of living") 
                           => beggar, pauperize, pauperise -- (reduce to beggary) 
                           => bankrupt, ruin, break, smash --
 (reduce to bankruptcy; "My daughter's fancy wedding is going to break me!"; "The slump in the financial markets sma
shed him") 
                       => disenfranchise, disfranchise -- (deprive of voting rights) 
           => withhold, deduct, recoup --
 (retain and refrain from disbursing; of payments; "My employer is withholding taxes") 
               => dock -- (deduct from someone's wages) 
           => save, preserve --
 (to keep up and reserve for personal or special use; "She saved the old family photographs in a drawer") 
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               => record, enter, put down -- (make a record of; set down in permanent form) 
                   => tally, chalk up -- (keep score, as in games) 
                   => clock in, punch in, clock on -- (register one's arrival at work) 
                   => record, tape -- (register electronically; "They recorded her singing") 
                       => write -- (record data on a computer; "boot-up instructions are written on the hard disk") 
                           => overwrite --
 (write new data on top of existing data and thus erase the previously existing data; "overwrite that file") 
                       => tape record -- (record with a tape recorder) 
                       => prerecord -- (record before presentation, as of a broadcast) 
                       => cut -- (record a performance on (a medium); "cut a record") 
                       => cut -- (make a recording of; "cut the songs"; "She cut all of her major titles again") 
                   => accession -- (make a record of additions to a collection, such as a library) 
                   => post -- (display, as of records in sports games) 
                   => ring up -- (to perform and record a sale on a cash register; "Sally rang up Eve's purchase of tomatoes") 
                   => manifest -- (record in a ship's manifest; "each passenger must be manifested") 
                   => inscribe -- (write, engrave, or print as a lasting record) 
                   => chronicle -- (record in chronological order; make a historical record) 
                   => file, file away -- (place in a container for keeping records; "File these bills, please") 
                   => document -- (record in detail; "The parents documented every step of their child's development") 
                   => log -- (enter into a log, as on ships and planes) 
                   => log up, clock up -- (record a distance travelled; on planes and cars) 
                   => film, shoot, take -- (make a film or photograph of something; "take a scene"; "shoot a movie") 
                       => reshoot -- (shoot again; "We had to reshoot that scene 24 times") 
                   => videotape, tape -- (record on videotape) 
                   => photograph, snap, shoot --
 (record on photographic film; "I photographed the scene of the accident"; "She snapped a picture of the President") 
                       => retake -- (photograph again; "Please retake that scene") 
                       => x-ray -- (take an x-ray of something or somebody; "The doctor x-rayed my chest") 
                   => score, mark -- (make underscoring marks) 
                       => cancel, invalidate -- (of cheques or tickets) 
                   => notch -- (notch a surface to record something) 
                   => keep, maintain --
 (maintain by writing regular records; "keep a diary"; "maintain a record"; "keep notes") 
                   => film -- (record in film; "The coronation was filmed") 
                       => cinematize, cinematise -- (make a film of or adopt so as to make into a film; "cinematize history") 
                       => microfilm -- (record on microfilm) 
                   => register -- (record in writing; enter into a book of names or events or transactions) 
                       => file, register -- (record in a public office or in a court of law; "file for divorce"; "file a complaint") 
                       => patent -- (grant rights to; grant a patent for) 
                       => enroll, inscribe, enter, enrol, recruit --
 (register formally as a participant or member; "The party recruited many new members") 
                           => enlist, draft, muster in -- (engage somebody to enter the army) 
                               => recruit, levy, raise --
 (cause to assemble or enlist in the military; "raise an army"; "recruit new soldiers") 
                           => unionize, unionise --
 (recruit for a union or organize into a union; "We don't allow people to come into our plant and try to unionize the wor
kers") 
                           => register -- (enroll to vote; "register for an election") 
                           => matriculate -- (enroll as a student) 
                       => list -- (include in a list; "Am I listed in your register?") 
                           => inventory --
 (make or include in an itemized record or report; "Inventory all books before the end of the year") 
                           => empanel, impanel -- (enter into a list of prospective jurors) 
                           => index -- (list in an index) 
                               => cross-index -- (make an index that refers from one point to the next; "These references are cross-
indexed") 
                           => blacklist --
 (put on a blacklist so as to banish or cause to be boycotted; "many books were blacklisted by the Nazis") 
                           => post -- (enter on a public list) 
                       => book -- (register in a hotel booker) 
                   => book --
 (record a charge in a police register; "The policeman booked her when she tried to solicit a man") 
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                       => ticket, fine --
 (issue a ticket or a fine to as a penalty; "I was fined for parking on the wrong side of the street"; "Move your car or else
 you will be ticketed!") 
                           => amerce -- (punish by a fine imposed arbitrarily by the discretion of the court) 
               => conserve, husband, economize, economise --
 (use cautiously and frugally; "I try to economize my spare time"; "conserve your energy for the ascent to the summit") 
                   => retrench -- (tighten one's belt; use resources carefully) 
           => store, hive away, lay in, put in, salt away, stack away, stash away --
 (keep or lay aside for future use; "store grain for the winter"; "The bear stores fat for the period of hibernation when he
 doesn't eat") 
               => bin -- (store in bins) 
               => computerize, computerise -- (store in a computer; "computerized dictionary") 
               => victual -- (lay in provisions; "The vessel victualled before the long voyage") 
               => roll up, collect, accumulate, pile up, amass, compile, hoard --
 (get or gather together; "I am accumulating evidence for the man's unfaithfulness to his wife"; "She is amassing a lot of
 data for her thesis"; "She rolled up a small fortune") 
                   => run up -- (as of debts or scores) 
                   => corral -- (collect or gather; "corralling votes for an election") 
                   => collect, pull in -- (get or bring together; "accumulate evidence") 
                       => archive, file away -- (put into an archive) 
                       => beat up, drum up, rally -- (gather; "drum up support") 
                   => scrape, scrape up, come up --
 (gather (money or other resources) together over time; "She had scraped together enough money for college") 
                       => nickel-and-dime -- (accumulate gradually; "she nickeled-and-
dimed together a small house for her family") 
                   => lump, chunk -- (put together indiscriminately; "lump together all the applicants") 
                   => bale -- (make into a bale; "bale hay") 
                   => catch -- (take in and retain; "We have a big barrel to catch the rainwater") 
                   => fund -- (accumulate a fund for the discharge of a recurrent liability; "fund a medical care plan") 
                   => fund -- (place or store up in a fund for accumulation) 
               => hive -- (store, like bees; "bees hive honey and pollen"; "He hived lots of information") 
           => store --
 (find a place for and put away for storage; "where should we stow the vegetables?"; "I couldn't store all the books in th
e attic so I sold some") 
               => garner -- (store grain) 
               => keep -- (store or keep customarily; "Where do you keep your gardening tools?") 
               => mothball -- (put into long-term storage) 
               => reposit --
 (put (something) in a place for storage; "the treasure found int he ancient tomb was reposited in the museum") 
               => wharf -- (store on a wharf; "Wharf the merchandise") 
               => tank -- (store in a tank by causing (something) to flow into it) 
               => loft -- (store in a loft) 
               => warehouse -- (store in a warehouse) 
               => garage -- (keep or store in a garage; "we don't garage our car") 
               => bottle -- (store (liquids or gases) in bottles) 
               => ensile -- (store in a silo; "ensile f fodder for the cows") 
           => retain, hold, keep back, hold back --
 (secure and keep for possible future use or application; "The landlord retained the security deposit"; "I reserve the right
 to disagree") 
               => hold down -- (keep; "She manages to hold down two jobs") 
           => harbor, harbour -- (keep in one's possession; of animals) 
       => keep -- (look after; be the keeper of; have charge of; "He keeps the shop when I am gone") 
           => conserve, preserve, maintain, keep up --
 (keep in safety and protect from harm, decay, loss, or destruction; "We preserve these archeological findings"; "The ol
d lady could not keep up the building"; "children must be taught to conserve our national heritage"; "The museum curat
or conserved the ancient manuscripts") 
               => embalm -- (preserve a dead body) 
                   => mummify --
 (remove the organs and dry out (a dead body) in order to preserve it; "Th Egyptians mummified their pharaos") 
               => plastinate --
 (preserve (tissue) with plastics, as for teaching an research purposes; "The doctor plastifies bodies to teach anatomy to 
his students") 
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               => hold the line -- (hold the line on prices; keep the price of something constant) 
       => keep, maintain --
 (maintain for use and service; "I keep a car in the countryside"; "She keeps an apartment in Paris for her shopping trips
") 
       => keep --
 (have as a supply; "I always keep batteries in the freezer"; "keep food for a week in the pantry"; "She keeps a sixpack a
nd a week's worth of supplies in the refrigerator") 
       => monopolize, monopolise -- (have or exploit a monopoly of; "OPEC wants to monopolize oil") 
       => wield, exert, maintain -- (of power or authority) 
       => stock, carry, stockpile -- (have on hand; "Do you carry kerosene heaters?") 
       => bear, hold --
 (have rightfully; of rights, titles, and offices; "She bears the title of Duchess"; "He held the governorship for almost a d
ecade") 
       => carry --
 (have or possess something abstract; "I carry her image in my mind's eye"; "I will carry the secret to my grave"; "I carr
y these thoughts in the back of my head"; "I carry a lot of life insurance") 
 

Verbs referring to human senses, mental and emotional states: 
feel, smell, taste, hear, see; perceive, know, understand, think, believe, imagine, want, wish, need, require, 
like, love, mean, assume, care, consider, detest, envy, expect, fear, feel, find, forget, hate, hope, mind, 
notice, prefer, regret, remember, suggest, suppose  
 
be --
 (have the quality of being; (copula, used with an adjective or a predicate noun); "John is rich"; "This is not a good ans
wer") 
       => look --
 (have a certain outward or facial expression; "How does she look?"; "The child looks unhappy"; "She looked pale after
 the surgery") 
       => suffer, hurt -- (feel pain or be in pain) 
           => have -- (suffer from; be ill with; "She has arthritis") 
           => gag, choke, strangle, suffocate --
 (struggle for breath; have insufficient oxygen intake; "he swallowed a fishbone and gagged") 
           => ail -- (be unwell, ill, or ill disposed) 
           => starve, hunger, famish -- (be hungry; go without food; "Let's eat--I'm starving!") 
       => be well -- (be healthy; feel good; "She has not been well lately") 
       => suffer -- (feel unwell or uncomfortable; "She is suffering from the hot weather") 
           => freeze -- (be cold; "I could freeze to death in this office when the air conditioning is turned on") 
           => swelter -- (be uncomfortably hot) 
       => feel -- (seem with respect to a given sensation given; "My cold is gone--
I feel fine today"; "She felt tired after the long hike") 
           => feel like a million, feel like a million dollars --
 (be in excellent health and spirits; "he feels like a million after he got the promotion") 
           => suffocate --
 (feel uncomfortable for lack of fresh air; "The room was hot and stuffy and we were suffocating") 
       => stay, remain, rest --
 (stay the same; remain in a certain state; "The dress remained wet after repeated attempts to dry it"; "rest assured"; "sta
y alone"; "He remained unmoved by her tears"; "The bad weather continued for another week") 
           => sit tight -- (maintain the same position; wait it out; "Let's not make a decision--let's sit tight") 
           => stick together, stay together --
 (be loyal to one another, especially in times of trouble; "The two families stuck together throughout the war") 
           => stand -- (remain inactive or immobile; "standing water") 
           => keep, stay fresh -- (fail to spoil or rot; "These potatoes keep for a long time") 
           => be -- (to remain unmolested, undisturbed, or uninterrupted -- used only in infinitive form; "let her be") 
       => continue -- (exist over a prolonged period of time; "The bad weather continued for two more weeks") 
           => carry, extend --
 (continue or extend; "The civil war carried into the neighboring province"; "The disease extended into the remote mou
ntain provinces") 
           => prevail, persist, die hard, run, endure --
 (continue to exist; "These stories die hard"; "The legend of Elvis endures") 
               => carry over -- (transfer or persist from one stage or sphere of activity to another) 
               => reverberate --
 (have a long or continuing effect; "The discussions with my teacher reverberated throughout my adult life") 
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           => stand -- (be in effect; be or remain in force; "The law stands!") 
               => wash -- (admit to testing or proof; "This silly excuse won't wash in traffic court") 
           => confuse, throw, fox, befuddle, fuddle, bedevil, confound, discombobulate --
 (be confusing or perplexing to; cause to be unable to think clearly; "These questions confuse even the experts"; "This q
uestion completely threw me"; "This question befuddled even the teacher") 
           => demoralize -- (confuse or put into disorder; "the boss's behavior demoralized everyone in the office") 
           => perplex, vex, stick, get, puzzle, mystify, baffle, beat, pose, bewilder, flummox, stupefy, nonplus, gravel, ama
ze, dumbfound -- (be a mystery or bewildering to; "This beats me!"; "Got me--
I don't know the answer!"; "a vexing problem"; "This question really stuck me") 
               => stump, mix up -- (cause to be perplexed or confounded; "This problem stumped her") 
               => riddle -- (set a difficult problem or riddle; "riddle me a riddle") 
               => elude, escape --
 (be incomprehensible to; escape understanding by; "What you are seeing in him eludes me") 
                   => defy, resist, refuse -- (elude, especially in a baffling way; "This behavior defies explanation") 
                       => beggar -- (be beyond the resources of; "This beggars description!") 
           => disorient, disorientate -- (cause to be lost or disoriented) 
       => rank -- (take or have a position relative to others; "This painting ranks among the best in the Western World") 
           => place, come in, come out --
 (take a place in a competition; often followed by an ordinal; "Jerry came in third in the Marathon") 
           => come -- (have a certain priority; "My family comes first") 
       => point -- (be positionable in a specified manner; "The gun points with ease") 
       => want, need, require -- (have need of; "This piano wants the attention of a competent tuner") 
           => cry -- (demand immediate action; "This situation is crying for attention") 
       => compact, pack --
 (have the property of being packable or compactable or of compacting easily; "This powder compacts easily"; "Such o
dd-shaped items do not pack well") 
       => rest -- (not move; be in a resting position) 
           => kneel -- (rest one's weight on one's knees; "In church you have to kneel during parts of the service") 
           => stand, stand up -- (be standing; be upright; "We had to stand for the entire performance!") 
               => ramp -- (stand with arms or forelegs raised, as if menacing) 
               => stand back -- (stand away from an object or person; "He stood back to look at her") 
               => line up, queue up, queue --
 (form a queue, form a line, stand in line; "Customers lined up in front of the store") 
       => cut -- (allow incision or separation; "This bread cuts easily") 
       => seethe, boil -- (be in an agitated emotional state; "The customer was seething with anger") 
           => bubble over, overflow, spill over --
 (overflow with a certain feeling; "The children bubbled over with joy"; "My boss was bubbling over with anger") 
           => ferment -- (be in an agitated or excited state; "The Middle East is fermenting"; "Her mind ferments") 
           => sizzle -- (seethe with deep anger or resentment; "She was sizzling with anger") 
       => mope, moon around, moon about -- (be apathetic, gloomy, or dazed) 
       => look, appear, seem --
 (give a certain impression or have a certain outward aspect; "She seems to be sleeping"; "This appears to be a very diff
icult problem"; "This project looks fishy"; "They appeared like people who had not eaten or slept for a long time") 
           => make --
 (appear to begin an activity; "He made to speak but said nothing i the end"; "She made a if to say hello to us") 
           => cut -- (give the appearance or impression of; "cut a nice figure") 
           => feel -- (produce a certain impression; "It feels nice to be home again") 
           => pass off --
 (be accepted as something or somebody in a false character or identity; "She passed off as a Russian agent") 
           => sound -- (appear in a certain way; "This sounds interesting") 
           => come across -- (be perceived in a certain way; make a certain impression) 
           => glow, beam, radiate, shine --
 (especially of the complexion: show a strong bright color, such as red or pink; "Her face glowed when she came out of 
the sauna") 
           => glitter, glisten, glint, gleam, shine -- (be shiny, as if wet; "His eyes were glistening") 
               => spangle -- (glitter as if covered with spangles) 
               => shimmer -- (give off a shimmering reflection, as of silk) 
           => leap out, jump out, jump, stand out, stick out -- (be highly noticeable) 
           => rise, lift, rear -- (rise up; "The building rose before them") 
               => loom, tower, predominate, hulk --
 (appear very large or occupy a commanding position; "The huge sculpture predominates over the fountain"; "Large sha
dows loomed on the canyon wall") 
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           => loom -- (come into view indistinctly, often threateningly; "Another air plane loomed into the sky") 
           => feel -- (be felt or perceived in a certain way; "The ground feels shaky"; "The sheets feel soft") 
               => crawl -- (feel as if crawling with insects; "My skin crawled--I was terrified") 
       => appear, seem --
 (seem to be true, probable, or apparent; "It seems that he is very gifted"; "It appears that the weather in California is ve
ry bad") 
           => seem --
 (appear to one's own mind or opinion; "I seem to be misunderstood by everyone"; "I can't seem to learn these Chinese 
characters") 
       => owe -- (be in debt; "She owes me $200"; "The thesis owes much to his adviser") 
           => mortgage -- (put up as security or collateral) 
               => bond -- (issue bonds on) 
       => belong -- (be owned by; be in the possession of; "This book belongs to me") 
       => cover -- (be sufficient to meet, defray, or offset the charge or cost of; "Is this enough to cover the check?") 
       => represent -- (be representative or typical for; "This period is represented by Beethoven") 
           => instantiate --
 (represent by an instance; "This word instantiates the usage that the linguists claimed to be typical for a certain dialect"
) 
           => speak for -- (be a spokesperson for; "He represents the Government's position") 
       => account --
 (be the sole or primary factor in the existence, acquisition, supply, or disposal of something; "Passing grades account f
or half of the grades given in this exam") 
       => cut across --
 (be contrary to ordinary procedure or limitations; "Opinions on bombing the Serbs cut across party lines") 
       => begin, start --
 (have a beginning characterized in some specified way; "The novel begins with a murder"; "My property begins with t
he three maple trees"; "Her day begins with a work-out"; "The semester begins with a convocation ceremony") 
       => begin --
 (have a beginning, of a temporal event; "WWII began in 1939 when Hitler marched into Poland"; "The company's Asi
a tour begins next month") 
       => stand -- (be in some specified state or condition; "I stand corrected") 
       => specify, define, delineate, delimit, delimitate -- (determine the essential quality of) 
           => determine -- (fix in scope; fix the boundaries of; the tree determines the border of the property) 
               => pin down, peg down, nail down, narrow down, narrow, specify --
 (define clearly; "I cannot narrow down the rules for this game") 
                   => concretize -- (make something concrete) 
           => redefine -- (give a new or different definition to; "She redefined his duties") 
       => go -- (be or continue to be in a certain condition; "The children went hungry that day") 
       => make sense, add up -- (be reasonable or logical or comprehensible) 
       => consist, comprise --
 (be composed of; "The land he conquered comprised several provinces"; "What does this dish consist of?") 
       => prove, turn out, turn up --
 (be shown or be found to be; "She proved to be right"; "The medicine turned out to save her life"; "She turned up HIV 
positive") 
           => result, ensue -- (issue or terminate (in a specified way, state, etc.); end; "result in tragedy") 
               => come -- (happen as a result; "Nothing good will come of this") 
               => be due, flow from -- (be the result of) 
               => follow, fall out --
 (come as a logical consequence; follow logically; "It follows that your assertion is false"; "the theorem falls out nicely"
) 
               => follow, come after -- (come after in time, as a result; "A terrible tsunami followed the earthquake") 
       => account for -- (be the reason or explanation for; "The recession accounts for the slow retail business") 
       => remain --
 (be left; of persons, questions, problems, results, evidence, etc.; "There remains the question of who pulled the trigger"
; "Carter remains the only President in recent history under whose Presidency the U.S. did not fight a war") 
       => stand by, stick by, stick, adhere --
 (be loyal to; "She stood by her husband in times of trouble"; "The friends stuck together through the war") 
       => loiter, lounge, footle, lollygag, loaf, lallygag, hang around, mess about, tarry, linger, lurk, mill about, mill 
around --
 (be about; "The high school students like to loiter in the Central Square"; "Who is this man that is hanging around the 
department?") 
           => prowl, lurch -- (loiter about, with no apparent aim) 
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       => total, number, add up, come, amount --
 (add up in number or quantity; "The bills amounted to $2,000"; "The bill came to $2,000") 
           => work out -- (be calculated; "The fees work out to less than $1,000") 
           => outnumber -- (be larger in number) 
           => average, average out --
 (amount to or come to an average, without loss or gain; "The number of hours I work per work averages out to 40") 
           => make -- (add up to; "four and four make eight") 
       => count, matter, weigh -- (have weight; have import, carry weight; "It does not matter much") 
           => weigh, press --
 (to be oppressive or burdensome; "weigh heavily on the mind", "Something pressed on his mind") 
       => rate -- (be worthy of or have a certain rating; "This bond rates highly") 
       => deserve, merit -- (be worthy or deserving; "You deserve a promotion after all the hard work you have done") 
           => have it coming -- (deserve (either good or bad); "It's too bad he got fired, but he sure had it coming") 
       => buy -- (be worth or be capable of buying; "This sum will buy you a ride on the train") 
       => shine -- (be clear and obvious; "A shining example") 
       => fall -- (be due; "payments fall on the 1st of the month") 
       => depend -- (be contingent upon (something that is ellided); "That depends") 
           => hang by a thread, hand by a hair -- (depend on a small thing or be at risk; "His life now hangs by a thread") 
       => underlie -- (be or form the base for) 
       => stink -- (be extremely bad in quality or in one's performance; "This term paper stinks!") 
       => subtend, delimit -- (be opposite to; of angles and sides, in geometry) 
       => incarnate, body forth, embody, substantiate --
 (represent in bodily form; "He embodies all that is evil wrong with the system"; "The painting substantiates the feeling
s of the artist") 
       => contain, take, hold --
 (be capable of holding or containing; "This box won't take all the items"; "The flask holds one gallon") 
       => cost, be -- (be priced at; "These shoes cost $100") 
           => set back, knock back, put back -- (cost a certain amount; "My daughter's wedding set me back $20,000") 
       => measure -- (have certain dimensions; "This table surfaces measures 20inches by 36 inches") 
           => stand -- (be tall; have a height of; copula; "She stands 6 feet tall") 
           => weigh -- (have a certain weight) 
           => last, endure -- (persist or be long; in time; "The bad weather lasted for three days") 
               => run, run for -- (extend or continue for a certain period of time; "The film runs 5 hours") 
               => wear, hold out, endure -- (last and be usable; "This dress wore well for almost ten years") 
               => drag on, drag out -- (last unnecessarily long) 
           => scale -- (measure by or as if by a scale; "This bike scales only 25 pounds") 
       => hum, buzz, seethe -- (be noisy with activity; "This office is buzzing with activity") 
           => teem, pullulate, swarm --
 (be teeming, be abuzz; "The garden was swarming with bees"; "The plaza is teeming with undercover policemen"; "her
 mind pullulated with worries") 
               => crawl -- (be crawling with; "The old cheese was crawling with maggots") 
       => pass --
 (be identified, regarded, accepted, or mistaken for someone or something else; as by denying one's own ancestry or bac
kground; "He could pass as his twin brother"; "She passed as a White woman even though her grandfather was Black") 
       => abound -- (be abundant or plentiful; exist in large quantities) 
       => disagree, disaccord, discord -- (be different from one another) 
       => gape, yawn, yaw -- (be wide open; "the deep gaping canyon") 
       => tend, be given, lean, incline, run --
 (have a tendency or disposition to do or be something; be inclined; "She tends to be nervous before her lectures"; "The
se dresses run small"; "He inclined to corpulence") 
           => take kindly to -- (be willing or inclined to accept; "He did not take kindly to my critical remarks") 
           => suffer -- (be given to; "She suffers from a tendency to talk too much") 
           => gravitate -- (move toward; "The conversation gravitated towards politics") 
       => run, go -- (have a particular form; "the story or argument runs as follows"; "as the saying goes...") 
       => figure, enter --
 (be or play a part of or in; "Elections figure prominently in every government program"; "How do the elections figure i
n the current pattern of internal politics?") 
       => press -- (be urgent; "This is a pressing problem") 
       => rage -- (be violent; as of fires and storms) 
       => relate, interrelate -- (be in a relationship with; "How are these two observations related?") 
           => predicate --
 (make the (grammatical) predicate in a proposition; "The predicate `dog' is predicated of the subject `Fido' in the sente
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nce `Fido is a dog'") 
           => tutor -- (act as a guardian to someone) 
           => tie in -- (be in connection with something relevant; "This ties in closely with his earlier remarks") 
       => rut -- (be in a state of sexual excitement; of male mammals) 
       => stagnate -- (cease to flow; stand without moving; "Stagnating waters"; "blood stagnates in the capillaries") 
       => stagnate -- (stand still; "Industry will stagnate if we do not stimulate our economy") 
       => come in handy -- (be useful for a certain purpose) 
       => squat -- (be close to the earth, or be disproportionately wide; "The building squatted low") 
       => hoodoo -- (bring back luck; be a source of misfortune) 
       => impend -- (be imminent or about to happen; "Changes are impending") 
       => range, run --
 (change or be different within limits; "Estimates for the losses in the earthquake range as high as $2 billion"; "Interest r
ates run from 5 to 10 percent"; "The instruments ranged from tuba to cymbals"; "My students range from very bright to 
dull") 
       => stay, stay on, continue, remain --
 (continue in a place, position, or situation; "After graduation, she stayed on in Cambridge as a student adviser"; "Stay 
with me, please"; "despite student protests, he remained Dean for another year"; "She continued as deputy mayor for an
other year") 
           => bide, abide, stay -- (dwell; "You can stay with me while you are in town"; "stay a bit longer--
the day is still young") 
               => visit -- (stay with as a guest; "Every summer, we visited our relatives in the country for a month") 
               => overstay, outstay -- (stay too long; "overstay or outstay one's welcome") 
           => hold over -- (continue a term of office past the normal period of time) 
       => sell -- (be sold at a certain price or in a certain way; "These books sell like hot cakes") 
           => retail -- (be sold at the retail level; "These gems retail at thousands of dollars each") 
           => trade -- (be traded at a certain price or under certain conditions; "The stock traded around $20 a share") 
               => close --
 (be priced or listed when trading stops; "The stock market closed high this Friday"; "My new stocks closed at $59 last 
night") 
       => translate --
 (be translatable, or be translatable in a certain way; "poetry often does not translate"; "Tolstoy's novels translate well in
to English") 
       => head, head up -- (be the first or leading member of (a group) and excel; "This student heads the class") 
       => come in for -- (be subject to or the object of; "The governor came in for a lot of criticism") 
       => compare -- (be comparable; "This car does not compare with our line of Mercedes") 
           => go -- (be ranked or compare; "This violinist is as good as Juilliard-trained violinists go") 
       => fall, come -- (come under, be classified or included; "fall into a category"; "This comes under a new heading") 
       => run into, encounter -- (be beset by; "The project ran into numerous financial difficulties") 
       => gravitate -- (be attracted to; "Boys gravitate towards girls at that age") 
       => pay -- (be worth it; "It pays to go through the trouble") 
       => diverge -- (have no limits as a mathematical series) 
       => shine -- (be distinguished or eminent; "His talent shines") 
       => iridesce -- (be iridescent; "The corals iridesced under the surface of the clear water") 
           => opalesce -- (exhibit a play of colors like that of an opal; "This nitrate opalesces under certain conditions") 
       => lie -- (be and remain in a particular state or condition; "lie dormant") 
       => stand -- (occupy a place or location, also metaphorically; "We stand on common ground") 
       => hang --
 (be menacing, burdensome, or oppressive; "This worry hangs on my mind"; "The cloud of suspicion hangs over her") 
           => brood, hover, loom, bulk large --
 (hang over, as of something threatening, dark, or menacing; "The terrible vision brooded over her all day long") 
       => litter -- (strew; "Cigar butts littered the ground") 
       => suit -- (be agreeable or acceptable; "This time suits me") 
           => agree -- (be agreeable or suitable; "White wine doesn't agree with me") 
       => end, terminate -- (be the end of; be the last or concluding part of; "This sad scene ended the movie") 
           => close -- (cause a window or an application to disappear on a computer desktop) 
       => fit -- (conform to some shape or size; "How does this shirt fit?") 
           => fit, go -- (be the right size or shape; fit correctly or as desired; "This piece won't fit into the puzzle") 
               => tesselate -- (fit together exactly, of identical shapes; "triangles tesselate") 
               => joint -- (fit as if by joints; "The boards fit neatly") 
       => lend --
 (have certain characteristics of qualities for something; be open or vulnerable to; "This story would lend itself well to s
erialization on television"; "The current system lends itself to great abuse") 
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       => let go -- (be relaxed; "Don't be so worried all the time--just let go!") 
       => belong -- (be classified with; "The whales belong among the mammals") 
       => belong -- (be suitable or acceptable; "This student somehow doesn't belong") 
       => wind, curve -- (extend in curves and turns; "The road winds around the lake") 
           => circumvolute -- (wind or turn in volutions, especially in an inward spiral, as of snail) 
           => spiral -- (form a spiral; "The path spirals up the mountain") 
           => snake -- (form a snake-like pattern; "The river snakes through the valley") 
       => jumble, mingle -- (be all mixed up or jumbled together; "His words jumbled") 
       => promise --
 (give grounds for expectations; "The new results were promising"; "The results promised fame and glory") 
       => accept, take -- (be designed to hold or take; "This surface will not take the dye") 
       => clean -- (be cleanable; "This stove cleans easily") 
       => draw -- (allow a draft; "This chimney draws very well") 
       => wash -- (be capable of being washed; "Does this material wash?") 
       => balance -- (be in equilibrium; "He was balancing on one foot") 
       => hail, come -- (be a native of; "She hails from Kalamazoo") 
       => act -- (be suitable for theatrical performance; "This scene acts well") 
       => test -- (show a certain characteristic when tested; "He tested positive for HIV") 
       => seem -- (appear to exist; "There seems no reason to go ahead with the project now") 
       => answer -- (be liable or accountable; "She must answer for her actions") 
       => beat -- (be superior; "Reading beats watching television"; "This sure beats work!") 
       => hold --
 (have as a major characteristic; "The novel holds many surprises"; "The book holds in store much valuable advise") 
       => contain -- (be divisible by; "24 contains 6") 
       => connect --
 (be scheduled so as to provide continuing service, as in transportation; "The local train does not connect with the Amtr
ak train"; "The planes don't connect and you will have to wait for four hours") 
       => sell -- (be responsible for the sale of; "All her publicity sold the products") 
       => sell -- (be approved of or gain acceptance; "The new idea sold well in certain circles") 
       => kill -- (be fatal; "cigarettes kill"; "drunken driving kills") 
       => make -- (be suitable for; "Wood makes good furniture") 
       => deck, adorn, decorate, grace, embellish, beautify --
 (be beautiful to look at; "Flowers adorned the tables everywhere") 
           => ornament -- (be an ornament to; "stars ornamented the Christmas tree") 
       => consist --
 (have its essential character; be comprised or contained in; be embodied in; "The payment consists in food"; "What do
es love consist in?") 
       => work --
 (behave in a certain way when handled; "This dough does not work easily"; "The soft metal works well") 
       => lubricate -- (have lubricating properties; "the liquid in this can lubricates well") 
       => breathe --
 (allow the passage of air through; "Our new synthetic fabric breathes and is perfect for summer wear") 
       => trim -- (be in equilibrium during a flight; "The airplane trimmed") 
       => swing -- (have a certain musical rhythm; "The music has to swing") 
       => osculate -- (be intermediate between two taxonomic groups; "These species osculate") 
       => retard -- (be delayed) 
       => transplant -- (be transplantable; "These delicate plants do not transplant easily") 
       => cohere --
 (have internal elements or parts logically connected so that aesthetic consistency results; "the principles by which socie
ties cohere") 
       => object -- (be averse to or express disapproval of; "My wife objects to modern furniture") 
       => stick -- (be or become fixed; "The door sticks--we will have to plane it") 
       => recognize -- (exhibit recognition for (an antigen or a substrate)) 
       => distribute -- (be mathematically distributive) 
       => put out -- (be sexually active; "She is supposed to put out") 
 

 



 

The Hierarchy of Changes 
As with substances and states, instead of a multiple hierarchical structure of name senses, all the action 
expressions make up a single top-bottom structure of change terms. As a collection of actions, the category 
of change subsumes as its subordinate kinds actions, activities and event occurrences in a single hierarchy 
of change types of several level deep: 

Entity > Change & Process > Action & Act & Activity & Agency & Operation& Mechanism 
& Behavior > Event & Happening & Occurrence& Outcome & Phenomena > Human Action & Act 
& Activity & Doing > …> Nonentity 

In line with the hierarchical order of changes, both natural actions and events as well as human 
acts and activities are subtypes of change; for, by the very definition, an event is a change happening at a 
given place and time, while an action is a process of change that is done by some agents, substances, forces, 
chemicals, or intelligent agencies. 

Any thing that happens (particular events, occurrences, acts, activities, processes, becomings, or 
goings-on) implies (signal or presuppose) a change and thence presupposing this fact as a necessary 
condition of existence. Change in general is a class of all things that come to being, while events are 
particular changes that happen (take place, occur, go on, pass, pass off, fall, come about, come up, come to 
pass) in (at, on, near, or by) some places at a time (over a period of time). So event is a change that happens 
at a given location and time to a certain individual (or system of individuals). In other words, any event is a 
change endowed with spatial properties as spatiality and location and temporal properties as temporal 
order, duration and rate. Any event is a temporally and spatially spread-out particular, one-off entity, while 
change is the class of entity beyond time and space. Therefore events as happenings go through states 
(temporal stages and phases) and thus having beginnings, middles, and endings, modifying from one phase 
to another but within the same general change. In other words, events are nothing else but particular 
changes, another name for individual changes. Whatever changes also happens and occurs at a certain time 
and place, and whatever happens shows changes. All events are changes, but not all changes are events, as 
all liquids are fluids, but not all fluids are liquids. Anything that happens by chance or occurs at a certain 
time and place refers to event as a result and outcome of the changes caused or actions accomplished and 
performed, like as act, case, chance, consequence, doing, end, episode, eventuality, fact, fortune, incident, 
occurrence, or outcome.   

Below is the outline of what it is to be a process of change, what its nature and essence, its content and 
meaning, whether has it a being or not, and how it appears, its forms and species, and all the possible 
instances, cases, and exemplifications 
 
Commentary: sketching the meaning of changes in outline 

Substances occupy states, but they are also liable to change. In some or other respect, any thing is 
in a state of flux, in condition of a continuous or discrete change. For an entity, of any sort and kind, has 
more then one distinct state. That means that whatever exists is given or likely to or capable to change; thus 
every being is changeful, alterable, variable, or changeable. Changefulness or changeability or mutability is 
the constancy (identity, permanence, and fixity) of the world. If there is something without change, it will 
be nothing, a constant, changeless, and enduring being; for nothing (not any entity) endures except 
Nothing, and everything is in flux: to be is to be in change, not to be is not to be in change. Thus the first 
axiom about changes is: all things, beings, or entities make or become different in state and so 
participating in the process of change. 

Being a primitive class of entity, along with substance, state, and relation, change is a manifold, 
multiform and complex entity, too. It can be essential or accidental, superficial or deep, material or 
conceptual, partial or whole, natural or artificial, regular and constant, spontaneous, chanceful, and 
eventful. This character of changes is expressed by a multitude of synonymous terms: alteration, 
conversion, damage, difference, diversity, development, devolution, flux, innovation, mutation, 
modification, novelty, passage, qualification, regeneration, renewal, renewing, reversion, revolution, shift, 
transformation, transition, transmutation, turn, variation, variety, vicissitude, and suchlike. Because of its 
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status of a pivotal class of entity, the knowledge of change, its nature and forms of existence, kinds, forms 
and manner of action, its causes and effects, as well as the ways of measuring and analyzing of different 
sorts of motions and movements, is among the key issues of human knowledge and understanding of the 
universe. 

As to the forms of changes, in compliance with three types of real entities, there are typically three 
forms of change's existence as natural changes, mental changes, and cultural changes. But whatever its 
domain of action or operation, as a primary class of being, change operates and acts as a process of change, 
a series of distinct states, during which entity or being becomes different either in substance, or in state, or 
in action, or in relation. In the language of properties, a change in general is a change of the property of 
entity: the property of being a substance, the property of being a state, the property of being acted upon or 
of acting in a certain way, and the property of being related to something else. As a result, any specific 
change, natural process, mental action, or social activity, should fall under one of the following top 
headings:  

 a change of substance, or substantial changes;  
 a change of state (quality and quantity), or stative changes (qualitative changes and quantitative 

changes); 
 a change of change (in action, variation); or variable (functional) and dynamic changes; 
 a change of relation (in correlatives), or relational changes 

Under these four change types can be subsumed the six traditional forms of change:  substantial 
processes, generation (coming-to-be and becoming) and degeneration (destruction or passing away); 
quantitative processes, increase, growth, and decrease, diminution in magnitude or size; qualitative 
processes, alteration in quality; a change of position, a relational change, motion, movement and rest, 
equilibrium, as well as a change of form (physical states) as a sort of stative processes.  

The first sort of processes is a change of a substantial nature, coming into being from other being, 
genesis, a process of change during which one or more substances transform into one or more other 
substances. What undergoes change here is the substrate itself, when the entity changes as a whole, from 
one substance to one or many other substances. Substantial changes seem to be most dramatic and 
fundamental changes as it is illustrated by generation, production or corruption and damage (annihilation 
and extinction) of physical objects, chemical substances, living organisms, ideas, or whole civilizations. 
For example, any process of forming of a compound or a complex as a single substance in which the entity 
parts lost their individuality and identity comes under radical, deep changes. In nature, this sort of change 
covers all kinds of subatomic interactions and chemical reactions, as decay, fermentation, corrosion, 
digestion, combustion, etc. In human life, birth and death, creative processes, discoveries, making novel 
artifacts also falls under the substantial changes. 

The second in the list of distinct changes is a modification of the state of an entity as a transition 
of an entity from one state to another, as a difference between states, while the substance retains the same 
identity. For instance, a transition of an object from one state position to another is specified as motion or 
movement, which is exemplified by a mechanical motion. Another example is a change of physical states, 
sometimes called a change of form, from solid to liquid, liquid to gas, gas to liquid. Under the change of 
quality fall material changes resulting in producing a heterogeneous mass, body, aggregate, collection, 
complexity, or mixture in which different entity parts still retain their identity. Here also come some 
biological changes such as genetic and chromosomal mutations, mitosis and meiosis of cells, the series of 
division changes. 

A subclass of stative change, the change of quantity includes decreases and increases of the 
magnitudes of objects. In the order of physical quantities, a quantitative change is a change of energy, 
including all forms of energy, as well as the energy change pertaining to the transfer of energy and energy 
interactions of objects such as heat and work. Again, any changes of state with regard to human conditions, 
emotions, and desires, as want and satisfaction, belong to the class of stative changes of conditions, either 
of a qualitative nature or a quantitative form. 

The third change type is a process of change during which the state of action, operation, or agency 
changes its mode of acting or operation under the action of other change, what is typically referred as the 
changing cause of change. Examples of such difference in the manner of action may be the transitions from 
one distinct form of change to other, from rest to motion, destabilization, from motion to rest (negative 
acceleration), as well as all sorts of accelerative acts and processes increasing the rate of change. All 
changes in policy, practice, doing, and use are the changes of human action and activity. Here belongs also 
the irregular cycles of generation and destruction, growth and diminishing, rotary and linear motions. 
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The fourth type of change is a process of change during which one sort of relationship changes 
into other kinds (marriage/separation). As there are changes in respect of substance or essence, state or 
quality and quantity, change or activity, so there is change in respect of relation. When one or both 
correlatives change, we have another relation; for if the husband dies, the wife becomes a widow, thus 
changing its family relationship, or social role and status.  

Then whatever people do or cause to happen, their actions, activities, acts, doings, proceedings, 
can be classified as radical substantial changes, qualitative changes, quantitative changes, variable changes, 
or relative changes.  

To have a full and consistent classification, changes are correctly to classify with respect to the 
kinds of substances they refer to or the sorts of states they relate. Accordingly, we can specify four broad 
groups of processes of changes:  

 physical processes, the collection of all natural processes, physical, chemical, and 
biological; 

 mental events (cognitive processes of the mind), the total of psychological processes and 
experiences, together with formal, logical processes; 

 cultural processes, the collection of all possible human actions, activities, and acts; 
 knowledge representation processes performed by intelligent computing systems  

Besides, there are five elements in any particular change:  
 that which changes (quality or quantity);  
 that which is in change (substratum, body or state or action);  
 that in which change takes place (time or space);  
 that from which it starts (initional state);  
 that to which it proceeds (final state, an effect, end, purpose, consequence, 

or result of change); 
 what causes a change 

At last, every change suggests the following: whatever changes changes in three ways, essentially, partially 
or accidentally; there is a substrate underlying the processes of change; there are changes in kind and in 
degree; and things may undergo all the forms of change at the same time, destruction, motion, and growth. 

Such is then the number and nature of the kinds of change, or what it is to be a change. So the 
essence and content of change consists in the action of changing of entities by making (or becoming) 
different in substance, state, action, or relation, and its basic meaning and consequence consists in being a 
cause or effect. For every change is at the same time also a cause and/or effect. Nothing happens without a 
cause-change, and nothing exists from whose being an effect-change does not follow. In other words, every 
change (process) is followed and preceded by other changes (processes).  Neither object, nor state, nor 
relation but changes constitute causes and effects. Human actions, wars, diseases, emotions, crimes, births, 
deaths, etc. are both changes and causes or effects. By this reason, the knowledge of change is the 
knowledge of cause and effect. Since revealing the nature, meaning and content of change is equal to 
revealing the number and nature causes, the engine and driving forces of the universe.  

The major principles and postulates to be used as the premises of reasoning about changes can be 
summarized as follows: 

o The world is the totality of processes of change; 
o Nothing endures but Nothing, all entities are mutable; 
o Any change entity is a composition of two or more states, or a change is a second-order 

state; 
o Changes differ in type (decay, increase), sphere (substance, quantity), and manner; 
o Any process of change is a sequence of differing states of the same change;  
o Whatever changes is changing (turning) into a different substance, state, action, or 

relation; 
o There are substantial changes, stative changes, variable processes, and relational changes.  
o Every process of change is followed and preceded by other processes; 
o Every change is either a cause or effect; the essence of changes is to enter into causal 

relations, to be and to have causes and effects; 
o Every event, happening, or occurrence is an instance of a process of change. 

 



THE STANDARD FORMULA OF MEANING OF ACTION WORDS 
 
A change term (of actions, activities, and event occurrences) ⇔ the generic term (of 
changes) + the characteristic expressions (of relationships, actions, states, objects) 

 
The Regular Pattern of Definition for Action Names:  
An action name (a type of change) ⇔ a generic name (a higher class of the change) + 

the expressions of objects, states, or relations (a convertible property) 
‘Change is becoming of something from something to something else’ 
‘Change is a class of things that happen and have distinct states’ 
‘Event is a change that take place (occur, happen, go on, pass, pass off, fall, come about, come up, 
come to pass, or come to being) in (at, on, near, or by) some places at a time (over a period of 
time)’ 
 

The Common Rule of Verbal Definitions for Change Verbs: 
Verbs (of changes and actions) ⇔ the universal terms (to have, to be) + the 

characteristic expressions (of substances, states, or relationships) 
 

The alternative standard verbal formulation implies the generic verb of the term and 
distinguished by the specific manner and form of the change or action or doing signified, 
as in:  
Verbs (of changes, actions, and processes) ⇔ the generic term (the general class the 

change) + the expressions (of relationships, states, or objects) 
 

‘to occur (happen, go on, pass, pass off, fall, come about, come up, come to pass) is to come to being’ 
‘to fall is to occur at a specified time or place’ 
‘to coincide is to happen at the same time’ 
‘to develop is to become evident’ 

 
CHANGE, the class of actions, activities, and processes  
The whole listing of change names can be enumerated as follows: 
CHANGE NAMES standing for a change of being or being of change; 
PROCESS NAMES expressing physical processes; 
ACTION NAMES indicating all sorts and manner of acts, actions and activities; 
EVENT NAMES implying all sorts of natural events; 
COGNITION NAMES designating cognitive processes of thinking;  
MOTIVATION NAMES referring to motivations, motives, and needs as the causes of the action; 
 
The whole listing of action verbs, or verbal names of change types, can be enumerated as follows: 
CHANGE Verbs standing for a change of being or being of change; 
PROCESS Verbs expressing physical processes; 
ACTION Predicates indicating all sorts and manner of acts, actions and activities; 
EVENT Predicates implying all sorts of natural events; 
COGNITION Verbs designating cognitive and cogitative processes;  
MOTIVATION Verbs referring to motivations, motives, and needs as the causes of the action; 

 

 



Change, a variation of the state of an entity, a transition of a thing from 
one state to another, making things different, or that which measures time 
Concepts and principles: subject, substratum, substance, essence, state, 
action, relation, attribute, accident, quality, quantity, time, space, place; 
process, movement, motion, operation, relation, origin, cause, effect, end, 
mover, moved, goal, generation, destruction, increase, decrease, 
alteration, locomotion;  substratum, form, and privation 
Elements: subject or substratum, form and privation 
Subjects: object, body, nature, mind, society 
Types: substantial or essential and stative or accidental, local, 
quantitative, qualitative  
Substantial change: change in substance, corruption and generation, birth 
and death, creation and decay 
Local motion: change in place, rectilinear, circular, uniform or variable, 
relative or absolute 
Quantitative change: change in quantity, color, texture, temperature, size, 
figure; increase, decrease 
Qualitative change: change in quality, physical, chemical, biological, 
psychological, and social  
Social change: historical, economic, political, and cultural change  
Law: cause and effect relationships, functional laws, fundamental 
equations, regular associations and patterns, local causality 
Synonyms: alteration, conversion, difference, innovation, mutation, 
novelty, regeneration, renewal, renewing, revolution, transformation, 
transition, transmutation, variation, variety, and vicissitude; action, agency, 
effect, event, execution, force, influence, occurrence, performance, 
procedure, result 
Potency, that which is a source of change or a thing's being changed 
Meanings: a source, change, movement, power, energy, capacity; 
incapacity; possible; impossible 
Cause, that which answered with reference to the matter, the form, the 
efficient cause, or for the sake of which a thing is changed; the first point 
from which a thing is or comes to be or is known 
Meanings: the substratum or the parts; the essence (the form, pattern, 
whole and synthesis); the mover or the agent; the end, the final cause or 
the good; beginning, start, origin, nature, element, thought and will, 
essence  
Kinds:  proper and chance, potential and actual, particular and generic, 
e.g., causal lines of influence, the world's causal unity 
.Axiom: causation is a process of reversible change 
To come from something: matter, the highest genus or the lowest 
species; principles and primary moving causes; parts; whole; time 
That in (by) virtue of which, that on account of which a thing is, comes to 
be or is known 
Meanings: on account of, because of, due to, by reason of, on the grounds 
of, by the agency, means, or fault of, through, from, for: form or substance, 
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matter or substratum, causes, place and position, e.g. the good, surface, 
reason, cause, motives, purpose. In virtue of itself: essence, genus, 
nature, necessity  
Necessary: that without which a thing cannot be or come to be 
Meanings: conditions, compulsion and necessity, e.g. life, nature, being, 
good, demonstration 
Contrasts: in being and existence, necessity and contingency, or the 
impossible and the possible, in change, chance and determinism, the 
essential and the accidental, in thought and mind, in life, necessity and 
freedom, in action, the voluntary and the compulsory, free will or constraint 
and coercion, in society and history, necessity and liberty 
Chance, that which is an incidental cause, or the coincidence of causes 
Meanings: accident, spontaneity, fortune, ignorance, contingency, cause, 
event, happening, occasion, probability; nature, intelligence, knowledge, 
necessity, fate, destiny, determinacy, certitude 
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WordNet 2.0: event (happening, occurrence or natural event), phenomenon (natural 
phenomenon, consequence or effect, process), act, human action or human activity, 
abstraction (relation, change), psychological feature (cognition, knowledge, cognitive 
process, unconscious process; feeling; motive, motivation or need); 

WordNet 2.1: entity {physical entity (process: physical process, phenomenon, evolution 
and devolution, economic process, human process, growth, industrial process, natural 
process, organic process), abstract entity (psychological feature (cognition, knowledge: 
cognitive process, unconscious process; motivation, motive, need; event: human action, 
activity, or act; happening, occurrence, occurrent, or natural event; group action; social 
event)}; 

The WordNet’s taxonomy of changes should be completely reclassified and redefined in order to 
accord to the nature of changing things and thus to be logical and uniform. Since all modifications of 
changes ought to lie within one class, which is neither relation nor quality, but changes, and since a change 
is divisible only into changes, as a magnitude into magnitudes. Consequently, both events and human 
actions are the subtypes of change as according to the order of changes: 

Entity > Change > Action > Process > Phenomena > Event >Happening, Occurrence, or 
Outcome > Human Act, Action, or Activity > … > Nonentity 

In the descending order of changes, the event is a change happening at a given place and time, the 
action is a change that is done by some agents, substances, forces, chemicals, or intelligent agencies. This 
intends that events are merely particular changes, and physical processes, changes in concrete things, 
belonging to a process of change that happens as an ordered sequence of states.  

So below ’event’ names used as the generic terms in definitions ought to replaced by the name of 
‘change’, like in: 
1. change, alteration, modification -- (a change that occurs when something passes from one state or phase 

to another; "the change was intended to increase sales"; "this storm is certainly a change for the worse"; 
"the neighborhood had undergone few modifications since his last visit years ago") 

2. change -- (a relational difference between states; especially between states before and after some event; 
"he attributed the change to their marriage") 

3. change -- (the action of changing something; "the change of government had no impact on the 
economy"; "his change on abortion cost him the election") 

 
CHANGE 
 

ALTERATION, MODIFICATION 
 
change, alteration, modification --
 (an event that occurs when something passes from one state or phase to another; "the change was intended 
to increase sales"; "this storm is certainly a change for the worse"; "the neighborhood had undergone few m
odifications since his last visit years ago") 
       => avulsion --
 (an abrupt change in the course of a stream that forms the boundary between two parcels of land resulting i
n the loss of part of the land of one landowner and a consequent increase in the land of another) 
       => mutation -- (a change or alteration in form or qualities) 
       => sublimation --
 ((psychology) modifying the natural expression of an impulse or instinct (especially a sexual one) to one th
at is socially acceptable) 
       => surprise -- (a sudden unexpected event) 
           => bombshell, thunderbolt, thunderclap --
 (a shocking surprise; "news of the attack came like a bombshell") 
           => coup de theatre -- (a dramatic surprise) 

http://www.cogsci.princeton.edu/cgi-bin/webwn
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           => eye opener -- (something surprising and revealing) 
           => peripeteia, peripetia, peripety --
 (a sudden and unexpected change of fortune or reverse of circumstances (especially in a literary work); "a 
peripeteia swiftly turns a routine sequence of events into a story worth telling") 
           => shock, blow --
 (an unpleasant or disappointing surprise; "it came as a shock to learn that he was injured") 
               => blip --
 (a sudden minor shock or meaningless interruption; "the market had one bad blip today"; "you can't react t
o the day-to-day blips"; "renewed jitters in the wake of a blip in retail sales") 
           => stunner -- (an unexpected and amazing event; "the stunner was what happened on Saturday") 
       => birth, nativity, nascency, nascence --
 (the event of being born; "they celebrated the birth of their first child") 
           => delivery -- (the event of giving birth; "she had a difficult delivery") 
           => live birth -- (the birth of a living fetus (regardless of the length of gestation)) 
               => blessed event, happy event -- (the live birth of a child) 
           => posthumous birth -- (birth of a child by Caesarean section after the death of the mother) 
           => posthumous birth -- (birth of a child after the father has died) 
           => reincarnation, rebirth -- (a second or new birth) 
               => transmigration -- (the passing of a soul into another body after death) 
               => cycle of rebirth -- ((Hinduism) repeated rebirth in new forms) 
                   => moksa -- ((Hinduism) release from the cycle of rebirth) 
       => separation, breakup, detachment -- (coming apart) 
           => rupture, breach, break, severance, rift, falling out --
 (a personal or social separation (as between opposing factions); "they hoped to avoid a break in relations") 
           => break -- (the occurrence of breaking; "the break in the dam threatened the valley") 
               => snap -- (a sudden breaking) 
       => vagary --
 (an unexpected and inexplicable change in something (in a situation or a person's behavior, etc.); "the vaga
ries of the weather"; "his wealth fluctuates with the vagaries of the stock market"; "he has dealt with human
 vagaries for many years") 
       => variation, fluctuation -- (an instance of change; the rate or magnitude of change) 
           => vicissitude --
 (a variation in circumstances or fortune at different times in your life or in the development of something; 
"the project was subject to the usual vicissitudes of exploratory research") 
           => allomerism --
 ((chemistry) variability in chemical composition without variation in crystalline form) 
           => deviation, divergence, departure, difference --
 (a variation that deviates from the standard or norm; "the deviation from the mean") 
               => discrepancy, variance, variant -- (an event that departs from expectations) 
               => driftage -- (the deviation (by a vessel or aircraft) from its intended course due to drifting) 
               => inflection, flection, flexion -- (deviation from a straight or normal course) 
           => substitution, permutation, transposition, replacement, switch --
 (an event in which one thing is substituted for another; "the replacement of lost blood by a transfusion of d
onor blood") 
           => business cycle, trade cycle --
 (recurring fluctuations in economic activity consisting of recession and recovery and growth and decline) 
           => daily variation -- (fluctuations that occur between one day and the next) 
           => diurnal variation -- (fluctuations that occur during each day) 
           => tide --
 (something that may increase or decrease (like the tides of the sea); "a rising tide of popular interest") 
       => conversion -- (a change of religion; "his conversion to the Catholic faith") 
           => Christianization, Christianisation -- (conversion to Christianity) 
       => death, decease --
 (the event of dying or departure from life; "her death came as a terrible shock"; "upon your decease the cap
ital will pass to your grandchildren") 
           => Crucifixion -- (the death of Jesus on the cross) 
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           => fatality, human death --
 (a death resulting from an accident or a disaster; "a decrease in the number of automobile fatalities") 
               => killing, violent death -- (an event that causes someone to die) 
               => fatal accident, casualty -- (an accident that causes someone to die) 
                   => collateral damage --
 ((euphemism) inadvertent casualties and destruction inflicted on civilians in the course of military operatio
ns) 
           => martyrdom --
 (death that is imposed because of the person's adherence of a religious faith or cause) 
           => megadeath --
 (the death of a million people; "they calibrate the effects of atom bombs in megadeaths") 
           => passing, loss, departure, exit, expiration, going, release --
 (euphemistic expressions for death; "thousands mourned his passing") 
           => wrongful death --
 (a death that results from a wrongful act or from negligence; a death that can serve as the basis for a civil a
ction for damages on behalf of the dead person's family or heirs) 
       => decrease, lessening, drop-off --
 (a change downward; "there was a decrease in his temperature as the fever subsided"; "there was a sharp dr
op-off in sales") 
           => shrinking, shrinkage --
 (process or result of becoming less or smaller; "the material lost 2 inches per yard in shrinkage") 
               => compression, condensation, contraction --
 (the process or result of becoming smaller or pressed together; "the contraction of a gas on cooling") 
                   => constriction, coarctation -- (tight or narrow compression) 
           => casualty -- (a decrease of military personnel or equipment) 
               => damage, equipment casualty -- (loss of military equipment) 
                   => battle damage, combat casualty -- (loss of military equipment in battle) 
                   => operational damage, operational casualty -- (loss of military equipment in field operations) 
               => personnel casualty, loss -- (military personnel lost by death or capture) 
                   => wound, injury, combat injury -- (a casualty to military personnel resulting from combat) 
                       => blighty wound --
 (a wound that would cause an English soldier to be sent home from service abroad) 
                       => flesh wound --
 (a wound that does not damage important internal organs or shatter any bones) 
                   => sacrifice --
 (personnel that are sacrificed (e.g., surrendered or lost in order to gain an objective)) 
           => sinking --
 (a slow fall or decline (as for lack of strength); "after several hours of sinking an unexpected rally rescued t
he market"; "he could not control the sinking of his legs") 
           => attrition -- (a wearing down to weaken or destroy; "a war of attrition") 
           => dwindling, dwindling away --
 (a becoming gradually less; "there is no greater sadness that the dwindling away of a family") 
               => fading away -- (gradually diminishing in brightness or loudness or strength) 
           => waning --
 (a gradual decrease in magnitude or extent; "the waning of his enthusiasm was obvious"; "the waxing and 
waning of the moon") 
       => destabilization -- (an event that causes a loss of equilibrium (as of a ship or aircraft)) 
       => increase -- (a change resulting in an increase; "the increase is scheduled for next month") 
           => augmentation -- (the amount by which something increases) 
           => concentration -- (increase in density) 
               => compaction, compression, concretion, densification -- (an increase in the density of something) 
               => rarefaction --
 (a decrease in the density of something; "a sound wave causes periodic rarefactions in its medium") 
           => explosion -- (a sudden great increase; "the population explosion"; "the information explosion") 
           => jump, leap -- (a sudden and decisive increase; "a jump in attendance") 
               => quantum leap, quantum jump --
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 (a sudden large increase or advance; "this may not insure success but it will represent a quantum leap from 
last summer") 
           => runup, run-up --
 (a substantial increase over a relatively short period of time; "a runup in interest rates"; "market runups are 
followed by corrections") 
           => waxing -- (a gradual increase in magnitude or extent; "the waxing of the moon") 
       => easing, moderation, relief -- (a change for the better) 
           => disembarrassment -- (something that extricates you from embarrassment) 
           => breath of fresh air -- (a welcome relief; "the new management was like a breath of fresh air") 
       => deformation --
 (alteration in the shape or dimensions of an object as a result of the application of stress to it) 
           => shear --
 ((physics) a deformation of an object in which parallel planes remain parallel but are shifted in a direction 
parallel to themselves; "the shear changed the quadrilateral into a parallelogram") 
           => strain -- ((physics) deformation of a physical body under the action of applied forces) 
               => overstrain -- (too much strain) 
       => transition -- (a change from one place or state or subject or stage to another) 
           => ground swell --
 (an obvious change of public opinion or political sentiment that occurs without leadership or overt expressi
on; "there was a ground swell of antiwar sentiment") 
           => leap, jump, saltation --
 (an abrupt transition; "a successful leap from college to the major leagues") 
               => quantum jump --
 ((physics) an abrupt transition of an electron or atom or molecule from one quantum state to another with t
he emission or absorption of a quantum) 
       => transformation, transmutation, shift -- (a qualitative change) 
           => improvement, betterment, advance -- (a change for the better; progress in development) 
               => revival, resurgence, revitalization, revitalisation, revivification --
 (bringing again into activity and prominence; "the revival of trade"; "a revival of a neglected play by Molie
re"; "the Gothic revival in architecture") 
                   => rebirth, Renaissance, renascence -- (the revival of learning and culture) 
                   => regeneration -- (the activity of spiritual or physical renewal) 
                   => resurrection -- (revival from inactivity and disuse; "it produced a resurrection of hope") 
                   => resuscitation --
 (act of reviving a person and returning them to consciousness; "although he was apparently drowned, resus
citation was accomplished by artificial respiration") 
                       => cardiopulmonary resuscitation, CPR, cardiac resuscitation, mouth-to-
mouth resuscitation, kiss of life --
 (an emergency procedure consisting of external cardiac massage and artificial respiration; the first treatme
nt for a person who has collapsed and has no pulse and has stopped breathing; attempts to restore circulatio
n of the blood and prevent death or brain damage due to lack of oxygen) 
               => refinement, elaboration --
 (the result of improving something; "he described a refinement of this technique") 
               => adjustment, accommodation, fitting --
 (making or becoming suitable; adjusting to circumstances) 
                   => shakedown --
 (initial adjustments to improve the functioning or the efficiency and to bring to a more satisfactory state; "t
he new industry's economic shakedown") 
               => conservation, preservation --
 (an occurrence of improvement by virtue of preventing loss or injury or other change) 
               => recovery --
 (return to an original state; "the recovery of the forest after the fire was surprisingly rapid") 
           => population shift --
 (a change in the relative numbers of the different groups of individuals making up a population) 
           => pyrolysis -- (transformation of a substance produced by the action of heat) 
           => sea change -- (a profound transformation) 
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           => sublimation --
 ((chemistry) a change directly from the solid to the gaseous state without becoming liquid) 
           => tin pest, tin disease, tin plague --
 (the transformation of ordinary white tin into powdery gray tin a very cold temperatures) 
           => conversion, transition, changeover -- (an event that results in a transformation) 
               => glycogenesis --
 (the conversion of glucose to glycogen when the glucose in the blood exceeds the demand) 
               => isomerization, isomerisation -- (the conversion of a compound into an isomer of itself) 
               => rectification -- (the conversion of alternating current to direct current) 
           => degeneration, retrogression -- (passing from a more complex to a simpler biological form) 
               => abiotrophy --
 (a loss of vitality and a degeneration of cells and tissues not due to any apparent injury) 
               => cataplasia --
 ((biology) degenerative reversion of cells or tissue to a less differentiated or more primitive form) 
           => strengthening -- (becoming stronger) 
           => weakening -- (becoming weaker) 
               => debilitation, enervation, enfeeblement, exhaustion -- (serious weakening and loss of energy) 
               => atrophy, withering -- (any weakening or degeneration (especially through lack of use)) 
               => attenuation, fading --
 (weakening in force or intensity; "attenuation in the volume of the sound") 
               => fall, downfall --
 (a sudden decline in strength or number or importance; "the fall of the House of Hapsburg") 
                   => anticlimax --
 (a disappointing decline after ad previous rise; "the anticlimax of a brilliant career") 
               => relaxation, loosening, slackening --
 (an occurrence of control or strength weakening; "the relaxation of requirements"; "the loosening of his gri
p"; "the slackening of the wind") 
                   => thaw --
 (a relaxation or slackening of tensions or reserve; becoming less hostile; "the thaw between the United Stat
es and Russia has led to increased cooperation in world affairs") 
       => twinkle, scintillation, sparkling -- (a rapid change in brightness; a brief spark or flash) 
       => shimmer, play --
 (a weak and tremulous light; "the shimmer of colors on iridescent feathers"; "the play of light on the water
") 
       => transmutation --
 ((physics) the change of one chemical element into another (as by nuclear decay or radioactive bombardme
nt); "the transmutation of base metals into gold proved to be impossible") 
       => damage, harm, impairment -- (the occurrence of a change for the worse) 
           => detriment, hurt -- (a damage or loss) 
               => expense -- (a detriment or sacrifice; "at the expense of") 
           => distortion, deformation -- (a change for the worse) 
               => warp, warping -- (a moral or mental distortion) 
           => run, ladder, ravel -- (a row of unravelled stitches; "she got a run in her stocking") 
       => development --
 (a recent event that has some relevance for the present situation; "recent developments in Iraq"; "what a re
volting development!") 
           => turn, turn of events, twist --
 (an unforeseen development; "events suddenly took an awkward turn") 
           => phenomenon -- (a remarkable development) 
           => complication, ramification --
 (a development that complicates a situation; "the court's decision had many unforeseen ramifications") 
       => revolution -- (a drastic and far-
reaching change in ways of thinking and behaving; "the industrial revolution was also a cultural revolution"
) 
           => Cultural Revolution, Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution --
 (a radical reform in China initiated by Mao Zedong in 1965 and carried out largely by the Red Guard; inte
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nded to eliminate counterrevolutionary elements in the government it resulted in purges of the intellectuals 
and socioeconomic chaos) 
           => green revolution -- (the introduction of pesticides and high-
yield grains and better management during the 1960s and 1970s which greatly increased agricultural produ
ctivity) 
       => mutation, genetic mutation, chromosomal mutation --
 ((genetics) any event that changes genetic structure; any alteration in the inherited nucleic acid sequence of
 the genotype of an organism) 
           => inversion --
 ((genetics) a kind of mutation in which the order of the genes in a section of a chromosome is reversed) 
           => transposition --
 ((genetics) a kind of mutation in which a chromosomal segment is transfered to a new position on the same
 or another chromosome) 
           => point mutation, gene mutation -- (a mutation due to an intramolecular reorganization of a gene) 
           => reversion -- (a return to a normal phenotype (usually resulting from a second mutation)) 
           => saltation -- (a mutation that drastically changes the phenotype of an organism or species) 
       => sex change --
 (a change in a person's physical sexual characteristics (as by surgery and hormone treatments)) 
       => loss of consciousness -- (the occurrence of a loss of the ability to perceive and respond) 
           => faint, swoon, syncope, deliquium --
 (a spontaneous loss of consciousness caused by insufficient blood to the brain) 
 
change --
 (a relational difference between states; especially between states before and after some event; "he attribute
d the change to their marriage") 
       => difference --
 (a significant change; "the difference in her is amazing"; "his support made a real difference") 
       => gradient -- (a graded change in the magnitude of some physical quantity or dimension) 
 

 
ACTION OF CHANGE 

change --
 (the action of changing something; "the change of government had no impact on the economy"; "his chang
e on abortion cost him the election") 
       => entail -- (the act of entailing property; the creation of a fee tail from a fee simple) 
       => about-face, volte-face, reversal, policy change --
 (a reversal in attitude or principle or point of view; "an about-face on foreign policy") 
           => undoing -- (an act that makes a previous act of no effect (as if not done)) 
       => adulteration --
 (the act of adulterating (especially the illicit substitution of one substance for another)) 
       => move, relocation --
 (the act of changing your residence or place of business; "they say that three moves equal one fire") 
           => flit -- (a secret move (to avoid paying debts); "they did a moonlight flit") 
       => filtration -- (the act of changing a fluid by passing it through a filter) 
           => percolation -- (the filtration of a liquid for extraction or purification) 
       => reduction, simplification -- (the act of reducing complexity) 
           => schematization, schematisation -- (the act of reducing to a scheme or formula) 
       => decimalization, decimalisation --
 (the act of changing to a decimal system; "the decimalization of British currency") 
       => metrification, metrication --
 (the act of changing from imperial units of measurement to metric units: meters, grams, seconds) 
       => variation --
 (the act of changing or altering something slightly but noticeably from the norm or standard; "who is respo
nsible for these variations in taxation?") 
       => turning -- (act of changing in practice or custom; "the law took many turnings over the years") 
       => diversification, variegation --
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 (the act of introducing variety (especially in investments or in the variety of goods and services offered); "
my broker recommended a greater diversification of my investments"; "he limited his losses by diversificati
on of his product line") 
       => flux --
 (in constant change; "his opinions are in flux"; "the newness and flux of the computer industry") 
       => switch, switching, shift --
 (the act of changing one thing or position for another; "his switch on abortion cost him the election") 
           => switcheroo -- (a sudden unexpected switch) 
       => substitution, exchange, commutation --
 (the act of putting one thing or person in the place of another: "he sent Smith in for Jones but the substituti
on came too late to help") 
           => replacement, replacing --
 (the act of furnishing an equivalent person or thing in the place of another; "replacing the star will not be e
asy") 
               => novation --
 ((law) the replacement of one obligation by another by mutual agreement of both parties; usually the replac
ement of one of the original parties to a contract with the consent of the remaining party) 
               => pitching change -- (replacing a pitcher in baseball) 
               => supersedure, supersession --
 (act of replacing one person or thing by another especially one held to be superior) 
               => supplanting, displacement --
 (act of taking the place of another especially using underhanded tactics) 
           => subrogation -- ((law) the act of substituting of one creditor for another) 
           => weaning, ablactation --
 (the act of substituting other food for the mother's milk in the diet of a child or young mammal) 
       => promotion -- (act of raising in rank or position) 
           => ennoblement -- (the act of raising someone to the nobility) 
           => preferment -- (the act of preferring; "the preferment went to the younger candidate") 
           => investment, investiture --
 (the ceremonial act of clothing someone in the insignia of an office; the formal promotion of a person to an
 office or rank) 
       => demotion -- (act of lowering in rank or position) 
 

CHANGE OF STATE 
       => change of state --
 (the act of changing something into something different in essential characteristics) 
           => aeration -- (the act of charging a liquid with a gas making it effervescent) 
           => passage, transition -- (the act of passing from one state or place to the next) 
               => fossilization, fossilisation -- (becoming inflexible or out of date) 
           => meddling, tampering -- (the act of altering something secretly or improperly) 
           => transfer, transference --
 (the act of transfering something from one form to another; "the transfer of the music from record to tape s
uppressed much of the background noise") 
           => termination, ending, conclusion --
 (the act of ending something; "the termination of the agreement") 
               => demonetization, demonetisation --
 (ending something (e.g. gold or silver) as no longer the legal tender of a country) 
               => release, tone ending -- ((music) the act or manner of terminating a musical phrase or tone) 
                   => plosion, explosion --
 (the terminal forced release of pressure built up during the occlusive phase of a stop consonant) 
               => completion, culmination, closing, windup, mop up -- (a concluding action) 
                   => consummation -- (the act of bringing to completion or fruition) 
                       => realization, realisation, fruition --
 (something that is made real or concrete; "the victory was the realization of a whole year's work") 
                       => orgasm, climax, sexual climax, coming --
 (the moment of most intense pleasure in sexual intercourse) 
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                           => male orgasm -- (an orgasm accompanied by the sensation of ejaculation of semen) 
                       => fulfillment, fulfilment -- (the act of consummating something (a desire or promise etc)) 
                           => self-fulfillment, self-realization, self-realisation -- (the fulfillment of your capacities) 
                   => consummation -- (the completion of marriage by sexual intercourse) 
                   => finish, finishing --
 (the act of finishing; "his best finish in a major tournament was third"; "the speaker's finishing was greeted 
with applause") 
                       => finale, close, closing curtain, finis -- (the concluding part of any performance) 
                   => finalization, finalisation -- (the act of finalizing) 
                   => follow-through --
 (carrying some project or intention to full completion; "I appreciated his follow-through on his promise") 
                   => follow-through -- (the act of carrying a stroke to its natural completion; "his follow-
through was straight down the line toward the target"; "squash can be dangerous if your opponent has a lon
g follow-through") 
                   => graduation -- (the successful completion of a program of study) 
               => retirement -- (withdrawal from your position or occupation) 
                   => hibernation --
 (the act of retiring into inactivity; "he emerged from his hibernation to make his first appearance in several 
years") 
                   => rustication -- (the action of retiring to and living in the country) 
               => relinquishment, relinquishing -- (the act of giving up and abandoning a struggle or task etc.) 
                   => cession, ceding -- (the act of ceding) 
                       => recession, ceding back -- (the act of ceding back) 
                   => handover --
 (act of relinquishing property or authority etc; "the handover of occupied territory") 
                   => release, waiver, discharge -- (a formal written statement of relinquishment) 
                       => exemption, immunity, granting immunity --
 (an act exempting someone; "he was granted immunity from prosecution") 
                           => fix --
 (an exemption granted after influence (e.g., money) is brought to bear; "collusion resulted in tax fixes for g
amblers") 
                           => official immunity --
 (personal immunity accorded to a public official from liability to anyone injured by actions that are the con
sequence of exercing official authority) 
                           => sovereign immunity --
 (an exemption that precludes bringing a suit against the sovereign government without the government's co
nsent; "the doctrine of sovereign immunity originated with the maxim that the king can do no wrong") 
                           => use immunity, testimonial immunity --
 (an exemption that displaces the privilege against self-
incrimination; neither compelled testimony or any fruits of it can be used against the witness who therefore 
can no longer fear self-incrimination) 
                               => transactional immunity --
 (a broader form of use immunity that also protects the witness from any prosecution brought about relating
 to transactions to which they gave testimony) 
               => dissolution, breakup -- (the termination of a relationship) 
                   => splitsville --
 (separation or breakup or divorce; "after 15 years together they are headed for splitsville") 
                   => annulment, invalidation --
 ((law) a formal termination (of a relationship or a judicial proceeding etc)) 
                       => dissolution of marriage -- (an annulment of a marriage) 
               => overthrow -- (the termination of a ruler or institution (especially by force)) 
                   => subversion, subversive activity --
 (the act of subverting; as overthrowing or destroying a legally constituted government) 
               => adjournment, dissolution -- (the termination of a meeting) 
               => dismissal, dismission, discharge, firing, liberation, release, sack, sacking --
 (the termination of someone's employment (leaving them free to depart)) 
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                   => superannuation --
 (the act of discharging someone because of age (especially to cause someone to retire from service on a pe
nsion)) 
                   => conge -- (an abrupt and unceremonious dismissal) 
                   => removal -- (dismissal from office) 
                   => deactivation, inactivation -- (breaking up a military unit (by transfers or discharges)) 
                   => dishonorable discharge --
 (a discharge from the United States Army for a grave offense (as sabotage or espionage or cowardice or m
urder)) 
                   => Section Eight --
 (a discharge from the US Army based on unfitness or character traits deemed undesirable) 
               => destruction, devastation -- (termination by an act of destruction) 
                   => disaster -- (an act that has disastrous consequences) 
                   => kill --
 (the destruction of an enemy plane or ship or tank or missile; "the pilot reported two kills during the missio
n") 
                   => laying waste, ruin, ruining, ruination, wrecking --
 (destruction achieved by wrecking something) 
                   => razing, leveling, tearing down, demolishing -- (complete destruction of a building) 
                   => annihilation, obliteration -- (destruction by annihilating something) 
                       => atomization, atomisation -- (annihilation by reducing something to atoms) 
                       => pulverization, pulverisation -- (annihilation by pulverizing something) 
                       => vaporization, vaporisation -- (annihilation by vaporizing something) 
                   => decimation --
 (destroying or killing a large part of the population (literally every tenth person as chosen by lot)) 
                   => self-destruction -- (the act of destroying yourself; "his insistence was pure self-destruction") 
                   => neutralization, neutralisation --
 ((euphemism) the removal of a threat by killing or destroying it (especially in a covert operation or militar
y operation)) 
                   => sabotage -- (a deliberate act of destruction or disruption in which equipment is damaged) 
                       => bombing -- (the use of bombs for sabotage; a tactic frequently used by terrorists) 
                           => suicide bombing --
 (a terrorist bombing carried out by someone who does not hope to survive it) 
                   => extermination, liquidation -- (the act of exterminating) 
                   => holocaust -- (an act of great destruction and loss of life) 
                   => demolition -- (the act of demolishing) 
                   => spoliation --
 ((law) the intentional destruction of a document or an alteration of it that destroys its value as evidence) 
                   => vandalism, hooliganism, malicious mischief --
 (willful wanton and malicious destruction of the property of others) 
               => killing, kill, putting to death -- (the act of terminating a life) 
                   => deathblow, coup de grace -- (the blow that kills (usually mercifully)) 
                   => death -- (the act of killing; "he had two deaths on his conscience") 
                   => euthanasia, mercy killing --
 (the act of killing someone painlessly (especially someone suffering from an incurable illness)) 
                   => homicide -- (the killing of a human being by another human being) 
                       => honor killing --
 (an ancient Muslim tradition still sometimes observed; a male member of the family kills a female relative 
for tarnishing the family image) 
                       => manslaughter -- (homicide without malice aforethought) 
                           => chance-medley -- (unpremeditated killing of a human being in self defense) 
                       => murder, slaying, execution --
 (unlawful premeditated killing of a human being by a human being) 
                           => bloodshed, blood, gore --
 (the shedding of blood resulting in murder; "he avenged the blood of his kinsmen") 
                           => contract killing -- (a murder carried out on agreement with a hired killer) 
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                           => parricide -- (murder of your own parents) 
                               => matricide -- (murder of your mother) 
                               => patricide -- (murder of your father) 
                           => elimination, liquidation -- (the murder of a competitor) 
                           => slaughter, massacre, mass murder, carnage, butchery --
 (the savage and excessive killing of many people) 
                               => bloodbath, bloodletting, bloodshed, battue -- (indiscriminate slaughter) 
                               => Alamo --
 (the mission in San Antonio where in 1836 Mexican forces under Santa Anna besieged and massacred Am
erican rebels who were fighting to make Texas independent of Mexico) 
                               => Little Bighorn, Battle of Little Bighorn, Battle of the Little Bighorn, Custer's Last St
and --
 (a battle in Montana near the Little Bighorn River between United States cavalry under Custer and several 
groups of Native Americans (1876); Custer was pursuing Sioux led by Sitting Bull; Custer underestimated t
he size of the Sioux forces (which were supported by Cheyenne warriors) and was killed along with all his 
command) 
                           => lynching -- (putting a person to death by mob action without due process of law) 
                           => assassination -- (murder of a public figure by surprise attack) 
                           => dry-gulching -- (the act of killing from ambush) 
                           => fratricide -- (the act of murdering your own brother or sister) 
                           => hit --
 (a murder carried out by an underworld syndicate; "it has all the earmarks of a Mafia hit") 
                           => infanticide -- (murdering an infant) 
                           => shoot-down -- (murder by shooting someone down in cold blood) 
                           => tyrannicide -- (killing a tyrant) 
                           => thuggee -- (murder and robbery by thugs) 
                       => regicide -- (the act of killing a king) 
                       => shooting --
 (killing someone by gunfire; "when the shooting stopped there were three dead bodies") 
                           => drive-by killing -- (homicide committed by shooting from a moving automobile) 
                           => drive-by shooting -- (shooting someone from a car as it is driven past the victim) 
                           => wing shooting -- (shooting game birds that are flying (on the wing)) 
                   => dispatch, despatch -- (killing a person or animal) 
                   => fell -- (the act of felling something (as a tree)) 
                   => suicide, self-destruction, self-annihilation --
 (the act of killing yourself; "it is a crime to commit suicide") 
                       => assisted suicide --
 (suicide of a terminally ill person that involves an assistant who serves to make dying as painless and digni
fied as possible) 
                           => physician-assisted suicide -- (assisted suicide where the assistant is a physician) 
                       => felo-de-se -- (an act of deliberate self destruction) 
                       => harakiri, hara-kiri, harikari -- (ritual suicide by self-
disembowelment on a sword; practiced by warriors in the traditional Japanese society) 
                       => suttee --
 (the act of a Hindu widow willingly cremating herself on the funeral pyre of her dead husband) 
                   => slaughter -- (the killing of animals (as for food)) 
                   => poisoning -- (the act of giving poison to a person or animal with the intent to kill) 
                       => gassing -- (the deliberate act of poisoning some person or animal with gas) 
                   => suffocation, asphyxiation -- (killing by depriving of oxygen) 
                       => choking, strangling, strangulation, throttling --
 (the act of suffocating (someone) by constricting the windpipe; "no evidence that the choking was done by 
the accused") 
                   => sacrifice, ritual killing --
 (the act of killing (an animal or person) in order to propitiate a deity) 
                       => hecatomb -- (a great sacrifice; an ancient Greek or Roman sacrifice of 100 oxen) 
                       => immolation -- (killing or offering as a sacrifice) 
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                   => electrocution -- (killing by electric shock) 
                   => decapitation, beheading -- (killing by cutting off the head) 
                   => genocide, race murder, racial extermination --
 (systematic killing of a racial or cultural group) 
                       => Holocaust, final solution -- (the Nazi program of exterminating Jews under Hitler) 
               => abolition, abolishment --
 (the act of abolishing a system or practice or institution (especially abolishing slavery); "the abolition of ca
pital punishment") 
               => liquidation, settlement --
 (termination of a business operation by using its assets to discharge its liabilities) 
                   => viatical settlement, viaticus settlement --
 (sale of an insurance policy by a terminally ill policy holder) 
               => withdrawal, drug withdrawal -- (the termination of drug taking) 
                   => cold turkey --
 (complete and abrupt withdrawal of all addictive drugs or anything else on which you have become depend
ent; "he quit smoking cold turkey"; "she quit her job cold turkey") 
               => closure, closedown, closing, shutdown --
 (termination of operations; "they regretted the closure of the day care center") 
                   => plant closing -- (act of shutting down operation of a plant) 
                   => bank closing -- (act of closing down a bank because of a fiscal emergency or failure) 
                   => layoff -- (the act of laying off an employee or a work force) 
               => extinction, extinguishing, quenching --
 (the act of extinguishing; causing to stop burning; "the extinction of the lights") 
               => fade, disappearance -- (gradually ceasing to be visible) 
               => abortion -- (termination of pregnancy) 
                   => spontaneous abortion, miscarriage, stillbirth -- (a natural loss of the products of conception) 
                       => habitual abortion -- (repeated spontaneous abortion (often for no known reason)) 
                       => imminent abortion, threatened abortion --
 (the appearance of symptoms that signal the impending loss of the products of conception) 
                       => incomplete abortion, partial abortion --
 (termination of pregnancy without expulsion of all of the products of conception) 
                   => induced abortion -- (a deliberate termination of pregnancy) 
                       => aborticide, feticide -- (the act of destroying a fetus) 
                       => therapeutic abortion --
 (a legally induced abortion for medical reasons (as when the mother's life is threatened)) 
                       => suction curettage, vacuum aspiration --
 (a method of induced abortion; prior to the 14th week of gestation the embryo and placenta are removed by
 applying suction to the dilated cervix) 
               => deactivation, defusing -- (the act of deactivating or making ineffective (as a bomb)) 
               => discontinuance, discontinuation --
 (the act of discontinuing or breaking off; an interruption (temporary or permanent)) 
                   => disfranchisement --
 (the discontinuation of a franchise; especially the discontinuation of the right to vote) 
                   => disinheritance -- (the act by a donor that terminates the right of a person to inherit) 
                   => dismount -- (the act of dismounting (a horse or bike etc.)) 
           => nullification, override --
 (the act of nullifying; making null and void; counteracting or overriding the effect or force of something) 
               => cancellation -- (the act of cancelling; calling off some arrangement) 
                   => abrogation, repeal, annulment -- (the act of abrogating; an official or legal cancellation) 
                       => derogation --
 ((law) the partial taking away of the effectiveness of a law; a partial repeal or abolition of a law; "any dero
gation of the common law is to be strictly construed") 
                       => vacation -- (the act of making something legally void) 
                       => recall -- (the act of removing an official by petition) 
                       => revocation --
 (the act (by someone having the authority) of annulling something previously done; "the revocation of a la
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w") 
                   => write-off -- (the act of cancelling from an account a bad debt or a worthless asset) 
                   => attainder, civil death -- (cancellation of civil rights) 
                   => recission, rescission --
 ((law) the act of rescinding; the cancellation of a contract and the return of the parties to the positions they 
would have had if the contract had not been made; recission may be brought about by decree or by mutual c
onsent) 
               => vitiation --
 (nullification by the destruction of the legal force; rendering null; "the vitiation of the contract") 
               => neutralization, neutralisation, counteraction --
 (action intended to nullify the effects of some previous action) 
               => neutralization, neutralisation --
 (action intended to keep a country politically neutral or exclude it from a possible war; "the neutralization 
of Belgium") 
           => reversal --
 (a change from one state to the opposite state; "there was a reversal of autonomic function") 
               => regression, regress, reversion, retrogression, retroversion -- (returning to a former state) 
           => beginning, start, commencement --
 (the act of starting something; "he was responsible for the beginning of negotiations") 
               => springboard, jumping-off point, point of departure --
 (a beginning from which an enterprise is launched; "he uses other people's ideas as a springboard for his o
wn"; "reality provides the jumping-
off point for his illusions"; "the point of departure of international comparison cannot be an institution but 
must be the function it carries out") 
               => activation -- (making active and effective (as a bomb)) 
               => attack, tone-beginning -- (a decisive manner of beginning a musical tone or phrase) 
               => constitution, establishment, formation, organization, organisation --
 (the act of forming something; "the constitution of a PTA group last year"; "it was the establishment of his 
reputation"; "he still remembers the organization of the club") 
                   => unionization, unionisation --
 (act of forming labor unions; "the issue underlying the strike was unionization") 
                   => collectivization, collectivisation --
 (the organization of a nation or economy on the basis of collectivism) 
                   => communization, communisation -- (the organization of a nation of the basis of communism) 
                   => federation --
 (the act of constituting a political unity out of a number of separate states or colonies or provinces so that e
ach member retains the management of its internal affairs) 
                   => colonization, colonisation, settlement --
 (the act of colonizing; the establishment of colonies; "the British colonization of America") 
                       => population --
 (the act of populating (causing to live in a place); "he deplored the population of colonies with convicted cr
iminals") 
               => Creation -- ((theology) God's act of bringing the universe into existence) 
               => introduction, debut, first appearance, launching, unveiling, entry --
 (the act of beginning something new; "they looked forward to the debut of their new product line") 
                   => induction --
 (the act of bringing about something (especially at an early time); "the induction of an anesthetic state") 
                       => induction of labor --
 ((obstetrics) inducing the childbirth process artificially by administering oxytocin or by puncturing the am
niotic sac) 
                       => hypnogenesis -- (the induction of sleep or hypnosis) 
                   => product introduction --
 (the introduction (usually by an advertising campaign) of a new product or product line) 
                   => ushering in --
 (the introduction of something new; "it signalled the ushering in of a new era") 
                   => naturalization, naturalisation --
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 (the introduction of animals or plants to places where they flourish but are not indigenous) 
               => face-off --
 ((ice hockey) the method of starting play; a referee drops the puck between two opposing players) 
               => first step, initiative, opening move, opening --
 (the first of a series of actions; "he memorized all the important chess openings") 
                   => curtain raiser -- (any preliminary activity) 
                   => first base --
 (the initial stage in accomplishing something; "we didn't get to first base with that approach") 
                   => peace initiative -- (opening move in negotiating a peace treaty) 
               => groundbreaking, groundbreaking ceremony --
 (the ceremonial breaking of the ground to formally begin a construction project) 
               => housing start -- (the act of starting to construct a house) 
               => icebreaker --
 (a beginning that relaxes a tense or formal atmosphere; "he told jokes as an icebreaker") 
               => inauguration, startup --
 (the act of starting a new operation or practice; "he opposed the inauguration of fluoridation"; "the startup 
of the new factory was delayed by strikes") 
               => initiation, founding, foundation, institution, origination, creation, innovation, introduction, inst
auration --
 (the act of starting something for the first time; introducing something new; "she looked forward to her init
iation as an adult"; "the foundation of a new scientific society"; "he regards the fork as a modern introducti
on") 
                   => authorship, paternity --
 (the act of initiating a new idea or theory or writing; "the authorship of the theory is disputed") 
               => installation, installing, installment, instalment --
 (the act of installing something (as equipment); "the telephone installation took only a few minutes") 
               => jump ball --
 ((basketball) the way play begins or resumes when possession is disputed; an official tosses the ball up bet
ween two players who jump in an effort to tap it to a teammate) 
                   => tip-off, tap-off -- (the act of starting a basketball game with a jump ball) 
               => kickoff --
 ((football) a kick from the center of the field to start a football game or to resume it after a score) 
               => resumption, recommencement -- (beginning again) 
               => scrum, scrummage --
 ((rugby) the method of beginning play in which the forwards of each team crouch side by side with locked 
arms; play starts when the ball thrown in between them and the two sides compete for possession) 
               => startup -- (the act of setting in operation; "repeated shutdowns and startups are expensive") 
           => arousal, rousing -- (the act of arousing; "the purpose of art is the arousal of emotions") 
               => awakening, wakening, waking up --
 (the act of waking; "it was an early awakening"; "it was the waking up he hated most") 
                   => reveille -- (a signal to get up in the morning; in the military it is a bugle call at sunrise) 
               => excitation, excitement --
 (something that agitates and arouses; "he looked forward to the excitements of the day") 
                   => hair-raiser, chiller --
 (excitation that makes your hair stand up or that chills your bones; "the movie was an old-fashioned hair-
raiser") 
                   => thrill -- (something that thrills; "the thrills of space travel") 
               => incitation, incitement --
 (an act of urging on or spurring on or rousing to action or instigating; "the incitement of mutiny") 
               => inflammation, inflaming -- (arousal to violent emotion) 
               => inspiration, stirring -- (arousing to a particular emotion or action) 
               => stimulation -- (the act of arousing an organism to action) 
                   => galvanization, galvanisation --
 (stimulation that arouses a person to lively action; "the unexpected news produced a kind of galvanization 
of the whole team") 
               => titillation -- (an agreeable arousal) 
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           => cooking, cookery, preparation --
 (the act of preparing something (as food) by the application of heat; "cooking can be a great art"; "people a
re needed who have experience in cookery"; "he left the preparation of meals to his wife") 
               => baking -- (cooking by dry heat in an oven) 
                   => shirring -- (baking shelled eggs) 
               => toasting, browning --
 (cooking to a brown crispiness over a fire or on a grill; "proper toasting should brown both sides of a piece 
of bread") 
               => broil, broiling, grilling --
 (cooking by direct exposure to radiant heat (as over a fire or under a grill)) 
               => frying, sauteing -- (cooking in fat or oil in a pan or griddle) 
               => fusion cooking --
 (cooking that combines ingredients and techniques and seasonings from different cuisines) 
               => braising -- (cooking slowly in fat in a closed pot with little moisture) 
               => poaching -- (cooking in simmering liquid) 
               => roasting --
 (cooking (meat) by dry heat in an oven (usually with fat added); "the slow roasting took several hours") 
                   => barbecuing --
 (roasting a large piece of meat on a revolving spit out of doors over an open fire) 
               => boiling, stewing, simmering -- (cooking in a boiling liquid) 
                   => decoction -- ((pharmacology) the extraction by boiling of water-soluble drug substances) 
               => percolation -- (the act of making coffee in a percolator) 
               => cuisine, culinary art -- (the practice or manner of preparing food or the food so prepared) 
                   => dim sum --
 (traditional Chinese cuisine; a variety of foods (including several kinds of steamed or fried dumplings) are 
served successively in small portions) 
                   => haute cuisine -- ((French) an elaborate and skillful manner of preparing food) 
                   => nouvelle cuisine --
 (a school of French cooking that uses light sauces and tries to bring out the natural flavors of foods instead 
of making heavy use of butter and cream) 
                   => rechauffe -- (warmed leftovers) 
                   => gastronomy -- (a particular style of cookery (as of a region); "New England gastronomy") 
           => seasoning -- (the act of adding a seasoning to food) 
               => salting -- (the act of adding salt to food) 
               => sweetening -- (the act of adding a sweetener to food) 
           => infusion --
 (the act of infusing or introducing a certain modifying element or quality; "the team's continued success is 
attributable to a steady infusion of new talent") 
           => improvement --
 (the act of improving something; "their improvements increased the value of the property") 
               => tenderization, tenderisation -- (the act of making meat tender by pounding or marinating it) 
               => development --
 (act of improving by expanding or enlarging or refining; "he congratulated them on their development of a 
plan to meet the emergency"; "they funded research and development") 
                   => advancement, progress --
 (gradual improvement or growth or development; "advancement of knowledge"; "great progress in the arts
") 
                       => forwarding, furtherance, promotion --
 (the advancement of some enterprise; "his experience in marketing resulted in the forwarding of his career"
) 
                       => stride --
 (significant progress (especially in the phrase "make strides"); "they made big strides in productivity") 
                       => work flow, workflow -- (progress (or rate of progress) in work being done) 
                   => broadening -- (the action of making broader; "the broadening of travel") 
                   => elaboration, working out -- (developing in intricate and painstaking detail) 
                   => product development --
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 (improving an existing product or developing new kinds of products) 
               => cleaning, cleansing, cleanup --
 (the act of making something clean; "he gave his shoes a good cleaning") 
                   => disinfestation -- (the activity of getting rid of vermin) 
                   => spring-cleaning -- (the activity of cleaning a house thoroughly at the end of winter) 
                   => scrub, scrubbing, scouring --
 (the act of cleaning a surface by rubbing it with a brush and soap and water) 
                       => swabbing, mopping -- (cleaning with a mop; "he gave it a good mopping") 
                   => dry cleaning -- (the act of cleaning (fabrics) with a solvent other than water) 
                   => sweeping -- (the act of cleaning with a broom) 
                   => purge, purging --
 (an act of removing by cleansing; ridding of sediment or other undesired elements) 
                       => catharsis, katharsis, abreaction -- ((psychoanalysis) purging of emotional tensions) 
                       => catharsis, katharsis, purgation --
 (purging the body by the use of a cathartic to stimulate evacuation of the bowels) 
                       => colonic, colonic irrigation, high colonic --
 (irrigation of the colon for cleansing purposes by injecting large amounts of fluid high into the colon) 
                   => purification -- (the act of cleaning by getting rid of impurities) 
                   => sterilization, sterilisation --
 (the procedure of making some object free of live bacteria or other microorganisms (usually by heat or che
mical means)) 
                       => pasteurization, pasteurisation --
 (partial sterilization of foods at a temperature that destroys harmful microorganisms without major changes
 in the chemistry of the food) 
                   => sanitation, sanitization, sanitisation --
 (making something sanitary (free of germs) as by sterilizing) 
                   => depilation, epilation -- (the act of removing hair (as from an animal skin)) 
                       => shave, shaving -- (the act of removing hair with a razor) 
                           => tonsure -- (shaving the crown of the head by priests or members of a monastic order) 
                       => electrolysis --
 (removing superfluous or unwanted hair by passing an electric current through the hair root) 
                   => washup, bathing -- (the act of washing yourself (or another person)) 
                   => housecleaning --
 (the act of cleaning the rooms and furnishings of a house; "efficient housecleaning should proceed one roo
m at a time") 
               => correction, rectification --
 (the act of offering an improvement to replace a mistake; setting right) 
                   => redress, remedy, remediation -- (act of correcting an error or a fault or an evil) 
                       => salve --
 (anything that remedies or heals or soothes; "he needed a salve for his conscience") 
                   => retribution -- (the act of correcting for your wrongdoing) 
                   => recompense, compensation -- (the act of compensating for service or loss or injury) 
                       => indemnification --
 (an act of compensation for actual loss or damage or for trouble and annoyance) 
                   => amendment -- (the act of amending or correcting) 
                   => emendation -- (a correction by emending; a correction resulting from critical editing) 
               => optimization, optimisation --
 (the act of rendering optimal; "the simultaneous optimization of growth and profitability"; "in an optimizati
on problem we seek values of the variables that lead to an optimal value of the function that is to be optimiz
ed"; "to promote the optimization and diversification of agricultural products") 
               => perfection -- (the act of making something perfect) 
               => reform --
 (a change for the better as a result of correcting abuses; "justice was for sale before the reform of the law c
ourts") 
                   => land reform -- (a redistribution of agricultural land (especially by government action)) 
                   => moralization, moralisation --
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 (the act of making moral (or more moral); "for years she worked toward the moralization of English literat
ure") 
                   => housecleaning --
 ((figurative) the act of reforming by the removal of unwanted personnel or practices or conditions; "more h
ousecleaning is in store at other accounting firms"; "many employees were discharged in a general housecle
aning by the new owners") 
               => amelioration, melioration, betterment -- (the act of relieving ills and changing for the better) 
               => self-improvement, self-reformation -- (the act of improving yourself) 
                   => reform -- (self-
improvement in behavior or morals by abandoning some vice; "the family rejoiced in the drunkard's reform
") 
               => clearing, clarification -- (the act of removing solid particles from a liquid) 
               => enrichment -- (act of making fuller or more meaningful or rewarding) 
                   => fortification --
 (the addition of an ingredient for the purpose of enrichment (as the addition of alcohol to wine or the additi
on of vitamins to food)) 
                   => fertilization, fertilisation, fecundation, dressing --
 (making fertile as by applying fertilizer or manure) 
                       => top dressing -- (a layer of fertilizer or manure not plowed in) 
               => humanization, humanisation -- (the act of making more human) 
               => modernization, modernisation --
 (making modern in appearance or behavior; "the modernization of Nigeria will be a long process") 
               => renovation, redevelopment -- (the act of improving by renewing and restoring) 
                   => face lift, facelift, face lifting --
 (a renovation that improves the outward appearance (as of a building)) 
               => enhancement, sweetening -- (an improvement that makes something more agreeable) 
               => upturn -- (an upward movement or trend as in business activity) 
               => ventilation, airing -- (the act of supplying fresh air and getting rid of foul air) 
               => repair, fix, fixing, fixture, mend, mending, reparation --
 (the act of putting something in working order again) 
                   => darning -- (the act of mending a hole in a garment with crossing threads) 
                   => patching -- (the act of mending a hole in a garment by sewing a patch over it) 
                   => care, maintenance, upkeep --
 (activity involved in maintaining something in good working order; "he wrote the manual on car care") 
                       => camera care -- (keeping a camera in good working order) 
                       => car care -- (keeping a car in good working order) 
                           => oil change -- (replacing dirty oil with clean) 
                       => overhaul, inspection and repair, service --
 (periodic maintenance on a car or machine; "it was time for an overhaul on the tractor") 
                           => interim overhaul -- (an overhaul between the regular times for overhauling) 
                       => pump priming --
 (introducing water into a pump to improve the seal and start the water flowing) 
                       => scheduled maintenance -- (maintenance at a regularly scheduled time) 
                       => steam fitting --
 (care (installation and maintenance) of equipment for ventilating or heating or refrigerating) 
                   => band aid, quick fix, quickie, quicky -- (hurried repair) 
                   => restoration -- (the act of restoring something or someone to a satisfactory state) 
                       => re-establishment -- (restoration to a previous state; "regular exercise resulted in the re-
establishment of his endurance") 
                       => gentrification -- (the restoration of run-
down urban areas by the middle class (resulting in the displacement of lower-income people)) 
                       => reclamation, renewal, rehabilitation --
 (the conversion of wasteland into land suitable for use of habitation or cultivation) 
                           => reforestation, re-afforestation --
 (the restoration (replanting) of a forest that had been reduced by fire or cutting) 
                           => urban renewal -- (the clearing and rebuilding and redevelopment of urban slums) 
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                       => rehabilitation -- (the restoration of someone to a useful place in society) 
                           => correctional rehabilitation --
 (providing penal custody or probation or parole for convicted offenders) 
                           => physical rehabilitation, physical restoration, therapeutic rehabilitation --
 (providing help for disabled persons; the removal or reduction of disabilities) 
                           => vocational rehabilitation --
 (providing training in a specific trade with the aim of gaining employment) 
                       => reinstatement --
 (the act of restoring someone to a previous position; "we insisted on the reinstatement of the colonel") 
                       => rejuvenation -- (the act of restoring to a more youthful condition) 
                           => refreshment, recreation --
 (activity that refreshes and recreates; activity that renews your health and spirits by enjoyment and relaxati
on; "time for rest and refreshment by the pool"; "days of joyous recreation with his friends") 
                   => reconstruction -- (the activity of constructing something again) 
                       => makeover --
 (a complete reconstruction and renovation of something; "the blighted neighborhood underwent a total ma
keover") 
                       => reassembly, refabrication -- (assembling again) 
                           => anastylosis --
 (the archeological reassembly of ruined monuments from fallen or decayed fragments (incorporating new 
materials when necessary)) 
                       => re-formation, regeneration --
 (forming again (especially with improvements or removal of defects); renewing and reconstituting) 
                       => rebuilding -- (building again) 
                   => restitution -- (the act of restoring something to its original state) 
               => stabilization, stabilisation --
 (the act of making something (as a vessel or aircraft) less likely to overturn) 
               => upgrade --
 (the act of improving something (especially machinery) by raising it to a higher grade (as by adding or repl
acing components); "the power plant received a new upgrade") 
           => beautification -- (the act of making something more beautiful) 
               => beauty treatment -- (enhancement of someone's personal beauty) 
                   => makeover --
 (an overall beauty treatment (involving a person's hair style and cosmetics and clothing) intended to chang
e or improve a person's appearance) 
                   => manicure -- (professional care for the hands and fingernails) 
                   => pedicure -- (professional care for the feet and toenails) 
                   => facial --
 (care for the face that usually involves cleansing and massage and the application of cosmetic creams) 
               => glamorization, glamorisation, glamourization, glamourisation --
 (the act of glamorizing; making something or someone more beautiful (often in a superficial way)) 
           => decoration -- (the act of decorating something (in the hope of making it more attractive)) 
               => adornment -- (the action of decorating yourself with something colorful and interesting) 
               => ornamentation, embellishment -- (the act of adding extraneous decorations to something) 
               => window dressing -- (the decoration of shop windows) 
               => trimming --
 (the act of adding decoration; "the children had to be in bed before it was time for the trimming of the tree"
) 
               => tessellation -- (the act of adorning with mosaic) 
               => figuration -- (decorating with a design) 
               => tattoo -- (the practice of making a design on the skin by pricking and staining) 
               => titivation, tittivation -- (sprucing up; making decorative additions to) 
               => marking -- (the act of making a visible mark on a surface) 
                   => lineation -- (the act of marking or outlining with lines) 
                   => mottling -- (the act of coloring with areas of different shades) 
                   => striping -- (the act of marking with stripes) 
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           => worsening -- (changing something with the result that it becomes worse) 
               => downturn, downswing --
 (a worsening of business or economic activity; "the market took a downturn") 
                   => downspin -- (a swift and dangerous downturn) 
           => degradation, debasement -- (changing to a lower state (a less respected state)) 
               => dehumanization, dehumanisation --
 (the act of degrading people with respect to their best qualities; "science has been blamed for the dehumani
zation of modern life") 
               => brutalization, brutalisation, animalization, animalisation --
 (an act that makes people cruel or lacking normal human qualities) 
               => barbarization, barbarisation -- (an act that makes people primitive and uncivilized) 
               => bastardization, bastardisation -- (an act that debases or corrupts) 
               => corruption, subversion --
 (destroying someone's (or some group's) honesty or loyalty; undermining moral integrity; "corruption of a 
minor"; "the big city's subversion of rural innocence") 
               => demoralization, demoralisation -- (destroying the moral basis for a doctrine or policy) 
               => stultification, constipation, impairment, deadening --
 (the act of making something futile and useless (as by routine)) 
               => popularization, popularisation, vulgarization, vulgarisation --
 (the act of making something attractive to the general public) 
               => profanation -- (degradation of something worthy of respect; cheapening) 
               => humiliation, abasement -- (depriving one of self-esteem) 
                   => comedown -- (decline to a lower status or level) 
               => vulgarization, vulgarisation -- (the act of rendering something coarse and unrefined) 
           => change of color -- (an act that change the light that something reflects) 
               => whitening, lightening -- (changing to a lighter color) 
                   => bleach --
 (the act of whitening something by bleaching it (exposing it to sunlight or using a chemical bleaching agen
t)) 
                       => etiolation --
 ((botany) the act of causing a plant to develop without chlorophyll by growing it without exposure to sunli
ght; "the etiolation of celery") 
               => blackening, darkening -- (changing to a darker color) 
                   => obfuscation -- (darkening or obscuring the sight of something) 
               => discoloration, discolouration --
 (the act of changing the natural color of something by making it duller or dingier or unnatural or faded) 
               => coloring, colouring -- (the act or process of changing the color of something) 
                   => tinting -- (the act of adding a tinge of color; "the hairdresser gave her hair a modest tinting") 
                   => hair coloring -- (the act of dyeing or tinting one's hair) 
                       => rinse -- (the act of giving a light tint to the hair) 
                   => dyeing -- (the use of dye to change the color of something permanently) 
                       => staining -- ((histology) the use of a dye to color specimens for microscopic study) 
                           => Gram's method, Gram method, Gram's procedure, Gram's stain, Gram stain --
 (a staining technique used to classify bacteria; bacteria are stained with gentian violet and then treated with
 Gram's solution; after being decolorized with alcohol and treated with safranine and washed in water, those
 that retain the gentian violet are gram-positive and those that do not retain it are gram-negative) 
           => soiling, soilure, dirtying -- (the act of soiling something) 
               => staining, spotting, maculation -- (the act of spotting or staining something) 
               => contamination, pollution --
 (the act of contaminating or polluting; including (either intentionally or accidentally) unwanted substances 
or factors) 
                   => dust contamination -- (the act of contaminating with dust particles) 
           => wetting -- (the act of making something wet) 
               => submersion, immersion, ducking, dousing -- (the act of wetting something by submerging it) 
               => drenching, soaking, souse, sousing --
 (the act of making something completely wet; "he gave it a good drenching") 
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               => moistening, dampening -- (the act of making something slightly wet) 
                   => basting -- (moistening a roast as it is cooking) 
               => splash, splashing -- (the act of scattering water about haphazardly) 
               => watering -- (wetting with water; "the lawn needs a great deal of watering") 
                   => sprinkle, sprinkling, sparge --
 (the act of sprinkling or splashing water; "baptized with a sprinkling of holy water"; "a sparge of warm wat
er over the malt") 
           => chew, chewing, mastication, manduction --
 (biting and grinding food in your mouth so it becomes soft enough to swallow) 
               => chomping -- (the act of chewing noisily) 
               => mumbling, gumming -- (ineffectual chewing (as if without teeth)) 
               => rumination --
 ((of ruminants) chewing (the cud); "ruminants have remarkable powers of rumination") 
           => defoliation -- (causing the leaves of trees and other plants to fall off (as by the use of chemicals)) 
           => specialization, specialisation --
 (the act of specializing; making something suitable for a special purpose) 
           => spiritualization, spiritualisation --
 (the act of making something spiritual; infusing it with spiritual content) 
 
       => alteration, modification, adjustment --
 (the act of making something different (as e.g. the size of a garment)) 
           => loosening, laxation -- (the act of making something less tight) 
               => untying, undoing, unfastening --
 (loosening the ties that fasten something; "the tying of bow ties is an art; the untying is easy") 
           => tightening -- (the act of making something tighter; "the tightening of economic controls") 
               => take-up -- (the action of taking up as by tightening or absorption or reeling in) 
           => accommodation -- ((physiology) the automatic adjustment in focal length of the lens of the eye) 
               => readjustment -- (the act of adjusting again (to changed circumstances)) 
               => domestication --
 (accommodation to domestic life; "her explorer husband resisted all her attempts at domestication") 
               => habituation -- (a general accommodation to unchanging environmental conditions) 
           => adaptation --
 ((physiology) the responsive adjustment of a sense organ (as the eye) to varying conditions (as of light)) 
               => dark adaptation --
 (the process of adjusting the eyes to low levels of illumination; cones adapt first; rods continue to adapt for
 up to four hours) 
               => light adaptation --
 (the process of adjusting the eyes to relatively high levels of illumination; the pupil constricts and the cone
s system is operative) 
           => tune -- (the adjustment of a radio receiver or other circuit to a required frequency) 
 

MOTION, MOVEMENT 
       => motion, movement, move --
 (the act of changing location from one place to another; "police controlled the motion of the crowd"; "the 
movement of people from the farms to the cities"; "his move put him directly in my path") 
           => approach, approaching, coming --
 (the act of drawing spatially closer to something; "the hunter's approach scattered the geese") 
               => access -- (the act of approaching or entering; "he gained access to the building") 
                   => back door --
 (a secret or underhand means of access (to a place or a position); "he got his job through the back door") 
               => closing, closure --
 (approaching a particular destination; a coming closer; a narrowing of a gap; "the ship's rapid rate of closin
g gave them little time to avoid a collision") 
               => landing approach -- (the approach to a landing field by an airplane) 
                   => overshoot, wave-off, go-around -- (an approach that fails and gives way to another attempt) 
               => run-up -- (the approach run during which an athlete gathers speed) 
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           => progress, progression, procession, advance, advancement, forward motion, onward motion --
 (the act of moving forward toward a goal) 
               => push -- (an effort to advance; "the army made a push toward the sea") 
               => career, life history --
 (the general progression of your working or professional life; "the general had had a distinguished career"; 
"he had a long career in the law") 
               => march -- (a steady advance; "the march of science"; "the march of time") 
               => plain sailing, clear sailing, easy going --
 (easy unobstructed progress; "after we solved that problem the rest was plain sailing") 
               => leapfrog -- (advancing as if in the game of leapfrog) 
           => locomotion, travel -- (self-propelled movement) 
               => brachiation -- (swinging by the arms from branch to branch) 
               => walk, walking -- (the act of traveling by foot; "walking is a healthy form of exercise") 
                   => ambulation -- (walking about; "the hospital encouraged early ambulation") 
                   => sleepwalking, somnambulism, somnambulation, noctambulism, noctambulation --
 (walking by a person who is asleep) 
                   => gait -- (a person's manner of walking) 
                       => hitch, hobble, limp -- (the uneven manner of walking that results from an injured leg) 
                       => flounce -- (the act of walking with exaggerated jerky motions) 
                       => lurch, stumble, stagger -- (an unsteady uneven gait) 
                       => pacing -- (walking with slow regular strides) 
                       => roll -- (walking with a rolling gait) 
                       => saunter --
 (a careless leisurely gait; "he walked with a kind of saunter as if he hadn't a care in the world") 
                       => skip -- (a gait in which steps and hops alternate) 
                       => stalk, angry walk -- (a stiff or threatening gait) 
                       => strut, prance, swagger -- (a proud stiff pompous gait) 
                       => waddle --
 (walking with a waddling gait; walking with short steps and the weight shifting from one foot to the other) 
                   => march, marching --
 (the act of marching; walking with regular steps (especially in a procession of some kind); "it was a long m
arch"; "we heard the sound of marching") 
                       => countermarch -- ((military) a march in the reverse direction or back along the same route) 
                       => goose step -- (a manner of marching with legs straight and swinging high) 
                       => lockstep --
 (a manner of marching in file in which each person's leg moves with and behind the corresponding leg of t
he person ahead; "the prisoner's ankles were so chained together that they could only march in lockstep") 
                       => promenade -- (a march of all the guests at the opening of a formal dance) 
                       => quick march -- (marching at quick time) 
                       => routemarch -- (a long training march for troops) 
                   => plodding -- (the act of walking with a slow heavy gait) 
                   => prowl -- (the act of prowling (walking about in a stealthy manner)) 
                   => shamble, shambling, shuffle, shuffling --
 (walking with a slow dragging motion without lifting your feet; "from his shambling I assumed he was ver
y old") 
                   => wading -- (walking with your feet in shallow water) 
               => step --
 (the act of changing location by raising the foot and setting it down; "he walked with unsteady steps") 
                   => pace, stride, tread -- (a step in walking or running) 
                   => pas -- ((ballet) a step in dancing (especially in classical ballet)) 
                   => trip -- (a light or nimble tread; "he heard the trip of women's feet overhead") 
                   => sidestep -- (a step to one side (as in boxing or dancing)) 
                   => footstep -- (the act of taking a step in walking) 
               => gait -- (a horse's manner of moving) 
                   => walk -- (a slow gait of a horse in which two feet are always on the ground) 
                   => rack, single-foot -- (a rapid gait of a horse in which each foot strikes the ground separately) 
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                   => jog trot -- (an easy gait of a horse; midway between a walk and a trot) 
                   => trot -- (a gait faster than a walk; diagonally opposite legs strike the ground together) 
                       => rising trot -- (the rider rises from the saddle every second stride) 
                       => sitting trot -- (the rider sits still in the saddle) 
                   => canter, lope -- (a smooth 3-beat gait; between a trot and a gallop) 
                   => gallop -- (a fast gait of a horse; a two-
beat stride during which all four legs are off the ground simultaneously) 
               => run, running --
 (the act of running; traveling on foot at a fast pace; "he broke into a run"; "his daily run keeps him fit") 
                   => dash, sprint -- (a quick run) 
                       => break -- (a sudden dash; "he made a break for the open door") 
                           => fast break --
 ((basketball) a rapid dash to get a shot as soon as possible after taking possession of the ball) 
               => jog, trot, lope -- (a slow pace of running) 
                   => dogtrot -- (a steady trot like that of a dog) 
               => crawl, crawling, creep, creeping --
 (a slow creeping mode of locomotion (on hands and knees or dragging the body); "a crawl was all that the 
injured man could manage"; "the traffic moved at a creep") 
               => lap, circle, circuit --
 (movement once around a course; "he drove an extra lap just for insurance") 
                   => pace lap -- (the first lap of a car race that prepares the cars for a fast start) 
                   => victory lap, lap of honour --
 (a lap by the winning person or team run to celebrate the victory) 
               => dance step, step --
 (a sequence of foot movements that make up a particular dance; "he taught them the waltz step") 
                   => moonwalk --
 (a kind of dance step in which the dancer seems to be sliding on the spot; "Michael Jackson perfected the 
moonwalk in the 1980s") 
                   => chasse, sashay -- ((ballet) quick gliding steps with one foot always leading) 
                   => glissade -- ((ballet) a gliding or sliding step in ballet) 
               => stroke --
 (any one of the repeated movements of the limbs and body used for locomotion in swimming or rowing) 
                   => swimming stroke --
 (a method of moving the arms and legs to push against the water and propel the swimmer forward) 
                       => crawl, front crawl, Australian crawl --
 (a swimming stroke; arms are moved alternately overhead accompanied by a flutter kick) 
                       => dog paddle -- (an elementary swimming stroke imitating a swimming dog) 
                       => sidestroke --
 (a swimming stroke in which the arms move forward and backward while the legs do a scissors kick) 
                       => butterfly, butterfly stroke --
 (a swimming stroke in which the arms are thrown forward together out of the water while the feet kick up 
and down) 
                       => breaststroke --
 (a swimming stroke; the arms are extended together in front of the head and swept back on either side acco
mpanied by a frog kick) 
                       => backstroke --
 (a swimming stroke that resembles the crawl except the swimmer lies on his or her back) 
                       => treading water --
 (a stroke that keeps the head above water by thrashing the legs and arms) 
           => lurch, lunge -- (the act of moving forward suddenly) 
           => travel, traveling, travelling --
 (the act of going from one place to another; "he enjoyed selling but he hated the travel") 
               => walk -- (the act of walking somewhere; "he took a walk after lunch") 
                   => amble, promenade, ramble, saunter, stroll, perambulation --
 (a leisurely walk (usually in some public place)) 
                       => walkabout -- (a public stroll by a celebrity to meet people informally) 
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                   => constitutional -- (a regular walk taken as a form of exercise) 
                   => foot -- (travel by foot; "he followed on foot"; "the swiftest of foot") 
                   => hike, tramp -- (a long walk usually for exercise or pleasure) 
                       => trudge -- (a long difficult walk) 
                   => last mile -- (the last walk of a condemned person to the execution place) 
                   => moonwalk -- (an exploratory walk by an astronaut on the surface of the moon) 
                   => perambulation --
 (a walk around a territory (a parish or manor or forrest etc.) in order to officially assert and record its boun
daries) 
                   => turn -- (taking a short walk out and back; "we took a turn in the park") 
                   => walkabout -- (nomadic excursions into the bush made by an Aborigine) 
                   => walk-through --
 (the act of walking in order to view something; "the realtor took her on a walk-through of the apartment") 
               => circumnavigation --
 (traveling around something (by ship or plane); "Magellan's circumnavigation of the earth proved that it is 
a globe") 
               => peregrination -- (travel (especially by foot)) 
                   => traversal, traverse -- (travel across) 
                   => wandering, roving, vagabondage --
 (travelling about without any clear destination; "she followed him in his wanderings and looked after him") 
                       => drifting -- (aimless wandering from place to place) 
               => crossing -- (traveling across) 
                   => ford, fording -- (the act of crossing a stream or river by wading or in a car or on a horse) 
                       => shallow fording -- (fording at a shallow place) 
                       => deep fording -- (fording at a deep place in the stream) 
                   => traversal, traverse -- (taking a zigzag path on skis) 
               => driving -- (the act of controlling and steering the movement of a vehicle or animal) 
                   => motoring -- (the act of driving an automobile) 
               => riding, horseback riding -- (riding a horse as a means of transportation) 
                   => bronco busting -- (breaking a bronco to saddle) 
                   => endurance riding -- (riding for long hours over long distances) 
                   => pack riding -- (riding with a pack) 
                   => trail riding -- (riding along a roughly blazed path) 
               => air travel, aviation, air --
 (travel via aircraft; "air travel involves too much waiting in airports"; "if you've time to spare go by air") 
                   => flight, flying --
 (an instance of traveling by air; "flying was still an exciting adventure for him") 
                       => acrobatics, aerobatics, stunting, stunt flying --
 (the performance of stunts while in flight in an aircraft) 
                           => tailspin, spin -- (rapid descent of an aircraft in a steep spiral) 
                       => blind flying, blind landing --
 (using only instruments for flying an aircraft because you cannot see through clouds or mists etc.) 
                       => ballooning -- (flying in a balloon) 
                       => flyover, flypast -- (a low-
altitude flight (usually of military aircraft) over spectators on the ground) 
                       => glide, gliding, sailplaning, soaring, sailing -- (the activity of flying a glider) 
                           => hang gliding -- (gliding in a hang glider) 
                           => parasailing -- (gliding in a parasail) 
                       => overflight --
 (a flight by an aircraft over a particular area (especially over an area in foreigh territory)) 
                       => pass --
 (a flight or run by an aircraft over a target; "the plane turned to make a second pass") 
                       => solo -- (a flight in which the aircraft pilot is unaccompanied) 
                       => sortie -- ((military) an operational flight by a single aircraft (as in a military operation)) 
                       => terrain flight, low level flight -- (flight at very low altitudes) 
               => journey, journeying -- (the act of traveling from one place to another) 
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                   => mush -- (a journey by dogsled) 
                   => long haul --
 (a journey over a long distance; "it's a long haul from New York to Los Angeles") 
                   => odyssey -- (a long wandering and eventful journey) 
                   => trip --
 (a journey for some purpose (usually including the return); "he took a trip to the shopping center") 
                       => flight --
 (a scheduled trip by plane between designated airports; "I took the noon flight to Chicago") 
                           => connecting flight --
 (a flight with an intermediate stop and a change of aircraft (possibly a change of airlines)) 
                           => direct flight -- (a flight with one or more intermediate stops but no change of aircraft) 
                           => domestic flight -- (a flight that begins and ends in the same country) 
                           => international flight -- (a flight that takes off in one country and lands in another) 
                           => nonstop flight, nonstop --
 (a flight made without intermediate stops between source and destination; "how many nonstops are there to
 Dallas?") 
                           => redeye, redeye flight --
 (a night flight from which the passengers emerge with eyes red from lack of sleep; "he took the redeye in o
rder to get home the next morning") 
                       => junket -- (a trip taken by an official at public expense) 
                       => round trip -- (a trip to some place and back again) 
                       => run -- (a regular trip; "the ship made its run in record time") 
                       => run -- (a short trip; "take a run into town") 
                       => trek -- (any long and difficult trip) 
                       => errand -- (a short trip that is taken in the performance of a necessary task or mission) 
                       => service call --
 (a trip made by a repairman to visit the location of something in need of service) 
                   => passage, transit -- (a journey usually by ship; "the outward passage took 10 days") 
                       => lockage -- (passage through a lock in a canal or waterway) 
                   => drive, ride --
 (a journey in a vehicle driven by someone else; "he took the family for a drive in his new car") 
                       => lift -- (a ride in a car; "he gave me a lift home") 
                       => joyride --
 (a ride in a car taken solely for pleasure; "they took their girlfriends for joyrides in stolen cars") 
                       => spin -- (a short drive in a car; "he took the new car for a spin") 
                   => expedition -- (a journey organized for a particular purpose) 
                       => scouting trip -- (an expedition undertaken to gain information) 
                       => campaign, hunting expedition, safari --
 (an overland journey by hunters (especially in Africa)) 
                       => exploration, geographic expedition -- (to travel for the purpose of discovery) 
                   => digression, excursion -- (wandering from the main path of a journey) 
                   => trek -- (a journey by ox wagon (especially an organized migration by a group of settlers)) 
                   => tour, circuit --
 (a journey or route all the way around a particular place or area; "they took an extended tour of Europe"; "
we took a quick circuit of the park"; "a ten-day coach circuit of the island") 
                       => walkabout -- (a walking trip or tour) 
                       => grand tour -- (an extended sightseeing tour undertaken for pleasure) 
                       => itineration --
 (journeying from place to place preaching or lecturing; a preaching tour or lecturing tour) 
                       => package tour, package holiday --
 (a tour arranged by a travel agent; transportation and food and lodging are all provided at an inclusive price
) 
                       => pub crawl -- (a tour of bars or public houses (usually taking one drink at each stop)) 
                       => whistle-stop tour --
 (a tour by a candidate as part of a political campaign in which a series of small towns are visited; "in 1948 
Truman crossed the country several times on his whistle-stop tours") 
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                   => pilgrimage, pilgrim's journey -- (a journey to a sacred place) 
                       => hajj, haj, hadj --
 (the fifth pillar of Islam is a pilgrimage to Mecca during the month of Dhu al-
Qadah; at least once in a lifetime a Muslim is expected to make a religious journey to Mecca and the Kaaba
; "for a Muslim the hajj is the ultimate act of worship") 
                   => excursion, jaunt, outing, junket, pleasure trip, expedition, sashay --
 (a journey taken for pleasure; "many summer excursions to the shore"; "it was merely a pleasure trip"; "aft
er cautious sashays into the field") 
                       => airing --
 (a short excursion (a walk or ride) in the open air; "he took the dogs for an airing") 
                       => field trip --
 (a group excursion (to a museum or the woods or some historic place) for firsthand examination) 
                   => voyage -- (a journey to some distant place) 
                       => crossing -- (a voyage across a body of water (usually across the Atlantic Ocean)) 
                       => spaceflight, space travel, spacefaring -- (a voyage outside the Earth's atmosphere) 
                   => way -- (a journey or passage; "they are on the way") 
               => stage, leg --
 (a section or portion of a journey or course; "then we embarked on the second stage of our Caribbean cruis
e") 
                   => fare-stage -- (a section along the route of a bus for which the fare is the same) 
               => staging -- (travel by stagecoach) 
               => leg -- ((nautical) the distance traveled by a sailing vessel on a single tack) 
               => on the road, on tour --
 (travelling about; "they took the show on the road"; "they lost all their games on the road") 
               => junketing -- (taking an excursion for pleasure) 
               => water travel, seafaring -- (travel by water) 
                   => ocean trip, voyage -- (an act of traveling by water) 
                       => cruise, sail -- (an ocean trip taken for pleasure) 
                   => sailing -- (riding in a sailboat) 
                       => luff -- (sailing close to the wind) 
                       => beat --
 (the act of beating to windward; sailing as close as possible to the direction from which the wind is blowin
g) 
                       => tack -- (sailing a zigzag course) 
                   => boating, yachting -- (water travel for pleasure) 
                       => bareboating --
 (boating by chartering a bareboat and providing your own crew and provisions; "we saved money by bareb
oating") 
               => commutation, commuting -- (the travel of a commuter) 
           => pursuit, chase, following --
 (the act of pursuing in an effort to overtake or capture; "the culprit started to run and the cop took off in pur
suit") 
               => trailing, tracking --
 (the pursuit (of a person or animal) by following tracks or marks they left behind) 
               => shadowing, tailing -- (the act of following someone secretly) 
               => stalk, stalking -- (the act of following prey stealthily) 
           => rise, ascent, ascension, ascending -- (the act of changing location in an upward direction) 
               => levitation -- (the act of raising (a body) from the ground by presumably spiritualistic means) 
               => heave, heaving -- (the act of lifting something with great effort) 
               => climb, mount -- (the act of climbing something; "it was a difficult climb to the top") 
                   => scaling -- (ascent by or as if by a ladder) 
                       => escalade -- (an act of scaling by the use of ladders (especially the walls of a fortification)) 
                   => clamber -- (an awkward climb; "reaching the crest was a real clamber") 
                   => mountain climbing, mountaineering -- (the activity of climbing a mountain) 
                       => Alpinism -- (mountain climbing (not restricted to the Alps)) 
                   => rock climbing --
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 (the sport or pastime of scaling rock masses on mountain sides (especially with the help of ropes and speci
al equipment)) 
               => soar, zoom -- (the act of rising upward into the air) 
           => descent -- (the act of changing your location in a downward direction) 
               => abseil --
 (a descent down a nearly vertical surface by using a doubled rope that is coiled around the body and attach
ed to some higher point) 
               => jump, parachuting -- (descent with a parachute; "he had done a lot of parachuting in the army") 
                   => skydiving -- (performing acrobatics in free fall before pulling the ripcord of a parachute) 
               => dive, nose dive -- (a steep nose-down descent by an aircraft) 
                   => power dive -- (a dive accelerated by both gravity and engine power) 
               => swoop -- (a swift descent through the air) 
               => crash dive -- (a rapid descent by a submarine) 
               => drop -- (the act of dropping something; "they expected the drop would be successful") 
               => flop, collapse -- (the act of throwing yourself down; "he landed on the bed with a great flop") 
           => swing, swinging, vacillation -- (changing location by moving back and forth) 
           => return -- (the act of returning to a prior location; "they set out on their return to the base camp") 
               => reentry -- (the act of entering again) 
               => remand --
 (the act of sending an accused person back into custody to await trial (or the continuation of the trial)) 
           => slide, glide, coast --
 (the act of moving smoothly along a surface while remaining in contact with it; "his slide didn't stop until t
he bottom of the hill"; "the children lined up for a coast down the snowy slope") 
               => skid, slip, sideslip -- (an unexpected slide) 
           => slippage -- (failing to hold or slipping out of place; "the knots allowed no slippage") 
           => flow, stream -- (the act of flowing or streaming; continuous progression) 
               => spill, spillage, release -- (the act of allowing a fluid to escape) 
               => flood, overflow, outpouring -- (a large flow) 
                   => effusion -- (flow under pressure) 
           => crawl -- (a very slow movement; "the traffic advanced at a crawl") 
           => speed, speeding, hurrying -- (changing location rapidly) 
               => acceleration, quickening, speedup -- (the act of accelerating; increasing the speed) 
               => scud, scudding -- (the act of moving along swiftly (as before a gale)) 
           => translation, displacement -- (the act of uniform movement) 
           => shift, shifting --
 (the act of moving from one place to another; "his constant shifting disrupted the class") 
           => haste, hurry, rush, rushing --
 (the act of moving hurriedly and in a careless manner; "in his haste to leave he forgot his book") 
               => dash, bolt -- (the act of moving with great haste; "he made a dash for the door") 
               => scamper, scramble, scurry -- (rushing about hastily in an undignified way) 
           => maneuver, manoeuvre, play --
 (a deliberate coordinated movement requiring dexterity and skill; "he made a great maneuver"; "the runner 
was out on a play by the shortstop") 
               => takeaway --
 (the act of taking the ball or puck away from the team on the offense (as by the interception of a pass)) 
               => figure --
 (a predetermined set of movements in dancing or skating; "she made the best score on compulsory figures"
) 
                   => figure eight -- (a skating figure that carves an 8 in the ice) 
                   => spread eagle -- (a skating figure executed with the skates heel to heel in a straight line) 
               => completion, pass completion -- ((American football) a successful forward pass in football) 
               => ball hawking --
 (a skillful maneuver in catching balls or in stealing the ball from the opposing team) 
               => assist -- ((sports) the act of enabling another player to make a good play) 
               => icing, icing the puck --
 ((ice hockey) the act of shooting the puck from within your own defensive area the length of the rink beyo
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nd the opponent's goal) 
               => jugglery -- (the performance of a juggler) 
               => obstruction -- (getting in someone's way) 
                   => blocking, block, interference --
 ((American football) the act of obstructing someone's path with your body; "he threw a rolling block into t
he line backer") 
                       => trap block -- ((American football) an illegal block) 
                   => check -- (obstructing an opponent in ice hockey) 
                       => crosscheck -- (an illegal check (chopping at an opponent's arms or stick)) 
                       => poke check -- (knocking the puck away by jabbing at it with the hockey stick) 
               => footwork -- (the manner of using the feet) 
               => stroke, shot --
 ((sports) the act of swinging or striking at a ball with a club or racket or bat or cue or hand; "it took two str
okes to get out of the bunker"; "a good shot require good balance and tempo"; "he left me an almost imposs
ible shot") 
                   => break -- (the opening shot that scatters the balls in billiards or pool) 
                   => carom, cannon --
 (a shot in billiards in which the cue ball contacts one object ball and then the other) 
                   => masse, masse shot --
 (a shot in billiards made by hitting the cue ball with the cue held nearly vertically; the cue ball spins aroun
d another ball before hitting the object ball) 
                   => miscue -- (a faulty shot in billiards; the cue tip slips off the cue ball) 
                   => cut, undercut --
 ((sports) a stroke that puts reverse spin on the ball; "cuts do not bother a good tennis player") 
                   => swipe -- (a sweeping stroke or blow) 
                   => tennis stroke, tennis shot -- (the act of hitting a tennis ball with a tennis racket) 
                       => return --
 (a tennis stroke that returns the ball to the other player; "he won the point on a cross-court return") 
                           => forehand, forehand stroke, forehand shot --
 ((sports) a return made with the palm of the hand facing the direction of the stroke (as in tennis or badmint
on or squash)) 
                           => backhand, backhand stroke, backhand shot --
 (a return made with the back of the hand facing the direction of the stroke) 
                               => two-handed backhand -- (a backhand shot made holding the racquet in both hands) 
                           => chop, chop shot --
 (a tennis return made with a downward motion that puts backspin on the ball) 
                           => drive -- ((sports) a hard straight return (as in tennis or squash)) 
                               => forehand drive --
 ((sports) hard straight return made on the forehand side (as in tennis or badminton or squash)) 
                               => backhand drive -- (a hard straight return made on the backhand side) 
                           => volley -- (a tennis return made by hitting the ball before it bounces) 
                           => ground stroke -- (a tennis return made by hitting the ball after it has bounced once) 
                           => half volley -- (a tennis return made by hitting the ball immediately after it bounces) 
                           => lob -- (an easy return of a tennis ball in a high arc) 
                           => overhead, smash -- (a hard return hitting the tennis ball above your head) 
                           => drop shot, dink --
 (a soft return so that the tennis ball drops abruptly after crossing the net) 
                           => passing shot -- (a tennis return that passes an opponent who has approached the net) 
                       => serve, service --
 ((sports) a stroke that puts the ball in play; "his powerful serves won the game") 
                           => ace -- (a serve that the receiver is unable to reach) 
                           => fault --
 ((sports) a serve that is illegal (e.g., that lands outside the prescribed area); "he served too many double fau
lts") 
                               => double fault --
 ((tennis) two successive faults in serving resulting in the loss of the point) 
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                               => footfault --
 (a fault that occurs when the server in tennis fails to keep both feet behind the baseline) 
                           => let, net ball --
 (a serve that strikes the net before falling into the receiver's court; the ball must be served again) 
                   => baseball swing, swing, cut --
 (in baseball; a batter's attempt to hit a pitched ball; "he took a vicious cut at the ball") 
                   => golf stroke, golf shot, swing --
 (the act of swinging a golf club at a golf ball and (usually) hitting it) 
                       => downswing -- (a swing downward of a golf club) 
                       => slice, fade, slicing -- (a golf shot that curves to the right for a right-
handed golfer; "he took lessons to cure his slicing") 
                       => hook, draw, hooking -- (a golf shot that curves to the left for a right-
handed golfer; "he tooks lessons to cure his hooking") 
                       => drive, driving --
 (hitting a golf ball off of a tee with a driver; "he sliced his drive out of bounds") 
                       => explosion -- (a golf shot from a bunker that typically moves sand as well as the golf ball) 
                       => putt, putting --
 (hitting a golf ball on the putting surface with a putter; "his putting let him down today") 
                       => approach, approach shot --
 (a relatively short golf shot intended to put the ball onto the putting green; "he lost the hole when his appro
ach rolled over the green") 
                           => chip, chip shot -- (a low running approach shot) 
                           => pitch, pitch shot -- (a high approach shot in golf) 
                       => sclaff -- (a poor golf stroke in which the club head hits the ground before hitting the ball) 
                       => shank -- (a poor golf stroke in which the heel of the club hits the ball) 
                       => teeoff -- (the act of hitting a golf ball from the teeing ground at the start of each hole) 
               => safety blitz, linebacker blitzing, blitz --
 ((American football) defensive players try to break through the offensive line) 
               => mousetrap, trap play --
 ((American football) a play in which a defensive player is allowed to cross the line of scrimmage and then 
blocked off as the runner goes through the place the lineman vacated) 
           => migration -- (the movement of persons from one country or locality to another) 
               => emigration, out-migration, expatriation --
 (migration from a place (especially migration from your native country in order to settle in another)) 
               => immigration, in-migration --
 (migration into a place (especially migration to a country of which you are not a native in order to settle th
ere)) 
                   => aliyah -- ((Judaism) immigration of Jews to Israel; "students making aliyah") 
               => gold rush -- (a large migration of people to a newly discovered gold field) 
 

MOVEMENT 
       => movement --
 (the act of changing the location of something; "the movement of cargo onto the vessel") 
           => displacement, deracination -- (to move something from its natural environment) 
           => transportation, transfer, transferral, conveyance --
 (the act of transporting something from one location to another) 
               => transshipment -- (the transfer from one conveyance to another for shipment) 
               => airlift, lift --
 (transportation of people or goods by air (especially when other means of access are unavailable)) 
                   => Berlin airlift --
 (airlift in 1948 that supplied food and fuel to citizens of west Berlin when the Russians closed off land acc
ess to Berlin) 
               => connection, connexion --
 (shifting from one form of transportation to another; "the plane was late and he missed his connection in A
tlanta") 
               => delivery, bringing --
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 (the act of delivering or distributing something (as goods or mail); "his reluctant delivery of bad news") 
                   => airdrop --
 (delivery of supplies or equipment or personnel by droppng them by parachute from an aircraft; "until then
, front line troops will be supplied by airdrop") 
                   => consignment -- (the delivery of goods for sale or disposal) 
                   => passage, handing over -- (the act of passing something to another person) 
                       => relay -- (the act of relaying something) 
                   => post --
 (the delivery and collection of letters and packages; "it came by the first post"; "if you hurry you'll catch th
e post") 
                   => service, serving, service of process --
 (the act of delivering a writ or summons upon someone; "he accepted service of the subpoena") 
               => drive -- (the act of driving a herd of animals overland) 
                   => cattle drive -- (driving a bovine herd (as cows or bulls or steers)) 
               => carry -- (the act of carrying something) 
                   => packing, backpacking --
 (carrying something in a pack on the back; "the backpacking of oxygen is essential for astronauts") 
                   => fireman's carry -- (the act of carrying a person over your shoulder) 
                   => portage -- (carrying boats and supplies overland) 
                   => porterage -- (the transportation of burdens by porters) 
               => lighterage -- (the transportation of goods on a lighter) 
               => resettlement, transplantation, relocation --
 (the transportation of people (as a family or colony) to a new settlement (as after an upheaval of some kind
)) 
               => teleportation --
 (a hypothetical mode of instantaneous transportation; matter is dematerialized at one place and recreated at
 another) 
           => insertion, introduction, intromission -- (the act of putting one thing into another) 
               => cannulation, canulation, cannulization, cannulisation, canulization, canulisation, intubation --
 (the insertion of a cannula or tube into a hollow body organ) 
               => instillation, instillment, instilment --
 (the introduction of a liquid (by pouring or injection) drop by drop) 
                   => infusion --
 ((medicine) the passive introduction of a substance (a fluid or drug or electrolyte) into a vein or between tis
sues (as by gravitational force)) 
               => enclosure, enclosing, envelopment, inclosure --
 (the act of enclosing something inside something else) 
                   => packing, boxing -- (the enclosure of something in a package or box) 
                       => bundling -- (the act of binding something into a bundle) 
                   => encasement, incasement -- (the act of enclosing something in a case) 
               => injection -- (the forceful insertion of a substance under pressure) 
                   => epidural injection --
 (injection of an anesthetic substance into the epidural space of the spinal cord in order to produce epidural 
anesthesia) 
               => transfusion, blood transfusion --
 (the introduction of blood or blood plasma into a vein or artery) 
                   => exchange transfusion --
 (slow removal of a person's blood and its replacement with equal amounts of a donor's blood) 
               => perfusion -- (pumping a liquid into an organ or tissue (especially by way of blood vessels)) 
           => lowering, letting down -- (the act of causing something to move to a lower level) 
           => transplant, transplanting, transplantation --
 (the act of uprooting and moving a plant to a new location; "the transplant was successful"; "too frequent tr
ansplanting is not good for plants") 
           => troop movement -- (movement of military units to a new location) 
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MOTION, MOVE 
       => motion, movement, move, motility --
 (a change of position that does not entail a change of location; "the reflex motion of his eyebrows revealed 
his surprise"; "movement is a sign of life"; "an impatient move of his hand"; "gastrointestinal motility") 
           => abduction -- ((physiology) moving of a body part away from the central axis of the body) 
           => adduction -- ((physiology) moving of a body part toward the central axis of the body) 
           => agitation -- (the act of agitating something; causing it to move around (usually vigorously)) 
               => shaking --
 (the act of causing something to move up and down (or back and forth) with quick movements) 
                   => joggle, jiggle -- (a slight irregular shaking motion) 
               => stirring --
 (agitating a liquid with an implement; "constant stirring prevents it from burning on the bottom of the pan"
) 
               => wag, waggle, shake -- (causing to move repeatedly from side to side) 
               => worrying --
 (the act of moving something by repeated tugs or pushes; "vigorous worrying finally loosened the saw") 
           => body English --
 (a motion of the body by a player as if to make an object already propelled go in the desired direction) 
           => circumduction -- (a circular movement of a limb or eye) 
           => disturbance -- (the act of disturbing something or someone; setting something in motion) 
               => circus, carnival --
 (a frenetic disorganized (and often comic) disturbance suggestive of a circus or carnival; "it was so funny it
 was a circus"; "the whole occasion had a carnival atmosphere") 
               => disorganization, disorganisation --
 (the disturbance of a systematic arrangement causing disorder and confusion; "the disorganization of the en
emy troops by a flank attack") 
               => disruption, perturbation -- (the act of causing disorder) 
                   => dislocation, breakdown --
 (the act of disrupting an established order so it fails to continue; "the social dislocations resulting from gov
ernment policies"; "his warning came after the breakdown of talks in London") 
                   => surprise, surprisal -- (the act of surprising someone) 
               => commotion, din, ruction, ruckus, rumpus, tumult -- (the act of making a noisy disturbance) 
                   => bustle, hustle, flurry, ado, fuss, stir -- (a rapid bustling commotion) 
               => furor, furore -- (a sudden outburst (as of protest)) 
                   => brouhaha -- (a confused disturbance far greater than its cause merits) 
               => havoc, mayhem -- (violent and needless disturbance) 
               => melee, scrimmage, battle royal -- (a noisy riotous fight) 
               => agitation, excitement, turmoil, upheaval, hullabaloo -- (disturbance usually in protest) 
               => outburst, tumultuous disturbance -- (a sudden violent disturbance) 
               => rampage, violent disorder -- (violently angry and destructive behavior) 
                   => wilding -- (an outrageous rampage usually involving sexual attacks by men on women) 
               => upset, derangement, overthrow --
 (the act of disturbing the mind or body; "his carelessness could have caused an ecological upset"; "she was 
unprepared for this sudden overthrow of their normal way of living") 
           => fetal movement, foetal movement --
 (motion of a fetus within the uterus (usually detected by the 16th week of pregnancy)) 
           => flit, dart -- (a sudden quick movement) 
           => gesture -- (motion of hands or body to emphasize or help to express a thought or feeling) 
               => jab, jabbing, poke, poking, thrust, thrusting --
 (a sharp hand gesture (resembling a blow); "he warned me with a jab with his finger"; "he made a thrusting
 motion with his fist") 
               => mudra -- (ritual hand movement in Hindu religious dancing) 
           => headshake, headshaking --
 (the act of turning your head left and right to signify denial or disbelief or bemusement; "I could tell from t
heir headshakes that they didn't believe me") 
           => inclination, inclining --
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 (the act of inclining; bending forward; "an inclination of his head indicated his agreement") 
               => bob --
 (a short abrupt inclination (as of the head); "he gave me a short bob of acknowledgement") 
               => nod -- (the act of nodding the head) 
                   => nutation -- (uncontrolled nodding) 
               => stoop -- (an inclination of the top half of the body forward and downward) 
           => inversion, eversion, everting -- (the act of turning inside out) 
           => inversion, upending -- (turning upside down; setting on end) 
               => upset, overturn, turnover --
 (the act of upsetting something; "he was badly bruised by the upset of his sled at a high speed") 
           => jerk, jerking, jolt -- (an abrupt spasmodic movement) 
           => kick, kicking --
 (a rhythmic thrusting movement of the legs as in swimming or calisthenics; "the kick must be synchronize
d with the arm movements"; "the swimmer's kicking left a wake behind him") 
               => swimming kick -- (a movement of the legs in swimming) 
                   => flutter kick --
 (a swimming kick; the legs are moved rapidly up and down without bending the knees) 
                   => frog kick --
 (a swimming kick; knees are drawn upward and outward so the legs can be brought together when fully ext
ended) 
                   => dolphin kick -- (a swimming kick; an up and down kick of the feet together) 
                   => scissors kick --
 (a kick used in the sidestroke; legs are brought together in a scissoring motion) 
                   => thrash -- (a swimming kick used while treading water) 
           => kneel, kneeling -- (supporting yourself on your knees) 
           => lurch, pitch, pitching -- (abrupt up-and-
down motion (as caused by a ship or other conveyance); "the pitching and tossing was quite exciting") 
               => rock, careen, sway, tilt -- (pitching dangerously to one side) 
           => nystagmus --
 (involuntary movements of the eyeballs; the presence or absence of nystagmus is used to diagnose a variet
y of neurological and visual disorders) 
               => physiological nystagmus --
 (small involuntary tremors of the eyeballs; when physiological nystagmus is eliminated by stabilizing the i
mage on the retina the perception fades rapidly from fatigue of the retinal receptors) 
               => rotational nystagmus --
 (nystagmus caused by the body rotating rapidly; large slow movements of the eyeballs are in the direction 
of rotation) 
               => post-rotational nystagmus --
 (nystagmus caused by suddenly stopping the rapid rotation of the body; large slow movements of the eyeb
alls are in the direction opposite to the direction of rotation) 
           => opening --
 (the act of opening something; "the ray of light revealed his cautious opening of the door") 
           => prostration -- (the act of assuming a prostrate position) 
           => reach, reaching, stretch -- (the act of physically reaching or thrusting out) 
               => outreach -- (the act of reaching out; "the outreach toward truth of the human spirit") 
           => reciprocation -- (alternating back-and-forth movement) 
           => reclining -- (the act of assuming or maintaining a reclining position) 
           => retraction --
 (the act of pulling or holding or drawing a part back; "the retraction of the landing gear"; "retraction of the 
foreskin") 
           => retroflection, retroflexion -- (the act of bending backward) 
           => rotation, rotary motion --
 (the act of rotating as if on an axis; "the rotation of the dancer kept time with the music") 
               => circumvolution -- (the act of turning or winding or folding around a central axis) 
               => feather, feathering -- (turning an oar parallel to the water between pulls) 
               => gyration, whirling -- (the act of rotating in a circle or spiral) 
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               => pivot --
 (the act of turning on (or as if on) a pivot; "the golfer went to the driving range to practice his pivot") 
               => pronation -- (rotation of the hands and forearms so that the palms face downward) 
               => spin, twirl, twist, twisting, whirl --
 (the act of rotating rapidly; "he gave the crank a spin"; "it broke off after much twisting") 
                   => pirouette -- ((ballet) a rapid spin of the body (especially on the toes as in ballet)) 
                   => birling, logrolling -- (rotating a log rapidly in the water (as a competitive sport)) 
               => spiral -- (flying downward in a helical path with a large radius) 
               => supination -- (rotation of the hands and forearms so that the palms face upward) 
               => twist, turn --
 (turning or twisting around (in place); "with a quick twist of his head he surveyed the room") 
                   => twiddle -- (a series of small (usually idle) twists or turns) 
               => wind, winding, twist --
 (the act of winding or twisting; "he put the key in the old clock and gave it a good wind") 
               => turnout -- ((ballet) the outward rotation of a dancer's leg from the hip) 
           => shutting, closing -- (the act of closing something) 
           => sitting --
 (the act of assuming or maintaining a seated position; "he read the mystery at one sitting") 
           => sitting, posing --
 ((photography) the act of assuming a certain position (as for a photograph or portrait); "he wanted his portr
ait painted but couldn't spare time for the sitting") 
           => snap --
 (the act of snapping the fingers; movement of a finger from the tip to the base of the thumb on the same ha
nd; "he gave his fingers a snap") 
           => squat, squatting -- (the act of assuming or maintaining a squatting position) 
           => sweep -- (a movement in an arc; "a sweep of his arm") 
           => toss -- (an abrupt movement; "a toss of his head") 
           => vibration, quiver, quivering -- (the act of vibrating) 
               => tremor, shudder -- (an involuntary vibration (as if from illness or fear)) 
           => wave --
 (a movement like that of an ocean wave; "a wave of settlers"; "troops advancing in waves") 
           => waver, flutter, flicker -- (the act of moving back and forth) 
           => standing -- (the act of assuming or maintaining an erect upright position) 
           => straddle, span -- (the act of sitting or standing astride) 
           => stroke -- (a single complete movement) 
               => beat -- (a stroke or blow; "the signal was two beats on the steam pipe") 
               => bow --
 (a stroke with a curved piece of wood with taut horsehair strands that is used in playing stringed instrument
s) 
                   => down-bow -- (a downward stroke from the heel to the tip of the bow) 
                   => up-bow -- (an upward stroke from the tip to the heel of the bow) 
               => blow -- (a powerful stroke with the fist or a weapon; "a blow on the head") 
                   => clip -- (a sharp slanting blow; "he gave me a clip on the ear") 
                   => knock, belt, rap, whack, whang --
 (the act of hitting vigorously; "he gave the table a whack") 
                   => thwack -- (a hard blow with a flat object) 
                   => smack, smacking, slap --
 (the act of smacking something; a blow delivered with an open hand) 
                       => spank -- (a slap with the flat of the hand) 
                   => smacker -- (a very powerful blow with the fist) 
                   => knockdown -- (a blow that knocks the opponent off his feet) 
                   => knockout, KO -- (a blow that renders the opponent unconscious) 
                       => technical knockout, TKO --
 (a knockout declared by the referee who judges one boxer unable to continue) 
                   => swat -- (a sharp blow) 
                   => whip, lash, whiplash -- (a quick blow with a whip) 
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                   => punch, clout, poke, lick, biff --
 ((boxing) a blow with the fist; "I gave him a clout on his nose") 
                       => counterpunch, parry, counter -- (a return punch (especially by a boxer)) 
                       => haymaker, knockout punch, KO punch, Sunday punch --
 (a hard punch that renders the opponent unable to continue boxing) 
                       => hook -- (a short swinging punch delivered from the side with the elbow bent) 
                           => roundhouse -- (a hook delivered with an exaggerated swing) 
                       => jab -- (a quick short straight punch) 
                       => rabbit punch -- (a short chopping blow to the back of the neck) 
                       => sucker punch -- (an unexpected punch) 
                   => box -- (a blow with the hand (usually on the ear); "I gave him a good box on the ear") 
                   => kick, boot, kicking --
 (the act of delivering a blow with the foot; "he gave the ball a powerful kick"; "the team's kicking was exce
llent") 
                       => goal-kick --
 ((association football) a kick by the defending side after the attacking side sends the ball over the goal-
line) 
                       => goal-kick -- ((rugby) an attempt to kick a goal) 
                       => punt, punting --
 ((football) a kick in which the football is dropped from the hands and kicked before it touches the ground; 
"the punt traveled 50 yards"; "punting is an important part of the game") 
                       => place kick, place-kicking --
 ((sports) a kick in which the ball is placed on the ground before kicking) 
                           => free kick --
 ((soccer) a place kick that is allowed for a foul or infringement by the other team) 
                               => corner kick --
 (a free kick from the corner awarded to the other side when a player has sent the ball behind his own goal l
ine) 
                           => kickoff --
 ((football) a kick from the center of the field to start a football game or to resume it after a score) 
                       => dropkick --
 ((football) kicking (as for a field goal) in which the football is dropped and kicked as it touches the ground
) 
                   => counterblow -- (a return blow; a retaliatory blow) 
                   => swing -- (a sweeping blow or stroke; "he took a wild swing at my head") 
                   => stab, thrust, knife thrust --
 (a thrusting blow with a knife or other sharp pointed instrument; "one strong stab to the heart killed him") 
                   => stinger -- (a sharp stinging blow) 
                   => thump -- (a heavy blow with the hand) 
                   => uppercut -- (a swinging blow directed upward (especially at an opponent's chin)) 
                   => hammer, pound, hammering, pounding --
 (the act of pounding (delivering repeated heavy blows); "the sudden hammer of fists caught him off guard"
; "the pounding of feet on the hallway") 
                   => shot --
 (a blow hard enough to cause injury; "he is still recovering from a shot to his leg"; "I caught him with a sol
id shot to the chin") 
                       => cheap shot --
 (an illegal and unsportsmanlike act of unnecessary violence; "he called a penalty on them when the linema
n took a cheap shot at the quarterback") 
                   => wallop -- (a severe blow) 
           => wiggle, wriggle, squirm -- (the act of wiggling) 
           => eurythmy, eurhythmy, eurythmics, eurhythmics --
 (the interpretation in harmonious bodily movements of the rhythm of musical compositions; used to teach 
musical understanding) 
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CHANGE OF DIRECTION 
       => change of direction, reorientation --
 (the act of changing the direction in which something is oriented) 
           => turn -- (turning away or in the opposite direction; "he made an abrupt turn away from her") 
           => reversion, reverse, reversal, turnabout, turnaround -- (turning in the opposite direction) 
               => about-face, about turn -- (act of pivoting 180 degrees, especially in a military formation) 
               => u-turn -- (complete reversal of direction of travel) 
           => change of course -- (a change in the direction that you are moving) 
               => turn, turning --
 (the act of changing or reversing the direction of the course; "he took a turn to the right") 
                   => diversion, deviation, digression, deflection, deflexion, divagation --
 (a turning aside (of your course or attention or concern); "a diversion from the main highway"; "a digressio
n into irrelevant details"; "a deflection from his goal") 
                       => red herring -- (any diversion intended to distract attention from the main issue) 
                   => right -- (a turn to the right; "take a right at the corner") 
                   => left -- (a turn to the left; "take a left at the corner") 
                   => kick turn --
 (a standing turn made in skiing; one ski is raised to the vertical and pivoted backward to become parallel w
ith the other ski but headed in the opposite direction and then the other ski is aligned with the first) 
                   => stem turn, stem --
 (a turn made in skiing; the back of one ski is forced outward and the other ski is brought parallel to it) 
                   => telemark --
 (a turn made in skiing; the outside ski is placed ahead and turned gradually inwards) 
                   => swerve, swerving, veering -- (the act of turning aside suddenly) 
                   => three-point turn --
 (the act of turning a vehicle around in a limited space by moving in a series of back and forward arcs) 
                   => version -- (manual turning of a fetus in the uterus (usually to aid delivery)) 
               => tack, tacking -- ((nautical) the act of changing tack) 
       => change of magnitude -- (the act of changing the amount or size of something) 
           => decrease, diminution, reduction, step-down -- (the act of decreasing or reducing something) 
               => cut --
 (the act of reducing the amount or number; "the mayor proposed extensive cuts in the city budget") 
                   => budget cut -- (the act of reducing budgeted expenditures) 
                   => pay cut, salary cut -- (the act of reducing a salary) 
                   => cost cutting -- (the act of cutting costs) 
                   => price cutting, price cut --
 (cutting the price of merchandise to one lower than the usual or advertised price) 
                   => spending cut -- (the act of reducing spending) 
                   => taxcut --
 (the act of reducing taxation; "the new administration's large taxcut was highly controversial") 
               => moderation --
 (the action of lessening in severity or intensity; "the object being control or moderation of economic depres
sions") 
                   => abatement -- (the act of abating; "laws enforcing noise abatement") 
                       => abatement of a nuisance, nuisance abatement --
 ((law) the removal or termination or destruction of something that has been found to be a nuisance) 
                           => asbestos abatement -- (the removal of asbestos from a public building) 
               => lowering -- (the act of causing to become less) 
                   => tapering --
 (the act of gradually lowering the size or amount; "the doctor prescribed the tapering of the dose") 
               => cutback -- (a reduction in quantity or rate) 
                   => service cutback -- (the act of reducing service) 
               => devaluation -- (the reduction of something's value or worth) 
                   => evisceration --
 (altering something (as a legislative act or a statement) in such a manner as to reduce its value; "the adopti
on of their amendments would have amounted to an evisceration of the act") 
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               => devitalization, devitalisation -- (the act of reducing the vitality of something) 
               => extenuation, mitigation, palliation --
 (to act in such a way as to cause an offense to seem less serious) 
               => easing, easement, alleviation, relief --
 (the act of reducing something unpleasant (as pain or annoyance); "he asked the nurse for relief from the c
onstant pain") 
                   => spasmolysis -- (the relaxation or relief of muscle spasms) 
                   => detente -- (the easing of tensions or strained relations (especially between nations)) 
                   => palliation -- (easing the severity of a pain or a disease without removing the cause) 
                   => liberalization, liberalisation, relaxation -- (the act of making less strict) 
               => de-escalation -- ((war) a reduction in intensity (of a crisis or a war)) 
               => minimization, minimisation --
 (the act of reducing something to the least possible amount or degree or position) 
                   => tax avoidance -- (the minimization of tax liability by lawful methods) 
               => depletion -- (the act of decreasing something markedly) 
                   => consumption, using up, expenditure -- (the act of consuming something) 
                       => burnup -- (the amount of fuel used up (as in a nuclear reactor)) 
                   => exhaustion -- (the act of exhausting something entirely) 
                   => drain --
 (a gradual depletion of energy or resources; "a drain on resources"; "a drain of young talent by emmigratio
n") 
                       => drawing, drawing off --
 (act of getting or draining something such as electricity or a liquid from a source; "the drawing of water fro
m the well") 
                           => derivation -- (drawing off water from its main channel as for irrigation) 
                           => derivation -- (drawing of fluid or inflammation away from a diseased part of the body) 
                       => brain drain -- (depletion or loss of intellectual and technical personnel) 
               => shortening -- (act of decreasing in length; "the dress needs shortening") 
                   => abbreviation -- (shortening something by omitting parts of it) 
                   => cut, cutting, cutting off --
 (the act of shortening something by cutting off the ends; "the barber gave him a good cut") 
                       => clip, clipping, snip -- (the act of clipping or snipping) 
                       => haircut -- (the act of cutting the hair) 
                       => trim, trimming, clipping -- (cutting down to the desired size or shape) 
                           => pruning -- (the act of trimming a plant) 
                       => shearing -- (removing by cutting off or clipping) 
                           => sheepshearing -- (act of shearing sheep) 
                   => contraction, muscular contraction, muscle contraction --
 ((physiology) a shortening or tensing of a part or organ (especially of a muscle or muscle fiber)) 
                       => contracture -- (an abnormal and usually permanent contraction of a muscle) 
                       => tetanus --
 (a sustained muscular contraction resulting from a rapid series of nerve impulses) 
                       => uterine contraction --
 (a rhythmic tightening in labor of the upper uterine musculature that contracts the size of the uterus and pu
shes the fetus toward the birth canal) 
                       => Braxton-Hicks contraction, false labor --
 (painless contractions of the muscles of the uterus that continue throughout pregnancy with increasing freq
uency) 
                       => vaginismus --
 (muscular contraction that causes the vagina to close; usually an anxiety reaction before coitus or pelvic ex
amination) 
                   => truncation --
 (the act of cutting short; "it is an obvious truncation of the verse"; "they were sentenced to a truncation of t
heir limbs") 
               => shrinking -- (the act of becoming less) 
                   => miniaturization, miniaturisation -- (act of making on a greatly reduced scale) 
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               => subtraction, deduction --
 (the act of subtracting (removing a part from the whole); "he complained about the subtraction of money fr
om their paychecks") 
                   => bite --
 (a portion removed from the whole; "the government's weekly bite from my paycheck") 
                   => withholding -- (the act of deducting from an employee's salary) 
               => deflation -- (the act of letting the air out of something) 
               => discount, price reduction, deduction -- (the act of reducing the selling price of merchandise) 
               => rollback -- (reducing prices back to some earlier level) 
               => weakening -- (the act of reducing the strength of something) 
                   => wilt, wilting -- (causing to become limp or drooping) 
                   => dilution -- (weakening (reducing the concentration) by the addition of water or a thinner) 
                       => cutting, thinning --
 (the act of diluting something; "the cutting of whiskey with water"; "the thinning of paint with turpentine") 
                   => etiolation --
 (the act of weakening by stunting the growth or development of something; "the etiolation of the critical tr
adition") 
               => depreciation -- (a decrease in price or value; "depreciation of the dollar against the yen") 
               => contraction -- (the act of decreasing (something) in size or volume or quantity or scope) 
               => reverse split, reverse stock split, split down --
 (a decrease in the number of outstanding shares of a corporation without changing the shareholders' equity) 
               => amortization, amortisation --
 (the reduction of the value of an asset by prorating its cost over a period of years) 
               => declassification --
 (reduction or removal by the government of restrictions on a classified document or weapon) 
               => tax shelter, shelter --
 (a way of organizing business to reduce the taxes it must pay on current earnings) 
               => tax credit -- (a direct reduction in tax liability (not dependent on the taxpayer's tax bracket)) 
           => increase, step-up -- (the act of increasing something; "he gave me an increase in salary") 
               => addition --
 (the act of adding one thing to another; "the addition of flowers created a pleasing effect"; "the addition of 
a leap day every four years") 
                   => retrofit --
 (the act of adding a component or accessory to something that did not have it when it was manufactured; "t
he court ordered a retrofit on all automobiles") 
                   => fluoridation, fluoridization, fluoridisation --
 (the addition of a fluoride to the water supply (to prevent dental decay)) 
               => advance, rise --
 (increase in price or value; "the news caused a general advance on the stock market") 
               => appreciation --
 (an increase in price or value; "an appreciation of 30% in the value of real estate") 
               => surge, upsurge --
 (a sudden or abrupt strong increase; "stimulated a surge of speculation"; "an upsurge of emotion"; "an upsu
rge in violent crime") 
               => augmentation -- (the act of augmenting) 
               => amplification -- ((electronics) the act of increasing voltage or power or current) 
               => expansion, enlargement --
 (the act of increasing (something) in size or volume or quantity or scope) 
                   => dilation, dilatation -- (the act of expanding an aperture; "the dilation of the pupil of the eye") 
                       => vasodilation -- (dilation of blood vessels (especially the arteries)) 
                       => mydriasis --
 (reflex pupillary dilation as a muscle pulls the iris outward; occurs in response to a decrease in light or cert
ain drugs) 
                   => distention, distension -- (the act of expanding by pressure from within) 
                   => stretching -- (act of expanding by lengthening or widening) 
                       => tension -- (the action of stretching something tight; "tension holds the belt in the pulleys") 
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                       => extension -- (act of stretching or straightening out a flexed limb) 
                           => hyperextension -- (greater than normal extension) 
                   => inflation -- (the act of filling something with air) 
                   => magnification -- (the act of expanding something in apparent size) 
                   => extension --
 (act of expanding in scope; making more widely available; "extension of the program to all in need") 
                       => spread, spreading -- (act of extending over a wider scope or expanse of space or time) 
                           => circulation --
 (the spread or transmission of something (as news or money) to a wider group or area) 
                           => dispersion, dispersal, dissemination, diffusion --
 (the act of dispersing or diffusing something; "the dispersion of the troops"; "the diffusion of knowledge") 
                               => crop-dusting, spraying --
 (the dispersion of fungicides or insecticides or fertilizer on growing crops (often from a low-
flying aircraft)) 
                           => scatter, scattering, strewing -- (the act of scattering) 
                           => decentralization, decentralisation --
 (the spread of power away from the center to local branches or governments) 
                       => stretch --
 (extension to or beyond the ordinary limit; "running at full stretch"; "by no stretch of the imagination"; "be
yond any stretch of his understanding") 
               => escalation --
 (an increase to counteract a perceived discrepancy; "higher wages caused an escalation of prices"; "there w
as a gradual escalation of hostilities") 
               => maximization, maximisation, maximation --
 (the act of raising to the highest possible point or condition or position) 
               => exaggeration --
 (the act of making something more noticeable than usual; "the dance involved a deliberate exaggeration of 
his awkwardness") 
               => expansion, expanding upon -- (adding information or detail) 
                   => amplification, elaboration --
 (addition of extra material or illustration or clarifying detail; "a few remarks added in amplification and def
ense"; "an elaboration of the idea followed") 
                   => annotation, annotating -- (the act of adding notes) 
                   => supplementation, subjunction, subjoining -- (the act of supplementing) 
               => accumulation, accrual, accruement -- (the act of accumulating) 
                   => buildup --
 (the act of building up an accumulation; "I envied his rapid buildup of assets"; "a military buildup in prepar
ation for the invasion") 
                       => deposit, deposition -- (the act of putting something somewhere) 
                           => repositing, reposition, storage, warehousing -- (depositing in a warehouse) 
                               => stockpiling --
 (accumulating and storing a reserve supply; "the stockpiling of war materials") 
               => inclusion -- (the act of including) 
                   => incorporation -- (including by incorporation) 
                       => annexation, appropriation -- (incorporation by joining or uniting) 
               => aggrandizement, aggrandisement, elevation --
 (the act of increasing the wealth or prestige or power or scope of something; "the aggrandizement of the ki
ng"; "his elevation to cardinal") 
                   => self-aggrandizement, self-aggrandisement, ego trip --
 (an act undertaken to increase your own power and influence or to draw attention to your own importance) 
               => strengthening -- (the act of increasing the strength of something) 
                   => concentration --
 (strengthening the concentration (as of a solute in a mixture) by removing extraneous material) 
                       => pervaporation --
 (the concentration of a colloidal solution whose colloid will not pass through a semipermeable membrane; 
solution is placed in a bag of the membrane and the solvent is evaporated off) 
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               => intensification -- (action that makes something stronger or more extreme) 
                   => aggravation, exacerbation --
 (action that makes a problem or a disease (or its symptoms) worse; "the aggravation of her condition result
ed from lack of care") 
                   => focalization, focalisation, focusing -- (the act of bringing into focus) 
                       => refocusing -- (focusing again) 
               => intensification -- (the act of increasing the contrast of (a photographic film)) 
               => split, stock split, split up --
 (an increase in the number of outstanding shares of a corporation without changing the shareholders' equity
; "they announced a two-for-one split of the common stock") 
 

CHANGE OF INTEGRITY 
       => change of integrity -- (the act of changing the unity or wholeness of something) 
           => joining, connection, connexion --
 (the act of bringing two things into contact (especially for communication); "the joining of hands around th
e table"; "there was a connection via the internet") 
               => hit --
 (a connection made via the internet to another website; "WordNet gets many hits from users worldwide") 
               => interconnection --
 ((computer science) the act of interconnecting (wires or computers or theories etc.)) 
               => intersection --
 (the act of intersecting (as joining by causing your path to intersect your target's path)) 
               => approximation, bringing close together --
 (the act of bringing near or bringing together especially the cut edges of tissue) 
               => concatenation -- (the act of linking together as in a series or chain) 
               => convergence, converging, convergency -- (the act of converging (coming closer)) 
                   => merging, meeting, coming together --
 (the act of joining together as one; "the merging of the two groups occurred quickly"; "there was no meetin
g of minds") 
                       => concourse, confluence -- (a coming together of people) 
               => encounter, coming upon -- (a casual meeting with a person of thing) 
               => articulation -- (the act of joining things in such a way that motion is possible) 
               => junction, adjunction -- (an act of joining or adjoining things) 
               => fastening, attachment -- (the act of fastening things together) 
                   => bonding, soldering -- (fastening firmly together) 
                   => doweling -- (fastening by dowels) 
                   => grounding, earthing -- (fastening electrical equipment to earth) 
                   => linkage -- (the act of linking things together) 
                   => tying, ligature -- (the act of tying or binding things together) 
                       => ligation --
 ((surgery) tying a duct or blood vessel with a ligature (as to prevent bleeding during surgery)) 
                           => tubal ligation --
 (a sterilization procedure with women; both Fallopian tubes are tied in two places and the tubes removed i
n between the ligations) 
                   => welding --
 (fastening two pieces of metal together by softening with heat and applying pressure) 
                       => butt welding, butt-welding -- (creating a butt joint by welding) 
                           => flash welding, flash butt welding --
 (butt welding by creating an electric arc between the two pieces which melts and joins them; used for joini
ng segments of metal pipe) 
                       => spot welding, spot-welding -- (creating an overlapping joint by welding at small points) 
                   => fixation -- (the activity of fastening something firmly in position) 
           => breakage, break, breaking -- (the act of breaking something; "the breakage was unavoidable") 
               => rupture -- (the act of making a sudden noisy break) 
               => smashing, shattering -- (the act of breaking something into small pieces) 
               => fracture, crack, cracking -- (the act of cracking something) 
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               => chip, chipping, splintering -- (the act of chipping something) 
           => explosion, burst --
 (the act of exploding or bursting something; "the explosion of the firecrackers awoke the children"; "the bu
rst of an atom bomb creates enormous radiation aloft") 
               => detonation -- (the act of detonating an explosive) 
                   => percussion -- (the act of exploding a percussion cap) 
               => fulmination --
 (the act of exploding with noise and violence; "his fulminations frightened the horses") 
           => burning, combustion --
 (the act of burning something; "the burning of leaves was prohibited by a town ordinance") 
               => arson, incendiarism, fire-raising --
 (malicious burning to destroy property; "the British term for arson is fire-raising") 
               => ignition, firing, lighting, kindling, inflammation -- (the act of setting on fire or catching fire) 
               => incineration -- (the act of burning something completely; reducing it to ashes) 
                   => cremation -- (the incineration of a dead body) 
           => combination, combining, compounding -- (the act of combining things to form a new whole) 
               => attachment, affixation -- (the act of attaching or affixing something) 
                   => graft, grafting -- (the act of grafting something onto something else) 
               => confusion --
 (an act causing a disorderly combination of elements with identities lost and distinctions blended; "the conf
usion of tongues at the Tower of Babel") 
               => mix, commixture, admixture, mixture, intermixture, mixing --
 (the act of mixing together; "paste made by a mix of flour and water"; "the mixing of sound channels in the
 recording studio") 
               => fusion -- (the act of fusing (or melting) together) 
               => blend, blending -- (the act of blending components together thoroughly) 
                   => confluence, conflux, merging -- (a flowing together) 
                   => homogenization, homogenisation --
 (the act of making something homogeneous or uniform in composition; "the homogenization of cream"; "t
he network's homogenization of political news") 
               => interspersion, interspersal --
 (the act of combining one thing at intervals among other things; "the interspersion of illustrations in the tex
t") 
               => temperance -- (the act of tempering) 
               => union, unification, uniting, conjugation, jointure --
 (the act of making or becoming a single unit; "the union of opposing factions"; "he looked forward to the u
nification of his family for the holidays") 
                   => coalescence, coalescency, coalition, concretion, conglutination --
 (the union of diverse things into one body or form or group; the growing together of parts) 
                   => reunion, reunification --
 (the act of coming together again; "monetary unification precipitated the reunification of the German state 
in October 1990") 
                       => homecoming -- (an annual school or university reunion for graduates) 
                   => tribalization, tribalisation -- (the act of making tribal; unification on a tribal basis) 
                   => umbrella --
 (having the function of uniting a group of similar things; "the Democratic Party is an umbrella for many lib
eral groups"; "under the umbrella of capitalism") 
               => consolidation, integration --
 (the act of combining into an integral whole; "a consolidation of two corporations"; "after their consolidati
on the two bills were passed unanimously"; "the defendants asked for a consolidation of the actions against 
them") 
                   => centralization, centralisation -- (the act of consolidating power under a central control) 
                   => incorporation -- (consolidating two or more things; union in (or into) one body) 
                   => amalgamation, merger, uniting -- (the combination of two or more commercial companies) 
                   => vertical integration, vertical combination --
 (absorption into a single firm of several firms involved in all aspects of a product's manufacture from raw 
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materials to distribution) 
                   => horizontal integration, horizontal combination --
 (absorption into a single firm of several firms involved in the same level of production and sharing resourc
es at that level) 
           => opening --
 (becoming open or being made open; "the opening of his arms was the sign I was waiting for") 
               => cut, cutting --
 (the act of penetrating or opening open with a sharp edge; "his cut in the lining revealed the hidden jewels"
) 
                   => notch, nick, snick -- (a small cut) 
                   => slash, gash -- (a strong sweeping cut made with a sharp instrument) 
                   => incision, section, surgical incision --
 (the cutting of or into body tissues or organs (especially by a surgeon as part of an operation)) 
                       => gastromy -- (surgical incision into the stomach) 
                       => keratotomy -- (surgical incision into the cornea) 
                           => radial keratotomy --
 (radial pattern of incisions in the cornea that cause the cornea to bulge; performed to correct myopia) 
                       => perineotomy -- (surgical incision into the perineum) 
                           => episiotomy --
 (surgical incision of the perineum to enlarge the vagina and so facilitate delivery during childbirth) 
                       => laparotomy --
 (surgical incision into the abdominal wall; often done to examine abdominal organs) 
                           => laparoscopy --
 (laparotomy performed with a laparoscope that makes a small incision to examine the abdominal cavity (es
pecially the ovaries and Fallopian tubes)) 
                       => orchotomy --
 (surgical incision into the testis to obtain material for analysis (as in cases of abnormally low sperm count)
) 
                       => sclerotomy -- (surgical incision of the sclerotic coat of the eye) 
                       => nephrotomy -- (incision into a kidney (usually to remove a kidney stone)) 
                       => valvotomy, valvulotomy --
 (incision into a stenosed cardiac valve to relieve the obstruction) 
                       => venesection, phlebotomy -- (surgical incision into a vein; used to treat hemochromatosis) 
                       => vasotomy, vasosection -- (surgical incision into or division of the vas deferens) 
           => separation -- (the act of dividing or disconnecting) 
               => avulsion -- (a forcible tearing or surgical separation of one body part from another) 
               => dissociation -- (the act of removing from association) 
               => secession, withdrawal -- (formal separation from an alliance or federation) 
                   => breakaway, breaking away --
 (the act of breaking away or withdrawing from; "there was a breakaway by the discontented members"; "a 
breaking away from family and neighborhood") 
               => Secession --
 (the withdrawal of eleven Southern states from the Union in 1860 which precipitated the American Civil 
War) 
               => disunion -- (the termination or destruction of union) 
                   => detribalization, detribalisation -- (the decline or termination of tribal organization) 
               => disconnection, disjunction -- (the act of breaking a connection) 
               => division -- (the act or process of dividing) 
                   => parcellation --
 (the division into parcels; "the increasing parcellation of land with every generation") 
                   => cleavage -- (the act of cleaving or splitting) 
                   => bisection -- (dividing into two equal parts) 
                   => quartering -- (dividing into four equal parts) 
                   => schism, split --
 (division of a group into opposing factions; "another schism like that and they will wind up in bankruptcy"
) 
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                   => cut, cutting --
 (the act of cutting something into parts; "his cuts were skillful"; "his cutting of the cake made a terrible me
ss") 
                       => severance, severing -- (the act of severing) 
                       => dissection -- (cutting so as to separate into pieces) 
                       => scission -- (the act of dividing by cutting or splitting) 
                       => slicing -- (the act of cutting into slices) 
                       => undercut -- (a cut made underneath to remove material) 
                   => atomization, atomisation, fragmentation -- (separating something into fine particles) 
                   => branching, ramification, fork, forking -- (the act of branching out or dividing into branches) 
                       => bifurcation -- (the act of splitting into two branches) 
                       => trifurcation -- (the act of splitting into three branches) 
                       => divarication -- (branching at a wide angle) 
                       => fibrillation -- (act or process of forming fibrils) 
                   => dichotomization, dichotomisation --
 (the act of dividing into two sharply different categories) 
                   => quantization, quantisation --
 (the act of dividing into quanta or expressing in terms of quantum theory) 
                   => fractionation -- (separation into portions) 
                   => syllabication, syllabification -- (forming or dividing words into syllables) 
                   => word division, hyphenation -- (division of a word especially at the end of a line on a page) 
                   => cut, cutting --
 (the division of a deck of cards before dealing; "he insisted that we give him the last cut before every deal"
; "the cutting of the cards soon became a ritual") 
               => detachment, disengagement -- (the act of releasing from an attachment or connection) 
               => tear -- (the act of tearing; "he took the manuscript in both hands and gave it a mighty tear") 
                   => laceration -- (the act of lacerating) 
                   => rent, rip, split --
 (the act of rending or ripping or splitting something; "he gave the envelope a vigorous rip") 
               => removal, remotion -- (the act of removing; "he had surgery for the removal of a malignancy") 
                   => abscission, cutting off -- (the act of cutting something off) 
                       => circumcision -- (the act of circumcising; surgical removal of the foreskin of males) 
                   => abstraction -- (the act of withdrawing or removing something) 
                   => extraction --
 (the act of pulling out (as a tooth); "the dentist gave her a local anesthetic prior to the extraction") 
                   => autotomy --
 (spontaneous removal or casting off of a body part (as the tail of a lizard or claw or a lobster) especially w
hen the organism is injured or under attack) 
                   => decontamination -- (the removal of contaminants) 
                   => deletion -- (the act of deleting something written or printed) 
                       => expurgation, castration -- (the deletion of objectionable parts from a literary work) 
                           => bowdlerization, bowdlerisation --
 (the act of deleting or modifying all passages considered to be indecent) 
                       => censoring, censorship --
 (deleting parts of publications or correspondence or theatrical performances) 
                           => Bowdlerism -- (censorship in the form of prudish expurgation) 
                           => Comstockery -- (censorship because of perceived obscenity or immorality) 
                       => expunction, expunging, erasure -- (deletion by an act of expunging or erasing) 
                   => denudation, stripping, uncovering, baring, husking -- (the removal of covering) 
                       => deforestation, disforestation -- (the removal of trees) 
                       => cornhusking -- (the act of removing the husks from ears of corn) 
                   => dermabrasion --
 (removal of scars or tattoos by anesthetizing the skin surface and then sanding or wire-
brushing off some of the outer skin layer) 
                   => dislodgment, dislodgement -- (forced removal from a position of advantage) 
                   => elimination, riddance -- (the act of removing or getting rid of something) 
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                       => simplification -- (elimination of superfluous details) 
                           => oversimplification --
 (excessive simplification; the act of making something too simple (to the point of misrepresentation)) 
                           => rationalization, rationalisation --
 ((mathematics) the simplification of an expression or equation by eliminating radicals without changing th
e value of the expression or the roots of the equation) 
                   => elimination --
 (the act of removing an unknown mathematical quantity by combining equations) 
                   => emptying, voidance, evacuation -- (the act of removing the contents of something) 
                       => drain, drainage -- (emptying accomplished by draining) 
                   => rinse, rinsing -- (the removal of soap with clean water in the final stage of washing) 
                   => disembowelment, evisceration --
 (the act of removing the bowels or viscera; the act of cutting so as to cause the viscera to protrude) 
                   => skimming -- (the act of removing floating material from the surface of a liquid) 
                   => withdrawal -- (the act of taking out money or other capital) 
                       => bank withdrawal -- (the withdrawal of money from your account at a bank) 
                           => bank run --
 (the concerted action of depositors who try to withdraw their money from a bank because the think it will f
ail) 
                       => disinvestment -- (the withdrawal of capital from a country or corporation) 
               => division, partition, partitioning, segmentation, sectionalization, sectionalisation --
 (the act of dividing or partitioning; separation by the creation of a boundary that divides or keeps apart) 
                   => subdivision -- (the act of subdividing; division of something previously divided) 
                   => septation -- (the division or partitioning of a cavity into parts by a septum) 
                   => zoning --
 (dividing an area into zones or sections reserved for different purposes such as residence and business and 
manufacturing etc) 
               => divergence, divergency --
 (the act of moving away in different direction from a common point; "an angle is formed by the divergence
 of two straight lines") 
           => transformation, translation --
 (the act of changing in form or shape or appearance; "a photograph is a translation of a scene onto a two-
dimensional surface") 
               => permutation --
 (complete change in character or condition; "the permutations...taking place in the physical world"-
 Henry Miller) 
               => revision, alteration --
 (the act of revising or altering (involving reconsideration and modification); "it would require a drastic revi
sion of his opinion") 
                   => distraction, misdirection --
 (the act of distracting; drawing someone's attention away from something; "conjurers are experts at misdire
ction") 
                   => modulation --
 (the act of modifying or adjusting according to due measure and proportion (as with regard to artistic effect
)) 
                   => qualification --
 (the act of modifying or changing the strength of some idea; "his new position involves a qualification of h
is party's platform") 
                   => reorganization --
 (an extensive alteration of the structure of a corporation or government; "after the takeover there was a thor
ough reorganization"; "the reorganization was prescribed by federal bankruptcy laws") 
                   => transfiguration, metamorphosis --
 (a striking change in appearance or character or circumstances; "the metamorphosis of the old house into s
omething new and exciting") 
               => transfiguration -- (the act of transforming so as to exalt or glorify) 
               => transmogrification --
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 (the act of changing into a different form or appearance (especially a fantastic or grotesque one); "the trans
mogrification of the prince into a porcupine") 
               => metamorphosis --
 (a complete change of physical form or substance especially as by magic or witchcraft) 
           => transformation --
 ((genetics) modification of a cell or bacterium by the uptake and incorporation of exogenous DNA) 
           => filling -- (the act of filling something) 
               => saturation -- (the act of soaking thoroughly with a liquid) 
               => flood, flowage -- (the act of flooding; filling to overflowing) 
           => hardening -- (the act of making something harder (firmer or tighter or more compact)) 
               => annealing, tempering -- (hardening something by heat treatment) 
           => damage, harm, hurt, scathe -- (the act of damaging something or someone) 
               => impairment -- (damage that results in a reduction of strength or quality) 
               => defacement, disfigurement, disfiguration --
 (the act of damaging the appearance or surface of something; "the defacement of an Italian mosaic during t
he Turkish invasion"; "he objected to the dam's massive disfigurement of the landscape") 
               => wound, wounding -- (the act of inflicting a wound) 
               => burn -- (damage inflicted by burning) 
                   => scald -- (the act of burning with steam or hot water) 
               => defloration -- (an act that despoils the innocence or beauty of something) 
 
       => conversion -- (the act of changing from one use or function or purpose to another) 
           => afforestation --
 (the conversion of bare or cultivated land into forest (originally for the purpose of hunting)) 
           => dressing -- (processes in the conversion of rough hides into leather) 
           => transmutation, transubstantiation --
 (an act that changes the form or character or substance of something) 
 
       => updating --
 (the act of changing something to bring it up to date (usually by adding something); "criminal records need
 regular updating") 
 
       => change of shape -- (an action that changes the shape of something) 
           => contortion, deformation --
 (the act of twisting or deforming the shape of something (e.g., yourself)) 
           => convolution -- (the action of coiling or twisting or winding together) 
           => angulation -- (the act of making angulate (having corners)) 
           => bending -- (the act of bending something) 
               => flexion, flexure --
 (act of bending a joint; especially a joint between the bones of a limb so that the angle between them is dec
reased) 
                   => flex -- (the act of flexing; "he gave his biceps a flex to impress the ladies") 
                   => dorsiflexion -- (the act of bending backward (of the body or a body part)) 
               => crouch -- (the act of bending low with the limbs close to the body) 
               => hunch -- (the act of bending yourself up together) 
               => incurvation -- (the action of creating a curved shape) 
           => elongation -- (the act of lengthening something) 
           => involution, enfolding -- (the action of enfolding something) 
           => corrugation -- (the act of shaping into parallel ridges and grooves) 
           => fold, folding -- (the act of folding; "he gave the napkins a double fold") 
               => plication, pleating -- (folding in parallel folds) 
           => indentation -- (the act of cutting into an edge with toothlike notches or angular incisions) 
           => protrusion, projection, jut, jutting -- (the act of projecting out from something) 
           => widening, broadening -- (the act of making something wider) 
           => narrowing -- (the act of making something narrower) 
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       => satisfaction --
 (act of fulfilling a desire or need or appetite; "the satisfaction of their demand for better services") 
           => gratification -- (the act or an instance of satisfying) 
               => satiation -- (the act of achieving full gratification) 
               => self-gratification, head trip --
 (the act of satisfying your own desires and giving yourself pleasure) 
               => indulgence, indulging, pampering, humoring -- (the act of indulging or gratifying a desire) 
                   => intemperance, intemperateness, self-indulgence --
 (immoderate indulgence of bodily appetites) 
                       => spree, fling -- (a brief indulgence of your impulses) 
                           => spending spree -- (a brief period of extravagant spending) 
                       => profligacy, dissipation, dissolution, licentiousness --
 (dissolute indulgence in sensual pleasure) 
                       => jag -- (a bout of drinking or drug taking) 
                   => overindulgence, excess -- (excessive indulgence; "the child was spoiled by overindulgence") 
                   => orgy, binge, splurge --
 (any act of immoderate indulgence; "an orgy of shopping"; "an emotional binge"; "a splurge of spending") 
               => pleasing -- (the act of one who pleases) 
 
       => nationalization, nationalisation -- (the action of rendering national in character) 
       => communization, communisation --
 (a change from private property to public property owned by the community) 
       => secularization, secularisation --
 (the activity of changing something (art or education or society or morality etc.) so it is no longer under the
 control or influence of religion) 
       => rollover --
 (the act of changing the institution that invests your pension plan without incurring a tax penalty) 
 
change --
 (the result of alteration or modification; "there were marked changes in the lining of the lungs"; "there had 
been no change in the mountains") 
       => depolarization, depolarisation -- (a loss of polarity or polarization) 
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PROCESS OF CHANGE  
process --
 (a sustained phenomenon or one marked by gradual changes through a series of states; "events now in proc
ess"; "the process of calcification begins later for boys than for girls") 
      => phenomenon - (any process known through the senses rather than by intuition or reasoning) 
       =>computing processes 
        => execution, instruction execution --
 ((computer science) the process of carrying out an instruction by a computer) 
        => iteration, looping --
 ((computer science) executing the same set of instructions a given number of times or until a specified resu
lt is obtained; "the solution is obtained by iteration") 
        => iteration, loop --
 ((computer science) a single execution of a set of instructions that are to be repeated; "the solution took hu
ndreds of iterations") 
       => chelation --
 ((medicine) the process of removing a heavy metal from the bloodstream by means of a chelate as in treati
ng lead or mercury poisoning) 
       => dealignment --
 (a process whereby voters are moved toward nonpartisanship thus weakening the structure of political parti
es) 
       => decrease, decrement -- (a process of becoming smaller or shorter) 
       => degeneration, devolution --
 (the process of declining from a higher to a lower level of effective power or vitality or essential quality) 
       => development, evolution --
 (a process in which something passes by degrees to a different stage (especially a more advanced or matur
e stage); "the development of his ideas took many years"; "the evolution of Greek civilization"; "the slow d
evelopment of her skill as a writer") 
       => economic process --
 (any process affecting the production and development and management of material wealth) 
       => encapsulation -- (the process of enclosing (as in a capsule)) 
       => human process -- (a process in which human beings are involved) 
       => increase, increment, growth --
 (a process of becoming larger or longer or more numerous or more important; "the increase in unemploym
ent"; "the growth of population") 
       => industrial process --
 (a systematic series of mechanical or chemical operations that produce or manufacture something) 
       => irreversible process -- (any process that is not reversible)        
       => natural process, natural action, action, activity --
 (a process existing in or produced by nature (rather than by the intent of human beings); "the action of natu
ral forces"; "volcanic activity") 
       => operation, functioning, performance --
 (process or manner of functioning or operating; "the power of its engine determine its operation"; "the plan
e's operation in high winds"; "they compared the cooking performance of each oven"; "the jet's performanc
e conformed to high standards") 
       => organic process, biological process -- (a process occurring in living organisms) 
       => photography -- (the process of producing images of objects on photosensitive surfaces) 
       => photomechanics, photoplatemaking --
 (the process whereby printing surfaces (plates or cylinders) are produced by photographic methods; "photo
mechanics revolutionized the practice of printing") 
       => preservation -- (a process that saves organic substances from decay) 
       => processing --
 (preparing or putting through a prescribed procedure; "the processing of newly arrived immigrants"; "the p
rocessing of ore to obtain minerals") 
       => reversible process --
 (any process in which a system can be made to pass through the same states in the reverse order when the 
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process is reversed) 
       => sensitization, sensitisation --
 ((psychology) the process of becoming highly sensitive to specific events or situations (especially emotion
al events or situations)) 
       => shaping, defining -- (any process serving to define the shape of something) 
       => uptake --
 (a process of taking up or using up or consuming; "they developed paper napkins with greater uptake of liq
uids") 
 
 
PHENOMENON, PHENOMENA, physical phenomena, geological phenomena, chemical 
phenomena, organic phenomena 
 
       => natural phenomenon -- (all non-artificial phenomena) 
       => levitation --
 (the phenomenon of a person or thing rising into the air by apparently supernatural means) 
       => metempsychosis, rebirth --
 (after death the soul begins a new cycle of existence in another human body) 
       => consequence, effect, outcome, result, event, issue, upshot --
 (a phenomenon that follows and is caused by some previous phenomenon; "the magnetic effect was greater
 when the rod was lengthwise"; "his decision had depressing consequences for business"; "he acted very wi
se after the event") 
       => luck, fortune, chance, hazard --
 (an unknown and unpredictable phenomenon that causes an event to result one way rather than another; "b
ad luck caused his downfall"; "we ran into each other by pure chance") 
       => luck, fortune --
 (an unknown and unpredictable phenomenon that leads to a favorable outcome; "it was my good luck to be
 there"; "they say luck is a lady"; "it was as if fortune guided his hand") 
       => pulsation --
 (a periodically recurring phenomenon that alternately increases and decreases some quantity) 
       => process --
 (a sustained phenomenon or one marked by gradual changes through a series of states; "events now in proc
ess"; "the process of calcification  
 

 
NATURAL PHENOMENA 

 
NATURAL PHENOMENA -- (all non-artificial phenomena), PHYSICAL, GEOLOGICAL, 
CHEMICAL, AND ORGANIC 
 

PHYSICAL PHENOMENA 
 
       => physical phenomenon -- (a natural phenomenon involving the physics of matter and energy) 
           => acoustic phenomenon --
 (a physical phenomenon associated with the production or transmission of sound) 
               => distortion --
 (a change (usually undesired) in the waveform of an acoustic or analog electrical signal; the difference bet
ween two measurements of a signal (as between the input and output signal); "heavy metal guitar players us
e vacuum tube amplifiers to produce extreme distortion") 
                   => nonlinear distortion, amplitude distortion --
 (distortion that occurs when the output signal does not have a linear relation to the input signal) 
               => projection, acoustic projection, sound projection --
 (the acoustic phenomenon that gives sound a penetrating quality; "our ukuleles have been designed to have
 superior sound and projection"; "a prime ingredient of public speaking is projection of the voice") 
           => atmospheric phenomenon -- (a physical phenomenon associated with the atmosphere) 
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               => cloud -- (a visible mass of water or ice particles suspended at a considerable altitude) 
                   => cirrocumulus, cirrocumulus cloud --
 (a cloud at a high altitude consisting of a series of regularly arranged small clouds resembling ripples) 
                   => cirrostratus, cirrostratus cloud -- (a thin uniform layer of hazy cloud at high altitude) 
                   => cirrus, cirrus cloud --
 (a wispy white cloud (usually of fine ice crystals) at a high altitude (4 to 8 miles)) 
                       => mare's tail -- (a long narrow flowing cirrus cloud) 
                   => cloud bank -- (a layer of clouds seen from a distance) 
                   => contrail, condensation trail --
 (an artificial cloud created by an aircraft; caused either by condensation due to the reduction in air pressure
 above the wing surface or by water vapor in the engine exhaust) 
                   => cumulonimbus, cumulonimbus cloud, thundercloud --
 (a dark cloud of great vertical extent charged with electricity; associated with thunderstorms) 
                   => cumulus, cumulus cloud -- (a globular cloud) 
                       => altocumulus, altocumulus cloud --
 (a cumulus cloud at an intermediate altitude of 2 or 3 miles) 
                   => nacreous cloud, mother-of-pearl cloud --
 (a luminous iridescent cloud at a high altitude that may be seen when the sun is a few degrees below the ho
rizon) 
                   => nimbus, nimbus cloud, rain cloud -- (a dark gray cloud bearing rain) 
                   => storm cloud -- (a heavy dark cloud presaging rain or a storm) 
                   => stratus, stratus cloud -- (a large dark low cloud) 
                       => altostratus, altostratus cloud -- (a stratus cloud at an intermediate altitude of 2 or 3 miles) 
               => air pocket, pocket, air hole --
 (a local region of low pressure or descending air that causes a plane to lose height suddenly) 
               => aurora --
 (an atmospheric phenomenon consisting of bands of light caused by charged solar particles following the e
arth's magnetic lines of force) 
                   => aurora australis, southern lights -- (the aurora of the southern hemisphere) 
                   => aurora borealis, northern lights -- (the aurora of the northern hemisphere) 
               => condensation, condensate -- (atmospheric moisture that has condensed because of cold) 
                   => sweat --
 (condensation of moisture on a cold surface; "the cold glasses were streaked with sweat") 
                   => dew --
 (water that has condensed on a cool surface overnight from water vapor in the air; "in the morning the gras
s was wet with dew") 
               => front --
 ((meteorology) the atmospheric phenomenon created at the boundary between two different air masses) 
                   => warm front -- (the front of an advancing mass of warmer air) 
                   => cold front, polar front -- (the front of an advancing mass of colder air) 
                       => squall line -- (a cold front along which squalls or thunderstorms are likely) 
                   => occluded front, occlusion --
 ((meteorology) a composite front when colder air surrounds a mass of warm air and forces it aloft) 
               => greenhouse effect --
 (warming that results when solar radiation is trapped by the atmosphere; caused by atmospheric gases that 
allow sunshine to pass through but absorb heat that is radiated back from the warmed surface of the earth) 
               => inversion -- (the layer of air near the earth is cooler than an overlying layer) 
               => storm, violent storm -- (a violent weather condition with winds 64-
72 knots (11 on the Beaufort scale) and precipitation and thunder and lightening) 
                   => firestorm --
 (a storm in which violent winds are drawn into the column of hot air rising over a severely bombed area) 
                   => storm center -- (the central area or point of lowest barometric pressure within a storm) 
                   => northeaster, noreaster -- (a storm blowing from the northeast) 
                   => hailstorm -- (a storm during which hail falls) 
                   => ice storm, silver storm -- (a storm with freezing rain that leaves everything glazed with ice) 
                   => rainstorm -- (a storm with rain) 
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                       => line storm, equinoctial storm -- (a violent rainstorm near the time of an equinox) 
                       => thundershower -- (a short rainstorm accompanied by thunder and lightning) 
                   => blizzard, snowstorm -- (a storm with widespread snowfall accompanied by strong winds) 
                   => thunderstorm, electrical storm, electric storm --
 (a storm resulting from strong rising air currents; heavy rain or hail along with thunder and lightning) 
                   => windstorm -- (a storm consisting of violent winds) 
                       => cyclone -- (a violent rotating windstorm) 
                           => hurricane --
 (a severe tropical cyclone usually with heavy rains and winds moving a 73-
136 knots (12 on the Beaufort scale)) 
                           => tornado, twister --
 (a localized and violently destructive windstorm occurring over land characterized by a funnel-
shaped cloud extending toward the ground) 
                               => supertwister --
 (the most powerful tornado which can creat enormously devastating damage; "supertiwsters are fortunately
 rare") 
                               => waterspout --
 (a tornado passing over water and picking up a column of water and mist) 
                           => typhoon -- (a tropical cyclone occurring in the western Pacific or Indian oceans) 
                       => dust storm, duster, sandstorm, sirocco --
 (a windstorm that lifts up clouds of dust or sand; "it was the kind of duster not experienced in years") 
                       => tempest -- ((literary) a violent wind; "a tempest swept over the island") 
                       => whirlwind --
 (a more or less vertical column of air whirling around itself as it moves over the surface of the Earth) 
                           => dust devil --
 (a miniature whirlwind strong enough to whip dust and leaves and litter into the air) 
               => atmospheric electricity -- (electrical discharges in the atmosphere) 
                   => elves --
 (an acronym for emissions of light and very low frequency perturbations due to electromagnetic pulse sour
ces; extremely bright extremely short (less than a msec) electrical flashes forming a huge ring (up to 400 k
m diameter) in the ionosphere) 
                   => jets, blue jets --
 (atmospheric discharges (lasting 10 msec) bursting from the tops of giant storm clouds in blue cones that w
iden as they flash upward) 
                   => lightning --
 (abrupt electric discharge from cloud to cloud or from cloud to earth accompanied by the emission of light) 
                       => forked lightning, chain lightning --
 (a form of lightning that moves rapidly in a zigzag path with one end divided (fork-like)) 
                       => thunderbolt, bolt, bolt of lightning -- (a discharge of lightning accompanied by thunder) 
                   => sprites, red sprites --
 (atmospheric electricity (lasting 10 msec) appearing as globular flashes of red (pink to blood-
red) light rising to heights of 60 miles (sometimes seen together with elves)) 
               => midnight sun -- (the sun visible at midnight (inside the arctic or antarctic circles)) 
               => halo -- (a circle of light around the sun or moon) 
                   => solar halo, parhelic circle, parhelic ring --
 (a luminous halo parallel to the horizon at the altitude of the sun; caused by ice crystals in the atmosphere) 
               => meteor shower, meteor stream --
 (a transient shower of meteors when a meteor swarm enters the earth's atmosphere) 
               => sunrise -- (atmospheric phenomena accompanying the daily appearance of the sun) 
               => sunset -- (atmospheric phenomena accompanying the daily disappearance of the sun) 
               => afterglow -- (a glow sometimes seen in the sky after sunset) 
               => weather, weather condition, atmospheric condition --
 (the meteorological conditions: temperature and wind and clouds and precipitation; "they were hoping for 
good weather"; "every day we have weather conditions and yesterday was no exception") 
                   => cold weather -- (a period of unusually cold weather) 
                       => freeze, frost -- (weather cold enough to cause freezing) 
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                   => fair weather, sunshine, temperateness -- (moderate weather; suitable for outdoor activities) 
                   => hot weather -- (a period of unusually hot weather) 
                       => scorcher -- (an extremely hot day) 
                       => sultriness -- (oppressively hot and humid weather) 
                   => thaw, thawing, warming --
 (warm weather following a freeze; snow and ice melt; "they welcomed the spring thaw") 
                   => precipitation, downfall --
 (the falling to earth of any form of water (rain or snow or hail or sleet or mist)) 
                       => fine spray -- (precipitation in very small drops) 
                       => hail -- (precipitation of ice pellets when there are strong rising air currents) 
                       => rain, rainfall -- (water falling in drops from vapor condensed in the atmosphere) 
                           => monsoon -- (any wind that changes direction with the seasons) 
                           => rainstorm -- (a storm with rain) 
                               => line storm, equinoctial storm -- (a violent rainstorm near the time of an equinox) 
                               => thundershower -- (a short rainstorm accompanied by thunder and lightning) 
                           => downpour, cloudburst, deluge, waterspout, torrent, pelter, soaker -- (a heavy rain) 
                           => drizzle, mizzle -- (very light rain; stronger than mist but less than a shower) 
                           => shower, rain shower --
 (a brief period of precipitation; "the game was interrupted by a brief shower") 
                               => scattering, sprinkle, sprinkling --
 (a light shower that falls in some locations and not others nearby) 
                       => sleet -- (partially melted snow (or a mixture of rain and snow)) 
                       => snow, snowfall -- (precipitation falling from clouds in the form of ice crystals) 
                           => flurry, snow flurry --
 (a light brief snowfall and gust of wind (or something resembling that); "he had to close the window agains
t the flurries"; "there was a flurry of chicken feathers") 
                           => whiteout --
 (an arctic atmospheric condition with clouds over snow produce a uniform whiteness and objects are diffic
ult to see; occurs when the light reflected off the snow equals the light coming through the clouds) 
                       => virga --
 (light wispy precipitation that evaporates before it reaches the ground (especially when the lower air is low
 in humidity)) 
                   => wave --
 (a persistent and widespread unusual weather condition (especially of unusual temperatures)) 
                       => cold wave -- (a wave of unusually cold weather) 
                       => heat wave -- (a wave of unusually hot weather) 
                   => elements --
 (violent or severe weather (viewed as caused by the action of the four elements); "they felt the full fury of t
he elements") 
                   => wind, air current, current of air --
 (air moving (sometimes with considerable force) from an area of high pressure to an area of low pressure; 
"trees bent under the fierce winds"; "when there is no wind, row"; "the radioactivity was being swept upwar
ds by the air current and out into the atmosphere") 
                       => airstream -- (a relatively well-defined prevailing wind) 
                           => jet stream -- (a high-speed high-
altitude airstream blowing from west to east near the top of the troposphere; has important effects of the for
mation of weather fronts) 
                       => calm air -- (wind moving at less than 1 knot; 0 on the Beaufort scale) 
                       => breeze, zephyr, gentle wind, air --
 (a slight wind (usually refreshing); "the breeze was cooled by the lake"; "as he waited he could feel the air 
on his neck") 
                           => sea breeze -- (a cooling breeze from the sea (during the daytime)) 
                           => breath -- (a slight movement of the air; "there wasn't a breath of air in the room") 
                           => light air -- (wind moving 1-3 knots; 1 on the Beaufort scale) 
                           => light breeze -- (wind moving 4-7 knots; 2 on the Beaufort scale) 
                           => gentle breeze -- (wind moving 8-12 knots; 3 on the Beaufort scale) 
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                           => moderate breeze -- (wind moving 13-18 knots; 4 on the Beaufort scale) 
                           => fresh breeze -- (wind moving 19-24 knots; 5 on the Beaufort scale) 
                           => strong breeze -- (wind moving 25-31 knots; 6 on the Beaufort scale) 
                       => chinook, chinook wind, snow eater --
 (a warm dry wind blowing down the eastern slopes of the Rockies) 
                       => harmattan --
 (a dusty wind from the Sahara that blows toward the western coast of Africa during the winter) 
                       => crosswind -- (wind blowing across the path or a ship or aircraft) 
                       => fohn, foehn -- (a warm dry wind that blows down the northern slopes of the Alps) 
                       => khamsin --
 (an oppressively hot southerly wind from the Sahara that blows across Egypt in the spring) 
                       => Santa Ana --
 (a strong hot dry wind that blows in winter from the deserts of southern California toward the Pacific Coast
) 
                       => high wind -- (a very strong wind; "rain and high winds covered the region") 
                       => headwind -- (wind blowing opposite to the path of a ship or aircraft) 
                       => katabatic wind, catabatic wind -- (a wind caused by the downward motion of cold air) 
                       => tailwind -- (wind blowing in the same direction as the path of a ship or aircraft) 
                       => doldrums, the doldrums --
 (a belt of calms and light winds between the northern and southern trade winds of the Atlantic and Pacific) 
                       => east wind, easter, easterly -- (a wind from the east) 
                           => levanter -- (an easterly wind in the western Mediterranean area) 
                       => northwest wind, northwester -- (a wind from the northwest) 
                       => southwester, sou'wester -- (a strong wind from the southwest) 
                       => southeaster, sou'easter -- (a strong wind from the southeast) 
                       => gale -- (a strong wind moving 45-90 knots; force 7 to 10 on Beaufort scale) 
                           => moderate gale, near gale -- (wind moving 32-38 knots; 7 on the Beaufort scale) 
                           => fresh gale -- (wind moving 39-46 knots; 8 on the Beaufort scale) 
                           => strong gale -- (wind moving 47-54 knots; 9 on the Beaufort scale) 
                           => whole gale -- (wind moving 55-63 knots; 10 on the Beaufort scale) 
                       => gust, blast, blow -- (a strong current of air; "the tree was bent almost double by the gust") 
                           => bluster -- (a violent gusty wind) 
                           => sandblast -- (a blast of wind laden with sand) 
                           => puff, puff of air, whiff -- (a short light gust of air) 
                       => monsoon --
 (a seasonal wind in southern Asia; blows from the southwest (bringing rain) in summer and from the north
east in winter) 
                       => monsoon -- (any wind that changes direction with the seasons) 
                       => north wind, norther, boreas -- (a wind from the north) 
                           => bise, bize -- (a dry cold north wind in southeastern France) 
                           => mistral -- (a strong north wind that blows in France during the winter) 
                           => tramontane, tramontana --
 (a cold dry wind that blows south out of the mountains into Italy and the western Mediterranean) 
                       => prevailing wind --
 (the predominant wind direction; "the prevailing wind is from the southwest") 
                           => antitrades --
 (wind in the upper atmosphere blowing above but in the opposite direction from the trade winds) 
                           => trade wind, trade --
 (steady winds blowing from east to west above and below the equator; "they rode the trade winds going we
st") 
                           => antitrade wind, antitrade --
 (winds blowing from west to east and lying above the trade winds in the tropics) 
                       => simoom, simoon, samiel -- (a violent hot sand-
laden wind on the deserts of Arabia and North Africa) 
                       => south wind, souther, southerly -- (a wind from the south) 
                       => squall -- (sudden violent winds; often accompanied by precipitation) 
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                           => line squall -- (a squall advancing along a front that forms a definite line) 
                       => thermal -- (rising current of warm air) 
                       => draft, draught -- (a current of air (usually coming into a room or vehicle)) 
                           => updraft -- (a strong upward air current) 
                           => downdraft -- (a strong downward air current) 
                       => west wind, wester -- (wind that blows from west to east) 
                           => prevailing westerly, westerly -- (the west-to-
east winds that occur in the temperate zones of the Earth) 
                   => atmosphere, atmospheric state --
 (the weather or climate at some place; "the atmosphere was thick with fog") 
                       => air mass -- (a large body of air with uniform characteristics horizontally) 
                           => high, high pressure --
 (an air mass of higher than normal pressure; "the east coast benefits from a Bermuda high") 
                           => low, low pressure, depression --
 (an air mass of lower pressure; often brings precipitation; "a low moved in over night bringing sleet and sn
ow") 
                       => anticyclone -- ((meteorology) winds spiraling outward from a high-
pressure center; circling clockwise in the northern hemisphere and counter-clockwise in the southern) 
                       => cyclone -- ((meteorology) rapid inward circulation of air masses about a low-
pressure center; circling counterclockwise in the northern hemisphere and clockwise in the southern) 
                       => fog, fogginess, murk, murkiness --
 (an atmosphere in which visibility is reduced because of a cloud of some substance) 
                           => fug -- ((British informal) an airless smoky smelly atmosphere) 
                   => good weather -- (weather suitable for outdoor activities) 
                       => calmness -- (an absence of strong winds or rain) 
                           => stillness, windlessness -- (calmness without winds) 
                           => lull, quiet -- (a period of calm weather; "there was a lull in the storm") 
                       => mildness, clemency -- (good weather with comfortable temperatures) 
                   => bad weather, inclemency, inclementness -- (weather unsuitable for outdoor activities) 
                       => raw weather -- (unpleasantly cold and damp weather) 
                       => storminess --
 (the state of being stormy; "he dreaded the storminess of the North Atlantic in winter") 
                           => boisterousness -- (a turbulent and stormy state of the sea) 
                           => breeziness, windiness -- (a mildly windy state of the air) 
                           => tempestuousness -- (a state of wild storminess) 
                           => choppiness, roughness, rough water -- (used of the sea) 
                       => cloudiness, cloud cover, overcast -- (the state of the sky when it is covered by clouds) 
                       => turbulence -- (instability in the atmosphere) 
                           => clear-air turbulence --
 (strong turbulence in an otherwise cloudless region that subjects aircraft to violent updrafts or downdrafts) 
           => boundary layer -- (the layer of slower flow of a fluid past a surface) 
           => chaos -- (the formless and disordered state of matter before the creation of the cosmos) 
           => cloud -- (any collection of particles (e.g., smoke or dust) or gases that is visible) 
               => coma --
 ((astronomy) the luminous cloud of particles surrounding the frozen nucleus of a comet; forms as the come
t approaches the sun and is warmed) 
               => nebula -- (an immense cloud of gas (mainly hydrogen) and dust in interstellar space) 
                   => diffuse nebula, gaseous nebula -- (a cluster of stars within an intricate cloud of gas and dust) 
                       => Orion, The Hunter --
 (a constellation on the equator east of Taurus; contains Betelgeuse and Rigel) 
                   => planetary nebula --
 (a nebula that was once thought to be a star with its planets but is now thought to be a very hot star surroun
ded by an expanding envelope of ionized gases that emit a fluorescent glow because of intense radiation fro
m the star) 
               => aerosol -- (a cloud of solid or liquid particles in a gas) 
                   => fog -- (droplets of water vapor suspended in the air near the ground) 
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                       => fogbank -- (a large mass of fog on the sea (as seen from a distance)) 
                       => ice fog, pogonip -- (a dense winter fog containing ice particles) 
                       => mist -- (a thin fog with condensation near the ground) 
                       => pea soup, pea-souper -- (a heavy thick yellow fog) 
                   => haze -- (atmospheric moisture or dust or smoke that causes reduced visibility) 
                   => smoke, fume -- (a cloud of fine particles suspended in a gas) 
                       => gun smoke -- (smoke created by the firing of guns) 
                       => smother -- (a stifling cloud of smoke) 
               => cosmic dust -- (clouds of particles or gases occurring throughout interstellar space) 
               => dust cloud -- (a cloud of dust suspended in the air) 
               => mushroom, mushroom cloud, mushroom-shaped cloud --
 (a large cloud of rubble and dust shaped like a mushroom and rising into the sky after an explosion (especi
ally of a nuclear bomb)) 
           => decalescence --
 (phenomenon that occurs when a metal is being heated and there is a sudden slowing in the rate of tempera
ture increase; slowing is caused by a change in the internal crystal structure of the metal) 
 

 
Electrical Phenomenon 

 
           => electrical phenomenon -- (a physical phenomenon involving electricity) 
               => amperage -- (the strength of a electrical current measured in amperes) 
               => capacitance, electrical capacity, capacity --
 (an electrical phenomenon whereby an electric charge is stored) 
               => elastance, electrical elastance -- (the reciprocal of capacitance) 
               => charge, electric charge --
 (the quantity of unbalanced electricity in a body (either positive or negative) and construed as an excess or 
deficiency of electrons; "the battery needed a fresh charge") 
                   => electrostatic charge --
 (the electric charge at rest on the surface of an insulated body (which establishes and adjacent electrostatic 
field)) 
                   => positive charge -- (having a deficiency of electrons; having a higher electric potential) 
                   => negative charge -- (having a surplus of electrons; having a lower electric potential) 
               => pyroelectricity --
 (generation of an electric charge on certain crystals (such as tourmaline) as a result of a change in temperat
ure) 
               => current, electric current --
 (a flow of electricity through a conductor; "the current was measured in amperes") 
                   => juice -- (electric current; "when the wiring was finished they turned on the juice") 
                   => thermionic current --
 (an electric current produced between two electrodes as a result of electrons emitted by thermionic emissio
n) 
               => dielectric heating -- (heating of an insulator by a high-frequency electric field) 
               => induction --
 (an electrical phenomenon whereby an electromotive force (EMF) is generated in a closed circuit by a cha
nge in the flow of current) 
                   => mutual induction --
 (generation of electromotive forces in each other by two adjacent circuits) 
                   => self-induction --
 (generation of an electromotive force (EMF) in a circuit by changing the current in that circuit; usually me
asured in henries) 
               => electric potential, potential, potential difference, potential drop, voltage --
 (the difference in electrical charge between two points in a circuit expressed in volts) 
                   => evoked potential --
 (the electrical response of the central nervous system produced by an external stimulus; "he measured evok
ed potentials with an electroencephalogram") 
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                   => resting potential --
 (the potential difference between the two sides of the membrane of a nerve cell when the cell is not conduc
ting an impulse) 
               => conductance --
 (a material's capacity to conduct electricity; measured as the reciprocal of electrical resistance) 
               => electric resistance, electrical resistance, impedance, resistance, resistivity, ohmic resistance --
 (a material's opposition to the flow of electric current; measured in ohms) 
                   => ohmage -- (the ohmic resistance of a conductor) 
               => reactance --
 (opposition to the flow of electric current resulting from inductance and capacitance (rather than resistance
)) 
               => reluctance -- ((physics) opposition to magnetic flux (analogous to electric resistance)) 
               => skin effect -- (the tendency of high-
frequency alternating current to distribute near the surface of a conductor) 
               => distortion --
 (a change (usually undesired) in the waveform of an acoustic or analog electrical signal; the difference bet
ween two measurements of a signal (as between the input and output signal); "heavy metal guitar players us
e vacuum tube amplifiers to produce extreme distortion") 
                   => nonlinear distortion, amplitude distortion --
 (distortion that occurs when the output signal does not have a linear relation to the input signal) 
               => electrical disturbance --
 (electrical signals produced by unwanted sources (atmospherics or receiver noise or unwanted transmitters)
) 
               => voltage, electromotive force, emf --
 (the rate at which energy is drawn from a source that produces a flow of electricity in a circuit; expressed i
n volts) 
           => electricity -- (a physical phenomenon associated with stationary or moving electrons and protons) 
               => galvanism -- (electricity produced by chemical action) 
               => hydroelectricity -- (electricity produced by water power) 
               => photoelectricity -- (electricity generated by light or affected by light) 
               => piezoelectricity, piezoelectric effect, piezo effect --
 (electricity produced by mechanical pressure on certain crystals (notably quartz or Rochelle salt); alternati
vely, electrostatic stress produces a change in the linear dimensions of the crystal) 
               => static electricity -- (electricity produced by friction) 
               => dynamic electricity, current electricity -- (a flow of electric charge) 
               => thermoelectricity -- (electricity produced by heat (as in a thermocouple)) 
 

ENERGY 
           => energy --
 ((physics) the capacity of a physical system to do work; the units of energy are joules or ergs; "energy can 
take a wide variety of forms") 
               => activation energy, energy of activation --
 (the energy that an atomic system must acquire before a process (such as an emission or reaction) can occu
r; "catalysts are said to reduce the energy of activation during the transition phase of a reaction") 
               => alternative energy --
 (energy derived from sources that do not use up natural resources or harm the environment) 
                   => solar energy, solar power --
 (energy from the sun that is converted into thermal or electrical energy; "the amount of energy falling on th
e earth is given by the solar constant, but very little use has been made of solar energy") 
                   => wind generation, wind power -- (power derived from the wind (as by windmills)) 
               => atomic energy, nuclear energy -- (the energy released by a nuclear reaction) 
                   => atomic power, nuclear power --
 (nuclear energy regarded as a source of electricity for the power grid (for civilian use)) 
               => binding energy, separation energy --
 (the energy required to separate particles from a molecule or atom or nucleus; equals the mass defect) 
               => chemical energy --
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 (that part of the energy in a substance that can be released by a chemical reaction) 
               => electricity, electrical energy --
 (energy made available by the flow of electric charge through a conductor; "they built a car that runs on ele
ctricity") 
                   => alternating current, AC --
 (an electric current that reverses direction sinusoidally; "In the US most household current is AC at 60 cycl
es per second") 
                   => direct current, DC -- (an electric current that flows in one direction steadily) 
                   => signal --
 (an electric quantity (voltage or current or field strength) whose modulation represents coded information a
bout the source from which it comes) 
               => energy level, energy state --
 (a definite stable energy that a physical system can have; used especially of the state of electrons in atoms 
or molecules; "according to quantum theory only certain energy levels are possible") 
               => rest energy --
 (the energy equivalent to the mass of a particle at rest in an inertial frame of reference; equal to the rest ma
ss times the square of the speed of light) 
               => work --
 ((physics) a manifestation of energy; the transfer of energy from one physical system to another expressed 
as the product of a force and the distance through which it moves a body in the direction of that force; "wor
k equals force times distance") 
               => heat, heat energy -- (a form of energy that is transferred by a difference in temperature) 
                   => geothermal energy -- (energy derived from the heat in the interior of the earth) 
                   => heat of dissociation --
 (the heat required for a fluid substance to break up into simpler constituents) 
                   => heat of formation --
 (the heat evolved or absorbed during the formation of one mole of a substance from its component element
s) 
                   => heat of solution --
 (the heat evolved or absorbed when one mole of a substance is dissolved in a large volume of a solvent) 
                   => latent heat, heat of transformation --
 (heat absorbed or radiated during a change of phase at a constant temperature and pressure) 
                       => heat of condensation --
 (heat liberated by a unit mass of gas at its boiling point as it condenses into a liquid; "the heat of condensat
ion is equal to the heat of vaporization") 
                       => heat of fusion --
 (heat absorbed by a unit mass of a solid at its melting point in order to convert the solid into a liquid at the 
same temperature; "the heat of fusion is equal to the heat of solidification") 
                       => heat of solidification --
 (heat liberated by a unit mass of liquid at its freezing point when it solidifies) 
                       => heat of sublimation --
 (heat absorbed by a unit mass of material when it changes from a solid to a gaseous state) 
                       => heat of vaporization, heat of vaporisation --
 (heat absorbed by a unit mass of a material at its boiling point in order to convert the material into a gas at 
the same temperature) 
                   => specific heat --
 (the heat required to raise the temperature of one gram of a substance one degree centigrade) 
               => mechanical energy -- (energy in a mechanical form) 
                   => kinetic energy, K.E. -- (the mechanical energy that a body has by virtue of its motion) 
                   => potential energy, P.E. --
 (the mechanical energy that a body has by virtue of its position; stored energy) 
                       => elastic energy, elastic potential energy --
 (potential energy that is stored when a body is deformed (as in a coiled spring)) 
               => radiant energy --
 (energy that is transmitted in the form of (electromagnetic) radiation; energy that exists in the absence of m
atter) 
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                   => luminous energy -- (the energy associated with visible light) 
 

RADIATION 
               => radiation -- (energy that is radiated or transmitted in the form of rays or waves or particles) 
                   => ionizing radiation -- (high-
energy radiation capable of producing ionization in substances through which it passes) 
                       => alpha radiation, alpha ray -- (the radiation of alpha particles during radioactive decay) 
                       => beta radiation, beta ray, electron radiation --
 (radiation of beta particles during radioactive decay) 
                       => cosmic ray --
 (highly penetrating ionizing radiation of extraterrestrial origin; consisting chiefly of protons and alpha parti
cles; collision with atmospheric particles results in rays and particles of many kinds) 
                       => neutron radiation -- (radiation of neutrons (as by a neutron bomb)) 
                       => X ray, X-radiation, roentgen ray --
 (electromagnetic radiation of short wavelength produced when high-speed electrons strike a solid target) 
                   => cosmic radiation -- (radiation consisting of cosmic rays) 
                       => cosmic background radiation, CBR, cosmic microwave background radiation, CMBR, co
smic microwave background, CMB --
 ((cosmology) the cooled remnant of the hot big bang that fills the entire universe and can be observed toda
y with an average temperature of about 2.725 kelvin) 
                   => electromagnetic radiation, electromagnetic wave, nonparticulate radiation --
 (radiation consisting of waves of energy associated with electric and magnetic fields resulting from the acc
eleration of an electric charge) 
                       => actinic radiation, actinic ray --
 (electromagnetic radiation that can produce photochemical reactions) 
                           => infrared, infrared light, infrared radiation, infrared emission --
 (electromagnetic radiation with wavelengths longer than visible light but shorter than radio waves) 
                           => light, visible light, visible radiation --
 ((physics) electromagnetic radiation that can produce a visual sensation; "the light was filtered through a s
oft glass window") 
                               => beam, beam of light, light beam, ray, ray of light, shaft, shaft of light, irradiation --
 (a column of light (as from a beacon)) 
                                   => heat ray -- (a ray that produces a thermal effect) 
                                       => infrared ray --
 (a ray of infrared radiation; produces a thermal effect (as from an infrared lamp)) 
                                   => high beam -- (the beam of a car's headlights that provides distant illumination) 
                                   => moonbeam, moon ray, moon-ray -- (a ray of moonlight) 
                                   => sunbeam, sunray -- (a ray of sunlight) 
                                   => laser beam -- (a beam of light generated by a laser) 
                                   => low beam --
 (the beam of a car's headlights that provides illumination for a short distance) 
                               => candlelight, candle flame -- (the light provided by a burning candle) 
                               => corona -- (one or more circles of light seen around a luminous object) 
                               => counterglow, gegenschein --
 (a faint spot of light in the night sky that appears directly opposite the position of the sun; a reflection of su
nlight by micrometeoric material in space) 
                               => daylight -- (light during the daytime) 
                               => firelight -- (the light of a fire (especially in a fireplace)) 
                               => fluorescence --
 (light emitted during absorption of radiation of some other (invisible) wavelength) 
                                   => autofluorescence -- (self-induced fluorescence) 
                                   => phosphorescence --
 (a fluorescence that persists after the bombarding radiation has ceased) 
                               => friar's lantern, ignis fatuus, jack-o'-lantern, will-o'-the-wisp --
 (a pale light sometimes seen at night over marshy ground) 
                               => gaslight -- (light yielded by the combustion of illuminating gas) 
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                               => radiance, glow, glowing --
 (the amount of electromagnetic radiation leaving or arriving at a point on a surface) 
                                   => aureole, corona --
 (the outermost region of the sun's atmosphere; visible as a white halo during a solar eclipse) 
                               => glow -- (a steady even light without flames) 
                                   => sky glow -- (illumination of the night sky in urban areas) 
                               => half-light -- (a grayish light (as at dawn or dusk or in dim interiors)) 
                               => incandescence, glow --
 (the phenomenon of light emission by a body as its temperature is raised) 
                               => lamplight -- (light from a lamp) 
                               => luminescence -- (light not due to incandescence; occurs at low temperatures) 
                                   => bioluminescence --
 (luminescence produced by physiological processes (as in the firefly)) 
                                   => chemiluminescence --
 (luminescence resulting from a chemical reaction as the oxidation of luciferin in fireflies) 
                               => meteor, shooting star --
 (a streak of light in the sky at night that results when a meteoroid hits the earth's atmosphere and air frictio
n causes the meteoroid to melt or vaporize or explode) 
                                   => bolide, fireball -- (an especially luminous meteor (sometimes exploding)) 
                               => moonlight, moonshine, moon --
 (the light of the moon; "moonlight is the smuggler's enemy"; "the moon was bright enough to read by") 
                               => starlight -- (the light of the stars) 
                               => sunlight, sunshine, sun --
 (the rays of the sun; "the shingles were weathered by the sun and wind") 
                               => scintillation --
 ((physics) a flash of light that is produced in a phosphor when it absorbs a photon or ionizing particle) 
                               => streamer -- (light that streams; "streamers of flames") 
                               => torchlight -- (light from a torch or torches) 
                               => twilight --
 (the diffused light from the sky when the sun is below the horizon but its rays are refracted by the atmosph
ere of the earth) 
                           => ultraviolet, ultraviolet radiation, ultraviolet light, ultraviolet illumination, UV --
 (radiation lying in the ultraviolet range; wave lengths shorter than light but longer than X rays) 
                               => sunray, sun-ray -- (a ray of artifical ultraviolet light from a sunray lamp) 
                       => beam, ray, electron beam -- (a group of nearly parallel lines of electromagnetic radiation) 
                           => cathode ray --
 (a beam of electrons emitted by the cathode of an electrical discharge tube) 
                           => particle beam -- (a collimated flow of particles (atoms or electrons or molecules)) 
                               => ion beam, inoic beam --
 (a beam of ions moving in the same direction at the same speed) 
                       => black-body radiation, blackbody radiation --
 (the electromagnetic radiation that would be radiated from an ideal black body; the distribution of energy i
n the radiated spectrum of a black body depends only on temperature and is determined by Planck's radiatio
n law) 
                       => Hertzian wave -- (an electromagnetic wave generated by oscillations in an electric circuit) 
                       => gamma radiation, gamma ray --
 (electromagnetic radiation emitted during radioactive decay and having an extremely short wavelength) 
                       => line -- (a single frequency (or very narrow band) of radiation in a spectrum) 
                       => microwave --
 (a short electromagnetic wave (longer than infrared but shorter than radio waves); used for radar and micro
wave ovens and for transmitting telephone, facsimile, video and data) 
                       => radio wave, radio emission, radio radiation --
 (an electromagnetic wave with a wavelength between 0.5 cm to 30,000 m) 
                           => sky wave --
 (a radio wave that is reflected back to earth by the ionosphere or a communications satellite; permits trans
mission around the curve of the earth's surface) 
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                               => ionospheric wave -- (a sky wave that is reflected by the ionosphere) 
                           => ground wave -- (a radio wave propagated on or near the earth's surface) 
                           => radio signal -- (a radio wave used to transmit and receive messages) 
                           => carrier wave, carrier --
 (a radio wave that can be modulated in order to transmit a signal) 
                           => short wave --
 (a radio wave with a wavelength less than 100 meters (a frequency greater than 3 megaHertz)) 
                           => medium wave --
 (a radio wave with a wavelength between 100 and 1000 meters (a frequency between 300 kiloHertz and 30
00 kiloHertz)) 
                           => long wave --
 (a radio wave with a wavelength longer than a kilometer (a frequency below 300 kiloHertz)) 
                       => X ray, X-radiation, roentgen ray --
 (electromagnetic radiation of short wavelength produced when high-speed electrons strike a solid target) 
                   => solar radiation -- (radiation from the sun) 
                       => insolation -- (incident solar radiation) 
                       => solar flare, flare -- (a sudden eruption of intense high-
energy radiation from the sun's surface; associated with sunspots and radio interference) 
                       => solar prominence --
 (large eruptions of luminous hydrogen gas that rise thousands of kilometers above the chromosphere) 
                       => solar wind -- (a stream of protons moving radially from the sun) 
           => power -- ((physics) the rate of doing work; measured in watts (= joules/second)) 
               => electrical power, electric power, wattage -- (the product of voltage and current) 
                   => load -- (the power output of a generator or power plant) 
               => waterpower -- (the power to do work that is latent in a head of water) 
           => event -- (a phenomenon located at a single point in space-
time; the fundamental observational entity in relativity theory) 
 
           => field, field of force, force field --
 (the space around a radiating body within which its electromagnetic oscillations can exert force on another 
similar body not in contact with it) 
               => electric field -- (a field of force surrounding a charged particle) 
                   => electrostatic field -- (electric field associated with static electric charges) 
               => gravitational field -- (a field of force surrounding a body of finite mass) 
               => magnetic field, magnetic flux, flux --
 (the lines of force surrounding a permanent magnet or a moving charged particle) 
                   => magnetosphere --
 (the magnetic field of a planet; the volume around the planet in which charged particles are subject more to
 the planet's magnetic field than to the solar magnetic field) 
                   => solar magnetic field -- (the magnetic field of the sun) 
               => radiation field -- (a field that represents the energy lost from the radiator to space) 
 

FORCE 
           => force --
 ((physics) the influence that produces a change in a physical quantity; "force equals mass times acceleratio
n") 
               => aerodynamic force --
 (forces acting on airfoils in motion relative to the air (or other gaseous fluids)) 
                   => aerodynamic lift, lift --
 (the component of the aerodynamic forces acting on an airfoil that opposes gravity) 
                       => ground effect --
 (apparent increase in aerodynamic lift experienced by an aircraft flying close to the ground) 
               => affinity, chemical attraction --
 (the force attracting atoms to each other and binding them together in a molecule; "basic dyes have an affin
ity for wool and silk") 
               => attraction, attractive force -- (the force by which one object attracts another) 
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                   => affinity -- ((immunology) the attraction between an antigen and an antibody) 
                   => chemical bond, bond -- (an electrical force linking atoms) 
                       => covalent bond --
 (a chemical bond that involves sharing a pair of electrons between atoms in a molecule) 
                           => double bond --
 (a covalent bond in which two pairs of electrons are shared between two atoms) 
                           => coordinate bond, dative bond --
 (a covalent bond in which both electrons are provided by one of the atoms) 
                       => cross-link, cross-linkage --
 (a side bond that links two adjacent chains of atoms in a complex molecule) 
                       => hydrogen bond --
 (a chemical bond consisting of a hydrogen atom between two electronegative atoms (e.g., oxygen or nitrog
en) with one side be a covalent bond and the other being an ionic bond) 
                       => ionic bond, electrovalent bond, electrostatic bond --
 (a chemical bond in which one atom loses an electron to form a positive ion and the other atom gains to ele
ctron to form a negative ion) 
                       => metallic bond --
 (a chemical bond in which electrons are shared over many nuclei and electronic conduction occurs) 
                       => peptide bond, peptide linkage --
 (the primary linkage of all protein structures; the chemical bond between the carboxyl groups and amino gr
oups that unites a peptide) 
                   => gravity, gravitation, gravitational attraction, gravitational force --
 ((physics) the force of attraction between all masses in the universe; especially the attraction of the earth's 
mass for bodies near its surface; "the more remote the body the less the gravity"; "the gravitation between t
wo bodies is proportional to the product of their masses and inversely proportional to the square of the dista
nce between them"; "gravitation cannot be held responsible for people falling in love"--Albert Einstein) 
                       => solar gravity --
 (the gravity of the sun; "solar gravity creates extreme pressures and temperatures") 
                   => magnetism, magnetic attraction, magnetic force --
 (attraction for iron; associated with electric currents as well as magnets; characterized by fields of force) 
                       => electromagnetism --
 (magnetism produced by an electric current; "electromagnetism was discovered when it was observed that 
a copper wire carrying an electric current can magnetize pieces of iron or steel near it") 
                       => antiferromagnetism --
 (magnetic field creates parallel but opposing spins; varies with temperature) 
                           => ferrimagnetism --
 (a phenomenon in ferrites where there can be incomplete cancellation of antiferromagnetic arranged spins 
giving a net magnetic moment) 
                       => diamagnetism --
 (phenomenon exhibited by materials like copper or bismuth that become magnetized in a magnetic field wi
th a polarity opposite to the magnetic force; unlike iron they are slightly repelled by a magnet) 
                       => ferromagnetism --
 (phenomenon exhibited by materials like iron (nickel or cobalt) that become magnetized in a magnetic fiel
d and retain their magnetism when the field is removed) 
                       => paramagnetism --
 (materials like aluminum or platinum become magnetized in a magnetic field but it disappears when the fie
ld is removed) 
                   => van der Waal's forces --
 (relatively weak attraction between neutral atoms and molecules arising from polarization induced in each 
particle by the presence of other particles) 
               => repulsion, repulsive force -- (the force by which bodies repel one another) 
               => centrifugal force --
 (the outward force on a body moving in a curved path around another body) 
               => centripetal force -- (the inward force on a body moving in a curved path around another body) 
               => cohesion --
 ((physics) the intermolecular force that holds together the molecules in a solid or liquid) 
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               => Coriolis force --
 ((physics) a force due to the earth's rotation; acts on a body in motion (airplane or projectile) in a rotating r
eference frame; in a rotating frame of reference Newton's second law of motion can be made to apply if in a
ddition to the real forces acting on a body a Coriolis force and a centrifugal force are introduced) 
               => drift, impetus, impulsion -- (a force that moves something along) 
               => Lorentz force --
 (the force experienced by a point charge moving along a wire that is in a magnetic field; the force is at righ
t angles to both the current and the magnetic field; "the Lorentz force can be used to suspend a current-
carrying object between two magnets") 
               => moment --
 (the moment of a couple is the product of its force and the distance between its opposing forces) 
                   => dipole moment -- (the moment of a dipole) 
                       => electric dipole moment -- (the dipole moment in an electric dipole) 
                       => magnetic dipole moment --
 ((physics) a current loop gives rise to a magnetic field characteristic of a magnetic dipole; "An orbiting ele
ctron in an atom will have a magnetic dipole moment") 
               => propulsion -- (a propelling force) 
                   => nuclear propulsion --
 (the use of a nuclear reactor either to produce electricity to power an engine (as in a nuclear submarine) or 
to directly heat a propellant (as in nuclear rockets)) 
                   => reaction propulsion --
 (propulsion that results from the ejection at high velocity of a mass of gas to which the vehicle reacts with 
an equal and opposite momentum) 
                       => jet propulsion -- (propulsion by means of the discharge of a jet of fluid toward the rear) 
                       => rocket propulsion --
 (reaction propulsion using stored oxygen for combustion; used where there is insufficient atmospheric oxy
gen) 
               => pull -- (the force used in pulling; "the pull of the moon"; "the pull of the current") 
               => push, thrust --
 (the force used in pushing; "the push of the water on the walls of the tank"; "the thrust of the jet engines") 
               => reaction --
 ((mechanics) the equal and opposite force that is produced when any force is applied to a body; "every acti
on has an equal and opposite reaction") 
               => stress --
 ((physics) force that produces strain on a physical body; "the intensity of stress is expressed in units of forc
e divided by units of area") 
                   => tension --
 ((physics) a stress that produces an elongation of an elastic physical body; "the direction of maximum tensi
on moves asymptotically toward the direction of the shear") 
                   => breaking point -- (the degree of tension or stress at which something breaks) 
               => torsion, torque -- (a twisting force) 
                   => magnetic moment, moment of a magnet --
 (the torque exerted on a magnet or dipole when it is placed in a magnetic field) 
               => magnetomotive force -- (the force that produces magnetic flux) 
               => life force, vital force, vitality, elan vital --
 ((biology) a hypothetical force (not physical or chemical) once thought by Henri Bergson to cause the evol
ution and development of organisms) 
 
           => hysteresis --
 (the lagging of an effect behind its cause; especially the phenomenon in which the magnetic induction of a 
ferromagnetic material lags behind the changing magnetic field) 
           => resonance --
 (an excited state of a stable particle causing a sharp maximum in the probability of absorption of electroma
gnetic radiation) 
               => nuclear resonance --
 (the resonance absorption of a gamma ray by a nucleus identical to the nucleus that emitted the gamma ray
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) 
               => magnetic resonance --
 (resonance of electrons or atoms or molecules or nuclei to radiation frequencies as a result of space quantiz
ation in a magnetic field) 
                   => nuclear magnetic resonance, NMR, proton magnetic resonance --
 (resonance of protons to radiation in a magnetic field) 
 

Mechanical Phenomenon 
           => mechanical phenomenon --
 (a physical phenomenon associated with the equilibrium or motion of objects) 
               => inertia --
 ((physics) the tendency of a body to maintain is state of rest or uniform motion unless acted upon by an ext
ernal force) 
                   => moment of inertia -- (the tendency of a body to resist angular acceleration) 
               => leverage, purchase -- (the mechanical advantage gained by being in a position to use a lever) 
               => sound --
 (mechanical vibrations transmitted by an elastic medium; "falling trees make a sound in the forest even wh
en no one is there to hear them") 
                   => ultrasound -- (very high frequency sound; used in ultrasonography) 
               => trajectory, flight -- (the path followed by an object moving through space) 
                   => ballistics, ballistic trajectory -- (the trajectory of an object in free flight) 
                   => gravity-assist --
 ((spaceflight) a trajectory that passes close to a planetary body in order to gain energy from its gravitationa
l field) 
               => resistance -- (any mechanical force that tends to retard or oppose motion) 
                   => friction, rubbing --
 (the resistance encountered when one body is moved in contact with another) 
                       => grinding, abrasion, attrition, detrition --
 (the wearing down of rock particles by friction due to water or wind or ice) 
                       => grip, traction, adhesive friction --
 (the friction between a body and the surface on which it moves (as between an automobile tire and the road
)) 
                   => acoustic resistance, acoustic impedance, acoustic reactance --
 (opposition to the flow of sound through a surface; acoustic resistance is the real component of acoustic im
pedance and acoustic reactance is the imaginary component) 
                   => drag, retarding force -- (the phenomenon of resistance to motion through a fluid) 
                       => sonic barrier, sound barrier --
 (the increase in aerodynamic drag as an airplane approaches the speed of sound) 
                       => windage -- (the retarding force of air friction on a moving object) 
 
           => opacity -- (the phenomenon of not permitting the passage of electromagnetic radiation) 
               => optical opacity -- (opacity to light) 
               => radiopacity, radio-opacity -- (opacity to X-rays or other radiation) 
 

OPTICAL PHENOMENA 
           => optical phenomenon -- (a physical phenomenon related to or involving light) 
               => aberration, distortion, optical aberration --
 (an optical phenomenon resulting from the failure of a lens or mirror to produce a good image) 
                   => chromatic aberration -- (an optical aberration in which the image has colored fringes) 
                   => spherical aberration -- (a optical aberration resulting in a distorted image) 
               => absorption band --
 (a dark band in the spectrum of white light that has been transmitted through a substance that exhibits abso
rption at selective wavelengths) 
               => diffraction --
 (when light passes sharp edges or goes through narrow slits the rays are deflected and produce fringes of li
ght and dark bands) 
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                   => X-ray diffraction --
 (the scattering of X rays by the atoms of a crystal; the diffraction pattern shows structure of the crystal) 
               => incidence --
 (the striking of a light beam on a surface; "he measured the angle of incidence of the reflected light") 
               => optical illusion -- (an optical phenomenon that results in a false or deceptive visual impression) 
                   => apparent motion, motion, apparent movement, movement --
 (an optical illusion of motion produced by viewing a rapid succession of still pictures of a moving object; "
the cinema relies on apparent motion"; "the succession of flashing lights gave an illusion of movement") 
                   => mirage --
 (an optical illusion in which atmospheric refraction by a layer of hot air distorts or inverts reflections of dis
tant objects) 
                       => fata morgana --
 (a mirage in the Strait of Messina (attributed to the Arthurian sorcerer Morgan le Fay)) 
               => pleochroism --
 (the phenomenon of different colors appearing when certain crystals are viewed from different directions) 
                   => dichroism --
 (pleochroism of a crystal so that it exhibits two different colors when viewed from two different directions) 
                   => trichroism --
 (pleochroism of a crystal so that it exhibits three different colors when viewed from three different directio
ns) 
               => polarization, polarisation --
 (the phenomenon in which waves of light or other radiation are restricted in direction of vibration) 
               => parallax --
 (the apparent displacement of an object as seen from two different points that are not on a line with the obj
ect) 
                   => heliocentric parallax, annual parallax --
 (the parallax of a celestial body using two points in the earth's orbit around the sun as the baseline) 
                       => stellar parallax -- (the heliocentric parallax of a star) 
                   => geocentric parallax, diurnal parallax --
 (the parallax of a celestial body using two points on the surface of the earth as the earth rotates) 
                       => horizontal parallax --
 (the maximum parallax observed when the celestial body is at the horizon) 
                       => solar parallax --
 (the angle subtended by the mean equatorial radius of the Earth at a distance of one astronomical unit) 
               => Tyndall effect --
 (the phenomenon in which light is scattered by very small particles in its path; it makes a beam of light visi
ble; the scattered light is mainly blue) 
 
           => pressure, pressure level, force per unit area --
 (the force applied to a unit area of surface; measured in pascals (SI unit) or in dynes (cgs unit); "the compr
essed gas exerts an increased pressure") 
               => blood pressure --
 (the pressure of the circulating blood against the walls of the blood vessels; results from the systole of the l
eft ventricle of the heart; sometimes measured for a quick evaluation of a person's health; "adult blood pres
sure is considered normal at 120/80 where the first number is the systolic pressure and the second is the dia
stolic pressure") 
                   => systolic pressure --
 (the blood pressure (as measured by a sphygmomanometer) during the contraction of the left ventricle of th
e heart) 
                   => diastolic pressure --
 (the blood pressure (as measured by a sphygmomanometer) after the contraction of the heart while the cha
mbers of the heart refill with blood) 
                   => arterial pressure --
 (the pressure of the circulating blood on the arteries; "arterial pressure is the product of cardiac output and 
vascular resistance") 
                   => venous pressure -- (the pressure exerted on the walls of the veins by the circulating blood) 
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               => gas pressure -- (the pressure exerted by a gas) 
                   => atmospheric pressure, air pressure -- (the pressure exerted by the atmosphere) 
                       => barometric pressure -- (atmospheric pressure as indicated by a barometer) 
                       => compartment pressure -- (the air pressure maintained in an air-
tight compartment (as in an aircraft)) 
                       => overpressure --
 (a transient air pressure greater than the surrounding atmospheric pressure; "the overpressure of the blast ki
lls by lethal concussion") 
               => head -- (the pressure exerted by a fluid; "a head of steam") 
               => hydrostatic head --
 (the pressure at a given point in a liquid measured in terms of the vertical height of a column of the liquid n
eeded to produce the same pressure) 
               => intraocular pressure --
 (pressure inside the eyeball;regulated by resistance to the outward flow of aqueous humor; "glaucoma resu
lts from increased intraocular pressure") 
               => oil pressure -- (pressure that keeps oil on the moving parts of an internal-combustion engine) 
               => osmotic pressure --
 ((physical chemistry) the pressure exerted by a solution necessary to prevent osmosis into that solution wh
en it is separated from the pure solvent by a semipermeable membrane) 
                   => hypertonicity --
 ((of a solution) the extent to which a solution has a higher osmotic pressure than some other) 
                   => hypotonicity --
 ((of a solution) the extent to which a solution has a lower osmotic pressure than some other) 
               => radiation pressure, corpuscular-radiation pressure --
 (the minute pressure exerted on a surface normal to the direction of propagation of a wave) 
                   => acoustic radiation pressure --
 ((acoustics) the pressure exerted on a surface normal to the direction of propagation of a sound wave) 
               => sound pressure, instantaneous sound pressure --
 (the difference between the instantaneous pressure at a point in a sound field and the average pressure at th
at point) 
               => suction -- (a force over an area produced by a pressure difference) 
               => vapor pressure, vapour pressure --
 (the pressure exerted by a vapor; often understood to mean saturated vapor pressure (the vapor pressure of 
a vapor in contact with its liquid form)) 
 
           => reflection, reflexion --
 (the phenomenon of a propagating wave (light or sound) being thrown back from a surface) 
               => flare --
 (am unwanted reflection in an optical system (or the fogging of an image that is caused by such a reflectio
n)) 
               => interreflection --
 (reciprocal reflection between two reflecting surfaces; "there was interreflection between the two surfaces 
of the lens") 
               => virtual image -- (a reflected optical image (as seen in a plane mirror)) 
               => zodiacal light --
 (a luminous tract in the sky; a reflection of sunlight from cosmic dust in the plane of the ecliptic; visible ju
st before sunrise and just after sunset) 
 
           => refraction --
 (the change in direction of a propagating wave (light or sound) when passing from one medium to another) 
               => double refraction, birefringence --
 (splitting a ray into two parallel rays polarized perpendicularly) 
           => resolving power, resolution --
 (the ability of a microscope or telescope to measure the angular separation of images that are close togethe
r) 
           => resolution -- ((computer science) the number of pixels per square inch on a computer-
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generated display; the greater the resolution, the better the picture) 
           => conduction, conductivity -- (the transmission of heat or electricity or sound) 
               => electrical conduction -- (the passage of electricity through a conductor) 
                   => photoconductivity, photoconduction --
 (change in the electrical conductivity of a substance as a result of absorbing electromagnetic radiation) 
                   => superconductivity -- (the disappearance of electrical resistance at very low temperatures) 
                   => discharge, spark, arc, electric arc, electric discharge --
 (electrical conduction through a gas in an applied electric field) 
                       => brush discharge --
 (discharge between electrodes creating visible streamers of ionized particles) 
                       => corona discharge, corona, corposant, St. Elmo's fire, Saint Elmo's fire, Saint Elmo's light, 
Saint Ulmo's fire, Saint Ulmo's light, electric glow --
 (an electrical discharge accompanied by ionization of surrounding atmosphere) 
                       => flashover -- (an unintended electric discharge (as over or around an insulator)) 
           => propagation -- (the movement of a wave through a medium) 
               => Doppler effect, Doppler shift --
 (change in the apparent frequency of a wave as observer and source move toward or away from each other) 
                   => red shift --
 ((astronomy) a shift in the spectra of distant galaxies toward longer wavelengths; generally interpreted as t
he Doppler effect resulting from the velocity at which they recede as the universe expands) 
               => wave front -- (all the points just reached by a wave as it propagates) 
 
           => interaction, fundamental interaction --
 ((physics) the transfer of energy between elementary particles or between an elementary particle and a fiel
d or between fields; mediated by gauge bosons) 
               => electromagnetic interaction --
 (an interaction between charged elementary particles that is intermediate in strength between the strong an
d weak interactions; mediated by photons) 
               => gravitational interaction --
 (a weak interaction between particles that results from their mass; mediated by gravitons) 
               => strong interaction, strong force, color force --
 ((physics) the interaction that binds protons and neutrons together in the nuclei of atoms; mediated by gluo
ns) 
               => weak interaction, weak force --
 ((physics) an interaction between elementary particles involving neutrinos or antineutrinos that is responsi
ble for certain kinds of radioactive decay; mediated by intermediate vector bosons) 
           => surface tension -- (a phenomenon at the surface of a liquid caused by intermolecular forces) 
               => capillarity, capillary action --
 (a phenomenon associated with surface tension and resulting in the elevation or depression of liquids in ca
pillaries) 
               => interfacial tension, interfacial surface tension --
 (surface tension at the surface separating two non-miscible liquids) 
           => syzygy --
 (the straight line configuration of 3 celestial bodies (as the sun and earth and moon) in a gravitational syste
m) 
           => transparency, transparence -- (permitting the free passage of electromagnetic radiation) 
           => turbulence, turbulency -- (unstable flow of a liquid or gas) 
               => rip, riptide, tide rip, crosscurrent, countercurrent --
 (a stretch of turbulent water in a river or the sea caused by one current flowing into or across another curre
nt) 
           => flotation, floatation --
 (the phenomenon of floating (remaining on the surface of a liquid without sinking)) 
 

GEOLOGICAL PHENOMENA 
       => geological phenomenon --
 (a natural phenomenon involving the structure or composition of the earth) 
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           => earthquake, quake, temblor, seism --
 (shaking and vibration at the surface of the earth resulting from underground movement along a fault plane
 of from volcanic activity) 
               => shock, seismic disturbance --
 (an instance of agitation of the earth's crust; "the first shock of the earthquake came shortly after noon whil
e workers were at lunch") 
               => tremor, earth tremor, microseism -- (a small earthquake) 
                   => aftershock --
 (a tremor (or one of a series of tremors) occurring after the main shock of an earthquake) 
                   => foreshock -- (a tremor preceding an earthquake) 
               => seaquake, submarine earthquake -- (an earthquake at the sea bed) 
           => endogeny -- (a geological phenomenon below the surface of the earth) 
           => alluvial fan, alluvial cone -- (a fan-shaped deposit where a fast flowing stream flattens out) 
           => catastrophe, cataclysm -- (a sudden violent change in the earth's surface) 
               => nuclear winter --
 (a long period of darkness and extreme cold that scientists predict would follow a full-
scale nuclear war; a layer of dust and smoke in the atmosphere would cover the earth and block the rays of t
he sun; most living organisms would perish) 
           => continental drift --
 (the gradual movement and formation of continents (as described by plate tectonics)) 
           => deposit, sedimentation, alluviation -- (the phenomenon of sediment or gravel accumulating) 
               => lode, load --
 (a deposit of valuable ore occurring within definite boundaries separating it from surrounding rocks) 
                   => mother lode, champion lode -- (the main vein of ore in a deposit) 
           => flood, inundation, deluge, alluvion --
 (the rising of a body of water and its overflowing onto normally dry land; "plains fertilized by annual inun
dations") 
               => debacle --
 (flooding caused by a tumultuous breakup of ice in a river during the spring or summer) 
               => flash flood, flashflood -- (a sudden local flood of great volume and short duration) 
                   => floodhead --
 (a wall of water rushing ahead of the flood; "we were lucky to be safe when the floodheads hit") 
           => frost heave, frost heaving --
 (upthrust of ground or pavement caused by the freezing of moist soil) 
           => transgression --
 (the spreading of the sea over land as evidenced by the deposition of marine strata over terrestrial strata) 
           => volcanism -- (the phenomena associated with volcanic activity) 
 

CHEMICAL PHENOMENA 
       => chemical phenomenon --
 (any natural phenomenon involving chemistry (as changes to atoms or molecules)) 
           => allotropy, allotropism -- (the phenomenon of an element existing in two or more physical forms) 
           => exchange -- (chemical process in which one atom or ion or group changes places with another) 
               => photochemical exchange --
 (an exchange produced by the chemical action of radiant energy (especially light)) 
           => crystallization, crystallisation, crystallizing -- (the formation of crystals) 
               => efflorescence, bloom -- (a powdery deposit on a surface) 
           => valency -- (the phenomenon of forming chemical bonds) 
           => fermentation, ferment --
 (a chemical phenomenon in which an organic molecule splits into simpler substances) 
           => polymorphism, pleomorphism --
 ((chemistry) the existence of different kinds of crystal of the same chemical compound) 
               => dimorphism --
 ((chemistry) the property of certain substances that enables them to exist in two distinct crystalline forms) 
           => state of matter, state --
 ((chemistry) the three traditional states of matter are solids (fixed shape and volume) and liquids (fixed vol
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ume and shaped by the container) and gases (filling the container); "the solid state of water is called ice") 
               => phase, form --
 ((physical chemistry) a distinct state of matter in a system; matter that is identical in chemical composition 
and physical state and separated from other material by the phase boundary; "the reaction occurs in the liqui
d phase of the system") 
                   => dispersed phase, dispersed particles -- ((of colloids) a substance in the colloidal state) 
                   => dispersing phase, dispersion medium, dispersing medium --
 ((of colloids) a substance in which another is colloidally dispersed) 
               => liquid, liquidness, liquidity --
 (the state in which a substance exhibits a characteristic readiness to flow with little or no tendency to dispe
rse and relatively high incompressibility) 
               => solid, solidness --
 (the state in which a substance has no tendency to flow under moderate stress; resists forces (such as comp
ression) that tend to deform it; and retains a definite size and shape) 
               => gas --
 (the state of matter distinguished from the solid and liquid states by: relatively low density and viscosity; r
elatively great expansion and contraction with changes in pressure and temperature; the ability to diffuse re
adily; and the spontaneous tendency to become distributed uniformly throughout any container) 
               => plasma --
 ((physical chemistry) a fourth state of matter distinct from solid or liquid or gas and present in stars and fus
ion reactors; a gas becomes a plasma when it is heated until the atoms lose all their electrons, leaving a high
ly electrified collection of nuclei and free electrons; "particles in space exist in the form of a plasma") 
                   => interplanetary gas --
 (a rarefied flow of gas and charged particles (plasma) that stream from the sun and form the solar wind) 
 
 

ORGANIC PHENOMENON 
 
       => organic phenomenon -- ((biology) a natural phenomenon involving living plants and animals) 
           => abiogenesis, autogenesis, autogeny, spontaneous generation --
 (a hypothetical organic phenomenon by which living organisms are created from nonliving matter) 
           => alternation of generations, heterogenesis, xenogenesis --
 (the alternation of two or more different forms in the life cycle of a plant or animal) 
               => metagenesis, digenesis -- (alternation of sexual and asexual generations) 
           => annual ring, growth ring -- (an annual formation of wood in plants as they grow) 
           => bioelectricity -- (electric phenomena in animals or plants) 
               => brainwave, brain wave, cortical potential --
 ((neurophysiology) rapid fluctuations of voltage between parts of the cerebral cortex that are detectable wit
h an electroencephalograph) 
                   => alpha rhythm, alpha wave --
 (the normal brainwave in the electroencephalogram of a person who is awake but relaxed; occurs with a fr
equency of 8-12 hertz) 
                   => beta rhythm, beta wave --
 (the normal brainwave in the encephalogram of a person who is awake and alert; occurs with a frequency b
etween 12 and 30 hertz) 
                   => delta rhythm, delta wave --
 (the normal brainwave in the encephalogram of a person in deep dreamless sleep; occurs with high voltage
 and low frequency (1 to 4 hertz)) 
                   => theta rhythm, theta wave --
 (the normal brainwave in the encephalogram of a person who is awake but relaxed and drowsy; occurs wit
h low frequency and low amplitude) 
           => circulation --
 (movement through a circuit; especially the movement of blood through the heart and blood vessels) 
               => systemic circulation -- (circulation that supplies blood to all the body except to the lungs) 
               => pulmonary circulation -- (circulation of blood between the heart and the lungs) 
               => vitelline circulation -- (circulation of blood between the embryo and the yolk sac) 
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           => cyclosis, streaming -- (the circulation of cytoplasm within a cell) 
           => death --
 (the permanent end of all life functions in an organism or part of an organism; "the animal died a painful d
eath") 
               => necrobiosis, cell death --
 ((physiology) the normal degeneration and death of living cells (as in various epithelial cells)) 
                   => apoptosis, programmed cell death, caspase-mediated cell death --
 (a type of cell death in which the cell uses specialized cellular machinery to kill itself; a cell suicide mecha
nism that enables metazoans to control cell number and eliminate cells that threaten the animal's survival) 
               => necrosis, mortification, gangrene, sphacelus --
 (the localized death of living cells (as from infection or the interruption of blood supply)) 
                   => myonecrosis -- (localized death of muscle cell fibers) 
               => brain death, cerebral death --
 (death when respiration and other reflexes are absent; consciousness is gone; organs can be removed for tra
nsplantation before the heartbeat stops) 
           => decay, decomposition -- (the organic phenomenon of rotting) 
           => dehiscence --
 ((biology) release of material by splitting open of an organ or tissue; the natural bursting open at maturity o
f a fruit or other reproductive body to release seeds or spores or the bursting open of a surgically closed wo
und) 
           => desquamation, peeling, shedding --
 (loss of bits of outer skin by peeling or shedding or coming off in scales) 
           => exfoliation --
 (the peeling off in flakes or scales of bark or dead skin; "exfoliation is increased by sunburn") 
           => diapedesis --
 (passage of blood cells (especially white blood cells) through intact capillary walls and into the surroundin
g tissue) 
           => facilitation --
 ((neurophysiology) phenomenon that occurs when two or more neural impulses that alone are not enough t
o trigger a response in a neuron combine to trigger an action potential) 
           => food chain --
 ((ecology) a community of organisms where each member is eaten in turn by another member) 
           => food pyramid --
 ((ecology) a hierarchy of food chains with the principle predator at the top; each level preys on the level be
low) 
           => food web, food cycle --
 ((ecology) a community of organisms where there are several interrelated food chains) 
           => gene expression --
 (conversion of the information encoded in a gene first into messenger RNA and then to a protein) 
           => histocompatibility --
 (condition in which the cells of one tissue can survive in the presence of cells of another tissue; "a successf
ul graft or translplant requires a high degree of histocompatibility") 
           => life --
 (the organic phenomenon that distinguishes living organisms from nonliving ones; "there is no life on the 
moon") 
               => biology --
 (characteristic life processes and phenomena of living organisms; "the biology of viruses") 
               => aerobiosis -- (life sustained in the presence of air or oxygen) 
           => life cycle --
 (a series of stages through which an organism passes between recurrences of a primary stage) 
           => pleomorphism --
 ((biology) the appearance of two or more distinctly different forms in the life cycle of some organisms) 
           => polymorphism --
 ((biology) the existence of two or more forms of individuals within the same animal species (independent 
of sex differences)) 
               => dimorphism --
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 ((biology) the existence of two forms of individual within the same animal species (independent of sex diff
erences)) 
           => recognition --
 ((biology) the ability of one molecule to attach to another molecule that has a complementary shape; "mole
cular recognition drives all of biology, for instance, hormone and receptor or antibody-
antigen interactions or the organization of molecules into larger biologically active entities") 
           => rejection --
 ((medicine) an immunological response that refuses to accept substances or organisms that are recognized 
as foreign; "rejection of the transplanted liver") 
           => rejuvenation, greening --
 (the phenomenon of vitality and freshness being restored; "the annual rejuvenation of the landscape") 
           => sex linkage --
 (an association between genes in sex chromosomes that makes some characteristics appear more frequentl
y in one sex than in the other) 
 
NATURAL PROCESS (PHYSICAL PROCESS, CHEMICAL PROCESS, BIOLOGICAL PROCESS, 
COGNITIVE PROCESS) < PROCESS OF CHANGE < ENTITY 
 
natural process, natural action, action, activity --
 (a process existing in or produced by nature (rather than by the intent of human beings); "the action of natu
ral forces"; "volcanic activity") 
       => radiation -- (the spread of a group of organisms into new habitats) 
           => adaptive radiation --
 (the development of many different forms from an originally homogeneous group of organisms as they fill 
different ecological niches) 
       => absorption --
 ((physics) the process in which incident radiated energy is retained without reflection or transmission on p
assing through a medium; "the absorption of photons by atoms or molecules") 
       => acidification -- (the process of becoming acid or being converted into an acid) 
       => adiabatic process -- ((thermodynamics) any process that occurs without gain or loss of heat) 
       => aeration -- (the process of exposing to air (so as to purify)) 
       => antiredeposition -- (the process of preventing redeposition) 
       => capture -- (any process in which an atomic or nuclear system acquires an additional particle) 
       => capture -- (a process whereby a star or planet holds an object in its gravitational field) 
       => centrifugation -- (the process of separating substances by the use of a centrifuge) 
           => ultracentrifugation -- (centrifugation at very high speeds) 
CHEMICAL PROCESS, CHANGE, OR ACTION < NATURAL PROCESS < PROCESS OF CHANGE 
       => chemical process, chemical change, chemical action --
 ((chemistry) any process determined by the atomic and molecular composition and structure of the substan
ces involved) 
           => acylation -- (the process of introducing an acyl group into a compound) 
               => acetylation --
 (the process of introducing an acetyl group into a compound; "the acetylation of cyclooxygenase-
2 by aspirin") 
           => agglutination, agglutinating activity --
 (the coalescing of small particles that are suspended in solution; these larger masses are then (usually) prec
ipitated) 
           => amylolysis -- (conversion of starch to sugar) 
           => association --
 ((chemistry) any process of combination (especially in solution) that depends on relatively weak chemical 
bonding) 
               => hydration -- (the process of combining with water; usually reversible) 
               => solvation --
 (a chemical process in which solvent molecules and molecules or ions of the solute combine to form a com
pound) 
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           => bluing, blueing -- (a process that makes something blue (or bluish)) 
           => calcification -- (a process that impregnates something with calcium (or calcium salts)) 
               => ossification -- (the calcification of soft tissue into a bonelike material) 
           => catalysis, contact action --
 (acceleration of a chemical reaction induced the presence of material that is chemically unchanged at the e
nd of the reaction; "of the top 50 commodity chemicals, 30 are created directly by catalysis and another 6 ar
e made from raw materials that are catalytically produced") 
               => autocatalysis -- (catalysis in which the catalyst is one of the products of the reaction) 
           => chelation -- (the process of forming a ring by forming one or more hydrogen bonds) 
CHEMICAL REACTION < CHEMICAL CHANGE < NATURAL PROCESS < CHANGE < 
ENTITY 
           => chemical reaction, reaction --
 ((chemistry) a process in which one or more substances are changed into others; "there was a chemical rea
ction of the lime with the ground water") 
               => addition reaction -- (a chemical reaction in which one molecule is added to another) 
               => aldol reaction -- (a reaction of aldehydes resulting in an aldol) 
               => chain reaction --
 (a series of chemical reactions in which the product of one is a reactant in the next) 
               => chemical equilibrium, equilibrium --
 (a chemical reaction and its reverse proceed at equal rates) 
                   => acid-base equilibrium, acid-base balance --
 ((physiology) the normal equilibrium between acids and alkalis in the body; "with a normal acid-
base balance in the body the blood is slightly alkaline") 
               => decomposition, decomposition reaction --
 ((chemistry) separation of a substance into two or more substances that may differ from each other and fro
m the original substance) 
               => displacement, displacement reaction --
 ((chemistry) a reaction in which an elementary substance displaces and sets free a constituent element fro
m a compound) 
               => double decomposition, double decomposition reaction, metathesis --
 (a chemical reaction between two compounds in which parts of each are interchanged to form two new co
mpounds (AB+CD=AD+CB)) 
                   => double replacement reaction --
 (a chemical reaction between two compounds where the positive ion of one compound is exchanged with t
he positive ion of another compound) 
               => elimination reaction --
 (a chemical reaction in which a molecule decomposes to two different molecules) 
               => endothermic reaction -- (a chemical reaction accompanied by the absorption of heat) 
               => exothermic reaction -- (a chemical reaction accompanied by the evolution of heat) 
               => hydrolysis --
 (a chemical reaction in which water reacts with a compound to produce other compounds; involves the spli
tting of a bond and the addition of the hydrogen cation and the hydroxide anion from the water) 
               => neutralization, neutralisation, neutralization reaction, neutralisation reaction --
 (a chemical reaction in which an acid and a base interact with the formation of a salt; with strong acids and
 bases the essential reaction is the combination of hydrogen ions with hydroxyl ions to form water) 
               => oxidation, oxidization, oxidisation --
 (the process of oxidizing; the addition of oxygen to a compound with a loss of electrons; always occurs acc
ompanied by reduction) 
                   => calcination --
 (the conversion of metals into their oxides as a result of heating to a high temperature) 
                   => combustion, burning --
 (a process in which a substance reacts with oxygen to give heat and light) 
                       => deflagration --
 (combustion that propagates through a gas or along the surface of an explosive at a rapid rate driven by the
 transfer of heat) 
                       => fire, flame, flaming --
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 (the process of combustion of inflammable materials producing heat and light and (often) smoke; "fire was
 one of our ancestors' first discoveries") 
                           => blaze, blazing -- (a strong flame that burns brightly; "the blaze spread rapidly") 
                           => flare -- (a sudden burst of flame) 
                       => internal combustion -- (the combustion of fuel inside a cylinder (as in an internal-
combustion engine)) 
                   => nitrification --
 (the oxidation of ammonium compounds in dead organic material into nitrates and nitrites by soil bacteria (
making nitrogen available to plants)) 
                   => rust, rusting -- (the formation of reddish-brown ferric oxides on iron by low-
temperature oxidation in the presence of water) 
               => oxidation-reduction, oxidoreduction, redox --
 (a reversible chemical reaction in which one reaction is an oxidation and the reverse is a reduction) 
               => photochemical reaction -- (a chemical reaction produced by the action of light) 
                   => light reaction --
 (the first stage of photosynthesis during which energy from light is used for the production of ATP) 
               => reduction, reducing --
 (any process in which electrons are added to an atom or ion (as by removing oxygen or adding hydrogen); 
always occurs accompanied by oxidation of the reducing agent) 
               => saponification --
 (a chemical reaction in which an ester is heated with an alkali (especially the alkaline hydrolysis of a fat or 
oil to make soap)) 
           => chlorination -- (the addition or substitution of chlorine in organic compounds) 
               => prechlorination -- (chlorination prior to another chemical process) 
           => cleavage -- (the breaking of a chemical bond in a molecule resulting in smaller molecules) 
           => corrosion, corroding, erosion -- (erosion by chemical action) 
               => pitting, roughness, indentation --
 (the formation of small pits in a surface as a consequence of corrosion) 
               => rust, rusting -- (the formation of reddish-brown ferric oxides on iron by low-
temperature oxidation in the presence of water) 
           => cracking --
 (the process whereby heavy molecules of naphtha or petroleum are broken down into hydrocarbons of low
er molecular weight (especially in the oil-refining process)) 
               => hydrocracking --
 (the process whereby hydrocarbon molecules of petroleum are broken down into kerosene and gasolene by
 the addition of hydrogen under high pressure in the presence of a catalyst) 
           => deamination, deaminization --
 (removal of the amino radical from an amino acid or other amino compound) 
           => decalcification -- (loss of calcium from bones or teeth) 
           => decarboxylation --
 (the process of removing a carboxyl group from a chemical compound (usually replacing it with hydrogen)
) 
           => de-iodination -- (the removal of iodine atoms from organic compounds) 
           => demineralization, demineralisation --
 (the removal of minerals and mineral salts from a liquid (especially from water)) 
           => desalination, desalinization, desalinisation -- (the removal of salt (especially from sea water)) 
           => digestion --
 (the process of decomposing organic matter (as in sewage) by bacteria or by chemical action or heat) 
           => dissociation --
 ((chemistry) the temporary or reversible process in which a molecule or ion is broken down into smaller m
olecules or ions) 
           => gasification --
 (the process of changing into gas; "coal gas is produced by the gasification of coal") 
           => gassing -- (the process of interacting with gas) 
           => hydrogenation --
 (a chemical process that adds hydrogen atoms to an unsaturated oil; "food producers use hydrogenation to 
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keep fat from becoming rancid") 
           => intumescence, intumescency, swelling --
 (the swelling of certain substances when they are heated (often accompanied by release of water)) 
           => inversion --
 (a chemical process in which the direction of optical rotation of a substance is reversed from dextrorotatory
 to levorotary or vice versa) 
           => iodination -- (the substitution or addition of iodine atoms in organic compounds) 
           => mechanism, chemical mechanism --
 (the atomic process that occurs during a chemical reaction; "he determined unique mechanisms for the pho
tochemical reactions") 
               => biochemical mechanism --
 (a chemical mechanism involved in vital processes occurring in living organisms) 
           => nitrification --
 (the chemical process in which a nitro group is added to an organic compound (or substituted for another g
roup in an organic compound)) 
           => peptization, peptisation -- (the process of converting to a sol; bringing to a colloidal solution) 
           => photosynthesis -- (synthesis of compounds with the aid of radiant energy (especially in plants)) 
           => polymerization, polymerisation --
 (a chemical process that combines several monomers to form a polymer or polymeric compound) 
           => precipitation -- (the process of forming a chemical precipitate) 
           => proteolysis --
 (the hydrolysis of proteins into peptides and amino acids by cleavage of their peptide bonds) 
           => pyrochemical process, pyrochemistry -- (processes for chemical reactions at high temperatures) 
           => sequestration --
 (the action of forming a chelate or other stable compound with an ion or atom or molecule so that it is no l
onger available for reactions) 
           => syneresis, synaeresis --
 (the separation of liquid from a gel that is caused by contraction (as in cheese making)) 
           => synthesis --
 (the process of producing a chemical compound (usually by the union of simpler chemical compounds)) 
               => biosynthesis, biogenesis -- (production of a chemical compound by a living organism) 
               => chemosynthesis --
 (synthesis of carbohydrate from carbon dioxide and water; limited to certain bacteria and fungi) 
               => nucleosynthesis --
 ((astronomy) the cosmic synthesis of atoms more complex than the hydrogen atom) 
           => transamination -- (the process of transfering an amino group from one compound to another) 
           => transamination -- (the process of transposing an amino group within a chemical compound) 
           => zymosis, zymolysis, fermentation, fermenting, ferment --
 (a process in which an agent causes an organic substance to break down into simpler substances; especially
, the anaerobic breakdown of sugar into alcohol) 
               => bottom fermentation --
 (a slow kind of alcoholic fermentation at a temperature low enough that the yeast cells can sink to the botto
m of the fermenting liquid; used in the production of lager) 
               => top fermentation --
 (a violent kind of alcoholic fermentation at a temperature high enough to carry the yeast cells to the top of t
he fermenting liquid; used in the production of ale; "top fermentation uses a yeast that ferments at higher te
mperatures than that used for bottom fermentation") 
               => vinification -- (the process whereby fermentation changes grape juice into wine) 
 
       => chromatography -- (a process used for separating mixtures by virtue of differences in absorbency) 
           => column chromatography --
 (chromatography that uses selective adsorption by a column of powders) 
           => paper chromatography -- (chromatography that uses selective adsorption on a strip of paper) 
       => concretion -- (the formation of stonelike objects within a body organ (e.g., the kidneys)) 
       => condensation -- (the process of changing from a gaseous to a liquid or solid state) 
       => convection --
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 ((meteorology) the vertical movement of heat or other properties by massive motion within the atmosphere
) 
       => curdling, clotting, coagulation -- (the process of forming semisolid lumps in a liquid) 
           => blood coagulation, blood clotting --
 (a process in which liquid blood is changed into a semisolid mass (a blood clot)) 
           => thermocoagulation -- (congealing tissue by heat (as by electric current)) 
       => decay -- (the process of gradually becoming inferior) 
           => cavity, caries, dental caries, tooth decay --
 (soft decayed area in a tooth; progressive decay can lead to the death of a tooth) 
           => corruption -- (decay of matter (as by rot or oxidation)) 
           => decomposition, rot, rotting, putrefaction --
 ((biology) decaying caused by bacterial or fungal action) 
           => dilapidation, ruin -- (the process of becoming dilapidated) 
           => spoilage, spoiling -- (the process of becoming spoiled) 
               => mildew, mold -- (the process of becoming mildewed) 
               => souring -- (the process of becoming sour) 
       => demagnetization, demagnetisation -- (the process of removing magnetization) 
           => degaussing --
 (the process of making a (steel) ship's hull nonmagnetic by producing an opposing magnetic field) 
       => desorption -- (changing from an adsorbed state on a surface to a gaseous or liquid state) 
       => diffusion --
 ((physics) the process of diffusing; the intermingling of molecules in gases and liquids as a result of rando
m thermal agitation) 
           => osmosis --
 (diffusion of molecules through a semipermeable membrane from a place of higher concentration to a plac
e of lower concentration until the concentration on both sides is equal) 
           => permeation, pervasion, suffusion --
 (the process of permeating or infusing something with a substance) 
               => ammonification -- (impregnation with ammonia or a compound of ammonia) 
               => carbonation -- (saturation with carbon dioxide (as soda water)) 
               => impregnation, saturation --
 (the process of totally saturating something with a substance; "the impregnation of wood with preservative
"; "the saturation of cotton with ether") 
           => transport --
 (an exchange of molecules (and their kinetic energy and momentum) across the boundary between adjacen
t layers of a fluid or across cell membranes) 
               => active transport --
 (transport of a substance (as a protein or drug) across a cell membrane against the concentration gradient; r
equires an expenditure of energy) 
               => passive transport --
 (transport of a substance across a cell membrane by diffusion; expenditure of energy is not required) 
       => dissolution, disintegration -- (separation into component parts) 
           => fibrinolysis --
 (a normal ongoing process that dissolves fibrin and results in the removal of small blood clots; "drugs caus
ing fibrinolysis have been utilized therapeutically") 
           => lysis -- ((biochemistry) dissolution or destruction of cells such as blood cells or bacteria) 
               => autolysis -- (lysis (self-digestion) of tissues when they are detached from the organism) 
               => bacteriolysis -- (dissolution or destruction of bacteria) 
               => cytolysis -- (pathological breakdown of cells by the destruction of their outer membrane) 
               => electrolysis -- (lysis of a bond produced by the passage of an electric current) 
               => hemolysis, haemolysis, hematolysis, haematolysis --
 (lysis of erythrocytes with the release of hemoglobin) 
               => karyolysis -- (disintegration and dissolution of a cell nucleus when a cell dies) 
               => necrolysis -- (disintegration and dissolution of dead tissue) 
               => osteolysis -- (lysis of bone caused by disease or infection or inadequate blood supply) 
               => radiolysis -- (molecular disintegration resulting from radiation) 
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               => thrombolysis -- (the process of breaking up and dissolving blood clots) 
       => distillation, distillment -- (the process of purifying a liquid by boiling it and condensing its vapors) 
       => drift --
 (the gradual departure from an intended course due to external influences (as a ship or plane)) 
           => leeway -- ((of a ship or plane) sideways drift) 
       => effervescence -- (the process of bubbling as gas escapes) 
       => electrophoresis, cataphoresis, dielectrolysis, ionophoresis --
 (the motion of charged particles in a colloid under the influence of an electric field; particles with a positiv
e charge go to the cathode and negative to the anode) 
           => immunoelectrophoresis -- (electrophoresis to separate antigens and antibodies) 
           => paper electrophoresis, carrier electrophoresis -- (electrophoresis carried out on filter paper) 
       => establishment, ecesis --
 ((ecology) the process by which a plant or animal becomes established in a new habitat) 
       => extinction --
 (the reduction of the intensity of radiation as a consequence of absorption and radiation) 
       => extraction --
 (the process of obtaining something from a mixture or compound by chemical or physical or mechanical m
eans) 
           => dehydration, desiccation, drying up, evaporation -- (the process of extracting moisture) 
               => freeze-drying, lyophilization, lyophilisation --
 (a method of drying food or blood plasma or pharmaceuticals or tissue without destroying their physical str
ucture; material is frozen and then warmed in a vacuum so that the ice sublimes) 
               => inspissation -- (the process of thickening by dehydration) 
           => elution --
 (the process of extracting one material from another by washing with a solvent to remove adsorbed materia
l from an adsorbent (as in washing of loaded ion-
exchange resins to remove captured ions); used to obtain uranium ions) 
           => infusion --
 (the process of extracting certain active properties (as a drug from a plant) by steeping or soaking (usually i
n water)) 
           => mineral extraction, mineral processing, mineral dressing, ore processing, ore dressing, beneficiati
on -- (crushing and separating ore into valuable substances or waste by any of a variety of techniques) 
       => feedback --
 (the process in which part of the output of a system is returned to its input in order to regulate its further ou
tput) 
           => negative feedback -- (feedback in opposite phase with (decreasing) the input) 
           => positive feedback, regeneration -- (feedback in phase with (augmenting) the input) 
               => vicious circle, vicious cycle -- (one trouble leads to another that aggravates the first) 
       => filtration -- (the process whereby fluids pass through a filter or a filtering medium) 
           => percolation, infiltration --
 (the slow passage of a liquid through a filtering medium; "the percolation of rainwater through the soil"; "t
he infiltration of seawater through the lava") 
       => flocculation -- (the process of flocculating; forming woolly cloudlike aggregations) 
       => flow -- (any uninterrupted stream or discharge) 
           => slipstream, airstream, race, backwash, wash --
 (the flow of air that is driven backwards by an aircraft propeller) 
           => turbulent flow -- (flow in which the velocity at any point varies erratically) 
               => sea -- (turbulent water with swells of considerable size; "heavy seas") 
                   => head sea -- (a sea in which the waves are running directly against the course of the ship) 
           => streamline flow -- (flow of a gas or liquid in which the velocity at any point is relatively steady) 
               => laminar flow -- (nonturbulent streamline flow in parallel layers (laminae)) 
           => filling -- (flow into something (as a container)) 
               => refilling, replenishment, replacement, renewal --
 (filling again by supplying what has been used up) 
           => flowage --
 (gradual internal motion or deformation of a solid body (as by heat); "rock fracture and rock flowage are di
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fferent types of geological deformation") 
           => inflow, influx -- (the process of flowing in) 
               => inpouring, inpour, inrush -- (an inflow; "an inpouring of spiritual comfort") 
           => outflow, effluence, efflux -- (the process of flowing out) 
       => formation --
 (natural process that causes something to form; "the formation of gas in the intestine"; "the formation of cr
ystals"; "the formation of pseudopods") 
           => incrustation, encrustation -- (the formation of a crust) 
           => reticulation --
 ((photography) the formation of a network of cracks or wrinkles in a photographic emulsion) 
       => fossilization, fossilisation --
 (the process of fossilizing a plant or animal that existed in some earlier age; the process of being turned to 
stone) 
           => petrifaction, petrification --
 (the process of turning some plant material into stone by infiltration with water carrying mineral particles 
without changing the original shape) 
       => geological process, geologic process --
 ((geology) a natural process whereby geological features are modified) 
           => alluvion -- (gradual formation of new land, by recession of the sea or deposit of sediment) 
           => desertification --
 (the gradual transformation of habitable land into desert; is usually caused by climate change or by destruct
ive use of the land; "the dust storms in Korea are the result of rapid desertification in China") 
           => diastrophism --
 (the process of deformation that produces continents and ocean basins in the earth's crust) 
           => erosion, eroding, eating away, wearing, wearing away --
 ((geology) the mechanical process of wearing or grinding something down (as by particles washing over it
)) 
               => chatter mark -- (marks on a glaciated rock caused by the movement of a glacier) 
               => ablation -- (the erosive process that reduces the size of glaciers) 
               => abrasion, attrition, corrasion, detrition -- (erosion by friction) 
               => beach erosion -- (the erosion of beaches) 
               => deflation --
 ((geology) the erosion of soil as a consequence of sand and dust and loose rocks being removed by the win
d; "a constant deflation of the desert landscape") 
               => planation -- (the process of erosion whereby a level surface is produced) 
               => soil erosion -- (the washing away of soil by the flow of water) 
                   => washout, wash --
 (the erosive process of washing away soil or gravel by water (as from a roadway); "from the house they wa
tched the washout of their newly seeded lawn by the water") 
                       => rain-wash -- (the washing away of soil or other loose material by rain) 
           => glaciation -- (the process of covering the earth with glaciers or masses of ice) 
               => Riss glaciation -- (the next-to-
last Pleistocene glaciation in the Alps and the deposits laid down at that time) 
               => Saale glaciation -- (the next-to-
last Pleistocene glaciation in northern Europe and the deposits laid down at that time) 
               => Wolstonian glaciation -- (the next-to-
last Plesitocene glaciation in Britain and the deposits laid down at that time) 
           => intrusion --
 (the forcing of molten rock into fissures or between strata of an earlier rock formation) 
           => metamorphism --
 (change in the structure of rock by natural agencies such as pressure or heat of introduction of new chemic
al substances) 
               => anamorphism --
 (metamorphism that occurs deep under the earth's surface; changes simple minerals into complex minerals) 
               => epigenesis -- (a geological change in the mineral content of rock after the rock has formed) 
               => katamorphism --
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 (metamorphism that occurs at or near the earth's surface; breaks down complex minerals into simpler ones) 
           => orogeny --
 (the process of mountain formation (especially by the upward displacement of the earth's crust)) 
           => stratification -- (forming or depositing in layers) 
               => foliation -- ((geology) the arrangement of leaflike layers in a rock) 
           => subduction --
 (a geological process in which one edge of a crustal plate is forced sideways and downward into the mantle
 below another plate) 
       => hardening, solidifying, solidification, set, curing --
 (the process of becoming hard or solid by cooling or drying or crystallization; "the hardening of concrete"; 
"he tested the set of the glue") 
           => congealment, congelation -- (the process of congealing; solidification by (or as if by) freezing) 
       => ignition -- (the process of initiating combustion) 
           => spontaneous combustion --
 (ignition of a substance (as oily rags) resulting from an internal oxidation process) 
       => inactivation --
 (the process of rendering inactive; "the gene inactivation system"; "thermal inactivation of serum samples"
) 
       => induction --
 (the process whereby changes in the current flow in a circuit produce magnetism or an EMF) 
           => mutual induction -- (induction in a second circuit caused by changes in a first circuit) 
           => self-induction -- (induction in a circuit caused by changes in the circuit itself) 
       => ion exchange --
 (a process in which ions are exchanged between a solution and an insoluble (usually resinous) solid; widel
y used in industrial processing) 
       => ionization, ionisation --
 (the process of ionizing; the formation of ions by separating atoms or molecules or radicals or by adding or
 subtracting electrons from atoms by strong electric fields in a gas) 
       => leach, leaching -- (the process of leaching) 
       => magnetization, magnetisation, magnetic induction --
 (the process that makes a substance magnetic (temporarily or permanently)) 
       => materialization, materialisation --
 (the process of coming into being; becoming reality; "the materialization of her dream") 
NUCLEAR REACTION < PHYSICAL PROCESS < NATURAL PROCESS < PROCESS OF CHANGE 
       => nuclear reaction --
 ((physics) a process that alters the energy or structure or composition of atomic nuclei) 
           => chain reaction -- (a self-
sustaining nuclear reaction; a series of nuclear fissions in which neutrons released by splitting one atom lea
ds to the splitting of others) 
           => decay, radioactive decay, disintegration --
 (the spontaneous disintegration of a radioactive substance along with the emission of ionizing radiation) 
               => alpha decay --
 (radioactive decay of an atomic nucleaus that is accompanied by the emission of an alpha particle) 
               => beta decay --
 (radioactive decay of an atomic nucleus that is accompanied by the emission of a beta particle) 
           => endoergic reaction -- (a nuclear reaction occurring with absorption of energy) 
           => exoergic reaction -- (a nuclear reaction accompanied by the evolution of energy) 
           => fission, nuclear fission --
 (a nuclear reaction in which a massive nucleus splits into smaller nuclei with the simultaneous release of e
nergy) 
           => fusion, nuclear fusion, nuclear fusion reaction --
 (a nuclear reaction in which nuclei combine to form more massive nuclei with the simultaneous release of 
energy) 
               => cold fusion --
 (nuclear fusion at or near room temperatures; claims to have discovered it are generally considered to have
 been mistaken) 
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               => thermonuclear reaction --
 (a nuclear fusion reaction taking place at very high temperatures (as in the sun)) 
                   => carbon cycle -- (a thermonuclear reaction in the interior of stars) 
           => spallation --
 ((physics) a nuclear reaction in which a bombarded nucleus breaks up into many particles; "some astronom
ers believe that the solar system was formed by spallation when the sun was a very young star") 
       => opacification -- (the process of becoming cloudy or opaque) 
       => oscillation -- (the process of oscillating between states) 
           => libration --
 ((astronomy) a real or apparent slow oscillation of a moon or satellite; "the libration of the moon") 
       => oxygenation --
 (the process of providing or combining or treating with oxygen; "the oxygenation of the blood") 
       => pair production, pair creation, pair formation -- (the transformation of a gamma-
ray photon into an electron and a positron when the photon passes close to an atomic nucleus) 
       => phase change, phase transition, state change, physical change --
 (a change from one state (solid or liquid or gas) to another without a change in chemical composition) 
           => freeze, freezing -- (the withdrawal of heat to change something from a liquid to a solid) 
               => freeze-drying, lyophilization, lyophilisation --
 (a method of drying food or blood plasma or pharmaceuticals or tissue without destroying their physical str
ucture; material is frozen and then warmed in a vacuum so that the ice sublimes) 
               => frost, icing -- (the formation of frost or ice on a surface) 
           => liquefaction -- (the conversion of a solid or a gas into a liquid) 
               => dissolving, dissolution -- (the process of going into solution; "the dissolving of salt in water") 
           => thaw, melt, thawing, melting --
 (the process whereby heat changes something from a solid to a liquid; "the power failure caused a refrigera
tor melt that was a disaster"; "the thawing of a frozen turkey takes several hours") 
           => vaporization, vaporisation, vapor, vapour, evaporation -- (the process of becoming a vapor) 
               => boiling -- (the application of heat to change something from a liquid to a gas) 
                   => decoction process, decoction mashing --
 (a process in which part of the mash is removed and boiled and then returned) 
               => clouding, clouding up -- (the process whereby water particles become visible in the sky) 
               => smoke, smoking --
 (a hot vapor containing fine particles of carbon being produced by combustion; "the fire produced a tower 
of black smoke that could be seen for miles") 
 
       => precession of the equinoxes --
 (a slow westward shift of the equinoxes along the plane of the ecliptic caused by precession of the Earth's a
xis of rotation) 
       => release --
 (a process that liberates or discharges something; "there was a sudden release of oxygen"; "the release of io
dine from the thyroid gland") 
           => emission -- (the release of electrons from parent atoms) 
               => photoemission -- (emission of photoelectrons (especially from a metallic surface)) 
               => field emission --
 (the emission of electrons that are stripped from parent atoms by a high electric field) 
               => photoelectric emission -- (the release or absorption of quanta above a certain energy level) 
               => radiation, radioactivity --
 (the spontaneous emission of a stream of particles or electromagnetic rays in nuclear decay) 
                   => corpuscular radiation, particulate radiation --
 (a stream of atomic or subatomic particles that may be charged positively (e.g. alpha particles) or negativel
y (e.g. beta particles) or not at all (e.g. neutrons)) 
                       => alpha radiation, alpha ray -- (the radiation of alpha particles during radioactive decay) 
                       => beta radiation, beta ray, electron radiation --
 (radiation of beta particles during radioactive decay) 
                       => neutron radiation -- (radiation of neutrons (as by a neutron bomb)) 
               => secondary emission --
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 (the emission of electrons from a surface that is bombarded by higher energy primary electrons) 
               => thermionic emission, thermal emission -- (the emission of electrons from very hot substances) 
       => saltation --
 ((geology) the leaping movement of sand or soil particles as they are transported in a fluid medium over an
 uneven surface) 
       => scattering --
 (the physical process in which particles are deflected haphazardly as a result of collisions) 
       => sericulture -- (raising silkworms in order to obtain raw silk) 
       => sink --
 ((technology) a process that acts to absorb or remove energy or a substance from a system; "the ocean is a 
sink for carbon dioxide") 
           => heat sink -- (a metal conductor specially designed to conduct (and radiate) heat) 
       => soak, soakage, soaking --
 (the process of becoming softened and saturated as a consequence of being immersed in water (or other liq
uid); "a good soak put life back in the wagon") 
       => softening --
 (the process of becoming softer; "refrigeration delayed the softening of the fruit"; "he observed the softeni
ng of iron by heat") 
           => maceration -- (softening due to soaking or steeping) 
       => sorption --
 (the process in which one substance takes up or holds another (by either absorption or adsorption)) 
           => absorption, soaking up --
 ((chemistry) a process in which one substance permeates another; a fluid permeates or is dissolved by a liq
uid or solid) 
               => imbibition -- ((chemistry) the absorption of a liquid by a solid or gel) 
           => adsorption, surface assimilation --
 (the accumulation of molecules of a gas to form a thin film on the surface of a solid) 
               => chemisorption, chemosorption --
 (adsorption (especially when irreversible) by means of chemical instead of physical forces; "chemisorption
 of gaseous nitrogen on iron catalysts") 
       => source --
 ((technology) a process by which energy or a substance enters a system; "a heat source"; "a source of carbo
n dioxide") 
       => stiffening, rigidifying, rigidification -- (the process of becoming stiff or rigid) 
           => rigor mortis -- (muscular stiffening that begins 2 to 4 hours after death and last for about 4 days) 
       => stimulation -- ((physiology) the effect of a stimulus (on nerves or organs etc.)) 
           => activation -- (stimulation of activity in an organism or chemical) 
               => indweller --
 (activation by an inner spirit or force or principle; "the Holy Spirit is the indweller of the church and its me
mbers") 
           => galvanization, galvanisation -- (stimulation with a galvanic current) 
       => succession, ecological succession --
 ((ecology) the gradual and orderly process of change in an ecosystem brought about by the progressive rep
lacement of one community by another until a stable climax is established) 
       => survival, survival of the fittest, natural selection, selection --
 (a natural process resulting in the evolution of organisms best adapted to the environment) 
       => synergy, synergism --
 (the working together of two things (muscles or drugs for example) to produce an effect greater than the su
m of their individual effects) 
           => potentiation -- ((medicine) the synergistic effect of two drugs given simultaneously) 
       => temperature change -- (a process whereby the degree of hotness of a body (or medium) changes) 
           => advection -- ((meteorology) the horizontal transfer of heat or other atmospheric properties) 
           => climate change, global climate change -- (a change in the world's climate) 
           => convection -- (the transfer of heat through a fluid (liquid or gas) caused by molecular motion) 
           => cooling, chilling, temperature reduction -- (the process of becoming cooler; a falling temperature) 
               => freeze, freezing -- (the withdrawal of heat to change something from a liquid to a solid) 
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                   => freeze-drying, lyophilization, lyophilisation --
 (a method of drying food or blood plasma or pharmaceuticals or tissue without destroying their physical str
ucture; material is frozen and then warmed in a vacuum so that the ice sublimes) 
                   => frost, icing -- (the formation of frost or ice on a surface) 
               => heat dissipation -- (dissipation of heat) 
               => refrigeration, infrigidation --
 (the process of cooling or freezing (e.g., food) for preservative purposes) 
           => heating, warming -- (the process of becoming warmer; a rising temperature) 
               => boiling -- (the application of heat to change something from a liquid to a gas) 
                   => decoction process, decoction mashing --
 (a process in which part of the mash is removed and boiled and then returned) 
               => global warming --
 (an increase in the average temperature of the earth's atmosphere (especially a sustained increase that cause
s climatic changes)) 
               => induction heating --
 (the heating of a conducting material caused by an electric current induced in it) 
               => overheating -- (excessive heating) 
                   => meltdown, nuclear meltdown --
 (severe overheating of the core of a nuclear reactor resulting in the core melting and radiation escaping) 
               => radiant heating --
 (heating a building by radiation from panels containing hot water or electrical heaters) 
               => thaw, melt, thawing, melting --
 (the process whereby heat changes something from a solid to a liquid; "the power failure caused a refrigera
tor melt that was a disaster"; "the thawing of a frozen turkey takes several hours") 
       => transduction --
 (the process whereby a transducer accepts energy in one form and gives back related energy in a different f
orm; "the transduction of acoustic waves into voltages by a microphone") 
           => microphoning -- (the transduction of sound waves into electrical waves (by a microphone)) 
       => transpiration --
 (the passage of gases through fine tubes because of differences in pressure or temperature) 
       => vitrification -- (the process of becoming vitreous) 
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ORGANIC PROCESS, BIOLOGICAL PROCESS < PROCESS OF CHANGE < ENTITY 
 
organic process, biological process -- (a process occurring in living organisms) 
       => adaptation, adjustment -- (the process of adapting to something (such as environmental conditions)) 
       => agglutination -- (a clumping of bacteria or red cells when held together by antibodies (agglutinins)) 
       => aging, ageing, senescence --
 (the organic process of growing older and showing the effects of increasing age) 
       => anabolism, constructive metabolism -- (synthesis of more complex substances from simpler ones) 
       => anovulation -- (the absence of ovulation due to immaturity or post-
maturity or pregnancy or oral contraceptive pills or dysfunction of the ovary) 
       => antisepsis, asepsis -- (the process of inhibiting the growth and multiplication of microorganisms) 
       => assimilation, absorption -- (the process of absorbing nutrients into the body after digestion) 
       => autoregulation --
 ((physiology) processes that maintain a generally constant physiological state in a cell or organism) 
       => bacteriostasis -- (inhibition of the growth of bacteria) 
       => blooming, bloom --
 (the organic process of bearing flowers; "you will stop all bloom if you let the flowers go to seed") 
       => bodily process, body process, bodily function, activity --
 (an organic process that takes place in the body; "respiratory activity") 
       => carbon cycle --
 (the organic circulation of carbon from the atmosphere into organisms and back again) 
       => catabolism, katabolism, dissimilation, destructive metabolism --
 (breakdown of more complex substances into simpler ones with release of energy) 
       => cell division, cellular division --
 (the process in reproduction and growth by which a cell divides to form daughter cells) 
       => crossing over, crossover --
 (the interchange of sections between pairing homologous chromosomes during the prophase of meiosis) 
       => defoliation -- (the loss of foliage) 
       => deossification -- (the loss of the mineral content of bone tissue) 
       => digestion --
 (the organic process by which food is converted into substances that can be absorbed into the body) 
       => eburnation --
 (a change that occurs in degenerative joint disease in which bone is converted into a dense smooth substan
ce resembling ivory) 
       => ecchymosis --
 (the escape of blood from ruptured blood vessels into the surrounding tissue to form a purple or black-and-
blue spot on the skin) 
       => effacement -- (shortening of the uterine cervix and thinning of its walls as it is dilated during labor) 
       => erythropoiesis -- (the process of producing red blood cells by the stem cells in the bone marrow) 
       => evolution, phylogeny, phylogenesis --
 ((biology) the sequence of events involved in the evolutionary development of a species or taxonomic grou
p of organisms) 
       => expression -- ((genetics) the process of expressing a gene) 
       => extravasation --
 (the process of exuding or passing out of a vessel into surrounding tissues; said or blood or lymph or urine) 
       => gastrulation --
 (the process in which a gastrula develops from a blastula by the inward migration of cells) 
       => glycogenesis -- (the formation in animals of glycogen from glucose) 
       => growth, growing, maturation, development, ontogeny, ontogenesis --
 ((biology) the process of an individual organism growing organically; a purely biological unfolding of eve
nts involved in an organism changing gradually from a simple to a more complex level; "he proposed an in
dicator of osseous development in children") 
       => hematopoiesis, haematopoiesis, hemopoiesis, haemopoiesis, hemogenesis, haemogenesis, hematoge
nesis, haematogenesis, sanguification --
 (the formation of blood cells in the living body (especially in the bone marrow)) 
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       => heredity --
 (the biological process whereby genetic factors are transmitted from one generation to the next) 
       => humification -- (the proces of the formation of humus) 
       => hypostasis, epistasis -- (the suppression of a gene by the effect of an unrelated gene) 
       => implantation, nidation --
 ((embryology) the organic process whereby a fertilized egg becomes implanted in the lining of the uterus o
f placental mammals) 
       => inhibition --
 ((physiology) the process whereby nerves can retard or prevent the functioning of an organ or part; "the in
hibition of the heart by the vagus nerve") 
       => invagination, introversion, intussusception, infolding --
 (the folding in of an outer layer so as to form a pocket in the surface; "the invagination of the blastula") 
       => involution --
 (reduction in size of an organ or part (as in the return of the uterus to normal size after childbirth)) 
       => cytokinesis --
 (organic process consisting of the division of the cytoplasm of a cell following karyokinesis bringing about
 the separation into two daughter cells) 
       => karyokinesis --
 (organic process consisting of the division of the nucleus of a cell during mitosis or meiosis) 
       => keratinization, keratinisation --
 (organic process by which keratin is deposited in cells and the cells become horny (as in nails and hair)) 
       => Krebs cycle, Krebs citric acid cycle, citric acid cycle, tricarboxylic acid cycle --
 (in all plants and animals: a series of enzymatic reactions in mitochondria involving oxidative metabolism 
of acetyl compounds to produce high-energy phosphate compounds that are the source of cellular energy) 
       => lymphopoiesis --
 (the formation of lymphocytes in the bone marrow and lymph nodes and thymus and spleen) 
       => lysogenization, lysogenisation --
 (the process by which a bacterium acquires a phage that becomes integrated into its genome) 
       => maturation, ripening, maturement -- (coming to full development; becoming mature) 
       => metabolism, metabolic process, metastasis --
 (the organic processes (in a cell or organism) that are necessary for life) 
       => metamorphosis, metabolism --
 (the marked and rapid transformation of a larva into an adult that occurs in some animals) 
       => nitrogen cycle --
 (the circulation of nitrogen; nitrates from the soil are absorbed by plants which are eaten by animals that di
e and decay returning the nitrogen back to the soil) 
       => nitrogen fixation --
 (the assimilation of atmospheric nitrogen by soil bacteria and its release for plant use on the death of the ba
cteria) 
       => nondevelopment -- (failure of normal development to occur) 
       => nutrition --
 ((physiology) the organic process of nourishing or being nourished; the processes by which an organism as
similates food and uses it for growth and maintenance) 
       => organification -- (the process of organ formation) 
       => ossification -- (the developmental process of bone formation) 
       => ovulation -- (the expulsion of an ovum from the ovary (usually midway in the menstrual cycle)) 
       => oxidative phosphorylation --
 (an enzymatic process in cell metabolism that synthesizes ATP from ADP) 
       => parturition, birth, giving birth, birthing -- (the process of giving birth) 
       => pathologic process, pathological process --
 (an organic process occurring as a consequence of disease) 
       => perennation -- (the process of living through a number of years (as a perennial plant)) 
       => quellung, quellung reaction --
 (the swelling of the capsule surrounding a microorganism after reaction with an antibody; the basis of certa
in tests for identifying microorganisms; "pneumococcus quellung") 
       => quickening --
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 (the process of showing signs of life; "the quickening of seed that will become ripe grain") 
       => regeneration -- ((biology) growth anew of lost tissue or destroyed parts or organs) 
       => regulation --
 ((embryology) the ability of an early embryo to continue normal development after its structure has been s
omehow damaged or altered) 
       => replication -- ((genetics) the process whereby DNA makes a copy of itself before cell division) 
       => reproduction -- (the process of generating offspring) 
       => resorption, reabsorption --
 (the organic process in which the substance of some differentiated structure that has been produced by the 
body undergoes lysis and assimilation) 
       => ripening, aging, ageing -- (acquiring desirable qualities by being left undisturbed for some time) 
       => secretion, secernment -- (the organic process of synthesizing and releasing some substance) 
       => segregation --
 ((genetics) the separation of paired alleles during meiosis so that members of each pair of alleles appear in 
different gametes) 
       => shedding, sloughing -- (the process whereby something is shed) 
       => summation --
 ((physiology) the process whereby multiple stimuli can produce a response (in a muscle or nerve or other p
art) that one stimulus alone does not produce) 
       => symphysis -- (a growing together of parts or structures) 
       => synapsis --
 (the side by side pairing of homologous maternal and paternal chromosomes at the start of meiosis) 
       => synizesis, synezesis --
 (the contraction of chromatin towards one side of the nucleus during the prophase of meiosis) 
       => transcription --
 ((genetics) the organic process whereby the DNA sequence in a gene is copied into mRNA; the process wh
ereby a base sequence of messenger RNA is synthesized on a template of complementary DNA) 
       => transduction --
 ((genetics) the process of transfering genetic material from one cell to another by a plasmid or bacteriopha
ge) 
       => translation --
 ((genetics) the process whereby genetic information coded in messenger RNA directs the formation of a sp
ecific protein at a ribosome in the cytoplasm) 
       => protein folding, folding -- (the process whereby a protein molecule assumes its intricate three-
dimensional shape; "understanding protein folding is the next step in deciphering the genetic code") 
       => translocation --
 ((genetics) an exchange of chromosome parts; "translocations can result in serious congenital disorders") 
       => translocation -- (the transport of dissolved material within a plant) 
       => transpiration -- (the emission of water vapor from the leaves of plants) 
       => tumefaction --
 (the process of tumefying; the organic process whereby tissue becomes swollen by the accumulation of flui
d within it) 
       => ulceration -- (the process of ulcer formation; the process of becoming ulcerated) 
       => vascularization, vascularisation --
 (the organic process whereby body tissue becomes vascular and develops capillaries) 
       => vesiculation, vesication, blistering -- (the formation of vesicles) 
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BODY PROCESS, BODY FUNCTION, ACTIVITY 
       => bodily process, body process, bodily function, activity --
 (an organic process that takes place in the body; "respiratory activity") 
           => control --
 ((physiology) regulation or maintenance of a function or action or reflex etc; "the timing and control of his movements
 were unimpaired"; "he had lost control of his sphincters") 
               => motor control -- (control of muscles) 
           => breathing, external respiration, respiration, ventilation --
 (the bodily process of inhalation and exhalation; the process of taking in oxygen from inhaled air and releasing carbon 
dioxide by exhalation) 
               => artificial respiration -- (an emergency procedure whereby breathing is maintained artificially) 
               => abdominal breathing --
 (breathing in which most of the respiratory effort is done by the abdominal muscles; "abdominal breathing is practiced 
by singers") 
               => eupnea, eupnoea -- (normal relaxed breathing) 
               => hyperpnea --
 (energetic (deep and rapid) respiration that occurs normally after exercise or abnormally with fever or various disorder
s) 
               => hypopnea -- (slow or shallow breathing) 
               => hyperventilation --
 (an increased depth and rate of breathing greater than demanded by the body needs; can cause dizziness and tingling of
 the fingers and toes and chest pain if continued) 
               => panting, heaving -- (breathing heavily (as after exertion)) 
               => periodic breathing, Cheyne-Stokes respiration --
 (abnormal respiration in which periods of shallow and deep breathing alternate) 
               => smoke, smoking --
 (the act of smoking tobacco or other substances; "he went outside for a smoke"; "smoking stinks") 
                   => puffing --
 (blowing tobacco smoke out into the air; "they smoked up the room with their ceaseless puffing") 
               => snore, snoring, stertor -- (the act of snoring or producing a snoring sound) 
               => snuffle, sniffle, snivel -- (the act of breathing heavily through the nose (as when the nose is congested)) 
               => wheeze -- (breathing with a husky or whistling sound) 
               => second wind -- (the return of relatively easy breathing after initial exhaustion during continuous exertion) 
           => respiration -- (a single complete act of breathing in and out; "thirty respirations per minute") 
           => breath --
 (the process of taking in and expelling air during breathing; "he took a deep breath and dived into the pool"; "he was fi
ghting to his last breath") 
               => exhalation, expiration, breathing out -- (the act of expelling air from the lungs) 
                   => cough, coughing -- (the act of exhaling air suddenly with a noise) 
                   => puffing, huffing, snorting -- (an act of forcible exhalation) 
                   => blow, puff --
 (forceful exhalation through the nose or mouth; "he gave his nose a loud blow"; "he blew out all the candles with a sin
gle puff") 
                       => insufflation -- (an act of blowing or breathing on or into something) 
                   => wind -- (breath; "the collision knocked the wind out of him") 
               => inhalation, inspiration, aspiration, breathing in --
 (the act of inhaling; the drawing in of air (or other gases) as in breathing) 
                   => gasp, pant -- (a short labored intake of breath with the mouth open; "she gave a gasp and fainted") 
                   => puff, drag, pull --
 (a slow inhalation (as of tobacco smoke); "he took a puff on his pipe"; "he took a drag on his cigarette and expelled the
 smoke slowly") 
                       => toke -- (a puff of a marijuana or hashish cigarette; "the boys took a few tokes on a joint") 
           => consumption, ingestion, intake, uptake --
 (the process of taking food into the body through the mouth (as by eating)) 
               => eating, feeding -- (the act of consuming food) 
                   => bite, chomp -- (the act of gripping or chewing off with the teeth and jaws) 
                       => munch -- (a large bite; "he tried to talk between munches on the sandwich") 
                       => nibble -- (gentle biting) 
                       => nip, pinch -- (small sharp biting) 
                   => browse, browsing -- (the act of feeding by continual nibbling) 
                   => coprophagy, coprophagia -- (eating feces; in human a symptom of some kinds of insanity) 
                   => dining -- (the act of eating dinner) 
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                       => Dutch treat -- (a dinner where each person pays for his own) 
                   => engorgement -- (eating ravenously or voraciously to satiation) 
                   => feasting, banqueting -- (eating an elaborate meal (often accompanied by entertainment)) 
                   => geophagy, geophagia, pica --
 (eating earth or clay or chalk; occurs in some primitive tribes or sometimes in cases of nutritional deficiency) 
                   => graze, grazing -- (the act of grazing) 
                   => lunching -- (the act of eating lunch) 
                   => repletion, surfeit -- (eating until excessively full) 
                   => supping -- (ingestion of liquid food with a spoon or by drinking) 
                   => tasting, savoring, savouring, relishing, degustation --
 (taking a small amount into the mouth to test its quality; "cooking was fine but it was the savoring that he enjoyed mos
t") 
                   => necrophagia, necrophagy -- (feeding on corpses or carrion) 
                   => omophagia -- (the eating of raw food) 
                   => scatophagy -- (the eating of excrement or other filth) 
               => swallow, drink, deglutition --
 (the act of swallowing; "one swallow of the liquid was enough"; "he took a drink of his beer and smacked his lips") 
                   => aerophagia -- (swallowing air (usually followed by belching and discomfort and flatulence)) 
                   => gulp, draft, draught, swig -- (a large and hurried swallow; "he finished it at a single gulp") 
                   => nip, sip -- (a small drink) 
               => sucking, suck, suction -- (the act of sucking) 
               => drinking, imbibing, imbibition -- (the act of consuming liquids) 
                   => gulping, swilling, guzzling -- (the drinking of large mouthfuls rapidly) 
                   => potation -- (the act of drinking (especially an alcoholic drink)) 
SEX, SEXUAL ACTIVITY, SEXUAL PRACTICE < BODY PROCESS < BIOLOGICAL PROCESS < NATURAL 
PROCESS < PROCESS OF CHANGE < ENTITY 
           => sexual activity, sexual practice, sex, sex activity --
 (activities associated with sexual intercourse; "they had sex in the back seat") 
               => bondage -- (sexual practice that involves physically restraining (by cords or handcuffs) one of the partners) 
               => outercourse -- (mutual sexual gratification without the exchange of bodily fluids) 
               => safe sex --
 (sexual activity (especially sexual intercourse) with the use of measures (such as latex condoms) to avoid the transmiss
ion of disease (especially AIDS)) 
               => conception -- (the act of becoming pregnant; fertilization of an ovum by a spermatozoon) 
               => sexual intercourse, intercourse, sex act, copulation, coitus, coition, sexual congress, congress, sexual relati
on, relation, carnal knowledge --
 (the act of sexual procreation between a man and a woman; the man's penis is inserted into the woman's vagina and ex
cited until orgasm and ejaculation occur) 
                   => defloration --
 (the act of depriving a woman of her virginity (especially by rupturing the hymen through sexual intercourse)) 
                   => fuck, fucking, screw, screwing, ass, nooky, nookie, piece of ass, piece of tail, roll in the hay, shag, shtup
 -- (slang terms for sexual intercourse) 
                   => hank panky -- (illicit sexual intercourse) 
                   => penetration -- (the act (by a man) of inserting his penis into the vagina of a woman) 
                   => unlawful carnal knowledge, criminal congress --
 (forbidden or tabu sexual intercourse between individuals) 
                       => extramarital sex, free love --
 (sexual intercourse between individuals who are not married to one another) 
                           => adultery, criminal conversation, fornication --
 (extramarital sex that willfully and maliciously interferes with marriage relations; "adultery is often cited as grounds fo
r divorce") 
                           => fornication -- (voluntary sexual intercourse between persons not married to each other) 
                       => incest --
 (sexual intercourse between persons too closely related to marry (as between a parent and a child)) 
               => pleasure -- (sexual gratification; "he took his pleasure of her") 
               => sexual love, lovemaking, making love, love, love life --
 (sexual activities (often including sexual intercourse) between two people; "his lovemaking disgusted her"; "he hadn't 
had any love in months"; "he has a very complicated love life") 
               => carnal abuse --
 (any lascivious contact by an adult with the sexual organs of a child (especially not involving sexual intercourse)) 
               => coupling, mating, pairing, conjugation, union, sexual union --
 (the act of pairing a male and female for reproductive purposes; "the casual couplings of adolescents"; "the mating of s
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ome species occurs only in the spring") 
                   => assortative mating -- (mating of individuals having more traits in common than likely in random mating) 
                   => disassortative mating --
 (mating of individuals having traits more dissimilar than likely in random mating) 
                   => hybridization, hybridisation, crossbreeding, crossing, cross, interbreeding, hybridizing --
 ((genetics) the act of mixing different species or varieties of animals or plants and thus to produce hybrids) 
                       => dihybrid cross -- (hybridization using two traits with two alleles each) 
                       => monohybrid cross --
 (hybridization using a single trait with two alleles (as in Mendel's experiments with garden peas)) 
                       => reciprocal cross, reciprocal --
 (hybridization involving a pair of crosses that reverse the sexes associated with each genotype) 
                       => testcross, test-cross --
 (a cross between an organism whose genotype for a certain trait is unknown and an organism that is homozygous reces
sive for that trait so the unknown genotype can be determined from that of the offspring) 
                   => inbreeding -- (the act of mating closely related individuals) 
                   => servicing, service --
 (the act of mating by male animals; "the bull was worth good money in servicing fees") 
               => reproduction, procreation, breeding, facts of life --
 (the sexual activity of conceiving and bearing offspring) 
                   => miscegenation, crossbreeding, interbreeding --
 (reproduction by parents of different races (especially by white and non-white persons)) 
                   => generation, multiplication, propagation --
 (the act of producing offspring or multiplying by such production) 
                       => biogenesis, biogeny -- (the production of living organisms from other living organisms) 
               => foreplay, arousal, stimulation -- (mutual sexual stimulation prior to sexual intercourse) 
                   => caressing, cuddling, fondling, hugging, kissing, necking, petting, smooching, snuggling --
 (affectionate play (or foreplay without contact with the genital organs)) 
                       => snogging -- ((British informal) cuddle and kiss) 
                   => feel -- (manual-genital stimulation for sexual pleasure; "the girls hated it when he tried to sneak a feel") 
               => perversion, sexual perversion -- (an aberrant sexual practice that is preferred to normal intercourse) 
                   => paraphilia -- (abnormal sexual activity) 
                       => exhibitionism, immodesty --
 (the perverse act of exposing and attracting attention to your own genitals) 
                       => fetishism, fetichism --
 (sexual arousal or gratification resulting from handling a fetish (or a specific part of the body other than the sexual org
ans)) 
                       => pedophilia, paedophilia -- (sexual activity of an adult with a child) 
                           => pederasty, paederasty --
 (sexual relations between a man and a boy (usually anal intercourse with the boy as a passive partner)) 
                       => voyeurism --
 (perversion in which a person receives sexual gratification from seeing the genitalia of others or witnessing others' sex
ual behavior) 
                       => zoophilia, zoophilism -- (sexual attraction to animals) 
                   => sodomy, buggery, anal sex, anal intercourse --
 (anal intercourse committed by a man with a man or woman) 
                   => oral sex, head -- (oral-genital stimulation; "they say he gives good head") 
                       => cunnilingus, cunnilinctus -- (oral stimulation of the vulva or clitoris) 
                       => fellatio, fellation -- (oral stimulation of the penis) 
                           => cock sucking, blowjob -- (slang terms for fellatio) 
                       => soixante-neuf, sixty-nine -- (oral sex practiced simultaneously by two people) 
               => autoeroticism, autoerotism -- (using you own body as a sexual object) 
                   => masturbation, onanism, self-abuse --
 (manual stimulation of the genital organs (of yourself or another) for sexual pleasure) 
                       => frottage -- (masturbation by rubbing against another person (as in a crowd)) 
                       => jacking off, jerking off, hand job, wank -- (slang terms for masturbation) 
               => promiscuity, promiscuousness, sleeping around --
 (indulging in promiscuous (casual and indiscriminate) sexual relations) 
                   => one-night stand --
 (a brief sexual encounter lasting only for a single night; "he ran through a series of loveless one-night stands") 
               => lechery -- (unrestrained indulgence in sexual activity) 
               => homosexuality, homosexualism, homoeroticism, gayness --
 (a sexual attraction to (or sexual relations with) persons of the same sex) 
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                   => inversion, sexual inversion --
 (a term formerly used to mean taking on the gender role of the opposite sex) 
                   => lesbianism, sapphism -- (female homosexuality) 
                       => tribadism -- (a form of lesbianism that simulates heterosexual intercourse) 
                   => pederasty, paederasty --
 (sexual relations between a man and a boy (usually anal intercourse with the boy as a passive partner)) 
               => bisexuality -- (sexual activity with both men and women) 
               => heterosexuality, heterosexualism, straightness --
 (a sexual attraction to (or sexual relations with) persons of the opposite sex) 
               => bestiality, zooerastia, zooerasty -- (sexual activity between a person and an animal) 
           => insemination -- (the introduction of semen into the genital tract of a female) 
               => artificial insemination, AI --
 (the introduction of semen into the oviduct or uterus by some means other than sexual intercourse) 
 
           => sleeping -- (the suspension of consciousness and decrease in metabolic rate) 
               => sleepwalking, somnambulism, somnambulation, noctambulism, noctambulation --
 (walking by a person who is asleep) 
               => sleep talking, somniloquy, somniloquism -- (uttering speech while asleep) 
               => nap, catnap, cat sleep, forty winks, short sleep, snooze -- (a short sleep (usually not in bed)) 
                   => siesta -- (a nap in the early afternoon (especially in hot countries)) 
                   => zizz -- (a nap; "Arthur's taking a short zizz") 
               => doze, drowse -- (a light fitful sleep) 
REACTION, RESPONSE < BODY PROCESS < BIOLOGICAL PROCESS < NATURAL PROCESS <… 
           => reaction, response --
 (a bodily process occurring due to the effect of some foregoing stimulus or agent; "a bad reaction to the medicine"; "hi
s responses have slowed with age") 
               => automatism --
 (any reaction that occurs automatically without conscious thought or reflection (especially the undirected behavior see
n in psychomotor epilepsy)) 
               => rebound -- (a reaction to a crisis or setback or frustration; "he is still on the rebound from his wife's death") 
               => overreaction -- (an excessive reaction; a reaction with inappropriate emotional behavior) 
               => galvanic skin response, GSR, psychogalvanic response, electrodermal response, electrical skin response, F
ere phenomenon, Tarchanoff phenomenon --
 (a change in the electrical properties of the skin in response to stress or anxiety; can be measured either by recording th
e electrical resistance of the skin or by recording weak currents generated by the body) 
               => immune response, immune reaction, immunologic response --
 (a bodily defense reaction that recognizes an invading substance (an antigen: such as a virus or fungus or bacteria or tr
ansplanted organ) and produces antibodies specific against that antigen) 
                   => anamnestic response, anamnestic reaction --
 (renewed rapid production of an antibody on the second (or subsequent) encounter with the same antigen) 
                   => humoral immune response --
 (an immune response (chiefly against bacterial invasion) that is mediated by B cells) 
                   => cell-mediated immune response --
 (an immune response (chiefly against viral or fungal invasions or transplanted tissue) that involves T cells) 
                   => complement fixation -- (an immune response in which an antigen-
antibody combination inactivates a complement (so it is unavailable to participate in a second antigen-
antibody combination)) 
               => tropism -- (an involuntary orienting response; positive or negative reaction to a stimulus source) 
                   => ergotropism -- (an affinity for work) 
                   => geotropism -- (an orienting response to gravity) 
                   => heliotropism -- (an orienting response to the sun) 
                   => meteortropism -- (an effect of climate on biological processes (as the effect on joint pains etc.)) 
                   => neurotropism -- (an affinity for neural tissues) 
                   => phototropism -- (an orienting response to light) 
                   => trophotropism -- (an orienting response to food) 
               => taxis --
 (a locomotor response toward or away from an external stimulus by a motile (and usually simple) organism) 
                   => chemotaxis -- (movement by a cell or organism in reaction to a chemical stimulus) 
                       => negative chemotaxis -- (movement away from a chemical stimulus) 
                       => positive chemotaxis -- (movement toward a chemical stimulus) 
               => kinesis --
 (a movement that is a response to a stimulus but is not oriented with respect to the source of stimulation) 
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               => double take -- (a delayed reaction indicating surprise) 
               => reflex, instinctive reflex, innate reflex, inborn reflex, unconditioned reflex, physiological reaction --
 (an automatic instinctive unlearned reaction to a stimulus) 
                   => accommodation reflex -- (reflex changes in the eyes that enable an object to be focused on the retina) 
                   => Babinski, Babinski reflex, Babinski sign --
 (extension upward of the toes when the sole of the foot is stroked firmly on the outer side from the heel to the front; no
rmal in infants under the age of two years but a sign of brain or spinal cord injury in older persons) 
                   => belch, belching, burp, burping, eructation --
 (a reflex that expels wind noisily from the stomach through the mouth) 
                   => blink, eye blink, blinking, wink, winking, nictitation, nictation --
 (a reflex that closes and opens the eyes rapidly) 
                       => palpebration -- (repeated blinking or winking (especially if uncontrolled and persistent)) 
                   => blush, flush -- (sudden reddening of the face (as from embarrassment or guilt or shame or modesty)) 
                   => vomit, vomiting, emesis, regurgitation, disgorgement, puking --
 (the reflex act of ejecting the contents of the stomach through the mouth) 
                       => rumination -- (regurgitation of small amounts of food; seen in some infants after feeding) 
                       => hematemesis, haematemesis -- (vomiting blood) 
                       => hyperemesis -- (severe and excessive vomiting) 
                           => hyperemesis gravidarum --
 (hyperemesis during pregnancy; if severe it can result in damage to the brain and liver and kidney) 
                   => defecation reflex, rectal reflex -- (normal response to the presence of feces in the rectum) 
                   => yawn, yawning, oscitance, oscitancy --
 (an involuntary intake of breath through a wide open mouth; usually triggered by fatigue or boredom; "he could not su
ppress a yawn"; "the yawning in the audience told him it was time to stop"; "he apologized for his ostinancy") 
                       => pandiculation -- (yawning and stretching (as when first waking up)) 
                   => electric shock, electrical shock, shock --
 (a reflex response to the passage of electric current through the body; "subjects received a small electric shock when th
ey mae the wrong response"; "electricians get accustomed to occasional shocks") 
                   => fart, farting, flatus, wind, breaking wind -- (a reflex that expels intestinal gas through the anus) 
                   => gulp, gulping -- (a spasmodic reflex of the throat made as if in swallowing) 
                   => knee jerk, knee-jerk reflex, patellar reflex --
 (a reflex extension of the leg resulting from a sharp tap on the patellar tendon) 
                   => light reflex, pupillary reflex, miosis, myosis --
 (reflex contraction of the sphincter muscle of the iris in response to a bright light (or certain drugs) causing the pupil to
 become smaller) 
                   => mydriasis --
 (reflex pupillary dilation as a muscle pulls the iris outward; occurs in response to a decrease in light or certain drugs) 
                   => micturition reflex -- (relaxation of the urethral sphincter in response to increased pressure in the bladder) 
                   => pharyngeal reflex, gag reflex --
 (normal reflex consisting of retching; may be produced by touching the soft palate in the back of the mouth) 
                   => pilomotor reflex, gooseflesh, goose bump, goose pimple, goose skin, horripilation --
 (reflex erection of hairs of the skin in response to cold or emotional stress or skin irritation) 
                   => plantar reflex --
 (flexion of the toes when the sole of the foot is stroked firmly on the outer side from the heel to the front in persons ov
er the age of 2 years; under 2 years the results should be extension of the toes (Babinski reflex)) 
                   => rooting reflex -- (reflex consisting of head-
turning and sucking movements elicited in a normal infant by gently stroking the side of the mouth of cheek) 
                   => startle, jump, start -- (a sudden involuntary movement; "he awoke with a start") 
                       => startle response, startle reaction --
 (a complicated involuntary reaction to a sudden unexpected stimulus (especially a loud noise); involves flexion of mos
t skeletal muscles and a variety of visceral reactions) 
                       => startle reflex, Moro reflex --
 (a normal reflex of young infants; a sudden loud noise causes the child to stretch out the arms and flex the legs) 
                       => wince, flinch -- (a reflex response to sudden pain) 
                   => stretch reflex, myotactic reflex --
 (reflex contraction of a muscle when an attached tendon is pulled; important in maintaining erect posture) 
                   => suckling reflex --
 (reflex behavior in newborn mammals; includes finding and grasping the nipple in the mouth and sucking on it and sw
allowing the milk) 
                   => tremble, shiver, shake -- (reflex shaking caused by cold or fear or excitement) 
                   => sneeze, sneezing, sternutation --
 (a symptom consisting of the involuntary expulsion of air from the nose) 
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                   => hiccup, hiccough, singultus --
 ((usually plural) the state of having reflex spasms of the diaphragm accompanied by a rapid closure of the glottis produ
cing an audible sound; sometimes a symptom of indigestion; "how do you cure the hiccups?") 
               => learned reaction, learned response -- (a reaction that has been acquired by learning) 
                   => conditional reflex, conditioned reflex, acquired reflex, conditional reaction, conditioned reaction, conditi
onal response, conditioned response --
 (an acquired response that is under the control of (conditional on the occurrence of) a stimulus) 
                       => conditioned avoidance, conditioned avoidance response --
 (a conditioned response that anticipates the occurrence of an aversive stimulus) 
               => passage, passing --
 (a bodily process of passing from one place or stage to another; "the passage of air from the lungs"; "the passing of flat
us") 
               => answer --
 (a nonverbal reaction; "his answer to any problem was to get drunk"; "their answer was to sue me") 
               => transfusion reaction --
 (reaction of the body to a transfusion of blood that is not compatible with its own blood; an adverse reaction can range 
from fever and hives to renal failure and shock and death) 
 
           => crying, weeping, tears --
 (the process of shedding tears (usually accompanied by sobs or other inarticulate sounds); "I hate to hear the crying of 
a child"; "she was in tears") 
               => snivel, sniveling -- (whining in a tearful manner) 
               => sob, sobbing -- (convulsive gasp made while weeping) 
               => wailing, bawling -- (loud cries made while weeping) 
           => ablactation -- (the cessation of lactation) 
           => anastalsis -- (muscular action of the alimentary tract in a direction opposite to peristalsis) 
           => discharge, emission, expelling --
 (any of several bodily processes by which substances go out of the body; "the discharge of pus") 
               => ejaculation -- (the discharge of semen in males) 
                   => nocturnal emission -- (ejaculation during sleep (usually during a dream)) 
                   => premature ejaculation --
 (ejaculation during the early stages of sexual excitement or soon after the insertion of the penis into the vagina) 
               => elimination, evacuation, excretion, excreting, voiding -- (the bodily process of discharging waste matter) 
                   => defecation, laxation, shitting -- (the elimination of fecal waste through the anus) 
                       => bowel movement, movement, bm -- (a euphemism for defecation; "he had a bowel movement") 
                       => hematochezia, haematochezia --
 (passage of stools containing blood (as from diverticulosis or colon cancer or peptic ulcer)) 
                       => shit, dump -- (a coarse term for defecation; "he took a shit") 
                       => urochesia, urochezia -- (passage of urine from the anus) 
                   => incontinence, incontinency -- (involuntary urination or defecation) 
                       => enuresis, urinary incontinence -- (inability to control the flow of urine and involuntary urination) 
                           => bed-wetting -- (enuresis during sleep; especially common in children (who usually outgrow it)) 
                           => overflow incontinence --
 (urinary incontinence that occurs when the bladder is so full that it continually leaks urine; often attributable to a block
ed urethra (e.g., due to prostate enlargement) or weak bladder muscles or nerve damage) 
                           => stress incontinence --
 (urinary incontinence that occurs when involuntary pressure is put on the bladder by coughing or laughing or sneezing 
or lifting or straining) 
                           => urge incontinence --
 (urinary incontinence that is generally attributable to involuntary contracts of the bladder muscle resulting in an urgent 
need to urinate accompanied by a sudden loss of urine; most common in people over 60 years  
of age) 
                   => micturition, urination -- (the discharge of urine) 
                       => leak, wetting, making water, passing water -- (a euphemism for urination; "he had to take a leak") 
                       => lithuresis -- (passing small stones with the urine) 
                       => nocturia, nycturia -- (excessive urination at night; especially common in older men) 
                       => oliguria -- (production of an abnormally small amount of urine) 
                       => peeing, pee, pissing, piss -- (informal terms for urination; "he took a pee") 
               => menstruation, menses, menstruum, catamenia, period, flow --
 (the monthly discharge of blood from the uterus of nonpregnant women from puberty to menopause; "the women were
 sickly and subject to excessive menstruation"; "a woman does not take the gout unless her menses be stopped"--
Hippocrates; "the semen begins to appear in males and to be emitted at the same time of life that the catamenia begin to
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 flow in females"--Aristotle) 
                   => menorrhagia, hypermenorrhea --
 (abnormally heavy or prolonged menstruation; can be a symptom of uterine tumors and can lead to anemia if prolonge
d) 
                   => oligomenorrhea -- (abnormally light or infrequent menstruation) 
           => expectoration -- (the process of coughing up and spitting out) 
           => festering, suppuration, maturation --
 ((medicine) the formation of morbific matter in an abscess or a vesicle and the discharge of pus) 
           => healing -- (the natural process by which the body repairs itself) 
               => convalescence, recuperation, recovery -- (gradual healing (through rest) after sickness or injury) 
                   => lysis -- (recuperation in which the symptoms of an acute disease gradually subside) 
                   => rally -- (a marked recovery of strength or spirits during an illness) 
               => union, conglutination --
 (healing process involving the growing together of the edges of a wound or the growing together of broken bones) 
           => hypostasis -- (the accumulation of blood in an organ) 
           => lacrimation, lachrymation, tearing, watering -- (shedding tears) 
           => lactation -- (the production and secretion of milk by the mammary glands) 
           => opsonization, opsonisation --
 (process whereby opsonins make an invading microorganism more susceptible to phagocytosis) 
           => overactivity -- (excessive activity; "overactivity of the sebaceous glands causes the skin to become oily") 
           => peristalsis, vermiculation -- (the process of wave-
like muscle contractions of the alimentary tract that moves food along) 
           => perspiration, sweating, diaphoresis, sudation, hidrosis --
 (the process of the sweat glands of the skin secreting a salty fluid; "perspiration is a homeostatic process") 
               => hyperhidrosis, hyperidrosis, polyhidrosis -- (excessive and profuse perspiration) 
           => phagocytosis --
 (process in which phagocytes engulf and digest microorganisms and cellular debris; an important defense against infec
tion) 
           => pinocytosis -- (process by which certain cells can engulf and incorporate droplets of fluid) 
           => placentation -- (the formation of the placenta in the uterus) 
           => psilosis -- (falling out of hair) 
           => tanning -- (process in which skin pigmentation darkens as a result of exposure to ultraviolet light) 
           => transpiration -- (the process of givng off or exhaling water vapor through the skin or mucous membranes) 
 
       => carbon cycle --
 (the organic circulation of carbon from the atmosphere into organisms and back again) 
       => catabolism, katabolism, dissimilation, destructive metabolism --
 (breakdown of more complex substances into simpler ones with release of energy) 
       => cell division, cellular division --
 (the process in reproduction and growth by which a cell divides to form daughter cells) 
           => amitosis --
 (the direct method of cell division characterized by simple division of the nucleus without formation of chr
omosomes) 
           => cleavage, segmentation -- ((embryology) the repeated division of a fertilised ovum) 
           => meiosis, miosis, reduction division --
 ((genetics) cell division that produces reproductive cells in sexually reproducing organisms; the nucleus di
vides into four nuclei each containing half the chromosome number (leading to gametes in animals and spo
res in plants)) 
               => nondisjunction --
 (meiosis in which there is a failure of paired homologous chromosomes to separate; results in an abnormal 
number of chromosomes in the daughter cells) 
           => mitosis --
 (cell division in which the nucleus divides into nuclei containing the same number of chromosomes) 
       => crossing over, crossover --
 (the interchange of sections between pairing homologous chromosomes during the prophase of meiosis) 
       => defoliation -- (the loss of foliage) 
       => deossification -- (the loss of the mineral content of bone tissue) 
       => digestion --
 (the organic process by which food is converted into substances that can be absorbed into the body) 
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           => gastric digestion --
 (the process of breaking down proteins by the action of the gastric juice in the stomach) 
       => eburnation --
 (a change that occurs in degenerative joint disease in which bone is converted into a dense smooth substan
ce resembling ivory) 
       => ecchymosis --
 (the escape of blood from ruptured blood vessels into the surrounding tissue to form a purple or black-and-
blue spot on the skin) 
       => effacement -- (shortening of the uterine cervix and thinning of its walls as it is dilated during labor) 
       => erythropoiesis -- (the process of producing red blood cells by the stem cells in the bone marrow) 
       => evolution, phylogeny, phylogenesis --
 ((biology) the sequence of events involved in the evolutionary development of a species or taxonomic grou
p of organisms) 
           => anamorphosis, anamorphism --
 (the evolution of one type of organism from another by a long series of gradual changes) 
           => anthropogenesis, anthropogeny -- (the evolution or genesis of the human race) 
           => emergent evolution --
 (the appearance of entirely new properties at certain critical stages in the course of evolution) 
           => macroevolution --
 (evolution on a large scale extending over geologic era and resulting in the formation of new taxonomic gr
oups) 
           => microevolution --
 (evolution resulting from small specific genetic changes that can lead to a new subspecies) 
           => speciation -- (the evolution of a biological species) 
       => expression -- ((genetics) the process of expressing a gene) 
       => extravasation --
 (the process of exuding or passing out of a vessel into surrounding tissues; said or blood or lymph or urine) 
           => blood extravasation --
 (the leakage of blood from a vessel into tissues surrounding it; can occur in injuries or burns or allergic rea
ctions) 
           => urocele -- (extravasation of urine into the scrotal sac) 
       => gastrulation --
 (the process in which a gastrula develops from a blastula by the inward migration of cells) 
       => glycogenesis -- (the formation in animals of glycogen from glucose) 
GROWTH, DEVELOPMENT, ONTOGENY < ORGANIC PROCESS < NATURAL PROCESS < 
PROCESS OF CHANGE <… 
       => growth, growing, maturation, development, ontogeny, ontogenesis --
 ((biology) the process of an individual organism growing organically; a purely biological unfolding of eve
nts involved in an organism changing gradually from a simple to a more complex level; "he proposed an in
dicator of osseous development in children") 
           => culture --
 ((biology) the growing of microorganisms in a nutrient medium (such as gelatin or agar); "the culture of ce
lls in a Petri dish") 
           => amelogenesis -- (the developmental process of forming tooth enamel) 
           => angiogenesis -- (the formation of new blood vessels) 
           => apposition --
 ((biology) growth in the thickness of a cell wall by the deposit of successive layers of material) 
           => auxesis -- (growth from increase in cell size without cell division) 
           => blossoming, flowering, florescence, inflorescence, anthesis, efflorescence --
 (the time and process of budding and unfolding of blossoms) 
           => cenogenesis, kenogenesis, caenogenesis, cainogenesis, kainogenesis --
 (introduction during embryonic development of characters or structure not present in the earlier evolutiona
ry history of the strain or species (as addition of the placenta in mammalian evolution)) 
           => cohesion --
 ((botany) the process in some plants of parts growing together that are usually separate (such as petals)) 
           => cytogenesis, cytogeny -- (the origin and development and variation of cells) 
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           => foliation, leafing -- ((botany) the process of forming leaves) 
           => fructification -- (the bearing of fruit) 
           => gametogenesis -- (the development and maturation of sex cells through meiosis) 
               => oogenesis -- (development of ova) 
               => spermatogenesis -- (development of spermatozoa) 
           => germination, sprouting -- (the process whereby seeds or spores sprout and begin to grow) 
           => infructescence -- (the fruiting stage of the inflorescence) 
           => intussusception --
 ((biology) growth in the surface area of a cell by the deposit of new particles between existing particles in t
he cell wall) 
           => juvenescence -- (the process of growing into a youth) 
           => life cycle --
 (the course of developmental changes in an organism from fertilized zygote to maturity when another zygo
te can be produced) 
           => masculinization, masculinisation, virilization, virilisation --
 (the abnormal development of male sexual characteristics in a female (usually as the result of hormone ther
apies or adrenal malfunction)) 
           => morphogenesis --
 (differentiation and growth of the structure of an organism (or a part of an organism)) 
           => myelinization, myelinisation -- (the development of a myelin sheath around a nerve fiber) 
           => neurogenesis -- (the development of nerve tissues) 
           => palingenesis, recapitulation --
 (emergence during embryonic development of various characters or structures that appeared during the evo
lutionary history of the strain or species) 
           => proliferation -- (growth by the rapid multiplication of parts) 
           => psychomotor development --
 (progressive acquisition of skills involving both mental and motor activities) 
           => psychosexual development --
 ((psychoanalysis) the process during which personality and sexual behavior mature through a series of stag
es: first oral stage and then anal stage and then phallic stage and then latency stage and finally genital stage) 
           => rooting -- (the process of putting forth roots and beginning to grow) 
           => suppression -- ((botany) the failure to develop of some part or organ of a plant) 
           => teething, dentition, odontiasis -- (the eruption through the gums of baby teeth) 
               => precocious dentition -- (teething at an earlier age than expected) 
           => teratogenesis -- (the development of defects in an embryo) 
           => vegetation -- (the process of growth in plants) 
       => hematopoiesis, haematopoiesis, hemopoiesis, haemopoiesis, hemogenesis, haemogenesis, hema
togenesis, haematogenesis, sanguification --
 (the formation of blood cells in the living body (especially in the bone marrow)) 
       => heredity --
 (the biological process whereby genetic factors are transmitted from one generation to the next) 
       => humification -- (the proces of the formation of humus) 
       => hypostasis, epistasis -- (the suppression of a gene by the effect of an unrelated gene) 
       => implantation, nidation --
 ((embryology) the organic process whereby a fertilized egg becomes implanted in the lining of the uterus o
f placental mammals) 
       => inhibition --
 ((physiology) the process whereby nerves can retard or prevent the functioning of an organ or part; "the in
hibition of the heart by the vagus nerve") 
       => invagination, introversion, intussusception, infolding --
 (the folding in of an outer layer so as to form a pocket in the surface; "the invagination of the blastula") 
       => involution --
 (reduction in size of an organ or part (as in the return of the uterus to normal size after childbirth)) 
       => cytokinesis --
 (organic process consisting of the division of the cytoplasm of a cell following karyokinesis bringing about
 the separation into two daughter cells) 
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       => karyokinesis --
 (organic process consisting of the division of the nucleus of a cell during mitosis or meiosis) 
       => keratinization, keratinisation --
 (organic process by which keratin is deposited in cells and the cells become horny (as in nails and hair)) 
       => Krebs cycle, Krebs citric acid cycle, citric acid cycle, tricarboxylic acid cycle --
 (in all plants and animals: a series of enzymatic reactions in mitochondria involving oxidative metabolism 
of acetyl compounds to produce high-energy phosphate compounds that are the source of cellular energy) 
       => lymphopoiesis --
 (the formation of lymphocytes in the bone marrow and lymph nodes and thymus and spleen) 
       => lysogenization, lysogenisation --
 (the process by which a bacterium acquires a phage that becomes integrated into its genome) 
       => maturation, ripening, maturement -- (coming to full development; becoming mature) 
METABOLISM < BIOLOGICAL PROCESS <… 
       => metabolism, metabolic process, metastasis --
 (the organic processes (in a cell or organism) that are necessary for life) 
           => respiration, internal respiration, cellular respiration --
 (the metabolic processes whereby certain organisms obtain energy from organic moelcules; processes that 
take place in the cells and tissues during which energy is released and carbon dioxide is produced and absor
bed by the blood to be transported to the lungs) 
           => basal metabolic rate, BMR --
 (the rate at which heat is produced by an individual in a resting state) 
           => basal metabolism --
 (the amount of energy required to maintain the body of an individual in a resting state) 
           => fat metabolism --
 (a metabolic process that breaks down ingested fats into fatty acids and glycerol and then into simpler com
pounds that can be used by cells of the body) 
           => glycolysis --
 (a metabolic process that breaks down carbohydrates and sugars through a series of reactions to either pyru
vic acid or lactic acid and release energy for the body in the form of ATP) 
       => metamorphosis, metabolism --
 (the marked and rapid transformation of a larva into an adult that occurs in some animals) 
           => hemimetamorphosis, hemimetabolism, hemimetaboly --
 (incomplete or partial metamorphosis in insects) 
           => holometabolism, holometaboly -- (complete metamorphosis in insects) 
       => nitrogen cycle --
 (the circulation of nitrogen; nitrates from the soil are absorbed by plants which are eaten by animals that di
e and decay returning the nitrogen back to the soil) 
       => nitrogen fixation --
 (the assimilation of atmospheric nitrogen by soil bacteria and its release for plant use on the death of the ba
cteria) 
       => nondevelopment -- (failure of normal development to occur) 
           => agenesis, agenesia -- (imperfect development; nondevelopment of a part) 
       => nutrition --
 ((physiology) the organic process of nourishing or being nourished; the processes by which an organism as
similates food and uses it for growth and maintenance) 
       => organification -- (the process of organ formation) 
       => ossification -- (the developmental process of bone formation) 
       => ovulation -- (the expulsion of an ovum from the ovary (usually midway in the menstrual cycle)) 
       => oxidative phosphorylation --
 (an enzymatic process in cell metabolism that synthesizes ATP from ADP) 
BIRTH < ORGANIC PROCESS < NATURAL PROCESS <… 
       => parturition, birth, giving birth, birthing -- (the process of giving birth) 
           => brooding, incubation -- (sitting on eggs so as to hatch them by the warmth of the body) 
           => calving -- (giving birth to a calf) 
           => childbirth, childbearing, accouchement, vaginal birth --
 (the parturition process in human beings; having a baby; the process of giving birth to a child) 
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               => active birth -- (childbirth during which the mother is encouraged to be an active participant) 
               => alternative birth, alternative birthing -- (a method of childbirth that avoids intrusive high-
tech medicine in favor of more natural and homely settings) 
               => natural childbirth --
 (labor and childbirth without medical intervention; no drugs are given to relieve pain or aid the birth proce
ss; "natural childbirth is considered the safest for the baby") 
                   => Bradley method of childbirth, Bradley method --
 (a method that prepares a mother for natural childbirth by providing education and exercises and nutrition 
and techniques of breathing and relaxation (with the assistance of the father)) 
                   => Lamaze method of childbirth, Lamaze method --
 (a method that prepares a mother for natural childbirth; the pregnant woman (in classes and at home) practi
ces (usually with the help of a coach) learns about the physiology of childbirth and techniques of relaxation
 and concentration and breathing) 
                   => Leboyer method of childbirth, Leboyer method --
 (a method of childbirth that tries to minimize the trauma for the newborn; delivery occurs in a quiet dimly l
it room and the infant's head is not pulled and immediate mother-child bonding is encouraged) 
                   => Read method of childbirth, Read method --
 (a method of natural childbirth that assumes it is a normal process and that the pain is largely psychologica
l; involves education and breathing exercises to foster relaxation and other exercises) 
           => farrow, farrowing -- (the production of a litter of pigs) 
           => hatch, hatching -- (the production of young from an egg) 
           => laying, egg laying -- (the production of eggs (especially in birds)) 
           => parturiency, labor, labour, confinement, lying-in, travail, childbed --
 (concluding state of pregnancy; from the onset of labor to the birth of a child; "she was in labor for six hou
rs") 
               => premature labor, premature labour -- (labor beginning prior to the 37th week of gestation) 
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PATHOLOGICAL PROCESS < ORGANIC PROCESS < NATURAL PROCESS <… 
pathologic process, pathological process -- (an organic process occurring as a consequence of disease) 
       => feminization, feminisation --
 (the process of becoming feminized; the development of female characteristics (loss of facial hair or breast enlargement) in a male be
cause of hormonal disorders or castration) 
       => infection --
 ((medicine) the invasion of the body by pathogenic microorganisms and their multiplication which can lead to tissue damage and dise
ase) 
       => metastasis -- (the spreading of a disease to another part of the body) 
       => neoplasia -- (the pathological process that results in the formation and growth of a tumor) 
       => pathogenesis -- (the origination and development of a disease) 
             symptom --
 ((medicine) any sensation or change in bodily function that is experienced by a patient and is associated with a particular disease) 
       => crepitation rale --
 (the crackling sound heard on auscultation when patients with respiratory diseases inhale; associated with tuberculosis and pneumonia
 and congestive heart failure) 
       => menorrhagia, hypermenorrhea --
 (abnormally heavy or prolonged menstruation; can be a symptom of uterine tumors and can lead to anemia if prolonged) 
       => alkalinuria, alkaluria -- (a condition in which the urine (which is normally slightly acidic) is alkaline) 
       => eosinopenia -- (a decrease in the number of eosinophils in the blood) 
       => hemoglobinemia, haemoglobinemia -- (presence of excessive hemoglobin in the blood plasma) 
       => hemoptysis, haemoptysis --
 (coughing up blood from the respiratory tract; usually indicates a severe infection of the bronchi or lungs) 
       => lipemia, lipaemia, lipidemia, lipidaemia, lipoidemia, lipoidaemia, hyperlipemia, hyperlipaemia, hyperlipidemia, hyperlipidaem
ia, hyperlipoidemia, hyperlipoidaemia -- (presence of excess lipids in the blood) 
       => albuminuria, proteinuria --
 (the presence of excessive protein (chiefly albumin but also globulin) in the urine; usually a symptom of kidney disorder) 
       => aminoaciduria -- (abnormal presence of amino acids in the urine; usually a symptom of metabolic defects) 
       => ammoniuria -- (excessive ammonia in the urine) 
       => Jacquemier's sign -- (a purplish discoloration of the mucous membrane of the vagina that occurs early in pregnancy) 
       => Kayser-Fleischer ring -- (a pigmented ring at the outer edge of the cornea of the eye; a symptom of Wilson's disease) 
       => keratomalacia --
 (softening and drying and ulceration of the cornea resulting from vitamin A deficiency; symptom of cystic fibrosis or sprue) 
       => Kernig's sign --
 (symptom of meningitis; patient cannot extend the leg at the knee when the thigh is flexed because of stiffness in the hamstrings) 
       => ketonemia, ketosis, acetonemia -- (an abnormal increase of ketone bodies in the blood as in diabetes mellitus) 
       => Koplik's spots --
 (small red spots with white centers found on the mucous membranes of the mouth and tongue; symptom of measles that appears one o
r two days before the measles rash appears) 
       => glycosuria -- (the presence of abnormally high levels of sugar in the urine) 
       => lymphuria -- (the presence of lymph in the urine) 
       => monocytosis -- (increase in the number of monocytes in the blood; symptom of monocytic leukemia) 
       => thrombocytosis --
 (increase in the number of platelets in the blood which tends to cause clots to form; associated with many neoplasms and chronic infe
ctions and other diseases) 
       => ochronosis --
 (an accumulation of dark pigment in cartilage and other connective tissue; usually a symptom of alkaptonuria or phenol poisoning) 
       => hypercalcemia, hypercalcaemia --
 (the presence of abnormally high levels of calcium in the blood; usually the result of excessive bone resorption in hyperparathyroidis
m or Paget's disease) 
       => hypocalcemia, hypocalcaemia --
 (abnormally low level of calcium in the blood; associated with hypoparathyroidism or kidney malfunction or vitamin D deficiency) 
       => hypercalciuria, hypercalcinuria --
 (the presence of abnormally high levels of calcium in the urine; usually the result of excessive bone resorption in hyperparathyroidism
 or osteoporosis) 
       => hypercholesterolemia, hypercholesteremia --
 (the presence of an abnormal amount of cholesterol in the cells and plasma of the blood; associated with the risk of atherosclerosis) 
       => hyperkalemia --
 (higher than normal levels of potassium in the circulating blood; associated with kidney failure or sometimes with the use of diuretic 
drugs) 
       => hypokalemia --
 (abnormally low level of potassium in the circulating blood leading to weakness and heart abnormalities; associated with adrenal tum
ors or starvation or taking diuretics) 
       => kaliuresis, kaluresis -- (the presence of excess potassium in the urine) 
       => natriuresis -- (the presence of abnormally large amounts of sodium in the urine) 
       => hypoproteinemia -- (abnormally low level of protein in the blood; can indicate inadequate diet or intestinal or renal disorders) 
       => hypernatremia -- (excessive amounts of sodium in the blood; possibly indicating diabetes insipidus) 
       => hyponatremia -- (abnormally low level of sodium in the blood; associated with dehydration) 
       => hypersplenism -- (enlarged spleen and a decrease in one or more types of blood cells; associated with many disorders) 
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       => ketonuria, ketoaciduria, acetonuria -- (excessive amounts of ketone bodies in the urine as in diabetes mellitus or starvation) 
       => amenorrhea, amenorrhoea, amenia -- (absence or suppression of normal menstrual flow) 
       => aura --
 (a sensation (as of a cold breeze or bright light) that precedes the onset of certain disorders such as a migraine attack or epileptic seizu
re) 
       => chloasma, melasma, mask of pregnancy --
 (a tan discoloration of a woman's face that is associated with pregnancy or with the use of oral contraceptives) 
       => clubbing -- (a condition in which the ends of toes and fingers become wide and thick; a symptom of heart or lung disease) 
       => cyanosis --
 (a bluish discoloration of the skin and mucous membranes; a sign that oxygen in the blood is dangerously diminished (as in carbon m
onoxide poisoning)) 
       => diuresis --
 (increased secretion of urine; if not due to increased liquid intake or to the action of a diuretic drug it can be a symptom of diabetes m
ellitus) 
       => prodrome, prodroma -- (an early symptom that a disease is developing or that an attack is about to occur) 
       => syndrome -- (a pattern of symptoms indicative of some disease) 
       => effect -- (a symptom caused by an illness or a drug; "the effects of sleep loss"; "the effect of the anesthetic") 
       => abscess -- (symptom consisting of a localized collection of pus surrounded by inflamed tissue) 
       => purulence, purulency -- (symptom of being purulent (containing or forming pus)) 
       => exophthalmos -- (protrusion of the eyeball from the socket) 
       => festination -- (involuntary shortening of stride and quickening of gait that occurs in some diseases (e.g., Parkinson's disease)) 
       => furring -- (a furlike coating of matter as on the tongue) 
       => hematuria, haematuria -- (the presence of blood in the urine; often a symptom of urinary tract disease) 
       => hemoglobinuria, haemoglobinuria -- (presence of hemoglobin in the urine) 
       => hemosiderosis, haemosiderosis -- (abnormal deposit of hemosiderin; often a symptom of thalassemia or hemochromatosis) 
       => nebula -- (cloudiness of the urine) 
       => sneeze, sneezing, sternutation -- (a symptom consisting of the involuntary expulsion of air from the nose) 
       => swelling, puffiness, lump -- (abnormal protuberance or localized enlargement) 
       => bubo -- (a lymph node that is inflamed and swollen because of plague or gonorrhea or tuberculosis) 
       => palsy -- (a condition marked by uncontrollable tremor) 
       => pyuria -- (presence of white blood cells in the urine; symptom of urinary tract infection) 
       => hyperglycemia, hyperglycaemia -- (abnormally high blood sugar usually associated with diabetes) 
       => hypoglycemia, hypoglycaemia -- (abnormally low blood sugar usually resulting from excessive insulin or a poor diet) 
       => jaundice, icterus --
 (yellowing of the skin and the whites of the eyes caused by an accumulation of bile pigment (bilirubin) in the blood; can be a sympto
m of gallstones or liver infection or anemia) 
       => congestion -- (excessive accumulation of blood or other fluid in a body part) 
       => eruption -- (symptom consisting of a breaking out and becoming visible) 
       => numbness -- (partial or total lack of sensation in a part of the body; a symptom of nerve damage or dysfunction) 
       => pain, hurting -- (a symptom of some physical hurt or disorder; "the patient developed severe pain and distension") 
       => paresthesia, paraesthesia --
 (abnormal skin sensations (as tingling or tickling or itching or burning) usually associated with peripheral nerve damage) 
       => rebound tenderness --
 (pain felt when a hand pressing on the abdomen is suddenly released; a symptom of peritoneal inflammation) 
       => postnasal drip -- (chronic secretion of mucus from the rear of the nasal cavity into the nasopharynx) 
       => pimple, hickey -- (a small inflamed elevation of the skin; a pustule or papule; common symptom in acne) 
       => cardiomegaly, megalocardia, megacardia, enlarged heart --
 (an abnormal enlargement of the heart; "mild cardiomegaly is common in athletes") 
       => heart murmur, cardiac murmur, murmur --
 (an abnormal sound of the heart; sometimes a sign of abnormal function of the heart valves) 
       => palpitation -- (a rapid and irregular heart beat) 
       => heartburn, pyrosis --
 (a painful burning sensation in the chest caused by gastroesophageal reflux (backflow from the stomach irritating the esophagus); sym
ptomatic of an ulcer or a diaphragmatic hernia or other disorder) 
       => hot flash, flush -- (sudden brief sensation of heat (associated with menopause and some mental disorders)) 
       => indigestion, dyspepsia, stomach upset, upset stomach --
 (a disorder of digestive function characterized by discomfort or heartburn or nausea) 
       => inflammation, redness, rubor --
 (a response of body tissues to injury or irritation; characterized by pain and swelling and redness and heat) 
       => chill, shivering -- (a sensation of cold that often marks the start of an infection and the development of a fever) 
       => ague, chills and fever -- (successive stages of chills and fever that is a symptom of malaria) 
       => cough, coughing --
 (sudden expulsion of air from the lungs that clears the air passages; a common symptom of upper respiratory infection or bronchitis or
 pneumonia or tuberculosis) 
       => hiccup, hiccough, singultus --
 ((usually plural) the state of having reflex spasms of the diaphragm accompanied by a rapid closure of the glottis producing an audibl
e sound; sometimes a symptom of indigestion; "how do you cure the hiccups?") 
       => meningism -- (symptoms that mimic those of meningitis but without inflammation of the meninges) 
       => nausea, sickness -- (the state that precedes vomiting) 
       => spasm, cramp, muscle spasm -- (a painful and involuntary muscular contraction) 
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       => scar, cicatrix, cicatrice -- (a mark left (usually on the skin) by the healing of injured tissue) 
       => hardening -- (abnormal hardening or thickening of tissue) 
       => musca volitans, muscae volitantes, floater, spots --
 (spots before the eyes caused by opaque cell fragments in the vitreous humor and lens) 
       => fever, febrility, febricity, pyrexia, feverishness -- (a rise in the temperature of the body; frequently a symptom of infection) 
       => atrophy, wasting, wasting away -- (a decrease in size of an organ caused by disease or disuse) 
       => apnea -- (transient cessation of respiration) 
       => dyspnea, dyspnoea -- (difficult or labored respiration) 
       => constipation, irregularity --
 (irregular and infrequent or difficult evacuation of the bowels; can be a symptom of intestinal obstruction or diverticulitis) 
       => diarrhea, diarrhoea, looseness of the bowels --
 (frequent and watery bowel movements; can be a symptom of infection or food poisoning or colitis or a gastrointestinal tumor) 
       => dizziness, giddiness, lightheadedness, vertigo -- (a reeling sensation; feeling about to fall) 
       => anemia, anaemia -- (a lack of vitality) 
       => wheeziness -- (presence of abnormal high-
pitched sound heard with a stethoscope when an airway is blocked (as in asthma or chronic bronchitis)) 
       => withdrawal symptom --
 (any physical or psychological disturbance (as sweating or depression) experienced by a drug addict when deprived of the drug) 
       => hydrophobia -- (a symptom of rabies in humans consisting of an aversion to swallowing liquids) 
       => areflexia -- (absence of a reflex; a sign of possible nerve damage) 
       => myoglobinuria -- (the presence of myoglobin in the urine) 
       => oliguria --
 (abnormally small production of urine; can be a symptom of kidney disease or obstruction of the urinary tract or edema or an imbalan
ce of fluids and electrolytes in the body) 
       => eosinophilia -- (a symptom of allergic states; increased eosinophils in the blood) 
       => rhinorrhea -- (persistent watery mucus discharge from the nose (as in the common cold)) 
       => steatorrhea --
 (the presence of greater than normal amounts of fat in the feces which are frothy and foul smelling and floating; a symptom of disorde
rs of fat metabolism and malabsorption syndrome) 
       => stridor -- (a whistling sound when breathing (usually heard on inspiration); indicates obstruction of the trachea or larynx) 
       => tinnitus -- (a ringing or booming sensation in one or both ears; a symptom of an ear infection or Meniere's disease) 
       => uratemia -- (presence of abnormal amounts of uric acid salts in the blood; symptom of gout) 
       => uraturia -- (presence of abnormally large amounts of uric acid in the urine; symptom of gout) 
       => uricaciduria -- (presence of abnormal amounts of uric acid in the urine; symptom of gout) 
INFLAMMATION < SYMPTOM < PATHOLOGICAL PROCESS < BODY PROCESS <… 
       inflammation, redness, rubor --
 (a response of body tissues to injury or irritation; characterized by pain and swelling and redness and heat) 
       => adenitis -- (inflammation of a gland or lymph node) 
       => alveolitis --
 (inflammation of the alveoli in the lungs caused by inhaling dust; with repeated exposure the condition may become chronic) 
       => alveolitis, dry socket --
 (inflammation in the socket of a tooth; sometimes occurs after a tooth is extracted and a blood clot fails to form) 
       => angiitis -- (inflammation of a blood vessel or lymph duct) 
       => aortitis -- (inflammation of the aorta) 
       => appendicitis -- (inflammation of the vermiform appendix) 
       => arteritis -- (inflammation of an artery) 
       => balanitis -- (inflammation of the head of the penis) 
       => balanoposthitis -- (inflammation of both the head of the penis and the foreskin) 
       => blepharitis -- (inflammation of the eyelids characterized by redness and swelling and dried crusts) 
       => bursitis -- (inflammation of a bursa; frequently in the shoulder) 
       => carditis -- (inflammation of the heart) 
       => catarrh -- (inflammation of the nose and throat with increased production of mucus) 
       => cellulitis --
 (an inflammation of body tissue (especially that below the skin) characterized by fever and swelling and redness and pain) 
       => cervicitis -- (inflammation of the uterine cervix) 
       => cheilitis -- (inflammation and cracking of the skin of the lips) 
       => cholangitis -- (inflammation of the bile ducts) 
       => cholecystitis -- (inflammation of the gall bladder) 
       => chorditis -- (inflammation of the vocal cords) 
       => chorditis -- (inflammation of the spermatic cord) 
       => colitis, inflammatory bowel disease -- (inflammation of the colon) 
       => colpitis -- (inflammation of the vagina) 
       => colpocystitis -- (inflammation of the vagina and bladder) 
       => conjunctivitis, pinkeye -- (inflammation of the conjunctiva of the eye) 
       => corditis -- (inflammation of the spermatic cord) 
       => costochondritis -- (inflammation at the junction of a rib and its cartilage) 
       => dacryocystitis -- (inflammation of the lacrimal sac causing obstruction of the tube draining tears into the nose) 
       => diverticulitis --
 (inflammation of a diverticulum in the digestive tract (especially the colon); characterized by painful abdominal cramping and fever a
nd constipation) 
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       => encephalitis, cephalitis, phrenitis --
 (inflammation of the brain usually caused by a virus; symptoms include headache and neck pain and drowsiness and nausea and fever
 (`phrenitis' is no longer in scientific use)) 
       => encephalomyelitis -- (inflammation of the brain and spinal cord) 
       => endarteritis -- (inflammation of the inner lining of an artery) 
       => endocervicitis -- (inflammation of the mucous lining of the uterine cervix) 
       => enteritis -- (inflammation of the intestine (especially the small intestine); usually characterized by diarrhea) 
       => epicondylitis -- (painful inflammation of the muscles and soft tissues around an epicondyle) 
       => epididymitis -- (painful inflammation of the epididymis) 
       => epiglottitis -- (inflammation of the epiglottis; characterized by fever and a severe sore throat and difficulty in swallowing) 
       => episcleritis -- (inflammation of the sclera of the eye) 
       => esophagitis, oesophagitis -- (inflammation of the esophagus; often caused by gastroesophageal reflux) 
       => fibrositis -- (inflammation of white fibrous tissues (especially muscle sheaths)) 
       => fibromyositis -- (local inflammation of muscle and connective tissue) 
       => folliculitis -- (inflammation of a hair follicle) 
       => funiculitis -- (inflammation of a funiculus (especially an inflammation of the spermatic cord)) 
       => gastritis -- (inflammation of the lining of the stomach; nausea and loss of appetite and discomfort after eating) 
       => glossitis -- (inflammation of the tongue) 
       => hydrarthrosis -- (inflammation and swelling of a movable joint because of excess synovial fluid) 
       => ileitis -- (inflammation of the ileum) 
       => iridocyclitis -- (inflammation of the iris and ciliary body of the eye) 
       => iridokeratitis -- (inflammation of the iris and cornea of the eye) 
       => iritis -- (inflammation of the iris) 
       => jejunitis -- (inflammation of the jejunum of the small intestine) 
       => jejunoileitis -- (inflammation of the jejunum and the ileum of the small intestine) 
       => keratitis -- (inflammation of the cornea causing watery painful eyes and blurred vision) 
       => keratoconjunctivitis -- (inflammation of the cornea and conjunctiva) 
       => keratoiritis -- (inflammation of the cornea and the iris of the eye) 
       => keratoscleritis -- (inflammation of the cornea and sclera of the eye) 
       => laminitis, founder -- (inflammation of the laminated tissue that attaches the hoof to the foot of a horse) 
       => laryngitis -- (inflammation of the mucous membrane of the larynx; characterized by hoarseness or loss of voice and coughing) 
       => laryngopharyngitis -- (inflammation of the larynx and pharynx) 
       => laryngotracheobronchitis -- (inflammation of the larynx and trachea and bronchial passageways) 
       => lymphadenitis -- (inflammation of lymph nodes) 
       => lymphangitis -- (inflammation of a lymph vessel) 
       => mastitis -- (inflammation of a breast (or udder)) 
       => mastoiditis -- (inflammation of the mastoid) 
       => metritis, endometritis -- (inflammation of the lining of the uterus (of the endometrium)) 
       => myelitis -- (inflammation of the spinal cord) 
       => myositis -- (inflammation of muscle tissue) 
       => myometritis -- (inflammation of the myometrium) 
       => neuritis -- (inflammation of a nerve accompanied by pain and sometimes loss of function) 
       => oophoritis -- (inflammation of one or both ovaries) 
       => orchitis -- (inflammation of one or both testes; characterized by pain and swelling) 
       => osteitis -- (inflammation of a bone as a consequence of infection or trauma or degeneration) 
       => otitis -- (inflammation of the ear) 
       => pancreatitis -- (inflammation of the pancreas; usually marked by abdominal pain) 
       => parametritis -- (inflammation of connective tissue adjacent to the uterus) 
       => parotitis -- (inflammation of one or both parotid glands) 
       => peritonitis, peritoneal inflammation -- (inflammation of the peritoneum) 
       => phalangitis -- (inflammation of a finger or toe) 
       => phlebitis -- (inflammation of a vein (usually in the legs)) 
       => pneumonitis -- (inflammation of the lungs; caused by a virus or an allergic reaction) 
       => posthitis -- (inflammation of the foreskin of the penis; usually caused by bacterial infection) 
       => proctitis --
 (inflammation of the rectum; marked by bloody stools and a frequent urge to defecate; frequently associated with Crohn's disease or u
lcerative colitis) 
       => prostatitis --
 (inflammation of the prostate gland characterized by perineal pain and irregular urination and (if severe) chills and fever) 
       => rachitis -- (inflammation of the vertebral column) 
       => radiculitis -- (inflammation of the radicle of a nerve) 
       => retinitis -- (inflammation of the retina) 
       => rhinitis, coryza -- (an inflammation of the mucous membrane lining the nose (usually associated with nasal discharge)) 
       => sinusitis -- (inflammation of one of the paranasal sinuses) 
       => salpingitis --
 (inflammation of a Fallopian tube (usually the result of infection spreading from the vagina or uterus) or of a Eustachian tube) 
       => scleritis -- (inflammation of the sclera) 
       => sialadenitis -- (inflammation of the salivary glands) 
       => splenitis -- (inflammation of the spleen) 
       => spondylitis -- (inflammation of a spinal joint; characterized by pain and stiffness) 
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       => stomatitis -- (inflammation of the mucous membrane of the mouth) 
       => synovitis -- (inflammation of the synovial membrane that lines a synovial joint; results in pain and swelling) 
       => tarsitis -- (inflammation of the eyelid) 
       => tendinitis, tendonitis -- (inflammation of a tendon) 
       => thyroiditis -- (inflammation of the thyroid gland) 
       => tonsillitis -- (inflammation of the tonsils (especially the palatine tonsils)) 
       => tracheitis -- (inflammation of the trachea) 
       => tracheobronchitis -- (common respiratory infection characterized by inflammation of the trachea and the bronchi) 
       => tympanitis -- (inflammation of the inner ear) 
       => ulitis -- (inflammation of the gums) 
       => ureteritis -- (inflammation of the ureter) 
       => uveitis -- (inflammation of the uvea of the eye) 
       => uvulitis -- (inflammation of the uvula) 
       => vaginitis -- (inflammation of the vagina (usually associated with candidiasis)) 
       => valvulitis -- (inflammation of a valve (especially of a cardiac valve as a consequence of rheumatic fever)) 
       => vasculitis -- (inflammation of a blood vessel) 
       => vasovesiculitis -- (inflammation of the vas deferens and seminal vesicles; usually occurring with prostatitis) 
       => vesiculitis -- (inflammation of a seminal vesicle (usually in conjunction with prostatitis)) 
       => vulvitis -- (inflammation of the vulva) 
       => vulvovaginitis -- (inflammation of the vulva and the vagina) 
       => shin splints -- (painful inflammation of the muscles around the shins; frequent among runners) 
DISEASE < PATHOLOGICAL PROCESS < ORGANIC PROCESS < NATURAL PROCESS <… 
     => disease - an organic process reducing an organism's health or vitality  

  => disease of the neuromuscular junction -- (a disease characterized by impairment of neuromuscular junctions) 
                   => myasthenia gravis, myasthenia --
 (a chronic progressive disease characterized by chronic fatigue and muscular weakness (especially in the face and neck); caused by a 
deficiency of acetylcholine at the neuromuscular junctions) 
                   => Lambert-Eaton syndrome, Eaton-Lambert syndrome, myasthenic syndrome, carcinomatous myopathy --
 (a disease seen in patients with lung cancer and characterized by weakness and fatigue of hip and thigh muscles and an aching back; c
aused by antibodies directed against the neuromuscular junctions) 
               => aspergillosis --
 (disease especially in agricultural workers caused by inhalation of Aspergillus spores causing lumps in skin and ears and respiratory o
rgans) 
               => anthrax --
 (a disease of humans that is not communicable; caused by infection with Bacillus anthracis followed by septicemia) 
                   => cutaneous anthrax, malignant pustule --
 (a form of anthrax infection that begins as papule that becomes a vesicle and breaks with a discharge of toxins; symptoms of septicem
ia are severe with vomiting and high fever and profuse sweating; the infection is often fatal) 
                   => pulmonary anthrax, inhalation anthrax, anthrax pneumonia, ragpicker's disease, ragsorter's disease, woolsorter's pneum
onia, woolsorter's disease --
 (a form of anthrax infection acquired by inhalation of dust containing Bacillus anthracis; initial symptoms (chill and cough and dyspn
ea and rapid pulse) are followed by extreme cardiovascular collapse) 
               => blackwater --
 (any of several human or animal diseases characterized by dark urine resulting from rapid breakdown of red blood cells) 
               => cat scratch disease -- (a disease thought to be transmitted to humans by a scratch from a cat) 
               => complication --
 (any disease or disorder that occurs during the course of (or because of) another disease; "bed sores are a common complication in cas
es of paralysis") 
               => crud -- (an ill-defined bodily ailment; "he said he had the crud and needed a doctor") 
               => endemic, endemic disease --
 (a disease that is constantly present to a greater or lesser degree in people of a certain class or in people living in a particular location) 
               => enteropathy -- (a disease of the intestinal tract) 
                   => intestinal obstruction, ileus --
 (blockage of the intestine (especially the ileum) that prevents the contents of the intestine from passing to the lower bowel) 
               => incompetence -- (inability of a part or organ to function properly) 
                   => hypogonadism --
 (incompetence of the gonads (especially in the male with low testosterone); results in deficient development of secondary sex charact
eristics and (in prepubertal males) a body with long legs and a short trunk) 
                       => male hypogonadism, eunuchoidism --
 (the state of being a eunuch (either because of lacking testicles or because they failed to develop)) 
                       => Kallman's syndrome --
 (hypogonadism with anosmia; a congenital sexual disorder that prevents the testicles from maturing at puberty) 
                   => valvular incompetence -- (inability of a bodily valve to close completely) 
               => Kawasaki disease, mucocutaneous lymph node syndrome --
 (an acute disease of young children characterized by a rash and swollen lymph nodes and fever; of unknown cause) 
               => pycnosis, pyknosis -- (a degenerative state of the cell nucleus) 
               => Marseilles fever, Kenya fever, Indian tick fever, boutonneuse fever --
 (a disease (common in India and around the Mediterranean area) caused by a rickettsia that is transmitted to humans by a reddish bro
wn tick (ixodid) that lives on dogs and other mammals) 
               => Meniere's disease --
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 (a disease of the inner ear characterized by episodes of dizziness and tinnitus and progressive hearing loss (usually unilateral)) 
               => milk sickness -- (caused by consuming milk from cattle suffering from trembles) 
               => mimesis -- (any disease that shows symptoms characteristic of another disease) 
               => occupational disease, industrial disease --
 (disease or disability resulting from conditions of employment (usually from long exposure to a noxious substance or from continuous
 repetition of certain acts)) 
               => onychosis -- (any disease or disorder of the nails) 
                   => onycholysis -- (separation of a nail from its normal attachment to the nail bed) 
               => rheumatism -- (any painful disorder of the joints or muscles or connective tissues) 
               => periarteritis nodosa, polyarteritis nodosa --
 (a progressive disease of connective tissue that is characterized by nodules along arteries; nodules may block the artery and result in i
nadequate circulation to the particular area) 
               => periodontal disease, periodontitis -- (a disease that attacks the gum and bone and around the teeth) 
                   => pyorrhea, pyorrhoea, pyorrhea alveolaris, Riggs' disease --
 (chronic periodontitis; purulent inflammation of the teeth sockets) 
                       => pericementoclasia -- (pus pocket formation around a tooth) 
                   => alveolar resorption -- (wasting of the bony socket) 
                   => gingivitis -- (inflammation of the gums) 
                   => ulatrophia -- (recession of the gums) 
               => liver disease -- (a disease affecting the liver) 
                   => cirrhosis, cirrhosis of the liver --
 (a chronic disease interfering with the normal functioning of the liver; the major cause is chronic alcoholism) 
                   => fatty liver --
 (yellow discoloration as a result of the accumulation of certain fats (triglycerides) in the liver; can be caused by alcoholic cirrhosis or 
pregnancy or exposure to certain toxins) 
                   => hepatitis -- (inflammation of the liver caused by a virus or a toxin) 
                       => viral hepatitis -- (hepatitis caused by a virus) 
                           => hepatitis A, infectious hepatitis --
 (an acute but benign form of viral hepatitis caused by an RNA virus that does not persist in the blood serum and is usually transmitted
 by ingesting food or drink that is contaiminated with fecal matter) 
                           => hepatitis B, serum hepatitis --
 (an acute (sometimes fatal) form of viral hepatitis caused by a DNA virus that tends to persist in the blood serum and is transmitted b
y sexual contact or by transfusion or by ingestion of contaminated blood or other bodily fluids) 
                           => hepatitis C -- (a viral hepatitis clinically indistinguishable from hepatitis B but caused by a single-
stranded RNA virus; usually transmitted by parenteral means (as injection of an illicit drug or blood transfusion or exposure to blood o
r blood products)) 
                       => hepatitis delta, delta hepatitis -- (a severe form of hepatitis) 
                   => liver cancer, cancer of the liver --
 (malignant neoplastic disease of the liver usually occurring as a metastasis from another cancer; symptoms include loss of appetite an
d weakness and bloating and jaundice and upper abdominal discomfort) 

COMMUNICABLE DISEASE < DISEASE < PATHOLOGICAL PROCESS < BODY PROCESS <… 
 

               => communicable disease -- (a disease that can be communicated from one person to another) 
                   => contagious disease, contagion -- (any disease easily transmitted by contact) 
                       => influenza, flu, grippe -- (an acute febrile highly contagious viral disease) 
                           => Asian influenza, Asiatic flu -- (influenza caused by the Asian virus that was first isolated in 1957) 
                           => swine influenza, swine flu --
 (an acute and highly contagious respiratory disease of swine caused by the orthomyxovirus thought to be the same viurs that caused th
e 1918 influenza pandemic) 
                       => measles, rubeola, morbilli --
 (an acute and highly contagious viral disease marked by distinct red spots followed by a rash; occurs primarily in children) 
                           => German measles, rubella, three-day measles, epidemic roseola --
 (a contagious viral disease that is a milder form of measles lasting three or four days; can be damaging to a fetus during the first trime
ster) 
                       => diphtheria --
 (acute contagious infection caused by the bacterium Corynebacterium diphtheriae; marked by the formation of a false membrane in th
e throat and other air passages causing difficulty in breathing) 
                       => scarlet fever, scarlatina --
 (an acute communicable disease (usually in children) characterized by fever and a red rash) 
                       => pox -- (a contagious disease characterized by purulent skin eruptions that may leave pock marks) 
                           => smallpox, variola, variola major --
 (a highly contagious viral disease characterized by fever and weakness and skin eruption with pustules that form scabs that slough off 
leaving scars) 
                               => alastrim, variola minor, pseudosmallpox, pseudovariola, milk pox, white pox, West Indian smallpox, Cuban itc
h, Kaffir pox -- (a mild form of smallpox caused by a less virulent form of the virus) 
                           => chickenpox, varicella --
 (an acute contagious disease caused by herpes varicella zoster virus; causes a rash of vesicles on the face and body) 
                           => cowpox, vaccinia --
 (a viral disease of cattle causing a mild skin disease affecting the udder; formerly used to inoculate humans against smallpox) 
                       => Vincent's angina, Vincent's infection, trench mouth --
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 (an acute communicable infection of the respiratory tract and mouth marked by ulceration of the mucous membrane) 
                       => venereal disease, VD, social disease, Cupid's itch, Cupid's disease, Venus's curse, sexually transmitted disease --
 (a communicable disease transmitted by sexual intercourse or genital contact) 
                           => genital herpes, herpes genitalis -- (an infection caused by herpes simplex virus type 2 (HSV-
2) that is usually transmitted by sexual contact; marked by recurrent attacks of painful eruptions on the skin and mucous membranes o
f the genital area) 
                           => gonorrhea, gonorrhoea, clap --
 (a common venereal disease caused by the bacterium Neisseria gonorrhoeae; symptoms are painful urination and pain around the uret
hra) 
                           => granuloma inguinale, granuloma venereum --
 (a venereal disease caused by a bacterium of the genus Calymmatobacterium; characterized by a pimply rash of the skin in the genital
 and groin region) 
                           => syphilis, syph, pox --
 (a common venereal disease caused by the Treponema pallidum spirochete; symptoms change through progressive stages; can be con
genital (transmitted through the placenta)) 
                               => primary syphilis -- (the first stage; characterized by a chancre at the site of infection) 
                               => secondary syphilis -- (the second stage; characterized by eruptions of the skin and mucous membrane) 
                               => tertiary syphilis --
 (the third stage; characterized by involvement of internal organs especially the brain and spinal cord as well as the heart and liver) 
                               => neurosyphilis -- (syphilis of the central nervous system) 
                                   => tabes dorsalis, locomotor ataxia --
 (syphilis of the spinal cord characterized by degeneration of sensory neurons and stabbing pains in the trunk and legs and unsteady ga
it and incontinence and impotence) 
                           => lymphogranuloma venereum, LGV, lymphopathia venereum --
 (infectious disease caused by a species of chlamydia bacterium; transmitted by sexual contact; characterized by genital lesions and sw
elling of lymph nodes in the groin) 
                           => chlamydia -- (a sexually transmitted infection caused by bacteria of the genus Chlamydia) 
                   => infectious disease -- (a disease transmitted only by a specific kind of contact) 
                       => AIDS, acquired immune deficiency syndrome --
 (a serious (often fatal) disease of the immune system transmitted through blood products especially by sexual contact or contaminated
 needles) 
                       => brucellosis, undulant fever, Malta fever, Gibraltar fever, Rock fever, Mediterranean fever --
 (infectious bacterial disease of human beings transmitted by contact with infected animals or infected meat or milk products; characte
rized by fever and headache) 
                       => cholera, Asiatic cholera, Indian cholera, epidemic cholera --
 (an acute intestinal infection caused by ingestion of contaminated water or food) 
                       => dengue, dengue fever, dandy fever, breakbone fever --
 (an infectious disease of the tropics transmitted by mosquitoes and characterized by rash and aching head and joints) 
                       => dysentery -- (an infection of the intestines marked by severe diarrhea) 
                           => amebic dysentery, amoebic dysentery --
 (inflammation of the intestines caused by Endamoeba histolytica; usually acquired by ingesting food or water contaminated with fece
s; characterized by severe diarrhea) 
                           => shigellosis, bacillary dysentery --
 (an acute infection of the intestine by Shigella bacteria; characterized by diarrhea and fever and abdominal pains) 
                       => epidemic disease -- (any infectious disease that develops and spreads rapidly to many people) 
                           => plague, pestilence -- (any epidemic disease with a high death rate) 
                           => plague --
 (a serious (sometimes fatal) infection of rodents caused by Yersinia pestis and accidentally transmitted to humans by the bite of an inf
ected rat flea (especially bubonic plague)) 
                               => bubonic plague --
 (the most common form of the plague; characterized by delirium and the formation of buboes; does not spred from person to person) 
                                   => Black Death, black plague --
 (the epidemic form of bubonic plague experienced during the Middle Ages when it killed nearly half the people of western Europe) 
                               => pneumonic plague --
 (plague that can spread through the air from person to person; characterized by lung involvement) 
                               => septicemic plague --
 (an especially dangerous form in which infecting organisms invade the bloodstream; does not spread from person to person) 
                           => epidemic pleurodynia, epidemic myalgia, myosis, diaphragmatic pleurisy, Bornholm disease --
 (an acute infectious disease occurring in epidemic form and featuring paroxysms of pain (usually in the chest)) 
                       => hepatitis -- (inflammation of the liver caused by a virus or a toxin) 
                           => viral hepatitis -- (hepatitis caused by a virus) 
                               => hepatitis A, infectious hepatitis --
 (an acute but benign form of viral hepatitis caused by an RNA virus that does not persist in the blood serum and is usually transmitted
 by ingesting food or drink that is contaiminated with fecal matter) 
                               => hepatitis B, serum hepatitis --
 (an acute (sometimes fatal) form of viral hepatitis caused by a DNA virus that tends to persist in the blood serum and is transmitted b
y sexual contact or by transfusion or by ingestion of contaminated blood or other bodily fluids) 
                               => hepatitis C -- (a viral hepatitis clinically indistinguishable from hepatitis B but caused by a single-
stranded RNA virus; usually transmitted by parenteral means (as injection of an illicit drug or blood transfusion or exposure to blood o
r blood products)) 
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                           => hepatitis delta, delta hepatitis -- (a severe form of hepatitis) 
                       => herpes -- (viral diseases causing eruptions of the skin or mucous membrane) 
                           => herpes simplex --
 (an infection caused by the herpes simples virus; affects the skin and nervous system; produces small temporary (but sometimes painf
ul) blisters on the skin and mucous membranes) 
                               => oral herpes, herpes labialis, cold sore, fever blister -- (caused by herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV-1)) 
                               => genital herpes, herpes genitalis -- (an infection caused by herpes simplex virus type 2 (HSV-
2) that is usually transmitted by sexual contact; marked by recurrent attacks of painful eruptions on the skin and mucous membranes o
f the genital area) 
                           => herpes zoster, zoster, shingles -- (eruptions along a nerve path often accompanied by severe neuralgia) 
                       => infectious mononucleosis, mononucleosis, mono, glandular fever, kissing disease --
 (an acute disease characterized by fever and swollen lymph nodes and an abnormal increase of mononuclear leucocytes or monocytes 
in the bloodstream; not highly contagious; some believe it can be transmitted by kissing) 
                       => leprosy, Hansen's disease --
 (chronic granulomatous communicable disease occurring in tropical and subtropical regions; characterized by inflamed nodules benea
th the skin and wasting of body parts; caused by the bacillus Mycobacterium leprae) 
                           => tuberculoid leprosy -- (leprosy characterized by tumors in the skin and cutaneous nerves) 
                           => lepromatous leprosy --
 (a very serious form of leprosy characterized by lesions that spread over much of the body and affecting many systems of the body) 
                       => listeriosis, listeria meningitis --
 (an infectious disease of animals and humans (especially newborn or immunosuppressed persons) caused by the bacterium Listeria m
onocytogenes; in sheep and cattle the infection frequently involves the central nervous system and causes various neurological sympto
ms) 
                       => meningitis --
 (infectious disease characterized by inflammation of the meninges (the tissues that surround the brain or spinal cord) usually caused b
y a bacterial infection; symptoms include headache and stiff neck and fever and nausea) 
                           => choriomeningitis -- (a cerebral meningitis with cellular infiltration of the meninges) 
                               => lymphocytic choriomeningitis --
 (a form of viral meningitis caused by a virus carried by the common house mouse) 
                           => cerebrospinal meningitis, epidemic meningitis, brain fever, cerebrospinal fever --
 (meningitis caused by bacteria and often fatal) 
                           => meningoencephalitis, cerebromeningitis, encephalomeningitis --
 (inflammation of the brain and spinal cord and their meninges) 
                           => leptomeningitis -- (inflammation of the leptomeninges) 
                       => mumps, epidemic parotitis --
 (an acute contagious viral disease characterized by fever and by swelling of the parotid glands) 
                       => paratyphoid, paratyphoid fever -- (any of a variety of infectious intestinal diseases resembling typhoid fever) 
                       => poliomyelitis, polio, infantile paralysis, acute anterior poliomyelitis --
 (an acute viral disease marked by inflammation of nerve cells of the brain stem and spinal cord) 
                       => ratbite fever --
 (either of two infectious diseases transmitted to humans by the bite of a rat or mouse; characterized by fever and headache and nausea
 and skin eruptions) 
                           => Haverhill fever -- (the form of ratbite fever occurring in the United States) 
                           => sodoku, spirillum fever -- (the form of ratbite fever occurring in the Far East) 
                       => rickettsial disease, rickettsiosis --
 (infectious disease caused by ticks or mites or body lice infected with rickettsial bacteria) 
                           => typhus, typhus fever -- (rickettsial disease transmitted by body lice and characterized by skin rash and high fever) 
                               => murine typhus, rat typhus, urban typhus, endemic typhus --
 (acute infection caused by rickettsia and transmitted by the bite of an infected flea; characterized by fever and chills and muscle aches
 and a rash) 
                           => spotted fever -- (any of several severe febrile diseases characterized by skin rashes or spots on the skin) 
                               => Rocky Mountain spotted fever, mountain fever, tick fever --
 (caused by rickettsial bacteria and transmitted by wood ticks) 
                           => Q fever -- (an acute disease resembling influenza) 
                           => rickettsialpox --
 (mild infectious rickettsial disease caused by a bacterium of the genus Rickettsia transmitted to humans by the bite a mite that lives on
 rodents; characterized by chills and fever and headache and skin lesions that resemble chickenpox) 
                           => trench fever -- (marked by pain in muscles and joints and transmitted by lice) 
                           => tsutsugamushi disease, scrub typhus -- (transmitted by larval mites and widespread in Asia) 
                       => relapsing fever, recurrent fever --
 (marked by recurring high fever and transmitted by the bite of infected lice or ticks; characterized by episodes of high fever and chills
 and headache and muscle pain and nausea that recur every week or ten days for several months) 
                       => rheumatic fever --
 (a severe disease chiefly of children and characterized by painful inflammation of the joints and frequently damage to the heart valves
) 
                       => sweating sickness, miliary fever --
 (epidemic in the 15th and 16th centuries and characterized by profuse sweating and high mortality) 
                       => tuberculosis, TB, T.B. --
 (infection transmitted by inhalation or ingestion of tubercle bacilli and manifested in fever and small lesions (usually in the lungs but i
n various other parts of the body in acute stages)) 
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                           => Pott's disease -- (TB of the spine with destruction of vertebrae resulting in curvature of the spine) 
                           => miliary tuberculosis --
 (acute tuberculosis characterized by the appearance of tiny tubercles on one or more organs of the body (presumably resulting from tu
bercle bacilli being spread in the bloodstream)) 
                           => pulmonary tuberculosis, consumption, phthisis, wasting disease, white plague --
 (involving the lungs with progressive wasting of the body) 
                           => scrofula, struma, king's evil -- (a form of tuberculosis characterized by swellings of the lymphatic glands) 
                           => lupus vulgaris -- (tuberculosis of the skin; appears first on the face and heals slowly leaving deep scars) 
                       => typhoid, typhoid fever, enteric fever --
 (serious infection marked by intestinal inflammation and ulceration; caused by Salmonella typhosa ingested with food or water) 
                       => whooping cough, pertussis -- (a disease of the respiratory mucous membrane) 
                       => yaws, frambesia, framboesia --
 (an infectious tropical disease resembling syphilis in its early stages; marked by red skin eruptions and ulcerating lesions) 
                       => yellow jack, yellow fever, black vomit -- (caused by a flavivirus transmitted by a mosquito) 
                   => cold, common cold --
 (a mild viral infection involving the nose and respiratory passages (but not the lungs); "will they never find a cure for the common col
d?") 
                       => head cold -- (a common cold affecting the nasal passages and resulting in congestion and sneezing and headache) 
               => exanthema subitum, roseola infantum, roseola infantilis, pseudorubella --
 (a viral disease of infants and young children; characterized by abrupt high fever and mild sore throat; a few days later there is a faint 
pinkish rash that lasts for a few hours to a few days) 
               => respiratory disease, respiratory illness, respiratory disorder -- (a disease affecting the respiratory system) 
                   => adult respiratory distress syndrome, ARDS, wet lung, white lung --
 (acute lung injury characterized by coughing and rales; inflammation of the lungs which become stiff and fibrous and cannot exchang
e oxygen; occurs among persons exposed to irritants such as corrosive chemical vapors or ammonia or chlorine etc.) 
                   => influenza, flu, grippe -- (an acute febrile highly contagious viral disease) 
                       => Asian influenza, Asiatic flu -- (influenza caused by the Asian virus that was first isolated in 1957) 
                       => swine influenza, swine flu --
 (an acute and highly contagious respiratory disease of swine caused by the orthomyxovirus thought to be the same viurs that caused th
e 1918 influenza pandemic) 
                   => whooping cough, pertussis -- (a disease of the respiratory mucous membrane) 
                   => cold, common cold --
 (a mild viral infection involving the nose and respiratory passages (but not the lungs); "will they never find a cure for the common col
d?") 
                       => head cold -- (a common cold affecting the nasal passages and resulting in congestion and sneezing and headache) 
                   => asthma, asthma attack, bronchial asthma -- (respiratory disorder characterized by wheezing; usually of allergic origin) 
                       => status asthmaticus -- (a prolonged and severe asthma attack that does not respond to standard treatment) 
                   => bronchitis -- (inflammation of the membranes lining the bronchial tubes) 
                       => bronchiolitis -- (inflammation of the membranes lining the bronchioles) 
                       => chronic bronchitis --
 (a form of bronchitis characterized by excess production of sputum leading to a chronic cough and obstruction of air flow) 
                           => chronic obstructive pulmonary disease --
 (a nonreversible lung disease that is a combination of emphysema and chronic bronchitis; usually patients have been heavy cigarette s
mokers) 
                   => emphysema, pulmonary emphysema --
 (an abnormal condition of the lungs marked by decreased respiratory function; associated with smoking or chronic bronchitis or old a
ge) 
                       => chronic obstructive pulmonary disease --
 (a nonreversible lung disease that is a combination of emphysema and chronic bronchitis; usually patients have been heavy cigarette s
mokers) 
                   => pneumonia --
 (respiratory disease characterized by inflammation of the lung parenchyma (excluding the bronchi) with congestion caused by viruses
 or bacteria or irritants) 
                       => bronchopneumonia, bronchial pneumonia --
 (pneumonia characterized by acute inflammation of the walls of the bronchioles) 
                           => aspiration pneumonia --
 (inflammation of the lungs caused by inhaling or choking on vomitus; may occur during unconsciousness (anesthesia or drunkenness 
or seizure or cardiac arrest)) 
                       => lobar pneumonia -- (pneumonia affecting one or more lobes of the lung; commonly due to streptococcal infection) 
                           => double pneumonia -- (lobar pneumonia involving both lungs) 
                           => Legionnaires' disease --
 (acute (sometimes fatal) lobar pneumonia caused by bacteria of a kind first recognized after an outbreak of the disease at an American
 Legion convention in Philadelphia in 1976; characterized by fever and muscle and chest pain and headache and chills and a dry cough
) 
                       => pneumococcal pneumonia -- (pneumonia caused by bacteria of the genus pneumococcus) 
                       => pneumocytosis, pneumocystis pneumonia, pneumocystis carinii pneumonia, interstitial plasma cell pneumonia --
 (pneumonia occurring in infants or in persons with impaired immune systems (as AIDS victims)) 
                       => pleuropneumonia -- (pleurisy and pneumonia) 
                       => viral pneumonia -- (pneumonia caused by a virus) 
                   => atypical pneumonia, primary atypical pneumonia, mycoplasmal pneumonia --
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 (an acute respiratory disease marked by high fever and coughing; caused by mycoplasma; primarily affecting children and young adul
ts) 
                       => psittacosis, parrot fever, ornithosis --
 (an atypical pneumonia caused by a rickettsia microorganism and transmitted to humans from infected birds) 
                   => interstitial pneumonia -- (chronic lung disease affecting the interstitial tissue of the lungs) 
                   => pneumoconiosis, pneumonoconiosis -- (chronic respiratory disease caused by inhaling metallic or mineral particles) 
                       => anthracosis, black lung, black lung disease, coal miner's lung -- (lung disease caused by inhaling coal dust) 
                       => asbestosis -- (lung disease caused by inhaling asbestos particles) 
                       => siderosis -- (fibrosis of the lung caused by iron dust; occurs among welders and other metal workers) 
                       => silicosis -- (a lung disease caused by inhaling particles of silica or quartz or slate) 
                   => respiratory distress syndrome, respiratory distress syndrome of the newborn, hyaline membrane disease --
 (an acute lung disease of the newborn (especially the premature newborn); lungs cannot expand because of a wetting agent is lacking;
 characterized by rapid shallow breathing and cyanosis and the formation of a glassy hyaline membrane over the alveoli) 
                   => severe acute respiratory syndrome, SARS --
 (a respiratory disease of unknown etiology that apparently originated in mainland China in 2003; characterized by fever and coughing
 or difficulty breathing or hypoxia; can be fatal) 

GENETIC DISEASE, DISORDER, ABNORMALITY, DEFECT, CONDITION < DISEASE < … 
               => genetic disease, genetic disorder, genetic abnormality, genetic defect, congenital disease, inherited disease, inherited dis
order, hereditary disease, hereditary condition -- (a disease or disorder that is inherited genetically) 
                   => monogenic disorder, monogenic disease -- (an inherited disease controlled by a single pair of genes) 
                       => severe combined immunodeficiency, severe combined immunodeficiency disease, SCID --
 (a congenital disease affecting T cells that can result from a mutation in any one of several different genes; children with it are suscept
ible to infectious disease; if untreated it is lethal within the first year or two of life) 
                           => ADA-SCID -- (SCID resulting from mutation of a gene that codes for adenosine deaminase) 
                           => X-linked SCID, X-SCID --
 (SCID in male children resulting from mutation of a gene that codes for a protein on the surface of T cells that allows them to develop
 a growth factor receptor) 
                       => cystic fibrosis, CF, fibrocystic disease of the pancreas, pancreatic fibrosis, mucoviscidosis --
 (the most common congenital disease; the child's lungs and intestines and pancreas become clogged with thick mucus; caused by defe
ct in a single gene; there is no cure) 
                       => Gaucher's disease -- (a rare chronic disorder of lipid metabolism of genetic origin) 
                       => Huntington's chorea, Huntington's disease -- (hereditary disease; develops in adulthood and ends in dementia) 
                       => Hurler's syndrome, Hurler's disease, gargoylism, dysostosis multiplex, lipochondrodystrophy --
 (hereditary disease (autosomal recessive) consisting of an error is mucopolysaccharide metabolism; characterized by severe abnormal
ities in development of skeletal cartilage and bone and mental retardation) 
                       => neurofibromatosis, von Recklinghausen's disease --
 (autosomal dominant disease characterized by numerous neurofibromas and by spots on the skin and often by developmental abnorma
lities) 
                       => sickle-cell anemia, sickle-cell anaemia, sickle-cell disease, crescent-cell anemia, crescent-
cell anaemia, drepanocytic anemia, drepanocytic anaemia --
 (a congenital form of anemia occurring mostly in blacks; characterized by abnormal blood cells having a crescent shape) 
                       => Tay-Sachs disease, Tay-Sachs, Sachs disease, infantile amaurotic idiocy --
 (a hereditary disorder of lipid metabolism occuring most frequently in individuals of Jewish descent in eastern Europe; accumulation 
of lipids in nervous tissue results in death in early childhood) 
                       => thalassemia, thalassaemia, Mediterranean anemia, Mediterranean anaemia --
 (an inherited form of anemia caused by faulty synthesis of hemoglobin) 
                           => Cooley's anemia, Cooley's anaemia, thalassemia major, thalassaemia major --
 (a fatal form of homozygous thalassemia (inherited from both parents) in which there is no hemoglobin; skeletal deformations; heart a
nd spleen and liver enlarged) 
                       => familial hypercholesterolemia --
 (congenital disorder characterized by high levels of cholesterol and early development of atherosclerosis) 
                   => polygenic disorder, polygenic disease -- (an inherited disease controlled by several genes at once) 
                       => diabetes -- (any of several metabolic disorders marked by excessive urination and persistent thirst) 
                           => diabetes mellitus, DM --
 (diabetes caused by a relative or absolute deficiency of insulin and characterized by polyuria; "when doctors say `diabetes' they usuall
y mean `diabetes mellitus'") 
                               => type I diabetes, insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus, IDDM, juvenile-onset diabetes, juvenile diabetes, growth-
onset diabetes, ketosis-prone diabetes, ketoacidosis-prone diabetes, autoimmune diabetes --
 (severe diabetes mellitus with an early onset; characterized by polyuria and excessive thirst and increased appetite and weight loss an
d episodic ketoacidosis; diet and insulin injections are required to control the disease) 
                               => type II diabetes, non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus, NIDDM, non-insulin-dependent diabetes, ketosis-
resistant diabetes mellitus, ketosis-resistant diabetes, ketoacidosis-resistant diabetes mellitus, ketoacidosis-resistant diabetes, adult-
onset diabetes mellitus, adult-onset diabetes, maturity-onset diabetes mellitus, maturity-onset diabetes, mature-onset diabetes --
 (mild form of diabetes mellitus that develops gradually in adults; can be precipitated by obesity or severe stress or menopause or other
 factors; can usually be controlled by diet and hypoglycemic agents without injections of insulin) 
                               => latent diabetes, chemical diabetes --
 (a mild form of diabetes mellitus in which there are no overt symptoms but there are abnormal responses to some diagnostic procedur
es) 
                           => diabetes insipidus --
 (a rare form of diabetes resulting from a deficiency of vasopressin (the pituitary hormone that regulates the kidneys); characterized by
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 the chronic excretion of large amounts of pale dilute urine which results in dehydration and extreme thirst) 
                               => nephrogenic diabetes insipidus --
 (diabetes insipidus caused by a failure of the kidney to respond to normal levels of vasopressin) 
                   => achondroplasia, achondroplasty, osteosclerosis congenita, chondrodystrophy --
 (an inherited skeletal disorder beginning before birth; cartilage is converted to bone resulting in dwarfism) 
                   => abetalipoproteinemia -- (a rare inherited disorder of fat metabolism; characterized by severe deficiency of beta-
lipoproteins and abnormal red blood cells (acanthocytes) and abnormally low cholesterol levels) 
                   => inborn error of metabolism --
 (any of a number of diseases in which an inherited defect (usually a missing or inadequate enzyme) results in an abnormality of metab
olism) 
                       => galactosemia --
 (a genetic disease (autosomal recessive) in which an enzyme needed to metabolize galactose is deficient or absent; typically develops 
shortly after birth) 
                       => lysinemia --
 (an inborn error of metabolism in which the lack of certain enzymes leads to an inability to metabolize the amino acid lysine; characte
rized by muscular weakness and mental retardation) 
                       => Niemann-Pick disease -- (a disorder of lipid metabolism that is inherited as an autosomal recessive trait) 
                       => phenylketonuria, PKU --
 (a genetic disorder of metabolism; lack of the enzyme needed to turn phenylalanine into tyrosine results in an accumulation of phenyl
alanine in the body fluids which causes various degrees of mental deficiency) 
                   => Hirschsprung's disease, congenital megacolon --
 (congenital condition in which the colon does not have the normal network of nerves; there is little urge to defecate so the feces accu
mulate and cause megacolon) 
                   => mucopolysaccharidosis --
 (any of a group of genetic disorders involving a defect in the metabolism of mucopolysaccharides resulting in greater than normal lev
els of mucopolysaccharides in tissues) 
                       => Hurler's syndrome, Hurler's disease, gargoylism, dysostosis multiplex, lipochondrodystrophy --
 (hereditary disease (autosomal recessive) consisting of an error is mucopolysaccharide metabolism; characterized by severe abnormal
ities in development of skeletal cartilage and bone and mental retardation) 
                   => hyperbetalipoproteinemia -- (a genetic disorder characterized by high levels of beta-
lipoproteins and cholesterol; can lead to atherosclerosis at an early age) 
                   => ichthyosis -- (any of several congenital diseases in which the skin is fishlike (dry and scaly)) 
                       => xeroderma, xerodermia -- (a mild form of ichthyosis characterized by abnormal dryness and roughness of the skin) 
                           => xeroderma pigmentosum --
 (a rare genetic condition characterized by an eruption of exposed skin occurring in childhood and photosensitivity with severe sunbur
n; inherited as a recessive autosomal trait in which DNA repair processesm are defective so they are more likely to chromosome break
s and cancers when exposed to ultraviolet light) 
                   => maple syrup urine disease, branched chain ketoaciduria --
 (an inherited disorder of metabolism in which the urine has a odor characteristic of maple syrup; if untreated it can lead to mental reta
rdation and death in early childhood) 
                   => McArdle's disease --
 (an inherited disease in which abnormal amounts of glycogen accumulate in skeletal muscle; results in weakness and cramping) 
                   => muscular dystrophy, dystrophy --
 (any of several hereditary diseases of the muscular system characterized by weakness and wasting of skeletal muscles) 
                       => Becker muscular dystrophy --
 (a form of muscular dystrophy that set in in adolescence or adulthood and progresses slowly but will affect all voluntary muscles; cha
racterized by generalized weakness and muscle wasting that affects limb and trunk muscles first; similar to Duchenne's muscular dystr
ophy but less severe; inheritance is X-linked recessive (carried by females but affecting only males)) 
                       => distal muscular dystrophy --
 (a form of muscular dystrophy that sets in between 40 and 60 years of age and is characterized by weakness and wasting of the muscl
es of the hands and forearms and lower legs; inheritance is autosomal dominant) 
                       => Duchenne's muscular dystrophy, pseudohypertrophic dystrophy --
 (the most common form of muscular dystrophy; inheritance is X-linked recessive (carried by females but affecting only males)) 
                       => limb-girdle muscular dystrophy --
 (an autosomal recessive form of muscular dystrophy that appears anywhere from late childhood to middle age; characterized by progr
essive muscular weakness beginning either in the shoulder or pelvic girdle; usually progresses slowly with cardiopulmonary complicat
ions in the later stages) 
                       => myotonic muscular dystrophy, myotonic dystrophy, myotonia atrophica, Steinert's disease --
 (a severe form of muscular dystrophy marked by generalized weakness and muscular wasting that affects the face and feet and hands 
and neck; difficult speech and difficulty with the hands that spreads to the arms and shoulders and legs and hips; the onset can be any t
ime from birth to middle age and the progression is slow; inheritance is autosomal dominant) 
                       => oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy --
 (a form of muscular dystrophy that usually begins between early adulthood and middle age and first affects muscles of the eyelid and 
throat; progresses slowly with swallowing problems common as the disease progresses; inheritance is autosomal dominant) 
                   => oligodactyly -- (congenital condition in which some fingers or toes are missing) 
                   => oligodontia -- (congenital condition in which some of the teeth are missing) 
                   => otosclerosis --
 (hereditary disorder in which ossification of the labyrinth of the inner ear causes tinnitus and eventual deafness) 
                   => autosomal dominant disease, autosomal dominant disorder --
 (a disease caused by a dominant mutant gene on an autosome) 
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                       => Huntington's chorea, Huntington's disease -- (hereditary disease; develops in adulthood and ends in dementia) 
                       => malignant hyperthermia --
 (hereditary condition in which certain anesthetics (e.g., halothane) cause high body temperatures and muscle rigidity) 
                       => Marfan's syndrome --
 (an autosomal dominant disease characterized by elongated bones (especially of limbs and digits) and abnormalities of the eyes and ci
rculatory system) 
                       => neurofibromatosis, von Recklinghausen's disease --
 (autosomal dominant disease characterized by numerous neurofibromas and by spots on the skin and often by developmental abnorma
lities) 
                       => osteogenesis imperfecta --
 (autosomal dominant disorder of connective tissue characterized by brittle bones that fracture easily) 
                   => autosomal recessive disease, autosomal recessive defect --
 (a disease caused by the presence of two recessive mutant genes on an autosome) 
                       => limb-girdle muscular dystrophy --
 (an autosomal recessive form of muscular dystrophy that appears anywhere from late childhood to middle age; characterized by progr
essive muscular weakness beginning either in the shoulder or pelvic girdle; usually progresses slowly with cardiopulmonary complicat
ions in the later stages) 
                       => Niemann-Pick disease -- (a disorder of lipid metabolism that is inherited as an autosomal recessive trait) 
                       => Tay-Sachs disease, Tay-Sachs, Sachs disease, infantile amaurotic idiocy --
 (a hereditary disorder of lipid metabolism occuring most frequently in individuals of Jewish descent in eastern Europe; accumulation 
of lipids in nervous tissue results in death in early childhood) 
                       => thrombasthenia --
 (a rare autosomal recessive disease in which the platelets do not produce clots in the normal way and hemorrhage results) 
                       => tyrosinemia --
 (autosomal recessive defect in tyrosine metabolism resulting in liver and kidney disturbances and mental retardation) 
                       => Werdnig-Hoffman disease --
 (autosomal recessive disease in which the degeneration of spinal nerve cells and brain nerve cells leads to atrophy of skeletal muscles 
and flaccid paralysis; death usually occurs in early childhood) 
                   => Fanconi's anemia, Fanconi's anaemia, congenital pancytopenia --
 (a rare congenital anemia characterized by pancytopenia and hypoplasia of the bone marrow) 
                   => Spielmeyer-Vogt disease, juvenile amaurotic idiocy --
 (a congenital progressive disorder of lipid metabolism having an onset at age 5 and characterized by blindness and dementia and early
 death) 
                   => congenital afibrinogenemia --
 (a rare congenital disorder of blood coagulation in which no fibrinogen is found in the blood plasma) 
                   => osteopetrosis, Albers-Schonberg disease, marble bones disease --
 (an inherited disorder characterized by an increase in bone density; in severe forms the bone marrow cavity may be obliterated) 
                   => nevoid elephantiasis, pachyderma --
 (thickening of the skin (usually unilateral on an extremity) caused by congenital enlargement of lymph vessel and lymph vessel obstru
ction) 
                   => dwarfism, nanism -- (a genetic abnormality resulting in short stature) 
                       => pycnodysostosis -- (a form of dwarfism accompanied by fragile bones and bad teeth) 
                   => lactose intolerance, lactase deficiency, milk intolerance --
 (congenital disorder consisting of an inability to digest milk and milk products; absence or deficiency of lactase results in an inability 
to hydrolyze lactose) 
                   => porphyria -- (a genetic abnormality of metabolism causing abdominal pains and mental confusion) 
                   => hepatolenticular degeneration, Wilson's disease --
 (a rare inherited disorder of copper metabolism; copper accumulates in the liver and then in the red blood cells and brain) 
               => inflammatory disease -- (a disease characterized by inflammation) 
                   => necrotizing enterocolitis, NEC --
 (an acute inflammatory disease occurring in the intestines of premature infants; necrosis of intestinal tissue may follow) 
                   => gastroenteritis, stomach flu, intestinal flu --
 (inflammation of the stomach and intestines; can be caused by Salmonella enteritidis) 
                       => cholera infantum --
 (often fatal form of gastroenteritis occurring in children; not true cholera but having similar symptoms) 
                       => cholera morbus, collywobbles --
 (severe gastroenteritis of unknown etiology; characterized by severe colic and vomiting and diarrhea) 
                   => pelvic inflammatory disease, PID --
 (inflammation of the female pelvic organs (especially the Fallopian tubes) caused by infection by any of several microorganisms (chie
fly gonococci and chlamydia); symptoms are abdominal pain and fever and foul-smelling vaginal discharge) 
                   => empyema -- (a collection of pus in a body cavity (especially in the lung cavity)) 
                       => purulent pleurisy -- (a collection of pus in the lung cavity) 
                   => pleurisy -- (inflammation of the pleura of the lungs (especially the parietal layer)) 
                       => purulent pleurisy -- (a collection of pus in the lung cavity) 
                       => pleuropneumonia -- (pleurisy and pneumonia) 
                   => sore throat, pharyngitis, raw throat -- (inflammation of the fauces and pharynx) 
                       => streptococcal sore throat, strep throat, streptococcus tonsilitis, septic sore throat, throat infection --
 (an infection of the oral pharynx and tonsils by streptococcus) 
                   => angina -- (any disease of the throat or fauces marked by spasmodic attacks of intense suffocative pain) 
                       => Vincent's angina, Vincent's infection, trench mouth --
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 (an acute communicable infection of the respiratory tract and mouth marked by ulceration of the mucous membrane) 
                       => quinsy, peritonsillar abscess -- (a painful pus-
filled inflammation of the tonsils and surrounding tissues; usually a complication of tonsillitis) 
                       => croup, spasmodic laryngitis --
 (a disease of infants and young children; harsh coughing and hoarseness and fever and difficult breathing) 
                   => arthritis -- (inflammation of a joint or joints) 
                       => rheumatoid arthritis, atrophic arthritis, rheumatism --
 (a chronic autoimmune disease with inflammation of the joints and marked deformities; something (possibly a virus) triggers an attac
k on the synovium by the immune system, which releases cytokines that stimulate an inflammatory reaction that can lead to the destru
ction of all components of the joint) 
                           => psoriatic arthritis --
 (a form of rheumatoid arthritis usually affecting fingers and toes and associated with psoriasis) 
                           => Still's disease, juvenile rheumatoid arthritis --
 (a form of rheumatoid arthritis that affects children; large joints become inflamed and bone growth may be retarded) 
                       => osteoarthritis, degenerative arthritis, degenerative joint disease --
 (chronic breakdown of cartilage in the joints; the most common form of arthritis occurring usually after middle age) 
                       => gout, gouty arthritis, urarthritis --
 (a painful inflammation of the big toe and foot caused by defects in uric acid metabolism resulting in deposits of the acid and its salts 
in the blood and joints) 
                       => spondylarthritis -- (arthritis that affects one or more of the intervertebral joints in the spine) 
                   => acne --
 (an inflammatory disease involving the sebaceous glands of the skin; characterized by papules or pustules or comedones) 
                       => acne rosacea, rosacea --
 (a skin disease of adults (more often women) in which blood vessels of the face enlarge resulting in a flushed appearance) 
                       => acne vulgaris -- (the most common form of acne; usually affects people from puberty to young adulthood) 
                   => urinary tract infection -- (any infection of any of the organs of the urinary tract) 
                       => cystitis -- (inflammation of the urinary bladder and ureters) 
                       => pyelonephritis -- (inflammation of the kidney and its pelvis caused by bacterial infection) 
                           => acute pyelonephritis -- (pyelonephritis resulting from the spread of a bladder infection) 
                           => chronic pyelonephritis --
 (pyelonephritis that develops slowly and can lead to renal failure if untreated; often associated with a kidney stone or with narrowing 
of the urinary passageways) 
                       => urethritis -- (inflammation of the urethra; results in painful urination) 
                           => nongonococcal urethritis, NGU -- (sexually transmitted urethritis (usually caused by chlamydia)) 
                           => nonspecific urethritis, NSU -- (inflammation of the urethra of unknown cause) 
               => autoimmune disease, autoimmune disorder --
 (any of a large group of diseases characterized by abnormal functioning of the immune system that causes your immune system to pro
duce antibodies against your own tissues) 
                   => type I diabetes, insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus, IDDM, juvenile-onset diabetes, juvenile diabetes, growth-
onset diabetes, ketosis-prone diabetes, ketoacidosis-prone diabetes, autoimmune diabetes --
 (severe diabetes mellitus with an early onset; characterized by polyuria and excessive thirst and increased appetite and weight loss an
d episodic ketoacidosis; diet and insulin injections are required to control the disease) 
                   => rheumatoid arthritis, atrophic arthritis, rheumatism --
 (a chronic autoimmune disease with inflammation of the joints and marked deformities; something (possibly a virus) triggers an attac
k on the synovium by the immune system, which releases cytokines that stimulate an inflammatory reaction that can lead to the destru
ction of all components of the joint) 
                       => psoriatic arthritis -- (a form of rheumatoid arthritis usually affecting fingers and toes and associated with psoriasis) 
                       => Still's disease, juvenile rheumatoid arthritis --
 (a form of rheumatoid arthritis that affects children; large joints become inflamed and bone growth may be retarded) 
                   => ankylosing spondylitis, Marie-Strumpell disease, rheumatoid spondylitis --
 (a chronic form of spondylitis primarily in males and marked by impaired mobility of the spine; sometimes leads to ankylosis) 
                   => discoid lupus erythematosus, DLE --
 (a chronic skin disease occurring primarily in women between the ages of 20 and 40; characterized by an eruption of red lesions over 
the cheeks and bridge of the nose) 
                   => Hashimoto's disease -- (autoimmune disorder of the thyroid gland; most common in middle-aged women) 
                   => lupus erythematosus, LE -- (a chronic inflammatory collagen disease affecting connective tissue (skin or joints)) 
                   => scleroderma, dermatosclerosis --
 (an autoimmune disease that affects the blood vessels and connective tissue; fibrous connective tissue is deposited in the skin) 
                       => morphea -- (localized scleroderma) 
                   => thrombocytopenic purpura, idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura, purpura hemorrhagica, Werlhof's disease --
 (purpura associated with a reduction in circulating blood platelets which can result from a variety of factors) 
               => deficiency disease -- (any disease caused by a lack of an essential nutrient (as a vitamin or mineral)) 
                   => malnutrition --
 (a state of poor nutrition; can result from insufficient or excessive or unbalanced diet or from inability to absorb foods) 
                       => avitaminosis, hypovitaminosis -- (any of several diseases caused by deficiency of one or more vitamins) 
                           => beriberi -- (avitaminosis caused by lack of thiamine (vitamin B1)) 
                               => kakke disease -- (the endemic form of beriberi) 
                           => pellagra, Alpine scurvy, mal de la rosa, mal rosso, maidism, mayidism, Saint Ignatius' itch --
 (a disease caused by deficiency of niacin or tryptophan (or by a defect in the metabolic conversion of tryptophan to niacin); characteri
zed by gastrointestinal disturbances and erythema and nervous or mental disorders; may be caused by malnutrition or alcoholism or ot
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her nutritional impairments) 
                           => rickets, rachitis --
 (childhood disease caused by deficiency of vitamin D and sunlight associated with impaired metabolism of calcium and phosphorus) 
                           => scurvy, scorbutus -- (a condition caused by deficiency of ascorbic acid (vitamin C)) 
                           => nyctalopia, night blindness, moon blindness --
 (inability to see clearly in dim light; due to a deficiency of vitamin A or to a retinal disorder) 
                       => kwashiorkor --
 (severe malnutrition in children resulting from a diet excessively high in carbohydrates and low in protein) 
                       => marasmus --
 (extreme malnutrition and emaciation (especially in children); can result from inadequate intake of food or from malabsorption or met
abolic disorders) 
                   => zinc deficiency --
 (a deficiency caused by inadequate zinc in the diet or by liver disease or cystic fibrosis or other diseases) 
               => fibrocystic breast disease, fibrocystic disease of the breast, cystic breast disease, cystic mastitis --
 (the presence of one or more cysts in a breast) 
               => goiter, goitre, struma, thyromegaly -- (abnormally enlarged thyroid gland; can result from under-production or over-
production of hormone or from a deficiency of iodine in the diet) 
               => sandfly fever, pappataci fever, phlebotomus --
 (a mild viral disease transmitted by the bite of the sand fly Phlebotomus papatasii) 

SKIN DISEASE < DISEASE < … 
               => skin disease, disease of the skin, skin disorder, skin problem, skin condition -- (a disease affecting the skin) 
                   => acantholysis -- (a breakdown of a cell layer in the epidermis (as in pemphigus)) 
                   => acanthosis -- (an abnormal but benign thickening of the prickle-cell layer of the skin (as in psoriasis)) 
                   => acanthosis nigricans, keratosis nigricans -- (a skin disease characterized by dark wart-
like patches in the body folds; can be benign or malignant) 
                   => acne --
 (an inflammatory disease involving the sebaceous glands of the skin; characterized by papules or pustules or comedones) 
                       => acne rosacea, rosacea --
 (a skin disease of adults (more often women) in which blood vessels of the face enlarge resulting in a flushed appearance) 
                       => acne vulgaris -- (the most common form of acne; usually affects people from puberty to young adulthood) 
                   => dermatosis -- (disorder involving lesions or eruptions of the skin (in which there is usually no inflammation)) 
                       => pityriasis -- (any of several skin disorders characterized by shedding dry flakes of skin) 
                           => dandruff -- (a condition in which white scales of dead skin are shed by the scalp) 
                           => pityriasis alba --
 (common form of pityriasis (usually in children or young adults) characterized by round patches of depigmentation) 
                           => pityriasis rosea -- (pityriasis in which an itchy rash develops over the trunk and extremities) 
                   => eczema -- (generic term for inflammatory conditions of the skin; particularly with vesiculation in the acute stages) 
                       => dermatitis -- (inflammation of the skin; skin becomes itchy and may develop blisters) 
                           => actinic dermatitis -- (dermatitis caused exposure to sunlight) 
                           => atopic dermatitis, atopic eczema -- (a severe form of dermatitis characterized by atopy) 
                           => contact dermatitis --
 (a delayed type of allergic reaction of the skin resulting from skin contact with a specific allergen (such as poison ivy)) 
                               => bubble gum dermatitis --
 (an allergic contact dermatitis developed around the lips of children who chew bubble gum) 
                               => Rhus dermatitis -- (contact dermatitis resulting from contact with plants of the genus Toxicodendron) 
                                   => poison ivy -- (dermatitis resulting from contact with the poison ivy plant; "my poison ivy is drying up") 
                                   => poison oak -- (dermatitis resulting from contact with a poison oak plant) 
                                   => poison sumac -- (dermatitis resulting from contact with a poison sumac plant) 
                           => cradle cap -- (a dermatitis of the scalp that is common in infants) 
                           => diaper rash, diaper dermatitis --
 (dermatitis of the thighs and buttocks of infants; supposedly caused by ammonia in the urine in the child's diapers) 
                           => hypericism --
 (a severe dermatitis of herbivorous domestic animals attributable to photosensitivity from eating Saint John's wort) 
                           => neurodermatitis --
 (dermatitis in which localized areas (especially the forearms or back of the neck or outer part of the ankle) itch persistently; cause is u
nknown) 
                           => schistosome dermatitis, swimmer's itch --
 (a sensitization reaction to repeated invasion of the skin by cercariae of schistosomes) 
                           => seborrheic dermatitis, seborrheic eczema --
 (a chronic skin disease associated with seborrhea and greasy scales on the scalp or eyelids or other parts of the skin) 
                       => allergic eczema -- (eczema caused by an allergic reaction) 
                           => baker's eczema -- (allergic eczema caused by flour or other ingredients handled by bakers) 
                       => eczema herpeticum --
 (eczema characterized by a feverish condition and widespread eruption of vesicles; most common in children) 
                       => eczema vaccinatum, Kaposi's varicelliform eruption --
 (a now rare complication of vaccinia superimposed on atopic dermatitis with high fever and generalized vesicles and papulovesicles) 
                       => lichtenoid eczema, chronic eczema, eczema hypertrophicum --
 (eczema characterized by thickening of the skin with accentuated skin lines) 
                   => erythroderma -- (any skin disorder involving abnormal redness) 
                       => erythema -- (abnormal redness of the skin resulting from dilation of blood vessels (as in sunburn or inflammation)) 
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                           => erythema multiforme -- (a red rash caused by hypersensitivity to a drug or disease or other allergen) 
                           => erythema nodosum -- (skin condition characterized by tender red nodules on the shins and legs) 
                               => erythema nodosum leprosum, ENL --
 (an inflammatory complication of leprosy that results in painful skin lesions on the arms and legs and face) 
                           => hickey, love bite -- (a temporary red mark on a person's skin resulting from kissing or sucking by their lover) 
                           => sunburn, erythema solare -- (redness of the skin caused by exposure to the rays of the sun) 
                           => windburn -- (redness and irritation of the skin caused by exposure to high-velocity wind) 
                       => flare -- (reddening of the skin spreading outward from a focus of infection or irritation) 
                   => furunculosis -- (acute skin disease characterized by the presence of many furuncles) 
                   => impetigo --
 (a very contagious infection of the skin; common in children; localized redness develops into small blisters that gradually crust and er
ode) 
                   => jungle rot -- (skin disorder induced by a tropical climate) 
                   => keratoderma, keratodermia -- (any skin disorder consisting of a growth that appears horny) 
                   => keratonosis -- (any abnormal condition of the outer skin (epidermis)) 
                   => keratosis -- (a skin condition marked by an overgrowth of layers of horny skin) 
                       => wart, verruca -- ((pathology) a firm abnormal elevated blemish on the skin; caused by a virus) 
                           => common wart -- (a benign growth (often with a rough surface)) 
                           => genital wart, venereal wart, condyloma acuminatum, verruca acuminata --
 (a small benign wart on or around the genitals and anus) 
                           => juvenile wart -- (a small benign growth on the faces of hands of children) 
                           => plantar wart --
 (a wart occurring on the sole of the foot; "pressure causes plantar warts to develop a painful callus around the soft center") 
                       => actinic keratosis -- (an overgrowth of skin layers resulting from extended exposure to the sun) 
                       => keratosis blennorrhagica, keratoderma blennorrhagica --
 (skin disease characterized by a scaly rash on the palms and soles; associated with Reiter's syndrome) 
                       => keratosis follicularis, Darier's disease --
 (a rare hereditary condition marked by dark crusted patches (sometimes containing pus)) 
                       => keratosis pilaris --
 (keratosis characterized by hard conical elevations in the openings of sebaceous glands (especially of arms and thighs)) 
                       => seborrheic keratosis --
 (a skin condition characterized by circumscribed wartlike lesions that can be itchy and covered with a greasy crust) 
                   => leukoderma -- (a congenital skin condition characterized by spots or bands of unpigmented skin) 
                   => lichen --
 (any of several eruptive skin diseases characterized by hard thick lesions grouped together and resembling lichens growing on rocks) 
                       => lichen planus, lichen ruber planus -- (an eruption of shiny flat-
topped purplish (usually itchy) papules on the wrist and forearms and thighs) 
                   => livedo -- (skin disorder characterized by patchy bluish discolorations on the skin) 
                   => lupus -- (any of several forms of ulcerative skin disease) 
                       => lupus vulgaris -- (tuberculosis of the skin; appears first on the face and heals slowly leaving deep scars) 
                       => discoid lupus erythematosus, DLE --
 (a chronic skin disease occurring primarily in women between the ages of 20 and 40; characterized by an eruption of red lesions over 
the cheeks and bridge of the nose) 
                       => lupus erythematosus, LE -- (a chronic inflammatory collagen disease affecting connective tissue (skin or joints)) 
                       => systemic lupus erythematosus, SLE, disseminated lupus erythematosus --
 (an inflammatory disease of connective tissue with variable features including fever and weakness and fatigability and joint pains and 
skin lesions on the face or neck or arms) 
                   => melanosis, melanism -- (a condition characterized by abnormal deposits of melanin (especially in the skin)) 
                   => molluscum -- (any skin disease characterized by soft pulpy nodules) 
                       => molluscum contagiosum --
 (a virus disease of the skin marked by round white swellings; transmitted from person to person (most often in children or in adults wi
th impaired immune function)) 
                   => necrobiosis lipoidica, necrobiosis lipoidica diabeticorum --
 (skin disease marked by thin shiny patches (especially on the legs); often associated with diabetes mellitus) 
                   => pemphigus -- (a skin disease characterized by large thin-
walled blisters (bullae) arising from normal skin or mucous membrane) 
                   => prurigo -- (chronic inflammatory disease of the skin characterized by blister capped papules and intense itching) 
                   => psoriasis --
 (a chronic skin disease characterized by dry red patches covered with scales; occurs especially on the scalp and ears and genitalia and 
the skin over bony prominences) 
                   => rhagades -- (cracks or fissures in the skin (especially around the mouth or anus)) 
                   => Saint Anthony's fire -- (any of several inflammatory or gangrenous skin conditions) 
                       => erysipelas -- (an acute streptococcal infection characterized by deep-
red inflammation of the skin and mucous membranes) 
                   => seborrhea -- (a condition in which overactivity of the sebaceous glands causes the skin to become oily) 
                   => vitiligo --
 (an acquired skin disease characterized by patches of unpigmented skin (often surrounded by a heavily pigmented border)) 
                   => xanthoma --
 (a skin problem marked by the development (on the eyelids and neck and back) of irregular yellow nodules; sometimes attributable to
 disturbances of cholesterol metabolism) 
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                       => xanthelasma -- (xanthoma of the eyelids; occurs chiefly in the elderly) 
                       => xanthoma disseminatum --
 (rare chronic xanthoma of adults n which orange or brownish papules develop on many surfaces of the body) 
                       => xanthomatosis, xanthoma multiplex, cholesterosis cutis, lipid granulomatosis, lipoid granulomatosis --
 (widespread xanthomas (especially on elbows and knees); often associated with a disorder of lipid metabolism) 
                   => xanthosis -- (an abnormal yellow discoloration of the skin) 

MALIGNANCY, MALIGNANCE < DISEASE < PATHOLOGICAL PROCESS <.. 
               => malignancy, malignance --
 ((medicine) a malignant state; progressive and resistant to treatment and tending to cause death) 
                   => malignant tumor, malignant neoplasm, metastatic tumor --
 (a tumor that is malignant and tends to spread to other parts of the body) 
                       => carcinosarcoma -- (a malignant neoplasm composed of carcinoma and sarcoma extensively intermixed) 
                       => cancer, malignant neoplastic disease --
 (any malignant growth or tumor caused by abnormal and uncontrolled cell division; it may spread to other parts of the body through t
he lymphatic system or the blood stream) 
                           => lymphoma -- (a neoplasm of lymph tissue that is usually malignant; one of the four major types of cancer) 
                               => Hodgkin's disease --
 (a malignant disorder in which there is progressive (but painless) enlargement of lymph tissue followed by enlargement of the spleen 
and liver) 
                           => carcinoma -- (any malignant tumor derived from epithelial tissue; one of the four major types of cancer) 
                               => liver cancer, cancer of the liver --
 (malignant neoplastic disease of the liver usually occurring as a metastasis from another cancer; symptoms include loss of appetite an
d weakness and bloating and jaundice and upper abdominal discomfort) 
                               => adenocarcinoma, glandular cancer, glandular carcinoma --
 (malignant tumor originating in glandular epithelium) 
                                   => prostate cancer, prostatic adenocarcinoma -- (cancer of the prostate gland) 
                               => breast cancer -- (cancer of the breast; one of the most common malignancies in women in the US) 
                               => carcinoma in situ, preinvasive cancer --
 (a cluster of malignant cells that has not yet invaded the deeper epithelial tissue or spread to other parts of the body) 
                               => colon cancer -- (a malignant tumor of the colon; early symptom is bloody stools) 
                               => embryonal carcinoma -- (malignant neoplasm of the testis) 
                               => endometrial carcinoma, endometrial cancer -- (cancer of the uterine lining) 
                               => hepatoma, malignant hepatoma, hepatocarcinoma, hepatocellular carcinoma -- (carcinoma of the liver) 
                               => lung cancer -- (carcinoma of the lungs; one of the commonest forms of cancer) 
                               => mesothelioma --
 (a rare form of carcinoma of the mesothelium lining lungs or abdomen or heart; usually associated with exposure to asbestos dust) 
                               => oat cell carcinoma, small cell carcinoma -- (highly malignant carcinoma composed of small round or egg-
shaped cells with little cytoplasm; lung cancers are frequently oat cell carcinomas) 
                               => oral cancer -- (malignant neoplasm of the lips of mouth; most common in men over the age of 60) 
                               => pancreatic cancer -- (cancer of the pancreas) 
                               => seminoma, testicular cancer -- (malignant tumor of the testis; usually occurring in older men) 
                               => skin cancer -- (a malignant neoplasm of the skin) 
                                   => cancroid, squamous cell carcinoma -- (the most common form of skin cancer) 
                                   => epithelioma -- (a malignant tumor of the epithelial tissue) 
                                   => melanoma, malignant melanoma --
 (any of several malignant neoplasms (usually of the skin) consisting of melanocytes) 
                               => trophoblastic cancer -- (malignant neoplasm of the uterus derived from the epithelium of the chorion) 
                           => leukemia, leukaemia, leucaemia, cancer of the blood -- (malignant neoplasm of blood-
forming tissues; characterized by abnormal proliferation of leukocytes; one of the four major types of cancer) 
                               => acute leukemia -- (rapidly progressing leukemia) 
                                   => acute lymphocytic leukemia, acute lymphoblastic leukemia --
 (acute leukemia characterized by proliferation of immature lymphoblast-
like cells in bone marrow, lymph nodes, spleen, and blood; most common in children) 
                                   => acute myelocytic leukemia, acute myeloid leukemia --
 (acute leukemia characterized by proliferation of granular leukocytes; most common in adolescents and young adults) 
                               => chronic leukemia -- (slowly progressing leukemia) 
                                   => chronic lymphocytic leukemia -- (chronic leukemia characterized by lymphoblast-
like cells; more common in older men) 
                                   => chronic myelocytic leukemia, myeloid leukemia --
 (chronic leukemia characterized by granular leukocytes; more common in older people) 
                               => lymphocytic leukemia --
 (leukemia characterized by enlargement of lymphoid tissues and lymphocytic cells in the circulating blood) 
                                   => lymphoblastic leukemia --
 (a form of lymphocytic leukemia in which the abnormal cells in the circulating blood are almost totally lymphoblasts) 
                               => monocytic leukemia, monocytic leukaemia, monoblastic leukemia, monoblstic leukaemia, histiocytic leukemia,
 histiocytic leukaemia -- (leukemia characterized by the proliferation of monocytes and monoblasts in the blood) 
                               => myeloblastic leukemia -- (a malignant neoplasm of blood-
forming tissues; characterized by numerous myeloblasts in the blood stream) 
                               => myelocytic leukemia, granulocytic leukemia -- (a malignant neoplasm of blood-
forming tissues; marked by proliferation of myelocytes and their presence in the blood) 
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                                   => acute myelocytic leukemia, acute myeloid leukemia --
 (acute leukemia characterized by proliferation of granular leukocytes; most common in adolescents and young adults) 
                                   => chronic myelocytic leukemia, myeloid leukemia --
 (chronic leukemia characterized by granular leukocytes; more common in older people) 
                           => sarcoma --
 (a usually malignant tumor arising from connective tissue (bone or muscle etc.); one of the four major types of cancer) 
                               => chondrosarcoma -- (a malignant neoplasm of cartilage cells) 
                               => Ewing's sarcoma, Ewing's tumor, Ewing's tumour, endothelial myeloma --
 (malignant tumor in bone marrow (usually in the pelvis or in long bones)) 
                               => Kaposi's sarcoma --
 (a sarcoma that starts with purplish spots on the feet and legs and spreads from the skin to lymph nodes and internal organs; a commo
n manifestation of AIDS; "until 1980 Kaposi's sarcoma occurred almost exclusively with Jewish or Italian or black men") 
                               => leiomyosarcoma --
 (sarcoma of smooth muscle; occurs most often digestive tract or uterus or bladder or prostate) 
                               => liposarcoma -- (sarcoma of fat cells) 
                               => myosarcoma -- (sarcoma of muscle tissue) 
                               => neurosarcoma, malignant neuroma --
 (a malignant neoplasm of nerve tissue and fibrous tissue and connective tissue) 
                               => osteosarcoma, osteogenic sarcoma --
 (malignant bone tumor; most common in children and young adults where it tends to affect the femur) 
                               => rhabdomyosarcoma, rhabdosarcoma -- (a highly malignant neoplasm derived from striated muscle) 
                                   => embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma, embryonal rhabdosarcoma --
 (form of rhabdomyosarcoma occurring mainly in infants and children) 
                                   => alveolar rhabdomyosarcoma, alveolar rhabdosarcoma --
 (form of rhabdomyosarcoma occuring mainly in adolescents and young adults) 
                                   => pleomorphic rhabdomyosarcoma, pleomorphic rhabdosarcoma --
 (form of rhabdomyosarcoma that affects limb muscles of older adults) 
                               => Wilms' tumor, Wilms tumour, adenomyosarcoma, nephroblastoma, embryoma of the kidney --
 (malignant renal tumor of young children characterized by hypertension and blood in the urine and the presence of a palpable mass) 
                       => angiosarcoma --
 (a rare malignant neoplasm arising from vascular tissue; usually occurs in the breast and skin and is believed to originate from the end
othelial cells of blood vessels) 
                       => myeloma -- (a tumor of the bone marrow (usually malignant) composed of cells normally found in bone marrow) 
                           => multiple myeloma -- (myeloma that develops in several places at the same time) 
                       => neuroblastoma -- (malignant tumor containing embryonic nerve cells; usually metastasizes quickly) 
                       => neuroepithelioma -- (malignant tumor of the neuroepithelium) 
                       => retinoblastoma --
 (malignant ocular tumor of retinal cells; usually occurs before the third year of life; composed of primitive small round retinal cells) 
               => eye disease -- (any disease of the eye) 
                   => glaucoma --
 (increased pressure in the eyeball due to obstruction of the outflow of aqueous humor; damages the optic disc and impairs vision (som
etimes progressing to blindness)) 
                       => acute glaucoma, angle-closure glaucoma -- (glaucoma in which the iris blocks the outflow of aqueous humor) 
                       => chronic glaucoma, open-angle glaucoma --
 (glaucoma caused by blockage of the canal of Schlemm; produces gradual loss of peripheral vision) 
                   => keratonosus -- (any disease of the cornea) 
                   => trachoma --
 (a chronic contagious viral disease marked by inflammation of the conjunctiva and cornea of the eye and the formation of scar tissue) 
                   => leukoma, leucoma -- (eye disease consisting of an opaque white spot on the cornea) 
                   => cataract -- (clouding of the natural lens of the eye) 

ANIMAL DISEASE < DISEASE < PATHOLOGICAL PROCESS < … 
               => animal disease -- (a disease that typically does not affect human beings) 
                   => warble -- (a lumpy abscess under the hide of domestic mammals caused by larvae of a botfly or warble fly) 
                   => anaplasmosis -- (a disease of cattle that is transmitted by cattle ticks; similar to Texas fever) 
                   => aspergillosis, brooder pneumonia --
 (severe respiratory disease of birds that takes the form of an acute rapidly fatal pneumonia in young chickens and turkeys) 
                   => bighead -- (any of various diseases of animals characterized by edema of the head and neck) 
                   => bovine spongiform encephalitis, BSE, mad cow disease --
 (a fatal disease of cattle that affects the central nervous system; causes staggering and agitation) 
                   => bull nose -- (a disease of pigs resulting in swelling of the snout) 
                   => camelpox --
 (a viral disease of camels closely related to smallpox; "with a little genetic engineering camelpox could be used as a bioweapon") 
                   => canine chorea, chorea -- (chorea in dogs) 
                   => chronic wasting disease -- (a wildlife disease (akin to bovine spongiform encephalitis) that affects deer and elk) 
                   => costiasis -- (a fatal disease of fresh-water fish caused by a flagellated protozoan invading the skin) 
                   => cowpox, vaccinia --
 (a viral disease of cattle causing a mild skin disease affecting the udder; formerly used to inoculate humans against smallpox) 
                   => creeps --
 (a disease of cattle and sheep attributed to a dietary deficiency; characterized by anemia and softening of the bones and a slow stiff ga
it) 
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                   => hemorrhagic septicemia, pasteurellosis -- (an acute infectious disease characterized by pneumonia and blood infection) 
                   => fistulous withers, fistula -- (a chronic inflammation of the withers of a horse) 
                   => fowl cholera --
 (an acute diarrheal disease (especially of chickens) caused by the microorganism that causes hemorrhagic septicemia) 
                   => fowl pest --
 (an acute viral disease of domestic fowl; characterized by refusal to each and high temperature and discoloration of the comb) 
                   => hog cholera -- (highly infectious virus disease of swine) 
                   => distemper -- (any of various infectious viral diseases of animals) 
                       => canine distemper -- (a viral disease of young dogs characterized by high fever and respiratory inflammation) 
                       => equine distemper, strangles --
 (an acute bacterial disease of horses characterized by inflammation of the mucous membranes) 
                   => enterotoxemia -- (a disease of cattle and sheep that is attributed to toxins absorbed from the intestines) 
                   => foot-and-mouth disease, hoof-and-mouth disease -- (acute contagious disease of cloven-
footed animals marked by ulcers in the mouth and around the hoofs) 
                   => foot rot -- (contagious degenerative infection of the feet of hoofed animals (especially cattle and sheep)) 
                   => black disease, sheep rot, liver rot, distomatosis --
 (a disease of the liver (especially in sheep and cattle) caused by liver flukes and their by-products) 
                   => heaves, broken wind -- (a chronic emphysema of the horse that causes difficult expiration and heaving of the flanks) 
                   => red water -- (a disease of cattle; characterized by hematuria) 
                   => rhinotracheitis -- (a respiratory infection of the nose and throat in cattle) 
                   => rinderpest, cattle plague --
 (an acute infectious viral disease of cattle (usually fatal); characterized by fever and diarrhea and inflammation of mucous membranes
) 
                   => scours -- (diarrhea in livestock) 
                   => scrapie --
 (a fatal disease of sheep characterized by chronic itching and loss of muscular control and progressive degeneration of the central ner
vous system) 
                   => shipping fever, shipping pneumonia --
 (a deadly form of septicemia in cattle and sheep; involves high fever and pneumonia; contracted under conditions of exposure or exha
ustion (as often happens when the animals are shipped to market)) 
                   => spavin -- (a swelling of the hock joint of a horse; resulting in lameness) 
                       => blood spavin -- (spavin caused by distension of the veins) 
                       => bog spavin -- (spavin caused by collection of fluids) 
                       => bone spavin -- (spavin caused by a bony growth) 
                   => loco disease, locoism --
 (a disease of livestock caused by locoweed poisoning; characterized by weakness and lack of coordination and trembling and partial p
aralysis) 
                   => mange --
 (a persistent and contagious disease of the skin causing inflammation and itching and loss of hair; affects domestic animals (and some
times people)) 
                   => moon blindness, mooneye -- (recurrent eye inflammation in horses; sometimes resulting in blindness) 
                   => murrain -- (any plaguelike disease of domestic animals) 
                   => myxomatosis -- (a viral disease (usually fatal) of rabbits) 
                   => Newcastle disease -- (disease of domestic fowl and other birds) 
                   => pip -- (a disease of poultry) 
                   => psittacosis, parrot disease -- (infectious disease of birds) 
                   => pullorum disease, bacillary white diarrhea, bacillary white diarrhoea -- (a serious bacterial disease of young chickens) 
                   => saddle sore, gall -- (an open sore on the back of a horse caused by ill-fitting or badly adjusted saddle) 
                   => sand crack -- (a fissure in the wall of a horse's hoof often causing lameness) 
                       => toe crack -- (a crack on the forepart of a horse's hindfoot) 
                       => quarter crack -- (a crack on the inside of a horse's forefoot) 
                   => staggers, blind staggers --
 (a disease of the central nervous system affecting especially horses and cattle; characterized by an unsteady swaying gait and frequent
 falling) 
                   => sweating sickness -- (a disease of cattle (especially calves)) 
                   => Texas fever -- (an infectious disease of cattle transmitted by the cattle tick) 
                   => trembles, milk sickness -- (disease of livestock and especially cattle poisoned by eating certain kinds of snakeroot) 
                   => zoonosis, zoonotic disease -- (an animal disease that can be transmitted to humans) 
                       => actinomycosis --
 (disease of cattle that can be transmitted to humans; results from infection with actinomycetes; characterized by hard swellings that ex
ude pus through long sinuses) 
                           => cervicofacial actinomycosis, lumpy jaw --
 (the commonest and least severe form of actinomycosis; affects the face and neck regions) 
                           => thoracic actinomycosis -- (a serious form of actinomycosis that affects the chest) 
                           => abdominal actinomycosis -- (a serious form of actinomycosis that affects the abdomen) 
                       => anthrax, splenic fever --
 (a highly infectious animal disease (especially cattle and sheep); it can be transmitted to people) 
                       => brucellosis, contagious abortion, Bang's disease --
 (an infectious disease of domestic animals often resulting in spontaneous abortion; transmittable to human beings) 
                       => glanders -- (a destructive and contagious bacterial disease of horses that can be transmitted to humans) 
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                       => Lyme disease, Lyme arthritis --
 (an acute inflammatory disease characterized by a rash with joint swelling and fever; caused by bacteria carried by the bite of a deer ti
ck) 
                       => rabies, hydrophobia, lyssa, madness -- (an acute viral disease of the nervous system of warm-
blooded animals (usually transmitted by the bite of a rabid animal); rabies is fatal if the virus reaches the brain) 
                       => swamp fever, leptospirosis --
 (an infectious disease cause by leptospira and transmitted to humans from domestic animals; characterized by jaundice and fever) 
                           => canicola fever -- (an acute feverish disease in people and in dogs marked by gastroenteritis and mild jaundice) 
                           => Weil's disease -- (a severe form of leptospirosis in human beings) 
                       => tularemia, tularaemia, rabbit fever, deer fly fever, yatobyo --
 (a highly infectious disease of rodents (especially rabbits and squirrels) and sometimes transmitted to humans by ticks or flies or by h
andling infected animals) 

PLANT DISEASE < DISEASE < PATHOLOGICAL PROCESS <… 
               => plant disease -- (a disease that affects plants) 
                   => blight -- (any plant disease resulting in withering without rotting) 
                       => alder blight -- (a disease of alders caused by the woolly alder aphid (a plant louse)) 
                       => apple blight, apple canker -- (a disease of apple trees) 
                       => beet blight -- (a disease of beet plants) 
                       => blister blight -- (a disease of tea plants) 
                       => blister blight -- (a disease of Scotch pines) 
                       => cane blight -- (a disease affecting the canes of various bush fruits (e.g., raspberries or currants)) 
                       => chestnut blight, chestnut canker, chestnut-bark disease -- (a disease of American chestnut trees) 
                       => coffee blight -- (a blight affecting the coffee plant) 
                       => collar blight -- (a disease affecting the trunks of pear and apple trees) 
                       => halo blight, halo spot, bean blight -- (a blight of bean plants) 
                       => halo blight -- (a blight affecting the leaves of oats and other grasses) 
                       => head blight -- (a blight of the heads of cereals) 
                           => wheat scab -- (a disease of the heads of wheat plants) 
                       => late blight --
 (blight in which symptoms appear late in the growing season especially a disease of solanaceous plants caused by the fungus Phytoph
thora infestans) 
                           => celery blight -- (a fungous leaf spot disease of the celery plant) 
                       => leaf blight -- (any blight causing a browning and falling of the leaves of a plant) 
                           => fire blight, pear blight -- (a disease blackening the leaves of pear and apple trees) 
                               => blight canker -- (a phase of fire blight in which cankers appear) 
                           => needle blight, needle cast, leaf cast -- (a disease of conifers causing the needles to fall) 
                       => peach blight -- (a disease of trees bearing drupes) 
                       => potato blight, potato mold, potato disease, potato mildew, potato murrain -- (a blight of potatoes) 
                       => rim blight -- (a disease of tea plants) 
                       => spinach blight -- (a disease of spinach plants) 
                       => spur blight -- (a disease of raspberries) 
                       => stem blight -- (a fungous blight attacking the stems of plants) 
                       => stripe blight -- (a disease of oats) 
                       => thread blight -- (a disease of tropical woody plants (cocoa or tea or citrus)) 
                       => tomato blight, tomato yellows -- (a disease of tomato plants) 
                       => twig blight -- (a disease of the ends of twigs of woody plants) 
                       => walnut blight -- (a disease of English walnut trees) 
                   => leaf disease -- (any plant disease localized in the foliage) 
                   => rust -- (a reddish-brown discoloration of leaves and stems caused by a rust fungus) 
                       => blister rust, white-pine rust, white pine blister rust --
 (any of several diseases of pines caused by rust fungi of the genus Cronartium and marked by destructive invasion of bark and sapwo
od and producing blisters externally) 
                   => blackheart -- (any of various diseases in which the central tissues blacken) 
                   => black knot -- (disease of plum and cherry trees characterized by black excrescences on the branches) 
                   => black rot -- (a fungous disease causing darkening and decay of the leaves of fruits and vegetables) 
                   => black spot -- (any of several fungous diseases of plants that produce small black spots on the plant) 
                   => bottom rot -- (fungous disease of lettuce that first rots lower leaves and spreads upward) 
                   => brown rot -- (any of certain fungous diseases of plants characterized by browning and decay of tissues) 
                       => brown rot gummosis, gummosis -- (disease of citrus trees caused by the fungus Phytophthora citrophthora) 
                       => ring rot, ring disease, tobacco wilt --
 (disease of tomatoes and potatoes and tobacco etc caused by the bacterium Pseudomonas solanacearum) 
                   => gummosis -- (pathological production of gummy exudates in citrus and various stone-fruit trees) 
                   => cotton ball -- (a fungus disease of cranberries) 
                   => crown gall --
 (a bacterial disease of plants (especially pome and stone fruits and grapes and roses) which forms excrescences on the stem near the g
round) 
                       => hairy root --
 (a phase of crown gall (especially in apples) during which there is abnormal development of fine fibrous roots) 
                   => crown wart -- (a fungous disease of alfalfa which forms white excrescences at the base of the stem) 
                   => damping off -- (a plant disease caused by a fungus; diseased condition of seedlings in excessive moisture) 
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                   => dieback --
 (a disease of plants characterized by the gradual dying of the young shoots starting at the tips and progressing to the larger branches) 
                   => dry rot -- (a crumbling and drying of timber or bulbs or potatoes or fruit caused by a fungus) 
                   => heartrot -- (any plant disease in which the central part of a plant rots (especially in trees)) 
                   => mosaic --
 (viral disease in solanaceous plants (tomatoes, potatoes, tobacco) resulting in mottling and often shriveling of the leaves) 
                       => potato mosaic -- (a disease of the leaves of potato plants) 
                       => tobacco mosaic -- (a plant disease causing discoloration of the leaves of tobacco plants) 
                   => rhizoctinia disease -- (disease caused by rhizoctinia or fungi of Pellicularia and Corticium) 
                       => little potato, rosette, russet scab, stem canker -- (rhizoctinia disease of potatoes) 
                   => pink disease --
 (serious bark disease of many tropical crop trees (coffee, citrus, rubber); branches have a covering of pink hyphae) 
                   => potato wart -- (fungous disease causing dark warty spongy excrescences in the eyes of potato tubers) 
                   => root rot -- (disease characterized by root decay; caused by various fungi) 
                   => scorch -- (a plant disease that produces a browning or scorched appearance of plant tissues) 
                       => leaf scorch -- (plant disease causing a burned or scorched appearance of the foliage) 
                   => sweet-potato ring rot -- (disease of sweet potatoes in which roots are girdled by rings of dry rot) 
                   => sclerotium disease, sclerotium rot --
 (plant disease cause by fungi of the genus Sclerotium; also one in which sclerotia are formed) 
                   => Dutch elm disease -- (disease of elms caused by a fungus) 
                   => ergot -- (a plant disease caused by the ergot fungus) 
                   => foot rot -- (plant disease in which the stem or trunk rots at the base) 
                   => pinkroot -- (a fungal disease of onions) 
                   => wilt, wilt disease --
 (any plant disease characterized by drooping and shriveling; usually caused by parasites attacking the roots) 
                       => granville wilt -- (a bacterial wilt of tobacco plants) 
                       => fusarium wilt -- (caused by fungi of the genus Fusarium) 
                       => verticilliosis -- (caused by soil-borne fungi of the genus Verticillium) 
                   => smut --
 (destructive diseases of plants (especially cereal grasses) caused by fungi that produce black powdery masses of spores) 
                       => loose smut -- (disease of grains; the entire head is a dusty mass of spores) 
                       => bunt, stinking smut --
 (disease of wheat characterized by replacement of the grains with greasy masses of smelly smut spores) 
                       => flag smut -- (smut affecting leaves and stems of cereals and other grasses) 
                       => green smut, false smut -- (disease of rice; grains covered by a green powder consisting of conidia) 
                   => soft rot -- (mushy or slimy decay of plants caused by bacteria or fungi) 
                       => leak -- (soft watery rot in fruits and vegetables caused by fungi) 
                   => yellow dwarf -- (any of several virus diseases of plants characterized by stunting and yellowing of the leaves) 
                       => yellow dwarf of potato, potato yellow dwarf -- (the yellow dwarf disease of potato plants) 
                       => onion yellow dwarf -- (the yellow dwarf disease of onion plants) 
                   => yellow spot -- (any of several fungous or viral diseases characterized by yellow spotting on the leaves) 
                       => tomato streak --
 (disease of a wide range of plants (tomatoes, potatoes, peas) resulting from a mixed infection of potato and tomato mosaic) 
               => ozena, ozaena -- (a chronic disease of the nose characterized by a foul-
smelling nasal discharge and atrophy of nasal structures) 
               => filariasis -- (a disease caused by nematodes in the blood or tissues of the body causing blockage of lymphatic vessels) 
           => hypermotility -- (excessive movement; especially excessive motility of the gastrointestinal tract) 
           => indisposition -- (a slight illness) 
           => ozone sickness -- (illness that can occur to persons exposed to ozone in high-
altitude aircraft; characterized by sleepiness and headache and chest pains and itchiness) 
           => toxemia of pregnancy, toxaemia of pregnancy, toxemia, toxaemia --
 (an abnormal condition of pregnancy characterized by hypertension and edema and protein in the urine) 
               => eclampsia -- (a toxic condition characterized by convulsions and possibly coma during or immediately after pregnancy) 
               => preeclampsia, pre-eclampsia --
 (abnormal state of pregnancy characterized by hypertension and fluid retention and albuminuria; can lead to eclampsia if untreated) 
           => growth -- ((pathology) an abnormal proliferation of tissue (as in a tumor)) 
               => excrescence -- ((pathology) an abnormal outgrowth or enlargement of some part of the body) 
                   => vegetation -- (an abnormal growth or excrescence (especially a warty excrescence on the valves of the heart)) 
               => exostosis -- (a benign outgrowth from a bone (usually covered with cartilage)) 
               => polyp, polypus -- (a small vascular growth on the surface of a mucous membrane) 
                   => adenomatous polyp --
 (a polyp that consists of benign neoplastic tissue derived from glandular epithelium; "adenomatous polyps are visible protrusions that 
can develop on the mucosal surface of the colon or rectum") 
                   => sessile polyp -- (a relatively flat polyp) 
                   => pedunculated polyp -- (a polyp with a stalk or peduncle) 
               => peduncle -- (the thin process of tissue that attaches a polyp to the body) 
               => tumor, tumour, neoplasm -- (an abnormal new mass of tissue that serves no purpose) 
                   => acanthoma, skin tumor -- (a neoplasm originating in the epidermis) 
                       => keratoacanthoma --
 (skin tumor that grows rapidly (especially in older people) and resembles a carcinoma but does not spread; it usually disappears spont
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aneously, often leaving a scar) 
                   => angioma -- (a tumor consisting of a mass of blood or lymphatic vessels) 
                       => hemangioma, haemangioma -- (benign angioma consisting of a mass of blood vessels; some appear as birthmarks) 
                           => strawberry hemangioma, strawberry haemangioma --
 (a congenital bright red superficial vascular tumor resembling a strawberry; tends to decrease in size during childhood) 
                       => lymphangioma -- (benign angioma consisting of a mass of lymphatic vessels) 
                       => spider angioma, spider nevus, vascular spider --
 (a dilation of superficial capillaries with a central red dot from which blood vessels radiate) 
                   => benign tumor, benign tumour, nonmalignant tumor, nonmalignant tumour, nonmalignant neoplasm --
 (a tumor that is not cancerous) 
                       => adenoma -- (a benign epithelial tumor of glandular origin) 
                           => fibroadenoma --
 (benign and movable and firm and not tender tumor of the breast; common in young women and caused by high levels of estrogen) 
                           => lymphadenoma -- (an abnormally enlarged lymph node) 
                       => chondroma -- (a common benign tumor of cartilage cells) 
                       => enchondroma -- (benign slow-
growing tumor of cartilaginous cells at the ends of tubular bones (especially in the hands and feet)) 
                       => fibroma -- (nonmalignant tumor of connective tissue) 
                           => fibroid tumor -- (benign tumor containing fibrous tissue (especially in the uterus)) 
                       => myoma -- (a benign tumor composed of muscle tissue) 
                           => leiomyoma -- (benign tumor of smooth muscle (usually in the uterus or digestive tract)) 
                           => rhabdomyoma -- (benign rumor of striated muscle) 
                       => myxoma -- (a benign tumor of connective tissue containing jellylike material) 
                       => neurinoma -- (tumor (usually benign) of the sheath surrounding a nerve) 
                       => osteoblastoma --
 (benign tumor of bone and fibrous tissue; occurs in the vertebrae or femur or tibia or arm bones (especially in young adults)) 
                       => osteochondroma -- (benign tumor containing both bone and cartilage; usually occurs near the end of a long bone) 
                       => osteoma -- (a slow growing benign tumor of consisting of bone tissue; usually on the skull or mandible) 
                       => papilloma, villoma, papillary tumor, papillary tumour -- (a benign epithelial tumor forming a rounded mass) 
                   => blastoma, blastocytoma, embryonal carcinosarcoma -- (a tumor composed of immature undifferentiated cells) 
                   => brain tumor, brain tumour -- (a tumor in the brain) 
                       => glioblastoma, spongioblastoma -- (a fast-
growing malignant brain tumor composed of spongioblasts; nearly always fatal) 
                       => glioma -- (a tumor of the brain consisting of neuroglia) 
                   => carcinoid --
 (a small tumor (benign or malignant) arising from the mucosa of the gastrointestinal tract; usually associated with excessive secretion 
of serotonin) 
                   => celioma -- (an abdominal tumor) 
                   => granuloma -- (a tumor composed of granulation tissue resulting from injury or inflammation or infection) 
                       => gumma -- (a small rubbery granuloma that is characteristic of an advanced stage of syphilis) 
                   => lipoma, adipose tumor -- (a tumor consisting of fatty tissue) 
                   => malignant tumor, malignant neoplasm, metastatic tumor --
 (a tumor that is malignant and tends to spread to other parts of the body) 
                       => carcinosarcoma -- (a malignant neoplasm composed of carcinoma and sarcoma extensively intermixed) 
                       => cancer, malignant neoplastic disease --
 (any malignant growth or tumor caused by abnormal and uncontrolled cell division; it may spread to other parts of the body through t
he lymphatic system or the blood stream) 
                           => lymphoma -- (a neoplasm of lymph tissue that is usually malignant; one of the four major types of cancer) 
                               => Hodgkin's disease --
 (a malignant disorder in which there is progressive (but painless) enlargement of lymph tissue followed by enlargement of the spleen 
and liver) 
                           => carcinoma -- (any malignant tumor derived from epithelial tissue; one of the four major types of cancer) 
                               => liver cancer, cancer of the liver --
 (malignant neoplastic disease of the liver usually occurring as a metastasis from another cancer; symptoms include loss of appetite an
d weakness and bloating and jaundice and upper abdominal discomfort) 
                               => adenocarcinoma, glandular cancer, glandular carcinoma --
 (malignant tumor originating in glandular epithelium) 
                                   => prostate cancer, prostatic adenocarcinoma -- (cancer of the prostate gland) 
                               => breast cancer -- (cancer of the breast; one of the most common malignancies in women in the US) 
                               => carcinoma in situ, preinvasive cancer --
 (a cluster of malignant cells that has not yet invaded the deeper epithelial tissue or spread to other parts of the body) 
                               => colon cancer -- (a malignant tumor of the colon; early symptom is bloody stools) 
                               => embryonal carcinoma -- (malignant neoplasm of the testis) 
                               => endometrial carcinoma, endometrial cancer -- (cancer of the uterine lining) 
                               => hepatoma, malignant hepatoma, hepatocarcinoma, hepatocellular carcinoma -- (carcinoma of the liver) 
                               => lung cancer -- (carcinoma of the lungs; one of the commonest forms of cancer) 
                               => mesothelioma --
 (a rare form of carcinoma of the mesothelium lining lungs or abdomen or heart; usually associated with exposure to asbestos dust) 
                               => oat cell carcinoma, small cell carcinoma -- (highly malignant carcinoma composed of small round or egg-
shaped cells with little cytoplasm; lung cancers are frequently oat cell carcinomas) 
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                               => oral cancer -- (malignant neoplasm of the lips of mouth; most common in men over the age of 60) 
                               => pancreatic cancer -- (cancer of the pancreas) 
                               => seminoma, testicular cancer -- (malignant tumor of the testis; usually occurring in older men) 
                               => skin cancer -- (a malignant neoplasm of the skin) 
                                   => cancroid, squamous cell carcinoma -- (the most common form of skin cancer) 
                                   => epithelioma -- (a malignant tumor of the epithelial tissue) 
                                   => melanoma, malignant melanoma --
 (any of several malignant neoplasms (usually of the skin) consisting of melanocytes) 
                               => trophoblastic cancer -- (malignant neoplasm of the uterus derived from the epithelium of the chorion) 
                           => leukemia, leukaemia, leucaemia, cancer of the blood -- (malignant neoplasm of blood-
forming tissues; characterized by abnormal proliferation of leukocytes; one of the four major types of cancer) 
                               => acute leukemia -- (rapidly progressing leukemia) 
                                   => acute lymphocytic leukemia, acute lymphoblastic leukemia --
 (acute leukemia characterized by proliferation of immature lymphoblast-
like cells in bone marrow, lymph nodes, spleen, and blood; most common in children) 
                                   => acute myelocytic leukemia, acute myeloid leukemia --
 (acute leukemia characterized by proliferation of granular leukocytes; most common in adolescents and young adults) 
                               => chronic leukemia -- (slowly progressing leukemia) 
                                   => chronic lymphocytic leukemia -- (chronic leukemia characterized by lymphoblast-
like cells; more common in older men) 
                                   => chronic myelocytic leukemia, myeloid leukemia --
 (chronic leukemia characterized by granular leukocytes; more common in older people) 
                               => lymphocytic leukemia --
 (leukemia characterized by enlargement of lymphoid tissues and lymphocytic cells in the circulating blood) 
                                   => lymphoblastic leukemia --
 (a form of lymphocytic leukemia in which the abnormal cells in the circulating blood are almost totally lymphoblasts) 
                               => monocytic leukemia, monocytic leukaemia, monoblastic leukemia, monoblstic leukaemia, histiocytic leukemia,
 histiocytic leukaemia -- (leukemia characterized by the proliferation of monocytes and monoblasts in the blood) 
                               => myeloblastic leukemia -- (a malignant neoplasm of blood-
forming tissues; characterized by numerous myeloblasts in the blood stream) 
                               => myelocytic leukemia, granulocytic leukemia -- (a malignant neoplasm of blood-
forming tissues; marked by proliferation of myelocytes and their presence in the blood) 
                                   => acute myelocytic leukemia, acute myeloid leukemia --
 (acute leukemia characterized by proliferation of granular leukocytes; most common in adolescents and young adults) 
                                   => chronic myelocytic leukemia, myeloid leukemia --
 (chronic leukemia characterized by granular leukocytes; more common in older people) 
                           => sarcoma --
 (a usually malignant tumor arising from connective tissue (bone or muscle etc.); one of the four major types of cancer) 
                               => chondrosarcoma -- (a malignant neoplasm of cartilage cells) 
                               => Ewing's sarcoma, Ewing's tumor, Ewing's tumour, endothelial myeloma --
 (malignant tumor in bone marrow (usually in the pelvis or in long bones)) 
                               => Kaposi's sarcoma --
 (a sarcoma that starts with purplish spots on the feet and legs and spreads from the skin to lymph nodes and internal organs; a commo
n manifestation of AIDS; "until 1980 Kaposi's sarcoma occurred almost exclusively with Jewish or Italian or black men") 
                               => leiomyosarcoma --
 (sarcoma of smooth muscle; occurs most often digestive tract or uterus or bladder or prostate) 
                               => liposarcoma -- (sarcoma of fat cells) 
                               => myosarcoma -- (sarcoma of muscle tissue) 
                               => neurosarcoma, malignant neuroma --
 (a malignant neoplasm of nerve tissue and fibrous tissue and connective tissue) 
                               => osteosarcoma, osteogenic sarcoma --
 (malignant bone tumor; most common in children and young adults where it tends to affect the femur) 
                               => rhabdomyosarcoma, rhabdosarcoma -- (a highly malignant neoplasm derived from striated muscle) 
                                   => embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma, embryonal rhabdosarcoma --
 (form of rhabdomyosarcoma occurring mainly in infants and children) 
                                   => alveolar rhabdomyosarcoma, alveolar rhabdosarcoma --
 (form of rhabdomyosarcoma occuring mainly in adolescents and young adults) 
                                   => pleomorphic rhabdomyosarcoma, pleomorphic rhabdosarcoma --
 (form of rhabdomyosarcoma that affects limb muscles of older adults) 
                               => Wilms' tumor, Wilms tumour, adenomyosarcoma, nephroblastoma, embryoma of the kidney --
 (malignant renal tumor of young children characterized by hypertension and blood in the urine and the presence of a palpable mass) 
                       => angiosarcoma --
 (a rare malignant neoplasm arising from vascular tissue; usually occurs in the breast and skin and is believed to originate from the end
othelial cells of blood vessels) 
                       => myeloma -- (a tumor of the bone marrow (usually malignant) composed of cells normally found in bone marrow) 
                           => multiple myeloma -- (myeloma that develops in several places at the same time) 
                       => neuroblastoma -- (malignant tumor containing embryonic nerve cells; usually metastasizes quickly) 
                       => neuroepithelioma -- (malignant tumor of the neuroepithelium) 
                       => retinoblastoma --
 (malignant ocular tumor of retinal cells; usually occurs before the third year of life; composed of primitive small round retinal cells) 
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                   => meningioma --
 (a tumor arising in the meninges which surround the brain and spinal cord; usually slow growing and sometimes malignant) 
                   => neurofibroma, neurilemoma -- (tumor of the fibrous covering of a peripheral nerve) 
                   => neuroma -- (any tumor derived from cells of the nervous system) 
                   => pheochromocytoma, phaeochromocytoma --
 (a vascular tumor of the adrenal gland; hypersecretion of epinephrine results in intermittent or sustained hypertension) 
                   => pinealoma -- (tumor of the pineal gland) 
                   => plasmacytoma -- (neoplasm of plasma cells (usually in bone marrow)) 
                   => psammoma, sand tumor --
 (a tumor derived from fibrous tissue of the meninges or choroid plexus or certain other structures associated with the  
brain; characterized by sand-like particles) 
                   => teratoma -- (a tumor consisting of a mixture of tissues not normally found at that site) 
               => hamartoma -- (a focal growth that resembles a neoplasm but results from faulty development in an organ) 
INFECTION < PATHOLOGICAL PROCESS < ORGANIC PROCESS < NATURAL PROCESS <… 
           => infection --
 ((medicine) the invasion of the body by pathogenic microorganisms and their multiplication which can lead to tissue damage and dise
ase) 
               => zymosis -- ((medicine) the development and spread of an infectious disease (especially one caused by a fungus)) 
                   => fungal infection, mycosis -- (an inflammatory condition caused by a fungus) 
                       => blastomycosis -- (any of several infections of the skin or mucous membrane caused by Blastomyces) 
                           => chromoblastomycosis -- (a fungal infection characterized by itchy warty nodules on the skin) 
                       => tinea, ringworm, roundworm --
 (infections of the skin or nails caused by fungi and appearing as itching circular patches) 
                           => dhobi itch -- (fungal infection attacking moist parts of the body) 
                           => kerion -- (ringworm infection of the hair follicles of the scalp and beard that is usually results in a pustule-
covered swelling that oozes fluid) 
                           => tinea pedis, athlete's foot -- (fungal infection of the feet) 
                           => tinea barbae, barber's itch -- (fungal infection of the face and neck) 
                           => tinea capitis -- (fungal infection of the scalp characterized by bald patches) 
                           => tinea corporis -- (fungal infection of nonhairy parts of the skin) 
                           => tinea cruris, jock itch, eczema marginatum -- (fungal infection of the groin (most common in men)) 
                           => tinea unguium -- (fungal infection of the nails (especially toenails)) 
                       => coccidioidomycosis, coccidiomycosis, valley fever, desert rheumatism --
 (an infection of the lungs and skin characterized by excessive sputum and nodules) 
                       => cryptococcosis -- (a fungal infection characterized by nodular lesions--
first in the lungs and spreading to the nervous system) 
                       => candidiasis, moniliasis, monilia disease --
 (an infection caused by fungi of the genus Monilia or Candida (especially Candida albicans)) 
                           => thrush -- (candidiasis of the oral cavity; seen mostly in infants or debilitated adults) 
                       => dermatomycosis, dermatophytosis -- (fungal infection of the skin (especially of moist parts covered by clothing)) 
                       => favus -- (a contagious fungal infection of the scalp; occurs mainly in Africa and the Middle East) 
                       => keratomycosis -- (fungal infection of the cornea) 
                       => phycomycosis -- (any fungal infection caused by fungi of the Phycomycetes group) 
                       => sporotrichosis -- (a chronic fungal infection of the skin and lymph nodes) 
                       => rhinosporidiosis -- (fungal infection of the nose; often acquired while swimming) 
           => metastasis -- (the spreading of a disease to another part of the body) 
           => neoplasia -- (the pathological process that results in the formation and growth of a tumor) 
           => pathogenesis -- (the origination and development of a disease) 
               => focalization, focalisation -- (the confinement of an infection to a limited area) 
       => perennation -- (the process of living through a number of years (as a perennial plant)) 
       => quellung, quellung reaction --
 (the swelling of the capsule surrounding a microorganism after reaction with an antibody; the basis of certa
in tests for identifying microorganisms; "pneumococcus quellung") 
       => quickening --
 (the process of showing signs of life; "the quickening of seed that will become ripe grain") 
       => regeneration -- ((biology) growth anew of lost tissue or destroyed parts or organs) 
           => morphallaxis --
 (regeneration on a reduced scale of a body part; observed especially in invertebrates such as certain lobster
s) 
       => regulation --
 ((embryology) the ability of an early embryo to continue normal development after its structure has been s
omehow damaged or altered) 
       => replication -- ((genetics) the process whereby DNA makes a copy of itself before cell division) 
REPRODUCTION < ORGANIC PROCESS < NATURAL PROCESS < PROCESS OF CHANGE <… 
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       => reproduction -- (the process of generating offspring) 
           => asexual reproduction, agamogenesis -- (reproduction without the fusion of gametes) 
               => apomixis -- (any of several kinds of reproduction without fertilization) 
                   => apogamy --
 ((botany) development of an embryo without fertilization; especially the development in some ferns of a sporophyte from the gameto
phyte without fertilization) 
                   => parthenocarpy -- ((botany) the development of a fruit without fertilization or seeds) 
                   => parthenogenesis, parthenogeny --
 (process in which an unfertilized egg develops into a new individual; common among insects and some other arthropods) 
               => blastogenesis -- (asexual reproduction by budding) 
               => budding --
 (reproduction of some unicellular organisms (such as yeasts) by growth and specialization followed by the separation by constriction 
of a part of the parent) 
               => fission -- (reproduction of some unicellular organisms by division of the cell into two more or less equal parts) 
                   => schizogony -- (asexual reproduction by multiple fission; characteristic of many sporozoan protozoans) 
               => fissiparity -- (reproduction of some multicellular organisms by division, as in the case of some starfish) 
               => monogenesis, sporulation -- (asexual reproduction by the production and release of spores) 
                   => heterospory -- (the development of both microspores and megaspores) 
                   => homospory -- (the development of a single kind of asexual spores) 
               => parthenogenesis, parthenogeny, virgin birth -- (human conception without fertilization by a man) 
                   => androgenesis, androgeny --
 (male parthenogenesis in which the embryo contains only paternal chromosomes due to the failure of the egg nucleus to participate in 
fertilization) 
                   => gynogenesis --
 (female parthenogenesis in which the embryo contains only maternal chromosomes due to the failure of the sperm to fuse with the eg
g nucleus) 
               => pullulation, gemmation --
 (asexual reproduction in which a local growth on the surface or in the body of the parent becomes a separate individual) 
           => sexual reproduction, amphimixis -- (reproduction involving the union or fusion of a male and a female gamete) 
               => anisogamy -- ((biology) reproduction by the union or fusion of two differing gametes (especially differing in size)) 
               => isogamy -- ((biology) reproduction by the union or fusion of games of the same size and structure) 
       => resorption, reabsorption --
 (the organic process in which the substance of some differentiated structure that has been produced by the 
body undergoes lysis and assimilation) 
       => ripening, aging, ageing -- (acquiring desirable qualities by being left undisturbed for some time) 
           => mellowing -- (the process of becoming mellow) 
       => secretion, secernment -- (the organic process of synthesizing and releasing some substance) 
           => galactosis -- (the secretion of milk) 
           => hypersecretion -- (excessive secretion) 
           => salivation -- (the secretion of saliva) 
               => ptyalism -- (excessive flow of saliva) 
       => segregation --
 ((genetics) the separation of paired alleles during meiosis so that members of each pair of alleles appear in 
different gametes) 
       => shedding, sloughing -- (the process whereby something is shed) 
           => abscission --
 (shedding of flowers and leaves and fruit following formation of scar tissue in a plant) 
           => molt, molting, moult, moulting, ecdysis --
 (periodic shedding of the cuticle in arthropods or the outer skin in reptiles) 
       => summation --
 ((physiology) the process whereby multiple stimuli can produce a response (in a muscle or nerve or other p
art) that one stimulus alone does not produce) 
       => symphysis -- (a growing together of parts or structures) 
       => synapsis --
 (the side by side pairing of homologous maternal and paternal chromosomes at the start of meiosis) 
 
       => synizesis, synezesis --
 (the contraction of chromatin towards one side of the nucleus during the prophase of meiosis) 
       => transcription --
 ((genetics) the organic process whereby the DNA sequence in a gene is copied into mRNA; the process wh
ereby a base sequence of messenger RNA is synthesized on a template of complementary DNA) 
       => transduction --
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 ((genetics) the process of transfering genetic material from one cell to another by a plasmid or bacteriopha
ge) 
       => translation --
 ((genetics) the process whereby genetic information coded in messenger RNA directs the formation of a sp
ecific protein at a ribosome in the cytoplasm) 
       => protein folding, folding -- (the process whereby a protein molecule assumes its intricate three-
dimensional shape; "understanding protein folding is the next step in deciphering the genetic code") 
       => translocation --
 ((genetics) an exchange of chromosome parts; "translocations can result in serious congenital disorders") 
 
       => translocation -- (the transport of dissolved material within a plant) 
       => transpiration -- (the emission of water vapor from the leaves of plants) 
       => tumefaction --
 (the process of tumefying; the organic process whereby tissue becomes swollen by the accumulation of flui
d within it) 
       => ulceration -- (the process of ulcer formation; the process of becoming ulcerated) 
       => vascularization, vascularisation --
 (the organic process whereby body tissue becomes vascular and develops capillaries) 
       => vesiculation, vesication, blistering -- (the formation of vesicles) 
bodily process, body process, bodily function, activity --
 (an organic process that takes place in the body; "respiratory activity") 
       => control --
 ((physiology) regulation or maintenance of a function or action or reflex etc; "the timing and control of his 
movements were unimpaired"; "he had lost control of his sphincters") 
       => breathing, external respiration, respiration, ventilation --
 (the bodily process of inhalation and exhalation; the process of taking in oxygen from inhaled air and relea
sing carbon dioxide by exhalation) 
       => respiration -- (a single complete act of breathing in and out; "thirty respirations per minute") 
       => breath --
 (the process of taking in and expelling air during breathing; "he took a deep breath and dived into the pool"
; "he was fighting to his last breath") 
       => consumption, ingestion, intake, uptake --
 (the process of taking food into the body through the mouth (as by eating)) 
       => sexual activity, sexual practice, sex, sex activity --
 (activities associated with sexual intercourse; "they had sex in the back seat") 
       => insemination -- (the introduction of semen into the genital tract of a female) 
       => sleeping -- (the suspension of consciousness and decrease in metabolic rate) 
       => reaction, response --
 (a bodily process occurring due to the effect of some foregoing stimulus or agent; "a bad reaction to the me
dicine"; "his responses have slowed with age") 
       => crying, weeping, tears --
 (the process of shedding tears (usually accompanied by sobs or other inarticulate sounds); "I hate to hear th
e crying of a child"; "she was in tears") 
       => ablactation -- (the cessation of lactation) 
       => anastalsis -- (muscular action of the alimentary tract in a direction opposite to peristalsis) 
       => discharge, emission, expelling --
 (any of several bodily processes by which substances go out of the body; "the discharge of pus") 
       => expectoration -- (the process of coughing up and spitting out) 
       => festering, suppuration, maturation --
 ((medicine) the formation of morbific matter in an abscess or a vesicle and the discharge of pus) 
       => healing -- (the natural process by which the body repairs itself) 
       => hypostasis -- (the accumulation of blood in an organ) 
       => lacrimation, lachrymation, tearing, watering -- (shedding tears) 
       => lactation -- (the production and secretion of milk by the mammary glands) 
       => opsonization, opsonisation --
 (process whereby opsonins make an invading microorganism more susceptible to phagocytosis) 
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       => overactivity --
 (excessive activity; "overactivity of the sebaceous glands causes the skin to become oily") 
       => peristalsis, vermiculation -- (the process of wave-
like muscle contractions of the alimentary tract that moves food along) 
       => perspiration, sweating, diaphoresis, sudation, hidrosis --
 (the process of the sweat glands of the skin secreting a salty fluid; "perspiration is a homeostatic process") 
       => phagocytosis --
 (process in which phagocytes engulf and digest microorganisms and cellular debris; an important defense a
gainst infection) 
       => pinocytosis -- (process by which certain cells can engulf and incorporate droplets of fluid) 
       => placentation -- (the formation of the placenta in the uterus) 
       => psilosis -- (falling out of hair) 
       => tanning -- (process in which skin pigmentation darkens as a result of exposure to ultraviolet light) 
       => transpiration --
 (the process of givng off or exhaling water vapor through the skin or mucous membranes) 
             preservation -- (a process that saves organic substances from decay) 
       => fixation, fixing --
 ((histology) the preservation and hardening of a tissue sample to retain as nearly as possible the same relations they ha
d in the living body) 
       => embalmment -- (preservation (of a dead body) by treating with balsams and drugs and other chemicals) 
       => plastination --
 (a process involving fixation and dehydration and forced impregnation and hardening of biological tissues; water and li
pids are replaced by curable polymers (silicone or epoxy or polyester) that are subsequently hardened; "the plastination 
of specimens is valuable for research and teaching") 
       => refrigeration, infrigidation -- (the process of cooling or freezing (e.g., food) for preservative purposes) 
 

PROCESSING 
processing --
 (preparing or putting through a prescribed procedure; "the processing of newly arrived immigrants"; "the processing of
 ore to obtain minerals") 
       => blowing -- (processing that involves blowing a gas) 
           => insufflation -- ((medicine) blowing air or medicated powder into the lungs (or into some other body cavity)) 
       => data processing --
 ((computer science) a series of operations on data by a computer in order to retrieve or transform or classify informatio
n) 
           => administrative data processing, business data processing --
 (data processing in accounting or business management) 
           => automatic data processing, ADP -- (data processing by a computer) 
               => electronic data processing, EDP --
 (automatic data processing by electronic means without the use of tabulating cards or punched tapes) 
               => integrated data processing, IDP --
 (automatic data processing in which data acquisition and other stages or processing are integrated into a coherent syste
m) 
           => data mining --
 (data processing using sophisticated data search capabilities and statistical algorithms to discover patterns and correlati
ons in large preexisting databases; a way to discover new meaning in data) 
           => distributed data processing, remote-access data processing, teleprocessing --
 (data processing in which some of the functions are performed in different places and connected by transmission facilit
ies) 
           => list processing -- (processing data that is given in the form of chained lists) 
           => multiprocessing, parallel processing -- (simultaneous processing by two or more processing units) 
           => operation --
 ((computer science) data processing in which the result is completely specified by a rule (especially the processing that
 results from a single instruction); "it can perform millions of operations per second") 
               => access, memory access -- ((computer science) the operation of reading or writing stored information) 
                   => disk access -- (memory access to the computer disk on which information is stored) 
               => asynchronous operation --
 (operations that occur without a regular or predictable time relation to other events) 
               => auxiliary operation, off-line operation -- (a operation performed by off-
line equipment not under the control of the central processing unit) 
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               => boolean operation, binary operation, binary arithmetic operation --
 (an operation that follows the rules of boolean algebra; each operand and the result take one of two values) 
               => computer operation, machine operation --
 (an elementary operation that a computer is designed and built to perform) 
                   => floating-point operation, flop -- (an arithmetic operation performed on floating-
point numbers; "this computer can perform a million flops per second") 
                   => retrieval -- ((computer science) the operation of accessing information from the computer's memory) 
                       => stovepiping --
 (retrieval of information from unconnected databases; the situation that exists when it is necessary to climb out of one 
database in order to climb down into another; sometimes used for protection against wandering hackers) 
                   => storage --
 ((computer science) the process of storing information in a computer memory or on a magnetic tape or disk) 
                       => fragmentation --
 ((computer science) the condition of a file that is broken up and stored in many different locations on a magnetic disk; 
"fragmentation slows system performance because it takes extra time to locate and assemble the parts of the fragmented
 file") 
               => concurrent operation -- (two or more operations performed at the same time (or within a give interval)) 
               => control operation, control function --
 (an operation that controls the recording or processing or transmission of interpretation of data; "a control operation sta
rted the data processing") 
               => dyadic operation -- (an operation on exactly two operands) 
               => fixed-cycle operation --
 (an operation that is completed in a specified number of regularly timed execution cycles) 
               => logic operation, logical operation -- (an operation that follows the rules of symbolic logic) 
               => monadic operation, unary operation -- (an operation with exactly one operand) 
               => multiplex operation -- (an operation in which two or more activities are interleaved) 
               => parallel operation, simultaneous operation -- (the simultaneous execution of two or more operations) 
               => printing operation -- (an operation that controls the printing or display of information) 
                   => carriage return --
 (the operation that prepares for the next character to be printed or displayed as the first character on a line) 
                   => line feed -- (the operation that prepares for the next character to be printed or displayed on the next line) 
                   => new line --
 (the operation that prepares for the next character to be printed or displayed as the first character on the next line) 
               => search, lookup --
 (an operation that determines whether one or more of a set of items has a specified property; "they wrote a program to 
do a table lookup") 
               => serial operation, sequential operation, consecutive operation --
 (the sequential execution of operations one after another) 
               => sort, sorting --
 (an operation that segregates items into groups according to a specified criterion; "the bottleneck in mail delivery it the
 process of sorting") 
               => synchronous operation -- (operations that are initiated predictably by a clock) 
               => threshold operation --
 (an operation performed on operands in order to obtain the value of a threshold function) 
                   => majority operation --
 (a threshold operation in which each operand is 0 or 1; output is 1 if and only if more than half the operands have the v
alue 1) 
           => priority processing --
 (data processing in which the operations performed are determined by a system of priorities) 
               => background processing, backgrounding --
 (the execution of low priority programs while higher priority programs are not using the processing system) 
               => foreground processing, foregrounding --
 (the execution of a program that preempts the use of the processing system) 
           => real-time processing, real-time operation -- (data processing fast enough to keep up with an outside process) 
           => serial processing -- (sequential processing by two or more processing units) 
           => word processing --
 (rapid and efficient processing (storage and printing) of linguistic data for composition and editing) 
       => development, developing --
 (processing a photosensitive material in order to make an image visible; "the development and printing of his pictures t
ook only two hours") 
           => underdevelopment -- ((photography) inadequate processing of film resulting in inadequate contrast) 
       => refining, refinement, purification -- (the process of removing impurities (as from oil or metals or sugar etc.)) 
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           => rectification -- ((chemistry) the process of refinement or purification of a substance by distillation) 
       => vulcanization, vulcanisation --
 (process of treating rubber or rubberlike materials with sulphur at great heat to improve elasticity and strength or to har
den them) 
industrial process --
 (a systematic series of mechanical or chemical operations that produce or manufacture something) 
       => Acheson process -- (an industrial process for making graphite by heating a mixture of coke and clay) 
       => Bessemer process --
 (an industrial process for making steel using a Bessemer converter to blast air through through molten iron and thus bu
rning the excess carbon and impurities; the first successful method of making steel in quantity at low cost) 
       => cyanide process --
 (an idustrial process for extracting gold and silver by treating ore with a sodium cyanide solution) 
       => fractionation, fractional process -- (a process that uses heat to separate a substance into its components) 
       => Haber process, Haber-Bosch process --
 (an industrial process for producing ammonia from nitrogen and hydrogen by combining them under high pressure in t
he present of an iron catalyst) 
       => Solvay process --
 (an industrial process for producing sodium carbonate from sodium chloride and ammonia and carbon dioxide) 
 

 
HUMAN PROCESS 

human process -- (a process in which human beings are involved) 
       => linguistic process -- (a process involved in human language) 
           => agglutination --
 (the building of words from component morphemes that retain their form and meaning in the process of combining) 
               => isoagglutination --
 (agglutination of an agglutinogen of one individual by a serum from another individual of the same species) 
           => assimilation -- (a linguistic process by which a sound becomes similar to an adjacent sound) 
           => derivation --
 ((descriptive linguistics) the process whereby new words are formed from existing words or bases by affixation: `singe
r' from `sing'; `undo' from `do') 
           => dissimilation --
 (a linguistic process by which one of two similar sounds in a word becomes less like the other; "the Old French MARB
RE became the English MARBLE by dissimilation") 
           => drift -- (a process of linguistic change over a period of time) 
               => melioration --
 (the linguistic process in which over a period of time a word grows more positive in connotation or more elevated in m
eaning) 
           => fusion -- (the merging of adjacent sounds or syllables or words) 
               => syncretism --
 (the fusion of originally different inflected forms (resulting in a reduction in the use of inflections)) 
           => infection -- ((phonetics) the alteration of a speech sound under the influence of a neighboring sound) 
           => lexicalization, lexicalisation -- (the process of making a word to express a concept) 
           => metathesis --
 (a linguistic process of transposition of sounds or syllables within a word or words within a sentence) 
           => omission, deletion -- (any process whereby sounds are left out of spoken words or phrases) 
               => aphaeresis, apheresis --
 ((linguistics) omission at the beginning of a word as in `coon' for `raccoon' or `till' for `until') 
               => aphesis --
 (the gradual disappearance of an initial (usually unstressed) vowel or syllable as in `squire' for `esquire') 
               => elision --
 (omission of a sound between two words (usually a vowel and the end of one word or the beginning of the next)) 
               => ellipsis, eclipsis -- (omission or suppression of parts of words or sentences) 
           => syneresis, synaeresis -- (the contraction of two vowels into a diphthong) 
       => ossification -- (the process of becoming rigidly fixed in a conventional pattern of thught or behavior) 
PSYCHOANALYTIC PROCESS 
       => psychoanalytic process -- (a process that is assumed to occur in psychoanalytic theory) 
           => defense mechanism, defense reaction, defence mechanism, defence reaction, defense, defence --
 ((psychiatry) an unconscious process that tries to reduce the anxiety associated with instinctive desires) 
               => compensation --
 ((psychiatry) a defense mechanism that conceals your undesirable shortcomings by exaggerating desirable behaviors) 
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                   => overcompensation --
 ((psychiatry) an attempt to overcome a real or imagined defect or unwanted trait by overly exaggerating its opposite) 
               => conversion --
 ((psychiatry) a defense mechanism represses emotional conflicts which are then converted into physical symptoms that
 have no organic basis) 
               => denial -- ((psychiatry) a defense mechanism that denies painful thoughts) 
               => displacement --
 ((psychiatry) a defense mechanism that transfers affect or reaction from the original object to some more acceptable on
e) 
                   => transference --
 ((psychoanalysis) the process whereby emotions are passed on or displaced from one person to another; during psycho
analysis the displacement of feelings toward others (usually the parents) is onto the analyst) 
                       => countertransference --
 (the psychoanalyst's displacement of emotion onto the patient or more generally the psychoanalyst's emotional involve
ment in the therapeutic interaction) 
               => idealization, idealisation --
 ((psychiatry) a defense mechanism that splits something you are ambivalent about into two representations--
one good and one bad) 
               => intellectualization, intellectualisation --
 ((psychiatry) a defense mechanism that uses reasoning to block out emotional stress and conflict) 
               => isolation --
 ((psychiatry) a defense mechanism in which memory of an unacceptable act or impulse is separated from the emotion 
originally associated with it) 
               => projection --
 ((psychiatry) a defense mechanism by which your own traits and emotions are attributed to someone else) 
               => rationalization, rationalisation --
 ((psychiatry) a defense mechanism by which your true motivation is concealed by explaining your actions and feelings
 in a way that is not threatening) 
               => reaction formation --
 ((psychiatry) a defense mechanism in which a person unconsciously develops attitudes and behavior that are the oppos
ite of unacceptable repressed desires and impulses and serve to conceal them; "his strict morality is just a reaction form
ation to hide his sexual drive") 
               => regression --
 ((psychiatry) a defense mechanism in which you flee from reality by assuming a more infantile state) 
               => repression --
 ((psychiatry) the classical defense mechanism that protects you from impulses or ideas that would cause anxiety by pre
venting them from becoming conscious) 
SOCIAL PROCESS 
       => social process -- (a process involved in the formation of groups of persons) 
           => assimilation, absorption -- (the social process of absorbing one cultural group into harmony with another) 
               => Americanization, Americanisation -- (assimilation into American culture) 
               => Europeanization, Europeanisation -- (assimilation into European culture) 
               => Westernization, Westernisation --
 (assimilation of Western culture; the social process of becoming familiar with or converting to the customs and practic
es of Western civilization) 
           => civilization, civilisation -- (the social process whereby societies achieve civilization) 
           => decentralization, decentalisation --
 (the social process in which population and industry moves from urban centers to outlying districts) 
           => denazification, de-Nazification --
 (social process of removing Nazis from official positions and giving up any allegiance to Nazism; "denazification was 
a slow process") 
           => destalinization, de-Stalinization, destalinisation, de-Stalinisation --
 (social process of neutralizing the influence of Joseph Stalin by revising his policies and removing monuments dedicat
ed to him and renaming places named in his honor; "his statue was demolished as part of destalinization") 
           => marginalization, marginalisation --
 (the social process of becoming or being made marginal (especially as a group within the larger society); "the marginal
ization of the underclass"; "the marginalization of literature") 
           => Nazification --
 (social process of adopting (or being forced to adopt) Nazism; "as the process of Nazification spread they paid less atte
ntion to public opinion") 
           => peace process --
 (any social process undertaken by governments who want their citizens to believe they are trying to avoid armed hostil
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ities) 
           => professionalization, professionalisation --
 (the social process whereby people come to engage in an activity for pay or as a means of livelihood; "the professionali
zation of American sports"; "the professionalization of warfare") 
           => Stalinization, Stalinisation --
 (social process of adopting (or being forced to adopt) the policies and practices of Joseph Stalin; "many Hungarians ref
used to take part in the Stalinization of their country") 
           => urbanization, urbanisation -- (the social process whereby cities grow and societies become more urban) 
ECONOMIC PROCESSES < HUMAN PROCESS <SOCIAL PROCESS < PROCESS OF CHANGE 
<… 
economic process -- (any process affecting the production and development and management of material wealth) 
       => deflation -- (a contraction of economic activity resulting in a decline of prices) 
       => demand --
 (the ability and desire to purchase goods and services; "the automobile reduced the demand for buggywhips"; "the dem
and exceeded the supply") 
       => disinflation -- (a reduction of prices intended to improve the balance of payments) 
       => economic growth --
 (steady growth in the productive capacity of the economy (and so a growth of national income)) 
       => globalization, globalisation --
 (growth to a global or worldwide scale; "the globalization of the communication industry") 
       => inflation, rising prices --
 (a general and progressive increase in prices; "in inflation everything gets more valuable except money") 
       => market forces -- (the interaction of supply and demand that shapes a market economy) 
       => supply -- (offering goods and services for sale) 
 
EVENT < ACTION < CHANGE < ENTITY 
 
event -- (A CHANGE that happens at a given place and time)    
 
       => happening, occurrence, natural event -- (an event that happens) 
       => accompaniment, concomitant, co-occurrence --
 (an event or situation that happens at the same time as or in connection with another) 
           => associate --
 (any event that usually accompanies or is closely connected with another; "first was the lightning and then its thundero
us associate") 
           => background --
 (relatively unimportant or inconspicuous accompanying situation; "when the rain came he could hear the sound of thun
der in the background") 
       => avalanche --
 (a sudden appearance of an overwhelming number of things; "the program brought an avalanche of mail") 
       => experience --
 (an event as apprehended; "a surprising experience"; "that painful experience certainly got our attention") 
           => appalling -- (an experience that appalls; "is it better to view the appalling or merely hear of it?") 
           => augury, sign, foretoken, preindication --
 (an event that is experienced as indicating important things to come; "he hoped it was an augury"; "it was a sign from 
God") 
               => war cloud -- (an ominous sign that war threatens) 
               => omen, portent, presage, prognostic, prognostication, prodigy --
 (a sign of something about to happen; "he looked for an omen before going into battle") 
                   => auspice -- (a favorable omen) 
                   => foreboding -- (an unfavorable omen) 
                   => death knell -- (an omen of death or destruction) 
           => flash, flashing --
 (a short vivid experience; "a flash of emotion swept over him"; "the flashings of pain were a warning") 
           => good time, blast --
 (a highly pleasurable or exciting experience; "we had a good time at the party"; "celebrating after the game was a blast
") 
           => loss -- (the experience of losing a loved one; "he sympathized on the loss of their grandfather") 
           => near-death experience -- (the experience of being close to death but surviving) 
           => ordeal -- (a severe or trying experience) 
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           => out-of-body experience --
 (the dissociative experience of observing yourself from an external perspective as though your mind or soul had left an
d was observing your body) 
           => taste --
 (a brief experience of something; "he got a taste of life on the wild side"; "she enjoyed her brief taste of independence"
) 
           => time --
 (a person's experience on a particular occasion; "he had a time holding back the tears"; "they had a good time together"
) 
           => trip, head trip -- (an exciting or stimulting experience) 
           => vision --
 (a religious or mystical experience of a supernatural appearance; "he had a vision of the Virgin Mary") 
       => trouble -- (an event causing distress or pain; "what is the trouble?"; "heart trouble") 
           => misfortune, bad luck -- (unnecessary and unforeseen trouble resulting from an unfortunate event) 
               => pity, shame -- (an unfortunate development; "it's a pity he couldn't do it") 
               => mishap, misadventure, mischance -- (an instance of misfortune) 
                   => accident -- (a mishap; especially one causing injury or death) 
                       => collision --
 (an accident resulting from violent impact of a moving object; "three passengers were killed in the collision"; "the colli
sion of the two ships resulted in a serious oil spill") 
                           => fender-bender -- (a collision between motor vehicles that produces minor damage) 
                           => pileup -- (multiple collisions of vehicles) 
                           => smash, smash-up -- (a serious collision (especially of motor vehicles)) 
                       => crash, wreck --
 (a serious accident (usually involving one or more vehicles); "they are still investigating the crash of the TWA plane") 
                           => prang -- (a crash involving a car or plane) 
                       => injury, accidental injury -- (an accident that results in physical damage or hurt) 
                           => concussion -- (injury to the brain caused by a blow; usually resulting in loss of consciousness) 
                           => mutilation -- (an injury that deprives you of a limb or other important body part) 
                               => dismemberment, taking apart -- (the removal of limbs; being cut to pieces) 
                       => shipwreck, wreck -- (an accident that destroys a ship at sea) 
                           => capsizing -- ((nautical) the event of a boat accidentally turning over in the water) 
                       => fatal accident, casualty -- (an accident that causes someone to die) 
                           => collateral damage --
 ((euphemism) inadvertent casualties and destruction inflicted on civilians in the course of military operations) 
                   => near miss -- (an accidental collision that is narrowly avoided) 
                   => derailment -- (an accident in which a train runs off its track) 
                   => ground loop -- (a sharp uncontrollable turn made by an airplane while moving along the ground) 
                   => puncture -- (loss of air pressure in a tire when a hole is made by some sharp object) 
                   => slip, trip --
 (an accidental misstep threatening (or causing) a fall; "he blamed his slip on the ice"; "the jolt caused many slips and a 
few spills") 
                       => spill, tumble, fall -- (a sudden drop from an upright position; "he had a nasty spill on the ice") 
                           => wipeout --
 (a spill in some sport (as a fall from a bicycle or while skiing or being capsized on a surfboard)) 
                   => collapse -- (a mishap caused by something suddenly falling down or caving in) 
                       => cave in, subsidence -- (the sudden collapse of something into a hollow beneath it) 
                       => debacle, fiasco -- (a sudden and violent collapse) 
                       => implosion -- (a sudden inward collapse; "the implosion of a light bulb") 
                           => gravitational collapse --
 (the implosion of a star resulting from its own gravity; the result is a smaller and denser celestial object) 
                   => crash --
 ((computer science) an event that causes a computer system to become inoperative; "the crash occurred during a thund
erstorm and the system has been down ever since") 
                       => head crash --
 ((computer science) a crash of a read/write head in a hard disk drive (usually caused by contact of the head with the sur
face of the magnetic disk)) 
               => calamity, catastrophe, disaster, tragedy, cataclysm --
 (an event resulting in great loss and misfortune; "the whole city was affected by the irremediable calamity"; "the earthq
uake was a disaster") 
                   => act of God, force majeure, vis major, inevitable accident, unavoidable casualty --
 (a natural and unavoidable catastrophe that interrupts the expected course of events; "he discovered that his house was 
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not insured against acts of God") 
                   => apocalypse -- (a cosmic cataclysm in which God destroys the ruling powers of evil) 
                   => famine --
 (a severe shortage of food (as through crop failure) resulting in violent hunger and starvation and death) 
                       => the Irish Famine, the Great Hunger, the Great Starvation, the Great Calamity --
 (a famine in Ireland resulting from a potato blight; between 1846 and 1851 a million people starved to death and 1.6 m
illion emigrated (most to America)) 
                   => kiss of death --
 (something that is ruinous; "if this were known it would be the kiss of death for my political career") 
                   => meltdown --
 (a disaster comparable to a nuclear meltdown; "there is little likelihood of a meltdown comparable to the American ban
king collapse in March 1933") 
                   => plague -- (any large scale calamity (especially when thought to be sent by God)) 
                   => visitation -- (any disaster or catastrophe; "a visitation of the plague") 
               => adversity -- (a stroke of ill fortune; a calamitous event; "a period marked by adversities") 
               => hardship --
 (something that causes or entails suffering; "I cannot think it a hardship that more indulgence is allowed to men than to
 women"- James Boswell; "the many hardships of frontier life") 
               => knock -- (a bad experience; "the school of hard knocks") 
           => affliction -- (a cause of great suffering and distress) 
               => calvary, martyrdom -- (any experience that causes intense suffering) 
               => trial, tribulation, visitation -- (an annoying or frustrating or catastrophic event; "his mother-in-
law's visits were a great trial for him"; "life is full of tribulations"; "a visitation of the plague") 
                   => fire -- (a severe trial; "he went through fire and damnation") 
               => curse, torment -- (a severe affliction) 
               => attack -- (a sudden occurrence of an uncontrollable condition; "an attack of diarrhea") 
                   => anxiety attack -- (a sudden acute episode of intense anxiety and feelings of panic) 
                   => flare --
 (a sudden recurrence or worsening of symptoms; "a colitis flare"; "infection can cause a lupus flare") 
                   => seizure, ictus, raptus --
 (a sudden occurrence (or recurrence) of a disease; "he suffered an epileptic seizure") 
                       => convulsion -- (violent uncontrollable contractions of muscles) 
                           => clonus -- (convulsion characterized by alternating contractions and relaxations) 
                           => epileptic seizure -- (convulsions accompanied by impaired consciousness) 
                               => grand mal, generalized seizure, epilepsia major --
 (a seizure (or a type of epilepsy characterized by such seizures) during which the patient becomes unconscious and has
 convulsions over the entire body) 
                               => petit mal, epilepsia minor --
 (a seizure (or a type of epilepsy characterized by such seizures) of short duration characterized by momentary unconsci
ousness and local muscle spasms or twitching) 
                       => focal seizure --
 (transitory disturbance in motor or sensory function resulting from abnormal cortical activity) 
                       => raptus hemorrhagicus -- (seizure caused by a sudden profuse hemorrhage) 
                   => touch, spot -- (a slight attack of illness; "he has a touch of rheumatism") 
                   => stroke, apoplexy, cerebrovascular accident, CVA --
 (a sudden loss of consciousness resulting when the rupture or occlusion of a blood vessel leads to oxygen lack in the br
ain) 
                       => ischemic stroke, ischaemic stroke --
 (the most common kind of stroke; caused by an interruption in the flow of blood to the brain (as from a clot blocking a 
blood vessel)) 
                       => hemorrhagic stroke, haemorrhagic stroke --
 (stroke caused by the rupture of a blood vessel in the brain) 
                   => paroxysm, fit, convulsion --
 (a sudden uncontrollable attack; "a paroxysm of giggling"; "a fit of coughing"; "convulsions of laughter") 
                   => hysterics -- (an attack of hysteria) 
                   => occlusion -- (closure or blockage (as of a blood vessel)) 
                       => laryngospasm -- (a closure of the larynx that blocks the passage of air to the lungs) 
                       => embolism -- (occlusion of a blood vessel by an embolus (a loose clot or air bubble or other particle)) 
                           => air embolism, aeroembolism, gas embolism --
 (obstruction of the circulatory system caused by an air bubble as, e.g., accidentally during surgery or hypodermic inject
ion or as a complication from scuba diving) 
                           => fat embolism --
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 (serious condition in which fat blocks an artery; fat can enter the blood stream after a long bone is fractured or if adipo
se tissue is injured or as a result of a fatty liver) 
                           => pulmonary embolism -- (blockage of the pulmonary artery by foreign matter or by a blood clot) 
                       => thromboembolism --
 (occlusion of a blood vessel by an embolus that has broken away from a thrombus) 
                       => thrombosis --
 (the formation or presence of a thrombus (a clot of coagulated blood attached at the site of its formation) in a blood ves
sel) 
                           => cerebral thrombosis -- (a blood clot in a cerebral artery or vein) 
                           => coronary thrombosis, coronary --
 (obstruction of blood flow in a coronary artery by a blood clot (thrombus)) 
                           => milk leg, white leg, phlegmasia alba dolens --
 (painful thrombosis of the femoral vein in the leg following childbirth) 
                           => phlebothrombosis, venous thrombosis --
 (thrombosis of a vein without prior inflammation of the vein; associated with sluggish blood flow (as in prolonged bed
rest or pregnancy or surgery) or with rapid coagulation of the blood) 
                       => coronary occlusion --
 (occlusion of a coronary artery caused either by progressive atherosclerosis or by a blood clot) 
                   => heart attack -- (a sudden severe instance of abnormal heart function) 
               => bane, curse, scourge, nemesis -- (something causes misery or death; "the bane of my life") 
           => convulsion -- (a physical disturbance such as an earthquake or upheaval) 
           => embarrassment --
 (some event that causes someone to be embarrassed; "the outcome of the vote was an embarrassment for the liberals") 
           => hell, blaze -- (a cause of difficulty and suffering; "war is hell"; "go to blazes") 
           => onslaught -- (a sudden and severe onset of trouble) 
           => scandal, outrage -- (a disgraceful event) 
               => skeleton, skeleton in the closet, skeleton in the cupboard --
 (a scandal that is kept secret; "there must be a skeleton somewhere in that family's closet") 
               => Teapot Dome, Teapot Dome scandal --
 (a government scandal involving a former United States Navy oil reserve in Wyoming that was secretly leased to a pri
vate oil company in 1921; became symbolic of the scandals of the Harding administration) 
               => Watergate, Watergate scandal --
 (a political scandal involving abuse of power and bribery and obstruction of justice; led to the resignation of Richard N
ixon in 1974) 
           => noise, interference, disturbance -- (electrical or acoustic activity that can disturb communication) 
               => clutter -- (unwanted echoes that interfere with the observation of signals on a radar screen) 
               => background, background signal --
 (extraneous signals that can be confused with the phenomenon to be observed or measured; "they got a bad connection
 and could hardly hear one another over the background signals") 
                   => background noise, ground noise --
 (extraneous noise contaminating sound measurements that cannot be separated from the desired signal) 
                       => surface noise --
 (noise produced by the friction of the stylus of a record player moving over the rotating record) 
                   => background radiation -- (radiation coming from sources other than those being observed) 
               => crosstalk, XT -- (the presence of an unwanted signal via an accidental coupling) 
               => fadeout -- (a gradual temporary loss of a transmitted signal due to electrical disturbances) 
               => jitter --
 (small rapid variations in a waveform resulting from fluctuations in the voltage supply or mechanical vibrations or othe
r sources) 
               => static, atmospherics, atmospheric static -- (a crackling or hissing noise cause by electrical interference) 
                   => radio noise -- (static at radio wavelengths) 
       => treat -- (an occurrence that cause special pleasure or delight) 
       => miracle -- (any amazing or wonderful occurrence) 
       => wonder, marvel -- (something that causes feelings of wonder; "the wonders of modern science") 
       => thing -- (an event; "a funny thing happened on the way to the...") 
           => feast -- (something experienced with great delight; "a feast for the eyes") 
       => episode -- (a happening that is distinctive in a series of related events) 
           => drama, dramatic event -- (an episode that is turbulent or highly emotional) 
               => night terror --
 (an emotional episode (usually in young children) in which the person awakens in terror with feelings of anxiety and fe
ar but is unable to remember any incident that might have provoked those feelings) 
           => chapter -- (a series of related events forming an episode; "a chapter of disasters") 
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           => idyll -- (an episode of such pastoral or romantic charm as to qualify as the subject of a poetic idyll) 
       => eventuality, contingency, contingence -- (a possible event or occurrence or result) 
       => beginning -- (the event consisting of the start of something; "the beginning of the war") 
           => casus belli -- (an event used to justify starting a war) 
           => emergence, egress, issue --
 (the becoming visible; "not a day's difference between the emergence of the andrenas and the opening of the willow ca
tkins") 
               => eruption -- (the emergence of a tooth as it breaks through the gum) 
               => dissilience -- (the emergence of seeds as seed pods burst open when they are ripe) 
           => origin, origination, inception -- (an event that is a beginning; a first part or stage of subsequent events) 
               => germination -- (the origin of some development; "the germination of their discontent") 
               => cause --
 (events that provide the generative force that is the origin of something; "they are trying to determine the cause of the c
rash") 
                   => antecedent -- (a preceding occurrence or cause or event) 
                   => etiology, aetiology -- (the cause of a disease) 
                   => factor -- (anything that contributes causally to a result; "a number of factors determined the outcome") 
                       => parameter -- (any factor that defines a system and determines (or limits) its performance) 
                       => unknown quantity --
 (a factor in a given situation whose bearing and importance is not apparent; "I don't know what the new man will do; h
e's still an unknown quantity") 
                       => wild card -- (an unpredictable factor; "the weather was a wild card") 
                       => releasing factor, releasing hormone, RF --
 (a substance produced by the hypothalamus that is capable of accelerating the secretion of a given hormone by the ante
rior pituitary gland) 
                           => growth hormone-releasing factor, GHRF --
 (a releasing factor that accelerates the secretion of growth hormone by the anterior pituitary body) 
                       => intrinsic factor --
 (a substance produced by the mucosa of the stomach and intestines that is essential for the absorption of vitamin B12; "
lack of intrinsic factor can result in pernicious anemia") 
                   => producer --
 (something that produces; "Maine is a leading producer of potatoes"; "this microorganism is a producer of disease") 
                   => mutagenesis -- (an event capable of causing a mutation) 
               => preliminary, overture, prelude --
 (something that serves as a preceding event or introduces what follows; "training is a necessary preliminary to employ
ment"; "drinks were the overture to dinner") 
               => emanation, rise, procession --
 ((theology) the origination of the Holy Spirit at Pentecost; "the emanation of the Holy Spirit"; "the rising of the Holy G
host"; "the doctrine of the procession of the Holy Spirit from the Father and the Son") 
           => genesis, generation -- (a coming into being) 
           => ground floor --
 (becoming part of a venture at the beginning (regarded as position of advantage); "he got in on the ground floor") 
           => emergence, outgrowth, growth --
 (the gradual beginning or coming forth; "figurines presage the emergence of sculpture in Greece") 
               => rise -- (a growth in strength or number or importance) 
                   => crime wave -- (a sudden rise in the crime rate) 
                   => wave --
 (something that rises rapidly; "a wave of emotion swept over him"; "there was a sudden wave of buying before the mar
ket closed"; "a wave of conservatism in the country led by the hard right") 
                   => spike --
 (a sharp rise followed by a sharp decline; "the seismograph showed a sharp spike in response to the temblor") 
           => start -- (the beginning of anything; "it was off to a good start") 
               => adrenarche -- (the increase in activity of the adrenal glands just before puberty) 
               => menarche -- (the first occurrence of menstruation in a woman) 
               => thelarche -- (the start of breast development in a woman at the beginning of puberty) 
               => onset, oncoming -- (the beginning or early stages; "the onset of pneumonia") 
               => dawn, morning -- (the earliest period; "the dawn of civilization"; "the morning of the world") 
               => flying start, running start -- (a quick and auspicious beginning) 
               => opener --
 (the first event in a series; "she played Chopin for her opener"; "the season's opener was a game agains the Yankees") 
               => alpha --
 (the beginning of a series or sequence; "the Alpha and Omega, the first and the last, the beginning and the end"--
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Revelations) 
               => opening, opening night, curtain raising --
 (the first performance (as of a theatrical production); "the opening received good critical reviews") 
               => kickoff, send-off, start-off -- (a start given to contestants; "I was there with my parents at the kickoff") 
               => racing start -- (the start of a race) 
                   => flying start, running start --
 (a racing start in which the contestants are already in full motion when they pass the starting line) 
           => creation, conception --
 (the event that occurred at the beginning of something; "from its creation the plan was doomed to failure") 
               => fertilization, fertilisation, fecundation, impregnation --
 (creation by the physical union of male and female gametes; of sperm and ova in an animal or pollen and ovule in a pla
nt) 
                   => pollination, pollenation -- (transfer of pollen from the anther to the stigma of a plant) 
                       => cross-pollination --
 (fertilization by transfer of pollen from the anthers of one flower to the stigma of another) 
                       => self-pollination --
 (fertilization by transfer of pollen from the anthers to the stigma of the same flower) 
                           => cleistogamy -- (the production of small nonopening self-pollinating flowers) 
                   => cross-fertilization, cross-fertilisation --
 (fertilization by the union of male and female gametes from different individual of the same species) 
                       => allogamy -- (cross-fertilization in plants) 
                   => self-fertilization, self-fertilisation --
 (fertilization by the union of male and female gametes from the same individual) 
                       => autogamy -- (self-fertilization in plants) 
                   => superfecundation --
 (fertilization of two or more ova released during the same menstrual cycle by sperm from separate acts of coitus (espec
ially by different males)) 
                   => superfetation --
 (fertilization of a second ovum after a pregnancy has begun; results in two fetuses of different ages in the uterus at the 
same time; "superfetation is normal in some animal species") 
       => ending, conclusion, finish --
 (event whose occurrence ends something; "his death marked the ending of an era"; "when these final episodes are broa
dcast it will be the finish of the show") 
           => end, last, final stage --
 (the concluding parts of an event or occurrence; "the end was exciting"; "I had to miss the last of the movie") 
               => endgame, end game --
 (the final stages of a chess game after most of the pieces have been removed from the board) 
               => endgame, end game -- (the final stages of an extended process of negotiation; "the diplomatic endgame") 
               => homestretch -- (the end of an enterprise; "they were on the homestretch when the computer crashed") 
               => passing -- (the end of something; "the passing of winter") 
           => result, resultant, final result, outcome, termination --
 (something that results; "he listened for the results on the radio") 
               => denouement -- (the outcome of a complex sequence of events) 
               => deal --
 (the type of treatment received (especially as the result of an agreement); "he got a good deal on his car") 
                   => fair deal, square deal -- (fair treatment) 
                   => raw deal -- (unfair treatment) 
               => decision -- (the outcome of a game or contest; "the team dropped three decisions in a row") 
               => decision --
 ((boxing) a victory won on points when no knockout has occurred; "had little trouble in taking a unanimous decision o
ver his opponent") 
                   => split decision -- (a boxing decision in which the judges are not unanimous) 
               => consequence, aftermath --
 (the outcome of an event especially as relative to an individual; "that result is of no consequence") 
                   => corollary --
 (a practical consequence that follows naturally; "blind jealousy is a frequent corollary of passionate love") 
                   => deserts, comeuppance, comeupance -- (an outcome (good or bad) that is well deserved) 
                   => fruit -- (the consequence of some effort or action; "he lived long enough to see the fruit of his policies") 
                   => sequella -- (a secondary consequence) 
                   => train -- (a series of consequences wrought by an event; "it led to a train of disasters") 
                   => wages, reward, payoff --
 (a recompense for worthy acts or retribution for wrongdoing; "the wages of sin is death"; "virtue is its own reward") 
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               => poetic justice, just deserts -- (an outcome in which virtue triumphs over vice (often ironically)) 
               => separation -- (termination of employment (by resignation or dismissal)) 
               => sequel, subsequence -- (something that follows something else) 
               => worst -- (the least favorable outcome; "the worst that could happen") 
           => foregone conclusion, matter of course -- (an inevitable ending) 
           => destruction, demolition, wipeout -- (an event (or the result of an event) that completely destroys something) 
               => annihilation, disintegration -- (total destruction; "bomb tests resulted in the annihilation of the atoll") 
                   => extinction, extermination --
 (complete annihilation; "they think a meteor cause the extinction of the dinosaurs") 
               => eradication, obliteration -- (the complete destruction of every trace of something) 
               => ravage, depredation --
 ((usually plural) a destructive action; "the ravages of time"; "the depradations of age and disease") 
               => razing, wrecking -- (the event of a structure being completely demolished and leveled) 
               => ruin, ruination -- (an event that results in destruction) 
                   => devastation, desolation -- (an event that results in total destruction) 
                   => shipwreck -- (an irretrievable loss; "that was the shipwreck of their romance") 
               => wrack, rack -- (the destruction or collapse of something; "wrack and ruin") 
           => omega, Z --
 (the ending of a series or sequence; "the Alpha and the Omega, the first and the last, the beginning and the end"--
Revelation) 
           => stop, halt -- (the event of something ending; "it came to a stop at the bottom of the hill") 
               => cessation, surcease -- (a stopping; "a cessation of the thunder") 
                   => legal separation, separation --
 ((law) the cessation of cohabitation of man and wife (either by mutual agreement or under a court order)) 
               => stand, standstill, tie-up -- (an interruption of normal activity) 
           => victory, triumph --
 (a successful ending of a struggle or contest; "the general always gets credit for his army's victory"; "the agreement wa
s a triumph for common sense") 
               => win -- (a victory (as in a race or other competition); "he was happy to get the win") 
                   => first-place finish -- (a finish in first place (as in a race)) 
               => fall, pin -- (when a wrestler's shoulders are forced to the mat) 
                   => takedown --
 ((amateur wrestling) being brought to the mat from a standing position; "a takedown counts two points") 
               => independence --
 (the successful ending of the American Revolution; "they maintained close relations with England even after independ
ence") 
               => landslide -- (an overwhelming electoral victory; "Roosevelt defeated Hoover in a landslide") 
               => last laugh --
 (ultimate success achieved after a near failure (inspired by the saying `he laughs best who laughs last'); "we had the las
t laugh after the votes were counted") 
               => Pyrrhic victory -- (a victory that is won by incurring terrible losses) 
               => slam, sweep -- (winning all or all but one of the tricks in bridge) 
                   => grand slam -- (winning all of the tricks in a hand of bridge) 
                   => little slam, small slam -- (winning all but one of the tricks in a hand of bridge) 
               => checkmate -- (complete victory) 
               => runaway, blowout, romp, laugher, shoo-in, walkaway -- (an easy victory) 
               => service break -- (a tennis game won on the opponent's service) 
               => walk-in, waltz -- (an assured victory (especially in an election)) 
           => defeat, licking -- (an unsuccessful ending) 
               => rout -- (an overwhelming defeat) 
               => lurch -- (a decisive defeat in a game (especially in cribbage)) 
               => shutout, skunk -- (a defeat in a game where one side fails to score) 
               => thrashing, walloping, debacle, drubbing, slaughter, trouncing, whipping -- (a sound defeat) 
               => Waterloo -- (a final crushing defeat; "he met his Waterloo") 
               => whitewash -- (a defeat in which the losing person or team fails to score) 
       => one-off -- (a happening that occurs only once and is not repeated) 
       => periodic event, recurrent event -- (an event that recurs at intervals) 
           => migration --
 (the periodic passage of groups of animals (especially birds or fishes) from one region to another for feeding or breedin
g) 
           => cycle, oscillation --
 (a single complete execution of a periodically repeated phenomenon; "a year constitutes a cycle of the seasons") 
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               => cardiac cycle --
 (the complete cycle of events in the heart from the beginning of one heart beat to the beginning of the next; an electrica
l impulse in conducted through the heart muscle that constricts the atria which is followed by constriction of the ventric
les; "the cardiac cycle can be shown on an electrocardiogram") 
               => Carnot cycle, Carnot's ideal cycle --
 (a cycle (of expansion and compression) of an idealized reversible heat engine that does work without loss of heat) 
               => pass --
 (one complete cycle of operations (as by a computer); "it was not possible to complete the computation in a single pass
") 
               => menstrual cycle --
 (a recurring cycle (beginning at menarche and ending at menopause) in which the endometrial lining of the uterus prep
ares for pregnancy; if pregnancy does not occur the lining is shed at menstruation; "the average menstrual cycle is 28 d
ays") 
           => repeat, repetition -- (an event that repeats; "the events today were a repeat of yesterday's") 
               => sequence -- (several repetitions of a melodic phrase in different keys) 
               => cycle -- (a periodically repeated sequence of events; "a cycle of reprisal and retaliation") 
                   => merry-go-round -- (a never-
ending cycle of activities and events (especially when they seem to have little purpose); "if we lose the election the who
le legislative merry-go-round will have to start over") 
                   => samsara -- ((Hinduism and Buddhism) the endless cycle of birth and suffering and death and rebirth) 
               => replay, rematch -- (something (especially a game) that is played again) 
               => recurrence, return -- (happening again (especially at regular intervals); "the return of spring") 
                   => atavism, reversion, throwback -- (a reappearance of an earlier characteristic) 
                   => flashback --
 (an unexpected but vivid recurrence of a past experience (especially a recurrence of the effects of an hallucinogenic dr
ug taken much earlier)) 
           => sunrise -- (the daily event of the sun rising above the horizon) 
           => sunset -- (the daily event of the sun sinking below the horizon) 
           => pulse, pulsation, heartbeat, beat --
 (the rhythmic contraction and expansion of the arteries with each beat of the heart; "he could feel the beat of her heart"
) 
               => diastole --
 (the widening of the chambers of the heart between two contractions when the chambers fill with blood) 
               => systole --
 (the contraction of the chambers of the heart (especially the ventricles) to drive blood into the aorta and pulmonary arte
ry) 
                   => extrasystole -- (a premature systole resulting in a momentary cardiac arrhythmia) 
               => throb, throbbing, pounding --
 (an instance of rapid strong pulsation (of the heart); "he felt a throbbing in his head") 
           => tide -- (the periodic rise and fall of the sea level under the gravitational pull of the moon) 
               => high tide, high water, highwater -- (the tide when the water is highest) 
                   => direct tide --
 (the occurrence of high tide on one side of the earth coinciding with high tide on the opposite side) 
                   => neap tide, neap -- (a less than average tide occurring at the first and third quarters of the moon) 
                   => springtide -- (a greater than average tide occurring during the new and full moons) 
               => low tide, low water -- (the lowest (farthest) ebb of the tide) 
               => ebbtide -- (the tide while water is flowing out) 
               => flood tide, rising tide --
 (the occurrence of incoming water (between a low tide and the following high tide)) 
               => leeward tide, lee tide --
 (a tide that runs in the same direction as the wind is blowing; "a leeward tide is dangerous for small boats") 
               => slack water, slack tide -- (the occurrence of relatively still water at the turn of the (low) tide) 
       => error, computer error -- ((computer science) the occurrence of an incorrect result produced by a computer) 
           => hardware error -- (error resulting from a malfunction of some physical component of the computer) 
               => disk error -- (error resulting from malfunction of a magnetic disk) 
           => software error, programming error --
 (error resulting from bad code in some program involved in producing the erroneous result) 
               => semantic error, run-time error, runtime error --
 (an error in logic or arithmetic that must be detected at run time) 
               => syntax error --
 (an error of language resulting from code that does not conform to the syntax of the programming language; "syntax er
rors can be recognized at compilation time"; "a common syntax error is to omit a parenthesis") 
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           => algorithm error --
 (error resulting from the choice of the wrong algorithm or method for achieving the intended result) 
       => accident, fortuity, chance event -- (anything that happens by chance without an apparent cause) 
           => hap -- (an accidental happening; "he recorded all the little haps and mishaps of his life") 
           => break, good luck, happy chance -- (an unexpected piece of good luck; "he finally got his big break") 
           => coincidence, happenstance -- (an event that might have been arranged although it was really accidental) 
           => lottery -- (something that is regarded as a chance event; "the election was just a lottery to them") 
       => fire -- (the event of something burning (often destructive); "they lost everything in the fire") 
           => bonfire, balefire -- (a large outdoor fire) 
           => brush fire -- (an uncontrolled fire that consumes brush and shrubs and bushes) 
           => campfire -- (a small outdoor fire for warmth or cooking (as at a camp)) 
           => conflagration, inferno -- (a very intense and uncontrolled fire) 
               => wildfire -- (a raging and rapidly spreading conflagration) 
           => forest fire -- (an uncontrolled fire in a wooded area) 
               => crown fire --
 (a forest fire that advances with great speed jumping from crown to crown ahead of the ground fire) 
               => ground fire -- (a forest fire that burns the humus; may not appear on the surface) 
               => surface fire -- (a forest fire that burns only the surface litter and undergrowth) 
           => grassfire -- (an uncontrolled fire in a grassy area) 
           => smoulder -- (a smouldering fire; "the smoulder became a blaze") 
           => smudge -- (a smoky fire to drive away insects) 
       => incident -- (a single distinct event) 
           => cause celebre -- (any incident that attracts great public attention) 
           => infection, contagion, transmission -- (an incident in which an infectious disease is transmitted) 
           => scene -- (an incident (real or imaginary); "their parting was a sad scene") 
           => sideshow --
 (a subordinate incident of little importance relative to the main event; "instruction is not an educational sideshow") 
       => discharge -- (the sudden giving off of energy) 
           => electrical discharge -- (a discharge of electricity) 
               => nerve impulse, impulse --
 (the electrical discharge that travels along a nerve fiber; "they demonstrated the transmission of impulses from the cort
ex to the hypothalamus") 
                   => action potential -- (the local voltage change across the cell wall as a nerve impulse is transmitted) 
               => spike -- (a transient variation in voltage or current) 
               => atmospheric electricity -- (electrical discharges in the atmosphere) 
                   => elves --
 (an acronym for emissions of light and very low frequency perturbations due to electromagnetic pulse sources; extrem
ely bright extremely short (less than a msec) electrical flashes forming a huge ring (up to 400 km diameter) in the ionos
phere) 
                   => jets, blue jets --
 (atmospheric discharges (lasting 10 msec) bursting from the tops of giant storm clouds in blue cones that widen as they
 flash upward) 
                   => lightning --
 (abrupt electric discharge from cloud to cloud or from cloud to earth accompanied by the emission of light) 
                       => forked lightning, chain lightning --
 (a form of lightning that moves rapidly in a zigzag path with one end divided (fork-like)) 
                       => thunderbolt, bolt, bolt of lightning -- (a discharge of lightning accompanied by thunder) 
                   => sprites, red sprites --
 (atmospheric electricity (lasting 10 msec) appearing as globular flashes of red (pink to blood-
red) light rising to heights of 60 miles (sometimes seen together with elves)) 
           => explosion, detonation, blowup -- (a violent release of energy caused by a chemical or nuclear reaction) 
               => airburst -- (an explosion in the atmosphere) 
               => blast -- (an explosion (as of dynamite)) 
                   => bomb blast -- (the explosion of a bomb) 
                       => nuclear explosion, atomic explosion -- (the explosion of an atomic bomb) 
               => backfire --
 (a loud noise made by the explosion of fuel in the manifold or exhaust of an internal combustion engine) 
                   => backblast, back-blast -- (backfire from a recoilless weapon) 
               => big bang --
 ((cosmology) the cosmic explosion that is hypothesized to have marked the origin of the universe) 
               => blowback -- (the backward escape of unburned gunpowder after a shot) 
               => fragmentation -- (the scattering of bomb fragments after the bomb explodes) 
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               => inflation --
 ((cosmology) a brief exponential expansion of the universe (faster than the speed of light) postulated to have occurred 
shortly after the big bang) 
           => volcanic eruption, eruption -- (the sudden occurrence of a violent discharge of steam and volcanic material) 
               => Plinian eruption --
 (a volcanic eruption in which a stream of gas and ash is violently ejected to a height of several miles) 
       => case, instance, example --
 (an occurrence of something; "it was a case of bad judgment"; "another instance occurred yesterday"; "but there is alw
ays the famous example of the Smiths") 
           => humiliation, mortification -- (an instance in which you are caused to lose your prestige or self-
respect; "he had to undergo one humiliation after another") 
           => piece, bit -- (an instance of some kind; "it was a nice piece of work"; "he had a bit of good luck") 
           => time, clip --
 (an instance or single occasion for some event; "this time he succeeded"; "he called four times"; "he could do ten at a c
lip") 
 
       => failure -- (an event that does not accomplish its intended purpose; "the surprise party was a complete failure") 
           => downfall, ruin, ruination -- (failure that results in a loss of position or reputation) 
               => finish --
 (the downfall of someone (as of persons on one side of a conflict); "booze will be the finish of him"; "it was a fight to t
he finish") 
           => flame-out -- (a complete or conspicuous failure; "the spectacular flame-
out of the company's stock cost many people their life savings") 
           => malfunction -- (a failure to function normally) 
               => blowout --
 (a sudden malfunction of a part or apparatus; "the right front tire had a blowout"; "as a result of the blowout we lost all 
the lights") 
               => stall --
 (a malfunction in the flight of an aircraft in which there is a sudden loss of lift that results in a downward plunge; "the 
plane went into a stall and I couldn't control it") 
           => miscarriage, abortion -- (failure of a plan) 
           => miss, misfire -- (a failure to hit (or meet or find etc)) 
           => flop, bust -- (a complete failure; "the play was a dismal flop") 
               => turkey, bomb, dud --
 (an event that fails badly or is totally ineffectual; "the first experiment was a real turkey"; "the meeting was a dud as fa
r as new business was concerned") 
           => malformation, miscreation -- (something abnormal or anomalous) 
               => monstrosity -- (something hideous or frightful; "they regarded the atom bomb as a monstrosity") 
           => breakdown, equipment failure -- (a cessation of normal operation; "there was a power breakdown") 
               => brake failure -- (brakes fail to stop a vehicle) 
               => engine failure -- (engine does not run) 
               => misfire, dud -- (an explosion that fails to occur) 
               => outage --
 (a temporary suspension of operation (as of computers); "there will be a network outage from 8 to 10 a.m.") 
               => power outage, power failure --
 (equipment failure resulting when the supply of power fails; "the ice storm caused a power outage") 
                   => blackout -- (the failure of electric power for a general region) 
                   => flame-out --
 (the failure of a jet engine caused by an interruption of the fuel supply or by faulty combustion) 
               => fault --
 ((electronics) equipment failure attributable to some defect in a circuit (loose connection or insulation failure or short c
ircuit etc.); "it took much longer to find the fault than to fix it") 
           => defeat, licking -- (an unsuccessful ending) 
               => rout -- (an overwhelming defeat) 
               => lurch -- (a decisive defeat in a game (especially in cribbage)) 
               => shutout, skunk -- (a defeat in a game where one side fails to score) 
               => thrashing, walloping, debacle, drubbing, slaughter, trouncing, whipping -- (a sound defeat) 
               => Waterloo -- (a final crushing defeat; "he met his Waterloo") 
               => whitewash -- (a defeat in which the losing person or team fails to score) 
       => success --
 (an event that accomplishes its intended purpose; "let's call heads a success and tails a failure"; "the election was a rem
arkable success for Republicans") 
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           => barnburner -- (a impressively successful event; "the rock concert was a real barnburner") 
           => Godspeed -- (a successful journey; "they wished him Godspeed") 
           => victory, triumph --
 (a successful ending of a struggle or contest; "the general always gets credit for his army's victory"; "the agreement wa
s a triumph for common sense") 
               => win -- (a victory (as in a race or other competition); "he was happy to get the win") 
                   => first-place finish -- (a finish in first place (as in a race)) 
               => fall, pin -- (when a wrestler's shoulders are forced to the mat) 
                   => takedown --
 ((amateur wrestling) being brought to the mat from a standing position; "a takedown counts two points") 
               => independence --
 (the successful ending of the American Revolution; "they maintained close relations with England even after independ
ence") 
               => landslide -- (an overwhelming electoral victory; "Roosevelt defeated Hoover in a landslide") 
               => last laugh --
 (ultimate success achieved after a near failure (inspired by the saying `he laughs best who laughs last'); "we had the las
t laugh after the votes were counted") 
               => Pyrrhic victory -- (a victory that is won by incurring terrible losses) 
               => slam, sweep -- (winning all or all but one of the tricks in bridge) 
                   => grand slam -- (winning all of the tricks in a hand of bridge) 
                   => little slam, small slam -- (winning all but one of the tricks in a hand of bridge) 
               => checkmate -- (complete victory) 
               => runaway, blowout, romp, laugher, shoo-in, walkaway -- (an easy victory) 
               => service break -- (a tennis game won on the opponent's service) 
               => walk-in, waltz -- (an assured victory (especially in an election)) 
           => bite -- ((angling) an instance of a fish taking the bait; "after fishing for an hour he still had not had a bite") 
       => appearance -- (the event of coming into sight) 
           => reappearance -- (the event of something appearing again; "the reappearance of Halley's comet") 
               => egress, emersion -- ((astronomy) the reappearance of a celestial body after an eclipse) 
           => materialization, materialisation, manifestation -- (an appearance in bodily form (as of a disembodied spirit)) 
           => manifestation -- (a clear appearance; "a manifestation of great emotion") 
               => Second Coming, Second Coming of Christ, Second Advent, Advent, Parousia --
 ((Christian theology) the reappearance of Jesus as judge for the Last Judgment) 
               => epiphany -- (a divine manifestation) 
               => theophany -- (a visible (but not necessarily material) manifestation of a deity to a human person) 
               => Word of God -- (a manifestation of the mind and will of God) 
           => apparition --
 (the appearance of a ghostlike figure; "I was recalled to the present by the apparition of a frightening specter") 
       => destiny, fate -- (an event (or a course of events) that will inevitably happen in the future) 
           => inevitable -- (an unavoidable event; "don't argue with the inevitable") 
           => karma --
 ((Hinduism and Buddhism) the effects of a person's actions that determine his destiny in his next incarnation) 
           => kismet, kismat -- ((Islam) the will of Allah) 
           => predestination -- (previous determination as if by destiny or fate) 
           => doom, doomsday, day of reckoning, end of the world --
 (an unpleasant or disastrous destiny; "everyone was aware of the approaching doom but was helpless to avoid it"; "that'
s unfortunate but it isn't the end of the world") 
       => disappearance -- (the event of passing out of sight) 
           => ingress, immersion -- ((astronomy) the disappearance of a celestial body prior to an eclipse) 
           => evanescence --
 (the event of fading and gradually vanishing from sight; "the evanescence of the morning mist") 
           => vanishing -- (a sudden or mysterious disappearance) 
           => receding, fadeout -- (a slow or gradual disappearance) 
       => contact, impinging, striking --
 (the physical coming together of two or more things; "contact with the pier scraped paint from the hull") 
           => collision, hit --
 ((physics) an brief event in which two or more bodies come together; "the collision of the particles resulted in an excha
nge of energy and a change of direction") 
           => engagement, mesh, meshing, interlocking --
 (contact by fitting together; "the engagement of the clutch"; "the meshing of gears") 
           => flick --
 (a light sharp contact (usually with something flexible); "he gave it a flick with his finger"; "he felt the flick of a whip"
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) 
           => impact -- (the striking of one body against another) 
               => bump, blow -- (an impact (as from a collision); "the bump threw him off the bicycle") 
                   => jolt, jar, jounce -- (a sudden impact; "the door closed with a jolt") 
                   => concussion -- (any violent blow) 
                   => rap, strike, tap -- (a gentle blow) 
                   => knock, bash, bang, smash, belt --
 (a vigorous blow; "the sudden knock floored him"; "he took a bash right in his face"; "he got a bang on the head") 
                   => pounding, buffeting -- (repeated heavy blows) 
                   => slap, smack -- (a blow from a flat object (as an open hand)) 
               => slam -- (a forceful impact that makes a loud noise) 
           => touch, touching --
 (the event of something coming in contact with the body; "he longed for the touch of her hand"; "the cooling touch of t
he night air") 
               => brush, light touch -- (momentary contact) 
               => stroke -- (a light touch) 
       => finish --
 (designated event that concludes a contest (especially a race); "excitement grew as the finish neared"; "my horse was s
everal lengths behind at the finish"; "the winner is the team with the most points at the finish") 
           => draw, standoff, tie --
 (the finish of a contest in which the score is tied and the winner is undecided; "the game ended in a draw"; "their recor
d was 3 wins, 6 losses and a tie") 
               => dead heat -- (a tie in a race) 
               => stalemate -- (drawing position in chess: any of a player's possible moves would place his king in check) 
           => photo finish --
 (in general, any very close finish; in particular, a finish of a race in which the contestants are so close together that the 
winner must be determined from a photograph taken at the instant of finishing) 
           => second-place finish, runner-up finish -- (a finish in second place (as in a race)) 
           => third-place finish -- (a finish in third place (as in a race)) 
       => interruption, break --
 (some abrupt occurrence that interrupts; "the telephone is an annoying interruption"; "there was a break in the action w
hen a player was hurt") 
           => dislocation, disruption -- (an event that results in a displacement or discontinuity) 
           => punctuation -- (something that makes repeated and regular interruptions or divisions) 
           => suspension, respite, reprieve, hiatus, abatement -- (an interruption in the intensity or amount of something) 
               => defervescence -- (abatement of a fever) 
               => remission, remittal, subsidence --
 (an abatement in intensity or degree (as in the manifestations of a disease); "his cancer is in remission") 
                   => resolution -- (the subsidence of swelling or others signs of inflammation (especially in a lung)) 
           => eclipse, occultation -- (one celestial body obscures another) 
               => solar eclipse -- (the moon interrupts light from the sun) 
                   => annular eclipse -- (only a thin outer disk of the sun can be seen) 
               => lunar eclipse -- (the earth interrupts light shining on the moon) 
               => total eclipse -- (an eclipse as seen from a place where the eclipsed body is completely obscured) 
               => partial eclipse -- (an eclipse in which the eclipsed body is only partially obscured) 
SOUND 
       => sound -- (the sudden occurrence of an audible event; "the sound awakened them") 
           => beat -- (the sound of stroke or blow; "he heard the beat of a drum") 
           => beep, bleep -- (a short high tone produced as a signal or warning) 
           => bell, toll -- (the sound of a bell being struck; "saved by the bell"; "she heard the distant toll of church bells") 
               => knell -- (the sound of a bell rung slowly to announce a death or a funeral or the end of something) 
               => angelus bell, angelus --
 (the sound of a bell rung in Roman Catholic churches to announce the time when the Angelus should be recited) 
           => buzz, bombilation, bombination -- (sound of rapid vibration; "the buzz of a bumble bee") 
           => chink, click, clink -- (a short light metallic sound) 
           => chirp -- (a sharp sound made by small birds or insects) 
               => tweet -- (a week chirping sound as of a small bird) 
           => chirrup, twitter -- (a series of chirps) 
           => chorus -- (any utterance produced simultaneously by a group; "a chorus of boos") 
           => click-clack -- (a succession of clicks) 
               => clickety-clack, clickety-click -- (a fast and rhythmic click-clack; "the clickety-clack of the typewriters") 
           => cry -- (the characteristic utterance of an animal; "animal cries filled the night") 
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               => baa -- (the cry made by sheep) 
               => bark -- (the sound made by a dog) 
                   => bow-wow -- (the bark of a dog) 
               => bay -- (the sound of a hound on the scent) 
               => bleat -- (the sound of sheep or goats (or any sound resembling this)) 
               => bray -- (the cry of an ass) 
               => cackle -- (the sound made by a hen after laying an egg) 
               => caterwaul -- (the yowling sound made by a cat in heat) 
               => caw -- (the sound made by corvine birds) 
               => cheep, peep -- (the short weak cry of a young bird) 
               => cluck -- (the sound made by a hen (as in calling her chicks)) 
               => coo -- (the sound made by a pigeon) 
               => crow -- (the cry of a cock (or an imitation of it)) 
                   => cock-a-doodle-doo -- (an imitation of the crow of a cock) 
               => gobble -- (the characteristic sound made by a turkey cock) 
               => growl, growling -- (the sound of growling (as made by animals)) 
               => honk -- (the cry of a goose (or any sound resembling this)) 
               => howl -- (the long plaintive cry of a hound or a wolf) 
               => meow, mew, miaou, miaow -- (the sound made by a cat (or any sound resembling this)) 
               => moo -- (the sound made by a cow or bull) 
               => neigh, nicker, whicker, whinny -- (the characteristic sounds made by a horse) 
               => roar -- (the sound made by a lion) 
               => yelp, yelping -- (a sharp high-pitched cry (especially by a dog)) 
           => drip, dripping -- (the sound of a liquid falling drop by drop; "the constant sound of dripping irritated him") 
           => drum -- (the sound of a drum; "he could hear the drums before he heard the fifes") 
           => footfall, footstep, step -- (the sound of a step of someone walking; "he heard footsteps on the porch") 
               => tramp -- (a heavy footfall; "the tramp of military boots") 
           => gargle -- (the sound produced while gargling) 
           => gurgle -- (the bubbling sound of water flowing from a bottle with a narrow neck) 
           => jingle, jangle -- (a metallic sound; "the jingle of coins"; "the jangle of spurs") 
           => knock, knocking --
 (the sound of knocking (as on a door or in an engine or bearing); "the knocking grew louder") 
           => mutter, muttering, murmur, murmuring, murmuration, mussitation --
 (a low continuous indistinct sound; often accompanied by movement of the lips without the production of articulate sp
eech) 
           => noise --
 (sound of any kind (especially unintelligible or dissonant sound); "he enjoyed the street noises"; "they heard indistinct 
noises of people talking"; "during the firework display that ended the gala the noise reached 98 decibels") 
               => bang, clap, eruption, blast, loud noise -- (a sudden very loud noise) 
                   => water hammer -- (the banging sound of steam in pipes) 
               => banging -- (a continuing very loud noise) 
               => bark -- (a noise resembling the bark of a dog) 
               => blare, blaring, cacophony, clamor, din -- (a loud harsh or strident noise) 
               => boom, roar, roaring, thunder -- (a deep prolonged loud noise) 
               => chatter, chattering -- (the high-pitched continuing noise made by animals (birds or monkeys)) 
               => chatter, chattering -- (the rapid series of noises made by the parts of a machine) 
               => chug -- (the dull explosive noise made by an engine) 
               => clack, clap -- (a sharp abrupt noise as if two objects hit together; may be repeated) 
               => clang, clangor, clangour, clangoring, clank, clash, crash --
 (a loud resonant repeating noise; "he could hear the clang of distant bells") 
               => clatter --
 (a rattling noise (often produced by rapid movement); "the shutters clattered against the house"; "the clatter of iron wh
eels on cobblestones") 
               => crack, cracking, snap --
 (a sudden sharp noise; "the crack of a whip"; "he heard the cracking of the ice"; "he can hear the snap of a twig") 
               => crackle, crackling, crepitation -- (the sharp sound of snapping noises) 
                   => decrepitation -- (the crackling or breaking up of certain crystals when they are heated) 
               => creak, creaking -- (a squeaking sound; "the creak of the floorboards gave him away") 
               => crunch -- (the sound of something crunching; "he heard the crunch of footsteps on the gravel path") 
               => ding-dong -- (the noise made by a bell) 
               => explosion -- (the noise caused by an explosion; "the explosion was heard a mile away") 
               => grate -- (a harsh rasping sound made by scraping something) 
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               => grinding -- (a harsh and strident sound (as of the grinding of gears)) 
               => grunt -- (the short low gruff noise of the kind made by pigs) 
               => hiss, hissing, sibilation --
 (a fricative sound (especially as an expression of disapproval); "the performers could not be heard over the hissing of t
he audience") 
               => howl -- (a loud sustained noise resembling the cry of a hound; "the howl of the wind made him restless") 
                   => squeal -- (a high-pitched howl) 
               => hubbub, uproar, brouhaha, katzenjammer -- (loud confused noise from many sources) 
               => hum, humming -- (a humming noise; "the hum of distant traffic") 
               => pant -- (the noise made by a short puff of steam (as from an engine)) 
               => plonk -- (the noise of something dropping (as into liquid)) 
               => plop -- (the noise of a rounded object dropping into a liquid without a splash) 
               => plump -- (the sound of a sudden heavy fall) 
               => racket -- (a loud and disturbing noise) 
               => rattle, rattling, rale --
 (a rapid series of short loud sounds (as might be heard with a stethoscope in some types of respiratory disorders); "the 
death rattle") 
                   => crepitation rale --
 (the crackling sound heard on auscultation when patients with respiratory diseases inhale; associated with tuberculosis 
and pneumonia and congestive heart failure) 
               => report --
 (a sharp explosive sound (especially the sound of a gun firing); "they heard a violent report followed by silence") 
               => rhonchus --
 (a sound like whistling or snoring that is heard with a stethoscope during expiration as air passes through obstructed ch
annels) 
               => rumble, rumbling, grumble, grumbling --
 (a loud low dull continuous noise; "they heard the rumbling of thunder") 
               => rustle, rustling, whisper, whispering --
 (the light noise like the noise of silk clothing or leaves blowing in the wind) 
               => scrape, scraping, scratch, scratching --
 (a harsh noise made by scraping; "the scrape of violin bows distracted her") 
               => screech, screeching, shriek, shrieking, scream, screaming -- (a high-
pitched noise resembling a human cry; "he ducked at the screechings of shells"; "he heard the scream of the brakes") 
               => scrunch -- (a crunching noise) 
               => shrilling -- (a continuing shrill noise; "the clash of swords and the shrilling of trumpets"--P. J. Searles) 
               => slam -- (the noise made by the forcefaul impact of two objects) 
               => snap --
 (the noise produced by the rapid movement of a finger from the tip to the base of the thumb on the same hand; "servant
s appeared at the snap of his fingers") 
               => snore -- (the rattling noise produced when snoring) 
               => spatter, spattering, splatter, splattering, sputter, splutter, sputtering --
 (the noise of something spattering or sputtering explosively; "he heard a spatter of gunfire") 
               => splash, plash -- (the sound like water splashing) 
                   => splat -- (a single splash; "he heard a splat as it hit the floor") 
               => squawk -- (the noise of squawking; "the squawk of car horns") 
               => squeak -- (a short high-pitched noise; "the squeak of of shoes on powdery snow") 
               => stridulation -- (a shrill grating or chirping noise made by some insects by rubbing body parts together) 
               => thunder -- (a booming or crashing noise caused by air expanding along the path of a bolt of lightning) 
                   => thunderclap -- (a single sharp crash of thunder) 
           => paradiddle, roll, drum roll -- (the sound of a drum (especially a snare drum) beaten rapidly and continuously) 
           => pat, rap, tap -- (the sound made by a gentle blow) 
               => pitter-patter -- (a series of rapid tapping sounds; "she missed the pitter-
patter of little feet around the house") 
           => patter -- (a quick succession of light rapid sounds; "the patter of mice"; "the patter of tiny feet") 
           => peal, pealing, roll, rolling -- (a deep prolonged sound (as of thunder or large bells)) 
           => ping -- (a sharp high-pitched resonant sound (as of a sonar echo or a bullet striking metal)) 
           => plunk -- (a hollow twanging sound) 
           => pop, popping -- (a sharp explosive sound as from a gunshot or drawing a cork) 
           => purr -- (a low vibrating sound typical of a contented cat) 
           => quack -- (the harsh sound of a duck) 
           => quaver -- (a tremulous sound) 
           => ring, ringing, tintinnabulation --
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 (the sound of a bell ringing; "the distinctive ring of the church bell"; "the ringing of the telephone"; "the tintinnabulatio
n that so volumnously swells from the ringing and the dinging of the bells"--E. A. Poe) 
               => bell ringing -- (the sound of someone playing a set of bells) 
           => rub-a-dub, rataplan, drumbeat -- (the sound made by beating a drum) 
           => sigh -- (a sound like a person sighing; "she heard the sigh of the wind in the trees") 
           => skirl -- (the sound of (the chanter of) a bagpipe) 
           => song --
 (a distinctive or characteristic sound; "the song of bullets was in the air"; "the song of the wind"; "the wheels sang their
 song as the train rocketed ahead") 
           => strum -- (sound of strumming; "the strum of a guitar") 
           => susurration, susurrus -- (the indistinct sound of people whispering) 
           => swish -- (a brushing or rustling sound) 
           => tapping -- (the sound of light blow or knock; "he heard the tapping of the man's cane") 
               => rat-a-tat-tat, rat-a-tat, rat-tat --
 (a series of short sharp taps (as made by strokes on a drum or knocks on a door)) 
           => throbbing -- (a sound with a strong rhythmic beat; "the throbbing of the engines") 
           => thump, thumping, clump, clunk, thud -- (a heavy dull sound (as made by impact of heavy objects)) 
           => thrum -- (a thrumming sound; "he could hear the thrum of a banjo") 
           => thunk -- (a dull hollow sound; "the basketball made a thunk as it hit the rim") 
           => tick, ticking -- (a metallic tapping sound; "he counted the ticks of the clock") 
               => ticktock, tocktact, tictac -- (steady recurrent ticking sound as made by a clock) 
           => ting, tinkle -- (a light clear metallic sound as of a small bell) 
           => toot -- (a blast of a horn) 
           => tootle -- (sound of tooting softly and repeatedly as on a flute) 
           => trample, trampling -- (the sound of heavy treading or stomping; "he heard the trample of many feet") 
           => twang -- (a sharp vibrating sound (as of a plucked string)) 
           => vibrato --
 ((music) a pulsating effect in an instrumental or vocal tone produced by slight and rapid variations in pitch) 
               => tremolo -- (vocal vibrato especially an excessive or poorly controlled one) 
           => voice --
 (a sound suggestive of a vocal utterance; "the noisy voice of the waterfall"; "the incessant voices of the artillery") 
           => whack -- (the sound made by a sharp swift blow) 
           => whir, whirr, whirring, birr --
 (sound of something in rapid motion; "whir of a bird's wings"; "the whir of the propellers") 
           => whistle, whistling --
 (the sound made by something moving rapidly or by steam coming out of a small aperture) 
           => whiz --
 (a buzzing or hissing sound as of something traveling rapidly through the air; "he heard the whiz of bullets near his hea
d") 
           => zing -- (a brief high-pitched buzzing or humming sound; "the zing of the passing bullet") 
           => zizz -- (a buzzing or whizzing sound; "a nasty zizz in the engine") 
 
       => union -- (the occurrence of a uniting of separate parts; "lightning produced an unusual union of the metals") 
           => amphimixis -- (union of sperm and egg in sexual reproduction) 
           => fusion, merger, unification -- (an occurrence that involves the production of a union) 
           => combining, combine -- (an occurrence that results in things being united) 
               => recombination --
 ((genetics) a combining of genes or characters different from what they were in the parents) 
               => recombination --
 ((physics) a combinng of charges or transfer of electrons in a gas that results in the neutralization of ions; important for
 ions arising from the passage of high-energy particles) 
               => consolidation -- (combining into a solid mass) 
               => mix, mixture -- (an event that combines things in a mixture; "a gradual mixture of cultures") 
                   => concoction -- (an occurrence of an unusual mixture; "it suddenly spewed out a thick green concoction") 
                   => blend -- (an occurrence of thorough mixing) 
               => conglomeration, conglobation --
 (an occurrence combining miscellaneous things into a (more or less) rounded mass) 
       => news event -- (a newsworthy event) 
       => flash -- (a sudden intense burst of radiant energy) 
           => flicker, spark, glint -- (a momentary flash of light) 
           => gleam, gleaming, glimmer -- (a flash of light (especially reflected light)) 
           => glitter, sparkle, coruscation -- (the occurrence of a small flash or spark) 
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           => heat flash -- (a flash of intense heat (as released by an atomic explosion)) 
           => lightning --
 (the flash of light that accompanies an electric discharge in the atmosphere (or something resembling such a flash); can
 scintillate for a second or more) 
               => heat lightning --
 (bright flashes of light near the horizon without thunder (especially on hot evenings); usually attributed to distant light
ning that is reflected by clouds) 
               => sheet lighting --
 (lightning that appears as a broad sheet; due to reflections of more distant lightning and to diffusion by the clouds) 
           => streak -- (a sudden flash (as of lightning)) 
       => convergence -- (the occurrence of two or more things coming together) 
           => meeting, encounter --
 (a casual or unexpected convergence; "he still remembers their meeting in Paris"; "there was a brief encounter in the ha
llway") 
               => conjunction, alignment --
 ((astronomy) apparent meeting or passing of two or more celestial bodies in the same degree of the zodiac) 
                   => inferior conjunction -- ((astronomy) the alignment of the Earth and a planet on the same side of the sun) 
                   => superior conjunction --
 ((astronomy) the alignment of the Earth and a planet on the opposite side of the sun) 
       => juncture, occasion --
 (an event that occurs at a critical time; "at such junctures he always had an impulse to leave"; "it was needed only on s
pecial occasions") 
           => pass, head, straits -- (a difficult juncture; "a pretty pass"; "matters came to a head yesterday") 
           => climax, flood tide --
 (the highest point of anything conceived of as growing or developing or unfolding; "the climax of the artist's career"; "i
n the flood tide of his success") 
           => conjuncture -- (a critical combination of events or circumstances) 
           => crisis --
 (a crucial stage or turning point in the course of something; "after the crisis the patient either dies or gets better") 
               => emergency, exigency, pinch --
 (a sudden unforeseen crisis (usually involving danger) that requires immediate action; "he never knew what to do in an
 emergency") 
           => landmark, turning point, watershed --
 (an event marking a unique or important historical change of course or one on which important developments depend; 
"the agreement was a watershed in the history of both nations") 
               => Fall of Man -- ((Judeo-
Christian mythology) when Adam and Eve ate of the fruit of the tree of knowledge of good and evil in the Garden of E
den, God punished them by driving them out of the Garden and into the world where they would be subject to sickness 
and pain and eventual death) 
               => road to Damascus --
 (a sudden turning point in a person's life (similar to the sudden conversion of the Apostle Paul on the road from Jerusal
em to Damascus of arrest Christians)) 
           => milestone -- (a significant event in your life (or in a project)) 
       => outburst, burst, flare-up -- (a sudden violent happening; "an outburst of heavy rain"; "a burst of lightning") 
           => salvo -- (an outburst resembling the discharge of firearms or the release of bombs) 
           => rush -- (a sudden burst of activity; "come back after the rush") 
       => outbreak, eruption, irruption --
 (a sudden violent spontaneous occurrence (usually of some undesirable condition); "the outbreak of hostilities") 
           => epidemic -- (a widespread outbreak of an infectious disease; many people are infected at the same time) 
               => pandemic --
 (an epidemic that is geographically widespread; occurring throughout a region or even throughout the world) 
           => recrudescence --
 (a return of something after a period of abatement; "a recrudescence of racism"; "a recrudescence of the symptoms") 
       => reverse, reversal, setback, blow, black eye --
 (an unfortunate happening that hinders of impedes; something that is thwarting or frustrating) 
           => whammy -- (a serious or devastating setback) 
       => boom, bonanza, gold rush, gravy, godsend, manna from heaven, windfall, bunce --
 (a sudden happening that brings good fortune (as a sudden opportunity to make money); "the demand for testing has cr
eated a boom for those unregulated laboratories where boxes of specimen jars are processed lik an assembly line") 
       => crash, collapse --
 (a sudden large decline of business or the prices of stocks (especially one that causes additional failures)) 
       => supervention -- (a following on in addition) 
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EFFECT, CONSEQUENCE, OUTCOME, RESULT < EVENT < ACTION < CHANGE < ENTITY 
 
consequence, effect, outcome, result, event, issue, upshot --
 (a phenomenon that follows and is caused by some previous phenomenon; "the magnetic effect was greater
 when the rod was lengthwise"; "his decision had depressing consequences for business"; "he acted very wi
se after the event") 
       => offspring, materialization, materialisation --
 (something that comes into existence as a result; "industrialism prepared the way for acceptance of the French Revoluti
on's various socialistic offspring"; "this skyscraper is the solid materialization of his efforts") 
       => aftereffect -- (any result that follows its cause after an interval) 
       => aftermath, wake, backwash --
 (the consequences of an event (especially a catastrophic event); "the aftermath of war"; "in the wake of the accident no
 one knew how many had been injured") 
       => bandwagon effect --
 (the phenomenon of a popular trend attracting even greater popularity; "in periods of high merger activity there is a ba
ndwagon effect with more and more firms seeking to engage in takeover activity"; "polls are accused of creating a band
wagon effect to benefit their candidate") 
       => brisance -- (the shattering or crushing effect of a sudden release of energy as in an explosion) 
       => butterfly effect --
 (the phenomenon whereby a small change at one place in a complex system can have large effects elsewhere, e.g., a bu
tterfly flapping its wings in Rio de Janeiro might change the weather in Chicago) 
       => by-product, byproduct -- (a secondary and sometimes unexpected consequence) 
       => change --
 (the result of alteration or modification; "there were marked changes in the lining of the lungs"; "there had been no cha
nge in the mountains") 
       => coattails effect --
 ((politics) the consequence of one popular candidate in an election drawing votes for other members of the same party;
 "he counted on the coattails effect to win him the election") 
       => Coriolis effect --
 ((physics) an effect whereby a body moving in a rotating frame of reference experiences the Coriolis force acting perp
endicular to the direction of motion and to the axis of rotation; on Earth the Coriolis effect deflects moving bodies to th
e right in the Northern Hemisphere and to the left in the Southern Hemisphere) 
       => dent -- (an appreciable consequence (especially a lessening); "it made a dent in my bank account") 
       => domino effect --
 (the consequence of one event setting off a chain of similar events (like a falling domino causing a whole row of upend
ed dominos to fall)) 
       => harvest -- (the consequence of an effort or activity; "they gathered a harvest of examples"; "a harvest of love") 
       => impact, wallop --
 (a forceful consequence; a strong effect; "the book had an important impact on my thinking"; "the book packs a wallop
") 
       => influence -- (the effect of one thing (or person) on another; "the influence of mechanical action") 
       => knock-on effect -- (a secondary or incidental effect) 
       => outgrowth, branch, offshoot, offset -- (a natural consequence of development) 
       => product --
 (a consequence of someone's efforts or of a particular set of circumstances; "skill is the product of hours of practice"; "
his reaction was the product of hunger and fatigue") 
       => placebo effect --
 (any effect that seems to be a consequence of administering a placebo; the change is usually beneficial and is assumed 
result from the person's faith in the treatment or preconceptions about what the experimental drug was supposed to do; 
pharmacologists were the first to talk about placebo effects but now the idea has been generalized to many situations ha
ving nothing to do with drugs) 
       => position effect --
 ((genetics) the effect on the expression of a gene produced by changing its location in a chromosome) 
       => repercussion, reverberation --
 (a remote or indirect consequence of some action; "his declaration had unforeseen repercussions"; "reverberations of th
e market crash were felt years later") 
       => response -- (a result; "this situation developed in response to events in Africa") 
       => side effect, fallout --
 (any adverse and unwanted secondary effect; "a strategy to contain the fallout from the accounting scandal") 
       => spillover -- ((economics) any indirect effect of public expenditure) 
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decrease, decrement -- (a process of becoming smaller or shorter) 
       => decay, decline -- (a gradual decrease; as of stored charge or current) 
       => decline, diminution -- (change toward something smaller or lower) 
       => desensitization, desensitisation --
 (the process of reducing sensitivity; "the patient was desensitized to the allergen") 
       => narrowing -- (a decrease in width) 
       => slippage -- (a decrease of transmitted power in a mechanical system caused by slipping) 
       => wastage -- (the process of wasting) 
degeneration, devolution --
 (the process of declining from a higher to a lower level of effective power or vitality or essential quality) 
       => attack --
 (the onset of a corrosive or destructive process (as by a chemical agent); "the film was sensitive to attack by acids"; "o
pen to attack by the elements") 
       => macular degeneration --
 (degeneration of the cells of the macula lutea which results in blurred vision and can cause blindness; usually age-
related) 
       => obsolescence --
 (the process of becoming obsolete; falling into disuse or becoming out of date; "a policy of planned obsolescence") 
development, evolution --
 (a process in which something passes by degrees to a different stage (especially a more advanced or matur
e stage); "the development of his ideas took many years"; "the evolution of Greek civilization"; "the slow d
evelopment of her skill as a writer") 
     => deepening -- (a process of becoming deeper and more profound) 
       => growth -- (a progression from simpler to more complex forms; "the growth of culture") 
       => unfolding, flowering -- (a developmental process; "the flowering of ante-bellum culture") 
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HUMAN ACT, ACTION, ACTIVITY < ACTION < CHANGE < ENTITY 
 
Action synonyms: accomplishment, achievement (deed, feat, effort, exploit), action, consummation, doing, 
effect, execution, exercise, exertion, motion, movement, operation, performance, proceeding, transaction, 
work 
Inaction synonyms: cessation, deliberation, endurance, immobility, inaction, inactivity, inertia, passion, 
quiescence, quit, repose, rest, suffering, suspension 
act, human action, human activity -- (something that people do or cause to happen) 
       => action --
 (something done (usually as opposed to something said); "there were stories of murders and other unnatura
l actions") 
       => nonaccomplishment, nonachievement -- (an act that does not achieve its intended goal) 
       => leaning -- (the act of deviating from a vertical position) 
       => motivation, motivating -- (the act of motivating; providing incentive) 
       => assumption --
 (the act of assuming or taking for granted; "your assumption that I would agree was unwarranted") 
       => rejection -- (the act of rejecting something; "his proposals were met with rejection") 
       => forfeit, forfeiture, sacrifice --
 (the act of losing or surrendering something as a penalty for a mistake or fault or failure to perform etc.) 
       => activity -- (any specific activity; "they avoided all recreational activity") 
       => wear, wearing --
 (the act of having on your person as a covering or adornment; "she bought it for everyday wear") 
       => judgment, judgement, assessment --
 (the act of judging or assessing a person or situation or event; "they criticized my judgment of the contesta
nts") 
       => production --
 (the act or process of producing something; "Shakespeare's production of poetry was enormous"; "the prod
uction of white blood cells") 
       => stay --
 (continuing or remaining in a place or state; "they had a nice stay in Paris"; "a lengthy hospital stay"; "a fo
ur-month stay in bankruptcy court") 
       => residency, residence, abidance -- (the act of dwelling in a place) 
       => inactivity -- (being inactive; being less active) 
       => hindrance, interference -- (the act of hindering or obstructing or impeding) 
       => stop, stoppage --
 (the act of stopping something; "the third baseman made some remarkable stops"; "his stoppage of the flo
w resulted in a flood") 
       => group action -- (action taken by a group of people) 
       => distribution -- (the act of distributing or spreading or apportioning) 
       => legitimation --
 (the act of rendering a person legitimate; "he has filial rights because he obtained letters of legitimation fro
m the king"; "his parents' subsequent marriage resulted in his legitimation") 
       => waste, permissive waste -- ((law) reduction in the value of an estate caused by act or neglect) 
       => proclamation, promulgation --
 (the formal act of proclaiming; giving public notice; "his promulgation of the policy proved to be prematur
e") 
       => communication, communicating --
 (the activity of communicating; the activity of conveying information; "they could not act without official 
communication from Moscow") 
       => speech act -- (the use of language to perform some act) 
 
action --
 (something done (usually as opposed to something said); "there were stories of murders and other unnatural actions") 
       => thing -- (an action; "how could you do such a thing?") 
       => kindness, benignity -- (a kind act) 
       => accomplishment, achievement -- (the action of accomplishing something) 
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       => alienation --
 (the action of alienating; the action of causing to become unfriendly; "his behavior alienated the other students") 
       => res gestae -- (things done) 
       => course, course of action --
 (a mode of action; "if you persist in that course you will surely fail"; "once a nation is embarked on a course of action i
t becomes extremely difficult for any retraction to take place") 
       => interaction -- (a mutual or reciprocal action; interacting) 
       => playing -- (the action of taking part in a game or sport or other recreation) 
       => play, swordplay -- (the act using a sword (or other weapon) vigorously and skillfully) 
       => arrival -- (the act of arriving at a certain place; "they awaited her arrival") 
       => performance, execution, carrying out, carrying into action --
 (the act of performing; of doing something successfully; using knowledge as distinguished from merely possessing it; "
they criticised his performance as mayor"; "experience generally improves performance") 
       => choice, selection, option, pick --
 (the act of choosing or selecting; "your choice of colors was unfortunate"; "you can take your pick") 
       => change --
 (the action of changing something; "the change of government had no impact on the economy"; "his change on abortio
n cost him the election") 
       => economy, saving --
 (an act of economizing; reduction in cost; "it was a small economy to walk to work every day"; "there was a saving of 
50 cents") 
       => prohibition, inhibition, forbiddance --
 (the action of prohibiting or inhibiting or forbidding (or an instance thereof); "they were restrained by a prohibition in t
heir charter"; "a medical inhibition of alcoholic beverages"; "he ignored his parents' forbiddance") 
       => resistance, opposition --
 (the action of opposing something that you disapprove or disagree with; "he encountered a general feeling of resistance
 from many citizens"; "despite opposition from the newspapers he went ahead") 
       => bruxism -- (involuntarily or unconsciously clenching or grinding the teeth, typically during sleep) 
       => transfusion -- (the action of pouring a liquid from one vessel to another) 
       => pickings, taking --
 (the act of someone who picks up or takes something; "the pickings were easy"; "clothing could be had for the taking") 
       => transgression -- (the action of going beyond or overstepping some boundary or limit) 
       => aggression, hostility -- (violent action that is hostile and usually unprovoked) 
       => destabilization, destabilisation --
 (the action of destabilizing; making something less stable (especially of a government or country or economy)) 
       => employment, engagement -- (the act of giving someone a job) 
       => reference, consultation --
 (the act of referring or consulting; "reference to an encyclopedia produced the answer") 
       => emphasizing, accenting, accentuation -- (the act of giving special importance or significance to something) 
       => beatification -- (the action of rendering supremely blessed and extremely happy) 
       => stupefaction --
 (the action of stupefying; making dull or lethargic; "the professor was noted for his stupefaction of the students") 
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GROUP ACTION 
group action -- (action taken by a group of people) 
       => vote -- (the opinion of a group as determined by voting; "they put the question to a vote") 
           => plebiscite --
 (a vote by the electorate determining public opinion on a question of national importance) 
           => referendum -- (a legislative act is referred for final approval to a popular vote by the electorate) 
           => election --
 (a vote to select the winner of a position or political office; "the results of the election will be announced to
night") 
               => reelection -- (election again; "he did not run for reelection") 
               => general election -- (a national or state election; candidates are chosen in all constituencies) 
               => primary, primary election -- (a preliminary election where delegates or nominees are chosen) 
                   => direct primary --
 (a primary where voters directly select the candidates who will run for office) 
                       => closed primary --
 (a primary in which only registered members of a particular political party can vote; "closed primaries stre
ngthen party unity") 
                       => open primary --
 (a primary in which any registered voter can vote (but must vote for candidates of only one party)) 
               => by election, bye election -- (a special election between regular elections) 
               => runoff -- (a final election to resolve an earlier election that did not produce a winner) 
       => procession --
 (the group action of a collection of people or animals or vehicles moving ahead in more or less regular for
mation; "processions were forbidden") 
           => convoy -- (a procession of land vehicles traveling together) 
           => caravan, train, wagon train --
 (a procession (of wagons or mules or camels) traveling together in single file; "we were part of a caravan o
f almost a thousand camels"; "they joined the wagon train for safety") 
           => cavalcade -- (a procession of people traveling on horseback) 
           => march -- (a procession of people walking together; "the march went up Fifth Avenue") 
               => hunger march -- (a march of protest or demonstration by the unemployed) 
           => motorcade -- (a procession of people traveling in motor cars) 
           => parade -- (a ceremonial procession including people marching) 
               => callithump, callathump, callithump parade -- (a noisy boisterous parade) 
           => cortege -- (a funeral procession) 
           => recession, recessional --
 (the withdrawal of the clergy and choir from the chancel to the vestry at the end of a church service) 
MILITARY ACTION 
       => military action, action -- (a military engagement; "he saw action in Korea") 
           => amphibious landing --
 (a military action of coordinated land and sea and air forces organized for an invasion; "MacArthur staged 
a massive amphibious landing behind enemy lines") 
           => battle, conflict, fight, engagement --
 (a hostile meeting of opposing military forces in the course of a war; "Grant won a decisive victory in the b
attle of Chickamauga"; "he lost his romantic ideas about war when he got into a real engagement") 
               => Armageddon --
 (any catastrophically destructive battle; "they called the first World War an Armageddon") 
               => pitched battle --
 (a fierce battle fought in close combat between troops in predetermined positions at a chosen time and plac
e) 
                   => Agincourt --
 (a battle in northern France in which English longbowmen under Henry V decisively defeated a much larg
er French army in 1415) 
                   => Austerlitz, battle of Austerlitz --
 (a decisive battle during the Napoleonic campaigns (1805); the French under Napoleon defeated the Russia
n armies of Czar Alexander I and the Austrian armies of Emperor Francis II) 
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                   => Bannockburn --
 (a battle in which the Scots under Robert the Bruce defeated the English and assured the independence of S
cotland) 
                   => Battle of Kerbala --
 (a battle in 680 in which the grandson of Mohammed and his followers were killed; "the Battle of Kerbala 
is the basis for the Ta'ziyehs that are performed annually") 
                   => Battle of the Ardennes Bulge, Battle of the Bulge, Ardennes counteroffensive --
 (a battle during World War II; in December 1944 von Rundstedt launched a powerful counteroffensive in t
he forest at Ardennes and caught the Allies by surprise) 
                   => Battle of the Marne, Belleau Wood, Chateau-Thierry, Marne River --
 (a World War I battle in northwestern France where the Allies defeated the Germans in 1918) 
                   => Blenheim --
 (the First Duke of Marlborough and Prince Eugene of Savoy defeated the French in 1704 during the War o
f the Spanish Succession) 
                   => Borodino --
 (Napoleon defeated the Russians in a pitched battle at Borodino in 1812, but irreparably weakened his arm
y) 
                   => Bosworth Field --
 (the battle that ended the Wars of the Roses (1485); Richard III was killed and Henry Tudor was crowned 
as Henry VII) 
                   => Bouvines --
 (in 1214 the French under Philip Augustus defeated a coalition formed against him in one of the greatest b
attles of the middle ages) 
                   => Boyne, battle of Boyne --
 (a battle in the War of the Grand Alliance in Ireland in 1690; William III defeated the deposed James II an
d so ended the Catholicism that had been reintroduced in England by the Stuarts) 
                   => Brunanburh, battle of Brunanburh -- (a battle in 937 when Athelstan defeated the Scots) 
                   => Buena Vista --
 (in 1847 United States forces under Zachary Taylor defeated Mexican forces under Santa Anna in the Mex
ican War) 
                   => Bull Run, Battle of Bull Run --
 (either of two battles during the American Civil War (1861 and 1862); Confederate forces defeated the Fed
eral army in both battles) 
                   => Bunker Hill, battle of Bunker Hill --
 (the first important battle of the American War of Independence (1775); the British defeated the colonial fo
rces) 
                   => Cannae --
 (ancient city is southeastern Italy where Hannibal defeated the Romans in 216 BC) 
                   => Caporetto, battle of Caporetto --
 (battle of World War I (1917); Italians were defeated by the Austrian and German forces) 
                   => Caudine Forks --
 (a battle in the Apennines in 321 BC in which the Samnites defeated the Romans) 
                   => Chaeronea --
 (a battle in which Philip II of Macedon defeated the Athenians and Thebans (338 BC) and also Sulla defeat
ed Mithridates (86 BC)) 
                   => Chalons, Chalons-sur-Marne --
 (the battle in which Attila the Hun was defeated by the Romans and Visigoths in 451) 
                   => Chancellorsville --
 (a major battle in the American Civil War (1863); the Confederates under Robert E. Lee defeated the Unio
n forces under Joseph Hooker) 
                   => Chapultepec -- (a victory by American over Mexican forces in the Mexican War (1847)) 
                   => Chattanooga, battle of Chattanooga --
 (in the American Civil War (1863) the Union armies of Hooker, Thomas, and Sherman under the comman
d of Ulysses S. Grant won a decisive victory over the Confederate Army under Braxton Bragg) 
                   => Chickamauga, battle of Chickamauga --
 (a Confederate victory in the American Civil War (1863); Confederate forces under Braxton Bragg defeate
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d Union forces) 
                   => Cowpens, battle of Cowpens --
 (battle in the American Revolution; Americans under Daniel Morgan defeated the British) 
                   => Crecy, battle of Crecy --
 (the first decisive battle of the Hundred Years' War; in 1346 the English under Edward III defeated the Fre
nch under Philip of Valois) 
                   => Cunaxa, battle of Cunaxa --
 (battle in 401 BC when the Artaxerxes II defeated his younger brother who tried to usurp the throne) 
                   => Cynoscephalae, battle of Cynoscephalae --
 (the battle that ended the second Macedonian War (197 BC); the Romans defeated Philip V who lost his co
ntrol of Greece) 
                   => El Alamein, Al Alamayn, Battle of El Alamein --
 (in World War II (1942); a decisive Allied victory by British troops under Montgomery over German troop
s under Rommel) 
                   => Flodden, Flodden Field, Battle of Flodden Field --
 (a battle in 1513; the English defeated the invading Scots and James IV was killed) 
                   => Fontenoy, Battle of Fontenoy --
 (a battle in 1745 in which the French army under Marshal Saxe defeated the English army and their allies u
nder the duke of Cumberland) 
                   => Fort Ticonderoga, Ticonderoga --
 (American revolutionary troops captured Fort Ticonderoga from the British in May 1775) 
                   => Fredericksburg, Battle of Fredericksburg --
 (an important battle in the American Civil War (1862); the Union's army under A. E. Burnside was defeate
d by the Confederate army under Robert E. Lee) 
                   => Gettysburg, Battle of Gettysburg --
 (a battle of the American Civil War (1863); the defeat of Robert E. Lee's invading Confederate army was a
 major victory for the Union) 
                   => Granicus, Battle of Granicus River --
 (the battle in which Alexander won his first major victory against the Persians (334 BC)) 
                   => Guadalcanal, Battle of Guadalcanal -- (a battle in World War II in the Pacific (1942-
1943); the island was occupied by the Japanese and later recaptured by American forces) 
                   => Hastings, battle of Hastings --
 (the decisive battle in which William the Conqueror (duke of Normandy) defeated the Saxons under Harol
d II (1066) and thus left England open for the Norman Conquest) 
                   => Hohenlinden, battle of Hohenlinden --
 (a battle during the Napoleonic Wars (1800); the French defeated the Austrians) 
                   => Ipsus, battle of Ipsus --
 (a battle between the successors of Alexander the Great (301 BC); Lysimachus and Seleucus defeated Anti
gonus and Demetrius) 
                   => Issus, battle of Issus --
 (a battle (333 BC) in which Alexander the Great defeated the Persians under Darius III) 
                   => Ivry, battle of Ivry, Ivry la Bataille --
 (a battle (1590) in which the Huguenots under Henry IV defeated the Catholics under the duke of Mayenne
) 
                   => Jena, Battle of Jena --
 (the battle in 1806 in which Napoleon decisively defeated the Prussians) 
                   => Kennesaw Mountain --
 (battle of the American Civil War (1864); Union forces under William Tecumseh Sherman were repulsed 
by Confederate troops under Joseph Eggleston Johnston) 
                   => Lake Trasimenus, Battle of Lake Trasimenus --
 (a battle in 217 BC in which Hannibal ambushed a Roman army led by Flaminius) 
                   => Langside, battle of Langside --
 ((1568) Catholic forces supporting Mary Queen of Scots were routed by Protestants) 
                   => Leuctra, battle of Leuctra --
 (Thebes defeated Sparta in 371 BC; the battle ended Sparta's military supremacy in Greece) 
                   => Lexington, Concord, Lexington and Concord --
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 (the first battle of the American Revolution (April 19, 1775)) 
                   => Lule Burgas, battle of Lule Burgas --
 (the principal battle of the Balkan Wars (1912); Bulgarian forces defeated the Turks) 
                   => Lutzen, battle of Lutzen --
 (a battle in the Thirty Years' War (1632); Swedes under Gustavus Adolphus defeated the Imperialists unde
r Wallenstein; Gustavus was killed) 
                   => Magenta, Battle of Magenta --
 (a battle in 1859 in which the French and Sardinian forces under Napoleon III defeated the Austrians under
 Francis Joseph I) 
                   => Maldon, Battle of Maldon --
 (a battle in which the Danes defeated the Saxons in 991; celebrated in an old English poem) 
                   => Mantinea, Mantineia -- (the site of three famous battles among Greek city-
states: in 418 BC and 362 BC and 207 BC) 
                   => Marathon, battle of Marathon --
 (a battle in 490 BC in which the Athenians and their allies defeated the Persians) 
                   => Marengo --
 (a battle in 1800 in which the French under Napoleon Bonaparte won a great victory over the Austrians) 
                   => Marston Moor, battle of Marston Moor --
 (a battle in 1644 in which the Parliamentarians under the earl of Manchester defeated the Royalists under P
rince Rupert) 
                   => Metaurus River --
 (a battle during the second of the Punic Wars (207 BC); Hannibal's brother Hasdrubal was defeated by the 
Romans which ended Hannibal's hopes for success in Italy) 
                   => Minden, battle of Minden --
 (a battle in the Seven Years' War (1759) in which the English forces and their allies defeated the French) 
                   => Monmouth Court House, Battle of Monmouth Court House, Battle of Monmouth --
 (a pitched battle in New Jersey during the American Revolution (1778) that ended with the withdrawal of 
British forces) 
                   => Naseby, Battle of Naseby --
 (a battle in 1645 that settled the outcome of the first English Civil War as the Parliamentarians won a majo
r victory over the Royalists) 
                   => Omdurman, battle of Omdurman --
 (a battle (1898) in which an English and Egyptian army under Kitchener defeated the Sudanese) 
                   => Panipat, battle of Panipat --
 (battle in which the ruler of Afghanistan defeated the Mahrattas in 1761) 
                   => Pharsalus, battle of Pharsalus -- (Caesar defeated Pompey in 48 BC) 
                   => Philippi, battle of Philippi --
 (Octavian and Mark Antony defeated Brutus and Cassius in 42 BC) 
                   => Plassey, battle of Plassey -- (the victory in 1757 by the British under Clive over Siraj-ud-
daula that established British supremacy over Bengal) 
                   => Plataea, battle of Plataea -- (a defeat of the Persian army by the Greeks in 479 BC) 
                   => Poitiers, battle of Poitiers --
 (the battle in 1356 in which the English under the Black Prince defeated the French) 
                   => Port Arthur -- (a battle in the Chino-
Japanese war (1894); Japanese captured the port and fortifications from the Chinese) 
                   => Pydna, Battle of Pydna --
 (a major victory by the Romans over the Macedonians in 168 BC; resulted in the downfall of the ancient 
Macedonian kingdom) 
                   => Ravenna, Battle of Ravenna --
 (a battle between the French and an alliance of Spaniards and Swiss and Venetians in 1512) 
                   => Rocroi, Battle of Rocroi --
 (a battle in the Thirty Years' War (1643); the French defeated the Spanish invaders) 
                   => Rossbach, battle of Rossbach --
 (a battle in the Seven Years' War (1757); Prussian forces under Frederick the Great defeated the armies of 
France and Austria) 
                   => Saint-Mihiel, St Mihiel, battle of St Mihiel -- (a battle in the Meuse-
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Argonne operation in World War I (1918); the battle in which American troops launched their first offensiv
e in France) 
                   => Saratoga, battle of Saratoga --
 (a battle during the American Revolution (1777); the British under Burgoyne were defeated) 
                   => Sempatch, battle of Sempatch --
 (the Swiss Confederation escaped Hapsburg domination by their victory in 1386) 
                   => Shiloh, battle of Shiloh, battle of Pittsburgh Landing --
 (the second great battle of the American Civil War (1862); the battle ended with the withdrawal of Confed
erate troops but it was not a Union victory) 
                   => Soissons, battle of Soissons-Reims, battle of the Chemin-des-Dames, battle of the Aisne --
 (a battle in World War I (May 1918); the Germans tried to attack before the American numbers were too g
reat to defeat; the tactical success of the Germans proved to be a strategic failure) 
                   => Solferino, battle of Solferino --
 (an indecisive battle in 1859 between the French and Sardinians under Napoleon III and the Austrians unde
r Francis Joseph I) 
                   => Somme, Somme River, Battle of the Somme -- (battle in World War I (1916)) 
                   => Somme, Somme River, Battle of the Somme -- (battle of World War II (1944)) 
                   => Spotsylvania, battle of Spotsylvania Courthouse --
 (a battle between the armies of Grant and Lee during the Wilderness Campaign) 
                   => Tannenberg, battle of Tannenberg --
 (a battle in World War I (1914); decisive German victory over the Russians) 
                   => Tertry, battle of Tertry -- (a battle in France in 687 among the descendants of Clovis) 
                   => Teutoburger Wald, battle of Teutoburger Wald --
 (a battle in 9 AD in which the Germans under Arminius annihilated three Roman legions) 
                   => Tewkesbury, battle of Tewkesbury --
 (the final battle of the War of the Roses in 1471 in which Edward IV defeated the Lancastrians) 
                   => Thermopylae, battle of Thermopylae --
 (a famous battle in 480 BC; a Greek army under Leonidas was annihilated by the Persians who were trying
 to conquer Greece) 
                   => Trasimeno, battle of Trasimeno --
 (a battle in central Italy where Hannibal defeated the Romans under Flaminius in 217 BC) 
                   => Valmy, battle of Valmy --
 (the French defeated the Austrian and Prussian troops in 1792 (with a famous cannonade from the French a
rtillery)) 
                   => Verdun, battle of Verdun --
 (a battle in World War I (1916); in some of the bloodiest fighting in World War I the German offensive wa
s stopped) 
                   => Wagram, battle of Wagram --
 (a battle in the Napoleonic campaigns (1809); Napoleon defeated the Austrians) 
                   => Waterloo, Battle of Waterloo --
 (the battle on 18 June 1815 in which Napoleon met his final defeat; Prussian and British forces under Bluc
her and the Duke of Wellington routed the French forces under Napoleon) 
                   => Yalu River --
 (a battle in the Korean War (November 1950); when UN troops advanced north to the Yalu River 200,000 
Chinese troops crossed the river and drove them back) 
                   => Ypres, battle of Ypres, first battle of Ypres --
 (battle in World War I (1914); heavy but indecisive fighting as the Allies and the Germans both tried to bre
ak through the lines of the others) 
                   => Ypres, battle of Ypres, second battle of Ypres --
 (battle in World War I (1915); Germans wanted to try chlorine (a toxic yellow gas) as a weapon and succe
eded in taking considerable territory from the Allied salient) 
                   => Ypres, battle of Ypres, third battle of Ypres --
 (battle in World War I (1917); an Allied offensive which eventually failed because tanks bogged down in t
he waterlogged soil of Flanders; Germans introduced mustard gas which interfered with the Allied artillery) 
                   => Zama, battle of Zama --
 (the battle in 202 BC in which Scipio decisively defeated Hannibal at the end of the second Punic War) 
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               => naval battle -- (a pitched battle between naval fleets) 
                   => Actium --
 (the naval battle in which Antony and Cleopatra were defeated by Octavian's fleet under Agrippa in 31 BC
) 
                   => Aegates Isles, Aegadean Isles --
 (islands west of Sicily (now known as the Egadi Islands) where the Romans won a naval victory over the 
Carthaginians that ended the first of the Punic Wars in 241 BC) 
                   => Aegospotami, Aegospotamos --
 (a river in ancient Thrace (now Turkey); in the mouth of this river the Spartan fleet under Lysander destroy
ed the Athenian fleet in the final battle of the Peloponnesian War (404 BC)) 
                   => Bismarck Sea, battle of the Bismarck Sea -- (World War II naval battle; Allied land-
based bombers destroyed a Japanese convoy in the Bismarck Sea in March 1943) 
                   => Coral Sea, battle of the Coral Sea --
 (a Japanese defeat in World War II (May 1942); the first naval battle fought entirely by planes based on air
craft carriers) 
                   => Hampton Roads --
 (a naval battle of the American Civil War (1862); the indecisive battle between the Monitor and the Merri
mac) 
                   => Jutland, battle of Jutland --
 (an indecisive naval battle in World War I (1916); fought between the British and German fleets off the no
rthwestern coast of Denmark) 
                   => Lepanto, Battle of Lepanto --
 (Turkish sea power was destroyed in 1571 by a league of Christian nations organized by the Pope) 
                   => Manila Bay -- (a naval battle in the Spanish-
American War (1898); the American fleet under Admiral Dewey defeated the Spanish fleet) 
                   => Midway, Battle of Midway -- (naval battle of World War II (June 1942); land and carrier-
based American planes decisively defeated a Japanese fleet on its way to invade the Midway Islands) 
                   => Navarino, battle of Navarino --
 (a decisive naval battle in the War of Greek Independence (1827); the Turkish and Egyptian fleet was defe
ated by an allied fleet of British and French and Russian warships) 
                   => Passero, Cape Passero, Passero Cape --
 (the Spanish navy was destroyed by France and England while attempting to recover Sicily and Sardinia fr
om Italy (1719)) 
                   => Philippine Sea, battle of the Philippine Sea --
 (a naval battle in World War II (1944); a decisive naval victory for the United States fleet over the Japanes
e who were trying to block supplies from reaching American troops on Leyte) 
                   => Santiago, Santiago de Cuba -- (a naval battle in the Spanish-
American War (1898); the United States fleet bottled up the Spanish ships in the harbor of Santiago de Cub
a and destroyed them when they tried to escape) 
                   => Battle of the Spanish Armada --
 (in the English Channel a small fleet of British ships successfully defeated the large armada sent from Spai
n by Philip II to invade England) 
                   => Trafalgar, battle of Trafalgar --
 (a naval battle in 1805 off the southwest coast of Spain; the French and Spanish fleets were defeated by the
 English under Nelson (who was mortally wounded)) 
                   => Tsushima -- (a naval battle in the Russo-
Japanese War (1905); the Japanese fleet defeated the Russian fleet in the Korean Strait) 
               => combat, armed combat -- (an engagement fought between two military forces) 
                   => hostility, belligerency -- (acts of overt warfare; "the outbreak of hostilities") 
                   => aggression -- (the act of initiating hostilities) 
               => dogfight -- (an aerial engagement between fighter planes) 
               => assault -- (close fighting during the culmination of a military attack) 
                   => resisting arrest --
 (physical efforts to oppose a lawful arrest; the resistance is classified as assault and battery upon the person
 of the police officer attempting to make the arrest) 
                   => storm -- (a direct and violent assault on a stronghold) 
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               => Battle of Britain --
 (the prolonged bombardment of British cities by the German Luftwaffe during World War II and the aerial
 combat that accompanied it) 
               => Drogheda --
 (in 1649 the place was captured by Oliver Cromwell, who massacred the Catholic inhabitants) 
           => blockade, encirclement -- (a war measure that isolates some area of importance to the enemy) 
               => naval blockade --
 (the interdiction of a nation's lines of communication at sea by the use of naval power) 
               => siege, besieging, beleaguering, military blockade --
 (the action of an armed force that surrounds a fortified place and isolates it while continuing to attack) 
                   => Alamo --
 (the mission in San Antonio where in 1836 Mexican forces under Santa Anna besieged and massacred Am
erican rebels who were fighting to make Texas independent of Mexico) 
                   => Atlanta, battle of Atlanta --
 (Federal troops under Sherman cut off the railroads supplying Atlanta and burned the city; 1864) 
                   => Bataan, Corregidor --
 (the peninsula and island in the Philippines where Japanese forces besieged American forces in World War
 II; United States forces surrendered in 1942 and recaptured the area in 1945) 
                   => Dien Bien Phu -- (the French military base fell after a 56-
day siege by Vietnam troops; ended the involvement of France in Indochina in 1954) 
                   => Lucknow --
 (the British residents of Lucknow were besieged by Indian insurgents during the Indian Mutiny (1857)) 
                   => Orleans, siege of Orleans --
 (a long siege by the English was relieved by Joan of Arc in 1429) 
                   => Petersburg, Petersburg Campaign -- (the final campaign of the American Civil War (1864-
65); Union forces under Grant besieged and finally defeated Confederate forces under Lee) 
                   => Plevna, Pleven --
 (the town was taken from the Turks by the Russians in 1877 after a siege of 143 days) 
                   => Syracuse, siege of Syracuse -- (the Athenian siege of Syracuse (415-
413 BC) was eventually won by Syracuse) 
                   => Syracuse, siege of Syracuse -- (the Roman siege of Syracuse (214-
212 BC) was eventually won by the Romans who sacked the city (killing Archimedes)) 
                   => Vicksburg, siege of Vicksburg --
 (a decisive battle in the American Civil War (1863); after being besieged for nearly seven weeks the Confe
derates surrendered) 
                   => Yorktown --
 (in 1781 during the American Revolution the British under Cornwallis surrendered after a siege of three w
eeks by American and French troops) 
           => defense, defence, defensive measure --
 (military action or resources protecting a country against potential enemies; "they died in the defense of St
alingrad"; "they were developed for the defense program") 
               => umbrella --
 (a formation of military planes maintained over ground operations or targets; "an air umbrella over Englan
d") 
               => air defense --
 (defensive measures designed to destroy attacking enemy aircraft or missiles or to nullify their effectivenes
s) 
                   => active air defense --
 (air defense by the use aircraft or missiles or artillery or electronic countermeasures) 
                   => passive air defense --
 (air defense by the use of deception or dispersion or protective construction) 
               => stand -- (a defensive effort; "the army made a final stand at the Rhone") 
                   => repulsion, standoff --
 (the act of repulsing or repelling an attack; a successful defensive stand) 
               => hasty defense, hasty defence --
 (a defense organized while in contact with the enemy or when time is limited) 
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               => deliberate defense, deliberate defence --
 (a defensive organized before contact is made with the enemy and while time for organization is available; 
usually includes a fortified zone (with pillboxes) and communication systems) 
               => biological defense, biological defence, biodefense, biodefence --
 (procedures involved in taking defensive measures against attacks using biological agents) 
               => chemical defense, chemical defence --
 (procedures involved in taking defensive measures against attacks using chemical agents) 
               => mining, minelaying --
 (laying explosive mines in concealed places to destroy enemy personnel and equipment) 
               => biological warfare defense, biological warfare defence, BW defense, BW defence --
 (defense against biological warfare) 
           => electronic warfare, EW --
 (military action involving the use of electromagnetic energy to determine or exploit or reduce or prevent h
ostile use of the electromagnetic spectrum) 
               => electronic countermeasures, ECM --
 (electronic warfare undertaken to prevent or reduce an enemy's effective use of the electromagnetic spectru
m) 
                   => electronic deception --
 (the deliberate use of electromagnetic energy in a manner intended to convey misleading information) 
                       => manipulative electronic deception, electronic manipulative deception --
 (actions to eliminate revealing telltale indicators that could be used by the enemy (or to convey misleading 
indicators)) 
                       => simulative electronic deception, electronic simulative deception --
 (actions to represent friendly notional or actual capabilities to mislead hostile forces) 
                       => imitative electronic deception, electronic imitative deception --
 (the introduction of electromagnetic energy into enemy systems that imitates enemy emissions) 
                   => jamming, electronic jamming, jam --
 (deliberate radiation or reflection of electromagnetic energy for the purpose of disrupting enemy use of ele
ctronic devices or systems) 
                       => barrage jamming -- (electronic jamming over a wide range of frequencies simultaneously) 
                       => spot jamming, selective jamming --
 (electronic jamming of a specific channel or frequency) 
               => electronic counter-countermeasures, ECCM --
 (electronic warfare undertaken to insure effective friendly use of the electromagnetic spectrum in spite of t
he enemy's use of electronic warfare) 
               => electronic warfare-support measures, ESM --
 (electronic warfare undertaken under direct control of an operational commander to locate sources of radiat
ed electromagnetic energy for the purpose of immediate threat recognition) 
               => electromagnetic intrusion --
 (the deliberate insertion of electromagnetic energy into transmission paths with the objective of confusing 
or deceiving operators) 
           => police action --
 (a local military action without declaration of war; against violators of international peace and order) 
           => resistance --
 (the military action of resisting the enemy's advance; "the enemy offered little resistance") 
           => saber rattling, sabre rattling --
 (the ostentatious display of military power (with the implied threat that it might be used)) 
           => sortie, sally -- (a military action in which besieged troops burst forth from their position) 
 
WAR, WARFARE 
           => war, warfare --
 (the waging of armed conflict against an enemy; "thousands of people were killed in the war") 
               => limited war -- (a war whose objective is less than the unconditional defeat of the enemy) 
               => psychological warfare, war of nerves --
 (the use of psychological tactics to destroy the opponents' morale) 
               => civil war -- (a war between factions in the same country) 
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                   => American Civil War, United States Civil War, War between the States --
 (civil war in the United States between the North and the South; 1861-1865) 
                   => English Civil War --
 (civil war in England between the Parliamentarians and the Royalists under Charles I; 1644-1648) 
                   => Spanish Civil War --
 (civil war in Spain in which General Franco succeeded in overthrowing the republican government; during
 the war Spain became a battleground for fascists and socialists from all countries; 1936-1939) 
               => chemical warfare, chemical operations --
 (warfare using chemical agents to kill or injure or incapacitate the enemy) 
               => biological warfare, BW, biological attack, biologic attack, bioattack --
 (the use of bacteria or viruses or toxins to destroy men and animals or food) 
                   => germ warfare, bacteriological warfare -- (the use of harmful bacteria as a weapon) 
               => information warfare, IW --
 (the use of information or information technology during a time of crisis or conflict to achieve or promote 
specific objectives over a specific adversary or adversaries; "not everyone agrees that information warfare i
s limited to the realm of traditional warfare") 
               => jihad, jehad, international jihad -- (a holy war waged by Muslims against infidels) 
               => world war -- (a war in which the major nations of the world are involved) 
                   => World War I, World War 1, Great War, First World War, War to End War --
 (a war between the allies (Russia, France, British Empire, Italy, United States, Japan, Rumania, Serbia, Bel
gium, Greece, Portugal, Montenegro) and the central powers (Germany, Austria-
Hungary, Turkey, Bulgaria) from 1914 to 1918) 
                   => World War II, World War 2, Second World War --
 (a war between the Allies (Australia, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cub
a, Czechoslovakia, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Ethiopia, France, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Hondura
s, India, Iran, Iraq, Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, Panama, Philipp
ines, Poland, South Africa, United Kingdom, United States, USSR, Yugoslavia) and the Axis (Albania, Bul
garia, Finland, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Japan, Rumania, Slovakia, Thailand) from 1939 to 1945) 
               => Chino-Japanese War, Sino-Japanese War --
 (a war between China and Japan (1894 and 1895) over the control of the Korean Peninsula; China was ove
rwhelmingly defeated at Port Arthur) 
               => Macedonian War --
 (one the four wars between Macedonia and Rome in thye 3rd and 2nd centuries BC, which ended in the de
feat of Macedonia and its annexation as a Roman province) 
               => Arab-Israeli War, Six-Day War, Six Day War --
 (tension between Arabs and Israeli erupted into a brief war in June 1967; Israel emerged as a major power 
in the Middle East) 
               => Arab-Israeli War, Yom Kippur War --
 (Egypt and Syria attacked Israel in October 1973 (on Yom Kippur); Israel counterattacked and drove the S
yrians back and crossed the Suez Canal into Egypt) 
               => Balkan Wars -- (two wars (1912-
1913) that were fought over the last of the European territories of the Ottoman Empire and that left the area
 around Constantinople (now Istanbul) as the only Ottoman territory in Europe) 
               => Boer War --
 (either of two wars: the first when the Boers fought England in order to regain the independence they had g
iven up to obtain British help against the Zulus (1880-
1881); the second when the Orange Free State and Transvaal declared war on Britain (1899-1902)) 
               => Crimean War --
 (a war in Crimea between Russia and a group of nations including England and France and Turkey and Sar
dinia; 1853-1856) 
               => Franco-Prussian War --
 (a war between France and Prussia that ended the Second Empire in France and led to the founding of the 
German empire; 1870-1871) 
               => French and Indian War --
 (a war in North America between France and Britain (both aided by indian tribes); 1755-1760) 
               => Hundred Years' War --
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 (the series of wars fought intermittently between France and England; 1337-1453) 
               => Iran-Iraq War, Gulf War --
 (a dispute over control of the waterway between Iraq and Iran broke out into open fighting in 1980 and con
tinued until 1988, when they accepted a UN cease-fire resolution) 
               => Korean War --
 (a war between North and South Korea; South Korea was aided by the United States and other members of
 the United Nations; 1950-1953) 
               => Mexican War --
 (after disputes over Texas lands that were settled by Mexicans the United States declared war on Mexico i
n 1846 and by treaty in 1848 took Texas and California and Arizona and New Mexico and Nevada and Uta
h and part of Colorado and paid Mexico $15,000,000) 
               => Napoleonic Wars --
 (a series of wars fought between France (led by Napoleon Bonaparte) and alliances involving England and 
Prussia and Russia and Austria at different times; 1799-1815) 
               => Peloponnesian War --
 (a war in which Athens and its allies were defeated by the league centered on Sparta; 431-404 BC) 
               => Persian Gulf War, Gulf War --
 (a war fought between a coalition led by the United States and Iraq to free Kuwait from Iraqi invaders; 199
0-1991) 
               => Punic War --
 (one of the three wars between Carthage and Rome that resulted in the destruction of Carthage and its anne
xation by Rome; 264-241 BC, 218-201 BC, 149-146 BC) 
               => Russo-Japanese War -- (Japanese victory in the war with Russia (1904-
1905) gave Japan power over Korea and Manchuria) 
               => Seven Years' War -- (a war of England and Prussia against France and Austria (1756-
1763); Britain and Prussia got the better of it) 
               => Spanish-American War, Spanish War -- (a war between the United STates and Spain in 1898) 
               => Thirty Years' War -- (a series of conflicts (1618-
1648) between Protestants and Catholics staring in Germany and spreading until France and Denmark and 
Sweden were opposing the Holy Roman Empire and Spain) 
               => Trojan War --
 ((Greek mythology) a great war fought between Greece and Troy; the Greeks sailed to Troy to recover Hel
en of Troy, the beautiful wife of Menelaus who had been abducted by Paris; after ten years the Greeks (via 
the Trojan Horse) achieved final victory and burned Troy to the ground; "the story of the Trojan War is told
 in Homer's Iliad") 
               => Vietnam War, Vietnam -- (a prolonged war (1954-
1975) between the communist armies of North Vietnam who were supported by the Chinese and the non-
communist armies of South Vietnam who were supported by the United States) 
               => War of Greek Independence --
 (the Greeks rebelled against Turkish rule in 1821; with the support of England and France and Russia they 
won independence in 1828 at Navarino (although the country included only half its present size)) 
               => War of the Austrian Succession --
 (Prussian and Austria fought over Silesia and most of the rest of Europe took sides; 1740-1748) 
               => War of the Grand Alliance, War of the League of Augsburg --
 (an aggressive war waged by Louis XIV against Spain and the Empire and England and Holland and other 
states (1689-1697)) 
               => War of the Spanish Succession -- (a general war in Europe (1701-
1714) that broke out when Louis XIV installed his grandson on the throne of Spain; England and Holland h
oped to limit Louis' power) 
               => War of the Roses, Wars of the Roses -- (struggle for the English throne (1455-
1485) between the house of York (white rose) and the house of Lancaster (red rose) ending with the accessi
on of the Tudor monarch Henry VII) 
               => War of 1812 -- (a war (1812-
1814) between the United States and England which was trying to interfere with American trade with Franc
e) 
               => hot war -- (actual fighting between the warring parties) 
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       => conflict, struggle, battle --
 (an open clash between two opposing groups (or individuals); "the harder the conflict the more glorious th
e triumph"--Thomas Paine; "police tried to control the battle between the pro- and anti-abortion mobs") 
           => class struggle, class war, class warfare --
 (conflict between social or economic classes (especially between the capitalist and proletariat classes)) 
           => rebellion, insurrection, revolt, rising, uprising --
 (organized opposition to authority; a conflict in which one faction tries to wrest control from another) 
               => insurgency, insurgence --
 (an organized rebellion aimed at overthrowing a constituted government through the use of subversion and
 armed conflict) 
               => intifada, intifadah --
 (an uprising by Palestinian Arabs (in both the Gaza Strip and the West Bank) against Israel in the late 1980
s and again in 2000; "the first intifada ended when Israel granted limited autonomy to the Palestine Nationa
l Authority in 1993") 
               => mutiny --
 (open rebellion against constituted authority (especially by seamen or soldiers against their officers)) 
               => Peasant's Revolt, Great Revolt --
 (a widespread rebellion in 1381 against poll taxes and other inequities that oppressed the poorer people of 
England; suppressed by Richard II) 
               => Indian Mutiny, Sepoy Mutiny --
 (discontent with British administration in India led to numerous mutinies in 1857 and 1858; the revolt was 
put down after several battles and seiges (notably the seige at Lucknow)) 
           => pacification, counterinsurgency -- (actions taken by a government to defeat insurgency) 
           => strife -- (bitter conflict; heated often violent dissension) 
               => countercurrent, crosscurrent --
 (actions counter to the main group activity; "political crosscurrents disrupted the conference") 
               => discord, discordance -- (strife resulting from a lack of agreement) 
           => tug-of-war -- (any hard struggle between equally matched groups) 
           => turf war --
 (a bitter struggle for territory or power or control or rights; "a turf war erupted between street gangs"; "the 
president's resignation was the result of a turf war with the board of directors") 
           => fight, fighting, combat, scrap --
 (the act of fighting; any contest or struggle; "a fight broke out at the hockey game"; "there was fighting in t
he streets"; "the unhappy couple got into a terrible scrap") 
               => gunfight, gunplay, shootout --
 (a fight involving shooting small arms with the intent to kill or frighten) 
               => brush, clash, encounter, skirmish -- (a minor short-term fight) 
                   => contretemps --
 (an awkward clash; "he tried to smooth over his contretemps with the policeman") 
               => dogfight --
 (a violent fight between dogs (sometimes organized illegally for entertainment and gambling)) 
               => fencing --
 (the art or sport of fighting with swords (especially the use of foils or epees or sabres to score points under 
a set of rules)) 
               => in-fighting --
 (conflict between members of the same organization (usually concealed from outsiders)) 
               => set-to -- (a brief but vigorous fight) 
               => shock, impact --
 (the violent interaction of individuals or groups entering into combat; "the armies met in the shock of battle
") 
               => hassle, scuffle, tussle, dogfingt, rough-and-tumble -- (disorderly fighting) 
               => duel, affaire d'honneur --
 (a prearranged fight with deadly weapons by two people (accompanied by seconds) in order to settle a quar
rel over a point of honor) 
               => fistfight, fisticuffs, slugfest -- (a fight with bare fists) 
                   => punch-up -- (a fistfight; "the quarrel ended in a punch-up") 
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               => battering, banging -- (the act of subjecting to strong attack) 
               => beating, whipping -- (the act of overcoming or outdoing) 
               => affray, disturbance, fray, ruffle -- (a noisy fight) 
               => brawl, free-for-all -- (a noisy fight in a crowd) 
               => knife fight, snickersnee, cut-and-thrust -- (fighting with knives) 
               => rumble, gang fight -- (a fight between rival gangs of adolescents) 
           => feud -- (a bitter quarrel between two parties) 
               => vendetta, blood feud -- (a feud in which members of the opposing parties murder each other) 
           => war, warfare --
 (an active struggle between competing entities; "a price war"; "a war of wits"; "diplomatic warfare") 
               => drug war -- (conflict between law enforcement and those who deal in illegal drugs) 
 
       => revolution -- (the overthrow of a government by those who are governed) 
           => counterrevolution --
 (a revolution whose aim is to reverse the changes introduced by a previous revolution) 
           => American Revolution, American Revolutionary War, War of American Independence, American 
War of Independence -- (the revolution of the American colonies against Great Britain; 1775-1783) 
           => Chinese Revolution -- (the republican revolution against the Manchu dynasty in China; 1911-
1912) 
           => Cuban Revolution --
 (the revolution led by Fidel Castro and a small band of guerrilla fighters against a corrupt dictatorship in C
uba; 1956-1959) 
           => English Revolution, Glorious Revolution, Bloodless Revolution --
 (the revolution against James II; there was little armed resistance to William and Mary in England althoug
h battles were fought in Scotland and Ireland (1688-1689)) 
           => French Revolution -- (the revolution in France against the Bourbons; 1789-1799) 
           => Mexican Revolution -- (1910-1911) 
           => Russian Revolution, February Revolution --
 (the revolution against the Czarist government which led to the abdication of Nicholas II and the creation o
f a provisional government in March 1917) 
 
       => social activity -- (activity considered appropriate on social occasions) 
           => association --
 (the act of consorting with or joining with others; "you cannot be convicted of criminal guilt by association
") 
               => fraternization, fraternisation --
 (associating with others in a brotherly or friendly way; especially with an enemy) 
               => affiliation --
 (the act of becoming formally connected or joined; "welcomed the affiliation of the research center with th
e university") 
                   => reaffiliation -- (affiliation anew) 
           => mingling --
 (the action of people mingling and coming into contact; "all the random mingling and idle talk made him h
ate literary parties") 
       => communalism -- (the practice of communal living and common ownership) 
       => confederation, alliance -- (the act of forming an alliance or confederation) 
       => decolonization, decolonisation -- (the action of changing from colonial to independent status) 
       => disbandment -- (the act of disbanding; "the orchestra faced the prospect of disbandment") 
       => disestablishment --
 (the act terminating an established state of affairs; especially ending a connection with the Church of Engla
nd) 
       => transaction, dealing, dealings --
 (the act of transacting within or between groups (as carrying on commercial activities); "no transactions ar
e possible without him"; "he has always been honest is his dealings with me") 
COMMERCE < GROUP ACTION < HUMAN ACTION, ACTIVITY < ACTION < CHANGE < 
ENTITY 
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           => commerce, commercialism, mercantilism --
 (transactions (sales and purchases) having the objective of supplying commodities (goods and services)) 
               => trading -- (buying or selling securities or commodities) 
                   => bond trading, bond-trading activity --
 (trading in bonds (usually by a broker on the floor of an exchange)) 
                   => program trading --
 (a trading technique involving large blocks of stock with trades triggered by computer programs) 
                   => short sale, short selling --
 (sale of securities or commodity futures not owned by the seller (who hopes to buy them back later at a lo
wer price)) 
                   => short covering --
 (the purchase of securities or commodities by a short seller to close out a short sale) 
                   => insider trading --
 (buying or selling corporate stock by a corporate officer or other insider on the basis of information that ha
s not been made public and is supposed to remain confidential) 
               => trade --
 (the commercial exchange (buying and selling on domestic or international markets) of goods and services;
 "Venice was an important center of trade with the East"; "they are accused of conspiring to constrain trade
") 
                   => free trade -- (international trade free of government interference) 
               => exchange, interchange --
 (reciprocal transfer of equivalent sums of money especially the currencies of different countries; "he earns 
his living from the interchange of currency") 
                   => conversion -- (act of exchanging one type of money or security for another) 
                       => unitization, unitisation -- (conversion of an investment trust into a unit investment trust) 
                   => barter, swap, swop, trade --
 (an equal exchange; "we had no money so we had to live by barter") 
                       => horse trade, horse trading -- (the swapping of horses (accompanied by much bargaining)) 
                   => foreign exchange --
 (the system by which one currency is exchanged for another; enables international transactions to take plac
e) 
               => initial public offering, IPO, initial offering --
 (a corporation's first offer to sell stock to the public) 
               => commercial enterprise, business enterprise, business --
 (the activity of providing goods and services involving financial and commercial and industrial aspects; "c
omputers are now widely used in business") 
                   => tourism, touristry --
 (the business of providing services to tourists; "Tourism is a major business in Bermuda") 
                       => ecotourism --
 (tourism to exotic or threatened ecosystems to observe wildlife or to help preserve nature) 
                   => fishing -- (the occupation of catching fish for a living) 
                   => butchery, butchering -- (the business of a butcher) 
                   => storage -- (the commercial enterprise of storing goods and materials) 
                       => cold storage -- (refrigerated storage for preservation) 
                       => stowage, stowing -- (the act of packing or storing away) 
                       => tankage -- (the act of storing in tanks) 
                   => industry, manufacture --
 (the organized action of making of goods and services for sale; "American industry is making increased us
e of computers to control production") 
                       => cottage industry -- (small-
scale industry that can be carried on at home by family members using their own equipment) 
                       => production --
 ((economics) manufacturing or mining or growing something (usually in large quantities) for sale; "he intr
oduced more efficient methods of production") 
                           => mass production --
 (the production of large quantities of a standardized article (often using assembly line techniques)) 
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                           => overproduction, overrun -- (too much production or more than expected) 
                           => underproduction -- (inadequate production or less than expected) 
                           => output, yield -- (production of a certain amount) 
                               => crop, harvest -- (the yield from plants in a single growing season) 
                                   => cash crop --
 (a readily salable crop that is grown and gathered for the market (as vegetables or cotton or tobacco)) 
                                   => catch crop -- (a quick-
growing crop (e.g. lettuce) planted between two regular crops grown in successive seasons or between two 
rows of crops in the same season) 
                                   => cover crop -- (crop planted to prevent soil erosion and provide green manure) 
                                   => fruitage -- (the yield of fruit; "a tree highly recommended for its fruitage") 
                                   => root crop -- (crop grown for its enlarged roots: e.g. beets; potatoes; turnips) 
                           => capacity --
 (the maximum production possible; "the plant is working at 80 per cent capacity") 
                           => breeding -- (the production of animals or plants by inbreeding or hybridization) 
                               => autosexing --
 ((especially of domestic fowl) breeding to reveal differential sex characteristics at hatching) 
                               => cattle breeding -- (breeding cattle) 
                               => dog breeding -- (breeding dogs) 
                               => horse breeding -- (breeding horses) 
                           => brewing --
 (the production of malt beverages (as beer or ale) from malt and hops by grinding and boiling them and fer
menting the result with yeast) 
                           => cultivation -- ((agriculture) production of food by preparing the land to grow crops) 
                               => aquaculture -- (rearing aquatic animals or cultivating aquatic plants for food) 
                               => beekeeping, apiculture --
 (the cultivation of bees on a commercial scale for the production of honey) 
                               => farming, agriculture, husbandry --
 (the practice of cultivating the land or raising stock) 
                                   => animal husbandry -- (breeding and caring for farm animals) 
                                   => arboriculture, tree farming -- (the cultivation of tree for the production of timber) 
                                   => dairying, dairy farming -- (the business of a dairy) 
                                   => gardening, horticulture -- (the cultivation of plants) 
                                       => landscaping, landscape gardening -- (working as a landscape gardner) 
                                       => market gardening -- (the growing of vegetables or flowers for market) 
                                       => flower gardening, floriculture -- (the cultivation of flowering plants) 
                                   => hydroponics, aquiculture, tank farming --
 (a technique of growing plants (without soil) in water containing dissolved nutrients) 
                                       => drip culture --
 (a hydroponic method of growing plants by allowing nutrient solutions to drip slowly onto an inert mediu
m in which the plants are growing) 
                                   => mixed farming -- (growing crops and feed and livestock all on the same farm) 
                                   => planting --
 (putting seeds or young plants in the ground to grow; "the planting of corn is hard work") 
                                       => insemination --
 (the act of sowing (of seeds in the ground or, figuratively, of germs in the body or ideas in the mind, etc.)) 
                                   => ranching -- (farming for the raising of livestock (particularly cattle)) 
                                       => roundup --
 (the activity of gathering livestock together so that they can be counted or branded or sold) 
                                   => strip cropping --
 (cultivation of crops in strips following the contours of the land to minimize erosion) 
                                   => subsistence farming --
 (farming that provides for the basic needs of the farmer without surpluses for marketing) 
                                   => truck farming -- (growing vegetables for the market) 
                               => culture -- (the raising of plants or animals; "the culture of oysters") 
                                   => cranberry culture -- (the cultivation of cranberries) 
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                                   => tillage -- (the cultivation of soil for raising crops) 
                                   => viticulture -- (the cultivation of grape vines; grape growing) 
                               => tilling -- (cultivation of the land in order to raise crops) 
                                   => plowing, ploughing --
 (tilling the land with a plow; "he hired someone to do the plowing for him") 
                           => generation --
 (the production of heat or electricity; "dams were built for the generation of electricity") 
                           => mining, excavation -- (the act of extracting ores or coal etc from the earth) 
                               => placer mining -- (mining valuable minerals from a placer by washing or dredging) 
                               => strip mining, opencast mining -- (the mining of ore or coal from an open mine) 
                           => quarrying -- (the extraction of building stone or slate from an open surface quarry) 
                           => boring, drilling, oil production --
 (the act of drilling a hole in the earth in the hope of producing petroleum) 
                           => sericulture -- (the production of raw silk by raising silkworms) 
                       => industrialization, industrialisation, industrial enterprise --
 (the development of industry on an extensive scale) 
                   => field, field of operation, line of business --
 (a particular kind of commercial enterprise; "they are outstanding in their field") 
                   => employee-owned enterprise, employee-owned business --
 (a commercial enterprise owned by the people who work for it) 
                   => finance -- (the commercial activity of providing funds and capital) 
                       => corporate finance -- (the financial activities of corporation) 
                       => financing, funding -- (the act of financing) 
                       => high finance --
 (large and complex financial transactions (often used with the implication that those individuals or instituti
ons who engage in them are unethical)) 
                       => investing, investment --
 (the act of investing; laying out money or capital in an enterprise with the expectation of profit) 
                           => arbitrage --
 (a kind of hedged investment meant to capture slight differences in price; when there is a difference in the 
price of something on two different markets the arbitrageur simultaneously buys at the lower price and sells
 at the higher price) 
                               => risk arbitrage, takeover arbitrage --
 (arbitrage involving risk; as in the simultaneous purchase of stock in a target company and sale of stock in 
its potential acquirer; if the takeover fails the arbitrageur may lose a great deal of money) 
                           => foreign direct investment --
 (investing in United States businesses by foreign citizens (often involves stock ownership of the business)) 
                           => leverage, leveraging --
 (investing with borrowed money as a way to amplify potential gains (at the risk of greater losses)) 
                       => flotation, floatation -- (financing a commercial enterprise by bond or stock shares) 
                       => banking --
 (transacting business with a bank; depositing or withdrawing funds or requesting a loan etc.) 
                           => home banking --
 (banking in which transactions are conducted by means of electronic communication (via telephone or com
puter)) 
                   => discount business -- (the business of selling merchandise at a discount) 
                   => real-estate business -- (the business of selling real estate) 
                   => advertising, publicizing -- (the business of drawing public attention to goods and services) 
                       => hard sell -- (forceful and insistent advertising) 
                       => soft sell -- (suggestive or persuasive advertising) 
                       => circularization, circularisation -- (circulating printed notices as a means of advertising) 
                   => publication, publishing -- (the business of publishing) 
                       => desktop publishing --
 ((computer science) the use of microcomputers with graphics capacity to produce printed materials) 
                       => republication, republishing -- (the act of publishing again) 
                       => contribution --
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 (a writing for publication especially one of a collection of writings as an article or story) 
                       => serialization, serialisation -- (publication in serial form) 
                   => printing -- (the business of printing) 
                       => gravure -- (intaglio printing) 
                           => photogravure, rotogravure -- (using photography to produce a plate for printing) 
                       => issue, publication -- (the act of issuing printed materials) 
                   => packaging --
 (the business of packaging; "the packaging of new ideas"; "packaging for transport") 
                       => meatpacking, meat packing, meat-packing business --
 (wholesale packaging of meat for future sale (including slaughtering and processing and distribution to reta
ilers)) 
                       => unitization, unitisation -- (the act of packaging cargo into unit loads) 
                   => agribusiness, agriculture, factory farm -- (a large-scale farming enterprise) 
                   => construction, building --
 (the commercial activity involved in constructing buildings; "their main business is home construction"; "
workers in the building trades") 
                       => jerry-building -- (construction of inferior buildings for a quick profit) 
                   => transportation, shipping, transport --
 (the commercial enterprise of transporting goods and materials) 
                       => air transportation, air transport -- (transportation by air) 
                       => navigation --
 (ship traffic; "the channel will be open to navigation as soon as the ice melts") 
                       => hauling, trucking, truckage -- (the activity of transporting goods by truck) 
                           => cartage, carting -- (the work of carting) 
                       => freight, freightage --
 (transporting goods commercially at rates cheaper than express rates) 
                       => express, expressage -- (rapid transport of goods) 
                       => ferry, ferrying -- (transport by boat or aircraft) 
                   => venture -- (a commercial undertaking that risks a loss but promises a profit) 
               => carriage trade -- (trade from upper-class customers) 
               => importing, importation --
 (the commercial activity of buying and bringing in goods from a foreign country) 
                   => smuggling -- (secretly importing prohibited goods or goods on which duty is due) 
                       => gunrunning --
 (the smuggling of guns and ammunition into a country secretly and illegally) 
               => exporting, exportation --
 (the commercial activity of selling and shipping goods to a foreign country) 
               => marketing --
 (the commercial processes involved in promoting and selling and distributing a product or service; "most c
ompanies have a manager in charge of marketing") 
                   => direct marketing --
 (marketing via a promotion delivered directly to the individual prospective customer) 
                   => distribution channel, channel --
 (a way of selling a company's product either directly or via distributors; "possible distribution channels are 
wholesalers or small retailers or retail chains or direct mailers or your own stores") 
               => distribution --
 (the commercial activity of transporting and selling goods from a producer to a consumer) 
               => selling, merchandising, marketing -- (the exchange of goods for an agreed sum of money) 
                   => bait and switch --
 (a deceptive way of selling that involves advertising a product at a very low price in order to attract custom
ers who are then persuaded to switch to a more expensive product) 
                   => private treaty --
 (a sale of property at a price agreed on by the seller and buyer without an intervening agency) 
                   => bootlegging --
 (the act of making of transporting alcoholic liquor for sale illegally; "the Prohibition amendment made boo
tlegging profitable") 
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                   => bootlegging --
 (the act of selling illegally or without permission; "the bootlegging of video tapes is common in the Orient"
) 
                   => capitalization, capitalisation -- (the sale of capital stock) 
                       => overcapitalization, overcapitalisation --
 ((business) too much capitalization (the sale of more stock than the business warrants)) 
                   => retail -- (the selling of goods to consumers; usually in small quantities and not for resale) 
                   => wholesale --
 (the selling of goods to merchants; usually in large quantities for resale to consumers) 
                   => sale --
 (a particular instance of selling; "he has just made his first sale"; "they had to complete the sale before the 
banks closed") 
                       => divestiture -- (the sale by a company of a product line or a subsidiary or a division) 
                   => syndication --
 (selling (an article or cartoon) for publication in many magazines or newspapers at the same time; "he recei
ved a comfortable income from the syndication of his work") 
                   => dumping -- (selling goods abroad at a price below that charged in the domestic market) 
                   => dutch auction -- (a method of selling in which the price is reduced until a buyer is found) 
                   => retailing -- (the activities involved in selling commodities directly to consumers) 
                   => telemarketing, teleselling, telecommerce --
 (the use of the telephone as an interactive medium for promotion and sales) 
                       => telephone order -- (receiving orders via telephone) 
                   => vending, peddling, hawking, vendition -- (the act of selling goods for a living) 
                   => resale -- (the selling of something purchased) 
                   => sale --
 (the general activity of selling; "they tried to boost sales"; "laws limit the sale of handguns") 
                       => auction, auction sale, vendue -- (the public sale of something to the highest bidder) 
                       => sell -- (the activity of persuading someone to buy; "it was a hard sell") 
               => traffic -- (buying and selling; especially illicit trade) 
                   => drug traffic, drug trafficking, narcotraffic -- (traffic in illegal drugs) 
                   => simony -- (traffic in ecclesiastical offices or preferments) 
                   => slave trade, slave traffic --
 (traffic in slaves; especially in Black Africans transported to America in the 16th to 19th centuries) 
               => payment, defrayal, defrayment -- (the act of paying money) 
                   => amortization, amortisation --
 (payment of an obligation in a series of installments or transfers) 
                   => fee splitting --
 (payment (usually by doctors or lawyers) of part of the fee in return for the referral) 
                   => overpayment -- (the act of paying too much) 
                   => prepayment -- (payment in advance) 
                   => ransom -- (payment for the release of someone) 
                   => refund, repayment -- (the act of returning money received previously) 
                   => remuneration --
 (the act of paying for goods or services or to recompense for losses; "adequate remuneration for his work") 
                   => rendering -- (giving in acknowledgment of obligation) 
                   => spending, disbursement, disbursal, outlay -- (the act of spending or disbursing money) 
                       => expending, expenditure -- (the act of spending money for goods or services) 
                       => deficit spending, compensatory spending, pump priming --
 (spending money raised by borrowing; used by governments to stimulate their economy) 
                   => tribute -- (payment by one nation for protection by another) 
                   => underpayment -- (the act of paying less than required) 
               => evasion, nonpayment --
 (the deliberate act of failing to pay money; "his evasion of all his creditors"; "he was indicted for nonpaym
ent") 
                   => tax evasion -- (the deliberate failure to pay taxes (usually by making a false report)) 
           => affairs --
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 (transactions of professional or public interest; "news of current affairs"; "great affairs of state") 
               => world affairs, international affairs --
 (affairs between nations; "you can't really keep up with world affairs by watching television") 
           => operations, trading operations --
 (financial transactions at a brokerage; having to do with the execution of trades and keeping customer reco
rds) 
           => transfer, transference -- (transferring ownership) 
               => alienation --
 ((law) the voluntary and absolute transfer of title and possession of real property from one person to anothe
r; "the power of alienation is an essential ingredient of ownership") 
               => conveyance, conveyance of title, conveyancing, conveying --
 (act of transferring property title from one person to another) 
                   => delivery, livery, legal transfer --
 (the voluntary transfer of something (title or possession) from one party to another) 
                       => surrender -- (the delivery of a principal into lawful custody) 
                           => extradition --
 (the surrender of an accused or convicted person by one state or country to another (usually under the provi
sions of a statute or treaty)) 
                       => bailment -- (the delivery of personal property in trust by the bailor to the bailee) 
               => quitclaim -- (act of transferring a title or right or claim to another) 
               => lend-lease, lease-lend --
 (the transfer of goods and services to an ally to aid in a common cause; "lend-
lease during World War II was extremely generous") 
               => secularization, secularisation -- (transfer of property from ecclesiastical to civil possession) 
           => exchange --
 (the act of giving something in return for something received; "deductible losses on sales or exchanges of p
roperty are allowable") 
               => logrolling --
 (act of exchanging favors for mutual gain; especially trading of influence or votes among legislators to gai
n passage of certain projects) 
           => deal, trade, business deal --
 (a particular instance of buying or selling; "it was a package deal"; "I had no further trade with him"; "he's 
a master of the business deal") 
               => arms deal -- (a deal to provide military arms) 
               => penny ante -- (a business deal on a trivial scale) 
           => downtick --
 (a transaction in the stock market at a price below the price of the preceding transaction) 
           => uptick -- (a transaction in the stock market at a price above the price of the preceding transaction) 
           => borrowing -- (obtaining funds from a lender) 
               => pawn -- (borrowing and leaving an article as security for repayment of the loan) 
           => rental, renting -- (the act of paying for the use of something (as an apartment or house or car)) 
           => Seward's Folly --
 (the transaction in 1867 in which the United States secretary of state William Henry Seward purchased Ala
ska from Russia) 
 
       => stampede --
 (a headlong rush of people on a common impulse; "when he shouted `fire' there was a stampede to the exit
s") 
SOCIAL CONTROL 
       => social control -- (control exerted (actively or passively) by group action) 
           => auto limitation -- (social control achieved as a manifestation of self-will or consent) 
           => sanction -- (a mechanism of social control for enforcing a society's standards) 
           => population control -- (control over the growth of population; a government program) 
           => government, governing, governance, government activity --
 (the act of governing; exercising authority; "regulations for the governing of state prisons"; "he had consid
erable experience of government") 
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               => misgovernment, misrule -- (government that is inefficient or dishonest) 
               => legislation, legislating, lawmaking -- (the act of making or enacting laws) 
                   => criminalization, criminalisation --
 (legislation that makes something illegal; "the criminalization of marijuana") 
                   => decriminalization, decriminalisation --
 (legislation that makes something legal that was formerly illegal) 
                   => enactment, passage -- (the passing of a law by a legislative body) 
               => trust busting --
 ((law) government activities seeking to dissolve corporate trusts and monopolies (especially under the Unit
ed States antitrust laws)) 
           => enforcement -- (the act of enforcing; insuring observance of or obedience to) 
               => coercion -- (the act of compelling by force of authority) 
                   => terrorism, act of terrorism, terrorist act --
 (the calculated use of violence (or threat of violence) against civilians in order to attain goals that are politi
cal or religious or ideological in nature; this is done through intimindation or coercion or instilling fear) 
                       => bioterrorism, biological terrorism -- (terrorism using the weapons of biological warfare) 
                       => chemical terrorism --
 (terrorism using the chemical agents of chemical warfare; can underminethe personal security of citizens; "
a good agent for chemical terrorism should be colorless and odorless and inexpensive and readily available 
and not detectable until symptoms are experienced") 
                       => cyber-terrorism, cyberwar -- (an assault on electronic communication networks) 
                       => domestic terrorism --
 (terrorism practiced in your own country against your own people; "the 1995 bombing of a federal buildin
g in Oklahoma City was an instance of domestic terrorism") 
                       => ecoterrorism, ecological terrorism, eco-warfare, ecological warfare --
 (violence carried out to further the political or social objectives of the environmentalists) 
                       => international terrorism --
 (terrorism practiced by a in a foreign country by terrorists who ae not native to that country) 
                       => narcoterrorism -- (the financing of terrorist activities by participation in the drug trade) 
                       => nuclear terrorism --
 (the use of a nuclear device by a terrorist organization to cause massive devastation or the use (or threat of 
use) of fissionable radioactive materials; "assaults on nuclear power plants is one form of nuclear terrorism
") 
                       => state-sponsored terrorism --
 (terrorism practiced by a government against its own people or in support of international terrorism) 
                       => theoterrorism -- (terrorism for a religious purpose) 
                       => terrorist attack --
 (a surprise attack involving the deliberate use of violence against civilians in the hope of attaining political 
or religious aims) 
                           => 9/11, 9-11, September 11, Sept. 11, Sep 11 --
 (the day in 2001 when Arab suicide bombers hijacked United States airliners and used them as bombs) 
               => execution, implementation, carrying out --
 (the act of accomplishing some aim or executing some order; "the agency was created for the implementati
on of the policy") 
               => imposition, infliction -- (the act of imposing something (as a tax or an embargo)) 
                   => protection, trade protection --
 (the imposition of duties or quotas on imports in order to protect domestic industry against foreign competi
tion; "he made trade protection a plank in the party platform") 
                   => regimentation -- (the imposition of order or discipline) 
                   => reimposition -- (imposition again) 
                   => taxation --
 (the imposition of taxes; the practice of the government in levying taxes on the subjects of a state) 
               => law enforcement -- (insuring obedience to the laws) 
                   => vigilantism -- (the actions of a vigilance committee in trying to enforce the laws) 
           => domination -- (social control by dominating) 
               => bossism -- (domination of a political organization by a party boss) 
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               => mastery, subordination -- (the act of mastering or subordinating someone) 
               => monopolization, monopolisation --
 (domination (of a market or commodity) to the exclusion of others) 
           => socialization, socialisation, acculturation, enculturation --
 (the adoption of the behavior patterns of the surrounding culture; "the socialization of children to the norm
s of their culture") 
               => cultivation -- (socialization through training and education) 
               => breeding, bringing up, fostering, fosterage, nurture, raising, rearing, upbringing --
 (raising someone to be an accepted member of the community; "they debated whether nature or nurture wa
s more important") 
           => duty, responsibility, obligation --
 (the social force that binds you to your obligations and the courses of action demanded by that force; "we 
must instill a sense of duty in our children"; "every right implies a responsibility; every opportunity, an obli
gation; every possession, a duty"- John D.Rockefeller Jr) 
               => job -- (the responsibility to do something; "it is their job to print the truth") 
               => guardianship, keeping, safekeeping --
 (the responsibility of a guardian or keeper; "he left his car in my keeping") 
                   => hands, custody --
 ((with `in') guardianship over; in divorce cases it is the right to house and care for and discipline a child; "
my fate is in your hands"; "too much power in the president's hands"; "your guests are now in my custody";
 "the mother was awarded custody of the children") 
               => moral obligation --
 (an obligation arising out of considerations of right and wrong; "he did it out of a feeling of moral obligatio
n") 
               => noblesse oblige --
 (the obligation of those of high rank to be honorable and generous (often used ironically)) 
               => burden of proof -- (the duty of proving a disputed charge) 
               => civic duty, civic responsibility -- (the responsibilities of a citizen) 
                   => jury duty -- (the civic duty to serve on a jury) 
               => filial duty -- (duty of a child to its parents) 
                   => obedience, respect --
 (behavior intended to please your parents; "their children were never very strong on obedience"; "he went t
o law school out of respect for his father's wishes") 
               => imperative -- (some duty that is essential and urgent) 
               => incumbency -- (a duty that is incumbent upon you) 
               => legal duty -- (acts which the law requires be done or forborne) 
                   => fiduciary duty -- (the legal duty of a fiduciary to act in the best interests of the beneficiary) 
               => line of duty -- (all that is normally required in some area of responsibility) 
               => white man's burden -- (the supposed responsibility of the white race to take of their non-
white subjects) 
               => prerequisite, requirement --
 (something that is required in advance; "Latin was a prerequisite for admission") 
                   => precondition -- (a condition that is a prerequisite) 
                   => academic requirement --
 (a requirement for admission to or completion of an academic program) 
                       => language requirement -- (a requirement that a student know certain languages) 
                   => essential condition, sine qua non -- (a prerequisite) 
               => requirement, demand --
 (required activity; "the requirements of his work affected his health"; "there were many demands on his ti
me") 
           => occupation, military control -- (the control of a country by military forces of a foreign power) 
           => management, direction --
 (the act of managing something; "he was given overall management of the program"; "is the direction of th
e economy a function of government?") 
               => conducting -- (the direction of an orchestra or choir; "he does not use a baton for conducting") 
               => database management -- (creation and maintenance of a database) 
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               => finance -- (the management of money and credit and banking and investments) 
                   => banking --
 (engaging in the business of banking; maintaining savings and checking accounts and issuing loans and cre
dit etc.) 
               => homemaking -- (the management of a household) 
               => misconduct -- (bad or dishonest management by persons supposed to act on another's behalf) 
               => mismanagement, misdirection --
 (management that is careless or inefficient; "he accomplished little due to the mismanagement of his energi
es") 
                   => screwup --
 (the complete mismanagement or mishandling of a situation; "a typical bureaucratic screwup") 
               => treatment, handling --
 (the management of someone or something; "the handling of prisoners"; "the treatment of water sewage"; "
the right to equal treatment in the criminal justice system") 
                   => bioremediation --
 (the act of treating waste or pollutants by the use of microorganisms (as bacteria) that can break down the 
undesirable substances) 
                   => dealing -- (method or manner of conduct in relation to others; "honest dealing") 
                   => short shrift -- (brief and unsympathetic treatment) 
               => supervision, supervising, superintendence, oversight --
 (management by overseeing the performance or operation of a person or group) 
                   => invigilation -- (keeping watch over examination candidates to prevent cheating) 
               => administration, disposal -- (a method of tending to (especially business) matters) 
                   => line management --
 (administration of the line functions of an organization; administration of activities contributing directly to 
the organization's output) 
                   => justice, judicature --
 (the administration of law; the act of determining rights and assigning rewards or punishments; "justice def
erred is justice denied") 
                   => conducting -- (the way of administering a business) 
                   => organization, organisation -- (the act of organizing a business or business-
related activity; "he was brought in to supervise the organization of a new department") 
                       => rationalization, rationalisation --
 (the organization of a business according to scientific principles of management in order to increase efficie
ncy) 
                       => reorganization, reorganisation, shake-up, shakeup --
 (the act of imposing a new organization; organizing differently (often involving extensive and drastic chan
ges); "a committee was appointed to oversee the reorganization of the curriculum"; "top officials were force
d out in the cabinet shakeup") 
                       => self-organization, self-organisation --
 (organizing yourself (especially organizing your own labor union)) 
                       => syndication -- (organizing into or administering as a syndicate) 
                   => running --
 (the act of administering or being in charge of something; "he has responsibility for the running of two co
mpanies at the same time") 
                       => administrivia --
 (the tiresome but essential details that must be taken care of and tasks that must be performed in running a
n organization; "he sets policy and leaves all the administrivia to his assistant") 
                   => polity --
 (shrewd or crafty management of public affairs; "we was innocent of stratagems and polity") 
               => authorization, authorisation, empowerment --
 (the act of conferring legality or sanction or formal warrant) 
                   => sanction -- (the act of final authorization; "it had the sanction of the church") 
                       => benefit of clergy --
 (sanction by a religious rite; "they are living together without benefit of clergy") 
                       => name -- (by the sanction or authority of; "halt in the name of the law") 
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                       => nihil obstat -- (authoritative approval) 
                   => license, permission, permit -- (the act of giving a formal (usually written) authorization) 
                       => clearance -- (permission to proceed; "the plane was given clearance to land") 
                       => conge -- (formal permission to depart; "he gave me his conge") 
                       => allowance --
 (the act of allowing; "He objected to the allowance of smoking in the diningroom") 
                           => tolerance -- (the act of tolerating something) 
                               => lenience, leniency --
 (lightening a penalty or excusing from a chore by judges or parents or teachers) 
                                   => clemency, mercifulness, mercy --
 (leniency and compassion shown toward offenders by a person or agency charged with administering justic
e; "he threw himself on the mercy of the court") 
                                       => commutation, re-sentencing --
 ((law) the reduction in severity of a punishment imposed by law) 
                                       => amnesty, pardon, free pardon -- (the formal act of liberating someone) 
                                       => reprieve, respite -- (the act of reprieving; postponing or remitting punishment) 
                       => dispensation -- (an exemption from some rule or obligation) 
                       => toleration --
 (official recognition of the right of individuals to hold dissenting opinions (especially in religion)) 
                   => certification, enfranchisement -- (the act of certifying or bestowing a franchise on) 
                       => accreditation --
 (the act of granting credit or recognition (especially with respect to educational institution that maintains s
uitable standards); "a commission is responsible for the accreditation of medical schools") 
                   => commission, commissioning -- (the act of granting authority to undertake certain functions) 
                       => mandate --
 (the commission that is given to a government and its policies through an electoral victory) 
                   => delegating, delegation, relegating, relegation, deputation --
 (authorizing subordinates to make certain decisions) 
                       => devolution, devolvement --
 (the delegation of authority (especially from a central to a regional government)) 
                   => loan approval -- (formal authorization to get a loan (usually from a bank)) 
                   => rubber stamp -- (routine authorization of an action without questions) 
               => disenfranchisement -- (the act of withdrawing certification or terminating a franchise) 
               => channelization, channelisation, canalization, canalisation --
 (management through specified channels of communication) 
               => guidance, steering -- (the act of guiding or showing the way) 
           => privation, deprivation --
 (act of depriving someone of food or money or rights; "nutritional privation"; "deprivation of civil rights") 
               => pauperization, pauperisation, impoverishment -- (the act of making someone poor) 
               => starvation, starving --
 (the act of depriving of food or subjecting to famine; "the beseigers used starvation to induce surrender"; "t
hey were charged with the starvation of children in their care") 
           => appeasement, calming -- (the act of appeasing (as by acceding to the demonds of)) 
               => pacification, mollification --
 (the act of appeasing someone or causing someone to be more favorably inclined; "a wonderful skill in the 
pacification of crying infants"; "his unsuccessful mollification of the mob") 
               => placation, conciliation, propitiation --
 (the act of placating and overcoming distrust and animosity) 
           => nationalization, nationalisation, communization, communisation --
 (changing something from private to state ownership or control) 
           => denationalization, denationalisation --
 (changing something from state to private ownership or control) 
           => detribalization, detribalisation --
 (the act of causing tribal people to abandon their customs and adopt urban ways of living) 
           => discrimination, favoritism, favouritism --
 (unfair treatment of a person or group on the basis of prejudice) 
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               => ableism, ablism, able-bodiedism, able-bodism -- (discrimination in favor of the able-bodied) 
               => ageism, agism -- (discrimination against middle-aged and elderly people) 
               => cronyism --
 (favoritism shown to friends and associates (as by appointing them to positions without regard for their qua
lifications)) 
               => fattism, fatism -- (discrimination against people who are overweight) 
               => heterosexism -- (discrimination in favor of heterosexual and against homosexual people) 
               => nepotism --
 (favoritism shown to relatives or close friends by those in power (as by giving them jobs)) 
               => racism, racialism, racial discrimination --
 (discriminatory or abusive behavior towards members of another race) 
                   => racial profiling --
 (a form of racism consisting of the (alleged) policy of policemen who stop and search vehicles driven by p
ersons belonging to particular racial groups) 
               => sexism -- (discriminatory or abusive behavior towards members of the opposite sex) 
                   => male chauvinism, chauvinism, antifeminism --
 (activity indicative of belief in the superiority of men over women) 
                   => sexual discrimination --
 (discrimination (usually in employment) that excludes one sex (usually women) to the benefit of the other 
sex) 
           => patronage --
 ((politics) granting favors or giving contracts or making appointments to office in return for political suppo
rt) 
               => nomenklatura --
 (the system of patronage in Communist countries; controlled by committees in the Communist Party) 
           => mobilization, mobilisation, militarization, militarisation --
 (act of assembling and putting into readiness for war or other emergency: "mobilization of the troops") 
               => arming, armament, equipping -- (the act of equiping with weapons in preparation for war) 
                   => outfitting -- (the act of renovating and fitting out a ship) 
                       => refit -- (outfitting a ship again (by repairing or replacing parts)) 
                   => rearmament --
 (the act of arming again; "he opposed the rearmament of Japan after World War II") 
               => conscription, muster, draft, selective service -- (compulsory military service) 
                   => levy, levy en masse -- (the act of drafting into military service) 
               => remilitarization, remilitarisation -- (the act of militarizing again) 
           => demobilization, demobilisation --
 (act of changing from a war basis to a peace basis including disbanding or discharging troops; "demobiliza
tion of factories"; "immediate demobilization of the reserves") 
               => disarming, disarmament --
 (act of reducing or depriving of arms; "the disarmament of the aggressor nations must be complete") 
           => standardization, standardisation, normalization, normalisation --
 (the imposition of standards or regulations; "a committee was appointed to recommend terminological stan
dardization") 
               => stabilization, stabilisation --
 (the act of stabilizing something or making it more stable; "he worked for price stabilization for farm prod
ucts"; "wage stabilization is necessary for industrial peace"; "stabilization means that the product can be ha
ndled under atmospheric conditions") 
                   => equilibration -- (stabilization by bringing into equilibrium) 
               => stylization, stylisation -- (the act of stylizing; causing to conform to a particular style) 
                   => conventionalization, conventionalisation --
 (the act of conventionalizing; conforming to a conventional style) 
           => punishment, penalty, penalization, penalisation -- (the act of punishing) 
               => castigation, chastisement -- (verbal punishment) 
               => corporal punishment --
 (the infliction of physical injury on someone convicted of committing a crime) 
                   => beating, thrashing, licking, drubbing, lacing, trouncing, whacking --
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 (the act of inflicting corporal punishment with repeated blows) 
                       => whipping, tanning, flogging, lashing, flagellation --
 (beating with a whip or strap or rope as a form of punishment) 
                           => self-flagellation -- (self-punishment inflicted by whipping) 
                           => horsewhipping --
 (the act of whipping with a horsewhip; "that villain needs a good horsewhipping") 
                   => electric shock -- (the use of electric shock as a form of punishment) 
                   => execution, executing, capital punishment, death penalty --
 (putting a condemned person to death) 
                       => burning, burning at the stake -- (execution by fire) 
                           => auto-da-fe -- (the burning to death of heretics (as during the Spanish Inquisition)) 
                       => hanging --
 (a form of capital punishment; victim is suspended by the neck from a gallows or gibbet until dead; "in tho
se days the hanging of criminals was a public entertainment") 
                       => electrocution, burning -- (execution by electricity) 
                       => decapitation, beheading -- (execution by cutting off the victim's head) 
                       => crucifixion --
 (the act of executing by a method widespread in the ancient world; the victim's hands and feet are bound or
 nailed to a cross) 
                   => gauntlet, gantlet --
 (a form of punishment in which a person is forced to run between two lines of men facing each other and a
rmed with clubs or whips to beat the victim) 
                   => kick in the butt -- (punishment inflicted by kicking the victim in the behind) 
                   => stoning, lapidation --
 (pelting with stones; punishment inflicted by throwing stones at the victim (even unto death)) 
               => cruel and unusual punishment --
 (punishment prohibited by the 8th amendment to the U.S. constitution; includes torture or degradation or p
unishment too severe for the crime committed) 
               => detention --
 (a punishment in which a student must stay at school after others have gone home; "the detention of tardy 
pupils") 
               => discipline, correction --
 (the act of punishing; "the offenders deserved the harsh discipline they received") 
                   => spanking -- (the act of slapping on the buttocks; "he gave the brat a good spanking") 
               => economic strangulation --
 (punishment of a group by cutting off commercial dealings with them; "the economic strangulation of the J
ews by the Nazi Party") 
               => imprisonment -- (putting someone in prison or in jail as lawful punishment) 
               => music, medicine --
 (punishment for one's actions; "you have to face the music"; "take your medicine") 
               => self-punishment -- (punishment inflicted on yourself) 
                   => self-flagellation -- (self-punishment inflicted by whipping) 
               => stick -- (threat of a penalty; "the policy so far is all stick and no carrot") 
               => penance, self-mortification, self-abasement -- (voluntary self-
punishment in order to atone for some wrongdoing) 
           => corrections --
 (the social control of offenders through a system of imprisonment and rehabilitation and probation and par
ole) 
 
       => coup d'etat, coup, putsch, takeover --
 (a sudden and decisive change of government illegally or by force) 
           => countercoup --
 (a sudden and decisive overthrow of a government that gained power by a coup d'etat) 
           => Russian Revolution, October Revolution --
 (the coup d'etat by the Bolsheviks under Lenin in November 1917 that led to a period of civil war which en
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ded in victory for the Bolsheviks in 1922) 
 
       => internationalization, internationalisation --
 (the act of bringing something under international control) 
       => nationalization, nationalisation -- (the action of forming or becoming a nation) 
       => exchange --
 (the act of changing one thing for another thing; "Adam was promised immortality in exchange for his diso
bedience"; "there was an exchange of prisoners") 
           => tradeoff, trade-off --
 (an exchange that occurs as a compromise; "I faced a tradeoff between eating and buying my medicine") 
       => rally, exchange --
 ((sports) an unbroken sequence of several successive strokes; "after a short rally Connors won the point") 
 
       => submission, compliance -- (the act of submitting; usually surrendering power to another) 
           => obedience, obeisance --
 (the act of obeying; dutiful or submissive behavior with respect to another person) 
               => truckling --
 (the act of obeying meanly (especially obeying in a humble manner or for unworthy reasons)) 
           => prostration -- (abject submission; the emotional equivalent of prostrating your body) 
 
       => competition, contention, rivalry --
 (the act of competing as for profit or a prize; "the teams were in fierce contention for first place") 
           => contest -- (a struggle between rivals) 
               => battle of wits -- (a contest in which intelligence rather than violence is used) 
               => bidding contest -- (a series of competing bids) 
               => popularity contest -- (competition (real or figurative) for popular support) 
 
       => resistance -- (group action in opposition to those in power) 
           => confrontation, opposition --
 (the act of opposing groups confronting each other; "the government was not ready for a confrontation wit
h the unions"; "the invaders encountered stiff opposition") 
               => strikebreaking -- (confrontational activities intended to break up a strike by workers) 
           => sales resistance -- (resistance by potential customers to aggressive selling practices) 
           => defiance -- (a defiant act) 
           => dispute, contravention -- (coming into conflict with) 
           => obstructionism -- (deliberate interference) 
           => protest, objection, dissent --
 (the act of protesting; a public (often organized) manifestation of dissent) 
               => boycott --
 (a group's refusal to have commercial dealings with some organization in protest against its policies) 
               => direct action -- (a protest action by labor or minority groups to obtain their demands) 
                   => civil disobedience --
 (a group's refusal to obey a law because they believe the law is immoral (as in protest against discriminatio
n); "Thoreau wrote a famous essay justifying civil disobedience") 
                       => sit-in --
 (a form of civil disobedience in which demonstrators occupy seats and refuse to move) 
                       => protest march --
 (occasion when you can express opposition by marching (usually on some government institution) without 
a license) 
                           => peace march -- (a protest march against (a particular) war and in favor of peace) 
                   => job action --
 (a temporary action by workers to protest management decision or to make demands) 
                       => go-slow --
 (a form of protest by workers in which they deliberately slow down in order to cause problem from their e
mployers) 
                       => work to rule --
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 (a job action in which workers cause a slowdown by doing only the minimum amount required by the rules
 of the workplace) 
                       => strike, work stoppage --
 (a group's refusal to work in protest against low pay or bad work conditions; "the strike lasted more than a 
month before it was settled") 
                           => sit-down, sit-down strike --
 (a strike in which workers refuse to leave the workplace until a settlement is reached) 
                           => sympathy strike, sympathetic strike --
 (a strike in support of other workers who are on strike; a strike not resulting from direct grievances against 
the workers' employer) 
                           => walkout -- (a strike in which the workers walk out) 
                           => wildcat strike --
 (a strike undertaken by workers without approval from the officials of their union) 
                   => passive resistance, nonviolent resistance, nonviolence --
 (peaceful resistance to a government by fasting or refusing to cooperate) 
                       => hunger strike -- (a voluntary fast undertaken as a means of protest) 
                       => Satyagraha --
 (the form of nonviolent resistance initiated in India by Mahatma Gandhi in order to oppose British rule and
 to hasten political reforms) 
                   => recusancy --
 (refusal to submit to established authority; originally the refusal of Roman Catholics to attend services of t
he Church of England) 
               => demonstration, manifestation --
 (a public display of group feelings (usually of a political nature); "there were violent demonstrations agains
t the war") 
                   => Boston Tea Party --
 (demonstration (1773) by citizens of Boston who (disguised as Indians) raided three British ships in Bosto
n harbor and dumped hundreds of chests of tea into the harbor; organized as a protest against taxes on tea) 
                   => work-in --
 (occasion when workers continue to work as a protest against e.g. proposed dismissal or closure of the fact
ory) 
                   => protest march --
 (occasion when you can express opposition by marching (usually on some government institution) without 
a license) 
                       => peace march -- (a protest march against (a particular) war and in favor of peace) 
               => walkout --
 (the act of walking out (of a meeting or organization) as a sign of protest; "there was a walkout by the Blac
k members as the chairman rose to speak") 
           => rebellion --
 (refusal to accept some authority or code or convention; "each generation must have its own rebellion"; "hi
s body was in rebellion against fatigue") 
           => insubordination, rebelliousness -- (an insubordinate act) 
               => contumacy -- (obstinate rebelliousness and insubordination; resistance to authority) 
               => disobedience, noncompliance -- (the failure to obey) 
                   => contempt --
 (a willful disobedience to or disrespect for the authority of a court or legislative body) 
                       => contempt of Congress --
 (deliberate obstruction of the operation of the federal legislative branch) 
                       => contempt of court -- (disrespect for the rules of a court of law) 
                           => civil contempt -- (a failure to follow a court order that benefits someone else) 
                           => criminal contempt -- (an act of disrespect that impedes the administration of justice) 
                   => contumacy --
 (willful refusal to appear before a court or comply with a court order; can result in a finding of contempt of
 court) 
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       => nonresistance -- (group refusal to resort to violence even in defense against violence) 
DUE PROCESS OF LAW 
       => due process, due process of law --
 ((law) the administration of justice according to established rules and principles; based on the principle tha
t a person cannot be deprived of life or liberty or property without appropriate legal procedures and safegua
rds) 
           => proceeding, legal proceeding, proceedings --
 ((law) the institution of a sequence of steps by which legal judgments are invoked) 
               => foreclosure --
 (the legal proceedings initiated by a creditor to repossess the collateral for loan that is in default) 
               => intervention --
 ((law) a proceeding that permits a person to enter into a lawsuit already in progress; admission of person n
ot an original party to the suit so that person can protect some right or interest that is allegedly affected by t
he proceedings; "the purpose of intervention is to prevent unnecessary duplication of lawsuits") 
               => procedure -- (a mode of conducting legal and parliamentary proceedings) 
                   => bureaucratic procedure, red tape -- (needlessly time-consuming procedure) 
                   => objection --
 ((law) a procedure whereby a party to a suit says that a particular line of questioning or a particular witness
 or a piece of evidence or other matter is improper and should not be continued and asks the court to rule on
 its impropriety or illegality) 
                       => recusation --
 ((law) an objection grounded on the judge's relationship to one of the parties) 
               => legal action, action, action at law --
 (a judicial proceeding brought by one party against another; one party prosecutes another for a wrong done
 or for protection of a right or for prevention of a wrong) 
                   => antitrust case --
 (a legal action brought against parties who are charged with limiting free competition in the market place) 
                   => civil action --
 (legal action to protect a private civil right or to compel a civil remedy (as distinguished from criminal pros
ecution)) 
                   => counterclaim -- (a claim filed in opposition to another claim in a legal action) 
                   => custody case --
 (a legal action to determine custody (usually of children following a divorce)) 
                   => lis pendens -- (a pending lawsuit) 
                   => prosecution, criminal prosecution --
 (the institution and conduct of legal proceedings against a defendant for criminal behavior) 
                       => double jeopardy --
 (the prosecution of a defendant for a criminal offense for which he has already been tried; prohibited in the
 fifth amendment to the United States Constitution) 
                   => test case, test suit --
 (a representative legal action whose outcome is likely to become a precedent) 
               => lawsuit, suit, case, cause, causa --
 (a comprehensive term for any proceeding in a court of law whereby an individual seeks a legal remedy; "t
he family brought suit against the landlord") 
                   => civil suit -- (a lawsuit alleging violations of civil law by the defendant) 
                   => class action, class-action suit --
 (a lawsuit brought by a representative member of a large group of people on behalf of all members of the g
roup) 
                   => countersuit -- (a suit brought against someone who has sued you) 
                   => criminal suit -- (a lawsuit alleging violations of criminal law by the defendant) 
                   => moot --
 (a hypothetical case that law students argue as an exercise; "he organized the weekly moot") 
                   => paternity suit, bastardy proceeding --
 (a lawsuit filed to determine the father of a child born out of wedlock (and to provide for the support of the
 child once paternity is determined)) 
               => adoption -- (a legal proceeding that creates a parent-
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child relation between persons not related by blood; the adopted child is entitled to all privileges belonging 
to a natural child of the adoptive parents (including the right to inherit)) 
               => appeal --
 ((law) a legal proceeding in which the appellant resorts to a higher court for the purpose of obtaining a revi
ew of a lower court decision and a reversal of the lower court's judgment or the granting of a new trial; "the
ir appeal was denied in the superior court") 
               => bankruptcy --
 (a legal process intended to insure equality among the creditors of a corporation declared in bankruptcy) 
               => receivership --
 (a court action that places property under the control of a receiver during litigation so that it can be preserv
ed for the benefit of all) 
               => litigation, judicial proceeding --
 (a legal proceeding in a court; a judicial contest to determine and enforce legal rights) 
                   => custody battle -- (litigation to settle custody of the children of a divorced couple) 
                   => vexatious litigation --
 (litigation shown to have been instituted maliciously and without probable cause; "he got an injunction aga
inst vexatious litigation by his enemies") 
               => naturalization, naturalisation -- (the proceeding whereby a foreigner is granted citizenship) 
               => trial --
 ((law) legal proceedings consisting of the judicial examination of issues by a competent tribunal; "most of 
these complaints are settled before they go to trial") 
                   => mistrial -- (a trial that is invalid or inconclusive) 
                   => retrial --
 (a new trial in which issues already litigated and to which the court has already rendered a verdict or decisi
on are reexamined by the same court; occurs when the initial trial is found to have been improper or unfair 
due to procedural errors) 
               => trial --
 ((law) the determination of a person's innocence or guilt by due process of law; "he had a fair trial and the j
ury found him guilty") 
                   => court-martial -- (a trial by court martial) 
                   => ordeal, trial by ordeal --
 (a primitive method of determining a person's guilt or innocence by subjecting the accused person to dange
rous or painful tests believed to be under divine control; escape was usually taken as a sign of innocence) 
                   => Scopes trial --
 (a highly publicized trial in 1925 when John Thomas Scopes violated a Tennessee state law by teaching ev
olution in high school; Scopes was prosecuted by William Jennings Bryan and defended by Clarence Darro
w; Scopes was convicted but the verdict was later reversed) 
                   => show trial --
 (a trial held for show; the guilt of the accused person has been decided in advance) 
               => review --
 ((law) a judicial reexamination of the proceedings of a court (especially by an appellate court)) 
                   => bill of review --
 (a proceeding brought to obtain an explanation or an alteration or a reversal of a decree by the court that re
ndered it) 
                   => judicial review --
 (review by a court of law of actions of a government official or entity or of some other legally appointed p
erson or body or the review by an appellate court of the decision of a trial court) 
               => hearing --
 ((law) a proceeding (usually by a court) where evidence is taken for the purpose of determining an issue of
 fact and reaching a decision based on that evidence) 
                   => administrative hearing --
 (a hearing that takes place outside the judicial process before hearing examiners who have been granted ju
dicial authority specifically for the purpose of conducting such hearings) 
                   => competence hearing --
 (a hearing to determine legal capacity (to determine whether the defendant can understand the charges and 
cooperate with a lawyer in preparing a defense)) 
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                   => fair hearing --
 (a hearing that is granted in extraordinary situations where the normal judicial process would be inadequat
e to secure due process because the person would be harmed or denied their rights before a judicial remedy 
became available (as in deportation or loss of welfare benefits)) 
                   => quo warranto --
 (a hearing to determine by what authority someone has an office or franchise or liberty) 
           => presentment, notification -- (an accusation of crime made by a grand jury on its own initiative) 
           => judgment, judgement, judicial decision --
 ((law) the determination by a court of competent jurisdiction on matters submitted to it) 
               => reversal --
 (a judgment by a higher court that the judgment of a lower court was incorrect and should be set aside) 
               => affirmation --
 (a judgment by a higher court that the judgment of a lower court was correct and should stand) 
               => confession of judgment, confession of judgement, cognovit judgment, cognovit judgement --
 (a judgment entered after a written confession by the debtor without the expense of ordinary legal proceedi
ngs) 
               => default judgment, default judgement, judgment by default, judgement by default --
 (a judgment entered in favor of the plaintiff when the defendant defaults (fails to appear in court)) 
               => non prosequitur, non pros --
 (a judgment entered in favor of the defendant when the plaintiff has not continued his action (e.g., has not 
appeared in court)) 
               => final judgment, final decision --
 (a judgment disposing of the case before the court; after the judgment (or an appeal from it) is rendered all 
that remains is to enforce the judgment) 
                   => conviction, judgment of conviction, condemnation, sentence --
 ((criminal law) a final judgment of guilty in a criminal case and the punishment that is imposed; "the convi
ction came as no surprise") 
                       => murder conviction -- (conviction for murder) 
                       => rape conviction -- (conviction for rape) 
                       => robbery conviction -- (conviction for robbery) 
                   => acquittal -- (a judgment of not guilty) 
               => judgment in personam, judgement in personam, personal judgment, personal judgement --
 (a judgment rendered against an individual (or corporation) for the payment of money damages) 
               => judgment in rem, judgement in rem --
 (a judgment pronounced on the status of some particular subject or property or thing (as opposed to one pr
onounced on persons)) 
               => judgment of dismissal, judgement of dismissal, dismissal --
 (a judgment disposing of the matter without a trial) 
               => judgment on the merits, judgement on the merits --
 (judgment rendered through analysis and adjudication of the factual issues presented) 
               => summary judgment, summary judgement, judgment on the pleadings, judgement on the pleadi
ngs --
 (a judgment rendered by the court prior to a verdict because no material issue of fact exists and one party o
r the other is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law) 
               => arbitration, arbitrament, arbitrement --
 (the act of deciding as an arbiter; giving authoritative judgment; "they submitted their disagreement to arbit
ration") 
               => opinion, ruling -- (the reason for a court's judgment (as opposed to the decision itself)) 
                   => Bakke decision --
 (a ruling by the Supreme Court on affirmative action; the Court ruled in 1978 that medical schools are entit
led to consider race as a factor in their admission policy) 
                   => fatwa -- (a ruling on a point of Islamic law that is given by a recognized authority) 
               => finding -- (the decision of a court on issues of fact or law) 
                   => verdict, finding of fact --
 ((law) the findings of a jury on issues of fact submitted to it for decision; can be used in formulating a judg
ment) 
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                       => compromise verdict --
 (a verdict resulting from improper compromises between jurors on material issues) 
                           => quotient verdict -- (an improper and unacceptable kind of compromise verdict) 
                       => directed verdict --
 (a verdict entered by the court in a jury trial without consideration by the jury; there cannot be a directed v
erdict of guilty in a criminal trial) 
                       => false verdict -- (a manifestly unjust verdict; not true to the evidence) 
                       => general verdict --
 (an ordinary verdict declaring which party prevails without any special findings of fact) 
                       => partial verdict --
 ((criminal law) a finding that the defendant is guilty of some charges but innocent of others) 
                       => special verdict --
 (a verdict rendered on certain specific factual issues posed by the court without finding for one party or the
 other) 
                   => finding of law, conclusion of law --
 (a finding as to the applicability of a rule of law to particular facts) 
           => eviction, dispossession, legal ouster --
 (the expulsion of someone (such as a tenant) from the possession of land by process of law) 
               => ouster -- (a wrongful dispossession) 
               => actual eviction --
 (the physical ouster of a tenant from the leased premises; the tenant is relieved of any further duty to pay re
nt) 
               => retaliatory eviction -- (an eviction in reprisal for the tenant's good-
faith complaints against the landlord; illegal in many states) 
           => plea -- (an answer indicating why a suit should be dismissed) 
           => defense, defence, denial, demurrer --
 (a defendant's answer or plea denying the truth of the charges against him; "he gave evidence for the defen
se") 
               => entrapment --
 (a defense that claims the defendant would not have broken the law if not tricked into doing it by law enfor
cement officials) 
 
       => action --
 (an act by a government body or supranational organization; "recent federal action undermined the segrega
tionist position"; "the United Nations must have the power to propose and organize action without being ho
bbled by irrelevant issues"; "the Union action of emancipating Southern slaves") 
 
       => legalization, legalisation, legitimation -- (the act of making lawful) 
 
       => separation -- (the social act of separating or parting company; "the separation of church and state") 
           => divorce, divorcement -- (the legal dissolution of a marriage) 
           => seclusion -- (the act of secluding yourself from others) 
               => cocooning -- (retreating to the seclusion of your home (as for privacy or escape)) 
           => isolation, closing off -- (the act of isolating something; setting something apart from others) 
               => quarantine -- (isolation to prevent the spread of infectious disease) 
           => segregation, sequestration -- (the act of segregating or sequestering; "sequestration of the jury") 
 
       => integration, integrating, desegregation --
 (the action of incorporating a racial or religious group into a community) 
 
       => cooperation --
 (joint operation or action; "their cooperation with us was essential for the success of our mission") 
           => teamwork -- (cooperative work done by a team) 
           => conformity, conformation, compliance, abidance --
 (acting according to certain accepted standards) 
               => formality -- (compliance with formal rules) 
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                   => politeness, civility -- (the act of showing regard for others) 
                       => courtesy -- (a courteous or respectful or considerate act) 
                           => attention --
 (a courteous act indicating affection; "she tried to win his heart with her many attentions") 
                           => gallantry -- (polite attentiveness to women) 
                       => deference, respect --
 (a courteous expression (by word or deed) of esteem or regard; "his deference to her wishes was very flatte
ring"; "be sure to give my respects to the dean") 
                           => court, homage -- (respectful deference; "pay court to the emperor") 
                           => last respects --
 (the act of expressing respect for someone who has died; "he paid his last respects by standing quietly at th
e graveside") 
                           => props --
 (proper respect; "I have to give my props to the governor for the way he handled the problem") 
                       => devoir -- (formal expression of respect) 
               => line -- (acting in conformity; "in line with"; "he got out of line"; "toe the line") 
               => honoring, observance -- (conformity with law or custom or practice etc.) 
                   => punctilio -- (strict observance of formalities) 
               => keeping -- (conformity or harmony; "his behavior was not in keeping with the occasion") 
           => collaboration, coaction --
 (act of working jointly; "they worked either in collaboration or independently") 
           => collaboration, collaborationism, quislingism --
 (act of cooperating traitorously with an enemy that is occupying your country) 
           => compromise, via media -- (a middle way between two extremes) 
           => concurrence -- (acting together as of agents or circumstances or events) 
           => reconciliation, rapprochement -- (the reestablishing of cordial relations) 
           => selflessness, self-sacrifice --
 (acting with less concern for yourself than for the success of the joint activity) 
               => abnegation, self-abnegation, denial, self-denial, self-renunciation --
 (renunciation of your own interests in favor of the interests of others) 
           => commitment, allegiance, loyalty, dedication --
 (the act of binding yourself (intellectually or emotionally) to a course of action; "his long commitment to p
ublic service"; "they felt no loyalty to a losing team") 
               => communalism --
 (loyalty and commitment to the interests of your own minority or ethnic group rather than to society as a w
hole) 
               => consecration --
 (a solemn commitment of your life or your time to some cherished purpose (to a service or a goal); "his co
nsecration to study") 
               => devotion -- (commitment to some purpose; "the devotion of his time and wealth to science") 
                   => cultism -- (devotion to the doctrine or a cult or to the practices of a cult) 
                   => fetish, fetich --
 (excessive or irrational devotion to some activity; "made a fetish of cleanliness") 
                   => party spirit -- (devotion to a political party) 
               => faith --
 (loyalty or allegiance to a cause or a person; "keep the faith"; "they broke faith with their investors") 
           => representation --
 (the act of representing; standing in for someone or some group and speaking with authority in their behalf
) 
               => proportional representation -- (representation of all parties in proportion to their popular vote) 
 
       => brainstorming -- (a group problem-
solving technique in which members sit around a let fly with ideas and possible solutions to the problem) 
 
       => assembly, assemblage, gathering --
 (the social act of assembling; "they demanded the right of assembly") 
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           => mobilization, mobilisation --
 (act of marshaling and organizing and making ready for use or action; "mobilization of the country's econo
mic resources") 
               => economic mobilization, economic mobilisation -- (mobilization of the economy) 
               => rallying --
 (the act of mobilizing for a common purpose; "the bell was a signal for the rallying of the whole neighborh
ood") 
           => convocation, calling together -- (the act of convoking) 
           => meeting, coming together --
 (the social act of assembling for some common purpose; "his meeting with the salesmen was the high point
 of his day") 
               => rendezvous -- (a meeting planned at a certain time and place) 
                   => assignation, tryst -- (a secret rendezvous (especially between lovers)) 
               => session -- (a meeting devoted to a particular activity; "a filming session"; "a gossip session") 
                   => course session, class period, recitation --
 (a regularly scheduled session as part of a course of study) 
               => socialization, socialisation, socializing, socialising --
 (the act of meeting for social purposes; "there was too much socialization with the enlisted men") 
               => visit -- (the act of going to see some person in a professional capacity; "a visit to the dentist") 
               => visit -- (the act of visiting in an official capacity (as for an inspection)) 
               => visit --
 (the act of going to see some person or place or thing for a short time; "he dropped by for a visit") 
                   => visitation --
 (an official visit for inspection or supervision; "the commissioner made visitations to all the precinct statio
ns"; "the recent visitation of the bishop to his diocese") 
                   => site visit --
 (a visit in an official capacity to examine a site to determine its suitability for some enterprise) 
                   => call --
 (brief visit in an official or professional capacity; "the pastor's visits to his parishioners"; "a visit to a dentis
t"; "the salesman's call on a customer") 
                       => round --
 ((often plural) a series of professional calls (usually in a set order); "the doctor goes on his rounds first thin
g every morning"; "the postman's rounds"; "we enjoyed our round of the local bars") 
                   => call --
 (a brief social visit; "senior professors' wives no longer make afternoon calls on newcomers") 
                   => visiting -- (the activity of making visits; "visiting with the neighbors filled her afternoons") 
           => congregation, congregating -- (the act of congregating) 
           => convention, convening -- (the act of convening) 
           => concentration -- (bringing together military forces) 
 
       => attendance, attending -- (the act of being present (at a meeting or event etc.)) 
           => appearance, appearing, coming into court --
 (formal attendance (in court or at a hearing) of a party in an action) 
           => presence -- (the act of being present) 
           => turnout --
 (attendance for a particular event or purpose (as to vote in an election); "the turnout for the rally") 
 
       => nonattendance -- (the failure to attend) 
           => nonappearance -- (failure to appear (especially as at court)) 
           => absence -- (failure to be present) 
               => cut --
 (an unexcused absence from class; "he was punished for taking too many cuts in his math class") 
               => default -- (loss due to not showing up; "he lost the game by default") 
               => absenteeism -- (habitual absence from work) 
           => truancy, hooky -- (failure to attend (especially school)) 
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       => return, paying back, getting even --
 (a reciprocal group action; "in return we gave them as good as we got") 
           => requital -- (an act of requiting; returning in kind) 
           => retaliation, revenge -- (action taken in return for an injury or offense) 
               => vengeance, retribution, payback --
 (the act of taking revenge (harming someone in retaliation for something harmful that they have done) espe
cially in the next life; "Vengeance is mine; I will repay, saith the Lord"--
Romans 12:19; "For vengeance I would do nothing. This nation is too great to look for mere revenge"--
James Garfield; "he swore vengeance on the man who betrayed him"; "the swiftness of divine retribution") 
               => reprisal -- (a retaliatory action against an enemy in wartime) 
           => reciprocation -- (the act of making and return or doing something in return) 
           => tit for tat -- (an equivalent given in return) 
       => democratization, democratisation -- (the action of making something democratic) 
 
       => engagement, participation, involvement, involution --
 (the act of sharing in the activities of a group; "the teacher tried to increase his students' engagement in clas
s activities") 
           => commitment --
 (an engagement by contract involving financial obligation; "his business commitments took him to London
") 
               => incurrence -- (the act of incurring (making yourself subject to something undesirable)) 
           => intervention, intercession -- (the act of intervening (as to mediate a dispute)) 
               => mediation, intermediation -- (the act of mediating) 
           => group participation -- (participation by all members of a group) 
 
       => non-engagement, nonparticipation, non-involvement --
 (withdrawing from the activities of a group) 
           => isolation --
 (a country's withdrawal from internal politics; "he opposed a policy of American isolation") 
           => neutrality -- (nonparticipation in a dispute or war) 
 
       => ethnic cleansing --
 (the mass expulsion and killing of one ethic or religious group in an area by another ethnic or religious gro
up in that area) 
 
       => socialization, socialisation --
 (the action of establishing on a socialist basis; "the socialization of medical services") 
 
 
 => social event -- (an event characteristic of persons forming groups) 
       => show -- (a public exhibition or entertainment; "they wanted to see some of the shows on Broadway") 
       => affair, occasion, social occasion, function, social function --
 (a vaguely specified social event; "the party was quite an affair"; "an occasion arranged to honor the president"; "a see
mingly endless round of social functions") 
       => contest, competition -- (an occasion on which a winner is selected from among two or more contestants) 
 
action, activity, activeness -- (the state of being active; "his sphere of activity"; "he is out of action") 
       => agency -- (the state of being in action or exerting power; "the agency of providence"; "she has free agency") 
       => busyness, hum --
 (the state of being or appearing to be actively engaged in an activity; "they manifested all the busyness of a pack of bea
vers"; "there is a constant hum of military preparation") 
       => behavior, behaviour --
 (the action or reaction of something (as a machine or substance) under specified circumstances; "the behavior of small 
particles can be studied in experiments") 
       => eruption, eructation, extravasation -- ((of volcanos) pouring out fumes or lava (or a deposit so formed)) 
       => operation -- (the state of being in effect or being operative; "that rule is no longer in operation") 
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       => overdrive --
 (the state of high or excessive activity or productivity or concentration; "Troops are ready to go into overdrive as soon 
as the signal is given"; "Melissa's brain was in overdrive") 
       => play --
 (a state in which action is feasible; "the ball was still in play"; "insiders said the company's stock was in play") 
       => swing --
 (a state of steady vigorous action that is characteristic of an activity; "the party went with a swing"; "it took time to get 
into the swing of things") 
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ACTIVITY 
 

activity -- (any specific activity; "they avoided all recreational activity") 
       => variation, variance --
 (an activity that varies from a norm or standard; "any variation in his routine was immediately reported") 
       => space walk -- (any kind of physical activity outside a spacecraft by one of the crew) 
       => domesticity -- (domestic activities or life; "making a hobby of domesticity") 
       => operation --
 (the activity of operating something (a machine or business etc.); "her smooth operation of the vehicle gave us a surpri
singly comfortable ride") 
       => operation --
 (a planned activity involving many people performing various actions; "they organized a rescue operation"; "the bigges
t police operation in French history"; "running a restaurant is quite an operation"; "consolidate the companies various o
perations") 
       => practice, pattern --
 (a customary way of operation or behavior; "it is their practice to give annual raises"; "they changed their dietary patter
n") 
       => diversion, recreation --
 (an activity that diverts or amuses or stimulates; "scuba diving is provided as a diversion for tourists"; "for recreation h
e wrote poetry and solved crossword puzzles"; "drug abuse is often regarded as a form of recreation") 
       => cup of tea, bag, dish --
 (an activity that you like or at which you are superior; "chemistry is not my cup of tea"; "his bag now is learning to pla
y golf"; "marriage was scarcely his dish") 
       => follow-up, followup --
 (an activity that continues something that has already begun or that repeats something that has already been done) 
       => game -- (a contest with rules to determine a winner; "you need four people to play this game") 
       => turn, play -- (the activity of doing something in an agreed succession; "it is my turn"; "it is still my play") 
       => music -- (musical activity (singing or whistling etc.); "his music was his central interest") 
       => acting, playing, playacting, performing -- (the performance of a part or role in a drama) 
       => liveliness, animation -- (general activity and motion) 
       => burst, fit --
 (a sudden flurry of activity (often for no obvious reason); "a burst of applause"; "a fit of housecleaning") 
       => work --
 (activity directed toward making or doing something; "she checked several points needing further work") 
       => works, deeds -- (performance of moral or religious acts; "salvation by deeds"; "the reward for good works") 
       => service --
 ((law) the acts performed by an English feudal tenant for the benefit of his lord which formed the consideration for the 
property granted to him) 
       => occupation, business, job, line of work, line --
 (the principal activity in your life that you do to earn money; "he's not in my line of business") 
       => occupation --
 (any activity that occupies a person's attention; "he missed the bell in his occupation with the computer game") 
       => writing, committal to writing --
 (the activity of putting something in written form; "she did the thinking while he did the writing") 
       => role -- (normal or customary activity of a person in a particular social setting; "what is your role on the team?") 
       => wrongdoing, wrongful conduct, misconduct, actus reus --
 (activity that transgresses moral or civil law; "he denied any wrongdoing") 
       => waste, wastefulness, dissipation --
 (useless or profitless activity; using or expending or consuming thoughtlessly or carelessly; "if the effort brings no com
pensating gain it is a waste"; "mindless dissipation of natural resources") 
       => attempt, effort, endeavor, endeavour, try --
 (earnest and conscientious activity intended to do or accomplish something; "made an effort to cover all the reading m
aterial"; "wished him luck in his endeavor"; "she gave it a good try") 
       => control --
 (the activity of managing or exerting control over something; "the control of the mob by the police was admirable") 
       => protection -- (the activity of protecting someone or something; "the witnesses demanded police protection") 
       => sensory activity -- (activity intended to achieve a particular sensory result) 
       => education, instruction, teaching, pedagogy, educational activity --
 (the activities of educating or instructing or teaching; activities that impart knowledge or skill; "he received no formal 
education"; "our instruction was carefully programmed"; "good teaching is seldom rewarded") 
       => training, preparation, grooming -- (activity leading to skilled behavior) 
       => representation -- (an activity that stands as an equivalent of something or results in an equivalent) 
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       => creation, creative activity -- (the human act of creating) 
       => dismantling, dismantlement, disassembly --
 (the act of taking something apart (as a piece of machinery); "Russia and the United States discussed the dismantling o
f their nuclear weapons") 
       => line function, line duty -- (activity contributing directly to the output of an organization) 
       => puncture -- (the act of puncturing or perforating) 
       => search, hunt, hunting -- (the activity of looking thoroughly in order to find something or someone) 
       => use, usage, utilization, utilisation, employment, exercise --
 (the act of using; "he warned against the use of narcotic drugs"; "skilled in the utilization of computers") 
       => operation, military operation --
 (activity by a military or naval force (as a maneuver or campaign); "it was a joint operation of the navy and air force") 
       => measurement, measuring, measure, mensuration --
 (the act or process of measuring; "the measurements were carefully done"; "his mental measurings proved remarkably 
accurate") 
       => calibration, standardization, standardisation --
 (the act of checking or adjusting (by comparison with a standard) the accuracy of a measuring instrument; "the thermo
meter needed calibration") 
       => organization, organisation --
 (the activity or result of distributing or disposing persons or things properly or methodically; "his organization of the w
ork force was very efficient") 
       => grouping -- (the activity of putting things together in groups) 
       => support, supporting --
 (the act of bearing the weight of or strengthening; "he leaned against the wall for support") 
       => continuance, continuation -- (the act of continuing an activity without interruption) 
       => procedure, process --
 (a particular course of action intended to achieve a result; "the procedure of obtaining a driver's license"; "it was a proc
ess of trial and error") 
       => ceremony --
 (any activity that is performed in an especially solemn elaborate or formal way; "the ceremony of smelling the cork an
d tasting the wine"; "he makes a ceremony of addressing his golf ball"; "he disposed of it without ceremony") 
       => ceremony -- (the proper or conventional behavior on some solemn occasion; "an inaugural ceremony") 
       => worship -- (the activity of worshipping) 
       => energizing, activating, activation -- (the activity of causing to have energy and be active) 
       => concealment, concealing, hiding -- (the activity of keeping something secret) 
       => placement, location, locating, position, positioning, emplacement --
 (the act of putting something in a certain place or location) 
       => provision, supply, supplying -- (the activity of supplying or providing something) 
       => demand -- (the act of demanding; "the kidnapper's exorbitant demands for money") 
       => pleasure -- (an activity that affords enjoyment; "he puts duty before pleasure") 
       => enjoyment, delectation -- (act of receiving pleasure from something) 
       => lamentation, mourning -- (the passionate and demonstrative activity of expressing grief) 
       => laughter --
 (the activity of laughing; the manifestation of joy or mirth of scorn; "he enjoyed the laughter of the crowd") 
       => market, marketplace --
 (the world of commercial activity where goods and services are bought and sold; "without competition there would be 
no market"; "they were driven from the marketplace") 
       => preparation, readying --
 (the activity of putting or setting in order in advance of some act or purpose; "preparations for the ceremony had begun
") 
       => aid, assist, assistance, help --
 (the activity of contributing to the fulfillment of a need or furtherance of an effort or purpose; "he gave me an assist wit
h the housework"; "could not walk without assistance"; "rescue party went to their aid"; "offered his help in unloading"
) 
       => support --
 (the activity of providing for or maintaining by supplying with money or necessities; "his support kept the family toget
her"; "they gave him emotional support during difficult times") 
       => behavior, behaviour, conduct, doings -- (manner of acting or conducting yourself) 
       => behavior, behaviour --
 ((psychology) the aggregate of the responses or reactions or movements made by an organism in any situation) 
       => leadership, leading -- (the activity of leading; "his leadership inspired the team") 
       => precession, precedence, precedency -- (the act of preceding in time or order or rank (as in a ceremony)) 
       => solo -- (any activity that is performed alone without assistance) 
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       => buzz --
 (a confusion of activity and gossip; "the buzz of excitement was so great that a formal denial was issued") 
       => fun --
 (violent and excited activity; "she asked for money and then the fun began"; "they began to fight like fun") 
       => sin, hell -- (violent and excited activity; "they began to fight like sin") 
       => release, outlet, vent --
 (activity that releases or expresses creative energy or emotion; "she had no other outlet for her feelings"; "he gave vent 
to his anger") 
       => last -- (a person's dying act; the last thing a person can do; "he breathed his last") 
       => mystification, obfuscation --
 (the activity of obscuring people's understanding, leaving them baffled or bewildered) 
       => negotiation -- (the activity or business of negotiating an agreement; coming to terms) 
       => perturbation, disturbance --
 (activity that is an intrusion or interruption; "he looked around for the source of the disturbance"; "there was a disturba
nce of neural function") 
       => timekeeping -- (the act or process of determining the time) 
 
practice, pattern --
 (a customary way of operation or behavior; "it is their practice to give annual raises"; "they changed their dietary pattern") 
       => biologism -- (use of biological principles in explaining human especially social behavior) 
       => cooperation -- (the practice of cooperating; "economic cooperation"; "they agreed on a policy of cooperation") 
       => featherbedding -- (the practice (usually by a labor union) of requiring an employer to hire more workers than are required) 
       => formalism -- (the practice of scrupulous adherence to prescribed or external forms) 
       => one-upmanship -- (the practice of keeping one jump ahead of a friend or competitor) 
       => symbolism, symbolization, symbolisation -- (the practice of investing things with symbolic meaning) 
       => modernism -- (practices typical of contemporary life or thought) 
       => occult, occult arts -- (occult practices and techniques; "he is a student of the occult") 
       => cannibalism -- (the practice of eating the flesh of your own kind) 
       => careerism -- (the practice of advancing your career at the expense of your personal integrity) 
       => custom, usage, usance -- (accepted or habitual practice) 
           => Americanism -- (a custom that is peculiar to the United States or its citizens) 
           => Anglicism, Britishism -- (a custom that is peculiar to England or its citizens) 
           => consuetude -- (a custom or usage that has acquired the force of law) 
           => couvade --
 (a custom among some peoples whereby the husband of a pregnant wife is put to bed at the time of bearing the child) 
           => Germanism -- (a custom that is peculiar to Germany or its citizens) 
           => habit, use, wont --
 (a pattern of behavior acquired through frequent repetition; "she had a habit twirling the ends of her hair"; "long use had hardened hi
m to it") 
               => ritual -- (stereotyped behavior) 
               => second nature -- (acquired behavior that is practiced so long it seems innate) 
               => cleanliness -- (the habit of keeping free of superficial imperfections) 
               => uncleanliness -- (the habit of neglecting cleanliness) 
           => hijab --
 (the custom in some Islamic societies of women dressing modestly outside the home; "she observes the hijab and does not wear tight 
clothing") 
           => ritual, rite -- (any customary observance or practice) 
               => betrothal, espousal -- (the act of becoming betrothed or engaged) 
               => marriage, wedding, marriage ceremony --
 (the act of marrying; the nuptial ceremony; "their marriage was conducted in the chapel") 
                   => bridal, espousal -- (archaic terms for a wedding or wedding feast) 
                   => civil marriage -- (a marriage performed by a government official rather than by a clergyman) 
                   => love match -- (a marriage for love's sake; not an arranged marriage) 
                   => remarriage -- (the act of marrying again) 
               => rite of passage --
 (a ritual performed in some cultures at times when a individual changes his status (as from adolescence to adulthood)) 
       => habitude -- (habitual mode of behavior) 
           => round, daily round -- (the usual activities in your day; "the doctor made his rounds") 
       => fashion -- (characteristic or habitual practice) 
           => line of least resistance, path of least resistance --
 (the easiest way; "In marrying him she simply took the path of least resistance") 
       => slavery, slaveholding -- (the practice of owning slaves) 
       => peonage -- (the practice of making a debtor work for his creditor until the debt is discharged) 
       => unwritten law -- (law based on customary behavior) 
       => lynch law -- (the practice of punishing people by hanging without due process of law) 
       => mistreatment --
 (the practice of treating (someone or something) badly; "he should be punished for his mistreatment of his mother") 
           => annoyance, annoying, irritation, vexation -- (the act of troubling or annoying someone) 
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               => exasperation -- (actions that cause great irritation (or even anger)) 
                   => exacerbation -- (violent and bitter exasperation; "his foolishness was followed by an exacerbation of their quarrel") 
               => red flag -- (something that irritates or demands immediate action; "doing that is like waving a red flag in front of a bull") 
           => disregard, neglect -- (willful lack of care and attention) 
               => despite -- (contemptuous disregard; "she wanted neither favor nor despite") 
           => exploitation, victimization, victimisation, using --
 (an act that exploits or victimizes someone (treats them unfairly); "capitalistic exploitation of the working class"; "paying Blacks less 
and charging them more is a form of victimization") 
               => sexploitation --
 (the commercial exploitation of sex or sexuality or explicit sexual material; "sexploitation by advertisers is notorious") 
               => colonialism --
 (exploitation by a stronger country of weaker one; the use of the weaker country's resources to strengthen and enrich the stronger cou
ntry) 
                   => neocolonialism --
 (control by a powerful country of its former colonies (or other less developed countries) by economic pressures) 
           => harassment, molestation -- (the act of tormenting by continued persistent attacks and criticism) 
               => baiting -- (harassment especially of a tethered animal) 
               => badgering, worrying, torment, bedevilment -- (the act of harassing someone) 
               => sexual harassment -- (unwelcome sexual behavior by a supervisor toward an employee) 
               => tease, teasing, ribbing --
 (the act of harassing someone playfully or maliciously (especially by ridicule); provoking someone with persistent annoyances; "he ig
nored their teases"; "his ribbing was gentle but persistent") 
               => witch-hunt -- (searching out and harassing dissenters) 
                   => McCarthyism -- (unscrupulously accusing people of disloyalty (as by saying they were Communists)) 
           => maltreatment, ill-treatment, ill-usage, abuse -- (cruel or inhumane treatment) 
               => child abuse -- (the physical or emotional or sexual mistreatment of children) 
               => child neglect -- (failure of caretakers to provide adequate emotional and physical care for a child) 
               => persecution -- (the act of persecuting (especially on the basis of race or religion)) 
                   => oppression, subjugation -- (the act of subjugating by cruelty; "the tyrant's oppression of the people") 
                   => pogrom -- (organized persecution of an ethnic group (especially Jews)) 
                   => torture, torturing -- (the act of torturing someone; "it required unnatural torturing to extract a confession") 
                       => strappado --
 (torture in which a person's hands and tied behind their back and they are lifted off the ground by a rope tied to their wrists and that all
owed to drop until their fall is checked by the rope) 
                       => crucifixion, excruciation -- (the infliction of extremely painful punishment or suffering) 
                       => dismemberment, taking apart -- (the removal of limbs; being cut to pieces) 
               => cruelty, inhuman treatment -- (a cruel act; a deliberate infliction of pain and suffering) 
                   => impalement -- (the act of piercing with a sharpened stake as a form of punishment or torture) 
                   => atrocity, inhumanity -- (an act of atrocious cruelty) 
                       => brutality, barbarity, barbarism, savagery -- (a brutal barbarous savage act) 
                       => outrage -- (a wantonly cruel act) 
                       => enormity -- (an act of extreme wickedness) 
       => popery -- (an offensive term for the practices and rituals of the Roman Catholic Church) 
       => quotation -- (the practice of quoting from books or plays etc.; "since he lacks originality he must rely on quotation") 
       => ritual -- (the prescribed procedure for conducting religious ceremonies) 
           => ablution -- (the ritual washing of a priest's hands or of sacred vessels) 
               => shower, shower bath --
 (washing yourself in a shower; you stand upright under water sprayed from a nozzle; "he took a shower after the game") 
               => bath -- (you soak your body in a bathtub; "he has a good bath every morning") 
                   => bubble bath -- (a bath in which you add something to foam and scent the bath water) 
                   => mikvah --
 ((Hebrew) a ritual purification and cleansing bath that Orthodox Jews take on certain occasions (as before Sabbath or after menstruati
on)) 
                   => mud bath -- (a bath in warm mud (as for treating rheumatism)) 
               => sponge bath -- (you wash your body with a sponge or washcloth instead of in a bathtub) 
               => Turkish bath, steam bath, vapor bath, vapour bath --
 (you sweat in a steam room before getting a rubdown and cold shower) 
           => celebration, solemnization, solemnisation --
 (the public performance of a sacrament or solemn ceremony with all appropriate ritual; "the celebration of marriage") 
           => Communion, Holy Communion, sacramental manduction, manduction --
 (the act of participating in the celebration of the Eucharist; "the governor took Communion with the rest of the congregation") 
               => intercommunion -- (participation in Holy Communion by members of more than one church (eg Catholic and Orthodox)) 
       => ritualism -- (exaggerated emphasis on the importance of rites or ritualistic forms in worship) 
       => nudism, naturism -- (going without clothes as a social practice) 
           => gymnosophy -- (the doctrine of a sect of Hindu philosophers who practiced nudity and asceticism and meditation) 
       => systematism -- (the habitual practice of systematization and classification) 
       => transvestism, transvestitism, cross dressing --
 (the practice of adopting the clothes or the manner or the sexual role of the opposite sex) 
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diversion, recreation --
 (an activity that diverts or amuses or stimulates; "scuba diving is provided as a diversion for tourists"; "for recreation he wrote poetry 
and solved crossword puzzles"; "drug abuse is often regarded as a form of recreation") 
       => play, child's play --
 (play by children that is guided more by imagination than by fixed rules; "Freud believed in the utility of play to a small child") 
           => house --
 (play in which children take the roles of father or mother or children and pretend to interact like adults; "the children were playing ho
use") 
           => doctor --
 (children take the roles of doctor or patient or nurse and pretend they are at the doctor's office; "the children explored each other's bod
ies by playing the game of doctor") 
           => fireman -- (play in which children take the roles of firemen and pretend to put out a fire) 
       => pastime, interest, pursuit --
 (a diversion that occupies one's time and thoughts (usually pleasantly); "sailing is her favorite pastime"; "his main pastime is gamblin
g"; "he counts reading among his interests"; "they criticized the boy for his limited pursuits") 
           => avocation, by-line, hobby, sideline, spare-time activity -- (an auxiliary activity) 
               => speleology, spelaeology -- (the pastime of exploring caves) 
       => escape, escapism --
 (an inclination to retreat from unpleasant realities through diversion or fantasy; "romantic novels were her escape from the stress of da
ily life"; "his alcohol problem was a form of escapism") 
       => sport, athletics -- (an active diversion requiring physical exertion and competition) 
           => rock climbing --
 (the sport or pastime of scaling rock masses on mountain sides (especially with the help of ropes and special equipment)) 
           => contact sport -- (a sport that necessarily involves body contact between opposing players) 
               => boxing, pugilism, fisticuffs -- (fighting with the fists) 
                   => professional boxing -- (boxing for money) 
                   => in-fighting -- (boxing at close quarters) 
                   => fight, bout -- (a boxing match; "the fight was on television last night") 
                   => rope-a-dope --
 (a boxing tactic: pretending to be trapped against the ropes while your opponenet wears himself out throwing punches) 
                   => spar, sparring -- (making the motions of attack and defense with the fists and arms; a part of training for a boxer) 
               => wrestling, rassling, grappling -- (the sport of hand-to-
hand struggle between unarmed contestants who try to throw each other down) 
                   => flying mare -- (a wrestling maneuver) 
                   => professional wrestling -- (wrestling for money) 
                   => sumo --
 (a Japanese form of wrestling; you lose if you are forced out of a small ring or if any part of your body (other than your feet) touches t
he ground) 
               => ice hockey, hockey, hockey game --
 (a game played on an ice rink by two opposing teams of 6 skaters each who try to knock a flat round puck into the opponents' goal wit
h hockey sticks) 
               => football, football game --
 (any of various games played with a ball (round or oval) in which two teams try to kick or carry or propel the ball into each other's go
al) 
                   => American football, American football game --
 (a game played by two teams of 11 players on a rectangular field 100 yards long; teams try to get possession of the ball and advance it
 across the opponents goal line in a series of (running or passing) plays) 
                       => touch football -- (a version of American football in which the ball carrier is touched rather than tackled) 
                   => professional football -- (football played for pay) 
                   => rugby, rugby football, rugger -- (a form of football played with an oval ball) 
                   => soccer, association football --
 (a football game in which two teams of 11 players try to kick or head a ball into the opponents' goal) 
           => outdoor sport, field sport -- (a sport that is played outdoors) 
               => hunt, hunting -- (the pursuit and killing or capture of wild animals regarded as a sport) 
                   => battue -- (a hunt in which beaters force the game to flee in the direction of the hunter) 
                   => beagling -- (hunting rabbits with beagles) 
                   => coursing -- (hunting with dogs that are trained to chase game by sight instead of by scent) 
                   => deer hunting, deer hunt -- (hunting deer) 
                   => ducking, duck hunting -- (hunting ducks) 
                   => fox hunting, foxhunt -- (mounted hunters follow hounds in pursuit of a fox) 
                   => pigsticking -- (the sport of hunting wild boar with spears) 
               => fishing, sportfishing -- (the act of someone who fishes as a diversion) 
                   => angling -- (fishing with a hook and line (and usually a pole)) 
                       => fly-fishing -- (angling with an artificial fly as a lure) 
                       => troll, trolling -- (angling by drawing a baited line through the water) 
                   => casting, cast -- (the act of throwing a fishing line out over the water by means of a rod and reel) 
                       => bait casting -- (the single-handed rod casting of a relatively heavy (artificial) bait) 
                       => fly casting -- (casting an artificial fly as a lure) 
                       => overcast -- (a cast that falls beyond the intended spot) 
                       => surf casting, surf fishing --
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 (casting (artificial) bait far out into the ocean (up to 200 yards) with the waves breaking around you) 
           => gymnastics, gymanstic exercise -- (a sport that involves exercises intended to display strength and balance and agility) 
               => acrobatics, tumbling -- (the gymnastic moves of an acrobat) 
           => track and field -- (participating in athletic sports performed on a running track or on the field associated with it) 
               => track, running -- (the act of participating in an athletic competition involving running on a track) 
               => jumping -- (the act of participating in an athletic competition in which you must jump) 
                   => broad jump, long jump -- (the act of jumping as far as possible from a running start) 
                   => high jump -- (the act of jumping as high as possible over a horizontal bar) 
                       => Fosbury flop -- (jumping over the horizontal bar backwards and head first) 
           => skiing -- (a sport in which participants must travel on skis) 
               => cross-country skiing -- (the sport of skiing across the countryside (rather than downhill)) 
               => ski jumping -- (the act of performing a jump of skis from a high ramp overhanging a snow covered slope) 
           => water sport, aquatics -- (sports that involve bodies of water) 
               => swimming, swim -- (the act of swimming) 
                   => bathe -- (the act of swimming; "the Englishman said he had a good bathe") 
                   => dip, plunge -- (a brief swim in water) 
                   => dive, diving -- (a headlong plunge into water) 
                       => belly flop, belly flopper, belly whop, belly whopper --
 (a dive in which the abdomen bears the main force of impact with the water) 
                       => cliff diving -- (diving into the water from a steep overhanging cliff) 
                       => flip -- (a dive in which the diver somersaults before entering the water) 
                       => gainer, full gainer --
 (a dive in which the diver throws the feet forward to complete a full backward somersault and enters the water feet first and facing aw
ay from the diving board) 
                       => half gainer --
 (a dive in which the diver throws the feet forward and up to complete a half backward somersault and enters the water facing the divi
ng board) 
                       => jackknife -- (a dive in which the diver bends to touch the ankles before straightening out) 
                       => swan dive, swallow dive --
 (a dive in which the diver arches the back with arms outstretched before entering the water) 
                   => floating -- (the act of someone who floats on the water) 
                       => dead-man's float, prone float -- (a floating position with the face down and arms stretched forward) 
                   => skin diving, skin-dive -- (underwater swimming with a breathing apparatus) 
                       => scuba diving -- (skin diving with scuba apparatus) 
                       => snorkeling, snorkel diving -- (skin diving with a snorkel) 
               => surfing, surfboarding, surfriding -- (the sport of riding a surfboard toward the shore on the crest of a wave) 
               => water-skiing -- (skiing on water while being towed by a motorboat) 
           => rowing, row -- (the act of rowing as a sport) 
               => crab -- (a stroke of the oar that either misses the water or digs too deeply; "he caught a crab and lost the race") 
               => sculling -- (rowing by a single oarsman in a racing shell) 
           => archery -- (the sport of shooting arrows with a bow) 
           => sledding -- (the sport of riding on a sled or sleigh) 
               => tobogganing -- (riding on a long light sled with low handrails) 
                   => luging -- (riding a light one-man toboggan) 
               => bobsledding -- (riding on a bobsled) 
           => skating -- (the sport of gliding on skates) 
               => ice skating -- (skating on ice) 
                   => figure skating -- (ice skating where the skates trace outlines of selected figures) 
               => roller skating -- (skating on wheels) 
               => skateboarding -- (the sport of skating on a skateboard) 
               => speed skating -- (competitive skating on speed skates (usually around an oval course)) 
           => racing -- (the sport of engaging in contests of speed) 
               => auto racing, car racing -- (the sport of racing automobiles) 
               => boat racing -- (the sport of racing boats) 
                   => hydroplane racing -- (racing in high-speed motor boats) 
               => camel racing -- (the sport of racing camels) 
               => greyhound racing -- (the sport of racing greyhounds) 
               => horse racing -- (the sport of racing horses) 
                   => thoroughbred racing -- (the sport of racing thoroughbred horses) 
           => riding, horseback riding, equitation -- (riding a horse as a sport) 
               => equestrian sport -- (a sport that tests horsemanship) 
                   => dressage -- (maneuvers of a horse in response to body signals by the rider) 
                       => curvet, vaulting -- (a light leap by a horse in which both hind legs leave the ground before the forelegs come down) 
                       => piaffe -- (a cadenced trot executed by the horse in one spot) 
                   => showjumping, stadium jumping --
 (riding horses in competitions over set courses to demonstrate skill in jumping over obstacles) 
                   => cross-country riding, cross-country jumping --
 (riding horses across country over obstructions to demonstrate horsemanship) 
                   => three-day event -- (an equestrian competition; the first day is dressage; the second is cross-
country jumping; the third is stadium jumping) 
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               => pony-trekking -- (a sport in which people ride across country on ponies) 
           => cycling -- (the sport of traveling on a bicycle or motorcycle) 
               => bicycling -- (riding a bicycle) 
               => motorcycling -- (riding a motorcycle; "motorcycling is a dangerous sport") 
               => dune cycling -- (bicycling or motorcycling on sand dunes) 
           => blood sport -- (sport that involves killing animals (especially hunting)) 
               => bullfighting -- (the activity at a bullfight) 
               => cockfighting -- (participation in the sport of matching gamecocks in a cockfight) 
               => hunt, hunting -- (the pursuit and killing or capture of wild animals regarded as a sport) 
                   => battue -- (a hunt in which beaters force the game to flee in the direction of the hunter) 
                   => beagling -- (hunting rabbits with beagles) 
                   => coursing -- (hunting with dogs that are trained to chase game by sight instead of by scent) 
                   => deer hunting, deer hunt -- (hunting deer) 
                   => ducking, duck hunting -- (hunting ducks) 
                   => fox hunting, foxhunt -- (mounted hunters follow hounds in pursuit of a fox) 
                   => pigsticking -- (the sport of hunting wild boar with spears) 
           => athletic game -- (a game involving athletic activity) 
               => ice hockey, hockey, hockey game --
 (a game played on an ice rink by two opposing teams of 6 skaters each who try to knock a flat round puck into the opponents' goal wit
h hockey sticks) 
               => tetherball --
 (a game with two players who use rackets to strike a ball that is tethered to the top of a pole; the object is to wrap the string around the
 pole) 
               => water polo --
 (a game played in a swimming pool by two teams of swimmers who try to throw an inflated ball into the opponents' goal) 
               => outdoor game -- (an athletic game that is played outdoors) 
                   => day game -- (a game played in daylight) 
                   => night game -- (a game played under artificial illumination at night) 
                   => golf, golf game --
 (a game played on a large open course with 9 or 18 holes; the object is use as few strokes as possible in playing all the holes) 
                       => professional golf -- (playing golf for money) 
                       => round of golf, round -- (the activity of playing 18 holes of golf; "a round of golf takes about 4 hours") 
                       => medal play, stroke play -- (golf scoring by total strokes taken) 
                       => match play -- (golf scoring by holes won) 
                       => miniature golf --
 (a novelty version of golf played with golf balls and putters on a miniature course featuring many obstacles) 
                       => clock golf --
 (a form of golf in which you putt from positions arranged on the circumference of a circle around the hole) 
                   => croquet --
 (a game in which players hit a wooden ball through a series of hoops; the winner is the first to traverse all the hoops and hit a peg) 
                   => paintball --
 (a game that simulates military combat; players on one team try to eliminate players on the opposing team by shooting capsules of pai
nt at them) 
                   => quoits, horseshoes --
 (a game in which quoits or horseshoes are thrown at a stake in the ground in the hope of encircling it) 
                   => shuffleboard, shovelboard --
 (a game in which players use long sticks to shove wooden disks onto the scoring area marked on a smooth surface) 
                   => field game -- (an outdoor game played on a field of specified dimensions) 
                       => field hockey, hockey --
 (hockey played on a field; two opposing teams use curved sticks to drive a ball into the opponents' net) 
                       => football, football game --
 (any of various games played with a ball (round or oval) in which two teams try to kick or carry or propel the ball into each other's go
al) 
                           => American football, American football game --
 (a game played by two teams of 11 players on a rectangular field 100 yards long; teams try to get possession of the ball and advance it
 across the opponents goal line in a series of (running or passing) plays) 
                               => touch football -- (a version of American football in which the ball carrier is touched rather than tackled) 
                           => professional football -- (football played for pay) 
                           => rugby, rugby football, rugger -- (a form of football played with an oval ball) 
                           => soccer, association football --
 (a football game in which two teams of 11 players try to kick or head a ball into the opponents' goal) 
                       => hurling -- (a traditional Irish game resembling hockey; played by two teams of 15 players each) 
                       => ball game, ballgame -- (a field game played with a ball (especially baseball)) 
                           => baseball, baseball game, ball --
 (a ball game played with a bat and ball between two teams of 9 players; teams take turns at bat trying to score run; "he played basebal
l in high school"; "there was a baseball game on every empy lot"; "there was a desire for National League ball in the area"; "play ball!"
) 
                               => daisy cutter -- (a batted or served ball that skims along close to the ground) 
                               => professional baseball -- (playing baseball for money) 
                               => hardball -- (baseball as distinguished from softball) 
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                               => perfect game -- (a game in which a pitcher does not allow any opposing player to reach base) 
                               => no-hit game, no-hitter -- (a game in which a pitcher allows the opposing team no hits) 
                               => one-hitter, 1-hitter -- (a game in which a pitcher allows the opposing team only one hit) 
                               => two-hitter, 2-hitter -- (a game in which a pitcher allows the opposing team only 2 hits) 
                               => three-hitter, 3-hitter -- (a game in which a pitcher allows the opposing team only 3 hits) 
                               => four-hitter, 4-hitter -- (a game in which a pitcher allows the opposing team 4 hits) 
                               => five-hitter, 5-hitter -- (a game in which a pitcher allows the opposing team 5 hits) 
                               => softball, softball game --
 (a game closely resembling baseball that is played on a smaller diamond and with a ball that is larger and softer) 
                               => rounders -- (an English ball game similar to baseball) 
                               => stickball, stickball game -- (a form of baseball played in the streets with a rubber ball and broomstick handle) 
                               => steal --
 (a stolen base; an instance in which a base runner advances safely during the delivery of a pitch (without the help of a hit or walk or p
assed ball or wild pitch)) 
                       => cricket -- (a game played with a ball and bat by two teams of 11 players; teams take turns trying to score runs) 
                       => lacrosse -- (a game invented by American indians; now played by two teams who use long-
handled rackets to catch and carry and throw the ball toward the opponents' goal) 
                       => polo -- (a game similar to field hockey but played on horseback using long-handled mallets and a wooden ball) 
                       => pushball -- (a game using a leather-
covered ball 6 feet in diameter; the two side try to push it across the opponents' goal) 
                       => ultimate frisbee --
 (a game between two teams whose players try to toss a Frisbee to one another until they cross the opponents goal; possession changes
 hands when the frisbee is intercepted or touches the ground or goes out of bounds) 
               => court game -- (an athletic game played on a court) 
                   => handball --
 (a game played in a walled court or against a single wall by two or four players who strike a rubber ball with their hands) 
                   => racquetball -- (a game played on a handball court with short-handled rackets) 
                   => fives -- (a game resembling handball; played on a court with a front wall and two side walls) 
                   => squash, squash racquets, squash rackets --
 (a game played in an enclosed court by two or four players who strike the ball with long-handled rackets) 
                   => volleyball, volleyball game -- (a game in which two teams hit an inflated ball over a high net using their hands) 
                   => jai alai, pelota -- (a Basque or Spanish game played in a court with a ball and a wickerwork racket) 
                   => badminton -- (a game played on a court with light long-handled rackets used to volley a shuttlecock over a net) 
                       => battledore, battledore and shuttlecock -- (an ancient racket game) 
                       => singles -- (badminton played with one person on each side) 
                       => doubles -- (badminton played with two players on each side) 
                   => basketball, basketball game, hoops --
 (a game played on a court by two opposing teams of 5 players; points are scored by throwing the basketball through an elevated horiz
ontal hoop) 
                       => professional basketball -- (playing basketball for money) 
                   => deck tennis --
 (game played mainly on board ocean liners; players toss a ring back and form over a net that is stretched across a small court) 
                   => netball --
 (a team game that resembles basketball; a soccer ball is to be thrown so that it passes through a ring on the top of a post) 
                   => tennis, lawn tennis --
 (a game played with rackets by two or four players who hit a ball back and forth over a net that divides the court) 
                       => professional tennis -- (playing tennis for money) 
                       => singles -- (tennis played with one person on each side) 
                       => doubles -- (tennis played with two players on each side) 
                       => royal tennis, real tennis, court tennis -- (an ancient form of tennis played in a four-walled court) 
                   => pallone -- (an Italian game similar to tennis) 
           => judo -- (a sport adapted from jujitsu (using principles of not resisting) and similar to wrestling; developed in Japan) 
           => spectator sport -- (a sport that many people find entertaining to watch) 
           => team sport -- (a sport that involves competition between teams of players; "baseball is a team sport by golf is not") 
       => bathing -- (immersing the body in water or sunshine) 
           => sea bathing -- (bathing in the sea or ocean) 
           => sun bathing -- (immersing the body in sunlight) 
       => game --
 (an amusement or pastime; "they played word games"; "he thought of his painting as a game that filled his empty time"; "his life was 
all fun and games") 
           => catch -- (a cooperative game in which a ball is passed back and forth; "he played catch with his son in the backyard") 
           => party game -- (a game to amuse guests at a party) 
           => computer game, video game -- (a game played against a computer) 
               => virtual reality -- (a hypothetical three-
dimensional visual world created by a computer; user wears special goggles and fiber optic gloves etc., and can enter and move about i
n this world and interact with objects as if inside it) 
           => pinball, pinball game -- (a game played on a sloping board; the object is to propel marbles against pins or into pockets) 
               => pachinko -- (a Japanese pinball game played on a vertical board) 
           => guessing game -- (a game in which participants compete to identify some obscurely indicated thing) 
               => charades -- (player acts out a phrase for others to guess) 
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           => ducks and drakes -- (a game in which a flat stone is bounced along the surface of calm water) 
           => mind game -- (any game designed to exercise the intellect) 
           => paper chase, hare and hounds --
 (an outdoor game; the hares start off on a long run scattering bits of paper (the scent) and the hounds try to catch them before they rea
ch a designated spot) 
           => ring-around-the-rosy, ring-around-a-rosy, ring-a-rosy --
 (a children's game in which the players dance around in a circle and at a given signal all squat) 
           => prisoner's base --
 (a children's game; two teams capture opposing players by tagging them and taking them to their own base) 
           => treasure hunt -- (a game in which players try to find hidden articles by using a series of clues) 
       => gambling, gaming, play --
 (the act of playing for stakes in the hope of winning (including the payment of a price for a chance to win a prize); "his gambling cost 
him a fortune"; "there was heavy play at the blackjack table") 
           => sporting life -- (active interest in gambling on sports events) 
           => bet, wager -- (the act of gambling; "he did it on a bet") 
               => daily double -- (a single bet on two horse races in the same day) 
               => exacta, perfecta -- (a bet that you can pick the first and second finishers in the right order) 
               => parimutuel -- (betting where winners share the total amount wagered) 
               => place bet -- (a bet that a horse will finish a race no worse than second) 
               => superfecta -- (a bet that you can pick the first four finishers in a race in the right order) 
           => game of chance, gambling game -- (a game that involves gambling) 
               => fantan --
 (a Chinese gambling game; a random number of counters are placed under a bowl and you gamble on how many will be left (0 or 1 or
 2 or 3) modulo 4) 
               => lottery, drawing -- (players buy (or are given) chances and prizes are distributed according to the drawing of lots) 
                   => tombola -- (a lottery in which tickets are drawn from a revolving drum) 
                   => lucky dip --
 (a game in which prizes (e.g., candies or coins) are concealed in a container and for a small sum a player can draw one out at random) 
                   => numbers pool, numbers game, numbers racket, numbers -- (an illegal daily lottery) 
                   => raffle -- (a lottery in which the prizes are goods rather than money) 
                   => sweepstake, sweepstakes -- (a lottery in which the prize consists of the money paid by the participants) 
               => craps, crap shooting, crapshoot, crap game -- (a gambling game using two dice) 
               => roulette --
 (a gambling game in which players bet on which compartment of a revolving wheel a small ball will come to rest in) 
               => banking game -- (any gambling game in which bets are laid against the gambling house or the dealer) 
           => unlicensed gambling -- (unlicensed gambling is illegal in most jurisdictions) 
           => throw --
 (the throwing of an object in order to determine an outcome randomly; "he risked his fortune on a throw of the dice") 
               => cast, roll -- (the act of throwing dice) 
                   => natural -- ((craps) a first roll of 7 or 11 that immediately wins the stake) 
               => flip, toss -- (the act of flipping a coin) 
       => celebration, festivity -- (any joyous diversion) 
           => agon -- (a festivity in ancient Greece at which competitors contended for prizes) 
               => Isthmian Games --
 (the ancient Panhellenic games held biennially on the Isthmus of Corinth in the first and third years of each Olympiad) 
               => Nemean Games --
 (the ancient Panhellenic games held biennially at Nemea in the second and fourth years of each Olympiad) 
               => Olympian Games, Olympic Games --
 (the ancient Panhellenic celebration at Olympia in honor of Zeus; held every 4 years beginning in 776 BC) 
               => Pythian Games --
 (the ancient Panhellenic celebration at Delphi held every four years in the third year of the Olympiad in honor of Apollo) 
           => merrymaking, conviviality, jollification -- (a boisterous celebration; a merry festivity) 
               => jinks, high jinks, hijinks, high jinx -- (noisy and mischievous merrymaking) 
               => revel, revelry -- (unrestrained merrymaking) 
                   => bust, tear, binge, bout -- (an occasion for excessive eating or drinking; "they went on a bust that lasted three days") 
                       => piss-up -- (vulgar expression for a bout of heavy drinking) 
                   => carouse, carousal, bender, toot, booze-up -- (revelry in drinking; a merry drinking party) 
                   => orgy, debauch, debauchery, saturnalia, riot, bacchanal, bacchanalia, drunken revelry --
 (a wild gathering involving excessive drinking and promiscuity) 
                   => whoopee -- (noisy and boisterous revelry) 
           => feria -- ((in Spanish speaking regions) a local festival or fair, usually in honor of some patron saint) 
           => festival, fete -- (an organized series of acts and performances (usually in one place); "a drama festival") 
               => carnival -- (a festival marked by merrymaking and processions) 
                   => Mardi Gras, Fat Tuesday -- (the pre-Lenten festival of Shrove Tuesday) 
               => Dionysia, Bacchanalia -- (an orgiastic festival in ancient Greece in honor of Dionysus (= Bacchus)) 
               => eisteddfod -- (any of several annual Welsh festivals involving artistic competitions (especially in singing)) 
                   => Royal National Eisteddfod -- (an eisteddfod with competitions in music and drama and poetry and the fine arts) 
               => film festival -- (a cinematic festival that features films (usually films produced during the past year)) 
               => jazz festival -- (a festival that features performances by jazz artists) 
               => Kwanzaa, Kwanza -- (a festival featuring African-American culture; celebrated between Christmas and New Years) 
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               => Oktoberfest -- (an autumn festival that involves merrymaking and drinking beer) 
               => Saturnalia -- (an orgiastic festival in ancient Rome in honor of Saturn) 
               => sheepshearing -- (festival at the time of sheepshearing) 
           => gala, gala affair, jamboree, blowout -- (a gay festivity) 
           => Ludi Saeculares, secular games --
 (the centennial rites and games of ancient Rome that marked the commencement of a new generation (100 years representing the long
est life in a generation); observances may have begun as early as the 5th century BC and lasted well into the Christian Era) 
           => victory celebration -- (a celebration following a victory in a battle or sports competition) 
       => escapade, lark -- (any carefree episode) 
           => sexcapade -- (a sexual escapade; an illicit affair) 
       => play, frolic, romp, gambol, caper -- (gay or light-
hearted recreational activity for diversion or amusement; "it was all done in play"; "their frolic in the surf threatened to become ugly") 
           => flirt, flirting, flirtation, coquetry, dalliance, toying -- (playful behavior intended to arouse sexual interest) 
           => folly, foolery, tomfoolery, craziness, lunacy, indulgence -- (foolish or senseless behavior) 
               => meshugaas, mishegaas, mishegoss -- ((Yiddish) craziness; senseless behavior or activity) 
               => buffoonery, clowning, frivolity, harlequinade, prank -- (acting like a clown or buffoon) 
                   => shtik, schtik, shtick, schtick -- ((Yiddish) a prank or piece of clowning; "his shtik made us laugh") 
           => game -- (frivolous or trifling behavior; "for actors, memorizing lines is no game"; "for him, life is all fun and games") 
           => horseplay -- (rowdy or boisterous play) 
           => teasing -- (playful vexation; "the parody was just a form of teasing") 
           => word play -- (playing on words or speech sounds) 
       => fun, merriment, playfulness -- (activities that are enjoyable or amusing; "I do it for the fun of it"; "he is fun to have around") 
       => antic, joke, prank, trick, caper, put-on -- (a ludicrous or grotesque act done for fun and amusement) 
           => dirty trick -- (an unkind or aggressive trick) 
           => practical joke -- (a prank or trick played on a person (especially one intended to make the victim appear foolish)) 
               => April fool -- (a practical joke or trick played on April Fools' day) 
               => rag -- (a boisterous practical joke (especially by college students)) 
               => snipe hunt --
 (an elaborate practical joke in which the unsuspecting victim hunts a snipe and is typically left in the dark holding a bag and waiting f
or the snipe to run into it; "in the South a snipe hunt is practically a rite of passage") 
       => jest, joke, jocularity -- (activity characterized by good humor) 
           => drollery, waggery -- (a quaint and amusing jest) 
           => leg-pull, leg-pulling -- (as a joke: trying to make somebody believe something that is not true) 
           => pleasantry -- (an agreeable or amusing remark; "they exchange pleasantries") 
       => entertainment, amusement -- (a diversion that holds the attention) 
           => edutainment -- (entertainment that is intended to be educational) 
           => extravaganza -- (any lavishly staged or spectacular entertainment) 
           => militainment -- (entertainment with military themes in which the Department of Defense is celebrated) 
           => show -- (a public exhibition of entertainment; "a remarkable show of skill") 
               => carnival, fair, funfair -- (a traveling show; having sideshows and rides and games of skill etc.) 
               => dog show -- (a competitive exhibition of dogs) 
               => horseshow -- (a competitive exhibition of horses) 
               => raree-show -- (a street show) 
               => circus --
 (performance given by a traveling company of acrobats clowns and trained animals; "the children always love to go to the circus") 
                   => three-ring circus -- (a circus with simultaneous performances in three rings) 
               => cabaret, floorshow, floor show -- (a series of acts at a night club) 
               => ice show -- (any entertainment performed by ice skaters) 
               => interlude, intermezzo, entr'acte --
 (a brief show (music or dance etc) performed between the sections of another performance) 
               => display, exhibit, showing -- (something shown to the public; "the museum had many exhibits of oriental art") 
                   => parade -- (a visible display; "she made a parade of her sorrows") 
                   => light show -- (a display of colored lights moving in shifting patterns) 
               => presentation, presentment, demonstration --
 (a show or display; the act of presenting something to sight or view; "the presentation of new data"; "he gave the customer a demonstr
ation") 
                   => exhibition -- (the act of exhibiting; "a remarkable exhibition of musicianship") 
                       => production --
 ((law) the act of exhibiting in a court of law; "the appellate court demanded the production of all documents") 
                       => rodeo -- (an exhibition of cowboy skills) 
                   => exposure -- (presentation to view in an open or public manner; "the exposure of his anger was shocking") 
                       => repudiation, debunking --
 (the exposure of falseness or pretensions; "the debunking of religion has been too successful") 
                   => performance --
 (the act of presenting a play or a piece of music or other entertainment; "we congratulated him on his performance at the rehearsal"; "
an inspired performance of Mozart's C minor concerto") 
                       => dramatic production, dramatic performance --
 (the act of performing a drama; "the group joined together in a dramatic production") 
                       => encore -- (an extra or repeated performance; usually given in response to audience demand) 
                       => extemporization, extemporisation, improvisation --
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 (a performance given extempore without planning or preparation) 
                       => juggle, juggling -- (throwing and catching several objects simultaneously) 
                       => magic trick, conjuring trick, trick, magic, legerdemain, conjuration, illusion, deception --
 (an illusory feat; considered magical by naive observers) 
                           => card trick -- (a trick performed with playing cards) 
                           => prestidigitation, sleight of hand -- (manual dexterity in the execution of tricks) 
                       => musical performance -- (the act of performing music) 
                           => playing -- (the act of playing a musical instrument) 
                               => bowing -- (managing the bow in playing a stringed instrument; "the violinist's bowing was excellent") 
                                   => spiccato, spiccato bowing -- (bowing in such a way that the bow bounces lightly off the strings) 
                               => piping -- (playing a pipe or the bagpipes) 
                               => stopping --
 (the kind of playing that involves pressing the fingers on the strings of a stringed instrument to control the pitch; "the violinist's stoppi
ng was excellent") 
                                   => double stopping -- (stopping two strings and producing two notes at the same time) 
                               => transposition --
 ((music) playing in a different key from the key intended; moving the pitch of a piece of music upwards or downwards) 
                           => jam session -- (an impromptu jazz concert) 
                           => singing, vocalizing -- (the act of singing vocal music) 
                               => a cappella singing, a capella singing -- (singing without instrumental accompaniment) 
                                   => gospel, gospel singing --
 (a genre of a capella music originating with Black slaves in the United States and featuring call and response; influential on the devel
opment of other genres of popular music (especially soul)) 
                                       => doo-wop -- (a genre (usually a capella) of Black vocal-
harmony music of the 1950s that evolved in New York City from gospel singing; characterized by close four-
part harmonies; the name derived from some of the nonsense syllables sung by the back-up vocalists) 
                                       => soul --
 (a secular form of gospel that was a major Black musical genre in the 1960s and 1970s; "soul was politically significant during the Ci
vil Rights movement") 
                               => bel canto -- (a style of operatic singing) 
                               => coloratura -- (singing with florid ornamentation) 
                               => caroling -- (singing joyful religious songs (especially at Christmas)) 
                               => crooning -- (the act of singing popular songs in a sentimental manner) 
                               => crooning -- (singing in a soft low tone; "her crooning soon put the child to sleep") 
                               => scat, scat singing --
 (singing jazz; the singer substitutes nonsense syllables for the words of the song and tries to sound like a musical instrument) 
                               => harmonization, harmonisation -- (singing in harmony) 
                               => humming -- (the act of singing with closed lips) 
                               => intonation, chanting -- (the act of singing in a monotonous tone) 
                                   => cantillation -- (liturgical chanting) 
                               => intonation -- (singing by a soloist of the opening piece of plainsong) 
                               => karaoke -- (singing popular songs accompanied by a recording of an orchestra (usually in bars or nightclubs)) 
                               => part-singing -- (singing with three or more voice parts) 
                               => psalmody, hymnody -- (the act of singing psalms or hymns) 
                               => singalong, singsong -- (informal group singing of popular songs) 
                               => solfege, solfeggio -- (a voice exercise; singing scales or runs to the same syllable) 
                               => solmization, solfege, solfeggio -- (singing using solfa syllables to denote the notes of the scale of C major) 
                               => yodeling -- (singing by changing back and forth between the chest voice and a falsetto) 
                       => one-night stand -- (a performance in one place on one night only) 
                       => rendition, rendering, interpretation --
 (the act of interpreting something as expressed in an artistic performance; "her rendition of Milton's verse was extraordinarily moving
") 
                           => reinterpretation -- (a new or different interpretation) 
                           => spin --
 (a distinctive interpretation (especially as used by politicians to sway public opinion); "the campaign put a favorable spin on the story
") 
                       => swan song, last hurrah -- (a final performance or effort (especially before retirement)) 
                       => program, programme --
 (a performance (or series of performances) at a public presentation; "the program lasted more than two hours") 
                           => bill -- (the entertainment offered at a public presentation) 
                   => lecture demonstration -- (presentation of an example of what the lecturer is discoursing about) 
                   => counterdemonstration --
 (a demonstration held in opposition to another demonstration; "supporters of the president organized a counterdemonstration in his su
pport") 
               => demonstration -- (a show of military force or preparedness; "he confused the enemy with feints and demonstrations") 
               => road show -- (a show on tour) 
               => sideshow -- (a minor show that is part of a larger one (as at the circus)) 
               => Wild West Show, Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show --
 (a spectacular show organized in 1883 by William F. Cody that featured horseback riding and marksmanship on a large scale; toured t
he United States and Europe) 
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           => beguilement, distraction -- (an entertainment that provokes pleased interest and distracts you from worries and vexations) 
       => dancing, dance, terpsichore, saltation -- (taking a series of rhythmical steps (and movements) in time to music) 
           => adagio -- (a slow section of a pas de deux requiring great skill and strength by the dancers) 
           => break dancing, break dance --
 (a form of solo dancing that involves rapid acrobatic moves in which different parts of the body touch the ground; normally performe
d to the rhythm of rap music) 
           => nautch, nauch, nautch dance -- (an intricate traditional dance in India performed by professional dancing girls) 
           => pavane, pavan -- (a stately court dance of the 16th and 17th centuries) 
           => saraband -- (a stately court dance of the 17th and 18th centuries; in slow time) 
           => skank --
 (a rhythmic dance to reggae music performed by bending forward and extending the hands while bending the knees) 
           => slam dancing, slam dance -- (a form of dancing in which dancers slam into one another; normally performed to punk rock) 
           => step dancing, hoofing -- (dancing in which the steps are more important than gestures or postures) 
               => tap dancing, tap dance -- (a dance step tapped out audibly with the feet) 
                   => soft-shoe, soft-shoe shuffle, soft-shoe dancing -- (tap dancing wearing soft-soled shoes) 
                   => buck-and-wing -- (a solo tap dance emphasizing sharp taps) 
                   => clog dance, clog dancing, clog -- (a dance performed while wearing clogs; has heavy stamping steps) 
           => toe dancing, toe dance -- (a dance performed on tiptoe) 
           => stage dancing, choreography -- (a show involving artistic dancing) 
               => ballet, concert dance -- (a theatrical representation of a story performed to music by ballet dancers) 
                   => classical ballet --
 (a style of ballet based on precise conventional steps performed with graceful and flowing movements) 
                   => modern ballet -- (a style of ballet that admits a wider variety of movements) 
                   => comedy ballet -- (a ballet that stresses the drama with features of comedy) 
               => modern dance --
 (a style of theatrical dancing that is not as restricted as classical ballet; movements are expressive of feelings) 
                   => interpretive dance, interpretive dancing, interpretative dance, interpretative dancing --
 (a form of modern dance in which the dancer's movements depict an emotion or tell a story) 
               => apache dance -- (a violent fast dance in French vaudeville (an apache is a member of the French underworld)) 
               => belly dance, belly dancing, danse du ventre --
 (a Middle Eastern dance in which the dancer makes sensuous movements of the hips and abdomen) 
               => bolero -- (a Spanish dance in triple time accompanied by guitar and castanets) 
               => cakewalk --
 (a strutting dance based on a march; was performed in minstrel shows; originated as a competition among Black dancers to win a cak
e) 
               => cancan -- (a high-kicking dance of French origin performed by a female chorus line) 
               => nude dancing -- (erotic dancing with little or no clothing) 
                   => fan dance -- (a solo dance in which large fans are manipulated to suggest or reveal nakedness) 
                   => strip, striptease, strip show --
 (a form of erotic entertainment in which a dancer gradually undresses to music; "she did a strip right in front of everyone") 
                   => bubble dance -- (a solo dance similar to a fan dance except large balloons are used instead of fans) 
           => pas seul, variation -- ((ballet) a solo dance or dance figure) 
           => pas de deux, duet -- ((ballet) a dance for two people (usually a ballerina and a danseur noble)) 
           => pas de trois -- ((ballet) a dance for three people) 
           => pas de quatre -- ((ballet) a dance for four people) 
           => social dancing -- (dancing as part of a social occasion) 
               => jitterbug -- (a jerky American dance that was popular in the 1940s) 
               => lindy, lindy hop --
 (an energetic American dance that was popular in the 1930s (probably named for the aviator Charles Lindbergh)) 
               => fandango -- (a provocative Spanish courtship dance in triple time; performed by a man and a woman playing castanets) 
               => flamenco, gypsy dancing --
 (a style of dancing characteristic of the Andalusian gypsies; vigorous and rhythmic with clapping and stamping of feet) 
               => gavotte -- (an old formal French dance in quadruple time) 
               => habanera -- (a Cuban dance in duple time) 
               => shag -- (a lively dance step consisting of hopping on each foot in turn) 
               => shimmy -- (lively dancing (usually to ragtime music) with much shaking of the shoulders and hips) 
               => stomp -- (a dance involving a rhythmical stamping step) 
               => tarantella, tarantelle -- (a lively whirling Italian dance for two persons) 
               => twist --
 (social dancing in which couples vigorously twist their hips and arms in time to the music; was popular in the 1960s; "they liked to da
nce the twist") 
               => ballroom dancing, ballroom dance -- (any of a variety of social dances performed by couples in a ballroom) 
                   => beguine -- (a ballroom dance that originated in the French West Indies; similar to the rumba) 
                   => carioca -- (a lively ballroom dance that resembles the samba) 
                   => cha-cha, cha-cha-cha --
 (a modern ballroom dance from Latin America; small steps and swaying movements of the hips) 
                   => one-step -- (an early ballroom dance; precursor to the fox-trot) 
                       => turkey trot -- (an early ragtime one-step) 
                   => fox-trot, foxtrot --
 (a ballroom dance in quadruple time; combines short and long and fast and slow steps fixed sequences) 
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                   => two-step -- (a ballroom dance in duple meter; marked by sliding steps) 
                   => bunny hug -- (a syncopated ballroom dance formerly popular in the US) 
                   => charleston -- (an American ballroom dance in syncopated rhythm; popular early in the 20th century) 
                   => conga -- (a Latin American dance of 3 steps and a kick by people in single file) 
                   => cotillion, cotilion -- (a lively dance originating in France in the 18th century) 
                   => minuet -- (a stately court dance in the 17th century) 
                   => paso doble -- (a ballroom dance in fast duple time) 
                   => quickstep -- (a ballroom dance with both quick and slow steps) 
                   => rumba -- (a ballroom dance based on the Cuban folk dance) 
                   => samba -- (a lively ballroom dance from Brazil) 
                   => round dance, round dancing -- (a ballroom dance characterized by revolving movement) 
                   => tango -- (a ballroom dance of Latin-American origin) 
                   => waltz, valse -- (a ballroom dance in triple time with a strong accent on the first beat) 
               => folk dancing, folk dance -- (a style of dancing that originated among ordinary people (not in the royal courts)) 
                   => farandole -- (a lively dance from Provence; all the dancers join hands and execute various figures) 
                   => mazurka -- (a Polish national dance in triple time) 
                   => polka -- (a Bohemian dance with 3 steps and a hop in fast time) 
                   => morris dance, morris dancing -- (any of various English folk dances performed by men in costume) 
                   => sword dance, sword dancing -- (any of various dances by men who step nimbly over swords or flourish them in the air) 
                   => rumba -- (a rhythmic syncopated Cuban folk dance in duple time) 
                   => hornpipe -- (a British solo dance performed by sailors) 
                   => jig -- (any of various old rustic dances involving kicking and leaping) 
                   => country-dance, country dancing, contredanse, contra danse, contradance --
 (a type of folk dance in which couples are arranged in sets or face one another in a line) 
                       => longways, longways dance -- (country dancing performed with couples in two long lines facing each other) 
                           => Virginia reel, reel -- (an American country dance which starts with the couples facing each other in two lines) 
                       => square dance, square dancing -- (American country dancing in which couples form squares) 
                           => reel, Scottish reel -- (a lively dance of Scottish highlanders; marked by circular moves and gliding steps) 
                               => highland fling -- (a vigorous Scottish reel) 
                               => eightsome -- (a Scottish reel for eight dancers) 
                           => quadrille -- (a square dance of 5 or more figures for 4 or more couples) 
                               => lancers -- (a quadrille for 8 or 16 couples) 
                       => do-si-do -- (a square-
dance figure; two dancers approach each other and circle back to back before returning to their original places) 
                       => promenade -- (a square dance figure; couples march counterclockwise in a circle) 
                       => sashay -- (a square dance figure; partners circle each other taking sideways steps) 
                       => swing -- (a square dance figure; a pair of dancers join hands and dance around a point between them) 
                       => landler -- (a moderately slow Austrian country dance in triple time; involves spinning and clapping) 
                   => round dance, ring dance -- (a folk dance; dancers form a circle) 
                       => schottische -- (a German round dance resembling a slow polka) 
           => ritual dancing, ritual dance, ceremonial dance -- (a dance that is part of a religious ritual) 
               => apache devil dance -- (a ritual dance of the Apache) 
               => danse macabre, dance of death --
 (a medieval dance in which a skeleton representing death leads a procession of others to the grave) 
               => ghost dance -- (a religious dance of native Americans looking for communication with the dead) 
               => pyrrhic -- (an ancient Greek dance imitating the motions of warfare) 
               => rain dance -- (a ritual dance intended to bring rain) 
                   => corn dance -- (a rain dance of Amerindians) 
                   => hula, hula-hula, Hawaiian dancing -- (a Polynesian rain dance performed by a woman) 
               => snake dance -- (a ceremonial dance (as by the Hopi) in which snakes are handled or invoked) 
               => sun dance -- (a ceremonial dance performed by Amerindians at the summer solstice) 
               => war dance -- (a ceremonial dance performed before a battle or after a victory) 
       => eurythmy, eurhythmy, eurythmics, eurhythmics --
 (the interpretation in harmonious bodily movements of the rhythm of musical compositions; used to teach musical understanding) 
 
game -- (a contest with rules to determine a winner; "you need four people to play this game") 
       => curling -- (a game played on ice; curling stones (heavy stones with handles) are slid toward a target) 
       => bowling -- (a game in which balls are rolled at an object or group of objects with the aim of knocking them over) 
           => tenpins, tenpin bowling -- (bowling down an alley at a target of ten wooden pins) 
           => ninepins, skittles -- (bowling down an alley at a target of nine wooden pins) 
           => duckpins -- (a bowling game using a pin smaller than a tenpin but proportionately wider) 
           => candlepins, candlepin bowling -- (a bowling game using slender bowling pins) 
           => lawn bowling -- (a bowling game played on a lawn with wooden balls that are rolled at a jack) 
               => bocce, bocci, boccie -- (Italian lawn bowling (played on a long narrow dirt court)) 
               => bowls -- (lawn bowling at a jack using biased wooden balls) 
       => pall-mall -- (a 17th century game; a wooden ball was driven along an alley with a mallet) 
       => athletic game -- (a game involving athletic activity) 
           => ice hockey, hockey, hockey game --
 (a game played on an ice rink by two opposing teams of 6 skaters each who try to knock a flat round puck into the opponents' goal wit
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h hockey sticks) 
           => tetherball --
 (a game with two players who use rackets to strike a ball that is tethered to the top of a pole; the object is to wrap the string around the
 pole) 
           => water polo --
 (a game played in a swimming pool by two teams of swimmers who try to throw an inflated ball into the opponents' goal) 
           => outdoor game -- (an athletic game that is played outdoors) 
               => day game -- (a game played in daylight) 
               => night game -- (a game played under artificial illumination at night) 
               => golf, golf game --
 (a game played on a large open course with 9 or 18 holes; the object is use as few strokes as possible in playing all the holes) 
                   => professional golf -- (playing golf for money) 
                   => round of golf, round -- (the activity of playing 18 holes of golf; "a round of golf takes about 4 hours") 
                   => medal play, stroke play -- (golf scoring by total strokes taken) 
                   => match play -- (golf scoring by holes won) 
                   => miniature golf --
 (a novelty version of golf played with golf balls and putters on a miniature course featuring many obstacles) 
                   => clock golf --
 (a form of golf in which you putt from positions arranged on the circumference of a circle around the hole) 
               => croquet --
 (a game in which players hit a wooden ball through a series of hoops; the winner is the first to traverse all the hoops and hit a peg) 
               => paintball --
 (a game that simulates military combat; players on one team try to eliminate players on the opposing team by shooting capsules of pai
nt at them) 
               => quoits, horseshoes --
 (a game in which quoits or horseshoes are thrown at a stake in the ground in the hope of encircling it) 
               => shuffleboard, shovelboard --
 (a game in which players use long sticks to shove wooden disks onto the scoring area marked on a smooth surface) 
               => field game -- (an outdoor game played on a field of specified dimensions) 
                   => field hockey, hockey --
 (hockey played on a field; two opposing teams use curved sticks to drive a ball into the opponents' net) 
                   => football, football game --
 (any of various games played with a ball (round or oval) in which two teams try to kick or carry or propel the ball into each other's go
al) 
                       => American football, American football game --
 (a game played by two teams of 11 players on a rectangular field 100 yards long; teams try to get possession of the ball and advance it
 across the opponents goal line in a series of (running or passing) plays) 
                           => touch football -- (a version of American football in which the ball carrier is touched rather than tackled) 
                       => professional football -- (football played for pay) 
                       => rugby, rugby football, rugger -- (a form of football played with an oval ball) 
                       => soccer, association football --
 (a football game in which two teams of 11 players try to kick or head a ball into the opponents' goal) 
                   => hurling -- (a traditional Irish game resembling hockey; played by two teams of 15 players each) 
                   => ball game, ballgame -- (a field game played with a ball (especially baseball)) 
                       => baseball, baseball game, ball --
 (a ball game played with a bat and ball between two teams of 9 players; teams take turns at bat trying to score run; "he played basebal
l in high school"; "there was a baseball game on every empy lot"; "there was a desire for National League ball in the area"; "play ball!"
) 
                           => daisy cutter -- (a batted or served ball that skims along close to the ground) 
                           => professional baseball -- (playing baseball for money) 
                           => hardball -- (baseball as distinguished from softball) 
                           => perfect game -- (a game in which a pitcher does not allow any opposing player to reach base) 
                           => no-hit game, no-hitter -- (a game in which a pitcher allows the opposing team no hits) 
                           => one-hitter, 1-hitter -- (a game in which a pitcher allows the opposing team only one hit) 
                           => two-hitter, 2-hitter -- (a game in which a pitcher allows the opposing team only 2 hits) 
                           => three-hitter, 3-hitter -- (a game in which a pitcher allows the opposing team only 3 hits) 
                           => four-hitter, 4-hitter -- (a game in which a pitcher allows the opposing team 4 hits) 
                           => five-hitter, 5-hitter -- (a game in which a pitcher allows the opposing team 5 hits) 
                           => softball, softball game --
 (a game closely resembling baseball that is played on a smaller diamond and with a ball that is larger and softer) 
                           => rounders -- (an English ball game similar to baseball) 
                           => stickball, stickball game -- (a form of baseball played in the streets with a rubber ball and broomstick handle) 
                           => steal --
 (a stolen base; an instance in which a base runner advances safely during the delivery of a pitch (without the help of a hit or walk or p
assed ball or wild pitch)) 
                   => cricket -- (a game played with a ball and bat by two teams of 11 players; teams take turns trying to score runs) 
                   => lacrosse -- (a game invented by American indians; now played by two teams who use long-
handled rackets to catch and carry and throw the ball toward the opponents' goal) 
                   => polo -- (a game similar to field hockey but played on horseback using long-handled mallets and a wooden ball) 
                   => pushball -- (a game using a leather-
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covered ball 6 feet in diameter; the two side try to push it across the opponents' goal) 
                   => ultimate frisbee --
 (a game between two teams whose players try to toss a Frisbee to one another until they cross the opponents goal; possession changes
 hands when the frisbee is intercepted or touches the ground or goes out of bounds) 
           => court game -- (an athletic game played on a court) 
               => handball --
 (a game played in a walled court or against a single wall by two or four players who strike a rubber ball with their hands) 
               => racquetball -- (a game played on a handball court with short-handled rackets) 
               => fives -- (a game resembling handball; played on a court with a front wall and two side walls) 
               => squash, squash racquets, squash rackets --
 (a game played in an enclosed court by two or four players who strike the ball with long-handled rackets) 
               => volleyball, volleyball game -- (a game in which two teams hit an inflated ball over a high net using their hands) 
               => jai alai, pelota -- (a Basque or Spanish game played in a court with a ball and a wickerwork racket) 
               => badminton -- (a game played on a court with light long-handled rackets used to volley a shuttlecock over a net) 
                   => battledore, battledore and shuttlecock -- (an ancient racket game) 
                   => singles -- (badminton played with one person on each side) 
                   => doubles -- (badminton played with two players on each side) 
               => basketball, basketball game, hoops --
 (a game played on a court by two opposing teams of 5 players; points are scored by throwing the basketball through an elevated horiz
ontal hoop) 
                   => professional basketball -- (playing basketball for money) 
               => deck tennis --
 (game played mainly on board ocean liners; players toss a ring back and form over a net that is stretched across a small court) 
               => netball --
 (a team game that resembles basketball; a soccer ball is to be thrown so that it passes through a ring on the top of a post) 
               => tennis, lawn tennis --
 (a game played with rackets by two or four players who hit a ball back and forth over a net that divides the court) 
                   => professional tennis -- (playing tennis for money) 
                   => singles -- (tennis played with one person on each side) 
                   => doubles -- (tennis played with two players on each side) 
                   => royal tennis, real tennis, court tennis -- (an ancient form of tennis played in a four-walled court) 
               => pallone -- (an Italian game similar to tennis) 
       => child's game -- (a game enjoyed by children) 
           => blindman's bluff, blindman's buff --
 (a children's game in which a blindfolded player tries to catch and identify other players) 
           => cat and mouse, cat and rat --
 (a game for children in which the players form a circle and join hands; they raise their hands to let a player inside the circle or lower t
heir hands to bar a second player who is chasing the first) 
           => cat's cradle -- (a game played with string looped over the fingers) 
           => hide-and-seek, hide and go seek --
 (a game in which a child covers his eyes while the other players hide then tries to find them) 
           => hopscotch --
 (a game in which a child tosses a stone into an area drawn on the ground and then hops through it and back to regain the stone) 
           => jacks, jackstones, knucklebones --
 (a game in which jackstones are thrown and picked up in various groups between bounces of a small rubber ball) 
           => jackstraws, spillikins --
 (a game in which players try to pick each jackstraw (or spillikin) off of a pile without moving any of the others) 
           => jump rope -- (a child's game or a cardiopulmonary exercise in which the player jumps over a swinging rope) 
               => double Dutch --
 (the difficult version of jump rope in which players jump over two ropes that are swung in a crisscross manner by two turners) 
           => leapfrog -- (a game in which one child bends down and another leaps over) 
           => marbles -- (a children's game played with little balls made of a hard substance (as glass)) 
           => mumblety-peg, mumble-the-peg --
 (a game in which players throw or flip a jackknife in various ways so that the knife sticks in the ground) 
           => musical chairs, going to Jerusalem -- (a child's game in which N players march to music around N-
1 chairs; when the music abruptly stops the players scramble to sit and the player who does not find a chair is eliminated; then a chair i
s removed and the march resumes until only the winner is seated) 
           => peekaboo, bopeep -- (a game played with young children; you hide your face and suddenly reveal it as you say Boo!) 
           => pillow fight -- (a child's game of fighting with pillows) 
           => post office -- (a children's game in which kisses are exchanged for pretended letters) 
           => spin the bottle -- (a game in which a player spins a bottle and kisses the person that it points to when it stops spinning) 
           => spin the plate, spin the platter --
 (a game in which something round (as a plate) is spun on edge and the name of a player is called; the named player must catch the spi
nning object before it falls or pay a forfeit) 
           => tag -- (a game in which one child chases the others; the one who is caught becomes the next chaser) 
           => tiddlywinks --
 (a game in which players try to flip plastic disks into a cup by pressing them on the side sharply with a larger disk) 
       => card game, cards -- (a game played with playing cards) 
           => all fours, high-low-jack -- (card games in which points are won for taking the high or low or jack or game) 
               => cinch -- (a form of all fours in which the players bid for the privilege of naming trumps) 
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               => pitch, auction pitch -- (an all-fours game in which the first card led is a trump) 
               => seven-up, old sledge -- (a form of all fours in which a total of seven points is game) 
           => baccarat, chemin de fer --
 (a card game played in casinos in which two or more punters gamble against the banker; the player wins who holds 2 or 3 cars that tot
al closest to nine) 
           => beggar-my-neighbor, beggar-my-neighbour, strip-Jack-naked --
 (a card game for two players in which the object is to win all of the other player's cards) 
           => blackjack, twenty-one, vingt-et-un --
 (a gambling game using cards; the object is to hold cards having a higher count than those dealt to the bank up to but not exceeding 2
1) 
           => bridge -- (any of various card games based on whist for four players) 
               => bridge whist -- (the earliest form of bridge; the dealer could name the trump suit) 
               => auction, auction bridge --
 (a variety of bridge in which tricks made in excess of the contract are scored toward game; now generally superseded by contract brid
ge) 
               => contract, contract bridge --
 (a variety of bridge in which the bidder receives points toward game only for the number of tricks he bid) 
           => casino, cassino -- (a card game in which cards face up on the table are taken with eligible cards in the hand) 
               => royal casino -- (a form of casino in which face cards have extra point values) 
               => spade casino -- (a form of casino in which spades have the value of one point) 
           => cribbage, crib -- (a card game in which each player is dealt 6 cards and discards one or two to make up the crib) 
           => ecarte -- (a card game for 2 players; played with 32 cards and king high) 
           => euchre, five hundred --
 (a card game similar to ecarte; each player is dealt 5 cards and the player making trump must take 3 tricks to win a hand) 
           => fantan, sevens, parliament --
 (a card game in which you play your sevens and other cards in sequence in the same suit as their sevens; you win if you are the first to
 use all your cards) 
           => faro -- (a card game in which players bet against the dealer on the cards he will draw from a dealing box) 
           => Go Fish -- (a card game for two players who try to assemble books of cards by asking the opponent for particular cards) 
           => monte, four-card monte, three-card monte --
 (a gambling card game of Spanish origin; 3 or 4 cards are dealt face up and players bet that one of the will be matched before the othe
rs as the cards are dealt from the pack one at a time) 
           => Michigan, Chicago, Newmarket, boodle, stops --
 (a gambling card game in which chips are placed on the ace and king and queen and jack of separate suits (taken from a separate deck
); a player plays the lowest card of a suit in his hand and successively higher cards are played until the sequence stops; the player who 
plays a card matching one in the layout wins all the chips on that card) 
           => Napoleon, nap -- (a card game similar to whist; usually played for stakes) 
           => old maid --
 (a card game using a pack of cards from which one queen has been removed; players match cards and the player holding the unmatch
ed queen at the end of the game is the loser (or `old maid')) 
           => pinochle, pinocle, penuchle, bezique -- (a card game played with a 48-
card pack (two of each suit for high cards); play resembles whist) 
           => piquet -- (a card game for two players using a reduced pack of 32 cards) 
           => pisha paysha --
 ((Yiddish) a card game for two players one of whom is usually a child; the deck is place face down with one card face upward; player
s draw from the deck alternately hoing to build up or down from the open card; the player with the fewest cards when the deck is exha
usted is the winner) 
           => poker, poker game -- (any of various card games in which players bet that they hold the highest-ranking hand) 
               => draw, draw poker --
 (poker in which a player can discard cards and receive substitutes from the dealer; "he played only draw and stud") 
               => high-low -- (poker in which the high and low hands split the pot) 
               => penny ante, penny ante poker -- (poker played for small stakes) 
               => straight poker -- (poker in which each player gets 5 cards face down and bets are made without drawing any further cards) 
               => strip poker -- (poker in which a player's losses are paid by removing an article of clothing) 
               => stud, stud poker --
 (poker in which each player receives hole cards and the remainder are dealt face up; bets are placed after each card is dealt) 
           => rouge et noir, trente-et-quarante --
 (a card game in which two rows of cards are dealt and players can bet on the color of the cards or on which row will have a count near
er some number) 
           => rummy, rum -- (a card game based on collecting sets and sequences; the winner is the first to meld all their cards) 
               => gin, gin rummy, knock rummy --
 (a form of rummy in which a player can go out if the cards remaining in their hand total less than 10 points) 
               => canasta, basket rummy, meld --
 (a form of rummy using two decks and four jokers; jokers and deuces are wild; the object is to meld groups of seven of the same rank
) 
                   => bolivia -- (a form of canasta in which sequences can be melded) 
                   => samba -- (a form of canasta using three decks and six jokers) 
           => solitaire, patience -- (a card game played by one person) 
               => canfield -- (a form of solitaire that involves gambling) 
               => klondike --
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 (a form of solitaire that begins with seven piles of cards with the top cards facing up; descending sequences of cards of alternating col
ors are built on these piles; as aces become available they are placed above the seven piles; the object is to build sequences in suit fro
m ace to king as the remaining cards are dealt out one at a time) 
               => Russian bank, crapette -- (solitaire with two players using separate packs) 
           => whist, long whist, short whist --
 (a card game for four players who form two partnerships; a pack of 52 cards is dealt and each side scores one point for each trick it ta
kes in excess of six) 
               => dummy whist -- (a form of whist with three players; four hands are dealt with the hand opposite the dealer being face up) 
               => hearts, Black Maria -- (a form of whist in which players avoid winning tricks containing hearts of the queen of spades) 
       => table game -- (a game that is played on a table) 
           => table tennis, Ping-Pong -- (a game (trade name Ping-
Pong) resembling tennis but played on a table with paddles and a light hollow ball) 
           => dominoes, dominos -- (any of several games played with small rectangular blocks) 
           => nim --
 (game in which matchsticks are arranged in rows and players alternately remove one or more of them; in some versions the object is t
o take the last remaining matchstick on the table and in other versions the object is to avoid taking the last remaining matchstick on the
 table) 
           => billiards -- (any of several games played on rectangular cloth-
covered table (with cushioned edges) in which long tapering cue sticks are used to propel ivory (or composition) balls) 
           => pool, pocket billiards -- (any of various games played on a pool table having 6 pockets) 
               => snooker -- (a form of pool played with 15 red balls and six balls of other colors and a cue ball) 
           => bagatelle, bar billiards --
 (a table game in which short cues are used to knock balls into holes that are guarded by wooden pegs; penalties are incurred if the peg
s are knocked over) 
       => parlor game, parlour game -- (a game suitable for playing in a parlor) 
           => word game -- (any game involving the formation or alteration or discovery of words) 
               => anagrams -- (a game whose object is to form words from a group of randomly chosen letters) 
               => Scrabble --
 (a board game in which words are formed from letters in patterns similar to a crossword puzzle; each letter has a value and those valu
es are used to score the game) 
           => board game -- (a game played on a specially designed board) 
               => Scrabble --
 (a board game in which words are formed from letters in patterns similar to a crossword puzzle; each letter has a value and those valu
es are used to score the game) 
               => backgammon -- (a board game for two players; pieces move according to throws of the dice) 
               => checkers, draughts --
 (a checkerboard game for two players who each have 12 pieces; the object is to jump over and so capture the opponent's pieces) 
               => chess, chess game --
 (a game for two players who move their 16 pieces according to specific rules; the object is to checkmate the opponent's king) 
                   => shogi -- (a form of chess played on a board of 81 squares; each player has 20 pieces) 
               => Chinese checkers, Chinese chequers --
 (a board game in which each player tries to move a set of marbles through a set of holes from one point of a six-
pointed star to the opposite point) 
               => darts -- (a game in which darts are thrown at a dartboard) 
               => go, go game --
 (a board game for two players who place counters on a grid; the object is to surround and so capture the opponent's counters) 
               => halma -- (a board game in which players try to move their pieces into their opponent's bases) 
               => lotto, bingo, beano, keno --
 (a game in which numbered balls are drawn at random and players cover the corresponding numbers on their cards) 
               => ludo -- (a simple board game in which players move counters according to the throw of dice) 
               => Mah-Jongg, mahjong -- (Chinese game played by 4 people with 144 tiles) 
               => Monopoly --
 (a board game in which players try to gain a monopoly on real estate as pieces advance around the board according to the throw of a d
ie) 
               => pachisi -- (an ancient board game resembling backgammon; played on a cross-shaped board) 
                   => Parcheesi -- (a modern board game based on pachisi) 
               => shovel board, shove-halfpenny, shove-ha'penny --
 (a game in which coins or discs are slid by hand across a board toward a mark) 
               => snakes and ladders -- (a board game for children who use dice to move counters up ladders and down snakes) 
               => ticktacktoe, ticktacktoo, tick-tack-toe, tic-tac-toe, tit-tat-toe, noughts and crosses --
 (a game in which two players alternately put crosses and circles in one of the compartments of a 3-by-
3 board; the object is to get a row of three crosses or three circles before the opponent does) 
       => game of chance, gambling game -- (a game that involves gambling) 
           => fantan --
 (a Chinese gambling game; a random number of counters are placed under a bowl and you gamble on how many will be left (0 or 1 or
 2 or 3) modulo 4) 
           => lottery, drawing -- (players buy (or are given) chances and prizes are distributed according to the drawing of lots) 
               => tombola -- (a lottery in which tickets are drawn from a revolving drum) 
               => lucky dip --
 (a game in which prizes (e.g., candies or coins) are concealed in a container and for a small sum a player can draw one out at random) 
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               => numbers pool, numbers game, numbers racket, numbers -- (an illegal daily lottery) 
               => raffle -- (a lottery in which the prizes are goods rather than money) 
               => sweepstake, sweepstakes -- (a lottery in which the prize consists of the money paid by the participants) 
           => craps, crap shooting, crapshoot, crap game -- (a gambling game using two dice) 
           => roulette --
 (a gambling game in which players bet on which compartment of a revolving wheel a small ball will come to rest in) 
           => banking game -- (any gambling game in which bets are laid against the gambling house or the dealer) 
       => zero-sum game -- (a game in which the total of all the gains and losses is zero) 
occupation, business, job, line of work, line --
 (the principal activity in your life that you do to earn money; "he's not in my line of business") 
       => sport -- (the occupation of athletes who compete for pay) 
           => professional boxing -- (boxing for money) 
           => professional wrestling -- (wrestling for money) 
           => sumo --
 (a Japanese form of wrestling; you lose if you are forced out of a small ring or if any part of your body (other than your feet) touches t
he ground) 
           => professional golf -- (playing golf for money) 
           => professional football -- (football played for pay) 
           => professional baseball -- (playing baseball for money) 
           => professional basketball -- (playing basketball for money) 
           => professional tennis -- (playing tennis for money) 
       => farming, land --
 (working the land as an occupation or way of life; "farming is a strenuous life"; "there's no work on the land any more") 
       => game, biz -- (your occupation or line of work; "he's in the plumbing game"; "she's in show biz") 
       => career, calling, vocation -- (the particular occupation for which you are trained) 
           => specialization, specialisation, specialty, speciality, specialism --
 (the special line of work you have adopted as your career; "his specialization is gastroenterology") 
           => lifework -- (the principal work of your career) 
           => walk of life, walk -- (careers in general; "it happens in all walks of life") 
           => business life, professional life -- (a career in industrial or commercial or professional activities) 
       => employment, work --
 (the occupation for which you are paid; "he is looking for employment"; "a lot of people are out of work") 
           => coaching, coaching job -- (the job of a professional coach) 
           => engagement, booking --
 (employment for performers or performing groups that lasts for a limited period of time; "the play had bookings throughout the summ
er") 
               => gig -- (a booking for musicians; "they played a gig in New Jersey") 
           => seafaring, navigation, sailing -- (the work of a sailor) 
               => cabotage -- (navigation in coastal waters) 
           => workload -- (work that a person is expected to do in a specified time) 
               => case load -- (the number of cases handled in a given period of time (as by a court or agency)) 
           => piecework -- (work paid for according to the quantity produced) 
           => service -- (employment in or work for another; "he retired after 30 years of service") 
           => telecommuting, teleworking -- (employment at home while communicating with the workplace by phone or fax or modem) 
           => services --
 (performance of duties or provision of space and equipment helpful to others; "the mayor tried to maintain city services"; "the medica
l services are excellent") 
               => facility -- (services and space and equipment provided for a particular purpose; "catering facilities"; "toilet facilities") 
                   => public toilet, comfort station, public convenience, convenience, public lavatory, restroom, toilet facility, wash room --
 (a toilet that is available to the public) 
                       => ladies' room, powder room -- (a woman's restroom in a public (or semi-public) building) 
                       => latrine -- (a public toilet in a military area) 
                       => men's room, men's -- (a public toilet for men) 
           => public service -- (employment within a government system (especially in the civil service)) 
               => minister -- (the job of a head of a government department) 
                   => cabinet minister -- (the job of a senior minister who is a member of the cabinet) 
           => paper route -- (the job of delivering newspapers regularly) 
       => appointment -- (the job to which you are (or hope to be) appointed; "he applied for an appointment in the treasury") 
       => position, post, berth, office, spot, billet, place, situation -- (a job in an organization; "he occupied a post in the treasury") 
           => academicianship -- (the position of member of an honorary academy) 
           => accountantship -- (the position of accountant) 
           => admiralty -- (the office of admiral) 
           => ambassadorship -- (the post of ambassador) 
           => apostleship -- (the position of apostle) 
           => apprenticeship -- (the position of apprentice) 
           => attorneyship -- (the position of attorney) 
           => bailiffship -- (the office of bailiff) 
           => bishopry -- (the office of bishop) 
           => cadetship -- (the position of cadet) 
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           => caliphate -- (the office of a caliph) 
           => captainship, captaincy -- (the post of captain) 
           => cardinalship -- (the office of cardinal) 
           => chairmanship -- (the position of chairman) 
           => chancellorship -- (the office of chancellor) 
           => chaplaincy, chaplainship -- (the position of chaplain) 
           => chieftaincy, chieftainship -- (the position of chieftain) 
           => clerkship -- (the job of clerk) 
           => commandership, commandery -- (the position or office of commander) 
           => comptrollership -- (the position of comptroller) 
           => consulship -- (the post of consul) 
           => controllership -- (the position of controller) 
           => councillorship, councilorship -- (the position of council member) 
           => counselorship, counsellorship -- (the position of counselor) 
           => curacy -- (the position of a curate) 
           => curatorship -- (the position of curator) 
           => custodianship -- (the position of custodian) 
           => deanship, deanery -- (the position or office of a dean) 
           => directorship -- (the position of a director of a business concern) 
           => discipleship -- (the position of disciple) 
           => editorship -- (the position of editor) 
           => eldership -- (the office of elder) 
           => emirate -- (the office of an emir) 
           => fatherhood -- (the status of a father) 
           => fatherhood -- (the status of a religious leader) 
           => foremanship -- (the position of foreman) 
           => generalship -- (the office of general) 
           => governorship -- (the office of governor) 
           => headship -- (the position of head) 
           => headship -- (the position of headmaster or headmistress) 
               => headmastership -- (the position of headmaster) 
               => headmistressship -- (the position of headmistress) 
           => hot seat -- (a difficult position where you are subjected to stress and criticism) 
           => incumbency -- (the office of an incumbent) 
           => inspectorship -- (the office of inspector) 
           => instructorship -- (the position of instructor) 
           => internship -- (the position of a medical intern) 
           => judgship, judgeship, judicature -- (the position of judge) 
           => khanate -- (the position of a khan) 
           => lectureship -- (the post of lecturer) 
           => legation, legateship -- (the post or office of legate) 
           => legislatorship -- (the office of legislator) 
           => librarianship -- (the position of librarian) 
           => lieutenancy -- (the position of a lieutenant) 
           => magistracy, magistrature -- (the position of magistrate) 
           => managership -- (the position of manager) 
           => manhood -- (the status of being a man) 
           => marshalship -- (the post of marshall) 
           => mastership -- (the position of master) 
           => mayoralty -- (the position of mayor) 
           => messiahship -- (the position of messiah) 
           => moderatorship -- (the position of moderator) 
           => overlordship -- (the position of overlord) 
           => pastorship, pastorate -- (the position of pastor) 
           => peasanthood -- (the state of being a peasant) 
           => praetorship -- (the office of praetor) 
           => precentorship -- (the position of precentor) 
           => preceptorship -- (the position of preceptor) 
           => prefecture -- (the office of prefect) 
           => prelacy, prelature -- (the office or station of a prelate) 
           => premiership -- (the office of premier) 
           => presidency, presidentship --
 (the office and function of president; "Andrew Jackson expanded the power of the presidency beyond what was customary before his 
time") 
               => President of the United States, President, Chief Executive --
 (the office of the United States head of state; "a President is elected every four years") 
           => primateship -- (the office of primate) 
           => principalship -- (the post of principal) 
           => priorship -- (the office of prior) 
           => proconsulship, proconsulate -- (the position of proconsul) 
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           => proctorship -- (the position of proctor) 
           => professorship, chair -- (the position of professor; "he was awarded an endowed chair in economics") 
           => protectorship -- (the position of protector) 
           => public office -- (a position concerning the people as a whole) 
               => bully pulpit --
 (a public office of sufficiently high rank that it provides the holder with an opportunity to speak out and be listened to on any matter; 
"the American presidency is a bully pulpit") 
           => receivership -- (the office of a receiver) 
           => regency -- (the office of a regent) 
           => residency --
 (the position of physician who is receiving special training in a hospital (usually after completing an internship)) 
           => rulership -- (the position of ruler) 
           => sainthood -- (the status and dignity of a saint) 
           => secretaryship -- (the position of secretary) 
               => Attorney General, Attorney General of the United States --
 (the position of the head of the Justice Department and the chief law enforcement officer of the United States; "the post of Attorney G
eneral was created in 1789") 
               => Secretary of Agriculture, Agriculture Secretary --
 (the position of the head of the Department of Agriculture; "the post of Secretary of Agriculture was established in 1889") 
               => Secretary of Commerce, Commerce Secretary --
 (the position of the head of the Department of Commerce; "the position of Commerce Secretary was created in 1913") 
               => Secretary of Defense, Defense Secretary --
 (the position of the head of the Department of Defense; "the position of Defense Secretary was created in 1947") 
               => Secretary of Education, Education Secretary --
 (the position of the head of the Education Department; "the post of Education Secretary was created in 1979") 
               => Secretary of Energy, Energy Secretary --
 (the position of the head of the Department of Energy; "the post of Energy Secretary was created in 1977") 
               => Secretary of Health and Human Services --
 (the position of the head of the Department of Health and Human Services; "the post of Secretary of Health and Human Services was 
created by Congress in 1979") 
               => Secretary of Housing and Urban Development --
 (the position of the head of the Department of Housing and Urban Development; "the position of Secretary of Housing and Urban De
velopment was created in 1966") 
               => Secretary of Labor, Labor Secretary --
 (the position of the head of the Department of Labor; "the post of Labor Secretary was created in 1913") 
               => Secretary of State --
 (the position of the head of the State Department; "the position of Secretary of State was established in 1789") 
               => Secretary of the Interior, Interior Secretary --
 (the position of the head of the Department of the Interior; "the position of Interior Secretary was created in 1849") 
               => Secretary of the Treasury, Treasury Secretary --
 (the position of the head of the Treasury Department; "the position of Treasury Secretary was created in 1789") 
               => Secretary of Transportation, Transportation Secretary --
 (the position of the head of the Department of Transportation; "the post of Transportation Secretary was created in 1966") 
               => Secretary of Veterans Affairs --
 (the position of the head of the Department of Veterans Affairs; "the post of Secretary of Veterans Affairs was created in 1989") 
               => Secretary of War, War Secretary --
 (head of a former executive department; combined with the Navy Secretary to form the Defense Secretary in 1947) 
               => Secretary of the Navy, Navy Secretary --
 (head of a former executive department; combined with the War Secretary to form the Defense Secretary in 1947) 
               => Secretary of Commerce and Labor --
 (head of a former executive department created in 1903 and divided into two departments in 1913) 
               => Secretary of Health Education and Welfare --
 (head of a former executive department created in 1953 and divided into two departments in 1979) 
           => senatorship -- (the office of senator) 
           => sinecure -- (an office that involves minimal duties) 
           => solicitorship -- (the position of solicitor) 
           => speakership -- (the position of speaker) 
           => stewardship -- (the position of steward) 
           => studentship -- (the position of student) 
           => teachership -- (the position of teacher) 
           => thaneship -- (the position of thane) 
           => throne -- (the position and power of one who occupies a throne) 
           => treasurership -- (the position of treasurer) 
           => tribuneship -- (the position of tribune) 
           => viceroyship -- (the position of viceroy) 
           => viziership -- (the position of vizier) 
           => wardenship -- (the position of warden) 
           => wardership -- (the position of warder) 
           => womanhood -- (the status of a woman) 
       => treadmill, salt mine -- (a job involving drudgery and confinement) 
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       => trade, craft -- (the skilled practice of a practical occupation; "he learned his trade as an apprentice") 
           => airplane mechanics -- (the craft of building and repairing airplanes) 
           => auto mechanics -- (the craft of building and repairing automobiles) 
           => basketry -- (the craft of basket making) 
           => carpentry, woodworking, woodwork -- (the craft of a carpenter: making things out of wood) 
               => cabinetwork, cabinetry -- (the craft of making furniture (especially furniture of high quality)) 
               => cabinetmaking, joinery -- (the craft of a joiner) 
           => drafting, mechanical drawing -- (the craft of drawing blueprints) 
           => dressmaking -- (the craft of making dresses) 
               => couture -- (high fashion designing and dressmaking) 
           => electrical work -- (the craft of an electrician) 
           => interior decoration, interior design -- (the trade of planning the layout and furnishings of an architectural interior) 
               => lighting -- (the craft of providing artificial light; "an interior decorator must understand lighting") 
           => lumbering -- (the trade of cutting or preparing or selling timber) 
           => masonry -- (the craft of a mason) 
               => bricklaying -- (the craft of laying bricks) 
           => painting, house painting -- (the occupation of a house painter; "house painting was the only craft he knew") 
           => papermaking -- (the craft of making paper) 
           => piloting, pilotage -- (the occupation of a pilot) 
           => plumbing, plumbery --
 (the occupation of a plumber (installing and repairing pipes and fixtures for water or gas or sewage in a building)) 
           => pottery -- (the craft of making earthenware) 
           => pyrotechnics, pyrotechny -- (the craft of making fireworks) 
           => shoemaking, shoe repairing, cobbling -- (the shoemaker's trade) 
           => roofing -- (the craft of a roofer) 
               => slating -- (the act of laying slates for a roof) 
           => sheet-metal work -- (the craft of doing sheet metal work (as in ventilation systems)) 
           => shingling -- (the laying on of shingles; "shingling is a draft very different from carpentry") 
           => tailoring -- (the occupation of a tailor) 
           => tool-and-die work -- (the craft of making special tools and dies) 
           => handicraft -- (a craft that requires skillful hands) 
               => bookbinding -- (the craft of binding books) 
               => sewing, stitching -- (joining or attaching by stitches) 
                   => blind stitching -- (stitching that is not easily seen or noticed) 
                   => suturing -- (surgical joining of two surfaces) 
               => spinning -- (creating thread) 
               => weaving -- (creating fabric) 
                   => netting -- (creating netting) 
               => knitting -- (creating knitted wear) 
               => crocheting -- (creating a garment of needlework) 
               => lace making, tatting -- (act or process or making tatting or handmade lace) 
               => needlework, needlecraft -- (work (such as sewing or embroidery) that is done with a needle) 
           => mintage -- (act or process of minting coins) 
           => tanning -- (making leather from rawhide) 
           => typography -- (the craft of composing type and printing from it) 
           => undertaking -- (the trade of a funeral director) 
           => upholstery -- (the craft of upholstering) 
           => viniculture, winemaking -- (the craft and science of growing grapes and making wine) 
       => profession -- (an occupation requiring special education (especially in the liberal arts or sciences)) 
           => learned profession -- (one of the three professions traditionally believed to require advanced learning and high principles) 
               => law, practice of law --
 (the learned profession that is mastered by graduate study in a law school and that is responsible for the judicial system; "he studied la
w at Yale") 
               => medicine, practice of medicine --
 (the learned profession that is mastered by graduate training in a medical school and that is devoted to preventing or alleviating or cur
ing diseases and injuries; "he studied medicine at Harvard") 
                   => preventive medicine --
 (the branch of medicine concerned with preventing disease; "the medical establishment doesn't profit from preventive medicine") 
                   => alternative medicine -- (the practice of medicine without the use of drugs; may involve herbal medicines or self-
awareness or biofeedback or acupuncture) 
                       => herbal medicine -- (the use of medicinal herbs to prevent or treat disease or promote health) 
                   => complementary medicine -- (the practice of medicine that combines traditional medicine with alternative medicine) 
               => theology --
 (the learned profession acquired by specialized courses in religion (usually taught at a college or seminary); "he studied theology at O
xford") 
           => literature -- (the profession or art of a writer; "her place in literature is secure") 
           => architecture -- (the profession of designing buildings and environments with consideration for their esthetic effect) 
           => education -- (the profession of teaching (especially at a school or college or university)) 
               => teaching, instruction, pedagogy --
 (the profession of a teacher; "he prepared for teaching while still in college"; "pedagogy is recognized as an important profession") 
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                   => catechesis -- (oral religious instruction (as before baptism or confirmation)) 
                   => catechetical instruction -- (teaching religious principles by questions and answers) 
                   => language teaching -- (teaching people to speak and understand a foreign language) 
                   => teaching reading -- (teaching beginners to read) 
                       => phonics -- (teaching reading by training beginners to associate letters with their sound values) 
                       => whole-word method -- (teaching reading by training beginners to associate printed words with spoken words) 
                   => schooling -- (the act of teaching at school) 
                   => indoctrination -- (teaching someone to accept doctrines uncritically) 
                       => brainwashing -- (forcible indoctrination into a new set of attitudes and beliefs) 
                       => inculcation, ingraining, instilling -- (teaching or impressing upon the mind by frequent instruction or repetition) 
                   => tutelage, tuition, tutorship -- (teaching pupils individually (usually by a tutor hired privately)) 
                   => lesson -- (a unit of instruction; "he took driving lessons") 
                       => language lesson -- (a period of instruction learning a language) 
                           => French lesson -- (instruction in the French language) 
                           => German lesson -- (instruction in the German language) 
                           => Hebrew lesson -- (instruction in the Hebrew language) 
                       => dance lesson -- (a lesson in dancing) 
                       => music lesson -- (a lesson in performing music) 
                           => piano lesson -- (a lesson in playing the piano) 
                           => violin lesson -- (a less in playing the violin) 
                       => tennis lesson -- (a lesson in playing tennis) 
                       => golf lesson -- (a lesson in playing gold) 
                   => sleep-learning, hypnopedia --
 (teaching during sleep (as by suing recordings to teach a foreign language to someone who is asleep)) 
                   => spoonfeeding -- (teaching in an overly simplified way that discourages independent thought) 
                   => lecture, lecturing -- (teaching by giving a discourse on some subject (typically to a class)) 
                       => talk -- (the act of giving a talk to an audience; "I attended an interesting talk on local history") 
                           => chalk talk -- (a talk that uses a blackboard and chalk) 
           => journalism -- (the profession of reporting or photographing or editing news stories for one of the media) 
               => newspapering -- (journalism practiced for the newspapers) 
           => politics -- (the profession devoted to governing and to political affairs) 
           => technology, engineering -- (the practical application of science to commerce or industry) 
               => aeronautical engineering -- (the activity of designing and constructing aircraft) 
               => automotive technology, automotive engineering -- (the activity of designing and constructing automobiles) 
               => chemical engineering -- (the activity of applying chemistry to the solution of practical problems) 
               => communications technology -- (the activity of designing and constructing and maintaining communication systems) 
                   => digital communications technology --
 (the design and construction of communications technology that transmits information in digital form) 
               => computer technology -- (the activity of designing and constructing and programming computers) 
               => high technology -- (highly advanced technological development (especially in electronics)) 
                   => automation, mechanization, mechanisation --
 (the act of implementing the control of equipment with advanced technology; usually involving electronic hardware; "automation repl
aces human workers by machines") 
                       => computerization, cybernation -- (the control of processes by computer) 
               => rail technology, railroading -- (the activity of designing and constructing and operating railroads) 
                   => magnetic levitation, maglev -- (high-
speed rail technology; train is suspended on a magnetic cushion above a magnetized track and so travels free of friction) 
       => metier, medium -- (an occupation for which you are especially well suited; "in law he found his true metier") 
       => accountancy, accounting -- (the occupation of maintaining and auditing records and preparing financial reports for a business) 
           => cost accounting -- (keeping account of the costs of items in production) 
               => costing -- (cost accounting) 
           => bookkeeping, clerking -- (the activity of recording business transactions) 
               => single entry, single-entry bookkeeping -- (a simple bookkeeping system; transactions are entered in only one account) 
               => double entry, double-entry bookkeeping -- (bookkeeper debits the transaction to one account and credits it to another) 
           => inventory accounting -- (accounting that controls and evaluates inventory) 
               => first in first out, FIFO --
 (inventory accounting in which the oldest items (those first acquired) are assumed to be the first sold) 
               => last in first out, LIFO -- (inventory accounting in which the most recently acquired items are assumed to be the first sold) 
       => photography -- (the occupation of taking and printing photographs or making movies) 
       => catering -- (providing food and services) 
 
wrongdoing, wrongful conduct, misconduct, actus reus -- (activity that transgresses moral or civil law; "he denied any wrongdoing") 
       => brutalization, brutalisation -- (the activity of treating someone savagely or vicisouly) 
       => trespass, encroachment, violation, intrusion, usurpation -- (entry to another's property without right or permission) 
           => inroad -- (an encroachment or intrusion; "they made inroads in the United States market") 
       => tort, civil wrong -- ((law) any wrongdoing for which an action for damages may be brought) 
           => alienation of affection --
 (a tort based on willful and malicious interference with the marriage relation by a third party without justification or excuse) 
           => invasion of privacy --
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 (the wrongful intrusion by individuals or the government into private affairs with which the public has no concern) 
           => trespass --
 (a wrongful interference with the possession of property (personal property as well as realty), or the action instituted to recover damag
es) 
               => continuing trespass --
 (trespass that is not transient or intermittent but continues as long as the offending object remains; "dumping his garbage on my land 
was a case of continuing trespass") 
               => trespass de bonis asportatis --
 (an action brought to recover damages from a person who has taken goods or property from its rightful owner) 
               => trespass on the case --
 (an action brought to recover damages from a person whose actions have resulted indirectly in injury or loss; "a person struck by a log
 as it was thrown onto a road could maintain trespass against the thrower but one who was hurt by stumbling over it could maintain an
d action on the case") 
               => trespass quare clausum fregit -- (the defendant unlawfully enters the land of the plaintiff) 
               => trespass viet armis -- (trespass with force and arms resulting in injury to another's person or property) 
           => libel -- (a tort consisting of false and malicious publication printed for the purpose of defaming a living person) 
       => malversation -- (misconduct in public office) 
       => misbehavior, misbehaviour, misdeed -- (improper or wicked or immoral behavior) 
           => delinquency, juvenile delinquency -- (an antisocial misdeed in violation of the law by a minor) 
           => mischief, mischief-making, mischievousness, deviltry, devilry, devilment, rascality, roguery, roguishness, shenanigan --
 (reckless or malicious behavior that causes discomfort or annoyance in others) 
               => hell, blaze -- (noisy and unrestrained mischief; "raising blazes") 
               => monkey business -- (mischievous or deceitful behavior) 
               => vandalism, hooliganism, malicious mischief -- (willful wanton and malicious destruction of the property of others) 
           => ruffianism -- (violent lawless behavior) 
           => familiarity, impropriety, indecorum, liberty -- (an act of undue intimacy) 
           => abnormality, irregularity -- (behavior that breaches the rule or etiquette or custom or morality) 
               => deviation, deviance -- (deviate behavior) 
           => indecency, impropriety -- (an indecent or improper act) 
               => obscenity -- (an obscene act) 
           => indiscretion, peccadillo -- (a petty misdeed) 
           => infantilism -- (infantile behavior in mature persons) 
       => dereliction -- (willful negligence) 
           => nonfeasance --
 (a failure to act when under an obligation to do so; a refusal (without sufficient excuse) to do that which it is your legal duty to do) 
       => malfeasance -- (wrongful conduct by a public official) 
       => misfeasance -- (doing a proper act in a wrongful or injurious manner) 
       => malpractice --
 (a wrongful act that the actor had no right to do; improper professional conduct; "he charged them with electoral malpractices") 
       => malpractice -- (professional wrongdoing that results in injury or damage; "the widow sued his surgeon for malpractice") 
       => perversion -- (the action of perverting something (turning it to a wrong use); "it was a perversion of justice") 
       => wrong, legal injury, damage -- (a legal injury is any damage resulting from a violation of a legal right) 
       => injury -- (an act that injures someone) 
           => disservice, ill service, ill turn -- (an act intended to help that turns out badly; "he did them a disservice") 
           => spoil, spoiling, spoilage -- (the act of spoiling something by causing damage to it; "her spoiling my dress was deliberate") 
       => injustice, unfairness, iniquity -- (an unjust act) 
       => infliction -- (an act causing pain or damage) 
       => transgression, evildoing --
 (the act of transgressing; the violation of a law or a duty or moral principle; "the boy was punished for the transgressions of his father"
) 
           => abomination --
 (an action that is vicious or vile; an action that arouses disgust or abhorence; "his treatment of the children is an abomination") 
           => evil, immorality, wickedness, iniquity -- (morally objectionable behavior) 
               => deviltry, devilry -- (wicked and cruel behavior) 
               => foul play -- (unfair or treacherous behavior (especially involving violence)) 
               => irreverence, violation -- (a disrespectful act) 
                   => profanation, desecration, blasphemy, sacrilege --
 (blasphemous behavior; the act of depriving something of its sacred character; "desecration of the Holy Sabbath") 
               => sexual immorality --
 (the evil ascribed to sexual acts that violate social conventions; "sexual immorality is the major reason for last year's record number of
 abortions") 
           => villainy -- (a treacherous or vicious act) 
           => depravity, turpitude -- (a corrupt or depraved or degenerate act or practice; "the various turpitudes of modern society") 
           => vice -- (a specific form of evildoing; "vice offends the moral standards of the community") 
               => gambling, gaming, play --
 (the act of playing for stakes in the hope of winning (including the payment of a price for a chance to win a prize); "his gambling cost 
him a fortune"; "there was heavy play at the blackjack table") 
                   => sporting life -- (active interest in gambling on sports events) 
                   => bet, wager -- (the act of gambling; "he did it on a bet") 
                       => daily double -- (a single bet on two horse races in the same day) 
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                       => exacta, perfecta -- (a bet that you can pick the first and second finishers in the right order) 
                       => parimutuel -- (betting where winners share the total amount wagered) 
                       => place bet -- (a bet that a horse will finish a race no worse than second) 
                       => superfecta -- (a bet that you can pick the first four finishers in a race in the right order) 
                   => game of chance, gambling game -- (a game that involves gambling) 
                       => fantan --
 (a Chinese gambling game; a random number of counters are placed under a bowl and you gamble on how many will be left (0 or 1 or
 2 or 3) modulo 4) 
                       => lottery, drawing -- (players buy (or are given) chances and prizes are distributed according to the drawing of lots) 
                           => tombola -- (a lottery in which tickets are drawn from a revolving drum) 
                           => lucky dip --
 (a game in which prizes (e.g., candies or coins) are concealed in a container and for a small sum a player can draw one out at random) 
                           => numbers pool, numbers game, numbers racket, numbers -- (an illegal daily lottery) 
                           => raffle -- (a lottery in which the prizes are goods rather than money) 
                           => sweepstake, sweepstakes -- (a lottery in which the prize consists of the money paid by the participants) 
                       => craps, crap shooting, crapshoot, crap game -- (a gambling game using two dice) 
                       => roulette --
 (a gambling game in which players bet on which compartment of a revolving wheel a small ball will come to rest in) 
                       => banking game -- (any gambling game in which bets are laid against the gambling house or the dealer) 
                   => unlicensed gambling -- (unlicensed gambling is illegal in most jurisdictions) 
                   => throw --
 (the throwing of an object in order to determine an outcome randomly; "he risked his fortune on a throw of the dice") 
                       => cast, roll -- (the act of throwing dice) 
                           => natural -- ((craps) a first roll of 7 or 11 that immediately wins the stake) 
                       => flip, toss -- (the act of flipping a coin) 
               => intemperance, intemperateness -- (consumption of alcoholic drinks) 
                   => drink, drinking, boozing, drunkenness, crapulence --
 (the act of drinking alcoholic beverages to excess; "drink was his downfall") 
                       => drinking bout -- (a long period of drinking) 
           => sin, sinning -- (an act that is regarded by theologians as a transgression of God's will) 
               => fall -- (a lapse into sin; a loss of innocence or of chastity; "a fall from virtue") 
               => actual sin -- (a sin committed of your own free will (as contrasted with original sin)) 
               => original sin --
 (a sin inherited by all descendants of Adam; "Adam and Even committed the original sin when they ate the forbidden fruit in the Gard
en of Eden") 
               => mortal sin, deadly sin -- (an unpardonable sin entailing a total loss of grace; theologians list 7 mortal sins) 
                   => pride, superbia -- (unreasonable and inordinate self-esteem (personified as one of the deadly sins)) 
                   => envy, invidia -- (spite and resentment at seeing the success of another (personified as one of the deadly sins)) 
                   => avarice, greed, covetousness, rapacity, avaritia --
 (reprehensible acquisitiveness; insatiable desire for wealth (personified as one of the deadly sins)) 
                   => sloth, laziness, acedia -- (apathy and inactivity in the practice of virtue (personified as one of the deadly sins)) 
                   => wrath, anger, ire, ira -- (belligerence aroused by a real or supposed wrong (personified as one of the deadly sins)) 
                   => gluttony, overeating, gula -- (eating to excess (personified as one of the deadly sins)) 
                   => lust, luxuria -- (self-indulgent sexual desire (personified as one of the deadly sins)) 
               => venial sin -- (a pardonable sin regarded as entailing only a partial loss of grace) 
           => terrorization, terrorisation -- (an act of terrorism) 
           => crime, law-breaking -- ((criminal law) an act punishable by law; usually considered an evil act; "a long record of crimes") 
               => capital offense -- (a crime so serious that capital punishment is considered appropriate) 
               => cybercrime --
 (crime committed using a computer and the internet to steal a person's identity or sell contraband or stalk victims or disrupt operations
 with malevolent programs) 
               => felony -- (a serious crime (such as murder or arson)) 
                   => capture, seizure -- (the act of taking of a person by force) 
                       => abduction --
 (the criminal act of capturing and carrying away by force a family member; if a man's wife is abducted it is a crime against the family 
relationship and against the wife) 
                       => kidnapping, snatch --
 ((law) the unlawful act of capturing and carrying away a person against their will and holding them in false imprisonment) 
                   => racketeering -- (engaging in a racket) 
                   => bribery, graft -- (the practice of offering something (usually money) in order to gain an illicit advantage) 
                       => commercial bribery -- (bribery of a purchasing agent in order to induce the agent to enter into a transaction) 
                   => larceny, theft, thievery, thieving, stealing --
 (the act of taking something from someone unlawfully; "the thieving is awful at Kennedy International") 
                       => breach of trust with fraudulent intent -- (larceny after trust rather than after unlawful taking) 
                       => embezzlement, peculation, defalcation, misapplication, misappropriation --
 (the fraudulent appropriation of funds or property entrusted to your care but actually owned by someone else) 
                           => raid -- (an attempt by speculators to defraud investors) 
                           => plunderage -- (the act of plundering (especially the embezzlement of goods on shipboard)) 
                       => pilferage -- (the act of stealing small amounts or small articles) 
                       => shoplifting, shrinkage --
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 (the act of stealing goods that are on display in a store; "shrinkage is the retail trade's euphemism for shoplifting") 
                       => robbery -- (larceny by threat of violence) 
                           => armed robbery, heist, holdup, stickup -- (robbery at gunpoint) 
                           => caper, job -- (a crime (especially a robbery); "the gang pulled off a bank job in St. Louis") 
                           => dacoity, dakoity -- (robbery by a gang of armed dacoits) 
                           => heist, rip-off -- (the act of stealing) 
                           => highjacking, hijacking --
 (robbery of a traveller or vehicle in transit or seizing control of a vehicle by the use of force) 
                           => highway robbery -- (robbery of travellers on or near a public road) 
                           => piracy, buccaneering --
 (robbery on the high seas; taking a ship away from the control of those who are legally entitled to it) 
                           => rolling -- (the act of robbing a helpless person; "he was charged with rolling drunks in the park") 
                       => biopiracy --
 (biological theft; illegal collection of indigenous plants by corporations who patent them for their own use) 
                       => grand larceny, grand theft --
 (larceny of property having a value greater than some amount (the amount varies by locale)) 
                       => petit larceny, petty larceny --
 (larceny of property having a value less than some amount (the amount varies by locale)) 
                       => skimming -- (failure to declare income in order to avoid paying taxes on it) 
                       => rustling -- (the stealing of cattle) 
                   => extortion -- (the felonious act of extorting money (as by threats of violence)) 
                       => blackmail -- (extortion of money by threats to divulge discrediting information) 
                       => protection, tribute --
 (payment extorted by gangsters on threat of violence; "every store in the neighborhood had to pay him protection") 
                       => shakedown -- (extortion of money (as by blackmail)) 
                   => burglary -- (entering a building unlawfully with intent to commit a felony or to steal valuable property) 
                       => housebreaking, break-in, breaking and entering --
 (trespassing for an unlawful purpose; illegal entrance into premises with criminal intent) 
                           => home invasion -- (burglary of a dwelling while the residents are at home) 
               => forgery -- (criminal falsification by making or altering an instrument with intent to defraud) 
               => fraud -- (intentional deception resulting in injury to another person) 
                   => identity theft -- (the co-
option of another person's personal information (e.g., name, social security number, credit card number, passport) without that person's
 knowledge and the fraudulent use of such knowledge) 
                   => mail fraud -- (use of the mails to defraud someone) 
                   => election fraud -- (misrepresentation or alteration of the true results of an election) 
                   => constructive fraud, legal fraud --
 (comprises all acts or omissions or concealments involving breach of equitable or legal duty or trust or confidence) 
                       => fraud in law --
 (fraud that is presumed from the circumstances although the one who commits it need not have had any evil intent) 
                   => extrinsic fraud, collateral fraud --
 (fraud that prevents a party from knowing their rights or from having a fair opportunity of presenting them at trial) 
                   => fraud in fact, positive fraud --
 (actual deceit; concealing something or making a false representation with an evil intent to cause injury to another) 
                   => fraud in the factum --
 (fraud that arises from a disparity between the instrument intended to be executed and the instrument actually executed; e.g., leading s
omeone to sign the wrong contract) 
                   => fraud in the inducement --
 (fraud which intentionally causes a person to execute and instrument or make an agreement or render a judgment; e.g., misleading so
meone about the true facts) 
                   => intrinsic fraud --
 (fraud (as by use of forged documents or false claims or perjury) that misleads a court or jury and induces a finding for the one perpet
rating the fraud) 
                   => swindle, cheat, rig -- (the act of swindling by some fraudulent scheme; "that book is a fraud") 
                       => scam, cozenage -- (a fraudulent business scheme) 
                       => bunco, bunco game, bunko, bunko game, con, confidence trick, confidence game, con game, gyp, hustle, sting, flimf
lam -- (a swindle in which you cheat at gambling or persuade a person to buy worthless property) 
                           => sting operation --
 (a complicated confidence game planned and executed with great care (especially an operation implemented by undercover agents to 
apprehend criminals)) 
                       => pyramiding --
 (a fraudulent business practice involving some form of pyramid scheme e.g., the chain of distribution is artificially expanded by an ex
cessive number of distributors selling to other distributors at progressively higher wholesale prices until retail prices are unnecessarily 
inflated) 
                       => holdout -- (the act of hiding playing cards in a gambling game so they are available for personal use later) 
                       => swiz -- (British) 
                       => shell game, thimblerig -- (a swindling sleight-of-hand game; victim guesses which of three things a pellet is under) 
               => Had crime -- ((Islam) serious crimes committed by Muslims and punishable by pre-
established punishments found in the Koran; "Had crimes include apostasy from Islam and murder and theft and adultery") 
               => hijack, highjack -- (seizure of a vehicle in transit either to rob it or divert it to an alternate destination) 
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                   => carjacking -- (the violent theft of an occupied car) 
               => mayhem -- (the willful and unlawful crippling or mutilation of another person) 
               => misdemeanor, misdemeanour, infraction, offence, offense, violation, infringement -- (a crime less serious than a felony) 
                   => disorderly conduct, disorderly behavior, disturbance of the peace, breach of the peace --
 (any act of molesting or interrupting or hindering or disquieting or agitating or arousing from a state of repose or otherwise depriving 
inhabitants of the peace and quiet to which they are entitled) 
                   => false pretense, false pretence --
 ((law) an offense involving intent to defraud and false representation and obtaining property as a result of that misrepresentation) 
                   => indecent exposure, public nudity -- (vulgar and offensive nakedness in a public place) 
                   => perjury, bearing false witness, lying under oath -- (criminal offense of making false statements under oath) 
                   => sedition --
 (an illegal action inciting resistance to lawful authority and tending to cause the disruption or overthrow of the government) 
               => perpetration, commission, committal -- (the act of committing a crime) 
               => attack, attempt -- (the act of attacking; "attacks on women increased last year"; "they made an attempt on his life") 
                   => assault --
 (a threatened or attempted physical attack by someone who appears to be able to cause bodily harm if not stopped) 
                       => aggravated assault -- (a reckless attack with intent to injure seriously (as with a deadly weapon)) 
                       => battery, assault and battery -- (an assault in which the assailant makes physical contact) 
                           => resisting arrest --
 (physical efforts to oppose a lawful arrest; the resistance is classified as assault and battery upon the person of the police officer attem
pting to make the arrest) 
                       => mugging -- (assault with intent to rob) 
               => Tazir crime --
 ((Islam) minor crimes committed by Muslims; crimes that are not mentioned in the Koran so judges are free to punish the offender in 
any appropriate way; "in some Islamic nations Tazir crimes are set by legislation") 
               => statutory offense, statutory offence, regulatory offense, regulatory offence --
 (crimes created by statutes and not by common law) 
                   => sexual assault, sexual abuse, sex crime, sex offense --
 (a statutory offense that provides that it is a crime to knowingly cause another person to engage in an unwanted sexual act by force or 
threat; "most states have replaced the common law definition of rape with statutes defining sexual assault") 
                       => molestation --
 (the act of subjecting someone to unwanted or improper sexual advances or activity (especially women or children)) 
                       => rape, violation, assault, ravishment -- (the crime of forcing a woman to submit to sexual intercourse against her will) 
                           => date rape -- (rape in which the rapist is known to the victim (as when they are on a date together)) 
                           => statutory rape, carnal abuse --
 (sexual intercourse with a girl who has not reached the age of consent (even if both parties participate willingly)) 
                   => bigamy -- (the offense of marrying someone while you have a living spouse from whom no valid divorce has occurred) 
               => thuggery -- (violent or brutal acts as of thugs) 
               => treason, high treason, lese majesty -- (a crime that undermines the offender's government) 
               => vice crime -- (a vice that is illegal) 
                   => unlicensed gambling -- (unlicensed gambling is illegal in most jurisdictions) 
                   => prostitution, harlotry, whoredom -- (offering sexual intercourse for pay) 
               => victimless crime --
 (an act that is legally a crime but that seem to have no victims; "he considers prostitution to be a victimless crime") 
               => war crime -- (a crime committed in wartime; violation of rules of war) 
           => crime -- (an evil act not necessarily punishable by law; "crimes of the heart") 
           => inside job --
 (some transgression committed with the assistance of someone trusted by the victim; "the police decided that the crime was an inside 
job") 
       => dishonesty, knavery -- (lack of honesty; acts of lying or cheating or stealing) 
           => treachery, betrayal, treason, perfidy -- (an act of deliberate betrayal) 
               => double cross, double-crossing --
 (an act of betrayal; "he gave us the old double cross"; "I could no longer tolerate his impudent double-crossing") 
               => sellout -- (an act of betrayal) 
           => charlatanism, quackery -- (the dishonesty of a charlatan) 
           => trick -- (an attempt to get you to do something foolish or imprudent; "that offer was a dirty trick") 
           => falsification, falsehood --
 (the act of rendering something false as by fraudulent changes (of documents or measures etc.) or counterfeiting) 
               => frame-up, setup -- (an act that incriminates someone on a false charge) 
               => sophistication --
 (falsification by the use of sophistry; misleading by means of specious fallacies; "he practiced the art of sophistication upon reason") 
               => forgery -- (criminal falsification by making or altering an instrument with intent to defraud) 
       => falsification, misrepresentaation -- (a willful perversion of facts) 
           => distortion, overrefinement, straining, torture, twisting --
 (the act of distorting something so it seems to mean something it was not intended to mean) 
           => equivocation, tergiversation -- (falsification by means of vague or ambiguous language) 
           => lying, prevarication, fabrication -- (the deliberate act of deviating from the truth) 
               => fibbing, paltering -- (a trivial act of lying or being deliberately unclear) 
           => deception, deceit, dissembling, dissimulation -- (the act of deceiving) 
               => fakery -- (the act of faking (or the product of faking)) 
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               => indirection -- (deceitful action that is not straightforward; "he could see through the indirections of diplomats") 
               => trickery, chicanery, chicane, guile, wile, shenanigan --
 (the use of tricks to deceive someone (usually to extract money from them)) 
                   => fraud, fraudulence, dupery, hoax, humbug, put-on --
 (something intended to deceive; deliberate trickery intended to gain an advantage) 
                       => goldbrick -- (anything that is supposed to be valuable but turns out to be worthless) 
                       => Piltdown man, Piltdown hoax -- (a supposedly primitive man later proven to be a hoax) 
                   => jugglery -- (artful trickery designed to achieve an end; "the senator's tax program was mere jugglery") 
               => duplicity, double-dealing --
 (acting in bad faith; deception by pretending to entertain one set of intentions while acting under the influence of another) 
               => cheat, cheating -- (a deception for profit to yourself) 
                   => gerrymander -- (an act of gerrymandering (dividing a voting area so as to give your own party an unfair advantage)) 
               => delusion, illusion, head game -- (the act of deluding; deception by creating illusory ideas) 
               => pretense, pretence, pretending, simulation, feigning --
 (the act of giving a false appearance; "his conformity was only pretending") 
                   => appearance, show --
 (pretending that something is the case in order to make a good impression; "they try to keep up appearances"; "that ceremony is just f
or show") 
                   => make-believe, pretend -- (the enactment of a pretense; "it was just pretend") 
                   => affectation, mannerism, pose, affectedness -- (a deliberate pretense or exaggerated display) 
                       => attitude -- (a theatrical pose created for effect; "the actor struck just the right attitude") 
                       => radical chic -- (an affectation of radical left-wing views and the fasionable dress and lifestyle that goes with them) 
                   => masquerade -- (making a false outward show; "a beggar's masquerade of wealth") 
               => imposture, impersonation -- (pretending to be another person) 
               => obscurantism -- (a deliberate act intended to make something obscure) 
               => bluff, four flush -- (the act of bluffing in poker; deception by a false show of confidence in the strength of your cards) 
               => take-in -- (the act of taking in as by fooling or cheating or swindling someone) 
       => violation, infringement --
 (an act that disregards an agreement or a right; "he claimed a violation of his rights under the Fifth Amendment") 
           => copyright infringement, infringement of copyright -- (a violation of the rights secured by a copyright) 
               => plagiarism, plagiarization, plagiarisation, piracy --
 (the act of plagiarizing; taking someone's words or ideas as if they were your own) 
           => foul -- (an act that violates of the rules of a sport) 
               => foul ball --
 ((baseball) a ball struck with the bat so that it does not stay between the lines (the foul lines) that define the width of the playing field) 
               => personal foul -- (a foul that involves unnecessarily rough contact (as in basketball or football)) 
               => technical foul, technical --
 ((basketball) a foul that that can be assessed on a player or a coach or a team for unsportsmanlike conduct; does not usually involve p
hysical contact during play) 
           => patent infringement -- (violation of the rights secured by a patent) 
 
creation, creative activity -- (the human act of creating) 
       => pornography, porno, porn, erotica, smut --
 (creative activity (writing or pictures or films etc.) of no literary or artistic value other than to stimulate sexual desire) 
           => child pornography, kiddie porn, kiddy porn -- (the illegal use of children in pornographic pictures or films) 
       => re-creation -- (the act of creating again) 
       => creating from raw materials -- (the act of creating something that is different from the materials that went into it) 
           => baking -- (making bread or cake or pastry etc.) 
           => molding, casting -- (the act of creating something by casting it in a mold) 
           => recording, transcription --
 (the act of making a record (especially an audio record); "she watched the recording from a sound-proof booth") 
               => lip synchronization, lip synchronisation, lip synch, lip sync --
 (combining audio and video recording in such a way that the sound is perfectly synchronized with the action that produced it; especial
ly synchronizing the movements of a speaker's lips with the sound of his speech) 
               => mastering --
 (the act of making a master recording from which copies can be made; "he received a bill for mastering the concert and making 100 c
opies") 
           => construction, building --
 (the act of constructing or building something; "during the construction we had to take a detour"; "his hobby was the building of boats
") 
               => crenelation, crenellation -- (the action of constructing rampparts with gaps for firing guns or arrows) 
               => erecting, erection -- (the act of building or putting up) 
               => house-raising -- (construction by a group of neighbors) 
               => fabrication, assembly -- (the act of constructing something (as a piece of machinery)) 
               => dry walling -- (the activity of building stone walls without mortar) 
               => grading, leveling -- (changing the ground level to a smooth horizontal or gently sloping surface) 
               => road construction -- (the construction of roads) 
               => shipbuilding -- (the construction of ships) 
               => rustication -- (the construction of masonry or brickwork in a rustic manner) 
           => fabrication, manufacture --
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 (the act of making something (a product) from raw materials; "the synthesis and fabrication of single crystals"; "an improvement in th
e manufacture of explosives"; "manufacturing is vital to Great Britain") 
               => formation, shaping -- (the fabrication of something in a particular shape) 
                   => filing -- (the act of using a file (as in shaping or smoothing an object)) 
                   => forging -- (shaping metal by heating and hammering) 
                   => metalworking, metalwork -- (the activity of making things out of metal in a skillful manner) 
                   => granulation -- (the act of forming something into granules or grains; "the granulation of medicines") 
                   => grooving, rifling -- (the cutting of spiral grooves on the inside of the barrel of a firearm) 
               => newspeak --
 (deliberately ambiguous and contradictiory language use to mislead and manipulate the public; "the welfare state brought its own new
speak") 
               => prefabrication --
 (the manufacture of sections of a building at the factory so they can be easily and rapidly assembled at the building site) 
           => confection, concoction --
 (the act of creating something (a medicine or drink or soup etc.) by compounding or mixing a variety of components) 
           => lamination -- (bonding thin sheets together) 
               => veneering -- (the act of applying veneer) 
       => production -- (the creation of value or wealth by producing goods and services) 
       => creating by mental acts -- (the act of creating something by thinking) 
           => formation -- (creation by mental activity; "the formation of sentences"; "the formation of memories") 
               => affixation -- (formation of a word by means of an affix) 
                   => prefixation -- (formation of a word by means of a prefix) 
                   => suffixation -- (formation of a word by means of a suffix) 
           => design, designing --
 (the act of working out the form of something (as by making a sketch or outline or plan); "he contributed to the design of a new instru
ment") 
               => planning -- (the act or process of drawing up plans or layouts for some project or enterprise) 
                   => city planning, town planning, urban planning --
 (determining and drawing up plans for the future physical arrangement and condition of a community) 
           => programming, programing, computer programming, computer programing --
 (creating a sequence of instructions to enable the computer to do something) 
               => logic programming -- (creating a program that enables the computer to reason logically) 
           => verbal creation -- (creating something by the use of speech and language) 
               => writing, authorship, composition, penning --
 (the act of creating written works; "writing was a form of therapy for him"; "it was a matter of disputed authorship") 
                   => drafting -- (writing a first version to be filled out and polished later) 
                   => dramatization, dramatisation -- (conversion into dramatic form; "the play was a dramatization of a short story") 
                   => fabrication, fictionalization, fictionalisation -- (writing in a fictional form) 
                   => metrification -- (writing a metrical composition (or the metrical strucutre of a composition)) 
                   => novelization, novelisation -- (converting something into the form of a novel) 
                   => redaction -- (the act of putting something in writing) 
                   => lexicography -- (the act of writing dictionaries) 
                   => versification -- (the art or practice of writing verse) 
           => realization, realisation, actualization, actualisation -- (making real or giving the appearance of reality) 
               => objectification -- (the act of representing an abstraction as a physical thing) 
                   => depersonalization, depersonalisation, reification --
 (representing a human being as a physical thing deprived of personal qualities or individuality; "according to Marx, treating labor as a
 commodity exemplified the reification of the individual") 
                   => externalization, externalisation, exteriorization, exteriorisation -- (embodying in an outward form) 
                   => hypostatization, hypostatisation, reification -- (regarding something abstract as a material thing) 
                   => embodiment -- (giving concrete form to an abstract concept) 
                       => soul -- (the human embodiment of something; "the soul of honor") 
                       => personification, incarnation -- (the act of attributing human characteristics to abstract ideas etc.) 
           => composing, composition -- (musical creation) 
               => arrangement, arranging, transcription -- (the act of arranging and adapting a piece of music) 
                   => rearrangement -- (changing an arrangement) 
                       => juggle, juggling -- (the act of rearranging things to give a misleading impression) 
                       => musical chairs --
 (a rearrangement that has no practical effect or significance; "the company is looking for stability after years of musical chairs with di
rectors"; "shareholders don't want the company playing musical chairs with their investment") 
                       => reordering -- (a rearrangement in a different order) 
                           => permutation -- (act of changing the lineal order of objects in a group) 
                           => transposition, reversal -- (the act of reversing the order or place of) 
                           => passing, overtaking --
 (going by something that is moving in order to get in front of it; "she drove but well but her reckless passing of every car on the road f
rightened me") 
                           => shuffle, shuffling, make -- (the act of mixing cards haphazardly) 
                               => reshuffle, reshuffling -- (shuffling again; "the gambler demanded a reshuffle") 
                               => riffle -- (shuffling by splitting the pack and interweaving the two halves at their corners) 
                       => transposition --
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 ((electricity) a rearrangement of the relative positions of power lines in order to minimize the effects of mutual capacitance and induct
ance; "he wrote a textbook on the electrical effects of transposition") 
                   => orchestration, instrumentation --
 (the act of arranging a piece of music for an orchestra and assigning parts to the different musical instruments) 
                   => orchestration --
 (an arrangement of events that attempts to achieve a maximum effect; "the skillful orchestration of his political campaign") 
               => realization, realisation -- (the completion or enrichment of a piece of music left sparsely notated by a composer) 
               => recapitualtion --
 ((music) the repitition of themes introduced earlier (especially when you are composing the final part of a movement)) 
           => invention -- (the act of inventing) 
               => neologism, neology, coinage -- (the act of inventing a word or phrase) 
               => devisal, contrivance -- (the act of devising something) 
           => conceptualization, conceptualisation, formulation --
 (inventing or contriving an idea or explanation and formulating it mentally) 
               => approach, attack, plan of attack --
 (ideas or actions intended to deal with a problem or situation; "his approach to every problem is to draw up a list of pros and cons"; "a
n attack on inflation"; "his plan of attack was misguided") 
                   => avenue --
 (a line of approach; "they explored every avenue they could think of"; "it promises to open new avenues to understanding") 
               => framing -- (formulation of the plans and important details; "the framing of judicial decrees") 
       => art, artistic creation, artistic production --
 (the creation of beautiful or significant things; "art does not need to be innovative to be good"; "I was never any good at art"; "he said 
that architecture is the art of wasting space beautifully") 
           => arts and crafts --
 (the arts of decorative design and handicraft; "they sponsored arts and crafts in order to encourage craftsmanship in an age of mass pr
oduction") 
               => handicraft -- (a craft that requires skillful hands) 
                   => bookbinding -- (the craft of binding books) 
                   => sewing, stitching -- (joining or attaching by stitches) 
                       => blind stitching -- (stitching that is not easily seen or noticed) 
                       => suturing -- (surgical joining of two surfaces) 
                   => spinning -- (creating thread) 
                   => weaving -- (creating fabric) 
                       => netting -- (creating netting) 
                   => knitting -- (creating knitted wear) 
                   => crocheting -- (creating a garment of needlework) 
                   => lace making, tatting -- (act or process or making tatting or handmade lace) 
                   => needlework, needlecraft -- (work (such as sewing or embroidery) that is done with a needle) 
           => ceramics -- (the art of making and decorating pottery) 
           => decal, decalcomania -- (the art of transfering designs from specially prepared paper to a wood or glass or metal surface) 
           => decoupage -- (the art of decorating a surface with shapes or pictures and then coating it with vanish or lacquer) 
           => drawing, draftsmanship, drafting -- (the creation of artistic drawings; "he learned drawing from his father") 
               => pyrography -- (the act of producing drawings on wood or leather by using heated tools or a fine flame) 
               => tracing -- (the act of drawing a plan or diagram or outline) 
           => glyptography -- (carving or engraving (especially on stones)) 
           => gastronomy -- (the art and practice of choosing and preparing and eating good food) 
           => origami -- (the Japanese art of folding paper into shapes representing objects (e.g., flowers or birds)) 
           => painting -- (creating a picture with paints; "he studied painting and sculpture for many years") 
               => distemper --
 (a method of painting in which the pigments are mixed with water and a binder; used for painting posters or murals or stage scenery) 
               => fresco -- (a durable method of painting on a wall by using watercolors on wet plaster) 
               => impasto -- (painting that applies the pigment thickly so that brush or palette knife marks are visible) 
               => oil painting -- (the act of painting with oil paints) 
           => perfumery -- (the art of making perfumes) 
           => printmaking -- (artistic design and manufacture of prints as woodcuts or silkscreens) 
               => engraving, etching -- (making engraved or etched plates and printing designs from them) 
                   => steel engraving -- (the act of engraving on a steel plate) 
                   => aquatint -- (a method of etching that imitates the broad washes of a water color) 
               => serigraphy -- (the act of making a print by the silk-screen method) 
               => lithography -- (the act of making a lithographic print) 
           => sculpture, carving -- (creating figures or designs in three dimensions) 
               => modeling, modelling, molding, moulding --
 (a preliminary sculpture in wax or clay from which a finished work can be copied) 
                   => cheoplasty -- (molding artificial teeth using low-fusing metals or alloys) 
           => topiary -- (making decorative shapes by trimming shrubs or trees) 
       => creating by removal -- (the act of creating by removing something) 
           => excavation, digging, dig -- (the act of digging; "there's an interesting excavation going on near Princeton") 
           => carving, cutting -- (cutting away parts to create a desired shape) 
               => truncation --
 (the replacement of an edge or solid angle (as in cutting a gemstone) by a plane (especially by a plane that is equally inclined to the ad
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jacent faces)) 
           => drilling, boring -- (the act of drilling) 
           => gouge -- (the act of gouging) 
           => film editing, cutting -- (the activity of selecting the scenes to be shown and putting them together to create a film) 
 
action, activity, activeness -- (the state of being active; "his sphere of activity"; "he is out of action") 
       => agency --
 (the state of being in action or exerting power; "the agency of providence"; "she has free agency") 
       => busyness, hum --
 (the state of being or appearing to be actively engaged in an activity; "they manifested all the busyness of a
 pack of beavers"; "there is a constant hum of military preparation") 
       => behavior, behaviour --
 (the action or reaction of something (as a machine or substance) under specified circumstances; "the behav
ior of small particles can be studied in experiments") 
       => eruption, eructation, extravasation --
 ((of volcanos) pouring out fumes or lava (or a deposit so formed)) 
       => operation -- (the state of being in effect or being operative; "that rule is no longer in operation") 
       => overdrive --
 (the state of high or excessive activity or productivity or concentration; "Troops are ready to go into overdr
ive as soon as the signal is given"; "Melissa's brain was in overdrive") 
       => play --
 (a state in which action is feasible; "the ball was still in play"; "insiders said the company's stock was in pl
ay") 
       => swing --
 (a state of steady vigorous action that is characteristic of an activity; "the party went with a swing"; "it took
 time to get into the swing of things") 
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SPEECH ACT 
 
speech act -- (the use of language to perform some act) 
       => congratulation, felicitation --
 (the act of acknowledging that someone has an occasion for celebration) 
       => slander -- (words falsely spoken that damage the reputation of another) 
           => mud -- (slanderous remarks or charges) 
       => proposal, proposition -- (the act of making a proposal; "they listened to her proposal") 
           => presentation -- (the act of presenting a proposal) 
               => first reading -- (the first presentation of a bill in a legislature) 
               => second reading --
 (the second presentation of a bill in a legislature; to approve its general principles (Britain) or to discuss a c
ommittee's report and take a vote (US)) 
       => command, bid, bidding, dictation -- (an authoritative direction or instruction to do something) 
           => countermand -- (a contrary command cancelling or reversing a previous command) 
           => order --
 ((often plural) a command given by a superior (e.g., a military or law enforcement officer) that must be ob
eyed; "the British ships dropped anchor and waited for orders from London") 
               => marching orders -- (an order from a superior officer for troops to depart) 
               => summons -- (an order to appear in person at a given place and time) 
                   => call up -- (an order to report for military duty) 
               => word -- (a verbal command for action; "when I give the word, charge!") 
           => commission, charge, direction --
 (a formal statement of a command or injunction to do something; "the judge's charge to the jury") 
               => misdirection -- (an incorrect charge to a jury given by a judge) 
           => commandment -- (something that is commanded) 
               => Decalogue, Ten Commandments -- (the biblical commandments of Moses) 
           => injunction -- (a formal command or admonition) 
           => behest -- (an authoritative command or request) 
           => open sesame -- (a magical command; used by Ali Baba) 
 
       => agreement -- (the verbal act of agreeing) 
           => assent, acquiescence --
 (agreement with a statement or proposal to do something; "he gave his assent eagerly"; "a murmur of acqui
escence from the assembly") 
               => acceptance --
 ((contract law) words signifying consent to the terms of an offer (thereby creating a contract)) 
               => concession, conceding, yielding -- (the act of conceding or yielding) 
                   => bye, pass --
 (you advance to the next round in a tournament without playing an opponent; "he had a bye in the first rou
nd") 
           => compliance -- (happy friendly agreement) 
           => concurrence -- (agreement of results or opinions) 
           => accord, conformity, accordance --
 (concurrence of opinion; "we are in accord with your proposal") 
           => connivance, collusion -- (agreement on a secret plot) 
               => cahoots -- (collusion; "in cahoots with") 
           => accession, assenting --
 (agreeing with or consenting to (often unwillingly); "accession to such demands would set a dangerous pre
cedent"; "assenting to the Congressional determination") 
           => subscription -- (agreement expressed by (or as if expressed by) signing your name) 
           => ratification, confirmation --
 (making something valid by formally ratifying or confirming it; "the ratification of the treaty"; "confirmati
on of the appointment") 
           => harmony, concord, concordance -- (agreement of opinions) 
           => second, secondment, endorsement, indorsement --
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 (a speech seconding a motion; "do I hear a second?") 
           => concession -- (a point conceded or yielded; "they won all the concessions they asked for") 
               => sop -- (a concession given to mollify or placate; "the offer was a sop to my feelings") 
               => stipulation, judicial admission --
 ((law) an agreement or concession made by parties in a judicial proceeding (or by their attorneys) relating t
o the business before the court; must be in writing unless they are part of the court record; "a stipulation of 
fact was made in order to avoid delay") 
               => takeaway --
 (a concession made by a labor union to a company that is trying to lower its expenditures) 
               => wage concession -- (an agreement to raise wages) 
       => citation -- ((law) the act of citing (as of spoken words or written passages or legal precedents etc.)) 
 
       => disagreement -- (the speech act of disagreeing or arguing or disputing) 
           => confrontation, encounter, showdown, face-off -- (a hostile disagreement face-to-face) 
           => dissidence -- (disagreement; especially disagreement with the government) 
           => dissent -- (a difference of opinion) 
           => nonconformity -- (lack of harmony or correspondence) 
           => discord, dissension -- (disagreement among those expected to cooperate) 
               => confrontation -- (discord resulting from a clash of ideas or opinions) 
               => division, variance -- (discord that splits a group) 
           => dispute, difference, difference of opinion, conflict --
 (a disagreement or argument about something important; "he had a dispute with his wife"; "there were irre
concilable differences"; "the familiar conflict between Republicans and Democrats") 
               => collision -- (a conflict of opposed ideas or attitudes or goals; "a collision of interests") 
               => controversy, contention, contestation, disputation, disceptation, tilt, argument, arguing --
 (a contentious speech act; a dispute where there is strong disagreement; "they were involved in a violent ar
gument") 
                   => argy-bargy, argle-bargle -- (a verbal dispute; a wrangling argument) 
                   => firestorm -- (an outburst of controversy; "the incident triggered a political firestorm") 
                   => sparring -- (an argument in which the participants are trying to gain some advantage) 
                   => polemic -- (a controversy (especially over a belief or dogma)) 
                   => fight -- (an intense verbal dispute; "a violent fight over the bill is expected in the Senate") 
               => quarrel, wrangle, row, words, run-in, dustup --
 (an angry dispute; "they had a quarrel"; "they had words") 
                   => affray, altercation, fracas -- (noisy quarrel) 
                       => batrachomyomachia -- (a silly altercation) 
                   => bicker, bickering, spat, tiff, squabble, pettifoggery, fuss -- (a quarrel about petty points) 
                   => bust-up -- (a serious quarrel (especially one that ends a friendship)) 
       => offer, offering -- (the verbal act of offering; "a generous offer of assistance") 
 
       => request, asking -- (the verbal act of requesting) 
           => notification, notice --
 (a request for payment; "the notification stated the grace period and the penalties for defaulting") 
           => wish, indirect request --
 (an expression of some desire or inclination; "I could tell that it was his wish that the guests leave"; "his cr
ying was an indirect request for attention") 
           => invitation --
 (a request (spoken or written) to participate or be present or take part in something; "an invitation to lunch"
; "she threw the invitation away") 
               => bidding, summons -- (a request to be present; "they came at his bidding") 
               => invite -- (a colloquial expression for invitation; "he didn't get no invite to the party") 
           => entreaty, prayer, appeal --
 (earnest or urgent request; "an entreaty to stop the fighting"; "an appeal for help"; "an appeal to the public t
o keep calm") 
               => adjuration -- (a solemn and earnest appeal to someone to do something) 
               => demagoguery, demagogy --
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 (impassioned appeals to the prejudices and emotions of the populace) 
                   => flag waving, jingoism -- (an appeal intended to arouse patriotic emotions) 
               => supplication, plea -- (a humble request for help from someone in authority) 
               => solicitation --
 (an entreaty addressed to someone of superior status; "a solicitation to the king for relief") 
                   => beggary, begging, mendicancy --
 (a solicitation for money or food (especially in the street by an apparently penniless person)) 
                   => touch --
 (the act of soliciting money (as a gift or loan); "he watched the beggar trying to make a touch") 
                   => importunity, urgency, urging --
 (insistent solicitation and entreaty; "his importunity left me no alternative but to agree") 
               => suit -- (a petition or appeal made to a person of superior status or rank) 
               => courtship, wooing, courting, suit --
 (a man's courting of a woman; seeking the affections of a woman (usually with the hope of marriage); "its 
was a brief and intense courtship") 
                   => bundling -- (a one-
time custom during courtship of unmarried couples occupying the same bed without undressing) 
           => prayer, petition, orison -- (reverent petition to a deity) 
               => prayer wheel --
 (a cylinder with prayers written on it; each revolution counts as uttering the prayers; used especially by Bu
ddhists in Tibet) 
               => benediction, blessing -- (a ceremonial prayer invoking divine protection) 
                   => benison -- (a spoken blessing) 
               => collect --
 (a short prayer generally preceding the lesson in the Church of Rome or the Church of England) 
               => commination --
 (prayers proclaiming God's anger against sinners; read in the Church of England on Ash Wednesday) 
               => deprecation -- (a prayer to avert or remove some evil or disaster) 
               => grace, blessing, thanksgiving -- (a short prayer of thanks before a meal) 
               => intercession -- (a prayer to God on behalf of another person) 
               => invocation, supplication -- (a prayer asking God's help as part of a religious service) 
                   => rogation -- (a solemn supplication ceremony prescribed by the church) 
               => requiescat -- (a prayer for the repose of the soul of a dead person) 
           => call -- (a request; "many calls for Christmas stories"; "not many calls for buggywhips") 
               => recall -- (a call to return; "the recall of our ambassador") 
           => charge, billing --
 (request for payment of a debt; "they submitted their charges at the end of each month") 
               => presentment -- (a document that must be accepted and paid by another person) 
           => trick or treat --
 (a request by children on Halloween; they pass from door to door asking for goodies and threatening to pla
y tricks on those who refuse) 
           => questioning, inquiring -- (a request for information) 
               => challenge --
 (questioning a statement and demanding an explanation; "his challenge of the assumption that Japan is still
 our enemy") 
               => question, inquiry, enquiry, query, interrogation --
 (an instance of questioning; "there was a question about my training"; "we made inquiries of all those who 
were present") 
               => interrogation, examination, interrogatory -- (formal systematic questioning) 
                   => catechism --
 (a series of question put to an individual (such as a political candidate) to elicit their views) 
                   => deposition -- ((law) a pretrial interrogation of a witness; usually done in a lawyer's office) 
                   => inquisition -- (a severe interrogation (often violating the rights or privacy of individuals)) 
                   => third degree --
 (interrogation often accompanied by torture to extort information or a confession) 
                   => cross-examination --
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 ((law) close questioning of a hostile witness in a court of law to discredit or throw a new light on the testim
ony already provided in direct examination) 
                   => direct examination --
 ((law) the initial questioning of a witness by the party that called the witness) 
                   => redirect examination, reexamination --
 ((law) questioning of a witness by the party that called the witness after that witness has been subject to cr
oss-examination) 
                   => interview --
 (the questioning of a person (or a conversation in which information is elicited); often conducted by journa
lists; "my interviews with teen-agers revealed a weakening of religious bonds") 
                       => job interview, employment interview --
 (an interview to determine whether an applicant is suitable for a position of employment) 
                       => telephone interview -- (an interview conducted over the telephone) 
                   => debriefing -- (report of a mission or task) 
           => order --
 (a request for food or refreshment (as served in a restaurant or bar etc.); "I gave the waiter my order") 
               => short order -- (an order for food that can be prepared quickly) 
           => recall, callback --
 (a request by the manufacturer of a defective product to return the product (as for replacement or repair)) 
 
       => reply, response -- (the speech act of continuing a conversational exchange; "he growled his reply") 
           => counterblast --
 (a vigorous and unrestrained response; "her tirade provoked a counterblast from her husband") 
           => non sequitur -- (a reply that has no relevance to what preceded it) 
           => rejoinder, retort, return, riposte, replication, comeback, counter --
 (a quick reply to a question or remark (especially a witty or critical one); "it brought a sharp rejoinder from
 the teacher") 
               => sass, sassing, backtalk, back talk, lip, mouth --
 (an impudent or insolent rejoinder; "don't give me any of your sass") 
           => echo -- (a reply that repeats what has just been said) 
               => echolalia -- (an infant's repetition of sounds uttered by others) 
           => answer -- (the speech act of replying to a question) 
               => Urim and Thummin -- (lots thrown to determine God's answers to yes-no questions) 
               => refutation, defense, defence --
 (the speech act of answering an attack on your assertions; "his refutation of the charges was short and pers
uasive"; "in defense he said the other man started it") 
                   => confutation -- (the speech act of refuting conclusively) 
                   => rebuttal -- (the speech act of refuting by offering a contrary contention or argument) 
       => description -- (the act of describing something) 
           => characterization, characterisation --
 (the act of describing distinctive characteristics or essential features; "the media's characterization of Al Go
re as a nerd") 
           => label --
 (a brief description given for purposes of identification; "the label Modern is applied to many different kin
ds of architecture") 
           => particularization, particularisation, detailing --
 (an individualized description of a particular instance) 
           => sketch, vignette -- (a brief literary description) 
       => affirmation, assertion, statement -- (the act of affirming or asserting or stating something) 
           => say-so -- (one chap's arbitrary assertion) 
       => denial --
 (the act of refusing to comply (as with a request); "it resulted in a complete denial of his privileges") 
           => abnegation -- (the denial and rejection of a doctrine or belief; "abnegation of the Holy Trinity") 
           => naysaying -- (the act of saying no to a request) 
           => negative -- (a reply of denial; "he answered in the negative") 
               => no -- (a negative; "his no was loud and clear") 
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               => nay -- (a negative; "the nays have it") 
               => double negative -- (a grammatically substandard but emphatic negative; "I don't never go") 
           => refusal -- (the act of refusing) 
               => repudiation --
 (refusal to acknowledge or pay a debt or honor a contract (especially by public authorities); "the repudiatio
n of the debt by the city") 
               => prohibition -- (refusal to approve or assent to) 
                   => interdiction -- (authoritative prohibition) 
                   => ban, banning, forbiddance, forbidding -- (an official prohibition or edict against something) 
                       => test ban --
 (a ban on the testing of nuclear weapons that is mutually agreed to by countries that possess nuclear weapo
ns) 
           => disavowal, disclaimer -- (denial of any connection with or knowledge of) 
               => retraction, abjuration, recantation -- (a disavowal or taking back of a previous assertion) 
                   => withdrawal, backdown, climb-down -- (a retraction of a previously held position) 
       => rejection -- (the speech act of rejecting) 
           => repudiation, renunciation --
 (rejecting or disowning or disclaiming as invalid; "Congressional repudiation of the treaty that the Presiden
t had negotiated") 
               => disclaimer -- ((law) a voluntary repudiation of a person's legal claim to something) 
               => disownment, disowning -- (refusal to acknowledge as one's own) 
           => rebuff, snub, repulse -- (an instance of driving away or warding off) 
           => short shrift, summary treatment --
 (a brief and unsympathetic rejection; "they made short shrift of my request") 
       => objection -- (the speech act of objecting) 
           => challenge -- (a formal objection to the selection of a particular person as a juror) 
           => complaint -- (an expression of grievance or resentment) 
               => grievance --
 (a complaint about a (real or imaginary) wrong that causes resentment and is grounds for action) 
               => grumble, grumbling, murmur, murmuring, mutter, muttering --
 (a complaint uttered in a low and indistinct tone) 
               => jeremiad -- (a long and mournful complaint; "a jeremiad against any form of government") 
               => kvetch -- ((Yiddish) a nagging complaint) 
               => pet peeve --
 (an opportunity for complaint that is seldom missed; "grammatical mistakes are his pet peeve") 
               => whimper, whine -- (a complaint uttered in a plaintive whining way) 
           => demur, demurral, demurrer -- ((law) a formal objection to an opponent's pleadings) 
           => dissent --
 ((law) the difference of one judge's opinion from that of the majority; "he expressed his dissent in a contrar
y opinion") 
           => exception -- (grounds for adverse criticism; "his authority is beyond exception") 
               => caption --
 (taking exception; especially an quibble based on a captious argument; "a mere caption unworthy of a repl
y") 
           => gripe, kick, beef, bitch, squawk --
 (informal terms for objecting; "I have a gripe about the service here") 
           => protest, protestation --
 (a formal and solemn declaration of objection; "they finished the game under protest to the league presiden
t"; "the senator rose to register his protest"; "the many protestations did not stay the execution") 
           => protest --
 (the act of making a strong public expression of disagreement and disapproval; "he shouted his protests at t
he umpire"; "a shower of protest was heard from the rear of the hall") 
 
       => informing, making known -- (a speech act that conveys information) 
           => telling, apprisal, notification -- (informing by words) 
               => notice --
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 (advance notification (usually written) of the intention to withdraw from an arrangement or contract; "we r
eceived a notice to vacate the premises"; "he gave notice two months before he moved") 
                   => dismissal, dismission, pink slip -- (official notice that you have been fired from your job) 
                       => walking papers, marching orders -- ((informal) a notice of dismissal or discharge) 
           => revelation -- (communication of knowledge to man by a divine or supernatural agency) 
           => presentation, introduction, intro -- (formally making a person known to another or to the public) 
               => debut -- (the presentation of a debutante in society) 
               => reintroduction -- (an act of renewed introduction) 
           => briefing -- (detailed instructions, as for a military operation) 
           => report, account --
 (the act of informing by verbal report; "he heard reports that they were causing trouble"; "by all accounts t
hey were a happy couple") 
               => summarization, summarisation --
 (the act of preparing a summary (or an instance thereof); stating briefly and succinctly) 
               => indirect discourse --
 (a report of a discourse in which deictic terms are modified appropriately (e.g., "he said `I am a fool' would
 be modified to `he said he is a fool'")) 
               => direct discourse, direct quotation --
 (a report of the exact words used in a discourse (e.g., "he said `I am a fool'")) 
               => megillah --
 ((Yiddish) a long boring tediously detailed account; "he insisted on giving us the whole megillah") 
               => debriefing -- (report of a mission or task) 
               => anecdote -- (short account of an incident (especially a biographical one)) 
               => narration, recital, yarn --
 (the act of giving an account describing incidents or a course of events; "his narration was hesitant") 
                   => relation, telling, recounting --
 (an act of narration; "he was the hero according to his own relation"; "his endless recounting of the inciden
t eventually became unbearable") 
               => gossip, comment, scuttlebutt --
 (a report (often malicious) about the behavior of other people; "the divorce caused much gossip") 
                   => earful -- (an outpouring of gossip) 
                   => rumor, rumour, hearsay --
 (gossip (usually a mixture of truth and untruth) passed around by word of mouth) 
                   => grapevine, pipeline, word of mouth --
 (gossip spread by spoken communication; "the news of their affair was spread by word of mouth") 
                   => scandal, dirt, malicious gossip -- (disgraceful gossip about the private lives of other people) 
                   => talk, talk of the town -- (idle gossip or rumor; "there has been talk about you lately") 
           => warning -- (a message informing of danger) 
               => wake-up call --
 (a warning to take action concerning something that was overlooked or neglected; "the bombing was a wak
e-up call to strengthene domestic security") 
               => alarmism -- (needless warnings) 
               => alert, alerting -- (a warning serves to make you more alert to danger) 
                   => Emergency Alert System, EAS --
 (a federal warning system that is activated by FEMA; enables the President to take over the United States a
irwaves to warn the whole country of major catastrophic events) 
               => caution, caveat -- (a warning against certain acts; "a caveat against unfair practices") 
               => false alarm -- (a warning that is given about something that fails to occur) 
               => forewarning, premonition -- (an early warning about a future event) 
               => strategic warning -- ((miliatry) a warning prior to the start of a threatening act) 
                   => warning of war --
 (a warning to national policy makers that an enemy intends war or is preparing for war and is on a course t
hat increases the risk of war) 
               => tactical warning -- ((military) a warning after the initiation of a hostile act) 
                   => warning of attack --
 (a warning to national policy makers that an enemy intends to launch an attack in the near future) 
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               => threat -- (a warning that something unpleasant is imminent; "they were under threat of arrest") 
 
       => disclosure, revelation, revealing -- (the speech act of making something evident) 
           => tattle, singing, telling -- (disclosing information or giving evidence about another) 
           => display -- (behavior that makes your feelings public; "a display of emotion") 
               => histrionics -- (a deliberate display of emotion for effect) 
               => production --
 (a display that is exaggerated or unduly complicated; "she tends to make a big production out of nothing") 
               => sackcloth and ashes -- (a display of extreme remorse or repentance or grief) 
           => divulgence, divulgement -- (the act of disclosing something that was secret or private) 
           => discovery -- (something that is discovered) 
           => discovery --
 ((law) compulsory pretrial disclosure of documents relevant to a case; enables one side in a litigation to eli
cit information from the other side concerning the facts in the case) 
           => giveaway -- (an unintentional disclosure) 
           => informing, ratting --
 (to furnish incriminating evidence to an officer of the law (usually in return for favors)) 
           => leak, news leak -- (unauthorized (especially deliberate) disclosure of confidential information) 
           => exposure -- (the disclosure of something secret; "they feared exposure of their campaign plans") 
               => expose, unmasking --
 (the exposure of an impostor or a fraud; "he published an expose of the graft and corruption in city govern
ment") 
               => muckraking -- (the exposure of scandal (especially about public figures)) 
       => promise --
 (a verbal commitment by one person to another agreeing to do (or not to do) something in the future) 
           => oath --
 (a solemn promise, usually invoking a divine witness, regarding your future acts or behavior; "they took an
 oath of allegience") 
               => bayat -- (an oath of allegiance to an emir) 
               => Hippocratic oath --
 (an oath taken by physicians to observe medical ethics deriving from Hippocrates) 
           => parole, word, word of honor -- (a promise; "he gave his word") 
           => betrothal, troth, engagement -- (a mutual promise to marry) 
               => ringing -- (the giving of a ring as a token of engagement) 
           => pinning --
 (a mutual promise of a couple not to date anyone else; on college campuses it was once signaled by the giv
ing of a fraternity pin) 
           => rain check -- (a promise that an unaccepted offer will be renewed in the future) 
       => boast, boasting, self-praise, jactitation -- (speaking of yourself in superlatives) 
           => brag, bragging, crow, crowing, vaporing, line-shooting, gasconade --
 (an instance of boastful talk; "his brag is worse than his fight"; "whenever he won we were exposed to his 
gasconade") 
           => braggadocio, bluster, rodomontade, rhodomontade -- (vain and empty boasting) 
           => vaunt -- (extravagant self-praise) 
           => self-assertion --
 (the act of putting forth your own opinions in a boastful or inconsiderate manner that implies you feel supe
rior to others) 
       => naming -- (the verbal act of naming; "the part he failed was the naming of state capitals") 
           => acrophony --
 (naming a letter of the alphabet by using a word whose initial sound is the sound represented by that letter) 
           => numeration -- (naming numbers) 
           => indication, denotation -- (the act of indicating or pointing out by name) 
           => specification -- (naming explicitly) 
       => challenge -- (a call to engage in a contest or fight) 
           => dare, daring --
 (a challenge to do something dangerous or foolhardy; "he could never refuse a dare") 
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           => confrontation -- (a bold challenge) 
           => call-out -- (a challenge to a fight or duel) 
           => defiance -- (a hostile challenge) 
           => calling into question, demand for explanation -- (a challenge to defend what someone has said) 
           => demand for identification -- (as by a sentry) 
           => gauntlet, gantlet --
 (to offer or accept a challenge; "threw down the gauntlet"; "took up the gauntlet") 
       => explanation --
 (the act of explaining; making something plain or intelligible; "I heard his explanation of the accident") 
           => elucidation -- (an act of explaining that serves to clear up and cast light on) 
           => explication --
 (the act of making clear or removing obscurity from the meaning of a word or symbol or expression etc.) 
       => denunciation, denouncement -- (a public act of denouncing) 
           => excoriation -- (severe censure) 
           => fulmination, diatribe -- (thunderous verbal attack) 
           => tirade, philippic, broadside -- (a speech of violent denunciation) 
           => damnation -- (the act of damning) 
           => execration, condemnation, curse --
 (an appeal to some supernatural power to inflict evil on someone or some group) 
               => anathema -- (a formal ecclesiastical curse accompanied by excommunication) 
               => imprecation, malediction --
 (the act of calling down a curse that invokes evil (and usually serves as an insult); "he suffered the impreca
tions of the mob") 
 
       => address, speech --
 (the act of delivering a formal spoken communication to an audience; "he listened to an address on minor 
Roman poets") 
           => epilogue, epilog --
 (a short speech (often in verse) addressed directly to the audience by an actor at the end of a play) 
           => allocution -- ((rhetoric) a formal or authoritative address that advises or exhorts) 
           => colloquium -- (an address to an academic meeting or seminar) 
           => dithyramb -- (a wildly enthusiastic speech or piece of writing) 
           => Gettysburg Address -- (a 3-
minute address by Abraham Lincoln during the American Civil War (November 19, 1963) at the dedication
 of a national cemetery on the site of the Battle of Gettysburg) 
           => impromptu --
 (an extemporaneous speech or remark; "a witty impromptu must not sound premeditated") 
           => inaugural address, inaugural --
 (an address delivered at an inaugural ceremony (especially by a United States president)) 
           => lecture, public lecture, talk --
 (a speech that is open to the public; "he attended a lecture on telecommunications") 
           => litany --
 (any long and tedious address or recital; "the patient recited a litany of complaints"; "a litany of failures") 
           => oratory --
 (addressing an audience formally (usually a long and rhetorical address and often pompous); "he loved the 
sound of his own oratory") 
               => keynote speech, keynote address -- (a speech setting forth the keynote) 
               => nominating speech, nominating address, nomination --
 (an address (usually at a political convention) proposing the name of a candidate to run for election; "the n
omination was brief and to the point") 
               => oration -- (an instance of oratory; "he delivered an oration on the decline of family values") 
                   => peroration -- (a flowery and highly rhetorical oration) 
               => declamation -- (vehement oratory) 
                   => tirade, philippic, broadside -- (a speech of violent denunciation) 
                   => harangue, rant, ranting -- (a loud bombastic declamation expressed with strong emotion) 
                       => screed -- (a long monotonous harangue) 
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                   => raving -- (declaiming wildly; "the raving of maniacs") 
               => stump speech -- (political oratory) 
               => valediction, valedictory address, valedictory --
 (a farewell oration delivered by the most outstanding member of a graduating class) 
           => public speaking, speechmaking, speaking, oral presentation --
 (delivering an address to a public audience; "people came to see the candidates and hear the speechmaking
") 
               => recitation, recital, reading --
 (a public instance of reciting or repeating (from memory) something prepared in advance; "the program inc
luded songs and recitations of well-loved poems") 
               => debate, disputation, public debate --
 (the formal presentation of and opposition to a stated proposition (usually followed by a vote)) 
           => sermon, discourse, preaching --
 (an address of a religious nature (usually delivered during a church service)) 
               => baccalaureate -- (a farewell sermon to a graduating class at their commencement ceremonies) 
               => kerygma, kerugma -- (preaching the gospel of Christ in the manner of the early church) 
               => Sermon on the Mount -- (the first major discourse delivered by Jesus (Matthew 5-
7 and Luke 6:20-49)) 
               => evangelism -- (zealous preaching and advocacy of the gospel) 
                   => televangelism -- (evangelism at a distance by the use of television) 
               => homily, preachment -- (a sermon on a moral or religious topic) 
 
       => resignation -- (the act of giving up (a claim or office or possession etc.)) 
           => abdication, stepping down -- (a formal resignation and renunciation of powers) 
           => renunciation, renouncement --
 (an act (spoken or written) declaring that something is surrendered or disowned) 
               => relinquishment, relinquishing -- (a verbal act of renouncing a claim or right or position etc.) 
                   => giving up, yielding, surrender -- (a verbal act of admitting defeat) 
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PSYCHOLOGICAL FEATURE 
                              
       => process, cognitive process, mental process, operation, cognitive operation --
 ((psychology) the performance of some composite cognitive activity; an operation that affects mental cont
ents; "the process of thinking"; "the cognitive operation of remembering") 
       => basic cognitive process -- (cognitive processes involved in obtaining and storing knowledge) 
           => attention, attending --
 (the process whereby a person concentrates on some features of the environment to the (relative) exclusion
 of others) 
               => attentiveness, heed, regard, paying attention --
 (paying particular notice (as to children or helpless people); "his attentiveness to her wishes"; "he spends w
ithout heed to the consequences") 
                   => advertence, advertency -- (the process of being heedful) 
               => clock-watching -- (paying excessive attention to the clock (in anticipation of stopping work)) 
               => ear -- (attention to what is said; "he tried to get her ear") 
               => eye -- (attention to what is seen; "he tried to catch her eye") 
               => notice, observation, observance --
 (the act of noticing or paying attention; "he escaped the notice of the police") 
                   => mind -- (attention; "don't pay him any mind") 
                   => remark -- (explicit notice; "it passed without remark") 
               => notice -- (polite or favorable attention; "his hard work soon attracted the teacher's notice") 
           => inattention -- (lack of attention) 
               => inattentiveness, heedlessness -- (a lack of attentiveness (as to children or helpless people)) 
               => distraction -- (an obstacle to attention) 
               => disregard, neglect -- (lack of attention and due care) 
                   => omission -- (neglecting to do something; leaving out or passing over something) 
                       => oversight, inadvertence --
 (an unintentional omission resulting from failure to notice something) 
                       => pretermission -- (letting pass without notice) 
                       => exception, exclusion, elision --
 (a deliberate act of omission; "with the exception of the children, everyone was told the news") 
           => intuition -- (instinctive knowing (without the use of rational processes)) 
               => feeling, intuitive feeling --
 (an intuitive understanding of something; "he had a great feeling for music") 
                   => sprachgefuhl --
 (an intuitive feeling for the natural idiom of a language; "Dubyuh has no sprachgefuhl") 
               => gnosis --
 (intuitive knowledge of spiritual truths; said to have been possessed by ancient Gnostics) 
               => insight, sixth sense -- (grasping the inner nature of things intuitively) 
               => immediacy, immediate apprehension -- (immediate intuitive awareness) 
               => inspiration -- (a sudden intuition as part of solving a problem) 
           => perception -- (the process of perceiving) 
               => constancy --
 (the tendency for perceived objects to give rise to very similar perceptual experiences in spite of wide varia
tions in the conditions of observation) 
                   => brightness constancy --
 (the tendency for a visual object to be perceived as having the same brightness under widely different cond
itions of illumination) 
                   => color constancy, colour constancy --
 (the tendency for a color to look the same under widely different viewing conditions) 
                   => shape constancy --
 (the tendency to perceive the shape of a rigid object as constant despite differences in the viewing angle (a
nd consequent differences in the shape of the pattern projected on the retina of the eye)) 
                   => size constancy --
 (the tendency to perceive the veridical size of a familiar object despite differences in their distance (and co
nsequent differences in the size of the pattern projected on the retina of the eye)) 
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               => detection, sensing --
 (the perception that something has occurred or some state exists; "early detection can often lead to a cure") 
               => visual perception, beholding, seeing -- (perception by means of the eyes) 
                   => contrast -- (the perceptual effect of the juxtaposition of very different colors) 
                   => face recognition -- (the visual perception of familiar faces) 
                   => object recognition -- (the visual perception of familiar objects) 
                   => visual space -- (the visual perception of space) 
                   => fusion, optical fusion --
 (the combining of images from the two eyes to form a single visual percept) 
               => auditory perception, sound perception --
 (the perception of sound as a meaningful phenomenon) 
                   => speech perception -- (the auditory perception (and comprehension) of speech) 
                   => musical perception -- (the auditory perception of musical sounds) 
                       => melody, tonal pattern -- (the perception of pleasant arrangements of musical notes) 
               => sensation, sense experience, sense impression, sense datum --
 (an unelaborated elementary awareness of stimulation; "a sensation of touch") 
                   => threshold, limen -- (the smallest detectable sensation) 
                       => absolute threshold -- (the lowest level of stimulation that a person can detect) 
                           => pain threshold --
 (the lowest intensity of stimulation at which pain is experienced; "some people have much higher pain thre
sholds than do other people") 
                       => difference threshold, differential threshold, difference limen, differential limen --
 (the smallest change in stimulation that a person can detect) 
                           => just-noticeable difference, jnd --
 ((psychophysics) the difference between two stimuli that (under properly controlled experimental conditio
ns) is detected as often as it is undetected) 
                   => masking --
 (the blocking of one sensation resulting from the presence of another sensation; "he studied auditory maski
ng by pure tones") 
                   => vision, visual sensation --
 (the perceptual experience of seeing; "the runners emerged from the trees into his clear vision"; "he had a v
isual sensation of intense light") 
                   => smell, odor, odour, olfactory sensation, olfactory perception --
 (the sensation that results when olfactory receptors in the nose are stimulated by particular chemicals in ga
seous form; "she loved the smell of roses") 
                       => scent -- (an odor left in passing by which a person or animal can be traced) 
                           => musk -- (the scent of musk) 
                       => aroma, fragrance, perfume, scent -- (a distinctive odor that is pleasant) 
                           => incense --
 (the pleasing scent produced when incense is burned; "incense filled the room") 
                       => malodor, malodour, stench, stink, reek, fetor, foetor, mephitis --
 (a distinctive odor that is offensively unpleasant) 
                           => niff, pong -- (an unpleasant smell) 
                       => acridity -- (having an acrid smell) 
                   => taste, taste sensation, gustatory sensation, taste perception, gustatory perception --
 (the sensation that results when taste buds in the tongue and throat convey information about the chemical 
composition of a soluble stimulus; "the candy left him with a bad taste"; "the melon had a delicious taste") 
                       => relish, flavor, flavour, sapidity, savor, savour, smack, tang --
 (the taste experience when a savoury condiment is taken into the mouth) 
                           => lemon -- (a distinctive tart flavor characteristic of lemons) 
                           => vanilla -- (a distinctive fragrant flavor characteristic of vanilla beans) 
                       => sweet, sweetness, sugariness -- (the taste experience when sugar dissolves in the mouth) 
                       => sour, sourness, tartness --
 (the taste experience when vinegar or lemon juice is taken into the mouth) 
                           => acidity, acidulousness --
 (the taste experience when something acidic is taken into the mouth) 
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                       => bitter, bitterness -- (the taste experience when quinine or coffee is taken into the mouth) 
                       => salt, saltiness, salinity -- (the taste experience when salt is taken into the mouth) 
                       => astringency, astringence --
 (a sharp astringent taste; the taste experience when a substance causes the mouth to pucker) 
                       => finish --
 ((wine tasting) the taste of a wine on the back of the tongue (as it is swallowed); "the wine has a nutty flav
or and a pleasant finish") 
                   => sound, auditory sensation --
 (the subjective sensation of hearing something; "he strained to hear the faint sounds") 
                       => music, euphony --
 (any agreeable (pleasing and harmonious) sounds; "he fell asleep to the music of the wind chimes") 
                           => music of the spheres --
 (an inaudible music that Pythagoras thought was produced by the celestial) 
                       => music --
 ((music) the sounds produced by singers or musical instruments (or reproductions of such sounds)) 
                           => piano music --
 (the sound of music produced by a piano; "he thought he heard piano music next door") 
                       => tone, pure tone --
 (a steady sound without overtones; "they tested his hearing with pure tones of different frequencies") 
                           => harmonic -- (a tone that is a component of a complex sound) 
                               => fundamental, fundamental frequency, first harmonic --
 (the lowest tone of a harmonic series) 
                               => overtone, partial, partial tone --
 (a harmonic with a frequency that is a multiple of the fundamental frequency) 
                       => noise, dissonance, racket --
 (the auditory experience of sound that lacks musical quality; sound that is a disagreeable auditory experien
ce; "modern music is just noise to me") 
                           => white noise --
 (a `sh' noise produced by a stimulus containing all audible frequencies of vibration) 
                   => synesthesia, synaesthesia --
 (a sensation that normally occurs in one sense modality occurs when another modality is stimulated) 
                       => chromesthesia, chromaesthesia --
 (a form of synesthesia in which nonvisual stimulation results in the experience of color sensations) 
                           => colored hearing, colored audition --
 (a form of chromesthesia in which experiences of color accompany auditory stimuli) 
               => somesthesia, somaesthesia, somatesthesia, somatic sensation --
 (the perception of tactual or proprioceptive or gut sensations; "he relied on somesthesia to warn him of pre
ssure changes") 
                   => feeling --
 (a physical sensation that you experience; "he had a queasy feeling"; "I had a strange feeling in my leg"; "h
e lost all feeling in his arm") 
                       => constriction --
 (a feeling of tightness in some part of the body; "he felt a constriction in her chest"; "emotion caused a con
striction of his throat") 
                   => prickling, tingle, tingling -- (a prickling somatic sensation as from many tiny pricks) 
                       => pins and needles -- (a sharp tingling sensation from lack of circulation) 
                   => pressure, pressure sensation --
 (the somatic sensation of pressure; "the sensitivity of his skin to pressure and temperature was normal") 
                   => pain, painful sensation --
 (a somatic sensation of acute discomfort; "as the intensity increased the sensation changed from tickle to p
ain") 
                       => mittelschmerz --
 (pain in the area of the ovary that is felt at the time of ovulation (usually midway through the menstrual cy
cle)) 
                       => phantom limb pain --
 (pain felt by an amputee that seems to be located in the missing limb) 
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                       => twinge -- (a sharp stab of pain) 
                   => temperature -- (the somatic sensation of cold or heat) 
                       => heat, warmth -- (the sensation caused by heat energy) 
                       => cold, coldness --
 (the sensation produced by low temperatures; "he shivered from the cold"; "the cold helped clear his head"
) 
                       => comfort zone --
 (the temperature range (between 28 and 30 degrees Centigrade) at which the naked human body is able to 
maintain a heat balance without shivering or sweating) 
               => touch, touch sensation, tactual sensation, tactile sensation, feeling --
 (the sensation produced by pressure receptors in the skin; "she likes the touch of silk on her skin"; "the surf
ace had a greasy feeling") 
                   => cutaneous sensation, haptic sensation, skin sensation -- (a sensation localized on the skin) 
                       => tickle -- (a cutaneous sensation often resulting from light stroking) 
                       => itch, itchiness, itching --
 (an irritating cutaneous sensation that produces a desire to scratch) 
                           => pruritus --
 (an intense itching sensation that can have various causes (as by allergies or infection or lymphoma or jaun
dice etc.)) 
                               => pruritus ani -- (chronic itching of the skin around the anus) 
                               => pruritus vulvae -- (persistent itching of the external female genitalia) 
                       => topognosia, topognosis -- (recognition of the location of a stimulus on the skin) 
                       => urtication -- (a sensation of having been stung by nettles) 
           => apperception --
 (the process whereby perceived qualities of an object are related to past experience) 
           => believing -- (the cognitive process that leads to convictions; "seeing is believing") 
               => doublethink -- (believing two contradictory ideas at the same time) 
           => classification, categorization, categorisation, sorting --
 (the basic cognitive process of arranging into classes or categories) 
               => appraisal, assessment -- (the classification of someone or something with respect to its worth) 
                   => critical appraisal, critical analysis -- (an appraisal based on careful analytical evaluation) 
                       => criticism, critique --
 (a serious examination and judgment of something; "constructive criticism is always appreciated") 
                           => examen -- (a critical study (as of a writer's work)) 
                           => knock, roast -- (negative criticism) 
                           => self-criticism -- (criticism of yourself) 
                   => evaluation, valuation, rating --
 (an appraisal of the value of something; "he set a high valuation on friendship") 
                       => overvaluation -- (too high a value or price assigned to something) 
                       => undervaluation -- (too low a value or price assigned to something) 
                       => pricing -- (the evaluation of something in terms of its price) 
                           => price gouging -- (pricing above the market when no alternative retailer is available) 
                       => reevaluation -- (the evaluation of something a second time (or more)) 
                       => mark, grade, score --
 (a number or letter indicating quality (especially of a student's performance); "she made good marks in alg
ebra"; "grade A milk"; "what was your score on your homework?") 
                           => grade point --
 (a numerical value assigned to a letter grade received in a course taken at a college or university multiplied
 by the number of credit hours awarded for the course) 
                           => percentile, centile --
 ((statistics) any of the 99 numbered points that divide an ordered set of scores into 100 parts each of which 
contains one-hundredth of the total) 
                           => decile --
 ((statistics) any of nine points that divided a distribution of ranked scores into equal intervals where each i
nterval contains one-tenth of the scores) 
                           => quartile --
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 ((statistics) any of three points that divide an ordered distribution into four parts each containing one quarte
r of the scores) 
                       => bond rating --
 (an evaluation by a rating company of the probability that a particular bond issue will default; "bonds of th
e highest quality are said to have bond ratings of AAA") 
                   => assay, check --
 (an appraisal of the state of affairs; "they made an assay of the contents"; "a check on its dependability und
er stress") 
                       => countercheck, double check --
 (something that checks the correctness of a previous check) 
                       => Apgar score --
 (an assessment of the physical condition of a newborn infant; involves heart rate and muscle tone and respi
ratory effort and color and reflex responsiveness) 
                       => paternity test --
 (a test based on blood groups to determine whether a particular man could be the biological father of a part
icular child; negative results prove he was not the father but positive results show only that he could be) 
                       => stress test --
 (a test measuring how a system functions when subjected to controlled amounts of stress) 
                           => treadmill test --
 (a stress test in which the patient walks on a moving treadmill while the heart and breathing rates are monit
ored) 
                   => acid test -- (a rigorous or crucial appraisal) 
                   => reappraisal, revaluation, review, reassessment -- (a new appraisal or evaluation) 
                       => stocktaking -- (reappraisal of a situation or position or outlook) 
                   => underevaluation -- (an appraisal that underestimates the value of something) 
               => attribution, ascription --
 (assigning to a cause or source; "the attribution of lighting to an expression of God's wrath"; "he questione
d the attribution of the painting to Picasso") 
                   => animatism --
 (the attribution of consciousness and personality to natural phenomena such as thunderstorms and earthqua
kes and to objects such as plants and stones) 
                   => imputation --
 (the attribution to a source or cause; "the imputation that my success was due to nepotism meant that I was 
not taken seriously") 
                   => externalization, externalisation -- (attributing to outside causes) 
               => attribution, ascription --
 (assigning some quality or character to a person or thing; "the attribution of language to birds"; "the ascript
ion to me of honors I had not earned") 
                   => zoomorphism -- (the attribution of animal forms or qualities to a god) 
               => cross-classification, cross-division --
 (classification according to more than one attribute at the same time; "the cross-
classification of cases was done by age and sex") 
               => subsumption -- (incorporating something under a more general category) 
           => discrimination, secernment --
 (the cognitive process whereby two or more stimuli are distinguished) 
               => differentiation, distinction --
 (a discrimination between things as different and distinct; "it is necessary to make a distinction between lo
ve and infatuation") 
                   => contradistinction --
 (a distinction drawn on the basis of contrast; "sculpture in contradistinction to painting") 
                   => line, dividing line, demarcation, contrast --
 (a conceptual separation or demarcation; "there is a narrow line between sanity and insanity") 
                       => Rubicon, point of no return --
 (a line that when crossed permits of no return and typically results in irrevocable commitment) 
                   => hairsplitting, word-splitting --
 (making too fine distinctions of little importance; "they didn't take his hairsplitting seriously") 
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               => individualization, individualisation, individuation --
 (discriminating the individual from the generic group or species) 
               => taste, appreciation, discernment, perceptiveness --
 (delicate discrimination (especially of aesthetic values); "arrogance and lack of taste contributed to his rapi
d success"; "to ask at that particular time was the ultimate in bad taste") 
                   => virtu, vertu, connoisseurship -- (love of or taste for fine objects of art) 
                   => vogue, trend, style --
 (the popular taste at a given time; "leather is the latest vogue"; "he followed current trends"; "the 1920s ha
d a style of their own") 
                       => New Look --
 (a style of women's clothing created by Christian Dior in 1947; involved a tight bodice and narrow waist a
nd a flowing pleated skirt) 
                       => fashion -- (the latest and most admired style in clothes and cosmetics and behavior) 
                           => cult of personality -- (intense devotion to a particular person) 
                           => cut -- (the style in which a garment is cut; "a dress of traditional cut") 
                           => haute couture, high fashion, high style -- (trend-setting fashions) 
                           => fad, craze, furor, furore, cult, rage --
 (an interest followed with exaggerated zeal; "he always follows the latest fads"; "it was all the rage that sea
son") 
                           => retro -- (a fashion reminiscent of the past) 
                       => bandwagon --
 (a popular trend that attracts growing support; "when they saw how things were going everybody jumped o
n the bandwagon") 
                   => delicacy, discretion -- (refined taste; tact) 
                   => culture -- (the tastes in art and manners that are favored by a social group) 
                       => counterculture --
 (a culture with lifestyles and values opposed to those of the established culture) 
                           => flower power -- (a counterculture of young people in the US during the 1960s and 70s) 
                       => mass culture -- (the culture that is widely disseminated via the mass media) 
                       => letters -- (the literary culture; "this book shows American letters at its best") 
           => learning, acquisition --
 (the cognitive process of acquiring skill or knowledge; "the child's acquisition of language") 
               => conditioning --
 (a learning process in which an organism's behavior becomes dependent on the occurrence of a stimulus in 
its environment) 
                   => extinction, experimental extinction --
 (a conditioning process in which the reinforcer is removed and a conditioned response becomes independe
nt of the conditioned stimulus) 
                   => aversive conditioning -- (conditioning to avoid an aversive stimulus) 
                   => classical conditioning --
 (conditioning that pairs a neutral stimulus with a stimulus that evokes a reflex; the stimulus that evokes the
 reflex is given whether or not the conditioned response occurs until eventually the neutral stimulus comes t
o evoke the reflex) 
                   => operant conditioning --
 (conditioning in which an operant response is brought under stimulus control by virtue of presenting reinfo
rcement contingent upon the occurrence of the operant response) 
                       => instrumental conditioning --
 (operant conditioning that pairs a response with a reinforcement in discrete trials; reinforcement occurs onl
y after the response is given) 
                   => counter conditioning --
 (conditioning in which a second incompatible response is conditioned to an already conditioned stimulus; "
counter conditioning lies behind many of the procedures used in behavior therapy") 
               => developmental learning -- (learning that takes place as a normal part of cognitive development) 
                   => accommodation --
 (in the theories of Jean Piaget: the modification of internal representations in order to accommodate a chan
ging knowledge of reality) 
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                   => assimilation --
 (in the theories of Jean Piaget: the application of a general schema to a particular instance) 
               => digestion --
 (learning and coming to understand ideas and information; "his appetite for facts was better than his digesti
on") 
               => education --
 (the gradual process of acquiring knowledge; "education is a preparation for life"; "a girl's education was le
ss important than a boy's") 
                   => acculturation, assimilation --
 (the process of assimilating new ideas into an existing cognitive structure) 
                   => mastering --
 (becoming proficient in the use of something; having mastery of; "his mastering the art of cooking took a l
ong time") 
                   => self-education, self-cultivation -- (the process of educating yourself) 
                   => school, schooling --
 (the process of being formally educated at a school; "what will you do when you finish school?") 
                   => special education --
 (education of physically or mentally handicapped children whose needs cannot be met in an ordinary classr
oom) 
                   => vocational training, vocational education --
 (training for a specific vocation in industry or agriculture or trade) 
               => internalization, internalisation, incorporation --
 (learning (of values or attitudes etc.) that is incorporated within yourself) 
                   => introjection --
 ((psychology) unconscious internalization of aspects of the world (especially aspects of persons) within the
 self in such a way that the internalized representation takes over the psychological functions of the external
 objects) 
                   => introjection --
 ((sychoanalysis) the internalization of the parent figures and their values; leads to the formation of the supe
rego) 
               => imprinting --
 (a learning process in early life whereby species specific patterns of behavior are established) 
               => language learning -- (learning to use a language) 
                   => audio lingual acquisition --
 (system of language acquisition focusing intensively on listening and speaking) 
               => memorization, memorisation, committal to memory --
 (learning so as to be able to remember verbatim; "the actor's memorization of his lines") 
                   => rote, rote learning -- (memorization by repetition) 
               => study, work --
 (applying the mind to learning and understanding a subject (especially by reading); "mastering a second la
nguage requires a lot of work"; "no schools offer graduate study in interior design") 
               => transfer, transfer of training, carry-over --
 (application of a skill learned in one situation to a different but similar situation) 
                   => generalization, generalisation, stimulus generalization, stimulus generalisation --
 ((psychology) transfer of a response learned to one stimulus to a similar stimulus) 
                       => irradiation --
 ((Pavolvian conditioning) the elicitation of a conditioned response by stimulation similar but not identical t
o the original stimulus) 
           => memory, remembering --
 (the cognitive processes whereby past experience is remembered; "he can do it from memory"; "he enjoye
d remembering his father") 
               => short-term memory, STM, immediate memory --
 (what you can repeat immediately after perceiving it) 
               => working memory -- (memory for intermediate results that must be held during thinking) 
               => long-term memory, LTM -- (your general store of remembered information) 
                   => episodic memory, personal memory -- (memory for episodes in your own life) 
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                   => semantic memory -- (your memory for meanings and general (impersonal) facts) 
                   => motor memory, muscle memory -- (your memory for motor skills) 
               => retrieval --
 (the cognitive operation of accessing information in memory; "my retrieval of people's names is very poor"
) 
               => recall, recollection, reminiscence --
 (the process of remembering (especially the process of recovering information by mental effort); "he has to
tal recall of the episode") 
                   => mind -- (recall or remembrance; "it came to mind") 
                   => reconstruction, reconstructive memory --
 (recall that is hypothesized to work by storing abstract features which are then used to construct the memor
y during recall) 
                   => reproduction, reproductive memory --
 (recall that is hypothesized to work by storing the original stimulus input and reproducing it during recall) 
                   => regurgitation --
 (recall after rote memorization; "he complained that school was just memorization and regurgitation") 
               => recognition, identification --
 (the process of recognizing something or someone by remembering; "a politician whose recall of names w
as as remarkable as his recognition of faces"; "experimental psychologists measure the elapsed time from th
e onset of the stimulus to its recognition by the observer") 
                   => identity --
 (the individual characteristics by which a thing or person is recognized or known; "geneticists only recentl
y discovered the identity of the gene that causes it"; "it was too dark to determine his identity"; "she guesse
d the identity of his lover") 
                   => speaker identification, talker identification --
 (identification of a person from the sound of their voice) 
               => association, connection, connexion --
 (the process of bringing ideas or events together in memory or imagination; "conditioning is a form of lear
ning by association") 
                   => colligation -- (the connection of isolated facts by a general hypothesis) 
                       => generalization, generalisation, induction, inductive reasoning --
 (reasoning from detailed facts to general principles) 
               => retrospection --
 (memory for experiences that are past; "some psychologists tried to contrast retrospection and introspectio
n") 
           => representational process --
 (any basic cognitive process in which some entity comes to stand for or represent something else) 
               => symbol, symbolization, symbolisation, symbolic representation --
 (something visible that by association or convention represents something else that is invisible; "the eagle i
s a symbol of the United States") 
                   => crossbones --
 (two crossed bones (or a representation of two crossed bones) used as a symbol danger or death) 
                   => death's head --
 (a human skull (or a representation of a human skull) used as a symbol of death) 
                   => oriflamme -- (an inspiring symbol or ideal that serves as a rallying point in a struggle) 
                   => white feather -- (a symbol of cowardice) 
                   => emblem, allegory -- (a visible symbol representing an abstract idea) 
                       => scarlet letter -- (the letter A in red; Puritans required adulterers to wear it) 
                       => donkey --
 (the symbol of the Democratic Party; introduced in cartoons by Thomas Nast in 1874) 
                       => dove -- (an emblem of peace) 
                       => eagle -- (an emblem representing power; "the Roman eagle") 
                       => elephant --
 (the symbol of the Republican Party; introduced in cartoons by Thomas Nast in 1874) 
                       => fasces --
 (bundle of rods containing an axe with the blade protruding; in ancient Rome it was a symbol of a magistra
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te's power; in modern Italy it is a symbol of Fascism) 
                       => national flag, ensign -- (an emblem flown as a symbol of nationality) 
                       => hammer and sickle -- (the emblem on the flag of the Soviet Union) 
                       => red flag -- (the emblem of socialist revolution) 
                       => Star of David, Shield of David, Magen David, Mogen David, Solomon's seal -- (a six-
pointed star formed from two equilateral triangles triangles; an emblem symbolizing Judaism) 
                       => badge --
 (an emblem (a small piece of plastic or cloth or metal) that signifies your status (rank or membership or aff
iliation etc.); "they checked everyone's badge before letting them in") 
                           => merit badge -- (a badge award to Boy Scouts in recognition of special projects) 
                           => insignia -- (a badge worn to show official position) 
                               => caduceus --
 (an insignia used by the medical profession; modeled after the staff of Hermes) 
                               => insignia of rank -- (an insignia worn on a military uniform) 
                               => shoulder flash --
 (something worn on the shoulder of a military uniform as an emblem of a division etc.) 
                               => service stripe, hashmark, hash mark -- (an insignia worn to indicate years of service) 
                               => cordon -- (cord or ribbon worn as an insignia of honor or rank) 
                               => wings --
 (stylized bird wings worn as an insignia by qualified pilots or air crew members) 
                           => ID, I.D. --
 (a card or badge used to identify the bearer; "you had to show your ID in order to get in") 
                           => black belt --
 (a black sash worn to show expert standards in the martial arts (judo or karate)) 
                           => blue ribbon, cordon bleu -- (an honor or award gained for excellence) 
                           => chevron, stripe, stripes, grade insignia -- (V-
shaped sleeve badge indicating military rank and service; "they earned their stripes in Kuwait") 
                           => stripe --
 (a piece of braid, usually on the sleeve, indicating military rank or length of service) 
                       => Agnus Dei, Paschal Lamb -- (figure of a lamb; emblematic of Christ) 
                       => maple-leaf -- (the emblem of Canada) 
                       => medallion -- (an emblem indicating that a taxicab is registered) 
                       => spread eagle --
 (an emblem (an eagle with wings and legs spread) on the obverse of the Great Seal of the United States) 
                       => swastika, Hakenkreuz --
 (the official emblem of the Nazi Party and the Third Reich; a cross with the arms bent at right angles in a c
lockwise direction) 
               => typification, exemplification -- (a representational or typifying form or model) 
                   => picture --
 (a typical example of some state or quality; "the very picture of a modern general"; "she was the picture of 
despair") 
               => depicting, depiction, portraying, portrayal -- (a representation by picture or portraiture) 
                   => mirror -- (a faithful depiction or reflection; "the best mirror is an old friend") 
               => anthropomorphism, theanthropism --
 (the representation of objects (especially a god) as having human form or traits) 
               => imagination, imaging, imagery, mental imagery --
 (the ability to form mental images of things or events; "he could still hear her in his imagination") 
                   => mind's eye --
 (the imaging of remembered or invented scenes; "I could see her clearly in my mind's eye") 
                   => vision -- (a vivid mental image; "he had a vision of his own death") 
                       => prevision -- (a prophetic vision (as in a dream)) 
                       => retrovision -- (a vision of events in the distant past) 
                   => picturing, envisioning -- (visual imagery) 
                   => dream, dreaming --
 (a series of mental images and emotions occurring during sleep; "I had a dream about you last night") 
                       => nightmare -- (a terrifying or deeply upsetting dream) 
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                       => wet dream --
 (an erotic dream (usually at night) accompanied by the (nocturnal) emission of semen) 
                   => chimera, chimaera -- (a grotesque product of the imagination) 
                   => evocation -- (imaginative re-creation) 
                   => pretense, pretence, make-believe -- (imaginative intellectual play) 
       => higher cognitive process --
 (cognitive processes that presuppose the availability of knowledge and put it to use) 
           => search --
 (the examination of alternative hypotheses; "his search for a move that would avoid checkmate was unsucc
essful") 
               => hunt -- (an instance of searching for something; "the hunt for submarines") 
               => pursuit, pursuance, quest --
 (a search for an alternative that meets cognitive criteria; "the pursuit of love"; "life is more than the pursua
nce of fame"; "a quest for wealth") 
                   => wild-goose chase -- (the fruitless pursuit of something unattainable) 
           => thinking, thought, cerebration, intellection, mentation --
 (the process of thinking (especially thinking carefully); "thinking always made him frown"; "she paused fo
r thought") 
               => free association --
 (a thought process in which ideas (words or images) suggest other ideas in a sequence) 
               => construction, mental synthesis --
 (the creation of a construct; the process of combining ideas into a congruous object of thought) 
                   => crystallization --
 (a mental synthesis that becomes fixed or concrete by a process resembling crystal formation) 
                   => gestation -- (the conception and development of an idea or plan) 
               => reasoning, logical thinking, abstract thought -- (thinking that is coherent and logical) 
                   => analysis, analytic thinking --
 (the abstract separation of a whole into its constituent parts in order to study the parts and their relations) 
                       => breakdown, partitioning -- (an analysis into mutually exclusive categories) 
                           => resolution, resolving -- (analysis into clear-cut components) 
                               => factorization, factorisation, factoring --
 ((mathematics) the resolution of an integer or polynomial into factors such that when multiplied together th
ey give the integer or polynomial) 
                               => diagonalization, diagonalisation --
 (changing a square matrix to diagonal form (with all non-
zero elements on the principal diagonal); "the diagonalization of a normal matrix by a unitary transformatio
n") 
                       => cost-benefit analysis --
 (an analysis of the cost effectiveness of different alternatives in order to see whether the benefits outweigh 
the costs) 
                       => dissection -- (a minute and critical analysis) 
                       => elimination, reasoning by elimination --
 (analysis of a problem into alternative possibilities followed by the systematic elimination of unacceptable 
alternatives) 
                       => reductionism -- (the analysis of complex things into simpler constituents) 
                       => systems analysis --
 (analysis of all aspects of a project along with ways to collect information about the operation of its parts) 
                       => trend analysis -- (analysis of changes over time) 
                   => argumentation, logical argument, line of reasoning, line --
 (the methodical process of logical reasoning; "I can't follow your line of reasoning") 
                       => line of inquiry, line of questioning --
 (an ordering of questions so as to develop a particular argument) 
                       => casuistry --
 (argumentation that is specious or excessively subtle and intended to be misleading) 
                       => policy --
 (a line of argument rationalizing the course of action of a government; "they debated the policy or impolic
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y of the proposed legislation") 
                           => clericalism --
 (a policy of supporting the influence and power of the clergy in secular or political matters) 
                           => plank -- (an endorsed policy in the platform of a political party) 
                           => economic policy --
 (a government policy for maintaining economic growth and tax revenues) 
                               => fiscal policy --
 (a government policy for dealing with the budget (especially with taxation and borrowing)) 
                               => New Deal -- (the economic policy of F. D. Roosevelt) 
                               => control --
 (the economic policy of controlling or limiting or curbing prices or wages etc.; "they wanted to repeal all t
he legislation that imposed economic controls") 
                                   => price control --
 (restriction on maximum prices that is established and maintained by the government (as during periods of 
war or inflation)) 
                                   => ceiling, cap --
 (an upper limit on what is allowed; "they established a cap for prices") 
                                       => glass ceiling --
 (a ceiling based on attitudinal or organizational bias in the work force that prevents minorities and women 
from advancing to leadership positions) 
                                   => floor, base -- (a lower limit; "the government established a wage floor") 
                                       => price floor --
 (floor below which prices are not allowed to fall; "the government used price supports to maintain the pric
e floor") 
                                       => wage floor -- (floor below which wages are not allowed to fall) 
                               => perestroika --
 (an economic policy adopted in the former Soviet Union; intended to increase automation and labor efficie
ncy but it led eventually to the end of central planning in the Russian economy) 
                               => protectionism --
 (the policy of imposing duties or quotas on imports in order to protect home industries from overseas comp
etition) 
                                   => trade barrier, import barrier --
 (any regulation or policy that restricts international trade) 
                                       => quota --
 (a limitation on imports; "the quota for Japanese imports was negotiated") 
                                       => embargo, trade embargo, trade stoppage --
 (a government order imposing a trade barrier) 
                           => social policy -- (a policy of for dealing with social issues) 
                               => apartheid --
 (a social policy or racial segregation involving political and economic and legal discrimination against non
-whites; the former official policy in South Africa) 
                               => glasnost --
 (a policy of the Soviet government allowing freer discussion of social problems) 
                               => social action -- (a social policy of reform (especially socioeconomic reform)) 
                                   => affirmative action --
 (a policy designed to redress past discrimination against women and minority groups through measures to i
mprove their economic and educational opportunities; "affirmative action has been extremely controversial 
and was challenged in 1978 in the Bakke decision") 
                                   => fence mending --
 (social action to improve poor relations (especially in politics); "they moved forward from a period of fenc
e mending to substantive changes in the country") 
                               => nativism --
 (the policy of perpetuating native cultures (in opposition to acculturation)) 
                           => party line -- (the policy of a political group; "He won in a vote along party lines") 
                           => foreign policy -- (a policy governing international relations) 
                               => brinkmanship --
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 (the policy of pushing a dangerous situation to the brink of disaster (to the limits of safety)) 
                               => imperialism -- (a policy of extending your rule over foreign countries) 
                                   => manifest destiny --
 (a policy of imperialism rationalized as inevitable (as if granted by God)) 
                               => intervention, interference -- (a policy of intervening in the affairs of other countries) 
                               => nonintervention, noninterference --
 (a foreign policy of staying out of other countries' disputes) 
                               => nonaggression --
 (a policy of not initiating hostilities; "they signed a nonaggression pact") 
                               => isolationism --
 (a policy of nonparticipation in international economic and political relations) 
                               => Monroe Doctrine --
 (an American foreign policy opposing interference in the Western hemisphere from outside powers) 
                               => Truman doctrine --
 (President Truman's policy of providing economic and military aid to any country threatened by communis
m or totalitarian ideology) 
                               => neutralism -- (a policy of neutrality or nonalignment in international affairs) 
                               => regionalism --
 (a foreign policy that defines the international interests of a country in terms of particular geographic areas
) 
                               => trade policy, national trading policy --
 (a government's policy controlling foreign trade) 
                                   => open-door policy, open door --
 (the policy of granting equal trade opportunities to all countries) 
                           => zero-tolerance policy -- (any policy that allows no exception; "a zero-
tolerance policy toward pedophile priests") 
                           => Zionism --
 (a policy for establishing and developing a national homeland for Jews in Palestine) 
                   => conjecture --
 (reasoning that involves the formation of conclusions from incomplete evidence) 
                       => theorization, theorisation -- (the production or use of theories) 
                           => ideology -- (imaginary or visionary theorization) 
                           => abstraction, generalization, generalisation --
 (the process of formulating general concepts by abstracting common properties of instances) 
                       => supposition, supposal -- (the cognitive process of supposing) 
                           => presupposition --
 (the act of presupposing; a supposition made prior to having knowledge (as for the purpose of argument)) 
                   => deduction, deductive reasoning, synthesis --
 (reasoning from the general to the particular (or from cause to effect)) 
                       => syllogism -- (deductive reasoning in which a conclusion is derived from two premises) 
                   => inference, illation --
 (the reasoning involved in drawing a conclusion or making a logical judgment on the basis of circumstanti
al evidence and prior conclusions rather than on the basis of direct observation) 
                       => analogy --
 (an inference that if things agree in some respects they probably agree in others) 
                       => corollary --
 ((logic) an inference that follows directly from the proof of another proposition) 
                       => derivation --
 (a line of reasoning that shows how a conclusion follows logically from accepted propositions) 
                       => deduction, entailment, implication --
 (something that is inferred (deduced or entailed or implied); "his resignation had political implications") 
                       => extrapolation --
 (an inference about the future (or about some hypothetical situation) based on known facts and observation
s) 
                       => presumption --
 ((law) an inference of the truth of a fact from other facts proved or admitted or judicially noticed) 
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                   => prediction, anticipation, prevision -- (the act of predicting (as by reasoning about the future)) 
                       => projection -- (a prediction made by extrapolating from past observations) 
                       => prophecy, prognostication, vaticination --
 (knowledge of the future (usually said to be obtained from a divine source)) 
                           => crystal gazing -- (staring into a crystal ball to arouse visions of future or distant events) 
                           => divination, foretelling, soothsaying, fortune telling --
 (the art or gift of prophecy (or the pretense of prophecy) by supernatural means) 
                               => dowse, dowsing, rhabdomancy --
 (searching for underground water or minerals by using a dowsing rod) 
                               => geomancy --
 (divination by means of signs connected with the earth (as points taken at random or the arrangement of pa
rticles thrown down at random or from the configuration of a region and its relation to another)) 
                               => hydromancy --
 (divination by water (as by patterns seen in the ebb and flow of the tides)) 
                               => lithomancy -- (divination by means of stones or stone talismans) 
                               => necromancy -- (conjuring up the dead, especially for prophesying) 
                               => oneiromancy -- (divination through the interpretation of dreams) 
                               => onomancy -- (divination by the letters of a name) 
                               => palmistry, palm reading, chiromancy, chirology --
 (telling fortunes by lines on the palm of the hand) 
                               => pyromancy -- (divination by fire or flames) 
                       => prefiguration, foreshadowing, adumbration --
 (the act of providing vague advance indications; representing beforehand) 
                   => ratiocination -- (logical and methodical reasoning) 
                   => regress, reasoning backward --
 (the reasoning involved when you assume the conclusion is true and reason backward to the evidence) 
                   => synthesis, synthetic thinking -- (the combination of ideas into a complex whole) 
               => line of thought --
 (a particular way of thinking that is characteristic of some individual or group) 
               => train of thought, thread --
 (the connections that link the various parts of an event or argument together; "I couldn't follow his train of 
thought"; "he lost the thread of his argument") 
               => mysticism -- (obscure or irrational thought) 
               => ideation -- (the process of forming and relating ideas) 
               => consideration -- (the process of giving careful thought to something) 
                   => deliberation, weighing, advisement --
 (careful consideration; "a little deliberation would have deterred them") 
                       => think -- (an instance of deliberate thinking; "I need to give it a good think") 
                   => exploration --
 (a systematic consideration; "he called for a careful exploration of the consequences") 
                   => contemplation, reflection, reflexion, rumination, musing, thoughtfulness --
 (a calm lengthy intent consideration) 
                       => cogitation, study --
 (attentive consideration and meditation; "after much cogitation he rejected the offer") 
                           => lucubration -- (laborious cogitation) 
                       => meditation, speculation --
 (continuous and profound contemplation or musing on a subject or series of subjects of a deep or abstruse 
nature; "the habit of meditation is the basis for all real knowledge") 
                       => meditation --
 ((religion) contemplation of spiritual matters (usually on religious or philosophical subjects)) 
                       => introspection, self-contemplation, self-examination --
 (the contemplation of your own thoughts and desires and conduct) 
                           => soul-searching, self-analysis --
 (a penetrating examination of your own beliefs and motives) 
                           => examen, examination -- (examination of conscience (as done daily by Jesuits)) 
                       => omphaloskepsis -- (contemplation of one's navel) 
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                       => retrospect -- (contemplation of things past; "in retrospect") 
               => excogitation --
 (thinking something out with care in order to achieve complete understanding of it) 
               => explanation -- (thought that makes something comprehensible) 
                   => interpretation, interpreting, rendition, rendering --
 (an explanation of something that is not immediately obvious; "the edict was subject to many interpretation
s"; "he annoyed us with his interpreting of parables"; "often imitations are extended to provide a more accu
rate rendition of the child's intended meaning") 
                       => broad interpretation, judicial activism --
 (an interpretation of the U.S. constitution holding that the spirit of the times and the needs of the nation can
 legitimately influence judicial decisions (particularly decisions of the Supreme Court)) 
                   => rationale, principle --
 ((law) an explanation of the fundamental reasons (especially an explanation of the working of some device
 in terms of laws of nature); "the rationale for capital punishment"; "the principles of internal-
combustion engines") 
                       => dialectics --
 (a rationale for dialectical materialism based on change through the conflict of opposing forces) 
                   => key -- (something crucial for explaining; "the key to development is economic integration") 
                   => natural history -- (the systematic account of natural phenomena) 
                   => rationalization, rationalisation --
 (the cognitive process of making something seem consistent with or based on reason) 
                       => raison d'etre -- (reason for being) 
                   => theory -- (a well-
substantiated explanation of some aspect of the natural world; an organized system of accepted knowledge t
hat applies in a variety of circumstances to explain a specific set of phenomena; "theories can incorporate fa
cts and laws and tested hypotheses"; "true in fact and theory") 
                       => reductionism --
 (a theory that all complex systems can be completely understood in terms of their components) 
                       => blastogenesis -- (theory that inherited characteristics are transmitted by germ plasm) 
                       => preformation, theory of preformation --
 (a theory (popular in the 18th century and now discredited) that an individual develops by simple enlargem
ent of a tiny fully formed organism (a homunculus) that exists in the germ cell) 
                       => scientific theory --
 (a theory that explains scientific observations; "scientific theories must be falsifiable") 
                           => big-bang theory, big bang theory --
 ((cosmology) the theory that the universe originated 20 billion years ago from the cataclysmic explosion of
 a small mass of matter at extremely high density and temperature) 
                           => nebular hypothesis --
 ((cosmology) the theory that the solar system evolved from a hot gaseous nebula) 
                           => planetesimal hypothesis --
 ((cosmology) the theory that the solar system was formed by the gravitational accumulation of planetesima
ls) 
                           => theory of gravitation, theory of gravity, gravitational theory, Newton's theory of gravita
tion --
 ((physics) the theory that any two particles of matter attract one another with a force directly proportional t
o the product of their masses and inversely proportional to the square of the distance between them) 
                           => organicism --
 (theory that the total organization of an organism rather than the functioning of individual organs is the det
erminant of life processes) 
                           => atomic theory -- (a theory of the structure of the atom) 
                               => Bohr theory --
 ((physics) a theory of atomic structure that combined Rutherford's model with the quantum theory; electro
ns orbiting a nucleus can only be in certain stationary energy states and light is emitted when electrons jum
p from one energy state to another) 
                               => Rutherford atom --
 (first modern concept of atomic structure; all of the positive charge and most of the mass of the atom are c
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ontained in a compact nucleus; a number of electrons (equal to the atomic number) occupy the rest of the v
olume of the atom and neutralize the positive charge) 
                           => cell theory, cell doctrine --
 ((biology) the theory that cells form the fundamental structural and functional units of all living organisms;
 proposed in 1838 by Matthias Schleiden and by Theodor Schwann) 
                           => wave theory, undulatory theory, wave theory of light --
 ((physics) the theory that light is transmitted as waves) 
                           => corpuscular theory, corpuscular theory of light --
 ((physics) the theory that light is transmitted as a stream of particles) 
                           => kinetic theory, kinetic theory of gases --
 ((physics) a theory that gases consist of small particles in random motion) 
                               => kinetic theory of heat --
 (a theory that the temperature of a body increases when kinetic energy increases) 
                           => relativity, theory of relativity, relativity theory, Einstein's theory of relativity --
 ((physics) the theory that space and time are relative concepts rather than absolute concepts) 
                               => general relativity, general theory of relativity, general relativity theory, Einstein's ge
neral theory of relativity --
 (a generalization of special relativity to include gravity (based on the principle of equivalence)) 
                               => special relativity, special theory of relativity, special relativity theory, Einstein's spec
ial theory of relativity --
 (a physical theory of relativity based on the assumption that the speed of light in a vacuum is a constant an
d the assumption that the laws of physics are invariant in all inertial systems) 
                           => supersymmetry --
 ((physics) a theory that tries to link the four fundamental forces; "according to supersymmetry each force e
merged separately during the big bang") 
                           => quantum theory --
 ((physics) a physical theory that certain properties occur only in discrete amounts (quanta)) 
                           => uncertainty principle, indeterminacy principle --
 ((quantum theory) the theory that it is impossible to measure both energy and time (or position and momen
tum) completely accurately at the same time) 
                           => germ theory --
 ((medicine) the theory that all contagious diseases are caused by microorganisms) 
                           => information theory --
 ((computer science) a statistical theory dealing with the limits and efficiency of information processing) 
                           => theory of dissociation, theory of electrolytic dissociation, Arrhenius theory of dissociati
on --
 ((chemistry) theory that describes aqueous solutions in terms of acids (which dissociate to give hydrogen i
ons) and bases (which dissociate to give hydroxyl ions); the product of an acid and a base is a salt and wate
r) 
                           => theory of evolution, theory of organic evolution --
 ((biology) a scientific theory of the origin of species of plants and animals) 
                               => Darwinism --
 (a theory of organic evolution claiming that new species arise and are perpetuated by natural selection) 
                                   => Neo-Darwinism --
 (a modern Darwinian theory that explains new species in terms of genetic mutations) 
                               => Lamarckism --
 (a theory of organic evolution claiming that acquired characteristics are transmitted to offspring) 
                                   => Neo-Lamarckism --
 (a modern Lamarckian theory emphasizing the importance of environmental factors in genetic changes and
 retaining the notion of the inheritance of acquired characters) 
                               => punctuated equilibrium, theory of punctuated equilibrium --
 (a theory of evolution holding that evolutionary change in the fossil record came in fits and starts rather tha
n in a steady process of slow change) 
                           => theory of indicators, Ostwald's theory of indicators --
 ((chemistry) the theory that all indicators are either weak acids or weak bases in which the color of the ioni
zed form is different from the color before dissociation) 
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                           => theory of inheritance --
 ((biology) a theory of how characteristics of one generation are derived from earlier generations) 
                               => Mendelism, Mendelianism -- (the theory of inheritance based on Mendel's laws) 
                           => associationism, association theory --
 ((psychology) a theory that association is the basic principle of mental activity) 
                           => atomism --
 ((psychology) a theory that reduces all mental phenomena to simple elements (sensations and feelings) that
 form complex ideas by association) 
                           => functionalism --
 (a psychology based on the assumption that all mental process are useful to an organism in adapting to the 
environment) 
                           => Gestalt psychology, configurationism --
 ((psychology) a theory of psychology that emphasizes the importance of configurational properties) 
                           => game theory, theory of games --
 ((economics) a theory of competition stated in terms of gains and losses among opposing players) 
                       => field theory --
 ((physics) a theory that explains a physical phenomenon in terms of a field and the manner in which it inter
acts with matter or with other fields) 
                       => economic theory --
 ((economics) a theory of commercial activities (such as the production and consumption of goods)) 
                           => consumerism --
 (the theory that an increasing consumption of goods is economically beneficial) 
                           => Keynesianism --
 (the economic theories of John Maynard Keynes who advocated government monetary and fiscal programs
 intended to stimulate business activity and increase employment) 
                           => liberalism -- (an economic theory advocating free competition and a self-
regulating market and the gold standard) 
                           => Malthusianism, Malthusian theory --
 (Malthus' theory that population increase would outpace increases in the means of subsistence) 
                           => monetarism --
 (an economic theory holding that variations in unemployment and the rate of inflation are usually caused b
y changes in the supply of money) 
                       => atomism, atomic theory, atomist theory, atomistic theory --
 ((chemistry) any theory in which all matter is composed of tiny discrete finite indivisible indestructible par
ticles; "the ancient Greek philosophers Democritus and Epicurus held atomic theories of the universe") 
                       => holism, holistic theory --
 (the theory that the parts of any whole cannot exist and cannot be understood except in their relation to the 
whole; "holism holds that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts"; "holistic theory has been applied t
o ecology and language and mental states") 
                       => structuralism, structural sociology --
 (a sociological theory based on the premise that society comes before individuals) 
                       => structuralism, structural anthropology --
 (an anthropological theory that there are unobservable social structures that generate observable social phe
nomena) 
               => planning, preparation, provision --
 (the cognitive process of thinking about what you will do in the event of something happening; "his planni
ng for retirement was hindered by several uncertainties") 
                   => agreement, arrangement --
 (the thing arranged or agreed to; "they made arrangements to meet in Chicago") 
                       => collusion -- (secret agreement) 
                       => prearrangement -- (something arranged in advance) 
                           => reservation --
 (something reserved in advance (as a hotel accommodation or a seat on a plane etc.)) 
                               => upgrade --
 (a reservation that is upgraded; "I got an upgrade to first class when coach class was full") 
                   => applecart -- (the planning that is disrupted when someone `upsets the applecart') 
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                   => mens rea, malice aforethought --
 ((law) criminal intent; the thoughts and intentions behind a wrongful act (including knowledge that the act 
is illegal); often at issue in murder trials) 
                       => premeditation --
 ((law) thought and intention to commit a crime well in advance of the crime; goes to show criminal intent) 
                   => calculation, deliberation --
 (planning something carefully and intentionally; "it was the deliberation of his act that was insulting") 
                   => premeditation, forethought -- (planning or plotting in advance of acting) 
               => problem solving -- (the thought processes involved in solving a problem) 
                   => inquiry, enquiry, research --
 (a search for knowledge; "their pottery deserves more research than it has received") 
                       => nature study --
 (the study of animals and plants in the natural world (usually at an elementary level)) 
                       => experiment, experimentation --
 (the testing of an idea; "it was an experiment in living"; "not all experimentation is done in laboratories") 
                           => pilot experiment --
 (a preliminary experiment whose outcome can lead to a more extensive experiment) 
                           => trial, trial run, test, tryout --
 (trying something to find out about it; "a sample for ten days free trial"; "a trial of progesterone failed to rel
ieve the pain") 
                               => field trial, field test --
 (a test of the performance of some new product under the conditions in which it will be used) 
                               => alpha test --
 ((computer science) a first test of an experimental product (such as computer software) carried out by the d
eveloper) 
                               => beta test --
 ((computer science) a second test of an experimental product (such as computer software) carried out by an
 outside organization) 
                               => road test -- (a test to insure that a vehicle is roadworthy) 
                                   => test drive -- (test of the roadworthiness of a vehicle one is considering buying) 
                               => trial balloon -- (a test of public opinion) 
                       => empirical research -- (an empirical search for knowledge) 
                       => probe, investigation --
 (an inquiry into unfamiliar or questionable activities; "there was a congressional probe into the scandal") 
                       => poll, opinion poll, public opinion poll, canvass --
 (an inquiry into public opinion conducted by interviewing a random sample of people) 
                           => exit poll --
 (a poll of voters as they leave the voting place; usually taken by news media in order to predict the outcom
e of an election) 
                           => straw vote, straw poll -- (an unofficial vote taken to determine opinion on some issue) 
                       => heraldry --
 (the study and classification of armorial bearings and the tracing of genealogies) 
                   => calculation, computation, figuring, reckoning --
 (problem solving that involves numbers or quantities) 
                       => extrapolation --
 ((mathematics) calculation of the value of a function outside the range of known values) 
                       => interpolation --
 ((mathematics) calculation of the value of a function between the values already known) 
                       => conversion --
 (a change in the units or form of an expression: "conversion from Fahrenheit to Centigrade") 
                           => data conversion -- (conversion from one way of encoding data to another way) 
                           => digitization, digitisation -- (conversion of analog information into digital information) 
                       => estimate, estimation, approximation, idea --
 (an approximate calculation of quantity or degree or worth; "an estimate of what it would cost"; "a rough i
dea how long it would take") 
                           => guess, guesswork, guessing, shot, dead reckoning --
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 (an estimate based on little or no information) 
                           => guesstimate, guestimate -- (an estimate that combines reasoning with guessing) 
                           => overestimate, overestimation, overrating, overreckoning --
 (a calculation that results in an estimate that is too high) 
                           => underestimate, underestimation, underrating, underreckoning --
 (an estimation that is too low; an estimate that is less than the true or actual value) 
                       => derived function, derivative, differential coefficient, differential, first derivative --
 (the result of mathematical differentiation; the instantaneous change of one quantity relative to another; df(
x)/dx) 
                           => curvature --
 (the rate of change (at a point) of the angle between a curve and a tangent to the curve) 
                           => partial derivative, partial --
 (the derivative of a function of two or more variables with respect to a single variable while the other varia
bles are considered to be constant) 
                       => integral --
 (the result of a mathematical integration; F(x) is the integral of f(x) if dF/dx = f(x)) 
                           => indefinite integral --
 (the set of functions F(x) + C, where C is any real number, such that F(x) is the integral of f(x)) 
                           => definite integral -- (the integral of a function over a definite interval) 
               => convergent thinking --
 (thinking that brings together information focussed on solving a problem (especially solving problems that 
have a single correct solution)) 
               => divergent thinking, out-of-the-box thinking --
 (thinking that moves away in diverging directions so as to involve a variety of aspects and which sometime
s lead to novel ideas and solutions; associated with creativity) 
           => suggestion --
 (the sequential mental process in which one thought leads to another by association) 
           => decision making, deciding --
 (the cognitive process of reaching a decision; "a good executive must be good at decision making") 
               => umpirage, officiation, officiating, refereeing --
 (the act of umpiring; "the officiating was excellent") 
               => eclecticism, eclectic method --
 (making decisions on the basis of what seems best instead of following some single doctrine or style) 
               => groupthink --
 (decision making by a group (especially in a manner that discourages creativity or individual responsibility
)) 
               => settlement, resolution, closure --
 (something settled or resolved; the outcome of decision making; "the finally reached a settlement with the 
union"; "they never did achieve a final resolution of their differences"; "he needed to grieve before he could
 achieve a sense of closure") 
               => judgment, judgement, judging --
 (the cognitive process of reaching a decision or drawing conclusions) 
                   => prejudgment, prejudgement -- (a judgment reached before the evidence is available) 
               => reversal, change of mind, flip-flop, turnabout, turnaround --
 (a decision to reverse an earlier decision) 
                   => reconsideration, second thought, afterthought, rethink --
 (thinking again about a choice previously made; "he had second thoughts about his purchase") 
               => choice, pick, selection -- (the person or thing chosen or selected; "he was my pick for mayor") 
                   => pleasure -- (a formal expression; "he serves at the pleasure of the President") 
                   => favorite, favourite --
 (something regarded with special favor or liking; "that book is one of my favorites") 
                   => way -- (doing as one pleases or chooses; "if I had my way") 
               => cull, reject -- (the person or thing rejected or set aside as inferior in quality) 
               => option, alternative, choice --
 (one of a number of things from which only one can be chosen; "what option did I have?"; "there no other 
alternative"; "my only choice is to refuse") 
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                   => obverse --
 (the more conspicuous of two alternatives or cases or sides; "the obverse of this issue") 
                   => preference, druthers -- (the right or chance to choose; "given my druthers, I'd eat cake") 
                       => wish --
 (the particular preference that you have; "it was his last wish"; "they should respect the wishes of the peopl
e") 
                   => default option, default --
 (an option that is selected automatically unless an alternative is specified) 
                   => possibility, possible action, opening --
 (a possible alternative; "bankruptcy is always a possibility") 
                       => possible -- (something that can be done; "politics is the art of the possible") 
                   => impossibility, impossible action -- (an alternative that is not available) 
                       => impossible -- (something that cannot be done; "his assignment verged on the impossible") 
                   => Hobson's choice -- (the choice of taking what is offered or nothing at all) 
                   => soft option --
 (an easier alternative; "the instructor took the soft option and gave the boy a passing grade") 
           => knowing -- (clear and certain mental apprehension) 
               => awareness, consciousness, cognizance, cognisance, knowingness --
 (having knowledge of; "he had no awareness of his mistakes"; "his sudden consciousness of the problem h
e faced"; "their intelligence and general knowingness was impressive") 
                   => self-awareness -- (awareness of your own individuality) 
                       => orientation --
 (a person's awareness of self with regard to position and time and place and personal relationships) 
                       => self-consciousness -- (self-
awareness plus the additional realization that others are similarly aware of you) 
                   => feel --
 (an intuitive awareness; "he has a feel for animals" or "it's easy when you get the feel of it";) 
                   => sense --
 (a general conscious awareness; "a sense of security"; "a sense of happiness"; "a sense of danger"; "a sense
 of self") 
                       => sense of direction -- (an awareness of your orientation in space) 
                       => sense of responsibility -- (an awareness of your obligations) 
               => cognizance, ken -- (range of what one can know or understand; "beyond my ken") 
               => prevision, foresight, prospicience -- (seeing ahead; knowing in advance; foreseeing) 
               => understanding, apprehension, discernment, savvy --
 (the cognitive condition of someone who understands; "he has virtually no understanding of social cause a
nd effect") 
                   => comprehension --
 (an ability to understand the meaning or importance of something (or the knowledge acquired as a result); 
"how you can do that is beyond my comprehension"; "he was famous for his comprehension of American li
terature") 
                   => self-knowledge -- (an understanding of yourself and your goals and abilities) 
                   => smattering -- (a slight or superficial understanding of a subject) 
                   => appreciation, grasp, hold --
 (understanding of the nature or meaning or quality or magnitude of something; "he has a good grasp of acc
ounting practices") 
                       => sense --
 (a natural appreciation or ability; "a keen musical sense"; "a good sense of timing") 
                   => grasping --
 (understanding with difficulty; "the lecture was beyond his most strenuous graspings") 
                   => hindsight --
 (understanding the nature of an event after it has happened; "hindsight is always better than foresight") 
                   => insight, brainstorm, brainwave --
 (the clear (and often sudden) understanding of a complex situation) 
                       => light --
 (mental understanding as an enlightening experience; "he finally saw the light"; "can you shed light on this
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 problem?") 
                       => revelation -- (an enlightening or astonishing disclosure) 
                       => discovery, breakthrough, find -- (a productive insight) 
                       => flash -- (a sudden brilliant understanding; "he had a flash of intuition") 
                   => realization, realisation, recognition --
 (coming to understand something clearly and distinctly; "a growing realization of the risk involved"; "a su
dden recognition of the problem he faced"; "increasing recognition that diabetes frequently coexists with ot
her chronic diseases") 
           => linguistic process, language --
 (the cognitive processes involved in producing and understanding linguistic communication; "he didn't hav
e the language to express his feelings") 
               => reading --
 (the cognitive process of understanding a written linguistic message; "he enjoys reading books") 
                   => speed-reading -- (reading at speeds significantly faster than normal) 
                   => perusal, perusing, poring over, studying -- (reading carefully with intent to remember) 
                   => browse, browsing -- (reading superficially or at random) 
                   => skim, skimming -- (reading or glancing through quickly) 
        

UNCONSCIOUS PROCESS 
=> process, unconscious process --
 (a mental process that you are not directly aware of; "the process of denial") 
       => condensation --
 ((psychoanalysis) an unconscious process whereby two ideas or images combine into a single symbol; espe
cially in dreams) 
       => defense mechanism, defense reaction, defence mechanism, defence reaction, defense, defence --
 ((psychiatry) an unconscious process that tries to reduce the anxiety associated with instinctive desires) 
           => compensation --
 ((psychiatry) a defense mechanism that conceals your undesirable shortcomings by exaggerating desirable 
behaviors) 
               => overcompensation --
 ((psychiatry) an attempt to overcome a real or imagined defect or unwanted trait by overly exaggerating its
 opposite) 
           => conversion --
 ((psychiatry) a defense mechanism represses emotional conflicts which are then converted into physical sy
mptoms that have no organic basis) 
           => denial -- ((psychiatry) a defense mechanism that denies painful thoughts) 
           => displacement --
 ((psychiatry) a defense mechanism that transfers affect or reaction from the original object to some more a
cceptable one) 
               => transference --
 ((psychoanalysis) the process whereby emotions are passed on or displaced from one person to another; du
ring psychoanalysis the displacement of feelings toward others (usually the parents) is onto the analyst) 
                   => countertransference --
 (the psychoanalyst's displacement of emotion onto the patient or more generally the psychoanalyst's emoti
onal involvement in the therapeutic interaction) 
           => idealization, idealisation --
 ((psychiatry) a defense mechanism that splits something you are ambivalent about into two representations
--one good and one bad) 
           => intellectualization, intellectualisation --
 ((psychiatry) a defense mechanism that uses reasoning to block out emotional stress and conflict) 
           => isolation --
 ((psychiatry) a defense mechanism in which memory of an unacceptable act or impulse is separated from t
he emotion originally associated with it) 
           => projection --
 ((psychiatry) a defense mechanism by which your own traits and emotions are attributed to someone else) 
           => rationalization, rationalisation --
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 ((psychiatry) a defense mechanism by which your true motivation is concealed by explaining your actions 
and feelings in a way that is not threatening) 
           => reaction formation --
 ((psychiatry) a defense mechanism in which a person unconsciously develops attitudes and behavior that ar
e the opposite of unacceptable repressed desires and impulses and serve to conceal them; "his strict moralit
y is just a reaction formation to hide his sexual drive") 
           => regression --
 ((psychiatry) a defense mechanism in which you flee from reality by assuming a more infantile state) 
           => repression --
 ((psychiatry) the classical defense mechanism that protects you from impulses or ideas that would cause an
xiety by preventing them from becoming conscious) 

 
MOTIVATION 

motivation, motive, need --
 (the psychological feature that arouses an organism to action toward a desired goal; the reason for the actio
n; that which gives purpose and direction to behavior; "we did not understand his motivation"; "he acted wi
th the best of motives") 

        => life -- (a motive for living; "pottery was his life") 
       => rational motive -- (a motive that can be defended by reasoning or logical argument) 
           => reason, ground --
 (a rational motive for a belief or action; "the reason that war was declared"; "the grounds for their 
declaration") 
               => occasion -- (reason; "there was no occasion for complaint") 
               => score, account --
 (grounds; "don't do it on my account"; "the paper was rejected on account of its length"; "he tried 
to blame the victim but his success on that score was doubtful") 
               => why, wherefore --
 (the cause or intention underlying an action or situation, especially in the phrase `the whys and wh
erefores') 
           => incentive, inducement, motivator -- (a positive motivational influence) 
               => moral force, dynamic --
 (an efficient incentive; "they hoped it would act as a spiritual dynamic on all churches") 
           => disincentive, deterrence -- (a negative motivational influence) 
       => irrational motive -- (a motivation that is inconsistent with reason or logic) 
           => irrational impulse --
 (a strong spontaneous and irrational motivation; "his first impulse was to denounce them"; "the ur
ge to find out got him into trouble") 
               => compulsion, irresistible impulse --
 (an urge to do or say something that might be better left undone or unsaid) 
           => mania, passion, cacoethes -- (an irrational but irresistible motive for a belief or action) 
               => agromania -- (an intense desire to be alone or out in the open) 
               => dipsomania, alcoholism, potomania --
 (an intense persistent desire to drink alcoholic beverages to excess) 
               => egomania --
 (an intense and irresistible love for yourself and concern for your own needs) 
               => kleptomania --
 (an irresistible impulse to steal in the absence of any economic motive) 
               => logorrhea, logomania -- (pathologically excessive (and often incoherent) talking) 
               => monomania, possession -- (a mania restricted to one thing or idea) 
               => necrophilia, necrophilism, necromania --
 (an irresistible sexual attraction to dead bodies) 
               => phaneromania --
 (an irresistible desire to pick a superficial body parts (as in obsessive nail-biting)) 
               => pyromania -- (an uncontrollable desire to set fire to things) 
               => trichotillomania -- (an irresistible urge to pull out your own hair) 
           => compulsion, obsession --
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 (an irrational motive for performing trivial or repetitive actions against your will) 
               => onomatomania --
 (obsession with a particular word which the person uses repeatedly or which intrudes into conscio
usness) 
       => urge, impulse -- (an instinctive motive; "profound religious impulses") 
           => abience -- ((psychology) an urge to withdraw or avoid a situation or an object) 
           => adience -- ((psychology) an urge to accept or approach a situation or an object) 
           => death instinct, death wish -- ((psychoanalysis) an unconscious urge to die) 
           => wanderlust, itchy feet -- (very strong or irresistible impulse to travel) 
       => ethical motive, ethics, morals, morality -- (motivation based on ideas of right and wrong) 
           => hedonism -- (the pursuit of pleasure as a matter of ethical principle) 
           => conscience, scruples, moral sense, sense of right and wrong --
 (motivation deriving logically from ethical or moral principles that govern a person's thoughts and
 actions) 
               => superego --
 ((psychoanalysis) that part of the unconscious mind that acts as a conscience) 
               => wee small voice, small voice, voice of conscience --
 (an inner voice that judges your behavior) 
               => sense of shame, sense of duty -- (a motivating awareness of ethical responsibility) 
           => Inner Light, Light, Light Within, Christ Within --
 (a divine presence believed by Quakers to enlighten and guide the soul) 
       => psychic energy, mental energy -- (an actuating force or factor) 
           => incitement, incitation, provocation --
 (something that incites or provokes; a means of arousing or stirring to action) 
               => signal --
 (any incitement to action; "he awaited the signal to start"; "the victory was a signal for wild celebr
ation") 
           => libidinal energy -- ((psychoanalysis) psychic energy produced by the libido) 
               => cathexis, charge --
 ((psychoanalysis) the libidinal energy invested in some idea or person or object; "Freud thought of
 cathexis as a psychic analog of an electrical charge") 
               => acathexis --
 ((psychoanalysis) a lack of cathexis; a condition in which significant objects or memories arouse 
no emotion in an individual) 
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ACTION VERBS OF CHANGE: THE BASIC SENSES OF THE VERBAL NAMES OF 
CHANGES AND ACTIONS 

 
 change -- (undergo a change; become different in essence; losing one's or its original nature; "She changed 
completely as she grew older"; "The weather changed last night") 
change, alter, modify -- (cause to change; make different; cause a transformation; "The advent of the 
automobile may have altered the growth pattern of the city"; "The discussion has changed my thinking 
about the issue") 
change, alter, vary -- (make or become different in some particular way, without permanently losing one's 
or its former characteristics or essence; "her mood changes in accordance with the weather"; "The 
supermarket's selection of vegetables varies according to the season") 
happen, occur, come about, take place, hap, go on, pass off, pass, fall out – come to being 
act – perform an action, act, behave, do – show a behavior, behavoe in a certain manner 
 

TO CHANGE 
change --
 (undergo a change; become different in essence; losing one's or its original nature; "She changed completel
y as she grew older"; "The weather changed last night") 
       => freshen, refresh, refreshen, freshen up --
 (become or make oneself fresh again; "She freshened up after the tennis game") 
           => wash up, lave -- (wash one's face and hands; "She freshened up in the bathroom") 
       => dress, get dressed --
 (put on clothes; "we had to dress quickly"; "dress the patient"; "Can the child dress by herself?") 
           => dress up, fig out, fig up, deck up, gussy up, fancy up, trick up, deck out, trick out, prink, attire, ge
t up, rig out, tog up, tog out, overdress --
 (put on special clothes to appear particularly appealing and attractive; "She never dresses up, even when sh
e goes to the opera"; "The young girls were all fancied up for the party") 
               => preen, primp, plume, dress --
 (dress or groom with elaborate care; "She likes to dress when going to the opera") 
               => prank -- (dress up showily; "He pranked himself out in his best clothes") 
               => tart up -- (dress up in a cheap and provocative way) 
               => enrobe -- (adorn with a robe) 
               => bedizen, dizen -- (dress up garishly and tastelessly) 
           => dress, dress up --
 (dress in a certain manner; "She dresses in the latest Paris fashion"; "he dressed up in a suit and tie") 
               => vest -- (clothe oneself in ecclesiastical garments) 
           => dress down, underdress -- (put on clothes that make a careless or ill-dressed impression) 
           => prink -- (dress very carefully and in a finicky manner) 
           => bundle up -- (dress warmly; "Mother bundled up the children for the long way to school") 
           => wear, put on, get into, don, assume --
 (put clothing on one's body; "What should I wear today?"; "He put on his best suit for the wedding"; "The 
princess donned a long blue dress"; "The queen assumed the stately robes"; "He got into his jeans") 
               => hat -- (put on or wear a hat; "He was unsuitably hatted") 
                   => bonnet -- (dress in a bonnet) 
               => try on, try --
 (put on a garment in order to see whether it fits and looks nice; "Try on this sweater to see how it looks") 
               => scarf -- (wrap in or adorn with a scarf) 
               => slip on --
 (put on with ease or speed; "slip into something more comfortable after work"; "slip on one's shoes") 
           => cross-dress -- (dress in the clothes of the other sex) 
           => dandify -- (dress like a dandy) 
           => change -- (change clothes; put on different clothes; "Change before you go to the opera") 
       => grow, develop, produce, get, acquire --
 (come to have or undergo a change of (physical features and attributes); "He grew a beard"; "The patient d
eveloped abdominal pains"; "I got funny spots all over my body"; "Well-developed breasts") 
           => fledge, feather -- (grow feathers; "The young sparrows are fledging already") 
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           => regrow --
 (grow anew or continue growth after an injury or interruption; "parts of the trunk of this tree can regrow"; 
"some invertebrates can regrow limbs or their tail after they lost it due to an injury") 
           => spring -- (develop suddenly; "The tire sprang a leak") 
           => sprout, stock -- (put forth and grow sprouts or shoots; "the plant sprouted early this year") 
           => stool, tiller -- (grow shoots in the form of stools or tillers) 
           => leaf -- (produce leaves, of plants) 
           => pod -- (produce pods, of plants) 
           => teethe -- (grow teeth; cut the baby teeth; "The little one is teething now") 
           => pupate -- (develop into a pupa; "the insect larva pupate") 
           => work up, get up -- (develop; "we worked up an as of an appetite") 
           => cut -- (have grow through the gums; "The baby cut a tooth") 
       => regenerate -- (undergo regeneration) 
           => rejuvenate -- (become young again; "The old man rejuvenated when he became a grandfather") 
       => gel -- (become a gel; "The solid, when heated, gelled") 
       => brutalize, brutalise, animalize, animalise -- (become brutal or insensitive and unfeeling) 
       => convert --
 (change in nature, purpose, or function; especially undergo a chemical change; "The substance converts to 
an acid") 
           => caramelize, caramelise -- (be converted into caramel; "The sugar caramelized") 
           => malt -- (turn into malt, become malt) 
           => melanize, melanise -- (convert into, or infiltrate with melanin) 
       => mutate -- (undergo mutation; "cells mutate") 
           => revert -- (undergo reversion, as in a mutation) 
       => have, experience -- (undergo; "The stocks had a fast run-up") 
           => meet, encounter, receive -- (experience as a reaction; "My proposal met with much opposition") 
       => decrepitate -- (undergo decrepitation and crackle; "The salt decrepitated") 
       => suburbanize, suburbanise -- (take on suburban character; "the city suburbanized") 
       => roll, roll up -- (show certain properties when being rolled; "The carpet rolls unevenly"; "dried-
out tobacco rolls badly") 
       => glaze, glass, glass over, glaze over -- (become glassy or take on a glass-
like appearance; "Her eyes glaze over when she is bored") 
       => turn, grow --
 (pass into a condition gradually, take on a specific property or attribute; become; "The weather turned nast
y"; "She grew angry") 
           => bald -- (grow bald; lose hair on one's head; "He is balding already") 
           => turn -- (change color; "In Vermont, the leaves turn early") 
       => barbarize, barbarise -- (become crude or savage or barbaric in behavior or language) 
       => alkalinize, alkalinise -- (become alkaline) 
       => change by reversal, turn, reverse --
 (change to the contrary; "The trend was reversed"; "the tides turned against him"; "public opinion turned w
hen it was revealed that the president had an affair with a White House intern") 
           => interchange, tack, switch, alternate, flip, flip-flop --
 (reverse (a direction, attitude, or course of action)) 
           => turn the tables, turn the tide --
 (cause a complete reversal of the circumstances; "The tables are turned now that the Republicans are in po
wer!") 
           => commutate --
 (reverse the direction of (an alternating electric current) each half cycle so as to produce a unidirectional cu
rrent) 
           => switch over, switch, exchange -- (change over, change around, or switch over) 
           => correct, rectify, right -- (make right or correct; "Correct the mistakes"; "rectify the calculation") 
               => rectify, remediate, remedy, repair, amend --
 (set straight or right; "remedy these deficiencies"; "rectify the inequities in salaries"; "repair an oversight") 
               => debug -- (locate and correct errors in a computer program code; "debug this program") 
           => falsify -- (falsify knowingly; "She falsified the records") 
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           => permute, commute, transpose --
 (change the order or arrangement of; "Dyslexics often transpose letters in a word") 
               => map, represent -- (to establish a mapping (of mathematical elements or sets)) 
           => metamorphose, transfigure, transmogrify --
 (change completely the nature or appearance of; "In Kafka's story, a person metamorphoses into a bug"; "T
he treatment and diet transfigured her into a beautiful young woman"; "Jesus was transfigured after his resu
rrection") 
           => revert, return, retrovert, regress, turn back --
 (go back to a previous state; "We reverted to the old rules") 
               => relapse, lapse, recidivate, regress, retrogress, fall back --
 (go back to bad behavior; "Those who recidivate are often minor criminals") 
               => resile --
 (return to the original position or state after being stretched or compressed; "The rubber tubes resile") 
               => recover, go back, recuperate --
 (regain a former condition after a financial loss; "We expect the stocks to recover to $2.90"; "The company
 managed to recuperate") 
                   => rally, rebound --
 (return to a former condition; "The jilted lover soon rallied and found new friends"; "The stock market ralli
ed") 
           => desynchronize, desynchronise --
 (cause to become desynchronized; cause to occur at unrelated times) 
           => desecrate, deconsecrate -- (remove the consecration from a person or an object) 
           => undo -- (cancel, annul, or reverse an action or its effect; "I wish I could undo my actions") 
               => untie, unbrace, unlace -- (undo the ties of; "They untied the prisoner") 
                   => unloose, unloosen -- (loosen the ties of; "unloose your sneakers") 
                   => unlash -- (untie the lashing of; "unlash the horse") 
               => unstrap -- (remove the strap or straps from) 
               => unhitch -- (unfasten or release from or as if from a hitch) 
                   => unyoke -- (remove the yoke from; "unyoke the cow") 
                       => outspan -- (remove the yoke or harness from; "unspan the draft animals") 
                   => unharness -- (remove the harness from; "unharness a horse") 
                       => outspan -- (remove the yoke or harness from; "unspan the draft animals") 
               => unpick -- (undo (the stitches) of (a piece of sewing)) 
               => unfasten -- (cause to become undone; "unfasten your belt") 
                   => unchain -- (remove the chains from) 
                   => unzip -- (open the zipper of; "unzip the bag") 
                   => unbend -- (unfasten, as a sail, from a spar or a stay) 
               => unbelt -- (undo the belt of; "unbelt your trousers") 
               => unstaple -- (take the staples off; "unstaple the piece of paper from the receipt") 
               => unclip -- (remove the clip from) 
               => unbutton -- (undo the buttons of; "unbutton the shirt") 
               => unpin -- (remove the pins from; unfasten the pins of) 
               => unplug, disconnect -- (of electrical appliances) 
               => unbraid -- (undo the braids of; "unbraid my hair") 
               => unravel, unknot, unscramble, untangle, unpick --
 (become or cause to become undone by separating the fibers or threads of; "the sweater unravelled") 
               => unwind, disentangle -- (separate the tangles of) 
                   => roll out, straighten -- (straighten by unrolling; "roll out the big map") 
                   => uncoil -- (unwind or untwist) 
               => unbuckle -- (undo the buckle of; "Unbuckle your seat belt") 
               => unfold, spread, spread out, open --
 (spread out or open from a closed or folded state; "open the map"; "spread your arms") 
                   => divaricate -- (spread apart; "divaricate one's fingers") 
                   => exfoliate -- (spread by opening the leaves of) 
                   => grass -- (spread out clothes on the grass to let it dry and bleach) 
                   => butterfly -- (cut and spread open, as in preparation for cooking; "butterflied shrimp") 
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                   => uncross -- (change from a crossed to an uncrossed position; "She uncrossed her legs") 
                   => splay -- (spread open or apart; "He splayed his huge hands over the table") 
               => unwire -- (undo the wiring of) 
       => change integrity -- (change in physical make-up) 
           => reform -- (break up the molecules of; "reform oil") 
           => polymerize, polymerise -- (undergo polymerization) 
               => copolymerize, copolymerise -- (polymerize together; "the two substances copolymerized") 
           => polymerize, polymerise -- (cause (a compound) to polymerize) 
           => explode, burst -- (burst outward, usually with noise; "The champagne bottle exploded") 
               => detonate -- (explode; "the bomb detonated at noon") 
               => crump -- (explode heavily or with a loud dull noise) 
               => go off -- (be discharged or activated; "the explosive devices went off") 
               => erupt, belch, extravasate --
 (become active and spew forth lava and rocks; "Vesuvius erupts once in a while") 
           => explode, detonate, blow up, set off -- (cause to explode; "We exploded the nuclear bomb") 
               => fulminate -- (cause to explode violently and with loud noise) 
               => dynamite -- (blow up with dynamite; "The rock was dynamited") 
           => cook --
 (transform and make suitable for consumption by heating; "These potatoes have to cook for 20 minutes") 
               => bake -- (cook and make edible by putting in a hot oven; "bake the potatoes") 
                   => ovenbake -- (bake in an oven; "ovenbake this chicken") 
                   => fire -- (bake in a kiln so as to harden; "fire pottery") 
                   => shirr -- (bake (eggs) in their shells until they are set; "shirr the eggs") 
               => brown -- (fry in a pan until it changes color; "brown the meat in the pan") 
               => coddle -- (cook in nearly boiling water; "coddle eggs") 
               => souse -- (cook in a marinade; "souse herring") 
               => microwave, micro-cook, zap, nuke --
 (cook or heat in a microwave oven; "You can microwave the left-overs") 
               => blanch, parboil -- (cook (vegetables) briefly; "Parboil the beans before freezing them") 
               => overcook -- (cook too long; "The vegetables were completely overcooked") 
               => fricassee -- (make a fricassee of by cooking; "fricassee meats") 
               => stew -- (cook slowly and for a long time in liquid; "Stew the vegetables in wine") 
                   => jug -- (stew in an earthenware jug; "jug the rabbit") 
               => roast -- (cook with dry heat, usually in an oven; "roast the turkey") 
                   => pan roast -- (roast in a pan; "pan-roast that meat") 
               => braise -- (cook in liquid; "braise beef") 
               => fry -- (cook on a hot surface using fat; "fry the pancakes") 
                   => frizzle -- (fry something until it curls and becomes crisp) 
                   => deep-fat-fry -- (fry in deep fat; "deep-fry the potato chips") 
                   => griddle -- (cook on a griddle; "griddle pancakes") 
                   => pan-fry -- (fry in a pan; "pan-fry the dumplings") 
                   => french-fry, deep-fry -- (cook by immersing in fat; "french-fry the potatoes") 
                   => stir fry -- (fry very quickly over high heat; "stir-fry the vegetables in a wok") 
                   => saute -- (fry briefly over high heat; "saute the onions") 
               => grill -- (cook over a grill; "grill the sausages") 
                   => barbecue, cook out --
 (cook outdoors on a barbecue grill; "let's barbecue that meat"; "We cooked out in the forest") 
                   => hibachi -- (cook over a hibachi grill) 
                   => broil, oven broil -- (cook under a broiler; "broil fish") 
                       => pan-broil -- (broil in a pan) 
               => steam -- (cook something by letting steam pass over it; "just steam the vegetables") 
               => boil -- (cook in boiling liquid; "boil potatoes") 
                   => overboil -- (boil excessively; "The peas are overboiled") 
                   => simmer -- (boil slowly at low temperature; "simmer the sauce"; "simmering water") 
               => pressure-cook -- (cook in a pressure cooker) 
               => poach -- (cook in a simmering liquid; "poached apricots") 
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           => break up, disperse, scatter -- (cause to separate; "break up kidney stones"; "disperse particles") 
               => backscatter -- (scatter (radiation) by the atoms of the medium through which it passes) 
           => break, separate, split up, fall apart, come apart --
 (become separated into pieces or fragments; "The figurine broke"; "The freshly baked loaf fell apart") 
               => burst, split, break open -- (break open or apart suddenly; "The bubble burst") 
                   => pop --
 (burst open with a sharp, explosive sound; "The balloon popped"; "This popcorn pops quickly in the micro
wave oven") 
                   => blow -- (burst suddenly; "The tire blew"; "We blew a tire") 
                   => stave, stave in -- (burst or force (a hole) into something) 
               => puncture -- (be pierced or punctured; "The tire punctured") 
               => burst, bust -- (break open or apart suddenly and forcefully; "The dam burst") 
                   => shatter -- (break into many pieces; "The wine glass shattered") 
               => smash -- (break suddenly into pieces, as from a violent blow; "The window smashed") 
               => ladder, run -- (come unraveled or undone as if by snagging; "Her nylons were running") 
               => snap, crack -- (break suddenly and abruptly, as under tension; "The rope snapped") 
               => break up, fragment, fragmentize, fragmentise --
 (break or cause to break into pieces; "The plate fragmented") 
                   => atomize, atomise --
 (break up into small particles; "the fine powder had been atomized by air") 
                   => grind, mash, crunch, bray, comminute --
 (reduce to small pieces or particles by pounding or abrading; "grind the spices in a mortar"; "mash the garli
c") 
                       => pulp -- (reduce to pulp; "pulp fruit"; "pulp wood") 
                       => pestle -- (grind or pulverize in a pestle) 
                       => mill -- (grind with a mill; "mill grain") 
                   => pound --
 (break down and crush by beating, as with a pestle; "pound the roots with a heavy flat stone") 
                   => sunder -- (break apart or in two, using violence) 
                   => splinter, sliver -- (break up into splinters or slivers; "The wood splintered") 
                   => rag -- (break into lumps before sorting; "rag ore") 
                   => crumb -- (break into crumbs) 
                   => brecciate -- (break into breccia; "brecciate rock") 
                   => crush -- (break into small pieces; "The car crushed the toy") 
                       => bruise --
 (break up into small pieces for food preparation; "bruise the berries with a wooden spoon and strain them") 
                   => grate, grind --
 (make a grating or grinding sound by rubbing together; "grate one's teeth in anger") 
                       => gnash -- (grind together, of teeth) 
                       => chew, masticate, manducate, jaw --
 (chew (food); "He jawed his bubble gum"; "Chew your food and don't swallow it!"; "The cows were masti
cating the grass") 
                           => chomp, champ -- (chew noisily; "The boy chomped his sandwich") 
                           => champ -- (chafe at the bit, like horses) 
                           => mumble, gum --
 (grind with the gums; chew without teeth and with great difficulty; "the old man had no teeth left and mum
bled his food") 
                           => chaw -- (chew without swallowing; "chawtobacco") 
                           => crunch, munch -- (chew noisily; "The children crunched the celery sticks") 
                           => gnaw -- (bite or chew on with the teeth; "gnaw an old cracker"; "chewed on a cookie") 
               => crush --
 (become injured, broken, or distorted by pressure; "The plastic bottle crushed against the wall") 
           => pasteurize, pasteurise -- (heat food in order to kill harmful microorganisms; "pasteurize milk") 
           => condense -- (cause a gas or vapor to change into a liquid; "The cold air condensed the steam") 
           => evaporate, vaporize, vaporise --
 (lose or cause to lose liquid by vaporization leaving a more concentrated residue; "evaporate milk") 
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               => transpire -- (exude water vapor; "plants transpire") 
           => burn, incinerate --
 (cause to undergo combustion; "burn garbage"; "The car burns only Diesel oil") 
           => blend, flux, mix, conflate, commingle, immix, fuse, coalesce, meld, combine, merge --
 (mix together different elements; "The colors blend well") 
               => gauge -- (mix in specific proportions; "gauge plaster") 
               => absorb -- (cause to become one with; "The sales tax is absorbed into the state income tax") 
               => melt, meld --
 (lose its distinct outline or shape; blend gradually; "Hundreds of actors were melting into the scene") 
               => blend in, mix in --
 (cause (something) to be mixed with (something else); "At this stage of making the cake, blend in the nuts"
) 
                   => cut in -- (mix in with cutting motions) 
               => accrete --
 (grow together (of plants and organs); "After many years the rose bushes grew together") 
               => conjugate --
 (unite chemically so that the product is easily broken down into the original compounds) 
               => admix -- (mix or blend; "Hyaline casts were admixed with neutrophils") 
               => alloy -- (make an alloy of) 
               => syncretize, syncretise -- (become fused) 
           => disintegrate --
 (break into parts or components or lose cohesion or unity; "The material disintegrated"; "the group disinteg
rated after the leader died") 
               => powderize, powderise, powder, pulverize, pulverise --
 (make into a powder by breaking up or cause to become dust; "pulverize the grains") 
               => powderize, pulverize, pulverise, powderise --
 (become powder or dust; "When it was blown up, the building powderized") 
               => run, unravel -- (become undone; "the sweater unraveled") 
               => crumble, fall apart --
 (break or fall apart into fragments; "The cookies crumbled"; "The Sphinx is crumbling") 
               => digest -- (soften or disintegrate, as by undergoing exposure to heat or moisture) 
               => dissolve -- (pass into a solution; "The sugar quickly dissolved in the coffee") 
               => crash, break up, break apart -- (break violently or noisily; smash;) 
           => disintegrate, decay, decompose --
 (lose a stored charge, magnetic flux, or current; "the particles disintegrated during the nuclear fission proce
ss") 
           => thicken, inspissate -- (make viscous or dense; "thicken the sauce by adding flour") 
           => gasify, vaporize, vaporise, aerify -- (turn into gas; "The substance gasified") 
               => sublime, sublimate --
 (change or cause to change directly from a solid into a vapor without first melting; "sublime iodine"; "som
e salts sublime when heated") 
           => liquefy, flux, liquify -- (become liquid or fluid when heated; "the frozen fat liquefied") 
               => condense, distill, distil --
 (undergo condensation; change from a gaseous to a liquid state and fall in drops; "water condenses"; "The 
acid distills at a specific temperature") 
               => dissolve, thaw, unfreeze, unthaw, dethaw, melt --
 (become or cause to become soft or liquid; "The sun melted the ice"; "the ice thawed"; "the ice cream melt
ed"; "The heat melted the wax"; "The giant iceberg dissolved over the years during the global warming pha
se"; "dethaw the meat") 
                   => deliquesce --
 (melt or become liquid by absorbig moisture from the air; "this type of salt deliquesces easily") 
                   => defrost, deice, de-ice -- (make or become free of frost or ice; "Defrost the car window") 
               => fuse --
 (become plastic or fluid or liquefied from heat; "The substances fused at a very high temperature") 
           => solidify -- (become solid; "The metal solidified when it cooled") 
               => consolidate -- (form into a solid mass or whole; "The mud had consolidated overnight") 
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               => jell, set, congeal -- (become gelatinous; "the liquid jelled after we added the enzyme") 
               => crystallize, crystalize, crystalise, effloresce -- (assume crystalline form; become crystallized) 
                   => devitrify -- (become crystalline) 
               => freeze, freeze out, freeze down --
 (change from a liquid to a solid when cold; "Water freezes at 32 degrees Fahrenheit") 
           => solidify -- (make solid or more solid; cause to solidify) 
               => consolidate -- (make or form into a solid or hardened mass; "consolidate fibers into boards") 
               => concrete -- (form into a solid mass; coalesce) 
           => crystallize, crystallise, crystalize, crystalise --
 (cause to form crystals or assume crystalline form; "crystallize minerals") 
           => dissolve, resolve, break up --
 (cause to go into a solution; "The recipe says that we should dissolve a cup of sugar in two cups of water") 
               => melt, run, melt down --
 (reduce or cause to be reduced from a solid to a liquid state, usually by heating; "melt butter"; "melt down 
gold"; "The wax melted in the sun") 
                   => fuse -- (make liquid or plastic by heating; "The storm fused the electric mains") 
                   => try, render --
 (melt (fat, lard, etc.) in order to separate out impurities; "try the yak butter"; "render fat in a casserole") 
               => cut -- (dissolve by breaking down the fat of; "soap cuts grease") 
           => demulsify -- (break down into components) 
           => jellify, jelly -- (make into jelly; "jellify a liquid") 
           => jellify -- (become jelly; "The sauce jellified") 
           => separate -- (divide into components or constituents; "Separate the wheat from the chaff") 
               => decompose, break up, break down -- (separate (substances) into constituent elements or parts) 
                   => digest -- (soften or disintegrate by means of chemical action, heat, or moisture) 
                   => dissociate --
 (to undergo a reversible or temporary breakdown of a molecule into simpler molecules or atoms; "acids dis
sociate to give hydrogen ions") 
                   => crack -- (reduce (petroleum) to a simpler compound by cracking) 
               => dialyse, dialyze -- (separate by dialysis) 
               => peptize, peptise -- (disperse in a medium into a colloidal state) 
               => macerate -- (separate into constituents by soaking) 
               => tease, card -- (separate the fibers of; "tease wool") 
               => filter, filtrate, strain, separate out, filter out --
 (remove by passing through a filter; "filter out the impurities") 
               => extract -- (separate (a metal) from an ore) 
               => fractionate -- (obtain by a fractional process) 
               => fractionate -- (separate into constituents or fractions containing concentrated constituents) 
               => sift, sieve, strain --
 (separate by passing through a sieve or other straining device to separate out coarser elements; "sift the flo
ur") 
                   => rice -- (sieve so that it becomes the consistency of rice; "rice the potatoes") 
                   => resift -- (sift anew) 
                   => riddle, screen -- (separate with a riddle, as grain from chaff) 
                   => winnow, fan -- (separate from chaff; "She stood there winnowing grain all day in the field") 
               => wash -- (separate dirt or gravel from (precious minerals)) 
                   => pan, pan out, pan off -- (wash dirt in a pan to separate out the precious minerals) 
               => avulse -- (separate by avulsion) 
           => crumble, crumple, tumble, break down, collapse --
 (fall apart; "the building crimbled after the explosion"; "Negociations broke down") 
           => divide, split, split up, separate, dissever, carve up --
 (separate into parts or portions; "divide the cake into three equal parts"; "The British carved up the Ottoma
n Empire after World War I") 
               => subdivide --
 (divide into smaller and smaller pieces; "This apartment cannot be subdivided any further!") 
               => format, initialize, initialise --
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 (divide (a disk) into marked sectors so that it may store data; "Please format this disk before entering data!
") 
               => sectionalize, sectionalise --
 (divide into sections, especially into geographic sections; "sectionalize a country") 
               => triangulate --
 (divide into triangles or give a triangular form to; "triangulate the piece of cardboard") 
               => unitize, unitise -- (divide (bulk material) and process as units) 
               => lot -- (divide into lots, as of land, for example) 
               => parcel -- (divide into parts; "The developers parceled the land") 
               => sliver, splinter -- (divide into slivers or splinters) 
               => paragraph -- (divide into paragraphs, as of text; "This story is well paragraphed") 
               => canton -- (divide into cantons, of a country) 
               => Balkanize, Balkanise -- (divide a territory into small, hostile states) 
       => change shape, change form, deform -- (assume a different shape or form) 
           => roll -- (take the shape of a roll or cylinder; "the carpet rolled out"; "Yarn rolls well") 
           => granulate, grain -- (become granular) 
           => bulge, pouch, protrude -- (swell or protrude outwards; "His eyes bulged with surprise") 
               => bulk -- (stick out or up; "The parcel bulked in the sack") 
           => sharpen, taper, point -- (give a point to; "The candles are tapered") 
               => acuminate -- (make sharp or acute; taper; make (something) come to a point) 
           => roll up, furl -- (form into a cylinder by rolling; "Roll up the cloth") 
               => douse -- (lower quickly; "douse a sail") 
               => reef -- (roll up (a portion of a sail) in order to reduce its area) 
               => bolt -- (make or roll into bolts; "bolt fabric") 
               => take in, gather in -- (fold up; "take in the sails") 
                   => incorporate --
 (unite or merge with something already in existence; "incorporate this document with those pertaining to th
e same case") 
                   => coal -- (take in coal; "The big ship coaled") 
               => brail -- (take in a sail with a brail) 
           => flatten, flatten out -- (become flat or flatter; "The landscape flattened") 
               => splat -- (flatten on impact; "The snowballs splatted on the trees") 
               => press -- (place between two surfaces and apply weight or pressure; "pressed flowers") 
                   => iron, iron out -- (press and smooth with a heated iron; "press your shirts") 
                       => mangle -- (press with a mangle; "mangle the sheets") 
                   => calender --
 (press between rollers or plates so as to smooth, glaze, or thin into sheets; "calender paper") 
           => draw -- (contract; "The material drew after it was washed in hot water") 
           => deform -- (become misshapen; "The sidewalk deformed during the earthquake") 
           => dinge, batter -- (make a dent or impression in; "dinge a soft hat") 
           => twist, twine, distort -- (form into a spiral shape; "The cord is all twisted") 
               => wring, wrench -- (twist and compress, as if in pain or anguish; "Wring one's hand") 
               => contort, deform, distort, wring -- (twist and press out of shape) 
                   => morph --
 (change shape as via computer animation; "In the video, Michael Jackson morphed into a panther") 
               => entangle, tangle, mat, snarl --
 (twist together or entwine into a confusing mass; "The child entangled the cord") 
                   => felt -- (mat together and make felt-like; "felt the wool") 
                   => enmesh, mesh, ensnarl -- (entangle or catch in (or as if in) a mesh) 
               => intertwine, twine, entwine, enlace, interlace, lace --
 (spin or twist together so as to form a cord; "intertwine the ribbons"; "Twine the threads into a rope") 
                   => wreathe, wind -- (form into a wreath) 
                   => fold -- (intertwine; "fold one's hands, arms, or legs") 
                   => wattle -- (interlace to form wattle) 
                   => pleach, plash -- (interlace the shoots of; "pleach a hedge") 
                   => ravel, tangle, knot -- (tangle or complicate; "a ravelled story") 
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                   => splice -- (join by interweaving strands; "Splice the wires") 
                       => piece -- (join during spinning; "piece the broken pieces of thread, slivers, and rovings") 
               => spin -- (work natural fibers into a thread; "spin silk") 
               => weave, interweave -- (interlace by or as it by weaving) 
                   => plait -- (weave into plaits; "plait hair") 
                   => inweave -- (weave together into a fabric or design) 
                   => raddle, ruddle -- (twist or braid together, interlace) 
                   => shoot -- (variegate by interweaving weft threads of different colors; "shoot cloth") 
                   => tinsel -- (interweave with tinsel; "tinseled velvet") 
                   => braid, pleach -- (form or weave into a braid or braids; "braid hair") 
           => flex, bend, deform, twist, turn --
 (cause (a plastic object) to assume a crooked or angular form; "bend the rod"; "twist the dough into a braid
"; "the strong man could turn an iron bar") 
               => indent, dent -- (make a depression into; "The bicycle dented my car") 
               => incurvate -- (cause to curve inward; "gravity incurvates the rays") 
               => gnarl -- (twist into a state of deformity; "The wind has gnarled this old tree") 
               => crank -- (bend into the shape of a crank) 
               => convolve, convolute -- (curl, wind, or twist together) 
           => bend, flex -- (form a curve; "The stick does not bend") 
               => crook, curve --
 (bend or cause to bend; "He crooked his index finger"; "the road curved sharply") 
                   => recurve -- (curve or bend (something) back or down) 
               => arch, curve, arc -- (form an arch or curve; "her back arches"; "her hips curve nicely") 
                   => camber -- (curve upward in the middle) 
               => incurvate -- (bend inwards; "The body incurvates a little at the back") 
               => retroflex, replicate -- (bend or turn backward) 
               => lean, tilt, tip, slant, angle --
 (to incline or bend from a vertical position; "She leaned over the banister") 
                   => slope, incline, pitch -- (be at an angle; "The terrain sloped down") 
                       => ascend -- (slope upwards; "The path ascended to the top of the hill") 
                       => stoop -- (sag, bend, bend over or down; "the rocks stooped down over the hiking path") 
                       => fall -- (slope downward; "The hills around here fall towards the ocean") 
                       => climb -- (slope upward; "The path climbed all the way to the top of the hill") 
                       => dip -- (slope downwards; "Our property dips towards the river") 
                   => weather -- (cause to slope) 
                   => list, heel --
 (tilt to one side; "The balloon heeled over"; "the wind made the vessel heel"; "The ship listed to starboard") 
                   => lean back, recline -- (move the upper body backwards and down) 
                       => fall back -- (fall backwards and down) 
               => crouch, stoop, bend, bow --
 (bend one's back forward from the waist on down; "he crouched down"; "She bowed before the Queen"; "
The young man stooped to pick up the girl's purse") 
                   => squinch -- (crouch down) 
                   => huddle, cower -- (crouch or curl up; "They huddled outside in the rain") 
               => double over, double, double up --
 (bend over or curl up, usually with laughter or pain; "He doubled and vomited violently") 
               => fawn, crawl, creep, cringe, cower, grovel -- (show submission or fear) 
               => curl up, curl, draw in --
 (shape one's body into a curl; "She curled farther down under the covers"; "She fell and drew in") 
           => unfold, stretch, stretch out, extend --
 (extend or stretch out to a greater or the full length; "Unfold the newspaper"; "stretch out that piece of clot
h"; "extend the TV antenna") 
           => protrude, pop, pop out, bulge, bulge out, bug out, come out --
 (bulge outward; "His eyes popped") 
       => change state, turn --
 (undergo a transformation or a change of position or action; "We turned from Socialism to Capitalism"; "T
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he people turned against the President when he stole the election") 
           => wake up, awake, arouse, awaken, wake, come alive, waken --
 (stop sleeping; "She woke up to the sound of the alarm clock") 
           => zonk out, pass out, black out -- (lose consciousness due to a sudden trauma, for example) 
               => faint, conk, swoon, pass out --
 (pass out from weakness, physical or emotional distress due to a loss of blood supply to the brain) 
           => come to, revive, resuscitate --
 (return to consciousness; "The patient came to quickly"; "She revived after the doctor gave her an injection
") 
           => tense, tense up --
 (become tense or tenser; "He tensed up when he saw his opponent enter the room") 
           => relax, loosen up, unbend, unwind, decompress, slow down --
 (become less tense, rest, or take one's ease; "He relaxed in the hot tub"; "Let's all relax after a hard day's w
ork") 
               => vege out, vegetate --
 (engage in passive relaxation; "After a hard day's work, I vegetate in front of the television") 
               => sit back, take it easy -- (settle into a comfortable sitting position) 
           => reduce, melt off, lose weight, slim, slenderize, thin, slim down -- (take off weight) 
               => sweat off -- (lose weight by sweating; "I sweated off 3 pounds in the sauna") 
           => gain, put on --
 (increase (one's body weight); "She gained 20 pounds when she stopped exercising") 
               => round, flesh out, fill out --
 (become round, plump, or shapely; "The young woman is fleshing out") 
               => pack on -- (gain (weight); "He packed on two pounds over the summer") 
           => dress, clothe, enclothe, garb, raiment, tog, garment, habilitate, fit out, apparel --
 (provide with clothes or put clothes on; "Parents must feed and dress their child") 
               => prim, prim up, prim out -- (dress primly) 
               => cover, wrap up -- (clothe, as if for protection from the elements; "cover your head!") 
               => jacket -- (put a jacket on; "The men were jacketed") 
               => frock -- (put a frock on) 
               => shirt -- (put a shirt on) 
               => habit -- (put a habit on) 
               => vesture -- (provide or cover with a cloak) 
               => overdress, overclothe -- (dress excessively; "You should not overclothe the child--
she will be too hot") 
               => corset -- (dress with a corset) 
               => shoe -- (furnish with shoes; "the children were well shoed") 
               => coat -- (cover or provide with a coat) 
               => costume, dress up -- (dress in a costume; "We dressed up for Halloween as pumpkins") 
               => vest, robe -- (clothe formally; especially in ecclesiastical robes) 
               => gown -- (dress in a gown) 
           => cross-fertilize, cross-fertilise -- (undergo cross-fertilization; become fertile) 
           => conceive --
 (become pregnant; undergo conception; "She cannot conceive"; "My daughter was conceived in Christmas
 Day") 
               => superfetate -- (conceive when a fetus is already present in the uterus) 
           => secularize, secularise --
 (make secular and draw away from a religious orientation; "Ataturk secularized Turkey") 
           => citrate -- (cause to form a salt or ester of citric acid) 
           => equilibrate -- (bring to a chemical stasis or equilibrium) 
           => fall --
 (pass suddenly and passively into a state of body or mind; "fall into a trap"; "She fell ill"; "They fell out of 
favor"; "Fall in love"; "fall asleep"; "fall prey to an imposter"; "fall into a strange way of thinking"; "she fel
l to pieces after she lost her work") 
               => fall in love --
 (begin to experience feelings of love towards; "She fell in love with her former student") 
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           => become, go, get --
 (enter or assume a certain state or condition; "He became annoyed when he heard the bad news"; "It must 
be getting more serious"; "her face went red with anger"; "She went into ecstasy"; "Get going!") 
               => sober up, sober --
 (become sober after excessive alcohol consumption; "Keep him in bed until he sobers up") 
               => sober up, sober --
 (become more realistic; "After thinking about the potential consequences of his plan, he sobered up") 
               => work --
 (arrive at a certain condition through repeated motion; "The stitches of the hem worked loose after she wor
e the skirt many times") 
               => take effect --
 (go into effect or become effective or operative; "The new law will take effect next month") 
               => run -- (change from one state to another; "run amok"; "run rogue"; "run riot") 
               => take -- (be seized or affected in a specified way; "take sick"; "be taken drunk") 
               => break -- (come into being; "light broke over the horizon"; "Voices broke in the air") 
               => settle --
 (become resolved, fixed, established, or quiet; "The roar settled to a thunder"; "The wind settled in the Wes
t"; "it is settling to rain"; "A cough settled in her chest"; "Her mood settled into lethargy") 
               => come --
 (enter or assume a condition, relation, use, or position; "He came into contact with a terrorist group"; "The 
shoes came untied"; "I came to see his point of view"; "her face went red with anger"; "The knot came loos
e"; "Your wish will come true") 
           => worsen, decline -- (grow worse; "Conditions in the slum worsened") 
               => inflame -- (become inflamed; get sore; "His throat inflamed") 
               => sicken, come down -- (get sick; "She fell sick last Friday, and now she is in the hospital") 
                   => wan -- (become pale and sickly) 
                   => contract, take, get --
 (be stricken by an illness, fall victim to an illness; "He got AIDS"; "She came down with pneumonia"; "Sh
e took a chill") 
                       => catch -- (contract; "did you catch a cold?") 
                           => catch cold -- (come down with a cold) 
                   => canker -- (become infected with a canker) 
               => devolve, deteriorate, drop, degenerate --
 (grow worse; "Her condition deteriorated"; "Conditions in the slums degenerated"; "The discussion devolv
ed into a shouting match") 
                   => tire, pall, weary, fatigue, jade -- (get tired of something or somebody) 
                       => poop out, peter out, run down, run out, conk out --
 (use up all one's strength and energy and stop working; "At the end of the march, I pooped out") 
                       => retire, withdraw -- (lose interest; "he retired from life when his wife died") 
                           => chicken out, back off, pull out, back down, bow out --
 (remove oneself from an obligation; "He bowed out when he heard how much work was involved") 
                               => resile --
 (draw back from an agreement, contract, statement, etc.; "The landlord cannot resile from the lease") 
                   => languish, fade --
 (become feeble; "The prisoner has be languishing for years in the dungeon") 
                   => waste, rot --
 (waste away; "Political prisoners are wasting away in many prisons all over the world") 
                       => necrose, gangrene, mortify, sphacelate --
 (undergo necrosis; "the tissue around the wound necrosed") 
               => deprive, impoverish -- (take away) 
                   => disestablish -- (deprive (an established church) of its status) 
               => fail -- (get worse; "Her health is declining") 
               => tumble -- (suffer a sudden downfall, overthrow, or defeat) 
               => slip, drop off, drop away, fall away -- (get worse; "My grades are slipping") 
                   => lapse, backslide -- (drop to a lower level, as in one's morals or standards) 
               => suffer -- (get worse; "His grades suffered") 
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               => suffer, lose -- (be set at a disadvantage; "This author really suffers in translation") 
               => regress, retrograde, retrogress -- (get worse; fall back to a previous or worse condition) 
                   => fall back, lose, drop off, fall behind, recede -- (retreat) 
               => turn down --
 (take a downward direction; "The economy finally turned down after a long boom") 
           => better, improve, ameliorate, meliorate -- (get better; "The weather improved toward evening") 
               => recuperate, recover, convalesce -- (get over an illness or shock; "The patient is recuperating") 
                   => perk up, perk, percolate, pick up, gain vigor --
 (gain or regain energy; "I picked up after a nap") 
               => heal -- (get healthy again; "The wound is healing slowly") 
                   => scab -- (form a scab; "the wounds will eventually scab") 
                   => skin over -- (grow new skin over an injury) 
                   => granulate -- (form granulating tissue; "wounds and ulcers can granulate") 
               => reform, straighten out, see the light --
 (change for the better; "The lazy student promised to reform"; "the habitual cheater finally saw the light") 
               => surge -- (see one's performance improve; "He levelled the score and then surged ahead") 
               => turn around, pick up -- (get better; "Her performance in school picked up") 
               => get well, get over, bounce back -- (improve in health; "He got well fast") 
               => mend, heal -- (heal or recover; "My broken leg is mending") 
               => fructify -- (become productive or fruitful; "The seeds fructified") 
               => upgrade --
 (get better travel conditions; "I upgraded to First Class when Coach Class was overbooked") 
           => disengage -- (become free; "in neutral, the gears disengage") 
               => unlock -- (become unlocked; "The door unlocked from the inside") 
               => declutch -- (disengage the clutch of a car) 
           => overgrow -- (become overgrown; "The patio overgrew with ivy") 
           => concentrate -- (make (the solvent of a solution) dense or denser) 
           => break -- (of the male voice in puberty; "his voice is breaking--
he should no longer sing in the choir") 
           => acidify, acetify -- (turn acidic; "the solution acetified") 
           => alkalize, alkalise, alkalify, basify -- (turn basic and less acidic; "the solution alkalized") 
           => ionize, ionise -- (convert into ions) 
           => ossify -- (become bony; "The tissue ossified") 
           => catalyze, catalyse -- (change by catalysis or cause to catalyze) 
           => get worse, relapse -- (deteriorate in health; "he relapsed") 
           => fluctuate -- (be unstable; have ups and downs; "The stock market fluctuates") 
           => explode, burst forth, break loose --
 (be unleashed; burst forth with violence or noise; "His anger exploded") 
           => die, decease, perish, go, exit, pass away, expire, pass --
 (pass from physical life and lose all all bodily attributes and functions necessary to sustain life; "She died f
rom cancer"; "They children perished in the fire"; "The patient went peacefully") 
               => suffocate, stifle, asphyxiate --
 (be asphyxiated; die from lack of oxygen; "The child suffocated under the pillow") 
                   => strangle -- (die from strangulation) 
               => buy it, pip out -- (be killed or die;) 
               => drown --
 (die from being submerged in water, getting water into the lungs, and asphyxiating; "The child drowned in 
the lake") 
               => kick the bucket, cash in one's chips, buy the farm, conk, give-
up the ghost, drop dead, pop off, choke, croak, snuff it -- (die; "The old man finally kicked the bucket") 
               => predecease -- (die before; die earlier than; "She predeceased her husband") 
               => starve, famish --
 (die of food deprivation; "The political prisoners starved to death"; "Many famished in the countryside duri
ng the drought") 
               => fall --
 (die, as in battle or in a hunt; "Many soldiers fell at Verdun"; "Several deer have fallen to the same gun"; "
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The shooting victim fell dead") 
               => succumb, yield -- (be fatally overwhelmed) 
           => be born -- (come into existence through birth; "She was born on a farm") 
               => hatch -- (emerge from the eggs; "young birds, fish, and reptiles hatch") 
               => fall -- (be born, used chiefly of lambs; "The lambs fell in the afternoon") 
               => come to life, come into being --
 (be born or come into existence; "All these flowers come to life when the rains come") 
               => reincarnate, transmigrate --
 (be born anew in another body after death; "Hindus believe that we transmigrate") 
           => cloud over -- (become overcast; "the sky clouded over") 
           => carbonize, carbonise -- (turn into carbon, as by burning; "carbonize coal") 
           => cool, chill, cool down -- (loose heat; "The air cooled considerably after the thunderstorm") 
           => heat, hot up, heat up -- (gain heat or get hot; "The room heated up quickly") 
               => overheat -- (get excessively and undesirably hot; "The car engines overheated") 
               => fry --
 (be excessively hot; "If the children stay out on the beach for another hour, they'll be fried") 
           => carbonize, carbonise, carburize, carburise -- (unite with carbon; "carburize metal") 
           => freeze -- (change to ice; "The water in the bowl froze") 
               => glaciate -- (become frozen and covered with glaciers) 
           => boil --
 (come to the boiling point and change from a liquid to vapor; "Water boils at 100 degrees Celsius") 
               => boil over, overboil -- (overflow or cause to overflow while boiling; "The milk is boiling over") 
           => burn, combust -- (undergo combustion; "Maple wood burns well") 
               => burn down, burn up, go up --
 (burn completely; be consumed or destroyed by fire; "The hut burned down"; "The mountain of paper went
 up in flames") 
                   => incinerate -- (become reduced to ashes; "The paper incinerated quickly") 
               => smolder, smoulder -- (burn slowly and without a flame; "a smoldering fire") 
               => scorch, sear, singe --
 (become superficially burned; "my eyebrows singed when I bent over the flames") 
               => deflagrate -- (burn with great heat and intense light; "the powder deflagrated") 
               => flame -- (be in flames or aflame; "The sky seemed to flame in the Hawaiian sunset") 
               => flare, flame up, blaze up, burn up --
 (burn brightly; "Every star seemed to flare with new intensity") 
               => blaze -- (burn brightly and intensely; "The summer sun alone can cause a pine to blaze") 
           => emaciate --
 (grow weak and thin or waste away physically; "She emaciated during the chemotherapy") 
           => Frenchify -- (become French in appearance or character; "This restaurant has Frenchified") 
           => thin -- (lose thickness; become thin or thinner) 
           => thicken, inspissate --
 (become thick or thicker; "The sauce thickened"; "The egg yolk will inspissate") 
           => solvate -- (undergo solvation or convert into a solvate) 
           => react --
 (undergo a chemical reaction; react with another substance under certain conditions; "The hydrogen and th
e oxygen react") 
               => bromate, brominate -- (react with bromine) 
           => dissolve, fade out, fade away -- (become weaker; "The sound faded out") 
           => empty, discharge -- (become empty or void of its content; "The room emptied") 
               => flow away, flow off -- (flow off or away gradually; "The water flowed off from the pipe") 
           => fill, fill up -- (become full; "The pool slowly filled with water"; "The theater filled up slowly") 
               => water -- (fill with tears; "His eyes were watering") 
               => flood -- (become filled to overflowing; "Our basement flooded during the heavy rains") 
               => rack up -- (supply a rack with feed for (horses or other animals)) 
           => homogenize, homogenise --
 (become homogeneous or similar, as by mixing; "The two liquids homogenized in the blender") 
           => homogenize, homogenise -- (break up the fat globules of; "homogenized milk") 
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           => curdle, clabber, clot -- (turn into curds; "curdled milk") 
           => clot, coagulate -- (change from a liquid to a thickened or solid state; "coagulated blood") 
               => curdle -- (turn from a liquid to a solid mass; "his blood curdled") 
           => sour, turn, ferment, work --
 (go sour or spoil; "The milk has soured"; "The wine worked"; "The cream has turned--
we have to throw it out") 
           => integrate --
 (become one; become integrated; "The students at this school integrate immediately, despite their different 
backgrounds") 
               => unify, unite, merge --
 (become one; "Germany unified officially in 1990"; "Will the two Koreas unify?") 
                   => consolidate -- (unite into one; "The companies consolidated") 
                   => consubstantiate -- (become united in substance; "thought and the object consubstantiate") 
                   => syncretize, syncretise -- (unite (beliefs or conflicting principles)) 
                   => converge --
 (come together so as to form a single product; "Social forces converged to bring the Fascists back to power
") 
                   => federate, federalize, federalise --
 (enter into a league for a common purpose; "The republics federated to become the Soviet Union") 
                   => coalesce -- (fuse or cause to grow together) 
                       => clog, clot -- (coalesce or unite in a mass; "Blood clots") 
               => lysogenize -- (become integrated into the genome of (a bacterium)) 
           => precipitate -- (separate as a fine suspension of solid particles) 
           => calcify -- (turn into lime; become calcified; "The rock calcified over the centuries") 
           => coke -- (become coke; "petroleum oils coke after distillation") 
           => carnify -- (become muscular or fleshy) 
           => chondrify -- (turn into cartilage; "The tissue chondrifies") 
           => emulsify -- (form into or become an emulsion; "The solution emulsified") 
           => denitrify -- (remove nitrogen from; "Denitrify the soil") 
           => devitrify -- (make (glassy materials) brittle or opaque) 
           => esterify -- (change (a compound) into an ester) 
           => etherify -- (change into an ether; "etherify an alcohol") 
           => thrombose -- (become blocked by a thrombus; "the blood vessel thrombosed") 
           => open, open up -- (become open; "The door opened") 
               => unfasten -- (become undone or untied; "The shoelaces unfastened") 
               => fly open -- (come open suddenly; "the doors flew open in the stroang gust") 
           => close, shut -- (become closed; "The windows closed with a loud bang") 
           => sorb, take up -- (take up a liquid or a gas either by adsorption or by absorption) 
               => absorb -- (become imbued; "The liquids, light, and gases absorb") 
                   => reabsorb, resorb -- (undergo resorption) 
                   => assimilate, imbibe -- (take (gas, light or heat) into a solution) 
               => adsorb -- (accumulate (liquids or gases) on the surface) 
               => chemisorb -- (take up a substance by chemisorption) 
           => calm, calm down, cool off, chill out, simmer down, settle down, cool it --
 (become quiet or calm, especially after a state of agitation; "After the fight both men need to cool off."; "It 
took a while after the baby was born for things to settle down again.") 
           => thrive, prosper, fly high, flourish -- (gain in wealth) 
           => emancipate, liberate -- (give equal rights to; of women and minorities) 
           => get into, tangle with -- (get involved in or with) 
           => liquefy -- (become liquid; "The garden air overnight liquefied into a morning dew") 
           => erupt, ignite, catch fire, take fire, combust, conflagrate --
 (start to burn or burst into flames; "Marsh gases ignited suddenly"; "The oily rags combusted spontaneousl
y") 
               => blow out -- (erupt in an uncontrolled manner; "The oil well blew out") 
               => catch -- (start burning; "The fire caught") 
               => light up -- (start to burn with a bright flame; "The coal in the BBQ grill finally lit up") 
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       => adjust, conform, adapt --
 (adapt or conform oneself to new or different conditions; "We must adjust to the bad economic situation") 
           => readjust, readapt -- (adjust anew; "After moving back to America, he had to readjust") 
           => readapt -- (adapt anew; "He readapted himself") 
           => assimilate --
 (become similar to one's environment; "Immigrants often want to assimilate quickly") 
               => acculturate -- (assimilate culturally) 
                   => detribalize, detribalise -- (cause members of a tribe to lose their cultural identity) 
           => focus, focalize, focalise -- (become focussed or come into focus; "The light focused") 
           => acclimatize, acclimatise, acclimate --
 (get used to a certain climate; "They never acclimatized in Egypt") 
           => match -- (be equal or harmonize; "The two pieces match") 
           => obey -- (be obedient to) 
               => comply, follow, abide by --
 (act in accordance with someone's rules, commands, or wishes; "He complied with my instructions"; "You 
must comply or else!"; "Follow these simple rules"; "abide by the rules") 
                   => oblige, accommodate -- (provide a service or favor for someone; "We had to oblige him") 
                   => toe the line -- (do what is expected) 
                   => conform to -- (observe; "conform to the rules") 
               => take orders --
 (receive and be expected to follow directions or commands; "I don't take orders from you!") 
               => heed, mind, listen -- (pay close attention to; give heed to; "Heed the advice of the old men") 
           => square -- (cause to match, as of ideas or acts) 
       => rise, jump, climb up -- (rise in rank or status; "Her new novel jumped high on the bestseller list") 
       => assimilate -- (become similar in sound; "The nasal assimialates to the following consonant") 
       => dissimilate --
 (become dissimilar or less similar; "These two related tribes of people gradually dissimilated over time") 
           => differentiate -- (become distinct and acquire a different character) 
       => dissimilate -- (become dissimilar by changing the sound qualities; "These consonants dissimilate") 
       => change magnitude -- (change in size or magnitude) 
           => decrease, diminish, lessen, fall --
 (decrease in size, extent, or range; "The amount of homework decreased towards the end of the semester"; 
"The cabin pressure fell dramatically"; "her weight fall to under a hundred pounds"; "his voice fell to a whi
sper") 
               => break -- (diminish or discontinue abruptly; "The patient's fever broke last night") 
               => shrink, shrivel --
 (decrease in size, range, or extent; "His earnings shrank"; "My courage shrivelled when I saw the task befo
re me") 
               => taper -- (diminish gradually; "Interested tapered off") 
               => drop off --
 (fall or diminish; "The number of students in this course dropped off after the first test") 
               => vanish, fly, vaporize --
 (decrease rapidly and disappear; "the money vanished in las Vegas"; "all my stock assets have vaporized") 
               => break -- (fall sharply; "stock prices broke") 
               => ease up, ease off, slacken off, flag -- (become less intense) 
               => weaken -- (become weaker; "The prisoner's resistance weakened after seven days") 
                   => attenuate -- (become weaker, in strength, value, or magnitude) 
                       => refine --
 (attenuate or reduce in vigor, strength, or validity by polishing or purifying; "many valuable nutrients are r
efined out of the foods in our modern diet") 
                   => melt, disappear --
 (become less intense and fade away gradually; "her resistance melted under his charm") 
                   => die down -- (become progressively weaker; "the laughter died down") 
                   => collapse --
 (lose significance, effectiveness, or value; "The school system is collapsing"; "The stock market collapsed"
) 
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                   => fade, melt --
 (become less clearly visible or distinguishable; disappear gradually or seemingly; "The scene begins to fad
e"; "The tree trunks are melting into the forest at dusk") 
                   => subside, lessen -- (wear off or die down; "The pain subsided") 
                   => blur, dim, slur --
 (become vague or indistinct; "The distinction between the two theories blurred") 
                       => obliterate, efface --
 (remove completely from recognition or memory; "efface the memory of the time in the camps") 
                   => pine away, waste, languish --
 (lose vigor, health, or flesh, as through grief; "After her husband died, she just pined away") 
                   => dull -- (make less lively or vigorous; "Middle age dulled her appetite for travel") 
                       => cloud -- (make milky or dull; "The chemical clouded the liquid to which it was added") 
                   => pall --
 (lose strength or effectiveness; become or appear boring, insipid, or tiresome (to); "the course palled on her
") 
                   => loosen, relax, loose --
 (become loose or looser or less tight; "The noose loosened"; "the rope relaxed") 
                   => slacken -- (become looser or slack; "the rope slackened") 
                   => slow, slow down, slow up, slack, slacken -- (become slow or slower; "Production slowed") 
                   => wilt -- (lose strength; "My opponent was wilting") 
               => boil down, reduce, decoct, concentrate --
 (be cooked until very little liquid is left; "The sauce should reduce to one cup") 
               => shrink, contract --
 (become smaller or draw together; "The fabric shrank"; "The balloon shrank") 
                   => flex -- (contract; "flex a muscle") 
               => shrivel, shrivel up, shrink, wither --
 (wither, especially with a loss of moisture; "The fruit dried and shriveled") 
                   => atrophy -- (undergo atrophy; "Muscles that are not used will atrophy") 
                   => die back, die down --
 (suffer from a disease that kills shoots; "The plants near the garage are dying back") 
                   => mummify, dry up --
 (dry up and shrivel due to complete loss of moisture; "a mummified body was found") 
               => abate, let up, slack off, slack, die away --
 (become less in amount or intensity; "The storm abated"; "The rain let up after a few hours") 
               => deflate -- (become deflated or flaccid, as by losing air; "The balloons deflated") 
               => dwindle, dwindle away, dwindle down --
 (become smaller or lose substance; "Her savings dwindled down") 
               => remit -- (diminish or abate; "The pain finally remitted") 
               => de-escalate -- (diminish in size, scope, or intensity; "The war of words between them de-
escalated with time") 
               => depreciate, undervalue, devaluate, devalue -- (lose in value; "The dollar depreciated again") 
               => shorten -- (become short or shorter; "In winter, the days shorten") 
               => thin out -- (become sparser; "Towards the end of town, the houses thinned out") 
               => decline, go down, wane -- (grow smaller; "Interest in the project waned") 
                   => dip -- (go down momentarily; "Prices dipped") 
                   => wear on -- (pass slowly (of time); "The day wore on") 
                   => drop -- (go down in value; "Stock prices dropped") 
                       => slump, fall off, sink --
 (fall heavily or suddenly; decline markedly; "The real estate market fell off") 
                       => tumble --
 (fall suddenly and sharply; "Prices tumbled after the devaluation of the currency") 
               => wane -- (decrease in phase; "the moon is waning") 
               => wane -- (become smaller; "Interest in his novels waned") 
               => decelerate, slow, slow down, slow up, retard --
 (lose velocity; move more slowly; "The car decelerated") 
                   => slow, slow down, slow up --
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 (cause to proceed more slowly; "The illness slowed him down") 
                       => bog down, bog --
 (cause to slow down or get stuck; "The vote would bog down the house") 
                       => clog, constipate --
 (impede with a clog or as if with a clog; "The market is being clogged by these operations"; "My mind is c
onstipated today") 
                   => delay, detain, hold up --
 (cause to be slowed down or delayed; "Traffic was delayed by the bad weather"; "she delayed the work tha
t she didn't want to perform") 
                       => stonewall --
 (engage in delaying tactics or refuse to cooperate; "The President stonewalled when he realized the plot wa
s being uncovered by a journalist") 
                       => catch --
 (delay or hold up; prevent from proceeding on schedule or as planned; "I was caught in traffic and missed t
he meeting") 
                       => stall --
 (deliberately delay an event or action; "she doesn't want to write the report, so she is stalling") 
                       => buy time -- (act so as to delay an event or action in order to gain an advantage) 
               => decrescendo -- (grow quieter; "The music decrescendoes here") 
           => increase -- (become bigger or greater in amount; "The amount of work increased") 
               => accrue -- (grow by addition; "The interest accrues") 
                   => redound -- (be added; "Everything he does redounds to himself") 
               => spike -- (manifest a sharp increase; "the voltage spiked") 
               => add to -- (have an increased effect; "This adds to my worries") 
               => gain -- (increase in; "gain momentum"; "gain nerve") 
               => explode, irrupt --
 (increase rapidly and in an uncontrolled manner; "The population of India is exploding"; "The island's rode
nt population irrupted") 
               => pyramid -- (increase rapidly and progressively step by step on a broad base) 
               => snowball -- (increase or accumulate at a rapidly accelerating rate) 
               => accumulate, cumulate, conglomerate, pile up, gather, amass --
 (collect or gather; "Journals are accumulating in my office"; "The work keeps piling up") 
                   => backlog -- (accumulate and create a backlog) 
                   => accrete -- (grow or become attached by accretion; "The story accreted emotion") 
                   => drift --
 (be piled up in banks or heaps by the force of wind or a current; "snow drifting several feet high"; "sand dri
fting like snow") 
               => add --
 (make an addition (to); join or combine or unite with others; increase the quality, quantity, zise or scope of;
 "We added two students to that dorm room"; "She added a personal note to her letter"; "Add insult to injur
y"; "Add some extra plates to the dinner table") 
                   => modify, qualify -- (add a modifier to a constituent) 
                       => decelerate, slow down -- (reduce the speed of; "He slowed down the car") 
                           => moderate -- (make less fast or intense; "moderate your speed") 
                           => retard --
 (cause to move more slowly or operate at a slower rate; "This drug will retard your heart rate") 
                               => deaden -- (lessen the momentum or velocity of; "deaden a ship's headway") 
                           => fishtail --
 (slow down by moving the tail sideways; "The airplane fishtailed on the runway") 
                       => accelerate, speed, speed up -- (cause to move faster; "He accelerated the car") 
                   => gild the lily, paint the lily -- (make unnecessary additions to what is already complete) 
                   => adjoin -- (attach or add; "I adjoin a copy of your my lawyer's letter") 
                   => work in --
 (add by mixing or blending on or attaching; "work in the butter and the dough will get the right consistenc
y"; "In his speech, the presidential candidate worked in a lot of learned words") 
                   => canonize, canonise --
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 (add in the canon or calendar of the saints; "He was canonized not long after his death") 
                   => add on -- (make an addition; "Let's add on to this") 
                   => include --
 (add as part of something else; put in as part of a set, group, or category; "We must include this chemical el
ement in the group") 
                   => mix, mix in -- (add as an additional element or part; "mix water into the drink") 
                       => dash -- (add an enlivening or altering element to; "blue paint dashed with white") 
                   => put on -- (add to something existing; "She put on a sun room") 
                   => butylate -- (introduce the butyl group into a chemical compound) 
                   => put on -- (add to the odometer; "He put on 1,000 miles on this trip") 
                   => inject --
 (to introduce (a new aspect or element); "He injected new life into the performance") 
                   => welt -- (put a welt on; "welt the shoes") 
                   => intercalate -- (insert (days) in a calendar) 
                   => punctuate, mark -- (insert punctuation marks into) 
                       => quote -- (put quote marks around; "Here the author is quoting his colleague") 
                   => concatenate --
 (add by linking or joining so as to form a chain or series; "concatenate terms"; "concatenate characters") 
                   => string, string up --
 (add as if on a string; "string these ideas together"; "string up these songs and you'll have a musical") 
                   => compound, combine -- (put or add together; "combine resources") 
                       => totalize, totalise --
 (make into a total; "Can we totalize these different ideas into one philosophy?") 
                       => recombine -- (to combine or put together again) 
                       => mix -- (as of electronic signals; "mixing sounds") 
                       => synthesize, synthesise --
 (combine so as to form a more complex, product; "his operas synthesize music and drama in perfect harmo
ny") 
                   => milk -- (add milk to; "milk the tea") 
                   => fortify -- (add nutrients to; "fortified milk") 
                   => stud -- (provide with or construct with studs; "stud the wall") 
                   => button -- (provide with buttons; "button a shirt") 
                   => enrich -- (make wealthy or richer; "the oil boom enriched a lot of local people") 
                       => feather one's nest --
 (enrich oneself by taking advantage of one's position; "The congressmen feathered his nest through his con
nection with big business") 
                   => supplement -- (add as a supplement to what seems insufficient; "supplement your diet") 
                       => vitaminize, vitaminise -- (add vitamins as a supplement; "vitaminized processed foods") 
                       => eke out, fill out --
 (supplement what is thought to be deficient; "He eked out his meager pay by giving private lessons"; "Braq
ue eked out his collages with charcoal") 
                       => leverage -- (supplement with leverage; "leverage the money that is already available") 
               => intensify, deepen --
 (become more intense; "The debate intensified"; "His dislike for raw fish only deepened in Japan") 
                   => build -- (develop and grow; "Suspense was building right from the beginning of the opera") 
                   => redouble -- (make twice as great or intense; "The screaming redoubled") 
                   => erupt, irrupt, flare up, flare, break open, burst out --
 (erupt or intensify suddenly; "Unrest erupted in the country"; "Tempers flared at the meeting"; "The crowd
 irrupted into a burst of patriotism") 
                   => condense -- (become more compact or concentrated; "Her feelings condensed") 
                   => sharpen -- (become sharp or sharper; "The debate sharpened") 
                   => accelerate, speed up, speed, quicken -- (move faster; "The car accelerated") 
                       => brisk, brisk up, brisken -- (become brisk; "business brisked up") 
               => intensify, compound, heighten, deepen --
 (make more intense, stronger, or more marked; "The efforts were intensified", "Her rudeness intensified hi
s dislike for her"; "Potsmokers claim it heightens their awareness"; "This event only deepened my convictio
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ns") 
                   => heat up, hot up, screw up -- (make more intense; "Emotions were screwed up") 
                   => fan -- (make (an emotion) fiercer; "fan hatred") 
                   => enhance, heighten, raise --
 (increase; "This will enhance your enjoyment"; "heighten the tension") 
                       => potentiate --
 (increase the effect of or act synergistically with (a drug or a physiological or biochemical phenomenon); "
potentiate the drug") 
                   => amplify -- (increase the volume of; "amplify sound") 
                   => sharpen -- (make sharp or sharper; "We had to sharpen our arguments") 
                   => sharpen, heighten -- (make (one's senses) more acute; "This drug will sharpen your vision") 
                       => subtilize, subtilise -- (make (senses) more keen) 
               => grow --
 (become larger, greater, or bigger; expand or gain; "The problem grew too large for me"; "Her business gre
w fast") 
                   => hypertrophy --
 (undergo hypertrophy; "muscles can hypertrophy when people take steroids") 
                   => rise, go up, climb --
 (increase in value or to a higher point; "prices climbed steeply"; "the value of our house rose sharply last y
ear") 
                       => soar -- (go or move upward; "The stock market soared after the cease-
fire was announced") 
                       => bull -- (advance in price; "stocks were bulling") 
                   => enlarge -- (become larger or bigger) 
                       => magnify, amplify --
 (increase in size, volume or significance; "Her terror was magnified in her mind") 
                   => augment -- (grow or intensify; "The pressure augmented") 
                   => vegetate -- (grow or spread abnormally; "warts and polyps can vegetate if not removed") 
                   => mushroom -- (grow and spread fast; "The problem mushroomed") 
                   => overgrow, outgrow -- (grow too large for) 
                   => overgrow, grow over -- (grow beyond or across; "The ivy overgrew the patio") 
                   => stretch -- (become longer by being stretched and pulled; "The fabric stretches") 
                       => give, yield -- (be flexible under stress of physical force; "This material doesn't give") 
                   => develop --
 (grow, progress, unfold, or evolve through a process of evolution, natural growth, differentiation, or a cond
ucive environment; "A flower developed on the branch"; "The country developed into a mighty superpower
"; "The embryo develops into a fetus"; "This situation has developed over a long time") 
                       => differentiate -- (become different during development; "cells differentiate") 
                       => dedifferentiate -- (lose specialization in form or function) 
                       => grow --
 (increase in size by natural process; "Corn doesn't grow here"; "In these forests, mushrooms grow under th
e trees") 
                           => cut -- (grow through the gums; "The new tooth is cutting") 
                           => ankylose, ancylose -- (undergo ankylosis; "joints ankylose") 
                           => undergrow -- (grow below something; "The moss undergrew the stone patio") 
                           => exfoliate -- (grow by producing or unfolding leaves; "plants exfoliate") 
                           => vegetate -- (grow like a plant; "This fungus usually vegetates vigorously") 
                           => vegetate -- (produce vegetation; "The fields vegetate vigorously") 
                           => twin -- (grow as twins; "twin crystals") 
                           => shoot, spud, germinate, pullulate, bourgeon, burgeon forth, sprout --
 (produce buds, branches, or germinate; "the potatoes sprouted") 
                       => senesce, age, get on, mature, maturate --
 (grow old or older; "She aged gracefully"; "we age every day--
what a depressing thought!"; "Young men senesce") 
                           => turn -- (become officially one year older; "She is turning 50 this year") 
                           => fossilize, fossilise -- (become mentally inflexible) 
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                           => dote -- (be foolish or senile due to old age) 
                       => age -- (begin to seem older; get older; "The death of his wife caused him to age fast") 
                       => progress, come on, come along, advance, get on, get along, shape up --
 (develop in a positive way; "He progressed well in school"; "My plants are coming along"; "Plans are shap
ing up") 
                           => climb --
 (improve one's social status; "This young man knows how to climb the social ladder") 
                           => leapfrog -- (progress by large jumps instead of small increments) 
                       => mature, maturate, grow --
 (develop and reach maturity; undergo maturation; "He matured fast"; "The child grew fast") 
                           => ripen -- (grow ripe; "The plums ripen in July") 
                           => find oneself, find --
 (accept and make use of one's personality, abilities, and situation; "My son went to Berkeley to find himsel
f") 
                           => grow up -- (become an adult) 
                               => come of age -- (reach a certain age that marks a transition to maturity) 
                       => evolve -- (undergo development or evolution; "Modern man evolved a long time ago") 
                           => speciate, differentiate, specialize, specialise --
 (evolve so as to lead to a new species or develop in a way most suited to the environment) 
                           => derive -- (come from; "The present name derives from an older form") 
                       => adolesce --
 (become adolescent; pass through adolescence; "The children are beginning to adolesce around the age of 
12") 
                       => build up, work up, build, progress --
 (form or accumulate steadily; "Resistance to the manager's plan built up quickly"; "Pressure is building up 
at the Indian-Pakistani border") 
                       => incubate -- (develop under favorable conditions, such as germs and bacteria) 
                       => blossom, blossom out, blossom forth, unfold --
 (develop or come to a promising stage; "Youth blossomed into maturity") 
                       => bloom, blossom, flower -- (produce or yield flowers; "The cherry tree bloomed") 
                           => effloresce, burst forth --
 (burst forth into or as if into flower; "These manifestations effloresced in the past") 
                       => spike, spike out --
 (bring forth a spike or spikes; "my hyacinths and orchids are spiking now") 
                       => bud -- (develop buds; "The hibiscus is budding!") 
                   => expand -- (become larger in size or volume or quantity; "his business expanded rapidly") 
                       => balloon, inflate, billow -- (become inflated; "The sails ballooned") 
                           => reflate -- (become inflated again) 
                       => swell, swell up, intumesce, tumefy, tumesce --
 (expand abnormally; "The bellies of the starving children are swelling") 
                           => distend --
 (swell from or as if from internal pressure; "The distended bellies of the starving cows") 
                           => belly, belly out -- (swell out or bulge out) 
                           => puff, puff up, blow up, puff out --
 (to swell or cause to enlarge, "Her faced puffed up from the drugs") 
                           => bloat -- (become bloated or swollen or puff up; "The dead man's stomach was bloated") 
                           => blister, vesicate -- (get blistered; "Her feet blistered during the long hike") 
                   => boom, prosper, thrive, get ahead, flourish, expand --
 (grow stronger; "The economy was booming") 
                       => revive -- (be brought back to life, consciousness, or strength; "Interest in ESP revived") 
                       => luxuriate -- (thrive profusely or flourish extensively) 
                   => proliferate -- (grow rapidly; "Pizza parlors proliferate in this area") 
                   => lengthen -- (become long or longer; "In Spring, the days lengthen") 
                   => ramify, branch -- (grow and send out branches or branch-
like structures; "these plants ramify early and get to be very large") 
                   => burgeon --
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 (grow and flourish; "The burgeoning administration"; "The burgeoning population") 
                   => root -- (take root and begin to grow; "this plant roots quickly") 
                   => rise, prove -- (increase in volume; "the dough rose slowly in the warm room") 
                   => expand, spread out -- (extend in one or more directions; "The dough expands") 
                       => dispread -- (spread abroad or out; "The sun dispread its beams") 
                       => bush out -- (grow outward; "the plant quickly bushed out") 
               => pullulate -- (become abundant; increase rapidly) 
               => widen -- (become broader or wider or more extensive; "The road widened") 
                   => flare out, flare --
 (become flared and widen, usually at one end; "The bellbottom pants flare out") 
                   => dilate, distend -- (become wider; "His pupils were dilated") 
               => appreciate, apprize, apprise, revalue -- (gain in value; "The yen appreciated again!") 
               => broaden -- (become broader; "The road broadened") 
               => shoot up -- (rise dramatically; "Prices shot up overnight") 
               => wax, mount, climb, rise -- (go up or advance; "Sales were climbing after prices were lowered") 
                   => jump -- (increase suddenly and significantly; "Prices jumped overnight") 
                   => advance, gain -- (rise in rate or price; "The stock market gained 24 points today") 
               => wax, full -- (increase in phase; "the moon is waxing") 
               => crescendo -- (grow louder; "The music crescendoes here") 
               => swell --
 (increase in size, magnitude, number, or intensity; "The music swelled to a crescendo") 
           => size -- (make to a size; bring to a suitable size) 
               => scale -- (size or measure according to a scale; "This model must be scaled down") 
               => resize -- (change the size of; make the size more appropriate) 
                   => rescale -- (establish on a new scale) 
                       => scale down -- (reduce proportionally; "The model is scaled down") 
                       => scale up -- (increase proportionally; "scale up the model") 
       => modify --
 (make less severe or harsh or extreme; "please modify this letter to make it more polite"; "he modified his 
views on same-gender marriage") 
           => optimize, optimise --
 (modify to achieve maximum efficiency in storage capacity or time or cost; "optimize a computer program
") 
           => attemper -- (modify the temperature of; "attemper the air") 
           => syncopate -- (modify the rhythm by stressing or accenting a weak beat) 
           => update -- (modernize or bring up to date; "We updated the kitchen in the old house") 
           => update -- (bring to the latest state of technology) 
           => soup up, hop up, hot up -- (make more powerful; "he souped up the old cars") 
           => cream -- (add cream to one's coffee, for example) 
           => qualify, restrict -- (make more specific; "qualify these remarks") 
           => corrupt, spoil -- (alter from the original) 
               => adulterate, stretch, dilute, debase --
 (corrupt, debase, or make impure by adding a foreign or inferior substance; often by replacing valuable ing
redients with inferior ones; "adulterate liquor") 
                   => water down -- (thin by adding water to; "They watered down the moonshine") 
                   => sophisticate, doctor, doctor up --
 (alter and make impure, as with the intention to deceive; "Sophisticate rose water with geraniol") 
           => temper, harden -- (harden by reheating and cooling in oil; "temper steel") 
           => specialize, specialise -- (suit to a special purpose; "specialize one's research") 
           => buffer -- (add a buffer (a solution); "buffered saline solution for the eyes") 
           => inflect --
 (change the form of a word in accordance as required by the grammatical rules of the language) 
               => compare -- (to form the comparative or superlative form on an adjective or adverb) 
               => decline --
 (inflect for number, gender, case, etc., "in many languages, speakers decline nouns, pronouns, and adjectiv
es") 
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               => conjugate --
 (add inflections showing person, number, gender, tense, aspect, etc.; "conjugate the verb") 
           => cushion, buffer, soften -- (protect from impact; "cushion the blow") 
       => deaden -- (become lifeless, less lively, intense, or active; lose life, force, or vigor) 
       => break -- (be broken in; "If the new teacher won't break, we'll add some stress") 
       => decay, crumble, delapidate -- (fall into decay or ruin; "The unoccupied house started to decay") 
           => deteriorate -- (become worse or disintegrate; "His mind deteriorated") 
               => go to pot, go to the dogs -- (become ruined; "His business went to pot when economy soured") 
               => wear, wear off, wear out, wear thin --
 (deteriorate through use or stress; "The constant friction wore out the cloth") 
                   => ablate -- (wear away through erosion or vaporization) 
                   => scuff -- (get or become scuffed; "These patent leather shoes scuffed") 
           => corrode, rust --
 (become destroyed by water, air, or an etching chemical such as an acid; "The metal corroded"; "The pipes
 rusted") 
               => fret, eat away -- (wear away or erode) 
           => weather -- (change under the action or influence of the weather; "A weathered old hut") 
           => erode, gnaw, gnaw at, eat at, wear away --
 (become ground down or deteriorate; "Her confidence eroded") 
           => wilt, droop -- (become limp; "The flowers wilted") 
           => ruin -- (fall into ruin) 
           => break, wear, wear out, bust, fall apart --
 (go to pieces; "The lawn mower finally broke"; "The gears wore out"; "The old chair finally fell apart com
pletely") 
               => fray, frazzle -- (wear away by rubbing; "The friction frayed the sleeve") 
       => mold, mildew -- (become moldy; spoil due to humidity; "The furniture molded in the old house") 
           => smut -- (become affected with smut; "the corn smutted and could not be eaten") 
           => dry-rot -- (affect or be affected with dry-rot) 
       => hydrate -- (become hydrated and combine with water) 
       => dry, dry out -- (become dry or drier; "The laundry dries in the sun") 
           => scorch --
 (become scorched or singed under intense heat or dry conditions; "The exposed tree scorched in the hot su
n") 
           => run dry, dry out -- (become empty of water; "The river runs dry in the summer") 
       => strengthen -- (gain strength; "His body strengthened") 
           => consolidate --
 (make firm or secure; strengthen; "consolidate one's gains"; "consolidate one's hold on first place") 
           => proof --
 (make resistant to water, sound, errors, etc.; "proof the materials against shrinking in the dryer") 
               => goofproof, goof-proof, foolproof --
 (proof against human misuse, error, etc.; "Foolproof this appliance") 
               => fireproof -- (make resistant to fire) 
               => weatherproof -- (make resistant to bad weather) 
           => back -- (strengthen by providing with a back or backing) 
           => sandbag --
 (protect or strengthen with sandbags; stop up; "The residents sandbagged the beach front") 
           => toughen -- (make tough or tougher; "This experience will toughen her") 
               => season, harden -- (make fit; "This trip will season even the hardiest traveller") 
               => anneal, temper, normalize --
 (toughen (steel or glass) by a process of gradually heating and cooling; "temper glass") 
       => distill, distil -- (undergo the process of distillation) 
       => deoxidize, deoxidise, reduce --
 (to remove oxygen from a compound, or cause to react with hydrogen or form a hydride, or to undergo an i
ncrease in the number of electrons) 
           => benficiate -- (subject to a reduction process; "benficiate ores") 
           => pole -- (deoxidize molten metals by stirring them with a wooden pole) 
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       => crack -- (break into simpler molecules by means of heat; "The petroleum cracked") 
       => oxidize, oxidise, oxidate -- (add oxygen to or combine with oxygen) 
           => catabolize, catabolise -- (subject to catabolism) 
           => breathe --
 (reach full flavor by absorbing air and being let to stand after having been uncorked; "This rare Bordeaux 
must be allowed to breathe for at least 2 hours") 
       => oxidise, oxidize, oxidate --
 (enter into a combination with oxygen or become converted into an oxide; "This metal oxidizes easily") 
           => rust -- (become coated with oxide) 
       => grow --
 (become attached by or as if by the process of growth; "The tree trunks had grown together") 
       => mellow, melt, mellow out -- (become more relaxed, easygoing, or genial; "With age, he mellowed") 
       => soften -- (become soft or softer; "The bread will soften if you pour some liquid on it") 
           => mellow --
 (make or grow (more) mellow; "These apples need to mellow a bit more"; "The sun mellowed the fruit") 
           => macerate --
 (become soft or separate and disintegrate as a result of excessive soaking; "the tissue macerated in the wate
r") 
       => ionize, ionise -- (become converted into ions) 
       => stabilize, stabilise -- (become stable or more stable; "The economy stabilized") 
           => settle, root, take root, steady down, settle down --
 (become settled or established and stable in one's residence or life style; "He finally settled down") 
               => roost -- (settle down or stay, as if on a roost) 
           => steady, calm, becalm -- (make steady; "steady yourself") 
       => destabilize, destabilise -- (become unstable; "The economy destabilized rapidly") 
       => lighten, lighten up -- (become lighter; "The room lightened up") 
           => irradiate -- (cast rays of light upon) 
           => light, illume, illumine, light up, illuminate --
 (make lighter or brighter; "This lamp lightens the room a bit") 
               => floodlight -- (illuminate with floodlights) 
               => spotlight -- (illuminate with a spotlight, as in the theater) 
       => discolor, discolour, colour, color --
 (change color, often in an undesired manner; "The shirts discolored") 
           => blush, crimson, flush, redden --
 (turn red, as if in embarrassment or shame; "The girl blushed when a young man whistled as she walked by
") 
           => pale, blanch, blench -- (turn pale, as if in fear) 
           => tan, bronze -- (get a tan, from wind or sun) 
               => suntan -- (get a tan from being exposed to the sun) 
           => sunburn, burn -- (get a sunburn by overexposure to the sun) 
           => whiten, white -- (turn white; "This detergent will whiten your laundry") 
               => bleach -- (make whiter or lighter; "bleach the laundry") 
                   => peroxide -- (bleach with peroxide; "She must peroxide her hair-it looks unnaturally blond") 
               => blanco -- (whiten with Blanco) 
           => blacken, melanize, melanise, nigrify, black --
 (make or become black; "The smoke blackened the ceiling"; "The ceiling blackened") 
           => turn -- (change color; "In Vermont, the leaves turn early") 
           => silver -- (turn silver; "The man's hair silvered very attractively") 
           => dye -- (color with dye; "Please dye these shoes") 
               => bronze -- (give the color and appearance of bronze to something; "bronze baby shoes") 
               => stain -- (color for microscopic study; "The laboratory worker dyed the specimen") 
               => deep-dye -- (die thoroughly) 
               => impress, yarn-dye -- (dye (fabric) before it is spun) 
               => stain --
 (color with a liquid dye or tint; "Stain this table a beautiful walnut color"; "people knew how to stain glass 
a beautiful blue in the middle ages") 
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                   => ebonize, ebonise -- (stain black to make it look like ebony) 
                   => dip -- (stain an object by immersing it in a liquid) 
                   => tattoo -- (stain (skin) with indelible color) 
                   => marble -- (paint or stain like marble; "marble paper") 
                   => vein -- (make a veinlike pattern) 
               => tint, tinct, bepaint, tinge, touch -- (dye with a color) 
                   => henna -- (apply henna to one's hair; "She hennas her hair every month") 
                   => tincture -- (stain or tint with a color; "The leaves were tinctured with a bright red") 
               => imbue, hue, tinge -- (suffuse with color) 
                   => complexion -- (give a certain color to; "The setting sun complexioned the hills") 
               => fast dye -- (dye with fast colors; "These shirts should be fast-dyed") 
               => double dye -- (dye twice) 
               => hand dye -- (dye by hand; "This fabric is hand-dyed") 
                   => tie dye --
 (dye after knotting the fabric to produce an irregular pattern; "The flower children tie-dye their T-shirts") 
                   => batik -- (dye with wax; "Indonesian fabrics are often batiked") 
               => piece-dye -- (dye after weaving) 
           => redden -- (turn red or redder; "The sky reddened") 
               => blush -- (become rosy or reddish; "her cheeks blushed in the cold winter air") 
           => purple -- (become purple) 
           => gray, grey -- (turn gray; "Her hair began to gray") 
           => yellow -- (turn yellow; "The pages of the book began to yellow") 
           => tone -- (change the color or tone of; "tone a negative") 
           => green -- (turn or become green; "The trees are greening") 
           => blue -- (turn blue) 
       => discolor -- (lose color or turn colorless; "The painting discolored") 
           => wash out --
 (lose color in the process of being washed; "The expensive shirt washed out in the German washing machi
ne") 
       => narrow, contract --
 (make or become more narrow or restricted; "The selection was narrowed"; "The road narrowed") 
           => bottleneck -- (become narrow, like a bottleneck; "Right by the bridge, the road bottlenecks") 
           => taper off -- (become smaller or less active; "Business tapered off") 
       => darken -- (become dark or darker; "The sky darkened") 
           => black out, blacken out -- (darken completely; "The dining room blackened out") 
           => overcloud, cloud over, cloud up -- (become covered with clouds; "The sky clouded over") 
       => brighten, lighten -- (become brighter; "The sky brightened") 
       => dim -- (become dim or lusterless; "the lights dimmed and the curtain rose") 
       => crack, check, break --
 (become fractured; break or crack on the surface only; "The glass cracked when it was heated") 
           => crack -- (break partially but keep its integrity; "The glass cracked") 
               => chap -- (crack due to dehydration; "My lips chap in this dry weather") 
               => craze -- (develop a fine network of cracks; "Crazed ceramics") 
               => alligator --
 (of paint, varnish, or the like: to crack and acquire the appearance of alligator hide, as from weathering or i
mproper application) 
       => transpire --
 (come to light; become known; "It transpired that she had worked as spy in East Germany") 
       => resume, take up --
 (return to a previous location or condition; "The painting resumed its old condition when we restored it") 
       => change surface -- (undergo or cause to undergo a change in the surface) 
           => level, level off -- (become level or even; "The ground levelled off") 
           => crust -- (form a crust or form into a crust; "The bread crusted in the oven") 
           => heave, buckle, warp --
 (bend out of shape, as under pressure or from heat; "The highway buckled during the heatwave") 
               => lift -- (rise upward, as from pressure or moisture; "The floor is lifting slowly") 
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           => curl, curve, kink -- (form a curl, curve, or kink; "the cigar smoke curled up at the ceiling") 
           => unfurl, unroll --
 (unroll, unfold, or spread out or be unrolled, unfolded, or spread out from a furled state; "unfurl a banner") 
           => roll up, wrap up -- (form a cylinder by rolling; "roll up a banner") 
           => marbleize, marbleise -- (make something look like marble; "marbleize the fireplace") 
           => smooth, smoothen --
 (make smooth or smoother, as if by rubbing; "smooth the surface of the wood") 
               => strip -- (remove the thread (of screws)) 
               => launch -- (smoothen the surface of; "float plaster") 
               => rake -- (level or smooth with a rake; "rake gravel") 
               => plane -- (make even or smooth, with or as with a carpenter's plane; "plane the top of the door") 
               => float -- (make the surface of level or smooth; "float the plaster") 
               => sandpaper, sand -- (rub with sandpaper; "sandpaper the wooden surface") 
                   => rough-sand -- (sand roughly; "rough-sand the door before painting it") 
               => sandblast -- (grind with a sandblast; "sandblast the facade of the building") 
               => file -- (smooth with a file; "file one's fingernails") 
           => roughen -- (make rough or rougher; "rough the surfaces so they will stick to each other") 
           => fold, fold up, turn up --
 (bend or lay so that one part covers the other; "fold up the newspaper"; "turn up your collar") 
               => pleat, plicate -- (fold into pleats, "Pleat the cloth") 
               => furrow, wrinkle, crease -- (make wrinkled or creased; "furrow one's brow") 
               => wrinkle, ruckle, crease, crinkle, scrunch, scrunch up, crisp --
 (make wrinkles or creases into a smooth surface; "The dress got wrinkled") 
                   => pucker, rumple, cockle, crumple, knit --
 (to gather something into small wrinkles or folds; "She puckered her lips") 
                   => pucker, ruck, ruck up -- (become wrinkled or drawn together; "her lips puckered") 
               => corrugate -- (fold into ridges; "corrugate iron") 
               => ruffle, pleat -- (pleat or gather into a ruffle; "ruffle the curtain fabric") 
               => tuck -- (make a tuck or several folds in; "tuck the fabric"; "tuck in the sheet") 
               => crimp, pinch -- (make ridges into by pinching together) 
                   => flute -- (form flutes in) 
               => cross -- (fold so as to resemble a cross; "she crossed her legs") 
               => collapse -- (fold or close up; "fold up your umbrella"; "collapse the music stand") 
                   => deflate -- (collapse by releasing contained air or gas; "deflate a balloon") 
                   => concertina -- (collapse like a concertina) 
           => flush, level, even out, even -- (make level or straight; "level the ground") 
               => grade -- (level to the right gradient) 
                   => aggrade -- (build up to a level by depositing sediment) 
               => strickle, strike -- (smooth with a strickle; "strickle the grain in the measure") 
           => tease -- (raise the nap of (fabrics)) 
           => impress, imprint --
 (mark or stamp with or as if with pressure; "To make a batik, you impress a design with wax") 
               => stamp --
 (to mark, or produce an imprint in or on something; "a man whose name is permanently stamped on our m
aps") 
                   => date, date stamp -- (stamp with a date; "The package is dated November 24") 
                   => rubberstamp, handstamp -- (stamp with a rubber-
stamp, usually an indication of official approval on a document) 
                   => postmark, frank -- (stamp with a postmark to indicate date and time of mailing) 
               => emboss, boss, stamp -- (raise in a relief; "embossed stationary") 
                   => block -- (stamp or emboss a title or design on a book with a block; "block the book cover") 
           => spot, fleck, blob, blot -- (make a spot or mark onto; "The wine spotted the tablecloth") 
               => splotch -- (blotch or spot) 
               => tarnish, stain, maculate, sully, defile --
 (make dirty or spotty, as by exposure to air; also used metaphorically; "The silver was tarnished by the lon
g exposure to the air"; "Her reputation was sullied after the affair with a married man") 
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                   => darken -- (tarnish or stain; "a scandal that darkened the family's good name") 
               => speckle, bespeckle -- (mark with small spots; "speckle the wall with tiny yellow spots") 
               => spatter, bespatter -- (spot, splash, or soil; "The baby spattered the bib with food") 
       => sublime, sublimate -- (vaporize and then condense right back again) 
           => resublime -- (sublime (a compound) once again) 
       => cool, cool off, cool down -- (lose intensity; "His enthusiasm cooled considerably") 
       => warm up -- (become more friendly or open; "She warmed up after we had lunch together") 
       => warm, warm up -- (get warm or warmer; "The soup warmed slowly on the stove") 
       => transform, transmute, metamorphose --
 (change in outward structure or looks; "He transformed into a monster"; "The salesman metamorphosed int
o an ugly beetle") 
           => aurify -- (transform into gold) 
           => become, turn --
 (undergo a change or development; "The water turned into ice"; "Her former friend became her worst ene
my"; "He turned traitor") 
               => reduce, come down, boil down --
 (be the essential element; "The proposal boils down to a compromise") 
               => suffocate, choke -- (become stultified, suppressed, or stifled; "He is suffocating--
living at home with his aged parents in the small village") 
               => nucleate -- (form into a nucleus; "Some cells had nucleated") 
               => come, add up, amount --
 (develop into; "This idea will never amount to anything"; "nothing came of his grandiose plans") 
                   => aggregate -- (amount in the aggregate to) 
       => convert -- (change religious beliefs, or adopt a religious belief; "She converted to Buddhism") 
       => dull --
 (become dull or lusterless in appearance; lose shine or brightness; "the varnished table top dulled with time
") 
       => complexify, ramify -- (have or develop complicating consequences; "These actions will ramify") 
       => Americanize, Americanise --
 (become American in character; "After a year in Iowa, he has totally Americanized") 
       => modernize, modernise, develop --
 (become technologically advanced; "Many countries in Asia are now developing at a very fast pace"; "Viet
 Nam is modernizing rapidly") 
       => stiffen -- (become stiff or stiffer; "He stiffened when he saw his boss enter the room") 
           => rigidify -- (become rigid; "The body rigidified") 
       => tighten -- (become tight or tighter; "The rope tightened") 
           => constrict, constringe, narrow -- (become tight or as if tight; "Her throat constricted") 
               => astringe -- (become constricted or compressed; "The cold substance astringes") 
               => strangulate -- (become constricted; "The hernia will strangulate") 
           => tauten, firm --
 (become taut or tauter; "Yur muscles will firm when you exercise regularly"; "the rope tautened") 
           => compress, constrict, squeeze, compact, contract, press --
 (squeeze or press together; "she compressed her lips"; "the spasm contracted the muscle") 
               => choke, strangle -- (constrict (someone's) throat and keep from breathing) 
               => prim -- (contract one's lips; "She primmed her lips after every bite of food") 
               => astringe -- (constrict or bind or draw together; "Lemon juice astringes the tissue in the mouth") 
               => strangulate -- (constrict a hollow organ or vessel so as to stop the flow of blood or air) 
               => convulse -- (contract involuntarily, as in a spasm; "The muscles in her face convulsed") 
               => convulse -- (cause to contract; "The spasm convulses her facial muscles") 
               => bear down, overbear -- (contract the abdominal muscles during childbirth to ease delivery) 
               => choke, gag, fret -- (be too tight; rub or press; "This neckband is choking the cat") 
               => choke, scrag -- (wring the neck of; "The man choked his opponent") 
           => strain, tense -- (stretch or force to the limit; "strain the rope") 
       => fail, go bad, give way, die, give out, conk out, go, break, break down --
 (stop operating or functioning; "The engine finally went"; "The car died on the road"; "The bus we travelle
d in broke down on the way to town"; "The coffee maker broke"; "The engine failed on the way to town"; "
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her eyesight went after the accident") 
           => crash, go down --
 (stop operating; "My computer crashed last night"; "The system goes down at least once a week") 
           => blow out, burn out, blow --
 (melt, break, or become otherwise unusable; "The lightbulbs blew out"; "The fuse blew") 
           => misfire -- (fail to fire or detonate; "The guns misfired") 
           => malfunction, misfunction --
 (fail to function or function improperly; "the coffee maker malfunctioned") 
               => jam -- (get stuck and immobilized; "the mechanism jammed") 
       => give way, yield --
 (end resistance, especially under pressure or force; "The door yielded to repeated blows with a battering ra
m") 
       => harden, indurate -- (become hard or harder; "The wax hardened") 
           => encrust, incrust -- (form a crust or a hard layer) 
               => effloresce -- (become encrusted with crystals due to evaporation) 
           => callus -- (form a callus or calluses; "His foot callused") 
           => calcify -- (become impregnated with calcium salts) 
           => cure -- (make (substances) hard and improve their usability; "cure resin") 
       => harden, indurate -- (make hard or harder; "The cold hardened the butter") 
           => face-harden -- (harden steel by adding carbon) 
           => callus -- (cause a callus to form on; "The long march had callused his feet") 
       => suffuse --
 (to become overspread as with a fluid, a colour, a gleam of light; "His whole frame suffused with a cold de
w") 
       => hush -- (become quiet or still; fall silent; "hush my babay!") 
       => normalize, normalise --
 (become normal or return to its normal state; "Let us hope that relations with this country will normalize so
on") 
       => reorient --
 (set or arrange in a new or different determinate position; "Orient the house towards the South") 
           => align, aline, line up, adjust --
 (place in a line or arrange so as to be parallel or straight; "align the car with the curb"; "align the sheets of 
paper on the table") 
               => address -- (adjust and aim (a golf ball) at in preparation fo hitting) 
               => synchronize, synchronise --
 (cause to indicate the same time or rate; "synchronize your watches") 
               => realign, realine -- (align anew or better; "The surgeon realigned my jaw after the accident") 
               => true, true up --
 (make level, square, balanced, or concentric; "true up the cylinder of an engine") 
               => collimate -- (adjust the line of sight of (an optical instrument)) 
               => concenter, concentre, focalize, focalise, focus --
 (bring into focus or alignment; to converge or cause to converge; of ideas or emotions) 
                   => refocus -- (focus anew; "The group needs to refocus its goals") 
           => skew -- (turn or place at an angle; "the lines on the sheet of paper are skewed") 
       => purify --
 (become clean or pure or free of guilt and sin; "The hippies came to the ashram in order to purify") 
       => digest -- (become assimilated into the body; "Protein digests in a few hours") 
       => regress -- (go back to a statistical means) 
       => foul -- (become soiled and dirty) 
       => decalcify -- (lose calcium or calcium compounds) 
       => industrialize, industrialise --
 (develop industry; become industrial; "The nations of South East Asia will quickly industrialize and catch 
up with the West") 
       => decarboxylate -- (lose a carboxyl group; "the compound decarboxylated") 
       => spot -- (become spotted; "This dress spots quickly") 
           => freckle -- (become freckled; "I freckle easily") 
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           => fox -- (become discolored with, or as if with, mildew spots) 
       => receive, get, find, obtain, incur --
 (receive a specified treatment (abstract); "These aspects of civilization do not find expression or receive an 
interpretation"; "His movie received a good review"; "I got nothing but trouble for my good intentions") 
           => take --
 (ascertain or determine by measuring, computing or take a reading from a dial; "take a pulse"; "A reading 
was taken of the earth's tremors") 
       => acetylate, acetylize, acetylise --
 (receive substitution of an acetyl group; "the compounds acetylated") 
       => assume, acquire, adopt, take on, take --
 (take on a certain form, attribute, or aspect; "His voice took on a sad tone"; "The story took a new turn"; "h
e adopted an air of superiority"; "She assumed strange manners"; "The gods assume human or animal form 
in these fables") 
           => re-assume -- (take on again, as after a time lapse; "He re-assumed his old behavior") 
       => prim -- (assume a prim appearance; "They mince and prim") 
       => capacitate -- (cause (spermatozoa) to undergo the physical changes necessary to fertilize an egg) 
       => caseate -- (become cheeselike; "necrotic tissue caseates") 
       => caseate -- (turn into cheese; "The milk caseated") 
       => clinker -- (turn to clinker or form clinker under excessive heat in burning) 
       => cure -- (be or become preserved; "the apricots cure in the sun") 
       => dawn -- (become light; "It started to dawn, and we had to get up") 
       => salinate -- (add salt to; "salinated solution") 
       => desalinate, desalt, desalinize, desalinise -- (remove salt from; "desalinate water") 
       => shallow, shoal -- (become shallow; "the lake shallowed over time") 
       => sop -- (become thoroughly soaked or saturated with liquid) 
       => steepen -- (become steeper; "The mountain side has steepened") 
       => superannuate -- (become obsolete) 
       => ulcerate -- (undergo ulceration; "Her stomach ulcerated") 
       => vitrify -- (undergo vitrification; become glassy or glass-like) 
       => vulcanize, vulcanise -- (undergo vulcanization; "vulcanize rubber") 
       => pall, dull -- (become less interesting or attractive) 
       => die, pall, become flat -- (lose sparkle or bouquet; "wine and beer can pall") 
       => saponify --
 (become converted into soap by being hydrolized into an acid and alcohol as a result of being treated with 
an alkali; "the oil saponified") 
       => move, go, run --
 (progress by being changed; "The speech has to go through several more drafts"; "run through your present
ation before the meeting") 
       => come --
 (reach a state, relation, or condition; "The water came to a boil"; "We came to understand the true meaning
 of life"; "Their anger came to a boil"; "I came to realize the true meaning of life") 
       => catch -- (be struck or affected by; "catch fire"; "catch the mood") 
       => catch on -- (become popular; "This fashion caught on in paris") 
       => develop, grow --
 (grow emotionally or mature; "The child developed beautifully in her new kindergarten"; "When he spent 
a summer at camp, the boy grew noticeably and no longer showed some of his old adolescent behavior") 
           => outgrow -- (grow too large or too mature for; "I have outgrown these clothes") 
           => make -- (develop into; "He will make a splendid father!") 
       => fly -- (change quickly from one emotional state to another; "fly into a rage") 
       => develop, acquire, evolve --
 (gain through experience; "I acquired a strong aversion to television"; "Children must develop a sense of ri
ght and wrong"; "Dave developed leadership qualities in his new position"; "develop a passion for painting
") 
       => assibilate -- (change into a sibilant; "In the syllable /si/, the /s/ sibilates in Japanese") 
       => smoothen -- (become smooth) 
       => turn on -- (become hostile towards; "The dog suddenly turned on the mailman") 
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       => drop -- (change from one level to another; "She dropped into army jargon") 
       => break into -- (change pace; "The dancers broke into a cha-cha"; "The horse broke into a gallop") 
       => deepen, change --
 (become deeper in tone; "His voice began to change when he was 12 years old"; "Her voice deepened whe
n she whispered the password") 
       => concretize, concretise -- (become specific; "the idea concretized in her mind") 
       => decay -- (undergo decay or decomposition; "The body started to decay and needed to be cremated") 
           => decompose, rot, molder, moulder -- (break down; "The bodies decomposed in the heat") 
               => hang -- (of meat, in order to get a gamey taste; "hang the venison for a few days") 
           => spoil, go bad -- (become unfit for consumption or use; "the meat must be eaten before it spoils") 
               => addle -- (become rotten; "addled eggs") 
               => curdle -- (go bad or sour; "The milk curdled") 
           => putrefy -- (become putrid; decay with an offensive smell; "organic matter putrefies") 
           => deliquesce -- (melt away in the process of decay; "The fungi eventually deliquesced") 
       => commute, transpose --
 (transpose and remain equal in value; "These operators commute with each other") 
       => introject -- (incorporate (attitudes or ideas) into one's personality unconsciously) 
       => shift -- (change in quality; "His tone shifted") 
       => swing --
 (alternate dramatically between high and low values; "his mood swings"; "the market is swinging up and d
own") 
           => fluctuate, vacillate, waver --
 (move or sway in a rising and falling or wavelike pattern; "the line on the monitor vacillated") 
       => fall -- (be cast down; "his eyes fell") 
       => fall --
 (assume a disappointed or sad expression; "Her face fell when she heard that she would be laid off"; "his cr
est fell") 
       => reflate --
 (economics: experience reflation; "The economy reflated after the Fed took extreme measures") 
       => hydrolyze, hydrolyse -- (undergo hydrolysis; decompose by reacting with water) 
       => fold, fold up -- (become folded or folded up; "The bed folds in a jiffy") 
           => rumple, crumple, wrinkle, crease, crinkle --
 (become wrinkled or crumpled or creased; "This fabric won't wrinkle") 
       => gelatinize, gelatinise --
 (become gelatinous or change into a jelly; "the starch gelatinized when it was heated") 
       => felt, felt up, mat up, matt-up, matte up, matte, mat --
 (change texture so as to become matted and felt-like; "The fabric felted up after several washes") 
       => recombine -- (undergo genetic recombination; "The DNA can recombine") 
       => feminize, feminise --
 (assume (more) feminine characteristics; "feminized language"; "feminized frogs") 
       => obsolesce --
 (become obsolete, fall into disuse; "This word has not obsolesced, although it is rarely used") 
       => plasticize, plasticise -- (become plastic, as by having a plasticizer added) 
       => recede --
 (become faint or more distant; "the unhappy memories of her childhood receded as she grew older") 
           => ebb -- (fall away or decline; "The patient's strength ebbed away") 
       => defervesce -- (experience an abatement of a fever) 
       => incandesce -- (become incandescent or glow with heat; "an incandescing body") 
       => calcify -- (become inflexible and unchanging; "Old folks can calcify") 
       => drift -- (be subject to fluctuation; "The stock market drifted upward") 
       => play out -- (become spent or exhausted; "The champion's strength played out fast") 
       => conjugate -- (undergo conjugation) 
       => isomerize, isomerise -- (change into an isomer) 
       => evaporate, vaporise -- (change into a vapor; "The water evaporated in front of our eyes") 
           => pervaporate -- (evaporate through a semi-permeable membrane) 
       => indurate -- (become fixed or established; "indurated customs") 
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       => gradate --
 (pass imperceptibly from one degree, shade, or tone into another; "The paint on these walls gradates but yo
u don't see it") 
       => keratinize, keratinise -- (become horny and impregnated with keratin) 
       => opacify --
 (become opaque; "the tissue in the eye's cornea may opacify and the patient may go blind") 
       => mature -- (become due for repayment; "These bonds mature in 2005") 
       => rejuvenate -- (develop youthful topographical features; "the land rejuvenated") 
       => sequester --
 (undergo sequestration by forming a stable compound with an ion; "The cations were sequestered") 
       => transaminate -- (undergo transfer from one compound to another; "amino groups can transaminate") 
       => vesiculate -- (become vesicular or full of air cells; "The organs vesiculated") 
       => undulate --
 (increase and decrease in volume or pitch, as if in waves; "The singer's voice undulated") 
       => vascularize, vascularise --
 (become vascular and have vessels that circulate fluids; "The egg yolk vascularized") 
       => crash --
 (undergo a sudden and severe downturn; "the economy crashed"; "will the stock market crash again?") 
       => professionalize, professionalise --
 (become professional or proceed in a professional manner or in an activity for pay or as a means of liveliho
od) 
       => shift --
 (change phonetically as part of a systematic historical change; "Grimm showed how the consonants shifted
") 
       => flip, flip out -- (go mad, go crazy; "He flipped when he heard that he was being laid off") 
       => synthesize -- (combine and form a synthesis) 
       => come round, come around --
 (change one's position or opinion; "He came around to our point of view") 
       => promote -- (be changed for a superior chess or checker piece) 
           => queen -- (become a queen; "her pawn queened") 
       => separate, divide, part -- (come apart; "The two pieces that we had glued separated") 
           => subdivide -- (form into subdivisions; "The cells subdivided") 
           => polarize, polarise -- (become polarized in a conflict or contrasting situation) 
           => calve, break up -- (release ice; "The icebergs and glaciers calve") 
           => chip, chip off, come off, break away, break off --
 (break off (a piece from a whole); "Her tooth chipped") 
               => peel off, peel, flake off, flake --
 (come off in flakes or thin small pieces; "The paint in my house is peeling off") 
               => exfoliate -- (come off in a very thin piece) 
           => disjoin, disjoint -- (become separated, disconnected or disjoint) 
           => detach, come off, come away --
 (come to be detached; "His retina detached and he had to be rushed into surgery") 
               => blow off -- (come off due to an explosion or other strong force) 
               => cut off, chop off, lop off --
 (remove by or as if by cutting; "cut off the ear"; "lop off the dead branch") 
                   => abscise -- (remove or separate by abscission) 
               => unsolder -- (remove the soldering from) 
               => fall off -- (come off; "This button had fallen off") 
           => segregate --
 (divide from the main body or mass and collect; "Many towns segregated into new counties"; "Experiment
s show clearly that genes segregate") 
           => segment -- (divide or split up; "The cells segmented") 
           => reduce -- (undergo meiosis; "The cells reduce") 
           => segment, section -- (divide into segments; "segment an orange"; "segment a compound word") 
               => syllabify, syllabicate, syllabize, syllabise -- (divide into syllables; "syllabify the words") 
               => quarter -- (divide into quarters; "quarter an apple") 
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           => partition, partition off --
 (divide into parts, pieces, or sections; "The Arab peninsula was partitioned by the British") 
               => pound, pound off --
 (partition off into compartments; "The locks pound the water of the canal") 
           => dismember, take apart, discerp --
 (divide into pieces; "our department was dismembered when our funding dried up"; "The Empire was disc
erped after the war") 
           => gerrymander -- (divide unfairly and to one's advantage; of voting districts) 
       => format, arrange --
 (set (printed matter) into a specific format; "Format this letter so it can be printed out") 
           => indent -- (set in from the margin; "Indent the paragraphs of a letter") 
           => rubricate -- (furnish with rubrics or regulate by rubrics; "the manuscript is not rubricated") 
       => fall for -- (fall in love with; become infatuated with; "She fell for the man from Brazil") 
       => move up, rise -- (be promoted, move to a better position) 
       => change posture -- (undergo a change in bodily posture) 
           => straighten --
 (get up from a sitting or slouching position; "The students straightened when the teacher entered") 
               => rear, rise up -- (stand up on the hind legs, of quadrupeds; "The horse reared in terror") 
                   => rear back -- (rear backwards on its hindlegs; "the frightened horse reared back") 
               => draw up, pull up, straighten up --
 (straighten oneself; "He drew himself up when he talked to his superior") 
           => arise, rise, uprise, get up, stand up -- (rise to one's feet; "The audience got up and applauded") 
               => take the floor -- (stand up to dance) 
           => fall --
 (drop oneself to a lower or less erect position; "She fell back in her chair"; "He fell to his knees") 
           => fall, fall down --
 (lose an upright position suddenly; "The vase fell over and the water spilled onto the table"; "Her hair fell a
cross her forehead") 
           => right -- (regain an upright or proper position; "The capsized boat righted again") 
           => sit down, sit -- (take a seat) 
           => lie down, lie -- (assume a reclining position; "lie down on the bed until you feel better") 
               => stretch, stretch out --
 (lie down comfortably; "To enjoy the picnic, we stretched out on the grass") 
               => charge -- (lie down on command, of hunting dogs) 
               => prostrate, bow down -- (get into a prostrate position, as in submission) 
           => sink, drop, drop down -- (fall or drop to a lower place or level; "He sank to his knees") 
               => drop open, fall open -- (open involuntarily; "His mouth dropped open"; "Her jaw dropped") 
               => sag, droop, swag, flag -- (droop, sink, or settle from or as if from pressure or loss of tautness) 
                   => slump, slouch -- (assume a drooping posture or carriage) 
                   => bag -- (hang loosely, like an empty bag) 
               => sag, sag down --
 (cause to sag; "The children sagged their bottoms down even more comfortably") 
           => hunch, hump, hunch forward, hunch over -- (arch one's back) 
           => straighten, unbend -- (straighten up or out; make straight) 
           => bow --
 (bend the head or the upper part of the body in a gesture of respect or greeting; "He bowed before the King
") 
               => take a bow -- (acknowledge applause by inclining the head, as of an artist after a performance) 
               => curtsy, curtsey -- (a gesture of respectful greeting, for women) 
               => scrape, kowtow, genuflect -- (bend the knees and bow in a servile manner) 
               => genuflect -- (bend the knees and bow in church or before a religious superior or image) 
           => uncurl -- (move out of a curled position; "He uncurled himself") 
           => sit up -- (change to an upright sitting position; "He sat up in bed") 
       => settle -- (become clear by the sinking of particles; "the liquid gradually settled") 
       => collapse, fall in, cave in, give, give way, break, founder --
 (break down, literally or metaphorically; "The wall collapsed"; "The business collapsed"; "The dam broke"
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; "The roof collapsed"; "The wall gave in"; "The roof finally gave under the weight of the ice") 
           => implode, go off -- (burst inward; "The bottle imploded") 
           => buckle, crumple -- (fold or collapse; "His knees buckled") 
           => flop -- (fall loosely; "He flopped into a chair") 
           => break -- (curl over and fall apart in surf or foam, of waves; "The surf broke") 
           => slump, slide down, sink -- (fall or sink heavily; "He slumped onto the couch"; "My spirits sank") 
       => solarize, solarise -- (become overepxosed; "The film solarized") 
       => occult --
 (become concealed or hidden from view or have its light extinguished; "The beam of light occults every so
 often") 
       => pass -- (transfer to another; of rights or property; "Our house passed under his official control") 
       => leave, depart, pull up stakes --
 (remove oneself from an association with or participation in; "She wants to leave"; "The teenager left hom
e"; "She left her position with the Red Cross"; "He left the Senate after two terms"; "after 20 years with the 
same company, she pulled up stakes") 
           => leave office, quit, step down, resign --
 (give up or retire from a position; "The Secretary fo the Navy will leave office next month"; "The chairma
n resigned over the financial scandal") 
               => vacate, resign, renounce, give up --
 (leave (a job, post, post, or position) voluntarily; "She vacated the position when she got pregnant"; "The c
hairman resigned when he was found to have misappropriated funds") 
                   => abdicate, renounce --
 (give up, such as power, as of monarchs and emperors, or duties and obligations; "The King abdicated whe
n he married a divorcee") 
               => retire --
 (go into retirement; stop performing one's work or withdraw from one's position; "He retired at age 68") 
                   => superannuate -- (retire or become ineligible because of old age or infirmity) 
                   => bow out, withdraw --
 (retire gracefully; "He bowed out when he realized he could no longer handle the demands of the chairman
ship") 
               => top out --
 (give up one's career just as one becomes very successful; "The financial consultant topped out at age 40 b
ecause he was burned out") 
               => fall --
 (lose office or power; "The government fell overnight"; "The Qing Dynasty fell with Sun Yat-sen") 
           => drop out --
 (leave school or an educational program prematurely; "Many students drop out because they are not prepar
ed for our challenging program") 
       => liberalize, liberalise -- (become more liberal; "The laws liberalized after Prohibition") 
       => stratify --
 (develop different social levels, classes, or castes; "Society stratifies when the income gap widens") 
       => democratize, democratise -- (become (more) democratic; of nations) 
       => relax, loosen -- (become less severe or strict; "The rules relaxed after the new director arrived") 
       => reticulate -- (form a net or a network) 
       => flocculate -- (form into an aggregated lumpy or fluffy mass; "the protoplasms flocculated") 
       => carbonate -- (turn into a carbonate) 
       => come in -- (come into fashion; become fashionable) 
       => go out -- (go out of fashion; become unfashionable) 
       => stagnate -- (cause to stagnate; "There are marshes that stagnate the waters") 
       => make -- (undergo fabrication or creation; "This wool makes into a nice sweater") 
       => ice up, frost over, ice over --
 (become covered with a layer of ice; of a surface such as a window; "When the wings iced up, the pilot wa
s forced to land his plane") 
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to get, to acquire 
get, acquire --
 (come into the possession of something concrete or abstract; "She got a lot of paintings from her uncle"; "T
hey acquired a new pet"; "Get your results the next day"; "Get permission to take a few days off from work
") 
       => isolate -- (obtain in pure form; "The chemist managed to isolate the compound") 
           => preisolate -- (isolate beforehand) 
       => win back, get back --
 (recover something or somebody that appeared to be lost; "We got back the money after we threatened to s
ue the company"; "He got back his son from the kidnappers") 
       => press out, express, extract --
 (obtain from a substance, as by mechanical action; "Italians express coffee rather than filter it") 
           => ream -- (squeeze the juice out (of a fruit) with a reamer; "ream oranges") 
       => capture, catch -- (capture as if by hunting, snaring, or trapping; "I caught a rabbit in the trap toady") 
           => hunt, run, hunt down, track down --
 (pursue for food or sport (as of wild animals); "Goering often hunted wild boars in Poland"; "The dogs are 
running deer"; "The Duke hunted in these woods") 
               => snipe -- (hunt or shoot snipe) 
               => whale -- (hunt for whales) 
               => still-hunt, ambush -- (hunt (quarry) by stalking and ambushing) 
               => turtle -- (hunt for turtles, especially as an occupation) 
               => drive -- (hunting: chase from cover into more open ground; "drive the game") 
               => drive -- (hunting: search for game; "drive the forest") 
               => rabbit -- (hunt rabbits) 
               => fowl -- (hunt fowl in the forest) 
                   => grouse -- (hunt grouse) 
               => poach -- (hunt illegally; "people are poaching elephants for their ivory") 
               => seal -- (hunt seals) 
               => ferret -- (hunt with ferrets) 
               => course -- (hunt with hounds; "He often courses hares") 
               => foxhunt -- (hunt foxes, on horseback and with dogs) 
               => tree -- (chase a bear up a tree with dogs and kill it) 
               => jacklight, jack -- (hunt with a jacklight) 
               => hawk -- (hunt with hawks; "the Arabs like to hawk in the desert") 
               => falcon -- (hunt with falcons; "The Arabs like to falcon in the desert") 
               => fowl -- (hunt fowl) 
               => scrounge, forage -- (collect or look around for (food)) 
           => bag -- (capture or kill, as in hunting; "bag a few pheasants") 
           => batfowl -- (catch birds by temporarily blinding them) 
           => rat -- (catch rats, especially with dogs) 
           => trap, entrap, snare, ensnare, trammel -- (catch in or as if in a trap; "The men trap foxes") 
               => gin -- (trap with a snare; "gin game") 
       => come by -- (obtain, especially accidentally) 
           => stumble, hit -- (encounter by chance; "I stumbled across a long-
lost cousin last night in a restaurant") 
       => buy, purchase --
 (obtain by purchase; acquire by means of a financial transaction; "The family purchased a new car"; "The c
onglomerate acquired a new company"; "She buys for the big department store") 
           => buy back, repurchase --
 (buy what had previously been sold, lost, or given away; "He bought back the house that his father sold ye
ars ago") 
           => take -- (buy, select; "I'll take a pound of that sausage") 
           => get -- (purchase; "What did you get at the toy store?") 
           => subscribe, subscribe to, take --
 (receive or obtain by regular payment; "We take the Times every day") 
           => take over, buy out, buy up -- (take over ownership of; of corporations and companies) 
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           => pick up -- (buy casually or spontaneously; "I picked up some food for a snack") 
           => take out, buy food -- (purchase prepared food to be eaten at home) 
           => impulse-buy -- (buy on impulse without proper reflection) 
       => lease, rent, hire, charter, engage, take --
 (engage for service under a term of contract; "We took an apartment on a quiet street"; "Let's rent a car"; "
Shall we take a guide in Rome?") 
       => receive, have --
 (get something; come into possession of; "receive payment"; "receive a gift"; "receive letters from the front
") 
           => take in, take up -- (accept; "The cloth takes up the liquid") 
               => fuel -- (take in fuel, as of a ship; "The tanker fueled in Bahrain") 
                   => refuel -- (take on more fuel, as of a plane, ship, or car) 
           => accept -- (of a deliberative body: receive (a report) officially, as from a committee) 
           => fence -- (receive stolen goods) 
           => graduate --
 (receive an academic degree upon completion of one's studies; "She graduated in 1990") 
           => inherit -- (receive by genetic transmission; "I inherited my good eyesight from my mother") 
       => turn -- (get by buying and selling; "the company turned a good profit after a year") 
       => buy --
 (acquire by trade or sacrifice or exchange; "She wanted to buy his love with her dedication to him and his 
work") 
       => find --
 (obtain through effort or management; "She found the time and energy to take care of her aging parents"; "
We found the money to send our sons to college") 
       => glom -- (seize upon or latch onto something; "The Republicans glommed onto Whitewater") 
       => enter upon, come upon, luck into --
 (take possession of; "She entered upon the estate of her rich relatives") 
       => line up, get hold, come up, find --
 (get something or somebody for a specific purpose; "I found this gadget that will serve as a bottle opener"; 
"I got hold of these tools to fix our plumbing"; "The chairman got hold of a secretary on Friday night to typ
e the urgent letter") 
       => accept, take, have --
 (receive willingly something given or offered; "The only girl who would have him was the miller's daughte
r"; "I won't have this dog in my house!"; "Please accept my present") 
           => accept, admit, take, take on --
 (admit into a group or community; "accept students for graduate study"; "We'll have to vote on whether or 
not to admit a new member") 
               => profess -- (receive into a religious order or congregation) 
           => welcome -- (accept gladly; "I welcome your proposals") 
           => honor, honour -- (accept as pay; "we honor checks and drafts") 
           => adopt, borrow, take over, take up -- (take up and practice as one's own) 
       => obtain -- (come into possession of; "How did you obtain the visa?") 
           => carry -- (secure the passage or adoption (of bills and motions); "The motion carried easily") 
           => excavate, dig up, turn up -- (find by digging in the ground; "I dug up an old box in the garden") 
               => grub up, grub out -- (of roots and tree stumps, for example) 
               => nuzzle -- (dig out with the snout; "the pig nuzzled the truffle") 
               => disinter, exhume -- (dig up for reburial or for medical investigation; of dead bodies) 
           => extort, wring from -- (get or cause to become in a difficult or laborious manner) 
               => pry, prise --
 (make an uninvited or presumptuous inquiry; "They pried the information out of him") 
           => kite -- (get credit or money by using a bad check; "The businessman kited millions of dollars") 
           => source --
 (get (a product) from another country or business; "She sourced a supply of carpet"; "They are sourcing fro
m smaller companies") 
               => outsource --
 (obtain goods or services from an outside supplier; to contract work out; "Many companies outsource and 
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hire consultants rather in order to maintain a flexible workforce") 
           => procure, secure --
 (get by special effort; "He procured extra cigarettes even though they were rationed") 
               => suborn -- (procure (false testimony or perjury)) 
               => copyright -- (secure a copyright on a written work; "did you copyright your manuscript?") 
               => patent -- (obtain a patent for; "Should I patent this invention?") 
               => engage, enlist -- (as of aid, help, services, or support) 
                   => recruit -- (seek to employ; "The lab director recruited an able crew of assistants") 
           => extract --
 (get despite difficulties or obstacles; "I extracted a promise from the Dean for two ne positions") 
           => take out -- (obtain by legal of official process; "take our a license"; "take out a patent") 
           => get in, get into -- (secure a place in a college, university, etc.) 
           => eke out, squeeze out --
 (obtain with difficulty; "He eked out some information from the archives") 
           => mooch, bum, cadge, grub, sponge -- (ask for and get free; be a parasite) 
               => freeload --
 (live off somebody's generosity; "This young man refuses to work and is freeloading") 
           => derive, gain -- (obtain; "derive pleasure from one's garden") 
               => reap, draw -- (get or derive; "He drew great benefits from his membership in the association") 
           => shop -- (do one's shopping; "She goes shopping every Friday") 
               => market -- (buy household supplies; "We go marketing every Saturday") 
           => snag -- (get by acting quickly and smartly; "snag a bargain") 
           => grab -- (obtain illegally or unscrupulously; "Grab power") 
       => recover, retrieve, find, regain --
 (get or find back; recover the use of; "She regained control of herself"; "She found her voice and replied qu
ickly") 
           => access -- (obtain or retrieve from a storage device; as of information on a computer) 
               => address -- (access or locate by address) 
               => log in, log on, log-in -- (enter a computer; "Have you logged in lately?") 
       => catch --
 (get or regain something necessary, usually quickly or briefly; "Catch some sleep"; "catch one's breath") 
       => recover, recoup, recuperate -- (regain or make up for; "recuperate one's losses") 
           => make up, catch up with --
 (make up work that was missed due to absence at a later point; "I have to make up a French exam"; "Can I 
catch up with the material or is it too late?") 
       => reclaim, repossess -- (claim back) 
           => distrain -- (legally take something in place of a debt payment) 
           => foreclose --
 (subject to foreclosing procedures; take away the right of mortgagors to redeem their mortgage) 
       => find, regain --
 (come upon after searching; find the location of something that was missed or lost; "Did you find your glas
ses?"; "I cannot find my gloves!") 
           => feel -- (find by testing or cautious exploration; "He felt his way around the dark room") 
           => locate, turn up --
 (discover the location of; determine the place of; find by searching or examining; "Can you locate your cou
sins in the Midwest?"; "My search turned up nothing") 
               => unearth -- (bring to light; "The CIA unearthed a plot to kill the President") 
               => pinpoint, nail --
 (locate exactly; "can you pinpoint the position of the enemy?"; "The chemists could not nail the identity of 
the chromosome") 
           => fall upon, strike, come upon, light upon, chance upon, come across, chance on, happen upon, atta
in, discover --
 (find unexpectedly; "the archeologists chanced upon an old tomb"; "she struck a goldmine"; "The hikers fi
nally struck the main path to the lake") 
           => rout up, rout out -- (get or find by searching; "What did you rout out in the library?") 
       => acquire, win, gain --
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 (win something through one's efforts; "I acquired a passing knowledge of Chinese"; "Gain an understandin
g of international finance") 
           => cozen -- (cheat or trick; "He cozened the money out of the old man") 
       => gain, take in, clear, make, earn, realize, realise, pull in, bring in --
 (earn on some commercial or business transaction; earn as salary or wages; "How much do you make a mo
nth in your new job?"; "She earns a lot in her new job"; "this merger brought in lots of money"; "He clears 
$5,000 each month") 
           => eke out, squeeze out --
 (make by laborious and precarious means; "He eked out a living as a painter") 
           => profit, turn a profit --
 (make a profit; gain money or materially; "The company has not profited from the merger") 
               => line one's pockets -- (make a lot of money) 
               => turn a nice dime, turn a nice penny, turn a nice dollar --
 (make a satisfactory profit; "The company turned a nice dime after a short time") 
               => clean up --
 (make a big profit; often in a short period of time; "The investor really cleaned up when the stock market 
went up") 
           => rake off -- (take money from an illegal transaction) 
           => take home, bring home --
 (earn as a salary or wage; "How much does your wife take home after taxes and other deductions?") 
           => rake in, shovel in --
 (earn large sums of money; "Since she accepted the new position, she has been raking it in") 
           => gross -- (earn before taxes, expenses, etc.) 
           => yield, pay, bear -- (bring in; "interest-
bearing accounts"; "How much does this savings certificate pay annually?") 
               => net, clear -- (yield as a net profit; "This sale netted me $1 million") 
               => pay off -- (yield a profit or result; "His efforts finally paid off") 
       => earn, garner -- (acquire or deserve by one's efforts or actions) 
           => letter -- (win an athletic letter) 
       => profit, gain, benefit -- (derive a benefit from; "She profited from his vast experience") 
           => cash in on -- (take advantage of or capitalize on) 
           => profiteer -- (make an unreasonable profit, as on the sale of difficult to obtain goods) 
           => capitalize, capitalise, take advantage --
 (draw advantages from; "he is capitalizing on her mistake"; "she took advantage of his absence to meet her
 lover") 
           => pyramid --
 (enlarge one's holdings on an exchange on a continued rise by using paper profits as margin to buy additio
nal amounts) 
           => net, sack, sack up, clear -- (make as a net profit; "The company cleared $1 million") 
       => partake, share, partake in -- (have, give, or receive a share of; "We shared the cake") 
           => cut in -- (allow someone to have a share or profit) 
       => preempt -- (acquire by preemption) 
       => collect, pick up, gather up, call for --
 (gather or collect; "You can get the results on Monday"; "She picked up the children at the day care center"
; "They pick up our trash twice a week") 
       => inherit, come into --
 (obtain from someone after their death; "I inherited a castle from my French grandparents") 
       => borrow -- (get temporarily; "May I borrow your lawn mower?") 
       => pick up --
 (get in addition, as an increase; "The candidate picked up thousands of votes after his visit to the nursing h
ome") 
       => get --
 (acquire as a result of some effort or action; "You cannot get water out of a stone"; "Where did she get thes
e news?") 
       => poll -- (get the votes of) 
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TO CHANGE, ALTER, MODIFY 
 
change, alter, modify --
 (cause to change; make different; cause a transformation; "The advent of the automobile may have altered t
he growth pattern of the city"; "The discussion has changed my thinking about the issue") 
       => awaken, wake, waken, rouse, wake up, arouse --
 (cause to become awake or conscious; "He was roused by the drunken men in the street"; "Please wake me
 at 6 AM.") 
           => reawaken -- (awaken once again) 
           => bring to, bring back, bring round, bring around --
 (bring back to consciousness; "These pictures bring back sad memories") 
               => resuscitate, revive -- (cause to regain consciousness; "The doctors revived the comatose man") 
                   => boot, reboot, bring up --
 (cause to load (an operating system) and start the initial processes; "boot your computer") 
                   => resurrect, raise, upraise --
 (cause to become alive again; "raise from the dead"; "Slavery is already dead, and cannot be resurrected"; "
Upraising ghosts") 
           => call -- (rouse somebody from sleep with a call; "I was called at 5 A.M. this morning") 
       => cause to sleep -- (make fall asleep; "The soft music caused us to to fall asleep") 
       => affect -- (act physically on; have an effect upon) 
           => attack -- (begin to injure; "The cancer cells are attacking his liver"; "Rust is attacking the metal") 
           => ulcerate -- (affect with an ulcer; "Her stomach was ulcerated") 
           => sedate, calm, tranquilize, tranquillize, tranquillise --
 (cause to be calm or quiet as by administering a sedative to; "The patient must be sedated before the operat
ion") 
               => hypnotize, hypnotise, mesmerize, mesmerise -- (induce hypnosis in) 
                   => entrance, spellbind -- (put into a trance) 
           => stimulate, arouse, brace, energize, energise, perk up --
 (cause to be alert and energetic; "Coffee and tea stimulate me"; "This herbal infusion doesn't stimulate") 
               => cathect -- (inject with libidinal energy) 
               => animate, recreate, reanimate, revive, renovate, repair, quicken, vivify, revivify --
 (give new life or energy to; "A hot soup will revive me"; "This will renovate my spirits"; "This treatment r
epaired my health") 
               => invigorate, reinvigorate -- (impart vigor, strength, or vitality to; "Exercise is invigorating") 
               => enliven, liven, liven up, invigorate, animate -- (make lively; "let's liven up this room a bit") 
                   => jazz up, juice up, pep up, ginger up --
 (e.g.,make more interesting or lively; "juice up a party"; "pep up your paper") 
                   => spirit, spirit up, inspirit -- (infuse with spirit; "The company spirited him up") 
           => tense, strain, tense up -- (make tense and uneasy or nervous or anxious;) 
               => crick -- (twist the head into a strained position) 
               => stretch, extend --
 (extend one's limbs or muscles, or the entire body; "Stretch your legs!"; "Extend your right arm above your
 head") 
                   => spread-eagle -- (stretch out completely; "They spread-eagled him across the floor") 
                   => crane, stretch out --
 (stretch (the neck) so as to see better; "The women craned their necks to see the President drive by") 
           => relax, unstrain, unlax, loosen up, unwind, make relaxed --
 (cause to feel relaxed; "A hot bath always relaxes me") 
               => unbend --
 (release from mental strain, tension, or formality; "unbend the mind from absorbing too much information"
) 
           => jaundice -- (affect with, or as if with, jaundice) 
           => register -- (enter into someone's consciousness; "Did this event register in your parents' minds?") 
           => intoxicate, soak, inebriate -- (make drunk (with alcoholic drinks)) 
               => befuddle, fuddle -- (make stupid with alcohol) 
       => refresh, freshen, refreshen -- (make fresh again) 
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       => inseminate, fecundate, fertilize, fertilise -- (introduce semen into (a female)) 
           => stratify -- (render fertile and preserve by placing between layers of earth or sand; "stratify seeds") 
           => impregnate, knock up, bang up, prang up -- (make pregnant; "He impregnated his wife again") 
           => impregnate -- (fertilize and cause to grow; "the egg was impregnated") 
               => inoculate -- (impregnate with the virus or germ of a disease in order to render immune) 
           => cross-fertilize, cross-fertilise -- (cause to undergo cross-fertilization; "Mendel cross-
fertilized different kinds of beans") 
           => pollinate, pollenate, cross-pollinate -- (fertilize by transfering pollen) 
       => indispose -- (cause to feel unwell; "She was indisposed") 
           => hurt -- (give trouble or pain to; "This exercise will hurt your back") 
               => injure, wound -- (cause injuries or bodily harm to) 
                   => trample --
 (injure by trampling or as if by trampling; "The passerby was trampled by an elephant") 
                   => concuss -- (injure the brain; sustain a concussion) 
                   => calk -- (injure with a calk) 
                   => torture, excruciate, torment --
 (subject to torture; "The sinners will be tormented in Hell, according to the Bible") 
                       => rack -- (torture on the rack) 
                       => martyr, martyrize, martyrise -- (torture and torment like a martyr) 
                   => pull, overstretch --
 (strain abnormally; "I pulled a muscle in my leg when I jumped up"; "The athlete pulled a tendon in the co
mpetition") 
                   => traumatize, traumatise, shock -- (inflict a trauma upon) 
                   => maim --
 (injure or wound seriously and leave permanent disfiguration or mutilation; "people were maimed by the e
xplosion") 
                       => mutilate, mar -- (destroy or injure severely; "mutilated bodies") 
                           => gouge, force out -- (force with the thumb; "gouge out his eyes") 
                       => cripple, lame --
 (deprive of the use of a limb, especially a leg; "The accident has crippled her for life") 
                           => hamstring -- (cripple by cutting the hamstring) 
                   => twist, sprain, wrench, turn, wrick, rick --
 (twist suddenly so as to sprain; "wrench one's ankle"; "The wrestler twisted his shoulder"; "the hikers sprai
ned their ankles when they fell"; "I turned my ankle and couldn't walk for several days") 
                   => subluxate -- (sprain or dislocate slightly; "subluxate the hip") 
                   => disable, invalid, incapacitate, handicap --
 (injure permanently; "He was disabled in a car accident") 
                       => hock -- (disable by cutting the hock) 
                   => stub, scrape, skin, abrade --
 (strike against an object; "She stubbed her one's toe in the dark and now it's broken") 
                   => harm -- (cause or do harm to; "These pills won't harm your system") 
                       => sicken -- (make sick or ill; "This kind of food sickens me") 
                           => gag, choke -- (cause to retch or choke) 
                   => run down, run over -- (injure or kill by running over, as with a vehicle) 
                   => fracture, break -- (fracture a bone of; "I broke my foot while playing hockey") 
                   => shoot, hit, pip -- (hit with a missile from a weapon) 
                       => gun down -- (strike down or shoot down) 
                       => grass -- (shoot down, of birds) 
                       => kneecap -- (shoot in the kneecap, often done by terrorist groups as a warning) 
                   => knife, stab -- (use a knife on; "The victim was knifed to death") 
                       => poniard -- (stab with a poniard) 
                       => bayonet -- (stab or kill someone with a bayonet) 
                   => skin, scrape --
 (bruise, cut, or injure the skin or the surface of; "The boy skinned his knee when he fell") 
                   => bruise, contuse -- (injure the underlying soft tissue of bone of; "I bruised my knee") 
                       => jam, crush -- (crush or bruise; "jam a toe") 
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                   => graze -- (break the skin (of a body part) by scraping; "She was grazed by the stray bullet") 
               => afflict, trouble, ail, pain -- (cause bodily suffering to) 
                   => disagree with -- (be note very well digestible; "Spicy food disagrees with some people") 
                   => erupt, recrudesce, break out --
 (become raw or open; "He broke out in hives"; "My skin breaks out when I eat strawberries"; "Such boils t
end to recrudesce") 
           => constipate, bind -- (cause to be constipated; "These foods tend to constipate you") 
               => obstipate -- (constipate severely) 
           => tire, wear upon, tire out, wear, weary, jade, wear out, outwear, wear down, fag out, fag, fatigue --
 (exhaust or tire through overuse or great strain or stress; "We wore ourselves out on this hike") 
               => exhaust, wash up, beat, tucker, tucker out --
 (wear out completely; "This kind of work exhausts me"; "I'm beat"; "He was all washed up after the exam"
) 
                   => frazzle -- (exhaust physically or emotionally; "She was frazzled after the visit of her in-
laws") 
                   => play -- (exhaust by allowing to pull on the line; "play a hooked fish") 
                   => kill -- (tire out completely; "The daily stress of her work is killing her") 
               => overtire, overweary, overfatigue -- (tire excessively) 
       => cry -- (bring into a particular state by crying; "The little boy cried himself to sleep") 
       => etiolate -- (make pale or sickly; "alcohol etiolates your skin") 
       => brutalize, brutalise, animalize, animalise --
 (make brutal, unfeeling, or inhuman; "Life in the camps had brutalized him") 
       => convert --
 (change the nature, purpose, or function of something; "convert lead into gold"; "convert hotels into jails"; 
"convert slaves to laborers") 
           => caramelize, caramelise -- (convert to caramel) 
           => verbalize, verbalise -- (convert into a verb; "many English nouns have become verbalized") 
           => sporulate -- (convert into spores) 
           => novelize, novelise, fictionalize, fictionalise --
 (convert into the form or the style of a novel; "The author novelized the historical event") 
           => deaden --
 (convert (metallic mercury) into a grey powder consisting of minute globules, as by shaking with chalk or f
atty oil) 
           => opalize, opalise -- (replace or convert into opal; "opalized tree trunks") 
           => receive -- (convert into sounds or pictures; "receive the incoming radio signals") 
           => reconvert -- (convert back; "Hollywood is reconverting old films") 
           => malt -- (convert into malt) 
           => malt -- (convert grain into malt) 
           => ferment, work --
 (cause to undergo fermentation; "We ferment the grapes for a very long time to achieve high alcohol conte
nt"; "The vintner worked the wine in big oak vats") 
               => vinify -- (convert a juice into wine by fermentation; "vinify grape juice") 
           => transcribe --
 (convert the genetic information in (a strand of DNA) into a strand of RNA, especially messenger RNA) 
           => scrap -- (make into scrap or refuse; "scrap the old airplane and sell the parts") 
           => keratinize, keratinise -- (convert into keratin) 
       => opalize, opalise -- (make opalescent) 
       => arterialize, arterialise -- (change venous blood into arterial blood) 
       => make, get --
 (give certain properties to something; "get someone mad"; "She made us look silly"; "He made a fool of hi
mself at the meeting"; "Don't make this into a big deal"; "This invention will make you a millionaire"; "Ma
ke yourself clear") 
           => render -- (cause to become; "The shot rendered her immobile") 
           => get, let, have --
 (cause to move; cause to be in a certain position or condition; "He got his squad on the ball"; "This let me i
n for a big surprise"; "He got a girl into trouble") 
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           => leave --
 (act or be so as to become in a specified state; "The inflation left them penniless"; "The president's remarks
 left us speechless") 
       => counterchange, transpose, interchange --
 (cause to change places; "interchange this screw for one of a smaller size") 
       => vascularize, vascularise -- (make vascular; "the yolk sac is gradually vascularized") 
       => decrepitate --
 (to roast or calcine so as to cause to crackle or until crackling stops; "decrepitate salts") 
       => suburbanize, suburbanise -- (make suburban in character; "highly suburbanized cities") 
       => revolutionize, revolutionise, overturn -- (change radically; "E-
mail revolutionized communication in academe") 
       => etiolate -- (bleach and alter the natural development of (a green plant) by excluding sunlight) 
       => barbarize, barbarise --
 (make crude or savage in behavior or speech; "his years in prison have barbarized the young man") 
       => alkalinize, alkalinise -- (make (a substance) alkaline; "The oxyde is alkalized") 
       => mythologize, mythologise, mythicize, mythicise --
 (make into a myth; "The Europeans have mythicized Rte. 66") 
       => allegorize, allegorise -- (make into an allegory; "The story was allegorized over time") 
       => demythologize, demythologise --
 (remove the mythical element from (writings); "the Bible should be demythologized and examined for its h
istorical value") 
       => bring, land -- (bring into a different state; "this may land you in jail") 
       => coarsen -- (make less subtle or refined; "coarsen one's ideals") 
       => affect, impact, bear upon, bear on, touch on, touch --
 (have an effect upon; "Will the new rules affect me?") 
           => strike a blow -- (affect adversely; "The court ruling struck a blow at the old segregation laws") 
           => repercuss -- (cause repercussions; have an unwanted effect) 
           => tell on -- (produce an affect or strain on somebody; "Each step told on his tired legs") 
           => redound -- (have an effect for good or ill; "Her efforts will redound to the general good") 
           => stimulate, excite --
 (act as a stimulant; "The book stimulated her imagination"; "This play stimulates") 
               => quicken, invigorate -- (give life or energy to; "The cold water invigorated him") 
               => innervate -- (stimulate to action; "innervate a muscle or a nerve") 
               => irritate --
 (excite to some characteristic action or condition, such as motion, contraction, or nervous impulse, by the a
pplication of a stimulus; "irritate the glands of a leaf") 
                   => pinch, vellicate --
 (irritate as if by a nip, pinch, or tear; "smooth surfaces can vellicate the teeth"; "the pain is as if sharp point
s pinch your back") 
           => process, treat --
 (subject to a process or treatment, with the aim of readying for some purpose, improving, or remedying a c
ondition; "process cheese"; "process hair"; "treat the water so it can be drunk"; "treat the lawn with chemica
ls" ; "treat an oil spill") 
               => propagate -- (cause to propagate, as by grafting or layering) 
                   => inoculate -- (insert a bud for propagation) 
               => iodize, iodise -- (treat with iodine; "iodize salt") 
               => nitrate --
 (treat with nitric acid, so as to change an organic compound into a nitrate; "nitroglycerin is obtained by nitr
ating glycerol") 
               => tank -- (treat in a tank; "tank animal refuse") 
               => oxygenate, oxygenize, oxygenise, aerate --
 (impregnate, combine, or supply with oxygen; "oxygenate blood") 
               => mercerize, mercerise -- (treat to strengthen and improve the luster; "mercerize cotton") 
               => malt -- (treat with malt or malt extract; "malt beer") 
               => fluoridate, fluoridize, fluoridise --
 (subject to fluoridation; treat with fluoride; "fluorized water"; "fluoridize the teeth of children") 
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               => creosote -- (treat with creosote; "creosoted wood") 
               => chlorinate -- (treat or combine with chlorine; "chlorinated water") 
               => carbonate -- (treat with carbon dioxide; "Carbonated soft drinks") 
               => camphorate -- (treat with camphor) 
               => bromate, brominate -- (treat with bromine) 
               => ammoniate -- (treat with ammonia) 
               => irradiate, ray -- (expose to radiation; "irradiate food") 
               => scald -- (treat with boiling water; "scald tomatoes so that they can be peeled") 
               => refine --
 (treat or prepare so as to put in a usable condition; "refine paper stock"; "refine pig iron"; "refine oil") 
               => nitrify, nitrogenize, nitrogenise -- (treat with nitrogen or a nitrogen compound) 
               => reverberate --
 (treat, process, heatl, metl, or refine in a reverberating furnace; "reverberate ore") 
               => curry -- (treat by incorporating fat; "curry tanned leather") 
               => seed -- (sprinkle with silver iodide particles to disperse and cause rain; "seed clouds") 
               => dose -- (treat with an agent; add (an agent) to; "The ray dosed the paint") 
               => winnow --
 (treat by exposure to a current of air so that waste matter is eliminated; "winnow grain") 
               => sulphur, sulfur -- (treat with sulphur in order to preserve; "These dried fruits are sulphured") 
               => vulcanize, vulcanise -- (subject to vulcanization; "vulcanized rubber") 
               => chrome -- (treat with a chromium compound) 
               => bituminize, bituminise -- (treat with bitumen) 
               => Agenize, Agenise -- (age or bleach flour with Agene (nitrogen trichloride)) 
               => run -- (cause to perform; "run a subject"; "run a process") 
                   => rerun -- (cause to perform again; "We have to rerun the subjects--
they misunderstood the instructions") 
               => carboxylate -- (treat (a chemical compound) with carboxyl or carboxylic acid) 
               => beneficiate -- (process (ores or other raw materials), as by reduction) 
               => digest -- (convert food into absorbable substances; "I cannot digest milk products") 
                   => stomach -- (bear to eat; "He cannot stomach raw fish") 
                   => predigest -- (digest (food) beforehand) 
               => fumigate, fume --
 (treat with fumes, expose to fumes, especially with the aim of disinfecting or eradicating pests) 
               => air-condition --
 (control the humidity and temperature of; "The room was cool because it had been air-conditioned") 
           => hydrolize, hydrolise -- (make a compound react with water and undergo hydrolysis) 
               => saccharify --
 (convert into a simple soluble fermentable sugar by hydrolyzing a sugar derivative or complex carbohydrat
e) 
           => tinge, color, colour, distort --
 (affect as in thought or feeling; "My personal feelings color my judgment in this case"; "The sadness tinge
d his life") 
           => queer, expose, scupper, endanger, peril --
 (put in a dangerous, disadvantageous, or difficult position) 
               => compromise --
 (expose or make liable to danger, suspicion, or disrepute; "The nuclear secrets of the state were compromis
ed by the spy") 
           => hit, strike --
 (affect or afflict suddenly, usually adversely; "We were hit by really bad weather"; "He was stricken with c
ancer when he was still a teenager"; "The earthquake struck at midnight") 
           => subject --
 (cause to experience or suffer or make liable or vulnerable to; "He subjected me to his awful poetry"; "The 
sergeant subjected the new recruits to many drills"; "People in Chernobyl were subjected to radiation") 
               => bacterize, bacterise -- (subject to the action of bacteria) 
               => vitriol -- (expose to the effects of vitriol or injure with vitriol) 
               => put -- (cause (someone) to undergo something; "He put her to the torture") 
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               => shipwreck --
 (cause to experience shipwreck; "They were shipwrecked in one of the mysteries at sea") 
               => refract -- (subject to refraction; "refract a light beam") 
               => expose --
 (expose or make accessible to some action or influence; "Expose your students to art"; "expose the blanket 
to sunshine") 
                   => ventilate --
 (expose to the circulation of fresh air so as to retard spoilage; "Wheat should be well ventilated") 
                   => sun, insolate, solarize, solarise --
 (expose to the rays of the sun or affect by exposure to the sun; "insolated paper may turn yellow and crumb
le"; "These herbs suffer when sunned") 
                   => air out, air, aerate -- (expose to fresh air; "aerate your old sneakers") 
                   => overexpose -- (expose excessively; "As a child, I was overexposed to French movies") 
                   => underexpose -- (expose insufficiently; "The child was underexposed to language") 
               => expose -- (expose to light, of photographic film) 
                   => overexpose --
 (expose to too much light; "the photographic film was overexposed and there is no image") 
                       => solarize, solarise --
 (overexpose to sunlight; "be careful not to solarize the photographic film") 
                   => underexpose --
 (expose to too little light; "The film is underexposed, so the image is very dark") 
               => incur --
 (make oneself subject to; bring upon oneself; become liable to; "People who smoke incur a great danger to 
their health") 
                   => run -- (be affected by; be subjected to; "run a temperature"; "run a risk") 
           => trouble, put out, inconvenience, disoblige, discommode, incommode, bother --
 (to cause inconvenience or discomfort to; "Sorry to trouble you, but...") 
           => influence, act upon, work --
 (have and exert influence or effect; "The artist's work influenced the young painter"; "She worked on her fr
iends to support the political candidate") 
               => prejudice, prepossess -- (influence (somebody's) opinion in advance) 
                   => bias, predetermine -- (cause to be biased) 
                       => slant, angle, weight --
 (present with a bias; "He biased his presentation so as to please the share holders") 
                   => bias -- (influence in an unfair way; "you are biasing my choice by telling me yours") 
                       => handicap --
 (attempt to forecast the winner (especially in a horse race) and assign odds for or against a contestant) 
               => imprint, form --
 (establish or impress firmly in the mind; "We imprint our ideas onto our children") 
               => militate --
 (have force or influence; bring about an effect or change; "Politeness militated against this opinion being e
xpressed") 
               => manipulate, pull strings, pull wires --
 (influence or control shrewdly or deviously; "He manipulated public opinion in his favor") 
               => color, colour -- (modify or bias; "His political ideas color his lectures") 
               => swing, swing over -- (influence decisively; "This action swung many votes over to his side") 
               => blackmail, blackjack, pressure -- (exert pressure on someone through threats) 
               => carry, persuade, sway --
 (win approval or support for; "Carry all before one"; "His speech did not sway the voters") 
               => get at -- (influence by corruption) 
               => dominate -- (be in control; rule the roost; "Her husband completely dominates her") 
                   => overbear -- (overcome; "overbear criticism, protest, or arguments") 
                   => possess --
 (enter into and control, as of emotions or ideas; "What possessed you to buy this house?"; "A terrible rage 
possessed her") 
           => slam-dunk -- (make a forceful move against; "the electronic travel market is slam-
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dunking traditional travel agencies") 
       => alchemize, alchemise -- (alter (elements) by alchemy) 
       => alcoholize, alcoholise -- (make alcoholic, as by fermenting; "alcoholize prunes") 
       => shape, form -- (give a shape or form to; "shape the dough") 
           => individuate -- (give individual shape or form to; "Language that individuates his memories") 
           => tie -- (form a knot or bow in; "tie a necktie") 
           => terrace -- (make into terraces as for cultivation; "The Incas terraced their mountainous land") 
           => fork -- (shape like a fork; "She forked her fingers") 
           => tabulate -- (shape or cut with a flat surface) 
           => dimension -- (shape or form to required dimensions) 
           => roll -- (shape by rolling; "roll a cigarette") 
           => draw --
 (flatten, stretch, or mold metal or glass, by rolling or by pulling it through a die or by stretching; "draw stee
l") 
           => strike -- (cause to form between electrodes of an arc lamp; "strike an arc") 
           => crystallize, crystallise, crystalise, crystalize --
 (cause to take on a definite and clear shape; "He tried to crystallize his thoughts") 
           => twist -- (form into twists; "Twist the bacon around the sausage") 
           => culminate -- (rise to, or form, a summit; "The helmet culminated in a crest") 
           => granulate, grain -- (form into grains) 
           => sliver -- (form into slivers; "sliver wood") 
           => ridge -- (form into a ridge) 
           => plume --
 (form a plume; "The chimneys were pluming the sky"; "The engine was pluming black smoke") 
           => round, round out, round off -- (make round; "round the edges") 
               => purse -- (contract one's lips into a rounded shape) 
                   => pooch, pooch out -- (round one's lips as if intending to kiss) 
           => scallop, scollop -- (shape or cut in scallops; "scallop the hem of the dress") 
           => square, square up -- (make square; "Square the circle"; "square the wood with a file") 
           => dish -- (make concave; shape like a dish) 
           => fit -- (make fit; "fit a dress"; "He fitted other pieces of paper to his cut-out") 
               => dovetail -- (fit together tightly, as if by means of a dovetail) 
           => flatten -- (make flat or flatter; "flatten a road"; "flatten your stomach with these exercises") 
               => steamroll, steamroller -- (make level or flat with a steamroller; "steamroll the roads") 
               => splat -- (split open and flatten for cooking; "splat fish over an open fire") 
               => roll out, roll -- (flatten or spread with a roller; "roll out the paper") 
                   => cog -- (roll steel ingots) 
                   => mill -- (roll out (metal) with a rolling machine) 
               => laminate -- (press or beat (metals) into thin sheets) 
           => deform, distort, strain --
 (alter the shape of (something) by stress; "His body was deformed by leprosy") 
               => jaundice -- (distort adversely; "Jealousy had jaundiced his judgment") 
           => blow -- (shape by blowing; "Blow a glass vase") 
           => block -- (shape into a block or blocks; "block the graphs so one can see the results clearly") 
           => block -- (shape by using a block; "Block a hat"; "block a garment") 
           => cup -- (form into the shape of a cup; "She cupped her hands") 
           => encircle, circle -- (form a circle around; "encircle the errors") 
       => round off, round down, round out, round -- (express as a round number; "round off the amount") 
       => suspend -- (cause to be held in suspension in a fluid; "suspend the particles") 
           => resuspend -- (put back into suspension; "resuspend particles") 
       => sober -- (cause to become sober; "A sobering thought") 
       => reconstruct -- (cause somebody to adapt or reform socially or politically) 
       => increase --
 (make bigger or more; "The boss finally increased her salary"; "The university increased the number of stu
dents it admitted") 
           => extend, stretch --
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 (increase in quantity or bulk by adding a cheaper substance; "stretch the soup by adding some more cream"
; "extend the casserole with a little rice") 
           => augment --
 (enlarge or increase; "The recent speech of the PLO chairman augmented tensions in the Near East") 
           => build up -- (enlarge, develop, or increase by degrees or in stages; "build up your savings") 
           => enlarge -- (make larger; "She enlarged the flower beds") 
               => expand --
 (make bigger or wider in size, volume, or quantity; "expand the house by adding another wing") 
                   => develop -- (expand in the form of a series; "Develop the function in the following form") 
                   => inflate, blow up -- (fill with gas or air; "inflate a balloons") 
                       => reflate -- (inflate again; "reflate the balloon") 
                       => billow, surge, heave --
 (rise and move, as in waves or billows; "The army surged forward") 
               => ream -- (enlarge with a reamer; "ream a hole") 
               => deepen -- (make deeper; "They deepened the lake so that bigger pleasure boats could use it") 
           => up -- (raise; "up the ante") 
           => raise -- (raise the level or amount of something; "raise my salary"; "raise the price of bread") 
               => bump up -- (increase or raise; "OPEC bumped up the price of oil") 
           => blow up, enlarge, magnify -- (make large; "blow up an image") 
           => multiply, manifold --
 (combine or increase by multiplication; "He managed to multiply his profits") 
               => double, duplicate -- (increase twofold; "The population doubled within 50 years") 
                   => redouble -- (double again; "The noise doubled and redoubled") 
                   => geminate -- (arrange or combine in pairs; "The consonants are geminated in these words") 
               => triple, treble -- (increase threefold; "Triple your income!") 
               => quadruple -- (increase fourfold; "His stock earning quadrupled") 
               => quintuple -- (increase fivefold; "The population of China quintupled") 
               => proliferate -- (cause to grow or increase rapidly; "We must not proliferate nuclear arms") 
           => build up, work up, build, ramp up --
 (bolster or strengthen; "We worked up courage"; "build up confidence"; "ramp up security in the airports") 
           => inflate, blow up, expand, amplify -- (exaggerate or make bigger; "The charges were inflated") 
               => puff up -- (make larger or distend; "The estimates were puffed up") 
           => escalate, intensify, step up -- (increase in extent or intensity; "The Allies escalated the bombing") 
               => redouble --
 (double in magnitude, extent, or intensity; "The enemy redoubled their screaming on the radio") 
           => boost -- (give a boost to; be beneficial to; "The tax cut will boost the economy") 
           => lengthen -- (make longer; "Lengthen this skirt, please") 
               => prolong, protract, extend, draw out --
 (lengthen in time; cause to be or last longer; "We prolonged our stay"; "She extended her visit by another d
ay"; "The meeting was drawn out until midnight") 
                   => extend -- (prolong the time allowed for payment of; "extend the loan") 
                   => temporize, temporise --
 (draw out a discussion or process in order to gain time; "The speaker temporized in order to delay the vote"
) 
                   => spin, spin out -- (prolong or extend; "spin out a visit") 
               => elongate, stretch -- (make long or longer by pulling and stretching; "stretch the fabric") 
           => regenerate --
 (amplify (an electron current) by causing part of the power in the output circuit to act upon the input circuit
) 
           => maximize, maximise -- (make as big or large as possible; "Maximize your profits!") 
           => heighten -- (make more extreme; raise in quantity, degree, or intensity; "heightened interest") 
           => heighten, rise -- (become more extreme; "The tension heightened") 
           => rev up, rev -- (increase the number of rotations per minute; "rev up an engine") 
           => rev up, step up -- (speed up; "let's rev up production") 
           => boost, advance, supercharge -- (increase or raise; "boost the voltage in an electrical circuit") 
           => widen, broaden, extend --
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 (extend in scope or range or area; "The law was extended to all citizens"; "widen the range of applications"
; "broaden your horizon"; "Extend your backyard") 
               => broaden -- (make broader; "broaden the road") 
               => territorialize, territorialise -- (extend by adding territory) 
               => globalize, globalise -- (make world-
wide in scope or application; "Markets are being increasingly globalized") 
               => stretch --
 (extend the scope or meaning of; often unduly; "Stretch the limits"; "stretch my patience"; "stretch the ima
gination") 
           => kite -- (increase the amount (of a check) fraudulently; "He kited many checks") 
       => ease up, ease off, let up --
 (reduce pressure or intensity; "he eased off the gas pedal and the car slowed down") 
       => assimilate -- (make similar; "This country assimilates immigrants very quickly") 
       => dissimilate -- (make dissimilar; cause to become less similar) 
       => commute, convert, exchange -- (exchange a penalty for a less severe one) 
       => vitalize, vitalise -- (give life to; "The eggs are vitalized") 
       => unclutter, clear -- (rid of obstructions; "Clear your desk") 
       => activate -- (make active or more active; "activate an old file") 
           => reactivate -- (activate (an old file) anew) 
       => activate -- (make (substances) radioactive) 
       => activate, aerate --
 (aerate (sewage) so as to favor the growth of organisms that decompose organic matter) 
       => activate -- (make more adsorptive; "activate a metal") 
       => inactivate, deactivate -- (make inactive; "they deactivated the file") 
           => paralyze, paralyse --
 (make powerless and unable to function; "The bureaucracy paralyzes the entire operation") 
       => deaden, blunt --
 (make less lively, intense, or vigorous; impair in vigor, force, activity, or sensation; "Terror blunted her fee
lings"; "deaden a sound") 
           => obtund -- (reduce the edge or violence of; "obtunded reflexes") 
           => petrify -- (cause to become stone-
like or stiff or dazed and stunned; "The horror petrified his feelings"; "Fear petrified her thinking") 
           => dampen, damp, soften, weaken, break --
 (lessen in force or effect; "soften a shock"; "break a fall") 
               => deafen -- (make soundproof; "deafen a room") 
               => dampen, deaden, damp --
 (make vague or obscure or make (an image) less visible; "muffle the message") 
       => remodel, reconstruct, redo -- (do over, as of (part of) a house; "We are remodeling these rooms") 
       => edit, redact --
 (prepare for publication or presentation by correcting, revising, or adapting; "Edit a a book on lexical sema
ntics"; "she edited the letters of the politician so as to omit the most personal passages") 
           => interpolate, alter, falsify -- (insert words into texts, often falsifying it thereby) 
           => hack, cut up -- (significantly cut up a manuscript) 
           => black out --
 (suppress by censorship as for political reasons; "parts of the newspaper article were blacked out") 
           => blank out -- (cut out, as for political reasons; "several line in the report were blanked out") 
           => copyread, subedit, copyedit -- (edit and correct (written or printed material)) 
           => bracket, bracket out -- (place into brackets; "Please bracket this remark") 
       => edit, cut, edit out -- (cut and assemble the components of; "edit film"; "cut recording tape") 
       => tame, chasten, subdue -- (correct by punishment or discipline) 
       => chasten, moderate, temper -- (restrain or temper) 
       => better, improve, amend, ameliorate, meliorate --
 (to make better; "The editor improved the manuscript with his changes") 
           => relieve, alleviate, palliate, assuage --
 (provide physical relief, as from pain; "This pill will relieve your headaches") 
               => soothe -- (cause to feel better; "the medicine soothes the pain of the inflammation") 
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               => comfort, ease -- (lessen pain or discomfort; alleviate; "ease the pain in your legs") 
           => help, aid -- (improve the condition of; "These pills will help the patient") 
               => bring around, cure, heal --
 (provide a cure for, make healthy again; "The treatment cured the boy's acne"; "The quack pretended to he
al patients but never managed to") 
                   => recuperate -- (restore to good health or strength) 
               => benefit, do good -- (be beneficial for; "This will do you good") 
           => regenerate, revitalize -- (restore strength; "This food revitalized the patient") 
               => rejuvenate --
 (make younger or more youthful; "The contact with his grandchildren rejuvenated him") 
           => enrich --
 (make better or improve in quality; "The experience enriched her understanding"; "enriched foods") 
               => round out, fill out -- (make bigger or better or more complete) 
               => choke, throttle -- (reduce the air supply; "choke a carburetor") 
               => fertilize, fertilise, feed --
 (provide with fertilizers or add nutrients to; "We should fertilize soil if we want to grow healthy plants") 
                   => nitrify -- (treat (soil) with nitrates) 
                   => dung -- (fertilize or dress with dung; "you must dung the land") 
                   => topdress -- (scatter manure or fertilizer over (land)) 
           => build up, develop --
 (change the use of and make available or usable; "develop land"; "The country developed its natural resour
ces"; "The remote areas of the country were gradually built up") 
               => redevelop -- (change the plans for the use of (land)) 
               => settle --
 (establish or develop as a residence; "He settled the farm 200 years ago"; "This land was settled by Germa
ns") 
           => turn around --
 (cause to get better; "The new stategy turned around sales"; "The tutor turned around my son's performanc
e in math") 
           => help -- (improve; change for the better; "New slipcovers will help the old living room furniture") 
           => upgrade --
 (to improve, especially something that was old or outdated; "I've upgraded my computer so I can run better
 software"; "The company upgraded their personnel") 
           => condition -- (put into a better state; "he conditions old cars") 
               => recondition -- (bring into an improved condition; "He reconditioned the old appliances") 
           => emend -- (make improvements or corrections to; "the text was emended in the second edition") 
           => iron out, straighten out, put right -- (settle or put right; "we need to iron out our disagreements") 
           => enhance -- (make better or more attractive; "This sauce will enhance the flavor of the meat") 
               => follow up --
 (increase the effectiveness or success of by further action; "The doctor followed up the surgery with radiati
on") 
               => touch up, retouch --
 (alter so as to produce a more desirable appearance; "This photograph has been retouched!") 
           => repair, mend, fix, bushel, doctor, furbish up, restore, touch on --
 (restore by replacing a part or putting together what is torn or broken; "She repaired her TV set"; "Repair 
my shoes please") 
               => tinker, fiddle -- (try to fix or mend; "Can you tinker with the T.V. set--
it's not working right"; "She always fiddles with her van on the weekend") 
               => fill -- (plug with a substance; "fill a cavity") 
                   => close, fill up -- (fill or stop up; "Can you close the cracks with caulking?") 
                       => seal -- (close with or as if with a seal; "She sealed the letter with hot wax") 
                       => plug, stop up, secure --
 (fill or close tightly with or as if with a plug; "plug the hole"; "stop up the leak") 
                           => stopper, stopple --
 (close or secure with or as if with a stopper; "She stoppered the wine bottle"; "The mothers stoppered their 
babies' mouths with pacifiers") 
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                           => tampon -- (plug with a tampon) 
                           => chink -- (fill the chinks of, as with caulking) 
                           => cork, cork up -- (close a bottle with a cork) 
                       => coapt, conglutinate -- (cause to adhere; "The wounds were coapted") 
               => piece, patch -- (repair by adding pieces; "She pieced the china cup") 
               => cobble -- (repair or mend; "cobble shoes") 
               => point, repoint -- (repair the joints of bricks; "point a chimney") 
               => trouble-shoot -- (solve problems; "He is known to be good at trouble-shooting") 
               => patch, patch up -- (mend by putting a patch on; "patch a hole") 
               => sole, resole -- (put a new sole on; "sole the shoes") 
               => vamp, revamp -- (provide (a shoe) with a new vamp; "revamp my old boots") 
               => heel, reheel -- (put a new heel on; "heel shoes") 
               => darn -- (repair by sewing; "darn socks") 
           => reform --
 (make changes for improvement in order to remove abuse and injustices; "reform a political system") 
           => reform --
 (improve by alteration or correction of errors or defects and put into a better condition; "reform the health s
ystem in this country") 
           => beautify, embellish, prettify -- (make more beautiful) 
               => groom, neaten -- (care for one's external appearance; "He is always well-groomed") 
                   => cleanse, clean --
 (clean one's body or parts thereof, as by washing; "clean up before you see your grandparents"; "clean your
 fingernails before dinner") 
                       => bathe -- (cleanse the entire body; "bathe daily") 
                           => shower --
 (take a shower; wash one's body in the shower; "You should shower after vigorous exercise") 
                       => wash --
 (to cleanse (itself or another animal) by licking; "The cat washes several times a day") 
                       => wash, lave -- (cleanse (one's body) with soap and water) 
                           => sponge down -- (wash with a sponge) 
                           => scrub, scrub up -- (wash thoroughly; "surgeons must scrub prior to an operation") 
                           => gargle, rinse --
 (rinse one's mouth and throat with mouthwash; "gargle with this liquid") 
                           => shampoo -- (use shampoo on (hair)) 
                               => condition --
 (apply conditioner to in order to make smooth and shiny; "I condition my hair after washing it") 
                           => hush -- (wash by removing particles; "Wash ores") 
                       => soap, lather -- (rub soap all over, usually with the purpose of cleaning) 
                       => bathe, bath --
 (clean one's body by immersion into water; "The child should bathe every day") 
                           => foment -- (bathe with warm water or medicated lotions; "His legs should be fomented") 
                       => douche -- (direct a spray of water into a bodily cavity, for cleaning) 
                       => floss -- (use dental floss to clean; "floss your teeth after every meal") 
                       => decontaminate --
 (rid of contamination; "The soil around the housing development had to be decontaminated by the city") 
                   => shave -- (remove body hair with a razor) 
                       => razor -- (shave with a razor) 
                       => tonsure -- (shave the head of a newly inducted monk) 
                   => comb, comb out, disentangle --
 (smoothen and neaten with or as with a comb; "comb your hair before dinner"; "comb the wool") 
                       => slick, slick down, sleek down -- (give a smooth and glossy appearance; "slick one's hair") 
                       => tease, fluff --
 (ruffle (one's hair) by combing towards the ends towards the scalp, for a full effect) 
                   => dress, arrange, set, do, coif, coiffe, coiffure --
 (arrange attractively; "dress my hair for the wedding") 
                       => bob -- (cut hair in the style of a bob; "Bernice bobs her hair these days!") 
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                       => wave -- (set waves in; "she asked the hairdresser to wave her hair") 
                           => marcel -- (make a marcel in a woman's hair) 
                           => gauffer, goffer --
 (make wavy with a heated goffering iron; "goffer the trim of the dress") 
                           => perm -- (give a permanent wave to; "She perms her hair") 
                   => mousse, gel -- (apply a styling gel to; "she mousses her hair") 
                   => pomade -- (apply pomade to (hair)) 
                   => clean up -- (make oneself clean, presentable or neat; "Clean up before you go to the party") 
                   => make up -- (apply make-
up or cosmetics to one's face to appear prettier; "She makes herself up every morning") 
                       => lipstick -- (apply lipstick to; "She lipsticked her mouth") 
                       => rouge -- (redden by applying rouge to; "she rouged her cheeks") 
                       => powder --
 (apply powder to; "She powdered her nose"; "The King wears a powdered wig") 
                           => talc -- (apply talcum powder to (one's body)) 
                   => manicure -- (care for (one's hand) by cutting and shaping the nails, etc.) 
                   => barber -- (perform the services of a barber: cut the hair and/or beard of) 
                   => pedicure -- (care for one's feet by cutting and shaping the nails, etc.) 
                   => doll up, do up, pretty up, glam up -- (use special care in dressing, making-
up, etc.; "She dolled herself up for the night out with her friends") 
                   => spruce up, spruce, slick up, smarten up --
 (dress and groom with particular care, as for a special occasion; "He spruced up for the party") 
                   => perfume, scent -- (apply perfume to; "She perfumes herself every day") 
               => dress, groom, curry -- (give a neat appearance to; "groom the dogs"; "dress the horses") 
               => dress up, window-dress --
 (make something appear superficially attractive; "The researcher tried to dress up the uninteresting data"; "
Don't try to dress up the unpleasant truth") 
               => spruce up, spruce, titivate, tittivate, smarten up, slick up, spiff up --
 (make neat, smart, or trim; "Spruce up your house for Spring"; "titivate the child") 
               => polish, smooth, smoothen, shine --
 ((of surfaces) make shine; "shine the silver, please"; "polish my shoes") 
                   => Simonize, Simonise -- (polish with wax; "The motorcycle has been Simonized") 
                   => slick, sleek -- (make slick or smooth) 
                   => buff, burnish, furbish, flush --
 (polish and make shiny; "buff the wooden floors"; "buff my shoes") 
                   => gloss -- (give a shine or gloss to, usually by rubbing) 
               => become, suit --
 (enhance the appearance of; "Mourning becomes Electra"; "This behavior doesn't suit you!") 
           => build -- (improve the cleansing action of; "build detergents") 
           => perfect, hone -- (make perfect or complete; "perfect your French in Paris!") 
               => optimize, optimise -- (make optimal; get the most out of; use best; "optimize your resources") 
               => polish, round, round off, polish up, brush up --
 (bring to a highly developed, finished, or refined state; "polish your social manners") 
           => polish, refine, fine-tune, down --
 (improve or perfect by pruning or polishing; "refine one's style of writing") 
               => overrefine, over-refine --
 (refine too much or with excess of subtlety; "He is overrefining this matter") 
               => educate, school, train, cultivate, civilize, civilise --
 (train to be discriminative in taste or judgment; "Cultivate your musical taste"; "Train your tastebuds"; "Sh
e is well schooled in poetry") 
                   => sophisticate --
 (make less natural or innocent; "Their manners had sophisticated the young girls") 
           => purify, sublimate, make pure, distill --
 (remove impurities from, increase the concentration of, and separate through the process of distillation; "p
urify the water") 
               => refine, rectify --
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 (reduce to a fine, unmixed, or pure state; separate from extraneous matter or cleanse from impurities; "refin
e sugar") 
               => purge -- (rid of impurities; "purge the water"; "purge your mind") 
           => fructify -- (make productive or fruitful; "The earth that he fructified") 
           => raise, lift -- (invigorate or heighten; "lift my spirits"; "lift his ego") 
           => advance -- (develop further; "We are advancing technology every day") 
           => upgrade --
 (give better travel conditions to; "The airline upgraded me when I arrived late and Coach Class was full") 
           => educate -- (give an education to; "We must educate our youngsters better") 
               => socialize, socialise --
 (train for a social environment; "The children must be properly socialized") 
               => prepare, groom, train --
 (prepare (someone) for a future role or function; "He is grooming his son to become his successor"; "The p
rince was prepared to become King one day"; "They trained him to be a warrior") 
                   => qualify, dispose -- (make fit or prepared; "Your education qualifies you for this job") 
                       => habilitate --
 (qualify for teaching at a university in Europe; "He habilitated after his sabbatical at a prestigious America
n university") 
                       => capacitate -- (make capable; "This instruction capacitates us to understand the problem") 
               => co-educate, coeducate -- (educate persons of both sexes together) 
               => school --
 (educate in or as if in a school; "The children are schooled at great cost to their parents in private institutio
ns") 
                   => home-school --
 (educate (one's children) at home instead of sending (them) to a school; "The parents are home-
schooling their daughter") 
       => worsen, aggravate, exacerbate, exasperate -- (make worse; "This drug aggravates the pain") 
           => irritate -- (excite to an abnormal condition, of chafe or inflame; "Aspirin irritates my stomach") 
               => chafe, gall, fret -- (become or make sore by or as if by rubbing) 
               => rub, scratch, itch -- (scrape or rub as if to relieve itching; "Don't scratch your insect bites!") 
           => inflame -- (cause inflammation in; "The repetitive motion inflamed her joint") 
           => degrade, cheapen -- (lower the grade of something; reduce its worth) 
               => devalue, devaluate -- (remove the value from; deprive of its value) 
                   => demonetize, demonetise -- (deprive of value for payment; "demonetize a coin") 
       => wet -- (cause to become wet; "Wet your face") 
           => bedew -- (cover with drops of dew or as with dew) 
           => drench, douse, dowse, soak, sop, souse --
 (cover with liquid; pour liquid onto; "souse water on his hot face") 
               => brine -- (soak in brine) 
               => bedraggle -- (make wet and dirty, as from rain) 
               => bate --
 (soak in a special solution to soften and remove chemicals used in previous treatments; "bate hides and ski
ns") 
               => ret -- (of flax, hemp, or jute, so as to promote loosening of the fibers form the woody tissue) 
               => sluice, flush -- (irrigate with water from a sluice; "sluice the earth") 
           => moisten, wash, dampen -- (make moist; "The dew moistened the meadows") 
               => humidify, moisturize, moisturise --
 (make (more) humid; "We have a machine that humidifies the air in the house") 
                   => hydrate -- (cause to be hydrated; add water or moisture to; "hydrate your skin") 
                       => slack, slake -- (cause to heat and crumble by treatment with water; "slack lime") 
                           => air-slake -- (alter by exposure to air with conversion at least in part to a carbonate; "air-
slake lime") 
               => baste -- (cover with liquid before cooking; "baste a roast") 
           => water, irrigate -- (supply with water, as with channels or ditches or streams; "Water the fields") 
               => hose, hose down -- (water with a hose; "hose the lawn") 
               => flush -- (cause to flow or flood with or as if with water; "flush the meadows") 
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                   => suffuse, perfuse --
 (cause to spread or flush or flood through, over, or across; "The sky was suffused with a warm pink color") 
                   => perfuse -- (force a fluid through (a body part or tissue); "perfuse a liver with a salt solution") 
               => hush --
 (run water over the ground to erode (soil), revealing the underlying strata and valuable minerals) 
           => sprinkle, sparge, besprinkle -- (scatter with liquid; wet lightly; "Sprinkle the lawn") 
           => squirt -- (wet with a spurt of liquid; "spurt the wall with water") 
               => squish -- (put (a liquid) into a container or another place by means of a squirting action) 
           => douse, dowse -- (wet thoroughly) 
       => dry, dry out -- (remove the moisture from and make dry; "dry clothes"; "dry hair") 
           => dehydrate, dry up, desiccate --
 (lose water or moisture; "In the desert, you get dehydrated very quickly") 
           => dehydrate, desiccate -- (remove water from; "All this exercise and sweating has dehydrated me") 
           => spin-dry -- (dry (clothes) by spinning and making use of centrifugal forces) 
           => tumble dry --
 (dry by spinning with hot air inside a cylinder; "These fabrics are delicate and cannot be tumbled dry") 
           => spray-dry -- (dry by bringing into the form of a spray, through contact with a hot gas) 
           => dehumidify -- (make less humid; "The air conditioner dehumidifies the air in the summer") 
           => parch, sear -- (cause to wither or parch from exposure to heat; "The sun parched the earth") 
           => rough-dry -- (dry without smoothing or ironing; "rough-dry the laundry") 
           => blow-dry -- (dry hair with a hair dryer) 
           => drip-dry -- (dry by hanging up wet) 
           => air -- (expose to warm or heated air, so as to dry; "Air linen") 
       => lubricate -- (make slippery or smooth through the application of a lubricant; "lubricate the key") 
       => strengthen, beef up, fortify --
 (make strong or stronger; "This exercise will strengthen your upper body"; "strenghten the relations betwee
n the two countries") 
           => vitalize, vitalise --
 (make more lively or vigorous; "The treatment at the spa vitalized the old man") 
           => ruggedize, ruggedise --
 (produce in a version desigend to withstand rough usage; "Detroit ruggedized the family car") 
           => substantiate --
 (solidify, firm, or strengthen; "The president's trip will substantiate good relations with the former enemy c
ountry") 
           => restrengthen -- (make strong again) 
           => undergird, brace up -- (make secure underneath; "undergird the ship") 
           => confirm -- (make more firm; "Confirm thy soul in self-control!") 
           => reinforce, reenforce -- (make stronger; "he reinforced the concrete") 
               => buttress -- (reinforce with a buttress; "Buttress the church") 
               => line -- (reinforce with fabric; "lined books are more enduring") 
               => bolster, bolster up -- (support and strengthen; "bolster morale") 
               => mine -- (lay mines; "The Vietnamese mined Cambodia") 
                   => countermine --
 (destroy enemy mines with one's own mines; "We countermined the banks of the river") 
           => buttress -- (make stronger or defensible; "buttress your thesis") 
           => brace, steady, stabilize, stabilise --
 (support or hold steady and make steadfast, with or as if with a brace; "brace your elbows while working o
n the potter's wheel") 
               => ballast -- (make steady with a ballast) 
               => guy --
 (steady or support with with a guy wire or cable; "The Italians guyed the Tower of Pisa to prevent it from c
ollapsing") 
           => batten -- (secure with battens; "batten down a ship's hatches") 
           => batten, batten down, secure -- (furnish with battens; "batten ships") 
       => spike, lace, fortify -- (add alcohol beverages) 
       => weaken -- (lessen the strength of; "The fever weakened his body") 
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           => de-energize, de-energise -- (deprive of energy) 
           => break --
 (weaken or destroy in spirit or body; "His resistance was broken"; "a man broken by the terrible experience
 of near-death") 
           => devitalize, devitalise -- (sap of life or energy; "The recession devitalized the economy") 
               => eviscerate --
 (take away a vital or essential part of; "the compromise among the parties eviscerated the bill that had been
 proposed") 
           => shake --
 (undermine or cause to waver; "my faith has been shaken"; "The bad news shook her hopes") 
           => depress -- (lessen the activity or force of; "The rising inflation depressed the economy") 
           => unbrace -- (remove a brace or braces from) 
           => etiolate -- (make weak by stunting the growth or development of) 
           => cripple, stultify --
 (deprive of strength or efficiency; make useless or worthless; "This measure crippled our efforts"; "Their b
ehavior stultified the boss's hard work") 
           => dilute, thin, thin out, reduce, cut --
 (lessen the strength or flavor of a solution or mixture; "cut bourbon") 
               => water down -- (make less strong or intense; "water down the mixture") 
           => rarefy, attenuate -- (weaken the consistency of (a chemical substance)) 
           => blunt -- (make less intense; "blunted emotions") 
           => temper, season, mollify --
 (make more temperate, acceptable, or suitable by adding something else; moderate; "she tempered her criti
cism") 
           => enfeeble, debilitate, drain -- (make weak; "Life in the camp drained him") 
               => waste, emaciate, macerate -- (cause to grow thin or weak; "The treatment emaciated him") 
           => enervate -- (weaken mentally or morally) 
           => dampen -- (reduce the amplitude (of oscillations or waves)) 
           => neutralize, neutralise, nullify, negate --
 (make ineffective by counterbalancing the effect of; "Her optimism neutralizes his gloom"; "This action wi
ll negate the effect of my efforts") 
           => emasculate, castrate -- (deprive of strength or vigor; "The Senate emasculated the law") 
           => wash out -- (deplete of strength or vitality; "The illness washed her out") 
       => blunt -- (make less sharp; "blunt the knives") 
       => oxidize, oxidise, oxidate -- (add oxygen to or combine with oxygen) 
           => catabolize, catabolise -- (subject to catabolism) 
           => breathe --
 (reach full flavor by absorbing air and being let to stand after having been uncorked; "This rare Bordeaux 
must be allowed to breathe for at least 2 hours") 
       => unite, unify, merge -- (join or combine; "We merged our resources") 
           => consolidate --
 (bring together into a single whole or system; "The town and county schools are being consolidated") 
           => weld -- (unite closely or intimately; "Her gratitude welded her to him") 
           => consubstantiate --
 (unite in one common substance; "Thought is consubstantiated with the object") 
       => age -- (make older; "The death of his child aged him tremendously") 
       => ripen, mature --
 (cause to ripen or develop fully; "The sun ripens the fruit"; "Age matures a good wine") 
       => antique, antiquate -- (give an antique appearance to; "antique furniture") 
       => antiquate -- (make obsolete or old-fashioned) 
       => develop, make grow --
 (cause to grow and differentiate in ways conforming to its natural development; "The perfect climate here 
develops the grain"; "He developed a new kind of apple") 
           => grow -- (cause to grow or develop; "He grows vegetables in his backyard") 
               => vegetate -- (establish vegetation on; "They vegetated the hills behind their house") 
               => rotate --
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 (plant or grow in a fixed cyclic order of succession; "We rotate the crops so as to maximize the use of the s
oil") 
               => swell -- (cause to become swollen; "The water swells the wood") 
                   => bulge, bulk -- (cause to bulge or swell outwards) 
                   => tumefy -- (cause to become very swollen) 
                   => bloat -- (make bloated or swollen; "Hunger bloated the child's belly") 
                       => distend --
 (cause to expand as it by internal pressure; "The gas distended the animal's body") 
               => germinate -- (cause to grow or sprout; "the plentiful rain germinated my plants") 
               => root -- (cause to take roots) 
           => work out, work up --
 (come up with; "His colleagues worked out his interesting idea"; "We worked up an ad for our client") 
           => elaborate, work out -- (work out in detail; "elaborate a plan") 
           => foliate -- (grow leaves; "the tree foliated in Spring") 
           => discipline, train, check, condition -- (train by instruction and practice; especially to teach self-
control; "Parents must discipline their children"; "Is this dog trained?") 
               => mortify -- (practice self-denial of one's body and appetites) 
       => soften -- (make soft or softer; "This liquid will soften your laundry") 
           => mellow -- (soften, make mellow; "Age and experience mellowed him over the years") 
           => mollify -- (make less rigid or softer) 
           => macerate --
 (soften, usually by steeping in liquid, and cause to disintegrate as a result; "macerate peaches"; "the gizzard
s macerates the food in the digestive system") 
       => damage --
 (inflict damage upon; "The snow damaged the roof"; "She damaged the car when she hit the tree") 
           => burn -- (burn with heat, fire, or radiation; "The iron burnt a hole in my dress") 
               => scald --
 (burn with a hot liquid or steam; "She scalded her hands when she turned on the faucet and hot water came
 out") 
               => char, blacken, scorch --
 (burn slightly and superficially so as to affect color; "The cook blackened the chicken breast"; "The fire ch
arred the ceiling above the mantelpiece"; "the flames scorched the ceiling") 
                   => singe, swinge -- (burn superficially or lightly; "I singed my eyebrows") 
           => frost -- (damage by frost; "The icy precipitation frosted the flowers and athey turned brown") 
           => bilge -- (cause to leak; "the collision bilged the vessel") 
           => break -- (render inoperable or ineffective; "You broke the alarm clock when you took it apart!") 
           => bruise --
 (damage (plant tissue) by abrasion of pressure; "The customer bruised the strawberries by squeezing them"
) 
           => disturb --
 (damage as if by shaking or jarring; "Don't disturb the patient's wounds by moving him too rapidly!") 
           => afflict, smite --
 (cause pain or suffering in; "afflict with the plague"; "That debasement of the verbal currency that afflicts t
erms used in advertisement") 
               => visit -- (assail; "He was visited with a terrible illness that killed him quickly") 
               => blight, plague -- (cause to suffer a blight; "Too much rain may blight the garden with mold") 
           => hurt, injure --
 (cause damage or affect negatively; "Our business was hurt by the new competition") 
           => impair -- (make worse or less effective; "His vision was impaired") 
           => flaw, blemish -- (add a flaw or blemish to; make imperfect or defective) 
           => corrode, eat, rust --
 (cause to deteriorate due to the action of water, air, or an acid; "The acid corroded the metal"; "The steady 
dripping of water rusted the metal stopper in the sink") 
           => erode, eat away, fret -- (remove soil or rock; "Rain eroded the terraces") 
               => wash -- (form by erosion; "The river washed a ravine into the mountainside") 
           => mutilate, mangle, cut up -- (destroy or injure severely; "The madman mutilates art work") 
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               => deface -- (deface a building facade, for example) 
           => mar, impair, spoil, deflower, vitiate -- (make imperfect; "nothing marred her beauty") 
               => defile, sully, corrupt, taint, cloud --
 (place under suspicion or cast doubt upon; "sully someone's reputation") 
               => deface, disfigure, blemish --
 (mar or spoil the appearance of; "scars defaced her cheeks"; "The vandals disfigured the statue") 
                   => maul, mangle -- (injure badly by beating) 
                   => scar, mark, pock, pit -- (mark with a scar; "The skin disease scarred his face permanently") 
                       => pockmark -- (mark wit pockmarks; "Her face was pockmarked by the disease") 
                       => cicatrize, cicatrise --
 (form a scar, after an injury; "the skin will cicatrize and it will heal soon") 
           => whittle away, whittle down, wear away -- (cut away in small pieces) 
           => bang up, smash up, smash --
 (damage or destroy as if by violence; "The teenager banged up the car of his mother") 
       => ossify -- (cause to become hard and bony; "The disease ossified the tissue") 
       => acerbate -- (make sour or bitter) 
       => stabilize, stabilise --
 (make stable and keep from fluctuating or put into an equilibrium; "The drug stabilized her blood pressure"
; "stabilize prices") 
           => peg --
 (stabilize (the price of a commodity or an exchange rate) by legislation or market operations; "The weak cu
rrency was pegged to the US Dollar") 
       => destabilize, destabilise -- (make unstable; "Terrorism destabilized the government") 
       => sensitize, sensitise, sensify, sensibilize, sensibilise --
 (make sensitive or aware; "He was not sensitized to her emotional needs") 
       => desensitize, desensitise -- (make insensitive; "His military training desensitized him") 
       => habituate, accustom --
 (make psychologically or physically used (to something); "She became habituated to the background musi
c") 
           => inure, harden, indurate --
 (cause to accept or become hardened to; habituate; "He was inured to the cold") 
               => callous, cauterize, cauterise -- (make insensitive or callous; deaden feelings or morals) 
               => steel oneself against, steel onself for, brace oneself for, prepare for --
 (prepare mentally or emotionally for something unpleasant) 
           => teach -- (accustom gradually to some action or attitude; "The child is taught to obey her parents") 
           => addict, hook --
 (to cause (someone or oneself) to become dependent (on something, especially a narcotic drug)) 
       => disorder, disarray -- (bring disorder to) 
           => mess, mess up -- (make a mess of or create disorder in; "He messed up his room") 
           => perturb, derange, throw out of kilter --
 (throw into great confusion or disorder; "Fundamental Islamicists threaten to perturb the social order in Al
geria and Egypt") 
           => disarrange -- (disturb the arrangement of; "disarrange the papers") 
               => randomize, randomise -- (arrange in random order; "Randomize the order of the numbers") 
           => scramble, jumble, throw together -- (bring into random order) 
               => tumble --
 (throw together in a confused mass; "They tumbled the teams with no apparent pattern") 
       => discolor -- (cause to lose or change color; "The detergent discolored my shirts") 
           => bleach, bleach out, decolor, decolour, decolorize, decolourize, decolorise, decolourise, discoloriz
e, discolourise, discolorise -- (remove color from; "The sun bleached the red shirt") 
           => sallow -- (cause to become sallow; "The illness has sallowed her face") 
           => wash out --
 (drain off the color in the course of laundering; "The harsh soap washed out the delicate blouse") 
           => infuscate -- (darken with a brownish tinge, as of insect wings) 
       => color, colorize, colorise, colourise, colourize, colour, color in, colour in --
 (add color to; "The child colored the drawings"; "Fall colored the trees"; "colorize black and white film") 
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           => blackwash -- (color with blackwash) 
           => motley, parti-color -- (make motley; color with different colors) 
           => polychrome, polychromize, polychromise -- (color with many colors; make polychrome) 
           => azure -- (color azure; "Morning azured the village") 
           => purple, empurple, purpurate -- (color purple) 
           => aurify -- (turn golden) 
           => verdigris -- (color verdigris) 
           => pinkify -- (make pink) 
           => incarnadine -- (make flesh-colored) 
           => embrown -- (make brown) 
           => handcolour -- (color by hand; "Some old photographs are handcolored") 
           => pigment -- (color or dye with a pigment; "pigment a photograph") 
           => retouch -- (give retouches to (hair); "retouch the roots") 
           => silver -- (make silver in color; "Her worries had silvered her hair") 
           => gray, grey -- (make gray; "The painter decided to grey the sky") 
           => tone -- (change to a color image; "tone a photographic image") 
           => redden -- (make red; "The setting sun reddened the sky") 
               => madder -- (color a moderate to strong red) 
               => encrimson -- (make crimson) 
               => vermilion -- (color vermilion) 
               => carmine -- (color carmine) 
               => rubify -- (make ruby red) 
                   => rubric -- (adorn with ruby red color) 
               => ruddle -- (redden as if with a red ocher color) 
           => mottle, streak, blotch --
 (mark with spots or blotches of different color or shades of color as if stained) 
       => stain -- (produce or leave stains; "Red wine stains the table cloth") 
           => smut -- (stain with a dirty substance, such as soot) 
       => hue -- (take on color or become colored; "In highlights it hued to a dull silver-grey") 
           => pigment -- (acquire pigment; become colored or imbued) 
       => uglify -- (make ugly) 
       => untune -- (cause to be out of tune; "Don't untune that string!") 
       => adjust, set, correct --
 (alter or regulate so as to achieve accuracy or conform to a standard; "Adjust the clock, please"; "correct th
e alignment of the front wheels") 
           => proportion -- (adjust in size relative to other things) 
               => scale down -- (reduce proportionally; "The model is scaled down") 
               => scale up -- (increase proportionally; "scale up the model") 
           => modulate -- (adjust the pitch, tone, or volume of) 
           => temper -- (adjust the pitch (of pianos)) 
           => tune, tune up -- (of musical instruments; "My piano needs to be tuned") 
           => calibrate, graduate, fine-tune --
 (make fine adjustments or divide into marked intervals for optimal measuring; "calibrate an instrument"; "
graduate a cylinder") 
           => tune, tune up -- (adjust for (better) functioning; "tune the engine") 
               => fine-tune, tweak -- (adjust finely; "fine-tune the engine") 
               => service -- (make fit for use; "service my truck"; "the washing machine needs to be serviced") 
               => tune in -- (regulate (a radio or television set) in order to receive a certain station or program) 
           => time --
 (adjust so that a force is applied an an action occurs at the desired time; "The good player times his swing s
o as to hit the ball squarely") 
           => trim -- (adjust (sails on a ship) so that the wind is optimally used) 
           => zero, zero in --
 (adjust (as by firing under test conditions) the zero of (a gun); "He zeroed in his rifle at 200 yards") 
           => zero -- (adjust (an instrument or device) to zero value) 
           => readjust, reset -- (adjust again after an initial failure) 
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           => attune -- (adjust or accustom to; bring into harmony with) 
           => time -- (regulate or set the time of; "time the clock") 
           => set -- (set to a certain position or cause to operate correctly; "set clocks or instruments") 
               => reset -- (set to zero; "reset instruments and dials") 
               => advance, set ahead --
 (move forward; "we have to advance clocks and watches when we travel eastward") 
           => regulate, modulate --
 (fix or adjust the time, amount, degree, or rate of; "regulate the temperature"; "modulate the pitch") 
           => focus, focalize, focalise, sharpen --
 (put (an image) into focus; "Please focus the image; we cannot enjoy the movie") 
               => refocus --
 (put again into focus or focus more sharply; "refocus the image until it is very sharp") 
               => pin down, narrow down -- (define clearly; "Can you pin down the difficulties") 
           => synchronize, synchronise, sync --
 (make synchronous and adjust in time or manner; "Let's synchronize our efforts") 
               => phase --
 (adjust so as to be in a synchronized condition; "he phased the intake with the output of the machine") 
           => pressurize, pressurise --
 (increase the pressure in or of; "The captain will pressurize the cabin for the passengers' comfort") 
           => depressurize, depressurise, decompress --
 (decrease the pressure of; "depressurize the cabin in the air plane") 
               => puncture -- (cause to lose air pressure or collapse by piercing; "puncture an air balloon") 
           => match, fit -- (make correspond or harmonize; "Match my sweater") 
               => balance, equilibrate, equilibrize, equilibrise --
 (bring into balance or equilibrium; "She has to balance work and her domestic duties"; "balance the two w
eights") 
                   => complement --
 (make complete or perfect; supply what is wanting or form the complement to; "I need some pepper to co
mplement the sweet touch in the soup") 
                   => compensate, counterbalance, correct, even out, even off, even up --
 (adjust or make up for; "engineers will work to correct the effects or air resistance") 
                       => carry --
 (compensate for a weaker partner or member by one's own performance; "I resent having to carry her all th
e time") 
                       => cover, compensate, overcompensate --
 (make up for shortcomings or a feeling of inferiority by exaggerating good qualities; "he is compensating f
or being a bad father") 
                   => cancel, offset, set off -- (make up for; "His skills offset his opponent's superior strength") 
                       => counteract, countervail, neutralize, counterbalance --
 (oppose and mitigate the effects of by contrary actions; "This will counteract the foolish actions of my coll
eagues") 
                           => override -- (counteract the normal operation of (an automatic gear shift in a vehicle)) 
                   => offset, countervail -- (compensate for or counterbalance; "offset deposits and withdrawals") 
                   => trim -- (balance in flight by regulating the control surfaces; "trim an airplane") 
           => plumb -- (adjust with a plumb line so as to make vertical) 
           => align, ordinate, coordinate --
 (bring (components or parts) into proper or desirable coordination correlation; "align the wheels of my car"
; "ordinate similar parts") 
               => misalign -- (align imperfectly or badly; "the elements of the turbine were misaligned") 
           => harmonize, harmonise, reconcile --
 (bring into consonance or accord; "harmonize one's goals with one's abilities") 
               => key -- (harmonize with or adjust to; "key one's actions to the voters' prevailing attitude") 
           => linearize, linearise -- (make linear or get into a linear form; "a catalyst linearizes polyethylene") 
           => justify -- (adjust the spaces between words; "justify the margins") 
           => citify -- (accustom to urban ways; "Immigration will citify the country?") 
       => set -- (put into a certain state; cause to be in a certain state; "set the house afire") 
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           => pitch -- (set to a certain pitch; "He pitched his voice very low") 
           => keynote -- (set the keynote of; "Comfort keynotes this designer's Fall collection") 
       => disqualify, unfit, indispose -- (make unfit or unsuitable; "Your income disqualifies you") 
       => domesticate, domesticize, domesticise, reclaim, tame --
 (overcome the wildness of; make docile and tractable; "He tames lions for the circus"; "reclaim falcons") 
           => break in, break --
 (make submissive, obedient, or useful; "The horse was tough to break"; "I broke in the new intern") 
       => widen -- (make wider; "widen the road") 
           => white-out -- (widen the interlinear spacing by inserting leads) 
       => dehydrogenate -- (remove hydrogen from) 
           => oxygenize, oxygenise -- (dehydrogenate with oxygen) 
       => hydrogenate --
 (combine or treat with or expose to hydrogen, especially to add hydrogen to the molecule of (an unsaturate
d organic compound)) 
       => oxygenize, oxygenise --
 (change (a compound) by increasing the proportion of the electronegative part; or change (an element or io
n) from a lower to a higher positive valence: remove one or more electrons from (an atom, ion, or molecule
)) 
       => darken -- (make dark or darker; "darken a room") 
           => embrown -- (cause to darken) 
           => murk -- (make dark, dim, or gloomy) 
           => dun -- (make a dun color) 
           => blind, dim -- (make dim by comparison or conceal) 
           => dim -- (make dim or lusterless; "Time had dimmed the silver") 
           => obscure, benight, bedim --
 (make difficult to perceive by sight; "The foliage of the huge tree obscures the view of the lake") 
           => overcast, cloud -- (make overcast or cloudy; "Fall weather often overcasts our beaches") 
               => fog up -- (get foggy; "The windshield fogged up") 
               => haze -- (become hazy, dull, or cloudy) 
       => brighten, lighten up, lighten -- (make lighter or brighter; "The paint will brighten the room") 
       => blur, blear -- (make dim or indistinct; "The drug blurs my vision") 
       => obscure, bedim, overcloud -- (make obscure or unclear; "The distinction was obscured") 
           => mystify -- (make mysterious; "mystify the story") 
           => eclipse -- (cause an eclipse of; of celestial bodies; "The moon eclipsed the sun") 
           => shadow, shade, shade off -- (cast a shadow over) 
       => obscure, blot out, obliterate, veil, hide --
 (make undecipherable or imperceptible by obscuring or concealing; "a hidden message"; "a veiled threat") 
       => cook -- (transform by heating; "The apothecary cooked the medicinal mixture in a big iron kettle") 
       => slenderize, slenderise -- (make slender or appear to be slender; "slenderizing skirts") 
       => crack -- (cause to become cracked; "heat and light cracked the back of the leather chair") 
           => check, chink -- (make cracks or chinks in; "The heat checked the paint") 
           => fissure -- (break into fissures or fine cracks) 
       => dissolve, dismiss --
 (declare void; "The President dissolved the parliament and called for new elections") 
       => end, terminate --
 (bring to an end or halt; "She ended their friendship when she found out that he had once been convicted of
 a crime"; "The attack on Poland terminated the relatively peaceful period after WWI") 
           => close out -- (terminate; "We closed out our account") 
           => finish -- (cause to finish a relationship with somebody; "That finished me with Mary") 
           => abort --
 (terminate before completion; "abort the mission"; "abort the process running on my computer") 
           => culminate -- (bring to a head or to the highest point; "Seurat culminated pointillism") 
           => lift, raise -- (put an end to; "lift a ban"; "raise a siege") 
           => ax, axe -- (terminate; "The NSF axed the research program and stopped funding it") 
           => stamp out, kill -- (end or extinguish by forceful means; "Stamp out poverty!") 
           => dissolve, break up --
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 (come to an end; "Their marriage dissolved"; "The tobacco monopoly broke up") 
           => dissolve, break up --
 (bring the association of to an end or cause to break up; "The decree officially dissolved the marriage"; "th
e judge dissolved the tobacco company") 
           => break, break off, discontinue, stop --
 (prevent completion; "stop the project"; "break off the negociations") 
               => fracture -- (become fractured; "The tibia fractured from the blow of the iron pipe") 
               => bog down, bog --
 (get stuck while doing something; "She bogged down many times while she wrote her dissertation") 
               => interrupt, disrupt, break up, cut off --
 (make a break in; "We interrupt the program for the following messages") 
                   => cut, cut off -- (cease, stop; "cut the noise"; "We had to cut short the conversation") 
                   => punctuate -- (interrupt periodically; "Her sharp questions punctuated the speaker's drone") 
                   => break -- (interrupt the flow of current in; "break a circuit") 
                   => put away --
 (turn away from and put aside, perhaps temporarily; "She turned away from her painting") 
                   => pause, intermit, break --
 (cease an action temporarily; "We pause for station identification"; "let's break for lunch") 
                       => rest, breathe, catch one's breath, take a breather --
 (take a short break from one's activities in order to relax) 
                       => take five -- (take a five-minute break; "The musicians took five during the rehearsal") 
                       => take ten -- (take a ten minute break; "The players took ten during the long rehearsal") 
                   => chime in, cut in, put in, butt in, chisel in, barge in, break in --
 (break into a conversation; "her husband always chimes in, even when he is not involved in the conversatio
n") 
                       => interrupt, disrupt --
 (interfere in someone else's activity; "Please don't interrupt me while I'm on the phone") 
                           => cut in --
 (interrupt a dancing couple in order to take one of them as one's own partner; "Jim always cuts in!") 
                           => cut short --
 (cause to end earlier than intended; "The spontaneous applause cut the singer short") 
                   => burst in on, burst upon -- (spring suddenly; "He burst upon our conversation") 
                   => heckle -- (challenge aggressively) 
                   => interject, come in, interpose, put in, throw in, inject --
 (to insert between other elements; "She interjected clever remarks") 
                   => jam, block --
 (interfere with or prevent the reception of signals; "Jam the Voice of America"; "block the signals emitted 
by this station") 
                       => barrage jam --
 (jam an entire frequency sprectrum; "During the Cold War, the Soviets routinely barrage jammed to interfe
re with transmissions from the West") 
                       => point jam -- (jam a narrow band of frequencies; "We can counter point-
jamming effectively") 
                       => spot jam -- (jam a single frequency; "This operator is spot-jammed") 
                       => blanket jam -- (jam a broad-
spectrum of frequencies to effect all communications in the area except for directional antenna communicat
ions) 
                   => stop, stop over --
 (interrupt a trip; "we stopped at Aunt Mary's house"; "they stopped for three days in Florence") 
                       => call -- (make a stop in a harbour; "The ship will call in Honolulu tomorrow") 
                       => lay over, stop over --
 (interrupt a journey temporarily, e.g., overnight; "We had to stop over in Venezuela on our flight back fro
m Brazil") 
                   => take off, take time off -- (take time off from work; stop working temporarily) 
           => interrupt, break --
 (terminate; "She interrupted her pregnancy"; "break a lucky streak"; "break the cycle of poverty") 
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               => hold on, stop --
 (stop and wait, as if awaiting further instructions or developments; "Hold on a moment!") 
               => cut short, break short, break off --
 (interrupt before its natural or planned end; "We had to cut short our vacation") 
                   => hang up -- (interrupt a telephone conversation) 
               => freeze, suspend --
 (stop a process or a habit by imposing a freeze on it; "Suspend the aid to the war-torn country") 
           => stub out, crush out, extinguish, press out -- (extinguish by crushing; "stub out your cigar") 
           => finalize, finalise, settle, nail down --
 (make final; put the last touches on; put into final form; "let's finalize the proposal") 
           => complete, finish --
 (come or bring to a finish or an end; "He finished the dishes"; "She completed the requirements for her Ma
ster's Degree"; "The fastest runner finished the race in just over 2 hours; others finished in over 4 hours") 
               => close --
 (finish a game in baseball by protecting a lead; "The relief pitcher closed with two runs in the second innin
g") 
               => top, top off --
 (finish up or conclude; "They topped off their dinner with a cognac"; "top the evening with champagne") 
               => get through, wrap up, finish off, mop up, polish off, clear up, finish up --
 (finish a task completely; "I finally got through this homework assignment") 
                   => cap off --
 (finish or complete, especially with some decisive action; "he capped off the meeting with a radical propos
al") 
               => see through -- (remain with until completion; "I must see the job through") 
               => round out, finish out --
 (fill out; "These studies round out the results of many years of research") 
               => follow through, follow up, follow out, carry out, implement, put through, go through --
 (pursue to a conclusion or bring to a successful issue; "Did he go through with the treatment?"; "He imple
mented a new economic plan"; "She followed up his recommendations with a written proposal") 
                   => adhere --
 (follow through or carry out a plan without deviation; "They adhered to their plan") 
               => carry through, accomplish, execute, carry out, action, fulfill, fulfil --
 (put in effect; "carry out a task"; "execute the decision of the people"; "He actioned the operation") 
                   => get over --
 (to bring (a necessary but unpleasant task) to an end; "Let's get this job over with"; "It's a question of gettin
g over an unpleasant task") 
                   => run -- (carry out; "run an errand") 
                   => consummate -- (make perfect; bring to perfection) 
                   => consummate -- (of marriages) 
                   => do, perform -- (get (something) done; "I did my job") 
                       => overachieve --
 (perform better or achieve a greater degree of success than expected; "His daughter always overachieves") 
                       => turn -- (accomplish by rotating; "turn a somersault"; "turn cartwheels") 
                       => underachieve, underperform --
 (perform less well or with less success than expected; "John consistently underachieves, although he is ver
y able"; "My stocks underperformed last year") 
                       => misdo -- (do wrongly or improperly; "misdo one's job") 
                       => go all out, give one's best, do one's best -- (perform as well as possible) 
                       => ply -- (apply oneself diligently; "Ply one's trade") 
                   => dispatch, discharge, complete -- (complete or carry out; "discharge one's duties") 
           => closure, cloture --
 (terminate debate by calling for a vote; "debate was closured"; "cloture the discussion") 
           => decide, settle, resolve, adjudicate --
 (bring to an end; settle conclusively; "The case was decided"; "The judge decided the case in favor of the p
laintiff"; "The father adjudicated when the sons were quarreling over their inheritance") 
               => judge -- (determine the result of (a competition)) 
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                   => referee, umpire -- (be a referee or umpire in a sports competition) 
               => adjust -- (decide how much is to be paid on an insurance claim) 
           => conclude -- (bring to a close; "The committee concluded the meeting") 
               => perorate -- (conclude a speech with a formal recapitulation) 
           => close --
 (complete a business deal, negotiation, or an agreement; "We closed on the house on Friday"; "They closed
 the deal on the building") 
           => phase out -- (terminate gradually) 
           => close --
 (finish or terminate (meetings, speeches, etc.); "The meeting was closed with a charge by the chairman of t
he board") 
 
       => demist -- (free from mist; "demist the car windows") 
       => condense, concentrate, contract -- (compress or concentrate; "Congress condensed the three-
year plan into a six-month plan") 
       => cool, chill, cool down -- (make cool or cooler; "Chill the food") 
           => quench -- (cool by plunging into cold water; "quench metal") 
           => ice -- (put ice on or put on ice; "Ice your sprained limbs") 
           => refrigerate -- (cool or chill in or as if in a refrigerator; "refrigerate this medicine") 
       => heat, heat up -- (make hot or hotter; "heat the soup") 
           => toast, crisp -- (make brown and crisp by heating; "toast bread"; "crisp potatoes") 
           => scald -- (heat to the boiling point; "scald the milk") 
           => soak -- (heat a metal prior to working it) 
           => calcine -- (heat a substance so that it oxidizes or reduces) 
           => preheat -- (heat beforehand; "Preheat the oven!") 
           => overheat -- (make excessively or undesirably hot; "The room was overheated") 
           => sear, scorch -- (make very hot and dry; "The heat scorched the countryside") 
               => sizzle -- (burn or sear with a sizzling sound; "The fat sizzled in the pan") 
           => broil, bake -- (heat by a natural force; "The sun broils the valley in the summer") 
           => reheat -- (heat again; "Please reheat the food from last night") 
       => warm -- (make warm or warmer; "The blanket will warm you") 
           => chafe -- (warm by rubbing, as with the hands) 
       => boil -- (bring to, or maintain at, the boiling point; "boil this liquid until it evaporates") 
           => decoct -- (extract the essence of something by boiling it) 
       => freeze -- (cause to freeze; "Freeze the leftover food") 
           => deep freeze -- (store in a deep-freeze, as for conservation; "deep-freeze the food") 
           => quick-freeze, flash-freeze --
 (freeze rapidly so as to preserve the natural juices and flavors; "quick-freeze the shrimp") 
       => blister -- (cause blisters to from on; "the tight shoes and perspiration blistered her feet") 
       => switch, change over, shift -- (make a shift in or exchange of; "First Joe led; then we switched") 
           => back -- (shift to a counterclockwise direction; "the wind backed") 
           => veer -- (shift to a clockwise direction; "the wind veered") 
       => transpose -- (change key; "Can you transpose this fugue into G major?") 
       => convert, change over --
 (change from one system to another or to a new plan or policy; "We converted from 220 to 110 Volt") 
           => transduce -- (cause transduction (of energy forms)) 
           => immobilize, immobilise -- (convert (assets) into fixed capital) 
           => metricize, metricise, metrify, metricate -- (convert from a non-metric to the metric system) 
           => flour -- (convert grain into flour) 
           => reclaim --
 (make useful again; transform from a useless or uncultivated state; "The people reclaimed the marshes") 
           => nitrify --
 (convert into nitric acid, nitrous acid, or nitrate, especially with the action of nitrobacteria) 
           => fossilize, fossilise --
 (convert to a fossil; "The little animals fossilized and are now embedded in the limestone") 
               => lapidify, petrify -- (change into stone; "the wood petrified with time") 
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           => tan -- (treat skins and hides with tannic acid so as to convert them into leather) 
               => bark -- (tan (a skin) with bark tannins) 
           => dress -- (convert into leather; "dress the tanned skins") 
           => compost -- (convert to compost; "compost organic debris") 
           => decimalize, decimalise --
 (change to the decimal system; "The country decimalized the currency in 1975") 
           => float -- (convert from a fixed point notation to a floating point notation; "float data") 
       => transform -- (increase or decrease (an alternating current or voltage)) 
       => transform --
 (change (a bacterial cell) into a genetically distinct cell by the introduction of DNA from another cell of th
e same or closely related species) 
       => transform -- (convert (one form of energy) to another; "transform energy to light") 
       => transmute -- (alter the nature of (elements)) 
       => transform, transmute, transubstantiate --
 (change or alter in form, appearance, or nature; "This experience transformed her completely"; "She transf
ormed the clay into a beautiful sculpture"; "transubstantiate one element into another") 
           => transubstantiate -- (change (the Eucharist bread and wine) into the body and blood of Christ) 
           => sorcerize, sorcerise -- (transform or change by means of sorcery) 
           => stalinize, stalinise --
 (transform in accordance with Stalin's policies; "Russia was slowly stalinized after Lenin's death") 
           => destalinize, destalinise --
 (counteract the effects and policies of stalinism; "Russia was slowly destalinized in the late 1950's") 
           => work, work on, process --
 (shape, form, or improve a material; "work stone into tools"; "process iron"; "work the metal") 
               => coldwork, cold work -- (shape (metal) without heat) 
               => overwork -- (use too much; "This play has been overworked") 
               => rework, make over, retread -- (use again in altered form; "retread an old plot") 
               => rack -- (work on a rack; "rack leather") 
               => tool -- (work with a tool) 
               => till --
 (work land as by ploughing, harrowing, and manuring, in order to make it ready for cultivation; "till the  
soil") 
                   => plow, plough, turn --
 (to break and turn over earth especially with a plow; "Farmer Jones plowed his east field last week"; "turn t
he earth in the Spring") 
                       => ridge -- (plough alternate strips by throwing the furrow onto an unploughed strip) 
                       => harrow, disk -- (draw a harrow over (land)) 
                   => hoe -- (dig with a hoe; "He is hoeing the flower beds") 
       => ash -- (convert into ashes) 
       => translate, transform --
 (change from one form or medium into another; "Braque translated collage into oil") 
           => metricize, metricise -- (express in the metric system) 
           => diagonalize, diagonalise -- (transform a matrix to a diagonal matrix) 
       => reform, reclaim, regenerate, rectify --
 (bring, lead, or force to abandon a wrong or evil course of life, conduct, and adopt a right one; "The Churc
h reformed me"; "reform your conduct") 
           => moralize, moralise -- (improve the morals of) 
       => convert --
 (cause to adopt a new or different faith; "The missionaries converted the Indian population") 
           => Islamize, Islamise --
 (convert to Islam; "The Mughals Islamized much of Northern India in the 16th century") 
           => Christianize, Christianise --
 (convert to Christianity; "missionaries have tried to Christianize native people all over the world") 
           => evangelize, evangelise --
 (convert to Christianity; "The missionaries evangelized the Pacific Islanders") 
           => catholicize, catholicise, latinize, latinise -- (cause to adopt catholicism) 
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       => Islamize, Islamise -- (cause to conform to Islamic law; "islamize the dietary laws") 
       => invert, reverse -- (turn inside out or upside down) 
       => invert -- (make an inversion (in a musical composition); "here the theme is inverted") 
       => customize, customise -- (make according to requirements; "customize a car") 
       => personalize, personalise, individualize, individualise --
 (make personal or more personal; "personalized service") 
       => depersonalize, depersonalise, objectify --
 (make impersonal or present as an object; "Will computers depersonalize human interactions?"; "Pornogra
phy objectifies women") 
       => sharpen -- (raise the pitch of (musical notes)) 
       => flatten, drop -- (lower the pitch of (musical notes)) 
       => disintegrate -- (cause to undergo fission or lose particles) 
       => magnetize, magnetise -- (make magnetic; "The strong magnet magnetized the iron shavings") 
       => demagnetize, demagnetise, degauss --
 (make nonmagnetic; take away the magnetic properties (of); "demagnetize the iron shavings"; "they degau
ssed the ship") 
       => simplify --
 (make simpler or easier or reduce in complxity or extent; "We had to simplify the instructions"; "this move
 will simplify our lives") 
           => reduce -- (make less complex; "reduce a problem to a single question") 
               => abbreviate -- (shorten; "Abbreviate `New York' and write `NY'") 
           => oversimplify -- (make too simple; "Don't oversimplify the instructions") 
       => complicate, refine, rarify, elaborate --
 (make more complex, intricate, or richer; "refine a design or pattern") 
           => involve -- (make complex or intricate or complicated; "The situation was rather involved") 
           => develop --
 (elaborate by the unfolding of a musical idea and by the working out of the rhythmic and harmonic change
s in the theme; "develop the melody and change the key") 
           => sophisticate -- (make more complex or refined; "a sophisticated design") 
       => refine --
 (make more precise or increase the discriminatory powers of; "refine a method of analysis"; "refine the con
stant in the equation") 
       => complicate, perplex --
 (make more complicated; "There was a new development that complicated the matter") 
           => complexify -- (make complex; "he unnecessarily complexified every problem") 
           => snarl, snarl up, embrangle -- (make more complicated or confused through entanglements) 
               => snafu -- (cause to be in a state of complete confusion) 
       => supercharge, pressurize, pressurise -- (increase the pressure on a gas or liquid) 
       => centralize, centralise, concentrate --
 (make central; "The Russian government centralized the distribution of food") 
       => decentralize, deconcentrate, decentralise --
 (make less central; "After the revolution, food distribution was decentralized") 
           => federalize, federalise -- (put under the control and authority of a federal government) 
       => socialize, socialise --
 (make conform to socialist ideas and philosophies; "Health care should be socialized!") 
       => fix, prepare, set up, ready, gear up, set --
 (make ready or suitable or equip in advance for a particular purpose or for some use, event, etc; "Get the ch
ildren ready for school!"; "prepare for war"; "I was fixing to leave town after I paid the hotel bill") 
           => socialize, socialise -- (prepare for social life; "Children have to be socialized in school") 
           => provide --
 (take measures in preparation for; "provide for the proper care of the passengers on the cruise ship") 
           => cram -- (prepare (students) hastily for an impending exam) 
           => precondition -- (put into the required condition beforehand) 
           => fix -- (kill, preserve, and harden (tissue) in order to prepare for microscopic study) 
           => mount -- (fix onto a backing, setting, or support; "mount slides for macroscopic analysis") 
           => set up, lay out, set --
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 (get ready for a particular purpose or event; "set up an experiment"; "set the table"; "lay out the tools for th
e surgery") 
           => winterize, winterise -- (prepare for winter; "winterize cars"; "winterize your houses") 
           => summerize, summerise -- (prepare for summer; "summerize your car"; "summerize a house") 
           => prime --
 (insert a primer into (a gun, mine, charge, etc.) preparatory to detonation or firing; "prime a cannon"; "prim
e a mine") 
           => cultivate, crop, work -- (prepare for crops; "Work the soil"; "cultivate the land") 
               => overcrop, overcultivate --
 (to exhaust by excessive cultivation; "the farmers overcropped the land") 
           => brace, poise -- (prepare (oneself) for something unpleasant or difficult) 
               => steel, nerve -- (get ready for something difficult or unpleasant) 
       => internationalize, internationalise --
 (make international in character; "We internationalized the committee") 
       => communize, communise, bolshevize, bolshevise --
 (make Communist or bring in accord with Communist principles; "communize the government") 
       => Europeanize, Europeanise -- (make (continental) European in customs, character, or ideas) 
       => Europeanize, Europeanise --
 (denationalize and subject (a territory) to the supervision of an agency of a European community of nations
) 
       => bestialize, bestialise -- (make brutal and depraved; give animal-like qualities to) 
       => Americanize, Americanise --
 (make American in character; "The year in the US has completely Americanized him") 
       => anglicize, anglicise -- (make English in appearance; "anglicize a French word") 
       => Frenchify --
 (make French in appearance or character; "let's Frenchify the restaurant and charge more money") 
       => civilize, civilise --
 (raise from a barbaric to a civilized state; "The wild child found wandering in the forest was gradually civil
ized") 
       => nationalize, nationalise -- (put under state control or ownership; "Mitterand nationalized the banks") 
           => communize, communise -- (make into state-
owned property; "The new government communized all banks") 
       => denationalize, denationalise --
 (put under private control or ownership; "The steel industry was denationalized") 
           => privatize, privatise --
 (change from governmental to private control or ownership; "The oil industry was privatized") 
       => naturalize, naturalise -- (make into a citizen; "The French family was naturalized last year") 
       => denaturalize, denaturalise --
 (strip of the rights and duties of citizenship; "The former Nazi was denaturalized") 
       => naturalize, naturalise -- (make more natural or lifelike) 
       => denaturalize, denaturalise -- (make less natural or unnatural) 
       => even, even out -- (become even or more even; "even out the surface") 
       => equal, match, equalize, equalise, equate --
 (make equal, uniform, corresponding, or matching; "let's equalize the duties among all employees in this of
fice"; "The company matched the discount policy of its competitors") 
           => homologize, homologise -- (make homologous) 
           => homogenize, homogenise --
 (cause to become equal or homogeneous as by mixing; "homogenize the main ingredients") 
           => tie, draw -- (finish a game with an equal number of points, goals, etc.; "The teams drew a tie") 
       => stiffen -- (make stiff or stiffer; "Stiffen the cream by adding gelatine") 
           => starch -- (stiffen with starch; "starch clothes") 
           => buckram -- (stiffen with or as with buckram; "buckram the skirt") 
           => rigidify, ossify, petrify --
 (make rigid and set into a conventional pattern; "rigidify the training schedule"; "ossified teaching methods
"; "slogans petrify our thinking") 
       => loosen, loose -- (make loose or looser; "loosen the tension on a rope") 
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           => relax, unbend -- (make less tight; "relax the tension on the rope") 
               => unbrace -- (remove from tension) 
           => slacken, remit -- (make slack as by lessening tension or firmness) 
               => douse, dowse -- (slacken; "douse a rope") 
           => slack -- (release tension on; "slack the rope") 
           => unscrew -- (loosen something by unscrewing it; "unscrew the outlet plate") 
           => unscrew -- (loosen by turning; "unscrew the bottle cap") 
       => tighten, fasten -- (make tight or tighter; "Tighten the wire") 
           => frap -- (take up the slack of; "frap a rope") 
           => tauten, firm -- (make taut or tauter; "tauten a rope") 
           => screw -- (tighten or fasten by means of screwing motions; "Screw the bottle cap on") 
           => wind, wind up --
 (coil the spring of (some mechanical device) by turning a stem; "wind your watch") 
       => transitivize, transitivise -- (make transitive; "adding `out' to many verbs transitivizes them") 
       => detransitivize, detransitivise, intransitivize, intransitivise --
 (intransitivize; "removing the object will intransitivize the verbs") 
       => thicken, inspissate --
 (make thick or thicker; "Thicken the sauce"; "inspissate the tar so that it becomes pitch") 
       => full -- (make (a garment) fuller by pleating or gathering) 
       => diversify -- (make (more) diverse; "diversify a course of study") 
           => vary, variegate, motley -- (make something more diverse and varied; "Vary the menu") 
               => checker, chequer -- (variegate with different colors, shades, or patterns) 
       => deaden -- (make vapid or deprive of spirit; "deadened wine") 
       => check, retard, delay --
 (slow the growth or development of; "The brain damage will retard the child's language development") 
           => dampen -- (check; keep in check (a fire)) 
           => stay, detain, delay -- (stop or halt; "Please stay the bloodshed!") 
       => decrease, lessen, minify -- (make smaller; "He decreased his staff") 
           => mitigate -- (make less severe or harsh; "mitigating circumstances") 
               => relieve -- (alleviate or remove; "relieve the pressure and the stress") 
           => pare, pare down -- (decrease gradually or bit by bit) 
           => limit, circumscribe, confine -- (restrict or confine, "I limit you to two visits to the pub a day") 
               => hold down -- (restrain; "please hold down the noise so that the neighbors can sleep") 
               => number, keep down -- (place a limit on the number of) 
               => cap --
 (restrict the number or amount of; "We had to cap the number of people we can accept into our club") 
               => restrict, curtail, curb, cut back -- (place restrictions on; "curtail drinking in school") 
                   => immobilize, immobilise --
 (cause to be unable to move; "The sudden storm immobilized the traffic") 
                       => paralyze, paralyse --
 (cause to be paralyzed and immobile; "The poison paralyzed him"; "Fear paralyzed her") 
                           => palsy -- (affect with palsy) 
                       => stun, stupefy -- (make senseless or dizzy by or as if by a blow; "stun fish") 
               => demarcate, delimit, delimitate -- (set, mark, or draw the boundaries of something) 
               => content -- (satisfy in a limited way; "He contented himself with one glass of beer per day") 
               => ration --
 (restrict the consumption of a relatively scarce commodity, as during war; "Bread was rationed during the s
iege of the city") 
           => reduce, boil down, concentrate --
 (cook until very little liquid is left; "The cook reduced the sauce by boiling it for a long time") 
           => shrink, reduce --
 (reduce in size; reduce physically; "Hot water will shrink the sweater"; "Can you shrink this image?") 
               => reduce, scale down -- (make smaller; "reduce an image") 
               => reef -- (reduce (a sail) by taking in a reef) 
               => miniaturize, miniaturise -- (design or construct on a smaller scale) 
               => depopulate, desolate -- (reduce in population; "The epidemic depopulated the countryside") 
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               => contract -- (make smaller; "The heat contracted the woollen garment") 
                   => purse, wrinkle -- (gather or contract into wrinkles or folds; pucker; "purse ones's lips") 
           => abridge, foreshorten, abbreviate, shorten, cut, contract, reduce --
 (reduce in scope while retaining essential elements; "The manuscript must be shortened") 
               => bowdlerize, bowdlerise, expurgate, castrate, shorten --
 (edit by omitting or modifying parts considered indelicate; "bowdlerize a novel") 
               => digest, condense, concentrate --
 (make more concise; "condense the contents of a book into a summary") 
                   => encapsulate, capsule, capsulize, capsulise --
 (put in a short or concise form; reduce in volume; "capsulize the news") 
                   => telescope -- (make smaller or shorter; "the novel was telescoped into a short play") 
           => slake, abate, slack -- (make less active or intense) 
           => turn down, lower, lour -- (make lower or quieter; "turn down the volume of a radio") 
           => de-escalate, weaken, step down -- (reduce the level or intensity or size or scope of; "de-
escalate a crisis") 
           => minimize, minimise -- (make small or insignificant; "Let's minimize the risk") 
               => hedge --
 (minimize loss or risk; "diversify your financial portfolio to hedge price risks"; "hedge your bets") 
           => reduce, cut down, cut back, trim, trim down, trim back, cut, bring down --
 (cut down on; make a reduction in; "reduce your daily fat intake"; "The employer wants to cut back health 
benefits") 
               => shorten --
 (make shorter than originally intended; reduce or retrench in length or duration; "He shortened his trip due 
to illness") 
                   => foreshorten -- (shorten lines in a drawing so as to create an illusion of depth) 
                   => clip, curtail, cut short --
 (terminate or abbreviate before its intended or proper end or its full extent; "My speech was cut short"; "Pe
rsonal freedom is curtailed in many countries") 
                   => syncopate -- (omit a sound or letter in a word; "syncopate a word") 
                   => truncate, cut short --
 (make shorter as if by cutting off; "truncate a word"; "Erosion has truncated the ridges of the mountains") 
               => quench --
 (reduce the degree of (luminescence or phosphorescence) in (excited molecules or a material) by adding a 
suitable substance) 
               => retrench -- (make a reduction, as in one's workforce; "The company had to retrench") 
               => slash -- (cut drastically; "Prices were slashed") 
               => thin out -- (make sparse; "thin out the young plants") 
                   => snip, clip, crop, trim, lop, dress, prune, cut back --
 (cultivate, tend, and cut back the growth of; "dress the plants in the garden") 
                       => shear -- (cut with shears; "shear hedges") 
                       => poll, pollard -- (convert into a pollard; "pollard trees") 
                       => top, pinch -- (cut the top off; "top trees and bushes") 
                           => tail -- (remove the stalk of fruits or berries) 
                       => disbud -- (thin out buds to improve the quality of the remaining flowers) 
               => thin -- (make thin or thinner; "Thin the solution") 
                   => draw --
 (reduce the diameter of (a wire or metal rod) by pulling it through a die; "draw wire") 
               => take away, detract --
 (take away a part from; diminish; "His bad manners detract from his good character") 
               => deflate --
 (reduce or cut back the amount or availability of, creating a decline in value or prices; "deflate the currency
") 
               => inflate -- (increase the amount or availability of, creating a rise in value; "inflate the currency") 
               => shave, knock off -- (cut the price of) 
                   => mark down -- (reduce the price of) 
                       => discount -- (give a reduction in price on; "I never discount these books-
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they sell like hot cakes") 
                           => allow --
 (grant as a discount or in exchange; "The camera store owner allowed me $50 on my old camera") 
                           => rebate --
 (give a reduction in the price during a sale; "The store is rebating refrigerators this week") 
           => cut -- (have a reducing effect; "This cuts into my earnings") 
           => slack, slacken, slack up, relax --
 (make less active or fast; "He slackened his pace as he got tired"; "Don't relax your efforts now") 
           => diminish, belittle --
 (lessen the authority, dignity, or reputation of; "don't belittle your colleagues") 
       => liquefy, liquify, liquidize, liquidise --
 (make (a solid substance) liquid, as by heating; "liquefy the silver") 
       => solvate -- (cause a solvation in (a substance)) 
       => dissolve -- (cause to fade away; "dissolve a shot or a picture") 
       => validate -- (make valid or confirm the validity of; "validate a ticket") 
       => invalidate, void, vitiate --
 (take away the legal force of or render ineffective; "invalidateas a contract") 
       => empty -- (make void or empty of contents; "Empty the box"; "The alarm emptied the building") 
           => bail -- (empty (a vessel) by bailing) 
           => clean out, clear out -- (empty completely; "We cleaned out all the drawers") 
               => clinker -- (clear out the cinders and clinker from; "we clinkered the fire frequently") 
           => bleed -- (drain of liquid or steam; "bleed the radiators"; "the mechanic bled the engine") 
           => evacuate -- (empty completely; "evacuate the bottle") 
           => evacuate, exhaust -- (create a vacuum in (a bulb, flask, reaction vessel, etc.)) 
           => eviscerate -- (remove the contents of; "eviscerate the stomach") 
           => void --
 (clear (a room, house, place) of occupants or empty or clear (a place, receptacle, etc.) of something; "The c
hemist voided the glass bottle"; "The concert hall was voided of the audience") 
           => clear -- (remove the occupants of; "Clear the building") 
           => clear -- (rid of instructions or data; "clear a memory buffer") 
           => exhaust -- (use up the whole supply of; "We have exhausted the food supplies") 
           => knock out -- (empty (as of tobacco) by knocking out; "knocked out a pipe") 
           => drain -- (empty of liquid; drain the liquid from; "We drained the oil tank") 
           => hollow, hollow out, core out -- (remove the interior of; "hollow out a tree trunk") 
               => rout, gouge -- (make a groove in) 
               => scallop, scollop -- (form scallops in; "scallop the meat") 
               => hole -- (make holes in) 
               => suck in, draw in -- (draw in as if by suction; "suck in your cheeks and stomach") 
               => scoop out -- (hollow out with a scoop; "scoop out a melon") 
               => cavern, cavern out -- (hollow out as if making a cavern) 
               => cave, undermine --
 (hollow out as if making a cave or opening; "The river was caving the banks") 
                   => sap -- (excavate the earth beneath) 
               => dig, dig out -- (create by digging; "dig a hole"; "dig out a channel") 
                   => lift -- (take (root crops) out of the ground; "lift potatoes") 
                   => trench -- (dig a trench or trenches; "The National Guardsmen were sent out to trench") 
                   => dibble -- (make a hole with a wooden hand tool; "dibble the ground") 
               => excavate --
 (form by hollowing; "Carnegie had a lake excavated for Princeton University's rowing team"; "excavate a 
cavity") 
               => core -- (remove the core or center from; "core an apple") 
           => gut -- (empty completely; destroy the inside of; "Gut the building") 
       => fill, fill up, make full --
 (make full, also in a metaphorical sense; "fill a container"; "fill the child with pride") 
           => clutter, clutter up -- (fill a space in a disorderly way) 
           => clog, overload --
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 (fill to excess so that function is impaired; "Fear clogged her mind"; "The story was clogged with too many
 details") 
           => brim -- (fill as much as possible; "brim a cup to good fellowship") 
           => stuff -- (fill with a stuffing while cooking; "Have you stuffed the turkey yet?") 
           => stuff --
 (fill tightly with a material; "stuff a pillow with feathers"; "The old lady wants to have her dead poodle stuf
fed by the taxidermist") 
               => cork -- (stuff with cork; "The baseball player stuffed his bat with cork to make it lighter") 
           => pad, bolster -- (add padding to; "pad the seat of the chair") 
           => people, populate --
 (fill with people or supply with inhabitants; "people a room"; "The government wanted to populate the rem
ote area of the country") 
           => top off -- (fill to the point of almost overflowing; "She topped off the cup") 
           => heap -- (fill to overflow; "heap the platter with potatoes") 
           => overfill -- (fill beyond capacity; "overfill the baskets") 
           => ink -- (fill with ink; "ink a pen") 
           => replenish, refill, fill again --
 (fill something that had previously been emptied; "refill my glass, please") 
           => prime -- (fill with priming liquid; "prime a car engine") 
           => line -- (fill plentifully; "line one's pockets") 
           => complete --
 (bring to a whole, with all the necessary parts or elements; "A child would complete the family") 
           => impregnate, saturate -- (infuse or fill completely; "Impregnate the cloth with alcohol") 
               => medicate -- (impregnate with a medicinal substance) 
               => alcoholize, alcoholise --
 (treat or infuse with alcohol; "alcoholize the fruit and let them sit in the refrigerator") 
               => soak, imbue -- (fill, soak, or imbue totally; "saturate the bandage with disinfectant") 
                   => steep, infuse --
 (let sit in a liquid to extract a flavor or to cleanse; "steep the blossoms in oil"; "steep the fruit in alcohol") 
                       => marinade, marinate -- (soak in marinade; "marinade herring") 
                       => decoct -- (steep in hot water) 
                       => infuse -- (undergo the process of infusion; "the mint tea is infusing") 
                       => draw -- (steep; pass through a strainer; "draw pulp from the fruit") 
                   => brew -- (sit or let sit in boiling water so as to extract the flavor; "the tea is brewing") 
               => ammonify -- (treat with ammonia; cause to undergo ammonification) 
               => thoriate -- (impregnate with thorium oxide to increase thermionic emission) 
               => stuff -- (treat with grease, fill, and prepare for mounting; "stuff a bearskin") 
               => charge -- (saturate; "The room was charged with tension and anxiety") 
               => imbrue, drench -- (permeate or impregnate; "The war drenched the country in blood") 
           => impregnate, infuse, instill, tincture --
 (fill, as with a certain quality; "The heavy traffic tinctures the air with carbon monoxide") 
           => electrify -- (charge (a conductor) with electricity) 
           => lubricate, lube -- (apply a lubricant to; "lubricate my car") 
           => surcharge -- (fill to an excessive degree; "The air was surcharged with tension") 
           => load, lade, laden, load up -- (fill or place a load on; "load a car"; "load the truck with hay") 
               => pack, load down -- (load with a pack) 
               => bomb up -- (load an aircraft with bombs) 
               => overload, surcharge, overcharge -- (place too much a load on; "don't overload the car") 
               => reload -- (place a new load on; "The movers reloaded the truck") 
               => stack -- (load or cover with stacks; "stack a truck with boxes") 
           => load, charge -- (provide with munition; "He loaded his gun carefully") 
               => recharge, reload -- (load anew with ammunition, "She reloaded the gun carefully") 
           => deluge, flood, inundate, swamp --
 (fill quickly beyond capacity; as with a liquid; "the basement was inundated after the storm"; "The images 
flooded his mind") 
           => stuff -- (fill completely; "The child stuffed his pockets with candy") 
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               => jam, jampack, ram, chock up, cram, wad --
 (crowd or pack to capacity; "the theater was jampacked") 
               => overstuff -- (stuff too much; "The pillow was overstuffed") 
               => pad, fill out -- (line or stuff with soft material; "pad a bra") 
                   => rat -- (give (hair) the appearance of being fuller by using a rat) 
           => pack --
 (fill to capacity; "This singer always packs the concert halls"; "They murder trial packed the court house") 
 
       => saturate --
 (cause (a chemical compound, vapour, solution, magnetic material, etc.) to unite with the greatest possible 
amount of another substance) 
       => clot, coagulate -- (cause to change from a liquid to a solid or thickened state) 
       => louden -- (cause to become loud) 
       => normalize, normalise, renormalize, renormalise --
 (make normal or cause to conform to a norm or standard; "normalize relations with China"; "normalize the
 temperature"; "normalize the spelling") 
       => morph --
 (cause to change shape in a computer animation; "The computer programmer morphed the image") 
       => neutralize, neutralise -- (make chemically neutral; "She neutralized the solution") 
       => commercialize, commercialise, market --
 (make commercial; "Some Amish people have commercialized their way of life") 
       => purify, purge, sanctify -- (make pure or free from sin or guilt; "he left the monastery purified") 
           => spiritualize, spiritualise --
 (purify from the corrupting influences of the world; "During his stay at the ashram he was spiritualized") 
           => lustrate -- (purify by means of a ritual; also used in post-
Communist countries to refer to the political cleansing of former officials) 
       => mechanize, mechanise -- (make mechanical; "mechanize the procedure") 
           => dehumanize, dehumanise -- (make mechanical or routine) 
       => automatize, automatise, automate --
 (make automatic or control or operate automatically; "automatize the production"; "automate the movemen
t of the robot") 
           => semi-automatize, semi-automatise -- (make semi-automatic; "Can we semi-
automatize the semantic tagging process?") 
       => automatize, automatise -- (turn into an automaton) 
       => mechanize, mechanise --
 (make monotonous; make automatic or routine; "If your work becomes too mechanized, change jobs!") 
       => harmonize, harmonise, chord --
 (bring into consonance, harmony, or accord while making music or singing) 
           => key -- (regulate the musical pitch of) 
       => polarize, polarise -- (cause to vibrate in a definite pattern; "polarize light waves") 
       => glorify -- (bestow glory upon; "The victory over the enemy glorified the Republic") 
       => contaminate -- (make radioactive by adding radioactive material; "Don't drink the water--
it's contaminated") 
       => devalue -- (lower the value or quality of; "The tear devalues the painting") 
           => depreciate -- (lower the value of something; "The Fed depreciated the dollar once again") 
               => write off, write down --
 (reduce the estimated value of something; "For tax purposes you can write off the laser printer") 
           => debase, alloy -- (lower in value by increasing the base-metal content) 
           => lower, lour -- (set lower; "lower a rating"; "lower expectations") 
               => derate -- (lower the rated electrical capability of electrical apparatus) 
               => subordinate, subdue --
 (make subordinate, dependent, or subservient; "Our wishes have to be subordinated to that of our ruler") 
       => insulate --
 (protect from heat, cold, noise, etc. by surrounding with insulating material; "We had his bedroom insulate
d before winter came") 
           => weatherstrip --
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 (provide with weatherstripping; "The window must be weatherstripped before the cold weather sets in") 
           => soundproof -- (insulate against noise; "Proust had his apartment soundproofed") 
       => calcify -- (convert into lime; "the salts calcified the rock") 
       => urbanize, urbanise -- (make more industrial or city-
like; "The area was urbanized after many people moved in") 
       => urbanize, urbanise --
 (impart urban habits, ways of life, or responsibilities upon; "Birds are being urbanized by people in outdoo
r cafes feeding them") 
       => emulsify -- (cause to become an emulsion; make into an emulsion) 
       => demulsify -- (cause to demulsify) 
       => decarboxylate -- (remove a carboxyl group from (a chemical compound)) 
       => Nazify --
 (cause or force to adopt Nazism or a Nazi character; "Hitler nazified Germany in the 1930's"; "The arts wer
e nazified everywhere in Germany") 
       => fertilize, fecundate, fertilise -- (make fertile or productive; "The course fertilized her imagination") 
       => clarify --
 (make clear by removing impurities or solids, as by heating; "clarify the butter"; "clarify beer") 
       => mark -- (make or leave a mark on; "mark the trail so that we can find our way back") 
           => dot -- (mark with a dot; "dot your `i's") 
           => stigmatize, stigmatise --
 (mark with a stigma or stigmata; "They wanted to stigmatize the adulteress") 
           => raddle -- (mark or paint with raddle) 
           => striate -- (mark with striae or striations) 
           => red-ink -- (mark with red ink; "red-ink the area that is restricted") 
           => dimple -- (mark with, or as if with, dimples; "drops dimpled the smooth stream") 
           => spot --
 (mark with a spot or spots so as to allow easy recognition; "spot the areas that one should clearly identify") 
               => freckle -- (mark with freckles) 
               => mottle, dapple, cloud -- (colour with streaks or blotches of different shades) 
                   => harlequin -- (variegate with spots or marks; "His face was harlequined with patches") 
                   => stipple, speckle -- (produce a mottled effect; "The sunlight stippled the trees") 
           => crisscross -- (mark with a pattern of crossing lines; "crisscross the sheet of paper") 
           => star, asterisk -- (mark with an asterisk; "Linguists star unacceptable sentences") 
           => flag -- (provide with a flag; "Flag this file so that I can recognize it immediately") 
           => tip -- (mark with a tip; "tip the arrow with the small stone") 
           => underline, underscore -- (draw a line or lines underneath to call attention to) 
           => stripe -- (mark with stripes) 
           => speck -- (produce specks in or on; "speck the cloth") 
           => bespot -- (mark with, or as if with, spots) 
           => trace, draw, line, describe, delineate --
 (make a mark or lines on a surface; "draw a line"; "trace the outline of a figure in the sand") 
               => construct --
 (draw with suitable instruments and under specified conditions; "construct an equilateral triangle") 
               => inscribe -- (draw within a figure so as to touch in as many places as possible) 
               => circumscribe -- (draw a line around; "He drew a circle around the points") 
               => circumscribe --
 (to draw a geometric figure around another figure so that the two are in contact but do not intersect) 
               => write --
 (mark or trace on a surface; "The artist wrote Chinese characters on a big piece of white paper") 
                   => stenograph --
 (write in shorthand; "The students were able to stenograph and record the conversation") 
                   => calligraph -- (write beautifully and ornamentally) 
                   => cross -- (trace a line through or across; "cross your `t'") 
                   => superscribe -- (write on the outside or upper part of; "superscribe an envelope") 
                   => superscribe -- (write on the top or outside; "superscribe one's name and address") 
                   => capitalize, capitalise -- (write in capital letters) 
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                   => letter -- (mark letters on or mark with letters) 
                   => print -- (write as if with print; not cursive) 
                       => misprint -- (print incorrectly) 
                   => scribble, scrawl -- (write carelessly) 
                   => copy -- (copy down as is; "The students were made to copy the alphabet over and over") 
                       => recopy -- (copy again; "The child had to recopy the homework") 
                       => copy out -- (copy very carefully and as accurately as possible) 
                   => print, impress -- (reproduce by printing) 
                       => letter -- (set down or print with letters) 
                       => typeset -- (set in type; "My book will be typeset nicely") 
                       => prove -- (take a trial impression of) 
                       => offset -- (produce by offset printing; "offset the conference proceedings") 
                       => multigraph -- (print on a Multigraph machine) 
                       => overprint, print over -- (print (additional text or colors) onto an already imprinted paper) 
                           => surcharge -- (print a new denomination on a stamp or a banknote) 
                       => cyclostyle --
 (print with an implement with small toothed wheels that cuts small holes in a stencil) 
                       => boldface -- (print in boldface) 
                       => italicize, italicise -- (print in italics) 
           => stake, post -- (mark with a stake; "stake out the path") 
           => brand -- (burn with a branding iron to indicate ownership; of animals) 
       => barb -- (provide with barbs; "barbed wire") 
       => nick -- (divide or reset the tail muscles of; "nick horses") 
       => disable, disenable, incapacitate --
 (make unable to perform a certain action; "disable this command on your computer") 
           => lay up -- (disable or confine, as with an illness; "She was laid up with pneumonia for six weeks") 
           => nobble -- (disable by drugging; "nobble the race horses") 
           => pinion -- (cut the wings off (of birds)) 
           => restrain, confine, hold --
 (to close within bounds, limit or hold back from movement; "This holds the local until the express passeng
ers change trains"; "About a dozen animals were held inside the stockade"; "The illegal immigrants were he
ld at a detention center"; "The terrorists held the journalists for ransom") 
               => tie down, tie up, bind, truss --
 (secure with or as if with ropes; "tie down the prisoners"; "tie up the old newspapes and bring them to the r
ecycling shed") 
                   => chain up -- (tie up with chains; "chain up the prisoners") 
                   => faggot, fagot, faggot up -- (bind or tie up in or as if in a faggot; "faggot up the sticks") 
                   => faggot, fagot -- (fasten together rods of iron in order to heat or weld them) 
                   => hog-tie -- (tie together somebody's feet; "The prisoner was hog-tied") 
               => fetter, shackle -- (restrain with fetters) 
                   => manacle, cuff, handcuff --
 (confine or restrain with or as if with manacles or handcuffs; "The police handcuffed the suspect at the sce
ne of the crime") 
               => enchain -- (restrain or bind with chains) 
               => pinion, shackle -- (bind the arms of) 
               => impound, pound -- (place or shut up in a pound; "pound the cows so they don't stray") 
               => pound, pound up --
 (shut up or confine in any enclosure or within any bounds or limits; "The prisoners are safely pounded") 
               => pen up, fold -- (confine in a fold, like sheep) 
               => ground --
 (confine or restrict to the ground; "After the accident, they grounded the plane and the pilot") 
       => enable --
 (render capable or able for some task; "This skill will enable you to find a job on Wall Street"; "The rope e
nables you to secure yourself when you climb the mountain") 
           => equip -- (provide with abilities or understanding; "She was never equipped to be a dancer") 
           => endow, indue, gift, empower, invest, endue -- (give qualities or abilities to) 
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               => cover --
 (invest with a large or excessive amount of something; "She covered herself with glory") 
       => de-emphasize, de-emphasise, destress -- (reduce the emphasis) 
       => tender, tenderize, tenderise --
 (make tender or more tender as by marinating, pounding, or applying a tenderizer; "tenderize meat") 
       => charge -- (cause formation of a net electrical charge in or on; "charge a conductor") 
       => sweeten -- (make sweeter, more pleasant, or more agreeable; "sweeten a deal") 
       => iodinate -- (cause to combine with iodine; "iodinate thyroxine") 
       => ionate -- (add ions to) 
       => archaize, archaise -- (give an archaic appearance of character to; "archaized craftwork") 
       => inform -- (give character or essence to; "The principles that inform modern teaching") 
       => officialize, officialise -- (make official; "We officialized our relationship") 
       => occidentalize, occidentalise, westernize, westernise --
 (make western in character; "The country was Westernized after it opened up") 
       => orientalize, orientalise -- (make oriental in character; "orientalize your garden") 
       => acetylate, acetylize, acetylise -- (introduce an acetyl group into (a chemical compound)) 
       => achromatize, achromatise -- (remove color from; "achromatize the lenses") 
       => parallel, collimate --
 (make or place parallel to something; "They paralleled the ditch to the highway") 
       => camp -- (give an artificially banal or sexual quality to) 
       => classicize, classicise -- (make classic or classical) 
       => conventionalize, conventionalise --
 (make conventional or adapt to conventions; "conventionalized behavior") 
       => decimalize, decimalise --
 (change from fractions to decimals; "Stock prices will be decimalized in the year 2000") 
       => dizzy -- (make dizzy or giddy; "a dizzying pace") 
       => poison, envenom -- (add poison to; "Her husband poisoned her drink in order to kill her") 
       => exteriorize, exteriorise, externalize, externalise, objectify --
 (make external or objective, or give reality to; "language externalizes our thoughts") 
       => glamorize, glamourise, glamourize, glamorise --
 (make glamorous and attractive; "This new wallpaper really glamorizes the living room!") 
       => introvert -- (turn inside; "He introverted his feelings") 
       => laicize, laicise -- (reduce to lay status; "laicize the parochial schools") 
       => politicize, politicise -- (give a political character to; "politicize the discussion") 
       => proof -- (activate by mixing with water and sometimes sugar or milk; "proof yeast") 
       => romanticize, romanticise --
 (make romantic in style; "The designer romanticized the little black dress") 
       => rusticate -- (lend a rustic character to; "rusticate the house in the country") 
       => sauce -- (add zest or flavor to, make more interesting; "sauce the roast") 
       => shallow, shoal -- (make shallow; "The silt shallowed the canal") 
       => tense -- (increase the tension on; "tense a rope") 
       => steepen -- (make steeper; "The landslides have steepened the mountain sides") 
       => scramble -- (make unintelligible; "scramble the message so that nobody can understand it") 
       => unscramble -- (make intelligible; "Can you unscramble the message?") 
       => unsex -- (remove the qualities typical of one's sex; "She unsexed herself") 
       => vitrify -- (change into glass or a glass-like substance by applying heat) 
       => pall -- (cause to become flat; "pall the beer") 
       => saponify --
 (convert into soap by hydrolizing an ester into an acid and alcohol as a result of treating it with an alkali; "s
aponify oils and fats") 
       => extend, expand --
 (expand the influence of; "The King extended his rule to the Eastern part of the continent") 
       => suspend, set aside -- (make inoperative or stop; "suspend payments on the loan") 
       => muddy -- (make turbid; "muddy the water") 
       => transform -- (subject to a mathematical transformation) 
       => lift, raise, elevate -- (raise in rank or condition; "The new law lifted many people from poverty") 
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           => dignify -- (raise the status of; "I shall not dignify this insensitive remark with an answer") 
           => exalt --
 (raise in rank, character, or status; "exalted the humble shoemaker to the rank of King's adviser") 
               => deify -- (exalt to the position of a God; "the people deified their King") 
       => harshen -- (make harsh or harsher; "Winter harshened the look of the city") 
       => dinge -- (make dingy) 
       => demonize, demonise -- (make into a demon; "Power had demonized him") 
       => devilize, devilise, diabolize, diabolise --
 (turn into a devil or make devilish; "Man devilized by war") 
       => etherealize, etherialise -- (make ethereal) 
       => immaterialize, immaterialise, unsubstantialize, unsubstantialise --
 (render immaterial or incorporeal) 
           => disincarnate -- (make immaterial; remove the real essence of) 
       => animize, animise, animate -- (give life-like qualities to; "animated cartoons") 
       => clear -- (make clear, bright, light, or translucent; "The water had to be cleared through filtering") 
       => dynamize, dynamise -- (make (a drug) effective; "dynamized medicine") 
       => dynamize, dynamise --
 (make more dynamic; "She was dynamized by her desire to go to grad school") 
       => rarefy, sublimate, subtilize -- (make more subtle or refined) 
       => volatilize, volatilise -- (make volatile; cause to pass off in a vapor) 
       => uniformize, uniformise -- (make uniform; "the data have been uniformized") 
       => symmetrize, symmetrise -- (make symmetric; "symmetrized waves") 
       => immortalize, immortalise, eternize, eternise, eternalize, eternalise -- (make famous for ever) 
       => denature -- (make (alcohol) unfit for drinking without impairing usefulness for other purposes) 
       => denature --
 (modify (as a native protein) especially by heat, acid, alkali, or ultraviolet radiation so that all of the origin
al properties are removed or diminished) 
       => denature --
 (add nonfissionable material to (fissionable material) so as to make unsuitable for use in an atomic bomb) 
       => sanitize, sanitise --
 (make less offensive or more acceptable by removing objectionable features; "sanitize a document before r
eleasing it to the press"; "sanitize history"; "sanitize the language in a book") 
       => verbify -- (make into a verb; "'mouse' has been verbified by computer users") 
       => shift -- (move from one setting or context to another; "shift the emphasis"; "shift one's attention") 
           => transfer, transpose, transplant --
 (transfer from one place or period to another; "The ancient Greek story was transplanted into Modern Ame
rica") 
       => sputter --
 (cause to undergo a process in which atoms are removed; "The solar wind protons must sputter away the s
urface atoms of the dust") 
       => draw --
 (bring or lead someone to a certain action or condition; "She was drawn to despair"; "The President refuse
d to be drawn into delivering an ultimatum"; "The session was drawn to a close") 
       => make --
 (change from one form into another; "make water into wine"; "make lead into gold"; "make clay into brick
s") 
       => dope --
 (add impurities to (a semiconductor) in order to produce or modify its properties; "The resistors have been 
doped") 
       => prostrate -- (render helpless or defenseless; "They prostrated the enemy") 
       => excite -- (produce a magnetic field in; "excite the neurons") 
       => excite, energize, energise -- (raise to a higher energy level; "excite the atoms") 
       => shake --
 (bring to a specified condition by or as if by shaking; "He was shaken from his dreams"; "shake the salt out
 of the salt shaker") 
       => outmode --
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 (make unfashionable, outdated, or obsolete; "Modern ways of cooking have outmoded the hearth") 
       => spice, spice up --
 (make more interesting or flavorful; "Spice up the evening by inviting a belly dancer") 
           => salt -- (add zest or liveliness to; "She salts her lectures with jokes") 
       => shorten -- (make short or shorter; "shorten the skirt"; "shorten the rope by a few inches") 
           => cut -- (shorten as if by severing the edges or ends of; "cut my hair") 
               => shave, trim -- (cut closely; "trim my beard") 
                   => fleece, shear -- (shear the wool from; "shear sheep") 
               => crop -- (cut short; "She wanted her hair cropped short") 
       => think --
 (bring into a given condition by mental preoccupation; "She thought herself into a state of panic over the fi
nal exam") 
       => make -- (cause to be enjoyable or pleasurable; "make my day") 
       => deflate -- (produce deflation in; "The new measures deflated the economy") 
       => inflate --
 (cause prices to rise by increasing the available currency or credit; "The war inflated the economy") 
           => reflate --
 (economics: raise demand, expand the money supply, or raise prices, after a period of deflation; "These me
asures reflated the economy") 
       => reflate --
 (economics: raise demand, expand the money supply, or raise prices, after a period of deflation; "These me
asures reflated the economy") 
       => digitize, digitise, digitalize, digitalise --
 (put into digital form, as for use in a computer; "he bought a device to digitize the data") 
       => gelatinize, gelatinise -- (convert into gelatinous form or jelly; "hot water will gelatinize starch") 
       => recombine -- (cause genetic recombination; "should scientists recombine DNA?") 
       => feminize, feminise, effeminize, erreminise, womanize --
 (to give a (more) feminine, effeminate, or womanly quality or appearance to; "This hairdo feminizes the m
an") 
       => masculinize, masculinise, virilize, virilise --
 (produce virilism in or cause to assume masculine characteristics, as through a hormonal imbalance or hor
mone therapy; "the drugs masculinized the teenage girl") 
       => masculinize --
 (give a masculine appearance or character to; "Fashion designers have masculinized women's looks in the 
1990s") 
       => dissonate -- (make harsh and unpleasant-sounding) 
       => sexualize, sexualise --
 (make sexual, endow with sex, attribute sex to; "The god was sexualized and married to another god"; "So
me languages sexualize all nouns and do not have a neuter gender") 
       => schematize, schematise --
 (give conventional form to; "some art forms schematise designs into geometrical patterns") 
       => patent --
 (make open to sight or notice; "His behavior has patented an embarrassing fact about him") 
       => constitutionalize, constitutionalise --
 (incorporate into a constitution, make constitutional; "A woman's right to an abortion was constitutionalize
d in the 1970's") 
       => rationalize, rationalise -- (remove irrational quantities from; "This function can be rationalized") 
       => plasticize, plasticise -- (make plastic, as by the addition of a plasticizer; "plasticized PVC") 
       => rarefy -- (lessen the density or solidity of; "The bones are rarefied") 
       => paganize, paganise -- (make pagan in character; "The Church paganized Christianity") 
       => incandesce -- (cause to become incandescent or glow; "the lamp was incandesced") 
       => deaminate, deaminize --
 (remove the amino radical (usually by hydrolysis) from an amino compound; to perform deamination) 
       => angulate -- (make or become angular) 
       => circularize -- (make circular) 
       => sensitize, sensitise --
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 (make (a material) sensitive to light, often of a particular colour, by coating it with a photographic emulsio
n; "sensitize the photographic film") 
       => sensitize, sensitise -- (make sensitive to a drug or allergen; "Long-
term exposure to this medicine may sensitize you to the allergen") 
       => depolarize, depolarise -- (eliminate the polarization of) 
       => intensify --
 (make the chemically affected part of (a negative) denser or more opaque in order produce a stronger contr
ast between light and dark) 
       => isomerize, isomerise -- (cause to change into an isomer) 
       => legitimate --
 (make (an illegitimate child) legitimate; declare the legitimacy of (someone); "They legitimized their natur
al child") 
       => evaporate, vaporise -- (cause to change into a vapor; "The chemist evaporated the water") 
           => pervaporate -- (cause (a liquid) to evaporate through a semi-permeable membrane) 
       => industrialize, industrialise --
 (organize the production of into an industry; "The Chinese industrialized textile production") 
       => opacify -- (make opaque; "The glass was opacified more greater privacy") 
       => opsonize -- (make (cells) more susceptible to the action of phagocytes) 
       => militarize, militarise -- (adopt for military use; "militarize the Civil Service") 
       => nationalize, nationalise --
 (make national in character or scope; "His heroic deeds were nationalized by the press") 
       => recommend -- (make attractive or acceptable; "Honesty recommends any person") 
       => sentimentalize, sentimentalise --
 (make (someone or something) sentimental or imbue with sentimental qualities; "Too much poetry sentime
ntalizes the mind"; "These experiences have sentimentalized her") 
       => solemnize, solemnise -- (make solemn and grave; "This ceremony solemnized our hearts") 
       => territorialize, territorialise -- (place on a territorial basis; "The railways were territorialized") 
       => transaminate -- (change (an amino group) by transferring it from one compound to another) 
       => transfigure, glorify, spiritualize -- (elevate or idealize, in allusion to Christ's transfiguration) 
       => unsanctify -- (remove the sanctification from or make unsanctified) 
       => vesiculate -- (cause to become vesicular or full of air cells; "vesiculate an organ") 
       => visualize, visualise -- (make visible; "With this machine, ultrasound can be visualized") 
       => variegate -- (change the appearance of, especially by marking with different colors) 
       => ventilate --
 (furnish with an opening to allow air to circulate or gas to escape; "The architect did not thnk about ventila
ting the storage space") 
       => vivify -- (make more striking or animated; "his remarks always vivify an otherwise dull story") 
       => vulgarise, vulgarize -- (debase and make vulgar; "The Press has vulgarized Love and Marriage") 
       => supple -- (make pliant and flexible; "These boots are not yet suppled by frequent use") 
       => professionalize, professionalise --
 (make professional or give a professional character to; "Philosophy has not always been professionalized a
nd used to be a subject pursued only by amateurs") 
       => smut -- (make obscene; "This line in the play smuts the entire act") 
       => still -- (make motionless) 
       => weaponize --
 (make into or use as a weapon or a potential weapon; "Will modern physicists weaponize String Theory?") 
       => confuse, blur, obscure, obnubilate --
 (make unclear, indistinct, or blurred; "Her remarks confused the debate"; "Their words obnubilate their int
entions") 
           => muddy -- (cause to become muddy; "These data would have muddied the prediction") 
       => confuse -- (make unclear or incomprehensible; "The new tax return forms only confuse") 
       => tone down, moderate, tame --
 (make less strong or intense; soften; "Tone down that aggressive letter"; "The author finally tamed some of
 his potentially offensive statements") 
       => obfuscate -- (make obscure or unclear) 
       => synchronize, synchronise --
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 (make (motion picture sound) exactly simultaneous with the action; "synchronize this film") 
           => dub -- (provide (movies) with a soundtrack of a foreign language) 
       => mince, soften, moderate --
 (make less severe or harsh; "He moderated his tone when the students burst out in tears") 
       => militarize, militarise --
 (lend a military character to (a country), as by building up a military force; "militarize Germany again after
 the war") 
           => mobilize, mobilise -- (get ready for war) 
           => remilitarize, remilitarise -- (militarize anew; "Should Japan be remilitarized?") 
       => break down, crush --
 (make ineffective; "Martin Luther King tried to break down racial discrimination") 
       => fatten, fat, flesh out, fill out, plump, plump out, fatten out, fatten up --
 (make fat or plump; "We will plump out that poor starving child") 
       => touch, disturb -- (tamper with; "Don't touch my CDs!") 
           => upset --
 (disturb the balance or stability of; "The hostile talks upset the peaceful relations between the two countrie
s") 
           => violate -- (destroy; "Don't violate my garden"; "violate my privacy") 
       => dull -- (make dull in appearance; "Age had dulled the surface") 
       => dull, blunt -- (make dull or blunt; "Too much cutting dulls the knife's edge") 
       => sharpen -- (make sharp or sharper; "sharpen the knives") 
           => strap -- (sharpen with a strap; "strap a razor") 
           => edge -- (provide with an edge; "edge a blade") 
           => strop -- (sharpen on a strop; "strop razors") 
           => whet -- (sharpen by rubbing, as on a whetstone) 
           => hone -- (sharpen with a hone; "hone a knife") 
               => set -- (give a fine, sharp edge to a knife or razor) 
       => coarsen -- (make or become coarse or coarser; "coarsen the surface"; "Their minds coarsened") 
       => loosen -- (make less dense; "loosen the soil") 
           => scarify -- (break up; "scarify soil") 
           => ruffle, fluff -- (erect or fluff up; "the bird ruffled its feathers") 
       => untie, undo, loosen --
 (cause to become loose; "undo the shoelace"; "untie the knot"; "loosen the necktie") 
       => barb -- (provide with barbs; "barbed wire") 
       => string -- (provide with strings; "string my guitar") 
       => straighten, straighten out -- (make straight) 
           => untwist -- (cause to become untwisted) 
           => unbend -- (free from flexure; "unbend a bow") 
           => extend -- (open or straighten out; unbend; "Can we extend the legs of this dining table?") 
           => channelize, channelise -- (cause to form a channel; "channelize a stream") 
           => untwine -- (undo what has been twined together; "untwine the strings") 
           => unweave -- (undo strands that have been woven together) 
           => comb -- (straighten with a comb; "comb your hair"; "comb the wool") 
               => heckle, hackle, hatchel -- (comb with a heckle; "heckle hemp or flax") 
       => bring --
 (cause to come into a particular state or condition; "Long hard years of on the job training had brought the
m to their competence"; "bring water to the boiling point") 
       => mix, mingle, commix, unify, amalgamate --
 (to bring or combine together or with something else; "resourcefully he mingled music and dance") 
           => aggregate, combine -- (gather in a mass, sum, or whole) 
               => unitize, unitise -- (make into a unit; "unitize a car body") 
           => concoct -- (make a concoction (of) by mixing) 
           => compound, combine -- (combine so as to form a whole; mix; "compound the ingredients") 
               => integrate, incorporate --
 (make into a whole or make part of a whole; "She incorporated his suggestions into her proposal") 
                   => fold --
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 (incorporate a food ingredient into a mixture by repeatedly turning it over without stirring or beating; "Fol
d the egg whites into the batter") 
                   => reintegrate -- (integrate again; "Russia must be reintegrated into Europe") 
                   => build in --
 (make something an integral part of something else; "we can build in a special clause to make the contract 
better for you") 
                   => re-incorporate -- (incorporate again or anew) 
               => heterodyne --
 (combine (a radio frequency wave) with a locally generated wave of a different frequency so as to produce 
a new frequency equal to the sum or the difference between the two) 
               => sulfurette, sulphurette -- (combine with sulfur) 
               => carburet -- (combine with carbon) 
           => blend, intermix, immingle, intermingle --
 (combine into one; "blend the nuts and raisins together"; "he blends in with the crowd"; "We don't intermin
gle much") 
               => commingle -- (mix or blend; "His book commingles sarcasm and sadness") 
       => charge -- (fill or load to capacity; "charge the wagon with hay") 
           => burden, burthen, weight, weight down -- (weight down with a load) 
               => overburden -- (load with excessive weight) 
               => plumb -- (weight with lead) 
               => saddle -- (load or burden; encumber; "he saddled me with that heavy responsibility") 
           => freight -- (load with goods for transportation) 
       => put --
 (cause to be in a certain state; cause to be in a certain relation; "That song put me in awful good humor") 
           => put to sleep -- (help someone go to bed; "Mother put the baby to sleep") 
       => clean, make clean --
 (make clean by removing dirt, filth, or unwanted substances from; "Clean the stove!"; "The dentist cleaned
 my teeth") 
           => disinfect -- (destroy microorganisms or pathogens by cleansing; "disinfect a wound") 
               => sterilize, sterilise -- (make free from bacteria) 
                   => autoclave -- (subject to the action of an autoclave) 
               => antisepticize --
 (disinfect with an antiseptic; "The animals were antisepticized by the veterenarian before the operation") 
               => chlorinate -- (disinfect with chlorine; "chlorinate a pool") 
           => brush -- (clean with a brush; "She brushed the suit before hanging it back into the closet") 
           => dust -- (remove the dust from; "dust the cabinets") 
           => vacuum, vacuum-clean, hoover -- (clean with a vacuum cleaner; "vacuum the carpets") 
           => sanitize, sanitise, hygienize, hygienise -- (make sanitary by cleaning or sterilizing) 
           => bream -- (clean (a ship's bottom) with heat) 
           => steam, steam clean -- (clean by means of steaming; "steam-clean the upholstered sofa") 
           => preen, plume -- (clean with one's bill; "The birds preened") 
           => sweep -- (clean by sweeping; "Please sweep the floor") 
           => wash up, do the dishes -- (wash dishes; "I cook and my husband washes up after dinner") 
           => pipe-clay -- (whiten or clean with pipe-clay; "pipe-clay leather") 
           => scavenge -- (clean refuse from; "Scavenge a street") 
           => dry clean -- (clean with chemical agents) 
           => wash, launder --
 (cleanse with a cleaning agent, such as soap, and water; "Wash the towels, please!") 
               => water-wash -- (wash with water) 
               => wash, rinse -- (clean with some chemical process) 
                   => elute -- (wash out with a solvent, as in chromatography) 
               => wash out --
 (wash free from unwanted substances, such as dirt; "Wash out your dirty shirt in the sink") 
               => pressure-wash, powerwash --
 (wash before painting to remove old paint and mildew; "pressure-wash the house") 
               => suds -- (wash in suds) 
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               => rinse, rinse off -- (wash off soap or remaining dirt) 
                   => flush, scour, purge --
 (rinse, clean, or empty with a liquid; "flush the wound with antibiotics"; "purge the old gas tank") 
               => cradle -- (wash in a cradle; "cradle gold") 
               => stonewash, stone-wash --
 (wash with stones to achieve a worn appearance; "stonewash blue jeans") 
               => handwash, hand-wash --
 (wash or launder by hand instead of with a machine; "This delicate sweater must be handwashed") 
               => machine wash, machine-wash -- (wash by machine; "Can these shirts be machine-washed?") 
               => acid-wash -- (wash with acid so as to achieve a bleached look; "acid-wash blue jeans") 
       => dirty, soil, begrime, grime, colly, bemire --
 (make soiled, filthy, or dirty; "don't soil your clothes when you play outside!") 
           => foul -- (make unclean; "foul the water") 
           => pollute, foul, contaminate -- (make impure; "The industrial wastes polluted the lake") 
               => infect, taint -- (contaminate with a disease or microorganism) 
                   => superinfect --
 (infect (an infected cell) further or infect a cell already containing similar organisms) 
                   => smut -- (affect with smut or mildew, as of a crop such as corn) 
           => smear -- (stain by smearing or daubing with a dirty substance) 
               => moil -- (moisten or soil; "Her tears moiled the letter") 
               => smirch, besmirch -- (smear so as to make dirty or stained) 
           => slime -- (cover or stain with slime; "The snake slimed his victim") 
           => muddy, muddy up -- (dirty with mud) 
           => splash -- (soil or stain with a splashed liquid) 
           => mire, muck, mud, muck up --
 (soil with mud, muck, or mire; "The child mucked up his shirt while playing ball in the garden") 
           => crock -- (soil with or as with crock) 
           => blemish, spot -- (mar or impair with a flaw; "her face was blemished") 
       => lower, depress --
 (cause to drop or sink; "The lack of rain had depressed the water level in the reservoir") 
       => deform -- (make formless; "the heat deformed the plastic sculpture") 
       => form -- (give shape to; "form the clay into a head") 
           => layer -- (make or form a layer; "layer the different colored sands") 
           => bunch, bunch up, bundle, cluster, clump --
 (gather or cause to gather into a cluster; "She bunched her fingers into a fist"; "The students bunched up at 
the registration desk") 
               => agglomerate -- (form into one cluster) 
           => cut out --
 (form and create by cutting out; "Picasso cut out a piece of paper in the shape of a guitar") 
               => gouge out --
 (make gouges into a surface; "The woman's spiked heels gouged out the wooden floor") 
               => rabbet -- (cut a rectangualr groove into) 
               => die, die out -- (cut or shape with a die; "Die out leather for belts") 
           => turn --
 (shape by rotating on a lathe or cutting device or a wheel; "turn the legs of the table"; "turn the clay on the 
wheel") 
           => brecciate -- (form into breccia; "brecciated rock") 
           => reticulate -- (divide so as to form a network) 
           => flake -- (form into flakes; "The substances started to flake") 
           => strickle -- (form with a strickle; "strickle in sand") 
       => break, break up --
 (destroy the completeness of a set of related items; "The book dealer would not break the set") 
       => alter -- (make an alteration to; "This dress needs to be altered") 
       => decorate, adorn, grace, ornament, embellish, beautify --
 (make more attractive by adding ornament, colour, etc.; "Decorate the room for the party"; "beautify yours
elf for the special day") 
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           => wreathe -- (decorate or deck with wreathes; "wreathe the grave site") 
           => encrust, incrust, beset -- (decorate or cover lavishly with gems) 
           => braid -- (decorate with braids or ribbons; "braid a collar") 
           => embroider, broider -- (decorate with needlework) 
               => faggot, fagot --
 (ornament or join (fabric) by faggot stitch; "He fagotted the blouse for his wife") 
               => purl -- (embroider with gold or silver thread) 
               => purl -- (edge or border with gold or silver embroidery) 
           => stick --
 (cover and decorate with objects that pierce the surface; "stick some feathers in the turkey before you serve
 it") 
           => illustrate -- (e.g., illustrate a book with drawings) 
           => garland -- (adorn with bands of flowers or leaves; "They garlanded the statue") 
           => fledge, flight -- (decorate with feathers; "fledge an arrow") 
           => spangle, bespangle -- (decorate with spangles; "the star-spangled banner") 
           => foliate -- (decorate with leaves) 
           => flag -- (decorate with flags; "the building was flagged for the holiday") 
           => caparison, bard, dress up -- (put a caparison on; "caparison the horses for the festive occasion") 
           => bead -- (decorate by sewing beads onto; "bead the wedding gown") 
           => pipe -- (trim with piping; "pipe the skirt") 
           => applique -- (sew on as a decoration) 
           => gild the lily, paint the lily -- (adorn unnecessarily (something that is already beautiful)) 
           => vermiculate -- (decorate with wavy or winding lines) 
           => smock --
 (embellish by sewing in lines crossing each other diagonally; "The folk dancers wore smocked shirts") 
           => hang -- (decorate or furnish with something suspended; "Hang wallpaper") 
           => prank -- (dress or decorate showily or gaudily; "Roses were pranking the lawn") 
           => tinsel -- (adorn with tinsel; "snow flakes tinseled the trees") 
           => tart up -- (decorate in a cheap and flashy way; "the small-town bar was all tarted up") 
           => stucco -- (decorate with stucco work; "stuccoed ceilings") 
           => redecorate -- (redo the decoration of an apartment or house) 
           => panel -- (decorate with panels; "panel the walls with wood") 
           => bejewel, jewel -- (adorn or decorate with precious stones; "jeweled dresses") 
           => fillet, filet -- (decorate with a lace of geometric designs) 
           => scallop -- (decorate an edge with scallops; "the dress had a scalloped skirt") 
           => bedizen -- (decorate tastelessly) 
           => dress ship -- (decorate a ship with flags) 
           => trim, garnish, dress -- (decorate (food), as with parsley or other ornamental foods) 
           => trim -- (decorate, as with ornaments; "trim the christmas tree"; "trim a shop window") 
           => deck, bedight, bedeck -- (decorate; "deck the halls with holly") 
               => plume -- (deck with a plume; "a plumed helmet") 
           => festoon --
 (decorate with strings of flowers; "The public buildings were festooned for the holiday") 
           => enamel -- (coat, inlay, or surface with enamel) 
           => inlay -- (decorate the surface of by inserting wood, stone, and metal) 
               => hatch --
 (inlay with narrow strips or lines of a different substance such as gold or silver, for the purpose of decorati
ng) 
               => damascene -- (inlay metal with gold and silver) 
           => lacquer -- (coat with lacquer; "A lacquered box from China") 
               => japan -- (coat with a lacquer, as done in Japan) 
           => gild, begild, engild -- (decorate with, or as if with, gold leaf or liquid gold) 
           => illuminate -- (add embellishments and paintings to (medieval manuscripts)) 
               => miniate, rubricate --
 (decorate (manuscipts) with letters painted red; "In this beautiful book, all the place names are rubricated") 
           => emblazon, blazon -- (decorate with heraldic arms) 
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           => color, colour, emblazon -- (decorate with colors; "color the walls with paint in warm tones") 
               => miniate -- (paint with red lead or vermilion) 
           => fringe -- (adorn with a fringe; "The weaver fringed the scarf") 
           => fret -- (decorate with an interlaced design) 
           => landscape -- (embellish with plants; "Let's landscape the yard") 
       => humanize, humanise -- (make more humane; "The mayor tried to humanize life in the big city") 
       => humble -- (cause to be unpretentious; "This experience will humble him") 
           => efface -- (make inconspicuous; "efface onself") 
       => estrange, alienate, alien, disaffect --
 (arouse hostility or indifference in where there had formerly been love, affection, or friendliness) 
           => drift apart, drift away --
 (lose personal contact over time; "The two women, who had been roommates in college, drifted apart after 
they got married") 
           => wean -- (detach the affections of) 
       => right -- (put in or restore to an upright position; "They righted the sailboat that had capsized") 
       => desensitize, desensitise --
 (cause not to be sensitive; "The war desensitized many soldiers"; "The photographic plate was desensitized
") 
           => numb, benumb, blunt, dull -- (make numb or insensitive; "The shock numbed her senses") 
           => stun, bedaze, daze -- (overcome as with astonishment or disbelief; "The news stunned her") 
           => besot, stupefy -- (make dull or stupid or muddle with drunkenness or infatuation) 
           => deafen, deaf -- (make or render deaf; "a deafening noise") 
       => deodorize, deodorise, deodourise --
 (eliminate the odor from; "This stick will deodorize your armpits") 
       => develop -- (make visible by means of chemical solutions; "Please develop this roll of film for me") 
           => solarize, solarise --
 (reverse some of the tones of (a negative or print) and introduce pronounced outlines of highlights, by expo
sing it briefly to light, then washing and redeveloping it) 
           => underdevelop --
 (process (a film or photographic plate) less than the required time or in an ineffective solution or at an insu
fficiently high temperature; "These photos are underdeveloped") 
           => redevelop --
 (develop for a second time, in order to improve the contrast, colour, etc., of a negative or print) 
       => blur -- (to make less distinct or clear; "The haze blurs the hills") 
       => blind -- (make blind by putting the eyes out; "The criminals were punished and blinded") 
       => change intensity -- (increase or decrease in intensity) 
           => darken, dim --
 (become or make darker; "The screen darkend"; "He darkened the colors by adding brown") 
           => dim, dip -- (switch (a car's headlights) from a higher to a lower beam) 
           => brighten --
 (become brighter; "The sky brightened around noon"; "Her face brightened when she heard the good news
") 
           => quieten, hush, quiet, quiesce, quiet down, pipe down --
 (become quiet or quieter; "The audience fell silent when the speaker entered") 
           => louden -- (become louder; "The room loudened considerably") 
           => soften -- (make (images or sounds) soft or softer) 
               => muffle, mute, dull, damp, dampen, tone down --
 (deaden (a sound or noise), especially by wrapping) 
           => sharpen -- (make (images or sounds) sharp or sharper) 
               => focus -- (cause to converge on or toward a central point; "Focus the light on this image") 
                   => refocus -- (focus anew) 
       => change taste -- (alter the flavor of) 
           => sweeten, dulcify, edulcorate, dulcorate -- (make sweeter in taste) 
               => honey -- (sweeten with honey) 
               => sugar, saccharify -- (sweeten with sugar; "sugar your tea") 
               => sugarcoat, glaze, candy -- (coat with something sweet, such as a hard sugar glaze) 
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               => mull -- (heat with sugar and spices to make a hot drink; "mulled cider") 
           => bitter -- (make bitter) 
           => sour, acidify, acidulate, acetify -- (make sour or more sour) 
       => capture --
 (bring about the capture of an elementary particle or celestial body and causing it enter a new orbit; "This n
ucleus has captured the slow-moving neutrons"; "The star captured a comet") 
       => lend, impart, bestow, contribute, add, bring --
 (bestow a quality on; "Her presence lends a certain cachet to the company"; "The music added a lot to the 
play"; "She brings a special atmosphere to our meetings"; "This adds a light note to the program") 
           => instill, transfuse --
 (impart gradually; "Her presence instilled faith into the children"; "transfuse love of music into the student
s") 
               => breathe -- (impart as if by breathing; "He breathed new life into the old house") 
           => tinsel -- (impart a cheap brightness to; "his tinseled image of Hollywood") 
           => throw in -- (add as an extra or as a gratuity) 
       => restore, reinstate, reestablish --
 (bring back into original existence, use, function, or position; "restore law and order"; "reestablish peace in
 the region"; "restore the emperor to the throne") 
       => liberalize, liberalise -- (make liberal or more liberal, of laws and rules) 
           => decontrol -- (relax or remove controls of; "decontrol marijuana") 
       => right, compensate, redress, correct --
 (make reparations or amends for; "right a wrongs done to the victims of the Holocaust") 
           => over-correct, overcompensate -- (make excessive corrections for fear of making an error) 
           => expiate, aby, abye, atone -- (make amends for; "expiate one's sins") 
       => democratize, democratise -- (introduce democratic reforms; of nations) 
       => neutralize --
 (make politically neutral and thus inoffensive; "The treaty neutralized the small republic") 
           => co-opt -- (neutralize or win over through assimilation into an established group; "We co-
opted the independent minority tribes by pulling them into the Northern Alliance") 
       => corrupt, pervert, subvert, demoralize, demoralise, debauch, debase, profane, vitiate, deprave, misdir
ect --
 (corrupt morally or by intemperance or sensuality; "debauch the young people with wine and women"; "So
crates was accused of corrupting young men"; "Do school counselors subvert young children?"; "corrupt th
e morals") 
           => sensualize, sensualise, carnalize, carnalise -- (debase through carnal gratification) 
           => infect -- (contaminate with ideas or an ideology; "society was infected by racism") 
           => lead off, lead astray --
 (teach immoral behavior to; "It was common practice to lead off the young ones, and teach them bad habits
") 
           => whore -- (corrupt by lewd intercourse) 
           => poison -- (spoil as if by poison; "poison someone's mind"; "poison the atmosphere in the office") 
           => bastardize, bastardise -- (change something so that its value declines; for example, art forms) 
           => suborn --
 (incite to commit a crime or an evil deed; "He suborned his butler to cover up the murder of his wife") 
       => relax, loosen --
 (make less severe or strict; "The government relaxed the curfew after most of the rebels were caught") 
       => flocculate --
 (cause to become a fluffy or lumpy aggregate; "The chemist flocculated the suspended material") 
       => turn --
 (cause to change or turn into something different;assume new characteristics; "The princess turned the frog
 into a prince by kissing him"; "The alchemists tried to turn lead into gold") 
       => make possible -- (make accessible; "This answer opens the door to new objections") 
       => cohere --
 (cause to form a united, orderly, and aethestically consistent whole; "Religion can cohere social groups") 
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unmake, undo -- (deprive of certain characteristics) 
       => destroy, destruct --
 (do away with, cause the destruction or undoing of; "The fire destroyed the house") 
           => kill --
 (destroy a vitally essential quality of or in; "Eating artichokes kills the taste of all other foods") 
           => eliminate, get rid of, do away with --
 (terminate or take out; "Let's eliminate the course on Akkadian hieroglyphics") 
               => cancel out, wipe out --
 (wipe out the effect of something; "The new tax effectively cancels out my raise"; "The `A' will cancel out 
the `C' on your record") 
               => decouple -- (reduce or eliminate the coupling of (one circuit or part to another)) 
               => decouple -- (eliminate airborne shockwaves from (an explosive)) 
               => obliterate -- (do away with completely, without leaving a trace) 
               => knock out -- (eliminate; "knock out a target") 
               => drown -- (get rid of as if by submerging; "She drowned her trouble in alcohol") 
               => cut out -- (delete or remove; "Cut out the extra text"; "cut out the newspaper article") 
                   => excise -- (remove by cutting; "The surgeon excised the tumor") 
               => cut, prune, rationalize, rationalise --
 (weed out unwanted or unnecessary things; "We had to lose weight, so we cut the sugar from our diet") 
               => snuff out, extinguish --
 (put an end to; kill; "The Nazis snuffed out the life of many Jewish children") 
                   => stamp --
 (destroy or extinguish as if by stamping with the foot; "Stamp fascism into submission"; "stamp out tyrann
y") 
                   => smother, put out -- (deprive of the oxygen necessary for combustion; "smother fires") 
               => exclude, except, leave out, leave off, omit, take out --
 (prevent from being included or considered or accepted; "The bad results were excluded from the report"; "
Leave off the top piece") 
                   => elide -- (leave or strike out; "This vowel is usually elided before a single consonant") 
           => self-destruct, self-destroy -- (do away with oneself or itself; "The machine will self-
destruct if you tamper with it") 
           => destruct --
 (destroy (one's own missile or rocket); "The engineers had to destruct the rocket for safety reasons") 
           => end -- (put an end to; "The terrible news ended our hopes that he had survived") 
           => fracture -- (interrupt, break, or destroy; "fracture the balance of power") 
           => wipe out, sweep away --
 (eliminate completely and without a trace; "The old values have been wiped out") 
           => interdict -- (destroy by firepower, such as an enemy's line of communication) 
           => demolish, pulverize, pulverise --
 (destroy completely; "the wrecking ball demolished the building"; "demolish your enemies"; "pulverize the
 rebellion before it gets out of hand") 
           => disassemble, dismantle, take apart, break up, break apart -- (take apart into its constituent pieces) 
           => level, raze, rase, dismantle, tear down, take down, pull down --
 (tear down so as to make flat with the ground; "The building was levelled") 
               => bulldoze -- (flatten with or as if with a bulldozer) 
           => uproot, eradicate, extirpate, exterminate --
 (destroy completely, as if down to the roots; "the vestiges of political democracy were soon uprooted") 
           => dilapidate -- (bring into a condition of decay or partial ruin by neglect or misuse) 
           => demyelinate -- (destoy the myelin sheath of; "the disease demyelinated the nerve fibers") 
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TO CHANGE, TO ALTER, TO VARY 
change, alter, vary --
 (make or become different in some particular way, without permanently losing one's or its former character
istics or essence; "her mood changes in accordance with the weather"; "The supermarket's selection of vege
tables varies according to the season") 
       => alternate, jump -- (go back and forth; swing back and forth between two states or conditions) 
       => crackle --
 (to become, or to cause to become, covered with a network of small cracks; "The blazing sun crackled the 
desert sand") 
       => modulate --
 (vary the frequency, amplitude, phase, or other characteristic of (electromagnetic waves)) 
       => avianize, avianise --
 (to modify microorganisms by repeated culture in the developing chick embryo) 
       => move --
 (go or proceed from one point to another; "the debate moved from family values to the economy") 
           => step --
 (move or proceed as if by steps into a new situation; "She stepped into a life of luxury"; "he won't step into
 his father's footsteps") 
           => scroll --
 (move through text or graphics in order to display parts that do not fit on the screen; "Scroll down to see th
e entire text") 
           => sink, pass, lapse -- (pass into a specified state or condition; "He sank into Nirvana") 
       => adapt, accommodate --
 (make fit for, or change to suit a new purpose; "Adapt our native cuisine to the available food resources of 
the new country") 
           => adjust -- (make correspondent or conformable; "Adjust your eyes to the darkness") 
           => gear, pitch --
 (set the level or character of; "She pitched her speech to the teenagers in the audience") 
               => popularize, popularise --
 (make understandable to the general public; "Carl Sagan popularized cosmology in his books") 
           => fit --
 (insert or adjust several objects or people; "Can you fit the toy into the box?"; "This man can't fit himself i
nto our work environment") 
           => anglicise, anglicize --
 (make English; "She anglicised her name after moving from Paris to London") 
           => shoehorn, tailor -- (make fit for a specific purpose) 
           => domesticate, tame --
 (make fit for cultivation, domestic life, and service to humans; "The horse was domesticated a long time ag
o"; "The wolf was tamed and evolved into the house dog") 
           => domesticate, cultivate, naturalize, naturalise, tame --
 (adapt (a wild plant or unclaimed land) to the environment; "domesticate oats"; "tame the soil") 
           => Christianize --
 (adapt in the name of Christianity; "some people want to Christianize ancient pagan sites") 
           => naturalize, naturalise --
 (adopt to another place; "The stories had become naturalized into an American setting") 
           => electrify, wire -- (equip for use with electricity; "electrify an appliance") 
           => transcribe --
 (rewrite or arrange a piece of music for an instrument or medium other than that originally intended) 
       => let out, widen -- (make (clothes) larger; "Let out that dress--I gained a lot of weight") 
       => take in -- (make (clothes) smaller; "Please take in this skirt--I've lost weight") 
       => diversify, branch out, broaden --
 (vary in order to spread risk or to expand; "The company diversified") 
       => diversify, radiate --
 (spread into new habitats and produce variety or variegate; "The plants on this island diversified") 
       => specialize, specialise, narrow, narrow down --
 (become more special; "We specialize in dried flowers") 
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           => overspecialize, overspecialise --
 (become overly specialized; "She overspecialized when she concentrated on verbs in Fijian") 
       => honeycomb -- (make full of cavities, like a honeycomb) 
       => break -- (vary or interrupt a uniformity or continuity; "The flat plain was broken by tall mesas") 
 
end, stop, finish, terminate, cease --
 (have an end, in a temporal, spatial, or quantitative sense; either spatial or metaphorical; "the bronchioles t
erminate in a capillary bed"; "Your rights stop where you infringe upon the rights of other"; "My property e
nds by the bushes"; "The symphony ends in a pianissimo") 
       => pass away -- (go out of existence; "She hoped that the problem would eventually pass away") 
       => lapse -- (end, at least for a long time; "The correspondence lapsed") 
       => cut out -- (cease operating; "The pump suddenly cut out") 
       => go out -- (become extinguished; "The lights suddenly went out and we were in the dark") 
       => adjourn, recess, break up -- (close at the end of a session; "The court adjourned") 
       => vanish, disappear -- (cease to exist; "An entire civilization vanished") 
       => culminate, climax --
 (end, especially to reach a final or climactic stage; "The meeting culminated in a tearful embrace") 
           => crown, top -- (be the culminating event; "The speech crowned the meeting") 
       => run out -- (become used up; be exhausted; "Our supplies finally ran out") 
       => run low, run short, go --
 (to be spent or finished; "The money had gone after a few days"; "Gas is running low at the gas stations in 
the Midwest") 
       => vanish, disappear, go away --
 (become invisible or unnoticeable; "The effect vanished when day broke") 
           => dematerialize, dematerialise -- (become immaterial; disappear) 
           => clear -- (go away or disappear; "The fog cleared in the afternoon") 
           => bob under -- (disappear suddenly, as if under the surface of a body of water) 
       => conclude, close -- (come to a close; "The concert closed with a nocturne by Chopin") 
       => turn out, come out -- (prove to be in the result or end; "How will the game turn out?") 
           => eventuate -- (come out in the end) 
           => work out --
 (happen in a certain way, leading to, producing, or resulting in a certain outcome, often well; "Things work
ed out in an interesting way"; "Not everything worked out in the end and we were disappointed") 
       => discontinue --
 (come or be at an end; "the support from our sponsoring agency will discontinue after March 31") 
           => taper off, peter out, fizzle out, fizzle -- (end weakly; "The music just petered out--
there was no proper ending") 
           => leave off --
 (come to an end, stop or cease; "the road leaves off at the edge of the forest"; "leave off where you started"
) 
           => run out, expire -- (lose validity; "My passports expired last month") 
       => break -- (come to an end; "The heat wave finally broke yesterday") 
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TO HAPPEN, OCCUR, COME ABOUT, TAKE PLACE, PASS OFF, GO ON:  
THE SENSES OF THE TERM ‘TO HAPPEN’ 

 
 
happen, hap, go on, pass off, occur, pass, fall out, come about, take place --
 (come to pass; "What is happening?"; "The meeting took place off without an incidence"; "Nothing occurr
ed that seemed important") 
       => break, recrudesce, develop --
 (happen; "Report the news as it develops"; "These political movements recrudesce from time to time") 
       => arise, come up -- (occur; "A slight unpleasantness arose from this discussion") 
           => condense -- (develop due to condensation; "All our planets condensed out of the same material") 
           => open, open up -- (become available; "an opportunity opened up") 
           => come up -- (be mentioned; "These names came up in the discussion") 
       => intervene --
 (occur between other event or between certain points of time; "the war intervened between the birth of her 
two children") 
       => transpire -- (come about, happen, or occur; "Several important events transpired last week") 
       => give -- (occur; "what gives?") 
       => operate -- (happen; "What is going on in the minds of the people?") 
       => supervene -- (take place as an additional or unexpected development) 
       => proceed, go --
 (follow a certain course; "The inauguration went well"; "how did your interview go?") 
           => drag, drag on, drag out --
 (proceed for an extended period of time; "The speech dragged on for two hours") 
           => do, fare, make out, come, get along --
 (proceed or get along; "How is she doing in her new job?"; "How are you making out in graduate school?";
 "He's come a long way") 
       => come --
 (come to pass; arrive, as in due course; "The first success came three days later"; "It came as a shock"; "Da
wn comes early in June") 
           => fall, descend, settle -- (come as if by falling; "Night fell"; "Silence fell") 
       => fall --
 (occur at a specified time or place; "Christmas falls on a Monday this year"; "The accent falls on the first s
yllable") 
       => anticipate --
 (be a forerunner of or occur earlier than; "This composition anticipates Impressionism") 
       => develop -- (be gradually disclosed or unfolded; become manifest; "The plot developed slowly";) 
       => recur, repeat -- (happen or occur again; "This is a recurring story") 
           => cycle -- (recur in repeating sequences) 
       => go off, come off, go over -- (happen in a particular manner; "how did your talk go over?") 
       => come around, roll around -- (happen regularly; "Christmas rolled around again") 
       => happen, materialize, materialise --
 (come into being; become reality; "Her dream really materialized") 
           => appear, come out --
 (be issued or published; "Did your latest book appear yet?"; "The new Woody Allen film hasn't come out y
et") 
       => happen, befall, bechance --
 (happen, occur, or be the case in the course of events or by chance; "It happens that today is my birthday"; 
"These things befell" (Santayana)) 
       => befall, bechance, betide --
 (become of; happen to; "He promised that no harm would befall her"; "What has become of my children?") 
       => concur, coincide -- (happen simultaneously; "The two events coincided") 
       => chance -- (be the case by chance; "I chanced to meet my old friend in the street") 
           => happen --
 (chance to be or do something, without intention or causation; "I happen to have just what you need!") 
       => break --
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 (happen or take place; "Things have been breaking pretty well for us in the past few months") 
       => fall, shine, strike --
 (touch or seem as if touching visually or audibly; "Light fell on her face"; "The sun shone on the fields"; "
The light struck the golden necklace"; "A strange sound struck my ears") 
       => turn out -- (prove to be in the result or end; "It turns out that he was right") 
       => synchronize, synchronise, contemporize, contemporise -- (happen at the same time) 
 
appear --
 (come into sight or view; "He suddenly appeared at the wedding"; "A new star appeared on the horizon") 
       => peep -- (appear as though from hiding; "the new moon peeped through the tree tops") 
       => erupt -- (appear on the skin; "A rash erupted on her arms after she had touched the exotic plant") 
       => manifest --
 (reveal its presence or make an appearance; "the ghost manifests each year on the same day") 
       => wash up -- (be carried somewhere by water or as if by water; "The body washed up on the beach") 
       => come to light, come to hand -- (be revealed or disclosed; "The truth finally came to light") 
       => come on, come out, turn up, surface, show up --
 (appear or become visible; make a showing; "She turned up at the funeral"; "I hope the list key is going to 
surface again") 
       => emerge --
 (come out into view, as from concealment; "Suddenly, the proprietor emerged from his office") 
           => burst -- (emerge suddenly; "The sun burst into view") 
           => shell -- (fall out of the pod or husk; "The corn shelled") 
       => outcrop -- (appear on the surface, come to the surface on the ground; "Big boulders outcropped") 
       => flash -- (appear briefly; "The headlines flashed on the screen") 
       => flash -- (emit a brief burst of light; "A shooting star flashed and was gone") 
       => turn out --
 (come, usually in answer to an invitation or summons; "How many people turned out that evening?") 
       => basset, crop out -- (appear at the surface; "A seam of coal bassets") 
       => pop out, burst out -- (appear suddenly; "Spring popped up everywhere in the valley") 
       => reappear, re-emerge --
 (appear again; "The sores reappeared on her body"; "Her husband reappeared after having left her years ag
o") 
           => resurface -- (appear again; "The missing man suddenly resurfaced in New York") 
           => come back, return -- (be restored; "Her old vigor returned") 
       => emerge -- (become known or apparent; "Some nice results emerged from the study") 
       => break through, come through --
 (penetrate; "The sun broke through the clouds"; "The rescue team broke through the wall in the mine shaft"
) 
       => erupt, come out, break through, push through --
 (as of teeth, for example; "The tooth erupted and had to be extracted") 
           => dehisce -- (burst or split open; "flowers dehisce when they release pollen") 
       => roll in --
 (pour or flow in a steady stream; "mist rolled in from the sea"; "tourists rolled in from the neighboring cou
ntryside") 
       => come to mind, spring to mind --
 (be remembered; "His name comes to mind when you mention the strike") 
       => leap out, rush out, sally out, burst forth --
 (jump out from a hiding place and surprise (someone); "The attackers leapt out from the bushes") 
       => break -- (emerge from the surface of a body of water; "The whales broke") 
       => show, show up --
 (be or become visible or noticeable; "His good upbringing really shows"; "The dirty side will show") 
           => register -- (show in one's face; "Her surprise did not register") 
       => crop up, pop up, pop --
 (appear suddenly or unexpectedly; "The farm popped into view as we turned the corner"; "He suddenly po
pped up out of nowhere") 
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THE SENSES OF THE TERM ‘TO PROCESS’ 

 
process, treat --
 (subject to a process or treatment, with the aim of readying for some purpose, improving, or remedying a c
ondition; "process cheese"; "process hair"; "treat the water so it can be drunk"; "treat the lawn with chemica
ls" ; "treat an oil spill") 
       => propagate -- (cause to propagate, as by grafting or layering) 
           => inoculate -- (insert a bud for propagation) 
       => iodize, iodise -- (treat with iodine; "iodize salt") 
       => nitrate --
 (treat with nitric acid, so as to change an organic compound into a nitrate; "nitroglycerin is obtained by nitr
ating glycerol") 
       => tank -- (treat in a tank; "tank animal refuse") 
       => oxygenate, oxygenize, oxygenise, aerate --
 (impregnate, combine, or supply with oxygen; "oxygenate blood") 
       => mercerize, mercerise -- (treat to strengthen and improve the luster; "mercerize cotton") 
       => malt -- (treat with malt or malt extract; "malt beer") 
       => fluoridate, fluoridize, fluoridise --
 (subject to fluoridation; treat with fluoride; "fluorized water"; "fluoridize the teeth of children") 
       => creosote -- (treat with creosote; "creosoted wood") 
       => chlorinate -- (treat or combine with chlorine; "chlorinated water") 
       => carbonate -- (treat with carbon dioxide; "Carbonated soft drinks") 
       => camphorate -- (treat with camphor) 
       => bromate, brominate -- (treat with bromine) 
       => ammoniate -- (treat with ammonia) 
       => irradiate, ray -- (expose to radiation; "irradiate food") 
       => scald -- (treat with boiling water; "scald tomatoes so that they can be peeled") 
       => refine --
 (treat or prepare so as to put in a usable condition; "refine paper stock"; "refine pig iron"; "refine oil") 
       => nitrify, nitrogenize, nitrogenise -- (treat with nitrogen or a nitrogen compound) 
       => reverberate -- (treat, process, heatl, metl, or refine in a reverberating furnace; "reverberate ore") 
       => curry -- (treat by incorporating fat; "curry tanned leather") 
       => seed -- (sprinkle with silver iodide particles to disperse and cause rain; "seed clouds") 
       => dose -- (treat with an agent; add (an agent) to; "The ray dosed the paint") 
       => winnow -- (treat by exposure to a current of air so that waste matter is eliminated; "winnow grain") 
       => sulphur, sulfur -- (treat with sulphur in order to preserve; "These dried fruits are sulphured") 
       => vulcanize, vulcanise -- (subject to vulcanization; "vulcanized rubber") 
       => chrome -- (treat with a chromium compound) 
       => bituminize, bituminise -- (treat with bitumen) 
       => Agenize, Agenise -- (age or bleach flour with Agene (nitrogen trichloride)) 
       => run -- (cause to perform; "run a subject"; "run a process") 
           => rerun -- (cause to perform again; "We have to rerun the subjects--
they misunderstood the instructions") 
       => carboxylate -- (treat (a chemical compound) with carboxyl or carboxylic acid) 
       => beneficiate -- (process (ores or other raw materials), as by reduction) 
       => digest -- (convert food into absorbable substances; "I cannot digest milk products") 
           => stomach -- (bear to eat; "He cannot stomach raw fish") 
           => predigest -- (digest (food) beforehand) 
       => fumigate, fume --
 (treat with fumes, expose to fumes, especially with the aim of disinfecting or eradicating pests) 
       => air-condition --
 (control the humidity and temperature of; "The room was cool because it had been air-conditioned") 
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THE VERBAL NAMES OF HUMAN ACTIONS, the senses of the term ‘TO ACT’:  
 

 
act, move --
 (perform an action, or work out or perform (an action); "think before you act"; "We must move quickly"; "
The governor should act on the new energy bill"; "The nanny acted quickly by grabbing the toddler and cov
ering him with a wet towel") 
       => alternate, take turns -- (do something in turns; "We take turns on the night shift") 
       => finish up, land up, fetch up, end up, wind up, finish --
 (finally be or do something; "He ended up marrying his high school sweetheart"; "he wound up being une
mployed and living at home again") 
       => rush, hasten, hurry, look sharp, festinate -- (act or move at high speed; "We have to rush!"; "hurry--
it's late!") 
       => interrupt, disturb -- (destroy the peace or tranquility of; "Don't interrupt me when I'm reading") 
REACT, RESPOND 
       => react, respond -- (show a response or a reaction to something) 
           => treat -- (regard or consider in a specific way; "I treated his advances as a joke") 
           => overreact -- (show an exaggerated response to something; "Don't overreact to the bad news--
take it easy") 
           => answer --
 (react to a stimulus or command; "The steering of my new car answers to the slightest touch") 
           => accept --
 (be sexually responsive to, used of a female domesticated mammal; "The cow accepted the bull") 
           => stool -- (react to a decoy, of wildfowl) 
           => respond -- (respond favorably or as hoped; "The cancer responded to the aggressive therapy") 
           => greet -- (react to in a certain way; "The President was greeted with catcalls") 
           => explode --
 (show a violent emotional reaction; "The boss exploded when he heard of the resignation of the secretary") 
           => accept --
 (react favorably to; consider right and proper; "People did not accept atonal music at that time"; "We accep
t the idea of universal health care") 
           => answer -- (respond to a signal; "answer the door"; "answer the telephone") 
           => refuse, decline -- (show unwillingness towards; "he declined to join the group on a hike") 
               => reject, spurn, freeze off, scorn, pooh-pooh, disdain, turn down --
 (reject with contempt; "She spurned his advances") 
                   => rebuff, snub, repel -- (reject outright and bluntly; "She snubbed his proposal") 
               => contract out -- (refuse to pay a levy to a union for political use) 
               => regret -- (decline formally or politely; "I regret I can't come to the party") 
               => repudiate -- (refuse to recognize or pay; "repudiate a debt") 
               => disobey --
 (refuse to go along with; refuse to follow; be disobedient; "He disobeyed his superviser and was fired") 
                   => sit in -- (participate in an act of civil disobedience) 
                   => sabotage, undermine, countermine, counteract, subvert, weaken --
 (destroy property or hinder normal operations; "The Resistance sabotaged railroad operations during the w
ar") 
                       => derail --
 (cause to run off the tracks; "they had planned to derail the trains that carried atomic waste") 
                   => resist, balk, baulk, jib -- (refuse to comply) 
           => accept, consent, go for --
 (give an affirmative reply to; respond favorably to; "I cannot accept your invitation"; "I go for this resoluti
on") 
               => give -- (consent to engage in sexual intercourse with a man; "She gave herself to many men") 
               => agree --
 (consent or assent to a condition, or agree to do something; "She agreed to all my conditions"; "He agreed t
o leave her alone") 
                   => plea-bargain -- (agree to plead guilty in return for a lesser charge; "If he plea-
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bargains, he will be sent to a medium-security prison for 8 years") 
                   => bargain -- (come to terms; arrive at an agreement) 
                   => assent, accede, acquiesce --
 (to agree or express agreement; "The Maestro assented to the request for an encore") 
                       => connive -- (encourage or assent to illegally or criminally) 
               => settle -- (accept despite complete satisfaction; "We settled for a lower price") 
               => contract in -- (consent in writing to pay money to a trade union for political use) 
               => permit, allow, let, countenance --
 (consent to, give permission; "She permitted her son to visit her estranged husband"; "I won't let the police 
search her basement"; "I cannot allow you to see your exam") 
                   => digest, endure, stick out, stomach, bear, stand, tolerate, support, brook, abide, suffer, put up 
--
 (put up with something or somebody unpleasant; "I cannot bear his constant criticism"; "The new secretary
 had to endure a lot of unprofessional remarks"; "he learned to tolerate the heat"; "She stuck out two years i
n a miserable marriage") 
                       => accept, live with, swallow --
 (tolerate or accommodate oneself to; "I shall have to accept these unpleasant working conditions"; "I swall
owed the insult"; "She has learned to live with her husband's little idiosyncracies") 
                       => stand for, hold still for -- (tolerate or bear; "I won't stand for this kind of behavior!") 
                       => bear up -- (endure cheerfully; "She bore up under the enormous strain") 
                       => take lying down --
 (suffer without protest; suffer or endure passively; "I won't take this insult lying down") 
                       => take a joke -- (listen to a joke at one's one expense; "Can't you take a joke?") 
                       => take, undergo, submit -- (accept or undergo, often unwillingly; "We took a pay cut") 
                           => test -- (undergo a test; "She doesn't test well") 
                       => sit out -- (endure to the end) 
                       => pay --
 (bear (a cost or penalty), in recompense for some action; "You'll pay for this!"; "She had to pay the penalty
 for speaking out rashly"; "You'll pay for this opinion later") 
                           => take one's lumps, get one's lumps --
 (suffer the results or consequences of one's behavior or actions) 
                   => furlough --
 (grant a leave to; "The prisoner was furloughed for the weekend to visit her children") 
                   => give -- (allow to have or take; "I give you two minutes to respond") 
                   => allow, permit, tolerate --
 (allow the presence of or allow (an activity) without opposing or prohibiting; "We don't allow dogs here"; 
"Children are not permitted beyond this point"; "We cannot tolerate smoking in the hospital") 
                   => authorize, authorise, pass, clear --
 (grant authorization or clearance for; "Clear the manuscript for publication"; "The rock star never authorize
d this slanderous biography") 
                       => approbate -- (approve or sanction officially) 
                       => certificate -- (authorize by certificate) 
                       => approve, O.K., okay, sanction -- (give sanction to; "I approve of his educational policies") 
                           => sanction -- (give religious sanction to, such as through on oath; "sanctify the marriage") 
                           => visa -- (approve officially; "The list of speakers must be visaed") 
                           => back, endorse, indorse, plump for, plunk for, support --
 (be behind; approve of; "He plumped for the Labor Party"; "I backed Kennedy in 1960") 
                               => guarantee, warrant --
 (stand behind and guarantee the quality, accuracy, or condition of; "The dealer warrants all the cars he sells
"; "I warrant this information") 
                                   => cover, insure, underwrite --
 (protect by insurance; "The insurance won't cover this") 
                                       => reinsure --
 (insure again by assuming all or a part of the liability of an insurance company already covering a risk) 
                                       => indemnify --
 (secure against future loss, damage, or liability; give security for; "This plan indemnifies workers against 
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wages lost through illness") 
                                   => certify, endorse, indorse --
 (guarantee as meeting a certain standard; "certified grade AAA meat") 
                               => side, pull, root --
 (take sides with; align oneself with; show strong sympathy for; "We all rooted for the home team"; "I'm pu
lling for the underdog"; "Are you siding with the defender of the title?") 
                               => champion, defend -- (protect or fight for as a champion) 
                           => confirm --
 (as of a person to a position; "The Senate confirmed the President's candidate for Secretary of Defense") 
                       => declare -- (authorize payments of; "declare dividends") 
                       => license, licence, certify --
 (authorize officially; "I am licensed to practice law in this state") 
                           => franchise -- (grant a franchise to) 
                           => charter -- (grant a charter to) 
                           => accredit, recognize, recognise --
 (grant credentials to; "The Regents officially recognized the new educational institution"; "recognize an ac
ademic degree") 
                       => commission -- (charge with a task) 
                       => validate, formalize, formalise -- (declare or make legally valid) 
                           => sign, ratify --
 (approve and express assent, responsibility, or obligation; "All parties ratified the peace treaty"; "Have you
 signed your contract yet?") 
                           => co-sign, cosign -- (sign jointly; "Husband and wife co-signed the lease") 
                           => probate -- (establish the legal validity of (wills and other documents)) 
                   => admit, let in, include --
 (allow participation in or the right to be part of; permit to exercise the rights, functions, and responsibilities
 of; "admit someone to the profession"; "She was admitted to the New Jersey Bar") 
                       => initiate, induct --
 (accept young people into society, usually with some rite; "African men are initiated when they reach pube
rty") 
                       => readmit -- (admit again or anew; "After paying a penalty, the player was readmitted") 
                       => involve -- (engage as a participant; "Don't involve me in your family affairs!") 
                           => embroil, tangle, sweep, sweep up, drag, drag in --
 (force into some kind of situation, condition, or course of action; "They were swept up by the events"; "do
n't drag me into this business") 
                           => entangle, mire -- (entrap; "Our people should not be mired in the past") 
                   => privilege, favor, favour -- (bestow a privilege upon) 
                   => legalize, legalise, decriminalize, decriminalise, legitimize, legitimise, legitimate, legitimatiz
e, legitimatise -- (make legal; "Marijuana should be legalized") 
                       => monetize, monetise --
 (give legal value to or establish as the legal tender of a country; "They monetized the lira") 
                   => trust -- (allow without fear) 
                   => admit, allow in, let in, intromit -- (allow to enter; grant entry to; "We cannot admit non-
members into our club") 
                       => repatriate -- (admit back into the country) 
                       => readmit -- (admit anew; "The refugee was readmitted into his home country") 
               => yield, give in, succumb, knuckle under, buckle under -- (consent reluctantly) 
                   => submit, bow, defer, accede, give in --
 (submit or yield to another's wish or opinion; "The government bowed to the military pressure") 
               => undertake, take in charge -- (accept as a charge) 
           => wonder, marvel -- (be amazed at; "We marvelled at the child's linguistic abilities") 
           => notice, acknowledge --
 (express recognition of the presence or existence of, or acquaintance with; "He never acknowledges his col
leagues when they run into him in the hallway"; "She acknowledged his complement with a smile"; "it is i
mportant to acknowledge the work of others in one's own writing") 
               => mention, cite -- (commend; "he was cited for his outstanding achievements") 
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           => resist, reject, refuse --
 (resist immunologically the introduction of some foreign tissue or organ; "His body rejected the liver of th
e donor") 
 
       => go ahead, plow ahead -- (proceed (with a plan oc action); "He went ahead with the project") 
       => attack, aggress --
 (take the initiative and go on the offensive; "The Serbs attacked the village at night"; "The visiting team sta
rted to attack") 
           => check -- (place into check; "He checked my kings") 
           => fork -- (place under attack with one's own pieces, of two enemy pieces) 
           => harass -- (exhaust by attacking repeatedly; "harass the enemy") 
           => pin -- (immobilize a piece) 
           => tackle -- (seize and throw down an opponent player, who usually carries the ball) 
       => force -- (do forcibly; exert force; "Don't force it!") 
           => pull --
 (apply force so as to cause motion towards the source of the motion; "Pull the rope"; "Pull the handle towa
rds you"; "pull the string gently"; "pull the trigger of the gun"; "pull your kneees towards your chin") 
               => wrench, twist --
 (twist or pull violently or suddenly, especially so as to remove (something) from that to which it is attache
d or from where it originates; "wrench a window off its hinges"; "wrench oneself free from somebody's grip
"; "a deep sigh was wrenched from his chest") 
               => attract --
 (exert a force on (a body) causing it to approach or prevent it from moving away; "the gravitational pull of 
a planet attracts other bodies") 
               => pick at, pluck at, pull at --
 (pluck or pull at with the fingers; "She picked nervously at the buttons of her blouse") 
               => retract, pull back, draw back --
 (use a surgical instrument to hold open (the edges of a wound or an organ)) 
               => draw close -- (pull towards oneself; "He drew the crying child close") 
       => create -- (pursue a creative activity; be engaged in a creative activity; "Don't disturb him--
he is creating") 
           => draw -- (engage in drawing; "He spent the day drawing in the garden") 
           => paint --
 (make a painting; "he painted all day in the garden"; "He painted a painting of the garden") 
               => finger-paint -- (apply colors with one's fingers) 
               => stipple -- (apply (paint) in small touches) 
               => bodypaint -- (apply paint to a body) 
               => fresco -- (paint onto wet plaster on a wall) 
               => distemper -- (paint with distemper) 
               => charge -- (place a heraldic bearing on; "charge all weapons, shields, and banners") 
               => shade, fill in -- (represent the effect of shade or shadow on) 
                   => crosshatch -- (shade with multiple crossing lines; "the draftsman crosshatched the area") 
               => stipple --
 (make by small short touches that together produce an even or softly graded shadow, as in paint or ink) 
               => watercolour, watercolor -- (paint with watercolors) 
           => build -- (be engaged in building; "These architects build in interesting and new styles") 
       => come to the fore, step forward, come forward, step up, step to the fore, come out --
 (make oneself visible; take action; "Young people should step to the fore and help their peers") 
       => reward, repay, pay back --
 (act or give recompensation in recognition of someone's behavior or actions) 
       => satisfice, staisfise --
 (decide on and pursue a course of action satisfying the minimum requirements to achieve a goal; "optimiza
tion requires processes that are more complex than those needed to merely satisfice") 
       => maneuver, manoeuver, manoeuvre --
 (act in order to achieve a certain goal; "He maneuvered to get the chairmanship"; "She maneuvered herself 
into the directorship") 
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       => dispatch --
 (dispose of rapidly and without delay and efficiently; "He dispatched the task he was assigned") 
       => evade -- (practice evasion; "This man always hesitates and evades") 
       => race --
 (to work as fast as possible towards a goal, sometimes in competition with others; "We are racing to find a 
cure for AIDS") 
       => use --
 (habitually do something (use only in the past tense); "She used to call her mother every week but now she
 calls only occasionally"; "I used to get sick when I ate in that dining hall"; "They used to vacation in the B
ahamas") 
       => play it by ear --
 (decide on one's actions as one goes along, depending on the situation; "She didn't know what to expect fro
m her new job, so she played it by ear") 
       => play --
 (act or have an effect in a specified way or with a specific effect or outcome; "This factor played only a mi
nor part in his decision"; "This development played into her hands"; "I played no role in your dismissal") 
       => deal --
 (take action with respect to (someone or something); "How are we going to deal with this problem?"; "The 
teacher knew how to deal with these lazy students") 
       => partner -- (act as a partner; "Astaire partnered Rogers") 
       => exert -- (make a great effort at a mental or physical task; "exert oneself") 
           => overexert --
 (exert (oneself) excessively and go beyond one's strength; "don't overexert yourself when exercising!") 
       => egotrip --
 (act in a way that attracts attention; "This teacher always egotrips and the students don't like him") 
       => reciprocate --
 (act, feel, or give mutually or in return; "We always invite the neighbors and they never reciprocate!") 
           => return -- (return in kind; "return a compliment"; "return her love") 
       => go, proceed, move --
 (follow a procedure or take a course; "We should go farther in this matter"; "She went through a lot of trou
ble"; "go about the world in a certain manner"; "Messages must go through diplomatic channels") 
           => work --
 (proceed towards a goal or along a path or through an activity; "work your way through every problem or t
ask"; "She was working on her second martini when the guests arrived"; "Start from the bottom and work t
owards the top") 
           => venture, embark --
 (proceed somewhere despite the risk of possible dangers; "We ventured into the world of high-
tech and bought a supercomputer") 
           => steamroller, steamroll -- (proceed with great force; "The new teacher tends to steamroller") 
       => come close -- (nearly do something; "She came close to quitting her job") 
       => perform -- (perform a function; "Who will perform the wedding?") 
           => church -- (perform a special church rite or service for; "church a woman after childbirth") 
           => officiate --
 (act in an official capacity in a ceremony or religious ritual, such as a wedding; "Who officiated at your we
dding?") 
               => marry, wed, tie, splice --
 (perform a marriage ceremony; "The minister married us on Saturday"; "We were wed the following week
"; "The couple got spliced on Hawaii") 
                   => solemnize, solemnise -- (perform (the wedding ceremony) with proper ceremonies) 
       => make bold, dare, presume --
 (take upon oneself; act presumptuously, without permission; "How dare you call my lawyer?") 
       => prosecute, engage, pursue --
 (carry out or participate in an activity; be involved in; "She pursued many activities"; "They engaged in a d
iscussion") 
           => close -- (engage at close quarters; "close with the enemy") 
           => politick -- (engage in political activities; "This colleague is always politicking") 
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               => logroll --
 (work toward the passage of some legislation by exchanging political favors such as trading votes) 
       => act on --
 (regulate one's behavior in accordance with certain information, ideas, or advice; "The Founding Fathers a
cted on certain moral principles") 
INTERACT 
       => interact --
 (act together or towards others or with others; "He should interact more with his colleagues") 
           => conspire, collude --
 (act in unison or agreement and in secret towards a deceitful or illegal purpose; "The two companies consp
ired to cause the value of the stock to fall") 
           => communicate, intercommunicate --
 (transmit thoughts or feelings; "He communicated his anxieties to the psychiatrist") 
               => grimace, make a face, pull a face --
 (contort the face to indicate a certain mental or emotional state; "He grimaced when he saw the amount of 
homework he had to do") 
                   => squint, squinch, cross one's eyes --
 (partly close one's eyes; "The children squinted to frighten each other") 
                   => wince --
 (make a face indicating disgust or dislike; "She winced when she heard his pompous speech") 
                   => smile -- (change one's facial expression by spreading the lips, often to signal pleasure) 
                       => dimple -- (produce dimples while smiling; "The child dimpled up to the adults") 
                       => grin -- (to draw back the lips and reveal the teeth, in a smile, grimace, or snarl) 
                       => beam -- (smile radiantly; express joy through one's facial expression) 
                       => smirk, simper -- (smile affectedly or derisively) 
                       => sneer --
 (smile contemptuously; "she sneered at her little sister's efforts to play the song on the piano") 
                   => frown, glower, lour, lower --
 (look angry or sullen, wrinkle one's forehead, as if to signal disapproval) 
                       => scowl -- (frown with displeasure) 
                   => screw up -- (twist into a strained configuration; "screw up one's face") 
                   => pout, mop, mow --
 (make a sad face and thrust out one's lower lip; "mop and mow"; "The girl pouted") 
               => fingerspell, finger-spell --
 (communicate by means of specific gestures, as an alternative to Sign Language; "The Deaf often fingersp
ell") 
               => aphorize, aphorise -- (speak or write in aphorisms) 
               => riddle -- (speak in riddles) 
               => project -- (communicate vividly; "He projected his feelings") 
               => reach, get through, get hold of, contact --
 (be in or establish communication with; "Our advertisements reach millions"; "He never contacted his chil
dren after he emigrated to Australia") 
                   => ping --
 (send a message from one computer to another to check whether it is reachable and active; "ping your mac
hine in the office") 
                   => ping -- (contact, usually in order to remind of something; "I'll ping my accountant--
April 15 is nearing") 
                   => raise -- (establish radio communications with; "They managed to raise Hanoi last night") 
               => inflict, bring down, visit, impose --
 (impose something unpleasant; "The principal visited his rage on the students") 
                   => order, prescribe, dictate -- (issue commands or orders for) 
                       => mandate --
 (make mandatory; "the new director of the schoolbaord mandated regular tests") 
                   => intrude, obtrude -- (thrust oneself in as if by force; "The colors don't intrude on the viewer") 
                   => clamp --
 (impose or inflict forcefully; "The military government clamped a curfew onto the capital") 
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                   => give --
 (inflict as a punishment; "She gave the boy a good spanking"; "The judge gave me 10 years") 
                   => foist -- (to force onto another; "He foisted his work on me") 
               => commune --
 (communicate intimately with; be in a state of heightened, intimate receptivity; "He seemed to commune w
ith nature") 
                   => pray -- (address God; say a prayer) 
               => ask, inquire, enquire --
 (inquire about; "I asked about their special today"; "He had to ask directions several times") 
                   => pry -- (be nosey; "Don't pry into my personal matters!") 
                   => consult, confer with --
 (get or ask advice from; "Consult your local broker"; "They had to consult before arriving at a decision") 
               => telecommunicate -- (communicate long-distance, as via the telephone or e-mail) 
                   => call, telephone, call up, phone, ring --
 (get or try to get into communication (with someone) by telephone; "I tried to call you all night"; "Take tw
o aspirin and call me in the morning") 
                       => cell phone -- (call up by using a cellular phone; "If the train is late, I will cell phone you") 
                       => call in -- (make a phone call; "call in to a radio station"; "call in sick") 
                   => telex -- (communicate by telex; "We telexed the information to our sister company") 
                   => cable, telegraph, wire -- (send cables, wires, or telegrams) 
                   => fax, telefax, facsimile --
 (send something via a facsimile machine; "Can you fax me the report right away?") 
                   => e-mail, email, netmail -- (communicate electronically on the computer; "she e-
mailed me the good news") 
                       => spam -- (send unwanted or junk e-mail) 
                   => call --
 (send a message or attempt to reach someone by radio, phone, etc.; make a signal to in order to transmit a 
message; "Hawaii is calling!"; "A transmitter in Samoa was heard calling") 
               => inform --
 (impart knowledge of some fact, state or affairs, or event to; "I informed him of his rights") 
                   => wise up -- (cause someone to become aware of something) 
                   => teach, learn, instruct --
 (impart skills or knowledge to; "I taught them French"; "He instructed me in building a boat") 
                       => train, develop, prepare, educate --
 (create by training and teaching; "The old master is training world-
class violinists"; "we develop the leaders for the future") 
                           => retrain --
 (teach new skills; "We must retrain the linguists who cannot find employment") 
                           => drill -- (train in the military, e.g., in the use of weapons) 
                           => housebreak -- (train (a pet) to live cleanly in a house) 
                           => toilet-train -- (train (a small child) to use the toilet) 
                       => indoctrinate --
 (teach doctrines to; teach uncritically; "The Moonies indoctrinate their disciples") 
                           => revolutionize, revolutionise, inspire -- (fill with revolutionary ideas) 
                           => brainwash -- (submit to brainwashing; indoctrinate forcibly) 
                       => drill -- (teach by repetition) 
                           => hammer in, drill in, ram down, beat in -- (teach by drills and repetition) 
                           => inculcate, instill, infuse --
 (teach and impress by frequent repetitions or admonitions; "inculcate values into the young generation") 
                               => din --
 (instill (into a person) by constant repetition; "he dinned the lessons into his students") 
                       => catechize, catechise -- (give religious instructions to) 
                       => reinforce, reward --
 (strengthen and support with rewards; "Let's reinforce good behavior") 
                       => spoonfeed --
 (teach without challenging the students; "This professor spoonfeeds his students") 
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                       => induct --
 (introduce or initiate; "The young geisha was inducted into the ways of her profession") 
                       => mentor --
 (serve as a teacher or trusted counselor; "The famous professor mentored him during his years in graduate 
school"; "She is a fine lecturer but she doesn't like mentoring") 
                       => tutor -- (be a tutor to someone; give individual instruction; "She tutored me in Spanish") 
                       => unteach --
 (cause to disbelieve; teach someone the contrary of what he or she had learned earlier) 
                       => unteach -- (cause to unlearn; "teach somebody to unlearn old habits or methods") 
                       => ground -- (instruct someone in the fundamentals of a subject) 
                       => lecture, talk --
 (deliver a lecture or talk; "She will talk at Rutgers next week"; "Did you ever lecture at Harvard?") 
                           => preach, prophesy -- (deliver a sermon; "The minister is not preaching this Sunday") 
                               => evangelize, evangelise -- (preach the gospel (to)) 
                       => coach, train --
 (teach and supervise (someone); act as a trainer or coach (to), as in sports; "He is training our Olympic tea
m"; "She is coaching the crew") 
                       => enlighten, edify -- (make understand; "Can you enlighten me--
I don't understand this proposal") 
                       => condition -- (establish a conditioned response) 
                   => instruct, apprise, apprize --
 (make aware of; "Have the students been apprised of the tuition hike?") 
                       => direct --
 (give directions to; point somebody into a certain direction; "I directed them towards the town hall") 
                           => point the way --
 (indicate the right path or direction; "The sign pointed the way to London") 
                       => brief --
 (give essential information to someone; "The reporters were briefed about the President's plan to invade") 
                   => inoculate --
 (introduce an idea or attitude into the mind of; "My teachers inoculated me with their beliefs") 
                   => acquaint -- (inform; "Please acquaint your colleagues of your plans to move") 
                   => warn --
 (notify, usually in advance; "I warned you that I would ask some difficult questions") 
                   => inform -- (act as an informer; "She had informed on her own parents for years") 
                       => tell, evidence -- (give evidence; "he was telling on all his former colleague") 
                   => fill in --
 (supply with information on a specific topic; "He filled me in on the latest developments") 
                   => update -- (bring up to date; supply with recent information) 
                   => misinform, mislead -- (give false or misleading information to) 
                       => lie --
 (tell an untruth; pretend with intent to deceive; "Don't lie to your parents"; "She lied when she told me she 
was only 29") 
                           => romance --
 (tell romantic or exaggerated lies; "This author romanced his trip to an exotic country") 
                           => perjure --
 (knowingly tell an untruth in a legal court and render oneself guilty of perjury) 
                           => fib --
 (tell a relatively insignificant lie; "Fibbing is not acceptable, even if you don't call it lying") 
                       => beat around the bush, equivocate, tergiversate, prevaricate, palter --
 (be deliberately ambiguous or unclear in order to mislead or withhold information) 
                       => overstate, exaggerate, overdraw, hyperbolize, hyerbolise, magnify, amplify --
 (to enlarge beyond bounds or the truth; "tended to romanticize and exaggerate this `gracious Old South' im
agery") 
                           => overemphasize, overemphasise, overstress --
 (place special or excessive emphasis on; "I cannot overemphasize the importance of this book") 
                           => boast, tout, swash, shoot a line, brag, gas, blow, bluster, vaunt, gasconade -- (show off) 
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                               => puff -- (speak in a blustering or scornful manner; "A puffing kind of man") 
                               => gloat, triumph, crow -- (dwell on with satisfaction) 
                                   => preen, congratulate -- (pride or congratulate (oneself) for an achievement) 
                           => embroider, pad, lard, embellish, aggrandize, aggrandise, blow up, dramatize, dramatise 
-- (add details to) 
                               => glorify --
 (cause to seem more splendid; "You are glorifying a rather mediocre building") 
                       => sandbag --
 (downplay one's ability (towards others) in a game in order to deceive, as in gambling) 
                       => deceive, betray, lead astray --
 (cause someone to believe an untruth; "The insurance company deceived me when they told me they were 
covering my house") 
                           => pose, impersonate, personate --
 (pretend to be someone you are not; sometimes with fraudulent intentions; "She posed as the Czar's daught
er") 
                               => masquerade --
 (pretend to be someone or something that you are not; "he is masquerading as the expert on the Internet"; "
This silly novel is masquerading as a serious historical treaty") 
                           => bamboozle, snow, hoodwink, pull the wool over someone's eyes, lead by the nose, play
 false --
 (conceal one's true motives from especially by elaborately feigning good intentions so as to gain an end; "
He bamboozled his professors into thinking that he knew the subject well") 
                           => gull, dupe, slang, befool, cod, fool, put on, take in, put one over, put one across --
 (fool or hoax; "The immigrant was duped because he trusted everyone"; "You can't fool me!") 
                               => pull the leg of, kid -- (tell false information to for fun; "Are you pulling my leg?") 
                   => understate, minimize, minimise, downplay -- (represent as less significant or important) 
                       => trivialize, trivialise --
 (make trivial or insignificant; "Don't trivialize the seriousness of the issue!") 
                   => denounce, tell on, betray, give away, rat, grass, shit, shop, snitch, stag --
 (give away information about somebody; "He told on his classmate who had cheated on the exam") 
                       => sell out -- (give information that compromises others) 
                   => undeceive -- (free from deception or illusion) 
                   => warn --
 (notify of danger, potential harm, or risk; "The director warned him that he might be fired"; "The doctor w
arned me about the dangers of smoking") 
                       => forewarn, previse --
 (warn in advance or beforehand; give an early warning; "I forewarned him of the trouble that would arise if
 he showed up at his ex-wife's house") 
                       => caution, admonish, monish -- (warn strongly; put on guard) 
                       => threaten --
 (to utter intentions of injury or punishment against:"He threatened me when I tried to call the police") 
                           => offer --
 (threaten to do something; "I offered to leave the committee if they did not accept my proposal") 
                       => alarm, alert --
 (warn or arouse to a sense of danger or call to a state of preparedness; "The empty house alarmed him"; "
We alerted the new neighbors to the high rate of burglaries") 
                           => wake -- (make aware of; "His words woke us to terrible facts of the situation") 
                   => advise, notify, give notice, send word, apprise, apprize --
 (give information or notice to; "I advised him that the rent was due") 
                   => familiarize, familiarise, acquaint --
 (make familiar or acquainted; "you should acquaint yourself with your new computer"; "We familiarized o
urselves with the new surroundings") 
                       => verse --
 (familiarize through thorough study or experience; "She versed herself in Roman archeology") 
                       => get into -- (familiarize oneself thoroughly with; "He really got into semantics") 
                   => prompt, remind, cue --
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 (assist (somebody acting or reciting) by suggesting the next words of something forgotten or imperfectly le
arned) 
                   => volunteer -- (tell voluntarily; "He volunteered the information") 
                   => introduce, present, acquaint --
 (cause to come to know personally; "permit me to acquaint you with my son"; "introduce the new neighbor
s to the community") 
                       => reacquaint -- (acquaint anew; "We reacquainted ourselves with this technique") 
                       => reintroduce, re-introduce --
 (introduce anew; "We haven't met in a long time, so let me reintroduce myself") 
                       => present -- (formally present a debutante, a representative of a country, etc.) 
                       => introduce, bring out -- (bring before the public for the first time, as of an actor, song, etc.) 
                   => regret -- (be sorry; "I regret to say that you did not gain admission to Harvard") 
                       => fear --
 (be sorry; used to introduce an unpleasant statement; "I fear I won't make it to your wedding party") 
                   => indicate, point, show --
 (indicate a place, direction, person, or thing; either spatially or figuratively; "I showed the customer the glo
ve section"; "He pointed to the empty parking space"; "he indicated his opponents") 
                       => finger --
 (indicate the fingering for the playing of musical scores for keyboard instruments) 
                       => signalize, signalise, point out, call attention -- (point out carefully and clearly) 
                       => reflect -- (manifest or bring back; "This action reflects his true beliefs") 
                           => redound -- (be deflected; "His actions redound on his parents") 
                   => indicate -- (to state or express briefly; "indicated his wishes in a letter") 
                       => read, register, show, record --
 (indicate a certain reading; of gauges and instruments; "The thermometer showed thirteen degrees below z
ero"; "The gauge read `empty'") 
                           => say -- (indicate; "The clock says noon") 
                           => show -- (give evidence of, as of records; "The diary shows his distress that evening") 
                               => attest -- (establish or verify the usage of; "This word is not attested until 1993") 
                               => surcharge --
 (show an omission in (an account) for which credit ought to have been given) 
                           => strike --
 (indicate (a certain time) by striking; "The clock struck midnight"; "Just when I entered, the clock struck") 
                       => signify --
 (make known with a word or signal; "He signified his wish to pay the bill for our meal") 
                       => call -- (indicate a decision in regard to; "call balls and strikes behind the plate") 
                   => indicate, suggest --
 (suggest the necessity of an intervention; in medicine; "Tetracycline is indicated in such cases") 
                   => nark -- (inform or spy (for the police)) 
                   => explain, explicate --
 (make palin and comprehensible; "He explained the laws of physics to his students") 
                       => interpret -- (give an interpretation or explanation to) 
                           => moralize, moralise -- (interpret the moral meaning of; "moralize a story") 
                           => deconstruct -- (interpret (a text or an artwork) by the method of deconstructing) 
                           => reinterpret, re-explain -- (interpret from a different viewpoint) 
                           => commentate -- (serve as a commentator, as in sportscasting) 
                           => misinterpret -- (interpret falsely) 
                           => gloss, comment, annotate --
 (provide interlinear explanations for words or phrases; "He annotated on what his teacher had written") 
                           => commentate -- (make a commentary on) 
                       => account for -- (give reasons for; "Can you account for all these absences?") 
                       => naturalize -- (explain with reference to nature) 
                       => clarify, clear up, elucidate --
 (make clear and (more) comprehensible; "clarify the mystery surrounding her death") 
                           => demystify --
 (make less mysterious or remove the mystery from; "let's demystify the event by explaining what it is all a
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bout") 
                           => clear, clear up, shed light on, crystallize, crystallise, crystalize, crystalise, straighten out
, sort out, enlighten, illuminate, elucidate --
 (make free from confusion or ambiguity; make clear; "Could you clarify these remarks?"; "Clear up the qu
estion of who is at fault") 
                           => elaborate, lucubrate, expatiate, exposit, enlarge, flesh out, expand, expound, dilate --
 (add details, as to an account or idea; clarify the meaning of and discourse in a learned way, usually in writ
ing; "She elaborated on the main ideas in her dissertation") 
                               => detail -- (provide details for) 
                               => set forth, expound, exposit -- (state; "set forth one's reasons") 
                                   => describe, depict, draw --
 (give a description of; "He drew an elaborate plan of attack") 
                                       => represent --
 (describe or present, usually with respect to a particular quality; "He represented this book as an example o
f the Russian 19th century novel") 
                                           => symbolize, symbolise --
 (represent or identify by using a symbol; use symbols; "The poet symbolizes love in this poem"; "These pa
inters believed that artists should symbolize") 
                                           => actualize, actualise -- (represent or describe realistically) 
                                       => delineate -- (describe in vivid detail) 
                                       => sketch, outline, adumbrate --
 (describe roughly or briefly or give the main points or summary of; "sketch the outline of the book"; "outli
ne his ideas") 
                                           => block out -- (indicate roughly; "We sketched out our plan") 
                                   => premise --
 (set forth beforehand, often as an explanation; "He premised these remarks so that his readers might unders
tand") 
                               => exemplify, illustrate, instance -- (clarify by giving an example of) 
                               => specify, particularize, particularise, specialize, specialise --
 (be specific about; "Could you please specify your criticism of my paper?") 
                                   => spell out -- (make explicit; specify in detail; "You shuld spell out your demands") 
                           => disambiguate --
 (state unambiguously or remove ambiguities from; "Can you disambiguate this statement?") 
                       => comment -- (explain or interpret something) 
                           => second-guess -- (evaluate or criticize with hindsight) 
                           => disk-jockey, disc-jockey, DJ --
 (comment on music to be played; "He has a job diskjockeying on the weekend") 
                   => tell -- (let something be known; "Tell them that you will be late") 
                       => digress, stray, divagate, wander --
 (lose clarity or turn aside especially from the main subject of attention or course of argument in writing, thi
nking, or speaking; "She always digresses when telling a story"; "her mind wanders"; "Don't digress when 
you give a lecture") 
                       => bespeak, betoken, indicate, point, signal --
 (be a signal for or a symptom of; "These symptoms indicate a serious illness"; "Her behavior points to a se
vere neurosis"; "The economic indicators signal that the euro is undervalued") 
                           => bode, portend, auspicate, prognosticate, omen, presage, betoken, foreshadow, augur, fo
retell, prefigure, forecast, predict -- (indicate by signs; "These signs bode bad news") 
                               => threaten --
 (to be a menacing indication of something:"The clouds threaten rain"; "Danger threatens") 
                               => foreshow -- (foretell by divine inspiration) 
                           => mark --
 (designate as if by a mark; "This sign marks the border"; "He indicated where the border ended") 
                               => blaze -- (indicate by marking trees with blazes; "blaze a trail") 
                               => dimension --
 (indicate the dimensions on; "These techniques permit us to dimension the human heart") 
                               => signpost -- (mark with a signpost, as of a path) 
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                               => signalize, signalise, distinguish -- (make conspicuous or noteworthy) 
                                   => singularize, singularise -- (distinguish as singular) 
                               => buoy -- (mark with a buoy) 
                       => disclose, let on, bring out, reveal, discover, expose, divulge, impart, break, give away, let 
out --
 (make known to the public information that was previously known only to a few people or that was meant 
to be kept a secret; "The auction house would not disclose the price at which the van Gogh had sold"; "The 
actress won't reveal how old she is"; "bring out the truth"; "he broke the news to her") 
                           => blackwash -- (bring (information) out of concealment) 
                           => muckrake --
 (explore and expose misconduct and scandals concerning public figures; "This reporter was well-
known for his muckraking") 
                           => blow --
 (cause to be revealed and jeopardized; "The story blew their cover"; "The double agent was blown by the o
ther side") 
                           => out -- (reveal somebody else's homosexuality; "This actor was outed last week") 
                           => come out of the closet, out, come out --
 (to state openly and publicly one's homosexuality; "This actor outed last year") 
                           => spring --
 (produce or disclose suddenly or unexpectedly; "He sprang these news on me just as I was leaving") 
                           => betray, bewray -- (reveal unintentionally; "Her smile betrayed her true feelings") 
                           => confide -- (reveal in private; tell confidentially) 
                               => unbosom, relieve -- (relieve oneself of troubling information) 
                           => leak -- (tell anonymously; "The news were leaked to the paper") 
                           => spill the beans, let the cat out of the bag, talk, tattle, blab, peach, babble, sing, babble o
ut, blab out -- (divulge confidential information or secrets; "Be careful--his secretary talks") 
                           => reveal --
 (disclose directly or through prophets; "God rarely reveal his plans for Mankind") 
                       => spill, talk --
 (reveal information; "If you don't oblige me, I'll talk!"; "The former employee spilled all the details") 
                       => publicize, publicise, air, bare -- (make public; "She aired her opinions on welfare") 
                           => bulletin -- (make public by bulletin) 
                           => publish, bring out, put out, issue, release --
 (prepare and issue for public distribution or sale; "publish a magazine or newspaper") 
                               => edit --
 (supervise the publication of; "The same family has been editing the influential newspaper for almost 100 
years") 
                           => circulate, circularize, circularise, distribute, disseminate, propagate, broadcast, spread, 
diffuse, disperse, pass around --
 (cause to become widely known; "spread information"; "circulate a rumor"; "broadcast the news") 
                               => sow, sough -- (introduce into an environment; "sow suspicion or beliefs") 
                               => popularize, popularise, vulgarize, vulgarise, generalize, generalise --
 (cater to popular taste to make popular and present to the general public; bring into general or common use
; "They popularized coffee in Washington State"; "Relativity Theory was vulgarized by these authors") 
                               => carry, run --
 (include as the content; broadcast or publicize; "We ran the ad three times"; "This paper carries a restauran
t review"; "All major networks carried the press conference") 
                           => air, send, broadcast, beam, transmit --
 (broadcast over the airwaves, as in radio or television; "We cannot air this X-rated song") 
                               => satellite -- (broadcast or disseminate via satellite) 
                               => sportscast -- (broadcast a sports event) 
                               => telecast, televise -- (broadcast via television; "The Royal wedding was televised") 
                                   => colorcast -- (broadcast in color) 
                               => interrogate --
 (transmit (a signal) for setting off an appropriate response, as in telecommunication) 
                               => rerun, rebroadcast -- (broadcast again, as of a film) 
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                       => repeat, reiterate, ingeminate, iterate, restate, retell --
 (to say, state, or perform again; "She kept reiterating her request") 
                           => perseverate --
 (psychology: repeat a response after the cessation of the original stimulus; "The subjects in this study perse
verated") 
                           => ditto -- (repeat an action or statement; "The next speaker dittoed her argument") 
                           => harp, dwell --
 (come back to; "Don't dwell on the past"; "She is always harping on the same old things") 
                           => translate, interpret, render --
 (restate (words) from one language into another language; "I have to translate when my in-
laws from Austria visit the U.S."; "Can you interpret the speech of the visiting dignitaries?"; "She rendered 
the French poem into English"; "He translates for the U.N.") 
                               => retranslate -- (translate again) 
                               => mistranslate -- (translate incorrectly) 
                               => gloss -- (provide an interlinear translation of a word or phrase) 
                               => latinize -- (translate into Latin) 
                           => paraphrase, rephrase, reword -- (express the same message in different words) 
                               => translate --
 (express, as in simple and less technical langauge; "Can you translate the instructions in this manual for a l
ayman?"; "Is there a need to translate the psychiatrist's remarks?") 
                           => sum up, summarize, summarise, resume --
 (give a summary (of); "he summed up his results"; "I will now summarize") 
                               => abstract -- (give an abstract (of)) 
                               => precis -- (make a summary (of)) 
                               => docket -- (make a summary or abstract of a legal document and inscribe it in a list) 
                               => recapitulate, recap -- (summarize briefly; "Let's recapitulate the main ideas") 
                                   => retrograde, rehash, hash over -- (go back over; "retrograde arguments") 
                           => quote, cite -- (repeat a passage from; "He quoted the Bible to her") 
                               => misquote -- (quote incorrectly; "He had misquoted the politician") 
                       => propagandize, propagandise -- (subject to propaganda) 
                       => announce, annunciate, harbinger, foretell, herald -- (foreshadow or presage) 
                       => impart, leave, give, pass on --
 (tell or deposit (information) knowledge; "give a secret to the Russians"; "leave your name and address her
e") 
                   => tell, narrate, recount, recite --
 (narrate or give a detailed account of; "Tell what happened"; "The father told a story to his child") 
                       => relate -- (give an account of; "The witness related the events") 
                       => crack -- (tell spontaneously; "crack a joke") 
                       => yarn -- (tell or spin a yarn) 
                       => rhapsodize, rhapsodise -- (recite a rhapsody) 
                   => narrate -- (provide commentary for a film, for example) 
                   => report, describe, account --
 (to give an account or representation of in words; "Discreet Italian police described it in a manner typically
 continental") 
                   => report -- (make known to the authorities; "One student reported the other to the principal") 
                   => report, cover --
 (be responsible for reporting the details of, as in journalism; "Snow reported on China in the 1950's"; "The 
cub reporter covered New York City") 
                   => announce, denote --
 (make known; make an announcement; "She denoted her feelings clearly") 
                       => denounce -- (announce the termination of, as of treaties) 
                       => meld -- (announce for a score; of cards in a card game) 
                       => report -- (announce one's presence; "I report to work every day at 9 o'clock") 
                           => check in, sign in -- (announce one's arrival, e.g. at hotels or airports) 
                           => check out -- (announce one's departure from a hotel) 
                           => clock out, punch out, clock off -- (register one's departure from work) 
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                       => report --
 (announce as the result of an investigation, or announce something to the proper authorities; "Dozens of in
cidents of wife beatings are reported daily in this city"; "The team reported significant advances in their res
earch") 
                       => cry, blazon out --
 (proclaim or announce in public; "before we had newspapers, a town cryer would cry the news"; "He cried 
his merchandise in the market square") 
                       => trump, trump out -- (proclaim or announce with or as if with a fanfare) 
                       => blare out, blat out -- (announce loudly) 
                       => call out -- (call out loudly, as of names or numbers) 
                           => count off --
 (call in turn from right to left or from back to front numbers that determine some position or function) 
                       => advertise, publicize, advertize, publicise --
 (call attention to; "Please don't advertise the fact that he has AIDS") 
                           => headline -- (publicize widely or highly, as if with a headline) 
                           => ballyhoo -- (advertize noisily or blatantly) 
                       => post -- (publicize with, or as if with, a poster; "I'll post the news on the bulletin board") 
                           => placard, bill -- (publicize or announce by placards) 
                       => sound -- (announce by means of a sound; "sound the alarm") 
                   => disabuse -- (free somebody (from an erroneous belief)) 
                   => remonstrate, point out -- (present and urge reasons in opposition) 
                       => represent --
 (point out or draw attention to in protest or remonstrance; "our parents represented to us the need for more 
caution") 
                   => testify, bear witness, prove, evidence, show --
 (provide evidence for; "The blood test showed that he was the father"; "Her behavior testified to her incom
petence") 
                       => attest, certify, manifest, demonstrate, evidence --
 (provide evidence for; stand as proof of; show by one's behavior, attitude, or external attributes; "His high f
ever attested to his illness"; "The buildings in Rome manifest a high level of architectural sophistication"; "
This decision demonstrates his sense of fairness") 
                           => authenticate -- (establish the authenticity of something) 
                               => prove -- (obtain probate of; "prove a will") 
                           => reflect --
 (give evidence of the quality of; "The mess in his dorm room reflects on the student") 
                               => mirror --
 (reflect or resemble; "The plane crash in Milan mirrored the attack in the World Trade Center") 
                           => reflect --
 (give evidence of a certain behavior; "His lack of interest in the project reflects badly on him") 
                           => notarize, notarise --
 (authenticate as a notary; "We had to have the signature notarized") 
                           => condemn --
 (demonstrate the guilt of (someone); "Her strange behavior condemned her") 
                               => attaint -- (condemn by attainder; "the man was attainted") 
                       => presume --
 (constitute reasonable evidence for; "A restaurant bill presumes the consumption of food") 
                       => adduce, abduce, cite -- (advance evidence for) 
               => joke, jest -- (tell a joke; speak humorously; "He often jokes even when he appears serious") 
                   => gag, quip -- (make jokes or quips; "The students were gagging during dinner") 
                   => horse around, arse around, fool around, fool --
 (indulge in horseplay; "Enough horsing around--
let's get back to work!"; "The bored children were fooling about") 
                   => pun -- (make a play on words; "Japanese like to pun--
their language is well suited to punning") 
               => greet -- (send greetings to) 
                   => compliment -- (express respect or esteem for) 
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               => address, turn to -- (speak to; "He addressed the crowd outside the window") 
                   => ask --
 (address a question to and expect an answer from; "Ask your teacher about trigonometry"; "The children as
ked me about their dead grandmother") 
                       => question, query -- (pose a question) 
                           => wonder, inquire, enquire --
 (have a wish or desire to know something; "He wondered who had built this beautiful church") 
                               => request -- (inquire for (information); "I requested information from the secretary") 
                                   => seek -- (inquire for; "seek directions from a local") 
                           => interpellate -- (question formally about policy or government business) 
                           => examine -- (question closely) 
                               => quiz, test --
 (examine someone's knowledge of something; "The teacher tests us every week"; "We got quizzed on Fren
ch irregular verbs") 
                               => cross examine, cross question --
 (question closely, or question a witness that has already been questioned by the opposing side; "The witnes
s was cross-examined by the defense") 
                               => catechize, catechise -- (examine through questioning and answering) 
                           => pump -- (question persistently; "She pumped the witnesses for information") 
                           => check out, sound out, feel out --
 (try to learn someone's opinions and intentions; "I have to sound out the new professor") 
                           => debrief --
 (put someone through a debriefing and make him report; "The released hostages were debriefed") 
                       => interrogate, question --
 (pose a series of questions to; "The suspect was questioned by the police"; "We questioned the survivor ab
out the details of the explosion") 
                   => address, call --
 (greet, as with a prescribed form, title, or name; "He always addresses me with `Sir'"; "Call me Mister"; "S
he calls him by first name") 
               => nod --
 (lower and raise the head, as to indicate assent or agreement or confirmation; "The teacher nodded when th
e student gave the right answer") 
               => convey, impart -- (make known; pass on, of information) 
                   => thank, give thanks -- (express gratitude or show appreciation to) 
                       => acknowledge, recognize, recognise --
 (express obligation, thanks, or gratitude for; "We must acknowledge the kindness she showed towards us") 
                           => appreciate -- (recognize with gratitude; be grateful for) 
                   => hint, suggest -- (drop a hint; intimate by a hint) 
                       => intimate, adumbrate, insinuate --
 (give to understand; "I insinuated that I did not like his wife") 
                       => clue in -- (provide someone with a clue; "Can you clue me in?") 
                       => allude, touch, advert --
 (make a more or less disguised reference to; "He alluded to the problem but did not mention it") 
                   => say --
 (communicate or express nonverbally; "What does this painting say?"; "Did his face say anything about ho
w he felt?") 
                   => look -- (convey by one's expression; "She looked her devotion to me") 
                   => flash --
 (make known or cause to appear with great speed; "The latest intelligence is flashed to all command posts"
) 
                   => breathe -- (manifest or evince; "She breathes the Christian spirit") 
                   => express, show, evince -- (give expression to; "She showed her disappointment") 
                       => sneer -- (express through a scornful smile; "she sneered her contempt") 
                       => imply, connote -- (express or state indirectly) 
                       => burst out --
 (give sudden release to an expression; "We burst out laughing"; "'I hate you,' she burst out") 
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                           => rip out --
 (burst out with a violent or profane utterance; "ripped out a vicious oath"; "ripped out with an oath") 
                       => suggest, evoke, paint a picture -- (call to mind or evoke) 
                           => smack, reek --
 (have an element suggestive (of something); "his speeches smacked of racism") 
                           => incriminate, imply, inculpate -- (suggest that someone is guilty) 
                       => imply -- (suggest as a logically necessary consequence; in logic) 
                           => presuppose, suppose --
 (require as a necessary antecedent or precondition; "This step presupposes two prior ones") 
                           => suggest, intimate --
 (imply as a possibility; "The evidence suggests a need for more clarification") 
                               => make out -- (imply or suggest; "Your remarks make me out to be stupid") 
                           => connote, predicate --
 (involve as a necessary condition of consequence; as in logic; "solving the problem is predicated on unders
tanding it well") 
                       => give --
 (manifest or show; "This student gives promise of real creativity"; "The office gave evidence of tampering
") 
                       => exude -- (make apparent by one's mood or behaviour; "She exude great confidence") 
                       => vent, ventilate, give vent --
 (give expression or utterance to; "She vented her anger"; "The graduates gave vent to cheers") 
                       => give voice, formulate, word, phrase, articulate --
 (put into words or an expression; "He formulated his concerns to the board of trustees") 
                           => ask -- (direct or put; seek an answer to; "ask a question") 
                           => lexicalize, lexicalise --
 (make or coin into a word or accept a new word into the lexicon of a language; "The concept expressed by 
German `Gemuetlichkeit' is not lexicalized in English") 
                           => dogmatize, dogmatise -- (state as a dogma) 
                           => formularize, formularise -- (express as a formula) 
                           => frame, redact, cast, put, couch --
 (formulate in a particular style or language; "I wouldn't put it that way"; "She cast her request in very polit
e language") 
                       => stress, emphasize, emphasise, punctuate, accent, accentuate --
 (to stress, single out as important; "Dr. Jones emphasizes exercise in addition to a change in diet") 
                           => background, play down, downplay --
 (understate the importance or quality of; "he played down his royal ancestry") 
                               => wave off -- (dismiss as insignificant; "He waved off suggestions of impropriety") 
                               => soft-pedal -- (play down or obscure; "His advisers soft-
pedaled the president's blunder") 
                           => bring out, set off --
 (direct attention to, as if by means of contrast; "This dress accentuates your nice figure!"; "I set off these w
ords by brackets") 
                               => pick up --
 (lift out or reflect from a background; "The scarf picks up the color of the skirt"; "His eyes picked up his s
mile") 
                               => foreground, highlight, spotlight, play up --
 (move into the foreground to make more visible or prominent; "The introduction highlighted the speaker's 
distinguished career in linguistics") 
                               => raise --
 (bring (a surface, a design, etc.) into relief and cause to project; "raised edges") 
                           => re-emphasise, re-emphasize -- (emphasize anew; "The director re-
emphasized the need for greater productivity") 
                           => bear down --
 (pay special attention to; "The lectures bore down on the political background") 
                           => topicalize --
 (emphasize by putting have stress on or by moving to the front of the sentence; "Speakers topicalize more 
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often than they realize"; "The object of the sentence is topicalized in what linguists call `Yiddish Movement
'") 
                           => point up --
 (emphasize, especially by identification; "This novel points up the racial problems in England") 
                           => drive home, ram home, press home --
 (make clear by special emphasis and try to convince somebody of something; "drive home a point or an ar
gument"; "I'm trying to drive home these basic ideas") 
                           => underscore, underline, emphasize, emphasise --
 (give extra weight to (a communication); "Her gesture emphasized her words") 
                       => menace --
 (express a threat either by an utterance or a gesture; "he menaced the bank manager with a stick") 
                       => beam -- (express with a beaming face or smile; "he beamed his approval") 
                       => smile -- (express with a smile; "She smiled her thanks") 
                   => mean, intend --
 (mean or intend to express or convey; "You never understand what I mean!"; "what do his words intend?") 
                       => typify, symbolize, symbolise, stand for, represent --
 (express indirectly by an image, form, or model; be a symbol; "What does the Statue of Liberty symbolize?
") 
                           => embody, be, personify --
 (represent, as of a character on stage; "Derek Jacobi was Hamlet") 
                               => body, personify -- (invest with or as with a body; give body to) 
                               => exemplify, represent --
 (be characteristic of; "This compositional style is exemplified by this fugue") 
                           => typify, epitomize, epitomise --
 (embody the essential characteristics of or be a typical example of; "The fugue typifies Bach's style of com
position") 
                       => denote, refer -- (have as a meaning; "`multi-' denotes `many' ") 
                           => twist, twist around, pervert, convolute, sophisticate --
 (practice sophistry; change the meaning of or be vague about in order to mislead or deceive) 
                           => euphemize, euphemise -- (refer to something with a euphemism) 
                           => hark back, return, come back, recall --
 (go back to something earlier; "This harks back to a previous remark of his") 
                               => recur, go back -- (return in thought or speech to something) 
                           => name, identify --
 (give the name or identifying characteristics of; refer to by name or some other identifying characteristic pr
operty; "Many senators were named in connection with the scandal"; "The almanac identifies the auspiciou
s months") 
                               => enumerate, recite, itemize, itemise --
 (specify individually; "She enumerated the many obstacles she had encountered"; "The doctor recited the li
st of possible side effects of the drug") 
                                   => list, name --
 (give or make a list of; name individually; give the names of; "List the states west of the Mississippi") 
                               => number, list --
 (enumerate; "We must number the names of the great mathematicians") 
                                   => itemize, itemise -- (place on a list of items; "itemize one's tax deductions") 
                               => announce -- (give the names of; "He announced the winners of the spelling bee") 
                           => apply --
 (refer (a word or name) to a person or thing; "He applied this racial slur to me!") 
                           => slur --
 (speak disparagingly of; e.g., make a racial slur; "your comments are slurring your co-workers") 
                           => express, state --
 (indicate through a symbol, formula, etc.; "Can you express this distance in kilometers?") 
                               => vote --
 (express a choice or opinion; "I vote that we all go home"; "She voted for going to the Chinese restaurant") 
                                   => vote --
 (bring into existence or make available by vote; "They voted aid for the underdeveloped countries in Asia"
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) 
                               => vote -- (express one's choice or preference by vote; "vote the Democratic ticket") 
                                   => bullet vote --
 (vote cumulatively and distribute the votes according to some principle) 
                       => signify --
 (convey or express a meaning; "These words mean nothing to me!"; "What does his strange behavior signif
y?") 
                       => spell, import -- (indicate or signify; "I'm afraid this spells trouble!") 
                       => aim -- (direct (a remark) toward an intended goal; "She wanted to aim a pun") 
                       => drive, get, aim -- (move into a desired direction of discourse; "What are you driving at?") 
               => sign --
 (communicate in sign language; "I don't know how to sign, so I could not communicate with my deaf cousi
n") 
               => talk, speak, utter, mouth, verbalize, verbalise --
 (express in speech; "She talks a lot of nonsense"; "This depressed patient does not verbalize") 
                   => read --
 (look at, interpret, and say out loud something that is written or printed; "The King will read the proclamati
on at noon") 
                       => numerate -- (read out loud as words written numbers) 
                       => dictate --
 (say out loud for the purpose of recording; "He dictated a report to his secretary") 
                       => call -- (read aloud to check for omissions or absentees; "Call roll") 
                   => vocalize, vocalise, phonate -- (utter speech sounds) 
                   => troll -- (speak or recite rapidly or in a rolling voice) 
                   => begin -- (begin to speak or say; "Now listen, friends," he began) 
                   => lip off, shoot one's mouth off --
 (speak spontaneously and without restraint; "She always shoots her mouth off and says things she later reg
rets") 
                   => shout --
 (utter in a loud voice; talk in a loud voice (usually denoting characteristic manner of speaking); "My grand
mother is hard of hearing--you'll have to shout") 
                       => yell, scream -- (utter or declare in a very loud voice; "You don't have to yell--
I can hear you just fine") 
                       => holler, holler out -- (shout out; "He hollered out to surrender our weapons") 
                       => thunder, roar -- (utter words loudly and forcefully; "`Get out of here,' he roared") 
                       => bawl, bellow -- (shout loudly and without restraint) 
                   => whisper -- (speak softly; in a low voice) 
                   => peep -- (speak in a hesitant and high-pitched tone of voice) 
                   => speak up --
 (speak louder; raise one's voice; "The audience asked the lecturer to please speak up") 
                   => snap, snarl --
 (utter in an angry, sharp, or abrupt tone; "The sales clerky snapped a reply at the angry customer"; "The gu
ard snarled at us") 
                   => enthuse -- (utter with enthusiasm) 
                       => rhapsodize, rhapsodise -- (say (something) with great enthusiasm) 
                   => speak in tongues --
 (speak unintelligibly in or as if in religious ecstasy; "The parishioners spoke in tongues") 
                   => swallow -- (utter indistinctly; "She swallowed the last words of her speech") 
                   => verbalize, verbalise -- (be verbose; "This lawyer verbalizes and is rather tedious") 
                   => whiff -- (utter with a puff of air; "whiff out a prayer") 
                   => talk of, talk about -- (discuss or mention; "They spoke of many things") 
                       => hash out, discuss, talk over --
 (speak with others about (something); talk (something) over in detail; have a discussion; "We discussed ou
r household budget") 
                           => negociate, negotiate, talk terms --
 (discuss the terms of an arrangement; "They negotiated the sale of the house") 
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                               => intercede, mediate, intermediate, liaise, arbitrate --
 (act between parties with a view to reconciling differences; "He interceded in the family dispute"; "He med
iated a settlement") 
                               => renegociate, renegotiate --
 (revise the terms of in order to limit or regain excess profits gained by the contractor; "We renegociated ou
r old mortgage now that the interest rates have come down") 
                                   => roll over --
 (negociate to repay a loan at a later date for an additional fee; "roll over a loan") 
                               => dicker, bargain --
 (negotiate the terms of an exchange; "We bargained for a beautiful rug in the bazaar") 
                                   => haggle, higgle, chaffer, huckster --
 (wrangle (over a price, terms of an agreement, etc.); "Let's not haggle over a few dollars") 
                                       => beat down, bargain down --
 (persuade the seller to accept a lower price; "She beat the merchant down $100") 
                               => broker -- (act as a broker) 
                           => negociate --
 (confer with another in order to come to terms or reach an agreement; "The parties negociated all night") 
                               => renegociate, renegotiate --
 (negociate anew; "The two warring parties will have to renegociate") 
                               => treat --
 (engage in negotiations in order to reach an agreement; "they had to treat with the King") 
                               => horse-trade -- (negotiate with much give and take) 
                               => parley -- (discuss, as between enemies) 
                                   => palaver --
 (have a lengthy discussion, usually between people of different backgrounds) 
                           => powwow -- (hold a powwow, talk, conference or meeting) 
                           => debate, deliberate -- (discuss the pros and cons of an issue) 
                               => vex --
 (subject to prolonged examination, discussion, or deliberation; "vex the subject of the death penalty") 
                           => consider, debate, moot, turn over, deliberate --
 (think about carefully; weigh; "They considered the possibility of a strike"; "Turn the proposal over in your
 mind") 
                               => see -- (deliberate or decide; "See whether you can come tomorrow"; "let's see--
which movie should we see tonight?") 
                               => premeditate --
 (consider, ponder, or plan (an action) beforehand; "premeditated murder") 
                               => debate --
 (argue with one another; "We debated the question of abortion"; "John debated Mary") 
                               => wrestle --
 (engage in deep thought, consideration, or debate; "I wrestled with this decision for years") 
                               => think twice --
 (consider and reconsider carefully; "Think twice before you have a child") 
                           => bandy, kick around -- (discuss lightly; "We bandied around these difficult questions") 
                           => moderate, chair, lead -- (preside over; "John moderated the discussion") 
                           => advise, counsel --
 (give advice to; "The teacher counsels troubled students"; "The lawyer counselled me when I was accused 
of tax fraud") 
                               => urge, urge on, press, exhort --
 (force or impel in an indicated direction; "I urged him to finish his studies") 
                                   => rush, hurry -- (urge to an unnatural speed; "Don't rush me, please!") 
                                   => push, bear on --
 (press, drive, or impel (someone) to action or completion of an action; "He pushed her to finish her doctora
te") 
                                       => nudge -- (push into action by pestering or annoying gently) 
                                       => bull, bull through -- (push or force; "He bulled through his demands") 
                                   => preach, advocate --
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 (speak, plead, or argue in favour of; "The doctor advocated a smoking ban in the entire house") 
                                       => sermonize, sermonise, preachify, moralize, moralise --
 (speak as if delivering a sermon; express moral judgements; "This man always sermonizes") 
                               => dissuade, deter --
 (turn away from by persuasion; "Negative campaigning will only dissuade people") 
                                   => talk out of -- (persuade someone not to do something) 
                               => warn, discourage, admonish, monish --
 (admonish or counsel in terms of someone's behavior; "I warned him not to go too far"; "I warn you agains
t false assumptions"; "She warned him to be quiet") 
                               => tip off, tip --
 (give insider information or advise to; "He tipped off the police about the terrorist plot") 
                               => misadvise, misguide -- (give bad advice to) 
                               => propound -- (put forward, as of an idea) 
                               => consult -- (advise professionally; "The professor consults for industry") 
                               => contraindicate -- (make a treatment inadvisable) 
                           => confer, confabulate, confab, consult --
 (have a conference in order to talk something over; "We conferred about a plan of action") 
                               => collogue -- (confer secretly) 
                           => broach, initiate -- (bring up a topic for discussion) 
                               => cover, treat, handle, plow, deal, address --
 (deal with verbally or in some form of artistic expression; "This book deals with incest"; "The course cover
ed all of Western Civilization"; "The new book treats the history of China") 
                                   => theologize, theologise --
 (treat from a theological viewpoint or render theological in character) 
                                   => discourse, talk about, discuss --
 (to consider or examine in speech or writing; "The article covered all the different aspects of this question"
; "The class discussed Dante's `Inferno'") 
                                       => descant -- (talk at great length about something of one's interest) 
                                       => talk shop -- (discuss work-
related matters; "As soon as they met, the linguists started to talk shop") 
                           => bandy about -- (discuss casually; "bandy about an idea") 
                           => thrash out, hammer out --
 (discuss vehemently in order to reach a solution or an agreement; "The leaders of the various Middle Easte
rn countries are trying to hammer out a peace agreement") 
                       => blaspheme -- (speak of in an irrevent or impious manner; "blaspheme God") 
                   => blubber, blubber out -- (utter while crying) 
                   => drone, drone on -- (talk in a monotonous voice) 
                   => bumble, stutter, stammer, falter --
 (speak haltingly; "The speaker faltered when he saw his opponent enter the room") 
                   => rasp -- (utter in a grating voice) 
                   => blurt out, blurt, blunder out, blunder, ejaculate --
 (utter impulsively; "He blurted out the secret"; "He blundered his stupid ideas") 
                   => tone, inflect, modulate -- (of one's speech, varying the pitch) 
                   => deliver, present --
 (deliver (a speech, oration, or idea); "The commencement speaker presented a forceful speech that impress
ed the students") 
                       => speechify --
 (make speeches; hold forth, or harangue with a certain degree of formality; "These ministers speechify on 
every occasion") 
                   => generalize, generalise -- (speak or write in generalities) 
                   => chatter, piffle, palaver, prate, tittle-
tattle, twaddle, clack, maunder, prattle, blab, gibber, tattle, blabber, gabble --
 (speak (about unimportant matters) rapidly and incessantly) 
                       => babble, blather, smatter, blether, blither --
 (to talk foolishly; "The two women babbled and crooned at the baby") 
                   => chatter -- (make noise as if chattering away; "The magpies were chattering in the trees") 
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                   => yack, jaw, yack away, rattle on, yap away -- (talk incessantly and tiresomely) 
                   => open up -- (talk freely and without inhibition) 
                   => snivel, whine -- (talk in a tearful manner) 
                   => murmur -- (speak softly or indistinctly; "She murmured softly to the baby in her arms") 
                       => coo -- (speak softly or lovingly; "The mother who held her baby was cooing softly") 
                       => susurrate -- (issue soft noises) 
                   => mumble, mutter, maunder, mussitate -- (talk indistinctly; usually in a low voice) 
                   => slur -- (utter indistinctly) 
                   => bark -- (speak in an unfriendly tone; "She barked into the dictaphone") 
                   => bay -- (utter in deep prolonged tones) 
                   => rant, mouth off, jabber, spout, rabbit on, rave --
 (talk in a noisy, excited, or declamatory manner) 
                   => hiss, sizz, siss, sibilate -- (express or utter with a hiss) 
                   => cackle --
 (talk or utter in a cackling manner; "The women cackled when they saw the movie star step out of the limo
usine") 
                   => babble --
 (utter meaningless sounds, like a baby, or utter in an incoherent way; "The old man is only babbling--
don't pay attention") 
                   => tone, chant, intone --
 (utter monotonously and repetitively and rhythmically; "The students chanted the same slogan over and ov
er again") 
                   => gulp --
 (utter or make a noise, as when swallowing too quickly; "He gulped for help after choking on a big piece o
f meat") 
                   => sing --
 (produce tones with the voice; "She was singing while she was cooking"; "My brother sings very well") 
                       => place -- (sing a note with the correct pitch) 
                       => troll -- (sing loudly and without inhibition) 
                       => croon -- (sing softly) 
                       => chant, intone, intonate, cantillate --
 (recite with musical intonation; recite as a chant or a psalm; "The rabbi chanted a prayer") 
                           => singsong -- (speak, chant, or declaim in a singsong) 
                       => yodel, warble, descant --
 (sing by changing register; sing by yodeling; "The Austrians were yodeling in the mountains") 
                       => warble, trill, quaver --
 (sing or play with trills, alternating with the half note above or below) 
                       => treble -- (sing treble) 
                       => hum -- (sing with closed lips; "She hummed a melody") 
                       => belt out, belt -- (sing loudly and forcefully) 
                       => descant on -- (sing a descant on a main tune or melody) 
                       => vocalize, vocalise -- (sing with one vowel) 
                       => harmonize, harmonise -- (sing or play in harmony) 
                       => descant -- (sing in descant) 
                       => sing along --
 (sing with a choir or an orchestra; "Every year the local orchestra and choir perform the `Messiah' and the 
audience is invited to sing along") 
                       => psalm -- (sing or celebrate in psalms; "He psalms the works of God") 
                       => minstrel -- (celebrate by singing, in the style of minstrels) 
                       => solmizate --
 (sing using syllables like `do', `re' and `mi' to represent the tones of the scale; "The voice teacher showed th
e students how to solmizate") 
                       => tweedle, chirp -- (sing in modulation) 
                       => choir, chorus -- (sing in a choir) 
                       => sing -- (deliver by singing; "Sing Christmas carols") 
                           => solmizate --
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 (sing by the syllables of solmization; "solmizate a song before you learn the lyrics") 
                           => troll -- (sing the parts of (a round) in succession) 
                           => hymn -- (sing a hymn) 
                           => carol -- (sing carols; "They went caroling on Christmas Day") 
                           => madrigal -- (sing madrigals; "The group was madrigaling beautifully") 
               => talk, speak --
 (exchange thoughts; talk with; "We often talk business"; "Actions talk louder than words") 
                   => continue, go on, carry on, proceed --
 (continue with one's activities; "I know it's hard," he continued, "but there is no choice"; "carry on--
pretend we are not in the room") 
                       => segue --
 (proceed without interruption; in music or talk; "He segued into another discourse") 
                       => ramble on, ramble, jog --
 (continue talking or writing in a desultory manner; "This novel rambles on and jogs") 
                   => discourse, dissertate --
 (talk or hold forth formally about a topic; "The speaker dissertated about the social politics in 18th century 
England") 
                   => pontificate --
 (talk in a dogmatic and pompous manner; "The new professor always pontificates") 
                   => orate -- (talk pompously) 
                       => bloviate -- (orate verbosely and windily) 
                   => talk down -- (speak in a condescending manner, as if to a child; "He talks down to her") 
                   => spiel -- (speak at great length (about something)) 
                   => dogmatize, dogmatise -- (speak dogmatically) 
                   => cheek -- (speak impudently to) 
                   => level -- (talk frankly with; lay it on the line; "I have to level with you") 
                   => talk turkey -- (discuss frankly, often in a business context) 
                   => monologuize, monologuise, soliloquize, soliloquise -- (talk to oneself) 
                   => converse, discourse -- (carry on a conversation) 
                       => argue, contend, debate, fence -- (have an argument about something) 
                           => stickle -- (dispute or argue stubbornly (especially minor points)) 
                           => spar -- (fight verbally; "They were sparring all night") 
                           => quibble, niggle, pettifog, bicker, squabble, brabble --
 (argue over petty things; "Let's not quibble over pennies") 
                           => quarrel, dispute, scrap, argufy, altercate --
 (have a disagreement over something; "We quarreled over the question as to who discovered America"; "T
hese tewo fellows are always scrapping over something") 
                               => brawl, wrangle --
 (to quarrel noisily, angrily or disruptively; "The bar keeper threw them out, but they continued to wrangle 
on down the street") 
                               => spat -- (engage in a brief and petty quarrel) 
                               => polemize, polemise, polemicize, polemicise --
 (engage in a controversy; "The two historians polemicized for years") 
                               => fall out -- (have a breach in relations; "We fell out over a trivial question") 
                           => oppose -- (be against; express opposition to; "We oppose the ban on abortion") 
                               => contest, contend, repugn --
 (to make the subject of dispute, contention, or litigation; "They contested the outcome of the race") 
                                   => challenge, dispute, gainsay -- (take exception to; "She challenged his claims") 
                                       => call --
 (challenge the sincerity or truthfulness of; "call the speaker on a question of fact") 
                                       => call --
 (challenge (somebody) to make good on a statement; charge with or censure for an offense; "He deserves t
o be called on that") 
                       => interview, question -- (conduct an interview in television, newspaper, and radio reporting) 
                       => interview --
 (discuss formally with (somebody) for the purpose of an evaluation; "We interviewed the job candidates") 
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                       => interview --
 (go for an interview in the hope of being hired; "The job candidate interviewed everywhere") 
                       => chew the fat, shoot the breeze, chat, confabulate, confab, chitchat, chatter, chaffer, natter, 
gossip, jaw, claver, visit --
 (talk socially without exchanging too much information; "the men were sitting in the cafe and shooting the 
breeze") 
                           => shmooze, shmoose, schmooze, schmoose, jawbone --
 (talk idly or casually and in a friendly way) 
                   => chat up, flirt, dally, butterfly, coquet, coquette, romance, philander, mash --
 (talk or behave amorously, without serious intentions; "The guys always try to chat up the new secretaries"
; "My husband never flirts with other women") 
                       => wanton -- (engage in amorous play) 
                       => vamp -- (act seductively with (someone)) 
                   => dish the dirt, gossip --
 (wag one's tongue; speak about others and reveal secrets or intimacies; "She won't dish the dirt") 
                       => rumor, rumour, bruit --
 (tell or spread rumors; "It was rumored that the next president would be a woman") 
                   => rap -- (talk volubly) 
               => speak, talk --
 (use language; "the baby talks already"; "the prisoner won't speak"; "they speak a strange dialect") 
                   => run on -- (talk or narrate at length) 
                   => smatter -- (speak with spotty or superficial knowledge; "She smatters Russian") 
                   => slang -- (use slang or vulgar language) 
               => gesticulate, gesture, motion --
 (show, express or direct through movement; "He gestured his desire to leave") 
                   => wink -- (signal by winking; "She winked at him") 
                   => exsert, stretch out, put out, extend, hold out, stretch forth --
 (thrust or extend out; "He held out his hand"; "point a finger"; "extend a hand"; "the bee exserted its sting") 
                       => hyperextend -- (extend a joint beyond its normal range; "Don't hyperextend your elbow") 
                   => shrug -- (raise one's shoulders to indicate indifference or resignation) 
                   => clap, spat -- (clap one's hands together; "The children were clapping to the music") 
                   => applaud, clap, spat, acclaim --
 (clap one's hands or shout after performances to indicate approval) 
                       => bravo -- (applaud with shouts of `bravo' or `brava') 
                   => bless, sign --
 (make the sign of the cross over someone in order to call on God for protection; consecrate) 
                   => nod -- (express or signify by nodding; "He nodded his approval") 
                   => cross oneself -- (make the sign of the cross; in the Catholic religion) 
                   => bow, bow down --
 (bend one's knee or body, or lower one's head; "He bowed before the King"; "She bowed her head in sham
e") 
                       => congee, conge -- (perform a ceremonious bow) 
                   => shake --
 (shake (a body part) to communicate a greeting, feeling, or cognitive state; "shake one's head"; "She shook 
her finger at the naughty students"; "The old enemies shook hands"; "Don't shake your fist at me!") 
                   => beckon, wave --
 (signal with the hands or nod; "She waved to her friends"; "He waved his hand hospitably") 
               => telepathize, telepathise --
 (communicate nonverbally by telepathy; "some people believe they can telepathize with others around the 
world") 
               => write -- (communicate or express by writing; "Please write to me every week") 
                   => write in --
 (write to an organization; "Many listeners wrote in after the controversial radio program") 
                   => style -- (make consistent with certain rules of style; "style a manuscript") 
                   => apostrophize, apostrophise -- (use an apostrophe) 
                   => encode, code, encipher, cipher, cypher, encrypt, inscribe, write in code --
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 (convert ordinary language into code; "We should encode the message for security reasons") 
                   => rewrite -- (write differently; alter the writing of; "The student rewrote his thesis") 
                       => decode, decrypt, decipher -- (convert code into ordinary language) 
                       => transliterate, transcribe --
 (rewrite in a different script; "The Sanskrit text had to be transliterated") 
                           => Romanize, Romanise, latinize, latinise --
 (write in the latin alphabet; "many shops in Japan now carry neon signs with Romanized names") 
                           => braille -- (transcribe in Braille) 
                       => transcribe --
 (make a phonetic transcription of; "The anthropologist transcribed the sentences of the native informant") 
                       => revise -- (make revisions in; "revise a thesis") 
                           => amend -- (make amendments to; "amend the document") 
                   => sign, subscribe --
 (mark with one's signature; write one's name (on); "She signed the letter and sent it off"; "Please sign here"
) 
                       => rubricate -- (sign with a mark instead of a name) 
                   => dot -- (make a dot or dots) 
                   => type, typewrite --
 (write by means of a keyboard with types; "type the acceptance letter, please") 
                       => shift --
 (use a shift key on a keyboard; "She could not shift so all ther letters are written in lower case") 
                       => backspace --
 (hit the backspace key on a computer or typewriter keyboard; "To erase, you must backspace") 
                       => double-space -- (type with a full space between lines) 
                       => triple-space -- (type with two empty spaces between lines) 
                       => touch-type -- (type without looking at the keyboard) 
                   => handwrite -- (write by hand; "You should handwrite the note to your guests") 
                   => jot down, jot -- (write briefly or hurriedly; write a short note of) 
                   => scribble, scrabble -- (write down quickly without much attention to detail) 
                   => write down, set down, get down, put down --
 (put down in writing; of texts, musical compositions, etc.) 
                       => transcribe -- (write out from speech, notes, etc.; "Transcribe the oral history of this tribe") 
                       => notate --
 (put into notation, as of music or choreography; "Nowadays, you can notate an entire ballet; in the old days
, the steps had to be memorized") 
                       => dash down, dash off -- (write down hastily; "She dashed off a letter to her lawyer") 
                       => note, take down --
 (make a written note of; "she noted everything the teacher said that morning") 
                   => write out, issue, make out, cut --
 (make out and issue; "write out a check"; "cut a ticket"; "Please make the check out to me") 
                       => check -- (write out a check on a bank account) 
                   => write up --
 (bring to public notice by writing, with praise or condemnation; "The New York Times wrote him up last 
week"; "Did your boss write you up?") 
               => radio -- (transmit messages via radio waves; "he radioed for help") 
               => write -- (communicate by letter; "He wrote that he would be coming soon") 
               => network --
 (communicate with and within a group; "You have to network if you want to get a good job") 
               => sign, signal, signalize, signalise -- (communicate silently and non-
verbally by signals or signs; "He signed his disapproval with a dismissive hand gesture"; "The diner signale
d the waiters to bring the menu") 
                   => wigwag -- (signal by or as if by a flag or light waved according to a code) 
                   => semaphore -- (send signals by or as if by semaphore) 
                   => heliograph -- (signal by means of a mirror and the using the sun's rays) 
                   => flag -- (communicate or signal with a flag) 
                   => whistle -- (give a signal by whistling; "She whistled for her maid") 
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               => semaphore -- (convey by semaphore, of information) 
               => whistle -- (utter or express by whistling; "She whistled a melody") 
               => give, throw --
 (convey or communicate; of a smile, a look, a physical gesture; "Throw a glance"; "She gave me a dirty lo
ok") 
               => give, pay --
 (convey, as of a compliment, regards, attention, etc.; bestow; "Don't pay him any mind"; "give the orders"; 
"Give him my best regards"; "pay attention") 
                   => offer, extend -- (offer verbally; "extend my greetings"; "He offered his sympathy") 
               => give, render -- (bestow; "give hommage"; "render thanks") 
                   => dedicate --
 (inscribe or address by way of compliment; "She dedicated her book to her parents") 
                       => inscribe -- (address, as a work of literature, in a style less formal than a dedication) 
               => carry, convey, express --
 (serve as a means for expressing something; "The painting of Mary carries motherly love"; "His voice carri
ed a lot af anger") 
                   => quantify, measure --
 (express as a number or measure or quantity; "Can you quantify your results?") 
                       => gauge -- (measure precisely and against a standard; "the wire is gauged") 
                       => scale -- (measure with or as if with scales; "scale the gold") 
                       => meter -- (measure with a meter; "meter the flow of water") 
                       => pace, step -- (measure (distances) by pacing; "step off ten yards") 
                       => clock, time --
 (measure the time or duration of an event or action or the person who performs an action in a certain perio
d of time; "he clocked the runners") 
                           => mistime -- (time incorrectly; "She mistimed the marathon runner") 
                       => fathom, sound -- (measure the depth of (a body of water) with a sounding line) 
                       => titrate -- (measure by (the volume or concentration of solutions) by titration) 
                       => plumb -- (measure the depth of something) 
                       => weigh, librate -- (determine the weight of; "The butcher weighed the chicken") 
                           => heft -- (test the weight of something by lifting it) 
               => issue -- (bring out an official document (such as a warrant)) 
               => come across, come over --
 (communicate the intended meaning or impression; "He came across very clearly") 
               => share -- (communicate; "I'd like to share this idea with you") 
               => get --
 (communicate with a place or person; establish communication with, as if by telephone; "Bill called this nu
mber and he got Mary"; "The operator couldn't get Kobe because of the earthquake") 
 
           => reach out --
 (attempt to communicate; "I try to reach out to my daughter but she doesn't want to have anything to do wi
th me") 
               => draw out -- (cause to speak, "Can you draw her out--she is always so quiet") 
           => patronize, patronise, condescend -- (treat condescendingly) 
               => stoop to -- (make concessions to) 
           => communicate --
 (be in verbal contact; interchange information or ideas; "He and his sons haven't communicated for years"; 
"Do you communicate well with your advisor?") 
               => message -- (send a message; "There is no messaging service at this company") 
           => manipulate, keep in line, control --
 (control (others or oneself) or influence skillfully, usually to one's advantage; "She manipulates her boss"; 
"She is a very controlling mother and doesn't let her children grow up"; "The teacher knew how to keep the 
class in line"; "she keeps in line") 
               => tease --
 (to arouse hope, desire, or curiosity without satisfying them; "The advertisement is intended to tease the cu
stomers"; "She has a way of teasing men with her flirtatious behavior") 
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               => handle -- (show and train; "The prize-winning poodle was handled by Mrs. Priscilla Prescott") 
               => ingratiate -- (gain favor with somebody by deliberate efforts) 
                   => cozy up, cotton up, shine up, play up, sidle up, suck up --
 (ingratiate oneself to; often with insincere behavior; "She is playing up to the chairman") 
           => transact -- (conduct business; "transact with foreign governments") 
               => deal, sell, trade --
 (do business; offer for sale as for one's livelihood; "She deals in gold"; "The brothers sell shoes") 
                   => push --
 (sell or promote the sale of (illegal goods such as drugs); "The guy hanging around the school is pushing dr
ugs") 
                   => deal -- (sell; "deal hashish") 
                   => black marketeer -- (deal on the black market) 
                   => pyramid -- (use or deal in (as of stock or commercial transaction) in a pyramid deal) 
                   => market -- (deal in a market) 
                   => peddle, monger, huckster, hawk, vend, pitch -- (sell or offer for sale from place to place) 
               => turn over --
 (do business worth a certain amount of money; "The company turns over ten million dollars a year") 
               => bank --
 (do business with a bank or keep an account at a bank; "Where do you bank in this town?") 
           => marginalize, marginalise --
 (relegate to a lower or outer edge, as of specific groups of people; "We must not marginalize the poor in ou
r society") 
           => combine --
 (join for a common purpose or in a common action; "These forces combined with others") 
               => summate -- (form or constitute a cumulative effect) 
           => have --
 (have a personal or business relationship with someone; "have a postdoc"; "have an assistant"; "have a love
r") 
           => invite, pay for -- (have as a guest; "I invited them to a restaurant") 
           => socialize, socialise --
 (take part in social activities; interact with others; "He never socializes with his colleagues"; "The old man 
hates to socialize") 
               => swing, get around -- (be a social swinger; socialize a lot) 
               => fraternize, fraternise --
 (be on friendly terms with someone, as if with a brother, especially with an enemy) 
               => hobnob -- (rub elbows with; "He hobnobs with the best of society") 
               => entertain -- (provide entertainment for) 
                   => host -- (be the host of or for; "We hosted 4 couples last night") 
                       => feast, banquet, junket -- (provide a feast or banquet for) 
                       => wine and dine -- (provide with food and drink, usually lavishly) 
                       => emcee, compere -- (act as a master of ceremonies) 
                       => do the honors -- (act as the host and receive or introduce one's guests) 
                   => amuse, divert, disport --
 (occupy in an agreeable, entertaining or pleasant fashion; "The play amused the ladies") 
           => get in touch, touch base, connect --
 (establish communication with someone; "did you finally connect with your long-lost cousin?") 
           => meet, gather, assemble, forgather, foregather --
 (collect in one place; "We assembled in the church basement"; "Let's gather in the dining room") 
               => group, aggroup -- (form a group or group together) 
                   => team, team up -- (form a team; "We teamed up for this new project") 
                   => gang, gang up -- (act as an organized group) 
                   => pool -- (join or form a pool of people) 
                   => brigade -- (form or unite into a brigade) 
               => meet -- (meet by design; be present at the arrival of; "Can you meet me at the train station?") 
                   => meet up with -- (meet with by appointment; "She met up with her former lover") 
               => congregate --
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 (come together, usually for a purpose; "The crowds congregated in front of the Vatican on Christmas Eve") 
               => hive -- (move together in a hive or as if in a hive; "The bee swarms are hiving") 
               => fort, fort up -- (gather in, or as if in, a fort, as for protection or defense) 
               => convene -- (meet formally; "The council convened last week") 
                   => reconvene --
 (meet again; "The bill will be considered when the Legislature reconvenes next Fall") 
                   => sit -- (be in session; "When does the court of law sit?") 
               => cluster, constellate, flock, clump --
 (come together as in a cluster or flock; "The poets constellate in this town every summer") 
                   => huddle, huddle together -- (crowd or draw together; "let's huddle together--it's cold!") 
                   => bunch together, bunch, bunch up --
 (form into a bunch; "The frightened children bunched together in the corner of the classroom") 
               => crowd, crowd together --
 (to gather together in large numbers; "men in straw boaters and waxed mustaches crowded the verandah") 
                   => mass --
 (join together into a mass or collect or form a mass; "Crowds were massing outside the palace") 
                       => press -- (crowd closely; "The crowds pressed along the street") 
                   => overcrowd -- (crowd together too much) 
                   => pour, swarm, stream, teem, pullulate --
 (move in large numbers; "people were pouring out of the theater"; "beggars pullulated in the plaza") 
                       => spill over, spill out, pour out -- (be disgorged; "The crowds spilled out into the streets") 
                   => herd -- (move together, like a herd) 
                   => throng, mob, pack, pile, jam --
 (press tightly together or cram; "The crowd packed the auditorium") 
               => converge --
 (move or draw together at a certain location; "The crowd converged on the movie star") 
                   => concentrate --
 (draw together or meet in one common center; "These groups concentrate in the inner cities") 
               => turn out -- (come and gather for a public event; "Hundreds of thousands turned out for the anti-
war rally in New York") 
               => caucus -- (meet to select a candidate or promote a policy) 
               => club -- (gather and spend time together; "They always club together") 
 
TO RELATE < RELATIONSHIP < ENTITY 
           => relate -- (have or establish a relationship to; "She relates well to her peers") 
               => harmonize, harmonise --
 (bring into consonance or relate harmoniously; "harmonize the different interests") 
                   => accommodate, reconcile, conciliate --
 (make compatible with; "The scientists had to accommodate the new results with the existing theories") 
                   => proportion --
 (give pleasant proportions to; "harmonize a building with those surrounding it") 
               => oblige, bind, hold, obligate --
 (bind by an obligation; cause to be indebted; "He's held by a contract"; "I'll hold you by your promise") 
                   => pledge -- (bind or secure by a pledge; "I was pledged to silence") 
                   => article -- (bind by a contract; especially for a training period) 
                   => indenture, indent --
 (bind by or as if by indentures, as of an apprentice or servant; "an indentured servant") 
                   => tie down -- (restrain from independence by an obligation; "He was tied down by his work") 
               => connect --
 (establish a rapport or relationship; "The President of this university really connects with the faculty") 
               => disrespect -- (show a lack of respect for) 
                   => transgress, offend, infract, violate, go against, breach, break --
 (act in disregard of laws and rules; "offend all laws of humanity"; "violate the basic laws or human civiliza
tion"; "break a law") 
                       => sin, transgress, trespass -- (commit a sin; violate a law of God or a moral law) 
                           => fall -- (yield to temptation or sin; "Adam and Eve fell") 
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                       => sin, blunder, boob, goof --
 (commit a faux pas or a fault or make a serious mistake; "I blundered during the job interview") 
                       => conflict, run afoul, infringe, contravene --
 (go against, as of rules and laws; "He ran afould of the law"; "This behavior conflicts with our rules") 
                       => trespass -- (break the law) 
                       => trespass, intrude --
 (enter unlawfully on someone's property; "Don't trespass on my land!") 
                           => break in, break --
 (enter someone's property in an unauthorized manner, usually with the intent to steal or commit a violent a
ct; "Someone broke in while I was on vacation"; "They broke into my car and stole my radio!") 
               => mesh -- (work together in harmony) 
               => take back --
 (resume a relationship with someone after an interruption, as in a wife taking back her husband) 
               => get along with, get on with, get on, get along --
 (have smooth relations; "My boss and I get along very well") 
               => bind, tie, attach, bond --
 (create social or emotional ties; "The grandparents want to bond with the child") 
                   => fixate --
 (attach (oneself) to a person or thing in a neurotic way; "He fixates on his mother, even at the age of 40") 
                   => befriend --
 (become friends with; "John and Eric soon became friends"; "Have you made friends yet in your new envir
onment?") 
                       => pal, pal up, chum up -- (become friends; act friendly towards) 
 
           => treat, handle, do by --
 (interact in a certain way; "Do right by her"; "Treat him with caution, please"; "Handle the press reporters 
gently") 
               => mock, bemock --
 (treat with contempt; "The new constitution mocks all democratic principles") 
                   => tease, razz, rag, cod, tantalize, tantalise, bait, taunt, twit, rally, ride --
 (harass with persistent criticism or carping; "The children teased the new teacher"; "Don't ride me so hard 
over my failure"; "His fellow workers razzed him when he wore a jacket and tie") 
                       => jeer, scoff, flout, barrack, gibe --
 (laugh at with contempt and derision; "The crowd jeered at the speaker") 
                       => kid, chaff, jolly, josh, banter --
 (be silly or tease one another; "After we relaxed, we just kidded around") 
                   => ridicule, roast, guy, blackguard, laugh at, jest at, rib, make fun, poke fun --
 (subject to laughter or ridicule; "The satirists ridiculed the plans for a new opera house"; "The students pok
ed fun at the inexperienced teacher"; "His former students roasted the professor at his 60th birthday") 
                       => tease -- (mock or make fun of playfully; "the flirting man teased the young woman") 
                       => satirize, satirise, lampoon --
 (ridicule with satire; "The writer satirized the politician's proposal") 
                       => debunk, expose --
 (expose while ridiculing; especially of pretentious or false claims and ideas; "The physicist debunked the p
sychic's claims") 
                           => unmask, uncloak --
 (reveal the true nature of; "The journal article unmasked the corrupt politician") 
                       => stultify --
 (cause to appear foolish; "He stultified himself by contradicting himself and being inconsistent") 
                   => deride --
 (treat or speak of with contempt; "He derided his student's attempt to solve the biggest problem in mathem
atics") 
                       => catcall -- (utter catcalls at) 
               => ignore, disregard, snub, cut -- (refuse to acknowledge; "She cut him dead at the meeting") 
               => wrong -- (treat unjustly; do wrong to) 
                   => aggrieve -- (infringe on the rights of) 
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                   => sandbag -- (treat harshly or unfairly) 
                   => victimize, victimise -- (make a victim of; "I was victimized by this con-man") 
                       => cheat, rip off, chisel -- (deprive somebody of something by deceit; "The con-
man beat me out of $50"; "This salesman ripped us off!"; "we were cheated by their clever-
sounding scheme"; "They chiseled me out of my money") 
                           => gazump -- (raise the price of something after agreeing on a lower price) 
                           => cozen -- (cheat or trick; "He cozened the money out of the old man") 
                           => overcharge, soak, surcharge, gazump, fleece, plume, pluck, rob, hook --
 (rip off; ask an unreasonable price) 
                               => extort, squeeze, rack, gouge, wring --
 (obtain by coercion or intimidation; "They extorted money from the executive by threatening to reveal his 
past to the company boss"; "They squeezed money from the owner of the business by threatening him") 
                                   => bleed --
 (get or extort (money or other possessions) from someone; "They bled me dry--I have nothing left!") 
                           => victimize, swindle, rook, goldbrick, nobble, diddle, bunco, defraud, scam, mulct, gyp, c
on --
 (deprive of by deceit; "He swindled me out of my inheritance"; "She defrauded the customers who trusted 
her"; "the cashier gypped me when he gave me too little change") 
                               => short-change, short -- (cheat someone by not returning him enough money) 
                           => bilk -- (cheat somebody out of what is due, especially money) 
                           => beat, bunk -- (avoid paying; "beat the subway fare") 
                           => whipsaw -- (victimize, especially in gambling or negotiations) 
                           => welsh -- (cheat by avoiding payment of a gambling debt) 
                           => juggle, beguile, hoodwink -- (influence by slyness) 
                       => deceive, lead on, delude, cozen -- (be false to; be dishonest with) 
                           => betray, sell --
 (deliver to an enemy by treachery; "Judas sold Jesus"; "The spy betrayed his country") 
                               => double cross -- (betray by double-dealing) 
                           => cheat, chisel --
 (engage in deceitful behavior; practice trickery or fraud; "Who's chiseling on the side?") 
                               => job -- (profit privately from public office and official business) 
                               => shark -- (play the shark; act with trickery) 
                               => rig, set up -- (arrange the outcome of by means of deceit; "rig an election") 
                               => cozen -- (act with artful deceit) 
                               => crib -- (use a crib, as in an exam) 
                               => fudge, manipulate, fake, falsify, cook, wangle, misrepresent --
 (fake or falsify; "Fudge the figures"; "cook the books"; "falsify the data") 
                                   => juggle --
 (manipulate by or as if by moving around components; "juggle an account so as to hide a deficit") 
                           => shill --
 (act as a shill; "The shill bid for the expensive carpet during the auction in order to drive the price up") 
                           => trick, fob, fox, pull a fast one on, play a trick on --
 (deceive somebody; "We tricked the teacher into thinking that class would be cancelled next week") 
                               => snooker -- (fool or dupe; "He was snookered by the con-man's smooth talk") 
                           => fool, gull, befool -- (make a fool or dupe of) 
                           => cheat on, cheat, cuckold, betray, wander --
 (be sexually unfaithful to one's partner in marriage; "She cheats on her husband"; "Might her husband be w
andering?") 
                               => two-time -- (carry on a romantic relationship with two people at the same time) 
                               => play around, fool around -- (commit adultery; "he plays around a lot") 
                           => hoax, pull someone's leg, play a joke on -- (subject to a palyful hoax or joke) 
                           => ensnare, entrap, frame, set up --
 (take or catch as if in a snare or trap; "I was set up!"; "The innocent man was framed by the police") 
                           => humbug -- (trick or deceive) 
               => handle with kid gloves --
 (handle with great care and sensitivity; "You have to handle the students with kid gloves") 
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               => criminalize -- (treat as a criminal) 
               => nurse --
 (treat carefully; "He nursed his injured back by liyng in bed several hours every afternoon"; "He nursed the
 flowers in his garden and fertilized them regularly") 
               => strong-arm -- (handle roughly; "He was strong-armed by the policemen") 
               => ride roughshod, run roughshod -- (treat inconsiderately or harshly) 
               => upstage -- (treat snobbishly, put in one's place) 
               => rough-house -- (treat in a rough or boisterous manner) 
               => brutalize, brutalise -- (treat brutally) 
               => do justice, do-well by --
 (treat or consider adequately or fairly; "To do him justice, he is brilliant") 
               => gloss over, skate over, smooth over, slur over, skimp over --
 (treat hurriedly or avoid dealing with properly) 
               => mistreat, maltreat, abuse, ill-use, step, ill-treat --
 (treat badly; "This boss abuses his workers"; "She is always stepping on others to get ahead") 
                   => kick around -- (treat badly; abuse; "They won't have me to kick around any more!") 
               => pamper, featherbed, cosset, cocker, baby, coddle, mollycoddle, spoil, indulge --
 (treat with excessive indulgence; "grandparents often pamper the children"; "Let's not mollycoddle our stu
dents!") 
 
           => fall all over --
 (display excessive love or show excessive gratitude towards; "This student falls all over her former profess
or when she sees him") 
           => intervene, step in, interfere, interpose --
 (get involved, so as to alter or hinder an action, or through force or threat of force; "Why did the U.S. not i
ntervene earlier in WW II?") 
               => poke into, intrude into, meddle with, horn in -- (poke one's nose into) 
               => meddle, tamper --
 (intrude in other people's affairs or business; interfere unwantedly; "Don't meddle in my affairs!") 
               => interlope -- (encroach on the rights of others, as in trading without a proper license) 
           => consort, associate, affiliate, assort --
 (keep company with; hang out with; "He associates with strange people"; "She affiliates with her colleague
s") 
               => ally --
 (become an ally or associate, as by a treaty or marriage; "He allied himself with the Communists") 
                   => misally -- (make a bad alliance; ally inappropriately; "The two countries are misallied") 
               => go steady, go out, date, see --
 (date regularly; have a steady relationship with; "Did you know that she is seeing an older man?"; "He is d
ating his former wife again!") 
               => company, companion, accompany, keep company -- (be a companion to somebody) 
           => philander, womanize, womanise --
 (have amorous affairs; of men; "He has been womanizing for years") 
TO REACT, OPPOSE < TO ACT < TO CHANGE < CHANGE, ACTION, ENTITY 
       => react, oppose -- (act against or in opposition to; "She reacts negatively to everything I say") 
           => pursue, follow up on, act on -- (carry further or advance; "Can you act on this matter soon?") 
               => run down, check out -- (trace; "We are running down a few tips") 
           => buck, go against -- (resist; "buck the trend") 
           => backfire, backlash --
 (have an unexpected and undesired effect; "Your comments may backfire and cause you a lot of trouble") 
       => take time by the forelock -- (act quickly and decisively; not let slip an opportunity) 
       => coact -- (act together, as of organisms) 
       => volunteer, offer --
 (agree freely; "She volunteered to drive the old lady home"; "I offered to help with the dishes but the hoste
ss would not hear of it") 
       => get around to --
 (do something despite obstacles such as lack of time; "He finally got around to painting the windows") 
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       => dally, toy, play, flirt --
 (behave carelessly or indifferently; "Play about with a young girl's affection") 
       => set about, go about, approach --
 (begin to deal with; "approach a task"; "go about a difficult problem"; "approach a new project") 
           => confront, face up, face --
 (deal with (something unpleasant) head on; "You must confront your problems"; "He faced the terrible con
sequences of his mistakes") 
               => undertake, tackle, take on -- (accept as a challenge; "I'll tackle this difficult task") 
                   => rise -- (exert oneself to meet a challenge; "rise to a challenge"; "rise to the occasion") 
       => participate, take part -- (share in something) 
           => experience, undergo, see, go through --
 (go or live through; "We had many trials to go through"; "he saw action in Viet Nam") 
               => know, experience, live --
 (have firsthand knowledge of states, situations, emotions, or sensations; "I know the feeling!"; "have you e
ver known hunger?"; "I have lived a kind of hell when I was a drug addict"; "The holocaust survivors have 
lived a nightmare"; "I lived through two divorces") 
                   => taste -- (experience briefly; "The ex-slave tasted freedom shortly before she died") 
                   => relive, live over --
 (experience again, often in the imagination; "He relived the horrors of war") 
               => suffer, endure --
 (undergo or be subjected to; "He suffered the penalty"; "Many saints suffered martyrdom") 
                   => tolerate --
 (have a tolerance for a poison or strong drug or pathogen; "The patient does not tolerate the anti-
inflammatory drugs we gave him") 
                   => die -- (suffer or face the pain of death; "Martyrs may die every day for their faith") 
               => suffer, meet -- (undergo or suffer; "meet a violent death"; "suffer a terrible fate") 
               => feel --
 (undergo passive experience of:"We felt the effects of inflation"; "her fingers felt their way through the stri
ng quartet"; "she felt his contempt of her") 
               => enjoy -- (have for one's benefit; "The industry enjoyed a boom") 
               => witness, find, see --
 (perceive or be contemporaneous with; "We found Republicans winning the offices"; "You'll see a lot of c
heating in this school"; "I want to see results"; "The 1960 saw the rebellion of the younger generation again
st established traditions"; "I want to see results") 
                   => catch -- (become aware of; "he caught her staring out the window") 
               => come -- (experience orgasm; "she could not come because she was too upset") 
           => partake in -- (be active in) 
       => misbehave, misconduct, misdemean -- (behave badly; "The children misbehaved all morning") 
           => fall from grace --
 (revert back to bad behavior after a period of good behavior; "The children fell from grace when they aske
d for several helpings of dessert") 
           => act up, carry on --
 (misbehave badly; act in a silly or improper way; "The children acted up when they were not bored") 
       => condescend, stoop, lower oneself --
 (debase oneself morally, act in an undignified, unworthy, or dishonorable way; "I won't stoop to reading ot
her people's mail") 
       => behave, acquit, bear, deport, conduct, comport, carry --
 (behave in a certain manner; "She carried herself well"; "he bore himself with dignity"; "They conducted t
hemselves well during these difficult times") 
           => fluster -- (be flustered; behave in a confused manner) 
           => assert, put forward --
 (insist on having one's opinions and rights recognized; "Women should assert themselves more!") 
           => deal -- (behave in a certain way towards others; "He deals fairly with his employees") 
           => walk around --
 (behave in a certain manner or have certain properties; "He walks around with his nose in the air"; "She wa
lks around with this strange boyfriend") 
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           => pose, posture --
 (behave affectedly or unnaturally in order to impress others; "Don't pay any attention to him--
he is always posing to impress his peers!"; "She postured and made a total fool of herself") 
               => attitudinize, attitudinise -- (assume certain affected attitudes) 
       => behave, comport -- (behave well or properly; "The children must learn to behave") 
           => walk -- (live or behave in a specified manner; "walk in sadness") 
           => assert oneself -- (put oneself forward in an assertive and insistent manner) 
           => remember oneself --
 (recover one's good manners after a lapse or stop behaving badly; "Please remember yourself, Charles!") 
       => try, seek, attempt, essay, assay --
 (make an effort or attempt; "He tried to shake off his fears"; "The infant had essayed a few wobbly steps"; 
"The police attempted to stop the thief"; "He sought to improve himself"; "She always seeks to do good in t
he world") 
           => take a dare, pick up the gauntlet -- (be dared to do something and attempt it) 
           => fight, struggle --
 (make a strenuous or labored effort; "She struggled for years to survive without welfare"; "He fought for br
eath") 
               => tug, labor, labour, push, drive --
 (strive and make an effort to reach a goal; "She tugged for years to make a decent living"; "We have to pus
h a little to make the deadline!"; "She is driving away at her doctoral thesis") 
                   => strive, reach, strain -- (to exert much effort or energy; "straining our ears to hear") 
                       => extend oneself -- (strain to the utmost) 
                       => kill oneself, overexert oneself -- (strain oneself more than is healthy) 
                       => trouble oneself, trouble, bother, inconvenience oneself --
 (take the trouble to do something; concern oneself; "He did not trouble to call his mother on her birthday"; 
"Don't bother, please") 
               => flounder -- (behave awkwardly; have difficulties; "She is floundering in college") 
           => have a go, give it a try --
 (make an attempt at something; "I never sat on a horse before but I'll give it a go") 
           => grope -- (search blindly or uncertainly; "His mind groped to make the connection") 
           => endeavor, endeavour, strive --
 (attempt by employing effort; "we endeavor to make our customers happy") 
               => struggle --
 (to exert strenuous effort against opposition; "he struggled to get free from the rope") 
               => take pains, be at pains -- (try very hard to do something) 
               => buck -- (to strive with determination; "John is bucking for a promotion") 
           => give it a whirl, give it a try -- (try; "let's give it a whirl!") 
           => gamble, chance, risk, hazard, take chances, adventure, run a risk, take a chance --
 (take a risk in the hope of a favorable outcome; "When you buy these stocks you are gambling") 
               => go for broke --
 (risk everything in one big effort; "the cyclist went for broke at the end of the race") 
               => luck it, luck through -- (act by relying on one's luck) 
           => risk, put on the line, lay on the line --
 (expose to a chance of loss or damage; "We risked losing a lot of money in this venture"; "Why risk your li
fe?") 
               => venture, hazard, adventure, stake, jeopardize --
 (put at risk; "I will stake my good reputation for this") 
               => bell the cat -- (take a risk; perform a daring act; "Who is going to bell the cat?") 
       => woo, court, romance, solicit -- (make amorous advances towards; "John is courting Mary") 
           => chase, chase after -- (pursue someone sexually or romantically) 
           => display -- (attract attention by displaying some body part or posing; of animals) 
       => court -- (engage in social activities leading to marriage; "We were courting for over ten years") 
       => dare --
 (to be courageous enough to try or do something; "I don't dare call him", "she dares to dress differently fro
m the others") 
       => effect -- (act so as to bring into existence; "effect a change") 
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           => bring to bear --
 (bring into operation or effect; "The new members brought to bear new concerns to the U.N.") 
           => carry -- (extend to a certain degree; "carry too far"; "She carries her ideas to the extreme") 
           => backdate -- (make effective from an earlier date; "The increase in tax was backdated to January") 
       => antagonize, antagonise, counteract -- (act in opposition to) 
       => anticipate, foresee, forestall, counter -- (act in advance of; deal with ahead of time) 
       => prosecute -- (conduct a prosecution in a court of law) 
       => perpetrate, commit, pull --
 (perform an act, usually with a negative connotation; "perpetrate a crime"; "pull a bank robbery") 
           => make -- (carry out or commit; "make a mistake"; "commit a faux-pas") 
           => recommit -- (commit once again, as of a crime) 
       => rampage -- (act violently, recklessly, or destructively) 
           => riot --
 (take part in a riot; disturb the public peace by engaging in a riot; "Students were rioting everywhere in 196
8") 
       => cope, get by, make out, make do, contend, grapple, deal, manage --
 (come to terms or deal successfully with; "We got by on just a gallon of gas"; "They made do on half a loaf
 of bread every day") 
           => improvise, extemporize --
 (manage in a makeshift way; do with whatever is at hand; "after the hurricane destroyed our house, we had
 to improvise for weeks") 
           => fend --
 (try to manage without help; "The youngsters had to fend for themselves after their parents died") 
           => hack, cut --
 (informal: be able to manage or manage successfully; "I can't hack it anymore"; "she could not cut the long
 days in the office") 
           => scrape along, scrape by, scratch along, squeak by, squeeze by, rub along --
 (manage one's existence barely; "I guess I can squeeze by on this lousy salary") 
           => meet, match, cope with -- (satisfy or fulfill; "meet a need"; "this job doesn't match my dreams") 
       => condescend, deign, descend -- (do something that one considers to be below one's dignity) 
       => condescend -- (behave in a patronizing and condescending manner) 
       => take care -- (be careful, prudent, or watchful; "Take care when you cross the street!") 
       => lord it over, queen it over, put on airs, act superior --
 (act like the master of; "He is lording it over the students") 
       => stampede --
 (act, usually en masse, hurriedly or on an impulse; "Companies will now stampede to release their latest so
ftware") 
       => make a point, make sure -- (make a point of doing something; act purposefully and intentionally) 
       => repeat, take over -- (do over; "They would like to take it over again") 
       => surprise --
 (come upon or take unawares; "She surprised the couple"; "He surprised an interesting scene") 
           => blindside --
 (catch unawares, especially with harmful consequences; "The economic downturn blindsided many investo
rs") 
       => sneak -- (put, bring, or take in a secretive or furtive manner; "sneak a look"; "sneak a cigarette") 
       => play -- (behave in a certain way; "play safe"; "play it safe"; "play fair") 
       => take -- (carry out; "take action"; "take steps"; "take vengeance") 
       => guard --
 (take precautions in order to avoid some unwanted consequence; "guard against becoming too friendly wit
h the staff"; "guard against infection") 
       => begin, start --
 (begin an event that is implied and limited by the nature or inherent function of the direct object; "begin a c
igar"; "She started the soup while it was still hot"; "We started physics in 10th grade") 
       => go off half-cocked, go off at half-cock --
 (act prematurely or without reflection or too soon; "she wanted to quit her job but her mother told her not t
o go off half-cocked") 
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       => wait, hold off, hold back -- (wait before acting) 
           => hold out --
 (wait uncompromisingly for something desirable; "He held out for the dessert and did not touch the cheese
s") 
           => delay --
 (act later than planned, scheduled, or required; "Don't delay your application to graduate school or else it w
on't be considered") 
               => hesitate, pause -- (interrupt temporarily an activity before continuing; "The speaker paused") 
                   => hem and haw --
 (utter `hems' and `haws'; indicated hesitation; "He hemmed and hawed when asked to address the crowd") 
                   => scruple -- (hesitate on moral grounds; "The man scrupled to perjure himself") 
               => procrastinate, stall, drag one's feet, drag one's heels, shillyshally, dilly-dally, dillydally --
 (postpone doing what one should be doing; "He did not want to write the letter and procrastinated for days
") 
                   => procrastinate --
 (postpone or delay needlessly; "He procrastinated the matter until it was almost too late") 
               => procrastinate --
 (postpone or delay needlessly; "He procrastinated the matter until it was almost too late") 
               => postpone, prorogue, hold over, put over, table, shelve, set back, defer, remit, put off --
 (hold back to a later time; "let's postpone the exam") 
                   => call --
 (stop or postpone because of adverse conditions, such as bad weather; "call a football game") 
                   => hold -- (stop dealing with; "hold all calls to the President's office while he is in a meeting") 
                   => suspend -- (as of a prison sentence) 
                   => probate -- (put a convicted person on probation by suspending his sentence) 
                   => reprieve, respite -- (postpone the punishment of a convicted criminal, such as an execution) 
       => continue, go on, proceed, go along, keep --
 (continue a certain state, condition, or activity; "Keep on working!"; "We continued to work into the night"
; "Keep smiling"; "We went on working until well past midnight") 
           => hold --
 (remain in a certain state, position, or condition; "The weather held"; "They held on the road and kept marc
hing") 
           => run on, keep going --
 (continue uninterrupted; "The disease will run on unchecked"; "The party kept going until 4 A.M.") 
           => ride -- (continue undisturbed and without interference; "Let it ride") 
       => do well, had best --
 (act in one's own or everybody's best interest; "You will do well to arrive on time tomorrow!") 
       => continue -- (continue after an interruption; "The demonstration continued after a break for lunch") 
       => continue, persist in -- (carry forward; "We continued our research into the cause of the illness") 
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TO ACT, TO BEHAVE, TO DO 

act, behave, do --
 (behave in a certain manner; show a certain behavior; conduct or comport oneself; "You should act like an 
adult"; "Don't behave like a fool"; "What makes her do this way?"; "The dog acts ferocious, but he is really 
afraid of people") 
       => act involuntarily, act reflexively -- (act in an uncontrolled manner) 
           => sneeze --
 (exhale spasmodically, as when an irritant entered one's nose; "Pepper makes me sneeze") 
           => blink, wink, nictitate, nictate -- (briefly shut the eyes; "The TV announcer never seems to blink") 
               => palpebrate -- (wink or blink, especially repeatedly) 
               => bat, flutter -- (wink briefly; "bat one's eyelids") 
           => fart, break wind -- (expel intestinal gases through the anus) 
           => salivate -- (produce saliva; "We salivated when he described the great meal") 
               => drivel, drool, slabber, slaver, slobber, dribble --
 (let saliva drivel from the mouth; "The baby drooled") 
       => fall over backwards, bend over backwards --
 (try very hard to please someone; "She falls over backwards when she sees her mother-in-law") 
       => presume -- (take liberties or act with too much confidence) 
       => vulgarize, vulgarise -- (act in a vulgar manner; "The drunkard tends to vulgarize") 
       => optimize, optimise -- (act as an optimist and take a sunny view of the world) 
       => quack -- (act as a medical quack or a charlatan) 
       => menace -- (act in a threatening manner; "A menacing person") 
       => make -- (act in a certain way so as to acquire; "make friends"; "make enemies") 
       => swagger, bluster, swash -- (act in an arrogant, overly self-assured, or conceited manner) 
       => freeze -- (suddenly behave coldly and formally; "She froze when she saw her ex-husband") 
       => wanton -- (behave extremely cruelly and brutally) 
       => romanticize -- (act in a romantic way) 
       => sentimentalise, sentimentalize, sentimentize, sentimentise --
 (act in a sentimental way or indulge in sentimental thoughts or expression) 
       => bungle -- (spoil by behaving clumsily or foolishly; "I bungled it!") 
       => play, toy --
 (engage in an activity as if it were a game rather than take it seriously; "They played games on their oppon
ents"; "play the stockmarket"; "play with her feelings"; "toy with an idea") 
       => act, play, act as --
 (pretend to have certain qualities or state of mind; "He acted the idiot"; "She plays deaf when the news are 
bad") 
       => stooge --
 (act as a stooge, in a compliant or subordinate manner; "He stooged for the flamboyant Senator") 
       => joke, jest -- (act in a funny or teasing way) 
           => clown, clown around, antic -- (act as or like a clown) 
       => piffle -- (act in a trivial or ineffective way) 
       => make -- (behave in a certain way; "make merry") 
       => make as if -- (begin or appear to begin an action; "He made as if to shake my hand") 
       => break down, lose it, snap --
 (lose control of one's emotions; "When she heard that she had not passed the exam, she lost it completely";
 "When her baby died, she snapped") 
           => dissolve --
 (lose control emotionally; "She dissolved into tears when she heard that she had lost all her savings in the p
yramid scheme") 
           => die --
 (be brought to or as if to the point of death by an intense emotion such as embarrassment, amusement, or s
hame; "I was dying with embarrassment when my little lie was discovered"; "We almost died laughing duri
ng the show") 
           => fall apart, go to pieces --
 (lose one's emotional or mental composure; "She fell apart when her only child died") 
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       => dally, dawdle -- (waste time; "Get busy--don't dally!") 
       => backslap --
 (display excessive cordiality (towards); "he is always backslapping his colleagues at staff meetings") 
       => hugger mugger -- (act stealthily or secretively) 
       => sauce -- (behave saucy or impudently towards) 
       => footle -- (act foolishly, as by talking nonsense) 
       => frivol, trifle -- (act frivolously) 
       => swell, puff up --
 (become filled with pride, arrogance, or anger; "The mother was swelling with importance when she spoke
 of her son") 
       => follow --
 (accept and follow the leadership or command or guidance of; "Let's follow our great helmsman!"; "She fo
llowed a guru for years") 
       => relax, loosen up --
 (become less tense, less formal, or less restrained, and assume a friendlier manner; "our new colleague rela
xed when he saw that we were a friendly group") 
       => ramp, rage, storm -- (behave violently, as if in state of a great anger) 
 
act, play, represent --
 (play a role or part; "Gielgud played Hamlet"; "She wants to act Lady Macbeth, but she is too young for th
e role"; "She played the servant to her husband's master") 
       => make, pretend, make believe --
 (represent fictitiously, as in a play, or pretend to be or act like; "She makes like an actress") 
           => go through the motions --
 (pretend to do something by acting as if one was really doing it; "She isn't really working--
she's just going through the motions") 
       => support --
 (play a subordinate role to (another performer); "Olivier supported Gielgud beautifully in the second act") 
       => enact, reenact, act out --
 (act out; represent or perform as if in a play; "She reenacted what had happened earlier that day") 
       => act out --
 (represent an incident, state, or emotion by action, especially on stage; "She could act neurotic anxiety") 
       => impersonate, portray --
 (assume or act the character of; "She impersonates Madonna"; "The actor portrays an elderly, lonely man") 
       => parody -- (make a spoof of or make fun of) 
       => emote -- (give expression or emotion to, in a stage or movie role) 
 
act -- (discharge one's duties; "She acts as the chair"; "In what capacity are you acting?") 
       => criticize, criticise -- (act as a critic; "Those who criticize others often are not perfect, either") 
       => bank -- (act as the banker in a game or in gambling) 
 
act -- (be engaged in an activity, often for no particular purpose other than pleasure) 
       => play --
 (be at play; be engaged in playful activity; amuse oneself in a way characteristic of children; "The kids wer
e playing outside all day"; "I used to play with trucks as a little girl") 
           => horse around, arse around, fool around, fool -- (indulge in horseplay; "Enough horsing around--
let's get back to work!"; "The bored children were fooling about") 
           => frolic, lark, rollick, skylark, disport, sport, cavort, gambol, frisk, romp, run around, lark about --
 (play boisterously; "The children frolicked in the garden"; "the gamboling lambs in the meadows"; "The to
ddlers romped in the playroom") 
           => dabble, paddle, splash around -- (play in or as if in water, as of small children) 
       => drive around --
 (drive without any particular aim; "we were driving around in the countryside on a fine Sunday morning") 
       => walk around --
 (walk randomly; "We were walking around in the neighborhood to see whether we could find an open drug
store") 
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dissemble, pretend, act -- (behave unnaturally or affectedly; "She's just acting") 
       => simulate, assume, sham, feign --
 (make a pretence of; "She assumed indifference, even though she was seething with anger"; "he feigned sle
ep") 
           => play --
 (pretend to be somebody in the framework of a game or playful activity; "Let's play like I am mommy"; "P
lay cowboy and Indians") 
           => feint -- (deceive by a mock action; "The midfielder feinted to shoot") 
 
act, play, roleplay, playact --
 (perform on a stage or theater; "She acts in this play"; "He acted in `Julius Caesar'"; "I played in `A Christ
mas Carol'") 
       => stooge -- (act as the stooge; "His role was to stooge for the popular comedian") 
       => mime, pantomime --
 (act out without words but with gestures and bodily movements only; "The acting students mimed eating a
n apple") 
       => overact, ham it up, ham, overplay -- (exaggerate one's acting) 
       => underact, underplay -- (act (a role) with great restraint) 
 
perform, execute, do --
 (carry out or perform an action; "John did the painting, the weeding, and he cleaned out the gutters"; "the s
kater executed a triple pirouette"; "she did a little dance") 
       => click off -- (perform or finish an action rapidly; "The game was clicked off in 1:48") 
       => sight-read -- (play or perform music by reading it off the sheet; perform unprepared) 
       => carry -- (sing or play against other voices or parts; "He cannot carry a tune") 
       => pipe up -- (begin to play or sing) 
       => declaim, recite -- (recite in elocution) 
           => elocute -- (declaim in an elocutionary manner; "The poet elocuted beautifully") 
           => perorate -- (deliver an oration in grandiloquent style) 
           => scan -- (read metrically; "scan verses") 
       => serenade -- (sing and play for somebody; "She was serenaded by her admirers") 
       => cut corners -- (do something the cheapest or easiest way; "Cut corners to make a cheaper product") 
       => stunt -- (perform a stunt or stunts) 
       => cut -- (perform or carry out; "cut a caper") 
       => blaze away --
 (perform (an acting passage) brilliantly and rapidly; "Mr. Jones blazed away in one passage after another t
o loud applause") 
       => scamp -- (perform hastily and carelessly) 
       => churn out -- (perform in a mechanical way) 
       => premier, premiere -- (perform a work for the first time) 
       => star -- (be the star in a performance) 
           => co-star -- (be the co-star in a performance) 
       => appear --
 (appear as a character on stage or appear in a play, etc.; "Gielgud appears briefly in this movie"; "She appe
ared in `Hamlet' on the London stage") 
       => rehearse, practise, practice -- (engage in a rehearsal (of)) 
           => walk through -- (perform in a perfunctory way, as for a first rehearsal) 
           => scrimmage -- (practice playing (a sport)) 
       => improvise, improvize, ad-lib, extemporize, extemporise --
 (perform without preparation; "he extemporized a speech at the wedding") 
       => interpret, render --
 (give an interpretation or rendition of; "The pianist rendered the Beethoven sonata beautifully") 
           => sing -- (deliver by singing; "Sing Christmas carols") 
               => solmizate --
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 (sing by the syllables of solmization; "solmizate a song before you learn the lyrics") 
               => troll -- (sing the parts of (a round) in succession) 
               => hymn -- (sing a hymn) 
               => carol -- (sing carols; "They went caroling on Christmas Day") 
               => madrigal -- (sing madrigals; "The group was madrigaling beautifully") 
       => conduct, lead, direct --
 (lead, as in the performance of a composition; "conduct an orchestra; Bairenboim conducted the Chicago s
ymphony for years") 
       => make --
 (perform or carry out; "make a decision"; "make a move"; "make advances"; "make a phone call") 
           => pay -- (render; "pay a visit"; "pay a call") 
 
use, utilize, utilise, apply, employ --
 (put into service; make work or employ (something) for a particular purpose or for its inherent or natural p
urpose; "use your head!"; "we only use Spanish at home"; "I can't make use of this tool"; "Apply a magneti
c field here"; "This thinking was applied to many projects"; "How do you utilize this tool?"; "I apply this ru
le to get good results"; "use the plastic bags to store the food"; "He doesn't know how to use a computer") 
       => give, dedicate, consecrate, commit, devote --
 (give entirely to a specific person, activity, or cause; "She committed herself to the work of God"; "give on
e's talents to a good cause"; "consecrate your life to the church") 
           => vow, consecrate -- (dedicate to a deity by a vow) 
           => rededicate -- (dedicate anew; "They were asked to rededicate themselves to their country") 
           => apply -- (apply oneself to; "Please apply yourself to your homework") 
       => play -- (employ in a game or in a specific position; "They played him on first base") 
       => play -- (use or move; "I had to play my queen") 
           => promote --
 (change a pawn for a king by advancing it to the eighth row, or change a checker piece for a more valuable
 piece by moving it the row closest to your opponent) 
               => queen -- (promote to a queen, as of a pawn in chess) 
       => pull out all the stops --
 (use all resources available; "The organizers pulled out all the stops for the centennial meeting") 
       => put, assign --
 (attribute or give; "She put too much emphasis on her the last statement"; "He put all his efforts into this jo
b"; "The teacher put an interesting twist to the interpretation of the story") 
           => repose --
 (put or confide something in a person or thing; "These philosophers reposed the law in the people") 
       => ply -- (use diligently; "ply your wits!") 
       => address --
 (address or apply oneself to something, direct one's efforts towards something, such as a question) 
       => waste --
 (use inefficiently or inappropriately; "waste heat"; "waste a joke on an unappreciative audience") 
       => misapply, misuse --
 (apply to a wrong thing or person; apply badly or incorrectly; "The words are misapplied in this context"; "
You are misapplying the name of this religious group") 
       => avail -- (use to one's advantage; "He availed himself of the available resources") 
       => overuse, overdrive -- (make use of too often or too extensively) 
       => cannibalize, cannibalise -- (use parts of something to repair something else) 
       => recycle, reprocess, reuse -- (use again after processing; "We must recycle the cardboard boxes") 
           => rehash -- (present or use over, with no or few changes) 
           => reclaim, recover -- (of materials from waste products) 
       => exploit, work --
 (use or manipulate to one's advantage; "He exploit the new taxation system"; "She knows how to work the 
system"; "he works his parents for sympathy") 
           => make hay --
 (turn to one's advantage; "The environmentalist lobby made hay of the nuclear plant accident") 
           => play -- (use to one's advantage; "She plays on her clients' emotions") 
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           => avail, help -- (take or use; "She helped herself to some of the office supplies") 
           => prey, feed -- (profit from in an exploitatory manner; "He feeds on her insecurity") 
           => use --
 (seek or achieve an end by using to one's advantage; "She uses her influential friends to get jobs"; "The pre
sident's wife used her good connections") 
               => trespass, take advantage --
 (make excessive use of; "You are taking advantage of my good will!"; "She is trespassing upon my privacy
") 
                   => impinge, encroach, entrench, trench --
 (impinge or infringe upon; "This impinges on my rights as an individual"; "This matter entrenches on other
 domains") 
       => exploit, tap -- (draw from; make good use of; "we must exploit the resources we are given wisely") 
           => maximize, maximise -- (make the most of; "He maximized his role") 
           => harness -- (exploit the power of; "harness natural forces and resources") 
           => mine -- (get from the earth by excavation; "mine ores and metals") 
               => strip mine, surface mine, surface-mine -- (extract (ore) from a strip-mine) 
           => quarry -- (extract (something such as stones) from or as if from a quarry; "quarry marble") 
           => overexploit -- (exploit excessively; "We should not overexploit our natural resources") 
           => commercialize --
 (exploit for maximal profit, usually by sacrificing quality; "The hotel owners are commercializing the beac
hes") 
           => milk -- (exploit as much as possible; "I am milking this for all it's worth") 
       => strain, extend --
 (use to the utmost; exert vigorously or to full capacity; "He really extended himself when he climbed Kilim
anjaro"; "Don't strain your mind too much") 
           => overstrain, overextend --
 (strain excessively; "He overextended himself when he accepted the additional assignment") 
           => tax, task -- (use to the limit; "you are taxing my patience") 
       => exert, exercise -- (put to use; "exert one's power or influence") 
       => enjoy -- (have benefit from; "enjoy privileges") 
       => take --
 (travel or go by means of a certain kind of transportation, or a certain route; "He takes the bus to work"; "S
he takes Route 1 to Newark") 
       => share -- (use jointly or in common) 
           => double up -- (share a room or a bed designed for only one person) 
           => pool -- (combine into a common fund; "We pooled resources") 
           => communalize, communalise -- (make something the property of the commune or community) 
       => work, put to work -- (cause to work; "he is working his servants hard") 
           => exercise, work, work out -- (give a work-
out to; "Some parents exercise their infants"; "My personal trainer works me hard"; "work one's muscles") 
               => warm up --
 (cause to do preliminary exercises so as to stretch the muscles; "The coach warmed up the players before t
he game") 
                   => limber -- (cause to become limber; "The violist limbered her wrists before the concert") 
           => warm up --
 (cause to do preliminary exercises so as to stretch the muscles; "The coach warmed up the players before t
he game") 
               => limber -- (cause to become limber; "The violist limbered her wrists before the concert") 
           => cybernate, computerize, computerise --
 (control a function, process, or creation by a computer; "They computerized the car industry"; "we live in a
 cybernated age"; "cybernate a factory") 
           => rack -- (put on a rack and pinion; "rack a camera") 
           => overwork, exploit -- (work excessively hard; "he is exploiting the students") 
               => overdrive --
 (drive or work too hard; "The teacher is overworking his students"; "Overdriving people often suffer stress
") 
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       => implement -- (apply in a manner consistent with its purpose or design; "implement a procedure") 
       => fall back, resort, recur -- (have recourse to; "The government resorted to rationing meat") 
 
search, seek, look for --
 (try to locate or discover, or try to establish the existence of; "The police are searching for clues"; "They ar
e searching for the missing man in the entire county") 
       => dredge, drag -- (search (as the bottom of a body of water) for something valuable or lost) 
       => finger --
 (search for on the computer; "I fingered my boss and found that he is not logged on in the afternoons") 
       => grope, fumble --
 (feel about uncertainly or blindly; "She groped for her glasses in the darkness of the bedroom") 
       => divine -- (search by divining, as if with a rod; "He claimed he could divine underground water") 
           => dowse -- (use a divining rod in search of underground water or metal) 
       => browse, surf --
 (look around casually and randomly, without seeking anything in particular; "browse a computer directory
"; "surf the internet or the world wide web") 
       => leave no stone unturned --
 (search thoroughly and exhaustively; "The police left no stone unturned in looking for the President's murd
erer") 
       => hunt -- (seek, search for; "She hunted for her reading glasses but was unable to locate them") 
       => gather -- (look for (food) in nature; "Our ancestors gathered nuts in the Fall") 
           => shell -- (look for and collect shells by the seashore) 
       => want --
 (hunt or look for; want for a particular reason; "Your former neighbor is wanted by the FBI"; "Uncle Sam 
wants you") 
       => scour -- (examine minutely; "The police scoured the country for the fugitive") 
       => seek out -- (look for a specific person or thing) 
       => quest for, go after, quest after, pursue -- (go in search of or hunt for; "pursue a hobby") 
       => fish, angle -- (seek indirectly; "fish for compliments") 
       => grub -- (search about busily) 
       => feel -- (grope or feel in search of something; "He felt for his wallet") 
           => grope for, scrabble -- (feel searchingly; "She groped for his keys in the dark") 
       => shop, browse -- (shop around; not necessarily buying; "I don't need help, I'm just browsing") 
           => comparison-shop -- (compare prices for a given item) 
           => antique -- (shop for antiques; "We went antiquing on Saturday") 
           => window-shop -- (examine the shop windows; shop with the eyes only) 
 

TO ANALYZE, TO STUDY, TO EXAMINE 
 

analyze, analyse, study, examine, canvass, canvas --
 (consider in detail and subject to an analysis in order to discover essential features or meaning; "analyze a s
onnet by Shakespeare"; "analyze the evidence in a criminal trial"; "analyze your real motives") 
       => anatomize --
 (analyze down to the smallest detail; "This writer anatomized the depth of human behavior") 
       => diagnose, name --
 (determine or distinguish the nature of a problem or an illness through a diagnostic analysis) 
           => explore -- (examine minutely) 
               => plumb -- (examine thoroughly and in great depth) 
       => diagnose -- (subject to a medical analysis) 
           => explore -- (examine (organs etc.) for diagnostic purposes) 
               => put out feelers -- (make some preliminary investigations or test the waters) 
       => survey, appraise --
 (consider in a comprehensive way; "He appraised the situation carefully before acting") 
       => survey -- (make a survey of; for statistical purposes) 
           => poll, canvass, canvas -- (get the opinions (of people) by asking specific questions) 
               => circularize, circularise -- (canvass by distributing letters) 
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       => compare --
 (examine and note the similarities or differences of; "John compared his haircut to his friend's"; "We comp
ared notes after we had both seen the movie") 
           => analogize, analogise -- (make an analogy) 
           => collate -- (compare critically; of texts) 
       => check, check up on, look into, check out, suss out, check over, go over, check into --
 (examine so as to determine accuracy, quality, or condition; "check the brakes"; "Check out the engine") 
           => watch, observe, follow, watch over, keep an eye on --
 (follow with the eyes or the mind; "Keep an eye on the baby, please!"; "The world is watching Sarajevo"; "
She followed the men with the binoculars") 
               => keep tabs on --
 (keep a record on or watch attentively; "The government keeps tabs on the dissidents") 
               => guard -- (to keep watch over; "there would be men guarding the horses") 
                   => patrol, police -- (maintain the security of by carrying out a control) 
                   => stand guard, stand watch, keep guard, stand sentinel --
 (watch over so as to protect; "We must stand sentinel to protect ourselves"; "The jewels over which they ke
pt guard were stolen") 
                   => baby-sit, sit -- (work or act as a baby-sitter; "I cannot baby-
sit tonight; I have too much homework to do") 
               => invigilate, proctor -- (as of students taking an exam, to prevent cheating) 
       => assay -- (analyze (chemical substances)) 
           => bioassay -- (subject to a bio-assay) 
       => review, reexamine -- (look at again; examine again; "let's review your situation") 
       => audit, scrutinize, scrutinise, inspect -- (of accounts and tax returns; with the intent to verify) 
       => screen -- (examine methodically; "screen the suitcases") 
       => trace, follow --
 (follow, discover, or ascertain the course of development of something; "We must follow closely the econo
mic development is Cuba" ; "trace the student's progress") 
       => investigate, look into -- (investigate scientifically; "Let's investigate the syntax of Chinese") 
           => research, search, explore -- (inquire into) 
               => prospect -- (explore for useful or valuable things or substances, such as minerals) 
               => re-explore -- (explore anew; "We need to re-explore Colonialism") 
               => cast about, beat about, cast around -- (search anxiously) 
           => explore -- (travel to or penetrate into; "explore unknown territory in biology") 
               => pioneer -- (open up and explore a new area; "pioneer space") 
               => cave, spelunk -- (explore natural caves) 
               => map --
 (explore or survey for the purpose of making a map; "We haven't even begun to map the many galaxies tha
t we know exist") 
           => probe, examine -- (question or examine thoroughly and closely) 
               => investigate, inquire, enquire --
 (conduct an inquiry or investigation of; "The district attorney's office investigated reports of possible irreg
ularities"; "inquire into the disappearance of the rich old lady") 
                   => spy --
 (secretly collect sensitive or classified information; engage in espionage; "spy for the Russians") 
               => re-examine -- (question after cross-examiniation by opposing counsel; "re-
examine one's witness") 
               => hear, try --
 (examine or hear (evidence or a case) by judicial process; "The jury had heard all the evidence"; "The case 
will be tried in California") 
                   => rehear, retry -- (hear or try a court case anew) 
           => research --
 (attempt to find out in a systematically and scientific manner; "The student researched the history of that w
ord") 
               => consult, refer, look up --
 (seek information from; "You should consult the dictionary"; "refer to your notes") 
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           => experiment --
 (to conduct a test or investigation; "We are experimenting with the new drug in order to fight this disease") 
       => sieve, sift -- (check and sort carefully; "sift the information") 
       => view, consider, look at -- (look at carefully; study mentally; "view a problem") 
           => contemplate -- (look at thoughtfully; observe deep in thought; "contemplate one's navel") 
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TO EXPRESS 
express, verbalize, verbalise, utter, give tongue to --
 (articulate; either verbally or with a cry, shout, or noise; "She expressed her anger"; "He uttered a curse") 
       => curse, cuss, blaspheme, swear, imprecate --
 (utter obscenities or profanities; "The drunken men were cursing loudly in the street") 
       => wish -- (make or express a wish; "I wish that Christmas were over") 
       => exclaim, cry, cry out, outcry, call out, shout --
 (utter aloud; often with surprise, horror, or joy; "`I won!' he exclaimed"; "`Help!' she cried"; "`I'm here,' th
e mother shouted when she saw her child looking lost") 
           => gee -- (give a command to a horse to turn to the right side) 
       => clamor, clamour --
 (utter or proclaim insistently and noisily; "The delegates clamored their disappointment") 
       => vociferate, shout out -- (utter in a very loud voice; "They vociferated their demands") 
       => marvel -- (express astonishment or surprise about something) 
       => voice -- (give voice to; "He voiced his concern") 
       => raise --
 (cause to be heard or known; express or utter; "raise a shout"; "raise a protest"; "raise a sad cry") 
           => call up, bring forward -- (bring forward for consideration; "The case was called up in court") 
       => breathe -- (utter or tell; "not breathe a word") 
       => drop -- (utter casually; "drop a hint") 
       => pour out --
 (express without restraint; "The woman poured out her frustrations as the judge listened") 
       => get off -- (deliver verbally; "He got off the best line I've heard in a long time") 
       => say -- (utter aloud; "She said `Hello' to everyone in the office") 
       => represent -- (serve as a means of expressing something; "The flower represents a young girl") 
           => misrepresent, belie -- (represent falsely; "This statement misrepresents my intentions") 
               => sentimentalize, sentimentalise --
 (look at with sentimentality or turn into an object of sentiment; "Don't sentimentalize the past events") 
               => falsify, distort, garble, warp -- (make false by mutilation or addition; as of a message or story) 
                   => mangle, mutilate, murder --
 (alter so as to make unrecognizable; "The tourists murdered the French language") 
               => feign, sham, pretend, affect, dissemble --
 (make believe with the intent to deceive; "He feigned that he was ill"; "He shammed a headache") 
                   => play possum -- (to pretend to be dead) 
                   => take a dive -- (of a boxer: pretend to be knocked out) 
                   => bullshit, bull, fake --
 (talk through one's hat; "The politician was not well prepared for the debate and faked it") 
                   => mouth -- (articulate silently; form words with the lips only; "She mouthed a swear word") 
                       => lip-synch, lip-sync -- (move the lips in synchronization (with recorded speech or song)) 
           => dramatize, dramatise --
 (represent something in a dramatic manner; "These events dramatize the lack of social responsibility amon
g today's youth") 
               => overdramatize, overdramatise --
 (present in an overly dramatic manner; "She is overdramatizing her child's failure in the physics class") 
           => portray -- (portray in words; "The book portrays the actor as a selfish person") 
           => embody --
 (represent or express something abstract in tangible form; "This painting embodies the feelings of the Rom
antic period") 
TO STATE, SAY, TELL < TO EXPRESS < TO ACT < CHANGE < ENTITY 
       => state, say, tell --
 (express in words; "He said that he wanted to marry her"; "tell me what is bothering you"; "state your opini
on"; "state your name") 
           => present, represent, lay out --
 (bring forward and present to the mind; "We presented the arguments to him"; "We cannot represent this k
nowledge to our formal reason") 
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               => argue, reason -- (present reasons and arguments) 
                   => re-argue -- (argue again; "This politician will be forced into re-
arguing an old national campaign") 
                   => expostulate -- (reason with (somebody) for the purpose of dissuasion) 
                   => defend, support, fend for --
 (argue or speak in defense of; "She supported the motion to strike") 
                       => apologize, apologise, excuse, justify, rationalize, rationalise --
 (defend, explain, clear away, or make excuses for by reasoning; "rationalize the child's seemingly crazy be
havior"; "he rationalized his lack of success") 
                           => color, colour, gloss -- (gloss or excuse; "color a lie") 
                           => plead -- (offer as an excuse or plea; "She was pleading insanity") 
                           => extenuate, palliate, mitigate --
 (lessen or to try to lessen the seriousness or extent of; "The circumstances extenuate the crime") 
                       => stand up, stick up --
 (defend against attack or criticism; "He stood up for his friend"; "She stuck up for the teacher who was acc
used of harassing the student") 
                       => uphold -- (stand up for; stick up for; of causes, principles, or ideals) 
               => argue, indicate --
 (give evidence of; "The evidence argues for your claim"; "The results indicate the need for more work") 
               => spin --
 (twist and turn so as to give an intended interpretation; "The President's spokesmen had to spin the story to 
make it less embarrasing") 
                   => sugarcoat --
 (cause to appear more pleasant or appealing; "The mayor did not sugarcoat the reality of the tax cuts") 
           => misstate -- (state something incorrectly; "You misstated my position") 
           => answer, reply, respond --
 (reply or respond to; "She didn't want to answer"; "answer the question"; "We answered that we would acc
ept the invitation") 
               => call back -- (return or repeat a telephone call; "I am busy right now--
can you call back in an hour?"; "She left a message but the contractor never called back") 
               => counter -- (speak in response; "He countered with some very persuasive arguments") 
               => field -- (answer adequately or successfully; "The lawyer fielded all questions from the press") 
               => sass --
 (answer back in an impudent or insolent manner; "don't sass me!"; "The teacher punished the students who
 were sassing all morning";) 
               => retort, come back, repay, return, riposte, rejoin -- (answer back) 
               => bridle -- (respond to the reins, as of horses) 
           => precede, preface, premise, introduce --
 (furnish with a preface or introduction; "She always precedes her lectures with a joke"; "He prefaced his le
cture with a critical remark about the institution") 
               => preamble -- (make a preliminary introduction, usually to a formal document) 
               => prologize, prologuize, prologise -- (write or speak a prologue) 
           => announce, declare -- (announce publicly or officially; "The President declared war") 
               => promulgate -- (put a law into effect by formal declaration) 
               => nolle prosequi, nolle pros, nol. pros. -- (declare that a legal case will not be prosecuted) 
           => articulate, enunciate, vocalize, vocalise -- (express or state clearly) 
           => get out -- (express with difficulty; "I managed to get out a few words") 
TO DECLARE < TO STATE < TO EXPRESS < TO ACT < TO CHANGE < ENTITY 
           => declare --
 (state emphatically and authoritatively; "He declared that he needed more money to carry out the task he w
as charged with") 
               => plead -- (enter a plea, as in courts of law; "She pleaded not guilty") 
               => profess --
 (confess one's faith in, or allegiance to; "The terrorists professed allegiance to the Muslim faith"; "he profe
sses to be a Communist") 
               => condemn -- (declare or judge unfit; "The building was condemned by the inspector") 
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                   => boo, hiss -- (show displeasure, as after a performance or speech) 
                   => explode -- (drive from the stage by noisy disapproval) 
               => consecrate, bless, hallow, sanctify -- (render holy by means of religious rites) 
                   => reconsecrate -- (consecrate anew, as after a desecration) 
               => account, answer for --
 (furnish a justifying analysis or explanation; "I can't account for the missing money") 
               => propose, suggest, advise -- (make a proposal, declare a plan for something) 
                   => recommend, urge, advocate --
 (push for something; "The travel agent recommended strongly that we not travel on Thanksgiving Day") 
                   => advance, throw out --
 (bring forward for consideration or acceptance; "advance an argument") 
                   => proposition -- (suggest sex to; "She was propositioned by a stranger at the party") 
                   => feed back -- (respond to a query or outcome) 
                   => submit, state, put forward, posit -- (put before; "I submit to you that the accused is guilty") 
                   => move, make a motion -- (propose formally; in a debate or parliamentary meeting) 
               => promise, assure -- (make a promise or commitment) 
                   => pledge, plight -- (promise solemnly and formally; "I pledge that will honor my wife") 
                       => vow -- (make a vow; promise; "He vowed never to drink alcohol again") 
                           => betroth, engage, affiance, plight -- (give to in marriage) 
                           => profess -- (take vows, as in religious order; "she professed herself as a nun") 
                               => take the veil --
 (become a nun; "The young woman took the veil after ther fiance died") 
                           => swear -- (promise solemnly; take an oath) 
                       => guarantee, vouch --
 (give surety or assume responsibility; "I vouch for the quality of my products") 
                           => bail -- (secure the release of (someone) by providing security) 
                           => stipulate --
 (give a guarantee or promise of; "They stipulated to release all the prisoners") 
                           => secure -- (assure payment of) 
                               => certify -- (guarantee payment on; of checks) 
                       => covenant --
 (enter into a covenant or formal agreement; "They covenanted with Judas for 30 pieces of silver"; "The nat
ions covenanted to fight terrorism around the world") 
                           => commune, communicate -- (receive Communion, in the Catholic church) 
                           => communicate -- (administer communion; in church) 
                       => covenant -- (enter into a covenenant) 
                           => confirm --
 (administer the rite of confirmation to; "the children were confirmed in their mother's faith") 
                           => bar mitzvah -- (confirm in the bar mitzvah ceremony, of boys in the Jewish faith) 
                           => bat mitzvah -- (confirm in the bat mitzvah ceremony, of girls in the Jewish faith) 
                   => swear off -- (promise to abstain from; "I have sworn off cigarettes altogether") 
                   => contract, undertake -- (enter into a contractual arrangement) 
                       => stipulate --
 (make an oral contract or agreement in the verbal form of question and answer that is necessary to give it l
egal force) 
                       => sign --
 (be engaged by a written agreement; "He signed to play the casino on Dec. 18"; "The soprano signed to sin
g the new opera") 
                           => undersign -- (sign at the bottom of (a document, for example)) 
                           => ink -- (append one's signature to; "They inked the contract") 
                           => autograph, inscribe -- (mark with one's signature; "The author autographed his book") 
                           => initial -- (mark with one's initials) 
                           => countersign --
 (add one's signature to after another's to attest authenticity; "You must countersign on this line of the contr
act") 
                           => execute -- (sign in the presence of witnesses; "The President executed the treaty") 
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                           => endorse, indorse -- (of documents or cheques) 
                               => cosign, co-sign -- (sign and endorse (another person's signature), as for a loan) 
                               => visa -- (provide (a passport) with a visa) 
                       => stipulate, qualify, condition, specify --
 (specify as a condition or requirement in a contract or agreement; make an express demand or provision in 
an agreement; "The will stipulates that she can live in the house for the rest of her life"; "The contract stipul
ates the dates of the payments") 
                           => provide --
 (determine (what is to happen in certain contingencies), especially by including a proviso condition or stip
ulation; "The will provides that each child should receive half of the money"; "The Constitution provides fo
r the right to free speech") 
                       => rent, lease -- (let for money; "We rented our apartment to friends while we were abroad") 
                       => rent, hire, charter, lease -- (hold under a lease or rental agreement; of goods and services) 
                   => undertake, guarantee -- (promise to do or accomplish; "guarantee to free the prisoners") 
                       => underwrite, subvention, subvent --
 (guarantee financial support of; "The opera tour was subvented by a bank") 
               => promise -- (promise to undertake or give; "I promise you my best effort") 
                   => vouchsafe -- (promise or agree condescendingly, as a special favor) 
               => take the Fifth, take the Fifth Amendment --
 (refuse to testify by invoking the Fifth Amendment, which states that nobody may be forced to testify as a 
witness against himself or herself) 
               => sentence, condemn, doom --
 (pronounce a sentence on (somebody) in a court of law; "He was condemned to ten years in prison") 
                   => foredoom -- (doom beforehand) 
                   => reprobate -- (abandon to eternal damnation; "God reprobated the unrepenting sinner") 
               => proclaim, exclaim, promulgate --
 (state or announce; "`I am not a Communist,' " he exclaimed; "The King will proclaim an amnesty") 
                   => declare --
 (proclaim one's support, sympathy, or opinion for or against; "His wife declared at once for moving to the 
West Coast") 
                   => trumpet --
 (proclaim on, or as if on, a trumpet; "Liberals like to trumpet their opposition to the death penalty") 
                   => clarion -- (proclaim on, or as if on, a clarion) 
               => profess --
 (state freely; "The teacher professed that he was not generous when it came to giving good grades") 
               => affirm, verify, assert, avow, aver, swan, swear --
 (to declare or affirm solemnly and formally as true; "Before God I swear I am innocent") 
                   => hold -- (assert or affirm; "Rousseau's philosophy holds that people are inherently good") 
                   => claim, take -- (lay claim to; as of an idea; "She took credit for the whole idea") 
                   => attest --
 (authenticate, affirm to be true, genuine, or correct, as in an official capacity; "I attest this signature") 
                   => declare -- (state firmly; "He declared that he was innocent") 
                   => protest -- (affirm or avow formally or solemnly; "The suspect protested his innocence") 
                   => assure, tell --
 (inform positively and with certainty and confidence; "I tell you that man is a crook!") 
               => swear, depose, depone -- (make a deposition; declare under oath) 
               => testify, attest, take the stand, bear witness -- (give testimony in a court of law) 
                   => vouch -- (give personal assurance; guarantee; "Will he vouch for me?") 
               => decree -- (issue a decree; "The King only can decree") 
                   => ordain -- (issue an order) 
                       => predestine -- (decree or determine beforehand) 
                       => will -- (decree or ordain; "God wills our existence") 
                       => destine, fate, doom, designate --
 (decree or designate beforehand; "She was destined to become a great pianist") 
                   => ordain, enact --
 (order by virtue of superior authority; decree; "The King ordained the persecution and expulsion of the Jew
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s"; "the legislature enacted this law in 1985") 
                       => reenact -- (enact again; "Congress reenacted the law") 
                       => legislate, pass --
 (make laws, bills, etc. or bring into effect by legislation; "They passed the amendment"; "We cannot legisl
ate how people's spend their free time") 
               => opine, speak up, animadvert, sound off --
 (speak one's opinion without fear or hesitation; "John spoke up at the meeting") 
                   => editorialize, editorialise -- (insert personal opinions into an objective statement) 
               => count out -- (declare the loser) 
 
           => declare --
 (make a declaration (of dutiable goods) to a customs official; "Do you have anything to declare?") 
           => note, observe, mention, remark --
 (make mention of; "She observed that his presentation took up too much time"; "They noted that it was a fi
ne day to go sailing") 
               => comment, notice, remark, point out --
 (make or write a comment on; "he commented the paper of his colleague") 
                   => knock, criticize, criticise, pick apart --
 (find fault with; express criticism of; point out real or perceived flaws; "The paper criticized the new movi
e"; "Don't knock the food--it's free") 
                       => reprimand, censure, criminate -- (rebuke formally) 
                           => animadvert -- (express blame or censure or make a harshly critical remark) 
                       => savage, pillory, crucify --
 (criticize harshly or violently; "The press savaged the new President"; "The critics crucified the author for 
plagiarizing a famous passage") 
                       => admonish, reprove -- (take to task; "He admonished the child for his bad behavior") 
                       => call on the carpet, rebuke, rag, trounce, reproof, lecture, reprimand, jaw, dress down, call 
down, scold, chide, berate, bawl out, remonstrate, chew out, chew up, have words, lambaste, lambast --
 (censure severely or angrily; "The mother scolded the child for entering a stranger's car"; "The deputy ragg
ed the Prime Minister"; "The customer dressed down the waiter for bringing cold soup") 
                           => chastise, castigate, objurgate, chasten, correct --
 (censure severely; "She chastised him for his insensitive remarks") 
                               => flame -- (criticize harshly, on the e-mail) 
                           => tell off, brush down -- (reprimand; "She told the misbehaving student off") 
                       => reprehend -- (express strong disapproval of) 
                       => deplore --
 (express strong disapproval of; "We deplore the government's treatment of political prisoners") 
                           => execrate, anathemize, comminate, anathemise, anathematize, anathematise --
 (curse or declare to be evil or anathema or threaten with divine punishment) 
                       => belabor, belabour --
 (attack verbally with harsh criticism; "She was belabored by her fellow students") 
                       => come down --
 (criticize or reprimand harshly; "The critics came down hard on the new play") 
                       => denounce -- (speak out against; "He denounced the Nazis") 
                           => fulminate, rail --
 (criticize severely; "He fulminated against the Republicans' plan to cut Medicare"; "She railed against the b
ad social policies") 
                           => condemn, reprobate, decry, objurgate, excoriate --
 (express strong disapproval of; "We condemn the racism in South Africa"; "These ideas were reprobated") 
                       => blame, find fault, pick --
 (harass with constant criticism; "Don't always pick on your little brother") 
                       => disparage, belittle, pick at --
 (express a negative opinion of; "She disparaged her student's efforts") 
                           => pan, tear apart, trash --
 (express a totally negative opinion of; "The critics panned the performance") 
                           => discredit, disgrace --
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 (damage the reputation of; "This newspaper story discredits the politicians") 
                           => deprecate, depreciate --
 (belittle; "The teacher should not deprecate his student's efforts") 
                               => deflate, puncture --
 (reduce or lessen the size or importance of; "The bad review of his work deflated his self-confidence") 
                           => minimize, belittle, denigrate, derogate -- (belittle; "Don't belittle his influence") 
                               => talk down -- (belittle through talk) 
                       => nitpick -- (be overly critical; criticize minor details) 
                       => attack, round, assail, lash out, snipe, assault --
 (attack in speech or writing; "The editors of the left-leaning paper attacked the new House Speaker") 
                           => abuse, clapperclaw, blackguard, shout --
 (use foul or abusive language towards; "The actress abused the policeman who gave her a parking ticket"; 
"The angry mother shouted at the teacher") 
                               => slang -- (abuse with coarse language) 
                               => vilify, revile, vituperate, rail --
 (spread negative information about; "The Nazi propaganda vilified the Jews") 
                               => curse --
 (heap obscenities upon; "The taxi driver who felt he didn't get a high enough tip cursed the passenger") 
                           => claw -- (attack as if with claws; "The politician clawed his rival") 
                           => vitriol -- (subject to bitter verbal abuse) 
                           => rip --
 (criticize or abuse strongly and violently; "The candidate ripped into his opponent mercilessly") 
                           => whang -- (attack forcefully; "whang away at the school reform plan") 
                           => barrage -- (attack with a barrage; "The speaker was barraged by an angry audience") 
                           => blister, scald, whip --
 (subject to harsh criticism; "The Senator blistered the administration in his speech on Friday"; "the profess
or scaled the students"; "your invectives scorched the community") 
                           => rubbish -- (attack strongly) 
                   => wisecrack -- (make a comment, usually ironic) 
                   => kibitz, kibbitz -- (make unwanted and intrusive comments) 
           => add, append, supply -- (state or say further; "`It doesn't matter,' he supplied") 
               => slip in, stick in, sneak in, insert --
 (insert casually; "She slipped in a reference to her own work") 
                   => spatchcock -- (interpolate or insert (words) into a sentence or story) 
               => toss in -- (add casually to a conversation; "I don't agree with this," she tossed in) 
           => explain -- (define; "The committe explained their plan for fund-raising to the Dean") 
           => give -- (convey or reveal information; "Give one's name") 
               => quote -- (name the price of; "quote prices for cars") 
                   => underquote -- (quote a price lower than that quoted by (another seller)) 
               => cast -- (deposit; "cast a vote"; "cast a ballot") 
           => summarize, summarise, sum, sum up --
 (be a summary of; "The abstract summarizes the main ideas in the paper") 
 
       => pooh-pooh -- (express contempt about) 
       => hurl, throw -- (utter with force; utter vehemently; "hurl insults"; "throw accusations at someone") 
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TO CONSUME 
consume, ingest, take in, take, have --
 (serve oneself to, or consume regularly; "Have another bowl of chicken soup!"; "I don't take sugar in my c
offee") 
       => hit -- (consume to excess; "hit the bottle") 
       => cannibalize, cannibalise -- (eat human flesh) 
       => use, habituate -- (take or consume (regularly or habitually); "She uses drugs rarely") 
           => drink, tope --
 (drink excessive amounts of alcohol; be an alcoholic; "The husband drinks and beats his wife") 
           => board -- (lodge and take meals (at)) 
       => eat --
 (eat a meal; take a meal; "We did not eat until 10 P.M. because there were so many phone calls"; "I didn't e
at yet, so I gladly accept your invitation") 
           => take out, take away --
 (buy and consume food from a restaurant or establishment that sells prepared food; "We'll take out pizza, s
ince I am too tired to cook") 
           => victual -- (take in nourishment) 
           => eat in, dine in -- (eat at home) 
           => eat out, dine out -- (eat at a restaurant or at somebody else's home) 
           => dine -- (have supper; eat dinner; "We often dine with friends in this restaurant") 
           => picnic -- (eat alfresco, in the open air; "We picnicked near the lake on this gorgeous Sunday") 
           => eat -- (take in solid food; "She was eating a banana"; "What did you eat for dinner last night?") 
               => wash down --
 (eat food accompanied by lots of liquid; also use metaphorically; "She washed down her dinner with a bott
le of red wine"; "He washes down his worries with a nightly glass of whisky") 
               => gluttonize, gluttonise, fress -- (eat a lot and without restraint) 
               => wolf, wolf down -- (eat hastily; "The teenager wolfed down the pizza") 
               => slurp -- (eat noisily; "He slurped his soup") 
               => fare -- (eat well) 
               => pitch in, dig in -- (eat heartily; "The food was placed on the table and the children pitched in") 
               => pick at, peck at, peck -- (eat like a bird; "The anorexic girl just picks at her food") 
               => peck, pick up -- (eat by pecking at, like a bird) 
               => gobble, bolt -- (eat hastily without proper chewing; "Don't bolt your food!") 
               => garbage down, gobble up, shovel in, bolt down --
 (eat a large amount of food quickly; "The children gobbled down most of the birthday cake") 
               => nibble, pick, piece --
 (eat intermittently; take small bites of; "He pieced at the sandwich all morning"; "She never eats a full mea
l--she just nibbles") 
               => ruminate -- (chew the cuds; "cows ruminate") 
               => dunk, dip -- (dip into a liquid while eating; "She dunked the piece of bread in the sauce") 
               => devour, guttle, raven, pig -- (eat greedily; "he devoured three sandwiches") 
               => eat up, finish, polish off --
 (finish eating all the food on one's plate or on the table; "She polished off the remaining potatoes") 
                   => tuck in, tuck away, put away --
 (eat up; usually refers to a considerable quantity of food; "My son tucked in a whole pizza") 
               => devour, down, consume, go through --
 (eat immoderately; "Some people can down a pound of meat in the course of one meal") 
               => smack -- (eat noisily by smacking one's lips) 
               => fill up, fill -- (eat until one is sated; "He filled up on turkey") 
           => break bread --
 (have a meal, usually with company; "The early Christian desciples broke bread together") 
           => nosh, snack --
 (eat a snack; eat lightly; "She never loses weight because she snacks between meals") 
               => browse, graze --
 (eat lightly, try different dishes; "There was so much food at the party that we quickly got sated just by bro
wsing") 
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           => mess -- (eat in a mess hall) 
           => lunch -- (take the midday meal; "At what time are you lunching?") 
           => brunch -- (eat a late-morning meal; "We brunch in Sundays") 
           => breakfast -- (eat an early morning meal; "We breakfast at seven") 
           => feast, banquet, junket -- (partake in a feast or banquet) 
               => wine and dine -- (eat sumptuously; "we wined and dined in Paris") 
           => gorge, ingurgitate, overindulge, glut, englut, stuff, engorge, overgorge, overeat, gormandize, gor
mandise, gourmandize, binge, pig out, satiate, scarf out --
 (overeat or eat immodestly; make a pig of oneself; "She stuffed herself at the dinner"; "The kids binged on 
icecream") 
       => eat -- (take in solid food; "She was eating a banana"; "What did you eat for dinner last night?") 
           => wash down --
 (eat food accompanied by lots of liquid; also use metaphorically; "She washed down her dinner with a bott
le of red wine"; "He washes down his worries with a nightly glass of whisky") 
           => gluttonize, gluttonise, fress -- (eat a lot and without restraint) 
           => wolf, wolf down -- (eat hastily; "The teenager wolfed down the pizza") 
           => slurp -- (eat noisily; "He slurped his soup") 
           => fare -- (eat well) 
           => pitch in, dig in -- (eat heartily; "The food was placed on the table and the children pitched in") 
           => pick at, peck at, peck -- (eat like a bird; "The anorexic girl just picks at her food") 
           => peck, pick up -- (eat by pecking at, like a bird) 
           => gobble, bolt -- (eat hastily without proper chewing; "Don't bolt your food!") 
           => garbage down, gobble up, shovel in, bolt down --
 (eat a large amount of food quickly; "The children gobbled down most of the birthday cake") 
           => nibble, pick, piece --
 (eat intermittently; take small bites of; "He pieced at the sandwich all morning"; "She never eats a full mea
l--she just nibbles") 
           => ruminate -- (chew the cuds; "cows ruminate") 
           => dunk, dip -- (dip into a liquid while eating; "She dunked the piece of bread in the sauce") 
           => devour, guttle, raven, pig -- (eat greedily; "he devoured three sandwiches") 
           => eat up, finish, polish off --
 (finish eating all the food on one's plate or on the table; "She polished off the remaining potatoes") 
               => tuck in, tuck away, put away --
 (eat up; usually refers to a considerable quantity of food; "My son tucked in a whole pizza") 
           => devour, down, consume, go through --
 (eat immoderately; "Some people can down a pound of meat in the course of one meal") 
           => smack -- (eat noisily by smacking one's lips) 
           => fill up, fill -- (eat until one is sated; "He filled up on turkey") 
       => drink, imbibe --
 (take in liquids; "The patient must drink several liters each day"; "The children like to drink soda") 
           => swill, swill down -- (drink large quantities of (liquid, especially alcoholic drink)) 
           => suck --
 (draw into the mouth by creating a practical vacuum in the mouth; "suck the poison from the place where t
he snake bit"; "suck on a straw"; "the baby sucked on the mother's breast") 
           => guggle, gurgle -- (drink from a flask with a gurgling sound) 
           => sip -- (drink in sips; "She was sipping her tea") 
           => guzzle -- (drink greedily or as if with great thirst; "The boys guzzled the cheap vodka") 
           => lap, lap up, lick --
 (take up with the tongue; "The cat lapped up the milk"; "the cub licked the milk from its mother's breast") 
           => drain the cup, drink up -- (drink to the last drop; "drink up--there's more wine coming") 
           => gulp, quaff, swig --
 (to swallow hurriedly or greedily or in one draught; "The men gulped down their beers") 
           => toss off, pop, bolt down, belt down, pour down, down, drink down, kill --
 (drink down entirely; "He downed three martinis before dinner"; "She killed a bottle of brandy that night"; 
"They popped a few beer after work") 
       => drink, booze, fuddle -- (consume alcohol; "We were up drinking all night") 
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           => port -- (drink port; "We were porting all in the club after dinner") 
           => claret -- (drink claret; "They were clareting until well past midnight") 
           => pub-crawl, bar hop -- (go from one pub to the next and get progressively more drunk; "he pub-
crawled around Birmingham") 
           => tipple, bib -- (drink moderately but regularly; "We tippled the cognac") 
           => souse, soak, inebriate, hit it up -- (become drunk or drink excessively) 
           => wine -- (drink wine) 
           => carry, hold --
 (drink alcohol without showing ill effects; "He can hold his liquor"; "he had drunk more than he could carr
y") 
       => partake, touch -- (consume; "She didn't touch her food all night") 
           => receive -- (partake of the Holy Eucharist sacrament) 
       => feed, eat --
 (take in food; used of animals only; "This dog doesn't eat certain kinds of meat"; "What do whales eat?") 
           => forage -- (wander and feed; "The animals forage in the woods") 
               => raven, prey, predate -- (prey on or hunt for; "These mammals predate certain eggs") 
           => raven -- (feed greedily; "The lions ravened the bodies") 
           => suckle -- (suck milk from the mother's breasts; "the infant was suckling happily") 
           => crop, browse, graze, range, pasture -- (feed as in a meadow or pasture; "the herd was grazing") 
       => satiate, sate, replete, fill -- (fill to satisfaction; "I am sated") 
           => cloy, pall --
 (cause surfeit through excess though initially pleasing; "Too much spicy food cloyed his appetite") 
       => sample, try, try out, taste --
 (take a sample of; "Try these new crackers"; "Sample the regional dishes") 
           => degust -- (taste with relish; "degust this wonderful soup") 
       => take in, sop up, suck in, take up -- (take up as if with a sponge) 
       => smoke --
 (inhale and exhale smoke from cigarettes, cigars, pipes; "We never smoked marijuana"; "Do you smoke?") 
           => chain-smoke -- (smoke one cigarette after another; light one cigarette from the preceding one) 
           => puff, whiff -- (smoke and exhale strongly; "puff a cigar"; "whiff a pipe") 
           => inhale --
 (draw deep into the lungs in by breathing; "Clinton smoked marijuana but never inhaled") 
       => drug, do drugs -- (use recreational drugs) 
           => inject -- (take by injection; "inject heroin") 
               => mainline -- (inject into the vein; "She is mainlining heroin") 
               => pop --
 (take drugs, especially orally; "The man charged with murder popped a valium to calm his nerves") 
                   => skin pop -- (inject (drugs) into the skin) 
           => take a hit, snort -- (inhale through the nose) 
           => free-base, base -- (use (purified cocaine) by burning it and inhaling the fumes) 
           => dope -- (take drugs to improve one's athletic performance) 
       => swallow, get down --
 (pass through the esophagus as part of eating or drinking; "Swallow the raw fish--it won't kill you!") 
           => bolt -- (swallow hastily) 
       => sup --
 (take solid or liquid food into the mouth a little at a time either by drinking or by eating with a spoon) 
 
cause to be perceived -- (have perceptible qualities) 
       => ache, smart, hurt -- (be the source of pain) 
           => bite, sting, burn -- (cause a sharp or stinging pain or discomfort; "The sun burned his face") 
               => nettle, urticate -- (sting with or as with nettles and cause a stinging pain or sensation) 
           => burn -- (feel hot or painful; "My eyes are burning") 
           => itch -- (have or perceive an itch; "I'm itching--the air is so dry!") 
               => tickle, titillate, vellicate --
 (touch (a body part) lightly so as to excite the surface nerves and cause uneasiness, laughter, or spasmodic 
movements) 
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               => tingle, prickle -- (cause a stinging or tingling sensation) 
           => hunger -- (feel the need to eat) 
           => thirst -- (feel the need to drink) 
           => act up -- (make itself felt as a recurring pain; "My arthritis is acting up again") 
           => throb --
 (pulsate or pound with abnormal force; "my head is throbbing"; "Her heart was throbbing") 
               => twang -- (twitch or throb with pain) 
           => shoot -- (cause a sharp and sudden pain in; "The pain shot up her leg") 
       => smell -- (emit an odor; "The soup smells good") 
           => smell -- (smell bad; "He rarely washes, and he smells") 
               => reek, stink -- (smell badly and offensively; "The building reeks of smoke") 
               => salute -- (become noticeable; "a terrible stench saluted our nostrils") 
       => odorize, odourise, scent -- (cause to smell or be smelly) 
           => stink up, smell up, stink out -- (cause to smell bad; fill with a bad smell) 
           => perfume, aromatize, aromatise --
 (fill or impregnate with an odor; "orange blossoms prerfumed the air in the garden") 
           => cense, incense, thurify -- (perfume especially with a censer) 
       => radiate -- (cause to be seen by emitting light as if in rays; "The sun is radiating") 
           => flash, blink, wink, twinkle, winkle -- (gleam or glow intermittently; "The lights were flashing") 
               => flicker, flick -- (flash intermittently; "The lights flicked on and off") 
           => gleam, glimmer -- (shine brightly, like a star or a light) 
           => glow --
 (emit a steady even light without flames; "The fireflies were glowing and flying about in the garden") 
               => fluoresce -- (exhibit or undergo fluorescence) 
                   => scintillate -- (physics: fluoresce momentarily when struck by a charged particle or high-
energy photon; "the phosphor fluoresced") 
       => sound, go -- (make a certain noise or sound; "She went `Mmmmm'"; "The gun went `bang'") 
           => snarl -- (make a snarling noise or move with a snarling noise; "Bullets snarled past us") 
           => whistle, sing --
 (make a whining, ringing, or whistling sound; "the kettle was singing"; "the bullet sang past his ear") 
           => blow -- (make a sound as if blown; "The whistle blew") 
           => ting -- (make a light, metallic sound; go `ting') 
           => make noise, resound, noise -- (emit a noise) 
               => sizzle -- (make a sound like frying fat) 
               => roar, howl --
 (make a loud noise, as of wind, water, or vehicles; "The wind was howling in the trees"; "The water roared
 down the chute") 
                   => vroom -- (make a loud, roaring sound, as of a car engine, while moving) 
                   => yawp, bawl -- (make a raucous noise) 
                   => thunder --
 (to make or produce a loud noise; "The river thundered below"; "The engine roared as the driver pushed th
e car to full throttle") 
               => purl -- (make a murmuring sound; "the water was purling") 
               => honk, claxon -- (use the horn of a car) 
               => hum -- (make a low continuous sound; "The refrigerator is humming") 
               => crunch, scranch, scraunch, crackle --
 (make crunching noises; "his shoes were crunching on the gravel") 
                   => crump, thud, scrunch -- (make a noise typical of an engine lacking lubricants) 
               => squeak, screech, creak, screak, skreak -- (make a high-
pitched, screeching noise; "The door creaked when I opened it slowly") 
               => racket -- (make loud and annoying noises) 
               => clatter, clack, brattle -- (make a rattling sound; "clattering dishes") 
               => stridulate, clitter --
 (make a shrill creaking noise by rubbing together special bodily structures; "male insects such as crickets o
r grasshoppers stridulate") 
               => drown out -- (make imperceptible; "The noise from the ice machine drowned out the music") 
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               => jingle, jingle-jangle, jangle --
 (make a sound typical of metallic objects; "The keys were jingling in his pocket") 
               => scream -- (make a loud, piercing sound; "Fighter planes are screaming through the skies") 
               => backfire --
 (emit a loud noise as a result of undergoing a backfire; "My old car backfires all the time") 
               => ring out -- (sound loudly; "a shot rang out") 
               => blast, blare -- (make a strident sound; "She tended to blast when speaking into a microphone") 
           => splat -- (give off the sound of a bullet flattening on impact) 
           => twang -- (sound with a twang; "the bowstring was twanging") 
           => clang, clangor -- (make a loud noise; "clanging metal") 
           => clank -- (make a clank; "the train clanked through the village") 
           => clangor, clangour -- (make a loud resonant noise; "the alarm clangored throughout the building") 
           => boom, boom out -- (make a deep hollow sound; "Her voice booms out the words of the song") 
           => drum, beat, thrum --
 (make a rhythmic sound; "Rain drummed against the windshield"; "The drums beat all night") 
           => rattle -- (make short successive sounds) 
               => ruckle -- (make a hoarse, rattling sound) 
               => crepitate, crackle -- (make a crackling sound; "My Rice Crispies crackled in the bowl") 
           => tick, ticktock, ticktack, beat --
 (make a sound like a clock or a timer; "the clocks were ticking"; "the grandfather clock beat midnight") 
           => resonate, vibrate -- (sound with resonance; "The sound resonates well in this theater") 
               => purr, make vibrant sounds -- (indicate pleasure by purring; characteristic of cats) 
           => tweet, twirp -- (make a weak, chirping sound; "the small bird was tweeting in the tree") 
           => skirl -- (make a shrill, wailing sound; "skirling bagpipes") 
           => gurgle --
 (make sounds similar to gurgling water; "The baby gurgled with satisfaction when the mother tickled it") 
           => glug -- (make a gurgling sound as of liquid issuing from a bottle; "the wine bottles glugged") 
           => blow -- (sound by having air expelled through a tube; "The trumpets blew") 
           => whish -- (make a sibilant sound) 
           => guggle -- (make a sound like a liquid that is being poured from a bottle) 
           => ping -- (make a short high-pitched sound; "the bullet pinged when they struck the car") 
           => pink, ping, knock --
 (sound like a car engine that is firing too early; "the car pinged when I put in low-
octane gasoline"; "The car pinked when the ignition was too far retarded") 
           => trump -- (produce a sound as if from a trumpet) 
           => squelch -- (make a sucking sound) 
           => chug -- (make a dull, explosive sound; "the engine chugged down the street") 
           => ring, peal -- (sound loudly and sonorously; "the bells rang") 
               => ding, dong, dingdong -- (go `ding dong', like a bell) 
               => tintinnabulate -- (ring or sound like a small bell) 
               => peal -- (ring recurrently; "bells were pealing") 
               => knell -- (ring as in announcing death) 
           => buzz, bombinate, bombilate -- (make a buzzing sound; "bees were buzzing around the hive") 
           => chime -- (emit a sound; "bells and gongs chimed") 
           => rustle -- (make a dry crackling sound; "rustling silk"; "the dry leaves were rustling in the breeze") 
           => snap, crack -- (make a sharp sound; "his fingers snapped") 
           => crack -- (make a very sharp explosive sound; "His gun cracked") 
           => honk, blare, beep, claxon, toot -- (make a loud noise; "The horns of the taxis blared") 
               => tootle -- (toot continuously; "tootling car horns") 
           => whistle -- (make whistling sounds; "He lay there, snoring and whistling") 
           => resound, echo, ring, reverberate -- (ring or echo with sound; "the hall resounded with laughter") 
               => consonate -- (sound in sympathy) 
               => reecho -- (repeat or return an echo again or repeatedly; send (an echo) back) 
               => reecho -- (echo repeatedly, echo again and again) 
               => bong -- (ring loudly and deeply; "the big bell bonged") 
           => thud, thump -- (make a dull sound; "the knocker thudded against the front door") 
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           => clop, clump, clunk, plunk --
 (make or move along with a sound as of a horse's hooves striking the ground) 
           => patter, pitter-patter -- (make light, rapid and repeated sounds; "gently pattering rain") 
           => tap, rap, knock, pink --
 (make light, repeated taps on a surface; "he was tapping his fingers on the table impatiently") 
           => click, tick -- (make a clicking or ticking sound; "The clock ticked away") 
           => chatter, click -- (click repeatedly or uncontrollably; "Chattering teeth") 
           => pop -- (make a sharp explosive noise; "The cork of the champagne bottle popped") 
               => sputter -- (make an explosive sound; "sputtering engines") 
           => tinkle, tink, clink, chink -- (make or emit a high sound; "tinkling bells") 
           => splash, splosh, slosh, slush -- (make a splashing sound; "water was splashing on the floor") 
           => hum, thrum -- (sound with a monotonous hum) 
           => bleep -- (emit a single short high-pitched signal; "The computer bleeped away") 
           => rumble, grumble -- (make a low noise; "rumbling thunder") 
           => boom, din -- (make a resonant sound, like artillery; "His deep voice boomed through the hall") 
           => bang --
 (to produce a sharp often metallic explosive or percussive sound; "One of them banged the sash of the win
dow nearest my bed") 
           => ripple, babble, guggle, burble, bubble, gurgle --
 (flow in an irregular current with a bubbling noise; "babbling brooks") 
           => lap, swish, swosh, swoosh --
 (move with or cause to move with a whistling or hissing sound; "The bubbles swoshed around in the glass"
; "The curtain swooshed open") 
           => drone -- (make a monotonous low dull sound; "The harmonium was droning on") 
           => whizz, whiz, whirr, whir, birr, purr --
 (make a soft swishing sound; "the motor whirred"; "the car engine purred") 
           => roll --
 (emit, produce, or utter with a deep prolonged reverberating sound; "The thunder rolled"; "rolling drums") 
       => project -- (cause to be heard; "His voice projects well") 
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TO TRAVEL, TO GO, TO MOVE 
travel, go, move, locomote --
 (change location; move, travel, or proceed; "How fast does your new car go?"; "We travelled from Rome t
o Naples by bus"; "The policemen went from door to door looking for the suspect"; "The soldiers moved to
wards the city in an attempt to take it before night fell") 
       => go around, spread, circulate --
 (become widely known and passed on; "the rumor spread"; "the story went around in the office") 
       => carry -- (cover a certain distance or advance beyond; "The drive carried to the green") 
       => ease -- (move gently or carefully; "He eased himself into the chair") 
       => whish -- (move with a whishing sound; "The car whished past her") 
       => float -- (move lightly, as if suspended; "The dancer floated across the stage") 
           => ride --
 (be sustained or supported or borne; "His glasses rode high on his nose"; "The child rode on his mother's hi
ps"; "She rode a wave of popularity"; "The brothers rode to an easy victory on their father's political name"
) 
       => swap -- (move (a piece of a program) into memory, in computer science) 
           => thrash --
 (move data into and out of core rather than performing useful computation; "The system is thrashing again
!") 
       => seek -- (go to or towards; "a liquid seeks its own level") 
       => whine -- (move with a whining sound; "The bullets were whining past us") 
       => fly -- (be dispersed or disseminated; "Rumors and accusations are flying") 
       => ride -- (move like a floating object; "The moon rode high in the night sky") 
       => come -- (cover a certain distance; "She came a long way") 
       => ghost -- (move like a ghost; "The masked men ghosted across the moonlit yard") 
       => betake oneself -- (displace oneself; go from one location to another) 
       => pass over, overfly -- (fly over; "The plane passed over Damascus") 
       => travel -- (undergo transportation as in a vehicle; "We travelled North on Rte. 508") 
           => fly -- (travel in an airplane; "she is flying to Cincinnati tonight"; "Are we driving or flying?") 
               => red-eye -- (travel on an overnight flight; "The candidate red-
eyed from California to the East Coast the night before the election to give a last stump speech") 
           => hop --
 (informal: travel by means of an aircraft, bus, etc.; "She hopped a train to Chicago"; "He hopped rides all o
ver the country") 
           => ride --
 (be carried or travel on or in a vehicle; "I ride to work in a bus"; "He rides the subway downtown every da
y") 
               => tube -- (ride or float on an inflated tube; "We tubed down the river on a hot summer day") 
               => chariot -- (ride in a chariot) 
               => bicycle, cycle, bike, pedal, wheel -- (ride a bicycle) 
                   => backpedal -- (pedal backwards on a bicycle) 
               => motorcycle, cycle -- (ride a motorcycle) 
               => train, rail --
 (travel by rail or train; "They railed from Rome to Venice"; "She trained to Hamburg") 
               => sled, sleigh -- (ride (on) a sled) 
                   => mush -- (travel with a dogsled) 
                   => bobsled, bob -- (ride a bobsled; "The boys bobbed down the hill screaming with pleasure") 
                   => toboggan, luge -- (move along on a luge or toboggan) 
               => boat -- (ride in a boat on water) 
                   => yacht -- (travel in a yacht) 
                   => sail -- (travel in a boat propelled by wind; "I love sailing, especially on the open sea") 
                       => run -- (sail before the wind) 
                       => luff, point -- (sail close to the wind) 
                       => weather -- (sail to the windward of) 
                       => beat -- (sail with much tacking or with difficulty; "The boat beat in the strong wind") 
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                       => scud, rack -- (run before a gale) 
                       => outpoint -- (sail closer to the wind than) 
                       => tack, wear round --
 (turn into the wind; "The sailors decided to tack the boat"; "The boat tacked") 
                       => wear ship -- (turn away from the wind; "The sailors decided it was time to wear ship") 
                       => jibe, gybe, jib, change course --
 (shift from one side of the ship to the other; "The sail jibbed wildly") 
                   => row -- (propel with oars; "row the boat across the lake") 
                       => stroke -- (row at a particular rate) 
                       => feather, square -- (turn the oar, while rowing) 
                       => pull -- (operate when rowing a boat; "pull the oars") 
                       => scull -- (propel with sculls; "scull the boat") 
                   => canoe -- (travel by canoe; "canoe along the canal") 
                   => kayak -- (travel in a small canoe; "we kayaked down the river") 
                   => paddle -- (propel with a paddle; "paddle your own canoe") 
                       => feather, square -- (turn the paddle; in canoeing) 
               => taxi -- (ride in a taxicab) 
               => bus -- (ride in a bus) 
               => joyride, tool, tool around --
 (ride in a car with no particular goal and just for the pleasure of it; "We tooled down the street") 
               => hitchhike, hitch, thumb -- (travel by getting free rides from motorists) 
               => snowmobile -- (ride a snowmobile) 
               => piggyback -- (ride on someone's shoulders or back) 
       => wend -- (direct one's course or way; "wend yoour way through the crowds") 
       => do --
 (travel or traverse (a distance); "This car does 150 miles per hour"; "We did 6 miles on our hike every day"
) 
       => raft -- (travel by raft in water; "Raft the Colorado River") 
       => get around, get about --
 (move around; move from place to place; "How does she get around without a car?") 
       => repair, resort --
 (move, travel, or proceed toward some place; "He repaired to his cabin in the woods") 
       => cruise --
 (travel at a moderate speed; "Please keep your seat belt fastened while the plane is reaching cruising altitud
e") 
           => stooge -- (cruise in slow or routine flights) 
       => travel, journey -- (travel upon or across; "travel the oceans") 
           => sail --
 (traverse or travel by ship on (a body of water); "We sailed the Atlantic"; "He sailed the Pacific all alone") 
           => ship -- (travel by ship) 
           => ride --
 (ride over, along, or through; "Travel the highways of America"; "Ride the freeways of California") 
           => fly --
 (travel over (an area of land or sea) in an aircraft; "Lindbergh was the first to fly the Atlantic") 
           => cruise --
 (drive around aimlessly but ostentatiously and at leisure; "She cruised the neighborhood in her new convert
ible") 
       => come, come up --
 (move toward, travel toward something or somebody or approach something or somebody; "He came singi
ng down the road"; "Come with me to the Casbah"; "come down here!"; "come out of the closet!"; "come i
nto the room") 
           => emanate --
 (proceed or issue forth, as from a source; "Water emanates from this hole in the ground") 
               => flow out, effuse -- (flow or spill forth) 
           => address, accost, come up to -- (speak to someone) 
               => greet, recognize, recognise -- (express greetings upon meeting someone) 
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                   => shake hands --
 (take someone's hands and shake them as a gesture of greeting or congratulation) 
                   => curtsy, bob --
 (make a curtsy; usually done only by girls and women; as a sign of respect; "She curtsied when she shook t
he Queen's hand") 
                   => salute --
 (greet in a friendly way; "I meet this men every day on my way to work and he salutes me") 
                       => salaam -- (greet with a salaam) 
                   => salute, present --
 (recognize with a gesture prescribed by a miltary regulation; assume a prescribed position; "When the offic
ers show up, the soldiers have to salute") 
                   => salute -- (honor with a military ceremony, as when honoring dead soldiers) 
                   => hail, herald -- (greet enthusiastically or joyfully) 
                   => welcome, receive -- (bid welcome to; greet upon arrival) 
                   => say farewell -- (say good-bye or bid farewell) 
                       => dismiss, usher out --
 (end one's encounter with somebody by causing or permitting the person to leave; "I was dismissed after I 
gave my report") 
                   => wish, bid -- (invoke upon; "wish you a nice evening"; "bid farewell") 
                       => congratulate, felicitate -- (express congratulations) 
               => approach --
 (make advances to someone, usually with a proposal or suggestion; "I was approached by the President to 
serve as his adviser in foreign matters") 
                   => hit --
 (pay unsolicited and usually unwanted sexual attention to; "He tries to hit on women in bars") 
           => approach, come near -- (come near in time; "Winter is approaching"; "approaching old age") 
               => get on -- (grow late or (of time) elapse; "It is getting on midnight--let's all go to bed!") 
           => approach, near, come on, go up, draw near, draw close, come near --
 (move towards; "We were approaching our destination"; "They are drawing near"; "The enemy army came
 nearer and nearer") 
               => drive up --
 (approach while driving; "The truck entered the driveway and drove up towards the house") 
               => bear down on, bear down upon -- (sail towards another vessel, of a ship) 
               => edge in, edge up -- (push one's way into (a space)) 
               => close -- (draw near; "The probe closed with the space station") 
               => push, crowd -- (approach a certain age or speed; "She is pushing fifty") 
       => round -- (wind around; move along a circular course; "round the bend") 
       => trundle -- (move heavily; "the streetcar trundled down the avenue") 
       => push -- (move strenuously and with effort; "The crowd pushed forward") 
       => travel purposefully -- (travel volitionally and in a certain direction with a certain goal) 
       => swing -- (change direction with a swinging motion; turn; "swing back"; "swing forward") 
       => roll, wander, swan, stray, tramp, roam, cast, ramble, rove, range, drift, vagabond --
 (move about aimlessly or without any destination, often in search of food or employment; "The gypsies roa
med the woods"; "roving vagabonds"; "the wandering Jew"; "The cattle roam across the prairie"; "the labor
ers drift from one town to the next"; "They rolled from town to town") 
           => maunder -- (wander aimlessly) 
           => gallivant, gad, jazz around -- (wander aimlessly in search of pleasure) 
       => walk, take the air --
 (take a walk; go for a walk; walk for pleasure; "The lovers held hands while walking"; "We like to walk ev
ery Sunday") 
           => constitutionalize --
 (take a walk for one's health or to aid digestion, as after a meal; "A good way of exercising is to constitutio
nalize") 
       => weave, wind, thread, meander, wander --
 (to move or cause to move in a sinuous, spiral, or circular course; "the river winds through the hills"; "the p
ath meanders through the vineyards"; "sometimes, the gout wanders through the entire body") 
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           => snake -- (move along a winding path; "The army snaked through the jungle") 
       => forge, spurt, spirt -- (move or act with a sudden increase in speed or energy) 
       => crawl, creep --
 (move slowly; in the case of people or animals with the body near the ground; "The crocodile was crawlin
g along the riverbed") 
           => formicate -- (crawl about like ants) 
       => scramble -- (to move hurriedly; "The friend scrambled after them") 
       => slither, slide --
 (to pass or move unobtrusively or smoothly; "They slid through the wicket in the big gate") 
       => wheel, roll --
 (move along on or as if on wheels or a wheeled vehicle; "The President's convoy rolled past the crowds") 
           => bowl -- (roll (a ball)) 
           => troll -- (cause to move round and round; "The child trolled her hoop") 
       => glide -- (move smoothly and effortlessly) 
           => skid, slip, slue, slew, slide --
 (move obliquely or sideways, usually in an uncontrolled manner; "the wheels skidded against the sidewalk
") 
               => submarine --
 (move forward or under in a sliding motion; "The child was injured when he submarined under the safety b
elt of the car") 
               => skid -- (slide without control; "the car skidded in the curve on the wet road") 
               => side-slip --
 (slide sideways through the air in a downward direction in an airplane along an inclined lateral axis) 
           => coast -- (move effortlessly; by force of gravity) 
               => freewheel -- (coast in a vehicle using the freewheel) 
           => skitter -- (glide easily along a surface) 
           => snake -- (move smoothly and sinuously, like a snake) 
           => skate -- (move along on skates; "The Dutch often skate along the canals in winter") 
               => ice skate -- (move along on ice skates) 
               => figure skate -- (dance on skates) 
                   => spread-eagle -- (execute a spread eagleon skates, with arms and legs stretched out) 
               => roller skate --
 (travel on shoes with steel or rubber rollers attached to their soles; "In some fashionable restaurants, the wa
iters roller skate around") 
               => skateboard -- (ride on a flat board with rollers attached to the bottom) 
               => roller blade --
 (travel on shoes with a single line of rubber wheels attached to their soles; "you'd better wear a helmet and 
knee protectors when you roller blade!") 
           => plane, skim -- (travel on the surface of water) 
               => aquaplane -- (ride on an aquaplane) 
               => aquaplane --
 (of cars: to rise up onto a thin film of water between the tires and road so that there is no more contact with
 the road) 
           => surf -- (ride the waves of the sea with a surfboard; "Californians love to surf") 
               => windsurf --
 (ride standing on a surfboard with an attached sail, on water; "You cannot windsurf when the air is complet
ely still") 
       => bounce, jounce -- (move up and down repeatedly) 
       => breeze -- (to proceed quickly and easily) 
       => float, drift, be adrift, blow --
 (be in motion due to some air or water current; "The leaves were blowing in the wind"; "the boat drifted on
 the lake"; "The sailboat was adrift on the open sea"; "the shipwrecked boat drifted away from the shore") 
           => waft -- (be driven or carried along, as by the air; "Sounds wafted into the room") 
           => tide -- (be carried with the tide) 
           => stream --
 (to extend, wave or float outward, as if in the wind; "their manes streamed like stiff black pennants in the 
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wind") 
       => play --
 (move or seem to move quickly, lightly, or irregularly; "The spotlights played on the politicians") 
       => float, swim -- (be afloat; stay on a liquid surface; not sink) 
           => buoy -- (float on the surface of water) 
       => walk --
 (use one's feet to advance; advance by steps; "Walk, don't run!"; "We walked instead of driving"; "She wal
ks with a slight limp"; "The patient cannot walk yet"; "Walk over to the cabinet") 
           => tramp down, trample, tread down --
 (walk on and flatten; "tramp down the grass"; "trample the flowers") 
           => lollop -- (walk clumsily and with a bounce) 
           => tap -- (walk with a tapping sound) 
           => stumble, falter, bumble -- (walk unsteadily; "The drunk man stumbled about") 
           => foot, leg it, hoof, hoof it -- (walk; "let's hoof it to the disco") 
           => toe -- (walk so that the toes assume an indicated position or direction; "She toes inwards") 
           => traipse, shlep -- (walk or tramp about) 
           => perambulate, walk about, walk around --
 (walk with no particular goal; "we were walking around in the garden"; "after breakfast, she walked about i
n the park") 
           => ambulate -- (walk about; not be bedridden or incapable of walking) 
           => sneak, mouse, creep, steal, pussyfoot --
 (to go stealthily or furtively; "..stead of sneaking around spying on the neighbor's house") 
           => wade --
 (walk (through relatively shallow water); "Can we wade across the river to the other side?"; "Wade the pon
d") 
               => puddle -- (wade or dabble in a puddle; "The ducks and geese puddled in the backyard") 
           => swagger, ruffle, prance, strut, sashay, cock --
 (to walk with a lofty proud gait, often in an attempt to impress others; "He struts around like a rooster in a 
hen house") 
           => sleepwalk, somnambulate -- (walk in one's sleep) 
           => slink -- (walk stealthily; "I saw a cougar slinking toward its prey") 
           => limp, hobble, hitch --
 (walk impeded by some physical limitation or injury; "The old woman hobbles down to the store every day
") 
           => shuffle, scuffle, shamble --
 (walk by dragging one's feet; "he shuffled out of the room"; "We heard his feet shuffling down the hall") 
               => scuff, drag -- (walk without lifting the feet) 
           => stroll, saunter -- (walk leisurely and with no apparent aim) 
           => amble, mosey -- (walk leisurely) 
           => prowl --
 (move about in or as if in a predatory manner; "The suspicious stranger prowls the streets of the town") 
           => skulk -- (move stealthily; "The lonely man skulks down the main street all day") 
           => toddle, coggle, totter, dodder, paddle, waddle -- (walk unsteadily; "small children toddle") 
           => promenade -- (take a leisurely walk; "The ladies promenaded along the beach") 
           => march --
 (walk fast, with regular or measured steps; walk with a stride; "He marched into the classroom and announ
ced the exam"; "The soldiers marched across the border") 
               => troop -- (move or march as if in a crowd; "They children trooped into the room") 
           => stride -- (walk with long steps; "He strode confidently across the hall") 
           => hike --
 (walk a long way, as for pleasure or physical exercise; "We were hiking in Colorado"; "hike the Rockies") 
               => tramp --
 (travel on on foot, especially on a walking expedition; "We went tramping about the state of Colorado") 
               => treck -- (go trecking; "We trecked in the Himalayas") 
               => backpack, pack --
 (hike with a backpack; "Every summer they are backpacking in the Rockies") 
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           => slog, footslog, plod, trudge, pad, tramp --
 (walk heavily and firmly, as when weary, or through mud; "Mules plodded in a circle around a grindstone"
) 
               => squelch, squish, splash, splosh, slosh, slop --
 (walk through mud or mire; "We had to splosh across the wet meadow") 
           => tiptoe, tip, tippytoe -- (walk on one's toes) 
           => stalk -- (walk stiffly) 
           => flounce -- (walk emphatically) 
           => stagger, reel, keel, lurch, swag, careen --
 (walk as if unable to control one's movements; "The drunken man staggered into the room") 
           => stagger, flounder -- (walk with great difficulty; "He staggered along in the heavy snow") 
           => stomp, stamp, stump --
 (walk heavily; "The men stomped through the snow in their heavy boots") 
           => lumber, pound -- (move heavily or clumsily; "The heavy man lumbered across the room") 
           => pace -- (walk with slow or fast paces; "He paced up and down the hall") 
           => tread, trample -- (tread or stomp heavily or roughly; "The soldiers trampled across the fields") 
               => treadle -- (tread over; "the brickmaker treadles over clay to pick out the stones") 
           => slouch -- (walk slovenly) 
           => mince -- (walk daintily; "She minced down the street") 
           => clump, clomp -- (walk clumsily) 
           => march, process -- (march in a procession; "They processed into the dining room") 
               => file -- (proceed in line; "The students filed into the classroom") 
               => parade, troop, promenade -- (march in a procession; "the veterans paraded down the street") 
               => goose step -- (march in a military fashion) 
               => countermarch -- (march back along the same way) 
               => debouch, march out --
 (march out (as from a defile) into open ground; "The regiments debouched from the valley") 
           => step --
 (walk a short distance to a specified place or in a specified manner; "step over to the blackboard") 
       => turn, move around -- (pass to the other side of; "turn the corner"; "move around the obstacle") 
       => circle -- (travel around something; "circle the globe") 
           => circumambulate, walk around -- (walk around something) 
           => circumnavigate, compass -- (travel around, either by plane or ship; "We compassed the earth") 
           => revolve around, circle around, circle round --
 (move around in a circular motion; "The Earth revolves around the Sun") 
       => slice into, slice through --
 (e.g., move through a body or an object with a slicing motion; "His hand sliced through the air") 
       => stray, err, drift --
 (wander from a direct course or at random; "The child strayed from the path and her parents lost sight of he
r"; "don't drift from the set course") 
       => run --
 (travel rapidly, by any (unspecified) means; "Run to the store!"; "She always runs to Italy, because she has 
a lover there") 
       => step -- (shift or move by taking a step; "step back") 
           => backpedal -- (step backwards, in boxing) 
       => drive, motor --
 (travel or be transported in a vehicle; "We drove to the university every morning"; "They motored to Lond
on for the theater") 
       => automobile -- (travel in an automobile) 
       => ski -- (move along on skis; "We love to ski the Rockies") 
           => schuss -- (ski downhill) 
           => slalom -- (race on skis around obstacles) 
           => water ski -- (ride water skis) 
       => fly, wing -- (travel through the air; be airborne; "Man cannot fly") 
           => buzz -- (fly low; "Planes buzzed the crowds in the square") 
           => rack -- (fly in high wind) 
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           => flight -- (fly in a flock; "flighting wild geese") 
           => fly on -- (continue flying) 
           => soar -- (fly upwards or high in the sky) 
           => hover -- (hang in the air; fly or be suspended above) 
               => poise -- (be motionless, in suspension; "The bird poised for a few moments before it attacked") 
       => steam -- (travel by means of steam power; "The ship steamed off into the Pacific") 
       => taxi -- (travel slowly; "The plane taxied down the runway") 
       => ferry -- (travel by ferry) 
       => ride, sit --
 (sit and travel on the back of animal, usually while controlling its motions; "She never sat a horse!"; "Did y
ou ever ride a camel?"; "The girl liked to drive the young mare") 
           => override -- (ride (a horse) too hard) 
           => ride herd --
 (driving animals such as horses and cattle while riding along with them; "Joe was riding herd during the da
y") 
           => outride --
 (ride better, faster, or further than; "The champion bicyclist outrode all his competitors") 
           => ride horseback -- (ride on horseback) 
               => prance -- (ride a horse such that it springs and bounds forward) 
               => canter -- (ride at a canter; "The men cantered away") 
               => gallop -- (ride at a galloping pace; "He was galloping down the road") 
               => post --
 (ride Western style and bob up and down in the saddle in in rhythm with a horse's trotting gait) 
               => trot -- (ride at a trot) 
           => prance -- (cause (a horse) to bound spring forward) 
           => canter -- (ride at a cantering pace; "He cantered the horse across the meadow") 
           => gallop, extend -- (cause to move at full gallop; "Did you gallop the horse just now?") 
       => prance -- (spring foward on the hind legs; "The young horse was prancing in the meadow") 
       => swim --
 (travel through water; "We had to swim for 20 minutes to reach the shore"; "a big fish was swimming in th
e tank") 
           => school --
 (swim in or form a large group of fish; "A cluster of schooling fish was attracted to the bait") 
           => fin, break water --
 (show the fins above the water while swimming; "The sharks were finning near the surface") 
           => fin -- (propel oneself through the water in a finning motion) 
           => paddle -- (swim like a dog in shallow water) 
           => crawl --
 (swim by doing the crawl; "European children learn the breast stroke; they often don't know how to crawl"
) 
           => breaststroke --
 (swim with the face down and extend the arms forward and outward while kicking with the leg) 
           => backstroke -- (swim on one's back) 
           => skinny dip -- (bathe in the nude; "The young people were skinny-dipping in the pond") 
           => dive -- (swim under water; "the children enjoyed diving and looking for shells") 
               => skin-dive -- (swim underwater with a breathing apparatus) 
               => snorkel -- (dive with a snorkel) 
       => rise, lift, arise, move up, go up, come up, uprise --
 (move upward; "The fog lifted"; "The smoke arose from the forest fire"; "The mist uprose from the meado
ws") 
           => scend, surge --
 (rise or heave upward under the influence of a natural force such as a wave; "the boats surged") 
           => climb, climb up, mount, go up --
 (go upward with gradual or continuous progress; "Did you ever climb up the hill behind your house?") 
               => scale -- (climb up by means of a ladder) 
               => escalade -- (climb up and over; "They had to escalade canyons to reach their destination") 
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               => ramp -- (creep up -- used especially of plants; "The roses ramped over the wall") 
               => mountaineer -- (climb mountains for pleasure as a sport) 
               => ride -- (climb up on the body; "Shorts that ride up"; "This skirt keeps riding up my legs") 
           => soar, soar up, soar upwards, surge, zoom -- (rise rapidly; "the dollar soared against the yes") 
               => billow, wallow -- (rise up as if in waves; "smoke billowed up nto the sky") 
                   => cloud -- (billow up in the form of a cloud; "The smoke clouded above the houses") 
           => go up -- (be erected, built, or constructed; "New buildings are going up everywhere") 
           => rocket, skyrocket -- (shoot up abruptly, like a rocket; "prices skyrocketed") 
           => uplift --
 (lift up from the earth, as by geologic forces; "the earth's movement uplifted this part of town") 
           => chandelle -- (climb suddenly and steeply; "The airplane chandelled") 
           => steam -- (rise as vapor) 
           => rise, come up, uprise, ascend --
 (come up, of celestial bodies; "The sun also rises"; "The sun uprising sees the dusk night fled..."; "Jupiter a
scends") 
       => ascend, go up --
 (travel up, "We ascended the mountain"; "go up a ladder"; "The mountaineers slowly ascended the steep sl
ope") 
           => surface, come up, rise up, rise -- (come to the surface) 
               => emerge -- (come up to the surface of or rise; "He felt new emotions emerge") 
               => resurface -- (reappear on the surface) 
               => bubble up, intumesce --
 (move upwards in bubbles, as from the effect of heating; also used metaphorically; "Gases bubbled up fro
m the earth"; "Marx's ideas have bubbled up in many places in Latin America") 
               => well, swell -- (come up; "Tears well in her eyes") 
           => uprise -- (ascend as a sound; "The choirs singing uprose and filled the church") 
       => descend, fall, go down, come down --
 (move downward and lower, but not necessarily all the way; "The temperature is going down"; "The baro
meter is falling"; "The curtain fell on the diva"; "Her hand went up and then fell again") 
           => prolapse -- (slip or fall out of place, as of body parts; "prolapsed rectum") 
           => rappel, abseil, rope down --
 (lower oneself with a double rope coiled around the body from a mountainside; "The ascent was easy--
roping down the mountain would be much more difficult and dangerous"; "You have to learn how to abseil 
when you want to do technical climbing") 
           => unhorse, dismount, light, get off, get down -- (get off (a horse)) 
           => avalanche, roll down -- (of snow masses in the mountains) 
           => dive, plunge, plunk -- (drop steeply; "the stock market plunged") 
               => power-dive -- (make a power dive; "The airplane power-dived") 
               => nosedive -- (plunge nose first; drop with the nose or front first, of aircraft) 
               => duck -- (submerge or plunge suddenly) 
               => crash-dive -- (descend steeply and rapidly) 
               => parachute, jump -- (jump from an airplane and descend with a parachute) 
                   => sky dive, skydive --
 (jump from an airplane and perform various maneuvers before opening one's parachute) 
           => set, go down, go under -- (disappear beyond the horizon; "the sun sets early these days") 
           => decline, slump, correct -- (go down in value; "the stock market corrected"; "prices slumped") 
           => precipitate --
 (fall vertically, sharply, or headlong; "Our economy precipitated into complete ruin") 
           => sink, subside --
 (descend into or as if into some soft substance or place; "He sank into bed"; "She subsided into the chair") 
           => crash --
 (fall or come down violently; "The branch crashed down on my car"; "The plane crashed in the sea") 
           => flop -- (fall suddenly and abruptly) 
           => tumble, topple --
 (fall down, as if collapsing; "The tower of the World Trade Center tumbled after the plane hit it") 
               => keel over -- (turn over and fall; "the man had a heart attck and keeled over") 
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           => drop -- (to fall vertically; "the bombs are dropping on enemy targets") 
               => plunge, dump -- (fall abruptly; "It plunged to the bottom of the well") 
               => plummet, plump -- (drop sharply; "The stock market plummeted") 
               => flump, flump down -- (fall heavily) 
               => decline -- (go down; "The roof declines here") 
                   => dip, sink --
 (appear to move downward; "The sun dipped below the horizon"; "The setting sun sank below the tree line
") 
                       => subside -- (sink to a lower level or form a depression; "the valleys subside") 
           => plop -- (drop with the sound of something falling into water) 
           => pitch -- (fall or plunge forward; "She pitched over the railing of the balcony") 
           => alight, climb down -- (come down; "the birds alighted") 
           => sink, settle, go down, go under -- (go under, "The raft sank and its occupants drowned") 
               => subside, settle -- (sink down or precipitate; "the mud subsides when the waters become calm") 
               => founder -- (sink below the surface) 
               => submerge, submerse -- (sink below the surface; go under or as if under water) 
                   => dive -- (plunge into water; "I was afraid to dive from the board into the pool") 
                       => belly-flop -- (dive so that one hits the water with one's belly) 
                       => jackknife --
 (dive into the water bending the body at the waist at a right angle, like a jackknife) 
           => pounce, swoop --
 (move down on as if in an attack; "The raptor swooped down on its prey"; "The teacher swooped down up
on the new students") 
               => stoop -- (descend swiftly, as if on prey; "The eagle stooped on the mice in the field") 
           => drip -- (fall in drops; "Water is dripping from the faucet") 
           => cascade, cascade down -- (rush down in big quantities, like a cascade) 
       => fall --
 (descend in free fall under the influence of gravity; "The branch fell from the tree"; "The unfortunate hiker 
fell into a crevasse") 
       => zigzag, crank -- (travel along a zigzag path; "The river zigzags through the countryside") 
       => follow, travel along -- (travel along a certain course; "follow the road"; "follow the trail") 
           => heel -- (follow at the heels of a person) 
           => ascend -- (go along towards (a river's) source; "The boat ascended the Delaware") 
       => advance, progress, pass on, move on, march on, go on --
 (move forward, also in the metaphorical sense; "Time marches on") 
           => forge -- (move ahead steadily; "He forged ahead") 
           => penetrate --
 (make one's way deeper into ar through; "The hikers did not manage to penetrate the dense forest") 
           => creep up, sneak up -- (advance stealthily or unnoticed; "Age creeps up on you") 
           => encroach, infringe, impinge -- (advance beyond the usual limit) 
           => press on, push on, plough on -- (continue moving forward) 
           => string, string along -- (move or come along) 
           => pass, overtake, overhaul -- (travel past; "The sports car passed all the trucks") 
               => get by -- (pass or move in front of; "Bride's Biscuit got by the other dogs to win the race") 
               => clear, top --
 (pass by, over, or under without making contact; "the balloon cleared the tree tops") 
                   => hop -- (jump across; "He hopped the bush") 
           => close in, draw in -- (advance or converge on; "The police were closing in on him") 
           => edge, inch -- (advance slowly, as if by inches; "He edged towards the car") 
           => ratchet, rachet up, ratchet down --
 (move by degrees in one direction only; "a ratcheting lopping tool") 
           => elapse, lapse, pass, slip by, glide by, slip away, go by, slide by, go along --
 (pass by; "three years elapsed") 
               => fly, fell, vanish -- (pass away rapidly; "Time flies like an arrow"; "Time fleeing beneath him") 
       => withdraw, retreat, pull away, draw back, recede, pull back, retire, move back --
 (pull back or move away or backward; "The enemy withdrew"; "The limo pulled away from the curb") 
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           => recede, fall back, retire -- (move back and away from; "The enemy fell back") 
               => ebb, ebb away, ebb down, ebb out, ebb off -- (flow back or recede; "the tides ebbed at noon") 
               => retrograde, retreat -- (move back; "The glacier retrogrades") 
           => back up, back off, back down --
 (move backwards from a certain position; "The bully had to back down") 
       => retrograde -- (move in a direction contrary to the usual one; "retrograding planets") 
       => proceed, go forward, continue --
 (move ahead; travel onward in time or space; "We proceeded towards Washington"; "She continued in the 
direction of the hills"; "We are moving ahead in time now") 
           => head -- (to go or travel towards; "where is she heading"; "We were headed for the mountains") 
               => take, make --
 (head into a specified direction; "The escaped convict took to the hills"; "We made for the mountains") 
           => trace --
 (make one's course or travel along a path; travel or pass over, around, or along; "The children traced along 
the edge of the drak forest"; "The women traced the pasture") 
           => roar --
 (act or proceed in a riotous, turbulent, or disorderly way; "desperadoes from the hills regularly roared in to 
take over the town"-R.A.Billington) 
           => limp -- (proceed slowly or with difficulty; "the boat limped into the harbor") 
           => wander -- (go via an indirect route or at no set pace; "After dinner, we wandered into town") 
       => back -- (travel backward; "back into the driveway"; "The car backed up and hit the tree") 
           => back out -- (move out of a space backwards; "He backed out of the driveway") 
       => pan -- (make a sweeping movement; "The camera panned across the room") 
       => follow --
 (to travel behind, go after, come after; "The ducklings followed their mother around the pond"; "Please foll
ow the guide through the museum") 
           => lag, dawdle, fall back, fall behind --
 (hang (back) or fall (behind) in movement, progress, development, etc.) 
               => drag, trail, get behind, hang back, drop behind --
 (to lag or linger behind; "But in so many other areas we still are dragging") 
           => tailgate -- (follow at a dangerously close distance; "it is dangerous to tailgate another vehicle") 
           => shadow -- (follow, usually without the person's knowledge; "The police are shadowing her") 
           => carry -- (pursue a line of scent or be a bearer; "the dog was taught to fetch and carry") 
       => precede, lead -- (move ahead (of others) in time or space) 
           => lead, head -- (travel in front of; go in advance of others; "The procession was headed by John") 
               => draw away -- (move ahead of (one's competitors) in a race) 
       => pursue, follow --
 (follow in or as if in pursuit; "The police car pursued the suspected attacker"; "Her bad deed followed her a
nd haunted her dreams all her life") 
           => stalk -- (go through (an area) in search of prey; "stalk the woods for deer") 
           => chase, chase after, trail, tail, tag, give chase, dog, go after, track --
 (go after with the intent to catch; "The policeman chased the mugger down the alley"; "the dog chased the 
rabbit") 
               => quest -- (search the trail of (game); "The dog went off and quested") 
               => hound, hunt, trace --
 (pursue or chase relentlessly; "The hunters traced the deer into the woods"; "the detectives hounded the sus
pect until they found the him") 
                   => ferret -- (hound or harry relentlessly) 
               => run down -- (pursue until captured; "They ran down the fugitive") 
           => haunt, stalk -- (follow stealthily or recur constantly and spontaneously to; "her ex-
boyfriend stalked her"; "the ghost of her mother haunted her") 
       => return, go back, get back, come back --
 (come back to place where one has been before, or return to a previous activity) 
           => resurrect, rise, uprise -- (return from the dead; "Christ is risen!"; "The dead are to uprise") 
           => revisit -- (visit again; "We revisited Rome after 25 years") 
           => trace, retrace --
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 (to go back over again; "we retraced the route we took last summer"; "trace your path") 
           => backtrack, turn back, double back --
 (retrace one's course; "The hikers got into a storm and had to turn back") 
           => cut back, flash back -- (return in time; "the film cut back to an earlier event in the story") 
           => home -- (return home accurately from a long distance; "homing pigeons") 
           => go home, head home -- (return home; "After the movie, we went home") 
           => return --
 (return to a previous position; in mathematics; "The point returned to the interior of the figure") 
           => boomerang -- (return to the initial position from where it came; like a boomerang) 
           => bounce -- (come back after being refused; "the check bounced") 
       => derail, jump --
 (run off or leave the rails; "the train derailed because a cow was standing on the tracks") 
       => flock --
 (move as a crowd or in a group; "Tourists flocked to the shrine where the statue was said to have shed tears
") 
       => accompany -- (go or travel along with; "The nurse accompanied the old lady everywhere") 
           => walk -- (accompany or escort; "I'll walk you to your car") 
               => trot -- (cause to trot; "She trotted the horse home") 
               => march -- (force to march; "The Japanese marched their prisoners through Manchuria") 
                   => frogmarch -- (march a person against his will by any method) 
           => run, consort -- (keep company; "the heifers run with the bulls ot produce offspring") 
           => escort -- (accompany as an escort; "She asked her older brother to escort her to the ball") 
               => squire -- (attend upon as a squire; serve as a squire) 
               => safeguard -- (escort safely) 
               => convoy --
 (escort in transit; "the trucks convoyed the cars across the battle zone"; "the warships convoyed the mercha
nt ships across the Pacific") 
               => chaperone, chaperon -- (accompany as a chaperone) 
           => see, escort -- (accompany or escort; "I'll see you to the door") 
           => tag along --
 (go along with, often uninvited; "my younger brother often tagged along when I went out with my friends"
) 
       => billow -- (move with great difficulty; "The soldiers billowed across the muddy riverbed") 
       => circulate -- (move around freely; "She circulates among royalty") 
           => drift --
 (move in an unhurried fashion; "The unknown young man drifted among the invited guests") 
       => circle, circulate -- (move in circles) 
           => orbit, revolve --
 (move in an orbit; "The moon orbits around the Earth"; "The planets are orbiting the sun"; "electrons orbit 
the nucleus") 
               => retrograde -- (move backward in an orbit, of celestial bodies) 
           => troll -- (circulate, move around) 
           => loop -- (fly loops, perform a loop; "the stunt pilot looped his plane") 
           => loop -- (move in loops; "The bicycle looped around the tree") 
       => angle -- (move or proceed at an angle; "he angled his way into the room") 
       => pass, go through, go across --
 (go across or through; "We passed the point where the police car had parked"; "A terrible thought went thr
ough his mind") 
           => break through, crack --
 (pass through (a barrier); "Registrations cracked through the 30,000 mark in the county") 
           => squeak by, squeak through -- (escape; "She squeaked by me") 
           => transit --
 (pass across (a sign or house of the zodiac) or pass across (the disk of a celestial body or the meridian of a 
place); "The comet will transit on September 11") 
           => traverse, track, cover, cross, pass over, get over, get across, cut through, cut across --
 (travel across or pass over; "The caravan covered almost 100 miles each day") 
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               => tramp -- (cross on foot; "We had to tramp the creeks") 
               => stride -- (cover or traverse by taking long steps; "She strode several miles towards the woods") 
               => walk --
 (traverse or cover by walking; "Walk the tightrope"; "Paul walked the streets of Damascus"; "She walks 3 
miles every day") 
               => crisscross -- (cross in a pattern, often random) 
               => ford -- (cross a river where it's shallow) 
               => bridge -- (cross over on a bridge) 
               => jaywalk -- (cross the road at a red light) 
               => drive, take -- (proceed along in a vehicle; "We drive the turnpike to work") 
               => course -- (move swiftly through or over; "ships coursing the Atlantic") 
               => hop -- (make a quick trip especially by air; "Hop the Pacific Ocean") 
           => infiltrate, pass through -- (pass through an enemy-line; in a military conflict) 
           => run -- (cover by running; run a certain distance; "She ran 10 miles that day") 
           => transit, pass through, pass across, pass over --
 (make a passage or journey from one place to another) 
               => cut -- (pass through or across; "The boat cut the water") 
           => cut -- (pass directly and often in haste; "We cut through the neighbor's yard to get home sooner") 
           => crash -- (move violently as through a barrier; "The terrorists crashed the gate") 
           => muscle -- (make one's way by force; "He muscled his way into the office") 
           => transgress, trespass, overstep -- (pass beyond (limits or boundaries)) 
           => negociate --
 (succeed in passing through, around, or over; "The hiker negociated the high mountain pass") 
           => lock -- (pass by means through a lock in a waterway) 
           => make, work --
 (proceed along a path; "work one's way through the crowd"; "make one's way into the forest") 
               => claw --
 (move as if by clawing, seizing, or digging; "They clawed their way to the top of the mountain") 
               => jostle --
 (make one's way by jostling, pushing, or shoving; "We had to jostle our way to the front of the platform") 
               => bushwhack -- (cut one's way through the woods or bush) 
           => cycle -- (pass through a cycle; "This machine automatically cycles") 
               => cycle on -- (come to the starting point of a cycle) 
           => fumble, blunder -- (make one's way clumsily or blindly; "He fumbled towards the door") 
       => travel by, pass by, surpass, go past, go by, pass --
 (pass by; "A black limousine passed by when she looked out the window"; "He passed his professor in the 
hall"; "One line of soldiers surpassed the other") 
           => skirt -- (pass around or about; move along the border; "The boat skirted the coast") 
           => run by -- (pass by while running; "We watched children were running by") 
           => fly by -- (pass by while flying; "An enemy plane flew by") 
           => zip by, fly by, whisk by -- (move by very quickly) 
       => travel rapidly, speed, hurry, zip -- (move very fast; "The runner zipped past us at breakneck speed") 
           => flit, flutter, fleet, dart -- (move along rapidly and lightly; skim or dart) 
               => butterfly -- (flutter like a butterfly) 
           => run -- (move fast by using one's feet, with one foot off the ground at any given time; "Don't run--
you'll be out of breath"; "The children ran to the store") 
               => trot, jog, clip -- (run at a moderately swift pace) 
               => scurry, scamper, skitter, scuttle --
 (to move about or proceed hurriedly; "so terrified by the extraordinary ebbing of the sea that they scurried t
o higher ground") 
                   => crab -- (scurry sideways like a crab) 
               => romp -- (run easily and fairly fast) 
               => run bases -- (run around the bases, in baseball) 
               => streak -- (run naked in a public place) 
               => run -- (run with the ball; in such sports as football) 
               => outrun -- (run faster than; "in this race, I managed to outran everybody else") 
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               => jog -- (run for exercise; "jog along the canal") 
               => sprint -- (run very fast, usually for a short distance) 
               => lope -- (run easily) 
               => rush -- (run with the ball, in football) 
               => hare -- (run quickly, like a hare; "He hared down the hill") 
           => zoom, zoom along, whizz, whizz along -- (move along very quickly) 
       => speed -- (travel at an excessive or illegal velocity; "I got a ticket for speeding") 
       => zoom -- (move with a low humming noise) 
       => drive -- (move by being propelled by a force; "The car drove around the corner") 
           => pull -- (move into a certain direction; "the car pulls to the right") 
               => cut in --
 (drive in front of another vehicle leaving too little space for that vehicle to maneuver comfortably) 
       => rush, hotfoot, hasten, hie, speed, race, pelt along, rush along, cannonball along, bucket along, belt al
ong -- (step on it; "He rushed down the hall to receive his guests"; "The cars raced down the street") 
           => barge, thrust ahead, push forward -- (push one's way; "she barged into the meeting room") 
           => tear, shoot, shoot down, charge, buck --
 (move quickly and violently; "The car tore down the street"; "He came charging into my office") 
               => rip -- (move precipitously or violently; "The tornado ripped along the coast") 
           => dart, dash, scoot, scud, flash, shoot --
 (run or move very quickly or hastily; "She dashed into the yard") 
               => plunge -- (dash violently or with great speed or impetuosity; "She plunged at it eagerly") 
       => trail, shack --
 (move, proceed, or walk draggingly pr slowly; "John trailed behind behis class mates"; "The Mercedes trai
led behind the horse cart") 
       => shuttle -- (travel back and forth between two points) 
       => hiss, whoosh -- (move with a whooshing sound) 
       => whisk -- (move quickly and nimbly; "He whisked into the house") 
       => career --
 (move headlong at high speed; "The cars careered down the road"; "The mob careered through the streets") 
       => circuit -- (make a circuit; "They were circuiting about the state") 
       => lance -- (move quickly, as if by cutting one's way; "Planes lanced towards the shore") 
       => outflank, go around -- (go around the flank of (an opposing army)) 
       => propagate -- (travel through the air; "sound and light propagate in this medium") 
       => draw -- (move or go steadily or gradually; "The ship drew near the shore") 
       => transfer, change --
 (change from one vehicle or transportation line to another; "She changed in Chicago on her way to the East
 coast") 
       => swash -- (make violent, noisy movements) 
       => pace -- (go at a pace; "The horse paced") 
           => canter -- (go at a canter, of horses) 
           => walk -- (walk at a pace; "The horsese walked across the meadow") 
           => single-foot, rack -- (go at a rack; "the horses single-footed") 
           => gallop -- (go at galloping speed; "The horse was galloping along") 
       => step, tread --
 (put down or press the foot, place the foot; "For fools rush in where angels fear to tread"; "step on the brak
e") 
           => step on, tread on -- (place or press the foot on; "He stepped on the hem of her long gown") 
       => step -- (move with one's feet in a specific manner; "step lively") 
       => hurtle -- (move with or as if with a rushing sound; "The cars hurtled by") 
       => retreat -- (move away, as for privacy; "The Pope retreats to Castelgondolfo every summer") 
           => cocoon --
 (retreat as if into a cocoon, as from an unfriendly environment; "Families cocoon around the T.V. set most 
evenings"; "She loves to stay at home and cocoon") 
       => whistle -- (move with, or as with, a whistling sound; "The bullets whistled past him") 
       => island hop -- (travel from one island to the next; "on the cruise, we did some island-hopping") 
       => plow, plough --
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 (move in a way resembling that of a plow cutting into or going through the soil; "The ship plowed through 
the water") 
       => lurch -- (move slowly and unsteadily; "The truck lurched down the road") 
       => sift -- (move as if through a sieve; "The soldiers sifted through the woods") 
       => fall -- (move in a specified direction; "The line of men fall forward") 
       => drag -- (move slowly and as if with great effort) 
       => run --
 (move about freely and without restraint, or act as if running around in an uncontrolled way; "who are thes
e people running around in the building?"; "She runs around telling everyone of her troubles"; "let the dogs 
run free") 
       => bang -- (move noisily; "The window banged shut"; "The old man banged around the house") 
       => precess --
 (move in a gyrating fashion; "the poles of the Earth precess at a right angle to the force that is applied") 
       => travel, move around --
 (travel from place to place, as for the purpose of finding work, preaching, or acting as a judge) 
           => itinerate -- (travel from place to place, as for work; "an itinerating merchant") 
       => ride --
 (sit on and control a vehicle; "He rides his bicycle to work every day"; "She loves to ride her new motorcy
cle through town") 
       => snowshoe --
 (travel on snowshoes; "After a heavy snowfall, we have to snowshoe to the grocery store") 
       => beetle --
 (fly or go in a manner resembling a beetle; "He beetled up the staircase"; "They beetled off home") 
 
travel, trip, jaunt -- (make a trip for pleasure) 
       => junket -- (go on a pleasure trip) 
       => travel to, visit -- (go to certain places as for sightseeing; "Did you ever visit Paris?") 
           => sightsee -- (visit famous or interesting sights) 
           => frequent, haunt -- (be a regular or frequent visitor to a certain place; "She haunts the ballet") 
               => hang out --
 (spend time in a certain location or with certain people; "She hangs out at the corner cafe") 
       => travel, journey -- (undertake a journey or trip) 
           => tour -- (make a tour of a certain place; "We toured the Provence this summer") 
               => take the road -- (give theatrical performances while traveling from town to town) 
               => visit, see --
 (visit a place, as for entertainment; "We went to see the Eiffel Tower in the morning") 
                   => take in -- (visit for entertainment; "take in the sights") 
                   => slum -- (visit slums for entertainment or out of curiosity) 
           => globe-trot -- (travel all over the world for pleasure and sightseeing) 
           => sledge --
 (ride in or travel with a sledge; "the antarctic expedition sledged along the coastline"; "The children sledge
d all day by the lake") 
           => voyage, sail, navigate --
 (travel by boat on a boat propelled by wind or by other means; "The QE2 will sail to Southampton tomorro
w") 
               => astrogate -- (navigate in space) 
               => cruise --
 (sail or travel about for pleasure, relaxation, or sightseeing; "We were cruising in the Caribbean") 
           => trek --
 (make a long and difficult journey; "They trekked towards the North Pole with sleds and skis") 
           => trek --
 (journey on foot, especially in the mountains; "We spent the summer trekking in the foothills of the Himal
ayas") 
       => ply, run -- (travel a route regularly; "Ships ply the waters near the coast") 
       => commute, travel back and forth --
 (travel back and forth regularly, as between one's place of work and home) 
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           => live out, sleep out --
 (work in a house where one does not live; "our cook lives out; he can easily commute from his home") 
       => peregrinate -- (travel around, through, or over, especially on foot; "peregrinate the bridge") 
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TO MOVE, TO DISPLACE 
 
move, displace --
 (cause to move, both in a concrete and in an abstract sense; "Move those boxes into the corner, please"; "I'
m moving my money to another bank"; "The director moved more responsibilities onto his new assistant") 
       => mobilize, mobilise, circulate -- (cause to move around; "circulate a rumor") 
       => relocate --
 (move or establish in a new location; "We had to relocate the office because the rent was too high") 
       => dislocate, luxate, splay, slip --
 (move out of position; "dislocate joints"; "the artificial hip joint luxated and had to be put back surgically") 
       => translate -- (change the position of (figures or bodies) in space without rotation) 
       => station, post, base, send, place -- (assign to a station) 
           => garrison -- (station (troops) in a fort or garrison) 
           => fort -- (station (troops) in a fort) 
           => locate, place, site --
 (assign a location to; "The company located some of their agents in Los Angeles") 
       => agitate, vex, disturb, commove, shake up, stir up, raise up -- (change the arrangement or position of) 
           => beat, scramble -- (stir vigorously; "beat the egg whites"; "beat the cream") 
               => whisk, whip -- (whip with or as if with a wire whisk; "whisk the eggs") 
               => cream -- (make creamy by beating; "Cream the butter") 
           => toss -- (agitate; "toss the salad") 
               => tumble --
 (put clothes in a tumbling barrel, where they are whirled about in hot air, usually with the purpose of dryin
g; "Wash in warm water and tumble dry") 
           => roil, rile -- (make turbid by stirring up the sediments of) 
               => muddle, puddle -- (make into a puddle; "puddled mire") 
           => poke -- (stir by poking; "poke the embers in the fireplace") 
       => transmit, transfer, transport, channel, channelize, channelise --
 (send from one person or place to another; "transmit a message") 
           => bring, get, convey, fetch --
 (go or come after and bring or take back; "Get me those books over there, please"; "Could you bring the wi
ne?"; "The dog fetched the hat") 
               => retrieve -- (of trained dogs) 
               => deliver -- (bring to a destination, make a delivery; "our local super market delivers") 
                   => misdeliver -- (deliver to the wrong address) 
                   => serve, process, swear out --
 (deliver a warrant or summons to someone; "He was processed by the sheriff") 
                       => subpoena --
 (serve or summon with a subpoena; "The witness and her records were subpoenaed") 
                   => drop, set down, put down, unload, discharge --
 (leave or unload, especially of passengers or cargo;) 
                       => wharf -- (discharge at a wharf; "wharf the passengers") 
                       => air-drop -- (drop from the air; unload from a plane or helicopter) 
                   => consign -- (send to an address) 
           => project -- (transfer (ideas or principles) from one domain into another) 
           => propagate -- (transmit; "propagate sound or light through air") 
           => translate -- (bring to a certain spiritual state) 
           => turn, release -- (let (something) fall or spill a container; "turn the flour onto a plate") 
               => deflate -- (release contained air or gas from; "deflate the air mattress") 
               => throw -- (throw (a die) out onto a flat surface; "Throw a six") 
                   => shoot -- (throw dice, as in a crap game) 
           => send, send out --
 (to cause or order to be taken, directed, or transmitted to another place; "He had sent the dispatches downto
wn to the proper people and had slept") 
               => send in -- (mail in; cause to be delivered; "Send in your comments") 
               => mail out -- (transmit by mail; "The company mailed out the catalog to all potential customers") 
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               => mail, get off -- (send via the postal service; "I'll mail you the check tomorrow") 
                   => pouch -- (send by special mail that goes through diplomatic channels) 
       => funnel -- (move or pour through a funnel; "funnel the liquid into the small bottle") 
       => brandish, flourish, wave -- (move or swing back and forth; "She waved her gun") 
           => wigwag -- (send a signal by waving a flag or a light according to a certain code) 
       => pull, draw, force -- (cause to move along the ground by pulling; "draw a wagon"; "pull a sled") 
           => twitch -- (move or pull with a sudden motion) 
               => skitter -- (twitch the hook of a fishing line through or along the surface of water) 
           => pull back -- (move to a rearward position; pull towards the back; "Pull back your arms!") 
           => adduct -- (draw a limb towards the body; "adduct the thigh muscle") 
           => abduct -- (pull away from the body; "this muscle abducts") 
           => stretch --
 (pull in opposite directions; "During the Inquisition, the torturers would stretch their victims on a rack") 
               => pull back, draw -- (pull back the sling of (a bow); "The archers were drawing their bows") 
           => pluck, plunk, pick --
 (pull lightly but sharply with a plucking motion; "he plucked the strings of his mandolin") 
               => twang -- (pluck (strings of an instrument); "He twanged his bow") 
           => tug -- (pull or strain hard at; "Each oar was tugged by several men") 
           => drag --
 (pull, as against a resistance; "He dragged the big suitcase behind him"; "These worries were dragging at hi
m") 
               => shlep, schlep, pull along --
 (pull along heavily, like a heavy load against a resistance; "Can you shlep this bag of potatoes upstairs?"; "
She pulled along a large trunk") 
                   => tow -- (drag behind; "Horses used to tow barges along the canal") 
                       => tug -- (tow (a vessel) with a tug; "The tugboat tugged the freighter into the harbor") 
               => trail, train --
 (drag loosely along a surface; allow to sweep the ground; "The toddler was trailing his pants"; "She trained
 her long scarf behind her") 
           => haul, hale, cart, drag -- (draw slowly or heavily; "haul stones"; "haul nets") 
               => bowse, bouse -- (haul with a tackle) 
           => attract, pull, pull in, draw, draw in --
 (direct toward itself or oneself by means of some psychological power or physical attributes; "Her good lo
oks attract the stares of many men"; "The ad pulled in many potential customers"; "This pianist pulls huge c
rowds"; "The store owner was happy that the ad drew in many new customers") 
               => tug -- (pull hard; "The prisoner tugged at the chains"; "This movie tugs at the heart strings") 
               => catch, arrest, get --
 (attract and fix; "His look caught her"; "She caught his eye"; "Catch the attention of the waiter") 
               => draw in, retract --
 (pull inward or towards a center; "The pilot drew in the landing gear"; "The cat retracted his claws") 
                   => invaginate, introvert -- (fold inwards; "some organs can invaginate") 
                       => intussuscept -- (introvert or invaginate; "the intussuscepted gut") 
               => bring -- (attract the attention of; "The noise and the screaming brought the curious") 
           => yank, jerk --
 (pull, or move with a sudden movement; "He turned the handle and jerked the door open") 
           => winch -- (pull or lift up with or as if with a winch; "winch up the slack line") 
           => pluck, tweak, pull off, pick off -- (pull or pull out sharply; "pluck the flowers off the bush") 
               => tweeze -- (pluck with tweezers; "tweeze facial hair") 
           => hike up, hitch up -- (pull up; "hitch socks and pants") 
       => transport, carry --
 (move while supporting, either in a vehicle or in one's hands or on one's body; "You must carry your campi
ng gear"; "carry the suitcases to the car"; "This train is carrying nuclear waste"; "These pipes carry waste w
ater into the river") 
           => shoulder -- (carry a burden, either real or metaphoric; "shoulder the burden") 
           => port --
 (carry or hold with both hands diagonally across the body, especially of weapons; "port a rifle") 
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           => bear --
 (move while holding up or supporting; "Bear gifts"; "bear a heavy load"; "bear news"; "bearing orders") 
               => frogmarch --
 (carry someone against his will upside down such that each limb is held by one person) 
               => piggyback -- (carry on the back or shoulders; "She piggybacked a sick classmate to school") 
           => bucket -- (carry in a bucket) 
           => return -- (make a return; "return a kickback") 
           => pipe in -- (bring in through pipes; "We have to pip in oil") 
           => port -- (carry, bear, convey, or bring; "The small canoe could be ported easily") 
           => porter --
 (carry luggage or supplies; "They portered the food up Mount Kilimanjaro for the tourists") 
           => pack -- (carry, as on one's back; "Pack your tents to the top of the mountain") 
           => cart -- (transport something in a cart) 
           => fly -- (transport by aeroplane; "We fly flowers from the Caribbean to North America") 
               => airlift, lift --
 (fly people or goods to or from places not accessible by other means; "Food is airlifted into Bosnia") 
           => haul --
 (transport in a vehicle; "haul stones from the quarry in a truck"; "haul vegetables to the market") 
               => piggyback -- (haul by railroad car) 
               => piggyback -- (haul truck trailers loaded with commodities on railroad cars) 
           => lug, tote, tug -- (carry with difficulty; "You'll have to lug this suitcase") 
           => chariot -- (transport in a chariot) 
           => bring, convey, take --
 (take something or somebody with oneself somewhere; "Bring me the box from the other room"; "Take the
se letters to the boss"; "This brings me to the main point") 
               => fetch -- (take away or remove; "The devil will fetch you!") 
               => transit --
 (cause or enable to pass through; "The canal will transit hundreds of ships every day") 
               => ferry -- (transport from one place to another) 
               => return, take back, bring back -- (bring back to the point of departure) 
               => tube -- (convey in a tube; "inside Paris, they used to tube mail") 
               => whisk -- (move somewhere quickly; "The President was whisked away in his limo") 
               => conduct, transmit, convey, carry, channel --
 (transmit or serve as the medium for transmission; "Sound carries well over water"; "The airwaves carry th
e sound"; "Many metals conduct heat") 
                   => wash up --
 (carry somewhere (of water or current or waves); "The tide washed up the corpse") 
                   => pipe in -- (bring in through pipes; "Music was piped into the offices") 
                   => bring in -- (transmit; "The microphone brought in the sounds from the room next to mine") 
                   => retransmit -- (transmit again) 
               => land -- (bring ashore; "The drug smugglers landed the heroin on the beach of the island") 
                   => ground, run aground -- (bring to the ground; "the storm grounded the ship") 
       => tug -- (move by pulling hard; "The horse finally tugged the cart out of the mud") 
       => disarrange -- (destroy the arrangement or order of; "My son disarranged the papers on my desk") 
           => ruffle, ruffle up, rumple, mess up -- (disturb the smoothness of; "ruffle the surface of the water") 
           => muss, tussle -- (make messy or untidy; "the child mussed up my hair") 
           => tousle, dishevel, tangle -- (disarrange or rumple; dishevel; "The strong wind tousled my hair") 
       => expel, eject, chuck out, exclude, throw out, kick out, turf out, boot out, turn out --
 (put out or expel from a place; "The child was expelled from the classroom") 
           => evict, force out --
 (expel from one's property or force to move out by a legal process; "The landlord evicted the tenants after t
hey had not paid the rent for four months") 
           => evict --
 (expel or eject without recourse to legal process; "The landlord wanted to evict the tenants so he banged on
 the pipes every morning at 3 a.m.") 
           => show the door -- (ask to leave; "I was shown the door when I asked for a raise") 
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           => bounce -- (eject from the premises; "The ex-
boxer's job is to bounce people who want to enter this private club") 
           => dislodge, displace, bump --
 (remove or force from a position of dwelling previously occupied; "The new employee dislodged her by m
oving into her office space") 
               => throw -- (cause to fall off; "The horse threw its unexperienced rider") 
           => exorcise, exorcize -- (expel through adjuration or prayers; "exorcise evil spirits") 
       => put, set, place, pose, position, lay --
 (put into a certain place or abstract location; "Put your things here"; "Set the tray down"; "Set the dogs on t
he scent of the missing children"; "Place emphasis on a certain point") 
           => insert, enclose, inclose, stick in, put in, introduce -- (introduce; "Insert your ticket here") 
               => inoculate -- (introduce a micro-organism into) 
                   => seed -- (inoculate with microorganisms) 
               => inset -- (set or place in) 
               => glass -- (put in a glass container) 
               => catheterize, catheterise --
 (insert a catheter into (a body part); "cathererize the patient's bladder") 
               => cup -- (put into a cup; "cup the milk") 
               => intersperse, interlard -- (introduce one's writing or speech with certain expressions) 
                   => interleave -- (intersperse alternately, as of protective covers for book illustrations) 
               => feed, feed in -- (introduce continuously; "feed carrots into a food processor") 
               => slip --
 (insert inconspicuously or quickly or quietly; "He slipped some money into the waiter's hand") 
               => foist -- (insert surreptitiously or without warrant) 
               => inject, shoot --
 (force or drive (a fluid or gas) into by piercing; "inject hydrogen into the balloon") 
           => docket -- (place on the docket for legal action; "Only 5 of the 120 cases docketed were tried") 
           => cock -- (set the trigger of a firearm back for firing) 
           => postpose --
 (place after another constituent in the sentence; "Japanese postposes the adpositions, whereas English prep
oses them") 
           => prepose --
 (place before another constituent in the sentence; "English proposes the adpositions; Japanese postposes th
em") 
           => step -- (place (a ship's mast) in its step) 
           => replace, put back --
 (put something back where it belongs; "replace the book on the shelf after you have finished reading it"; "p
lease put the clean dishes back in the cabinet when you have washed them") 
               => hang up -- (put a telephone receiver back in its cradle) 
           => stratify --
 (form, arrange, or deposit in layers; "The fish are stratified in barrels"; "The rock was stratified by the forc
e of the water"; "A statistician stratifies the list of names according to the addresses") 
               => interstratify -- (arrange rocks in alternating strata) 
           => plant --
 (place something or someone in a certain position in order to secretly observe or deceive; "Plant a spy in M
oscow"; "plant bugs in the dissident's apartment") 
           => intersperse -- (place at intervals in or among; "intersperse exclamation marks ina the text") 
               => interleave --
 (intersperse the sectors on the concentric magnetic circular patterns written on a computer disk surface to g
uide the storing and recording of data) 
           => nestle, snuggle -- (position comfortably; "The baby nestled her head in her mother's elbow") 
           => pile --
 (place or lay as if in a pile; "The teacher piled work on the students until the parents protested") 
           => arrange, set up --
 (put into a proper or systematic order; "arrange the books on the shelves in chronological order") 
               => regularize, regularise --
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 (make regular or more regular; "regularize the heart beat with a pace maker") 
                   => even, even out -- (make even or more even) 
               => order -- (place in a certain order; "order these files") 
               => order -- (bring order to or into; "Order these files") 
                   => tidy, tidy up, clean up, neaten, straighten, straighten out, square away --
 (put (things or places) in order; "Tidy up your room!") 
                       => make, make up -- (put in order or neaten; "make the bed"; "make up a room") 
                       => houseclean, clean house, clean --
 (clean and tidy up the house; "She housecleans every week") 
                           => spring-clean --
 (thoroughly clean the entire house, often done only once a year; "she strated spring-cleaning on April 1") 
                   => systematize, systematise, systemize, systemise --
 (arrange according to a system or reduce to a system; "systematize our scientific knowledge") 
                       => digest --
 (systematize, as by classifying and summarizing; "the government digested the entire law into a code") 
                       => codify --
 (organize into a code or system, such as a body of law; "Hamurabi codified the laws") 
                   => collate -- (to assemble in proper sequence; "collate the papers") 
                   => disentangle, unsnarl, straighten out --
 (extricate from entanglement; "Can you disentangle the cord?") 
                       => tease, tease apart, loosen -- (disentangle and raise the fibers of; "tease wool") 
                       => ravel, unravel, ravel out --
 (disentangle; "can you unravel the mystery?"; "unravel the ball or yarn") 
               => straighten -- (make straight or straighter; "Straighten this post"; "straighten hair") 
               => rearrange --
 (put into a new order or arrangement; "Please rearrange these files"; "rearrange the furniture in my room") 
                   => recode --
 (put into a different code; rearrange mentally; "People recode and restructure information in order to reme
mber it") 
                   => reshuffle --
 (reorganize and assign posts to different people; "The new Prime Minister reshuffled his cabinet") 
               => serialize, serialise -- (arrange serially; "Serialize the numbers") 
               => alphabetize, alphabetise -- (arrange in alphabetical order; "Alphabetize the list") 
               => organize, organise, coordinate --
 (bring order and organization to; "Can you help me organize my files?") 
                   => structure -- (give a structure to; "I need to structure my days") 
                       => restructure, reconstitute --
 (construct or form anew or provide with a new structure; "After his accident, he had to restructure his life";
 "The governing board was reconstituted") 
                   => interlock, mesh -- (coordinate in such a way that all parts work together effectively) 
               => stratify -- (form layers or strata; "The rock stratifies") 
               => string, thread, draw --
 (thread on or as if on a string; "string pearls on a string"; "the child drew glass beads on a string"; "thread d
ried cranberries") 
                   => bead -- (string together like beads) 
                   => wire -- (string on a wire; "wire beads") 
               => marshal -- (arrange in logical order; "marshal facts or arguments") 
               => string -- (stretch out or arrange like a string) 
               => string out, spread out --
 (set out or stretch in a line, succession, or series; "the houses were strung out in a long row") 
               => preen, plume -- (clean with one's bill; "The birds preened") 
               => stack --
 (arrange the order of so as to increase one's winning chances; "stack the deck of cards") 
               => chain -- (connect or arrange into a chain by linking) 
                   => concatenate -- (arranged into chained list) 
               => pair, geminate -- (arrange in pairs; "Pair these numbers") 
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               => concord --
 (arrange the words of a text so as to create a concordance; "The team concorded several thousand nouns, v
erbs, and adjectives") 
               => cascade --
 (arrange (open windows) on a computer desktop so that they overlap each other, with the title bars visible) 
               => settle -- (arrange or fix in the desired order; "She settled the teacart") 
               => pyramid -- (arrange or build up as if on the base of a pyramid) 
               => corral -- (arrange wagons so that they form a corral) 
               => catenate, catenulate -- (arrange in a series of rings or chains, as for spores) 
               => dress, decorate -- (provide with decoration; "dress the windows") 
               => range, array, lay out, set out -- (lay out in a line) 
                   => compart -- (lay out in parts according to a plan) 
               => pack, bundle, wad, compact -- (compress into a wad; "wad paper into the box") 
                   => puddle -- (work a wet mixture, such as concrete or mud) 
               => stack, pile, heap --
 (arrange in stacks; "heap firewood around the fireplace"; "stack your books up on the shelves") 
                   => rick -- (pile in ricks; "rick hay") 
                   => cord -- (stack in cords; "cord firewood") 
               => stagger, distribute -- (to arrange in a systematic order; "stagger the chairs in the lecture hall") 
               => drape -- (arrange in a particular way; "drape a cloth") 
               => drape -- (place casually; "The cat draped herself on the sofa") 
               => set -- (fix in a border; "The goldsmith set the diamond") 
               => gradate -- (arrange according to grades; "These lines are gradated") 
               => line up -- (form a line; "The buildings all line up neatly") 
           => superimpose, superpose, lay over -- (place on top of; "can you superimpose the two images?") 
               => develop -- (superimpose a three-
dimensional surface on a plane without stretching, in geometry) 
           => superpose -- (place (one geometric figure) upon another so that their perimeters coincide) 
           => park -- (place temporarily; "park the car in the yard"; "park the children with the in-
laws"; "park your bag in this locker") 
           => ensconce, settle -- (fix firmly; "He ensconced himself in the chair") 
           => emplace --
 (put into place or position; "the box with the ancestors' ashes was emplaced on the top shelf of the house al
tar") 
           => emplace -- (provide a new emplacement for guns) 
           => ship -- (place on board a ship; "ship the cargo in the hold of the vessel") 
               => reship -- (place on a ship again or transfer to another ship; "reship the cargo") 
           => underlay --
 (put (something) under or beneath; "They underlaid athe shingles with roofing paper") 
           => trench -- (set, plant, or bury in a trench; "trench the fallen soldiers"; "trench the vegetables") 
           => pigeonhole -- (place into a small compartment) 
           => shelve -- (place on a shelve; "shelve books") 
           => jar -- (place in a cylindrical vessel; "jar the jam") 
           => repose --
 (to put something (eg trust) in something; "The nation reposed its confidence in the King") 
           => stick, put forward --
 (cause to protrude or as if to protrude; "stick one's hand out of the window"; "stick one's nose into other pe
ople's business") 
           => sign -- (place signs, as along a road; "sign an intersection"; "This road has been signed") 
           => middle -- (put in the middle) 
           => parallelize -- (place parallel to one another) 
           => butt -- (place end to end without overlapping; "The frames must be butted at the joints") 
           => recess -- (put into a recess; "recess lights") 
           => reposition -- (place into another position) 
               => reduce -- (reposition (a broken bone after surgery) back to its normal site) 
           => throw, thrust --
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 (place or put with great energy; "She threw the blanket around the child"; "thrust the money in the hands of
 the beggar") 
               => pop --
 (put or thrust suddenly and forcefully; "pop the pizza into the microwave oven"; "He popped the petit-
four into his mouth") 
           => tee, tee up -- (place on a tee; "tee golf balls") 
           => rack up -- (place in a rack; "rack pool balls") 
           => coffin -- (place into a coffin; "her body was coffined") 
           => bed -- (put to bed; "The children were bedded at ten o'clock") 
           => appose -- (place side by side or in close proximity) 
           => set down, put down, place down --
 (cause to sit or seat or be in a settled position or place; "set down your bags here") 
               => plank, flump, plonk, plop, plunk, plump down, plunk down, plump --
 (set (something or oneself) down with or as if with a noise; "He planked the money on the table"; "He plan
ked himself into the sofa") 
           => sow, sough, seed --
 (place (seeds) in or on the ground for future growth; "She sowed sunflower seeds") 
               => broadcast -- (sow over a wide area, especially by hand; "broadcast seeds") 
               => inseminate, sow, sow in --
 (place seeds in or on (the ground); "sow the ground with sunflower seeds") 
               => scatter -- (sow by scattering; "scatter seeds") 
           => misplace -- (place or position wrongly; put in the wrong position; "misplaced modifiers") 
           => juxtapose -- (place side by side; "The fauvists juxtaposed strong colors") 
           => set down -- (put or settle into a position; "The hotel was set down at the bottom of the valley") 
           => bottle -- (put into bottles; "bottle the mineral water") 
           => bucket -- (put into a bucket) 
           => barrel -- (put in barrels) 
           => ground -- (place or put on the ground) 
           => pillow, rest -- (rest on or as if on a pillow; "pillow your head") 
           => misplace, mislay, lose --
 (place (something) where one cannot find it again; "I misplaced my eyeglasses") 
           => upend -- (set, turn, or stand on end; "upend the box and empty the contents") 
           => seat, sit, sit down -- (show to a seat; assign a seat for; "The host seated me next to Mrs. Smith") 
               => reseat -- (show to a different seat; "The usher insisted on reseating us") 
           => lay, put down, repose --
 (put in a horizontal position; "lay the books on the table"; "lay the patient carefully onto the bed") 
               => rail -- (lay with rails; "hundreds of miles were railed out here") 
               => lay -- (lay eggs; "This hen doesn't lay") 
                   => spawn -- (lay spawn; "The salmon swims upstream to spawn") 
                       => spat -- (spawn; "oysters spat") 
               => blow -- (lay eggs; "certain insects are said to blow") 
               => bury, entomb, inhume, inter, lay to rest --
 (place in a grave or tomb; "Stalin was buried behind the Kremlin wall on Red Square"; "The pharaos were 
entombed in the pyramids"; "My grandfather was laid to rest last Sunday") 
               => rebury --
 (bury again; "After the king's body had been exhumed and tested to traces of poison, it was reburied in the 
same spot") 
           => stand, stand up, place upright -- (put into an upright position; "Can you stand the bookshelf up?") 
           => recline -- (cause to recline; "She reclined her head on the pillow") 
           => plant, set -- (put or set (seeds or seedlings) into the ground; "Let's plant flowers in the garden") 
               => root -- (plant by the roots) 
               => puddle -- (dip into mud before planting; "puddle young plants") 
               => checkrow -- (plant in checkrows) 
               => bed -- (place (plants) in a prepared bed of soil) 
               => dibble -- (plant with a wooden hand tool; "dibble Spring bulbs") 
               => afforest, forest -- (establish a forest on previously unforested land; "afforest the mountains") 
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                   => re-afforest -- (re-establish a forest after clear-cutting or fire, etc.; "re-
afforest the area that was burned during the fighting") 
                   => reforest -- (forest anew; "After the fire, they reforested the mountain") 
               => replant -- (plant again or anew; "They replanted the land"; "He replanted the seedlings") 
           => install, instal, put in, set up --
 (set up for use; "install the washer and dryer"; "We put in a new sink") 
               => retrofit --
 (fit in or on an existing structure, such as an older house; "The mansion was retrofitted with modern plumb
ing") 
               => reinstall -- (install again; "She reinstalled the the washer after it had been repaired") 
               => post, put up -- (put up; "post a sign"; "post a warning at the dump") 
           => situate, fix, posit, deposit --
 (put (something somewhere) firmly; "She posited her hand on his shoulder"; "deposit the suitcase on the be
nch"; "fix your eyes on this spot") 
               => bury -- (place in the earth and cover with soil; "They buried the stolen goods") 
               => sediment -- (deposit as a sediment) 
           => ladle -- (put (a liquid) into a container by means of a ladle; "ladle soup into the bowl") 
           => poise -- (cause to be balanced or suspended) 
           => lean -- (cause to lean or incline; "He leaned his rifle against the wall") 
           => clap -- (put quickly or forcibly; "The judge clapped him in jail") 
           => rest --
 (put something in a resting position, as for support or steadying; "Rest your head on my shoulder") 
           => perch -- (cause to perch or sit; "She perched her hat on her head") 
           => load -- (put (something) on a structure or conveyance; "load the bags onto the trucks") 
           => cram --
 (put something somewhere so that the space is completely filled; "cram books into the suitcase") 
           => set -- (put into a position that will restore a normal state; "set a broken bone") 
           => siphon --
 (move a liquid from one container into another by means of a siphon or a siphoning action; "siphon gas int
o the tank") 
           => position -- (cause to be in an appropriate place, state, or relation) 
               => deploy -- (place troops or weapons in battle formation) 
                   => play --
 (put (a card or piece) into play during a game, or act strategically as if in a card game; "He is playing his ca
rds close to his chest"; "The Democrats still have some cards to play before they will concede the electoral 
victory") 
                       => pitch -- (lead (a card) and establish the trump suit) 
                       => cover -- (play a higher card than the one previously played; "Smith covered again") 
                       => declare -- (designate (a trump suit or no-trump) with the final bid of a hand) 
               => aim, take, train, take aim, direct --
 (aim or direct at; as of blows, weapons, or objects such as photographic equipment; "Please don't aim at yo
ur little brother!"; "He trained his gun on the burglar"; "Don't train your camera on the women"; "Take a sw
ipe at one's opponent") 
                   => target, aim, place, direct, point --
 (intend (something) to move towards a certain goal; "He aimed his fists towards his opponent's face"; "criti
cism directed at her superior"; "direct your anger towards others, not towards yourself") 
                       => address -- (direct a question at someone) 
                       => range in, home in, zero in --
 (direct onto a point or target, especially by automatic navigational aids) 
                   => draw a bead on -- (aim with a gun; "The hunter drew a bead on the rabbit") 
                   => hold -- (aim, point, or direct; "Hold the fire extinguisher directly on the flames") 
                   => turn --
 (direct at someone; "She turned a smile on me"; "They turned their flashlights on the car") 
                   => swing --
 (hit or aim at with a sweeping arm movement; "The soccer player began to swing at the referee") 
                   => charge, level, point --
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 (direct into a position for use; "point a gun"; "He charged his weapon at me") 
                   => level -- (aim at; "level criticism or charges at somebody") 
               => square -- (position so as to be square; "He squared his shoulders") 
                   => square up, jog, even up -- (even up the edges of a stack of paper, in printing) 
               => dress, line up -- (arrange in ranks; "dress troops") 
               => orient -- (cause to point; "Orient the house towards the West") 
                   => stem -- (cause to point inward; "stem your skis") 
           => glycerolize, glycerolise -- (place in glycerol) 
           => space --
 (place at intervals; "Space the interviews so that you have some time between the different candidates") 
           => marshal -- (place in proper rank; "marshal the troops") 
           => settle, settle down --
 (settle into a position, usually on a surface or ground; "dust settled on the roofs") 
               => sediment -- (settle as sediment) 
           => throw --
 (to put into a state or activity hastily, suddenly, or carelessly; "Jane threw dinner together"; "throw the car i
nto reverse") 
           => imbricate -- (place so as to overlap; "imbricate the roof tiles") 
       => engage, mesh, lock, operate -- (keep engaged; "engaged the gears") 
           => throw, flip, switch --
 (cause to go on or to be engaged or set in operation; "switch on the light"; "throw the lever") 
               => switch on, turn on --
 (cause to operate by flipping a switch; "switch on the light"; "turn on the stereo") 
               => switch off, cut, turn off, turn out --
 (cause to stop operating by disengaging a switch; "Turn off the stereo, please"; "cut the engine"; "turn out t
he lights") 
                   => kill -- (cause to cease operating; "kill the engine") 
           => ride --
 (keep partially engaged by slightly depressing a pedal with the foot; "Don't ride the clutch!") 
       => propel, impel -- (cause to move forward with force; "Steam propels this ship") 
           => flip -- (move with a flick or light motion) 
           => rocket -- (propel with a rocket) 
           => carry --
 (propel or give impetus to; "The sudden gust of air propelled the ball to the other side of the fence") 
           => kick -- (drive or propel with the foot) 
               => drop-kick -- (drop and kick (a ball) as it touches the ground, as for a field goal) 
               => place-kick -- (kick (a ball) from a stationary position, in football) 
               => dropkick -- (make the point after a touchdown with a dropkick) 
               => dropkick -- (drop and kick as it touches the ground) 
               => punt -- (kick the ball) 
           => punt, pole -- (propel with a pole; "pole barges on the river"; "We went punting in Cambridge") 
           => hit -- (cause to move by striking; "hit a ball") 
               => play -- (shoot or hit in a particular manner; "She played a good backhand last night") 
                   => hook -- (secure with the foot; "hook the ball") 
               => foul -- (hit a foul ball) 
                   => foul out -- (baseball: hit a ball such that it is caught from an out in foul territory) 
               => cannon -- (make a cannon) 
               => clap -- (strike together so as to produce a sharp percussive noise; "clap two boards together") 
               => ground out -- (make an out by hitting the ball on the ground) 
               => toe -- (drive (a golf ball) with the toe of the club) 
               => shank --
 (hit (a golf ball) with the heel of a club, causing the ball to veer in the wrong direction) 
               => pitch -- (hit (a golf ball) in a high arc with a backspin) 
               => fly -- (hit a fly) 
               => snap -- (put in play with a snap; "snap a football") 
               => whang -- (propel or hit with force; "whang the ball") 
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               => undercut --
 (strike (the ball) in golf, tennis, or hockey obliquely downward so as to give a backspin or elevation to the 
shot) 
               => putt -- (strike (a golf ball) lightly, with a putter; "he putted the ball several feet past the hole") 
               => heel -- (strike with the heel of the club; "heel a golf ball") 
               => toe -- (hit (a golf ball) with the toe of the club) 
               => bunker -- (hit a golf ball into a bunker) 
               => bounce -- (hit something so that it bounces; "bounce a ball") 
                   => bounce out -- (bounce a ball so that it becomes an out) 
               => backhand -- (hit a tennis ball backhand) 
               => pop -- (hit a pop-fly; "He popped out to shortstop") 
               => follow through -- (carry a stroke to natural completion after hitting or releasing a ball) 
               => shell --
 (hit the pitches of hard and regularly; "He shelled the pitcher for eight runs in the first inning") 
               => ground -- (hit onto the ground) 
               => ground -- (hit a groundball; "he grounded to the second baseman") 
               => top -- (strike (the top part of a ball in golf, baseball, or pool) giving it a forward spin) 
               => pull --
 (hit in the direction that the player is facing when carrying through the swing; "pull the ball") 
               => kill -- (hit with great force; "He killed the ball") 
               => kill --
 (hit with so much force as to make a return impossible, in racket games; "She killed the ball") 
               => connect -- (hit or play a ball successfully; "The batter connected for a home run") 
               => drive -- (hit very hard and straight with the bat swinging more or less vertically; "drive a ball") 
               => drive -- (strike with a driver, as in teeing off; "drive a golfball") 
               => hole, hole out -- (hit the ball into the hole) 
               => bunt, drag a bunt -- (hit a ball in such a way so as to make it go a short distance) 
               => snick -- (hit a glancing blow with the edge of the bat) 
               => racket -- (hit (a ball) with a racket) 
               => dribble, carry -- (propel, "Carry the ball"; "dribble the ball") 
               => slice -- (hit a ball and put a spin on it so that it travels in a different direction) 
               => hook -- (hit a ball and put a spin on it so that it travels to the left) 
               => single -- (hit a one-base hit) 
               => double -- (hit a two-base hit) 
               => triple -- (hit a three-base hit) 
               => smash -- (hit (a tennis ball) in a powerful overhead stroke) 
               => shoot --
 (throw or propel in a specific direction or towards a specific objective; "shoot craps"; "shoot a golf ball") 
                   => dunk -- (make a dunk shot, in basketball; "He dunked the ball") 
                       => slam-dunk -- (make a slam dunk; shoot a basketball in a slam dunk) 
                   => break -- (make the opening shot that scatters the balls) 
                   => chip -- (play a chip shot) 
                   => carom -- (make a carom) 
                   => birdie -- (to shoot in one stroke under par) 
                   => double birdie -- (to shoot two strokes under par) 
                   => double bogey -- (to shoot two strokes over par) 
                   => bogey -- (to shoot in one stroke over par) 
                   => knuckle -- (shoot a marble while keeping one's knuckles on the ground) 
               => volley -- (hit before it touches the ground; "volley the tennis ball") 
               => croquet -- (drive away by hitting with one's ball, "croquet the opponent's ball") 
               => loft -- (kick or strike high in the air; "loft a ball") 
           => throw -- (project through the air; "throw a frisbee") 
               => slam, flap down -- (throw violently; "He slammed the book on the table") 
               => ground --
 (throw to the ground in order to stop play and avoid being tackled behind the line of scrimmage) 
               => prostrate -- (throw down flat, as on the ground; "She prostrated herself with frustration") 
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               => hurl, hurtle, cast -- (throw forcefully) 
                   => crash, dash --
 (hurl or thrust violently; "He dashed the plate against the wall"; "Waves were dashing against the rock") 
                   => precipitate --
 (hurl or throw violently; "The bridge broke and precipitated the train into the river below") 
                   => sling, catapult -- (hurl as if with a sling) 
               => heave -- (throw with great effort) 
               => pelt, bombard --
 (cast, hurl, or throw repeatedly with some missile; "They pelted each other with snowballs") 
                   => lapidate -- (throw stones at) 
                   => snowball -- (throw snowballs at) 
                   => egg -- (throw eggs at) 
               => defenestrate --
 (throw through or out of the window; "The rebels stormed the palace and defenestrated the President") 
               => deliver, pitch --
 (throw or hurl from the mound to the batter, as in baseball; "The pitcher delivered the ball") 
               => shy -- (throw quickly) 
               => drive --
 (cause to move rapidly by striking or throwing with force; "drive the ball far out into the field") 
               => deep-six, throw overboard -- (throw from a boat) 
               => ridge -- (throw soil toward (a crop row) from both sides; "He ridged his corn") 
               => jettison -- (throw as from an airplane) 
               => fling -- (throw with force or recklessness; "fling the frisbee") 
                   => flip, toss, sky, pitch --
 (throw or toss with a light motion; "flip me the beachball"; "toss me newspaper") 
                       => submarine -- (throw with an underhand motion) 
                       => lag -- (throw or pitch at a mark, as with coins) 
                       => throw back, toss back --
 (throw back with a quick, light motion; "She tossed back her head") 
               => lob -- (propel in a high arc; "lob the tennis ball") 
               => chuck, toss -- (throw carelessly; "chuck the ball") 
               => skim, skip, skitter -- (cause to skip over a surface; "Skip a stone across the pond") 
               => juggle -- (throw, catch, and keep in the air several things simultaneously) 
               => flip, flick -- (cause to move with a flick; "he flicked his Bic") 
               => pass -- (throw (a ball) to another player; "Smith passed") 
           => drive -- (push, propel, or press with force; "Drive a nail into the wall") 
           => launch -- (propel with force; "launch the space shuttle"; "Launch a ship") 
               => float -- (put into the water; "float a ship") 
               => blast off -- (launch with great force; "the rockets were blasted off") 
           => catapult --
 (shoot forth or launch, as if from a catapult; "the enemy catapulted rocks towards the fort") 
           => project, send off -- (throw, send, or cast forward; "project a missile") 
           => loft -- (propel through the air; "The rocket lofted the space shuttle into the air") 
       => launch, set in motion --
 (get going; give impetus to; "launch a career"; "Her actions set in motion a complicated judicial process") 
           => launch -- (launch for the first time; launch on a maiden voyage; "launch a ship") 
       => wind, wrap, roll, twine --
 (wrap or coil around; "roll your hair around your finger"; "Twine the thread around the spool") 
           => spool -- (wind onto a spool or a reel) 
               => cheese -- (wind onto a cheese; "cheese the yarn") 
           => reel -- (wind onto or off a reel) 
               => reel off, unreel -- (unwind from or as if from a reel; "unreel the tape") 
           => ball -- (form into a ball by winding or rolling; "ball wool") 
           => clue, clew -- (roll into a ball) 
           => coil, loop, curl -- (wind around something in coils or loops) 
       => unwind, wind off, unroll -- (reverse the winding or twisting of; "unwind a ball of yarn") 
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       => wedge, squeeze, force --
 (squeeze like a wedge into a tight space; "I squeezed myself into the corner") 
           => impact -- (press or wedge together; pack together) 
           => compress, compact, pack together --
 (make more compact by or as if by pressing; "compress the data") 
               => tamp down, tamp, pack --
 (press down tightly; "tamp the coffee grinds in the container to make espresso") 
       => work --
 (move into or onto; "work the raisins into the dough"; "the student worked a few jokes into his presentation
"; "work the body onto the flatbed truck") 
           => stir -- (mix or add by stirring; "Stir nuts into the dough") 
       => spill, shed, disgorge --
 (cause or allow (a solid substance) to flow or run out or over; "spill the beans all over the table") 
           => seed -- (go to seed; shed seeds; "The dandelions went to seed") 
               => reseed -- (seed again or anew) 
       => spill, slop, splatter --
 (cause or allow (a liquid substance) to run or flow from a container; "spill the milk"; "splatter water") 
       => unseat -- (dislodge from one's seat, as from a horse) 
       => separate, disunite, divide, part --
 (force, take, or pull apart; "He separated the fighting children"; "Moses parted the Red Sea") 
           => compartmentalize, compartmentalise, cut up --
 (separate into isolated compartments or categories; "You cannot compartmentalize your life like this!") 
           => polarize, polarise -- (cause to concentrate about two conflicting or contrasting positions) 
           => sequester, sequestrate, keep apart, set apart, isolate --
 (set apart from others; "The dentist sequesters the tooth he is working on") 
           => disjoin, disjoint -- (make disjoint, separated, or disconnected; undo the joining of) 
           => disjoint, disarticulate -- (separate at the joints; "disjoint the chicken before cooking it") 
           => disconnect -- (make disconnected, disjoin or unfasten) 
               => uncouple, decouple -- (disconnect or separate; "uncouple the hounds") 
               => detach --
 (cause to become detached or separated; take off; "detach the skin from the chicken before you eat it") 
                   => break, break off, snap off -- (break a piece from a whole; "break a branch from a tree") 
                   => unbind -- (untie or unfasten; "unbind the feet of this poor woman") 
                   => unhook -- (take off a hook) 
           => cut -- (separate with or as if with an instrument; "Cut the rope") 
               => manicure -- (trim carefully and neatly; "manicure fingernails") 
               => scissor -- (cut with or as if with scissors) 
               => plane, shave --
 (cut or remove with or as if with a plane; "The machine shaved off fine layers from the piece of wood") 
               => slice, slice up -- (cut into slices; "Slice the salami, please") 
               => pink -- (cut in a zig-zag pattern with pinking shears, in sewing) 
               => jag -- (cut teeth into; make a jagged cutting edge) 
                   => serrate -- (make saw-toothed or jag the edge of; "serrate the edges of the teeth") 
               => carve, cut up -- (cut to pieces; "Father carved the ham") 
                   => shave -- (make shavings of or reduce to shavings; "shave the radish") 
                   => fillet, filet -- (cut into filets; "filet the fish") 
                   => chisel -- (carve with a chisel; "chisel the marble") 
               => carve -- (form by carving; "Carve a flower from the ice") 
                   => hew, hew out -- (make or shape as with an axe; "hew out a path in the rock") 
                       => rough-hew, roughcast -- (hew roughly, without finishing the surface; "rough-
hew stone or timber") 
                   => sculpt, sculpture, grave --
 (shape (a material like stone or wood) by whittling away at it; "She is sculpting the block of marble into an
 image of her husband") 
                   => fret -- (carve a pattern into) 
                       => honeycomb -- (carve a honeycomb pattern into; "The cliffs were honeycombed") 
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               => carve, chip at --
 (engrave or cut by chipping away at a surface; "carve one's name into the bark") 
                   => engrave, grave, inscribe --
 (carve, cut, or etch into a material or surface; "engrave a pen"; "engraved the winner's name onto the troph
y cup") 
                       => character -- (engrave or inscribe characters on) 
                   => engrave --
 (carve, cut, or etch a design or letters into; "engrave the pen with the owner's name") 
               => cube, dice -- (cut into cubes; "cube the cheese") 
               => julienne -- (cut into long thin strips; "julienne the potatoes") 
               => chop, hack -- (cut with a hacking tool) 
                   => axe, ax -- (chop or split with an ax; "axe wood") 
               => undercut --
 (cut obliquely into (a tree) below the main cut and on the side toward which the tree will fall) 
               => hack -- (cut away; "he hacked with way through the forest") 
               => chop, chop up -- (cut into pieces; "Chop wood"; "chop meat") 
                   => hash -- (chop up; "hash the potatoes") 
                   => mince -- (cut into small pieces; "mince the garlic") 
               => fell, drop, strike down, cut down --
 (cause to fall by or as if by delivering a blow; "strike down a tree"; "Lightning struck down the hikers") 
                   => chop down -- (cut down; "George chopped down the cherry tree") 
                   => poleax, poleaxe -- (fell with or as if with a poleax) 
                   => log, lumber -- (cut lumber, as in woods and forests) 
                   => cut --
 (fell by sawing; hew; "The Vietnamese cut a lot of timber while they occupied Cambodia") 
               => nick, chip -- (cut a nick into) 
               => nick, snick -- (cut slightly, with a razor; "The barber's knife nicked his cheek") 
               => chip, knap, cut off, break off -- (break a small piece off from; "chip the glass"; "chip a tooth") 
               => pare, trim --
 (remove the edges from and cut down to the desired size; "pare one's fingernails"; "trim the photograph"; "
trim lumber") 
                   => dress -- (cut down rough-hewn (lumber) to standard thickness and width) 
               => circumcise -- (cut the skin over the clitoris) 
               => furrow, chamfer, chase -- (cut a furrow into a columns) 
               => indent --
 (cut or tear along an irregular line so that the parts can later be matched for authentication; "indent the doc
uments") 
               => mortise, mortice -- (cut a hole for a tenon in) 
               => mow, cut down -- (cut with a blade or mower; "mow the grass") 
                   => scythe -- (cut with a scythe; "scythe grass or grain") 
               => shear -- (cut or cut through with shears) 
               => slash, gash -- (cut open; "she slashed her wrists") 
               => slash, cut down -- (cut with sweeping strokes; as with an ax or machete) 
               => tap -- (cut a female screw thread with a tap) 
               => hob -- (cut with a hob) 
               => bore, drill --
 (make a hole with a pointed power or hand tool; "don't drill here, there's a gas pipe"; "drill a hole into the 
wall"; "drill for oil") 
                   => spud --
 (initiate onsite drilling operations, as for petroleum; "The well was spudded in April") 
                   => counter-drill -- (drill in an opposite direction) 
                   => trepan -- (cut a hole with a trepan, as in surgery) 
               => nip, nip off, clip, snip, snip off --
 (sever or remove by pinching or snipping; "nip off the flowers") 
               => dissect -- (cut open or cut apart; "dissect the bodies for analysis") 
                   => vivisect -- (cut (a body) open while still alive; "people no longer vivisect animals--
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it's considered unethical") 
                   => anatomize, anatomise --
 (dissect in order to analyze; "anatomize the bodies of the victims of this strange disease") 
               => bisect -- (cut in half or cut in two; "bisect a line") 
               => trisect -- (cut in three; "trisect a line") 
               => whittle, pare -- (cut small bits or pare shavings from; "whittle a piece of wood") 
               => chatter -- (cut unevenly with a chattering tool) 
               => cut away -- (remove by cutting off or away; "cut away the branch that sticks out") 
                   => undercut -- (cut away the underpart of; "undercut a vein of ore") 
                   => undercut --
 (cut away material from the underside of (an object) so as to leave an overhanging portion in relief) 
               => tomahawk -- (cut with a tomahawk) 
               => sabre, saber -- (cut or injure with a saber) 
               => rebate -- (cut a rebate in (timber or stone)) 
                   => rusticate -- (as of stone, to give it a rustic look) 
               => cradle -- (cut grain with a cradle scythe) 
               => incise -- (make an incision into by carving or cutting) 
                   => notch -- (cut or make a notch into; "notch the rope") 
                       => score, nock, mark --
 (make small marks into the surface of; "score the clay before firing it") 
                           => scarify -- (scratch the surface of; "scarify seeds") 
                           => scotch -- (make a small cut or score into) 
                           => scribe -- (score a line on with a pointed instrument, as in metalworking) 
                           => line -- (mark with lines; "sorrow had lined his face") 
                               => reline -- (put new lines on; "reline the paper") 
                               => hatch --
 (draw, cut, or engrave lines, usually parallel, on metal, wood, or paper; "hatch the sheet") 
                               => crisscross --
 (mark with or consist of a pattern of crossed lines; "wrinkles crisscrossed her face") 
                       => indent -- (notch the edge of or make jagged) 
                           => recess -- (make a recess in; "recess the piece of wood") 
                   => scratch, scrape, scratch up -- (cut the surface of; wear away the surface of) 
                       => claw -- (scratch, scrape, pull, or dig with claws or nails) 
                           => clapperclaw -- (claw with the nails) 
                       => scuff -- (mar by scuffing; "scuffed shoes") 
                   => groove -- (make a groove in, or provide with a groove; "groove a vinyl record") 
                       => dado -- (cut a dado into or fit into a dado) 
                       => mill -- (produce a ridge around the edge of; "mill a coin") 
                   => slit -- (cut a slit into; "slit the throat of the victim") 
                   => worry -- (lacerate by biting; "the dog worried his bone") 
                   => girdle, deaden --
 (cut a girdle around so as to kill by interrupting the circulation of water and nutrients; "girdle the plant") 
               => trench -- (cut or carve deeply into; "letters trenched into the stone") 
               => dock, tail, bob -- (remove or shorten the tail of an animal) 
               => slit, slice -- (make a clean cut through; "slit her throat") 
               => saw -- (cut with a saw; "saw wood for the fireplace") 
                   => whipsaw -- (saw with a whipsaw) 
               => discerp, sever, lop --
 (cut off from a whole; "His head was severed from his body"; "The soul discerped from the body") 
               => chase -- (cut a groove into; "chase silver") 
               => bevel, chamfer -- (cut a bevel on; shape to a bevel; "bevel the surface") 
                   => miter -- (bevel the edges of, to make a miter joint) 
                   => cone -- (make cone-shaped; "cone a tire") 
               => crosscut, cut across -- (cut using a diagonal lines) 
               => rip -- (cut (wood) along the grain) 
           => tear --
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 (to separate or be separated by force; "planks were in danger of being torn from the crossbars") 
               => cleave, split, rive -- (separate or cut with a tool, such as a sharp instrument; "cleave the bone") 
                   => maul -- (split (wood) with a maul and wedges) 
                   => laminate -- (split (wood) into thin sheets) 
           => joint -- (separate (meat) at the joint) 
           => gin -- (separate the seeds from (cotton) with a cotton gin) 
           => break -- (separate from a clinch, in boxing; "The referee broke the boxers") 
           => sever, break up -- (set or keep apart; "sever a relationship") 
           => tear, rupture, snap, bust --
 (separate or cause to separate abruptly; "The rope snapped"; "tear the paper") 
               => lacerate -- (cut or tear irregularly) 
               => rend, rip, rive, pull --
 (tear or be torn violently; "The curtain ripped from top to bottom"; "pull the cooked chicken into strips") 
               => shred, tear up, rip up -- (tear into shreds) 
                   => tease -- (tear into pieces; "tease tissue for microscopic examinations") 
       => uproot, extirpate, deracinate, root out --
 (pull up by or as if by the roots; "uproot the vine that has spread all over the garden") 
       => press down, depress -- (press down; "Depress the space key") 
       => lift -- (take hold of something and move it to a different location; "lift the box onto the table") 
           => heave, heave up, heft, heft up -- (lift or elevate) 
               => upheave -- (lift forcefully from beneath) 
               => weigh anchor, weigh the anchor -- (heave up an anchor in preparation for sailing) 
           => pitchfork, fork -- (lift with a pitchfork; "pitchfork hay") 
       => flick, ruffle, riffle -- (twitch or flutter; "the paper flicked") 
       => work -- (move in an agitated manner; "His fingers worked with tension") 
       => take back -- (move text to the previous line; in printing) 
       => center, centre -- (move into the center; "That vase in the picture is not centered") 
       => pump -- (move up and down; "The athlete pumps weights in the gym") 
       => scan -- (move a light beam over; in electronics, to reproduce an image) 
       => jar, shake up, bump around -- (shock physically; "Georgia was shaken up in the Tech game") 
       => dandle -- (move (a baby) up and down in one's arms or on one's knees) 
       => roll, revolve --
 (cause to move by turning over or in a circular manner of as if on an axis; "She rolled the ball"; "They rolle
d their eyes at his words") 
           => transit --
 (revolve (the telescope of a surveying transit) about its horizontal transverse axis in order to reverse its dire
ction) 
       => push, force -- (move with force, "He pushed the table into a corner") 
           => nudge, poke at, prod --
 (to push against gently; "She nudged my elbow when she saw her friend enter the restaurant") 
               => jog -- (give a slight push to) 
               => elbow -- (shove one's elbow into another person's ribs) 
           => press, push --
 (make strenuous pushing movements during birth to expel the baby; "`Now push hard,' said the doctor to t
he woman") 
           => repel, drive, repulse, force back, push back, beat back --
 (cause to move back by force or influence; "repel the enemy"; "push back the urge to smoke"; "beat back t
he invaders") 
           => shove -- (push roughly; "the people pushed and shoved to get in line") 
           => jerk, flick --
 (throw or toss with a quick motion; "flick a piece of paper across the table"; "jerk his head") 
           => jostle, shove --
 (come into rough contact with while moving; "The passengers jostled each other in the overcrowded train"
) 
               => elbow -- (push one's way with the elbows) 
               => shoulder in -- (push one's way in with one's shoulders) 
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           => nose -- (push or move with the nose) 
           => push out, obtrude, thrust out -- (push to thrust outward) 
           => push aside, push away -- (push out of the way) 
           => muscle into -- (force one's way; "He muscled into the union") 
           => push up -- (push upward) 
               => uplift -- (lift up or elevate) 
               => boost up -- (push upward; "She pushed up her children when the policeman came by") 
           => thrust -- (push forcefully; "He thrust his chin forward") 
               => jab, prod, stab, poke, dig -- (poke or thrust abruptly; "he jabbed his finger into her ribs") 
               => stab, jab -- (stab or pierce; "he jabbed the piece of meat with his pocket knife") 
                   => goad, prick -- (prod or urge as if with a log stick) 
               => shoulder -- (push with the shoulders; "He shouldered his way into the crowd") 
               => boost --
 (push or shove upward, as if from below or behind; "The singer had to be boosted onto the stage by a speci
al contraption") 
               => force, drive, ram --
 (force into or from an action or state, either physically or metaphorically; "She rammed her mind into focu
s"; "He drives me mad") 
                   => toe, toenail -- (drive obliquely; "toe a nail") 
               => ram, ram down, pound --
 (strike or drive against with a heavy impact; "ram the gate with a sledgehammer"; "pound on the door") 
               => punch -- (drive forcibly as if by a punch; "the nail punched through the wall") 
           => drive -- (urge forward; "drive the cows into the barn") 
               => mush -- (drive (a team of dogs or a dogsled)) 
           => jam -- (push down forcibly; "The driver jammed the brake pedal to the floor") 
           => thrust, stuff, shove, squeeze --
 (press or force; "Stuff money into an envelope"; "She thrust the letter into his hand") 
           => topple, tumble, tip -- (cause to topple or tumble by pushing) 
       => rock, sway --
 (cause to move back and forth; "rock the cradle"; "rock the baby"; "the wind swayed the trees gently") 
       => fluctuate -- (cause to fluctuate or move in a wave-like pattern) 
       => pulse -- (drive by or as if by pulsation; "A soft breeze pulsed the air") 
       => shift, dislodge, reposition -- (change place or direction; "Shift one's position") 
           => beat down -- (dislodge from a position; "She beat the dealer down to a much better price") 
       => glide -- (cause to move or pass silently, smoothly, or imperceptibly) 
       => stir -- (move an implement through with a circular motion; "stir the soup"; "stir my drink") 
           => churn -- (stir (cream) vigorously in order to make butter) 
           => paddle -- (stir with a paddle) 
       => play --
 (cause to move or operate freely within a bounded space; "The engine has a wheel that is playing in a rack"
) 
       => overturn, tip over, turn over, upset, knock over, bowl over, tump over --
 (cause to overturn from an upright or normal position; "The cat knocked over the flower vase"; "the clums
y customer turned over the vase"; "he tumped over his beer") 
       => transport, send, ship -- (transport commercially) 
           => barge -- (transport by barge on a body of water) 
           => railroad -- (transport by railroad) 
           => dispatch, despatch, send off -- (send away towards a designated goal) 
               => bundle off -- (send off unceremoniously) 
               => route -- (send documents or materials to appropriate destinations) 
           => forward, send on --
 (send or ship onward from an intermediate post or station in transit; "forward my mail") 
       => send, direct --
 (cause to go somewhere; "The explosion sent the car flying in the air"; "She sent her children to camp"; "H
e directed all his energies into his dissertation") 
           => project, cast, contrive, throw --
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 (put or send forth; "She threw the flashlight beam into the corner"; "The setting sun threw long shadows"; 
"cast a spell"; "cast a warm light") 
               => shoot -- (send forth suddenly, intensely, swiftly; "shoot a glance") 
           => turn --
 (channel one's attention, interest, thought, or attention toward or away from something; "The pedophile tur
ned to boys for satisfaction"; "people turn to mysticism at the turn of a millenium") 
               => take up -- (turn one's interest to; "He took up herpetology at the age of fifty") 
           => turn -- (to send or let go; "They turned away the crowd at the gate of the governor's mansion") 
           => divert -- (send on a course or in a direction different from the planned or intended one) 
               => route -- (divert in a specified direction; "divert the low voltage to the engine cylinders") 
               => deviate --
 (cause to turn away from a previous or expected course; "The river was deviated to prevent flooding") 
                   => perturb --
 (cause a celestial body to deviate from a theoretically regular orbital motion, especially as a result of interp
osed or extraordinary gravitational pull; "The orbits of these stars were perturbed by the passings of a come
t") 
                   => perturb --
 (disturb or interfere with the usual path of an electron or atom; "The electrons were perturbed by the passin
g ion") 
                   => shunt -- (provide with or divert by means of an electrical shunt) 
           => route -- (send via a specific route) 
           => refer --
 (send or direct for treatment, information, or a decision; "refer a patient to a specialist"; "refer a bill to a co
mmittee") 
               => submit, subject --
 (refer for judgment or consideration; "She submitted a proposal to the agency") 
                   => give -- (submit for consideration, judgment, or use; "give one's opinion"; "give an excuse") 
                   => return --
 (submit (a report, etc.) to someone in authority; "submit a bill to a legislative body") 
                       => report out -- (return a bill after consideration and revision to a legislative body) 
                   => relegate, pass on, submit --
 (refer to another person for decision or judgment; "She likes to relegate difficult questions to her colleague
s") 
               => recommit -- (send back to a committee; "The bill was recommitted three times in the House") 
           => redirect, airt --
 (channel into a new direction; "redirect your attention to the danger from the fundamentalists") 
               => sublimate -- (direct energy or urges into useful activities) 
                   => desexualize, desexualise -- (direct one's libidinous urges into another direction) 
           => blow -- (cause air to go in, on, or through; "Blow my hair dry") 
       => transport -- (move something or somebody around; usually over long distances) 
           => sluice -- (transport in or send down a sluice; "sluice logs") 
           => float --
 (set afloat; "He floated the logs down the river"; "The boy floated his toy boat on the pond") 
               => tide -- (cause to float with the tide) 
               => drift -- (cause to be carried by a current; "drift the boats downstream") 
               => refloat -- (set afloat again; "refloat a grounded boat") 
           => ferry -- (transport by ferry) 
           => raft -- (transport on a raft; "raft wood down a river") 
           => bus -- (send or move around by bus; "The children were bussed to school") 
           => pipe -- (transport by pipeline; "pipe oil, water, and gas into the desert") 
           => freight -- (transport commercially as cargo) 
           => truck -- (convey (goods etc.) by truck; "truck fresh vegetables across the mountains") 
           => rail -- (convey (goods etc.) by rails; "fresh fruit are railed from Italy to Belgium") 
           => sledge -- (transport in a sleigh) 
           => lighter -- (transport in a flatbottom boat) 
           => pick up -- (give a passenger or a hitchhiker a lift; "We picked up a hitchhiker on the highway") 
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           => wheel, wheel around -- (wheel somebody or something) 
           => carry over --
 (transport from one place or state to another; "Adam would have been carried over into the life eternal") 
           => advect --
 (convey by horizontal mass movement of a fluid; "energy advected from the environment") 
           => teleport -- (transport by dematerializing at one point and assembling at another) 
       => saltate -- (geography: move by saltation; "The sand grains are saltated by the wind") 
       => lower, take down, let down, get down, bring down --
 (move something or somebody to a lower position; "take down the vase from the shelf") 
           => reef -- (lower and bring partially inboard; "reef the sailboat's mast") 
           => depress -- (lower (prices or markets); "The glut of oil depressed gas prices") 
           => dip -- (lower briefly; "She dipped her knee") 
           => incline --
 (lower or bend (the head or upper body), as in a nod or bow; "She inclined her head to the student") 
       => lift, raise -- (move upwards; "lift one's eyes") 
       => raise, lift, elevate, get up, bring up --
 (raise from a lower to a higher position; "Raise your hands"; "Lift a load") 
           => get up -- (cause to rise; "The sergeant got us up at 2 A.M.") 
           => jack, jack up -- (lift with a special device; "jack up the car so you can change the tire") 
           => shoulder -- (lift onto one's shoulders) 
           => kick up -- (cause to rise by kicking; "kick up dust") 
           => hoist, lift, wind --
 (raise or haul up with or as if with mechanical help; "hoist the bicycle onto the roof of the car") 
               => trice, trice up -- (hoist up or in and lash or secure with a small rope) 
           => trice, trice up -- (raise with a line; "trice a window shade") 
           => hoist, run up -- (raise; "hoist the flags"; "hoist a sail") 
           => hoist --
 (move from one place to another by lifting; "They hoisted the patient onto the operating table") 
           => pump -- (raise (gases oor fluids) with a pump) 
           => levitate --
 (cause to rise in the air and float, as if in defiance of gravity; "The magician levitated the woman") 
           => underlay --
 (raise or support (the level of printing) by inserting a piece of paper or cardboard under the type; "underlay
 the plate") 
           => skid -- (elevate onto skids) 
           => pinnacle -- (raise on or as if on a pinnacle; "He did not want to be pinnacled") 
           => chin, chin up --
 (in gymnastics: raise oneself while hanging from one's hands until one's chin is level with the support bar) 
           => raise, leaven, prove -- (cause to puff up with a leaven; "unleavened bread") 
           => heighten -- (increase the height of; "The athletes kept jumping over the steadily heightened bars") 
           => hike, hike up, boost -- (increase; "The landlord hiked up the rents") 
           => pick up, lift up, gather up -- (take and lift upward) 
           => rear, erect -- (cause to rise up) 
               => pitch, set up -- (erect and fasten; "pitch a tent") 
                   => camp, camp down -- (establish or set up a camp) 
               => prick up, prick, cock up -- (raise; "The dog pricked up his ears") 
       => drop -- (let fall to the ground; "Don't drop the dishes") 
           => plop -- (drop something with a plopping sound) 
           => dump -- (drop in a heap or mass) 
           => hang -- (let drop or droop; "Hang one's head in shame") 
           => plonk down, plump down, plank down -- (drop heavily) 
       => sink -- (cause to sink; "The Japanese sank American ships in Pearl Harbor") 
           => settle -- (cause to become clear by forming a sediment (of liquids)) 
       => advance, bring forward -- (cause to move forward; "Can you move the car seat forward?") 
           => nose -- (advance the forward part of with caution; "She nosed the car into the left lane") 
       => chase away, drive out, turn back, drive away, dispel, drive off, run off --
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 (force to go away; used both with concrete and metaphoric meanings; "Drive away potential burglars"; "dri
ve away bad thoughts"; "dispel doubts"; "The supermarket had to turn back many disappointed customers") 
           => frighten -- (drive out by frightening) 
           => fire --
 (drive out or away by or as if by fire; "The soldiers were fired"; "Surrender fires the cold skepticism") 
           => clear the air --
 (dispel differences or negative emotions; "The group called a meeting to finally clear the air") 
           => banish -- (drive away; "banish bad thoughts"; "banish gloom") 
           => shoo off, shoo, shoo away -- (drive away by crying `shoo!') 
       => transfer, shift --
 (move around; "transfer the packet from his trouser pockets to a pocket in his jacket") 
           => transpose --
 (transfer a quantity from one side of an equation to the other side reversing its sign, in order to maintain eq
uality) 
           => shunt -- (transfer to another track, of trains) 
           => carry --
 (transfer (a number, cipher, or remainder) to the next column or unit's place before or after, in addition or 
multiplication; "put down 5 and carry 2") 
           => shuffle --
 (move about, move back and forth; "He shuffled his funds among different accounts in various countries s
o as to avoid the IRS") 
           => transship -- (transfer for further transportation from one ship or conveyance to another) 
           => bunker -- (transfer cargo from a ship to a warehouse) 
           => carry over, carry forward -- (transfer from one time period to the next) 
           => remove, transfer --
 (shift the position or location of, as for business, legal, educational, or military purposes; "He removed his 
children to the countryside"; "Remove the troops to the forest surrounding the city"; "remove a case to anot
her court") 
           => translocate -- (transfer (a chromosomal segment) to a new position) 
       => displace, force out -- (force to move; "the refugees were displaced by the war") 
           => transplant, transfer --
 (lift and reset in another soil or situation; "Transplant the young rice plants") 
           => crowd out -- (press, force, or thrust out of a small space; "The weeds crowded out the flowers") 
           => evacuate -- (move people from their homes or country) 
       => herd, crowd --
 (cause to herd, drive, or crowd together; "We herded the children into a spare classroom") 
           => overcrowd -- (cause to crowd together too much; "The students overcrowded the cafeteria") 
               => surcharge -- (fill to capacity with people; "The air raids had surcharged the emergency wards") 
       => circulate -- (cause to move in a circuit or system; "The fan circulates the air in the room") 
           => convect -- (circulate hot air by convection) 
       => circulate, pass around, pass on, distribute --
 (cause to be distributed; "This letter is circulating among the faculty") 
           => send around -- (forward to others; "he is sending around an appeal for funds") 
               => circularize, circularise -- (distribute circulars to) 
           => utter -- (put into circulation; "utter counterfeit currency") 
           => spread, scatter, spread out --
 (strew or distribute over an area; "He spread fertilizer over the lawn"; "scatter cards across the table") 
               => manure, muck -- (spread manure, as for fertilization) 
               => birdlime, lime -- (spread birdlime on branches to catch birds) 
               => circumfuse -- (spread something around something) 
               => distribute -- (spread throughout a given area; "the function distributes the values evenly") 
       => rout out, drive out, force out, rouse --
 (force or drive out; "The police routed them out of bed at 2 A.M.") 
           => hunt --
 (chase away, with as with force; "They hunted the the unwanted immigrants out of the neighborhood") 
           => smoke out -- (drive out with smoke; "smoke out the bees") 
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       => drive --
 (cause someone or something to move by driving; "She drove me to school every day"; "We drove the car 
to the garage") 
           => pull -- (steer into a certain direction; "pull one's horse to a stand"; "Pull the car over") 
           => drive around, chauffeur -- (drive someone in a vehicle) 
       => race, rush --
 (cause to move fast or to rush or race; "The psychologist raced the rats through a long maze") 
       => whoosh -- (move with a sibilant sound; "He whooshed the doors open") 
       => pour -- (cause to run; "pour water over the floor") 
           => spill, shed, pour forth --
 (pour out in drops or small quantities or as if in drops or small quantities; "shed tears"; "spill blood"; "God 
shed His grace on Thee") 
           => dribble, drip, drop -- (let or cause to fall in drops; "dribble oil into the mixture") 
           => transfuse -- (pour out of one vessel into another) 
           => effuse, pour out -- (pour out; "effused brine") 
           => decant, pour, pour out -- (pour out; "the sommelier decanted the wines") 
       => exteriorize, bring outside -- (bring outside the body for surgery, of organs) 
       => upstage -- (move (another actor) upstage, forcing him to turn away from the audience) 
       => swing --
 (move in a curve or arc, usually with the intent of hitting; "He swung his left fist"; "swing a bat") 
           => wind up -- (give a preliminary swing to the arm pitching) 
       => turn, turn over --
 (cause to move around a center so as to show another side of; "turn a page of a book") 
           => evert -- (turn inside out; turn the inner surface of outward; "evert the eyelid") 
           => leaf -- (turn over pages; "leaf through a book"; "leaf a manuscript") 
       => turn -- (cause to move around or rotate; "turn a key"; "turn your palm this way") 
           => reorient -- (cause to turn) 
               => tip -- (cause to tilt; "tip the screen upward") 
                   => bank -- (tip laterally; "the pilot had to bank the aircraft") 
           => supinate --
 (turn (the hand or forearm) so that the back is downward or backward, or turn out (the leg)) 
           => port -- (put or turn on the left side, of a ship; "port the helm") 
       => turn --
 (cause to move along an axis or into a new direction; "turn your face to the wall"; "turn the car around"; "tu
rn your dance partner around") 
       => slide -- (move smoothly along a surface; "He slid the money over to the other gambler") 
       => run -- (cause an animal to move fast; "run the dogs") 
       => whistle -- (move, send, or bring as if by whistling; "Her optimism whistled away these worries") 
       => beat, flap --
 (move with a thrashing motion; "The bird flapped its wings"; "The eagle beat its wings and soared high int
o the sky") 
           => bate -- (flap the wings wildly or frantically; used of falcons) 
           => clap -- (cause to strike the air in flight; "The big bird clapped its wings") 
       => singsong --
 (move as if accompanied by a singsong; "The porters singsonged the travellers' luggage up the mountain") 
       => hustle --
 (cause to move furtively and hurriedly; "The secret service agents hustled the speaker out of the amphithea
ter") 
       => wash -- (move by or as if by water; "The swollen river washed away the footbridge") 
       => rake -- (move through with or as if with a rake; "She raked her fingers through her hair") 
       => blow -- (cause to move by means of an air current; "The wind blew the leaves around in the yard") 
           => whiff -- (drive or carry as if by a puff of air; "The gust of air whiffed away the clouds") 
       => drag --
 (use a computer mouse to move icons on the screen and select commands from a menu; "drag this icon to t
he lower right hand corner of the screen") 
       => pull --
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 (cause to move in a certain direction by exerting a force upon, either physically or in an abstract sense; "A 
declining dollar pulled down the export figures for the last quarter") 
       => lateralize -- (move or displace to one side so as to make lateral) 
       => translate --
 (physics: subject to movement in which every part of the body moves parallel to and the same distance as e
very other point on the body) 
       => hit, strike --
 (drive something violently into a location; "he hit his fist on the table"; "she struck her head on the low ceil
ing") 
           => smash -- (hit violently; "She smashed her car against the guard rail") 
       => change hands -- (be transferred to another owner; "This restaurant changed owners twice last year") 
           => vest -- (become legally vested; "The property vests in the trustees") 
           => fall, return, pass, devolve --
 (be inherited by; "The estate fell to my sister"; "The land returned to the family"; "The estate devolved to a
n heir that everybody had assumed to be dead") 
               => fall, light --
 (fall to somebody by assignment or lot; "The task fell to me"; "It fell to me to notify the parents of the victi
ms") 
           => accrue, fall -- (come into the possession of; "The house accrued to the oldest son") 
       => transfer --
 (move from one place to another; "transfer the data"; "transmit the news"; "transfer the patient to another h
ospital") 
           => mail, post, send --
 (cause to be directed or transmitted to another place; "send me your latest results"; "I'll mail you the paper 
when it's written") 
               => express --
 (send my rapid transport or special messenger service; "She expressed the letter to Florida") 
               => airmail -- (send or transport by airmail; "Letters to Europe from the U.S. are best airmailed") 
               => register -- (send by registered mail; "I'd like to register this letter") 
               => express-mail -- (send by express mail or courier such as Federal Express; "Express-
mail the documents immediately") 
           => send, get off, send off -- (transfer; "The spy sent the classified information off to Russia") 
           => convey, transmit, communicate -- (transfer to another; "communicate a disease") 
               => communicate, pass on, pass, put across --
 (transmit information ; "Please communicate this message to all employees") 
                   => plant, implant -- (put firmly in the mind; "Plant a thought in the students' minds") 
                   => send a message --
 (give or constitute a signal, not necessarily verbally; "The lack of good teachers sends a strong message to 
all parents in the community") 
                   => relay -- (pass along; "Please relay the news to the villagers") 
                   => get across, put over --
 (communicate successfully; "I couldn't get across the message"; "He put over the idea very well") 
                   => request, bespeak, call for, quest --
 (express the need or desire for; ask for; "She requested an extra bed in her room"; "She called for room ser
vice") 
                       => order --
 (make a request for something; "Order me some flowers"; "order a work stoppage") 
                           => reorder --
 (make a new request to be supplied with; "The store had to reorder the popular CD several times") 
                           => place -- (to arrange for; "place a phone call", "place a bet") 
                           => call --
 (order or request or give a command for; "The unions called a general strike for Sunday") 
                           => wish -- (order politely; express a wish for) 
                           => commission -- (place an order for) 
                       => ask --
 (make a request or demand for something to somebody; "She asked him for a loan") 
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                           => request --
 (ask (a person) to do something; "She asked him to be here at noon"; "I requested that she type the entire m
anuscript") 
                               => order, tell, enjoin, say --
 (give instructions to or direct somebody to do something with authority; "I said to him to go home"; "She o
rdered him to do the shopping"; "The mother told the child to get dressed") 
                                   => direct --
 (command with authority; "He directed the children to do their homework") 
                                       => stet --
 (printing: direct that a matter marked for omission or correction is to be retained (used in the imperative)) 
                                   => instruct --
 (give instructions or directions for some task; "She instructed the students to work on their pronounciation"
) 
                                       => charge --
 (instruct or command with authority; "The teacher charged the children to memorize the poem") 
                                       => charge --
 (instruct (a jury) about the law, its application, and the weighing of evidence) 
                                   => command, require, compel -- (make someone do something) 
                                       => charge, saddle, burden --
 (impose a task upon, assign a responsibility to; "He charged her with cleaning up all the files over the wee
kend") 
                                           => overburden -- (burden with too much work or responsibility) 
                                           => bear down --
 (exert a force or cause a strain upon; "This tax bears down on the lower middle class") 
                                           => overwhelm, deluge, flood out -- (charge someone with too many tasks) 
                                           => adjure -- (command solemnly) 
                                       => requisition -- (make a formal request for official services) 
                                       => forbid, prohibit, interdict, proscribe, veto, disallow --
 (command against; "I forbid you to call me late at night"; "Mother vetoed the trip to the chocolate store") 
                                           => ban --
 (prohibit especially by legal means or social pressure; "Smoking is banned in this building") 
                                           => bar, debar, exclude --
 (prevent from entering; keep out; "He was barred from membership in the club") 
                                           => enjoin -- (issue an injunction) 
                                           => outlaw, criminalize, criminalise, illegalize, illegalise --
 (declare illegal; outlaw; "Marijuana is criminalized in the U.S.") 
                                               => ban, censor -- (forbid the public distribution of ( a movie or a newspaper)) 
                                                   => embargo --
 (ban the publication of (documents), as for security or copyright reasons; "embargoed publications") 
                                   => call, send for --
 (order, request, or command to come; "She was called into the director's office"; "Call the police!") 
                                       => summon, summons, cite -- (call in an official matter, such as to attend court) 
                                           => vouch -- (summon (a vouchee) into court to warrant or defend a title) 
                                           => vouch in --
 (summon into court to defend a lawsuit against another and to be made liable to pay any judgment secured 
for the plaintiff; "the defendant couches in his own insurance liability company to defend a negligence case 
aginst him") 
                                           => demand -- (summon to court) 
                                       => beep -- (call, summon, or alert with a beeper) 
                                       => recall, call back --
 (summon to return; "The ambassador was recalled to his country"; "The company called back many of the 
workers it had laid off during the recession") 
                                       => call in --
 (summon to a particular activity or employment; "Experts were called in") 
                                       => lift -- (call to stop the hunt or to retire, as of hunting dogs) 
                                       => muster -- (call to duty, military service, jury duty, etc.) 
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                                       => hail -- (call for; "hail a cab") 
                                       => summon -- (ask to come; "summon a lawyer") 
                                           => page -- (call out somebody's name over a P.A. system) 
                                           => buzz -- (call with a buzzer; "he buzzed the servant") 
                                           => convoke, convene --
 (call together; "The students were convened in the auditorium") 
                                           => beckon -- (summon with a wave, nod, or some other gesture) 
                                       => call up, mobilize, mobilise, rally -- (call to arms; of military personnel) 
                                   => warn -- (ask to go away; "The old man warned the children off his property") 
                               => call --
 (order, summon, or request for a specific duty or activity, work, role; "He was already called 4 times for ju
ry duty"; "They called him to active military duty") 
                               => invite, bid -- (ask someone in a friendly way to do something) 
                                   => tempt, allure --
 (dispose or incline or entice to; "We were tempted by the delicious-looking food") 
                                   => challenge -- (issue a challenge to; "Fischer challenged Spassky to a match") 
                                       => provoke, stimulate -- (provide the needed stimulus for) 
                                           => entice, lure, tempt --
 (provoke someone to do something through (often false or exaggerated) promises or persuasion; "He lured 
me into temptation") 
                                               => hook, snare --
 (entice and trap; "The car salesman had snared three potential customers") 
                                               => seduce --
 (lure or entice away from duty, principles, or proper conduct; "She was seduced by the temptation of easy 
money and started to work in a massage parlor") 
                                               => call -- (lure by imitating the characteristic call of an animal; "Call ducks") 
                                               => stool -- (lure with a stool, as of wild fowl) 
                                               => lead on -- (entice or induce especially when unwise or mistaken) 
                                               => tweedle -- (entice through the use of music) 
                                               => decoy -- (lure or entrap with or as if with a decoy) 
                                               => bait -- (lure, entice, or entrap with bait) 
                                           => rejuvenate -- (cause (a stream or river) to erode, as by an uplift of the land) 
                                           => jog -- (stimulate to remember; "jog my memory") 
                                           => incite, instigate, set off, stir up --
 (provoke or stir up; "incite a riot"; "set off great unrest among the people") 
                                               => raise -- (activate or stir up; "raise a mutiny") 
                                           => agitate, foment, stir up -- (try to stir up public opinion) 
                                               => rumpus -- (cause a disturbance) 
                                       => counterchallenge --
 (challenge in turn; "The authentication was counterchallenged") 
                                       => question, oppugn, call into question --
 (challenge the accuracy, probity, or propriety of; "We must question your judgment in this matter") 
                                       => impeach -- (challenge the honesty or credibility of; as of witnesses) 
                                       => impugn -- (attack as false or wrong) 
                                       => defy, dare -- (challenge; "I dare you!") 
                                           => brazen -- (face with defiance or impudence; "brazen it out") 
                                       => call one's bluff --
 (ask to prove what someone is claiming; "John called Mary's bluff when she claimed she could prove the t
heorem in under an hour") 
                                       => call out -- (challenge to a duel; "D'Artignan called out Pushkin") 
                                       => remit, remand, send back --
 (refer (a matter or legal case) to another committe or authority or court for decision) 
                                       => appeal --
 (take a court case to a higher court for review; "He was found guilty but appealed immediately") 
                                       => action, sue, litigate, process --
 (institute legal proceedings against; file a suit against; "He was warned that the district attorney would proc
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ess him"; "She actioned the company for discrimination") 
                                           => expedite -- (process fast and efficiently; "I will try to expedite the matter") 
                                       => litigate -- (engage in legal proceedings) 
                               => propose, declare oneself, offer, pop the question --
 (ask (someone) to marry you; "he popped the question on Sunday night"; "she proposed marriage to the ma
n she had known for only two months"; "The old bachelor finally declared himself to the young woman") 
                           => solicit --
 (make a solicitation or petition for something desired; "She is too shy to solicit") 
                       => encore -- (request an encore, from a performer) 
                       => petition -- (write a petition for something to somebody; request formally and in writing) 
                           => supplicate -- (make a humble, earnest petition; "supplicate for permission") 
                       => demand --
 (request urgently and forcefully; "The victim's family is demanding compensation"; "The boss demanded t
hat he be fired immediately"; "She demanded to see the manager") 
                           => want -- (wish or demand the presence of; "I want you here at noon!") 
                           => ask, require, expect --
 (consider obligatory; request and expect; "We require our secretary to be on time"; "Aren't we asking too 
much of these children?"; "I expect my students to arrive in time for their lessons") 
                               => call -- (require the presentation of for redemption before maturation; "Call a bond") 
                           => clamor, clamour -- (make loud demands; "he clamored for justice and tolerance") 
                           => dun --
 (persistently ask for overdue payment; "The grocer dunned his customers every day by telephone") 
                           => ask --
 (require or ask for as a price or condition; "He is asking $200 for the table"; "The kidnapers are asking a m
illion dollars in return for the release of their hostage") 
                       => appeal, invoke --
 (request earnestly (something from somebody); ask for aid or protection; "appeal to somebody for help"; "I
nvoke God in times of trouble") 
                           => plead -- (appeal or request earnestly; "I pleaded with him to stop") 
                               => beg, implore, pray -- (call upon in supplication; entreat; "I beg you to stop!") 
                                   => crave -- (plead or ask for earnestly) 
                                   => supplicate --
 (ask humbly (for something); "He supplicated the King for clemency") 
                                   => importune, insist --
 (beg persistently and urgently; "I importune you to help them") 
                                       => besiege --
 (harass, as with questions or requests; "The press photographers besieged the movie star") 
                               => bid, beseech, entreat, adjure, press, conjure --
 (ask for or request earnestly; "The prophet bid all people to become good persons") 
                           => call on, turn --
 (have recourse to or make an appeal or request for help or information to; "She called on her Representativ
e to help her"; "She turned to her relatives for help") 
                       => supplicate -- (ask for humbly or earnestly, as in prayer; "supplicate God's blessing") 
                       => apply --
 (ask (for something); "He applied for a leave of absence"; "She applied for college"; "apply for a job") 
                           => put in, submit --
 (make an application as for a job or funding; "We put in a grant to the NSF") 
                       => solicit, beg, tap --
 (make a solicitation or entreaty for something; request urgently or persistently; "Henry IV solicited the Pop
e for a divorce"; "My neighbor keeps soliciting money for different charities") 
                           => quest -- (seek alms, as for religious purposes) 
                           => canvass, canvas -- (solicit votes from potential voters in an electoral campaign) 
                               => circularize -- (canvass by using a questionnaire) 
                           => lobby, buttonhole --
 (detain in conversation by or as if by holding on to the outer garments of; as for political or economic favor
s) 
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                       => reserve --
 (obtain or arrange (for oneself) in advance; "We managed to reserve a table at Maxim's") 
                           => book up -- (book all available places or tickets) 
                       => challenge --
 (ask for identification; "The illegal immigrant was challenged by the border guard") 
                       => excuse, beg off -- (ask for permission to be released from an engagement) 
                       => demand -- (ask to be informed of; "I demand an explanation") 
                       => claim --
 (ask for legally or make a legal claim to, as of debts, for example; "They claimed on the maximum allowab
le amount") 
                           => demand, exact -- (claim as due or just; "The bank demanded payment of the loan") 
                               => command --
 (demand as one's due; "This speaker commands a high fee"; "The author commands a fair hearing from his
 readers") 
                               => call, call in -- (demand payment of (a loan); "Call a loan") 
                           => counterclaim -- (set up a claim in opposition to a previous claim) 
                           => demand -- (lay legal claim to) 
                       => invite, call for --
 (request the participation or presence of; "The organizers invite submissions of papers for the conference") 
                       => invite, ask in -- (ask to enter; "We invited the neighbors in for a cup of coffee") 
                           => call in -- (summon to enter; "The nurse called in the next patient") 
                       => desire -- (express a desire for) 
                       => beg -- (ask to obtain free; "beg money and food") 
                           => schnorr, shnorr, scrounge, cadge --
 (obtain or seek to obtain by cadging or wheedling; "he is always shnorring cigarettes from his friends") 
                           => panhandle -- (beg by accosting people in the street and asking for money) 
                       => claim, lay claim, arrogate --
 (demand as being one's due or property; assert one's right or title to; "He claimed his suitcases at the airline
 counter"; "Mr. Smith claims special tax exemptions because he is a foreign resident") 
                           => pretend --
 (put forward a claim and assert right or possession of; "pretend the title of King") 
                           => requisition --
 (demand and take for use or service, especially by military or public authority for public service) 
                           => arrogate, assign -- (make undue claims to having) 
                       => invite, ask over, ask round --
 (invite someone to one's house; "Can I invite you for dinner on Sunday night?") 
                       => call --
 (call a meeting; invite or command to meet; "The Wannsee Conference was called to discuss the `Final Sol
ution'"; "The new dean calls meetings every week") 
                       => ask out, invite out, take out -- (make a date; "Has he asked you out yet?") 
                       => reserve, hold, book --
 (arrange for and reserve (something for someone else) in advance; "reserve me a seat on a flight"; "The age
nt booked tickets to the show for the whole family"; "please hold a table at Maxim's") 
                           => keep open, hold open, keep, save --
 (retain rights to; "keep my job for me while I give birth"; "keep my seat, please"; "keep open the possibilit
y of a merger") 
                   => acknowledge, receipt --
 (report the receipt of; "The program committee acknowledged the submission of the authors of the paper") 
                   => carry -- (pass on a communication; "The news was carried to every village in the province") 
                   => render, deliver, return -- (pass down; "render a verdict"; "deliver a judgment") 
                   => message -- (send as a message; "She messaged the final report by fax") 
                   => message -- (send a message to; "She messaged the committee") 
                   => reveal, display, show --
 (make clear and visible; "The article revealed the policies of the government") 
                       => express --
 (manifest the effects of (a gene or genetic trait); "Many of the laboratory animals express the trait") 
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           => offset -- (cause (printed matter) to transfer or smear onto another surface) 
           => port -- (transfer data from one computer to another via a cable that links connecting ports) 
           => offload -- (transfer to a peripheral device, of computer data) 
           => post, carry -- (transfer (entries) from one account book to another) 
           => FTP --
 (use the File Transfer Protocol to transfer data from one computer to another; "You can FTP these data") 
           => spool -- (transfer data intended for a peripheral device (usually a printer) into temporary storage) 
           => download --
 (transfer a file or program from a central computer to a smaller computer or to a computer at a remote locat
ion) 
           => upload --
 (transfer a file or program to a central computer from a smaller computer or a computer at a remote locatio
n) 
           => commit, institutionalize, institutionalise, send, charge --
 (cause to be admitted; of persons to an institution; "After the second episode, she had to be committed"; "h
e was committed to prison") 
               => hospitalize, hospitalise --
 (admit into a hospital; "Mother had to be hospitalized because her blood pressure was too high") 
           => translocate --
 (move from one place to another, especially of wild animals; "The endangered turtles were translocated to 
a safe environment") 
       => expel, throw out, kick out --
 (force to leave or move out; "He was expelled from his native country") 
           => expatriate, deport, exile --
 (expel from a country; "The poet was exiled because he signed a letter protesting the government's actions"
) 
           => suspend, debar -- (bar temporarily; from school, office, etc.) 
               => send down, rusticate -- (suspend temporarily from college or university, in England) 
           => extradite, deliver, deport --
 (hand over to the authorities of another country; "They extradited the fugitive to his native country so he c
ould be tried there") 
               => repatriate -- (send someone back to his homeland against his will, as of refugees) 
           => banish, relegate, bar -- (expel, as if by official decree; "he was banished from his own country") 
               => spike -- (stand in the way of) 
           => banish, ban, ostracize, ostracise, shun, cast out, blackball -- (expel from a community or group) 
           => banish, ban -- (ban from a place of residence, as for punishment) 
               => rusticate -- (send to the country; "He was rusticated for his bad bahavior") 
 
 
appoint, charge --
 (assign a duty, responsibility or obligation to; "He was appointed deputy manager"; "She was charged with
 supervising the creation of a concordance") 
       => delegate, designate, depute, assign --
 (give an assignment to (a person) to a post, or assign a task to (a person)) 
           => mandate -- (assign authority to) 
           => cast --
 (select to play,sing, or dance a part in a play, movie, musical, opera, or ballet; "He cast a young woman in t
he role of Desdemona") 
               => recast -- (cast again, in a different role; "He was recast as Iago") 
               => miscast -- (cast an actor, singer, or dancer in an unsuitable role) 
               => typecast -- (cast repeatedly in the same kind of role) 
           => post -- (assign to a post; put into a post; "The newspaper posted him in Timbuktu") 
           => cast -- (assign the roles of (a movie or a play) to actors; "Who cast this beautiful movie?") 
           => devolve --
 (pass on or delegate to another; "The representative devolved his duties to his aides while he was in the hos
pital") 
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           => task -- (assign a task to; "I tasked him with looking after the children") 
           => place -- (place somebody in a particular situation or location; "he was placed on probation") 
           => regiment -- (assign to a regiment; "regiment soldiers") 
           => transfer, reassign -- (transfer somebody to a different position or location of work) 
               => second --
 (transfer an employee to a different, temporary assignment; "The officer was seconded for duty overseas") 
               => exchange --
 (hand over one and receive another, approximately equivalent; "exchange prisoners"; "exchange employee
s between branches of the company") 
                   => alternate -- (exchange people temporarily to fulfill certain jobs and functions) 
                       => rotate -- (exchange on a regular basis; "We rotate the lead soprano every night") 
           => delegate, depute -- (transfer power to someone) 
           => mandate -- (assign under a mandate; "mandate a colony") 
           => promote, upgrade, advance, kick upstairs, raise, elevate --
 (give a promotion to or assign to a higher position; "John was kicked upstairs when a replacement was hire
d"; "Women tend not to advance in the major law firms"; "I got promoted after many years of hard work") 
               => tenure -- (give life-time employment to; "She was tenured after she published her book") 
               => bring up --
 (promote from a lower position or rank; "This player was brought up to the major league") 
               => spot promote -- (promote on the spot; "Supreme Bishop Digby had been spot-
promoted to Archangel") 
               => ennoble, gentle, entitle -- (give a title to someone; make someone a member of the nobility) 
                   => baronetize, baronetise --
 (confer baronetcy upon; "He was baronetized for his loyalty to the country") 
                   => lord -- (make a lord of someone) 
                   => knight, dub -- (raise (someone) to knighthood; "The Beatles were knighted") 
               => prefer, favor, favour -- (promote over another; "he favors his second daughter") 
                   => advantage -- (give an advantage to; "This system advantages the rich") 
               => brevet -- (promote somebody by brevet, in the military) 
           => demote, bump, relegate, break, kick downstairs --
 (assign to a lower position; reduce in rank; "She was demoted because she always speaks up"; "He was bro
ken down to Sargeant") 
               => reduce --
 (bring to humbler or weaker state or condition; "He reduced the population to slavery") 
           => place -- (assign to (a job or a home)) 
               => displace, uproot, deracinate --
 (move (people) forcibly from their homeland into a new and foreign environment; "The war uprooted man
y people") 
       => depute, deputize, deputise -- (appoint as a substitute) 
       => name, nominate, make --
 (charge with a function; charge to be; "She was named Head of the Committee"; "She was made president 
of the club") 
           => rename -- (name again or anew; "He was renamed Minister of the Interior") 
       => empower, authorise, authorize --
 (give or delegate power or authority to; "She authorized her assistant to sign the papers") 
           => entitle --
 (give the right to; "The Freedom of Information Act entitles you to request your FBI file") 
           => sanction -- (give authority or permission to) 
       => accredit -- (provide or send (envoys or embassadors) with official credentials) 
       => create -- (invest with a new title, office, or rank; "Create one a peer") 
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TO CONTROL, TO COMMAND 
control, command --
 (exercise authoritative control or power over; "control the budget"; "Command the military forces") 
       => preoccupy --
 (engage or engross the interest or attention of beforehand or occupy urgently or obsessively; "His work pre
occupies him"; "The matter preoccupies her completley--she cannot think of anything else") 
           => haunt, obsess, ghost -- (haunt like a ghost; pursue; "Fear of illness haunts her") 
           => prepossess -- (cause to be preoccupied; "The idea of his failure prepossesses him") 
       => steer, maneuver, manoeuver, manoeuvre, direct, point, head, guide, channelize, channelise --
 (direct the course; determine the direction of travelling) 
           => dock -- (haul into a dock; "dock the ships") 
               => dry-dock, drydock -- (haul a ship into a drydock) 
           => sheer -- (cause to sheer; "She sheered her car around the obstacle") 
           => pull over --
 (steer a vehicle to the side of the road; "The car pulled over when the ambulance approached at high speed
") 
           => crab -- (direct (an aircraft) into a crosswind) 
           => navigate -- (direct carefully and safely; "He navigated his way to the altar") 
           => stand out -- (steer away from shore, of ships) 
           => starboard -- (turn to the right, of helms or rudders) 
           => conn -- (conduct or direct the steering of a ship or plane) 
           => navigate, pilot --
 (act as the navigator in a car, plane, or vessel and plan, direct, plot the path and position of the conveyance;
 "Is anyone volunteering to navigate during the trip?"; "Who was navigating the ship during the accident?") 
               => astrogate -- (guide in interplanetary travel) 
           => channel, canalize, canalise --
 (direct the flow of; "channel infomartion towards a broad audience") 
           => corner -- (force a person or an animal into a position from which he cannot escape) 
           => park --
 (maneuver a vehicle into a parking space; "Park the car in front of the library"; "Can you park right here?") 
               => angle-park -- (park at an angle) 
               => parallel-park -- (park directly behind another vehicle) 
               => double-park -- (park a vehicle alongside another) 
       => steer -- (direct (oneself) somewhere; "Steer clear of him") 
       => hold one's own -- (maintain one's position and be in control of a situation) 
       => manage, deal, care, handle --
 (be in charge of, act on, or dispose of; "I can deal with this crew of workers"; "This blender can't handle nu
ts"; "She managed her parents' affairs after they got too old") 
           => administer, administrate --
 (work in an administrative capacity; supervise; "administer a program") 
               => pontificate -- (administer a pontifical office) 
               => oversee, supervise, superintend, manage --
 (watch and direct; "Who is overseeing this project?") 
                   => build --
 (order, supervise, or finance the construction of; "The government is building new schools in this state") 
           => organize, organise --
 (cause to be structured or ordered or operating according to some principle or idea) 
               => arrange, set up, put, order --
 (arrange thoughts, ideas, temporal events, etc.; "arrange my schedule"; "set up one's life"; "I put these mem
ories with those of bygone times") 
                   => synchronize, synchronise, contemporize, contemporise --
 (arrange or represent events so that they co-occur; "synchronize biblical events") 
               => rationalize, rationalise --
 (structure and run according to rational or scientific principles in order to achieve desired results; "We ratio
nalized the factory's production and raised profits") 
               => territorialize, territorialise -- (organize as a territory) 
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               => reorganize, reorganise, shake up --
 (organize anew; "We must reorganize the company if we don't want to go under") 
                   => retool, revise --
 (revise or reorganize, especially for the purpose of updating and improving; "We must retool the town's ec
onomy") 
               => collectivize, collectivise -- (bring under collective control; of farms and industrial enterprises) 
           => work --
 (cause to operate or function; "This pilot works the controls"; "Can you work an electric drill?") 
           => come to grips, get to grips --
 (deal with (a problem or a subject); "I still have not come to grips with the death of my parents") 
           => dispose of -- (deal with or settle; "He disposed of these cases quickly") 
           => take care, mind --
 (be in charge of or deal with; "She takes care of all the necessary arrangements") 
               => tend -- (manage or run; "tend a store") 
                   => stoke -- (stir up or tend; of a fire) 
           => coordinate --
 (bring into common action, movement, or condition; "coordinate the painters, masons, and plumbers"; "co
ordinate his actions with that of his colleagues"; "coordinate our efforts") 
           => juggle -- (deal with simultaneously; "She had to juggle her job and her children") 
           => process --
 (deal with in a routine way; "I'll handle that one"; "process a loan"; "process the applicants") 
           => mismanage, mishandle, misconduct --
 (manage badly or incompetently; "The funds were mismanaged") 
           => direct -- (be in charge of) 
               => hold, throw, have, make, give --
 (organize or be responsible for; "hold a reception"; "have, throw, or make a party"; "give a course") 
               => guide, steer --
 (be a guiding force, as with directions or advice; "The teacher steered the gifted students towards the more 
challenging courses") 
               => head, lead -- (be in charge of; "Who is heading this project?") 
                   => chair, chairman --
 (act or preside as chair, as of an academic department in a university; "She chaired the department for man
y years") 
                   => captain -- (be the captain of a sports team) 
                   => spearhead -- (be the leader of; "She spearheded the effort to find a cure for the disease") 
                   => take hold, take charge, take control -- (assume control) 
                       => move in on -- (seize control of) 
               => operate, run --
 (direct or control; projects, businesses, etc.; "She is running a relief operation in the Sudan") 
                   => financier -- (conduct financial operations, often in an unethical manner) 
                   => work -- (operate in or through; "Work the phones") 
                   => block -- (run on a block system; "block trains") 
                   => warm up --
 (run until the normal working temperature is reached; "We warmed up the car for a few minutes") 
           => conduct, carry on, deal --
 (direct the course of; manage or control; "You cannot conduct business like this") 
               => racketeer -- (carry on illegal business activities involving crime) 
           => touch -- (deal with; usually used with a form of negation; "I wouldn't touch her with a ten-
foot pole"; "The local Mafia won't touch gambling") 
       => internationalize, internationalise --
 (put under international control; "internationalize trade of certain drugs") 
       => hold --
 (take and maintain control over, often by violent means; "The dissatisfied students held the President's offi
ce for almost a week") 
       => hold sway -- (be master; reign or rule) 
       => govern -- (direct or strongly influence the behavior of; "His belief in God governs his conduct") 
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       => regiment -- (subject to rigid discipline, order, and systematization; "regiment one's children") 
       => monopolize, monopolise --
 (have and control fully and exclusively; "He monopolizes the laser printer") 
       => harness, rein in, draw rein, rein -- (control and direct with or as if by reins; "rein a horse") 
       => corner -- (gain control over; "corner the gold market") 
       => preside -- (act as president; "preside over companies and corporations") 
       => dominate, master --
 (have dominance or the power to defeat over; "Her pain completely mastered her"; "The methods can mast
er the problems") 
           => command -- (be in command of; "The general commanded a huge army") 
               => general -- (command as a general; "We are generaled by an incompetent!") 
               => officer -- (direct or command as an officer) 
           => subjugate, subject -- (make subservient; force to submit or subdue) 
               => dragoon -- (subjugate by imposing troops) 
               => enslave -- (make a slave of; bring into servitude) 
       => charm, becharm -- (control by magic spells, as by practicing witchcraft) 
           => hex, bewitch, glamour, witch, enchant, jinx --
 (cast a spell over someone or something; put a hex on someone or something) 
               => voodoo -- (bewitch by or as if by a voodoo) 
               => spell -- (place under a spell) 
       => govern, rule -- (exercise authority over; as of nations; "Who is governing the country now?") 
           => throne -- (sit on the throne as a ruler) 
           => misgovern -- (govern badly) 
           => dictate -- (rule as a dictator) 
               => tyrannize, tyrannise, grind down -- (rule a country as a tyrant) 
           => reign -- (have sovereign power; "Henry VIII reigned for a long time") 
       => call the shots, call the tune, wear the trousers --
 (exercise authority or be in charge; "Who is calling the shots in this house?") 

 



 
THE HIERARCHY OF RELATIONSHIPS  

We all agree that things exist in various relations, or that relations are the glue of the universe. On the 
other hand, relationship constitutes not only a mostly crucial class of things, but also mostly elusive entity 
for understanding and verbal description. As a matter of tradition, there are several senses in which things 
are thought to be related to each other (or to be of something else): as the contained to the containing, as the 
active to the passive, as the measurable to measure, the knowable to knowledge. As far as the number of 
higher-order entities is established as substances or objects, states, changes, actions, or processes, and 
relations, the full list of entity-entity relationships will include all the possible associations and 
connections between the primary kinds of things. Which are the pairs of object-object, object-state, object-
change, and object-relation; of state-object, state-state, state-process, and state-relation, etc. Thus in the 
relationship the most conspicous interrelations appear to be those which are between the entities of similar 
types, as in: 

the relationship of substances (objects, natural and abstract, and artifacts); 
the relationship of states (of properties, quantities, and qualities), or stative relationships; 
the relationship of changes (actions, activities, operations, and processes), or active and dynamic 
relationships; 
the relation of relationships, relative connections or associations. 

For instance, a hierarchy of material substances, from elementary particles to large-scale physical 
aggregates, belongs to the field of substantial relations. Equality and inequality as well as logical relations 
of ideas and mental relations of conscious states fall under types of relations involving states, quantitative 
and qualitative. The relation of cause and effect and temporal relationships come under the sorts of 
relations involving changes, actions, or processes. At last, analogy or proportion, the resemblance of 
relations, together with logical relations will be subsumed under the connections of specific relationships. 

As with substances, states, and changes, all the relative types make up a single top-bottom 
structure of relating entities. So, the class of relations is organized in a single hierarchy of connective kinds 
of finite depth, from the highest level of generality to the bottom level of specificity: 

Entity > Relationship & Connection & Association & Interrelation > Whole-Part Relations > 
Comparison &Opposition > Entity-Entity Relations > Causality > Domain Relations (physical, 
chemical, biological, psychological, social, computational) > Force > Chemical Bond > Fundamental 
Interactions >…> Nonentity 

 
The taxonomy of relative words from general domain-independent terms to domain-specific terms follows 
the order of relationships in the world where the domain specificity is increasing in line with the increasing 
specificity of the entities interrelated, like as substance, object, physical object, artifact, instrumentality, 
device, computer.  

 
Commentary: sketching the meaning of relations in outline 

 
Depending on the nature of correlatives, all relations are to be distributed into few classes 

according to the natures and kinds of the terms and components making up the associations. Some of them 
hold for any kind of entities: the relations of identity (similarity) and diversity (difference) and opposition 
relations of correlatives, contraries, contradictories, possession and privation. Others are determined by the 
nature of the entities related: substances, states, changes, or relations. As for substances, they are terms of 
substantial relations such as the spatial relations between bodies, the association of ideas, the mathematical 
relations of objects, and first-order predicate relations, linguistic relations of substantives, the social 
relationships between the classes and the masses, the relations of affinity or kinship, the business relations 
among legal entities, the ownership relations of human beings to property, the marriage relation. States are 
terms of the stative relations of conditions or states of affairs, the relations of qualities, the magnitude 
relations of quantities, functional relations. Changes are terms of the relation of cause and effect, the 
temporal relationships of simultaneity, contiguity, priority, and posteriority, physical interactions of events, 
relationships of human actions, activities or acts, as well as the higher-order logical relations. At last, the 
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relations themselves are the terms of relational proportions or analogies as a ratio of ratios, resemblance or 
differences of relations, thus making the bulk of all possible relationships.     

There are few fundamental assumptions guiding the inquiry of relationships, underlying principles 
and ways of behavior. The long disputes of the reality of relations, whether relations exist or not, or is it of 
our own creation or made by mother-nature, can be solved by appealing to the very fact that all beings and 
things show some order and mutual relationships. We just need to see that there are real relations between 
real things, like times and spaces, and there are relations created by the human mind, logical relations, like 
a hierarchy of types, and there are mixed relations, partly real, partly formal, like semantic relations. Since 
the reality of relationships comes form relation itself, there comes out the existence axiom: relationship 
exists really by (in or of) itself, over and above the things connected. In human perception and actions, 
there are many instances of relations, like causal links, spatial relations, and temporal relationships, which 
are parts of our everyday experience as much as the properties of matter. By its nature relation is an 
existential entity having full existence, actual in nature and mental in the mind.  

Next self-evident truth is the order axiom, relation is the principle of order which determines 
the ways all things are arranged or associated. The axioms states that each and every relation goes with 
a certain order among entity types and instances. In that each and every entity is a part of the world and a 
relative term at the same time, it is to be postulated that all things in the world are disposed to or placed in a 
certain kind of order, thus making the universe an orderly and well-regulated place (or system) subject to 
few fundamental laws and principles. 

Third, being the principle of order, relation inverts, reversing the order of things in the opposite 
direction; for if one entity has a relation to other, then the other will have the converse relation to the first 
one. Thus, if there is a relation, then we need inquire into its capacity to be inverted, reversed, or converted; 
for in the relations of things the sequence of their ordering, if not the sequence of their being, can always be 
reversed. This assumption implies that a relation in its full entirety and completeness is an interrelation, 
interrelationship, or interrelatedness, a reciprocal relation, relation of mutual dependence between entities. 
Conversion, inversion, reciprocity, or reversibility is an intrinsic property of relation of any level, specific 
or general. Thus, we come to the complementarity principle stated as the order reversal axiom: every 
relationship has its inverse counterpart (opposite or complement). Or, complementarity, convertibility, 
reversibility, and inversion is an essential property of any relationships, external, which are unaffected by 
the sides they connect, and internal, which are affected by the terms they relate. From the reversal law it 
follows that no inversion, no relation and vice versa. The axiom simply postulates that a relation must by 
two-directional, where both directions should be determined and defined, and that a full relation is 
combined of the given connection along with its reciprocal relation.  

Additionally to the power of ordering things, there are few other essential attributes of 
relationships considered apart of the terms and components. First of all, it is a feature of relation to 
compare things of any nature and kind as to be the same or different, knowledge of which is embodied in 
all our reasoning about sameness and difference. Both sameness and difference will differ with regard to 
the kind of entities. Besides, things can be the same or different in number, species, and class, i.e., 
numerically, specifically, and generically. In the case of numerical sameness, we speak of absolute identity 
or selfsameness, the reflexive relation of one and the same entity to itself, while other forms of sameness 
belong to resemblance, likeness, or similarity, called relative identity. By analogy, in the event of 
numerical difference, we speak either of absolute diversity or relative difference. Altogether, in four 
respects, either with regard to substance and matter, state, the mode of changing, or the sorts of connection, 
among entities can be established the following sorts of comparison relations: 

o generic sameness, similarity, or similitude; 
o generic diversity, otherness, and heterogeneity;  
o specific sameness and diversity;  
o particular identity and diversity; 

For example, we speak of individuals as distinct existences that they are different (many) in number and yet 
also the same (one) in substance, quality, or change, which is their generic kind or nature. Or, we can talk 
of the specific difference between two beings with reference to their intelligence, at the same time 
possessing the generic sameness with respect to animality; things may be similar or different as the diverse 
kinds of the same class. In the order of knowledge, we can consider representation as sameness or likeness 
between the agent knowing and the thing known. The similar reasoning applies to the sameness and 
diversity in the significance of terms, symbols, and words, always accompanied by the generic difference 
between the representatives (signs) and representees (things). Thus we come to the comparison axiom: 
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everything is comparable as identical, like or unlike. Namely, anything can be related to anything on the 
ground of anything: objects, properties (quantities, qualities, attributes), actions (changes, functions, 
operations, processes), and relations. Briefly, this general feature of relation to compare things can be 
formulated as the following equation of comparison relation founded on similarities and differences:  

Difference (Similarity) = Sameness (Diversity) + Diversity (Sameness) 
On a par with comparison (and opposition), there is other general sort of relations applying to all 

sorts of things, the part-whole relation, as that which is contained to that which contains, and vice versa, 
the whole-part relation, a relation of a whole to its parts and elements. It should be noted that the part-
whole synthetic relation together with its complement, the whole-part analytic relation as that which 
contains to that which is contained belong to the highest relation classes, hyperrelations, always coming 
up as we divide entity classes or instances. As far as Entity or Thing or Reality or Being is the class of all 
classes, of which all things are members, we can hold that substance is an essential fragment of reality, 
state is a substantial piece of being, change is a crucial part of entity, and relation is a determinative part of 
reality. But each of the four types is also an aggregate of its elements (parts) formed into a whole entity, 
whole thing, or unity. Each of the topmost classes of thing, substances, states, changes, and relations, in 
turn consists of parts, either as a subdivision of its highest division, the class as a whole, or as one example 
of a class of thing. The former is usually defined as a specialization, subsumption, subordinate, or class 
inclusion relation, while the latter as an instantiation, or class membership relation; the inverse of both is a 
generalization, superordinate relation.  
 So to name relations, we should not refer to a couple of words naming things which have a certain 
relation to each other. Instead, the names of relations indicate being-in-relation or relation-of-being. This 
suggests that the collection of the relational nouns consists of some non-derivative names, as 'hierarchy' or 
'analogy', and mostly derivatives from relative adjectives and verbs by adding the noun suffixes: 
-ANCE, -ANCY, -ENCE, -ENCY, -TUDE, -SHIP, -ITY, - ING, - AGE, -ERY, - MENT, -CION, -ION, - 
SION, -TION, -XION.  

As an illustration of relative names may serve a collection of general names of relations: 'affinity', 
'analogy', 'arrangement', 'association', 'bondage', 'causation', 'classification', 'comparison', 'contiguity', 
'connection', 'contrast', 'correlation', 'correspondence', 'dependence', 'equality', 'identity', 'interaction', 
'hierarchy', 'link', 'mutuality', 'opposition', 'position', 'possession', 'parallel', 'ratio', 'reciprocity', 'reference', 
'resemblance', 'similarity', 'situation', 'structure', 'system', 'tie'; 'truth', 'knowledge', 'attitude', 'parentage', 
'friendship', 'kinship', etc. These general names express classes or categories of relation under which fall 
more specific words naming the variety of species, the subordinates of relations. For instance, relative 
identity and diversity involve for their description such relational names as 'same' and 'other', 'likeness' and 
'unlikeness', 'sameness' or 'difference', 'equality and 'inequality', 'similarity' and 'dissimilarity'; all implying 
that something is the same or different only when being related to something else.  
 

 



THE STANDARD DEFINITIONS OF RELATIVE WORDS 
 
The Fromula of Meaning for Relational Words: 

A relation term (of relationships) ⇔ the generic term (of connections) + the 
characteristic expressions (of substance, states, actions) 

 
The standard form of definition for relative names:  
A relation name (a type of relation) ⇔ a generic name (a higher class of the relation) 

+ the expressions of objects, states, or actions (a convertible property) 
Illustrations of the meaningful formula are as follows: 

‘relation is an association between things’ 
       ‘social relation is a relation between living organisms’   
       ‘causality is the relation between causes and effects’ 
       ’human relationship is a relation between people’ 

‘function is a relation such that one thing is dependent on another’ 
       ‘association is a relation resulting from interaction or dependence’ 
       ‘logical relation is a relation between propositions’ 
       ‘mathematical relation is a relation between mathematical expressions’ 
       ‘connection is a relation between things’  
      ‘linguistic relation is a relation between linguistic forms’ 
      ‘affinity is a connection marked by community of interests or similarity in nature or character’ 
       ‘kinship is a connection by blood or marriage or adoption’ 
       ‘quantitative relation is a relation between magnitudes’ 
       ‘control is a relation of constraint of one entity by another’ 
       ‘business relation is a relation between different business enterprises’ 
       ‘reciprocality is a relation of mutual dependence or action or influence’ 
       ‘interrelation is  reciprocal relation or relatedness’ 
       ‘temporal relation is a relation involving time’ 
       ‘comparison is a relation based on similarities and differences’ 
       ‘opposition is the relation between opposed entities’ 
       ‘change is a relational difference between states’ 

‘ownership is the relation of an owner to the thing possessed’ 
 
The kinds of generic relative names are as many as the kinds of relationships: 

Substantial relations among substances (e.g., composition, spatial relations, social and human 
relationships); 
Stative relations between all sorts and modes of states (qualitative, quantitative relations of 
numbers and magnitudes); 
Relationships of changes (causality, temporal relations); 
Relations of relations (proportions, analogies, ratios);  
Part-whole relations (species-genus, individual-class, component-object, stuff-substance, 
portion-mass, part (phase, period, stage, degree, level, point)/process (continuum, series, sequence, 
extent, succession, development, cycle, course), and part (spot, place, location)/space (area, 
region, expanse));  
Comparison relations (identity, resemblance, diversity, and difference) 
Opposition relations (contraries, contradictories) 
Representational (sign) relation (knowledge, significance, denotation, designation, intension, 
comprehension, sense, extension, reference, and representation); this is also subdivided into ideal 
relationships (associations of ideas, all the mental relations of ideas and images); semantic 
relations of meaning between signs, constructs and things; linguistic relations between language 
forms; mathematical relations between formal expressions; logical connections between 
propositions; and functional dependencies between variables. 

 



The common rule of verbal definitions for relational verbs: 
Verbs (of associations) ⇔ the universal terms (to have, to be) + the characteristic 

expressions (of substances, states, or changes) 
‘to relate is to have a relation to some entity’ 
‘to relate is to be in a relationship with other entity’ 
‘to differ from is to be different from something’ 
‘to resemble is to be like’ 
‘to stand for is to be a substitute for’ 
‘to matter is to be of importance’ 
‘to represent (typify, symbolize) is to be a symbol’  
 
The alternative standard verbal formulation implies the generic verb of associations 
distinguished by the terms or components making up the relationships:  

Verbs (of associations) ⇔ the generic term (the general class of the relationship) + 
the expressions (of substances, states, or changes) 

‘to interrelate is to relate to each other’ 
‘to link is to connect something with something else’ 
‘to associate is to make a connection’ 
‘to apply to is to have reference to something’ 
‘to concern is to have to do with’ 
‘to concern is to be of importance to’  
 
A set of relative verbs covering the whole domain of relationships (among different entity levels of signs, 
thoughts, and things) includes: 
the verbal names of relationships in general (‘be in a relationship with’, ‘have a relationship to’, ‘relate’, 
‘interrelate’, ‘connect’, ‘associate, ‘tie in’,  ‘link’, ‘refer’, ‘concern’, ‘bear on’) 
the part-whole relation verbs ('divide', 'compose', 'categorize', 'classify'); 
the comparison predicates ('compare', 'identify', 'resemble', 'differ'); 
the verbs of opposition ('oppose', 'contrast', 'contradict'); 
the verbs indicating causality ('do', 'make', 'determine', 'initiate, 'effect’, 'induce', 'stimulate'); 
the verbs of spatial relations ('displace', 'transfer', 'place', 'position', 'locate', 'site', 'direct'); 
the verbs of temporal relations ('time', 'endure', 'elapse', 'pass', 'expire', 'precede', 'follow'); 
the verbs of mental associations and logical connections ('think', 'cogitate', 'cerebrate', 'imply', 'entail', 
'infer', 'deduce', 'follow', 'reason', 'prove'); 
the verbs of meaning relationships ('apply', 'denote', 'connote', 'refer to', 'designate', 'signify', 'represent', 
'stand by', 'symbolize', 'mean', 'express', ' communicate', 'indicate', 'depict', 'record'); 
the verbs of social relationships and interactions ('interact', 'communicate', 'control', 'meet', 'transact', 'trade', 
'deal', 'compete', 'contact')  
 

 



RELATION, the class of relationships, associations, 
and connections  
 

Relation, a kind of entity by which all things connected and ordered 
Concepts and principles: being, reality, substance, thing, entity, state, 
change, cause, process, order, correlative, class, individual, quality, 
quantity, action, matter, space, time, truth, analogy, connection, relative, 
relativity, reciprocity, community, interaction; law, causality, reversibility, 
convertibility  
Relationships(order): part-whole (subclass-class), comparison (identity, 
resemblance, difference), opposition, causality (change, cause and effect), 
quantitative (equality and inequality), temporal (priority, posteriority, and 
simultaneity), spatial (position, place, order), qualitative (similarity and 
dissimilarity), relational (analogy and proportion), hierarchy (species and 
genus, subsumption), physical (effects and processes), chemical (bonds 
and reactions), biological, social (political, economical, psychological, and 
moral); actual and logical; internal and external 
Properties: number of terms, symmetry, transitivity, reflexivity 
Substance: the hierarchy of beings, the order of nature, the structure of 
the world 
State: quantity and quality, relationships 
Change: events and processes, causality, physical, mental and social 
causation 
Types: numbers, the equal, the same and the like; acting on and be acted 
upon, cause and effect; the measurable and the measure, the knowable 
and knowledge, the perceptible and perception, e.g. superiority, habit, 
attitude, knowledge, greater, less 
Time, a number of change; a continuous quantity both measuring and 
measured by change or motion 
Meanings: duration, succession, sequence, date, period, interval; change, 
motion, movement, event, act, process; number; measure; quantum, 
whole, parts, continuity, divisibility, past (before), present (now), future 
(after); e.g., age, era, epoch, year, month, day, hour, minite, second; to be 
in time, contained by time; lately, long ago, now, at some time, presently, 
just or suddenly 
Place, the innermost motionless boundary of what contains 
Meanings: limit, boundary, surface, form or shape; matter, form, 
extension; quantity, continuity, locality, location, part, position, extension, 
distance, area, e.g. up/down, right/left, front/behind, together/apart, in 
contact, between, in succession, contiguous, continuous; Void: a place 
without body 
Priority, Posteriority, and Simultaneity, those things the being of each 
of which is before or after of the other's being or now are prior, posterior or 
simultaneous. 
Meanings: in being, in order, by nature, in movement, in cause, in 
substance, in time, in power or potency, in place, in attribute, in definition, 
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in thought, e.g., genera are prior to species, universals are posterior to 
individuals. Simultaneity or Coexistence: in being, in cause, in nature, in 
species, in genus, in time, in knowledge, in thought 
Opposites: that which opposed as contraries, contradictories, 
correlatives, and privatives and positives, which either belong to the same 
genus or to contrary genera or are the genera, classes, or kinds 
themselves 
Senses: correlation and correlatives, contrariety and contraries, privation, 
privatives and positives, negation, affirmatives and negatives, or 
contradictories; in being, in nature, in mind, in logic, in life, in society, in 
history  
Types: being and non-being, universal and particular, identity and 
difference, necessity and contingence, fate and chance, same and other, 
one and many, matter and form, cause and effect, eternity and time, 
motion and rest, good and evil, virtue and vice, justice and injustice, truth 
and falsity, white and black, society and individual, man and brute, nature 
and art, freedom and slavery, knowledge and opinion, poetry and science, 
physics and metaphysics, logic and ontology, wealth and poverty, capital 
and labor, love and hate, desire and duty, life and death, war and peace, 
reason and passion, disease and health, pleasure and pain 
 

ENTITY-ENTITY RELATIONSHIPS:  
THE MAJOR CLASSES, KINDS, AND TYPES OF RELATIONSHIPS 

 
OBJECTS : 
OBJECTS 

OBJECTS : 
STATES 

OBJECTS : 
CHANGES 

OBJECTS : 
RELATIONS 

STATES : 
OBJECTS 

STATES : 
STATES 

STATES : 
CHANGES 

STATES : 
RELATIONS 

CHANGES : 
OBJECTS 

CHANGES : 
STATES 

CHANGES : 
CHANGES 

CHANGES : 
RELATIONS 

RELATIONS:  
OBJECTS 

RELATIONS: 
STATES 

RELATIONS: 
CHANGES 

RELATIONS: 
RELATIONS 
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Roget’s Thesaurus on Relations 

Relation  
 

Relation. -- N. relation, bearing, reference, connection, concern,. cognation; correlation &c. 12; analogy; 
similarity &c. 17; affinity, homology, alliance, homogeneity, association; approximation &c. (nearness) 
197; filiation &c. (consanguinity) 11 [obs3]; interest; relevancy &c. 23; dependency, relationship, relative 
position.  

comparison &c. 464; ratio, proportion. link, tie, bond of union.  

V. be related &c. adj.; have a relation &c. n.; relate to, refer to; bear upon, regard, concern, touch, affect, 
have to do with; pertain to, belong to, appertain to; answer to; interest.  

bring into relation with, bring to bear upon; connect, associate, draw a parallel; link &c. 43.  

Adj. relative; correlative &c. 12; cognate; relating to &c. v.; relative to, in relation with, referable or 
referrible to[obs3]; belonging to &c. v.; appurtenant to, in common with.  

related, connected; implicated, associated, affiliated, allied to; en rapport, in touch with.  

approximative[obs3], approximating; proportional, proportionate, proportionable; allusive, comparable.  

in the same category &c. 75; like &c. 17; relevant &c. (apt) 23; applicable, equiparant[obs3].  

Adv. relatively &c. adj.; pertinently &c. 23.  

thereof; as to, as for, as respects, as regards; about; concerning &c. v.; anent; relating to, as relates to; with 
relation, with reference to, with respect to,with regard to; in respect of; while speaking of, a propos of[Fr]; 
in connection with; by the way, by the by; whereas; for as much as, in as much as; in point of, as far as; on 
the part of, on the score of; quoad hoc[Lat]; pro re nata[Lat]; under the head of &c. (class) 75 of; in the 
matter of, in re.  

Irrelation  
 

Irrelation. [Want, or absence of relation.] -- N. irrelation[obs3], dissociation; misrelation[obs3]; 
inapplicability; inconnection[obs3]; multifariousness; disconnection &c. (disjunction) 44; inconsequence, 
independence; incommensurability; irreconcilableness &c. (disagreement) 24; heterogeneity; unconformity 
&c. 83; irrelevancy, impertinence, nihil ad rem[Lat]; intrusion &c. 24; non-pertinence.  

V. have no relation to &c. 9; have no bearing upon, have no concern with &c. 9 , have no business with; 
not concern &c. 9; have no business there, have nothing to do with, intrude &c. 24.  

bring in head and shoulders, drag in head and shoulders, lug in head and shoulders.  

Adj. irrelative[obs3], irrespective, unrelated; arbitrary; independent, unallied; unconnected, disconnected; 
adrift, isolated, insular; extraneous, strange, alien, foreign, outlandish, exotic.  

http://poets.notredame.ac.jp/Roget/12.html
http://poets.notredame.ac.jp/Roget/17.html
http://poets.notredame.ac.jp/Roget/197.html
http://poets.notredame.ac.jp/Roget/11.html
http://poets.notredame.ac.jp/Roget/23.html
http://poets.notredame.ac.jp/Roget/464.html
http://poets.notredame.ac.jp/Roget/43.html
http://poets.notredame.ac.jp/Roget/12.html
http://poets.notredame.ac.jp/Roget/75.html
http://poets.notredame.ac.jp/Roget/17.html
http://poets.notredame.ac.jp/Roget/23.html
http://poets.notredame.ac.jp/Roget/23.html
http://poets.notredame.ac.jp/Roget/75.html
http://poets.notredame.ac.jp/Roget/44.html
http://poets.notredame.ac.jp/Roget/24.html
http://poets.notredame.ac.jp/Roget/83.html
http://poets.notredame.ac.jp/Roget/24.html
http://poets.notredame.ac.jp/Roget/9.html
http://poets.notredame.ac.jp/Roget/9.html
http://poets.notredame.ac.jp/Roget/9.html
http://poets.notredame.ac.jp/Roget/24.html
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not comparable, incommensurable, heterogeneous; unconformable &c. 83. irrelevant, inapplicable; not 
pertinent, not to the, purpose; impertinent, inapposite, beside the mark, a propos de bottes[Fr]; aside from 
the purpose,, away from the purpose,, foreign to the purpose, beside the purpose, beside the question, 
beside the transaction, beside the point; misplaced &c. (intrusive) 24; traveling out of the record.  

remote, far-fetched, out of the way, forced, neither here nor there, quite another thing; detached, segregate; 
disquiparant[obs3].  

multifarious; discordant &c. 24.  

incidental, parenthetical, obiter dicta, episodic.  

Adv. parenthetically &c. adj.; by the way, by the by; en passant[Fr], incidentally; irrespectively &c. adj.; 
without reference to, without regard to; in the abstract &c. 87; a se.  

Similarity. -- N. similarity, resemblance, likeness, similitude, semblance; affinity, approximation, 
parallelism; agreement &c. 23; analogy, analogicalness[obs3]; correspondence, homoiousia[obs3], parity.  

connaturalness[obs3], connaturality[obs3]; brotherhood, family likeness.  

alliteration, rhyme, pun.  

repetition &c. 104; sameness &c. (identity) 13; uniformity &c. 16; isogamy[obs3].  

analogue; the like; match, pendant, fellow companion, pair, mate, twin, double, counterpart, brother, sister; 
one's second self, alter ego, chip of the old block, par nobile fratrum[Lat], Arcades ambo[obs3], birds of a 
feather, et hoc genus omne[Lat]; gens de meme famille[Fr].  

parallel; simile; type &c. (metaphor) 521; image &c. (representation) 554; photograph; close resemblance, 
striking resemblance, speaking resemblance, faithful likeness, faithful resemblance.  

V. be similar &c. adj.; look like, resemble, bear resemblance; smack of, savor of,; approximate; parallel, 
match, rhyme with; take after; imitate &c. 19; favor, span [U. S.].  

render similar &c. adj.; assimilate, approximate, bring near; connaturalize[obs3], make alike; rhyme, pun.  

Adj. similar; resembling &c. v.; like, alike; twin.  

analogous, analogical; parallel, of a piece[Fr]; such as, so; homoiousian[obs3].  

connatural[obs3], congener, allied to; akin to &c. (consanguineous) 1 1.  

approximate, much the same, near, close, something like, sort of, in the ballpark, such like; a show of; 
mock, pseudo, simulating, representing.  

exact &c. (true) 494; lifelike, faithful; true to nature, true to life, the very image, the very picture of; for all 
the world like, comme deux gouttes d'eau[Fr]; as like as two peas in a pod, as like as it can stare; instar 
omnium[Lat], cast in the same mold, ridiculously like.  

Adv. as if, so to speak; as it were, as if it were; quasi, just as, veluti in speculum[Lat].  

http://poets.notredame.ac.jp/Roget/83.html
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Phr. et sic de similibus[Lat]; tel maitre tel valet[Fr]; tel pere tel fils[Fr]; like master, like servant; like father, 
like son; the fruit doesn't fall far from the tree; a chip off the old block  

#464. Comparison. -- N. comparison, collation, contrast; identification; comparative estimate, relative 
estimate, relativity.  

simile, similitude, analogy (similarity) 17; allegory &c. (metaphor) 521.  

matching, pattern-matching.  

[quantitative comparison] ratio, proportion (number) 84.  

[results of comparison] discrimination 465; indiscrimination 465 a[obs3]; identification 465 b.  

V. compare to, compare with; collate, confront; place side by side, juxtapose &c. (near) 197; set against 
one another, pit against one another; contrast, balance.  

identify, draw a parallel, parallel.  

compare notes; institute a comparison; parva componere magnis[Lat]..  

Adj. comparative; metaphorical &c. 521.  

compared with &c. v.; comparable; judged by comparison.  

Adv. relatively &c. (relation) 9; as compared with &c. v.  

Correlation  
 

[Double or reciprocal relation.] Correlation. -- N. reciprocalness &c. adj[obs3].; reciprocity, reciprocation; 
mutuality, correlation, interdependence, interrelation, connection, link, association; interchange &c. 148; 
exchange, barter.  

reciprocator, reprocitist.  

V. reciprocate, alternate; interchange &c. 148; exchange; counterchange[obs3].  

Adj. reciprocal, mutual, commutual[obs3], correlative, reciprocative, interrelated, closely related; alternate; 
interchangeable; interdependent; international; complemental, complementary.  

Adv. mutually, mutatis mutandis[Lat]; vice versa; each other, one another; by turns &c. 148; reciprocally 
&c. adj.  

Difference  
 

Difference. -- N. difference; variance, variation, variety; diversity, dissimilarity &c. 18; disagreement &c. 
24; disparity &c. (inequality) 28; distinction, contradistinction; alteration. modification, permutation, 
moods and tenses.  

http://poets.notredame.ac.jp/Roget/17.html
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http://poets.notredame.ac.jp/Roget/84.html
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nice distinction, fine distinction, delicate distinction, subtle distinction; shade of difference, nuance; 
discrimination &c. 465; differentia.  

different thing, something else, apple off another tree, another pair of shoes; horse of a different color; this 
that or the other.  

V. be different &c. adj.; differ, vary, ablude|, mismatch, contrast; divaricate; differ toto coelo[Lat], differ 
longo intervallo[It].  

vary, modify &c. (change) 140.  

discriminate &c. 465.  

Adj. differing &c. v.; different, diverse, heterogeneous, multifarious, polyglot; distinguishable, dissimilar; 
varied, modified; diversified, various, divers, all manner of, all kinds of; variform &c. 81 [obs3]; 
daedal[obs3].  

other, another, not the same; unequal &c. 28. unmatched; widely apart, poles apart, distinctive, 
characteristic,; discriminative; distinguishing.  

incommensurable, incommensurate. Adv. differently &c. adj. Phr. il y a fagots et fagots.  

 

Identity  
 

Identity. -- N. identity, sameness; coincidence, coalescence; convertibility; equality &c. 27; selfness[obs3], 
self, oneself; identification.  

monotony, tautology &c. (repetition) 104.  

facsimile &c. (copy) 21; homoousia: alter ego &c. (similar) 17 [obs3]; ipsissima verba &c. (exactness) 494 
[Lat]; same; self, very, one and the same; very thing, actual thing; real McCoy; no other; one and only; in 
the flesh.  

V. be identical &c. adj.; coincide, coalesce, merge.  

treat as the same, render the same, identical; identify; recognize the identity of,.  

Adj. identical; self, ilk; the same &c. n. selfsame, one and the same, homoousian[obs3].  

coincide, coalescent, coalescing; indistinguishable; one; equivalent &c. (equal) 27; tweedle dee and tweedle 
dum[Lat]; much the same, of a muchness[obs3]; unaltered.. Adv. identically &c. adj.; on all fours.  

Contrariety  
 

[Noncoincidence.] Contrariety. N. contrariety, contrast, foil, antithesis, oppositeness; contradiction; 
antagonism &c. (opposition) 708; clashing, repugnance.  

http://poets.notredame.ac.jp/Roget/465.html
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inversion &c. 218; the opposite, the reverse, the inverse, the converse, the antipodes, the antithesis, the 
other extreme. V. be contrary &c. adj.; contrast with, oppose; diller toto coelo[Lat].  

invert, reverse, turn the tables; turn topsy-turvy, turn end for end, turn upside down, turn inside out.  

contradict, contravene; antagonize &c. 708.  

Adj. contrary, contrarious[obs3], contrariant[obs3]; opposite, counter, dead against; converse, reverse; 
opposed, antithetical, contrasted, antipodean, antagonistic, opposing; conflicting, inconsistent, 
contradictory, at cross purposes; negative; hostile &c. 703. differing toto coelo[Lat]; diametrically opposite; 
diametrically opposed; as opposite as black and white, as opposite as light and darkness, as opposite as fire 
and water, as opposite as the poles; as different as night and day; " Hyperion to a satyr"[ Hamlet]; quite the 
contrary, quite the reverse;no such thing, just the other way, tout au contraire[Fr]. Adv. contrarily &c. adj.; 
contra, contrariwise, per contra, on the contrary, nay rather; vice versa; on the other hand &c. (in 
compensation) 30.  

Junction. -- N. junction; joining &c. v.; joinder[Law], union connection, conjunction, conjugation; 
annexion[obs3], annexation, annexment[obs3]; astriction[obs3], attachment, compagination[obs3], 
vincture[obs3], ligation, alligation[obs3]; accouplement[obs3]; marriage &c. (wedlock,) 903; 
infibulation[obs3], inosculation[obs3], symphysis[Anat], anastomosis, confluence, communication, 
concatenation; meeting, reunion; assemblage &c. 72.  

coition, copulation;sex, sexual congress,sexual conjunction, sexual intercourse, love-making.  

joint, joining, juncture, pivot, hinge, articulation, commissure[obs3], seam, gore, gusset, suture, stitch; link 
&c. 45; miter mortise.  

closeness, tightness, &c. adj.; coherence &c. 46; combination &c. 48.  

annexationist.  

V. join, unite; conjoin, connect; associate; put together, lay together, clap together, hang together, lump 
together, hold together, piece together[Fr], tack together, fix together, bind up together together; embody, 
reembody[obs3]; roll into one.  

attach, fix, affix, saddle on, fasten, bind, secure, clinch, twist, make fast &c. adj.; tie, pinion, string, strap, 
sew, lace, tat, stitch, tack, knit, button, buckle, hitch, lash, truss, bandage, braid, splice, swathe, gird, tether, 
moor, picket, harness, chain; fetter &c. (restrain) 751; lock, latch, belay, brace, hook, grapple, leash, 
couple, accouple[obs3], link, yoke, bracket; marry &c. (wed) 903; bridge over, span.  

braze; pin, nail, bolt, hasp, clasp, clamp, crimp, screw, rivet; impact, solder, set; weld together, fuse 
together; wedge, rabbet, mortise, miter, jam, dovetail, enchase[obs3]; graft, ingraft[obs3], inosculate[obs3]; 
entwine, intwine[obs3]; interlink, interlace, intertwine, intertwist[obs3], interweave; entangle; twine round, 
belay; tighten; trice up, screw up.  

be joined &c.; hang together, hold together; cohere &c. 46.  

Adj. joined &c. v.; joint; conjoint, conjunct; corporate, compact; hand in hand.  

Attribution  
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#155. Attribution. [Assignment of cause.] -- N. attribution, theory, etiology, ascription, reference to, 
rationale; accounting for &c. v,; palaetiology1, imputation, derivation from.  

filiation[obs3], affiliation; pedigree &c. (paternity) 166.  

explanation &c. (interpretation) 522; reason why &c. (cause) 153.  

V. attribute to, ascribe to, impute to, refer to, lay to, point to, trace to, bring home to; put down to, set down 
to, blame; charge on, ground on; invest with, assign as cause, lay at, the door of, father upon; account for, 
derive from, point out the reason &c. 153; theorize; tell how it comes; put the saddle on the right horse.  

Adj. attributed &c. v.; attributable &c. v.; referable to, referrible to[obs3], due to, derivable from; owing to 
&c. (effect) 154; putative; ecbatic[obs3].  

Adv. hence, thence, therefore, for, since, on account of, because, owing to; on that account; from this cause, 
from that cause; thanks to, forasmuch as; whence, propter hoc[Lat].  

why? wherefore? whence? how comes it, how is it, how happens it? how does it happen?  

in some way, in some such way; somehow, somehow or other.  

 

http://poets.notredame.ac.jp/Roget/166.html
http://poets.notredame.ac.jp/Roget/522.html
http://poets.notredame.ac.jp/Roget/153.html
http://poets.notredame.ac.jp/Roget/153.html
http://poets.notredame.ac.jp/Roget/154.html


WordNet 2.0: abstraction (relation, time, space), state (relationship, 
relationship); 
WordNet 2.1: entity {abstract entity (relation; communication; attribute 
(time, space, or infinite, temporal property)}; 
 
Remarks  

Comparatively extensive and very instructive, the classification below suffers from several 
principal errors: the wrong definition, relation is not an abstraction but a real entity connecting two or more 
things. Besides, it asks for new reclassification where the spatial relation, the human-human relations 
(social, business, personal, familial, affinity relationship), with human-property relations go under 
substantial relationships. The interrelation, connection, and association should not be marked as separate 
but rather used as synonyms of relation, instead; for, typically, relation is defined as an association or 
connection among things. The part, portion and foundation are not relations, but rather the terms or 
correlatives. Again, the taxonomy is missing some significant relation types which are not distinctly 
identified, namely the relations occurring in nature (physical interactions, chemical reactions, and 
biological relationships), in mind (mental, psychological relations), in society, and in history. The scheme 
also misrepresents the nature and role of causality and causes, closely interpreted as a particular sort of 
individual events, although the types of causal relations expressed by causative verbs are well specified. 
The temporal relation should include the range of temporal properties (temporal order, duration, and rate). 
The mathematical relations are missing the set-theoretical relationships. Reciprocity is the inherent property 
of any relations. The magnitude relation together with the quality associations will fall under the stative 
relations. Last but not least, the semantic (meaning) relations of signs, constructs and extra-linguistic 
things, like as significance, denotation, designation, intension, comprehension, sense, extension, reference, 
and representation, confused with the general relations: the whole to part and the part to whole and the 
hierarchy relations, subordination and super-ordination. 
 

 
=> social relation (communication (message, infection or contagion, message or content, linguistic, written, 
visual, auditory, paralinguistic or psychic communication, show, signal, sign, indication, style, 
vocalization, voice, document); relations or dealings or transactions; professional relation; politics; status, 
position)  
=> position, spatial relation (inclination; slope; placement; point of view; coincidence; centrality; 
marginality; anteriority; posteriority; outwardness; inwardness; malposition; northerness; southerness; 
horizontality; verticality; way; direction; angular position)  
=> ownership (community; severality; property right; proprietorship; employee ownership; landholding; 
stockholding)    
=> causality  
=> relationship, human relationship (personal relation: bonding, obligation) 
=> function  
=> association (colligation: generalization, induction) 
=> logical relation (contradictory; contrary; transitivity; reflexivity; modality or mode; implication or 
conditional relation) 
=> mathematical relation (function: inverse, Kronecker delta, metric, transformation, mapping, map, or 
correspondence, operator, trigonometric, threshold, exponential; parity; transitivity; reflexivity) 
=> foundation (footing, basis, or ground; grass roots)  
=> connection, connexion, connectedness (series; alliance or bond; linkage, communication; concatenation; 
bridge; involvement, inclusion or containment; relevance (materiality, cogency, point, with reference, 
regard, respect, or relation to, applicability or pertinency); relatedness (bearing))  
=> unconnectedness (irrelevancy, unrelatedness)  
=> linguistic relation (grammatical relation, agreement, transitivity, intransitivity, coreference, conjunction, 
complementation, coordination, subordination, modification, mood, anaphoric relation, voice, inflection, 
aspect; semantic relation, subordination or hyponymy, superordination or hypernymy, synonymy, 
antonymy, whole to part relation or holonymy, part to whole relation or meronymy, troponymy)   

http://www.cogsci.princeton.edu/cgi-bin/webwn
http://www.cogsci.princeton.edu/cgi-bin/webwn
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=> part, portion, component part, component (linguistic or language unit; item or point; basis or base; 
detail, particular, or item; unit; member; substance; remainder, balance, residual, residuum, or rest; subpart) 
=> affinity, kinship (rapport; sympathy) 
=> kinship, family relationship, relationship (affinity or phylogenetic relation; descent, line, lineage, or 
filiation; affinity or kinship by marriage; consanguinity or blood kinship; parentage or birth; fatherhood or 
paternity; motherhood or maternity; brotherhood; sisterhood; marital relationship) ,   
=> magnitude relation, quantitative relation (scale; ratio (profit margin, abundance, efficiency, frequency, 
productivity, quotient; rate (acceleration, fertility, mortality, flow rate, flux, frequency, growth rate, speed)   
=> control   
=> business relation (competition; clientage)    
=> reciprocality, reciprocity (complementarity; correlation; mutuality or interdependence (commensalism, 
parasitism, symbiosis, sharing); mutualness; reciprocal)     
=> interrelation, interrelationship, interrelatedness    
=> temporal relation (antecedent, chronology, synchronism, asynchronism)   
=> comparison (imaginative comparison: simile, metaphor, allegory)  
=> opposition, oppositeness (antipode, antithesis, conflict, contrast, mutual opposition or polarity, 
ungradable opposition, conradictoriness, contradiction, contrary, contrariety, tertium quid, reverse, inverse, 
antagonism) 
=> change (difference, gradient)   
 

 
ENTITY-ENTITY RELATIONSHIPS: 

CONNECTION, RELATION, ASSOCIATION, INTERRELATION 
 

=> connection, connexion, connectedness (series, bond, linkage, communication, concatenation, bridge, 
involvement, inclusion or containment, relevance (materiality, cogency, point, reference, regard, respect, 
relation to, applicability), relatedness (bearing))  
Connection, connexion, connectedness --
 (a relation between things or events (as in the case of one causing the other or sharing features with it);  
"there was a connection between eating that pickle and having that nightmare") 
       => series --
 ((electronics) connection of components in such a manner that current flows first through one and then  
through the other; "the voltage divider consisted of a series of fixed resistors") 
       => alliance, bond --
 (a connection based on kinship or marriage or common interest; "the shifting alliances within a large  
family"; "their friendship constitutes a powerful bond between them") 
       => linkage -- (an associative relation) 
       => communication --
 (a connection allowing access between persons or places; "how many lines of communication can there be 
among four people?"; "a secret passageway provided communication between the two rooms") 
       => concatenation --
 (the linking together of a consecutive series of symbols or events or ideas etc; "it was caused by an improb
able concatenation of circumstances") 
       => bridge --
 (something resembling a bridge in form or function; "his letters provided a bridge across the centuries") 
       => involvement --
 (a connection of inclusion or containment; "he escaped involvement in the accident"; "there was additional
 involvement of the liver and spleen") 
       => relevance, relevancy -- (the relation of something to the matter at hand) 
       => relatedness -- (a particular manner of connectedness; "the relatedness of all living things") 
=> reciprocality, reciprocity (complementarity, correlation, mutuality or interdependence (commensalism, 
parasitism, symbiosis, sharing), mutualness, reciprocal)     
reciprocality, reciprocity -- (a relation of mutual dependence or action or influence) 
       => complementarity --
 (the interrelation of reciprocity whereby one thing supplements or depends on the other; "the complementa
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rity of the sexes") 
       => correlation, correlativity -- (a reciprocal relation between two or more things) 
       => mutuality, interdependence, interdependency --
 (a reciprocal relation between interdependent entities (objects or individuals or groups)) 
           => commensalism --
 (the relation between two different kinds of organisms when one receives benefits from the other without  
damaging it) 
           => parasitism --
 (the relation between two different kinds of organisms in which one receives benefits from the other by  
causing damage to it (usually not fatal damage)) 
           => symbiosis, mutualism --
 (the relation between two different species of organisms that are interdependent; each gains benefits from  
the other) 
               => trophobiosis --
 (a symbiotic relation is which one organism protects the other in return for some kind of food product) 
           => sharing -- (having in common; "the sharing of electrons creates molecules") 
           => sharing -- (using or enjoying something jointly with others) 
               => time sharing --
 ((computer science) the use of a central computer by many users simultaneously) 
       => mutuality, mutualness --
 (a reciprocality of sentiments; "the mutuality of their affection was obvious") 
       => reciprocal --
 (something (a term or expression or concept) that has a reciprocal relation to something else; "risk is the re
ciprocal of safety") 
 

SPATIAL RELATIONS < OBJECT RELATIONSHIP <SUBSTANCE RELATIONSHIP <… 
 
=> position, spatial relation (inclination, slope, placement, point of view, coincidence, centrality, 
marginality, anteriority, posteriority, outwardness, inwardness, malposition, northerness, southerness, 
horizontality, verticality, way, direction, angular position)  
 
Position, spatial relation --
 (the spatial property of a place where or way in which something is situated; "the position of the hands on t
he clock"; "he specified the spatial relations of every piece of furniture on the stage") 
       => occlusion -- ((dentistry) the normal spatial relation of the teeth when the jaws are closed) 
       => tilt, list, inclination, lean, leaning --
 (the property possessed by a line or surface that departs from the vertical; "the tower had a pronounced tilt"
; "the ship developed a list to starboard"; "he walked with a heavy inclination to the right") 
       => gradient, slope --
 (the property possessed by a line or surface that departs from the horizontal; "a five-degree gradient") 
           => grade -- (the gradient of a slope or road or other surface; "the road had a steep grade") 
               => upgrade, rise, rising slope -- (the property possessed by a slope or surface that rises) 
               => downgrade -- (the property possessed by a slope or surface that descends) 
           => pitch, rake, slant -- (degree of deviation from a horizontal plane; "the roof had a steep pitch") 
           => abruptness, precipitousness, steepness -- (the property possessed by a slope that is very steep) 
           => gradualness, gentleness -- (the property possessed by a slope that is very gradual) 
       => placement, arrangement --
 (the spatial property of the way in which something is placed; "the arrangement of the furniture"; "the plac
ement of the chairs") 
           => formation -- (a particular spatial arrangement) 
               => raster --
 (formation consisting of the set of horizontal lines composed of pixels that is used to form an image on a  
CRT) 
               => rig, rigging -- (formation of masts, spars, sails, etc., on a vessel) 
                   => Bermuda rig, Bermudan rig, Bermudian rig, Marconi rig --
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 (a rig of triangular sails for a yacht) 
                   => cat rig -- (rig of a catboat) 
                   => fore-and-aft rig -- (rig in which the principal sails are fore-and-aft) 
                   => lateen-rig -- (the rig on a lateen-rigged sailing vessel) 
               => split --
 ((tenpin bowling) a divided formation of pins left standing after the first bowl; "he was winning until he  
got a split in the tenth frame") 
           => columniation --
 ((architecture) the arrangement of columns (especially freestanding columns) in a structure) 
           => composition, composing --
 (the spatial property resulting from the arrangement of parts in relation to each other and to the whole; "har
monious composition is essential in a serious work of art") 
           => fenestration -- (the arrangement of windows in a building) 
           => proportion, balance --
 (harmonious arrangement or relation of parts or elements within a whole (as in a design); "in all perfectly b
eautiful objects there is found the opposition of one part to another and a reciprocal balance"- John Ruskin) 
           => alignment --
 (the spatial property possessed by an arrangement or position of things in a straight line or in parallel lines) 
               => true --
 (proper alignment; the property possessed by something that is in correct or proper alignment; "out of true"
) 
           => misalignment -- (the spatial property of things that are not properly aligned) 
           => ramification -- (an arrangement of branching parts) 
           => spacing, spatial arrangement --
 (the property possessed by an array of things that have space between them) 
               => openness -- (without obstructions to passage or view; "the openness of the prairies") 
                   => patency -- (the openness (lack of obstruction) of a bodily passage or duct) 
               => distance -- (the property created by the space between two objects or points) 
                   => way, ways --
 (the property of distance in general; "it's a long way to Moscow"; "he went a long ways") 
                   => piece -- (a distance; "it is down the road a piece") 
                   => mean distance --
 (the arithmetic mean of the maximum and minimum distances of a celestial body (satellite or secondary  
star) from its primary) 
                   => farness, remoteness, farawayness -- (the property of being remote) 
                       => far cry -- (distance estimated in terms of the audibility of a cry; "it's a far cry from here") 
                   => nearness, closeness --
 (the spatial property resulting from a relatively small distance; "the sudden closeness of the dock sent him i
nto action") 
                       => proximity, propinquity -- (the property of being close together) 
                       => adjacency, contiguity, contiguousness -- (the attribute of being so near as to be touching) 
                   => wavelength --
 (the distance (measured in the direction of propagation) between two points in the same phase in consecuti
ve cycles of a wave) 
                   => focal distance, focal length -- (the distance from a lens to its focus) 
                   => hyperfocal distance --
 (the distance in front of a lens that is focused at infinity beyond which all objects are well defined and clear
) 
                   => leap -- (the distance leaped (or to be leaped); "a leap of 10 feet") 
                       => elevation --
 ((ballet) the height of a dancer's leap or jump; "a dancer of exceptional elevation") 
                   => span -- (the distance or interval between two points) 
                   => wheelbase -- (the distance from the center of a car's front wheel to the rear axle) 
                   => interval, separation --
 (the distance between things; "fragile items require separation and cushioning") 
                       => clearance -- (the distance by which one thing clears another; the space between them) 
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                   => remove --
 (degree of figurative distance or separation; "just one remove from madness" or "it imitates at many remov
es a Shakespearean tragedy";) 
                   => throw -- (the distance that something can be thrown; "it is just a stone's throw from here") 
                   => yardage --
 (distance measured in the aggregate number of yards; "what is the yardage of this golf course?") 
                   => hour, minute --
 (distance measured by the time taken to cover it; "we live an hour from the airport"; "its just 10 minutes  
away") 
                   => mileage, milage -- (distance measured in miles) 
                   => elevation --
 (distance of something above a reference point (such as sea level); "there was snow at the higher elevations
") 
                       => isometry -- (equality of elevation above sea level) 
                       => altitude, height --
 (elevation especially above sea level or above the earth's surface; "the altitude gave her a headache") 
                           => level --
 (height above ground; "the water reached ankle level"; "the pictures were at the same level") 
                           => ceiling -- ((meteorology) altitude of the lowest layer of clouds) 
                           => ceiling -- (maximum altitude at which a plane can fly (under specified conditions)) 
                               => absolute ceiling --
 (the maximum altitude at which an airplane can maintain horizontal flight) 
                               => combat ceiling, service ceiling --
 (altitude above which a plane cannot climb faster than a given rate) 
                       => grade, ground level --
 (the height of the ground on which something stands; "the base of the tower was below grade") 
                       => water level -- (the level of the surface of a body of water) 
                           => sea level --
 (level of the ocean's surface (especially that halfway between mean high and low tide); used as a standard  
in reckoning land elevation or sea depth) 
                   => hour angle --
 (the angular distance along the celestial equator from the observer's meridian to the hour circle of a given c
elestial body) 
               => distribution, dispersion -- (the spatial property of being scattered about over an area or volume) 
                   => complementary distribution, complementation --
 ((linguistics) a distribution of related speech sounds or forms in such a way that they only appear in differe
nt contexts) 
                   => diaspora --
 (the dispersion or spreading of something that was originally localized (as a people or language or culture)) 
                   => dissemination, diffusion -- (the property of being diffused or dispersed) 
                   => innervation -- (the distribution of nerve fibers to an organ or body region) 
                   => scatter, spread -- (a haphazard distribution in all directions) 
                       => diffuseness --
 (the spatial property of being spread out over a wide area or through a large volume) 
               => concentration, density, denseness, compactness --
 (the spatial property of being crowded together) 
                   => bits per inch, bpi -- (a measure of how densely information is packed on a storage medium) 
                   => flux density, flux -- ((physics) the number of flux changes per unit area) 
       => point of view -- (the spatial property of the position from which something is observed) 
           => camera angle -- (the point of view of a camera) 
       => coincidence --
 (the quality of occupying the same position or area in space; "he waited for the coincidence of the target  
and the cross hairs") 
       => dead center, dead centre --
 (the position of a crank when it is in line with the connecting rod and not exerting torque) 
       => centrality -- (the property of being central) 
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       => marginality -- (the property of being marginal or on the fringes) 
       => anteriority -- (the quality of being in front or (in lower animals) toward the head) 
       => posteriority -- (the quality of being toward the back or toward the rear end) 
       => outwardness, externality --
 (the quality or state of being outside or directed toward or relating to the outside or exterior; "the  
outwardness of the world") 
       => inwardness --
 (the quality or state of being inward or internal; "the inwardness of the body's organs") 
       => malposition, misplacement -- (faulty position) 
       => northernness -- (the property of being to the north) 
       => southernness -- (the property of being to the south) 
       => horizontality --
 (the quality of being parallel to the horizon; "houses with a pronounced horizontality") 
       => verticality, verticalness, erectness, uprightness -- (position at right angles to the horizon) 
       => slot --
 (a position in a grammatical linguistic construction in which a variety of alternative units are interchangeab
le; "he developed a version of slot grammar") 
       => room, way, elbow room --
 (space for movement; "room to pass"; "make way for"; "hardly enough elbow room to turn around") 
           => seating, seats, seating room, seating area --
 (an area that includes seats for several people; "there is seating for 40 students in this classroom") 
               => circle, dress circle --
 (a curved section or tier of seats in a hall or theater or opera house; usually the first tier above the orchestra
; "they had excellent seats in the dress circle") 
               => orchestra -- (seating on the main floor in a theater) 
               => parquet -- (seating on the main floor between the orchestra and the parquet circle) 
               => parquet circle, parterre -- (seating at the rear of the main floor (beneath the balconies)) 
               => ringside, ringside seat --
 (first row of seating; has an unobstructed view of a boxing or wrestling ring) 
               => stalls -- (seating in the forward part of the main level of a theater) 
               => tiered seats --
 (seating that is arranged in sloping tiers so that spectators in the back can see over the heads of those in fro
nt) 
                   => stand, stands --
 (tiered seats consisting of a structure (often made of wood) where people can sit to watch an event (game  
or parade)) 
                       => bleachers --
 (an outdoor grandstand without a roof; patrons are exposed to the sun as linens are when they are bleached
) 
                       => grandstand, covered stand --
 (a stand at a racecourse or stadium consisting of tiers with rows of individual seats that are under a protecti
ve roof) 
                       => reviewing stand -- (a stand from which a parade or military force can be reviewed) 
           => standing room -- (room for spectators to stand only) 
           => breathing room, breathing space --
 (sufficient room for easy breathing or movement; "moved to the country to find breathing room") 
           => headroom, headway, clearance --
 (vertical space available to allow easy passage under something) 
           => houseroom -- (space for accommodation in a house; "I wouldn't give that table houseroom") 
           => living space, lebensraum --
 (space sought for occupation by a nation whose population is expanding) 
           => parking -- (space in which vehicles can be parked; "there is plenty of parking behind the store") 
           => sea room -- (space for maneuver at sea) 
DIRECTION < POSITION < SPATIAL RELATION < RELATIONSHIP <… 
       => direction --
 (the spatial relation between something and the course along which it points or moves; "he checked the dir
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ection and velocity of the wind") 
           => frontage -- (the direction in which something (such as a building) faces) 
           => orientation -- (position or alignment relative to points of the compass or other specific directions) 
               => attitude --
 (position of aircraft or spacecraft relative to a frame of reference (the horizon or direction of motion)) 
                   => trim -- (attitude of an aircraft in flight when allowed to take its own orientation) 
               => horizontal -- (something that is oriented horizontally) 
               => vertical -- (something that is oriented vertically) 
               => quarter --
 (one of the four major division of the compass; "the wind is coming from that quarter") 
           => opposition -- (a direction opposite to another) 
               => orthogonality, perpendicularity, orthogonal opposition --
 (the relation of opposition between things at right angles) 
               => antipodal, antipodal opposition, diametrical opposition --
 (the relation of opposition along a diameter) 
               => enantiomorphism, mirror-image relation --
 (the relation of opposition between crystals or molecules that are reflections of one another) 
           => windward -- (the direction from which the wind is coming) 
               => to windward, windward side, weatherboard, weather side -- (the side toward the wind) 
           => leeward -- (the direction in which the wind is blowing) 
               => to leeward, leeward side -- (the side sheltered from the wind) 
           => compass point, point --
 (any of 32 horizontal directions indicated on the card of a compass; "he checked the point on his compass"
) 
               => cardinal compass point -- (one of the four main compass points) 
                   => north, due north, N -- (the cardinal compass point that is at 0 or 360 degrees) 
                   => east, due east, E -- (the cardinal compass point that is at 90 degrees) 
                   => south, due south, S -- (the cardinal compass point that is at 180 degrees) 
                   => west, due west, W -- (the cardinal compass point that is a 270 degrees) 
               => north by east, NbE -- (the compass point that is one point east (clockwise) of due north) 
               => north northeast, nor'-nor'-east, NNE --
 (the compass point that is midway between north and northeast) 
               => northeast by north, NEbN -- (the compass point that is one point north of northeast) 
               => northeast, nor'-east, NE -- (the compass point midway between north and east; at 45 degrees) 
               => northeast by east, NEbE -- (the compass point that is one point east of northeast) 
               => east northeast, ENE -- (the compass point midway between northeast and east) 
               => east by north, EbN -- (the compass point that is one point north of due east) 
               => east by south, EbS -- (the compass point that is one point south of due east) 
               => east southeast, ESE -- (the compass point midway between east and southeast) 
               => southeast by east, SEbE -- (the compass point that is one point east of southeast) 
               => southeast, sou'-east, SE -- (the compass point midway between south and east; at 135 degrees) 
               => southeast by south, SEbS -- (the compass point that is one point south of southeast) 
               => south southeast, sou'-sou'-east, SSE --
 (the compass point midway between south and southeast) 
               => south by east, SbE -- (the compass point that is one point east of due south) 
               => south by west, SbW -- (the compass point that is one point west of due south) 
               => south southwest, sou'-sou'-west, SSW --
 (the compass point midway between south and southwest) 
               => southwest by south, SWbS -- (the compass point that is one point south of southwest) 
               => southwest, sou'-west, SW --
 (the compass point midway between south and west; at 225 degrees) 
               => southwest by west, SWbW -- (the compass point that is one point west of southwest) 
               => west southwest, WSW -- (the compass point midway between west and southwest) 
               => west by south, WbS -- (the compass point that is one point south of due west) 
               => west by north, WbN -- (the compass point that is one point north of due west) 
               => west northwest, WNW -- (the compass point midway between west and northwest) 
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               => northwest by west, NWbW -- (the compass point that is one point west of northwest) 
               => northwest, nor'-west, NW --
 (the compass point midway between north and west; at 315 degrees) 
               => northwest by north, NWbN -- (the compass point that is one point north of northwest) 
               => north northwest, nor'-nor'-west, NNW --
 (the compass point that is midway between north and northwest) 
               => north by west, NbW -- (the compass point that is one point west of due north) 
           => north, magnetic north, compass north -- (the direction in which a compass needle points) 
       => angular position --
 (relation by which any position with respect to any other position is established) 
           => elevation, EL, altitude, ALT --
 (angular distance above the horizon (especially of a celestial object)) 
           => depression -- (angular distance below the horizon (especially of a celestial object)) 
SPATIAL PROPERTY < SPATIAL RELATION < RELATIONSHIP <… 
Spatial property, spatiality -- (any property relating to or occupying space) 
       => dimensionality -- (the spatial property of having dimensions; "all matter has dimensionality") 
           => one-dimensionality, linearity -- (the property of having one dimension) 
           => two-dimensionality, flatness, planeness -- (the property of having two dimensions) 
           => three-dimensionality, third-dimensionality -- (the property of having three dimensions) 
               => cubicity -- (the property of resembling a cube) 
       => shape, form, configuration, contour, conformation --
 (any spatial attributes (especially as defined by outline); "he could barely make out their shapes through  
the smoke") 
           => sharpness, keenness -- (thinness of edge or fineness of point) 
               => acuteness -- (the quality of having a sharp edge or point) 
           => dullness, dulness, bluntness -- (without sharpness of edge or point) 
               => obtuseness -- (the quality of lacking a sharp edge or point) 
           => topography -- (the configuration of a surface and the relations among its man-
made and natural features) 
           => lobularity -- (the property of having lobules) 
           => concavity, concaveness -- (the property possessed by a concave shape) 
               => hollowness -- (the property of having a sunken area) 
           => convexity, convexness -- (the property possessed by a convex shape) 
               => roundedness, bulginess -- (the property possessed by a rounded convexity) 
                   => oblateness, ellipticity --
 (the property possessed by a rounded shape that is flattened at the poles; "the oblateness of the planet") 
           => angularity -- (the property possessed by a shape that has angles) 
               => rectangularity, oblongness -- (the property of being shaped like a rectangle) 
                   => orthogonality -- (the quality of lying or intersecting at right angles) 
                   => perpendicularity --
 (the quality of being at right angles to a given line or plane (especially the plane of the horizon)) 
                   => squareness -- (the property of being shaped like a square) 
               => triangularity -- (the property of being shaped like a triangle) 
           => narrowing -- (an instance of becoming narrow) 
               => coarctation --
 ((biology) a narrowing or constriction of a vessel or canal; especially a congenital narrowing of the aorta) 
               => taper -- (the property possessed by a shape that narrows toward a point (as a wedge or cone)) 
                   => point, pointedness -- (the property of a shape that tapers to a sharp point) 
                   => unpointedness -- (the property of having only a dull point if any) 
               => constriction, bottleneck, chokepoint -- (a narrowing that reduces the flow through a channel) 
           => curvature, curve -- (the property possessed by the curving of a line or surface) 
               => curliness -- (of hair: a tendency to curl) 
               => straightness -- (of hair: lack of a tendency to curl) 
           => roundness -- (the property possessed by a line or surface that is curved and not angular) 
               => sphericity, sphericalness, globosity, globularness, rotundity -- (the roundness of a 3-
dimensional object) 
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               => cylindricality, cylindricalness -- (the roundness of a 3-dimensional cylinder) 
               => circularity, disk shape -- (the roundness of a 2-dimensional figure) 
                   => concentricity -- (the quality of having the same center (as circles inside one another)) 
                   => eccentricity -- (a circularity that has a different center or deviates from a circular path) 
           => straightness -- (freedom from crooks or curves or bends or angles) 
           => crookedness -- (having or distinguished by crooks or curves or bends or angles) 
           => stratification -- (a layered configuration) 
       => symmetry, symmetricalness, correspondence, balance --
 ((mathematics) an attribute of a shape or relation; exact correspondence of form on opposite sides of a  
dividing line or plane) 
           => regularity, geometrical regularity --
 (a property of polygons: the property of having equal sides and equal angles) 
           => bilaterality, bilateralism, bilateral symmetry --
 (the property of being symmetrical about a vertical plane) 
           => radial symmetry --
 (the property of symmetry about an axis; "the starfish illustrates radial symmetry") 
       => asymmetry, imbalance -- ((mathematics) a lack of symmetry) 
           => irregularity, geometrical irregularity --
 (an irregular asymmetry in shape; an irregular spatial pattern) 
           => lopsidedness, skewness -- (an oblique or slanting asymmetry) 
           => radial asymmetry -- (the absence of symmetry about an axis) 
               => directivity, directionality --
 (the property of a microphone or antenna of being more sensitive in one direction than in another) 
           => handedness, laterality -- (the property of using one hand more than the other) 
               => ambidexterity, ambidextrousness -- (the property of being equally skillful with each hand) 
               => left-handedness, sinistrality -- (preference for using the left hand) 
               => right-handedness, dextrality -- (preference for using the right hand) 
           => footedness -- (the property of favoring one foot over the other (as in kicking a ball)) 
           => eyedness -- (the property of favoring one eye over the other (as in taking aim)) 
       => obliqueness -- (the property of being neither parallel nor perpendicular, but at a slanting angle) 

 
Temporal Relations < CHANGE RELATIONSHIP 

 
=> temporal relation (antecedent, chronology, synchronism, asynchronism)   
temporal relation -- (a relation involving time) 
       => antecedent, forerunner --
 (anything that precedes something similar in time; "phrenology was an antecedent of modern neuroscience
") 
       => chronology -- (arrangement of events in time) 
       => synchronism, synchrony, synchronicity, synchroneity, synchronization, synchronisation, synchroniz
ing --
 (the relation that exists when things occur at the same time; "the drug produces an increased synchrony of t
he brain waves") 
       => asynchronism, asynchrony, desynchronization, desynchronisation, desynchronizing --
 (the relation that exists when things occur at unrelated times; "the stimulus produced a desynchronizing of 
the brain waves") 
 
Temporal property -- (a property relating to time) 
       => temporal arrangement, temporal order -- (arrangement of events in time) 
           => sequence, chronological sequence, succession, successiveness, chronological succession --
 (a following of one thing after another in time; "the doctor saw a sequence of patients") 
               => rain, pelting --
 (anything happening rapidly or in quick successive; "a rain of bullets"; "a pelting of insults") 
               => rotation --
 (a planned recurrent sequence (of crops or personnel etc.); "crop rotation makes a balanced demand on the 
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fertility of the soil"; "the manager had only four starting pitchers in his rotation") 
               => row --
 (a continuous chronological succession without an interruption; "they won the championship three years in
 a row") 
               => run --
 (an unbroken chronological sequence; "the play had a long run on Broadway"; "the team enjoyed a brief ru
n of victories") 
           => timing -- (the time when something happens) 
               => approach, approaching, coming --
 (the temporal property of becoming nearer in time; "the approach of winter") 
               => earliness -- (quality of coming early or earlier in time) 
                   => priority, antecedence, antecedency, anteriority, precedence, precedency --
 (preceding in time) 
               => lateness -- (quality of coming late or later in time) 
                   => posteriority, subsequentness, subsequence -- (following in time) 
               => punctuality, promptness -- (the quality or habit of adhering to an appointed time) 
               => tardiness -- (the quality or habit of not adhering to a correct or usual or expected time) 
               => simultaneity, simultaneousness -- (happening or existing or done at the same time) 
                   => concurrence, coincidence, conjunction, co-occurrence --
 (the temporal property of two things happening at the same time; "the interval determining the coincidence
 gate is adjustable") 
                       => concomitance -- (occurrence or existence together or in connection with one another) 
                       => overlap -- (the property of partial coincidence in time) 
                       => contemporaneity, contemporaneousness --
 (the quality of belonging to the same period of time) 
                       => unison -- (occurring together or simultaneously; "the two spoke in unison") 
               => seasonableness, timeliness -- (being at the right time) 
               => unseasonableness, untimeliness -- (being at an inappropriate time) 
               => pastness -- (the quality of being past) 
                   => recency, recentness -- (a time immediately before the present) 
               => futurity -- (the quality of being in or of the future) 
               => presentness, nowness --
 (the quality of being the present; "a study of the pastness of the present and...of the presentness of the past"
- R.E.Spiller) 
                   => currentness, currency, up-to-dateness --
 (the property of belonging to the present time; "the currency of a slang term") 
                       => modernity, modernness, modernism, contemporaneity, contemporaneousness --
 (the quality of being current or of the present; "a shopping mall would instill a spirit of modernity into this 
village") 
               => spark advance, lead --
 (the timing of ignition relative to the position of the piston in an internal-combustion engine) 
       => duration, length --
 (continuance in time; "the ceremony was of short duration"; "he complained about the length of time  
required") 
           => longness -- (duration as an extension) 
               => longevity, length of service --
 (duration of service; "her longevity as a star"; "had unusual longevity in the company") 
           => lengthiness, prolongation, continuation, protraction --
 (the consequence of being lengthened in duration) 
           => endlessness -- (the property of being (or seeming to be) without end) 
               => continuousness, ceaselessness, incessancy, incessantness --
 (the quality of something that continues without end or interruption) 
           => shortness -- (the property of being of short temporal extent) 
               => curtailment -- (the temporal property of being cut short) 
               => briefness -- (the temporal property of being very short) 
           => brevity, briefness, transience -- (the attribute of being brief or fleeting) 
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           => permanence, permanency -- (the property of being able to exist for an indefinite duration) 
               => perpetuity, sempiternity -- (the property of being perpetual (seemingly ceaseless)) 
               => lastingness, durability, enduringness, strength --
 (permanence by virtue of the power to resist stress or force; "they advertised the durability of their  
products") 
                   => tensile strength --
 (the strength of material expressed as the greatest longitudinal stress it can bear without tearing apart) 
                   => indestructibility -- (the strength to resist destruction) 
                   => continuity, persistence -- (the property of a continuous and connected period of time) 
                   => changelessness -- (the property of remaining unchanged) 
                   => everlastingness -- (the property of lasting forever) 
               => imperishability, imperishingness --
 (the property of being resistant to decay; "he advertised the imperishability of the product") 
               => perdurability -- (the property of being extremely durable) 
               => immortality -- (the quality or state of being immortal) 
           => impermanence, impermanency -- (the property of not existing for indefinitely long durations) 
               => temporariness -- (the property of lasting only a short time) 
               => transience, transiency, transitoriness --
 (an impermanence that suggests the inevitability of ending or dying) 
                   => fugacity, fugaciousness -- (the lack of enduring qualities (used chiefly of plant parts)) 
                   => ephemerality, ephemeralness, fleetingness -- (the property of lasting for a very short time) 
               => mortality -- (the quality or state of being mortal) 
       => pace, rate --
 (the relative speed of progress or change; "he lived at a fast pace"; "he works at a great rate"; "the pace of e
vents accelerated") 
           => speed, swiftness, fastness --
 (a rate (usually rapid) at which something happens; "the project advanced with gratifying speed") 
               => haste, hastiness, hurry, hurriedness, precipitation --
 (overly eager speed (and possible carelessness); "he soon regretted his haste") 
                   => abruptness, precipitateness, precipitance, precipitancy, suddenness --
 (the quality of happening with headlong haste or without warning) 
               => acceleration --
 (an increase in speed; "modern science caused an acceleration of cultural change") 
                   => pickup, getaway --
 (the attribute of being capable of rapid acceleration; "his car has a lot of pickup") 
                   => precipitation --
 (an unexpected acceleration or hastening; "he is responsible for the precipitation of his own demise") 
               => deceleration, slowing, retardation -- (a decrease in speed; "the deceleration of the arms race") 
               => execution speed --
 ((computer science) the speed with which a computational device can execute instructions; measured in MI
PS) 
               => graduality, gradualness -- (the quality of being gradual or of coming about by gradual stages) 
           => beat -- (a regular rate of repetition; "the cox raised the beat") 
           => celerity, quickness, rapidity -- (a rate that is rapid) 
               => fleetness -- (rapidity of movement; "fleetness of foot") 
               => immediacy, immediateness, instantaneousness, instancy --
 (the quickness of action or occurrence; "the immediacy of their response"; "the instancy of modern commu
nication") 
               => dispatch, despatch, expedition, expeditiousness --
 (the property of being prompt and efficient; "it was done with dispatch") 
               => promptness, promptitude -- (the characteristic of doing things without delay) 
           => slowness, deliberation, deliberateness, unhurriedness --
 (a rate demonstrating an absence of haste or hurry) 
               => leisureliness -- (slowness by virtue of being leisurely) 
               => dilatoriness, procrastination -- (slowness as a consequence of not getting around to it) 
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COMPARISON RELATIONS < RELATION OF RELATIONS <… 
 

Comparison -- (relation based on similarities and differences) 
 => imaginative comparison --
 (the kind of mental comparison that is expressed in similes or metaphors or allegories 
=> comparison (imaginative comparison: simile, metaphor, allegory)  
comparison, comparing -- (examining resemblances or differences) 
       => likening -- (the act of comparing similarities) 
       => analogy --
 (drawing a comparison in order to show a similarity in some respect; "the operation of a computer presents
 and interesting analogy to the working of the brain"; "the models show by analogy how matter is built up") 
       => collation -- (careful examination and comparison to note points of disagreement) 
       => confrontation -- (a focussed comparison; bringing together for a careful comparison) 
       => contrast -- (the act of distinguishing by comparing differences) 
 
=> opposition, oppositeness (antipode, antithesis, conflict, contrast, mutual opposition or polarity, 
ungradable opposition, conradictoriness, contradiction, contrary, contrariety, tertium quid, reverse, inverse, 
antagonism) 
opposition, oppositeness -- (the relation between opposed entities) 
       => antipode -- (direct opposite; "quiet: an antipode to focused busyness") 
       => antithesis -- (exact opposite; "his theory is the antithesis of mine") 
       => conflict --
 (opposition in a work of drama or fiction between characters or forces (especially an opposition that  
motivates the development of the plot); "this form of conflict is essential to Mann's writing") 
       => contrast, direct contrast --
 (the opposition or dissimilarity of things that are compared; "in contrast to", "by contrast") 
       => mutual opposition, polarity --
 (a relation between two opposite attributes or tendencies; "he viewed it as a balanced polarity between  
good and evil") 
      => gradable opposition -- (an opposition that is capable of being graded) 
      => polar opposition -- (an opposition that can be graded between two extremes or poles) 
      => polarity, sign --
 (having an indicated pole (as the distinction between positive and negative electric charges); "he got the po
larity of the battery reversed"; "charges of opposite sign") 
      => ungradable opposition -- (an opposition that has no intermediate grade; either one or the other) 
      => complementarity --
 (a relation between two opposite states or principles that together exhaust the possibilities) 
      => contradictoriness -- (the relation that exists when opposites cannot coexist) 
      => incompatibility, mutual exclusiveness, inconsistency, repugnance --
 (the relation between propositions that cannot both be true at the same time) 
       => contradiction -- (opposition between two conflicting forces or ideas) 
      => dialectic --
 (a contradiction of ideas that serves as the determining factor in their interaction; "this situation created the
 inner dialectic of American history") 
      => contrary -- (exact opposition; "public opinion to the contrary he is not guilty") 
      => contrariety -- (the relation between contraries) 
      => tertium quid -- (some third thing similar to two opposites but distinct from both) 
      => reverse, contrary, opposite --
 (a relation of direct opposition; "we thought Sue was older than Bill but just the reverse was true") 
      => inverse, opposite --
 (something inverted in sequence or character or effect; "when the direct approach failed he tried the invers
e") 
      => additive inverse --
 ((mathematics) one of a pair of numbers whose sum is zero; the additive inverse of -5 is +5) 
      => multiplicative inverse, reciprocal --
 ((mathematics) one of a pair of numbers whose product is 1: the reciprocal of 2/3 is 3/2; the multiplicative 
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inverse of 7 is 1/7) 
      => antagonism --
 (the relation between opposing principles or forces or factors; "the inherent antagonism of capitalism and  
socialism") 

Difference --
 (the quality of being unlike or dissimilar; "there are many differences between jazz and rock") 
       => otherness, distinctness, separateness --
 (the quality of being not alike; being distinct or different from that otherwise experienced or known) 
       => differential -- (a quality that differentiates between similar things) 
       => differentia -- (distinguishing characteristics (especially in different species of a genus)) 
       => distinction -- (a distinguishing difference; "he learned the distinction between gold and lead") 
       => discrepancy, disagreement, divergence, variance --
 (a difference between conflicting facts or claims or opinions; "a growing divergence of opinion") 
       => dissimilarity, unsimilarity -- (the quality of being dissimilar) 
       => variety, change --
 (a difference that is usually pleasant; "he goes to France for variety"; "it is a refreshing change to meet a 
woman mechanic") 
       => inequality -- (lack of equality; "the growing inequality between rich and poor") 
     ARRANGEMENT, SYSTEM < ORDER < RELATIONSHIP 
Arrangement, organization, organisation, system --
 (an organized structure for arranging or classifying; "he changed the arrangement of the topics"; "the fac
ts were familiar but it was in the organization of them that he was original"; "he tried to understand their 
system of classification") 
       => classification system -- (a system for classifying things) 
           => Dewey decimal classification, Dewey decimal system, decimal system of classification --
 (a system used by libraries to classify nonfictional publications into subject categories; the subject is indi
cated by a three-
digit numeral and further specification is given by numerals following a decimal point; publications are  
shelved by number) 
           => hierarchical classification system --
 (a classification system where entries are arranged based on some hierarchical structure) 
           => file system, filing system --
 (a system of classifying into files (usually arranged alphabetically)) 
           => grouping, pigeonholing -- (a system for classifying things into groups) 
           => rating system, scoring system --
 (a system of classifying according to quality or merit or amount) 
           => ABO blood group system, ABO system, ABO group --
 (a classification system for the antigens of human blood; used in blood transfusion therapy; four groups 
are A and B and AB and O) 
       => contrivance --
 (an artificial or unnatural or obviously contrived arrangement of details or parts etc.; "the plot contained 
too many improbable contrivances to be believable") 
       => coordinate system, frame of reference, reference system, reference frame --
 (a system that uses coordinates to establish position) 
           => cartesian coordinate system --
 (a coordinate system for which the coordinates of a point are its distances from a set perpendicular lines  
that intersect at the origin of the system) 
           => inertial reference frame, inertial frame --
 (a coordinate system in which Newton's first law of motion is valid) 
           => space-time, space-time continuum -- (the 4-
dimensional coordinate system (3 dimensions of space and 1 of time) in which physical events are locate
d) 
       => data structure --
 ((computer science) the organization of data (and its storage allocations in a computer)) 
           => hierarchical structure, hierarchical data structure --
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 (a structure of data having several levels arranged in a tree-like structure) 
       => design, plan --
 (an arrangement scheme; "the awkward design of the keyboard made operation difficult"; "it was an  
excellent design for living"; "a plan for seating guests") 
           => configuration, constellation --
 (an arrangement of parts or elements; "the outcome depends on the configuration of influences at the  
time") 
               => redundancy --
 ((electronics) a system design that duplicates components to provide alternatives in case one component 
fails) 
               => topology, network topology -- (the configuration of a communication network) 
                   => bus topology, bus --
 (the topology of a network whose components are connected by a busbar) 
                   => loop topology, loop --
 (the topology of a network whose components are connected in a loop) 
                   => star topology, star --
 (the topology of a network whose components are connected to a hub) 
                   => mesh topology, mesh --
 (the topology of a network whose components are all connected directly to every other component) 
                   => physical topology --
 (the appearance of the network; "the physical topologies of local area networks include the bus, the ring 
and the star") 
                   => logical topology --
 (the way the network works; "a network that looks like a star can have the logical topology of a bus") 
               => unitization, unitisation, chunking --
 ((psychology) the configuration of smaller units of information into large coordinated units) 
           => layout -- (a plan or design of something that is laid out) 
           => trap, snare --
 (something (often something deceptively attractive) that catches you unawares; "the exam was full of  
trap questions"; "it was all a snare and delusion") 
               => iron trap -- (a trap from which there is no escape) 
               => speed trap -- (a trap arranged on a roadway for catching speeders) 
           => hotel plan, meal plan -- (a plan and a room rate for providing meals to guests at a hotel) 
               => American plan -- (a hotel plan that includes three meals daily) 
                   => modified American plan --
 (a hotel plan that includes breakfast and dinner (but not lunch)) 
               => Bermuda plan -- (a hotel plan that provides a full breakfast daily) 
               => European plan, continental plan -- (a hotel plan that provides a continental breakfast daily) 
       => distribution, statistical distribution --
 ((statistics) an arrangement of values of a variable showing their observed or theoretical frequency of oc
currence) 
           => equidsitribution -- (a flat distribution having equal frequencies of occurrence) 
           => frequency distribution --
 (a distribution of observed frequencies of occurrence of the values of a variable) 
           => normal distribution, Gaussian distribution --
 (a theoretical distribution with finite mean and variance) 
           => Poisson distribution --
 (a theoretical distribution that is a good approximation to the binomial distribution when the probability  
is small and the number of trials is large) 
           => sample distribution, sample, sampling --
 (items selected at random from a population and used to test hypotheses about the population) 
               => acceptance sampling --
 (a statistical procedure for accepting or rejecting a batch of merchandise or documents; involves determi
ning the maximum number of defects discovered in a sample before the entire batch is rejected) 
               => random sample --
 (a sample in which every element in the population has an equal chance of being selected) 
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               => stratified sample, representative sample, proportional sample --
 (the population is divided into strata and a random sample is taken from each stratum) 
           => binomial distribution, Bernoulli distribution --
 (a theoretical distribution of the number of successes in a finite set of independent trials with a constant 
probability of success) 
       => genetic map -- (graphical representation of the arrangement of genes on a chromosome) 
       => lattice --
 (an arrangement of points or particles or objects in a regular periodic pattern in 2 or 3 dimensions) 
           => space lattice, crystal lattice, Bravais lattice -- (a 3-
dimensional geometric arrangement of the atoms or molecules or ions composing a crystal) 
       => living arrangement -- (an arrangement to allow people (or ideas) to co-exist) 
       => calendar --
 (a system of timekeeping that defines the beginning and length and divisions of the year) 
           => lunar calendar -- (a calendar based on lunar cycles) 
               => Roman calendar --
 (the lunar calender in use in ancient Rome; replaced by the Julian calendar in 46 BC) 
               => Islamic calendar, Muhammadan calendar, Mohammedan calendar, Moslem calendar,  
Muslim calendar --
 (the lunar calendar used by Muslims; dates from 622 AD (the year of the Hegira); the beginning of the 
Muslim year retrogresses through the solar year completing the cycle every 32 years) 
           => lunisolar calendar -- (a calendar based on both lunar and solar cycles) 
               => Jewish calendar, Hebrew calendar --
 ((Judaism) the calendar used by the Jews; dates from 3761 BC (the assumed date of the creation of the  
world); a lunar year of 354 days is adjusted to the solar year by periodic leap years) 
               => Hindu calendar --
 (the lunisolar calendar governing the religious life of Hindus; an extra month is inserted after every  
month in which there are two new moons (once every three years)) 
           => solar calendar -- (a calendar based on solar cycles) 
               => Gregorian calendar, New Style calendar --
 (the solar calendar now in general use, introduced by Gregory XIII in 1582 to correct an error in the Juli
an calendar by suppressing 10 days, making Oct 5 be called Oct 15, and providing that only centenary ye
ars divisible by 400 should be leap years; it was adopted by Great Britain and the American colonies in 1
752) 
                   => church calendar, ecclesiastical calendar --
 (a calendar of the Christian year indicating the dates of fasts and festivals) 
               => Julian calendar, Old Style calendar --
 (the solar calendar introduced in Rome in 46 b.c. by Julius Caesar and slightly modified by Augustus,  
establishing the 12-
month year of 365 days with each 4th year having 366 days and the months having 31 or 30 days except  
for February) 
               => Revolutionary calendar --
 (the calendar adopted by the first French Republic in 1793 and abandoned in 1805; dates were calculated
 from Sept. 22, 1792) 

 
Logical Relations < OBJECT RELATIONSHIP OF FORMS <… 

 
=> logical relation (contradictory, contrary, transitivity, reflexivity, modality or mode, implication or 
conditional relation) 
logical relation -- (a relation between propositions) 
       => contradictory --
 (two propositions are contradictories if both cannot be true (or both cannot be false) at the same time) 
       => contrary -- (two propositions are contraries if both cannot be true but both can be false) 
       => transitivity --
 ((logic and mathematics) a relation between three elements such that if it holds between the first and  
second and it also holds between the second and third it must necessarily hold between the first and third) 
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       => reflexivity -- ((logic and mathematics) a relation such that it holds between an element and itself) 
       => modality, mode --
 (a classification of propositions on the basis of whether they claim necessity or possibility or impossibility) 
       => implication, logical implication, conditional relation --
 (a logical relation between propositions p and q of the form `if p then q'; if p is true then q cannot be false) 

 
Mathematical Relations < STATE RELATIONSHIP <… 

=> mathematical relation (function (inverse, Kronecker delta, metric, transformation, mapping, map, 
or correspondence, operator, trigonometric, threshold, exponential),  parity, transitivity, reflexivity) 
mathematical relation -- (a relation between mathematical expressions (such as equality or inequality)) 
       => function, mathematical function --
 (a mathematical relation such that each element of one set is associated with at least one element of  
another set) 
           => inverse function --
 (the function obtained by expressing the dependent variable of one function as the independent variable of 
another; f and g are inverse functions if f(x)=y and g(y)=x) 
           => Kronecker delta --
 (a function of two variables i and j that equals 1 when i=j and equals 0 otherwise) 
           => metric function, metric --
 (a function of a topological space that gives, for any two points in the space, a value equal to the distance b
etween them) 
           => transformation --
 ((mathematics) a function that changes the position or direction of the axes of a coordinate system) 
               => reflection -- ((mathematics) a transformation in which the direction of one axis is reversed) 
               => rotation --
 ((mathematics) a transformation in which the coordinate axes are rotated by a fixed angle about the origin) 
               => translation --
 ((mathematics) a transformation in which the origin of the coordinate system is moved to another position 
but the direction of each axis remains the same) 
               => affine transformation --
 ((mathematics) a transformation that is a combination of single transformations such as translation or rotati
on or reflection on an axis) 
           => mapping, map, correspondence --
 (a function such that for every element of one set there is a unique element of another set) 
               => isometry -- (a one-to-
one mapping of one metric space into another metric space that preserves the distances between each pair o
f points; "the isometries of the cube") 
           => operator --
 ((mathematics) a symbol that represents a function from functions to functions; "the integral operator") 
               => linear operator --
 (an operator that obeys the distributive law: A(f+g) = Af + Ag (where f and g are function)) 
               => identity, identity element, identity operator --
 (an operator that leaves unchanged the element on which it operates; "the identity under numerical multipli
cation is 1") 
           => trigonometric function, circular function --
 (function of an angle expressed as a ratio of the sides of right-angled triangle containing the angle) 
               => sine, sin -- (ratio of the opposite side to the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle) 
               => cosine, cos -- (ratio of the adjacent side to the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle) 
               => tangent, tan -- (ratio of the opposite to the adjacent side of a right-angled triangle) 
               => cotangent, cotan -- (ratio of the adjacent to the opposite side of a right-angled triangle) 
               => secant, sec -- (ratio of the hypotenuse to the adjacent side of a right-angled triangle) 
               => cosecant, cosec -- (ratio of the hypotenuse to the opposite side of a right-angled triangle) 
           => threshold function --
 (a function that takes the value 1 if a specified function of the arguments exceeds a given threshold and 0 o
therwise) 
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           => exponential, exponential function --
 (a function in which an independent variable appears as an exponent) 
       => parity --
 ((mathematics) a relation between a pair of integers: if both integers are odd or both are even they have the
 same parity; if one is odd and the other is even they have different parity) 
       => transitivity --
 ((logic and mathematics) a relation between three elements such that if it holds between the first and  
second and it also holds between the second and third it must necessarily hold between the first and third) 
       => reflexivity -- ((logic and mathematics) a relation such that it holds between an element and itself) 

 
Linguistic Relations 

 
=> linguistic relation (grammatical relation, agreement, transitivity, intransitivity, coreference, 
conjunction, complementation, coordination, subordination, modification, mood, anaphoric relation, voice, 
inflection, aspect; semantic relation, subordination or hyponymy, superordination or hypernymy, 
synonymy, antonymy, whole to part relation or holonymy, part to whole relation or meronymy, troponymy) 
  
Linguistic relation -- (a relation between linguistic forms or constituents) 
       => grammatical relation -- (a linguistic relation established by grammar) 
           => agreement, concord --
 (the determination of grammatical inflection on the basis of word relations) 
               => number agreement --
 (agreement in number between words in the same grammatical construction (e.g., between adjectives and  
the nouns they modify)) 
               => person agreement -- (agreement in person between pronouns and verbs) 
               => case agreement -- (agreement in grammatical case between words in the same construction) 
               => gender agreement --
 (agreement in grammatical gender between words in the same construction) 
           => transitivity, transitiveness -- (the grammatical relation created by a transitive verb) 
           => intransitivity, intransitiveness -- (the grammatical relation created by an intransitive verb) 
           => coreference -- (the grammatical relation between two words that have a common referent) 
               => reflexivity, reflexiveness --
 (the coreferential relation between a reflexive pronoun and its antecedent) 
           => conjunction --
 (the grammatical relation between linguistic units (words or phrases or clauses) that are connected by a con
junction) 
               => coordinating conjunction --
 (the coordination by conjunction of linguistic units of the same status) 
               => subordinating conjunction --
 (the subordination that occurs when a conjunction makes one linguistic unit a constituent of another) 
               => copulative conjunction --
 (the conjunctive relation of units that expresses the addition of their meanings) 
               => disjunctive conjunction --
 (the conjunctive relation of units that expresses the disjunction of their meanings) 
               => adversative conjunction --
 (the conjunctive relation of units that expresses the opposition of their meanings) 
           => complementation -- (the grammatical relation of a word or phrase to a predicate) 
           => coordination -- (the grammatical relation of two constituents having the same grammatical form) 
           => subordination -- (the grammatical relation of a modifying word or phrase to its head) 
           => modification, qualifying, limiting --
 (the grammatical relation that exists when a word qualifies the meaning of the phrase) 
               => restrictiveness --
 (modification that makes the meaning more specific (`red hat' has a more specific meaning than `hat')) 
               => apposition --
 (a grammatical relation between a word and a noun phrase that follows; "`Rudolph the red-
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nosed reindeer' is an example of apposition") 
           => mood, mode, modality --
 (verb inflections that express how the action or state is conceived by the speaker) 
               => indicative mood, indicative, declarative mood, declarative, common mood, fact mood --
 (a mood (grammatically unmarked) that represents the act or state as an objective fact) 
               => subjunctive mood, subjunctive --
 (a mood that represent an act or state (not as a fact but) as contingent or possible) 
               => optative mood, optative --
 (a mood (as in Greek or Sanskrit) that expresses a wish or hope; expressed in English by modal verbs) 
               => imperative mood, imperative, jussive mood --
 (a mood that expresses an intention to influence the listener's behavior) 
               => interrogative mood, interrogative --
 (some linguists consider interrogative sentences to constitute a mood) 
           => anaphoric relation -- (the relation between an anaphor and its antecedent) 
           => voice --
 ((linguistics) the grammatical relation (active or passive) of the grammatical subject of a verb to the action 
that the verb denotes) 
               => active voice, active --
 (the voice used to indicate that the grammatical subject of the verb is performing the action or causing the 
happening denoted by the verb; "`The boy threw the ball' uses the active voice") 
               => passive voice, passive --
 (the voice used to indicate that the grammatical subject of the verb is the recipient (not the source) of the  
action denoted by the verb; "`The ball was thrown by the boy' uses the passive voice"; "`The ball was  
thrown' is an abbreviated passive") 
           => inflection, inflexion --
 (a change in the form of a word (usually by adding a suffix) to indicate a change in its grammatical functio
n) 
               => conjugation -- (the inflection of verbs) 
               => declension -- (the inflection of nouns and pronouns and adjectives in Indo-
European languages) 
               => paradigm -- (systematic arrangement of all the inflected forms of a word) 
           => aspect -- (the beginning or duration or completion or repetition of the action of a verb) 
               => perfective, perfective aspect --
 (the aspect of a verb that expresses a completed completed action) 
               => durative, durative aspect -- (the aspect of a verb that expresses its duration) 
                   => imperfective, imperfective aspect --
 (aspect without regard to the beginning or completion of the action of the verb) 
                   => progressive aspect -- (the aspect of a verb that expresses its on-going action) 
               => inchoative aspect -- (aspect with regard to the beginning of the action of the verb) 
SEMANTIC RELATION < LINGUISTIC RELATION < COMMUNICATION < SOCIAL 
RELATIONSHIP < … 
       => semantic relation -- (a relation between meanings) 
           => hyponymy, subordination --
 (the semantic relation of being subordinate or belonging to a lower rank or class) 
           => hypernymy, superordination --
 (the semantic relation of being superordinate or belonging to a higher rank or class) 
           => synonymy, synonymity, synonymousness --
 (the semantic relation that holds between two words that can (in a given context) express the same  
meaning) 
           => antonymy --
 (the semantic relation that holds between two words that can (in a given context) express opposite meaning
s) 
           => holonymy, whole to part relation --
 (the semantic relation that holds between a whole and its parts) 
           => meronymy, part to whole relation --
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 (the semantic relation that holds between a part and the whole) 
           => troponymy -- (the semantic relation of being a manner of does something) 

 
Part-Whole Relations < RELATIONSHIP < ENTITY 

 
=> part, portion, component part, component (linguistic or language unit; item or point; basis or base; 
detail, particular, or item; unit; member; substance; remainder, balance, residual, residuum, or rest; subpart) 
part, portion, component part, component --
 (something determined in relation to something that includes it; "he wanted to feel a part of something big
ger than himself"; "I read a portion of the manuscript"; "the smaller component is hard to reach") 
       => language unit, linguistic unit --
 (one of the natural units into which linguistic messages can be analyzed) 
       => item, point --
 (a distinct part that can be specified separately in a group of things that could be enumerated on a list; "he 
noticed an item in the New York Times"; "she had several items on her shopping list"; "the main point on  
the agenda was taken up first") 
       => basis, base --
 (the most important or necessary part of something; "the basis of this drink is orange juice") 
       => detail, particular, item --
 (a small part that can be considered separately from the whole; "it was perfect in all details") 
       => unit --
 (an individual or group or structure or other entity regarded as a structural or functional constituent of a  
whole; "the reduced the number of units and installations"; "the word is a basic linguistic unit") 
       => member --
 (anything that belongs to a set or class; "snakes are members of the class Reptilia"; "members of the  
opposite sex") 
       => substance -- (the stuff of which an object consists) 
       => remainder, balance, residual, residue, residuum, rest --
 (something left after other parts have been taken away; "there was no remainder"; "he threw away the rest"
; "he took what he wanted and I got the balance") 
       => subpart -- (a part of a part) 
 
Language unit, linguistic unit -- (one of the natural units into which linguistic messages can be analyzed) 
       => discourse -- (extended verbal expression in speech or writing) 
           => context, linguistic context, context of use --
 (discourse that surrounds a language unit and helps to determine its interpretation) 
WORD < LANGUAGE UNIT < WHOLE-PART RELATION < RELATIONSHIP < ENTITY 
       => word --
 (a unit of language that native speakers can identify; "words are the blocks from which sentences are made
"; "he hardly said ten words all morning") 
           => anagram -- (a word or phrase spelled by rearranging the letters of another word or phrase) 
               => antigram --
 (an anagram that means the opposite of the original word or phrase; "`restful' is the antigram of `fluster'") 
           => anaphor --
 (a word (such as a pronoun) used to avoid repetition; the referent of an anaphor is determined by its antece
dent) 
           => antonym, opposite word, opposite --
 (two words that express opposing concepts; "to him the opposite of gay was depressed") 
               => direct antonym -- (antonyms that are commonly associated (e.g., `wet' and `dry')) 
               => indirect antonym --
 (antonyms whose opposition is mediated (e.g., the antonymy of `wet' and `parched' is mediated by the simi
larity of `parched' to `dry')) 
           => back-formation --
 (a word invented (usually unwittingly by subtracting an affix) on the assumption that a familiar word deriv
es from it) 
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           => charade -- (a word acted out in an episode of the game of charades) 
           => cognate, cognate word --
 (a word is cognate with another if both derive from the same word in an ancestral language) 
           => content word, open-class word -- (a word to which an independent meaning can be assigned) 
               => headword, head word -- (a word that is qualified by a modifier) 
               => noun -- (a word that can be used to refer to a person or place or thing) 
                   => collective noun -- (a noun that is singular in form but refers to a group of people or things) 
                   => mass noun -- (a noun that does not form plurals) 
                   => count noun -- (a noun that forms plurals) 
                   => proper noun, proper name -- (a noun that denotes a particular thing; usually capitalized) 
                   => common noun -- (a noun that denotes any or all members of a class) 
                       => verbal noun, deverbal noun -- (a noun that is derived from a verb) 
                           => gerund -- (a noun formed from a verb (such as the `-
ing' form of an English verb when used as a noun)) 
                       => adnoun -- (an adjective used as a noun; "`meek' in `blessed are the meek' is an adnoun") 
               => verb -- (a content word that denotes an action or a state) 
                   => reflexive verb --
 (a verb whose agent performs an action that is directed at the agent; "the sentence `he washed' has a reflexi
ve verb"; "`perjure' is a reflexive verb because you cannot perjure anyone but yourself") 
                   => copula, copulative, linking verb --
 (an equating verb (such as `be' or `become') that links the subject with the complement of a sentence) 
               => modifier, qualifier -- (a content word that qualifies the meaning of a noun or verb) 
                   => intensifier, intensive --
 (a modifier that has little meaning except to intensify the meaning it modifies; "`up' in `finished up' is an in
tensifier"; "`honestly' in `I honestly don't know' is an intensifier") 
                   => adjective -- (a word that expresses an attribute of something) 
                       => descriptive adjective, qualifying adjective --
 (an adjective that ascribes to its noun the value of an attribute of that noun (e.g., `a nervous person' or `a m
usical speaking voice')) 
                       => relational adjective, classifying adjective --
 (an adjective that classifies its noun (e.g., `a nervous disease' or `a musical instrument')) 
                           => pertainym -- (meaning relating to or pertaining to) 
                       => comparative --
 (the comparative form of an adjective; "`better' is the comparative of `good'") 
                       => superlative --
 (the superlative form of an adjective; "`best' is the superlative form of `good'") 
                   => adverb -- (a word that modifies something other than a noun) 
                       => adverbial -- (a word or group of words function as an adverb) 
                   => dangling modifier, misplaced modifier --
 (a word or phrase apparently modifying an unintended word because of its placement in a sentence: e.g., `
when young' in `when young, circuses appeal to all of us') 
                       => dangling participle --
 (a participle (usually at the beginning of a sentence) apparently modifying a word other than the word  
intended: e.g., `flying across the country' in `flying across the country the Rockies came into view') 
           => contraction --
 (a word formed from two or more words by omitting or combining some sounds; "`won't' is a contraction o
f `will not'"; "`o'clock' is a contraction of `of the clock'") 
           => deictic, deictic word --
 (a word specifying identity or spacial or temporal location from the perspective of a speaker or hearer in  
the context in which the communication occurs; "words that introduce particulars of the speaker's and heare
r's shared cognitive field into the message"- R.Rommetveit) 
           => derivative --
 ((linguistics) a word that is derived from another word; "`electricity' is a derivative of `electric'") 
           => diminutive -- (a word that is formed with a suffix (such as -let or -kin) to indicate smallness) 
           => dirty word -- (a word that is considered to be unmentionable; "`failure' is a dirty word to him") 
           => disyllable, dissyllable -- (a word having two syllables) 
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           => form, word form, signifier, descriptor --
 (the phonological or orthographic sound or appearance of a word that can be used to describe or identify  
something; "the inflected forms of a word can be represented by a stem and a list of inflections to be attach
ed") 
               => plural, plural form -- (the form of a word that is used to denote more than one) 
               => singular, singular form -- (the form of a word that is used to denote a singleton) 
               => ghost word -- (a word form that has entered the language through the perpetuation of an error) 
               => root, root word, base, stem, theme, radical --
 ((linguistics) the form of a word after all affixes are removed; "thematic vowels are part of the stem") 
               => etymon, root --
 (a simple form inferred as the common basis from which related words in several languages can be derived
 by linguistic processes) 
               => citation form, main entry word, entry word --
 (the form of a word that heads a lexical entry and is alphabetized in a dictionary) 
               => abbreviation -- (a shortened form of a word or phrase) 
                   => apocope --
 (abbreviation of a word by omitting the final sound or sounds; "the British get `pud' from `pudding' by apo
cope") 
               => acronym -- (a word formed from the initial letters of a multi-word name) 
           => four-letter word, four-letter Anglo-Saxon word --
 (any of several short English words (often having 4 letters) generally regarded as obscene or offensive) 
           => function word, closed-class word --
 (a word that is uninflected and serves a grammatical function but has little identifiable meaning) 
               => determiner, determinative --
 (one of a limited class of noun modifiers that determine the referents of noun phrases) 
                   => article --
 ((grammar) a determiner that may indicate the specificity of reference of a noun phrase) 
                       => definite article -- (a determiner (as `the' in English) that indicates specificity of reference) 
                       => indefinite article -- (a determiner (as `a' or `some' in English) that indicates non-
specificity of reference) 
               => preposition --
 (a function word that combines with a noun or pronoun or noun phrase to form a prepositional phrase that 
can have an adverbial or adjectival relation to some other word) 
               => pronoun -- (a function word that is used in place of a noun or noun phrase) 
                   => anaphoric pronoun -- (a pronoun that refers to an antecedent) 
                   => demonstrative pronoun, demonstrative -- (a pronoun that points out an intended referent) 
                   => personal pronoun -- (a pronoun expressing a distinction of person) 
                       => reflexive pronoun, reflexive -- (a personal pronoun compounded with -
self to show the agent's action affects the agent) 
                   => reciprocal pronoun --
 (a pronoun or pronominal phrase (as `each other') that expresses a mutual action or relationship between  
the individuals indicated in the plural subject; "The sentence `They cared for each other' contains a reciproc
al pronoun") 
                   => relative pronoun --
 (a pronoun (as `that' or `which' or `who') that introduces a relative clause referring to some antecedent) 
               => conjunction, conjunctive, connective --
 (an uninflected function word that serves to conjoin words or phrases or clauses or sentences) 
                   => coordinating conjunction --
 (a conjunction (like `and' or `or') that connects two identically constructed grammatical constituents) 
                   => subordinating conjunction, subordinate conjunction --
 (a conjunction (like `since' or `that' or `who') that introduces a dependent clause) 
               => particle -- (a function word that can be used in English to form phrasal verbs) 
           => head, head word --
 ((grammar) the word in a grammatical constituent that plays the same grammatical role as the whole consti
tuent) 
           => headword -- (a word placed at the beginning of a line or paragraph (as in a dictionary entry)) 
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           => heteronym --
 (two words are heteronyms if they are spelled the same way but differ in pronunciation (e.g. `bow')) 
           => holonym, whole name --
 (a word that names the whole of which a given word is a part; "`hat' is a holonym for `brim' and `crown'") 
           => homonym --
 (two words are homonyms if they are pronounced or spelled the same way but have different meanings) 
               => homograph --
 (two words are homographs if they are spelled the same way but differ in meaning (e.g. fair)) 
               => homophone --
 (two words are homophones if they are pronounced the same way but differ in meaning or spelling or both 
(e.g. bare and bear)) 
           => hypernym, superordinate, superordinate word -- (a word that is more generic than a given word) 
           => hyponym, subordinate, subordinate word -- (a word that is more specific than a given word) 
           => key word -- (a significant word used in indexing or cataloging) 
           => loanblend, loan-blend, hybrid --
 (a word that is composed of parts from different languages (e.g., `monolingual' has a Greek prefix and a La
tin root)) 
           => loanword, loan --
 (a word borrowed from another language; e.g. `blitz' is a German word borrowed into modern English) 
               => Gallicism -- (a word or phrase borrowed from French) 
           => meronym, part name --
 (a word that names a part of a larger whole; "`brim' and `crown' are meronyms of `hat'") 
           => metonym --
 (a word that is used metonymically; a word that denotes one thing but refers to a related thing) 
           => monosyllable, monosyllabic word -- (a word or utterance of one syllable) 
           => neologism, neology, coinage -- (a newly invented word or phrase) 
               => blend, portmanteau word, portmanteau --
 (a new word formed by joining two others and combining their meanings; "`smog' is a blend of `smoke' an
d `fog'"; "`motel' is a portmanteau word made by combining `motor' and `hotel'"; "`brunch' is a well-
known portmanteau") 
           => nonce word, hapax legomenon -- (a word with a special meaning used for a special occasion) 
           => oxytone -- (word having stress or an acute accent on the last syllable) 
           => palindrome -- (a word or phrase that reads the same backward as forward) 
           => primitive --
 (a word serving as the basis for inflected or derived forms; "`pick' is the primitive from which `picket' is de
rived") 
           => paroxytone -- (word having stress or acute accent on the next to last syllable) 
           => partitive -- (word (such a `some' or `less') that is used to indicate a part as distinct from a whole) 
           => polysemant, polysemantic word, polysemous word -- (a word having more than one meaning) 
           => polysyllable, polysyllabic word -- (a word of more than three syllables) 
               => jawbreaker -- (a word that is hard to pronounce) 
               => sesquipedalian, sesquipedalia -- (a very long word (a foot and a half long)) 
           => proparoxytone -- (word having stress or acute accent on the antepenult) 
           => quantifier -- ((grammar) a word that expresses a quantity (as `fifteen' or `many')) 
               => universal quantifier --
 (a logical quantifier of a proposition that asserts that the proposition is true for all members of a class of  
things) 
           => quantifier, logical quantifier --
 ((logic) a word (such as `some' or `all' or `no') that binds the variables in a logical proposition) 
               => existential quantifier, existential operator --
 (a logical quantifier of a proposition that asserts the existence of at least one thing for which the propositio
n is true) 
           => reduplication --
 (a word formed by or containing a repeated syllable or speech sound (usually at the beginning of the word)
) 
           => substantive -- (a noun or a pronoun that is used in place of a noun) 
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               => noun -- (a word that can be used to refer to a person or place or thing) 
                   => collective noun -- (a noun that is singular in form but refers to a group of people or things) 
                   => mass noun -- (a noun that does not form plurals) 
                   => count noun -- (a noun that forms plurals) 
                   => proper noun, proper name -- (a noun that denotes a particular thing; usually capitalized) 
                   => common noun -- (a noun that denotes any or all members of a class) 
                       => verbal noun, deverbal noun -- (a noun that is derived from a verb) 
                           => gerund -- (a noun formed from a verb (such as the `-
ing' form of an English verb when used as a noun)) 
                       => adnoun -- (an adjective used as a noun; "`meek' in `blessed are the meek' is an adnoun") 
           => synonym, equivalent word --
 (two words that can be interchanged in a context are said to be synonymous relative to that context) 
           => term -- (a word or expression used for some particular thing; "he learned many medical terms") 
               => referent -- (something that refers; a term that refers to another term) 
           => terminology, nomenclature, language --
 (a system of words used in a particular discipline; "legal terminology"; "the language of sociology") 
               => markup language --
 (a set of symbols and rules for their use when doing a markup of a document) 
                   => standard generalized markup language, SGML --
 ((computer science) a standardized language for the descriptive markup of documents; a set of rules for  
using whatever markup vocabulary is adopted) 
                   => hypertext markup language, hypertext mark-up language, HTML --
 (a set of tags and rules (conforming to SGML) for using them in developing hypertext documents) 
               => toponymy, toponomy -- (the nomenclature of regional anatomy) 
           => trisyllable -- (a word having three syllables) 
           => troponym, manner name --
 (a word that denotes a manner of doing something; "`march' is a troponym of `walk'") 
           => vocable, spoken word -- (a word that is spoken aloud) 
           => classifier --
 (a word or morpheme used in some languages in certain contexts (such as counting) to indicate the  
semantic class in which an item belongs) 
           => written word -- (the written form of a word) 
               => bigram -- (a word that is written with two letters in an alphabetic writing system) 
               => trigram -- (a word that is written with three letters in an alphabetic writing system) 
               => tetragram -- (a word that is written with four letters in an alphabetic writing system) 
                   => Tetragrammaton --
 (four Hebrew letters usually transliterated as YHWH (Yahweh) or JHVH (Jehovah) signifying the Hebrew 
name for God which the Jews regarded as too holy to pronounce) 
           => syncategorem, syncategoreme --
 (a syncategorematic expression; a word that cannot be used alone as a term in a logical proposition;  
"logical quantifiers, adverbs, prepositions, and conjunctions are called syncategoremes") 
       => syllable -- (a unit of spoken language larger than a phoneme; "the word `pocket' has two syllables") 
           => penult, penultima, penultimate -- (the next to last syllable in a word) 
           => antepenult, antepenultimate -- (the 3rd syllable of a word counting back from the end) 
           => reduplication -- (the syllable added in a reduplicated word form) 
           => solfa syllable -- (one of the names for notes of a musical scale in solmization) 
               => do, doh, ut -- (the syllable naming the first (tonic) note of any major scale in solmization) 
               => re, ray -- (the syllable naming the second (supertonic) note of any major scale in solmization) 
               => mi -- (the syllable naming the third (mediant) note of any major scale in solmization) 
               => fa -- (the syllable naming the fourth (subdominant) note of the diatonic scale in solmization) 
               => sol, soh, so --
 (the syllable naming the fifth (dominant) note of any musical scale in solmization) 
               => la, lah --
 (the syllable naming the sixth (submediant) note of a major or minor scale in solmization) 
               => ti, te, si -- (the syllable naming the seventh (subtonic) note of any musical scale in solmization) 
       => lexeme --
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 (a minimal unit (as a word or stem) in the lexicon of a language; `go' and `went' and `gone' and `going' are 
all members of the English lexeme `go') 
       => morpheme --
 (minimal meaningful language unit; it cannot be divided into smaller meaningful units) 
           => allomorph --
 (a variant phonological representation of a morpheme; "the final sounds of `bets' and `beds' and `horses'  
and `oxen' are allomorphs of the English plural morpheme") 
               => morphophoneme --
 ((linguistics) the phonemes (or strings of phonemes) that constitute the various allomorphs of a morpheme) 
           => free morpheme, free form -- (a morpheme that can occur alone) 
           => bound morpheme, bound form --
 (a morpheme that occurs only as part of a larger construction; eg an -s at the end of plural nouns) 
               => combining form -- (a bound form used only in compounds; "`hemato-
' is a combining form in words like `hematology'") 
               => affix -- (a linguistic element added to a word to produce an inflected or derived form) 
                   => prefix -- (an affix that added in front of the word) 
                       => alpha privative -- (the negative prefix a- or un-) 
                   => suffix, postfix -- (an affix that is added at the end of the word) 
                   => infix -- (an affix that is inserted inside the word) 
           => classifier --
 (a word or morpheme used in some languages in certain contexts (such as counting) to indicate the  
semantic class in which an item belongs) 
           => ending, termination --
 (the end of a word (a suffix or inflectional ending or final morpheme); "I don't like words that have -
ism as an ending") 
               => suffix, postfix -- (an affix that is added at the end of the word) 
               => inflectional ending, inflectional suffix -- (an inflection that is added at the end of a root word) 
       => formative -- (minimal language unit that has a syntactic (or morphological) function) 
       => name --
 (a language unit by which a person or thing is known; "his name really is George Washington"; "those are 
two names for the same thing") 
           => eponym --
 (a name derived from the name of person (real or imaginary) as the name of Alexandria is derived from the
 name of its founder: Alexander the Great) 
           => eponym --
 (the name of a person for whom something is supposedly named; "Constantine I is the eponym for Constan
tinople") 
           => filename, file name, computer filename, computer file name --
 ((computer science) the name given to a computer file in order to distinguish it from other files; may contai
n an extension that indicates the type of file) 
           => patronymic -- (a name derived with an affix (such as -son in English or O'-
 in Irish) from the name of your father or a paternal ancestor) 
           => matronymic, metronymic --
 (a name derived from the name of your mother or a maternal ancestor) 
           => street name -- (the name of a street) 
           => street name --
 (the name of a brokerage firm in which stock is held on behalf of a customer; "all my stocks are held in str
eet name") 
           => street name --
 (a slang term for something (especially for an illegal drug); "`smack' is a street name for heroin") 
           => surname, family name, cognomen, last name --
 (the name used to identify the members of a family (as distinguished from each member's given name)) 
               => maiden name -- (a woman's surname before marriage) 
           => middle name -- (a name between your first name and your surname) 
           => first name, given name, forename -- (the name that precedes the surname) 
               => Christian name, baptismal name -- (the first name given to Christians at birth or christening) 
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               => praenomen -- (the first name of a citizen of ancient Rome) 
           => nickname --
 (a descriptive name for a place or thing; "the nickname for the U.S. Constitution is `Old Ironsides'") 
           => alias, assumed name, false name -- (a name that has been assumed temporarily) 
           => pseudonym, anonym, nom de guerre --
 (a fictitious name used when the person performs a particular social role) 
               => stage name -- (the pseudonym of an actor) 
               => pen name, nom de plume -- (an author's pseudonym) 
           => misnomer -- (an incorrect or unsuitable name) 
           => writer's name, author's name -- (the name that appears on the by-
line to identify the author of a work) 
           => appellation, denomination, designation, appellative --
 (identifying word or words by which someone or something is called and classified or distinguished from o
thers) 
               => street name --
 (an alternative name that a person chooses or is given (especially in inner city neighborhoods); "her street 
name is Bonbon") 
               => nickname, moniker, cognomen, sobriquet, soubriquet --
 (a familiar name for a person (often a shortened version of a person's given name); "Joe's mother would no
t use his nickname and always called him Joseph"; "Henry's nickname was Slim") 
               => title, title of respect --
 (an identifying appellation signifying status or function: e.g. Mr. or General; "the professor didn't like his f
riends to use his formal title") 
                   => Aga, Agha -- (title for a civil or military leader (especially in Turkey)) 
                   => Defender of the Faith --
 (a title that Leo X bestowed on Henry VIII and later withdrew; parliament restored the title and it has been 
used by English sovereigns ever since) 
                   => Hakham -- (a Hebrew title of respect for a wise and highly educated man) 
                   => Rabbi -- (a Hebrew title of respect for a Jewish scholar or teacher) 
                   => Reverend -- (a title of respect for a clergyman) 
                   => Very Reverend --
 (a title of respect for various ecclesiastical officials (as cathedral deans and canons and others)) 
               => title --
 (an appellation signifying nobility; "`your majesty' is the appropriate title to use in addressing a king") 
                   => Lordship --
 (a title used to address any British peer except a duke and extended to a bishop or a judge; "Your Lordship
"; "His Lordship") 
                   => Ladyship --
 (a title used to address any peeress except a duchess; "Your Ladyship"; "Her Ladyship") 
                   => baronetcy -- (the title of a baron) 
                   => viscountcy -- (the title of a viscount) 
           => pet name, hypocorism --
 (a name of endearment (especially one using a diminutive suffix); "`Billy' is a hypocorism for `William'") 
           => title --
 (the name of a work of art or literary composition etc.; "he looked for books with the word `jazz' in the title
"; "he refused to give titles to his paintings"; "I can never remember movie titles") 
               => masthead --
 (the title of a newspaper or magazine; usually printed on the front page and on the editorial page) 
               => rubric -- (a title or heading that is printed in red or in a special type) 
           => place name, toponym -- (the name by which a geographical place is known) 
           => signature -- (your name written in your own handwriting) 
               => allograph -- (a signature made by one person for another) 
               => autograph, John Hancock -- (a person's own signature) 
               => countersignature, countersign --
 (a second confirming signature endorsing a document already signed) 
               => endorsement, indorsement --
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 (a signature that validates something; "the cashier would not cash the check without an endorsement") 
                   => blank endorsement, endorsement in blank --
 (an endorsement on commercial paper naming no payee and so payable to the bearer) 
               => sign manual -- (the signature of a sovereign on an official document) 
           => company name -- (the name by which a corporation is identified) 
           => domain name --
 (strings of letters used to name organizations and computers and addresses on the internet; "domain names 
are organized hierarchically with the more generic parts to the right") 
           => trade name, brand name, brand, marque -- (a name given to a product or service) 
               => label, recording label --
 (trade name of a company that produces musical recordings; "the artists and repertoire department of a rec
ording label is responsible for finding new talent") 
       => collocation -- (a grouping of words in a sentence) 
       => phone, speech sound, sound --
 ((phonetics) an individual sound unit of speech without concern as to whether or not it is a phoneme of so
me language) 
           => phoneme --
 ((linguistics) one of a small set of speech sounds that are distinguished by the speakers of a particular lang
uage) 
               => allophone -- ((linguistics) any of various acoustically different forms of the same phoneme) 
           => vowel, vowel sound -- (a speech sound made with the vocal tract open) 
               => ablaut --
 (a vowel whose quality or length is changed to indicate linguistic distinctions (such as sing sang sung song
)) 
                   => grade, gradation -- (a degree of ablaut) 
               => diphthong --
 (a vowel sound that starts near the articulatory position for one vowel and moves toward the position for an
other) 
               => schwa, shwa -- (a neutral middle vowel; occurs in unstressed syllables) 
                   => murmur vowel, murmur -- (a schwa that is incidental to the pronunciation of a consonant) 
               => stem vowel, thematic vowel -- (a vowel that ends a stem and precedes an inflection) 
           => semivowel, glide -- (a vowel-like sound that serves as a consonant) 
               => palatal --
 (a semivowel produced with the tongue near the palate (like the initial sound in the English word `yeast')) 
           => consonant -- (a speech sound that is not a vowel) 
               => alveolar consonant, dental consonant, alveolar --
 (a consonant articulated with the tip of the tongue near the gum ridge) 
               => stop consonant, stop, occlusive, plosive consonant, plosive speech sound, plosive --
 (a consonant produced by stopping the flow of air at some point and suddenly releasing it; "his stop conson
ants are too aspirated") 
                   => labial stop -- (a stop consonant that is produced with the lips) 
                   => glottal stop, glottal plosive, glottal catch --
 (a stop consonant articulated by releasing pressure at the glottis; as in the sudden onset of a vowel) 
                   => suction stop, click --
 (a stop consonant made by the suction of air into the mouth (as in Bantu)) 
               => aspirate -- (a consonant pronounced with aspiration) 
               => labial consonant, labial -- (a consonant whose articulation involves movement of the lips) 
                   => bilabial -- (a consonant that is articulated using both lips; /p/ or /b/ or /w/) 
                   => labial stop -- (a stop consonant that is produced with the lips) 
               => continuant consonant, continuant --
 (consonant articulated by constricting (but not closing) the vocal tract) 
                   => fricative consonant, fricative, spirant --
 (a continuant consonant produced by breath moving against a narrowing of the vocal tract) 
                   => nasal consonant, nasal --
 (a continuant consonant produced through the nose with the mouth closed) 
                   => liquid -- (a frictionless non-nasal continuant (especially `l' and `r')) 
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               => sibilant, sibilant consonant -- (a consonant characterized by a hissing sound (like s or sh)) 
               => affricate, affricate consonant, affricative --
 (a composite speech sound consisting of a stop and a fricative articulated at the same point (as `ch' in `chai
r' and `j' in `joy')) 
               => geminate -- (a doubled or long consonant; "the `n' in `thinness' is a geminate") 
               => surd, voiceless consonant -- (a consonant produced without sound from the vocal cords) 
               => guttural, guttural consonant -- (a consonant articulated in the back of the mouth or throat) 
           => orinasal phone, orinasal --
 (a speech sound produced with both the oral and nasal passages open (as French nasal vowels)) 
           => sonant, voiced sound -- (a speech sound accompanied by sound from the vocal cords) 
       => sign --
 (a fundamental linguistic unit linking a signifier to that which is signified; "The bond between the signifier 
and the signified is arbitrary"--de Saussure) 
 
item, point --
 (a distinct part that can be specified separately in a group of things that could be enumerated on a list; "he 
noticed an item in the New York Times"; "she had several items on her shopping list"; "the main point on t
he agenda was taken up first") 
       => agenda item -- (one of the items to be considered) 
       => incidental -- (an item that is incidental) 
       => inventory item -- (an item listed in an inventory) 
       => line item --
 (an item in an appropriation bill; "Some governors can veto line items in their state budgets") 
       => news item -- (an item in a newspaper) 
           => factoid -- (a brief (usually one sentence and usually trivial) news item) 
       => place, position --
 (an item on a list or in a sequence; "in the second place"; "moved from third to fifth position") 
           => postposition --
 ((linguistics) the placing of one linguistic element after another (as placing a modifier after the word that it 
modifies in a sentence or placing an affix after the base to which it is attached)) 
           => preposition --
 ((linguistics) the placing of one linguistic element before another (as placing a modifier before the word it 
modifies in a sentence or placing an affix before the base to which it is attached)) 
 
detail, item, point --
 (an isolated fact that is considered separately from the whole; "several of the details are similar"; "a point o
f information") 
       => minutia -- (a small or minor detail; "he had memorized the many minutiae of the legal code") 
       => nook and cranny, nooks and crannies --
 (something remote; "he explored every nook and cranny of science") 
       => respect, regard -- ((usually preceded by `in') a detail or point; "it differs in that respect") 
       => sticking point -- (a point at which an impasse arises in progress towrd and agreement or a goal) 
       => technicality, trifle, triviality -- (a detail that is considered insignificant) 
 

Quantitative Relations < STATE RELATIONSHIP <… 
=> magnitude relation, quantitative relation (scale; ratio (profit margin, abundance, efficiency, 

frequency, productivity, quotient; rate (acceleration, fertility, mortality, flow rate, flux, frequency, growth 
rate, speed)   

Magnitude relation, quantitative relation -- (a relation between magnitudes) 
       => scale -- (relative magnitude; "they entertained on a grand scale") 
       => ratio -- (the relative magnitudes of two quantities (usually expressed as a quotient)) 
           => margin of profit, profit margin, gross margin -- (the ratio gross profits divided by net sales) 
           => abundance --
 ((chemistry) the ratio of the total mass of an element in the earth's crust to the total mass of the earth's crust
; expressed as a percentage or in parts per million) 
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           => abundance --
 ((physics) the ratio of the number of atoms of a specific isotope of an element to the total number of isotop
es present) 
           => albedo, reflective power -- (the ratio of reflected to incident light) 
           => aspect ratio -- (the ratio of the width to the height of a tv picture) 
           => cephalic index, breadth index, cranial index --
 (ratio (in percent) of the maximum breadth to the maximum length of a skull) 
           => efficiency -- (the ratio of the output to the input of any system) 
           => facial index -- (the ratio (in percent) of the maximum width to the maximum height of the face) 
           => focal ratio, f number, stop number, speed --
 (the ratio of the focal length to the diameter of a (camera) lens system) 
           => frequency, relative frequency --
 (the ratio of the number of observations in a statistical category to the total number of observations) 
               => incidence, relative incidence -- (the relative frequency of occurrence of something) 
                   => morbidity -- (the relative incidence of a particular disease) 
           => hematocrit, haematocrit, packed cell volume --
 (the ratio of the volume occupied by packed red blood cells to the volume of the whole blood as measured 
by a hematocrit) 
           => intelligence quotient, IQ, I.Q. --
 (a measure of a person's intelligence as indicated by an intelligence test; the ratio of a person's mental age t
o their chronological age (multiplied by 100)) 
               => adult intelligence -- (the average IQ of the adults in a given population) 
               => borderline intelligence --
 (the minimal IQ required for someone to function normally and independently in the world (without some 
form of institutional assistance)) 
           => load factor --
 ((aeronautics) the ratio of an external load to the weight of the aircraft (measured in g)) 
           => loss ratio --
 (the ratio of the annual claims paid by an insurance company to the premiums received) 
           => Mach number -- (the ratio of the speed of a moving body to the speed of sound) 
           => magnification -- (the ratio of the size of an image to the size of the object) 
           => mechanical advantage -- (the ratio of the force exerted by a machine to the force applied to it) 
           => mileage, fuel consumption rate, gasoline mileage, gas mileage --
 (the ratio of the number of miles traveled to the number of gallons of gasoline burned) 
           => odds, betting odds --
 (the ratio by which one better's wager is greater than that of another; "he offered odds of two to one") 
           => order of magnitude, magnitude --
 (a number assigned to the ratio of two quantities; two quantities are of the same order of magnitude if one i
s less than 10 times as large as the other; the number of magnitudes that the quantities differ is specified to 
within a power of 10) 
           => output-to-input ratio -- (the output power of a transducer divided by the input power) 
           => prevalence --
 ((epidemiology) the ratio (for a given time period) of the number of occurrences of a disease or event to th
e number of units at risk in the population) 
           => price-to-earnings ratio, P/E ratio -- ((stock market) the price of a stock divided by its earnings) 
           => productivity --
 ((economics) the ratio of the quantity and quality of units produced to the labor per unit of time) 
           => quotient -- (the ratio of two quantities to be divided) 
               => proportion, proportionality --
 (the quotient obtained when the magnitude of a part is divided by the magnitude of the whole) 
                   => case-fatality proportion --
 (the number of cases of a disease ending in death divided by the number of cases of the disease; usually ex
pressed as a percentage or as the number of deaths per 1000 cases) 
                   => case-to-infection proportion, case-to-infection ratio --
 (the number of cases of a disease divided by the number of infections with the agent that causes the disease
) 
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                   => content -- (the proportion of a substance that is contained in a mixture or alloy etc.) 
                   => scale --
 (the ratio between the size of something and a representation of it; "the scale of the map"; "the scale of the 
model") 
                   => golden section, golden mean --
 (the proportional relation between two divisions of line or two dimension of a plane figure such that short :
 long :: long : (short + long)) 
                   => commensurateness, correspondence, proportionateness --
 (the relation of correspondence in degree or size or amount) 
                   => percentage, percent, per centum, pct -- (a proportion multiplied by 100) 
                       => absentee rate -- (the percentage of workers who do not report to work) 
                       => batting average --
 ((baseball) the percentage of times a batter gets a hit; number of base hits divided by the number of times a
t bat) 
                       => fielding average --
 ((baseball) the percentage of times a fielder handles a batted ball properly; number of assists and putouts di
vided by the number of chances) 
                       => occupancy rate --
 (the percentage of all rental units (as in hotels) are occupied or rented at a given time) 
                           => hospital occupancy -- (occupancy rate for hospitals) 
                           => hotel occupancy -- (occupancy rate for hotels) 
                       => vacancy rate --
 (the percentage of all rental units (as in hotels) that are unoccupied or not rented at a given time) 
                       => unemployment rate --
 (the percentage of the work force that is unemployed at any given date) 
                   => batting average --
 ((an extension of the baseball term) the proportion of times some effort succeeds; "the salesman's batting a
verage was 7 out of 12") 
           => refractive index, index of refraction --
 (the ratio of the velocity of light in a vacuum to that in a medium) 
           => relative humidity --
 (the ratio of the amount of water in the air at a give temperature to the maximum amount it could hold at th
at temperature; expressed as a percentage) 
           => respiratory quotient --
 (the ratio of the volume of carbon dioxide expired to the volume of oxygen consumed by an organism or c
ell in a given period of time) 
           => safety factor, factor of safety --
 (the ratio of the breaking stress of a structure to the estimated maximum stress in ordinary use) 
           => signal-to-noise ratio, signal-to-noise, signal/noise ratio, signal/noise, S/N --
 (the ratio of signal intensity to noise intensity) 
           => stoichiometry --
 ((chemistry) the relation between the quantities of substances that take part in a reaction or form a compou
nd (typically a ratio of whole integers)) 
           => time constant -- (the ratio of the inductance of a circuit in henries to its resistance in ohms) 
           => employee turnover, turnover rate, turnover --
 (the ratio of the number of workers that had to be replaced in a given time period to the average number of 
workers) 
           => loading -- (the ratio of the gross weight of an airplane to some factor determining its lift) 
               => power loading -- (the ratio of the weight of an airplane to its engine power) 
               => span loading -- (the ratio of the weight of an airplane to its wingspan) 
               => wing loading -- (the ratio of the weight of an airplane to its wing area) 
           => eccentricity --
 ((geometry) a ratio describing the shape of a conic section; the ratio of the distance between the foci to the 
length of the major axis; "a circle is an ellipse with zero eccentricity") 
RATE < MAGNITUDE RELATION < STATE RELATION < RELATION 
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       => rate --
 (a magnitude or frequency relative to a time unit; "they traveled at a rate of 55 miles per hour"; "the rate of 
change was faster than expected") 
           => acceleration -- ((physics) a rate of change of velocity) 
               => centripetal acceleration --
 (the acceleration toward the center that holds a satellite in elliptical orbit) 
           => attrition rate, rate of attrition -- (the rate of shrinkage in size or number) 
           => birthrate, birth rate, fertility, fertility rate, natality --
 (the ratio of live births in an area to the population of that area; expressed per 1000 population per year) 
           => bits per second, bps -- ((computer science) the rate at which data is transferred (as by a modem)) 
           => crime rate --
 (the ratio of crimes in an area to the population of that area; expressed per 1000 population per year) 
           => data rate -- (the rate at which circuits or other devices operate when handling digital information) 
               => channel capacity -- (the maximum data rate that can be attained over a given channel) 
           => deathrate, death rate, morbidity, mortality, mortality rate, fatality rate --
 (the ratio of deaths in an area to the population of that area; expressed per 1000 per year) 
               => infant deathrate, infant mortality, infant mortality rate --
 (the death rate during the first year of life) 
               => neonatal mortality, neonatal mortality rate -- (the death rate during the first 28 days of life) 
           => dose rate -- (the quantity of radiation absorbed per unit time) 
           => erythrocyte sedimentation rate, ESR, sedimentation rate, sed rate --
 (the rate at which red blood cells settle out in a tube of blood under standardized conditions; a high rate usu
ally indicates the presence of inflammation) 
           => flow, flow rate, rate of flow -- (the amount of fluid that flows in a given time) 
               => cardiac output --
 (the amount of blood pumped out by the ventricles in a given period of time; "a resting adult has a cardiac 
output of about three quarts a minute") 
           => flux -- (the rate of flow of energy or particles across a given surface) 
               => neutron flux --
 (the rate of flow of neutrons; the number of neutrons passing through a unit area in unit time) 
               => radiant flux -- (the rate of flow of radiant energy (electromagnetic waves)) 
                   => luminous flux -- (the rate of flow of light energy) 
           => frequency, frequence, oftenness --
 (the number of occurrences within a given time period (usually 1 second); "the frequency of modulation w
as 40 cycles per second") 
               => audio, audio frequency -- (an audible acoustic wave frequency) 
               => radio frequency -- (an electromagnetic wave frequency between audio and infrared) 
                   => extremely low frequency, ELF -- (below 3 kilohertz) 
                   => very low frequency, VLF -- (3 to 30 kilohertz) 
                   => low frequency, LF -- (30 to 300 kilohertz) 
                   => medium frequency, MF -- (300 to 3000 kilohertz) 
                   => high frequency, HF -- (3 to 30 megahertz) 
                   => very high frequency, VHF -- (30 to 300 megahertz) 
                   => ultrahigh frequency, UHF -- (300 to 3000 megahertz) 
                   => superhigh frequency, SHF -- (3 to 30 gigahertz) 
                   => extremely high frequency, EHF -- (30 to 300 gigahertz) 
               => infrared, infrared frequency --
 (the infrared part of the electromagnetic spectrum; electromagnetic wave frequencies below the visible ran
ge; "they could sense radiation in the infrared") 
               => wave number -- (the reciprocal of the wavelength of a wave) 
                   => rydberg, rydberg constant, rydberg unit --
 (a wave number characteristic of the wave spectrum of each element) 
               => count per minute, counts/minute -- (frequency per minute) 
               => sampling frequency --
 ((telecommunication) the frequency of sampling a continuously varying signal) 
                   => Nyquist frequency --
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 ((telecommunication) twice the maximum frequency occurring in the transmitted signal) 
           => gigahertz, GHz, gigacycle per second, gigacycle, Gc -- (1,000,000,000 periods per second) 
           => growth rate, rate of growth -- (the rate of increase in size per unit time) 
               => isometry -- (the growth rates in different parts of a growing organism are the same) 
           => Hertz, Hz, cycle per second, cycles/second, cps, cycle --
 (the unit of frequency; one Hertz has a periodic interval of one second) 
           => inflation rate, rate of inflation --
 (the rate of change of prices (as indicated by a price index) calculated on a monthly or annual basis) 
           => jerk, rate of acceleration -- ((mechanics) the rate of change of velocity) 
           => kilohertz, kHz, kilocycle per second, kilocycle, kc -- (one thousand periods per second) 
           => kilometers per hour, kilometres per hour, kph, km/h --
 (the ratio of the distance traveled (in kilometers) to the time spent traveling (in hours)) 
           => megahertz, MHz, megacycle per second, megacycle, Mc -- (one million periods per second) 
           => terahertz, THz -- (one trillion periods per second) 
           => metabolic rate -- (rate of metabolism; the amount of energy expended in a give period) 
               => basal metabolic rate, BMR --
 (the rate at which heat is produced by an individual in a resting state) 
           => miles per hour, mph --
 (the ratio of the distance traveled (in miles) to the time spent traveling (in hours)) 
           => pace, gait -- (the rate of moving (especially walking or running)) 
               => quick time -- (a normal marching pace of 120 steps per minute) 
               => double time -- (a fast marching pace (180 steps/min) or slow jog) 
               => beats per minute, bpm, metronome marking, M.M. --
 (the pace of music measured by the number of beats occurring in 60 seconds) 
           => pulse, pulse rate, heart rate --
 (the rate at which the heart beats; usually measured to obtain a quick evaluation of a person's health) 
               => femoral pulse -- (pulse of the femoral artery (felt in the groin)) 
               => radial pulse -- (pulse of the radial artery (felt in the wrist)) 
           => respiratory rate, rate of respiration --
 (the rate at which a person inhales and exhales; usually measured to obtain a quick evaluation of a person's
 health) 
           => revolutions per minute, rpm, rev --
 (rate of revolution of a motor; "the engine was doing 6000 revs") 
           => sampling rate -- ((telecommunication) the frequency of sampling per unit time) 
               => Nyquist rate --
 ((telecommunicaton) the lowest sampling rate that will permit accurate reconstruction of a sampled analog 
signal) 
           => solar constant --
 (the rate at which radiant solar energy is received at the outer layer of the earth's atmosphere) 
           => spacing --
 (the time between occurrences of a repeating event; "some women do not control the spacing of their child
ren") 
           => speed, velocity -- (distance travelled per unit time) 
               => airspeed -- (the speed of an aircraft relative to the air in which it is flying) 
               => escape velocity -- (the minimum velocity needed to escape a gravitational field) 
               => groundspeed -- (the speed of an aircraft relative to the ground) 
               => hypervelocity --
 (excessive velocity; "the meteorites struck the earth with hypervelocity impacts") 
               => muzzle velocity -- (the velocity of a projectile as it leaves the muzzle of a gun) 
               => peculiar velocity -- (velocity with respect to the local standard of rest) 
               => radial velocity -- (velocity along the line of sight toward or away from the observer) 
               => speed of light, light speed, c --
 (the speed at which light travels in a vacuum; the constancy and universality of the speed of light is recogn
ized by defining it to be exactly 299,792,458 meters per second) 
               => steerageway -- ((nautical) the minimum rate of motion needed for a vessel to be maneuvered) 
               => terminal velocity --
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 (the constant maximum velocity reached by a body falling through the atmosphere under the attraction of g
ravity) 
           => tempo, pace -- (the rate of some repeating event) 
           => words per minute, wpm -- (the rate at which words are produced (as in speaking or typing)) 

 
 

SOCIAL RELATIONS < OBJECT RELATIONSHIP < SUBSTANCE RELATIONSHIP <… 
=> social relation --
 (a relation between living organisms (especially between people)) 
communication -- (something that is communicated by or to or between people or groups) 

=> message --
 (a communication (usually brief) that is written or spoken or signaled; "he sent a three-
word message") 
       => contagion, infection --
 (the communication of an attitude or emotional state among a number of people; "a contagion of mirth
"; "the infection of his enthusiasm for poetry") 
       => language, linguistic communication --
 (a systematic means of communicating by the use of sounds or conventional symbols; "he taught forei
gn languages"; "the language introduced is standard throughout the text"; "the speed with which a prog
ram can be executed depends on the language in which it is written") 
       => written communication, written language -- (communication by means of written symbols) 
       => message, content, subject matter, substance --
 (what a communication that is about something is about) 
       => show --
 (a public exhibition or entertainment; "they wanted to see some of the shows on Broadway") 
       => signal, signaling, sign --
 (any communication that encodes a message; "signals from the boat suddenly stopped") 
       => sign --
 (a public display of a (usually written) message; "he posted signs in all the shop windows") 
       => indication, indicant --
 (something that serves to indicate or suggest; "an indication of foul play"; "indications of strain"; "sym
ptoms are the prime indicants of disease") 
       => visual communication -- (communication that relies on vision) 
       => expressive style, style --
 (a way of expressing something (in language or art or music etc.) that is characteristic of a particular p
erson or group of people or period; "all the reporters were expected to adopt the style of the newspaper
") 
       => paralanguage, paralinguistic communication --
 (the use of manner of speaking to communicate particular meanings) 
       => auditory communication -- (communication that relies on hearing) 
       => voice, vocalization, vocalisation, phonation, vox --
 (the sound made by the vibration of vocal folds modified by the resonance of the vocal tract; "a singer 
takes good care of his voice"; "the giraffe cannot make any vocalizations") 
       => psychic communication, psychical communication, anomalous communication --
 (communication by paranormal means) 
       => voice --
 (something suggestive of speech in being a medium of expression; "the wee small voice of conscience
"; "the voice of experience"; "he said his voices told him to do it") 
       => document -- (a written account of ownership or obligation) 
        
Message -- (a communication (usually brief) that is written or spoken or signaled; "he sent a three-
word message") 
       => broadcast -- (message that is transmitted by radio or television) 
           => radio broadcast -- (a broadcast via radio) 
           => simulcast --
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 (a broadcast that is carried simultaneously by radio and television (or by FM and AM radio)) 
           => telecast -- (a television broadcast) 
       => cipher, cypher -- (a message written in a secret code) 
       => heliogram -- (a message transmitted by means of the sun's rays) 
       => mail -- (the bags of letters and packages that are transported by the postal service) 
           => first class, 1st class, first-class mail, 1st-class mail, priority mail --
 (mail that includes letters and postcards and packages sealed against inspection) 
               => correspondence -- (communication by exchange of letters) 
           => express, express mail -- (mail that is distributed by a rapid and efficient system) 
               => pony express --
 (express mail carried by relays of riders on horseback; especially between Missouri and California aro
und 1860) 
           => parcel post -- (postal service that handles packages) 
           => bulk mail --
 (mail consisting of large numbers of identical items (circulars or advertisements) sent to individual ad
dresses at less than 1st-class rates and paid for in one lot) 
           => third-class mail, third class --
 (mail consisting of printed matter qualifying for reduced postal rates) 
               => junk mail -- (third-
class mail consisting of advertising and often addressed to `resident' or `occupant') 
           => airmail -- (letters and packages that are transported by aircraft) 
           => air mail -- (mail that is sent by air transport) 
           => surface mail -- (mail that is sent by land or sea) 
           => registered mail, registered post --
 (mail that is registered by the post office when sent in order to assure safe delivery) 
           => special delivery -- (mail that is delivered by a special carrier (for an additional charge)) 
       => phone message, telephone message -- (a message transmitted by telephone) 
       => radiogram -- (a message transmitted by wireless telegraphy) 
       => dedication, inscription --
 (a short message (as in a book or musical work or on a photograph) dedicating it to someone or somet
hing) 
       => telegram, wire -- (a message transmitted by telegraph) 
           => cable, cablegram, overseas telegram -- (a telegram sent abroad) 
           => letter telegram -- (a cheaper form of telegram that is sent abroad for delivery the next day) 
           => night letter -- (a cheaper form of telegram sent for delivery the next day) 
       => packet -- ((computer science) a message or message fragment) 
 
Message, content, subject matter, substance --
 (what a communication that is about something is about) 
       => body -- (the central message of a communication; "the body of the message was short") 
       => corker -- (a remarkable or astounding message; "that story was a corker") 
       => reminder --
 (a message that helps you remember something; "he ignored his wife's reminders") 
           => phylactery, tefillin --
 ((Judaism) either of two small leather cases containing texts from the Hebrew Scriptures (known colle
ctively as tefillin); traditionally worn (on the forehead and the left arm) by Jewish men during morning
 prayer) 
       => request, petition, postulation --
 (a formal message requesting something that is submitted to an authority) 
           => application --
 (a verbal or written request for assistance or employment or admission to a school; "December 31 is th
e deadline for applications") 
               => job application -- (an application for a job) 
               => credit application -- (an application for a line of credit) 
               => loan application -- (an application to borrow money) 
                   => mortgage application -- (an application for a mortgage loan) 
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               => patent application -- (an application for sole rights to an invention) 
           => solicitation, appeal, collection, ingathering --
 (request for a sum of money; "an appeal to raise money for starving children") 
               => whip-round -- (solicitation of money usually for a benevolent purpose) 
           => demand -- (an urgent or peremptory request; "his demands for attention were unceasing") 
               => challenge -- (a demand by a sentry for a password or identification) 
               => ultimatum -- (a final peremptory demand) 
               => insistence, insisting -- (continual and persistent demands) 
               => call, claim -- (a demand especially in the phrase "the call of duty") 
               => requisition --
 (the act of requiring; an authoritative request or demand, especially by a military or public authority th
at takes something over (usually temporarily) for military or public use) 
               => call -- (a demand for a show of hands in a card game; "after two raises there was a call") 
               => margin call, call --
 (a demand by a broker that a customer deposit enough to bring his margin up to the minimum require
ment) 
               => wage claim, pay claim --
 (the wage demanded from management for workers by their union representatives) 
       => memorial --
 (a written statement of facts submitted in conjunction with a petition to an authority) 
       => latent content -- ((psychoanalysis) hidden meaning of a fantasy or dream) 
       => subject, topic, theme --
 (the subject matter of a conversation or discussion; "he didn't want to discuss that subject"; "it was a v
ery sensitive topic"; "his letters were always on the theme of love") 
           => bone of contention --
 (the subject of a dispute; "the real bone of contention, as you know, is money") 
           => precedent -- (a subject mentioned earlier (preceding in time)) 
           => question, head --
 (the subject matter at issue; "the question of disease merits serious discussion"; "under the head of min
or Roman poets") 
               => problem --
 (a question raised for consideration or solution; "our homework consisted of ten problems to solve") 
                   => puzzle, puzzler, mystifier, teaser --
 (a particularly baffling problem that is said to have a correct solution; "he loved to solve chessmate pu
zzles"; "that's a real puzzler") 
                   => case --
 (a problem requiring investigation; "Perry Mason solved the case of the missing heir") 
                   => homework problem -- (a problem that students are assigned to do outside of class) 
                   => riddle, conundrum, enigma, brain-teaser -- (a difficult problem) 
                   => poser, stumper, toughie, sticker --
 (a particularly difficult or baffling question or problem) 
                   => Gordian knot -- (any very difficult problem; insoluble in its own terms) 
                   => crossword puzzle, crossword --
 (a puzzle in which words corresponding to numbered clues are to be found and written in to squares in
 the puzzle) 
                   => koan --
 (a paradoxical annecdote or a riddle that has no solution; used in Zen Buddhism to show the inadequac
y of logical reasoning) 
                   => word square, acrostic --
 (a puzzle where you fill a square grid with words reading the same down as across) 
                   => pons asinorum -- (a problem that severely tests the ability of an inexperienced person) 
                   => rebus --
 (a puzzle where you decode a message consisting of pictures representing syllables and words) 
               => question of fact, matter of fact --
 (a disputed factual contention that is generally left for a jury to decide) 
               => question of law, matter of law --
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 (a disputed legal contention that is generally left for a judge to decide) 
           => keynote -- (the principal theme in a speech or literary work) 
       => digression, aside, excursus, divagation, parenthesis --
 (a message that departs from the main subject) 
       => meaning, significance, signification, import --
 (the message that is intended or expressed or signified; "what is the meaning of this sentence"; "the sig
nificance of a red traffic light"; "the signification of Chinese characters"; "the import of his announcem
ent was ambigtuous") 
           => lexical meaning --
 (the meaning of a word that depends on the nonlinguistic concepts it is used to express) 
           => grammatical meaning --
 (the meaning of a word that depends on its role in a sentence; varies with inflectional form) 
           => symbolization, symbolisation -- (the use of symbols to convey meaning) 
           => sense, signified --
 (the meaning of a word or expression; the way in which a word or expression or situation can be interp
reted; "the dictionary gave several senses for the word"; "in the best sense charity is really a duty"; "the
 signifier is linked to the signified") 
               => word meaning, word sense, acceptation -- (the accepted meaning of a word) 
           => intension, connotation --
 (what you must know in order to determine the reference of an expression) 
           => referent -- (something referred to; the object of a reference) 
               => antecedent --
 (the referent of an anaphor; a phrase or clause that is referred to by an anaphoric pronoun) 
               => denotatum -- (an actual object referred to by a linguistic expression) 
               => designatum --
 (something (whether existing or not) that is referred to by a linguistic expression) 
           => effect, essence, burden, core, gist --
 (the central meaning or theme of a speech or literary work) 
           => intent, purport, spirit -- (the intended meaning of a communication) 
           => moral, lesson --
 (the significance of a story or event; "the moral of the story is to love thy neighbor") 
           => nuance, nicety, shade, subtlety, refinement --
 (a subtle difference in meaning or opinion or attitude; "without understanding the finer nuances you ca
n't enjoy the humor"; "don't argue about shades of meaning") 
           => overtone -- ((usually plural) an ulterior implicit meaning or quality; "overtones of despair") 
           => point --
 (a brief version of the essential meaning of something; "get to the point"; "he missed the point of the j
oke"; "life has lost its point") 
               => bottom line -- (the decisive point) 
               => crux, crux of the matter -- (the most important point) 
                   => alpha and omega -- (the basic meaning of something; the crucial part) 
               => rallying point --
 (a point or principle on which scattered or opposing groups can come together) 
               => talking point --
 (an especially persuasive point helping to support an argument or discussion) 
       => nonsense, bunk, nonsensicality, meaninglessness, hokum --
 (a message that seems to convey no meaning) 
           => absurdity, absurdness, ridiculousness -- (a message whose content is at variance with reason) 
           => amphigory, nonsense verse -- (nonsensical writing (usually verse)) 
           => balderdash, fiddle-faddle, piffle -- (trivial nonsense) 
           => buzzword, cant -- (stock phrases that have become nonsense through endless repetition) 
           => cobblers -- (nonsense; "I think that is a load of cobblers") 
           => crock -- (nonsense; foolish talk; "that's a crock") 
           => fa la, fal la -- (meaningless syllables in the refrain of a part-song) 
           => gibberish, gibber -- (unintelligible talking) 
               => abracadabra -- (gibberish and nonsense) 
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               => babble, babbling, lallation -- (gibberish resembling the sounds of a baby) 
               => blather, blatherskite -- (foolish gibberish) 
               => double Dutch -- (an incomprehensible talk) 
               => double talk -- (deliberately unintelligible gibberish) 
               => jabber, jabbering, gabble -- (rapid and indistinct speech) 
               => mumbo jumbo -- (language that is unnecessarily difficult to understand) 
           => incoherence, incoherency, unintelligibility --
 (nonsense that is simply incoherent and unintelligible) 
               => word salad -- (jumble of incoherent speech as sometimes heard in schizophrenia) 
           => jabberwocky -- (nonsensical language (according to Lewis Carroll)) 
           => mummery, flummery -- (meaningless ceremonies and flattery) 
           => palaver, hot air, empty words, empty talk, rhetoric --
 (loud and confused and empty talk; "mere rhetoric") 
           => rigmarole, rigamarole -- (a set of confused and meaningless statements) 
           => shmegegge, schmegegge -- ((Yiddish) baloney; hot air; nonsense) 
           => stuff, stuff and nonsense, hooey, poppycock -- (senseless talk; "don't give me that stuff") 
           => baloney, boloney, bilgewater, bosh, drool, humbug, taradiddle, tarradiddle, tommyrot, tosh, t
waddle -- (pretentious or silly talk or writing) 
       => drivel, garbage -- (a worthless message) 
           => bunk, bunkum, buncombe, guff, rot, hogwash --
 (unacceptable behavior (especially ludicrously false statements)) 
               => bullshit, bull, Irish bull, horseshit, shit, crap, dogshit --
 (obscene words for unacceptable behavior; "I put up with a lot of bullshit from that jerk"; "what he sai
d was mostly bull") 
           => chickenshit -- (a false statement that is considered to indicate timidity or fear) 
           => folderol, rubbish, tripe, trumpery, trash, wish-wash, applesauce, codswallop --
 (nonsensical talk or writing) 
           => pap, pablum -- (worthless or oversimplified ideas) 
       => acknowledgment, acknowledgement --
 (a statement acknowledging something or someone; "she must have seen him but she gave no sign of a
cknowledgment"; "the preface contained an acknowledgment of those who had helped her") 
           => credits --
 (a list of acknowledgements of those who contributed to the creation of a film (usually run at the end o
f the film)) 
           => receipt -- (an acknowledgment (usually tangible) that payment has been made) 
               => stub, ticket stub -- (a torn part of a ticket returned to the holder as a receipt) 
                   => rain check --
 (a ticket stub entitling the holder to admission to a future event if the scheduled event was cancelled d
ue to rain) 
               => bill of lading, waybill --
 (a receipt given by the carrier to the shipper acknowledging receipt of the goods being shipped and spe
cifying the terms of delivery) 
               => pawn ticket -- (a pawnbroker's receipt for articles taken as security) 
           => farewell, word of farewell -- (an acknowledgment or expression of goodwill at parting) 
               => adieu, adios, arrivederci, auf wiedersehen, au revoir, bye, bye-bye, cheerio, good-
by, goodby, good-bye, goodbye, good day, sayonara, so long --
 (a farewell remark; "they said their good-byes") 
               => bon voyage, send-off --
 (an organized expression of goodwill at the start of a trip or new venture) 
               => good morning, morning -- (a conventional expression of greeting or farewell) 
               => good afternoon, afternoon -- (a conventional expression of greeting or farewell) 
               => good night -- (a conventional expression of farewell) 
           => greeting, salutation --
 ((usually plural) an acknowledgment or expression of good will (especially on meeting)) 
               => well-wishing -- (an expression of good will from one person to another; "much hand-
shaking and well-wishing") 
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               => regard, wish, compliments --
 ((usually plural) a polite expression of desire for someone's welfare; "give him my kind regards"; "my 
best wishes") 
               => reception, response --
 (the manner in which something is greeted; "she did not expect the cold reception she received from h
er superiors") 
               => hail -- (enthusiastic greeting) 
               => pax, kiss of peace --
 ((Roman Catholic Church) a greeting signifying Christian love for those assisting at the Eucharist) 
               => welcome -- (a greeting or reception; "the proposal got a warm welcome") 
                   => cordial reception, hospitality -- (kindness in welcoming guests or strangers) 
                   => inhospitality --
 (unkind and inconsiderate welcome; "he was taken aback by such inhospitality") 
                   => glad hand -- (a warm welcome; may be insincere) 
               => salute -- (an act of greeting with friendly words and gestures like bowing or lifting the hat) 
               => hello, hullo, hi, howdy, how-do-you-do --
 (an expression of greeting; "every morning they exchanged polite hellos") 
               => good morning, morning -- (a conventional expression of greeting or farewell) 
               => good afternoon, afternoon -- (a conventional expression of greeting or farewell) 
               => salute, military greeting -- (a formal military gesture of respect) 
               => calling card, visiting card, card --
 (a printed or written greeting that is left to indicate that you have visited) 
           => aloha, ciao --
 (an acknowledgment that can be used to say hello or goodbye (aloha is Hawaiian and ciao is Italian)) 
           => handshake, shake, handshaking, handclasp --
 (grasping and shaking a person's hand (as to acknowledge an introduction or to agree on a contract)) 
           => apology --
 (an expression of regret at having caused trouble for someone; "he wrote a letter of apology to the host
ess") 
           => mea culpa -- (an acknowledgment of your error or guilt) 
           => condolence, commiseration --
 (an expression of sympathy with another's grief; "they sent their condolences") 
           => declination, regrets -- (a polite refusal of an invitation) 
           => admission -- (an acknowledgment of the truth of something) 
               => confession -- (an admission of misdeeds or faults) 
                   => self-accusation, self-condemnation --
 (an admission that you have failed to do or be something you know you should do or be) 
           => thanks -- (an acknowledgment of appreciation) 
               => grace, blessing, thanksgiving -- (a short prayer of thanks before a meal) 
               => appreciation -- (an expression of gratitude; "he expressed his appreciation in a short note") 
               => thank you -- (a conversational expression of gratitude) 
               => bow, curtain call --
 (an appearance by actors or performers at the end of the concert or play in order to acknowledge the a
pplause of the audience) 
       => refusal -- (a message refusing to accept something that is offered) 
           => declination, regrets -- (a polite refusal of an invitation) 
       => information, info -- (a message received and understood) 
           => ammunition --
 (information that can be used to attack or defend a claim or argument or viewpoint; "his admission pro
vided ammunition for his critics") 
           => factoid --
 (something resembling a fact; unverified (often invented) information that is given credibility because 
it appeared in print) 
           => misinformation -- (information that is incorrect) 
               => blowback --
 (misinformation resulting from the recirculation into the source country of disinformation previously p
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lanted abroad by that country's intelligence service) 
               => disinformation --
 (misinformation that is deliberately disseminated in order to influence or confuse rivals (foreign enemi
es or business competitors etc.)) 
           => material --
 (information (data or ideas or observations) that can be used or reworked into a finished form; "the arc
hives provided rich material for a definitive biography") 
               => rehash --
 (old material that is slightly reworked and used again; "merely a dull rehash of his first novel") 
               => copy -- (material suitable for a journalistic account; "catastrophes make good copy") 
           => details, inside information --
 (true confidential information; "after the trial he gave us the real details") 
               => dope, poop, the skinny, low-down --
 (slang terms for inside information; "is that the straight dope?") 
           => fact --
 (a statement or assertion of verified information about something that is the case or has happened; "he 
supported his argument with an impressive array of facts") 
               => record, record book, book --
 (a compilation of the known facts regarding something or someone; "Al Smith used to say, `Let's look 
at the record'"; "his name is in all the recordbooks") 
                   => logbook -- (a book in which the log is written) 
                       => bell book --
 (a logbook in which all orders concerning the main engines of a ship are recorded) 
                   => won-lost record -- ((sports) a record of win versus losses) 
                   => card, scorecard --
 ((golf) a record of scores (as in golf); "you have to turn in your card to get a handicap") 
               => basics, rudiments -- (a statement of fundamental facts or principles) 
               => index, index number, indicant, indicator --
 (a number or ratio (a value on a scale of measurement) derived from a series of observed facts; can rev
eal relative changes as a function of time) 
                   => business index --
 (a statistical compilation that provides a context for economic or financial conditions; "this business in
dex is computed relative to the base year of 1995") 
                   => leading indicator --
 (one of 11 indicators for different sections of the economy; used by the Department of Commerce to p
redict economic trends in the near future) 
                   => price index, price level --
 (an index that traces the relative changes in the price of an individual good (or a market basket of good
s) over time) 
                       => retail price index -- (an index of changes in retail prices) 
                       => producer price index, wholesale price index --
 (an index of changes in wholesale prices) 
                       => consumer price index, CPI, cost-of-living index --
 (an index of the cost of all goods and services to a typical consumer) 
                   => short account -- (the aggregate of short sales on an open market) 
                   => stock index, stock market index --
 (index based on a statistical compilation of the share prices of a number of representative stocks) 
                       => Dow Jones, Dow-Jones Industrial Average --
 (an indicator of stock market prices; based on the share values of 30 blue-
chip stocks listed on the New York Stock Exchange; "the Dow Jones Industrial Average is the most wi
dely cited indicator of how the stock market is doing") 
                       => Standard and Poor's, Standard and Poor's Index --
 (a broadly based stock market index) 
           => format, formatting, data format, data formatting --
 (the organization of information according to preset specifications (usually for computer processing)) 
               => high-level formatting --
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 ((computer science) the format for the root directory and the file allocation tables and other basic confi
gurations) 
               => low-level formatting, initialization, initialisation --
 ((computer science) the format of sectors on the surface of a hard disk drive so that the operating syste
m can access them and setting a starting position) 
           => gen -- (informal term for information; "give me the gen on your new line of computers") 

DATABASE < INFORMATION < MESSAGE < COMMUNICATION < SOCIAL RELATION 
< SUBSTANCE RELATIONSHIP <… 
           => database -- (an organized body of related information) 
               => list, listing -- (a database containing an ordered array of items (names or topics)) 
                   => agenda, agendum, order of business -- (a list of matters to be taken up (as at a meeting)) 
                       => order of the day -- (the order of business for an assembly on a given day) 
                           => order paper, order book -- (a printed copy of the order of the day) 
                   => A-list -- (a list of names of specially favored people; "the boss gave me his A-
list of people we should try to recruit") 
                   => bibliography --
 (a list of writings with time and place of publication (such as the writings of a single author or the wor
ks referred to in preparing a document etc.)) 
                   => bill -- (a list of particulars (as a playbill or bill of fare)) 
                       => bill of entry -- (a list of goods received at a customhouse for export or import) 
                       => bill of goods -- (a consignment of merchandise) 
                       => menu, bill of fare, card, carte du jour, carte --
 (a list of dishes available at a restaurant; "the menu was in French") 
                           => a la carte -- (a menu having individual dishes listed with separate prices) 
                           => prix fixe -- (a menu listing fixed meals at fixed prices) 
                           => table d'hote --
 (a menu offering a complete meal with limited choices at a fixed price) 
                       => playbill -- (a theatrical program; "he couldn't find her name on the playbill") 
                   => blacklist, black book, shitlist -- (a list of people who are out of favor) 
                   => calendar --
 (a list or register of events (appointments or social events or court cases etc); "I have you on my calen
dar for next Monday") 
                       => docket --
 ((law) the calendar of a court; the list of cases to be tried or a summary of the court's activities) 
                   => calorie chart -- (a list of foods and information about their caloric content) 
                   => canon --
 (a complete list of saints that have been recognized by the Roman Catholic Church) 
                   => catalog, catalogue --
 (a complete list of things; usually arranged systematically; "it does not pretend to be a catalogue of his
 achievements") 
                       => library catalog, library catalogue -- (an enumeration of all the resources of a library) 
                           => card catalog, card catalogue --
 (a library catalog in which each publication is described on a separate file card) 
                       => parts catalog, parts catalogue --
 (a list advertising parts for machinery along with prices) 
                       => seed catalog, seed catalogue -- (a list advertising seeds and their prices) 
                   => character set --
 (an ordered list of characters that are used together in writing or printing) 
                       => ASCII character set --
 ((computer science) 128 characters that make up the ASCII coding scheme; "the ASCII character set i
s the most universal character coding set") 
                       => alphabet -- (a character set that includes letters and is used to write a language) 
                           => Armenian, Armenian alphabet --
 (a writing system having an alphabet of 38 letters in which the Armenian language is written) 
                           => Roman alphabet, Latin alphabet --
 (the alphabet evolved by the ancient Romans which serves for writing most of the languages of wester
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n Europe) 
                           => Hebrew alphabet, Hebraic alphabet, Hebrew script --
 (a Semitic alphabet used since the 5th century BC for writing the Hebrew language (and later for writi
ng Yiddish and Ladino)) 
                           => Greek alphabet -- (the alphabet used by ancient Greeks) 
                           => Cyrillic alphabet, Cyrillic --
 (an alphabet drived from the Greek alphabet and used for writing Slavic languages) 
                           => Arabic alphabet --
 (the alphabet of 28 characters derived from Aramaic and used for writing Arabic languages (and borro
wed for writing Urdu)) 
                           => phonetic alphabet, sound alphabet --
 (an alphabet of characters intended to represent specific sounds of speech) 
                               => visible speech --
 (a phonetic alphabet invented by Melville Bell in the 19th century) 
                           => manual alphabet, finger alphabet --
 (an alphabet used by the deaf; letters are represented by finger positions) 
                       => alphanumerics --
 (a character set that includes letters and digits and punctuation marks) 
                   => checklist -- (a list of items (names or tasks etc.) to be checked or consulted) 
                   => class list, honours list --
 (a list issued by examiners that categorizes students according to the class of honours they achieved in 
their degree examinations) 
                   => codex -- (an official list of chemicals or medicines etc.) 
                   => contents, table of contents --
 (a list of divisions (chapters or articles) and the pages on which they start) 
                   => corrigenda -- (a list of printing errors in a book along with their corrections) 
                   => credits --
 (a list of acknowledgements of those who contributed to the creation of a film (usually run at the end o
f the film)) 
                   => criminal record, record --
 (a list of crimes for which an accused person has been previously convicted; "he ruled that the crimina
l record of the defendant could not be disclosed to the court"; "the prostitute had a record a mile long") 
                   => directory --
 ((computer science) a listing of the files stored in memory (usually on a hard disk)) 
                       => subdirectory -- ((computer science) a directory that is listed in another directory) 
                   => distribution list -- (list of names to whom a communication should be sent) 
                   => enumeration, numbering -- (a numbered list) 
                   => FAQ --
 (a list of questions that are frequently asked (about a given topic) along with their answers) 
                   => free list -- (a list of commodities that are not subject to tariffs) 
                   => grocery list, shopping list --
 (a list of heterogenous items that someone wants; "the union came to the table with a whole grocery lis
t of demands") 
                   => hit list -- (a list of victims to be eliminated (as by murder)) 
                   => hit parade -- (a ranked list of the songs that are most popular at a given time) 
                   => index --
 (an alphabetical listing of names and topics along with page numbers where they are discussed) 
                       => concordance --
 (an index of all main words in a book along with their immediate contexts) 
                   => key -- (a list of words or phrases that explain symbols or abbreviations) 
                       => key word -- (a word that is used as a pattern to decode an encrypted message) 
                   => key -- (a list of answers to a test; "some students had stolen the key to the final exam") 
                   => inventory, stock list -- (a detailed list of all the items in stock) 
                       => parts inventory -- (an inventory of replacement parts) 
                   => mailing list -- (a list of names and addresses to which advertising material is mailed) 
                   => masthead, flag --
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 (a listing printed in all issues of a newspaper or magazine (usually on the editorial page) that gives the 
name of the publication and the names of the editorial staff, etc.) 
                   => menu, computer menu --
 ((computer science) a list of options available to a computer user) 
                       => drop-down menu --
 (a menu of options that appears below the item when the computer user clicks on it) 
                       => hierarchical menu, cascading menu, submenu --
 (a secondary menu that appears while you are holding the cursor over an item on the primary menu) 
                   => necrology -- (a list of people who died recently) 
                   => playlist, play list --
 (a list of musical selections for performance or for broadcast by radio) 
                   => portfolio --
 (a list of the financial assets held by an individual or a bank or other financial institution) 
                   => posting --
 ((bookkeeping) a listing on the company's records; "the posting was made in the cash account") 
                   => price list -- (a listing of prices for different goods or services) 
                   => push-down list, push-down stack, stack --
 (a list in which the next item to be removed is the item most recently stored (LIFO)) 
                   => queue --
 ((information processing) an ordered list of tasks to be performed or messages to be transmitted) 
                       => push-down queue -- (a last-in first-out kind of queue (LIFO)) 
                   => roll, roster -- (a list of names; "his name was struck off the rolls") 
                       => batting order, card, lineup --
 ((baseball) a list of batters in the order in which they will bat; "the managers presented their cards to th
e umpire at home plate") 
                       => death-roll -- (a list of persons killed in a war or other disaster) 
                       => muster roll --
 (a list of names of officers and men in a military unit or ship's company) 
                       => church roll -- (a list of the members of church) 
                       => rota --
 (a roster of names showing the order in which people should perform certain duties) 
                       => waiting list -- (a roster of those waiting to obtain something) 
                   => schedule -- (an ordered list of times at which things are planned to occur) 
                       => network programming -- (the schedule of programs to be broadcast on a network) 
                       => timetable -- (a schedule of times of arrivals and departures) 
                       => timetable -- (a schedule listing events and the times at which they will take place) 
                   => shopping list -- (a list of items to be purchased) 
                       => grocery list -- (a list of groceries to be purchased) 
                   => short list --
 (a list of applicants who have been deemed suitable and from which the successful person will be chos
en) 
                   => sick list -- (a list of those who are ill (e.g. on a warship or in a regiment etc)) 
                   => slate, ticket --
 (a list of candidates nominated by a political party to run for election to public offices) 
                   => wish list -- (a list of events that you wish would occur) 
               => electronic database, on-line database, computer database, electronic information service --
 ((computer science) a database that can be accessed by computers) 
                   => relational database --
 (a database in which relations between information items are explicitly specified as accessible attribut
es; "in a relational database the data are organized as a number of differently sized tables") 
                       => Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System, MEDLARS --
 (relational database of the United States National Library of Medicine for the storage and retrieval of 
bibliographical information concerning the biomedical literature) 
                   => object-oriented database --
 (a database in which the operations carried out on information items (data objects) are considered part 
of their definition) 
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                   => lexical database -- (a database of information about words) 
                       => machine readable dictionary, MRD, electronic dictionary -- (a machine-
readable version of a standard dictionary; organized alphabetically) 
                       => WordNet, Princeton WordNet -- (a machine-
readable lexical database organized by meanings; developed at Princeton University) 
                       => wordnet -- (any of the machine-
readable lexical databases modeled after the Princeton WordNet) 
               => subdata base -- (a subset of data in a database that are used in a specific application) 
           => news, intelligence, tidings, word --
 (new information about specific and timely events; "they awaited news of the outcome") 
               => good word -- (good news) 
               => update -- (news that updates your information) 
           => news -- (new information of any kind; "it was news to me") 
           => nuts and bolts --
 (detailed practical information about how something works or how something can be accomplished) 
           => intelligence, intelligence information --
 (secret information about an enemy (or potential enemy); "we sent out planes to gather intelligence on 
their radar coverage") 
               => military intelligence --
 (information about the armed forces of another country that is useful in planning and conducting milit
ary policy or military operations) 
           => confirmation -- (information that confirms or verifies) 
               => reinforcement, reenforcement --
 (information that makes more forcible or convincing; "his gestures provided eloquent reinforcement fo
r his complaints") 
               => documentation, certification, corroboration --
 (confirmation that some fact or statement is true) 
           => insider information --
 (important information about the plans or condition of a corporation that has not been released to the p
ublic; use for personal profit is illegal) 
           => secret, arcanum --
 (information known only to a special group; "the secret of Cajun cooking") 
               => esoterica -- (secrets known only to an initiated minority) 
               => cabala, cabbala, cabbalah, kabala, kabbala, kabbalah, qabala, qabalah --
 (an esoteric or occult matter resembling the Kabbalah that is traditionally secret) 
               => password, watchword, word, parole, countersign --
 (a secret word or phrase known only to a restricted group; "he forgot the password") 
           => secret --
 (something that should remain hidden from others (especially information that is not to be passed on); 
"the combination to the safe was a secret"; "he tried to keep his drinking a secret") 
               => confidence --
 (a secret that is confided or entrusted to another; "everyone trusted him with their confidences"; "the p
riest could not reveal her confidences") 
               => open secret --
 (something that is supposed to be secret but is generally known; "their love affair was an open secret") 
               => trade secret --
 (a secret (method or device or formula) that gives a manufacturer an advantage over the competition) 
           => propaganda -- (information that is spread for the purpose of promoting some cause) 
               => agitprop --
 (political propaganda (especially Communist propaganda) communicated via art and literature and cin
ema) 
           => course of study, program, programme, curriculum, syllabus --
 (an integrated course of academic studies; "he was admitted to a new program at the university") 
               => crash course, crash program, crash programme --
 (a rapid and intense course of training or research (usually undertaken in an emergency); "he took a cr
ash course in Italian on his way to Italy"; "his first job was a crash course in survival and in learning ho
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w to get along with people"; "a crash programme is needed to create new jobs") 
               => reading program -- (a program designed to teach literacy skills) 
               => degree program -- (a course of study leading to an academic degree) 
           => news --
 (information reported in a newspaper or news magazine; "the news of my death was greatly exaggerat
ed") 
               => business news -- (news about businesses and investments) 
               => report, news report, story, account, write up --
 (a short account of the news; "the report of his speech"; "the story was on the 11 o'clock news"; "the a
ccount of his speech that was given on the evening news made the governor furious") 
                   => newsletter, newssheet --
 (report or open letter giving informal or confidential news of interest to a special group) 
                       => market letter --
 (a newsletter written by an analyst of the stock market and sold to subscribers) 
                   => bulletin --
 (a brief report especially an official statement issued for immediate publication or broadcast) 
                       => news bulletin, newsflash, flash, newsbreak --
 (a short news announcement concerning some on-going news story) 
                       => information bulletin -- (a bulletin containing the latest information) 
                   => dispatch, despatch, communique -- (an official report (usually sent in haste)) 
                   => exclusive, scoop --
 (a news report that is reported first by one news organization; "he got a scoop on the bribery of city off
icials") 
               => newscast -- (a broadcast of news) 
                   => radio news -- (a radio broadcast of news) 
                   => television news -- (a television broadcast of news) 
               => coverage, reporting, reportage --
 (the news as presented by reporters for newspapers or radio or television; "they accused the paper of bi
ased coverage of race relations") 
               => hard news -- (news that deals with serious topics or events) 
               => soft news -- (news that does not deal with serious topics or events) 
               => stop press -- (late news that is inserted into the newspaper at the last minute) 
           => evidence --
 ((law) all the means by which any alleged matter of fact whose truth is investigated at judicial trial is e
stablished or disproved) 
               => exhibit --
 (an object or statement produced before a court of law and referred to while giving evidence) 
               => testimony -- (a solemn statement made under oath) 
                   => witness -- (testimony by word or deed to your religious faith) 
                       => shahadah -- (the first pillar of Islam is an affirmation of faith) 
                   => declaration --
 ((law) unsworn statement that can be admitted in evidence in a legal transaction; "his declaration of in
nocence") 
                   => attestation -- (noun.group:law,;c the action of bearing witness) 
                   => affidavit --
 (written declaration made under oath; a written statement sworn to be true before someone legally aut
horized to administer an oath) 
                       => verification --
 ((law) an affidavit attached to a statement confirming the truth of that statement) 
                   => subornation -- (perjured testimony that someone was persuaded to give) 
               => corpus delicti --
 (the body of evidence that constitute the offence; the objective proof that a crime has been committed 
(sometimes mistakenly thought to refer to the body of a homicide victim)) 
               => direct evidence --
 (evidence (usually the testimony of a witness) directly related to the fact in dispute) 
               => circumstantial evidence, indirect evidence --
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 (evidence providing only a basis for inference about the fact in dispute) 
               => corroborating evidence --
 (additional evidence or evidence of different kind that supports a proof already offered in a proceeding
) 
               => hearsay evidence --
 (evidence based on what someone has told the witness and not of direct knowledge) 
               => state's evidence -- (evidence for the prosecution in criminal proceedings) 
           => tabulation, tabular matter -- (information set out in tabular form) 
           => skinny --
 (confidential information about a topic or person; "he wanted the inside skinny on the new partner") 
           => stuff --
 (information in some unspecified form; "it was stuff I had heard before"; "there's good stuff in that bo
ok") 
           => report card, report --
 (a written evaluation of a student's scholarship and deportment; "his father signed his report card") 

MESSAGE, CONTENT, SUBSTANCE, SUBJECT MATTER < COMMUNICATION <… 
       => guidance, counsel, counseling, counselling, direction --
 (something that provides direction or advice as to a decision or course of action) 
           => road map, guideline --
 (a detailed plan or explanation to guide you in setting standards or determining a course of action; "the
 president said he had a road map for normalizing relations with Vietnam") 
           => career counseling -- (counseling on career opportunities) 
           => cynosure --
 (something that provides guidance (as Polaris guides mariners); "let faith be your cynosure to walk by
") 
           => genetic counseling --
 (guidance for prospective parents on the likelihood of genetic disorders in their future children) 
           => marriage counseling -- (counseling on marital problems and disagreements) 
           => tip, lead, steer, confidential information, wind, hint --
 (an indication of potential opportunity; "he got a tip on the stock market"; "a good lead for a job") 
       => commitment, dedication -- (a message that makes a pledge) 
           => oath, swearing --
 (a commitment to tell the truth (especially in a court of law); to lie under oath is to become subject to 
prosecution for perjury) 
           => affirmation --
 ((religion) a solemn declaration that serves the same purpose as an oath (if an oath is objectionable to t
he person on religious or ethical grounds)) 
               => profession --
 (affirmation of acceptance of some religion or faith; "a profession of Christianity") 
           => promise --
 (a verbal commitment by one person to another agreeing to do (or not to do) something in the future) 
               => oath --
 (a solemn promise, usually invoking a divine witness, regarding your future acts or behavior; "they too
k an oath of allegience") 
                   => bayat -- (an oath of allegiance to an emir) 
                   => Hippocratic oath --
 (an oath taken by physicians to observe medical ethics deriving from Hippocrates) 
               => parole, word, word of honor -- (a promise; "he gave his word") 
               => betrothal, troth, engagement -- (a mutual promise to marry) 
                   => ringing -- (the giving of a ring as a token of engagement) 
               => pinning --
 (a mutual promise of a couple not to date anyone else; on college campuses it was once signaled by th
e giving of a fraternity pin) 
               => rain check -- (a promise that an unaccepted offer will be renewed in the future) 
           => assurance, pledge --
 (a binding commitment to do or give or refrain from something; "an assurance of help when needed"; 
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"signed a pledge never to reveal the secret") 
               => guarantee, warrant, warrantee, warranty --
 (a written assurance that some product or service will be provided or will meet certain specifications) 
                   => security, surety -- (a guarantee that an obligation will be met) 
                   => deposit -- (a payment given as a guarantee that an obligation will be met) 
                   => stock warrant --
 (a written certificate that gives the holder the right to purchase shares of a stock for a specified price w
ithin a specified period of time) 
               => guarantee --
 (a pledge that something will happen or that something is true; "there is no guarantee that they are not 
lying") 
                   => safety net -- (a guarantee of professional or financial security) 
               => plight, troth -- (a solemn pledge of fidelity) 
               => vow --
 (a solemn pledge (to oneself or to another or to a deity) to do something or to behave in a certain mann
er; "they took vows of poverty") 
       => approval, commendation --
 (a message expressing a favorable opinion; "words of approval seldom passed his lips") 
           => approbation -- (official recognition or approval) 
           => sanction, countenance, endorsement, indorsement, warrant, imprimatur --
 (formal and explicit approval; "a Democrat usually gets the union's endorsement") 
               => O.K., OK, okay, okey, okeh -- (an endorsement; "they gave us the O.K. to go ahead") 
               => visa --
 (an endorsement made in a passport that allows the bearer to enter the country issuing it) 
               => nihil obstat --
 (the phrase used by the official censor of the Roman Catholic Church to say that a publication has bee
n examined and contains nothing offensive to the Church) 
           => recognition, credit --
 (approval; "give her recognition for trying"; "he was given credit for his work"; "give her credit for try
ing"; "the credits were given at the end of the film") 
               => memorial, commemoration, remembrance -- (a recognition of meritorious service) 
                   => epitaph -- (a summary statement of commemoration for a dead person) 
               => ovation, standing ovation --
 (enthusiastic recognition (especially one accompanied by loud applause)) 
               => salute, salutation --
 (an act of honor or courteous recognition; "a musical salute to the composer on his birthday") 
           => connivance, secret approval, tacit consent -- ((law) tacit approval of someone's wrongdoing) 
           => permission -- (approval to do something; "he asked permission to leave") 
               => authority, authorization, authorisation, sanction --
 (official permission or approval; "authority for the program was renewed several times") 
               => all clear -- (permission to proceed because obstacles have been removed) 
               => consent -- (permission to do something; "he indicated his consent") 
                   => informed consent --
 (consent by a patient to undergo a medical or surgical treatment or to participate in an experiment after
 the patient understands the risks involved) 
               => dismissal -- (permission to go; the sending away of someone) 
               => green light --
 (permission to proceed with a project or to take action; "the gave the green light for construction to be
gin") 
               => leave -- (permission to do something; "she was granted leave to speak") 
               => pass, laissez passer --
 (a document indicating permission to do something without restrictions; "the media representatives ha
d special passes") 
                   => boarding card, boarding pass -- (a pass that allows you to board a ship or plane) 
                   => hall pass --
 (written permission from a teacher for a student to be out the classroom and in the halls of the school) 
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                   => ticket-of-leave --
 (a permit formerly given to convicts allowing them to leave prison under specific restrictions) 
               => pass, passport --
 (any authorization to pass or go somewhere; "the pass to visit had a strict time limit") 
                   => safe-conduct, safeguard --
 (a document or escort providing safe passage through a region especially in time of war) 
           => encouragement -- (the expression of approval and support) 
               => abetment, instigation -- (the verbal act of urging on) 
               => cheering, shouting --
 (encouragement in the form of cheers from spectators; "it's all over but the shouting") 
               => promotion, furtherance, advancement --
 (encouragement of the progress or growth or acceptance of something) 
               => fostering, fosterage -- (encouragement; aiding the development of something) 
               => goad, goading, prod, prodding, urging, spur, spurring --
 (a verbalization that encourages you to attempt something; "the ceaseless prodding got on his nerves") 
               => provocation, incitement --
 (needed encouragement; "the result was a provocation of vigorous investigation") 
                   => subornation --
 (underhandedly or improperly inducing someone to do something improper or unlawful) 
                       => subornation of perjury --
 ((law) inducing someone to make a false oath as part of a judicial proceeding; "to prove subordination 
of perjury you must prove the perjury and also prove that the perjured statement was procured by the a
ccused suborner who knew that it would be false") 
               => vote of confidence --
 (an expression of approval and encouragement; "they gave the chairman a vote of confidence") 
           => acclaim, acclamation, plaudits, plaudit, eclat --
 (enthusiastic approval; "the book met with modest acclaim"; "he acknowledged the plaudits of the cro
wd"; "they gave him more eclat than he really deserved") 
           => applause, hand clapping, clapping --
 (a demonstration of approval by clapping the hands together) 
               => hand -- (a round of applause to signify approval; "give the little lady a great big hand") 
               => handclap -- (a clap of the hands to indicate approval) 
               => round -- (an outburst of applause; "there was a round of applause") 
           => cheer -- (a cry or shout of approval) 
               => banzai -- (a Japanese cheer of enthusiasm or triumph) 
               => bravo -- (a cry of approval as from an audience at the end of great performance) 
               => hurrah, hooray -- (a victory cheer; "let's give the team a big hurrah") 
               => salvo -- (a sudden outburst of cheers; "there was a salvo of approval") 
           => praise, congratulations, kudos --
 (an expression of approval and commendation; "he always appreciated praise for his work") 
               => superlative --
 (an exaggerated expression (usually of praise); "the critics lavished superlatives on it") 
               => encomium, eulogy, panegyric, paean, pean -- (a formal expression of praise) 
               => recommendation, testimonial, good word --
 (something that recommends (or expresses commendation) of a person or thing as worthy or desirable
) 
                   => character, reference, character reference --
 (a formal recommendation by a former employer to a potential future employer describing the person's
 qualifications and dependability; "requests for character references are all to often answered evasively
") 
                   => puff -- (exaggerated praise (as for promotional purposes)) 
               => compliment -- (a remark (or act) expressing praise and admiration) 
                   => trade-last --
 (a compliment that I heard about you that I offer to trade for a compliment you have heard about me) 
                   => flattery -- (excessive or insincere praise) 
                       => adulation -- (servile flattery; exaggerated and hypocritical praise) 
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                       => blandishment, cajolery, palaver -- (flattery intended to persuade) 
                       => blarney, coaxing, soft soap, sweet talk -- (flattery designed to gain favor) 
                   => unction, smarm, fulsomeness --
 (excessive but superficial compliments given with affected charm) 
           => tribute, testimonial -- (something given or done as an expression of esteem) 
           => subscription -- (agreement expressed by (or as if expressed by) signing your name) 
           => ratification, confirmation --
 (making something valid by formally ratifying or confirming it; "the ratification of the treaty"; "confir
mation of the appointment") 
       => disapproval -- (the expression of disapproval) 
           => disapprobation, condemnation --
 (an expression of strong disapproval; pronouncing as wrong or morally culpable; "his uncompromisin
g condemnation of racism") 
               => censure, animadversion -- (harsh criticism or disapproval) 
                   => interdict --
 (an ecclesiastical censure by the Roman Catholic Church withdrawing certain sacraments and Christia
n burial from a person or all persons in a particular district) 
               => demonization, demonisation --
 (to represent as diabolically evil; "the demonization of our enemies") 
           => criticism, unfavorable judgment --
 (disapproval expressed by pointing out faults or shortcomings; "the senator received severe criticism fr
om his opponent") 
               => attack -- (strong criticism; "he published an unexpected attack on my work") 
                   => aspersion, calumny, slander, defamation, denigration --
 (an abusive attack on a person's character or good name) 
               => brickbat -- (blunt criticism) 
               => faultfinding, carping -- (persistent petty and unjustified criticism) 
               => fire, attack, flak, flack, blast --
 (intense adverse criticism; "Clinton directed his fire at the Republican Party"; "the government has co
me under attack"; "don't give me any flak") 
               => thrust -- (verbal criticism; "he enlivened his editorials with barbed thrusts at politicians") 
               => potshot --
 (criticism aimed at an easy target and made without careful consideration; "reporters took potshots at t
he mayor") 
               => rebuke, reproof, reproval, reprehension, reprimand --
 (an act or expression of criticism and censure; "he had to take the rebuke with a smile on his face") 
                   => riot act -- (a vigorous reprimand; "I read him the riot act") 
                   => chiding, scolding, objurgation, tongue-lashing -- (rebuking a person harshly) 
                       => wig, wigging -- (British slang for a scolding) 
                   => what for -- (a strong reprimand) 
                   => castigation, earful, bawling out, chewing out, upbraiding, going-over, dressing down --
 (a severe scolding) 
                   => berating, blowing up --
 (a severe rebuke; "he deserved the berating that the coach gave him") 
                   => reproach -- (a mild rebuke or criticism; "words of reproach") 
                       => self-reproach, self-reproof -- (the act of blaming yourself) 
                       => blame, rap --
 (a reproach for some lapse or misdeed; "he took the blame for it"; "it was a bum rap") 
                   => lecture, speech, talking to --
 (a lengthy rebuke; "a good lecture was my father's idea of discipline"; "the teacher gave him a talking t
o") 
                       => sermon, preaching -- (a moralistic rebuke; "your preaching is wasted on him") 
                       => curtain lecture -- (a private lecture to a husband by his wife) 
                   => correction, chastening, chastisement -- (a rebuke for making a mistake) 
                   => admonition, admonishment, monition -- (a firm rebuke) 
               => slating -- (a severely critical attack; "the reviewers gave his book a sound slating") 
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               => static -- (angry criticism; "they will probably give you a lot of static about your editorial") 
               => stricture -- (severe criticism) 
           => discouragement -- (the expression of opposition and disapproval) 
               => disheartenment -- (a communication that leaves you disheartened or daunted) 
               => dissuasion -- (a communication that dissuades you) 
               => determent, deterrence, intimidation --
 (a communication that makes you afraid to try something) 
       => respects --
 ((often used with `pay') a formal expression of esteem; "he paid his respects to the mayor") 
       => disrespect, discourtesy -- (an expression of lack of respect) 
           => abuse, insult, revilement, contumely, vilification --
 (a rude expression intended to offend or hurt; "when a student made a stupid mistake he spared them n
o abuse"; "they yelled insults at the visiting team") 
               => low blow -- (unscrupulous abuse) 
               => scurrility, billingsgate -- (foul-mouthed or obscene abuse) 
               => stinger, cut -- (a remark capable of wounding mentally; "the unkindest cut of all") 
               => vituperation, invective, vitriol --
 (abusive or venomous language used to express blame or censure or bitter deep-seated ill will) 
           => derision -- (contemptuous laughter) 
               => jeer, jeering, mockery, scoff, scoffing -- (showing your contempt by derision) 
               => put-down, squelch, squelcher, takedown -- (a crushing remark) 
               => stultification, befooling --
 (derision of someone or something as foolish or absurd or inconsistent) 
           => ridicule -- (language or behavior intended to mock or humiliate) 
           => contempt, scorn -- (open disrespect for a person or thing) 
               => sneer, leer -- (a facial expression of contempt or scorn; the upper lip curls) 
               => sneer -- (a contemptuous or scornful remark) 
           => disparagement, depreciation, derogation --
 (a communication that belittles somebody or something) 
               => denigration, belittling -- (a belittling comment) 
               => aspersion, slur --
 (a disparaging remark; "in the 19th century any reference to female sexuality was considered a vile as
persion"; "it is difficult for a woman to understand a man's sensitivity to any slur on his virility") 
                   => ethnic slur -- (a slur on someone's race or language) 
               => detraction, petty criticism -- (a petty disparagement) 
               => sour grapes -- (disparagement of something that is unattainable) 
               => condescension, disdain, patronage --
 (a communication that indicates lack of respect by patronizing the recipient) 
               => defamation, calumny, obloquy, traducement, hatchet job -- (a malicious attack) 
                   => character assassination, assassination, blackwash --
 (an attack intended to ruin someone's reputation) 
                   => smear, vilification, malignment -- (slanderous defamation) 
                   => libel --
 (a tort consisting of false and malicious publication printed for the purpose of defaming a living perso
n) 
                   => slander -- (words falsely spoken that damage the reputation of another) 
                       => mud -- (slanderous remarks or charges) 
                   => name calling, names -- (verbal abuse; a crude substitute for argument) 
                   => name, epithet --
 (a defamatory or abusive word or phrase; "sticks and stones may break my bones but names can never 
hurt me") 
                       => smear word --
 (an epithet that can be used to smear someone's reputation; "he used the smear word `communist' for e
veryone who disagreed with him") 
           => impudence, cheek, impertinence -- (an impudent statement) 
               => sass, sassing, backtalk, back talk, lip, mouth --
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 (an impudent or insolent rejoinder; "don't give me any of your sass") 
           => blasphemy --
 (blasphemous language (expressing disrespect for God or for something sacred)) 
       => interpolation, insertion --
 (a message (spoken or written) that is introduced or inserted; "with the help of his friend's interpolatio
ns his story was eventually told"; "with many insertions in the margins") 
STATEMENT < MESSAGE < COMMUNICATION < SOCIAL RELATION <… 

       => statement --
 (a message that is stated or declared; a communication (oral or written) setting forth particulars or fact
s etc; "according to his statement he was in London on that day") 
           => summary --
 (a briefstatement that presents the main points in a concise form; "he gave a summary of the conclusio
ns") 
               => argument, literary argument --
 (a summary of the subject or plot of a literary work or play or movie; "the editor added the argument t
o the poem") 
               => capitulation -- (a summary that enumerates the main parts of a topic) 
                   => recapitulation, recap, review --
 (a summary at the end that repeats the substance of a longer discussion) 
                       => epanodos -- (repetition or recapitulation in reverse order) 
               => compendium -- (a concise but comprehensive summary of a larger work) 
               => condensation, abridgement, abridgment, capsule -- (a shortened version of a written work) 
               => conspectus -- (an overall summary) 
               => curriculum vitae, CV, resume -- (a summary of your academic and work history) 
               => line score -- (a summary of the scoring in a game (usually in tabular form)) 
               => outline, synopsis, abstract, precis --
 (a sketchy summary of the main points of an argument or theory) 
                   => brief -- (a condensed written summary or abstract) 
                   => apercu -- (a short synopsis) 
                   => epitome -- (a brief abstract (as of an article or book)) 
               => overview --
 (a general summary of a subject; "the treasurer gave a brief overview of the financial consequences") 
               => roundup -- (a summary list; as in e.g. "a news roundup") 
               => sketch, survey, resume -- (short descriptive summary (of events)) 
               => summation, summing up, rundown --
 (a concluding summary (as in presenting a case before a law court)) 
           => pleading --
 ((law) a statement in legal and logical form stating something on behalf of a party to a legal proceedin
g) 
               => affirmative pleading --
 (any defensive pleading that affirms facts rather than merely denying the facts alleged by the plaintiff) 
               => alternative pleading, pleading in the alternative --
 (a pleading that alleges facts so separate that it is difficult to determine which facts the person intends 
to rely on) 
               => answer --
 (the principle pleading by the defendant in response to plaintiff's complaint; in criminal law it consists 
of the defendant's plea of `guilty' or `not guilty' (or nolo contendere); in civil law it must contain denial
s of all allegations in the plaintiff's complaint that the defendant hopes to controvert and it can contain 
affirmative defenses or counterclaims) 
                   => evasive answer --
 ((law) an answer by a defendant that fails to admit or deny the allegations set forth in the complaint) 
                   => nolo contendere, non vult --
 ((law) an answer of `no contest' by a defendant who does not admit guilt but that subjects him to convi
ction) 
                   => plea --
 ((law) a defendant's answer by a factual matter (as distinguished from a demurrer)) 
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                       => counterplea -- (a plaintiff's reply to a defendant's plea) 
                       => dilatory plea --
 (a plea that delays the action without settling the cause of action; it can challenge the jurisdiction or cl
aim disability of the defendant etc. (such defenses are usually raised in the defendant's answer)) 
                       => insanity plea, plea of insanity --
 ((criminal law) a plea in which the defendant claims innocence due to mental incompetence at the time
) 
               => charge, complaint --
 ((criminal law) a pleading describing some wrong or offense; "he was arrested on a charge of larceny"
) 
                   => accusation, accusal --
 (a formal charge of wrongdoing brought against a person; the act of imputing blame or guilt) 
                       => self-accusation, self-condemnation --
 (an admission that you have failed to do or be something you know you should do or be) 
                       => recrimination -- (mutual accusations) 
                       => allegation --
 ((law) a formal accusation against somebody (often in a court of law); "an allegation of malpractice") 
                           => grievance --
 (an allegation that something imposes an illegal obligation or denies some legal right or causes injustic
e) 
                           => lodgment, lodgement -- (bringing a charge or accusation against someone) 
                           => plaint --
 (a written statement of the grounds of complaint made to court law asking for the grievance to be redr
essed) 
                       => imprecation -- (a slanderous accusation) 
                       => imputation --
 (a statement attributing something dishonest (especially a criminal offense); "he denied the imputation
") 
                           => finger-pointing, fingerpointing --
 (the imputation of blame; "they want all the finger-pointing about intelligence failures to stop") 
                       => indictment --
 (an accusation of wrongdoing; "the book is an indictment of modern philosophy") 
                       => information -- (formal accusation of a crime) 
                       => preferment -- (the act of making accusations; "preferment of charges") 
                       => incrimination, inculpation, blame --
 (an accusation that you are responsible for some lapse or misdeed; "his incrimination was based on my
 testimony"; "the police laid the blame on on the driver") 
                           => self-incrimination -- (an accusation that incriminates yourself) 
                       => implication --
 (an accusation that brings into intimate and usually incriminating connection) 
                           => unspoken accusation, veiled accusation --
 (an accusation that is understood without needing to be spoken) 
                           => insinuation, innuendo -- (an indirect (and usually malicious) implication) 
               => complaint --
 ((civil law) the first pleading of the plaintiff setting out the facts on which the claim for relief is based) 
                   => libel --
 (the written statement of a plaintiff explaining the cause of action (the defammation) and any relief he 
seeks) 
               => defective pleading --
 (any pleading that fails to conform in form or substance to minimum standards of accuracy or sufficie
ncy) 
               => demurrer --
 ((law) any pleading that attacks the legal sufficiency of the opponent's pleadings) 
               => rebutter, rebuttal -- ((law) a pleading by the defendant in reply to a plaintiff's surrejoinder) 
               => replication --
 ((law) a pleading made by a plaintiff in reply to the defendant's plea or answer) 
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               => rejoinder --
 ((law) a pleading made by a defendant in response to the plaintiff's replication) 
               => special pleading --
 ((law) a pleading that alleges new facts in avoidance of the opposing allegations) 
               => surrebutter, surrebuttal --
 ((law) a pleading by the plaintiff in reply to the defendant's rebutter) 
               => surrejoinder -- ((law) a pleading by the plaintiff in reply to the defendant's rejoinder) 
           => amendment --
 (a statement that is added to or revises or improves a proposal or document (a bill or constitution etc.)) 
               => First Amendment --
 (an amendment to the Constitution of the United States guaranteeing the right of free expression; inclu
des freedom of assembly and freedom of the press and freedom of religion and freedom of speech) 
               => Fifth Amendment --
 (an amendment to the Constitution of the United States that imposes restrictions on the government's p
rosecution of persons accused of crimes; mandates due process of law and prohibits self-
incrimination and double jeopardy; requires just compensation if private property is taken for public us
e) 
               => Fourteenth Amendment --
 (an amendment to the Constitution of the United States adopted in 1868; extends the guarantees of the 
Bill of Rights to the states as well as to the federal government) 
               => Eighteenth Amendment --
 (an amendment to the Constitution of the United States adopted in 1920; prohibited the manufacture a
nd sale of alcoholic beverages; repealed in 1932) 
               => Twentieth Amendment --
 (an amendment to the Constitution of the United States adopted in 1920; guarantees that no state can d
eny the right to vote on the basis of sex) 
           => thing --
 (a statement regarded as an object; "to say the same thing in other terms"; "how can you say such a thi
ng?") 
           => truth, true statement --
 (a true statement; "he told the truth"; "he thought of answering with the truth but he knew they wouldn
't believe it") 
               => gospel, gospel truth -- (an unquestionable truth; "his word was gospel") 
               => tautology --
 ((logic) a statement that is necessarily true; "the statement `he is brave or he is not brave' is a tautology
") 
               => truism -- (an obvious truth) 
                   => platitude, cliche, banality, commonplace, bromide -- (a trite or obvious remark) 
           => description, verbal description -- (a statement that represents something in words) 
               => job description -- (description of the responsibilities associated with a given job) 
               => specification, spec -- (a detailed description of design criteria for a piece of work) 
                   => computer architecture --
 (the art of assembling logical elements into a computing device; the specification of the relation betwe
en parts of a computer system) 
                       => neural network, neural net --
 (computer architecture in which processors are connected in a manner suggestive of connections betw
een neurons; can learn by trial and error) 
                   => network architecture --
 (specification of design principles (including data formats and procedures) for creating a network conf
iguration of data processors) 
               => word picture, word-
painting, delineation, depiction, picture, characterization, characterisation --
 (a graphic or vivid verbal description; "too often the narrative was interrupted by long word pictures"; 
"the author gives a depressing picture of life in Poland"; "the pamphlet contained brief characterization
s of famous Vermonters") 
                   => epithet -- (descriptive word or phrase) 
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                   => portrayal, portraiture, portrait -- (a word picture of a person's appearance and character) 
           => declaration -- (a statement that is emphatic and explicit (spoken or written)) 
               => bastardization --
 (declaring or rendering bastard; "the annulment of their marriage resulted in the bastardization of their 
children") 
               => confession -- (a public declaration of your faith) 
               => manifesto, pronunciamento --
 (a public declaration of intentions (as issued by a political party or government)) 
                   => Communist Manifesto --
 (a socialist manifesto written by Marx and Engels (1842) describing the history of the working-
class movement according to their views) 
               => pronouncement, dictum, say-so -- (an authoritative declaration) 
                   => directive --
 (a pronouncement encouraging or banning some activity; "the boss loves to send us directives") 
                       => Presidential Directive --
 (a directive issued by the President of the United States; usually addressed to all heads of departments 
and agencies) 
               => assertion, averment, asseveration --
 (a declaration that is made emphatically (as if no supporting evidence were necessary)) 
                   => claim --
 (an assertion of a right (as to money or property); "his claim asked for damages") 
                       => pretension --
 (the advancing of a claim; "his pretension to the crown"; "the town still puts forward pretensions as a f
amous resort") 
                   => claim --
 (an assertion that something is true or factual; "his claim that he was innocent"; "evidence contradicted
 the government's claims") 
                       => allegation, allegement --
 (statements affirming or denying certain matters of fact that you are prepared to prove) 
                           => bill of Particulars --
 (the particular events to be dealt with in a criminal trial; advises the defendant and the court of the fact
s the defendant will be required to meet) 
                   => accusation, charge --
 (an assertion that someone is guilty of a fault or offence; "the newspaper published charges that Jones 
was guilty of drunken driving") 
                       => countercharge -- (a charge brought by an accused person against the accuser) 
                   => contention -- (a point asserted as part of an argument) 
                       => submission --
 ((law) a contention presented by a lawyer to a judge or jury as part of the case he is arguing) 
                   => ipse dixit, ipsedixitism -- (an unsupported dogmatic assertion) 
                   => avowal, avouchment, affirmation --
 (a statement asserting the existence or the truth of something) 
                       => reassertion, reaffirmation -- (renewed affirmation) 
                       => profession, professing --
 (an open avowal (true or false) of some belief or opinion; "a profession of disagreement") 
                       => affirmative -- (a reply of affirmation; "he answered in the affirmative") 
                           => yes -- (an affirmative; "I was hoping for a yes") 
                           => yea -- (an affirmative; "The yeas have it") 
                           => double negative --
 (an affirmative constructed from two negatives; "A not unwelcome outcome") 
                   => testimony --
 (an assertion offering firsthand authentication of a fact; "according to his own testimony he can't do it"
) 
                   => denial -- (the act of asserting that something alleged is not true) 
                       => negation -- (the speech act of negating) 
                           => contradiction --
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 (the speech act of contradicting someone; "he spoke as if he thought his claims were immune to contra
diction") 
                           => cancellation -- (the speech act of revoking or annulling or making void) 
               => protestation -- (a strong declaration of protest) 
               => postulation, predication -- ((logic) a declaration of something self-
evident; something that can be assumed as the basis for argument) 
               => threat --
 (declaration of an intention or a determination to inflict harm on another; "his threat to kill me was qui
te explicit") 
                   => commination -- (a threat of divine punishment or vengeance) 
                   => menace -- (a threat or the act of threatening; "he spoke with desperate menace") 
           => announcement, proclamation, annunciation, declaration --
 (a formal public statement; "the government made an announcement about changes in the drug war"; "
a declaration of independence") 
               => edict -- (a formal or authoritative proclamation) 
               => promulgation --
 (the official announcement of a new law or ordinance whereby the law or ordinance is put into effect) 
           => Bill of Rights --
 (a statement of fundamental rights and privileges (especially the first ten amendments to the United St
ates Constitution)) 
           => formula -- (a conventionalized statement expressing some fundamental principle) 
           => mathematical statement -- (a statement of a mathematical relation) 
               => equation -- (a mathematical statement that two expressions are equal) 
                   => regression equation, regression of y on x --
 (the equation representing the relation between selected values of one variable (x) and observed values
 of the other (y); it permits the prediction of the most probable values of y) 
                   => linear equation -- (a polynomial equation of the first degree) 
                   => quadratic equation, quadratic --
 (an equation in which the highest power of an unknown quantity is a square) 
                   => biquadratic equation, biquadratic -- (an equation of the fourth degree) 
                   => differential equation -- (an equation containing differentials of a function) 
                       => Maxwell's equations --
 (four differential equations that summarize classical properties of electromagnetic fields) 
                       => partial differential equation --
 (a differential equation involving a functions of more than one variable) 
                       => Schrodinger equation, Schrodinger wave equation --
 (the fundamental equation of wave mechanics) 
                       => wave equation --
 (a differential equation that describes the passage of harmonic waves through a medium) 
                   => simultaneous equations --
 (a set of equations in two or more variables for which there are values that can satisfy all the equations
 simultaneously) 
                   => exponential equation -- (an equation involving exponential functions of a variable) 
               => formula, expression -- (a group of symbols that make a mathematical statement) 
                   => sentential function --
 (formal expression containing variables; becomes a sentence when variables are replaced by constants
) 
                   => primitive -- (a mathematical expression from which another expression is derived) 
                   => exponential expression --
 (a mathematical expression consisting of the constant e raised to some power) 
           => bid, bidding -- ((bridge) the number of tricks a bridge player is willing to contract to make) 
               => contract, declaration --
 ((contract bridge) the highest bid becomes the contract setting the number of tricks that the bidder mus
t make) 
               => takeout -- ((bridge) a bid that asks your partner to bid another suit) 
               => overbid, overcall --
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 ((bridge) a bid that is higher than your opponent's bid (especially when your partner has not bid at all a
nd your bid exceeds the value of your hand)) 
               => preemptive bid --
 (a high bid that is intended to prevent the opposing players from bidding) 
           => word -- (a brief statement; "he didn't say a word about it") 
           => explanation, account --
 (a statement that makes something comprehensible by describing the relevant structure or operation or
 circumstances etc.; "the explanation was very simple"; "I expected a brief account") 
               => simplification -- (a explanation that omits superfluous details and reduces complexity) 
                   => oversimplification --
 (a simplification that goes too far (to the point of misrepresentation)) 
               => accounting --
 (a convincing explanation that reveals basic causes; "he was unable to give a clear accounting for his a
ctions") 
               => reason --
 (an explanation of the cause of some phenomenon; "the reason a steady state was never reached was th
at the back pressure built up too slowly") 
               => justification -- (a statement in explanation of some action or belief) 
                   => cause, reason, grounds --
 (a justification for something existing or happening; "he had no cause to complain"; "they had good re
ason to rejoice") 
                   => defense, defence, vindication --
 (the justification for some act or belief; "he offered a persuasive defense of the theory") 
                       => apology, apologia -- (a formal written defense of something you believe in strongly) 
                       => alibi --
 ((law) a defense by an accused person purporting to show that he or she could not have committed the 
crime in question) 
                       => excuse, alibi, exculpation, self-justification --
 (a defense of some offensive behavior or some failure to keep a promise etc.; "he kept finding excuses 
to stay"; "every day he had a new alibi for not getting a job"; "his transparent self-
justification was unacceptable") 
                           => extenuation, mitigation --
 (a partial excuse to mitigate censure; an attempt to represent an offense as less serious than it appears 
by showing mitigating circumstances) 
               => exposition --
 (an account that sets forth the meaning or intent of a writing or discourse; "we would have understood 
the play better if there had been some initial exposition of the background") 
               => explication -- (a detailed explanation of the meaning of something) 
               => gloss, rubric -- (an explanation or definition of an obscure word in a text) 
               => deriving, derivation, etymologizing --
 ((historical linguistics) an explanation of the historical origins of a word or phrase) 
               => definition -- (a concise explanation of the meaning of a word or phrase or symbol) 
                   => contextual definition --
 (a definition in which the term is used by embedding it in a larger expression containing its explanatio
n; "a contextual definition of `legal duty' might be `X has a legal duty to do Y means that X is required 
to do Y by a contract relationship that would be upheld in a court of law'") 
                   => dictionary definition --
 (a definition that reports the standard uses of a word or phrase or symbol) 
                   => explicit definition -- (a definition that gives an exact equivalent of the term defined) 
                   => ostensive definition --
 (a definition that points out or exhibits instances of the term defined) 
                   => recursive definition --
 ((mathematics) a definition of a function from which values of the function can be calculated in a finit
e number of steps) 
                   => redefinition --
 (the act of giving a new definition; "words like `conservative' require periodic redefinition"; "she provi
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ded a redefinition of his duties") 
                   => stipulative definition --
 (a definition that is stipulated by someone and that is not a standard usage) 
               => interpretation --
 (an explanation that results from interpreting something; "the report included his interpretation of the f
orensic evidence") 
                   => exposition, expounding --
 (a systematic interpretation or explanation (usually written) of a specific topic) 
                       => philosophizing -- (the exposition (often superficially) of a particular philosophy) 
                           => moralizing, moralization, moralisation --
 (indulgence in moral pronouncements; the exposition (often superficially) of a particular moral code; "
his constant moralizing drove me mad") 
                               => preachification -- (moralization delivered tediously in a preachy manner) 
                   => construal -- (an interpretation of the meaning of something; the act of construing) 
                   => clarification, elucidation, illumination --
 (an interpretation that removes obstacles to understanding; "the professor's clarification helped her to 
understand the textbook") 
                       => disambiguation -- (clarification that follows from the removal of ambiguity) 
                           => lexical disambiguation -- (disambiguation of the sense of a polysemantic word) 
                   => anagoge -- (a mystical or allegorical interpretation (especially of Scripture)) 
                   => eisegesis --
 (personal interpretation of a text (especially of the Bible) using your own ideas) 
                   => exegesis -- (an explanation or critical interpretation (especially of the Bible)) 
                   => ijtihad --
 (the endeavor of a Moslem scholar to derive a rule of divine law from the Koran and Hadith without re
lying on the views of other scholars; by the end of the 10th century theologians decided that debate on 
such matters would be closed and Muslim theology and law were frozen; "some reform-
minded Islamic scholars believe that reopening itjihad is a prerequisite for the survival of Islam") 
                   => literal interpretation -- (an interpretation based on the exact wording) 
                       => letter --
 (a strictly literal interpretation (as distinct from the intention); "he followed instructions to the letter"; 
"he obeyed the letter of the law") 
                   => version --
 (an interpretation of a matter from a particular viewpoint; "his version of the fight was different from 
mine") 
                       => approximation --
 (an imprecise or incomplete account; "newspapers gave only an approximation of the actual events") 
                   => reading --
 (a particular interpretation or performance; "on that reading it was an insult"; "he was famous for his r
eading of Mozart") 
                   => construction, twist --
 (an interpretation of a text or action; "they put an unsympathetic construction on his conduct") 
                   => reconstruction -- (an interpretation formed by piecing together bits of evidence) 
                   => popularization, popularisation --
 (an interpretation that easily understandable and acceptable) 
                   => misinterpretation, misunderstanding, mistaking --
 (putting the wrong interpretation on; "his misinterpretation of the question caused his error"; "there wa
s no mistaking her meaning") 
                       => imbroglio -- (a very embarrassing misunderstanding) 
                       => misconstrual, misconstruction --
 (a kind of misinterpretation resulting from putting a wrong construction on words or actions (often del
iberately)) 
                       => misreading -- (misinterpretation caused by inaccurate reading) 
               => walk-through --
 (a thorough explanation (usually accompanied by a demonstration) of each step in a procedure or proc
ess; "she gave me a walk-through of my new duties") 
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           => explicandum, explanandum --
 ((logic) a statement of something (a fact or thing or expression) to be explained) 
           => explanans -- ((logic) statements that explain the explicandum; the explanatory premises) 
           => value statement -- (a statement of the desirability of something) 
           => representation --
 (a statement of facts and reasons made in appealing or protesting; "certain representations were made 
concerning police brutality") 
           => solution, answer, result, resolution, solvent --
 (a statement that solves a problem or explains how to solve the problem; "they were trying to find a pe
aceful solution"; "the answers were in the back of the book"; "he computed the result to four decimal pl
aces") 
               => denouement --
 (the final resolution of the main complication of a literary or dramatic work) 
           => answer, reply, response --
 (a statement (either spoken or written) that is made in reply to a question or request or criticism or acc
usation; "I waited several days for his answer"; "he wrote replies to several of his critics") 
               => rescript -- (a reply by a Pope to an inquiry concerning a point of law or morality) 
               => feedback -- (response to an inquiry or experiment) 
           => announcement, promulgation --
 (a public statement about something that is happening or going to happen; "the announcement appeare
d in the local newspaper"; "the promulgation was written in English") 
               => Annunciation --
 ((Christianity) the announcement to the Virgin Mary by the angel Gabriel of the incarnation of Christ) 
               => banns -- (a public announcement of a proposed marriage) 
               => handout, press release, release --
 (an announcement distributed to members of the press in order to supplement or replace an oral presen
tation) 
               => notice --
 (an announcement containing information about a future event; "you didn't give me enough notice") 
                   => caveat --
 ((law) a formal notice filed with a court or officer to suspend a proceeding until filer is given a hearing
; "a caveat filed against the probate of a will") 
               => obituary, obit, necrology --
 (a notice of someone's death; usually includes a short biography) 
               => program, programme --
 (an announcement of the events that will occur as part of a theatrical or sporting event; "you can't tell t
he players without a program") 
                   => playbill -- (a theatrical program; "he couldn't find her name on the playbill") 
                   => racecard -- (a program for a race meeting; lists the races and the names of the horses) 
               => wanted notice, wanted poster --
 (a public announcement by a law enforcement agency that they desire to question or arrest some perso
n) 
                   => International Wanted Notice, Red Notice --
 (an Interpol notice describing a wanted person and asking that he or she be arrested with a view to extr
adition; a wanted notice that is issued by Interpol at the request of an Interpol member country and dist
ributed to all member countries; "an Interpol Red Notice is the closest instrument to an international arr
est warrant in use today") 
           => prediction, foretelling, forecasting, prognostication -- (a statement made about the future) 
               => extropy --
 (the pseudoscientific prediction that human intelligence and technology will enable life to expand in a
n orderly way throughout the entire universe) 
               => fortunetelling -- (the practice of predicting people's futures (usually for payment)) 
               => horoscope --
 (a prediction of someone's future based on the relative positions of the planets) 
               => meteorology, weather forecasting -- (predicting what the weather will be) 
               => prognosis, forecast -- (a prediction about how something (as the weather) will develop) 
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                   => financial forecast --
 (a forecast of the expected financial position and the results of operations and cash flows based on exp
ected conditions) 
                   => weather forecast, weather outlook -- (a forecast of the weather) 
               => prophecy, divination -- (a prediction uttered under divine inspiration) 
                   => oracle --
 (a prophecy (usually obscure or allegorical) revealed by a priest or priestess; believed to be infallible) 
           => proposition -- ((logic) a statement that affirms or denies something and is either true or false) 
               => negation -- ((logic) a proposition that is true if and only if another proposition is false) 
               => converse -- (a proposition obtained by conversion) 
               => lemma --
 (a subsidiary proposition that is assumed to be true in order to prove another proposition) 
               => theorem -- (a proposition deducible from basic postulates) 
                   => binomial theorem --
 (a theorem giving the expansion of a binomial raised to a given power) 
               => conclusion, ratiocination --
 (the proposition arrived at by logical reasoning (such as the proposition that must follow from the maj
or and minor premises of a syllogism)) 
               => postulate, posit --
 ((logic) a proposition that is accepted as true in order to provide a basis for logical reasoning) 
                   => Bayes' postulate --
 ((statistics) the difficulty of applying Bayes' theorem is that the probabilities of the different causes are
 seldom known, in which case it may be postulated that they are all equal (sometimes known as postula
ting the equidistribution of ignorance)) 
                   => premise, premiss, assumption --
 (a statement that is assumed to be true and from which a conclusion can be drawn; "on the assumption 
that he has been injured we can infer that he will not to play") 
                       => major premise, major premiss --
 (the premise of a syllogism that contains the major term (which is the predicate of the conclusion)) 
                       => minor premise, minor premiss, subsumption --
 (the premise of a syllogism that contains the minor term (which is the subject of the conclusion)) 
                       => thesis -- (an unproved statement put forward as a premise in an argument) 
                       => condition, precondition, stipulation --
 (an assumption on which rests the validity or effect of something else) 
                           => boundary condition --
 ((mathematics) a condition specified for the solution to a set of differential equations) 
                           => provision, proviso --
 (a stipulated condition; "he accepted subject to one provision") 
                       => scenario --
 (a postulated sequence of possible events; "planners developed several scenarios in case of an attack") 
               => axiom --
 ((logic) a proposition that is not susceptible of proof or disproof; its truth is assumed to be self-
evident) 
           => quotation -- (a statement of the current market price of a security or commodity) 
           => falsehood, falsity, untruth, false statement -- (a false statement) 
               => dodge, dodging, scheme -- (a statement that evades the question by cleverness or trickery) 
               => lie, prevarication -- (a statement that deviates from or perverts the truth) 
                   => fib, story, tale, tarradiddle, taradiddle --
 (a trivial lie; "he told a fib about eating his spinach"; "how can I stop my child from telling stories?") 
                       => fairytale, fairy tale, fairy story, cock-and-bull story, song and dance --
 (an interesting but highly implausible story; often told as an excuse) 
                   => jactitation --
 ((law) a false boast that can harm others; especially a false claim to be married to someone (formerly a
ctionable at law)) 
                   => whopper, walloper -- (a gross untruth; a blatant lie) 
                   => white lie -- (an unimportant lie (especially one told to be tactful or polite)) 
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               => fabrication, fiction, fable -- (a deliberately false or improbable account) 
                   => canard -- (a deliberately misleading fabrication) 
               => misrepresentation, deceit, deception -- (a misleading falsehood) 
                   => bill of goods --
 (communication (written or spoken) that persuades someone to accept something untrue or undesirabl
e; "they tried to sell me a bill of goods about a secondhand car") 
                   => humbug, snake oil -- (communication (writen or spoken) intended to deceive) 
                   => half-truth -- (a partially true statement intended to deceive or mislead) 
                   => facade, window dressing --
 (a showy misrepresentation intended to conceal something unpleasant) 
                   => exaggeration, overstatement, magnification --
 (making to seem more important than it really is) 
                   => snow job -- (a long and elaborate misrepresentation) 
                   => pretense, pretence, feigning, dissembling -- (pretending with intention to deceive) 
                       => bluff --
 (pretense that your position is stronger than it really is; "his bluff succeeded in getting him accepted") 
                       => pretext, stalking-horse --
 (something serving to conceal plans; a fictitious reason that is concocted in order to conceal the real re
ason) 
                           => putoff -- (a pretext for delay or inaction) 
                       => hypocrisy, lip service --
 (an expression of agreement that is not supported by real conviction) 
                           => crocodile tears --
 (a hypocritical display of sorrow; false or insincere weeping; "the secretaries wept crocodile tears over
 the manager's dilemma"; "politicians shed crocodile tears over the plight of the unemployed") 
                   => subterfuge, blind --
 (something intended to misrepresent the true nature of an activity; "he wasn't sick--
it was just a subterfuge"; "the holding company was just a blind") 
                   => trickery, hocus-pocus, slickness, hanky panky, jiggery-
pokery, skulduggery, skullduggery --
 (verbal misrepresentation intended to take advantage of you in some way) 
                   => fraudulence, duplicity -- (a fraudulent or duplicitous representation) 
                   => evasion, equivocation --
 (a statement that is not literally false but that cleverly avoids an unpleasant truth) 
                       => circumlocution, indirect expression -- (an indirect way of expressing something) 
                       => doublespeak -- (any language that pretends to communicate but actually does not) 
                       => hedge, hedging --
 (an intentionally noncommittal or ambiguous statement; "when you say `maybe' you are just hedging"
) 
                       => quibble, quiddity, cavil --
 (an evasion of the point of an argument by raising irrelevant distinctions or objections) 
               => contradiction, contradiction in terms --
 ((logic) a statement that is necessarily false; "the statement `he is brave and he is not brave' is a contra
diction") 
                   => antinomy -- (a contradiction between two statements that seem equally reasonable) 
                   => paradox -- ((logic) a self-
contradiction; "`I always lie' is a paradox because if it is true it must be false") 
           => understatement --
 (a statement that is restrained in ironic contrast to what might have been said) 
               => litotes, meiosis --
 (understatement for rhetorical effect (especially when expressing an affirmative by negating its contrar
y); "saying `I was not a little upset' when you mean `I was very upset' is an example of litotes") 
           => reservation, qualification --
 (a statement that limits or restricts some claim; "he recommended her without any reservations") 
               => fine print, small print --
 (the part of a contract that contains reservations and qualifications that are often printed in small type; 
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"don't sign a contract without reading the fine print") 
               => weasel word --
 (an equivocal qualification; a word used to avoid making an outright assertion) 
           => cautious statement -- (a statement made with careful qualifications) 
           => comment, commentary --
 (a written explanation or criticism or illustration that is added to a book or other textual material; "he 
wrote an extended comment on the proposal") 
               => note, annotation, notation --
 (a comment or instruction (usually added); "his notes were appended at the end of the article"; "he add
ed a short notation to the address on the envelope") 
                   => poste restante --
 (a notation written on mail that is to be held at the post office until called for (not in the United States 
or Canada)) 
                   => citation, acknowledgment, credit, reference, mention, quotation --
 (a short note recognizing a source of information or of a quoted passage; "the student's essay failed to l
ist several important citations"; "the acknowledgments are usually printed at the front of a book"; "the 
article includes mention of similar clinical cases") 
                       => photo credit -- (a note acknowledging the source of a published photograph) 
                       => cross-reference, cross-index --
 (a reference at one place in a work to information at another place in the same work) 
                   => footnote, footer -- (a printed note placed below the text on a printed page) 
                   => nota bene, NB, N.B. --
 (a Latin phrase (or its abbreviation) used to indicate that special attention should be paid to something;
 "the margins of his book were generously supplied with pencilled NBs") 
                   => postscript, PS -- (a note appended to a letter after the signature) 
           => remark, comment --
 (a statement that expresses a personal opinion or belief; "from time to time she contributed a personal 
comment on his account") 
               => ad-lib -- (remark made spontaneously without prior preparation; "his ad-
libs got him in trouble with the politicians") 
               => courtesy -- (a courteous or respectful or considerate remark) 
               => gambit, ploy -- (an opening remark intended to secure an advantage for the speaker) 
               => obiter dictum, passing comment -- (an incidental remark) 
               => mention, reference --
 (a remark that calls attention to something or someone; "she made frequent mention of her promotion"
; "there was no mention of it"; "the speaker made several references to his wife") 
                   => allusion -- (passing reference or indirect mention) 
                   => retrospection --
 (reference to things past; "the story begins with no introductory retrospections") 
                   => name-dropping --
 (the practice of casually mentioning important people in order to impress your listener; "the hard thing
 about name-dropping is to avoid being too obvious about it") 
               => observation, reflection, reflexion -- (a remark expressing careful consideration) 
                   => Parkinson's law --
 (C. Northcote Parkinson's cynical observation that the number of subordinates in an organization will i
ncrease linearly regardless of the amount of work to be done) 
                   => Parkinson's law --
 (C. Northcote Parkinson's cynical observation that work will expand so as to fill the time available for 
its completion) 
               => rib -- (a teasing remark) 
               => wisecrack, crack, sally, quip -- (witty remark) 
               => shot, shaft, slam, dig, barb, jibe, gibe --
 (an aggressive remark directed at a person like a missile and intended to have a telling effect; "his part
ing shot was `drop dead'"; "she threw shafts of sarcasm"; "she takes a dig at me every chance she gets"
) 
                   => cheap shot --
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 (an unnecessarily aggressive and unfair remark directed at a defenseless person) 
               => conversation stopper, stopper -- (a remark to which there is no polite conversational reply) 
               => platitude, cliche, banality, commonplace, bromide -- (a trite or obvious remark) 
               => zinger --
 (a striking or amusing or caustic remark; "he always greeted me with a new zinger"; "she tried to think
 of some killer of an argument, a real zinger that would disarm all opposition") 
           => rhetorical question --
 (a statement that is formulated as a question but that is not supposed to be answered; "he liked to make
 his points with rhetorical questions") 
           => misstatement -- (a statement that contains a mistake) 
               => error, mistake -- (part of a statement that is not correct; "the book was full of errors") 
                   => corrigendum -- (a printer's error; to be corrected) 
                   => misprint, erratum, typographical error, typo, literal error, literal --
 (a mistake in printed matter resulting from mechanical failures of some kind) 
               => malapropism, malaprop --
 (the unintentional misuse of a word by confusion with one that sounds similar) 
               => slip of the tongue -- (an accidental and usually trivial mistake in speaking) 
                   => spoonerism -- (transposition of initial consonants in a pair of words) 
           => restatement -- (a revised statement) 
               => demythologization, demythologisation --
 (the restatement of a message (as a religious one) in rational terms) 
               => mythologization, mythologisation -- (the restatement of a message as a myth) 

AGREEMENT <STATEMENT < MESSAGE, CONTENT < COMMUNICATION < SOCIAL 
RELATIONSHIP <… 
           => agreement, understanding --
 (the statement (oral or written) of an exchange of promises; "they had an agreement that they would n
ot interfere in each other's business"; "there was an understanding between management and the worke
rs") 
               => conspiracy, confederacy --
 (a secret agreement between two or more people to perform an unlawful act) 
                   => conspiracy of silence --
 (a conspiracy not to talk about some situation or event; "there was a conspiracy of silence about police
 brutality") 
               => covenant --
 ((Bible) an agreement between God and his people in which God makes certain promises and requires 
certain behavior from them in return) 
               => unilateral contract -- (a one-
sided agreement whereby you promise to do (or refrain from doing) something in return for a performa
nce (not a promise)) 
               => sale, sales agreement --
 (an agreement (or contract) in which property is transferred from the seller (vendor) to the buyer (vend
ee) for a fixed price in money (paid or agreed to be paid by the buyer); "the salesman faxed the sales ag
reement to his home office") 
                   => conditional sale --
 (a sale in which the buyer receives title to the property only upon the performance of some condition (
usually the full payment of the purchase price)) 
                   => sheriff's sale, execution sale, judicial sale, forced sale --
 (a sale of property by the sheriff under authority of a court's writ of execution in order satisfy and unpa
id obligation) 
               => bargain, deal --
 (an agreement between parties (usually arrived at after discussion) fixing obligations of each; "he mad
e a bargain with the devil"; "he rose to prominence through a series of shady deals") 
               => working agreement -- (an informal agreement to work together) 
               => gentlemen's agreement -- (a personal agreement based on honor and not legally binding) 
               => written agreement -- (a legal document summarizing the agreement between parties) 
                   => contract --
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 (a binding agreement between two or more persons that is enforceable by law) 
                       => adhesion contract, contract of adhesion --
 (a contract that heavily restricts one party while leaving the other free (as some standard form printed 
contracts); implies inequality in bargaining power) 
                       => aleatory contract --
 (a contract whose performance by one party depends on the occurrence of an uncertain contingent eve
nt (but if it is contingent on the outcome of a wager it is not enforceable)) 
                       => bilateral contract --
 (a contract involving mutual promises (each part is both promisor and promisee)) 
                       => charter -- (a contract to hire or lease transportation) 
                       => conditional contract --
 (a contract whose performance depends on a fact or event that affects legal relations) 
                       => cost-plus contract --
 (a contract in which the contractor is paid his total cost plus a stated percentage of profit) 
                       => gambling contract --
 (a contract whose performance by one party is contingent on the outcome of a bet; unenforceable by st
atute in most jurisdictions) 
                       => lease --
 (a contract granting use or occupation of property during a specified time for a specified payment) 
                       => marriage contract, marriage settlement -- (a prenuptial agreement or contract) 
                       => output contract --
 (a contract in which you promise to deliver your entire output to the other party who promises to acce
pt it) 
                       => policy, insurance policy, insurance --
 (written contract or certificate of insurance; "you should have read the small print on your policy") 
                           => floater, floating policy --
 (an insurance policy covering loss of movable property (e.g. jewelry) regardless of its location) 
                       => purchase contract, purchase agreement -- (a contract stating the terms of a purchase) 
                       => quasi contract --
 (a contract created by law for reasons of justice without any expression of assent) 
                       => requirements contract --
 (a contract in which you agree to purchase all your requirements of a particular sort from one party) 
                       => sealed instrument, contract under seal, special contract --
 (a contract that is signed and has the (wax) seal of the signer attached) 
                       => service contract -- (a contract for maintenance services) 
                       => severable contract --
 (a contract in which in the event of a breach by one of the parties can be considered as several indepen
dent agreements expressed in a single instrument) 
                       => subcontract --
 (a contract assigning to another party some obligations of a prior contract) 
                       => partnership --
 (a contract between two or more persons who agree to pool talent and money and share profits or losse
s) 
                       => articles of agreement, shipping articles --
 (a contract between crew and captain of a ship) 
                       => concession, grant --
 (a contract granting the right to operate a subsidiary business; "he got the beer concession at the ball p
ark") 
                           => franchise --
 (an authorization to sell a company's goods or services in a particular place) 
                       => labor contract, labor agreement, collective agreement --
 (contract between labor and management government wages and benefits and working conditions) 
                           => yellow-dog contract -- (a now-
illegal labor contract whereby the employee agrees not to join a trade union) 
                       => employment contract, employment agreement --
 (contract between employer and employee) 
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                       => distribution agreement --
 (a contract governing the marketing of an item of merchandise) 
                       => licensing agreement --
 (contract giving someone the legal right to use a patent or trademark) 
                       => merger agreement, acquisition agreement --
 (contract governing the merger of two or more companies) 
                       => sale in gross, contract of hazard --
 (a sale of a tract of land as a whole without a warranty as to the acreage) 
                       => indenture --
 (a contract binding one party into the service of another for a specified term) 
                   => Articles of Confederation --
 (a written agreement ratified in 1781 by the thirteen original states; it provided a legal symbol of their 
union by gave the central government no coercive power over the states or their citizens) 
                   => submission --
 (a legal document summarizing an agreement between parties in a dispute to abide by the decision of a
n arbiter) 
                   => covenant, compact, concordat --
 (a signed written agreement between two or more parties (nations) to perform some action) 
                       => Lateran Treaty --
 (the agreement signed in the Lateran Palace in 1929 by Italy and the Holy See which recognized the V
atican City as a sovereign and independent papal state) 
                   => indenture --
 (formal agreement between the issuer of bonds and the bondholders as to terms of the debt) 
                   => obligation --
 (a legal agreement specifying a payment or action and the penalty for failure to comply) 
                       => debt -- (an obligation to pay or do something) 
                   => treaty, pact, accord -- (a written agreement between two states or sovereigns) 
                       => alliance --
 (a formal agreement establishing an association or alliance between nations or other groups to achieve 
a particular aim) 
                       => commercial treaty -- (a treaty governing commerce between two or more nations) 
                       => peace, peace treaty, pacification --
 (a treaty to cease hostilities; "peace came on November 11th") 
                           => Peace of Westphalia -- (the peace treaty that ended the Thirty Years' War in 1648) 
                           => Treaty of Versailles --
 (the treaty imposed on Germany by the Allied powers in 1920 after the end of World War I which de
manded exorbitant reparations from the Germans) 
                       => convention -- ((diplomacy) an international agreement) 
                           => Chemical Weapons Convention --
 (a global treaty banning the production or acquisition of stockpiling or transfer of use of chemical wea
pons) 
                           => Geneva Convention -- (an agreement concerning the treatment of prisoners of war) 
                       => North Atlantic Treaty --
 (the treaty signed in 1949 by 12 countries that established NATO) 
                       => SALT I --
 (the first treaty between the United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics resulting from t
he Strategic Arms Limitation Talks) 
                       => SALT II --
 (the second treaty between the United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics resulting fro
m the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks) 
                   => escrow --
 (a written agreement (or property or money) delivered to a third party or put in trust by one party to a 
contract to be returned after fulfillment of some condition) 
               => submission --
 (an agreement between parties in a dispute to abide by the decision of an arbiter) 
               => entente, entente cordiale -- (a friendly understanding between political powers) 
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               => oral contract --
 (an agreement that is not in writing and is not signed by the parties but is a real existing contract that l
acks only the formal requirement of a memorandum to render it enforceable in litigation) 
               => reservation --
 (the written record or promise of an arrangement by which accommodations are secured in advance) 
               => settlement -- (a conclusive resolution of a matter and disposition of it) 
                   => accommodation --
 (a settlement of differences; "they reached an accommodation with Japan") 
                       => modus vivendi --
 (a temporary accommodation of a disagreement between parties pending a permanent settlement) 
                       => compromise --
 (an accommodation in which both sides make concessions; "the newly elected congressmen rejected a 
compromise because they considered it `business as usual'") 
                           => Missouri Compromise -- (an agreement in 1820 between pro-slavery and anti-
slavery factions in the United States concerning the extension of slavery into new territories) 
                   => conclusion --
 (a final settlement; "the conclusion of a business deal"; "the conclusion of the peace treaty") 
                   => out-of-court settlement --
 (resolution of a dispute prior to the rendering of a final decision by the trial court) 
                   => property settlement --
 ((matrimonial law) the division of property owned or acquired by marriage partners during their marri
age) 
                   => accord and satisfaction --
 (the settlement of a debt by paying less than the amount demanded in exchange for extinguishing the d
ebt) 
               => severance agreement -- (an agreement on the terms on which an employee will leave) 
                   => golden handshake --
 (a lucrative severance agreement offered to an employee (usually as an incentive to retire)) 
               => suicide pact --
 (an agreement by two or more people to commit suicide together at a given place and time; "the two lo
vers killed themselves in a suicide pact") 
           => condition, term --
 ((usually plural) a statement of what is required as part of an agreement; "the contract set out the condi
tions of the lease"; "the terms of the treaty were generous") 
           => estimate --
 (a statement indicating the likely cost of some job; "he got an estimate from the car repair shop") 
           => formula, chemical formula --
 (a representation of a substance using symbols for its constituent elements) 
               => molecular formula -- (a chemical formula based on analysis and molecular weight) 
                   => structural formula --
 (an expanded molecular formula showing the arrangement of atoms within the molecule) 
               => empirical formula --
 (a chemical formula showing the ratio of elements in a compound rather than the total number of atom
s) 
           => representation --
 (a factual statement made by one party in order to induce another party to enter into a contract; "the sal
es contract contains several representations by the vendor") 
           => declaration -- (a statement of taxable goods or of dutiable properties) 
           => assurance --
 (a statement intended to inspire confidence; "the President's assurances were not respected") 
               => clean bill of health --
 (an assurance that someone is healthy or something is in good condition; "the doctor gave him a clean 
bill of health") 
           => recital --
 (a detailed statement giving facts and figures; "his wife gave a recital of his infidelities") 
           => negation --
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 (a negative statement; a statement that is a refusal or denial of some other statement) 
       => statement --
 (a nonverbal message; "a Cadillac makes a statement about who you are"; "his tantrums are a statemen
t of his need for attention") 
       => wit, humor, humour, witticism, wittiness --
 (a message whose ingenuity or verbal skill or incongruity has the power to evoke laughter) 
           => jeu d'esprit -- (a witty comment or writing) 
           => bon mot, mot -- (a clever remark) 
           => pungency, bite --
 (wit having a sharp and caustic quality; "he commented with typical pungency"; "the bite of satire") 
           => sarcasm, irony, satire, caustic remark --
 (witty language used to convey insults or scorn; "he used sarcasm to upset his opponent"; "irony is wa
sted on the stupid"; "Satire is a sort of glass, wherein beholders do generally discover everybody's face 
but their own"--Johathan Swift) 
           => repartee -- (adroitness and cleverness in reply) 
               => banter, raillery, give-and-take, backchat -- (light teasing repartee) 
                   => badinage -- (frivolous banter) 
                   => persiflage -- (light teasing) 
           => joke, gag, laugh, jest, jape --
 (a humorous anecdote or remark intended to provoke laughter; "he told a very funny joke"; "he knows 
a million gags"; "thanks for the laugh"; "he laughed unpleasantly at hisown jest"; "even a schoolboy's j
ape is supposed to have some ascertainable point") 
               => belly laugh, sidesplitter, howler, thigh-slapper, scream, wow, riot --
 (a joke that seems extremely funny) 
               => dirty joke, dirty story, blue joke, blue story -- (an indelicate joke) 
               => ethnic joke -- (a joke at the expense of some ethnic group) 
               => funny story, good story -- (an account of an amusing incident (usually with a punch line)) 
               => in-joke -- (a joke that is appreciated only by members of some particular group of people) 
               => one-liner -- (a one-line joke) 
               => shaggy dog story -- (a long rambling joke whose humor derives from its pointlessness) 
               => sick joke -- (a joke in bad taste) 
               => sight gag, visual joke --
 (a joke whose effect is achieved by visual means rather than by speech (as in a movie)) 
           => caricature, imitation, impersonation --
 (a representation of a person that is exaggerated for comic effect) 
               => mock-heroic -- (a satirical imitation of heroic verse) 
               => parody, lampoon, spoof, sendup, mockery, takeoff, burlesque, travesty, charade, pasquina
de, put-on -- (a composition that imitates somebody's style in a humorous way) 
           => cartoon, sketch -- (a humorous or satirical drawing published in a newspaper or magazine) 
               => comic strip, cartoon strip, strip --
 (a sequence of drawings telling a story in a newspaper or comic book) 
           => fun, play, sport --
 (verbal wit (often at another's expense but not to be taken seriously); "he became a figure of fun") 
               => jocosity, jocularity -- (fun characterized by humor) 
               => waggery, waggishness -- (waggish behavior) 
               => drollery, clowning, comedy, funniness -- (a comic incident or series of incidents) 
               => pun, punning, wordplay, paronomasia --
 (a humorous play on words; "I do it for the pun of it"; "his constant punning irritated her") 
           => ribaldry -- (ribald humor) 
           => topper -- (an exceedingly good witticism that surpasses all that have gone before) 
       => opinion, view --
 (a message expressing a belief about something; the expression of a belief that is held with confidence
 but not substantiated by positive knowledge or proof; "his opinions appeared frequently on the editoria
l page") 
           => adverse opinion --
 (an opinion concerning financial statements (usually based on an audit by a CPA) that the statements a
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s a whole do not present results fairly or are not in conformity with the generally accepted accounting p
ractices of the United States) 
           => guess, conjecture, supposition, surmise, surmisal, speculation, hypothesis --
 (a message expressing an opinion based on incomplete evidence) 
               => divination -- (successful conjecture by unusual insight or good luck) 
           => side, position --
 (an opinion that is held in opposition to another in an argument or dispute; "there are two sides to ever
y question") 
       => direction, instruction --
 (a message describing how something is to be done; "he gave directions faster than she could follow th
em") 
           => rule --
 (any one of a systematic body of regulations defining the way of life of members of a religious order; 
"the rule of St. Dominic") 
           => rule, prescript -- (prescribed guide for conduct or action) 
               => bylaw, bye law -- (a rule made by a local authority to regulate its own affairs) 
               => rubric -- (an authoritative rule of conduct or procedure) 
               => order, rules of order, parliamentary law, parliamentary procedure --
 (a body of rules followed by an assembly) 
                   => interpellation --
 ((parliament) a procedure of demanding that a government official explain some act or policy) 
                   => standing order -- (a rule of order permanently in force) 
                   => closure, cloture, gag rule, gag law --
 (a rule for limiting or ending debate in a deliberative body) 
                       => closure by compartment, guillotine --
 (closure imposed on the debate of specific sections of a bill) 
                   => point of order --
 (a question as to whether the current proceedings are allowed by parliamentary procedure) 
                   => previous question --
 (a motion calling for an immediate vote on the main question under discussion by a deliberative assem
bly) 
                   => Robert's Rules of Order --
 (a book of rules for presiding over a meeting; written by Henry M. Martin in 1876 and subsequently u
pdated through many editions) 
               => rule of evidence --
 ((law) a rule of law whereby any alleged matter of fact that is submitted for investigation at a judicial t
rial is established or disproved) 
                   => best evidence rule --
 (a rule of evidence requiring that to prove the content of a writing or recording or photograph the origi
nal is required) 
                   => estoppel --
 (a rule of evidence whereby a person is barred from denying the truth of a fact that has already been se
ttled) 
                   => exclusionary rule --
 (a rule that provides that otherwise admissible evidence cannot be used in a criminal trial if it was the r
esult of illegal police conduct) 
                   => fruit of the poisonous tree --
 (a rule that once primary evidence is determined to have been illegally obtained any secondary eviden
ce following from it may also not be used) 
                   => hearsay rule --
 (a rule that declares not admissible as evidence any statement other than that by a witness) 
                   => parol evidence rule --
 (a rule that oral evidence cannot be used to contradict the terms of a written contract) 
                   => res ipsa loquitur --
 (a rule of evidence whereby the negligence of an alleged wrongdoer can be inferred from the fact that t
he accident happened) 
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                   => res gestae --
 (rule of evidence that covers words that are so closely associated with an occurrence that the words are
 considered part of the occurrence and as such their report does not violate the hearsay rule) 
               => Miranda rule --
 (the rule that police (when interrogating you after an arrest) are obliged to warn you that anything you 
say may be used as evidence and to read you your constitutional rights (the right to a lawyer and the rig
ht to remain silent until advised by a lawyer)) 
               => principle, precept -- (rule of personal conduct) 
                   => higher law -- (a principle that takes precedent over the laws of society) 
                   => moral principle -- (the principle that conduct should be moral) 
                       => categorical imperative --
 (the moral principle that behavior should be determined by duty) 
                   => hypothetical imperative --
 (a principle stating the action required to attain a desired goal) 
                   => caveat emptor --
 (a commercial principle that without a warranty the buyer takes upon himself the risk of quality) 
               => golden rule -- (any important rule; "the golden rule of teaching is to be clear") 
               => GIGO --
 ((computer science) a rule stating that the quality of the output is a function of the quality of the input;
 put garbage in and you get garbage out) 
               => dictate -- (an authoritative rule) 
               => regulation, ordinance -- (an authoritative rule) 
                   => game law -- (a regulation intended to manage or preserve game animals) 
                   => age limit --
 (regulation establishing the maximum age for doing something or holding some position) 
                   => assize -- (the regulation of weights and measures of articles offered for sale) 
                   => speed limit -- (regulation establishing the top speed permitted on a given road) 
               => canon --
 (a rule or especially body of rules or principles generally established as valid and fundamental in a fiel
d or art or philosophy; "the neoclassical canon"; "canons of polite society") 
               => etiquette -- (rules governing socially acceptable behavior) 
                   => protocol -- (forms of ceremony and etiquette observed by diplomats and heads of state) 
                   => punctilio -- (a fine point of etiquette or petty formality) 
               => protocol, communications protocol --
 ((computer science) rules determining the format and transmission of data) 
                   => file transfer protocol, FTP --
 (protocol that allows users to copy files between their local system and any system they can reach on t
he network) 
                       => anonymous ftp, anonymous file transfer protocol --
 (a common way to make software available; users are allowed to log in as `guest' without a password 
and copy whatever has been made available) 
                   => hypertext transfer protocol, HTTP --
 (a protocol (utilizing TCP) to transfer hypertext requests and information between servers and browser
s) 
                   => musical instrument digital interface, MIDI --
 (a standard protocol for communication between electronic musical instruments and computers) 
                   => transmission control protocol, TCP --
 (a protocol developed for the internet to get data from one network device to another; "TCP uses a retr
ansmission strategy to insure that data will not be lost in transmission") 
                   => transmission control protocol/internet protocol, TCP/IP --
 (a set of protocols (including TCP) developed for the internet in the 1970s to get data from one networ
k device to another) 
           => rubric --
 (directions for the conduct of Christian church services (often printed in red in a prayer book)) 
           => misdirection -- (incorrect directions or instructions) 
           => address, destination, name and address --
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 (written directions for finding some location; written on letters or packages that are to be delivered to t
hat location) 
               => return address --
 (the address of the sender of a letter or parcel indicating where it should be returned if it cannot be deli
vered) 
           => markup --
 (detailed stylistic instructions for typesetting something that is to be printed; manual markup is usually
 written on the copy (e.g. underlining words that are to be set in italics)) 
           => prescription --
 (directions prescribed beforehand; the action of prescribing authoritative rules or directions; "I tried to 
follow her prescription for success") 
           => recipe, formula -- (directions for making something) 
           => rule --
 (directions that define the way a game or sport is to be conducted; "he knew the rules of chess") 
               => ground rule --
 ((baseball) a special rule (as in baseball) dealing with situations that arise due to the nature of the playi
ng grounds) 
           => stage direction -- (an instruction written as part of the script of a play) 
           => style --
 (editorial directions to be followed in spelling and punctuation and capitalization and typographical di
splay) 
           => system command --
 (a computer user's instruction (not part of a program) that calls for action by the computer's executive 
program) 
       => proposal -- (something proposed (such as a plan or assumption)) 
           => advice -- (a proposal for an appropriate course of action) 
               => recommendation -- (something (as a course of action) that is recommeended as advisable) 
                   => referral --
 (a recommendation to consult the (professional) person referred to; "this patient is a referral from Dr. 
Bones") 
               => indication --
 (something (as a course of action) that is indicated as expedient or necessary; "there were indications t
hat it was time to leave") 
               => admonition, monition, warning, word of advice --
 (cautionary advice about something imminent (especially imminent danger)) 
                   => example, deterrent example, lesson, object lesson --
 (punishment intended as a warning to others; "they decided to make an example of him") 
           => counterproposal -- (a proposal offered as an alternative to an earlier proposal) 
           => hypothesis -- (a proposal intended to explain certain facts or observations) 
           => suggestion, proposition, proffer --
 (a proposal offered for acceptance or rejection; "it was a suggestion we couldn't refuse") 
               => hint, intimation, breath --
 (an indirect suggestion; "not a breath of scandal ever touched her") 
               => touch, trace, ghost --
 (a suggestion of some quality; "there was a touch of sarcasm in his tone"; "he detected a ghost of a smi
le on her face") 
               => overture, advance, approach, feeler --
 (a tentative suggestion designed to elicit the reactions of others; "she rejected his advances") 
           => introduction -- (a new proposal; "they resisted the introduction of impractical alternatives") 
           => re-introduction -- (a proposal of something previously rejected; "they avoided a re-
introduction of the old terminology") 
           => motion, question --
 (a formal proposal for action made to a deliberative assembly for discussion and vote; "he made a moti
on to adjourn"; "she called for the question") 
       => offer, offering --
 (something offered (as a proposal or bid); "noteworthy new offerings for investors included several in
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dex funds") 
           => contract offer -- (offer by an employer to contract to pay an employee at a given rate) 
           => marriage proposal, proposal of marriage, marriage offer, proposal -- (an offer of marriage) 
               => question --
 (an informal reference to a marriage proposal; "he was ready to pop the question") 
           => proposition -- (an offer for a private bargain (especially a request for sexual favors)) 
           => counteroffer -- (an offer made by someone who has rejected a prior offer) 
           => bid, tender -- (a formal proposal to buy at a specified price) 
               => overbid -- (a bid that is higher than preceding bids) 
               => buyout bid -- (a bid to buy all of a person's holdings) 
           => prospectus --
 (a formal written offer to sell securities (filed with the SEC) that sets forth a plan for a (proposed) busi
ness enterprise; "a prospectus should contain the facts that an investor needs to make an informed decis
ion") 
           => tender offer --
 (an offer to buy shares in a corporation (usually above the market price) for cash or securities or both) 
               => takeover bid -- (an offer to buy shares in order to take over the company) 
                   => two-tier bid --
 (a takeover bid where the acquirer offers to pay more for the shares needed to gain control than for the
 remaining shares) 
                   => any-and-all bid --
 (a takeover bid where the acquirer offers to buy any and all shares outstanding) 
           => reward -- (the offer of money for helping to find a criminal or for returning lost property) 
               => price -- (a reward for helping to catch a criminal; "the cattle thief has a price on his head") 
           => rights offering, rights issue --
 (an offering of common stock to existing shareholders who hold subscription rights or pre-
emptive rights that entitle them to buy newly issued shares at a discount from the price at which they w
ill be offered to the public later; "the investment banker who handles a rights offereing usually agrees t
o buy any shares not bought by shareholders") 
           => special --
 (a special offering (usually temporary and at a reduced price) that is featured in advertising; "they are 
having a special on pork chops") 
           => peace offering, olive branch --
 (something offered to an adversary in the hope of obtaining peace) 
           => twofer -- (an offer of two for the price of one) 
       => submission, entry --
 (something (manuscripts or architectural plans and models or estimates or works of art of all genres et
c.) submitted for the judgment of others (as in a competition); "several of his submissions were rejecte
d by publishers"; "what was the date of submission of your proposal?") 
           => filing --
 (the entering of a legal document into the public record; "he filed a complaint"; "he filed his tax return
") 
       => narrative, narration, story, tale --
 (a message that tells the particulars of an act or occurrence or course of events; presented in writing or 
drama or cinema or as a radio or television program; "his narrative was interesting"; "Disney's stories e
ntertain adults as well as children") 
           => tearjerker -- (an excessively sentimental narrative) 
           => Canterbury Tales -- (an uncompleted series of tales written after 1387 by Geoffrey Chaucer) 
           => tall tale -- (an improbable (unusual or incredible or fanciful) story) 
           => folktale, folk tale -- (a tale circulated by word of mouth among the common folk) 
               => Arabian Nights' Entertainment, Arabian Nights, Thousand and One Nights --
 (a collection of folktales in Arabic dating from the 10th century) 
           => sob story, sob stuff --
 (a sentimental story (or drama) of personal distress; designed to arouse sympathy) 
           => fairytale, fairy tale, fairy story -- (a story about fairies; told to amuse children) 
           => nursery rhyme -- (a tale in rhymed verse for children) 
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       => promotion, publicity, promotional material, packaging --
 (a message issued in behalf of some product or cause or idea or person or institution) 
           => buildup --
 (highly favorable publicity and praise; "his letter of recommendation gave her a terrific buildup") 
           => public relations, PR -- (a promotion intended to create goodwill for a person or institution) 
           => endorsement, indorsement, blurb --
 (a promotional statement (as found on the dust jackets of books); "the author got all his friends to writ
e blurbs for his book") 
           => book jacket, dust cover, dust jacket, dust wrapper --
 (a paper jacket for a book; a jacket on which promotional information is printed) 
           => ballyhoo, hoopla, hype, plug -- (blatant or sensational promotion) 
           => sales talk, sales pitch, pitch -- (promotion by means of an argument and demonstration) 
           => ad, advertisement, advertizement, advertising, advertizing, advert --
 (a public promotion of some product or service) 
               => direct mail -- (advertising sent directly to prospective customers via the mail) 
               => preview, prevue, trailer --
 (an advertisement consisting of short scenes from a motion picture that will appear in the near future) 
               => advertorial --
 (an advertisement that is written and presented in the style of an editorial or journalistic report) 
               => mailer -- (an advertisement that is sent by mail) 
               => newspaper ad, newspaper advertisement --
 (a printed advertisement that is published in a newspaper) 
                   => classified ad, classified advertisement --
 (a short ad in a newspaper or magazine (usually in small print) and appearing along with other ads of t
he same type) 
                       => want ad -- (a newspaper advertisement stating what is wanted) 
               => commercial, commercial message -- (a commercially sponsored ad on radio or television) 
                   => infomercial, informercial --
 (a television commercial presented in the form of a short documentary) 
               => circular, handbill, bill, broadside, broadsheet, flier, flyer, throwaway --
 (an advertisement (usually printed on a page or in a leaflet) intended for wide distribution; "he mailed 
the circular to all subscribers") 
                   => stuffer --
 (an advertising circular that is enclosed with other material and (usually) sent by mail) 
               => teaser --
 (an advertisement that offers something free in order to arouse customers' interest) 
               => top billing -- (the advertisement of a star's name at the top of a theatrical poster) 
           => sales promotion -- (promotion that supplements or coordinates advertising) 
       => sensationalism -- (subject matter that is calculated to excite and please vulgar tastes) 
       => shocker -- (a sensational message (in a film or play or novel)) 

 
       => contagion, infection --
 (the communication of an attitude or emotional state among a number of people; "a contagion of mirth"; "t
he infection of his enthusiasm for poetry") 
 
 
       => language, linguistic communication --
 (a systematic means of communicating by the use of sounds or conventional symbols; "he taught foreign la
nguages"; "the language introduced is standard throughout the text"; "the speed with which a program can b
e executed depends on the language in which it is written 
      => dead language -- (a language that is no longer learned as a native language) 
       => words --
 (language that is spoken or written; "he has a gift for words"; "she put her thoughts into words") 
       => source language -- (a language that is to be translated into another language) 
       => object language, target language --
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 (the language into which a text written in another language is to be translated) 
       => sign language, signing -- (language expressed by visible hand gestures) 
       => artificial language -- (a language that is deliberately created for a specific purpose) 
       => metalanguage -- (a language that can be used to describe languages) 
       => native language -- (the language that a person has spoken from earliest childhood) 
       => natural language, tongue --
 (a human written or spoken language used by a community; opposed to e.g. a computer language) 
       => lingua franca, interlanguage, koine --
 (a common language used by speakers of different languages; "Koine is a dialect of ancient Greek that was
 the lingua franca of the empire of Alexander the Great and was widely spoken throughout the eastern Medi
terranean area in Roman times") 
       => string of words, word string, linguistic string -- (a linear sequence of words as spoken or written) 
       => barrage, outpouring, onslaught --
 (the rapid and continuous delivery of linguistic communication (spoken or written)) 
       => slanguage -- (language characterized by excessive use of slang or cant)  
 
       => dead language -- (a language that is no longer learned as a native language) 
       => words --
 (language that is spoken or written; "he has a gift for words"; "she put her thoughts into words") 
       => source language -- (a language that is to be translated into another language) 
           => application-oriented language, problem-oriented language --
 (a language whose statements resemble terminology of the user) 
               => high-level language -- (a problem-
oriented language requiring little knowledge of the computer on which it will be run) 
               => job-control language -- (a problem-
oriented language used to describe job requirements to an operating system) 
           => command language, query language, search language --
 (a source language consisting of procedural operators that invoke functions to be executed) 
       => object language, target language --
 (the language into which a text written in another language is to be translated) 
       => sign language, signing -- (language expressed by visible hand gestures) 
           => finger spelling, fingerspelling -- (an alphabet of manual signs) 
           => ASL, American sign language -- (the sign language used in the United States) 
       => artificial language -- (a language that is deliberately created for a specific purpose) 
           => Antido -- (an artificial language related to Ido) 
           => Arulo -- (an artificial language intended for international use as an auxiliary language) 
           => Basic English --
 (a simplified form of English proposed for use as an auxiliary language for international communication; d
evised by C. K. Ogden and I. A. Richards) 
           => Blaia Zimondal -- (an artificial language) 
           => Esperantido -- (an artificial language based on Esperanto and Ido) 
           => Esperanto --
 (an artificial language based as far as possible on words common to all the European languages) 
           => Europan -- (an artificial language proposed as an auxiliary European language) 
           => Idiom Neutral --
 (an artificial language proposed for use as an auxiliary international language; based on Volapuk but with a
 vocabulary selected on the basis of the maximum internationality of the roots) 
           => Interlingua --
 (an artificial language proposed for use as an auxiliary international language; based on words common to 
English and the Romance languages) 
           => Ido -- (an artificial language that is a revision and simplification of Esperanto) 
           => Latinesce -- (an artificial language based on Latin) 
           => Latino -- (an artificial language based on words common to the Romance languages) 
               => Latino sine flexione -- (Latino without inflectional morphology) 
           => Lingualumina -- (an artificial language) 
           => Lingvo Kosmopolita -- (an artificial language) 
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           => Monario -- (an artificial language) 
           => Nov-Esperanto -- (an artificial language based on Esperanto) 
           => Novial -- (an artificial language) 
           => Nov-Latin -- (an artificial language based on Latin) 
           => Occidental -- (an artificial language) 
           => Optez -- (an artificial language) 
           => Pasigraphy --
 (an artificial international language using characters (as mathematical symbols) instead of words to express
 ideas) 
           => Ro --
 (an artificial language for international use that rejects all existing words and is based instead on an abstrac
t analysis of ideas) 
           => Romanal -- (an artificial language) 
           => Solresol -- (an artificial language) 
           => Volapuk --
 (one of the first artificial language constructed for use as an auxiliary international language; based largely 
on English but with some German and French and Latin roots) 
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE < LANGUAGE < COMMUNICATION < SOCIAL RELATION <… 
           => programming language, programing language --
 ((computer science) a language designed for programming computers) 
               => algorithmic language -- (an artificial language designed to express algorithms) 
                   => algebraic language --
 (an algorithmic language having statements that resemble algebraic expressions) 
                       => ALGOL --
 (ALGOrithmic Language; a programming language used to express computer programs as algorithms) 
                       => FORTRAN -- (a high-
level programing language for mathematical and scientific purposes; stands for formula translation) 
               => assembly language -- (a low-
level programing language; close approximation to machine language) 
               => computer language, computer-oriented language, machine language, machine-
oriented language -- (a programming language designed for use on a specific class of computers) 
               => multidimensional language --
 (a programming language whose expressions are assembled in more than one dimension) 
                   => decision table -- (a table or matrix of all contingencies and the actions to be taken for each) 
                   => flow chart, flowchart, flow diagram, flow sheet --
 (a diagram of the sequence of operations in a computer program or an accounting system) 
                   => logic diagram, logical diagram --
 (a graphical representation of a program using formal logic) 
               => object language, target language --
 (a computer language into which something written in another computer language is to be translated) 
               => object-oriented programming language, object-oriented programing language --
 ((computer science) a programming language that enables the programmer to associate a set of procedures 
with each type of data structure; "C++ is an object-
oriented programming language that is an extension of C") 
                   => Java -- (a simple platform-independent object-
oriented programming language used for writing applets that are downloaded from the World Wide Web by
 a client and run on the client's machine) 
               => one-dimensional language --
 (a programming language whose expressions are represented by strings of characters) 
               => stratified language -- (a language that cannot be used as its own metalanguage) 
               => unstratified language --
 (a programming language that (like natural language) can be used as its own metalanguage) 
               => LISP, list-processing language -- (a flexible procedure-
oriented programing language that manipulates symbols in the form of lists) 
               => Prolog, logic programing, logic programming --
 (a computer language designed in Europe to support natural language processing) 
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               => COBOL -- (common business-oriented language) 
               => C -- (a general-
purpose programing language closely associated with the UNIX operating system) 
               => BASIC --
 (a popular programming language that is relatively easy to learn; an acronym for beginner's all-
purpose symbolic instruction code; no longer in general use) 
               => Pascal -- (a programing language designed to teach programming through a top-
down modular approach) 
 
           => pidgin -- (an artificial language used for trade between speakers of different languages) 
               => Chinook Jargon, Oregon Jargon --
 (a pidgin incorporating Chinook and French and English words; formerly used as a lingua franca in northw
estern North America) 
       => metalanguage -- (a language that can be used to describe languages) 
           => syntax language -- (a language used to describe the syntax of another language) 
       => native language -- (the language that a person has spoken from earliest childhood) 
       => natural language, tongue --
 (a human written or spoken language used by a community; opposed to e.g. a computer language)       => 
           => mother tongue, maternal language, first language --
 (one's native language; the language learned by children and passed from one generation to the next) 
           => tone language, tonal language -- (a language in which different tones distinguish different meanings) 
               => contour language -- (a tone language that uses pitch changes) 
               => register language -- (a tone language that uses different voice registers) 
           => creole -- (a mother tongue that originates from contact between two languages) 
               => Haitian Creole -- (a creole language spoken by most Haitians; based on French and various African languages) 
           => Amerind, Amerindian language, American-Indian language, American Indian, Indian --
 (any of the languages spoken by Amerindians) 
               => Algonquian, Algonquin, Algonquian language --
 (family of North American Indian languages spoken from Labrador to South Carolina and west to the Great Plains) 
            => Eskimo-Aleut, Eskimo-Aleut language -- (the family of languages that includes Eskimo and Aleut) 
               => Eskimo, Esquimau -- (the language spoken by the Eskimo people) 
               => Aleut -- (the language spoken by the Aleut people) 
           => Sino-Tibetan, Sino-Tibetan language -- (the family of tonal languages spoken in eastern Asia) 
               => Sinitic, Sinitic language -- (a group of Sino-Tibetan languages) 
                   => Chinese -- (any of the Sino-
Tibetan languages spoken in China; regarded as dialects of a single language (even though they are mutually unintelligible) because th
ey share an ideographic writing system) 
                       => Mandarin, Mandarin Chinese, Mandarin dialect, Beijing dialect --
 (the dialect of Chinese spoken in Beijing and adopted as the official language for all of China) 
                       => Wu, Wu dialect, Shanghai dialect -- (a dialect of Chinese spoken in the Yangtze delta) 
                       => Yue, Yue dialect, Cantonese, Cantonese dialect --
 (the dialect of Chinese spoken in Canton and neighboring provinces and in Hong Kong and elsewhere outside China) 
                       => Min, Min dialect, Fukien, Fukkianese, Hokkianese, Amoy, Taiwanese --
 (any of the forms of Chinese spoken in Fukien province) 
                       => Hakka, Hakka dialect --
 (a dialect of Chinese spoken in southeastern China; this form of Chinese is not well known outside China because few of the Hakka p
eople have migrated) 
               => Tibeto-Burman, Tibeto-Burman language -- (a branch of the Sino-
Tibetan family of languages spoken from Tibet to the Malay peninsula) 
                   => Qiang, Qiangic -- (the Tibeto-Burman language spoken in Sichuan) 
                   => Bai, Baic -- (the Tibeto-Burman language spoken in the Dali region of Yunnan) 
                   => Himalayish -- (the Tibeto-Burman language spoken in Tibet and Nepal and Bhutan and Sikkim) 
                       => Tibetan -- (Himalayish language spoken in Tibet) 
                       => Newari -- (Himalayish language spoken in the Kathmandu valley of Nepal) 
                   => Kamarupan -- (the Tibeto-Burman language spoken in northeastern India and adjacent regions of western Burma) 
                       => Kuki, Chin, Kuki-Chin -- (Kamarupan languages spoken in western Burma and Bangladesh and easternmost India) 
                       => Naga -- (Kamarupan languages spoken in northeastern India and western Burma) 
                       => Mikir-Meithei -- (Kamarupan languages spoken in the states of Manipur and Assam in northeastern India) 
                       => Bodo-Garo, Barish -- (Kamarupan languages spoken in the state of Assam in northeastern India) 
                       => Miri, Mirish, Abor, Dafla -- (little known Kamarupan languages) 
                   => Karen, Karenic -- (the Tibeto-Burman language spoken in the Thailand and Burmese borderlands) 
                   => Lolo-Burmese, Burmese-Yi -- (the Tibeto-Burman language spoken in northern Burma and Yunnan) 
                       => Burmese -- (the official language of Burma) 
                       => Loloish -- (languages spoken by hill tribes in northern Burma and neighboring areas) 
                           => Lisu -- (a Loloish language) 
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                           => Hani, Akha -- (a Loloish language) 
                           => Lahu -- (a Loloish language) 
                           => Lolo, Yi -- (a Loloish language) 
                   => Kachin, Kachinic -- (Tibeto-Burman languages spoken in northernmost Burma and adjacent China and India) 
                       => Jinghpo, Jinghpaw, Chingpo -- (a Kachinic language) 
               => Kadai, Kam-Tai, Kadai language -- (a family of Sino-Tibetan languages spoken in southeastern Asia) 
                   => Kam-Sui -- (a group of Kadai languages) 
                   => Tai -- (the most widespread and best known of the Kadai family of languages) 
                       => White Tai -- (a branch of the Tai languages) 
                       => Red Tai -- (a branch of the Tai languages) 
                       => Tai Dam, Black Tai -- (a branch of the Tai languages) 
                       => Tai Nuea, Chinese Shan, Dehong Dai -- (a branch of the Tai languages) 
                       => Tai Long, Shan -- (a branch of the Tai languages) 
                       => Tai Lue, Xishuangbanna Dai -- (a branch of the Tai languages) 
                       => Tai Yuan, Kam Muang -- (a branch of the Tai languages) 
                       => Khuen -- (a branch of the Tai languages) 
                       => Lao -- (the Tai language of a Buddhist people living in the area of the Mekong River in Thailand and Laos) 
                       => Khamti -- (a branch of the Tai languages) 
                       => Southern Tai -- (a branch of the Tai languages) 
                       => Tay -- (a branch of the Tai languages) 
                       => Nung -- (a branch of the Tai languages) 
                       => Tho -- (a branch of the Tai languages) 
                       => Thai, Siamese, Central Thai -- (a branch of the Tai languages) 
                       => Bouyei, Buyi -- (a branch of the Tai languages) 
                       => Zhuang -- (a branch of the Tai languages) 
                       => Yay -- (a branch of the Tai languages) 
                       => Saek -- (a branch of the Tai languages) 
           => Austro-Asiatic, Munda-Mon-Khmer -- (a family of languages spoken in southn and southeastern Asia) 
               => Munda -- (a family of languages spoken by people scattered throughout central India) 
               => Mon-Khmer -- (a branch of the Austro-Asiatic languages) 
                   => Vietnamese, Annamese, Annamite -- (the Mon-Khmer language spoken in Vietnam) 
                   => Khmer -- (the Mon-Khmer language spoken in Cambodia) 
                   => Mon -- (the Mon-Khmer language spoken by the Mon people) 
           => Austronesian, Austronesian language --
 (the family of languages spoken in Australia and Formosa and Malaysia and Polynesia) 
               => Malayo-Polynesian -- (the branch of the Austronesian languages spoken from Madagascar to the central Pacific) 
                   => Oceanic, Eastern Malayo-Polynesian -- (an eastern subfamily of Malayo-Polynesian languages) 
                       => Tahitian -- (the Oceanic language spoken on Tahiti) 
                       => Maori -- (the Oceanic language spoken by the Maori people in New Zealand) 
                       => Hawaiian -- (the Oceanic languages spoken on Hawaii) 
                       => Fijian -- (the Oceanic language spoken on Fiji) 
                   => Western Malayo-Polynesian -- (a western subfamily of Malayo-Polynesian languages) 
                       => Malay -- (a western subfamily of Western Malayo-Polynesian languages) 
                           => Malaysian, Bahasa Malaysia, Bahasa Melayu, Bahasa Kebangsaan -- (the Malay language spoken in Malaysia) 
                           => Indonesian, Bahasa Indonesia, Bahasa --
 (the dialect of Malay used as the national language of the Republic of Indonesia or of Malaysia) 
                               => Javanese -- (the Indonesian language spoken on Java) 
                               => Sundanese -- (the Indonesian language spoken in the Lesser Sunda Islands) 
                               => Balinese -- (the Indonesian language of the people of Bali) 
                       => Philippine, Filipino --
 (official language of the Philippines; based on Tagalog; draws its lexicon from other Philippine languages) 
                           => Tagalog -- (language of the Tagalog people on which Filipino is based) 
                           => Cebuan, Cebuano --
 (language of the people of Cebu in the Philippines; its lexicon contributes to the official language of the  
Philippines) 
               => Australian, Aboriginal Australian -- (the Austronesian languages spoken by Australian aborigines) 
                   => Dyirbal, Jirrbal -- (a language of Australian aborigines) 
                   => Walbiri, Warlpiri -- (a language of Australian aborigines) 
               => Formosan -- (the Austronesian languages spoken on Formosa) 
                   => Tayalic, Atayalic -- (a language spoken by a Malaysian people on Formosa) 
                   => Tsouic -- (a Formosan language) 
                   => Paiwanic -- (a Formosan language) 
           => Papuan, Papuan language --
 (any of the indigenous languages spoken in Papua New Guinea or New Britain or the Solomon Islands that are not Malayo-
Polynesian languages) 
           => Khoisan, Khoisan language -- (a family of languages spoken in southern Africa) 
               => Khoikhoin, Khoikhoi, Hottentot --
 (any of the Khoisan languages spoken by the pastoral people of Namibia and South Africa) 
           => Indo-European, Indo-European language, Indo-Hittite --
 (the family of languages that by 1000 BC were spoken throughout Europe and in parts of southwestern and southern Asia) 
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               => Proto-Indo European, PIE -- (a prehistoric unrecorded language that was the ancestor of all Indo-European languages) 
               => Albanian -- (the Indo-European language spoken by the people of Albania) 
                   => Gheg, Gheg dialect -- (the dialect of Albanian spoken in northern Albania and Yugoslavia) 
                   => Tosk, Tosk dialect -- (the dialect of Albanian spoken in southern Albania and in areas of Greece and Italy) 
               => Armenian, Armenian language -- (the Indo-European language spoken predominantly in Armenia) 
               => Illyrian -- (a minor and almost extinct branch of the Indo-European languages; spoken along the Dalmatian coast) 
               => Thraco-Phrygian -- (an extinct branch of the Indo-European language family thought by some to be related to Armenian) 
                   => Thracian -- (a Thraco-Phrygian language spoken by the ancient people of Thrace but extinct by the early Middle Ages) 
                   => Phrygian -- (a Thraco-Phrygian language spoken by the ancient inhabitants of Phrygia and now extinct--
preserved only in a few inscriptions) 
               => Balto-Slavic, Balto-Slavic language, Balto-Slavonic -- (a family of Indo-
European languages including the Slavic and Baltic languages) 
                   => Slavic, Slavic language, Slavonic, Slavonic language -- (a branch of the Indo European family of language) 
                       => Old Church Slavonic, Old Church Slavic, Church Slavic, Old Bulgarian --
 (the Slavic language into which the Bible was translated in the 9th Century) 
                       => Russian -- (the Slavic language that is the official language of Russia) 
                       => Belarusian, Byelorussian -- (the Slavic language spoken in Belarus) 
                       => Ukrainian -- (the Slavic language spoken in the Ukraine) 
                       => Polish -- (the Slavic language of Poland) 
                       => Slovak -- (the Slavic language spoken in Slovakia) 
                       => Czech -- (the Slavic language of the Czech people) 
                       => Slovene -- (the Slavic language of the Slovene people) 
                       => Serbo-Croat, Serbo-Croatian --
 (the Slavic language of the Serbs and Croats; the Serbian dialect is usually written in the Cyrillic alphabet and the Croatian dialect is u
sually written in the Roman alphabet) 
                       => Sorbian, Lusatian -- (a Slavonic language spoken in rural area of southeastern Germany) 
                       => Macedonian -- (the Slavic language of modern Macedonia) 
                       => Bulgarian -- (a Slavic language spoken in Bulgaria) 
                   => Baltic, Baltic language -- (a branch of the Indo-
European family of languages related to the Slavonic languages; Baltic languages have preserved many archaic features that are believ
ed to have existed in Proto-Indo European) 
                       => Old Prussian -- (a dead language of the (non-
German) Prussians (extinct after 1700); thought to belong to the Baltic branch of Indo-European) 
                       => Lithuanian -- (the official language of Lithuania; belongs to the Baltic branch of Indo European) 
                       => Latvian, Lettish -- (the official language of Latvia; belongs to the Baltic branch of Indo-European) 
               => Germanic, Germanic language -- (a branch of the Indo-
European family of languages; members that are spoken currently fall into two major groups: Scandinavian and West Germanic) 
                   => West Germanic, West Germanic language -- (a branch of the Germanic languages) 
                       => English, English language -- (an Indo-
European language belonging to the West Germanic branch; the official language of Britain and the United States and most of the Co
mmonwealth countries) 
                           => American English, American language, American -- (the English language as used in the United States) 
                               => Black English, Black English Vernacular, Ebonics --
 (a nonstandard form of American English spoken by some Black people in the United States) 
                           => cockney -- (the nonstandard dialect of natives of the east end of London) 
                           => King's English -- (standard English as spoken in southern England) 
                           => Middle English -- (English from about 1100 to 1450) 
                               => East Midland --
 (the dialect of Middle English that replaced West Saxon as the literary language and which developed into Modern English) 
                               => West Midland -- (a dialect of Middle English) 
                               => Northern -- (a dialect of Middle English that developed into Scottish Lallans) 
                               => Kentish -- (a dialect of Middle English) 
                               => Southwestern, West Saxon -- (a dialect of Middle English) 
                           => Modern English -- (English since about 1450) 
                           => Old English, Anglo-Saxon -- (English prior to about 1100) 
                               => West Saxon -- (a literary dialect of Old English) 
                               => Anglian -- (one of the major dialects of Old English) 
                               => Kentish, Jutish -- (one of the major dialects of Old English) 
                           => Oxford English --
 (the dialect of English spoken at Oxford University and regarded by many as affected and pretentious) 
                           => Scottish, Scots, Scots English -- (the dialect of English used in Scotland) 
                               => Lallans, Scottish Lallans -- (a dialect of English spoken in the Lowlands of Scotland) 
                       => German, High German, German language --
 (the standard German language; developed historically from West Germanic) 
                           => Old High German -- (High German prior to 1200) 
                           => Middle High German -- (High German from 1100 to 1500) 
                           => Yiddish --
 (a dialect of High German including some Hebrew and other words; spoken in Europe as a vernacular by many Jews; written in the H
ebrew script) 
                           => Pennsylvania Dutch -- (a dialect of High German spoken in parts of Pennsylvania and Maryland) 
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                       => Low German, Plattdeutsch -- (a German dialect spoken in northern Germany) 
                           => Old Saxon -- (Low German prior to 1200) 
                           => Middle Low German -- (Low German from 1100 to 1500) 
                       => Dutch -- (the West Germanic language of the Netherlands) 
                           => Flemish, Flemish dialect -- (one of two official languages of Belgium; closely related to Dutch) 
                           => Afrikaans, Taal, the Taal, South African Dutch --
 (an official language of the Republic of South Africa; closely related to Dutch and Flemish) 
                       => Frisian --
 (a West Germanic language spoken in Friesland in the northwestern Netherlands; a near relative of English) 
                           => Old Frisian -- (the Frisian language until the 16th century; the Germanic language of ancient Frisia) 
                   => Proto-Norse -- (the Germanic language of Scandinavia up until about 700) 
                   => Old Norse -- (the extinct Germanic language of medieval Scandinavia and Iceland from about to 700 to 1350) 
                       => Old Icelandic -- (the extinct dialect of Old Norse that was spoken in Iceland up until about 1600) 
                   => Scandinavian, Scandinavian language, Nordic, Norse, North Germanic, North Germanic language --
 (the northern family of Germanic languages that are spoken in Scandinavia and Iceland) 
                       => Danish -- (a Scandinavian language that is the official language of Denmark) 
                       => Icelandic -- (a Scandinavian language that is the official language of Iceland) 
                       => Norwegian -- (a Scandinavian language that is spoken in Norway) 
                           => Bokmal, Dano-Norwegian, Riksmal -- (one of two official languages of Norway; closely related to Danish) 
                           => New Norwegian, Landsmal, Nynorsk -- (one of two official languages of Norway; based on rural dialects) 
                       => Swedish --
 (a Scandinavian language that is the official language of Sweden and one of two official languages of Finland) 
                       => Faroese, Faeroese -- (a Scandinavian language (closely related to Icelandic) that is spoken on the Faroe Islands) 
                   => East Germanic, East Germanic language -- (an extinct branch of the Germanic languages) 
                       => Gothic -- (extinct East Germanic language of the ancient Goths; the only surviving record being fragments of a 4th-
century translation of the Bible by Bishop Ulfilas) 
               => Celtic, Celtic language -- (a branch of the Indo-
European languages that (judging from inscriptions and place names) was spread widely over Europe in the pre-Christian era) 
                   => Gaelic, Goidelic, Erse -- (any of several related languages of the Celts in Ireland and Scotland) 
                       => Irish, Irish Gaelic -- (the Celtic language of Ireland) 
                           => Old Irish -- (Irish Gaelic up to about 1100) 
                           => Middle Irish -- (Irish Gaelic from 1100 to 1500) 
                       => Scottish Gaelic, Scots Gaelic -- (the Gaelic language of Scotland) 
                       => Manx -- (the Gaelic language formerly spoken on the Isle of Man) 
                   => Brythonic, Brittanic -- (a southern group of Celtic languages) 
                       => Welsh -- (a Celtic language of Wales) 
                       => Cornish -- (a Celtic language formerly spoken in Cornwall) 
                       => Breton -- (a Celtic language of Brittany) 
               => Italic, Italic language -- (a branch of the Indo-European languages of which Latin is the chief representative) 
                   => Osco-Umbrian -- (a group of dead languages of ancient Italy; they were displace by Latin) 
                       => Umbrian -- (an extinct Italic language of ancient southern Italy) 
                       => Oscan -- (an extinct Italic language of ancient southern Italy) 
                       => Sabellian -- (an extinct Osco-Umbrian language of ancient Italy that survives only in a few inscriptions) 
                   => Latin -- (any dialect of the language of ancient Rome) 
                       => Old Latin -- (the oldest recorded Latin (dating back at early as the 6th century B.C.)) 
                       => classical Latin --
 (the language of educated people in ancient Rome; "Latin is a language as dead as dead can be. It killed the ancient Romans--
and now it's killing me") 
                       => Low Latin -- (any dialect of Latin other than the classical) 
                           => Vulgar Latin -- (nonclassical Latin dialects spoken in the Roman Empire; source of Romance languages) 
                           => Medieval Latin -- (Latin used for liturgical purposes during the Middle Ages) 
                       => Late Latin, Biblical Latin -- (the form of Latin written between the 3rd and 8th centuries) 
                       => Neo-Latin, New Latin -- (Latin since the Renaissance; used for scientific nomenclature) 
                       => Romance, Romance language, Latinian language -- (the group of languages derived from Latin) 
                           => Haitian Creole -- (a creole language spoken by most Haitians; based on French and various African languages) 
                           => Italian -- (the Romance language spoken in Italy) 
                               => Old Italian -- (the Italian language up to the middle of the 16th century) 
                               => Sardinian --
 (the Italian dialect spoken in Sardinia; sometimes considered a separate language with many loan words  
from Spanish) 
                               => Tuscan -- (a dialect of Italian spoken in Tuscany (especially Florence)) 
                           => French -- (the Romance language spoken in France and in countries colonized by France) 
                               => Langue d'oil, Langue d'oil French --
 (medieval provincial dialects of French spoken in central and northern France) 
                               => Langue d'oc, Langue d'oc French --
 (medieval provincial dialects of French formerly spoken in the south of France) 
                                   => Provencal, Occitan -- (the medieval dialects of Langue d'oc (southern France)) 
                               => Old French -- (the earliest form of the French language; 9th to 15th century) 
                               => Norman-French, Old North French -- (the medieval Norman dialect of Old French) 
                               => Anglo-French, Anglo-Norman -- (the French (Norman) language used in medieval England) 
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                               => Canadian French -- (the French language as spoken in Quebec, Canada) 
                               => Walloon -- (dialect of French spoken in Belgium and adjacent parts of France) 
                           => Portuguese -- (the Romance language spoken in Portugal and Brazil) 
                               => Galician --
 (the dialect of Portuguese (sometimes regarded as a dialect of Spanish) spoken in Galicia northwestern  
Spain) 
                           => Spanish -- (the Romance language spoken in most of Spain and the countries colonized by Spain) 
                               => Judeo-Spanish, Ladino -- (the Spanish dialect spoken by Sephardic Jews but written in the Hebrew script) 
                               => Mexican Spanish -- (the dialect of Spanish spoken in Mexico) 
                           => Catalan -- (the Romance language spoken in Catalonia in eastern Spain (related to Spanish and Occitan)) 
                           => Rhaeto-Romance, Rhaeto-Romanic --
 (Romance dialects spoken in parts of southeastern Switzerland and northern Italy and the Tyrol) 
                               => Friulian, Friuli -- (a Rhaeto-Romance dialect spoken in northeastern Italy) 
                               => Ladin -- (a Rhaeto-Romance dialect of Romansh spoken in southeastern Switzerland) 
                               => Romansh, Rumansh -- (the Rhaeto-
Romance language spoken in southeastern Switzerland; it is an official language of Switzerland) 
                           => Romanian, Rumanian -- (an eastern Romance language spoken in Romania) 
               => Tocharian -- (a branch of the Indo-
European language family that originated in central Asia during the first millennium A.D.) 
                   => Turfan, East Tocharian, Turfan dialect -- (a dialect of Tocharian) 
                   => Kuchean, West Tocharian, Kuchean dialect -- (a dialect of Tocharian) 
               => Indo-Iranian, Indo-Iranian language -- (the branch of the Indo-
European family of languages including the Indic and Iranian language groups) 
                   => Indic, Indo-Aryan -- (a branch of the Indo-Iranian family of languages) 
                       => Sanskrit, Sanskritic language --
 ((Hinduism) an ancient language of India (the language of the Vedas and of Hinduism); an official  
language of India although it is now used only for religious purposes) 
                           => Sindhi -- (the Indic language of the Sindhi people) 
                           => Romany, Gypsy -- (the Indic language of the Gypsies) 
                           => Urdu --
 (the official literary language of Pakistan, closely related to Hindi; widely used in India (mostly by Moslems); written in Arabic script
) 
                           => Hindi -- (the most widely spoken of modern Indic vernaculars; spoken mostly in the north of India; along with  
English it is the official language of India; usually written in Devanagari script) 
                               => Hindustani, Hindoostani, Hindostani -- (a form of Hindi spoken around Delhi) 
                           => Bihari -- (the Indic language spoken in Bihar (and by some people in Pakistan and Bangladesh)) 
                           => Magadhan -- (a subfamily of Indic languages) 
                               => Assamese, Asamiya -- (the Magadhan language spoken by the Assamese people; closely related to Bengali) 
                               => Bengali --
 (a Magadhan language spoken by the Bengali people; the official language of Bangladesh and Bengal) 
                               => Oriya --
 (a Magadhan language that is spoken by the Oriya people and is the official language of the Indian state of Orissa) 
                           => Marathi, Mahratti --
 (an Indic language; the state language of Maharashtra in west central India; written in the Devanagari  
script) 
                           => Gujarati, Gujerati -- (the Indic language spoken by the people of India who live in Gujarat in western India) 
                           => Punjabi, Panjabi -- (the Indic language spoken by most people in Punjab in northwestern India) 
                           => Sinhalese, Singhalese, Sinhala -- (the Indic language spoken by the people of Sri Lanka) 
                       => Dard, Dardic, Dardic language --
 (any of a group of Indic languages spoken in Kashmir and eastern Afghanistan and northern Pakistan) 
                           => Shina -- (a Dardic language spoken in northern Kashmir) 
                           => Khowar -- (a Dardic language spoken in northwestern Pakistan) 
                           => Kafiri -- (a Dardic language spoken by the Kafir people in northeastern Afghanistan) 
                           => Kashmiri -- (the official state language of Kashmir) 
                       => Nepali -- (the official state language of Nepal) 
                       => Prakrit --
 (any of the vernacular Indic languages of north and central India (as distinguished from Sanskrit) recorded from the 3rd century BC to
 the 4th century AD) 
                           => Pali -- (an ancient Prakrit language (derived from Sanskrit) that is the scriptural and liturgical language of  
Theravada Buddhism) 
                       => Prakrit -- (any of the modern Indic languages) 
                   => Iranian, Iranian language -- (the modern Persian language spoken in Iran) 
                       => Avestan, Zend -- (an ancient Iranian language) 
                       => Gathic -- (an ancient Iranian language) 
                       => Persian, Farsi -- (the language of Persia (Iran) in any of its ancient forms) 
                       => Dari, Dari Persian -- (an Iranian language spoken in Afghanistan) 
                       => Tajiki, Tajik, Tadzhik --
 (the Iranian language of the Tajik people that is closely related to Farsi; spoken in Iran and Tajikistan) 
                       => Kurdish -- (an Iranian language spoken in Turkey and Iran and Iraq and Syria and Russia) 
                       => Balochi, Baluchi --
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 (an Iranian language spoken in Pakistan and Iran and Afghanistan and Russia and the Persian gulf) 
                       => Pahlavi -- (the Iranian language of the Zoroastrian literature of the 3rd to 10th centuries) 
                       => Pashto, Pashtu, Paxto, Afghani, Afghan --
 (an Iranian language spoken in Afghanistan and Pakistan; the official language of Afghanistan) 
                       => Ossete -- (a northeastern Iranian language spoken in Russia) 
                       => Scythian -- (the Iranian language spoken by the ancient Scythians) 
               => Anatolian, Anatolian language -- (an extinct branch of the Indo-
European family of languages known from inscriptions and important in the reconstruction of Proto-Indo European) 
                   => Hittite --
 (the language of the Hittites and the principal language of the Anatolian group of languages; deciphered from cuneiform inscriptions) 
                   => Lycian -- (an Anatolian language) 
                   => Luwian, Luvian -- (an Anatolian language) 
                   => Lydian -- (an Anatolian language) 
                   => Palaic -- (an Anatolian language) 
               => Greek, Hellenic, Hellenic language -- (the Hellenic branch of the Indo-European family of languages) 
                   => Modern Greek -- (the Greek language as spoken and written today) 
                       => Romaic, Demotic -- (the modern Greek vernacular) 
                       => Katharevusa -- (literary style of Modern Greek containing features borrowed from Koine) 
                   => Late Greek -- (the Greek language in the 3rd to 8th centuries) 
                   => Medieval Greek, Middle Greek, Byzantine Greek -- (the Greek language from about 600 to 1200 AD) 
                   => Koine -- (a Greek dialect that flourished under the Roman Empire) 
                   => Ancient Greek -- (the Greek language prior to the Roman Empire) 
                       => Attic, Classical Greek -- (the dialect of Ancient Greek spoken and written in Attica and Athens) 
                       => Aeolic, Eolic -- (the dialect of Ancient Greek spoken in Thessaly and Boeotia and Aeolis) 
                       => Arcadic -- (the dialect of Ancient Greek spoken by Arcadians) 
                       => Doric -- (the dialect of Ancient Greek spoken in the Peloponnesus) 
                       => Ionic -- (the dialect of Ancient Greek spoken in Ionia) 
           => Ural-Altaic -- (a (postulated) group of languages including many of the indigenous languages of Russia (but not Russian)) 
               => Altaic, Altaic language -- (a group of related languages spoken in Asia and southeastern Europe) 
                   => Turki, Turkic, Turko-Tatar, Turkic language -- (a subfamily of Altaic languages) 
                       => Turkish -- (a Turkic language spoken by the Turks) 
                       => Turkmen, Turkoman, Turcoman -- (the Turkic language spoken by the Turkoman people) 
                       => Azerbaijani -- (the Turkic language spoken by the Azerbaijani people) 
                       => Kazak, Kazakh -- (the Turkic language spoken by the Kazak people) 
                       => Tatar -- (the Turkic language spoken by the Tatar people living from the Volga to the Ural Mountains) 
                       => Uzbek, Uzbeg, Uzbak, Usbek, Usbeg -- (the Turkic language spoken by the Uzbek people) 
                       => Uighur, Uigur, Uygur --
 (the Turkic language spoken by approximately 7,000,000 Uighur people in extreme northwestern China) 
                       => Yakut -- (the Turkic language spoken by the Yakut people) 
                       => Kirghiz, Kirgiz, Khirghiz -- (the Turkic language spoken by the Kirghiz people) 
                       => Karakalpak -- (the Turkic language spoken by the Karakalpak people) 
                       => Chuvash -- (the Turkic language spoken by the Chuvash people) 
                       => Chagatai, Jagatai, Jaghatai, Eastern Turki --
 (a Turkic literary language of medieval central Asia (named for one of the sons of Genghis Khan)) 
                   => Tungusic, Tungusic language -- (a family of Altaic languages spoken in Mongolia and neighboring areas) 
                       => Tungus, Tunguz, Evenki, Ewenki -- (the Tungusic language of the Evenki people in eastern Siberia) 
                       => Manchu -- (the Tungusic language spoken by the Manchu people) 
                   => Mongolian, Mongolic, Mongolic language -- (a family of Altaic language spoken in Mongolia) 
                       => Khalkha, Khalka, Kalka --
 (the language of the Khalkha people that is the official language of the Mongolian People's Republic) 
                   => Korean -- (the Altaic language spoken by the Korean people) 
                   => Japanese -- (the language (usually considered to be Altaic) spoken by the Japanese people) 
                       => Ryukyuan -- (the language (related to Japanese) that is spoken by the people of the Ryukyu Islands) 
               => Uralic, Uralic language -- (a family of Ural-Altaic languages) 
                   => Finno-Ugric, Finno-Ugrian --
 (a family of Uralic languages indigenous to Scandinavia and Hungary and Russia and western Siberia  
(prior to the Slavic expansion into those regions)) 
                       => Fennic, Finnic, Non-Ugric -- (one of two branches of the Finno-
Ugric languages; a family of languages including Finnish and Estonian (but not Hungarian)) 
                           => Permic -- (a group of Finnic languages spoken in the northwest Urals) 
                               => Udmurt, Votyak -- (the Finnic language spoken by the Votyak people) 
                               => Komi, Zyrian -- (the Finnic language spoken by the Komi people) 
                           => Volgaic -- (a group of Finnic languages spoken around the Volga river) 
                               => Cheremis, Cheremiss, Mari -- (the Finnic language spoken by the Cheremis people) 
                               => Mordva, Mordvin, Mordvinian -- (the Finnic language spoken by the Mordvin people) 
                           => Baltic-Finnic -- (a group of Finnic languages including Finnish and Estonian) 
                               => Livonian -- (the Finnic language spoken by the people of Livonia in Estonia and Latvia) 
                               => Estonian, Esthonian -- (the official language of Estonia; belongs to the Baltic-Finnic family of languages) 
                               => Karelian, Carelian -- (a Finnic language spoken by the people of Karelia) 
                               => Ludian -- (a Baltic-Finnic language) 
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                               => Finnish, Suomi -- (the official language of Finland; belongs to the Baltic Finnic family of languages) 
                               => Veps, Vepse, Vepsian -- (a Finnic language spoken by the Veps people) 
                               => Ingrian -- (a Finnic language spoken by the Ingrian people) 
                       => Ugric, Ugrian -- (one of the two branches of the Finno-
Ugric family of languages; spoken in Hungary and northwestern Siberia) 
                           => Hungarian, Magyar --
 (the official language of Hungary (also spoken in Rumania); belongs to the Ugric family of languages) 
                           => Khanty, Ostyak -- (a Ugric language (related to Hungarian) spoken by the Ostyak people) 
                           => Mansi, Vogul -- (the Ugric language (related to Hungarian) spoken by the Vogul people) 
                   => Lappic, Lappish -- (any of the languages spoken by the Lapp people and generally assumed to be Uralic languages) 
                       => Lapp, Sami -- (the language of the nomadic Lapp people in northern Scandinavia and the Kola Peninsula) 
                   => Samoyedic, Samoyed -- (the Uralic languages spoken by the Samoyed people in northwestern Siberia) 
                       => Nenets, Nentsi, Nentsy, Yurak-Samoyed -- (a Uralic language spoken by a Samoyed people of northern Siberia) 
                       => Enets, Entsi, Entsy, Yenisei, Yenisei-Samoyed, Yeniseian -- (the Uralic language spoken by the Yeniseian people) 
                       => Nganasan -- (the Uralic language spoken by the Nganasan people) 
                       => Selkup, Ostyak-Samoyed -- (the Uralic language spoken by the Ostyak-Samoyed people) 
           => Basque -- (the language of the Basque people; of no known relation to any other language) 
           => Elamitic, Elamite, Susian -- (an extinct ancient language of unknown affinities; spoken by the Elamites) 
           => Kassite, Cassite -- (an ancient language spoken by the Kassite people) 
           => Caucasian, Caucasian language --
 (a number of languages spoken in the Caucasus that have no known affiliations to languages spoken elsewhere) 
               => Chechen -- (a northern Caucasian language spoken by the Chechen people) 
               => Circassian -- (a northern Caucasian language spoken by the Circassian people) 
                   => Abkhazian, Abkhasian -- (a Circassian language spoken by the Abkhaz people) 
               => Georgian -- (a southern Caucasian language with 3 million speakers and a long literary tradition) 
               => Ubykh -- (a virtually extinct Caucasian language spoken exclusively in Turkey) 
           => Dravidian, Dravidic, Dravidian language -- (a large family of languages spoken in south and central India and Sri Lanka) 
               => South Dravidian -- (a Dravidian language spoken primarily in southern India) 
                   => Irula -- (a Dravidian language closely related to Tamil that is spoken in a hilly section of southwestern India) 
                   => Kodagu -- (a Dravidian language spoken by the Kodagu people) 
                   => Kota, Kotar -- (a Dravidian language spoken by the Kota people) 
                   => Toda -- (the Dravidian language spoken by the Toda people in southern India) 
                   => Kannada, Kanarese -- (a Dravidian language spoken in southern India) 
                       => Badaga -- (the dialect of Kannada that is spoken by the Badaga people) 
                   => Tulu -- (a Dravidian language spoken by the Tulu people) 
                   => Malayalam -- (a Dravidian language (closely related to Tamil) that is spoken in southwestern India) 
                   => Tamil -- (the Dravidian language spoken since prehistoric times by the Tamil people in southern India and Sri  
Lanka) 
               => South-Central Dravidian -- (a Dravidian language spoken primarily in south central India) 
                   => Telugu -- (a Dravidian language spoken by the Telugu people in southeastern India) 
                   => Savara -- (a Dravidian language spoke by the Savara people in southeastern India (north of Madras)) 
                   => Gondi -- (a Dravidian language spoken by the Gond people in south central India) 
                   => Pengo -- (a Dravidian language spoken in south central India) 
                   => Manda -- (a Dravidian language spoken in south central India) 
                   => Kui -- (the Dravidian language spoken by the Kui people in southeastern India) 
                   => Kuvi -- (a Dravidian language spoken in southeast India) 
               => Central Dravidian -- (a Dravidian language spoken primarily in central India) 
                   => Kolami -- (the Dravidian language spoken by the Kolam people in central India) 
                   => Naiki -- (a Dravidian language spoken in south central India) 
                   => Parji -- (a Dravidian language spoken in south central India) 
                   => Ollari -- (a Dravidian language spoken in south central India) 
                   => Gadaba -- (the Dravidian language spoken by the Gadaba people) 
               => North Dravidian -- (a Dravidian language spoken primarily in eastern India) 
                   => Kurux -- (a Dravidian language spoken in eastern India) 
                   => Malto -- (the Dravidian language spoken by the Malto people) 
                   => Brahui -- (an isolated Dravidian language spoken by the Brahui people in Pakistan) 
           => Afroasiatic, Afro-Asiatic, Afroasiatic language, Afrasian, Afrasian language, Hamito-Semitic --
 (a large family of related languages spoken both in Asia and Africa) 
               => Chad, Chadic, Chadic language --
 (a family of Afroasiatic tonal languages (mostly two tones) spoken in the regions west and south of Lake Chad in north central Africa
) 
                   => West Chadic -- (a group of Chadic languages spoken in northern Nigeria; Hausa in the most important member) 
                       => Hausa, Haussa --
 (the chief member of the Chadic family of Afroasiatic languages; widely used as a trading language) 
                       => Bole, Bolanci -- (a Chadic language spoken in northern Nigeria and closely related to Hausa) 
                       => Angas -- (a Chadic language spoken in northern Nigeria and closely related to Hausa) 
                       => Ron, Bokkos, Daffo -- (a Chadic language spoken in northern Nigeria) 
                       => Bade -- (a Chadic language spoken in northern Nigeria) 
                       => Warji -- (a Chadic language spoken in northern Nigeria) 
                       => Zaar, Sayanci -- (a Chadic language spoken in northern Nigeria) 
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                   => Biu-Mandara --
 (a group of Chadic languages spoken in the border area between Cameroon and Nigeria south of Lake Chad) 
                       => Tera, Pidlimdi, Yamaltu -- (a three-tone Chadic language) 
                       => Bura, Pabir -- (a Chadic language spoken south of Lake Chad) 
                       => Higi, Kapsiki -- (a Chadic language spoken south of Lake Chad) 
                       => Mandara, Wandala -- (a Chadic language spoken in the Mandara mountains in Cameroon; has only two vowels) 
                       => Matakam, Mafa -- (a Chadic language spoken south of Lake Chad) 
                       => Sukur -- (a Chadic language spoke south of Lake Chad) 
                       => Daba, Kola, Musgoi -- (a Chadic language spoken south of Lake Chad) 
                       => Bata -- (a Chadic language spoken south of Lake Chad) 
                       => Kotoko -- (a Chadic language spoken south of Lake Chad) 
                       => Musgu, Munjuk, Mulwi -- (a Chadic language spoken south of Lake Chad) 
                       => Gidar -- (a Chadic language spoken south of Lake Chad) 
                   => East Chadic -- (a group of Chadic languages spoken in Chad) 
                       => Somrai, Sibine -- (a Chadic language spoken in Chad) 
                       => Nancere -- (a Chadic language spoken in Chad) 
                       => Kera -- (a Chadic language spoken in Chad) 
                       => Dangla, Dangaleat -- (a Chadic language spoken in Chad; uses seven vowels plus differences in vowel length) 
                       => Mokulu -- (a Chadic language spoken in Chad) 
                       => Sokoro -- (a Chadic language spoken in Chad) 
                   => Masa -- (an independent group of closely related Chadic languages spoken in the area between the Biu-
Mandara and East Chadic languages) 
               => Semitic -- (a major branch of the Afro-Asiatic language family) 
                   => Akkadian -- (an ancient branch of the Semitic languages) 
                       => Assyrian -- (an extinct language of the Assyrians regarded as a dialect of Akkadian) 
                   => Amharic, Ethiopian language --
 (the dominant and official language of Ethiopia; a semitic language much influenced by the Cushitic language with which Amhara pe
ople have been in close contact) 
                   => Arabic, Arabic language -- (the Semitic language of the Arabs; spoken in a variety of dialects) 
                   => Aramaic --
 (a Semitic language originally of the ancient Arameans but still spoken by other people in southwestern Asia) 
                       => Biblical Aramaic -- (the form of Aramaic that was spoken in Palestine in the time of the New Testament) 
                       => Mandaean, Mandean -- (the form of Aramaic used by the Mandeans) 
                   => Canaanitic, Canaanitic language -- (a group of Semitic languages) 
                       => Hebrew -- (the ancient Canaanitic language of the Hebrews that has been revived as the official language of Israel) 
                           => Modern Hebrew -- (Hebrew used in Israel today; revived from ancient Hebrew) 
                       => Canaanite -- (the extinct language of the Semitic people who occupied Canaan before the Israelite conquest) 
                       => Phoenician -- (the extinct language of an ancient Semitic people who dominated trade in the ancient world) 
                           => Punic -- (the Phoenician dialect of ancient Carthage) 
                       => Ugaritic -- (an extinct Semitic language of northern Syria) 
               => Hamitic, Hamitic language -- (a group of languages in northen Africa related to Semitic) 
               => Egyptian -- (the ancient and now extinct language of Egypt under the Pharaohs; written records date back to 3000 BC) 
                   => Coptic -- (the liturgical language of the Coptic Church used in Egypt and Ethiopia; written in the Greek alphabet) 
               => Berber --
 (a cluster of related dialects that were once the major language of northern Africa west of Egypt; now spoken mostly in Morocco) 
                   => Tuareg -- (the dialect of Berber spoken by the Tuareg people) 
               => Cushitic -- (a group of languages spoken in Ethiopia and Somalia and northwestern Kenya and adjacent regions) 
                   => Somali -- (the Cushitic language spoken by the Somali people) 
               => Omotic -- (a group of related languages spoken in a valley of southern Ethiopia; closely related to Cushitic languages) 
           => Niger-Kordofanian, Niger-Kordofanian language --
 (the family of languages that includes most of the languages spoken in Africa south of the Sahara; the majority of them are tonal lang
uages but there are important exceptions (e.g., Swahili or Fula)) 
               => Kordofanian -- (a group of languages spoken in the relatively small Kordofan area of the south Sudan) 
               => Niger-Congo -- (a family of African language spoken in west Africa) 
                   => Sango -- (a trade language widely used in Chad) 
                   => Bantu, Bantoid language -- (a family of languages widely spoken in the southern half of the African continent) 
                       => Chichewa -- (the Bantu language of the Chewa people of east central Africa) 
                       => ChiMwini -- (a Bantu language spoken in southern Somalia) 
                       => Chishona -- (a Bantu language that is one of the two major languages of Zimbabwe) 
                       => Fang -- (a Bantu language spoken in Cameroon) 
                       => Gikuyu -- (a Bantu language spoken in western Kenya) 
                       => Giriama -- (a Bantu language spoken in the coastal regions of eastern Kenya) 
                       => Kamba -- (a Bantu language spoken by the Kamba people in Kenya) 
                       => Kichaga, Chaga, Chagga -- (a Bantu language spoken by the Chaga people in northern Tanzania) 
                       => Kinyarwanda -- (a Bantu language) 
                       => Kiswahili -- (a Bantu language) 
                       => Kongo --
 (the Bantu language spoken by the Kongo people living in the tropical forests of Zaire and Congo and Angola) 
                       => Luba, Tshiluba -- (a Bantu language spoken in southeastern Congo) 
                       => LuGanda -- (the Bantu language of the Buganda people; spoken in Uganda) 
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                       => Luyia -- (a Bantu language) 
                       => Mashi -- (a Bantu language) 
                       => Mwera -- (a Bantu language spoken in southern coastal Tanzania) 
                       => Nguni -- (a group of southern Bantu languages) 
                           => Ndebele, Matabele -- (a Bantu language sometimes considered a dialect of Zulu) 
                           => Swazi -- (a Bantu language closely related to Zulu) 
                           => Xhosa -- (a Bantu language closely related to Zulu) 
                           => Zulu -- (a Bantu language of considerable literary importance in southeastern Africa) 
                       => Nyamwezi -- (a Bantu language spoken in central Tanzania) 
                       => Pokomo -- (a Bantu language spoken in the Kenyan coastal areas of East Africa) 
                       => Sotho --
 (any of the mutually intelligible southern Bantu languages of the Sotho people in Botswana and South Africa and Lesotho) 
                           => Sesotho, Basuto -- (the dialect of Sotho spoken by the Basotho; an official language of Lesotho) 
                           => Tswana, Setswana, Sechuana -- (the dialect of Sotho spoken by the Tswana people in Botswana) 
                       => Umbundu -- (a Bantu language spoken in Angola) 
                       => Swahili --
 (the most widely spoken Bantu languages; the official language of Kenya and Tanzania and widely used as a lingua franca in east and
 central Africa) 
                       => Tonga -- (the language of the Tonga people of south central Africa (Zambia and Rhodesia)) 
                   => Gur, Voltaic -- (a group of Niger-Congo languages spoken primarily in southeastern Mali and northern Ghana) 
                   => West African -- (a group of languages spoken in the extreme western part of West Africa) 
                       => Fula, Ful, Fulani, Peul --
 (a family of languages of the Fulani people of West Africa and used as a lingua franca in the sub-
Saharan regions from Senegal to Chad; the best known of the West African languages) 
                       => Serer -- (a West African language closely related to Fula; spoken primarily in Senegal and Gambia) 
                       => Wolof -- (the West AFrican language of the Wolof people in Senegal; related to Fula) 
                   => Mande -- (a group of African languages in the Niger-Congo group spoken from Senegal east as far as the Ivory Coast) 
                   => Kwa -- (a group of African language in the Niger-Congo group spoken from the Ivory Coast east to Nigeria) 
                       => Yoruba, Aku -- (a Kwa language spoken by the Yoruba people in southwestern Nigeria) 
                       => Akan -- (a Kwa language spoken in Ghana and the Ivory Coast) 
                       => Ewe -- (a Kwa language spoken by the Ewe people in Ghana and Togo and Benin) 
           => Nilo-Saharan, Nilo-Saharan language --
 (a family of East African languages spoken by Nilotic peoples from the Sahara south to Kenya and Tanzania) 
               => Chari-Nile -- (a group of Nilo-Saharan language spoken in parts of the Sudan and Zaire and Uganda and Tanzania) 
                   => Nilotic, Nilotic language -- (a group of languages of East Africa belonging to the Chari-Nile group) 
                       => Dinka -- (a Nilotic language) 
                       => Luo -- (a Nilotic language) 
                       => Masai -- (a Nilotic language) 
               => Saharan -- (a Nilo-Saharan language spoken in parts of Chad) 
               => Songhai -- (a Nilo-Saharan language spoken by the Songhai people in Mali and Niger) 
       => lingua franca, interlanguage, koine --
 (a common language used by speakers of different languages; "Koine is a dialect of ancient Greek that was
 the lingua franca of the empire of Alexander the Great and was widely spoken throughout the eastern Medi
terranean area in Roman times") 
       => string of words, word string, linguistic string -- (a linear sequence of words as spoken or written) 
           => sentence --
 (a string of words satisfying the grammatical rules of a language; "he always spoke in grammatical sentenc
es") 
               => simple sentence -- (a sentence having no coordinate clauses or subordinate clauses) 
               => complex sentence --
 (a sentence composed of at least one main clause and one subordinate clause) 
                   => loose sentence --
 (a complex sentence in which the main clause comes first and the subordinate clause follows) 
                   => periodic sentence --
 (a complex sentence in which the main clause comes last and is preceded by the subordinate clause) 
               => compound sentence -- (a sentence composed of at least two coordinate independent clauses) 
               => declarative sentence, declaratory sentence --
 (a sentence (in the indicative mood) that makes a declaration) 
               => run-on sentence --
 (an ungrammatical sentence in which two or more independent clauses are conjoined without a conjunctio
n) 
               => topic sentence -- (a sentence that states the topic of its paragraph) 
               => question, interrogation, interrogative, interrogative sentence --
 (a sentence of inquiry that asks for a reply; "he asked a direct question"; "he had trouble phrasing his interr
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ogations") 
                   => cross-question -- (a question asked in cross-examination) 
                   => leading question --
 (a question phrased in such a way as to suggest the desired answer; a lawyer may ask leading questions on 
cross-examination) 
                   => yes-no question -- (a question that can be answered by yes or no) 
           => syntagma, syntagm -- (a syntactic string of words that forms a part of some larger syntactic unit) 
               => constituent, grammatical constituent --
 ((grammar) a word or phrase or clause forming part of a larger grammatical construction) 
                   => subject --
 ((grammar) one of the two main constituents of a sentence; the grammatical constituent about which somet
hing is predicated) 
                   => object -- ((grammar) a constituent that is acted upon; "the object of the verb") 
                       => prepositional object, object of a preposition -- (the object governed by a preposition) 
                       => direct object, object of the verb -- (the object that receives the direct action of the verb) 
                       => indirect object -- (the object that is the recipient or beneficiary of the action of the verb) 
                       => retained object -- (an object in a passive construction) 
                   => ablative absolute --
 (a constituent in Latin grammar; a noun and its modifier can function as a sentence modifier) 
                   => immediate constituent --
 (a constituent of a sentence at the first step in an analysis: e.g., subject and predicate) 
                   => construction, grammatical construction, expression --
 (a group of words that form a constituent of a sentence and are considered as a single unit; "I concluded fro
m his awkward constructions that he was a foreigner") 
                       => adjunct --
 (a construction that is part of a sentence but not essential to its meaning and can be omitted without makin
g the sentence ungrammatical) 
                           => parenthetical expression, parenthetical --
 (an expression in parentheses; "his writing was full of parentheticals") 
                       => clause --
 ((grammar) an expression including a subject and predicate but not constituting a complete sentence) 
                           => main clause, independent clause --
 (a clause in a complex sentence that can stand alone as a complete sentence) 
                           => coordinate clause --
 (a clause in a complex sentence that is grammatically equivalent to the main clause and that performs the s
ame grammatical function) 
                           => subordinate clause, dependent clause --
 (a clause in a complex sentence that cannot stand alone as a complete sentence and that functions within th
e sentence as a noun or adjective or adverb) 
                               => restrictive clause --
 (a subordinate clause that limits or restricts the meaning of the noun phrase it modifies) 
                               => nonrestrictive clause, descriptive clause --
 (a subordinate clause that does not limit or restrict the meaning of the noun phrase it modifies) 
                           => relative clause --
 (a clause introduced by a relative pronoun; "`who visits frequently' is a relative clause in the sentence `Joh
n, who visits frequently, is ill'") 
                           => double indemnity --
 (a clause in an insurance policy that provides for double the face value of the policy in the case of accident
al death) 
                       => complement -- (a word or phrase used to complete a grammatical construction) 
                       => involution -- (a long and intricate and complicated grammatical construction) 
                       => phrase --
 (an expression forming a grammatical constituent of a sentence but not containing a finite verb) 
                           => noun phrase -- (a phrase that can function as the subject or object of a verb) 
                           => predicate, verb phrase --
 (one of the two main constituents of a sentence; the predicate contains the verb and its complements) 
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                           => prepositional phrase -- (a phrase beginning with a preposition) 
                           => pronominal phrase -- (a phrase that functions as a pronoun) 
                           => response --
 (a phrase recited or sung by the congregation following a versicle by the priest or minister) 
                           => catchphrase, catch phrase -- (a phrase that has become a catchword) 
                       => predicator -- (an expression that predicates) 
                   => misconstruction -- (an ungrammatical constituent) 
                   => term --
 (one of the substantive phrases in a logical proposition; "the major term of a syllogism must occur twice") 
                       => subject -- ((logic) the first term of a proposition) 
                       => predicate --
 ((logic) what is predicated of the subject of a proposition; the second term in a proposition is predicated of 
the first term by means of the copula; "`Socrates is a man' predicates manhood of Socrates") 
                       => referent -- (the first term in a proposition; the term to which other terms relate) 
                       => relatum -- (a term in a proposition that is related to the referent of the proposition) 
                       => categorem, categoreme --
 (a categorematic expression; a term capable of standing alone as the subject or predicate of a logical propo
sition; "names are called categorems") 
                       => major term -- (the term in a syllogism that is the predicate of the conclusion) 
                       => minor term -- (the term in a syllogism that is the subject of the conclusion) 
                       => middle term --
 (the term in a syllogism that is common to both premises and excluded from the conclusion) 
 
       => barrage, outpouring, onslaught --
 (the rapid and continuous delivery of linguistic communication (spoken or written)) 
       => slanguage -- (language characterized by excessive use of slang or cant) 
 
WRITTEN COMMUNICATION < COMMUNICATION < SOCIAL RELATION <… 
written communication, written language -- (communication by means of written symbols) 
       => transcription, written text --
 (something written, especially copied from one medium to another, as a typewritten version of dictation) 
           => transliteration -- (a transcription from one alphabet to another) 
           => phonetic transcription --
 (a transcription intended to represent each distinct speech sound with a separate symbol) 
       => writing --
 (letters or symbols written or imprinted on a surface to represent the sounds or words of a language; "he tur
ned the paper over so the writing wouldn't show"; "the doctor's writing was illegible") 
           => orthography, writing system --
 (a method of representing the sounds of a language by written or printed symbols) 
               => script -- (a particular orthography or writing system) 
                   => Aramaic, Aramaic script --
 (an alphabetical (or perhaps syllabic) script used since the 9th century BC to write the Aramaic language; 
many other scripts were subsequently derived from it) 
                   => Avestan -- (the script in which the ancient Persian language of the Avesta is written) 
                   => Brahmi --
 (a script (probably adapted from the Aramaic about the 7th century BC) from which later Indian scripts de
veloped) 
                   => Devanagari, Devanagari script, Nagari, Nagari script --
 (a syllabic script used in writing Sanskrit and Hindi) 
                   => Pahlavi --
 (the script (derived from the Aramaic alphabet) used to write the Pahlavi language) 
                   => Uighur, Uigur, Uygur --
 (the script (derived from Aramaic) used to write the Uighur language) 
                   => uncial --
 (a style of orthography characterized by somewhat rounded capital letters; found especially in Greek and L
atin manuscripts of the 4th to 8th centuries) 
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                   => cuneiform -- (an ancient wedge-shaped script used in Mesopotamia and Persia) 
                       => Babylonian --
 (the ideographic and syllabic writing system in which the ancient Babylonian language was written) 
                   => syllabary, syllabic script -- (a writing system whose characters represent syllables) 
                       => Devanagari, Devanagari script, Nagari, Nagari script --
 (a syllabic script used in writing Sanskrit and Hindi) 
                       => Linear B -- (a syllabic script used in Greece in the 13th century B.C.) 
                   => alphabet -- (a character set that includes letters and is used to write a language) 
                       => Armenian, Armenian alphabet --
 (a writing system having an alphabet of 38 letters in which the Armenian language is written) 
                       => Roman alphabet, Latin alphabet --
 (the alphabet evolved by the ancient Romans which serves for writing most of the languages of western Eu
rope) 
                       => Hebrew alphabet, Hebraic alphabet, Hebrew script --
 (a Semitic alphabet used since the 5th century BC for writing the Hebrew language (and later for writing Y
iddish and Ladino)) 
                       => Greek alphabet -- (the alphabet used by ancient Greeks) 
                       => Cyrillic alphabet, Cyrillic --
 (an alphabet drived from the Greek alphabet and used for writing Slavic languages) 
                       => Arabic alphabet --
 (the alphabet of 28 characters derived from Aramaic and used for writing Arabic languages (and borrowed 
for writing Urdu)) 
                       => phonetic alphabet, sound alphabet --
 (an alphabet of characters intended to represent specific sounds of speech) 
                           => visible speech -- (a phonetic alphabet invented by Melville Bell in the 19th century) 
                       => manual alphabet, finger alphabet --
 (an alphabet used by the deaf; letters are represented by finger positions) 
               => spelling -- (forming words with letters according to the principles underlying accepted usage) 
                   => misspelling -- (a spelling that is incorrect) 
               => picture writing -- (a writing system using pictographs) 
               => alphabetic writing, alphabetic script -- (a writing system based on alphabetic characters) 
               => boustrophedon --
 (an ancient writing system: having alternate lines written in opposite directions; literally `as the ox ploughs
') 
               => Linear A -- (an undeciphered writing system used in Crete in the 17th century B.C.) 
               => ideography -- (the use of ideograms in writing) 
               => hieroglyph, hieroglyphic -- (a writing system using picture symbols; used in ancient Egypt) 
                   => hieratic, hieratic script --
 (a cursive form of Egyptian hieroglyphics; used especially by the priests) 
               => point system --
 (a system of writing or printing using patterns of raised dots that can be read by touch) 
                   => Braille --
 (a point system of writing in which patterns of raised dots represent letters and numerals) 
CODING SYSTEM < WRITING < WRITTEN COMMUNICATION < LINGUISTIC 
COMMUNICATION < COMMUNICATION < SOCIAL RELATION < RELATIONSHIP < ENTITY 
           => coding system --
 (a system of signals used to represent letters or numbers in transmitting messages) 
               => code -- (a coding system used for transmitting messages requiring brevity or secrecy) 
                   => area code --
 (a number usually of 3 digits assigned to a telephone area as in the United States and Canada) 
                   => bar code, Universal Product Code --
 (code consisting of a series of vertical bars of variable width that are scanned by a laser; printed on consum
er product packages to identify the item for a computer that provides the price and registers inventory infor
mation) 
                   => color code -- (system using colors to designate classifications) 
                   => cipher, cypher, cryptograph, secret code -- (a secret method of writing) 
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                   => Morse, Morse code, international Morse code --
 (a telegraph code in which letters and numbers are represented by strings of dots and dashes (short and lon
g signals)) 
                   => zip code, postcode, postal code --
 (a code of letters and digits added to a postal address to aid in the sorting of mail) 
               => code, computer code --
 ((computer science) the symbolic arrangement of data or instructions in a computer program or the set of s
uch instructions) 
                   => address, computer address --
 ((computer science) the code that identifies where a piece of information is stored) 
                       => URL, uniform resource locator, universal resource locator --
 (the address of a web page on the world wide web) 
                   => American Standard Code for Information Interchange, ASCII --
 ((computer science) a code for information exchange between computers made by different companies; a s
tring of 7 binary digits represents each character; used in most microcomputers) 
                   => binary code -- (code using a string of 8 binary digits to represent characters) 
                   => error correction code, ECC --
 ((telecommunication) a coding system that incorporates extra parity bits in order to detect errors) 
                       => cyclic redundancy check --
 (an error correction code that is recorded in each sector of a magnetic disk and used to catch errors in the d
ata) 
                   => firmware, microcode --
 ((computer science) coded instructions that are stored permanently in read-only memory) 
                   => machine code, machine language --
 (a set of instructions coded so that the computer can use it directly without further translation) 
                   => object code -- (the machine-
language output of a compiler that is ready for execution on a particular computer) 
                   => operation code, order code --
 (the portion of a set of operation descriptions that specifies the operation to be performed; the set of operati
ons in a computer) 
                   => software, software system, software package, package --
 ((computer science) written programs or procedures or rules and associated documentation pertaining to th
e operation of a computer system and that are stored in read/write memory; "the market for software is expe
cted to expand") 
                       => alpha software --
 (a first release of a software product that is usually tested only by the developers) 
                       => authoring language --
 (software that can be used to develop interactive computer programs without the technically demanding tas
k of computer programming) 
                       => beta software -- (pre-
release software that has received an alpha test but still has more bugs than a regular release; "beta software
 is usually available only to particular users who will test it") 
                       => compatible software --
 (software that can run on different computers without modification) 
                       => compatible software --
 (application software programs that share common conventions so they can be utilized together) 
                       => computer-aided design, CAD --
 (software used in art and architecture and engineering and manufacturing to assist in precision drawing) 
                       => freeware -- (software that is provided without charge) 
                       => groupware --
 (software that can be used by a group of people who are working on the same information but may be distr
ibuted in space) 
                       => operating system, OS --
 ((computer science) software that controls the execution of computer programs and may provide various se
rvices) 
                           => DOS, disk operating system -- (an operating system that is on a disk) 
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                               => MS-DOS, Microsoft disk operating system --
 (an operating system developed by Bill Gates for personal computers) 
                           => UNIX, UNIX system, UNIX operating system --
 (trademark for a powerful operating system) 
                               => Linux -- (an open-source version of the UNIX operating system) 
                       => program, programme, computer program, computer programme --
 ((computer science) a sequence of instructions that a computer can interpret and execute; "the program req
uired several hundred lines of code") 
                           => anti-virus program --
 (a computer program that checks you computer for viruses and prevents their spread) 
                           => application, application program, applications programme --
 (a program that gives a computer instructions that provide the user with tools to accomplish a task; "he has 
tried several different word processing applications") 
                               => active application -- (an application that is currently running and in the foreground) 
                               => applet --
 (a Java application; an application program that uses the client's web browser to provide a user interface) 
                               => browser, web browser -- (a program used to view HTML documents) 
                                   => Mosaic -- (a freeware browser) 
                                   => Netscape -- (a commercial browser) 
                               => natural language processor, natural language processing application --
 (an application program that deals with natural language text) 
                                   => disambiguator --
 ((computer science) a natural language processing application that tries to determine the intended meaning 
of a word or phrase by examining the linguistic context in which it is used) 
                               => job --
 ((computer science) a program application that may consist of several steps but is a single logical unit) 
                               => word processor, word processing system --
 (an application that provides the user with tools needed to write and edit and format text and to send it to a 
printer) 
                               => editor program, editor --
 ((computer science) a program designed to perform such editorial functions as rearrangement or modificati
on or deletion of data) 
                                   => linkage editor --
 (an editor program that creates one module from several by resolving cross-references among the modules) 
                                   => text editor --
 ((computer science) an application that can be used to create and view and edit text files) 
                           => loop --
 (a computer program that performs a series of instructions repeatedly until some specified condition is sati
sfied) 
                           => malevolent program --
 (a computer program designed to have undesirable or harmful effects) 
                               => logic bomb, slag code --
 (a delayed action computer virus; a set of instructions surreptitously inserted into a program that are design
ed to execute (or `explode') if a particular condition is satisfied; when exploded it may delete or corrupt dat
a, or print a spurious message, or have other harmful effects; "a disgruntled employee planted a logic bomb
") 
                               => trojan, trojan horse --
 (a program that appears desirable but actually contains something harmful; "the contents of a trojan can be 
a virus or a worm"; "when he downloaded the free game it turned out to be a trojan horse") 
                               => virus, computer virus --
 (a software program capable of reproducing itself and usually capable of causing great harm to files or oth
er programs on the same computer; "a true virus cannot spread to another computer without human assistan
ce") 
                               => worm --
 (a software program capable of reproducing itself that can spread from one computer to the next over a net
work; "worms take advantage of automatic file sending and receiving features found on many computers") 
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                           => patch -- (a short set of commands to correct a bug in a computer program) 
                           => assembler, assembly program --
 (a program to convert assembly language into machine language) 
                           => checking program --
 (a program that examines other computer programs for syntax errors) 
                           => compiler, compiling program --
 ((computer science) a program that decodes instructions written in a higher order language and produces a
n assembly language program) 
                               => C compiler -- (a compiler for programs written in C) 
                               => Fortran compiler -- (a compiler for programs written in Fortran) 
                               => LISP compiler -- (a compiler for programs written in LISP) 
                               => Pascal compiler -- (a compiler for programs written in Pascal) 
                           => debugger -- (a program that helps in locating and correcting programming errors) 
                           => interface, user interface --
 ((computer science) a program that controls a display for the user (usually on a computer monitor) and that
 allows the user to interact with the system) 
                               => command line interface, CLI --
 (a user interface in which you type commands instead of choosing them from a menu or selecting an icon) 
                               => graphical user interface, GUI --
 (a user interface based on graphics (icons and pictures and menus) instead of text; uses a mouse as well as 
a keyboard as an input device) 
                           => interpreter, interpretive program --
 ((computer science) a program that translates and executes source language statements one line at a time) 
                           => job control -- (a program that is called to prepare each job to be run) 
                           => library program -- (a program in a program library) 
                           => monitor program, monitoring program --
 (a program that observes and regulates and controls or verifies the operations of a data-processing system) 
                           => object program, target program --
 (a fully compiled or assembled program ready to be loaded into the computer) 
                           => source program --
 (a program written in a language from which statements are translated into machine language) 
                           => parser --
 (a computer program that divides code up into functional components; "compilers must parse source code i
n order to translate it into object code") 
                           => relocatable program --
 (a program that can be located in different parts of memory at different times) 
                           => reusable program -- (a program that can be loaded once and executed repeatedly) 
                           => search engine --
 (a computer program that retrieves documents or files or data from a database or from a computer network 
(especially from the internet)) 
                           => self-adapting program --
 (a program that can change its performance in response to its environment) 
                           => spider, wanderer --
 (a computer program that prowls the internet looking for publicly accessible resources that can be added to
 a database; the database can then be searched with a search engine) 
                           => spreadsheet -- (a screen-
oriented interactive program enabling a user to lay out financial data on the screen) 
                           => supervisory program, supervisor, executive program --
 (a program that controls the execution of other programs) 
                           => syntax checker -- (a program to check natural language syntax) 
                           => system program, systems program, systems software --
 (a program (as an operating system or compiler or utility program) that controls some aspect of the operati
on of a computer) 
                           => translator, translating program --
 (a program that translates one programming language into another) 
                           => utility program, utility, service program --
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 ((computer science) a program designed for general support of the processes of a computer; "a computer sy
stem provides utility programs to perform the tasks needed by most users") 
                               => driver, device driver --
 ((computer science) a program that determines how a computer will communicate with a peripheral device
) 
                               => diagnostic program --
 (a program that recognizes and explains faults in the equipment or mistakes in a computer program) 
                               => input program -- (a utility program that organizes the input to a computer) 
                               => output program -- (a utility program that organizes the output of a computer) 
                               => sort program, sorting program -- (a utility program that sorts data items) 
                               => trace program --
 (a utility program that exhibits the sequence and results of executing the instructions in another program) 
                                   => snapshot program -- (a trace program that produces output for selected conditions) 
                           => LISP program -- (a program written in LISP) 
                           => FORTRAN program -- (a program written in FORTRAN) 
                           => C program -- (a program written in C) 
                       => routine, subroutine, subprogram, procedure, function --
 (a set sequence of steps, part of larger computer program) 
                           => cataloged procedure --
 (a set of control statements that have been placed in a library and can be retrieved by name) 
                           => contingency procedure --
 (an alternative to the normal procedure; triggered if an unusual but anticipated situation arises) 
                           => library routine -- (a debugged routine that is maintained in a program library) 
                           => random number generator -- (a routine designed to yield a random number) 
                           => recursive routine -- (a routine that can call itself) 
                           => reusable routine -- (a routine that can be loaded once and executed repeatedly) 
                           => supervisory routine, executive routine --
 (a routine that coordinates the operation of subroutines) 
                           => tracing routine --
 (a routine that provides a chronological record of the execution of a computer program) 
                           => utility routine, service routine -- (a routine that can be used as needed) 
                               => dump routine --
 (a routine that writes from an internal store to some external medium) 
                               => input routine -- (a routine that writes from an external source to an internal store) 
                               => output routine -- (a routine that controls an output device) 
                       => shareware --
 (software that is available free of charge; may be distributed for evaluation with a fee requested for additio
nal features or a manual etc.) 
                       => shrink-wrapped software -- (software on cd-roms that are boxed and shrink-
wrapped and sold in stores (implying a widely supported standard platform)) 
                       => supervisory software --
 (specialized programs that reside permanently in the computer's main memory and control the processing o
f user's programs) 
                       => software documentation, documentation --
 (program listings or technical manuals describing the operation and use of programs) 
                       => database management system, DBMS --
 (a software system that facilitates the creation and maintenance and use of an electronic database) 
                           => relational database management system --
 (a database management system designed to manage a relational database) 
                           => object-oriented database management system --
 (a database management system designed to manage an object-oriented database) 
                               => hypermedia, hypermedia system, interactive multimedia, interactive multimedia syst
em --
 (a multimedia system in which related items of information are connected and can be presented together) 
                               => hypertext system --
 (a database management system that allows chunks of text (objects) to be processed as a complex network 
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of nodes that are linked together in an arbitrary way) 
                       => upgrade -- (software that provides better performance than an earlier version did) 
                   => instruction, command, statement, program line --
 ((computer science) a line of code written as part of a computer program) 
                       => call --
 (an instruction that interrupts the program being executed; "Pascal performs calls by simply giving the nam
e of the routine to be executed") 
                           => function call --
 (a call that passes control to a subroutine; after the subroutine is executed control returns to the next instruc
tion in main program) 
                           => system call, supervisor call instruction --
 (an instruction that interrupts the program being executed and passes control to the supervisor) 
                       => command line -- (commands that a user types in in order to run an application) 
                       => link --
 ((computing) an instruction that connects one part of a program or an element on a list to another program 
or list) 
                           => hyperlink --
 (a link from a hypertext file to another location or file; typically activated by clicking on a highlighted wor
d or icon at a particular location on the screen) 
                       => macro, macro instruction --
 (a single computer instruction that results in a series of instructions in machine language) 
                       => system error --
 (an instruction that is either not recognized by an operating system or is in violation of the procedural rules
) 
                       => toggle --
 (any instruction that works first one way and then the other; it turns something on the first time it is used a
nd then turns it off the next time) 
           => capitalization, capitalisation -- (writing in capital letters) 
           => typing, typewriting -- (writing done with a typewriter) 
               => double-spacing -- (typing that leaves alternate lines blank) 
               => single-spacing -- (typing that does not leave lines blank) 
               => triple-spacing -- (typing that leaves two lines blank between lines of typing) 
               => touch typing, touch system --
 (typewriting in which the fingers are trained to hit particular keys; typist can read and type at the same tim
e) 
           => printing -- (text handwritten in the style of printed matter) 
           => handwriting, hand, script --
 (something written by hand; "she recognized his handwriting"; "his hand was illegible") 
               => shorthand, stenography -- (a method of writing rapidly) 
               => longhand, running hand, cursive, cursive script --
 (rapid handwriting in which letters are set down in full and cursively connected within words without liftin
g the writing implement from the paper) 
                   => minuscule --
 (a small cursive script developed from uncial between the 7th and 9th centuries and used in medieval manu
scripts) 
                   => copperplate --
 (a fine style of handwriting based on the writing used on copperplate engravings) 
                   => italic -- (a style of handwriting with the letters slanting to the right) 
                   => round hand -- (a clearly written style of longhand with large round curves) 
               => calligraphy, penmanship -- (beautiful handwriting) 
               => scribble, scratch, scrawl, cacography -- (poor handwriting) 
                   => chicken scratch -- (cramped or illegible handwriting) 
                   => squiggle --
 (an illegible scrawl; "his signature was just a squiggle but only he could make that squiggle") 
           => hieroglyph, hieroglyphic -- (writing that resembles hieroglyphics (usually by being illegible)) 
           => skywriting -- (writing formed in the sky by smoke released from an airplane) 
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           => printing, printing process -- (reproduction by applying ink to paper as for publication) 
               => typography, composition -- (art and technique of printing with movable type) 
               => relief printing, letterpress -- (printing from a plate with raised characters) 
               => intaglio printing, intaglio, gravure --
 (a printing process that uses an etched or engraved plate; the plate is smeared with ink and wiped clean, the
n the ink left in the recesses makes the print) 
                   => photogravure -- (printing from an intaglio plate prepared by photographic methods) 
                       => rotogravure --
 (printing by transferring an image from a photogravure plate to a cylinder in a rotary press) 
               => process printing -- (a method of printing colored reproductions from halftone plates) 
               => planographic printing, planography --
 (the process of printing from a surface on which the printing areas are not raised but are ink-
receptive (as opposed to ink repellent)) 
                   => collotype, collotype printing, photogelatin process --
 (a photomechanical printing process that uses a glass plate with a gelatin surface that carries the image to b
e reproduced; can be used with one or more colors) 
                       => hectograph, heliotype --
 (duplicator consisting of a gelatin plate from which ink can be taken to make a copy) 
                   => lithography -- (a method of planographic printing from a metal or stone surface) 
                       => photolithography --
 (a planographic printing process using plates made from a photographic image) 
                       => chromolithography -- (single- or multi-color lithography) 
                       => offset lithography -- (offset printing by lithography) 
               => offset, offset printing -- (a plate makes an inked impression on a rubber-
blanketed cylinder, which in turn transfers it to the paper) 
                   => photo-offset printing, photo-offset --
 (a method of offset printing using photomechanical plates) 
                   => letterset printing -- (image is transferred from a relief type plate to a roller) 
               => carbon process --
 (a process of printing on paper coated with bichromated gelatin containing pigment) 
NOTATION, NOTATIONAL SYSTEM < WRITING < WRITTEN COMMUNICATION <…  
           => notation, notational system -- (a technical system of symbols used to represent special things) 
               => mathematical notation -- (a notation used by mathematicians) 
                   => numeration system, number system, number representation system, system of numeration --
 (any notation for the representation of numbers) 
                       => positional notation, positional representation system --
 (a numeration system in which a real number is represented by an ordered set of characters where the value
 of a character depends on its position) 
                           => binary numeration system, pure binary numeration system, binary number system, bina
ry system -- (a positional system of numeration that uses binary digits and a radix of 2) 
                           => octal numeration system, octal number system --
 (a positional system of numeration that uses octal digits and a radix of 8) 
                           => decimal numeration system, decimal number system, decimal system --
 (a positional system of numeration that uses decimal digits and a base of 10) 
                               => algorism -- (the Arabic (or decimal) system of numeration) 
                           => hexadecimal number system, sexadecimal number system, hexadecimal system --
 (a positional system of numeration that uses hexadecimal digits and a radix of 16) 
                   => binary notation -- (any notation that uses 2 characters (usually 0 and 1)) 
                   => decimal notation -- (any notation that uses 10 different characters (usually the digits 0 to 9)) 
                   => octal notation --
 (any mathematical notation that uses 8 different characters (usually the digits 0 to 7)) 
                   => hexadecimal notation, sexadecimal notation --
 (any notation that uses 16 different characters) 
                   => sign -- (a character indicating a relation between quantities; "don't forget the minus sign") 
                       => equals sign -- (a sign indicating that the quantities on either side are equal) 
                       => plus sign -- (a sign indicating the operation of addition) 
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                       => minus sign -- (a sign indicating the operation of subtraction) 
                   => decimal point, percentage point -- (the dot at the left of a decimal fraction) 
                   => exponent, power, index --
 (a mathematical notation indicating the number of times a quantity is multiplied by itself) 
                       => degree -- (the highest power of a term or variable) 
                           => degree of a term -- (the sum of the exponents of the variables in the term) 
                           => degree of a polynomial --
 (the degree of the term in the polynomial that has the highest degree) 
                           => first degree --
 (a degree of one; "all of the terms in a linear equation are of the first degree") 
                       => logarithm, log -- (the exponent required to produce a given number) 
                           => common logarithm -- (a logarithm to the base 10) 
                           => natural logarithm, Napierian logarithm -- (a logarithm to the base e) 
                   => radical, radical sign --
 (a sign placed in front of an expression to denote that a root is to be extracted) 
                   => fixed-point notation, fixed-point representation system --
 (a radix numeration system in which the location of the decimal point is fixed by convention) 
                   => floating-point notation, floating-point representation system --
 (a radix numeration system in which the location of the decimal point is indicated by an exponent of the ra
dix; the floating-point representation of 0.0012 is 0.12-2 where -2 is the exponent) 
                   => infix notation --
 (a notation for forming mathematical expressions using parentheses and governed by rules of operator prec
edence; operators are dispersed among the operands) 
                   => parenthesis-free notation --
 (a notation for forming mathematical expressions that does not use parentheses to delimit components) 
                       => prefix notation, Lukasiewicz notation, Polish notation -- (a parenthesis-
free notation for forming mathematical expressions in which each operator precedes its operands) 
                       => postfix notation, suffix notation, reverse Polish notation -- (a parenthesis-
free notation for forming mathematical expressions in which each operator follows its operands) 
               => musical notation -- (a notation used by musicians) 
                   => bar line --
 (a vertical line before the accented beat marking the boundary between musical bars) 
                       => double bar --
 (notation marking the end of principal parts of a musical composition; two adjacent bar lines) 
                   => tablature -- (a musical notation indicating the fingering to be used) 
                   => scale, musical scale --
 ((music) a series of notes differing in pitch according to a specific scheme (usually within an octave)) 
                       => gamut -- (the entire scale of musical notes) 
                       => diatonic scale --
 (a scale with eight notes in an octave; all but two are separated by whole tones) 
                           => mode, musical mode --
 (any of various fixed orders of the various diatonic notes within an octave) 
                               => ecclesiastical mode, Gregorian mode, church mode, medieval mode --
 (any of a system of modes used in Gregorian chants up until 1600; derived historically from the Greek mo
de) 
                               => Greek mode --
 (any of the descending diatonic scales in the music of classical Greece) 
                               => major scale, major diatonic scale --
 (a diatonic scale with notes separated by whole tones except for the 3rd and 4th and 7th and 8th) 
                               => minor scale, minor diatonic scale --
 (a diatonic scale with notes separated by whole tones except for the 2nd and 3rd and 5th and 6th) 
                       => chromatic scale -- (a 12-note scale including all the semitones of the octave) 
                       => gapped scale -- (a musical scale with fewer than seven notes) 
                           => pentatonic scale -- (a gapped scale with five notes) 
                   => interval, musical interval -- (the difference in pitch between two notes) 
                       => tone, whole tone, step, whole step -- (a musical interval of two semitones) 
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                       => semitone, half step --
 (the musical interval between adjacent keys on a keyboard instrument) 
                       => quarter tone, quarter-tone -- (half of a semitone) 
                       => octave, musical octave -- (a musical interval of eight tones) 
                       => third --
 (the musical interval between one note and another three notes away from it; "a simple harmony written in 
major thirds") 
                       => fourth -- (the musical interval between one note and another four notes away from it) 
                       => fifth -- (the musical interval between one note and another five notes away from it) 
                       => sixth -- (the musical interval between one note and another six notes away from it) 
                       => seventh -- (the musical interval between one note and another seven notes away from it) 
                   => staff, stave --
 ((music) the system of five horizontal lines on which the musical notes are written) 
                   => clef -- (a musical notation written on a staff indicating the pitch of the notes following it) 
                       => treble clef, G clef -- (a clef that puts the G above middle C on the second line of a staff) 
                       => bass clef, F clef -- (a clef that puts the F below middle C on the fourth line of a staff) 
                       => alto clef, viola clef -- (a clef that puts middle C on the third line of a staff) 
                       => C clef -- (a movable clef that puts middle C on one of the lines of a staff) 
                       => soprano clef -- (a clef that puts middle C on the bottom line of the staff) 
                       => tenor clef --
 (a clef that puts middle C on the fourth line of the staff; used for writing music for bassoons or cellos or ten
or horns) 
                   => key signature, signature -- (the sharps or flats that follow the clef and indicate the key) 
                   => key, tonality --
 (any of 24 major or minor diatonic scales that provide the tonal framework for a piece of music) 
                       => major key, major mode -- (a key whose harmony is based on the major scale) 
                       => minor key, minor mode -- (a key based on the minor scale) 
                       => tonic key, home key -- (the basic key in which a piece of music is written) 
                   => atonality, atonalism -- (the absence of a key; alternative to the diatonic system) 
                   => time signature, musical time signature --
 (a musical notation indicating the number of beats to a measure and kind of note that takes a beat) 
                       => alla breve -- (a musical time signature indicating two or four half notes to a measure) 
                   => measure, bar --
 (musical notation for a repeating pattern of musical beats; "the orchestra omitted the last twelve bars of the 
song") 
                   => rest -- (a musical notation indicating a silence of a specified duration) 
                       => whole rest -- (a musical rest equal in duration to four beats in common time) 
                       => half rest --
 (a musical rest having the time value of half a whole rest or equal in duration to two beats in common time
) 
                       => quarter rest -- (a musical rest having one-fourth the time value of a whole rest) 
                   => note, musical note, tone --
 (a notation representing the pitch and duration of a musical sound; "the singer held the note too long") 
                       => tonic, keynote -- ((music) the first note of a diatonic scale) 
                       => supertonic -- ((music) the second note of a diatonic scale) 
                       => mediant --
 ((music) the third note of a diatonic scale; midway between the tonic and the dominant) 
                       => subdominant -- ((music) the fourth note of the diatonic scale) 
                       => dominant -- ((music) the fifth note of the diatonic scale) 
                       => submediant --
 ((music) the sixth note of a major or minor scale (or the third below the tonic)) 
                       => subtonic, leading tone -- ((music) the seventh note of the diatonic scale) 
                       => pedal point, pedal -- (a sustained bass note) 
                       => trill, shake -- (a note that alternates rapidly with another note a semitone above it) 
                       => middle C --
 (the note designated by the first ledger line below the treble staff; 261.63 Hertz) 
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                       => chord --
 (a combination of three or more notes that blend harmoniously when sounded together) 
                           => arpeggio --
 (a chord whose notes are played in rapid succession rather than simultaneously) 
                           => sforzando -- (an accented chord) 
                           => common chord, triad -- (a 3-
note major or minor chord; a note and its third and fifth tones) 
                           => seventh chord -- (a triad with a seventh added) 
                       => passing note, passing tone --
 (a nonharmonic note inserted for transition between harmonic notes) 
                       => whole note, semibreve --
 (a musical note having the longest time value (equal to four beats in common time)) 
                       => half note, minim -- (a musical note having the time value of half a whole note) 
                       => quarter note, crotchet --
 (a musical note having the time value of a quarter of a whole note) 
                       => eighth note, quaver -- (a musical note having the time value of an eighth of a whole note) 
                       => sixteenth note, semiquaver --
 (a musical note having the time value of a sixteenth of a whole note) 
                       => thirty-second note, demisemiquaver -- (a musical note having the time value of a thirty-
second of a whole note) 
                       => sixty-fourth note, hemidemisemiquaver --
 (a musical note having the time value of a sixty-fourth of a whole note) 
                       => grace note, appoggiatura, acciaccatura --
 (an embellishing note usually written in smaller size) 
                       => blue note -- (a flattened third or seventh) 
                       => monotone --
 (a single tone repeated with different words or different rhythms (especially in rendering liturgical texts)) 
                   => slur -- ((music) a curved line spanning notes that are to be played legato) 
                       => tie --
 ((music) a slur over two notes of the same pitch; indicates that the note is to be sustained for their combine
d time value) 
                   => sharp -- (a musical notation indicating one half step higher than the note named) 
                       => double sharp --
 (a a musical notation of two sharps in front of a note indicating that it is to be raised by two semitones) 
                   => flat -- (a musical notation indicating one half step lower than the note named) 
                       => double flat --
 (a musical notation of two flats in front of a note indicating that it is to be lowered by two semitones) 
                   => natural, cancel -- (a notation cancelling a previous sharp or flat) 
                   => accidental --
 (a musical notation that makes a note sharp or flat or natural although that is not part of the key signature) 
                   => solmization, solmisation --
 (a system of naming the notes of a musical scale by syllables instead of letters) 
                       => tonic solfa, solfa -- (a system of solmization using the solfa syllables: do-re-mi-fa-sol-la-
ti) 
                   => segno --
 ((music) a notation written at the beginning or end of a passage that is to be repeated) 
                   => sforzando --
 ((music) a notation written above a note and indicating that it is to be played with a strong initial attack) 
               => choreography -- (a notation used by choreographers) 
                   => Labanotation --
 (a system of notation for dance movements that uses symbols to represent points on a dancer's body and th
e direction of the dancer's movement and the tempo and the dynamics) 
               => chemical notation -- (a notation used by chemists to express technical facts in chemistry) 
WRITING, WRITTEN MATERIAL, PIECE OF WRITING < WRITTEN LANGUAGE < 
COMMUNICATION <… 
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       => writing, written material, piece of writing --
 (the work of a writer; anything expressed in letters of the alphabet (especially when considered from the po
int of view of style and effect); "the writing in her novels is excellent"; "that editorial was a fine piece of wr
iting") 
           => bowdlerization, bowdlerisation -- (written material that has been bowdlerized) 
           => title --
 ((usually plural) written material introduced into a movie or TV show to give credits or represent dialogue 
or explain an action; "the titles go by faster than I can read") 
           => cryptogram, cryptograph, secret writing -- (a piece of writing in code or cipher) 
           => rewrite, revision, rescript --
 (something that has been written again; "the rewrite was much better") 
LITERARY WORK < PIECE OF WRITING < WRITTEN LANGUAGE <… 
           => literary composition, literary work -- (imaginative or creative writing) 
               => acrostic -- (verse in which certain letters such as the first in each line form a word or message) 
               => belles-lettres, belles lettres -- (creative writing valued for esthetic content) 
               => dialogue, dialog --
 (a literary composition in the form of a conversation between two people; "he has read Plato's Dialogues in
 the original Greek") 
               => fiction -- (a literary work based on the imagination and not necessarily on fact) 
                   => dystopia --
 (a work of fiction describing an imaginary place where life is extremely bad because of deprivation or oppr
ession or terror) 
                   => novel -- (a extended fictional work in prose; usually in the form of a story) 
                       => detective novel, mystery novel --
 (novel in which the reader is challenged to solve a puzzle before the detective explains it at the end) 
                       => dime novel, penny dreadful -- (a melodramatic paperback novel) 
                       => novelette, novella -- (a short novel) 
                       => roman a clef --
 (a novel in which actual persons and events are disguised as fictional characters) 
                       => romance -- (a novel dealing with idealized events remote from everyday life) 
                           => Gothic romance --
 (a romance that deals with desolate and mysterious and grotesque events) 
                           => bodice ripper --
 (a romantic novel containing scenes in which the heroine is sexually violated) 
                       => roman fleuve --
 (a French novel in the form of a long chronicle of a family or other social group) 
                   => fantasy, phantasy --
 (fiction with a large amount of fantasy in it; "she made a lot of money writing romantic fantasies") 
                       => science fiction -- (literary fantasy involving the imagined impact of science on society) 
                           => cyberpunk -- (a genre of fast-
paced science fiction involving oppressive futuristic compterized societies) 
                   => story --
 (a piece of fiction that narrates a chain of related events; "he writes stories for the magazines") 
                       => adventure story, heroic tale -- (a story of an adventure) 
                           => thriller -- (a suspenseful adventure story or play or movie) 
                           => saga --
 (a narrative telling the adventures of a hero or a family; originally (12th to 14th centuries) a story of the fa
milies that settled Iceland and their descendants but now any prose narrative that resembles such an account
) 
                       => mystery, mystery story, whodunit --
 (a story about a crime (usually murder) presented as a novel or play or movie) 
                           => detective story --
 (a narrative about someone who investigates crimes and obtains evidence leading to their resolution) 
                           => murder mystery -- (a narrative about a murder and how the murderer is discovered) 
                       => love story, romance -- (a story dealing with love) 
                       => legend, fable -- (a story about mythical or supernatural beings or events) 
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                           => Arthurian legend -- (the legend of King Arthur and his court at Camelot) 
                       => short story -- (a prose narrative shorter than a novel) 
                       => fable, parable, allegory, apologue -- (a short moral story (often with animal characters)) 
                           => Aesop's fables --
 (a collection of fables believed to have been written by the Greek storyteller Aesop) 
                           => Pilgrim's Progress -- (an allegory written by John Bunyan in 1678) 
                       => myth --
 (a traditional story accepted as history; serves to explain the world view of a people) 
                           => Gotterdammerung, Ragnarok, Twilight of the Gods --
 (myth about the ultimate destruction of the gods in a battle with evil) 
                       => parable --
 ((New Testament) any of the stories told by Jesus to convey his religious message; "the parable of the prod
igal son") 
                       => plot --
 (the story that is told in a novel or play or movie etc.; "the characters were well drawn but the plot was ban
al") 
                           => action -- (the series of events that form a plot; "his novels always have a lot of action") 
                           => storyline, plot line -- (the plot of a book or play or film) 
                   => utopia -- (a work of fiction describing a utopia) 
               => fictionalization, fictionalisation --
 (a literary work based partly or wholly on fact but written as if it were fiction) 
               => hagiology -- (literature narrating the lives (and legends) of the saints) 
               => lucubration -- (a solemn literary work that is the product of laborious cogitation) 
               => pastoral -- (a literary work idealizing the rural life (especially the life of shepherds)) 
                   => eclogue, bucolic, idyll -- (a short descriptive poem of rural or pastoral life) 
               => poem, verse form -- (a composition written in metrical feet forming rhythmical lines) 
                   => abecedarius -- (a poem having lines beginning with letters of the alphabet in regular order) 
                   => Alcaic, Alcaic verse --
 (verse in the meter used in Greek and Latin poetry consisting of strophes of 4 tetrametric lines; reputedly i
nvented by Alcaeus) 
                   => ballad, lay -- (a narrative poem of popular origin) 
                       => Edda --
 (either of two distinct works in Old Icelandic dating from the late 13th century and consisting of 34 mythol
ogical and heroic ballads composed between 800 and 1200; the primary source for Scandanavian mytholog
y) 
                   => ballade -- (a poem consisting of 3 stanzas and an envoy) 
                   => blank verse -- (unrhymed verse (usually in iambic pentameter)) 
                   => elegy, lament -- (a mournful poem; a lament for the dead) 
                   => epic poem, heroic poem, epic, epos -- (a long narrative poem telling of a hero's deeds) 
                       => Aeneid --
 (an epic in Latin by Virgil; tells the adventures of Aeneas after the Trojan War; provides an illustrious hist
orical background for the Roman Empire) 
                       => Divine Comedy, Divina Commedia -- (a narrative epic poem written by Dante) 
                       => Iliad -- (a Greek epic poem (attributed to Homer) describing the siege of Troy) 
                       => Odyssey --
 (a Greek epic poem (attributed to Homer) describing the journey of Odysseus after the fall of Troy) 
                       => Nibelungenlied --
 (an epic poem written in Middle High German and based on the legends of Siegfried and Teutonic kings) 
                       => chanson de geste -- (Old French epic poems) 
                       => rhapsody -- (an epic poem adapted for recitation) 
                       => heroic verse, heroic meter, heroic --
 (a verse form suited to the treatment of heroic or elevated themes; dactylic hexameter or iambic pentameter
) 
                   => free verse, vers libre -- (unrhymed verse without a consistent metrical pattern) 
                   => haiku -- (an epigrammatic Japanese verse form of three short lines) 
                   => lyric, lyric poem -- (a short poem of songlike quality) 
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                       => ode -- (a lyric poem with complex stanza forms) 
                           => Horatian ode, Sapphic ode -- (an ode with several stanzas) 
                           => Pindaric ode, Pindaric -- (an ode form used by Pindar; has triple groups of triple units) 
                           => choral ode -- (ode sung by the chorus in classical Greek drama) 
                   => rondeau, rondel --
 (a French verse form of 10 or 13 lines running on two rhymes; the opening phrase is repeated as the refrain
 of the second and third stanzas) 
                       => roundel --
 (English form of rondeau having three triplets with a refrain after the first and third) 
                       => rondelet -- (a shorter form of rondeau) 
                   => sonnet -- (a verse form consisting of 14 lines with a fixed rhyme scheme) 
                       => Petrarchan sonnet, Italian sonnet --
 (a sonnet consisting of an octave with the rhyme pattern abbaabba, followed by a sestet with the rhyme pat
tern cdecde or cdcdcd) 
                       => Shakespearean sonnet, Elizabethan sonnet, English sonnet --
 (a sonnet consisting three quatrains and a concluding couplet in iambic pentameter with the rhyme pattern 
abab cdcd efef gg) 
                       => Spenserian sonnet --
 (a sonnet consisting of three quatrains and a concluding couplet in iambic pentameter with the rhyme patte
rn abab bcbd cdcd ee) 
                   => tanka --
 (a form of Japanese poetry; the 1st and 3rd lines have five syllables and the 2nd, 4th, and 5th have seven sy
llables) 
                   => terza rima -- (a verse form with a rhyme scheme: aba bcb cdc, etc.) 
                   => verse, rhyme -- (a piece of poetry) 
                       => clerihew --
 (a witty satiric verse containing two rhymed couplets and mentioning a famous person; "`The president is 
George W. Bush, Who is happy to sit on his tush, While sending his armies to fight, For anything he thinks 
is right' is a clerihew") 
                       => doggerel, doggerel verse, jingle --
 (a comic verse of irregular measure; "he had heard some silly doggerel that kept running through his mind"
) 
                       => limerick -- (a humorous verse form of 5 anapestic lines with a rhyme scheme aabba) 
                   => versicle --
 (a short verse said or sung by a priest or minister in public worship and followed by a response from the co
ngregation) 
                       => sursum corda -- ((Roman Catholic Church) a Latin versicle meaning `lift up your hearts') 
               => potboiler --
 (a literary composition of poor quality that was written quickly to make money (to boil the pot)) 
               => tushery -- (writing of poor quality; characterized by affected choice of archaic words) 
           => literature -- (creative writing of recognized artistic value) 
               => Sanskrit literature -- (Hindu literature written in Sanskrit) 
                   => Hastinapura --
 (one of two classical Hindu epics; a great collection of poetry worked into and around a central heroic narr
ative (eight times as large as the Iliad and Odyssey combined)) 
                   => Purana --
 (a body of 18 works written between the first and 11th centuries and incorporating legends and speculative
 histories of the universe and myths and customary observances) 
                   => Ramayana --
 (one of two classical Hindu epics telling of the banishment of Rama from his kingdom and the abduction o
f his wife by a demon and Rama's restoration to the throne) 
                   => tantra --
 (any of a fairly recent class of Hindu or Buddhist religious literature concerned with ritual acts of body and
 speech and mind) 
                   => Kamasutra --
 ((Hinduism) an ancient Sanskrit text giving rules for sensuous and sensual pleasure and love and marriage 
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in accordance with Hindu law) 
                   => sutra --
 (a rule or aphorism in Sanskrit literature or a group of aphoristic doctrinal summaries prepared for memori
zation) 
           => literature --
 (published writings in a particular style on a particular subject; "the technical literature"; "one aspect of Wa
terloo has not yet been treated in the literature") 
           => matter --
 (written works (especially in books or magazines); "he always took some reading matter with him on the pl
ane") 
               => dictation --
 (matter that has been dictated and transcribed; a dictated passage; "he mailed the dictation without botherin
g to read it") 
               => text, textual matter --
 (the words of something written; "there were more than a thousand words of text"; "they handed out the pri
nted text of the mayor's speech"; "he wants to reconstruct the original text") 
                   => cookie --
 (a short line of text that a web site puts on your computer's hard drive when you access the web site) 
                       => session cookie -- (a cookie that is stored temporarily and is destroyed when close the link) 
                       => precision cookie -- (a cookie that is saved permanently on your hard drive) 
                   => copy, written matter -- (matter to be printed; exclusive of graphical materials) 
                       => dump --
 ((computer science) a copy of the contents of a computer storage device; sometimes used in debugging pro
grams) 
                           => core dump --
 ((computer science) dump of the contents of the chief registers in the CPU) 
                       => fair copy -- (a clean copy of a corrected draft) 
                       => filler --
 (copy to fill space between more important articles in the layout of a magazine or newspaper) 
                   => draft, draft copy -- (preliminary version of a written work) 
                   => electronic text --
 (text that is in a form that a computer can store and display on a computer screen) 
                       => machine-displayable text --
 (electronic text that is stored and used in the form of a digital image) 
                       => machine-readable text --
 (electronic text that is stored as strings of characters and that can be displayed in a variety of formats) 
                           => hypertext -- (machine-
readable text that is not sequential but is organized so that related items of information are connected; "Let 
me introduce the word hypertext to mean a body of written or pictorial material interconnected in such a co
mplex way that it could not conveniently be presented or represented on paper"--Ted Nelson) 
                   => hard copy -- (text that is typed or printed on paper; "he ran off a hard copy of the report") 
                   => installment, instalment -- (a part of a published serial) 
                       => fascicle, fascicule -- (an installment of a printed work) 
                   => letter, missive --
 (a written message addressed to a person or organization; "mailed an indignant letter to the editor") 
                       => business letter -- (a letter dealing with business) 
                       => covering letter, cover letter --
 (a letter sent along with other documents to provide additional information) 
                       => crank letter -- (a hostile (usually anonymous) letter) 
                       => encyclical, encyclical letter --
 (a letter from the pope sent to all Roman Catholic bishops throughout the world) 
                       => fan letter -- (a letter that is a piece of fan mail) 
                       => personal letter -- (a letter dealing with personal affairs) 
                           => note, short letter, line, billet --
 (a short personal letter; "drop me a line when you get there") 
                               => excuse --
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 (a note explaining an absence; "he had to get his mother to write an excuse for him") 
                           => love letter, billet doux -- (a personal letter to a loved one expressing affection) 
                       => form letter -- (a letter that is printed in multiple copies and mailed to a list of recipients) 
                       => open letter --
 (a letter of protest; addressed to one person but intended for the general public) 
                       => chain letter -- (a letter that is sent successively to several people) 
                       => pastoral -- (a letter from a pastor to the congregation) 
                       => round robin -- (a letter signed by a number of people) 
                       => airmail letter, air letter, aerogram, aerogramme -- (a letter sent by air mail) 
                       => epistle -- (especially a long, formal letter) 
                       => dead letter, dead mail -- (mail that can neither be delivered nor returned) 
                       => letter of intent -- (any letter expressing an intention to take (or forgo) some action) 
                           => investment letter --
 (a letter of intent saying that a letter security is being bought for investment and not for resale; avoids need 
for SEC registration) 
                       => invitation --
 (a request (spoken or written) to participate or be present or take part in something; "an invitation to lunch"
; "she threw the invitation away") 
                           => bidding, summons -- (a request to be present; "they came at his bidding") 
                           => invite -- (a colloquial expression for invitation; "he didn't get no invite to the party") 
                   => line --
 (text consisting of a row of words written across a page or computer screen; "the letter consisted of three s
hort lines"; "there are six lines in every stanza") 
                       => opening line -- (the first line of a piece of writing (as a newspaper story)) 
                       => heading, header, head --
 (a line of text serving to indicate what the passage below it is about; "the heading seemed to have little to d
o with the text") 
                           => crossheading, crosshead --
 (a heading of a subsection printed within the body of the text) 
                           => headline, newspaper headline -- (the heading or caption of a newspaper article) 
                               => dropline, drop line, stepped line, stagger head, staggered head, stephead --
 (a headline with the top line flush left and succeeding lines indented to the right) 
                               => screamer -- (a sensational newspaper headline) 
                               => streamer, banner -- (a newspaper headline that runs across the full page) 
                           => lemma -- (the head of an annotation or gloss) 
                           => rubric -- (a title or heading that is printed in red or in a special type) 
                           => running head, running headline --
 (a heading printed at the top of every page (or every other page) of a book) 
                               => running title -- (the title (or a shortened title) of a book used as a running head) 
                           => subheading, subhead -- (a heading of a subdivision of a text) 
                               => title --
 (a general or descriptive heading for a section of a written work; "the novel had chapter titles") 
                                   => credit -- (an entry on a list of persons who contributed to a film or written work) 
                                   => caption, legend -- (brief description accompanying an illustration) 
                                   => subtitle -- (secondary or explanatory title) 
                           => title, statute title, rubric --
 (a heading that names a statute or legislative bill; may give a brief summary of the matters it deals with; "T
itle 8 provided federal help for schools") 
                       => line of poetry, line of verse -- (a single line of words in a poem) 
                           => Alexandrine -- (a line of verse that has six iambic feet) 
                       => by-line, credit line -- (a line giving the name of the writer of a story or article) 
                       => dateline --
 (a line at the beginning of a news article giving the date and place of origin of the news dispatch) 
                       => verse, verse line -- (a line of metrical text) 
                           => iambic -- (a verse line consisting of iambs) 
                           => Adonic, Adonic line --
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 (a verse line with a dactyl followed by a spondee or trochee; used in laments by Adonis) 
                           => tetrameter -- (a verse line having four metrical feet) 
                           => pentameter -- (a verse line having five metrical feet) 
                           => hexameter -- (a verse line having six metrical feet) 
                           => octameter -- (a verse line having eight metrical feet) 
                           => octosyllable -- (a verse line having eight syllables or a poem of octosyllabic lines) 
                           => decasyllable -- (a verse line having ten syllables) 
                       => punch line, laugh line, gag line, tag line -- (the point of a joke or humorous story) 
                       => actor's line, speech, words --
 (words making up the dialogue of a play; "the actor forgot his speech") 
                           => aside --
 (a line spoken by an actor to the audience but not intended for others on the stage) 
                           => cue --
 (an actor's line that immediately precedes and serves as a reminder for some action or speech) 
                               => prompt, prompting --
 (a cue given to a performer (usually the beginning of the next line to be spoken); "the audience could hear 
his prompting") 
                           => monologue -- (a (usually long) dramatic speech by a single actor) 
                           => soliloquy --
 (a (usually long) dramatic speech intended to give the illusion of unspoken reflections) 
                           => throwaway -- (words spoken in a casual way with conscious under-emphasis) 
                       => orphan -- (the first line of a paragraph that is set as the last line of a page or column) 
                       => spiel, patter, line of gab -- (plausible glib talk (especially useful to a salesperson)) 
                       => sound bite -- (a very short speech; usually on radio or television) 
                       => bottom line -- (the last line in an audit; the line that shows profit or loss) 
                   => lipogram -- (a text that excludes a particular letter or particular letters of the alphabet) 
                   => lyric, words, language -- (the text of a popular song or musical-
comedy number; "his compositions always started with the lyrics"; "he wrote both words and music"; "the s
ong uses colloquial language") 
                       => love lyric -- (the lyric of a love song) 
                   => stanza -- (a fixed number of lines of verse forming a unit of a poem) 
                       => couplet -- (a stanza consisting of two successive lines of verse; usually rhymed) 
                           => closed couplet -- (a rhymed couplet that forms a complete syntactic unit) 
                           => heroic couplet --
 (a couplet consisting of two rhymed lines of iambic pentamenter and written in an elevated style) 
                       => octave -- (a rhythmic group of eight lines of verse) 
                       => sestet -- (a rhythmic group of six lines of verse) 
                       => envoy, envoi -- (a brief stanza concluding certain forms of poetry) 
                       => quatrain -- (a stanza of four lines) 
                           => elegiac stanza -- (a quatrain in iambic pentameter with abab rhyme scheme) 
                           => heroic stanza --
 (a quatrain consisting of two heroic couplets written in an elevated style; the rhyme scheme is abab) 
                       => Spenserian stanza --
 (a stanza with eight lines of iambic pentameter and a concluding Alexandrine with the rhyme pattern abab 
bcbc c; "the spenserian stanza was introduced by Edmund Spenser in The Faerie Queene") 
                       => strophe -- (one section of a lyric poem or choral ode in classical Greek drama) 
                       => antistrophe --
 (the section of a choral ode answering a previous strophe in classical Greek drama; the second of two metri
cally corresponding sections in a poem) 
                       => rhyme royal --
 (a stanza form having seven lines of iambic pentameter; introduced by Chaucer) 
                       => ottava rima -- (a stanza of eight lines of heroic verse with the rhyme scheme abababcc) 
               => text --
 (the main body of a written work (as distinct from illustrations or footnotes etc.); "pictures made the text ea
sier to understand") 
               => typescript -- (typewritten matter especially a typewritten copy of a manuscript) 
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               => front matter, prelims -- (written matter preceding the main text of a book) 
               => back matter, end matter -- (written matter following the main text of a book) 
               => addendum, supplement, postscript --
 (textual matter that is added onto a publication; usually at the end) 
                   => appendix -- (supplementary material that is collected and appended at the back of a book) 
                       => shirttail -- (a brief addendum at the end of a newspaper article) 
                       => codicil --
 (a supplement to a will; a testamentary instrument intended to alter an already executed will) 
                   => sequel, continuation -- (a part added to a book or play that continues and extends it) 
               => recitation -- (written matter that is recited from memory) 
                   => declamation --
 (recitation of a speech from memory with studied gestures and intonation as an exercise in elocution or rhe
toric) 
           => criticism, literary criticism -- (a written evaluation of a work of literature) 
               => explication de texte --
 (a method of literary criticism that analyzes details of a text in order to reveal its structure and meaning) 
               => textual criticism --
 (comparison of a particular text with related materials in order to establish authenticity) 
                   => higher criticism --
 (the scientific study of biblical writings to determine their origin and meaning) 
                   => lower criticism --
 (the study of existing manuscripts of Scriptures to determine the original text) 
                   => Masorah, Masora --
 (a vast body of textual criticism of the Hebrew Scriptures including notes on features of writing and on the 
occurrence of certain words and on variant sources and instructions for pronunciation and other comments t
hat were written between AD 600 and 900 by Jewish scribes in the margins or at the end of texts) 
               => new criticism -- (literary criticism based on close analysis of the text) 
               => analysis -- (a form of literary criticism in which the structure of a piece of writing is analyzed) 
               => review, critique, critical review, review article --
 (an essay or article that gives a critical evaluation (as of a book or play)) 
                   => book review -- (a critical review of a book (usually a recently published book)) 
                   => notice -- (a short critical review; "the play received good notices") 
                   => rave -- (an extravagantly enthusiastic review; "he gave it a rave") 
           => section, subdivision -- (a self-
contained part of a larger composition (written or musical); "he always turns first to the business section"; "
the history of this work is discussed in the next section") 
               => lead, lead-in -- (the introductory section of a story; "it was an amusing lead-
in to a very serious matter") 
               => canto -- (a major division of a long poem) 
               => sports section -- (the section of a newspaper that reports on sports) 
               => article, clause -- (a separate section of a legal document (as a statute or contract or will)) 
                   => arbitration clause --
 (a clause in a contract providing for arbitration of disputes arising under the contract) 
                   => deductible --
 (a clause in an insurance policy that relieves the insurer of responsibility to pay the initial loss up to a state
d amount) 
                   => escalator clause, escalator --
 (a clause in a contract that provides for an increase or a decrease in wages or prices or benefits etc. dependi
ng on certain conditions (as a change in the cost of living index)) 
                   => reserve clause --
 (a clause that used to be part of the contract with a professional athlete extending the contract for a year be
yond its expiration; "the reserve clause was used to bind players to a particular ball club") 
                   => rider -- (a clause that is appended to a legislative bill) 
BOOK < SECTION < PIECE OF WORK <… 
               => book -- (a major division of a long written composition; "the book of Isaiah") 
                   => Genesis, Book of Genesis --
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 (the first book of the Old Testament: tells of creation; Adam and Eve; the Fall of Man; Cain and Abel; Noa
h and the flood; God's covenant with Abraham; Abraham and Isaac; Jacob and Esau; Joseph and his brother
s) 
                   => Exodus, Book of Exodus --
 (the second book of the Old Testament: tells of the departure of the Israelites out of slavery in Egypt led by
 Moses; God gave them the Ten Commandments and the rest of Mosaic law on Mount Sinai during the Exo
dus) 
                   => Leviticus, Book of Leviticus --
 (the third book of the Old Testament; contains Levitical law and ritual precedents) 
                   => Numbers, Book of Numbers --
 (the fourth book of the Old Testament; contains a record of the number of Israelites who followed Moses o
ut of Egypt) 
                   => Deuteronomy, Book of Deuteronomy --
 (the fifth book of the Old Testament; contains a second statement of Mosaic Law) 
                   => Joshua, Josue, Book of Joshua --
 (a book in the Old Testament describing how Joshua led the Israelites into Canaan (the Promised Land) aft
er the death of Moses) 
                   => Judges, Book of Judges --
 (a book of the Old Testament that tells the history of Israel under the leaders known as judges) 
                   => Ruth, Book of Ruth --
 (a book of the Old Testament that tells the story of Ruth who was not an Israelite but who married an Israel
ite and who stayed with her mother-in-law Naomi after her husband died) 
                   => I Samuel, 1 Samuel --
 (the first of two books in the Old Testament that tell of Saul and David) 
                   => II Samuel, 2 Samuel --
 (the second of two books of the Old Testament that tell of Saul and David) 
                   => I Kings, 1 Kings --
 (the first of two Old Testament books telling the histories of the kings of Judah and Israel) 
                   => II Kings, 2 Kings --
 (the second of two Old Testament books telling the histories of the kings of Judah and Israel) 
                   => I Chronicles, 1 Chronicles --
 (the first of two Old Testament books telling the history of Judah and Israel until the return from the Babyl
onian Captivity in 536 BC) 
                   => II Chronicles, 2 Chronicles --
 (the second of two Old Testament books telling the history of Judah and Israel until the return from the Ba
bylonian Captivity in 536 BC) 
                   => Ezra, Book of Ezra --
 (an Old Testament book telling of a rabbi's efforts in the 5th century BC to reconstitute Jewish law and wo
rship in Jerusalem after the Babylonian Captivity) 
                   => Nehemiah, Book of Nehemiah --
 (an Old Testament book telling how a Jewish official at the court of Artaxerxes I in 444 BC became a lead
er in rebuilding Jeruslaem after the Babylonian Captivity) 
                   => Esther, Book of Esther --
 (an Old Testament book telling of a beautiful Jewess who became queen of Persia and saved her people fro
m massacre) 
                   => Job, Book of Job --
 (a book in the Old Testament containing Job's pleas to God about his afflictions and God's reply) 
                   => Psalms, Book of Psalms -- (an Old Testament book consisting of a collection of 150 Psalms) 
                   => Proverbs, Book of Proverbs --
 (an Old Testament book consisting of proverbs from various Israelit sages (including Solomon)) 
                   => Ecclesiastes, Book of Ecclesiastes --
 (an Old Testament book consisting of reflections on the vanity of human life; is traditionally attributed to S
olomon but probably was written about 250 BC) 
                   => Song of Songs, Song of Solomon, Canticle of Canticles, Canticles --
 (an Old Testament book consisting of a collection of love poems traditionally attributed to Solomon but act
ually written much later) 
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                   => Isaiah, Book of Isaiah -- (an Old Testament book consisting of Isaiah's prophecies) 
                   => Jeremiah, Book of Jeremiah --
 (a book in the Old Testament containing the oracles of the prophet Jeremiah) 
                   => Lamentations, Book of Lamentations --
 (an Old Testament book lamenting the desolation of Judah after the destruction of Jerusalem in 586 BC; tr
aditionally attributed to the prophet Jeremiah) 
                   => Ezekiel, Ezechiel, Book of Ezekiel --
 (an Old Testament book containing Ezekiel's prophecies of the downfall of Jerusalem and Judah and their s
ubsequent restoration) 
                   => Daniel, Book of Daniel, Book of the Prophet Daniel --
 (an Old Testament book that tells of the apocalyptic visions and the experiences of Daniel in the court of N
ebuchadnezzar) 
                   => Hosea, Book of Hosea -- (an Old Testament book telling Hosea's prophecies) 
                   => Joel, Book of Joel -- (an Old Testament book telling Joel's prophecies) 
                   => Amos, Book of Amos -- (an Old Testament book telling Amos's prophecies) 
                   => Obadiah, Abdias, Book of Obadiah --
 (an Old Testament book telling Obadiah's prophecies; the shortest book in the Christian Bible) 
                   => Jonah, Book of Jonah --
 (a book in the Old Testament that tells the story of Jonah and the whale) 
                   => Micah, Micheas, Book of Micah --
 (an Old Testament book telling the prophecies of Micah foretelling the destruction of Jerusalem) 
                   => Nahum, Book of Nahum --
 (an Old Testament book telling Nahum's prophecy of the fall of Nineveh) 
                   => Habakkuk, Habacuc, Book of Habakkuk --
 (an Old Testament book tellin Habakkuk's prophecies) 
                   => Zephaniah, Sophonias, Book of Zephaniah --
 (an Old Testament book telling the prophecies of Zephaniah which are concerned mainly with the approac
hing judgement by God upon the sinners of Judah) 
                   => Haggai, Aggeus, Book of Haggai --
 (an Old Testament book telling the prophecies of Haggai which are concerned mainly with rebuilding the t
emples after the Babylonian Captivity) 
                   => Zechariah, Zacharias, Book of Zachariah --
 (an Old Testament book telling the prophecies of Zechariah which are concerned mainly with the renewal 
of Israel after the Babylonian Captivity) 
                   => Malachi, Malachias, Book of Malachi --
 (an Old Testament book containing the prophecies of Malachi) 
                   => Matthew, Gospel According to Matthew --
 (one of the Gospels in the New Testament; includes the Sermon on the Mount) 
                   => Mark, Gospel According to Mark -- (the shortest of the four Gospels in the New Testament) 
                   => Luke, Gospel of Luke, Gospel According to Luke --
 (one of the four Gospels in the New Testament; contains details of Jesus's birth and early life) 
                   => John, Gospel According to John -- (the last of the four Gospels in the New Testament) 
                   => Acts of the Apostles, Acts --
 (a New Testament book describing the development of the early Church from Christ's ascension to Paul's s
ojourn at Rome) 
                   => Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Romans, Epistle to the Romans, Romans --
 (a New Testament book containing an exposition of the doctrines of Saint Paul; written in AD 58) 
                   => First Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Corinthians, First Epistle to the Corinthians, I Corint
hians -- (a New Testament book containing the first epistle from Saint Paul to the church at Corinth) 
                   => Second Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Corinthians, Second Epistle to the Corinthians, II 
Corinthians --
 (a New Testament book containing the second epistle from Saint Paul to the church at Corinth) 
                   => Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Galatians, Epistle to the Galatians, Galatians --
 (a New Testament book containing the epistle from Saint Paul to the Galatians) 
                   => Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Ephesians, Epistle to the Ephesians, Ephesians --
 (a New Testament book containing the epistle from Saint Paul to the Ephesians which explains the divine 
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plan for the world and the consummation of this in Christ) 
                   => Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Philippians, Epistle to the Philippians, Philippians --
 (a New Testament book containing an epistle from Saint Paul to the church a Philippi in Macedonia) 
                   => Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Colossians, Epistle to the Colossians, Colossians --
 (a New Testament book containing an epistle from Saint Paul to the Colossians in ancient Phrygia) 
                   => First Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Thessalonians, First Epistle to the Thessalonians, I T
hessalonians -- (a New Testament book containing Saint Paul's first epistle to the Thessalonians) 
                   => Second Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Thessalonians, Second Epistle to the Thessalonian
s, II Thessalonians -- (a New Testament book containing Saint Paul's seceond epistle to the Thessalonians) 
                   => First Epistle of Paul the Apostle to Timothy, First Epistle to Timothy, I Timothy --
 (a New Testament book containing Saint Paul's first epistle to Timothy; contains advice on pastoral matter
s) 
                   => Second Epistle of Paul the Apostle to Timothy, Second Epistle to Timothy, II Timothy --
 (a New Testament book containing Saint Paul's second epistle to Timothy; contains advice on pastoral mat
ters) 
                   => Epistle of Paul the Apostle to Titus, Epistle to Titus, Titus --
 (a new Testament book containing Saint Paul's epistle to Titus; contains advice on pastoral matters) 
                   => Epistle of Paul the Apostle to Philemon, Epistle to Philemon, Philemon --
 (a New Testament book containing an epistle from Saint Paul to Philemon asking Philemon to forgive the 
slave for escaping) 
                   => Epistle to the Hebrews, Hebrews --
 (a New Testament book traditionally included among the epistle of Saint Paul but now generally considere
d not to have been written by him) 
                   => Epistle of James, James -- (a New Testament book attributed to Saint James the Apostle) 
                   => First Epistle of Peter, I Peter --
 (the first New Testament book traditionally attributed to Saint Peter the Apostle) 
                   => Second Epistle of Peter, II Peter --
 (the second New Testament book traditionally attributed to Saint Peter the Apostle) 
                   => First Epistle of John, I John --
 (the first New Testament epistle traditionally attributed to Saint John the Apostle) 
                   => Second Epistel of John, II John --
 (the second New Testament epistle traditionally attributed to Saint John the Apostle) 
                   => Third Epistel of John, III John --
 (the third New Testament epistle traditionally attributed to Saint John the Apostle) 
                   => Epistle of Jude, Jude -- (a New Testament book attributed to Saint Jude) 
                   => Revelation, Revelation of Saint John the Divine, Apocalypse, Book of Revelation --
 (the last book of the New Testament; contains visionary descriptions of heaven and of conflicts between go
od and evil and of the end of the world; attributed to Saint John the apostle) 
                   => Additions to Esther -- (an Apocryphal book consisting of text added to the Book of Esther) 
                   => Prayer of Azariah and Song of the Three Children --
 (an Apocryphal book consisting of text added to the Book of Daniel) 
                   => Susanna, Book of Susanna --
 (an Apocryphal book consisting of text added to the Book of Daniel) 
                   => Bel and the Dragon -- (an Apocryphal book consisting of text added to the Book of Daniel) 
                   => Baruch, Book of Baruch -- (an Apocryphal book ascribed to Baruch) 
                   => Letter of Jeremiah, Epistle of Jeremiah --
 (an Apocryphal book consisting of a letter ascribed to Jeremiah to the Jews in exile in Babylon warning the
m against idolatry) 
                   => Tobit, Book of Tobit -- (an Apocryphal book that was a popular novel for several centuries) 
                   => Judith, Book of Judith -- (an Apocryphal book telling how Judith saved her people) 
                   => I Esdra, 1 Esdras --
 (an Apocryphal book consisting of a compilation from Chronicles and Ezra and Nehemiah) 
                   => II Esdras, 2 Esdras -- (an Apocryphal book of angelic revelations) 
                   => Ben Sira, Sirach, Ecclesiasticus, Wisdom of Jesus the Son of Sirach --
 (an Apocryphal book mainly of maxims (resembling Proverbs in that respect)) 
                   => Wisdom of Solomon, Wisdom --
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 (an Apocryphal book consisting mainly of a meditation on wisdom; although ascribed to Solomon it was p
robably written in the first century BC) 
                   => I Maccabees, 1 Maccabees -- (an Apocryphal book describing the life of Judas Maccabaeus) 
                   => II Maccabees, 2 Maccabees --
 (an Apocryphal book describing the life of Judas Maccabaeus) 
               => chapter --
 (a subdivision of a written work; usually numbered and titled; "he read a chapter every night before falling 
asleep") 
               => episode -- (a brief section of a literary or dramatic work that forms part of a connected series) 
               => spot --
 (a section of an entertainment that is assigned to a specific performer or performance; "they changed his sp
ot on the program") 
               => spot --
 (a short section or illustration (as between radio or tv programs or in a magazine) that is often used for adv
ertising) 
               => insert -- (a folded section placed between the leaves of another publication) 
               => introduction -- (the first section of a communication) 
                   => exordium -- ((rhetoric) the introductory section of an oration or discourse) 
                   => opening -- (the initial part of the introduction; "the opening established the basic theme") 
                       => teaser -- (an attention-getting opening presented at the start of a television show) 
                       => salutation -- (word of greeting used to begin a letter) 
                   => foreword, preface, prolusion -- (a short introductory essay preceding the text of a book) 
                   => preamble --
 (a preliminary introduction to a statute or constitution (usually explaining its purpose)) 
                   => prologue -- (an introduction to a play) 
               => narration -- ((rhetoric) the second section of an oration in which the facts are set forth) 
               => conclusion, end, close, closing, ending --
 (the last section of a communication; "in conclusion I want to say...") 
                   => anticlimax, bathos -- (a change from a serious subject to a disappointing one) 
                   => epilogue, epilog --
 (a short passage added at the end of a literary work; "the epilogue told what eventually happened to the ma
in characters") 
                   => epilogue, epilog --
 (a short speech (often in verse) addressed directly to the audience by an actor at the end of a play) 
                   => peroration --
 ((rhetoric) the concluding section of an oration; "he summarized his main points in his peroration") 
                   => finale, coda -- (the closing section of a musical composition) 
               => passage -- (a section of text; particularly a section of medium length) 
                   => excerpt, extract, selection --
 (a passage selected from a larger work; "he presented excerpts from William James' philosophical writings
") 
                       => Haftorah, Haftarah, Haphtorah, Haphtarah --
 (a short selection from the Prophets read on every Sabbath in a Jewish synagogue following a reading from
 the Torah) 
                       => analects, analecta -- (a collection of excerpts from a literary work) 
                       => clipping, newspaper clipping, press clipping, cutting, press cutting --
 (an excerpt cut from a newspaper or magazine; "he searched through piles of letters and clippings") 
                       => cut, track --
 (a distinct selection of music from a recording or a compact disc; "he played the first cut on the cd"; "the tit
le track of the album") 
                       => quotation, quote, citation -- (a passage or expression that is quoted or cited) 
                           => epigraph -- (a quotation at the beginning of some piece of writing) 
                           => mimesis -- (the representation of another person's words in a speech) 
                           => misquotation -- (an incorrect quotation) 
                   => locus classicus -- (an authoritative and often-quoted passage) 
                   => place -- (the passage that is being read; "he lost his place on the page") 
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                   => purple passage -- (a passage full of ornate and flowery language) 
                   => transition -- (a passage that connects a topic to one that follows) 
                       => flashback --
 (a transition (in literary or theatrical works or films) to an earlier event or scene that interrupts the normal c
hronological development of the story) 
                       => flash-forward --
 (a transition (in literary or theatrical works or films) to a later event or scene that interrupts the normal chro
nological development of the story) 
                       => dissolve --
 ((film) a gradual transition from one scene to the next; the next scene is gradually superimposed as the for
mer scene fades out) 
                       => cut --
 ((film) an immediate transition from one shot to the next; "the cut from the accident scene to the hospital s
eemed too abrupt") 
                           => jump cut -- (an immediate transition from one scene to another) 
                       => jump -- ((film) an abrupt transition from one scene to another) 
                   => text --
 (a passage from the Bible that is used as the subject of a sermon; "the preacher chose a text from Psalms to
 introduce his sermon") 
               => mezuzah, mezuza --
 (religious texts from Deuteronomy inscribed on parchment and rolled up in a case that is attached to the do
orframe of many Jewish households in accordance with Jewish law) 
               => sura -- (one of the sections (or chapters) in the Koran; "the Quran is divided in 114 suras") 
                   => Fatiha, Fatihah --
 (the first or opening sura of the Quran which is the central prayer of Islam and is used on all special occasi
ons as well as during the five daily prayers) 
               => obbligato, obligato -- (a part of the score that must be performed without change or omission) 
               => recapitulation --
 (a section of a musical composition or movement in which themes introduced earlier are repeated) 
 
           => paragraph --
 (one of several distinct subdivisions of a text intended to separate ideas; the beginning is usually marked b
y a new indented line) 
           => diary, journal -- (a daily written record of (usually personal) experiences and observations) 
               => web log, blog -- (a shared on-
line journal where people can post diary entries about their personal experiences and hobbies) 
           => inscription, lettering -- (letters inscribed (especially words engraved or carved) on something) 
               => Rosetta stone --
 (an inscription of a black basalt stone; gave first clue to decipherment of Egyptian hieroglyphics) 
               => superscription -- (an inscription written above something else) 
               => epigraph -- (an engraved inscription) 
               => epitaph -- (an inscription on a tombstone or monument in memory of the person buried there) 
           => manuscript, ms -- (the form of a literary work submitted for publication) 
           => autograph -- (something written by one's own hand) 
               => manuscript, holograph -- (handwritten book or document) 
                   => codex, leaf-book --
 (an unbound manuscript of some ancient classic (as distinguished from a scroll)) 
                   => palimpsest --
 (a manuscript (usually written on papyrus or parchment) on which more than one text has been written wit
h the earlier writing incompletely erased and still visible) 
                   => scroll, roll -- (a document that can be rolled up (as for storage)) 
                       => Dead Sea scrolls --
 ((Old Testament) a collection of written scrolls (containing nearly all of the Old Testament) found in a cav
e near the Dead Sea in the late 1940s; "the Dead Sea Scrolls provide information about Judaism and the Bib
le around the time of Jesus") 
                       => Megillah --
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 ((Judaism) the scroll of parchment that contains the biblical story of Esther; traditionally read in synagogue
s to celebrate Purim) 
                       => Torah --
 ((Judaism) the scroll of parchment on which the first five books of the Hebrew Scripture is written; is used 
in a synagogue during services) 
           => treatise -- (a formal exposition) 
               => dissertation, thesis --
 (a treatise advancing a new point of view resulting from research; usually a requirement for an advanced a
cademic degree) 
               => tract, pamphlet -- (a brief treatise on a subject of interest; published in the form of a booklet) 
               => monograph -- (a detailed and documented treatise on a particular subject) 
           => adaptation, version --
 (a written work (as a novel) that has been recast in a new form; "the play is an adaptation of a short novel") 
               => modernization -- (a modernized version (as of a play)) 
               => versification -- (a metrical adaptation of something (e.g., of a prose text)) 
           => essay -- (an analytic or interpretive literary composition) 
               => composition, paper, report, theme --
 (an essay (especially one written as an assignment); "he got an A on his composition") 
                   => term paper -- (a composition intended to indicate a student's progress during a school term) 
                   => incidental music --
 (music composed to accompany the action of a drama or to fill intervals between scenes) 
               => disquisition -- (an elaborate analytical or explanatory essay or discussion) 
               => memoir -- (an essay on a scientific or scholarly topic) 
           => editing, redaction --
 (putting something (as a literary work or a legislative bill) into acceptable form) 
               => copy editing -- (putting something into a form suitable for a printer) 
               => deletion, excision, cut --
 (the omission that is made when an editorial change shortens a written passage; "an editor's deletions frequ
ently upset young authors"; "both parties agreed on the excision of the proposed clause") 
               => correction -- (something substituted for an error) 
                   => erasure -- (a correction made by erasing; "there were many erasures in the typescript") 
               => rewriting, revising -- (editing that involves writing something again) 
                   => revision, revisal, revise, rescript -- (the act of rewriting something) 
                   => rewording, recasting, rephrasing -- (changing a particular word or phrase) 
                       => paraphrase, paraphrasis -- (rewording for the purpose of clarification) 
                           => translation -- (rewording something in less technical terminology) 
           => sacred text, sacred writing, religious writing, religious text --
 (writing that is venerated for the worship of a deity) 
               => scripture, sacred scripture -- (any writing that is regarded as sacred by a religious group) 
                   => canon --
 (a collection of books accepted as holy scripture especially the books of the Bible recognized by any Christ
ian church as genuine and inspired) 
               => Adi Granth, Granth, Granth Sahib --
 (the principal sacred text of Sikhism contains hymns and poetry as well as the teachings of the first five gu
rus) 
               => Avesta, Zend-Avesta --
 (a collection of Zoroastrian texts gathered during the 4th or 6th centuries) 
               => Bhagavad-Gita, Bhagavadgita, Gita --
 ((Hinduism) the sacred `song of God' composed about 200 BC and incorporated into the Mahabharata (a S
anskrit epic); contains a discussion between Krishna and the Indian hero Arjuna on human nature and the p
urpose of life) 
               => Mahabharata, Mahabharatam, Mahabharatum --
 ((Hinduism) a sacred epic Sanskrit poem of India dealing in many episodes with the struggle between two 
rival families) 
               => Bible, Christian Bible, Book, Good Book, Holy Scripture, Holy Writ, Scripture, Word of God, 
Word -- (the sacred writings of the Christian religions; "he went to carry the Word to the heathen") 
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                   => family Bible -- (a large Bible with pages to record marriages and births) 
                   => Vulgate --
 (the Latin edition of the Bible translated from Hebrew and Greek mainly by St. Jerome at the end of the 4t
h century; as revised in 1592 it was adopted as the official text for the Roman Catholic Church) 
                   => Douay Bible, Douay Version, Douay-Rheims Bible, Douay-Rheims Version, Rheims-
Douay Bible, Rheims-Douay Version -- (an English translation of the Vulgate by Roman Catholic scholars) 
                   => Authorized Version, King James Version, King James Bible --
 (an English translation of the Bible published in 1611) 
                   => Revised Version -- (a British revision of the Authorized Version) 
                   => New English Bible -- (a modern English version of the Bible and Apocrypha) 
                   => American Standard Version, American Revised Version --
 (a revised version of the King James Version) 
                   => Revised Standard Version -- (a revision of the American Standard Version) 
               => Paralipomenon --
 ((Old Testament) an obsolete name for the Old Testament books of Chronicles which were regarded as sup
plementary to Kings) 
               => Torah, Pentateuch, Laws --
 (the first of three divisions of the Hebrew Scriptures comprising the first five books of the Hebrew Bible c
onsidered as a unit) 
               => Torah --
 (the whole body of the Jewish sacred writings and tradition including the oral tradition) 
               => Tanakh, Tanach, Hebrew Scripture -- (the Jewish scriptures which consist of three divisions--
the Torah and the Prophets and the Writings) 
               => Prophets, Nebiim -- (the second of three divisions of the Hebrew Scriptures) 
               => Hagiographa, Ketubim, Writings -- (the third of three divisions of the Hebrew Scriptures) 
               => Testament -- (either of the two main parts of the Christian Bible) 
               => Gospel, Gospels, evangel --
 (four books in the New Testament that tell the story of Christ's life and teachings) 
                   => Matthew, Gospel According to Matthew --
 (one of the Gospels in the New Testament; includes the Sermon on the Mount) 
                   => Mark, Gospel According to Mark -- (the shortest of the four Gospels in the New Testament) 
                   => Luke, Gospel of Luke, Gospel According to Luke --
 (one of the four Gospels in the New Testament; contains details of Jesus's birth and early life) 
                   => John, Gospel According to John -- (the last of the four Gospels in the New Testament) 
                   => Word of God -- (the message of the gospel of Christ) 
               => Book of Mormon, The Book of Mormon --
 (revealed to Joseph Smith in 1830 by an ancient prophet Mormon; supposedly a record of ancient peoples 
of America translated by Joseph Smith) 
               => prayer -- (a fixed text used in praying) 
                   => Agnus Dei -- (a liturgical prayer beginning with these Latin words) 
                   => Angelus --
 (a prayer said 3 times a day by Roman Catholics in memory of the Annunciation) 
                   => Ave Maria, Hail Mary -- (a salutation to the Virgin Mary now used in prayers to Her) 
                   => Canticle of Simeon, Nunc dimittis -- (the prayer of Simeon (Luke 2:29-32)) 
                   => Evening Prayer, evensong --
 ((Anglican Church) a daily evening service with prayers prescribed in the Book of Common Prayer) 
                   => Kol Nidre -- (the opening prayer on the eve of Yom Kippur) 
                   => Litany --
 (a prayer consisting of a series of invocations by the priest with responses from the congregation) 
                   => Lord's Prayer --
 (the prayer that Christ gave his disciples in the Sermon on the Mount (Matthew 6:9-13)) 
                       => Paternoster --
 ((Roman Catholic Church) the Lord's Prayer in Latin; translates as `our father') 
                   => Mass --
 (a sequence of prayers constituting the Christian eucharistic rite; "the priest said Mass") 
                   => Shema --
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 (a liturgical prayer (considered to be the essence of Jewish religion) that is recited at least twice daily by ad
ult Jewish males to declare their faith; "as soon as Leonard learned to talk he was taught to recite the first w
ords of the Shema, the creed of Judaism which originated on Sinai with Moses and is recited daily") 
               => service book -- (a book setting forth the forms of church service) 
                   => Book of Common Prayer --
 (the Anglican service book of the Church of England; has had several revisions since the Reformation and 
is widely admired for the dignity and beauty of its language) 
               => Apocrypha --
 (14 books of the Old Testament included in the Vulgate (except for II Esdras) but omitted in Jewish and Pr
otestant versions of the Bible; eastern Christian churches (except the Coptic church) accept all these books 
as canonical; the Russian Orthodox church accepts these texts as divinely inspired but does not grant them t
he same status) 
               => sapiential book, wisdom book, wisdom literature --
 (any of the biblical books (Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs, Wisdom of Solomon, Ecclesiasticus) tha
t are considered to contain widom) 
               => Pseudepigrapha --
 (52 texts written between 200 BC and AD 200 but ascribed to various prophets and kings in the Hebrew sc
riptures; many are apocalyptic in nature) 
               => Koran, Quran, al-Qur'an, Book --
 (the sacred writings of Islam revealed by God to the prophet Muhammad during his life at Mecca and Med
ina) 
               => Talmudic literature -- ((Judaism) ancient rabbinical writings) 
                   => Talmud --
 (the collection of ancient rabbinic writings on Jewish law and tradition (the Mishna and the Gemara) that c
onstitute the basis of religious authority in Orthodox Judaism) 
                   => Haggadah, Haggada, Hagada --
 (Talmudic literature that does not deal with law but is still part of Jewish tradition) 
                   => Halakah, Halaka, Halacha --
 (Talmudic literature that deals with law and with the interpretation of the laws on the Hebrew Scriptures) 
               => Gemara -- (the second part of the Talmud consisting primarily of commentary on the Mishna) 
               => Mishna, Mishnah --
 (the first part of the Talmud; a collection of early oral interpretations of the scriptures that was compiled ab
out AD 200) 
               => Vedic literature, Veda --
 ((from the Sanskrit word for `knowledge') any of the most ancient sacred writings of Hinduism written in e
arly Sanskrit; traditionallly believed to comprise the Samhitas, the Brahmanas, the Aranyakas, and the Upa
nishads) 
                   => Samhita -- (one of four collections of sacred texts) 
                       => Rig-Veda --
 (a Veda consisting of a collection of Hindu poems dating from before 2000 BC) 
                       => Sama-Veda -- (a collection of mantras and tunes for use with the Rig-Veda) 
                       => Atharva-Veda -- (a collection of mantras and formulas) 
                       => Yajur-Veda -- (a collection of sacrificial formulas and prayers) 
                   => Brahmana --
 (prose works attached to the Samhitas instructing the Brahmins to perform the very elaborate sacrificial rit
uals) 
                   => Aranyaka --
 (a treatise resembling a Brahmana but to be read or expounded by anchorites in the quiet of the forest) 
                   => Vedanga --
 (Vedic texts from the fifth and fourth centuries BC dealing with phonetics and ritual injunctions and lingui
stics and grammar and etymology and lexicography and prosody and astronomy and astrology) 
               => Upanishad --
 (a later sacred text of Hinduism of a mystical nature dealing with metaphysical questions; "the Vedanta phi
losophy developed from the pantheistic views of the Upanishads") 
               => mantra --
 ((Sanskrit) literally a `sacred utterance' in Vedism; one of a collection of orally transmitted poetic hymns) 
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               => psalm -- (any sacred song used to praise the Deity) 
               => Psalm --
 (one of the 150 lyrical poems and prayers that comprise the Book of Psalms in the Old Testament; said to h
ave been written by David) 
           => screed -- (a long piece of writing) 
           => Ayurveda --
 ((Sanskrit) an ancient medical treatise summarizing the Hindu art of healing and prolonging life; sometime
s regarded as a 5th Veda) 
DOCUMENT < WRITTEN MATERIAL < WRITTEN LANGUAGE < COMMUNICATION <… 
=> document, written document, papers --
 (writing that provides information (especially information of an official nature)) 
               => articles of incorporation -- (a document filed with a state by the founders of a corporation) 
               => ballot -- (a document listing the alternatives that is used in voting) 
                   => absentee ballot --
 ((election) a ballot that is cast in absentia (usually mailed in prior to election day)) 
               => brevet --
 (a document entitling a commissioned officer to hold a higher rank temporarily (but without higher pay)) 
               => capitualtion -- (a document containing the terms of surrender) 
               => certificate, certification, credential, credentials --
 (a document attesting to the truth of certain stated facts) 
                   => certificate of incorporation --
 (state approval of the articles of incorporation of a corporation) 
                   => birth certificate -- (a copy of the official document giving details of a person's birth) 
                   => diploma, sheepskin -- (a document certifying the successful completion of a course of study) 
                       => Higher National Diploma, HND --
 (a diploma given for vocational training that prepares the student for a career in a particular area; good stud
ents may progress to a course leading to a degree) 
                   => commission, military commission --
 (an official document issued by a government and conferring on the recipient the rank of an officer in the a
rmed forces) 
                   => bill of health --
 (a certificate saying that a departing ship's company is healthy (to be presented at the next port of arrival)) 
                   => registration -- (a document certifying an act of registering) 
                   => teaching certificate, teacher's certificate --
 (a certificate saying that the holder is qualified to teach in the public schools) 
                   => probate, probate will --
 (a judicial certificate saying that a will is genuine and conferring on the executors the power to administer t
he estate) 
               => charter --
 (a document incorporating an institution and specifying its rights; includes the articles of incorporation and
 the certificate of incorporation) 
                   => bank charter -- (a charter authorizing the operation of a bank) 
                   => royal charter -- (a charter granted by the sovereign (especially in Great Britain)) 
                       => Magna Carta, Magna Charta, The Great Charter --
 (the royal charter of political rights given to rebellious English barons by King John in 1215) 
               => commercial document, commercial instrument -- (a document of or relating to commerce) 
                   => statement, financial statement -- (a document showing credits and debits) 
                       => bank statement --
 (a periodic statement prepared by a bank for each client; "I wish my bank statement arrived earlier in the m
onth") 
                       => bill, account, invoice --
 (an itemized statement of money owed for goods shipped or services rendered; "he paid his bill and left"; "
send me an account of what I owe") 
                           => electric bill -- (a bill for money owed for electricity used) 
                           => hotel bill -- (statement of charges for staying in a hotel) 
                           => medical bill, doctor's bill -- (statement of charges for medical services) 
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                           => phone bill, telephone bill -- (statement of charges for telephone service) 
                           => reckoning, tally -- (a bill for an amount due) 
                           => tax bill -- (money owed for taxes) 
                           => check, chit, tab -- (the bill in a restaurant; "he asked the waiter for the check") 
                       => account, accounting, account statement --
 (a statement of recent transactions and the resulting balance; "they send me an accounting every month") 
                           => capital account --
 ((finance) an account of the net value of a business at a specified date) 
                           => capital account --
 ((economics) that part of the balance of payments recording a nation's outflow and inflow of financial secu
rities) 
                           => profit and loss, profit and loss account --
 (an account compiled at the end of an accounting period to show gross and net profit or loss) 
                           => suspense account --
 (an account used temporarily to carry doubtful receipts and disbursements or discrepancies pending their a
nalysis and permanent classification) 
                           => expense account, travel and entertainment account --
 (an account to which salespersons or executives can charge travel and entertainment expenses) 
                       => income statement, earnings report, operating statement, profit-and-loss statement --
 (a financial statement that gives operating results for a specific period) 
                   => coupon, voucher -- (a negotiable certificate that can be detached and redeemed as needed) 
                       => book token --
 (a gift voucher that can be exchanged for books costing up to am amount given on the voucher) 
                       => meal ticket, luncheon voucher --
 (coupon redeemable at a restaurant and entitling the holder to a meal) 
                       => twofer --
 (a coupon that allows the holder to purchase two items (as two tickets to a play) for the price of one) 
                   => ticket --
 (a commercial document showing that the holder is entitled to something (as to ride on public transportatio
n or to enter a public entertainment)) 
                       => commutation ticket, season ticket --
 (a ticket good for several trips or to attend a season of entertainments; sold at a reduced rate) 
                       => plane ticket, airplane ticket -- (a ticket good for a trip on an airplane) 
                       => pass -- (a complementary (free) ticket; "the start got passes for his family") 
                       => transfer -- (a ticket that allows a passenger to change conveyances) 
                       => railroad ticket, train ticket -- (a ticket good for a ride on a railroad train) 
                       => theater ticket, theatre ticket -- (a ticket good for admission to a theater) 
                       => bus ticket -- (a ticket good for a ride on a bus) 
                       => round-trip ticket, return ticket --
 (a ticket to a place and back (usually over the same route)) 
                           => day return -- (a return ticket (at reduced fare) for traveling both ways in the same day) 
                   => appraisal, estimate, estimation --
 (a document appraising the value of something (as for insurance or taxation)) 
                       => overestimate, overestimation, overvaluation, overappraisal --
 (an appraisal that is too high) 
                   => order, purchase order --
 (a commercial document used to request someone to supply something in return for payment and providin
g specifications and quantities; "IBM received an order for a hundred computers") 
                       => credit order, bill-me order --
 (an order that is received without payment; requires billing at a later date) 
                           => open account -- (an unpaid credit order) 
                       => indent -- (an order for goods to be exported or imported) 
                       => market order --
 (an order to a broker to sell or buy stocks or commodities at the prevailing market price) 
                       => production order -- (an order that initiates the manufacturing process) 
                       => stop order, stop-loss order --
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 (an order to a broker to sell (buy) when the price of a security falls (rises) to a designated level) 
                       => stop payment -- (a depositor's order to a bank to refuse payment on a check) 
                       => mail order -- (a purchase negotiated by mail) 
               => confession -- (a written document acknowledging an offense and signed by the guilty party) 
               => copyright, right of first publication --
 (a document granting exclusive right to publish and sell literary or musical or artistic work) 
               => enclosure, inclosure --
 (something (usually a supporting document) that is enclosed in an envelope with a covering letter) 
               => form -- (a printed document with spaces in which to write; "he filled out his tax form") 
                   => application form -- (a form to use when making an application) 
                   => claim form -- (a form to use when filing a claim) 
                   => order form -- (a form to use when placing an order) 
                   => questionnaire --
 (a form containing a set of questions; submitted to people to gain statistical information) 
                       => personality inventory, personality assessment --
 (a questionnaire that is supposed to yield a description of a person's personality traits; "a personality invent
ory is a direct test of personality, as contrasted with a projective test") 
                           => self-report personality inventory, self-report inventory --
 (a personality inventory in which a person is asked which of a list of traits and characteristics describe her 
or him or to indicate which behaviors and hypothetical choices he or she would make) 
                               => California Personality Inventory, CPI -- (a self-
report personality inventory originally derived from the MMPI; consists of several hundred yes-
no questions and yields scores on a number of scales including dominance and self acceptance and self cont
rol and socialization and achievement etc.) 
                               => Eysenck Personality Inventory, EPI -- (a self-
report personality inventory based on Hans Eysenck's factor analysis of personality which assumes three ba
sic factors (the two most important being extraversion to introversion and neuroticism)) 
                               => Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory, MMPI -- (a self-
report personality inventory consisting of 550 items that describe feelings or actions which the person is as
ked to agree with or disagree with; many scales estimating traits and qualities of personality have been deve
loped using MMPI items) 
                               => Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire, 16 PF -- (a self-
report personality inventory developed by Raymond B. Cattell to measure the 16 personality dimensions th
at emerged from his factor analysis of a wide range of traits) 
                   => requisition, requisition form --
 (an official form on which a request in made; "first you have to fill out the requisition") 
                   => tax form -- (a form to use when paying your taxes) 
                   => telegraph form -- (a form to use when sending a telegram) 
LEGAL DOCUMENT < DOCUMENT < WRITING < WRITTEN COMMUNICATION < 
COMMUNICATION < SOCIAL RELATION < RELATIONSHIP 
               => legal document, legal instrument, official document, instrument --
 ((law) a document that states some contractual relationship or grants some right) 
                   => derivative instrument, derivative --
 (a financial instrument whose value is based on another security) 
                       => futures contract --
 (an agreement to buy or sell a specific amount of a commodity or financial instrument at a particular price 
on a stipulated future date; the contract can be sold before the settlement date) 
                           => stock-index futures --
 (a futures contract based on a stock index; a bet on the future price of the indexed group of stocks) 
                       => option --
 (the right to buy or sell property at an agreed price; the right is purchased and if it is not exercised by a stat
ed date the money is forfeited) 
                           => naked option --
 (a put or call option for which the seller or buyer has no underlying security position) 
                           => covered option -- (a put or call option backed by the shares underlying the option) 
                           => call option, call --
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 (the option to buy a given stock (or stock index or commodity future) at a given price before a given date) 
                           => put option, put --
 (the option to sell a given stock (or stock index or commodity future) at a given price before a given date) 
                           => straddle --
 (the option to buy or sell a given stock (or stock index or commodity future) at a given price before a given
 date; consists of an equal number of put and call options) 
                           => incentive option, incentive stock option --
 (an option granted to corporate executives if the company achieves certain financial goals) 
                           => stock option --
 (the right to buy or sell a stock at a specified price within a stated period) 
                               => call option -- (an option to buy) 
                               => put option -- (an option to sell) 
                           => lock-up option --
 (an option to buy the crown jewels offered to a white knight in order to forestall a hostile takeover) 
                   => negotiable instrument -- (an unconditional order or promise to pay an amount of money) 
                       => draft, bill of exchange, order of payment --
 (a document ordering the payment of money; drawn by one person or bank on another) 
                           => overdraft -- (a draft in excess of the credit balance) 
                           => foreign bill, foreign draft --
 (a bill of exchange that is drawn in one country and made payable in another) 
                           => inland bill --
 (a bill of exchange that is both drawn and made payable in the same country) 
                           => redraft --
 (a draft for the amount of a dishonored draft plus the costs and charges of drafting again) 
                           => trade acceptance --
 (a bill of exchange for a specific purchase; drawn on the buyer by the seller and bearing the buyer's accepta
nce) 
                           => bank draft, banker's draft --
 (a draft drawn by a bank against funds deposited in another bank) 
                           => dividend warrant --
 (an order of payment (such as a check payable to a shareholder) in which a dividend is paid) 
                           => money order, postal order --
 (a written order for the payment of a sum to a named individual; obtainable and payable at a post office) 
                           => acceptance, banker's acceptance --
 (banking: a time draft drawn on and accepted by a bank) 
                           => check, bank check, cheque --
 (a written order directing a bank to pay money; "he paid all his bills by check") 
                               => bad check, bad cheque --
 (a check that is dishonored on presentation because of insufficient funds; "issuing a bad check is a form of 
larceny") 
                               => kite --
 (a bank check drawn on insufficient funds at another bank in order to take advantage of the float) 
                               => kite -- (a bank check that has been fraudulently altered to increase its face value) 
                               => counter check --
 (a blank check provided by a bank for the convenience of customers who are making withdrawals) 
                               => giro, giro cheque --
 (a check given by the British government to someone who is unemployed; it can be cashed either at a bank
 or at the post office) 
                               => paycheck, payroll check -- (a check issued in payment of wages or salary) 
                               => certified check, certified cheque --
 (a check containing certification that the person who issued the check has sufficient funds on deposit to co
ver payment) 
                               => personal check, personal cheque --
 (a check drawn against funds deposited in your personal checking account) 
                               => cashier's check, treasurer's check, cashier's cheque, treasurer's cheque --
 (a check issued by the officer of a bank on the banks own account (not that of a private person); "cashier's 
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checks are as good as cash") 
                               => blank check, blank cheque --
 (a check that has been signed but with the amount payable left blank) 
                               => medicare check, medicare payment --
 (a check reimbursing an aged person for the expenses of health care) 
                           => sight draft, sight bill -- (a draft payable on presentation) 
                           => time draft, time bill -- (a draft payable at a specified future date) 
                   => passport --
 (a document issued by a country to a citizen allowing that person to travel abroad and re-
enter the home country) 
                   => ship's papers --
 (official papers which a ship is legally required to have; related to ownership, cargo, etc.) 
                   => manifest -- (a customs document listing the contents put on a ship or plane) 
                   => debenture -- (a certificate or voucher acknowledging a debt) 
                   => power of attorney -- (a legal instrument authorizing someone to act as the grantor's agent) 
                       => stock power --
 (a power of attorney document to transfer ownership of a registered security from the owner to another par
ty) 
                       => proxy --
 (a power of attorney document given by shareholders of a corporation authorizing a specific vote on their b
ehalf at a corporate meeting) 
                   => letters of administration --
 (legal document naming someone to administer an estate when no executor has been named) 
                   => letters testamentary --
 (a legal document from a probate court or court officer informing you of your appointment as executor of a
 will and empowering you to discharge those responsibilities) 
                   => working papers, work papers, work permit --
 (a legal document giving information required for employment of certain people in certain countries) 
                   => act, enactment --
 (a legal document codifying the result of deliberations of a committee or society or legislative body) 
                       => decree, edict, fiat, order, rescript --
 (a legally binding command or decision entered on the court record (as if issued by a court or judge); "a fri
end in New Mexico said that the order caused no trouble out there") 
                           => consent decree --
 (an agreement between two parties that is sanctioned by the court; for example, a company might agree to 
stop certain questionable practices without admitting guilt) 
                           => curfew --
 (an order that after a specific time certain activities (as being outside on the streets) are prohibited) 
                           => decree nisi --
 (a decree issued on a first petition for divorce; becomes absolute at some later date) 
                           => imperial decree -- (a decree issued by a sovereign ruler) 
                               => ukase -- (an edict of the Russian tsar) 
                               => pragmatic sanction --
 (an imperial decree that becomes part of the fundamental law of the land) 
                           => legal separation, judicial separation --
 (a judicial decree regulating the rights and responsibilities of a married couple living apart) 
                           => programma -- (an edict that has been publicly posted) 
                           => prohibition, ban, proscription -- (a decree that prohibits something) 
                               => banning-order -- (an order that bans something) 
                               => injunction, enjoining, enjoinment, cease and desist order --
 ((law) a judicial remedy issued in order to prohibit a party from doing or continuing to do a certain activity
; "injunction were formerly obtained by writ but now by a judicial order") 
                                   => mandatory injunction --
 (injunction requiring the performance of some specific act) 
                                   => permanent injunction, final injunction --
 (injunction issued on completion of a trial) 
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                                   => temporary injunction, interlocutory injunction --
 (injunction issued during a trial to maintain the status quo or preserve the subject matter of the litigation un
til the trial is over) 
                               => interdict, interdiction --
 (a court order prohibiting a party from doing a certain activity) 
                           => stay --
 (a judicial order forbidding some action until an event occurs or the order is lifted; "the Supreme Court has
 the power to stay an injunction pending an appeal to the whole Court") 
                               => stay of execution --
 (an order whereby a judgment is precluded from being executed for a specific period of time) 
                           => bull, papal bull --
 (a formal proclamation issued by the pope (usually written in antiquated characters and sealed with a leade
n bulla)) 
                       => legislative act, statute -- (an act passed by a legislative body) 
                           => Stamp Act --
 (an act passed by the British parliment in 1756 that raised revenue from the American colonies by a duty in
 the form of a stamp required on all newspapers and legal or commercial documents; opposition by the colo
nies resulted in the repeal of the act in 1766) 
                           => enabling act, enabling clause --
 (a provision in a law that confers on appropriate officials the power to implement or enforce the law) 
                           => Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, FISA --
 (an act passed by Congress in 1978 to establish procedures for requesting judicial authorization for foreign 
intelligence surveillance and to create the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court; intended to increase Uni
ted States counterintelligence; separate from ordinary law enforcement surveillance) 
                           => ordinance -- (a statute enacted by a city government) 
                           => special act --
 (a legislative act that applies only to a particular person or particular district) 
                   => law --
 (legal document setting forth rules governing a particular kind of activity; "there is a law against kidnappin
g") 
                       => anti-drug law -- (a law forbidding the sale or use of narcotic drugs) 
                       => anti-
racketeering law, Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act, RICO Act, RICO --
 (law intended to eradicate organized crime by establishing strong sanctions and forfeiture provisions) 
                       => antitrust legislation, antitrust law --
 (law intended to promote free competition in the market place by outlawing monopolies) 
                       => statute of limitations --
 (a statute prescribing the time period during which legal action can be taken) 
                       => fundamental law, organic law, constitution --
 (law determining the fundamental political principles of a government) 
                           => United States Constitution, Constitution of the United States --
 (the constitution written at the Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia in 1787 and subsequently ratified
 by the original thirteen states) 
                       => public law -- (a law affecting the public at large) 
                       => blue law -- (a statute regulating work on Sundays) 
                       => blue sky law --
 (a state law regulating the sale of securities in an attempt to control the sale of securities in fraudulent enter
prises) 
                       => gag law -- (any law that limits freedom of the press) 
                       => homestead law -- (a law conferring privileges on owners of homesteads) 
                       => poor law -- (a law providing support for the poor) 
                       => Riot Act --
 (a former English law requiring mobs to disperse after a magistrate reads the law to them) 
                       => prohibition --
 (a law forbidding the sale of alcoholic beverages; "in 1920 the 18th amendment to the Constitution establis
hed prohibition in the US") 
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                   => bill, measure --
 (a statute in draft before it becomes law; "they held a public hearing on the bill") 
                       => appropriation bill --
 (a legislative act proposing to authorize the expenditure of public funds for a specified purpose) 
                       => bill of attainder --
 (a legislative act finding a person guilty of treason or felony without a trial; "bills of attainder are prohibite
d by the Constitution of the United States") 
                       => bottle bill -- (a statute that would require merchants to reclaim used bottles) 
                       => farm bill -- (a statute that would regulate farm production and prices) 
                       => trade bill -- (a statute that would regulate foreign trade) 
                   => brief, legal brief -- (a document stating the facts and points of law of a client's case) 
                       => amicus curiae brief --
 (a brief presented by someone interested in influencing the outcome of a lawsuit but who is not a party to it
) 
                   => will, testament --
 (a legal document declaring a person's wishes regarding the disposal of their property when they die) 
                       => Old Testament --
 (the collection of books comprising the sacred scripture of the Hebrews and recording their history as the c
hosen people; the first half of the Christian Bible) 
                           => Septuagint --
 (the oldest Greek version of the Old Testament; said to have been translated from the Hebrew by Jewish sc
holars at the request of Ptolemy II) 
                       => New Testament --
 (the collection of books of the Gospels, Acts of the Apostles, the Pauline and other Epistles, and Revelatio
n; composed soon after Christ's death; the second half of the Christian Bible) 
                           => Epistle of Paul the Apostle to Philemon, Epistle to Philemon, Philemon --
 (a New Testament book containing an epistle from Saint Paul to Philemon asking Philemon to forgive the 
slave for escaping) 
                       => devise -- (a will disposing of real property) 
                   => living will --
 (a document written by someone still legally capable requesting that they should be allowed to die if subse
quently severely disabled or suffering terminal illness; "after he discovered he had AIDS he drew up a livin
g will") 
                   => deed, deed of conveyance, title --
 (a legal document signed and sealed and delivered to effect a transfer of property and to show the legal rig
ht to possess it; "he signed the deed"; "he kept the title to his car in the glove compartment") 
                       => bill of sale -- (a deed transferring personal property) 
                       => deed poll -- (a deed made and executed by only one party) 
                       => enfeoffment --
 (under the feudal system, the deed by which a person was given land in exchange for a pledge of service) 
                       => mortgage deed -- (deed embodying a mortgage) 
                       => title deed -- (a legal document proving a person's right to property) 
                           => muniments -- (deeds and other documentary evidence of title to land) 
                   => assignment --
 (the instrument by which a claim or right or interest or property is transferred from one person to another) 
                   => trust deed, deed of trust --
 (a written instrument legally conveying property to a trustee often used to secure an obligation such as a m
ortgage or promissory note) 
                   => conveyance -- (document effecting a property transfer) 
                       => quitclaim, quitclaim deed -- (document transferring title or right or claim to another) 
                   => tax return, income tax return, return --
 (document giving the tax collector information about the taxpayer's tax liability; "his gross income was eno
ugh that he had to file a tax return") 
                       => amended return -- (a tax return that corrects the information in an earlier return) 
                       => declaration of estimated tax, estimated tax return --
 (return required of a taxpayer whose tax withheld from income does not meet the tax liability for the year) 
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                       => false return -- (an incorrect income tax return) 
                       => information return --
 (a return that provides information to the tax collector but does not compute the tax liability) 
                       => joint return -- (a return filed by a husband and wife) 
                   => license, licence, permit -- (a legal document giving official permission to do something) 
                       => building permit --
 (a document authorizing the holder to construct a building of a particular kind on a particular lot) 
                       => driver's license, driver's licence, driving license, driving licence --
 (a license authorizing the bearer to drive a motor vehicle) 
                       => fishing license, fishing licence, fishing permit --
 (a license authorizing the bearer to fish during a specified period of time) 
                       => hunting license, hunting licence, hunting permit, game license --
 (a license authorizing the bearer to kill a certain type of animal during a specified period of time) 
                       => learner's permit -- (a document authorizing the bearer to learn to drive an automobile) 
                       => letter of marque, letters of marque, letter of mark and reprisal --
 (a license to a private citizen to seize property of another nation) 
                       => liquor license, liquor licence --
 (a license authorizing the holder to sell alcoholic beverages) 
                           => on-license -- (a license to sell liquor for consumption on the premises) 
                       => marriage license, marriage licence, wedding license, wedding licence --
 (a license authorizing a man and a woman to marry) 
                       => occupation license, occupation licence -- (a license to pursue a particular occupation) 
                       => pass, liberty chit --
 (a permit to enter or leave a military installation; "he had to show his pass in order to get out") 
                   => patent, letters patent -- (an official document granting a right or privilege) 
                   => opinion, legal opinion, judgment, judgement --
 (the legal document stating the reasons for a judicial decision; "opinions are usually written by a single jud
ge") 
                       => concurring opinion --
 (an opinion that agrees with the court's disposition of the case but is written to express a particular judge's r
easoning) 
                       => dissenting opinion -- (an opinion that disagrees with the court's disposition of the case) 
                       => majority opinion --
 (the opinion joined by a majority of the court (generally known simply as `the opinion')) 
                       => fatwah --
 ((Islam) a legal opinion or ruling issued by an Islamic scholar; "bin Laden issued three fatwahs calling upo
n Muslims to take up arms against the United States") 
                       => obiter dictum, dictum --
 (an opinion voiced by a judge on a point of law not directly bearing on the case in question and therefore n
ot binding) 
                   => acquittance, release -- (a legal document evidencing the discharge of a debt or obligation) 
                   => writ, judicial writ -- ((law) a legal document issued by a court or judicial officer) 
                       => court order --
 (a writ issued by a court of law requiring a person to do something or to refrain from doing something) 
                           => divestiture --
 (an order to an offending party to rid itself of property; it has the purpose of depriving the defendant of the 
gains of wrongful behavior; "the court found divestiture to be necessary in preventing a monopoly") 
                           => execution, writ of execution --
 (a routine court order that attempts to enforce the judgment that has been granted to a plaintiff by authorizi
ng a sheriff to carry it out) 
                           => gag order --
 (a court order restricting information or comment by the participants involved in a lawsuit; "imposing a ga
g order on members of the press violates the First Amendment") 
                           => garnishment --
 (a court order to an employer to withhold all or part of an employee's wages and to send the money to the c
ourt or to the person who won a lawsuit against the employee) 
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                           => interdict, interdiction -- (a court order prohibiting a party from doing a certain activity) 
                       => warrant -- (a writ from a court commanding police to perform specified acts) 
                           => search warrant --
 (a warrant authorizing law enforcement officials to search for objects or people involved in the commissio
n of a crime and to produce them in court; the warrant describes the locations where the officials may searc
h) 
                           => bench warrant, arrest warrant --
 (a warrant authorizing law enforcement officials to apprehend an offender and bring that person to court) 
                               => pickup -- (a warrant to take someone into custody; "put out a pickup on that man") 
                           => death warrant -- (a warrant to execute the death sentence) 
                           => cachet, lettre de cachet --
 (a warrant formerly issued by a French king who could warrant imprisonment or death in a signed letter un
der his seal) 
                           => reprieve --
 (a warrant granting postponement (usually to postpone the execution of the death sentence)) 
                           => commutation -- (a warrant substituting a lesser punishment for a greater one) 
                           => pardon, amnesty -- (a warrant granting release from punishment for an offense) 
                       => assize --
 (an ancient writ issued by a court of assize to the sheriff for the recovery of property) 
                       => certiorari, writ of certiorari --
 (a common law writ issued by a superior court to one of inferior jurisdiction demanding the record of a par
ticular case) 
                       => habeas corpus, writ of habeas corpus --
 (a writ ordering a prisoner to be brought before a judge) 
                       => venire facias -- (a judicial writ ordering a sheriff to summon people for jury duty) 
                       => mandamus, writ of mandamus --
 (an extraordinary writ commanding an official to perform a ministerial act that the law recognizes as an ab
solute duty and not a matter for the official's discretion; used only when all other judicial remedies fail) 
                       => attachment --
 (a writ authorizing the seizure of property that may be needed for the payment of a judgment in a judicial p
roceeding) 
                       => fieri facias -- (a writ ordering a levy on the belongings of a debtor to satisfy the debt) 
                       => scire facias --
 (a judicial writ based on some record and requiring the party against whom it is brought to show cause wh
y the record should not be enforced or annulled) 
                       => sequestration -- (a writ that authorizes the seizure of property) 
                       => writ of detinue --
 (a writ ordering the release of goods that have been unlawfully detained) 
                       => writ of election -- (a writ ordering the holding of an election) 
                       => writ of error --
 (a judicial writ from an appellate court ordering the court of record to produce the records of trial) 
                       => writ of prohibition --
 (a judicial writ from a higher court ordering a lower court not to exercise jurisdiction in a particular case) 
                       => writ of right -- (a writ ordering that land be restored to its rightful owner) 
                       => summons, process --
 (a writ issued by authority of law; usually compels the defendant's attendance in a civil suit; failure to appe
ar results in a default judgment against the defendant) 
                           => citation -- (a summons that commands the appearance of a party at a proceeding) 
                           => monition, process of monition --
 (a summons issued after the filing of a libel or claim directing all parties concerned to show cause why the 
judgment asked for should not be granted) 
                           => ticket --
 (a summons issued to an offender (especially to someone who violates a traffic regulation)) 
                               => speeding ticket -- (a ticket issued for driving above the speed limit) 
                               => parking ticket -- (a ticket issued for parking in a restricted place) 
                       => subpoena, subpoena ad testificandum --
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 (a writ issued by court authority to compel the attendance of a witness at a judicial proceeding; disobedien
ce may be punishable as a contempt of court) 
                       => subpoena duces tecum --
 (a writ issued by a court at the request of one of the parties to a suit; it requires a witness to bring to court o
r to a deposition any relevant documents under the witness's control) 
                   => mandate, authorization, authorisation --
 (a document giving an official instruction or command) 
                   => affidavit --
 (written declaration made under oath; a written statement sworn to be true before someone legally authoriz
ed to administer an oath) 
                       => verification --
 ((law) an affidavit attached to a statement confirming the truth of that statement) 
                   => written agreement -- (a legal document summarizing the agreement between parties) 
                       => contract -- (a binding agreement between two or more persons that is enforceable by law) 
                           => adhesion contract, contract of adhesion --
 (a contract that heavily restricts one party while leaving the other free (as some standard form printed contr
acts); implies inequality in bargaining power) 
                           => aleatory contract --
 (a contract whose performance by one party depends on the occurrence of an uncertain contingent event (b
ut if it is contingent on the outcome of a wager it is not enforceable)) 
                           => bilateral contract --
 (a contract involving mutual promises (each part is both promisor and promisee)) 
                           => charter -- (a contract to hire or lease transportation) 
                           => conditional contract --
 (a contract whose performance depends on a fact or event that affects legal relations) 
                           => cost-plus contract --
 (a contract in which the contractor is paid his total cost plus a stated percentage of profit) 
                           => gambling contract --
 (a contract whose performance by one party is contingent on the outcome of a bet; unenforceable by statut
e in most jurisdictions) 
                           => lease --
 (a contract granting use or occupation of property during a specified time for a specified payment) 
                           => marriage contract, marriage settlement -- (a prenuptial agreement or contract) 
                           => output contract --
 (a contract in which you promise to deliver your entire output to the other party who promises to accept it) 
                           => policy, insurance policy, insurance --
 (written contract or certificate of insurance; "you should have read the small print on your policy") 
                               => floater, floating policy --
 (an insurance policy covering loss of movable property (e.g. jewelry) regardless of its location) 
                           => purchase contract, purchase agreement -- (a contract stating the terms of a purchase) 
                           => quasi contract --
 (a contract created by law for reasons of justice without any expression of assent) 
                           => requirements contract --
 (a contract in which you agree to purchase all your requirements of a particular sort from one party) 
                           => sealed instrument, contract under seal, special contract --
 (a contract that is signed and has the (wax) seal of the signer attached) 
                           => service contract -- (a contract for maintenance services) 
                           => severable contract --
 (a contract in which in the event of a breach by one of the parties can be considered as several independent
 agreements expressed in a single instrument) 
                           => subcontract --
 (a contract assigning to another party some obligations of a prior contract) 
                           => partnership --
 (a contract between two or more persons who agree to pool talent and money and share profits or losses) 
                           => articles of agreement, shipping articles --
 (a contract between crew and captain of a ship) 
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                           => concession, grant --
 (a contract granting the right to operate a subsidiary business; "he got the beer concession at the ball park") 
                               => franchise --
 (an authorization to sell a company's goods or services in a particular place) 
                           => labor contract, labor agreement, collective agreement --
 (contract between labor and management government wages and benefits and working conditions) 
                               => yellow-dog contract -- (a now-
illegal labor contract whereby the employee agrees not to join a trade union) 
                           => employment contract, employment agreement --
 (contract between employer and employee) 
                           => distribution agreement --
 (a contract governing the marketing of an item of merchandise) 
                           => licensing agreement --
 (contract giving someone the legal right to use a patent or trademark) 
                           => merger agreement, acquisition agreement --
 (contract governing the merger of two or more companies) 
                           => sale in gross, contract of hazard --
 (a sale of a tract of land as a whole without a warranty as to the acreage) 
                           => indenture --
 (a contract binding one party into the service of another for a specified term) 
                       => Articles of Confederation --
 (a written agreement ratified in 1781 by the thirteen original states; it provided a legal symbol of their unio
n by gave the central government no coercive power over the states or their citizens) 
                       => submission --
 (a legal document summarizing an agreement between parties in a dispute to abide by the decision of an ar
biter) 
                       => covenant, compact, concordat --
 (a signed written agreement between two or more parties (nations) to perform some action) 
                           => Lateran Treaty --
 (the agreement signed in the Lateran Palace in 1929 by Italy and the Holy See which recognized the Vatica
n City as a sovereign and independent papal state) 
                       => indenture --
 (formal agreement between the issuer of bonds and the bondholders as to terms of the debt) 
                       => obligation --
 (a legal agreement specifying a payment or action and the penalty for failure to comply) 
                           => debt -- (an obligation to pay or do something) 
                       => treaty, pact, accord -- (a written agreement between two states or sovereigns) 
                           => alliance --
 (a formal agreement establishing an association or alliance between nations or other groups to achieve a pa
rticular aim) 
                           => commercial treaty -- (a treaty governing commerce between two or more nations) 
                           => peace, peace treaty, pacification --
 (a treaty to cease hostilities; "peace came on November 11th") 
                               => Peace of Westphalia -- (the peace treaty that ended the Thirty Years' War in 1648) 
                               => Treaty of Versailles --
 (the treaty imposed on Germany by the Allied powers in 1920 after the end of World War I which demand
ed exorbitant reparations from the Germans) 
                           => convention -- ((diplomacy) an international agreement) 
                               => Chemical Weapons Convention --
 (a global treaty banning the production or acquisition of stockpiling or transfer of use of chemical weapons
) 
                               => Geneva Convention -- (an agreement concerning the treatment of prisoners of war) 
                           => North Atlantic Treaty --
 (the treaty signed in 1949 by 12 countries that established NATO) 
                           => SALT I --
 (the first treaty between the United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics resulting from the St
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rategic Arms Limitation Talks) 
                           => SALT II --
 (the second treaty between the United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics resulting from the
 Strategic Arms Limitation Talks) 
                       => escrow --
 (a written agreement (or property or money) delivered to a third party or put in trust by one party to a contr
act to be returned after fulfillment of some condition) 
                   => indictment, bill of indictment --
 (a formal document written for a prosecuting attorney charging a person with some offense) 
                       => murder charge, murder indictment -- (an indictment charging someone with murder) 
                       => true bill -- (an indictment endorsed by a grand jury) 
                   => impeachment -- (a formal document charging a public official with misconduct in office) 
                   => arraignment -- (a legal document calling someone to court to answer an indictment) 
SECURITY, SERTIFICATE < LEGAL INSTRUMENT < DOCUMENT, WRITING < WRITTEN 
COMMUNICATION, LANGUAGE <… 
                   => security, certificate --
 (a formal declaration that documents a fact of relevance to finance and investment; the holder has a right to
 receive interest or dividends; "he held several valuable securities") 
                       => government security, agency security --
 (a security issued by United States government agencies or the Farm Credit System) 
                       => mortgage-backed security --
 (a security created when a group of mortgages are gathered together and bonds are sold to other institution
s or the public; investors receive a portion of the interest payments on the mortgages as well as the principal
 payments; usually guaranteed by the government) 
                       => registered security --
 (a security whose owner's name is recorded on the books of the issuer (or issuer's agent)) 
                           => registered bond --
 (a bond whose owner is recorded on the books of the issuer; can be transferred to another owner only when
 endorsed by the registered owner) 
                       => scrip --
 (a certificate whose value is recognized by the payer and payee; scrip is not currency but may be convertibl
e into currency) 
                       => stock certificate, stock --
 (a certificate documenting the shareholder's ownership in the corporation; "the value of his stocks doubled 
during the past year") 
                           => share --
 (any of the equal portions into which the capital stock of a corporation is divided and ownership of which i
s evidenced by a stock certificate; "he bought 100 shares of IBM at the market price") 
                       => bond, bond certificate -- (a certificate of debt (usually interest-
bearing or discounted) that is issued by a government or corporation in order to raise money; the issuer is re
quired to pay a fixed sum annually until maturity and then a fixed sum to repay the principal) 
                           => bond issue --
 (bonds sold by a corporation or government agency at a particular time and identifiable by date of maturity
) 
                           => convertible bond --
 (a bond that can be converted to other securities under certain conditions) 
                           => corporate bond --
 (a bond issued by a corporation; carries no claim to ownership and pays no dividends but payments to bon
dholders have priority over payments to stockholders; "a corporate bond is a safer investment than common
 stock in the same company") 
                           => coupon bond, bearer bond --
 (a bond issued with detachable coupons that must be presented to the issuer for interest payments) 
                           => government bond --
 (a bond that is an IOU on the United States Treasury; considered the safest security in the investment worl
d) 
                               => savings bond -- (non-
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negotiable government bond; cannot be bought and sold once the original purchase is made) 
                               => Treasuries, Treasury obligations --
 (negotiable debt obligations of the United States government secured by its full faith and credit) 
                                   => Treasury bill, T-bill -- (a short-term obligation that is not interest-
bearing (it is purchased at a discount); can be traded on a discount basis for 91 days) 
                                   => Treasury bond -- (a debt instrument with maturities of 10 years or longer) 
                                   => Treasury note --
 (securities with maturities of 1 to 10 years; sold for cash or in exchange for maturing issues or at auction) 
                           => junk bond, high-yield bond --
 (a (speculative) bond with a credit rating of BB or lower; issued for leveraged buyouts and other takeovers 
by companies with questionable credit) 
                           => municipal bond -- (a bond issued by a state or local government) 
                               => utility bond, utility revenue bond --
 (a bond issued to finance the construction of public utility services) 
                           => noncallable bond --
 (a bond containing a provision that the holder cannot redeem the security before a specific date (usually at 
maturity)) 
                           => performance bond, surety bond --
 (a bond given to protect the recipient against loss in case the terms of a contract are not filled; a surety com
pany assumes liability for nonperformance) 
                           => post-obit bond --
 (a bond made by a reversioner to secure a loan; payable out of his reversion) 
                           => registered bond --
 (a bond whose owner is recorded on the books of the issuer; can be transferred to another owner only when
 endorsed by the registered owner) 
                           => revenue bond --
 (a bond issued by an agency that is commissioned to finance public works; revenue from the public propert
y is used to pay off the bond) 
                           => secured bond -- (a bond that is back by collateral) 
                           => unsecured bond, debenture, debenture bond --
 (a bond that is backed by the credit of the issuer but not by any specific collateral) 
                           => zero coupon bond --
 (a bond that is issued at a deep discount from its value at maturity and pays no interest during the life of th
e bond) 
                           => Premium Bond --
 (a government bond that bears no interest or capital gains but enters the holder into lotteries) 
                       => zero-coupon security --
 (a security that makes no interest payments but instead is sold at a deep discount from its face value) 
                           => zero-coupon bond -- (the commonest form of zero-coupon security) 
                       => partnership certificate --
 (a certificate showing the interests of all parties in a business partnership) 
                       => proprietorship certificate --
 (a certificate showing who is responsible in an individually owned business) 
                       => convertible, convertible security --
 (a corporate security (usually bonds or preferred stock) that can be exchanged for another form of security 
(usually common stock)) 
                       => letter security --
 (a stock or bond that is not registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission and cannot be sold in 
the public market) 
                           => letter stock --
 (stock that has not been registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission and cannot be sold to the
 general public) 
                           => letter bond --
 (a bond that has not been registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission and cannot be sold to th
e general public) 
                       => listed security --
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 (a security that has been accepted for trading by one of the organized and registered securities exchanges i
n the US) 
                       => unlisted security, over the counter security, OTC security -- (a security traded in the over-
the-counter market) 
                           => over the counter stock, OTC stock, unlisted stock --
 (stock that is not listed and traded on an organized exchange) 
                               => penny stock -- (a stock selling for less that $1/share) 
               => papyrus -- (a document written on papyrus) 
               => patent, patent of invention -- (a document granting an inventor sole rights to an invention) 
               => platform, political platform, political program, program --
 (a document stating the aims and principles of a political party; "their candidate simply ignored the party pl
atform"; "they won the election even though they offered no positive program") 
               => resignation --
 (a formal document giving notice of your intention to resign; "he submitted his resignation as of next mont
h") 
                   => abdication, stepping down -- (the act of abdicating) 
               => resolution, declaration, resolve -- (a formal expression by a meeting; agreed to by a vote) 
                   => Declaration of Independence --
 (the document recording the proclamation of the second Continental Congress (4 July 1776) asserting the i
ndependence of the colonies from Great Britain) 
                   => joint resolution --
 (a resolution passed by both houses of Congress which becomes legally binding when signed by the chief e
xecutive (or passed over the executive's veto)) 
               => source --
 (a document (or organization) from which information is obtained; "the reporter had two sources for the st
ory") 
                   => source materials -- (publications from which information is obtained) 
                   => well, wellspring, fountainhead -- (an abundant source; "she was a well of information") 
               => specification --
 ((patent law) a document drawn up by the applicant for a patent of invention that provides an explicit and d
etailed description of the nature and usse of an invention) 
               => voucher -- (a document that serves as evidence of some expenditure) 
               => report, study, written report --
 (a written document describing the findings of some individual or group; "this accords with the recent stud
y by Hill and Dale") 
                   => assay -- (a written report of the results of an analysis of the composition of some substance) 
                   => case study --
 (a careful study of some social unit (as a corporation or division within a corporation) that attempts to deter
mine what factors led to its success or failure) 
                   => white book, white paper -- (a government report; bound in white) 
                   => blue book -- (a report published by the British government; bound in blue) 
                   => green paper --
 (a preliminary report of government proposals that is published in order to stimulate discussion) 
                   => progress report -- (a report of work accomplished during a specified time period) 
                   => position paper -- (a report that explains or justifies or recommends some particular policy) 
                   => medical report -- (a report of the results of a medical examination of a patient) 
           => dramatic composition, dramatic work --
 (a play for performance on the stage or television or in a movie etc.) 
               => play, drama, dramatic play --
 (a dramatic work intended for performance by actors on a stage; "he wrote several plays but only one was 
produced on Broadway") 
                   => Grand Guignol -- (a play of a macabre or horrific nature) 
                   => theater of the absurd --
 (plays stressing the irrational or illogical aspects of life, usually to show that modern life is pointless; "Sam
uel Beckett and Eugene Ionesco have written plays for the theater of the absurd") 
                   => playlet -- (a short play) 
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                   => miracle play -- (a medieval play representing episodes from the life of a saint or martyr) 
                   => morality play --
 (an allegorical play popular in the 15th and 16th centuries; characters personified virtues and vices) 
                   => mystery play -- (a medieval play representing episodes from the life of Christ) 
                   => Passion play -- (a play representing the Passion of Christ) 
                   => satyr play -- (an ancient Greek burlesque with a chorus of satyrs) 
               => act -- (a subdivision of a play or opera or ballet) 
               => scene -- (a subdivision of an act of a play; "the first act has three scenes") 
               => script, book, playscript --
 (a written version of a play or other dramatic composition; used in preparing for a performance) 
                   => promptbook, prompt copy -- (the copy of the playscript used by the prompter) 
                   => continuity --
 (a detailed script used in making a film in order to avoid discontinuities from shot to shot) 
                   => dialogue, dialog -- (the lines spoken by characters in drama or fiction) 
                       => duologue -- (a part of the script in which the speaking roles are limited to two actors) 
                   => libretto -- (the words of an opera or musical play) 
                   => scenario -- (an outline or synopsis of a play (or, by extension, of a literary work)) 
                   => screenplay -- (a script for a film including dialogue and descriptions of characters and sets) 
                   => shooting script -- (the final detailed script for making a movie or TV program) 
           => dithyramb -- (a wildly enthusiastic speech or piece of writing) 
           => plagiarism --
 (a piece of writing that has been copied from someone else and is presented as being your own work) 
           => transcript --
 (something that has been transcribed; a written record (usually typewritten) of dictated or recorded speech;
 "he read a transcript of the interrogation"; "you can obtain a transcript of this radio program by sending a s
elf-addressed envelope to the station") 
       => writing --
 ((usually plural) the collected work of an author; "the idea occurs with increasing frequency in Hemingway
's writings") 
           => patristics, patrology -- (the writings of the early Church Fathers) 
       => prescription --
 (written instructions from a physician or dentist to a druggist concerning the form and dosage of a drug to 
be issued to a given patient) 
       => prescription -- (written instructions for an optician on the lenses for a given person) 
       => reading, reading material --
 (written material intended to be read; "the teacher assigned new readings"; "he bought some reading materi
al at the airport") 
       => correspondence -- (communication by the exchange of letters) 
           => card --
 (a rectangular piece of stiff paper used to send messages (may have printed greetings or pictures); "they se
nt us a card from Miami") 
               => get-well card -- (a card expressing get-well wishes) 
               => greeting card -- (a card sent to express personal greetings) 
                   => birthday card -- (a card expressing a birthday greeting) 
                   => Christmas card -- (a card expressing a Christmas greeting) 
                   => Easter card -- (a card expressing an Easter greeting) 
                   => Valentine -- (a card sent or given (as to a sweetheart) on Saint Valentine's Day) 
               => postcard, post card, postal card, mailing-card --
 (a card for sending messages by post without an envelope) 
                   => lettercard -- (a postcard that folds so the message is inside) 
                   => picture postcard -- (a postcard with a picture on one side) 
               => sympathy card -- (a card expressing sympathy) 
                   => Mass card --
 ((Roman Catholic Church) a card sent to a bereaved family that says the sender has arranged for a Mass to 
be said in memory of the deceased) 
                   => spiritual bouquet --
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 ((Roman Catholic Church) a card indicating that the sender will perform certain devotional acts on behalf 
of another) 
       => code, codification -- (a set of rules or principles or laws (especially written ones)) 
           => Bushido -- (traditional code of the Japanese samurai which stressed courage and loyalty and self-
discipline and simple living) 
           => legal code -- (a code of laws adopted by a state or nation; "a code of laws") 
               => Roman law, Justinian code, civil law, jus civile --
 (the legal code of ancient Rome; codified under Justinian; the basis for many modern systems of civil law) 
               => Salic law -- (the code of laws of the Salian Franks and other German tribes) 
               => criminal law -- (the body of law dealing with crimes and their punishment) 
               => penal code -- (the legal code governing crimes and their punishment) 
               => United States Code, U. S. Code --
 (a consolidation and codification by subject matter of the general and permanent laws of the United States;
 is prepared and published by a unit of the United States House of Representatives) 
           => building code --
 (set of standards established and enforced by local government for the structural safety of buildings) 
           => dress code --
 (a set of rules specifying the correct manner of dress while on the premises of the institution (or specifying 
what manner of dress is prohibited)) 
           => fire code --
 (set of standards established and enforced by government for fire prevention and safety in case of fire as in
 fire escapes etc) 
           => omerta --
 (a code of silence practiced by the Mafia; a refusal to give evidence to the police about criminal activities) 
           => sanitary code, health code --
 (set of standards established and enforced by government for health requirements as in plumbing etc) 
           => Highway Code -- (the code of rules governing the use of public roads) 
       => print, black and white -- (the result of the printing process; "I want to see it in black and white") 
           => fingerprint --
 (biometric identification from a print made by an impression of the ridges in the skin of a finger; often use
d as evidence in criminal investigations) 
               => loop -- (the basic pattern of the human fingerprint) 
               => thumbprint -- (fingerprint made by the thumb (especially by the pad of the thumb)) 
           => small print, fine print --
 (material printed in small type; "he needed his glasses in order to read the fine print") 
 

AUDITORY COMMUNICATION 
 
auditory communication -- (communication that relies on hearing) 
       => audio, sound --
 (the audible part of a transmitted signal; "they always raise the audio for commercials") 
       => music --
 (an artistic form of auditory communication incorporating instrumental or vocal tones in a structured and c
ontinuous manner) 
           => section, subdivision -- (a self-
contained part of a larger composition (written or musical); "he always turns first to the business section"; "
the history of this work is discussed in the next section") 
               => lead, lead-in -- (the introductory section of a story; "it was an amusing lead-
in to a very serious matter") 
               => canto -- (a major division of a long poem) 
               => sports section -- (the section of a newspaper that reports on sports) 
               => article, clause -- (a separate section of a legal document (as a statute or contract or will)) 
                   => arbitration clause --
 (a clause in a contract providing for arbitration of disputes arising under the contract) 
                   => deductible --
 (a clause in an insurance policy that relieves the insurer of responsibility to pay the initial loss up to a state
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d amount) 
                   => escalator clause, escalator --
 (a clause in a contract that provides for an increase or a decrease in wages or prices or benefits etc. dependi
ng on certain conditions (as a change in the cost of living index)) 
                   => reserve clause --
 (a clause that used to be part of the contract with a professional athlete extending the contract for a year be
yond its expiration; "the reserve clause was used to bind players to a particular ball club") 
                   => rider -- (a clause that is appended to a legislative bill) 
               => book --
 (a major division of a long written composition; "the book of Isaiah")               => episode --
 (a brief section of a literary or dramatic work that forms part of a connected series) 
               => spot --
 (a section of an entertainment that is assigned to a specific performer or performance; "they changed his  
spot on the program") 
               => spot --
 (a short section or illustration (as between radio or tv programs or in a magazine) that is often used for adv
ertising) 
               => insert -- (a folded section placed between the leaves of another publication) 
               => introduction -- (the first section of a communication) 
                   => exordium -- ((rhetoric) the introductory section of an oration or discourse) 
                   => opening -- (the initial part of the introduction; "the opening established the basic theme") 
                       => teaser -- (an attention-getting opening presented at the start of a television show) 
                       => salutation -- (word of greeting used to begin a letter) 
                   => foreword, preface, prolusion -- (a short introductory essay preceding the text of a book) 
                   => preamble --
 (a preliminary introduction to a statute or constitution (usually explaining its purpose)) 
                   => prologue -- (an introduction to a play) 
               => narration -- ((rhetoric) the second section of an oration in which the facts are set forth) 
               => conclusion, end, close, closing, ending --
 (the last section of a communication; "in conclusion I want to say...") 
                   => anticlimax, bathos -- (a change from a serious subject to a disappointing one) 
                   => epilogue, epilog --
 (a short passage added at the end of a literary work; "the epilogue told what eventually happened to the ma
in characters") 
                   => epilogue, epilog --
 (a short speech (often in verse) addressed directly to the audience by an actor at the end of a play) 
                   => peroration --
 ((rhetoric) the concluding section of an oration; "he summarized his main points in his peroration") 
                   => finale, coda -- (the closing section of a musical composition) 
               => passage -- (a section of text; particularly a section of medium length) 
                   => excerpt, extract, selection --
 (a passage selected from a larger work; "he presented excerpts from William James' philosophical writings
") 
                       => Haftorah, Haftarah, Haphtorah, Haphtarah --
 (a short selection from the Prophets read on every Sabbath in a Jewish synagogue following a reading from
 the Torah) 
                       => analects, analecta -- (a collection of excerpts from a literary work) 
                       => clipping, newspaper clipping, press clipping, cutting, press cutting --
 (an excerpt cut from a newspaper or magazine; "he searched through piles of letters and clippings") 
                       => cut, track --
 (a distinct selection of music from a recording or a compact disc; "he played the first cut on the cd"; "the tit
le track of the album") 
                       => quotation, quote, citation -- (a passage or expression that is quoted or cited) 
                           => epigraph -- (a quotation at the beginning of some piece of writing) 
                           => mimesis -- (the representation of another person's words in a speech) 
                           => misquotation -- (an incorrect quotation) 
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                   => locus classicus -- (an authoritative and often-quoted passage) 
                   => place -- (the passage that is being read; "he lost his place on the page") 
                   => purple passage -- (a passage full of ornate and flowery language) 
                   => transition -- (a passage that connects a topic to one that follows) 
                       => flashback --
 (a transition (in literary or theatrical works or films) to an earlier event or scene that interrupts the normal c
hronological development of the story) 
                       => flash-forward --
 (a transition (in literary or theatrical works or films) to a later event or scene that interrupts the normal chro
nological development of the story) 
                       => dissolve --
 ((film) a gradual transition from one scene to the next; the next scene is gradually superimposed as the for
mer scene fades out) 
                       => cut --
 ((film) an immediate transition from one shot to the next; "the cut from the accident scene to the hospital s
eemed too abrupt") 
                           => jump cut -- (an immediate transition from one scene to another) 
                       => jump -- ((film) an abrupt transition from one scene to another) 
                   => text --
 (a passage from the Bible that is used as the subject of a sermon; "the preacher chose a text from Psalms to
 introduce his sermon") 
               => mezuzah, mezuza --
 (religious texts from Deuteronomy inscribed on parchment and rolled up in a case that is attached to the do
orframe of many Jewish households in accordance with Jewish law) 
               => sura -- (one of the sections (or chapters) in the Koran; "the Quran is divided in 114 suras") 
                   => Fatiha, Fatihah --
 (the first or opening sura of the Quran which is the central prayer of Islam and is used on all special occasi
ons as well as during the five daily prayers) 
               => obbligato, obligato -- (a part of the score that must be performed without change or omission) 
               => recapitulation --
 (a section of a musical composition or movement in which themes introduced earlier are repeated) 
           => musical, musical comedy, musical theater --
 (a play or film whose action and dialogue is interspersed with singing and dancing) 
           => monophony, monophonic music, monody --
 (music consisting of a single vocal part (usually with accompaniment)) 
           => polyphony, polyphonic music, concerted music --
 (music arranged in parts for several voices or instruments) 
               => counterpoint -- (a musical form involving the simultaneous sound of two or more melodies) 
           => polytonality, polytonalism -- (music that uses two or more different keys at the same time) 
           => popularism -- (music adapted to the understanding and taste of the majority) 
           => harmony, musical harmony --
 (the structure of music with respect to the composition and progression of chords) 
               => harmonization, harmonisation -- (a piece of harmonized music) 
                   => reharmonization, reharmonisation --
 (a piece of music whose original harmony has been revised) 
               => four-part harmony --
 (harmony in which each chord has four notes that create four melodic lines) 
               => preparation --
 ((music) a note that produces a dissonant chord is first heard in a consonant chord; "the resolution of one di
ssonance is often the preparation for another disonance") 
               => resolution -- ((music) a dissonant chord is followed by a consonant chord) 
           => tune, melody, air, strain, melodic line, line, melodic phrase --
 (a succession of notes forming a distinctive sequence; "she was humming an air from Beethoven") 
               => flourish, fanfare, tucket --
 ((music) a short lively tune played on brass instruments; "he entered to a flourish of trumpets"; "her arrival 
was greeted with a rousing fanfare") 
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               => glissando -- (a rapid series of ascending or descending notes on the musical scale) 
                   => swoop, slide --
 ((music) rapid sliding up or down the musical scale; "the violinist was indulgent with his swoops and slide
s") 
               => roulade -- ((music) an elaborate run of several notes sung to one syllable) 
               => leitmotiv, leitmotif --
 (a melodic phrase that accompanies the reappearance of a person or situation (as in Wagner's operas)) 
               => theme song -- (a melody that recurs and comes to represent a musical play or movie) 
               => signature, signature tune, theme song --
 (a melody used to identify a performer or a dance band or radio/tv program) 
               => theme, melodic theme, musical theme, idea --
 ((music) melodic subject of a musical composition; "the theme is announced in the first measures"; "the ac
companist picked up the idea and elaborated it") 
                   => motif, motive -- (a theme that is elaborated on in a piece of music) 
                       => obbligato, obligato -- (a persistent but subordinate motif) 
                   => statement --
 ((music) the presentation of a musical theme; "the initial statement of the sonata") 
                       => augmentation --
 (the statement of a theme in notes of greater duration (usually twice the length of the original)) 
                       => diminution --
 (the statement of a theme in notes of lesser duration (usually half the length of the original)) 
                   => variation -- (a repetition of a musical theme in which it is modified or embellished) 
                       => inversion --
 ((counterpoint) a variation of a melody or part in which ll ascending intervals are replaced by descending i
ntervals and vice versa) 
               => part, voice --
 (the melody carried by a particular voice or instrument in polyphonic music; "he tried to sing the tenor part
") 
                   => primo -- (the principal part of a duet (especially a piano duet)) 
                   => secondo -- (the second or lower part of a duet (especially a piano duet)) 
                   => voice part -- (a part written for a singer) 
                       => canto -- (the highest part (usually the melody) in a piece of choral music) 
                   => accompaniment, musical accompaniment, backup, support --
 (a subordinate musical part; provides background for more important parts) 
                       => descant, discant --
 (a decorative musical accompaniment (often improvised) added above a basic melody) 
                       => vamp -- (an improvised musical accompaniment) 
                   => bass, bass part -- (the lowest part in polyphonic music) 
                       => ground bass -- (a short melody in the bass that is constantly repeated) 
                       => figured bass, basso continuo, continuo, thorough bass --
 (a bass part written out in full and accompanied by numbers to indicate the chords to be played) 
           => part music --
 (vocal music for several voices in independent parts (usually performed without accompaniment)) 
               => homophony -- (part music with one dominant voice (in a homophonic style)) 
           => musical composition, opus, composition, piece, piece of music --
 (a musical work that has been created; "the composition is written in four movements") 
               => morceau -- (a short literary or musical composition) 
               => sheet music --
 (a musical composition in printed or written form; "she turned the pages of the music as he played") 
                   => lead sheet --
 (a sheet containing the words and melody for a song (and some indication of harmony) written in simple fo
rm) 
                   => piano music -- (sheet music to be played on a piano) 
                   => score, musical score --
 (a written form of a musical composition; parts for different instruments appear on separate staves on large
 pages; "he studied the score of the sonata") 
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               => musical arrangement, arrangement --
 (a piece of music that has been adapted for performance by a particular set of voices or instruments) 
                   => orchestration --
 (an arrangement of a piece of music for performance by an orchestra or band) 
                   => instrumentation --
 (the instruments called for in a musical score or arrangement for a band or orchestra) 
               => realization, realisation --
 (a musical composition that has been completed or enriched by someone other than the composer) 
               => intermezzo --
 (a short piece of instrumental music composed for performance between acts of a drama or opera) 
               => solo -- (a musical composition for one voice or instrument (with or without accompaniment)) 
                   => voluntary --
 (composition (often improvised) for a solo instrument (especially solo organ) and not a regular part of a ser
vice or performance) 
               => duet, duette, duo -- (a musical composition for two performers) 
               => trio -- (a musical composition for three performers) 
               => quartet, quartette -- (a musical composition for four performers) 
               => quintet, quintette -- (a musical composition for five performers) 
               => sextet, sextette, sestet -- (a musical composition written for six performers) 
               => septet, septette -- (a musical composition written for seven performers) 
               => octet, octette -- (a musical composition written for eight performers) 
               => bagatelle -- (a light piece of music for piano) 
               => divertimento, serenade -- (a musical composition in several movements; has no fixed form) 
               => canon --
 (a contrapuntal piece of music in which a melody in one part is imitated exactly in other parts) 
                   => enigma canon, enigmatic canon, enigmatical canon, riddle canon --
 (a canon in which the entrances of successive parts were indicated by cryptic symbols and devices (popular
 in the 15th and 16th centuries)) 
               => etude --
 (a short composition for a solo instrument; intended as an exercise or to demonstrate technical virtuosity) 
               => pastorale, pastoral, idyll -- (a musical composition that evokes rural life) 
               => toccata --
 (a baroque musical composition (usually for a keyboard instrument) with full chords and rapid elaborate ru
ns in a rhythmically free style) 
               => fantasia -- (a musical composition of a free form usually incorporating several familiar themes) 
               => passage, musical passage -- (a short section of a musical composition) 
                   => allegro -- (a musical composition or passage performed quickly in a brisk lively manner) 
                   => intro -- (a brief introductory passage to a piece of popular music) 
                   => phrase, musical phrase -- (a short musical passage) 
                       => ligature -- ((music) a group of notes connected by a slur) 
                       => ostinato -- (a musical phrase repeated over and over during a composition) 
                           => ground bass -- (a short melody in the bass that is constantly repeated) 
                           => riff -- (a jazz ostinato; usually provides a background for a solo improvisation) 
                   => cadence -- (the close of a musical section) 
                       => plagal cadence, amen cadence --
 (a cadence (frequently ending church music) in which the chord of the subdominant precedes the chord of t
he tonic) 
                   => cadenza -- (a brilliant solo passage occuring near the end of a piece of music) 
                   => largo --
 ((music) a composition or passage that is to be performed in a slow and dignified manner) 
                   => adagio --
 ((music) a composition played in adagio tempo (slowly and gracefully); "they played the adagio too quickl
y") 
                   => recitative --
 (a vocal passage of narrative text that a singer delivers with natural rhythms of speech) 
                       => arioso -- ((music) a short recitative that is melodic but is not an aria) 
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                   => transition, modulation -- (a musical passage moving from one key to another) 
                   => impromptu --
 (a short musical passage that seems to have been made spontaneously without advance preparation) 
               => allegro -- (a musical composition or passage performed quickly in a brisk lively manner) 
               => movement -- (a major self-
contained part of a symphony or sonata; "the second movement is slow and melodic") 
                   => intermezzo -- (a short movement coming between the major sections of a symphony) 
                   => scherzo -- (a fast movement (usually in triple time)) 
               => largo --
 ((music) a composition or passage that is to be performed in a slow and dignified manner) 
               => larghetto --
 ((music) a composition or passage played in a slow tempo slightly faster than largo but slower than adagio) 
               => suite -- (a musical composition of several movements only loosely connected) 
               => symphonic poem, tone poem -- (an orchestral composition based on literature or folk tales) 
               => medley, potpourri, pastiche --
 (a musical composition consisting of a series of songs or other musical pieces from various sources) 
               => nocturne -- (a pensive lyrical piece of music (especially for the piano)) 
               => adagio --
 ((music) a composition played in adagio tempo (slowly and gracefully); "they played the adagio too quickl
y") 
               => song --
 (a short musical composition with words; "a successful musical must have at least three good songs") 
                   => religious song -- (religious music for singing) 
                       => chant --
 (a repetitive song in which as many syllables as necessary are assigned to a single tone) 
                           => Hallel --
 ((Judaism) a chant of praise (Psalms 113 through 118) used at Passover and Shabuoth and Sukkoth and Ha
nukkah and Rosh Hodesh) 
                           => Hare Krishna -- (a chant to the Hindu god Krishna) 
                           => plainsong, plainchant, Gregorian chant --
 (a liturgical chant of the Roman Catholic Church) 
                               => cantus firmus -- (a melody used as the basis for a polyphonic composition) 
                       => spiritual, Negro spiritual --
 (a kind of religious song originated by Blacks in the southern United States) 
                       => carol, Christmas carol -- (joyful religious song celebrating the birth of Christ) 
                       => hymn, anthem -- (a song of praise (to God or to a saint or to a nation)) 
                           => dithyramb -- ((ancient Greece) a passionate hymn (usually in honor of Dionysus)) 
                           => doxology -- (a hymn or verse in Christian liturgy glorifying God) 
                           => chorale, choral -- (a stately Protestant (especially Lutheran) hymn tune) 
                           => canticle -- (a hymn derived from the Bible) 
                               => Magnificat --
 ((Luke) the canticle of the Virgin Mary (from Luke 1:46 beginning `Magnificat anima mea Dominum')) 
                           => Dies Irae --
 (the first words of a medieval Latin hymn describing the Last Judgment (literally `day of wrath')) 
                           => hymeneal -- (a wedding hymn) 
                           => Internationale -- (a revolutionary socialist anthem) 
                           => paean, pean --
 ((ancient Greece) a hymn of praise (especially one sung in ancient Greece to invoke or thank a deity)) 
                           => recessional --
 (a hymn that is sung at the end of a service as the clergy and choir withdraw) 
                           => Te Deum -- (an ancient liturgical hymn) 
                   => anthem -- (a song of devotion or loyalty (as to a nation or school)) 
                       => national anthem -- (a song formally adopted as the anthem for a nation) 
                           => Marseillaise -- (the French national anthem) 
                           => The Star-Spangled Banner --
 (a poem written by Francis Scott Key during the War of 1812 was set to music and adopted by Congress in
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 1931 as the national anthem of the United States) 
                   => aria -- (an elaborate song for solo voice) 
                       => arietta, short aria -- (a short aria) 
                   => ballad, lay -- (a narrative song with a recurrent refrain) 
                       => minstrelsy -- (ballads sung by minstrels) 
                   => barcarole, barcarolle -- (a boating song sung by Venetian gondoliers) 
                   => ditty -- (a short simple song (or the words of a poem intended to be sung)) 
                   => dirge, coronach, lament, requiem, threnody --
 (a song or hymn of mourning composed or performed as a memorial to a dead person) 
                       => keen -- (a funeral lament sung with loud wailing) 
                   => drinking song -- (a song celebrating the joys of drinking; sung at drinking parties) 
                   => folk song, folksong, folk ballad --
 (a song that is traditionally sung by the common people of a region and forms part of their culture) 
                       => blues --
 (a type of folksong that originated among Black Americans at the beginning of the 20th century; has a mel
ancholy sound from repeated use of blue notes) 
                           => boogie, boogie-woogie -- (an instrumental version of the blues (especially for piano)) 
                       => fado -- (a sad Portuguese folksong) 
                   => lied -- (a German art song of the 19th century for voice and piano) 
                   => love song, love-song -- (a song about love or expressing love for another person) 
                   => lullaby, cradlesong, berceuse -- (a quiet song intended to lull a child to sleep) 
                   => oldie, golden oldie -- (a song that was formerly popular) 
                   => partsong -- (a song with two or more voice parts) 
                       => madrigal -- (an unaccompanied partsong for 2 or 3 voices; follows a strict poetic form) 
                       => round, troll --
 (a partsong in which voices follow each other; one voice starts and others join in one after another until all 
are singing different parts of the song at the same time; "they enjoyed singing rounds") 
                   => roundelay -- (a song in which a line or phrase is repeated as the refrain) 
                   => scolion, banquet song -- (a song (sometimes improvised) sung by guests at a banquet) 
                   => serenade -- (a song characteristically played outside the house of a woman) 
                       => shivaree, chivaree, charivari, callithump, callathump, belling --
 (a noisy mock serenade (made by banging pans and kettles) to a newly married couple) 
                   => torch song -- (a popular song concerned with disappointment in love) 
                   => work song -- (a usually rhythmical song song to accompany repetitious work) 
                       => chantey, chanty, sea chantey, shanty --
 (a rhythmical work song originally sung by sailors) 
               => study --
 (a composition intended to develop one aspect of the performer's technique; "a study in spiccato bowing") 
               => capriccio --
 (an instrumental composition that doesn't adhere to rules for any specific musical form and is played with i
mprovisation) 
               => motet --
 (an unaccompanied choral composition with sacred lyrics; intended to be sung as part of a church service; 
originated in the 13th century) 
               => program music, programme music --
 (musical compositions intended to evoke images or remind the listener of events) 
           => prelude -- (music that precedes a fugue or introduces an act in an opera) 
               => chorale prelude -- (a composition for organ using a chorale as a basis for variations) 
           => overture -- (orchestral music played at the beginning of an opera or oratorio) 
           => antiphony -- (alternate (responsive) singing by a choir in two parts) 
           => refrain, chorus -- (the part of a song where a soloist is joined by a group of singers) 
               => tra-la, tra-la-la -- (a set of nonsensical syllables used while humming a refrain) 
           => ballet -- (music written for a ballet) 
           => serialism, serial music --
 (20th century music that uses of a definite order of notes as a thematic basis for a musical composition) 
               => twelve-tone music, 12-tone music, twelve-tone system, 12-tone system --
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 (a type of serial music introduced by Arnold Schoenberg; uses a tone row formed by the twelve semitones 
of the chromatic scale (and inverted or backward versions of the row)) 
           => syncopation -- (music (especially dance music) that has a syncopated rhythm) 
           => music genre, musical genre, genre, musical style -- (an expressive style of music) 
               => black music, African-American music -- (music created by African-
American musicians; early forms were songs that had a melodic line and a strong rhythmic beat with repeat
ed choruses) 
                   => blues --
 (a type of folksong that originated among Black Americans at the beginning of the 20th century; has a mel
ancholy sound from repeated use of blue notes) 
                       => boogie, boogie-woogie -- (an instrumental version of the blues (especially for piano)) 
                   => soul --
 (a secular form of gospel that was a major Black musical genre in the 1960s and 1970s; "soul was politicall
y significant during the Civil Rights movement") 
                   => rap, rap music, hip-hop -- (genre of African-
American music of the 1980s and 1990s in which rhyming lyrics are chanted to a musical accompaniment; 
several forms of rap have emerged) 
                   => rhythm and blues, R and B --
 (a combination of blues and jazz that was developed in the United States by Black musicians; an important
 precursor of rock 'n' roll) 
               => classical music, serious music --
 (traditional genre of music conforming to an established form and appealing to critical interest and develop
ed musical taste) 
                   => chamber music -- (serious music performed by a small group of musicians) 
                   => opera --
 (a drama set to music; consists of singing with orchestral accompaniment and an orchestral overture and in
terludes) 
                       => comic opera, opera bouffe, bouffe, opera comique --
 (opera with a happy ending and in which some of the text is spoken) 
                           => operetta, light opera -- (a short amusing opera) 
                       => grand opera -- (opera in which all the text is sung) 
                       => musical drama --
 (opera in which the musical and dramatic elements are equally important; the music is appropriate to the ac
tion) 
                   => cantata, oratorio --
 (a musical composition for voices and orchestra based on a religious text) 
                   => concerto -- (a composition for orchestra and a soloist) 
                       => concerto grosso -- (a baroque composition for orchestra and a group of solo instruments) 
                   => fugue --
 (a musical form consisting of a theme repeated a fifth above or a fourth below its first statement) 
                   => rondo, rondeau -- (a musical form that is often the last movement of a sonata) 
                   => sonata -- (a musical composition of 3 or 4 movements of contrasting forms) 
                       => piano sonata -- (a sonata for piano) 
                       => symphony, symphonic music -- (a long and complex sonata for symphony orchestra) 
               => religious music, church music --
 (genre of music composed for performance as part of religious ceremonies) 
                   => antiphon, antiphony -- (a verse or song to be chanted or sung in response) 
                       => gradual --
 ((Roman Catholic Church) an antiphon (usually from the Book of Psalms) immediately after the epistle at 
Mass) 
                   => Mass -- (a musical setting for a Mass; "they played a Mass composed by Beethoven") 
                       => Requiem -- (a musical setting for a Mass celebrating the dead) 
                   => processional, prosodion -- (religious music used in a procession) 
                   => antiphonary, antiphonal -- (bound collection of antiphons) 
                   => religious song -- (religious music for singing) 
                       => chant --
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 (a repetitive song in which as many syllables as necessary are assigned to a single tone) 
                           => Hallel --
 ((Judaism) a chant of praise (Psalms 113 through 118) used at Passover and Shabuoth and Sukkoth and Ha
nukkah and Rosh Hodesh) 
                           => Hare Krishna -- (a chant to the Hindu god Krishna) 
                           => plainsong, plainchant, Gregorian chant --
 (a liturgical chant of the Roman Catholic Church) 
                               => cantus firmus -- (a melody used as the basis for a polyphonic composition) 
                       => spiritual, Negro spiritual --
 (a kind of religious song originated by Blacks in the southern United States) 
                       => carol, Christmas carol -- (joyful religious song celebrating the birth of Christ) 
                       => hymn, anthem -- (a song of praise (to God or to a saint or to a nation)) 
                           => dithyramb -- ((ancient Greece) a passionate hymn (usually in honor of Dionysus)) 
                           => doxology -- (a hymn or verse in Christian liturgy glorifying God) 
                           => chorale, choral -- (a stately Protestant (especially Lutheran) hymn tune) 
                           => canticle -- (a hymn derived from the Bible) 
                               => Magnificat --
 ((Luke) the canticle of the Virgin Mary (from Luke 1:46 beginning `Magnificat anima mea Dominum')) 
                           => Dies Irae --
 (the first words of a medieval Latin hymn describing the Last Judgment (literally `day of wrath')) 
                           => hymeneal -- (a wedding hymn) 
                           => Internationale -- (a revolutionary socialist anthem) 
                           => paean, pean --
 ((ancient Greece) a hymn of praise (especially one sung in ancient Greece to invoke or thank a deity)) 
                           => recessional --
 (a hymn that is sung at the end of a service as the clergy and choir withdraw) 
                           => Te Deum -- (an ancient liturgical hymn) 
               => marching music, march --
 (genre of music written for marching; "Sousa wrote the best marches") 
                   => military march, military music, martial music --
 (brisk marching music suitable for troops marching in a military parade) 
                       => quickstep -- (military march accompanying quick time) 
                       => pibroch -- (martial music with variations; to be played by bagpipes) 
                   => processional march, recessional march -- (a march to be played for processions) 
                       => funeral march, dead march -- (a slow march to be played for funeral processions) 
                       => wedding march -- (a march to be played for a wedding procession) 
               => popular music, popular music genre --
 (any genre of music having wide appeal (but usually only for a short time)) 
                   => macumba --
 (popular dance music of Brazil; derived from the practices of the macumba religious cult) 
                   => pop music, pop -- (music of general appeal to teenagers; a bland watered-
down version of rock'n'roll with more rhythm and harmony and an emphasis on romantic love) 
                   => folk music, ethnic music, folk --
 (the traditional and typically anonymous music that is an expression of the life of people in a community) 
                       => folk song, folksong, folk ballad --
 (a song that is traditionally sung by the common people of a region and forms part of their culture) 
                           => blues --
 (a type of folksong that originated among Black Americans at the beginning of the 20th century; has a mel
ancholy sound from repeated use of blue notes) 
                               => boogie, boogie-woogie --
 (an instrumental version of the blues (especially for piano)) 
                           => fado -- (a sad Portuguese folksong) 
                       => schottische -- (music performed for dancing the schottische) 
                       => country music, country and western, C and W --
 (a simple style of folk music heard mostly in the southern United States; usually played on stringed instru
ments) 
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                           => bluegrass -- (a type of country music played at a rapid tempo on banjos and guitars) 
                           => hillbilly music --
 (country music originating in mountainous regions of southern United States) 
                           => zydeco --
 (music of southern Louisiana that combines French dance melodies with Caribbean music and blues) 
                       => gospel, gospel singing --
 (a genre of a capella music originating with Black slaves in the United States and featuring call and respon
se; influential on the development of other genres of popular music (especially soul)) 
                           => doo-wop -- (a genre (usually a capella) of Black vocal-
harmony music of the 1950s that evolved in New York City from gospel singing; characterized by close fo
ur-part harmonies; the name derived from some of the nonsense syllables sung by the back-up vocalists) 
                           => soul --
 (a secular form of gospel that was a major Black musical genre in the 1960s and 1970s; "soul was politicall
y significant during the Civil Rights movement") 
                       => square-dance music -- (music performed for square dancing) 
                   => dance music, danceroom music, ballroom music --
 (a genre of popular music composed for ballroom dancing) 
                       => beguine -- (music written in the bolero rhythm of the beguine dance) 
                       => bolero -- (music written in the rhythm of the bolero dance) 
                       => carioca -- (music composed for dancing the carioca) 
                       => conga -- (music composed for dancing the conga) 
                       => flamenco -- (guitar music composed for dancing the flamenco) 
                       => gavotte -- (music composed in quadruple time for dancing the gavotte) 
                       => habanera -- (music composed in duple time for dancing the habanera) 
                       => hornpipe -- (music for dancing the hornpipe) 
                       => jig -- (music in three-four time for dancing a jig) 
                       => landler -- (music in triple time for dancing the landler) 
                       => mazurka -- (music composed for dancing the mazurka) 
                       => minuet --
 (a stately piece of music composed for dancing the minuet; often incorporated into a sonata or suite) 
                       => paso doble --
 (music in march time composed for dancing the paso doble; often played a bull fights) 
                       => pavane, pavan -- (music composed for dancing the pavane) 
                       => polka -- (music performed for dancing the polka) 
                       => quadrille -- (music for dancing the quadrille) 
                       => reel -- (music composed for dancing a reel) 
                       => rumba, rhumba -- (syncopated music in duple time for dancing the rumba) 
                       => samba -- (music composed for dancing the samba) 
                       => saraband -- (music composed for dancing the saraband) 
                       => tango -- (music written in duple time for dancing the tango) 
                       => tarantella -- (music composed in six-eight time for dancing the tarantella) 
                       => waltz -- (music composed in triple time for waltzing) 
                       => ragtime, rag -- (music with a syncopated melody (usually for the piano)) 
                       => jazz --
 (a style of dance music popular in the 1920s; similar to New Orleans jazz but played by large bands) 
                       => kwela --
 (a kind of danceable music popular among black South Africans; includes a whistle among its instruments) 
                   => jazz --
 (a genre of popular music that originated in New Orleans around 1900 and developed through increasingly 
complex styles) 
                       => scat, scat singing --
 (singing jazz; the singer substitutes nonsense syllables for the words of the song and tries to sound like a m
usical instrument) 
                       => bop, bebop -- (an early form of modern jazz (originating around 1940)) 
                       => boogie, boogie-woogie -- (an instrumental version of the blues (especially for piano)) 
                       => cool jazz --
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 (jazz that is restrained and fluid and marked by intricate harmonic structures often lagging slightly behind t
he beat) 
                       => hot jazz --
 (jazz that is emotionally charged and intense and marked by strong rhythms and improvisation) 
                       => modern jazz, new jazz, neo jazz -- (any of various styles of jazz that appeared after 1940) 
                       => trad -- (traditional jazz as revived in the 1950s) 
                       => swing, swing music, jive --
 (a style of jazz played by big bands popular in the 1930s; flowing rhythms but less complex than later style
s of jazz) 
                   => rap, rap music, hip-hop -- (genre of African-
American music of the 1980s and 1990s in which rhyming lyrics are chanted to a musical accompaniment; 
several forms of rap have emerged) 
                   => rhythm and blues, R and B --
 (a combination of blues and jazz that was developed in the United States by Black musicians; an important
 precursor of rock 'n' roll) 
                   => rockabilly --
 (a fusion of black music and country music that was popular in the 1950s; sometimes described as blues wi
th a country beat) 
                   => rock 'n' roll, rock'n'roll, rock-and-roll, rock and roll, rock, rock music --
 (a genre of popular music originating in the 1950s; a blend of Black rhythm-and-blues with White country-
and-western; "rock is a generic term for the range of styles that evolved out of rock'n'roll.") 
                       => heavy metal --
 (loud and harsh sounding rock music with a strong beat; lyrics usually involve violent or fantastic imagery) 
                       => progressive rock, art rock --
 (a style of rock music that emerged in the 1970s; associated with attempts to combine rock with jazz and ot
her forms; intended for listening and not dancing) 
                       => psychedelic rock, acid rock -- (a musical style that emerged in the mid-
1960s; rock music inspired by or related to drug-induced experience) 
                       => punk rock, punk --
 (rock music with deliberately offensive lyrics expressing anger and social alienation; in part a reaction agai
nst progressive rock) 
                   => reggae --
 (popular music originating in the West Indies; repetitive bass riffs and regular chords played on the off bea
t by a guitar) 
                   => skiffle --
 (a style of popular music in the 1950s; based on American folk music and played on guitars and improvise
d percussion instruments) 
           => Bach -- (the music of Bach; "he played Bach on the organ") 
           => Beethoven -- (the music of Beethoven; "he enjoyed Beethoven most of all") 
           => Brahms -- (the music of Brahms; "Brahms was included in the program") 
           => Chopin -- (the music of Chopin; "he practiced Chopin day and night") 
           => Gilbert and Sullivan --
 (the music of Gilbert and Sullivan; "he could sing all of Gilbert and Sullivan") 
           => Handel -- (the music of Handel) 
           => Haydn -- (the music of Haydn) 
           => Mozart -- (the music of Mozart; "the concert was mostly Mozart") 
           => Stravinsky -- (the music of Stravinsky; "Stravinsky no longer causes riots in the streets") 
           => Wagner -- (the music of Wagner; "they say that Hitler listened only to Wagner") 
           => Ta'ziyeh --
 ((Islam) a form of Iranian musical pageant that is the theatrical expression of religious passion; based on th
e Battle of Kerbala and performed annually (in Farsi)) 
 
       => speech, speech communication, spoken communication, spoken language, language, voice com
munication, oral communication --
 ((language) communication by word of mouth; "his speech was garbled"; "he uttered harsh language"; "he 
recorded the spoken language of the streets") 
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           => words -- (the words that are spoken; "I listened to his words very closely") 
           => pronunciation, orthoepy --
 (the way a word or a language is customarily spoken; "the pronunciation of Chinese is difficult for foreign
ers"; "that is the correct pronunciation") 
           => conversation -- (the use of speech for informal exchange of views or ideas or information etc.) 
               => crossfire -- (a lively or heated interchange of ideas and opinions) 
               => phatic speech, phatic communication --
 (conversational speech used to communicate sociability more than information) 
               => exchange --
 (a mutual expression of views (especially an unpleasant one); "they had a bitter exchange") 
               => chat, confab, confabulation, schmooze, schmoose -- (an informal conversation) 
                   => chitchat, small talk, gab, gabfest, gossip, tittle-tattle, chin-wag, chin-wagging, causerie --
 (light informal conversation for social occasions) 
               => gossiping, gossipmongering --
 (a conversation that spreads personal information about other people) 
                   => scandalmongering -- (spreading malicious gossip) 
               => talk, talking --
 (an exchange of ideas via conversation; "let's have more work and less talk around here") 
                   => cant, pious platitude -- (insincere talk about religion or morals) 
                   => dialogue, dialog, duologue -- (a conversation between two persons) 
                   => heart-to-heart -- (an intimate talk in private; "he took me aside for a little heart-to-heart") 
                   => shmooze -- ((Yiddish) a warm heart-to-heart talk) 
                   => shop talk -- (talk about your business that only others in the same business can understand) 
                   => wind, idle words, jazz, nothingness --
 (empty rhetoric or insincere or exaggerated talk; "that's a lot of wind"; "don't give me any of that jazz") 
                   => yak, yack, yakety-yak, chatter, cackle -- (noisy talk) 
                       => prate, prattle, idle talk, blether, chin music -- (idle or foolish and irrelevant talk) 
               => nothings -- (inconsequential conversation; "they traded a few nothings as they parted") 
                   => sweet nothings, honeyed words --
 (inconsequential expressions of affection; "he whispered sweet nothings into her ear") 
               => commerce -- (social exchange, especially of opinions, attitudes, etc.) 
               => colloquy -- (formal conversation) 
               => rap -- (voluble conversation) 
               => rap session --
 (conversation in a situation where feelings can be expressed and criticized or supported) 
               => second-hand speech -- (overheard conversation (especially overheard cell-
phone conversation)) 
               => table talk -- (conversation during a meal) 
               => telephone conversation -- (a conversation over the telephone) 
               => tete-a-tete -- (a private conversation between two people) 
                   => pillow talk -- (intimate conversation between lovers (typically occurring in bed)) 
           => discussion, give-and-take, word --
 (an exchange of views on some topic; "we had a good discussion"; "we had a word or two about it") 
               => argument, argumentation, debate --
 (a discussion in which reasons are advanced for and against some proposition or proposal; "the argument o
ver foreign aid goes on and on") 
               => deliberation --
 ((usually plural) discussion of all sides of a question; "the deliberations of the jury") 
               => conference, group discussion --
 (a discussion among participants who have an agreed (serious) topic) 
                   => bull session -- (an informal discussion (usually among men)) 
                   => colloquy -- (a conversation especially a formal one) 
                   => consultation --
 (a conference between two or more people to consider a particular question; "frequent consultations with h
is lawyer"; "a consultation of several medical specialists") 
                       => sidebar --
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 ((law) a courtroom conference between the lawyers and the judge that is held out of the jury's hearing) 
                   => consultation, audience, interview --
 (a conference (usually with someone important); "he had a consultation with the judge"; "he requested an a
udience with the king") 
                   => huddle, powwow -- (a quick private conference) 
                   => press conference, news conference --
 (a conference at which press and tv reporters ask questions of a politician or other celebrity) 
                       => backgrounder --
 (a press conference or interview in which a government official explains to reporters the background of an 
action or policy; "the secretary gave us a backgrounder on public health issues") 
                   => pretrial, pretrial conference --
 ((law) a conference held before the trial begins to bring the parties together to outline discovery proceeding
s and to define the issues to be tried; more useful in civil than in criminal cases) 
                   => round table, roundtable, round-table conference --
 (a meeting of peers for discussion and exchange of views; "a roundtable on the future of computing") 
                   => session --
 (a meeting for execution of a group's functions; "it was the opening session of the legislature") 
                       => sitting -- (a session as of a legislature or court) 
                       => clinic --
 (meeting for diagnosis of problems and instruction or remedial work in a particular activity) 
                           => reading clinic -- (a clinic for people with reading disabilities) 
                           => basketball clinic --
 (a meeting at which basketball players receive special evaluation and instruction) 
                           => baseball clinic --
 (a meeting at which baseball players receive special evaluation and instruction; "a summer baseball clinic f
or promising young players") 
                           => hockey clinic --
 (a meeting at which hockey players receive special evaluation and instruction) 
                       => executive session, closed session --
 (a session (usually of a legislative body) that is closed to the public) 
                       => hearing --
 (a session (of a committee or grand jury) in which witnesses are called and testimony is taken; "the investi
gative committee will hold hearings in Chicago") 
                           => confirmation hearing --
 (a hearing held by the U.S. senate to gather information on which to approve or reject candidates for high f
ederal office that are nominated by the president) 
                       => skull session --
 (a session (as of executives or advisors) to discuss policy or strategy or to solve problems or exchange idea
s) 
                       => special session -- (a session that is held in addition to the regular sessions) 
                       => tutorial --
 (a session of intensive tuition given by a tutor to an individual or to a small number of students) 
                   => teach-in --
 (an extended session (as on a college campus) for lectures and discussion on an important and usually cont
roversial issue) 
                   => teleconference, teleconferencing --
 (a conference of people who are in different locations that is made possible by the use of such telecommun
ications equipment as closed-circuit television) 
               => panel discussion --
 (discussion of a subject of public interest by a group of persons forming a panel usually before an audience
) 
               => postmortem -- (discussion of an event after it has occurred) 
               => public discussion, ventilation --
 (free and open discussion of (or debate on) some question of public interest; "such a proposal deserves thor
ough public discussion") 
               => negotiation, dialogue, talks --
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 (a discussion intended to produce an agreement; "the buyout negotiation lasted several days"; "they disagre
ed but kept an open dialogue"; "talks between Israelis and Palestinians") 
                   => parley -- (a negotiation between enemies) 
                   => diplomacy, diplomatic negotiations -- (negotiation between nations) 
                       => dollar diplomacy -- (diplomacy influenced by economic considerations) 
                       => power politics, gunboat diplomacy --
 (diplomacy in which the nations threaten to use force in order to obtain their objectives) 
                       => recognition --
 (the explicit and formal acknowledgement of a government or of the national independence of a country; "t
erritorial disputes were resolved in Guatemala's recognition of Belize in 1991") 
                       => shuttle diplomacy --
 (international negotiations conducted by a mediator who frequently flies back and forth between the negoti
ating parties; "Kissinger's shuttle diplomacy in the Middle East") 
                       => Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, SALT --
 (negotiations between the United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics opened in 1969 in Hel
sinki designed to limit both countries' stock of nuclear weapons) 
                   => bargaining -- (the negotiation of the terms of a transaction or agreement) 
                       => plea bargain, plea bargaining --
 ((criminal law) a negotiation in which the defendant agrees to enter a plea of guilty to a lesser charge and t
he prosecutor agrees to drop a more serious charge; "his admission was part of a plea bargain with the pros
ecutor"; "plea bargaining helps to stop the courts becoming congested") 
                       => haggle, haggling, wrangle, wrangling --
 (an instance of intense argument (as in bargaining)) 
                       => holdout --
 (a refusal by a negotiator to come to terms in the hope of obtaining a better deal) 
                   => collective bargaining -- (negotiation between an employer and trade union) 
                   => horse trading -- (negotiation accompanied by mutual concessions and shrewd bargaining) 
                   => mediation -- (negotiation to resolve differences conducted by some impartial party) 
                       => arbitration --
 ((law) the hearing and determination of a dispute by an impartial referee agreed to by both parties (often us
ed to settle disputes between labor and management)) 
                       => conciliation --
 (any of various forms of mediation whereby disputes may be settled short of arbitration) 
                       => umpirage -- (mediation by an umpire) 
           => saying, expression, locution --
 (a word or phrase that particular people use in particular situations; "pardon the expression") 
               => Beatitude --
 (one of the eight sayings of Jesus at the beginning of the Sermon on the Mount; in Latin each saying begin
s with `beatus' (blessed); "her favorite Beatitude is `Blessed are the meek for they shall inherit the earth'") 
               => logion --
 (a saying of Jesus that is regarded as authentic although it is not recorded in the Gospels) 
               => calque, loan translation --
 (an expression introduced into one language by translating it from another language) 
               => advice and consent --
 (a legal expression in the United States Constitution that allows the Senate to constrain the President's pow
ers of appointment and treaty-making) 
               => ambiguity -- (an expression whose meaning cannot be determined from its context) 
                   => loophole --
 (an ambiguity (especially one in the text of a law or contract) that makes it possible to evade a difficulty or
 obligation) 
                   => amphibology, amphiboly --
 (an ambiguous grammatical construction; e.g., `they are flying planes' can mean either that someone is flyi
ng planes or that something is flying planes) 
                   => parisology -- (the use of ambiguous words) 
                   => double entendre -- (an ambiguity with one interpretation that is indelicate) 
               => euphemism --
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 (an inoffensive expression that is substituted for one that is considered offensive) 
                   => blank -- (a substitute for a taboo word; "I hit the blank blank car") 
                   => darn -- (a euphemism for `damn') 
                   => heck -- (a euphemism for `hell'; "Oh what the heck") 
               => dysphemism --
 (an offensive or disparaging expression that is substituted for an inoffensive one; "his favorite dysphemism
 was to ask for axle grease when he wanted butter") 
                   => bus, jalopy, heap -- (a car that is old and unreliable; "the fenders had fallen off that old bus") 
                   => old man -- (an informal term for your father) 
               => shucks -- (an expression of disappointment or irritation) 
               => tongue twister --
 (an expression that is difficult to articulate clearly; "`rubber baby buggy bumper' is a tongue twister") 
               => anatomical reference, anatomical -- (an expression that relates to anatomy) 
               => southernism -- (a locution or pronunciation peculiar to the southern United States) 
               => motto, slogan, catchword, shibboleth -- (a favorite saying of a sect or political group) 
                   => catchphrase, catch phrase -- (a phrase that has become a catchword) 
                   => mantra --
 (a commonly repeated word or phrase; "she repeated `So pleased with how its going' at intervals like a ma
ntra") 
                   => war cry, rallying cry, battle cry, cry, watchword --
 (a slogan used to rally support for a cause; "a cry to arms"; "our watchword will be `democracy'") 
               => maxim, axiom -- (a saying that widely accepted on its own merits) 
                   => aphorism, apothegm, apophthegm -- (a short pithy instructive saying) 
                   => gnome -- (a short pithy saying expressing a general truth) 
                       => Murphy's Law, Sod's Law --
 (humorous axiom stating that anything that can go wrong will go wrong) 
                   => moralism -- (a moral maxim) 
               => epigram, quip -- (a witty saying) 
               => proverb, adage, saw, byword --
 (a condensed but memorable saying embodying some important fact of experience that is taken as true by 
many people) 
               => idiom, idiomatic expression, phrasal idiom, set phrase, phrase --
 (an expression whose meanings cannot be inferred from the meanings of the words that make it up) 
                   => ruralism, rusticism -- (a rural idiom or expression) 
               => agrapha -- (sayings of Jesus not recorded in the canonical Gospels) 
               => sumpsimus --
 (a correct expression that takes the place of a popular but incorrect expression; "he preferred his erroneous 
but pleasing mumpsimus to the correct sumpsimus") 
           => non-standard speech -- (speech that differs from the usual accepted easily-
recognizable speech of native adult members of a speech community) 
               => baby talk, babytalk -- (the developing speech of a young child) 
               => baby talk, babytalk, motherese -- (an adult's imitation of the speech of a young child) 
               => dialect, idiom, accent --
 (the usage or vocabulary that is characteristic of a specific group of people; "the immigrants spoke an odd 
dialect of English"; "he has a strong German accent") 
                   => eye dialect -- (the use of misspellings to identify a colloquial or uneducated speaker) 
                   => patois --
 (a regional dialect of a language (especially French); usually considered substandard) 
               => localism -- (a phrase or pronunciation that is peculiar to a particular locality) 
               => regionalism --
 (a feature (as a pronunciation or expression or custom) that is characteristic of a particular region) 
               => telegraphese -- (language characterized by terseness and ellipsis as in telegrams) 
               => vernacular -- (the everyday speech of the people (as distinguished from literary language)) 
               => cant, jargon, slang, lingo, argot, patois, vernacular --
 (a characteristic language of a particular group (as among thieves); "they don't speak our lingo") 
                   => street name --
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 (a slang term for something (especially for an illegal drug); "`smack' is a street name for heroin") 
                   => rhyming slang --
 (slang that replaces words with rhyming words or expressions and then typically omits the rhyming compo
nent; "Cockney rhyming slang") 
               => slang --
 (informal language consisting of words and expressions that are not considered appropriate for formal occa
sions; often vituperative or vulgar; "their speech was full of slang expressions") 
           => idiolect -- (the language or speech of one individual at a particular period in life) 
           => monologue --
 (a long utterance by one person (especially one that prevents others from participating in the conversation)
) 
           => spell, magic spell, charm --
 (a verbal formula believed to have magical force; "he whispered a spell as he moved his hands"; "inscribed
 around its base is a charm in Balinese") 
               => incantation, conjuration --
 (a ritual recitation of words or sounds believed to have a magical effect) 
                   => invocation -- (an incantation used in conjuring or summoning a devil) 
               => hex, jinx, curse, whammy --
 (an evil spell; "a witch put a curse on his whole family"; "he put the whammy on me") 
           => dictation -- (speech intended for reproduction in writing) 
           => soliloquy, monologue -- (speech you make to yourself) 
 
       => utterance, vocalization -- (the use of uttered sounds for auditory communication) 
           => sleep talking, somniloquy, somniloquism -- (uttering speech while asleep) 
           => roll call -- (calling out an official list of names) 
               => mail call -- (a call of names of those receiving mail) 
               => muster call -- (a call of the names of personnel at a military assembly) 
               => attendance check -- (a call of students' names in a classroom) 
           => cry, outcry, call, yell, shout, vociferation --
 (a loud utterance; often in protest or opposition; "the speaker was interrupted by loud cries from the rear of
 the audience") 
               => bellow, bellowing, holla, holler, hollering, hollo, holloa, roar, roaring, yowl --
 (a very loud utterance (like the sound of an animal); "his bellow filled the hallway") 
               => blue murder -- (an extravagantly loud outcry; "she screamed blue murder") 
               => catcall -- (a cry expressing disapproval) 
               => clamor, clamoring, clamour, clamouring, hue and cry --
 (loud and persistent outcry from many people; "he ignored the clamor of the crowd") 
               => halloo -- (a shout to attract attention; "he gave a great halloo but no one heard him") 
               => hoot -- (a loud raucous cry (as of an owl)) 
               => hosanna -- (a cry of praise or adoration (to God)) 
               => noise --
 (a loud outcry of protest or complaint; "the announcement of the election recount caused a lot of noise"; "w
hatever it was he didn't like it and he was going to let them know by making as loud a noise as he could") 
               => scream, screaming, shriek, shrieking, screech, screeching --
 (sharp piercing cry; "her screaming attracted the neighbors") 
               => whoop -- (a loud hooting cry of exultation or excitement) 
               => war cry, war whoop, rallying cry, battle cry --
 (a yell intended to rally a group of soldiers in battle) 
               => yelling, shouting -- (uttering a loud inarticulate cry as of pain or excitement) 
               => yodel --
 (a songlike cry in which the voice fluctuates rapidly between the normal voice and falsetto) 
               => boo, hoot, Bronx cheer, hiss, raspberry, razzing, snort, bird --
 (a cry or noise made to express displeasure or contempt) 
           => cry, yell --
 (a loud utterance of emotion (especially when inarticulate); "a cry of rage"; "a yell of pain") 
               => complaint -- ((formerly) a loud cry (or repeated cries) of pain or rage or sorrow) 
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                   => exclamation -- (a loud complaint or protest or reproach) 
                   => lament, lamentation, plaint, wail --
 (a cry of sorrow and grief; "their pitiful laments could be heard throughout the ward") 
           => croak, croaking -- (a harsh hoarse utterance (as of a frog)) 
           => exclamation, exclaiming --
 (an abrupt excited utterance; "she gave an exclamation of delight"; "there was much exclaiming over it") 
               => devil, deuce, dickens --
 (a word used in exclamations of confusion; "what the devil"; "the deuce with it"; "the dickens you say") 
               => ejaculation, interjection -- (an abrupt emphatic exclamation expressing emotion) 
               => expostulation -- (an exclamation of protest or remonstrance or reproof) 
           => expletive --
 (a word or phrase conveying no independent meaning but added to fill out a sentence or metrical line) 
           => groan, moan -- (an utterance expressing pain or disapproval) 
           => howl, howling, ululation --
 (a long loud emotional utterance; "he gave a howl of pain"; "howls of laughter"; "their howling had no effe
ct") 
           => laugh, laughter -- (the sound of laughing) 
               => cachinnation -- (loud convulsive laughter) 
               => cackle -- (a loud laugh suggestive of a hen's cackle) 
               => chortle, chuckle -- (a soft partly suppressed laugh) 
               => giggle -- (a foolish or nervous laugh) 
               => guffaw, belly laugh -- (a burst of deep loud hearty laughter) 
               => hee-haw, horselaugh, ha-ha, haw-haw -- (a loud laugh that sounds like a horse neighing) 
               => snicker, snort, snigger -- (a disrespectful laugh) 
               => titter -- (a nervous restrained laugh) 
           => paging --
 (calling out the name of a person (especially by a loudspeaker system); "the public address system in the h
ospital was used for paging") 
           => profanity -- (vulgar or irreverent speech or action) 
               => blasphemy -- (blasphemous language (expressing disrespect for God or for something sacred)) 
               => obscenity, vulgarism, dirty word -- (an offensive or indecent word or phrase) 
                   => bawdry, bawdy -- (lewd or obscene talk or writing; "it was smoking-
room bawdry"; "they published a collection of Elizabethan bawdy") 
                   => scatology -- (a preoccupation with scatology) 
               => curse, curse word, expletive, oath, swearing, swearword, cuss --
 (profane or obscene expression usually of surprise or anger; "expletives were deleted") 
           => pronunciation --
 (the manner in which someone utters a word; "they are always correcting my pronunciation") 
               => sibilation, assibilation -- (pronunciation with a sibilant (hissing or whistling) sound) 
               => mispronunciation -- (incorrect pronunciation) 
               => homophony -- (the same pronunciation for words of different origins) 
               => accent, speech pattern --
 (distinctive manner of oral expression; "he couldn't suppress his contemptuous accent"; "she had a very cle
ar speech pattern") 
                   => drawl -- (a slow speech pattern with prolonged vowels) 
               => articulation --
 (the aspect of pronunciation that involves bringing articulatory organs together so as to shape the sounds of
 speech) 
                   => affrication -- (the conversion of a simple stop consonant into an affricate) 
                   => aspiration -- (a manner of articulation involving an audible release of breath) 
                   => epenthesis --
 (the insertion of a vowel or consonant into a word to make its pronunciation easier; "the insertion of a vow
el in the plural of the word `bush' is epenthesis") 
                   => nasalization, nasalisation --
 (the act of nasalizing; the utterance of sounds modulated by the nasal resonators) 
                   => retroflection, retroflexion --
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 (an articulatory gesture made by turning the tip of the tongue back against the roof of the mouth) 
                   => enunciation, diction --
 (the articulation of speech regarded from the point of view of its intelligibility to the audience) 
                       => mumbling -- (indistinct enunciation) 
                   => syncope, syncopation --
 ((phonology) the loss of sounds in the interior of a word (as in `fo'c'sle' for `forecastle')) 
                   => sandhi --
 (the articulatory process whereby the pronunciation of a word or morpheme changes when it is followed i
mmediately by another (especially in fluent speech)) 
           => exultation, rejoicing, jubilation -- (the utterance of sounds expressing great joy) 
           => sigh, suspiration -- (an utterance made by exhaling audibly) 
           => snarl -- (a vicious angry growl) 
           => speaking, speech production -- (the utterance of intelligible speech) 
               => speech --
 (the exchange of spoken words; "they were perfectly comfortable together without speech") 
               => whisper, whispering, susurration -- (speaking softly without vibration of the vocal cords) 
                   => stage whisper --
 (a loud whisper that can be overheard; on the stage it is heard by the audience but it supposed to be inaudib
le to the rest of the cast) 
           => speech -- (something spoken; "he could hear them uttering merry speeches") 
           => sputter, splutter -- (an utterance (of words) with spitting sounds (as in rage)) 
           => rasp, rasping -- (uttering in an irritated tone) 
           => growling -- (a gruff or angry utterance (suggestive of the growling of an animal)) 

 
VISUAL COMMUNICATION 

 
visual communication -- (communication that relies on vision) 
       => video, picture --
 (the visible part of a television transmission; "they could still receive the sound but the picture was gone") 
       => gesture, motion --
 (the use of movements (especially of the hands) to communicate familiar or prearranged signals) 
           => sign -- (a gesture that is part of a sign language) 
           => gesticulation -- (a deliberate and vigorous gesture or motion) 
           => beck -- (a beckoning gesture) 
           => facial expression, facial gesture -- (a gesture executed with the facial muscles) 
               => emoticon --
 (a representation of a facial expression (as a smile or frown) created by typing a sequence of characters in s
ending email; ":-( and :-) are emoticons") 
                   => smiley -- (an emoticon of a smiling face) 
               => gape -- (an expression of open-mouthed astonishment) 
                   => rictus -- (a gaping grimace) 
               => grimace, face -- (a contorted facial expression; "she made a grimace at the prospect") 
                   => pout, moue, wry face -- (a disdainful pouting grimace) 
               => frown, scowl -- (a facial expression of dislike or displeasure) 
               => smile, smiling, grin, grinning --
 (a facial expression characterized by turning up the corners of the mouth; usually shows pleasure or amuse
ment) 
                   => smirk -- (a smile expressing smugness or scorn instead of pleasure) 
               => laugh --
 (a facial expression characteristic of a person laughing; "his face wrinkled in a silent laugh of derision") 
               => snarl -- (an angry vicious expression) 
               => straight face -- (a serious facial expression giving no evidence of interest or amusement) 
               => wink -- (closing one eye quickly as a signal) 
               => wince -- (the facial expression of sudden pain) 
           => flourish -- (a showy gesture; "she entered with a great flourish") 
           => high-five --
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 (a gesture of greeting or elation; one person's upraised palm slaps the upraised palm of another person) 
           => previous question --
 (a motion calling for an immediate vote on the main question under discussion by a deliberative assembly) 
           => shrug -- (a gesture involving the shoulders) 
           => wave, waving, wafture -- (the act of signaling by a movement of the hand) 
               => flourish, brandish -- (the act of waving) 
           => V sign -- (a sign (for victory); making a V with the index and middle fingers) 
           => nod -- (a sign of assent or salutation or command) 
           => bow, bowing, obeisance --
 (bending the head or body or knee as a sign of reverence or submission or shame) 
               => curtsy, curtsey -- (bending at the knees; a gesture of respect made by women) 
               => genuflection, genuflexion -- (the act of bending the knees in worship or reverence) 
               => kowtow, kotow --
 (a former Chinese custom of touching the ground with the forehead as a sign of respect or submission) 
               => scrape, scraping --
 (a deep bow with the foot drawn backwards (indicating excessive humility); "all that bowing and scraping 
did not impress him") 
               => salaam -- (a deep bow; a Muslim form of salutation) 
           => sign of the cross --
 (a gesture with the right hand moving to form a cross; used by Catholics as a profession of faith) 
       => body language -- (communication via the movements or attitudes of the body) 
       => demonstration, demo --
 (a visual presentation showing how something works; "the lecture was accompanied by dramatic demonstr
ations"; "the lecturer shot off a pistol as a demonstration of the startle response") 
           => display, show --
 (something intended to communicate a particular impression; "made a display of strength"; "a show of imp
atience"; "a good show of looking interested") 
               => big stick -- (a display of force or power; "speak softly but carry a big stick") 
               => gaudery -- (cheap or pretentious display) 
           => expression, manifestation, reflection, reflexion --
 (expression without words; "tears are an expression of grief"; "the pulse is a reflection of the heart's conditi
on") 
               => lamentation, mourning -- (the passionate and demonstrative activity of expressing grief) 
               => laughter --
 (the activity of laughing; the manifestation of joy or mirth of scorn; "he enjoyed the laughter of the crowd"
) 
               => act -- (a manifestation of insincerity; "he put on quite an act for her benefit") 
               => effusion, gush, outburst, blowup, ebullition -- (an unrestrained expression of emotion) 
                   => acting out --
 (a (usually irritating) impulsive and uncontrollable outburst by a problem child or a neurotic adult) 
                   => cry -- (a fit of weeping; "had a good cry") 
                   => explosion -- (a sudden outburst; "an explosion of laughter"; "an explosion of rage") 
                   => flare --
 (a sudden outburst of emotion; "she felt a flare of delight"; "she could not control her flare of rage") 
           => exemplification, illustration -- (showing by example) 
       => eye contact --
 (a meeting of the eyes between two people that expresses meaningful nonverbal communication; "it was a 
mere glance, but the eye contact was enough to tell her that he was desperate to leave") 
       => projection -- (the projection of an image from a film onto a screen) 
       => display -- (exhibiting openly in public view; "a display of courage") 
           => acting out --
 ((psychiatry) the display of previously inhibited emotions (often in actions rather than words); considered t
o be healthy and therapeutic) 
           => array --
 (an impressive display; "it was a bewildering array of books"; "his tools were in an orderly array on the bas
ement wall") 
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           => screening, showing, viewing -- (the display of a motion picture) 
               => preview -- (a screening for a select audience in advance of release for the general public) 
                   => sneak preview -- (a preview to test audience reactions) 
           => sight --
 (anything that is seen; "he was a familiar sight on the television"; "they went to Paris to see the sights") 
               => spectacle --
 (something or someone seen (especially a notable or unusual sight); "the tragic spectacle of cripples trying 
to escape") 
           => ostentation, fanfare -- (a showy outward display) 
               => bravado, bluster -- (a swaggering show of courage) 
               => exhibitionism --
 (extravagant and conspicuous behavior intended to attract attention to yourself) 
               => ritz -- (ostentatious display of elegance; "they put on the ritz") 
               => splurge -- (an ostentatious display (of effort or extravagance etc.)) 
               => pedantry -- (a ostentatious and inappropriate display of learning) 
           => flaunt -- (the act of displaying something ostentatiously; "his behavior was an outrageous flaunt") 
           => presentation --
 (the act of making something publicly available; presenting news or other information by broadcasting or p
rinting it; "he prepared his presentation carefully in advance") 
               => unveiling -- (putting on display for the first time; "he attended the unveiling of the statue") 
               => production --
 (a presentation for the stage or screen or radio or television; "have you seen the new production of Hamlet?
") 
                   => theatrical production, staging -- (the production of a drama on the stage) 
                       => coup de theatre -- (a highly successful theatrical production) 
                       => summer stock --
 (theatrical productions performed by a stock company during the summer) 
       => artwork, art, graphics, nontextual matter --
 (photographs or other visual representations in a printed publication; "the publisher was responsible for all 
the artwork in the book") 
           => illustration -- (artwork that helps make something clear or attractive) 
               => picture, pictorial matter --
 (illustrations used to decorate or explain a text; "the dictionary had many pictures") 
               => figure, fig --
 (a diagram or picture illustrating textual material; "the area covered can be seen from Figure 2") 
               => chart -- (a visual display of information) 
                   => plot -- (a chart or map showing the movements or progress of an object) 
                   => organization chart --
 (a chart showing the lines of responsibility between departments of a large organization) 
                   => color chart -- (a chart displaying colors) 
                       => color circle, color wheel --
 (a chart in which complementary colors (or their names) are arranged on opposite sides of a circle) 
                   => bar chart, bar graph -- (a chart with bars whose lengths are proportional to quantities) 
                       => histogram --
 (a bar chart representing a frequency distribution; heights of the bars represent observed frequencies) 
                   => eye chart -- (a chart that is read from a fixed distance; used as a test of vision) 
                   => flip chart --
 (a chart with several sheets hinged at the top; sheets can be flipped over to present information sequentially
) 
                   => pie chart --
 (a circular chart divided into triangular areas proportional to the percentages of the whole) 
                   => star chart -- (a chart showing the relative positions of the stars in a particular part of the sky) 
                   => profile --
 (an analysis (often in graphical form) representing the extent to which something exhibits various character
istics; "a biochemical profile of blood"; "a psychological profile of serial killers") 
                       => population profile -- (a chart showing the number of people as a function of their ages) 
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               => graph, graphical record --
 (a drawing illustrating the relations between certain quantities plotted with reference to a set of axes) 
                   => characteristic curve, characterisic function --
 ((electronics) graph showing how a particular characteristic of a device varies with other parameters) 
                       => frequency-response curve, frequency-response characteristic, frequency response --
 ((electronics) a graph of frequency response with signal amplitude or gain plotted against frequency) 
                   => ballistocardiogram -- (a graphical recording made by a ballistocardiograph) 
                   => electrocardiogram, cardiogram, EKG, ECG --
 (a graphical recording of the cardiac cycle produced by an electrocardiograph) 
                   => electroencephalogram, encephalogram, EEG --
 (a graphical record of electrical activity of the brain; produced by an electroencephalograph) 
                   => electroretinogram --
 (a graphical recording of the electrical activity of the retina that results when light is flashed into the eye) 
                   => Laffer curve --
 (a graph purporting to show the relation between tax rates and government income; income increases as ta
x rates increase up to an optimum beyond which income declines) 
                   => myogram -- (a graphical recording of muscle activity) 
                       => electromyogram, EMG --
 (a graphical record of electric currents associated with muscle contractions) 
                   => radiation pattern, radiation diagram, pattern --
 (graphical representation (in polar or cartesian coordinates) of the spatial distribution of radiation from an 
antenna as a function of angle) 
                   => tachogram -- (a graphical record of speed and distance produced by a tachograph) 
                   => exponential curve -- (a graph of an exponential function) 
           => drawing --
 (an illustration that is drawn by hand and published in a book or magazine; "it is shown by the drawing in 
Fig. 7") 
 

SIGNAL, SIGN 
signal, signaling, sign --
 (any communication that encodes a message; "signals from the boat suddenly stopped") 
       => recording -- (signal encoding something (e.g., picture or sound) that has been recorded) 
           => bologram, bolograph -- (record or recording made by a bolometer) 
           => chromatogram --
 (the recording (column or paper strip) on which the constituents of a mixture are adsorbed in  
chromatography) 
           => oscillogram -- (the recording produced by an oscillograph) 
           => spirogram -- (a recording of breathing made with a spirograph) 
       => phone number, telephone number, number --
 (the number is used in calling a particular telephone; "he has an unlisted number") 
       => starting signal, start --
 (a signal to begin (as in a race); "the starting signal was a green light"; "the runners awaited the start") 
       => storm signal -- (a signal announcing the approach of a storm especially one of marked violence) 
           => storm cone -- (a canvas cone hoisted to warn of high winds) 
       => radio beam, beam --
 (a signal transmitted along a narrow path; guides pilots in darkness or bad weather) 
       => ticktack -- (system of signalling by hand signs used by bookmakers at racetracks) 
       => time signal -- (a signal (especially electronic or by radio) indicating the precisely correct time) 
       => dog-ear -- (a corner of a page turned down to mark your place) 
       => animal communication -- (communication between animals (of the same species)) 
           => birdcall, call, birdsong, song --
 (the characteristic sound produced by a bird; "a bird will not learn its song unless it hears it at an early age"
) 
       => alarm, alert, warning signal, alarum -- (an automatic signal (usually a sound) warning of danger) 
           => torpedo --
 (a small explosive device that is placed on a railroad track and fires when a train runs over it; the sound of t
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he explosion warns the engineer of danger ahead) 
           => air alert -- (the warning signal that begins an period of preparation for an enemy air attack) 
           => burglar alarm --
 (a loud warning signal produced by a burglar alarm; "they could hear the burglar alarm a mile away") 
           => fire alarm -- (a shout or bell to warn that fire has broken out) 
           => foghorn, fogsignal -- (a loud low warning signal that can be heard by fog-bound ships) 
           => horn -- (a noise made by the driver of an automobile to give warning;) 
           => red flag --
 (a flag that serves as a warning signal; "we didn't swim at the beach because the red flag was up") 
           => siren -- (a warning signal that is a loud wailing sound) 
           => tocsin, alarm bell -- (the sound of an alarm (usually a bell)) 
       => distress signal, distress call --
 (an internationally recognized signal sent out by a ship or plane indicating that help is needed) 
           => SOS -- (an internationally recognized distress signal in radio code) 
           => Mayday --
 (an internationally recognized distress signal via radiotelephone (from the French m'aider)) 
       => all clear -- (a signal (usually a siren) that danger is over) 
       => bugle call -- (a signal broadcast by the sound of a bugle) 
           => recall -- (a bugle call that signals troops to return) 
           => taps, lights-out -- ((military) signal to turn the lights out) 
           => reveille, wake-up signal -- ((military) signal to wake up) 
           => retreat -- ((military) a bugle call signaling the lowering of the flag at sunset) 
           => tattoo -- (a drumbeat or bugle call that signals the military to return to their quarters) 
       => curfew -- (a signal (usually a bell) announcing the start of curfew restrictions) 
       => retreat -- ((military) a signal to begin a withdrawal from a dangerous position) 
       => drumbeat -- ((military) the beating of a drum as a signal for lowering the flag at sundown) 
           => tattoo -- (a drumbeat or bugle call that signals the military to return to their quarters) 
       => telegraphic signal, radiotelegraphic signal -- (a signal transmitted by telegraphy) 
           => dot, dit -- (the shorter of the two telegraphic signals used in Morse code) 
           => dash, dah -- (the longer of the two telegraphic signals used in Morse code) 
       => whistle, whistling --
 (the act of signalling (e.g., summoning) by whistling or blowing a whistle; "the whistle signalled the end of
 the game") 
       => high sign --
 (a silent signal of warning or recognition; "she started to speak but he gave her the high sign") 
SYMBOL < SIGNAL, SIGN < COMMUNICATION < SOCIAL RELATION < RELATIONSHIP < 
ENTITY 
       => symbol -- (an arbitrary sign (written or printed) that has acquired a conventional significance) 
           => stock symbol --
 (the letters used to identify listed companies on the securities exchanges where they are traded) 
           => award, accolade, honor, honour, laurels --
 (a tangible symbol signifying approval or distinction; "an award for bravery") 
               => trophy, prize -- (something given as a token of victory) 
                   => apple of discord --
 ((classical mythology) a golden apple thrown into a banquet of the gods by Eris (goddess of discord--
who had not been invited); the apple had `for the fairest' written on it and Hera and Athena and Aphrodite a
ll claimed it; when Paris (prince of Troy) awarded it to Aphrodite it began a chain of events that led to the 
Trojan War) 
                   => booby prize -- (a prize given to one who finishes last in a contest) 
                       => wooden spoon -- (a booby prize consisting of a spoon made of wood) 
                   => bronze medal --
 (a medal made of bronze (or having the appearance of bronze) that is usually awarded for winning third pla
ce in a competition) 
                   => cup, loving cup --
 (a large metal vessel with two handles that is awarded as a trophy to the winner of a competition; "the scho
ol kept the cups is a special glass case") 
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                       => Davis Cup -- (cup awarded for the annual international team tennis competition) 
                   => gold medal --
 (a medal made of gold (or having the appearance of gold) that is usually awarded for winning first place in 
a competition) 
                   => silver medal, silver --
 (a medal made of silver (or having the appearance of silver) that is usually awarded for winning second pla
ce in a competition) 
               => aliyah --
 ((Judaism) the honor of being called up to the reading desk in the synagogue to read from the Torah; "he w
as called on for an aliyah") 
               => academic degree, degree --
 (an award conferred by a college or university signifying that the recipient has satisfactorily completed a c
ourse of study; "he earned his degree at Princeton summa cum laude") 
                   => associate degree, associate -- (a degree granted by a two-
year college on successful completion of the undergraduates course of studies) 
                       => Associate in Arts, AA -- (an associate degree in arts) 
                       => Associate in Applied Science, AAS -- (an associate degree in applied science) 
                       => Associate in Nursing, AN -- (an associate degree in nursing) 
                   => bachelor's degree, baccalaureate --
 (an academic degree conferred on someone who has successfully completed undergraduate studies) 
                       => Bachelor of Arts, BA, Artium Baccalaurens, AB --
 (a bachelor's degree in arts and sciences) 
                       => Bachelor of Arts in Library Science, ABLS -- (a bachelor's degree in library science) 
                       => Bachelor of Arts in Nursing, BAN -- (a bachelor's degree in nursing) 
                       => Bachelor of Divinity, BD -- (a bachelor's degree in religion) 
                       => Bachelor of Literature, BLitt -- (a bachelor's degree in literature) 
                       => Bachelor of Medicine, MB -- ((a British degree) a bachelor's degree in medicine) 
                       => Bachelor of Music, BMus -- (a bachelor's degree in music) 
                       => Bachelor of Naval Science, BNS -- (a bachelor's degree in naval science) 
                       => Bachelor of Science, BS, SB -- (a bachelor's degree in science) 
                       => Bachelor of Science in Architecture, BSArch -- (a bachelor's degree in architecture) 
                       => Bachelor of Science in Engineering -- (a bachelor's degree in engineering) 
                       => Bachelor of Theology, ThB -- (a bachelor's degree in theology) 
                   => honours, honours degree -- (a university degree with honors) 
                       => first, first-class honours degree -- (an honours degree of the highest class) 
                           => double first -- (a first-class honours degree in two subjects) 
                   => master's degree -- (an academic degree higher than a bachelor's but lower than a doctor's) 
                       => Master of Architecture, MArch --
 (a degree granted for the successful completion of advanced study of architecture) 
                       => Master of Arts, MA, Artium Magister, AM -- (a master's degree in arts and sciences) 
                       => Master of Arts in Library Science, MALS -- (a master's degree in library science) 
                       => Master of Arts in Teaching, MAT -- (a master's degree in teaching) 
                       => Master in Business, Master in Business Administration, MBA --
 (a master's degree in business) 
                       => Master of Divinity, MDiv -- (a master's degree in religion) 
                       => Master of Education, MEd -- (a master's degree in education) 
                       => Master of Fine Arts, MFA -- (a master's degree in fine arts) 
                       => Master of Literature, MLitt -- (a master's degree in literature) 
                       => Master of Library Science, MLS -- (a master's degree in library science) 
                       => Master in Public Affairs -- (a master's degree in questions of public concern) 
                       => Master of Science, MS, SM, MSc -- (a master's degree in science) 
                       => Master of Science in Engineering -- (a master's degree in engineering) 
                       => Master of Theology, ThM -- (a master's degree in theology) 
                   => doctor's degree, doctorate -- (one of the highest academic degrees conferred by a university) 
                       => Doctor of Dental Medicine, DMD -- (a doctor's degree in dental medicine) 
                       => Doctor of Dental Surgery, DDS -- (a doctor's degree in dental surgery) 
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                       => Doctor of Divinity, DD -- (a doctor's degree in religion) 
                       => Doctor of Education, EdD, DEd -- (a doctor's degree in education) 
                       => Doctor of Medicine, MD -- (a doctor's degree in medicine) 
                       => Doctor of Music, DMus, MusD -- (a doctor's degree in music) 
                       => Doctor of Musical Arts, AMusD -- (a doctor's degree in musical arts) 
                       => Doctor of Optometry, OD -- (a doctor's degree in optometry) 
                       => Doctor of Osteopathy, DO -- (doctor's degree in osteopathy) 
                       => Doctor of Philosophy -- (a doctorate awarded for original contributions to knowledge) 
                           => Ph.D., PhD --
 (an American doctorate usually based on at least 3 years graduate study and a dissertation; the highest degr
ee awarded by a graduate school) 
                           => DPhil -- (a British doctorate) 
                       => Doctor of Public Health, DPH -- (a doctor's degree in preventive medicine) 
                       => Doctor of Theology, ThD -- (a doctor's degree in theology) 
                   => law degree -- (degree conferred on someone who successfully completes law school) 
                       => Bachelor of Laws, LLB -- (a three-year law degree) 
                       => Master of Laws, LLM -- (an advanced law degree) 
                   => honorary degree -- (a degree conferred to honor the recipient) 
                       => Doctor of Arts, ArtsD -- (an honorary arts degree) 
                       => Doctor of Fine Arts -- (an honorary degree in fine arts) 
                       => Doctor of Humane Letters -- (an honorary degree in letters) 
                       => Doctor of Humanities -- (an honorary degree in the humanities) 
                       => Doctor of Laws, LLD -- (an honorary law degree) 
                       => Doctor of Science, DS, ScD -- (an honorary degree in science) 
               => pennant, crown -- (the award given to the champion) 
               => cachet, seal, seal of approval -- (an indication of approved or superior status) 
               => citation, commendation --
 (an official award (as for bravery or service) usually given as formal public statement) 
               => mention, honorable mention --
 (an official recognition of merit; "although he didn't win the prize he did get special mention") 
               => letter, varsity letter --
 (an award earned by participation in a school sport; "he won letters in three sports") 
               => decoration, laurel wreath, medal, medallion, palm, ribbon --
 (an award for winning a championship or commemorating some other event) 
                   => bronze medal --
 (a medal made of bronze (or having the appearance of bronze) that is usually awarded for winning third pla
ce in a competition) 
                   => gold medal --
 (a medal made of gold (or having the appearance of gold) that is usually awarded for winning first place in 
a competition) 
                   => silver medal, silver --
 (a medal made of silver (or having the appearance of silver) that is usually awarded for winning second pla
ce in a competition) 
                   => Medal of Honor, Congressional Medal of Honor --
 (the highest U.S. military decoration awarded for bravery and valor in action `above and beyond the call of
 duty') 
                   => Distinguished Service Medal --
 (a United States military decoration for meritorious service in wartime duty of great responsibility) 
                   => Distinguished Service Cross --
 (a United States Army decoration for extraordinary heroism against an armed enemy) 
                   => Navy Cross --
 (a United States Navy decoration for extraordinary heroism against an armed enemy) 
                   => Distinguished Flying Cross --
 (a United States Air Force decoration for heroism while participating in an aerial flight) 
                   => Air Medal --
 (a United States Air Force decoration for meritorious achievement while participating in an aerial flight) 
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                   => Silver Star Medal, Silver Star -- (a United States military decoration for gallantry in action) 
                   => Bronze Star Medal, Bronze Star --
 (a United States military decoration awarded for meritorious service (except in aerial flight)) 
                   => Order of the Purple Heart, Purple Heart --
 (a United States military decoration awarded to any member of the armed forces who is wounded in action
) 
                   => Oak Leaf Cluster --
 (a United States military decoration consisting of bronze or silver oak leaves and acorns awarded to anyon
e who has won a given medal before) 
                   => Victoria Cross -- (a British military decoration for gallantry) 
                   => Distinguished Conduct Medal --
 (a British military decoration for distinguished conduct in the field) 
                   => Distinguished Service Order -- (a British military decoration for special service in action) 
                   => Croix de Guerre -- (a French military decoration for gallantry) 
                   => Medaille Militaire -- (a French military decoration) 
               => trophy -- (an award for success in war or hunting) 
               => Emmy --
 (an annual award by the Academy of Television Arts and Sciences for outstanding achievements in televisi
on) 
               => Nobel prize --
 (an annual award for outstanding contributions to chemistry or physics or physiology and medicine or liter
ature or economics or peace) 
               => Academy Award, Oscar --
 (an annual award by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences for achievements in motion picture
 production and performance) 
               => Prix de Rome --
 (an annual prize awarded by the French government in a competition of painters and artists and sculptors a
nd musicians and architects; the winner in each category receives support for a period of study in Rome) 
               => Prix Goncourt -- (an award given annually for contributions to French literature) 
           => mark, stigma, brand, stain --
 (a symbol of disgrace or infamy; "And the Lord set a mark upon Cain"--Genesis) 
               => demerit --
 (a mark against a person for misconduct or failure; usually given in school or armed forces; "ten demerits a
nd he loses his privileges") 
               => bar sinister, bend sinister -- (a mark of bastardy; lines from top right to bottom left) 
               => cloven hoof, cloven foot -- (the mark of Satan) 
           => token, item --
 (an individual instance of a type of symbol; "the word`error' contains three tokens of `r'") 
               => postage, postage stamp, stamp -- (a token that postal fees have been paid) 
               => trading stamp --
 (a stamp given by a retailer to a buyer; redeemable for articles on a premium list) 
           => type --
 (all of the tokens of the same symbol; "the word `element' contains five different types of character") 
           => numeral, number --
 (a symbol used to represent a number; "he learned to write the numerals before he went to school") 
               => Arabic numeral, Hindu numeral, Hindu-Arabic numeral --
 (one of the symbols 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,0) 
               => Roman numeral --
 (a symbol in the old Roman notation; I,V,X,L,C,D,M represent 1,5,10,50,100,500,1000 respectively in Ara
bic notation) 
               => antilogarithm, antilog -- (the number of which a given number is the logarithm) 
           => symbolism -- (a system of symbols and symbolic representations) 
           => lingam -- (the Hindu phallic symbol of Siva) 
WRITTEN SYMBOL < SYMBOL < SIGN < COMMUNICATION < SOCIAL RELATION < 
RELATIONSHIP <… 
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           => written symbol, printed symbol -- (a written or printed symbol) 
               => mark --
 (a written or printed symbol (as for punctuation); "his answer was just a punctuation mark") 
                   => arrow, pointer -- (a mark to indicate a direction or relation) 
                   => broad arrow -- (a mark shaped like an arrowhead; used to mark convicts' clothing) 
                   => call mark, call number, pressmark --
 (a mark consisting of characters written on a book; used to indicate shelf location) 
                   => caret --
 (a mark used by an author or editor to indicate where something is to be inserted into a text) 
                   => check mark, check, tick --
 (a mark indicating that something has been noted or completed etc.; "as he called the role he put a check m
ark by each student's name") 
                   => diacritical mark, diacritic -- (a mark added to a letter to indicate a special pronunciation) 
                       => accent, accent mark --
 (a diacritical mark used to indicate stress or placed above a vowel to indicate a special pronunciation) 
                           => stress mark -- (a mark indicating the stress on a syllable) 
                           => acute accent, acute, ague -- (a mark (') placed above a vowel to indicate pronunciation) 
                           => grave accent, grave -- (a mark (`) placed above a vowel to indicate pronunciation) 
                       => breve -- (a diacritical mark (u-curved) placed over a vowel to indicate a short sound) 
                       => cedilla --
 (a diacritical mark (,) placed below the letter c to indicate that it is pronounced as an s) 
                       => circumflex --
 (a diacritical mark (^) placed above a vowel in some languages to indicate a special phonetic quality) 
                       => hacek, wedge --
 (a diacritical mark (an inverted circumflex) placed above certain letters (such as c) to indicate pronunciatio
n) 
                       => macron -- (a diacritical mark (-) placed above a vowel to indicate a long sound) 
                       => tilde --
 (a diacritical mark (~) placed over the letter n in Spanish to indicate a palatal nasal sound or over a vowel i
n Portuguese to indicate nasalization) 
                       => umlaut, dieresis, diaeresis --
 (a diacritical mark (two dots) placed over a vowel in German to indicate a change in sound) 
                   => ditto mark, ditto -- (a mark used to indicate the word above it should be repeated) 
                   => dollar mark, dollar sign --
 (a mark ($) written before a number to indicate that it stands for the number of dollars) 
                   => point, head -- (a V-
shaped mark at one end of an arrow pointer; "the point of the arrow was due north") 
                   => punctuation, punctuation mark --
 (the marks used to clarify meaning by indicating separation of words into sentences and clauses and phrase
s) 
                       => ampersand -- (a punctuation mark (&) used to represent conjunction (and)) 
                       => angle bracket, bracket --
 (either of two punctuation marks (`<' or `>') sometimes used to enclose textual material) 
                       => apostrophe --
 (the mark (') used to indicate the omission of one or more letters from a printed word) 
                       => brace -- (either of two punctuation marks ({ or }) used to enclose textual material) 
                       => bracket, square bracket --
 (either of two punctuation marks ([ or ]) used to enclose textual material) 
                       => colon --
 (a punctuation mark (:) used after a word introducing a series or an example or an explanation (or after the 
salutation of a business letter)) 
                       => comma --
 (a punctuation mark (,) used to indicate the separation of elements within the grammatical structure of a se
ntence) 
                       => exclamation mark, exclamation point --
 (a punctuation mark (!) used after an exclamation) 
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                       => hyphen, dash -- (a punctuation mark (-
) used between parts of a compound word or between the syllables of a word when the word is divided at th
e end of a line of text) 
                       => parenthesis -- (either of two punctuation marks (or) used to enclose textual material) 
                       => period, point, full stop, stop, full point --
 (a punctuation mark (.) placed at the end of a declarative sentence to indicate a full stop or after abbreviatio
ns; "in England they call a period a stop") 
                           => suspension point --
 ((usually plural) one of a series of points indicating that something has been omitted or that the sentence is 
incomplete) 
                       => question mark, interrogation point --
 (a punctuation mark (?) placed at the end of a sentence to indicate a question) 
                       => quotation mark, quote, inverted comma --
 (a punctuation mark used to attribute the enclosed text to someone else) 
                           => single quote -- (a single quotation mark) 
                           => double quotes -- (a pair of quotation marks) 
                           => scare quote --
 (the use of quotation marks to indicate that it is not the authors preferred terminology) 
                       => semicolon --
 (a punctuation mark (`;') used to connect independent clauses; indicates a closer relation than does a period
) 
                       => solidus, slash, virgule, diagonal, stroke, separatrix --
 (a punctuation mark (/) used to separate related items of information) 
                       => swung dash -- (a punctuation mark used in text to indicate the omission of a word) 
               => character, grapheme, graphic symbol --
 (a written symbol that is used to represent speech; "the Greek alphabet has 24 characters") 
                   => allograph -- (a variant form of a grapheme as `m' or `M') 
                   => check character --
 (a character that is added to the end of a block of transmitted data and used to check the accuracy of the tra
nsmission) 
                   => superscript, superior --
 (a character or symbol set or printed or written above and immediately to one side of another character) 
                   => subscript, inferior --
 (a character or symbol set or printed or written beneath or slightly below and to the side of another charact
er) 
                   => ASCII character --
 (any member of the standard code for representing characters by binary numbers) 
                       => control character, ASCII control character --
 (ASCII characters to indicate carriage return or tab or backspace; typed by depressing a key and the contro
l key at the same time) 
                           => backspace character -- (a control character that indicates moving a space to the left) 
                   => ligature -- (character consisting of two or more letters combined into one) 
                   => capital, capital letter, upper case, upper-case letter, majuscule --
 (one of the large alphabetic characters used as the first letter in writing or printing proper names and somet
imes for emphasis; "printers once kept the type for capitals and for small letters in separate cases; capitals 
were kept in the upper half of the type case and so became known as upper-case letters") 
                       => small capital, small cap -- (a character having the form of an upper-
case letter but the same height as lower-case letters) 
                   => small letter, lower case, lower-case letter, minuscule --
 (the characters that were once kept in bottom half of a compositor's type case) 
                   => type -- (printed characters; "small type is hard to read") 
                       => type family -- (a complete set of type suitable for printing text) 
                       => font, fount, typeface, face -- (a specific size and style of type within a type family) 
                           => typewriter font, constant-width font, fixed-width font, monospaced font --
 (a typeface is which each character is given the same width (as by a typewriter)) 
                           => proportional font -- (any font whose different characters have different widths) 
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                               => modern, modern font, Bodoni, Bodoni font --
 (a typeface (based on an 18th century design by Gianbattista Bodoni) distinguished by regular shape and h
airline serifs and heavy downstrokes) 
                               => old style, old style font --
 (a typeface (based on an 18th century design) distinguished by irregularity and slanted ascender serifs and l
ittle contrast between light and heavy strokes) 
                               => roman, roman type, roman letters, roman print --
 (a typeface used in ancient Roman inscriptions) 
                           => font cartridge, cartridge font --
 (any font that is contained in a cartridge that can be plugged into a computer printer) 
                           => Gothic, black letter -- (a heavy typeface in use from 15th to 18th centuries) 
                           => boldface, bold face, bold -- (a typeface with thick heavy lines) 
                           => italic -- (a typeface with letters slanting upward to the right) 
                           => screen font, raster font --
 (the font that is displayed on a computer screen; "when the screen font resembles a printed font a document
 may look approximately the same on the screen as it will when printed") 
                           => sans serif, Helvetica -- (a typeface in which characters have no serifs) 
                   => percent sign, percentage sign -- (%) 
                   => asterisk, star -- (a star-shaped character * used in printing) 
                   => dagger, obelisk -- (a character used in printing to indicate a cross reference or footnote) 
                   => double dagger, double obelisk, dieses --
 (a character used in printing to indicate a cross reference or footnote) 
                   => letter, letter of the alphabet, alphabetic character --
 (the conventional characters of the alphabet used to represent speech; "his grandmother taught him his lette
rs") 
                       => ascender -- (a lowercase letter that has a part extending above other lowercase letters) 
                       => descender -- (a lowercase letter that has a part extending below other lowercase letters) 
                       => digraph --
 (two successive letters (especially two letters used to represent a single sound: `sh' in `shoe')) 
                       => initial --
 (the first letter of a word (especially a person's name); "he refused to put the initials FRS after his name") 
                       => A -- (the 1st letter of the Roman alphabet) 
                       => B -- (the 2nd letter of the Roman alphabet) 
                       => C -- (the 3rd letter of the Roman alphabet) 
                       => D -- (the 4th letter of the Roman alphabet) 
                       => E -- (the 5th letter of the Roman alphabet) 
                       => F -- (the 6th letter of the Roman alphabet) 
                       => G -- (the 7th letter of the Roman alphabet) 
                       => H -- (the 8th letter of the Roman alphabet) 
                       => I -- (the 9th letter of the Roman alphabet) 
                       => J -- (the 10th letter of the Roman alphabet) 
                       => K -- (the 11th letter of the Roman alphabet) 
                       => L -- (the 12th letter of the Roman alphabet) 
                       => M -- (the 13th letter of the Roman alphabet) 
                       => N -- (the 14th letter of the Roman alphabet) 
                       => O -- (the 15th letter of the Roman alphabet) 
                       => P -- (the 16th letter of the Roman alphabet) 
                       => Q -- (the 17th letter of the Roman alphabet) 
                       => R -- (the 18th letter of the Roman alphabet) 
                       => S -- (the 19th letter of the Roman alphabet) 
                       => T -- (the 20th letter of the Roman alphabet) 
                       => U -- (the 21st letter of the Roman alphabet) 
                       => V -- (the 22nd letter of the Roman alphabet) 
                       => W, double-u -- (the 23rd letter of the Roman alphabet) 
                       => X -- (the 24th letter of the Roman alphabet) 
                       => Y -- (the 25th letter of the Roman alphabet) 
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                       => Z, zee, zed, ezed, izzard --
 (the 26th letter of the Roman alphabet; "the British call Z zed and the Scots call it ezed but Americans call 
it zee"; "he doesn't know A from izzard") 
                       => alpha -- (the 1st letter of the Greek alphabet) 
                       => beta -- (the 2nd letter of the Greek alphabet) 
                       => gamma -- (the 3rd letter of the Greek alphabet) 
                       => delta -- (the 4th letter of the Greek alphabet) 
                       => epsilon -- (the 5th letter of the Greek alphabet) 
                       => zeta -- (the 6th letter of the Greek alphabet) 
                       => eta -- (the 7th letter of the Greek alphabet) 
                       => theta -- (the 8th letter of the Greek alphabet) 
                       => iota -- (the 9th letter of the Greek alphabet) 
                       => kappa -- (the 10th letter of the Greek alphabet) 
                       => lambda -- (the 11th letter of the Greek alphabet) 
                       => mu -- (the 12th letter of the Greek alphabet) 
                       => nu -- (the 13th letter of the Greek alphabet) 
                       => xi -- (the 14th letter of the Greek alphabet) 
                       => omicron -- (the 15th letter of the Greek alphabet) 
                       => pi -- (the 16th letter of the Greek alphabet) 
                       => rho -- (the 17th letter of the Greek alphabet) 
                       => sigma -- (the 18th letter of the Greek alphabet) 
                       => tau -- (the 19th letter of the Greek alphabet) 
                       => upsilon -- (the 20th letter of the Greek alphabet) 
                       => phi -- (the 21st letter of the Greek alphabet) 
                       => chi, khi -- (the 22nd letter of the Greek alphabet) 
                       => psi -- (the 23rd letter of the Greek alphabet) 
                       => omega -- (the last (24th) letter of the Greek alphabet) 
                       => polyphone, polyphonic letter --
 (a letter that has two or more pronunciations; "`c' is a polyphone because it is pronounced like `k' in `car' b
ut like `s' in `cell'") 
                       => block letter, block capital -- (a plain hand-drawn letter) 
                       => vowel -- (a letter of the alphabet standing for a spoken vowel) 
                           => vowel point --
 (a mark placed below or near a consonant (as in Hebrew or Arabic) to indicate the spoken vowel) 
                       => consonant -- (a letter of the alphabet standing for a spoken consonant) 
                   => space, blank --
 (a blank character used to separate successive words in writing or printing; "he said the space is the most i
mportant character in the alphabet") 
                   => phonetic symbol --
 (a written character used in phonetic transcription of represent a particular speech sound) 
                   => mathematical symbol --
 (a character that is used to indicates a mathematical relation or operation) 
                   => rune, runic letter --
 (any character from an ancient Germanic alphabet used in Scandinavia from the 3rd century to the Middle 
Ages; "each rune had its own magical significance") 
                       => thorn -- (a Germanic character of runic origin) 
                   => pictograph -- (a graphic character used in picture writing) 
                   => ideogram, ideograph -- (a graphic character used in ideography) 
                       => logogram, logograph --
 (a single written symbol that represents an entire word or phrase without indicating its pronunciation; "7 is 
a logogram that is pronounced `seven' in English and `nanatsu' in Japanese") 
                   => radical -- (a character conveying the lexical meaning of a logogram) 
                   => stenograph -- (a shorthand character) 
               => phonogram -- (any written symbol standing for a sound or syllable or morpheme or word) 
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          => dollar, dollar mark, dollar sign --
 (a symbol of commercialism or greed; "he worships the almighty dollar"; "the dollar sign means little to hi
m") 
           => monogram --
 (a graphic symbol consisting of 2 or more letters combined (usually your initials); printed on stationery or 
embroidered on clothing) 
           => stamp, impression -- (a symbol that is the result of printing; "he put his stamp on the envelope") 
               => imprint, embossment -- (an impression produced by pressure or printing) 
               => revenue stamp --
 (a stamp that is put on an object to show that a government tax has been paid) 
               => seal --
 (a stamp affixed to a document (as to attest to its authenticity or to seal it); "the warrant bore the sheriff's se
al") 
           => mantle --
 (the cloak as a symbol of authority; "place the mantle of authority on younger shoulders") 
           => Crown --
 (the Crown (or the reigning monarch) as the symbol of the power and authority of a monarchy; "the coloni
es revolted against the Crown") 
               => British Crown --
 (the symbol of the power of the British monarchy; "members of the British Commonwealth owe allegiance
 to the British Crown") 
           => staff -- (a rod carried as a symbol) 
               => crosier, crozier --
 (a staff surmounted by a crook or cross carried by bishops as a symbol of pastoral office) 
               => mace -- (a ceremonial staff carried as a symbol of office or authority) 
               => scepter, sceptre, verge, wand -- (a ceremonial or emblematic staff) 
                   => bauble -- (a mock scepter carried by a court jester) 
               => tipstaff -- (staff with a metal tip carried as a sign of office by e.g. a bailiff or constable) 
           => icon --
 ((computer science) a graphic symbol (usually a simple picture) that denotes a program or a command or a 
data file or a concept in a graphical user interface) 
           => marker, marking, mark -- (a distinguishing symbol; "the owner's mark was on all the sheep") 
               => earmark -- (identification mark on the ear of a domestic animal) 
               => brand -- (identification mark on skin, made by burning) 
               => trademark --
 (a formally registered symbol identifying the manufacturer or distributor of a product) 
                   => logo, logotype -- (a company emblem or device) 
               => authentication, hallmark, assay-mark --
 (a mark on an article of trade to indicate its origin and authenticity) 
               => postmark --
 (a cancellation mark stamped on mail by postal officials; indicates the post office and date of mailing) 
               => watermark --
 (a distinguishing mark impressed on paper during manufacture; visible when paper is held up to the light) 
               => broad arrow -- (an arrowhead mark identifying British government property) 
               => milestone, milepost -- (stone post at side of a road to show distances) 
               => peg, pin -- (small markers inserted into a surface to mark scores or define locations etc.) 
               => spot, pip -- (a mark on a playing card (shape depending on the suit)) 
               => label -- (an identifying or descriptive marker that is attached to an object) 
                   => gummed label, sticker, paster -- (an adhesive label) 
                       => bookplate, ex libris -- (a label identifying the owner of a book in which it is pasted) 
                   => tag -- (a label made of cardboard or plastic or metal) 
                       => dog tag -- (metal plate on a dog collar bearing its registration number) 
                       => dog tag -- (military identification tag worn on a chain around the neck) 
                       => name tag -- (a tag showing the name of the person who wears it) 
                       => price tag -- (a tag showing the price of the article it is attached to) 
               => cairn -- (a mound of stones piled up as a memorial or to mark a boundary or path) 
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           => identifier -- (a symbol that establishes the identity of the one bearing it) 
           => variable --
 (a symbol (like x or y) that is used in mathematical or logical expressions to represent a variable quantity) 
               => placeholder --
 (a symbol in a logical or mathematical expression that can be replaced by the name of any member of spec
ified set) 
               => unknown, unknown quantity -- (a variable whose values are solutions of an equation) 
VISUAL SIGNAL < 
       => visual signal -- (a signal that involves visual communication) 
           => watch fire -- (a fire lighted at night as a signal) 
           => light --
 (a visual warning signal; "they saw the light of the beacon"; "there was a light at every corner") 
               => traffic light, traffic signal, stoplight --
 (a visual signal to control the flow of traffic at intersections) 
                   => green light, go-ahead -- (a signal to proceed) 
                   => red light -- (the signal to stop) 
                   => yellow light -- (the signal to proceed with caution) 
           => red light, warning light -- (a cautionary sign of danger) 
               => idiot light -- (a colored warning light on an instrument panel (as for low oil pressure)) 
           => flare, flash -- (a burst of light used to communicate or illuminate) 
               => star shell -- (an artillery shell containing an illuminant) 
               => Bengal light -- (a steady bright blue light; formerly used as a signal but now a firework) 
               => Very light -- (a colored flare fired from a Very pistol) 
           => flag, signal flag -- (a rectangular piece of fabric used as a signalling device) 
               => pennant -- (a flag longer than it is wide (and often tapering)) 
               => code flag, nautical signal flag --
 (one of an international code of flag signals used between ships) 
                   => blue peter --
 (a blue flag with a white square in the center indicates that the vessel is ready to sail) 
               => red flag --
 (a flag that serves as a warning signal; "we didn't swim at the beach because the red flag was up") 
           => windsock, sock, air sock, wind sleeve, wind cone, drogue --
 (a truncated cloth cone mounted on a mast; used (e.g., at airports) to show the direction of the wind) 
           => post, stake --
 (a pole or stake set up to mark something (as the start or end of a race track); "a pair of posts marked the go
al"; "the corner of the lot was indicated by a stake") 
               => starting post -- (a post marking the starting point of a race (especially a horse race)) 
               => winning post -- (the post at the end of a racecourse) 
           => blinker, turn signal, turn indicator, trafficator --
 (a blinking light on a motor vehicle that indicates the direction in which the vehicle is about to turn) 
           => armband -- (worn around arm as identification or to indicate mourning) 
           => rocket, skyrocket --
 (propels bright light high in the sky, or used to propel a lifesaving line or harpoon) 
           => beacon, beacon fire -- (a fire (usually on a hill or tower) that can be seen from a distance) 
               => signal fire, signal light -- (a fire set as a signal) 
           => stoplight, brake light --
 (a red light on the rear of a motor vehicle that signals when the brakes are applied to slow or stop) 
           => barber's pole -- (striped pole outside a barbershop) 
       => indicator -- (a signal for attracting attention) 
           => reference point, point of reference, reference --
 (an indicator that orients you generally; "it is used as a reference for comparing the heating and the electric
al energy involved") 
               => benchmark, bench mark --
 (a surveyor's mark on a permanent object of predetermined position and elevation used as a reference point
) 
               => landmark -- (a mark showing the boundary of a piece of land) 
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                   => merestone, meerestone, mearstone --
 (an old term for a landmark that consisted of a pile of stones surmounted by an upright slab) 
               => lubber's line, lubber line, lubber's mark, lubber's point --
 (a fixed line on a ship's compass indicating its heading) 
               => standard, criterion, measure, touchstone --
 (a basis for comparison; a reference point against which other things can be evaluated; "they set the measur
e for all subsequent work") 
                   => benchmark --
 (a standard by which something can be measured or judged; "his painting sets the benchmark of quality") 
                   => grade point average, GPA --
 (a measure of a student's academic achievement at a college or university; calculated by dividing the total 
number of grade points received by the total number attempted) 
                   => yardstick --
 (a measure or standard used for comparison; "on what kind of yardstick is he basing his judgment?") 
                   => medium of exchange, monetary system --
 (anything that is generally accepted as a standard of value and a measure of wealth in a particular country 
or region) 
                       => tender, legal tender -- (something used as an official medium of payment) 
                           => food stamp -- (government-issued stamps used in exchange for food) 
                       => money --
 (the most common medium of exchange; functions as legal tender; "we tried to collect the money he owed 
us") 
                           => appropriation -- (money set aside (as by a legislature) for a specific purpose) 
                               => pork barrel, pork --
 (a legislative appropriation designed to ingratiate legislators with their constituents) 
                           => fund, monetary fund -- (a reserve of money set aside for some purpose) 
                               => revolving fund --
 (a fund which, if borrowed or used, is intended to be replenished so it may be loaned or spent repeatedly) 
                               => sinking fund --
 (a fund accumulated regularly in a separate account and used to redeem debt securities) 
                               => savings, nest egg -- (a fund of money put by as a reserve) 
                               => pension fund, superannuation fund --
 (a fund reserved to pay workers' pensions when they retire from service) 
                               => war chest -- (a fund accumulated to finance a war (or a political campaign)) 
                               => slush fund -- (a fund for buying votes or bribing public officials) 
                               => trust fund -- (a fund held in trust) 
                               => deposit, bank deposit -- (money deposited in a bank) 
                                   => demand deposit --
 (a bank deposit from which withdrawals can be made without notice) 
                               => budget --
 (a sum of money allocated for a particular purpose; "the laboratory runs on a budget of a million a year") 
                                   => Civil List --
 (a sum of money voted by Parliament each year for the expenses of the British royal family) 
                                   => operating budget --
 (a budget for current expenses as distinct from financial transactions or permanent improvements) 
                               => petty cash --
 (a small fund of cash that a firm keeps for the payment of incidental expenses) 
                           => boodle, bread, cabbage, clams, dinero, dough, gelt, kale, lettuce, lolly, lucre, loot, mool
ah, pelf, scratch, shekels, simoleons, sugar, wampum -- (informal terms for money) 
                           => shinplaster -- (paper money of little value issued on insufficient security) 
                           => subsidization, subsidisation -- (mony (or other benefits) obtained as a subsidy) 
                           => token money --
 (coins of regular issue whose face value is greater than their intrinsic value) 
                       => currency -- (the metal or paper medium of exchange that is presently used) 
                           => money --
 (the official currency issued by a government or national bank; "he changed his money into francs") 
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                               => sterling --
 (British money; especially the pound sterling as the basic monetary unit of the UK) 
                           => Eurocurrency --
 (currency of the major financial and industrial countries held in those countries for the purpose of lending 
and borrowing) 
                               => Eurodollar --
 (a United States dollar deposited in a European bank and used as an international currency to finance trade
) 
                           => cash, hard cash, hard currency -- (money in the form of bills or coins) 
                               => change --
 (money received in return for its equivalent in a larger denomination or a different currency; "he got chang
e for a twenty and used it to pay the taxi driver") 
                               => change --
 (the balance of money received when the amount you tender is greater than the amount due; "I paid with a 
twenty and pocketed the change") 
                               => small change, chickenfeed, chump change -- (a trifling sum of money) 
                               => pocket money, pin money, spending money -- (cash for day-to-
day spending on incidental expenses) 
                               => ready cash, cold cash, ready money --
 (money in the form of cash that is readily available; "his wife was always a good source of ready cash"; "h
e paid cold cash for the TV set") 
                           => paper money, folding money, paper currency --
 (currency issued by a government or central bank and consisting of printed paper that can circulate as a sub
stitute for specie) 
                               => fractional currency --
 (paper currency in denominations less than the basic monetary unit) 
                               => fiat money --
 (money that the government declares to be legal tender although it cannot be converted into standard speci
e) 
                               => bill, note, government note, bank bill, banker's bill, bank note, banknote, Federal Res
erve note, greenback --
 (a piece of paper money (especially one issued by a central bank); "he peeled off five one-thousand-
zloty notes") 
                                   => silver certificate --
 (formerly a bank note issued by the United States Treasury and redeemable in silver) 
                                   => hundred dollar bill, c-note -- (a United States bill worth 100 dollars) 
                                   => fifty dollar bill, fifty -- (a United States bill worth 50 dollars) 
                                   => twenty dollar bill, twenty -- (a United States bill worth 20 dollars) 
                                   => tenner, ten dollar bill -- (a United States bill worth 10 dollars) 
                                   => fiver, five-spot, five dollar bill -- (a United States bill worth 5 dollars) 
                                       => nickel, nickel note --
 (five dollars worth of a drug; "a nickel bag of drugs"; "a nickel deck of heroin") 
                                   => two dollar bill -- (a United States bill worth 2 dollars) 
                                   => dollar, dollar bill, one dollar bill, buck, clam --
 (a piece of paper money worth one dollar) 
                           => coinage, mintage, specie, metal money -- (coins collectively) 
                               => coin -- (a metal piece (usually a disc) used as money) 
                                   => change --
 (coins of small denomination regarded collectively; "he had a pocketful of change") 
                                   => bawbee -- (an old Scottish coin of little value) 
                                   => bezant, bezzant, byzant, solidus --
 (a gold coin of the Byzantine Empire; widely circulated in Europe in the Middle Ages) 
                                   => denier -- (any of various former European coins of different denominations) 
                                   => ducat -- (formerly a gold coin of various European countries) 
                                   => real -- (an old small silver Spanish coin) 
                                   => piece of eight -- (an old silver Spanish coin; worth 8 reales) 
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                                   => shilling -- (an English coin worth one twentieth of a pound) 
                                   => crown -- (an English coin worth 5 shillings) 
                                   => half crown -- (an English coin worth half a crown) 
                                   => dime -- (a United States coin worth one tenth of a dollar) 
                                   => nickel -- (a United States coin worth one twentieth of a dollar) 
                                   => quarter --
 (a United States coin worth one fourth of a dollar; "he fed four quarters into the slot machine") 
                                   => half dollar, fifty-cent piece -- (a United States coin worth half of a dollar) 
                                   => halfpenny, ha'penny -- (an English coin worth half a penny) 
                                   => penny, cent, centime -- (a coin worth one-hundredth of the value of the basic unit) 
                                       => copper -- (a copper penny) 
                                       => new penny --
 (a coin used in Great Britain since 1971 worth one hundredth of a pound) 
                                   => tenpence -- (a decimal coin worth ten pennies) 
                                   => twopence, tuppence --
 (a former United Kingdom silver coin; United Kingdom bronze decimal coin worth two pennies) 
                                   => threepence --
 (former cupronickel coin of the United Kingdom equal to three pennies) 
                                   => fourpence, groat -- (a former English silver coin worth four pennies) 
                                   => fivepence -- (a five-cent piece) 
                                   => sixpence, tanner --
 (a small coin of the United Kingdom worth six pennies; not minted since 1970) 
                                   => eightpence -- (a coin worth eight pennies) 
                                   => ninepence -- (a coin worth nine pennies) 
                                   => dollar --
 (a United States coin worth one dollar; "the dollar coin has never been popular in the United States") 
                                       => Susan B Anthony dollar -- (a United States coin worth one dollar) 
                                       => silver dollar, cartwheel -- (a dollar made of silver) 
                                   => double eagle -- (a former gold coin in the United States worth 20 dollars) 
                                   => eagle -- (a former gold coin in the United States worth 10 dollars) 
                                   => half eagle -- (a former gold coin in United States worth 5 dollars) 
                                   => guinea -- (a former British gold coin worth 21 shillings) 
                                   => farthing -- (a former British bronze coin worth a quarter of a penny) 
                                   => doubloon -- (a former Spanish gold coin) 
                                   => louis d'or -- (a former French gold coin) 
                                   => medallion -- (any of various large ancient Greek coins) 
                                   => stater -- (any of the various silver or gold coins of ancient Greece) 
                                   => sou --
 (a former French coin of low denomination; often used of any small amount of money; "he hasn't a sou to 
his name") 
                                   => Maundy money --
 (specially minted silver coins that are distributed by the British sovereign on Maundy Thursday) 
                   => scale, scale of measurement, graduated table, ordered series --
 (an ordered reference standard; "judging on a scale of 1 to 10") 
                       => Beaufort scale, wind scale --
 (an international scale of wind force from 0 (calm air) to 12 (hurricane)) 
                       => index --
 (a numerical scale used to compare variables with one another or with some reference number) 
                           => margin of safety, safety margin, margin of error --
 (an index indicating the amount beyond the minimum necessary; "in engineering the margin of safety is th
e strength of the material minus the anticipated stress") 
                       => logarithmic scale --
 (scale on which actual distances from the origin are proportional to the logarithms of the corresponding sca
le numbers) 
                       => Mercalli scale --
 (a scale of earthquake intensity; an earthquake detected only by seismographs is a I and an earthquake that 
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destroys all buildings is a XII) 
                       => Mohs scale --
 (a scale of hardness of solids; talc is 0 and diamond is 10; ordering is determined by which substance can s
cratch another substance) 
                       => Richter scale --
 (a logarithmic scale of 1 to 10 used to express the energy released by an earthquake) 
                       => temperature scale -- (a system of measuring temperature) 
                           => Celsius scale, international scale, centigrade scale --
 (a temperature scale that defines the freezing point of water as 0 degrees and the boiling point of water as 1
00 degrees) 
                           => Fahrenheit scale --
 (a temperature scale that defines the freezing point of water as 32 degrees and the boiling point of water a 
212 degrees) 
                           => Kelvin scale, absolute scale --
 (a temperature scale that defines absolute zero as 0 degrees; water freezes at 273.16 degrees and boils at 37
3.16 degrees) 
                           => Rankine scale --
 (a scale of absolute temperature in Fahrenheit degrees; the freezing point of water is 491.69 degrees and th
e boiling point of water is 671.69 degrees) 
                           => Reaumur scale --
 (a temperature scale on which water freezes at 0 degrees and boils at 80 degrees) 
                       => wage scale, wage schedule -- (a schedule of wages paid for different jobs) 
                           => sliding scale -- (a wage scale that fluctuates in response to the cost-of-living index) 
                   => gauge, standard of measurement --
 (accepted or approved instance or example of a quantity or quality against which others are judged or meas
ured or compared) 
                   => baseline --
 (an imaginary line or standard by which things are measured or compared; "the established a baseline for t
he budget") 
                   => norm -- (a standard or model or pattern regarded as typical; "the current middle-
class norm of two children per family") 
               => target, mark -- (a reference point to shoot at; "his arrow hit the mark") 
                   => clout -- (a target used in archery) 
                   => drogue -- (a funnel-shaped device towed as a target by an airplane) 
               => white line -- (a white stripe in the middle of a road to mark traffic lanes) 
               => buoy -- (bright-
colored; a float attached by rope to the seabed to mark channels in a harbor or underwater hazards) 
                   => acoustic buoy -- (a buoy that can be heard (at night)) 
                       => bell buoy, gong buoy -- (a buoy with a bell on it) 
                       => whistle buoy, whistling buoy -- (a buoy that makes a whistling noise) 
                   => can, can buoy -- (a buoy with a round bottom and conical top) 
                   => conical buoy, nun, nun buoy -- (a buoy resembling a cone) 
                   => spar buoy -- (a buoy resembling a vertical log) 
       => electronic signal -- (a signal generated by electronic means) 
           => radar echo --
 (an electronic signal that has been reflected back to the radar antenna; contains information about the locati
on and distance of the reflecting object) 
               => blip, pip, radar target --
 (a radar echo displayed so as to show the position of a reflecting surface) 
               => clutter -- (unwanted echoes that interfere with the observation of signals on a radar screen) 
           => radar beacon, racon --
 (a device that, on receiving radar signals, transmits coded signals in response to help navigators determine 
their position) 
       => radio beacon -- (a characteristic signal emitted by a transmitter used for navigation) 
       => input signal, input -- (signal going into an electronic system) 
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       => output signal, output -- (signal that comes out of an electronic system) 
           => printout -- (the output of a computer in printed form) 
sign -- (a public display of a (usually written) message; "he posted signs in all the shop windows") 
       => scoreboard -- (a large board for displaying the score of a contest (and some other information)) 
       => poster, posting, placard, notice, bill, card --
 (a sign posted in a public place as an advertisement; "a poster advertised the coming attractions") 
           => show bill, show card, theatrical poster -- (a poster advertising a show or play) 
           => flash card, flashcard --
 (a card with words or numbers of pictures that are flashed to a class by the teacher) 
       => street sign -- (a sign visible from the street) 
           => address --
 (a sign in front of a house or business carrying the conventional form by which its location is described) 
       => signpost, guidepost -- (a post bearing a sign that gives directions or shows the way) 
           => fingerpost, fingerboard -- (a guidepost resembling a hand with a pointing index finger) 

 
 

INDICATION 
indication, indicant --
 (something that serves to indicate or suggest; "an indication of foul play"; "indications of strain"; "sympto
ms are the prime indicants of disease") 
       => gesture --
 (something done as an indication of intention; "a political gesture"; "a gesture of defiance") 
           => beau geste -- (a gracious (but usually meaningless) gesture) 
EVIDENCE < INDICATION < COMMUNICATION < SOCIAL RELATIONSHIP < RELATIONSHIP 
<… 
       => evidence -- (an indication that makes something evident; "his trembling was evidence of his fear") 
           => smoking gun -- (indisputable evidence (especially of a crime)) 
           => clue, clew, cue -- (evidence that helps to solve a problem) 
               => sign, mark --
 (a perceptible indication of something not immediately apparent (as a visible clue that something has happ
ened); "he showed signs of strain"; "they welcomed the signs of spring") 
           => footprint evidence --
 (evidence in the form of footprints; "there was footprint evidence that he had been at the scene of the crime
") 
           => record --
 (anything (such as a document or a phonograph record or a photograph) providing permanent evidence of 
or information about past events; "the film provided a valuable record of stage techniques") 
               => written record, written account --
 (a written document preserving knowledge of facts or events) 
                   => blotter, day book, police blotter, rap sheet, charge sheet --
 (the daily written record of events (as arrests) in a police station) 
                   => casebook --
 (a book in which detailed written records of a case are kept and which are a source of information for subs
equent work) 
                   => chronology -- (a record of events in the order of their occurrence) 
                   => Domesday Book -- (record of a British land survey ordered by William the Conqueror) 
                   => dossier --
 (a collection of papers containing detailed information about a particular person or subject (usually a perso
n's record)) 
                   => entry -- (an item inserted in a written record) 
                       => lexical entry, dictionary entry -- (the entry in a dictionary of information about a word) 
                       => nolle prosequi, nol pros --
 (an entry in the court record to the effect that the plaintiff or prosecutor will not proceed) 
                       => notebook entry -- (an entry in a notebook) 
                   => log -- (a written record of events on a voyage (of a ship or plane)) 
                   => log --
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 (a written record of messages sent or received; "they kept a log of all transmission by the radio station"; "a
n email log") 
                   => note -- (a brief written record; "he made a note of the appointment") 
                       => jotting, jot -- (a brief (and hurriedly handwritten) note) 
                       => memo, memorandum, memoranda -- (a written proposal or reminder) 
                           => aide-memoire, position paper --
 (a memorandum summarizing the items of an agreement (used especially in diplomatic communications)) 
                       => minute -- (a short note; "the secretary keeps the minutes of the meeting") 
                   => paper trail --
 (the written evidence of someone's activities; "this paper trail consisted mainly of electronically stored info
rmation") 
                   => timecard -- (a card recording an employee's starting and quitting times each work day) 
                   => time sheet -- (a record of the hours worked by employees) 
                   => transcript, copy -- (a reproduction of a written record (e.g. of a legal or school record)) 
                   => register, registry -- (an official written record of names or events or transactions) 
                       => cadaster, cadastre --
 (a public register showing the details of ownership and value of land; made for the purpose of taxation) 
                       => check register -- (a register of checks issued (usually in numeric order)) 
                       => studbook -- (official record of the pedigree of purebred animals especially horses) 
                       => rent-roll --
 (a register of rents; includes the names of tenants and the amount of rent they pay) 
                   => minutes, proceedings, transactions -- (a written account of what transpired at a meeting) 
                       => Congressional Record --
 (a published account of the speeches and debates and votes of the United States Congress) 
                       => Hansard --
 (the official published verbatim report of the proceedings of a parliamentary body; originally of the British 
Parliament; "the Canadian Hansard is published in both English and French") 
                   => minute book -- (a book in which minutes have been written) 
                   => statute book -- (a record of the whole body of legislation in a given jurisdiction) 
                   => translation, interlingual rendition, rendering, version --
 (a written communication in a second language having the same meaning as the written communication in 
a first language) 
                       => mistranslation -- (an incorrect translation) 
                       => pony, trot, crib --
 (a literal translation used in studying a foreign language (often used illicitly)) 
                       => retroversion --
 (translation back into the original language; "the teacher translated Latin texts into English which he gave t
o his students for retroversion") 
                       => subtitle, caption --
 (translation of foreign dialogue of a movie or TV program; usually displayed at the bottom of the screen) 
                       => supertitle, surtitle --
 (translation of the words of a foreign opera (or choral work) projected on a screen above the stage) 
                   => worksheet -- (a piece of paper recording work planned or done on a project) 
               => memorabilia -- (a record of things worth remembering) 
               => stub, check stub, counterfoil -- (the part of a check that is retained as a record) 
               => file, data file -- (a set of related records (either written or electronic) kept together) 
                   => computer file -- ((computer science) a file maintained in computer-readable form) 
                       => backup file --
 ((computer science) a computer file dedicated to storing and updating computer backups) 
                       => binary file -- ((computer science) a computer file containing machine-
readable information that must be read by an application; characters use all 8 bits of each byte) 
                       => master file, main file --
 ((computer science) a computer file that is used as the authority in a given job and that is relatively perman
ent) 
                       => disk file --
 ((computer science) a computer file stored on a magnetic disk and identified by a unique label) 
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                       => transaction file, detail file --
 ((computer science) a computer file containing relatively transient data about a particular data processing t
ask) 
                       => input file, input data --
 ((computer science) a computer file that contains data that serve as input to a device or program) 
                       => output file --
 ((computer science) a computer file that contains data that are the output of a device or program) 
                       => read-only file -- ((computer science) a file that you can read but cannot change) 
                       => text file, document --
 ((computer science) a computer file that contains text (and possibly formatting instructions) using 7-
bit ASCII characters) 
                           => web page --
 (a document connected to the World Wide Web and viewable by anyone connected to the internet who has
 a web browser) 
                           => ASCII text file --
 (a text file that contains only ASCII characters without special formatting) 
                               => source code --
 (program instructions written as an ASCII text file; must be translated by a compiler or interpreter or asse
mbler into the object code for a particular computer before execution) 
                   => mug file, mug book --
 (a file of mug shots (pictures of criminals that are kept on file by the police)) 
                   => tickler, tickler file -- (a file of memoranda or notices that remind of things to be done) 
               => history, account, chronicle, story --
 (a record or narrative description of past events; "a history of France"; "he gave an inaccurate account of th
e plot to kill the president"; "the story of exposure to lead") 
                   => ancient history -- (a history of the ancient world) 
                   => etymology -- (a history of a word) 
                       => folk etymology -- (a popular but erroneous etymology) 
                   => case history --
 (detailed record of the background of a person or group under study or treatment) 
                       => family history --
 (part of a patient's medical history in which questions are asked in an attempt to find out whether the patien
t has hereditary tendencies toward particular diseases) 
                       => medical history, medical record, anamnesis -- (the case history of a medical patient) 
                   => historical document, historical paper, historical record --
 (writing having historical value (as opposed to fiction or myth etc.)) 
                   => annals, chronological record -- (a chronological account of events in successive years) 
                   => biography, life, life story, life history --
 (an account of the series of events making up a person's life) 
                       => autobiography -- (a biography of yourself) 
                           => memoir -- (an account of the author's personal experiences) 
                       => hagiography --
 (a biography that idealizes or idolizes the person (especially a person who is a saint)) 
                       => profile -- (biographical sketch) 
                       => Parallel Lives --
 (a collection of biographies of famous Greeks and Romans written by Plutarch; used by Shakespeare in wri
ting some of his plays) 
                   => recital --
 (a detailed account or description of something; "he was forced to listen to a recital of his many shortcomi
ngs") 
               => working papers --
 (records kept of activities involved in carrying out a project; "the auditor was required to produce his worki
ng papers") 
           => testimony, testimonial --
 (something that serves as evidence; "his effort was testimony to his devotion") 
               => good authority -- (testimony by someone who should know; "I have it on good authority") 
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               => testament -- (strong evidence for something; "his easy victory was a testament to his skill") 
           => argument, statement --
 (a fact or assertion offered as evidence that something is true; "it was a strong argument that his hypothesis
 was true") 
               => proof --
 (a formal series of statements showing that if one thing is true something else necessarily follows from it) 
                   => mathematical proof -- (proof of a mathematical theorem) 
                   => logical proof -- (proof of a logical theorem) 
                   => demonstration, monstrance --
 (proof by a process of argument or a series of proposition proving an asserted conclusion) 
               => counterargument -- (an argument offered in opposition to another argument) 
               => pro -- (an argument in favor of a proposal) 
               => con -- (an argument opposed to a proposal) 
               => case --
 (a statement of facts and reasons used to support an argument; "he stated his case clearly") 
               => clincher, determiner, determining factor -- (an argument that is conclusive) 
               => adducing -- (citing as evidence or proof) 
               => last word -- (the final statement in a verbal argument; "she always gets the last word") 
               => specious argument -- (an argument that appears good at first view but is really fallacious) 
                   => vicious circle -- (an argument that assumes that which is to be proved) 
                   => straw man, strawman -- (a weak or sham argument set up to be easily refuted) 
                   => special pleading -- (an argument that ignores all unfavorable evidence) 
           => attestation -- (the evidence by which something is attested) 
IDENTIFICATION < EVIDENCE < INDICATION < COMMUNICATION <…  
           => identification -- (evidence of identity; something that identifies a person or thing) 
               => ballistic identification, ballistic fingerprinting, bullet fingerprinting --
 (identification of the gun that fired a bullet from an analysis of the unique marks that every gun makes on t
he bullet it fires and on the shell ejected from it) 
               => biometric identification, biometric authentication, identity verification --
 (the automatic identification of living individuals by using their physiological and behavioral characteristic
s; "negative identification can only be accomplished through biometric identification"; "if a pin or passwor
d is lost or forgotten it can be changed and reissued but a biometric identification cannot") 
                   => DNA fingerprint, genetic fingerprint --
 (biometric identification obtained by examining a person's unique sequence of DNA base pairs; often used 
for evidence in criminal law cases) 
                   => face recognition, facial recognition, automatic face recognition --
 (biometric identification by scanning a person's face and matching it against a library of known faces; "the
y used face recognition to spot known terrorists") 
                   => fingerprint --
 (biometric identification from a print made by an impression of the ridges in the skin of a finger; often use
d as evidence in criminal investigations) 
                       => loop -- (the basic pattern of the human fingerprint) 
                       => thumbprint -- (fingerprint made by the thumb (especially by the pad of the thumb)) 
                   => finger scan, finger scanning --
 (biometric identification by automatically scanning a person's fingerprints electronically) 
                   => iris scanning --
 (biometric identification by scanning the iris of the eye; "the structure of the iris is very distinctive") 
                   => signature recognition --
 (biometric identification by automatically scanning a person's signature and matching it electronically agai
nst a library of known signatures) 
                   => retinal scanning --
 (biometric identification by scanning the retina of the eye; "identification by retinal scanning is complicate
d by eye movements") 
                   => voiceprint --
 (biometric identification by electronically recording and graphically representing a person's voice; "voicepr
ints are uniquely characteristic of individual speakers") 
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               => imprint --
 (an identification of a publisher; a publisher's name along with the date and address and edition that is print
ed at the bottom of the title page; "the book was publsihed under a distinguished imprint") 
               => positive identification --
 (evidence proving that you are who you say you are; evidence establishing that you are among the group of
 people already known to the system; recognition by the system leads to acceptance; "a system for positive i
dentification can prevent the use of a single identity by several people") 
                   => key --
 (a generic term for any device whose possession entitles the holder to a means of access; "a safe-
deposit box usually requires two keys to open it") 
                   => number, identification number --
 (a numeral or string of numerals that is used for identification; "she refused to give them her Social Securit
y number") 
                       => bank identification number, BIN, ABA transit number --
 (an identification number consisting of a two-
part code assigned to banks and savings associations; the first part shows the location and the second identif
ies the bank itself) 
                       => license number, registration number --
 (the number on the license plate that identifies the car that bears it) 
                       => Social Security number -- (the number of a particular individual's social security account) 
                       => personal identification number, PIN, PIN number --
 (a number you choose and use to gain access to various accounts) 
                   => card, identity card --
 (a card certifying the identity of the bearer; "he had to show his card to get in") 
                       => business card -- (a card on which are printed the person's name and business affiliation) 
                       => donor card --
 (a card that you carry on your person and that authorizes the use of your organs for transplantation after yo
ur death) 
                       => keycard --
 (a plastic card that has a magnetically coded strip that is scanned in order to operate a mechanism) 
                       => membership card -- (a card certifying membership in an organization) 
                           => union card -- (a card certifying membership in a labor union) 
                       => library card, borrower's card -- (a card certifying the bearer's right to use the library) 
                       => ration card -- (a card certifying the bearer's right to purchase rationed goods) 
                   => password, watchword, word, parole, countersign --
 (a secret word or phrase known only to a restricted group; "he forgot the password") 
                   => green card --
 (a card that identifies the bearer as an alien with permanent resident status in the United States; "he was sur
prised to discover that green cards are no longer green") 
                   => ID, I.D. --
 (a card or badge used to identify the bearer; "you had to show your ID in order to get in") 
                   => credit card, charge card, charge plate --
 (a card (usually plastic) that assures a seller that the person using it has a satisfactory credit rating and that 
the issuer will see to it that the seller receives payment for the merchandise delivered) 
                       => bank card -- (a credit card issued by a bank) 
                       => calling card, phone card -- (a card that is used instead of cash to make telephone calls) 
                       => cash card, cashcard -- (a credit card that entitles the holder to receive cash) 
                   => debit card --
 (a card (usually plastic) that enables the holder to withdraw money or to have the cost of purchases charge
d directly to the holder's bank account) 
                   => smart card --
 (a plastic card containing a microprocessor that enables the holder to perform operations requiring data tha
t is stored in the microprocessor; typically used to perform financial transactions) 
               => negative identification --
 (evidence proving that you are not who you say you are not; evidence establishing that you are not among 
a group of people already known to the system; recognition by the system leads to rejection; "a system for 
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negative identification can prevent the use of multiple identities by a single person") 
               => facial profiling --
 (identification of criminals and terrorist by means of videotapes of their faces; "facial profiling is a new for
m of airport security") 
               => fingerprint --
 (a generic term for any identifying characteristic; "that tax bill had the senator's fingerprints all over it") 
               => linguistic profiling --
 (using speech characteristics or dialect to identify a speaker's race or religion or social class) 
               => profiling --
 (recording a person's behavior and analyzing psychological characteristics in order to predict or assess thei
r ability in a certain sphere or to identify a particular group of people) 
       => trace, vestige, tincture, shadow --
 (an indication that something has been present; "there wasn't a trace of evidence for the claim"; "a tincture 
of condescension") 
           => footprint --
 (a trace suggesting that something was once present or felt or otherwise important; "the footprints of an ear
lier civilization") 
       => symptom -- (anything that accompanies X and is regarded as an indication of X's existence) 
       => signalization, signalisation -- (a conspicuous indication) 
       => pointing out -- (indication by demonstration) 
       => manifestation --
 (a manifest indication of the existence or presence or nature of some person or thing; "a manifestation of di
sease") 
       => mark, print --
 (a visible indication made on a surface; "some previous reader had covered the pages with dozens of marks
"; "paw prints were everywhere") 
           => footprint, footmark, step --
 (a mark of a foot or shoe on a surface; "the police made casts of the footprints in the soft earth outside the 
window") 
               => footprint evidence --
 (evidence in the form of footprints; "there was footprint evidence that he had been at the scene of the crime
") 
           => trace -- (a visible mark (as a footprint) left by the passage of person or animal or vehicle) 
           => mintmark -- (a mark on a coin that identifies the mint where it was produced) 
           => stroke -- (a mark made by a writing implement (as in cursive writing)) 
               => downstroke -- (a stroke normally made in a downward direction) 
               => upstroke -- (a stroke normally made in an upward direction) 
               => underscore, underline -- (a line drawn underneath (especially under written matter)) 
           => hoofprint, hoof mark, hoof-mark --
 (a visible impression on a surface made by the hoof of an animal) 
           => line --
 (a mark that is long relative to its width; "He drew a line on the chart"; "The substance produced characteri
stic lines on the spectroscope") 
               => cross hair, cross wire --
 (either of two fine mutually perpendicular lines that cross in the focus plane of an optical instrument and ar
e use for sighting or calibration; "he had the target in his cross hairs") 
               => dotted line --
 (a line made up of dots or dashes; often used to indicate where you are supposed to sign a contract; "just si
gn on the dotted line") 
               => ascender --
 ((printing) the part of tall lowercase letters that extends above the other lowercase letters) 
               => bar line --
 (a vertical line before the accented beat marking the boundary between musical bars) 
                   => double bar --
 (notation marking the end of principal parts of a musical composition; two adjacent bar lines) 
               => descender --
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 ((printing) the part of lowercase letters that extends below the other lowercase letters) 
               => squiggle, curlicue -- (a short twisting line) 
               => spectrum line --
 (an isolated component of a spectrum formed by radiation at a uniform frequency) 
                   => fine structure --
 (the presence of groups of closely spaced spectrum lines observed in the atomic spectrum of certain eleme
nts; "the fine structure results from slightly different energy levels") 
               => trend line -- (a line on a graph indicating a statistical trend) 
               => isometric line, isometric -- (a line connecting isometric points) 
                   => contour, contour line -- (a line drawn on a map connecting points of equal height) 
                       => thalweg -- (a line following the lowest points of a valley) 
               => graduation --
 (a line (as on a vessel or ruler) that marks a measurement; "the ruler had 16 graduations per inch") 
               => guideline -- (a light line that is used in lettering to help align the letters) 
               => hairline -- (a very thin line) 
                   => hair stroke -- (a very fine line in writing or printing) 
               => shaft -- (a line that forms the length of an arrow pointer) 
               => serif, seriph -- (a short line at the end of the main strokes of a character) 
               => staff line -- (any of the 5 horizontal marks comprising a staff) 
               => ledger line, leger line --
 (a short line; a notation for extending the range above or below the staff) 
           => line -- (in games or sports; a mark indicating positions or bounds of the playing area) 
               => balkline, baulk-line, string line --
 (line across a billiard table behind which the cue balls are placed at the start of a game) 
               => finishing line, finish line -- (a line indicating the location of the finish of a race) 
                   => tape -- (the finishing line for a foot race; "he broke the tape in record time") 
                   => wire -- (the finishing line on a racetrack) 
               => foul line -- (lines through 1st and 3rd base indicating the boundaries of a baseball field) 
               => foul line -- (a line across a bowling alley that a bowler must not cross) 
               => foul line -- (a line from which basketball players take penalty shots) 
               => baseline -- (the lines a baseball player must follow while running the bases) 
               => goal line -- (a line marking each end of the playing field or pitch; where the goals stand) 
               => red line -- (a line that is colored red and that bisects an ice hockey rink) 
               => scrimmage line, line of scrimmage --
 (line parallel to the goal lines where football linesmen line up at the start of each play in American football
; "the runner was tackled at the line of scrimmage") 
               => service line, baseline --
 (the back line bounding each end of a tennis or handball court; when serving the server must not step over t
his line) 
               => sideline, out of bounds -- (a line that marks the side boundary of a playing field) 
                   => touchline -- (either of the sidelines in soccer or Rugby) 
               => start, starting line -- (a line indicating the location of the start of a race or a game) 
               => yard line -- (in football; line parallel to the goal lines indicating position on the field) 
       => glimpse -- (a vague indication; "he caught only a glimpse of the professor's meaning") 
       => harbinger, forerunner, herald, precursor --
 (an indication of the approach of something or someone) 
       => hint, clue -- (a slight indication) 
       => smoke --
 (an indication of some hidden activity; "with all that smoke there must be a fire somewhere") 

 
STYLE 

expressive style, style --
 (a way of expressing something (in language or art or music etc.) that is characteristic of a particular perso
n or group of people or period; "all the reporters were expected to adopt the style of the newspaper") 
       => allegory --
 (an expressive style that uses fictional characters and events to describe some subject by suggestive resemb
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lances; an extended metaphor) 
       => analysis -- (the use of closed-
class words instead of inflections: e.g., `the father of the bride' instead of `the bride's father') 
       => bathos -- (triteness or triviality of style) 
       => black humor, black humour --
 (the juxtaposition of morbid and farcical elements (in writing or drama) to give a disturbing effect) 
       => Congorism --
 (an affected elegance of style that was introduced into Spanish literature bythe poet Gongora) 
       => device -- (something in an artistic work designed to achieve a particular effect) 
           => rhetorical device --
 (a use of language that creates a literary effect (but often without regard for literal significance)) 
               => anacoluthia, anacoluthon --
 (an abrupt change within a sentence from one syntactic structure to another) 
               => repetition -- (the repeated use of the same word or word pattern as a rhetorical device) 
                   => anadiplosis, reduplication --
 (repetition of the final words of a sentence or line at the beginning of the next) 
                   => epanalepsis -- (repetition after intervening words) 
                   => epanodos -- (repetition or recapitulation in reverse order) 
                   => epiphora, epistrophe --
 (repetition of the ends of two or more successive sentences, verses, etc.) 
                   => gemination -- (the doubling of a word or phrase (as for rhetorical effect)) 
                   => ploce -- ((rhetoric) repetition to gain special emphasis or extend meaning) 
                   => polyptoton --
 (repetition of a word in a different case or inflection in the same sentence; "My own heart's heart") 
                   => epanaphora, anaphora --
 (repetition of a word or phrase as the beginning of successive clauses) 
                   => anaphora -- (using a pronoun or other pro-word instead of repeating a word) 
                   => symploce --
 (repetition of a word or phrase at the beginning and another at the end of successive clauses, i.e., simultane
ous use of anaphora and epistrophe) 
               => anastrophe, inversion -- (the reversal of the normal order of words) 
               => antiphrasis -- (the use of a word in a sense opposite to its normal sense (especially in irony)) 
               => antithesis -- (the juxtaposition of contrasting words or ideas to give a feeling of balance) 
               => antinomasia -- (substitution of a title for a name) 
               => apophasis -- (mentioning something by saying it will not be mentioned) 
               => aposiopesis --
 (breaking off in the middle of a sentence (as by writers of realistic conversations)) 
               => apostrophe -- (address to an absent or imaginary person) 
               => catachresis --
 (strained or paradoxical use of words either in error (as `blatant' to mean `flagrant') or deliberately (as in a 
mixed metaphor: `blind mouths')) 
               => chiasmus -- (inversion in the second of two parallel phrases) 
               => climax -- (arrangement of clauses in ascending order of forcefulness) 
               => conversion -- (interchange of subject and predicate of a proposition) 
               => ecphonesis, exclamation -- (an exclamatory rhetorical device; "O tempore! O mores") 
               => emphasis -- (special and significant stress by means of position or repetition e.g.) 
                   => topicalization --
 ((linguistics) emphasis placed on the topic or focus of a sentence by preposing it to the beginning of the se
ntence; placing the topic at the beginning of the sentence is typical for English; "`Those girls, they giggle w
hen they see me' and `Cigarettes, you couldn't pay me to smoke them' are examples of topicalization") 
               => enallage --
 (a substitution of part of speech or gender or number or tense etc. (e.g., editorial `we' for `I')) 
               => epanorthosis --
 (immediate rephrasing for intensification or justification; "Seems, madam! Nay, it is") 
               => epiplexis --
 (a rhetorical device in which the speaker reproaches the audience in order to incite or convince them) 
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               => hendiadys -- (use of two conjoined nouns instead of a noun and modifier) 
               => hypallage -- (reversal of the syntactic relation of two words (as in `her beauty's face')) 
               => hyperbaton -- (reversal of normal word order (as in `cheese I love')) 
               => hypozeugma -- (use of a series of subjects with a single predicate) 
               => hypozeuxis -- (use of a series of parallel clauses (as in `I came, I saw, I conquered')) 
               => hysteron proteron --
 (reversal of normal order of two words or sentences etc. (as in `bred and born')) 
               => litotes, meiosis --
 (understatement for rhetorical effect (especially when expressing an affirmative by negating its contrary); "
saying `I was not a little upset' when you mean `I was very upset' is an example of litotes") 
               => onomatopoeia -- (using words that imitate the sound they denote) 
               => paralepsis, paraleipsis, paralipsis, preterition --
 (suggesting by deliberately concise treatment that much of significance is omitted) 
               => paregmenon -- (juxtaposing words having a common derivation (as in `sense and sensibility')) 
               => polysyndeton --
 (using several conjunctions in close succession, especially where some might be omitted (as in `he ran and 
jumped and laughed for joy')) 
               => prolepsis -- (anticipating and answering objections in advance) 
               => wellerism -- (a comparison comprising a well-known quotation followed by a facetious sequel) 
               => trope, figure of speech, figure, image -- (language used in a figurative or nonliteral sense) 
                   => irony -- (a trope that involves incongruity between what is expected and what occurs) 
                       => dramatic irony --
 ((theater) irony that occurs when the meaning of the situation is understood by the audience but not by the 
characters in the play) 
                   => hyperbole, exaggeration -- (extravagant exaggeration) 
                   => kenning --
 (conventional metaphoric name for something, used especially in Old English and Old Norse poetry) 
                   => metaphor --
 (a figure of speech in which an expression is used to refer to something that it does not literally denote in o
rder to suggest a similarity) 
                       => dead metaphor, frozen metaphor --
 (a metaphor that has occurred so often that it has become a new meaning of the expression (e.g., `he is a sn
ake' may once have been a metaphor but after years of use it has died and become a new sense of the word `
snake')) 
                       => mixed metaphor --
 (a combination of two or more metaphors that together produce a ridiculous effect) 
                       => synesthetic metaphor --
 (a metaphor that exploits a similarity between experiences in different sense modalities) 
                   => metonymy --
 (substituting the name of an attribute or feature for the name of the thing itself (as in `they counted heads')) 
                       => metalepsis -- (substituting metonymy of one figurative sense for another) 
                   => oxymoron -- (conjoining contradictory terms (as in `deafening silence')) 
                   => personification, prosopopoeia --
 (representing an abstract quality or idea as a person or creature) 
                   => simile --
 (a figure of speech that expresses a resemblance between things of different kinds (usually formed with `li
ke' or `as')) 
                   => synecdoche -- (substituting a more inclusive term for a less inclusive one or vice versa) 
                   => zeugma --
 (use of a word to govern two or more words though appropriate to only one; "`Mr. Pickwick took his hat a
nd his leave' is an example of zeugma") 
                       => syllepsis --
 (use of a word to govern two or more words though agreeing in number or case etc. with only one) 
       => eloquence, fluency -- (powerful and effective language) 
       => euphuism -- (any artificially elegant style of language) 
       => formulation, expression --
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 (the style of expressing yourself; "he suggested a better formulation"; "his manner of expression showed h
ow much he cared") 
           => sentimentalism -- (a sentimental expression or idea) 
               => treacle, mush -- (an expression that is excessively sweet and sentimental) 
           => honorific -- (an expression of respect; "the Japanese use many honorifics") 
           => archaism, archaicism -- (the use of an archaic expression) 
           => boilerplate --
 (standard formulations uniformly found in certain types of legal documents or news stories) 
           => colloquialism --
 (a colloquial expression; characteristic of spoken or written communication that seeks to imitate informal s
peech) 
           => parlance, idiom -- (a manner of speaking that is natural to native speakers of a language) 
           => Americanism -- (an expression that is characteristic of English as spoken by Americans) 
           => Anglicism, Briticism, Britishism --
 (an expression that is limited to English as spoken by Englishmen (especially as contrasted with American 
English)) 
           => wording, diction, phrasing, phraseology, choice of words, verbiage --
 (the manner in which something is expressed in words; "use concise military verbiage"- G.S.Patton) 
               => mot juste -- (the appropriate word or expression) 
               => verbalization, verbalisation -- (expressing something in words) 
       => grandiosity, magniloquence, grandiloquence, rhetoric --
 (high flown style; excessive use of verbal ornamentation) 
           => flourish -- (a display of ornamental speech or language) 
           => bombast, fustian, rant, claptrap, blah -- (pompous or pretentious talk or writing) 
       => headlinese -- (using the abbreviated style of headline writers) 
       => jargon -- (specialized technical terminology characteristic of a particular subject) 
           => ecobabble -- (using the technical language of ecology to make the user seem ecologically aware) 
           => Eurobabble -- (the jargon of European community documents and regulations) 
           => gobbledygook -- (incomprehensible or pompous jargon of specialists) 
           => psychobabble -- (using language loaded with psychological terminology) 
           => technobabble -- (technical jargon from computing and other high-tech subjects) 
       => journalese -- (the style in which newspapers are written) 
           => sensationalism, luridness --
 (the journalistic use of subject matter that appeals to vulgar tastes; "the tabloids relied on sensationalism to 
maintain their circulation") 
       => legalese -- (a style that uses the abstruse technical vocabulary of the law) 
       => manner of speaking, speech, delivery --
 (your characteristic style or manner of expressing yourself orally; "his manner of speaking was quite abrup
t"; "her speech was barren of southernisms"; "I detected a slight accent in his speech") 
           => address --
 (the manner of speaking to another individual; "he failed in his manner of address to the captain") 
           => catch -- (a break or check in the voice (usually a sign of strong emotion)) 
           => tongue -- (a manner of speaking; "he spoke with a thick tongue"; "she has a glib tongue") 
               => sharp tongue -- (a bitter or critical manner of speaking) 
           => shibboleth -- (a manner of speaking that is distinctive of a particular group of people) 
           => tone, tone of voice --
 (the quality of a person's voice; "he began in a conversational tone"; "he spoke in a nervous tone of voice") 
               => note --
 (a tone of voice that shows what the speaker is feeling; "there was a note of uncertainty in his voice") 
               => undertone -- (a quiet or hushed tone of voice; "spoke in undertones") 
           => elocution -- (an expert manner of speaking involving control of voice and gesture) 
           => prosody, inflection -- (the patterns of stress and intonation in a language) 
               => intonation, modulation, pitch contour -- (rise and fall of the voice pitch) 
                   => intonation pattern -- (intonations characteristic of questions and requests and statements) 
                   => monotone, drone, droning -- (an unchanging intonation) 
                   => singsong -- (a regular and monotonous rising and falling intonation) 
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               => caesura -- (a break or pause (usually for sense) in the middle of a verse line) 
               => enjambment, enjambement --
 (the continuation of a syntactic unit from one line of verse into the next line without a pause) 
               => stress, emphasis, accent --
 (the relative prominence of a syllable or musical note (especially with regard to stress or pitch); "he put the
 stress on the wrong syllable") 
                   => accentuation --
 (the use or application of an accent; the relative prominence of syllables in a phrase or utterance) 
                   => tonic accent, pitch accent -- (emphasis that results from pitch rather than loudness) 
                   => word stress, word accent -- (the distribution of stresses within a polysyllabic word) 
                   => sentence stress -- (the distribution of stresses within a sentence) 
               => rhythm, speech rhythm --
 (the arrangement of spoken words alternating stressed and unstressed elements; "the rhythm of Frost's poet
ry") 
           => modulation, inflection --
 (a manner of speaking in which the loudness or pitch or tone of the voice is modified) 
MUSIC GENRE < STYLE < COMMUNICATION < SOCIAL RELATIONSHIP < … 
       => music genre, musical genre, genre, musical style -- (an expressive style of music) 
           => black music, African-American music -- (music created by African-
American musicians; early forms were songs that had a melodic line and a strong rhythmic beat with repeat
ed choruses) 
               => blues --
 (a type of folksong that originated among Black Americans at the beginning of the 20th century; has a mel
ancholy sound from repeated use of blue notes) 
                   => boogie, boogie-woogie -- (an instrumental version of the blues (especially for piano)) 
               => soul --
 (a secular form of gospel that was a major Black musical genre in the 1960s and 1970s; "soul was politicall
y significant during the Civil Rights movement") 
               => rap, rap music, hip-hop -- (genre of African-
American music of the 1980s and 1990s in which rhyming lyrics are chanted to a musical accompaniment; 
several forms of rap have emerged) 
               => rhythm and blues, R and B --
 (a combination of blues and jazz that was developed in the United States by Black musicians; an important
 precursor of rock 'n' roll) 
           => classical music, serious music --
 (traditional genre of music conforming to an established form and appealing to critical interest and develop
ed musical taste) 
               => chamber music -- (serious music performed by a small group of musicians) 
               => opera --
 (a drama set to music; consists of singing with orchestral accompaniment and an orchestral overture and in
terludes) 
                   => comic opera, opera bouffe, bouffe, opera comique --
 (opera with a happy ending and in which some of the text is spoken) 
                       => operetta, light opera -- (a short amusing opera) 
                   => grand opera -- (opera in which all the text is sung) 
                   => musical drama --
 (opera in which the musical and dramatic elements are equally important; the music is appropriate to the ac
tion) 
               => cantata, oratorio -- (a musical composition for voices and orchestra based on a religious text) 
               => concerto -- (a composition for orchestra and a soloist) 
                   => concerto grosso -- (a baroque composition for orchestra and a group of solo instruments) 
               => fugue --
 (a musical form consisting of a theme repeated a fifth above or a fourth below its first statement) 
               => rondo, rondeau -- (a musical form that is often the last movement of a sonata) 
               => sonata -- (a musical composition of 3 or 4 movements of contrasting forms) 
                   => piano sonata -- (a sonata for piano) 
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                   => symphony, symphonic music -- (a long and complex sonata for symphony orchestra) 
           => religious music, church music --
 (genre of music composed for performance as part of religious ceremonies) 
               => antiphon, antiphony -- (a verse or song to be chanted or sung in response) 
                   => gradual --
 ((Roman Catholic Church) an antiphon (usually from the Book of Psalms) immediately after the epistle at 
Mass) 
               => Mass -- (a musical setting for a Mass; "they played a Mass composed by Beethoven") 
                   => Requiem -- (a musical setting for a Mass celebrating the dead) 
               => processional, prosodion -- (religious music used in a procession) 
               => antiphonary, antiphonal -- (bound collection of antiphons) 
               => religious song -- (religious music for singing) 
                   => chant --
 (a repetitive song in which as many syllables as necessary are assigned to a single tone) 
                       => Hallel --
 ((Judaism) a chant of praise (Psalms 113 through 118) used at Passover and Shabuoth and Sukkoth and Ha
nukkah and Rosh Hodesh) 
                       => Hare Krishna -- (a chant to the Hindu god Krishna) 
                       => plainsong, plainchant, Gregorian chant --
 (a liturgical chant of the Roman Catholic Church) 
                           => cantus firmus -- (a melody used as the basis for a polyphonic composition) 
                   => spiritual, Negro spiritual --
 (a kind of religious song originated by Blacks in the southern United States) 
                   => carol, Christmas carol -- (joyful religious song celebrating the birth of Christ) 
                   => hymn, anthem -- (a song of praise (to God or to a saint or to a nation)) 
                       => dithyramb -- ((ancient Greece) a passionate hymn (usually in honor of Dionysus)) 
                       => doxology -- (a hymn or verse in Christian liturgy glorifying God) 
                       => chorale, choral -- (a stately Protestant (especially Lutheran) hymn tune) 
                       => canticle -- (a hymn derived from the Bible) 
                           => Magnificat --
 ((Luke) the canticle of the Virgin Mary (from Luke 1:46 beginning `Magnificat anima mea Dominum')) 
                       => Dies Irae --
 (the first words of a medieval Latin hymn describing the Last Judgment (literally `day of wrath')) 
                       => hymeneal -- (a wedding hymn) 
                       => Internationale -- (a revolutionary socialist anthem) 
                       => paean, pean --
 ((ancient Greece) a hymn of praise (especially one sung in ancient Greece to invoke or thank a deity)) 
                       => recessional --
 (a hymn that is sung at the end of a service as the clergy and choir withdraw) 
                       => Te Deum -- (an ancient liturgical hymn) 
           => marching music, march -- (genre of music written for marching; "Sousa wrote the best marches") 
               => military march, military music, martial music --
 (brisk marching music suitable for troops marching in a military parade) 
                   => quickstep -- (military march accompanying quick time) 
                   => pibroch -- (martial music with variations; to be played by bagpipes) 
               => processional march, recessional march -- (a march to be played for processions) 
                   => funeral march, dead march -- (a slow march to be played for funeral processions) 
                   => wedding march -- (a march to be played for a wedding procession) 
           => popular music, popular music genre --
 (any genre of music having wide appeal (but usually only for a short time)) 
               => macumba --
 (popular dance music of Brazil; derived from the practices of the macumba religious cult) 
               => pop music, pop -- (music of general appeal to teenagers; a bland watered-
down version of rock'n'roll with more rhythm and harmony and an emphasis on romantic love) 
               => folk music, ethnic music, folk --
 (the traditional and typically anonymous music that is an expression of the life of people in a community) 
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                   => folk song, folksong, folk ballad --
 (a song that is traditionally sung by the common people of a region and forms part of their culture) 
                       => blues --
 (a type of folksong that originated among Black Americans at the beginning of the 20th century; has a mel
ancholy sound from repeated use of blue notes) 
                           => boogie, boogie-woogie -- (an instrumental version of the blues (especially for piano)) 
                       => fado -- (a sad Portuguese folksong) 
                   => schottische -- (music performed for dancing the schottische) 
                   => country music, country and western, C and W --
 (a simple style of folk music heard mostly in the southern United States; usually played on stringed instru
ments) 
                       => bluegrass -- (a type of country music played at a rapid tempo on banjos and guitars) 
                       => hillbilly music --
 (country music originating in mountainous regions of southern United States) 
                       => zydeco --
 (music of southern Louisiana that combines French dance melodies with Caribbean music and blues) 
                   => gospel, gospel singing --
 (a genre of a capella music originating with Black slaves in the United States and featuring call and respon
se; influential on the development of other genres of popular music (especially soul)) 
                       => doo-wop -- (a genre (usually a capella) of Black vocal-
harmony music of the 1950s that evolved in New York City from gospel singing; characterized by close fo
ur-part harmonies; the name derived from some of the nonsense syllables sung by the back-up vocalists) 
                       => soul --
 (a secular form of gospel that was a major Black musical genre in the 1960s and 1970s; "soul was politicall
y significant during the Civil Rights movement") 
                   => square-dance music -- (music performed for square dancing) 
               => dance music, danceroom music, ballroom music --
 (a genre of popular music composed for ballroom dancing) 
                   => beguine -- (music written in the bolero rhythm of the beguine dance) 
                   => bolero -- (music written in the rhythm of the bolero dance) 
                   => carioca -- (music composed for dancing the carioca) 
                   => conga -- (music composed for dancing the conga) 
                   => flamenco -- (guitar music composed for dancing the flamenco) 
                   => gavotte -- (music composed in quadruple time for dancing the gavotte) 
                   => habanera -- (music composed in duple time for dancing the habanera) 
                   => hornpipe -- (music for dancing the hornpipe) 
                   => jig -- (music in three-four time for dancing a jig) 
                   => landler -- (music in triple time for dancing the landler) 
                   => mazurka -- (music composed for dancing the mazurka) 
                   => minuet --
 (a stately piece of music composed for dancing the minuet; often incorporated into a sonata or suite) 
                   => paso doble --
 (music in march time composed for dancing the paso doble; often played a bull fights) 
                   => pavane, pavan -- (music composed for dancing the pavane) 
                   => polka -- (music performed for dancing the polka) 
                   => quadrille -- (music for dancing the quadrille) 
                   => reel -- (music composed for dancing a reel) 
                   => rumba, rhumba -- (syncopated music in duple time for dancing the rumba) 
                   => samba -- (music composed for dancing the samba) 
                   => saraband -- (music composed for dancing the saraband) 
                   => tango -- (music written in duple time for dancing the tango) 
                   => tarantella -- (music composed in six-eight time for dancing the tarantella) 
                   => waltz -- (music composed in triple time for waltzing) 
                   => ragtime, rag -- (music with a syncopated melody (usually for the piano)) 
                   => jazz --
 (a style of dance music popular in the 1920s; similar to New Orleans jazz but played by large bands) 
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                   => kwela --
 (a kind of danceable music popular among black South Africans; includes a whistle among its instruments) 
               => jazz --
 (a genre of popular music that originated in New Orleans around 1900 and developed through increasingly 
complex styles) 
                   => scat, scat singing --
 (singing jazz; the singer substitutes nonsense syllables for the words of the song and tries to sound like a m
usical instrument) 
                   => bop, bebop -- (an early form of modern jazz (originating around 1940)) 
                   => boogie, boogie-woogie -- (an instrumental version of the blues (especially for piano)) 
                   => cool jazz --
 (jazz that is restrained and fluid and marked by intricate harmonic structures often lagging slightly behind t
he beat) 
                   => hot jazz --
 (jazz that is emotionally charged and intense and marked by strong rhythms and improvisation) 
                   => modern jazz, new jazz, neo jazz -- (any of various styles of jazz that appeared after 1940) 
                   => trad -- (traditional jazz as revived in the 1950s) 
                   => swing, swing music, jive --
 (a style of jazz played by big bands popular in the 1930s; flowing rhythms but less complex than later style
s of jazz) 
               => rap, rap music, hip-hop -- (genre of African-
American music of the 1980s and 1990s in which rhyming lyrics are chanted to a musical accompaniment; 
several forms of rap have emerged) 
               => rhythm and blues, R and B --
 (a combination of blues and jazz that was developed in the United States by Black musicians; an important
 precursor of rock 'n' roll) 
               => rockabilly --
 (a fusion of black music and country music that was popular in the 1950s; sometimes described as blues wi
th a country beat) 
               => rock 'n' roll, rock'n'roll, rock-and-roll, rock and roll, rock, rock music --
 (a genre of popular music originating in the 1950s; a blend of Black rhythm-and-blues with White country-
and-western; "rock is a generic term for the range of styles that evolved out of rock'n'roll.") 
                   => heavy metal --
 (loud and harsh sounding rock music with a strong beat; lyrics usually involve violent or fantastic imagery) 
                   => progressive rock, art rock --
 (a style of rock music that emerged in the 1970s; associated with attempts to combine rock with jazz and ot
her forms; intended for listening and not dancing) 
                   => psychedelic rock, acid rock -- (a musical style that emerged in the mid-
1960s; rock music inspired by or related to drug-induced experience) 
                   => punk rock, punk --
 (rock music with deliberately offensive lyrics expressing anger and social alienation; in part a reaction agai
nst progressive rock) 
               => reggae --
 (popular music originating in the West Indies; repetitive bass riffs and regular chords played on the off bea
t by a guitar) 
               => skiffle --
 (a style of popular music in the 1950s; based on American folk music and played on guitars and improvise
d percussion instruments) 
       => officialese -- (the style of writing characteristic of some government officials: formal and obscure) 
       => pathos -- (a style that has the power to evoke feelings) 
       => prose -- (matter of fact, commonplace, or dull expression) 
       => rhetoric -- (using language effectively to please or persuade) 
       => self-expression -- (the expression of one's individuality (usually through creative activities)) 
       => sesquipedality -- (using long words) 
       => terseness -- (a neatly short and concise expressive style) 
           => conciseness, concision, pithiness, succinctness --
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 (terseness and economy in writing and speaking achieved by expressing a great deal in just a few words) 
           => crispness -- (a style of expression that is direct and to the point; "the crispness of his reply") 
           => brevity -- (the use of brief expressions) 
           => laconism, laconicism -- (terseness of expression) 
       => vein -- (a distinctive style or manner; "he continued in this vein for several minutes") 
       => verboseness, verbosity -- (an expressive style that uses excessive words) 
           => verbiage -- (overabundance of words) 
           => prolixity, prolixness, long-windedness, wordiness -- (boring verboseness) 
               => turgidity, turgidness, flatulence -- (pompously embellished language) 
           => circumlocution, periphrasis, ambage -- (a style that involves indirect ways of expressing things) 
           => repetitiveness, repetitiousness -- (verboseness resulting from excessive repetitions) 
               => redundancy -- (repetition of messages to reduce the probability of errors in transmission) 
               => tautology -- (useless repetition; "to say that something is `adequate enough' is a tautology") 
           => pleonasm -- (using more words than necessary; "a tiny little child") 
       => writing style, literary genre, genre -- (a style of expressing yourself in writing) 
           => drama -- (the literary genre of works intended for the theater) 
               => closet drama -- (drama more suitable for reading that for performing) 
               => comedy -- (light and humorous drama with a happy ending) 
                   => black comedy -- (comedy that uses black humor) 
                   => commedia dell'arte --
 (Italian comedy of the 16th to 18th centuries improvised from standardized situations and stock characters) 
                   => dark comdey --
 (a comdey characterized by grim or satiric humor; a comedy having gloomy or disturbing elements) 
                   => farce, farce comedy, travesty --
 (a comedy characterized by broad satire and improbable situations) 
                   => high comedy -- (a sophisticated comedy; often satirizing genteel society) 
                   => low comedy -- (a comedy characterized by slapstick and burlesque) 
                   => melodrama -- (an extravagant comedy in which action is more salient than characterization) 
                   => seriocomedy, tragicomedy -- (a comedy with serious elements or overtones) 
                   => situation comedy -- (a humorous drama based on situations that might arise in day-to-
day life) 
                   => slapstick -- (a boisterous comedy with chases and collisions and practical jokes) 
               => tragedy --
 (drama in which the protagonist is overcome by some superior force or circumstance; excites terror or pity) 
                   => tragicomedy --
 (a dramatic composition involving elements of both tragedy and comedy usually with the tragic predomina
ting) 
           => prose -- (ordinary writing as distinguished from verse) 
               => euphuism --
 (an elegant style of prose of the Elizabethan period; characterized by balance and antithesis and alliteration
 and extended similes with and allusions to nature and mythology) 
               => nonfiction, nonfictional prose -- (prose writing that is not fictional) 
                   => article -- (nonfictional prose forming an independent part of a publication) 
                       => column, editorial, newspaper column -- (an article giving opinions or perspectives) 
                           => agony column -- (a newspaper column devoted to personal problems) 
                       => feature, feature article --
 (a special or prominent article in a newspaper or magazine; "they ran a feature on retirement planning") 
                       => magazine article -- (an article published in a magazine) 
                       => news article, news story, newspaper article -- (an article reporting news) 
                           => lead, lead story -- (a news story of major importance) 
                           => personal -- (a short newspaper article about a particular person or group) 
                           => sidebar -- (a short news story presenting sidelights on a major story) 
                       => offprint, reprint, separate --
 (a separately printed article that originally appeared in a larger publication) 
                       => paper --
 (a scholarly article describing the results of observations or stating hypotheses; "he has written many scient
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ific papers") 
                       => think piece --
 (an article in a newspaper or magazine or journal that represents opinions and ideas and discussion rather t
han bare facts) 
               => interior monologue --
 (a literary genre that presents a fictional character's sequence of thoughts in the form of a monologue) 
               => stream of consciousness --
 (a literary genre that reveals a character's thoughts and feeling as they develop by means of a long soliloqu
y) 
               => prose poem -- (prose that resembles poetry) 
               => polyphonic prose --
 (a rhythmical prose employing the poetic devices of alliteration and assonance) 
           => form --
 (an arrangement of the elements in a composition or discourse; "the essay was in the form of a dialogue"; "
he first sketches the plot in outline form") 
               => versification -- (the form or metrical composition of a poem) 
                   => poetic rhythm, rhythmic pattern, prosody -- ((prosody) a system of versification) 
                       => meter, metre, measure, beat, cadence -- ((prosody) the accent in a metrical foot of verse) 
                           => catalexis -- (the absence of a syllable in the last foot of a verse) 
                           => scansion -- (analysis of verse into metrical patterns) 
                           => common measure, common meter -- (the usual (iambic) meter of a ballad) 
                           => metrical foot, foot, metrical unit --
 (a group of 2 or 3 syllables forming the basic unit of poetic rhythm) 
                               => dactyl -- (a metrical unit with stressed-unstressed-unstressed syllables) 
                               => iamb, iambus -- (a metrical unit with unstressed-stressed syllables) 
                               => anapest, anapaest -- (a metrical unit with unstressed-unstressed-stressed syllables) 
                               => amphibrach -- (a metrical unit with unstressed-stressed-
unstressed syllables (e.g., `remember')) 
                               => trochee -- (a metrical unit with stressed-stressed-unstressed syllables) 
                               => spondee -- (a metrical unit with stressed-stressed syllables) 
                               => pyrrhic, dibrach -- (a metrical unit with unstressed-unstressed syllables) 
                       => sprung rhythm -- (a poetic rhythm that imitates the rhythm of speech) 
                   => rhyme, rime -- (correspondence in the sounds of two or more lines (especially final sounds)) 
                       => internal rhyme -- (a rhyme between words in the same line) 
                       => alliteration, initial rhyme, beginning rhyme, head rhyme --
 (use of the same consonant at the beginning of each stressed syllable in a line of verse; "around the rock th
e ragged rascal ran") 
                       => assonance, vowel rhyme --
 (the repetition of similar vowels in the stressed syllables of successive words) 
                       => consonance, consonant rhyme --
 (the repetition of consonants (or consonant patterns) especially at the ends of words) 
                       => double rhyme -- (a two-syllable rhyme; "`ended' and `blended' form a double rhyme") 
                       => eye rhyme -- (an imperfect rhyme (e.g., `love' and `move')) 
           => poetry, poesy, verse -- (literature in metrical form) 
               => epos -- (a body of poetry that conveys the traditions of a society by treating some epic theme) 
               => heroic poetry, epic poetry -- (poetry celebrating the deeds of some hero) 
       => poetry -- (any communication resembling poetry in beauty or the evocation of feeling) 
 
voice, vocalization, vocalisation, phonation, vox --
 (the sound made by the vibration of vocal folds modified by the resonance of the vocal tract; "a singer take
s good care of his voice"; "the giraffe cannot make any vocalizations") 
       => singing voice -- (the musical quality of the voice while singing) 
           => bass, bass voice, basso -- (the lowest adult male singing voice) 
               => basso profundo -- (a very deep bass voice) 
           => baritone, baritone voice -- (the second lowest adult male singing voice) 
           => tenor, tenor voice -- (the adult male singing voice above baritone) 
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           => countertenor, alto -- (the highest adult male singing voice) 
           => contralto, alto -- (the lowest female singing voice) 
           => mezzo-soprano, mezzo -- (the female singing voice between contralto and soprano) 
           => soprano -- (the highest female voice; the voice of a boy before puberty) 
       => sprechgesang, sprechstimme -- (a style of dramatic vocalization between singing and speaking) 
       => voice over -- (the voice on an unseen commentator in a film of television program) 
 
psychic communication, psychical communication, anomalous communication --
 (communication by paranormal means) 
       => telepathy, thought transference --
 (apparent communication from one mind to another without using sensory perceptions) 
       => telegnosis -- (apparent knowledge of distant events without using sensory perceptions) 
       => psychic phenomena, psychic phenomenon, parapsychology --
 (phenomena that appear to contradict physical laws and suggest the possibility of causation by mental proc
esses) 
           => clairvoyance, second sight, extrasensory perception, E.S.P., ESP --
 (apparent power to perceive things that are not present to the senses) 
               => precognition, foreknowledge -- (knowledge of an event before it occurs) 
           => telekinesis, psychokinesis --
 (the power to move something by thinking about it without the application of physical force) 
           => table rapping, table tapping, spirit rapping --
 (alleged form of communication with spirits of the dead) 
           => table tipping, table tilting, table turning, table lifting --
 (manipulation of a table during a seance; attributed to spirits) 
DOCUMENT < COMMUNICATION < SOCIAL ELATIONSHIP <… 
document -- (a written account of ownership or obligation) 
       => letter of credit --
 (a document issued by a bank that guarantees the payment of a customer's draft; substitutes the bank's  
credit for the customer's credit) 
           => commercial letter of credit --
 (a letter of credit given to a business concern for commercial purposes) 
           => traveler's letter of credit, traveller's letter of credit -- (a letter of credit given to a traveler) 
               => traveler's check, traveller's check, banker's check --
 (a letter of credit issued by a bank or express company that is payable on presentation to any correspondent
 of the issuer) 
       => debt instrument, certificate of indebtedness -- (a written promise to repay a debt) 
           => cash equivalent -- (a highly liquid debt instrument with maturities of less than three months) 
               => commercial paper -- (an unsecured and unregistered short-
term obligation issued by an institutional borrower to investors who have temporarily idle cash) 
           => certificate of deposit, CD -- (a debt instrument issued by a bank; usually pays interest) 
               => time deposit --
 (a certificate of deposit from which withdrawals can be made only after advance notice or at a specified fut
ure date) 
           => note, promissory note, note of hand --
 (a promise to pay a specified amount on demand or at a certain time; "I had to co-
sign his note at the bank") 
               => demand note -- (a note payable on demand) 
               => note receivable --
 (your right in a promissory note in which the maker promises to pay a certain amount of money at a certain
 time) 
               => note payable -- (a note promising to pay a certain amount of money at a certain time) 
               => municipal note -- (a municipal debt instrument with a maturity of less than 2 years) 
               => IOU -- (an informal debt instrument; representing `I owe you') 
               => time note -- (a note that specifies the time (or times) of repayment) 
           => floater --
 (a debt instrument with a variable interest rate tied to some other interest rate (e.g. the rate paid by T-bills)) 
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           => bond, bond certificate -- (a certificate of debt (usually interest-
bearing or discounted) that is issued by a government or corporation in order to raise money; the issuer is re
quired to pay a fixed sum annually until maturity and then a fixed sum to repay the principal) 
               => bond issue --
 (bonds sold by a corporation or government agency at a particular time and identifiable by date of maturity
) 
               => convertible bond -- (a bond that can be converted to other securities under certain conditions) 
               => corporate bond --
 (a bond issued by a corporation; carries no claim to ownership and pays no dividends but payments to bon
dholders have priority over payments to stockholders; "a corporate bond is a safer investment than common
 stock in the same company") 
               => coupon bond, bearer bond --
 (a bond issued with detachable coupons that must be presented to the issuer for interest payments) 
               => government bond --
 (a bond that is an IOU on the United States Treasury; considered the safest security in the investment  
world) 
                   => savings bond -- (non-
negotiable government bond; cannot be bought and sold once the original purchase is made) 
                   => Treasuries, Treasury obligations --
 (negotiable debt obligations of the United States government secured by its full faith and credit) 
                       => Treasury bill, T-bill -- (a short-term obligation that is not interest-
bearing (it is purchased at a discount); can be traded on a discount basis for 91 days) 
                       => Treasury bond -- (a debt instrument with maturities of 10 years or longer) 
                       => Treasury note --
 (securities with maturities of 1 to 10 years; sold for cash or in exchange for maturing issues or at auction) 
               => junk bond, high-yield bond --
 (a (speculative) bond with a credit rating of BB or lower; issued for leveraged buyouts and other takeovers 
by companies with questionable credit) 
               => municipal bond -- (a bond issued by a state or local government) 
                   => utility bond, utility revenue bond --
 (a bond issued to finance the construction of public utility services) 
               => noncallable bond --
 (a bond containing a provision that the holder cannot redeem the security before a specific date (usually at 
maturity)) 
               => performance bond, surety bond --
 (a bond given to protect the recipient against loss in case the terms of a contract are not filled; a surety com
pany assumes liability for nonperformance) 
               => post-obit bond -- (a bond made by a reversioner to secure a loan; payable out of his reversion) 
               => registered bond --
 (a bond whose owner is recorded on the books of the issuer; can be transferred to another owner only when
 endorsed by the registered owner) 
               => revenue bond --
 (a bond issued by an agency that is commissioned to finance public works; revenue from the public  
property is used to pay off the bond) 
               => secured bond -- (a bond that is back by collateral) 
               => unsecured bond, debenture, debenture bond --
 (a bond that is backed by the credit of the issuer but not by any specific collateral) 
               => zero coupon bond --
 (a bond that is issued at a deep discount from its value at maturity and pays no interest during the life of  
the bond) 
               => Premium Bond --
 (a government bond that bears no interest or capital gains but enters the holder into lotteries) 
       => quittance -- (a document or receipt certifying release from an obligation or debt) 
       => record --
 (a document that can serve as legal evidence of a transaction; "they could find no record of the purchase") 
           => balance sheet --
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 (a record of the financial situation of an institution on a particular date by listing its assets and the claims a
gainst those assets) 
           => expense record -- (a written record of money spent) 
           => ledger, leger, account book, book of account, book --
 (a record in which commercial accounts are recorded; "they got a subpoena to examine our books") 
               => cost ledger -- (ledger showing the accumulated costs classified in various ways) 
               => general ledger --
 (the ledger that contains all of the financial accounts of a business; contains offsetting debit and credit  
accounts (including control accounts)) 
               => subsidiary ledger -- (details of an account supporting the amount stated in the general ledger) 
               => daybook, journal -- (a ledger in which transactions have been recorded as they occurred) 
           => payslip --
 (a slip of paper included with your pay that records how much money you have earned and how much tax 
or insurance etc. has been taken out) 
           => register -- (a book in which names and transactions are listed) 
               => accounting, accounting system, method of accounting --
 (a bookkeeper's chronological list of related debits and credits of a business; forms part of a ledger of  
accounts) 
                   => control account -- (an account that shows totals of amounts entered in a subsidiary ledger) 
                   => entry, accounting entry, ledger entry -- (a written record of a commercial transaction) 
                       => adjusting entry --
 (an accounting entry made at the end of an accounting period to allocate items between accounting periods
) 
                       => credit, credit entry -- (an accounting entry acknowledging income or capital items) 
                       => debit, debit entry -- (an accounting entry acknowledging sums that are owing) 
                   => credit side -- (account of payments received; usually the right side of a financial statement) 
                   => debit side -- (account of payments owed; usually the left side of a financial statement) 
                   => accrual basis --
 (a method of accounting in which each item is entered as it is earned or incurred regardless of when actual 
payments are received or made) 
                   => cash basis --
 (a method of accounting in which each item is entered as payments are received or made) 
                   => pooling of interest --
 (an accounting method used in the merging of companies; the balance sheets are added together item by ite
m; this method is tax-free) 
                   => audited account, audit --
 (an inspection of the accounting procedures and records by a trained accountant or CPA) 
                       => financial audit -- (an attestation that the client's financial statement is accurate) 
                       => limited audit --
 (an audit of limited scope (limited in time span or confined to particular accounts etc.)) 
                   => review, limited review --
 ((accounting) a service (less exhaustive than an audit) that provides some assurance to interested parties as 
to the reliability of financial data) 
                       => analytical review --
 (an auditing procedure based on ratios among accounts and tries to identify significant changes) 
               => inventory --
 ((accounting) the value of a firm's current assets including raw materials and work in progress and finished
 goods) 
               => payroll, paysheet -- (a list of employees and their salaries; "the company had a long payroll") 
           => bankbook, passbook --
 (a record of deposits and withdrawals and interest held by depositors at certain banks) 
           => checkbook, chequebook -- (a book issued to holders of checking accounts) 
 
professional relation – 
 (the relation that exists when one person requests and is granted professional help from a qualified source) 
       => medical relation -- (the professional relation between a health care professional and a patient) 
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           => doctor-patient relation --
 (the responsibility of a physician to act in the best interests of the patient) 
           => nurse-patient relation -- (the responsibility of a nurse to act in the best interests of the patient) 
       => legal relation -- (a professional relation that is regulated by law (as between a lawyer and a client)) 
           => fiduciary relation --
 (the legal relation that exists when one person justifiably places reliance on another whose aid or protectio
n is sought in some matter) 
               => bank-depositor relation --
 (the responsibility of a bank to act in the best interests of the depositors) 
               => confidential adviser-advisee relation --
 (the responsibility of a confidential adviser to act in the best interest of the advisee) 
               => conservator-ward relation --
 (the responsibility of a conservator to act in the best interests of the ward) 
               => director-stockholder relation --
 (the responsibility of corporate directors to act in the best interests of stockholders) 
               => executor-heir relation --
 (the responsibility of an executor (or administrator) of an estate to act in the best interests of the heir) 
               => lawyer-client relation, attorney-client relation --
 (the responsibility of a lawyer to act in the best interests of the client) 
               => partner relation -- (the responsibility of partners to act in one another's best interests) 
               => receiver-creditor relation --
 (the responsibility of receiver or trustee in bankruptcy to act in the best interests of the creditor) 
               => trustee-beneficiary relation --
 (the responsibility of a trustee to act in the best interests of the beneficiary) 
       => academic relation -- (a professional relation between instructors and those they instruct) 
           => teacher-student relation -- (the academic relation between teachers and their students) 
EMOTIONAL CONNECTION < HUMAN RELATIONSHIP < SOCIAL RELATIONSHIP <… 
relationship -- (a connection 
between people (especially an emotional connection); "he didn't want his wife to know of the relationship") 
       => anaclisis --
 ((psychoanalysis) relationship marked by strong dependence on others; especially a libidinal attachment to 
e.g. a parental figure) 
       => love affair, romance -- (a relationship between two lovers) 
           => intrigue -- (a clandestine love affair) 
       => sexual relationship -- (a relationship involving sexual intimacy) 
           => affair, affaire, intimacy, liaison, involvement, amour --
 (a usually secretive or illicit sexual relationship) 
 
SOCIAL CONNECTION < SOCIAL RELATIONSHIP < RELATIONSHIP <… 
relationship -- (mutual dealings or connections or communications between people or parties or countries) 
       => account, business relationship --
 (a formal contractual relationship established to provide for regular banking or brokerage or business servi
ces; "he asked to see the executive who handled his account") 
           => brokerage account --
 (a fund that a customer has entrusted to a securities brokerage; "you can't get a brokerage account unless y
ou have $20,000") 
               => cash account --
 (an account with a securities brokerage whose transactions are settled on a cash basis) 
                   => custodial account -- (a brokerage firm account that parents have created for a minor) 
               => margin account -- (an account with a securities brokerage in which the broker extends credit) 
           => bank account --
 (a fund that a customer has entrusted to a bank and from which they can make withdrawals; "he moved his 
bank account to a new bank") 
               => giro account --
 (an account at a post office that can be used in similar ways to an account at a bank) 
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               => checking account --
 (a bank account against which the depositor can drawn checks payable on demand) 
               => savings account -- (a bank account that accumulates interest) 
                   => time deposit account, deposit account --
 (a savings account in which the deposit is held for a fixed term or in which withdrawals can be made only 
after giving notice or with loss of interest) 
                   => dormant account --
 (a savings account showing no activity (other than posting interest) for some specified period; "the dorman
t account reverted to the state under escheat laws") 
                   => passbook savings account --
 (a savings account in which deposits and withdrawals are recorded in the depositor's passbook) 
           => short account --
 (a brokerage account of someone who sells short (sells securities he does not own)) 
       => acquaintance, acquaintanceship -- (a relationship less intimate than friendship) 
       => affiliation, association, tie, tie-up --
 (a social or business relationship; "a valuable financial affiliation"; "he was sorry he had to sever his ties w
ith other members of the team"; "many close associations with England") 
       => assimilation --
 (the state of being assimilated; people of different backgrounds come to see themselves as part of a larger n
ational family) 
       => friendship, friendly relationship -- (the state of being friends) 
           => blood brotherhood -- (the friendship characteristic of blood brothers) 
           => company, companionship, fellowship, society --
 (the state of being with someone; "he missed their company"; "he enjoyed the society of his friends") 
               => freemasonry --
 (a natural or instinctive fellowship between people of similar interests; "he enjoyed the freemasonry of the 
Press") 
           => confidence, trust --
 (a trustful relationship; "he took me into his confidence"; "he betrayed their trust") 
       => membership -- (the state of being a member) 
       => subjugation, subjection -- (forced submission to control by others) 
           => repression -- (a state of forcible subjugation; "the long repression of Christian sects") 
           => oppression --
 (the state of being kept down by unjust use of force or authority: "after years of oppression they finally rev
olted") 
               => yoke --
 (an oppresssive power; "under the yoke of a tyrant"; "they threw off the yoke of domination") 
           => enslavement, captivity --
 (the state of being a slave; "So every bondman in his own hand bears the power to cancel his captivity"--
Shakespeare) 
           => bondage, slavery, thrall, thralldom, thraldom --
 (the state of being under the control of another person) 
               => bonded labor -- (an illegal practice in which employers give high-
interest loans to workers whose entire families then labor at low wages to pay off the debt) 
               => servitude --
 (state of subjection to an owner or master or forced labor imposed as punishment; "penal servitude") 
                   => villeinage, villainage -- (the legal status or condition of servitude of a villein or feudal serf) 
               => serfdom, serfhood, vassalage -- (the state of a serf) 
           => peonage -- (the condition of a peon) 
           => confinement -- (the state of being confined; "he was held in confinement") 
               => constraint, restraint --
 (the state of being physically constrained; "dogs should be kept under restraint") 
                   => cage -- (something that restricts freedom as a cage restricts movement) 
                       => iron cage -- (a cage from which there is no escape) 
               => captivity, imprisonment, incarceration, immurement --
 (the state of being imprisoned; "he was held in captivity until he died"; "the imprisonment of captured sold
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iers"; "his ignominious incarceration in the local jail"; "he practiced the immurement of his enemies in the c
astle dungeon") 
                   => durance -- (imprisonment (especially for a long time)) 
                   => life imprisonment -- (a sentence of imprisonment until death) 
                   => internment -- (confinement during wartime) 
               => detention, hold, custody --
 (a state of being confined (usually for a short time); "his detention was politically motivated"; "the prisoner
 is on hold"; "he is in the custody of police") 
               => solitary confinement, solitary --
 (confinement of a prisoner in isolation from other prisoners; "he was held in solitary") 
 
status, position --
 (the relative position or standing of things or especially persons in a society; "he had the status of a minor";
 "the novel attained the status of a classic"; "atheists do not enjoy a favorable position in American life") 
       => face -- (status in the eyes of others; "he lost face") 
       => election -- (the status or fact of being elected; "they celebrated his election") 
       => equality, equivalence, equation, par --
 (a state of being essentially equal or equivalent; equally balanced; "on a par with the best") 
       => social station, social status, social rank, rank --
 (position in a social hierarchy; "the British are more aware of social status than Americans are") 
       => standing --
 (social or financial or professional status or reputation; "of equal standing"; "a member in good standing") 
       => high status -- (a position of superior status) 
       => high ground -- (a position of superiority over opponents or competitors) 
       => high profile -- (a position attracting much attention and publicity) 
       => holy order, order --
 ((usually plural) the status or rank or office of a Christian clergyman in an ecclesiastical hierarchy; "theolo
gians still disagree over whether `bishop' should or should not be a separate order") 
       => low status -- (a position of inferior status) 
       => legal status -- (a status defined by law) 
       => bastardy, illegitimacy, bar sinister -- (the status of being born to parents who were not married) 
       => command --
 (a position of highest authority; "the corporation has just undergone a change in command") 
       => nationality -- (the status of belonging to a particular nation by birth or naturalization) 
       => footing, terms --
 (status with respect to the relations between people or groups; "on good terms with her in-
laws"; "on a friendly footing") 
       => retirement -- (the state of being retired from one's business or occupation) 
       => rank -- (relative status; "his salary was determined by his rank and seniority") 
       => caste --
 (social status or position conferred by a system based on class; "lose caste by doing work beneath one's stat
ion") 
       => dignity -- (high office or rank or station; "he respected the dignity of the emissaries") 
       => nobility, noblesse -- (the state of being of noble birth) 
       => ordination -- (the status of being ordained to a sacred office) 
       => pedestal -- (a position of great esteem (and supposed superiority); "they put him on a pedestal") 
       => leadership -- (the status of a leader; "they challenged his leadership of the union") 
       => slot --
 (a position in a hierarchy or organization; "Bob Dylan occupied the top slot for several weeks"; "she beat s
ome tough competition for the number one slot") 
       => toehold --
 (a relatively insignificant position from which future progress might be made; "American diplomacy provi
ded a toehold on which to proceed toward peace talks"; "his father gave him a toehold in the oil business") 
 

Ownership < STATE RELATIONSHIP <… 
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=> ownership (community, severality, property right, proprietorship, employee ownership, landholding, 
stockholding)    
ownership --
 (the relation of an owner to the thing possessed; possession with the right to transfer possession to others) 
       => community -- (common ownership; "they shared a community of possessions") 
       => severality -- (exclusive individual ownership) 
       => property right -- (the right of ownership) 
           => public domain -- (property rights that are held by the public at large) 
           => accession --
 ((civil law) the right to all of that which your property produces whether by growth or improvement) 
       => proprietorship, proprietary --
 (an unincorporated business owned by a single person who is responsible for its liabilities and entitled to it
s profits) 
       => employee ownership -- (ownership of a business by the people who work for it) 
       => landholding -- (ownership of land; the state or fact of owning land) 
       => stockholding --
 (ownership of stocks; the state or fact of holding stock; "prohibition of unrestricted intercorporate stockhol
ding"- W.Z.Ripley) 
 

Human relationship < OBJECT RELATIONSHIP <… 
 

=> human relationship (personal relation: bonding, obligation) 
relationship, human relationship --
 (a relation between people; (`relationship' is often used where `relation' would serve, as in `the relationship
 between inflation and unemployment', but the preferred usage of `relationship' is for human relations or sta
tes of relatedness); "the relationship between mothers and their children") 
       => personal relation, personal relationship -- (a relation between persons) 
           => bonding --
 (a close personal relationship that forms between people (as between husband and wife or parent and child)
) 
               => female bonding -- (the formation of a close personal relationship between women) 
               => male bonding --
 (the formation of a close personal relationship between men; "the rituals known as male bonding do not ne
cessarily involve drinking beer together") 
               => maternal-infant bonding --
 (the attachment that forms between an infant and its mother beginning at birth; "maternal-
infant bonding influences the child's psychological and physical development") 
           => obligation -- (a personal relation in which one is indebted for a service or favor) 
=> kinship, family relationship, relationship (affinity or phylogenetic relation; descent, line, lineage, or 
filiation; affinity or kinship by marriage; consanguinity or blood kinship; parentage or birth; fatherhood or 
paternity; motherhood or maternity; brotherhood; sisterhood; marital relationship) ,   
kinship, family relationship, relationship --
 (state of relatedness or connection by blood or marriage or adoption) 
       => affinity, phylogenetic relation --
 ((biology) state of relationship between organisms or groups of organisms resulting in resemblance in struc
ture or structural parts; "in anatomical structure prehistoric man shows close affinity with modern humans") 
       => descent, line of descent, lineage, filiation --
 (the kinship relation between an individual and the individual's progenitors) 
           => bilateral descent --
 (line of descent traced through both the maternal and paternal sides of the family) 
           => unilateral descent -- (line of descent traced through one side of the family) 
               => matrilineage, enation, cognation --
 (line of descent traced through the maternal side of the family) 
               => patrilineage, agnation -- (line of descent traced through the paternal side of the family) 
       => affinity, kinship by marriage -- (kinship by marriage or adoption; not a blood relationship) 
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           => steprelationship -- (a family relationship by virtue of remarriage) 
       => consanguinity, blood kinship, cognation -- (related by blood) 
       => parentage, birth -- (the kinship relation of an offspring to the parents) 
       => fatherhood, paternity -- (the kinship relation between an offspring and the father) 
       => motherhood, maternity -- (the kinship relation between an offspring and the mother) 
       => sisterhood, sistership -- (the kinship relation between a female offspring and the siblings) 
       => brotherhood -- (the kinship relation between a male offspring and the siblings) 
       => marital relationship, marital bed -- (the relationship between wife and husband) 
=> affinity, kinship (rapport; sympathy) 
affinity, kinship --
 (a close connection marked by community of interests or similarity in nature or character; "found a natural 
affinity with the immigrants"; "felt a deep kinship with the other students"; "anthropology's kinship with th
e humanities") 
       => rapport, resonance -- (relation of mutual understanding or trust and agreement between people) 
       => sympathy --
 (a relation of affinity or harmony between people; whatever affects one correspondingly affects the other; "
the two of them were in close sympathy") 
           => mutual understanding, mutual affection -- (sympathy of each person for the other) 
=> business relation (competition; clientage)    
business relation -- (a relation between different business enterprises) 
       => competition --
 (a business relation in which two parties compete to gain customers; "business competition can be fiendish
 at times") 
           => price war, price competition --
 (intense competition in which competitors cut retail prices to gain business) 
       => clientage -- (relation of a client to a patron) 
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RELATIVE VERBS: THE VERBAL NAMES OF RELATIONSHIPS  
(‘be in a relationship with’, ‘have a relationship to’, ‘relate’, ‘interrelate’, ‘connect’, 
‘associate, ‘tie in’,  ‘link’, ‘refer’, ‘concern’, ‘bear on’) 
 
 
TO ASSOCIATE, TO TIE IN, TO RELATE, TO LINK, TO CONNECT 
 
To associate, tie in, relate, link, colligate, link up, connect --
 (make a logical or causal connection; "I cannot connect these two pieces of evidence in my mind"; "colliga
te these facts"; "I cannot relate these events at all") 
       => remember --
 (exercise, or have the power of, memory; "After the shelling, many people lost the ability to remember"; "s
ome remember better than others") 
       => interrelate -- (place into a mutual relationship; "I cannot interrelate these two events") 
       => correlate --
 (bring into a mutual, complementary, or reciprocal relation; "I cannot correlate these two pieces of informa
tion") 
       => identify --
 (conceive of as united or associated; "Sex activity is closely identified with the hypothalamus") 
       => free-associate -- (associate freely; "Let's associate freely to bring up old memories") 
       => think of, have in mind, mean --
 (intend to refer to; "I'm thinking of good food when I talk about France"; "Yes, I meant you when I compla
ined about people who gossip!") 
           => mention, advert, bring up, cite, name, refer --
 (make reference to; "His name was mentioned in connection with the invention") 
               => commend, remember --
 (mention as by way of greeting or to indicate friendship; "Remember me to your wife") 
               => speak of the devil -- (mention someone's name who just then appears) 
               => remember -- (mention favourably, as in prayer; "remember me in your prayers") 
               => quote, cite --
 (refer to for illustration or proof; "He said he could quote several instances of this behavior") 
               => touch on -- (refer to or discuss briefly) 
               => invoke, appeal --
 (cite as an authority; resort to; "He invoked the law that would save him"; "I appealed to the law of 1900"; 
"She invoked an ancient law") 
               => namedrop --
 (refer to people that one assumes one's interlocutors admire in order to try to impress them) 
               => raise, bring up --
 (put forward for consideration or discussion; "raise the question of promotions"; "bring up an unpleasant to
pic") 
               => drag up, dredge up -- (mention something unpleasant from the past; "Drag up old stories") 
               => cross-refer -- (refer from one entry to another, as in catalogues, books, and lists) 
 
TO refer, pertain, relate, concern, come to, bear on, touch, touch on --
 (have to do with or be relevant to; "There were lots of questions referring to her talk"; "My remark pertaine
d to your earlier comments") 
       => focus on, center on, revolve around, revolve about, concentrate on, center --
 (center upon; "Her entire attention centered on her children"; "Our day revolved around our work") 
       => apply, hold, go for --
 (be pertinent or relevant or applicable; "The same laws apply to you!"; "This theory holds for all irrational 
numbers"; "The same rules go for everyone") 
       => involve, affect, regard --
 (connect closely and often incriminatingly; "This new ruling affects your business") 
           => implicate --
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 (bring into intimate and incriminating connection; "He is implicated in the scheme to defraud the governm
ent") 
       => matter to, interest -- (be of importance or consequence; "This matters to me!") 
           => intrigue, fascinate -- (cause to be interested or curious) 
               => grab, seize --
 (capture the attention or imagination of; "This story will grab you"; "The movie seized my imagination") 
 
TO relate, interrelate -- (be in a relationship with; "How are these two observations related?") 
       => predicate --
 (make the (grammatical) predicate in a proposition; "The predicate `dog' is predicated of the subject `Fido' 
in the sentence `Fido is a dog'") 
       => tutor -- (act as a guardian to someone) 
       => tie in -- (be in connection with something relevant; "This ties in closely with his earlier remarks") 
 
TO relate -- (have or establish a relationship to; "She relates well to her peers") 
       => harmonize, harmonise --
 (bring into consonance or relate harmoniously; "harmonize the different interests") 
           => accommodate, reconcile, conciliate --
 (make compatible with; "The scientists had to accommodate the new results with the existing theories") 
           => proportion -- (give pleasant proportions to; "harmonize a building with those surrounding it") 
       => oblige, bind, hold, obligate --
 (bind by an obligation; cause to be indebted; "He's held by a contract"; "I'll hold you by your promise") 
           => pledge -- (bind or secure by a pledge; "I was pledged to silence") 
           => article -- (bind by a contract; especially for a training period) 
           => indenture, indent --
 (bind by or as if by indentures, as of an apprentice or servant; "an indentured servant") 
           => tie down -- (restrain from independence by an obligation; "He was tied down by his work") 
       => connect --
 (establish a rapport or relationship; "The President of this university really connects with the faculty") 
       => disrespect -- (show a lack of respect for) 
           => transgress, offend, infract, violate, go against, breach, break --
 (act in disregard of laws and rules; "offend all laws of humanity"; "violate the basic laws or human civiliza
tion"; "break a law") 
               => sin, transgress, trespass -- (commit a sin; violate a law of God or a moral law) 
                   => fall -- (yield to temptation or sin; "Adam and Eve fell") 
               => sin, blunder, boob, goof --
 (commit a faux pas or a fault or make a serious mistake; "I blundered during the job interview") 
               => conflict, run afoul, infringe, contravene --
 (go against, as of rules and laws; "He ran afould of the law"; "This behavior conflicts with our rules") 
               => trespass -- (break the law) 
               => trespass, intrude -- (enter unlawfully on someone's property; "Don't trespass on my land!") 
                   => break in, break --
 (enter someone's property in an unauthorized manner, usually with the intent to steal or commit a violent a
ct; "Someone broke in while I was on vacation"; "They broke into my car and stole my radio!") 
       => mesh -- (work together in harmony) 
       => take back --
 (resume a relationship with someone after an interruption, as in a wife taking back her husband) 
       => get along with, get on with, get on, get along --
 (have smooth relations; "My boss and I get along very well") 
       => bind, tie, attach, bond --
 (create social or emotional ties; "The grandparents want to bond with the child") 
           => fixate --
 (attach (oneself) to a person or thing in a neurotic way; "He fixates on his mother, even at the age of 40") 
           => befriend --
 (become friends with; "John and Eric soon became friends"; "Have you made friends yet in your new envir
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onment?") 
               => pal, pal up, chum up -- (become friends; act friendly towards) 
 

TO differ -- (be different; "These two tests differ in only one respect") 
       => deviate, vary, diverge, depart -- (be at variance with; be out of line with) 
           => aberrate --
 (diverge or deviate from the straight path; produce aberration; "The surfaces of the concave lens may 
be proportioned so as to aberrate exactly equal to the convex lens") 
           => aberrate --
 (diverge from the expected; "The President aberrated from being a perfect gentleman") 
           => contradict, belie, negate -- (be in contradiction with) 
       => vary --
 (be subject to change in accordance with a variable; "Prices vary"; "His moods vary depending on the 
weather") 
           => drift -- (vary or move from a fixed point or course; "stock prices are drifting higher") 
       => contrast, counterpoint --
 (to show differences when compared; be different; "the students contrast considerably in their artistic 
abilities") 
           => oppose, counterbalance -- (oppose with equal weight or force) 
               => counterweight, counterpoise, counterpose --
 (constitute a counterweight or counterbalance to) 
           => conflict -- (be in conflict; "The two proposals conflict!") 
               => clash, jar, collide -- (be incompatible; be or come into conflict; "These colors clash") 
           => foil -- (enhance by contrast; "In this picture, the figures are foiled against the background") 
 
TO equal, be -- (be identical or equivalent to; "One dollar equals 1,000 rubles these days!") 
       => equate, correspond -- (be equivalent or parallel, in mathematics) 
       => match, fit, correspond, check, jibe, gibe, tally, agree --
 (be compatible, similar or consistent; coincide in their characteristics; "The two stories don't agree in 
many details"; "The handwriting checks with the signature on the check"; "The suspect's fingerprints d
on't match those on the gun") 
           => consist --
 (be consistent in form, tenor, or character; be congruous; "Desires are to be satisfied only so far as con
sists with an approved end") 
           => look -- (accord in appearance with; "You don't look your age!") 
           => answer --
 (match or correspond; "The drawing of the suspect answers to the description the victim gave") 
           => coincide -- (be the same; "our views on this matter coincided") 
           => align -- (align with; be or come into adjustment) 
           => correlate -- (to bear a reciprocal or mutual relation; "Do these facts correlate?") 
           => parallel -- (be parallel to; "Their roles are paralleled by ours") 
           => twin, duplicate, parallel --
 (duplicate or match; "The polished surface twinned his face and chest in reverse") 
           => square -- (be compatible with; "one idea squares with another") 
           => corroborate, underpin, bear out, support --
 (support with evidence or authority or make more certain or confirm; "The stories and claims were bor
n out by the evidence") 
           => resemble --
 (appear like; be similar or bear a likeness to; "She resembles her mother very much"; "This paper rese
mbles my own work") 
               => look like -- (bear a physical resemblance to; "She looks like her mother") 
               => come to life --
 (be lifelike, as of a paintings; "If you look at it long enough, this portrait comes to life!") 
               => take after -- (be similar to a relative; "She takes after her father!") 
               => approximate, come close -- (be close or similar; "Her results approximate my own") 
                   => border on, approach --
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 (come near or verge on, resemble, come nearer in quality, or character; "This borders on discriminatio
n!"; "His playing approaches that of Horowitz") 
                       => converge -- (approach a limit as the number of terms increases without limit) 
               => imitate -- (appear like, as in behavior or appearance; "Life imitate art") 
                   => ape -- (imitate uncritically and in every aspect; "Her little brother apes her behavior") 
                   => emulate --
 (imitate the function of (another system), as by modifying the hardware or the software) 
                   => follow suit -- (do what someone else is doing) 
               => echo, recall -- (call to mind; "His words echoed John F. Kennedy") 
           => meet, fit, conform to --
 (satisfy a condition or restriction; "Does this paper meet the requirements for the degree?") 
               => coordinate -- (be co-ordinated; "These activities co-ordinate well") 
               => fit the bill, fill the bill --
 (be what is needed or be good enough for what is required; "Does this restaurant fit the bill for the cele
bration?") 
               => behoove, behove --
 (be appropriate or necessary; "IT behooves us to reflect on this matter") 
               => satisfy, fulfill, fulfil, live up to -- (fulfil the requirements or expectations of) 
                   => suffice, do, answer, serve --
 (be sufficient; be adequate, either in quality or quantity; "A few words would answer"; "This car suits 
my purpose well"; "Will $100 do?"; "A 'B' grade doesn't suffice to get me into medical school"; "Nothi
ng else will serve") 
                       => tide over, bridge over, keep going --
 (suffice for a period between two points; "This money will keep us going for another year") 
                       => go a long way -- (suffice or be adequate for a while or to a certain extent) 
                       => serve, function --
 (serve a purpose, role, or function; "The tree stump serves as a table"; "The female students served as 
a control group"; "This table would serve very well"; "His freedom served him well"; "The table functi
ons as a desk") 
                           => prelude -- (serve as a prelude or opening to) 
                           => act as -- (function as or act like; "This heap of stones will act as a barrier") 
                       => qualify, measure up -- (prove capable or fit; meet requirements) 
                       => go around -- (be sufficient; "There's not enough to go around") 
                   => cover -- (provide for; "The grant doesn't cover my salary") 
               => suit, accommodate, fit -- (be agreeable or acceptable to; "This suits my needs") 
           => homologize -- (be homologous; "A person's arms homologize with a quadruped's forelimbs") 
           => befit, suit, beseem --
 (accord or comport with; "This kind of behavior does not suit a young woman!") 
           => harmonize, harmonise, consort, accord, concord, fit in, agree --
 (go together; "The colors don't harmonize"; "Their ideas concorded") 
               => blend, go, blend in --
 (blend or harmonize; "This flavor will blend with those in your dish"; "This sofa won't go with the cha
irs") 
           => pattern -- (form a pattern; "These sentences pattern like the ones we studied before") 
           => adhere -- (be compatible or in accordance with; "You must adhere to the rules") 
           => rhyme, rime --
 (be similar in sound, especially with respect to the last syllable; "hat and cat rhyme") 
               => assonate --
 (correspond in vowel sounds; rhyme in assonance; "The accented vowels assonated in this poem") 
       => represent, stand for, correspond --
 (take the place of or be parallel or equivalent to; "Because of the sound changes in the course of histor
y, an 'h' in Greek stands for an 's' in Latin") 
       => translate --
 (be equivalent in effect; "the growth in income translates into greater purchasing power") 
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 the part-whole relation verbs ('divide', 'compose', 'categorize', 'classify'); 
 

 the comparison predicates ('compare', 'identify', 'resemble', 'differ'); 
 

 the verbs of opposition ('oppose', 'contrast', 'contradict'); 
 

 the verbs indicating causality ('do', 'make', 'cause', 'produce', 'determine', 'initiate, 
'effect’, 'induce', 'stimulate', 'prevent'); 

 
 the verbs of spatial relations ('displace', 'transfer', 'place', 'position', 'locate', 'site', 

'direct'); 
 

 the verbs of temporal relations ('time', ‘endure’, ‘elapse’, ‘pass’, ‘expire’, 
‘precede’, ‘follow’); 

 
 the verbs of logical connections ('imply', 'entail', 'infer', 'deduce', 'follow', 'reason', 

'prove', ‘think’); 
 

 the verbs of semantic relationships ('apply', 'denote', 'connote', 'refer to', 
'designate', 'signify', 'represent', 'stand by', 'symbolize', 'mean', 'express', ' 
communicate', 'indicate', 'depict', 'record').  
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THE VERBS SHOWING CAUSE AND EFFECT RELATIONSHIPS 
 

TO make, create -- (make or cause to be or to become; "make a mess in one's office"; "create a furor") 
       => beget, get, engender, father, mother, sire, generate, bring forth --
 (make children; "Abraham begot Isaac"; "Men often father children but don't recognize them") 
       => reproduce, procreate, multiply --
 (have offspring or young; "The deer in our neighborhood reproduce madly"; "The Catholic Church tells pe
ople to procreate, no matter what their economic situation may be") 
           => propagate -- (multiply sexually or asexually) 
               => vegetate -- (propagate asexually; "The bacterial growth vegetated along") 
           => fructify, set -- (bear fruit; "the apple trees fructify") 
           => breed, multiply -- (have young (animals); "pandas rarely breed in captivity") 
               => pullulate -- (breed freely and abundantly) 
           => brood, hatch, cover, incubate -- (sit on (eggs); "Birds brood"; "The female covers the eggs") 
       => regenerate -- (form or produce anew; "regenerate hatred") 
       => clear -- (make a way or path by removing objects; "Clear a path through the dense forest") 
       => distill, extract, distil -- (extract by the process of distillation; "distill the essence of this compound") 
           => moonshine -- (distill (alcohol) illegally; produce moonshine) 
       => derive, educe -- (develop or evolve, especially from a latent or potential state) 
           => etymologize, etymologise --
 (give the etymology or derivation or suggest an etymology (for a word); "The linguist probably etymologiz
ed the words incorrectly"; "Although he is not trained in this, his hobby is etymologizing") 
       => froth, spume, suds -- (make froth or foam and become bubbly; "The river foamed") 
       => lay down, establish, make -- (institute, enact, or establish; "make laws") 
           => set, mark -- (establish as the highest level or best performance; "set a record") 
       => puncture -- (make by piercing; "puncture a hole") 
       => twine -- (make by twisting together or intertwining; "twine a rope") 
       => cleave -- (make by cutting into; "The water is going to cleave a channel into the rock") 
       => track -- (make tracks upon) 
       => institute, bring -- (avance or set forth in court; "bring charges", "institute proceedings") 
       => short-circuit, short -- (create a short-circuit in) 
       => re-create -- (create anew; "Re-create the boom of the West on a small scale") 
           => regenerate --
 (replace (tissue or a body part) through the formation of new tissue; "The snake regenerated its tail") 
           => regenerate, renew -- (re-
establish on a new, usually improved, basis or make new or like new; "We renewed our friendship after a hi
atus of twenty years"; "They renewed their membership") 
               => replace --
 (substitute a person or thing for (another that is broken or inefficient or lost or no longer working or yieldin
g what is expected); "He replaced the old razor blade"; "We need to replace the secretary that left a month a
go"; "the insurance will replace the lost income"; "This antique vase can never be replaced") 
                   => change, exchange, commute, convert --
 (exchange or replace with another, usually of the same kind or category; "Could you convert my dollars int
o pounds?"; "He changed his name"; "convert centimeters into inches"; "convert holdings into shares") 
                       => rectify -- (convert into direct current; "rectify alternating current") 
                       => utilize -- (convert (from an investment trust to a unit trust)) 
                       => capitalize, capitalise -- (convert (a company's reserve funds) into capital) 
                           => overcapitalize, overcapitalise -- (capitalize beyond what the business or the profit-
making prospects warrant) 
                       => launder -- (convert illegally obtained funds into legal ones) 
                       => break --
 (exchange for smaller units of money; "I had to break a $100 bill just to buy the candy") 
                   => change --
 (remove or replace the coverings of; "Father had to learn how to change the baby"; "After each guest we c
hanged the bed linens") 
                   => novate -- (replace with something new, especially an old obligation by a new one) 
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               => refurbish, renovate, freshen up --
 (make brighter and prettier; "we refurbished the guest wing"; "My wife wants us to renovate") 
                   => gentrify -- (renovate so as to make it conform to middle-
class aspirations; "gentrify a row of old houses"; "gentrify the old center of town") 
               => revamp --
 (to patch up or renovate; repair or restore; "They revamped their old house before selling it") 
               => retread, remold, remould -- (give new treads to (a tire)) 
               => renovate, restitute --
 (restore to a previous or better condition; "They renovated the ceiling of the Sixtine Chapel") 
               => refresh, freshen -- (make (to feel) fresh; "The cool water refreshed us") 
                   => vent, ventilate, air out, air --
 (expose to cool or cold air so as to cool or freshen; "air the old winter clothes"; "air out the smoke-
filled rooms") 
               => revitalize, revitalise -- (give new life or vigor to) 
               => regenerate, restore, rejuvenate --
 (return to life; get or give new life or energy; "The week at the spa restored me") 
                   => reincarnate, renew --
 (cause to appear in a new form; "the old product was reincarnated to appeal to a younger market") 
                   => revive, resurrect --
 (restore from a depressed, inactive, or unused state; "He revived this style of opera"; "He resurrected the ta
ngo in this remote part of Argentina") 
                       => republish -- (revive (a cancelled will or a libel)) 
               => overhaul, modernize, modernise --
 (make repairs or adjustments to; "You should overhaul your car engine") 
                   => retrofit --
 (substitute new or modernized parts or equipment for older ones; "The laboratory retrofitted to meet the saf
ety codes") 
               => restore, reconstruct --
 (return to its original or usable and functioning condition; "restore the forest to its original pristine conditio
n") 
                   => decompress, uncompress -- (restore to its uncompressed form; "decompress data") 
                   => rehabilitate -- (help to re-
adapt, as to a former state of health or good repute; "The prisoner was successfully rehabilitated"; "After a 
year in the mental clinic, the patient is now rehabilitated") 
                   => rehabilitate -- (restore to a state of good condition or operation) 
                   => defibrillate --
 (stop the fibrillation and restore normal contractions, usually by means of electric shocks; "The patient's he
art had to be defibrillated to save his life") 
                   => reinstate -- (restore to the previous state or rank) 
                       => rehabilitate --
 (reinstall politically; "Deng Xiao Ping was rehabilitated several times throughout his lifetime") 
           => fictionalize, fictionalise, retell --
 (make into fiction; "The writer fictionalized the lives of his parents in his latest novel") 
           => forge, fake, counterfeit --
 (make a copy of with the intent to deceive; "he faked the signature"; "they counterfeited dollar bills"; "She 
forged a Green Card") 
           => represent, interpret --
 (create an image or likeness of; "The painter represented his wife as a young girl") 
               => sensualize, carnalize -- (represent materialistically, as in a painting or a sculpture) 
               => silhouette -- (represent by a silhouette) 
               => animalize, animalise -- (represent in the form of an animal) 
               => profile -- (represent in profile, by drawing or painting) 
               => paint -- (make a painting of; "He painted his mistress many times") 
                   => repaint -- (paint again; "He repainted the same scenery many times during his life") 
               => capture --
 (succeed in representing or expressing something intangible; "capture the essence of Spring"; "capture an i
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dea") 
                   => recapture -- (take up anew; "The author recaptures an old idea here") 
               => picture, depict, render, show --
 (show in, or as in, a picture; "This scene depicts country life"; "the face of the child is rendered with much 
tenderness in this painting") 
                   => illustrate -- (depict with an illustration) 
                   => map -- (depict as if on a map; "sorrow was mapped on the mother's face") 
               => stylize, stylise, conventionalize --
 (represent according to a conventional style; "a stylized female head") 
               => map --
 (make a map of; show or establish the features of details of; "map the surface of Venus") 
                   => chart -- (make a chart of; "chart the territory") 
                   => plat, plot -- (make a plat of; "Plat the town") 
               => portray, depict, limn --
 (make a portrait of; "Goya wanted to portray his mistress, the Duchess of Alba") 
               => portray, present --
 (represent in a painting, drawing, sculpture, or verbally; "The father is portrayed as a good-
looking man in this painting") 
                   => commend --
 (present as worthy of regard, kindness, or confidence; "His paintings commend him to the artistic world") 
               => draw --
 (represent by making a drawing of, as with a pencil, chalk, etc. on a surface; "She drew an elephant"; "Dra
w me a horse") 
                   => pencil -- (write, draw, or trace with a pencil; "he penciled a figure") 
                   => delineate, limn, outline -- (trace the shape of) 
                       => lipstick --
 (form by tracing with lipstick; "The clown had lipsticked circles on his cheeks") 
                       => contour -- (form the contours of) 
                           => streamline -- (contour economically or efficiently) 
                   => rule -- (mark or draw with a ruler; "rule the margins") 
                   => chalk -- (write, draw, or trace with chalk) 
                   => project -- (draw a projection of) 
                   => crayon -- (write, draw, or trace with a crayon) 
                   => check, checker, chequer -- (mark into squares or draw squares on; draw crossed lines on) 
                   => charcoal -- (draw, trace, or represent with charcoal) 
                   => doodle -- (make a doodle; draw aimlessly) 
                   => diagram, plot --
 (make a schematic or technical drawing of that shows how things work or how they are constructed) 
                       => graph -- (plot upon a graph) 
                   => cartoon -- (draw cartoons of) 
                   => shade, fill in -- (represent the effect of shade or shadow on) 
                       => crosshatch -- (shade with multiple crossing lines; "the draftsman crosshatched the area") 
                   => sketch, chalk out -- (make a sketch of; "sketch the building") 
               => model, mock up -- (construct a model of; "model an airplane") 
               => graph, chart -- (represent by means of a graph; "chart the data") 
           => recite, retell -- (render verbally, "recite a poem"; "retell a story") 
           => stage, present, represent --
 (perform (a play), especially on a stage; "we are going to stage `Othello'") 
               => set, localize, localise, place -- (locate; "The film is set in Africa") 
           => perform --
 (give a performance (of something); "Horowitz is performing at Carnegie Hall tonight"; "We performed a 
popular Gilbert and Sullivan opera") 
               => barnstorm --
 (tour the country making political speeches, giving lectures, or presenting plays; "The presidential candidat
es are busy barnstorming this month") 
               => barnstorm -- (appear at county fairs and carnevals as a stunt flier and parachute jumper) 
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               => interlude --
 (perform an interlude; "The guitar player interluded with a beautiful improvisation") 
               => grandstand --
 (perform ostentatiously in order to impress the audience and with an eye to the applause; "She never misse
s a chance to grandstand") 
               => solo -- (perform a piece written for a single instrument) 
               => play out -- (perform or be performed to the end; "How will the election drama be played out?") 
               => underperform --
 (perform too rarely; "Her plays are underperformed, although they are very good") 
               => sightread, sight-read --
 (perform music from a score without having seen the score before; "He is a brilliant pianist but he cannot s
ightread") 
                   => sightsing, sight-sing --
 (sing from a score without having seen it before; "This tenor can sightsing even the most difficult pieces") 
               => rap -- (perform rap music) 
               => give -- (perform for an audience; "Pollini is giving another concert in New York") 
               => concertize, concertise --
 (give concerts; perform in concerts; "My niece is off concertizing in Europe") 
               => play --
 (perform on a certain location; "The prodigy played Carnegie Hall at the age of 16"; "She has been playing
 on Broadway for years") 
               => debut --
 (make one's debut; "This young soprano debuts next months at the Metropolitan Opera") 
               => audition, try out -- (perform in order to get a role; "She auditioned for a role on Broadway") 
                   => read --
 (audition for a stage role by reading parts of a role; "He is auditioning for `Julius Cesar' at Stratford this ye
ar") 
               => act, play, roleplay, playact --
 (perform on a stage or theater; "She acts in this play"; "He acted in `Julius Caesar'"; "I played in `A Christ
mas Carol'") 
                   => stooge -- (act as the stooge; "His role was to stooge for the popular comedian") 
                   => mime, pantomime --
 (act out without words but with gestures and bodily movements only; "The acting students mimed eating a
n apple") 
                   => overact, ham it up, ham, overplay -- (exaggerate one's acting) 
                   => underact, underplay -- (act (a role) with great restraint) 
               => play -- (play on an instrument; "The band played all night long") 
                   => sound off, strike up -- (start playing; "The musicians struck up a tune") 
                   => swing -- (play with a subtle and intuitively felt sense of rhythm) 
                   => symphonize, symphonise -- (play or sound together, in harmony) 
                   => play along, accompany, follow --
 (perform an accompaniment to; "The orchestra could barely follow the frequent pitch changes of the sopra
no") 
                   => bow -- (play on a string instrument) 
               => conduct --
 (lead musicians in the performance of; "Bernstein conducted Mahler like no other conductor"; "she cannot 
conduct modern pieces") 
           => act, play, represent --
 (play a role or part; "Gielgud played Hamlet"; "She wants to act Lady Macbeth, but she is too young for th
e role"; "She played the servant to her husband's master") 
               => make, pretend, make believe --
 (represent fictitiously, as in a play, or pretend to be or act like; "She makes like an actress") 
                   => go through the motions --
 (pretend to do something by acting as if one was really doing it; "She isn't really working--
she's just going through the motions") 
               => support --
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 (play a subordinate role to (another performer); "Olivier supported Gielgud beautifully in the second act") 
               => enact, reenact, act out --
 (act out; represent or perform as if in a play; "She reenacted what had happened earlier that day") 
               => act out --
 (represent an incident, state, or emotion by action, especially on stage; "She could act neurotic anxiety") 
               => impersonate, portray --
 (assume or act the character of; "She impersonates Madonna"; "The actor portrays an elderly, lonely man") 
               => parody -- (make a spoof of or make fun of) 
               => emote -- (give expression or emotion to, in a stage or movie role) 
           => reenact -- (enact or perform again; "They reenacted the battle of Princeton") 
           => model, simulate --
 (create a representation or model of; "The pilots are trained in conditions simulating high-altitude flights") 
           => play, spiel --
 (replay (as a melody); "Play it again, Sam"; "She played the third movement very beautifully") 
               => riff -- (play riffs) 
               => misplay -- (play incorrectly, e.g., play a wrong note) 
               => fiddle -- (play on a violin; "Zuckerman fiddled that song very nicely") 
               => replay -- (play (a melody) again) 
               => prelude -- (play as a prelude) 
               => jazz -- (play something in the style of jazz) 
               => rag -- (play in ragtime; "rag that old tune") 
               => bugle -- (play on a bugle) 
               => reprise, reprize, repeat, recapitulate -- (repeat an earlier theme of a composition) 
               => slur -- (play smoothly or legato; "the pianist slurred the most beautiful passage in the sonata") 
               => bang out -- (play loudly; "They banged out `The star-spangled banner'") 
               => modulate -- (change the key of, in music; "modulate the melody") 
               => tongue -- (articulate by tonguing, as when playing wind instruments) 
                   => double tongue, triple-tongue -- (play fast notes on a wind instrument) 
       => generate, bring forth --
 (bring into existence; "The new manager generated a lot of problems"; "The computer bug generated chaos
 in the office") 
           => come up --
 (bring forth, usually something desirable; "The committee came up with some interesting recommendation
s") 
           => develop --
 (generate gradually; "We must develop more potential customers"; "develop a market for the new mobile p
hone") 
               => make -- (favor the development of; "Practice makes the winner") 
           => induce, bring on -- (cause to arise; "induce a crisis") 
       => originate, initiate, start -- (bring into being; "He initiated a new program"; "Start a foundation") 
           => lead up, initiate -- (prepare the way for; "Hitler's attack on Poland led up to World War Two") 
           => set -- (apply or start; "set fire to a building") 
           => go back, date back, date from -- (belong to an earlier time; "This story dates back 200 years") 
               => ascend -- (go back in order of genealogical succession; "Inheritance may not ascend linearly") 
       => give, bring about, yield -- (bring about; "His two singles gave the team the victory") 
       => bring, work, play, wreak, make for --
 (cause to happen or to occur as a consequence; "I cannot work a miracle"; "wreak havoc"; "bring comment
s"; "play a joke"; "The rain brought relief to the drought-stricken area") 
       => raise, conjure, conjure up, invoke, evoke, stir, call down, arouse, bring up, put forward, call forth --
 (evoke or call forth, with or as if by magic; "raise the specter of unemployment"; "he conjured wild birds i
n the air"; "stir a disturbance"; "call down the spirits from the mountain") 
           => curse, beshrew, damn, bedamn, anathemize, anathemise, imprecate, maledict --
 (wish harm upon; invoke evil upon; "The bad witch cursed the child") 
           => bless -- (give a benediction to; "The dying man blessed his son") 
               => anoint, inunct, oil, anele, embrocate --
 (administer an oil or ointment to ; often in a religious ceremony of blessing) 
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       => create by mental act, create mentally --
 (create mentally and abstractly rather than with one's hands) 
           => draw, make --
 (make, formulate, or derive in the mind; "I draw a line here"; "draw a conclusion"; "draw parallels"; "make
 an estimate"; "What do you make of his remarks?") 
           => re-create -- (form anew in the imagination; recollect and re-form in the mind; "His mind re-
creates the entire world") 
               => reproduce --
 (recreate an idea, mood, atmosphere, etc. as by artistic means; "He reproduced the feeling of sadness in the
 portrait") 
                   => catch, get --
 (apprehend and reproduce accurately; "She really caught the spirit of the place in her drawings"; "She got t
he mood just right in her photographs") 
           => give birth -- (create or produce an idea; "Marx and Engels gave birth to communism") 
           => schematize --
 (formulate in regular order; to reduce to a scheme or formula; "The chemists schematized the various reacti
ons in a coherent fashion") 
           => invent, contrive, devise, excogitate, formulate, forge --
 (come up with (an idea, plan, explanation, theory, or priciple) after a mental effort; "excogitate a way to m
easure the speed of light") 
           => gestate, conceive, conceptualize, conceptualise --
 (have the idea for; "He conceived of a robot that would help paralyzed patients"; "This library was well co
nceived") 
               => design --
 (conceive or fashion in the mind; invent; "She designed a good excuse for not attending classes that day") 
               => preconceive -- (conceive beforehand; "a preconceived notion") 
               => discover, find -- (make a discovery, make a new finding; "Roentgen discovered X-
rays"; "Physicists believe they found a new elementary particle") 
           => think up, think of, dream up, hatch, concoct --
 (devise or invent; "He thought up a plan to get rich quickly"; "no-
one had ever thought of such a clever piece of software") 
               => idealize, idealise -- (form ideals; "Man has always idealized") 
               => fabricate, manufacture, cook up, make up, invent -- (make up something artificial or untrue) 
                   => mythologize, mythologise --
 (construct a myth; "The poet mythologized that the King had three sons") 
                   => confabulate -- (unconsciously replace fact with fantasy in one's memory) 
                   => trump up, concoct -- (of charges) 
                   => spin -- (make up a story; "spin a yarn") 
                   => vamp, vamp up -- (make up; "vamp up an excuse for not attending the meeting") 
           => imagine, conceive of, ideate, envisage --
 (form a mental image of something that is not present or that is not the case; "Can you conceive of him as t
he president?") 
               => visualize, visualise, envision, project, fancy, see, figure, picture, image --
 (imagine; conceive of; see in one's mind; "I can't see him on horseback!"; "I can see what will happen"; "I 
can see a risk in this strategy") 
               => visualize, visualise --
 (for a mental picture of something that is invisible or abstract; "Mathematicians often visualize") 
               => envision, foresee -- (picture to oneself; imagine possible; "I cannot envision him as President") 
               => fantasize, fantasise -- (portray in the mind; "he is fantasizing the ideal wife") 
               => prefigure -- (imagine or consider beforehand; "It wasn't as bad as I had prefigured") 
               => think -- (imagine or visualize; "Just think--
you could be rich one day!"; "Think what a scene it must have been!") 
               => fantasize, fantasise --
 (indulge in fantasies; "he is fantasizing when he says he plans to start his own company") 
               => dream, daydream, woolgather, stargaze -- (have a daydream; indulge in a fantasy) 
           => plan, project, contrive, design --
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 (make or work out a plan for; devise; "They contrived to murder their boss"; "design a new sales strategy";
 "plan an attack") 
               => concert -- (contrive (a plan) by mutual agreement) 
               => map, map out -- (plan, delineate, or arrange in detail; "map one's future") 
           => design, plan --
 (make a design of; plan out in systematic, often graphic form; "design a better mousetrap"; "plan the new 
wing of the museum") 
               => engineer -- (design as an engineer; "He engineered the water supply project") 
               => redesign -- (design anew, make a new design for) 
               => blueprint, draft, draught -- (make a blueprint of) 
           => evolve, germinate, develop -- (work out; "We have developed a new theory of evolution") 
           => program, programme -- (write a computer program) 
               => hack, hack on --
 (fix a computer program piecemeal until it works; "I'm not very good at hacking but I'll give it my best") 
           => construct --
 (create by organizing and linking ideas, arguments, or concepts; "construct a proof"; "construct an argume
nt") 
           => construct -- (create by linking linguistic units; "construct a sentence"; "construct a paragraph") 
       => create, make -- (create by artistic means; "create a poem"; "Schoenberg created twelve-
tone music"; "Picasso created Cubism"; "Auden made verses") 
           => do, make --
 (create or design, often in a certain way; "Do my room in blue"; "I did this piece in wood to express my lo
ve for the forest") 
           => design --
 (create the design for; create or execute in an artistic or highly skilled manner; "Chanel designed the famou
s suit") 
               => cut, tailor -- (style and tailor in a certain fashion; "cut a dress") 
                   => gore -- (cut into gores; "gore a skirt") 
               => make up --
 (devise or compose; "This designer makes up our Spring collections"; "He designed women's shoes") 
           => design -- (create designs; "Dupont designs for the house of Chanel") 
       => realize, realise, actualize, actualise, substantiate --
 (make real or concrete; give reality or substance to; "our ideas must be substantiated into actions") 
           => incarnate -- (make concrete and real) 
       => TO cause, do, make --
 (give rise to; cause to happen or occur, not always intentionally; "cause a commotion"; "make a stir"; "caus
e an accident") 
           => determine, shape, mold, influence, regulate --
 (shape or influence; give direction to; "experience often determines ability"; "mold public opinion") 
               => dispose, incline --
 (make receptive or willing towards an action or attitude or belief; "Their language inclines us to believe the
m") 
                   => predispose -- (make susceptible; "This illness predisposes you to gain weight") 
               => indispose, disincline -- (make unwilling) 
               => miscreate -- (shape or form or make badly; "Our miscreated fantasies") 
               => carry weight -- (have influence to a specified degree; "Her opinion carries a lot of weight") 
               => decide --
 (influence or determine; "The vote in New Hampshire often decides the outcome of the Presidential electio
n") 
               => reshape --
 (shape anew or differently; "The new foreign minister reshaped the foreign policy of his country") 
               => time --
 (set the speed, duration, or execution of; "we time the process to manufacture our cars very precisely") 
               => index -- (adjust through indexation; "The government indexes wages and prices") 
               => pace -- (regulate or set the pace of; "Pace your efforts") 
               => predetermine -- (determine beforehand) 
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                   => predestine, foreordain, preordain -- (foreordain or determine beforehand) 
                       => jinx -- (foredoom to failure; "This project is jinxed!") 
                   => predestine, predestinate, foreordain -- (foreordain by divine will or decree) 
           => initiate, pioneer --
 (take the lead or initiative in; participate in the development of; "This South African surgeon pioneered hea
rt transplants") 
               => strike up -- (begin; "strike up a conversation"; "strike up a friendship") 
               => introduce, innovate --
 (bring something new to an environment; "A new word processor was introduced") 
                   => phase in -- (introduce gradually) 
                   => pioneer, open up --
 (open up an area or prepare a way; "She pioneered a graduate program for women students") 
                   => debut --
 (present for the first time to the public; "The and debuts a new song or two each month") 
               => trip, actuate, trigger, activate, set off, spark off, spark, trigger off, touch off --
 (put in motion or move to act; "trigger a reaction"; "actuate the circuits") 
               => establish, found, plant, constitute, institute --
 (set up or lay the groundwork for; "establish a new department") 
                   => fix -- (set or place definitely; "Let's fix the date for the party!") 
                   => appoint, name, nominate, constitute --
 (create and charge with a task or function; "nominate a committee") 
                       => pack --
 (set up a committee or legislative body with one's own supporters so as to influence the outcome; "pack a j
ury") 
                       => co-opt -- (appoint summarily or commandeer; "The army tried to co-
opt peasants into civil defence groups") 
               => stage, bring about, arrange -- (plan, organize, and carry out (an event)) 
                   => dogfight -- (arrange for an illegal dogfight) 
                   => tee up -- (make detailed arrangements or preparations) 
                   => phase -- (arrange in phases or stages; "phase a withdrawal") 
               => mount -- (put up or launch; "mount a campaign against pronography") 
               => undertake, set about, attempt -- (enter upon an activity or enterprise) 
               => organize, organise, prepare, devise, get up, machinate --
 (arrange by systematic planning and united effort; "machinate a plot"; "organize a strike"; "devise a plan to
 take over the director's office") 
                   => mount, put on --
 (prepare and supply with the necessary equipment for execution or performance; "mount a theater producti
on"; "mount an attack"; "mount a play") 
                       => rerun -- (rerun a performance of a play, for example) 
                   => lay --
 (prepare or position for action or operation; "lay a fire"; "lay the foundation for a new health care plan") 
                   => set up --
 (begin, or enable someone else to begin, a venture by providing the means, logistics, etc.; "set up an electio
n") 
                   => sandwich -- (make into a sandwich) 
                   => spatchcock -- (prepare for eating if or as if a spatchcock; "spatchcock a guine hen") 
           => effect, effectuate, bring about, set up -- (produce; "The scientists set up a shockwave") 
               => carry through, accomplish, execute, carry out, action, fulfill, fulfil --
 (put in effect; "carry out a task"; "execute the decision of the people"; "He actioned the operation") 
                   => get over --
 (to bring (a necessary but unpleasant task) to an end; "Let's get this job over with"; "It's a question of gettin
g over an unpleasant task") 
                   => run -- (carry out; "run an errand") 
                   => consummate -- (make perfect; bring to perfection) 
                   => consummate -- (of marriages) 
                   => do, perform -- (get (something) done; "I did my job") 
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                       => overachieve --
 (perform better or achieve a greater degree of success than expected; "His daughter always overachieves") 
                       => turn -- (accomplish by rotating; "turn a somersault"; "turn cartwheels") 
                       => underachieve, underperform --
 (perform less well or with less success than expected; "John consistently underachieves, although he is ver
y able"; "My stocks underperformed last year") 
                       => misdo -- (do wrongly or improperly; "misdo one's job") 
                       => go all out, give one's best, do one's best -- (perform as well as possible) 
                       => ply -- (apply oneself diligently; "Ply one's trade") 
                   => dispatch, discharge, complete -- (complete or carry out; "discharge one's duties") 
               => draw, get --
 (in baseball: earn or achieve a base by being walked by the pitcher; "He drew a base on balls") 
               => precipitate -- (bring about abruptly; "The crisis precipitated by Russia's revolution") 
               => induce, stimulate, rush, hasten --
 (cause to occur rapidly; "the infection precipitated a high fever and allergic reactions") 
               => serve -- (contribute or conduce to; "The scandal served to increase his popularity") 
                   => help, facilitate -- (be of use; "This will help to prevent accidents") 
           => make --
 (compel or make somebody or something to act in a certain way; "People cannot be made to integrate just 
by passing a law!"; "Heat makes you sweat") 
               => drive --
 (compel somebody to do something, often against his own will or judgment; "She finally drove him to cha
nge jobs") 
           => occasion -- (give occasion to) 
               => inspire --
 (supply the inspiration for; "The article about the artist inspired the exhibition of his recent work") 
           => provoke, evoke, call forth, kick up --
 (call forth; "Her behavior provoked a quarrel between the couple") 
               => pick -- (provoke; "pick a fight or a quarrel") 
           => engender, breed, spawn -- (call forth) 
           => motivate, actuate, propel, move, prompt, incite --
 (give an incentive for action; "This moved me to sacrifice my career") 
           => impel, force -- (urge or force (a person) to an action; constrain or motivate) 
           => facilitate --
 (physiology: increase the likelihood of (a response); "The stimulus facilitates a delayed impulse") 
       => establish, give -- (bring about; "The trompe l'oeil-illusion establishes depth") 
           => introduce --
 (bring in or establish in a new place or environment; "introduce a rule"; "introduce exotic fruits") 
               => interpose -- (introduce; "God interposed death") 
           => pacify --
 (fight violence and try to establish peace in (a location); "The U.N. troops are working to pacify Bosnia") 
       => put on, turn in --
 (carry out (performances); "They turned in a splendid effort"; "They turned in top jobs for the second strai
ght game") 
       => bear, turn out --
 (bring forth, "The apple tree bore delicious apples this year"; "The unidentified plant bore gorgeous flower
s") 
           => spin off -- (produce as a consequence or an unplanned result) 
           => seed -- (bear seeds) 
           => crop -- (yield crops; "This land crops well") 
           => overbear -- (bear too much) 
           => fruit -- (bear fruit; "the trees fruited early this year") 
       => create from raw material, create from raw stuff -- (make from scratch) 
           => reform -- (produce by cracking; "reform gas") 
           => formulate -- (prepare according to a formula) 
           => mint, coin, strike -- (form by stamping, punching, or printing; "strike coins"; "strike a medal") 
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           => spin -- (form a web by making a thread; "spiders spin a fine web") 
           => make --
 (make by shaping or bringing together constituents; "make a dress"; "make a cake"; "make a wall of stones
") 
               => compose, compile -- (put together out of existing material; "compile a list") 
                   => cobble together, cobble up -- (put together hastily) 
                   => anthologize, anthologise -- (compile an anthology) 
                   => catalogue, catalog -- (make a catalogue, compile a catalogue of something) 
               => compile --
 (use a computer program to translate source code written in a particular programming language into compu
ter-readable machine code that can be executed) 
               => manufacture, fabricate, construct --
 (put together out of components or parts; "the company fabricates plastic chairs"; "They manufacture small
 toys") 
                   => mass-produce -- (produce on a large scale) 
                   => raft -- (make into a raft; "raft these logs") 
               => fashion, forge --
 (make out of components (often in an improvising manner); "She fashioned a tent out of a sheet and a few 
sticks") 
                   => tie -- (make by tying pieces together; "The fishermen tied their flies") 
                   => craft -- (make by hand and with much skill; "The artisan crafted a complicated tool") 
                       => handcraft -- (make something by hand; "We handcraft all our paper") 
                   => sew, tailor, tailor-make --
 (create (clothes) with cloth; "Can the seamstress sew me a suit by next week?") 
                       => run up -- (make by sewing together quickly; "run up a skirt") 
                       => quilt -- (create by stitching together) 
               => cooper -- (make barrels and casks) 
           => shape, form, work, mold, mould, forge --
 (make something, usually for a specific function; "She molded the riceballs carefully"; "Form cylinders fro
m the dough"; "shape a figure"; "Work the metal into a sword") 
               => carve -- (form by carving; "Carve a flower from the ice") 
                   => hew, hew out -- (make or shape as with an axe; "hew out a path in the rock") 
                       => rough-hew, roughcast -- (hew roughly, without finishing the surface; "rough-
hew stone or timber") 
                   => sculpt, sculpture, grave --
 (shape (a material like stone or wood) by whittling away at it; "She is sculpting the block of marble into an
 image of her husband") 
                   => fret -- (carve a pattern into) 
                       => honeycomb -- (carve a honeycomb pattern into; "The cliffs were honeycombed") 
               => swage, upset -- (form metals with a swage) 
               => chip -- (form by chipping; "They chipped their names in the stone") 
               => machine -- (turn, shape, mold, or otherwise finish by machinery) 
               => stamp -- (form or cut out with a mold, form, or die; "stamp needles") 
               => puddle -- (subject to puddling or form by puddling; "puddle iron") 
               => beat -- (shape by beating; "beat swords into ploughshares") 
                   => forge, hammer --
 (create by hammering; "hammer the silver into a bowl"; "forge a pair of tongues") 
                       => foliate -- (hammer into thin flat foils; "foliate metal") 
                       => dropforge -- (forge with a drop-forge; "drop-force the metal") 
               => preform -- (form or shape beforehand or determine the shape of beforehand) 
               => preform -- (form into a shape resembling the final, desired one) 
               => mound -- (form into a rounded elevation; "mound earth") 
                   => mound over -- (form a mound over) 
               => hill -- (form into a hill) 
               => roughcast -- (shape roughly) 
               => reshape, remold -- (shape again or shape differently) 
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               => sinter --
 (used of powdery metals or ores; to cause to become a coherent mass by heating without melting) 
               => cast, mold, mould --
 (form by pouring (e.g., wax or hot metal) into a cast or mold; "cast a bronze sculpture") 
                   => press, press out -- (press from a plastic; "press a record") 
                   => recast, remold, remould -- (cast again; "The bell cracked and had to be recast") 
                   => sand cast -- (pour molten metal into a mold of sand) 
               => throw -- (make on a potter's wheel; "she threw a beautiful teapot") 
               => handbuild, hand-build, coil -- (make without a potter's wheel; "This famous potter hand-
builds all of her vessels") 
               => sculpt, sculpture --
 (create by shaping stone or wood or any other hard material; "sculpt a swan out of a block of ice") 
               => model, mold, mould -- (form in clay, wax, etc; "model a head with clay") 
           => dip -- (of candles; by dipping the wick into hot, liquid wax) 
           => bake -- (prepare with dry heat in an oven; "bake a cake") 
           => brew -- (prepare by brewing; "people have been brewing beer for thousands of years") 
           => cook, fix, ready, make, prepare --
 (prepare for eating by applying heat; "Cook me dinner, please"; "can you make me an omelette?"; "fix brea
kfast for the guests, please") 
               => preserve, keep -- (prevent (food) from rotting; "preserved meats"; "keep potatoes fresh") 
                   => freeze-dry -- (preserve by rapid freezing and subsequently drying in a vacuum; "freeze-
dry the strawberries") 
                       => lyophilize, lyophilise -- (to dry (blood, serum, tissue, etc.) by freezing in a high vacuum) 
                   => conserve --
 (preserve with sugar; "Mom always conserved the strawberries we grew in the backyard") 
                   => dehydrate, desiccate --
 (preserve by removing all water and liquids from; "carry dehydrated food on your camping trip") 
                   => pickle -- (preserve in a pickling liquid) 
                   => salt -- (preserve with salt; "people used to salt meats on ships") 
                   => can, tin, put up -- (preserve in a can or tin; "tinned foods are not very tasty") 
                   => refrigerate --
 (preserve by chilling; "many foods must be refrigerated or else they will spoil") 
                   => cure --
 (prepare by drying, salting, or chemical processing in order to preserve; "cure meats"; "cure pickles") 
                       => dun -- (cure by salting; "dun codfish") 
                   => corn -- (preserve with salt; "corned beef") 
               => dress, dress out -- (kill and prepare for market or consumption; "dress a turkey") 
               => put on -- (put on the stove or ready for cooking; "put on the tea, please!") 
               => devil -- (coat or stuff with a spicy paste; "devilled eggs") 
               => precook -- (cook beforehand so that the actual preparation won't take long; "precook the rice") 
               => whip up, whomp up -- (prepare or cook quickly or hastily) 
               => concoct, cook up -- (prepare or cook by mixing ingredients; "concoct a strange mixture") 
               => lard -- (prepare or cook with lard; "lard meat") 
           => cook -- (prepare a hot meal; "My husband doesn't cook") 
           => knit -- (make (textiles) by knitting; "knit a scarf") 
               => purl -- (knit with a purl stitch) 
               => rib -- (form vertical ribs by knitting; "A ribbed sweater") 
           => crochet -- (create by looping or crocheting; "crochet a bedspread") 
               => shell stitch -- (make by shell stitching) 
               => double crochet, double stitch -- (make by double stitching) 
               => single crochet, single stitch -- (make by single stitching) 
           => knot -- (make into knots; make knots out of; "She knotted der fingers") 
               => macrame -- (make knotted patterns; "macrame a plant holder") 
           => weave, tissue --
 (create a piece of cloth by interlacing strands of fabric, such as wool or cotton; "tissue textiles") 
               => web, net -- (construct or form a web, as if by weaving) 
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               => brocade -- (weave a design into (textiles)) 
               => lace -- (do lacework; "The Flemish women were lacing in front of the cathedral") 
               => braid, lace, plait -- (make by braiding or interlacing; "lace a tablecloth") 
               => twill -- (weave diagonal lines into (textiles)) 
           => tat, intertwine -- (make lacework by knotting or looping) 
           => make -- (gather and light the materials for; "make a fire") 
       => construct, build, make --
 (make by combining materials and parts; "this little pig made his house out of straw"; "Some eccentric con
structed an electric brassiere warmer") 
           => customize, customise -- (make according to requirements; "customize a car") 
           => revet -- (construct a revetment) 
           => lock -- (build locks in order to facilitate the navigation of vessels) 
           => wattle -- (build of or with wattle) 
           => frame, frame up -- (construct by fitting or uniting parts together) 
           => rebuild, reconstruct -- (build again; "The house was rebuild after it was hit by a bomb") 
           => groin -- (build with groins; "The ceiling was groined") 
           => cantilever --
 (construct with girders and beams such that only one end is fixed; "Frank Lloyd Wright liked to cantilever 
his buildings") 
           => raise, erect, rear, set up, put up -- (construct, build, or erect; "Raise a barn") 
           => corduroy -- (build (a road) from logs laid side by side) 
           => channelize, channelise --
 (make a channel for; provide with a channel; "channelize the country for better transportation") 
       => build, establish -- (build or establish something abstract; "build a reputation") 
       => assemble, piece, put together, set up, tack, tack together --
 (make by putting pieces together; "She pieced a quilt"; "He tacked together some verses") 
           => confect, confection, comfit -- (make into a confection; "This medicine is home-confected") 
           => jumble, confuse, mix up --
 (assemble without order or sense; "She jumbles the words when she is supposed to write a sentence") 
               => addle, muddle, puddle -- (mix up or confuse; "He muddled the issues") 
           => reassemble -- (assemble once again, after taking something apart) 
           => configure --
 (set up for a particular purpose; "configure my new computer"; "configure a plane for a combat mission") 
           => compound -- (create by mixing or combining) 
           => rig up -- (erect or construct, especially as a temporary measure; "Can he rig up a P.A. system?") 
       => style -- (make consistent with a certain fashion or style; "Style my hair"; "style the dress") 
           => pompadour -- (style women's hair in a pompadour) 
       => strike -- (produce by ignition or a blow; "strike fire from the flintstone"; "strike a match") 
       => copy, re-create -- (make a replica of; "copy that drawing"; "re-create a picture by Rembrandt") 
           => manifold -- (make multiple copies of; "multiply a letter") 
           => imitate -- (make a reproduction or copy of) 
           => trace --
 (copy by following the lines of the original drawing on a transparent sheet placed upon it; make a tracing o
f; "trace a design"; "trace a pattern") 
           => back up --
 (make a copy of (a computer file) especially for storage in another place as a security cop; "You'd better ba
ck up these files!") 
           => hectograph -- (copy on a duplicator; "hectograph the hand-outs") 
           => clone -- (make multiple identical copies of; "people can clone a sheep nowadays") 
           => mimeograph, mimeo --
 (print copies from (a prepared stencil) using a mimeograph; "She mimeographed the syllabus") 
           => roneo -- (make copies on a roneograph) 
       => create verbally -- (create with or from words) 
           => coin -- (of phrases or words) 
               => sloganeer -- (coin new slogans) 
           => write, compose, pen, indite --
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 (produce a literary work; "She composed a poem"; "He wrote four novels") 
               => draw -- (write a legal document or paper; "The deed was drawn in the lawyer's office") 
               => lyric -- (write lyrics for (a song)) 
                   => relyric -- (write new lyrics for (a song)) 
               => write on, write of, write about -- (write about a particular topic; "Snow wrote about China") 
               => profile -- (write about; "The author of this article profiles a famous painter") 
               => paragraph -- (write paragraphs; work as a paragrapher) 
               => paragraph --
 (write about in a paragraph; "All her friends were paragraphed in last Monday's paper") 
               => write off -- (write something fluently, and without hesitation) 
               => dash off, knock off, toss off, fling off --
 (write quickly; "She dashed off a note to her husdband saying she would not be home for supper") 
               => rewrite -- (rewrite so as to make fit to suit a new or different purpose; "re-
write a play for use in schools") 
               => write copy -- (write for commercial publications; "She writes copy for Harper's Bazaar") 
               => dramatize, dramatise, adopt -- (put into dramatic form; "adopt a book for a screenplay") 
               => draft, outline -- (draw up an outline or sketch for something; "draft a speech") 
               => verse, versify, poetize, poetise --
 (compose verses or put into verse; "He versified the ancient saga") 
                   => metrify -- (compose in poetic meter; "The bard metrified his poems very precisely") 
                   => spondaize, spondaise -- (make spondaic; "spondaize verses") 
                   => elegize, elegise -- (compose an elegy) 
                   => sonnet -- (compose a sonnet) 
               => author -- (be the author of; "She authored this play") 
                   => co-author -- (be a co-author on (a book, a paper, etc.)) 
                   => ghost, ghostwrite --
 (write for someone else; "How many books have you ghostwritten so far?") 
               => annotate, footnote --
 (add explanatory notes to or supply with critical comments; "The scholar annotated the early edition of a fa
mous novel") 
               => reference, cite -- (refer to; "he referenced his colleagues' work") 
               => write out, write up -- (put into writing; write in complete form; "write out a contract") 
               => script -- (write a script for; "The playwright scripted the movie") 
           => rhyme, rime -- (compose rhymes) 
               => tag -- (supply (blank verse or prose) with rhymes) 
               => alliterate -- (use alliteration as a form of poetry) 
           => publish, write --
 (have (one's written work) issued for publication; "How many books did Georges Simenon write?"; "She p
ublished 25 books during her long career") 
       => compose, write -- (write music; "Beethoven composed nine symphonies") 
           => counterpoint -- (write in counterpoint; "Bach perfected the art of counterpointing") 
           => set to music -- (write (music) for (a text)) 
           => arrange, set -- (adapt for performance in a different way; "set this poem to music") 
               => prearrange -- (arrange beforehand) 
               => put -- (adapt; "put these words to music") 
               => transpose -- (put (a piece of music) into another key) 
               => tabularize, tabularise, tabulate -- (arrange in tabular form) 
           => score -- (write a musical score for) 
               => orchestrate -- (write an orchestra score for) 
           => melodize, melodise -- (supply a melody for) 
           => harmonize, harmonise -- (write a harmony for) 
               => reharmonize, reharmonise -- (provide with a different harmony; "reharmonize the melody") 
               => realize, realise -- (expand or complete (a thorough-
based part in a piece of baroque music) by supplying the harmonies indicated in the figured bass) 
           => instrument, instrumentate -- (write an instrumental score for) 
       => choreograph --
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 (compose a sequence of dance steps, often to music; "Balanchine choreographed many pieces to Stravinsk
y's music") 
       => direct -- (guide the actors in (plays and films)) 
           => stage direct -- (direct for the stage) 
       => film -- (record in film; "The coronation was filmed") 
           => cinematize, cinematise --
 (make a film of or adopt so as to make into a film; "cinematize history") 
           => microfilm -- (record on microfilm) 
       => film-make -- (make films; be a film maker) 
       => recreate -- (create anew; "she recreated the feeling of the 1920's with her stage setting") 
           => reinvent -- (create anew and make over; "He reinvented African music for American listeners") 
       => offset -- (create an offset in; "offset a wall") 
       => scrape -- (make by scraping; "They scraped a letter into the stone") 
       => produce, bring forth -- (bring forth or yield; "The tree would not produce fruit") 
           => give birth, deliver, bear, birth, have --
 (give birth (to a newborn); "My wife had twins yesterday!") 
               => twin -- (give birth to twins) 
               => drop -- (give birth; used for animals; "The cow dropped her calf this morning") 
               => foal -- (give birth to a foal; "the mare foaled") 
               => kitten -- (have kittens; "our cat kittened again this year") 
               => lamb -- (give birth to a lamb; "the ewe lambed") 
               => litter -- (give birth to a litter of animals) 
                   => cub -- (give birth to cubs; "bears cub every year") 
                   => whelp, pup -- (birth; "the dog whelped") 
                   => farrow, pig -- (give birth; "sows farrow") 
                   => fawn -- (have fawns; "deer fawn") 
                   => calve, have young -- (birth; "the whales calve at this time of year") 
               => have a bun in the oven, bear, carry, gestate, expect --
 (be pregnant with; "She is bearing his child"; "The are expecting another child in January"; "I am carrying 
his child") 
           => sporulate -- (produce spores; "plants sporulate") 
           => grind out, crank out --
 (produce in a routine or monotonous manner; "We have to crank out publications in order to receive fundin
g") 
       => produce, bring about, give rise --
 (cause to occur or exist; "This procedure produces a curious effect"; "The new law gave rise to many comp
laints"; "These chemicals produce a noxious vapor") 
           => induce, induct -- (produce electric current by electrostatic or magnetic processes) 
       => press -- (create by pressing; "Press little holes into the soft clay") 
       => prepare --
 (to prepare verbally, either for written or spoken delivery; "prepare a report"; "prepare a speech") 
           => rough in, rough, rough out -- (prepare in preliminary or sketchy form) 
       => cut -- (form or shape by cutting or incising; "cut paper dolls") 
       => cut --
 (form by probing, penetrating, or digging; "cut a hole"; "cut trenches"; "The sweat cut little rivulets into he
r face") 
       => raise --
 (create a disturbance, especially by making a great noise; "raise hell"; "raise the roof"; "raise Cain") 
       => beat -- (make by pounding or trampling; "beat a path through the forest") 
       => arouse, elicit, enkindle, kindle, evoke, fire, raise, provoke --
 (call forth (emotions, feelings, and responses); "arouse pity"; "raise a smile"; "evoke sympathy") 
           => strike a chord, touch a chord --
 (evoke a reaction, response, or emotion; "this writer strikes a chord with young women"; "The storyteller t
ouched a chord") 
           => invite, ask for -- (increase the likelihood of; "ask for trouble"; "invite criticism") 
           => draw --
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 (elicit responses, such as objections, criticism, applause, etc.; "The President's comments drew sharp critici
sm from the Republicans"; "The comedian drew a lot of laughter") 
           => rekindle -- (arouse again; "rekindle hopes"; "rekindle her love") 
           => infatuate --
 (arouse unreasoning love or passion in and cause to behave in an irrational way; "His new car has infatuate
d him"; "love has infatuated her") 
           => prick --
 (to cause a sharp emotional pain; "The thought of her unhappiness pricked his conscience") 
           => inflame, stir up, wake, ignite, heat, fire up --
 (arouse or excite feelings and passions; "The ostentatious way of living of the rich ignites the hatred of the 
poor"; "The refugees' fate stirred up compassion around the world"; "Wake old feelings of hatred") 
               => ferment -- (work up into agitation or excitement; "Islam is fermenting Africa") 
           => stimulate, shake, shake up, excite, stir --
 (stir the feelings, emotions, or peace of; "These stories shook the community"; "the civil war shook the cou
ntry") 
               => fuel -- (stimulate; "fuel the debate on creationism") 
               => arouse, sex, excite, turn on, wind up --
 (stimulate sexually; "This movie usually arouses the male audience") 
                   => tempt -- (try to seduce) 
               => frighten, fright, scare, affright --
 (cause fear in; "The stranger who hangs around the building frightens me") 
                   => bluff -- (frighten someone by pretending to be stronger than one really is) 
                   => awe -- (inspire awe in; "The famous professor awed the undergraduates") 
                       => overawe, cow --
 (subdue, restrain, or overcome by affecting with a feeling of awe; frighten (as with threats)) 
                           => buffalo -- (intimidate or overawe) 
                   => terrify, terrorize, terrorise -- (fill with terror; frighten greatly) 
                       => panic --
 (cause sudden fear in or fill with sudden panic; "The mere thought of an isolation cell panicked the prisone
rs") 
                   => intimidate -- (make timid or fearful; "Her boss intimidates her") 
                       => hold over -- (intimidate somebody (with a threat); "She was holding it over him") 
                       => strong-arm, bully, browbeat, bullyrag, ballyrag, boss around, hector, push around --
 (be bossy towards; "Her big brother always bullied her when she was young") 
                           => tyrannize, tyrannise, domineer --
 (rule or exercise power over (somebody) in a cruel and autocratic manner; "her husband and mother-in-
law tyrannize her") 
                   => dismay, alarm, appal, appall, horrify --
 (fill with apprehension or alarm; cause to be unpleasantly surprised; "I was horrified at the thought of bein
g late for my interview"; "The news of the executions horrified us") 
                       => shock -- (strike with horror or terror; "The news of the bombing shocked her") 
                   => consternate --
 (fill with anxiety, dread, dismay, or confusion; "After the terrorist attack, people look consternated") 
                   => spook --
 (frighten or scare, and often provoke into a violent action; "The noise spooked the horse") 
               => thrill, tickle, vibrate --
 (feel sudden intense sensation or emotion; "he was thrilled by the speed and the roar of the engine") 
               => tempt, invite --
 (give rise to a desire by being attractive or inviting; "the window displays tempted the shoppers") 
               => elate, lift up, uplift, pick up, intoxicate --
 (fill with high spirits; fill with optimism; "Music can uplift your spirits") 
                   => beatify -- (make blessedly happy) 
                   => puff -- (make proud or conceited; "The sudden fame puffed her ego") 
                   => exhilarate, inebriate, thrill, exalt, beatify --
 (fill with sublime emotion; tickle pink (exhilarate is obsolete in this usage); "The children were thrilled at t
he prospect of going to the movies"; "He was inebriated by his phenomenal success") 
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               => inspire, animate, invigorate, enliven, exalt --
 (heighten or intensify; "These paintings exalt the imagination") 
                   => encourage -- (inspire with confidence; give hope or courage to) 
                       => cheer, inspire, urge, barrack, urge on, exhort, pep up --
 (urge on or encourage especially by shouts; "The crowd cheered the demonstrating strikers") 
                           => cheerlead -- (act as a cheerleader in a sports event) 
                       => foster, nurture -- (help develop, help grow; "nurture his talents") 
                           => patronize, patronise, patronage, support, keep going --
 (be a regular customer or client of; "We patronize this store"; "Our sponsor kept our art studio going for as 
long as he could") 
                           => serve, serve well --
 (promote, benefit, or be useful or beneficial to; "Art serves commerce"; "Their interests are served"; "The l
ake serves recreation"; "The President's wisdom has served the counrty well") 
                       => hollo -- (encourage somebody by crying hollo) 
                       => cheer, hearten, recreate, embolden -- (give encouragement to) 
                           => take heart, buck up -- (gain courage) 
                       => draw out -- (make more sociable; "The therapist drew out the shy girl") 
                       => bring out -- (encourage to be less reserved; "The teacher tried to bring out the shy boy") 
                       => spur, goad -- (give heart or courage to) 
               => titillate --
 (excite pleasurably or erotically; "A titillating story appeared in the usually conservative magazine") 
           => excite -- (arouse or elicit a feeling) 
               => enthuse -- (cause to feel enthusiasm) 
                   => bring down -- (cause to be enthusiastic; "Her playing brought down the house") 
           => anger -- (make angry; "The news angered him") 
               => combust --
 (cause to become violent or angry; "Riots combusted Pakistan after the U.S. air attacks on Afghanistan") 
               => miff -- (cause to be annoyed; "His behavior really miffed me") 
               => gall, irk -- (irritate or vex; "It galls me that we lost the suit") 
               => infuriate, exasperate, incense -- (make furious) 
               => madden -- (make mad; "His behavior is maddening") 
               => pique, offend -- (cause to feel resentment or indignation; "Her tactless remark offended me") 
               => enrage -- (put into a rage; make violently angry) 
               => exacerbate, exasperate, aggravate -- (exasperate or irritate) 
           => upset, discompose, untune, disconcert, discomfit -- (cause to lose one's composure) 
               => faze, unnerve, enervate, unsettle -- (disturb the composure of) 
                   => unman -- (cause to lose one's nerve; "an unmanning experience") 
               => dissolve -- (cause to lose control emotionally; "The news dissolved her into tears") 
               => bewilder, bemuse, discombobulate, throw -- (cause to be confused emotionally) 
               => embarrass, abash -- (cause to be embarrassed; cause to feel self-conscious) 
                   => confuse, flurry, disconcert, put off --
 (cause to feel embarrassment; "The constant attention of the young man confused her") 
                       => fluster -- (cause to be nervous or upset) 
                           => ruffle --
 (discompose; "This play is going to ruffle some people"; "She has a way of ruffling feathers among her col
leagues") 
                       => bother -- (make confused or perplexed or puzzled) 
                       => distract, deflect --
 (draw someone's attention away from something; "The thief distracted the bystanders"; "He deflected his c
ompetitors") 
               => pain, anguish, hurt --
 (cause emotional anguish or make miserable; "It pains me to see my children not being taught well in scho
ol") 
                   => agonize, agonise -- (cause to agonize) 
                   => try -- (give pain or trouble to; "I've been sorely tried by these students") 
                   => torment, torture, excruciate, rack -- (torment emotionally or mentally) 
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               => afflict -- (cause great unhappiness for; distress; "she was afflicted by the death of her parents") 
                   => grieve, aggrieve -- (break the heart of; cause to feel sorrow) 
                   => tribulate -- (oppress or trouble greatly) 
                   => try, strain, stress -- (test the limits of; "You are trying my patience!") 
                       => rack -- (stretch to the limits; "rack one's brains") 
           => shame -- (cause to be ashamed) 
               => discountenance -- (look with disfavor on; "The republic soon discountenanced its few friends") 
           => hurt, wound, injure, bruise, offend, spite --
 (hurt the feelings of; "She hurt me when she did not include me among her guests"; "This remark really br
uised me ego") 
               => diss, insult, affront --
 (treat, mention, or speak to rudely; "He insulted her with his rude remarks"; "the student who had betrayed 
his classmate was dissed by everyone") 
               => lacerate -- (deeply hurt the feelings of; distress; "his lacerating remarks") 
               => sting -- (cause an emotional pain, as if by stinging; "His remark stung her") 
               => humiliate, mortify, chagrin, humble, abase --
 (cause to feel shame; hurt the pride of; "He humiliated his colleague by criticising him in front of the boss"
) 
                   => crush, smash, demolish --
 (humiliate or depress completely; "She was crushed by his refusal of her invitation"; "The death of her son 
smashed her") 
                   => take down, degrade, disgrace, demean, put down --
 (reduce in worth or character, usually verbally; "She tends to put down younger women colleagues"; "His 
critics took him down after the lecture") 
                       => reduce --
 (lower in grade or rank or force somebody into an undignified situation; "She reduced her niece to a servan
t") 
                       => dehumanize, dehumanise --
 (deprive of human qualities; "Life in povery has dehumanized them") 
           => overwhelm, overpower, sweep over, whelm, overcome, overtake --
 (overcome, as with emotions or perceptual stimuli) 
               => devastate -- (overwhelm or overpower; "He was devastated by his grief when his son died") 
               => seize, clutch, get hold of --
 (affect; "Fear seized the prisoners"; "The patient was seized with unberable pains"; "He was seized with a 
dreadful disease") 
               => kill --
 (overwhelm with hilarity, pleasure, or admiration; "The comedian was so funny, he was killing me!") 
               => benight -- (overtake with darkness or night) 
               => knock out -- (overwhelm with admiration; "All the guys were knocked out by her charm") 
               => stagger --
 (astound or overwhelm, as with shock; "She was staggered with bills after she tried to rebuild her house fol
lowing the earthquake") 
               => lock -- (hold fast (in a certain state); "He was locked in a laughing fit") 
           => interest -- (excite the curiosity of; engage the interest of) 
               => absorb, engross, engage, occupy --
 (engage or engross wholly; "Her interest in butterflies absorbs her completely") 
                   => involve --
 (occupy or engage the interest of; "His story completely involved me during the entire afternoon") 
                   => consume -- (engage fully; "The effort to pass the exam consumed all his energy") 
                   => rivet -- (hold (someone's attention); "The discovery of the skull riveted the paleontologists") 
               => fascinate, transfix, grip, spellbind --
 (to render motionless, as with a fixed stare or by arousing terror or awe; "The snake charmer fascinates the 
cobra") 
       => incorporate -- (form a corporation) 
       => form, organize, organise --
 (create (as an entity); "social groups form everywhere"; "They formed a company") 
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           => reorganize, reorganise, regroup -- (organize anew, as after a setback) 
           => choose up -- (form sides, as for a game) 
           => draw up -- (form or arrange in order or formation, as of a body of soldiers) 
           => regiment -- (form (military personnel) into a regiment) 
           => syndicate -- (organize into or form a syndicate) 
       => bring about -- (make possible; "The grant made our research possible") 
           => entail, implicate --
 (impose, involve, or imply as a necessary accompaniment or result; "What does this move entail?") 
           => necessitate -- (cause to be a concomitant) 
               => entail, imply, mean --
 (have as a logical consequence; "The water shortage means that we have to stop taking long showers") 
           => leave, result, lead --
 (result in; "The water left a mark on the silk dress"; "Her blood left a stain on the napkin") 
               => lead -- (tend to or result in; "This remark lead to further arguments among the guests") 

 
TO CAUSE, TO INDUCE, TO HAVE, TO GET, TO MAKE 

TO induce, stimulate, cause, have, get, make --
 (cause to do; cause to act in a specified manner; "The ads induced me to buy a VCR"; "My children finally
 got me to buy a computer"; "My wife made me buy a new sofa") 
       => decide -- (cause to decide; "This new development finally decided me!") 
       => persuade --
 (cause somebody to adopt a certain position, belief, or course of action; twist somebody's arm; "You can't 
persuade me to buy this ugly vase!") 
           => bring round, bring around --
 (cause to adopt an opinion or course of action; "His urgent letter finally brought me around to give money t
o the school") 
           => badger -- (persuade through constant efforts) 
           => sell --
 (persuade somebody to accept something; "The French try to sell us their image as great lovers") 
           => chat up -- (talk to someone with the aim of persuading him) 
           => talk into -- (persuade somebody to do something) 
           => rope in -- (draw in as if with a rope; lure; "The agent had roped in several customers") 
           => wheedle, cajole, palaver, blarney, coax, sweet-talk, inveigle --
 (influence or urge by gentle urging, caressing, or flattering; "He palavered her into going along") 
               => soft-soap -- (persuade someone through flattery) 
               => browbeat, bully, swagger --
 (discourage or frighten with threats or a domineering manner; intimidate) 
           => convert, win over, convince --
 (make (someone) agree, understand, or realize the truth or validity of something; "He had finally convince
d several customers of the advantages of his product") 
               => proselytize, proselytise -- (convert to another faith or religion) 
               => disarm --
 (make less hostile; win over; "Her charm disarmed the prosecution lawyer completely") 
           => brainwash --
 (persuade completely, often through coercion; "The propaganda brainwashed many people") 
           => assure --
 (assure somebody of the truth of something with the intention of giving the listener confidence; "I assured 
him that traveling to Cambodia was safe") 
               => reassure --
 (give or restore confidence in; cause to feel sure or certain; "I reassured him that we were safe") 
           => charm, influence, tempt --
 (induce into action by using one's charm; "She charmed him into giving her all his money") 
               => magnetize, mesmerize, mesmerise, magnetise, bewitch, spellbind --
 (attract strongly, as if with a magnet; "She magnetized the audience with her tricks") 
           => prevail -- (use persuasion successfully; "He prevailed upon her to visit his parents") 
           => drag --
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 (persuade to come away from something attractive or interesting; "He dragged me away from the televisio
n set") 
           => tempt -- (try presumptuously; "St. Anthony was tempted in the desert") 
           => seduce, score, make --
 (induce to have sex; "Harry finally seduced Sally"; "Did you score last night?"; "Harry made Sally") 
       => bring --
 (induce or persuade; "The confession of one of the accused brought the others to admit to the crime as well
") 
       => solicit --
 (incite, move, or persuade to some act of lawlessness or insubordination; "He was accused of soliciting his 
colleagues to destroy the documents") 
       => encourage -- (spur on; "His financial success encouraged him to look for a wife") 
       => let -- (actively cause something to happen; "I let it be known that I was not interested") 
       => lead -- (cause to undertake a certain action; "Her greed led her to forge the checks") 
           => give --
 (guide or direct, as by behavior of persuasion; "You gave me to think that you agreed with me") 
       => prompt, inspire, instigate --
 (serve as the inciting cause of; "She prompted me to call my relatives") 
       => suborn --
 (induce to commit perjury or give false testimony; "The President tried to suborn false witnesses") 
       => compel, oblige, obligate --
 (force or compel somebody to do something; "We compel all students to fill out this form") 
           => force, thrust --
 (impose or thrust urgently, importunately, or inexorably; "She forced her diet fads on him") 
               => stick, sting --
 (saddle with something disagreeable or disadvantageous; "They stuck me with the dinner bill"; "I was stun
g with a huge tax bill") 
           => walk -- (make walk; "He walks the horse up the mountain"; "Walk the dog twice a day") 
               => parade, exhibit, march -- (walk ostentatiously; "She parades her new husband around town") 
               => march -- (cause to march or go at a marching pace; "They marched the mules into the desert") 
           => coerce, hale, squeeze, pressure, force --
 (to cause to do through pressure or necessity, by physical, moral or intellectual means :"She forced him to t
ake a job in the city"; "He squeezed her for information") 
               => turn up the heat, turn up the pressure --
 (apply great or increased pressure; "The Democrats turned up the heat on their candidate to concede the ele
ction") 
               => drive --
 (to compel or force or urge relentlessly or exert coercive pressure on, or motivate strongly; "She is driven b
y her passion") 
               => bludgeon --
 (overcome or coerce as if by using a heavy club; "The teacher bludgeoned the students into learning the ma
th formulas") 
               => steamroller, steamroll --
 (bring to a specified state by overwhelming force or pressure; "The Senator steamrollered the bill to defeat
") 
               => squeeze for -- (squeeze someone for money, information, etc.) 
               => dragoon, sandbag, railroad --
 (compel by coercion, threats, or crude means; "They sandbagged him to make dinner for everyone") 
               => terrorize, terrorise -- (coerce by violence or with threats) 
               => bring oneself --
 (cause to undertake a certain action, usually used in the negative; "He could not bring himself to call his pa
rents") 
           => clamor --
 (compel someone to do something by insistent clamoring; "They clamored the mayor into building a new p
ark") 
           => condemn --
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 (compel or force into a particular state or activity; "His devotion to his sick wife condemned him to a lonel
y existence") 
           => shame -- (compel through a sense of shame; "She shamed him into making amends") 
           => enforce, implement, apply --
 (ensure observance of laws and rules; "Apply the rules to everyone";) 
               => run, execute --
 (carry out a process or program, as on a computer or a machine; "Run the dishwasher"; "run a new progra
m on the Mac"; "the computer executed the instruction") 
                   => step -- (cause (a computer) to execute a single command) 
               => execute -- (carry out the legalities of; "execute a will or a deed") 
                   => give -- (execute and deliver; "Give bond") 
           => enforce, impose -- (compel to behave in a certain way; "Social relations impose courtesy") 

 
TO PREVENT 

TO prevent, forestall, foreclose, preclude, forbid --
 (keep from happening or arising; have the effect of preventing; "My sense of tact forbids an honest answer
") 
       => save, make unnecessary --
 (make unnecessary an expenditure or effort; "This will save money"; "I'll save you the trouble"; "This will 
save you a lot of time") 
       => debar, obviate, deflect, avert, head off, stave off, fend off, avoid, ward off --
 (prevent the occurrence of; prevent from happening; "Let's avoid a confrontation"; "head off a confrontatio
n"; "avert a strike") 
       => obstruct, blockade, block, hinder, stymie, stymy, embarrass --
 (hinder or prevent the progress or accomplishment of; "His brother blocked him at every turn") 
           => stonewall --
 (obstruct or hinder any discussion; "Nixon stonewalled the Watergate investigation"; "When she doesn't lik
e to face a problem, she simply stonewalls") 
           => filibuster -- (obstruct deliberately by delaying; of legislation) 
           => check -- (block or impede (a player from the opposing team) in ice hockey) 
           => hang -- (prevent from reaching a verdict, of a jury) 
           => bottleneck --
 (slow down or impede by creating an obstruction; "His laziness has bottlenecked our efforts to reform the s
ystem") 
       => thwart, queer, spoil, scotch, foil, cross, frustrate, baffle, bilk --
 (hinder or prevent (the efforts, plans, or desires) of; "What ultimately frustrated every challenger was Ruth'
s amazing September surge"; "foil your opponent") 
           => disappoint, let down --
 (fail to meet the hopes or expectations of; "Her boyfriend let her down when he did not propose marriage") 
               => fail, betray --
 (disappoint, prove undependable to; abandon, forsake; "His sense of smell failed him this time"; "His stren
gth finally failed him"; "His children failed him in the crisis") 
               => fall short, come short -- (fail to meet (expectations or standards)) 
               => disenchant, disillusion -- (free from enchantment) 
           => dash -- (destroy or break; "dashed ambitions and hopes") 
           => short-circuit -- (hamper the progress of; impede; "short-circuit warm feelings") 
           => ruin -- (destroy or cause to fail; "This behavior will ruin your chances of winning the election") 
               => undo --
 (cause the ruin or downfall of; "A single mistake undid the President and he had to resign") 
               => break --
 (cause the failure or ruin of; "His peccadilloes finally broke his marriage"; "This play will either make or b
reak the playwright") 
               => shipwreck -- (ruin utterly; "You have shipwrecked my career") 
       => stop, halt, block, kibosh --
 (stop from happening or developing; "Block his election"; "Halt the process") 
           => embargo -- (prevent commerce; "The U.S. embargoes Lybia") 
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           => stay -- (stop a judicial process; "The judge stayed the execution order") 
TO PREVENT < TO CAUSE < TO RELATE <… 
TO prevent, keep --
 (prevent from doing something or being in a certain state; "We must prevent the cancer from spreading"; "
His snoring kept me from falling asleep"; "Keep the child from eating the marbles") 
       => defend -- (be on the defensive; act against an attack) 
           => bulwark -- (defend with a bulwark) 
           => protect --
 (shield from danger, injury, destruction, or damage; "Weatherbeater protects your roof from the rain") 
               => cover for --
 (provide an excuse or alibi for someone so as to cover up guilt; "I won't lie and cover for you") 
               => immunize, immunise -- (law: grant immunity from prosecution) 
               => overprotect -- (protect excessively; "Don't overprotect your son--he is an adult now!") 
               => look out -- (to protect someone's interests; "A man's gotta look out for his family") 
               => cover -- (hold within range of an aimed firearm) 
               => guard, ward --
 (watch over or shield from danger or harm; protect; "guard my possessions while I'm away") 
                   => shepherd -- (watch over like a shepherd, as a teacher of her pupils) 
               => defend, guard, hold --
 (protect against a challenge or attack; "Hold that position behind the trees!"; "Hold the bridge against the e
nemy's attacks") 
               => shield, screen -- (protect, hide, or conceal from danger or harm) 
               => charm -- (protect through supernatural powers or charms) 
               => wall, palisade, fence, fence in, surround -- (surround with a wall in order to fortify) 
                   => stockade -- (surround with a stockade in order to fortify) 
                   => circumvallate -- (surround with or as if with a rampart or other fortification) 
               => safeguard -- (make safe) 
               => cover -- (protect or defend (a position in a game); "he covered left field") 
                   => double-team -- (cover with two defensive players) 
               => cover -- (be responsible for guarding an opponent in a game) 
               => mothproof -- (protect from moths; "mothproof woollen clothes during the summer") 
               => body guard -- (accompany and protect from physical harm) 
               => insure -- (take out insurance for) 
                   => reinsure --
 (insure again by transferring to another insurance company all or a part of a liability assumed) 
                   => reinsure -- (provide additional insurance for) 
                   => coinsure -- (take out coinsurance) 
               => cover --
 (to take an action to protect against future problems; "Count the cash in the drawer twice just to cover your
self") 
               => keep, preserve -- (maintain in safety from injury, harm, or danger; "May God keep you") 
           => ward off -- (avert, turn away, or repel; "Ward off danger") 
           => check, turn back, arrest, stop, contain, hold back --
 (hold back, as of a danger or an enemy; check the expansion or influence of; "Arrest the downward trend"; 
"Check the growth of communism in Sout East Asia"; "Contain the rebel movement"; "Turn back the tide o
f communism") 
               => cut down, cut out -- (intercept (a player)) 
       => restrain, suppress, keep, keep back, hold back --
 (keep under control; keep in check; "suppress a smile"; "Keep your temper"; "keep your cool") 
           => hold -- (keep from exhaling or expelling; "hold your breath") 
           => confine -- (prevent from leaving or from being removed) 
               => cabin -- (confine to a small space, such as a cabin) 
               => closet -- (confine to a small space, as for intensive work) 
               => coop up, coop in -- (confine in or as if in a coop; "she coops herself up in the library all day") 
               => lock in, lock away, lock, put away, shut up, shut away, lock up --
 (place in a place where something cannot be removed or someone cannot escape; "The parents locked her 
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daughter up for the weekend"; "She locked her jewels in the safe") 
               => lock in, seal in -- (close with or as if with a tight seal; "This vacuum pack locks in the flavor!") 
           => quench --
 (electronics: suppress (sparking) when the current is cut off in an inductive circuit, or suppress (an oscillati
on or discharge) in a component or device) 
           => bottle up, suppress -- (control and refrain from showing; of emotions) 
               => choke -- (check or slow down the action or effect of; "She choked her anger") 
           => control, hold in, hold, contain, check, curb, moderate --
 (lessen the intensity of; temper; hold in restraint; hold or keep within limits; "moderate your alcohol intake
"; "hold your tongue"; "hold your temper"; "control your anger") 
               => restrict, restrain, trammel, limit, bound, confine, throttle --
 (place limits on (extent or access); "restrict the use of this parking lot"; "limit the time you can spend with 
your friends") 
                   => reduce, tighten -- (narrow or limit; "reduce the influx of foreigners") 
                   => tie -- (limit or restrict to; "I am tied to UNIX"; "These big jets are tied to large airports") 
                   => gate --
 (restrict (school boys') movement to the dormitory or campus as a means of punishment) 
                   => draw the line, draw a line --
 (reasonably object (to) or set a limit (on); "I draw the line when it comes to lending money to friends!") 
                   => mark off, mark out -- (set boundaries to; "mark out the territory") 
                   => rule, harness, rein -- (keep in check; "rule one's temper") 
                   => baffle, regulate -- (check the emission of (sound)) 
                   => hamper, halter, cramp, strangle --
 (prevent the progress or free movement of; "He was hampered in his efforts by the bad weather"; "the impe
rilist nation wanted to strangle the free trade between the two small countries") 
                   => stiffen, tighten, tighten up, constrain --
 (restrict; "Tighten the rules"; "stiffen the regulations") 
                   => clamp down, crack down --
 (repress or suppress (something regarded as undesirable); "The police clamped down on illegal drugs") 
                   => inhibit --
 (limit the range or extent of; "Contact between the young was inhibited by strict social customs") 
                   => restrain, encumber, cumber, constrain -- (hold back) 
                       => bridle -- (put a bridle on; "bridle horses") 
                           => snaffle -- (fit or restrain with a snaffle; "snaffle a horse") 
                       => curb -- (keep to the curb; "curb your dogs") 
                       => clog --
 (impede the motion of, as with a chain or a burden; "horses were clogged until they were tamed") 
               => suppress, stamp down, inhibit, subdue, conquer, curb --
 (to put down by force or authority; "suppress a nascent uprising"; "stamp down on littering"; "conquer one'
s desires") 
                   => wink, blink, blink away -- (force to go away by blinking; "blink away tears") 
                   => stifle, dampen -- (smother or suppress; "Stifle your curiosity") 
                       => suffocate, choke --
 (suppress the development, creativity, or imagination of; "His job suffocated him") 
                   => choke off, choke down, choke back -- (suppress; "He choked down his rage") 
                   => hush, quieten, silence, still, shut up, hush up --
 (cause to be quiet or not talk; "Please silence the children in the church!") 
                       => shush -- (silence (someone) by uttering `shush!') 
                       => lull, calm down -- (become quiet or less intensive; "the fighting lulled for a moment") 
                       => shout down -- (silence or overwhelm by shouting) 
                       => gag, muzzle -- (prevent from speaking out; "The press was gagged") 
                   => burke -- (get rid of, silence, or suppress; "burke an issue") 
                   => silence --
 (keep from expression, for example by threats or pressure; "All dissenters were silenced when the dictator 
assumed power") 
                   => squelch, quell, quench --
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 (suppress or crush completely; "squelch any sign of dissent"; "quench a rebellion") 
                   => smother, stifle, strangle, muffle, repress --
 (conceal or hide; "smother a yawn"; "muffle one's anger"; "strangle a yawn") 
               => damp -- (restrain or discourage; "the sudden bad news damped the joyous atmosphere") 
               => mortify, subdue, cricify --
 (hold within limits and control; "subdue one's appetites"; "mortify the flesh") 
                   => mortify -- (practice self-denial of one's body and appetites) 
               => deny, abnegate --
 (deny oneself (something); restrain, especially from indulging in some pleasure; "She denied herself wine 
and spirits") 
               => restrict -- (place under restrictions; limit access to; "This substance is controlled") 
                   => classify -- (declare unavailable, as for security reasons; "Classify these documents") 
                   => taboo -- (declare as sacred and forbidden) 
                   => scant, skimp -- (limit in quality or quantity) 
                   => localize, localise -- (restrict something to a particular area) 
                       => draw -- (cause to localize at one point; "Draw blood and pus") 
                           => suppurate, mature --
 (cause to ripen and discharge pus; "The oil suppurates the pustules") 
               => train -- (train to grow in a certain way by tying and pruning it; "train the vine") 
                   => trellis -- (train on a trellis, as of a vine) 
               => catch --
 (check oneself during an action; "She managed to catch herself before telling her boss what was on her min
d") 
               => bate --
 (moderate or restrain; lessen the force of; "He bated his breath when talking about this affair"; "capable of 
bating his enthusiasm") 
               => thermostat -- (control the temperature with a thermostat) 
               => countercheck, counteract -- (oppose or check by a counteraction) 
       => exclude, keep out, shut out, shut --
 (prevent from entering; shut out; "The trees were shutting out all sunlight"; "This policy excludes people w
ho have a criminal record from entering the country") 
           => excommunicate, curse --
 (exclude from a church or a religious community; "The gay priest was excommunicated when he married h
is partner") 
           => lock out -- (prevent employees from working during a strike) 
           => ostracize, ostracise --
 (avoid speaking to or dealing with; "Ever since I spoke up, my colleagues ostracize me") 
               => boycott -- (refuse to sponsor; refuse to do business with) 
       => hold -- (keep from departing; "Hold the taxi"; "Hold the horse") 
       => keep away -- (prevent from coming close; "I tried to keep the child away from the pool") 
       => blank -- (keep the opposing (baseball) team from winning) 
       => impede, hinder -- (be a hindrance or obstacle to; "She is impeding the progress of our project") 
           => obstruct, obturate, impede, occlude, jam, block, close up --
 (block passage through; "obstruct the path") 
               => blockade, block off -- (obstruct access to) 
               => barricade, barricado -- (block off with barricades) 
               => barricade --
 (prevent access to by barricading; "The street where the President lives is always barricaded") 
               => suffocate, stifle, asphyxiate, choke --
 (impair the respiration of or obstruct the air passage of; "The foul air was slowly suffocating the children") 
               => tie up --
 (restrain from moving or operating normally; "Traffic is tied up for miles around the bridge where the acci
dent occurred") 
               => dam, dam up -- (obstruct with, or as if with, a dam; "dam the gorges of the Yangtse River") 
               => screen, block out -- (prevent from entering; "block out the strong sunlight") 
                   => shade --
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 (protect from light, heat, or view; "Shade your eyes when you step out into the bright sunlight") 
               => land up, earth up -- (block with earth, as after a landslide) 
               => barricade, block, blockade, stop, block off, block up, bar --
 (render unsuitable for passage; "block the way"; "barricade the streets"; "stop the busy road") 
                   => shut off, block off, close off -- (block off the passage through) 
                   => close -- (bar access to; "Due to the accident, the road had to be closed for several hours") 
               => clog, choke off, clog up, back up, congest, choke, foul --
 (become or cause to become obstructed; "The leaves clog our drains in the Fall"; "The water pipe is backed
 up") 
                   => gum up -- (stick together as if with gum; "the inside of the pipe has gummed up") 
                   => crap up -- (become obstructed or chocked up; "The drains clogged up") 
                   => stuff, lug, choke up, block -- (obstruct; "My nose is all stuffed"; "Her arteries are blocked") 
                   => silt up, silt -- (become chocked with silt; "The river silted up") 
           => interfere --
 (come between so as to be hindrance or obstacle; "Your talking interferes with my work!") 
           => set back -- (slow down the progress of; hinder; "His late start set him back") 
           => hobble -- (hamper the action or progress of; "The chairman was hobbled by the all-
powerful dean") 
           => stunt --
 (check the growth or development of; "You will stunt your growth by building all these muscles") 
               => dwarf -- (check the growth of; "the lack of sunlight dwarfed these pines") 
       => rain out, wash out -- (prevent or interrupt due to rain; "The storm had washed out the game") 
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TO PRODUCE, MAKE, CREATE < TO CAUSE < TO RELATE <… 
 
TO produce, make, create -- (create or manufacture a man-
made product; "We produce more cars than we can sell"; "The company has been making toys for two cent
uries") 
       => breed -- (of plants or animals; "She breeds dogs") 
           => mongrelize, mongrelise -- (cause to become a mongrel; "mongrelized dogs") 
           => crossbreed, cross, hybridize, hybridise, interbreed --
 (breed animals or plants using parents of different races and varieties; "cross a horse and a donkey"; "Men
del tried crossbreeding"; "these species do not interbreed") 
       => remake, refashion, redo, make over -- (make new; "She is remaking her image") 
           => recast, reforge, remodel --
 (cast or model anew; "She had to recast her image to please the electorate in her home state") 
       => prefabricate -- (produce synthetically, artificially, or stereotypically and unoriginally) 
       => underproduce --
 (produce below capacity or demand; "The East German factories were underproducing for many years") 
       => output --
 (to create or manufacture a specific amount; "the computer is outputting the data from the job I'm running"
) 
       => pulse, pulsate --
 (produce or modulate (as electromagnetic waves) in the form of short bursts or pulses or cause an apparatu
s to produce pulses; "pulse waves"; "a transmitter pulsed by an electronic tube") 
       => clap up, clap together, slap together -- (make hastily and carelessly) 
       => custom-make, customize, customise, tailor-make --
 (make to specifications; "I had this desk custom-made for me") 
       => dummy, dummy up -- (make a dummy of; "dummy up the books that are to be published") 
       => turn out -- (produce quickly or regularly, usually with machinery; "This factory turns out saws") 
       => machine -- (make by machinery; "The Americans were machining while others still hand-
made cars") 
       => churn out --
 (produce something at a fast rate; "He churns out papers, but they are all about the same topic") 
       => overproduce -- (produce in excess; "The country overproduces cars") 
       => elaborate --
 (produce from basic elements or sources; change into a more developed product; "The bee elaborates hone
y") 
       => put out -- (put out considerable effort; "He put out the same for seven managers") 
       => laminate -- (create laminate by putting together several thin sheets of a material) 
       => bootleg -- (produce or distribute illegally; "bootleg tapes of the diva's singing") 
       => generate --
 (produce (energy); "We can't generate enough power for the entire city"; "The hydroelectric plant needs to 
to generate more electricity") 
       => render, yield, return, give, generate --
 (give or supply; "The cow brings in 5 liters of milk"; "This year's crop yielded 1,000 bushels of corn"; "Th
e estate renders some revenue for the family") 
       => extrude, squeeze out -- (form or shape by forcing through an opening; "extrude steel") 
       => smelt -- (extract (metals) by heating) 
       => reproduce -- (make a copy or equivalent of; "reproduce the painting") 
           => duplicate, reduplicate, double, repeat, replicate --
 (make or do or perform again; "He could never replicate his brilliant performance of the magic trick") 
               => replicate, copy --
 (biology: reproduce or make an exact copy of; "replicate the cell"; "copy the genetic information") 
               => recapitulate -- (repeat stages of evolutionary development during the embryonic phase of life) 
               => reduplicate, geminate --
 (form by reduplication; "The consonant reduplicates after a short vowel"; "The morpheme can be reduplica
ted to emphasize the meaning of the word") 
           => duplicate -- (make a duplicate or duplicates of; "Could you please duplicate this letter for me?") 
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           => triplicate -- (reproduce threefold; "triplicate the letter for the committee") 
           => quadruplicate -- (reproduce fourfold; "quadruplicate the bill") 
           => reprint, reissue -- (print anew; "They never reprinted the famous treatise") 
           => photocopy, run off, xerox -- (reproduce by xerography) 
               => microcopy -- (photocopy printed or other graphic matter so that it is reduced in size) 
               => photostat -- (make a copy by means of a Photostat device) 
           => play back, replay --
 (reproduce (a recording) on a recorder; "The lawyers played back the conversation to show that their client
 was innocent") 
           => imitate, copy, simulate --
 (reproduce someone's behavior or looks; "The mime imitated the passers-
by"; "Children often copy their parents or older siblings") 
               => follow, conform to --
 (behave in accordance or in agreement with; "Follow a pattern"; "Follow my example") 
                   => go by -- (be or act in accordance with; "Go by this rule and you'll be safe") 
               => mock --
 (imitate with mockery and derision; "The children mocked their handicapped classmate") 
                   => caricature, ape --
 (represent in or produce a caricature of; "The drawing caricatured the President") 
                   => impersonate -- (represent another person with comic intentions) 
                   => spoof, burlesque, parody -- (make a parody of; "The students spoofed the teachers") 
                       => travesty -- (make a travesty of) 
               => take off --
 (mimic or imitate, especially in an amusing or satirical manner; "This song takes off from a famous aria") 
               => mimic, mime --
 (imitate (a person, a manner, etc.), especially for satirical effect; "The actor mimicked the President very ac
curately") 
               => model, pattern -- (plan or create according to a model or models) 
                   => scale --
 (pattern, make, regulate, set, measure, or estimate according to some rate or standard) 
                   => sovietize, sovietise --
 (model a country's social, political, and economic structure on the Soviet Union; "Castro sovietized Cuba") 
               => take after, follow --
 (imitate in behavior; take as a model; "Teenagers follow their friends in everything") 
               => emulate --
 (strive to equal or match, especially by imitating; "He is emulating the skating skills of his older sister") 
           => fingerprint -- (take an impression of a person's fingerprints) 
           => print -- (make into a print; "print the negative") 
               => lithograph -- (make by lithography) 
               => silkscreen -- (print by silkscreen) 
               => stencil -- (mark or print with a stencil) 
               => engrave --
 (carve, cut, or etch into a block used for printing or print from such a block; "engrave a letter") 
                   => benday -- (reproduce by the Benday method) 
                   => stipple -- (engrave by means of dots and flicks) 
               => etch -- (make an etching of) 
                   => aquatint -- (etch in aquatint) 
       => prefabricate, preassemble --
 (to manufacture sections of (a building), especially in a factory, so that they can be easily transported to an
d rapidly assembled on a building site of buildings) 
       => fudge together, throw together -- (produce shoddily, without much attention to detail) 
       => print, publish --
 (put into print; "The newspaper published the news of the royal couple's divorce"; "These news should not 
be printed") 
           => republish --
 (publish again; "The scientist republished his results after he made some corrections") 
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           => gazette -- (publish in a gazette) 
       => confect -- (make or construct) 
       => proof -- (make or take a proof of, such as a photographic negative, an etching, or typeset) 
       => cut, burn -- (create by duplicating data; "cut a disk"; "burn a CD") 
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THE VERBS SHOWING THE PROCESSES (LOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS) OF THINKING, 
THOUGHT, CEREBRATION, AND INTELLECTION 
('think', 'imply', 'entail', 'infer', 'deduce', 'follow', 'reason', 'prove') 
 
TO think, cogitate, cerebrate --
 (use or exercise the mind or one's power of reason in order to make inferences, decisions, or arrive at a sol
ution or judgments; "I've been thinking all day and getting nowhere") 
       => puzzle over -- (try to solve) 
       => rationalize, rationalise --
 (think rationally; employ logic or reason; "When one wonders why one is doing certain things, one should 
rationalize") 
       => think -- (have or formulate in the mind; "think good thoughts") 
       => philosophize, philosophise -- (reason philosophically) 
       => brainstorm -- (try to solve a problem by thinking intensely about it) 
       => chew over, think over, meditate, ponder, excogitate, contemplate, muse, reflect, mull, mull over, ru
minate, speculate --
 (reflect deeply on a subject; "I mulled over the events of the afternoon"; "philosophers have speculated on t
he question of God for thousands of years"; "The scientist must stop to observe and start to excogitate") 
           => premeditate --
 (think or reflect beforehand or in advance; "I rarely premeditate, which is a mistake") 
           => theologize, theologise --
 (make theoretical speculations about theology or discuss theological subjects) 
           => introspect -- (reflect on one's own thoughts and feelings) 
           => bethink -- (consider or ponder something carefully; "She bethought her of their predicament") 
           => cogitate -- (consider carefully and deeply; reflect upon; turn over in one's mind) 
           => wonder, question --
 (place in doubt or express doubtful speculation; "I wonder whether this was the right thing to do"; "she wo
ndered whether it would snow tonight") 
               => scruple -- (have doubts about) 
           => puzzle --
 (be uncertain about; think about without fully understanding or being able to decide; "We puzzled over her
 sudden departure") 
           => study, consider -- (give careful consideration to; "consider the possibility of moving") 
               => compare, liken, equate --
 (consider or describe as similar, equal, or analogous; "We can compare the Han dynasty to the Romans"; "
You cannot equate success in financial matters with greed") 
       => reason -- (think logically; "The children must learn to reason") 
           => rationalize away, rationalise away --
 (substitute a natural for a supernatural explanation of; "you can rationalize away all the strange noises you 
hear--there is no poltergeist in the house!") 
           => theorize -- (form or construct theories; "he thinks and theorizes all day") 
           => theorize -- (construct a theory about; "Galileo theorized the motion of the stars") 
           => ratiocinate -- (reason methodologically and logically) 
           => calculate, cipher, cypher, compute, work out, reckon, figure --
 (make a mathematical calculation or computation) 
               => quantize, quantise --
 (apply quantum theory to; restrict the number of possible values of (a quantity) or states of (a physical entit
y or system) so that certain variables can assume only certain discrete magnitudes that are integral multiple
s of a common factor; "Quantize gravity") 
               => extract -- (calculate the root of a number) 
               => process --
 (perform mathematical and logical operations on (data) according to programmed instructions in order to o
btain the required information; "The results of the elections were still being processed when he gave his acc
eptance speech") 
               => prorate -- (divide or assess proportionally; "The rent was prorated for the rest of the month") 
               => miscalculate, misestimate --
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 (calculate incorrectly; "I miscalculated the number of guests at the wedding") 
               => recalculate -- (calculate anew; "The costs had to be recalculated") 
               => average, average out -- (compute the average of) 
               => factor, factor in, factor out --
 (resolve into factors; "a quantum computer can factor the number 15") 
               => add, add together -- (make an addition by combining numbers; "Add 27 and 49, please!") 
                   => foot, foot up -- (add a column of numbers) 
               => subtract, deduct, take off -- (make a subtraction) 
               => multiply -- (combine by multiplication; "multiply 10 by 15") 
                   => square -- (raise to the second power) 
                   => cube -- (raise to the third power) 
                   => raise --
 (multiply (a number) by itself a specified number of times: 8 is 2 raised to the power 3) 
               => divide, fraction -- (perform a division; "Can you divide 49 by seven?") 
                   => halve -- (divide by two; divide into halves; "Halve the cake") 
                   => quarter -- (divide by four; divide into quarters) 
               => interpolate, extrapolate -- (estimate the value of) 
               => differentiate -- (calculate a derivative; take the derivative) 
               => integrate -- (calculate the integral of; calculate by integration) 
               => survey -- (plot a map of (land)) 
                   => triangulate --
 (survey by triangulation; "The land surveyor worked by triangulating the plot") 
               => estimate, gauge, approximate, guess, judge --
 (judge tentatively or form an estimate of (quantities or time); "I estimate this chicken to weigh three pound
s") 
                   => quantize, quantise --
 (telecommunications: approximate (a signal varying continuously in amplitude) by one whose amplitude is
 restricted to a prescribed set of discrete values) 
                   => misgauge -- (gauge something incorrectly or improperly) 
                   => place, put, set -- (estimate; "We put the time of arrival at 8 P.M.") 
                   => give --
 (estimate the duration or outcome of something; "He gave the patient three months to live"; "I gave him a 
very good chance at success") 
                   => lowball, underestimate --
 (make a deliberately low estimate; "The construction company wanted the contract badly and lowballed") 
                   => assess --
 (estimate the value of (property) for taxation; "Our house hasn't been assessed in years") 
                   => make -- (calculate as being; "I make the height about 100 feet") 
                   => reckon, count --
 (take account of; "You have to reckon with our opponents"; "Count on the monsoon") 
                   => truncate -- (approximate by ignoring all terms beyond a chosen one; "truncate a series") 
                   => guesstimate -- (estimate based on a calculation) 
               => budget -- (make a budget) 
               => capitalize, capitalise -- (compute the present value of a business or an income) 
                   => overcapitalize, overcapitalise --
 (estimate the capital value of (a company) at an unreasonably or unlawfully high level) 
               => resolve, solve -- (find the solution; "solve an equation"; "solve for x") 
                   => factorize, factorise -- (resolve (a polynomial) into factors) 
           => categorize, categorise --
 (place into or assign to a category; "Children learn early on to categorize") 
               => classify, class, sort, assort, sort out, separate --
 (arrange or order by classes or categories; "How would you classify these pottery shards--
are they prehistoric?") 
                   => unitize, unitise -- (separate or classify into units; "The hospital was unitized for efficiency") 
                   => catalogue, catalog -- (make a catalog of) 
                   => isolate -- (separate (experiences) fromt he emotions relating to them) 
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                   => refer --
 (think of, regard, or classify under a subsuming principle or with a general group or in relation to another; 
"This plant can be referred to a known species") 
                   => reclassify --
 (classify anew, change the previous classification; "The zoologists had to reclassify the mollusks after they
 found new species") 
                   => size -- (sort according to size) 
                   => dichotomize, dichotomise -- (divide into two opposing groups or kinds) 
                   => pigeonhole, stereotype, stamp --
 (treat or classify according to a mental stereotype; "I was stereotyped as a lazy Southern European") 
                   => group -- (arrange into a group or groups; "Can you group these shapes together?") 
                       => regroup -- (reorganize into new groups) 
                       => bracket -- (classify or group) 
                       => collocate, lump, chunk -- (group or chunk together in a certain order or place side by side) 
                       => batch -- (batch together; assemble or process as a batch) 
                   => grade -- (determine the grade of or assign a grade to) 
                   => count, number --
 (put into a group; "The academy counts several Nobel Prize winners among its members") 
           => speculate --
 (talk over conjecturally, or review in an idle or casual way and with an element of doubt or without sufficie
nt reason to reach a conclusion; "We were speculating whether the President had to resign after the scandal
") 
               => guess, venture, pretend, hazard --
 (put forward, of a guess, in spite of possible refutation; "I am guessing that the price of real estate will rise 
again"; "I cannot pretend to say that you are wrong") 
                   => predict, foretell, prognosticate, call, forebode, anticipate, promise --
 (make a prediction about; tell in advance; "Call the outcome of an election") 
                       => read --
 (interpret the significance of, as of palms, tea leaves, intestines, the sky, etc.; also of human behavior; "She
 read the sky and predicted rain"; "I can't read his strange behavior"; "The gypsy read his fate in the crystal 
ball") 
                           => scry -- (divine by gazing into crystals) 
                       => second-guess, outguess -- (attempt to anticipate or predict) 
                       => augur -- (predict from an omen) 
                       => bet, wager -- (maintain with or as if with a bet; "I bet she will be there!") 
                       => forecast, calculate -- (predict in advance) 
                       => prophesy, vaticinate -- (predict or reveal through, or as if through, divine inspiration) 
                           => vaticinate -- (foretell through or as if through the power of prophecy) 
                           => enlighten, irradiate -- (give spiritual insight to; in religion) 
                   => suspect, surmise --
 (imagine to be the case or true or probable; "I suspect he is a fugitive"; "I surmised that the butler did it") 
               => suppose, say --
 (express a supposition; "Let us say that he did not tell the truth"; "Let's say you had a lot of money--
what would you do?") 
       => reason, reason out, conclude --
 (decide by reasoning; draw or come to a conclusion; "We reasoned that it was cheaper to rent than to buy a
 house") 
           => induce -- (reason or establish by induction) 
           => deduce, infer, deduct, derive -- (reason by deduction; establish by deduction) 
               => extrapolate -- (gain knowledge of (an area not known or experienced) by extrapolating) 
               => carry back -- (deduct a loss or an unused credit from taxable income for a prior period) 
               => surmise -- (infer from incomplete evidence) 
               => elicit -- (derive by reason; "elicit a solution") 
           => syllogize, syllogise -- (reason by syllogisms) 
           => find, feel --
 (come to believe on the basis of emotion, intuitions, or indefinite grounds; "I feel that he doesn't like me"; 
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"I find him to be obnoxious"; "I found the movie rather entertaining") 
           => deduce, infer -- (conclude by reasoning; in logic) 
           => gather -- (conclude from evidence; "I gather you have not done your homework") 
           => generalize, generalise, extrapolate, infer -- (draw from specific cases for more general cases) 
               => overgeneralize, overgeneralise --
 (draw too general a conclusion; "It is dangerous to overgeneralize") 
               => universalize, universalise -- (make universal; "This author's stories unversalize old themes") 
TO JUDGE < TO THINK, COGITATE  < TO RELATE THOUGHTS < TO RELATE <… 
      => judge -- (form an opinion of or pass judgment on; "I cannot judge some works of modern art") 
           => rate, rank, range, order, grade, place --
 (assign a rank or rating to; "how would you rank these students?"; "The restaurant is rated highly in the foo
d guide") 
               => superordinate --
 (place in a superior order or rank; "These two notions are superordinated to a third") 
               => shortlist -- (put someone or something on a short list) 
               => seed --
 (distribute (players or teams) so that outstanding teams or players will not meet in the early rounds) 
               => reorder -- (assign a new order to) 
                   => countermarch -- (change the order of soldiers during a march) 
               => subordinate --
 (rank or order as less important or consider of less value; "Art is sometimes subordinated to Science in thes
e schools") 
                   => outclass -- (cause to appear in a lower class; "The Yankees outclassed Cincinnati") 
               => prioritize, prioritise --
 (assign a priority to; "we have too many things to do and must prioritize") 
               => sequence -- (arrange in a sequence) 
               => downgrade -- (rate lower; lower in value or esteem) 
               => upgrade -- (rate higher; raise in value or esteem) 
           => stand -- (have or maintain a position or stand on an issue; "Where do you stand on the War?") 
               => align, array -- (align oneself with a group or a way of thinking) 
                   => fall in line -- (agree on (a position, for example)) 
           => approve -- (judge to be right or commendable; think well of) 
               => rubberstamp -- (approve automatically) 
           => disapprove -- (consider bad or wrong) 
               => frown on, frown upon -- (look disapprovingly upon) 
               => discountenance --
 (show disapproval by discouraging; "any measure tending to fuse invalids into a class with special privileg
es should be discountenanced") 
           => choose --
 (see fit or proper to act in a certain way; decide to act in a certain way; "She chose not to attend classes and
 now she failed the exam") 
           => prejudge -- (judge beforehand, especially without sufficient evidence) 
           => measure, evaluate, valuate, assess, appraise, value --
 (place a value on; judge the worth of something; "I will have the family jewels appraised by a professional
") 
               => grade, score, mark --
 (assign a grade or rank to, according to one's evaluation; "grade tests"; "score the SAT essays"; "mark hom
ework") 
               => rate, value --
 (estimate the value of; "How would you rate his chances to become President?"; "Gold was rated highly a
mong the Romans") 
                   => revalue -- (value anew; "revalue the German Mark") 
                       => appreciate, apprize, apprise --
 (increase the value of; "The Germans want to appreciate the Deutsche Mark") 
               => standardize, standardise -- (evaluate by comparing with a standard) 
               => reassess, reevaluate -- (revise or renew one's assessment) 
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               => censor --
 (subject to political, religious, or moral censorship; "This magazine is censored by the government") 
                   => edit, blue-pencil, delete -- (cut or eliminate; "she edited the juiciest scenes") 
               => praise --
 (express approval of; "The parents praised their children for their academic performance") 
                   => troll -- (praise or celebrate in song; "All tongues shall troll you") 
                   => salute -- (express commendation of; "I salute your courage!") 
                   => applaud -- (express approval of; "I applaud your efforts") 
                       => cheer --
 (show approval or good wishes by shouting; "everybody cheered the birthday boy") 
                           => lighten, buoy up -- (make more cheerful) 
                       => acclaim, hail, herald --
 (praise vociferously; "The critics hailed the young pianist as a new Rubinstein") 
                   => laud, extol, exalt, glorify, proclaim --
 (praise, glorify, or honor; "extol the virtues of one's children"; "glorify one's spouse's cooking") 
                       => canonize, canonise -- (treat as a sacred person; "He canonizes women") 
                       => ensky -- (exalt to the skies; lift to the skies or to heaven with praise) 
                       => crack up -- (rhapsodize about) 
                       => hymn -- (praise by singing a hymn; "They hymned their love of God") 
                   => flatter, blandish -- (praise somewhat dishonestly) 
                       => soft-soap -- (use flattering talk on somebody) 
                       => adulate -- (flatter in an obsequious manner) 
                       => stroke -- (treat gingerly or carefully; "You have to stroke the boss") 
                       => fawn, toady, truckle, bootlick, kowtow, kotow, suck up --
 (try to gain favor by cringing or flattering; "He is always kowtowing to his boss") 
                           => curry favor, curry favour, court favor, court favour --
 (seek favor by fawning or flattery; "This employee is currying favor with his superordinates") 
                       => butter up, brown-nose -- (flatter with the intention of getting something) 
                   => eulogize, eulogise --
 (praise formally and eloquently; "The dead woman was eulogized at the funeral") 
                   => compliment, congratulate --
 (say something to someone that expresses praise; "He complimented her on her last physics paper") 
                   => rave, gush -- (praise enthusiastically; "She raved about that new restaurant") 
                   => commend -- (express approval of) 
                   => commend, recommend -- (express a good opinion of) 
                   => advertise, advertize, promote, push --
 (make publicity for; try to sell (a product); "The salesman is aggressively pushing the new computer model
"; "The company is heavily advertizing their new laptops") 
                       => propagandize, propagandise -- (spread by propaganda) 
                       => plug -- (make a plug for; praise the qualities or in order to sell or promote) 
                       => bill --
 (advertise especially by posters or placards; "He was billed as the greatest tenor since Caruso") 
                       => crusade, fight, press, campaign, push, agitate --
 (exert oneself continuously, vigorously, or obtrusively to gain an end or engage in a crusade for a certain c
ause or person; be an advocate for; "The liberal party pushed for reforms"; "She is crusading for women's ri
ghts"; "The Dean is pushing for his favorite candidate") 
                   => puff, puff up -- (praise extravagantly; "The critics puffed up this Broadway production") 
                   => sonnet -- (praise in a sonnet) 
           => reappraise --
 (appraise anew; "Homes in our town are reappraised every five years and taxes are increased accordingly") 
           => reject --
 (refuse to accept or acknowledge; "I reject the idea of starting a war"; "The journal rejected the student's pa
per") 
               => disbelieve, discredit -- (reject as false; refuse to accept) 
                   => doubt --
 (consider unlikely or have doubts about; "I doubt that she will accept his proposal of marriage") 
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                   => distrust, mistrust, suspect --
 (regard as untrustworthy; regard with suspicion; have no faith or confidence in) 
                       => doubt --
 (lack confidence in or have doubts about; "I doubt these reports"; "I suspect her true motives"; "she distrust
s her stepmother") 
               => repudiate --
 (refuse to acknowledge, ratify, or recognize as valid; "The woman repudiated the divorce settlement") 
               => recuse --
 (challenge or except to a judge as being incompetent or interested, in canon and civil law) 
               => reprobate -- (reject (documents) as invalid) 
               => renounce, repudiate --
 (cast off or disown; "She renounced her husband"; "The parents repudiated their son") 
                   => apostatize, apostatise, tergiversate -- (abandon one's beliefs or allegiances) 
                   => abjure, recant, forswear, retract, resile --
 (formally reject or disavow a formerly held belief, usually under pressure; "He retracted his earlier stateme
nts about his religion"; "She abjured her beliefs") 
                   => swallow, take back, unsay, withdraw --
 (take back what one has said; "He swallowed his words") 
                   => refute, rebut --
 (overthrow by argument, evidence, or proof; "The speaker refuted his opponent's arguments") 
                       => oppose, controvert, contradict -- (be resistant to; "The board opposed his motion") 
                           => veto, blackball, negative --
 (vote against; refuse to endorse; refuse to assent; "The President vetoed the bill") 
                               => kill, shoot down, defeat, vote down, vote out --
 (thwart the passage of; "kill a motion"; "he shot down the student's proposal") 
                           => protest, resist, dissent --
 (express opposition through action or words; "dissent to the laws of the country") 
                               => strike, walk out --
 (stop work in order to press demands; "The auto workers are striking for higher wages"; "The employees w
alked out when their demand for better benefits was not met") 
                               => demonstrate, march --
 (march in protest; take part in a demonstration; "Thousands demonstrated against globalization during the 
meeting of the most powerful economic nations in Seattle") 
                                   => picket -- (serve as pickets or post pickets; "picket a business to protest the lay-
offs") 
                               => rebel, arise, rise, rise up -- (take part in a rebellion; renounce a former allegiance) 
                                   => revolt -- (make revolution; "The people revolted when bread prices tripled again") 
                                   => mutiny -- (engage in a mutiny against an authority) 
                               => rebel, renegade -- (break with established customs) 
                       => answer --
 (give a defence or refutation of (a charge) or in (an argument); "The defendant answered to all the charges 
of the prosecution") 
                   => deny -- (refuse to accept or believe; "He denied his fatal illness") 
                       => abnegate -- (deny or renounce; "They abnegated their gods") 
               => dismiss, disregard, brush aside, brush off, discount, push aside, ignore --
 (bar from attention or consideration; "She dismissed his advances") 
                   => slight, cold-shoulder -- (pay no attention to, disrespect; "She cold-shouldered her ex-fiance") 
                   => discredit --
 (cause to be distrusted or disbelieved; "The paper discredited the politician with its nasty commentary") 
                   => shrug off --
 (minimize the importance of, brush aside; "Jane shrugged off the news that her stock had fallen 3 points") 
                   => pass off -- (disregard; "She passed off the insult") 
                   => scoff, flout -- (treat with contemptuous disregard; "flout the rules") 
                   => turn a blind eye --
 (refuse to acknowledge; "He turns a blind eye to the injustices in his office") 
                   => laugh off, laugh away --
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 (deal with a problem by laughing or pretending to be amused by it; "She laughs away all these problems") 
                   => disoblige -- (ignore someone's wishes) 
           => accept --
 (consider or hold as true; "I cannot accept the dogma of this church"; "accept an argument") 
               => acknowledge, recognize, recognise, know --
 (accept (someone) to be what is claimed or accept his power and authority; "The Crown Prince was ackno
wledged as the true heir to the throne"; "We do not recognize your gods") 
               => espouse, embrace, adopt, sweep up --
 (take up the cause, ideology, practice, method, of someone and use it as one's own; "She embraced Catholo
cism"; "They adopted the Jewish faith") 
                   => take up, latch on, fasten on, hook on, seize on -- (adopt; "take up new ideas") 
               => believe --
 (accept as true; take to be true; "I believed his report"; "We didn't believe his stories from the War"; "She b
elieves in spirits") 
                   => understand, infer --
 (believe to be the case; "I understand you have no previous experience?") 
                   => swallow --
 (believe or accept without questioning or challenge; "Am I supposed to swallow that story?") 
                   => buy -- (accept as true; "I can't buy this story") 
                   => believe --
 (follow a credo; have a faith; be a believer; "When you hear his sermons, you will be able to believe, too") 
                       => misbelieve -- (hold a false or unorthodox belief) 
                   => trust, swear, rely, bank --
 (have confidence or faith in; "We can trust in God"; "Rely on your friends"; "bank on your good education
"; "I swear by my grandmother's recipes") 
                       => credit -- (have trust in; trust in the truth or veracity of) 
                           => believe --
 (credit with veracity; "You cannot believe this man"; "Should we believe a publication like the National In
quirer?") 
                       => lean -- (rely on for support; "We can lean on this man") 
                       => count, bet, depend, look, calculate, reckon --
 (have faith or confidence in; "you can count on me to help you any time"; "Look to your friends for suppor
t"; "You can bet on that!"; "Depend on your family in times of crisis") 
                   => believe in --
 (have a firm conviction as to the goodness of something; "John believes in oat bran") 
               => receive -- (accept as true or valid; "He received Christ") 
               => approbate -- (accept (documents) as valid) 
               => resign, reconcile, submit -- (accept as inevitable; "He resigned himself to his fate") 
               => acknowledge -- (accept as legally binding and valid; "acknowledge the deed") 
               => take a bow --
 (acknowledge praise or accept credit; "They finally took a bow for what they did") 
               => respect, honor, honour, abide by, observe -- (show respect towards; "honor your parents!") 
                   => lionize, lionise, celebrate --
 (assign great social importance to; "The film director was celebrated all over Hollywood"; "The tenor was l
ionized in Vienna") 
                   => tolerate --
 (recognize and respect (rights and beliefs of others); "We must tolerate the religions of others") 
           => think, believe, consider, conceive --
 (judge or regard; look upon; judge; "I think he is very smart"; "I believe her to be very smart"; "I think that
 he is her boyfriend"; "The racist conceives such people to be inferior") 
               => hold -- (remain committed to; "I hold to these ideas") 
               => rethink -- (change one's mind; "He rethought his decision to take a vacation") 
                   => backpedal -- (modify one' opinion, make it less strong) 
                   => about-face -- (change one's mind and assume the opposite viewpoint) 
               => think -- (dispose the mind in a certain way; "Do you really think so?") 
               => think of, repute, regard as, look upon, look on, esteem, take to be --
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 (look on as or consider; "she looked on this affair as a joke"; "He thinks of himself as a brilliant musician";
 "He is reputed to be intelligent") 
               => feel --
 (have a feeling or perception about oneself in reaction to someone's behavior or attitude; "She felt small an
d insignificant"; "You make me feel naked"; "I made the students feel different about themselves") 
               => see, consider, reckon, view, regard --
 (deem to be; "She views this quite differently from me"; "I consider her to be shallow"; "I don't see the situ
ation quite as negatively as you do") 
                   => expect --
 (consider reasonable or due; "I'm expecting a full explanation as to why these files were destroyed") 
                   => receive --
 (regard favorably or with disapproval; "Her new collection of poems was not well received") 
                   => reconsider --
 (consider again; give new consideration to; usually with a view to changing; "Won't you reconsider your d
ecision?") 
                   => reconsider -- (consider again (a bill) that had been voted upon before, in legislation) 
                   => include -- (consider as part of something; "I include you in the list of culprits") 
                       => count -- (include as if by counting; "I can count my colleagues in the opposition") 
                       => subsume, colligate --
 (consider (an instance of something) as part of a general rule or principle) 
                       => carry -- (include, as on a list; "How many people are carried on the payroll?") 
                   => consider --
 (regard or treat with consideration, respect, and esteem; "Please consider your family") 
                   => call -- (consider or regard as being; "I would not call her beautiful") 
                   => like --
 (feel about or towards; consider, evaluate, or regard; "How did you like the President's speech last night?") 
                   => relativize, relativise -- (consider or treat as relative) 
                   => identify --
 (consider (oneself) as similar to somebody else; "He identified with the refugees") 
                   => favor, favour -- (consider as the favorite; "The local team was favored") 
                   => abstract --
 (consider a concept without thinking of a specific example; consider abstractly or theoretically) 
                   => reify -- (consider an abstract concept to be real) 
                       => hypostatize, hypostatise -- (construe as a real existence, of a conceptual entity) 
                   => idealize, idealise -- (consider or render as ideal; "She idealized her husband after his death") 
                       => romanticize, romanticise, glamorize, glamourise --
 (interpret romantically; "Don't romanticize this uninteresting and hard work!") 
                       => deify -- (consider as a god or god-like; "These young men deify financial success") 
                           => apotheosize, apotheosise, apotheose -- (deify or glorify) 
                   => deem, hold, view as, take for --
 (keep in mind or convey as a conviction or view; "take for granted"; "view as important"; "hold these truth
s to be self-evident"; "I hold him personally responsible") 
                   => respect, esteem, value, prize, prise --
 (regard highly; think much of; "I respect his judgement"; "We prize his creativity") 
                       => think the world of -- (esteem very highly; "She thinks the world of her adviser") 
                       => reverence, fear, revere, venerate --
 (regard with feelings of respect and reverence; consider hallowed or exalted or be in awe of; "Fear God as 
your father"; "We venerate genius") 
                           => enshrine, saint -- (hold sacred) 
                           => worship -- (show devotion to (a deity); "Many Hindus worship Shiva") 
                       => admire, look up to -- (feel admiration for) 
                           => envy -- (feel envious towards; admire enviously) 
                   => disrespect, disesteem -- (have little or no respect for; hold in contempt) 
                       => undervalue -- (esteem lightly) 
                   => make -- (consider as being; "It wasn't the problem some people made it") 
                   => capitalize, capitalise -- (consider expenditures as capital assets rather than expenses) 
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                   => prize, value, treasure, appreciate -- (hold dear; "I prize these old photographs") 
                       => do justice -- (show due and full appreciation; "The diners did the food and wine justice") 
                       => recognize, recognise --
 (show approval or appreciation of; "My work is not recognized by anybody!"; "The best student was recog
nized by the Dean") 
                           => honor, honour, reward --
 (bestow honor or rewards upon; "Today we honor our soldiers"; "The scout was rewarded for courageus ac
tion") 
                               => toast, drink, pledge, salute, wassail --
 (propose a toast to; "Let us toast the birthday girl!"; "Let's drink to the New Year") 
                                   => give -- (propose; "He gave the first of many toasts at the birthday party") 
                               => ennoble, dignify -- (confer dignity or honor upon; "He was dignified with a title") 
                               => award -- (bestow an honor upon) 
                                   => decorate -- (award a mark of honor, as a medal, to) 
                           => rubricate -- (place in the calendar as a red-
letter saint; "She was rubricated by the Pope") 
           => calculate, estimate, reckon, count on, figure, forecast -- (judge to be probable) 
               => allow, take into account --
 (allow or plan for a certain possibility; concede the truth or validity of something; "I allow for this possibili
ty"; "The seamstress planned for 5% shrinkage after the first wash") 
                   => budget for --
 (calculate enough money for; provide for in the budget; "I have not budgeted for these expensive meals") 
           => expect, anticipate --
 (regard something as probable or likely; "The meteorologists are expecting rain for tomorrow") 
               => think, opine, suppose, imagine, reckon, guess --
 (expect, believe, or suppose; "I imagine she earned a lot of money with her new novel"; "I thought to find 
her in a bad state"; "he didn't think to find her in the kitchen"; "I guess she is angry at me for standing her u
p") 
                   => suspect --
 (hold in suspicion; believe to be guilty; "The U.S. suspected Bin Laden as the mastermind behind the terror
ist attacks") 
               => assume, presume, take for granted --
 (take to be the case or to be true; accept without verification or proof; "I assume his train was late") 
                   => presuppose, suppose --
 (take for granted or as a given; suppose beforehand; "I presuppose that you have done your work") 
                       => postulate, posit --
 (take as a given; assume as a postulate or axiom; "He posited three basic laws of nature") 
                           => insist, assert -- (assert to be true; "The letter asserts a free society") 
                       => premise, premiss -- (take something as preexisting and given) 
               => speculate, theorize, theorise, conjecture, hypothesize, hypothesise, hypothecate, suppose --
 (to believe especially on uncertain or tentative grounds; "Scientists supposed that large dinosaurs lived in s
wamps") 
                   => reconstruct, construct, retrace --
 (reassemble mentally; "reconstruct the events of 20 years ago") 
                       => etymologize, etymologise -- (construct the history of words) 
                   => explicate, formulate, develop --
 (elaborate, as of theories and hypotheses; "Could you develop the ideas in your thesis") 
                       => mature -- (develop and work out fully in one's mind; "I need to mature my thoughts") 
                       => redevelop, reformulate --
 (formulate or develop again, of an improved theory or hypothesis) 
               => believe, trust --
 (be confident about something; "I believe that he will come back from the war") 
           => impute, ascribe, assign, attribute --
 (attribute or credit to; "We attributed this quotation to Shakespeare"; "People impute great cleverness to cat
s") 
               => impute --
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 (attribute (responsibility or fault) to a cause or source; "The teacher imputed the student's failure to his ner
vousness") 
               => sensualize, carnalize -- (ascribe to an origin in sensation) 
               => credit -- (give someone credit for something; "We credited her for saving our jobs") 
               => reattribute -- (attribute to another source) 
               => anthropomorphize, anthropomorphise -- (ascribe human features to something) 
               => personify, personate --
 (attribute human qualities to something; "The Greeks personated their gods ridiculous") 
               => accredit, credit -- (give credit for; "She was not properly credited in the program") 
               => blame, charge --
 (attribute responsibility to; "We blamed the accident on her"; "The tragedy was charged to her inexperienc
e") 
               => project, externalize, externalise -- (regard as objective) 
               => internalize, internalise, interiorize, interiorise --
 (incorporate within oneself; make subjectiveor personal; "internalize a belief") 
           => assign, attribute --
 (decide as to where something belongs in a scheme; "The biologist assigned the mushroom to the proper cl
ass") 
               => relegate, classify --
 (assign to a class or kind; "How should algae be classified?"; "People argue about how to relegate certain 
mushrooms") 
           => disapprove, reject -- (deem wrong or inappropriate; "I disapprove of her child rearing methods") 
               => object --
 (express or raise an objection or protest or criticism or express dissent; "She never objected to the amount 
of work her boss charged her with"; "When asked to drive the truck, she objected that she did not have a dri
ver's license") 
                   => demur, except -- (take exception to; "he demurred at my suggestion to work on Saturday") 
                   => challenge, take exception -- (raise a formal objection in a court of law) 
                       => appeal -- (challenge (a decision); "She appealed the verdict") 
                   => cavil, carp, chicane -- (raise trivial objections) 
                   => mind --
 (be offended or bothered by; take offense with, be bothered by; "I don't mind your behavior") 
                       => bristle at, bridle at, bridle up, bristle up --
 (show anger or indignation; "She bristled at his insolent remarks") 
                   => remonstrate -- (argue in protest or opposition) 
                   => raise hell -- (object strongly; make a stink) 
               => deprecate -- (express strong disapproval of; deplore) 
               => deter, discourage --
 (try to prevent; show opposition to; "We should discourage this practice among our youth") 
           => declare, adjudge, hold --
 (declare to be; "She was declared incompetent"; "judge held that the defendant was innocent") 
               => admit, acknowledge --
 (declare to be true or admit the existence or reality or truth of; "He admitted his errors"; "She acknowledge
d that she might have forgotten") 
                   => attorn --
 (acknowledge a new land owner as one's landlord; "he was attorned by the tenants") 
                   => write off --
 (concede the loss or worthlessness of something or somebody; "write it off as a loss") 
                   => sustain -- (admit as valid; "The court sustained the motion") 
                   => concede, profess, confess --
 (admit, make a clean breast of; "She confessed that she had taken the money") 
                   => confess -- (confess to God in the presence of a priest, as in the Catholic faith) 
                   => confess, squeal, shrive --
 (confess to a punishable or reprehensible deed, usually under pressure) 
                   => avow, avouch -- (admit openly and bluntly; make no bones about) 
               => superannuate -- (declare to be obsolete) 
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               => bastardize, bastardise -- (declare a child to be illegitimate) 
               => certify -- (declare legally insane) 
               => call -- (declare in the capacity of an umpire or referee; "call a runner out") 
               => beatify --
 (declare (a dead person) to be blessed; the first step of achieving sainthood; "On Sunday, the martyr will be
 beatified by the Vatican") 
               => canonize, canonise, saint --
 (in the Catholic church; declare (a dead person) to be a saint; "After he was shown to have performed a mir
acle, the priest was canonized") 
               => pronounce, label, judge -- (pronounce judgment on; "They labeled him unfit to work here") 
                   => acquit, assoil, clear, discharge, exonerate, exculpate --
 (pronounce not guilty of criminal charges; "The suspect was cleared of the murder charges") 
                       => vindicate --
 (clear of accusation, blame, suspicion, or doubt with supporting proof; "You must vindicate yourself and fi
ght this libel") 
                       => whitewash --
 (exonerate by means of a perfunctory investigation or through biased presentation of data) 
                       => purge -- (clear of a charge) 
                   => convict -- (find or declare guilty; "The man was convicted of fraud and sentenced") 
                       => reconvict -- (convict anew) 
                   => nasalize, nasalise -- (pronounce with a lowered velum; "She nasalizes all her vowels") 
                   => tout --
 (advertize in strongly positive terms; "This product was touted as a revolutionary invention") 
                   => rule, find -- (decide on and make a declaration about; "find someone guilty") 
                   => qualify --
 (pronounce fit or able; "She was qualified to run the marathon"; "They nurses were qualified to administer 
the injections") 
                       => capacitate -- (make legally capable or qualify in law) 
                   => disqualify --
 (declare unfit; "She was disqualified for the Olympics because she was a professional athlete") 
                       => recuse -- (disqualify oneself (as a judge, for example) in a particular case) 
                       => disbar --
 (remove from the bar; expel from the practice of law by official action; "The corrupt lawyer was disbarred"
) 
                   => intonate, intone --
 (speak carefully, as with rising and falling pitch or in a particular tone; "please intonate with sadness") 
               => cancel, strike down --
 (declare null and void; make ineffective; "Cancel the election results"; "strike down a law") 
                   => revoke, annul, lift, countermand, reverse, repeal, overturn, rescind, vacate --
 (annul by recalling or rescinding; "He revoked the ban on smoking"; "lift an embargo"; "vacate a death sen
tence") 
                       => renege, renege on, renegue on, go back on --
 (fail to fulfill a promise or obligation; "She backed out of her promise") 
                   => remit -- (release from (claims, debts, or taxes); "The texes were remitted") 
                   => write off -- (cancel (a debt)) 
                   => invalidate, annul, quash, void, avoid, nullify --
 (declare invalid; "The contract was annulled"; "void a plea") 
                       => break -- (invalidate by judicial action; "The will was broken") 
                       => stet -- (printing: cancel, as of a correction or deletion) 
                   => recall --
 (make unavailable; bar from sale or distribution; "The company recalled the product when it was found to 
be faulty") 
                       => retire -- (withdraw from circulation or from the market, as of bills, shares, and bonds) 
               => formalize, formalise --
 (make formal or official; "We formalized the appointment and gave him a title") 
                   => ritualize, ritualise --
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 (make or evolve into a ritual; "The growing up of children has become ritualized in many cultures") 
           => review, critique --
 (appraise critically; "She reviews books for the New York Times"; "Please critique this performance") 
               => referee, peer review -- (evaluate professionally a colleague's work) 
           => fail -- (judge unacceptable; "The teacher failed six students") 
           => pass -- (accept or judge as acceptable; "The teacher passed the student although he was weak") 
           => test, prove, try, try out, examine, essay --
 (put to the test, as for its quality, or give experimental use to; "This approach has been tried with good resu
lts"; "Test this recipe") 
               => control, verify --
 (verify or regulate by conducting a parallel experiment or comparing with another standard, of scientific ex
periments; "Are you controlling for the temperature?") 
               => float --
 (circulate or discuss tentatively; test the waters with; "The Republicans are floating the idea of a tax reform
") 
               => field-test --
 (test something under the conditions under which it will actually be used; "The Army field tested the new t
anks") 
 
       => study, meditate, contemplate --
 (think intently and at length, as for spiritual purposes; "He is meditating in his study") 
 
       => plan -- (make plans for something; "He is planning a trip with his family") 
           => schedule -- (plan for an activity or event; "I've scheduled a concert next week") 
               => time --
 (assign a time for an activity or event; "The candidate carefully timed his appearance at the disaster scene") 
               => book -- (engage for a performance; "Her agent had booked her for several concerts in Tokyo") 
               => calendar -- (enter into a calendar) 
               => slot -- (assign a time slot; "slot a television programs") 
           => chart -- (plan in detail; "Bush is charting a course to destroy Saddam Hussein") 
           => project, propose -- (present for consideration) 
               => offer -- (put forward for consideration; "He offered his opinion") 
               => introduce -- (as of legislation into a legislative body) 
           => frame, compose, draw up -- (draw up the plans or basic details for; "frame a policy") 
           => plot -- (plan secretly, usually something illegal; "They plotted the overthrow fo the government") 
               => conspire, cabal, complot, conjure, machinate --
 (engage in plotting or enter into a conspiracy, swear together; "They conspired to overthrow the governme
nt") 
                   => coconspire --
 (conspire together; "The two men coconspired to cover up the Federal investigation") 
               => counterplot -- (make a plot in response to another plot) 
               => scheme, intrigue, connive -- (form intrigues (for) in an underhand manner) 
           => scheme -- (devise a system or form a scheme for) 
           => intend, destine, designate, specify --
 (design or destine; "She was intended to become the director") 
               => mean -- (destine or designate for a certain purpose; "These flowers were meant for you") 
               => design --
 (design something for a specific role or purpose or effect; "This room is not designed for work") 
               => slate --
 (designate or schedule; "He slated his talk for 9 AM"; "She was slated to be his successor") 
               => calculate, aim, direct -- (specifically design a product, event, or activity for a certain public) 
           => mastermind, engineer, direct, organize, organise, orchestrate --
 (plan and direct (a complex undertaking); "he masterminded the robbery") 
               => choreograph --
 (plan and oversee the development and details of; "The meeting between the two Presidents had been caref
ully choreographed") 
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           => lay out -- (provide a detailed plan or design; "She laid out her plans for the new house") 
               => block out --
 (plan where and when songs should be inserted into a theatrical production, or plan a theatrical production 
in general) 
               => loft -- (lay out a full-scale working drawing of the lines of a vessel's hull) 
           => schedule --
 (make a schedule; plan the time and place for events; "I scheduled an exam for this afternoon") 
               => program, programme -- (arrange a program of or for; "program the 80th birthday party") 
               => reschedule --
 (assign a new time and place for an event; "We had to reschedule the doctor's appointment") 
       => associate, tie in, relate, link, colligate, link up, connect --
 (make a logical or causal connection; "I cannot connect these two pieces of evidence in my mind"; "colliga
te these facts"; "I cannot relate these events at all") 
           => remember --
 (exercise, or have the power of, memory; "After the shelling, many people lost the ability to remember"; "s
ome remember better than others") 
           => interrelate -- (place into a mutual relationship; "I cannot interrelate these two events") 
           => correlate --
 (bring into a mutual, complementary, or reciprocal relation; "I cannot correlate these two pieces of informa
tion") 
           => identify --
 (conceive of as united or associated; "Sex activity is closely identified with the hypothalamus") 
           => free-associate -- (associate freely; "Let's associate freely to bring up old memories") 
           => think of, have in mind, mean --
 (intend to refer to; "I'm thinking of good food when I talk about France"; "Yes, I meant you when I compla
ined about people who gossip!") 
               => mention, advert, bring up, cite, name, refer --
 (make reference to; "His name was mentioned in connection with the invention") 
                   => commend, remember --
 (mention as by way of greeting or to indicate friendship; "Remember me to your wife") 
                   => speak of the devil -- (mention someone's name who just then appears) 
                   => remember -- (mention favourably, as in prayer; "remember me in your prayers") 
                   => quote, cite --
 (refer to for illustration or proof; "He said he could quote several instances of this behavior") 
                   => touch on -- (refer to or discuss briefly) 
                   => invoke, appeal --
 (cite as an authority; resort to; "He invoked the law that would save him"; "I appealed to the law of 1900"; 
"She invoked an ancient law") 
                   => namedrop --
 (refer to people that one assumes one's interlocutors admire in order to try to impress them) 
                   => raise, bring up --
 (put forward for consideration or discussion; "raise the question of promotions"; "bring up an unpleasant to
pic") 
                   => drag up, dredge up -- (mention something unpleasant from the past; "Drag up old stories") 
                   => cross-refer -- (refer from one entry to another, as in catalogues, books, and lists) 
 
       => concentrate, focus, center, centre, pore, rivet --
 (direct one's attention on something; "Please focus on your studies and not on your hobbies") 
           => steep, immerse, engulf, plunge, engross, absorb, soak up --
 (engross (oneself) fully; "He immersed himself into his studies") 
               => drink in, drink -- (be fascinated or spell-
bound by; pay close attention to; "The mother drinks in every word of her son on the stage") 
           => recall --
 (cause one's (or someone else's) thoughts or attention to return from a reverie or digression; "She was recal
led by a loud laugh") 
           => think -- (focus one's attention on a certain state; "Think big"; "think thin") 
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           => zoom in -- (examine closely; focus one's attention on; "He zoomed in on the book") 
           => listen, hear, take heed --
 (listen and pay attention; "Listen to your father"; "We must hear the expert before we make a decision") 
               => incline --
 (bend or turn (one's ear) towards a speaker in order to listen well; "He inclined his ear to the wise old man"
) 
       => give, pay, devote -- (dedicate; "give thought to"; "give priority to"; "pay attention to") 
       => think about --
 (have on one's mind, think about actively; "I'm thinking about my friends abroad"; "She always thinks abo
ut her children first") 
           => mind -- (be concerned with or about something or somebody) 
               => worry, care -- (be concerned with; "I worry about my grades") 
                   => brood, dwell -- (think moodily or anxiously about something) 
           => consider, take, deal, look at --
 (take into consideration for exemplifying purposes; "Take the case of China"; "Consider the following case
") 
               => contemplate -- (consider as a possibility; "I contemplated leaving school and taking a full-
time job") 
                   => entertain, think of, toy with, flirt with, think about --
 (take into consideration, have in view; "He entertained the notion of moving to South America") 
               => dally, trifle, play --
 (consider not very seriously; "He is trifling with her"; "She plays with the thought of moving to Tasmania"
) 
               => abstract --
 (consider apart from a particular case or instance; "Let's abstract away from this particular example") 
               => warm to -- (become excited about; "He warmed to the idea of a trip to Antarctica") 
       => think --
 (ponder; reflect on, or reason about; "Think the matter through"; "Think how hard life in Russia must be th
ese days") 
       => think -- (decide by pondering, reasoning, or reflecting; "Can you think what to do next? 

 
THE VERBAL NAMES OF SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS  

 
TO interact --
 (act together or towards others or with others; "He should interact more with his colleagues") 
       => conspire, collude --
 (act in unison or agreement and in secret towards a deceitful or illegal purpose; "The two companies consp
ired to cause the value of the stock to fall") 
TO COMMUNICATE < TO INTERACT < RELATE < … 
       => communicate, intercommunicate --
 (transmit thoughts or feelings; "He communicated his anxieties to the psychiatrist") 
           => grimace, make a face, pull a face --
 (contort the face to indicate a certain mental or emotional state; "He grimaced when he saw the amount of 
homework he had to do") 
               => squint, squinch, cross one's eyes --
 (partly close one's eyes; "The children squinted to frighten each other") 
               => wince --
 (make a face indicating disgust or dislike; "She winced when she heard his pompous speech") 
               => smile -- (change one's facial expression by spreading the lips, often to signal pleasure) 
                   => dimple -- (produce dimples while smiling; "The child dimpled up to the adults") 
                   => grin -- (to draw back the lips and reveal the teeth, in a smile, grimace, or snarl) 
                   => beam -- (smile radiantly; express joy through one's facial expression) 
                   => smirk, simper -- (smile affectedly or derisively) 
                   => sneer --
 (smile contemptuously; "she sneered at her little sister's efforts to play the song on the piano") 
               => frown, glower, lour, lower --
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 (look angry or sullen, wrinkle one's forehead, as if to signal disapproval) 
                   => scowl -- (frown with displeasure) 
               => screw up -- (twist into a strained configuration; "screw up one's face") 
               => pout, mop, mow --
 (make a sad face and thrust out one's lower lip; "mop and mow"; "The girl pouted") 
           => fingerspell, finger-spell --
 (communicate by means of specific gestures, as an alternative to Sign Language; "The Deaf often fingersp
ell") 
           => aphorize, aphorise -- (speak or write in aphorisms) 
           => riddle -- (speak in riddles) 
           => project -- (communicate vividly; "He projected his feelings") 
           => reach, get through, get hold of, contact --
 (be in or establish communication with; "Our advertisements reach millions"; "He never contacted his chil
dren after he emigrated to Australia") 
               => ping --
 (send a message from one computer to another to check whether it is reachable and active; "ping your mac
hine in the office") 
               => ping -- (contact, usually in order to remind of something; "I'll ping my accountant--
April 15 is nearing") 
               => raise -- (establish radio communications with; "They managed to raise Hanoi last night") 
           => inflict, bring down, visit, impose --
 (impose something unpleasant; "The principal visited his rage on the students") 
               => order, prescribe, dictate -- (issue commands or orders for) 
                   => mandate -- (make mandatory; "the new director of the schoolbaord mandated regular tests") 
               => intrude, obtrude -- (thrust oneself in as if by force; "The colors don't intrude on the viewer") 
               => clamp --
 (impose or inflict forcefully; "The military government clamped a curfew onto the capital") 
               => give --
 (inflict as a punishment; "She gave the boy a good spanking"; "The judge gave me 10 years") 
               => foist -- (to force onto another; "He foisted his work on me") 
           => commune --
 (communicate intimately with; be in a state of heightened, intimate receptivity; "He seemed to commune w
ith nature") 
               => pray -- (address God; say a prayer) 
           => ask, inquire, enquire --
 (inquire about; "I asked about their special today"; "He had to ask directions several times") 
               => pry -- (be nosey; "Don't pry into my personal matters!") 
               => consult, confer with --
 (get or ask advice from; "Consult your local broker"; "They had to consult before arriving at a decision") 
           => telecommunicate -- (communicate long-distance, as via the telephone or e-mail) 
               => call, telephone, call up, phone, ring --
 (get or try to get into communication (with someone) by telephone; "I tried to call you all night"; "Take tw
o aspirin and call me in the morning") 
                   => cell phone -- (call up by using a cellular phone; "If the train is late, I will cell phone you") 
                   => call in -- (make a phone call; "call in to a radio station"; "call in sick") 
               => telex -- (communicate by telex; "We telexed the information to our sister company") 
               => cable, telegraph, wire -- (send cables, wires, or telegrams) 
               => fax, telefax, facsimile --
 (send something via a facsimile machine; "Can you fax me the report right away?") 
               => e-mail, email, netmail -- (communicate electronically on the computer; "she e-
mailed me the good news") 
                   => spam -- (send unwanted or junk e-mail) 
               => call --
 (send a message or attempt to reach someone by radio, phone, etc.; make a signal to in order to transmit a 
message; "Hawaii is calling!"; "A transmitter in Samoa was heard calling") 
           => inform --
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 (impart knowledge of some fact, state or affairs, or event to; "I informed him of his rights") 
               => wise up -- (cause someone to become aware of something) 
               => teach, learn, instruct --
 (impart skills or knowledge to; "I taught them French"; "He instructed me in building a boat") 
                   => train, develop, prepare, educate --
 (create by training and teaching; "The old master is training world-
class violinists"; "we develop the leaders for the future") 
                       => retrain -- (teach new skills; "We must retrain the linguists who cannot find employment") 
                       => drill -- (train in the military, e.g., in the use of weapons) 
                       => housebreak -- (train (a pet) to live cleanly in a house) 
                       => toilet-train -- (train (a small child) to use the toilet) 
                   => indoctrinate --
 (teach doctrines to; teach uncritically; "The Moonies indoctrinate their disciples") 
                       => revolutionize, revolutionise, inspire -- (fill with revolutionary ideas) 
                       => brainwash -- (submit to brainwashing; indoctrinate forcibly) 
                   => drill -- (teach by repetition) 
                       => hammer in, drill in, ram down, beat in -- (teach by drills and repetition) 
                       => inculcate, instill, infuse --
 (teach and impress by frequent repetitions or admonitions; "inculcate values into the young generation") 
                           => din --
 (instill (into a person) by constant repetition; "he dinned the lessons into his students") 
                   => catechize, catechise -- (give religious instructions to) 
                   => reinforce, reward -- (strengthen and support with rewards; "Let's reinforce good behavior") 
                   => spoonfeed --
 (teach without challenging the students; "This professor spoonfeeds his students") 
                   => induct --
 (introduce or initiate; "The young geisha was inducted into the ways of her profession") 
                   => mentor --
 (serve as a teacher or trusted counselor; "The famous professor mentored him during his years in graduate 
school"; "She is a fine lecturer but she doesn't like mentoring") 
                   => tutor -- (be a tutor to someone; give individual instruction; "She tutored me in Spanish") 
                   => unteach --
 (cause to disbelieve; teach someone the contrary of what he or she had learned earlier) 
                   => unteach -- (cause to unlearn; "teach somebody to unlearn old habits or methods") 
                   => ground -- (instruct someone in the fundamentals of a subject) 
                   => lecture, talk --
 (deliver a lecture or talk; "She will talk at Rutgers next week"; "Did you ever lecture at Harvard?") 
                       => preach, prophesy -- (deliver a sermon; "The minister is not preaching this Sunday") 
                           => evangelize, evangelise -- (preach the gospel (to)) 
                   => coach, train --
 (teach and supervise (someone); act as a trainer or coach (to), as in sports; "He is training our Olympic tea
m"; "She is coaching the crew") 
                   => enlighten, edify -- (make understand; "Can you enlighten me--
I don't understand this proposal") 
                   => condition -- (establish a conditioned response) 
               => instruct, apprise, apprize --
 (make aware of; "Have the students been apprised of the tuition hike?") 
                   => direct --
 (give directions to; point somebody into a certain direction; "I directed them towards the town hall") 
                       => point the way --
 (indicate the right path or direction; "The sign pointed the way to London") 
                   => brief --
 (give essential information to someone; "The reporters were briefed about the President's plan to invade") 
               => inoculate --
 (introduce an idea or attitude into the mind of; "My teachers inoculated me with their beliefs") 
               => acquaint -- (inform; "Please acquaint your colleagues of your plans to move") 
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               => warn -- (notify, usually in advance; "I warned you that I would ask some difficult questions") 
               => inform -- (act as an informer; "She had informed on her own parents for years") 
                   => tell, evidence -- (give evidence; "he was telling on all his former colleague") 
               => fill in --
 (supply with information on a specific topic; "He filled me in on the latest developments") 
               => update -- (bring up to date; supply with recent information) 
               => misinform, mislead -- (give false or misleading information to) 
                   => lie --
 (tell an untruth; pretend with intent to deceive; "Don't lie to your parents"; "She lied when she told me she 
was only 29") 
                       => romance --
 (tell romantic or exaggerated lies; "This author romanced his trip to an exotic country") 
                       => perjure -- (knowingly tell an untruth in a legal court and render oneself guilty of perjury) 
                       => fib --
 (tell a relatively insignificant lie; "Fibbing is not acceptable, even if you don't call it lying") 
                   => beat around the bush, equivocate, tergiversate, prevaricate, palter --
 (be deliberately ambiguous or unclear in order to mislead or withhold information) 
                   => overstate, exaggerate, overdraw, hyperbolize, hyerbolise, magnify, amplify --
 (to enlarge beyond bounds or the truth; "tended to romanticize and exaggerate this `gracious Old South' im
agery") 
                       => overemphasize, overemphasise, overstress --
 (place special or excessive emphasis on; "I cannot overemphasize the importance of this book") 
                       => boast, tout, swash, shoot a line, brag, gas, blow, bluster, vaunt, gasconade -- (show off) 
                           => puff -- (speak in a blustering or scornful manner; "A puffing kind of man") 
                           => gloat, triumph, crow -- (dwell on with satisfaction) 
                               => preen, congratulate -- (pride or congratulate (oneself) for an achievement) 
                       => embroider, pad, lard, embellish, aggrandize, aggrandise, blow up, dramatize, dramatise --
 (add details to) 
                           => glorify --
 (cause to seem more splendid; "You are glorifying a rather mediocre building") 
                   => sandbag --
 (downplay one's ability (towards others) in a game in order to deceive, as in gambling) 
                   => deceive, betray, lead astray --
 (cause someone to believe an untruth; "The insurance company deceived me when they told me they were 
covering my house") 
                       => pose, impersonate, personate --
 (pretend to be someone you are not; sometimes with fraudulent intentions; "She posed as the Czar's daught
er") 
                           => masquerade --
 (pretend to be someone or something that you are not; "he is masquerading as the expert on the Internet"; "
This silly novel is masquerading as a serious historical treaty") 
                       => bamboozle, snow, hoodwink, pull the wool over someone's eyes, lead by the nose, play fa
lse --
 (conceal one's true motives from especially by elaborately feigning good intentions so as to gain an end; "
He bamboozled his professors into thinking that he knew the subject well") 
                       => gull, dupe, slang, befool, cod, fool, put on, take in, put one over, put one across --
 (fool or hoax; "The immigrant was duped because he trusted everyone"; "You can't fool me!") 
                           => pull the leg of, kid -- (tell false information to for fun; "Are you pulling my leg?") 
               => understate, minimize, minimise, downplay -- (represent as less significant or important) 
                   => trivialize, trivialise --
 (make trivial or insignificant; "Don't trivialize the seriousness of the issue!") 
               => denounce, tell on, betray, give away, rat, grass, shit, shop, snitch, stag --
 (give away information about somebody; "He told on his classmate who had cheated on the exam") 
                   => sell out -- (give information that compromises others) 
               => undeceive -- (free from deception or illusion) 
               => warn --
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 (notify of danger, potential harm, or risk; "The director warned him that he might be fired"; "The doctor w
arned me about the dangers of smoking") 
                   => forewarn, previse --
 (warn in advance or beforehand; give an early warning; "I forewarned him of the trouble that would arise if
 he showed up at his ex-wife's house") 
                   => caution, admonish, monish -- (warn strongly; put on guard) 
                   => threaten --
 (to utter intentions of injury or punishment against:"He threatened me when I tried to call the police") 
                       => offer --
 (threaten to do something; "I offered to leave the committee if they did not accept my proposal") 
                   => alarm, alert --
 (warn or arouse to a sense of danger or call to a state of preparedness; "The empty house alarmed him"; "
We alerted the new neighbors to the high rate of burglaries") 
                       => wake -- (make aware of; "His words woke us to terrible facts of the situation") 
               => advise, notify, give notice, send word, apprise, apprize --
 (give information or notice to; "I advised him that the rent was due") 
               => familiarize, familiarise, acquaint --
 (make familiar or acquainted; "you should acquaint yourself with your new computer"; "We familiarized o
urselves with the new surroundings") 
                   => verse --
 (familiarize through thorough study or experience; "She versed herself in Roman archeology") 
                   => get into -- (familiarize oneself thoroughly with; "He really got into semantics") 
               => prompt, remind, cue --
 (assist (somebody acting or reciting) by suggesting the next words of something forgotten or imperfectly le
arned) 
               => volunteer -- (tell voluntarily; "He volunteered the information") 
               => introduce, present, acquaint --
 (cause to come to know personally; "permit me to acquaint you with my son"; "introduce the new neighbor
s to the community") 
                   => reacquaint -- (acquaint anew; "We reacquainted ourselves with this technique") 
                   => reintroduce, re-introduce --
 (introduce anew; "We haven't met in a long time, so let me reintroduce myself") 
                   => present -- (formally present a debutante, a representative of a country, etc.) 
                   => introduce, bring out -- (bring before the public for the first time, as of an actor, song, etc.) 
               => regret -- (be sorry; "I regret to say that you did not gain admission to Harvard") 
                   => fear --
 (be sorry; used to introduce an unpleasant statement; "I fear I won't make it to your wedding party") 
               => indicate, point, show --
 (indicate a place, direction, person, or thing; either spatially or figuratively; "I showed the customer the glo
ve section"; "He pointed to the empty parking space"; "he indicated his opponents") 
                   => finger -- (indicate the fingering for the playing of musical scores for keyboard instruments) 
                   => signalize, signalise, point out, call attention -- (point out carefully and clearly) 
                   => reflect -- (manifest or bring back; "This action reflects his true beliefs") 
                       => redound -- (be deflected; "His actions redound on his parents") 
               => indicate -- (to state or express briefly; "indicated his wishes in a letter") 
                   => read, register, show, record --
 (indicate a certain reading; of gauges and instruments; "The thermometer showed thirteen degrees below z
ero"; "The gauge read `empty'") 
                       => say -- (indicate; "The clock says noon") 
                       => show -- (give evidence of, as of records; "The diary shows his distress that evening") 
                           => attest -- (establish or verify the usage of; "This word is not attested until 1993") 
                           => surcharge --
 (show an omission in (an account) for which credit ought to have been given) 
                       => strike --
 (indicate (a certain time) by striking; "The clock struck midnight"; "Just when I entered, the clock struck") 
                   => signify --
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 (make known with a word or signal; "He signified his wish to pay the bill for our meal") 
                   => call -- (indicate a decision in regard to; "call balls and strikes behind the plate") 
               => indicate, suggest --
 (suggest the necessity of an intervention; in medicine; "Tetracycline is indicated in such cases") 
               => nark -- (inform or spy (for the police)) 
               => explain, explicate --
 (make palin and comprehensible; "He explained the laws of physics to his students") 
                   => interpret -- (give an interpretation or explanation to) 
                       => moralize, moralise -- (interpret the moral meaning of; "moralize a story") 
                       => deconstruct -- (interpret (a text or an artwork) by the method of deconstructing) 
                       => reinterpret, re-explain -- (interpret from a different viewpoint) 
                       => commentate -- (serve as a commentator, as in sportscasting) 
                       => misinterpret -- (interpret falsely) 
                       => gloss, comment, annotate --
 (provide interlinear explanations for words or phrases; "He annotated on what his teacher had written") 
                       => commentate -- (make a commentary on) 
                   => account for -- (give reasons for; "Can you account for all these absences?") 
                   => naturalize -- (explain with reference to nature) 
                   => clarify, clear up, elucidate --
 (make clear and (more) comprehensible; "clarify the mystery surrounding her death") 
                       => demystify --
 (make less mysterious or remove the mystery from; "let's demystify the event by explaining what it is all a
bout") 
                       => clear, clear up, shed light on, crystallize, crystallise, crystalize, crystalise, straighten out, s
ort out, enlighten, illuminate, elucidate --
 (make free from confusion or ambiguity; make clear; "Could you clarify these remarks?"; "Clear up the qu
estion of who is at fault") 
                       => elaborate, lucubrate, expatiate, exposit, enlarge, flesh out, expand, expound, dilate --
 (add details, as to an account or idea; clarify the meaning of and discourse in a learned way, usually in writ
ing; "She elaborated on the main ideas in her dissertation") 
                           => detail -- (provide details for) 
                           => set forth, expound, exposit -- (state; "set forth one's reasons") 
                               => describe, depict, draw --
 (give a description of; "He drew an elaborate plan of attack") 
                                   => represent --
 (describe or present, usually with respect to a particular quality; "He represented this book as an example o
f the Russian 19th century novel") 
                                       => symbolize, symbolise --
 (represent or identify by using a symbol; use symbols; "The poet symbolizes love in this poem"; "These pa
inters believed that artists should symbolize") 
                                       => actualize, actualise -- (represent or describe realistically) 
                                   => delineate -- (describe in vivid detail) 
                                   => sketch, outline, adumbrate --
 (describe roughly or briefly or give the main points or summary of; "sketch the outline of the book"; "outli
ne his ideas") 
                                       => block out -- (indicate roughly; "We sketched out our plan") 
                               => premise --
 (set forth beforehand, often as an explanation; "He premised these remarks so that his readers might unders
tand") 
                           => exemplify, illustrate, instance -- (clarify by giving an example of) 
                           => specify, particularize, particularise, specialize, specialise --
 (be specific about; "Could you please specify your criticism of my paper?") 
                               => spell out -- (make explicit; specify in detail; "You shuld spell out your demands") 
                       => disambiguate --
 (state unambiguously or remove ambiguities from; "Can you disambiguate this statement?") 
                   => comment -- (explain or interpret something) 
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                       => second-guess -- (evaluate or criticize with hindsight) 
                       => disk-jockey, disc-jockey, DJ --
 (comment on music to be played; "He has a job diskjockeying on the weekend") 
               => tell -- (let something be known; "Tell them that you will be late") 
                   => digress, stray, divagate, wander --
 (lose clarity or turn aside especially from the main subject of attention or course of argument in writing, thi
nking, or speaking; "She always digresses when telling a story"; "her mind wanders"; "Don't digress when 
you give a lecture") 
                   => bespeak, betoken, indicate, point, signal --
 (be a signal for or a symptom of; "These symptoms indicate a serious illness"; "Her behavior points to a se
vere neurosis"; "The economic indicators signal that the euro is undervalued") 
                       => bode, portend, auspicate, prognosticate, omen, presage, betoken, foreshadow, augur, foret
ell, prefigure, forecast, predict -- (indicate by signs; "These signs bode bad news") 
                           => threaten --
 (to be a menacing indication of something:"The clouds threaten rain"; "Danger threatens") 
                           => foreshow -- (foretell by divine inspiration) 
                       => mark --
 (designate as if by a mark; "This sign marks the border"; "He indicated where the border ended") 
                           => blaze -- (indicate by marking trees with blazes; "blaze a trail") 
                           => dimension --
 (indicate the dimensions on; "These techniques permit us to dimension the human heart") 
                           => signpost -- (mark with a signpost, as of a path) 
                           => signalize, signalise, distinguish -- (make conspicuous or noteworthy) 
                               => singularize, singularise -- (distinguish as singular) 
                           => buoy -- (mark with a buoy) 
                   => disclose, let on, bring out, reveal, discover, expose, divulge, impart, break, give away, let  
out --
 (make known to the public information that was previously known only to a few people or that was meant 
to be kept a secret; "The auction house would not disclose the price at which the van Gogh had sold"; "The 
actress won't reveal how old she is"; "bring out the truth"; "he broke the news to her") 
                       => blackwash -- (bring (information) out of concealment) 
                       => muckrake --
 (explore and expose misconduct and scandals concerning public figures; "This reporter was well-
known for his muckraking") 
                       => blow --
 (cause to be revealed and jeopardized; "The story blew their cover"; "The double agent was blown by the o
ther side") 
                       => out -- (reveal somebody else's homosexuality; "This actor was outed last week") 
                       => come out of the closet, out, come out --
 (to state openly and publicly one's homosexuality; "This actor outed last year") 
                       => spring --
 (produce or disclose suddenly or unexpectedly; "He sprang these news on me just as I was leaving") 
                       => betray, bewray -- (reveal unintentionally; "Her smile betrayed her true feelings") 
                       => confide -- (reveal in private; tell confidentially) 
                           => unbosom, relieve -- (relieve oneself of troubling information) 
                       => leak -- (tell anonymously; "The news were leaked to the paper") 
                       => spill the beans, let the cat out of the bag, talk, tattle, blab, peach, babble, sing, babble out, 
blab out -- (divulge confidential information or secrets; "Be careful--his secretary talks") 
                       => reveal --
 (disclose directly or through prophets; "God rarely reveal his plans for Mankind") 
                   => spill, talk --
 (reveal information; "If you don't oblige me, I'll talk!"; "The former employee spilled all the details") 
                   => publicize, publicise, air, bare -- (make public; "She aired her opinions on welfare") 
                       => bulletin -- (make public by bulletin) 
                       => publish, bring out, put out, issue, release --
 (prepare and issue for public distribution or sale; "publish a magazine or newspaper") 
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                           => edit --
 (supervise the publication of; "The same family has been editing the influential newspaper for almost 100 
years") 
                       => circulate, circularize, circularise, distribute, disseminate, propagate, broadcast, spread, dif
fuse, disperse, pass around --
 (cause to become widely known; "spread information"; "circulate a rumor"; "broadcast the news") 
                           => sow, sough -- (introduce into an environment; "sow suspicion or beliefs") 
                           => popularize, popularise, vulgarize, vulgarise, generalize, generalise --
 (cater to popular taste to make popular and present to the general public; bring into general or common use
; "They popularized coffee in Washington State"; "Relativity Theory was vulgarized by these authors") 
                           => carry, run --
 (include as the content; broadcast or publicize; "We ran the ad three times"; "This paper carries a restauran
t review"; "All major networks carried the press conference") 
                       => air, send, broadcast, beam, transmit --
 (broadcast over the airwaves, as in radio or television; "We cannot air this X-rated song") 
                           => satellite -- (broadcast or disseminate via satellite) 
                           => sportscast -- (broadcast a sports event) 
                           => telecast, televise -- (broadcast via television; "The Royal wedding was televised") 
                               => colorcast -- (broadcast in color) 
                           => interrogate --
 (transmit (a signal) for setting off an appropriate response, as in telecommunication) 
                           => rerun, rebroadcast -- (broadcast again, as of a film) 
                   => repeat, reiterate, ingeminate, iterate, restate, retell --
 (to say, state, or perform again; "She kept reiterating her request") 
                       => perseverate --
 (psychology: repeat a response after the cessation of the original stimulus; "The subjects in this study perse
verated") 
                       => ditto -- (repeat an action or statement; "The next speaker dittoed her argument") 
                       => harp, dwell --
 (come back to; "Don't dwell on the past"; "She is always harping on the same old things") 
                       => translate, interpret, render --
 (restate (words) from one language into another language; "I have to translate when my in-
laws from Austria visit the U.S."; "Can you interpret the speech of the visiting dignitaries?"; "She rendered 
the French poem into English"; "He translates for the U.N.") 
                           => retranslate -- (translate again) 
                           => mistranslate -- (translate incorrectly) 
                           => gloss -- (provide an interlinear translation of a word or phrase) 
                           => latinize -- (translate into Latin) 
                       => paraphrase, rephrase, reword -- (express the same message in different words) 
                           => translate --
 (express, as in simple and less technical langauge; "Can you translate the instructions in this manual for a l
ayman?"; "Is there a need to translate the psychiatrist's remarks?") 
                       => sum up, summarize, summarise, resume --
 (give a summary (of); "he summed up his results"; "I will now summarize") 
                           => abstract -- (give an abstract (of)) 
                           => precis -- (make a summary (of)) 
                           => docket -- (make a summary or abstract of a legal document and inscribe it in a list) 
                           => recapitulate, recap -- (summarize briefly; "Let's recapitulate the main ideas") 
                               => retrograde, rehash, hash over -- (go back over; "retrograde arguments") 
                       => quote, cite -- (repeat a passage from; "He quoted the Bible to her") 
                           => misquote -- (quote incorrectly; "He had misquoted the politician") 
                   => propagandize, propagandise -- (subject to propaganda) 
                   => announce, annunciate, harbinger, foretell, herald -- (foreshadow or presage) 
                   => impart, leave, give, pass on --
 (tell or deposit (information) knowledge; "give a secret to the Russians"; "leave your name and address her
e") 
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               => tell, narrate, recount, recite --
 (narrate or give a detailed account of; "Tell what happened"; "The father told a story to his child") 
                   => relate -- (give an account of; "The witness related the events") 
                   => crack -- (tell spontaneously; "crack a joke") 
                   => yarn -- (tell or spin a yarn) 
                   => rhapsodize, rhapsodise -- (recite a rhapsody) 
               => narrate -- (provide commentary for a film, for example) 
               => report, describe, account --
 (to give an account or representation of in words; "Discreet Italian police described it in a manner typically
 continental") 
               => report -- (make known to the authorities; "One student reported the other to the principal") 
               => report, cover --
 (be responsible for reporting the details of, as in journalism; "Snow reported on China in the 1950's"; "The 
cub reporter covered New York City") 
               => announce, denote --
 (make known; make an announcement; "She denoted her feelings clearly") 
                   => denounce -- (announce the termination of, as of treaties) 
                   => meld -- (announce for a score; of cards in a card game) 
                   => report -- (announce one's presence; "I report to work every day at 9 o'clock") 
                       => check in, sign in -- (announce one's arrival, e.g. at hotels or airports) 
                       => check out -- (announce one's departure from a hotel) 
                       => clock out, punch out, clock off -- (register one's departure from work) 
                   => report --
 (announce as the result of an investigation, or announce something to the proper authorities; "Dozens of in
cidents of wife beatings are reported daily in this city"; "The team reported significant advances in their res
earch") 
                   => cry, blazon out --
 (proclaim or announce in public; "before we had newspapers, a town cryer would cry the news"; "He cried 
his merchandise in the market square") 
                   => trump, trump out -- (proclaim or announce with or as if with a fanfare) 
                   => blare out, blat out -- (announce loudly) 
                   => call out -- (call out loudly, as of names or numbers) 
                       => count off --
 (call in turn from right to left or from back to front numbers that determine some position or function) 
                   => advertise, publicize, advertize, publicise --
 (call attention to; "Please don't advertise the fact that he has AIDS") 
                       => headline -- (publicize widely or highly, as if with a headline) 
                       => ballyhoo -- (advertize noisily or blatantly) 
                   => post -- (publicize with, or as if with, a poster; "I'll post the news on the bulletin board") 
                       => placard, bill -- (publicize or announce by placards) 
                   => sound -- (announce by means of a sound; "sound the alarm") 
               => disabuse -- (free somebody (from an erroneous belief)) 
               => remonstrate, point out -- (present and urge reasons in opposition) 
                   => represent --
 (point out or draw attention to in protest or remonstrance; "our parents represented to us the need for more 
caution") 
               => testify, bear witness, prove, evidence, show --
 (provide evidence for; "The blood test showed that he was the father"; "Her behavior testified to her incom
petence") 
                   => attest, certify, manifest, demonstrate, evidence --
 (provide evidence for; stand as proof of; show by one's behavior, attitude, or external attributes; "His high f
ever attested to his illness"; "The buildings in Rome manifest a high level of architectural sophistication"; "
This decision demonstrates his sense of fairness") 
                       => authenticate -- (establish the authenticity of something) 
                           => prove -- (obtain probate of; "prove a will") 
                       => reflect --
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 (give evidence of the quality of; "The mess in his dorm room reflects on the student") 
                           => mirror --
 (reflect or resemble; "The plane crash in Milan mirrored the attack in the World Trade Center") 
                       => reflect --
 (give evidence of a certain behavior; "His lack of interest in the project reflects badly on him") 
                       => notarize, notarise -- (authenticate as a notary; "We had to have the signature notarized") 
                       => condemn -- (demonstrate the guilt of (someone); "Her strange behavior condemned her") 
                           => attaint -- (condemn by attainder; "the man was attainted") 
                   => presume --
 (constitute reasonable evidence for; "A restaurant bill presumes the consumption of food") 
                   => adduce, abduce, cite -- (advance evidence for) 
 
           => joke, jest -- (tell a joke; speak humorously; "He often jokes even when he appears serious") 
               => gag, quip -- (make jokes or quips; "The students were gagging during dinner") 
               => horse around, arse around, fool around, fool -- (indulge in horseplay; "Enough horsing around-
-let's get back to work!"; "The bored children were fooling about") 
               => pun -- (make a play on words; "Japanese like to pun--their language is well suited to punning") 
           => greet -- (send greetings to) 
               => compliment -- (express respect or esteem for) 
           => address, turn to -- (speak to; "He addressed the crowd outside the window") 
               => ask --
 (address a question to and expect an answer from; "Ask your teacher about trigonometry"; "The children as
ked me about their dead grandmother") 
                   => question, query -- (pose a question) 
                       => wonder, inquire, enquire --
 (have a wish or desire to know something; "He wondered who had built this beautiful church") 
                           => request -- (inquire for (information); "I requested information from the secretary") 
                               => seek -- (inquire for; "seek directions from a local") 
                       => interpellate -- (question formally about policy or government business) 
                       => examine -- (question closely) 
                           => quiz, test --
 (examine someone's knowledge of something; "The teacher tests us every week"; "We got quizzed on Fren
ch irregular verbs") 
                           => cross examine, cross question --
 (question closely, or question a witness that has already been questioned by the opposing side; "The witnes
s was cross-examined by the defense") 
                           => catechize, catechise -- (examine through questioning and answering) 
                       => pump -- (question persistently; "She pumped the witnesses for information") 
                       => check out, sound out, feel out --
 (try to learn someone's opinions and intentions; "I have to sound out the new professor") 
                       => debrief --
 (put someone through a debriefing and make him report; "The released hostages were debriefed") 
                   => interrogate, question --
 (pose a series of questions to; "The suspect was questioned by the police"; "We questioned the survivor ab
out the details of the explosion") 
               => address, call --
 (greet, as with a prescribed form, title, or name; "He always addresses me with `Sir'"; "Call me Mister"; "S
he calls him by first name") 
           => nod --
 (lower and raise the head, as to indicate assent or agreement or confirmation; "The teacher nodded when th
e student gave the right answer") 
           => convey, impart -- (make known; pass on, of information) 
               => thank, give thanks -- (express gratitude or show appreciation to) 
                   => acknowledge, recognize, recognise --
 (express obligation, thanks, or gratitude for; "We must acknowledge the kindness she showed towards us") 
                       => appreciate -- (recognize with gratitude; be grateful for) 
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               => hint, suggest -- (drop a hint; intimate by a hint) 
                   => intimate, adumbrate, insinuate --
 (give to understand; "I insinuated that I did not like his wife") 
                   => clue in -- (provide someone with a clue; "Can you clue me in?") 
                   => allude, touch, advert --
 (make a more or less disguised reference to; "He alluded to the problem but did not mention it") 
               => say --
 (communicate or express nonverbally; "What does this painting say?"; "Did his face say anything about ho
w he felt?") 
               => look -- (convey by one's expression; "She looked her devotion to me") 
               => flash --
 (make known or cause to appear with great speed; "The latest intelligence is flashed to all command posts"
) 
               => breathe -- (manifest or evince; "She breathes the Christian spirit") 
               => express, show, evince -- (give expression to; "She showed her disappointment") 
                   => sneer -- (express through a scornful smile; "she sneered her contempt") 
                   => imply, connote -- (express or state indirectly) 
                   => burst out --
 (give sudden release to an expression; "We burst out laughing"; "'I hate you,' she burst out") 
                       => rip out --
 (burst out with a violent or profane utterance; "ripped out a vicious oath"; "ripped out with an oath") 
                   => suggest, evoke, paint a picture -- (call to mind or evoke) 
                       => smack, reek --
 (have an element suggestive (of something); "his speeches smacked of racism") 
                       => incriminate, imply, inculpate -- (suggest that someone is guilty) 
                   => imply -- (suggest as a logically necessary consequence; in logic) 
                       => presuppose, suppose --
 (require as a necessary antecedent or precondition; "This step presupposes two prior ones") 
                       => suggest, intimate --
 (imply as a possibility; "The evidence suggests a need for more clarification") 
                           => make out -- (imply or suggest; "Your remarks make me out to be stupid") 
                       => connote, predicate --
 (involve as a necessary condition of consequence; as in logic; "solving the problem is predicated on unders
tanding it well") 
                   => give --
 (manifest or show; "This student gives promise of real creativity"; "The office gave evidence of tampering
") 
                   => exude -- (make apparent by one's mood or behaviour; "She exude great confidence") 
                   => vent, ventilate, give vent --
 (give expression or utterance to; "She vented her anger"; "The graduates gave vent to cheers") 
                   => give voice, formulate, word, phrase, articulate --
 (put into words or an expression; "He formulated his concerns to the board of trustees") 
                       => ask -- (direct or put; seek an answer to; "ask a question") 
                       => lexicalize, lexicalise --
 (make or coin into a word or accept a new word into the lexicon of a language; "The concept expressed by 
German `Gemuetlichkeit' is not lexicalized in English") 
                       => dogmatize, dogmatise -- (state as a dogma) 
                       => formularize, formularise -- (express as a formula) 
                       => frame, redact, cast, put, couch --
 (formulate in a particular style or language; "I wouldn't put it that way"; "She cast her request in very polit
e language") 
                   => stress, emphasize, emphasise, punctuate, accent, accentuate --
 (to stress, single out as important; "Dr. Jones emphasizes exercise in addition to a change in diet") 
                       => background, play down, downplay --
 (understate the importance or quality of; "he played down his royal ancestry") 
                           => wave off -- (dismiss as insignificant; "He waved off suggestions of impropriety") 
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                           => soft-pedal -- (play down or obscure; "His advisers soft-
pedaled the president's blunder") 
                       => bring out, set off --
 (direct attention to, as if by means of contrast; "This dress accentuates your nice figure!"; "I set off these w
ords by brackets") 
                           => pick up --
 (lift out or reflect from a background; "The scarf picks up the color of the skirt"; "His eyes picked up his s
mile") 
                           => foreground, highlight, spotlight, play up --
 (move into the foreground to make more visible or prominent; "The introduction highlighted the speaker's 
distinguished career in linguistics") 
                           => raise -- (bring (a surface, a design, etc.) into relief and cause to project; "raised edges") 
                       => re-emphasise, re-emphasize -- (emphasize anew; "The director re-
emphasized the need for greater productivity") 
                       => bear down --
 (pay special attention to; "The lectures bore down on the political background") 
                       => topicalize --
 (emphasize by putting have stress on or by moving to the front of the sentence; "Speakers topicalize more 
often than they realize"; "The object of the sentence is topicalized in what linguists call `Yiddish Movement
'") 
                       => point up --
 (emphasize, especially by identification; "This novel points up the racial problems in England") 
                       => drive home, ram home, press home --
 (make clear by special emphasis and try to convince somebody of something; "drive home a point or an ar
gument"; "I'm trying to drive home these basic ideas") 
                       => underscore, underline, emphasize, emphasise --
 (give extra weight to (a communication); "Her gesture emphasized her words") 
                   => menace --
 (express a threat either by an utterance or a gesture; "he menaced the bank manager with a stick") 
                   => beam -- (express with a beaming face or smile; "he beamed his approval") 
                   => smile -- (express with a smile; "She smiled her thanks") 
               => mean, intend --
 (mean or intend to express or convey; "You never understand what I mean!"; "what do his words intend?") 
                   => typify, symbolize, symbolise, stand for, represent --
 (express indirectly by an image, form, or model; be a symbol; "What does the Statue of Liberty symbolize?
") 
                       => embody, be, personify --
 (represent, as of a character on stage; "Derek Jacobi was Hamlet") 
                           => body, personify -- (invest with or as with a body; give body to) 
                           => exemplify, represent --
 (be characteristic of; "This compositional style is exemplified by this fugue") 
                       => typify, epitomize, epitomise --
 (embody the essential characteristics of or be a typical example of; "The fugue typifies Bach's style of com
position") 
                   => denote, refer -- (have as a meaning; "`multi-' denotes `many' ") 
                       => twist, twist around, pervert, convolute, sophisticate --
 (practice sophistry; change the meaning of or be vague about in order to mislead or deceive) 
                       => euphemize, euphemise -- (refer to something with a euphemism) 
                       => hark back, return, come back, recall --
 (go back to something earlier; "This harks back to a previous remark of his") 
                           => recur, go back -- (return in thought or speech to something) 
                       => name, identify --
 (give the name or identifying characteristics of; refer to by name or some other identifying characteristic pr
operty; "Many senators were named in connection with the scandal"; "The almanac identifies the auspiciou
s months") 
                           => enumerate, recite, itemize, itemise --
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 (specify individually; "She enumerated the many obstacles she had encountered"; "The doctor recited the li
st of possible side effects of the drug") 
                               => list, name --
 (give or make a list of; name individually; give the names of; "List the states west of the Mississippi") 
                           => number, list -- (enumerate; "We must number the names of the great mathematicians") 
                               => itemize, itemise -- (place on a list of items; "itemize one's tax deductions") 
                           => announce -- (give the names of; "He announced the winners of the spelling bee") 
                       => apply -- (refer (a word or name) to a person or thing; "He applied this racial slur to me!") 
                       => slur --
 (speak disparagingly of; e.g., make a racial slur; "your comments are slurring your co-workers") 
                       => express, state --
 (indicate through a symbol, formula, etc.; "Can you express this distance in kilometers?") 
                           => vote --
 (express a choice or opinion; "I vote that we all go home"; "She voted for going to the Chinese restaurant") 
                               => vote --
 (bring into existence or make available by vote; "They voted aid for the underdeveloped countries in Asia"
) 
                           => vote -- (express one's choice or preference by vote; "vote the Democratic ticket") 
                               => bullet vote --
 (vote cumulatively and distribute the votes according to some principle) 
                   => signify --
 (convey or express a meaning; "These words mean nothing to me!"; "What does his strange behavior signif
y?") 
                   => spell, import -- (indicate or signify; "I'm afraid this spells trouble!") 
                   => aim -- (direct (a remark) toward an intended goal; "She wanted to aim a pun") 
                   => drive, get, aim -- (move into a desired direction of discourse; "What are you driving at?") 
           => sign --
 (communicate in sign language; "I don't know how to sign, so I could not communicate with my deaf cousi
n") 
           => talk, speak, utter, mouth, verbalize, verbalise --
 (express in speech; "She talks a lot of nonsense"; "This depressed patient does not verbalize") 
               => read --
 (look at, interpret, and say out loud something that is written or printed; "The King will read the proclamati
on at noon") 
                   => numerate -- (read out loud as words written numbers) 
                   => dictate -- (say out loud for the purpose of recording; "He dictated a report to his secretary") 
                   => call -- (read aloud to check for omissions or absentees; "Call roll") 
               => vocalize, vocalise, phonate -- (utter speech sounds) 
               => troll -- (speak or recite rapidly or in a rolling voice) 
               => begin -- (begin to speak or say; "Now listen, friends," he began) 
               => lip off, shoot one's mouth off --
 (speak spontaneously and without restraint; "She always shoots her mouth off and says things she later reg
rets") 
               => shout --
 (utter in a loud voice; talk in a loud voice (usually denoting characteristic manner of speaking); "My grand
mother is hard of hearing--you'll have to shout") 
                   => yell, scream -- (utter or declare in a very loud voice; "You don't have to yell--
I can hear you just fine") 
                   => holler, holler out -- (shout out; "He hollered out to surrender our weapons") 
                   => thunder, roar -- (utter words loudly and forcefully; "`Get out of here,' he roared") 
                   => bawl, bellow -- (shout loudly and without restraint) 
               => whisper -- (speak softly; in a low voice) 
               => peep -- (speak in a hesitant and high-pitched tone of voice) 
               => speak up --
 (speak louder; raise one's voice; "The audience asked the lecturer to please speak up") 
               => snap, snarl --
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 (utter in an angry, sharp, or abrupt tone; "The sales clerky snapped a reply at the angry customer"; "The gu
ard snarled at us") 
               => enthuse -- (utter with enthusiasm) 
                   => rhapsodize, rhapsodise -- (say (something) with great enthusiasm) 
               => speak in tongues --
 (speak unintelligibly in or as if in religious ecstasy; "The parishioners spoke in tongues") 
               => swallow -- (utter indistinctly; "She swallowed the last words of her speech") 
               => verbalize, verbalise -- (be verbose; "This lawyer verbalizes and is rather tedious") 
               => whiff -- (utter with a puff of air; "whiff out a prayer") 
               => talk of, talk about -- (discuss or mention; "They spoke of many things") 
                   => hash out, discuss, talk over --
 (speak with others about (something); talk (something) over in detail; have a discussion; "We discussed ou
r household budget") 
                       => negociate, negotiate, talk terms --
 (discuss the terms of an arrangement; "They negotiated the sale of the house") 
                           => intercede, mediate, intermediate, liaise, arbitrate --
 (act between parties with a view to reconciling differences; "He interceded in the family dispute"; "He med
iated a settlement") 
                           => renegociate, renegotiate --
 (revise the terms of in order to limit or regain excess profits gained by the contractor; "We renegociated ou
r old mortgage now that the interest rates have come down") 
                               => roll over --
 (negociate to repay a loan at a later date for an additional fee; "roll over a loan") 
                           => dicker, bargain --
 (negotiate the terms of an exchange; "We bargained for a beautiful rug in the bazaar") 
                               => haggle, higgle, chaffer, huckster --
 (wrangle (over a price, terms of an agreement, etc.); "Let's not haggle over a few dollars") 
                                   => beat down, bargain down --
 (persuade the seller to accept a lower price; "She beat the merchant down $100") 
                           => broker -- (act as a broker) 
                       => negociate --
 (confer with another in order to come to terms or reach an agreement; "The parties negociated all night") 
                           => renegociate, renegotiate --
 (negociate anew; "The two warring parties will have to renegociate") 
                           => treat --
 (engage in negotiations in order to reach an agreement; "they had to treat with the King") 
                           => horse-trade -- (negotiate with much give and take) 
                           => parley -- (discuss, as between enemies) 
                               => palaver --
 (have a lengthy discussion, usually between people of different backgrounds) 
                       => powwow -- (hold a powwow, talk, conference or meeting) 
                       => debate, deliberate -- (discuss the pros and cons of an issue) 
                           => vex --
 (subject to prolonged examination, discussion, or deliberation; "vex the subject of the death penalty") 
                       => consider, debate, moot, turn over, deliberate --
 (think about carefully; weigh; "They considered the possibility of a strike"; "Turn the proposal over in your
 mind") 
                           => see -- (deliberate or decide; "See whether you can come tomorrow"; "let's see--
which movie should we see tonight?") 
                           => premeditate --
 (consider, ponder, or plan (an action) beforehand; "premeditated murder") 
                           => debate --
 (argue with one another; "We debated the question of abortion"; "John debated Mary") 
                           => wrestle --
 (engage in deep thought, consideration, or debate; "I wrestled with this decision for years") 
                           => think twice --
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 (consider and reconsider carefully; "Think twice before you have a child") 
                       => bandy, kick around -- (discuss lightly; "We bandied around these difficult questions") 
                       => moderate, chair, lead -- (preside over; "John moderated the discussion") 
                       => advise, counsel --
 (give advice to; "The teacher counsels troubled students"; "The lawyer counselled me when I was accused 
of tax fraud") 
                           => urge, urge on, press, exhort --
 (force or impel in an indicated direction; "I urged him to finish his studies") 
                               => rush, hurry -- (urge to an unnatural speed; "Don't rush me, please!") 
                               => push, bear on --
 (press, drive, or impel (someone) to action or completion of an action; "He pushed her to finish her doctora
te") 
                                   => nudge -- (push into action by pestering or annoying gently) 
                                   => bull, bull through -- (push or force; "He bulled through his demands") 
                               => preach, advocate --
 (speak, plead, or argue in favour of; "The doctor advocated a smoking ban in the entire house") 
                                   => sermonize, sermonise, preachify, moralize, moralise --
 (speak as if delivering a sermon; express moral judgements; "This man always sermonizes") 
                           => dissuade, deter --
 (turn away from by persuasion; "Negative campaigning will only dissuade people") 
                               => talk out of -- (persuade someone not to do something) 
                           => warn, discourage, admonish, monish --
 (admonish or counsel in terms of someone's behavior; "I warned him not to go too far"; "I warn you agains
t false assumptions"; "She warned him to be quiet") 
                           => tip off, tip --
 (give insider information or advise to; "He tipped off the police about the terrorist plot") 
                           => misadvise, misguide -- (give bad advice to) 
                           => propound -- (put forward, as of an idea) 
                           => consult -- (advise professionally; "The professor consults for industry") 
                           => contraindicate -- (make a treatment inadvisable) 
                       => confer, confabulate, confab, consult --
 (have a conference in order to talk something over; "We conferred about a plan of action") 
                           => collogue -- (confer secretly) 
                       => broach, initiate -- (bring up a topic for discussion) 
                           => cover, treat, handle, plow, deal, address --
 (deal with verbally or in some form of artistic expression; "This book deals with incest"; "The course cover
ed all of Western Civilization"; "The new book treats the history of China") 
                               => theologize, theologise --
 (treat from a theological viewpoint or render theological in character) 
                               => discourse, talk about, discuss --
 (to consider or examine in speech or writing; "The article covered all the different aspects of this question"
; "The class discussed Dante's `Inferno'") 
                                   => descant -- (talk at great length about something of one's interest) 
                                   => talk shop -- (discuss work-
related matters; "As soon as they met, the linguists started to talk shop") 
                       => bandy about -- (discuss casually; "bandy about an idea") 
                       => thrash out, hammer out --
 (discuss vehemently in order to reach a solution or an agreement; "The leaders of the various Middle Easte
rn countries are trying to hammer out a peace agreement") 
                   => blaspheme -- (speak of in an irrevent or impious manner; "blaspheme God") 
               => blubber, blubber out -- (utter while crying) 
               => drone, drone on -- (talk in a monotonous voice) 
               => bumble, stutter, stammer, falter --
 (speak haltingly; "The speaker faltered when he saw his opponent enter the room") 
               => rasp -- (utter in a grating voice) 
               => blurt out, blurt, blunder out, blunder, ejaculate --
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 (utter impulsively; "He blurted out the secret"; "He blundered his stupid ideas") 
               => tone, inflect, modulate -- (of one's speech, varying the pitch) 
               => deliver, present --
 (deliver (a speech, oration, or idea); "The commencement speaker presented a forceful speech that impress
ed the students") 
                   => speechify --
 (make speeches; hold forth, or harangue with a certain degree of formality; "These ministers speechify on 
every occasion") 
               => generalize, generalise -- (speak or write in generalities) 
               => chatter, piffle, palaver, prate, tittle-
tattle, twaddle, clack, maunder, prattle, blab, gibber, tattle, blabber, gabble --
 (speak (about unimportant matters) rapidly and incessantly) 
                   => babble, blather, smatter, blether, blither --
 (to talk foolishly; "The two women babbled and crooned at the baby") 
               => chatter -- (make noise as if chattering away; "The magpies were chattering in the trees") 
               => yack, jaw, yack away, rattle on, yap away -- (talk incessantly and tiresomely) 
               => open up -- (talk freely and without inhibition) 
               => snivel, whine -- (talk in a tearful manner) 
               => murmur -- (speak softly or indistinctly; "She murmured softly to the baby in her arms") 
                   => coo -- (speak softly or lovingly; "The mother who held her baby was cooing softly") 
                   => susurrate -- (issue soft noises) 
               => mumble, mutter, maunder, mussitate -- (talk indistinctly; usually in a low voice) 
               => slur -- (utter indistinctly) 
               => bark -- (speak in an unfriendly tone; "She barked into the dictaphone") 
               => bay -- (utter in deep prolonged tones) 
               => rant, mouth off, jabber, spout, rabbit on, rave --
 (talk in a noisy, excited, or declamatory manner) 
               => hiss, sizz, siss, sibilate -- (express or utter with a hiss) 
               => cackle --
 (talk or utter in a cackling manner; "The women cackled when they saw the movie star step out of the limo
usine") 
               => babble --
 (utter meaningless sounds, like a baby, or utter in an incoherent way; "The old man is only babbling--
don't pay attention") 
               => tone, chant, intone --
 (utter monotonously and repetitively and rhythmically; "The students chanted the same slogan over and ov
er again") 
               => gulp --
 (utter or make a noise, as when swallowing too quickly; "He gulped for help after choking on a big piece o
f meat") 
               => sing --
 (produce tones with the voice; "She was singing while she was cooking"; "My brother sings very well") 
                   => place -- (sing a note with the correct pitch) 
                   => troll -- (sing loudly and without inhibition) 
                   => croon -- (sing softly) 
                   => chant, intone, intonate, cantillate --
 (recite with musical intonation; recite as a chant or a psalm; "The rabbi chanted a prayer") 
                       => singsong -- (speak, chant, or declaim in a singsong) 
                   => yodel, warble, descant --
 (sing by changing register; sing by yodeling; "The Austrians were yodeling in the mountains") 
                   => warble, trill, quaver -- (sing or play with trills, alternating with the half note above or below) 
                   => treble -- (sing treble) 
                   => hum -- (sing with closed lips; "She hummed a melody") 
                   => belt out, belt -- (sing loudly and forcefully) 
                   => descant on -- (sing a descant on a main tune or melody) 
                   => vocalize, vocalise -- (sing with one vowel) 
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                   => harmonize, harmonise -- (sing or play in harmony) 
                   => descant -- (sing in descant) 
                   => sing along --
 (sing with a choir or an orchestra; "Every year the local orchestra and choir perform the `Messiah' and the 
audience is invited to sing along") 
                   => psalm -- (sing or celebrate in psalms; "He psalms the works of God") 
                   => minstrel -- (celebrate by singing, in the style of minstrels) 
                   => solmizate --
 (sing using syllables like `do', `re' and `mi' to represent the tones of the scale; "The voice teacher showed th
e students how to solmizate") 
                   => tweedle, chirp -- (sing in modulation) 
                   => choir, chorus -- (sing in a choir) 
                   => sing -- (deliver by singing; "Sing Christmas carols") 
                       => solmizate --
 (sing by the syllables of solmization; "solmizate a song before you learn the lyrics") 
                       => troll -- (sing the parts of (a round) in succession) 
                       => hymn -- (sing a hymn) 
                       => carol -- (sing carols; "They went caroling on Christmas Day") 
                       => madrigal -- (sing madrigals; "The group was madrigaling beautifully") 
           => talk, speak --
 (exchange thoughts; talk with; "We often talk business"; "Actions talk louder than words") 
               => continue, go on, carry on, proceed --
 (continue with one's activities; "I know it's hard," he continued, "but there is no choice"; "carry on--
pretend we are not in the room") 
                   => segue -- (proceed without interruption; in music or talk; "He segued into another discourse") 
                   => ramble on, ramble, jog --
 (continue talking or writing in a desultory manner; "This novel rambles on and jogs") 
               => discourse, dissertate --
 (talk or hold forth formally about a topic; "The speaker dissertated about the social politics in 18th century 
England") 
               => pontificate --
 (talk in a dogmatic and pompous manner; "The new professor always pontificates") 
               => orate -- (talk pompously) 
                   => bloviate -- (orate verbosely and windily) 
               => talk down -- (speak in a condescending manner, as if to a child; "He talks down to her") 
               => spiel -- (speak at great length (about something)) 
               => dogmatize, dogmatise -- (speak dogmatically) 
               => cheek -- (speak impudently to) 
               => level -- (talk frankly with; lay it on the line; "I have to level with you") 
               => talk turkey -- (discuss frankly, often in a business context) 
               => monologuize, monologuise, soliloquize, soliloquise -- (talk to oneself) 
               => converse, discourse -- (carry on a conversation) 
                   => argue, contend, debate, fence -- (have an argument about something) 
                       => stickle -- (dispute or argue stubbornly (especially minor points)) 
                       => spar -- (fight verbally; "They were sparring all night") 
                       => quibble, niggle, pettifog, bicker, squabble, brabble --
 (argue over petty things; "Let's not quibble over pennies") 
                       => quarrel, dispute, scrap, argufy, altercate --
 (have a disagreement over something; "We quarreled over the question as to who discovered America"; "T
hese tewo fellows are always scrapping over something") 
                           => brawl, wrangle --
 (to quarrel noisily, angrily or disruptively; "The bar keeper threw them out, but they continued to wrangle 
on down the street") 
                           => spat -- (engage in a brief and petty quarrel) 
                           => polemize, polemise, polemicize, polemicise --
 (engage in a controversy; "The two historians polemicized for years") 
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                           => fall out -- (have a breach in relations; "We fell out over a trivial question") 
                       => oppose -- (be against; express opposition to; "We oppose the ban on abortion") 
                           => contest, contend, repugn --
 (to make the subject of dispute, contention, or litigation; "They contested the outcome of the race") 
                               => challenge, dispute, gainsay -- (take exception to; "She challenged his claims") 
                                   => call --
 (challenge the sincerity or truthfulness of; "call the speaker on a question of fact") 
                                   => call --
 (challenge (somebody) to make good on a statement; charge with or censure for an offense; "He deserves t
o be called on that") 
                   => interview, question -- (conduct an interview in television, newspaper, and radio reporting) 
                   => interview --
 (discuss formally with (somebody) for the purpose of an evaluation; "We interviewed the job candidates") 
                   => interview --
 (go for an interview in the hope of being hired; "The job candidate interviewed everywhere") 
                   => chew the fat, shoot the breeze, chat, confabulate, confab, chitchat, chatter, chaffer, natter, go
ssip, jaw, claver, visit --
 (talk socially without exchanging too much information; "the men were sitting in the cafe and shooting the 
breeze") 
                       => shmooze, shmoose, schmooze, schmoose, jawbone --
 (talk idly or casually and in a friendly way) 
               => chat up, flirt, dally, butterfly, coquet, coquette, romance, philander, mash --
 (talk or behave amorously, without serious intentions; "The guys always try to chat up the new secretaries"
; "My husband never flirts with other women") 
                   => wanton -- (engage in amorous play) 
                   => vamp -- (act seductively with (someone)) 
               => dish the dirt, gossip --
 (wag one's tongue; speak about others and reveal secrets or intimacies; "She won't dish the dirt") 
                   => rumor, rumour, bruit --
 (tell or spread rumors; "It was rumored that the next president would be a woman") 
               => rap -- (talk volubly) 
           => speak, talk --
 (use language; "the baby talks already"; "the prisoner won't speak"; "they speak a strange dialect") 
               => run on -- (talk or narrate at length) 
               => smatter -- (speak with spotty or superficial knowledge; "She smatters Russian") 
               => slang -- (use slang or vulgar language) 
           => gesticulate, gesture, motion --
 (show, express or direct through movement; "He gestured his desire to leave") 
               => wink -- (signal by winking; "She winked at him") 
               => exsert, stretch out, put out, extend, hold out, stretch forth --
 (thrust or extend out; "He held out his hand"; "point a finger"; "extend a hand"; "the bee exserted its sting") 
                   => hyperextend -- (extend a joint beyond its normal range; "Don't hyperextend your elbow") 
               => shrug -- (raise one's shoulders to indicate indifference or resignation) 
               => clap, spat -- (clap one's hands together; "The children were clapping to the music") 
               => applaud, clap, spat, acclaim --
 (clap one's hands or shout after performances to indicate approval) 
                   => bravo -- (applaud with shouts of `bravo' or `brava') 
               => bless, sign --
 (make the sign of the cross over someone in order to call on God for protection; consecrate) 
               => nod -- (express or signify by nodding; "He nodded his approval") 
               => cross oneself -- (make the sign of the cross; in the Catholic religion) 
               => bow, bow down --
 (bend one's knee or body, or lower one's head; "He bowed before the King"; "She bowed her head in sham
e") 
                   => congee, conge -- (perform a ceremonious bow) 
               => shake --
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 (shake (a body part) to communicate a greeting, feeling, or cognitive state; "shake one's head"; "She shook 
her finger at the naughty students"; "The old enemies shook hands"; "Don't shake your fist at me!") 
               => beckon, wave --
 (signal with the hands or nod; "She waved to her friends"; "He waved his hand hospitably") 
           => telepathize, telepathise --
 (communicate nonverbally by telepathy; "some people believe they can telepathize with others around the 
world") 
           => write -- (communicate or express by writing; "Please write to me every week") 
               => write in --
 (write to an organization; "Many listeners wrote in after the controversial radio program") 
               => style -- (make consistent with certain rules of style; "style a manuscript") 
               => apostrophize, apostrophise -- (use an apostrophe) 
               => encode, code, encipher, cipher, cypher, encrypt, inscribe, write in code --
 (convert ordinary language into code; "We should encode the message for security reasons") 
               => rewrite -- (write differently; alter the writing of; "The student rewrote his thesis") 
                   => decode, decrypt, decipher -- (convert code into ordinary language) 
                   => transliterate, transcribe --
 (rewrite in a different script; "The Sanskrit text had to be transliterated") 
                       => Romanize, Romanise, latinize, latinise --
 (write in the latin alphabet; "many shops in Japan now carry neon signs with Romanized names") 
                       => braille -- (transcribe in Braille) 
                   => transcribe --
 (make a phonetic transcription of; "The anthropologist transcribed the sentences of the native informant") 
                   => revise -- (make revisions in; "revise a thesis") 
                       => amend -- (make amendments to; "amend the document") 
               => sign, subscribe --
 (mark with one's signature; write one's name (on); "She signed the letter and sent it off"; "Please sign here"
) 
                   => rubricate -- (sign with a mark instead of a name) 
               => dot -- (make a dot or dots) 
               => type, typewrite --
 (write by means of a keyboard with types; "type the acceptance letter, please") 
                   => shift --
 (use a shift key on a keyboard; "She could not shift so all ther letters are written in lower case") 
                   => backspace --
 (hit the backspace key on a computer or typewriter keyboard; "To erase, you must backspace") 
                   => double-space -- (type with a full space between lines) 
                   => triple-space -- (type with two empty spaces between lines) 
                   => touch-type -- (type without looking at the keyboard) 
               => handwrite -- (write by hand; "You should handwrite the note to your guests") 
               => jot down, jot -- (write briefly or hurriedly; write a short note of) 
               => scribble, scrabble -- (write down quickly without much attention to detail) 
               => write down, set down, get down, put down --
 (put down in writing; of texts, musical compositions, etc.) 
                   => transcribe -- (write out from speech, notes, etc.; "Transcribe the oral history of this tribe") 
                   => notate --
 (put into notation, as of music or choreography; "Nowadays, you can notate an entire ballet; in the old days
, the steps had to be memorized") 
                   => dash down, dash off -- (write down hastily; "She dashed off a letter to her lawyer") 
                   => note, take down --
 (make a written note of; "she noted everything the teacher said that morning") 
               => write out, issue, make out, cut --
 (make out and issue; "write out a check"; "cut a ticket"; "Please make the check out to me") 
                   => check -- (write out a check on a bank account) 
               => write up --
 (bring to public notice by writing, with praise or condemnation; "The New York Times wrote him up last 
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week"; "Did your boss write you up?") 
           => radio -- (transmit messages via radio waves; "he radioed for help") 
           => write -- (communicate by letter; "He wrote that he would be coming soon") 
           => network --
 (communicate with and within a group; "You have to network if you want to get a good job") 
           => sign, signal, signalize, signalise -- (communicate silently and non-
verbally by signals or signs; "He signed his disapproval with a dismissive hand gesture"; "The diner signale
d the waiters to bring the menu") 
               => wigwag -- (signal by or as if by a flag or light waved according to a code) 
               => semaphore -- (send signals by or as if by semaphore) 
               => heliograph -- (signal by means of a mirror and the using the sun's rays) 
               => flag -- (communicate or signal with a flag) 
               => whistle -- (give a signal by whistling; "She whistled for her maid") 
           => semaphore -- (convey by semaphore, of information) 
           => whistle -- (utter or express by whistling; "She whistled a melody") 
           => give, throw --
 (convey or communicate; of a smile, a look, a physical gesture; "Throw a glance"; "She gave me a dirty lo
ok") 
           => give, pay --
 (convey, as of a compliment, regards, attention, etc.; bestow; "Don't pay him any mind"; "give the orders"; 
"Give him my best regards"; "pay attention") 
               => offer, extend -- (offer verbally; "extend my greetings"; "He offered his sympathy") 
           => give, render -- (bestow; "give hommage"; "render thanks") 
               => dedicate --
 (inscribe or address by way of compliment; "She dedicated her book to her parents") 
                   => inscribe -- (address, as a work of literature, in a style less formal than a dedication) 
           => carry, convey, express --
 (serve as a means for expressing something; "The painting of Mary carries motherly love"; "His voice carri
ed a lot af anger") 
               => quantify, measure --
 (express as a number or measure or quantity; "Can you quantify your results?") 
                   => gauge -- (measure precisely and against a standard; "the wire is gauged") 
                   => scale -- (measure with or as if with scales; "scale the gold") 
                   => meter -- (measure with a meter; "meter the flow of water") 
                   => pace, step -- (measure (distances) by pacing; "step off ten yards") 
                   => clock, time --
 (measure the time or duration of an event or action or the person who performs an action in a certain perio
d of time; "he clocked the runners") 
                       => mistime -- (time incorrectly; "She mistimed the marathon runner") 
                   => fathom, sound -- (measure the depth of (a body of water) with a sounding line) 
                   => titrate -- (measure by (the volume or concentration of solutions) by titration) 
                   => plumb -- (measure the depth of something) 
                   => weigh, librate -- (determine the weight of; "The butcher weighed the chicken") 
                       => heft -- (test the weight of something by lifting it) 
           => issue -- (bring out an official document (such as a warrant)) 
           => come across, come over --
 (communicate the intended meaning or impression; "He came across very clearly") 
           => share -- (communicate; "I'd like to share this idea with you") 
           => get --
 (communicate with a place or person; establish communication with, as if by telephone; "Bill called this nu
mber and he got Mary"; "The operator couldn't get Kobe because of the earthquake") 
 
       => reach out --
 (attempt to communicate; "I try to reach out to my daughter but she doesn't want to have anything to do wi
th me") 
           => draw out -- (cause to speak, "Can you draw her out--she is always so quiet") 
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       => patronize, patronise, condescend -- (treat condescendingly) 
           => stoop to -- (make concessions to) 
       => communicate --
 (be in verbal contact; interchange information or ideas; "He and his sons haven't communicated for years"; 
"Do you communicate well with your advisor?") 
           => message -- (send a message; "There is no messaging service at this company") 
       => manipulate, keep in line, control --
 (control (others or oneself) or influence skillfully, usually to one's advantage; "She manipulates her boss"; 
"She is a very controlling mother and doesn't let her children grow up"; "The teacher knew how to keep the 
class in line"; "she keeps in line") 
           => tease --
 (to arouse hope, desire, or curiosity without satisfying them; "The advertisement is intended to tease the cu
stomers"; "She has a way of teasing men with her flirtatious behavior") 
           => handle -- (show and train; "The prize-winning poodle was handled by Mrs. Priscilla Prescott") 
           => ingratiate -- (gain favor with somebody by deliberate efforts) 
               => cozy up, cotton up, shine up, play up, sidle up, suck up --
 (ingratiate oneself to; often with insincere behavior; "She is playing up to the chairman") 
       => transact -- (conduct business; "transact with foreign governments") 
           => deal, sell, trade --
 (do business; offer for sale as for one's livelihood; "She deals in gold"; "The brothers sell shoes") 
               => push --
 (sell or promote the sale of (illegal goods such as drugs); "The guy hanging around the school is pushing dr
ugs") 
               => deal -- (sell; "deal hashish") 
               => black marketeer -- (deal on the black market) 
               => pyramid -- (use or deal in (as of stock or commercial transaction) in a pyramid deal) 
               => market -- (deal in a market) 
               => peddle, monger, huckster, hawk, vend, pitch -- (sell or offer for sale from place to place) 
           => turn over --
 (do business worth a certain amount of money; "The company turns over ten million dollars a year") 
           => bank --
 (do business with a bank or keep an account at a bank; "Where do you bank in this town?") 
       => marginalize, marginalise --
 (relegate to a lower or outer edge, as of specific groups of people; "We must not marginalize the poor in ou
r society") 
       => combine --
 (join for a common purpose or in a common action; "These forces combined with others") 
           => summate -- (form or constitute a cumulative effect) 
       => have --
 (have a personal or business relationship with someone; "have a postdoc"; "have an assistant"; "have a love
r") 
       => invite, pay for -- (have as a guest; "I invited them to a restaurant") 
       => socialize, socialise --
 (take part in social activities; interact with others; "He never socializes with his colleagues"; "The old man 
hates to socialize") 
           => swing, get around -- (be a social swinger; socialize a lot) 
           => fraternize, fraternise --
 (be on friendly terms with someone, as if with a brother, especially with an enemy) 
           => hobnob -- (rub elbows with; "He hobnobs with the best of society") 
           => entertain -- (provide entertainment for) 
               => host -- (be the host of or for; "We hosted 4 couples last night") 
                   => feast, banquet, junket -- (provide a feast or banquet for) 
                   => wine and dine -- (provide with food and drink, usually lavishly) 
                   => emcee, compere -- (act as a master of ceremonies) 
                   => do the honors -- (act as the host and receive or introduce one's guests) 
               => amuse, divert, disport --
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 (occupy in an agreeable, entertaining or pleasant fashion; "The play amused the ladies") 
       => get in touch, touch base, connect --
 (establish communication with someone; "did you finally connect with your long-lost cousin?") 
       => meet, gather, assemble, forgather, foregather --
 (collect in one place; "We assembled in the church basement"; "Let's gather in the dining room") 
           => group, aggroup -- (form a group or group together) 
               => team, team up -- (form a team; "We teamed up for this new project") 
               => gang, gang up -- (act as an organized group) 
               => pool -- (join or form a pool of people) 
               => brigade -- (form or unite into a brigade) 
           => meet -- (meet by design; be present at the arrival of; "Can you meet me at the train station?") 
               => meet up with -- (meet with by appointment; "She met up with her former lover") 
           => congregate --
 (come together, usually for a purpose; "The crowds congregated in front of the Vatican on Christmas Eve") 
           => hive -- (move together in a hive or as if in a hive; "The bee swarms are hiving") 
           => fort, fort up -- (gather in, or as if in, a fort, as for protection or defense) 
           => convene -- (meet formally; "The council convened last week") 
               => reconvene --
 (meet again; "The bill will be considered when the Legislature reconvenes next Fall") 
               => sit -- (be in session; "When does the court of law sit?") 
           => cluster, constellate, flock, clump --
 (come together as in a cluster or flock; "The poets constellate in this town every summer") 
               => huddle, huddle together -- (crowd or draw together; "let's huddle together--it's cold!") 
               => bunch together, bunch, bunch up --
 (form into a bunch; "The frightened children bunched together in the corner of the classroom") 
           => crowd, crowd together --
 (to gather together in large numbers; "men in straw boaters and waxed mustaches crowded the verandah") 
               => mass --
 (join together into a mass or collect or form a mass; "Crowds were massing outside the palace") 
                   => press -- (crowd closely; "The crowds pressed along the street") 
               => overcrowd -- (crowd together too much) 
               => pour, swarm, stream, teem, pullulate --
 (move in large numbers; "people were pouring out of the theater"; "beggars pullulated in the plaza") 
                   => spill over, spill out, pour out -- (be disgorged; "The crowds spilled out into the streets") 
               => herd -- (move together, like a herd) 
               => throng, mob, pack, pile, jam --
 (press tightly together or cram; "The crowd packed the auditorium") 
           => converge --
 (move or draw together at a certain location; "The crowd converged on the movie star") 
               => concentrate --
 (draw together or meet in one common center; "These groups concentrate in the inner cities") 
           => turn out -- (come and gather for a public event; "Hundreds of thousands turned out for the anti-
war rally in New York") 
           => caucus -- (meet to select a candidate or promote a policy) 
           => club -- (gather and spend time together; "They always club together") 
       => relate -- (have or establish a relationship to; "She relates well to her peers") 
           => harmonize, harmonise --
 (bring into consonance or relate harmoniously; "harmonize the different interests") 
               => accommodate, reconcile, conciliate --
 (make compatible with; "The scientists had to accommodate the new results with the existing theories") 
               => proportion -- (give pleasant proportions to; "harmonize a building with those surrounding it") 
           => oblige, bind, hold, obligate --
 (bind by an obligation; cause to be indebted; "He's held by a contract"; "I'll hold you by your promise") 
               => pledge -- (bind or secure by a pledge; "I was pledged to silence") 
               => article -- (bind by a contract; especially for a training period) 
               => indenture, indent --
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 (bind by or as if by indentures, as of an apprentice or servant; "an indentured servant") 
               => tie down -- (restrain from independence by an obligation; "He was tied down by his work") 
           => connect --
 (establish a rapport or relationship; "The President of this university really connects with the faculty") 
           => disrespect -- (show a lack of respect for) 
               => transgress, offend, infract, violate, go against, breach, break --
 (act in disregard of laws and rules; "offend all laws of humanity"; "violate the basic laws or human civiliza
tion"; "break a law") 
                   => sin, transgress, trespass -- (commit a sin; violate a law of God or a moral law) 
                       => fall -- (yield to temptation or sin; "Adam and Eve fell") 
                   => sin, blunder, boob, goof --
 (commit a faux pas or a fault or make a serious mistake; "I blundered during the job interview") 
                   => conflict, run afoul, infringe, contravene --
 (go against, as of rules and laws; "He ran afould of the law"; "This behavior conflicts with our rules") 
                   => trespass -- (break the law) 
                   => trespass, intrude -- (enter unlawfully on someone's property; "Don't trespass on my land!") 
                       => break in, break --
 (enter someone's property in an unauthorized manner, usually with the intent to steal or commit a violent a
ct; "Someone broke in while I was on vacation"; "They broke into my car and stole my radio!") 
           => mesh -- (work together in harmony) 
           => take back --
 (resume a relationship with someone after an interruption, as in a wife taking back her husband) 
           => get along with, get on with, get on, get along --
 (have smooth relations; "My boss and I get along very well") 
           => bind, tie, attach, bond --
 (create social or emotional ties; "The grandparents want to bond with the child") 
               => fixate --
 (attach (oneself) to a person or thing in a neurotic way; "He fixates on his mother, even at the age of 40") 
               => befriend --
 (become friends with; "John and Eric soon became friends"; "Have you made friends yet in your new envir
onment?") 
                   => pal, pal up, chum up -- (become friends; act friendly towards) 
       => treat, handle, do by --
 (interact in a certain way; "Do right by her"; "Treat him with caution, please"; "Handle the press reporters 
gently") 
           => mock, bemock -- (treat with contempt; "The new constitution mocks all democratic principles") 
               => tease, razz, rag, cod, tantalize, tantalise, bait, taunt, twit, rally, ride --
 (harass with persistent criticism or carping; "The children teased the new teacher"; "Don't ride me so hard 
over my failure"; "His fellow workers razzed him when he wore a jacket and tie") 
                   => jeer, scoff, flout, barrack, gibe --
 (laugh at with contempt and derision; "The crowd jeered at the speaker") 
                   => kid, chaff, jolly, josh, banter --
 (be silly or tease one another; "After we relaxed, we just kidded around") 
               => ridicule, roast, guy, blackguard, laugh at, jest at, rib, make fun, poke fun --
 (subject to laughter or ridicule; "The satirists ridiculed the plans for a new opera house"; "The students pok
ed fun at the inexperienced teacher"; "His former students roasted the professor at his 60th birthday") 
                   => tease -- (mock or make fun of playfully; "the flirting man teased the young woman") 
                   => satirize, satirise, lampoon --
 (ridicule with satire; "The writer satirized the politician's proposal") 
                   => debunk, expose --
 (expose while ridiculing; especially of pretentious or false claims and ideas; "The physicist debunked the p
sychic's claims") 
                       => unmask, uncloak --
 (reveal the true nature of; "The journal article unmasked the corrupt politician") 
                   => stultify --
 (cause to appear foolish; "He stultified himself by contradicting himself and being inconsistent") 
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               => deride --
 (treat or speak of with contempt; "He derided his student's attempt to solve the biggest problem in mathem
atics") 
                   => catcall -- (utter catcalls at) 
           => ignore, disregard, snub, cut -- (refuse to acknowledge; "She cut him dead at the meeting") 
           => wrong -- (treat unjustly; do wrong to) 
               => aggrieve -- (infringe on the rights of) 
               => sandbag -- (treat harshly or unfairly) 
               => victimize, victimise -- (make a victim of; "I was victimized by this con-man") 
                   => cheat, rip off, chisel -- (deprive somebody of something by deceit; "The con-
man beat me out of $50"; "This salesman ripped us off!"; "we were cheated by their clever-
sounding scheme"; "They chiseled me out of my money") 
                       => gazump -- (raise the price of something after agreeing on a lower price) 
                       => cozen -- (cheat or trick; "He cozened the money out of the old man") 
                       => overcharge, soak, surcharge, gazump, fleece, plume, pluck, rob, hook --
 (rip off; ask an unreasonable price) 
                           => extort, squeeze, rack, gouge, wring --
 (obtain by coercion or intimidation; "They extorted money from the executive by threatening to reveal his 
past to the company boss"; "They squeezed money from the owner of the business by threatening him") 
                               => bleed --
 (get or extort (money or other possessions) from someone; "They bled me dry--I have nothing left!") 
                       => victimize, swindle, rook, goldbrick, nobble, diddle, bunco, defraud, scam, mulct, gyp, con
 --
 (deprive of by deceit; "He swindled me out of my inheritance"; "She defrauded the customers who trusted 
her"; "the cashier gypped me when he gave me too little change") 
                           => short-change, short -- (cheat someone by not returning him enough money) 
                       => bilk -- (cheat somebody out of what is due, especially money) 
                       => beat, bunk -- (avoid paying; "beat the subway fare") 
                       => whipsaw -- (victimize, especially in gambling or negotiations) 
                       => welsh -- (cheat by avoiding payment of a gambling debt) 
                       => juggle, beguile, hoodwink -- (influence by slyness) 
                   => deceive, lead on, delude, cozen -- (be false to; be dishonest with) 
                       => betray, sell --
 (deliver to an enemy by treachery; "Judas sold Jesus"; "The spy betrayed his country") 
                           => double cross -- (betray by double-dealing) 
                       => cheat, chisel --
 (engage in deceitful behavior; practice trickery or fraud; "Who's chiseling on the side?") 
                           => job -- (profit privately from public office and official business) 
                           => shark -- (play the shark; act with trickery) 
                           => rig, set up -- (arrange the outcome of by means of deceit; "rig an election") 
                           => cozen -- (act with artful deceit) 
                           => crib -- (use a crib, as in an exam) 
                           => fudge, manipulate, fake, falsify, cook, wangle, misrepresent --
 (fake or falsify; "Fudge the figures"; "cook the books"; "falsify the data") 
                               => juggle --
 (manipulate by or as if by moving around components; "juggle an account so as to hide a deficit") 
                       => shill --
 (act as a shill; "The shill bid for the expensive carpet during the auction in order to drive the price up") 
                       => trick, fob, fox, pull a fast one on, play a trick on --
 (deceive somebody; "We tricked the teacher into thinking that class would be cancelled next week") 
                           => snooker -- (fool or dupe; "He was snookered by the con-man's smooth talk") 
                       => fool, gull, befool -- (make a fool or dupe of) 
                       => cheat on, cheat, cuckold, betray, wander --
 (be sexually unfaithful to one's partner in marriage; "She cheats on her husband"; "Might her husband be w
andering?") 
                           => two-time -- (carry on a romantic relationship with two people at the same time) 
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                           => play around, fool around -- (commit adultery; "he plays around a lot") 
                       => hoax, pull someone's leg, play a joke on -- (subject to a palyful hoax or joke) 
                       => ensnare, entrap, frame, set up --
 (take or catch as if in a snare or trap; "I was set up!"; "The innocent man was framed by the police") 
                       => humbug -- (trick or deceive) 
           => handle with kid gloves --
 (handle with great care and sensitivity; "You have to handle the students with kid gloves") 
           => criminalize -- (treat as a criminal) 
           => nurse --
 (treat carefully; "He nursed his injured back by liyng in bed several hours every afternoon"; "He nursed the
 flowers in his garden and fertilized them regularly") 
           => strong-arm -- (handle roughly; "He was strong-armed by the policemen") 
           => ride roughshod, run roughshod -- (treat inconsiderately or harshly) 
           => upstage -- (treat snobbishly, put in one's place) 
           => rough-house -- (treat in a rough or boisterous manner) 
           => brutalize, brutalise -- (treat brutally) 
           => do justice, do-well by --
 (treat or consider adequately or fairly; "To do him justice, he is brilliant") 
           => gloss over, skate over, smooth over, slur over, skimp over --
 (treat hurriedly or avoid dealing with properly) 
           => mistreat, maltreat, abuse, ill-use, step, ill-treat --
 (treat badly; "This boss abuses his workers"; "She is always stepping on others to get ahead") 
               => kick around -- (treat badly; abuse; "They won't have me to kick around any more!") 
           => pamper, featherbed, cosset, cocker, baby, coddle, mollycoddle, spoil, indulge --
 (treat with excessive indulgence; "grandparents often pamper the children"; "Let's not mollycoddle our stu
dents!") 
       => fall all over --
 (display excessive love or show excessive gratitude towards; "This student falls all over her former profess
or when she sees him") 
       => intervene, step in, interfere, interpose --
 (get involved, so as to alter or hinder an action, or through force or threat of force; "Why did the U.S. not i
ntervene earlier in WW II?") 
           => poke into, intrude into, meddle with, horn in -- (poke one's nose into) 
           => meddle, tamper --
 (intrude in other people's affairs or business; interfere unwantedly; "Don't meddle in my affairs!") 
           => interlope -- (encroach on the rights of others, as in trading without a proper license) 
       => consort, associate, affiliate, assort --
 (keep company with; hang out with; "He associates with strange people"; "She affiliates with her colleague
s") 
           => ally --
 (become an ally or associate, as by a treaty or marriage; "He allied himself with the Communists") 
               => misally -- (make a bad alliance; ally inappropriately; "The two countries are misallied") 
           => go steady, go out, date, see --
 (date regularly; have a steady relationship with; "Did you know that she is seeing an older man?"; "He is d
ating his former wife again!") 
           => company, companion, accompany, keep company -- (be a companion to somebody) 
       => philander, womanize, womanise --
 (have amorous affairs; of men; "He has been womanizing for years") 

 
TO CONTACT 

touch, adjoin, meet, contact --
 (be in direct physical contact with; make contact; "The two buildings touch"; "Their hands touched"; "The 
wire must not contact the metal cover"; "The surfaces contact at this point") 
       => cover, spread over -- (form a cover over; "The grass covered the grave") 
           => flood --
 (cover with liquid, usually water; "The swollen river flooded the village"; "The broken vein had flooded bl
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ood in her eyes") 
               => flow -- (cover or swamp with water) 
                   => lave, lap, wash -- (wash or flow against; "the waves laved the shore") 
               => inundate, deluge, submerge -- (fill or cover completely, usually with water) 
               => swamp, drench --
 (drench or submerge or be drenched or submerged; "The tsunami swamped every boat in the harbor") 
           => bloody -- (cover with blood; "bloody your hands") 
           => mist, mist over -- (become covered with mist; "The windshield misted over") 
           => glaciate -- (cover with ice or snow or a glacier; "the entire area was glaciated") 
           => strew -- (cover; be dispersed over; "Dead bodies strewed the ground") 
           => grass, grass over -- (cover with grass) 
           => coat, cake -- (form a coat over; "Dirt had coated her face") 
           => submerge, drown, overwhelm --
 (cover completely or make imperceptible; "I was drowned in work"; "The noise drowned out her speech") 
           => mantle -- (cover like a mantle; "The ivy mantles the building") 
           => blanket -- (form a blanket-like cover (over)) 
           => carpet -- (form a carpet-like cover (over)) 
           => smother -- (form an impenetrable cover over; "the butter cream smothered the cake") 
           => shroud -- (form a cover like a shroud; "Mist shrouded the castle") 
       => cling, cleave, adhere, stick, cohere --
 (come or be in close contact with; stick or hold together and resist separation; "The dress clings to her bod
y"; "The label stuck to the box"; "The sushi rice grains cohere") 
           => mold -- (fit tightly, follow the contours of; "The dress molds her beautiful figure") 
           => conglutinate -- (stick together; "the edges of the wound conglutinated") 
           => agglutinate -- (clump together; as of bacteria, red blood cells, etc.) 
               => haemagglutinate, hemagglutinate -- (cause the clumping together (of red blood cells)) 
       => rub, fray, fret, chafe, scratch -- (cause friction; "my sweater scratches") 
       => attach -- (be attached; be in contact with) 
           => leech onto -- (admire boundlessly and follow around; "the groupies leeched onto the rock star") 
       => hug -- (fit closely or tightly; "She dress hugged her hipds") 
       => border, adjoin, edge, abut, march, butt, butt against, butt on --
 (lie adjacent to another or share a boundary; "Canada adjoins the U.S."; "England marches with Scotland") 
           => neighbor, neighbour -- (be located near or adjacent to; "Pakistan neighbors India") 
       => surround, skirt, border --
 (extend on all sides of simultaneously; encircle; "The forest surrounds my property") 
           => fringe -- (decorate with or as if with a surrounding fringe; "fur fringed the hem of the dress") 
           => girdle, gird -- (put a girdle on or around; "gird your loins") 
           => enclose, inclose, shut in -- (surround completely; "Darkness enclosed him") 
               => tuck, insert -- (fit snugly into; "insert your ticket into the slot"; "tuck your shirtail in") 
               => wall in, wall up -- (enclose with a wall) 
                   => brick in, brick up, brick over -- (wall up with brick) 
               => embower, bower -- (enclose in a bower) 
               => enshrine, shrine -- (enclose in a shrine; "the saint's bones were enshrined in the cathedral") 
               => encase, incase, case -- (enclose in, or as if in, a case; "my feet were encased in mud") 
                   => pack -- (arrange in a container; "pack the books into the boxes") 
                       => containerize, containerise --
 (package in a container; "The cargo was containerized for safe and efficient shipping") 
                       => bag -- (put into a bag; "The supermarket clerk bagged the groceries") 
                           => pouch -- (put into a small bag) 
                       => bundle, bundle up, roll up -- (make into a bundle; "he bundled up his few possessions") 
                       => stow -- (fill by packing tightly; "stow the cart") 
                   => box, package -- (put into a box; "box the gift, please") 
                   => sack -- (put in a sack; "The grocer sacked the onions") 
                   => crate --
 (put into a crate; as for protection; "crate the paintings before shipping them to the museum") 
               => immerse, swallow, swallow up, bury, eat up --
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 (enclose or envelop completely, as if by swallowing; "The huge waves swallowed the small boat and it san
k shortly thereafter") 
               => frame, frame in, border -- (enclose in or as if in a frame; "frame a picture") 
               => glass, glass in -- (enclose with glass; "glass in a porch") 
               => bank -- (enclose with a bank; "bank roads") 
               => dike, dyke -- (enclose with a dike; "dike the land to protect it from water") 
               => encapsulate -- (enclose in a capsule or other small container) 
               => fence, fence in -- (enclose with a fence; "we fenced in our yard") 
               => rope in, rope off, cordon off --
 (divide by means of a rope; "The police roped off the area where the crime occurred") 
               => casket -- (enclose in a casket) 
               => corral -- (enclose in a corral; "corral the horses") 
               => fortify, fort -- (enclose by or as if by a fortification) 
                   => trench -- (fortify by surrounding with trenches; "He trenched his military camp") 
               => hedge, hedge in --
 (enclose or bound in with or as it with a hedge or hedges; "hedge the property") 
           => hem in -- (surround in a restrictive manner; "The building was hemmed in by flowers") 
               => hedge -- (hinder or restrict with or as if with a hedge; "The animals were hedged in") 
       => lean on, rest on, lean against -- (rest on for support; "you can lean on me if you get tired") 

 
TO CONTROL, COMMAND 

control, command --
 (exercise authoritative control or power over; "control the budget"; "Command the military forces") 
       => preoccupy --
 (engage or engross the interest or attention of beforehand or occupy urgently or obsessively; "His work pre
occupies him"; "The matter preoccupies her completley--she cannot think of anything else") 
           => haunt, obsess, ghost -- (haunt like a ghost; pursue; "Fear of illness haunts her") 
           => prepossess -- (cause to be preoccupied; "The idea of his failure prepossesses him") 
       => steer, maneuver, manoeuver, manoeuvre, direct, point, head, guide, channelize, channelise --
 (direct the course; determine the direction of travelling) 
           => dock -- (haul into a dock; "dock the ships") 
               => dry-dock, drydock -- (haul a ship into a drydock) 
           => sheer -- (cause to sheer; "She sheered her car around the obstacle") 
           => pull over --
 (steer a vehicle to the side of the road; "The car pulled over when the ambulance approached at high speed
") 
           => crab -- (direct (an aircraft) into a crosswind) 
           => navigate -- (direct carefully and safely; "He navigated his way to the altar") 
           => stand out -- (steer away from shore, of ships) 
           => starboard -- (turn to the right, of helms or rudders) 
           => conn -- (conduct or direct the steering of a ship or plane) 
           => navigate, pilot --
 (act as the navigator in a car, plane, or vessel and plan, direct, plot the path and position of the conveyance;
 "Is anyone volunteering to navigate during the trip?"; "Who was navigating the ship during the accident?") 
               => astrogate -- (guide in interplanetary travel) 
           => channel, canalize, canalise --
 (direct the flow of; "channel infomartion towards a broad audience") 
           => corner -- (force a person or an animal into a position from which he cannot escape) 
           => park --
 (maneuver a vehicle into a parking space; "Park the car in front of the library"; "Can you park right here?") 
               => angle-park -- (park at an angle) 
               => parallel-park -- (park directly behind another vehicle) 
               => double-park -- (park a vehicle alongside another) 
       => steer -- (direct (oneself) somewhere; "Steer clear of him") 
       => hold one's own -- (maintain one's position and be in control of a situation) 
       => manage, deal, care, handle --
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 (be in charge of, act on, or dispose of; "I can deal with this crew of workers"; "This blender can't handle nu
ts"; "She managed her parents' affairs after they got too old") 
           => administer, administrate --
 (work in an administrative capacity; supervise; "administer a program") 
               => pontificate -- (administer a pontifical office) 
               => oversee, supervise, superintend, manage --
 (watch and direct; "Who is overseeing this project?") 
                   => build --
 (order, supervise, or finance the construction of; "The government is building new schools in this state") 
           => organize, organise --
 (cause to be structured or ordered or operating according to some principle or idea) 
               => arrange, set up, put, order --
 (arrange thoughts, ideas, temporal events, etc.; "arrange my schedule"; "set up one's life"; "I put these mem
ories with those of bygone times") 
                   => synchronize, synchronise, contemporize, contemporise --
 (arrange or represent events so that they co-occur; "synchronize biblical events") 
               => rationalize, rationalise --
 (structure and run according to rational or scientific principles in order to achieve desired results; "We ratio
nalized the factory's production and raised profits") 
               => territorialize, territorialise -- (organize as a territory) 
               => reorganize, reorganise, shake up --
 (organize anew; "We must reorganize the company if we don't want to go under") 
                   => retool, revise --
 (revise or reorganize, especially for the purpose of updating and improving; "We must retool the town's ec
onomy") 
               => collectivize, collectivise -- (bring under collective control; of farms and industrial enterprises) 
           => work --
 (cause to operate or function; "This pilot works the controls"; "Can you work an electric drill?") 
           => come to grips, get to grips --
 (deal with (a problem or a subject); "I still have not come to grips with the death of my parents") 
           => dispose of -- (deal with or settle; "He disposed of these cases quickly") 
           => take care, mind --
 (be in charge of or deal with; "She takes care of all the necessary arrangements") 
               => tend -- (manage or run; "tend a store") 
                   => stoke -- (stir up or tend; of a fire) 
           => coordinate --
 (bring into common action, movement, or condition; "coordinate the painters, masons, and plumbers"; "co
ordinate his actions with that of his colleagues"; "coordinate our efforts") 
           => juggle -- (deal with simultaneously; "She had to juggle her job and her children") 
           => process --
 (deal with in a routine way; "I'll handle that one"; "process a loan"; "process the applicants") 
           => mismanage, mishandle, misconduct --
 (manage badly or incompetently; "The funds were mismanaged") 
           => direct -- (be in charge of) 
               => hold, throw, have, make, give --
 (organize or be responsible for; "hold a reception"; "have, throw, or make a party"; "give a course") 
               => guide, steer --
 (be a guiding force, as with directions or advice; "The teacher steered the gifted students towards the more 
challenging courses") 
               => head, lead -- (be in charge of; "Who is heading this project?") 
                   => chair, chairman --
 (act or preside as chair, as of an academic department in a university; "She chaired the department for man
y years") 
                   => captain -- (be the captain of a sports team) 
                   => spearhead -- (be the leader of; "She spearheded the effort to find a cure for the disease") 
                   => take hold, take charge, take control -- (assume control) 
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                       => move in on -- (seize control of) 
               => operate, run --
 (direct or control; projects, businesses, etc.; "She is running a relief operation in the Sudan") 
                   => financier -- (conduct financial operations, often in an unethical manner) 
                   => work -- (operate in or through; "Work the phones") 
                   => block -- (run on a block system; "block trains") 
                   => warm up --
 (run until the normal working temperature is reached; "We warmed up the car for a few minutes") 
           => conduct, carry on, deal --
 (direct the course of; manage or control; "You cannot conduct business like this") 
               => racketeer -- (carry on illegal business activities involving crime) 
           => touch -- (deal with; usually used with a form of negation; "I wouldn't touch her with a ten-
foot pole"; "The local Mafia won't touch gambling") 
       => internationalize, internationalise --
 (put under international control; "internationalize trade of certain drugs") 
       => hold --
 (take and maintain control over, often by violent means; "The dissatisfied students held the President's offi
ce for almost a week") 
       => hold sway -- (be master; reign or rule) 
       => govern -- (direct or strongly influence the behavior of; "His belief in God governs his conduct") 
       => regiment -- (subject to rigid discipline, order, and systematization; "regiment one's children") 
       => monopolize, monopolise --
 (have and control fully and exclusively; "He monopolizes the laser printer") 
       => harness, rein in, draw rein, rein -- (control and direct with or as if by reins; "rein a horse") 
       => corner -- (gain control over; "corner the gold market") 
       => preside -- (act as president; "preside over companies and corporations") 
       => dominate, master --
 (have dominance or the power to defeat over; "Her pain completely mastered her"; "The methods can mast
er the problems") 
           => command -- (be in command of; "The general commanded a huge army") 
               => general -- (command as a general; "We are generaled by an incompetent!") 
               => officer -- (direct or command as an officer) 
           => subjugate, subject -- (make subservient; force to submit or subdue) 
               => dragoon -- (subjugate by imposing troops) 
               => enslave -- (make a slave of; bring into servitude) 
       => charm, becharm -- (control by magic spells, as by practicing witchcraft) 
           => hex, bewitch, glamour, witch, enchant, jinx --
 (cast a spell over someone or something; put a hex on someone or something) 
               => voodoo -- (bewitch by or as if by a voodoo) 
               => spell -- (place under a spell) 
       => govern, rule -- (exercise authority over; as of nations; "Who is governing the country now?") 
           => throne -- (sit on the throne as a ruler) 
           => misgovern -- (govern badly) 
           => dictate -- (rule as a dictator) 
               => tyrannize, tyrannise, grind down -- (rule a country as a tyrant) 
           => reign -- (have sovereign power; "Henry VIII reigned for a long time") 
       => call the shots, call the tune, wear the trousers --
 (exercise authority or be in charge; "Who is calling the shots in this house?") 
 
trade, merchandise -- (engage in the trade of; "he is merchandising telephone sets") 
       => run, black market -- (deal in illegally, such as arms or liquor) 
       => traffic -- (trade or deal a commodity; "They trafficked with us for gold") 
       => arbitrage -- (practice arbitrage, as in the stock market) 
       => traffic -- (deal illegally; "traffic drugs") 
       => market --
 (engage in the commercial promotion, sale, or distribution of; "The company is marketing its new line of b
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eauty products") 
           => offer -- (make available for sale; "The stores are offering specials on sweaters this week") 
       => import -- (bring in from abroad) 
           => smuggle --
 (import or export without paying customs duties; "She smuggled cigarettes across the border") 
       => export --
 (sell or transfer abroad; "we export less than we import and have a negative trade balance") 
           => smuggle --
 (import or export without paying customs duties; "She smuggled cigarettes across the border") 

 
TO COMPETE, CONTEND 

 
compete, vie, contend -- (compete for something; engage in a contest; measure oneself against others) 
       => try for, go for -- (make an attempt at achieving something; "She tried for the Olympics") 
       => play --
 (participate in games or sport; "We played hockey all afternoon"; "play cards"; "Pele played for the Brazili
an teams in many important matches") 
           => curl -- (play the Scottish game of curling) 
           => snooker -- (leave one's opponent unable to take a direct shot) 
           => revoke -- (fail to follow suit when able and required to do so) 
           => develop -- (move into a strategically more advantageous position; "develop the rook") 
           => develop --
 (move one's pieces into strategically more advantageous positions; "Spassky developed quickly") 
           => die -- (to be on base at the end of an inning, of a player) 
           => misplay -- (play wrong or in an unskillful manner) 
           => start -- (play in the starting line-up) 
           => fumble -- (drop or juggle or fail to play cleanly a grounder; "fumble a grounder") 
           => volley -- (make a volley) 
           => unblock --
 (play the cards of (a suit) so that the last trick on which a hand can follow suit will be taken by a higher car
d in the hand of a partner who has the remaining cards of a combined holding) 
           => replay -- (play again; "We replayed the game"; "replay a point") 
           => cricket -- (play cricket) 
           => backstop -- (act as a backstop) 
           => fullback -- (play the fullback) 
           => quarterback -- (play the quarterback) 
           => cradle -- (run with the stick) 
           => exit -- (lose the lead) 
           => play out --
 (play to a finish; "We have got to play this game out, even thought it is clear that we have last") 
           => field -- (play as a fielder) 
           => catch -- (be the catcher; "Who is catching?") 
           => face off, bully off -- (start a game by a face-off) 
           => tee off -- (strike a ball from the teeing ground at the start of a hole) 
           => ace -- (play (a hole) in one stroke) 
           => complete, nail -- (complete a pass) 
           => gamble -- (play games for money) 
               => dice -- (play dice) 
               => shoot craps -- (play a game of craps) 
               => play -- (bet or wager (money); "He played $20 on the new horse"; "She plays the races") 
                   => underplay -- (play a card lower than (a held high card)) 
               => bet, wager, play --
 (stake on the outcome of an issue; "I bet $100 on that new horse"; "She played all her money on the dark h
orse") 
                   => bet on, back, gage, stake, game, punt --
 (place a bet on; "Which horse are you backing?"; "I'm betting on the new horse") 
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                       => ante -- (place one's stake) 
                       => parlay, double up -- (stake winnings from one bet on a subsequent wager) 
                   => play -- (make bets; "Play the reaces"; "play the casinos in Trouville") 
                   => raise -- (bet more than the previous player) 
                   => see -- (match or meet; "I saw the bet of one of my fellow players") 
           => walk -- (give a base on balls to) 
           => bowl -- (engage in the sport of bowling; "My parents like to bowl on Friday nights") 
               => skittle -- (play skittles) 
           => golf -- (play golf) 
           => bandy -- (toss or strike a ball back and forth) 
               => shuttlecock -- (send or toss to and fro, like a shuttlecock) 
           => foul -- (commit a foul; break the rules) 
               => hack -- (kick on the shins) 
               => hack -- (kick on the arms) 
           => put out -- (retire; "he was put out at third base on a long throw from left field") 
           => croquet -- (play a game in which players hit a wooden ball through a series of hoops) 
           => putt -- (: hit a putt; "he lost because he putted so poorly") 
           => seesaw -- (ride on a plank) 
           => bid, call -- (make a demand, as for a card or a suit or a show of hands; "He called his trump") 
               => raise -- (in bridge: bid (one's partner's suit) at a higher level) 
               => double -- (bridge: make a demand for (a card or suit)) 
               => outcall -- (make a higher bid than (the previous bid or player); in a card game) 
               => underbid -- (bid (a hand of cards) at less than the strength of the hand warrants) 
               => outbid -- (bid over an opponent's bid when one's partner has not bid or doubled) 
               => overbid -- (to bid for more tricks than one can expect to win,) 
               => preempt -- (make a preemptive bid) 
       => run off -- (decide (a contest or competition) by a runoff) 
       => race, run --
 (compete in a race; "he is running the Marathon this year"; "let's race and see who gets there first") 
           => show -- (finish third or better in a horse or dog race; "he bet $2 on number six to show") 
           => place -- (finish second or better in a horse or dog race; "he bet $2 on number six to place") 
           => boat-race -- (participate in a boat race) 
           => horse-race -- (compete in a horse race) 
               => jockey -- (ride a race-horse as a professional jockey) 
           => campaign, run --
 (run, stand, or compete for an office or a position; "Who's running for treasurer this year?") 
               => stump --
 (travel through a district and make political speeches; "the candidate stumped the Northeast") 
               => rerun -- (run again for office; "Bush wants to rerun in 1996") 
               => whistlestop -- (tour the country in order to solicit votes for an election) 
               => cross-file, register -- (have one's name listed as a candidate for several parties) 
                   => slate -- (enter on a list or slate for an election; "He was slated for borough president") 
           => speed skate -- (race on skates) 
       => rival -- (be the rival of, be in competition with; "we are rivaling for first place in the race") 
           => outrival, outvie -- (be more of a rival than) 
       => emulate --
 (compete with successfully; approach or reach equality with; "This artists's drawings cannot emulate his w
ater colors") 
       => equal, touch, rival, match --
 (be equal to in quality or ability; "Nothing can rival cotton for durability"; "Your performance doesn't even
 touch that of your colleagues"; "Her persistence and ambition only matches that of her parents") 
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Accounting  
Aesthetics  
Agriculture 
Alcohol 
Algae 
Algebra 
Amphibians 
Analysis (mathematical) 
Angiosperms 
Animal 
Annelids 
Anthropology 
Arachnids 
Architecture 
Arithmetic 
Artefact, artifact 
Arthropods 
Arts 
Aschelminths 
Astronomy 
Atmosphere 
Atomic Nuclei,  
Atoms 
Attention 
Attitude 
Automata theory 
Automation 
Bacteria 
Bank 
Beauty 
Behavior, animal 
Behavior, human  
Beverage 
Biblical Literature, the Bible 
Biochemistry 
Biology 
Biosphere 
Birds 
Birth 
Blood 
Brain 
Broadcasting 
Bryophytes 
Buddhism 
Building Construction 
Business Law 
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Business organization  
Cancer 
Capitalism 
Cell 
Censorship 
Chemistry 
Childhood 
Chordates 
Christianity 
Circulation and Circulatory Systems 
City 
Citizen 
Civilizations 
Climate 
Cnidarians 
Color 
Combinatorics 
Combinatorial Geometry 
Communication 
Communism 
Computer Science 
Computers 
Constitution 
Continent 
Continental Landforms 
Cosmos 
Country 
Courage 
Crime and Punishment 
Cryptology 
Culture 
Custom and Convention 
Cyberspace, the Internet, the World Wide Web 
Dance 
Death 
Decorative Arts and Furnishings 
Democracy 
Desire 
Digestion and Digestive Systems 
Disease 
Doctrines and Dogmas 
Document 
Drugs 
Drawing 
Duty 
Earth  
Earthquakes 
Earth Sciences 
Economics 
Education 
Electricity 
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Electromagnetic Radiation 
Electronics 
Emotion 
Endocrine Systems 
Energy Converters 
Engineering  
Epistemology 
Ethics 
Evolution 
Excretion 
Exercise and Physical Conditioning 
Exploration 
Family and Kinship 
Family Law 
Farming 
Ferns and other lower vascular plants 
Fishes 
Flatworms; Fylum Platyhelminthes 
Food 
Forest 
Freedom 
Fungi 
Galaxy 
Geochronology 
Genetics and Heredity 
Geography 
Geomorphic Processes 
Good 
Government budget 
Gravitation 
Growth and Development, Biological 
Gymnosperms 
Habit 
Happiness 
Health 
Heat 
Hinduism, religious pluralism 
History, human 
Honor 
Hypothesis 
Human Being 
Human Body 
Human Life 
Human Society 
Hydrosphere 
Ice 
Ideology 
Immunity 
Induction 
Industrial Engineering and Production Management 
Industries 
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Infectious Diseases 
Information Processing and Information Systems 
Inheritance and Succession 
Insurance 
Intergumentary Systems 
Intelligence, natural 
Intelligence, artificial 
Intelligence, agency 
International Trade 
International Law, Relations, Trade 
Islam 
Judaism 
Judgment 
Judicial and Arbitrational System 
Justice 
Labor 
Language 
Law, natural 
Law, social 
Learning, animal 
Learning and Cognition, human 
Legal Systems 
Libraries 
Life 
Light 
Linguistics 
Literature 
Logic 
Love 
Machine 
Magnetism 
Mammals 
Man 
Mapping 
Market 
Marketing 
Materials Science 
Mathematics 
Matter 
Measurement System 
Mechanics 
Medicine 
Memory 
Mental Disorder 
Metabolism 
Metaphysics 
Mind 
Minerals 
Modernization and Industrialization 
Monerans 
Money 
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Monarchy 
Mollusks 
Moss Animals  
Motivation 
Muscles and Muscle Systems 
Music 
Myth and Mythology 
Names 
Nature 
Navigation 
Nebula 
Nervous Systems 
Number 
Numerical analysis 
Nutrition 
Ocean 
Occultism 
Oligarchy 
Opinion 
Optics 
Organism 
Pain 
Painting 
Peoples and Cultures 
Perception 
Personality 
Philosophy  
Photosynthesis 
Physical Sciences 
Physics  
Plants 
Plate Tectonics 
Pleasure 
Poetry 
Poisons and Poisoning 
Political Systems 
Population 
Police 
Printing/Publishing 
Principle 
Probability 
Procedural Law 
Progress 
Prophesy 
Propaganda 
Property Law 
Protists 
Protozoa 
Prudence 
Psychology 
Public administration 
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Public opinion 
Public works 
Punishment 
Radar 
Radiation 
Reaction 
Reasoning 
Relativity 
Religion 
Reproduction and Reproductive System 
Reptiles 
Respiration and Respiratory System 
Resources  
Revolution 
Rhetoric 
Rites and Ceremonies 
Rivers 
Rocks 
Scholarship 
Science 
Sculpture 
Semantics 
Sensory Reception 
Set Theory 
Sex and Sexuality  
Sign and Symbol 
Sin 
Slavery 
Sleep and Dreams 
Social Sciences 
Society 
Soil 
The Solar System 
Soul 
Sound 
Space 
Speech 
Sponges 
Sport 
Star 
State 
Statistics 
Steppe 
Subatomic or Elementary Particles 
Supportive and Connective Tissues 
Surveying 
Taxation 
Teaching 
Technology 
Telecommunication Systems 
Telescopes 
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Temperance 
Theatre 
Theology 
Thermodynamics 
Thought 
Time 
Tools 
Topology 
Tort 
Truth 
Tyranny and Despotism 
Tissue and Organ Transplants 
Transportation 
Tree 
Trigonometry 
The Universe 
Virtue and Vice 
Virus 
War 
Wealth 
Will 
Wisdom 
Work and Employment 
Writing 
 



Accounting, the practice of recording business transactions in terms of 
money; a set of principles and methods used to measure the state of economic 
affairs of a legal entity 
Concepts and accounting principles: entity, substance, state, change, action, 
relation, human, society, government, organization, activity, business, 
commerce, transaction, trade, possession, asset, value, capital, money, cost, 
gain, income, profit, return, proceeds, receipt, expenditure, debit, credit, output, 
material, production, goods, services, funds, finance, money, loss, outlay, 
liability, debt; document, account, statement, report, record, tax, payment, 
information, data, accountant, accountancy, bookkeeping, audit  
Assets: resources (natural, labor, and funding), share, tax base, receivables, 
reserve assets, intangible asset (goodwill), current or liquid assets, investment 
funds, equity, material resource (wealth or riches), capital, working capital 
(stock, venture capital, operating capital, seed money), funds (finances or 
monetary resource or pecuniary resource or cash in hand), amount (gain or 
income, defalcation, loss, deductable), accounts receivable, credit, hole card, 
overage, security, or protection (hedging and insurance) 
Assets and Liabilites: current assets (cash, accounts receivable, inventories) 
and noncurrent assets (noncurent receivables, fixed assets, long-term 
investments), total assets equals total liabilities plus total owner’s equity 
(ownership interest); current liabilities (accounts payable, wages payable, 
taxes payable) and noncurrent liabilities (amounts payable to bondholders, 
pension obligations); working capital, net current assets (the total of the current 
assets less the total of the current liabilities); earnings (net income, net profit, 
lucre, profits, or profit is the excess of revenues over outlays) 
Taxation: tax revenue, income tax, capital gains tax, franchise tax, departure 
tax, gift tax, direct tax, indirect tax, progressive tax, transfer tax, capitation, 
special assessment, stamp duty  
Standards and measurement principles: GAAP (Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles); asset value, asset cost, net income  
Types of financial statements: the balance sheet, the income statement, the 
funds statement, the statement of changes in retained earnings, the statement 
of changes in financial position, consolidated statements, disclosure and 
auditing requirements 
Managerial accounting: cost finding, distribution cost analysis, budgetary plans, 
and performance reports 
Cost accounting and profit analyses 
Purposes of accounting systems 
National accounting: gross national product, national product and income, 
government budget 
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Aesthetics, the study of beauty  
The basic concepts and principles: reality, the world, being, state, relation, 
order, material, form, content, style, value, beauty, art, taste, object, artifact, 
sign, symbol, recipient, sense, pleasure, perception, experience, imagination, 
expression, representation, symbolism, understanding, interpretation, meaning, 
judgment, belief, emotion, response, enjoyment, criticism; semiology, 
semiotics, semantics 
Theories: a inquiry of concepts (expression, representation, form, style, and 
sentimentality); a study of states of mind (emotions, responses, attitudes, 
experience); an inquiry of objects (works of art, the objects of nature) 
Elements: the recipient, the object, the experience, imagination, emotion, 
response, enjoyment 
The elements of beauty: perfection, harmony, simplicity, and clarity 
The work of art: production, understanding, representation, expression, 
symbolism, form, ontology, value 
Evaluation: taste, criticism, and judgment 
Types: Eastern aesthetics (Persia, India, China, Japan); Western aesthetics; 
Marxist aesthetics 
History 
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Agriculture, the practice of cultivating the soil, producing and processing crop, 
and raising livestock for human use and consumption 
Concepts and principles: action, human, group, activity, transaction, 
commerce, business, industry, manufacture, production, cultivation, farming, 
husbandry, land, stock, agrobusiness  
Kinds: agronomy, farming (dairy, tree, truck, subsistence, mixed), floriculture, 
gardening or horticulture, husbandry (animal), hydroponics, planting 
Types of crops and its major plants: Food crops: Cereals (wheat, rice, maize, 
sorghum); Roots (potatoes, cassava, yams, sweet potatoes); Pulses 
(soyabeans, groundnuts, lentils, peas); Vegetables (cabbage, carrots, onions, 
okra, lettuce); Fruits (apples, citrus, peaches, pears, plums, mangoes); Oil 
crops ( sunflower, olives, rapeseed, oil palm); Tree nuts (hazelnuts, cashew 
nuts, almonds, Brazil nuts); Sugar (sugar cane, sugar beet, sorghum); 
Beverages and spices (tea, coffee, cocoa, ginger, mace); 
Forage crops: Pure stands (rape, kale, mustard); Mixed crops (grasses, 
vetches, lucerne, clover); 
Fibre crops: coarse fibres (jute, sisal, hemp, coir); Fine fibres (cotton, flax, 
kapok, ramie) 
Miscellaneous Crops: Rubber (rubber trees); Tobacco (tobacco); 
Pharmaceuticals (foxglove, evening primrose); Ornamentals and Fragrants 
(orchids, roses, lavender, carnations) 
Type of livestock: cattle, pigs, sheep, goats, horses, asses and mules, buffalo 
and camels 
Agricultural sciences: concepts, methods and technologies (farmer, weather, 
soil, crop, cultivation, animal, animal products, plant; consumption, 
mechanization, production, processing, genetic engineering); divisions: soil 
and water sciences; animal sciences; food sciences; agroeconomics; 
agricultural engineering; agrobiology; agroclimotology 
History 
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Alcohol, a drug (intoxicating agent) affecting the central nervous system 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, matter, fluid, liquid, food, beverage, 
drink, intoxicant, drug, mind, nerve, consumption, intoxication, fermentation, 
ethyl alcohol, ethanol 
Composition, properties and actions 
Kinds: wine, beers, spirits 
Techniques of production 
Physiological and psychological effects: mental processes, organs and 
behavior 
Drinking customs and culture 
Diseases: acute and chronic, fetal alcohol syndrome 
History  
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Algae, algas, a group of predominantly aquatic, nonvascular, photosynthetic, 
eukaryotic organisms of the kingdom Protista 

Concepts and principles: nature, life, organism, animal, fungus, plant, 
protozoan, protist, bacterium, cyanobacterium, cell, pigment, chloroplast, 
chlorophyll, carotenoid, phycobiliprotein photosynthesis; biology, phycology 
Classification: division Chlorophyta (green algae); division Chromophyta (e.g., 
diatoms); division Cryptophyta (unicellular flagellates); division Euglenophyta ( 
mostly unicellular flagellates); division Rhodophyta (red algae and red 
seaweeds) 
Habitat: water, snow, ice, springs, soil, oganisms, fungi, animals, plants, algae, 
trees, rocks; planktonic, neustonic, cryophilic, thermophilic, epidaphic, 
endedaphic, epizoic, epiphytic, corticolous, endolithic algae 
Ecological and commercial importance: organic food for marine life, food for 
man, oxygen for animals, natural resources, crude oil and natural gas  
Form and function: a cell, tissue, aggregation, colony; flagella, mitosis, cellular 
respiration, photosynthesis, reproduction, vegetative, asexual, and sexual, life 
cycles, meiosis (reduction division, gametophyte stage), gametes, fertilization, 
zygote (fertilized ovum, sporophyte stage), meiosis  
Evolution and paleontology: fossil record and history, cyanobacteria (blue-
green algae), rhodophyceae, chlorophyta (Precambrian)  
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Algebra, the study of general axiomatic abstract structures from numerical 
systems to categories 
Concepts and principles: relation,  order, structure, part, element, whole, class, 
object, process, quantity, number, space, equation, polynomial, vector, matrix, 
function, morphism, domain, range, operation, lattice, set, aggregate, group, 
field, ring, category, duality; mathematics, arithmetic, logic 
Types: arithmetic; elementary and multivariate algebra; linear and multilinear 
algebra; lattice theory; Boolean algebra; groups; fields; rings; category theory; 
homological algebra; universal algebra 
Lattice theory: partial orderings, posets, universal bounds, power set lattices, 
duality, Boolean polynomials, Cartesian product, logic networks, distributive 
lattices, modular, lattices geometric lattices, relation algebras, and vector 
lattices 
Laws: the associative law, the commutative law, the distributive law, the 
identity (idempotent) law, the contractive law, the reflexive law, the transitive 
law, the antisymmetric law, the complementation law, the existence of a zero 
element and an inverse 
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Analysis (calculus, mathematics, science, study, knowledge domain, content), 
the study of continuous change 
Concepts and principles: object, class, whole, part, state, change, relation, 
process, quantity, variable, continuity, equality, space, time, number, point, 
line, surface, solid, function, limits, calculus, measurement, series, sequence, 
differentiation, integration  
Types: real analysis (vector and tensor analysis, measure theory); complex 
analysis (analytic functions, the Cauchy theory, meromorthic functions, elliptic 
functions), Fourier analysis, calculus of variations and global analysis, 
constructive analysis, functional analysis (geometrical analysis, functional 
algebra, nonlinear analysis, generalized functions), nonstandard analysis 
Number systems: the natural numbers, the integers, the rational numbers, the 
irrational numbers, the real numbers, the complex numbers 
Calculus: differentiation (rates of change, derivative, graphical interpretation, 
higher-order derivatives); integration (the fundamental theorem of calculus, 
antidifferentiation, the Riemann integral) 
Differential equations: ordinary (first-order, linear, systems of equations, 
exponential growth and decay, stability); partial (first-order, linear with constant 
coefficients, second-order with variable coefficients, systems of equations))  
Dynamical systems: chaos, nonlinear equations, state spaces, manifolds, 
vector fields, Hamiltonian mechanics 
Applications: physics, finance, economics, and sociology. 
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Angiosperms, the flowering plants, Magnoliophyta, the flowering plants of 
the kingdom Plantae 
Concepts and principles: nature, life, organism, plant, form, size, habit, flower, 
ovary, gymnosperm, cell, tissue, photosynthesis, body, root, stem, leaf, food, 
protein, lipid, starch; botany, taxonomy, systematics, classification 
Organs: roots systems, stems, leaves; reproductive organs, flowers, fruits, 
seeds  
Form: woody and herbaceous  
Structure and function: organ, tissue sytem, demal, ground and vascular, and 
tissue 
Tssue systems: ground tissue, meristem; vascular tissue, water, nutrients, 
xylem, phloem, transport process, plant growth; dermal tissue, epidermis  
Reproductive structures: the receptacle, the calyx, the corolla, the androecium, 
the gynoecium; fruits, seeds, dispersal, reproduction, anthers, ovules, 
pollination, fertilization, embryogenesis, seed germination  
Classification: division Magnoliophyta (angiosperms), class Magnoliopsida 
(dicotyledons), Subclass, Magnoliidae, subclass Hamamelidae, subclass 
Caryophyllida, subclass Dilleniidae, subclass Rosidae; class Liliopsida 
(monocotyledons), subclass Alismatidae, subclass Arecidae, subclass 
Commelinidae, subclass Zingiberidae, subclass Liliidae  
Food plants: the grass family, Poaceae, cereals, corn, weat, rice, barley, oats, 
sorgum, rye; the potato family Solanaceae, potatoes, tomatoes, eggplant, 
peppers; the squash family, Cucurbitaceae, melons, pupkins; the rose family, 
Rosaceae, almonds, apples, apricots, cheries, peaches, pears, rasberies, 
strawberries; the mustard family, Brasicacaea, vegetables, broccoli, cabbage, 
cauliflower, radish  
Paleobotany and evolution: fossil record and history  
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Animal, a sentient being endowed with sensation and locomotion, or 
multicellular eukaryotes having sense-organs, nervous systems and capable to 
locomotion 
Concepts and principles: being, thing, nature, life, organism, animality, 
animalism, beast, brute, creature, fauna, animal, mineral, vegetable, kingdom; 
evolution, selection 
Structure, physiology and anatomy 
Characteristics: sensitivity, appetite, memory, imagination, intelligence, motility 
Body (elements, structures, and systems): cells, tissues, organs, systems, the 
circulatory, the glandular, the respiratory, the alimentary, the excretory, the 
brain and nervous sytems 
Classification: Acanthocephalans, or spiny-headed worms, Annelida 
(segmented worms), Apometomera (unsegmented worms), Arthropoda, 
Aschelminthes, Bryozoa (moss animals), Brachiopoda (lamp shells), Chordata, 
Chaetognatha (arrow worms), Ctenophora (comb jellies), Cnidaria, or 
coelenterates, Echinodermata, Hemichordata, Introverta, Mesozoa (simplest 
animals), Mollusca, Nemertea (ribbon worms), Onychophora, or velvet worms, 
Platyhelminthes (flatworms), Porifera (sponges), Placozoa, Pogonophora, or 
beardworms, Tradigrada (water bears) 
Behavior: locomotion, nutrition, sleeping and waking, reproduction and life 
cycles 
Heredity and environment: DNA, RNA, genes, genomes, chromosomes, 
proteins 
Evolution and paleontology 
Antonyms: matter, mind, mineral, soul, spirit 
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Architecture, the art and technique of designing and building 
Concepts and principles: entity, object, element, whole, matter, form, cause, 
artifact, art, design, composition, aesthetics, utility, structure, construction, 
building, communication, experience, idea, material, purpose, commodity, 
safety, pleasure, subject, knowledge, content 
Theory: functionalism, the art of building  
Kinds and types: residential (apartments, houses, hotels, castles); religious 
(temples, mosques, churches, temples, shrines, memoria, tombs, monuments); 
governmental (town halls, courthouses, post offices, capitols); recreational 
(auditoriums, theatres, baths, sports facilities, libraries, museums); public 
welfare and educational (hospitals, prisons, schools, universities); commercial 
and industrial architecture (banks, office buildings, refineries, factories, and 
plants); agricultural (stables, elevators, barns, silos); military (castles, forts, 
armouries); primitive and folk architecture 
Planning: environment (orientation, forms, color, materials and techniques, 
interior control); use and function (differentiation, circulation, facilitation); 
economics  
Techniques: building materials (stone, brick, wood, iron, steel, concrete  
Structural elements: foundation, floors, walls, windows, doors, stairways, 
ceilings, roofs  
Constructional systems: wall (load-bearing, nonbearing), post-and-lintel, arch, 
vault, dome, truss, framed structures  
Expression: content; form (space and mass, composition, scale, light, texture, 
color, environment  
Ornamentation: mimetic, applied, and organic ornament  
History: Eastern and Western architecture; styles, schools, movements 
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Arithmetic, a part of algebra, the theory of numerical calculation 
Concepts and principles: entity, object, unity, element, relation, quantity, 
magnitude, place, set, equality, inequality, representation, symbol, variable, 
number, numeral, value, position, zero, operation, calculation, addition, 
multiplication, subtraction, division, inverse, sum, product, difference, factor, 
power, base, exponent, coefficient, decimal, logarithm, positive, negative; the 
positional principle, commutativity, associativity, distributivity 
Numbers: natural (integer), rational (fractions), irrational (surds), and complex 
(imaginary) 
Operations: addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, raising to powers, 
extraction of roots, logarithm 
Laws: the commutative and associative laws (addition); the commutative, 
associative, and distributive laws (multiplication) 
Number systems: binary, ternary, quaternary, quinary, senary, septenary, 
octenary, nonary, decimal. 
Applications: computing devices 
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Artefact, artifact, a class of particular things produced by human art and 
knowledge 
Concepts and principles: entity, thing, substance, object, matter, unit, item, 
article, state, property, quality, quantity, action, activity, relation, cause, being, 
organism, human, mind, art, knowledge, skill, science, technology, material, 
agency, doing, processing, creation, work, product, production, output, means, 
artist, workman, engineer, scientist; art, science, engineering 
Kinds: article, commodity or trade goods or merchandise or wares or goods, 
creation, fabric, textile, cloth or material, facility or installation, instrumentality, 
structure or construction, building material, toy, art, fixture, decoration, antiquity 
Creation: art, artwork, composition, innovation or invention, device, process, 
production, deliverable, language, remake, representation, artwork, text, book, 
magazine, newspaper, paper 
Wares: article of commerce, hardware, software, metalware, silverware, 
woodenware, chinaware or ceramic, the articles of food, tableware (dishware 
or crockery, cutlery, flatware, dinnerware, glassware, goldware, silverware, 
table service, tea service) 
Instrumentation: tool, instrument, implement, utensil, machine, mechanism, 
transport, device, equipment, connection, container, furnishings, ironware, 
system and network (electronic computer networks, Net, cyberspace, Internet) 
Intelliget artifacts: cognitive robots, information agents, knowledge tools, 
semantic machines   
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Arthropods, a largest animal group of invertebrates with jointed limbs and 
segmented body 
Classification: Phylum Arthropoda: Subphylum Trilobyta; Subphylum 
Cheliserata (class merostomata, class arachnida, or scorpions, spiders, ticks, 
and mites, class pycnogonida, or sea spiders); Subphylum Crustacea; 
Subphylum Uniramia (class chilopoda, or centipedes, class symphyla, class 
diplopoda, or millipedes, class pauropoda, class insecta) 
General traits, forms, and functions 
Behavior: habits, locomotion, and feeding 
Evolution and paleontology 
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Arts, a practice, an aesthetic representation (imitation or expression) of 
mentality and reality by means of artifacts; artistic production (creation) of 
beautiful things 
Concepts and principles: reality, entity, substance, action, activity, act, nature, 
object, environment, human, mind, experience, society, artist, creativity, 
language, speech, reasoning, beauty, truth, form, meaning, expression, 
symbolism, myth, artifact, medium, transformation, representation, feeling, 
emotion, style, literature, theatre, music, dance, architecture, sculpture, 
painting; aesthetics, organic unity; diversity, complexity; theme, variation; 
evolution, development, balance 
Theories: mimetic, expressive, formalist, pragmatic 
Elements: artist, subject matter, theme, message, symbol, medium, the work of 
art (artifact), audience 
Classifications (by mediums, purposes, intentions, and effects): fine arts, liberal 
arts, industrial arts, electronic arts, and household arts or visual, auditory, 
verbal, and mixed arts; temporal and spatial arts 
Kinds: literature, the visual arts (sculpture, drawing, painting); the performing 
arts (theatre, music, and dance); the plastic arts (sculpture, modeling); the 
decorative arts (mosaic, furniture design, enamelwork); architecture, 
decoration and functional design, garden, landscape, and urban design; 
printmaking and photography; motion pictures; rhetoric; marketing and 
merchandising 
Style: personal, school, ethnic, regional, period, and historic styles 
Artifacts: criteria, intention and purpose, meaning, integrity, content and form, 
aesthetics, technique, significance, social, moral, religious; experience, 
apprehension, interpretation, appreciation; criticism  
Practice and profession: the artist, training, status, role, and livelihood; art 
collection, dissemination, preservation and restoration, museums, galleries, 
libraries, archives, exhibitions, expositions, media; the art economics, finance, 
remuneration, copyrights the art market, fraudulence; information technology  
Arts of peoples and cultures: Ancient; Asian; African; Islamic; European; 

American 
Relationships: philosophy, aesthetics, culture, society, religion, science, 
technology, and education 
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Astronomy and Cosmology, the science of the physical universe, its 
structure, composition, properties, and dynamics; the study of the physical 
universe as a whole 
Concepts and principles: the world, substance, state, change, relation, 
causation, matter, energy, quantity, body, space, time, number, position, 
distance, size, mass, luminosity, composition, motion, the universe, the 
cosmos, galaxy, nebula, star, the solar system, planet, the earth, moon, comet, 
meteor, force, gravitation, life, evolution; celestial mechanics, relativity, 
cosmology, and astrophysics 
Scope: planets and moons, the solar system, stars, the Milky Way galaxy, 
galaxies, nebulae, the cosmos, the universe as a whole 
Branches: infrared astronomy, radio and radar astronomy, and ultraviolet 
astronomy, astrophysics, cosmology, and cosmogony 
Methodology and instrumentation: observation, measurement, hypotheses, 
mathematical calculation; observatory, bubble and cloud chambers, centrifuge, 
chromatography, computer and supercomputer, laser, mass spectroscopy, 
microscope, molecular beam, nuclear magnetic resonance, particle 
accelerator, photometry, radio interferometer, radio telescope, satellite 
observatory, rockets, spacecraft, spectrochemical analysis, star catalog, 
telescope 
The planet: origin (formation, gases, solids); magnitudes (size, shape, mass, 
weight, position, distance); motions (aberration, eclipse, ecliptic, equinox, 
nutation, occultation, orbit, velocity, parallax, eccentricities, retrogradations, 
solstice, station, synodic period, friction, tide, zodiac)  
The solar system: the sun, the major planets and their sattelites (Jupiter, 
Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto), the terrestrial planets (Mercury, Venus, Earth, 
Mars), asteroids, the Earth, the Moon 
Stars: identification and nomenclature, observation, characteristics, variability, 
statistics and correlations of variables, structure, and evolution; star clusters 
and stellar associations 
Galaxies: classification, structure and physical properties, clusters of galaxies, 
extragalactic X-ray and radio sources, the Milky Way system, its structure and 
dynamics, origin and evolution 
The Cosmos (the universe): structure, composition and properties, gravitation, 
space and time, origin and development; models (the big-bang and steady-
state theories)  
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Atmosphere, an air mass, or a gaseous envelope of the biosphere around the 
Earth 
Concepts and principles: entity, state, change, relation, process, motion, 
cause, effect, quality, quantity, space, time, matter, material, mass, body, 
atom, planet, Earth, air, air mass, circulation, turbulence, wind, pressure, 
temperature, Coriolis force, cyclone, anticyclone; the energy balance, the 
transport of heat, the transport of momentum 
Composition: water vapor, carbon dioxide, molecular nitrogen and oxygen, 
noble gases, etc. 
Structure: the upper atmosphere, the troposphere, the stratosphere, the 
mesosphere, the thermosphere 
Processes: anticyclone, atmospheric circulation and turbulence, atmospheric 
pressure, cyclone, cyclostrophic wind, doldrums, eddy, extratropical cyclone, 
Ferrel cell, geostrophic wind, gradient wind, Hardley cell, hurricane, jet steam, 
monsoon, polar anticylone, Rossby wave, Siberian anticyclone, thermal wind, 
thunderstorm, tropical cyclone, updraft and downdraft 
Phenomena: airglow, aureole, auroras, halo, corona, magnetic storm, 
greenhouse effect  
Winds: east-west zonal, north-south meridional, and vertical; the geostrophic 
and thermal winds; jet streams; the mid-latitudes westerlies, standing waves, 
cyclones, anticyclones; tropical winds, trade winds, storms, hurricanes and 
typhoons, monsoons; stratospheric and mesospheric winds, meridional 
circulations 
Mechanisms: distribution of gases, biogeochemical cycles, transport of energy, 
heat and momentum,  
Evolution 
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Atomic Nucleus, the central part of an atom 
Concepts and principles: substance, entity, class, part, whole, individual, unity, 
state, quantity, time, space, number, change, motion, relation, process, matter, 
energy, particle, atom, force, nucleon, proton, neutron, nuclide, isotope, parity, 
spin, charge, moment, wave function, reaction, fission, fusion, radioactivity, 
decay, transition; conservation laws and symmetry  
Structure: neutrons, protons, short- and long-existing components, binding 
energy; models (adiabatic, collective and statistical, compound-nucleus, liquid-
drop, shell nuclear) 
Properties: mass, charge, radius, spin, magnetic moment and magnetic 
resonance, electric moment, and binding energies 
Isotopes and radioactive nuclei: number and masses, classification, formation, 
composition, separation, and applications  
Processes: binding force; interactions (excitation, reactions, fission and fusion, 
nucleosynthesis, spallation, thermonuclear reaction, transmutation); 
radioactivity (transition, exponential decay law, alpha decay, beta decay, 
gamma transition) 
Knowledge: nuclear physics, quantum chromodynamics and electrodynamics 
Applications: nuclear weapons, nuclear reactors, nuclear engines 
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Atoms, the smallest particle of a chemical element consisting of the nucleus 
surrounded by electrons 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, thing, class, individual, element, 
part, whole, state, change, motion, relation, process, quantity, quantum, 
matter, energy, time, space, number, mass, weight, particle, atom, force, 
spectrum, reaction, antimatter, fundamental constants; quantum mechanics, 
Schrodinger equation, complementarity principle, Pauli exclusion principle, 
selection rule, uncertainty principle, wave-particle duality  
Structure: models (Aufbau principle, Bohr-Sommerfeld model, electronic 
configuration, octet, Rutherford model, shell model); electronic structure and 
spectra; atomic structure and X-rays 
Properties: mechanical, optical, electric, magnetic, and electromagnetic 
properties - size, mass, radius, weights, spectral lines, quantum numbers  
Classification: the periodic laws of the atoms (hydrogen with its isotopes, alkali 
metals, alkaline-earth metals, boron group, carbon group, nitrogen group, 
oxygen group, halogen elements, noble gases, zinc group, transition elements, 
lanthanide elements, actinide elements, synthetic and transuranium elements) 
Interactions: interatomic forces and chemical bonds, electromagnetic force; 
radioactivity, nuclear fission and fusion 
The nucleus: nucleons, forces, shape and size, mass and binding energy, spin 
and magnetic moment, energy levels, nuclear reactions 
Effects: Auger effect, Brownian motion, electron paramagnetic resonance, 
excitation, Franck-Hertz experiment, Fraunhofer lines, ionization potential, 
magnetic resonance, spectral lines series, Stark effect, transition,  Zeeman 
effect 
Isotopes 
Applications 
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Attention, the act of mental concentration of awareness on some set of 
objects and events; the state of current awareness; the ability or power of 
mental concentration  
Concepts and principles: being, state, change, process, act, operation, relation, 
time, place, object, environment, event, stimulus, phenomenon, action, man, 
mind, brain, information, sense, consciousness, cognition, knowledge, 
experience, learning, arousal, activation, orientation, response, effort, intention, 
drive, motivation, instinct, habit, automatism, alertness, expectancy, behavior, 
performance, concentration, mind, regard 
Types: concentration, absorption, immersion, or engrossment (focus, direction 
or centering, specialism, study); alertness or vigilance (jealousy) 
Theories: psychology, behaviourism, information theory, the filter theory 
Neurophysiology: stimulus, arousal, activation, orientation, response; cerebral 
mechanisms, chemical changes, electrical correlates, neurotransmitter 
substances 
Cognitive psychology: effort, intention, drive, motivation, consciousness, 
perception, memory, experiences, and expectations 
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Attitude, mental, a state of the mind to act in a certain way as to objects and 
processes  
Concepts and principles: entity, being, substance, state, quality, change, 
action, relation, causality, human, mind, cognition, knowledge, value, interest, 
feeling, disposition, sentiment, belief, opinion, position, purpose, behavior, 
response, regularity, object, event, classification 
Classification (hierarchy): values (knowledge, honesty, health, safety, freedom, 
independence, justice), interest (attention, concern, sympathy, curiosity, 
benefit, profit, attitude (predisposition, position, pose), belief (admission, 
conviction, creed, faith fancy, trust), opinion (probability, conjecture, judgment, 
assumption, postulate, hypothesis, wishful thinking, rationalization, prejudice) 
Type: negative and positive, unfavorable and favorable; mentality; outlook or 
mindset; orientation, position, view or perspective; disposition or tendency; 
culture, position or stance; acceptance; paternalism; tolerance; intolerance; 
respect or esteem; disrespect; reverence; irreverence 
Disposition: direction, trend or movement, sympathy or understanding, 
favoritism, propensity or proclivity, bent or set, preservation, literalism, 
predisposition, favor, disfavor, partiality or bias and prejudice, impartiality or 
nonpartisanship  
Orientation: view, perspective or position: world view or Weltanschauung, 
panoramic view, futurism, vanguard, paradigm, light, signt, orthodoxy, 
heterodoxy, ideology or political theory; reorientation; experimentalism; 
instrumentalism or pragmatism; rationalism    
Indexes: conscious experience, speech, writing, behavior, physiological 
symptoms and signs 
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Automata theory, a set of logical and physical principles guiding physical 
transducers (electro-mechanical devices) converting energy and information 
according to a given controlling algorithm 
Concepts and principles: entity, class, state, change, process, quantity, 
multitude, number, time, space, symbol, computation, function, operation, 
machine, automaton, neuron, computer, logic, the Turing machine, 
communication, information, program; algorithm, procedure, environment, 
event, stimulus, response, behavior; control theory and cybernetics, 
mathematics 
Kinds: thermostats, automatic pilots, telephone networks, servo-mechanisms, 
automatic controls, electronic digital computers, clocks and watches, robots 
Automaton (logical types): disjunctive, conjunctive, and negative 
Structure: input events (environmental stimuli), discrete states, output effects 
(behavior); basic physical compounds, logical organs, and rules of operation 
Classification: acceptors; finite transducers; Post machines 
Neural nets and automata: elementary automata, finite automata, probabilistic 
automata, general automata, Turing's machine with unbounded memory 
storage  
Information: discrete quantities (binary digits) and continiuous quantities 
(mechanical forces, electric voltages, temperatures, angle positions)  
Applications: computers, automation, robotics, artificial intelligence  
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Automation, technology using automatic methods, devices and controls 
Concepts and principles: entity, element, whole, state, quantity, quality, 
property, change, relationship, causation, machine, device, automaton, sense, 
mechanism, computer, information, data, program, instruction, procedure, 
decision, feedback; automata theory 
Components: power source (electric generators, batteries);  sensing and 
measuring mechanisms and devices (thermocouples, photoelectric cells, 
electrical meters, X-ray machines, motion and position sensors, gyroscopes), 
decision element (computer), control element (switches and valves)  
Product: the metal, plastic, electrical signals, data, or complex symbols 
Actions: processing (shaping, molding, switching, manipulating); transfer and 
positioning 
Automated systems: manufacturing systems and communications and 
information systems 
Types: fixed, programmable (numerical), and flexible automation  
Applications: robotics and artificial intelligence, CAD/CAM technology, 
communications networks, transportation, manufacturing, service industries, 
consumer products and home appliances 
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Bacteria, the smallest living creatures, microscopic prokaryotic organisms of 
the kingdom Monera 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, object, nature, organism, plant, 
microorganism, cell, pathogen, microb, germ 
Structure and characteristics: metabolism, lipids, the cell envelope, cytoplasm, 
capsules, gene sequences 
Classification: Eubacteria (purple bacteria, gram-positive bacteria, 
cyanobacteria, chlamydiae, bacteroides, spirochetes) and Archeobacteria 
(halophiles, methanogens, thermophyles) 
Behavior: nutrition, food and feeding, locomotion, reproduction and life cycle, 
adaptations, and relationships 
Distribution and abundance, ecology and habitats 
Evolution and paleontology 
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Bank, depositary financial institution, banking company, banking concern, a 
financial institute borrowing and lending to individuals, firms, and governments  
Concepts and principles: quantity, time, space, number, change, relation, 
society, , economy, organization, establishment, institute, company, money, 
market, enterprise, banking, financing, account, acceptance, arbitrage, bill, 
bond, business, capital, credit, card, deposit, discount, dividend, exchange, 
installment, instrument, interest, investment, liquidity preference, finance, fund, 
loan, money laundry, order, payment, promissory note, risk, saving, statement, 
transfer, transaction  
Types: central banking, commercial banking, finance companies, saving 
banks, investment banks, trust companies, and home-loan banks 
The balance sheet: liabilities (deposits and capital or reserves) and assets 
(cash, investments and securities, loans and advances, premises) 
Functions of commercial banks: industrial finance 
Functions of central banks: creating money, government finance, credit 

controls 
Structure of banking systems: unit banking, branch banking, hybrid systems 
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Beauty, a kind of order in ideas, nature and art giving pleasure to the mind 
Concepts and principles: thing, object, state, condition, quality, phenomena, 
relationship, order, nature, human, mind, ideal, perception, sense, truth, value, 
goodness, pleasure, utility, desire, love, view, appearance, color, form, shape, 
melody; integrity and unity 
Elements: form and order, harmony and proportion, clarity and brightness, 
integrity and unity 
Kinds: beauty in nature, beauty in art, intelligible beauty; raw beauty, glory, 
glamour, fairness, cuteness, picturesqueness, exquisiteness, pulchritude or 
voluptuousness  
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Behavior, animal, the activity of a living organism 
Concepts and principles: being, existence, state, change, motion, action, 
activity, relation, process, cause, effect, time, space, nature, life, animal, fish, 
amphibian, reptile, bird, mammal, human, activity, genetics, experience, 
stimulus, response 
Components: fixed action patterns (displays, nets building, movements, 
foraging, fight and flight); stimuli (selection, drive and motivation, chains, 
conflict resolution); movement; control (hormonal and nervous) 
Classification: instinctive unlearned behavior, stereotyped responses and 
instinctive acts (reflexes and taxes; fixed action patterns, photoperiodism); 
feeding behavior; avoidance behavior; aggressive behavior; sexual, and 
reproductive behavior, sleep and dreaming; migration, dormancy; physical 
behavior (movement, or locomotion), perceptual behavior (attention, sensation, 
perception); cognitive behavior (concept formation, and social, or collective 
behavior (hunting, communication)  
Social behavior: characteristics; types; and dynamics 
Evolution 
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Behavior, human, the action of human beings 
Concepts and principles: being, existence, state, change, motion, action, 
relation, process, cause, effect, time, space, nature, man, person, mind, body, 
society, culture, genetics, experience, consciousness, perception, memory, 
thought, intelligence, feeling, emotion, instinct, habit, attitude, stimulus, 
response, growth, development, infancy, childhood, adolescence, adulthood, 
personality, conduct, doings, manner 
Types: instinctive behavior, feeding behavior; avoidance behavior; aggressive 
behavior; sexual, and reproductive behavior, sleep and dreaming; physical 
behavior (movement, or locomotion), perceptual behavior (attention, sensation, 
perception); cognitive behavior (concept formation), linguistic behavior 
(reading, writing, speech), emotional behavior (empathy, anxiety), and social, 
or collective behavior (communication, procession, panic, war) 
Elements: cognitive (attention, sensation, perception, memory, imagination, 
ideation, reasoning, learning, and thinking); voluntary (desires, needs, drives, 
motivations, purposes, habits, inclinations, and actions); affective (emotions, 
feelings, and sentiments) 
Stages of life: prenatal, infancy, childhood, adolescence, adulthood, and old 
age 
Personality: integration and disintegration; theories, physiological, 
psychoanalytic, social analytic, eclectic; assessment and measurement; self-
awareness; stresses and defence mechanisms; mental disorders; therapies 
Collective behavior: milling and rumor, crowds (unrest, panic, publics, and 
masses), obsessions (fads, hysterical contagion, deviant epidemics, fashion, 
crazes), responses to disaster, social movements; mechanisms and dynamics; 
evolution  
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Beverage, portable drinks made of water and plant materials 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, matter, fluid, liquid, drink, potable, 
food, foodstuff, nutrient, nourishment, water, milk, beer, juice, coffee, tea, 
alcohol; biochemistry of food crops, fermentation, and yeast culture 
Classification: Tea; Coffee; Soft drinks; Beer; Wine; Distilled Spirits 
Tea plant, Camellia sinensis: Composition, Properties, Varieties, Processing, 
and Preparing 
Coffee plant, Coffea arabica and canephora: Composition, Properties, 
Varieties, Processing, and Brewing 
Soft drinks: ingredients (water, carbon dioxide, sugar, acids, juices, and 
flavors) and types (pasteurized noncarbonated, powdered, iced soft drinks, and 
specialty drinks) 
Beer: source ingredients (water, hops, and yeast, and barley or other cereals, 
rice, cactus, or sorghum), brewing (malting, milling, mashing, boiling, 
fermentation), maturation, and types 
Wine: the wine grape, Vitis vinifera, species and varieties; wine regions and 
varieties; production (harvesting, crushing, juice separation, must treatment, 
fermentation and post-fermentation treatment clarification and aging); types 
(dry red and white wines and special wines (sparkling, fortified, and flavored, 
fruit wines) 
Distilled spirits: raw materials (sugary or starchy); production (mash 
preparation, fermentation distillation, maturation, and blending); types (vodka, 
gins, rums, brandies, whiskeys) 
Packaging, equipment, and apparatus 
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Biblical Literature, the Bible, the body of the sacred scriptures of Judaism 
and Christianity, the OldTestament, the Old Testament Apocrypha, the New 
Testament, the New Testament Apocrypha 
Concepts and principles: being, reality, the world, the universe, unity, 
existence, nature, creature, man, faith, belief, religion, deity, God, angel, 
demon, salvation, revelation, covenant, prophecy, miracle, saint, 
commandment, law, canon, scripture, chronicle, the Bible, Testament, gospel, 
apocrypha, liturgy, apocalypse, justice, grace, mercy, love, value, good, evil, 
sin, judgment, art, literature, history, writing, wisdom, poetry, meaning; 
theology, philosophy, idealism, dogmas, doctrines, exegesis and hermeneutics 
Divisions: the Jewish bible (the Torah, or "the Law", Pentateuch; the Nevi’im, 
or "the Prophets"; the Ketuvim, or Hagiographa, "the Writings" and the 
Christian Bible (Old Testament; New Testament; Apocrypha)  
The Canon: the tripartite canon, the TaNaKh, the Torah, the Nevi’im, the 
Ketuvim; the Samaritan canon, the Alexandrian canon, the canon at Qumran; 
the Christian canon, Roman Catholic canon and Protestant canon: Old 
Testament; New Testament; Apocrypha  
Texts and versions: early versions, the Aramaic Targums, the Septuagint 
(LXX), the version of Aquila, the revision of Theodotion, the translation of 
Symmachus, Origen’s Hexapla, manuscripts and printed editions of the 
Septuagint, coptic versions, the Armenian version, the Georgian version, the 
Ethiopic version, the Gothic version; the Old Latin version; the Vulgate, Syriac 
versions, Arabic versions; modern English versions; the King James 
(Authorized) Version, the New English Bible, catholic versions; other European 
versions; non-European versions  
Old Testament history and literature: the Torah (Law, Pentateuch, or Five 
Books of Moses), Genesis, the primeval history, the patriarchal narratives, 
Exodus, redemption and revelation, legislation, instructions, Leviticus, 
offerings, sacrifices, and priestly worship, purification laws, the Holiness Code, 
commutation of vows and tithes, Numbers, the conclusion of the Sinai sojourn, 
wanderings in the desert of Paran, events in Edom and Moab, Deuteronomy, 
introductory discourses of Moses, the lawbook, traditions, Nevi’im (the 
Prophets), Joshua, Judges: background and purpose, Samuel, Kings, the fall 
of Israel and Judah, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, 
Jonah, Micah, the last six minor prophets, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, 
Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi; The Ketuvim, Psalms, Proverbs, Job, the Megillot 
(the Scrolls), Song of Solomon, Ruth, Lamentations of Jeremiah, Ecclesiastes, 
Esther, Daniel, Ezra, Nehemiah, and Chronicles, first and second  
Intertestamental literature: the Old Testament apocryphal writings: Esdras, 
Judith, Tobit, the Story of Ahikar, Baruch; the Letter of Jeremiah, Prayer of 
Manasseh, additions to Daniel and Esther, the Prayer of Azariah and the Song 
of the Three, Young Men, Susanna, Bel and the Dragon; I and II Maccabees; 
Ecclesiasticus (or Sirach), the Wisdom of Solomon; the Letter of Aristeas, IV 
Maccabees, III Maccabees, the Lives of the Prophets, the Ascension of Isaiah, 
Paralipomena of Jeremiah, the Testament of Job, Life of Adam and Eve; III 
Baruch, II Enoch, the Psalms of Solomon, the Assumption of Moses, the 
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Sibylline Oracles, II Esdras (or IV Esdras), the Apocalypse of Baruch; the Book 
of Jubilees, the Book of Enoch, Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs  
New Testament history and literature: the Hasmonean kingdom, rule by the 
Herods, Roman occupation and Jewish revolts, Jewish sects and parties, the 
life of Jesus, the chronology of Paul; the Synoptic Gospels, the Gospel 
According to John, the Acts of the Apostles; the Pauline Letters; the Pastoral 
Letters: I and II Timothy and Titus; the Letter to the Hebrews; the Catholic 
Letters; the Revelation to John  
New Testament Apocryphal writings: Gospels, Acts, Letters, Apocalypses 
Doctrines and dogmas: God, creation, providence, divine goverment, grace, 
revelation, miracle, saint, the Book of Life, the Incarnation, the Trinity, sin, 
salvation, the Last Judgment, the resurrection of the body, or eschatology 
Sacraments: baptism, confirmation, Eucharist, penance, anointing, ordination, 
matrimony 
Liturgy: Judaism and Christianity, Eastern Orthodoxy, Roman Catholicism, 
Protestantism  
Study: exegesis and hermeneutics, interpretation, literal, moral, anagogical, 
analogical and criticism, biblical, textual, philological, literary, tradition, form 
criticism, redaction, historical 
Relationships and influences: Westerns civilization, intellectual, moral and 
spiritual ideals, arts, culture 
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Biochemistry, physiological chemistry, the science of the chemical 
substances and processes in plants, animals, and microorganisms 
Concepts: substance, change, process, matter, life, organism, plant, animal, 
cell, macromolecules, gene, enzyme, metabolism 
Subject matters: living matter, chemical composition, nutrition, digestion, blood, 
metabolism and hormones, genes, evolution and origin of life 
Techniques: analytical, organic, and physical chemistry, physiology, molecular 
biology 
Methods: centrifugation and electrophoresis, chromatography and isotopes 
Applied biochemistry: medicine (disease, drug action), nutrition, genetics, and 
agriculture 
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Biology, the study of living things, their structures, properties, types, vital 
processes and relationships 
Basic concepts and principles: substance, part, whole, change, relationship, 
similarity, diversity; matter, energy, life, organism, growth, development, cell, 
heredity, genetics, environment, behavior, evolution, homeostasis, control, 
coordination, feedback  
Divisions: molecular biology (biochemistry, biophysics, genetics); cell biology: 
cancer research, microbiology, radiation biology, tissue culture, neurobiology, 
transplantation biology, organismic biology, and population biology 
Organismic biology: botany, ecology, embriology, ethology, eugenics, genetics, 
gnotobiology, morphology, palentology, physiology, zoology; 
Population biology: biogeography, comparative psychology, ecology, 
population genetics 
Taxonomic groups: life, superkingdom, kingdom, phylum, class, order, family, 
species, variety, individual 
Classification: Procaryota (Monera, archaebacteria, bacteria, blue-green algae) 
and Eukaryota (animalia or Metazoa, Plantae or Metaphyta, Protista, and 
Mycota, or Fungi) 
Processes: growth and development, cells, plants, animals, humans; tumours, 
regeneration, compensatory growth, internal factors and environmental factors 
(light, temperature, pressure, chemical factors); human growth (types and 
rates, infancy, childhood, puberty, adulthood) 
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Biosphere, the space of life, or the world of living things, sustained by natural 
cycles of energy and matter 
Concepts and principles: the world, thing, state, quality, quantity, time, space, 
number, extent, change, motion, relation, order, process, causation, matter, 
energy, planet, earth, nature, life, geosphere, lithosphere; hydrosphere; 
atmosphere, biosphere, noosphere, climate, ecosystem, biome, land, ocean, 
forest, desert, organism, plant, animal, human, community, population, food 
chain, disease, death; oxygen cycle, carbon cycle, nitrogen cycle, sulfur cycle, 
biocycle, biogeochemical cycle, evolution, natural selection 
Environment: regularities of natural cycles (water, carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, 
sulfur, minerals) 
Life: cells, tissues, organs, organ systems, organisms, species, populations, 
communities, ecosystems  
Organisms: distribution (ecosystems, terrestrial, aquatic, boundary, and 
biogeographic regions, the Antarctic, the Megagean, the Neogean, the 
Notogean realms) and changes (diseases, plant, animal, human; contagious, 
communicable, noncommunicable, endemic, ectodemic, sporadic, epidemic, 
death) 
Organization levels: the biocycle; the ecosystem; the community; the 
population: 
Plant types: phanerophytes (trees and shrubs); chamaephytes (low shrubs); 
hemicryptophytes (perennial herbs); geophetes (perennial herbs); therophytes 
(annual herbs); hydrophytes (aquatic plants)   
Interactions (biotic): intraspecific and interspecific, positive, neutral, and 
negative influences 
Populations: characteristics (age, sex, number, size, density, distribution, and 
genetic differences) and changes (growth, natality, mortality, fluctuations, 
movements, and interactions) 
Communities and biomes: structure, function, classification, and changes 
Ecosystems: components, biotic (major life forms, producers, consumers, and 
decomposers), abiotic (matter, energy, illumination, radiation, air, water, soil, 
minerals, salts; temperature, pressure, wind, fire); types, aquatic (ocean and 
inland waters); terrestrial (polar barrens and tundra, boreal and temperate 
forests, scrublands, grasslands, jungles and rain forests, deserts, thorn forests 
and savannas); boundary systems (water and water, land and water)  
Relationships: geosphere, lithosphere; hydrosphere; atmosphere; noosphere 
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Birds, the class Avis of warm-blooded vertebrate with feathers and wings 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, object, nature, organism, animal, 
beast, brute, creature, fauna, chordate, vertebrate 
Number: about 87 000 living species and more than 1000 extinct species 
Form and function: internal organs, skeleton, body sizes, feathers and moulting 
Classification (major orders): penguines (Sphenisciformes); emus, cassowaries 
(Casuariiformes); perching birds (Passeriformes); woodpeckers, barbets, 
honey guides, toucans (Piciformes); kingfishers and allies (Coraciiformes); 
swifts, hummingbirds (Apodiformes); nightjars, potoos, oilbirds, frogmouths 
(Caprimulgiformes); owls (Strigiformes); turacos, cuckoos, roadrunners 
(Cuculiformes); parrots, lories, cockatoos (Psittaciformes); sand grouse, 
pigeons,doves, dodoes (Columbiformes); auks, plovers, sandpipers, gulls, 
terns (Charadriiformes), cranes, coots, cariamas, bustards, rails (Gruiformes); 
falcons, hawks, vultures, and allies (Falconiformes); herons, spoonbills, ibis, 
storks (Ciconiiformes); screamers, waterfowl (Anseriformes); pelicans, frigate 
birds, tropic birds, boobies, cormorants (Pelecaniformes);albatrosses, 
shearwaters, petrels (Procellariformes); grebes (Podicipediformes); tinamous 
(Tinamiformes); grouse, pheasants, quail, turkeys (Galliformes) 
Behavior: locomotion, vocalization, feeding habits, migration, reproductive 
behavior 
Evolution and paleontology 
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Blood, the body fluid circulating in multicellular animals to transport oxygen, 
nutrients, hormones to the cells and to bring out waste products  
Concepts and principles: substance, change, process, movement, matter, fluid, 
life, organism, animal, body, organ, tissue, cell, plasma, antigen, antibody, 
food, oxygen, nutrient, hormone, circulation, homeostasis, disease 
Composition: plasma (water, proteins, albumin, fibrinogen, globulins, 
antibodies, lipids, steroids, sugars, salts, nutrients, glucose, fats, and amino 
acids, carbon dioxide, nitrogen wastes, and hormones), red cells, or 
erythrocytes (hemoglobin), white cells, or leukocytes (granulocytes, 
monocytes, and lymphocytes), thrombocytes, or platelets, pigments, oxygen, 
minerals  
Functions: homeostasis, pH, acid-base balance, respiration, nutrition, 
excretion, immunity, hemostasis, temperature and pressure regulation 
Circulatory system: open (invertebates) and closed (vertebrates) 
Human blood groups: the ABO system, type A, type B, type AB, type O; the 
rhesus (Rh) groups, positive and negative, the MN, the P group, etc. 
Bleeding: the hemostatic mechanism, blood clotting, platelet plugging, 
coagulation, fibrinolysis 
Blood disease (nature, types and causes): red cells (anemias, polycythemia, 
erythrocytosis), white cells (leukocytosis, leukopenia, leukemia, lymphomas, 
multiple myeloma); platelets (thrombocytopenia, bleeding and coagulation 
disorders, hemophilia, thrombosis)  
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Brain, encephalon, the part of central nervous system processing sensory 
information and directing glandular and motor responses 
Concepts: substance, state, change, causation, process, quantity, quality, 
matter, nature, animal, body, mind, sense, stimulus, response, consciousness, 
perception, thought, action, communication, information, cell, neuron, nerve, 
hormone, neurotransmitter, tissue, organ, hindbrain, midbrain, forebrain, 
cerebrum, stem, cerebellum, impulse, cortex, lobe, cerebration, learning, 
cognition, perception, emotion, pain, pleasure, movement, behavior  
Division: the cerebrum (the cerebral hemispheres, the cortex, white matter, 
ventricles, basal ganglia); the brain stem (the thalamus and hypothalamus, the 
pons, the medulla oblongata); the cerebellum 
Cerebral cortex: frontal (language, sensory, and motor functions), parietal 
(sensory cortex), temporal (audition), occipital (vision), central, and limbic 
(visceral, autonomic, and somatic functions) 
Higher cerebral functions: information processing, cognition, perception, 
thinking, memory, reasoning, learning, planning, language, cognitional 
behavior 
Diseases and disorders: chromosomal, genetic, metabolic, toxic, inflammatory, 
neoplastic; the cerebrum (palsy, mental retardation, anoxia, head trauma, 
concussion, contusion, laceration, hematomas, dementia, epilepsy, 
Alzheimer's disease, headache, vascular, tension, traction, fererred, infections, 
abscess, encephalitis, AIDS, syphilis, stroke, hemorrhage, neoplasms, tumors, 
Parkinson's disease, distonias, chorea, tremor); the brain stem (lesions, sleep 
disorders, brain death); the cerebellum (spinocerebellar degenerations, ataxia, 
abscesses, hemorrhage, multiple sclerosis, tumors) 
Tests: electrical, encephalography, radiological, X rays, tomography, CAT and 
PET, magnetic resonance imaging, MRI, Doppler ultrasound waves, 
biochemical tests, pathological examination, radioisotope scans 
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Buddhism, faith and behavior, a system of religious and philosophical belief 
and behavior (founded by the Indian prophet Siddhartha Gautama between the 
6th and 4th century BC) 
Basic concepts: transcendent freedom (nirvana); soul, or self (atman); union 
(yoga); causality (karma), "Thus-Gone"(Tathagata); "enlightened one" 
(buddha); becoming (samsara), truth, law, or rule (dhamma) 
Basic beliefs and practices: the Four Noble Truths; the veneration of the 
Buddha; gift-giving; 
Sacred scriptures: the Theravada canon; Mahayana; Vajrayana and 
Mantrayana 
Institutions, sacred offices and orders, rites and ceremonies 
Relationships: individuals, family, society, state, education, the arts  
Mythology, philosophy, and mysticism 
History and legends 
Buddhist World 
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Building Construction, an assembly of engineering structures 
Concepts: entity, substance, action, relation, object, artifact, structure, 
construction, edifice, purpose, material, design, labor, practice, environment; 
architecture, technology, and machinery 
Classification: low-rise residential, low-rise commercial, institutional, and 
industrial, high-rise, and long-span buildings; architecture, abattoir, apartment, 
center, government building, hall, health facility, hotel, house, house of prayer, 
library, ministry, morgue, observatory, office building, restaurant, rotunda, 
temple, theatre  
Materials: earth, clay, sod; vegetable matter, lumber, brick and tiles, stone, 
mortar, cement, plaster, glass, metals, concrete, compositions, plastics, and 
fabrics 
Components: foundations and footings, floor, structural, roof, space-enclosure, 
and auxiliary systems, interior finishes 
Low-rise residential buildings: foundations, structural systems, timber frames, 
masonry walls, enclosure systems, interior finishes; plumbing, heating and 
cooling, electrical systems 
Low-rise commercial, institutional, and industrial buildings: foundations, timber, 
steel, concrete, enclosure systems, interior finishes, partitions, ceiling finishes, 
floor finishes, life-safety systems, vertical transportation, plumbing, 
environmental control, electrical systems 
High-rise buildings: foundations, structural systems, wind loads, earthquake 
loads 
Long-span buildings: structural systems, structural types, timber structures, 
steel structures, concrete structures 
Acoustics and sound-control, and environmental techniques 
Public works: aqueducts, dams, bridges, underground construction, harbor, 
and lighthouses 
The history of building construction 
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Business Law, mercantile, or commercial law, a branch of common law; the 
body of rules regulating or prescribing the behavior of persons engaged in the 
processes of trade, business dealings, or commerce 
Basic concepts and principles: act, action, transaction, dealings, goods, 
services, property, investment, quality, contract, commerce, proceeding, 
agency, value, funds, obligation, exchange, transfer, ownership, performance, 
business, company, organization, utility, will, fairness, consumer, seller, buyer, 
bankruptcy, insolvency, labor, employment, interest, and reciprocity 
Scope: commercial entities, commercial transactions, bankruptcy, insolvency, 
labor 
Types: the laws of company, partnership, agency, and bankruptcy; the laws of 
contracts; 
Contract: parties, offer, negotiation, claim, interest, acceptance, performance, 
transaction, revocability, arbitration; contract law, legal systems (common law 
and civil law), and codification 
Agency: agent (commercial and commission agent, broker, sales 
representative; manager, administrator, factor, broker, real estate agent, store 
salesman, traveling salesman, auctioneer, the attorney at law), principal 
(individual, partnership, or corporate entity), third party; the law of agency 
Transaction: exchange of values (goods, material, products, services, 
ownership); business activities (seller, buyer, sale, transfer, ownership, 
obligations); instruments (negotiable - promissory notes, check, draft, or bill of 
exchange; letters of credit; loans, security); uniform sales law 
Corporate finance: stock, capital, shares, bonds, debentures, earnings, rights, 
and interests 
Mergers and consolidations laws 
Bankruptcy: the creditor, the debtor, the administrator, the court; liquidation 
and insolvency proceedings; prerequisites; liabilities and assets; preferences; 
rehabilitation and preventive accords; bankruptcy laws and treaties  
Labor law: employment, wages and remuneration, conditions of work, health, 
safety, and welfare social security, trade unions, industrial relations, 
administration, company and collective accords, the International Labor 
Organization and Code  
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Business organization, concern, business, a legal entity pursuing commercial 
activity 
Basic concepts and principles: entity, state, action, relation, human, group, 
people, society, organization, enterprise, business, concern, establishment, 
institution, company, firm, house, corporation, activity, transaction, purpose, 
work, employment, property, trade, commerce, profit, commodity, goods, 
service, finance, industry, management   
Types: individual proprietorship, partnership, corporation or limited law 
company, employee-owned enterprise, state corporation, mixed corporation, 
cooperative societies, unit trusts, and mutual funds; agency, brokerage, carrier, 
chain, firm or house, franchise or dealership, manufacturer or maker, 
partnership, processor, shipbuilder 
Business enterprise: industry or manufacture, finance, construction, 
transportation or shipping, tourism, fishing, storage, real-estate business, 
advertising or publisizing, publishing, printing, packaging, agrobusiness, 
discount business, accounting business, venture 
Business relationships: trade, contracts, transactions, dealings  
Instruments and documents: stock, shares, and securities 
Business finance: short-term and long-term operations 
Changes: mergers and consolidations, reorganization 
Multinational corporations: structure, management control and governments  
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Capitalism, a system of society marked by ownership of capital for private 
profit and unequal distribution of wealth  
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, state, process, relationship, group, 
humans, society, economy, institution, enterprise, corporation, company, bank, 
capital, profit, wealth, property, capitalist, class, commerce, ownership, 
possession, assets, labor, exploitation, market, business, trade, production, 
distribution, consumption, globalization, growth, crisis, poverty, unemployment; 
economics, political economy, econometrics, finance, macroeconomics, 
microeconomics, supply-side economics 
Kinds: market capitalism, institutional capitalism, state capitalism, crony 
capitalism; free or private enterprise economy, state capitalism, mixed 
economy, industrialism, non-market managed economy 
Attributes: individualism, free enterprise, materialism, property, legal entity, the 
division of labor, economic growth, instability (inflation and recession), boom-
and-bust cycle, wealth, capital concentration, finance internalization, 
globalization, real politic, welfare system, subsidy, entitlement payment, health 
benefit; taxes, environmental damage, inequity, exploitation, child labor, black 
market, unequal distribution, poverty, the classes, venality, corporate fraud, 
corruption, criminality, prostitution, war, immorality 
Market Capitalism: government non-interference, low taxation, free trade, low 
state assets ownership, low market regulations, strong capital markets, high 
private share ownership, cut throat market competition, stock, corporate 
defraud, laissez-fair capitalism 
Institutional Capitalism: corporate governance, large corporations, corporate 
capital dominance, social objectives, social consensus  
State Capitalism: excessive government interference, government regulations, 
planning, trade protection, mercantilism, market regulations, state-own sectors, 
profit distribution, public-private partnership 
Crony Capitalism: state monopolistic practices, state interference, political 
subsidies, trade restrictions, government dominance, government-business 
dependency, political business, unequal profit sharing, high income 
differentials, unjust distribution of wealth, corruptness, government grants, tax 
benefits, political entrepreneurship 
Class Hierarchy: the criminal class (underworld); underclass (lower class, 
immigrant class); working class (labor, proletariat); middle class (bourgeoisie, 
petit and large); upper class (elite group, intelligentsia, high society, nobility; 
gentry, or aristocracy; ruling class, people in power, or political estate)  
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Cell, a structural unit of living matter; a collection of molecules, enclosed by the 
plasma membrane, with reproductive capacity, a self-replicating network of 
catalytic macromolecules engaged in energy conversions for biosynthesis and 
cell development 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, state, change, relation, object, 
matter, material, energy, information, life, organism, heredity, molecules, 
protoplasm, organelle, chromosome, gene, reproduction, growth, division, 
meiosis,  mitosis,  metabolism, reaction, catabolism, anabolism, reciprocity 
Types: eukaryotes (nucleated cells, about 200 types in humans) and 
prokaryotes (non-nucleated cells); somatic or vegetative cell, sex cell or 
reproductive cell or germ cell or gamete, zygote or fertilized ovum, formative or 
embryonic cell and blastema, daughter cell and mother cell, specialized cells 
(Kupffer’s cell, Sertoli cell, and Leidig cell, beta cell) , plant cell, arthrospore 
Composition: water, proteins, lipids, metabolites, polysaccharids, RNA, 
inorganic ions, DNA 
Structure: organelles (the nucleus, mitochondrion, chloroplast, lysosome, 
endoplasmic reticulum, the Golgi apparatus, vacuole and secretory vesicles); 
the plasma and internal membranes, cytoplasm, cytoskeleton, cytosol 
Properties: mechanical, chemical, electric, magnetic, thermal, and optical 
Processes: metabolic reactions, replication (mitosis and cytokinesis, meiosis 
and fertilization, division cycle), growth, differentiation and integration, cell-to-
cell communication and interactions 
Metabolism: photosynthesis (the chloroplast, mechanism, pigments, 
energetics, the carbon reduction cycle); bioenergy transformation, catabolism 
(food, amino acids, sugars, fatty acids and glycerol); and biosynthesis, 
anabolism (proteins, carbohydrates, starch or glycogen, fats or lipids); control 
and regulation; the nitrogen cycle (fixation, nitrification and denitrification); 
metabolic disorders (amino acid, lipid, porphyrin, nucleotide or purine and 
pyramidine) 
Multi-celled organisms: evolution and development 
Sciences: molecular biology, biochemistry, and cytochemistry  
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Chemistry, the study of material substances, their atomic properties, 
molecular structure, chemical bonding and reactions 
Concepts and principles: substance, state, quality, quantity, change, motion, 
relation, causation, process, transformation, whole, part, matter, unit, element, 
atom, compound, mixture, property, bond, reaction, energy, entropy, product, 
reagent; the atom theory, the periodic law, reversibility principle 
Divisions: analytic, inorganic, organic, biological, polymer, physical, and 
industrial chemistry  
Elements: structure; properties, chemical and physical, periodic variation in 
properties, reactivity 
Classification (periods, groups): hydrogen, alkali metals, alkaline-earth metals, 
boron group, carbon group, nitrogen group, oxygen group, halogen group, 
noble gases, zinc group, transition elements, rare-earth elements, actinide 
elements, synthetic and transuranium elements  
Compounds: composition (inorganic, organic, organometallic, and 
nonstoichiometric); bonding type (covalent, ionic, and coordination); state (gas, 
liquid, solid, plasma); origin (natural and synthetic); classification, structure, 
properties, chemical bonding, reactivity, occurrence, analysis, and sythesis 
Nomenclature: inorganic (salts, oxides, acids, bases, salts, anhydrides, 
coordination compounds, organometallic, catenates, polymers and resins, 
nonmetallic derivatives); organic (carbohydrates, amino acids, proteins and 
peptides, ATP, nucleic acids, pigments and dyes, enzymes, vitamins, 
hormones, alkaloids, steroids, hydrocarbons, alcohols, phenols, ethers, 
organometallic compounds, lipids, oils, fats, waxes, isoprenides and terpenes, 
aldehydes and ketones, carboxylic acids, halogen, nitrogen, sulfur, 
phosphorus, silicon, and heterocyclic compounds)  
Analysis (methods): assaying, precipitation, chromatography (gas, gel, paper, 
and thin-layer), colorimetry countercurrent distribution, differential thermal 
analysis, electrophoresis, gravimetric, iodine value, nephelometry and 
turbidimetry, polarimetry, polarography, qualitative and quantitativ, 
spectrochemical, titration, and volumetric 
Reaction mechanisms and kinetics: transformation, mass conservation, mass 
ratio, energy evolution and absorption, reagent, product, catalyst, pathway, 
reversibility  
Classifications of reactions: synthesis, decomposition, polymerization, chain, 
substitution, addition and elimination; ion-exchange oxidation-reduction, acid-
based reactions, electrochemical, photochemical; exothermic and endothermic, 
etc. 
Interdisciplinary fields: geochemistry, chemical engineering, medicinal 
chemistry 
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Chordates, animals of the phylum Chordata characterized by the notochord 
(cartilaginous skeletal rod) at some time of their development 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, object, living thing, organism, 
animal, metazoan, animate being, beast, fauna; zoology, taxonomy 
Features and characteristics: size and structure, forms and functions 
Classification: Urochordata, Tunicates, or Urochord (class Ascidiacea, class 
Larvacea, class Thaliacea; Cephalochordata, or Acrania (family 
Branchiostomatidae, family Epigonichthyidae); Vertebrata or Craniata (fishes, 
classes Agnatha, Chondrichthyes, and Osteichthyes; amphibians, class 
Amphibia; reptiles (class Reptilia); birds (class Aves); mammals (class 
Mammalia) 
Behavior: food and feeding, locomotion, reproduction and life cycle, 
adaptations, and relationships 
Distribution and abundance, ecology and habitats 
Evolution and paleontology 
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Christianity, a monotheistic universal religion of beliefs and practices founded 
by the Jewish prophet Jesus of Nazareth in the 1st century AD  
Concepts and principles: being, essence, reality, the world, substance, change, 
relation, superbeing, hypostasis, the divine, the holy, God, deity, divinity, man, 
belief, covenant, creation, creed, awe, reverence, evil, faith, myth, first cause, 
grace, heaven, hell, life, death, immortality, mystery, miracle, paradise, prayer, 
redemption, incarnation, resurrection, profit, revelation, sacrament, sacrifice, 
salvation, scripture, sin, soul, spirit, superstition, worship, liturgy, church; 
doctrine, dogma, theodicy, theology, cosmology, eschatology  
Kinds: Catholicism, Protestantism, Orthodox Christianity, Adventism  
Doctrine: God the Father (Father, Fatherhood), God the Son (Son, Word, 
Logos, Messiah, Jesus), God the Holy Spirit (Holy Ghost), human nature, soul, 
and world, the Holy Trinity (Blessed Trinity, Sacred Trinity, Trinity), the doctrine 
of man, salvation, mysticism 
Sacred scriptures: the Bible 
Practices: institutions, canon law, sacred offices and orders, rites and 
ceremonies 
Relationships: individuals, family, society, state, education, the arts  
Theology, philosophy, and mysticism 
History, legends, and myths 
Christian World: Christendom 
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City, metropolis, an urban area incorporated by act of a state legislature; an 
urban centre of population of size and importance bigger than a town or a 
village 
Concepts and principles: entity, relation, space, people, settlement, location, 
area, region, place, community, population, town, borough, metropolis, mayor, 
prefect, municipality, government, urbanism, charter, act, state  
Landscape: location, site, climate, plan, zoning and subdivision, large-scale 
planning, planning jurisdictions 
People: population, ethnic composition, language, demography, social 
structures, family structure, religion, education, occupation  
Economy: industry, commerce, banking and finance, transportation, trade, 
information structure and communications 
Administration and organization: government, jurisdiction, services, education, 
wealth, health, welfare services, social conditions  
Culture: heritage, the arts, folk culture, architecture, literature, music, visual 
arts, theatre and motion pictures, libraries and museums, science, technology, 
cultural institutions, sport and recreation, the media, press and broadcasting 
History: ancient (the city-state), medieval (fortress, emporium), and modern 
times (decentralized cities) 
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Climate, a sequence of states of the atmosphere at a place and time; periodic 
changes of weather in some location over some time 
Concepts: state, change, energy, time, space, condition, status, environment, 
the Sun, the Earth, atmosphere, behavior, weather, radiation, ocean, land, 
elements, variables, latitude and longitude, region, zone, area, locality 
Classifications: macroclimates, mesoclimates, microclimates; genetic causal 
divisions (the Earth's surface, energy budget, and air-mass concepts)  and 
empiric classifications (the temperature based Koppen-Geiger-Pohl scheme - 
type A, B, C, D, E) 
Elements, forces, or variables: radiation and temperature, humidity and 
precipitation, wind and pressure 
Moisture: humidity (absolute, specific, relative; dew-point temperature; 
evaporation); condensation (processes - convection, air-mass convergence; 
nuclei, dew, frost; mechanism, precipitation (fogs, cloud formation, types - high, 
middle, low; precipitation mechanism, types - drizzle, rain or showers, freezing 
rain; snow, sleet, ice crystals, and hail); the moisture cycle; world distribution; 
effects  
Temperature: solar radiation, absorption, conduction, convection; elevation, 
latitude, continentality, ocean currents, winds, weather disturbances, height; 
world distribution; effects  
Pressure and wind: mechanism, forces, geostrophic wind; types - local wind 
systems; cyclones and anticyclones; zonal surface winds (tropical winds, the 
mid-latitude westerlies); rain and drought monsoons; upper-air waves (thermal-
wind equation, advection and vorticity; jet streams - polar-front and 
subtropical); stratospheric and mesospheric winds  
Disturbances: lightning and thunderstorms; atmospheric vortices - tornadoes, 
waterspouts, and whirlwinds; tropical cyclones - typhoons and hurricanes   
Changes: daily, monthly, and seasonal cycles; climatic variations, causes 
(advection of heat; solar heating distribution, the Earth's orbit variations; 
atmospheric composition; dust loading; crustal changes) 
Forecasting: observations and measurements; methods (numerical analysis); 
short-range and long range predictions   
Modification: fog dissipation, cloud seeding; precipitation augmentation; 
electricity; hail suppression; hurricane experiments; radiation changes 
Terrestrial life: greenhouse effect, industrial pollution, smog, and urban dust 
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Cnidarians, caelenterates, the phylum Cnidaria or Coelenterata of primitive 
marine animals with a radially symmetric body 
Concepts: entity, substance, object, living thing, organism, animal, 
invertebrate; zoology, taxonomy 
Number: about 9,000 species 
Classification: hydrozoans (Hydrozoa, hydroids, bell-shaped and saucer-
shaped medusae, fire coral, hydrocoral, polypoid colonies); scyphozoans 
(Scyphozoa, medusae, jelly-fishes); cubozoans (Cubozoa, box jelly-fishes); 
anthozoans (Anthozoa, soft, blue, true or stony corals, sea fans, whips, pens, 
pansies, anemons) 
Structure and function: body forms (polyp and medusa, or jellyfish); tissues and 
muscles (ectodermal and endodermal); digestion, respiration, and excretion; 
skeletons and support; nerve net and sense organs  
Behavior: reproduction, locomotion, feeding, defence, aggression, and 
associations 
Ecology, distribution, and abundance 
Evolution 
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Color, the spectral qualities of light 
Concepts and principles: substance, state, change, motion, cause, quality, 
quantity, matter, energy, radiation, light, object, surface, man, body, brain, 
mind, sense, perception, vision, hue, saturation, brightness, chromaticity, 
luminance, spectrum, colour circle, pigment, coloration, colorimetry; physics, 
physiology, and psychology. 
Theories: physical, physiological, psychological, and aesthetic 
Types: achromatic colors (black, grays, white; lightness and brightness) and 
chromatic colors (spectrum; lightness, brightness, hue, and saturation 
Spectrum: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, cyan (blue-green), indigo, and 
blue-violet  
Differences: hue (black, white, red, orange, yellow, etc), saturation (tone, or 
chroma, purity), brightness (value, or intensity) 
Primaries: the additive (red, green, and blue) and the substractive (red, yellow, 
blue) 
Optics: emittance, dispersion, polarization, reflection, interference, scattering, 
diffraction, absorption  
Measurement (colorimetry): tristimulus value system, chromaticity diagrams, 
and colour atlases  
Causes: physico-chemical causes (transitions, electrons, excitations, 
molecules, vibrations, and rotations; transitions, metal impurities and 
compounds, organic compounds, charge transfer, energy bands)  
Perception: brain, eye, vision, colour effects, constancy, adaptation; colour 
vision, cones, and the trichromatic theory,  
Psychology: emotion, preference, harmony, symbolism; "cold" (the blues, 
greens, grays) and "warm" (the red, orange, yellow, and brown hues) 
Art: culture, painting 
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Combinatorics, the study of arrangements, operations, and selections of 
mathematical objects 
Concepts and principles: entity, object, process, relation, order, quantity, 
shape, composition, arrangement, structure, design, array, activity, procedure, 
calculation, computation, operation; mathematics 
Scope, methods, and problems 
Enumeration: permutations and combinations; recurrence relations; partitions; 
derangements Polya's theorem; the inversion theorem; the Ising problem 
choice; designs; Latin squares, arrays, and coding 
Graph theory: planar graph, directed graph, Eulerian cycles and other 
problems 
Applications 
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Combinatorial Geometry, the study of arrangements, combinations, and 
enumerations of geometric objects 
Concepts and principles: quantity, figure, line, plane, surface, solid, order 
Scope and problems: packing, covering, and polytopes; 
Methods: induction, formal logic, exhausting the possibilities; use of extremal 
or special properties 
Applications 
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Communication, communicating, the meaningful exchange of information 
between agents (humans, animals, machines) by the agency of signals, signs, 
or symbols 
Concepts and assumptions: being, reality, entity, state, change, action, activity, 
event, relation, process, cause, effect, quality, quantity, time, space, energy, 
nature, individual, animal, man, mind, knowledge, cognition, emotion, behavior, 
society, representation, signal, sign, symbol, code, information, language, 
speech, writing, message, meaning, media, transmission, broadcasting, 
channel 
Major elements: a source, an encoder, a message, a channel, a decoder, a 
receiver 
Types: animal communication (means, sounds, visible signs, chemical signals, 
pheromones, electrical impulses, touch, and taste); machine communication 
(computers and telecommunication media); human communication (nonvocal 
communication, signals, signs, symbols, and icons; writing; vocal 
communication, language, speech); mass and public communication 
(technology and instruments, control and influence)  
Models: linear (entropy, negentropy, redundancy, feedback); dynamic 
(psychological, cognitive, emotional, aesthetic, artistic, and sociological 
influences); logical models (formal logic, mathematics, computers); artificial 
intelligence intelligent models (intelligent cybernetic systems)  
Technology: printing and publishing, archives, libraries, encyclopedias, 
dictionaries, newspapers, periodicals, books; information systems, the internet, 
web sites, data bases, magnetic and optical recordings; telecommunication 
systems, radio, television, telegraph, telephony; film media, motion pictures; 
the arts 
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Computer Science, computing, an engineering science studying computer 
systems, computable processes and structures; the design of hardware and 
software  
Concepts and principles: entity, state, change, relation, process, quantity, 
number, machine, automaton, data, processing, logic, program, code, 
computation, algorithm, communication, information, engineering, technology, 
knowledge, practice; the Boolean algebra, automata theory, the Turing 
machine 
Kinds: theoretical computer science; artificial intelligence; databases; fuzzy 
logics; machine perception/computer vision; neural networks; pattern 
recognition/image analysis; robotics/automated systems software; software 
engineering/programming; supercomputing; networking  
Theory: numeric computation; methodology; synthesis and analysis of 
algorithms; 
Architecture: chips and integrated circuits, CPU; multiprocessor; networks; 
real-time systems 
Software: engineering; programming languages; operating systems; 
information systems and data bases; computer graphics 
Artificial Intelligence: expert systems; frame-based systems; semantic 
networks; cognitive robotics; affective systems; intelligent software agents 
Applications: manufacturing, information and telecommunication systems, 
banking, education 
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Computer, (computing machine, computing device, data processor, electronic 
computer, information processing system), physical machines automatically 
processing numbers according to programs (procedures for computations or 
sequences of operations)  
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, object, state, relation, physical 
object, artifact, instrumentation, device, machine, unit, quantity, number, 
machine, automaton, data, processing, logic, program, code, computation, 
algorithm, communication; lattice theory, automata theory, computer science 
Types: analog, digital, and hybrid 
Digital computers: structure, organization and operation 
Structure: a control unit, arithmetic-logic unit, memory unit, and input/output 
unit 
Organization: large computers (supercomputers, mainframes, minicomputers); 
small computers (personal computers and workstations); computer networks 
(LANs, Intranets, the Internet) 
Hardware: transistor circuits; VLSI; microprocessors 
Software: language processors (assemblers, compilers, preprocessors, 
interpreters); programming languages (C++, LISP, object-oriented); operating 
systems (UNIX, Windows NT) 
Applications: computer-based intelligent systems 
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Constitution, a public law, a body of laws, rules, doctrines, and practices 
governing the affairs of political communities, the authority and power of the 
state, the ordering of political offices 
Concepts and principles: relation, change, form, law, community, society, 
group, person, individual, convention, state, government, power, legality, 
justice, freedom, speech, property, rights, regime, revolution, reform, office, 
organization, function, duty, the legislature, the executive, the judiciary, rule, 
practice, doctrine, bylaws; constitutionality  
Nature: the form of government, the fundamental law, the fundamental rights, 
governance, arrangement of offices, distribution of powers  
Government: unitary (the central and local governments), federal (the central, 
intermediate and local governments), decentralized, or regionalist (the central, 
intermediate and local governments) 
Constitutional government: structure (executives, legislatures, and judiciaries); 
features (accountability and responsibility, stability, representation, division of 
powers, openness); types (monarchical and republican; presidential and 
parliamentary); practices (Great Britain, United States, European Union, 
Japan, China, Russia, Africa, Asia, Latin America) 
Constitutionality: judicial review, national and transnational 
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Continent, the masses of the Earth's land surface; one of the largest 
geographic units of the globe 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, object, state, change, relation, 
cause, effect, motion, unit, quality, attribute, feature, quantity, time, matter, 
mass, body, landmass, land, earth, ground, terra firma, water, place, region, 
area, planet, the Earth, globe, landform, platform, drift, shelf, shield, climate, 
population, civilization, territory, country, city, culture, history, economy, 
resource, manufacture, commerce, agriculture, politics, society; geography, 
topography, geology, geochronology, demography  
Continents: Pangea and Gondwanaland; Asia, Africa, North America, South 
America, Antarctica, Europe, and Australia 
Physical geography: geology (roch types and tectonic evolutuion), land (relief 
and landforms, soils and drainage systems), climate (factors and climatic 
regions, temperature, precipitation, air masses), plant life (ecological 
relationships, vegetational zones, changes) and animal life (categories,or 
genera, and distribution, ecology) 
Human geography: people (demography, population, cultural areas, countries, 
territories, migration, settlement patterns), culture (languages, religions, 
science, technology, the arts), economy (resources, biological, mineral, water; 
forestry, fishery, and  mining,; agriculture, crops, livestock;  industry and 
manufacture; trade, internal and external; power and irrigation, and 
transportation, waterways, railroads, roads, air transport, maritime transport), 
political systems (administration), history 
Asia: topographic features, mountain ranges (Altai Mountains, Causasus 
Mountains, Himalayas, Hindu Kush, Karakoram Range, Kunlun Mountains, 
Pamirs, Tien Shan); drainage (rivers, in North Asia, Lena, Ob, Yenisey; East 
and Southeast Asia, Amur, Huang Ho, Irrawaddy, Mekong, Yangtze; South 
and Southwest Asia, Brahmaputra, Ganges, Indus, Tigris and Euphrates; 
Caspean Sea); deserts (Arabian, Gobi, Karakum, and Takla Makan); the 
countries of power (Russia, China, Japan, India, South Korea, Saudi Arabia, 
Indonesia, Iran) 
Africa: topographic features, landforms (Atlas Mountains, the Drakensberg 
range, the East African Rift System and East African Mountains, Ituri Forest, 
Kalahari, Namib, Sahara, Veld); drainage (East African Lakes, Lake Chad, 
Congo River, Niger River, Nile River, Orange River, Senegal River, Zambezi 
River, Suez Canal); cultural areas (Northen Africa, Western Africa, West-
central Africa, Eastern Africa, Central and southern Africa, Madagascar)  
North America (the New World, the Western Hemisphere, the Americas): 
topographic features, landforms (Alaskan mountains, Appalachian Mountains, 
Great Plains, North American Desert, Pacific coast ranges, Rocky Mountains, 
or  Cordilleras, Sierra Madre, Sierra Nevada; drainage, Great Lakes, Colorado 
River, Columbia River, Mackenzie River, Missisippi River, Panama Canal, Rio 
Grande, St.Lawrence River and Seaway, Yukon River; countries, Canada, 
Denmark (Greenland), Mexico, the Caribbean, or the West Indies, United 
States 
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South America (the New World, the Western Hemisphere, the Americas): 
topographic features, landforms, Andes Mountains, Gran Chaco, Patagonia, 
Pampas, Serra Do Mar, Mato Grosso Plato, Guiana Highlands; drainage 
systems (river basins, Amazon, Orinoco, Rio de la Plata system, Sao 
Francisco river) 
Antarctica: topographic features (the South Pole, continental ice sheet, the 
Ross Ice Shelf, the Ronne Ice Shelf, the Filchner Ice Shelf, West Antarctica 
archipelago, Transantarctic Mountains); drainage (the Ross and Weddell seas)  
Europe:topographic features, landforms (the Alps, Apennines, Balkan 
Mountains, Carpathian Mountains, Central Russian Upland, European Plain, 
Pyrenees, Ural Mountains; drainage (rivers, in Eastern Europe, Dnieper, Don, 
Volga; in Central Europe, Danube, Elbe, Oder, Vistula; in Western Europe, 
Rhine, Rhone, Seine  
Australia 
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Continental Landforms, the surface features of terrestrial land areas 
Concepts and principles: the Earth, atmosphere, lithosphere, cryosphere, 
hydrosphere, land, form, continent, relief, topography, agent, weathering, 
erosion, deposition, tectonism, denudation, gravity, climate; evolution, 
catastrophism, uniformitarianism, gradualism, geomorphology, the geographic 
cycle of erosion, dynamic equilibrium, morphogenesis, geomorphic system, 
entropy 
Types: structural; tectonic; impact craters 
Characteristics: geomorphic 
Processes: weathering (temperature changes, frost, rain, wind, unloading; 
carbonation, hydrolysis oxidation, hydration; soil creep, landslide, avalanche; 
abrasion, corrosion; erosion, deposition; glacial processes - erosion, transport, 
deposition, loading and uploading, and hydraulic effects); tectonic processes 
(volcanism, heating, thermal expension and contraction, crustal shortening and 
extension); biological processes (effects of vegetation, mining, land cultivation, 
dams and channels); extraterrestrial processes  
Structural landforms: stream valleys and canyons, hills; planation surfaces, 
inselbergs; fans, bajadas playas, pans, saline flats; sand and desert dunes; 
glacial landforms; caves and karst forms; coastal landforms (sea cliffs, stacks, 
and arches, wave-cut platforms; beaches and coastal dunes, barrier islands, 
estuaries, and deltas) 
Tectonic landforms: mountains, ranges, belts; plateaus; basins, rift and ramp 
valleys; volcanic caves 
Origin and evolution: morphogenesis 
Relationships: surfaces of Mercury, Venus, Moon, and Mars 
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Cosmos, universe, existence, creation, world, macrocosm, the physical 
universe as a whole; everything that exists 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, object, state, condition, change, 
relationship, nature, world, universe, gravitation, repulsion, matter-energy, 
space-time, galaxy, star cluster, nebula, star, planet; the relativity principle, the 
equivalence principle, isotropy, homogeneity, the cosmological constant 
Constituents: galaxies, stars, stellar groupings, nebulae, intergalactic gas, dark 
matter, quasars and radio sources, black holes, planetary systems, asteroids, 
meteroids, comets, and interplanetary dust; gravitation waves, cosmic rays, 
electrical and magnetic fields, microwave background radiation, neutrinos  
Structure: clustering of galaxies (regular and irregular); the Local Group (the 
Milky Way and Andromeda); neighbouring clusters (M81, Virgo and Coma 
clusters); superclusters (the Local Supercluster) 
Processes: origin, expansion, and contraction; unbound or open and bound or 
closed universes 
Cosmologies: Einstein's relativistic model (closed universes); De Sitter's 
theory; Friedman-Lemaitre models (the big bang cosmologies); the Einstein-de 
Sitter cosmos; the steady state universe; the hot Big 
Bang universe 
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Country, the land of a people under a particular government; the territory 
occupied by a nation 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, relation, space, region, people, 
community, economy, geography, land, nation, state, territory, district, 
demography, population, government, culture, history, sovereignty 
The land: relief, drainage, soils, climate, plant and animal life, settlement 
patterns 
The people: ethnic composition, language, demography, social structures, 
family structure, religion 
The economy: management, resources, agriculture, forestry, fishing, industry, 
banking and finance, trade, transportation, information structure and 
communications 
Administration: government, education, health, welfare services, social 
conditions 
Culture: heritage, the arts, folk culture, architecture, literature, music, visual 
arts, theatre and motion pictures, libraries and museums, science, technology, 
cultural institutions, sport and recreation, the media, press and broadcasting 
History: ancient, medieval, modern, and contemporary times 
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Cryptology, the science of secure communications 
Concepts and principles: language, sign, symbol, meaning, writing, 
information, communication, message, code, cipher, identity, authentication, 
plaintext, ciphertext, cryptogram, key, transposition, substitution, product, 
security, protocol, encryption, decryption, transmitter, receiver, data, computer, 
algorithm; information theory, cryptography, logic, linear and nonlinear, 
Fibonacci generators 
Cryptographic systems: mathematical (substitution, transposition, product), 
symmetric (one-key) and asymmetric (two-key or public key), block and stream 
ciphers  
Cryptography: codes (the American Standard Code for Information 
Interchange, ASCII), ciphers (transposition, substitution, product); electronic 
standards (the Data Encryption Srandard); key cryptography 
Cryptoanalysis: types (ciphertext, known ciphertext/plaintext, chosen plaintext 
or ciphertext) 
History: the ancient substitution and transposition ciphers; Arabian 
cryptography; European cryptology, cipher disk, cipher machines, electronic 
cryptomachines  
AI cryptomachines: computer-based intelligent cryptographic devices 
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Culture, the whole of human knowledge, values, faith, and behavior 
Concepts and principles: change, process, causation, mankind, people, race, 
civilization, government, society, personality, individual, capability, habit, 
evolution, culture, trait, area, type, behavior, symbol, law, morals, values, 
content, knowledge, belief, knowledge, art, technology  
Theories: universalist and relativist approaches 
Elements: language and communication, ideas and beliefs, customs, codes 
and conventions, works of art, tools, and techniques, laws and morals, rites 
and ceremonies, legal systems and institutions, families and kinship, classes, 
segments, economic systems, and sociocultural systems  
Structure and function: social organization, political order, economic systems, 
education, law and custom, religion and belief, science and technology 
Types: primitive or non-urban societies (nomadic, hunting-gathering, 
horticultural, herding, and peasant cultures) and civilized, or state-level, urban 
societies (the ritual, administrative, mercantile city; the capitalist world system: 
the industrial, the mass-communication, and the neocolonial city)  
Patterns and configurations: cultural traits, areas, and types 
Enculturation: behavior, knowledge, attitudes, values, ideas, and beliefs 
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Cyberspace, Internet, Net, a universal network of computer networks using 
standard protocols, message formats, and knowledge models for data 
communication 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, object, state, change, action, 
activity, relation, time, space, human, mind, knowledge, representation, 
communication, artifact, technology, machine, computer, network, bandwidth, 
computation, information, content, message, format, automation, code, data, 
document, resource, namespace, domain, URL, language, software, 
application, program, database, agent, protocol, standard, hypertext, World 
Wide Web, browser, search engine, tag, keyword, site, page, text, graphic, 
sound, animation, location, address, domain, node, client, server, host, 
business-to-business, business-to-consumer, dot com, provider, community, e-
entity (book, commerce, cash, business, mail), password, login; computer 
science, ontology, logic, semantics  
Services: FTP, TELNET, the World Wide Web or WWW or Web, the semantic 
web  
Machines: Intel-based Windows NT machines, UNIX-based systems, Java 
virtual machines, Macintoshes 
Connection: public telephone network, or asymmetric digital subscriber line, or 
integrated services digital network, terminal adapter, modem, or cable modem, 
computer, internet service provider, gateway, local area network, proxy server, 
firewall, the Internet 
Languages: HTML (hypertext markup languages), XML (extensible mark-up 
language), XHML (extensible hypertext mark-up language), the Java 
programming language 
Protocol (communications): HTTP (hypertext transfer protocol), TCP 
(transmission control protocol), FTP (file transfer protocol), TCP/IP 
(transmission control protocol/ internet protocol), musical instrument digital 
interface (MIDI), Gopher, CGI (common gateway interface), ASP (active server 
pages), SLIP (serial line interface protocol), SMTP (simple mail transport 
protocol), PPP (point-to-point protocol), POP3 (post office protocol, a 
client/server protocol),  IOTP (internet open trading protocol) 
Format (data): PDF (portable document format), picture formats, GIF (graphics 
interchange format) and JPEG (joint picture experts group), (file compression), 
ZIP, ARC, TAR  
Programs: web server, proxy, search engine, agent, crawler, spider, bot, 
application, utility, user interface, editor, tools, multimedia players 
Web: HTTP, hypertext object, hypertext link, browser (Mosaic, Netscape, 
Internet Explorer), hypermedia (text, graphics, sound, animation), domain 
name system (protocol://machine name. entity name. top-level domain, .com, 
.org or .net, the country name), IP address, URI (uniform resource identifier), 
URL (locator), URN (name), website, search engine (Google, Yahoo), 
keyword, webpage, server software, web server, database server, game 
server, file server, name server, mailing list server, portal, a directory of 
websites (Yahoo) 
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Web Architecture: resource, representation, identifier, hypertext link; 
Identification (Uniform Resource Identifiers), Representation (data formats, 
HTML, XHTML, XLink, RDF/XML, SVG, CSS, SMIL), and Interaction 
(protocols, message, syntax and semantics)  
The Semantic Web: ontology languages (RDF, resource description 
framework; RDF Scheme, DAML+OIL, DARPA agent mark-up language + 
ontology inference layer; OWL, ontology web language), knowledge base, 
knowledge server, intelligent agents, softbots, intelligent search engines 
Applications: Education; Electronic Commerce or Internet Commerce or Online 
Economy; Global Control and Monitoring 
I-Commerce: Business models (business-to-business models, advertising 
based model, mail-order model, subscription model, free trial model, direct 
marketing model or spam, real estate model, incentive scheme models; 
freeware or shareware model, digital delivery model, information barter model, 
access provision model, hosting models of servers, e-mail and URL)  
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Dance, an art, an activity, a language, rhythmic movement of the body 
expressing emotion, idea, or experience  
Concepts and principles: entity, object, state, action, space, time, relationship, 
action, form, art, artifact, creation, beauty, man, body, energy, release, 
movement, drama, harmony, music, language, symbol, sign, feeling, emotion, 
communication, intent, experience, kinesthesia, saltation, dancing; expression, 
abstraction, pleasure, entertainment 
Classifications (genres and styles): theatre dance (ballet, classical and 
modern, height, speed and lightness; modern dance, expressionism, 
postmodernism, the musical, jazz, ballroom, disco; Indian classical dance) and 
non-theatre dance (tribal and ethnic, folk and social); nature, origin, character, 
techniques, forms, functions, and history 
Agents: the dancer, the choreographer, the audience 
Elements: steps and formations; choreography (motives, methods, process, 
the movement material, phrases, motif and development, theme and variation, 
the final structure); notation; music and rhythm, drama, set and design, acting, 
singing, recitation; place 
History: the ancient world, China, India, Egypt, Greece, and Rome; the 
European dance, the Middle Ages; Renaissance, the 17th, 18th, 19th, and 20th 
centuries 
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Death, decease, the end of life in an organism; the loss of the brain's functions  
Concepts and doctrines: being, entity, state, change, process, nature, life, 
human, soul, body, brain, mind, passing, loss, departure, rest, extinction, 
grave, health, disease, fatality, thanatology, necrobiosis, necrosis, brain death, 
mortality, immortality, 
Causes: natural causes, diseases; violent death, killing, butcher, execution, 
massacre, murder 
Mechanisms: programmed cell death, the brain-stem death 
Death rites and customs: mortuary rituals and funerary ceremonies 
Cults and memorials of the dead 
Psychological and social aspects 
AI technologies of immortality 
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Desire, an object of volition determining animal or human behavior; the feeling 
caused by an unsatisfied state 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, state, action, relation, nature, 
organism, animal, human, body, desire, love, hope, aversion, hatred, pleasure, 
satisfaction, pain, privation, want, need, deficiency, motivation, purpose, 
feeling, emotion, knowledge, experience 
Kinds: ambition, appetency, appetite, aspiration, bloodlust, concupiscence, 
coveting, craving, hankering, hunger, greed, inclination, longing, love, lust, 
need, passion, proclivity, propensity, temptation, urge, yearning, want, wish, 
whim 
Nature: unconscious (instinctive, natural) and conscious (knowing, rational) 
Objects: needs, pleasure, wealth, knowledge, power, perfection 
Causes and consequences: privation and ambition, satisfaction or frustration 
Desire and aversion: antipathy, abhorrence, antagonism, aversion, detestation, 
disgust, dislike, distaste, hatred, hostility, loathing, opposition, repugnance, 
uncongeniality  
Desire and other mental phenomena 
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Disease, an abnormal state (condition) of an organism; a process reducing an 
organism's health or vitality  
Concepts: state, change, cause, effect, process, action, reaction, force, entity, 
life, cell, organism, human, animal, plant, body, mind, health, vitality, heredity, 
environment, adaptation, homeostasis, immunity, agent, pathogen, antibody, 
injury, disorder, malfunction, pain, trauma, death 
Types: human, animal, plant diseases; infectious, endogenous and exogenous 
diseases 
Human disease: causes, characteristics, signs, and symptoms 
Causes: living agents (bacteria, viruses, fungi, worms, and parasites); chemical 
substances (poisonings, organic chemicals, inorganic chemicals, drugs); 
physical agents (temperature, cold or heat, electrical shock, motion, pressure, 
radiation); endogenous and congenital factors 
Classifications: anatomical; physiological or functional; topographical or 
systemic; pathological; causal or etiological; epidemiological; statistical; juristic 
or medical-legal  
Kinds: natal diseases; childhood disorders; metabolic diseases; disorders of 
electrolyte and fluid balance; nutritional diseases (excess, deficiency); 
occupational disorders; genetic diseases; diseases of immune origin (immune 
deficiencies, immune responses in the absence of infection, allergies, 
autoimmune disorders, graft rejection); biotic, infectious diseases (viral, 
rickettsial, bacterial, fungal, parasitical); disorders of particular tissues, organs, 
and systems, and processes (digestive, respiratory, endocrine, reproductive, 
excretory, neurological, supportive and connective, cardiovascular, lymphatic); 
malignant tumors, cancers; neuro-psychiatric diseases; mental disorders; and 
diseases of senescence 
Diagnosis: medical history, physical examination (inspection, palpation, 
percussion, auscultation, smell), chemical, biological and radiological tests, 
laboratory tests, radiography and ultrasound, special examinations  
Laboratory tests: amniocentesis, basal metabolic rate, blood analysis, blood 
count, Bromsulphalein test, cardiac catheterization, electrocardiography, 
electroencephalography, electromyography, endoscopy, enzyme analysis, 
glucose tolerance test, inulin clearance, kidney function test liver function test 
Pap smear patch test, protein-bound iodine test, Rubin's test, serological test, 
skin test, thyroid function test, tuberculin test, urinalysis 
Radiography and ultrasound: angiocardiography, angiography, brain scanning, 
cholecystography, contrast medium, diagnostic imaging, echocardiography, 
echoencephalography, myelography, phonocardiography, radiology, 
tomography, ultrasound, urography,  
Traditional tests: autopsy diagnosis, gynecological examination, knee-jerk 
reflex, lumbar puncture, sphygmomanometer, stethoscope  
Therapeutics, treatment: biological, surgical, pharmacodynamic, physical, 
chemical, radiation, occupational, psychological, prosthetic or substitution 
therapies 
Medical expert, diagnostic, and therapeutic systems  
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Doctrines and Dogmas, the body of religious teachings 
Concepts and principles: being, existence, substance, essence, state, action, 
relation, religion, belief, faith, tenet, creed, knowledge, content, cognition, 
axiom, truth, God, divinity, diety, the world, man, creation, eschatology, angel, 
demon, salvation, providence, revelation, covenant, prophecy, miracle, saint, 
church, gospel, scripture, Bible 
Subject matters: God, divinity, diety, creation, angels, demons, salvation, 
providence, revelation, covenant, prophecy, miracle, saint, eschatology 
Particular religions: the Jewish doctrines (the Chosen People, the Covenant, 
the Law, the Temple); the Christian dogmas (the Trinity, Father, Son, Holy 
Spirit, the Incarnation, original sin and salvation, Christ the Saviour, the 
Church, the sacraments, the end of the world); the Jewish, Christian, and 
Islamic doctrines (creation, providence, divine law, grace, miracles, the Book of 
Life, the Last Judgment, resurrection) 
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Document, instrument, papers, writing bearing information of an official kind 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, state, change, action, relation, 
human, social relation, communication, writing, material, instrument, data, 
information, authority, office, fact, evidence, statement, representation, record, 
account 
Types: articles of incorporation, ballot, certificate or certification, charter, 
commercial document or instrument, copyright, form, legal (official) document 
or instrument (deed or title), capitulation, specification, patent of invention, 
papyrus, resolution or declaration, resignation, report or study, source, 
voucher; letter of credit, debt instrument, record (account, chronicle, history, 
inventory, memorandum, register) 
Commercial document: statement or financial statement (bank statement, bill 
or account or invoice, account, accounting or account statement, income 
statement or earnings report or profi-or-loss statement, appraisal or estimate, 
order or purchase order), coupon, ticket 
Legal documents, instruments: act or enactment; legislative act or statute; law;  
derivatives, futures contract, option; negotiable instrument, draft or order of 
payment; security, bond certificate, government security, registered security, 
stock certificate, partnership certificate, proprietorship certificate, convertible 
security, listed security, unlisted security; written agreement, contract, 
covenant, indenture, treaty or pact, obligation, escrow; indictment; 
impeachment; trust deed; assignment, conveyance, tax return, passport, 
licence or permit, opinion or judgment, power of attorney, brief, will or 
testament, release, writ, mandate or authorization, affidavit, written agreement, 
platform or program  
Text file: computer file; ASCII text file, source code; web page 
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Drugs, chemical substances affecting the functioning of living things 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, action, cause, matter, life, 
organism, animal, plant, human, agent, medicine, medication, narcotic, 
disease, syndrome, symptom, treatment 
Composition, basic properties, and mechanism of action 
Classification: tissues, organs, and organ systems; aborticide, agonist, 
anesthetic, antagonist, antisyphilitic, anti-TNF drugs, proprietory drugs, 
controlled substance, dilator, diuretic, street drug, Feosol, Fergon, fertility drug, 
generic drug, intoxicant, Lorfan, medicament, mydriatic, narcotic, pentoxifylline, 
psychoactive drug, psychotropic agent, relaxant, hypnotic, stimulant, 
suppressant, synergist, virility drug 
Central nervous system: anesthetics, analgesics and narcotics, antianxiety 
drugs, antidepressants, antimanics, antipsychotic drugs, sedative-hypnotic 
drugs, antiepileptic drugs, anti-Parkinson drugs, psychotic drugs (opium, 
morphine, heroin; hallucinogens; barbiturates, stimulants, tranquillizers; 
cannabis) 
Autonomic nervous system: cholinergic and andrenergic agonists and 
antagonists  
Blood: anticoagulant drugs, fibrinolytic drugs, platelets drugs 
Muscle: agonists, local hormones, ergot alkaloids, morphines; nondepolarizing 
and depolarizing agents 
Cardiovascular system: intotropic agents, chronotropic agents, antidysrhythmic 
drugs, organic nitrates, calcium antagonists, renin-angiotensin system 
histamine, prostaglandins 
Digestive system: gastrointestinal drugs, digestion drugs 
Reproductive system: steroid hormones, oxytocin, estrogens; antiandrogens, 
gonadotoxins  
Endocrine system: gonadotropins, vasopressin, oxytocin; steroids and amines, 
insulin 
Intergumentary system: topical drugs, antibiotics 
The whole body (connective tissues): histamines and antihistamines 
Immune system: immunosuppressants 
Chemotherapy: antibacterial drugs, antifungal drugs, antiparasitic drugs, 
antiviral drugs; alkalyting agents, antometabolites, antineoplastic antibiotics, 
hormones, plant agents, monoclonal antibodies 
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Earth, world, globe, the planet of the solar system on which life exists  
Concepts and principles: being, entity, substance, state, quality, quantity, 
change, process, motion, relation, causation, space, time, matter, energy, 
nature, body, mass, planet, orbit, geoid, land, landform, continent, ocean, 
water, air, mineral, rock, lithosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, biosphere, 
magnetosphere, North Pole, South Pole, environment; gravitation, the 
geochemical cycle, the hydrological cycle, the mountain-building cycle 
The body: figure and dimensions (reference ellipsoid (equator, meridian, poles, 
longitude and latitude, diameter, mass, density); reference geoid, the Geodetic 
Reference System); structure and composition (the rocky crust, continental and 
oceanic; transition zone, or the Mohorovicic discontinuity; the mantle, upper 
and lower; the iron-rich metallic core, inner solid and outer liquid; the 
distribution of elements, iron alloy, perovskite, and oxides, rocks and minerals); 
orbital motions (revolution, rotation, forces, Coriolis, centrifugal, tidal friction) 
The surface features: the continents (Africa, Asia, Antarctica, Australia, 
Europe, North America, and South America, physiography, landforms, 
platforms, shelf, slope, and rise); the oceans (the Atlantic, Pacific, Indian, 
physiography; structures and features, crust, plateau, margin, ridge, trenche, 
trough, abyssal hill and plain; atoll, archipelago, reef, and island); mountain 
ranges, belts, and fracture zones (types, the worldwide system); environments 
(temperate, tropical, marine, fluvial, lacustrine, glacial, desert, polar, and 
subterranean)  
Processes: gravitation (the terrestrial field, gravity, variation, acceleration, 
measurement, gravity data, isostasy, anomalies; earth movements, Earth tide); 
mechanical procceses (flattening and oblateness, deformations, compression, 
tension, shear, and torsion; stress and strain, folds, faults, and joints; plate 
tectonics, or motions, drift, earthquakes, seismic waves, body waves, free 
oscillation and surface waves; mountain building, polar wandering, seafloor 
spreading, metamorphism; the outer core fluid motions; motions of the sea; ice 
masses movement; geomorphic processes); thermodynamics (radioactivity, 
temperature distribution, heat flow, conductivity and gradients, convection 
currents; thermal expansion and rock metamorphism, regional and contact, 
mountain building, volcanoes, geysers, hot springs); magnetism (the magnetic 
field, sources, the geomagnetic dynamo, crustal magnetization ionospheric 
dynamo, ring current, magnetopause current, tail current, field-aligned 
currents, auroral electrojets; variations, polarity reversals, storms, substorms, 
pulsations, and anomalies); electricity (the core's currents, rocks and minerals, 
electrical conductivity and dielectric behavior, ionospheric currents) 
Atmosphere: composition, structure, features, and dynamics, or large-scale 
motions 
Hydrosphere: freshwater bodies, the oceans, the seas, and ice masses; 
physical and chemical properties, water distribution, the hydrological cycle, 
ocean-atmosphere interactions, waves, ocean currents, human activities 
Weather and Climate: condensation (clouds, fogs, and precipitation, winds and 
storms (cyclones and anticyclones, lightning and thunderstorms climate, 
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tornadoes, hurricanes, and typhoons), climate (factors, variation, types, change 
and microclimates), weather lore and forecasting 
History: the lithosphere, the atmosphere, and the hydrosphere (origin and 
evolution), the continents and mountain ranges (formation and growth, 
Gondwanaland, Laurasia, Pangaea, plate tectonics), life forms (origin and 
evolution); geological time, eras, periods and epochs (Precambrian Era; the 
Paleozoic Era; the Mesozoic Era; the Cenozoic Era, the Tertiary Period, the 
Quaternary Period,the Pleistocene Epoch, the Holocene Epoch); geological 
record (stratigraphy, layers, rocks, deposits, fossils, geochronology, dating)  
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Earth Sciences, the study of the Earth and its parts; a complex of 
geographical, geological, hydrological, and atmospheric sciences 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, object, matter, nature, body, mass, 
Earth, knowledge, cognition, content, knowledge domain, study, discipline, 
field, science, natural science 
Branches: physical geography (soils, waters, climate, landforms, environments; 
geomorphic processes; patterns and distribution), the geological sciences (the 
solid Earth, minerals, rocks, strata, fossils, landforms, earthquakes, land-see 
interrelations), the hydrological sciences (seawater chemistry and water 
resources, the ocean waters, composition, circulation, currents, and waves, the 
ocean floors, charting; ice masses, structure and motions), and the 
atmospheric sciences (the atmosphere, structure, pressure, temperature, and 
circulation; weather forecasting)  
Physical geography: geomorphology, biogeography, climatology, soil 
geography, environmental studies, and resource management 
Geological sciences: mineralogy, petrology, economic geology, geochemistry; 
geodesy, geophysics structural geology, and volcanology; geomorphology; 
glacial geology; engineering, environmental, and urban geology; 
geochronology, historical geology, paleontology, stratigraphy, and 
astrogeology 
Hydrological sciences: hydrology, limnology, glaciology, oceanography. 
Atmospheric sciences: meteorology, climatology, aeronomy, astroatmospheric 
science 
Methodology and instrumentation: observation, experiment, chemical analysis, 
computer models, mapping, measurement; aerial photography, bathymetry, 
ionization chamber, radiometric dating, gravimeter, magnetometer, radiosonde, 
seismograph, weather map, orbiting satellites, sensors 
History 
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Economics, economic science, political economy, the study of wealth, its 
production, distribution management, and consumption 
Concepts and principles: knowledge, cognition, content, knowledge domain, 
study, discipline, field, science, social science; entity, substance, state, 
change, process, relation, human, society, activity, economy, material, 
resource, market, labor, trade, industry, capital, competition, money, price, 
goods, service, utility, marginality, growth, development, wealth, production, 
distribution, poverty;  supply-demand relationships, division of labor, 
diminishing returns and optimization, comparative advantage 
The consumer and the market: scarcity, utility, and value; the behavior of 
consumers; markets institution; major types of markets for manufactured goods 
and commodities, money and capital, labor and services; government finance; 
the price system in capitalist economies; international trade) 
Production and distribution of goods and services: the inputs of the productive 
process (labor, land and raw materials, energy, and capital); money supply and 
banking; economic statistics; agricultural economics; international trade; public 
finance and government operations of basic industries; methods of business 
organization; consumer credit, advertising; insurance, or the distribution of 
risks) 
The distribution of income and wealth: methods (wages, profits, interest, and 
rent) and ways (taxation); kinds of taxation; transfers and subsidies; land 
reform and tenure; private sector controls; national budget (revenues and 
expenditures, deficits and surpluses) 
Economic growth and planning: causes (natural resources, entrepreneurship, 
technology, markets, the supply of money or capital, the labor force, 
technological expertise, foreign loans and investment, governmental fiscal 
policies); planning in economic systems  
Economic systems: private enterprise market economies, socialist centrally 
planned economies, mixed economies  
Branches: microeconomics (the behavior of individuals, households, traders, 
farmers, firms, and markets); sectorial economics (the economy of industries, 
groups, and regions); development economics (changes of economic activities 
and institutions); macroeconomics (the economy as a whole, national income 
and employment theory, business cycles, inflation and deflation, international 
economic and financial equilibrium and non-equilibrium); international 
economics 
Cognate disciplines: mathematical economics, econometrics, accounting 
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Education, instruction, teaching, pedagogy, the systematic way of teaching 
and learning in schools  
Concepts and principles: the world, entity, substance, state, action, relation, 
mankind, man, person, knowledge, truth, representation, perception, teaching, 
teacher, student, character, mind, habit, interest, motivation, body, skill, study, 
learning,work, vocation, art, profession, virtue, values, good, evil, culture, 
society, family, state; pedagogy 
Kinds: physical (bodily skills), professional (learning, profession, expertise, 
vocation, and techniques), moral (the family, the state, the church, habits, will, 
desire, sense, emotion, virtue, morality, behavior patterns), liberal, general, or 
intellectual (habits, thinking and knowledge, the sciences and arts), and 
religious (the church, faith in God) 
Teaching: learning processes, methods, means (teachers, books, lectures, 
practice, experience and experiment, programs and courses, rewards and 
punishments), and ends (truth, knowledge, culture, wealth, power, pleasure, 
happiness, duty, etc.); pedagogy, theories and conceptions, the elements of 
teaching, the role and function of teachers, curricular design, scholarship and 
the profession, instructional media and materials, practices and techniques; the 
status of teachers, economic, social, and occupational, career, 
professionalization, professional associations and unions  
Organization, administration, and institutes: preschool, elementary and 
secondary, higher schools, colleges, professional schools and universities  
Policy and systems: centralized, decentralized, national and local, national and 
local sectarian systems 
History (philosophies, institutions, and practices): education in ancient cultures 
(Indian, Chinese, Persian, Greek, and Roman), in Byzantine, Russian, and 
Islamic civilizations, in the Asian cultures, and in the European countries since 
the Middle Ages  
Modern trends: social, political, economic, intellectual, and technological 
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Electricity, the physical phenomena caused by electric charges 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, state, quantity, quality, change, 
process, movement, relation, cause, effect, motion, matter, energy, time, 
space, particle, atom, radiation, field, force, potential, wave, charge, electron, 
proton, ion, hole, current, voltage, power, displacement, attraction, repulsion, 
charge, dialectric, conductor, electrolyte, electric, electrine, electret 
Kinds: piezoelectricity, electro-optic phenomena, thermoelectricity, thermionic 
emission, secondary electron, photoelectric conductivity, electroluminescence, 
galvanism, hydroelectricity, static or friction electricity, dynamic or current 
electricity, bioelectric effects 
Devices: Leyden jar, electric cell, electrode (anode, cathode), electrometer, 
electrodynamometer; electric clock, electric light; electroencephalogram, 
electrocardiograph; electric arc, electric furnace; electric machine or dynamo, 
electric motor, electrodynamic transducer, electric heater, electric instruments 
Branches: electrostatics and electrodynamics 
Electrostatics: static electricity, an electric field and potential, field lines, 
superposition principle, capacitance, capacitors, dielectrics, polarization, 
susceptibility, and electric dipole moment, current, Coulomb's electrostatic law, 
Laplace's equation  
Electrodynamics: direct current (conductors, impedance, resistence, 
amperage, voltage, insulators, and semiconductors, electromotive force, direct-
current circuits, resistors, Kirchhoff's laws) and alternating current (transient 
response, alternating-current circuits, resonance)  
Relationships: electroacoustics, electromagnetism, electrochemistry, 
electrobiology, electroculture  
Electromagnetic Radiation, the flow of energy or photons through space or a 
material medium in the form of the electric and magnetic fields 
Concepts and principles: reality, substance, change, relation, cause, effect, 
process, motion, state, quantity, quality, nature, time, space, matter, energy, 
body, force, radiation, light, field, magnetism, electricity, potential, wave, 
intensity, frequency, charge, electron, current, photon, quanta, gravitation; 
consevation laws 
Forms: radio waves, microwaves, infrared radiation, visible radiation, ultraviolet 
radiation, X rays, gamma rays  
Properties and processes: spectrum, generation and absorbtion, scattering, 
reflection, and refraction, superposition and interference, propagation and 
coherence, speed, the Doppler effect  
Radiation theories: classical (wave theory and corpuscular theory, electricity 
and magnetism, the electromagnetic wave and field, speed of light) and 
quantum (radiation laws and Planck's light quanta, photoelectric effect, 
Compton effect, resonance absorption and recoil, wave–particle duality, 
cosmic background, quantum electrodynamics and chromodynamics) 
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Emotion, the feeling (experience) of affective changes; the basic motivational 
system of human beings 
Concepts and principles: entity, state, change, process, relation, object, 
organism, animal, human, mind, consciousness, affect, soul, sentiment, 
passion, feeling, spirit, pleasure, joy, happiness, pain, sorrow, distress, anger, 
fear, sensation, percept, memory, thought, idea, image, desire, temperament, 
personality, behavior 
Classification: simple (joy or happiness or felicity, sorrow or sadness or 
unhappiness, fear or fright, anger or choler) and complex feelings (affection, 
anxiety, astonishment, contempt, envy, love, hatred, devotion, derision, hope, 
fear, confidence, consternation, despair, gladness, glow, remorse, 
commiseration, favour, indignation, contempt, guilt, envy, compassion, 
humility, pride, despondency, shame, regret, emulation, gratitude, malignity, 
benevolence, vengeance) 
Levels: physiological (visceral) level, neural (the thalamus-amygdala pathway) 
level, cognitive (emotion experience and appraisal) level, volitional (desires 
and aversions) level, and behavioral level (emotion expression)  
Activation mechanism: arousing stimuli (external events or mental 
representations, perception, thought, imagery, memory), bodily (physiological) 
changes, neural processes, cognitive activity (subjective experience), 
behavioral processes (motor actions; verbal, facial, postural, and gestural 
activity; social communication) 
Sciences: biology, neuroscience, psychology, psychiatry, information science, 
anthropology, sociology 
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Endocrine Systems, a chemical communication network made up of 
hormonal tissues and glands to control (coordinate) physiological activities 
(bodily processes) 
Concepts and principles: entity, thing, substance, state, process, relation, 
causation, whole, part, matter, nature, life, organism, animal, body, system, 
organ, tissue, gland, fluid, secretion, endocrine, blood, cell 
Elements: glands; hormones, or secretions; target organs 
Nature and mechanisms: the hypothalamic-pituitary-target organ axis, 
feedback loops 
Basic glands: the hypothalamus, the pituitary (anterior, posterior - 
neurohypophysis), the thyroid, the pancreas, the adrenals (cortex, medulla), 
the parathyroids, the ovaries, and the testes 
Hormones: steroids, polypeptides, proteins, amines, glycoproteins 
Functions: homeostasis, metabolism, control of growth and differentiation, 
adaptation, sexual and parenting behavior 
Disfunctions: hypofunction or hyperfunction 
Inverterbrate: Nemertea, Annelida, Mollusca, Arthropoda, Echinodermata, 
Chordata 
Vertebrate endocrine systems 
Human endocrine systems 
Evolution 
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Energy Converters, physical devices transforming energy  
Concepts and principles: entity, thing, substance, state, change, relation, 
causality, object, matter, energy, artifact, instrumentation, device, convertor; 
the principles of thermodynamics, physical effects, laws of motion 
Forms of energy: mass, kinetic, gravitational, elastic, thermal, electrical, 
magnetic, radiant, nuclear, and chemical energy 
Energy-producing mechanisms: input (mechanical, electrical, magnetic, 
thermal, nuclear, or chemical energy), mechanism, and output (mechanical, 
electrical, magnetic, thermal, nuclear, or chemical energy) 
Types: major converters; generators and motors; direct converters 
Major converters: turbines (water, steam, wind); internal-combustion engines 
(gasoline, diesel, gas-turbine, jet engines), nuclear fission reactors (power, 
research, propulsion, production, and specialized) 
Generators and motors: electrical, hydraulic, pneumatic, thermoelectric, and 
magnetic 
Direct energy converters: batteries, fuel cells, solar cells, thermionic power 
converters, thermoelectric power generators, MHD power generators, fusion 
reactors (magnetic and inertial confinement) 
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Engineering, engineering science, applied science, technology, the 
application of science to the design, building, and use of machinery, products, 
manufacturing processes, systems, and structures; transforming the theoretical 
into the practical 
Concepts and principles: entity, thing, object, action, activity, knowledge, 
science, technology, practice, artifact, machine, product, manufacture, 
business, industry; mathematics, physics, chemistry, and biology 
Stages: research; development; design; construction; production; operation 
test; and management 
Classifications: civil and physical engineering; chemical and biological 
engineering; information engineering  
Civil engineering: scope (structures and facilities: buildings, roads, airfields, 
bridges, tunnels, harbors); divisions (structural, foundational, public health and 
sanitary irrigation, municipal, and traffic engineering) 
Physical engineering: scope (physical systems - industrial machinery and 
engines, electrical and complex control systems); divisions (mechanical 
(automotive, aeronautical, marine engineering, precision and production, and 
agricultural engineering), electrical (electronics, communication, and 
instrument engineering), nuclear engineering (nuclear reactors, propulsion, 
weapons, and waste-storage technology), and nanotechnology 
Chemical engineering: scope (processes and reactions, chemical products); 
divisions (process and petroleum engineering) 
Bioengineering: scope (biological systems); divisions (agricultural, biochemical, 
human-factors, environmental health engineering, and bionics) 
Information technology: telecommunications and computer technologies; the 
Internet 
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Epistemology, a branch of philosophy concerning the nature of knowledge, its 
origin, scope, and limits 
Concepts and principles: the world, entity, thing, mind, experience, certitude, 
sensation, perception, knowledge, cognition, content, science, humanities, 
arts, philosophy, methodology, ethics, esthetics, axiology, metaphysics, 
ontology, logic  
Traditions: empiricism (sensitive, experimental, empirical, or inductive 
knowledge) or rationalism (intellectual, rational, or deductive knowledge) 
Contemporary epistemology: realism or phenomenalism 
Conceptions: mental or nonmental; dispositional or occurrent; a priori or a 
posteriori (synthetic/analytic, necessary/contingent, factual /logical, 
significant/tautological) 
Classifications of knowledge: with respect to the known; the knower; certainty; 
and aim, purpose, or end 
Cognate fields: metaphysics, logic, ethics, aesthetics; neurobiology, 
neuroscience, psychology, cognitive science, and computer science 
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Ethics, moral philosophy, the study of moral norms and standards for human 
conduct 
Concepts and principles: state, cause, quality, life, animal, humanity, mind, 
body, action, morality, virtue, right, wrong, conscience, custom, convention, 
justice, good, evil, happiness, truth, freedom, utility, duty, altruism, kinship, 
reciprocity, egoism, moral sense, behavior, law, constraint, reason, feeling, 
emotion, desire, pleasure, pain, knowledge, wisdom, value, attitude 
Types: metaethics (naturalism, intuitionism, emotivism, prescriptivism), 
normative ethics (deontology and teleology), and applied ethics (social ethics, 
environmental ethics, and bioethics) 
Cognate fields: anthropology, biology, economics, hisory, politics, sociology, 
metaphysics, epistemology, logic, aesthetics, and theology 
History: ancient ethics, religious ethics, Renaissance and Reformation, modern 
Western ethics 
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Evolution, phylogeny, phylogenesis, natural change (progressive or recessive) 
in the genetic composition (variation and selection) of a biological population 
Basic concepts and mechanisms: being, substance, state, change, process, 
development, relationship, cause, chance, nature, life, population, taxonomy, 
kind, species, variety, individual, organism, animal, man, plant, microorganism, 
generation, ancestry, progeny, gene, chromosome, genotype, phenotype; 
heredity, mutation, adaptation, genetic variations, natural selection, stability, 
and reproduction  
Kinds: anamorphosis, antropogenesis, emergent evolution, macroevolution, 
microevolution, speciation 
Theories: Darwin's theory of descent with modification; the hypothesis of 
emergent evolution; the theories of genetics 
Origin: life and its major forms and species - microorganisms, plant, and 
animals; artificial creation, spontaneous generation, descent with modification 
and through varitations from a common ancestor, or emergent evolution 
Causes and mechanisms: physiological (natural selection, survival or 
extinction, fertility, sterility), genetic (mutations, variation, genetic drift, heredity, 
inheritance, breeding); geographical (isolation, accesibility); demographic (rate 
of reproduction, population size, migration) 
Classifications: genealogical division and phylogenetic series; biological 
descriptive taxonomy (kingdom, phylum, class, order, family, genus, species, 
race or variety, subvariety, individual) and ontological hierarchy (classes of 
substantial forms, species as natural essenses) 
Life forms and Geological eras: Precambrian (algae); Paleozoic (marine 
invertebrates; fish; land life, lungfishes, coral reefs; amphibians, land snails 
and plants; reptiles, insects, ferns, conifers; plants and animals); Mesozoic 
(dinosaurs, bony fishes; birds, mammals, coniferous trees; flowering plants, 
primitive mammals, extinction of dinosaurs and ammonites); Cenozoic (modern 
mammals, insects, plants and animals, man) 
Human evolution: hominidae (australopithcus, homo habilis, homo sapiens); 
physiological, biological, and behavioral characteristics; facts and evidences, 
geological and paleontological; biological (anatomical, physiological, 
embryological) and psychological (mental, the human mind, animal 
intelligence) 
Modern humans: characteristics, races, populations, cultures, political bodies, 
and societies; social evolution, cultural evolution, and mental evolution; new 
forms of intelligence 
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Exploration, the investigation of the Earth and the universe 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, object, state, change, action, 
matter, energy, universe, space, Earth, man, activity, travel, journey, 
navigation, expedition, knowledge, technology, measurement, instrumentality, 
device; the physical sciences 
Kinds: the Earth’s surface and interior; undersea, and space exploration 
Techniques and instrumentation: electromagnetic radiation (remote sensing 
instruments), magnetism (magnetic instruments), electricity and 
electromagnetism (electrodes), gravity (gravimeters), acoustic and seismic 
waves (detectors, seismographs), radioactivity, heat flow, geochemical 
changes, boring and sampling (sondes); water analysis (devices measuring the 
physical and chemical properties, temperature, salinity, and composition), 
ocean currents (current meters, drifting floats, sonar systems), biological 
sampling (devices measuring marine life, acoustic and satellite-borne sensors) 
Space exploration: the Earth’s atmosphere and ionosphere, the Moon, the 
Solar system, planets, stars, the Milky Way Galaxy, the universe (spacecraft, 
launch vehicles, sounding rockets, Earth satellites, space probes, lunar, 
planetary, deep space) 
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Family and Kinship, the parent-child relationship; a group of persons related 
by marriage, blood, or adoption 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, relationship, human, society, 
culture, organization, institution, property, state, kind, race, lineage, kin, 
kindred, affinity, consanguinity, descent, blood, birth, family, parenthood, 
marriage, husband, wife, mother, father, son, daughter, brother, sister, relative, 
relation, household, house, home, ménage, duty, right, obligation; the incest 
taboo, the rules of exogamy  
Nature: the sentiments, the demographic, the household economics 
Forms: the conjugal family; the one-parent family; the compound polygamous 
family; the joint family; the extended family; kin networks  
Life cycle: courtship and mate selection; betrothal stage; marriage stage; 
children (upbringing and socialization); middle age; old age; death and 
bereavement  
Marriage (the husband-wife relationship): laws, procedures, and customs, mate 
choice, wedding ceremonies, partners' roles (marital and parental), obligations, 
restrictions, legitimacy, status and contract, separation and divorce, remarriage  
Children: legitimacy, adoption, education, custody 
Ways of expanding the family: artificial insemination, surrogate motherhood, 
fostering, adoption  
Universality of the family: Murdock's hypothesis, the Nayar case, the West 
Indian matrifocal family, the Israeli kibbutz, the Soviet family 
History of the family: classical antiquity; medieval family; the family since 1500; 
Western Europe; the Soviet family  
Family Law, a body of rules regulating family relationships  
Concepts and principles: entity, state, action, relation, human, society, state, 
property, family, husband, wife, children, guardianship, custody, legitimacy, 
community, marriage, separation, violence; social relation, communication, 
document, law, jurisprudence 
The marriage and divorce laws: wife and husband, contract, status; duty and 
responsibility; marital dissolution 
The children laws: adoption, legitimacy, guardianship, obligations, and rights 
The property laws: the property of husband and wife, maintenance and 
support, succession and inheritance, separation of marital property, community 
property, tort laws, co-ownership, divorce  
Family courts 
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Farming, agriculture, husbandry, the practice of cultivating the land and plant 
and raising animals by using agricultural technology 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, state, action, relation, human, 
activity, transaction, commerse, business, industry, manufacture, production, 
cultivation, acriculture, culture, husbandry, land, plant, animal, liveststock, crop, 
food, technology  
Farm management: the farm, the labor force, machinery, costs, prices 
Kinds: plant cultivation; irrigation and drainage; soil preparation; animal 
husbandry; crop farming (cereal farming, vegetable farming, fruit farming, 
specialty crops farming); livestock farming; dairy farming; poultry farming; and 
beekeeping 
Related fields: agriculture, food processing, beverage production, gardening 
and horticulture, forestry and wood production, fish farming, and aquaculture 
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Forest, an aggregate of plants (trees, shrubs, herbs, grasses), animals 
(mammals, birds, insects, reptiles, amphibians), microorganisms (bacteria, 
fungi, viruses) supported by the lithosphere (the rock and soil), the 
hydrosphere (the water), and the atmosphere (the air) 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, object, group, collection, Earth, 
nature, life, organism, plant, vegetation, flora, botany, land, animal, wood, 
woods, woodland, timberland, timber; biology, forestry 
Kinds: jungle, taiga, greenwood, rainforest (temperate and tropical), riparian 
forest, silva, tree farm 
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Food, any substance taken into an organism to sustain its growth and life 
activity  
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, matter, material, body, solid, liquid, 
plant, animal, nutrient, water, beverage, drink, diet, regimen, nutriment, 
nourishment, nutrition, sustenance, fare; feed, fodder, provender, forage, 
cereal, flesh, meat, fish, poultry, fruit, vegetable, specialty, farming;  chemistry 
and microbiology 
Kinds: cereals, grains, or starch products (wheat, rice, barley, tye, maize, oats, 
sorghum, millet, buchwheat; meat (beef and veal, pork, lamb and mutton); fish; 
poultry, bird or fowl; milk and dairy products; eggs and eggs products; fat and 
oil products 
Composition (food chemistry): cereals (moisture, starch, protein, cellulose or 
fibre, fat, sugars, carbohydrates, ash, oil, and mineral matter (phosphorus, 
potassium, calcium)); meat (protein, fat, carbohydrates, non-protein 
substances, ash); milk (water, protein, fat, sugar, ash)  
Crops: cereals, roots, pulses, vegetables, fruits, oil crops, tree nuts, sugar, 
beverages and spices 
Specialty: salt, sugar, cocoa products, bakery products, confectionery and 
candy products 
Food spoilage causes: microorganisms, enzyme agency, oxidation, and 
dehydration 
Processing: preservation (drying, low temperature, high temperature, 
fermentation and pickling, concentration and candying, chemical preservation, 
radiation sterilization, semimoist preservation); storage; and packaging 
New sources (protein concentrate): oilseeds (soybeabs, peanuts, cottonseed, 
copra); plant mutations (radiation-induced); leaves, grasses, waterweeds; 
marine sources; single-cell protein sources (bacteria, yeast, fungi, algae, 
protozoa); synthetic foods; and genetically modified foods 
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Freedom, the state of being free 
Concepts and principles: being, state, change, relationship, cause, causation, 
action, necessity, law, constraint, nature, man, mind, will, liberty, 
independence, license, right, justice, equality 
Types: natural, civil, political, moral, academic; human, civil, and legal rights 
Human right: right to privacy, right to life, right to liberty, right to the pursuit of 
happiness, civil rights, equality before the law, freedom of thought 
Civil rights: civil liberty, habeas corpus, freedom of religion, freedom of speech, 
freedom of the speech, freedom of assembly, freedom from search and 
seizure, right to due process, freedom from discrimination, equal protection of 
the laws, freedom from cruel punishment, right to an attorney, freedom from 
self-incrimination 
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Galaxy, an aggregation of star systems with nebulae and dust 
Concepts: entity, substance, state, quantity, change, process, relation, object, 
matter, mass, body, universe, star, cluster, planet, nebula, dust, magnitude, 
luminosity, the Hubble constant, angular momentum, emission and absorption, 
light-year, age; geometry, celestial mechanics, astronomy, and astrophysics 
Classification: by luminosity, stellar content, morphology (irregulars, Irr: Irr I 
and Irr II; regulars: ellipticals E: ordinary spirals S and barred spirals SB and 
disks; lenticulars S0 or SB0) 
Composition and structure: the spheroidal and disk components, hydrogen 
gas, spiral arms 
Properties: size, mass, luminosity, distance, and age 
Processes: formation, interaction, and dynamics 
Milky Way (Galaxy, System): structure (nucleus, central bulge, disk, spiral 
arms, spherical component, massive halo); components (single, double stars, 
and stellar populations; star clusters - globular, open, stellar associations, 
moving groups, nebulas - emission and planetary, supernova remnants, dust 
clouds, interstellar medium, and dark matter); processes (stellar distribution 
and motions; solar motion; galactic rotation) 
External galaxies: distance; composition, structure; properties; components; 
processes  
Radio galaxies, X-ray galaxies, quasars: distance; composition, structure; 
properties; components; processes 
Clusters: types (groups, irregular clusters, spherical clusters); distribution; 
interaction processes 
Origin, evolution, and death 
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Genetics and Heredity, the sum total of biological processes by which 
particular natures of the organism inherited 
Concepts and principles: substance, matter, material, change, chance, cause, 
effect, relation, process, causation, quantity, quality, nature, life, population, 
microorganism, plant, animal, individual, organism, sex, cell, meiosis, mitosis, 
gene, information, allele, chromosome, locus, genotype, phenotype, parent, 
offspring, trait, selection, fertilization, mutation, recombination, dominance, 
recessiveness, disorder, environment; Mendel's laws, biology 
Heredity: Mendelian genetics, Mendel's laws; chromosomes and genes, cell 
divisions, mitosis, meiosis, traits, linkage, simple and sex chromosomal 
aberrations; alleles, interplay, dominance relationships, multiple alleles; gene 
interactions, epistatic genes, complementation, polygenic inheritance; 
environment, preformism and epigenesis, heritability  
Molecular genetics: heredity and nucleic acids, structure, DNA replication, 
transcription and translation; the genetic code, mutations, kinds, rates, DNA 
repair, gene expression, somatic cell genetics, genetic engineering, 
recombinant DNA  
Evolution: the gene in populations, the gene pool, the Hardy–Weinberg 
principle, changes in gene frequencies, mutations, gene flow,senetic drift, 
breeding, natural selection, genetics of race and species, outbreeding and 
inbreeding, genetic load, artificial selection, eugenics  
Relationships: anthropology, medicine, biochemistry, physiology, psychology, 
ecology, systematics, comparative morphology, and paleontology  
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Geography, the study of the surface of the Earth; location, distribution, 
association, and interrelationship of physical, biological, and human 
phenomena in space over the globe or over the world regions 
Concepts and principles: entity, object, state, relation, process, causation, 
cause, effect, law, matter, form, quantity, space, time, nature, the world, land, 
atmosphere, hydrosphere, biosphere, climate, weather, wind, pressure, 
precipitation, temperature, resource, water, soil, life, vegetation, people, 
activity, animal, population, distribution, agriculture, surface, location, distance, 
lattitude, longitude, pole, place, area, region, environment, tropic,desert, forest, 
plain, mountain, settlment, city, metropolis, country, continent, culture area, 
mapping, sensing, data; the geographic cycle  
Type: global geography and regional geography 
Chatacteristics: physical, geological, geographic, climatic; biological; human, 
economic, political, demographic, historic 
Classification: physical geography, geomorphology, climatology, biogeography, 
soil geography, resource management and environmental studies, hydrology; 
human geography, population geography, urban geography, economic 
geography, political geography, cultural and social geography, medical 
geography, historical geography 
Methodology: observation, description, map projections and measurement; 
aerial photography, sattelite imagery, and remote sensing; quantitative and 
statistical analysis 
History: ancient geography, modern geography, geographical exploration and 
discovery 
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Geomorphic Processes, processes determining the relief features of the 
Earth 
Concepts: entity, substance, state, change, relation, the Earth, atmosphere, 
lithosphere, cryosphere, hydrosphere, continent, land, form, ocean, soil, lake, 
river, relief, topography, weathering, erosion, deposition, tectonism, 
denudation, gravity, geographic cycle of erosion, entropy 
Relief features: geotecture (continental platforms, oceanic basins, mountain 
systems, and massifs); morphostructures (uplands, lowlands, plateaus, ridges); 
morphosculptures (lake basins, river valleys, dunes, caverns)  
Processes: tectonic movements (earthquakes, plate tectonics; uplift, 
subsidence. and denudation); weathering (physical and chemical processes, 
soil formation); slope movements (creep and bulging, rockfalls, land and debris 
slides, earth and mud flows, avalanches, solifluction); fluvial processes 
(erosion, transport, and deposition); glacial processes (erosion, transport, and 
deposition, loading and uploading); wind processes (erosion, transportation, 
deflation, abrasion, deposition; marine processes (erosion, transport, and 
deposition); lacustrine processes (erosion and deposition); biological 
processes (soil vegetation, land cultivation, construction of dams, mining) 
Environments: tropical, subtropical, temperate, polar, coastal, lacustrine, 
estuarine, fluvial, desert, glacial, and subterranian  
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Good, what is right, desirable, beneficial, fit, or serviceable 
Concepts: entiy, substance, state, quality, change, relation, goodness, truth, 
beauty, value, freedom, duty, pleasure, desire, reason, will, freedom, 
knowledge, happiness, welfare, wisdom, morality, virtue, summum bonum  
Theory: idea, origin, nature, existence, and purpose; the good, the true, and 
the beautiful; 
Divisions: health, strength, beauty, longevity, fame, honor, pleasure, virtue, 
friendship, happiness, self-realization, wealth, wisdom, knowledge; the 
pleasant, the useful, and the virtuous; sensible and intelligible goods; private 
and public good; 
Order: ends, means; the individual or the common good; the supreme good or 
universal happiness 
Freedom and will: duty, the good will, desire, pleasure, and right;  
Evil: truth and falsity, beauty and ugliness, good and bad, right and wrong, 
pleasure and pain, desire and aversion; 
Synonyms: adequate, admirable, advantageous, agreeable, beneficial, 
benevolent, capital, cheerful, complete, fit, friendly, gratifying, honorable, kind, 
lively, merciful, perfect, pleasant, profitable, real, right, righteous,  serviceable, 
social, sound, true, useful, valid, valuable, virtuous, well, wholesome, worthy;  
Antonyms: abominable, base, corrupt, depraved, evil, bad, objectionable, 
immoral, injurious, pernicious, sinful, vile, wicked 
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Government budget, the forecast of governmental revenues and 
expenditures of public resources 
Concepts: entity, substance, state, change, relation, human, sociey, group, 
organization, polity, state, government, the legislative, the executive, public, 
budget, finance, fund, money, resources, revenue, receipts, expenditure, 
outlays, taxation, deficit, surplus, balance, statement, accountability  
Types: administrative, current and capital, full-employment budgets, program 
and zero-base budgeting, cash and unified budgets 
Components: revenue (taxation, sale of goods and services); expenditure 
(public - education, health care, defense, transfer expenditures - subsidies or 
social security payments); borrowing (public debts external/internal, bonds, 
notes, securities, treasury bills, certificates of indebtedness, sovereign debt) 
Process: national budgetary procedures - Russia, the United States, Japan, 
Germany, and the UK  
Aims and functions: allocation (public and merit goods, privatization); 
stabilization (fiscal and monetary policy, full employment, inflation control); 
distribution (redistribution, sales tax or capital taxes) 
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Habit, use, wont, a disposition to a particular behavior; a pattern of behavior 
due to customary repetititon 
Concepts and principles: being, state, quality, relation, action, nature, life, 
animal, man, mind, desire, instinct, behavior, activity, attitude, disposition, 
practice, routine, rule, system, custom, tradition, addiction, survival, 
continuation 
Types: innate, instinctual, acquired, or learned 
Instincts: genes, reflexes, needs, drives, transmission, modification 
Formation: practice, experience, reinforcement, repetition, learning, training, 
teaching, discipline, the law 
Human habits: body, art, skill, appetite, will, intelligence, knowledge, reason, 
virtue, and vice  
Control: replacement, repetition, change, stimulus introduction, and 
punishment 
Freedom, custom, and law 
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Happiness, the state of existence marked by the satisfaction of all the natural 
and conscious desires; the quality of a whole life 
Concepts and principles: being, state, quality, process, relationship, cause, 
chance, nature, life, man, body, mind, soul, emotion, feeling, desire, prosperity, 
benefit, success, contentment, joy, comfort, pleasure, possession, satisfaction, 
felicity, gladness, bliss, good, luck, fortune, virtue, immortality, enlightment, 
beatitude; ethics, morals, values, the moral law, universality 
Types: the active and the speculative; temporary and eternal 
Constituents: wealth, health and longevity, pleasure and power, knowledge 
and virtue, honor and friendship 
Emotions: gladness, gladfulness, or gladsomeness; merriment or gaity; 
rejoicing; belonging (comfortableness, intimacy; cheerfulness; contentment 
(satisfaction, pride, complacency, fulfillment, glee, or gloat) 
Ethics: an ethics of happiness, pragmatic or utilitarian ethics or an ethics of 
duty 
Society and individual: the totum bonum, the summum bonum, the state, the 
common good 
Religious doctrines: supernatural happiness, eternal beatitude, perfect 
happiness 
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Health, the state of body and mind free from disease 
Concepts and principles: being, substance, state, quality, nature, life, 
organism, person, body, mind, food, climate, diet, exercise, immunity, nutrition, 
medicine, disease, death 
The life cycle: fertilization, embryo, fetus, childbirth, infancy, childhood, 
adolescence, adulthood, middle age, old age, dying and death 
Protection mechanisms: antibody, antigen, coagulation, homeostasis, 
immunity, inflamation, interferon, interleukin, phagocytosis, reticuloendothelial 
system, tumor necrosis factor, healing, the alarm reaction 
Regimes: immunization and preventive medicine, diet and nutrition; exercise 
and physical condition; sleep 
Care: medical practice; public health services and administration; agencies and 
programs; hospitals and clinics; sanitation; disinfection; quarantine; food 
supply; vaccination and immunization; prophylactic medication; the prevention 
of epidemics; health and safety laws and rules  
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Heat, a form of energy transferred due to a difference in temperature 
Concepts and principles: substance, state, change, relation, process, transfer, 
matter, quantity, time , space, energy, potential, capacity, heat, body, system, 
phase, solid, gas, liquid, vapour, entropy, work, temperature, pressure, volume, 
Carnot cycle, Hamiltonian function, enthalpy, conductivity, convection, 
radiation, evaporation, condensation; the first, second, and third 
thermodynamic laws, revesibility 
Conceptions: the phlogiston theory, the caloric theory, the kinetic molecular 
theory 
Types: latent heat of transformation (condensation, vaporization, fusion, 
solidification, sublimation), heat of formation, heat of dissociation, heat of 
solution, sensible heat, specific heat, or heat capacity 
Transfer: thermal conduction (solids or fluids), convection (liquids and gases), 
and radiation  
Phase changes: melting (solid-liquid), sublimation (solid-vapour), boiling 
(liquid-vapour), crystalline transition (solid-solid); boiling point, condensation, 
critical point, distillationeutectic, freezing point, melting point, phase diagram, 
phase rule, thermal fusion, vaporization  
Units: joules, calories, kilowatt-hours, foot-pounds 
Sciences: thermodynamics and statistical mechanics 
Applications: thermal elements, heat exchanger, heat pump, heating plants 
(central, gas, panel, steam) 
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Hinduism, a religious pluralism, a complex of socio-religious traditions, beliefs, 
cults, and ways of social life of the Indus 
Basic concepts and principles: being, substance, state, change, relation, 
universe, God, the One, the ultimate reality (brahman); the Trinity 
(Brahma,Vishnu, and Siva); karma and transmigration ( samsara), 
reincarnation, liberation (moksha), non-injury (ahimsa), liberation, evil; the four 
stages of life (ashramas); three paths to salvation (margas) 
The sacred scriptures: "divine knowledge", the Veda (the Rigveda (hymns and 
praises); the Yajurveda (prayers and sacrificial formulae); the Samaveda 
(tunes and chants); the Atharvaveda (priests officiation at the sacrifices) 
Institutions, rituals, and practices: the caste system; sacrifice and worship; 
sacred places and times 
Relationships: the individual, family, the State, education, culture expressions 
Forms: Vedism and Brahmanism; Vaisnavism; Saivism; Tantrism and 
Shaktism; Folk Hinduism 
Philosophy, Mysticism, and Mythology: the Mahabharata (the Bhagavad-gita, 
the Ramayana, and the Puranas) 
Hinduism as Civilization 
History 
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History, human, an account of past events of mankind 
Basic concepts and principles: entity, substance, state, change, relation, world, 
necessity, chance, cause, time, event, process, causation, continuum, 
succession, past, nature, life, man, society, people, civilization, freedom, 
revolution, cycle, progress, evolution, culture, religion, church, state, 
knowledge, literature, writing, data, account, chronicle, record, fact, fiction, 
meaning; historicism, irreversibility 
Nature: a kind of knowledge (research); a type of literature (narration); a 
sequence of deeds and events; a change in human society or civilization 
Scope: particulars, changes, peoples, societies, civilizations, human affairs, the 
great men, heroes, leaders, monarchs and statesmen, battles and wars 
Types: natural history (the physical world); biological, evolutionary and genetic; 
cultural, political and social  
Historical causation: historical process; necessity and chance, material forces; 
the individual; laws and patterns; cycles and progress 
Classification of peoples and civilizations: Ancient Southwest Asia and Egypt, 
the Aegean, and North Africa; the Ancient Mediterranean World; Medieval 
Europe, North Africa, and Southeast Asia; Eastern, Central, South, and 
Southwest Asia; pre-Columbian America; the Modern World; the Contemporary 
World 
Methods: historiography; archaeology; bibliography; chronology 
Relationships: education, science, philosophy, poetry, and myth 
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Honor, laurels, public regard and due self-esteem; the condition of being 
honored (esteemed or respected) 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, state, change, relation, 
communication, status, morality, attitude, virtue, duty, happiness, name, 
position, standing, regard, respect 
Motivation: a desire for immortality 
Relationships: the individual, society, the State, culture  
Synonyms: celebrity, credit, distinction, dignity, eminence, glory, laurels, 
praise, nobility, renown reputation, repute, respect, regard, worth 
Antonyms: contempt, contumely, discredit, disgrace, dishonor, disrepute, 
humiliation, ignominy, infamy, oblivion, obscurity, shame 
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Human Being, a member of the species Homo sapiens [of the order 
Mammalia in the subphylum Vertebrata of the phylum Chordata] 
Concepts and principles: being, substance, state, change, relation, order, 
nature, life, animal, hominid, man, humankind, race, people, kinship, society, 
family, evolution, heredity, genetics, behavior, culture, civilization, history, 
person, individual, mortal, human, soul 
Evolution: the primates, the prosimians (lorises, lemurs, and tarsiers) and the 
anthropoids (monkeys, apes, and man) 
Family: the Hominidae, morphology and behavior, classification 
(Australopithecus, Homo habilis, Homo erectus, Homo sapiens or mankind and 
humanity), the fossil record and remains 
Races: habitat, genetics, heredity, consanguinity; diversity, measures, and 
types (geographic races, local races, and microraces) 
Geographical races: Aryan, American Indian, Australoid, Caucasoid, Indic, 
Melanesian, Micronesian, Mongoloid, Negroid, and Polynesian  
Human Body, the biophysical part of the human being consisting of water and 
organic compounds organized into eucaryotic living cells, tissues, organs, and 
systems 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, state, change, matter, body, 
process, nature, life, human, organism, cell, tissue, organ, system, stimulus, 
response, behavior, function, circulation, digestion, excretion, nutrition, 
reproduction, respiration, reception, brain, nerve, heart, blood, bone, muscle, 
hormone, integument, vessel, lymph, cavity, and membrane  
Biochemical composition: lipids, proteins and peptides, carbohydrates, nucleic 
acids, DNA&RNA pigments, enzymes, vitamins, hormones, alkaloids, steroids 
and sterols, isoprenoides and terpenes; inorganic minerals: calcium, 
phosphorus, sodium, magnesium, and iron  
Basic cell types and tissues: epithelial, muscle, connective, and nerve tissues 
Organs: abdominal cavity, adrenal gland, aorta, bone, brain, ear, eye, heart, 
kidney, intestines, spinal cord, spleen, stomach, testis, thymus, thyroid gland, 
tooth, uterus, vertebral column  
Organ systems(structures and functions): the cardiovascular system (heart, 
vessels, arteries, veins, capillaries, blood; circulation); the lymphatic system 
(the lymph, lymphocytes, vessels, nodes, and tissues); the respiratory system 
(nose, tract, lungs, bronchi; respiration or breathing); the digestive system 
(mouth, pharynx, esophagus, stomach, pancreas, liver, gallbladder, glands, 
intestines; digestion and defecation); the endocrine system (hormones and 
glands, adrenals, kidneys, pituitary and pineal glands, hypothalamus, ovary, 
testis); the reproductive system (penis, prostate gland, testis; vagina, vulva, 
uterus, ovary; intercourse, orgasm, reproduction); the excretory system 
(kidneys, ureters, urinary bladder, urethra, urination); the musculoskeletal 
system (muscle and bone, support and motion; the integumentary system 
(skin, hair, nails, glands; perspiration, protection); the nervous system (brain, 
spinal cord, the cerebrospinal fluid, cranial nerves, sense organs; sensory 
reception, cerebration, and motion)  
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Life cycle: fertilization, embryo, fetus, birth, infancy, childhood, adolescence, 
adulthood, aging, dying, and death 
Human Life, human beings and their activity 
Concepts and principles: being, existence, substance, state, change, relation, 
order, nature, life, animal, hominid, man, humankind, race, people, kinship, 
society, family, person, organism, mind, body, evolution, heredity, 
reproduction, genetics, behavior, culture, civilization, history 
Evolution: the Hominidae (Australopithecus, Homo habilis, Homo erectus, 
Homo sapiens, early forms, the Neanderthals, the Cro-Magnons, African and 
Asian and Australasian varieties 
Nature: genetic endowment, capacities, powers, habits, attitudes, and 
performances, consciousness, mentality, cognition, willing and motivation, 
affection and emotion, experience, attention, sensation, and perception, 
learning, thinking, and action, languages, phylogenetic continuity, personality 
and the self 
Heredity: human races, identity and diversity, geographic races, local races 
and microraces; genetic reproduction, behavior traits inheritance, 
consanguinity 
Human body: structures and functions, the nervous system, the reproductive 
system, the cardovascular system, the endocrine system; the excretory 
system; the musculoskeletal system the lymphatic system, the respiratory 
system, the digestive system 
Health: life cycle (fertilization, embryo, fetus, birth, infancy, childhood, 
adulthood, aging, old age and death); defence mechanisms (immunity, 
homeostasis, the alert reaction); regimes (diet and nutrition), exercise and 
physical conditioning, sleep and dreaming; health care (medicine and medical 
services)  
Diseases: kinds, symptoms, diagnostics, causes, and therapeutics, diseases of 
the whole body (nutritional metabolic, infectious, dehydration, poisoning, 
allergy, physiological and physical), of a tissue and organ (atrophy, tumours, 
cancers, hyperplasia), of a bodily system  
Behavior: personal (sexual, creative) and collective (social life, human society, 
peoples and cultures, social organization, economics, politics, law, education, 
religion, art, science, and technology, culture inheritance) 
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Immunity, human, the human's capacity to resist infectious diseases  
Concepts and principles: substance, process, matter, material, cause, effect, 
action, nature, life, human, animal, microbe, parasite, body, health, disease, 
infection, cell, tissue, thymus, spleen, bone marrow, lymph node, antigen, 
pathogen, antibody, immuniglobulin, complement, lymphocyte, allergy, 
immunoreaction, inoculation, immunization, immunology  
Kinds: general, innate mechanisms (protection, the skin, the linings, body 
chemicals, transferrin, interferons, macrophages, natural killer cells) and 
specific, acquired mechanisms (humoral, blood and lymph immunity, B cells, 
antibodies, and cell-mediated immunity, T cells) 
Antibodies (immuniglobulins Ig): classes (IgG, IgM, IgA, IgD, IgE), structure 
(four polypeptide chains), and properties, the immunoglobulin system and the 
complement system  
Prophylaxis: passive (preformed antibodies, antiserums, IgG, diphteria, 
tetanus, gas gangrene, hepatitis B) and active immunization (vaccines, T andB 
cells, bacterial toxins, tetanus and diphteria, killed microbes,typhoid, plague, 
influenza, whooping cough, live microbes, measles, rubella, tuberculosis, 
poliomyelitis, smallpox, yellow fever) 
Disorders: immune deficiencies, genetic defects, infectious agents, poisons 
and drugs, malnutrition); allergies (hypersensetivity antibody-antigen reactions 
types, I, II, III, IV, allergens, dust, pollens, insect debris, dyes, lints, chemicals, 
drugs, foods, and dander); autoimmune disorders (rheumatoid arthritis, 
thyroiditis, anemia, pernicious or hemolytic); lymphocytes cancers (leukemia, 
lymphoma, myeloma)  
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Induction, generalization, inductive reasoning, a method of reasoning from 
particulars to generals, from the individual to the universal 
Concepts and principles: being, state, process, relation, causation, whole, part, 
universal, particular, chance, mind, knowledge, cognition, thought, reasoning, 
inference, association, colligation, premise, conclusion, consequence, proof, 
demonstration, experiment, experience, fact, term, statement, proposition, 
probability 
Types: scientific, dialectical, intuitive, and discursive 
Constituents: premises (observations, facts, and instances); conclusions 
(definitions, assumptions, axioms, laws, and principles) 
Sources: memory, sense-experience, and experiment 
Sciences: mathematics, the natural and social sciences 
Deduction: generalization, abstraction, deductive proof; deductive logic and 
inductive logic, similarity and difference 
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Industry, a body of organizations and enterprises for making common goods, 
services, and living incomes, transforming resources into common goods and 
services 
Concepts: entity, substance, state, change, action, activity, relation, life, 
human, society, economy, enterprise, market, resources, labor, materials, 
machines, methods, capital, goods, service, sale, industry, manufacture, 
production, transformation, engineering, value, technology, work, employment, 
wealth 
Classification: primary (genetic, extractive and processing,) industries; 
secondary (heavy and manufacturing, light) industries; tertiary (service) 
industries 
Primary industries: genetic (forestry and wood production, agriculture, livestock 
management and fishing); extraction and processing industries (mining and 
quarrying, mineral processing, metallurgy, pyro-, hydro-, physical, petroleum 
and natural gas, drilling, transportation, storage, coal industry); 
Secondary industries: heavy manufacturing industry (automotive, aerospace, 
shipbuilding, propulsion, steel and iron, cement, metal); energy-producing 
industries; construction industry; chemical process industries (inorganic and 
organic chemicals, petroleum refining, soaps and detergents, dyes, 
pharmaceutical, papermaking, rubber, plastics, fibres, paints and varnishes, 
adhesives, explosives); light industry (textile industry, clothing and footwear, 
furniture industry, floor coverings, food processing, plastics manufacture; 
electronics and computer hardware manufacture, software production; 
gemstone cutting, craft work; printing, typography, publishing. 
Service industries: health, social welfare, administrative, defence, police, and 
security services; banking, finance, insurance, investment, real estate services; 
wholesale, retail, and resale trade; transportation, information, and 
communication services; professional, consulting, legal, and personal services; 
tourism, hotels, restaurants, and entertainment; repair and maintenance 
services; education and teaching. 
Industrial Engineering: production systems; production management; mass 
production; operations research; systems engineering; research and 
development 
Cognate topics: idustrialization, industrial revolutions, industrial relations 
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Infectious Diseases, the destructive processes caused by microorganisms in 
the body of the human being 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, state, condition, change, process, 
relation, cause, causality, body, life, organism, human, condition, health, agent, 
germ, microorganism, infection, reaction, immunity, antibody, disease, malady 
ailment, death 
Objects of infections: the cardiovascular system; the respiratory system; the 
digestive system; the endocrine system; the reproductive system; the excretory 
system; the musculoskeletal system; the integumentary system, the nervous 
system 
Common infections: upper respiratory tract (the common cold, sinusitis, 
pharyngitis, otitis media, epiglottis, croup), lower respiratory tract (bronchitis, 
bronchiolitis, pneumonias), genitourinary tract (urethritis, cystitis, 
pyelonephritis, prostatitis, venereal diseases), gastrointestinal (cholera, 
salmonella, shigella, viral gastroenteritis, hepatitis, cholecystitis, pancreatitis), 
skin (dermatophytosis, candidiasis, warts, impetigo, cellulitis), ocular 
(blepharitis, hordeolum, dacryocystitis, conjunctivitis,preseptal and orbital 
cellulitis), infections of the joints and bones (arthritis, ostemyelytis), central 
nervous system (meningitis, encephalitis and meningoencephalitis), the 
cardiovascular system (endocarditis, perocarditis, myocarditis, rhematic fever) 
Kinds of organisms: bacteria (aerobes, anaerobes, DNA and RNA), fungi 
(yeasts and molds), parasites (protozoans and worms), viruses (DNA or RNA), 
Chlamydia, rickettsias, mycoplasmas and ureoplasmas 
Types of Infections: bacterial (anthrax, tularemia, brucellosis, botulism, tetanus, 
leprosy, tuberculosis, diphteria, borrelia or relapsing fever, whooping cough, 
staphylococcal, streptococcal, pneumatic, and meningococcal infections, 
leptospirosis, plague, rat bite fever); viral (the common cold, influenza, 
smallpox and chicken pox, rubeola or measles, mononucleosis, rubella, 
mumps, erythema infectiosum, yellow fever, poliomyelitis, rabies, herpes 
simplex viruses, acquired immunodeficiency syndrome, AIDS); fungal 
(hystoplasmosis and coccidioidomycosis, candidiasis, aspergillolis); parasitic 
(trichinosis, schistosomiasis, scabies, malaria dysentery, common worm 
infections, diarrhea); rickettsial (typhus, Q fever); mycoplasmal (pneumonia, 
colds, heart infection liver disease, arthritis, pharyngitis, sinusitis, bronchitis, 
rashes, hepatitis, and pancreatitis 
Immunization (preventive diseases) and vaccines: diphteria toxoid, rubella 
vaccine, measles vaccine, tetanus toxoid,  pertussis, whooping cough, vaccine, 
polio vaccine, mumps vaccine, pneumococcal vaccine, mumps vaccine, 
influenza vaccine, hepatitis B vaccine 
Symptomatics, diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment 
Diagnostic methods: medical history, symptoms, laboratory tests, culture 
specimens, physical examination, X-rays 
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Information Processing, the acquisition, recording, organization, storing, 
processing, retrieval, display, and dissemination of data and knowledge 
information in all possible forms and formats 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, state, change, process, relation, 
quantity, matter, energy, entropy, representation, communication, language, 
content, message, symbol, sign, knowledge, fact, data, signal, meaning, 
significance, code, gene, computer, media, resource, database, knowledge 
base, integrated circuit, digital communication 
Sources, storage, and retrieval: nature, living beings, mass media, electronic 
databases and data banks, electronic recordings, the Internet, literature, 
encyclopedias, dictionaries, reference books, public information utilities, 
libraries, and archives 
Reference Sources: abstracts, almanacs, atlases, bibliographies, biographical 
sources, catalogs, current contents, dictionaries, encyclopedias, field guides, 
topic guides, literature guides, handbooks, periodical indexes, manuals, maps, 
reviews, tables, yearbooks  
Forms: analog and digital information; raw data, interpreted data, expertise, 
and knowledge); formats (text, video, sound); physical materials in print 
(documents), in image form (photographs and maps), audio-video format 
(recordings and videotapes) 
Elements: acquisition, recording (media, techniques, literature, databases), 
organization, searching and retrieval (machine indexing, analyses, semantic, 
image, speech, query languages), display (motion pictures, video, print, 
microfilm and microfiche, voice), and dissemination 
Organization and Retrieval: analog-form records (cataloging, descriptive and 
subject; indexing and abstracting); digital form records (syntactic machine 
indexing, free, full-text and controlled; semantic content analysis of natural 
language information, image processing and pattern recognition, and speech 
processing); storage file structures, sequential, hierarchical, network, relational, 
conceptual; query languages (the menu, the 'fill-in-the blank' technique, the 
Structured Query Language) information searching and retrieval (key-word 
searching against the database index, the hypertext links); AI-based 
information retrieval; the semantic world-wide web.  
Information Systems(Electronic): classification by structure or function, 
application, as public information utilities (on-line database search systems, 
transaction-processing systems, information retrieval, the Internet, electronic 
mail, and teleconferencing) and organizational systems: strategic management 
systems (executive systems, command-and-control systems, decision-support 
systems); administrative management systems (financial, personnel, and 
project management modules); service information systems (computer-
integrated manufacturing, teleprocessing transaction systems, and expert 
systems); intelligent information systems   
Relationships: physics, biology, the social sciences, linguistics, information and 
computer science, electronic and communications engineering, management 
science, and art  
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Intelligence, natural, the potency to process abstractions; the mental power to 
understand the world 
Concepts: reality, entity, state, quality, quantity, change, relation, quality, 
change, relation, process, human, mind, power, ability, cognition, knowledge, 
content, idea, thought, concept, construct, abstract, intellect, reason, 
understanding, reasoning, action, behavior; emotion, sense, sensation 
Types: intellect or mind, breadth or comprehensiveness, depth, verbal 
intelligence, nonverbal intelligence, brain, brainpower or mentality, quickness, 
genius, precocity, acuity or keenness, brightness or cleverness, shrewdness or 
perspicacity, wits or marbles 
Theories: psychometric; rational, cognitive; cognitive-contextual, biologic 
(hemispheric studies, brain-wave studies, blood-flow studies); socio-
economical, ecological, and philosophical 
Kinds: animal, human, and artificial 
Evolutionary stages 
Measurements: the IQ test, the distribution of IQ scores 
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Intelligence, artificial, a class of intelligent artifacts 
Concept and principles: reality, being, entity, state, quality, quantity, change, 
action, relation, process, agent, system, representation, sign, symbol, 
knowledge, language, processing, information, data, artefact, rationality, 
inference, thinking, automaton, robot, computer, program, the Turing test, 
production, designer 
Powers and capacities: knowledge representation, machine learning; 
automated reasoning, problem solving, machine perception, or computer 
vision, NL understanding and processing 
Methods of production: logical symbolism, or AI programming languages, 
connectionism , or artificial neural networks, the cognitive modelling approach, 
the rational agent modell, the Turing test approach 
Sciences: metaphysics, or ontology, mathematics, logic, the natural and social 
sciences, psychology, linguistics, engineering (knowledge, computer, 
mechanical) 
Applications: chess playing systems, games, computational reasoning 
systems, expert systems, general systems, AI ontology languages, the 
Semantic Web, intelligent Web Services, intelligent artifacts, Intelligent Internet 
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Intelligence and Counterintelligence, intelligence service or intelligence 
agency collecting intelligence information about an enemy (state, nation, 
group, individual) 
Concepts and principles: entity, state, action, process, activity, human, society, 
organization, institution, agency, information, state, government, regime, 
security, stability, order, enemy, force, activity, operation, military, intelligence, 
spying, espionage, sabotage, terrorism, subversion, treason, spy, agent 
Operations: strategic intelligence, tactical or combat intelligence, undercover 
work, current intelligence, signals (electronics, communications, telemetry) 
intelligence, clandestine operation, overt operation, reconnaissance mission, 
counterintelligence (counterespionage, security, censorship, military and 
national, countersubversion, counter-sabotage) 
Sources: human agents, acoustics, signals, radiation imagery, mass media 
and military periodicals, foreign materials) 
Types: armed forces; biographical, cartographic, economic, energy, 
counterintelligence, geographic, medical, sociological, transportation and 
telecommunication 
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Islam, Islamism, Muslimism, Muhammedanism, a major world monotheistic 
religion founded by the Arabian prophet Muhammad in the 7th century AD 
Concepts and principles: entity, being, substance, state, quality, attribute, 
action, relation, superbeing, Allah, deity, divinity, God, the universe, man and 
pride, Satan and sin, the Last Day, the Law, society, group, organization, 
institution, establishment, community, theism, monotheism, religion, cognition, 
content, faith, belief, abstraction, morality, goodness, virtue, soul, immortality, 
worship, church, prayer   
Types: Sunni, Wahhabism, Shiism, Salafism  
The sacred scriptures: Koran, Quran, al-Qur'an, Book 
The articles of faith: belief in one God, in angels, in the revealed books, in the 
prophets; in the Date of Judgment 
Practices: the profession of faith; prayer; the purification tax; fasting; the 
pilgrimage  
Institutions 
Relationships: the individual, family, the state, education, culture, the arts 
Theology, philosophy, and mysticism 
History, myths, and legends 
The Islamic World 
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Judaism, the monotheistic religion of the Jews founded by the Jewish prophet 
Abraham in 19th or 18th-17th centuries before the Common Era 
Beliefs and doctrines: being, entity, Supreme Being, God, the Jewish people, 
the universe, man, society 
Sacred scriptures: the Law, or Torah, or the Pentateuch and the Talmud 
Designations of God: Godhead, Lord, Creator, Maker, Divine, God Almighty, 
Almighty, Jehovah, Yahveh 
Practices and institutions 
Relationships: individuals, family, the sate, society, and the arts 
Philosophy, theology, and mysticism 
History, myths, and legends 
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Justice, a habit of action, correspondence of action to the principles of positive 
law 
Concepts and principles: being, state, action, relation, quality, quantity, 
equality, fact, truth, man, society, law, government, constitution, power, 
judicature, administration, institution, act, conduct, behavior, practice, virtue, 
right, duty, liberty, freedom, equity, integrity, honor, person, property, legality, 
morality 
Conceptions: right order, the will of a sovereign, a virtue, a common good, a 
custom, a moral sentiment, expediency 
Types: domestic (justice in family, right and duty), economic (justice in 
production, distribution, and exchange of economic goods and services), 
political (justice in government, constitutions, political bondage, parties, honors, 
ranks, offices, vote, war and peace); judicial or legal (justice in law) 
Liberty: human rights and civil liberties, natural and positive rights, innate and 
acquired rights, private and public rights 
Injustice: person, reputation, property, violation, damage, injury, inequity, 
unrightfulness, grievance, wrong 
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Language, a system of communication in physical signs, vocalized signals or 
written symbols 
Concepts and principles: entity, reality, object, state, change, relation, nature, 
organism, animal, human, mind, cognition, speech, communication, 
representation, agent, expression, sound, sign, symbol, meaning, idea, 
thought, emotion, word, letter, alphabet, phoneme, writing, text, literture, 
culture 
Senses (Types): linguistic communication; speech (spoken, voice, oral) 
communication; linguistic (cognitive) processes; nomenclature or terminology; 
speech power; words or lyrics 
Speech constituents: physical, physiological, neurological, chemical, 
psychological, linguistic, semantic, and cultural 
Elements: signs and symbols (alphabet), morphemes, words, phrases, and 
sentences 
Parts of speech: noun, verb, adjective, adverb, conjunction, the article, 
preposition, and pronoun  
Approaches: phonetics and phonology, grammar and syntax, semantics 
Language of the world: Europe, South Asia, North Asia, Southwest Asia, East 
Asia, Southeast Asia Africa,and the Americas 
Natural language and artificial languages: humans and machines 
Cognates: philosophy, rhetoric, poetry, politics, mathematics, computer 
science, and logic  
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Law, general, a body of relations of natural phenomena or rules of human 
conduct 
Concepts and principles: entity, reality, state, substance, change, relation, 
causation, order, law, principle, rule, nature, regularity, life, society, human, 
reason, will, restriction, punishment, constraint, duty, obligation, jurisprudence 
Referents: nature, society, the arts, morals, politics, human thinking and 
behavior 
Basic kinds: natural and human or social; divine, natural, and positive; innate 
and acquired; private and public; abstract and civil rights  
Classification: canon (ecclesiastical) law; civil law; common law; criminal law; 
international law; maritime law; moral law; natural law; organic law; 
parliamentary law, statute law 
Natural law: general laws and specific laws; theoretical laws and empirical 
laws; laws of nature, mind, society, and history 
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Law, social, a total sum of principles, policies, and rules regulating social 
relationships 
Concepts and principles: entity, state, change, relation, causality, law, life, 
human, person, society, group, culture, institution, government, constitution, 
property, kinship, family, individual, business, wealth, inheritance, crime, and 
punishment, litigation, court, judgment, document, jurisprudence, canon, code, 
command, commandment, decree, edict, enactment, formula, mandate, order, 
ordinance, principle, regulation, rule, statute 
Practices, institutions and legal systems: common law and civil law systems 
Types: public, private, and procedural laws 
Public law: constitutional, organic or fundamental law; administrative law, 
criminal law, social law, taxation law, general procedural law, international law 
Private law: property law, business law; family law, inheritance and succession 
law; law of torts, economic laws (contracts, commercial transactions, business 
associations, labor, commercial transportation); civil procedural law 
(jurisdiction, civil trials, the law of evidence, post-trial review)  
Methods and procedures: civil, administrative, criminal 
Supranational laws: the United Nations, space laws, rules of warfare, war 
crimeslaws, Universal Copyright Convention, Berne Convention, Hague 
Convention, territorial waters law 
Breach: crime and punishment 
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Life, the state distinguishing living entities; the sum total of activities 
characterized by increasing the order and number of an entity via the natural 
cycles of matter and energy; the process of existence of an organism; the 
totality of animate things 
Concepts and principles: being, existence, entity, substance, state, change, 
process, relation, cause, causation, matter, energy, form, body, continuity, 
discontinuity, nature, biosphere, organization, cell, organism, animal, human, 
plant, microorganism, bacterium, fungus, protist, nutrition, metabolism, 
genetics, heredity, clone, vitality, disease, death, immortality; homeostasis, 
similarity or unity, diversity, evolution, behavior, , interrelationships, 
reproduction, photosynthesis, feedback mechanism 
Theories: physiological, biochemical, genetic, metabolic, and thermodynamic 
Taxonomy (a hierarchy of ranks): kingdom (sub-); (super-) phylum (sub-); 
(super-) class (sub-); (super-) order (sub-); (super-) family (sub-); (super-) 
genus (sub-); (super-) species (sub-); variety, varietal; individual  
Classification: the eucaryotic kingdoms (Plants; Animals, Fungi or Mycota; 
Protists; Viruses) and the procaryotic kingdom (Monerans, Archaebacteria and 
Bacteria); Kingdom Viruses; Kingdom Monera (bacteria, archaebacteria, 
and blue-green algae); Kingdom Protista (protests, algae, protozoa, and 
slime molds); Kingdom Fungi (fungi); Kingdom Plantae (Metaphyta or 
Embryophyta; nonvascular and vascular plants): mosses, liverworts, 
hornworts, whisk ferns, club mosses, horsetails, ferns, cycads, conifers, 
gnetophytes, ginkgophytes, and flowering plants); Kingdom Animalia (or 
Metazoa)  
Plants: Division (Magnoliophyta, Angiosperms, flowering plants):Liliopsids, or 
monocots (grasses, rushes, sedges, cattails and pondweeds, palms, pineapple 
and other bromeliads, lilies, bananas, ginger, orchids, and others) and 
Magnoliopsids, or dicots, broad-leaved plants (most trees, buttercups, poppies, 
roses, violets, cacti, mints, squashes, sunflowers, etc.); Division Bryophyta 
(mosses, liverworts, and hornworts); Division Psilotophyta (whisk ferns or 
psilopsids); Division Lycophyta (club mosses and quillworts); Division 
Sphenophyta (horsetails); Division Polypodiophyta (ferns); Division 
Coniferophyta: pines, yews, spruces, firs, junipers, redwoods, and others; 
Division Ginkgophyta (ginkgoes); Division Cycadophyta (cycads)  
Division Gnetophyta (gnetophytes)  
Animals: Subkingdom Parazoa (sponges); Phylum Porifera (sponges); 
Subkingdom Eumetazoa: Phylum Mesozoa (mesozoans); Phylum Cnidaria (or 
Coelenterata; cnidarians); Phylum Ctenophora (ctenophores)  
Phylum Platyhelminthes (flatworms); Phylum Nemertea (or Rhynchocoela; 
ribbonworms); Phylum (or class) Acanthocephala (spiny-headed worms); 
Phylum Aschelminthes; Phylum Priapulida (priapulids); Phylum Annelida 
(annelid worms); Phylum Tardigrada; Phylum Onychophora; Phylum 
Arthropoda (arthropods); Phylum Mollusca (mollusks); Phylum Bryozoa (or 
Ectoprocta; bryozoans); Phylum Phoronida (phoronid worms); Phylum 
Brachiopoda (brachiopods); Phylum Sipuncula (sipunculid worms); Phylum 
Chaetognatha (arrowworms); Phylum Echiurida (spoonworms); Phylum 
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Echinodermata (echinoderms); Phylum Hemichordata (hemichordates); 
Phylum Pogonophora (beardworms); Phylum Chordata (chordates):Tunicates 
(sea squirts, appendicularians, and thaliaceans); Cephalochordates (lancelets); 
Vertebrates (lampreys and hagfishes; placoderms; sharks, skates, and rays; 
bony fishes; amphibians; reptiles, crocodilians, lizards, snakes, turtles, extinct; 
birds; mammals, artiodactil, bat, carnivore, cetacean, insectivore, edentate, 
perissodactyl, primate, and rodent orders, monotrems and marsupials)  
Origin and evolution: spontaneous generation; organic compounds; the genetic 
code; genetic change (transmission, variation, mutation, migration and drift); 
selection processes (adaptation, coloration, mimicry, polymorphism); species 
(distinction, isolation, properties, speciation, differentiation, phylogeny); 
categories (species, genus, family, order, class, phylum, kingdom)  
Properties: vitality, order and form; molecular mechanisms, heredity; 
metabolism, catabolism and anabolism; regulation and integration, 
homeostasis, sensory reception, hormonal and nervous coordination; 
reproduction and sex; nutrition, respiration; development, growth, 
differentiation, morphogenesis; behavior, action and reaction  
Organization (levels): molecular (carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, nucleic acids, 
polymers); cellular (procaryotic and eucaryotic cells); organic (cells, tissues, 
systems, the whole living body); population (species, communities); biosphere 
(the totality of living things) 
Life span: birth, growth, aging, disease, degeneration, death, life cycle; plants, 
animals, humans 
Behavior: individual (reflexes, instincts, stereotyped responses, fixed action 
patterns, feeding, locomotion, avoidance, aggression, habitat and sexual 
activities, learning) and group (language and communication, social activities)  
Biosphere: the Earth; the biological and chemical cycles (energy and matter 
cycling, carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur, water, minerals); populations (growth, 
movements, and interactions), communities(classification, structure, function 
and succession); ecosystems (biotic systems, producers, consumers, 
decomposers and abiotic components, temperature, pressure, light, radiation, 
fire, wind, and water); the noosphere 
Other forms: artificial life, artificial intelligence, clones, and extraterrestrial life 
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Light, a visible radiation, an electromagnetic form of energy capable to convey 
information (through empty space at the speed of light) and produce a visual 
sensation  
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, state, quantity, magnitude, change, 
process, relation, causation, matter, time, space, energy, radiation, wave, ray, 
beam, irradiation 
Kinds: light beam, heat ray, sunshine, laser beam, lamplight, firelight, gaslight, 
candlelight, corona, counterglow, fluorescence, luminescence, glow or 
incandescence, scintillation, daylight, half-light, twilight, moonlight, starlight, 
meteor 
Properties: light spectrum, velocity, interference, diffraction, polarization 
Behavior: reflection and refraction, dispersion and scattering, mechanical 
effects, luminescence 
Subject matter: quantum mechanics, physical optics, and physiological optics  
Utility: spectroscopic instruments or optical instrumentation 
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Linguistics, the study of language in terms of linguistic universals 
Concepts and principles: reality, being, entity, class, state, change, relation, 
unit, part, element, whole, space, time, human, mind, brain, action, 
communication, sound, representation, knowledge, sign, symbol, alphabet, 
letter, syllable, phoneme, morpheme, lexeme, word, phrase, clause, sentence, 
text, lexicon, language, speech, writing, philology, literature, reference, sense, 
meaning, truth; phonology, morphology, syntax, grammar, semantics, 
semiotics 
Types: diachronic (historical) and synchronic, theoretical and applied, 
microlinguistics and macrolinguistics 
Branches and relationships: anthropological, comparative, computational, 
ethnological, mathematical and statistical linguistics, historical, structural, and 
synchronic linguistics; dialectology, linguistic anthropology, linguistic 
geography, neurolinguistics, psycholinguistics, philosophy of language, 
semiotics, sociolinguistics, stylistics 
Synchronic linguistics: methods, structuralism (phonology, morphology, syntax, 
semantics), generative grammar (phrase-structure grammar, transformation 
rules, lexicon), tagmemics (modes, phonology, grammar, lexicon; hierarchy, 
morpheme, word, phrase, clause, and sentence; notation; stratificational 
grammar (strata, phonemic, morphemic, lexemic, sememic, interrelationships; 
grammar and phonology); functionalism (functions, cognitive, expressive, 
connative, communicative) 
Diachronic (historical) linguistics: changes (phonological, morphological, and 
semantic); words borrowing; comparative methods (Proto-Indo-European 
reconstruction); language classification (genetic and typological) 
Semantics: symbol-thought-thing relationships, denotation (reference, 
extension), connotation (sense, intension); encoding, meaning, structure, and 
context; theories, referential, aletheic, psychological, the use theory) 
Writing: written sources and writing systems, families; models (descriptive-
historical; typlogical-structural, logography, syllabography, alphabetography; 
and formal; subdividions (grammatology, subgraphemics, graphemics, or 
graphics, and metagraphemics); philology (epigraphy and paleography) 
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Literature, a whole body of humankind's works of poetry and prose 
Concepts and principles: entity, reality, substance, state, change, relation, 
nature, life, human, society, social relation, communication, writing, art, artist, 
creativity, craft, experience, values, the beautiful, truth, form, meaning, 
expression, symbolism, artifact, medium, representation, feeling; organic unity, 
diversity or complexity, theme, evolution or development 
Elements: artist, subject matter, theme, message, symbols, words, language, 
the work of art, and audience 
Classifications (by origin, genre, language, period, and subject matter): e.g., 
African literature, Japanese literature, Persian literature, Russian literature, and 
Western literature  
Scope: language (word, symbol, sign), composition (presentation, evolution or 
development, complication, crisis, and resolution), style, form (poetic, prosaic, 
historical), content (the concrete reality, individual psychology, human 
personality and relationships, subjective emotions, social and economic 
conditions, the human condition, facts, abstract conceptions)  
Genres: Oral literature, heroic epic, songs, folktales and stories, riddles, 
proverbs, and maxims, love lyrics and stories, animal fables, hymns, myths, 
mysterious stories and songs; Poetry, lyric and prose; Prose fiction, epic, fable, 
parable, allegory, ballad, romance, saga, novel, tale, story; Drama, comedy, 
tragedy, tragicomedy, farce, melodrama, motion-picture, television scripts; 
Satire, parody, lampoon; Nonfiction prose, history, philosophy, political, 
scientific, and religious literature, the essay, criticism, reportage, aphorism, 
travel literature, epistolary literature, biographical literature, dialogues; 
Children's literature; Primitive, folk, and popular literature; Bibliographical and 
Critical writings 
Relationships: literature and the arts, theatre, motion pictures, music, dance, 
sculpture, painting 
History: Western and Eastern peoples and cultures 
Intelligent writing systems 
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Logic, the study of reasoning processes in terms of relations 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, state, change, process, relation, 
cause, effect, whole, part, human, mind, content, form, knowledge, cognition, 
belief, thought, premise, conclusion, proof, inference, syllogism, reason, 
argument, argumentation, deduction, term, variable, proposition, predicate, 
operator, connective, fact, evidence, truth, consistency, validity, necessity, 
possibility, contingency; causal principles, formation and transformation rules  
Types: material logic; formal, symbolic, or mathematical logic; metalogic; 
applied logic; machine logic  
Material logic: the elements of thought, reasoning or thinking processes, causal 
relations 
Formal logic: Boolean algebra, the propositional calculus or sententional or 
propositional logic, the functional or predicate calculus or the logic of individual 
variables and classes of variables; the theory of syllogism; fuzzy logic; modal 
logic (necessity, possibility, and contingency) 
Metalogic: the syntax and semantics of logical calculi, formal systems or 
languages 
Applied logic: epistemic logic, the logic of belief, the logic of questions; 
computer logic, practical logic, the logic of preferences, the logic of commands, 
deontic logic, temporal logic, mereology, counterfactual logic, and machine 
logic 
History  
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Love, an emotion marked by attraction toward a person, object, or change; a 
feeling of desire and attraction  
Concepts and principles: entity, being, state, action, relation, human, individual, 
family, society, religion, culture, mind, body, emotion, sense, sensuality, 
feeling, desire, affection, adoration, amorousness, ardor, attachment, 
attraction, charity, devotion, benevolence, esteem, fondness, liking, libido, lust, 
passion, regard, tenderness 
Objects: nature, artifacts, person, beauty, God, knowledge, the universe 
Kinds: fraternal, egoistic, altruistic, erotic, conjugal, romantic, and spiritual love 
Opposites: abhorrence, anger, animosity, antipathy, aversion, detestation, 
dislike, enmity, hate, hatred, hostility, malevolence, malice, malignity, odium, 
rancor, repugnance, resentment, revenge, spite 
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Machine, a device that transforms energy, transmits and modifies forces and 
motions 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, object, state, change, action, 
matter, energy, momentum, transformation, motion, force, mechanism, power 
train, artifact, instrumentality, instrumentation, device, equipment, apparatus, 
implement, tool, technology, engineering; conservation principles (of matter, 
energy, momentum), the laws of motion, physical effects 
Machine elements: axles, brakes, bearings, belt and chain drives, cams, 
clutches, couplings, cranks, gears, flywheels, linkages and connectors, screws, 
transmission, shafts and shafts accessories, springs, wheels  
Structure: input (mechanical, electrical, magnetic, thermal, nuclear, or chemical 
energy), mechanism, and output (mechanical, electrical, magnetic, thermal, 
nuclear, or chemical energy) 
Simple machines: capstan, crank, lever, incline, wedge, wheel, wheel and axle, 
pulley, and screw 
Types: prime movers (windmills, waterwheels, turbines, steam engines, 
internal-combustion engines); generators (electrical generators, hydraulic 
pumps, pneumatic compressors); motors (electric hydraulic, air); operators 
(conveying, packaging, processing machinery, appliances, calculators, 
typewriters, computers), and machine tools 
Machine tools (major): auger, boring machine, drill press, grinding machine, 
lathe, milling machine, planer, punch press, reamer, router, shaper 
Complex mechanical systems: automobiles, locomotives, airplanes, ships, 
magnet trains, spacecraft  
Machines and artificial intelligence: cognitive robots, logical engines, 
knowledge-based reasoning machines 
Technologies: mechanical, chemical, automotive, and aeronautical 
engineering, computer technology, robotics, nanotechnology  
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Magnetism, a class of physical changes caused by the motion of electric 
charges (molecular interaction) 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, state, quantity, change, action, 
process, relation, cause, effect, matter, time, space, energy, body, material, 
magnet, magnetite, charge, particle, electron, atom, spin, dipole, pole, current, 
field, moment, induction, hysteresis, potential, force, intensity, attraction, 
magnetism, magnetostriction; magnetic effects 
Types: diamagnetism, paramagnetism, ferromagnetism, antiferromagnetism 
(ferrimagnetism), electromagnetism  
Magnetic field: current, force, Lorentz force, dipole, repulsion or attraction, 
magnetization effects  
Effects or phenomena: termo-, opto-, mechano-, hydro-, electro-, quantum-, 
chemo-, bio-magnetic effects 
Magnet: bar magnet, electromagnet (magnetic head), field magnet, magnetic 
needle, paramagnet, static magnet (loadstone), solenoid  
Geomagnetism: chart, equator, meridian, the North and South Magnetic Poles, 
storm, magnetosphere  
Devices and instruments: magnetic head, magnetic lens, magnetic mine, 
magnetic needle, magnetic speaker, magnetic tape, magnetograph, 
magnetometer, magnetoscope, magnetron 
Machines:  magnetoelectric machines, magneto, magnetodynamo, or 
magnetogenerator, magnetic trains   
Knowledge: physics, magnetics or magnetostatics, magnetodynamics, 
magnetohydrodynamics; geophysics, magnetism; magnetochemistry; 
magnetobiology  
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Mammals, the class 'mammalia', a group of vertebrate animals, 4000 species, 
120 families, 20 orders. 
Concepts: being, thing, entity, substance, object, state, change, action, activity, 
behavior, relation, nature, life, organism, animal, chordate, vertebrate, flesh, 
body, ecology 
Kinds or orders: Monotremata (platypus, echidnas); Marsupialia ( kangaroos, 
bandicoots, phalangers, opposums, koala, wombats); Insectovora (shrews, 
moles, hedgehogs, tenrecs, solenodons), chiroptera (bats), Primates (lemurs, 
lorises, tarsiers, monkeys, apes, hominids), edentata (armadillos, sloths, 
anteaters), lagomorpha (rabbits, hares, pikas), Rodentia (rats,mice, beavers, 
squirrels, guinea, pigs, capybaras), Carnivora (cats, dogs, bears, skunks, 
seals, walruses), Cetacea (whales, dolphins, porpoises), Proboscidea 
(elephants), Sirenia (dugong, manatees), Perissodactyla (horses, asses, 
zebras, tapirs), Artiodactyla (pigs, goats, sheep, cattle, giraffes, deer, camels) 
Properties: warm-blooded and viviparous; milk glands, skin and hair, dentition, 
skeleton, muscles, viscera, digestive system, excretory system, reproductive 
system, circulatory system, respiratory system, nervous and endocrine 
systems 
Behavior: reproduction, food foraging, locomotion 
Natural history and evolution  
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Man, any member of the species Homo sapiens ("man the knower") able to 
know, to respond, and to act  
Concepts and principles: being, substance, thing, class, individual, state, 
quality, quantity, space, time, relationship, nature, life, kind, organism, animal, 
world, human, mankind, humanity, humankind, men, body, brain, mind, person, 
personality, behavior, experience, heredity, environment, society, mortality, 
culture  
Human nature: constitution (body, brain and mind) and qualities (capacities, 
faculties, powers, and functions); personality and the self (integration and 
disintegration)  
Behavior and experience: the cognitive (attention, sensation and perception; 
memory and imagination; concept formation, ideation and reasoning); the 
conative (wishes, desires, needs, cravings, drives; motivation and purpose; the 
voluntary and the unvoluntary); the affective (emotion, feeling, sentiment) 
Ages: infancy, childhood, youth, maturity, senescence; development of mind 
and body 
Origin: primitive and prehistoric man, historic and civilized man, natural and 
artificial man  
Man and brutes: similarities (animality, learning) and differences (abstraction, 
thought, language, law, art, and science) 
Man and woman: ability, inclination, temperament, disposition, habit, and social 

role 
Man and AI robots: machine-created, artificial mind and human intelligence 
Human type (group variations): genealogy; races; biological, geographic, 
cultural, racial, ethnic, and national differences 
Human society and culture: kinship and family; social groups; language and 
communication; legal systems; art and science, belief and religion; state, 
economics and property; cultural types; mass and information society 
Man and the universe: self-conception, place, creatures, cosmos, the world, 
nature, god, mortality, immortality, clones, cybernetic man 
Sciences: anthropology and psychology (rational and empirical, experimental 
and clinical), ethnography and ethnology 
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Mapping, a scaled down representation of the features of a planet's surface  
Concepts and principles: entity, object, state, quantiy, measure, action, 
relation, body, planet, Earth, human, image, map, correspondence, 
classification, scale, projection, reference frame, geographical data 
compilation, symbolization, nomenclature, observation, measurement, artifact, 
creation, representation, map, chart, plat 
Types: maps (contour or relief map, plat, sketch map, weather map) and charts 
(navigation, pilot, or naval) 
Techniques 
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Market, an economic institution involving the exchange of goods and services 
Concepts and principles: entity, state, quantity, action, activity, relation, place, 
material, space, time, number, human, society, behavior, culture, government, 
economy, industry, trade, enterprise, business, commodity, goods, services, 
marketplace, utility, value, price, money, capital, futures, securities, stock, 
bond, option, seller, buyer, dealer; competition, monopoly, supply and demand 
mechanism 
Types: staple commodities markets; futures markets; manufacture markets; 
labor and services markets; money and capital markets, national and 
international markets for short-term loans and markets for long-term funds, 
saving institutions, the securities, the stock and bond market, credit unions, 
morgage institutions, farm cooperative banks, insurance institutions, mutual 
funds, pension funds 
Organization and pricing: auction, bazzar, black market, cartel, commodity 
trade, futures, hedging, marketing board, competition, marginal-cost pricing, 
price discrimination, fixing, maintenance, rebate 
Markets and consumers: material wants, goods, services, utility, consumer, 
behavior, consumption, supply and demand, satisfaction 
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Marketing, a commercial activity of promoting and distributing and selling 
goods and services 
Concepts and principles: entity, object, action, activity, relation, human, 
society, economy, business, market, mass communication, material, goods, 
services, activity, transaction, dealing, commerce, merchandise, propaganda, 
advertising, auction, bazaar, black market, fair, goods, product, service, mail 
order, investment, item, market research, product, purchase, sale, staff, store, 
supermarket, chain, vending machine, retail, wholesale, producer, 
manufacturer, marketer, retailer, wholesaler, agent, broker, customer, user 
Elements: product or service management (research, development, design, 
finance, engineering, production, product line, packaging, branding); pricing; 
distribution (direct sales, mail order, intermediary agents); advertising and 
promotion (agencies, media, strategy, design), selling (to funal consumers, 
retailing, wholesaling, brokers, agents, and sales agents; to manufacturers, 
industrial goods, raw materials, mineral resources, land, buildings, machinery, 
parts, textiles, steel, agricultural products)  
Types of goods: fast-moving consumer goods (foods, groceries, toiletries, 
houshold consumables); consumer durables (home appliances, motot 
vehicles); industrial goods (raw materials, consumables, stationery, fuel, 
packaging materials, capital goods, office equipment, machinery, factories, 
refineries, transport systems 
Types of services: entertainments, tourism, transportation, professional sevices 
(bankers, accountants, physicians, consultants) 
Advertising:  agency services (strategies, artwork, television commercials, 
contracting media, market research, promotion, public relations, budget); 
media (direct mail, newspapers, television, radio, computer networks, email, 
websites, magazines, outdoor media, signs, bulletins,  transit media, cards, 
posters, displays, directories, point of sale, specialties) 
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Materials Science, the study of solid materials, their composition, structure, 
and properties 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, state, change, relation, matter, 
energy, material, conversion, machines, transportation, communication, 
medicine, science, knowledge 
Properties: mechanical (strength, hardness, ductility, corrosion, erosion, 
fatigue, and crack resistance), thermal (high temperature resistance, thermal 
insulation, heat absorption), electric (semiconductivity, insulation, electrolysis, 
photoelectricity, high current capacity and energy density), magnetic 
(electromagnetism, magnetic efficiency and quenching), optical (low 
transmission loss, reflectance), and chemical (catalysis, corrosion resistance, 
encapsulation, barriers, absorption capacity) 
Classifications: energy materials (passive - structures, tools, containers and 
active - energy converters); transportation materials (metals, plastics, 
composites, and ceramics); communication and computers materials 
(electronic, photonic, and opto-electronic); biomaterials (metals, ceramics, 
synthetic, and biological polymers - elastomers, thermosets, thermoplastics; 
cardiovascular, soft-tissue, and orthopedic, orthodontic, and extracorporeal 
devices) 
Relationships: solid-state physics, metallurgy, chemistry 
Applications: energy-conversion systems; automobile industry, aerospace, 
telecommunication and computing systems; medicine 
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Mathematics, the formal science of quantities, their order and relations 
Concepts and principles: reality, entity, change, process, chance, element, 
whole, unity, class, object, relation, quantity, space, number, figure, extension, 
structure, set, lattice, order, category, function, morphism, variable, equation, 
analysis, calculus, integration, differentiation, operation, algorithm, measure, 
duality  
Methods and techniques: definitions, postulates, axioms, theorems, proofs, 
symbols and formulas; formal calculi, differentiation, integration  
Divisions: set theory; algebra (arithmetic, elementary linear, multilinear, 
abstract algebra); geometry (Euclidean, non-Euclidean, projective, analytic and 
trigonometric, combinatorial, differential, algebraic geometry); analysis (real, 
complex, functional, Fourier, vector and tensor analysis, differential equations 
and probability theory); combinatorics and number theory; topology (general, 
differential, algebraic) 
Foundations: logicism; formalism; intuitionism; realism 
Applications: numerical calculation and computation; statistics; numerical 
analysis; automata theory; optimization theory; information theory; computer 
science; theoretical physics 
History: numerals and geometry in China, Mesopotamia, Egypt, Persia, 
Greece, the Middle Ages, the modern period, geometry, algebra, and analysis, 
non-Euclidean geometry, groups, functions and complex variables, foundations 
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Matter, a physical substance having mass and occupying space and time 
Concepts and principles: being, the universe, reality, entity, unity, substance, 
state, change, cause, effect, event, motion, relation, order, material, form, 
quality, quantity, time, duration, space, place, force, body, mass, field, energy, 
particle, atom, molecule, mixture, gas, solid, liquid, plasma, measurement, 
observation, gravitation, inertia, relativity, reversibility  
Conceptions and abstractions: physical (particular physical matter, material 
and massless objects), mathematical (common intelligible matter, numbers, 
figures), ontological (general kinds and classes, being, unity, state, change, 
etc.) 
Forms: parts (particles, elements, atoms, molecules) + bonds (interrelations) = 
wholes (mixtures or compound bodies) 
Properties: electric, magnetic, electromagnetic, thermal, chemical, and 
mechanical, inertia and gravitation; quantities (extension, motion, size, figure, 
weight, etc) and qualities (colors, temperatures, odors, sounds, etc) 
States, matter in bulk: solids (metallic, ionic, covalent, or molecular), 
crystalline, quasicrystals, liquid crystals, amorphous solids; liquids, pure 
liquids, solutions, solubilities, and colloid systems; gases, plasmas, clusters, 
superconductors, ultra-dense nuclear matter;  
Colloid systems: solid in solid (sol), solid in liquid (suspension), solid in gas 
(smoke), liquid in solid (gel), liquid in liquid (emulsion), liquid in gas (fog), gas 
in solid (solid foam), gas in liquid (foam), gas in gas (plasma) 
Behavior: the thermodynamic laws, the conservation of matter, the equivalence 
of mass and energy, or matter-energy convertibility, the motions of bodies 
Mind: body and mind, sensation, imagination, memory, and thought; material 
codes of mentality  
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Measurement System, a system of measuring units 
Concepts: being, reality, nature, substance, state, change, relation, part, 
whole, unity, matter, quantity, space, place, time, duration, body, solid, liquid, 
gas, plasma, property, dimension, amount, weight, mass, length, distance, 
temperature, current, intensity, position, gravity, measure, uniformity, unit, 
standard, gage, calendar, instrument, device, instrumentation, observation, 
measurement, record, control 
Units and standards: the ancient measurements, medieval systems, the 
English Troy and avoirdupois weights; the US customary weights and 
measures; the metric system; the International System of Units (SI) 
The SI System: elemental units (length, mass, time, electric current, 
thermodynamic temperature, light intensity, plane angle, solid angle) and 
derived units (acceleration, area, capacitance, charge, density, energy, force, 
frequency, illumination, inductance, kinematic viscosity and viscosity, 
luminance and luminous flux electric and magnetic field strength, magnetic flux 
and density, power, pressure, resistance, stress, velocity, voltage, volume) 
Elements: physical system, reference frame, unit measurement system 
Conversion factors and equivalents 
Prefixes: multiples (deca da, hecto h, kilo k, mega M, giga G, tera T, peta P, 
exa E) and submultiples  (deci d, centi c, milli m, micro μ, nano n, pico p, femto 
f, atto a) 
Instruments: scales and balances (mass, weght, and force); rules, calipers, 
and micrometers (length); clocks, mechanic, electric, atomic (time); altimeter, 
depth and range finders, gauge (distance); voltmeters, ammeters, 
galvanometers, oscillograph, watt-hour meter, magnetometer, bridge (electrical 
and magnetic quantities); photometers, light, and exposure meters (light 
intensity); barometers and manometers (pressure); compasses, levels, transits, 
and sextants (position); water, gas, and flow meters (flow rate); dosimeter, 
bolometer, radiometer, Geiger and scintillation counters (radiation); 
microscopes, telescopes, spectroscopes, and radio interferometers 
(observation); cameras (recording); centrifuges, mixers, filters, reactors, 
accelerators, mass spectrometers, seismographs, particle detectors, 
chromatographs, navigational devices, radiological techniques 
Applications and techniques: astronomical observations, mapping and 
cartography, surveying, charting, hydrographic, meteorological measurement, 
and oceanographic measurement 
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Mechanics, the mathematical study of the motion of physical bodies from the 
subatomic to galactic scales 
Concepts and principles: matter, mass, particles, bodies, atoms, electron, 
motion, space, distance, time, energy, vectors, force, line, field, momentum, 
action, reaction, coordinates, gravity, relativity, equilibrium, the wave function, 
the quantum numbers; the laws of motion, conservation laws, Newton's law of 
gravitation, uncertainty principle 
Methods: mathematics (algebra, geometry, and calculus), experience, 
experiment, induction, and hypotheses 
Kinds: classical, gas, fluid, solid, celestial, relativistic, and quantum mechanics 
Classical mechanics: statics (the equilibrium of systems, forces and friction, 
simple machines); dynamics (kinematics and kinetics), particle, a group of 
particles, rigid bodies, non-rigid bodies, and complex systems 
Fluid mechanics: hydrostatics (fluid equilibrium); aerodynamics and 
hydrodynamics (frinctionless, one-, two-, three-dimensional, laminar, turbulent, 
and compressible fluid flow; waves, compression, viscosity, drag, lift, 
convection, and turbulence) 
Solid mechanics: stress, strain, elasticity, deformation, vibration; stress-strain 
relationships 
Celestial mechanics: satellites, planets, stars, nebulas, galaxies; the two-, 
three- and n-body problems; tidal interactions, rotation, mass distribution, fluid 
motions; dynamic astronomy  
Relativistic mechanics: special relativity, Minkowski space-time, momentum, 
mass, and energy 
Quantum mechanics: subatomic particles, atoms, molecules, and 
electromagnetic radiation; matrix and wave mechanics; Schrodinger's and 
Dirac's wave equations, probability functions, the wave function, stationary 
states, the quantum numbers, exclusion principle, tunneling, energy-time 
uncertainty principle; interpretations (hidden variables, paradox of Einstein, 
Podolsky, and Rosen, Bell's inequality; measurement) and applications 
Relationships: light (reflection and refraction, colors, bending, the Doppler 
effect); sound (acoustic phenomena); magnetism (magnetic phenomena, force, 
and fields); electricity (electrostatics and electrodynamics) 
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Medicine, science, practice, and art, health care of the human body 
Concepts and principles: being, state, change, cause, process, nature, life, 
organism, animal, body, human, mind, agent, microorganism, bacteria, virus, 
protist, behavior, health, disease, infection, drug, diagnosis, therapeutics; cell, 
heredity, biology, microbiology, biophysics, biochemistry 
Diseases, disorders, and injuries: characteristics, causes, and classification 
Therapeutics: surgical treatment, biological therapy, chemotherapy, radiation 
therapy, pharmacodynamic therapy, physical therapy, occupational therapy, 
shock therapy 
Institutions and health services: hospital clinics, public health clinics, private 
clinics, health centers, polyclinics; public health services 
Practice: governmental practice (space medicine, military practice, public 
health service), general, hospital and specialist practice (pediatrics, general 
surgery, anesthetics, pathology, teaching), research; professional heath 
maintenance organizations and associations; agencies and programs 
Specialties: aerospace medicine, anesthesiology, cardiology, dentistry, 
dermatology, emergency medicine, endocrinology, endodontics, epidemiology, 
family practice, forensic medicine, gastroenterology, gerontology and 
geriatrics, hematology, holistic medicine, homeopathy, immunology, internal 
medicine, medical jurisprudence, nephrology, neurology, nursing, obstetrics 
and gynecology, occupational medicine, ophthalmology, oral surgery, 
orthodontics, orthopedics, osteopathy, otolaryngology, pathology, pediatrics, 
pedodontics, peridontics, pharmacology, pharmacy, plastic surgery, podiatry, 
prosthodontics, psychiatry, public health, radiology, sports medicine, surgery, 
toxicology, tropical medicine, urology 
Health care: environmental sanitation, vaccination and immunization, 
prophylactic medication, disinfection, epidemics control, quarantine, health 
care programs, medical Education 
Legal aspects: health and safety laws, legal restrictions on medical practice 
Medical technology and biomedical instrumentation: cytotechnology, medical 
electronic devices, X-ray technology 
History: primitive medicine; the ancient Middle East and Egypt; Oriental 
medicine and surgery; the ancient Greek and Roman medicine; Christian and 
Muslim medicine; European medicine (the medieval and Renaissance, and the 
Enlightenment); the 19th century medicine (medicine as a science, physiology, 
the germ theory, clinical medicine and anesthesia); the 20th century medicine 
(infectious diseases and chemotherapy, arsphenamine, sulfonamide drugs, 
antibiotics, immunology, antibacterial and antiviral vaccination, endocrinology, 
vitamins, malignant disease, tropical medicine); surgery (abdominal surgery, 
neurosurgery, radiology, anesthesia and thoracic surgery, heart surgery, organ 
transplantation); cloning practice  
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Memory, process of remembering of objects and events by the human mind 
Concepts and principles: entity, state, change, action, relation, space, time, 
process, life, animal, man, brain, mind, sense, image, imagination, cognition, 
reasoning, intellect, knowledge, representation, information, experience, 
attention, learning, classification, identity, continuity, personality  
Types: sensitive and intellectual memory, collated and collective memory 
Processes: remembering, retention and forgetting; recall, recognition, 
relearning, reminiscence and reverie  
Mechanisms (neurochemical code): storage, encoding, decoding, and retrieval 
Abnormalities: organic disorders (amnesia, retrograde, global, traumatic, 
Korsakoff's psychosis, diffuse brain diseases, the aphasias); false memories 
(paramnesia and confabulation, deja vu); hypermnesia 
Science: cognitive psychology 
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Mental Disorder, a disease of the brain marked by psychological or behavioral 
symptoms due to a psychological, social, biochemical, or genetic disturbance 
Concepts and principles: being, state, relation, cause, process, nature, life, 
man, individual, personality, brain, mind, intelligence, thought, emotion, 
disease, psychosis, neurosis, sign, symptom, meaning, diagnosis, treatment, 
health, behavior; medicine, psychology, psychopathology, psychiatry  
Types: psychoses (organic and functional, e.g., delusions and hallucinations); 
neuroses (e.g., anxiety and depression); personality disorders  
Classification: the International Classification of Diseases; the Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 
Categories: affective disorders (mood, depression, mania), anxiety disorders 
(phobias, panic, general anxiety), dissociative disorders (hysterical neurosis, 
amnesia, multiple personality, depersonalization), infancy, childhood, and 
adolescence disorders (attention, conduct, anxiety, anorexia nervosa, tics, 
infantile autism, impulse control, adjustment), obsessive-compulsive disorders, 
organic disorders (dementia and delirium), personality disorders (paranoid, 
affective, schizoid, schizotypal, explosive, compulsive, histrionic, asthenic, 
asocial, sociopathic, or psychopathic, narcisistic, avoidant, passive-
aggressive), posttraumatic stress disorders, psychosexual disorders 
(transsexualism, paraphilias, disorders of object and act), schizophrenia, 
somatoform disorders (somatization disorder, hysterias, hypochondriasis, 
psychogenic pain)  
Epidemiology: populations, distribution, prevalence, incidence; mass neurosis, 
mass psychosis  
Causation (etiologies): organic, genetic, biochemical, neuropathological; 
psychodynamic; behavioral; social; cultural; existential  
Treatment: physiological (pharmacological treatments, antianxiety agents, 
antidepressant agents, mood-stabilizing drugs); electroconvulsive treatment; 
psychosurgery; the psychotherapies (dynamic psychotherapies, 
psychoanalytic, individual dynamic, brief focal, group, family therapy); 
behavioral psychotherapy; cognitive therapies; supportive  
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Metabolism, process, cycle, vital, organic, a class of chemical reactions in a 
cell of a living organism  
Concepts and principles: substance, state, change, activity, action, reaction, 
cycle, matter, energy, environment, life, organism, cell, animal, plant, fungus, 
bacterium, material, light, macromolecule, carbohydrate, hormone, lipid, 
protein, photosynthesis, biosynthesis, anabolism, catabolism; thermodynamic 
principles 
Energy exchanges and transformations: catabolism (sugars, lipids, proteins), 
anabolism (adenosine triphosphate, carbohydrates and lipids; nucleic acids 
and proteins), integration, metabolic pathways  
Combustion: oxidation (pyruvate), the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle  
Regulation: control, inhibition, modulation 
Metabolic diseases or metabolism disorders: carbohydrates, lipids, amino 
acids, porphyrins, purines, and pyrimidines  
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Metaphysics, Ontology, the highest science, the study of all reality, a unified 
account of the world as a whole 
Concepts and principles: being, thing, essence, reality, the world, universe, 
existence, nature, substance, substratum, class, genus, matter, form, 
individual, element, whole, state, quantity, quality, attribute, property, change, 
motion, cause, effect, relation, causation, process, law, principle, truth  
Conceptions: first philosophy, dialectic, natural theology, ontology, 
transcendental philosophy 
Objects and Problems: the universe, being, existence, reality, the world; 
universals and categories; God and nature, immortality and life, society and 
morals, soul and body, spirit and matter; space and time, man and machine 
Types: Platonism; Aristotelianism; Thomism; Cartesianism; Idealism; 
Materialism   
Methods and techniques: abstract reasoning, scientific methods, logic, and 
mathematics 
Relationships: the philosophy of nature, logic, natural theology, epistemology, 
philosophical psychology, ethics, aesthetics, philosophical anthropology, the 
particular philosophies (science, mathematics, logic, language, politics, law, 
education, art, and religion) 
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Mind, a network of all mental processes, conscious and unconscious, involving 
the brain 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, state, change, relationship, object, 
process, brain, psyche, cognition, knowledge, thinking, knowing, intelligence, 
intellect, understanding, self-knowledge, purpose, intention, perception, 
emotion, will 
Status: material, immaterial, neutral 
Criteria: purposeful (meaningful) behavior, intentionality, subjective experience 
Divisions or variety: the cognitive (knowledge - attention, sensation, perception, 
memory, intellect intelligence, understanding, inference), the affective (feeling - 
moods and emotions), the volitional (action - motive, desire, deliberation, 
decision, intention, volition) 
Mind, brain, and body 
Human and animal mentality 
Mental disorder: psychopathology, causes, and cures 
Non-human minds: artificial minds, pure intelligences, and absolute mind 
Synonymy: brain, consciousness, disposition, instinct, intellect, intelligence, 
reason, sense, soul, spirit, thought, understanding 
Antonyms: body, brown, matter 
Issues: What is the human mind? What structure has the mind? What parts do 
belong to the mind? What whole does the mind belong in or under? What is the 
relation of mind to matter, to another mind, or to bodily organs? What are the 
limits of AI? How does the mind operate? Is mind a common possession of 
men and animals? Are there minds apart from man? 
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Minerals, homogeneous crystalline solid inorganic substances formed my 
natural processes  
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, state, change, process, relation, 
object, matter, material, stuff, solid; inorganic chemistry, physics of solids  
Structure, composition, properties, nature, classification, association, origin 
and occurrence 
Crystal classes and systems: triclinic, monoclinic, orthorhombic, tetragonal, 
hexagonal, isometric 
Classification: native elements (metals, semimetals, nonmetals); sulfides; 
sulfosalts; oxides and hydroxides; halides; carbonates; nitrates; borates; 
sulfates; phosphates; silicates 
Rock-forming minerals: feldspars, amphiboles, pyroxens, quarts and silica 
minerals, micas, olivines garnets, clay minerals, calcite, dolomite, magnetite 
and chromite, halite, epidote, hematite, and pyrite 
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Money, a symbolic medium of exchange in trade having a representative value 
Concepts and principles: entity, unit, quantity, representation, symbol, 
economy, individual, bank, goods, asset, wealth, commodity, exchange, trade, 
account, banknote, bill, bullion, capital, cash, coin, currency, funds, gold, 
property, value, price, liquidity, convertibility, supply, policy, market, inflation; 
the quantity equation  
Theories: the quantity theory of money, classical, neoclassical, and Keynesian 
views 
Functions and forms: sale, purchase, general purchasing power 
Value (standards): the silver and gold standard, the dollar standard, the euro 
standard, the exchange rates 
Monetary systems: individuals, businesses, governmental units, commercial 
and central banks 
Money markets: national and international markets for short-term loans, the 
market for long-term funds, saving institutions, the stock and bond market, 
mortgage institutions, cooperative banks, insurance institutions, mutual funds, 
pension funds  
Relationships: money and other economic variables (magnitudes) 
Trends: e-business and virtual money 
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Mollusks, soft-bodied invertebrate animals covered by cuticular and/or 
calcareous secretions comprising the phylum Mollusca 
Number: about 50,000 marine, limnic, and terrestrial species 
Structure and characteristics  
Classification: squid, cuttlefish, octopuses, nautiluses (Cephalopoda); tusk 
shells (Scaphopoda); neopilinids (Tryblidia); limpets, snails, whelks, 
slugs(Gastropoda); clams, mussels, oysters, scallops (Bivalvia); narrow-footed 
gliders (Solenogastres); mudmoles (Caudofoveata); chitons (Placophora) 
Behavior: reproduction (sexual), life cycle, locomotion, food and feeding, 

associations  
Ecology and habitats 
Evolution and paleontology 
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Moss Animals, zooids: clonal colonial modular aquatic invertebrate group of 
animals comprising the Phylum Bryozoa (Ectoprocta, or Polyzoa) 
Structure and characteristics: the polypide, colonies 
Classification: Phylactolaemata (freshwater-dwelling); Stenolaemata (marine); 
Gymnolaemata (mostly marine) 
Behavior: reproduction (asexual/sexual), life cycle, food and feeding (plankton), 
colonies 
Ecology and habitats 
Evolution and paleontology 
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Motivation, causal factors (incentive, drive) inciting to motion or action a living 
agent 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, state, condition, change, action, 
cause, reason, life, organism, animal, human, mind, purpose, motive, need, 
desire, emotion 
Categories: human and animal  
Types of human motivation: unlearned (primary, innate, internal, automatic, or 
unconscious instincts and needs) and learned (secondary, acquired, external, 
cognitive, or conscious desires and goals) 
Mechanism of its components: biological, psychological, behavioral, and 
cognitive 
Approaches: philosophy, biology, psychology, and sociology 
Applications: motivation research, consumer behavior, marketing, advertising, 
public opinion 
Synonyms: motive, incentive, drive, pull, push, cause, consideration, ground, 
impulse, incentive, inducement, influence, reason, purpose, intent, desire, 
design 
Cognate terms: behavior, act, action, change, move, movement, passage, 
transit, transition  
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Music, an activity, an art, a combination of vocal and instrumental sounds for 
beauty of form  
Concepts and principles: thing, state, action, relationship, matter, form, time, 
human, mind, intellect, intuition, perception, emotion, activity, art, beauty, 
sound, pitch, interval, duration, tone, tonality, rhythm, color, volume, texture, 
note, form, meaning, instrument, composition, melody, harmony, musician, 
performance, voice, song  
The art of music: conceptions, meaning, and interpretation, the concept of 
dynamism, referentialists and nonreferentialists, intuition and intellect, 
symbolist contributions, contextualist theories, information theory 
Sound: movement (resonance and reverberation), pitch (interval), loudness, 
duration (rhythm, metre tempo), and tone color (timbre) 
Agents: composer, conductor, instrument maker, musician, musicologist, 
producer, singer  
Elements: tone; pitch (interval, scale and octave, tuning and temperament, 
motive and theme, mode, melody type, tune family); harmony (the duration, or 
time (whole, half, quarter, eight, sixteenth, etc, pulse and metre, rhythm (beat, 
tempo, rubato); fundamental, the octave, the fifth, and the fourth; counterpoint 
(polythony); texture (monophonic, homophonic, heterophonic, polyphonic); 
orchestration and instrumentation; musical forms and variations; notation 
Composition (elements): accompaniment, arrangement, cadenza, canon, 
cantus firmus, coda, counterpoint, fugue, ground bass, hocket, instrumentation, 
leitmotiv, melody, variation, ornamentation, paraphrase, parody, period, 
ritornello 
Harmony (elements): appoggiatura, atonality, cadence, chord, chromaticism, 
drone, harmony, interval, inversion, key, modulation, monody, organum, pedal 
point, polytonality, tonality, tritone 
Rhythm (elements): accent, aksak, beat, eurhythmic, isorhythm, metre, 
polyrhythm, rhythm, mode, rubato, syncopation 
Instruments: idiophones (autophones); membranophones; chordophones, harp 
family, keyboard, lute and fiddle families, lyre family, zither family; aerophones, 
brass, keyboard, woodwind; electrophones 
Vocal registers: alto, bass, baritone, castrato, contralto, countertenor, falsetto, 
soprano, tenor  
Performance: bel canto, conductor, improvisation, musical expression, and 
singing 
Forms and genres: primitive, folk, and popular music (blues, bossa nova, 
calypso, country, gospel, pop, ragtime, rock, shanty, spititual); vocal music 
(solo, liturgical chant, secular song, lied, concert aria; choral forms, sacred, 
anthem, mass, motet, oratorio, cantata; secular, anthem, cantata, symphony; 
monophonic and polyphonic); instrumental music (chamber music, fugue, 
symphony, sonata, concerto, jazz, march, variation forms, electronic music); 
theatre music (opera, operetta, ballet, musicals, movies, television); complex 
forms (opera, oratorio, cantata, mass, and requiem)  
Recording and reproduction: types (mechanical, acoustical, electrical, optical); 
techniques; dissemination 
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History: Ancient Greek, the non-Western world, the Western world, music in 
Christianity, 17th- and 18th-century Western conceptions, modern theories, 
performance practice, styles, and musical forms 
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Myth and Mythology, belief, a symbolic relation or account of extraordinary 
beings, events and persons  
Concepts: being, change, event, causality, reality, creation, nature, culture, 
god, hero, animal, plant, people, belief, story, fiction, legend, allegory, figment, 
ideology, history, religion, knowledge, falsehood 
Subjects: cosmogony and creation; the end of the world and destruction; a new 
world or messianic and millenarian; culture heroes; time and eternity; 
providence and destiny; rebirth and renewal; memory and forgetting; 
supernatural beings and celestial gods; founders of religions; kings and 
ascetics; cosmic transformation; nature  
Cognate forms: fables, fairy tales, folktales, sagas and epics, legends, 
parables, etiologic tales  
Theories: allegorical, romantic, comparative, folkloric, functionalist, 
structuralist, formalist  
Function: explanation, justification, validation, description, healing, renewal, 
and inspiration  
Relationships: science, psychology, religion, the arts, history 
Animals, plants, and man (relationships): opposition, descent, mixture, 
transformation, identity, similarity  
Modern society: secularization, demythologization, and politicization 
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Names, a word or group of words denoting or designating an entity, or a whole 
class of entities (real or imaginary) as an individual 
Concepts and principles: entity, object, state, change, action, process, relation, 
communication, language, word, substantive, noun, agnomen, appellation, 
cognomen, denotation, denomination, designation, epithet, style, title; 
linguistics, grammar, morphology, onomastics, semantics 
Names and appellatives: proper nouns and common nouns 
Classification (categories): personal names; place-names; quasi-personal 
names of personified objects and individual animals; communal, group, or 
corporate names; historical events or epochs names; titles of works of arts; 
brand names; non-personified names of movements, doctrines, concepts, and 
abstractions; transitions names; domain name; computer filename 
Pattern: the given + the patronymic + the family name (cognomen) 
Systems of personal names: Eastern, European, Arabic, Slavic, and Greek  
Naming process and regulations: meaning and choice of names, legal aspects 
The science of names: onomastics - anthroponomastics (a set of personal 
names); toponomastics (a set of place-names); hodonomastics (names of 
streets and roads); hydronomastics (names of waters); oronomastics (names 
of mountains); chrematonomastics (names of things)  
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Nature, the universe or the totality of all material things and phenomena 
Concepts and principles: being, universe, existence, world, cosmos, 
substance, state, change, relation, process, cause, causation, matter, energy, 
form, quality, quantity, time, space, phenomena, law, life; causality, reciprocity, 
reversibility, conservation and symmetry; natural selection, evolution 
Scope: physical objects and processes; chemical objects and processes; 
biological objects and processes 
Order: continuity and hierarchy, the natural order 
Change: causal mechanisms or operations of causation in the process of 
nature 
Sciences: the physical sciences, the Earth sciences, the biological sciences 
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Nebula, a bulk of matter, a vast luminous celestial body of rare gases or 
cosmic matter located in a galaxy 
Concepts: universe, cosmos, galaxies, stars, constellation, planet, dust, gas, 
plasma, temperature, light-year  
Classes: dark nebulae (neutral gases) and bright nebulae - diffuse, reflection, 
planetary nebulae, supernova remnants (ionized gases) 
Composition 
Form and structure 
Processes: recombination (electron capture), ionization (by absorption of 
radiation), and collisions 
Position and distance 
Evolution 
Methods: photometry and spectroscopy 
Relationships: galaxies, clusters, associations, and nebulae 
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Nervous Systems, a biological electrochemical complex of neurons organized 
into the sensory organs, nerves, brain, and spinal cord to receive, transmit, 
integrate, and analyze sensory information and to effect the glandular and 
muscular reactions  
Concepts and mechanisms: entity, state, change, process, nature, life, 
organism, human, brain, body, mind, environment, stimulus, response, 
communication, information, neuron, cell, transmission, reception, control, 
regulation, mechanism 
Structure: the nerve cell (soma, or the cell body; axon, or the nerve fibre; 
dendrites, or the receiving processes); the receptor (sensory cells)-adjustor 
(central neurons)-effector (motor neurons) 
Anatomy: neuronal and morphological development 
Types: the central (the brain, the spinal cord); the peripheral (spinal and cranial 
nerves); the autonomic (sympathetic, parasympathetic, enteric nervous 
systems)  
The central nervous system: the brain (cerebrum or cerebral hemispheres, 
cortex, white matter, ventricles, basal ganglia and thalamus; cerebellum; brain 
stem), the spinal cord (gray matter, ascending and descending spinal tracts; 
cervical, thoracic, lumbar, sacral, and coccygeal segments) 
Functions: reception, reflexes, sexual functions, autonomic controls, emotion, 
higher cerebral functions, intelligence, foresight, planning, comprehension, 
thought, memory, reasoning, speech, language, movement, behavior 
Evolution and development: diffuse nervous systems and centralized nervous 
systems, the invertebrates and the vertebrates, encephalization; the neural 
tube, telencephalon, diencephalon, midbrain, hindbrain, cerebellum  
Pathologies (diseases and disorders): genetic and hereditary (muscular 
dystrophies, neuropathies, metabolic disorders, spinocerebellar degenerations, 
etc.); inflammatory, bacterial and viral infection (meningitis, encephalitis, 
abscess, etc.); mechanical and traumatic injuries (head injuries, memory loss); 
neoplastic diseases (malignant tumors);metabolic, toxic, and endocrine 
disorders; vascular diseases (infarct, ischemia, hemorrhage, etc.); 
degenerative processes(multiple sclerosis, Alzheimer's disease, Huntington's 
and Parkinson's diseases, moto neuron disease, etc.); electrical pathologies 
(seizures) 
Artificial neural networks 
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Number, a multitude of units; figure, value, symbol, or group of symbols 
representing a quantity  
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, state, change, process, relation, 
order, unity, infinity, class, object, quantity, quantum, magnitude, multitude, 
amount, collection, value, symbol, notation, figure, set, sequence, series, 
position, place, numeral, digit, zero, unit, integer, negative, fraction, decimal, 
base, counting, computation, calculation, numeration, measurement; 
discontinuity, commensurability, the positional principle, commutativity, 
associativity, distributivity, operations rules 
Number systems: place-value numeral systems (base value, base position, or 
place value, zero, point, and comma; the decimal-positional system, the binary, 
or dyadic number system, the duodecimal system, the vigesimal numbers, the 
sexagesimal numbers, etc.); non-positional systems (the Egyptian, Hebrew, 
Roman, and Greek numbers)  
Types: abstract, algebraic, amicable, cardinal, complex, composite, compound, 
defective, denominate, imaginary, irrational, mixed, ordinal, rational, natural, 
perfect, polygonal, prime, Pythagorean, rational, real, sphenic, square, 
transcendental, triangular, whole 
Theories: elementary; algebraic; analytic; geometric; probabilistic 
Operations: addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, raising to powers, 
extraction of roots, logarithm 
Functions: calculations, measurements, quantity abstraction, limits and order 
determination, comparing extent and amounts, value representation, coding 
information, and transmitting data 
Numerical problems: arithmetic functions, irrational and transcendental 
numbers, Diophantine equations, prime numbers divisibility 
Sciences: arithmetic, mathematics 
Applications: measurements; counting; number crunching and calculations; 
digital information technologies; games (arithmetic, algebraic, geometric, 
topological, manipulative, and logical) 
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Numerical analysis, computing the numerical values satisfying mathematical 
equations 
Concepts and principles: reality, entity, substance, object, state, change, 
action, behavour, activity, relationship, system, computation, equation, 
function, variable, expression, value, model, method, algorithm, solution, 
approximation, number, value, computer; mathematics 
Errors: bounds and estimates; finite-precision (round-off) and finite-dimension 
(truncation)  
Functions: approximation (linear and polynomial interpolation, difference 
calculus, least squares, minimax, power series, and spline) 
Equations: linear and direct methods; nonlinear and iterative methods, and 
differential equations 
Applications: mathematical software, inverse problems, optimization, high-
speed computation 
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Nutrition, a complex of processes by which living organisms process food 
substances 
Concepts and principles: life, energy, organism, body, growth, food, food, 
aliment, meat, nourishment, nutriment, nutrient, provision, sustenance, diet, 
value, metabolism, anabolism, catabolism, dietetics 
Energy metabolism: photosynthesis (the chloroplast, mechanism, pigments, 
energetics, the carbon reduction cycle); bioenergy transformation, catabolism 
(food, amino acids, sugars, fatty acids and glycerol); and biosynthesis, 
anabolism (proteins, carbohydrates, starch or glycogen, fats or lipids); control 
and regulation; the nitrogen cycle (fixation, nitrification and denitrification); 
metabolic disorders (amino acid, lipid, porphyrin, nucleotide or purine and 
pyramidine) 
Nutrients: water; inorganic elements (boron, calcium, chlorine, chromium, 
cobalt, copper, fluorine, iodine, iron, magnesium, manganese, molybdenium, 
nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, selenium, sodium, sulfur, vanadium, zinc); 
organic compounds (amino acids and proteins, purine and pyrimidine bases 
and nucleic acids, fatty acids and lipids, sugars, and vitamins) 
Classes of food: meat; fats and oils; seafood; fruits; vegetables; milk, cream, 
and cheese; cereals and cereal products; starchy roots; pulses; nuts and 
seeds; sugars, syrups, sweets, and preserves; eggs and roe; herbs and 
spices; beverages(coffee, tea, fruit juices, soft drinks, beer, wines, spirits) 
RDA (recommended dietary allowance): energy (calories), fats and 
carbohydrates, protein, inorganic elements and minerals, vitamins, and dietary 
fibre 
Disorders: deficiency diseases (undernutrition; malnutrition); obesity; nutrient 
excess; toxicant disorders and food sensitivity 
Diet and chronic degenerative diseases: cancer, heart disease, blood 
pressure, diabetes, dental caries 
Future: natural, gene-modified, or artificial food 
Relationships: dietetics, biochemistry, genetics, microbiology, and pathology 
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Ocean, a vast expanse of salt water covering the terrestrial surface 
Concepts: entity, substance, body, nature, earth, hydrosphere, water, 
seawater, freshwater, ice masses, reservoir, wave, current, wind, seafloor, 
basin, the hydrosphere, the hydrologic cycle, gravity, weather, climate, 
biosphere 
Subdivisions: the Pacific, Atlantic, Indian, and Arctic  
Composition: inorganic substances (chloride, sodium, magnesium, sulfate, 
calcium, potassium, etc) and organic substances (organic carbon) 
Properties: salinity, temperature, density, pressure, acoustic, and optical 
properties 
Processes: circulation, waves, tides, and winds 
Circulation: horizontal (currents) and vertical (upwelling/downwelling) 
movements; deep-water thermohaline circulation and wind-driven  circulation 
(equatorial currents, the subtropical and subpolar gyres, Antarctic Circumpolar 
Current); causes( gravity, pressure gradients, frictional forces, Coriolis effect); 
major current systems (the Gulf Stream, the Kuroshio)  
Waves: surface gravity, seismic, wind, standing, forced, and internal 
Air-ocean interactions: winds (cyclones, typhoons, hurricanes, tsunamis or 
seismic see waves); the El Nino phenomenon and the Southern Oscillation) 
Basins: seafloor topography; crust (composition and structure); ridges; fracture 
zones; trenches; sediments; volcanoes 
Continental margins: the shelf, the slope, the rise, the submarine canyon 
Coastal formations: reefs, islands, and atolls; gulfs and bays; lagoons and 
estuaries; beaches 
Oceanic resources: energy, food, water, minerals 
Evolution and origin: plate tectonics 
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Occultism, practices and beliefs involving supernatural forces 
Concepts: being, universe, substance, state, process, relationship, cosmology, 
superpower, gods, supernatural being, man, event, fortune, life, alchemy, 
transmutation, divination, astrology, stars, planets, zodiac, omen, sign, magic, 
religion, witchcraft, sorcery, representation, symbolism  
Types: alchemy, astrology, divination, magic, and witchcraft 
Divination (Astrology): origin; divisions (casting nativities or genethlialogy, 
general, catarchic, and interrogatory astrology); types (inductive, intuitive, and 
interpretive forms, body divination, horoscopic astrology, and necromancy) 
Magic: origin (belief in mystical forces); divisions (productive, protective, or 
destructive); elements (spells, medicines, rites, taboos, purifications, 
precautions, and performers), functions (symbolic or expressive and 
instrumental); theories (anthropological and psychological); religion; 
technology, and science 
Witchcraft (sorcery): origin (misfortunes); nature (destructive magic); habits 
and techniques; theories (psychological, sociological, and diffusionist) 
Alchemy: origin (wealth, longevity, and immortality); types (chemical and 
spiritual alchemy); functions (elemental transmutations and prolongation of 
life); theories; religion; technology and science 
History: the ancient Middle East, Egypt, India, China, Greece, Rome, Islam, 
and Christian Europe  
Mystical traditions: Hermetism, Rosicrucianism, Freemasonry, Spiritualism, 
and Theosophy 
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Organism, substance, life, a living thing organized to maintain life, vital 
activities 
Concepts and principles: being, existence, substance, state, action, nature, life, 
organization, animation, energy, animal, plant, microorganism, vitality, habitat, 
food, metabolism, growth, behavior, reproduction, sex, birth, and death 
Kinds: microorganisms, viruses, monerans or bacteria, protists, fungi; plants; 
animals  
Structure, form and function: order and form; cell design and organization; 
tissues and fluids; organs and organ systems; functions of cells, tissues, 
organs and systems 
Properties: sizes and shapes, age, sex genetic traits and differences; genetic 
code; life span  
Organization levels: molecular (polymers, carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, 
nucleic acids, enzymes, vitamins, pigments, hormones, alkaloids, steroids, 
sterols, isoprenoids, and terpenes); cellular (procaryotic and eucaryotic cells, 
viruses, tissue cells, animal cells and plant cells), organic (tissues), systemic 
(tissue systems), organismic (the whole organism); population (species and 
community) 
Vital processes: heredity; metabolism, catabolism and anabolism; 
photosynthesis; reproduction and sex; development, growth, and 
differentiation, morphogenesis; nutrition, digestion, circulation, excretion, 
respiration, muscle contraction, endocrine and neural processes; regulation 
and integration, homeostatic processes; sensory reception, information 
reception and processing biological rhythms; bioluminescence, bioelectricity; 
environmental interaction 
Behavior: stereotyped responses, reflex activities, instinct and fixed action 
patterns; foraging, locomotion, avoidance, aggression, sexual activities, habitat 
dwelling; learning (simple, associative, spatial, perceptual, cognitive); 
communication and social behavior 
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Pain, a sensory experience, an affective quality of sensation 
Concepts and principles: being, state, quality, quantity, change, event, relation, 
process, cause, action, nature, organism, animal, man, mind, body, brain, 
thalamus, endorphin, sensation, feeling, thought, emotion, desire, volition, 
misery, society, evil, vice; the reality principle, law, regulation, crime, 
punishment  
Types: the pain of sense (physical and neurogenic pain, causalgia and central 
pain) and the pain of the mind (the pain of loss, emotional pain), and mixed 
pain (psychosomatic pain); short-term, acute, chronic pain 
Causes: opiates, endorphins; muscle tension, injury, disease; mental 
disorders, emotion, anxiety, fear, depression; thought, idea; poverty, social 
conflict  
Effects: frustration, trouble, torment, anguish, sorrow, grief, misery, death 
Mechanisms: anatomic, neurophysiological, emotional, and psychological 
Treatment: medicine, drugs, analgesics, opiates; surgical operation; 
psychotherapy, insight therapy; behavioral therapy 
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Painting, an activity, the art of reproducing the world of nature and human 
affairs or communicating sensations, ideas, and emotions by means of shapes, 
forms, colors, lines, tones, and textures  
Concepts and principles: reality, the world, state, quality, quantity, space, time, 
matter, form, material, man, artist, knowledge, experience, sensation, idea, 
emotion, representation, imitation, language, sign, symbol, imagery, picture, 
illusion, shape, form, color, line, tone, and texture  
Elements: line, shape and mass, color, texture, volume and space, time and 
movement 
Subject matter: devotional, narrative, portraiture, genre, landscape, still life, 
abstract painting 
Mediums: tempera; fresco; oil; watercolor; ink; gouache; encaustic; casein; 
synthetic mediums, French pastels; oil pastels; glass paintings; ivory paintings; 
sand painting; paper; collage; mechanical mediums; mixed mediums 
Forms: mural; easel; panel; miniature, scroll, screen and fan; manuscript 
illumination; panorama modern forms 
Techniques and methods 
Symbolism 
History 
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Peoples and Cultures, the kinds of social groups with distinctive organization, 
language, and history 
Concepts: being, entity, mankind, people, race, society, evolution, culture, 
civilization, government, personality, trait, area, type, behavior, symbols, law, 
morals, values, knowledge, belief, knowledge, art, technology  
Africa: Central African Peoples; Eastern African Peoples; North African 
Peoples; Southern African Peoples; Western African Peoples   
Asia: North Asian Peoples; Central Asian Peoples; East Asian Peoples; 
Southeast Asian Peoples; South Asian Peoples; Southwest Asian  
Australia, New Zealand, and Oceania: Aranda; Australian Aborigine; 
Chamorro; Hawaiian; Kariera; Maori; Trobriander  
Europe: Abkhaz; Balt; Bashkir; Basque; Bulgar; Caucasian peoples; Celt; 
Chuvash; Circassian; Finnic; Fleming and Walloon; Germanic peoples; Gypsy; 
Hungarian; Mari; Mordvin; Sami; Slav; Sorb; Szekler; Tatar; Vlach; Wend  
The Middle East: Arab; Armenian; Bakhtyari; Balochi; Bedouin; Cuman; Druze; 
Kurd; Lur; Turkmen  
North and South America: North, Middle, South Indian, Arctic peoples 
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Perception, a mental process transforming sensations into meaningful 
experiences 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, object, state, action, relationship, 
organism, stimulus, senses, knowledge, cognition, experience, sensation, 
representation, percept, context effects, object constancy, Gestalt principles 
Differences: past experience, sex, cultural influences 
Movement: visual (self-motion, motion of objects) and nonvisual stimuli 
(auditory, kinesthetic, and vestibular)  
Time: sequence, duration, periodic changes  
Space: orientation and navigation; depth and distance (tactile-kinesthetic, 
visual and auditory cues) 
Illusions and hallucinations: illusory (sensory) and hallucinatory experiences, 
neurological factors 
Extrasensory perception: telepathy, clairvoyance, precognition, and prophecy 
Mechanical perception 
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Personality, a complex of a person's attitudes, habits, moods, and opinions, or 
the manner, way, habit, or custom how an individual, person perceives, thinks, 
feels, and acts 
Concepts and principles: quality, man, individual, nature, society, attitude, 
habit, character, trait, physique, body humors, somatotypes, the id, the ego, 
the superego, instinct, the unconscious, drive, intention, anxiety, sex, hostility, 
aggression, emotionality, motivation, intraversion, extraversion, cognition, 
attention, perception, thinking, learning, experience, behavior, achievement, 
social role, type, identity, person; biology, psychology, sociology 
Theories and conceptions: physiological (humoral, morphological, 
physiognomical, phrenological), psychoanalytic, social, analytic, and eclectic 
theories 
Traits, character, or habits: cultural and genetic factors 
Functioning and adjustment: self-consciousness, stresses (physical, 
psychological, social) and strains (conflict, frustration, inadequacy, privation); 
responses (reactions, defense mechanisms, adjustment) 
Measurement: methods and assessment techniques (interviews, behavioral 
observation, physiological measures, personality tests) 
Mental disorders: types (paranoid, schizoid, explosive, histrionic, dependent, or 
passive-aggressive) and categories (emotional, intellectual, perceptual 
disfunctions), epidemiology, causation, treatment 
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Philosophy, the study of reality, nature, knowledge, man, mind, society, 
morals or values, and beauty, their fundamental truths and laws, by abstract 
reasoning; knowledge of the nature, order, causes, and governing principles of 
things, real kinds and processes (natural, mental, social and technological)  
Cconcepts and principles: the world, reality, substance, entity, thing, existence, 
object, state, change, process, relation, cause, quantity, nature, man, mind, 
knowledge, culture, science, art, technology; metaphysics, ontology, 
epistemology, logics, ethics, esthetics 
Methods and techniques 
Major divisions: Metaphysics, Epistemology, Logic, the Philosophy of Mind, the 
Philosophy of Man, Political Philosophy, the Philosophy of Nature, Ethics, and 
Aesthetics 
Schools and doctrines: Eastern philosophies, Pythagoreanism, the Sophists, 
Eleaticism, Atomism, Platonism, Aristotelianism, Stoicism, Epicureanism, 
Scepticism, Scholasticism; Cartesianism, Empiricism, Rationalism 
Irrationalism, Materialism, Kantianism, Idealism, Hegelianism, Utilitarianism, 
Positivism and Logical Empiricism, Marxism, Realism, Pragmatism, 
Phenomenology, Process philosophy, Existentialism, Analytic and Linguistic 
philosophy, Naturalism  
Cognated fields: philosophical psychology, natural philosophy, the philosophy 
of science, philosophical anthropology, political philosophy, the philosophy of 
logic, the philosophy of mathematics, the philosophy of art, the philosophy of 
religion, the philosophy of law, the philosophy of education 
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Photosynthesis, process, cycle, photochemical; transformation of light energy 
into chemical energy by converting into oxygen and organic compounds  
Concepts and principles: substance, change, process, matter, energy, 
reaction, life, bacteria, plant, cell, chlorophyll, chloroplast, light, atmosphere, 
gas, oxygen, carbon dioxide, water, compounds; quantum physics and 
molecular biology  
Reaction: reactants (water, carbon dioxide, and minerals), products (organic 
compounds: carbohydrates, amino acids, proteins, lipids, pigments; oxygen, 
and water) 
Factors: light intensity, temperature, carbon dioxide, water, minerals, enzymes, 
or organic catalysts  
Chloroplast (structure and composition): lamellae (lipids, proteins, quinones)  
Photosynthetic reactions: the conversion of light energy to ATP, carbon fixation 
and reduction, the reductive pentose phosphate cycle (carboxylation, 
reduction, isomerization/condensation/dismutation, phosphorylation)  
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Physical Sciences, the study of the inorganic world 
Concepts and principles: being, entity, substance, state, change, action, 
process, relation, cause, matter, cosmos, atom, earth, knowledge, experiment, 
theory, fields, elements, conservation laws, symmetry, entropy  
Methods and techniques 
Branches: Astronomy, Chemistry, Physics, the Earth sciences  
Subject matter: subatomic particles, atomic nuclei, atoms, matter in solid and 
nonsolid states, electricity and magnetism, wave and wave motion, heat, 
particle and bodies, fundamental forces and fields 
The scope of astronomy and astrophysics: the solar system, stars, galaxies, 
the Milky Way Galaxy, the cosmos, or the universe 
The scope of chemistry: elements, compounds, reactions  
The scope of the Earth sciences: the Earth's structure, composition, and 
properties, atmosphere hydrosphere, and surface features  
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Physics, the study of mater, motion and energy, their forms, properties, and 
interactions 
Basic concepts and principles: reality, substance, entity, thing, existence, 
object, state, change, relation, cause, effect, process, quantity, nature, matter, 
energy, body, particle, force, field, motion, equation, entropy, disorder, heat, 
work, sound, electricity, magnetism, radiation, atom, nucleus, fundamental 
forces and fields; conservation laws, extremal principles, symmetry, 
reversibility 
Divisions: particle physics, nuclear physics, atomic physics, condensed-matter 
physics, electricity and magnetism, optics, thermodynamics, mechanics 
(classical, relativistic, and quantum) 
Scope: objects (subatomic particles, atoms, molecules, solids, gases, liquids, 
plasmas, heavenly bodies, the universe) and forces (gravitational, 
electromagnetic, and nuclear force fields); levels (abstract and formal, 
quantum, macrophysical, and cosmological) 
Matter and Energy: atoms (atomic nuclei and elementary particles, structure 
and properties, nucleus 
and elementary particles); energy, radiation, and matter (chemical elements, 
compounds, and reactions; heat, thermodynamics, and the nonsolid states of 
matter; the solid state of matter; mechanics of particles, rigid bodies and 
deformable bodies - elasticity, vibrations, and flow; electricity and magnetism; 
waves and wave motion - water, sound, electromagnetic waves); the universe 
(the cosmos, galaxies, stars, and the solar system) 
Relationships: astronomy and astrophysics, geophysics, chemistry, and 
biophysics 
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Plants, living things, multicellular, photosynthetic, autotrophic, and eukaryotic 
organisms with pigments constituting the kingdom Plantae 
Concepts and principles: matter, energy, planet, earth, nature, light, biosphere, 
life, organism, photosynthesis, pigment, cell, meristem, cellulose, genetics, 
environment, ecology  
Types: vascular and nonvascular 
Divisions: magnoliophyta, or angiosperms, or flowering plants (magnoliopsids, 
dicots/liliopsids, monocots); bryophytes, liveworts, mosses, hornworts; 
conifers; cycads; filicophytes, or ferns; ginkgos; gnetophytes; lycophytes, or 
club mosses; psylotophytes, or whisk ferns; sphenophytes, or horsetails 
Angiosperms (orders): beech and oak; bellflower; birch; buttercup; cactus; 
caper; composite; dogwood; ebony and primrose; euphorbia; figwort; gentian; 
geranium ginger; grass families; heath; laurel; lily and iris; magnolia; mallow; 
mint; myrtle; nettle;orchid; palm; pea; pepper and birthwort; phlox; pineapple; 
pink; poppy; rose; rue; sandalwood; saxifrage; soapberry; staff-tree, buckthorn, 
olive orders; tamarisk; tea; teasel; violet and related orders; walnut; water lily; 
water-plantain and related orders; witch-hazel and related orders  
Reproduction: fertilization (mitosis, meiosis, syngamy); division (karyokinesis, 
cytokinesis); fusion plasmogamy, karyogamy) 
Physiology: nutrition, metabolism, and photosynthesis  
Habitat and ecology: geography, dispersal and colonization, zonation and 
succession, ecosystems and biosphere 
Diseases: aster yellows, black knot, black spot, blight, bulb rot, bunt, canker, 
clubroot, crowngall, curly top, damping-off, dieback, downy mildew, elm 
disease, ergot, fruit spot, leaf blister, mosaic, Panama disease, powdery, 
psorosis, rot, rust, scab, scorch, smut, snow mold, sunscald, wilt 
Evolution and paleontology 
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Pleasure, a satisfaction of desire, an affective quality of sensation 
Concepts and principles: being, state, quality, quantity, change, event, 
process, cause, nature, organism, animal, man, mind, body, sensation, feeling, 
thought, emotion, love, desire, volition, action, happiness, beauty, truth, virtue, 
society, pain; the pleasure principle, the reality principle, law, regulation 
Types (qualities): pleasures of the body, pleasures of the mind, mixed 
pleasures; good (higher) and bad (lower) pleasures 
Causes: activity, sex, work, play, diversion, sport; health; power; knowledge, 
learning; fame; possession; goods; love, friendship; objects; bodily opiates, 
endorphins; 
Effects: satisfaction, joy, delight, happiness 
Mechanisms: anatomic, neurophysiological, emotional, psychological, and 
social 
Society: law, regulation, utility, training 
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Poison, a natural or synthetic substance causing damage to living tissues with 
an injurious or fatal effect on the body 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, action, cause, effect, body, 
organism, agent, cell, chemical, toxin, toxicity, dose, injury, symptom, sign, 
death; biochemistry, toxicology 
Classification: origin (mycrobial, plant, animal, synthetic); state (solid, liquid, 
gas, vapour, and aerosol); chemical nature (metallic, nonmetallic, organic, 
inorganic, acidic, alkaline); activity (mutations, cancers, malformations); target 
site (the nervous system, the cardiovascular system, the reproductive system, 
liver, kidneys); use (industrial chemicals, drugs of abuse, pesticides, organis 
solvents, household products) 
Poisoning: elements (the poison, the poisoned organism, the injury to the cells, 
the symptoms, death), ways (ingestion, inhalation, absorption, injection), 
transport (toxicants, the cell), distribution (the lymphatics, the blood, protein 
binding, barriers), responses (therapeutic, immune, toxic, and lethal), 
elimination (excretion, biotransformation) 
Types: agricultural chemicals (insecticides, herbicides, rodenticides, 
fungicides, nematocides, plant growth regulators); industrial chemicals (oganic 
compounds; inorganic compounds, cyanide, chlorine, bleaches, asbestos, 
metals, corrosives, hydrocarbons, alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, amines and 
nitro compounds, anhydrides); air pollutants (sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, 
carbon monoxide); drugs and health care products (painkillers, analgesics, 
tranquilizers and sleeping pills, antipsychotic drugs, cold medications, 
antiseptics, vitamins and iron pills, antidepressants, drugs of abuse, 
cardiovascular drugs, antiasthmatics, antihistamines); organic poisons 
(microbial toxins, moneran toxins, mycotoxins, protistan poisons; plant poisons 
(phytotoxins); animal poisons (zootoxins); radiation (ionizing radiation, 
radioactivity, radiation sources and radioisotopes, nonionizing radiation, 
ultraviolet radiation, infrared radiation and microwaves, lasers) 
Toxic effects: teratogenesis, carcinogenesis, mutagenesis, CNS stimulation or 
depression, injury to organs, irritability, drowsiness, nausea, vomiting, 
dizziness, diarrhea, weakness, abdomina painl, headaches, muscular flacidity, 
paralysis or crumps, confusion, delirium, convulsion, collapse, coma, death  
Toxic principles and antidotes 
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Political Systems, the set of legal institutions for ruling power  
Concepts and principles: reality, entity, unity, change, relation, process, 
humankind, society, politic, order, constitution, government, regime, power, 
supremacy, sovereignty, state, nation, community, citizen, territory, right, 
freedom, duty, obedience, loyalty, legitimacy, authority, election, punishment, 
aristocracy, democracy, monarchy, oligarchy, tyranny, despotism, republics, 
bureaucracy, revolution, war, peace, education, family, wealth; totalitarianism, 
constitutionalism 
Types: supranational (empires, leagues, confederations, federations, the 
United Nations organization); national (unitary nation-states, federal systems); 
subnational (tribal communities, rural communities, cities, regions)  
Classification schemes: the number of rulers (monarchy, tyranny, aristocracy, 
oligarchy, democracy, and ochlocracy); economic classes (feudal, bourgeois, 
and capitalist); economicorganization (the corporate state,the laissez-faire 
state, the communist state); political institutions (parliamentarism, cabinet 
government, presidentialism); transfer of power (heredity, constitutional 
prescription, election); force (totalitarianism or republics, or constitutional 
democracy); stage of development (traditional, transitional, and modern states)  
Government: forms(monarchy, oligarchy, constitutional democracy); levels 
(national, stateand regional, city and local); divisions (the legislature, the 
executive, the judiciary); functions (the safety of citizens, nation self-
preservation, protection of political and social rights, resolution of conflicts, 
regulation of  economic life, provision of goods and services)  
Public administration: hierarchy, specialization, paper procedures and records, 
tenure of office  
Political change: causes of instability (internal warfare, economic crises, social 
conflicts, military disaaters, poverty, the dislocation of population, the access of 
weaponry, the disintegration of authority, the redistribution of national wealth, 
official corruption, the lack of leadership and legitimacy, violent mass actions); 
types (political revolution, structural revision, new leaders, new policies)  
Election: succession in leadership, political parties, officeholder elections, 
referendum, plebiscite, constituencies, counting systems, and voting practices 
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Population, the total number of inhabitants of a place, city, region, country, 
continent, or the world 
Concepts and principles: being, substance, object, state, relationship, nature, 
the earth, organism, people, country, territory, state, wealth, prosperity, health, 
education, family, language, culture demography, biology, growth 
Theories: mercantilism, physiocrats, utopians, Malthusians, Marxians, 
Darwinists 
Composition: age, sex, racial and ethnic categories, geographic distribution, 
urbanization 
Size and change: birth, fertility (contraception, abortion, sterilization), mortality 
(infant mortality, inanticide, natural deaths), marriage, migration (mass 
migrations, forced migrations, internal migrations), food supply, technological 
developments, medicine and public health 
Change: fertility mortality (epidemics), marriage, migration  
World population: tendency and projections 
Sciences: demography, economics, sociology, statistics, medicine, biology, 
anthropology, and history 
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Police, a body of people organized to maintain order and enforce law 
Concepts: entity, state, politics, government, administration, tradition, order, 
law, breach, forces, public, safety, crime, and punishment 
Types: centralized and decentralized police organization; state secret police 
and intelligence agencies 
Functions: social control, preventive patrol, criminal investigation, traffic 
regulation 
Technology: technical surveillance (electronic, optical, signal tracking and 
object tagging); electrical alarm systems; patrol systems, and police dogs; 
crime reporting and records (operational methods, fingerprints, information 
files, investigation, electronic data records; communications system; weapons 
(standard, chemical, biological, and electrical weapons, restraining and 
protective devices); crime laboratories (document examination, footprints, 
fingerprints, palm prints, autopsy, drug testing, blood, blood spots, and semen, 
inorganic materials, paint, ballistic techniques, voice identification, hairs and 
fibres, toxicology)  
AI technologies in police activities 
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Progress, advancement of civilization or mankind toward perfection 
Concepts and principles: change, movement, goal, perfection, conflict, 
opposition  
Connotations: advance, advancement, attainment, development, growth, 
improvement, increase proficiency, progression 
Scope: nature, history, economics, politics, culture 
Nature: evolution, development, natural selection 
History: revolution and reform  
Economics: science and technology, the division of labor 
Politics: political freedom and institutions, organic laws 
Culture: learning, freedom, criticism 
Antonyms: check, decline, delay, retreat, recession, retrogression, stay, stop, 
stoppage 
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Propaganda, dissemination of selected information to manipulate public 
opinion 
Concepts and principles: the world, people, communication, knowledge, 
opinion, information, sign, symbol, media, ideology, value, belief, attitude, 
action, campaign, stratagem, sophistry, advertisement, brainwashing, 
broadcasting, publicity, goal, truth, falsehood, psychology, the triple-appeal 
principle  
Elements: signs (sounds, gestures, strucures, postures, visual signs), symbols 
(words, gestures, banners, monuments, music, clothing, insignia), media 
(newspapers, books, magazines, posters, billboards, radion, television, motion 
pictures), goals (political systems, religions, war, election), propagandists and 
agents (image makers, advertising agencies, public relations firm), reactors 
(audiencies)  
Social control: democratic, authoritarian, or worldwide  
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Property Law, a sum of principles, policies, and rules of the ownership, 
allocation, use, and transfer of property in human society 
Concept and principles: entity, substance, object, subject, relationship, society, 
human, culture, institution, law, family, rights, wealth; goods; value, ownership, 
possession, interest; private law, substantive and procedural, common law and 
civil law 
Subjects: single individuals, groups (concurrent individual owners, marital 
owners, corporate owners, community and state owners) 
Types of objects or property: tangible, movable and immovable things (land, 
cars, houses, business products); intangible or incorporeal things (negotiable 
instruments, title deeds, shares, stocks, bonds, bank accounts, copyrights on 
inventions, discoveries, artistic works)  
Tangible property laws: real and personal property 
Intangible property laws: easements, profits, and servitudes; copyrights on 
works of art, symbols, and other devices  
Types of ownership: spatial divisions; temporal divisions (life estate and 
remainder, contingent interests, the rule against perpetuities, civil law, landlord 
and tenant); divisions as to rights, privileges, and powers  
Laws of trusts: elements (settlor, trust property, trustee, beneficiary, trust 
instrument); types (express, implied, constructive, statutory, public and private) 
Mortgages law 
Bankruptcy laws  
Protection and safety: public law (criminal, regulatory); private law (Anglo-
American law, civil law)  
Acquisition and transfer of property rights and interests: original acquisition 
(first possession; accession; adverse possession, prescription, and 
expropriation; privileges granted by public authorities); derivative acquisition 
(contract and conveyance, registration and recordation, sales, movables, 
immovables, gifts, inter vivos, testaments, succession, testate, intestate, 
nonconsensual transfers)  
The Western concept of property: market, value, cost, assessment  
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Psychology, the study of the human mind, individual and group behavior; 
mental processes and human behavior, the human's cognitive, emotional, 
volitional, and social capacities and function 
Concepts and principles: being, human, society, person, soul, mind, body, 
attention, sense, reception, perception, learning, memory, dreaming, 
intelligence, cognition, thought, emotion, motivation, consciousness, behavior, 
personality, test, inference, validity, disorder, disease 
Methods and techniques: observation, inference, interviews, statistical 
analysis, psychometrics, aptitude, achievement, personality, and intelligence 
tests, experimental methods, and psychotherapeitic techniques, individual and 
group, as the free-association technique, psychodrama, behavior therapy, and 
nondirective psychotherapy  
Branches: applied psychology and experimental psychology; abnormal 
psychology, analytic psychology, clinical psychology, child psychology, 
comparative psychology, developmental psychology, educational psychology, 
Gestalt psychology, humanistic psychology, individual psychology, industrial 
psychology, physiological psychology, social psychology; behaviorism and 
functionalism 
Cognate disciplines: the cognitive, biological, and social sciences; 
psycholinguistics, psychological anthropology, biopsychology, behavior 
genetics, psychophysics, psychiatry, psychopharmacology, and psychosurgery  
History: the ancient philosophy, Greek and Oriental, metaphysics, 
epistemology, the philosophy of mind, and religion; mechanistic and 
phenomenological psychologies; associationism, functionalism, and 
structuralism; psychoanalysis, behaviorism, and Gestalt psychology; 
biopsychology 
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Public administration, a body of persons effecting governmental policy 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, change, action, relationship, 
human, society, administration, government, governance, organization, body, 
officialdom, establishment, bureaucracy, hierarchy, office, civil service, public, 
affair, citizen, need, economy, management, polity, efficiency 
Structure: the central, intermediate, and local levels; departments, ministries, 
and agencies 
Types: top brass, executives, government officials or officialdom (civil service 
and bureaucracy), judiciary or bench, county councils 
Civil service: education, training, appointment, conditions, control, international 
civil service 
Administrative law: organization, powers, duties, and functions; procedure, 
political and judicial control 
Modern types: the USA, the UK, China, Japan, Russia, the EU countries, and 
developing nations 
History 
AI Technology and Public Administration 
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Public opinion, generally predominant views, attitudes, and beliefs about 
important issues  
Concepts and principles: the world, relation, quantity, number, society, people, 
community, individual, communication, knowledge, opinion, sentiment, attitude, 
belief, view, subject matter, issue, topic, government, policy, survey, poll, vote 
Influences: knowledge and experience, values, ignorance, social environment 
(family, friends, neighborhood, school, work, church, etc), the mass media, 
interest groups, opinion leaders 
Government: the public and the policy-maker 
Polling methodology: the universe, a sample, a questionnaire, interviewing, 
analyzing, and interpreting  
Shortcomings: ignorance, inconsistency, prejudice, abuse, bribery, and 
corruption 
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Public works, building activities of the government 
Concepts and principles: thing, society, civilization, citizen, government, 
activity, work, utility, convenience, industry, commerce, technology, 
transportation, artifact, structure, construction, material, machinery, technique, 
way, road, pavement, waterway, bridge, canal, dam, harbor, water supply, 
tunnel, sewage, waste, processing, landform; engineering principles 
Types: roads and highways; airfields; bridges; canals and waterway systems; 
dams; harbors and sea works; water-supply systems; waste disposal and 
treatment systems; underground structures and tunneling systems 
Stages: administration, financing, planning, design, construction, operation, 
maintenance 
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Reaction, chemical, a process of change of material substances 
Concepts and principles: substance, change, process, reversibility, 
transformation, property, matter, mass, energy, entropy reaction, compound, 
reagent, product, catalyst; conservation of mass, mass ratio, kinetics 
Types: synthesis; decomposition; polymerization; chain reactions; substitution, 
elimination, addition; oxidation–reduction reactions; acid–base reaction; ion-
exchange reactions; electrochemical reactions; photochemical reactions; 
catalytic reactions  
Mechanisms and kinetics: constituents, reactants, intermediates, and products; 
reaction course, pathway, bonds, factors (solvent, temperature, pressure, 
catalysts, collisions); reaction rate, and reaction mechanisms 
Reaction mechanisms: homolysis and heterolysis; nucleophilicity and 
electrophilicity; molecularity; intermolecularity and intramolecularity; catalysis; 
kinetic order; time order of events, reversibility 
Catalysis and catalysts: homogeneous, heterogeneous, catalysis in 
stereoregular polymerization, biological 
Photochemical reactions: photography, bleaching laundry, skin tanning, 
photosynthesis, photoreception, and other natural photochemical processes 
and effects 
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Reasoning, inference or argument, abstract thinking; the process of thought 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, state, change, process, relation, 
cause, effect, whole, part, life, organism, human, mind, knowledge, cognition, 
operation, thought, cerebration, intellection, mentation, statement, proposition, 
premise, conclusion, proof, inference, syllogism, reason, argument, fact, 
evidence, observation, truth, sense, memory, imagination ; psychology, logic, 
ontology 
Types: analysis or analytic thinking, argumentation or logical argument, 
conjecture, deduction, inference, prediction, ratiocination, regress or reasoning 
backward, synthesis or synthetic thinking; ontological reasoning, logical 
reasoning, mathematical reasoning, scientific reasoning, dialectical reasoning, 
rhetorical reasoning, and practical reasoning; animal, human, and machine 
reasoning 
Analysis: breakdown, resolution, cost-benefit analysis, dissection, elimination, 
reductionism, systems analysis, trend analysis 
Argumentation: line of inquiry (questioning), casuistry, policy (social, economic, 
fiscal, control, protectionism, party line, foreign policy) 
Conjecture: theorization, abstraction or generalization, supposition or supposal 
Deduction: synthesis or syllogism 
Inference: illation, analogy, corollary, derivation, entailment or implication, 
extrapolation, presumption 
Prediction: anticipation, projection, prophecy or prognostication, prefiguration  
Truth, Validity, and Consistency: material truth and formal truth; contingency 
and necessity, certainty and probability; fallacies, material, verbal, and formal 
Correlative processes: mental association, construction, consideration, 
ideation, mentation, thread, line of thought, mysticism, intuition, insight, 
explanation, excogitation, planning, problem solving, convergent and divergent 
thinking  
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Religion, the belief in the divine, sacred and holy, gods, superhuman powers, 
God, an omniscient, omnipresent, and omnipotent superintelligence expressed 
by systems of symbols 
Concepts and principles: being, reality, cause, time, space, nature, the divine, 
the holy, God, man, belief, covenant, creation, creed, awe, reverence, good, 
evil, faith, myth, first cause, grace, heaven, hell, life, death immortality, 
mystery, miracle, paradise, prayer, profit, revelation, sacrament, sacrifice, 
salvation, scripture, sin, soul, superstition, worship, doctrine, dogma, theodicy, 
theology, cosmology, eschatology 
Classification: Normative, Ethnographic-linguistic, Morphological, 
Phenomenological, Philosophical, Geographical divisions: Middle Eastern 
religions (Judaism, Christianity, Islam, Zoroastrianism or Mazdaism), Far 
Eastern religions (Confucianism, Taoism, Mahayana Buddhism, and Shinto), 
Indian religions (Buddhism, Hinduism, Jainism, and Sikhism), African religions, 
American Indian religions (Inca, Mayan, and Aztec), Oceanic religions, the 
Arctic peoples religions; 
Systems of Belief: Nature worship; Animism; Totemism; Ancestor worship; 
Polytheism; Pantheism and Panentheism; Dualism; Monotheism; Theism; 
Deism; Agnosticism 
Semantics and Symbolism: attributes, allegories, analogies, emblems, figures, 
images, metaphores, personifications, parables, pictures, signs, iconography 
Understanding and knowledge: philosophy (God, the divine and the sacred, 
essence, existence, attributes, relationships, mankind); experience and 
consciousness (nature, elements, structure, forms, types, and varieties); 
theology (doctrines and dogmas, the divine, God and the gods, creation, 
angelology, revelation, providence, divine government, grace and salvation, 
sacraments, the Covenant, miracles, eschatology, sacred scriptures; 
polytheism, dualism, monotheism, theism, deism, pantheism, atheism, 
agnosticism); phenomenology (thought, action, and association)  
Universal religions: Buddhism, Hinduism, Christianity, Islam, and Judaism 
Institutions and practices: the religious life, rites, customs, and rituals, passage 
and purification, liturgy, worship, law, disciplines, monasticism, fasting, feasts, 
and festivals; theocracy, orders and offices, the priesthood, church, temple, 
mosque, synagogue, congregation, sect, council, sainthood, education; sacred 
writings, art and architecture, the sacraments, dress and vestments 
Mystery Religions: Hellenic roots (Dionysiac, Eleusinian, secular mystery 
communities, Orphic, Pythagoreans, Platonists); Roman times (beliefs and 
practices, priesthood, rites and festivals,); religious art and iconography 
(literature, theology, architecture, statuary, relief, painting, mosaics); mystery 
religions and official religions  
Relationships: philosophy, science, art, society, and morality 
History: prehistoric religion, primitive religion, and ancient religions 
(Mesopotamian, Egyptian, Iranian, Far Eastern, Arabian pre-Islamic, Anatolian 
and Asia Minor, Greek, Roman, Hellenistic, Celtic, Germanic, Baltic, Finno-
Ugric, Slavic, and American; mythology, pantheon, worship, practices, 
institutions, and literature) 
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Reptiles, a group of vertebrates with scaly bodies making the class Reptilia 
Concepts: entity, substance, object, nature, class, life, being, organism, animal, 
creature, fauna, chordate, vertebrate, reprilian, amphibian, snake, lizard, turtle, 
tortoise, alligator, crocodile  
Forms: snakes, lizards, crocodiles, alligators, turtles, and tuatara; dinosaurs, 
pterosaurs, and ichthyosaurs, extinct types. 
Classification: anapsid, diapsid, synapsid 
Taxonomic features: form and function (external covering, internal features, 
skeletal system and dentition, skull and joint structures, nervous system, 
circulatory system, respiratory system, digestive and urogenital systems); 
sense organs (sight, hearing, chemoreception, thermal relationships)  
Reproduction and life cycle: courtship, the embryo, egg laying, nesting, 
offspring, care, incubation period, growth and longevity  
Behavior: defense (avoidance and noise, body form and posturing, display of 
color, striking and biting, spitting, use of the tail, balling, odors); feeding habits; 
locomotion (walking and crawling, clinging and climbing, swimming, flying)  
Distribution and ecology: North Temperate Zone, Central and South America, 
Asia, Australia, Africa  
Natural history, evolution, and paleontology 
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Resources, means satisfying human needs 
Concepts and principles: entity, thing, substance, object, state, action, relation, 
nature, person, wealth, possession, knowledge, information, technology, 
assets, value 
Classification: natural resources (renewable and non- renewable supply); 
intellectual resources (knowledge, ideas and technologies); labor resources; 
financial resources  
Continuous renewable resources: solar power, tidal power, climates 
Flow renewable resources: wood, wildlife, landscapes, water resources, crops 
Major non-renewable mineral reserves (resources): major metals, minor 
metals, fuels, chemicals miscellaneous minerals 
Crops (plants): food crops, forage crops, fibre crops, miscellaneous crops 
Commodities: softs (foodstuffs, non-foods); metals (aluminium, copper, lead, 
gold, palladium, platinum silver, tin, zinc) 
Information resources: dictionaries and lexicons, atlases and maps, 
encyclopaedias, archives and libraries, data bases and magnetic and optical 
recordings 
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Revolution, a change in the form of government or regime 
Concepts: change, action, activity, human, society, government, regime, 
power, anarchy, confusion, disintegration, disorder, insurrection, lawlessness, 
mutinity, rebellion, revolt, riot, sedition, tumult, uprising, war 
Classification: cultural, social, political, economical, scientific, and technological 
Nature and means: violent and peaceful; regime, rulers, constitution 
Causes: wars, warfare, crises, poverty, tyranny, despotism,  
Aims: power, freedom, justice, equality, progress 
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Rites and Ceremonies, sacred, social acts and practices prescribed by a 
religious system of belief 
Concepts and principles: entity, being, change, action, activity, human, mind, 
belief, religion, the sacred or divine, prayer, sacrament, creed, sacrifice, ritual, 
worship 
Classification of rites: rites of passage (life-cycle ceremonies, religious 
transformations, birth rites, initiation rites, marriage rites; death rites and 
customs; purification ceremonies) 
Food customs and dietary rules 
Feasts and festivals 
Vestments and dress 
Objects, ceremonial and ritualistic 
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Rocks, aggregates of minerals 
Concepts and principles: substance, change, process, matter, body, quality, 
quantity, element, nature, time, space, body, solid, mineral, metamorphism; the 
geochemical cycle 
Composition, texture, structures, properties, occurrences, and relationships 
Types: igneous (magmatic- intrusive and extrusive); sedimentary (deposited); 
metamorphic 
Cycle: weathering, uplift, erosion and deposition; diagenesis, burial, remelting, 
subduction  
Physical properties: density, mechanical, thermal, electrical, and magnetic 
Composition (chemical), texture (physical), properties, and classifications of 
rock types 
Igneous rocks: plutonic, volcanic or hypabyssal 
Sedimentary rocks: terrigenous clastic (conglomerate and breccia, sandstone, 
siltstone, mudstone, shale, and claystone), noncarbonate chemical (cherts, 
phosphorites, and ironstones) and carbonates, limestones, and dolomites 
(aragonite, calcite, and dolomite); 
Metamorphic rocks: schist, slate, hornfels, marble, mylonites and cataclastites; 
metamorphic reactions 
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Science, knowledge of the world of nature, mind, society and technology; the 
quest for general truths or fundamental laws of the world and its phenomena 
by observation, experimentation and theorizing 
Concepts and principles: the world, reality, nature, substance, matter, form, 
state, change, motion, relation, causation, chance, process, quantity, quality, 
property, time, space, element, atom, whole, body, compound, mixture, life, 
man, mind, society, culture, symbolism, knowledge, fact, object, event, law, 
regularity, pattern, behavior 
Elements: empirical procedure (observation, measurement, experiment, 
classification,, induction, and empirical generalizations), conceptual (concepts, 
axioms, theories, coherence, consistency, comprehensiveness, inference, 
laws), and formal (mathematical symbolism and formulation) 
Referents and scope: natural, mental, social, and technological systems and 
processes 
Methods: definitions, axioms, facts, hypotheses, classification, generalizations 
and unifying theories, observation, experimentation, measurement and 
instrumentation 
Discovery: intuition, chance, guesswork, inference, hypothesis, deduction 
Goal: finding, describing, explaining, and predicting general laws; an axiomatic 
system for all of science, natural, social, and technological 
Branches: the mathematical sciences, the physical sciences, the biological 
sciences and medicine; the mental (cognitive) sciences, psychology, and 
linguistics; the social sciences, the technological (engineering) sciences 
Utility: technological and social applications 
Institutions and techniques of knowledge collection, storage, dissemination, 
and conservation: libraries, encyclopaedias, dictionaries, data bases, print 
publishing, educational institutions, museums, broadcasting, observatories, 
planetarium, aquarium, aviary, botanical garden, and national park 
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Semantics, the study of the signs-constructs-realities relationships 
Basic concepts and principles: entity, state, relation, relation; communication, 
language, sign, symbol, construct, idea, designation, reference, representation, 
sense, intension, meaning, truth, knowledge; linguistics, science, ontology 
Types: empirical semantics (linguistic semantics and psycholinguistic 
semantics); theoretical semantics, general (ontological semantics) and special 
(semantics of science, of mathematics, of commonsense knowledge) 
Method, accuracy, goals, and roles: analysis, postulation and proof 
Machine semantics: computational linguistics, the semantic web, knowledge 
technologies, artificial intelligence 
Cognate sciences: linguistics, syntax, pragmatics, semiology, logic, 
mathematics, epistemology, metaphysics, science  
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Sensory Reception, a perception of stimulation by transforming the energy 
changes into nerve impulses and vital processes 
Basic concepts, principles, and mechanisms: thing, substance, state, change, 
process, energy, organism, being, experience, impression, datum, cognition, 
perception, ability, faculty, sense, sensation, sentience, sensitivity, modality, 
vision, touch, taste, smell, sound  
Types: mehanoreception, thermoreception, sound reception, photoreception, 
chemoreception, magnetoreception, electroreception; exteroception and 
interoception 
Classification of sensory systems: mechanoreceptors, thermoreceptors, 
auditory structures, photoreceptors; chemoreceptors; magnetoreceptors; 
electroreceptors; somatic sense or somatesthesia 
Human senses and modalities: cutaneous senses (cold, hot, pressure, and 
pain); vestibular sense (gravity, acceleration, and balance); taste, or gustatory 
sense (salt, sour, bitter, and sweet); olfactory, or smell sense (odors - flowery, 
fruity, resinous, spicy, burned, or foul); visual sense (light); auditory sense 
(sound waves) 
Machine sensory reception   
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Set Theory, a mathematical theory of sets of entities of any kind 
Concepts and principles: the world, entity, class, set, whole, collection, the 
universe; element, member, object, individual, number, symbol; relation, 
membership, inclusion, pairing, ordering, equivalency; axiom, consistency, 
plausibility, completeness; extension, abstraction 
Operations: the union operation, the intersection operation, the Cartesian 
product  
Relations: properties (reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity); relations between sets 
or classes: a subset relation, equivalency, complementation, one-to-one 
correspondence, etc.); relations between elements (identity, inequality, to be 
parallel to, etc.); classification relation; ordering relation; equivalence relation; 
function; membership relation  
Cantor's set theory: basic characteristics; cardinality and transfinite numbers 
Axiomatic set theories: postulates; the Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms; the 
Neumann-Bernays-Godel axioms; schemas for generating well-formed 
formulas; axioms for compounding sets; axioms for infinite and ordered sets; 
schema for transfinite induction and ordinal arithmetic; axiom for eliminating 
infinite descending species; limitations of axiomatic set theory; the status of 
axiomatic set theory 
AI ontology languages and set theory: the set theory and logical taxonomies 
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Sex and Sexuality, males and females distinguished reproductively  
Concept and principles: substance, state, relation, genus, life, race, species, 
organism, male, female, activity, behavior, reproduction, survival, desire, 
pleasure, orgasm, cell, chromosome, sperm, and ovum  
Reproduction: sexual and nonsexual, sex cells and chromosomes  
Sexuality: complementary sexes, mating, courtship, intercourse  
Sex patterns: sex differences in animals, seasonal or periodic sexual cycles  
Sex mechanism: sex chromosomes, abnormal chromosome effects, 
parthenogenesis, influences of environment, hormones  
Human sexual behavior: solitary and sociosexual; physiological aspects 
(sexual response, genetic, hormonal and neural factors); psychological aspects 
(conditioning, sexual pathologies); social and cultural aspects (social control of 
sexual behaviour, class distinctions, economic influences, legal regulation)  
Disfunction causes: Interpersonal relationship issues (partner performance, 
emotional dissatisfaction, the birth of a child); Sociocultural influences (job 
stress, peer pressure, and media images of sexuality); Low testosterone; 
Medical problems (depression, endometriosis, fibroids, and thyroid disorders); 
Medications (antidepressants, like the new generation of SSRIs, blood 
pressure lowering drugs, oral contraceptives); Age (blood levels of androgens).  
Sexually transmitted diseases: common sexually transmitted organisms, 
acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS)  
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Sign and Symbol, a means of communication, any indicative mark or thing 
Concepts and principles: characteristic, emblem, figure, image, indication, 
letter, manifestation, mark, metaphor, note, omen, pattern, presage, 
prognostic, signal, simile, symptom, token, trace, type; meaning, significance, 
sense, import, purport, designation, denotation, representation, symbolism, 
truth 
Types: natural or artificial, intentional or accidental, suggestive, descriptive or 
arbitrary, verbal and nonverbal, conceptual and pictorial  
Scope: words, constructs, ideas and images; qualities, quantities, operations 
and relationships; objects, states and events 
Meaning in language or human discourse: names (concrete or abstract, 
proper, collective or common), ambiguity, univocation and equivocation 
Symbolism (meaning) in science: semantics, theories, definitions, axioms, and 
formulas; symbolic reasoning and symbolic representation 
Symbolism in psychology: the symbolism of dreams 
Symbolism in information sciences: communication theory, information 
processing systems 
Symbolism in humanities: logic, philosophy, poetry, and religion 
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Sleep and Dreams, a state of consciousness with reduced responsiveness to 
physical stimulation and a series of mental images and emotions 
Concepts and principles: the world, state, organism, man, animal, brain, 
hypothalamus, consciousness, behavior, inactivity, reversibility, recurrence, 
spontaneity, dream; sleep-wakefulness mechanism 
Theories: mechanistic, biochemical, neurophysiological, and functional  
Criteria: psychological, sensory, motor, physiological 
Psychophysiology: non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep, rapid eye 
movement (REM) sleep, sequences of NREM and REM sleep  
Sleep deprivation: general sleep deprivation and selective sleep deprivation  
Pathology: primary disturbances (encephalitis lethargica, hyposomnia, 
hypersomnia, and narcolepsy); bed-wetting, nightmares; medical disorders, 
psychiatric disorders, sleep schedule disorders  
Drugs and sleep  
Dreaming: a process of reality, healing, divination, extension, the 
unconsciousness 
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Social Sciences, the study of human affairs (behavior) in social and cultural 
contexts 
Concepts and principles: being, entity, state, change, relationship, process, 
man, humankind, society, community, group, people, citizen, culture, behavior, 
knowledge, government, constitution, education, family, economy, politics, 
history, justice, labor, language, law, progress, religion, revolution, war, wealth 
Methods: empirical (data collection, polls and surveys, theories testing) and 
mathematical (quantitative methods and computation) 
Theories: developmentalism, the social-systems model, structuralism, and 
functionalism 
Divisions: sociology; political science; economics; history; interdisciplines,  
Related fields: cultural anthropology, social linguistics, social psychology, 
human geography, social statistics, criminology, penology, demography 
Society, classes of people organized into communities for the common good 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, change, relationship, class, man, 
humankind, community, society, nation, state, people, group, kinship, family, 
culture, language, law, art, science, technology, religion 
Peoples and cultures: the world, populations, groups, nation, state, kinship, 
family, economic systems, institutions, legal systems, arts, technologies, 
religion, recreation, passage rites, communication, and languages  
Organization: social structure (political, bureaucratic, totalitarian,; economical, 
class and classless, industrial and postindustrial); social norms (public opinion, 
collective behavior); social service (medical, psychiatric, educational services, 
family, child, youth, and group welfare, disaster relief, community 
development), social control (socialization, education, propaganda, crime and 
punishment), social status (social differentiation and stratification, class 
relationships, social mobility and immobility) 
Change: types (cyclic, unidirectional, and mixed); causes (ideological, cultural, 
social, environmental, demographic, political, economical, religious, 
intellectual, technological, and behavioral); social movements (nationalistic, 
revolutionary, reform and humanitarian, religious, interest group, and 
personalities-based) 
Groups: racial, ethnic, special-interest, and special social groups (the 
adolescent, the aged, women, minorities, cultural and sexual, criminals and 
delinquents, drug and alcohol users)  
Wealth or property: production, distribution, utilization; natural resources, raw 
materials, machines, tools, goods, commodities, food, money, capital, property, 
and property rights 
Politics and governments: concepts, ideologies, tendencies, and issues; state, 
constitution, power, government, public opinion; political institutions, political 
systems, branches, the executive, the legislature, the judiciary, public 
administration, bureaucracy and civil service; parties, interest groups, political 
action and process; international relations, peace, war, diplomacy, foreign 
policy, agreement and treaties, intelligence 
Law or legal systems: public law, substantive (constitutional, international, 
criminal, social welfare, taxation) and procedural (courts, judiciary, criminal, 
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civil, and administrative procedure, jury, arbitration); private law, substantive 
(property, family, tort, and economic laws) and procedural (civil law, 
jurisdiction, damages, remedy, action, trial, judgment, appeal) 
Education or teaching: agents (teacher, student), kinds (physical, professional, 
religious, liberal, and moral); institutes (schools, professional schools, colleges, 
institutes, and universities); stages (preschool, elementary, secondary, 
vocational, higher, and further); aims (learning, thinking, knowledge, expertise, 
vocation, art, profession, skill) 
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Soil, material in the top layer of the Earth's crust evolved via weathering 
processes conditioned by biological, climatic, geologic, and topographic 
actions  
Concepts and principles: thing, substance, state, quality, change, process, 
relation, object, matter, material, Earth, land, ground, mineral, rock, humus, life, 
biosphere; pedology 
Kinds: Ando, Brunisolic, Chernozemic, Dark clays, Gleisolic, Kaolinitic, 
Lessive, Organic, Podsols, Planosols, Rankers, Raw, Rendzinas, Solonchaks, 
Solonetz; U.S. Soil Taxonomy, FAO soil groups  
Structure or texture: the soil profile (A, B, and C horizons), the underlying rock, 
R; lands or grounds (badlands, bottom, coastland, farmland or tillage, 
permafrost, rangeland, turf or greensward, wetland)  
Composition: clay minerals and humus, organic substances, ions, water, and 
nutrients 
Properties: porosity, permeability, density, cation exchange color; ingredient 
size, distribution, soil horizons  
Processes: formation (clay formation, humification, leaching, dispersion; parent 
material, topography, drainage, climate, vegetation and living organisms, soil 
profile and horizons, time) and degradation, erosion (rates, resistance), 
pollution (xenobiotic chemicals, detoxification) 
Soils in ecosystems: carbon and nitrogen cycles, soils and global change, the 
world's major soils 
Geographic distribution (climate, temperature, rainfall, vegetation, topography, 
parent material): polar, tundra soils; podsolic, coniferous regions; brunisolic, 
deciduous forest regions; chernozemic grassland regions; cinnamonic, dry 
forest regions; desert regions; kaolinitic, forest-savanna regions, mountainous 
and intermediate regions 
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The Solar System, an aggregation of the Sun with its 9 major planets, the 
planetary satellites, asteroids, comets, and the interplanetary plasma-dust 
medium  
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, state, change, relation, energy, 
matter, body, star, planet, gravitation, radiation, plasma; astronomy, 
astrophysics, and cosmology 
The Sun: composition (nuclei, hydrogen, deuterium, helium, plasma); structure 
(nucleus, atmosphere, photosphere, chromosphere and corona); properties 
(size, mass, temperature, luminosity, magnetism); processes (energy 
generation and transport, evolution, magnetic activity, sunspots, prominencies, 
flares, solar-terrestrial effects, the solar wind)  
The major planets: inferior planets (Mercury, Venus), terrestrial planet, globe, 
world (Earth), Mars or Red Planet, gas giants (Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, 
Neptune), and Pluto; basic characteristics, composition, interior structure, 
surface, lithosphere, atmosphere and hydrosphere, magnetic field and 
magnetosphere, satellites, rings; basic astronomical data and observations 
The Moon: features, origin and evolution, interior, surface, the atmosphere, 
motions, observations and astronomical data 
The minor planets (asteroids): distinctive features, nature, origin and evolution, 
orbits, and taxonomy 
The Comets: data and observations, nature, origin, evolution and motion, 
classification 
Small bodies:  meteoriods, meteors, fireballs, bolides, and meteorites; origin, 
composition, orbits, and classification 
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Soul, all the rational, emotional, volitional, and moral powers of the mind; the 
immaterial part of a human being 
Concepts and principles: being, entity, substance, state, quality, change, 
agency, relation, cause, person, mind, spirit, life, emotion, feeling, energy, 
animation, psyche; vital or life principle 
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Sound, a mechanical disturbance or increase in pressure that propagates 
through solids, liquids, and gases  
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, state, quality, change, process, 
motion, relation, matter, energy, air, liquid, solid, radiation, wave, noise, note, 
tone, pitch, compression, sensation, noise; the Doppler effect, acoustics, 
mechanics 
Properties: wavelength, period, frequency, amplitude, intensity, speed; 
attenuation, diffraction, refraction, reflection, impedance, interference 
Forms: tone, note, and white noise 
Parameters: velocity, pitch or frequency, intensity, pressure, and loudness 
Types: plane waves; circular and spherical waves, standing waves, and steady 
state waves 
Medium: solids, liquids, and gases 
Processes: generation, propagation, detection, perception, hearing, 
transformation, amplifying, recording, and reproducing 
Sciences: acoustics, architectural acoustics, psychoacoustics, mechanics, 
phonetics, music 
Applications: sound recording, electromechanical transducer, architectural 
acoustics, ultrasonics, infrasonics, music, and musical instruments 
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Space, a manifold of positions and directions; a relative property of objects 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, object, matter, state, quantity, 
magnitude, change, relation, extension, expanse, manifold, vacuum, place, 
area, field, position, location, direction, distance, dimension, reference; 
geometry, relativity 
Types: mathematical (topological, metric space, manifold, null or empty space, 
subspace), physical (sensible, outer, phase, dynamical, chaos), and 
ontological (absolute)  
Place and object: extension and property; place, container, and position; 
proportions and dimensions  
Vacuum and motion: relative and absolute space; the curvature of space; 
action-at-a-distance 
Quantity and relation: relationships of spaces; spatial relationships and 
configurations; time and space; relativity 
Perception: visual, auditory, kinesthetic, olfactory, gustatory, vestibular spaces; 
spatial illusions  
Measurement: distances, sizes, volumes, coordinates and coordinate systems; 
physics, geometry, trigonometry  
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Speech, human communication via spoken language 
Concept and principles: entity, being, object, state, change, action, relation, 
human, communication, culture, communication, information, behavior, 
language, sound, tone, expression, voice, emotion, thought, discourse, word, 
articulation, syllable, vowel, consonant, inflection 
Speech sounds: consonants (stops, fricatives, approximants, trills, taps, 
laterals) and vowels (front and back) 
Phonetics: articulation (consonants, vowels, suprasegmentals, pitch, tone, 
intonation, and stress); acoustics (sounds, frequency, pitch, amplitude, quality; 
instruments); linguistics (phonological rules and phonemic properties) 
Physiology: the larynx (cartilages; laryngeal muscles, extrinsic muscles, 
intrinsic muscles); vocal cords; substitutes (esophageal voice, artificial larynx); 
respiratory mechanisms; brain functions, the limbic system 
Pathology: speech disorders (voice, articulatory, symptomatic, and language 
development malfunctions, dysphasia and aphasia, speech impediments); 
treatment and rehabilitation 
Voice production: vocal registers and the vocal attributes, frequency, voice 
types, vocal ranges, harmonic structure, vocal styles, individual voice quality, 
intensity, singing and speaking  
Synthetic production: speech synthesizers and speech recognizers  
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Sponges, primitive aquatic invertebrate animals constituting the phylum 
Porifera or the subkingdom Parazoa 
Number and inhabitation: about 5,000 species, all oceans and seas 
Classification: class Calcispongiae (300 species); class Hyalospongiae (500 
species); class Demospongiae (4,200 species) 
Basic features: water-current system, cell types, skeleton, sizes, structure, 
color, digestion 
Behavior: sexual/asexual reproduction, feeding, regeneration, coordination, 
oxygen uptake, associations  
Ecology, distribution, and abundance 
Evolution and paleontology 
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Sport, human activities or contests to test physical skills and prowess 
Concepts and principles: entity, object, state, action, activity, relation, human, 
activity, diversion, recreation, amusement, entertainment, contest, play, game, 
pleasure, athlete, sportsman, sportswoman, business, occupation 
Categories: athletics (running, hurdling, relays, jumping, throwing, walking, 
decathlon and heptathlon); team sport (soccer, football, basketball, rugby); 
stick and ball sports (baseball, ice hockey, field hockey); court sports (tennis, 
table tennis, handball, and squash); winter sports (skiing, skating); water sports 
(swimming, boating events); target sports ( archery, firearm shooting); target 
ball sports (bowling, golf, billiards); combat sports (boxing, wrestling, judo, and 
karate); wheels sports (automobile racing, motorcycle, and roller skating); 
aerial sports (gliding, air racing, and ballooning); animal sports (dog and horse 
racing, polo) 
Field of play, equipment, rules, strategy, and technique 
Sporting record 
Organizations and institutions 
Relationships: medicine, physiology, psychology, and sociology 
History of sports 
Virtual games 
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Star, a celestial body of hot gases radiating energy by thermonuclear reactions 
Concepts and principles: thing, entity, substance, object, body, change, 
process, energy, mass, the universe, gases, gravitation, reaction, the proton-
proton and carbon-carbon cycles  
Composition and structure: chemistry, nucleus, shell, atmosphere  
Properties: brightness (spectra, magnitudes, luminosities), color, temperature, 
mass, size, position distance, motion, and age 
Classification and evolution: giant and super-giant stars; dwarf stars, or the 
main sequence; white dwarfs; double stars; neutron stars; multiple stars; 
novas, super-novas; variables; suns 
Variable stars: pulsating stars (Cepheids, Delta Scuti stars, RR Lyrae stars, 
Beta Canis Majoris stars) Catastrophic, or explosive, variables (novas, 
supernovas, SS Cygni or U Geminorum); peculiar stars (T Tauri stars, R 
Coronae Borealis stars,pulsars, flare stars, spectrum and magnetic stars, X-ray 
and radio variable stars)  
Statistics: luminosity-spectrum-mass-radius correlations; number-luminosity 
relations; age estimate 
Formation, evolution, and death: white dwarf; neutron stars; black holes 
Clusters and associations: open clusters (Population I objects, the Pleiades, 
Hyades) and globular clusters (Population II objects, Omega Centauri, M13; 
stellar associations; locations in the Galaxy clusters in external galaxies;  
Identification and nomenclature: coordinate systems (the horizon, the ecliptic, 
the equatorial systems Galactic coordinates); sky divisions; designations; star 
maps, catalogs, and atlases 
Instruments and techniques 
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Surveying, practice, instrumental measuring of Earth's features or relative 
size and position of material objects  
Concepts and principles: quantity, space, land, surface, place, position, 
measure, limit 
Elements: control surveys, triangulation, global positioning, the framework, the 
theodolite, detail surveying, aerial surveying, hydrography, height 
measurements 
Types: underwater, ground, aerial, cosmic,  
Global positioning techniques 
Instruments 
Applications: observations, transportation, building, apportionment of land, 
communications. 
History 
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Taxation, governmental activity of raising revenue by imposing taxes upon 
persons, property, objects, business, and transactions 
Concepts and principles: action, society, state, government, control, 
possession, assets, taxpayer, profits, proceeds, receipts, gains, revenue, 
income, assessment, base, custom, demand, duty, exaction, excise, impost, 
levy, rate, rating, tariff, toll, tribute; the fair distribution, the ability-to-pay, the 
benefit, the market economy principles 
Classes: direct personal taxes (individual income, inheritance, estate, and 
spending) and indirect taxes (sales, legal transactions, and value-added taxes, 
excises and custom duties, production taxes); proportional, progressive, and 
regressive 
Types: personal income taxes; corporation income tax; payroll tax; property 
tax; sales and excise taxes; death and gift taxes; trade taxes 
Tax law: the judiciary and the executive; system and method; taxing power; 
administration (assessment, computation, enforcement); international law 
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Technology, a complex of tools, machines, ideas, and processes to change 
the human environment; application of science for making artifacts  
Concepts and principles: substance, change, relation, process, cause, effect, 
matter, energy, material, nature, mankind, activity, society, environment, 
knowledge, science, engineering, practice, artifact, machine, tool, device, 
technique, idea, innovation, work, manufacture, industry, agriculture, building, 
transportation, communications, weaponry 
Processes: energy, utilization and conversion; raw materials, extraction, 
conversion, processing, and production (mining and quarrying, petroleum and 
gas extraction techniques; petroleum refining, production of metal ores and 
metals, gemstones and crystals, processing of coal, stone, sand, gavel, and 
clay, of  water, of air, of animal products and plants, the output products); 
industrial production  processes (materials processing, preliminary mechanical 
and chemical, forming, removal, joining, bonding, modification, and finishing; 
metallurgy, process metallurgy, pyro-, electro-, and hydrometallurgy, physical 
metallurgy, welding, brazing, and soldering processes; materials handling, 
equipment, transportation, storage and warehousing); packaging; tools and 
machines, machining (hand and machine tools, machines, simple and 
mechanisms, and machine components, physical and chemical machining and 
computer-aided manufacturing); measurement, observation, and control 
(processes, units, standards, instruments, instrumentation and control 
systems) 
Energy technology: energy sources and devices, muscle energy (simple 
machines); wind and water energy (sails, windmills, waterwheels, turbines), 
solar energy (solar panels), natural thermal energy; gravitation (pendulums) 
and tidal power (hydroelectric power stations); compression and strain energy 
(steam engine and turbines, hydraulic devices); magnetic and electrical energy 
(magnets and electric generators and motors); rotational energy (gyroscopes, 
centrifuges); heat energy (heat pipes and exchangers, refrigeration 
equipment); chemical energy (internal-combustion engines, explosives); 
nuclear energy (reactors, breeder, fusion, and nuclear)  
Branches: agriculture and food production; industrial technologies, 
manufacturing, fabrication, processing, construction, utilities, merchandising, 
service, safety, research and development; engineering construction 
technology; transportation technology; military technology; the urban 
community technology, engineering and social services, pollution control, city 
planning; information processing and communication systems technologies; 
earth, underground, undersea, and space exploration technologies, launch 
vehicles, stations, shuttles, satellites, and probes 
Relationships: society, culture, economics, wealth, politics, science, social 
institutions, education, art, war, the natural environment 
History: the ancient world (the Neolithic Revolution, settled communities; stone, 
wood, bone, fire, manpower, axe, adz, clay, pottery, brick, the sail, the bow and 
arrow, agriculture, animal husbandry, manufacturing, metallic oxides; the 
Urban Revolution, the first civilizations, Egypt, Mesopotamia, China, India, and 
Persia craftsmen and artisans, metallurgy, metallic ores, copper, tin, bronze, 
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the sailing ship, the chariot, irrigation, dikes, aqueducts, canals, the shadoof, 
brick, clay, stone, temples, and pyramids, manufacturing, pottery, oils, wine, 
textiles, cosmetics); the classical civilizations, the Greco-Roman world, iron 
ore, furnaces, steel, mechanical contrivances, the screw, the pulley, the lever, 
simple machines, pumps, organs, air engines, steam turbine, rotary motion, 
waterwheels, iron plowshares, roads, tunnels, bridges, aqueducts, walls, 
amphitheatres, the dome, the arch, the vault; the Middle Ages, Byzantium, the 
Islamic world, China, India, medieval Europe, hydraulic engineering, brass, 
paper, the magnetic compass, the mechanical clock, windmill, horsepower, 
gunpowder and cannon, the blast furnace, navigational charts and instruments, 
printing; Post-Medieval technology, Western Europe, science, the steam 
engine; the Industrial Revolution, windmills, the steam locomotive, the water 
turbine, electricity, the internal-combustion gas engine, the diesel engine, 
mineral and fossil fuels; the 20th century technology, hydroelectric power, 
chemical products, medicines, atomic power, the computer, space technology, 
rocketry, automation, information systems 
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Theatre, theater, an art, a dramatic performance 
Concepts and principles: entity, object, state, condition, action, relationship, 
communication, art, artist, representation, performance, drama, entertainment, 
production, stage; dramaturgy 
Kinds: theatrical production (tragedy, comedy, tragicomedy, farce, melodrama, 
religious drama, mime and pantomime, puppet, marionette, nondramatic 
production); purpose and audience (civic, educational, court, religious theatre; 
primitive, folk and popular); style (general, particular countries, historical 
periods, playwrights); popular entertainments (carnivals, circuses, music hall, 
variety, shows, cabaret, musical comedy, and parades) 
Production: directing; acting; methods; elements (place or space, buildings, 
stages, auditoriums); staging and stage design (words, music, dance, 
costumes, makeup, lighting, sets, machinery, properties, and sound); functions 
(social, moral, religious expression); problems 
Theatrical music: opera; dance, ballet, modern dance; music theatre (musical, 
operetta); background music  
Relationships: literature, music, architecture, painting, and design 
History: Eastern and Western theatres 
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Theology, the study of God 
Concepts and principles: being, entity, substance, relationship, universe, God, 
man, belief, salvation, the world, eschatology; metaphysics, ontology 
Scope: the holy, divine, sacred, man, religious consciousness 
Constitution: the doctrine of faith, dogmatics; religious ethics; apologetics, 

polemics 
Judeo-Christian theology 
Islamic theology 
Relationships: history of religions, philosophy  
Universal theology and Superintelligence 
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Thermodynamics, the study of the interaction between heat and other energy 
forms 
Concepts and principles: thing, object, state, change, process, relationship, 
matter, energy, system, property, heat, work and entropy; laws (I, II, III) 
Types: classical (equilibrium), non-equilibrium, and statistical 
Stable equilibrium: criterion, state equations; temperature; heat 
Simple systems: the Carnot cycle; Maxwell' relations; phase changes; one- and 
multi-component systems; bulk flow, chemical reactions; negative temperature; 
third law 
Force fields 
Non-equilibrium states: steady rate processes 
Statistical thermodynamics: Gibbsian statistics; quantum thermodynamics; 
grand systems 
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Thought, the process of thinking; the relationship of ideas 
Concepts and principles: entity, object, state, change, action, process, relation, 
mind, cognition, knowledge, thinking, intellection, mentation, cerebration, 
cogitation, conception, conclusion, consideration, contemplation, deliberation, 
fancy, idea, imagination, judgment, meditation, musing, notion, opinion, 
reason, reasoning, reflection, reverie, speculation, study, supposition, view, 
attitude 
Types: abstract thought or logical thinking or reasoning, association, 
consideration, construction, creativity, convergent thinking, divergent thinking, 
excogitation, explanation, ideation, line of thought, mysticism, planning, 
problem solving, thread or train of thought; realistic thought (problem solving by 
trial, insight, induction, and deduction; creative thinking, group thinking) and 
autistic thinking (free association, fantasy, dreaming, and pathological thinking 
- behavior disorders neurosis, and psychosis) 
Theories: psychological, S-R and associationist behavior theories, the Gestalt 
theory, and cognitive 
Elements: ideas or images; signs and symbols; cognitive structures; perceptual 
patterns; neural events 
Thought processes: laws of association (contiguity, similarity); perceptual 
reorganization; probabilistic thinking 
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Time, a measured or measurable duration; a number of relative changes  
Concepts and principles: being, existence, change, motion, event, cause, 
effect, relation, causality, reversal, whole, part, quantity, extent, duration, 
interval, period, age, date, epoch, era, order, sequence, succession, priority, 
posteriority, simultaneity, past, present, future, units, scales, and clocks, 
knowledge, experience 
Conceptions: causal and temporal, cyclic and linear models, absolute and 
relative time 
Nature: duration, motion, change, quantity, relationship  
Structure: the past, the present, and the future 
Relationships: a means of ordering, simultaneity, succession, priority, 
posteriority 
Knowledge: perception, experience, illusion, grammar, memory, prediction, 
emotion, attitude, and history 
Measurement: rotational inertia, gravitation, electromagnetism, and 
radioactivity 
Clocks: the atom, the pendulum, the Earth, the sun, and stars 
Fundamental time scales: dynamic time (TDP and TDT), rotational time (UT 
and UTC) and atomic time (TAI), and radiometric time  
Types: astronomical, civil, Greenwich, local, mean, sidereal, solar, and world 
zone time 
Geological scales: eras (periods (epochs - life forms)) - Archeozoic and 
Proterozoic - algae, about 3,000,000 years; Paleozoic; Mesozoic; Cenozoic 
(Lower Tertiary (Paleocene, Eocene, Oligocene), Upper Tertiary (Miocene, 
Pliocene), Quaternary (Recent Pleistocene - rise and dominance of man) 
Time in sciences: mathematics, physics, biology, psychology, and history 
Time in philosophy: time and eternity, linearity and circularity, irreversibility and 
reversibility 
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Tools, a mechanism to move, shape, work, and transform material 
Concepts: entity, substance, object, change, action, process, matter, man, 
artifact, instrumentality, instrument, agent, toolmaker, force, power, action, 
motion, movement, material 
Classification: manual tools (hammers, axes, percussive; knives, saws, files, 
chisel, drilling, cutting and abrading; screwdrivers and wrenches; screw-based; 
workbench, wise, auxiliary; levels, dividers, rules, measuring);machine, power-
driven tools (metal-cutting, milling, drilling, grinding, turning, shaping, sawing 
and pressing, plane-making, gear-cutting, and broaching, machines); 
computer-based tooling (CAD/CAM, robots, automated manufacturing); non-
standard tooling (physical machining, laser, electron and ion beams, electrical 
discharge, electrochemical processes, plasma, ultrasonic waves; 
hydrodynamic pressure, chemical and photochemical reactions)  
Kinds: apparatus, appliance, device, implement, instrument, machine, 
mechanism, utensil 
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Tort, conduct, civil wrongs independent of contracts 
Concepts and principles: being, state, action, relation, person, life, health, 
rights, privacy, activity, malice, assault, deceit, defamation (libel and slander), 
nuisance, property, damage, prosecution, negligence, conduct, damage, suit, 
victim, wronger; natural law, jurisprudence 
Types: negligence; interference; defamation; deceit, trespass; assault; property 
damage; product defects, malicious prosecution 
Functions (protection): privacy, honor, reputation; property; life, limb, freedom 
of movement 
Function (aims): appeasement and punishment; loss spreading; compensation; 
deterrence 
Tort law, criminal law, contract law, and insurance practices 
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Transportation, carriage of things or people from one place to another my 
powered vehicles 
Concepts and principles: change, action, motion, movement, conveyance, 
machinery, traction, propulsion, flying, navigation, levitation; energy 
conversion; legal principles 
Types: motor vehicles and road traffic; trains and railroads; aircraft and air 
traffic; ships and navigation; air-cushion machines; freight pipelines; mass 
transportation; spacecraft and navigation  
Motor vehicles: automobiles (body, chassis, engine, transmission, fuel and 
lubrication, cooling system electrical system, axles, braking system, steering 
and suspension, tires, controls, and safety system), buses, trucks, and 
motorcycles 
Trains: freight vehicles and locomotives (steam, electric, and magnetic) 
Aircraft: components (wings, power plant, tail and movable surfaces); types 
(light and heavy – civil and military aircraft, helicopters - engine, rotor, and four 
controls) 
Ships: the liner and the tramp; icebreakers; roll-on, roll-off and ferryboats, 
hydrofoils, the LASH ship tankers, and nuclear and military ships 
Pipelines: water and sewer lines; oil lines, gas, slurry, pneumatic, and capsule 
pipelines  
Transportation Law 
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Tree, a plant form with a woody trunk and limbs 
Concepts and principles: thing, substance, object, matter, change, life, 
organism, being, plant, flora, plant life, gymnosperm, angiosperm, cell, tissue, 
organ, wood, trunk, brunch, leafage, fruit, crown; photosynthesis 
Structure and features: vascular and reproductive organs; the roots, the stems, 
the leaves, the buds, the flowers, the bark, the fruits, the thorns; color, size, 
growth forms and rings 
Classification: angiosperms (monocotyledons - palms, aloes, yuccas and 
dicotyledons - oaks, poplars, fruit trees, birches); gymnosperms (cycads, 
conifers, and the ginko); pteridophytes (tree ferns) 
Habitat and ecology: tree forms and altitude, competition and adaptation 
Evolution and paleontology: the Devonian, Carboniferous, Permian, Early 
Cretaceous Periods 
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The Universe, the aggregate of existing things and the space 
Basic concepts and theories: being, entity, state, process, substance, relation, 
object, matter, existence, creation, world, cosmos, nature, order; cosmology 
Components: distant galaxies, the Local Group of galaxies, quasars and black 
holes, nebulae, stars and stellar groups, planetary systems (solar and 
extrasolar systems) 
Composition, structure, properties and behavior: Hubble's law, microwave 
background radiation, the missing mass, space-time 
Gravitation: field theories, measurement, the gravitational constant, G 
Properties of the space-time continuum: the special and general theories of 
relativity 
Origin and development: Big-bang model, primordial nucleosynthesis, the early 
universe; the formation of the solar system, stars, and galaxies 
Eschatology 
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Virus, agent, an infectious agent hosting and multiplying in living cells of 
animals, plants, or bacteria  
Concepts and principles: substance, cause, causation, agent, life, cell, 
organism, plant, animal, bacteria, infection, disease, immunity, virion, gene, 
code 
General features: size and shape, the genetic code, the nucleotide sequences 
of viral nucleic acids 
Composition and content: the nucleic acid, the protein capsid, the lipoprotein 
envelope  
Viral DNA integration: lysogeny, malignant transformation  
Disease: the cycle of infection, latency, chronic and slowly progressive 
diseases, prevention, treatment  
Origin and evolution  
Classification (family, genus and species): the nucleic acid division (DNA 
viruses (double-stranded or single-stranded) and RNA viruses (double-
stranded or single-stranded, positive and negative)); the nucleocapsid shape 
sorting (rodlike and polygonal or icosahedral); the number of capsomers 
subdivision; the lipoprotein envelope differentiation 
DNA viruses: Family Poxviridae (double-stranded DNA); Subfamilies: 
Chordopoxvirinae, which infect vertebrates, and Entomopoxvirinae, which 
infect arthropods.  
RNA viruses: Family Picornaviridae; Family Caliciviridae; Family Togaviridae; 
Family Flaviviridae; Family Coronaviridae; Family Orthomyxoviridae; Family 
Paramyxoviridae;.Family Rhabdoviridae; Family Filoviridae; Family 
Arenaviridae; Family Bunyaviridae; Family Retroviridae; Family Reoviridae  
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War, a hostile military contest between parties, nations, or states to enforce 
policy 
Basic concepts and principles: entity, substance, state, change, action, activity, 
relation, human, opposition, contest, conflict, battle, engagement, enmity, 
strife, warfare, art, strategy, tactics, army, technology, machinery, purpose, 
surprise, maneuver, security, simplicity; unity of command, mass attack, 
economy of force 
Types: military expeditions, interventions, and insurrections; guerrilla warfare; 
civil war; international war, and world war  
Theories of causes: biological, psychological, social (liberal, socialist, 
nationalism, special-interest groups) 
Conduct: national policy, strategy, tactics, intelligence, and logistics; Land 
warfare tactics; Air tactics; Naval tactics 
Law of war: international law, law by treaty, law by custom, war crimes 
Military law: jurisdiction, procedure 
Technology: offensive weaponry; defensive weaponry; transportation 
technology and weapon platforms; engineering and logistics; electronics and 
communications, electromagnetic sensors and warning systems 
Modern weapon and weapon systems: small arms; mechanical artillery; naval 
ships and craft; submarines; aircraft; tanks and armoured vehicles; fortification 
systems; chemical and biological weapons; nuclear weapons; missile systems 
and rockets; detection and warning systems; communication; smart weaponry 
Kinds of warfare: mechanical, optical, chemical, biological, informational, and 
nuclear (physical) warfare 
Major wars of history: the Greco-Persian wars, the Punic wars; Crusades; 
Hundred Years' war; Thirty Years' war; Spanish succession; Revolutionary and 
Napoleonic wars; American civil war; World War I, World War II. Their 
contestants, notable battles, peace treaties   
War economics 
Smart military technology and weaponry systems: robotic weapon platforms 
(land vehicles, surface ships and crafts, submarines, aircraft and helicopters); 
self-guided missiles; programmed gunpowder weapons, explosives, chemical 
and biological weapons and nuclear weapons; sensing mechanisms and 
autonomous surveillance systems; knowledge-enabled weapons of mass 
destruction; nano-robotic agents 
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Wealth, all material objects possessing a monetary value; the supply of goods 
and services; property of economic value; the state of having riches, material 
goods, and money 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, object, material, state, condition, 
status, society, person, people, economy, government, property, possession, 
wealthiness, abundance, riches, assets, resource, income, land, capital, 
money, production, supply, resource, commerce, goods, produce, ownership, 
right, justice, affluence, poverty 
Production: factors (natural resources, raw materials, labor, tools and 
machines, capital investments, nonproductive and productive property); land, 
rent, food supply, industrial production 
Exchange, commerce, or trade: value (use, exchange), labor, barter, money, 
credit, installment, price formation and variation, supply and demand, 
monopoly and competition, state commerce and tariffs 
Distribution: population, person, wealth, income; rent, profit, interests, wages; 
modes, national budget, revenue, expenditure, taxation, transfers, subsidies; 
social status, affluence and poverty 
Money: commodity, exchange, medium, instrument, price, supply, bank, loan, 
credit, financing, interest rates  
Capital: constant and variable, economy, production, stock, profits, business 
cycles, unemployment, poverty 
Property: kinds (land, capital goods, money), uses (production, consumption, 
exchange), ownership (private, collective, governmental), rights (title, 
regulation, protection) 
Poverty: incompetence, competition, expropriation, indigence, depression, 
unemployment 
Synonymy:  abundance, affluence, comfort, competence, competency, fortune, 
funds, goods, independence, lucre, mammon, opulence, pelf, plenty, 
possession, produce, property, riches, substance, treasure 
Antonyms: poverty, beggary, destitution, distress, indigence, mendicency, 
need, pauperism, penury, privation, want 
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Writing, a system of signs or symbols standing for linguistic form, characters, 
phonemes, syllables, words, and sentences of a language 
Concepts and principles: entity, state, process, relation, man, mind, 
communication, language, speech, orthography, thought, representation, 
notation, expression, character, graph, sound, meaning, unit, sign, symbol, 
alphabet, phoneme, consonant, vowel, syllable, morpheme, word, syllabary, 
ideogram, phonogram, hieroglyph, material, implement, tool, art, production, 
literacy; orthography, linguistics, semantics  
Types (orthographic structure): pictographic, logographic, syllabic, 
consonantal, alphabetic, featural 
Linguistic structure: meaning-based or morphographic (morpheme, word, 
speech act, topic, and text) and sound-based or pnonographic (feature, phone, 
phoneme, segment, syllable) 
Systems of writing (orthography): cuneiform (Sumerian-Akkadian-Persian), 
hieroglyphic (Egyptian); alphabetic (Phoenician-Greek-Latin), Chinese 
(logographic, meaning-based writing system) 
Major alphabets: Greek, Latin, (Germanic, Romance, Slavic, Finno-Ugric, 
Turkish, etc); Hebrew, Cyrillic, Arabic, Indian, Chinese 
Punctuation: space, indentation, capital, point, stop, period, colon , semicolon, 
coma, parentheses, question, exclamation, and quotation  marks, hyphen, 
apostrophe, diacritical and vowel marks  
Stenography:  modern shorthand and longhand systems, machine stenography 
Handwriting and calligraphy: Greek and Latin handwriting; Arabic, Indian, 
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean calligraphy 

 



HOW TO FLESH OUT THE WORLD DIRECTORY OF 
THINGS 

 
USE CASES:  
I. MEDICINE, DISEASES, and DRUGS 
II. BUSINESS OR COMMERCE 
III. COUNTRIES, NATIONS, AND PEOPLES 
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MEDICINE 
Medicine, science, practice, and art, health care of the human body 

 
Concepts and Principles 

Being, state, change, cause, process, nature, life, organism, animal, body, human, mind, 
agent, microorganism, bacteria, virus, protist, behavior, health, disease, infection, drug, 
diagnosis, therapeutics; cell, heredity; biology, microbiology, biophysics, biochemistry 
 

Diseases, disorders, and injuries 
Characteristics 
Causes 
Classification 
 

Therapeutics 
Surgical treatment 
Biological therapy 
Chemotherapy 
Radiation therapy 
Pharmacodynamic therapy 
Physical therapy 
Occupational therapy 
Shock therapy 
 

Institutions and health services 
Hospital clinics 
Public health clinics 
Private clinics 
Health centers 
Polyclinics 
Public health services 

 
Practice 

Governmental practice (space medicine, military practice, public health service), general, 
hospital and specialist practice (pediatrics, general surgery, anesthetics, pathology, 
teaching), research; professional heath maintenance organizations and associations; 
agencies and programs 
 

Specialties 
aerospace medicine, anesthesiology, cardiology, dentistry, dermatology, emergency 
medicine, endocrinology, endodontics, epidemiology, family practice, forensic medicine, 
gastroenterology, gerontology and geriatrics, hematology, holistic medicine, homeopathy, 
immunology, internal medicine, medical jurisprudence, nephrology, neurology, nursing, 
obstetrics and gynecology, occupational medicine, ophthalmology, oral surgery, 
orthodontics, orthopedics, osteopathy, otolaryngology, pathology, pediatrics, 
pedodontics, peridontics, pharmacology, pharmacy, plastic surgery, podiatry, 
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prosthodontics, psychiatry, public health, radiology, space medicine, sports medicine, 
surgery, toxicology, tropical medicine, urology 
 

Health care 
Environmental sanitation 
Vaccination and immunization 
Prophylactic medication 
Disinfection 
Epidemics control 
Quarantine 
Health care programs 
 

Medical Education 
Organization 
Institutes and practices 
 

Legal aspects 
Health and safety laws 
Legal restrictions 
Female and child labor 
Safety 
Health 
Fire hazards 
Foods and drugs 
Environment and pollution, working hours 
 

Medical technology and biomedical instrumentation 
Cytotechnology 
Medical electronic devices 
X-ray technology 
 

History 
Primitive medicine;  
the ancient Middle East and Egypt;  
Oriental medicine and surgery;  
the ancient Greek and Roman medicine;  
Christian and Muslim medicine;  
European medicine (the medieval and Renaissance, and the Enlightenment);  
the 19th century medicine (medicine as a science, physiology, the germ theory, clinical 
medicine and anesthesia);  
the 20th century medicine (infectious diseases and chemotherapy, arsphenamine, 
sulfonamide drugs, antibiotics, immunology, antibacterial and antiviral vaccination, 
endocrinology, vitamins, malignant disease, tropical medicine); surgery (abdominal 
surgery, neurosurgery, radiology, anesthesia and thoracic surgery, heart surgery, organ 
transplantation); cloning practice  
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Disease, an abnormal state or condition of an organism, a process reducing an 
organism's health or vitality  
Concepts: state, change, process, cause, effect, action, reaction, force, entity, life, cell, 
organism, human, animal, plant, body, mind, health, vitality, heredity, environment, 
adaptation, homeostasis, immunity, agent, pathogen, antibody, injury, disorder, 
malfunction, malady, ailment, malaise, pain, trauma, death; symptomatics, diagnostics, 
prognostics, therapeutics 
Types: human, animal, plant diseases; infectious, endogenous and exogenous diseases 
Human disease: characteristics, signs, and symptoms; classification; causes, detection 
and diagnosis; treatment and therapeutics 
Causes: living agents (bacteria, viruses, fungi, worms, and parasites); chemical 
substances (poisonings, organic chemicals, inorganic chemicals, drugs); physical agents 
(temperature, cold or heat, electrical shock, motion, pressure, radiation); endogenous and 
congenital factors 
Classifications: anatomical; physiological or functional; topographical or systemic; 
pathological; causal or etiological; epidemiological; statistical; juristic or medical-legal  
Kinds: natal diseases; childhood disorders; metabolic diseases; disorders of electrolyte 
and fluid balance; nutritional diseases (excess, deficiency); occupational disorders; 
genetic diseases; diseases of immune origin (immune deficiencies, immune responses in 
the absence of infection, allergies, autoimmune disorders, graft rejection); biotic, 
infectious diseases (viral, rickettsial, bacterial, fungal, parasitical); disorders of particular 
tissues, organs, and systems, and processes (digestive, respiratory, endocrine, 
reproductive, excretory, neurological, supportive and connective, cardiovascular, 
lymphatic); malignant tumors, cancers; neuro-psychiatric diseases; mental disorders; and 
diseases of senescence 
Systemic diseases and disorders: nutritional diseases (deficiencies and excesses); 
physiological shock; metabolic disorders; diseases and disorders of fluid and electrolyte 
balance; infectious or contagious diseases; natal; childhood diseases; physical agents 
injuries (electrical shock; temperature, radiation, and pressure, 'motion sickness', 
wounds); dehydration; allergenic diseases and anaphylactic shock; poisoning 
Organs and tissues diseases: tumours, cancers, hyperplasia, atrophy 
Systems diseases: the cardiovascular system (the heart and the great vessels, the blood 
vessels, blood circulation, the blood and blood-forming tissues); the lymphatic system 
(lymphatic vessels and their drainage, lymphoid tissue); the respiratory system (infectious 
diseases, allergic lung diseases, bronchopulmonary diseases, maladies of the 
nonpulmonary structures, malfunctions in the dynamics of respiration); the digestive 
system (the mouth, pharynx, and associated structures, the esophagus, the stomach and 
duodenum, the small intestine and appendix, the large intestine, the digestive glands, 
disorders in the digestion and absorption of foods); the endocrine system (the pituitary, 
the thyroid, the parathyroids, the adrenals, the gonads and placenta, the pancreas, pineal 
gland, thymus); the reproductive system (genetic and congenital abnormalities, infections 
and sexually transmitted diseases, the male reproductive system, the female reproductive 
system, pregnancy); the excretory system (disorders of urine production and micturition; 
the kidneys and tubules, the urinary tract, ureters, bladder, and urethra); the supportive-
protective system (the skeletal system and bone, connective tissue, bone and periosteum, 
cartilage, tendon, and ligament, the joints, the bursae, the sinuses and the body cavities 
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and their membranes, muscle, the skin); the nervous system (neurochemical disorders, 
and development defects, the periphery nerves, the spinal cord and autonomic nervous 
system, the central nervous system, the general nervous system, sensory receptors, 
disorders of speech, headache) 
Diagnosis: medical history; physical examination (inspection, palpation, percussion, 
auscultation, and smell); chemical; biological; radiological tests; laboratory tests; 
radiography and ultrasound; special examinations  
Therapeutic techniques, treatment, and therapy: biological, surgical, pharmacodynamic, 
physical, chemical, radiation, occupational, psychological, radiation therapy, shock 
therapy, burn treatment, prosthetic and substitution therapy, or organ and tissue 
transplants 
Medical expert, diagnostic, and therapeutic intelligent systems  
 
 
Diagnosis, Diseases, and Treatments (Britannica’s Outline of Knowledge) 
 
diagnosis—laboratory allergy aneurysm disorders—congenital 
tests: anaphylaxis angioma and hereditary 
amniocentesis angioedema aorta, coarctation metabolic diseases: 
basal metabolic asthma of the acatalasia  
rate autoallergic disease aortic insufficiency alkaptonuria 
blood analysis autoantibody aortic stenosis Andersen's disease 
blood count autoimmunity arteriosclerosis cystic fibrosis 
Bromsulphalein test drug allergy arteriovenous cystinosis 
cardiac hay fever fistula cystinuria 
catheterization hypersensitivity arteritis de Toni-Franconi 
electrocardiography reagin atrial fibrillation syndrome 
electroencephalography serum sickness bradycardia Fabry's disease 
electromyography blood cardiac arrhythmia Forbes' disease 
endoscopy diseases: coronary heart galactosemia  
enzyme analysis agranulocytosis disease Gaucher's disease . 
glucose tolerance anemia embolism glucose-6-phosphate 
test aplastic anemia endocarditis dehydrogenase  
inulin clearance erythroblastosis heart block deficiency 
kidney function fetalis heart failure glycogen storage  
test folic-acid-deficiency heart  disease  
liver function test anemia malformation gout  
Pap smear hemoglobinopathy hypertension Hartnup disease 
patch test hemophilia hypotension Hers' disease  
protein-bound hereditary infarction homocystinuria  
iodine test spherocytosis milk leg Hunter's  
Rubin's test iron-deficiency mitral insufficiency syndrome  
serological test anemia mitral stenosis Hurler's syndrome 
skin test leukemia myocardial iminoglycinuria  
thyroid function leukocytosis infarction lipid storage  
test leukopenia patent ductus disease  
tuberculin test methemoglobinemiaarteriosus McArdle's disease  
urinalysis pernicious anemia pericarditis maple syrup urine 
diagnosis— polycythemia pulmonary heart disease  
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radiography and purpura disease Maroteaux-Lamy  
ultrasound: septicemia pulmonary stenosis syndrome  
angiocardiography sickle-cell anemia purpura metachromatic  
angiography thalassemia Raynaud's disease leukodystrophy 
brain scanning thrombocytopathy rheumatic fever methemoglobinemia 
cholecystography uremia shock Niemann-Pick  
contrast medium disorders—cancers: stroke disease  
diagnostic imaging breast cancer syncope phenylketonuria  
echocardiography cancer tachycardia Pompe's disease  
echoencephalography carcinogen thrombophlebitis porphyria  
myelography carcinoma varicose vein Sanfilippo's  
phonocardiography Ewing's tumour of ventricular syndrome  
radiology bone fibrillation Tay-Sachs disease  
tomography Hodgkin's disease ventricular septal tyrosinemia  
ultrasound Kaposi's sarcoma defect von Gierke's  
urography laryngeal cancer Wegener's disease 
diagnosis—other: leukemia granulomatosis Wilson's disease  
autopsy multiple myeloma disorders—cavity and disorders-other 
diagnosis nephroblastoma membrane: congenital and 
gynecological osteosarcoma mediastinitis hereditary:  
examination renal carcinoma peritonitis achondroplasia  
knee-jerk reflex sarcoma pleurisy acrocephalosyndactyly 
lumbar puncture thyroid tumour pneumothorax agenesis  
sphygmomanometer tumour polyp albinism  
stethoscope disorders— pyothorax Albright's  
disorders—allergic cardiovascular: sinus squeeze syndrome  
and immunological: air embolism ulcer  
AIDS    
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Congenital and hereditary 
disorders 
angioma von Willebrand's excretory constipation 
atresia, stenosis disease system  diarrhea 
cerebral palsy connective Bright's disease dysentery 
chromosomal tissue: cystitis enteritis 
disorder amyloidosis enuresis fasciolopsiasis 
cleft palate Dupuytren's hematuria gastritis 
cleidocranial contracture kidney failure gastroenteritis 
dysostosis herniated disk kidney stone hookworm disease 
congenital dis. lupus nephroblastoma ileitis 
craniosynosfosis erythematosus nephrosclerosis indigestion 
cretinism tendinitis nephrotic intestinal 
cryptorchidism disorders—ear and syndrome diverticulum 
cutis laxa hearing: pyelonephritis intestinal 
D 1 -trisomy deafness renal carcinoma obstruction 
digit malform.      ear squeeze renal cyst intestinal squeeze 
Down syndrome earwax impaction renal intussusception 
Dupuytren's labyrinthitis osteodystrophy megacolon 
contracture Meniere's disease uremia myiasis 
dwarfism otitis media urethritis nausea 
dysplasia presbycusis urinary tract pancreatitis 
E-trisomy stirrup fixation obstruction peptic ulcer 
erythroblastosis endocrine: disorders,eye and proctitis 
fetalis acromegaly vision: salmonellosis 
Fallot, tetralogy  Addison's disease amblyopia trichinosis 
harelip adrenogenital astigmatism trichomoniasis 
heart syndrome blepharitis vomiting 
malformation Albright's blindness disorders—hepatic 
hemophilia syndrome cataract and biliary: 
hereditary chromophobe colour blindness cholecystitis 
spherocytosis adenoma conjunctivitis cirrhosis 
hermaphroditism cretinism detached retina clonorchiasis 
intussusception cryptorchidism double vision fatty liver 
Klinefelter's Cushing's exophthalmos gallstone 
syndrome syndrome glaucoma hepatitis 
mandibulofacial diabetes insipidus hyperopia jaundice 
dysostosis diabetes mellitus iris  infectious 
Marfan's syndromedwarfism keratitis diseases caused 
microcephaly endemic goitre lens dislocation by bacteria 
Morquio's Frohlich's myopia and related 
syndrome syndrome night blindness organisms: 
muscular gigantism nystagmus anthrax 
dystrophy granulomatous ophthalmoplegia bacteremia 
neural tube defectthyroiditis optic atrophy bartonellosis 
neurofibromatosisGraves' disease optic neuritis bejel 
osteochondroma Hashimoto's presbyopia boutonneuse fever 
osteogenesis disease ptosis brucellosis 
imperfecta hyperglycemia retinitis chancroid 
patent ductus hyperparathyroidism pigmentosa chlamydia 
arteriosus hypoglycemia retrolental cholera 
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pectus excavatumhypothyroidism fibroplasia diphtheria 
peromelia myxedema scleritis dysentery 
pseudohermaphroditism parathyroid strabismus glanders 
respiratory distressadenoma sty gonorrhea 
syndrome pheochromocytoma trachoma granuloma 
Rett syndrome Plummer's disease uveitis inguinale 
Siamese twin Riedel thyroiditis visual-field defect impetigo 
sickle cell anemiaSheehan's disorders— Legionnaires' 
teratology syndrome gastrointestinal: disease 
thalassemia Stein-Leventhal appendicitis leprosy 
Turner's syndromesyndrome cestodiasis leptospirosis 
urogenital thyroid tumour cholera listeriosis 
malformation thyroiditis coccidiosis Lyme disease 
vitiligo  colic lymphogranuloma 
  colitis venereum 
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disorders,  
other infectious diseases 
mastitis paragonimiasis muscular beriberi 
melioidosis schistosomiasis dystrophy bulimia 
osteomyelitis sleeping sickness myasthenia gravis calcium deficiency 
paresis toxoplasmosis myositis celiac disease 
plague trichinosis myotonia chlorine deficiency 
psittacosis trichomoniasis tetanus cobalt deficiency 
puerperal fever infectious tetany copper deficiency 
pyelonephritis diseases caused by trichinosis fluorine deficiency 
Q fever various agents: disorders—nervous iodine deficiency 
rat-bite fever conjunctivitis system: kwashiorkor 
rheumatic fever endocarditis Aizheimer's disease magnesium 
Rocky Mountain infection amyotrophic deficiency 
spotted fever meningitis lateral malnutrition 
salmonellosis otitis media sclerosis manganese 
scarlet fever pharyngitis analgesia deficiency 
scrub typhus pneumonia aphasia obesity 
septicemia scrub typhus apraxia osteomalacia 
streptobacillary septic arthritis ataxia pellagra 
fever sexually cerebral palsy phosphorus 
sty transmitted chorea deficiency 
syphilis disease coma rickets 
tetanus splenitis convulsion scurvy 
toxic shock tonsillitis dementia tropical sprue 
syndrome zoonosis dyslexia vitamin A 
trachoma infectious encephalitis deficiency 
trench fever diseases caused by epilepsy vitamin A excess 
tuberculosis viruses: focal seizure vitamin B2 

tularemia AIDS grand rnal deficiency 
typhoid chicken pox herpes zoster vitamin B12 

typhus Colorado tick fever hydrocephalus deficiency 
whooping cough common cold hyperactivity vitamin D excess 
yaws dengue kernicterus vitamin E 
infectious diseases encephalitis kuru deficiency 
caused by herpes simplex listeriosis vitamin K 
fungi: herpes zoster meningitis deficiency 
actinomycosis influenza microcephaly disorders—oral: 
aspergillosis kuru multiple sclerosis canker sore 
blastomycosis measles neural tube defect caries j 
candidiasis mononucleosis neuralgia gingivitis 
cryptococcosis mumps neuritis glossitis 
histoplasmosis pappataci fever paralysis periodontitis 
Madura foot poliomyelitis paresis thrush  
mycosis pox disease Parkinson's disease tooth squeeze 
nocardiosis rabies petit mal disorders—poisoning 
ringworm Rift Valley fever Pick's disease antimony 
sporotrichosis roseola infantum poliomyelitis poisoning  
thrush rubella psychomotor arsenic poisoning  
disorders—infectious smallpox seizure botulism 
diseases caused by wart rabies cadmium 
parasites: yellow fever Reft syndrome poisoning  
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ascariasis disorders—lymphatic sciatica fish poisoning  
cestodiasis system: senile dementia food poisoning 
Chagas' disease Hodgkin's disease sleeping sickness lead poisoning 
clonorchiasis lymphedema spinal curvature medicinal 
coccidiosis lymphogranuloma syringomyelia poisoning 
dysentery venereum tic mercury poisoning 
echinococcosis sporotrichosis Tourette syndrome mushroom  
fasciolopsiasis tonsillitis vertigo poisoning  
filariasis disorders—muscle: disorders—nutritional poison  
hookworm cramp diseases: shellfish poisoning 
kala-azar dermatomyositis anorexia venom 
malaria lumbago anorexia nervosa  
onchocerciasis muscle tumour   
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disorders, pregnancy  gynecomastia chancroid erythema 
related: hermaphroditism chlamydia exfoliative 
Abortion hydrocele gonorrhea dermatitis 
Ectopic pregnancy impotence granuloma hemangioma 
Hydatidiform mole leukorrhea inguinale herpes simplex 
miscarriage oligomenorrhea herpes simplex herpes zoster 
Placenta accreta orchitis lymphogranuloma hives 
Placenta praevia premenstrual venereum hyperhidrosis 
Placentae abruptio syndrome proctitis ichthyosis 
Placental infarction      priapism syphilis impetigo 
preeclampsia and prostatic disorder disorders—skeletal: itching 
eclampsia pseudohermaphroditism achondroplasia keratosis 
premature birth puerperal fever acromegaly mole 
and postmature Stein-Leventhal bone lesion nevus 
birth syndrome callus pemphigus 
disorders—pressureuterine bleeding cervical pinta 
injuries. and other vaginitis spondylosis pseudoxanthoma 
disorders caused byvesiculitis cleidocranial elasticum 
physical agents: vulvitis dysostosis psoriasis 
acceleration stress disorders— craniosynostosis ringworm 
acoustic trauma respiratory system: dislocation scabies 
air embolism adenovirus dysplasia scleroderma 
altitude sickness infection dwarfism seborrheic 
barotrauma alveolar proteinosis Ewing's tumour of dermatitis 
bends anthracosis bone ulcer 
burn asbestosis flatfoot vitiligo 
crush injury atelectasis fluorosis wart 
deceleration injury berylliosis fracture— disorders—other: 
decompression bronchiectasis gigantism asthenia 
sickness bronchitis hamartoma atrophy 
ear squeeze byssinosis listeriosis childhood diseases 
ebullism common cold mastoiditis and disorders 
electrical shock cough metatarsalgia cyst 
frostbite emphysema Morquio's dehydration 
heatstroke hyperventilation syndrome disease 
hypothermia hypoxia multiple myeloma diverticulum 
intestinal squeeze influenza neurogenic edema 
mediastinal laryngeal cancer anthropathy empyema 
emphysema laryngitis osteoarthritis fetal alcohol 
motion sickness Legionnaires' osteochondroma syndrome 
nitrogen narcosis disease osteogenesis fever 
radiation injury lung congestion imperfecta gangrene 
rotational stress lung infarction osteomyelitis hamartoma 
snakebite nasal polyp osteoporosis headache 
spatial nasal tumour osteosarcoma hernia 
disorientation paragonimiasis Paget's disease of hiccup 
sunburn pharyngitis bone hypophosphatemia 
taravana syndrome pickwickian parathyroid Kawasaki 
thoracic squeeze syndrome adenoma syndrome 
tooth squeeze pneumoconiosis rheumatoid lesion 
wound pneumonia arthritis potassium 
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disorders— psittacosis septic arthritis deficiency 
reproductive: respiratory distress spondylolisthesis progeria 
amenorrhea syndrome spondylosis prolapse 
cervical erosion silicosis disorders—skin: Reye's syndrome 
cervicitis tracheitis acne sarcoidosis 
chlamydia tuberculosis baldness Sjogren's syndrome 
cryptorchidism whooping cough bedsore sodium deficiency 
dysmenorrhea disorders—sexually blister splenitis 
dyspareunia transmitted boil splenomegaly 
endometriosis diseases: carbuncle sudden infant 
galactorrhea AIDS corn death syndrome 
 chancre cutis laxa tumour 
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infectious agents:  treatments—surgery:  transplant  hydropathy 
bacteria  abortion  vasectomy  hydrotherapy 
prion  amputation  treatments—  hyperbaric 
virus cesarean section  therapeutics:  chamber 
treatments— coronary bypass  acupuncture  massage 
prosthetic devices:  cryosurgery  adjuvant  moxa treatment 
artificial heart  gastrectomy  antidepressant  occupational 
contact lens  heart transplant  artificial  therapy  
denture  hysterectomy  respiration  physical therapy 
eyeglasses  kidney transplant  blood transfusion  pseudolaryngeal 
hearing aid  microsurgery  chemotherapy  speech  
pacemaker  radial keratotomy  desensitization  radiation therapy 
prosthesis  sidn graft  dialysis  respiratory therapy  
 surgery  diathermy  therapeutics  
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DRUGS, MEDICINES, or MEDICATIONS: Types, Definitions, and Description 
 
Drugs, chemical substances affecting the functioning of living things 
Concepts and principles: entity, substance, objects, state, property, action, change, 
activity, relation, interaction, organism, human, body, mind, disease, health, agent, drug, 
medicine, medication, medicament, cell, molecule, microorganism, pathogen, bacterium, 
virus, mechanism, bond, chemotherapy; pharmacology, chemistry, biology, medicine, 
biomedicine 
Composition and basic properties 
Mechanism of drug action: receptors, macromolecule, membrane lipid, interaction, 
affinity, efficacy, activity, time course, physiological and biochemical changes, drug 
molecules + receptors (cell components) = complexes (drug-receptor); dose, 
administration, absorption, distribution, metabolism, elimination, adverse effects; 
Classification (cells, epithelial, muscle, nerve, connective; tissues; organs; organ 
systems, the integumentary, musculoskeletal, respiratory, circulatory, digestive, 
excretory, nervous, endocrine, reproductive) 
Central nervous system: anesthetics, analgesics and narcotics, antianxiety drugs, 
antidepressants antimanics, antipsychotic drugs, sedative-hypnotic drugs, antiepileptic 
drugs, anti-Parkinson drugs; psychotic drugs (opium, morphine, heroin; hallucinogens; 
barbiturates, stimulants, tranquillizers; cannabis) 
Autonomic nervous system: cholinergic and andrenergic agonists and antagonists  
Blood: anticoagulant drugs, fibrinolytic drugs, platelets drugs 
Muscle: agonists, local hormones, ergot alkaloids, morphines; nondepolarizing and 
depolarizing agents 
Cardiovascular system: intotropic agents, chronotropic agents, antidysrhythmic drugs, 
organic nitrates, calcium antagonists, renin-angiotensin system histamine, prostaglandins 
Digestive system: gastrointestinal drugs, digestion drugs 
Reproductive system: steroid hormones, oxytocin, estrogens; antiandrogens, gonadotoxins  
Endocrine system: gonadotropins, vasopressin, oxytocin; steroids and amines, insulin 
Integumentary system: topical drugs, antibiotics 
The whole body (connective tissues): histamines and antihistamines 
Immune system: immunosuppressants 
Chemotherapy: antibacterial drugs, antifungal drugs, antiparasitic drugs, antiviral drugs; 
alkalyting agents, antometabolites, antineoplastic antibiotics, hormones, plant agents, 
monoclonal antibodies 
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WORDNET 2.0 ONLINE 
 
medicine, medication, medicament, medicinal drug --
 ((medicine) something that treats or prevents or alleviates the symptoms of disease) 
       => drug -- (a substance that is used as a medicine or narcotic) 
           => agent -- (a substance that exerts some force or effect) 
               => causal agent, cause, causal agency --
 (any entity that causes events to happen) 
                   => entity --
 (that which is perceived or known or inferred to have its own distinct existence (living or
 nonliving)) 
 
medicine, medication, medicament, medicinal drug --
 ((medicine) something that treats or prevents or alleviates the symptoms of disease) 
       => acyclovir, Zovirax --
 (an oral antiviral drug (trade name Zovirax) used to treat genital herpes; does not cure  
the disease but relieves the symptoms) 
       => alendronate, Fosamax --
 (a tablet (trade name Fosamax) prescribed to prevent or treat osteoporosis in women  after menopause) 
       => allopurinol, Zyloprim --
 (a drug (trade name Zyloprim) used to treat gout and other conditions in which there is 
an excessive buildup of uric acid) 
       => amrinone, Inocor --
 (a drug (trade name Inocor) used intravenously in heart failure; increases strength of contraction of myocar
dium) 
       => analgesic, anodyne, painkiller, pain pill -- (a medicine used to relieve pain) 
           => acetaminophen, Datril, Tylenol, Panadol, Phenaphen, Tempra, Anacin III --
 (an analgesic for mild pain; also used as an antipyretic; (Datril and Tylenol and Panadol and Phenaphen an
d Tempra and Anacin III are trademarks of brands of acetaminophen 
tablets)) 
           => acetanilide, acetanilid, phenylacetamide --
 (a white crystalline compound used as an analgesic and also as an antipyretic) 
           => acetophenetidin, acetphenetidin, phenacetin --
 (a white crystalline compound used as an analgesic and also as an antipyretic) 
           => aminopyrine, amidopyrine -- (a white crystalline substance used as an analgesic and antipyretic) 
           => aspirin, acetylsalicylic acid, Bayer, Empirin --
 (the acetylated derivative of salicylic acid; used as an analgesic anti-
inflammatory drug (trade names Bayer and Empirin) usually taken in tablet form; used as an antipyretic; sl
ows clotting of the blood by poisoning platelets) 
               => aspirin powder, headache powder -- (a powdered form of aspirin) 
               => buffered aspirin, Bufferin --
 (aspirin coated with a substance capable of neutralizing acid (trade name Bufferin)) 
               => enteric-coated aspirin --
 (aspirin that is treated to pass through the stomach unaltered and to dissolve in the 
intestines) 
           => codeine -- (derivative of opium; used as an antitussive (to relieve coughing) and an analgesic (to  
relive pain)) 
           => colchine -- (an analgesic drug derived from the saffron plant and used to treat gout) 
           => Fentanyl, Sublimaze --
 (trade names of a narcotic analgesic that can be inhaled and that acts on the central nervous system and ma
y become addictive; used as a veterinary anesthetic and with other  
drugs before, during, and after surgery; also used as a nonlethal gas to incapacitate people in hostage situati
ons; also abused as a recreational drug) 
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           => hydromorphone hydrochloride, hydromorphone, Dilaudid --
 (a narcotic analgesic (trade name Dilaudid) used to treat moderate to severe pain) 
           => morphine, morphia -- (an alkaloid narcotic drug extracted from opium; a powerful, habit-
forming narcotic used to relieve pain) 
               => apomorphine --
 (a morphine derivative that is not as strong as morphine; used as an emetic and in small  
doses as a sedative) 
           => pentazocine, Talwin -- (analgesic drug (trade name Talwin) that is less addictive than morphine) 
           => phenazopyridine, Pyridium --
 (analgesic (trade name Pyridium) used to treat urinary tract infections) 
           => propoxyphene, propoxyphene hydrochloride, Darvon --
 (a mildly narcotic analgesic drug (trade name Darvon) related to methadone but less  addictive) 
           => sodium salicylate -- (a crystalline salt used as an analgesic and antipyretic) 
       => angiogenesis inhibitor --
 (a drug that is designed to prevent the growth of blood vessels that nourish tumors) 
       => antiarrhythmic, antiarrhythmic drug, antiarrhythmic medication --
 (a drug used to treat an abnormal heart rhythm) 
           => amiodarone, Cordarone --
 (an antiarrhythmic drug (trade name Cordarone) that has potentially fatal side effects and is used to control
 serious heart rhythm problems only when safer agents have been ineffective) 
           => encainide, Enkaid -- (antiarrhythmic drug (trade name Enkaid) used to treat life-
threatening arrhythmias but increases the risk of sudden death in heart attack patients) 
           => flecainide, Tambocor --
 (oral antiarrhythmic medication (trade name Tambocor) used as a last resort in treating  
arrhythmias; increases the risk of sudden death in heart attack patients) 
           => mexiletine, Mexitil --
 (antiarrhythmic drug (trade name Mexitil) used to treat ventricular arrhythmias) 
           => quinidine, Quinidex, Quinora --
 (cardiac drug (trade names Quinidex and Quinora) used to treat certain heart arrhythmias) 
           => tocainide, Tonocard --
 (antiarrhythmic drug (trade name Tonocard) used to treat ventricular arrhythmias when less dangerous dru
gs have failed) 
       => antibacterial, antibacterial drug, bactericide --
 (any drug that destroys bacteria or inhibits their growth) 
           => antibiotic, antibiotic drug --
 (a chemical substance derivable from a mold or bacterium that kills microorganisms and cures infections; "
when antibiotics were first discovered they were called wonder drugs") 
               => actinomycin -- (any of various red antibiotics isolated from soil bacteria) 
               => amphotericin -- (an antibiotic and antifungal agent) 
               => antimycin -- (a crystalline antibiotic active against various fungi) 
               => antineoplastic antibiotic -- (an antibiotic drug used as an antineoplastic in chemotherapy) 
                   => mithramycin, Mithracin --
 (an antineoplastic drug (trade name Mithracin) used to treat cancer of the testes) 
               => aztreonam, Azactam --
 (an antibiotic (trade name Azactam) used against severe infections; has minimal side  
effects) 
               => bacitracin --
 (a polypeptide antibiotic of known chemical structure effective against several types of Gram-
positive organisms; usually applied locally) 
               => carbomycin -- (a colorless basic antibiotic that inhibits the growth of Gram-
positive organisms) 
               => cephaloglycin, Kafocin -- (antibiotic related to cephalosporin but no longer in common use) 
               => cephaloridine --
 (a broad spectrum semisynthetic antibiotic produced by modifying cephalosporin) 
               => cephalosporin, Mefoxin --
 (one of several broad spectrum antibiotic substances obtained from fungi and related to  
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penicillin (trade names Mefoxin); addition of side chains has produced semisynthetic  
antibiotics with greater antibacterial activity) 
                   => cefadroxil, Ultracef -- (a cephalosporin antibiotic (trade name Ultracef)) 
                   => cefoperazone, Cefobid --
 (a parenteral cephalosporin (trade name Cefobid) used for severe infections) 
                   => cefotaxime, Claforan --
 (a parenteral cephalosporin (trade name Claforan) used for severe infections of the lungs or throat or ears o
r urinary tract) 
                   => ceftazidime, Fortaz, Tazicef --
 (a parenteral cephalosporin (trade names Fortaz and Tazicef) used to treat moderate  
infections) 
                   => ceftriaxone, Rocephin --
 (a parenteral cephalosporin (trade name Rocephin) used for severe infection of the lungs or throat or ears o
r urinary tract) 
                   => cefuroxime, Ceftin, Zinacef --
 (a cephalosporin that can be given parenterally (trade name Zinacef) or orally by tablets  
(trade name Ceftin); indicated for infections of the lungs or throat or ears or urinary tract or meninges) 
                   => cephalexin, Keflex, Keflin, Keftab --
 (an oral cephalosporin (trade names Keflex and Keflin and Keftab) commonly prescribe for mild to moder
ately severe infections of the skin or ears or throat or lungs or urinary  
tract) 
                   => cephalothin -- (a semisynthetic analogue of cephalosporin) 
               => chloramphenicol, Chloromycetin --
 (an oral antibiotic (trade name Chloromycetin) used to treat serious infections (especially typhoid fever)) 
               => chlortetracycline, Aureomycin --
 (a yellow crystalline antibiotic (trade name Aureomycin) used to treat certain bacterial  
and rickettsial diseases) 
               => ciprofloxacin, Cipro --
 (an oral antibiotic (trade name Cipro) used against serious bacterial infections of the skin or respiratory tra
ct or urinary tract or bones or joints) 
               => cycloserine -- (an antibiotic that is especially active against the tubercle bacillus) 
               => dihydrostreptomycin --
 (antibiotic consisting of a hydrogenated form of streptomycin; used against tuberculosis and tularemia and 
Gram-negative organisms) 
               => doxorubicin -- (an antibiotic used as an anticancer drug) 
               => doxycycline, Vibramycin --
 (an antibiotic derived from tetracycline that is effective against many infections; "Vibramycin is the trade n
ame of doxycycline") 
               => erythromycin, Erythrocin, E-Mycin, Ethril, Ilosone, Pediamycin --
 (an antibiotic (trade name Erythrocin or E-
Mycin or Ethril or Ilosone or Pediamycin) obtained from the actinomycete Streptomyces erythreus; effectiv
e against many Gram-positive bacteria and some Gram-negative) 
               => gentamicin, Garamycin --
 (an antibiotic (trade name Garamycin) that is derived from an actinomycete; used in treating infections of t
he urinary tract) 
               => gramicidin --
 (an antibiotic produced by a soil bacterium; used chiefly as an antiseptic in treating local infections produc
ed by Gram-positive bacteria) 
               => kanamycin, Kantrex -- (antibiotic (trade name Kantrex) used to treat severe infections) 
               => lincomycin, Lincocin --
 (antibiotic (trade name Lincocin) obtained from a Streptomyces bacterium and used in  
the treatment of certain penicillin-resistant infections) 
               => mitomycin, Mutamycin --
 (a complex of antibiotic substances obtained from a Streptomyces bacterium; one form  
(trade name Mutamycin) shows promise as an anticancer drug) 
               => mycomycin -- (a highly unsaturated antibiotic acid obtained from an actinomycete) 
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               => neomycin, fradicin, Neobiotic --
 (an antibiotic obtained from an actinomycete and used (as a sulphate under the trade  
name Neobiotic) as an intestinal antiseptic in surgery) 
               => novobiocin --
 (an antibiotic obtained from an actinomycete and used to treat infections by gram-positive bacteria) 
               => nystatin, Mycostatin, Nystan --
 (an antifungal and antibiotic (trade names Mycostatin and Nystan) discovered in New  
York State; derived from soil fungi actinomycetes) 
               => oxytetracycline, hydroxytetracycline, oxytetracycline hydrochloride,  
Terramycin -- (a yellow crystalline antibiotic (trademark Terramycin) obtained from a soil  
actinomycete; used to treat various bacterial and rickettsial infections) 
               => penicillin --
 (any of various antibiotics obtained from penicillium molds (or produced synthetically)  
and used in the treatment of various infections and diseases) 
                   => amoxicillin, Amoxil, Larotid, Polymox, Trimox, Augmentin --
 (an antibiotic; a semisynthetic oral penicillin (trade names Amoxil and Larotid and  
Polymox and Trimox and Augmentin) used to treat bacterial infections) 
                   => ampicillin, Principen, Polycillin, SK-Ampicillin --
 (semisynthetic penicillin (trade names Principen and Polycillin and SK-Ampicillin)) 
                   => griseofulvin, Fulvicin --
 (a kind of penicillin (a fungicidal antibiotic with the trade name Fulvicin) produced by  
molds of the genus Penicillium) 
                   => methicillin --
 (antibiotic drug of the penicillin family used in the treatment of certain staphylococcal  
infections) 
                   => penicillinase-resistant antibiotic --
 (a form of penicillin that is not rendered inactive by penicillinase) 
                       => nafcillin, Nafcil -- (a penicillinase-
resistant form of penicillin (trade name Nafcil) used (usually in the form of its sodium  
salt) to treat infections caused by penicillin-resistant strains of staphylococci) 
                       => oxacillin -- (a form of penicillin resistant to penicillinase and effective against penicillin-
resistant staphylococci) 
                   => penicillin F -- (the first form of penicillin that was isolated in Great Britain) 
                   => penicillin G, benzylpenicillin --
 (the penicillin that constitutes the principal component of many commercial antibiotics) 
                   => penicillin O --
 (a penicillin that is similar in antibiotic action to penicillin G but is obtained differently) 
                   => penicillin V, phenoxymethyl penicillin --
 (a crystalline penicillin similar in action to penicillin G but more resistant to the action of gastric acids) 
                       => penicillin V potassium, Ledercillin VK --
 (a form of penicillin V (trade name Ledercillin VK)) 
                   => piperacillin, Pipracil --
 (a synthetic type of penicillin antibiotic (trade name Pipracil) used for moderate to severe infections) 
               => polymyxin -- (any of several toxic antibiotics obtained from a particular soil bacterium) 
               => Primaxin -- (trade name for a parenteral antibiotic) 
               => pyocyanase -- (a yellow-green mixture of antibiotics obtained from the bacillus of green pus) 
               => pyocyanin -- (a toxic blue crystalline antibiotic found in green pus) 
               => spectinomycin -- (an antibiotic used to treat gonorrhea) 
               => streptomycin --
 (an antibiotic produced by the actinomycete Streptomyces griseus and used to treat  
tuberculosis) 
               => streptothricin -- (a basic antibiotic derived from a soil actinomycete) 
               => subtilin -- (a polypeptide antibiotic (similar to bacitracin) obtained from a soil bacterium) 
               => tobramycin, Nebcin --
 (an antibiotic (trade name Nebcin) that is especially effective against gram-negative bacteria) 
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               => tyrocidine, tyrocidin --
 (a basic polypeptide antibiotic derived from a soil bacterium; a major component of  
tyrothricin) 
               => tyrothricin -- (a mixture of antibiotics applied locally to infections caused by Gram-
positive bacteria) 
               => vancomycin, Vancocin --
 (an antibiotic (trade name Vancocin) effective against some bacterial infections) 
               => viomycin, Viocin --
 (a basic polypeptide antibiotic (trade name Viocin) administered intramuscularly (along with other drugs) i
n the treatment of tuberculosis) 
           => dapsone -- (antibacterial drug used to treat leprosy and some kinds of skin diseases) 
           => dicloxacillin, Dynapen --
 (antibacterial (trade name Dynapen) used to treat staphylococcal infections that are  
resistant to penicillin) 
           => hexachlorophene -- (antibacterial substance that is a water-
soluble powder used in antiseptic soaps and toothpaste) 
           => isoniazid, INH, Nydrazid -- (antibacterial drug (trade name Nydrazid) used to treat tuberculosis) 
           => methenamine, Mandelamine, Urex --
 (antibacterial agent (trade names Mandelamine and Urex) that is contained in many  
products that are used to treat urinary infections) 
           => nalidixic acid, NegGram -- (antibacterial agent used especially to treat genitourinary infections) 
           => Neosporin --
 (trade name for a topical drug containing several antibacterials; used as an ointment for  
skin irritations and in the form of eyedrops for minor eye infections) 
           => nitrofurantoin, Macrodantin --
 (derivative of nitrofuran used as an antibacterial medicine (trade name Macrodantin)  
effective against a broad range of Gram-positive and Gram-
negative bacteria; used to treat infections of the urinary tract) 
           => rifampin, Rifadin, Rimactane --
 (an antibacterial drug (trade names Rifadin and Rimactane) used to treat tuberculosis) 
           => sulfa drug, sulfa, sulpha, sulfonamide --
 (antibacterial consisting of any of several synthetic organic compounds capable of  
inhibiting the growth of bacteria that require PABA) 
               => sulfacetamide, Sulamyd --
 (a topical sulfonamide (trade name Sulamyd) used to treat eye infections) 
               => sulfadiazine -- (a sulfa drug used in treating meningitis and pneumonia and other infections) 
               => sulfamethazine, sulfamezathine --
 (a sulfa drug used like sulfadiazine and also in veterinary medicine) 
               => sulfamethoxazole, Gantanol --
 (a sulfonamide (trade name Gantanol) used to treat infections (especially infections of  
the urinary tract)) 
               => sulfanilamide --
 (a white odorless crystalline sulfa drug; the parent compound of most of the sulfa drugs) 
               => sulfapyridine -- (sulfa drug derived from pyridine and sulfanilamide) 
               => sulfisoxazole, Gantrisin --
 (a sulfonamide (trade name Gantrisin) used to treat infections of the urinary tract) 
               => Thiosulfil -- (trade name for a sulfonamide antibacterial) 
           => tetracycline, Achromycin --
 (an antibiotic (trade name Achromycin) derived from microorganisms of the genus  
Streptomyces and used broadly to treat infections) 
               => demeclocycline hydrochloride, Declomycin --
 (tetracycline antibacterial (trade name Declomycin) effective in the treatment of some  
bacterial and rickettsial and other infections) 
               => minocycline, Minocin --
 (tetracycline antibiotic (trade name Minocin) used to treat a variety of bacterial and  
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rickettsial infections) 
           => gentian violet, crystal violet --
 (a green crystal (violet in water) used as a dye or stain or bactericide or fungicide or  
anthelmintic or burn treatment) 
       => anticholinergic, anticholinergic drug --
 (a substance that opposes or blocks the action of acetylcholine) 
           => oxyphencyclimine, Daricon --
 (an anticholinergic drug (trade name Daricon) used in treating peptic ulcers) 
       => anticholinesterase --
 (a medicine that inhibits cholinesterase by combining with it and so has a cholinergic  
effect) 
           => neostigmine, Prostigmin --
 (a cholinergic drug (trade name Prostigmin) used to treat some ophthalmic conditions  
and to treat myasthenia gravis) 
       => anticoagulant, anticoagulant medication, decoagulant --
 (medicine that prevents or retards the clotting of blood) 
           => dicumarol, dicoumarol -- (an anticoagulant drug that has now been largely replaced by warfarin) 
           => heparin, Lipo-Hepin, Liquaemin --
 (a polysaccharide produced in basophils (especially in the lung and liver) and that inhibit the activity of thr
ombin in coagulation of the blood; heparin sodium (trade names Lipo-
Hepin and Liquaemin) is used as an anticoagulant in the treatment of thrombosis and in  
heart surgery) 
           => warfarin, Coumadin --
 (an anticoagulant (trade name Coumadin) use to prevent and treat a thrombus or embolus) 
       => anticonvulsant, anticonvulsant drug, antiepileptic, antiepileptic drug --
 (a drug used to treat or prevent convulsions (as in epilepsy)) 
           => ethosuximide, Emeside, Zarontin --
 (an anticonvulsant drug (trade names Emeside and Zarontin) used to treat petit mal  
epilepsy) 
           => hydantoin -- (any of a group of anticonvulsant drugs used in treating epilepsy) 
               => diphenylhydantoin, phenytoin, Dilantin --
 (an anticonvulsant drug (trade name Dilantin) used to treat epilepsy and that is not a  
sedative) 
           => mephenytoin, Mesantoin --
 (a toxic anticonvulsant drug (trade name Mesantoin) used in the treatment of epilepsy  
when less toxic anticonvulsants have been ineffective) 
           => mephobarbital, Mebaral -- (a long-
acting crystalline barbiturate (trade name Mebaral) used as a sedative and as an  
anticonvulsant in the treatment of epilepsy) 
           => metharbital, Gemonil --
 (anticonvulsant drug (trade name Gemonil) used in the treatment of epilepsy) 
           => phensuximide, Milontin -- (anticonvulsant (trade name Milontin) used to treat petit mal) 
           => primidone, Mysoline --
 (an anticonvulsant (trade name Mysoline) used to treat grand mal seizures and essential  
tremor) 
           => valproic acid, Depokene --
 (anticonvulsant (trade name Depokene) used to prevent some kinds of seizures) 
       => antidepressant, antidepressant drug --
 (any of a class of drugs used to treat depression; often have undesirable side effects) 
           => monoamine oxidase inhibitor, MAOI --
 (any of a group of antidepressant drugs that inhibit the action of monoamine oxidase in  
the brain and so allow monoamines to accumulate) 
               => iproclozid -- (an antidepressant drug that acts as a monoamine oxidase inhibitor) 
               => isocarboxazid, Marplan --
 (a monoamine oxidase inhibitor (trade name Marplan) that is used to treat clinical  
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depression) 
               => phenelzine, Nardil --
 (monoamine oxidase inhibitor (trade name Nardil) used to treat clinical depression) 
               => tranylcypromine --
 (an antidepressant drug that is a monoamine oxidase inhibitor; administered as a sulfate) 
           => nefazodone, Serzone -- (an antidepressant drug (trade name Serzone)) 
           => nontricyclic, nontricyclic drug, nontricyclic antidepressant, nontricyclic antidepressant drug --
 (a class of antidepressant drugs that are not tricyclic drugs and do not act by inhibiting  
MAO) 
               => trazodone, trazodone hydrochloride, Desyrel --
 (oral antidepressant (trade name Desyrel) that is a nontricyclic drug used as a sedative) 
           => reboxetine, Edronax -- (an antidepressant drug that blocks the reuptake of norepinephrine) 
           => selective-serotonin reuptake inhibitor, SSRI --
 (an antidepressant drug that acts by blocking the reuptake of serotonin so that more  
serotonin is available to act on receptors in the brain) 
               => fluoxetine, Prozac -- (a selective-
serotonin reuptake inhibitor commonly prescribed as an antidepressant (trade name  
Prozac)) 
               => paroxetime, Paxil -- (a selective-
serotonin reuptake inhibitor commonly prescribed as an antidepressant (trade name Paxil)) 
               => sertraline, Zoloft -- (a selective-
serotonin reuptake inhibitor commonly prescribed as an antidepressant (trade name  
Zoloft)) 
           => tricyclic, tricyclic antidepressant, tricyclic antidepressant drug --
 (an antidepressant drug that acts by blocking the reuptake of norepinephrine and serotonin and thus makin
g more of those substances available to act on receptors in the brain) 
               => amitriptyline, amitriptyline hydrochloride, Elavil --
 (a tricyclic antidepressant drug (trade name Elavil) with serious side effects; interacts  
with many other medications) 
               => clomipramine -- (a tricyclic antidepressant drug) 
               => despiramine -- (a tricyclic antidepressant drug that activates the psychomotor system) 
               => doxepin, doxepin hydrochloride, Adapin, Sinequan --
 (a tricyclic antidepressant (trade names Adapin and Sinequan) with numerous side  
effects (dry mouth and sedation and gastrointestinal disturbances)) 
               => imipramine, impramine hydrochloride, Imavate, Tofranil --
 (a tricyclic antidepressant (trade names Imavate and Tofranil) used to treat clinical  
depression) 
               => nortriptyline, Pamelor --
 (a tricyclic antidepressant drug (trade name Pamelor) used along with psychotherapy to  
treat dysthymic depression; may interact dangerously if taken with other drugs) 
               => noxiptiline -- (a tricyclic antidepressant drug) 
               => protriptyline -- (tricyclic antidepressant used to treat clinical depression) 
               => trimipramine, Surmontil --
 (tricyclic antidepressant drug (trade name Surmontil) used to treat depression and  
anxiety and (sometimes) insomnia) 
           => maleate --
 (a salt or ester of maleic acid; used as a nontricyclic antidepressant drug for psychomotor activation) 
       => antidiabetic, antidiabetic drug -- (a drug used to treat diabetes mellitus) 
           => glipzide, Glucotrol --
 (an oral antidiabetic drug (trade name Glucotrol) that stimulates the release of insulin  
from the pancreas) 
           => glyburide, DiaBeta, Micronase --
 (an oral antidiabetic drug (trade names DiaBeta and Micronase) that stimulates the  
release of insulin from the pancreas) 
           => metformin, Glucophage --
 (an antidiabetic drug (trade name Glucophage) prescribed to treat type II diabetes) 
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           => sulfonylurea --
 (antidiabetic consisting of any of several drugs that reduce the level of glucose in the  
blood; used to treat diabetes mellitus) 
               => tolazamide, Tolinase -- (a drug (trade name Tolinase) used in treating stable adult-
onset diabetes mellitus) 
               => tolbutamide, Orinase --
 (sulfonylurea; an oral antidiabetic drug (trade name Orinase) used in the treatment of  
adult-onset diabetes mellitus) 
       => antidiarrheal, antidiarrheal drug -- (a drug used to control or stop diarrhea) 
           => Kaopectate -- (trade name for a fixed-
combination antidiarrheal drug that use kaolin as the adsorbent and pectin as the  
emollient) 
           => Lomotil -- (trade name of an antidiarrheal) 
       => antidiuretic, antidiuretic drug -- (a drug that limits the formation of urine) 
           => lypressin -- (an antidiuretic and vasoconstrictor used to treat diabetes insipidus) 
       => antiemetic, antiemetic drug -- (a drug that prevents or alleviates nausea and vomiting) 
           => dimenhydrinate, Dramamine --
 (antihistamine and antiemetic (trade name Dramamine) used to treat motion sickness) 
           => Emetrol -- (trade name for an antiemetic drug that has a mint flavor) 
           => prochlorperazine --
 (antipsychotic and antiemetic drug used to treat schizophrenia and to combat nausea and vomiting) 
           => promethazine, Phenergan --
 (antihistamine (trade name Phenergan) used to treat allergies; also an antiemetic used to  
treat motion sickness) 
       => antihistamine --
 (a medicine used to treat allergies and hypersensitive reactions and colds; works by  
counteracting the effects of histamine on a receptor site) 
           => Actifed -- (trade name for a drug containing an antihistamine and a decongestant; used to treat  
upper respiratory conditions and minor allergies) 
           => brompheniramine maleate, Dimetane --
 (antihistamine (trade name Dimetane) used to treat hypersensitivity reactions (as rhinitis)) 
           => chlorpheniramine maleate, Coricidin, Chlor-Trimeton --
 (an antihistamine (trade names Coricidin and Chlor-Trimeton)) 
           => cyproheptadine, Periactin --
 (an antihistamine (trade name Periactin) used to treat some allergic reactions) 
           => dimenhydrinate, Dramamine --
 (antihistamine and antiemetic (trade name Dramamine) used to treat motion sickness) 
           => Dimetapp --
 (trade name for a drug containing an antihistamine and a decongestant; used to relieve  
nasal congestion and to treat rhinitis) 
           => diphenhydramine, Benadryl --
 (antihistamine (trade name Benadryl) used to treat allergic reactions involving the nasal passages (hay feve
r) and also to treat motion sickness) 
           => meclizine, meclizine hydrochloride, Antivert --
 (an antihistamine (trade name Antivert) used to treat or prevent motion sickness) 
           => methapyrilene --
 (antihistamine used to treat allergic responses (as rhinitis or dermatitis or pruritus)) 
           => pheniramine --
 (an antihistamine used in preparations to treat allergies and respiratory infections; used  
to treat rhinitis and skin rashes and pruritus) 
           => phenyltoloxamine --
 (antihistamine included in some preparations used to treat coughing and nasal congestion) 
           => promethazine, Phenergan --
 (antihistamine (trade name Phenergan) used to treat allergies; also an antiemetic used to  
treat motion sickness) 
           => pyrilamine -- (antihistamine used to treat rhinitis and pruritus) 
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       => antihypertensive, antihypertensive drug -- (a drug that reduces high blood pressure) 
           => ACE inhibitor, angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor --
 (antihypertensive drug that blocks the formation of angiotensin in the kidney, leading to relaxation of the a
rteries; promotes the excretion of salt and water by inhibiting the activity of the angiotensin converting enz
yme; also administered after uncomplicated heart attacks) 
               => captopril, Capoten --
 (a drug (trade name Capoten) that blocks the formation of angiotensin in the kidneys resulting in vasodilati
on; used in the treatment of hypertension and congestive heart failure) 
               => enalapril, Vasotec --
 (an ACE inhibitor (trade name Vasotec) that blocks the formation of angiotensin in the  
kidney and so results in vasodilation; administered after heart attacks) 
               => lisinopril, Prinivil, Zestril --
 (an ACE inhibiting drug (trade names Prinivil or Zestril) administered as an antihypertensive and after hea
rt attacks) 
           => chlorothiazide, Diuril --
 (a diuretic drug (trade name Diuril) used in the treatment of edema and hypertension) 
           => clonidine, Catapres --
 (an antihypertensive (trade name Catapres) that can be administered orally or via  
transdermal patches) 
           => guanabenz, Wytensin --
 (antihypertensive drug (trade name Wytensin) that reduces blood pressure by its effect on the central nervo
us system) 
           => hydralazine, Apresoline --
 (an antihypertensive drug (trade name Apresoline) that dilates blood vessels; used (often with a diuretic) to
 treat hypertension and congestive heart failure) 
           => labetalol, labetalol hydrochloride, Trandate, Normodyne --
 (antihypertensive drug (trade names Trandate and Normodyne) that blocks alpha and  
beta-adrenergic receptors of the sympathetic nervous system (leading to a decrease in blood pressure)) 
           => Maxzide -- (trade name for an antihypertensive drug containing hydrochlorothiazide and another  
diuretic) 
           => methyldopa, alpha methyl dopa, Aldomet --
 (antihypertensive drug (trade name Aldomet) used in the treatment of high blood  
pressure) 
           => prazosin, Minipress -- (antihypertensive drug (trade name Minipress)) 
           => reserpine, Raudixin, Rau-Sed, Sandril, Serpasil --
 (antihypertensive consisting of an alkaloid extracted from the plant Rauwolfia serpentina (trade names Rau
dixin or Rau-Sed or Sandril or Serpasil)) 
           => Tenoretic --
 (trade name for an antihypertensive drug consisting of a fixed combination of atenolol  
and a diuretic) 
           => terazosin, Hytrin -- (antihypertensive drug (trade name Hytrin) used to treat high blood pressure) 
           => spironolactone, Aldactone --
 (a synthetic corticosteroid (trade name Aldactone) used to treat hypertension) 
       => anti-inflammatory, anti-inflammatory drug -- (a medicine intended to reduce inflammation) 
           => Cox-2 inhibitor -- (an anti-inflammatory drug that blocks Cox-
2 activity without impeding the activity of Cox-1; "Cox-
2 inhibitors reduce the symptoms of arthritis without endangering the stomach and kidneys") 
               => celecoxib, Celebrex -- (a Cox-
2 inhibitor (trade name Celebrex) that relieves pain without harming the digestive tract) 
               => rofecoxib, Vioxx -- (a Cox-
2 inhibitor (trade name Vioxx) that relieves pain without harming the digestive tract) 
           => hydroxychloroquine, Plaquenil -- (anti-
inflammatory drug (trade name Plaquenil) used in the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis  
and malaria and lupus erythematosus) 
           => nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug, NSAID -- (an anti-
inflammatory drug that does not contain steroids; "NSAIDs inhibit the activity of both Cox-1 and Cox-
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2 enzymes") 
               => diclofenac potassium, Cataflam -- (a nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory drug (trade name Cataflam)) 
               => diclofenac sodium, Voltaren -- (a nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory drug (trade name Voltaren) that is administered only orally) 
               => diflunisal, Dolobid -- (nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory (trade name Dolobid) used to treat arthritis and other inflammatory  
conditions) 
               => etodolac, Lodine -- (a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug (trade name Lodine)) 
               => fenoprofen, fenoprofen calcium, Nalfon -- (a nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory drug (trade name Nalfon) used in the treatment of arthritis and other  
painful inflammatory disorders) 
               => flurbiprofen, Ansaid -- (a nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory drug (trade name Ansaid) that is administered only orally) 
               => ibuprofen, isobutylphenyl propionic acid, Advil, Motrin, Nuprin -- (a nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory medicine (trade names Advil and Motrin and Nuprin) used to relieve the  
pain of arthritis and as an analgesic and antipyretic) 
               => indomethacin, Indocin -- (a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug (trade name Indocin)) 
               => ketoprofen, Orudis, Orudis KT, Oruvail -- (nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory drug (trade names Orudis or Orudis KT or Oruvail)) 
               => ketorolac, Torodal -- (nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory (trade name Torodal) that is given only orally) 
               => ketorolac tromethamine, Acular, Toradol -- (nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory drug (trade names Acular and Toradol) that is administered only  
intramuscularly) 
               => meclofenamate, meclofenamate sodium, Meclomen -- (a nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory (trade name Meclomen) used to treat arthritis) 
               => mefenamic acid, Ponstel -- (a nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory and analgesic drug (trade name Ponstel) used to treat mild pain (especially menstrual cramps)
) 
               => nabumetone, Relafen -- (a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug (trade name Relafen)) 
               => naproxen, Naprosyn -- (a nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory drug (trade name Naprosyn) used in the treatment of arthritis and  
musculoskeletal inflammation and moderate pain) 
               => naproxen sodium, Aleve, Anaprox, Aflaxen -- (a nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory drug (trademarks Aleve and Anaprox and Aflaxen)) 
               => oxaprozin, Daypro -- (a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug (trade name Daypro)) 
               => piroxicam, Feldene -- (a nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory drug (trade name Feldene) used to treat arthritis and other inflammatory  
conditions) 
               => sulindac, Clinoril -- (a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug (trade name Clinoril)) 
               => tolmetin sodium, Tolectin -- (a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug (trade name Tolectin)) 
               => salicylate -- (a salt of salicylic acid (included in several commonly used drugs)) 
                   => aspirin, acetylsalicylic acid, Bayer, Empirin --
 (the acetylated derivative of salicylic acid; used as an analgesic anti-
inflammatory drug (trade names Bayer and Empirin) usually taken in tablet form; used as an antipyretic; sl
ows clotting of the blood by poisoning platelets) 
                       => aspirin powder, headache powder -- (a powdered form of aspirin) 
                       => buffered aspirin, Bufferin --
 (aspirin coated with a substance capable of neutralizing acid (trade name Bufferin)) 
                       => enteric-coated aspirin --
 (aspirin that is treated to pass through the stomach unaltered and to dissolve in the  
intestines) 
                   => methyl salicylate, birch oil, sweet-birch oil --
 (a liquid ester with a strong odor of wintergreen; applied externally for minor muscle and joint pain) 
                   => salol, phenyl salicylate --
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 (a white powder with a pleasant taste and odor; used to absorb light in sun tan lotions or as a preservative o
r an antiseptic or a coating for pills in which the medicine is intended  
for enteric release) 
           => oxyphenbutazone, Tandearil -- (an anti-
inflammatory drug (trade name Tandearil) used to treat arthritis and bursitis) 
           => phenylbutazone, Butazolidin -- (anti-inflammatory drug (trade name Butazolidin)) 
           => prednisolone, Pediapred, Prelone --
 (a glucocorticoid (trade names Pediapred or Prelone) used to treat inflammatory conditions) 
           => prednisone, Orasone, Deltasone, Liquid Pred, Meticorten --
 (a dehydrogenated analogue of cortisol (trade names Orasone or Deltasone or Liquid  
Pred or Meticorten); used as an anti-
inflammatory drug in the treatment of arthritis and as an immunosuppressant) 
           => dexamethasone, Decadron, Dexamethasone Intensol, Dexone, Hexadrol, Oradexon --
 (a corticosteroid drug (trade names Decadron or Dexamethasone Intensol or Dexone or Hexadrol or Orade
xon) used to treat allergies or inflammation) 
       => antiprotozoal, antiprotozoal drug --
 (a medicinal drug used to fight diseases (like malaria) that are caused by protozoa) 
           => antimalarial, antimalarial drug -- (a medicinal drug used to prevent or treat malaria) 
               => chloroquine --
 (an antimalarial drug used to treat malaria and amebic dysentery and systemic lupus  
erythematosus) 
               => mefloquine, mefloquine hydrochloride, Larium, Mephaquine --
 (an antimalarial drug (trade name Larium and Maphaquine) that is effective in cases that do not respond to 
chloroquine; said to produce harmful neuropsychiatric effects on some people) 
               => primaquine -- (synthetic antimalarial drug) 
               => quinacrine, quinacrine hydrochloride, mepacrine, Atabrine --
 (a drug (trade name Atabrine) used to treat certain worm infestations and once used to  
treat malaria) 
               => quinine -- (a bitter alkaloid extracted from chinchona bark; used in malaria therapy) 
           => metronidazole, Flagyl --
 (antiprotozoal medication (trade name Flagyl) used to treat trichomoniasis and giardiasis) 
       => antipyretic, febrifuge -- (any medicine that lowers body temperature to prevent or alleviate fever) 
       => antiseptic -- (a substance that destroys micro-
organisms that carry disease without harming body tissues) 
           => chloramine, chloramine-T --
 (any of several compounds containing chlorine and nitrogen; used as an antiseptic in  
wounds) 
           => chlorhexidine -- (a long-
lasting liquid antiseptic; used by surgeons to wash their hands before performing surgery) 
           => gramicidin --
 (an antibiotic produced by a soil bacterium; used chiefly as an antiseptic in treating local infections produc
ed by Gram-positive bacteria) 
           => iodoform, triiodomethane --
 (a yellowish crystalline solid with a penetrating odor; sometimes used as an antiseptic  
dressing) 
           => merbromine, Mercurochrome --
 (a mercurial compound applied topically as an antiseptic; Mercurochrome is the trademark) 
           => mild silver protein, Argyrol --
 (antiseptic consisting of a compound of protein and silver (trade name Argyrol)) 
           => neomycin, fradicin, Neobiotic --
 (an antibiotic obtained from an actinomycete and used (as a sulphate under the trade  
name Neobiotic) as an intestinal antiseptic in surgery) 
           => thimerosal, sodium ethylmercurithiosalicylate, Merthiolate -- (a light-
colored crystalline powder (trade name Merthiolate) used as a surgical antiseptic) 
           => tincture of iodine, iodine --
 (a tincture consisting of a solution of iodine in ethyl alcohol; applied topically to wounds as an antiseptic) 
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       => antispasmodic, spasmolytic, antispasmodic agent --
 (a drug used to relieve or prevent spasms (especially of the smooth muscles)) 
           => atropine --
 (a poisonous crystalline alkaloid extracted from the nightshade family; used as an antispasmodic and to dil
ate the eye pupil; also administered in large amounts as an antidote for  
organophosphate nerve agents or organophosphate insecticides) 
               => belladonna --
 (an alkaloidal extract or tincture of the poisonous belladonna herb that is used medicinally) 
       => antitussive -- (any medicine used to suppress or relieve coughing) 
           => codeine -- (derivative of opium; used as an antitussive (to relieve coughing) and an analgesic (to  
relive pain)) 
       => antiviral, antiviral agent, antiviral drug -- (any drug that destroys viruses) 
           => interferon -- (an antiviral protein produced by cells that have been invaded by a virus; inhibits  
replication of the virus) 
               => alpha-interferon --
 (a form of interferon that is produced endogenously and commercially for its  
pharmacological effects (including regulation of the immune system and antiviral and antineoplastic effects
)) 
               => beta-interferon --
 (a form of interferon that is produced by fibroblasts and have antiviral effects; used in  
the treatment of multiple sclerosis) 
               => gamma-interferon --
 (a form of interferon that is produced by T cells and macrophages; involved in the  
activation of phagocytes) 
           => protease inhibitor, PI --
 (an antiviral drug used against HIV; interrupts HIV replication by binding and blocking HIV protease; ofte
n used in combination with other drugs) 
               => indinavir, Crixivan -- (a protease inhibitor (trade name Crixivan) used for treating HIV) 
               => nelfinavir, Viracept --
 (a protease inhibitor (trade name Viracept) used in treating HIV usually in combination with other drugs) 
               => ritonavir, Norvir -- (a protease inhibitor (trade name Norvir) used in treating HIV) 
               => saquinavir, Invirase -- (a weak protease inhibitor (trade name Invirase) used in treating HIV) 
           => reverse transcriptase inhibitor --
 (an antiviral drug that inhibits the action of reverse transcriptase in retroviruses such as HIV) 
               => non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor, NNRTI --
 (an antiviral drug used against HIV; binds directly to reverse transcriptase and prevents RNA conversion t
o DNA; often used in combination with other drugs) 
                   => delavirdine, Rescriptor -- (a non-
nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor (trade name Rescriptor) used to treat AIDS and HIV) 
                   => nevirapine, Viramune -- (a non-
nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor (trade name Viramune) used to treat AIDS and HIV) 
               => nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor, NRTI --
 (an antiviral drug used against HIV; is incorporated into the DNA of the virus and stops  
the building process; results in incomplete DNA that cannot create a new virus; often used in combination 
with other drugs) 
                   => zidovudine, Retrovir, ZDV, AZT --
 (an antiviral drug (trade name Retrovir) used in the treatment of AIDS; adverse side  
effects include liver damage and suppression of the bone marrow) 
                   => lamivudine, 3TC --
 (a nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor that is very effective in combination with  
zidovudine in treating AIDS and HIV) 
           => ribavirin, Virazole --
 (an inhaled antiviral agent (trade name Virazole) that may be used to treat serious virus infections) 
       => APC -- (a drug combination found in some over-the-
counter headache remedies (Aspirin and Phenacetin and Caffeine)) 
       => astringent, astringent drug, styptic -- (a drug that causes contraction of body tissues and canals) 
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           => alum --
 (a double sulphate of aluminum and potassium that is used as an astringent (among other things)) 
       => atomic cocktail -- (an oral dose of radioactive substance used in treatment and diagnosis of cancer) 
       => azathioprine, Imuran --
 (an immunosuppressive drug (trade name Imuran) used to prevent rejection of a  
transplanted organ) 
       => blocker, blocking agent -- (a class of drugs that inhibit (block) some biological process) 
           => alpha blocker, alpha-blocker, alpha-adrenergic blocker, alpha-adrenergic blocking agent --
 (any of various drugs that block alpha-
adrenergic receptors; used in treating benign prostatic hyperplasia; relaxes the muscles of the prostate and b
ladder) 
               => prazosin, Minipress -- (antihypertensive drug (trade name Minipress)) 
               => terazosin, Hytrin --
 (antihypertensive drug (trade name Hytrin) used to treat high blood pressure) 
           => beta blocker, beta-adrenergic blocker, beta-adrenergic blocking agent --
 (any of various drugs used in treating hypertension or arrhythmia; decreases force and  
rate of heart contractions by blocking beta-adrenergic receptors of the autonomic nervous system) 
               => acebutolol, Sectral -- (an oral beta blocker (trade name Sectral) used in treating hypertension) 
               => atenolol, Tenormin --
 (an oral beta blocker (trade name Tenormin) used in treating hypertension and angina;  
has adverse side effects (depression and exacerbation of congestive heart failure etc.)) 
               => carvedilol --
 (beta blocker that can reduce the progression of heart failure in individuals whose disease is not advanced) 
               => esmolol, Brevibloc --
 (intravenous beta blocker (trade name Brevibloc) that acts for only a short time; used  
primarily for cardiac arrhythmias) 
               => metoprolol, Lopressor --
 (beta blocker (trade name Lopressor) used in treating hypertension and angina and arrhythmia and acute m
yocardial infarction; has adverse side effects (depression and  
exacerbation of congestive heart failure etc.)) 
               => nadolol, Corgard -- (a beta-
adrenergic blocking agent (trade name Corgard) that is used to treat hypertension and  
angina) 
               => pindolol, Visken -- (an oral beta blocker (trade name Visken) used in treating hypertension) 
               => propanolol, Inderal --
 (the first beta blocker (trade name Inderal) used in treating hypertension and angina  
pectoris and essential tremor) 
               => timolol, Blocadren -- (a beta blocker (trade name Blocadren) administered after heart attacks) 
           => labetalol, labetalol hydrochloride, Trandate, Normodyne --
 (antihypertensive drug (trade names Trandate and Normodyne) that blocks alpha and  
beta-adrenergic receptors of the sympathetic nervous system (leading to a decrease in blood  
pressure)) 
           => neuromuscular blocking agent --
 (a substance that interferes with the neural transmission between motor neurons and  
skeletal muscles) 
               => gallamine, Flaxedil --
 (neuromuscular blocking agent (trade name Flaxedil) used as a muscle relaxant in the  
administration of anesthesia) 
               => tubocurarine, curare --
 (a toxic alkaloid found in certain tropical South American trees that is a powerful relaxant for striated mus
cles; used by South American indians as an arrow poison; "curare acts  
by blocking cholinergic transmission at the myoneural junction") 
       => bronchodilator --
 (a drug that relaxes and dilates the bronchial passageways and improves the passages of air into the lungs) 
           => albuterol, Ventolin, Proventil --
 (a bronchodilator (trade names Ventolin or Proventil) used for asthma and emphysema  
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and other lung conditions; available in oral or inhalant forms; side effects are tachycardia and shakiness) 
           => aminophylline, theophylline, Elixophyllin, Slo-Bid, Theobid --
 (a bronchodilator (trade names Elixophyllin and Slo-
Bid and Theobid) used to treat asthma and bronchitis and emphysema) 
           => ipratropium bromide, Atrovent -- (an inhaled bronchodilator (trade name Atrovent)) 
           => metaproterenol, Alupent --
 (a bronchodilator (trade name Alupent) used to treat asthma and emphysema and other  
lung conditions; available in oral or inhalant forms; side effects include tachycardia and  
shakiness) 
           => ephedrine --
 (white odorless powdered or crystalline alkaloid from plants of the genus Ephedra (especially Ephedra sini
ca) or made synthetically; used as a bronchodilator to treat bronchitis  
and asthma) 
       => calcium blocker, calcium-channel blocker --
 (any of a class of drugs that block the flow of the electrolyte calcium (either in nerve cell conduction or sm
ooth muscle contraction of the heart); has been used in the treatment of angina or arrhythmia or hypertensio
n or migraine) 
           => diltiazem, Cardizem --
 (a calcium blocker (trade name Cardizem) used in treating hypertension or angina or  
heart failure) 
           => nifedipine, Procardia --
 (calcium blocker (trade name Procardia); appears to increase the risk of recurrent heart  
attacks) 
           => verapamil, Calan, Isoptin --
 (a drug (trade names Calan and Isoptin) used as an oral or parenteral calcium blocker in cases of hypertensi
on or congestive heart failure or angina or migraine) 
       => carminative --
 (medication that prevents the formation of gas in the alimentary tract or eases its passing) 
       => clofibrate, Atromid-S -- (a drug (trade name Atromid-
S) that reduces lipids in the blood serum; used to treat some cardiovascular diseases) 
       => clopidogrel bisulfate, Plavix --
 (a blood thinner (trade name Plavix) approved for the treatment of mild heart attacks;  
works by preventing blood platelets from sticking together to form clots that would  
restrict blood flow) 
       => cold medicine -- (medicine intended to relieve the symptoms of the common cold) 
       => counterirritant --
 (a medicine applied locally to produce superficial inflammation in order to reduce deeper inflammation) 
       => cytotoxic drug --
 (any drug that has a toxic effect on cells; commonly used in chemotherapy to inhibit the proliferation of ca
ncerous cells) 
           => antineoplastic, antineoplastic drug, cancer drug --
 (any of several drugs that control or kill neoplastic cells; used in chemotherapy to kill  
cancer cells; all have unpleasant side effects that may include nausea and vomiting and hair loss and suppre
ssion of bone marrow function) 
               => alkalating agent -- (an antineoplastic drug used to treat some forms of cancer) 
                   => chlorambucil, Leukeran --
 (an alkalating agent (trade name Leukeran) used to treat some kinds of cancer) 
               => antimetabolite -- (an antineoplastic drug that inhibits the utilization of a metabolite) 
                   => fluorouracil -- (an antimetabolite used to treat certain cancers) 
                   => mercaptopurine, Purinethol --
 (a drug (trade name Purinethol) that interferes with the metabolism of purine and is used to treat acute lym
phocytic leukemia) 
                   => methotrexate, methotrexate sodium, amethopterin --
 (toxic antimetabolite that limits cellular reproduction by acting as an antagonist to folic  
acid; used to treat certain cancers and psoriasis and rheumatoid arthritis) 
               => antineoplastic antibiotic -- (an antibiotic drug used as an antineoplastic in chemotherapy) 
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                   => mithramycin, Mithracin --
 (an antineoplastic drug (trade name Mithracin) used to treat cancer of the testes) 
               => asparaginase, Elspar --
 (antineoplastic drug (trade name Elspar) sometimes used to treat lymphoblastic leukemia) 
               => floxuridine -- (antineoplastic drug used to treat some cancers; can cause loss of hair) 
               => lomustine -- (an antineoplastic drug often used to treat brain tumors or Hodgkin's disease) 
               => melphalan, Alkeran --
 (antineoplastic drug (trade name Alkeran) used to treat multiple myeloma and some  
other malignancies) 
               => periwinkle plant derivative -- (an antineoplastic drug used to treat some forms of cancer) 
                   => vinblastine, Velban --
 (periwinkle plant derivative used as an antineoplastic drug (trade name Velban) that  
disrupts cell division) 
                   => vincristine, Oncovin --
 (periwinkle plant derivative used as an antineoplastic drug (trade name Oncovin); used to treat cancer of th
e lymphatic system) 
               => procarbazine -- (an antineoplastic drug used to treat Hodgkin's disease) 
               => thioguanine -- (an antineoplastic drug used to treat acute leukemias) 
               => thiotepa -- (an antineoplastic drug used to treat certain malignancies) 
       => decongestant -- (a drug that decreases pulmonary congestion) 
           => nasal decongestant --
 (a decongestant that provides temporary relief of nasal symptoms of the common cold  
and rhinitis and upper respiratory infections) 
               => Actifed --
 (trade name for a drug containing an antihistamine and a decongestant; used to treat upper respiratory cond
itions and minor allergies) 
               => Dimetapp --
 (trade name for a drug containing an antihistamine and a decongestant; used to relieve  
nasal congestion and to treat rhinitis) 
               => naphazoline, Privine, Sudafed --
 (vasoconstrictor (trade names Privine and Sudafed) used in nasal sprays to treat  
symptoms of nasal congestion and in eyedrops to treat eye irritation) 
       => demulcent -- (a medication (in the form of an oil or salve etc.) that soothes inflamed or injured skin) 
       => diaphoretic -- (used to produce perspiration) 
       => disulfiram, Antabuse --
 (a drug (trade name Antabuse) used in the treatment of alcoholism; causes nausea and  
vomiting if alcohol is ingested) 
       => dose -- (a measured portion of medicine taken at any one time) 
           => booster, booster dose, booster shot, recall dose --
 (an additional dose that makes sure the first dose was effective) 
           => draft, draught -- (a dose of liquid medicine; "he took a sleeping draft") 
           => hit -- (a dose of a narcotic drug) 
           => lethal dose -- (the size dose that will cause death) 
           => pill, lozenge, tablet, tab -- (a dose of medicine in the form of a small pellet) 
               => bolus -- (a large pill; used especially in veterinary medicine) 
               => capsule -- (a pill in the form of a small rounded gelatinous container with medicine inside) 
               => dragee -- (pill that is a sugar-coated medicated candy) 
               => sleeping pill, sleeping tablet, sleeping capsule, sleeping draught --
 (a soporific drug in the form of a pill (or tablet or capsule)) 
               => vitamin pill -- (a pill containing one or more vitamins; taken as a dietary supplement) 
                   => multivitamin, multivitamin pill -- (a pill or tablet containing several vitamins) 
       => Drixoral --
 (the trade name for a drug used to treat upper respirator congestion; it contains an antihistamine and a bron
chodilator and a vasoconstrictor) 
       => drug cocktail, highly active antiretroviral therapy, HAART --
 (a combination of protease inhibitors taken with reverse transcriptase inhibitors; used in  
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treating AIDS and HIV) 
       => expectorant, expectorator -- (a medicine promoting expectoration) 
           => Robitussin -- (trade name of an expectorant that loosens phlegm and makes it easier to cough up) 
       => fixed-combination drug -- (drug containing fixed amounts of two or more ingredients) 
       => gemfibrozil, Lopid --
 (medication (trade name Lopid) used to lower the levels of triglyceride in the blood) 
       => hematinic, haematinic --
 (a medicine that increases the hemoglobin content of the blood; used to treat iron-deficiency anemia) 
       => herbal medicine --
 (a medicine made from plants and used to prevent or treat disease or promote health) 
       => histamine blocker --
 (a medicine used to treat the gastric effects of histamine in cases of peptic ulcers and  
gastritis and gastroesophageal reflux; works by blocking the effects of histamine on the  
receptor site known as H2) 
           => cimetidine, Tagamet --
 (a drug (trade name Tagamet) used to treat peptic ulcers by decreasing the secretion of  
stomach acid) 
           => famotidine, Pepcid --
 (a histamine blocker (trade name Pepcid) used to treat peptic ulcers and gastritis and  
esophageal reflux) 
           => ranitidine, Zantac --
 (a histamine blocker and antacid (trade name Zantac) used to treat peptic ulcers and  
gastritis and esophageal reflux) 
       => immunosuppressant, immunosuppressive drug, immune suppressant drug --
 (a drug that lowers the body's normal immune response) 
           => mercaptopurine, Purinethol --
 (a drug (trade name Purinethol) that interferes with the metabolism of purine and is used to treat acute lym
phocytic leukemia) 
           => methotrexate, methotrexate sodium, amethopterin --
 (toxic antimetabolite that limits cellular reproduction by acting as an antagonist to folic acid; used to treat c
ertain cancers and psoriasis and rheumatoid arthritis) 
       => inhalant, inhalation -- (a medication to be taken by inhaling it) 
       => isoproterenol, Isuprel --
 (drug (trade name Isuprel) used to treat bronchial asthma and to stimulate the heart) 
       => isosorbide, Isordil --
 (drug (trade name Isordil) used to treat angina pectoris and congestive heart failure) 
       => lipid-lowering medicine, lipid-lowering medication, statin drug, statin --
 (a medicine that lowers blood cholesterol levels by inhibiting HMG-CoA reductase) 
           => atorvastatin, Lipitor --
 (an oral drug (trade name Lipitor) that is effective in lowering triglycerides; potent in  
reducing LDL cholesterol because higher doses can be given) 
           => cerivastatin, Baycol -- (an oral drug (trade name Baycol) to reduce blood cholesterol levels) 
           => fluvastatin, Lescol --
 (least expensive statin drug (trade name Lescol); usually taken orally at bedtime) 
           => lovastatin, Mevacor --
 (an oral drug (trade name Mevacor) to reduce blood cholesterol levels; used when dietary changes have pr
oved inadequate) 
           => pravastatin, Pravachol --
 (an oral drug (trade name Pravachol) administered to reduce blood cholesterol levels;  
recommended after nonfatal heart attacks) 
           => simvastatin, Zocor -- (an oral lipid-
lowering medicine (trade name Zocor) administered to reduce blood cholesterol levels;  
recommended after heart attacks) 
       => methacholine, Mecholyl --
 (parasympathomimetic drug (trademark Mecholyl) that stimulates secretions and smooth muscle activity) 
       => nux vomica -- (a medicine made from the seeds of an Asiatic tree; contains strychnine and brucine;  
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formerly used as a stimulant) 
       => over-the-counter drug, over-the-counter medicine -- (a drug that is sold without a prescription) 
       => oxytocic, oxytocic drug --
 (a drug that induces labor by stimulating contractions of the muscles of the uterus) 
       => paregoric, camphorated tincture of opium -- (medicine used to treat diarrhea) 
       => patent medicine --
 (medicine that is protected by a patent and available without a doctor's prescription) 
           => nostrum -- (patent medicine whose efficacy is questionable) 
       => penicillamine, Cuprimine --
 (a drug (trade name Cuprimine) used to treat heavy metal poisoning and Wilson's disease and severe arthrit
is) 
       => pentylenetetrazol, pentamethylenetetrazol, Metrazol --
 (a drug used as a circulatory and respiratory stimulant; larger doses cause convulsions in shock therapy; M
etrazol is a trademark) 
       => pharmaceutical --
 (drug or medicine that is prepared or dispensed in pharmacies and used in medical  
treatment) 
           => radiopharmaceutical --
 (pharmaceutical consisting of a radioactive compound used in radiation therapy) 
           => thrombolytic, thrombolytic agent, clot buster --
 (a kind of pharmaceutical that can break up clots blocking the flow of blood to the heart muscle) 
               => tissue plasminogen activator, Activase --
 (a thrombolytic agent (trade name Activase) that causes fibrinolysis at the site of a blood clot; used in treati
ng acute myocardial infarction) 
       => placebo -- (an innocuous or inert medication; given as a pacifier or to the control group in  
experiments on the efficacy of a drug) 
           => active placebo --
 (a placebo used in experimental tests of a drug that has noticeable side effects; "an active placebo mimics t
he side effects of the experimental drug") 
       => powder -- (any of various cosmetic or medical preparations dispensed in the form of a powder) 
           => araroba, Goa powder, chrysarobin -- (a bitter yellow powder used to treat skin diseases) 
           => aspirin powder, headache powder -- (a powdered form of aspirin) 
           => baby powder -- (powder used to prevent a baby's diaper from chafing) 
           => Dover's powder --
 (a medicinal powder made essentially of ipecac and opium; formerly used to relieve pain and induce perspi
ration) 
           => face powder -- (cosmetic powder for the face) 
           => toilet powder, bath powder, dusting powder --
 (a fine powder for spreading on the body (as after bathing)) 
               => talcum, talcum powder --
 (a toilet powder made of purified talc and usually scented; absorbs excess moisture) 
       => prescription drug, prescription, prescription medicine, ethical drug --
 (a drug that is available only with written instructions from a doctor or dentist to a pharmacist; "he told the 
doctor that he had been taking his prescription regularly") 
           => refill --
 (a prescription drug that is provided again; "he got a refill of his prescription"; "the prescription specified o
nly one refill") 
       => probenecid -- (drug that reduces the level of uric acid in the blood; used to treat gout) 
       => purgative, cathartic, physic, aperient -- (a purging medicine; stimulates evacuation of the bowels) 
           => aloes, bitter aloes -- (a purgative made from the leaves of aloe) 
           => castor oil --
 (a purgative extracted from the seed of the castor plant; used in paint and varnish as well as medically) 
           => Epsom salts -- (hydrated magnesium sulfate used as a laxative) 
           => laxative -- (a mild cathartic) 
               => phenolphthalein --
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 (a laxative used in many preparations under various trade names; also used as an acid-
base indicator in titrations involving weak acids and strong bases because it is brilliant  
red at high alkalinity and colorless below pH 8) 
           => milk of magnesia, magnesium hydroxide --
 (purgative consisting of a milky white liquid suspension of magnesium hydroxide; used as a laxative and (i
n smaller doses) as an antacid) 
           => Seidlitz powder, Seidlitz powders, Rochelle powder --
 (an effervescing salt containing sodium bicarbonate and Rochelle salt and tartaric acid;  
used as a cathartic) 
       => remedy, curative, cure -- (a medicine or therapy that cures disease or relieve pain) 
           => acoustic -- (a remedy for hearing loss or deafness) 
           => antidote, counterpoison -- (a remedy that stops or controls the effects of a poison) 
               => atropine --
 (a poisonous crystalline alkaloid extracted from the nightshade family; used as an antispasmodic and to dil
ate the eye pupil; also administered in large amounts as an antidote for  
organophosphate nerve agents or organophosphate insecticides) 
                   => belladonna -- (an alkaloidal extract or tincture of the poisonous belladonna herb that is used  
medicinally) 
               => obidoxime chloride -- (a chloride used as an antidote for nerve gases such as sarin or VX) 
           => emetic, vomit, vomitive, nauseant -- (a medicine that induces nausea and vomiting) 
               => ipecac --
 (a medicinal drug used to evoke vomiting (especially in cases of drug overdose or poisoning)) 
               => powdered mustard, dry mustard --
 (one to three tablespoons of powdered mustard dissolved in a glass of warm water is a  
homemade emetic) 
           => lenitive -- (remedy that eases pain and discomfort) 
           => lotion, application --
 (liquid preparation having a soothing or antiseptic or medicinal action when applied to  
the skin; "a lotion for dry skin") 
               => blackwash, black lotion -- (a mixture of calomel and limewater that is used on syphilitic sores) 
               => calamine lotion --
 (a lotion consisting of a liquid preparation containing calamine; used to treat itching or  
mild skin irritations) 
               => eye-lotion, eyewash, collyrium --
 (lotion consisting of a solution used as a cleanser for the eyes) 
               => liniment, embrocation --
 (a medicinal liquid that is rubbed into the skin to relieve muscular stiffness and pain) 
               => menthol -- (a lotion containing menthol which gives it a mint flavoring) 
               => rubbing alcohol --
 (lotion consisting of a poisonous solution of isopropyl alcohol or denatured ethanol  
alcohol for external use) 
               => witch hazel, wych hazel --
 (lotion consisting of an astringent alcoholic solution containing an extract from the witch hazel plant) 
           => magic bullet --
 (a remedy (drug or therapy or preventive) that cures or prevents a disease; "there is no  
magic bullet against cancer") 
           => ointment, unction, unguent, balm, salve --
 (semisolid preparation (usually containing a medicine) applied externally as a remedy or for soothing an irr
itation) 
               => arnica -- (an ointment used in treating bruises) 
               => baby oil -- (an ointment for babies) 
               => balsam -- (a fragrant ointment containing a balsam resin) 
               => carron oil -- (an ointment formerly used to treat burns) 
               => cerate -- (a hard medicated paste made of lard or oil mixed with wax or resin) 
                   => camphor ice -- (a cerate made of camphor and wax and spermaceti and castor oil) 
               => chrism, chrisom, sacramental oil, holy oil --
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 (a consecrated ointment consisting of a mixture of oil and balsam) 
               => lip balm -- (a balm applied to the lips) 
               => mentholated salve -- (a salve containing menthol) 
               => mercurial ointment -- (an ointment containing mercury) 
               => zinc ointment -- (an ointment containing zinc that is used to treat certain skin diseases) 
           => palliative, alleviant, alleviator -- (remedy that alleviates pain without curing) 
           => panacea, nostrum, cure-all --
 (hypothetical remedy for all ills or diseases; once sought by the alchemists) 
               => elixir -- (a substance believed to cure all ills) 
                   => elixir of life --
 (a hypothetical substance believed to maintain life indefinitely; once sought by alchemists) 
           => preventive, preventative, prophylactic --
 (remedy that prevents or slows the course of an illness or disease; "the doctor recommended several preven
tatives") 
       => rubefacient -- (a medicine for external application that produces redness of the skin) 
       => sedative, sedative drug, depressant, downer -- (a drug that reduces excitability and calms a person) 
           => benzodiazepine --
 (any of several similar lipophilic amines used as tranquilizers or sedatives or hypnotics  
or muscle relaxants; chronic use can lead to dependency) 
               => alprazolam, Xanax -- (an antianxiety agent (trade name Xanax) of the benzodiazepine class) 
               => chlordiazepoxide, Librium, Libritabs --
 (a tranquilizer (trade names Librium and Libritabs) used in the treatment of alcoholism) 
               => diazepam, Valium --
 (a tranquilizer (trade name Valium) used to relieve anxiety and relax muscles; acts by enhancing the inhibit
ory actions of the neurotransmitter GABA; can also be used as an  
anticonvulsant drug in cases of nerve agent poisoning) 
               => estazolam, ProSom -- (a frequently prescribed sleeping pill (trade name ProSom)) 
               => lorazepam, Ativan --
 (tranquilizer (trade name Ativan) used to treat anxiety and tension and insomnia) 
               => midazolam, Versed --
 (an injectable form of benzodiazepine (trade name Versed) useful for sedation and for reducing pain durin
g uncomfortable medical procedures) 
               => nitrazepam -- (a hypnotic and sedative drug of the benzodiazepine type) 
               => temazepam, Restoril --
 (a frequently prescribed benzodiazepine (trade name Restoril); takes effect slowly and  
lasts long enough to help those people who wake up frequently during the night) 
               => triazolam, Halcion --
 (a form of benzodiazepine (trade name Halcion) frequently prescribed as a sleeping pill; usually given to p
eople who have trouble falling asleep) 
           => bromide -- (a sedative in the form of sodium or potassium bromide) 
           => chloral hydrate --
 (a colorless crystalline drug used as a sedative; irritates the stomach and can be addictive) 
               => knockout drops, Mickey Finn --
 (chloral hydrate in combination with alcohol; usually administered surreptitiously to  
make the drinker unconscious) 
           => glutethimide, Doriden -- (sedative (trade name Doriden) used to treat some sleep disorders) 
           => sedative-hypnotic, sedative-hypnotic drug --
 (a sedative that depresses activity of the central nervous system and reduces anxiety and induces sleep) 
               => barbiturate -- (organic compound having powerful soporific effect; overdose can be fatal) 
                   => amobarbital --
 (a barbiturate with sedative and hypnotic effects; used to relive insomnia and as an  
anticonvulsant) 
                       => amobarbital sodium, blue, blue angel, blue devil, Amytal --
 (the sodium salt of amobarbital that is used as a barbiturate; used as a sedative and a hypnotic) 
                   => barbital, veronal, barbitone, diethylbarbituric acid, diethylmalonylurea --
 (a barbiturate used as a hypnotic) 
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                   => mephobarbital, Mebaral -- (a long-
acting crystalline barbiturate (trade name Mebaral) used as a sedative and as an  
anticonvulsant in the treatment of epilepsy) 
                   => pentobarbital sodium, pentobarbital, Nembutal, yellow jacket --
 (a barbiturate (trade name Nembutal) used as a sedative and hypnotic and anti-spasmodic) 
                   => secobarbital sodium, secobarbital, Seconal, red devil --
 (barbiturate that is a white odorless slightly bitter powder (trade name Seconal) used as a sodium salt for se
dation and to treat convulsions) 
                   => sodium thiopental, phenobarbital, phenobarbitone, Luminal, purple heart -- (a long-
acting barbiturate used as a sedative) 
                   => thiopental, thiopental sodium, thiopentobarbital sodium, Pentothal --
 (barbiturate that is a hygroscopic powder (trade name Pentothal) that is a strong  
barbiturate that acts rapidly; induces a relaxed state when injected as a general anesthetic) 
               => ethchlorvynol, Placidyl -- (a mild sedative-hypnotic drug (trade name Placidyl)) 
               => methaqualone, Quaalude -- (sedative-
hypnotic drug (trade name Quaalude) that is a drug of abuse) 
               => thalidomide --
 (a sedative and hypnotic drug; withdrawn from sale after discovered to cause severe birth defects because i
t inhibits angiogenesis) 
               => tranquilizer, tranquillizer, tranquilliser, antianxiety agent, ataractic drug, ataractic agent, atarac
tic -- (a drug used to reduce stress or tension without reducing mental clarity) 
                   => major tranquilizer, major tranquillizer, major tranquilliser, antipsychotic  
drug, antipsychotic agent, antipsychotic, neuroleptic drug, neuroleptic agent, neuroleptic --
 (tranquilizer used to treat psychotic conditions when a calming effect is desired) 
                       => chlorpromazine, Thorazine --
 (a drug (trade name Thorazine) derived from phenothiazine that has anti-
psychotic effects and is used as a sedative and tranquilizer) 
                       => clozapine, Clozaril --
 (an antipsychotic drug (trade name Clozaril) used as a sedative and for treatment-
resistant schizophrenia; know to have few side effects) 
                       => diphenylbutyl piperidine --
 (a group of antipsychotic drugs used mainly in the treatment of schizophrenia) 
                           => pimozide -- (the most commonly used diphenylbutyl piperidine) 
                       => fluphenazine -- (tranquilizer used to treat psychotic disorders) 
                       => haloperidol, Haldol --
 (tranquilizer (trade name Haldol) used to treat some psychotic disorders and Tourette's  
syndrome) 
                       => loxapine, Loxitane -- (a tranquilizer (trade name Loxitane) used to treat schizophrenia) 
                       => molindone, Moban --
 (antipsychotic drug (trade name Moban) used in the treatment of schizophrenia) 
                       => prochlorperazine --
 (antipsychotic and antiemetic drug used to treat schizophrenia and to combat nausea and vomiting) 
                       => thioridazine, Mellaril --
 (a tranquilizer (trade name Mellaril) used to treat schizophrenia and other psychotic disorders) 
                       => thiothixene, Navane -- (a tranquilizer (trade name Navane) used to treat schizophrenia) 
                       => lithium carbonate, Lithane, Lithonate, Eskalith --
 (a white powder (LiCO3) used in manufacturing glass and ceramics and as a drug; the  
drug (trade names Lithane or Lithonate or Eskalith) is used to treat some forms of depression and manic epi
sodes of manic-depressive disorder) 
                   => minor tranquilizer, minor tranquillizer, minor tranquilliser, antianxiety  
drug, anxiolytic, anxiolytic drug -- (a tranquilizer used to relieve anxiety and reduce tension and irritability) 
                       => benzodiazepine --
 (any of several similar lipophilic amines used as tranquilizers or sedatives or hypnotics  
or muscle relaxants; chronic use can lead to dependency) 
                           => alprazolam, Xanax --
 (an antianxiety agent (trade name Xanax) of the benzodiazepine class) 
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                           => chlordiazepoxide, Librium, Libritabs --
 (a tranquilizer (trade names Librium and Libritabs) used in the treatment of alcoholism) 
                           => diazepam, Valium --
 (a tranquilizer (trade name Valium) used to relieve anxiety and relax muscles; acts by  
enhancing the inhibitory actions of the neurotransmitter GABA; can also be used as an anticonvulsant drug 
in cases of nerve agent poisoning) 
                           => estazolam, ProSom -- (a frequently prescribed sleeping pill (trade name ProSom)) 
                           => lorazepam, Ativan --
 (tranquilizer (trade name Ativan) used to treat anxiety and tension and insomnia) 
                           => midazolam, Versed --
 (an injectable form of benzodiazepine (trade name Versed) useful for sedation and for reducing pain durin
g uncomfortable medical procedures) 
                           => nitrazepam -- (a hypnotic and sedative drug of the benzodiazepine type) 
                           => temazepam, Restoril --
 (a frequently prescribed benzodiazepine (trade name Restoril); takes effect slowly and  
lasts long enough to help those people who wake up frequently during the night) 
                           => triazolam, Halcion --
 (a form of benzodiazepine (trade name Halcion) frequently prescribed as a sleeping pill; usually given to p
eople who have trouble falling asleep) 
                       => buspirone, BuSpar -- (a drug (trade name BuSpar) designed specifically for anxiety) 
                       => flurazepam, flurazepam hydrochloride, Dalmane --
 (tranquilizer (trade name Dalmane) used to treat insomnia) 
                       => hydroxyzine hydrochloride, hydroxyzine, Atarax, Vistaril --
 (a drug (trade names Atarax and Vistaril) used as a tranquilizer to treat anxiety and  
motion sickness) 
                       => meprobamate, Miltown, Equanil, Meprin --
 (a sedative and tranquilizer (trade name Miltown and Equanil and Meprin) used to treat muscle tension and
 anxiety) 
                       => oxazepam, Serax --
 (a tranquilizing drug (trade name Serax) used to treat anxiety and insomnia and alcohol withdrawal) 
                       => perphenazine, Triavil --
 (tranquilizer and antidepressant (trade name Triavil) sometimes used as an antiemetic for adults) 
       => soothing syrup -- (medicine in the form of a syrup that has a calming effect) 
       => specific -- (a medicine that has a mitigating effect on a specific disease; "quinine is a specific for  
malaria") 
       => sucralfate, Carafate --
 (medicine consisting of a tablet (trade name Carafate) used to treat peptic ulcers; said to bind to the ulcer si
te and coat it) 
       => suppository -- (a small plug of medication designed for insertion into the rectum or vagina where it  
melts) 
       => tincture -- ((pharmacology) a medicine consisting of an extract in an alcohol solution) 
           => tincture of iodine, iodine --
 (a tincture consisting of a solution of iodine in ethyl alcohol; applied topically to wounds as an antiseptic) 
           => arnica -- (used especially in treating bruises) 
       => tonic, restorative -- (a medicine that strengthens and invigorates) 
           => bracer, pick-me-up -- (a tonic or restorative (especially a drink of liquor)) 
       => tyrosine kinase inhibitor -- (a drug used in cases of chronic myeloid leukemia) 
       => vermicide -- (an agent that kills worms (especially those in the intestines)) 
       => vermifuge, anthelmintic, anthelminthic, helminthic --
 (a medication capable of causing the evacuation of parasitic intestinal worms) 
           => mebendazole --
 (an anthelmintic used to treat hookworm and pinworm and roundworm infestations) 
           => piperazine -- (vermifuge used to treat infestations by roundworms or pinworms) 
           => quinacrine, quinacrine hydrochloride, mepacrine, Atabrine --
 (a drug (trade name Atabrine) used to treat certain worm infestations and once used to  
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treat malaria) 
           => tetrachlorethylene, tetrachloroethylene, ethylene tetrachloride, carbon  
dichloride -- (anthelmintic agent used against hookworm and other nematodes) 
           => thiabendazole -- (an antifungal agent and anthelmintic) 
           => gentian violet, crystal violet --
 (a green crystal (violet in water) used as a dye or stain or bactericide or fungicide or  
anthelmintic or burn treatment) 
 

MEDICAL SPECIALTY 
medicine, medical specialty -- (the branches of medical science that deal with nonsurgical techniques) 
       => allergology -- (the branch of medical science that studies the causes and treatment of allergies) 
       => anesthesiology -- (the branch of medical science that studies and applies anesthetics) 
       => angiology --
 (the branch of medical science that studies the blood and lymph vessels and their disorders) 
       => bacteriology -- (the branch of medical science that studies bacteria in relation to disease) 
       => biomedicine --
 (the branch of medical science that studies the ability of organisms to withstand environmental stress (as
 in space travel)) 
           => aeromedicine, aerospace medicine, aviation medicine --
 (the study and treatment of disorders associated with flight (especially with space flight)) 
       => biomedicine --
 (the branch of medical science that applies biological and physiological principles to clinical practice) 
       => cardiology -- (the branch of medicine dealing with the heart and its diseases) 
       => dentistry, dental medicine, odontology --
 (the branch of medicine dealing with the anatomy and development and diseases of the teeth) 
           => cosmetic dentistry -- (the branch of dentistry dealing with the appearance of the teeth) 
           => dental surgery -- (the branch of dentistry involving surgical procedures) 
               => exodontics, exodontia -- (the branch of dentistry dealing with extraction of teeth) 
           => endodontics, endodontia -- (the branch of dentistry dealing with diseases of the dental pulp) 
           => orthodontics, orthodontia, orthodonture, dental orthopedics, dental orthopaedics --
 (the branch of dentistry dealing with the prevention or correction of irregularities of the teeth) 
           => periodontics, periodontia --
 (the branch of dentistry dealing with diseases of the gums and other structures around the teeth) 
           => prosthodontics, prosthodontia --
 (the branch of dentistry dealing with the replacement of teeth and related mouth or jaw structures by  
artificial devices) 
       => prosthetics --
 (the branch of medicine dealing with the production and use of artificial body parts) 
       => dermatology -- (the branch of medicine dealing with the skin and its diseases) 
       => emergency medicine --
 (the branch of medicine concerned with the prompt diagnosis and treatment of injuries or trauma or  
sudden illness) 
       => endocrinology -- (the branch of medicine dealing with the endocrine glands and their secretions) 
       => epidemiology --
 (the branch of medical science dealing with the transmission and control of disease) 
       => forensic medicine, forensic pathology --
 (the branch of medical science that uses medical knowledge for legal purposes; "forensic pathology pro
vided the evidence that convicted the murderer") 
       => gastroenterology -- (the branch of medicine that studies the gastrointestinal tract and its diseases) 
       => geriatrics, gerontology --
 (the branch of medical science that deals with diseases and problems specific to old people) 
       => gynecology, gynaecology --
 (the branch of medicine that deals with the diseases and hygiene of women) 
       => hematology, haematology --
 (the branch of medicine that deals with diseases of the blood and blood-forming organs) 
       => hygiene, hygienics --
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 (the science concerned with the prevention of illness and maintenance of health) 
       => immunology -- (the branch of medical science that studies the body's immune system) 
           => immunochemistry, chemoimmunology --
 (the field of chemistry concerned with chemical processes in immunology (such as chemical studies of  
antigens and antibodies)) 
           => immunopathology --
 (the branch of immunology that deals with pathologies of the immune system) 
       => internal medicine, general medicine --
 (the branch of medicine that deals with the diagnosis and (nonsurgical) treatment of diseases of the  
internal organs (especially in adults)) 
       => nephrology -- (the branch of medicine concerned with the kidney -
 its development and anatomy and physiology and disorders) 
       => nuclear medicine --
 (the branch of medicine that uses radioactive materials either to image a patient's body or to destroy  
diseased cells) 
       => neurology, clinical neurology --
 ((neurology) the branch of medicine that deals with the nervous system and its disorders) 
       => neuropsychiatry --
 (the branch of medicine dealing with mental disorders attributable to diseases of the nervous system) 
       => nosology, diagnostics -- (the branch of medical science dealing with the classification of disease) 
       => obstetrics, OB, tocology, midwifery --
 (the branch of medicine dealing with childbirth and care of the mother) 
           => fetology, foetology -- (the branch of medicine concerned with the fetus in the uterus) 
           => perinatology --
 (the branch of obstetrics concerned with the anatomy and physiology and diagnosis and treatment of  
disorders of the mother and the fetus or newborn baby during late pregnancy and childbirth and the  
puerperium) 
       => oncology -- (the branch of medicine concerned with the study and treatment of tumors) 
       => ophthalmology -- (the branch of medicine concerned with the eye and its diseases) 
       => otology, otolaryngology -- (the branch of medicine concerned with the ear) 
           => audiology, audiometry -- (the measurement of hearing) 
       => pharmacology, pharmacological medicine, materia medica --
 (the science or study of drugs: their preparation and properties and uses and effects) 
           => pharmacokinetics --
 (the study of the action of drugs in the body: method and rate of excretion; duration of effect; etc.) 
           => posology -- (the pharmacological determination of appropriate doses of drugs and medicines) 
           => psychopharmacology -- (the study of drugs that affect the mind) 
           => toxicology --
 (the branch of pharmacology that deals with the nature and effects and treatments of poisons) 
       => pharmacy, pharmaceutics --
 (the art and science of preparing and dispensing drugs and medicines,) 
       => psychiatry, psychopathology, psychological medicine --
 (the branch of medicine dealing with the diagnosis and treatment of mental disorders) 
           => psychotherapy, psychotherapeutics, mental hygiene --
 (the branch of psychiatry concerned with psychological methods) 
               => clinical psychology --
 (the branch of psychology concerned with the treatment of abnormal mentation and behavior) 
               => Freudian psychology -- (the psychological theories of Sigmund Freud) 
               => Jungian psychology -- (the psychological theories of Carl Jung) 
       => pediatrics, paediatrics, pediatric medicine --
 (the branch of medicine concerned with the treatment of infants and children) 
           => neonatology --
 (that branch of pediatric medicine concerned with the newborn; the diagnosis and treatment of neonates
) 
       => podiatry, chiropody -- (the branch of medicine concerned with the feet) 
       => proctology --
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 (the branch of medicine dealing with the diagnosis and treatment of disorders of the colon or rectum or 
anus) 
       => rheumatology --
 (the branch of medicine dealing with the study and treatment of pathologies of the muscles or tendons  
or joints) 
       => space medicine --
 (the branch of medicine concerned with the effects of space flight on human beings) 
       => sports medicine --
 (the branch of medicine concerned with the treatmentment of injuries or illness resulting from athletic  
activities) 
       => therapeutics -- (branch of medicine concerned with the treatment of disease) 
       => thoracic medicine --
 (the branch of medicine that deals with the diagnosis and treatment of diseases of the chest) 
       => traumatology, accident surgery --
 (the branch of medicine that deals with the surgical repair of injuries and wounds arising from accidents
) 
       => tropical medicine --
 (the branch of medicine that deals with the diagnosis and treatment of diseases that are found most often
 in tropical regions) 
       => urology, urogenital medicine --
 (the branch of medicine that deals with the diagnosis and treatment of disorders of the urinary tract or ur
ogenital system) 
       => veterinary medicine --
 (the branch of medicine that deals with the diagnosis and treatment of diseases and injuries of animals  
(especially domestic animals)) 
       => virology -- (the branch of medical science that studies viruses and viral diseases) 
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BUSINESS CLASSIFICATION FRAMEWORK FOR INTERNET 
COMMERCE AND WEB SERVICES 

 
Business Law, mercantile, or commercial law, a branch of common law; the 
body of rules regulating or prescribing the behavior of persons engaged in the 
processes of trade, business dealings, or commerce 
Basic concepts and principles: act, action, transaction, dealings, goods, 
services, property, investment, quality, contract, commerce, proceeding, 
agency, value, funds, obligation, exchange, transfer, ownership, performance, 
business, company, organization, utility, will, fairness, consumer, seller, buyer, 
bankruptcy, insolvency, labor, employment, interest, and reciprocity 
Scope: commercial entities, commercial transactions, bankruptcy, insolvency, 
labor 
Types: the laws of company, partnership, agency, and bankruptcy; the laws of 
contracts; 
Contract: parties, offer, negotiation, claim, interest, acceptance, performance, 
transaction, revocability, arbitration; contract law, legal systems (common law 
and civil law), and codification 
Agency: agent (commercial and commission agent, broker, sales 
representative; manager, administrator, factor, broker, real estate agent, store 
salesman, traveling salesman, auctioneer, the attorney at law), principal 
(individual, partnership, or corporate entity), third party; the law of agency 
Transaction: exchange of values (goods, material, products, services, 
ownership); business activities (seller, buyer, sale, transfer, ownership, 
obligations); instruments (negotiable - promissory notes, check, draft, or bill of 
exchange; letters of credit; loans, security); uniform sales law 
Corporate finance: stock, capital, shares, bonds, debentures, earnings, rights, 
and interests 
Mergers and consolidations laws 
Bankruptcy: the creditor, the debtor, the administrator, the court; liquidation 
and insolvency proceedings; prerequisites; liabilities and assets; preferences; 
rehabilitation and preventive accords; bankruptcy laws and treaties  
Labor law: employment, wages and remuneration, conditions of work, health, 
safety, and welfare social security, trade unions, industrial relations, 
administration, company and collective accords, the International Labor 
Organization and Code  
Business organization, concern, business, a legal entity pursuing commercial 
activity 
Basic concepts and principles: entity, state, action, relation, human, group, 
people, society, organization, enterprise, business, concern, establishment, 
institution, company, firm, house, corporation, activity, transaction, purpose, 
work, employment, property, trade, commerce, profit, commodity, goods, 
service, finance, industry, management   
Types: individual proprietorship, partnership, corporation or limited law 
company, employee-owned enterprise, state corporation, mixed corporation, 
cooperative societies, unit trusts, and mutual funds; agency, brokerage, carrier, 
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chain, firm or house, franchise or dealership, manufacturer or maker, 
partnership, processor, shipbuilder 
Business enterprise: industry or manufacture, finance, construction, 
transportation or shipping, tourism, fishing, storage, real-estate business, 
advertising or publisizing, publishing, printing, packaging, agrobusiness, 
discount business, accounting business, venture 
Business relationships: trade, contracts, transactions, dealings  
Instruments and documents: stock, shares, and securities 
Business finance: short-term and long-term operations 
Changes: mergers and consolidations, reorganization 
Multinational corporations: structure, management control and governments  
Market, an economic institution involving the exchange of goods and services 
Concepts and principles: entity, state, quantity, action, activity, relation, place, 
material, space, time, number, human, society, behavior, culture, government, 
economy, industry, trade, enterprise, business, commodity, goods, services, 
marketplace, utility, value, price, money, capital, futures, securities, stock, 
bond, option, seller, buyer, dealer; competition, monopoly, supply and demand 
mechanism 
Types: staple commodities markets; futures markets; manufacture markets; 
labor and services markets; money and capital markets, national and 
international markets for short-term loans and markets for long-term funds, 
saving institutions, the securities, the stock and bond market, credit unions, 
morgage institutions, farm cooperative banks, insurance institutions, mutual 
funds, pension funds 
Organization and pricing: auction, bazzar, black market, cartel, commodity 
trade, futures, hedging, marketing board, competition, marginal-cost pricing, 
price discrimination, fixing, maintenance, rebate 
Markets and consumers: material wants, goods, services, utility, consumer, 
behavior, consumption, supply and demand, satisfaction 
Marketing, a commercial activity of promoting and distributing and selling 
goods and services 
Concepts and principles: entity, object, action, activity, relation, human, 
society, economy, business, market, mass communication, material, goods, 
services, activity, transaction, dealing, commerce, merchandise, propaganda, 
advertising, auction, bazaar, black market, fair, goods, product, service, mail 
order, investment, item, market research, product, purchase, sale, staff, store, 
supermarket, chain, vending machine, retail, wholesale, producer, 
manufacturer, marketer, retailer, wholesaler, agent, broker, customer, user 
Elements: product or service management (research, development, design, 
finance, engineering, production, product line, packaging, branding); pricing; 
distribution (direct sales, mail order, intermediary agents); advertising and 
promotion (agencies, media, strategy, design), selling (to funal consumers, 
retailing, wholesaling, brokers, agents, and sales agents; to manufacturers, 
industrial goods, raw materials, mineral resources, land, buildings, machinery, 
parts, textiles, steel, agricultural products)  
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Types of goods: fast-moving consumer goods (foods, groceries, toiletries, 
houshold consumables); consumer durables (home appliances, motot 
vehicles); industrial goods (raw materials, consumables, stationery, fuel, 
packaging materials, capital goods, office equipment, machinery, factories, 
refineries, transport systems 
Types of services: entertainments, tourism, transportation, professional sevices 
(bankers, accountants, physicians, consultants) 
Advertising:  agency services (strategies, artwork, television commercials, 
contracting media, market research, promotion, public relations, budget); 
media (direct mail, newspapers, television, radio, computer networks, email, 
websites, magazines, outdoor media, signs, bulletins,  transit media, cards, 
posters, displays, directories, point of sale, specialties) 
Industry, a body of organizations and enterprises for making common goods, 
services, and living incomes, transforming resources into common goods and 
services 
Concepts: entity, substance, state, change, action, activity, relation, life, 
human, society, economy, enterprise, market, resources, labor, materials, 
machines, methods, capital, goods, service, sale, industry, manufacture, 
production, transformation, engineering, value, technology, work, employment, 
wealth 
Classification: primary (genetic, extractive and processing,) industries; 
secondary (heavy and manufacturing, light) industries; tertiary (service) 
industries 
Primary industries: genetic (forestry and wood production, agriculture, livestock 
management and fishing); extraction and processing industries (mining and 
quarrying, mineral processing, metallurgy, pyro-, hydro-, physical, petroleum 
and natural gas, drilling, transportation, storage, coal industry); 
Secondary industries: heavy manufacturing industry (automotive, aerospace, 
shipbuilding, propulsion, steel and iron, cement, metal); energy-producing 
industries; construction industry; chemical process industries (inorganic and 
organic chemicals, petroleum refining, soaps and detergents, dyes, 
pharmaceutical, papermaking, rubber, plastics, fibres, paints and varnishes, 
adhesives, explosives); light industry (textile industry, clothing and footwear, 
furniture industry, floor coverings, food processing, plastics manufacture; 
electronics and computer hardware manufacture, software production; 
gemstone cutting, craft work; printing, typography, publishing. 
 
Service industries: health, social welfare, administrative, defence, police, and 
security services; banking, finance, insurance, investment, real estate services; 
wholesale, retail, and resale trade; transportation, information, and 
communication services; professional, consulting, legal, and personal services; 
tourism, hotels, restaurants, and entertainment; repair and maintenance 
services; education and teaching. 
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Industrial Engineering: production systems; production management; mass 
production; operations research; systems engineering; research and 
development 
Cognate topics: idustrialization, industrial revolutions, industrial relations 

 
THE UNITED NATIONS 

International Standard Industrial Classification of all Economic Activities 
in the World (ISIC, Rev.4) 

Classification Structure 
Structure Level 1: Sections (A: one-letter alpha code- A to U) 
Structure Level 2: Divisions (N:2-digit codes) 
Structure Level 3: Groups (N:3-digit codes) 
Structure Level 4: Classes (N:4-digit codes)  
[Hierarchical structure consisting of ISIC Sections (21), ISIC Divisions (88), ISIC 
Groups (238) and ISIC Classes (420)] 

• A - Agriculture, forestry and fishing 
o 01 - Crop and animal production, hunting and related service 

activities 
o 02 - Forestry and logging 
o 03 - Fishing and aquaculture 

• B - Mining and quarrying 
o 05 - Mining of coal and lignite 
o 06 - Extraction of crude petroleum and natural gas 
o 07 - Mining of metal ores 
o 08 - Other mining and quarrying 
o 09 - Mining support service activities 

• C - Manufacturing 
o 10 - Manufacture of food products 
o 11 - Manufacture of beverages 
o 12 - Manufacture of tobacco products 
o 13 - Manufacture of textiles 
o 14 - Manufacture of wearing apparel 
o 15 - Manufacture of leather and related products 
o 16 - Manufacture of wood and of products of wood and cork, except 

furniture; manufacture of articles of straw and plaiting materials 
o 17 - Manufacture of paper and paper products 
o 18 - Printing and reproduction of recorded media 
o 19 - Manufacture of coke and refined petroleum products 
o 20 - Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products 
o 21 - Manufacture of pharmaceuticals, medicinal chemical and 

botanical products 
o 22 - Manufacture of rubber and plastics products 
o 23 - Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products 
o 24 - Manufacture of basic metals 

http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=A
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=01
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=02
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=03
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=B
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=05
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=06
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=07
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=08
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=09
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=C
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=10
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=11
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=12
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=13
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=14
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=15
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=16
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=17
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=18
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=19
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=20
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=21
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=22
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=23
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=24
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o 25 - Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery 
and equipment 

o 26 - Manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products 
o 27 - Manufacture of electrical equipment 
o 28 - Manufacture of machinery and equipment n.e.c. 
o 29 - Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers 
o 30 - Manufacture of other transport equipment 
o 31 - Manufacture of furniture 
o 32 - Other manufacturing 
o 33 - Repair and installation of machinery and equipment 

• D - Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply 
o 35 - Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply 

• E - Water supply; sewerage, waste management and remediation 
activities 

o 36 - Water collection, treatment and supply 
o 37 - Sewerage 
o 38 - Waste collection, treatment and disposal activities; materials 

recovery 
o 39 - Remediation activities and other waste management services 

• F - Construction 
o 41 - Construction of buildings 
o 42 - Civil engineering 
o 43 - Specialized construction activities 

• G - Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles 
o 45 - Wholesale and retail trade and repair of motor vehicles and 

motorcycles 
o 46 - Wholesale trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles 
o 47 - Retail trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles 

• H - Transportation and storage 
o 49 - Land transport and transport via pipelines 
o 50 - Water transport 
o 51 - Air transport 
o 52 - Warehousing and support activities for transportation 
o 53 - Postal and courier activities 

• I - Accommodation and Food service activities 
o 55 - Accommodation 
o 56 - Food and beverage service activities 

• J - Information and communication 
o 58 - Publishing activities 
o 59 - Motion picture, video and television programme production, 

sound recording and music publishing activities 
o 60 - Broadcasting and programming activities 
o 61 - Telecommunications 
o 62 - Information technology service activities 
o 63 - Information service activities 

• K - Financial and insurance activities 

http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=25
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=26
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=27
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=28
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=29
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=30
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=31
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=32
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=33
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=D
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=35
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=E
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=36
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=37
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=38
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=39
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=F
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=41
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=42
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=43
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=G
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=45
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=46
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=47
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=H
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=49
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=50
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=51
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=52
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=53
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=I
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=55
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=56
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=J
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=58
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=59
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=60
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=61
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=62
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=63
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=K
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o 64 - Financial intermediation, except insurance and pension funding 
o 65 - Insurance, reinsurance and pension funding, except 

compulsory social security 
o 66 - Other financial activities 

• L - Real estate activities 
o 68 - Real estate activities 

• M - Professional, scientific and technical activities 
o 69 - Legal and accounting activities 
o 70 - Activities of head offices; management and management 

consultancy activities 
o 71 - Architecture and engineering activities; technical testing and 

analysis 
o 72 - Scientific research and development 
o 73 - Advertising and market research 
o 74 - Other professional, scientific and technical activities 
o 75 - Veterinary activities 

• N - Administrative and support service activities 
o 77 - Rental and leasing activities 
o 78 - Employment activities 
o 79 - Travel agency, tour operator and other reservation service 

activities 
o 80 - Security and investigation activities 
o 81 - Services to buildings and landscape activities 
o 82 - Office administrative, office support and other business support 

activities 
• O - Public administration and defence; compulsory social security 

o 84 - Public administration and defence; compulsory social security 
• P - Education 

o 85 - Education 
• Q - Human health and social work activities 

o 86 - Human health activities 
o 87 - Residential care activities 
o 88 - Social work activities without accommodation 

• R - Arts, entertainment and recreation 
o 90 - Creative, arts and entertainment activities 
o 91 - Libraries, archives, museums and other cultural activities 
o 92 - Gambling and betting activities 
o 93 - Sports activities and amusement and recreation activities 

• S - Other service activities 
o 94 - Activities of membership organizations 
o 95 - Repair of computers and personal and household goods 
o 96 - Other service activities 

• T - Activities of households as employers; undifferentiated goods- and 
services-producing activities of households for own use 

o 97 - Activities of households as employers of domestic personnel 

http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=64
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=65
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=66
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=L
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=68
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=M
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=69
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=70
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=71
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=72
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=73
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=74
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=75
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=N
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=77
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=78
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=79
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=80
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=81
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=82
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=O
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=84
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=P
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=85
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=Q
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=86
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=87
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=88
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=R
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=90
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=91
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=92
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=93
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=S
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=94
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=95
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=96
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=T
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=97
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o 98 - Undifferentiated goods- and services-producing activities of 
private households for own use 

• U - Activities of extraterritorial organizations and bodies 
o 99 - Activities of extraterritorial organizations and bodies 

 
 

THE UNITED NATIONS 
Standard Central Product Classification (CPC) of all Products (according 

to the physical composition of Goods and nature of Services) 
Classification Structure 
Structure Level 1: Sections (N: one-digit code) 
Structure Level 2: Divisions (N: 2-digit code) 
Structure Level 3: Groups (N: 3-digit code) 
Structure Level 4: Classes (N: 4-digit code) 
Structure Level 5: Subclasses (N: 5-digit code)  
[Hierarchical structure of CPC Version 1.1 consists of "Sections" (10), "Divisions" 
(70), "Groups" (305), "Classes" (1,167) and "Subclasses" (2,096)] 

• 0 - Agriculture, forestry and fishery products 
o 01 - Products of agriculture, horticulture and market gardening 
o 02 - Live animals and animal products 
o 03 - Forestry and logging products 
o 04 - Fish and other fishing products 

• 1 - Ores and minerals; electricity, gas and water 
o 11 - Coal and lignite; peat 
o 12 - Crude petroleum and natural gas 
o 13 - Uranium and thorium ores 
o 14 - Metal ores 
o 15 - Stone, sand and clay 
o 16 - Other minerals 
o 17 - Electricity, town gas, steam and hot water 
o 18 - Water 

• 2 - Food products, beverages and tobacco; textiles, apparel and leather 
products 

o 21 - Meat, fish, fruit, vegetables, oils and fats 
o 22 - Dairy products 
o 23 - Grain mill products, starches and starch products; other food 

products 
o 24 - Beverages 
o 25 - Tobacco products 
o 26 - Yarn and thread; woven and tufted textile fabrics 
o 27 - Textile articles other than apparel 
o 28 - Knitted or crocheted fabrics; wearing apparel 
o 29 - Leather and leather products; footwear 

http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=98
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=U
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=27&Lg=1&Co=99
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=0
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=01
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=02
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=03
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=04
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=1
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=11
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=12
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=13
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=14
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=15
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=16
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=17
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=18
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=2
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=21
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=22
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=23
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=24
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=25
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=26
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=27
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=28
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=29
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• 3 - Other transportable goods, except metal products, machinery and 
equipment 

o 31 - Products of wood, cork, straw and plaiting materials 
o 32 - Pulp, paper and paper products; printed matter and related 

articles 
o 33 - Coke oven products; refined petroleum products; nuclear fuel 
o 34 - Basic chemicals 
o 35 - Other chemical products; man-made fibres 
o 36 - Rubber and plastics products 
o 37 - Glass and glass products and other non-metallic products 

n.e.c. 
o 38 - Furniture; other transportable goods n.e.c. 
o 39 - Wastes or scraps 

• 4 - Metal products, machinery and equipment 
o 41 - Basic metals 
o 42 - Fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment 
o 43 - General-purpose machinery 
o 44 - Special-purpose machinery 
o 45 - Office, accounting and computing machinery 
o 46 - Electrical machinery and apparatus 
o 47 - Radio, television and communication equipment and apparatus 
o 48 - Medical appliances, precision and optical instruments, watches 

and clocks 
o 49 - Transport equipment 

• 5 - Construction services 
o 54 - Construction services 

• 6 - Distributive trade services; lodging; food and beverage serving 
services; transport services; and utilities distribution services 

o 61 - Wholesale trade services 
o 62 - Retail trade services 
o 63 - Lodging; food and beverage serving services 
o 64 - Land transport services 
o 65 - Water transport services 
o 66 - Air transport services 
o 67 - Supporting and auxiliary transport services 
o 68 - Postal and courier services 
o 69 - Electricity distribution services; gas and water distribution 

services through mains 
• 7 - Financial and related services; real estate services; and rental and 

leasing services 
o 71 - Financial intermediation, insurance and auxiliary services 
o 72 - Real estate services 
o 73 - Leasing or rental services without operator 

• 8 - Business and production services 
o 81 - Research and development services 
o 82 - Legal and accounting services 

http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=3
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=31
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=32
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=33
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=34
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=35
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=36
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=37
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=38
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=39
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=4
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=41
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=42
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=43
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=44
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=45
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=46
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=47
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=48
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=49
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=5
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=54
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=6
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=61
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=62
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=63
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=64
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=65
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=66
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=67
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=68
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=69
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=7
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=71
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=72
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=73
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=8
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=81
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=82
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o 83 - Other professional, technical and business services 
o 84 - Telecommunications services; information retrieval and supply 

services 
o 85 - Support services 
o 86 - Services incidental to agriculture, hunting, forestry, fishing, 

mining and utilities 
o 87 - Maintenance, repair and installation (except construction) 

services 
o 88 - Manufacturing services on physical inputs owned by others 
o 89 - Other manufacturing services 

• 9 - Community, social and personal services 
o 91 - Public administration and other services to the community as a 

whole; compulsory social security services 
o 92 - Education services 
o 93 - Health and social services 
o 94 - Sewage and refuse disposal, sanitation and other 

environmental protection services 
o 95 - Services of membership organizations 
o 96 - Recreational, cultural and sporting services 
o 97 - Other services 
o 98 - Domestic services 
o 99 - Services provided by extraterritorial organizations and bodies 

http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=83
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=84
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=85
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=86
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=87
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=88
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=89
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=9
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=91
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=92
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=93
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=94
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=95
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=96
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=97
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=98
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=16&Lg=1&Co=99
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WORLD COUNTRIES, NATIONS, LANDS, OR STATES 
 
COUNTRY, the land of a people under a particular government; the territory 
occupied by a nation; a body of people under a single government 

 
Concepts and Principles 

ENTITY, SUBSTANCE, STATE, CHANGE, RELATION, SPACE, REGION, 
PEOPLE, COMMUNITY, ECONOMY, GEOGRAPHY, LAND, NATION, STATE, 
TERRITORY, DISTRICT, DEMOGRAPHY, POPULATION, CONSTITUTION, 
GOVERNMENT, CULTURE, HISTORY, POLITICS, SOVEREIGNTY 

 
The LAND 

Relief 
Drainage 
Soils 
Climate 
Plant and animal life 
Ssettlement patterns 

 
The PEOPLE 

Ethnic composition 
Language 
Demography 
Social structures 
Family structure 
Religion 

 
The ECONOMY 

Management 
Resources 
Agriculture 
Forestry 
Fishing 
Industry 
Banking and finance 
Trade 
Transportation 
Information structure and communications 

 
ADMINISTRATION 

Government 
Education 
Health 
Welfare services 
Social conditions 
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CULTURE 
Heritage 
The arts 
Folk culture 
Architecture 
Literature 
Music 
Visual arts 
Theatre and motion pictures 
Libraries and museums 
Science 
Technology 
Cultural institutions 
Sport and recreation 
The media 
Press and broadcasting 

 
HISTORY 

Ancient 
Medieval 
Modern 
Contemporary times 
Future 
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WORLD CONTINENTS AND COUNTRIES  
•Africa 
•Asia 
•Australia, New Zealand, and Oceania  
•Europe  
•North and South America  
•The Middle East  
 
 

AFRICA 
 

• Central Africa  
• Eastern Africa  
• North Africa  
• Southern Africa  
• Western Africa  

 
• Algeria  
• Angola  
• Benin  
• Botswana  
• Brunei  
• Burkina Faso  
• Burundi  
• Cameroon  
• Cape Verde  
• Central African Republic  
• Chad  
• Comoros  
• Congo  
• Cote d'Ivoire  
• Democratic Republic of the Congo  
• Djibouti  
• Egypt  
• Equatorial Guinea  
• Eritrea  
• Ethiopia  
• Gabon  
• Ghana  
• Guinea  
• Guinea Bissau  
• Kenya  
• Lesotho  
• Liberia  

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127677
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=114533
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=114635
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=119959
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=117876
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=120092
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=119967
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=117884
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=120111
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=117891
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=120882
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=120085
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=114540
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=120118
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=120082
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=114547
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=120084
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=25408
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=114554
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=120125
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=114574
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=114664
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=108487
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=120132
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=114670
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=114677
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=114561
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=120139
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=120170
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=120177
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=114643
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=117898
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=120184
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• Libya  
• Madagascar  
• Malawi  
• Mali  
• Mauritania  
• Mauritius  
• Morocco  
• Mozambique  
• Namibia  
• Niger  
• Nigeria  
• Rwanda  

ASIA  
• Afghanistan  
• Armenia  
• Azerbaijan  
• Bangladesh  
• Bhutan  
• Brunei  
• Cambodia  
• China  
• Georgia  
• India  
• Indonesia  
• Japan  
• Kazakstan  
• Korea  
• Kyrgyzstan  
• Laos  
• Malaysia  
• Mongolia  
• Myanmar  
• Nepal  
• Pakistan  
• Papua New Guinea  
• Philippines  
• Singapore  
• Sri Lanka  
• Taiwan  
• Tajikistan  
• Thailand  
• Turkmenistan  
• Uzbekistan  
• Vietnam  

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=119974
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=114920
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=117905
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=120083
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=120086
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=52790
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=119981
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=117912
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=117919
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=120097
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=120191
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=114564
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=108473
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=115474
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=115481
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=117992
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=118016
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=120882
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=120889
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127710
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=115488
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=121168
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=109270
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=109544
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=129496
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=114848
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=129470
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=120896
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=120903
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=115583
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=120910
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=115632
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=115031
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127798
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=115087
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=120917
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=115240
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=115308
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=129478
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=120924
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=129486
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=129494
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=120931
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AUSTRALIA, New Zealand, and Oceania 
• American Samoa  
• Australia  
• Cook Islands  
• Easter Island  
• Fiji  
• French Polynesia  
• Guam  
• Kiribati  
• Marshall Islands  
• Micronesia  
• Nauru  
• New Caledonia  
• New Zealand  
• Northern Mariana Islands  
• Palau  
• Papua New Guinea  
• Solomon Islands  
• Tonga  
• Tuvalu  
• Vanuatu  
• Wallis and Futuna  
• Western Samoa  

EUROPE  
• Albania  
• Austria  
• Belarus  
• Belgium  
• Bosnia and Herzegovina  
• Bulgaria  
• Croatia  
• Cyprus  
• Czech Republic  
• Denmark  
• Estonia  
• Finland  
• France  
• Georgia  
• Germany  
• Greece  
• Hungary  
• Iceland  
• Ireland  
• Italy  
• Latvia  

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127820
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=119621
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127822
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127824
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127794
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127826
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127804
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127806
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127808
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127810
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127812
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127796
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=115656
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127814
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127816
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127798
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127800
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127828
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127818
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127801
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127830
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127832
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=108592
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=119653
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=117978
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=118000
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=118008
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=119660
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=119667
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=119674
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=118026
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=118039
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=108911
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=118235
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=118068
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=119334
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=115488
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=109152
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=109178
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=114802
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=109069
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=109322
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=109527
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=118238
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• Liechtenstein  
• Lithuania  
• Luxembourg  
• Macedonia  
• Malta  
• Moldova  
• Monaco  
• Norway  
• Poland  
• Portugal  
• Romania  
• Russia  
• Serbia and Montenegro  
• Slovakia  
• Slovenia  
• Spain  
• Sweden  
• Switzerland  
• The Netherlands  
• Ukraine  
• United Kingdom  
• Vatican City State  

NORTH and SOUTH AMERICA 
• Canada  
• LATIN AMERICA  
• Argentina  
• Belize  
• Bolivia  
• Brazil  
• Chile  
• Colombia  
• Costa Rica  
• Ecuador  
• El Salvador  
• French Guiana  
• Guatemala  
• Guyana  
• History of Central America  
• History of Latin America  
• Honduras  
• Mexico  
• Nicaragua  
• Panama  
• Paraguay  
• Peru  
• Suriname  

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=49322
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=118245
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=114912
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=119677
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=114931
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=119680
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=54632
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=109035
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=115134
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=108423
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=119687
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=117445
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=119701
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=118046
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=119694
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=115203
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=115262
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=115271
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=115642
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=115504
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=120040
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=76862
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=119751
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=117960
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=118699
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=108670
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=108686
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=109075
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=109139
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=118706
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=109022
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=118712
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=36011
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=118719
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=109212
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=118692
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=115336
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=118726
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=115537
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=118733
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=118740
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=119393
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=115074
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=115254
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• Uruguay  
• Venezuela  
• The United States  

The WEST INDIES 
• Anguilla  
• Antigua and Barbuda  
• Aruba  
• Barbados  
• Cayman Islands  
• Cuba  
• Dominica  
• Dominican Republic  
• Grenada  
• Guadeloupe  
• Haiti  
• Jamaica  
• Martinique  
• Montserrat  
• Netherlands Antilles  
• Saint Kitts and Nevis  
• Saint Lucia  
• Saint Vincent and the Grenadines  
• The Bahamas  
• Trinidad and Tobago  
• Turks and Caicos Islands  
• Virgin Islands  
• Pre-Columbian Civilizations 

The MIDDLE EAST 

 
• Algeria  
• Bahrain  
• Egypt  
• Iran  
• Iraq  
• Israel  
• Jordan  
• Kurdistan  
• Kuwait  
• Lebanon  
• Libya  
• Morocco  
• Oman  
• Palestine  

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=115675
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=115686
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=121257
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127838
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127869
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127870
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127892
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127872
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127896
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127845
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127874
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127852
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127876
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127878
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127859
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127866
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127880
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127882
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127898
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127884
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127886
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127888
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127894
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127900
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=127902
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=77458
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=117300
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=119967
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=119510
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=108487
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=109311
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=109317
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=109507
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=109575
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=47552
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=119516
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=114880
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=119974
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=119981
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=119523
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=115036
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• Qatar  
• Saudi Arabia  
• Syria  
• Tunisia  
• Turkey  
• United Arab Emirates  
• Yemen  

 
ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS 

• Aegean Civilizations  
• Ancient Egypt  
• Ancient Greek Civilization  
• Ancient Italic Peoples  
• Ancient Middle East  
• Ancient Rome  
• The Hellenistic Age  
•  

 

 
country, state, land --

 (the territory occupied by a nation; "he returned to the land of his birth"; "he visited several European coun
tries") 

       => European country, European nation -- (countries occupying the European continent) 
           => Scandinavian country, Scandinavian nation -- (countries occupying Scandinavia) 
               => Denmark, Kingdom of Denmark, Danmark --
 (a constitutional monarchy in northern Europe; consists of the mainland of Jutland and many islands betwe
en the North Sea and the Baltic Sea) 
               => Norway, Kingdom of Norway, Norge, Noreg --
 (a constitutional monarchy in northern Europe on the western side of the Scandinavian Peninsula; achieved
 independence from Sweden in 1905) 
               => Sweden, Kingdom of Sweden, Sverige --
 (a Scandinavian kingdom in the eastern part of the Scandinavian Peninsula) 
           => Balkans -- (the Balkan countries collectively) 
           => Balkan country, Balkan nation, Balkan state -- (a country on the Balkan Peninsula) 
               => Albania, Republic of Albania --
 (a republic in southeastern Europe on the Adriatic coast of the Balkan Peninsula) 
               => Bulgaria, Republic of Bulgaria --
 (a republic in the eastern part of the Balkan Peninsula in southeastern Europe) 
               => Greece, Hellenic Republic, Ellas --
 (a republic in southeastern Europe on the southern part of the Balkan peninsula; known for grapes and oliv
es and olive oil) 
               => Romania, Roumania, Rumania -- (a Balkan republic in southeastern Europe) 
               => Macedonia --
 (landlocked republic on the Balkan Peninsula; achieved independence from Yugoslavia in 1991) 
           => Czech Republic -- (a landlocked republic in central Europe; separated from Slovakia in 1993) 
           => Slovakia, Slovak Republic --
 (a landlocked republic in central Europe; separated from the Czech Republic in 1993) 
=> United Kingdom, UK, Great Britain, GB, Britain, United Kingdom of Great Britain  

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=119530
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=119537
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=115300
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=119988
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=120796
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=119544
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=119551
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=109180
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=108487
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=109182
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=109191
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=117312
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=109192
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=109190
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and Northern Ireland --
 (a monarchy in northwestern Europe occupying most of the British Isles; divided into England and Scotlan
d and Wales and Northern Ireland) 
       => tax haven -- (a country or independent region where taxes are low) 
           => Germany, Federal Republic of Germany, Deutschland, FRG --
 (a republic in central Europe; split into East German and West Germany after World  
War II and reunited in 1990) 
           => East Germany, German Democratic Republic --
 (a republic in north central Europe on the Baltic; established by the Soviet Union in 1954; reunified with 
West Germany in 1990) 
           => West Germany, Federal Republic of Germany --
 (a republic in north central Europe on the North Sea; established in 1949 from the zones of Germany occup
ied by the British and French and Americans after the German defeat;  
reunified with East Germany in 1990) 
           => Finland, Republic of Finland, Suomi --
 (republic in northern Europe; achieved independence from Russia in 1917) 
           => Italy, Italian Republic, Italia --
 (a republic in southern Europe on the Italian Peninsula; was the core of the Roman Republic and the Roma
n Empire between the 4th century BC and the 5th century AD) 
           => Yugoslavia, Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, Jugoslavija, Serbia and Montenegro --
 (a mountainous republic in southeastern Europe) 
           => Croatia, Republic of Croatia, Hrvatska -- (a republic in the western Balkans in south-
central Europe in the eastern Adriatic coastal area; formerly part of the Habsburg  
monarchy and Yugoslavia; became independent in 1991) 
           => Bosnia and Herzegovina, Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bosna i Hercegovina, Bosnia-
Herzegovina, Bosnia -- (a mountainous republic of south-
central Europe; formerly part of the Ottoman Empire and then a part of Yugoslavia; voted for independence
 in 1992 but the mostly Serbian army of Yugoslavia refused to accept  
the vote and began ethnic cleansing in order to rid Bosnia of its Croats and Muslims) 
               => Sarajevo --
 (capital and largest city of Bosnia; scene of the assassination of Francis Ferdinand in 1914 which precipitat
ed World War I) 
           => Slovenia, Republic of Slovenia, Slovenija --
 (a mountainous republic in central Europe; formerly part of the Habsburg monarchy and Yugoslavia; achie
ved independence in 1991) 
           => Austria, Republic of Austria, Oesterreich --
 (a mountainous republic in central Europe; under the Habsburgs (1278-
1918) Austria maintained control of the Holy Roman Empire and was a leader in European politics until the
 19th century) 
           => Flanders -- (a medieval country in northern Europe that included regions now parts of northern  
France and Belgium and southwestern Netherlands) 
           => Belgium, Kingdom of Belgium, Belgique --
 (a monarchy in northwestern Europe; headquarters for the European Union and for the  
North Atlantic Treaty Organization) 
           => England -- (a division of the United Kingdom) 
               => Albion -- (archaic name for England or Great Britain; used poetically) 
               => Anglia -- (the Latin name for England) 
               => Blighty -- (a slang term for England used by English troops serving abroad) 
           => Northern Ireland --
 (a division of the United Kingdom located on the northern part of the island of Ireland) 
           => Ireland, Eire, Irish Free State --
 (a republic consisting of 26 of 32 counties comprising the island of Ireland; achieved  
independence from the United Kingdom in 1921) 
               => Cork -- (a port city in southern Ireland) 
               => Galway -- (a port city in western Ireland on Galway Bay) 
           => Scotland --
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 (one of the four countries that make up the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland; located 
on the northern part of the island of Great Britain; famous for bagpipes and plaids and kilts) 
           => France, French Republic -- (a republic in western Europe; the largest country wholly in Europe) 
           => Netherlands, The Netherlands, Kingdom of The Netherlands, Holland --
 (a constitutional monarchy in western Europe on the North Sea; achieved independence  
from Spain in 1579; half the country lies below sea level) 
           => Hungary, Republic of Hungary, Magyarorszag -- (a republic in central Europe) 
           => Iceland, Republic of Iceland --
 (an island republic on the island of Iceland; became independent of Denmark in 1944) 
           => Liechtenstein, Principality of Liechtenstein --
 (a small landlocked principality (constitutional monarchy) in central Europe located in  
he Alps between Austria and Switzerland) 
           => Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, Luxemburg --
 (a grand duchy (a constitutional monarchy) landlocked in northwestern Europe between France and Belgiu
m and Germany; an international financial center) 
           => Monaco, Principality of Monaco --
 (a constitutional monarchy in a tiny enclave on the French Riviera) 
           => Poland, Republic of Poland, Polska --
 (a republic in central Europe; the invasion of Poland by Germany in 1939 started World War II) 
           => Portugal, Portuguese Republic --
 (a republic in southwestern Europe on the Iberian Peninsula; Portuguese explorers and  
colonists in the 15th and 16th centuries created a vast overseas empire (including Brazil)) 
           => San Marino, Republic of San Marino --
 (the smallest republic in the world; the oldest independent country in Europe (achieved  
independence in 301); located in the Apennines and completely surrounded by Italy) 
           => Belarus, Republic of Belarus, Byelarus, Byelorussia, Belorussia, White Russia --
 (a landlocked republic in eastern Europe; formerly a European soviet) 
           => Moldova, Republic of Moldova, Moldavia --
 (a landlocked republic in eastern Europe; formerly a European soviet but achieved  independence in 1991) 
           => Andorra, Principality of Andorra --
 (a small republic in the eastern Pyrenees between Spain and France) 
           => Spain, Kingdom of Spain, Espana --
 (a parliamentary monarchy in southwestern Europe on the Iberian Peninsula; a former colonial power) 
           => Switzerland, Swiss Confederation, Suisse, Schweiz, Svizzera --
 (a landlocked federal republic in central Europe) 
           => Holy See, The Holy See, State of the Vatican City --
 (the smallest sovereign state in the world; the see of the Pope (as the Bishop of Rome);  
home of the Pope and the central administration of the Roman Catholic Church; achieved independence fro
m Italy in 1929) 
       => African country, African nation -- (countries occupying the African continent) 
           => Namibia, Republic of Namibia, South West Africa --
 (a republic in southwestern Africa on the south Atlantic coast (formerly called South West Africa); achieve
d independence from South Africa in 1990; the greater part of Namibia form part of the high Namibian plat
eau of South Africa) 
           => Algeria, Algerie, Democratic and Popular Republic of Algeria --
 (a republic in northwestern Africa on the Mediterranean Sea with a population that is  
predominantly Sunni Muslim; colonized by France in the 19th century but gained  
autonomy in the early 1960s) 
           => Angola, Republic of Angola --
 (a republic in southwestern Africa on the Atlantic Ocean; achieved independence from  
Portugal in 1975 and was the scene of civil war until 1990) 
           => Burundi, Republic of Burundi --
 (a landlocked republic in east central Africa on the northeastern shore of Lake  Tanganyika) 
           => Cameroon, Republic of Cameroon, Cameroun --
 (a republic on the western coast of central Africa; was under French and British control  until 1960) 
           => Central African Republic, Central Africa --
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 (a landlocked country in central Africa; formerly under French control; became independent in 1960) 
           => Chad, Republic of Chad, Tchad -- (a landlocked desert republic in north-
central Africa; was under French control until 1960) 
           => Congo, Republic of the Congo, French Congo -- (a republic in west-
central Africa; achieved independence from France in 1960) 
           => Congo, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Zaire, Belgian Congo --
 (a republic in central Africa; achieved independence from Belgium in 1960) 
           => Ivory Coast, Cote d'Ivoire, Republic of Cote d'Ivoire --
 (a republic in western Africa on the Gulf of Guinea; one of the most prosperous and  
politically stable countries in Africa) 
           => Benin, Republic of Benin, Dahomey --
 (a country on western coast of Africa; formerly under French control) 
           => Togo, Togolese Republic --
 (a republic on the western coast of Africa on the Gulf of Guinea; formerly under French control) 
           => Djibouti, Republic of Djibouti, Afars and Issas --
 (a country in northeastern Africa on the Somali peninsula; formerly under French control but became inde
pendent in 1997) 
           => Equatorial Guinea, Republic of Equitorial Guinea, Spanish Guinea --
 (a country of west central Africa (including islands in the Gulf of Guinea); became  
independent from Spain in 1968) 
           => Eritrea, State of Eritrea --
 (an African country north of Ethiopia on the Red Sea; achieved independence from  Ethiopia in 1993) 
           => Ethiopia, Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, Yaltopya, Abyssinia --
 (Ethiopia is a republic in northeastern Africa on the Red Sea; formerly called Abyssinia) 
           => Rwanda, Rwandese Republic, Ruanda --
 (a landlocked republic in central Africa; formerly a German colony) 
           => Botswana, Republic of Botswana -- (a landlocked republic in south-
central Africa that became independent from British control in the 1960s) 
           => Egypt, Arab Republic of Egypt, United Arab Republic --
 (a republic in northeastern Africa known as the United Arab Republic until 1971; site of an ancient civiliza
tion that flourished from 2600 to 30 BC) 
           => Kenya, Republic of Kenya --
 (a republic in eastern Africa; achieved independence from the United Kingdom in 1963; major archeologic
al discoveries have been made in the Great Rift Valley in Kenya) 
           => Gabon, Gabonese Republic, Gabun -- (a republic on the west coast of Africa) 
           => Gambia, The Gambia, Republic of The Gambia --
 (a narrow republic surrounded by Senegal in West Africa) 
           => Ghana, Republic of Ghana, Gold Coast --
 (a republic in West Africa on the Gulf of Guinea; "Ghana was colonized as the Gold  
Coast by the British") 
           => Guinea, Republic of Guinea, French Guinea --
 (a republic in eastern Africa on the Atlantic; formerly a French colony; achieved independence from Franc
e in 1958) 
           => Guinea-Bissau, Republic of Guinea-Bissau, Guine-Bissau, Portuguese Guinea --
 (a republic on the northwestern coast of Africa; recognized as independent by Portugal in 1974) 
           => Lesotho, Kingdom of Lesotho, Basutoland --
 (a landlocked constitutional monarchy in southern Africa; achieved independence from the United Kingdo
m in 1966) 
           => Liberia, Republic of Liberia --
 (a republic in West Africa; established in 1822 by Americans as a way to free negro  slaves) 
           => Libya, Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya --
 (a military dictatorship in northern Africa on the Mediterranean; consists almost entirely of desert; a major 
exporter of petroleum; involved in state-sponsored terrorism) 
           => Madagascar, Republic of Madagascar, Malagasy Republic --
 (a republic on the island of Madagascar; achieved independence from France in 1960) 
           => Malawi, Republic of Malawi, Nyasaland --
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 (a landlocked republic in southern central Africa; achieved independence from the United Kingdom in 196
4) 
           => Mali, Republic of Mali, French Sudan --
 (a landlocked republic in northwestern Africa; achieved independence from France in 1960; Mali was a ce
nter of West African civilization for more than 4,000 years) 
           => Mauritania, Islamic Republic of Mauritania, Mauritanie, Muritaniya --
 (a country in northwestern Africa with a provisional military government; achieved  
independence from France in 1960; largely western Sahara Desert) 
           => Morocco, Kingdom of Morocco, Maroc, Marruecos, Al-Magrib --
 (a kingdom (constitutional monarchy) in northwestern Africa with a largely Muslim  
population; achieved independence from France in 1956) 
           => Mozambique, Republic of Mozambique, Mocambique --
 (a republic on the eastern coast of Africa on the Mozambique Channel; became independent from Portugal 
in 1975) 
           => Niger, Republic of Niger --
 (a landlocked republic in West Africa; gained independence from France in 1960; most  
of the country is dominated by the Sahara Desert) 
           => Nigeria, Federal Republic of Nigeria --
 (a republic in West Africa on the Gulf of Guinea; gained independence from Britain in  
1960; most populous African country) 
           => Senegal, Republic of Senegal --
 (a republic in northwestern Africa on the coast of the Atlantic; formerly a French colony but achieved inde
pendence in 1960) 
           => Sierra Leone, Republic of Sierra Leone --
 (a republic in West Africa; achieved independence from the United Kingdom in 1961) 
           => Somalia --
 (a republic in extreme eastern Africa on the Somali Peninsula; subject to tribal warfare) 
           => South Africa, Republic of South Africa --
 (a republic at the southernmost part of Africa; achieved independence from the United Kingdom in 1910; f
irst European settlers were Dutch (known as Boers)) 
           => Sudan, Republic of the Sudan, Soudan --
 (a republic in northeastern Africa on the Red Sea; achieved independence from Egypt  
and the United Kingdom in 1956; involved in state-sponsored terrorism) 
           => Swaziland, Kingdom of Swaziland --
 (a landlocked monarchy in southeastern Africa; member of the Commonwealth that  
achieved independence from the United Kingdom in 1968) 
           => Tanzania, United Republic of Tanzania -- (a republic in eastern Africa) 
           => Tunisia, Republic of Tunisia --
 (a republic in northwestern Africa on the Mediterranean coast; achieved independence  
from France in 1956; "southern Tunisia is mostly desert") 
           => Uganda, Republic of Uganda --
 (a landlocked republic in eastern Africa; achieved independence from the United  Kingdom in 1962) 
           => Zambia, Republic of Zambia, Northern Rhodesia --
 (a republic in central Africa; formerly controlled by Great Britain and called Northern  
Rhodesia until it gained independence within the Commonwealth in 1964) 
           => Zimbabwe, Republic of Zimbabwe, Rhodesia, Southern Rhodesia --
 (a landlocked republic in south central Africa formerly called Rhodesia; achieved  
independence from the United Kingdom in 1980) 
       => Asian country, Asian nation -- (countries occupying the Asian continent) 
           => Afghanistan, Islamic State of Afghanistan --
 (a mountainous landlocked country in central Asia; bordered by Iran to the west and  
Russia to the north and Pakistan to the east and south; "Soviet troops invaded  Afghanistan in 1979") 
           => Myanmar, Union of Burma, Burma --
 (a mountainous republic in southeastern Asia on the Bay of Bengal; "much opium is  grown in Myanmar") 
           => Cambodia, Kingdom of Cambodia, Kampuchea --
 (a nation in southeastern Asia; was part of Indochina under French rule until 1946) 
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           => China, People's Republic of China, mainland China, Communist China, Red  China, PRC --
 (a communist nation that covers a vast territory in eastern Asia; the most populous  country in the world) 
               => Cathay -- (an archaic or literary name for China) 
           => Bahrain, State of Bahrain, Bahrein --
 (an island country in the Persian Gulf off the coast of Saudi Arabia; oil revenues funded progressive progra
ms until reserves were exhausted in 1970s) 
           => Bangladesh, People's Republic of Bangladesh, Bangla Desh, East Pakistan --
 (a Muslim republic in southern Asia bordered by India to the north and west and east and the Bay of Benga
l to the south; formerly part of India and then part of Pakistan; it  achieved independence in 1971) 
           => Bhutan, Kingdom of Bhutan -- (a landlocked principality in the Himalayas northeast of India) 
           => India, Republic of India, Bharat --
 (a republic in the Asian subcontinent in southern Asia; second most populous country in the world; achieve
d independence from the United Kingdom in 1947) 
           => Nepal, Kingdom of Nepal --
 (a small landlocked Asian country high in the Himalayas between India and China) 
           => Tibet, Thibet, Xizang, Sitsang --
 (an Asian country under the control of China; located in the Himalayas) 
           => Iran, Islamic Republic of Iran, Persia --
 (a theocratic islamic republic in the Middle East in western Asia; Iran was the core of the ancient empire th
at was known as Persia until 1935; rich in oil; involved in state-sponsored terrorism) 
           => Iraq, Republic of Iraq, Al-Iraq, Irak --
 (a republic in the Middle East in western Asia; the ancient civilization of Mesopotamia was in the area no
w known as Iraq; modern government is involved in state-sponsored terrorism) 
           => Japan, Nippon, Nihon --
 (a constitutional monarchy occupying the Japanese Archipelago; a world leader in  
electronics and automobile manufacture and ship building) 
           => Jordan, Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan --
 (an Arab kingdom in southwestern Asia on the Red Sea) 
           => Kuwait, State of Kuwait, Koweit --
 (an Arab kingdom in Asia on the northwestern coast of the Persian Gulf; a major source of petroleum) 
           => North Korea, Democratic People's Republic of Korea, D.P.R.K., DPRK --
 (a communist country in the northern half of the Korean Peninsula; established in 1948;  involved in state-
sponsored terrorism) 
           => South Korea, Republic of Korea --
 (a republic in the southern half of the Korean Peninsula; established in 1948) 
           => Laos, Lao People's Democratic Republic --
 (a mountainous landlocked communist state in southeastern Asia; achieved  
independence from France in 1949) 
           => Lebanon, Lebanese Republic -- (an Asian republic at east end of Mediterranean) 
           => Malaysia, Malaya --
 (a constitutional monarchy in southeastern Asia on Borneo and the Malay Peninsula;  
achieved independence from the United Kingdom in 1957) 
           => Mongolia, Mongolian People's Republic, Outer Mongolia --
 (a landlocked socialist republic in central Asia) 
           => Oman, Sultanate of Oman, Muscat and Oman --
 (a strategically located monarchy on the southern and eastern coasts of the Arabian  
Peninsula; the economy is dominated by oil) 
           => Pakistan, Islamic Republic of Pakistan, West Pakistan --
 (a Muslim republic that occupies the heartland of ancient south Asian civilization in the  
Indus River valley; formerly part of India; achieved independence from the United Kingdom in 1947) 
           => Qatar, State of Qatar, Katar, State of Katar --
 (an Arab country on the peninsula of Qatar; achieved independence from the United  
Kingdom in 1971; the economy is dominated by oil) 
           => Saudi Arabia, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia --
 (an absolute monarchy occupying most of the Arabian Peninsula in southwest Asia; vast oil reserves domi
nate the economy) 
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           => Singapore, Republic of Singapore --
 (a country in southeastern Asia on the island of Singapore; achieved independence from Malaysia in 1965) 
           => Armenia, Republic of Armenia, Hayastan --
 (a landlocked republic in southwestern Asia; formerly an Asian soviet; modern Armenia is but a fragment 
of ancient Armenia which was one of the world's oldest civilizations;  
throughout 2500 years the Armenian people have been invaded and oppressed by their  neighbors) 
           => Azerbaijan, Azerbaijani Republic, Azerbajdzhan, Azerbajdzhan Republic --
 (a landlocked republic in southwestern Asia; formerly an Asian soviet) 
           => Georgia, Sakartvelo --
 (a republic in Asia Minor on the Black Sea separated from Russia by the Caucasus  
mountains; formerly an Asian soviet but became independent in 1991) 
           => Kazakhstan, Republic of Kazakhstan, Kazakstan, Kazakh, Kazak --
 (a landlocked republic south of Russia and northeast of the Caspian Sea; the original  Turkic-
speaking inhabitants were overrun by Mongols in the 13th century; an Asian soviet from 1936 to 1991) 
           => Kyrgyzstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Kirghizia, Kirgizia, Kirghiz, Kirgiz, Kirghizstan, Kirgizstan --
 (a landlocked republic in west central Asia bordering on northwestern China; formerly  
an Asian soviet but became independent in 1991) 
           => Tajikistan, Republic of Tajikistan, Tadzhikistan, Tadzhik, Tadjik, Tajik --
 (a landlocked mountainous republic in southeast central Asia north of Afghanistan;  
formerly an Asian soviet) 
           => Uzbekistan, Republic of Uzbekistan, Uzbek --
 (a landlocked republic in west central Asia; formerly an Asian soviet) 
           => Syria, Syrian Arab Republic --
 (an Asian republic in the Middle East at the east end of the Mediterranean; site of some  
of the world's most ancient centers of civilization; involved in state-sponsored terrorism) 
               => Aram -- (the biblical name for ancient Syria) 
           => Thailand, Kingdom of Thailand, Siam --
 (a country of southeastern Asia that extends southward along the Isthmus of Kra to the Malay peninsula; "
Thailand is the official name of the former Siam") 
           => United Arab Emirates --
 (a federation of seven Arab emirates on the eastern Arabian peninsula; achieved  
independence from the United Kingdom in 1971; rich in oil reserves) 
           => Vietnam, Socialist Republic of Vietnam, Viet Nam, Annam --
 (a communist state in Indochina on the South China Sea; achieved independence from  France in 1945) 
           => North Vietnam --
 (a former country in southeastern Asia that existed from 1954 (after the defeat of the  
French at Dien Bien Phu) until 1975 when South Vietnam collapsed at the end of the  Vietnam War) 
           => South Vietnam --
 (a former country in southeastern Asia that existed from 1954 (after the defeat of the  
French at Dien Bien Phu) until 1975 when it was defeated and annexed by North Vietnam) 
           => Yemen, Republic of Yemen --
 (a republic on the southwestern shores of the Arabian Peninsula on the Indian Ocean; formed in 1990) 
       => South American country, South American nation --
 (countries occupying the South American continent) 
           => Argentina, Argentine Republic, the Argentine --
 (a republic in southern South America; second largest country in South America) 
           => Chile, Republic of Chile --
 (a republic in southern South America on the western slopes of the Andes on the south  Pacific coast) 
           => Colombia, Republic of Colombia --
 (a republic in northwestern South America; the major legal crop is coffee but cocaine is  
also a major export) 
           => Ecuador, Republic of Ecuador --
 (a republic in northwestern South America; became independent from Spain in 1822; the landscape is dom
inated by the Andes) 
           => Bolivia, Republic of Bolivia --
 (a landlocked Republic in central South America; Simon Bolivar founded Bolivia in 1825 after winning in
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dependence from Spain) 
           => Brazil, Federative Republic of Brazil, Brasil --
 (the largest Latin American country and the largest Portuguese speaking country in the  
world; located in the central and northeastern part of South America; world's leading  coffee exporter) 
           => Guyana, Co-operative Republic of Guyana, British Guiana --
 (a republic in northeastern South America; achieved independence from England in 1966) 
           => Paraguay, Republic of Paraguay --
 (a landlocked republic in south central South America; achieved independence from  Spain in 1811) 
           => Peru, Republic of Peru --
 (a republic in western South America; achieved independence from Spain in 1821; was  
the heart of the Inca empire from the 12th to 16th centuries) 
           => Suriname, Republic of Suriname, Surinam, Dutch Guiana, Netherlands Guiana --
 (a republic in northeastern South America on the Atlantic; achieved independence from  
the Netherlands in 1975) 
           => Uruguay -- (a South American republic on the southeast coast of South America; achieved  
independence from Brazil in 1825) 
           => Venezuela, Republic of Venezuela --
 (a republic in northern South America on the Caribbean; achieved independence from  
Spain in 1811; rich in oil) 
       => North American country, North American nation -- (a country on the North American continent) 
           => Central American country, Central American nation --
 (countries occupying Central America; except for Belize and Costa Rica these countries are characterized 
by low per capita income and unstable governments) 
               => Costa Rica, Republic of Costa Rica --
 (a republic in Central America; one of the most politically stable countries in Latin  America) 
               => Guatemala, Republic of Guatemala --
 (a republic in Central America; achieved independence from Spain in 1821; noted for  
low per capita income and illiteracy; politically unstable) 
               => Belize, British Honduras --
 (a country on the northeastern coast of Central America on the Caribbean; formerly  under British control) 
               => Honduras, Republic of Honduras --
 (a republic in Central America; achieved independence from Spain in 1821; an early  
center of Mayan culture) 
               => El Salvador, Republic of El Salvador, Salvador --
 (a republic on the Pacific coast of Central America) 
               => Nicaragua, Republic of Nicaragua --
 (a republic in Central America; achieved independence from Spain in 1821) 
               => Panama, Republic of Panama --
 (a republic on the Isthmus of Panama; achieved independence from Colombia in 1903) 
           => Mexico, United Mexican States --
 (a Republic in southern North America; became independent from Spain in 1810) 
           => Canada -- (a nation in northern North America; the French were the first Europeans to settle in  
mainland Canada; "the border between the United States and Canada is the longest  
unguarded border in the world") 
           => United States, United States of America, America, US, U.S., USA, U.S.A. --
 (North American republic containing 50 states -
 48 conterminous states in North America plus Alaska in northwest North America and the Hawaiian Island
s in the Pacific Ocean; achieved independence in 1776) 
               => Union, North --
 (the United States (especially the northern states during the American Civil War); "he  
has visited every state in the Union"; "Lee hoped to detach Maryland from the Union";  
"the North's superior resources turned the scale") 
               => Connecticut, Connecticut River --
 (a river in the northeastern United States; flows south from northern New Hampshire  
along the border between New Hampshire and Vermont and through Massachusetts and Connecticut where
 it empties into Long Island Sound) 
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       => Antigua and Barbuda -- (a country in the northern Leeward Islands) 
       => Cape Verde, Republic of Cape Verde -- (an island country in the Atlantic off the coast of Senegal) 
       => Sri Lanka, Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka, Ceylon --
 (a republic on the island of Ceylon; became independent of the United Kingdom in 1948) 
       => Comoros, Federal Islamic Republic of the Comoros -- (a country on the Comoro Islands) 
       => Cuba, Republic of Cuba --
 (a communist state in the Caribbean on the island of Cuba; involved in state-sponsored terrorism) 
       => Haiti, Republic of Haiti --
 (a republic in the West Indies on the western part of the island of Hispaniola; achieved independence from 
France in 1804; the poorest and most illiterate nation in the Western  Hemisphere) 
       => Dominican Republic -- (a republic in the West Indies; located on the eastern two-
thirds of the island of Hispaniola) 
       => Jamaica -- (a country on the island of Jamaica; became independent of England in 1962; much  
poverty; the major industry is tourism) 
       => Barbados --
 (a parliamentary democracy on the island of Barbados; former British colony; a popular  resort area) 
       => Trinidad and Tobago, Republic of Trinidad and Tobago --
 (an island republic in the West Indies off the northeastern coast of Venezuela; achieved  
independence from the United Kingdom in 1962) 
 
       => Cyprus, Republic of Cyprus --
 (a country on the island of Cyprus; 80% of the people are of Greek origin and 20% or  Turkish origin) 
       => Dominica, Commonwealth of Dominica -- (a country on the island of Dominica) 
       => East Timor -- (a former Portuguese colony that was annexed by Indonesia in 1976; voted for  
independence from Indonesia in 1999 and in May 2002 became an independent nation) 
       => Fiji, Republic of Fiji --
 (an independent state within the British Commonwealth located on the Fiji Islands) 
       => Israel, State of Israel, Yisrael, Zion, Sion --
 (Jewish republic in southwestern Asia at eastern end of Mediterranean; formerly part of Palestine) 
       => Etruria -- (an ancient country in central Italy; assimilated by the Romans by about 200 BC) 
       => Australia, Commonwealth of Australia --
 (a nation occupying the whole of the Australian continent; aboriginal tribes are thought  
to have migrated from southeastern Asia 20,000 years ago; first Europeans were British  
convicts sent there as a penal colony) 
       => Micronesia, Federated States of Micronesia, TT --
 (a country scattered over Micronesia with a constitutional government in free association with the United S
tates; achieved independence in 1986) 
       => Marshall Islands, Republic of the Marshall Islands --
 (a republic (under United States protection) on the Marshall Islands) 
       => Tuvalu -- (a small island republic on the Tuvalu islands; formerly part of the British colony of  
Gilbert and Ellice Islands until it withdrew in 1975 and became independent of the  
United Kingdom in 1978) 
       => Kiribati, Republic of Kiribati --
 (an island republic in the west central Pacific just south of the equator) 
       => Nauru, Republic of Nauru --
 (an island republic on Nauru Island; phosphate exports support the economy) 
       => Papua New Guinea, Independent State of Papua New Guinea --
 (a parliamentary democracy on the eastern half of the island of New Guinea) 
       => Bahamas, Commonwealth of the Bahamas, Bahama Islands --
 (island country in the Atlantic east of Florida and Cuba; a popular winter resort) 
       => sultanate -- (country or territory ruled by a sultan) 
           => Brunei, Negara Brunei Darussalam --
 (a sultanate in northwestern Borneo; became independent of Great Britain in 1984) 
       => Burkina Faso, Upper Volta --
 (a desperately poor landlocked country in western Africa; was formerly Upper Volta under French rule but
 gained independence in 1960) 
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       => Indonesia, Republic of Indonesia, Dutch East Indies --
 (a republic in southeastern Asia on an archipelago including more than 13,000 islands;  
achieved independence from the Netherlands in 1945; the principal oil producer in the  
Far East and Pacific regions) 
       => Grenada -- (an island state in the West Indies in the southeastern Caribbean Sea; an independent  
state within the British Commonwealth) 
       => Maldives, Republic of Maldives --
 (a republic on the Maldive Islands; achieved independence from the United Kingdom in 1965) 
       => Malta, Republic of Malta --
 (a republic on the island of Malta in the Mediterranean; achieved independence from the United Kingdom i
n 1964) 
       => Mauritius, Republic of Mauritius -- (a parliamentary state on the island of Mauritius) 
       => New Zealand --
 (an independent country within the British Commonwealth; achieved independence from the United Kingd
om in 1907; known for sheep and spectacular scenery) 
       => Palau, Republic of Palau, TT --
 (a republic in the western central Pacific Ocean in association with the United States) 
       => Philippines, Republic of the Philippines --
 (a republic on the Philippine Islands; achieved independence from the United States in  1946) 
       => Saint Kitts and Nevis, Federation of Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Christopher-
Nevis, St. Christopher-Nevis, St. Kitts and Nevis --
 (a country on several of the Leeward Islands; located east southeast of Puerto Rico;  
achieved independence from the United Kingdom in 1983) 
       => Saint Lucia, St. Lucia --
 (a country on the island of Saint Lucia; gained independence from Great Britain in 1979) 
       => Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, St. Vincent and the Grenadines --
 (an island country in the central Windward Islands; achieved independence from the  
United Kingdom in 1979) 
       => Samoa, Independent State of Samoa, Western Samoa, Samoa i Sisifo --
 (a constitutional monarchy on the western part of the islands of Samoa in the South  Pacific) 
       => Sao Tome and Principe, Democratic Republic of Sao Tome and Principe, Sao  
Tome e Principe, Sao Thome e Principe, St. Thomas and Principe --
 (island nation in the South Atlantic off the West coast of Africa; achieved independence from Portugal in 1
975; has enormous offshore oil reserves) 
       => Seychelles, Republic of Seychelles --
 (a republic on the Seychelles islands; achieved independence from the United Kingdom  in 1976) 
       => Solomon Islands --
 (the southern Solomon Islands that since 1978 form an independent state in the British  Commonwealth) 
       => Rus --
 (the medieval Russian state established by Scandanavian traders in the 9th century; the capital was first in 
Novgorod and then in Kiev) 
       => Soviet Union, Russia, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, USSR --
 (a former communist country in eastern Europe and northern Asia; established in 1922;  
included Russia and 14 other soviet socialist republics (Ukraine and Byelorussia an others); officially dissol
ved 31 December 1991) 
       => Russia, Russian Federation --
 (a federation in northeastern Europe and northern Asia; formerly Soviet Russia; since 1991 an independent
 state) 
           => European Russia -- (the Russia that is part of Europe) 
           => Asian Russia -- (the Russia that is part of Asia) 
       => Ukraine, Ukrayina --
 (a republic in southeastern Europe; formerly a European soviet; the center of the original Russian state whi
ch came into existence in the ninth century) 
       => Turkmenistan, Turkomen, Turkmen, Turkmenia --
 (a republic in Asia east of the Caspian Sea and south of Kazakhstan and north of Iran; an Asian soviet from
 1925 to 1991) 
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       => Tonga, Kingdom of Tonga, Friendly Islands --
 (a monarchy on a Polynesian archipelago in the South Pacific; achieved independence  
from the United Kingdom in 1970) 
       => Turkey, Republic of Turkey --
 (a Eurasian republic in Asia Minor and the Balkans; achieved independence from the  
Ottoman Empire in 1923) 
       => Vanuatu, Republic of Vanuatu, New Hebrides --
 (a volcanic island republic in Melanesia; independent since 1980) 
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EGCI Segment Family Class Commodit Title Add_Versi Add_Date
008991 10 00 00 00 Live Plant and Animal 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009044 10 10 00 00 Live animals 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009339 10 10 15 00 Livestock 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000001 10 10 15 01 Cats 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000002 10 10 15 02 Dogs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000003 10 10 15 04 Mink 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000004 10 10 15 05 Rats 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000005 10 10 15 06 Horses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000006 10 10 15 07 Sheep 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000007 10 10 15 08 Goats 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000008 10 10 15 09 Asses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000009 10 10 15 10 Mice 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000010 10 10 15 11 Swine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000011 10 10 15 12 Rabbits 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000012 10 10 15 13 Guinea pigs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000013 10 10 15 14 Primates 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000014 10 10 15 15 Armadillos 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000015 10 10 15 16 Cattle 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010976 10 10 15 17 Camels 4 8/29/2000 1:00
009340 10 10 16 00 Birds and fowl 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000016 10 10 16 01 Live chickens 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000017 10 10 16 02 Live ducks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000018 10 10 16 03 Live turkeys 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000019 10 10 16 04 Live geese 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000020 10 10 16 05 Live pheasants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009341 10 10 17 00 Live fish 5.04 3/14/2001 12:07
000021 10 10 17 01 Live salmon 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000022 10 10 17 02 Live trout 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000023 10 10 17 03 Live talapia 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014985 10 10 17 04 Live carp 6 3/29/2001 16:53
014986 10 10 17 05 Live eels 6 3/29/2001 16:53
009342 10 10 18 00 Shellfish and aquatic in2 2/22/1999 0:00
000024 10 10 18 01 Live shrimp 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000025 10 10 18 02 Live clams 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000026 10 10 18 03 Live mussels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000027 10 10 18 04 Live oysters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000028 10 10 18 05 Live crabs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000029 10 10 18 06 Live abalone 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000030 10 10 18 07 Live octopi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000031 10 10 18 08 Live squid 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009343 10 10 19 00 Insects 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000032 10 10 19 01 Butterflies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000033 10 10 19 02 Beetles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000034 10 10 19 03 Bees 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000035 10 10 19 04 Silkworms 2 2/22/1999 0:00
011107 10 10 20 00 Wild animals 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011108 10 10 20 01 Elephants 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
014993 10 10 20 02 Live foxes 6 3/29/2001 16:53
011097 10 11 00 00 Domestic pet product 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011100 10 11 13 00 Domestic pet treatme 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
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011101 10 11 13 01 Pet toys 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011102 10 11 13 02 Pet grooming product 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011103 10 11 13 03 Pet litter or equipment 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011098 10 11 13 04 Pet food bowls or equi 4.02 10/24/2000 14:00
011099 10 11 13 05 Medicated pet treatm 4.02 10/24/2000 14:00
024086 10 11 13 06 Domestic pet training 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024087 10 11 13 07 Pet blankets 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
009045 10 12 00 00 Animal feed 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009344 10 12 15 00 Livestock feed 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000036 10 12 15 01 Pure wheat bran 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000037 10 12 15 02 Feed oats 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000038 10 12 15 03 Feed corn 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000039 10 12 15 04 Feed sorghum 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000040 10 12 15 05 Hay 2 2/22/1999 0:00
011033 10 12 15 06 Oil cake 4 8/29/2000 1:00
009345 10 12 16 00 Bird and fowl food 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000041 10 12 16 01 Live food for birds 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000042 10 12 16 02 Bird seed 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010941 10 12 16 03 Bird treats or snacks 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010942 10 12 16 04 Poultry food 4 8/29/2000 1:00
009346 10 12 17 00 Fish food 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000043 10 12 17 01 Fresh or frozen brine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000044 10 12 17 02 Fish food pellets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000045 10 12 17 03 Fish food flakes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009347 10 12 18 00 Dog and cat food 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000046 10 12 18 01 Dry food for dogs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000047 10 12 18 02 Moist food for dogs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010912 10 12 18 03 Milk for dogs or cats 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010973 10 12 18 04 Dry food for cats 4 8/29/2000 1:00
011010 10 12 18 05 Moist food for cats 4 8/29/2000 1:00
011011 10 12 18 06 Treats or snacks for c 4 8/29/2000 1:00
009348 10 12 19 00 Rodent food 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000048 10 12 19 01 Pelletized food for rode2 2/22/1999 0:00
009349 10 12 20 00 Reptile food 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000049 10 12 20 01 Pelletized food for rept2 2/22/1999 0:00
000050 10 12 20 02 Moist food for reptiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000051 10 12 20 03 Live food for reptiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
024088 10 12 21 00 Miscellaneous animal f11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024089 10 12 21 01 Pig food 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024090 10 12 21 02 Mink food 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024091 10 12 21 03 Monkey food 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
009046 10 13 00 00 Animal containment a 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009350 10 13 15 00 Animal shelters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000052 10 13 15 06 Livestock stables 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000053 10 13 15 07 Domesticized pet hou 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014220 10 13 15 08 Pet beds 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
009351 10 13 16 00 Animal containment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000054 10 13 16 01 Cages or its accessori 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
000055 10 13 16 02 Kennels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000056 10 13 16 03 Animal carrying cases 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000057 10 13 16 04 Dog runs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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009352 10 13 17 00 Animal habitats 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000058 10 13 17 01 Terrariums 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000059 10 13 17 02 Aquariums 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009047 10 14 00 00 Saddlery and harness 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009353 10 14 15 00 Saddlery 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000060 10 14 15 01 Saddles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000061 10 14 15 02 Whips 2 2/22/1999 0:00
024092 10 14 15 03 Horseshoes 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024093 10 14 15 04 Muleshoes 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
009354 10 14 16 00 Harness goods 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000062 10 14 16 01 Bridles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000063 10 14 16 02 Yokes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000064 10 14 16 03 Horse bits 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000065 10 14 16 04 Reins 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000066 10 14 16 05 Stirrups 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000067 10 14 16 06 Leashes or leads 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000068 10 14 16 07 Animal collars 13 11/1/2003 0:00
000069 10 14 16 08 Harnesses or its acce 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
000070 10 14 16 09 Restraints 2 2/22/1999 0:00
024094 10 14 16 10 Muzzles 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024095 10 14 16 11 Leash holders 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
009048 10 15 00 00 Seeds and bulbs and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009355 10 15 15 00 Vegetable seeds and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000071 10 15 15 01 Bean seeds or seedlin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000072 10 15 15 02 Carrot seeds or seedlin2 2/22/1999 0:00
000073 10 15 15 03 Celery seeds or seedli 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000074 10 15 15 04 Chili seeds or seedlin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000075 10 15 15 05 Courgette seeds or se 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000076 10 15 15 06 Pea seeds or seedling 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
000077 10 15 15 07 Cucumber seeds or s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000078 10 15 15 08 Eggplant seeds or se 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000079 10 15 15 09 Endive seeds or seedl 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000080 10 15 15 10 Garlic seeds or seedli 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000081 10 15 15 11 Leek seeds or seedling2 2/22/1999 0:00
000082 10 15 15 12 Lettuce seeds or seed 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000083 10 15 15 13 Corn seeds or seedling2 2/22/1999 0:00
000084 10 15 15 14 Melon seeds or seedlin2 2/22/1999 0:00
000085 10 15 15 15 Onion seeds or seedli 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000086 10 15 15 16 Soya seeds or seedlin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000087 10 15 15 17 Spinach seeds or see 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000088 10 15 15 18 Tomato seeds or see 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000089 10 15 15 19 Turnip seeds or seedli 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000090 10 15 15 20 Chard seeds or seedlin2 2/22/1999 0:00
013843 10 15 15 21 Sweet pepper seeds 4.06 12/29/2000 10:31
014982 10 15 15 22 Beet seeds or seedlin 6 3/29/2001 16:53
014983 10 15 15 23 Cauliflower seeds or s 6 3/29/2001 16:53
014984 10 15 15 24 Parsley seeds or seed 6 3/29/2001 16:53
024096 10 15 15 25 Broccoli seeds or see 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024097 10 15 15 26 Cabbage seeds or se 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024098 10 15 15 27 Potato seeds or seedli 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024099 10 15 15 28 Sweet potato seeds o 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
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024100 10 15 15 29 Pumpkin seeds or see 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024101 10 15 15 30 Radish seeds or seedl 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024102 10 15 15 31 Brussel sprout seeds 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024103 10 15 15 32 Squash seeds or see 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024104 10 15 15 33 Okra seeds or seedling11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024105 10 15 15 34 Cantaloupe seeds or 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024106 10 15 15 35 Peanut seeds or seedl 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
009356 10 15 16 00 Cereal seeds 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000091 10 15 16 01 Wheat seeds 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000092 10 15 16 02 Colza seeds 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000093 10 15 16 03 Barley seeds 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000094 10 15 16 04 Millet seeds 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000095 10 15 16 05 Oat seeds 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000096 10 15 16 06 Sesame seeds 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000097 10 15 16 07 Linseed seeds 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000098 10 15 16 08 Castor oil seeds 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000099 10 15 16 09 Maize seeds 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000100 10 15 16 10 Rye seeds 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000101 10 15 16 11 Sorghum seeds 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009357 10 15 17 00 Grass and forage see 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000102 10 15 17 01 Rice seeds or seedlin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000103 10 15 17 02 Clover seeds or seedli 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000104 10 15 17 03 Alfalfa seeds or seedlin2 2/22/1999 0:00
000105 10 15 17 04 Grass seeds or seedli 2 2/22/1999 0:00
024107 10 15 17 05 Crown vetch seeds or 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024108 10 15 17 06 Guar seeds or seedling11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
009358 10 15 18 00 Spice crop seeds and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000106 10 15 18 01 Pepper seeds or seedl2 2/22/1999 0:00
000107 10 15 18 02 Vanilla seeds or seedli2 2/22/1999 0:00
000108 10 15 18 03 Cinnamon seeds or s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000109 10 15 18 04 Clove seeds or seedli 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000110 10 15 18 05 Coriander seeds or se 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000111 10 15 18 06 Ginger seeds or seedli2 2/22/1999 0:00
000112 10 15 18 07 Saffron seeds or seedl2 2/22/1999 0:00
000113 10 15 18 08 Thyme seeds or seedl 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000114 10 15 18 09 Curry seeds or seedli 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000115 10 15 18 10 Mustard seeds or see 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014978 10 15 18 11 Ginseng roots or seed 6 3/29/2001 16:53
009359 10 15 19 00 Flower seeds and bul 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000116 10 15 19 01 Tulip seeds or bulbs or2 2/22/1999 0:00
000117 10 15 19 02 Rose seeds or seedlin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000118 10 15 19 03 Daffodil seeds or bulb 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014223 10 15 19 04 Sunflower seeds 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
014991 10 15 19 05 Hyacinth bulbs or sho 6 3/29/2001 16:53
014992 10 15 19 06 Lily Bulbs 6 3/29/2001 16:53
024109 10 15 19 07 Vetch seeds or seedli 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
009360 10 15 20 00 Tree and shrub seeds 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000119 10 15 20 01 Fruit tree seeds or cutt2 2/22/1999 0:00
000120 10 15 20 02 Conifer tree seeds or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000121 10 15 20 03 Nut tree seeds or cuttin2 2/22/1999 0:00
011147 10 15 21 00 Residues other than an4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
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011148 10 15 21 01 Residues babool seed 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011149 10 15 21 02 Residues of rape see 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011151 10 15 21 03 Residue of linseed 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011152 10 15 21 04 Oil cake of neem 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
014979 10 15 22 00 Fibrous crop seeds an 6 3/29/2001 16:53
014980 10 15 22 01 Cotton seeds or seedli 6 3/29/2001 16:53
024110 10 15 22 02 Flax seeds or seedlin 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
009049 10 16 00 00 Floriculture and silvicu 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009361 10 16 15 00 Trees and shrubs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000122 10 16 15 01 Olive trees 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000123 10 16 15 02 Coffee shrubs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000124 10 16 15 03 Cocoa trees 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000125 10 16 15 04 Apple trees 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000126 10 16 15 05 Peach trees 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000127 10 16 15 06 Orange trees 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000128 10 16 15 07 Rhododendron shrubs 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
000129 10 16 15 08 Tea shrubs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000130 10 16 15 09 Conifer trees 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000131 10 16 15 10 Spruce trees 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000132 10 16 15 11 Pine trees 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000133 10 16 15 12 Fir trees 2 2/22/1999 0:00
025740 10 16 15 13 Palm trees 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
009362 10 16 16 00 Floral plants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000134 10 16 16 01 Rose plants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000135 10 16 16 02 Poinsettias plants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000136 10 16 16 03 Orchids plants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000137 10 16 16 04 Azaleas plants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000138 10 16 16 05 Cactus plants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009363 10 16 17 00 Cut flowers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000139 10 16 17 01 Cut gladiolus 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000140 10 16 17 02 Cut lilies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000141 10 16 17 03 Cut carnations 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000142 10 16 17 04 Cut tulips 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000143 10 16 17 05 Cut roses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
023906 10 16 17 07 Cut flower arrangeme 10.1 5/15/2002 15:51
009364 10 16 18 00 Non flowering plants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000144 10 16 18 01 Ferns 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000145 10 16 18 02 Ivies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000146 10 16 18 03 Philodendrons 2 2/22/1999 0:00
024111 10 16 18 04 Lichens 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
009365 10 16 19 00 Dried floral products 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000147 10 16 19 01 Dried pods 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000148 10 16 19 02 Dried leafy greenery 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000149 10 16 19 03 Dried fern greenery 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000150 10 16 19 04 Dried full flowers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000151 10 16 19 05 Dried twigs or sticks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000152 10 16 19 06 Dried grass plumes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000153 10 16 19 07 Dried pressed flowers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000154 10 16 19 08 Dried flower petals 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009050 10 17 00 00 Fertilizers and plant n 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009366 10 17 15 00 Organic fertilizers and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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000155 10 17 15 01 Manure or guano 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000156 10 17 15 02 Plant hormones 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000157 10 17 15 03 Fish meal 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017487 10 17 15 04 Compost 7.5 9/14/2001 11:11
009367 10 17 16 00 Chemical fertilizers an 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000158 10 17 16 01 Nitrogenous fertilizer 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000159 10 17 16 02 Potassic fertilizer 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000160 10 17 16 03 Phosphatic fertilizer 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000161 10 17 16 04 Sulphuric fertilizer 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000162 10 17 16 05 Nitrogen Phosphorou 12 3/15/2003 0:00
013877 10 17 17 00 Herbicides 4.06 12/29/2000 12:19
013878 10 17 17 01 Weed killer 4.06 12/29/2000 12:19
014981 10 17 17 02 Fungicides 6 3/29/2001 16:53
009051 10 19 00 00 Pest control products 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009368 10 19 15 00 Pesticides or pest rep 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
009369 10 19 15 06 Rodenticides 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024112 10 19 15 07 Bird repellents 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024114 10 19 15 08 Termite shields 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
025232 10 19 15 09 Insecticides 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009370 10 19 17 00 Pest control devices 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
000169 10 19 17 01 Animal control traps 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
013906 10 19 17 03 Flying insect control tra11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024113 10 19 17 04 Fly swatters 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024115 10 19 17 05 Lariats 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024116 10 19 17 06 Leghold traps 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
008992 11 00 00 00 Mineral and Textile an 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009052 11 10 00 00 Minerals and ores and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009371 11 10 15 00 Minerals 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000170 11 10 15 01 Mica 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000171 11 10 15 02 Emery 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000172 11 10 15 03 Quartz 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000173 11 10 15 04 Pyrite 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000174 11 10 15 05 Sulphur 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000175 11 10 15 06 Chalk 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000176 11 10 15 07 Graphite 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000177 11 10 15 08 Dolomite 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000178 11 10 15 09 Magnesite 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000179 11 10 15 10 Asbestos 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000180 11 10 15 11 Calcium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000181 11 10 15 12 Borate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000182 11 10 15 13 Cryolite 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000183 11 10 15 14 Feldspar 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000184 11 10 15 15 Leucite 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000185 11 10 15 16 Nephelite 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000186 11 10 15 17 Steatite 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000187 11 10 15 18 Talc 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000188 11 10 15 19 Diamonds 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000189 11 10 15 20 Garnets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008871 11 10 15 21 Silicon carbide 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
010977 11 10 15 22 Activated carbon 4 8/29/2000 1:00
014327 11 10 15 23 Mulite 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
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014996 11 10 15 24 Fluorspar 7 6/29/2001 9:59
014997 11 10 15 25 Kieserite 7 6/29/2001 9:59
014998 11 10 15 26 Carnallite 6 3/29/2001 16:53
025162 11 10 15 27 Diatomaceous silica 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009372 11 10 16 00 Ores 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000190 11 10 16 01 Iron ore 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000191 11 10 16 02 Titanium ore 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000192 11 10 16 03 Uranium ore 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000193 11 10 16 04 Copper ore 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000194 11 10 16 05 Aluminum ore 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000195 11 10 16 06 Nickel ore 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000196 11 10 16 07 Silver ore 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000197 11 10 16 08 Lead ore 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000198 11 10 16 09 Zinc ore 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000199 11 10 16 10 Tin ore 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000200 11 10 16 11 Manganese ore 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000201 11 10 16 12 Chromium ore 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000202 11 10 16 13 Tungsten or wolfram 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000203 11 10 16 14 Molybdenum ore 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000204 11 10 16 15 Cobalt ore 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000205 11 10 16 16 Gold ore 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000206 11 10 16 17 Tantalum ore 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000207 11 10 16 18 Platinum ore 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008873 11 10 16 19 Vermiculite ore 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
014242 11 10 16 20 Thorium ore 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
014328 11 10 16 21 Kyanite ore 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
015000 11 10 16 22 Antimony ores 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015001 11 10 16 23 Zirconium ores 6 3/29/2001 16:53
009373 11 10 17 00 Base metals 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000208 11 10 17 01 Slag or ash 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000209 11 10 17 02 Natural graphite 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000210 11 10 17 03 Titanium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000211 11 10 17 04 Steel 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000212 11 10 17 05 Aluminum 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000213 11 10 17 06 Nickel 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000214 11 10 17 07 Magnesium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000215 11 10 17 08 Bismuth 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000216 11 10 17 09 Antimony 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000217 11 10 17 10 Cadmium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000218 11 10 17 11 Non ferrous alloy 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000219 11 10 17 12 Ferrous alloy 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000220 11 10 17 13 Iron 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000221 11 10 17 14 Lead 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000222 11 10 17 15 Copper 2 2/22/1999 0:00
024117 11 10 17 16 Tin 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024118 11 10 17 17 Indium 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024119 11 10 17 18 Palladium 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024120 11 10 17 19 Zinc 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
009374 11 10 18 00 Precious metals 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000223 11 10 18 01 Gold 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000224 11 10 18 02 Silver 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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000225 11 10 18 03 Platinum 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009053 11 11 00 00 Earth and stone 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009375 11 11 15 00 Dirt and soil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000226 11 11 15 01 Soil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000227 11 11 15 02 Fill dirt 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000228 11 11 15 03 Topsoil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009376 11 11 16 00 Stone 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000229 11 11 16 01 Gypsum 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000230 11 11 16 02 Travertine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000231 11 11 16 03 Ecaussine or alabaste 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000232 11 11 16 04 Granite 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000233 11 11 16 05 Marble 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000234 11 11 16 06 Slate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000235 11 11 16 07 Sandstone 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000236 11 11 16 08 Limestone 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014243 11 11 16 09 Basalt 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
014244 11 11 16 10 Pumice stone 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
024121 11 11 16 11 Gravel 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
009377 11 11 17 00 Sand 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000237 11 11 17 01 Silica sand 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009378 11 11 18 00 Clays 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000238 11 11 18 01 Terra cotta 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000239 11 11 18 02 Fireclay 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000240 11 11 18 03 Kaolin or other kaolini 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000241 11 11 18 04 Bentonite 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000242 11 11 18 05 Andalusite 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000243 11 11 18 06 Mullite 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000244 11 11 18 07 Chamotte 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000245 11 11 18 08 Common clay 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000246 11 11 18 09 Ball clay 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000247 11 11 18 10 Fullers earth 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009054 11 12 00 00 Non edible plant and fo2 2/22/1999 0:00
009379 11 12 15 00 Sap 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000248 11 12 15 02 Rosin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014225 11 12 15 03 Lac 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
009380 11 12 16 00 Wood 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000249 11 12 16 03 Logs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000250 11 12 16 04 Soft timber 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000251 11 12 16 05 Rattan 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000252 11 12 16 06 Cork 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000253 11 12 16 07 Wood pulp 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000254 11 12 16 08 Bamboo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015003 11 12 16 09 Plywood 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015004 11 12 16 10 Hardwoods 6 3/29/2001 16:53
024053 11 12 16 11 Particleboard 11.1 8/15/2002 9:39
024122 11 12 16 12 Wood pith 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
009381 11 12 17 00 Forestry byproducts 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
000255 11 12 17 01 Saw dust 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000256 11 12 17 02 Wood chips 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000257 11 12 17 03 Peat moss 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000259 11 12 17 05 Bark 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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000260 11 12 17 06 Mulch 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000261 11 12 17 07 Wood wool 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000262 11 12 17 08 Wood flour 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014224 11 12 17 09 Balsams 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
025163 11 12 17 10 Wood tar 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009382 11 12 18 00 Plant fibers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000263 11 12 18 01 Hemp 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000264 11 12 18 02 Cotton 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000265 11 12 18 03 Flax 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000266 11 12 18 04 Jute 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000267 11 12 18 05 Sisal 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000268 11 12 18 06 Coconut fibres or coir 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000269 11 12 18 07 Abaca fibers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000270 11 12 18 08 Ramie 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010943 11 12 18 09 Straw 4 8/29/2000 1:00
015015 11 12 18 10 Broom corn or istle or 6 3/29/2001 16:53
014994 11 12 19 00 Perfumery products 6 3/29/2001 16:53
014995 11 12 19 01 Licorice roots 6 3/29/2001 16:53
009055 11 13 00 00 Non edible animal prod2 2/22/1999 0:00
009383 11 13 15 00 Animal hides and skins2 2/22/1999 0:00
000271 11 13 15 01 Feathers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000272 11 13 15 02 Furs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000273 11 13 15 03 Animal hair 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000274 11 13 15 04 Hides 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000275 11 13 15 05 Unprocessed mohair 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000276 11 13 15 06 Unprocessed wool 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000277 11 13 15 07 Suede 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014630 11 13 15 08 Full grain leather 5.03 2/28/2001 12:44
009384 11 13 16 00 Other animal products 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000278 11 13 16 01 Ivory 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000279 11 13 16 02 Semen 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000280 11 13 16 03 Excretions 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000281 11 13 16 04 Fish eggs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000282 11 13 16 05 Bones 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000283 11 13 16 06 Animal horns 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
000284 11 13 16 07 Embryos 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015005 11 13 16 08 Shell articles 6 3/29/2001 16:53
009056 11 14 00 00 Scrap and waste mat 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009386 11 14 16 00 Non metallic waste and2 2/22/1999 0:00
000288 11 14 16 01 Textile waste or scrap 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000289 11 14 16 02 Plastic waste or scrap 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000290 11 14 16 03 Oil wastes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000291 11 14 16 04 Paper wastes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000292 11 14 16 05 Glass waste or scrap 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000293 11 14 16 06 Wood waste or scrap 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000294 11 14 16 07 Rubber waste or scra 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000295 11 14 16 08 Hazardous waste or s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014606 11 14 16 09 Composition leather 5.03 2/28/2001 12:44
014607 11 14 16 10 Leather waste or scra 7 6/29/2001 9:59
009387 11 14 17 00 Food and tobacco wa 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000296 11 14 17 01 Food waste or scrap 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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000297 11 14 17 02 Tobacco waste or scr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009057 11 15 00 00 Fibers and threads and2 2/22/1999 0:00
009388 11 15 15 00 Fibers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000298 11 15 15 01 Acetate fibers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000299 11 15 15 02 Nylon fibers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000300 11 15 15 03 Polyester fibers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000301 11 15 15 04 Acrylic fibers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000302 11 15 15 05 Viscose fibers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000303 11 15 15 06 Rayon fibers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000304 11 15 15 07 Cotton fibers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000305 11 15 15 08 Wool fibers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000306 11 15 15 09 Silk fibers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000307 11 15 15 10 Vegetable fibers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008324 11 15 15 11 Polypropylene fibers 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008325 11 15 15 12 Glass fibers 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008326 11 15 15 13 Ceramic fibers 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
014329 11 15 15 14 Polymer aramid fibers 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014999 11 15 15 15 Asbestos fibers 6 3/29/2001 16:53
009389 11 15 16 00 Threads 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000308 11 15 16 01 Cotton thread 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000309 11 15 16 02 Silk thread 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000310 11 15 16 03 Polyester thread 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000311 11 15 16 04 Polyamide thread 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000312 11 15 16 05 Bismalemide thread 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000313 11 15 16 06 Fiberglass thread 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000314 11 15 16 07 Graphite thread 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000315 11 15 16 08 Nylon thread 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000316 11 15 16 09 Resin impregnated thr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008394 11 15 16 10 Rubber or latex threa 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008395 11 15 16 11 Spandex thread 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
024123 11 15 16 12 Asbestos thread 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
009390 11 15 17 00 Yarns 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000317 11 15 17 01 Wool yarn 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000318 11 15 17 02 Cotton yarn 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000319 11 15 17 03 Polyester yarn 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000320 11 15 17 04 Acrylic yarn 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000321 11 15 17 05 Silk yarn 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000322 11 15 17 06 Ramie yarn 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015006 11 15 17 08 Animal hair yarn 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015007 11 15 17 09 Synthetic yarn 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015008 11 15 17 10 Jute yarn 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015011 11 15 17 11 Coir yarn 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015013 11 15 17 12 Paper yarn 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015014 11 15 17 13 Hemp yarn 6 3/29/2001 16:53
024263 11 15 17 14 Glass yarn 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014486 11 15 17 15 Flax yarn 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009058 11 16 00 00 Fabrics and leather m 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009391 11 16 15 00 Silk fabrics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000323 11 16 15 01 Plain weave silk fabric 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000324 11 16 15 02 Jacquard weave silk f 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000325 11 16 15 03 Knit silk fabrics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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000326 11 16 15 04 Silk velvets fabrics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009392 11 16 16 00 Wool fabrics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000327 11 16 16 01 Plain weave wool fabri 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000328 11 16 16 02 Jacquard weave wool 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000329 11 16 16 03 Knit wool fabrics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
024124 11 16 16 04 Twill weave wool fabric11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
009393 11 16 17 00 Cotton fabrics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000330 11 16 17 01 Plain weave cotton fa 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000331 11 16 17 02 Twill weave cotton fab 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000332 11 16 17 03 Cotton oxford cloths 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000333 11 16 17 04 Knit cotton fabrics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000334 11 16 17 05 Cotton velvet fabrics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009394 11 16 18 00 Synthetic fabrics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000335 11 16 18 01 Plain weave synthetic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000336 11 16 18 02 Jacquard weave synt 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000337 11 16 18 03 Dobby weave synthetic2 2/22/1999 0:00
000338 11 16 18 04 Knit synthetic fabrics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000339 11 16 18 05 Synthetic velvet fabrics2 2/22/1999 0:00
009396 11 16 20 00 Fabrics of vegetable 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000345 11 16 20 01 Plain weave non cotton2 2/22/1999 0:00
000346 11 16 20 02 Knit non cotton veget 2 2/22/1999 0:00
011040 11 16 20 03 Hessian or hemp or jut4 8/29/2000 1:00
009397 11 16 21 00 Specialty fabrics or cl 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000347 11 16 21 01 Cheese cloth or fabric 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000348 11 16 21 02 Bismalemide fabric or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000350 11 16 21 04 Graphite fabric or clot 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000351 11 16 21 05 Glass fabric or cloth 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000352 11 16 21 07 Resin impregnated fa 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000353 11 16 21 08 Wire mesh fabric or cl 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000354 11 16 21 09 Lace 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000355 11 16 21 10 Netting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000356 11 16 21 11 Mesh 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000357 11 16 21 12 Coated fabrics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000358 11 16 21 13 Upholstery fabrics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008297 11 16 21 14 Hook and loop fabrics 2.05 7/1/1999 0:00
008506 11 16 21 15 Elastic braid 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
010647 11 16 21 16 Burlap cloth 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
012688 11 16 21 17 Rubber fabrics 4.04 11/30/2000 12:26
015017 11 16 21 18 Paper yarn fabric 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015018 11 16 21 19 Tracing cloth 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015019 11 16 21 20 Bolting cloth 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015020 11 16 21 21 Ornamental trimmings 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
024125 11 16 21 22 Binding fabrics 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024126 11 16 21 23 Tape fabrics 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024127 11 16 21 24 Felt fabrics 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024128 11 16 21 25 Webbing fabrics 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024129 11 16 21 26 Quilted cloth 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024130 11 16 21 27 Camouflage cloth 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024131 11 16 21 28 Parachute cloth 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024132 11 16 21 29 Marquisette cloth 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024133 11 16 21 30 Dossal 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
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024134 11 16 21 31 Welting fabrics 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
009398 11 16 22 00 Nonwoven fabrics 3 1/15/2000 0:00
008942 11 16 22 01 Spunbonded nonwov 3 1/15/2000 0:00
008943 11 16 22 02 Spunlaced nonwoven 3 1/15/2000 0:00
013921 11 16 23 00 Leathers 5 1/15/2001 9:08
013922 11 16 23 01 Chamois leather 5 1/15/2001 9:08
013923 11 16 23 02 Goat leather 5 1/15/2001 9:08
013924 11 16 23 03 Sheep leather 5 1/15/2001 9:08
013925 11 16 23 04 Patent leather 5 1/15/2001 9:08
013926 11 16 23 05 Cow leather 5 1/15/2001 9:08
013927 11 16 23 06 Pig leather 5 1/15/2001 9:08
013928 11 16 23 07 Synthetic or imitation le5 1/15/2001 9:08
015021 11 16 23 08 Buffalo leather 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015023 11 16 23 09 Reptile leather 6 3/29/2001 16:53
024135 11 16 23 10 Horsehide leather 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024136 11 16 23 11 Calfskin leather 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
026252 11 17 00 00 Alloys 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026253 11 17 15 00 Basic steels 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026254 11 17 15 01 E24-2 or A37-2 steel 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026255 11 17 16 00 Stainless steel alloys 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026256 11 17 16 01 X5CrNi18-10 or 304 s 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026257 11 17 16 02 X2CrNi19-11or 304L 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026258 11 17 16 03 X5CrNiMo17-12-2 or 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026259 11 17 17 00 High speed steels 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026260 11 17 17 01 Z90WDCV.6.5.4.2 or 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026261 11 17 17 02 Z90WDKCV6.5.5.4.2 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026262 11 17 18 00 Nickel based super allo13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026263 11 17 18 01 Inconel 600 super alloy13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026264 11 17 19 00 Titanium based super 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026265 11 17 19 01 TA6V super alloy 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026266 11 17 20 00 Aluminum based alloys13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026267 11 17 20 01 7178 alloy 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026268 11 17 21 00 Cobalt based super all 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026269 11 17 21 01 Pygmalion or 846 allo 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026270 11 18 00 00 Metal oxide 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026271 11 18 15 00 Non ferrous metal oxi 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026272 11 18 15 01 Molybdenum oxide 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026273 11 19 00 00 Metal waste and scra 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026274 11 19 15 00 Metal solids 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026275 11 19 15 01 Nickel solids 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026276 11 19 15 02 Basic steel solids 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026277 11 19 15 03 Ferrous alloy solids 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026278 11 19 15 04 Non ferrous alloy solid 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026279 11 19 15 05 Super alloy solids 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026280 11 19 16 00 Metal scrap 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026281 11 19 16 01 Nickel scrap 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026282 11 19 16 02 Basic steel scrap 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026283 11 19 16 03 Ferrous alloy scrap 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026284 11 19 16 04 Non ferrous alloy scrap13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026285 11 19 16 05 Super alloy scrap 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
000287 11 19 16 06 Automotive wrecking fo13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
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026286 11 19 17 00 Turnings 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026287 11 19 17 01 Nickel turnings 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026288 11 19 17 02 Bronze turnings 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
008993 12 00 00 00 Chemicals including B 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009062 12 13 00 00 Explosive materials 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009416 12 13 15 00 Explosives 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000543 12 13 15 01 Dynamite 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000544 12 13 15 02 Explosive cartridges 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000545 12 13 15 03 Propellant explosives 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000546 12 13 15 04 Explosive charges 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000547 12 13 15 05 Plastic explosives 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000548 12 13 15 06 Aluminized explosives 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000549 12 13 15 07 Ammonium nitrate ex 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000550 12 13 15 08 Nitroglycerin powder 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009417 12 13 16 00 Pyrotechnics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000551 12 13 16 01 Fireworks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000552 12 13 16 02 Fog signals 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000553 12 13 16 03 Rain rockets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000554 12 13 16 04 Flares 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000555 12 13 16 05 Pyrotechnic materials f2 2/22/1999 0:00
009418 12 13 17 00 Igniters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000556 12 13 17 01 Blasting caps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000557 12 13 17 02 Detonators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000558 12 13 17 03 Explosives fuses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000559 12 13 17 04 Explosive initiators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000560 12 13 17 05 Explosive primers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008856 12 13 17 06 Matches 2.1 10/15/1999 0:00
008857 12 13 17 07 Lighters 2.1 10/15/1999 0:00
021178 12 13 17 08 Detonator box 10 4/15/2002 10:44
009419 12 13 18 00 Propellants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000561 12 13 18 01 Powder propellants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000562 12 13 18 02 Solid propellants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000563 12 13 18 03 Gun propellants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000564 12 13 18 04 High energy propellant2 2/22/1999 0:00
000565 12 13 18 05 Gelled propellants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000566 12 13 18 06 Hybrid propellants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009063 12 14 00 00 Elements and gases 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
009420 12 14 15 00 Earth metals 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008610 12 14 15 01 Beryllium Be 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008611 12 14 15 02 Magnesium Mg 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008612 12 14 15 03 Calcium Ca 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008613 12 14 15 04 Strontium Sr 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008614 12 14 15 05 Barium Ba 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008615 12 14 15 06 Radium Ra 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009421 12 14 16 00 Rare earth metals 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008623 12 14 16 01 Cerium Ce 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008624 12 14 16 02 Dysprosium Dy 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008625 12 14 16 03 Erbium Er 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008626 12 14 16 04 Europium Eu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008627 12 14 16 05 Gadolinium Gd 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008628 12 14 16 06 Holmium Ho 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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008629 12 14 16 07 Lanthanum La 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008630 12 14 16 08 Lutetium Lu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008631 12 14 16 09 Neodymium Nd 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008632 12 14 16 10 Praseodymium Pr 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008634 12 14 16 11 Promethium Pm 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
008636 12 14 16 12 Samarium Sm 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008638 12 14 16 13 Scandium Sc 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008640 12 14 16 14 Terbium Tb 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008642 12 14 16 15 Thulium Tm 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008644 12 14 16 16 Ytterbium Yb 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008646 12 14 16 17 Yttrium Y 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009422 12 14 17 00 Transition metals 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008658 12 14 17 01 Actinium Ac 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008659 12 14 17 02 Aluminum Al 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008660 12 14 17 03 Americium Am 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008661 12 14 17 04 Antimony Sb 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008662 12 14 17 05 Berkelium Bk 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008663 12 14 17 06 Bismuth Bi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008664 12 14 17 07 Cadmium Ca 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008665 12 14 17 08 Californium Cf 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008666 12 14 17 09 Chromium Cr 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008667 12 14 17 10 Cobalt Co 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008668 12 14 17 11 Copper Cu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008670 12 14 17 12 Curium Cm 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008672 12 14 17 13 Einsteinium Es 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008674 12 14 17 14 Fermium Fm 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008676 12 14 17 15 Gallium Ga 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008678 12 14 17 16 Germanium Ge 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008680 12 14 17 17 Gold Au 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008682 12 14 17 18 Hafnium Hf 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008683 12 14 17 19 Indium In 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008684 12 14 17 20 Iridium Ir 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008685 12 14 17 21 Iron Fe 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008686 12 14 17 22 Lawrencium Lr 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008687 12 14 17 23 Lead Pb 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008688 12 14 17 24 Manganese Mn 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008689 12 14 17 25 Mendelevium Md 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008690 12 14 17 26 Mercury Hg 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008691 12 14 17 27 Molybdenum Mo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008692 12 14 17 28 Neptunium Np 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008693 12 14 17 29 Nickel Ni 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008698 12 14 17 30 Niobium Nb 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008699 12 14 17 31 Nobelium No 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008700 12 14 17 32 Osmium Os 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008701 12 14 17 33 Palladium Pd 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008702 12 14 17 34 Platinum Pt 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008703 12 14 17 35 Plutonium Pu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008704 12 14 17 36 Protactinium Pa 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008705 12 14 17 37 Rhenium Re 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008706 12 14 17 38 Rhodium Rh 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008707 12 14 17 39 Ruthenium Ru 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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008708 12 14 17 40 Silver Ag 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008709 12 14 17 41 Tantalum Ta 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008710 12 14 17 42 Technetium Te 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008711 12 14 17 43 Thallium Tl 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008712 12 14 17 44 Thorium Th 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008713 12 14 17 45 Tin Sn 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008714 12 14 17 46 Titanium Ti 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008715 12 14 17 47 Tungsten W 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008716 12 14 17 48 Uranium U 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008717 12 14 17 49 Vanadium V 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008718 12 14 17 50 Zinc Zn 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008719 12 14 17 51 Zirconium Zr 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008720 12 14 17 52 Bohrium Bh 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008721 12 14 17 53 Dubnium Db 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008722 12 14 17 54 Hassium Hs 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008723 12 14 17 55 Rutherfordium Rf 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008724 12 14 17 56 Seaborgium Sg 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008725 12 14 17 57 Ununnilium Uum 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008726 12 14 17 58 Unununium Uuu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008727 12 14 17 59 Ununbium Uub 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008728 12 14 17 60 Polonium Po 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000441 12 14 18 00 Alkali metals 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008741 12 14 18 01 Cesium Cs 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008742 12 14 18 02 Francium Fm 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008743 12 14 18 03 Lithium Li 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008744 12 14 18 04 Potassium K 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008745 12 14 18 05 Rubidium Rb 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008746 12 14 18 06 Sodium Na 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009424 12 14 19 00 Non metals and pure 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008765 12 14 19 01 Chlorine  Cl 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008766 12 14 19 02 Hydrogen H 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008767 12 14 19 03 Nitrogen N 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008768 12 14 19 04 Oxygen O 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008769 12 14 19 05 Fluorine F 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008770 12 14 19 06 Arsenic As 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008771 12 14 19 07 Boron B 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
008772 12 14 19 08 Carbon C 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008773 12 14 19 09 Phosphorus P 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008774 12 14 19 10 Selenium Se 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008775 12 14 19 11 Silicon Si 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008776 12 14 19 12 Sulfur S 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008777 12 14 19 13 Tellurium Te 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008778 12 14 19 14 Astatine At 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008779 12 14 19 15 Bromine Br 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008780 12 14 19 16 Iodine I 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009425 12 14 20 00 Noble gases 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008537 12 14 20 01 Xenon gas  Xe 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008538 12 14 20 02 Radon gas Rn 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008539 12 14 20 03 Krypton gas Kr 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008540 12 14 20 04 Argon gas Ar 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008541 12 14 20 05 Helium gas He 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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008542 12 14 20 06 Neon gas Ne 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009426 12 14 21 00 Industrial use gases 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
008585 12 14 21 01 Hydrogen compound 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008586 12 14 21 02 Chlorinated mixed ga 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008587 12 14 21 03 Ammonia 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008588 12 14 21 04 Carbon dioxide gas C 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016921 12 14 21 05 Industrial air 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
016922 12 14 21 06 Inert gas mixtures 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
009459 12 14 22 00 Isotopes 10 4/15/2002 10:00
000510 12 14 22 01 Deuterated solvents 10 4/15/2002 10:00
000511 12 14 22 02 Heavy water 10 4/15/2002 10:00
000512 12 14 22 03 Alpha sources 10 4/15/2002 10:00
000513 12 14 22 04 Beta sources 10 4/15/2002 10:00
000514 12 14 22 05 Cobalt sources 10 4/15/2002 10:00
000515 12 14 22 06 Gamma sources 10 4/15/2002 10:00
000517 12 14 22 07 Radioisotope sources 10 4/15/2002 10:00
000518 12 14 22 08 Calibration sources 10 4/15/2002 10:00
009065 12 16 00 00 Additives 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
009431 12 16 15 00 Indicators and Reage 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008526 12 16 15 01 Affinity labels 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008527 12 16 15 02 Cross linking agents 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
008528 12 16 15 03 Reagent kits 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008529 12 16 15 04 Sulfhydryl reagents 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008530 12 16 15 05 Intercalating agents 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
013175 12 16 15 06 Diverting agents 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
018378 12 16 15 07 Cupferron reagent 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009432 12 16 16 00 Catalysts 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008533 12 16 16 01 Acid catalysts 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008534 12 16 16 02 Combustion catalysts 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008535 12 16 16 03 Custom catalysts 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008536 12 16 16 04 Cracking catalysts 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
009433 12 16 17 00 Buffers 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008581 12 16 17 01 Ampholyte mixtures 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008582 12 16 17 02 Bicarbonate buffers 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
013176 12 16 17 03 Other buffers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
016953 12 16 17 04 Acid buffers 7.3 8/15/2001 9:00
016955 12 16 17 05 Basic buffers 7.3 8/15/2001 9:00
016957 12 16 17 06 Neutral buffers 7.3 8/15/2001 9:00
009434 12 16 18 00 Colloids 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008604 12 16 18 01 Gels 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008605 12 16 18 02 Suspensions 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008606 12 16 18 03 Aerosols 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008607 12 16 18 04 Emulsions 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
013177 12 16 18 05 Natural gelling agents 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013178 12 16 18 06 Synthetic gelling agent4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013179 12 16 18 07 Gel stabilizers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013180 12 16 18 08 Suspending agents 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
009435 12 16 19 00 Surfactants 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
002821 12 16 19 01 Anti foaming agents 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
008620 12 16 19 02 Detergent surfactants 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
013181 12 16 19 03 Foaming agents 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
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013182 12 16 19 04 Dispersing agents 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013183 12 16 19 05 Flushes 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013184 12 16 19 06 Wetting agents 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013185 12 16 19 07 Water flood additives 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
009436 12 16 20 00 Plasticizers 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008483 12 16 20 02 Polymerics 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008484 12 16 20 03 Agricultural oils 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008485 12 16 20 04 Sulfonamides 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008486 12 16 20 05 Glutarates 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
009437 12 16 21 00 Flame retardants 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008492 12 16 21 01 Brominated retardants 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009438 12 16 22 00 Anti oxidants 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008511 12 16 22 01 Ascorbic acid 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008512 12 16 22 02 Beta carotene 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008513 12 16 22 03 Butylated hydroxyaniso2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008514 12 16 22 04 Butylated hydroxytolu 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
005898 12 16 22 05 Calcium citrate 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
008516 12 16 22 06 Canthaxanthin 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008518 12 16 22 07 Melatonin 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008520 12 16 22 08 Nordihydroguaiaretic 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008521 12 16 22 09 Propyl gallate 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008522 12 16 22 10 Silymarin 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008523 12 16 22 11 Sulfur dioxide 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
026039 12 16 22 12 Ubiquinone or Coenz 13 11/1/2003 0:00
009439 12 16 23 00 Curing agents 3 1/15/2000 0:00
008944 12 16 23 01 Waterborne curing ag 3 1/15/2000 0:00
013186 12 16 23 02 Cement accelerators 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013187 12 16 23 03 Cement retarders 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013188 12 16 24 00 Polymer breakers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013189 12 16 24 01 Acidic polymer breake 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013190 12 16 24 02 Organic polymer brea 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013191 12 16 25 00 Emulsion breakers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013192 12 16 25 01 Water in oil emulsion 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013193 12 16 25 02 Oil in water emulsion 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013194 12 16 25 03 Flotation aids 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013195 12 16 26 00 Clay stabilizers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013196 12 16 26 01 Inorganic clay stabiliz 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013197 12 16 26 02 Organic clay stabilizers4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013198 12 16 27 00 Fluid loss additives 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013199 12 16 27 01 Natural polymer fluid l 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013200 12 16 27 02 Modified polymer fluid 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013201 12 16 28 00 Friction reducers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013202 12 16 28 01 Anionic friction reduce 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013203 12 16 28 02 Cationic friction reduc 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013204 12 16 29 00 Paraffin asphaltene c 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013205 12 16 29 01 Solvent type paraffin 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013206 12 16 29 02 Crystal modified paraff4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013207 12 16 29 03 Dispersant type paraffi4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013208 12 16 30 00 Mud removal mixtures 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013209 12 16 30 01 Mud cleanout agents 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013210 12 16 31 00 Anti sludgers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
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013211 12 16 31 01 Anti sludge additives 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013212 12 16 32 00 Anti gas migration ag 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013213 12 16 32 01 Anti gas migration ad 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013214 12 16 33 00 Expanding agents 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013215 12 16 33 01 Cement expanding age4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013216 12 16 34 00 Extenders 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013217 12 16 34 01 Cement extenders 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013218 12 16 35 00 Oil well sealants 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013219 12 16 35 01 Cementing sealants 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013220 12 16 36 00 Corrosion inhibitors 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013221 12 16 36 01 Oil production corrosi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013222 12 16 36 02 Gas production corros 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013223 12 16 37 00 Gas hydrate controller 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013224 12 16 37 01 Kinetic hydrate control 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013225 12 16 38 00 Chemical scavengers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
013226 12 16 38 01 Hydrogen sulfide scav 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013227 12 16 38 02 Oxygen scavengers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013228 12 16 39 00 Scale controllers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013229 12 16 39 01 Scale inhibitor 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013230 12 16 39 02 Scale removers or co 7 6/29/2001 9:59
013231 12 16 40 00 Bactericides 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013232 12 16 40 01 Registered microbioci 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013233 12 16 41 00 In situ 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013234 12 16 41 01 In situ additives 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013235 12 16 41 02 Acid additives 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013236 12 16 42 00 Retarders 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013237 12 16 42 01 Acid corrosion inhibitor4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013238 12 16 43 00 Iron controllers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013239 12 16 43 01 Iron control additives 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013240 12 16 44 00 Non emulsifiers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013241 12 16 44 01 Non emulsifying additiv4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
019388 12 16 45 00 Food or drug additive 11.2 9/16/2002 11:48
019389 12 16 45 01 Preservatives 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019390 12 16 45 02 Flavours or extracts 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019391 12 16 45 03 Fragrance additives 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019392 12 16 45 04 Sweeteners 10 4/15/2002 10:00
009066 12 17 00 00 Colorants 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
009440 12 17 15 00 Dyes 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008729 12 17 15 01 Fluorescent dyes 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008730 12 17 15 02 Phthalein dyes 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008731 12 17 15 03 Rosaniline dyes 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008732 12 17 15 04 Food or drug or cosm 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008733 12 17 15 05 Laked 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008734 12 17 15 06 Natural dyes 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
009441 12 17 16 00 Pigments 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008753 12 17 16 02 Inorganic metal oxide 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008754 12 17 16 03 Carbon black 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008755 12 17 16 04 Titanium dioxide 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008756 12 17 16 05 Organic pigments 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
009442 12 17 17 00 Color compounds and 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008804 12 17 17 01 Polymer masterbatch 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
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008805 12 17 17 02 Pigment dispersions 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008806 12 17 17 03 Inks 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
009067 12 18 00 00 Waxes and oils 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
009443 12 18 15 00 Waxes 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008405 12 18 15 01 Synthetic waxes 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008406 12 18 15 02 Natural waxes 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008407 12 18 15 03 Paraffins 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008408 12 18 15 04 Petrolatums 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
009444 12 18 16 00 Oils 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008457 12 18 16 01 Synthetic oils 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008458 12 18 16 02 Natural oils 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
009068 12 19 00 00 Solvents 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
009445 12 19 15 00 Hydrocarbonated solve2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008583 12 19 15 01 Aromatic solvents 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008584 12 19 15 02 Aliphatic solvents 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
016855 12 19 15 04 Cyclic alkanes 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
019364 12 19 15 03 Phenols or its substitut13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
009446 12 19 16 00 Oxygenated solvents 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008608 12 19 16 01 Alcohol solvents 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008609 12 19 16 02 Active solvents 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
009064 12 35 00 00 Compounds and mixt 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019341 12 35 20 00 Aliphatic and aromatic 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014190 12 35 20 01 Alkanes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015171 12 35 20 02 Alkenes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015175 12 35 20 03 Alkynes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019342 12 35 20 05 Aromatic or heterocycl 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019343 12 35 21 00 Organic derivatives a 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019345 12 35 21 02 Organic nitro or nitros 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019346 12 35 21 03 Organo metallic compo12 3/15/2003 0:00
019347 12 35 21 04 Alcohols or its substit 12 3/15/2003 0:00
013867 12 35 21 05 Thio alcohols 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019348 12 35 21 06 Organic acids or its su 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019349 12 35 21 07 Organic salts or its su 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019350 12 35 21 08 Esters or its substitute 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019353 12 35 21 11 Amides or imides 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019354 12 35 21 12 Ethers or its substitute 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019355 12 35 21 13 Thioethers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019356 12 35 21 14 Aldehydes or its substi12 3/15/2003 0:00
019357 12 35 21 15 Ketones or quinones 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019358 12 35 21 16 Amines or imines or it 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019359 12 35 21 17 Cyanides or isocyanide12 3/15/2003 0:00
019360 12 35 21 18 Cyanates or isocyana 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019361 12 35 21 19 Organic oxides 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019362 12 35 21 20 Organic peroxides 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019363 12 35 21 21 Organic hydroxides 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019365 12 35 21 23 Ureides or purines or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019366 12 35 21 24 Azo compounds or its 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019367 12 35 21 25 Azides or azines 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019368 12 35 21 26 Oximes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019369 12 35 21 27 Hydrazines or hydrazi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019370 12 35 21 28 Phosphines 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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019371 12 35 21 29 Amidines or imidines 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019344 12 35 21 01 Organic halogenated 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
008657 12 35 21 30 Acrylate or methacryl 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
019372 12 35 22 00 Biochemicals 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019373 12 35 22 01 Carbohydrates or its d 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009460 12 35 22 02 Proteins 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009461 12 35 22 03 Antibodies 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000388 12 35 22 04 Enzymes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009462 12 35 22 05 Nutrients 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009464 12 35 22 06 Tissues 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009465 12 35 22 07 Cultures and fluids 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009466 12 35 22 08 Nucleic acids 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019374 12 35 22 09 Amino acids or its deriv12 3/15/2003 0:00
019375 12 35 22 10 Alkaloids 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019376 12 35 22 11 Fats or lipids 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019377 12 35 22 12 Terpenoids 12 3/15/2003 0:00
012673 12 35 23 00 Inorganic compounds 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019378 12 35 23 01 Inorganic acids 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019380 12 35 23 03 Inorganic oxides 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019381 12 35 23 04 Inorganic peroxides 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019382 12 35 23 05 Inorganic hydroxides 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019383 12 35 23 06 Inorganic hydrides 12 3/15/2003 0:00
026289 12 35 23 08 Silicates 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026290 12 35 23 09 Silica 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026291 12 35 23 10 Silicones 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026292 12 35 23 11 Alumina and other alum13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
019379 12 35 23 02 Inorganic metal salts 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
019351 12 35 23 07 Acid halides or its subs13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
025832 12 35 23 12 Potassium permanga 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
019384 12 35 24 00 Mixtures 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019385 12 35 24 01 Organic chemical mixt 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019386 12 35 24 02 Inorganic chemical mi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009448 12 35 25 00 Fixatives 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
008735 12 35 25 01 Formaldehydes 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
008736 12 35 25 02 Glutarals 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
008737 12 35 25 03 Tannins 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
008994 13 00 00 00 Resin and Rosin and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009072 13 10 00 00 Rubber and elastome 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009469 13 10 15 00 Natural rubber 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000567 13 10 15 01 Latex rubber 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000568 13 10 15 02 Crepe rubber 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000569 13 10 15 03 Smoked sheet rubber 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000570 13 10 15 04 Natural foam rubber 2 2/22/1999 0:00
011635 13 10 15 05 Block or crumb rubber 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
009470 13 10 16 00 Processed and synthe 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000571 13 10 16 01 Vulcanized rubber 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000572 13 10 16 02 Chlorinated rubber 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000573 13 10 16 03 Hydrochloride rubber 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000574 13 10 16 04 Cyclized rubber 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000575 13 10 16 05 Isomerized rubber 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000576 13 10 16 06 Thermplastic rubber 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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011636 13 10 16 07 Rubber compound 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
009471 13 10 17 00 Elastomers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000577 13 10 17 01 Acrylonitrile butadiene 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000578 13 10 17 02 Highly saturated nitrile 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000579 13 10 17 03 Fluorocarbon FKM 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000580 13 10 17 04 Ethylene propylene E 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000581 13 10 17 05 Styrene butadiene SBR12 3/15/2003 0:00
000582 13 10 17 06 Chloroprene CR 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000583 13 10 17 07 Isobutylene isoprene I 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000584 13 10 17 08 Silicone VMQ and PMQ12 3/15/2003 0:00
000585 13 10 17 09 Fluorosilicone FVMQ 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000586 13 10 17 10 Polyacrylate ACM 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000587 13 10 17 11 Ethylene acrylic AEM 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000588 13 10 17 12 Chlorosulfonated poly 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000589 13 10 17 13 Chloropolyethylene C 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000590 13 10 17 14 Epichlorohydrin ECO 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000591 13 10 17 15 Natural polyisoprene 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000592 13 10 17 16 Synthetic polyisopren 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000593 13 10 17 17 Polyester urethane A 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000594 13 10 17 18 Polyether urethane E 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000595 13 10 17 19 Polybutadiene BR 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000596 13 10 17 20 Polyether block amide 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000600 13 10 17 21 Styrene block coploy 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000598 13 10 17 22 Copolyester 4.01 10/8/2000 10:00
000642 13 10 17 23 Thermoplastic 4.01 10/8/2000 10:00
000597 13 10 17 24 Polyolenfinic 4.01 10/8/2000 10:00
009473 13 10 19 00 Thermoset plastics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000602 13 10 19 02 Phenolic PF 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000603 13 10 19 03 Unsaturate Polyester 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000604 13 10 19 04 Urea UF 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000605 13 10 19 05 Melamine MF 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000606 13 10 19 06 Thermoset Polyuretha 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009474 13 10 20 00 Thermoplastic plastics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000607 13 10 20 01 Acrylonitrile butadiene 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000608 13 10 20 02 Acrylonitrile butadiene 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000609 13 10 20 03 Acetal polymer 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000611 13 10 20 05 Acrylonitrile Styrene A 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000612 13 10 20 06 Acrylonitrile Styrene A 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000614 13 10 20 08 Fluoropolymers PTFE 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000615 13 10 20 09 Ethylene Vinyl Acetat 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000616 13 10 20 10 Liquid Crystal Polyme 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000617 13 10 20 11 Polyamide Nylons PA 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000618 13 10 20 12 Polybutylene Terepth 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000619 13 10 20 13 Polycarbonate PC 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000620 13 10 20 14 Polyetheretherketone P12 3/15/2003 0:00
000621 13 10 20 15 Polyetherimid PEI 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000622 13 10 20 16 Polyethersulfone PES 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000623 13 10 20 17 High Density Polyethyl12 3/15/2003 0:00
000624 13 10 20 18 Low Density Polyethyle12 3/15/2003 0:00
000625 13 10 20 19 Medium Density Poly 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000626 13 10 20 20 Polyethylene Terepth 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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000627 13 10 20 21 Polyimide PI 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000628 13 10 20 22 Polypropylene PP 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000629 13 10 20 23 Polyphthalamide PPA 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000630 13 10 20 24 Polyphenylene oxide 10 4/15/2002 10:00
000631 13 10 20 25 Polyphenylene Sulfide 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000632 13 10 20 26 Polystyrene PS 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000633 13 10 20 27 High Impact Polystyren12 3/15/2003 0:00
000634 13 10 20 28 Polysulfone PSU 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000635 13 10 20 29 Rigid Thermoplastic Po12 3/15/2003 0:00
000636 13 10 20 30 Polyvinyl Chloride PV 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000637 13 10 20 31 Styrene Acrylonitrile SA12 3/15/2003 0:00
011082 13 11 00 00 Resins and rosins and 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
009475 13 11 10 00 Resins 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
011089 13 11 10 01 Epoxy 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011637 13 11 10 02 Phenolic resin 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
011638 13 11 10 03 Unsaturated polyester 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
011639 13 11 10 04 Acrylonitrile butadiene 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
011640 13 11 10 05 Acrylonitrile styrene a 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
011641 13 11 10 06 Acrylonitrile styrene a 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
011642 13 11 10 07 Fluoropolymer resin 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
011643 13 11 10 08 Ethylene vinyl acetate 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
011644 13 11 10 09 Liquid crystal polymer 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
011645 13 11 10 10 Nylon 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011646 13 11 10 11 Polybutylene tereptha 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011647 13 11 10 12 Polycarbonate resin 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
011648 13 11 10 13 Polyetheretherketone r9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
011649 13 11 10 14 Polyetherimide resin 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
011650 13 11 10 15 Polyethersulfone resin 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
011651 13 11 10 16 Polyethylene 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011652 13 11 10 17 Polyethylene terpthala 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
011653 13 11 10 18 Polyimide resin 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
011654 13 11 10 19 Polypropylene resin 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
011655 13 11 10 20 Polyphthalamide resin 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
011656 13 11 10 21 Polyethylene oxide 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011657 13 11 10 22 Polyphenylene sulfide 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
011658 13 11 10 23 Polystyrene resin 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
011659 13 11 10 24 Polysulfone resin 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
011660 13 11 10 25 Polyvinyl chloride resi 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
011661 13 11 10 26 Styrene acrylonitrile r 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
011662 13 11 10 27 Urea formaldehyde 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011663 13 11 10 28 Alkyd 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011664 13 11 10 29 Melamine formaldehy 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011665 13 11 10 30 Polyacetal 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011666 13 11 10 31 Polyamide 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011667 13 11 10 32 Allyl 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011668 13 11 10 33 Ethylene acrylic acid 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011669 13 11 10 34 Polyvinyl chloride com 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011670 13 11 10 35 Solution vinyl 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011671 13 11 10 36 Phenoxy 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011672 13 11 10 37 Compounded resin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
011673 13 11 10 38 Polyvinyl pyrolidine 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
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011674 13 11 10 39 Polyethylene terephth 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011675 13 11 10 40 Hydrocarbon tackifier 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011676 13 11 10 41 Polycarbonate blends 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011677 13 11 10 42 Polyvinyl alcohol 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011678 13 11 10 43 Polyvinyl butyral 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011679 13 11 10 44 Polyester molding co 12 3/15/2003 0:00
011680 13 11 10 45 Polyvinyl acetate 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011681 13 11 10 46 Polyvinyl ether 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011682 13 11 10 47 Polyvinyl formal 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011683 13 11 10 48 Styrene acrylic 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011684 13 11 10 49 Ethylene propylene p 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011685 13 11 10 50 Polypropylene oxide 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011686 13 11 10 51 Polypropylene ether 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011687 13 11 10 52 Polypropylene sulfone 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011688 13 11 10 53 Polymethylacrylate 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011689 13 11 10 54 Styrene maleic anhyd 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011690 13 11 10 55 Syndiotatic polystyrene4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011691 13 11 10 56 Chlorinated polyvinyl 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011692 13 11 10 57 Thermoplastic polyeste4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
000639 13 11 10 58 Indene resins 4.01 10/8/2000 10:00
000638 13 11 10 59 Plastic resins 4.01 10/8/2000 10:00
000653 13 11 10 60 Petroleum resins 4.01 10/8/2000 10:00
000651 13 11 10 61 Polyurethane resins 4.01 10/8/2000 10:00
000649 13 11 10 62 Polyether resins 4.01 10/8/2000 10:00
024441 13 11 10 63 Recycled resins 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000610 13 11 10 64 Acrylic resins 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000613 13 11 10 65 Cellulosic resins 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024442 13 11 10 66 Polyterpene resins 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
011084 13 11 11 00 Rosins 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011693 13 11 11 01 Wood rosin 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011694 13 11 11 02 Gum rosin 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011695 13 11 11 03 Tall oil rosin 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011085 13 11 12 00 Films 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
001210 13 11 12 01 Polyethylene films 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
000654 13 11 12 02 Polyurethane films 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
011696 13 11 12 03 Acetate films 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011697 13 11 12 04 Acrylic films 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011698 13 11 12 05 Coextruded films 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011699 13 11 12 06 Flouropolymer films 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011700 13 11 12 07 Metalized films 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011701 13 11 12 08 Nylon films 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011702 13 11 12 09 Polycarbonate films 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011703 13 11 12 10 Polyester films 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011704 13 11 12 11 Polypropylene films 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011705 13 11 12 12 Biaxially orientated pol4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011706 13 11 12 13 Polymide films 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011707 13 11 12 14 Polystyrene films 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011708 13 11 12 15 Flexible polyvinyl chlo 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011709 13 11 12 16 Rigid polyvinyl chlorid 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011710 13 11 12 17 Ethylene vinyl alcohol 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011711 13 11 12 18 Polyvinylidene chlorid 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
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014141 13 11 12 19 Polyvinyl alcohol films 5.01 1/31/2001 13:48
011013 13 11 12 20 Silicone coated films 12 3/15/2003 0:00
011086 13 11 13 00 Foams 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011712 13 11 13 01 Polyolefin foam 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011713 13 11 13 02 Polyether foam 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011714 13 11 13 03 Silicone foam 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011715 13 11 13 04 Ethylene propylene te 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011716 13 11 13 05 Neoprene foam 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011717 13 11 13 06 Polyvinyl chloride foa 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011718 13 11 13 07 Rubber foam 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011719 13 11 13 08 Polystyrene foam 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
008995 14 00 00 00 Paper Materials and P 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009073 14 10 00 00 Paper materials 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009477 14 10 15 00 Raw materials 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000655 14 10 15 01 Paper pulp 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009074 14 11 00 00 Paper products 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009478 14 11 15 00 Printing and writing pa 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000656 14 11 15 01 Onion skin paper 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000657 14 11 15 02 Vellum paper 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000658 14 11 15 03 Parchment paper 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000659 14 11 15 04 Tractor feed paper 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000660 14 11 15 05 Mimeograph paper 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000661 14 11 15 06 Computer printout pa 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000662 14 11 15 07 Printer or copier pape 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
000663 14 11 15 08 Facsimile paper 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000664 14 11 15 09 Stationery 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000665 14 11 15 10 Plotter paper 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000666 14 11 15 11 Writing paper 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000667 14 11 15 12 Graph paper 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000668 14 11 15 13 Ledger paper 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000669 14 11 15 14 Paper pads or notebo 4.03 11/14/2000 13:06
000670 14 11 15 15 Calculator or cash regi6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
000671 14 11 15 16 Notebook filler paper 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008887 14 11 15 18 Index cards 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
008937 14 11 15 19 Cardstock papers 3 1/15/2000 0:00
010963 14 11 15 20 Blotter paper 4 8/29/2000 1:00
014609 14 11 15 23 Tracing paper 5.03 2/28/2001 12:44
014958 14 11 15 24 Foolscap sheets 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015190 14 11 15 25 Multipurpose paper 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015536 14 11 15 26 Telephone message p 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
016829 14 11 15 27 Carbonless paper 7 6/29/2001 9:59
016869 14 11 15 28 Magnet paper 7.1 7/17/2001 10:24
016888 14 11 15 29 Telex rolls 7.1 7/17/2001 10:24
016930 14 11 15 30 Self adhesive note pa 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
017797 14 11 15 31 Log books or pads 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
018210 14 11 15 32 Assorted paper kits 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018580 14 11 15 33 Examination booklets o9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
024137 14 11 15 34 Music score or manusc11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024138 14 11 15 35 Telegraph papers 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024139 14 11 15 36 Library book or borro 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024140 14 11 15 37 Label papers 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
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009479 14 11 16 00 Novelty paper 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000673 14 11 16 01 Gift wrapping paper o 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000674 14 11 16 04 Business cards 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000675 14 11 16 05 Greeting or note or pos6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
014518 14 11 16 06 Art or craft paper 5.02 2/16/2001 16:19
014647 14 11 16 07 Poster boards 5.03 2/28/2001 12:44
015197 14 11 16 08 Gift certificate 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015220 14 11 16 09 Cover paper 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
018241 14 11 16 10 Construction paper 9 1/2/2002 13:00
019281 14 11 16 11 Invitation or announce 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
023910 14 11 16 13 Banner paper 10.1 5/15/2002 15:51
024141 14 11 16 14 Album papers or tissu 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024142 14 11 16 15 Poster papers 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
025176 14 11 16 16 Lining papers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009480 14 11 17 00 Personal paper produ 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000676 14 11 17 01 Facial tissues 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000677 14 11 17 02 Toilet seat covers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000678 14 11 17 03 Paper towels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000679 14 11 17 04 Toilet tissue 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000680 14 11 17 05 Paper napkins or servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
012600 14 11 17 06 Paper table cloth 4.03 11/15/2000 9:07
015347 14 11 18 00 Business use papers 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015348 14 11 18 01 Tickets or ticket rolls 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015349 14 11 18 02 Receipts or receipt boo6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015350 14 11 18 03 Vouchers 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015351 14 11 18 04 Bills or bill books 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015352 14 11 18 05 Checks or check book 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
016857 14 11 18 06 Business forms or qu 7 6/29/2001 9:59
017831 14 11 18 07 Multipurpose busines 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
017851 14 11 18 08 Accounting forms or ac8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
017852 14 11 18 09 Bill of lading forms or 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
017853 14 11 18 10 Personnel forms or pe 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
017854 14 11 18 11 Sales forms or sales b 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
017855 14 11 18 12 Inventory forms or inv 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
017856 14 11 18 13 Correspondence form 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
017857 14 11 18 14 Tax forms or tax book 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
017951 14 11 18 15 Tent cards 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
018581 14 11 18 16 Applicant fingerprint c 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
025161 14 11 18 17 Deposit verification fo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
026323 14 11 18 18 Thermal paper 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
009075 14 12 00 00 Industrial use papers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009481 14 12 15 00 Paperboard and pack 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
000681 14 12 15 01 Bleached paperboard 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000682 14 12 15 02 Unbleached paperboa 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010763 14 12 15 03 Cardboard 4 8/29/2000 1:00
015367 14 12 15 04 Packaging paper 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
024143 14 12 15 05 Fiberboards 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
009482 14 12 16 00 Tissue papers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000683 14 12 16 01 Unbleached crepe pa 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000684 14 12 16 02 Semi bleached crepe 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000685 14 12 16 03 Wet strength tissue p 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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000686 14 12 16 04 Acid free tissue paper 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008918 14 12 16 05 Kraft tissue paper 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
009483 14 12 17 00 Laminated papers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000687 14 12 17 01 Papers bonded with fil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000688 14 12 17 02 Cylinder papers or mu 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009484 14 12 18 00 Coated papers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000689 14 12 18 01 Clay coated papers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000690 14 12 18 02 Polyethylene coated p 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000691 14 12 18 03 Polyester coated pap 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000692 14 12 18 04 Silicone coated paper 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010755 14 12 18 05 Latex treated coated 4 8/29/2000 1:00
012713 14 12 18 06 Waxed paper 4.05 12/18/2000 7:53
000697 14 12 18 07 Butcher papers 4.05 12/18/2000 8:06
010801 14 12 18 08 Freezer paper 4.05 12/18/2000 8:10
014495 14 12 18 09 Masking paper 5.02 2/16/2001 16:07
014519 14 12 18 10 Carbon papers 5.02 2/16/2001 16:19
024144 14 12 18 11 Sensitized copying pap11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
015040 14 12 18 12 Photography paper 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009485 14 12 19 00 Newsprint and offset 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000693 14 12 19 01 Standard newsprint 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000694 14 12 19 02 Colored newsprint 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000695 14 12 19 03 High brightness news 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000696 14 12 19 04 Offset paper 2 2/22/1999 0:00
024145 14 12 19 05 Tympan papers 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
009487 14 12 21 00 Uncoated base paper 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
008906 14 12 21 01 Super calendared kraft2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
008907 14 12 21 02 Machine finished or gla2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
010756 14 12 21 03 Non treated uncoated 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010757 14 12 21 04 Non treated crepe pa 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010758 14 12 21 05 Latex treated crepe p 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010764 14 12 21 06 Latex treated uncoate 4 8/29/2000 1:00
024146 14 12 22 00 Specialty industrial us 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024147 14 12 22 01 Seed germinating pape11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
008996 15 00 00 00 Fuels and Fuel Additi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009076 15 10 00 00 Fuels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009488 15 10 15 00 Petroleum and distillat 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000699 15 10 15 02 Kerosene 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000700 15 10 15 03 Naphtha 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000701 15 10 15 04 Aviation fuel 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000702 15 10 15 05 Diesel fuel 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000703 15 10 15 06 Gasoline or petrol 11.2 9/16/2002 11:48
016815 15 10 15 07 Benzene 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000705 15 10 15 08 Crude oil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000706 15 10 15 09 Marine fuel 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014953 15 10 15 10 Condensate 6 3/29/2001 16:53
009489 15 10 16 00 Solid and gel fuels 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
000707 15 10 16 01 Coal 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000708 15 10 16 02 Lignite 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000709 15 10 16 03 Peat 2 2/22/1999 0:00
012644 15 10 16 04 Coke 4.04 11/30/2000 6:53
012645 15 10 16 05 Charcoal 4.04 11/30/2000 6:53
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024149 15 10 16 06 Jellied alcohol fuels 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024150 15 10 16 07 Hexamines 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024151 15 10 16 08 Trioxanes 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
026293 15 10 17 01 #2 Heating fuel  oil 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026294 15 10 17 02 #4 or #6 Residual heav13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026322 15 10 17 00 Fuel oils 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
009077 15 11 00 00 Gaseous fuels and add2 2/22/1999 0:00
009490 15 11 15 00 Gaseous fuels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000710 15 11 15 01 Propane 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000711 15 11 15 02 Methane 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000712 15 11 15 03 Propylene 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000713 15 11 15 04 Ethylene 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000714 15 11 15 05 Butane 2 2/22/1999 0:00
011032 15 11 15 06 Acetylene 4 8/29/2000 1:00
015053 15 11 15 07 Water gas or produce 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015054 15 11 15 08 Coal gas 6 3/29/2001 16:53
025235 15 11 15 09 Methylacetylene prop 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
026040 15 11 15 10 Liquified petroleum ga 13 11/1/2003 0:00
009491 15 11 17 00 Fuel additives 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024152 15 11 17 01 Fuel thickeners 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024153 15 11 17 02 Icing inhibitors for fuel 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
009078 15 12 00 00 Lubricants and oils and2 2/22/1999 0:00
009492 15 12 15 00 Lubricating preparatio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000717 15 12 15 01 Engine oil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000718 15 12 15 02 Cutting oil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000719 15 12 15 03 Gear oil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000720 15 12 15 04 Hydraulic oil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000721 15 12 15 05 Transformer oil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000723 15 12 15 08 Transmission oil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000724 15 12 15 09 Brake oil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014774 15 12 15 10 Antigalling 5.04 3/15/2001 8:48
014932 15 12 15 11 Assembly pastes 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015179 15 12 15 12 Anti adhesives 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015217 15 12 15 13 Graphite lubricants 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015383 15 12 15 14 Spray lubricants 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015384 15 12 15 15 Anti seize or anti stain 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015441 15 12 15 16 Leak stop 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
024154 15 12 15 17 Lubricating soaps 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024155 15 12 15 18 Damping fluids 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024156 15 12 15 19 Watch lubricating oils 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024157 15 12 15 20 General purpose lubri 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024158 15 12 15 21 Pump lubricating oils 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024159 15 12 15 22 Weapon lubricating oil 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024160 15 12 15 23 Lens preparation fluid 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024161 15 12 15 24 Tempering oils 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024162 15 12 15 25 Quenching oils 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024163 15 12 15 26 Lubricants for food pr 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
026295 15 12 15 27 Turbine oil 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
009495 15 12 18 00 Anti corrosives 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000729 15 12 18 01 Moisture repellent 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000730 15 12 18 02 Anti corrosion lubrican 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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000731 15 12 18 03 Rust remover 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000732 15 12 18 04 Rust proofing prepara 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014775 15 12 18 05 Anti weld pastes 5.04 3/15/2001 8:48
024164 15 12 18 06 Penetrating oils 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
012665 15 12 19 00 Greases 4.04 11/30/2000 8:33
012666 15 12 19 01 Silicone grease 4.04 11/30/2000 8:33
000722 15 12 19 02 Grease 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
015249 15 12 19 03 Fluoropolymer grease 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
015291 15 12 19 04 Wool grease 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
009079 15 13 00 00 Fuel for nuclear react 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009496 15 13 15 00 Nuclear fuel 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000734 15 13 15 02 Depleted uranium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000735 15 13 15 03 Enriched uranium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000736 15 13 15 04 Iridium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000737 15 13 15 05 Enriched plutonium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000738 15 13 15 06 Depleted plutonium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009497 15 13 16 00 Fission fuel assemblie 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000733 15 13 16 01 Nuclear fuel rod 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008997 20 00 00 00 Mining and Well Drillin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009080 20 10 00 00 Mining and quarrying 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009498 20 10 15 00 Cutting equipment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000739 20 10 15 01 Continuous mining eq 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000740 20 10 15 02 Longwall shears 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000741 20 10 15 03 Coal cutters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000742 20 10 15 04 Rock cutters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009499 20 10 16 00 Screens and feeding 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000743 20 10 16 01 Screens 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000744 20 10 16 02 Feeders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
021177 20 10 16 03 Drain hole screen 10 4/15/2002 10:44
009500 20 10 17 00 Crushers and breaker 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000745 20 10 17 01 Rock crushers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000746 20 10 17 02 Roll crushers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000747 20 10 17 03 Cone crushers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000748 20 10 17 04 Gyratory crushers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000749 20 10 17 05 Impact crushers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000750 20 10 17 06 Jaw crushers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000751 20 10 17 07 Crushing plants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000752 20 10 17 08 Rod mills 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000753 20 10 17 09 Ball mills 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000754 20 10 17 10 Pulverizing machinery 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000755 20 10 17 11 Rock breakers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000756 20 10 17 12 Earth grinders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
011030 20 10 17 13 Cyclone or vortex grind4 8/29/2000 1:00
024219 20 10 17 14 Jaw plates 11.2 9/16/2002 11:48
018326 20 10 18 00 Mechanized ground s 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018327 20 10 18 01 Cable bolters 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018328 20 10 18 02 Scissor bolters 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018329 20 10 18 03 Boom bolters 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018330 20 10 18 04 Shotcrete spraying equ9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018331 20 10 18 05 Mechanized ground s 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018332 20 10 19 00 Secondary rock breaki 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
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018333 20 10 19 01 Blockholer or drill and 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018334 20 10 19 02 Repetitive impact syste9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018335 20 10 19 03 Secondary rock breaki 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018336 20 10 20 00 Exploration and devel 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018337 20 10 20 01 In the hole drills ITH or9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018338 20 10 20 02 Top hammer long hol 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018339 20 10 20 03 Pneumatic shaft sinki 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018340 20 10 20 04 Hydraulic shaft sinkin 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018341 20 10 20 05 Pneumatic horizontal 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018342 20 10 20 06 Hydraulic horizontal d 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018343 20 10 20 07 Core drills 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018344 20 10 20 08 Exploration or develo 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
000769 20 10 21 00 Rock drills 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018345 20 10 21 01 Pneumatic rock drills 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018346 20 10 21 02 Hydraulic rock drills 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018347 20 10 21 03 Hand held rock drills 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018348 20 10 21 04 Rock drill spare parts 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018349 20 10 22 00 Explosive loading ma 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018350 20 10 22 01 Ammonium nitrate an 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018351 20 10 22 02 Emulsion loading mach9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018352 20 10 22 03 Explosive loading ma 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018353 20 10 23 00 Underground mining s 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018354 20 10 23 01 Personnel carriers 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018355 20 10 23 02 Crane vehicles 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018356 20 10 23 03 Flat deck material car 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018357 20 10 23 04 Bulk material carriers 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018358 20 10 23 05 Utility service vehicles 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018359 20 10 23 06 Elevating platform veh 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
018360 20 10 23 07 Underground mining s 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
009081 20 11 00 00 Well drilling and opera 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009501 20 11 15 00 Drilling and exploratio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000760 20 11 15 04 Water well drilling equi2 2/22/1999 0:00
000761 20 11 15 05 Uranium exploration eq2 2/22/1999 0:00
009502 20 11 16 00 Drilling and operation m2 2/22/1999 0:00
000765 20 11 16 01 Boring or sinking mac 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000766 20 11 16 02 Downhole assembly 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000767 20 11 16 03 Hammer drills 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000768 20 11 16 04 Crawler drills 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000770 20 11 16 06 Pneumatic vibrators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000771 20 11 16 07 Tunneling machinery 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000772 20 11 16 08 Striking hammers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000773 20 11 16 09 Sinker drills 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000774 20 11 16 10 Sewer inspection mach2 2/22/1999 0:00
000775 20 11 16 11 Rotary drills 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000776 20 11 16 12 Drilling rigs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000777 20 11 16 13 Long hole drills 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000778 20 11 16 14 Industrial drill bits 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000779 20 11 16 15 Drifters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000780 20 11 16 16 Derricks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000781 20 11 16 17 Drilling carriages 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000782 20 11 16 18 Downhole fishing poles2 2/22/1999 0:00
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015131 20 11 16 19 Well drilling bit cones 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
009503 20 11 17 00 Drilling and operation a2 2/22/1999 0:00
000783 20 11 17 01 Audio visual instrume 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000784 20 11 17 02 Packers or tubing anc 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000785 20 11 17 03 Drilling casings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000786 20 11 17 04 Drilling screens 2 2/22/1999 0:00
024214 20 11 17 05 Well points 11.2 9/16/2002 11:48
024215 20 11 17 06 Drilling wedges 11.2 9/16/2002 11:48
024216 20 11 17 07 Drilling tool adapters 11.2 9/16/2002 11:48
024217 20 11 17 08 Drill stems 11.2 9/16/2002 11:48
024218 20 11 17 09 Well drilling tool or ac 11.2 9/16/2002 11:48
012725 20 12 00 00 Oil and gas drilling an 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012726 20 12 10 00 Acidizing equipment 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012727 20 12 10 01 Acidizing blending uni 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012728 20 12 10 02 Acidizing density sens 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012729 20 12 10 03 Acidizing pumping unit4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012730 20 12 10 04 Acidizing units 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012731 20 12 10 05 Acidizing air piping 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012732 20 12 10 06 Acidizing ball injectors 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012733 20 12 10 07 Bulk liquid acid equip 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012734 20 12 10 08 Acidizing drop boxes 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012735 20 12 10 09 Acidizing flow meters 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012736 20 12 10 10 Acidizing junction box 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012737 20 12 10 11 Acidizing pressure se 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012738 20 12 10 12 Acidizing process pipi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012739 20 12 10 13 Acidizing straight joint 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012740 20 12 10 14 Acidizing swivels 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012741 20 12 10 15 Acidizing treating iron 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012742 20 12 10 16 Acidizing tree savers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012743 20 12 11 00 Cementing equipment 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012744 20 12 11 01 Blending units 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012745 20 12 11 02 Bridge plugs 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012746 20 12 11 03 Bulk liquid cement eq 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012747 20 12 11 04 Cement bulk material e4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012748 20 12 11 05 Cement density senso 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012749 20 12 11 06 Cement floating bulk 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012750 20 12 11 07 Cement floating equipm4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012751 20 12 11 08 Cement floating equipm4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012752 20 12 11 09 Cement pumping unit 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012753 20 12 11 10 Cement retainers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012754 20 12 11 11 Centralizers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012755 20 12 11 12 Express latch coupler 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012756 20 12 11 13 Float collars 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012757 20 12 11 14 Float shoes 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012758 20 12 11 15 Oilfield cementing tool 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012759 20 12 11 16 Retrievable cementin 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012760 20 12 11 17 Safety slings 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012761 20 12 11 18 Subsea cement head 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012762 20 12 11 19 Surface cement head 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012763 20 12 12 00 Fracturing equipment 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012764 20 12 12 01 Bulk liquid fracturing e 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
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012765 20 12 12 02 Fracturing bulk propp 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012766 20 12 12 03 Fracturing control unit 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012767 20 12 12 04 Fracturing density sen 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012768 20 12 12 05 Fracturing manifold u 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012769 20 12 12 06 Fracturing proppant c 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012770 20 12 12 07 Fracturing pumping u 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012771 20 12 12 08 Fracturing slurry blen 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012772 20 12 12 09 Gel blending units 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012773 20 12 12 10 Fracturing missiles 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012774 20 12 12 11 Pump integrity monito 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012775 20 12 12 12 Fracturing service pac 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012776 20 12 12 13 Stimulation pumping u 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012777 20 12 13 00 Sand control equipmen4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012778 20 12 13 01 Blanking plugs 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012779 20 12 13 02 Floaters 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012780 20 12 13 03 Frac pack systems 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012781 20 12 13 04 Gravel pack systems 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012782 20 12 13 05 Guide shoes 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012783 20 12 13 06 Hook up nipples 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012784 20 12 13 07 Make up subs 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012785 20 12 13 08 Production tubing ove 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012786 20 12 13 09 Sand control blanks 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012787 20 12 13 10 Sand control bulk liquid4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012788 20 12 13 11 Sand control bulk pro 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012789 20 12 13 12 Sand control density s 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012790 20 12 13 13 Sand control manifold 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012791 20 12 13 14 Sand control proppant 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012792 20 12 13 15 Sand control pumping 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012793 20 12 13 16 Sand control screens 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012794 20 12 13 17 Sand control slurry bl 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012795 20 12 13 18 Sand detectors 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012796 20 12 13 19 Seal assembly locators4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012797 20 12 13 20 Shear joints 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012798 20 12 13 21 Sleeve shifting tools 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012799 20 12 13 22 Sliding sleeves 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012800 20 12 13 23 Velocity strings 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012801 20 12 14 00 Completion tools and 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012802 20 12 14 01 Ball catcher subs 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012803 20 12 14 02 Blast joints 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012804 20 12 14 03 Blast nipples 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012805 20 12 14 04 Completion bull plugs 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012806 20 12 14 05 Circulation production 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012807 20 12 14 06 Completion test equip 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012808 20 12 14 07 Control line protectors 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012809 20 12 14 08 Deflection tools 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012810 20 12 14 09 Completion expansion 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012811 20 12 14 10 Flow couplings 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012812 20 12 14 11 Gas lift equipment 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012813 20 12 14 12 Hanger landing tools 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012814 20 12 14 13 Completion hydraulic 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012815 20 12 14 14 Hydraulic setting tools 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
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012816 20 12 14 15 Injection systems 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012817 20 12 14 16 Landing nipples 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012818 20 12 14 17 Liner hangers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012819 20 12 14 18 Packer pulling tools 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012820 20 12 14 19 Packer running tools 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012821 20 12 14 20 Production packers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012822 20 12 14 21 Pump down through flo4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012823 20 12 14 22 Completion safety joint4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012824 20 12 14 23 Completion seal asse 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012825 20 12 14 24 Seal bores or polishe 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012826 20 12 14 25 Side pocket mandrels 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012828 20 12 14 27 Subsurface safety val 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012829 20 12 14 28 Travel joints 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012830 20 12 14 29 Tubing anchors 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012831 20 12 14 30 Twin flow assemblies 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012832 20 12 15 00 Conventional drilling t 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012833 20 12 15 01 Blowout preventers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012834 20 12 15 02 Blowout preventer co 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012835 20 12 15 03 Casing scrapers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012836 20 12 15 04 Drill collars 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012837 20 12 15 05 Coring equipment 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012838 20 12 15 06 Drill pipe thread prote 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012839 20 12 15 07 Drill pipe tool joints 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012840 20 12 15 08 Drill pipe 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012841 20 12 15 09 Gauge rings 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012842 20 12 15 10 Hole openers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012843 20 12 15 11 Hole reamers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012844 20 12 15 12 Fishing jars 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012845 20 12 15 13 Downhole shock absor4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012846 20 12 15 14 Downhole stabilizers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012847 20 12 15 15 Drilling subs 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012848 20 12 15 16 Thrusters 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012849 20 12 16 00 Drilling bits 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012850 20 12 16 01 Fixed cutter drill bits 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012851 20 12 16 02 Natural diamond drill 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012852 20 12 16 03 Nozzle drill bits 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012853 20 12 16 04 PDC bits 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012854 20 12 16 05 Roller cone button ins 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012855 20 12 16 06 Roller steel tooth drill 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
023961 20 12 16 07 Core bits 10.2 6/14/2002 9:42
012856 20 12 17 00 Fishing tools 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012857 20 12 17 01 Bumper subs 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012858 20 12 17 02 Casing patches 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012859 20 12 17 03 Jar boosters 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012860 20 12 17 04 Junk subs 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012861 20 12 17 05 Mills or burning shoes 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012862 20 12 17 06 Overshots 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012863 20 12 17 07 Oilfield fishing spears 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012864 20 12 17 08 Unspecified fishing to 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012865 20 12 18 00 Directional drilling equ 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012866 20 12 18 01 Geosteering tools 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
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012867 20 12 18 02 Mud motors 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012868 20 12 18 03 Rotary steerable tools 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012869 20 12 18 04 Directional drilling sur 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012870 20 12 18 05 Straight hole direction 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012871 20 12 19 00 Well measurement and4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012872 20 12 19 01 Acoustic tools 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012873 20 12 19 02 Drilling or mud control 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012874 20 12 19 03 Drilling performance 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012875 20 12 19 04 Flow measurement eq 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012876 20 12 19 05 Nuclear magnetic res 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012877 20 12 19 06 Nuclear tools 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012878 20 12 19 07 Production logging eq 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012879 20 12 19 08 Resistivity tools 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012880 20 12 19 09 Surveying systems 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012881 20 12 19 10 Telemetry systems 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012882 20 12 19 11 Ultrasonic tools 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012883 20 12 19 12 Well logging bottom h 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012884 20 12 19 13 Well logging downhol 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012885 20 12 19 14 Well logging units 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012886 20 12 20 00 Fixturing and test equi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012887 20 12 20 01 Drift bars 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012888 20 12 20 02 Drift sleeves 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012889 20 12 20 03 Drift rabbits 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012890 20 12 20 04 Test fixtures 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012891 20 12 20 05 Test nipples 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012892 20 12 20 06 Test plugs 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012893 20 12 21 00 Perforating equipment 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012894 20 12 21 01 Capsule guns 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012895 20 12 21 02 Casing guns 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012896 20 12 21 03 Deployment heads 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012897 20 12 21 04 Perforating explosives 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012898 20 12 21 05 Firing heads 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012899 20 12 21 06 Gun adapters 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012900 20 12 21 07 High shot density gun 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012901 20 12 21 08 Perforating bull plugs 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012902 20 12 21 09 Plug setting tools 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012903 20 12 21 10 Perforating positionin 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012904 20 12 21 11 Scalloped guns 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012905 20 12 21 12 Tandem subs 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012906 20 12 21 13 Through tubing perfor 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012907 20 12 21 14 Through tubing perfor 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012908 20 12 21 15 Under balance vent s 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012909 20 12 22 00 Well testing equipment4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012910 20 12 22 01 Flare booms 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012911 20 12 22 02 Flare burners 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012912 20 12 22 03 Cased hole test tools 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012913 20 12 22 04 Choke manifolds 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012914 20 12 22 05 Diverting manifolds 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012915 20 12 22 06 Flowhead baskets 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012916 20 12 22 07 Flowhead swivels 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012917 20 12 22 08 Flowheads 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
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012918 20 12 22 09 Formation shut in tool 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012919 20 12 22 10 Gas flares 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012920 20 12 22 11 Mud gas analyzers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012921 20 12 22 12 Oil samplers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012922 20 12 22 13 Well testing separator 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012923 20 12 22 14 Well testing surface pip4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012924 20 12 22 15 Surge tanks 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012925 20 12 22 16 Well testing downhole 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012926 20 12 23 00 Slickline equipment 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012927 20 12 23 01 Slickline adapter head 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012928 20 12 23 02 Slickline backoffs 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012929 20 12 23 03 Slickline bell guides 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012930 20 12 23 04 Slickline blind boxes 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012931 20 12 23 05 Slickline bottom hole 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012932 20 12 23 06 Slickline caliper tools 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012933 20 12 23 07 Slickline cement dum 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012934 20 12 23 08 Slickline chemical cutte4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012935 20 12 23 09 Slickline clamp on tool 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012936 20 12 23 10 Slickline clamp on wir 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012937 20 12 23 11 Slickline collar locator 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012938 20 12 23 12 Slickline collectors 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012939 20 12 23 13 Slickline colliding tool 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012940 20 12 23 14 Slickline crossovers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012941 20 12 23 15 Slickline depth measur4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012942 20 12 23 16 Slickline dewar flasks 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012943 20 12 23 17 Slickline dipmeter tools4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012944 20 12 23 18 Slickline directional to 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012945 20 12 23 19 Slickline go devil tools 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012946 20 12 23 20 Slickline hole punchers4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012947 20 12 23 21 Slickline jet cutters 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012948 20 12 23 22 Slickline junk shots 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012949 20 12 23 23 Slickline kickover tool 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012950 20 12 23 24 Slickline knuckle joint 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012951 20 12 23 25 Slickline lead impressi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012952 20 12 23 26 Slickline locator mandr4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012953 20 12 23 27 Slickline lock mandrel 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012954 20 12 23 28 Slickline lubricators 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012955 20 12 23 29 Slickline mechanical b 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012956 20 12 23 30 Slickline mechanical p 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012957 20 12 23 31 Other Slickline Tools 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012958 20 12 23 32 Slickline paraffin scra 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012959 20 12 23 33 Slickline rope sockets 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012960 20 12 23 34 Slickline running or pu 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012961 20 12 23 35 Slickline severing tool 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012962 20 12 23 36 Slickline sheaves or fl 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012964 20 12 23 38 Slickline pulling tool a 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012965 20 12 23 39 Slickline pulling tools 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012966 20 12 23 40 Slickline running tools 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012967 20 12 23 41 Slickline units 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012968 20 12 23 42 Slickline wire 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012969 20 12 23 43 Slickline sonic tools 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
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012970 20 12 23 44 Slickline spacer bars 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012971 20 12 23 45 Slickline swages 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012972 20 12 23 46 Slickline tension device4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012973 20 12 23 47 Slickline tubing plugs 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012974 20 12 23 48 Slickline ultrasonic too 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012975 20 12 23 49 Wireline Grabs 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012976 20 12 23 50 Wireline Jars 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012977 20 12 23 51 Wireline Scrapers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012978 20 12 23 52 Wireline Spear 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012979 20 12 23 53 Wireline Stems 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012980 20 12 23 54 Wireline Valves 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
023909 20 12 23 56 Wireline preventers 10.1 5/15/2002 15:51
023939 20 12 23 57 Wireline jar accelerato 10.1 5/15/2002 15:53
012981 20 12 24 00 Production systems e 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012982 20 12 24 01 Cable thumpers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012983 20 12 24 02 Oilfield production eva 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
012984 20 12 24 03 Hipot testers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012985 20 12 24 04 Oilfield lapping machi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012986 20 12 24 05 Motor end lifts 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012987 20 12 24 06 Oil dielectric testers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012988 20 12 24 07 Oil vacuum filling unit 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012989 20 12 24 08 Oilfield production sha 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
012990 20 12 24 09 Oilfield production spo 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
012991 20 12 24 10 Vibration analyzers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012992 20 12 25 00 Coiled tubing equipm 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012993 20 12 25 01 Blaster tools 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012994 20 12 25 02 Coiled tubing truck cr 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012995 20 12 25 03 Coiled tubing units 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012996 20 12 25 04 Coiled tubing hose pa 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012997 20 12 25 05 Coiled tubing inflatabl 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012998 20 12 25 06 Coiled tubing injector 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
012999 20 12 25 07 Coiled tubing lifting eq 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013000 20 12 25 08 Operator houses 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013001 20 12 25 09 Coiled tubing power p 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013002 20 12 25 10 Coiled tubing reels 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013003 20 12 25 11 Coiled tubing spooling 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013004 20 12 25 12 Tubing guides 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013005 20 12 25 13 Wellhead hookups 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013006 20 12 25 14 Wellhead support struc4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013007 20 12 25 15 Oilfield coiled tubing 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
000764 20 12 26 00 Seismic equipment 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
013009 20 12 26 01 Seismic analog sensor4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013010 20 12 26 02 Seismic arrays 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013011 20 12 26 03 Seismic streamer cabl 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013012 20 12 26 04 Seismic drill tankers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013013 20 12 26 05 Seismic geophones 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013014 20 12 26 06 Seismic gravity syste 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013015 20 12 26 07 Seismic gun winch sy 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013016 20 12 26 08 Seismic hydrophones 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013017 20 12 26 09 Seismic impulse sour 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013018 20 12 26 10 Seismic marine strea 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
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013019 20 12 26 11 Seismic ocean bottom 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013020 20 12 26 12 Seismic magnetic sys 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013021 20 12 26 13 Seismic positioning e 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013022 20 12 26 14 Seismic rams 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013023 20 12 26 15 Seismic receivers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013024 20 12 26 16 Seismic refraction syst4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013025 20 12 26 17 Seismic source contro 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013026 20 12 26 18 Seismic spooling devi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013027 20 12 26 19 Seismic tow blocks 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013028 20 12 26 20 Seismic tow points 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013029 20 12 26 21 Seismic vibrators 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013030 20 12 26 22 Seismic recording syst4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013031 20 12 26 23 Seismic data processin4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013032 20 12 27 00 Oil country tubular go 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013033 20 12 27 01 Oil country casing 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013034 20 12 27 02 Oil country couplings 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013035 20 12 27 03 Oil country pup joints 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013036 20 12 27 04 Oil country tubing 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013037 20 12 27 05 Oil country pipe coatin 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013038 20 12 27 06 Conductor casing 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013039 20 12 27 07 Conductor casing run 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013040 20 12 27 08 Drill pipe crossovers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013041 20 12 27 09 Oil country thread pro 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013042 20 12 28 00 Drilling and workover 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013043 20 12 28 01 Mud agitators 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013044 20 12 28 02 Mud tanks 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013045 20 12 28 03 Air drilling equipment 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013046 20 12 28 04 Barge rigs 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013048 20 12 28 06 Fluid diverters 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013049 20 12 28 07 Drawworks 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013050 20 12 28 08 Drill floor equipment 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013051 20 12 28 09 Drill swivels 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013052 20 12 28 10 Drilling rig ships 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013053 20 12 28 11 Drill rig elevators 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013054 20 12 28 12 Drill rig bails 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013055 20 12 28 13 Hydraulic workover un 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013056 20 12 28 14 Drill rig jacking syste 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013057 20 12 28 15 Jackup marine drilling 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013058 20 12 28 16 Kelly bushings 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013059 20 12 28 17 Kelly valves 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013060 20 12 28 18 Kelly wipers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013061 20 12 28 19 Kellys 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013062 20 12 28 20 Land drilling rigs 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013063 20 12 28 21 Mud cleaning equipm 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013064 20 12 28 22 Mud manifolds 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013065 20 12 28 23 Mud mixers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013066 20 12 28 24 Pipe handling equipm 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013067 20 12 28 25 Platform drilling rigs 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013068 20 12 28 26 Power swivel or top dr 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013069 20 12 28 27 Rig skids 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013070 20 12 28 28 Drill rig risers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
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013071 20 12 28 29 Drill rig rotary tables 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
013072 20 12 28 30 Self elevating workov 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013073 20 12 28 31 Semi submersible drilli4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013074 20 12 28 32 Drill floor slips 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013075 20 12 28 33 Makeup tongs 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013076 20 12 28 34 Iron roughnecks 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013077 20 12 28 35 Traveling equipment 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013078 20 12 28 36 Workover boats 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013079 20 12 28 37 Workover rigs 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
023948 20 12 28 38 Shale shakers 10.2 6/14/2002 9:42
023949 20 12 28 39 Mud degassers 10.2 6/14/2002 9:42
023950 20 12 28 40 Crown blocks 10.2 6/14/2002 9:42
026296 20 12 28 41 Traveling blocks 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026297 20 12 28 42 Mud desanders 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026298 20 12 28 43 Mud dessilters 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
013080 20 12 29 00 Surface data logging 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013081 20 12 29 01 Surface data logging 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013082 20 12 29 02 Surface data logging 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013083 20 12 29 03 Surface data logging 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013084 20 12 30 00 Multilateral equipment 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013085 20 12 30 01 Multilateral casing 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013086 20 12 30 02 Multilateral junctions 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013087 20 12 30 03 Multilateral packers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013088 20 13 00 00 Oil and gas drilling an 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013089 20 13 10 00 Drilling mud and mater4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013090 20 13 10 01 Filtration control agen 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013091 20 13 10 02 Fluid spacers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013092 20 13 10 03 Lost circulation agent 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013093 20 13 10 04 Oil based muds 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013094 20 13 10 05 Rate of penetration en 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013095 20 13 10 06 Spotting fluids 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013096 20 13 10 07 Synthetic based muds 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013097 20 13 10 08 Mud thinning agents 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013098 20 13 10 09 Water based muds 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013099 20 13 10 10 Mud weighting agents 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013100 20 13 11 00 Well fracturing proppan4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013101 20 13 11 01 Ceramic proppants 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013102 20 13 11 02 Fracturing sands 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013103 20 13 11 03 Resin coated ceramic 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013104 20 13 11 04 Resin coated fracturing4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013105 20 13 11 05 Resin coated sintered 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013106 20 13 11 06 Sintered bauxites 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013107 20 13 12 00 Completion fluids 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013108 20 13 12 01 Divalent brines 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013109 20 13 12 02 Monovalent brines 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013110 20 13 13 00 Oil well cement 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013111 20 13 13 01 Oil well bulk cement 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013112 20 13 13 02 Oil well class a type I 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013113 20 13 13 03 Oil well class b type II 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013114 20 13 13 04 Oil well class c cement4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013115 20 13 13 05 Oil well class g cemen 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
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013116 20 13 13 06 Oil well class h cemen 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013117 20 13 13 07 Oil well lightweight ce 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013118 20 13 13 08 Oil well standard fine ty4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013119 20 14 00 00 Oil and gas operating a4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
000762 20 14 10 00 Wellhead equipment 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
013121 20 14 10 01 Wellhead actuators 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013122 20 14 10 02 Wellhead beam pumps4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013123 20 14 10 03 Wellhead flow lines 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013124 20 14 10 04 Wellhead gate valves 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013125 20 14 10 05 Wellhead production 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013126 20 14 10 06 Wellhead sub surface 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013127 20 14 10 07 Wellhead surface flow 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013128 20 14 10 08 Wellhead surface safe 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
023907 20 14 10 11 Tubing head adapter 10.1 5/15/2002 15:51
023908 20 14 10 12 Casing head housing 10.1 5/15/2002 15:51
023933 20 14 10 13 Tubing head spool 10.1 5/15/2002 15:53
023934 20 14 10 14 Casing head spool 10.1 5/15/2002 15:53
023955 20 14 10 15 Wellhead tees or cros 10.2 6/14/2002 9:42
013129 20 14 11 00 Chemical injection sys 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013130 20 14 11 01 Paraffin injection syst 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013131 20 14 12 00 Desanding equipment 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013132 20 14 12 01 Production desanding 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013133 20 14 13 00 Downhole jet pumps a 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013134 20 14 13 01 Downhole jet pumps 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013135 20 14 14 00 Downhole production 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013136 20 14 14 01 Tubing stops 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013137 20 14 15 00 Downhole pumps 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013138 20 14 15 01 Electric downhole pu 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013139 20 14 16 00 Export pumps 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013140 20 14 16 01 Pneumatic export pu 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013141 20 14 17 00 Offshore production a 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013142 20 14 17 01 Fixed offshore produc 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013143 20 14 17 02 Floating offshore produ4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013144 20 14 17 03 Floating offshore stor 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013145 20 14 17 04 Floating offshore tensi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013146 20 14 17 05 Floating offshore tensi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013147 20 14 18 00 Well production flow 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013148 20 14 18 01 Well production gas tu 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013149 20 14 19 00 Gas treating equipme 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013150 20 14 19 01 Oil well production ga 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013151 20 14 20 00 Glycol regenerators 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013152 20 14 20 01 Oil well glycol regenera4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013153 20 14 21 00 Heater treaters 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013154 20 14 21 01 Oil well heater treater 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013155 20 14 22 00 Line heaters 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013156 20 14 22 01 Electrical line heaters 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013157 20 14 23 00 Production injection s 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013158 20 14 23 01 Pneumatic methanol i 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013159 20 14 24 00 Ocean floor equipment4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013160 20 14 24 01 Subsea production we 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
021183 20 14 24 02 Subsea umbilicals or fl10 4/15/2002 10:44
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026041 20 14 24 03 Subsea production m 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026042 20 14 24 04 Vertical annular separa13 11/1/2003 0:00
026043 20 14 24 05 Subsea christmas tre 13 11/1/2003 0:00
013161 20 14 25 00 Produced water treati 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013162 20 14 25 01 Oil field water oil centr 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013163 20 14 26 00 Production control syst4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013164 20 14 26 01 Wireless production c 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013165 20 14 27 00 Pumping units 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013166 20 14 27 01 Sucker rod pump jack 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013167 20 14 27 02 Rod pumps 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013168 20 14 27 03 Mechanical rod pump 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013169 20 14 28 00 Production separators 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013170 20 14 28 01 Oil water separators 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013171 20 14 29 00 Storage vessels and t 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013172 20 14 29 01 Oil storage tanks 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013173 20 14 30 00 Sucker rods 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013174 20 14 30 01 Alloy steel sucker rod 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
015290 20 14 30 02 Pony rods 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
008998 21 00 00 00 Farming and Fishing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009082 21 10 00 00 Agricultural and forestr2 2/22/1999 0:00
009504 21 10 15 00 Agricultural machiner 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000787 21 10 15 01 Ploughs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000788 21 10 15 02 Harrows 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000789 21 10 15 03 Cultivators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000790 21 10 15 04 Weeders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000791 21 10 15 05 Hoeing machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000792 21 10 15 06 Graders or land levele 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000793 21 10 15 07 Agricultural rollers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000794 21 10 15 08 Rollers for lawn or sp 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000795 21 10 15 09 Trencher drainage ma 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000796 21 10 15 10 Irrigation pipes or tub 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000797 21 10 15 11 Irrigation trickles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000798 21 10 15 12 Irrigation overheads 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000799 21 10 15 13 Disks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000800 21 10 15 14 Subsoilers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014245 21 10 15 16 Dibblers 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
009505 21 10 16 00 Agricultural machiner 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000801 21 10 16 01 Planters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000802 21 10 16 02 Transplanters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000803 21 10 16 03 Grain drills 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000804 21 10 16 04 Seed drills 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000805 21 10 16 05 Seed treating equipm 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000806 21 10 16 06 Hole diggers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
024071 21 10 16 07 Seeder attachment 11.1 8/15/2002 9:39
009506 21 10 17 00 Agricultural machiner 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000807 21 10 17 01 Mowers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000808 21 10 17 02 Haymaking machiner 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000809 21 10 17 03 Harvesters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000810 21 10 17 04 Combine harvesters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000811 21 10 17 05 Threshing machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018318 21 10 17 06 Crop dividers 9.1 1/15/2002 10:05
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018322 21 10 17 07 Harvester parts or acc 9.1 1/15/2002 10:05
018324 21 10 17 08 Mower parts or acces 9.1 1/15/2002 10:05
009507 21 10 18 00 Dispersing and sprayi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000812 21 10 18 01 Sprayers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000813 21 10 18 02 Dusters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000814 21 10 18 03 Water sprinklers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000815 21 10 18 04 Fertilizer spreaders or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000816 21 10 18 05 Fog or mist generator 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000817 21 10 18 06 Composter 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000818 21 10 18 07 Pollination equipment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000819 21 10 18 08 Frost protection equip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009508 21 10 19 00 Poultry and livestock 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000820 21 10 19 01 Milking machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000821 21 10 19 02 Animal husbandry eq 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000822 21 10 19 03 Incubators or brooder 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000823 21 10 19 04 Feed mixers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000824 21 10 19 05 Livestock identificatio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000825 21 10 19 06 Egg inspection or coll 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000826 21 10 19 07 Animal watering mach 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000827 21 10 19 08 Milk cooling tanks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
012549 21 10 19 09 Animal shearing or cli 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
009509 21 10 20 00 Agricultural machiner 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000828 21 10 20 01 Cleaning machines fo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000829 21 10 20 02 Sorting machines for 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000830 21 10 20 03 Grading machines for 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000831 21 10 20 04 Rice cleaning or hulling2 2/22/1999 0:00
000832 21 10 20 05 Grinding mills 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000833 21 10 20 06 Hammer mills 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009510 21 10 21 00 Agricultural processin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000834 21 10 21 01 Agricultural briquettin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009511 21 10 22 00 Forestry machinery a 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000835 21 10 22 01 Decorticators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000836 21 10 22 02 Lumbering equipment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000837 21 10 22 03 Reforestation equipm 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000838 21 10 22 04 Forestry saws 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000839 21 10 22 05 Forestry skidders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000840 21 10 22 06 Forestry increment bor2 2/22/1999 0:00
000841 21 10 22 07 Forestry ipsometer 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009512 21 10 23 00 Greenhouse equipme 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000842 21 10 23 01 Greenhouse irrigation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000843 21 10 23 02 Greenhouse pots 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000844 21 10 23 03 Greenhouse ventilation2 2/22/1999 0:00
000845 21 10 23 04 Greenhouse isolation e2 2/22/1999 0:00
009513 21 10 24 00 Insect equipment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000846 21 10 24 01 Beekeeping equipme 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000847 21 10 24 02 Silkworm equipment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000848 21 10 24 03 Butterfly breeding equi2 2/22/1999 0:00
000849 21 10 24 04 Beetle breeding equipm2 2/22/1999 0:00
009083 21 11 00 00 Fishing and aquacultur2 2/22/1999 0:00
009514 21 11 15 00 Commercial fishing eq 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000850 21 11 15 01 Commercial fish hook 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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000851 21 11 15 02 Commercial fishing re 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000852 21 11 15 03 Commercial fishing line2 2/22/1999 0:00
000853 21 11 15 04 Commercial fishing ne 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000854 21 11 15 06 Commercial fishing flo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000855 21 11 15 07 Commercial sinkers o 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000856 21 11 15 08 Fishing net haulers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009515 21 11 16 00 Aquaculture equipme 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000857 21 11 16 01 Marine hatchery equip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000858 21 11 16 02 Pisciculture supplies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008999 22 00 00 00 Building and Construct2 2/22/1999 0:00
009084 22 10 00 00 Heavy construction m 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009516 22 10 15 00 Earth moving machin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000859 22 10 15 01 Front end loaders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000860 22 10 15 02 Graders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000862 22 10 15 04 Pile drivers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000863 22 10 15 05 Rollers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000865 22 10 15 07 Tampers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000866 22 10 15 08 Trenching machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000867 22 10 15 09 Backhoes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000869 22 10 15 11 Compactors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000870 22 10 15 13 Draglines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000871 22 10 15 14 Dredgers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000873 22 10 15 16 Ditchers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014718 22 10 15 18 Elevating scrapers 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014735 22 10 15 19 Twin engine open bo 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014736 22 10 15 20 Twin engine elevating 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014737 22 10 15 21 Pulled scrapers 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014738 22 10 15 22 Track bulldozers 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014739 22 10 15 23 Wheel bulldozers 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014740 22 10 15 24 Mobile excavators 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014741 22 10 15 25 Wheel excavators 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014742 22 10 15 26 Track excavators 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014743 22 10 15 27 Integrated tool carrier 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014763 22 10 15 28 Wheel loaders 5.04 3/15/2001 8:48
014764 22 10 15 29 Skid steer loaders 5.04 3/15/2001 8:48
014765 22 10 15 30 Open bowl scrapers 5.04 3/15/2001 8:48
014927 22 10 15 31 Snow blowers 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015016 22 10 15 32 Track loaders 6 3/29/2001 16:53
025132 22 10 15 33 Treedozers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025133 22 10 15 34 Combat earthmovers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009517 22 10 16 00 Paving equipment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000875 22 10 16 02 Ramming equipment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000876 22 10 16 03 Road wideners 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000877 22 10 16 04 Vibratory plates 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000878 22 10 16 05 Asphalt finishers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000879 22 10 16 06 Chip Spreaders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017674 22 10 16 07 Road pavers 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017832 22 10 16 08 Cold planers 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
025134 22 10 16 09 Paving material mixer 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025135 22 10 16 10 Aggregate spreaders 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025136 22 10 16 11 Bituminous material di 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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025137 22 10 16 12 Road rooters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025138 22 10 16 13 Road surface heater p 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025139 22 10 16 14 Concrete paving strik 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025140 22 10 16 15 Paving breakers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025141 22 10 16 16 Curbing machines 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025142 22 10 16 17 Grouting machines 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025143 22 10 16 18 Trackway surfacing o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025144 22 10 16 19 Scrubbing machines 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025145 22 10 16 20 Joint cleaning or refaci12 3/15/2003 0:00
009518 22 10 17 00 Heavy equipment co 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000880 22 10 17 01 Earthmoving shovels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000881 22 10 17 02 Earthmoving buckets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000882 22 10 17 03 Blades or tooth or oth 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000883 22 10 17 04 Scarifiers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018312 22 10 17 05 Track links or track sho12 3/15/2003 0:00
025146 22 10 17 06 Dippers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025147 22 10 17 07 Taglines 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025148 22 10 17 08 Rippers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025149 22 10 17 09 Grapples 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025150 22 10 17 10 Snowplow attachments12 3/15/2003 0:00
025151 22 10 17 11 Paving breaker tools 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025152 22 10 17 12 Pile driver tools or its 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025153 22 10 17 13 Backhoe boom or boom12 3/15/2003 0:00
025154 22 10 17 14 Tamper parts or repai 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025155 22 10 17 15 Batching plants or fee 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025156 22 10 17 16 Construction machine 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025157 22 10 17 17 Earth moving moldbo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025158 22 10 17 18 Grader control system 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025159 22 10 17 19 Grader frame saddles 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025160 22 10 17 20 Trencher crumber sho 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014621 22 10 18 00 Aerial lifts 5.03 2/28/2001 12:44
014623 22 10 18 01 Manlift or personnel lift5.03 2/28/2001 12:44
014624 22 10 18 02 Platform lift 5.03 2/28/2001 12:44
014744 22 10 18 03 Articulating boom lift 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014745 22 10 18 04 Telescoping boom lift 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
025122 22 10 19 00 Building construction 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025123 22 10 19 01 Concrete mixers or pl 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025124 22 10 19 02 Plaster or mortar mixe 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025125 22 10 19 03 Rotary tiller mixers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025126 22 10 19 04 Curing machines 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025127 22 10 19 05 Concrete spreaders 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025128 22 10 19 06 Shoring equipment 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025129 22 10 19 07 Trench braces 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025130 22 10 20 00 Building demolition m 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025131 22 10 20 01 Demolition equipment 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009000 23 00 00 00 Industrial Manufacturi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009085 23 10 00 00 Raw materials proces 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009519 23 10 15 00 Machinery for working 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000884 23 10 15 01 Coping machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000885 23 10 15 02 Drilling machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000886 23 10 15 03 Broaching machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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000887 23 10 15 04 Bending machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000888 23 10 15 05 Boring machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000889 23 10 15 06 Grinding machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000890 23 10 15 07 Molding machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000891 23 10 15 08 Cutting machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000892 23 10 15 09 Sanding machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000893 23 10 15 10 Polishing machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000894 23 10 15 11 Turning machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000895 23 10 15 12 Sawing machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000896 23 10 15 13 Milling machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000897 23 10 15 14 Planing machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000898 23 10 15 15 Engraving machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010994 23 10 15 16 Glass bead peener m 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010995 23 10 15 17 Grit blast machines 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010996 23 10 15 18 Shot peen machine 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010998 23 10 15 19 Robot machines 4 8/29/2000 1:00
011000 23 10 15 20 Ram electro discharg 4 8/29/2000 1:00
011001 23 10 15 21 Wire cathode electrode4 8/29/2000 1:00
015381 23 10 15 22 Chip breaker 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
009086 23 11 00 00 Petroleum processing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009520 23 11 15 00 Petroleum distilling and2 2/22/1999 0:00
000899 23 11 15 01 Distillate hydroproces 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000900 23 11 15 02 Crude distilling machi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000901 23 11 15 03 Catalytic cracking equi2 2/22/1999 0:00
000902 23 11 15 04 Hydrocracking equip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000903 23 11 15 05 Isomerization machin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000904 23 11 15 06 Coking machinery 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000905 23 11 15 07 Gas recovery machin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009521 23 11 16 00 Hydrotreating machin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000906 23 11 16 01 Naptha hydrotreater 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000907 23 11 16 02 Distillate hydrotreater 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000908 23 11 16 03 Catalytic feed hydrotr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000909 23 11 16 04 Lube hydrotreater 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000910 23 11 16 05 Gasoline hydrotreater 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000911 23 11 16 06 Resid hydrotreater 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009087 23 12 00 00 Textile and fabric mach2 2/22/1999 0:00
009522 23 12 15 00 Textile processing mac2 2/22/1999 0:00
000912 23 12 15 01 Embroidery making ma2 2/22/1999 0:00
000913 23 12 15 02 Felting machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000914 23 12 15 03 Winding or reeling or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000915 23 12 15 04 Twisting machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000916 23 12 15 05 Stitch bonding machin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000917 23 12 15 06 Knitting machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000918 23 12 15 07 Weaving machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000919 23 12 15 08 Finishing machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000920 23 12 15 09 Spinning machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000921 23 12 15 10 Lace making machines2 2/22/1999 0:00
009523 23 12 16 00 Textile working machi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000922 23 12 16 01 Button covering machi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000923 23 12 16 02 Button sewing machine2 2/22/1999 0:00
000924 23 12 16 03 Buttonhole machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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000925 23 12 16 04 Cloth cutting machine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000926 23 12 16 05 Cushion filling machine2 2/22/1999 0:00
000927 23 12 16 06 Folding or rewinding 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000928 23 12 16 07 Bleaching machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000929 23 12 16 08 Fabric or cloth folding 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000930 23 12 16 09 Reeling or unreeling 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000931 23 12 16 10 Dyeing machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000932 23 12 16 11 Cutting or pinking ma 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000933 23 12 16 12 Sewing machine need 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000934 23 12 16 13 Silk processing machi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000935 23 12 16 14 Sewing machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000936 23 12 16 15 Fabric cutting tables 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009088 23 13 00 00 Lapidary machinery a 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009524 23 13 15 00 Grinding and sanding a2 2/22/1999 0:00
000937 23 13 15 01 Abrasive compounds 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000938 23 13 15 02 Felt wheels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000939 23 13 15 03 Grinding wheels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000940 23 13 15 04 Polishing compounds 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000941 23 13 15 05 Polishing heads 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000942 23 13 15 06 Polishing wheels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000943 23 13 15 07 Sanding cloths 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000944 23 13 15 08 Sanding drums 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000945 23 13 15 09 Tumblers or polishers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000946 23 13 15 10 Tumbling supplies or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000947 23 13 15 11 Water swivels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000948 23 13 15 12 Water trays 2 2/22/1999 0:00
013937 23 13 15 13 Sanding blocks 5 1/15/2001 9:12
014176 23 13 15 14 Mounted stones 5.01 1/31/2001 16:40
014177 23 13 15 15 Grinding wheel dress 5.01 1/31/2001 16:40
009525 23 13 16 00 Faceting equipment a 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000949 23 13 16 01 Faceting accessories 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000950 23 13 16 02 Faceting machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000951 23 13 16 03 Faceting laps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000952 23 13 16 04 Faceting saws 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009526 23 13 17 00 Cabbing equipment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000953 23 13 17 01 Cabbing accessories 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000954 23 13 17 02 Cabbing belts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000955 23 13 17 03 Cabbing discs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000956 23 13 17 04 Cabochon machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009089 23 14 00 00 Leatherworking repairi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009527 23 14 16 00 Leather preparing ma 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000957 23 14 16 01 Leather fleshing mach 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000958 23 14 16 02 Leather tanning machi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000959 23 14 16 03 Leather dyeing machi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000960 23 14 16 04 Leather degreasing ma2 2/22/1999 0:00
000961 23 14 16 05 Leather presses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009528 23 14 17 00 Leather working and r 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000962 23 14 17 01 Leather cutting machi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000963 23 14 17 02 Leather riveting machi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000964 23 14 17 03 Leather nailing machi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000965 23 14 17 04 Leatherworking worksh2 2/22/1999 0:00
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009090 23 15 00 00 Industrial process ma 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009529 23 15 15 00 Rubber and plastic pr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000966 23 15 15 01 Blow molding machin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000967 23 15 15 02 Coating machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000968 23 15 15 03 Extruders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000969 23 15 15 04 Injection molding mac 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000971 23 15 15 06 Rubber or plastic press2 2/22/1999 0:00
000972 23 15 15 07 Thermo forming machi2 2/22/1999 0:00
000973 23 15 15 08 Vacuum molding mac 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000974 23 15 15 09 Vulcanizing machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000975 23 15 15 10 Plastic cutting machin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000976 23 15 15 11 Plastic grinding machin2 2/22/1999 0:00
008295 23 15 15 12 Rubber or plastic mills 2.05 7/1/1999 0:00
008296 23 15 15 13 Rubber or plastic extr 2.05 7/1/1999 0:00
008884 23 15 15 14 Plastic injection molds 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
008885 23 15 15 15 Thermoforming molds 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
015244 23 15 15 16 Ejector pins 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
009530 23 15 16 00 Cement and ceramics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000977 23 15 16 01 Blowers or dryers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000978 23 15 16 02 Crushers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000979 23 15 16 03 Fusion welding or gla 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000980 23 15 16 04 Grinding or polishing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000982 23 15 16 06 Cement or ceramic or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000983 23 15 16 07 Presses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000984 23 15 16 08 Sifters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009531 23 15 17 00 Optical industry machi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000985 23 15 17 01 Lens grinding machin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000986 23 15 17 02 Lens measuring equip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000987 23 15 17 03 Lens polishing equip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000988 23 15 17 04 Lens testing equipme 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000989 23 15 17 05 Optical vacuum coatin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009532 23 15 18 00 Pharmaceutical indust 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000990 23 15 18 01 Ampoule filling equip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000991 23 15 18 02 Bottle cappers or cott 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000992 23 15 18 03 Capsulating machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000993 23 15 18 04 Reactors or fermenters2 2/22/1999 0:00
000994 23 15 18 05 Filling or sealing auger2 2/22/1999 0:00
000995 23 15 18 06 Pharmaceutical filters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000996 23 15 18 07 Freezedryers or lyophi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
000997 23 15 18 08 Granulators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
000998 23 15 18 09 Pharmaceutical sieve o9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
000999 23 15 18 10 Sterile or aseptic proc 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001000 23 15 18 11 Tablet or capsule testin2 2/22/1999 0:00
001001 23 15 18 12 Tablet counters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001002 23 15 18 13 Tabletting machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001003 23 15 18 14 Vaccine production eq 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017597 23 15 18 16 Chromatography colu 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017598 23 15 18 17 Chromatography medi 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017599 23 15 18 18 Sterility test devices 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017600 23 15 18 19 Filter integrity testers 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017601 23 15 18 20 Pressure gauge 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
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017602 23 15 18 21 Filter cartridge adapter8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017634 23 15 18 22 Adapters or connector 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
019283 23 15 18 23 Diagnostic radiophar 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
009533 23 15 19 00 Paper making and pa 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001005 23 15 19 01 Cutters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001006 23 15 19 02 Slitters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001007 23 15 19 03 Washing or dewaterin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001008 23 15 19 04 Winders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001009 23 15 19 05 Wood pulp or dissolve 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001010 23 15 19 06 Calenders for paper o 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009534 23 15 20 00 Web handling and co 2.07 8/1/1999 0:00
008314 23 15 20 01 Corona treaters 2.07 8/1/1999 0:00
008315 23 15 20 02 Flame treaters 2.07 8/1/1999 0:00
010805 23 15 21 00 Separation machinery 4 8/29/2000 1:00
011139 23 15 21 01 Vibratory separation eq7 6/29/2001 9:59
011140 23 15 21 02 Stationary separation e7 6/29/2001 9:59
011095 23 15 21 03 Air classification equip 7 6/29/2001 9:59
011096 23 15 21 04 Centrifugal separation 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
010816 23 15 22 00 Manufacturing tables 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010817 23 15 22 01 Rotary tables 4.02 10/24/2000 14:00
010818 23 15 22 02 Stack stands 4.02 10/24/2000 14:00
010819 23 15 22 03 Engine or component t7 6/29/2001 9:59
010820 23 15 22 04 Machine guarding 4.02 10/24/2000 14:00
018247 23 15 22 05 Band saw tables 9 1/2/2002 13:00
025741 23 15 22 06 Barrier guarding 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
012586 23 15 29 00 Packaging machinery 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
012587 23 15 29 01 Wrapping machinery 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
012588 23 15 29 02 Form or fill or seal ma 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
016905 23 15 29 03 Packaging vacuum 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
017962 23 15 29 04 Packaging hoppers 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
015089 23 15 29 05 Carton forming machi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015346 23 15 29 06 Taping machines 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015278 23 15 30 00 Holding and positionin 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015279 23 15 30 01 Calibration jig 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015280 23 15 30 02 Guide jig 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015281 23 15 30 03 Master jig 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015282 23 15 30 04 Needle jig 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015283 23 15 30 05 Shaft jig 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015294 23 15 30 06 Checking jig 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015295 23 15 30 07 Setting jig 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015296 23 15 30 08 Camera jig 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015297 23 15 30 09 Pickup jig 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015298 23 15 30 10 Removal jig 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015299 23 15 30 11 Nozzle jig 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015301 23 15 30 12 Sliding jig 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015302 23 15 30 13 Centering jig 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015303 23 15 30 14 Inspecting jig 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015304 23 15 30 15 Feeder jig 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015306 23 15 30 16 Clutch jig 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015307 23 15 30 17 Alignment jig 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015308 23 15 30 18 Positioning jig 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
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015310 23 15 30 19 Lifter plate 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015311 23 15 30 20 Tape guide 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015312 23 15 30 21 Tape feed jaw 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015313 23 15 30 22 Power feeder 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015314 23 15 30 23 Feeder harness 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015316 23 15 30 24 Feed jaw 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015318 23 15 30 25 Mechanical gripper 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015321 23 15 30 26 Holder jaw 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015323 23 15 30 27 Jaw assembly 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015325 23 15 30 28 Stationary jaw 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015327 23 15 30 29 Jig block 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015368 23 15 30 30 Linear motion guides 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015369 23 15 30 31 Measuring jigs 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015370 23 15 30 32 Ring jigs 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
019127 23 15 30 33 Throat plate 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019149 23 15 30 34 Machine rails 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019151 23 15 30 35 Finger plates 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019158 23 15 30 36 Keeper plates 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019159 23 15 30 37 Feed roll assembly 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
015339 23 15 31 00 Industrial machinery co8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
015340 23 15 31 01 Pitch stopper 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015341 23 15 31 02 Paper stopper 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015342 23 15 31 03 Stopper pad 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
017936 23 15 31 29 Machine way wipers 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
017957 23 15 31 30 Machine mounts or vi 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
018405 23 15 31 31 Wear plates or bars o 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018524 23 15 31 32 Dust deflectors 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018527 23 15 31 33 Sprocket hubs 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
019123 23 15 31 34 Feed or drive rollers 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019126 23 15 31 35 Feed roller covers 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019128 23 15 31 36 Saw dust chutes 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019139 23 15 31 37 Machinery dust cover 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019147 23 15 31 38 Cutting or chipping hea9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019148 23 15 31 39 Guide beds 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019150 23 15 31 40 Link arms 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
017906 23 15 32 00 Robotics 8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
017907 23 15 32 01 Paint robots 8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
017908 23 15 32 02 Pick or place robots 8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
017909 23 15 32 03 Sealant adhesive rob 8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
017910 23 15 32 04 Welding robots 8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
017911 23 15 33 00 Cutting tools 9 1/2/2002 13:00
017912 23 15 33 01 Drills 8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
017913 23 15 33 02 Reamer cutting tool 8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
017914 23 15 33 03 Form tools or toolbits 8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
017915 23 15 33 05 Taps or dies 8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
017916 23 15 33 06 Broach cutting tool 8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
017917 23 15 33 07 Gear cutting tools 8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
017918 23 15 33 08 Indexable tool bodies o8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
017919 23 15 33 09 Indexable inserts for cu8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
017920 23 15 33 10 Rotary burrs 8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
017921 23 15 33 11 Regrind or reclaim or 8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
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017922 23 15 33 12 Countesink tool or co 8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
019125 23 15 33 13 Machinery cutting kni 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
017977 23 15 34 00 Assembly machines 9 12/30/2001 10:00
017881 23 15 34 01 Adhesive or glue appli 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
017882 23 15 34 02 Assembly fixtures 9 12/30/2001 10:00
017883 23 15 34 03 Specialty assembly 9 12/30/2001 10:00
017884 23 15 34 04 Assembly systems for 9 12/30/2001 10:00
017885 23 15 34 05 Unlimited component 9 12/30/2001 10:00
017886 23 15 34 06 Powertrain complete li 9 12/30/2001 10:00
017887 23 15 34 07 Surface mount device 9 12/30/2001 10:00
017888 23 15 34 08 Fill test 9 12/30/2001 10:00
017889 23 15 34 09 Non portable nutrunn 9 12/30/2001 10:00
017890 23 15 34 10 Body skids 9 12/30/2001 10:00
017891 23 15 34 11 Tire mounting inflating 9 12/30/2001 10:00
017892 23 15 34 12 Gullotine Shears 9 12/30/2001 10:00
017893 23 15 34 13 Glass insertion pick u 9 12/30/2001 10:00
017894 23 15 34 14 Articulating lazy arms 9 12/30/2001 10:00
017895 23 15 34 15 Automatic chassis de 9 12/30/2001 10:00
017896 23 15 34 16 Flexible componets 9 12/30/2001 10:00
017897 23 15 34 17 Miscellaneous assem 9 12/30/2001 10:00
017978 23 15 35 00 Paint systems 9 12/30/2001 10:00
017898 23 15 35 01 Paint application syst 9 12/30/2001 10:00
017899 23 15 35 02 Paint booth repair 9 12/30/2001 10:00
017900 23 15 35 03 Paint systems ovens 9 12/30/2001 10:00
017901 23 15 35 04 Paint plant layout or e 9 12/30/2001 10:00
017902 23 15 35 05 Turn key paint system 9 12/30/2001 10:00
017903 23 15 35 06 Phosphate or e coat pa9 12/30/2001 10:00
017904 23 15 35 07 Miscellaneous or misc 9 12/30/2001 10:00
017905 23 15 35 08 Miscellaneous paint s 9 12/30/2001 10:00
009091 23 16 00 00 Foundry  machines an 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009535 23 16 15 00 Foundry machines an 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001011 23 16 15 01 Foundry blowers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001012 23 16 15 02 Foundry burners 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001013 23 16 15 03 Core drying ovens 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001014 23 16 15 04 Forging presses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001016 23 16 15 06 Foundry crucibles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001017 23 16 15 07 Foundry converters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001018 23 16 15 08 Open die forging pres 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001019 23 16 15 09 Forging stamping ma 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001020 23 16 15 10 Casting machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001021 23 16 15 11 Forging rolls 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001022 23 16 15 12 Radial forging machin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001023 23 16 15 13 Cold forming presses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001024 23 16 15 14 Sizing or embossing p 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001025 23 16 15 15 End forging machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009536 23 16 16 00 Foundry supplies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001026 23 16 16 01 Foundry bellows 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001027 23 16 16 02 Foundry clays 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001028 23 16 16 03 Foundry flasks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001030 23 16 16 05 Foundry ladles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001031 23 16 16 06 Foundry molds 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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001032 23 16 16 07 Foundry sand 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001033 23 16 16 08 Foundry shovels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009092 23 17 00 00 Workshop machinery 5.01 1/31/2001 16:40
009537 23 17 15 00 Soldering and brazing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001034 23 17 15 01 Anti spatter sprays 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001035 23 17 15 02 Gas welding or brazin 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
001037 23 17 15 04 Blow pipes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001038 23 17 15 05 Iron powder 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001039 23 17 15 06 Soldering fluid 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001040 23 17 15 07 Soldering irons or guns2 2/22/1999 0:00
001041 23 17 15 08 Welders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001042 23 17 15 09 Solder 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001043 23 17 15 10 Welding wire 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001044 23 17 15 11 Welding tools 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001045 23 17 15 12 Welding rods 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001046 23 17 15 13 Welding rectifiers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001047 23 17 15 14 Welding generators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001048 23 17 15 15 Welding electrodes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001049 23 17 15 17 Blow torches 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001050 23 17 15 18 Plasma welding machi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001051 23 17 15 19 Tungsten inert gas TI 12 3/15/2003 0:00
001052 23 17 15 20 Ultrasound welding m 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001053 23 17 15 21 Laser welding machin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008850 23 17 15 22 Soldering fluxes 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008990 23 17 15 23 Temperature indicatin 3 1/15/2000 0:00
014331 23 17 15 24 Braze rings 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014558 23 17 15 25 Soldering tips 5.03 2/28/2001 12:20
014559 23 17 15 26 Desoldering tips 5.03 2/28/2001 12:20
014560 23 17 15 27 Desoldering braid 5.03 2/28/2001 12:20
014772 23 17 15 28 Welding screens or cu 5.04 3/15/2001 8:48
015075 23 17 15 29 Welding or soldering 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015446 23 17 15 30 Soldering or desolderin6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015458 23 17 15 31 Desoldering Gun 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
016852 23 17 15 32 Desoldering pump 7 6/29/2001 9:59
016853 23 17 15 33 Welding fluxes 7 6/29/2001 9:59
016854 23 17 15 34 Brazing fluxes 7 6/29/2001 9:59
018381 23 17 15 35 Welding or cutting tips 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018382 23 17 15 36 Electrode holders 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
019193 23 17 15 37 Welding or brazing tip 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
025167 23 17 15 38 Welding tip dressers o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025168 23 17 15 39 Welding tip dresser bl 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025742 23 17 15 40 Metal inert gas MIG we12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025743 23 17 15 41 Gas welding or brazin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
009538 23 17 16 00 Machine tools 5.01 1/31/2001 16:40
001054 23 17 16 02 Bar or rod cutters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001055 23 17 16 03 Pipe or tube cutters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001056 23 17 16 04 Wire or cable cutters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001057 23 17 16 05 Deburring equipment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001058 23 17 16 06 Lathes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001059 23 17 16 07 Lathe tools or dies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001060 23 17 16 08 Laser cutting tools 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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001061 23 17 16 09 Twist drills 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001062 23 17 16 10 Reamers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001063 23 17 16 11 Counterbores 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001064 23 17 16 12 Milling cutters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
001065 23 17 16 13 Hobs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001066 23 17 16 14 Gear shapers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001067 23 17 16 15 Shaving cutters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001068 23 17 16 16 Abrasive jet machinin 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
010828 23 17 16 17 Broaching tools 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010852 23 17 16 18 Indexable inserts 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010827 23 17 16 19 Boring tools 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
014330 23 17 16 20 Broaches 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
015274 23 17 16 21 Insertion tools 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
016821 23 17 16 22 Workshop presses 6.05 6/15/2001 10:32
018246 23 17 16 23 Resurfacers 9 1/2/2002 13:00
009539 23 17 17 00 Metal bending and for 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001069 23 17 17 01 Tangent benders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001070 23 17 17 02 Wing benders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001071 23 17 17 03 Tube bending machin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001072 23 17 17 04 Pipe bending mandrels2 2/22/1999 0:00
001073 23 17 17 05 Die bends 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001074 23 17 17 06 Sequential forming m 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001075 23 17 17 07 Tube end finishers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
025744 23 17 17 08 Threading machines 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
009540 23 17 18 00 Metal fabricating dies 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
008878 23 17 18 01 Stamping or forming d 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
008879 23 17 18 02 Die casting dies 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
008880 23 17 18 03 Metal extrusion dies 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
008881 23 17 18 04 Cutting dies or tooling 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
008882 23 17 18 05 Rotary dies 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
008883 23 17 18 06 Steel rule dies 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
010809 23 17 19 00 Special tooling fixture 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010810 23 17 19 01 Holding fixtures 4.02 10/24/2000 14:00
010811 23 17 19 02 Gauges or inspection f7 6/29/2001 9:59
010812 23 17 19 03 Fabricated tooling fixt 4.02 10/24/2000 14:00
010813 23 17 19 04 Casting tooling 4.02 10/24/2000 14:00
010814 23 17 19 05 Forging tooling 4.02 10/24/2000 14:00
010815 23 17 19 06 Assembly or disasse 4.02 10/24/2000 14:00
026324 23 17 19 07 Electroplating racks 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
026325 23 17 19 08 Physical vapor deposit13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
010760 23 17 20 00 Metal working machin 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010766 23 17 20 01 Burrs 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010767 23 17 20 02 Form Relief 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010768 23 17 20 03 Machine threading tap 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010771 23 17 20 05 Machine end mills 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010794 23 17 20 06 Metal stamps or punc 5.02 2/16/2001 16:07
010795 23 17 20 07 Metal cutting band sa 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010796 23 17 20 08 Metal cutting circular 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010797 23 17 20 09 Carbide inserts 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010798 23 17 20 10 Ceramic inserts 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010799 23 17 20 11 Steel inserts 4 8/29/2000 1:00
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010800 23 17 20 12 Diamond inserts 4 8/29/2000 1:00
015071 23 17 20 13 Threading mills 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
025745 23 17 20 14 Tap Machines or Tap 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025746 23 17 20 15 Threading machine at 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
009093 23 18 00 00 Industrial food and be 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009541 23 18 15 00 Food preparation mach2 2/22/1999 0:00
001076 23 18 15 01 Filling machinery 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001077 23 18 15 02 Milling machinery 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001079 23 18 15 04 Sifting machinery 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001080 23 18 15 05 Dehydrating machinery2 2/22/1999 0:00
001081 23 18 15 06 Washing machinery 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001082 23 18 15 07 Crushing machinery 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001083 23 18 15 08 Blanching machinery 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001084 23 18 15 09 Sorting machinery 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015510 23 18 15 10 Meat tyers 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
023969 23 18 15 11 Forming machine 11 7/15/2002 9:04
023970 23 18 15 12 Cooling machine 11 7/15/2002 9:04
023974 23 18 15 13 Preduster 11 7/15/2002 9:04
009542 23 18 16 00 Food cutting machine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001085 23 18 16 01 Dicing machinery 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001086 23 18 16 02 Slicing machinery 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001087 23 18 16 03 Chopping machinery 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001088 23 18 16 04 Cutting machinery 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001089 23 18 16 05 Grating machinery 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001090 23 18 16 06 Peeling machinery 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009543 23 18 17 00 Food cooking and sm 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001091 23 18 17 01 Smoking machinery 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001092 23 18 17 02 Roasting machinery 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001093 23 18 17 03 Cooking machinery 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001094 23 18 17 04 Steaming machinery 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009544 23 18 18 00 Industrial beverage pr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001095 23 18 18 01 Coffee brewing equip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001096 23 18 18 02 Juicing machinery 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
011005 23 18 18 03 Ice making machines 4 8/29/2000 1:00
011006 23 18 18 04 Ice cream machines 4 8/29/2000 1:00
014499 23 19 00 00 Mixers and their parts 5.02 2/16/2001 16:13
014500 23 19 10 00 Batch mixers 5.02 2/16/2001 16:13
014501 23 19 10 01 Change can mixers 5.02 2/16/2001 16:13
014502 23 19 10 02 Helical blade mixer 7.1 7/17/2001 10:24
014503 23 19 10 03 Double arm kneading m5.02 2/16/2001 16:13
014504 23 19 10 04 Intensive mixers 5.02 2/16/2001 16:13
014505 23 19 10 05 Roll mixers 5.02 2/16/2001 16:13
014506 23 19 11 00 Continuous mixers 5.02 2/16/2001 16:13
014507 23 19 11 01 Single screw mixers 5.02 2/16/2001 16:13
014508 23 19 11 02 Twin screw extruder 5.02 2/16/2001 16:13
019164 23 19 12 00 Mixer parts and access9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019165 23 19 12 01 Mixer plows 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019166 23 19 12 02 Mixer blades 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
014533 23 20 00 00 Mass transfer equipm 5.02 2/16/2001 16:23
014534 23 20 10 00 Gas liquid contacting 5.02 2/16/2001 16:23
014535 23 20 10 01 Plate columns 5.02 2/16/2001 16:23
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014536 23 20 10 02 Packed columns 5.02 2/16/2001 16:23
014537 23 20 10 03 Liquid dispersed cont 5.02 2/16/2001 16:23
014538 23 20 10 04 Wetted wall column 5.02 2/16/2001 16:23
014539 23 20 10 05 Bubble columns 5.02 2/16/2001 16:23
014540 23 20 11 00 Adsorption and ion ex 5.02 2/16/2001 16:23
014541 23 20 11 01 Adsorber vessel 5.02 2/16/2001 16:23
014542 23 20 11 02 Ambient pressure adso5.02 2/16/2001 16:23
016850 23 20 12 00 Industrial drying equipm7 6/29/2001 9:59
003236 23 20 12 01 Spray dryers 7 6/29/2001 9:59
018155 23 20 12 02 Air dryers 9 1/2/2002 13:00
026326 23 20 12 03 Fluidbed dryers 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
015284 23 21 00 00 Electronic manufacturi 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015285 23 21 10 00 Electronic assembly 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015286 23 21 10 01 Chip placers 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015287 23 21 10 02 Glue dispensing mach 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
018165 23 21 11 00 Electronic manufacturi 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018166 23 21 11 01 Semiconductor proce 9 1/2/2002 13:00
017538 23 22 00 00 Chicken processing m 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
017539 23 22 10 00 Arrival department ma 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
017542 23 22 10 01 Crate unloading syste 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
017543 23 22 10 02 Crate washer 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
019140 23 22 11 00 Killing and defeatherin 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019141 23 22 11 01 Stunner 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
021174 23 22 12 00 Evisceration departm 10 4/15/2002 10:44
021175 23 22 12 01 Vent cutter 10 4/15/2002 10:44
019305 23 23 00 00 Sawmilling and lumber10 4/15/2002 10:00
019306 23 23 10 00 Log debarkers and ac 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019307 23 23 10 01 Tool holder 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019308 23 23 10 02 Carbide tool tip 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019309 23 23 11 00 Bandsaws and acces 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019310 23 23 11 01 Bandsaw wheel 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019311 23 23 11 02 Saw guide 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019312 23 23 12 00 Circular saws and acce10 4/15/2002 10:00
019313 23 23 12 01 Saw spacer 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019314 23 23 12 02 Saw arbor 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019315 23 23 13 00 Lumber edgers 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019316 23 23 13 01 Infeed roller 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019317 23 23 13 02 Hold down roll 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019318 23 23 14 00 Trimsaws and access 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019319 23 23 14 01 Lumber alignment gui 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019320 23 23 14 02 Zero saw 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019321 23 23 15 00 Lumber sorters and a 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019322 23 23 15 01 J bars 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019323 23 23 15 02 Bin sling 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019324 23 23 16 00 Lumber stackers and 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019325 23 23 16 01 Fillet holder 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019326 23 23 16 02 Ending roll 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019327 23 23 17 00 Lumber kilns and equip10 4/15/2002 10:00
019328 23 23 17 01 Baffle 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019329 23 23 18 00 Lumber chippers and 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019330 23 23 18 01 Knife clamp 10 4/15/2002 10:00
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019331 23 23 19 00 Planers and accessori 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019332 23 23 19 01 Base bed 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019333 23 23 19 02 Rear shoe 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019334 23 23 19 03 Water cooled guide 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019335 23 23 20 00 Lumber surfacers and 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019336 23 23 20 01 Knife holder 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019337 23 23 21 00 Docking saws and ac 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019338 23 23 21 01 Adjustable fence 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019339 23 23 22 00 Finger jointers and ac 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019340 23 23 22 01 Glue nozzle 10 4/15/2002 10:00
009001 24 00 00 00 Material Handling and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009094 24 10 00 00 Material handling mach2 2/22/1999 0:00
009545 24 10 15 00 Industrial trucks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001097 24 10 15 01 Carts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001098 24 10 15 02 Bulk transporters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001099 24 10 15 03 Dollies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001100 24 10 15 04 Hand trucks or access 7.1 7/17/2001 10:24
001101 24 10 15 05 Pallet trucks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001102 24 10 15 06 Pushcarts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001103 24 10 15 07 Wheelbarrows 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008854 24 10 15 08 Creepers 2.1 10/15/1999 0:00
008855 24 10 15 09 Wagons 2.1 10/15/1999 0:00
014181 24 10 15 10 Tilt trucks 5.01 1/31/2001 16:40
015077 24 10 15 11 Shelf trolleys 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
017834 24 10 15 12 Power buggies 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
009546 24 10 16 00 Lifting equipment and 6.05 6/15/2001 10:32
001104 24 10 16 01 Elevators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001105 24 10 16 02 Hoists 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001106 24 10 16 03 Forklifts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001107 24 10 16 04 Lifts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001108 24 10 16 05 Loading equipment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001109 24 10 16 06 Stackers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001111 24 10 16 08 Winches 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001112 24 10 16 09 Tilts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008304 24 10 16 10 Manipulators 2.06 7/15/1999 0:00
008524 24 10 16 11 Slings 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008525 24 10 16 12 Jacks 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008888 24 10 16 13 Blocks or pulleys 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
010648 24 10 16 14 Air bags for loading 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
010649 24 10 16 15 Loading ramps 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
014550 24 10 16 16 Below the hook devic 5.02 2/16/2001 16:23
014622 24 10 16 17 Scissor lift 5.03 2/28/2001 12:44
014746 24 10 16 18 Pipe layer 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014747 24 10 16 19 Bridge cranes 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014748 24 10 16 20 Track cranes 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014749 24 10 16 21 All terrain cranes 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014750 24 10 16 22 Rough terrain cranes 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014751 24 10 16 23 Tower cranes 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014752 24 10 16 24 Hydraulic truck cranes 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014753 24 10 16 25 Conventional truck cr 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014928 24 10 16 26 Escalator or walkways 6 3/29/2001 16:53
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014989 24 10 16 27 Girder trolleys 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015012 24 10 16 28 Adjustable forks 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015068 24 10 16 29 Forklift or elevator acc 9.1 1/15/2002 10:05
015076 24 10 16 30 Workshop cranes 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015178 24 10 16 31 Suction cups 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
016891 24 10 16 32 Side shifts 7.1 7/17/2001 10:24
018516 24 10 16 33 Hoist drums 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018609 24 10 16 34 Chain bags 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
009547 24 10 17 00 Conveyors and acces 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010826 24 10 17 01 Conveyor roller 4 8/29/2000 1:00
001113 24 10 17 02 Ball transfer tables 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001114 24 10 17 03 Rock bins 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001115 24 10 17 04 Conveyor feeders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010831 24 10 17 05 Conveyor screw 4 8/29/2000 1:00
001116 24 10 17 06 Trolleys or accessories7.1 7/17/2001 10:24
001117 24 10 17 07 Conveyor rails 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001118 24 10 17 08 Extendable conveyors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001119 24 10 17 09 Roller conveyors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001120 24 10 17 10 Package stops 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001121 24 10 17 11 Turntables 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001122 24 10 17 12 Belt conveyors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008298 24 10 17 13 Bucket conveyors 2.05 7/1/1999 0:00
008305 24 10 17 14 Air conveyors 2.06 7/15/1999 0:00
008316 24 10 17 15 Conveyor belting 2.07 8/1/1999 0:00
010821 24 10 17 16 Conveyor pulleys 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010841 24 10 17 17 Conveyor idlers 4 8/29/2000 1:00
014494 24 10 17 18 Conveyor belt lacing o 5.02 2/16/2001 16:07
015072 24 10 17 19 Conveyor belt brushe 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
016813 24 10 17 21 Trolley lid 6.05 6/15/2001 10:32
016902 24 10 17 22 Chain conveyors 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
018449 24 10 17 23 Motorized rollers or dru9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018450 24 10 17 24 Conveyor frames 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018466 24 10 17 25 Conveyor flights or lin 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018497 24 10 17 26 Conveyor liner 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018610 24 10 17 27 Vibrating conveyors 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
018614 24 10 17 28 Conveyor mounts 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
009548 24 10 18 00 Dock equipment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001123 24 10 18 01 Dock levelers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001124 24 10 18 02 Dock seals 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001125 24 10 18 03 Dock ramps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001126 24 10 18 04 Strip doors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001127 24 10 18 05 Dock bumpers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001128 24 10 18 06 Dock ladders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001129 24 10 18 07 Dock plates 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001130 24 10 18 08 Wheel chocks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
011012 24 10 18 09 Dock rails or accessor 7 6/29/2001 9:59
009549 24 10 19 00 Drum handling equip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001131 24 10 19 01 Drum openers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001132 24 10 19 02 Drum grabs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001133 24 10 19 03 Drum lifters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001134 24 10 19 04 Drum cradles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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014717 24 10 19 05 Spill deck 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014942 24 10 19 06 Drum recuperators 6 3/29/2001 16:53
014960 24 10 19 07 Spill containment sup 6 3/29/2001 16:53
009550 24 10 20 00 Shelving and storage 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001135 24 10 20 01 Rack systems for rack 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001136 24 10 20 02 Bin handlers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001138 24 10 20 04 Storage racks or shel 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001139 24 10 20 05 Automated storage or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008924 24 10 20 06 Work benches 2.13 12/1/1999 0:00
014961 24 10 20 07 Reel storage shelves 6 3/29/2001 16:53
016798 24 10 20 08 Portable reel holders 6.05 6/15/2001 10:32
009551 24 10 21 00 Warehousing equipm 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001140 24 10 21 01 Cargo handling equip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001141 24 10 21 02 Warehouse carousels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001142 24 10 21 03 Warehouse casers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001143 24 10 21 04 Depalletizers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001144 24 10 21 05 Palletizers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001145 24 10 21 06 Industrial shrink wrap e2 2/22/1999 0:00
008303 24 10 21 07 Cartoning machinery 2.06 7/15/1999 0:00
015201 24 10 21 08 Packaging compactor 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
026044 24 10 21 09 Sack holders 13 11/1/2003 0:00
009552 24 10 22 00 Packing tools 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001146 24 10 22 01 Stretch film dispenser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001147 24 10 22 02 Box sealing tape disp 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010825 24 10 22 03 Bag sealing tools or e 7 6/29/2001 9:59
014731 24 10 22 04 Strapping dispenser 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
018559 24 10 22 08 Air inflators 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
009095 24 11 00 00 Containers and storag 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009553 24 11 15 00 Bags 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001148 24 11 15 01 Canvas bags 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001149 24 11 15 02 Paper bags 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001150 24 11 15 03 Plastic bags 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008980 24 11 15 05 Flexible intermediate 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
014684 24 11 15 06 Laundry nets or bags 7.1 7/17/2001 10:24
014687 24 11 15 07 Tool bags 5.04 3/14/2001 12:38
014710 24 11 15 08 Tent bag 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
024226 24 11 15 09 Water bags 11.2 9/16/2002 11:48
009554 24 11 18 00 Tanks and cylinders an5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
001152 24 11 18 01 Reservoirs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001153 24 11 18 02 Air or gas tanks or cyli 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001154 24 11 18 03 Storage tanks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001155 24 11 18 04 Calibrating tanks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001156 24 11 18 05 Chemical tanks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001157 24 11 18 06 Dip tanks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001158 24 11 18 07 Expansion tanks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001159 24 11 18 08 Fuel storage tanks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001160 24 11 18 09 Processing tanks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001161 24 11 18 10 Water storage tanks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001162 24 11 18 11 Carboys 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014184 24 11 18 12 Containment basin 5.01 1/31/2001 16:40
014551 24 11 18 13 Rinse tanks 5.02 2/16/2001 16:23
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009555 24 11 20 00 Bins and baskets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008600 24 11 20 03 Non metallic bins 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008601 24 11 20 04 Metallic bins 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008602 24 11 20 05 Metallic baskets 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008603 24 11 20 06 Non metallic baskets 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
009556 24 11 21 00 Casks and barrels an 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001165 24 11 21 01 Casks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001166 24 11 21 02 Barrels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008617 24 11 21 08 Metallic drums 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008618 24 11 21 09 Non metallic drums 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008981 24 11 21 10 Intermediate bulk cont 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
015199 24 11 21 11 Stabilizer 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015203 24 11 21 12 Drum lid 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
009557 24 11 22 00 Cans and pails 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008649 24 11 22 04 Metallic pails 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008650 24 11 22 05 Non metallic pails 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008651 24 11 22 06 Metallic flammable liq 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008652 24 11 22 07 Non metallic flammabl 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
014686 24 11 22 08 Spray kit 5.04 3/14/2001 12:38
015045 24 11 22 09 Jerrycans 6 3/29/2001 16:53
009558 24 11 24 00 Storage chests and c 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001175 24 11 24 01 Tool chests or boxes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001176 24 11 24 02 Hazardous materials 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014186 24 11 24 03 Tool belts 5.01 1/31/2001 16:40
014332 24 11 24 04 Box 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014935 24 11 24 05 Drawers 6 3/29/2001 16:53
014944 24 11 24 06 Box or shelf partitions 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015091 24 11 24 07 Mailboxes 7 6/29/2001 9:59
015187 24 11 24 08 Antistatic boxes 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
016820 24 11 24 09 Box lids 6.05 6/15/2001 10:32
001177 24 11 25 01 Slotted corrugated cart2 2/22/1999 0:00
001178 24 11 25 02 One piece die cut ship 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001179 24 11 25 03 Die cut corrugated ship2 2/22/1999 0:00
001180 24 11 25 04 Molded boxes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009559 24 11 25 00 Corrugated and other s13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
001137 24 11 25 05 Pallets 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
015084 24 11 26 00 Liquid containers 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015085 24 11 26 01 Jugs 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015086 24 11 26 02 Jars 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
009096 24 12 00 00 Packaging materials 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009560 24 12 15 00 Packaging boxes and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001183 24 12 15 02 Packaging pouches o 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001184 24 12 15 03 Packaging boxes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001185 24 12 15 04 Carded packaging 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008923 24 12 15 06 Conductive boxes 2.13 12/1/1999 0:00
010696 24 12 15 07 Rigid set up boxes 3.01 3/31/2000 0:00
015535 24 12 15 08 Egg trays 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
017927 24 12 15 09 Packaging trays 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
009561 24 12 18 00 Packaging cans 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001186 24 12 18 01 Aerosol cans 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001187 24 12 18 02 Paint or varnish cans 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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001188 24 12 18 03 Beverage cans 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001189 24 12 18 04 Food cans 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001190 24 12 18 05 Steel cans 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001191 24 12 18 06 Aluminum cans 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017961 24 12 18 07 Plastic cans 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
009562 24 12 20 00 Bottles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001192 24 12 20 01 Squeeze bottles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001193 24 12 20 02 Plastic bottles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001194 24 12 20 03 Glass bottles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
013844 24 12 20 04 Caps or tops 4.06 12/29/2000 10:31
014709 24 12 20 05 Applicator bottles 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
015002 24 12 20 06 Applicators 6 3/29/2001 16:53
009097 24 13 00 00 Industrial refrigeration 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009563 24 13 15 00 Industrial refrigerators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001195 24 13 15 01 Combined refrigerator 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001196 24 13 15 02 Liquid nitrogen refrige 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001197 24 13 15 03 Walk in refrigerators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001198 24 13 15 04 Refrigerated containe 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001199 24 13 15 05 Refrigerated vessels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001200 24 13 15 06 Refrigerated tanks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009564 24 13 16 00 Industrial freezers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001201 24 13 16 01 Chest freezers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001202 24 13 16 02 Upright freezers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001203 24 13 16 03 Low temperature free 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001204 24 13 16 04 Freeze drying equipm 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001205 24 13 16 05 Walk in freezers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010833 24 13 16 06 Plate freezers 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010834 24 13 16 07 Blast freezers 4 8/29/2000 1:00
009565 24 13 19 00 Ice makers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001206 24 13 19 01 Ice cube makers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001207 24 13 19 02 Ice block makers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009098 24 14 00 00 Packing supplies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009566 24 14 15 00 Securing and protecti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001208 24 14 15 01 Stretch wrap films 12 3/15/2003 0:00
001209 24 14 15 02 Shrink wrap films 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008290 24 14 15 04 Tamper proof or secu 2.04 6/15/1999 0:00
005005 24 14 15 06 Tarpaulins 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
012556 24 14 15 07 Anti static packaging fi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014335 24 14 15 08 Carton corner support 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
015132 24 14 15 09 Rubber cord 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015422 24 14 15 10 Cable protectors 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
016968 24 14 15 11 Load binders 7.3 8/15/2001 9:00
017932 24 14 15 12 Packing absorbents 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
017960 24 14 15 13 Blister packs 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
017963 24 14 15 14 Packaging films 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
018557 24 14 15 15 Protective netting 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
009567 24 14 16 00 Cushioning supplies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001211 24 14 16 01 Bubble wrap 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001212 24 14 16 02 Thermoforming materi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001213 24 14 16 03 Cushioning 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001214 24 14 16 04 Wadding materials 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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001215 24 14 16 05 Air filled packing mater2 2/22/1999 0:00
001216 24 14 16 06 Packing peanuts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001217 24 14 16 07 Cardboard inserts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014959 24 14 16 08 Protective ends 6 3/29/2001 16:53
009568 24 14 17 00 Packaging tubes and 3 1/15/2000 0:00
008984 24 14 17 01 Paper tubes or cores 3 1/15/2000 0:00
008985 24 14 17 02 Tube or core end plugs3 1/15/2000 0:00
008986 24 14 17 03 Paper pieces 3 1/15/2000 0:00
008987 24 14 17 04 Printed inserts or instru3 1/15/2000 0:00
008988 24 14 17 05 Collapsible tubes 3 1/15/2000 0:00
014333 24 14 17 06 Spool 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014334 24 14 17 07 Reel 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
017806 24 14 17 08 Parcel handles 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
021164 24 14 17 09 Capsule tubes or cap 10 4/15/2002 10:44
009002 25 00 00 00 Commercial and Milita 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009099 25 10 00 00 Motor vehicles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009569 25 10 15 00 Passenger motor vehic2 2/22/1999 0:00
001218 25 10 15 01 Minibuses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001219 25 10 15 02 Busses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001220 25 10 15 03 Automobiles or cars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001221 25 10 15 04 Station wagons 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001222 25 10 15 05 Minivans or vans 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001223 25 10 15 06 Limousines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001224 25 10 15 07 Light trucks or sport u 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017505 25 10 15 08 Sports car 7.5 9/14/2001 11:11
009570 25 10 16 00 Product and material tr2 2/22/1999 0:00
001225 25 10 16 01 Dump trucks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001226 25 10 16 02 Tow trucks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001227 25 10 16 04 Delivery trucks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001228 25 10 16 09 Sludge or sewage ha 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017661 25 10 16 10 Water trucks 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017672 25 10 16 11 Cargo trucks 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
009571 25 10 17 00 Safety and rescue ve 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001229 25 10 17 01 Fire or rescue trucks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001230 25 10 17 02 Police vehicles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001231 25 10 17 03 Ambulances 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009572 25 10 18 00 Motorized cycles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001232 25 10 18 01 Motorcycles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001233 25 10 18 02 Scooters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001234 25 10 18 03 Mopeds 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009573 25 10 19 00 Specialized and recre 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001235 25 10 19 01 Agricultural tractors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001236 25 10 19 02 Motor homes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001237 25 10 19 03 Snowmobiles or snow 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001238 25 10 19 04 Golf carts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008267 25 10 19 05 All terrain vehicles tra 2.02 5/15/1999 0:00
012568 25 10 19 06 Go cart 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
017489 25 10 19 07 Caravans or camper t 7.5 9/14/2001 11:11
017662 25 10 19 08 Quads 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
009574 25 10 20 00 War vehicles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001239 25 10 20 01 Tanks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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001240 25 10 20 02 Armored fighting vehi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001241 25 10 20 03 Self propelled artillery 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009575 25 10 21 00 Truck tractors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001242 25 10 21 01 Low cab forward tract 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001243 25 10 21 02 Long nose tractors with2 2/22/1999 0:00
001244 25 10 21 03 Long nose tractors with2 2/22/1999 0:00
001245 25 10 21 04 Cab over engine tract 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001246 25 10 21 05 Cab over engine tract 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017671 25 10 21 06 Tractor head 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
009100 25 11 00 00 Marine transport 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009576 25 11 15 00 Commercial marine cra2 2/22/1999 0:00
001247 25 11 15 01 Trawlers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001248 25 11 15 02 Fishing boats 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001249 25 11 15 03 Cargo or container shi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001250 25 11 15 04 Dredging craft 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001251 25 11 15 05 Tankers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001252 25 11 15 06 Tug boats 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001253 25 11 15 07 Barges 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001254 25 11 15 08 Passenger or automo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001255 25 11 15 09 Cruise ships 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001256 25 11 15 10 Salvage ships 2 2/22/1999 0:00
012619 25 11 15 11 Oil or gas crew boat 4.03 11/15/2000 9:28
012620 25 11 15 12 Oil or gas workboat 4.03 11/15/2000 9:28
012621 25 11 15 13 Seismic vessel 4.03 11/15/2000 9:28
009577 25 11 16 00 Safety and rescue wa 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001257 25 11 16 01 Lifeboats or liferafts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001258 25 11 16 02 Fire fighting watercraf 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001259 25 11 16 03 Rescue ships or boats 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009578 25 11 17 00 Military watercraft 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001260 25 11 17 01 Submarines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001261 25 11 17 02 Aircraft carriers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001262 25 11 17 03 Ammunition ships 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001263 25 11 17 04 Amphibious assault s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001264 25 11 17 05 Amphibious transport d2 2/22/1999 0:00
001265 25 11 17 06 Amphibious command 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001266 25 11 17 07 Command ships 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001267 25 11 17 08 Cruisers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001268 25 11 17 09 Destroyers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001269 25 11 17 10 Dock landing ships 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001270 25 11 17 11 Fast combat support s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001271 25 11 17 12 Frigates 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001272 25 11 17 13 Fleet oilers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001273 25 11 17 14 Utility landing watercr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001274 25 11 17 15 Mechanized or utility 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001275 25 11 17 16 Mine hunting ships 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001276 25 11 17 17 Mine countermeasure 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001277 25 11 17 18 Coastal patrol watercra2 2/22/1999 0:00
001278 25 11 17 19 Submarine tenders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001279 25 11 17 20 Tank landing ships 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001280 25 11 17 21 Air cushioned landing w2 2/22/1999 0:00
009579 25 11 18 00 Recreational watercraf2 2/22/1999 0:00
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001281 25 11 18 01 Recreational sailboats 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001282 25 11 18 02 Recreational motorbo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001283 25 11 18 03 Recreational rowboat 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001284 25 11 18 04 Canoes or kayaks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001285 25 11 18 05 Personal motorized w 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001286 25 11 18 06 Rafts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018386 25 11 18 07 Dinghies 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018511 25 11 18 08 Yachts 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009580 25 11 19 00 Marine craft systems 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001287 25 11 19 01 Marine craft communi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
012672 25 11 19 02 Marine propellers 4.04 11/30/2000 9:05
014929 25 11 19 03 Sails 6 3/29/2001 16:53
014930 25 11 19 04 Paddles 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015080 25 11 19 05 Marine ballast system 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
018305 25 11 19 06 Anchor chocks 9.1 1/15/2002 10:05
018306 25 11 19 07 Anchor lines 9.1 1/15/2002 10:05
018307 25 11 19 08 Anchor retrievers 9.1 1/15/2002 10:05
018308 25 11 19 09 Anchor rollers 9.1 1/15/2002 10:05
018325 25 11 19 10 Boat ramps 9.1 1/15/2002 10:05
018383 25 11 19 11 Boathooks 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018384 25 11 19 12 Boom vangs 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018385 25 11 19 13 Deck hatches 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018387 25 11 19 14 Dock rings 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018388 25 11 19 15 Dock steps 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018389 25 11 19 16 Emergency dye signal 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018390 25 11 19 17 Fairleaders 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018396 25 11 19 18 Furler systems 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018397 25 11 19 19 Keel protectors 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018398 25 11 19 20 Marine fenders 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018399 25 11 19 21 Marine goosenecks 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018401 25 11 19 22 Mooring whips 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018402 25 11 19 23 Oarlocks 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018420 25 11 19 24 Radar reflectors 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018458 25 11 19 25 Marine rudders 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018459 25 11 19 26 Sail battens 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018460 25 11 19 27 Sail booms 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018461 25 11 19 28 Sail covers 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018462 25 11 19 29 Sheet bags 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018463 25 11 19 30 Spinnaker poles 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018464 25 11 19 31 Stern platforms 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018465 25 11 19 32 Tell tales 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018508 25 11 19 33 Tide clocks 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018509 25 11 19 34 Tillers 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018510 25 11 19 35 Whisker poles 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009101 25 12 00 00 Railway and tramway m2 2/22/1999 0:00
009581 25 12 15 00 Locomotives and elec 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001288 25 12 15 01 Diesel freight locomotiv2 2/22/1999 0:00
001289 25 12 15 02 Electric freight locomot2 2/22/1999 0:00
001290 25 12 15 03 Diesel passenger loco 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001291 25 12 15 04 Electric passenger loco2 2/22/1999 0:00
009582 25 12 16 00 Railway and tramway c2 2/22/1999 0:00
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001292 25 12 16 01 Freight rail cars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001293 25 12 16 02 Tanker rail cars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001294 25 12 16 03 Passenger rail cars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001295 25 12 16 04 Hopper rail cars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001296 25 12 16 05 Streetcars or tramway 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009583 25 12 17 00 Railroad support equi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001297 25 12 17 01 Rail switching system 2 2/22/1999 0:00
016871 25 12 17 02 Railway sleepers 7.1 7/17/2001 10:24
016917 25 12 17 03 Railway tracks 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
016918 25 12 17 04 Railway frogs or fish p 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
018476 25 12 17 05 Rail couplers 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018477 25 12 17 06 Draft gears 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018498 25 12 17 07 Bogie assemblies 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009102 25 13 00 00 Aircraft 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009584 25 13 15 00 Powered fixed wing air2 2/22/1999 0:00
001298 25 13 15 01 Fixed wing agricultural 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001299 25 13 15 02 Cargo propeller aircra 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001300 25 13 15 03 Seaplanes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001301 25 13 15 04 Commercial passeng 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001302 25 13 15 05 Cargo jet aircraft 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001303 25 13 15 06 Commercial passeng 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001304 25 13 15 07 Private or business pr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001305 25 13 15 08 Private or business jet 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009585 25 13 16 00 Civilian and commercia2 2/22/1999 0:00
001306 25 13 16 01 Passenger transport h 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001307 25 13 16 02 Cargo transport helico 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001308 25 13 16 03 Agricultural helicopter 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001309 25 13 16 04 Medical or rescue helic2 2/22/1999 0:00
009586 25 13 17 00 Military fixed wing aircr2 2/22/1999 0:00
001310 25 13 17 01 Bomber aircraft 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001311 25 13 17 02 Fighter bomber aircraft2 2/22/1999 0:00
001312 25 13 17 03 Fighter aircraft 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001313 25 13 17 04 Attack aircraft 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001314 25 13 17 05 Target or reconnaissan2 2/22/1999 0:00
001315 25 13 17 06 Military seaplanes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001316 25 13 17 07 Reconnaissance or su 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001317 25 13 17 08 Anti submarine aircraft2 2/22/1999 0:00
001318 25 13 17 09 Military transport aircr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009587 25 13 18 00 Specialty aircraft 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001319 25 13 18 01 Airships 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009588 25 13 19 00 Military rotary wing airc2 2/22/1999 0:00
001320 25 13 19 02 Military transport helico2 2/22/1999 0:00
001321 25 13 19 03 Attack helicopters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001322 25 13 19 04 Reconnaissance helico2 2/22/1999 0:00
001323 25 13 19 05 Anti submarine helico 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001324 25 13 19 06 Tilt rotor wing aircraft 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009589 25 13 20 00 Recreational aircraft 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001325 25 13 20 01 Hang gliders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001326 25 13 20 02 Hot air balloons 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001327 25 13 20 03 Gliders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001328 25 13 20 04 Paragliders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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001329 25 13 20 05 Ultra light aircraft 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009103 25 15 00 00 Spacecraft 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009590 25 15 15 00 Spaceships 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001330 25 15 15 01 Manned spacecraft 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008442 25 15 15 02 Spacecraft structures 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
009591 25 15 17 00 Satellites 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001331 25 15 17 01 Communication satellit2 2/22/1999 0:00
001332 25 15 17 02 Weather satellites 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001333 25 15 17 03 Military satellites 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001334 25 15 17 04 Scientific or research 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001335 25 15 17 05 Navigation satellites 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001336 25 15 17 06 Geostationary satellite 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001337 25 15 17 07 Low earth orbit satellite2 2/22/1999 0:00
001338 25 15 17 08 Sun synchronous orbi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001339 25 15 17 09 Geosynchronous satel 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009104 25 16 00 00 Non motorized cycles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009592 25 16 15 00 Pedal powered vehicl 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001340 25 16 15 01 Touring bicycles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001341 25 16 15 02 Unicycles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001342 25 16 15 03 Tricycles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001343 25 16 15 04 Tandem bicycles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001344 25 16 15 05 Mountain bicycles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001345 25 16 15 06 Racing bicycles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001346 25 16 15 07 Bicycles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001347 25 16 15 08 Recumbent bicycles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001348 25 16 15 09 Childrens bicycles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009105 25 17 00 00 Transportation compon2 2/22/1999 0:00
009593 25 17 15 00 Windshield wipers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001350 25 17 15 02 Automotive windshiel 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001351 25 17 15 03 Locomotive windshiel 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001352 25 17 15 04 Marine windshield wipe2 2/22/1999 0:00
008318 25 17 15 05 Truck windshield wiper2.08 9/1/1999 0:00
014363 25 17 15 06 Windshield wiper pump5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
018520 25 17 15 07 Wiper blades 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009594 25 17 16 00 Defrosting and defogg 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001354 25 17 16 02 Automotive defrosting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001355 25 17 16 03 Train defrosting or defo2 2/22/1999 0:00
009595 25 17 17 00 Braking systems and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001357 25 17 17 02 Automotive braking sy 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001358 25 17 17 03 Train braking systems 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001359 25 17 17 04 Drag chutes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014336 25 17 17 05 Rotors 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014337 25 17 17 06 Brake calipers 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014338 25 17 17 07 Drum brake 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014339 25 17 17 08 Disc brake 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014340 25 17 17 09 Liquid cooled brake 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014341 25 17 17 10 Master cylinders 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
014342 25 17 17 11 Slave cylinders 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014343 25 17 17 12 Drum brake shoes 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014344 25 17 17 13 Disc brake pads 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014345 25 17 17 14 Brake drum 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
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014346 25 17 17 15 Disc brake rotors 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014347 25 17 17 16 Brake lines 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
018499 25 17 17 17 Brake pistons 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018537 25 17 17 18 Brake repair kits 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
021154 25 17 17 19 Brake booster 10 4/15/2002 10:44
009596 25 17 19 00 Wheels and wheel tri 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001360 25 17 19 01 Automobile rims or wh 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001361 25 17 19 02 Train wheels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001362 25 17 19 03 Truck rims or wheels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014362 25 17 19 05 Tire valves 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
009597 25 17 20 00 Suspension system c 6 3/29/2001 16:53
001364 25 17 20 01 Automobile suspension2 2/22/1999 0:00
001365 25 17 20 02 Truck suspension sys 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001366 25 17 20 03 Truck shock absorber 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001367 25 17 20 04 Automobile shock abso2 2/22/1999 0:00
001368 25 17 20 05 Train suspension syst 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010651 25 17 20 07 Struts 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
014355 25 17 20 09 Automotive bushings 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
014356 25 17 20 10 Sway bars 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014357 25 17 20 11 Shock absorber 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
009598 25 17 21 00 Vehicle safety and se 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
001370 25 17 21 01 Airbags 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001373 25 17 21 04 Seatbelts 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
010652 25 17 21 05 Collision avoidance s 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
010653 25 17 21 06 Impact sensing syste 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
014353 25 17 21 08 Head restraints 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014308 25 17 21 09 Air bag propellant cani 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
014310 25 17 21 10 Vehicle horns 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
014311 25 17 21 11 Remote locking syste 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
014312 25 17 21 12 Vehicle stability contr 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
014313 25 17 21 13 Vehicle traction contro 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
016904 25 17 21 14 Wheel clamps 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
009599 25 17 22 00 Vehicle doors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001374 25 17 22 01 Removable automotiv 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001376 25 17 22 03 Automotive doors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001377 25 17 22 04 Roll up truck doors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014359 25 17 22 05 Tailgates or liftgates 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
009600 25 17 23 00 Vehicle windows and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001378 25 17 23 01 Automotive windshiel 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001380 25 17 23 03 Automotive windows 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009601 25 17 24 00 Fuel tanks and syste 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001385 25 17 24 04 Hybrid fuel storage sy 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010654 25 17 24 05 Fuel injection systems 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
010655 25 17 24 06 Fuel tanks 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
014350 25 17 24 07 Breather elements 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014351 25 17 24 08 Fuel or oil caps 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
009602 25 17 25 00 Tires and tire tubes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001389 25 17 25 02 Automobile tire tubes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001390 25 17 25 03 Heavy truck tires 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001391 25 17 25 04 Automobile or light truc2 2/22/1999 0:00
013907 25 17 25 05 Bicycle tubes 5 1/15/2001 8:36
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013908 25 17 25 06 Bicycle tires 5 1/15/2001 8:36
014358 25 17 25 07 Tire cord 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014931 25 17 25 08 Tire treads 6 3/29/2001 16:53
009603 25 17 26 00 Vehicle trim and exteri 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001392 25 17 26 01 Automotive trim 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001393 25 17 26 02 Automotive fenders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010656 25 17 26 03 Vehicle bumpers 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
010657 25 17 26 04 Vehicle mirrors 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
010658 25 17 26 05 Vehicle grilles 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
010659 25 17 26 06 Vehicle hoods 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
010660 25 17 26 07 Vehicle side panels 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
014360 25 17 26 08 Fascias 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
009604 25 17 27 00 Environmental control 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001395 25 17 27 02 Space environmental 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001396 25 17 27 03 Marine environmental 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014348 25 17 27 04 Vehicle climate control5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
009605 25 17 28 00 Hydraulic systems an 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001398 25 17 28 02 Automotive hydraulic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001399 25 17 28 03 Marine hydraulic syst 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009606 25 17 29 00 Exterior vehicle lighting2 2/22/1999 0:00
001400 25 17 29 01 Exterior automobile lig 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001402 25 17 29 03 Exterior railcar lighting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001403 25 17 29 04 Exterior ship or boat li 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014349 25 17 29 05 Headlamp wiper or w 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014361 25 17 29 06 Reflectors 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
018623 25 17 29 07 Vehicle headlight 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
009607 25 17 30 00 Interior vehicle lightin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001404 25 17 30 01 Interior automobile lig 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001406 25 17 30 03 Interior railcar lighting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001407 25 17 30 04 Interior ship or boat lig 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001408 25 17 30 05 Light plate assemblies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009608 25 17 31 00 Location and navigati 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008328 25 17 31 07 Vehicular global positio2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
014314 25 17 31 08 Vehicle navigation sys 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
009610 25 17 33 00 Master control systems2 2/22/1999 0:00
001423 25 17 33 03 Automotive computer s2 2/22/1999 0:00
010661 25 17 33 04 Electronic ignition sys 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
010662 25 17 37 00 Exhaust and emission 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
010663 25 17 37 01 Catalytic converters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014296 25 17 37 02 Mufflers or resonators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010665 25 17 37 03 Exhaust manifolds 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
017844 25 17 37 04 Muffler adapters 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
017846 25 17 37 05 Spark arresters 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
014251 25 17 38 00 Drivetrain systems 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014252 25 17 38 01 Driving axles 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014253 25 17 38 02 Non driving axles 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014254 25 17 38 03 Axle housings 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014255 25 17 38 04 Axle spindles 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014256 25 17 38 05 Differentials 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014257 25 17 38 06 Constant velocity joints5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014258 25 17 38 07 Axle shafts 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
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014259 25 17 38 08 Axle repair kits 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014260 25 17 38 09 Axle hubs 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
001511 25 17 38 10 Universal joints 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
014262 25 17 38 11 Drive shafts 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014263 25 17 38 12 Manual transmissions 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014264 25 17 38 13 Automatic transmission5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014266 25 17 38 15 Clutch cables 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014267 25 17 38 16 Hydraulic clutch parts 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
015218 25 17 38 17 Drivetrain chains 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
014268 25 17 39 00 Electrical components 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014269 25 17 39 01 Ignition 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014270 25 17 40 00 Engine coolant syste 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014271 25 17 40 01 Fan 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014272 25 17 40 02 Engine radiators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014273 25 17 40 03 Radiator caps 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014274 25 17 40 04 Engine coolant 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014275 25 17 41 00 Roof systems 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014276 25 17 41 01 Emergency vehicle exi5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014277 25 17 41 02 Permanent convertibl 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014278 25 17 41 03 Removable hard roof 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014279 25 17 41 04 Removable soft roof t 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014280 25 17 41 05 Roof rack systems 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014281 25 17 41 06 Sunroofs or moonroof 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014282 25 17 41 07 Wind deflectors 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014283 25 17 42 00 Steering system 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014284 25 17 42 01 Steering sacks 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014285 25 17 42 02 Steering suspension 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014286 25 17 42 03 Ball joint 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014287 25 17 42 04 Power steering syste 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014288 25 17 42 05 Tie Rods 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014289 25 17 42 06 Drag link 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014290 25 17 42 07 Steering linkage 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014291 25 17 42 08 Hublock 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014292 25 17 42 09 Pinions 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014293 25 17 42 10 Power steering tuning 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
018473 25 17 42 11 Steering wheels 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018474 25 17 42 12 Steering column asse 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018475 25 17 42 13 Steering cylinder asse 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
014297 25 17 44 00 Vehicle interior syste 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014298 25 17 44 01 Bezels 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014299 25 17 44 02 Consoles 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014300 25 17 44 03 Door panels 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014301 25 17 44 04 Headliners 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014302 25 17 44 05 Instrument clusters 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014303 25 17 44 06 Instrument panels 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014304 25 17 44 07 Pedals 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014305 25 17 44 08 Power ports or lighter 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014306 25 17 44 09 Sun visors 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
024264 25 17 44 10 Vehicle sound systems12 3/15/2003 0:00
014315 25 17 46 00 Vehicle seating syste 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014316 25 17 46 01 Seat covers 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
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014317 25 17 46 02 Seat cushions or bolst 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014318 25 17 46 03 Seat frames 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
018518 25 17 47 00 Non motorized cycle c 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018519 25 17 47 01 Cycle pedals 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009106 25 18 00 00 Vehicle bodies and tra 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009615 25 18 16 00 Automotive chassis 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001447 25 18 16 01 Automobile chassis 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001448 25 18 16 02 Truck chassis 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001449 25 18 16 03 Motorcycle frames 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009616 25 18 17 00 Product and material tr2 2/22/1999 0:00
001450 25 18 17 01 Container trailers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001451 25 18 17 02 Flatbed trailers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001452 25 18 17 03 Livestock trailers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001453 25 18 17 04 Non temperature cont 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001454 25 18 17 05 Temperature controlled2 2/22/1999 0:00
001455 25 18 17 06 Temperature controlled2 2/22/1999 0:00
001456 25 18 17 07 Automobile carrier trail2 2/22/1999 0:00
014365 25 18 17 08 Trailer hitches 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014754 25 18 17 09 Skip loader 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
015028 25 18 17 10 Trailer end plates 6 3/29/2001 16:53
016958 25 18 17 11 Snowmobile trailer 7.3 8/15/2001 9:00
016959 25 18 17 12 Motorcycle trailer 7.3 8/15/2001 9:00
016960 25 18 17 13 Boat Trailer 7.3 8/15/2001 9:00
009107 25 19 00 00 Transportation service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009617 25 19 15 00 Air transportation sup 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001457 25 19 15 01 Ground support traini 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001458 25 19 15 02 Ground support test o 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001459 25 19 15 03 Integrated maintenan 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001460 25 19 15 04 Aircraft flight simulato 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001461 25 19 15 05 Aircraft cargo handlin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001462 25 19 15 06 Aircraft refueling equi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001463 25 19 15 07 Aircraft deicing equip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001464 25 19 15 08 Jetways 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001465 25 19 15 09 Aircraft pushback or t 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001466 25 19 15 10 Ground power units fo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001467 25 19 15 11 Lavatory service equi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001468 25 19 15 12 Airstairs or stair trucks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017564 25 19 15 13 Ground support vehicle8.1 10/15/2001 9:47
021160 25 19 15 14 Aircraft towbar 10 4/15/2002 10:44
009618 25 19 16 00 Space transportation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001469 25 19 16 01 Spacecraft flight simula2 2/22/1999 0:00
001470 25 19 16 02 Payload delivery syst 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001471 25 19 16 03 Liquid launch vehicles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001472 25 19 16 04 Solid launch vehicles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001473 25 19 16 05 Spacecraft service mo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010666 25 19 17 00 Vehicle servicing equi 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
010667 25 19 17 01 Wheel balancing equi 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
010668 25 19 17 02 Wheel alignment equi 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
010669 25 19 17 03 Tire changing machin 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
013900 25 19 17 04 Engine or vehicle stan 5 1/15/2001 8:29
009108 25 20 00 00 Aerospace systems a 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
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009614 25 20 15 00 Aircraft fuselage and 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001430 25 20 15 01 Aircraft spoilers 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001431 25 20 15 02 Aircraft fins 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001432 25 20 15 03 Aircraft horizontal sta 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001433 25 20 15 04 Aircraft canards 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001434 25 20 15 05 Aircraft slats 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
008792 25 20 15 06 Aircraft flaps or flap dri2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
001436 25 20 15 07 Aircraft rudders 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001437 25 20 15 08 Aircraft elevators 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001438 25 20 15 09 Aircraft ailerons 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
008796 25 20 15 10 Aircraft propellers 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
001440 25 20 15 11 Aircraft wings 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
008798 25 20 15 12 Aircraft fuselages 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
001442 25 20 15 13 Aircraft radomes 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001443 25 20 15 14 Aircraft rotors 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001444 25 20 15 15 Aircraft lift fans 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001445 25 20 15 16 Aircraft canopies 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001446 25 20 15 17 Aircraft furnishings 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
024248 25 20 15 18 Aircraft doublers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024265 25 20 15 19 Aircraft ribs 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024266 25 20 15 20 Aircraft spars 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009620 25 20 16 00 Aerospace location an 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
001409 25 20 16 01 Aircraft digital altitude 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001410 25 20 16 02 Aircraft navigation be 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
008816 25 20 16 03 Air to ground terrain f 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
001412 25 20 16 04 Aircraft guidance syst 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001413 25 20 16 05 Aircraft steering contr 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
008819 25 20 16 06 Spacecraft altitude co 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
009621 25 20 17 00 Flight communication 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
001415 25 20 17 01 Aircraft communicatio 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
008838 25 20 17 02 Flight data recorders 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
001417 25 20 17 03 Aircraft countermeasur7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
008840 25 20 17 04 Encryption or decrypti 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
001419 25 20 17 05 Aircraft telemetry syst 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001420 25 20 17 06 Aircraft interface elect 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
008843 25 20 17 07 Aircraft gyros 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008844 25 20 17 08 Aircraft cameras 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008845 25 20 17 09 Aircraft probes or sen 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008846 25 20 17 10 Aircraft waveguides 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
009622 25 20 18 00 Aircraft master control 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
001421 25 20 18 01 Flight computer syste 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001422 25 20 18 02 Spacecraft command m7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
009623 25 20 19 00 Aircraft emergency sy 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
001424 25 20 19 01 Aircraft fire control or 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001425 25 20 19 02 Aircraft escape or eje 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001426 25 20 19 03 Aircraft warning syste 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
011031 25 20 19 04 Parachutes 4 8/29/2000 1:00
009624 25 20 20 00 Aircraft power system 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
001427 25 20 20 01 Spacecraft solar cells 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001428 25 20 20 02 Spacecraft solar arrays7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
008696 25 20 20 03 Aircraft power supply 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
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008697 25 20 20 04 Auxiliary power unit s 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
009625 25 20 21 00 Flight instrumentation 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008747 25 20 21 01 Aerospace cockpit indi2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008748 25 20 21 02 Aerospace cockpit ga 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008749 25 20 21 03 Aerospace cockpit disp2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008750 25 20 21 04 Aerospace cockpit swi 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008751 25 20 21 05 Aerospace head up dis12 3/15/2003 0:00
009626 25 20 22 00 Aircraft landing and bra2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
001356 25 20 22 01 Aircraft braking syste 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
008782 25 20 22 02 Aircraft drag chutes 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
001363 25 20 22 03 Aircraft wheels 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001369 25 20 22 04 Landing gear assembl 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001388 25 20 22 05 Aircraft tires 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
008786 25 20 22 06 Aircraft anti skid contr 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
009627 25 20 23 00 Aircraft passenger rest2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
001371 25 20 23 01 Aircraft lapbelts 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001372 25 20 23 02 Aircraft harness restra 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
009628 25 20 24 00 Aircraft fuel tanks and 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
001382 25 20 24 01 Aircraft internal fuel tan7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001383 25 20 24 02 Aircraft fuel drop tank 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
008832 25 20 24 03 Aircraft propellant tan 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008833 25 20 24 04 Aircraft hybrid fuel sto 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
001386 25 20 24 05 Aircraft fuel manageme7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001387 25 20 24 06 Postboosters 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
009629 25 20 25 00 Aircraft equipment 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
001397 25 20 25 01 Aircraft hydraulic syst 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001401 25 20 25 02 Exterior aircraft lightin 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001405 25 20 25 03 Interior aircraft lighting 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001349 25 20 25 04 Aircraft windshield wip 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001353 25 20 25 05 Aircraft onboard defro 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001375 25 20 25 06 Aircraft doors 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001379 25 20 25 07 Aircraft windows 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001381 25 20 25 08 Aircraft windshields 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
008347 25 20 25 09 Aircraft shock mounts 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008348 25 20 25 10 Aircraft slip ring asse 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
009630 25 20 26 00 Aircraft environmental 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008409 25 20 26 01 Aircraft environment co2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008410 25 20 26 02 Aircraft environment r 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008411 25 20 26 03 Aircraft cooling turbin 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008412 25 20 26 04 Aircraft cooling fans 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008413 25 20 26 05 Aircraft heat exchang 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008414 25 20 26 06 Aircraft water separat 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008415 25 20 26 07 Aircraft oxygen equip 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
009631 25 20 27 00 Aircraft accumulators 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008459 25 20 27 01 Hydraulic aircraft accu 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008460 25 20 27 02 Pneumatic aircraft ac 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
009003 26 00 00 00 Power Generation an 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009109 26 10 00 00 Power sources 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009632 26 10 15 00 Engines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001474 26 10 15 01 Hydraulic engines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001475 26 10 15 02 Pneumatic engines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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001476 26 10 15 03 Gas engines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001477 26 10 15 04 Diesel engines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001478 26 10 15 05 Steam engines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001479 26 10 15 06 Turbine engines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001480 26 10 15 07 Turbofan engines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001481 26 10 15 08 Thermal engines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001482 26 10 15 09 Hydroelectric engines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001483 26 10 15 10 Rotary engines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001484 26 10 15 11 Hydraulic turbine engi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001485 26 10 15 12 Turboprop engines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014411 26 10 15 13 Engine Repair Kit 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
009633 26 10 16 00 Motors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001486 26 10 16 01 Induction motors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001487 26 10 16 02 Alternating current AC 12 3/15/2003 0:00
001488 26 10 16 03 Direct current DC mot 12 3/15/2003 0:00
001489 26 10 16 04 Alternating current or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
001490 26 10 16 05 Dynamotors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001491 26 10 16 06 Servomotors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001492 26 10 16 07 Torque motors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001493 26 10 16 08 Liquid rocket motors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001494 26 10 16 09 Synchronous motors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001495 26 10 16 10 Solid rocket motors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001496 26 10 16 11 Single phase motors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001497 26 10 16 12 Multi phase motors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010698 26 10 16 13 Hydraulic motors 3.01 3/31/2000 0:00
012614 26 10 16 14 Step motors 4.03 11/15/2000 9:15
014414 26 10 16 15 Alternators 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
025747 26 10 16 16 Air Motor 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
009634 26 10 17 00 Engine components a 8 10/1/2001 9:13
001498 26 10 17 01 Aircraft burners 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001499 26 10 17 02 Aircraft engine compr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001500 26 10 17 03 Aircraft engine diffuse 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008493 26 10 17 04 Engine mounts 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
008494 26 10 17 05 Aircraft drive shafts p 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008495 26 10 17 06 Aircraft transmission u 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
014366 26 10 17 07 Balance shafts 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014367 26 10 17 08 Cam followers 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014368 26 10 17 09 Camshaft lifters 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014369 26 10 17 10 Carburetors 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014370 26 10 17 11 Connecting rods 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014371 26 10 17 12 Crankcase ventilation v9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
014372 26 10 17 13 Cylinder heads 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014374 26 10 17 15 Engine covers or pan 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014375 26 10 17 16 Engine forgings 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014376 26 10 17 17 Engine heaters 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014377 26 10 17 18 Engine ignition syste 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014378 26 10 17 19 Supercharger 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014379 26 10 17 20 Turbocharger 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014380 26 10 17 21 Engine pulleys 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014382 26 10 17 23 Fuel vapor canister 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014383 26 10 17 24 Glow plugs 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
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014384 26 10 17 25 Oil dip sticks or tubes 7 6/29/2001 9:59
014385 26 10 17 26 Oil strainers 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014386 26 10 17 27 Piston rings 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014387 26 10 17 28 Push rod tubes 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014388 26 10 17 29 Rocker arm balls 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014389 26 10 17 30 Rocker arm shafts 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014390 26 10 17 31 Rocker arms 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
012649 26 10 17 32 Spark plugs 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
014392 26 10 17 33 Carburetor jet 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014393 26 10 17 34 Carburetor diaphragms5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014394 26 10 17 35 Oil pan 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014395 26 10 17 36 Pistons 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014396 26 10 17 37 Timing chain 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014397 26 10 17 38 Intake manifolds 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014399 26 10 17 40 Fuel injectors 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014400 26 10 17 41 Engine sleeves 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014401 26 10 17 42 Fuel injection manifol 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014402 26 10 17 43 Engine valves 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014406 26 10 17 47 Push rods 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014407 26 10 17 48 Engine flywheel 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014408 26 10 17 49 Crankshaft 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014409 26 10 17 50 Throttle 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014410 26 10 17 51 Electronic engine cont 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
017529 26 10 17 54 Engine valve seat 8 10/1/2001 9:13
017530 26 10 17 55 Valve guide 8 10/1/2001 9:13
017616 26 10 17 56 Carburetor adapters 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017835 26 10 17 57 Spark plug fittings 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
018223 26 10 17 58 Rocker arm adjusters 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018226 26 10 17 59 Starter adapters 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018228 26 10 17 60 Choke rods 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018233 26 10 17 61 Camshaft plugs 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018237 26 10 17 62 Engine component lin 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018502 26 10 17 63 Freeze plugs 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018619 26 10 17 64 Cylinder liners 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
015074 26 10 17 65 Vibration dampers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017528 26 10 17 66 Governors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009635 26 10 18 00 Motor or generator co 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
001501 26 10 18 01 Motor brushes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014412 26 10 18 02 Armatures 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014413 26 10 18 03 Rotors or stators 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
018314 26 10 18 05 Motor repair kits 9.1 1/15/2002 10:05
018521 26 10 18 06 Motor base adapters 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
024316 26 10 18 07 Motor coils 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015504 26 10 18 08 Motor mounts or bases12 3/15/2003 0:00
025748 26 10 18 09 Motor Brake 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
012647 26 10 19 00 Internal combustion e 4.04 11/30/2000 7:52
012650 26 10 19 03 Camshaft 4.04 11/30/2000 8:05
012651 26 10 19 04 Fuel injection nozzle 4.04 11/30/2000 8:05
012652 26 10 19 05 Cylinder block 4.04 11/30/2000 8:05
009110 26 11 00 00 Batteries and generat 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009636 26 11 15 00 Kinetic power transmi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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001502 26 11 15 01 Commutators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001503 26 11 15 03 Adjustable speed driv 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001504 26 11 15 04 Belt drives 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001505 26 11 15 05 Chain drives 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001506 26 11 15 06 Linear motion devices 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001508 26 11 15 08 Power take offs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001509 26 11 15 09 Transmission yokes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001510 26 11 15 10 Transmission shafts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001512 26 11 15 12 Axles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001513 26 11 15 13 Power transmission c 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010699 26 11 15 14 Knuckle joints 3.01 3/31/2000 0:00
012613 26 11 15 15 Servo controller 4.03 11/15/2000 9:15
012615 26 11 15 16 Step drive or stepper 4.03 11/15/2000 9:15
014416 26 11 15 17 Planet carrier 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014417 26 11 15 18 Tension strut 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014418 26 11 15 19 Torque converters 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014419 26 11 15 20 Trunnions 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
015337 26 11 15 21 Pusher head 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015338 26 11 15 22 Pusher assembly 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015518 26 11 15 23 Backstops 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
017498 26 11 15 24 Gear units 7.5 9/14/2001 11:11
017526 26 11 15 25 Drum motor drives 8 10/1/2001 9:13
018173 26 11 15 26 Gearmotors 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018175 26 11 15 27 Integrated motion con 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018176 26 11 15 28 Hydrostatic drives 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018178 26 11 15 29 Hydrokinetic drives 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018471 26 11 15 30 Transmission cam 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018491 26 11 15 31 Transmission sleeves 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018493 26 11 15 32 Shaft supports or ass 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018626 26 11 15 33 Chain tensioners 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
019162 26 11 15 34 Transmission hubs 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
025169 26 11 15 35 Ballscrews or ballscre 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009637 26 11 16 00 Power generators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001514 26 11 16 01 Diesel generators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001515 26 11 16 02 Hydro electric generato2 2/22/1999 0:00
001516 26 11 16 03 Wind generators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001517 26 11 16 04 Gas generators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001518 26 11 16 05 Thermal generators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001519 26 11 16 06 Hydraulic generators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001520 26 11 16 07 Solar generators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
024317 26 11 16 08 Steam generators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009638 26 11 17 00 Batteries and cells an 9 1/2/2002 13:00
001521 26 11 17 01 Rechargeable batterie 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001522 26 11 17 02 Alkaline batteries 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001523 26 11 17 03 Vehicle batteries 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001524 26 11 17 04 Battery chargers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001525 26 11 17 05 Dry cell batteries 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001526 26 11 17 06 Electronic batteries 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001527 26 11 17 07 Lead acid batteries 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001528 26 11 17 08 Nickel iron batteries 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001529 26 11 17 09 Nickel cadmium batte 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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001530 26 11 17 10 Product specific batte 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001531 26 11 17 11 Lithium batteries 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001532 26 11 17 12 Nickel hydrogen batte 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001533 26 11 17 13 Thermal batteries 2 2/22/1999 0:00
012597 26 11 17 14 Zinc air 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
014198 26 11 17 15 Zinc coal battery 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
015041 26 11 17 16 Mercury oxide battery 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015194 26 11 17 17 Manganese batteries 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015195 26 11 17 18 Silver oxide batteries 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015548 26 11 17 19 Battery testers 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
018179 26 11 17 20 Battery holders 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018545 26 11 17 21 Nickel metal hydride b 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
024074 26 11 17 22 Battery adapter or acc 11.1 8/15/2002 9:39
024075 26 11 17 23 Battery cabinets or co 11.1 8/15/2002 9:39
024076 26 11 17 24 Tool kits for batteries 11.1 8/15/2002 9:39
026045 26 11 17 25 Nickel sodium chlorid 13 11/1/2003 0:00
009639 26 11 18 00 Drive components 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
008970 26 11 18 01 V belts 3 1/15/2000 0:00
008971 26 11 18 02 Geared timing belts 3 1/15/2000 0:00
008972 26 11 18 03 Round belts 3 1/15/2000 0:00
008973 26 11 18 04 Flat belts 3 1/15/2000 0:00
015083 26 11 18 05 Belt tensioners 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015500 26 11 18 06 Transmission pulleys 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
015501 26 11 18 07 Timing pulley 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
015502 26 11 18 08 Trantorque 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
015505 26 11 18 09 Belt guards 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
018215 26 11 18 10 Timing pulley flanges 9 1/2/2002 13:00
001507 26 11 19 00 Clutches 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
014123 26 11 19 01 Plate clutches 5.01 1/31/2001 13:30
014124 26 11 19 02 Diaphragm clutch 5.01 1/31/2001 13:30
014125 26 11 19 03 Centrifugal clutch 5.01 1/31/2001 13:30
014126 26 11 19 04 Semi centrifugal clutc 5.01 1/31/2001 13:30
014127 26 11 19 05 Free wheel clutch 5.01 1/31/2001 13:30
014129 26 11 19 07 Fluid coupling 5.01 1/31/2001 13:30
015507 26 11 19 08 Cam clutches 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
018171 26 11 19 09 Electrical clutches 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018177 26 11 19 10 Hydraulic clutches 9 1/2/2002 13:00
014130 26 11 20 00 Clutch parts and acce 5.01 1/31/2001 13:48
014131 26 11 20 01 Pressure plate 5.01 1/31/2001 13:48
014132 26 11 20 02 Driven plate 5.01 1/31/2001 13:48
014133 26 11 20 03 Clutch plates 5.01 1/31/2001 13:48
018501 26 11 20 04 Clutch repair kits 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
015494 26 11 21 00 Industrial braking syst 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
015495 26 11 21 01 Air or pneumatic brakin6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
015496 26 11 21 02 Hydraulic braking syste6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
015497 26 11 21 03 Mechanical braking s 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
015499 26 11 21 04 Braking clutch assem 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
018174 26 11 21 05 Electrical braking syst 9 1/2/2002 13:00
009111 26 12 00 00 Electrical wire and ca 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009640 26 12 15 00 Electrical wire 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001534 26 12 15 01 Heating wire 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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001535 26 12 15 05 Fixture wire 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001536 26 12 15 07 Radio or television wire2 2/22/1999 0:00
001537 26 12 15 08 Automotive or aircraft w2 2/22/1999 0:00
001538 26 12 15 09 Magnet wire 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001539 26 12 15 10 Trolley wire 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001540 26 12 15 14 Underground wire 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001541 26 12 15 15 Silicon asbestos SA w 12 3/15/2003 0:00
001542 26 12 15 17 Copper wire 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001543 26 12 15 19 Copper clad aluminu 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001544 26 12 15 20 Copper steel wire 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001545 26 12 15 21 Bronze wire 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001546 26 12 15 22 Bare wire 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001547 26 12 15 23 Covered but not insul 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001548 26 12 15 24 Insulated or covered 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001549 26 12 15 32 Inter connect wire 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001550 26 12 15 33 Kaptan wire 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001551 26 12 15 34 Polymide wire 2 2/22/1999 0:00
012646 26 12 15 36 Extension cord 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
014324 26 12 15 38 Wire assembly 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
018172 26 12 15 39 Hook up wires 9 1/2/2002 13:00
024049 26 12 15 40 Galvanized wire 11.1 8/15/2002 9:39
024052 26 12 15 41 Bus conductors 11.1 8/15/2002 9:39
026327 26 12 15 42 Installation wire 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
026328 26 12 15 43 Heat resistant wire 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
009641 26 12 16 00 Electrical cable and a 7 6/29/2001 9:59
001552 26 12 16 01 Heating cable 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001553 26 12 16 02 Submarine cable 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001554 26 12 16 03 Control cable 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001555 26 12 16 04 Signal cable 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001556 26 12 16 05 Automotive or aircraft c2 2/22/1999 0:00
001557 26 12 16 06 Coaxial cable 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001558 26 12 16 07 Fiber optic cable 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001559 26 12 16 08 Aerial cable 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001560 26 12 16 09 Network cable 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001561 26 12 16 10 Bronze cable 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001562 26 12 16 11 Bare cable 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001563 26 12 16 12 Covered but not insul 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001564 26 12 16 13 Insulated or covered c 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001565 26 12 16 14 Building cable 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001566 26 12 16 15 Power cable for direct 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001567 26 12 16 16 Telecommunications 12 3/15/2003 0:00
001568 26 12 16 17 Triaxial cable 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001569 26 12 16 18 Crosslinked polykaen 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001570 26 12 16 19 Floropolymer cable 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001571 26 12 16 20 Inter connect cable 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001572 26 12 16 21 Kaptan cable 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001573 26 12 16 22 Polymide cable 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008851 26 12 16 23 Radio frequency RF c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
012622 26 12 16 24 Ribbon or flat cable 4.03 11/15/2000 9:28
016825 26 12 16 28 Screened cables 7 6/29/2001 9:59
024050 26 12 16 29 Power cable 11.1 8/15/2002 9:39
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024051 26 12 16 30 Cable accessories 11.1 8/15/2002 9:39
024267 26 12 16 31 Outside plant coaxial 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024268 26 12 16 32 Outside plant commu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024269 26 12 16 33 Outside plant telecom 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015479 26 12 16 34 Copper cable 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016823 26 12 16 35 Cable reels 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016824 26 12 16 36 Power cord 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025236 26 12 16 37 Outdoor fiber optics c 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
026329 26 12 16 38 Crimping materials 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
026330 26 12 16 39 Combined or customi 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
026331 26 12 16 40 Heat resistant cables 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
026332 26 12 16 41 Installation cables 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
009642 26 12 17 00 Wiring harness 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001574 26 12 17 01 Panel wiring harness 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001575 26 12 17 02 Trunk wiring harness 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001576 26 12 17 03 Communication wiring 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008393 26 12 17 04 Specialty wiring harnes2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
025237 26 12 17 05 Fiber optic cable assem12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
009112 26 13 00 00 Power generation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009643 26 13 15 00 Power plants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001577 26 13 15 01 Diesel power plants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001578 26 13 15 02 Geothermal power pla 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001579 26 13 15 03 Hydro power plants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001580 26 13 15 04 Gas power plants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001581 26 13 15 05 Marine power plants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001582 26 13 15 06 Petrol power plants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001583 26 13 15 07 Solar power plants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001584 26 13 15 08 Steam power plants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001585 26 13 15 09 Wind power plants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001586 26 13 15 10 Thermal power plants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
024318 26 13 16 00 Exhaust structures or s12 3/15/2003 0:00
024319 26 13 16 01 Traveling water scree 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024320 26 13 16 02 Stop logs 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024321 26 13 16 03 Water trash racks 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024322 26 13 16 04 Fixed screens 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024323 26 13 16 05 Intake structures 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024325 26 13 16 06 Steel exhaust stack 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024326 26 13 16 07 Concrete exhaust sta 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024327 26 13 16 08 Flare or vent stacks 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024324 26 13 16 09 Exhaust inlet stacks 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024328 26 13 16 10 Bypass stacks 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024329 26 13 16 11 Silencer sections 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024330 26 13 16 12 Exhaust outlet ducts 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024331 26 13 16 13 Exhaust duct expansi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024332 26 13 16 14 Stack closure damper 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024333 26 13 16 15 Exhaust diversion da 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024334 26 13 16 16 Exhaust isolation damp12 3/15/2003 0:00
024350 26 13 17 00 Power generation mo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024351 26 13 17 01 Combustible or hazar 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024352 26 13 17 02 Gas turbine combusti 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024335 26 13 18 00 Power generation cont12 3/15/2003 0:00
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024336 26 13 18 01 Electrical control pane 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024337 26 13 18 02 Compressor control p 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024338 26 13 18 03 Generator control or pr12 3/15/2003 0:00
024339 26 13 18 04 Gas turbine control pa 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024342 26 13 18 05 Low voltage motor co 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024341 26 13 18 06 Low voltage alternating12 3/15/2003 0:00
024340 26 13 18 07 Steam turbines control12 3/15/2003 0:00
024343 26 13 18 08 Substation load contr 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024344 26 13 18 09 Small voltage switchg 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024345 26 13 18 10 Medium voltage switc 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024346 26 13 18 11 Current limiting reactor12 3/15/2003 0:00
024347 26 13 18 12 Gas insulated switchge12 3/15/2003 0:00
024348 26 13 18 13 Switchyard disconnec 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024349 26 13 18 14 Switchyard surge arres12 3/15/2003 0:00
009113 26 14 00 00 Atomic and nuclear e 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009644 26 14 16 00 Subcritical assembly 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001587 26 14 16 01 Subcritical assembly f 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001588 26 14 16 02 Subcritical assembly 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001589 26 14 16 03 Subcritical assembly 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009645 26 14 17 00 Dosimetry equipment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001590 26 14 17 01 Ionization chamber do 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001591 26 14 17 02 Dosimeters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001592 26 14 17 03 Secondary standard do2 2/22/1999 0:00
001593 26 14 17 04 Phantom dosimeters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009646 26 14 18 00 Hot cell devices 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001594 26 14 18 01 Hot cell remote handli 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001595 26 14 18 02 Hot cell remote viewing2 2/22/1999 0:00
001596 26 14 18 03 Hot cell shielding door 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001597 26 14 18 04 Hot cell samplers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001598 26 14 18 05 Hot cell sample proce 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001599 26 14 18 06 Hot cell special tools 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001600 26 14 18 07 Hot cell lead glass win 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001601 26 14 18 08 Hot cell decontaminati 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001602 26 14 18 09 Hot cell penetration d 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009647 26 14 19 00 Industrial nucleonic in 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001603 26 14 19 01 Industrial nucleonic ai 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001604 26 14 19 02 Beta gauge measurin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001605 26 14 19 04 Industrial nucleonic liq 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001606 26 14 19 05 Industrial nucleonic m 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001607 26 14 19 06 Industrial nucleonic m 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001608 26 14 19 07 Industrial nucleonic thi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001609 26 14 19 08 Industrial nucleonic flo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001610 26 14 19 09 Isotope separators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001611 26 14 19 10 Isotope production fac 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001612 26 14 19 11 Isotope calibrator acti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009648 26 14 20 00 Irradiation equipment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001613 26 14 20 01 Irradiation gamma so 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001614 26 14 20 02 Magnet systems 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001615 26 14 20 03 NIM nuclear electroni 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001616 26 14 20 04 Neutron irradiators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001617 26 14 20 05 Irradiation testing cap 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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001618 26 14 20 06 Irradiation sample tra 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001619 26 14 20 07 Neutron generators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009649 26 14 21 00 Nuclear reactor equip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001620 26 14 21 01 Nuclear reactor speci 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001621 26 14 21 06 Nuclear reactor contro 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001622 26 14 21 08 Nuclear reactor in cor 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001623 26 14 21 17 Nuclear reactor earth 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009650 26 14 22 00 Nuclear fuel equipme 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001624 26 14 22 01 Nuclear fuel cladding 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001625 26 14 22 02 Nuclear fuel element fa2 2/22/1999 0:00
009651 26 14 23 00 Radiation shielding eq 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001626 26 14 23 02 Lead screens 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001627 26 14 23 03 Film badges 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001628 26 14 23 04 Radiographic equipm 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001629 26 14 23 06 Shielded containers fo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001630 26 14 23 07 Lead chambers or saf 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001631 26 14 23 08 Lead bricks for radiati 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001632 26 14 23 10 Glove boxes for radiati2 2/22/1999 0:00
001633 26 14 23 11 Radiation shielding wi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001634 26 14 23 12 Lead for radiation shie 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009652 26 14 24 00 Radioactive waste eq 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001635 26 14 24 01 Radioactive waste tre 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001636 26 14 24 02 Nuclear radiation abs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001637 26 14 24 03 Atomic energy evapora2 2/22/1999 0:00
001638 26 14 24 04 Door interlocking syst 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001639 26 14 24 05 Radioactive waste do 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001640 26 14 24 06 Radioactive waste soli 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001641 26 14 24 07 Radioactive waste dis 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001642 26 14 24 08 Radioactive waste tre 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009004 27 00 00 00 Tools and General Ma 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009114 27 11 00 00 Hand tools 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009653 27 11 15 00 Cutting and crimping 4.05 12/18/2000 7:33
001643 27 11 15 01 Knife blades 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001644 27 11 15 02 Razor knives 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001645 27 11 15 03 Utility knives 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001646 27 11 15 04 Pocket knives 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001647 27 11 15 05 Punches or nail sets o 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001648 27 11 15 06 Shears 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001649 27 11 15 07 Metal cutters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001650 27 11 15 08 Saws 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001651 27 11 15 09 Augers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001652 27 11 15 10 Stripping tools 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001653 27 11 15 11 Wire cutters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001659 27 11 15 12 Bolt cutters 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
012593 27 11 15 13 Hose cutter 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
014511 27 11 15 14 Glass cutters 5.02 2/16/2001 16:13
014548 27 11 15 15 Hand or push drill 5.02 2/16/2001 16:23
015161 27 11 15 16 Punching pliers 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015221 27 11 15 17 Knife blade sets or dis 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
012695 27 11 15 18 Wire lug crimping tool 7 6/29/2001 9:59
016828 27 11 15 19 Tinners snips 7 6/29/2001 9:59
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016882 27 11 15 20 Nut splitters 7.1 7/17/2001 10:24
016883 27 11 15 21 Nibblers 7.1 7/17/2001 10:24
009654 27 11 16 00 Forming tools 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001654 27 11 16 01 Mallets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001655 27 11 16 02 Hammers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001656 27 11 16 03 Anvils 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001657 27 11 16 04 Hatchets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001658 27 11 16 05 Picks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010936 27 11 16 07 Swaging tools 4 8/29/2000 1:00
018221 27 11 16 08 Manual wire straighte 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018222 27 11 16 09 Electric wire straighte 9 1/2/2002 13:00
009655 27 11 17 00 Wrenches and drivers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001660 27 11 17 01 Screwdrivers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001661 27 11 17 02 Nut drivers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001662 27 11 17 03 Socket sets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001663 27 11 17 04 Sockets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001664 27 11 17 05 Box end wrenches 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001665 27 11 17 06 Open end wrenches 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001666 27 11 17 07 Adjustable wrenches 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001667 27 11 17 08 Pipe wrenches 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001668 27 11 17 09 Screw extractors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001669 27 11 17 10 Hex keys 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001670 27 11 17 11 Ratchets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001671 27 11 17 12 Pullers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008621 27 11 17 13 Combination wrenche 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008622 27 11 17 14 Specialty wrenches 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
011029 27 11 17 15 Torque wrenches 4 8/29/2000 1:00
013904 27 11 17 16 Torx keys 5 1/15/2001 8:29
014183 27 11 17 17 Pipe extractors 5.01 1/31/2001 16:40
014185 27 11 17 18 Tap extractors 5.01 1/31/2001 16:40
014602 27 11 17 20 T handle tap wrenche 5.03 2/28/2001 12:44
015539 27 11 17 21 Cranks 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
016810 27 11 17 22 Die stocks 6.05 6/15/2001 10:32
016876 27 11 17 23 Tube wrenches 7.1 7/17/2001 10:24
016877 27 11 17 24 Hook wrenches 7.1 7/17/2001 10:24
016892 27 11 17 25 Offset socket wrenche 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
016967 27 11 17 26 Spanner wrenches 7.3 8/15/2001 9:00
018500 27 11 17 27 Chuck keys 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009656 27 11 18 00 Measuring and layout t2 2/22/1999 0:00
001672 27 11 18 01 Tape measures 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001673 27 11 18 02 Levels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001674 27 11 18 03 Squares 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001675 27 11 18 04 Plumb bobs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001677 27 11 18 06 Nail or router gauges 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001678 27 11 18 07 Straight edges 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001680 27 11 18 09 Bevels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001681 27 11 18 10 Stud finders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009657 27 11 19 00 Rough and finishing t 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001682 27 11 19 01 Cold chisels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001683 27 11 19 02 Files 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001684 27 11 19 03 Planes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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001685 27 11 19 04 Rasps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001686 27 11 19 05 Grinders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001687 27 11 19 06 Wood chisels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008863 27 11 19 07 Wire brushes 2.1 10/15/1999 0:00
008864 27 11 19 08 Sharpening stones or t12 3/15/2003 0:00
014656 27 11 19 09 Spatulas 5.04 3/14/2001 12:28
016836 27 11 19 10 Burins 7 6/29/2001 9:59
016966 27 11 19 11 Cross cut chisels 7.3 8/15/2001 9:00
009658 27 11 20 00 Garden tools 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001688 27 11 20 01 Machetes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001689 27 11 20 02 Spades 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001690 27 11 20 03 Rakes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001691 27 11 20 04 Shovels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001692 27 11 20 05 Axes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001693 27 11 20 06 Scythes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001694 27 11 20 07 Secateurs or pruning 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008889 27 11 20 08 Hoes 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
008939 27 11 20 09 Scrapers 3 1/15/2000 0:00
008940 27 11 20 10 Garden forks 3 1/15/2000 0:00
008941 27 11 20 11 Tool handles 3 1/15/2000 0:00
014530 27 11 20 12 Garden riddles 5.02 2/16/2001 16:19
014547 27 11 20 13 Post hole digger 5.02 2/16/2001 16:23
015060 27 11 20 14 Lawnmowers 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015078 27 11 20 15 Lawn scarifiers 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
014219 27 11 20 16 Hedge clippers 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015292 27 11 20 17 Digging bars 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
009659 27 11 21 00 Holding and clamping 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001695 27 11 21 01 Pipe vises 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001696 27 11 21 02 Bench vises 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001697 27 11 21 03 Hand clamps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001698 27 11 21 04 Tongs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001699 27 11 21 05 Tweezers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001700 27 11 21 06 Linemans pliers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001701 27 11 21 07 Adjustable widemouth 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001702 27 11 21 08 Needlenose pliers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008945 27 11 21 09 Magnetic tools 3 1/15/2000 0:00
008946 27 11 21 10 Retaining ring pliers 3 1/15/2000 0:00
008947 27 11 21 11 Alligator pliers 3 1/15/2000 0:00
008948 27 11 21 12 Tongue and groove pli 3 1/15/2000 0:00
008949 27 11 21 13 Slip or groove joint pli 3 1/15/2000 0:00
008950 27 11 21 14 Diagonal cut pliers 3 1/15/2000 0:00
008951 27 11 21 15 Locking pliers 3 1/15/2000 0:00
008952 27 11 21 16 Fence pliers 3 1/15/2000 0:00
008953 27 11 21 17 End cut pliers 3 1/15/2000 0:00
012709 27 11 21 19 Light bulb changer 4.05 12/18/2000 7:53
013934 27 11 21 20 C clamps 5 1/15/2001 9:12
013935 27 11 21 21 Corner clamps 5 1/15/2001 9:12
014187 27 11 21 22 Sheet metal pliers 5.01 1/31/2001 16:40
015052 27 11 21 23 Bench dog 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015154 27 11 21 24 Tensioners 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
016878 27 11 21 25 Round nose pliers 7.1 7/17/2001 10:24
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016879 27 11 21 26 Flat nose pliers 7.1 7/17/2001 10:24
016880 27 11 21 27 Strap wrenches 7.1 7/17/2001 10:24
017549 27 11 21 28 Curved nose pliers 8 10/1/2001 9:13
018216 27 11 21 29 Round handle clamps 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018217 27 11 21 30 Three jaw clamps 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018218 27 11 21 31 Deep throat jaw openin9 1/2/2002 13:00
018219 27 11 21 32 Hold down clamps 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018220 27 11 21 33 T handle clamps 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018558 27 11 21 34 Longnose pliers 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
009660 27 11 22 00 Masonry and concrete 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001703 27 11 22 01 Trowels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001704 27 11 22 02 Floats 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001705 27 11 22 03 Edgers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017833 27 11 22 05 Concrete vibrators 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
009661 27 11 23 00 Marking tools 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001706 27 11 23 01 Branders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001707 27 11 23 02 Awls 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001708 27 11 23 03 Scribers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001709 27 11 23 04 Chalk lines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008859 27 11 23 05 Metal markers or hold 2.1 10/15/1999 0:00
008964 27 11 23 06 Metal stamps 3 1/15/2000 0:00
009662 27 11 24 00 Fastener setting tools 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001710 27 11 24 01 Staple guns 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001711 27 11 24 02 Rivet tools 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001712 27 11 24 03 Banders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
011053 27 11 24 04 Anchor setting tools 4 8/29/2000 1:00
015426 27 11 24 05 Bolt heaters 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
017933 27 11 24 06 Tag guns 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
025749 27 11 24 07 Security tag detacher 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
009663 27 11 25 00 Prying and bending too2 2/22/1999 0:00
001713 27 11 25 01 Pipe bending tools 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001714 27 11 25 02 Pry bars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001715 27 11 25 03 Conduit benders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008861 27 11 25 04 Wedges 2.1 10/15/1999 0:00
008969 27 11 25 05 Packing hooks 3 1/15/2000 0:00
015516 27 11 25 06 Hickeys 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
009664 27 11 26 00 Sealing tools 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001716 27 11 26 01 Putty knives 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001717 27 11 26 02 Caulking tools 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009665 27 11 27 00 Power tools 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001718 27 11 27 01 Power blowers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001719 27 11 27 02 Power buffers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001720 27 11 27 03 Power drills 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001721 27 11 27 04 Power grinders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001722 27 11 27 05 Demolition hammers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001723 27 11 27 06 Power planes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001724 27 11 27 07 Power routers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001725 27 11 27 08 Power sanders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001726 27 11 27 09 Power saws 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001727 27 11 27 10 Power screwguns 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001728 27 11 27 11 Power staple guns 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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001729 27 11 27 12 Power trimmers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001730 27 11 27 13 Impact wrenches 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001731 27 11 27 14 Power caulking guns 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001732 27 11 27 15 Power chippers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001733 27 11 27 16 Power nail guns 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008867 27 11 27 17 Heat guns 2.1 10/15/1999 0:00
008979 27 11 27 18 Engravers 3 1/15/2000 0:00
010700 27 11 27 19 Glue guns 3.01 3/31/2000 0:00
010971 27 11 27 20 Torque tools 4 8/29/2000 1:00
014732 27 11 27 21 Biscuit jointers 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
009666 27 11 28 00 Tool attachments and 12 3/15/2003 0:00
001734 27 11 28 01 Drill bits 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001735 27 11 28 02 Saw blades 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001736 27 11 28 03 End mills 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001737 27 11 28 04 Stamping dies or pun 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001738 27 11 28 05 Threading dies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001739 27 11 28 06 Threading taps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001740 27 11 28 07 Chucks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001741 27 11 28 08 Collets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008302 27 11 28 09 Tool holders 2.05 7/1/1999 0:00
008868 27 11 28 10 Thread repair kits 2.1 10/15/1999 0:00
008983 27 11 28 11 Arbors 3 1/15/2000 0:00
011028 27 11 28 12 Countersinks 4 8/29/2000 1:00
012710 27 11 28 13 Extension pole 4.05 12/18/2000 7:53
014240 27 11 28 14 Screwdriver bits 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
014241 27 11 28 15 Nut driver bits 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
015223 27 11 28 18 Vise jaw liners or cap 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015529 27 11 28 19 Skiving tool cutter bla 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
016826 27 11 28 20 Lug crimping tool dies 7 6/29/2001 9:59
016972 27 11 28 21 Router bits 7.3 8/15/2001 9:00
018248 27 11 28 22 Hub adapters 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018433 27 11 28 23 Cutting chains 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018541 27 11 28 24 Chuck sleeves 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
023917 27 11 28 25 Tool template sets 10.1 5/15/2002 15:51
014933 27 11 28 26 Hole saws 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009667 27 11 29 00 Dispensing tools 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
008920 27 11 29 01 Grease guns 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
014532 27 11 29 02 Industrial funnels 5.02 2/16/2001 16:19
015158 27 11 29 03 Hand sprayers 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015160 27 11 29 04 Resin guns 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015202 27 11 29 05 Oil can 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015334 27 11 29 06 Caulking guns 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
016822 27 11 29 07 Broadcast spreaders 6.05 6/15/2001 10:32
024212 27 11 29 08 Oil gun 11.2 9/16/2002 11:48
009668 27 11 30 00 Brushes 3 1/15/2000 0:00
008961 27 11 30 01 Scratch brushes 3 1/15/2000 0:00
008962 27 11 30 02 Tube brushes 3 1/15/2000 0:00
008963 27 11 30 03 Applicator brushes 3 1/15/2000 0:00
018249 27 11 30 04 Stretcher brushes 9 1/2/2002 13:00
012683 27 11 31 00 Pulling tools 4.04 11/30/2000 12:26
012691 27 11 31 01 Fish tape 4.04 11/30/2000 12:26
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014510 27 11 31 02 Fuse pullers 5.02 2/16/2001 16:13
018395 27 11 31 03 Fids 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
014689 27 11 32 00 Tool kits 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014690 27 11 32 01 General tool kits 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
015081 27 11 32 02 Bearing fitting tool kits 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015189 27 11 32 03 Computer tool kits 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015517 27 11 32 04 Electrician kits 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
009115 27 12 00 00 Hydraulic machinery a 3 1/15/2000 0:00
009669 27 12 15 00 Hydraulic presses 3 1/15/2000 0:00
008982 27 12 15 01 Press return springs 3 1/15/2000 0:00
018513 27 12 15 02 Hydraulic press frames9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018514 27 12 15 03 Hydraulic press colum 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009670 27 12 16 00 Hydraulic cylinders and3 1/15/2000 0:00
008989 27 12 16 01 Cylinder pistons 3 1/15/2000 0:00
010937 27 12 16 02 Hydraulic cylinders 4 8/29/2000 1:00
017509 27 12 16 03 Hydraulic cylinder pisto7.5 9/14/2001 11:11
018416 27 12 16 04 Hydraulic cylinder or c 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018504 27 12 16 05 Hydraulic cylinder bar 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018615 27 12 16 06 Mounting bases for hy 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
010802 27 12 17 00 Hydraulic hose and tu 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010865 27 12 17 01 Hydraulic quick connec4.02 10/24/2000 14:00
010866 27 12 17 02 Hydraulic tees or cros 4.02 10/24/2000 14:00
010867 27 12 17 03 Ferrules 4.02 10/24/2000 14:00
010868 27 12 17 04 Hydraulic unions 4.02 10/24/2000 14:00
010870 27 12 17 05 Hydraulic or compres 4.02 10/24/2000 14:00
010871 27 12 17 06 Ferrule nuts 4.02 10/24/2000 14:00
010872 27 12 17 07 Crimp connectors 4.02 10/24/2000 14:00
016817 27 12 61 00 Hydraulic tools 6.05 6/15/2001 10:32
016818 27 12 61 01 Manhole cover lifters 6.05 6/15/2001 10:32
018417 27 12 61 02 Hydraulic accumulato 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009116 27 13 00 00 Pneumatic machinery 3 1/15/2000 0:00
009671 27 13 15 00 Pneumatic tools 3 1/15/2000 0:00
008936 27 13 15 01 Pneumatic impact wre 3 1/15/2000 0:00
012669 27 13 15 02 Compressed air gun 4.04 11/30/2000 8:59
014491 27 13 15 04 Pneumatic hammer 5.02 2/16/2001 16:07
014492 27 13 15 05 Pneumatic drill 5.02 2/16/2001 16:07
015434 27 13 15 06 Pneumatic nail drivers 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015498 27 13 15 07 Pneumatic sanding m 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
018170 27 13 15 08 Air motors 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018418 27 13 15 09 Pneumatic accumulat 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018434 27 13 15 10 Accumulator bladders 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018496 27 13 15 11 Pneumatic grinders 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
014490 27 13 15 12 Pneumatic screwdriver12 3/15/2003 0:00
009672 27 13 16 00 Air fittings and connect3 1/15/2000 0:00
008938 27 13 16 01 Air manifolds 3 1/15/2000 0:00
010890 27 13 16 03 Air regulators 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
010891 27 13 16 04 Pneumatic lubricators 10.2 6/14/2002 9:42
013905 27 13 16 05 Air curtain 5 1/15/2001 8:29
017959 27 13 16 08 Vacuum cups or pads 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
018435 27 13 16 09 Pneumatic silencers 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018436 27 13 16 10 Lubricator or regulator 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
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015272 27 13 16 13 Air coupling 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017554 27 13 16 14 Pneumatic adapters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016980 27 13 17 00 Pneumatic cylinders an7.4 8/31/2001 8:43
016981 27 13 17 01 Pneumatic cylinders 7.4 8/31/2001 8:43
016982 27 13 17 02 Pneumatic cylinder ro 7.4 8/31/2001 8:43
017507 27 13 17 03 Pneumatic cylinder pi 7.5 9/14/2001 11:11
017508 27 13 17 04 Pneumatic cylinder pi 7.5 9/14/2001 11:11
017511 27 13 17 05 Pneumatic cylinder ba 7.5 9/14/2001 11:11
018404 27 13 17 06 Pneumatic cylinder en 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018415 27 13 17 07 Pneumatic cylinder or 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018617 27 13 17 08 Mounting bases for pn 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
018627 27 13 17 09 Pneumatic cylinder cus9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
018430 27 14 00 00 Automotive specialty to9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018431 27 14 10 00 Body tools 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018630 27 14 10 01 Trim or molding tools 9.3 2/15/2002 11:44
018432 27 14 11 00 Suspension tools 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018633 27 14 11 01 Steering wheel puller 9.3 2/15/2002 12:09
009005 30 00 00 00 Structures and Building2 2/22/1999 0:00
009117 30 10 00 00 Structural materials a 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009673 30 10 15 00 Angles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001742 30 10 15 01 Ferrous alloy angles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001743 30 10 15 02 Non ferrous alloy angle2 2/22/1999 0:00
001744 30 10 15 03 Iron angles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001745 30 10 15 04 Steel angles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001746 30 10 15 05 Stainless steel angles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001747 30 10 15 06 Aluminum angles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001748 30 10 15 07 Magnesium angles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001749 30 10 15 08 Titanium angles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001750 30 10 15 09 Copper angles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001751 30 10 15 10 Brass angles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001752 30 10 15 11 Bronze angles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001753 30 10 15 12 Zinc angles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001754 30 10 15 13 Tin angles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001755 30 10 15 14 Lead angles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001756 30 10 15 15 Plastic angles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001757 30 10 15 16 Rubber angles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001758 30 10 15 17 Precious metal angles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009674 30 10 16 00 Bar 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001759 30 10 16 01 Ferrous alloy bars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001760 30 10 16 02 Non ferrous alloy bars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001761 30 10 16 03 Iron bars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001762 30 10 16 04 Steel bars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001763 30 10 16 05 Stainless steel bars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001764 30 10 16 06 Aluminum bars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001765 30 10 16 07 Magnesium bars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001766 30 10 16 08 Titanium bars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001767 30 10 16 09 Copper bars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001768 30 10 16 10 Brass bars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001769 30 10 16 11 Bronze bars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001770 30 10 16 12 Zinc bars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001771 30 10 16 13 Tin bars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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001772 30 10 16 14 Lead bars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001773 30 10 16 15 Plastic bars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001774 30 10 16 16 Precious metal bars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015503 30 10 16 17 Wooden bars 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
017555 30 10 16 18 Rubber bars 8 10/1/2001 9:13
009675 30 10 17 00 Beams 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001775 30 10 17 01 Ferrous alloy beams 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001776 30 10 17 02 Non ferrous alloy bea 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001777 30 10 17 03 Iron beams 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001778 30 10 17 04 Steel beams 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001779 30 10 17 05 Stainless steel beams 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001780 30 10 17 06 Aluminum beams 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001781 30 10 17 07 Magnesium beams 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001782 30 10 17 08 Titanium beams 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001783 30 10 17 09 Copper beams 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001784 30 10 17 10 Brass beams 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001785 30 10 17 11 Bronze beams 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001786 30 10 17 12 Zinc beams 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001787 30 10 17 13 Tin beams 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001788 30 10 17 14 Lead beams 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001789 30 10 17 15 Plastic beams 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001790 30 10 17 16 Rubber beams 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001791 30 10 17 17 Concrete beams 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001792 30 10 17 18 Precious metal beams 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009676 30 10 18 00 Channels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001793 30 10 18 01 Ferrous alloy channel 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001794 30 10 18 02 Non ferrous alloy cha 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001795 30 10 18 03 Iron channels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001796 30 10 18 04 Steel channels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001797 30 10 18 05 Stainless steel chann 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001798 30 10 18 06 Aluminum channels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001799 30 10 18 07 Magnesium channels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001800 30 10 18 08 Titanium channels 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
001801 30 10 18 09 Copper channels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001802 30 10 18 10 Brass channels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001803 30 10 18 11 Bronze channels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001804 30 10 18 12 Zinc channels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001805 30 10 18 13 Tin channels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001806 30 10 18 14 Lead channels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001807 30 10 18 15 Plastic channels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001808 30 10 18 16 Rubber channels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001809 30 10 18 17 Precious metal chann 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009677 30 10 19 00 Coil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001810 30 10 19 01 Ferrous alloy coil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001811 30 10 19 02 Non ferrous alloy coil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001812 30 10 19 03 Iron coil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001813 30 10 19 04 Steel coil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001814 30 10 19 05 Stainless steel coil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001815 30 10 19 06 Aluminum coil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001816 30 10 19 07 Magnesium coil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001817 30 10 19 08 Titanium coil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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001818 30 10 19 09 Copper coil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001819 30 10 19 10 Brass coil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001820 30 10 19 11 Bronze coil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001821 30 10 19 12 Zinc coil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001822 30 10 19 13 Tin coil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001823 30 10 19 14 Lead coil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001824 30 10 19 15 Plastic coil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001825 30 10 19 16 Precious metal coils 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014423 30 10 19 18 Perforated steel 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014424 30 10 19 19 Embossed steel 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014425 30 10 19 20 Compressed fiber coil 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014426 30 10 19 21 Fiber and rubber coil 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014427 30 10 19 22 Graphite coil 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
016978 30 10 19 23 Aluminized steel coil 7.4 8/31/2001 8:43
009678 30 10 20 00 Foil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001827 30 10 20 01 Ferrous alloy foil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001828 30 10 20 02 Non ferrous alloy foil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001829 30 10 20 03 Iron foil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001830 30 10 20 04 Steel foil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001831 30 10 20 05 Stainless steel foil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001832 30 10 20 06 Aluminum foil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001833 30 10 20 07 Magnesium foil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001834 30 10 20 08 Titanium foil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001835 30 10 20 09 Copper foil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001836 30 10 20 10 Brass foil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001837 30 10 20 11 Bronze foil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001838 30 10 20 12 Zinc foil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001839 30 10 20 13 Tin foil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001840 30 10 20 14 Lead foil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001841 30 10 20 15 Plastic foil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009680 30 10 22 00 Plate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001859 30 10 22 01 Ferrous alloy plate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001860 30 10 22 02 Non ferrous plate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001861 30 10 22 03 Iron plate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001862 30 10 22 04 Steel plate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001863 30 10 22 05 Stainless steel plate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001864 30 10 22 06 Aluminum plate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001865 30 10 22 07 Magnesium plate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001866 30 10 22 08 Titanium plate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001867 30 10 22 09 Copper plate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001868 30 10 22 10 Brass plate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001869 30 10 22 11 Bronze plate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001870 30 10 22 12 Zinc plate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001871 30 10 22 13 Tin plate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001872 30 10 22 14 Lead plate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001873 30 10 22 15 Plastic plate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001874 30 10 22 16 Rubber plate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001875 30 10 22 17 Concrete plate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001876 30 10 22 18 Precious metal plate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
024058 30 10 22 20 Nickel plate 11.1 8/15/2002 9:39
009681 30 10 23 00 Profiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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001878 30 10 23 01 Ferrous alloy profiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001879 30 10 23 02 Non ferrous alloy profil2 2/22/1999 0:00
001880 30 10 23 03 Iron profiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001881 30 10 23 04 Steel profiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001882 30 10 23 05 Stainless steel profile 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001883 30 10 23 06 Aluminum profiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001884 30 10 23 07 Magnesium profiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001885 30 10 23 08 Titanium profiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001886 30 10 23 09 Copper profiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001887 30 10 23 10 Brass profiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001888 30 10 23 11 Bronze profiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001889 30 10 23 12 Zinc profiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001890 30 10 23 13 Tin profiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001891 30 10 23 14 Lead profiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001892 30 10 23 15 Plastic profiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001893 30 10 23 16 Rubber profiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009682 30 10 24 00 Rod 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001894 30 10 24 01 Ferrous alloy rods 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001895 30 10 24 02 Non ferrous alloy rods 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001896 30 10 24 03 Iron rods 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001897 30 10 24 04 Steel rods 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001898 30 10 24 05 Stainless steel rods 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001899 30 10 24 06 Aluminum rods 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001900 30 10 24 07 Magnesium rods 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001901 30 10 24 08 Titanium rods 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001902 30 10 24 09 Copper rods 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001903 30 10 24 10 Brass rods 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001904 30 10 24 11 Bronze rods 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001905 30 10 24 12 Zinc rods 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001906 30 10 24 13 Tin rods 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001907 30 10 24 14 Lead rods 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001908 30 10 24 15 Plastic rods 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001909 30 10 24 16 Rubber rods 2 2/22/1999 0:00
024221 30 10 24 17 Nickel rod 11.2 9/16/2002 11:48
009683 30 10 25 00 Sheet 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001910 30 10 25 01 Ferrous alloy sheet 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001911 30 10 25 02 Non ferrous alloy she 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001912 30 10 25 03 Iron sheet 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001913 30 10 25 04 Steel sheet 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001914 30 10 25 05 Stainless steel sheet 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001915 30 10 25 06 Aluminum sheet 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001916 30 10 25 07 Magnesium sheet 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001917 30 10 25 08 Titanium sheet 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001918 30 10 25 09 Copper sheet 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001919 30 10 25 10 Brass sheet 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001920 30 10 25 11 Bronze sheet 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001921 30 10 25 12 Zinc sheet 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001922 30 10 25 13 Tin sheet 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001923 30 10 25 14 Lead sheet 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001924 30 10 25 15 Plastic sheet 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001925 30 10 25 16 Rubber sheet 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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001926 30 10 25 17 Armor sheet 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001927 30 10 25 18 Beryllium alloy sheet 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001928 30 10 25 19 Composite metal she 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001929 30 10 25 20 Nickel sheet 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014428 30 10 25 21 Foam Rubber Sheet 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014429 30 10 25 22 Cork and rubber shee 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014430 30 10 25 23 Compressed fiber shee5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014431 30 10 25 24 Metal inserted compre 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014432 30 10 25 25 Fiber and rubber sheet5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
015044 30 10 25 26 Asbestos sheets 6 3/29/2001 16:53
009684 30 10 26 00 Strip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001930 30 10 26 01 Ferrous alloy strip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001931 30 10 26 02 Non ferrous alloy strip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001932 30 10 26 03 Iron strip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001933 30 10 26 04 Steel strip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001934 30 10 26 05 Stainless steel strip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001935 30 10 26 06 Aluminum strip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001936 30 10 26 07 Magnesium strip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001937 30 10 26 08 Titanium strip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001938 30 10 26 09 Copper strip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001939 30 10 26 10 Brass strip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001940 30 10 26 11 Bronze strip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001941 30 10 26 12 Zinc strip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001942 30 10 26 13 Tin strip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001943 30 10 26 14 Lead strip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001944 30 10 26 15 Plastic strip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001945 30 10 26 16 Rubber strip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009686 30 10 28 00 Piling 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001966 30 10 28 01 Aluminum pilings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001967 30 10 28 02 Concrete pilings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001968 30 10 28 03 Steel pilings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009687 30 10 29 00 Post 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001969 30 10 29 01 Cement or concrete p 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001971 30 10 29 03 Metal posts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015046 30 10 29 04 Wooden posts 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015050 30 10 29 05 Plastic posts 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015051 30 10 29 06 Fiberglass posts 6 3/29/2001 16:53
009688 30 10 30 00 Shafting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001972 30 10 30 01 Steel shafting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001973 30 10 30 02 Stainless steel shaftin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009689 30 10 31 00 Rails 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001974 30 10 31 01 Steel rail 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001975 30 10 31 02 Aluminum rail 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001976 30 10 31 03 Metal rail 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009690 30 10 32 00 Grating 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001977 30 10 32 01 Steel grating 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001978 30 10 32 02 Stainless steel grating 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001979 30 10 32 03 Aluminum grating 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001980 30 10 32 04 Fiberglass grating 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001981 30 10 32 05 Iron grating 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017926 30 10 32 06 Plastic grating 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
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009691 30 10 33 00 Billets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001982 30 10 33 01 Aluminum billet 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001983 30 10 33 02 Brass billet 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001984 30 10 33 03 Bronze billets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001985 30 10 33 04 Copper billets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001986 30 10 33 05 Lead billets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001987 30 10 33 06 Zinc billets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001988 30 10 33 07 Steel billets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001989 30 10 33 08 Titanium billets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001990 30 10 33 09 Magnesium billets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001991 30 10 33 10 Precious metal billets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001992 30 10 33 11 Non ferrous metal bill 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001993 30 10 33 12 Ferrous metal billets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001994 30 10 33 13 Non metallic billets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009692 30 10 34 00 Ingots 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001995 30 10 34 01 Aluminum ingots 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001996 30 10 34 02 Brass ingots 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001997 30 10 34 03 Lead ingots 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001998 30 10 34 04 Zinc ingots 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001999 30 10 34 05 Steel ingots 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002000 30 10 34 06 Magnesium ingots 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002001 30 10 34 07 Bronze ingots 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002002 30 10 34 08 Copper ingots 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002003 30 10 34 09 Titanium ingots 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002004 30 10 34 10 Precious metal ingots 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002005 30 10 34 11 Ferrous alloy extrusio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002006 30 10 34 12 Non ferrous alloy extr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002007 30 10 34 13 Non metallic ingots 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009693 30 10 35 00 Honeycomb core 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002008 30 10 35 01 Aluminum honeycomb 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002009 30 10 35 02 Magnesium honeyco 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002010 30 10 35 03 Foam honeycomb cor 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002011 30 10 35 04 Plastic honeycomb cor2 2/22/1999 0:00
002012 30 10 35 05 Wooden honeycomb 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002013 30 10 35 06 Ferrous metal honeyc 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002014 30 10 35 07 Bronze honeycomb c 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002015 30 10 35 08 Copper honeycomb c 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002016 30 10 35 09 Steel honeycomb cor 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002017 30 10 35 10 Lead honeycomb core 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002018 30 10 35 11 Zinc honeycomb core 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002019 30 10 35 12 Titanium honeycomb 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002020 30 10 35 13 Brass honeycomb cor 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002021 30 10 35 14 Non ferrous metal hon 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002022 30 10 35 15 Precious metal honey 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009694 30 10 36 00 Structural products 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002023 30 10 36 01 Wood beams 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002024 30 10 36 02 Wood composite bea 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002025 30 10 36 03 Framing lumber 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002026 30 10 36 04 Wood sheathing or she2 2/22/1999 0:00
002027 30 10 36 05 Wood planks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002028 30 10 36 06 Wood trusses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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002029 30 10 36 07 Wood joists 2 2/22/1999 0:00
024270 30 10 36 08 Wooden poles or tele 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014319 30 10 37 00 Braid 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014320 30 10 37 01 Stainless steel braid 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
009118 30 11 00 00 Concrete and cement 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009695 30 11 15 00 Concrete and mortars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002030 30 11 15 01 Foamed concrete 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002031 30 11 15 02 Conductive concrete 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002032 30 11 15 03 Insulating concrete 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002033 30 11 15 04 Mortars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009696 30 11 16 00 Cement and lime 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002034 30 11 16 01 Cement 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002035 30 11 16 02 Chlorinated lime 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002036 30 11 16 03 Hydraulic lime 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002037 30 11 16 04 Hydrated lime 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002038 30 11 16 05 Lean lime 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015514 30 11 16 06 Grout 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
016961 30 11 16 07 Unslaked lime 7.3 8/15/2001 9:00
009697 30 11 17 00 Plasters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002039 30 11 17 01 Gypsum plaster 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009119 30 12 00 00 Roads and landscape 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009698 30 12 15 00 Bituminous derivative 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002040 30 12 15 01 Coal tar 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002042 30 12 15 03 Creosote 11.2 9/16/2002 11:48
009699 30 12 16 00 Asphalts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002043 30 12 16 01 Asphalt 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002044 30 12 16 02 Pitch 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002045 30 12 16 03 Gilsonite 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002046 30 12 16 04 Cutback products 2 2/22/1999 0:00
012548 30 12 16 05 Manhole frames with 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
009120 30 13 00 00 Structural building prod2 2/22/1999 0:00
009700 30 13 15 00 Blocks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002047 30 13 15 01 Cement blocks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002048 30 13 15 02 Concrete blocks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002049 30 13 15 03 Stone blocks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002050 30 13 15 04 Ceramic blocks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009701 30 13 16 00 Bricks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002051 30 13 16 01 Cement bricks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002052 30 13 16 02 Ceramic bricks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002053 30 13 16 03 Concrete bricks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002054 30 13 16 04 Stone bricks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009702 30 13 17 00 Tiles and flagstones 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002055 30 13 17 01 Cement tiles or flagst 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002056 30 13 17 02 Stone tiles or flagston 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002057 30 13 17 03 Concrete tiles or flags 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002058 30 13 17 04 Ceramic tiles or flagst 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015043 30 13 17 05 Head stones 6 3/29/2001 16:53
009121 30 14 00 00 Insulation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009703 30 14 15 00 Thermal insulation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002059 30 14 15 01 Weather stripping 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002060 30 14 15 02 Insulation blankets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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002061 30 14 15 03 Foam insulation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002062 30 14 15 04 Insulation batts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002063 30 14 15 05 Thermal insulation slee2 2/22/1999 0:00
002064 30 14 15 06 Loose fill insulation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002065 30 14 15 07 Rigid board insulation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002066 30 14 15 08 Fiber insulation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015506 30 14 15 10 Door sweep 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
016816 30 14 15 11 Window film 6.05 6/15/2001 10:32
018515 30 14 15 12 Thermal insulation kit 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
025238 30 14 15 13 Thermal Insulating bri 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
009704 30 14 16 00 Specialty insulation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002067 30 14 16 01 Acoustical insulation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002068 30 14 16 02 Non thermal insulatio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014435 30 14 16 03 Heat Shields 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
009122 30 15 00 00 Exterior finishing mate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009705 30 15 15 00 Roofing materials 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002069 30 15 15 01 Roll roofing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002070 30 15 15 02 Roof valleys 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002071 30 15 15 03 Roofing fabrics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002072 30 15 15 04 Roofing felts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002073 30 15 15 05 Roofing membranes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002074 30 15 15 06 Roofing tiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002075 30 15 15 07 Shakes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002076 30 15 15 08 Shingles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002077 30 15 15 09 Trusses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002078 30 15 15 10 Slate roofing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009706 30 15 16 00 Roofing accessories 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002079 30 15 16 01 Roof fascias 7.3 8/15/2001 9:00
002080 30 15 16 02 Flashings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002081 30 15 16 03 Gravel stops 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002082 30 15 16 04 Roofing brushes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002083 30 15 16 05 Roofing drains 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002084 30 15 16 06 Roofing mops 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002085 30 15 16 07 Roofing vents 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002086 30 15 16 08 Soffits 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015242 30 15 16 09 Roof curbs 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015526 30 15 16 10 Roof rippers 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
009707 30 15 17 00 Rain gutters and acces2 2/22/1999 0:00
002087 30 15 17 01 Downspouts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002088 30 15 17 02 Drip caps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002089 30 15 17 03 Gutters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002090 30 15 17 04 Splashblocks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009708 30 15 18 00 Siding and exterior wa 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002091 30 15 18 01 Shutters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002092 30 15 18 02 Siding 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002093 30 15 18 03 Siding butt joints 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002094 30 15 18 04 Siding corners 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002095 30 15 18 05 Stucco 2 2/22/1999 0:00
011019 30 15 18 06 Glass curtainwalling 4 8/29/2000 1:00
009709 30 15 19 00 Finishing materials and2 2/22/1999 0:00
002096 30 15 19 01 Awnings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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002097 30 15 19 02 Exterior trim materials 2 2/22/1999 0:00
011141 30 15 20 00 Fencing 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011142 30 15 20 01 Metal fencing 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011143 30 15 20 02 Wood fencing 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
017488 30 15 20 03 Fibrocement fencing 7.5 9/14/2001 11:11
014321 30 15 21 00 Surface 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014322 30 15 21 01 Shot steel 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
009123 30 16 00 00 Interior finishing mate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009710 30 16 15 00 Wall finishing materials2 2/22/1999 0:00
002098 30 16 15 01 Wallboard 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002099 30 16 15 02 Wallpapers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002100 30 16 15 03 Drywall 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002101 30 16 15 04 Corner guards 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002102 30 16 15 05 Panels or panelling 2 2/22/1999 0:00
012696 30 16 15 07 Drywall joint compound4.05 12/18/2000 7:29
015433 30 16 15 08 Wallpaper roller 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
019302 30 16 15 09 Gypsum board 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
009711 30 16 16 00 Ceiling materials 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002104 30 16 16 01 Acoustic ceiling tiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002105 30 16 16 02 Ceiling panels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002106 30 16 16 03 Coffers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002107 30 16 16 04 Suspended ceiling sy 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009712 30 16 17 00 Flooring 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002108 30 16 17 01 Carpeting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002109 30 16 17 02 Wood flooring 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002110 30 16 17 03 Linoleum 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002111 30 16 17 05 Rubber flooring 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002112 30 16 17 06 Stone or tile flooring 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002113 30 16 17 07 Vinyl flooring 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002114 30 16 17 08 Knotted carpeting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002115 30 16 17 09 Tufted carpeting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002116 30 16 17 10 Laminate flooring 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002117 30 16 17 11 Outdoor carpeting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002118 30 16 17 12 Flooring joists 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002119 30 16 17 13 Carpet pads 2 2/22/1999 0:00
011041 30 16 17 14 Cork flooring 4 8/29/2000 1:00
014759 30 16 17 15 Duckboards 5.04 3/14/2001 13:03
015515 30 16 17 16 Tile spacers 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
017502 30 16 17 17 Access flooring 7.5 9/14/2001 11:11
018618 30 16 17 18 Non skid steel flooring 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
019256 30 16 17 19 Carpet or rug underla 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
009713 30 16 18 00 Cabinetry 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002120 30 16 18 01 Cabinets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002121 30 16 18 02 Countertops 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009714 30 16 19 00 Molding and millwork 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002122 30 16 19 01 Louvers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002123 30 16 19 02 Columns 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002124 30 16 19 03 Wainscoting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002125 30 16 19 04 Cornices 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002126 30 16 19 05 Door surrounds 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002127 30 16 19 06 Molding 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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002128 30 16 19 07 Stairs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002129 30 16 19 08 Stair parts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009124 30 17 00 00 Doors and windows a 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009715 30 17 15 00 Doors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002130 30 17 15 01 Glass doors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002131 30 17 15 02 Screen doors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002132 30 17 15 03 Rolling doors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002133 30 17 15 04 Wooden doors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002134 30 17 15 05 Metal doors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002135 30 17 15 06 Storm doors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002136 30 17 15 07 Door frames 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002137 30 17 15 08 Pocket doors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
011020 30 17 15 09 Revolving doors 4 8/29/2000 1:00
015371 30 17 15 10 Automatic doors 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015490 30 17 15 11 Swing door 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
015525 30 17 15 12 Door openers 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
018570 30 17 15 13 Kick plates 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
014211 30 17 15 14 Door closers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009716 30 17 16 00 Windows 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002138 30 17 16 04 Double hung windows 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002139 30 17 16 05 Single hung windows 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002140 30 17 16 06 Casement windows 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002141 30 17 16 07 Horizontal slider wind 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002142 30 17 16 08 Tilt or transom windo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002143 30 17 16 09 Fixed windows 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002144 30 17 16 10 Bay windows 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002145 30 17 16 11 Bow windows 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002146 30 17 16 12 Projected windows 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002147 30 17 16 13 Window walls 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014217 30 17 16 14 Window screens 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
014608 30 17 16 15 French windows 5.03 2/28/2001 12:44
009717 30 17 17 00 Glass products 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002148 30 17 17 01 Paving blocks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002149 30 17 17 03 Beveled glass 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002150 30 17 17 04 Leaded glass 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002151 30 17 17 05 Laminated glass 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002152 30 17 17 06 Tempered glass 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002153 30 17 17 07 Safety glass 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002154 30 17 17 08 Float glass 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002155 30 17 17 09 Wired glass 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009718 30 17 18 00 Skylights 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002156 30 17 18 01 Fixed skylights 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002157 30 17 18 02 Vented skylights 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002158 30 17 18 03 Tube skylights 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009719 30 17 19 00 Window frames 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002159 30 17 19 01 Double hung window 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002160 30 17 19 02 Single hung window fra2 2/22/1999 0:00
002161 30 17 19 03 Casement window fra 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002162 30 17 19 04 Horizontal slider wind 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002163 30 17 19 05 Tilt or transom windo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002164 30 17 19 06 Fixed window frames 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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015442 30 17 20 00 Gates 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015443 30 17 20 01 Single bar gate 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015444 30 17 20 02 Double bar gate 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
009125 30 18 00 00 Plumbing fixtures 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009720 30 18 15 00 Sanitary ware 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002165 30 18 15 01 Bathtubs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002166 30 18 15 02 Bidets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002167 30 18 15 03 Showers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002168 30 18 15 04 Sinks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002169 30 18 15 05 Toilets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002170 30 18 15 06 Urinals 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002171 30 18 15 07 Bathtub or shower en 2 2/22/1999 0:00
013897 30 18 15 08 Restroom partitions 5 1/15/2001 8:29
015092 30 18 15 09 Soap dishes 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015093 30 18 15 10 Napkin rings 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
018250 30 18 15 11 Toilet bowls 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018251 30 18 15 12 Toilet seats 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018252 30 18 15 13 Toilet seat lids 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018303 30 18 15 14 Toilet tank covers 9.1 1/15/2002 10:05
018304 30 18 15 15 Toilet tanks 9.1 1/15/2002 10:05
009126 30 19 00 00 Construction and mai 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009721 30 19 15 00 Ladders and scaffoldi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002172 30 19 15 01 Ladders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002173 30 19 15 02 Scaffolding 2 2/22/1999 0:00
012693 30 19 15 05 Step stool 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015275 30 19 16 00 Ladders and scaffoldi 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015276 30 19 16 01 Handrails 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015277 30 19 16 02 Scaffolding stabilizers 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
016919 30 19 16 03 Scaffolding flooring 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
009127 30 20 00 00 Prefabricated structur 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009722 30 20 15 00 Prefabricated farm str 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002174 30 20 15 01 Silos 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002175 30 20 15 02 Greenhouses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009723 30 20 16 00 Prefabricated residenti2 2/22/1999 0:00
002176 30 20 16 01 Houses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002177 30 20 16 02 Mobile homes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002178 30 20 16 03 Cabins 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015126 30 20 16 04 Garages 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
016783 30 20 16 05 Gazebo 6.05 6/15/2001 10:32
018607 30 20 16 06 Home kitchens 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
009724 30 20 17 00 Prefabricated commer 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002179 30 20 17 01 In plant offices 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002180 30 20 17 02 Spray booths 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002181 30 20 17 03 Storage sheds 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002182 30 20 17 04 Clean rooms 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002183 30 20 17 05 Guardhouses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002184 30 20 17 06 Portable toilettes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002185 30 20 17 07 Warehouses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
012555 30 20 17 08 Auditorium 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
016790 30 20 17 10 Office kitchens 6.05 6/15/2001 10:32
015332 30 20 17 11 Conservatory 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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024271 30 20 17 12 Phone box or phone b 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009725 30 20 18 00 Prefabricated emerge 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002186 30 20 18 01 Shelters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002187 30 20 18 02 Emergency tent halls 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002188 30 20 18 03 Container units 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009726 30 20 19 00 Prefabricated medical 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002189 30 20 19 01 Medical units 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002190 30 20 19 02 Laboratory units 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002191 30 20 19 03 Dental units 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002192 30 20 19 04 Surgical units 2 2/22/1999 0:00
012557 30 22 00 00 Permanent structures 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
012558 30 22 10 00 Commercial and entert6 3/28/2001 10:00
012559 30 22 10 01 Shopping malls 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
010887 30 22 10 02 Parking structures 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014802 30 22 10 03 Cafeteria 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014803 30 22 10 04 Shop buildings 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014804 30 22 10 05 Shopping center 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014805 30 22 10 06 Canteen 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014806 30 22 10 07 Theater 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014807 30 22 10 09 Market 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014808 30 22 10 10 Childrens play area 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014809 30 22 10 11 Zoo 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014810 30 22 10 12 Gardens 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014811 30 22 10 13 Parks 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014812 30 22 10 14 Waterside leisure facili6 3/28/2001 10:00
012561 30 22 20 00 Transport structures 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
012562 30 22 20 01 Steel bridges 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
012563 30 22 20 02 Dry dock 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
014813 30 22 20 03 Bus station 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014814 30 22 20 04 Bus garage 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014815 30 22 20 05 Service area building 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014816 30 22 20 06 Railway station 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014817 30 22 20 07 Railway depot 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014818 30 22 20 08 Underground railway 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014819 30 22 20 09 Rail terminal building 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014820 30 22 20 10 Tramway depot 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014821 30 22 20 11 Tramway platforms 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014822 30 22 20 12 Airport buildings 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014823 30 22 20 13 Airport control tower 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014824 30 22 20 14 Airfield 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014825 30 22 20 15 Runway 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014826 30 22 20 16 Quay 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014827 30 22 20 17 Pier 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014828 30 22 20 18 Dock 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014829 30 22 20 19 Wharf 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014830 30 22 20 20 Marina 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014831 30 22 20 21 Yacht harbor 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014832 30 22 20 22 Breakwater 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014833 30 22 20 23 Seawall 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014834 30 22 20 24 Ferry terminal building 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014835 30 22 20 25 Ro ro terminal 6 3/28/2001 10:00
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014836 30 22 20 26 Lighthouse 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014837 30 22 20 27 Road bridge 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014838 30 22 20 28 Railway bridge 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014839 30 22 20 29 Footbridge 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014840 30 22 20 30 Road viaduct 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014841 30 22 20 31 Railway viaduct 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014842 30 22 20 32 Underpass 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014843 30 22 20 33 Overpass 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014844 30 22 20 34 Subway 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014845 30 22 20 35 Culverts 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014846 30 22 20 36 Road tunnel 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014847 30 22 20 37 Railway tunnel 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014848 30 22 20 38 Pedestrian tunnel 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014849 30 22 20 39 Canal tunnel 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014850 30 22 20 40 Under river tunnel 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014851 30 22 20 41 Undersea tunnel 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014852 30 22 20 42 Highways 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014853 30 22 20 43 Crossroad 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014854 30 22 20 44 Ring road 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014855 30 22 20 45 Trunk road 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014856 30 22 20 46 Secondary road 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014857 30 22 20 47 Access road 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014858 30 22 20 48 Slip road 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014859 30 22 20 49 Dual carriageway 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014860 30 22 20 50 Single carriageway 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014861 30 22 20 51 Road junction 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014862 30 22 20 52 Pedestrian ways 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014863 30 22 20 53 Pedestrian overpass 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014864 30 22 20 54 Footpath 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014865 30 22 20 55 Cycle path 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014866 30 22 20 56 Pipeline carrying bridg 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014867 30 22 20 57 Pipelines 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014868 30 22 20 58 Pumping station 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014869 30 22 20 59 Sewage pumping stati 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014870 30 22 20 60 Sewage outfall 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014871 30 22 20 61 Parking lot 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014872 30 22 20 63 Motorway service are 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014776 30 22 21 00 Public structures 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014777 30 22 21 01 Post office 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014778 30 22 21 02 Bank 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014779 30 22 21 03 Police station 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014780 30 22 21 04 Court building 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014781 30 22 21 05 Prison building 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014782 30 22 21 06 Fire station 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014783 30 22 21 07 Ambulance station 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014784 30 22 21 08 Mountain rescue buildi6 3/28/2001 10:00
014785 30 22 21 09 Lifeboat station 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014786 30 22 21 10 Coastguard building 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014787 30 22 21 11 Rescue service statio 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014788 30 22 21 12 Civic center 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014789 30 22 21 13 Crematorium 6 3/28/2001 10:00
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014790 30 22 21 14 Art gallery 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014791 30 22 21 15 Prehistoric monument 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014792 30 22 21 16 Ticket offices 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014793 30 22 22 00 Utilities structures 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014794 30 22 22 01 Radar station 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014795 30 22 22 02 Substation 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014796 30 22 22 03 Nuclear power station 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014797 30 22 22 04 Water tower 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014798 30 22 22 05 Wells 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014799 30 22 22 06 Mobile telephone bas 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014800 30 22 22 07 Dam 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014801 30 22 22 08 Oil or gas platforms 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014873 30 22 23 00 Educational and rese 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014874 30 22 23 01 Schools 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014875 30 22 23 02 Polytechnic 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014876 30 22 23 03 Vocational college 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014877 30 22 23 04 Lecture theater 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014878 30 22 23 05 Library 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014879 30 22 23 06 Language laboratory 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014880 30 22 23 07 Laboratory building 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014881 30 22 23 08 Meteorological stations6 3/28/2001 10:00
014882 30 22 23 09 Research or testing fac6 3/28/2001 10:00
014883 30 22 24 00 Hospital structures 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014884 30 22 24 01 Clinic 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014885 30 22 24 02 Nursing home 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014886 30 22 24 03 Operating theater 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014887 30 22 24 04 Intensive care unit 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014888 30 22 24 05 Diagnostic screening 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014889 30 22 24 06 Screening rooms 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014890 30 22 24 07 Fluoroscopy room 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014891 30 22 24 08 Pathology room 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014892 30 22 24 09 Catheter room 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014893 30 22 25 00 Accommodation struc 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014894 30 22 25 01 Residential homes 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014895 30 22 25 02 Flats 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014896 30 22 25 03 Childrens home 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014897 30 22 25 04 Daycare center 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014898 30 22 25 05 Retirement home 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014899 30 22 25 06 Old peoples home 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014900 30 22 25 07 Hostel 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014901 30 22 26 00 Sports and health struc6 3/28/2001 10:00
014902 30 22 26 01 Stadium 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014903 30 22 26 02 Sports ground 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014904 30 22 26 03 Running track 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014905 30 22 26 04 Sports hall 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014906 30 22 26 05 Spa 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014907 30 22 26 06 Gymnasium 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014908 30 22 26 07 Swimming pool 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014909 30 22 26 08 Water sports facilities 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014910 30 22 27 00 Industrial structures 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014911 30 22 27 01 Workshops 6 3/28/2001 10:00
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014912 30 22 27 02 Cold storage installati 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014913 30 22 27 03 Warehouse stores 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014914 30 22 28 00 Agricultural and farmi 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014915 30 22 28 01 Barn 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014916 30 22 28 02 Cowsheds 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014917 30 22 28 03 Irrigation channel 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014918 30 22 29 00 Defense structures 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014919 30 22 29 01 Military bunker 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014920 30 22 29 02 Military shelter 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014921 30 22 29 03 Barracks 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014922 30 22 29 04 Military mess 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014923 30 22 30 00 Religious structures 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014924 30 22 30 01 Churches 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014925 30 22 30 02 Temples 6 3/28/2001 10:00
014926 30 22 30 03 Mosques 6 3/28/2001 10:00
009006 31 00 00 00 Manufacturing Compo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009129 31 10 00 00 Castings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009734 31 10 15 00 Die castings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002283 31 10 15 01 Aluminum die casting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002284 31 10 15 02 Ferrous alloy die castin2 2/22/1999 0:00
002285 31 10 15 03 Iron die castings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002286 31 10 15 04 Non ferrous alloy die 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002287 31 10 15 05 Stainless steel die cas 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002288 31 10 15 06 Steel die castings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002289 31 10 15 07 Magnesium die castin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002290 31 10 15 08 Zinc die castings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002291 31 10 15 09 Tin die castings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002292 31 10 15 10 Titanium die castings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002293 31 10 15 11 Beryllium die castings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002294 31 10 15 12 Precious metal die ca 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002295 31 10 15 13 Copper die castings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002296 31 10 15 14 Lead die castings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002297 31 10 15 15 Brass die castings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002298 31 10 15 16 Bronze die castings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009735 31 10 16 00 Sand castings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002299 31 10 16 01 Non ferrous alloy san 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002300 31 10 16 02 Ferrous alloy sand ca 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002301 31 10 16 03 Steel sand castings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002302 31 10 16 04 Stainless steel sand c 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002303 31 10 16 05 Iron sand castings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002304 31 10 16 06 Aluminum sand casting2 2/22/1999 0:00
002305 31 10 16 07 Magnesium sand casti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002306 31 10 16 08 Titanium sand castings2 2/22/1999 0:00
002307 31 10 16 09 Beryllium sand castin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002308 31 10 16 10 Copper sand castings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002309 31 10 16 11 Brass sand castings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002310 31 10 16 12 Bronze sand castings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002311 31 10 16 13 Zinc sand castings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002312 31 10 16 14 Tin sand castings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002313 31 10 16 15 Lead sand castings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002314 31 10 16 16 Precious metal sand c 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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009736 31 10 17 00 Permanent mold casti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002315 31 10 17 01 Non ferrous alloy per 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002316 31 10 17 02 Ferrous alloy perman 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002317 31 10 17 03 Steel permanent mold 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002318 31 10 17 04 Stainless steel perma 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002319 31 10 17 05 Iron permanent mold 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002320 31 10 17 06 Aluminum permanent m2 2/22/1999 0:00
002321 31 10 17 07 Magnesium permane 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002322 31 10 17 08 Titanium permanent 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002323 31 10 17 09 Beryllium permanent 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002324 31 10 17 10 Copper permanent m 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002325 31 10 17 11 Brass permanent mol 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002326 31 10 17 12 Bronze permanent mo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002327 31 10 17 13 Zinc permanent mold 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002328 31 10 17 14 Tin permanent mold c 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002329 31 10 17 15 Lead permanent mold 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002330 31 10 17 16 Precious metal perman2 2/22/1999 0:00
009737 31 10 18 00 Shell mold castings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002331 31 10 18 01 Non ferrous alloy shell 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002332 31 10 18 02 Ferrous alloy shell mol2 2/22/1999 0:00
002333 31 10 18 03 Steel shell mold casti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002334 31 10 18 04 Stainless steel shell m 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002335 31 10 18 05 Iron shell mold castin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002336 31 10 18 06 Aluminum shell mold 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002337 31 10 18 07 Magnesium shell mol 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002338 31 10 18 08 Titanium shell mold c 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002339 31 10 18 09 Beryllium shell mold c 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002340 31 10 18 10 Copper shell mold cas 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002341 31 10 18 11 Brass shell mold casti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002342 31 10 18 12 Bronze shell mold cast2 2/22/1999 0:00
002343 31 10 18 13 Zinc shell mold castin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002344 31 10 18 14 Tin shell mold casting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002345 31 10 18 15 Lead shell mold castin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002346 31 10 18 16 Precious shell mold c 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009738 31 10 19 00 Investment castings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002347 31 10 19 01 Non ferrous alloy inve 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002348 31 10 19 02 Ferrous alloy investm 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002349 31 10 19 03 Steel investment castin2 2/22/1999 0:00
002350 31 10 19 04 Stainless steel invest 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002351 31 10 19 05 Iron investment casting2 2/22/1999 0:00
002352 31 10 19 06 Aluminum investment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002353 31 10 19 07 Magnesium investme 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002354 31 10 19 08 Zinc investment castin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002355 31 10 19 09 Tin investment castin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002356 31 10 19 10 Lead investment casti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002357 31 10 19 11 Precious metal invest 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002358 31 10 19 12 Titanium investment ca2 2/22/1999 0:00
009739 31 10 20 00 Centrifugal castings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002359 31 10 20 01 Non ferrous alloy centr2 2/22/1999 0:00
002360 31 10 20 02 Ferrous alloy centrifug 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002361 31 10 20 03 Steel centrifugal casti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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002362 31 10 20 04 Stainless steel centrif 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002363 31 10 20 05 Iron centrifugal castin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002364 31 10 20 06 Aluminum centrifugal 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002365 31 10 20 07 Magnesium centrifuga 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002366 31 10 20 08 Titanium centrifugal c 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002367 31 10 20 09 Beryllium centrifugal ca2 2/22/1999 0:00
002368 31 10 20 10 Copper centrifugal ca 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002369 31 10 20 11 Brass centrifugal castin2 2/22/1999 0:00
002370 31 10 20 12 Bronze centrifugal cas 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002371 31 10 20 13 Zinc centrifugal castin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002372 31 10 20 14 Tin centrifugal castings2 2/22/1999 0:00
002373 31 10 20 15 Lead centrifugal casti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002374 31 10 20 16 Precious metal centrif 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009740 31 10 21 00 Ceramic mold casting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002375 31 10 21 01 Non ferrous alloy ceram2 2/22/1999 0:00
002376 31 10 21 02 Ferrous alloy ceramic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002377 31 10 21 03 Steel ceramic mold ca 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002378 31 10 21 04 Stainless steel ceramic2 2/22/1999 0:00
002379 31 10 21 05 Iron ceramic mold cast2 2/22/1999 0:00
002380 31 10 21 06 Aluminum ceramic mo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002381 31 10 21 07 Magnesium ceramic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002382 31 10 21 08 Titanium ceramic mol 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002383 31 10 21 09 Beryllium ceramic mold2 2/22/1999 0:00
002384 31 10 21 10 Copper ceramic mold c2 2/22/1999 0:00
002385 31 10 21 11 Brass ceramic mold c 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002386 31 10 21 12 Bronze ceramic mold 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002387 31 10 21 13 Zinc ceramic mold ca 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002388 31 10 21 14 Tin ceramic mold casti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002389 31 10 21 15 Lead ceramic mold cas2 2/22/1999 0:00
002390 31 10 21 16 Precious metal cerami 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009741 31 10 22 00 Graphite mold castings2 2/22/1999 0:00
002391 31 10 22 01 Non ferrous alloy grap 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002392 31 10 22 02 Ferrous alloy graphite 8 10/1/2001 9:13
002393 31 10 22 03 Steel graphite mold c 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002394 31 10 22 04 Stainless steel graphite2 2/22/1999 0:00
002395 31 10 22 05 Iron graphite mold cas 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002396 31 10 22 06 Aluminum graphite m 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002397 31 10 22 07 Magnesium graphite 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002398 31 10 22 08 Titanium graphite mol 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002399 31 10 22 09 Beryllium graphite mol 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002400 31 10 22 10 Copper graphite mold 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002401 31 10 22 11 Brass graphite mold c 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002402 31 10 22 12 Bronze graphite mold c2 2/22/1999 0:00
002403 31 10 22 13 Zinc graphite mold ca 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002404 31 10 22 14 Tin graphite mold cast 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002405 31 10 22 15 Lead graphite mold ca 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002406 31 10 22 16 Precious metal graphi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009742 31 10 23 00 Plaster mold castings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002407 31 10 23 01 Non ferrous alloy plas 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002408 31 10 23 02 Ferrous alloy plaster 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002409 31 10 23 03 Steel plaster mold cast2 2/22/1999 0:00
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002410 31 10 23 04 Stainless steel plaster 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002411 31 10 23 05 Iron plaster mold castin2 2/22/1999 0:00
002412 31 10 23 06 Aluminum plaster mol 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002413 31 10 23 07 Magnesium plaster m 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002414 31 10 23 08 Titanium plaster mold 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002415 31 10 23 09 Beryllium plaster mold 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002416 31 10 23 10 Copper plaster mold ca2 2/22/1999 0:00
002417 31 10 23 11 Brass plaster mold ca 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002418 31 10 23 12 Bronze plaster mold c 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002419 31 10 23 13 Zinc plaster mold casti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002420 31 10 23 14 Tin plaster mold casti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002421 31 10 23 15 Lead plaster mold cast2 2/22/1999 0:00
002422 31 10 23 16 Precious metal plaste 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009743 31 10 24 00 V process castings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002423 31 10 24 01 Non ferrous alloy v pr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002424 31 10 24 02 Ferrous alloy v proces 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002425 31 10 24 03 Steel v process casting2 2/22/1999 0:00
002426 31 10 24 04 Stainless steel v proc 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002427 31 10 24 05 Iron v process castings2 2/22/1999 0:00
002428 31 10 24 06 Aluminum v process ca2 2/22/1999 0:00
002429 31 10 24 07 Magnesium v process 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002430 31 10 24 08 Titanium v process cas2 2/22/1999 0:00
002431 31 10 24 09 Beryllium v process c 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002432 31 10 24 10 Copper v process cas 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002433 31 10 24 11 Brass v process casti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002434 31 10 24 12 Bronze v process cast 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002435 31 10 24 13 Zinc v process casting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002436 31 10 24 14 Tin v process castings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002437 31 10 24 15 Lead v process castin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002438 31 10 24 16 Precious metal v proc 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009130 31 11 00 00 Extrusions 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009744 31 11 15 00 Profile extrusions 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002439 31 11 15 01 Aluminum profile extr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002440 31 11 15 02 Beryllium profile extru 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002441 31 11 15 03 Brass profile extrusion 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002442 31 11 15 04 Bronze profile extrusi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002443 31 11 15 05 Copper profile extrusi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002444 31 11 15 06 Ferrous alloy profile e 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002445 31 11 15 07 Lead profile extrusion 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002446 31 11 15 08 Magnesium profile extr2 2/22/1999 0:00
002447 31 11 15 09 Non ferrous alloy profil2 2/22/1999 0:00
002448 31 11 15 10 Plastic profile extrusion2 2/22/1999 0:00
002449 31 11 15 11 Precious metal profile 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002450 31 11 15 12 Rubber profile extrusi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002451 31 11 15 13 Stainless steel profile e2 2/22/1999 0:00
002452 31 11 15 14 Steel profile extrusion 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002453 31 11 15 15 Tin profile extrusions 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002454 31 11 15 16 Titanium profile extrus 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002455 31 11 15 17 Zinc profile extrusions 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009745 31 11 16 00 Impact extrusions 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002456 31 11 16 01 Aluminum impact extr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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002457 31 11 16 02 Beryllium impact extru 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002458 31 11 16 03 Brass impact extrusio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002459 31 11 16 04 Bronze impact extrusi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002460 31 11 16 05 Copper impact extrusio2 2/22/1999 0:00
002461 31 11 16 06 Ferrous alloy impact ex2 2/22/1999 0:00
002462 31 11 16 07 Lead impact extrusions2 2/22/1999 0:00
002463 31 11 16 08 Magnesium impact ext2 2/22/1999 0:00
002464 31 11 16 09 Non ferrous alloy imp 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002465 31 11 16 10 Plastic impact extrusi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002466 31 11 16 11 Precious metal impact 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002467 31 11 16 12 Rubber impact extrusio2 2/22/1999 0:00
002468 31 11 16 13 Stainless steel impact 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002469 31 11 16 14 Steel impact extrusion 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002470 31 11 16 15 Tin impact extrusions 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002471 31 11 16 16 Titanium impact extru 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002472 31 11 16 17 Zinc impact extrusion 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009746 31 11 17 00 Cold extrusions 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002473 31 11 17 01 Aluminum cold extrusio2 2/22/1999 0:00
002474 31 11 17 02 Beryllium cold extrusi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002475 31 11 17 03 Brass cold extrusions 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002476 31 11 17 04 Bronze cold extrusion 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002477 31 11 17 05 Copper cold extrusions2 2/22/1999 0:00
002478 31 11 17 06 Ferrous alloy cold extr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002479 31 11 17 07 Lead cold extrusions 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002480 31 11 17 08 Magnesium cold extrus2 2/22/1999 0:00
002481 31 11 17 09 Non ferrous alloy cold 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002482 31 11 17 10 Plastic cold extrusions 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002483 31 11 17 11 Precious metal cold e 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002484 31 11 17 12 Rubber cold extrusions2 2/22/1999 0:00
002485 31 11 17 13 Stainless steel cold e 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002486 31 11 17 14 Steel cold extrusions 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002487 31 11 17 15 Tin cold extrusions 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002488 31 11 17 16 Titanium cold extrusion2 2/22/1999 0:00
002489 31 11 17 17 Zinc cold extrusions 2 2/22/1999 0:00
011063 31 12 00 00 Machined castings 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011069 31 12 10 00 Machined v process c 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011441 31 12 10 01 Non ferrous alloy v pr 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011442 31 12 10 02 Ferrous alloy v proces 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011443 31 12 10 03 Steel v process machin4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011444 31 12 10 04 Stainless steel v proc 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011445 31 12 10 05 Iron v process machine4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011446 31 12 10 06 Aluminum v process 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011447 31 12 10 07 Magnesium v process 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011448 31 12 10 08 Titanium v process m 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011449 31 12 10 09 Beryllium v process ma4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011450 31 12 10 10 Copper v process ma 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011451 31 12 10 11 Brass v process mach 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011452 31 12 10 12 Bronze v process ma 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011453 31 12 10 13 Zinc v process machi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011454 31 12 10 14 Tin v process machin 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011455 31 12 10 15 Lead v process machin4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
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011456 31 12 10 16 Precious metal v proc 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011457 31 12 10 17 Composite v process 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011458 31 12 10 18 Nickel alloy v process 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011459 31 12 10 19 Non metallic v proces 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012437 31 12 11 00 Machined die castings 4 8/29/2000 1:00
011274 31 12 11 01 Aluminum die machin 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011275 31 12 11 02 Ferrous alloy die mac 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011276 31 12 11 03 Iron die machined cast4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011277 31 12 11 04 Non ferrous alloy die 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011278 31 12 11 05 Stainless steel die mac4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011279 31 12 11 06 Steel die machined ca 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011280 31 12 11 07 Magnesium die machin4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011281 31 12 11 08 Zinc die machined ca 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011282 31 12 11 09 Tin die machined casti 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011283 31 12 11 10 Titanium die machine 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011284 31 12 11 11 Beryllium die machined4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011285 31 12 11 12 Precious metal die ma 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011286 31 12 11 13 Copper die machined c4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011287 31 12 11 14 Lead die machined cas4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011288 31 12 11 15 Brass die machined c 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011289 31 12 11 16 Bronze die machined 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011290 31 12 11 17 Composite die machin 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011291 31 12 11 18 Nickel Alloy die machin4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011292 31 12 11 19 Non metallic die mach 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012438 31 12 12 00 Machined sand castin 4 8/29/2000 1:00
011293 31 12 12 01 Non ferrous alloy san 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011294 31 12 12 02 Ferrous alloy sand ma 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011295 31 12 12 03 Steel sand machined 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011296 31 12 12 04 Stainless steel sand 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011297 31 12 12 05 Iron sand machined c 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011298 31 12 12 06 Aluminum sand machi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011299 31 12 12 07 Magnesium sand mach4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011300 31 12 12 08 Titanium sand machine4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011301 31 12 12 09 Beryllium sand machi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011302 31 12 12 10 Copper sand machined4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011303 31 12 12 11 Brass sand machined 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011304 31 12 12 12 Bronze sand machine 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011305 31 12 12 13 Zinc sand machined ca4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011306 31 12 12 14 Tin sand machined cas4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011307 31 12 12 15 Lead sand machined 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011308 31 12 12 16 Precious metal sand 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011309 31 12 12 17 Composite sand mac 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011310 31 12 12 18 Nickel Alloy sand mach4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011311 31 12 12 19 Non metallic sand ma 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012439 31 12 13 00 Machined permanent 4 8/29/2000 1:00
011312 31 12 13 01 Non ferrous alloy per 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011313 31 12 13 02 Ferrous alloy perman 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011314 31 12 13 03 Steel permanent mold 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011315 31 12 13 04 Stainless steel perma 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011316 31 12 13 05 Iron permanent mold 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011317 31 12 13 06 Aluminum permanent m4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
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011318 31 12 13 07 Magnesium permane 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011319 31 12 13 08 Titanium permanent 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011320 31 12 13 09 Beryllium permanent 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011321 31 12 13 10 Copper permanent m 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011322 31 12 13 11 Brass permanent mol 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011323 31 12 13 12 Bronze permanent mo 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011324 31 12 13 13 Zinc permanent mold 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011325 31 12 13 14 Tin permanent mold 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011326 31 12 13 15 Lead permanent mold 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011327 31 12 13 16 Precious metal perman4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011328 31 12 13 17 Composite permanent 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011329 31 12 13 18 Nickel alloy permanent4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011330 31 12 13 19 Non metallic permanen4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011070 31 12 14 00 Machined plaster mol 4 8/29/2000 1:00
011422 31 12 14 01 Non ferrous alloy plas 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011423 31 12 14 02 Ferrous alloy plaster 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011424 31 12 14 03 Steel plaster mold ma 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011425 31 12 14 04 Stainless steel plaster 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011426 31 12 14 05 Iron plaster mold mac 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011427 31 12 14 06 Aluminum plaster mol 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011428 31 12 14 07 Magnesium plaster m 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011429 31 12 14 08 Titanium plaster mold 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011430 31 12 14 09 Beryllium plaster mold 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011431 31 12 14 10 Copper plaster mold 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011432 31 12 14 11 Brass plaster mold m 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011433 31 12 14 12 Bronze plaster mold 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011434 31 12 14 13 Zinc plaster mold mach4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011435 31 12 14 14 Tin plaster mold mach 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011436 31 12 14 15 Lead plaster mold ma 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011437 31 12 14 16 Precious metal plaste 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011438 31 12 14 17 Composite plaster mol 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011439 31 12 14 18 Nickel alloy plaster m 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011440 31 12 14 19 Non metallic plaster m 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012440 31 12 15 00 Machined shell mold 4 8/29/2000 1:00
011331 31 12 15 01 Non ferrous alloy shell 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011332 31 12 15 02 Ferrous alloy shell mol4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011333 31 12 15 03 Steel shell mold machi4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011334 31 12 15 04 Stainless steel shell m 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011335 31 12 15 05 Iron shell mold machi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011336 31 12 15 06 Aluminum shell mold 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011337 31 12 15 07 Magnesium shell mol 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011338 31 12 15 08 Titanium shell mold ma4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011339 31 12 15 09 Beryllium shell mold 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011340 31 12 15 10 Copper shell mold mac4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011341 31 12 15 11 Brass shell mold mac 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011342 31 12 15 12 Bronze shell mold ma 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011343 31 12 15 13 Zinc shell mold machi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011344 31 12 15 14 Tin shell mold machin 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011345 31 12 15 15 Lead shell mold machi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011346 31 12 15 16 Precious shell mold ma4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011347 31 12 15 17 Composite shell mold 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
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011348 31 12 15 18 Nickel alloy shell mold 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011349 31 12 15 19 Non metallic shell mold4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011064 31 12 16 00 Machined investment c4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011350 31 12 16 01 Non ferrous alloy inve 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011351 31 12 16 02 Ferrous alloy investm 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011352 31 12 16 03 Steel investment mac 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011353 31 12 16 04 Stainless steel invest 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011354 31 12 16 05 Iron investment machin4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011355 31 12 16 06 Aluminum investment 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011356 31 12 16 07 Magnesium investme 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011357 31 12 16 08 Zinc investment machi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011358 31 12 16 09 Tin investment machi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011359 31 12 16 10 Lead investment mac 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011360 31 12 16 11 Precious metal invest 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011361 31 12 16 12 Titanium investment 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011362 31 12 16 13 Composite investmen 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011363 31 12 16 14 Nickel alloy investmen 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011364 31 12 16 15 Non metallic investmen4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011066 31 12 17 00 Machined centrifugal 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011365 31 12 17 01 Non ferrous alloy centr4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011366 31 12 17 02 Ferrous alloy centrifug 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011367 31 12 17 03 Steel centrifugal mach 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011368 31 12 17 04 Stainless steel centrif 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011369 31 12 17 05 Iron centrifugal machi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011370 31 12 17 06 Aluminum centrifugal 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011371 31 12 17 07 Magnesium centrifuga 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011372 31 12 17 08 Titanium centrifugal m 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011373 31 12 17 09 Beryllium centrifugal 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011374 31 12 17 10 Copper centrifugal ma 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011375 31 12 17 11 Brass centrifugal mac 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011376 31 12 17 12 Bronze centrifugal mac4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011377 31 12 17 13 Zinc centrifugal machin4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011378 31 12 17 14 Tin centrifugal machine4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011379 31 12 17 15 Lead centrifugal mach 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011380 31 12 17 16 Precious metal centrif 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011381 31 12 17 17 Composite centrifugal 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011382 31 12 17 18 Nickel alloy centrifugal 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011383 31 12 17 19 Non metallic centrifug 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011067 31 12 18 00 Machined ceramic mol4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011384 31 12 18 01 Non ferrous alloy ceram4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011385 31 12 18 02 Ferrous alloy ceramic 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011386 31 12 18 03 Steel ceramic mold m 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011387 31 12 18 04 Stainless steel ceramic4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011388 31 12 18 05 Iron ceramic mold ma 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011389 31 12 18 06 Aluminum ceramic mo 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011390 31 12 18 07 Magnesium ceramic 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011391 31 12 18 08 Titanium ceramic mol 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011392 31 12 18 09 Beryllium ceramic mold4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011393 31 12 18 10 Copper ceramic mold m4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011394 31 12 18 11 Brass ceramic mold m 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011395 31 12 18 12 Bronze ceramic mold 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
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011396 31 12 18 13 Zinc ceramic mold mac4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011397 31 12 18 14 Tin ceramic mold mach4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011398 31 12 18 15 Lead ceramic mold m 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011399 31 12 18 16 Precious metal cerami 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011400 31 12 18 17 Composite ceramic m 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011401 31 12 18 18 Nickel alloy ceramic 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011402 31 12 18 19 Non metallic ceramic 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011068 31 12 19 00 Machined graphite mo 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011403 31 12 19 01 Non ferrous alloy grap 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011404 31 12 19 02 Ferrous alloy graphite 8 10/1/2001 9:13
011405 31 12 19 03 Steel graphite mold ma4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011406 31 12 19 04 Stainless steel graphite4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011407 31 12 19 05 Iron graphite mold mac4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011408 31 12 19 06 Aluminum graphite m 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011409 31 12 19 07 Magnesium graphite 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011410 31 12 19 08 Titanium graphite mol 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011411 31 12 19 09 Beryllium graphite mol 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011412 31 12 19 10 Copper graphite mold 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011413 31 12 19 11 Brass graphite mold 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011414 31 12 19 12 Bronze graphite mold m4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011415 31 12 19 13 Zinc graphite mold ma 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011416 31 12 19 14 Tin graphite mold ma 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011417 31 12 19 15 Lead graphite mold m 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011418 31 12 19 16 Precious metal graphi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011419 31 12 19 17 Composite graphite mo4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011420 31 12 19 18 Nickel alloy metal gra 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011421 31 12 19 19 Non metallic graphite 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
009131 31 13 00 00 Forgings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009747 31 13 15 00 Open die forgings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002490 31 13 15 01 Non ferrous alloy ope 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002491 31 13 15 02 Ferrous alloy open die 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002492 31 13 15 03 Steel open die forgings2 2/22/1999 0:00
002493 31 13 15 04 Stainless steel open di2 2/22/1999 0:00
002494 31 13 15 05 Iron open die forgings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002495 31 13 15 06 Aluminum open die fo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002496 31 13 15 07 Magnesium open die 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002497 31 13 15 08 Titanium open die for 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002498 31 13 15 09 Beryllium open die for 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002499 31 13 15 10 Copper open die forgi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002500 31 13 15 11 Brass open die forgin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002501 31 13 15 12 Bronze open die forgi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002502 31 13 15 13 Zinc open die forgings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002503 31 13 15 14 Tin open die forgings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002504 31 13 15 15 Lead open die forging 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002505 31 13 15 16 Precious metal open 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009748 31 13 16 00 Closed die forgings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002506 31 13 16 01 Non ferrous alloy clos 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002507 31 13 16 02 Ferrous alloy closed di2 2/22/1999 0:00
002508 31 13 16 03 Steel closed die forgin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002509 31 13 16 04 Stainless steel closed 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002510 31 13 16 05 Iron closed die forging 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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002511 31 13 16 06 Aluminum closed die fo2 2/22/1999 0:00
002512 31 13 16 07 Magnesium closed di 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002513 31 13 16 08 Titanium closed die for2 2/22/1999 0:00
002514 31 13 16 09 Beryllium closed die f 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002515 31 13 16 10 Copper closed die for 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002516 31 13 16 11 Brass closed die forgi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002517 31 13 16 12 Bronze closed die for 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002518 31 13 16 13 Zinc closed die forgin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002519 31 13 16 14 Tin closed die forging 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002520 31 13 16 15 Lead closed die forging2 2/22/1999 0:00
002521 31 13 16 16 Precious metal closed 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009749 31 13 17 00 Impression die forging 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002522 31 13 17 01 Non ferrous alloy impre2 2/22/1999 0:00
002523 31 13 17 02 Ferrous alloy impressio2 2/22/1999 0:00
002524 31 13 17 03 Steel impression die f 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002525 31 13 17 04 Stainless steel impress2 2/22/1999 0:00
002526 31 13 17 05 Iron impression die fo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002527 31 13 17 06 Aluminum impression 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002528 31 13 17 07 Magnesium impression2 2/22/1999 0:00
002529 31 13 17 08 Titanium impression di2 2/22/1999 0:00
002530 31 13 17 09 Beryllium impression 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002531 31 13 17 10 Copper impression di 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002532 31 13 17 11 Brass impression die 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002533 31 13 17 12 Bronze impression die 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002534 31 13 17 13 Zinc impression die for2 2/22/1999 0:00
002535 31 13 17 14 Tin impression die for 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002536 31 13 17 15 Lead impression die f 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002537 31 13 17 16 Precious metal impres 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009750 31 13 18 00 Drop forgings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002538 31 13 18 01 Non ferrous alloy drop 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002539 31 13 18 02 Zinc drop forgings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002540 31 13 18 03 Ferrous alloy drop for 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002541 31 13 18 04 Tin drop forgings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002542 31 13 18 05 Lead drop forgings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002543 31 13 18 06 Steel drop forgings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002544 31 13 18 07 Precious metal drop f 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002545 31 13 18 08 Stainless steel drop fo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002546 31 13 18 09 Iron drop forgings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002547 31 13 18 10 Aluminum drop forgin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002548 31 13 18 11 Magnesium drop forgi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002549 31 13 18 12 Titanium drop forging 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002550 31 13 18 13 Beryllium drop forgings2 2/22/1999 0:00
002551 31 13 18 14 Copper drop forgings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002552 31 13 18 15 Brass drop forgings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002553 31 13 18 16 Bronze drop forgings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014437 31 13 18 17 Cold steel drop forgin 5.04 3/14/2001 12:28
014438 31 13 18 18 Semi finished drop forg5.04 3/14/2001 12:28
009751 31 13 19 00 Rolled ring forgings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002554 31 13 19 01 Aluminum rolled ring f 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002555 31 13 19 02 Beryllium rolled ring fo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002556 31 13 19 03 Brass rolled ring forgi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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002557 31 13 19 04 Bronze rolled ring forg 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002558 31 13 19 05 Copper rolled ring for 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002559 31 13 19 06 Iron rolled ring forgings2 2/22/1999 0:00
002560 31 13 19 07 Lead rolled ring forgin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002561 31 13 19 08 Magnesium rolled ring 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002562 31 13 19 09 Precious metal rolled 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002563 31 13 19 10 Stainless steel rolled ri2 2/22/1999 0:00
002564 31 13 19 11 Tin rolled ring forgings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002565 31 13 19 12 Titanium rolled ring fo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002566 31 13 19 13 Zinc rolled ring forging 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002567 31 13 19 14 Non ferrous alloy rolled2 2/22/1999 0:00
002568 31 13 19 15 Ferrous alloy rolled rin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002569 31 13 19 16 Steel rolled ring forging2 2/22/1999 0:00
008916 31 13 20 01 Ferrous powdered met2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
008917 31 13 20 02 Non ferrous powdered 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
009752 31 13 20 00 Powdered metal com 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
009132 31 14 00 00 Moldings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009753 31 14 15 00 Injection moldings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002570 31 14 15 01 Plastic injection moldi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002571 31 14 15 02 Rubber injection moldi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002572 31 14 15 03 Glass injection molding2 2/22/1999 0:00
009754 31 14 16 00 Vacuum moldings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002573 31 14 16 01 Plastic vacuum moldi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002574 31 14 16 02 Rubber vacuum moldin2 2/22/1999 0:00
002575 31 14 16 03 Glass vacuum moldin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009755 31 14 17 00 Blow moldings 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
008891 31 14 17 01 Plastic blow moldings 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
008892 31 14 17 02 Rubber blow moldings 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
009756 31 14 18 00 Reaction injection mold12 3/15/2003 0:00
008896 31 14 18 01 Plastic reaction injecti 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
008897 31 14 18 02 Rubber reaction injecti 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
009133 31 15 00 00 Rope and chain and ca2 2/22/1999 0:00
009757 31 15 15 00 Ropes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002576 31 15 15 01 Cotton rope 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002577 31 15 15 02 Polyester rope 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002578 31 15 15 03 Polypropylene rope 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002579 31 15 15 04 Nylon rope 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002580 31 15 15 05 Wire rope 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002581 31 15 15 06 Hemp rope 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008299 31 15 15 07 String or twine 2.05 7/1/1999 0:00
010885 31 15 15 08 Sisal rope 4 8/29/2000 1:00
018624 31 15 15 09 Rubber rope 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
009758 31 15 16 00 Chains 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002582 31 15 16 01 Safety chains 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002584 31 15 16 03 Roller chains 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008909 31 15 16 04 Proof coil chains 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
008910 31 15 16 05 Sash chain 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
008911 31 15 16 06 Jack chains 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
008912 31 15 16 07 Coil chains 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
008913 31 15 16 08 Ball chains 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
015493 31 15 16 09 Chain links 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
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009759 31 15 17 00 Mechanical cable 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002586 31 15 17 02 Non electric control ca 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002587 31 15 17 03 Lifting cables 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002588 31 15 17 04 Track cables 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002589 31 15 17 05 Non electrical steel cab2 2/22/1999 0:00
002590 31 15 17 06 Non electrical copper 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002591 31 15 17 07 Non electrical aluminu 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002592 31 15 18 00 Mechanical wire 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
002594 31 15 18 03 Piano steel wire 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017934 31 15 18 04 Staple wire 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
009761 31 15 19 00 Straps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002595 31 15 19 01 Metal straps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002596 31 15 19 02 Leather straps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002597 31 15 19 03 Fiber straps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014439 31 15 19 04 Plastic straps 5.04 3/14/2001 12:28
018540 31 15 19 05 Rubber straps 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
010670 31 15 20 00 Security wire 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
010671 31 15 20 01 Razor wire 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
002593 31 15 20 02 Barbed wire 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
009134 31 16 00 00 Hardware 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009762 31 16 15 00 Screws 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002598 31 16 15 01 Cap screws 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002599 31 16 15 02 Anchor screws 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002600 31 16 15 03 Drive screws 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002601 31 16 15 04 Machine screws 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002602 31 16 15 05 Set screws 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002603 31 16 15 06 Sheet metal screws 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002604 31 16 15 07 Tapping screws 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002605 31 16 15 08 Wood screws 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002606 31 16 15 09 Drywall screws 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002607 31 16 15 10 Captive screw 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002608 31 16 15 11 Locking screws 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002609 31 16 15 12 Thread rolling screws 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002610 31 16 15 13 Flathead screws 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002611 31 16 15 14 Weld screws 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010778 31 16 15 16 Thumb screws 4 8/29/2000 1:00
015010 31 16 15 17 Shoulder screws 6 3/29/2001 16:53
018481 31 16 15 18 Socket screw 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009763 31 16 16 00 Bolts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002612 31 16 16 01 Anchor bolts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002613 31 16 16 02 Blind bolts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002614 31 16 16 03 Carriage bolts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002615 31 16 16 04 Clevis bolts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002616 31 16 16 05 Cylinder bolts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002617 31 16 16 06 Door bolts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002618 31 16 16 07 Expansion bolts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002619 31 16 16 08 Lag bolts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002620 31 16 16 09 Toggle bolts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002621 31 16 16 10 Eye bolts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002622 31 16 16 11 Locking bolts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002623 31 16 16 12 Pin or collar bolts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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002624 31 16 16 13 Tension bolts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002625 31 16 16 14 Structural bolts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002627 31 16 16 16 U bolts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002628 31 16 16 17 Wing bolts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008416 31 16 16 18 Threaded rod 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
015324 31 16 16 19 Stud bolts 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015326 31 16 16 20 Hexagonal bolts 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
017520 31 16 16 21 Elevator bolts 8 10/1/2001 9:13
009764 31 16 17 00 Nuts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002629 31 16 17 01 Anchor nuts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002630 31 16 17 02 Bearing nuts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002631 31 16 17 03 Blind nuts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002632 31 16 17 04 Barrel nuts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002633 31 16 17 05 Cap nuts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002634 31 16 17 06 Captive nuts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002635 31 16 17 07 Castle nuts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002636 31 16 17 08 Channel nuts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002637 31 16 17 09 Clamping nuts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002638 31 16 17 10 Expansion nuts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002639 31 16 17 11 Eye nuts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002640 31 16 17 12 Flange nuts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002641 31 16 17 13 Hose nuts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002642 31 16 17 14 Insert nuts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002644 31 16 17 16 Locknuts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002645 31 16 17 17 Wing nuts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002646 31 16 17 18 Toggle nuts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002647 31 16 17 19 Swivel nuts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002648 31 16 17 20 Stop nuts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002649 31 16 17 21 Spring nuts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002650 31 16 17 22 Union nuts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002651 31 16 17 23 Nutplate nuts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002652 31 16 17 24 Press nuts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002653 31 16 17 25 Clip nuts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002654 31 16 17 26 Dome nuts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008876 31 16 17 27 Hexagonal nuts 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
008877 31 16 17 28 Coupling nuts 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
013842 31 16 17 29 Knurled nuts 4.06 12/29/2000 10:31
018470 31 16 17 30 Square nuts 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
026299 31 16 17 31 Weld nuts 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
009765 31 16 18 00 Washers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002655 31 16 18 01 Locking washers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002656 31 16 18 02 Bevel washers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002657 31 16 18 03 Binding washers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002658 31 16 18 04 Curved washers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002659 31 16 18 05 Electrical insulating w 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002660 31 16 18 06 Finishing washers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002661 31 16 18 07 Flat washers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002662 31 16 18 08 Open washers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002663 31 16 18 09 Reducing washers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002664 31 16 18 10 Shim washers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002665 31 16 18 11 Spring washers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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002666 31 16 18 12 Square washers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002667 31 16 18 13 Swivel washers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002668 31 16 18 14 Thrust washers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002669 31 16 18 15 Shoulder washers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010777 31 16 18 16 Spacers or standoffs 4 8/29/2000 1:00
016814 31 16 18 17 Conical washers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:32
018482 31 16 18 18 Seal washers 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018483 31 16 18 19 Washer kits 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018528 31 16 18 20 Spherical or domed w 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009766 31 16 19 00 Springs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002670 31 16 19 01 Helical springs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002671 31 16 19 02 Leaf springs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002672 31 16 19 03 Spiral springs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002673 31 16 19 04 Compression springs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002674 31 16 19 05 Die springs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002675 31 16 19 06 Disk springs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002676 31 16 19 07 Extension springs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002677 31 16 19 08 Torsion springs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009767 31 16 20 00 Nails 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002678 31 16 20 01 Brads 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002679 31 16 20 02 Cap nails 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002680 31 16 20 03 Finishing nails 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002681 31 16 20 04 Masonry nails 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002682 31 16 20 05 Roofing nails 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002683 31 16 20 06 Wire nails 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002684 31 16 20 07 Upholstery nails 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015240 31 16 20 08 Drive pins 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
009768 31 16 21 00 Anchors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002685 31 16 21 01 Concrete anchors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002686 31 16 21 02 Wedge anchors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002687 31 16 21 03 Wall anchors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002688 31 16 21 04 Screw anchors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002689 31 16 21 05 Resin anchors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002690 31 16 21 06 Pipe anchors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002691 31 16 21 07 Nail expansion ancho 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008921 31 16 21 08 Tie down anchors 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
009769 31 16 22 00 Rivets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002692 31 16 22 01 Blind rivets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002693 31 16 22 02 Crownhead rivets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002694 31 16 22 03 Flat head rivets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002695 31 16 22 04 Full rivets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002696 31 16 22 05 Ratchet rivets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002697 31 16 22 06 Tinners rivets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002698 31 16 22 07 Compression rivets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002699 31 16 22 08 Coopers rivets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014555 31 16 22 09 Button head rivets 5.03 2/28/2001 12:20
018529 31 16 22 10 Hinged or self setting  9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009770 31 16 23 00 Mounting hardware 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010840 31 16 23 01 Mounting profiles 4 8/29/2000 1:00
002700 31 16 23 03 Mounting bars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002701 31 16 23 04 Mounting strips 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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002702 31 16 23 05 Mounting clips 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002703 31 16 23 06 Mounting hangers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002704 31 16 23 07 Mounting plates 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002705 31 16 23 08 Mounting panels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002706 31 16 23 09 Mounting racks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002707 31 16 23 10 Mounting straps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002746 31 16 23 11 Wall bushings 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
018576 31 16 23 12 Mounting pins 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
019204 31 16 23 13 Mounting kits 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
009771 31 16 24 00 Miscellaneous fastene 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002708 31 16 24 01 Grommets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002709 31 16 24 02 Hasps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002710 31 16 24 03 Hinges 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002711 31 16 24 04 Hardware staples 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008874 31 16 24 05 Turnbuckles 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
008875 31 16 24 06 Strapping or banding 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
010673 31 16 24 07 Latch 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
018181 31 16 24 09 Clevis pin 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018183 31 16 24 10 Knurled pins 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018225 31 16 24 11 Snap rings 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018467 31 16 24 12 Clevis 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018468 31 16 24 13 Snap fastener 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018469 31 16 24 14 Cleat 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018472 31 16 24 15 Pawls 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018486 31 16 24 16 Connecting or couplin 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018488 31 16 24 17 Aligning pins 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
024229 31 16 24 18 Twist ties 11.2 9/16/2002 11:48
009772 31 16 25 00 Brackets and braces 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002712 31 16 25 01 Shelf brackets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002713 31 16 25 02 Angle brackets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002714 31 16 25 03 Braces 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002715 31 16 25 04 Electrical fixture bracke4.03 11/14/2000 13:12
014723 31 16 25 05 Magnetic mounting br 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
017617 31 16 25 06 Wall mount bracket 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
018490 31 16 25 07 Pinion brackets 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009773 31 16 26 00 Hooks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002716 31 16 26 01 Swivel hooks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002717 31 16 26 02 Spring hooks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002718 31 16 26 03 S hooks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002719 31 16 26 04 Safety hooks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002720 31 16 26 05 Lifting hooks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002721 31 16 26 06 J hooks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002722 31 16 26 07 Guy wire hooks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002723 31 16 26 08 Grab hooks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008886 31 16 26 09 Screw hooks 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
014180 31 16 26 10 Peg board hooks 5.01 1/31/2001 16:40
014205 31 16 26 11 Slip hooks 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
009774 31 16 27 00 Rolling hardware 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002724 31 16 27 01 Casters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002725 31 16 27 02 Wheels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010675 31 16 27 03 Sliders 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
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018494 31 16 27 04 Roller spikes 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009775 31 16 28 00 Miscellaneous hardwa 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002726 31 16 28 01 Handles or knobs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002727 31 16 28 02 Inserts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008954 31 16 28 03 Shackles 3 1/15/2000 0:00
014757 31 16 28 04 Door stops 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
015073 31 16 28 05 Cable thimble 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015315 31 16 28 06 Screw covers 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015329 31 16 28 07 Levers 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015549 31 16 28 08 Panic bars 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
018489 31 16 28 09 Locating pins 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018621 31 16 28 10 Splices or splice plate 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
026046 31 16 28 11 Shaft collar 13 11/1/2003 0:00
009776 31 16 29 00 Clamps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002728 31 16 29 01 Ear clamps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002729 31 16 29 02 Spring clamps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002730 31 16 29 03 Screw clamps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008957 31 16 29 04 Wire rope clamps 3 1/15/2000 0:00
013914 31 16 29 05 Beam clamps 5 1/15/2001 9:05
019200 31 16 29 06 Hose or pipe clamps 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
009777 31 16 30 00 Couplings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002731 31 16 30 01 Elastomeric couplings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002732 31 16 30 02 Gear couplings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002733 31 16 30 03 Metallic couplings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002734 31 16 30 04 Miniature couplings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018492 31 16 30 05 Coupling sleeves 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009778 31 16 31 00 Connectors 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008456 31 16 31 01 Quick disconnects 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
014440 31 16 31 02 Ferrule 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014441 31 16 31 03 Trailer Connector 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
010701 31 16 32 00 Retaining hardware 3.01 3/31/2000 0:00
010702 31 16 32 01 Spring pins 3.01 3/31/2000 0:00
010703 31 16 32 02 Retaining rings 3.01 3/31/2000 0:00
010674 31 16 32 03 Dowel pin 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
010776 31 16 32 04 Cotter pin 4 8/29/2000 1:00
011009 31 16 32 05 Taper pins 4 8/29/2000 1:00
015219 31 16 32 07 Shaft or woodruff key 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015266 31 16 32 08 Keystock 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015317 31 16 32 09 Bearing holders or ret 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015328 31 16 32 10 Retaining collars 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
017523 31 16 32 11 Retaining clips 8 10/1/2001 9:13
018487 31 16 32 12 Threaded pins 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018517 31 16 32 13 Pivot pins 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018539 31 16 32 14 Shear pins 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
014629 31 16 32 15 Grooved pins 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014325 31 16 33 00 Spacer 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014326 31 16 33 01 Shim 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
009135 31 17 00 00 Bearings and bushing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009779 31 17 15 00 Bearings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002735 31 17 15 01 Flanged bearings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002736 31 17 15 02 Radial bearings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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002737 31 17 15 03 Wheel bearings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002738 31 17 15 04 Ball bearings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002739 31 17 15 05 Roller bearings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002740 31 17 15 06 Linear bearings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002741 31 17 15 07 Thrust bearings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002742 31 17 15 08 Rod end bearings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002743 31 17 15 09 Sleeve bearings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002744 31 17 15 10 Spherical bearings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008893 31 17 15 11 Pillow block bearings 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
010676 31 17 15 12 Needle bearings 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
010829 31 17 15 13 Hanger bearings 4 8/29/2000 1:00
014443 31 17 15 15 Plain bearings 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014444 31 17 15 16 Tapered bearings 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014446 31 17 15 18 Bearing Cage 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
015389 31 17 15 19 Bearing blocks or hou 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015390 31 17 15 20 Bearing journals 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015391 31 17 15 21 Bearing rollers or ball 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
017566 31 17 15 22 Magnetic bearings 8.1 10/15/2001 9:47
018186 31 17 15 23 Air bearings 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018452 31 17 15 24 Bearing caps 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018454 31 17 15 25 Bearing liners 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018484 31 17 15 26 Bearing pads 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018512 31 17 15 27 Bearing cones 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018620 31 17 15 28 Split bearing 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
019160 31 17 15 29 Bearing cups 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
009780 31 17 16 00 Bushings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002747 31 17 16 03 Drill bushings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008898 31 17 16 04 Pilot bushings 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
008899 31 17 16 05 Shaft bushings 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
018526 31 17 16 06 Flange bushings 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009781 31 17 17 00 Gears 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002751 31 17 17 04 Friction gears 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002753 31 17 17 06 Conical gears 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002754 31 17 17 07 Spur gears 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002755 31 17 17 08 Bevel gears 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008901 31 17 17 09 Rack gears 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
008902 31 17 17 10 Pinion gears 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
008903 31 17 17 11 Ring gears 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
008904 31 17 17 12 Worm gears 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
014447 31 17 17 13 Side Gears 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
002752 31 17 17 14 Helical gears 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
009782 31 17 18 00 Industrial wheels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002756 31 17 18 01 Cog wheels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002757 31 17 18 02 Impeller wheels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002758 31 17 18 03 Flywheels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008967 31 17 18 04 Sheaves or pulleys 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
010792 31 17 18 05 Wheel brushes 4.04 11/30/2000 8:57
018495 31 17 18 06 Idler wheels 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009783 31 17 19 00 Sprockets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002759 31 17 19 01 Roller chain sprockets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009136 31 18 00 00 Gaskets and seals 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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009784 31 18 15 00 Gaskets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002761 31 18 15 01 Plastic gaskets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002762 31 18 15 02 Rubber gaskets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002763 31 18 15 03 Metal gaskets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002764 31 18 15 04 Textile gaskets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002765 31 18 15 05 Cork gaskets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002766 31 18 15 06 O ring gaskets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002767 31 18 15 07 Electromagnetic interf 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010896 31 18 15 08 Bolted gaskets 4 8/29/2000 1:00
014448 31 18 15 09 Gasket kits 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
016884 31 18 15 10 Silicone gaskets 7.1 7/17/2001 10:24
016886 31 18 15 11 Liquid gaskets 7.1 7/17/2001 10:24
019202 31 18 15 12 Compressed fiber gask9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
009785 31 18 16 00 Seals 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
002768 31 18 16 01 Plastic seals 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002769 31 18 16 02 Rubber seals 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002770 31 18 16 03 Metallic seals 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010762 31 18 16 04 Seal mechanical 4 8/29/2000 1:00
018158 31 18 16 05 Diaphragm seals 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018310 31 18 16 06 Seal kits 9.1 1/15/2002 10:05
018400 31 18 16 07 Mast boots 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
015385 31 18 17 00 Packings and glands 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015386 31 18 17 01 Packings 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015388 31 18 17 02 Glands 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
017847 31 18 17 03 Oil slingers 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
009137 31 19 00 00 Grinding and polishin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009786 31 19 15 00 Abrasives and abrasiv 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002771 31 19 15 01 Abrasive papers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002772 31 19 15 02 Buffs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002774 31 19 15 04 Abrasive cloth 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002775 31 19 15 05 Abrasive pads 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002776 31 19 15 06 Abrasive discs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002777 31 19 15 07 Abrasive belts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002778 31 19 15 08 Bort 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002779 31 19 15 09 Abrasive polishers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002780 31 19 15 10 Abrasive stones 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008935 31 19 15 11 Steel wool 3 1/15/2000 0:00
010938 31 19 15 12 Shot blast 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010939 31 19 15 13 Glass bead 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010940 31 19 15 14 Tumble media 4 8/29/2000 1:00
014178 31 19 15 15 Abrasive mesh 5.01 1/31/2001 16:40
014179 31 19 15 16 Abrasive cartridge roll 5.01 1/31/2001 16:40
015094 31 19 15 17 Emery boards 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
016851 31 19 15 18 Tungsten carbide 7 6/29/2001 9:59
018451 31 19 15 19 Abrasive drums 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
002773 31 19 16 00 Abrasive wheels 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
011092 31 19 16 01 Abrasive cubic borozo 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011093 31 19 16 02 Abrasive diamond wh 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011094 31 19 16 03 Tungsten carbide abr 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
009138 31 20 00 00 Adhesives and sealant2 2/22/1999 0:00
009787 31 20 15 00 Tape 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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002781 31 20 15 01 Duct tape 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002782 31 20 15 02 Electrical insulating ta 4.03 11/14/2000 13:16
002783 31 20 15 03 Masking tape 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002784 31 20 15 04 Carpet tape 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002785 31 20 15 05 Double sided tape 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002786 31 20 15 06 Bismalemide tape 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002787 31 20 15 07 Fiberglass tape 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002788 31 20 15 08 Graphite tape 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002789 31 20 15 09 Nylon tape 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002790 31 20 15 10 Resin impregnated ta 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002791 31 20 15 11 Wire mesh tape 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008277 31 20 15 12 Transparent tape 2.03 6/1/1999 0:00
008890 31 20 15 13 Non skid safety tapes 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
008922 31 20 15 14 Polytetrafluoroethylen 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008925 31 20 15 15 Paper tapes 2.13 12/1/1999 0:00
010677 31 20 15 16 Reflective tape 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
012601 31 20 15 17 Packaging tape 4.03 11/15/2000 9:15
012641 31 20 15 18 Electrically conductive 4.03 11/15/2000 9:34
013902 31 20 15 19 Pipe or hose repair ta 5 1/15/2001 8:29
014206 31 20 15 20 Aisle marking tape 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
014207 31 20 15 21 Foil tape 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
014208 31 20 15 22 Adhesive transfer tap 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
014209 31 20 15 23 Cloth tape 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
014210 31 20 15 24 Color coding tape 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
015128 31 20 15 25 Vinyl tape 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015410 31 20 15 26 Magnetic tape 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
018234 31 20 15 27 Foam tapes 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018457 31 20 15 28 Rigging tape 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009788 31 20 16 00 Other adhesives and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002792 31 20 16 01 Chemical adhesives 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002793 31 20 16 02 Pastes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002794 31 20 16 03 Gums 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002795 31 20 16 04 Rubber cements 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002796 31 20 16 05 Putties 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002797 31 20 16 06 Caulks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002798 31 20 16 07 Epoxy bond 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002799 31 20 16 08 Foam adhesives 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002800 31 20 16 09 Hot melt adhesives 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002801 31 20 16 10 Glues 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002802 31 20 16 11 Film adhesives 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008895 31 20 16 12 Thread sealants 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
010944 31 20 16 13 Re usable adhesive 4 8/29/2000 1:00
016800 31 20 16 14 Sealing waxes 6.05 6/15/2001 10:32
017525 31 20 16 15 Adhesive activators 8 10/1/2001 9:13
018606 31 20 16 16 Liquid adhesives 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
019278 31 20 16 17 Solvent cements 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
009139 31 21 00 00 Paints and primers and2 2/22/1999 0:00
009789 31 21 15 00 Paints and primers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002803 31 21 15 01 Enamel paints 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002804 31 21 15 02 Water based paints 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002805 31 21 15 03 Pigment paints 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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002806 31 21 15 04 Coating paints 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002807 31 21 15 05 Oil based paints 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002808 31 21 15 06 Latex paints 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002809 31 21 15 07 Spray paints 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002810 31 21 15 08 Acrylic paints 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002811 31 21 15 09 Enamel primers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002812 31 21 15 10 Polyurethane primers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002813 31 21 15 11 Urethane primers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002814 31 21 15 12 Latex primers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009790 31 21 16 00 Paint additives 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002815 31 21 16 01 Calcimines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002816 31 21 16 02 Texturing materials 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002817 31 21 16 03 Paint driers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002818 31 21 16 04 Paint extenders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002819 31 21 16 05 Anti slip agents 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002820 31 21 16 06 Leveling agents 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009791 31 21 17 00 Miscellaneous finishe 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002822 31 21 17 01 Glazes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002823 31 21 17 02 Lusters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002824 31 21 17 03 Lacquers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002825 31 21 17 04 Sealers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002826 31 21 17 05 Shellacs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002827 31 21 17 06 Stains 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002828 31 21 17 07 Varnishes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014449 31 21 17 08 Powder coat 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
009792 31 21 18 00 Paint solvents and thi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002829 31 21 18 01 Paint or varnish remo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002830 31 21 18 02 Paint or varnish stripp 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002831 31 21 18 03 Paint or varnish thinn 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009793 31 21 19 00 Paint applicators and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002832 31 21 19 01 Drop cloths 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002833 31 21 19 02 Edging tools 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002834 31 21 19 03 Masking equipment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002835 31 21 19 04 Paint brushes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002836 31 21 19 05 Paint mixers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002837 31 21 19 06 Paint rollers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002838 31 21 19 08 Paint sprayers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002839 31 21 19 09 Paint trays 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002840 31 21 19 10 Paint mitts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002841 31 21 19 12 Telescoping poles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008294 31 21 19 13 Paint nozzles 2.05 7/1/1999 0:00
008926 31 21 19 14 Air brushes 3 1/15/2000 0:00
014202 31 21 19 15 Paint strainers 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
018443 31 21 19 16 Paint tray liners 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018446 31 21 19 17 Paint roller covers 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009140 31 22 00 00 Dyeing and tanning e 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009795 31 22 16 00 Tanning products 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002845 31 22 16 01 Inorganic tanning extr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002846 31 22 16 02 Organic tanning extra 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002847 31 22 16 03 Organic tanning extra 2 2/22/1999 0:00
011065 31 23 00 00 Machined raw stock 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
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012435 31 23 11 00 Machined bar stock 4 8/29/2000 1:00
011236 31 23 11 01 Aluminum machined b 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011237 31 23 11 02 Beryllium machined b 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011239 31 23 11 03 Brass machined bar s 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011240 31 23 11 04 Bronze machined bar s4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011241 31 23 11 05 Copper machined bar 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011242 31 23 11 06 Iron machined bar sto 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011243 31 23 11 07 Lead machined bar st 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011244 31 23 11 08 Magnesium machined 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011245 31 23 11 09 Precious metal machi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011246 31 23 11 10 Stainless steel machi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011247 31 23 11 11 Tin machined bar stoc 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011248 31 23 11 12 Titanium machined ba 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011249 31 23 11 13 Zinc machined bar sto 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011250 31 23 11 14 Non ferrous alloy mach4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011251 31 23 11 15 Ferrous alloy machine 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011252 31 23 11 16 Steel machined bar st 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011253 31 23 11 17 Composite machined 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011254 31 23 11 18 Nickel alloy machined 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011255 31 23 11 19 Non metallic machine 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012436 31 23 12 00 Machined plate stock 4 8/29/2000 1:00
011238 31 23 12 01 Aluminum machined p 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011256 31 23 12 02 Beryllium machined pla4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011257 31 23 12 03 Brass machined plate 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011258 31 23 12 04 Bronze machined plat 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011259 31 23 12 05 Copper machined plate4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011260 31 23 12 06 Iron machined plate st 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011261 31 23 12 07 Lead machined plate 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011262 31 23 12 08 Magnesium machined 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011263 31 23 12 09 Precious metal machi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011264 31 23 12 10 Stainless steel machi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011265 31 23 12 11 Tin machined plate st 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011266 31 23 12 12 Titanium machined pl 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011267 31 23 12 13 Zinc machined plate st4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011268 31 23 12 14 Non ferrous alloy mach4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011269 31 23 12 15 Ferrous alloy machine 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011270 31 23 12 16 Steel machined plate 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011271 31 23 12 17 Composite machined 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011272 31 23 12 18 Nickel alloy machined 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011273 31 23 12 19 Non metallic machine 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
009685 31 23 13 00 Tube and tubing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
001946 31 23 13 01 Ferrous alloy tubing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
001947 31 23 13 02 Copper tubing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
001948 31 23 13 03 Titanium tubing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
001949 31 23 13 04 Magnesium tubing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
001950 31 23 13 05 Tin tubing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
001951 31 23 13 06 Brass tubing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
001952 31 23 13 07 Lead tubing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
001953 31 23 13 08 Bronze tubing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
001954 31 23 13 09 Zinc tubing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
001955 31 23 13 10 Steel tubing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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001956 31 23 13 11 Iron tubing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
001957 31 23 13 12 Cement tubing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
001958 31 23 13 13 Plastic tubing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
001959 31 23 13 14 Rubber tubing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
001960 31 23 13 15 Glass tubing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
001961 31 23 13 16 Stone tubing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
001962 31 23 13 17 Non ferrous alloy tubi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
001963 31 23 13 18 Aluminum tubing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
001964 31 23 13 19 Stainless steel tubing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
001965 31 23 13 20 Precious metal tubing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014556 31 23 13 21 Nylon tubing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014544 31 23 14 00 Shim stock 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014545 31 23 14 01 Brass shim stock 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014641 31 23 14 02 Steel shim stock 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014642 31 23 14 03 Stainless steel shim s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014643 31 23 14 04 Aluminum shim stock 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014644 31 23 14 05 Copper shim stock 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009141 31 24 00 00 Industrial optics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009796 31 24 15 00 Lenses and prisms 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002848 31 24 15 01 Lenses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002849 31 24 15 02 Prisms 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009797 31 24 16 00 Optical blanks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002850 31 24 16 01 Filter blanks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002851 31 24 16 02 Glass disks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002852 31 24 16 03 Molded glass 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002853 31 24 16 04 Prism blanks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002854 31 24 16 05 Silicon blanks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002855 31 24 16 06 Germanium blanks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002856 31 24 16 07 Round bar stock 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002857 31 24 16 08 Square bar stock 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002858 31 24 16 09 Witness sample blanks2 2/22/1999 0:00
008836 31 24 16 10 Infrared optical materi 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
009798 31 24 17 00 Mirrors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002859 31 24 17 01 Diamond turned mirro 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002860 31 24 17 02 Metallic mirrors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002861 31 24 17 03 Parabolic mirrors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002862 31 24 17 04 Uncoated mirrors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018188 31 24 17 05 Laser mirrors 9 1/2/2002 13:00
009799 31 24 18 00 Optical filters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002863 31 24 18 01 Broad band filters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002864 31 24 18 02 Gradient filters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002865 31 24 18 03 Infrared filters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002866 31 24 18 04 Laser filters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002867 31 24 18 05 Narrow band filters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002868 31 24 18 06 Pelicle filters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002869 31 24 18 07 Visual filters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009800 31 24 19 00 Optical domes 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008461 31 24 19 01 Specialty domes 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008462 31 24 19 02 Diamond turned dome 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008463 31 24 19 03 Metallic domes 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008464 31 24 19 04 Molded glass domes 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
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008465 31 24 19 05 Molded polycarbonate 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008466 31 24 19 06 Replicated domes 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008467 31 24 19 07 Shaped domes 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008468 31 24 19 08 Frangible domes 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
009801 31 24 20 00 Lens and laser windo 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008738 31 24 20 01 External lens or laser 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008739 31 24 20 02 Infrared lens or laser 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008740 31 24 20 03 Visual lens or laser wi 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
015319 31 24 21 00 Optical device access 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015320 31 24 21 01 Optical mounts 9 1/2/2002 13:00
015336 31 24 21 03 Optical slits or aperture9 1/2/2002 13:00
018201 31 24 21 04 Optical rails or bases 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018202 31 24 21 05 Optical fiber identifiers 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018203 31 24 21 06 Optical coatings 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018190 31 24 22 00 Miscellaneous optical c9 1/2/2002 13:00
018191 31 24 22 01 Optical beamsplitters 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018192 31 24 22 02 Polarizers 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018193 31 24 22 03 Depolarizers 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018194 31 24 22 04 Optical diffusers 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018195 31 24 22 05 Optical retarders 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018196 31 24 22 06 Optical flats 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018197 31 24 22 07 Optical breadboards 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018198 31 24 22 08 Optical choppers 9 1/2/2002 13:00
009142 31 25 00 00 Pneumatic and hydra 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009802 31 25 15 00 Actuators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002870 31 25 15 01 Electric actuators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002871 31 25 15 02 Electronic actuators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002872 31 25 15 03 Hydraulic actuators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002873 31 25 15 04 Pneumatic actuators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002874 31 25 15 05 Valve actuators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002875 31 25 15 06 Gear actuators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002876 31 25 15 07 Rotary actuators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002877 31 25 15 08 Photoelectric actuator 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002878 31 25 15 09 Electromagnetic actua 2 2/22/1999 0:00
011058 31 25 15 10 Solenoids 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
015509 31 25 15 11 Linear actuators 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
018204 31 25 16 00 Robot components 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018205 31 25 16 01 Robotic end effectors 9 1/2/2002 13:00
009143 31 26 00 00 Housings and cabinet 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009803 31 26 15 00 Housings and cabinet 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002879 31 26 15 01 Plastic housings or cab2 2/22/1999 0:00
002880 31 26 15 02 Metal housings or cabi2 2/22/1999 0:00
002881 31 26 15 03 Steel housings or cabi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008968 31 26 15 04 Gear box housings 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
017556 31 26 15 05 Clutch housing 8 10/1/2001 9:13
009804 31 26 16 00 Shells and casings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002882 31 26 16 01 Plastic shells or casin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002883 31 26 16 02 Metal shells or casing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002884 31 26 16 03 Steel shells or casing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
019289 31 26 17 00 Acoustical or noise con9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019290 31 26 17 01 Machine noise control 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
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019291 31 26 17 02 Mounted generator set9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019292 31 26 17 03 Pump noise control h 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019293 31 26 17 04 Air intake noise contro 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
009144 31 27 00 00 Machine made parts 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
009806 31 27 16 00 Screw machine made 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008440 31 27 16 01 Metal screw machine 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008441 31 27 16 02 Non metal screw mac 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
009145 31 28 00 00 Stampings and sheet 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
009807 31 28 15 00 Stamped components 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
011198 31 28 15 02 Aluminum stamped co 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011199 31 28 15 03 Ferrous alloy stamped 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011200 31 28 15 04 Iron stamped compon 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011201 31 28 15 05 Non ferrous alloy sta 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011202 31 28 15 06 Stainless steel stamp 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011203 31 28 15 07 Carbon Steel stampe 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011204 31 28 15 08 Magnesium stamped 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011205 31 28 15 09 Zinc stamped compon 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011206 31 28 15 10 Tin stamped compone 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011207 31 28 15 11 Titanium stamped co 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011208 31 28 15 12 Beryllium stamped co 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011209 31 28 15 13 Precious metal stamp 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011210 31 28 15 14 Copper stamped com 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011211 31 28 15 15 Lead stamped compo 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011212 31 28 15 16 Brass stamped comp 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011213 31 28 15 17 Bronze stamped com 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011214 31 28 15 18 Composite stamped c 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011215 31 28 15 19 Nickel alloy stamped 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011216 31 28 15 20 Non metallic stamped 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
014451 31 28 15 21 Coated Stampings 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
009809 31 28 17 00 Welded components 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
008905 31 28 17 01 Welded metal compo 2.11 11/1/1999 0:00
012434 31 28 18 00 Punched components 4 8/29/2000 1:00
011217 31 28 18 01 Aluminum punched co 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011218 31 28 18 02 Ferrous alloy punched 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011219 31 28 18 03 Iron punched compon 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011220 31 28 18 04 Non ferrous alloy pun 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011221 31 28 18 05 Stainless steel punch 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011222 31 28 18 06 Carbon Steel punche 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011233 31 28 18 07 Composite punched c 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011234 31 28 18 08 Nickel alloy punched 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011235 31 28 18 09 Non metallic punched 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011226 31 28 18 10 Titanium punched co 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011227 31 28 18 11 Beryllium punched co 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011228 31 28 18 12 Precious metal punch 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011229 31 28 18 13 Copper punched com 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011230 31 28 18 14 Lead punched compo 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011231 31 28 18 15 Brass punched comp 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011232 31 28 18 16 Bronze punched com 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011223 31 28 18 17 Magnesium punched 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011224 31 28 18 18 Zinc punched compon 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011225 31 28 18 19 Tin punched compone 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
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011726 31 28 19 00 Draw formed compon 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011774 31 28 19 01 Aluminum draw formed4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011775 31 28 19 02 Beryllium draw forme 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011776 31 28 19 03 Brass draw formed com4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011777 31 28 19 04 Bronze draw formed co4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011778 31 28 19 05 Composite draw form 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011779 31 28 19 06 Copper draw formed 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011780 31 28 19 07 Ferrous alloy draw for 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011781 31 28 19 08 Iron draw formed comp4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011782 31 28 19 09 Lead draw formed co 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011783 31 28 19 10 Magnesium draw form 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011784 31 28 19 11 Nickel alloy draw forme4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011785 31 28 19 12 Non ferrous alloy dra 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011786 31 28 19 13 Non metallic draw for 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011787 31 28 19 14 Precious metal draw f 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011788 31 28 19 15 Stainless steel draw f 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011789 31 28 19 16 Steel draw formed co 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011790 31 28 19 17 Tin draw formed com 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011791 31 28 19 18 Titanium draw formed 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011792 31 28 19 19 Zinc draw formed com 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011727 31 28 20 00 Hydro formed compon 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011812 31 28 20 01 Aluminum hydro form 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011813 31 28 20 02 Beryllium hydro formed4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011814 31 28 20 03 Brass hydro formed c 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011815 31 28 20 04 Bronze hydro formed 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011816 31 28 20 05 Composite hydro form 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011817 31 28 20 06 Copper hydro formed c4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011818 31 28 20 07 Ferrous alloy hydro fo 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011819 31 28 20 08 Iron hydro formed co 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011820 31 28 20 09 Lead hydro formed com4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011821 31 28 20 10 Magnesium hydro for 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011822 31 28 20 11 Nickel alloy hydro for 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011823 31 28 20 12 Non ferrous alloy hydro4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011824 31 28 20 13 Non metallic hydro form4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011825 31 28 20 14 Precious metal hydro 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011826 31 28 20 15 Stainless steel hydro fo4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011827 31 28 20 16 Steel hydro formed com4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011828 31 28 20 17 Tin hydro formed comp4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011829 31 28 20 18 Titanium hydro forme 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011830 31 28 20 19 Zinc hydro formed co 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011728 31 28 21 00 Spin formed componen4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011850 31 28 21 01 Aluminum spin forme 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011851 31 28 21 02 Beryllium spin formed 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011852 31 28 21 03 Brass spin formed co 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011853 31 28 21 04 Bronze spin formed c 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011854 31 28 21 05 Composite spin formed4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011855 31 28 21 06 Copper spin formed c 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011856 31 28 21 07 Ferrous alloy spin for 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011857 31 28 21 08 Iron spin formed com 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011858 31 28 21 09 Lead spin formed com 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011859 31 28 21 10 Magnesium spin form 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
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011860 31 28 21 11 Nickel alloy spin form 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011861 31 28 21 12 Non ferrous alloy spin 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011862 31 28 21 13 Non metallic spin form 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011863 31 28 21 14 Precious metal spin fo 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011864 31 28 21 15 Stainless steel spin fo 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011865 31 28 21 16 Steel spin formed co 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011866 31 28 21 17 Tin spin formed comp 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011867 31 28 21 18 Titanium spin formed 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011868 31 28 21 19 Zinc spin formed com 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011729 31 28 22 00 Roll formed compone 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011831 31 28 22 01 Aluminum roll formed c4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011832 31 28 22 02 Beryllium roll formed 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011833 31 28 22 03 Brass roll formed comp4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011834 31 28 22 04 Bronze roll formed co 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011835 31 28 22 05 Composite roll formed 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011836 31 28 22 06 Copper roll formed co 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011837 31 28 22 07 Ferrous alloy roll form 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011838 31 28 22 08 Iron roll formed comp 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011839 31 28 22 09 Lead roll formed com 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011840 31 28 22 10 Magnesium roll forme 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011841 31 28 22 11 Nickel alloy roll forme 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011842 31 28 22 12 Non ferrous alloy roll fo4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011843 31 28 22 13 Non metallic roll form 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011844 31 28 22 14 Precious metal roll for 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011845 31 28 22 15 Stainless steel roll for 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011846 31 28 22 16 Steel roll formed com 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011847 31 28 22 17 Tin roll formed compo 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011848 31 28 22 18 Titanium roll formed c 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011849 31 28 22 19 Zinc roll formed comp 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011730 31 28 23 00 Stretch formed compo 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011869 31 28 23 01 Aluminum stretch for 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011870 31 28 23 02 Beryllium stretch form 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011871 31 28 23 03 Brass stretch formed 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011872 31 28 23 04 Bronze stretch formed 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011873 31 28 23 05 Composite stretch for 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011874 31 28 23 06 Copper stretch forme 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011875 31 28 23 07 Ferrous alloy stretch f 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011876 31 28 23 08 Iron stretch formed com4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011877 31 28 23 09 Lead stretch formed c 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011878 31 28 23 10 Magnesium stretch fo 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011879 31 28 23 11 Nickel alloy stretch form4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011880 31 28 23 12 Non ferrous alloy stretc4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011881 31 28 23 13 Non metallic stretch fo 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011882 31 28 23 14 Precious metal stretch 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011883 31 28 23 15 Stainless steel stretch 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011884 31 28 23 16 Steel stretch formed co4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011885 31 28 23 17 Tin stretch formed co 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011886 31 28 23 18 Titanium stretch form 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011887 31 28 23 19 Zinc stretch formed co 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011731 31 28 24 00 Explosive formed com 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011793 31 28 24 01 Aluminum explosive f 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
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011794 31 28 24 02 Beryllium explosive fo 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011795 31 28 24 03 Brass explosive forme 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011796 31 28 24 04 Bronze explosive form 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011797 31 28 24 05 Composite explosive fo4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011798 31 28 24 06 Copper explosive for 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011799 31 28 24 07 Ferrous alloy explosiv 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011800 31 28 24 08 Iron explosive formed 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011801 31 28 24 09 Lead explosive forme 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011802 31 28 24 10 Magnesium explosive 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011803 31 28 24 11 Nickel alloy explosive f4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011804 31 28 24 12 Non ferrous alloy expl 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011805 31 28 24 13 Non metallic explosiv 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011806 31 28 24 14 Precious metal explosi4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011807 31 28 24 15 Stainless steel explosiv4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011808 31 28 24 16 Steel explosive forme 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011809 31 28 24 17 Tin explosive formed 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011810 31 28 24 18 Titanium explosive form4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011811 31 28 24 19 Zinc explosive formed 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011071 31 29 00 00 Machined extrusions 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011072 31 29 11 00 Machined hydro static 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011460 31 29 11 01 Aluminum machined h 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011461 31 29 11 02 Beryllium machined h 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011462 31 29 11 03 Brass machined hydr 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011463 31 29 11 04 Bronze machined hyd 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011464 31 29 11 05 Copper machined hydr4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011465 31 29 11 06 Ferrous alloy machine 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011466 31 29 11 07 Lead machined hydro 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011467 31 29 11 08 Magnesium machined 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011468 31 29 11 09 Non ferrous alloy mach4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011469 31 29 11 10 Plastic machined hydro4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011470 31 29 11 11 Precious metal machi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011471 31 29 11 12 Rubber machined hydr4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011472 31 29 11 13 Stainless steel machi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011473 31 29 11 14 Steel machined hydro 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011474 31 29 11 15 Tin machined hydro st 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011475 31 29 11 16 Titanium machined hyd4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011476 31 29 11 17 Zinc machined hydro 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011477 31 29 11 18 Composite machined 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011478 31 29 11 19 Nickel alloy machined 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011479 31 29 11 20 Non metallic machine 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011073 31 29 12 00 Machined impact extr 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011480 31 29 12 01 Aluminum machined i 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011481 31 29 12 02 Beryllium machined i 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011482 31 29 12 03 Brass machined impa 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011483 31 29 12 04 Bronze machined imp 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011484 31 29 12 05 Copper machined impa4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011485 31 29 12 06 Ferrous alloy machine 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011486 31 29 12 07 Lead machined impact4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011487 31 29 12 08 Magnesium machined 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011488 31 29 12 09 Non ferrous alloy mach4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011489 31 29 12 10 Plastic machined imp 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
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011490 31 29 12 11 Precious metal machi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011491 31 29 12 12 Rubber machined impa4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011492 31 29 12 13 Stainless steel machi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011493 31 29 12 14 Steel machined impact4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011494 31 29 12 15 Tin machined impact 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011495 31 29 12 16 Titanium machined imp4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011496 31 29 12 17 Zinc machined impact 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011497 31 29 12 18 Composite machined i 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011498 31 29 12 19 Nickel alloy machined 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011499 31 29 12 20 Non metallic machine 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011074 31 29 13 00 Machined cold extrusi 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011500 31 29 13 01 Aluminum machined c 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011501 31 29 13 02 Beryllium machined c 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011502 31 29 13 03 Brass machined cold 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011503 31 29 13 04 Bronze machined cold 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011504 31 29 13 05 Copper machined col 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011505 31 29 13 06 Ferrous alloy machine 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011506 31 29 13 07 Lead machined cold ex4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011507 31 29 13 08 Magnesium machined 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011508 31 29 13 09 Non ferrous alloy mach4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011509 31 29 13 10 Plastic machined cold 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011510 31 29 13 11 Precious metal machi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011511 31 29 13 12 Rubber machined col 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011512 31 29 13 13 Stainless steel machi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011513 31 29 13 14 Steel machined cold ex4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011514 31 29 13 15 Tin machined cold extr4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011515 31 29 13 16 Titanium machined col4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011516 31 29 13 17 Zinc machined cold e 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011517 31 29 13 18 Composite machined 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011518 31 29 13 19 Nickel alloy machined 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011519 31 29 13 20 Non metallic machine 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011075 31 29 14 00 Machined hot extrusion4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011520 31 29 14 01 Aluminum machined h 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011521 31 29 14 02 Beryllium machined h 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011522 31 29 14 03 Brass machined hot e 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011523 31 29 14 04 Bronze machined hot e4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011524 31 29 14 05 Copper machined hot 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011525 31 29 14 06 Ferrous alloy machine 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011526 31 29 14 07 Lead machined hot ext4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011527 31 29 14 08 Magnesium machined 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011528 31 29 14 09 Non ferrous alloy mach4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011529 31 29 14 10 Plastic machined hot 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011530 31 29 14 11 Precious metal machi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011531 31 29 14 12 Rubber machined hot 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011532 31 29 14 13 Stainless steel machi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011533 31 29 14 14 Steel machined hot e 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011534 31 29 14 15 Tin machined hot extr 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011535 31 29 14 16 Titanium machined hot4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011536 31 29 14 17 Zinc machined hot extr4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011537 31 29 14 18 Composite machined 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011538 31 29 14 19 Nickel alloy machined 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
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011539 31 29 14 20 Non   metallic machin 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011076 31 30 00 00 Machined forgings 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011077 31 30 11 00 Machined open die fo 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011540 31 30 11 01 Non ferrous alloy ope 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011541 31 30 11 02 Ferrous alloy open die 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011542 31 30 11 03 Steel open die machin 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011543 31 30 11 04 Stainless steel open di4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011544 31 30 11 05 Iron open die machine 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011545 31 30 11 06 Aluminum open die m 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011546 31 30 11 07 Magnesium open die 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011547 31 30 11 08 Titanium open die ma 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011548 31 30 11 09 Beryllium open die ma 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011549 31 30 11 10 Copper open die mac 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011550 31 30 11 11 Brass open die machi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011551 31 30 11 12 Bronze open die mac 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011552 31 30 11 13 Zinc open die machin 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011553 31 30 11 14 Tin open die machine 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011554 31 30 11 15 Lead open die machin 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011555 31 30 11 16 Precious metal open 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011556 31 30 11 17 Composite open die 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011557 31 30 11 18 Nickel alloy open die 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011558 31 30 11 19 Non metallic open die 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011078 31 30 12 00 Machined closed die f 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011559 31 30 12 01 Non ferrous alloy clos 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011560 31 30 12 02 Ferrous alloy closed di4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011561 31 30 12 03 Steel closed die machi4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011562 31 30 12 04 Stainless steel closed 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011563 31 30 12 05 Iron closed die machi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011564 31 30 12 06 Aluminum closed die 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011565 31 30 12 07 Magnesium closed di 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011566 31 30 12 08 Titanium closed die ma4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011567 31 30 12 09 Beryllium closed die 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011568 31 30 12 10 Copper closed die mac4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011569 31 30 12 11 Brass closed die mac 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011570 31 30 12 12 Bronze closed die ma 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011571 31 30 12 13 Zinc closed die machi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011572 31 30 12 14 Tin closed die machin 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011573 31 30 12 15 Lead closed die machi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011574 31 30 12 16 Precious metal closed 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011575 31 30 12 17 Composite closed die 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011576 31 30 12 18 Nickel alloy closed die 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011577 31 30 12 19 Non metallic closed die4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011079 31 30 13 00 Machined impression d4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011578 31 30 13 01 Non ferrous alloy impre4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011579 31 30 13 02 Ferrous alloy impressio4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011580 31 30 13 03 Steel impression die 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011581 31 30 13 04 Stainless steel impress4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011582 31 30 13 05 Iron impression die m 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011583 31 30 13 06 Aluminum impression 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011584 31 30 13 07 Magnesium impression4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011585 31 30 13 08 Titanium impression di4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
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011586 31 30 13 09 Beryllium impression 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011587 31 30 13 10 Copper impression di 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011588 31 30 13 11 Brass impression die 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011589 31 30 13 12 Bronze impression die 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011590 31 30 13 13 Zinc impression die ma4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011591 31 30 13 14 Tin impression die mac4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011592 31 30 13 15 Lead impression die 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011593 31 30 13 16 Precious metal impres 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011594 31 30 13 17 Composite impression 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011595 31 30 13 18 Nickel alloy impressio 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011596 31 30 13 19 Non metallic impressi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011080 31 30 14 00 Machined drop forgin 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011597 31 30 14 01 Non ferrous alloy drop 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011598 31 30 14 02 Zinc drop machined fo 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011599 31 30 14 03 Ferrous alloy drop mac4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011600 31 30 14 04 Tin drop machined forg4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011601 31 30 14 05 Lead drop machined f 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011602 31 30 14 06 Steel drop machined fo4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011603 31 30 14 07 Precious metal drop 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011604 31 30 14 08 Stainless steel drop m 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011605 31 30 14 09 Iron drop machined for4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011606 31 30 14 10 Aluminum drop machi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011607 31 30 14 11 Magnesium drop mac 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011608 31 30 14 12 Titanium drop machin 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011609 31 30 14 13 Beryllium drop machin 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011610 31 30 14 14 Copper drop machine 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011611 31 30 14 15 Brass drop machined f4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011612 31 30 14 16 Bronze drop machine 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011613 31 30 14 17 Composite drop machi4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011614 31 30 14 18 Nickel alloy drop mac 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011615 31 30 14 19 Non metallic drop ma 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011081 31 30 15 00 Machined rolled ring f 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011616 31 30 15 01 Aluminum rolled ring 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011617 31 30 15 02 Beryllium rolled ring m 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011618 31 30 15 03 Brass rolled ring mac 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011619 31 30 15 04 Bronze rolled ring ma 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011620 31 30 15 05 Copper rolled ring ma 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011621 31 30 15 06 Iron rolled ring machin 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011622 31 30 15 07 Lead rolled ring machi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011623 31 30 15 08 Magnesium rolled ring 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011624 31 30 15 09 Precious metal rolled 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011625 31 30 15 10 Stainless steel rolled ri4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011626 31 30 15 11 Tin rolled ring machin 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011627 31 30 15 12 Titanium rolled ring m 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011628 31 30 15 13 Zinc rolled ring machi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011629 31 30 15 14 Non ferrous alloy rolled4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011630 31 30 15 15 Ferrous alloy rolled rin 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011631 31 30 15 16 Steel rolled ring machi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011632 31 30 15 17 Composite rolled ring m4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011633 31 30 15 18 Nickel alloy rolled ring 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011634 31 30 15 19 Non metallic rolled rin 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
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011720 31 31 00 00 Fabricated pipe asse 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011740 31 31 11 00 Solvent welded pipe as4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
012109 31 31 11 01 Aluminum solvent wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012110 31 31 11 02 Carbon steel solvent 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012111 31 31 11 03 Hastalloy X solvent w 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012112 31 31 11 04 Inconel solvent welde 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012113 31 31 11 05 Low alloy steel solvent4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012114 31 31 11 06 Non metallic solvent 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012117 31 31 11 09 Stainless steel solven 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012118 31 31 11 10 Titanium solvent weld 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012119 31 31 11 11 Waspalloy solvent wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012120 31 31 11 12 Copper solvent welde 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012121 31 31 11 13 Brass solvent welded p4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011741 31 31 12 00 Riveted pipe assemblie4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
012096 31 31 12 01 Aluminum riveted pipe 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012097 31 31 12 02 Carbon steel riveted pi4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012098 31 31 12 03 Hastalloy X riveted pi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012099 31 31 12 04 Inconel riveted pipe a 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012100 31 31 12 05 Low alloy steel riveted 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012101 31 31 12 06 Non metallic riveted pi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012104 31 31 12 09 Stainless steel riveted 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012105 31 31 12 10 Titanium riveted pipe 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012106 31 31 12 11 Waspalloy riveted pip 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012107 31 31 12 12 Copper riveted pipe a 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012108 31 31 12 13 Brass riveted pipe ass 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011742 31 31 13 00 Bolted pipe assemblies4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
012070 31 31 13 01 Aluminum bolted pipe 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012071 31 31 13 02 Carbon steel bolted pip4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012072 31 31 13 03 Hastalloy X bolted pip 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012073 31 31 13 04 Inconel bolted pipe ass4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012074 31 31 13 05 Low alloy steel bolted 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012075 31 31 13 06 Non metallic bolted pi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012078 31 31 13 09 Stainless steel bolted p4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012079 31 31 13 10 Titanium bolted pipe a 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012080 31 31 13 11 Waspalloy bolted pipe 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012081 31 31 13 12 Copper bolted pipe ass4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012082 31 31 13 13 Brass bolted pipe ass 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011743 31 31 14 00 Ultra violet welded UV 12 3/15/2003 0:00
012135 31 31 14 01 Aluminum ultra violet 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012136 31 31 14 02 Carbon steel ultra viol 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012137 31 31 14 03 Hastalloy X ultra viole 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012138 31 31 14 04 Inconel ultra violet wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012139 31 31 14 05 Low alloy steel ultra vio4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012140 31 31 14 06 Non metallic ultra viol 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012143 31 31 14 09 Stainless steel ultra vi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012144 31 31 14 10 Titanium ultra violet w 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012145 31 31 14 11 Waspalloy ultra violet w4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012146 31 31 14 12 Copper ultra violet wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012147 31 31 14 13 Brass ultra violet welde4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011744 31 31 15 00 Welded or brazed pip 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
012148 31 31 15 01 Aluminum welded or b 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
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012149 31 31 15 02 Carbon steel welded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012150 31 31 15 03 Hastalloy X welded or 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012151 31 31 15 04 Inconel welded or bra 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012152 31 31 15 05 Low alloy steel welde 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012153 31 31 15 06 Non metallic welded or4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012156 31 31 15 09 Stainless steel welded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012157 31 31 15 10 Titanium welded or br 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012158 31 31 15 11 Waspalloy welded or 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012159 31 31 15 12 Copper welded or bra 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012160 31 31 15 13 Brass welded or braz 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011745 31 31 16 00 Sonic welded pipe as 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
012122 31 31 16 01 Aluminum sonic weld 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012123 31 31 16 02 Carbon steel sonic we 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012124 31 31 16 03 Hastalloy X sonic wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012125 31 31 16 04 Inconel sonic welded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012126 31 31 16 05 Low alloy steel sonic 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012127 31 31 16 06 Non metallic sonic wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012130 31 31 16 09 Stainless steel sonic 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012131 31 31 16 10 Titanium sonic welded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012132 31 31 16 11 Waspalloy sonic weld 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012133 31 31 16 12 Copper sonic welded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012134 31 31 16 13 Brass sonic welded pi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011746 31 31 17 00 Bonded pipe assembli 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
012083 31 31 17 01 Aluminum bonded pip 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012084 31 31 17 02 Carbon steel bonded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012085 31 31 17 03 Hastalloy X bonded pip4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012086 31 31 17 04 Inconel bonded pipe a 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012087 31 31 17 05 Low alloy steel bonde 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012088 31 31 17 06 Non metallic bonded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012091 31 31 17 09 Stainless steel bonde 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012092 31 31 17 10 Titanium bonded pipe 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012093 31 31 17 11 Waspalloy bonded pip 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012094 31 31 17 12 Copper bonded pipe a 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012095 31 31 17 13 Brass bonded pipe as 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011721 31 32 00 00 Fabricated bar stock a 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011733 31 32 11 00 Bonded bar stock ass 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011901 31 32 11 01 Aluminum bonded bar 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011902 31 32 11 02 Carbon steel bonded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011903 31 32 11 03 Hastalloy X bonded b 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011904 31 32 11 04 Inconel bonded bar st 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011905 31 32 11 05 Low alloy steel bonde 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011906 31 32 11 06 Non metallic bonded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011909 31 32 11 09 Stainless steel bonde 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011910 31 32 11 10 Titanium bonded bar 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011911 31 32 11 11 Waspalloy bonded ba 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011912 31 32 11 12 Copper bonded bar st 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011913 31 32 11 13 Brass bonded bar sto 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011734 31 32 12 00 Solvent welded bar st 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011927 31 32 12 01 Aluminum solvent wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011928 31 32 12 02 Carbon steel solvent 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011929 31 32 12 03 Hastalloy X solvent w 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
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011930 31 32 12 04 Inconel solvent welde 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011931 31 32 12 05 Low alloy steel solvent4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011932 31 32 12 06 Non metallic solvent 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011935 31 32 12 09 Stainless steel solven 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011936 31 32 12 10 Titanium solvent weld 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011937 31 32 12 11 Waspalloy solvent wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011938 31 32 12 12 Copper solvent welde 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011939 31 32 12 13 Brass solvent welded b4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011735 31 32 13 00 Riveted bar stock ass 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011914 31 32 13 01 Aluminum riveted bar s4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011915 31 32 13 02 Carbon steel riveted ba4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011916 31 32 13 03 Hastalloy X riveted bar4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011917 31 32 13 04 Inconel riveted bar sto 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011918 31 32 13 05 Low alloy steel riveted 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011919 31 32 13 06 Non metallic riveted b 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011922 31 32 13 09 Stainless steel riveted 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011923 31 32 13 10 Titanium riveted bar s 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011924 31 32 13 11 Waspalloy riveted bar 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011925 31 32 13 12 Copper riveted bar sto 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011926 31 32 13 13 Brass riveted bar stoc 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011736 31 32 14 00 Welded or brazed bar 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011966 31 32 14 01 Aluminum welded or b 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011967 31 32 14 02 Carbon steel welded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011968 31 32 14 03 Hastalloy X welded or 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011969 31 32 14 04 Inconel welded or bra 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011970 31 32 14 05 Low alloy steel welde 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011971 31 32 14 06 Non metallic welded or4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011974 31 32 14 09 Stainless steel welded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011975 31 32 14 10 Titanium welded or br 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011976 31 32 14 11 Waspalloy welded or 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011977 31 32 14 12 Copper welded or bra 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011978 31 32 14 13 Brass welded or braz 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011737 31 32 15 00 Ultra violet welded UV 12 3/15/2003 0:00
011953 31 32 15 01 Aluminum ultra violet 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011954 31 32 15 02 Carbon steel ultra viol 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011955 31 32 15 03 Hastalloy X ultra viole 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011956 31 32 15 04 Inconel ultra violet wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011957 31 32 15 05 Low alloy steel ultra vio4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011958 31 32 15 06 Non metallic ultra viol 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011961 31 32 15 09 Stainless steel ultra vi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011962 31 32 15 10 Titanium ultra violet w 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011963 31 32 15 11 Waspalloy ultra violet w4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011964 31 32 15 12 Copper ultra violet wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011965 31 32 15 13 Brass ultra violet welde4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011738 31 32 16 00 Sonic welded bar stock4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011940 31 32 16 01 Aluminum sonic weld 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011941 31 32 16 02 Carbon steel sonic we 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011942 31 32 16 03 Hastalloy X sonic wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011943 31 32 16 04 Inconel sonic welded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011944 31 32 16 05 Low alloy steel sonic 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011945 31 32 16 06 Non metallic sonic wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
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011948 31 32 16 09 Stainless steel sonic 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011949 31 32 16 10 Titanium sonic welded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011950 31 32 16 11 Waspalloy sonic weld 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011951 31 32 16 12 Copper sonic welded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011952 31 32 16 13 Brass sonic welded b 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011739 31 32 17 00 Bolted bar stock asse 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011888 31 32 17 01 Aluminum bolted bar 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011889 31 32 17 02 Carbon steel bolted b 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011890 31 32 17 03 Hastalloy X bolted bar 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011891 31 32 17 04 Inconel bolted bar sto 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011892 31 32 17 05 Low alloy steel bolted 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011893 31 32 17 06 Non metallic bolted ba 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011896 31 32 17 09 Stainless steel bolted b4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011897 31 32 17 10 Titanium bolted bar st 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011898 31 32 17 11 Waspalloy bolted bar 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011899 31 32 17 12 Copper bolted bar sto 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011900 31 32 17 13 Brass bolted bar stoc 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011722 31 33 00 00 Fabricated structural 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011761 31 33 11 00 Bonded structural ass 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
012265 31 33 11 01 Aluminum bonded str 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012266 31 33 11 02 Carbon steel bonded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012267 31 33 11 03 Hastalloy X bonded str4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012268 31 33 11 04 Inconel bonded struct 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012269 31 33 11 05 Low alloy steel bonde 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012270 31 33 11 06 Non metallic bonded s 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012273 31 33 11 09 Stainless steel bonde 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012274 31 33 11 10 Titanium bonded stru 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012275 31 33 11 11 Waspalloy bonded str 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012276 31 33 11 12 Copper bonded struct 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012277 31 33 11 13 Brass bonded structura4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011762 31 33 12 00 Bolted structural asse 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
012252 31 33 12 01 Aluminum bolted stru 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012253 31 33 12 02 Carbon steel bolted str4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012254 31 33 12 03 Hastalloy X bolted str 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012255 31 33 12 04 Inconel bolted structur 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012256 31 33 12 05 Low alloy steel bolted 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012257 31 33 12 06 Non metallic bolted st 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012260 31 33 12 09 Stainless steel bolted s4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012261 31 33 12 10 Titanium bolted struct 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012262 31 33 12 11 Waspalloy bolted stru 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012263 31 33 12 12 Copper bolted structu 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012264 31 33 12 13 Brass bolted structural 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011763 31 33 13 00 Sonic welded structur 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
012304 31 33 13 01 Aluminum sonic weld 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012305 31 33 13 02 Carbon steel sonic we 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012306 31 33 13 03 Hastalloy X sonic wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012307 31 33 13 04 Inconel sonic welded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012308 31 33 13 05 Low alloy steel sonic 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012309 31 33 13 06 Non metallic sonic wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012312 31 33 13 09 Stainless steel sonic 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012313 31 33 13 10 Titanium sonic welded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
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012314 31 33 13 11 Waspalloy sonic weld 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012315 31 33 13 12 Copper sonic welded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012316 31 33 13 13 Brass sonic welded st 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011764 31 33 14 00 Ultra violet welded UV 12 3/15/2003 0:00
012317 31 33 14 01 Aluminum ultra violet 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012318 31 33 14 02 Carbon steel ultra viol 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012319 31 33 14 03 Hastalloy X ultra viole 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012320 31 33 14 04 Inconel ultra violet wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012321 31 33 14 05 Low alloy steel ultra vio4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012322 31 33 14 06 Non metallic ultra viol 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012325 31 33 14 09 Stainless steel ultra vi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012326 31 33 14 10 Titanium ultra violet w 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012327 31 33 14 11 Waspalloy ultra violet w4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012328 31 33 14 12 Copper ultra violet wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012329 31 33 14 13 Brass ultra violet welde4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011765 31 33 15 00 Solvent welded struct 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
012291 31 33 15 01 Aluminum solvent wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012292 31 33 15 02 Carbon steel solvent 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012293 31 33 15 03 Hastalloy X solvent w 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012294 31 33 15 04 Inconel solvent welde 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012295 31 33 15 05 Low alloy steel solvent4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012296 31 33 15 06 Non metallic solvent 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012299 31 33 15 09 Stainless steel solven 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012300 31 33 15 10 Titanium solvent weld 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012301 31 33 15 11 Waspalloy solvent wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012302 31 33 15 12 Copper solvent welde 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012303 31 33 15 13 Brass solvent welded s4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011766 31 33 16 00 Welded or brazed stru 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
012330 31 33 16 01 Aluminum welded or b 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012331 31 33 16 02 Carbon steel welded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012332 31 33 16 03 Hastalloy X welded or 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012333 31 33 16 04 Inconel welded or bra 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012334 31 33 16 05 Low alloy steel welde 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012335 31 33 16 06 Non metallic welded or4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012338 31 33 16 09 Stainless steel welded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012339 31 33 16 10 Titanium welded or br 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012340 31 33 16 11 Waspalloy welded or 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012341 31 33 16 12 Copper welded or bra 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012342 31 33 16 13 Brass welded or braz 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011767 31 33 17 00 Riveted structural ass 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
012278 31 33 17 01 Aluminum riveted stru 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012279 31 33 17 02 Carbon steel riveted st4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012280 31 33 17 03 Hastalloy X riveted stru4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012281 31 33 17 04 Inconel riveted structur4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012282 31 33 17 05 Low alloy steel riveted 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012283 31 33 17 06 Non metallic riveted st 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012286 31 33 17 09 Stainless steel riveted 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012287 31 33 17 10 Titanium riveted struct 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012288 31 33 17 11 Waspalloy riveted stru 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012289 31 33 17 12 Copper riveted structu 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012290 31 33 17 13 Brass riveted structur 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
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011723 31 34 00 00 Fabricated sheet asse 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011754 31 34 11 00 Welded or brazed shee4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
012057 31 34 11 01 Aluminum welded or b 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012058 31 34 11 02 Carbon steel welded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012059 31 34 11 03 Hastalloy X welded or 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012060 31 34 11 04 Inconel welded or bra 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012061 31 34 11 05 Low alloy steel welde 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012062 31 34 11 06 Non metallic welded or4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012065 31 34 11 09 Stainless steel welded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012066 31 34 11 10 Titanium welded or br 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012067 31 34 11 11 Waspalloy welded or 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012068 31 34 11 12 Copper welded or bra 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012069 31 34 11 13 Brass welded or braz 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011755 31 34 12 00 Riveted sheet assemb 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
012005 31 34 12 01 Aluminum riveted she 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012006 31 34 12 02 Carbon steel riveted sh4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012007 31 34 12 03 Hastalloy X riveted sh 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012008 31 34 12 04 Inconel riveted sheet 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012009 31 34 12 05 Low alloy steel riveted 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012010 31 34 12 06 Non metallic riveted s 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012013 31 34 12 09 Stainless steel riveted 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012014 31 34 12 10 Titanium riveted sheet 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012015 31 34 12 11 Waspalloy riveted shee4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012016 31 34 12 12 Copper riveted sheet 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012017 31 34 12 13 Brass riveted sheet as 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011756 31 34 13 00 Ultra violet welded UV 12 3/15/2003 0:00
012044 31 34 13 01 Aluminum ultra violet 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012045 31 34 13 02 Carbon steel ultra viol 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012046 31 34 13 03 Hastalloy X ultra viole 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012047 31 34 13 04 Inconel ultra violet wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012048 31 34 13 05 Low alloy steel ultra vio4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012049 31 34 13 06 Non metallic ultra viol 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012052 31 34 13 09 Stainless steel ultra vi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012053 31 34 13 10 Titanium ultra violet w 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012054 31 34 13 11 Waspalloy ultra violet w4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012055 31 34 13 12 Copper ultra violet wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012056 31 34 13 13 Brass ultra violet welde4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011757 31 34 14 00 Sonic welded sheet a 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
012031 31 34 14 01 Aluminum sonic weld 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012032 31 34 14 02 Carbon steel sonic we 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012033 31 34 14 03 Hastalloy X sonic wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012034 31 34 14 04 Inconel sonic welded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012035 31 34 14 05 Low alloy steel sonic 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012036 31 34 14 06 Non metallic sonic wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012039 31 34 14 09 Stainless steel sonic 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012040 31 34 14 10 Titanium sonic welded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012041 31 34 14 11 Waspalloy sonic weld 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012042 31 34 14 12 Copper sonic welded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012043 31 34 14 13 Brass sonic welded s 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011758 31 34 15 00 Solvent welded sheet a4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
012018 31 34 15 01 Aluminum solvent wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
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012019 31 34 15 02 Carbon steel solvent 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012020 31 34 15 03 Hastalloy X solvent w 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012021 31 34 15 04 Inconel solvent welde 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012022 31 34 15 05 Low alloy steel solvent4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012023 31 34 15 06 Non metallic solvent 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012026 31 34 15 09 Stainless steel solven 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012027 31 34 15 10 Titanium solvent weld 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012028 31 34 15 11 Waspalloy solvent wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012029 31 34 15 12 Copper solvent welde 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012030 31 34 15 13 Brass solvent welded s4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011759 31 34 16 00 Bonded sheet assem 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011992 31 34 16 01 Aluminum bonded sh 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011993 31 34 16 02 Carbon steel bonded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011994 31 34 16 03 Hastalloy X bonded s 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011995 31 34 16 04 Inconel bonded sheet 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011996 31 34 16 05 Low alloy steel bonde 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011997 31 34 16 06 Non metallic bonded s 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012000 31 34 16 09 Stainless steel bonde 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012001 31 34 16 10 Titanium bonded shee 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012002 31 34 16 11 Waspalloy bonded sh 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012003 31 34 16 12 Copper bonded sheet 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012004 31 34 16 13 Brass bonded sheet as4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011760 31 34 17 00 Bolted sheet assemblie4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011979 31 34 17 01 Aluminum bolted shee 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011980 31 34 17 02 Carbon steel bolted s 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011981 31 34 17 03 Hastalloy X bolted sh 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011982 31 34 17 04 Inconel bolted sheet as4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011983 31 34 17 05 Low alloy steel bolted 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011984 31 34 17 06 Non metallic bolted sh 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011987 31 34 17 09 Stainless steel bolted s4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011988 31 34 17 10 Titanium bolted sheet 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011989 31 34 17 11 Waspalloy bolted she 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011990 31 34 17 12 Copper bolted sheet a 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011991 31 34 17 13 Brass bolted sheet as 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011724 31 35 00 00 Fabricated tube asse 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011732 31 35 11 00 Ultra violet welded UV 12 3/15/2003 0:00
012408 31 35 11 01 Aluminum ultra violet 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012409 31 35 11 02 Carbon steel ultra viol 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012410 31 35 11 03 Hastalloy X ultra viole 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012411 31 35 11 04 Inconel ultra violet wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012412 31 35 11 05 Low alloy steel ultra vio4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012413 31 35 11 06 Non metallic ultra viol 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012416 31 35 11 09 Stainless steel ultra vi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012417 31 35 11 10 Titanium ultra violet w 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012418 31 35 11 11 Waspalloy ultra violet w4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012419 31 35 11 12 Copper ultra violet wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012420 31 35 11 13 Brass ultra violet welde4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011768 31 35 12 00 Welded or brazed tub 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
012421 31 35 12 01 Aluminum welded or b 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012422 31 35 12 02 Carbon steel welded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012423 31 35 12 03 Hastalloy X welded or 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
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012424 31 35 12 04 Inconel welded or bra 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012425 31 35 12 05 Low alloy steel welde 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012426 31 35 12 06 Non metallic welded or4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012429 31 35 12 09 Stainless steel welded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012430 31 35 12 10 Titanium welded or br 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012431 31 35 12 11 Waspalloy welded or 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012432 31 35 12 12 Copper welded or bra 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012433 31 35 12 13 Brass welded or braz 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011769 31 35 13 00 Riveted tube assembli 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
012369 31 35 13 01 Aluminum riveted tub 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012370 31 35 13 02 Carbon steel riveted t 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012371 31 35 13 03 Hastalloy X riveted tu 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012372 31 35 13 04 Inconel riveted tube a 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012373 31 35 13 05 Low alloy steel riveted 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012374 31 35 13 06 Non metallic riveted tu 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012377 31 35 13 09 Stainless steel riveted 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012378 31 35 13 10 Titanium riveted tube 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012379 31 35 13 11 Waspalloy riveted tub 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012380 31 35 13 12 Copper riveted tube a 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012381 31 35 13 13 Brass riveted tube ass 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011770 31 35 14 00 Bonded tube assembli 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
012356 31 35 14 01 Aluminum bonded tube4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012357 31 35 14 02 Carbon steel bonded t 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012358 31 35 14 03 Hastalloy X bonded tub4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012359 31 35 14 04 Inconel bonded tube a 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012360 31 35 14 05 Low alloy steel bonde 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012361 31 35 14 06 Non metallic bonded t 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012364 31 35 14 09 Stainless steel bonde 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012365 31 35 14 10 Titanium bonded tube 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012366 31 35 14 11 Waspalloy bonded tub 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012367 31 35 14 12 Copper bonded tube 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012368 31 35 14 13 Brass bonded tube ass4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011771 31 35 15 00 Bolted tube assemblie 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
012343 31 35 15 01 Aluminum bolted tube 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012344 31 35 15 02 Carbon steel bolted tub4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012345 31 35 15 03 Hastalloy X bolted tube4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012346 31 35 15 04 Inconel bolted tube ass4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012347 31 35 15 05 Low alloy steel bolted t4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012348 31 35 15 06 Non metallic bolted tu 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012351 31 35 15 09 Stainless steel bolted t4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012352 31 35 15 10 Titanium bolted tube a 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012353 31 35 15 11 Waspalloy bolted tube 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012354 31 35 15 12 Copper bolted tube as 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012355 31 35 15 13 Brass bolted tube ass 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011772 31 35 16 00 Solvent welded tube a 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
012382 31 35 16 01 Aluminum solvent wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012383 31 35 16 02 Carbon steel solvent 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012384 31 35 16 03 Hastalloy X solvent w 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012385 31 35 16 04 Inconel solvent welde 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012386 31 35 16 05 Low alloy steel solvent4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012387 31 35 16 06 Non metallic solvent 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
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012390 31 35 16 09 Stainless steel solven 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012391 31 35 16 10 Titanium solvent weld 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012392 31 35 16 11 Waspalloy solvent wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012393 31 35 16 12 Copper solvent welde 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012394 31 35 16 13 Brass solvent welded t4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011773 31 35 17 00 Sonic welded tube as 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
012395 31 35 17 01 Aluminum sonic weld 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012396 31 35 17 02 Carbon steel sonic we 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012397 31 35 17 03 Hastalloy X sonic wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012398 31 35 17 04 Inconel sonic welded t 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012399 31 35 17 05 Low alloy steel sonic 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012400 31 35 17 06 Non metallic sonic wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012403 31 35 17 09 Stainless steel sonic 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012404 31 35 17 10 Titanium sonic welded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012405 31 35 17 11 Waspalloy sonic weld 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012406 31 35 17 12 Copper sonic welded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012407 31 35 17 13 Brass sonic welded tub4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011725 31 36 00 00 Fabricated plate asse 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011747 31 36 11 00 Bonded plate assembl 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
012174 31 36 11 01 Aluminum bonded pla 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012175 31 36 11 02 Carbon steel bonded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012176 31 36 11 03 Hastalloy X bonded pla4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012177 31 36 11 04 Inconel bonded plate 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012178 31 36 11 05 Low alloy steel bonde 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012179 31 36 11 06 Non metallic bonded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012182 31 36 11 09 Stainless steel bonde 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012183 31 36 11 10 Titanium bonded plate 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012184 31 36 11 11 Waspalloy bonded plat4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012185 31 36 11 12 Copper bonded plate 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012186 31 36 11 13 Brass bonded plate a 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011748 31 36 12 00 Bolted plate assembli 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
012161 31 36 12 01 Aluminum bolted plate 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012162 31 36 12 02 Carbon steel bolted pla4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012163 31 36 12 03 Hastalloy X bolted pla 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012164 31 36 12 04 Inconel bolted plate a 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012165 31 36 12 05 Low alloy steel bolted 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012166 31 36 12 06 Non metallic bolted pl 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012169 31 36 12 09 Stainless steel bolted p4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012170 31 36 12 10 Titanium bolted plate 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012171 31 36 12 11 Waspalloy bolted plat 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012172 31 36 12 12 Copper bolted plate a 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012173 31 36 12 13 Brass bolted plate ass 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011749 31 36 13 00 Solvent welded plate 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
012200 31 36 13 01 Aluminum solvent wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012201 31 36 13 02 Carbon steel solvent 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012202 31 36 13 03 Hastalloy X solvent w 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012203 31 36 13 04 Inconel solvent welde 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012204 31 36 13 05 Low alloy steel solvent4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012205 31 36 13 06 Non metallic solvent 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012208 31 36 13 09 Stainless steel solven 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012209 31 36 13 10 Titanium solvent weld 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
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012210 31 36 13 11 Waspalloy solvent wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012211 31 36 13 12 Copper solvent welde 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012212 31 36 13 13 Brass solvent welded p4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011750 31 36 14 00 Welded or brazed plate4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
012239 31 36 14 01 Aluminum welded or b 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012240 31 36 14 02 Carbon steel welded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012241 31 36 14 03 Hastalloy X welded or 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012242 31 36 14 04 Inconel welded or bra 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012243 31 36 14 05 Low alloy steel welde 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012244 31 36 14 06 Non metallic welded or4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012247 31 36 14 09 Stainless steel welded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012248 31 36 14 10 Titanium welded or br 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012249 31 36 14 11 Waspalloy welded or 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012250 31 36 14 12 Copper welded or bra 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012251 31 36 14 13 Brass welded or braz 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011751 31 36 15 00 Ultra violet welded UV 12 3/15/2003 0:00
012226 31 36 15 01 Aluminum ultra violet 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012227 31 36 15 02 Carbon steel ultra viol 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012228 31 36 15 03 Hastalloy X ultra viole 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012229 31 36 15 04 Inconel ultra violet wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012230 31 36 15 05 Low alloy steel ultra vio4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012231 31 36 15 06 Non metallic ultra viol 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012234 31 36 15 09 Stainless steel ultra vi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012235 31 36 15 10 Titanium ultra violet w 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012236 31 36 15 11 Waspalloy ultra violet w4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012237 31 36 15 12 Copper ultra violet wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012238 31 36 15 13 Brass ultra violet welde4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011752 31 36 16 00 Sonic welded plate ass4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
012213 31 36 16 01 Aluminum sonic weld 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012214 31 36 16 02 Carbon steel sonic we 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012215 31 36 16 03 Hastalloy X sonic wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012216 31 36 16 04 Inconel sonic welded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012217 31 36 16 05 Low alloy steel sonic 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012218 31 36 16 06 Non metallic sonic wel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012221 31 36 16 09 Stainless steel sonic 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012222 31 36 16 10 Titanium sonic welded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012223 31 36 16 11 Waspalloy sonic weld 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012224 31 36 16 12 Copper sonic welded 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012225 31 36 16 13 Brass sonic welded pl 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011753 31 36 17 00 Riveted plate assembl 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
012187 31 36 17 01 Aluminum riveted plat 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012188 31 36 17 02 Carbon steel riveted pl4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012189 31 36 17 03 Hastalloy X riveted pl 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012190 31 36 17 04 Inconel riveted plate as4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012191 31 36 17 05 Low alloy steel riveted 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012192 31 36 17 06 Non metallic riveted pl 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012195 31 36 17 09 Stainless steel riveted 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012196 31 36 17 10 Titanium riveted plate 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012197 31 36 17 11 Waspalloy riveted plate4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012198 31 36 17 12 Copper riveted plate a 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
012199 31 36 17 13 Brass riveted plate as 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
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014142 31 37 00 00 Refractories 5.01 1/31/2001 16:25
014143 31 37 10 00 Ceramic fibre product 5.01 1/31/2001 16:25
014144 31 37 10 01 Insulation boards 5.01 1/31/2001 16:25
014145 31 37 10 02 Insulating wool 5.01 1/31/2001 16:25
018438 31 37 10 03 Refractory blankets 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
014146 31 37 11 00 Refractory bricks 5.01 1/31/2001 16:25
014147 31 37 11 01 Mullite bricks 5.01 1/31/2001 16:25
014148 31 37 11 02 Sillimanite bricks 5.01 1/31/2001 16:31
014149 31 37 11 03 Acid resistant bricks 5.01 1/31/2001 16:31
014150 31 37 11 04 Silica bricks 5.01 1/31/2001 16:31
014151 31 37 11 05 High alumina bricks 5.01 1/31/2001 16:31
014152 31 37 11 06 Calcium silicate block 5.01 1/31/2001 16:31
014153 31 37 11 07 Shaped bricks 5.01 1/31/2001 16:31
014154 31 37 12 00 Castables 5.01 1/31/2001 16:31
014155 31 37 12 01 Dense castables 5.01 1/31/2001 16:31
014156 31 37 12 02 Insulating castables 5.01 1/31/2001 16:31
014157 31 37 12 03 Low cement castables 5.01 1/31/2001 16:31
014158 31 37 12 04 Acid or alkali resistant 5.01 1/31/2001 16:31
014159 31 37 12 05 Abrasion resistant cast5.01 1/31/2001 16:31
014160 31 37 12 06 Sic castable 5.01 1/31/2001 16:31
014161 31 37 12 07 Self flow castable 5.01 1/31/2001 16:40
014162 31 37 12 08 Tabular alumina casta 5.01 1/31/2001 16:40
014163 31 37 12 09 Erosion resistant cast 5.01 1/31/2001 16:40
014164 31 37 13 00 Shaped refractories 5.01 1/31/2001 16:40
014165 31 37 13 01 Porous blocks 5.01 1/31/2001 16:40
014166 31 37 13 02 Zircon nozzles 5.01 1/31/2001 16:40
018439 31 37 14 00 Refractory tiles 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018440 31 37 14 01 Silica tiles 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
015095 31 38 00 00 Magnets and magneti 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015096 31 38 10 00 Permanent magnets 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015097 31 38 10 01 Lode stone 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015098 31 38 10 02 Alnico magnets 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
025750 31 38 10 03 Ferrite magnets 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025751 31 38 10 04 Neodynium magnets 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025752 31 38 10 05 Samarium cobalt magn12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
009007 32 00 00 00 Electronic Component 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009146 32 10 00 00 Printed circuits and int 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009810 32 10 15 00 Circuit assemblies an 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
002886 32 10 15 02 Printed circuit assemb 12 3/15/2003 0:00
002887 32 10 15 03 Mixed circuit assemblie12 3/15/2003 0:00
002888 32 10 15 04 Surface mount circuit 12 3/15/2003 0:00
002889 32 10 15 05 Plated through circuit 12 3/15/2003 0:00
002890 32 10 15 06 Double sided circuit c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
002891 32 10 15 07 Backplane circuit cards12 3/15/2003 0:00
002892 32 10 15 08 Multilayer circuit cards 12 3/15/2003 0:00
002893 32 10 15 09 Single sided circuit ca 12 3/15/2003 0:00
002894 32 10 15 10 Printed wire boards 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018290 32 10 15 12 Demodulators 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018291 32 10 15 13 Application specific cir 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
002943 32 10 15 14 Amplifiers 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
002944 32 10 15 15 Attenuators 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
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002945 32 10 15 16 Circulators 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
002946 32 10 15 17 Couplers 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
002947 32 10 15 18 Delay lines 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
002948 32 10 15 19 Detectors 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
002949 32 10 15 20 Dummy loads 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018293 32 10 15 21 Radio frequency RF fil 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
002951 32 10 15 22 Isolators 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
002952 32 10 15 23 Mixers 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
002953 32 10 15 24 Phase shifters 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
002954 32 10 15 25 Power dividers 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
002955 32 10 15 26 Wave tube amplifiers 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
002956 32 10 15 27 Terminations 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
010707 32 10 15 28 Modulators 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
009811 32 10 16 00 Integrated circuits 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
002895 32 10 16 01 Random access mem 12 3/15/2003 0:00
002896 32 10 16 02 Dynamic random acc 12 3/15/2003 0:00
002897 32 10 16 03 Static random access 12 3/15/2003 0:00
002898 32 10 16 04 Programmable read o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
002899 32 10 16 05 Eraseable programma 12 3/15/2003 0:00
002900 32 10 16 06 Electronically erasabl 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
002901 32 10 16 07 Monolithic memory inte12 3/15/2003 0:00
002902 32 10 16 08 Read only memory R 12 3/15/2003 0:00
002903 32 10 16 09 Application specific int 12 3/15/2003 0:00
002905 32 10 16 11 Programmable array l 12 3/15/2003 0:00
002906 32 10 16 12 Gate array logic GAL 12 3/15/2003 0:00
002907 32 10 16 13 Transistor transistor lo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
002908 32 10 16 14 Emitter coupled logic 12 3/15/2003 0:00
002909 32 10 16 15 Bipolar or metal oxide 12 3/15/2003 0:00
002910 32 10 16 16 Bipolar complementary12 3/15/2003 0:00
002911 32 10 16 17 Smart cards 2 2/22/1999 0:00
024231 32 10 16 18 Unscreened integrate 12 3/15/2003 0:00
002913 32 10 16 19 Linear integrated circu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
002914 32 10 16 20 Digital integrated circu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010883 32 10 16 21 Synchronous dynamic 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015343 32 10 16 22 Flash memory 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
016794 32 10 16 23 Rambus dynamic ran 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
016795 32 10 16 24 Synchronous graphic 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018292 32 10 16 25 Motor drive or control i 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
002915 32 10 16 26 Microprocessors 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
002916 32 10 16 27 Clock oscillators 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
010704 32 10 16 28 Microcontrollers 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018294 32 10 16 29 Operational amplifiers 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018295 32 10 16 30 Voltage regulator inte 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018296 32 10 16 31 Voltage comparator int9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018297 32 10 16 32 Timer integrated circui 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018298 32 10 16 33 Logic gates 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018299 32 10 16 34 Flip flops 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018300 32 10 16 35 Shift registers 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
025753 32 10 16 36 Digital Signal Processo12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025754 32 10 16 37 Network Processors 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
009147 32 11 00 00 Discrete semiconduct 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
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009814 32 11 15 00 Diodes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002920 32 11 15 01 Microwave diodes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002921 32 11 15 02 Zener diodes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002922 32 11 15 03 Light emitting diodes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
002923 32 11 15 04 Schottky diodes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002924 32 11 15 05 Tunnel diodes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002925 32 11 15 06 Photosensitive diodes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002926 32 11 15 07 Variable capacitance 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002927 32 11 15 08 Solar diodes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008928 32 11 15 09 Power diodes 3 1/15/2000 0:00
008929 32 11 15 10 Radio frequency RF di 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008930 32 11 15 11 Small signal diodes 3 1/15/2000 0:00
018187 32 11 15 12 Laser diodes 9 1/2/2002 13:00
009815 32 11 16 00 Transistors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002928 32 11 16 01 Photo sensitive transi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002929 32 11 16 02 Field effect transistors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
002930 32 11 16 03 Metal oxide silicone fi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
002931 32 11 16 04 Transistor chips 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008932 32 11 16 07 Bipolar darlington or r 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008933 32 11 16 08 Unijunction transistors 3 1/15/2000 0:00
010705 32 11 16 09 Insulated gate bipolar t12 3/15/2003 0:00
010706 32 11 16 10 Junction field effect tr 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018282 32 11 16 11 Bipolar junction transi 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
009816 32 11 17 00 Semiconductor device 12 3/15/2003 0:00
002934 32 11 17 01 Photovoltaic cells 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002935 32 11 17 02 Thyristors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
002936 32 11 17 03 Diacs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002937 32 11 17 04 Triacs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002938 32 11 17 05 Optical coupled isolat 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002939 32 11 17 06 Crystal oscillators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009148 32 12 00 00 Passive discrete com 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
009819 32 12 15 00 Capacitors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002957 32 12 15 01 Fixed capacitors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002958 32 12 15 02 Variable capacitors or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002959 32 12 15 03 Adjustable pre set cap 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002960 32 12 15 04 Capacitor networks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009820 32 12 16 00 Resistors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002962 32 12 16 02 Fusistors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002963 32 12 16 03 Variable resistors or v 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002967 32 12 16 07 Resistor networks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018281 32 12 16 09 Fixed resistors 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
009821 32 12 17 00 Discrete components 12 3/15/2003 0:00
002969 32 12 17 01 Rectifiers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002970 32 12 17 02 Inductors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002971 32 12 17 03 Ferrites 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002972 32 12 17 04 Static converters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002973 32 12 17 05 Inverters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002974 32 12 17 06 Resistor or capacitor 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014248 32 13 00 00 Electronic hardware a 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
014249 32 13 10 00 Electronic component 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
014250 32 13 10 01 Heat sinks 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
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018283 32 13 10 02 Semiconductor dies 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018284 32 13 10 03 Semiconductor wafers 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
002941 32 13 10 05 Integrated circuit packa9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018286 32 13 10 06 Integrated circuit socke9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018287 32 13 10 07 Discrete component 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018288 32 13 10 08 Heat sink compounds 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018289 32 13 10 09 Insulators for heat sin 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
002885 32 13 10 10 Bare printed circuit boa9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
002940 32 13 10 11 Integrated circuit lids 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
026300 32 13 10 12 Sputtering targets 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
018253 32 14 00 00 Electron tube devices 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018254 32 14 10 00 Electron Tubes 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018255 32 14 10 01 Cathode ray tubes 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018256 32 14 10 02 Klystrons 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018257 32 14 10 03 Magnetrons 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018258 32 14 10 04 Traveling wave tubes 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018259 32 14 10 05 Disk seal tubes 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018260 32 14 10 06 Resnatrons 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018261 32 14 10 07 Thyratrons 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018262 32 14 10 08 Ignitrons 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018263 32 14 10 09 Photo tubes 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018264 32 14 10 10 Photo multiplier tubes 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018265 32 14 10 11 Camera or television 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018266 32 14 10 12 Diode tubes 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018267 32 14 10 13 Triode tubes 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018268 32 14 10 14 Tetrode tubes 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018269 32 14 10 15 Pentode tubes 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018270 32 14 10 16 Multiple valve tubes 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018271 32 14 11 00 Electron tube parts and9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018272 32 14 11 01 Cathodes or emitters 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018273 32 14 11 02 Anode devices 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018274 32 14 11 03 Grid devices 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018275 32 14 11 04 Deflecting devices 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018276 32 14 11 05 Tube envelopes or bla 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018277 32 14 11 06 Tube bases 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018278 32 14 11 07 Tube sockets 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018279 32 14 11 08 Electrode pins 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
018280 32 14 11 09 Electrode carriers 9.1 1/15/2002 10:00
009008 39 00 00 00 Electrical systems an 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
009149 39 10 00 00 Lamps and lightbulbs a2 2/22/1999 0:00
009822 39 10 16 00 Lamps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002975 39 10 16 01 Halogen lamps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002976 39 10 16 02 Medical lamps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002977 39 10 16 03 Solar lamps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002978 39 10 16 04 Alcohol lamps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002979 39 10 16 05 Fluorescent lamps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002980 39 10 16 06 Arc lamps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002981 39 10 16 08 Shadowless or scialyti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002982 39 10 16 09 Stage or studio lamps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002983 39 10 16 10 Filament lamps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002985 39 10 16 12 Incandescent lamps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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002986 39 10 16 13 Infrared lamps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002987 39 10 16 14 Metal halide lamps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002988 39 10 16 15 Mercury vapor lamps 8 10/1/2001 9:13
002989 39 10 16 16 Ultraviolet UV lamps 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010880 39 10 16 17 High pressure sodium 4 8/29/2000 1:00
018525 39 10 16 18 Neon lamps 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
026333 39 10 16 19 Compact fluorescent 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
009823 39 10 17 00 Glass light bulbs 12 3/15/2003 0:00
002990 39 10 17 01 Fluorescent tubes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
012566 39 10 18 00 Lamp components 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
012567 39 10 18 01 Lamp filament 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
009150 39 11 00 00 Lighting and fixtures an2 2/22/1999 0:00
009824 39 11 15 00 Interior lighting and fixt2 2/22/1999 0:00
002991 39 11 15 01 Fluorescent fixtures 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002993 39 11 15 03 Wall fixtures 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002994 39 11 15 04 Stage or studio lightin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002995 39 11 15 05 Recessed lighting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002996 39 11 15 06 Chandeliers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002997 39 11 15 07 Desk fixtures 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002998 39 11 15 08 Track lighting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
002999 39 11 15 09 Floor lamps 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003000 39 11 15 10 Table lamps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003002 39 11 15 12 Laboratory bench ligh 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003003 39 11 15 13 Interior solar lighting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003004 39 11 15 14 Tree lights 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003005 39 11 15 15 Downlighting fixtures 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003006 39 11 15 16 Task lighting fixtures 2 2/22/1999 0:00
012564 39 11 15 17 Wax candles 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
013916 39 11 15 18 Hand or extension lig 5 1/15/2001 9:05
013936 39 11 15 19 Candle holders 5 1/15/2001 9:12
014212 39 11 15 20 Halogen lighting fixtur 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
018591 39 11 15 21 Ceiling fixtures 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
026334 39 11 15 22 Pendant lighting 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
009825 39 11 16 00 Exterior lighting and fi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003007 39 11 16 03 Roadway or highway li2 2/22/1999 0:00
003008 39 11 16 05 Landscape or area lig 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003009 39 11 16 06 Underwater lighting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003010 39 11 16 08 Residential street light 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003011 39 11 16 09 Kerosene or propane 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009826 39 11 17 00 Emergency lighting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003012 39 11 17 02 Flashlights 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003013 39 11 17 03 Storm lights 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003014 39 11 17 04 Flood lights 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003015 39 11 17 05 Light sticks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018407 39 11 17 06 Strobe or warning light9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009827 39 11 18 00 Lighting accessories 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003016 39 11 18 01 Lamp ballasts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003017 39 11 18 02 Lamp housings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003018 39 11 18 03 Lamp sockets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003019 39 11 18 04 Lamp bases 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003021 39 11 18 06 Light boxes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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003022 39 11 18 08 Grilles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014514 39 11 18 09 Light conditioner filter 5.02 2/16/2001 16:13
014557 39 11 18 10 Lamp starter 5.03 2/28/2001 12:20
014962 39 11 18 11 Electrified tracks 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015293 39 11 18 12 Lamp covers 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
017521 39 11 18 13 Lamp arms 8 10/1/2001 9:13
015438 39 11 19 00 Hazardous location lig 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015439 39 11 19 01 Hazardous location flu 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
015440 39 11 19 02 Hazardous location in 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
014625 39 11 20 00 Mobile and fixed floodl 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014626 39 11 20 01 Light tower 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014627 39 11 20 02 Light cart 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014628 39 11 20 03 Light stand 12 3/15/2003 0:00
026335 39 11 21 00 Optical lighting 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
026336 39 11 21 01 Fiber optic lighting 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
026337 39 11 21 02 Light emitting diode L 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
009128 39 12 00 00 Electrical equipment a 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
017572 39 12 10 00 Power conditioning eq 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
017573 39 12 10 01 Distribution power tra 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
017574 39 12 10 02 Power supply transfor 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
017575 39 12 10 03 Instrument transformer8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002194 39 12 10 04 Power supply units 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002196 39 12 10 06 Power adapters or inve8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002197 39 12 10 07 Frequency converters 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002198 39 12 10 08 Signal converters 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002200 39 12 10 09 Electrical or power re 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
002201 39 12 10 10 Magnetic coils 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
011052 39 12 10 11 Uninterruptible power s8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
015009 39 12 10 12 Chokes 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
015042 39 12 10 13 Electric rotary convert 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
015065 39 12 10 14 Capacitor banks 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
015534 39 12 10 15 Reactors 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
017527 39 12 10 16 Slip rings 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
017576 39 12 10 17 Power distribution unit 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
017943 39 12 10 18 Intrinsic safety barrier 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
017944 39 12 10 19 Inductive coupling de 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
018140 39 12 10 20 Signal conditioners 9 1/2/2002 13:00
026338 39 12 10 21 Servo drives 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
026339 39 12 10 22 Electronic transformers13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
017577 39 12 11 00 Distribution and Contr 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
017578 39 12 11 01 Load centers 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
017579 39 12 11 02 Meter centers or sock 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
017580 39 12 11 03 Panelboards 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
017581 39 12 11 04 Motor control centers 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
017582 39 12 11 05 Switchgear systems 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
017583 39 12 11 06 Power monitoring or co8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
017584 39 12 11 07 Lighting control syste 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
017585 39 12 11 08 Distribution or control b8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
026301 39 12 11 09 Transmission transfor 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
017586 39 12 12 00 Wire management co 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002202 39 12 12 01 Cable trays 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
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002203 39 12 12 02 Electrical conduit 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002204 39 12 12 03 Electrical raceways 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002206 39 12 12 04 Wireways 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002207 39 12 12 05 Wiring troughs 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
017587 39 12 12 06 Busways 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002205 39 12 12 07 Wiring ducts 12 3/15/2003 0:00
026340 39 12 12 08 Cable ladders 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
009729 39 12 13 00 Electrical boxes and en8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
017588 39 12 13 01 Distribution or control b8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
017589 39 12 13 02 Enclosure plates or co 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002208 39 12 13 03 Electrical boxes 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002209 39 12 13 04 Electrical box covers 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002210 39 12 13 05 Weatherproof boxes 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002211 39 12 13 06 Switch boxes 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002212 39 12 13 07 Floor boxes 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002213 39 12 13 08 Outlet boxes 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002214 39 12 13 09 Specialty electrical bo 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002215 39 12 13 10 Utility boxes 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002216 39 12 13 11 Electrical fittings 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002217 39 12 13 12 Electrical bushings 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
014956 39 12 13 13 Ceiling flanges 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
009730 39 12 14 00 Lugs connectors and t 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002219 39 12 14 02 Electrical plugs 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002220 39 12 14 03 Twist lock plugs 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002221 39 12 14 04 Electrical sleeves 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002222 39 12 14 05 Cable or wire lugs 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002223 39 12 14 06 Electrical receptacles 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002224 39 12 14 07 Terminal strips 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002225 39 12 14 08 Mechanical connectors8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002227 39 12 14 09 Wire connectors 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002228 39 12 14 10 Terminal blocks 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002229 39 12 14 11 Fuse blocks 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002230 39 12 14 12 Backshell connectors 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002231 39 12 14 13 Circular connectors 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002232 39 12 14 14 Coaxial connectors 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002233 39 12 14 15 Flat connectors 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002234 39 12 14 16 Electronic connector c 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002239 39 12 14 19 Flex connectors 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002240 39 12 14 20 Liquid tight connector 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
008327 39 12 14 21 Connector assemblies 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
008852 39 12 14 22 Mechanical couplings 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
008853 39 12 14 23 Spring jaw connectors 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
012624 39 12 14 24 Terminal block covers 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
012653 39 12 14 25 Terminal block separat8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
012654 39 12 14 26 Jumper bar 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
014957 39 12 14 27 Wiring taps 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
015066 39 12 14 28 Electrical taps 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
015067 39 12 14 29 Fiber optic connector 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
017593 39 12 14 30 Fuse clips 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
017512 39 12 14 31 Cable gland connecto 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
002218 39 12 14 32 Electrical terminals 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
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017591 39 12 14 33 Radio frequency RF c 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
017592 39 12 14 34 Electrical metallic tubi 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
017845 39 12 14 35 Connecting leads or 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
018394 39 12 14 36 Electrodes 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018538 39 12 14 37 Current collector shoes9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
009731 39 12 15 00 Switches and controls 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
002241 39 12 15 01 Safety switches 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002242 39 12 15 02 Dimmer switches 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002243 39 12 15 03 Drum switches 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002244 39 12 15 04 Time switches 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002245 39 12 15 05 Snap switches 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002247 39 12 15 06 Pressure switches 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002248 39 12 15 07 Toggle switches 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002249 39 12 15 08 Slide switches 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002250 39 12 15 09 Limit switches 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002251 39 12 15 10 Controller switches 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002252 39 12 15 11 Variable switches 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002253 39 12 15 12 Push button switches 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002254 39 12 15 13 Rotary switches 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002255 39 12 15 14 Power relays 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002256 39 12 15 15 General purpose rela 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002257 39 12 15 16 Socket relays 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002258 39 12 15 17 Alternating voltage rel 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002259 39 12 15 18 Mercury relays 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002260 39 12 15 19 Time relays 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002261 39 12 15 20 Overload relays 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002262 39 12 15 21 Motor starter controls 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002263 39 12 15 22 Electrical contacts 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002264 39 12 15 23 Timer controls 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002265 39 12 15 24 Photocontrols 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002266 39 12 15 25 Non fusible switches 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
012667 39 12 15 27 Encoders 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
012668 39 12 15 28 Photoelectric sensors 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
014246 39 12 15 29 Contactors 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
017513 39 12 15 31 Level or float switches 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
017594 39 12 15 32 Radio frequency RF s 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
017514 39 12 15 33 Switch parts or acces 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
017823 39 12 15 34 Indicator or pilot lights 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
017827 39 12 15 35 Control relays 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
017828 39 12 15 36 Phase failure relays 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
017937 39 12 15 37 Foot switches 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
017938 39 12 15 38 Flow switches 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
017939 39 12 15 39 Keylock switches 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
017940 39 12 15 40 Mercury switches 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
017941 39 12 15 41 Rocker switches 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
017942 39 12 15 42 Solid state relays 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
018189 39 12 15 43 Relay boards or multi 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018313 39 12 15 44 Indicator light parts or 9.1 1/15/2002 10:05
018321 39 12 15 45 Emergency stops 9.1 1/15/2002 10:05
018393 39 12 15 46 Joystick switches or c 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018479 39 12 15 47 Relay sockets or base 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
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018485 39 12 15 48 Vacuum switches 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
021155 39 12 15 49 Temperature switch 10 4/15/2002 10:44
012609 39 12 15 50 Proximity switches 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025239 39 12 15 51 Reflector parts 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
009732 39 12 16 00 Circuit protection devi 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002268 39 12 16 01 Circuit breakers 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002269 39 12 16 02 Magnetic circuit breake8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002270 39 12 16 03 Miniature circuit breake8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002271 39 12 16 04 Time delay fuses 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002272 39 12 16 05 Plug fuses 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002273 39 12 16 06 Cartridge fuses 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002274 39 12 16 07 Glass body fuses 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002275 39 12 16 08 Class type fuses 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002276 39 12 16 09 Midget fuses 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
013899 39 12 16 10 Surge suppressers 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
015184 39 12 16 11 Ceramic fuses 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
016819 39 12 16 12 Blade fuses 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
017596 39 12 16 13 Grounding devices or a8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
017649 39 12 16 14 Earth leakage circuit b 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
017647 39 12 16 15 Air circuit breakers 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
017644 39 12 16 16 Molded case circuit bre8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
017550 39 12 16 17 Fuse parts or accesso 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
017501 39 12 16 18 Fuse wire 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
018423 39 12 16 19 Diazed or bottle fuses 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
026341 39 12 16 20 Transient protection 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
009733 39 12 17 00 Electrical hardware an 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002277 39 12 17 01 Electrical hangers 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002278 39 12 17 02 Cable clips 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002279 39 12 17 03 Cable ties 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002280 39 12 17 04 Wallplates 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002282 39 12 17 05 Cable clamps 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
002745 39 12 17 06 Transformer bushings 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
012623 39 12 17 07 Harness board nails 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
012643 39 12 17 08 Din Rail 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
012690 39 12 17 09 Handle tie 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
014945 39 12 17 10 Electrical receptacle 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
015029 39 12 17 11 Tubings 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
015030 39 12 17 12 End caps 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
015031 39 12 17 13 Spiral wrapping 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
015032 39 12 17 14 Grommet edging 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
015033 39 12 17 15 Corrugated loom tube 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
015034 39 12 17 16 Expandable braided sl 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
015069 39 12 17 17 Cable tie mounts 8.2 11/1/2001 10:00
017516 39 12 17 18 Cable splicing kits 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
018180 39 12 17 19 Strain reliefs 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018245 39 12 17 20 Transformer handles 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018323 39 12 17 21 Electrical insulators 9.1 1/15/2002 10:05
026342 39 12 18 00 Intelligent Building Inst13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
026343 39 12 18 01 Controlling units or dev13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
026344 39 12 18 02 Inactive units or devic 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
009009 40 00 00 00 Distribution and Condit2 2/22/1999 0:00
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009151 40 10 00 00 Heating and ventilatio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009828 40 10 15 00 Ventilation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003023 40 10 15 01 Air collectors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003024 40 10 15 02 Air exhausters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003025 40 10 15 03 Vents 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003026 40 10 15 04 Ventilation dampers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003027 40 10 15 05 Air diffusers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015181 40 10 15 06 Ventilation pipes 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
009829 40 10 16 00 Air circulation and par 9 1/2/2002 13:00
003028 40 10 16 01 Blowers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003029 40 10 16 02 Air circulators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003030 40 10 16 03 Impellers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003031 40 10 16 04 Fans 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018227 40 10 16 05 Fan guards or  access 9 1/2/2002 13:00
009830 40 10 17 00 Cooling 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003032 40 10 17 01 Air conditioners 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003033 40 10 17 02 Cooling exchangers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003034 40 10 17 03 Evaporative coolers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003035 40 10 17 04 Condensing units 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018311 40 10 17 05 Capillary tube assemb 9.1 1/15/2002 10:05
018408 40 10 17 06 Air conditioner shutters9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
026302 40 10 17 07 Cooling tower access 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
009831 40 10 18 00 Heating equipment and9 1/2/2002 13:00
003036 40 10 18 01 Radiators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003037 40 10 18 02 Heat exchangers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003038 40 10 18 03 Fireplaces 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003040 40 10 18 05 Furnaces 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003041 40 10 18 06 Heat pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003042 40 10 18 07 Solar heating units 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003043 40 10 18 08 Heating stoves 2 2/22/1999 0:00
013242 40 10 18 09 Circulation heaters 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013243 40 10 18 10 Coil duct heaters 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013244 40 10 18 11 Convection heaters 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013245 40 10 18 12 Divided exchangers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013246 40 10 18 13 Double split exchange 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013247 40 10 18 14 Finned tubular heater 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013248 40 10 18 15 Immersion heaters 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013249 40 10 18 16 Kettle exchangers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013250 40 10 18 17 One pass exchangers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013251 40 10 18 18 Process air heaters 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013252 40 10 18 19 Space heaters 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013253 40 10 18 20 Split exchangers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013254 40 10 18 21 Strip heaters 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013255 40 10 18 22 Tubular heaters 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013256 40 10 18 23 Two pass exchangers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
014719 40 10 18 24 Quartz heater 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
015245 40 10 18 25 Domestic water heate 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015264 40 10 18 26 Commercial water he 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
017976 40 10 18 27 Ceramic fiber heaters 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
018134 40 10 18 28 Cartridge heaters 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018135 40 10 18 29 Band heaters 9 1/2/2002 13:00
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018157 40 10 18 30 Heater elements 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018164 40 10 18 31 Induction heaters 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018523 40 10 18 32 Doors for heating equi 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
025755 40 10 18 33 Boiler or Heater Ignitor12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026047 40 10 18 34 Burners 13 11/1/2003 0:00
009832 40 10 19 00 Humidity control 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003044 40 10 19 01 Vaporizers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003045 40 10 19 02 Dehumidifiers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003046 40 10 19 03 Humidifiers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014171 40 10 20 00 Boilers 5.01 1/31/2001 16:40
014172 40 10 20 01 Fire tube boilers 5.01 1/31/2001 16:40
014173 40 10 20 02 Water tube boiler 5.01 1/31/2001 16:40
014174 40 10 20 03 Electric boilers 5.01 1/31/2001 16:40
025756 40 10 20 04 Natural gas powered 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025757 40 10 20 05 Propane gas powered 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
009152 40 14 00 00 Fluid and gas distributi2 2/22/1999 0:00
009834 40 14 16 00 Valves 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003050 40 14 16 02 Needle valves 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003051 40 14 16 03 Pneumatic valves 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003052 40 14 16 04 Safety valves 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003053 40 14 16 05 Solenoid valves 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003054 40 14 16 06 Relief valves 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003055 40 14 16 07 Ball valves 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003056 40 14 16 08 Hydraulic valves 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003057 40 14 16 09 Control valves 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003058 40 14 16 10 Float valves 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003059 40 14 16 11 Globe valves 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003060 40 14 16 12 Expansion valves 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003061 40 14 16 13 Gate valves 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010907 40 14 16 15 Flap valves 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010978 40 14 16 16 Valve parts or access 7 6/29/2001 9:59
013275 40 14 16 17 Angle globe valves 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013276 40 14 16 18 Ball check valves 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013277 40 14 16 19 Butterfly lug pattern v 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013278 40 14 16 20 Butterfly wafer pattern 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013279 40 14 16 21 Diaphragm valves 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013280 40 14 16 22 Inline check valves 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013281 40 14 16 23 Knife gate valves 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013282 40 14 16 24 Lubricated plug valve 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013283 40 14 16 25 Mud or slush valves 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013284 40 14 16 26 Nonlubricated plug val 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013285 40 14 16 27 Orifice valves 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013286 40 14 16 28 Pilot valves 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013287 40 14 16 29 Pinch valves 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013288 40 14 16 30 Piston check valves 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013289 40 14 16 31 Pump valves 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013290 40 14 16 32 Sentinel valves 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013291 40 14 16 33 Slider valves 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013292 40 14 16 34 Swing check valves 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013293 40 14 16 35 Turbine valves 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013294 40 14 16 36 Valve kits 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
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013295 40 14 16 37 Wafer check valves 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
018409 40 14 16 38 Toggle valves 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009835 40 14 17 00 Hardware and fittings 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
003063 40 14 17 01 Drains 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003064 40 14 17 02 Faucets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003065 40 14 17 03 Shower heads 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003066 40 14 17 04 Spigots 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003067 40 14 17 05 Spouts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003078 40 14 17 16 P traps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003081 40 14 17 19 Plumbing adapters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003082 40 14 17 20 Plumbing connectors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003087 40 14 17 25 Plumbing hangers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003088 40 14 17 26 Hydrants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003089 40 14 17 27 Plumbing vents 2 2/22/1999 0:00
012592 40 14 17 31 Nozzles 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
012699 40 14 17 32 Plumbing spiders 4.05 12/18/2000 7:29
014453 40 14 17 34 Hose fitting 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014954 40 14 17 35 Funnels 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015378 40 14 17 36 Grease fitting 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015406 40 14 17 37 Diaphragms 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
017548 40 14 17 38 Drain plugs 8 10/1/2001 9:13
017609 40 14 17 39 Drain covers 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
018229 40 14 17 40 Fuel cocks 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018238 40 14 17 41 Orifice fittings 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018411 40 14 17 42 Atomizers 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018413 40 14 17 43 Nozzle tips or caps 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018419 40 14 17 44 Drain bowls 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018622 40 14 17 45 Fusible Plugs 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
025240 40 14 17 46 Sight glass 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
003047 40 14 19 00 Ducts 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
013258 40 14 19 01 Flexible ducts 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013259 40 14 19 02 Rigid ducts 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
024439 40 14 19 03 Magnesium ducts or d 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024440 40 14 19 04 Ferrous alloy ducts or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024278 40 14 19 05 Titanium ducts or ductw12 3/15/2003 0:00
024279 40 14 19 06 Tin ducts or ductwork 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024280 40 14 19 07 Brass ducts or ductwo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024281 40 14 19 08 Lead ducts or ductwor 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024282 40 14 19 09 Bronze ducts or duct 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024283 40 14 19 10 Zinc ducts or ductwor 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024284 40 14 19 11 Steel ducts or ductwo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024285 40 14 19 12 Iron ducts or ductwork 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024286 40 14 19 13 Cement ducts or duct 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024287 40 14 19 14 Plastics duct or ductw 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024288 40 14 19 15 Rubber duct or ductw 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024289 40 14 19 16 Glass ducts or ductwo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024290 40 14 19 17 Stone ducts or ductwo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024291 40 14 19 18 Non ferrous alloy ducts12 3/15/2003 0:00
024292 40 14 19 19 Aluminum ducts or du 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024293 40 14 19 20 Stainless steel ducts 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024294 40 14 19 21 Precious metal ducts 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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024295 40 14 19 22 Copper ducts or duct 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003048 40 14 20 00 Hoses 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
013261 40 14 20 01 Acid hoses 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013262 40 14 20 02 Air hoses 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013263 40 14 20 03 Drill hoses 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013264 40 14 20 04 Marine hoses 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013265 40 14 20 05 Material handling hos 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013266 40 14 20 06 Oil hoses 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013267 40 14 20 07 Special hoses 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013268 40 14 20 08 Water hoses 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013269 40 14 20 09 Air water gas multipur 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
016899 40 14 20 10 Fluoropolymer lined h 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
009679 40 14 21 00 Pipe 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
013271 40 14 21 01 Carbon steel pipe 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013272 40 14 21 02 Ductile iron pipe 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013273 40 14 21 03 High nickel alloy pipe 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013274 40 14 21 04 High yield steel pipe 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
014088 40 14 21 05 Ferrous alloy pipe 12 3/15/2003 0:00
001847 40 14 21 06 Aluminum pipe 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001851 40 14 21 07 Brass pipe 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001852 40 14 21 08 Bronze pipe 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001858 40 14 21 09 Concrete pipe 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001850 40 14 21 10 Copper pipe 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
014094 40 14 21 11 Cast iron pipe 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
001855 40 14 21 12 Lead pipe 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001848 40 14 21 13 Magnesium pipe 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
014097 40 14 21 14 Non ferrous pipe 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
001856 40 14 21 15 Plastic pipe 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001857 40 14 21 16 Rubber pipe 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001846 40 14 21 17 Stainless steel pipe 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001854 40 14 21 18 Tin pipe 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001849 40 14 21 19 Titanium pipe 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
001853 40 14 21 20 Zinc pipe 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
014203 40 14 21 21 Hose reels 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
026303 40 14 21 22 Glass pipe 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
013296 40 14 22 00 Fluid and gas regulato 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
013297 40 14 22 01 Gas regulators 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
003090 40 14 22 02 Fluid regulators 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
017547 40 14 22 03 Fluid regulator repair 8 10/1/2001 9:13
013298 40 14 23 00 Pipe fittings 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013299 40 14 23 01 Pipe angle face rings 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013300 40 14 23 02 Pipe branch outlets 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013301 40 14 23 03 Pipe laterals 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013302 40 14 23 04 Pipe inserts 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013303 40 14 23 05 Pipe reducers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013304 40 14 23 06 Pipe saddles 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013305 40 14 23 07 Pipe stubends 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013306 40 14 23 08 Pipe wyes 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
003079 40 14 23 09 Pipe bends 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
003074 40 14 23 10 Pipe caps 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
014107 40 14 23 11 Pipe half couplings 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
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014108 40 14 23 12 Pipe expansion joints 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
003068 40 14 23 13 Pipe plugs 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
014110 40 14 23 14 Pipe bushings 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014111 40 14 23 15 Pipe couplings 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014112 40 14 23 16 Pipe crosses 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014113 40 14 23 17 Pipe elbows 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014114 40 14 23 18 Pipe nipples 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014115 40 14 23 19 Pipe tees 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014116 40 14 23 20 Pipe unions 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014117 40 14 23 21 Pipe reducing couplin 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014118 40 14 23 22 Pipe repair clamps 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
016913 40 14 23 23 Rupture disk 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
017546 40 14 23 24 Pipe connection boxe 8 10/1/2001 9:13
018412 40 14 23 25 Pipe baffles 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
026304 40 14 23 26 Pipe spacers 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026305 40 14 23 27 Pipe swivel or rotating 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
013307 40 14 24 00 Pipe flanges 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013308 40 14 24 01 Ammonia flanges 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013309 40 14 24 02 Backup flanges 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013310 40 14 24 03 Blind flanges 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013311 40 14 24 04 Lapjoint flanges 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013312 40 14 24 05 Long weldneck flange 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013313 40 14 24 06 Orifice flanges 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013314 40 14 24 07 Plate flanges 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013315 40 14 24 08 Slipon flanges 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013316 40 14 24 09 Socketweld flanges 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013317 40 14 24 10 Spectacle blind flanges4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013318 40 14 24 11 Threaded flanges 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013319 40 14 24 12 Weldneck flanges 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
019288 40 14 24 13 Puddle flanges 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
026306 40 14 24 14 Reducing flanges 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
013320 40 14 25 00 Traps and strainers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013321 40 14 25 01 Liquid strainers 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
003070 40 14 25 02 Liquid traps 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
003071 40 14 25 03 Steam traps 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
014121 40 14 25 04 Steam strainers 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013322 40 14 26 00 Tube fittings 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
018315 40 14 26 04 Tube elbows 9.1 1/15/2002 10:05
018316 40 14 26 05 Tube tees 9.1 1/15/2002 10:05
018317 40 14 26 06 Tube unions 9.1 1/15/2002 10:05
018429 40 14 26 07 Tube caps 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018628 40 14 26 08 Tube nipples 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
019192 40 14 26 09 Tube plugs 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
025165 40 14 26 10 Tube couplings 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025166 40 14 26 11 Tube bushings 12 3/15/2003 0:00
026307 40 14 26 12 Tube adapters 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026308 40 14 26 13 Tube connectors 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026309 40 14 26 14 Tube crosses 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026310 40 14 26 15 Tube reducers 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
009153 40 15 00 00 Industrial pumps and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009836 40 15 15 00 Pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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003091 40 15 15 01 Air pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003092 40 15 15 02 Vacuum pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003093 40 15 15 03 Centrifugal pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003094 40 15 15 04 Circulating pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003095 40 15 15 05 Dosing pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003096 40 15 15 06 Hand pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003097 40 15 15 07 Irrigation pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003098 40 15 15 08 Mud pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003099 40 15 15 09 Reciprocating pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003100 40 15 15 10 Water pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003101 40 15 15 11 Well pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003102 40 15 15 12 Sump pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003103 40 15 15 13 Submersible pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003104 40 15 15 14 Steam pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003105 40 15 15 15 Solenoid pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003106 40 15 15 16 Shear pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003107 40 15 15 17 Sewage pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003108 40 15 15 18 Sealless pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003109 40 15 15 19 Sanitary pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003110 40 15 15 20 Sampling pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003111 40 15 15 21 Rotary pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003112 40 15 15 22 Reverse osmosis pum 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003113 40 15 15 23 Positive displacement 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003114 40 15 15 24 Oil pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003115 40 15 15 25 Sludge pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003116 40 15 15 26 Turbine pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003117 40 15 15 27 Plunger pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003118 40 15 15 28 Oscillating pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003119 40 15 15 29 Drum pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003120 40 15 15 30 Dredge pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003121 40 15 15 31 Dewatering pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003122 40 15 15 32 Fuel pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003123 40 15 15 33 Hydraulic pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003124 40 15 15 34 Cryogenic pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
013326 40 15 15 46 Axial split pumps 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013327 40 15 15 47 Deepwell pumps 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013328 40 15 15 48 Diaphragm pumps 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013329 40 15 15 49 Double diaphragm pu 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013330 40 15 15 50 Duplex pumps 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013331 40 15 15 51 Gear pumps 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013332 40 15 15 52 Metering or injection o 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013333 40 15 15 53 Progressive cavity pu 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013334 40 15 15 54 Ram pumps 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013335 40 15 15 55 Rotary cam pumps 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013336 40 15 15 56 Rotary lobe pumps 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
013337 40 15 15 57 Rotating piston pump 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013338 40 15 15 58 Screw Pumps 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013339 40 15 15 59 Simplex pumps 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013340 40 15 15 60 Sliding vane pumps 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013341 40 15 15 61 Triplex pumps 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013342 40 15 15 62 Worm pumps 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
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017651 40 15 15 63 Fire pump sets 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
018414 40 15 15 64 Chemical pumps 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009837 40 15 16 00 Compressors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003125 40 15 16 01 Air compressors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003126 40 15 16 02 Axial flow compressors2 2/22/1999 0:00
003127 40 15 16 03 Diaphragm compress 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003128 40 15 16 04 Gas compressors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003129 40 15 16 05 Motor compressors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003130 40 15 16 06 Reciprocating compres2 2/22/1999 0:00
003131 40 15 16 07 Refrigerant compress 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003132 40 15 16 08 Rotary compressors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003133 40 15 16 09 Screw compressors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010979 40 15 16 10 Compressor parts or 7 6/29/2001 9:59
013343 40 15 16 11 Barrel compressors 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013344 40 15 16 12 Centrifugal compress 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013345 40 15 16 13 Combination compress4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013346 40 15 16 14 Semi radial compress 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013347 40 15 16 15 Turbo compressors 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
015540 40 15 16 16 Compressor kits 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
010980 40 15 17 00 Pump parts and acce 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
012671 40 15 17 01 Pump casings 4.04 11/30/2000 9:02
015305 40 15 17 12 Pump packings 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018424 40 15 17 13 Pump liners 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018425 40 15 17 14 Pump barrels 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018426 40 15 17 15 Pump idlers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018427 40 15 17 16 Pump head 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019161 40 15 17 17 Pump discs 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010897 40 15 17 18 Sludge pump spare p 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010898 40 15 17 19 Sewage pump spare 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010899 40 15 17 20 Submersible pump sp 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010900 40 15 17 21 Water pump spare pa 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010901 40 15 17 22 Well pump spare part 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010902 40 15 17 23 Sump pump spare pa 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010903 40 15 17 24 Dosing pump spare p 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010904 40 15 17 25 Centrifugal pump spar 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010905 40 15 17 26 Circulation pump spare12 3/15/2003 0:00
010906 40 15 17 27 Rotary pump spare pa 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019191 40 15 17 28 Pump repair kits 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
009154 40 16 00 00 Industrial filtering and p2 2/22/1999 0:00
009838 40 16 15 00 Filters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003134 40 16 15 01 Vacuum filters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003135 40 16 15 02 Water filters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003136 40 16 15 03 Dust collectors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003137 40 16 15 04 Oil filters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003138 40 16 15 05 Air filters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003139 40 16 15 06 Filtering machinery 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003140 40 16 15 07 Filter membranes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010851 40 16 15 08 Bag filters 4 8/29/2000 1:00
013348 40 16 15 09 Absorption filters 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013350 40 16 15 11 Coalescing filters 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013351 40 16 15 12 Electronic filters 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
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013352 40 16 15 13 Fuel filters 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013353 40 16 15 14 Gas pipeline filters 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013354 40 16 15 15 Hydraulic filters 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013355 40 16 15 16 In line filters 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013356 40 16 15 17 Light filters 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013357 40 16 15 18 Microfiber filters 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013358 40 16 15 19 Panel filters 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013359 40 16 15 20 Radial fin filters 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
014454 40 16 15 21 Filter Base 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014455 40 16 15 22 Filter Fins 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014457 40 16 15 24 Paint filters 10.1 5/15/2002 15:53
017506 40 16 15 25 Housings for filters 7.5 9/14/2001 11:11
018235 40 16 15 26 Filter retainers or acc 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018392 40 16 15 27 Filter repair kits 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009839 40 16 16 00 Purification 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003141 40 16 16 01 Air scrubbers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003142 40 16 16 02 Air cleaners 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009840 40 16 17 00 Separators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003143 40 16 17 01 Centrifuges 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003144 40 16 17 02 Wet scrubbers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003145 40 16 17 03 Mist eliminators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
026311 40 16 17 04 Hydro cyclones 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
014522 40 16 18 00 Filter media 5.02 2/16/2001 16:19
014523 40 16 18 01 Metal fabric media 5.02 2/16/2001 16:19
014524 40 16 18 02 Pressed felts 5.02 2/16/2001 16:19
014525 40 16 18 03 Filter papers 5.02 2/16/2001 16:19
016843 40 16 18 04 Filter aids 7 6/29/2001 9:59
016896 40 16 18 05 Filter cloth 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
018455 40 16 18 06 Filter mesh 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009010 41 00 00 00 Laboratory and Meas 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009155 41 10 00 00 Laboratory and scientif6.04 6/1/2001 11:18
016983 41 10 15 00 Laboratory blending a 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003147 41 10 15 02 Stomachers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003148 41 10 15 03 Laboratory sprayers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016985 41 10 15 04 Homogenizers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003150 41 10 15 05 French pressure cells 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014199 41 10 15 15 Liquid measuring can 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016986 41 10 15 16 Dounce homogenizer 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016984 41 10 15 18 Laboratory blenders or12 3/15/2003 0:00
009843 41 10 17 00 Laboratory boring and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003166 41 10 17 01 Laboratory mills 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003167 41 10 17 02 Pestle or mortars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003168 41 10 17 03 Tissue grinders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003170 41 10 17 05 Laboratory crushers or12 3/15/2003 0:00
003171 41 10 17 06 Laboratory disintegrat 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003172 41 10 17 07 Laboratory presses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009844 41 10 18 00 Laboratory electron a 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003173 41 10 18 01 Electron guns 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003174 41 10 18 02 X ray generators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003175 41 10 18 03 Coulometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003176 41 10 18 04 Electroscopes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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003177 41 10 18 05 Fluxmeters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003178 41 10 18 06 Magnetometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003179 41 10 18 07 Electron diffraction ap 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003180 41 10 18 08 Neutron diffraction ap 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003181 41 10 18 09 Optical diffraction app 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003182 41 10 18 10 Diffractometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009845 41 10 19 00 Laboratory ionic equip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003183 41 10 19 01 Ion sources 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003184 41 10 19 02 Ion exchange apparat 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003185 41 10 19 03 Ion implantation equipm2 2/22/1999 0:00
009848 41 10 24 00 Laboratory heating and2 2/22/1999 0:00
003226 41 10 24 01 Gas burners 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003227 41 10 24 02 Spirit burners 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003228 41 10 24 03 Laboratory incinerators2 2/22/1999 0:00
003229 41 10 24 04 Laboratory heaters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003230 41 10 24 05 Heating mantles or ta 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003231 41 10 24 06 Laboratory hotplates 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003232 41 10 24 07 Warming cabinets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003235 41 10 24 10 Infrared dryers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003237 41 10 24 12 Hot air blowers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
013849 41 10 24 21 Temperature cycling c 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017070 41 10 24 22 Dry baths or heating b 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017071 41 10 24 23 Stirring hotplates 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003165 41 10 24 24 Slide warmers 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017072 41 10 24 25 Slide dryers 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017073 41 10 24 26 Heating or drying equip7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
009849 41 10 25 00 Laboratory entomologi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003244 41 10 25 01 Laboratory insect cont 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003245 41 10 25 02 Rearing facilities for e 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003246 41 10 25 03 Fabric or netting for e 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003247 41 10 25 04 Entomological pinning 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003248 41 10 25 05 Entomological mounti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003249 41 10 25 06 Entomological trays 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003250 41 10 25 07 Entomological catching2 2/22/1999 0:00
003251 41 10 25 08 Entomological aspirat 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003252 41 10 25 09 Entomological dippers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003253 41 10 25 10 Entomological monoc 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003254 41 10 25 11 Entomological sticky t 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003255 41 10 25 12 Insect test kits 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003256 41 10 25 13 Entomological display 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009850 41 10 26 00 Animal laboratory equi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003257 41 10 26 01 Laboratory cages for 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003258 41 10 26 02 Aquaria equipment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003259 41 10 26 03 Animal identification s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003260 41 10 26 04 Animal catching devic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003261 41 10 26 05 Fish aeration systems 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017096 41 10 26 06 Laboratory animal res 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015512 41 10 26 07 Animal feeding needle 12 3/15/2003 0:00
026048 41 10 26 08 Animal testing equipm 13 11/1/2003 0:00
009851 41 10 27 00 Crystallography equip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003262 41 10 27 01 Crystal lattice models 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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003263 41 10 27 02 Scintillation crystal as 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003264 41 10 27 03 Light scattering equip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003265 41 10 27 04 X ray diffraction equip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003266 41 10 27 05 Crystallizers 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003267 41 10 27 06 Crystal growing equip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009852 41 10 29 00 Histology equipment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003268 41 10 29 01 Tissue embedding stat2 2/22/1999 0:00
003269 41 10 29 02 Embedding molds 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003270 41 10 29 03 Embedding capsules 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003271 41 10 29 04 Embedding compoun 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003272 41 10 29 05 Histological staining a 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003273 41 10 29 09 Tissue processors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003274 41 10 29 10 Tissue culture appara 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003275 41 10 29 11 Histological knives or 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003276 41 10 29 12 Histological glass knif 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003277 41 10 29 13 Histological hones or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003278 41 10 29 14 Ultrasonic disintegrato 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017172 41 10 29 15 Histology sampling and7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003169 41 10 29 16 Microtomes 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017173 41 10 29 17 Microtome blades 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017174 41 10 29 18 Laboratory cover slipp 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017175 41 10 29 19 Solvent recyclers 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017176 41 10 29 20 Histology tissue casse 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
017177 41 10 29 21 Histology paraffin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017178 41 10 29 22 Automated cover slipp 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
009853 41 10 30 00 Laboratory cooling eq 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003279 41 10 30 01 Refrigerated cooling pl2 2/22/1999 0:00
003281 41 10 30 03 Cryostats 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003282 41 10 30 04 Fan circulated ovens 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003283 41 10 30 05 Ultra cold or ultralow 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003284 41 10 30 06 Cryogenic or liquid nit 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003285 41 10 30 07 Chilling units or cold 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003286 41 10 30 08 Refrigerated cooling 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017097 41 10 30 10 Blood bank refrigerato 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017098 41 10 30 11 General purpose refri 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017099 41 10 30 12 Flammable material st 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017100 41 10 30 13 Explosion proof refrig 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017101 41 10 30 14 Chromatography refri 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017102 41 10 30 15 Blood bank freezers 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017104 41 10 30 17 Flammable material st 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017106 41 10 30 19 Plasma storage freez 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017107 41 10 30 20 Ultra cold or ultralow 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
024276 41 10 30 21 Laboratory plate freeze12 3/15/2003 0:00
017108 41 10 30 22 Cool transport or stor 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017109 41 10 30 23 Laboratory chillers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017110 41 10 30 24 Cold traps 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017111 41 10 30 25 Laboratory cooling eq 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009855 41 10 32 00 Laboratory washing a 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003293 41 10 32 01 Chemical engineering 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003294 41 10 32 02 Laboratory washing m 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003295 41 10 32 03 Pipette washers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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017112 41 10 32 05 Washing machine rac 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017113 41 10 32 06 Laboratory washing d 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017114 41 10 32 07 Microplate washers 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017115 41 10 32 08 Blood bank cell wash 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
025241 41 10 32 09 Laboratory wash bottl 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
026312 41 10 32 10 Laboratory ultraviolet 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
009856 41 10 33 00 Fluid mechanics equi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003297 41 10 33 01 Liquid scintillation coun2 2/22/1999 0:00
003298 41 10 33 02 Battery acid hydromete2 2/22/1999 0:00
003299 41 10 33 03 Densitometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003301 41 10 33 05 High vacuum equipm 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003302 41 10 33 06 Pneumatic vacuum eq 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003303 41 10 33 07 Vacuum or mercury v 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003304 41 10 33 08 High vacuum combus 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003305 41 10 33 09 Flow injection analysi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003306 41 10 33 10 Gas or vapour concent2 2/22/1999 0:00
003307 41 10 33 11 Manometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003308 41 10 33 12 Viscosimeters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003309 41 10 33 13 Depth indicators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003310 41 10 33 14 Microscopic structure e2 2/22/1999 0:00
003311 41 10 33 15 Solution strength esti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018162 41 10 33 16 Pycnometers 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018368 41 10 33 17 Surface tension meas 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
019142 41 10 33 18 Nuclear densitometer 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
009857 41 10 34 00 Laboratory environmen2 2/22/1999 0:00
003312 41 10 34 01 Contamination control 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003314 41 10 34 03 Microbiological aircon 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003317 41 10 34 06 Isolation glove boxes 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
017121 41 10 34 07 Anaerobic chamber 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017122 41 10 34 08 Refrigerated reach in 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017123 41 10 34 09 Heated reach in envir 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017124 41 10 34 10 Refrigerated and heat 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017125 41 10 34 11 Refrigerated walk in e 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017126 41 10 34 12 Heated walk in enviro 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017127 41 10 34 13 Refrigerated and heat 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017128 41 10 34 14 Laboratory environmen7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
018150 41 10 34 15 Clean benches 9 1/2/2002 13:00
009858 41 10 35 00 Laboratory enclosures 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003318 41 10 35 01 Ebuliometer 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003319 41 10 35 02 Fume hoods or cupboa7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003321 41 10 35 04 Laminar flow cabinets 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017130 41 10 35 06 Pcr enclosures 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017131 41 10 35 07 Hepa filtered enclosure7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017132 41 10 35 08 Carbon filtered enclosu7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003344 41 10 35 09 Laboratory scrubbers 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017133 41 10 35 10 Laboratory blowers 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017134 41 10 35 11 Laboratory enclosure 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003164 41 10 35 12 Static eliminators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017129 41 10 35 13 Tissue culture enclos 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009860 41 10 37 00 Laboratory baths 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003351 41 10 37 01 Circulating baths 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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003352 41 10 37 02 Thermostatic baths 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003353 41 10 37 03 Multiple baths 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003354 41 10 37 04 Biological baths 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003355 41 10 37 05 Organ baths 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003356 41 10 37 06 Water baths 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003357 41 10 37 07 Oil baths 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003358 41 10 37 08 Sand baths 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003359 41 10 37 09 Refrigerated baths 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017159 41 10 37 10 Orbital shaking water 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017160 41 10 37 11 Reciprocating shaking 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017161 41 10 37 12 Immersion circulators 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017162 41 10 37 13 Viscosity baths 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017163 41 10 37 14 Tissue flotation baths 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017164 41 10 37 15 Laboratory bath acces 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
016987 41 10 38 00 Laboratory mixing and 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016988 41 10 38 01 Laboratory mixers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003151 41 10 38 02 Roller mixers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003155 41 10 38 03 Stirring tables 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003156 41 10 38 04 Multi bank or flocculati 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016989 41 10 38 05 Laboratory vibrators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016990 41 10 38 06 Magnetic stirrers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016991 41 10 38 07 Laboratory touch mixe 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016992 41 10 38 08 Platelet mixers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016993 41 10 38 09 Hematology or chemi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016994 41 10 38 10 Overhead stirrers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016995 41 10 38 11 Orbital shakers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016996 41 10 38 12 Reciprocal shakers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016997 41 10 38 13 Rotating shakers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016998 41 10 38 14 Vortex mixers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016999 41 10 38 15 Tube rotators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017000 41 10 38 16 Mixer or shaker access12 3/15/2003 0:00
017001 41 10 39 00 Laboratory centrifuge 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017002 41 10 39 01 Microcentrifuges 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017003 41 10 39 02 Refrigerated microcent12 3/15/2003 0:00
017004 41 10 39 03 Benchtop centrifuges 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017005 41 10 39 04 Refrigerated benchtop 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017006 41 10 39 05 Floor centrifuges 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017007 41 10 39 06 Refrigerated floor cen 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017008 41 10 39 07 Ultracentrifuges 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017009 41 10 39 08 Vacuum centrifuges 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017010 41 10 39 09 Centrifuge rotors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017011 41 10 39 10 Centrifuge buckets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017012 41 10 39 11 Centrifuge adapters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017013 41 10 39 12 Centrifuge brushes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017014 41 10 39 13 Laboratory centrifuge a12 3/15/2003 0:00
017015 41 10 40 00 Sampling equipment 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003186 41 10 40 01 Sample changers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017016 41 10 40 02 Sample oxidizer 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003188 41 10 40 03 Sample preparation li 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003189 41 10 40 04 Sample preparation b 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017017 41 10 40 05 Laboratory bailers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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017018 41 10 40 06 Coliwasas 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003190 41 10 40 07 Water samplers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003191 41 10 40 08 Air samplers or collect 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017019 41 10 40 09 Air sampling pumps 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003192 41 10 40 10 Reagent kits for use 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003193 41 10 40 11 Filters or other spare 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003194 41 10 40 12 Dust fall holders or jars12 3/15/2003 0:00
003195 41 10 40 13 Sulphur dioxide or sm 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003196 41 10 40 14 Sample applicators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003197 41 10 40 15 Plant samples analysi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003198 41 10 40 16 Air pollutant samplers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003211 41 10 40 17 Sample holders 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018206 41 10 40 18 Solid phase extraction 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018211 41 10 40 19 Sampling manifolds 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021179 41 10 40 20 Calcine element flow tr12 3/15/2003 0:00
017020 41 10 41 00 Specimen collection an12 3/15/2003 0:00
017021 41 10 41 01 Slide or specimen mai 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003994 41 10 41 02 Lancets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017022 41 10 41 03 Heel warmers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017023 41 10 41 04 Tourniquets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017024 41 10 41 05 Specimen collection or12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
017025 41 10 41 06 Phlebotomy trays or ac12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
017026 41 10 41 07 Vacuum blood collectio12 3/15/2003 0:00
017027 41 10 41 08 Non vacuum blood col 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017028 41 10 41 09 Blood unit collection ba12 3/15/2003 0:00
017029 41 10 41 10 Blood culture bottles 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017030 41 10 41 11 Cytology collection kit 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017031 41 10 41 12 Urine collection contain12 3/15/2003 0:00
017033 41 10 41 14 Frepp sepp collection c12 3/15/2003 0:00
017034 41 10 41 15 Serum filter collection 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017035 41 10 41 16 Swab collection or tra 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003209 41 10 41 17 Specimen holders 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003210 41 10 41 18 Specimen collectors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017036 41 10 41 19 Bone tissue collection 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017037 41 10 41 20 Sedimentation rate tu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017038 41 10 41 21 Stool collection contai 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017039 41 10 41 22 Stool collection contai 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017040 41 10 41 23 Sputum collection app 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025242 41 10 41 24 Laboratory bone marr 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
017041 41 10 42 00 Laboratory water purifi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003199 41 10 42 01 Water purification rea 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017042 41 10 42 02 Deionization or demin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003201 41 10 42 03 Base exchange equip 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003202 41 10 42 04 Reverse osmosis equi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003203 41 10 42 05 Ultra violet water purifi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003204 41 10 42 06 Ultra pure water system12 3/15/2003 0:00
003205 41 10 42 07 Water analysis syste 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003206 41 10 42 08 Dehydrators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003207 41 10 42 09 Deoxiders 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003208 41 10 42 10 Dissolvers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017043 41 10 42 11 Softeners 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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017044 41 10 42 12 Water filtration cartrid 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017045 41 10 43 00 Fermentation equipm 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003212 41 10 43 01 Standard fermentation 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003213 41 10 43 02 Continuous culture app12 3/15/2003 0:00
003214 41 10 43 03 Anaerobic jars or acc 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
003215 41 10 43 04 Digestion systems 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003222 41 10 43 05 Inspissators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003224 41 10 43 06 In vitro culture equipm 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017046 41 10 43 07 Microbiology fermentat12 3/15/2003 0:00
017047 41 10 43 08 Anaerobic environme 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
017048 41 10 44 00 Laboratory incubating 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017049 41 10 44 01 Gravity convection ge 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017050 41 10 44 02 Forced air or mechanic12 3/15/2003 0:00
003218 41 10 44 03 Tissue culture incubato12 3/15/2003 0:00
017051 41 10 44 04 Cooled biological oxy 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003221 41 10 44 05 Shaking incubators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003223 41 10 44 06 Plate incubators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017052 41 10 44 07 Water jacketed single 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017053 41 10 44 08 Water jacketed dual c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017054 41 10 44 09 Water jacketed single 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017055 41 10 44 10 Water jacketed dual c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017056 41 10 44 11 Dry wall single chambe12 3/15/2003 0:00
017057 41 10 44 12 Dry wall dual chambe 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017058 41 10 44 13 Dry wall single chambe12 3/15/2003 0:00
017059 41 10 44 14 Dry wall dual chambe 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017060 41 10 44 15 Water jacketed single 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017061 41 10 44 16 Water jacketed dual c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017062 41 10 44 17 Water jacketed single 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017063 41 10 44 18 Water jacketed dual c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017064 41 10 44 19 Dry wall single chambe12 3/15/2003 0:00
017065 41 10 44 20 Dry wall dual chambe 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017066 41 10 44 21 Dry wall single chambe12 3/15/2003 0:00
017067 41 10 44 22 Dry wall dual chambe 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017068 41 10 44 23 Refrigerated incubato 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017069 41 10 44 24 Incubator accessories 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017074 41 10 45 00 Laboratory ovens and 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017075 41 10 45 01 Laboratory mechanica 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017076 41 10 45 02 Gravity convection ov 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003241 41 10 45 03 Ageing ovens 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017077 41 10 45 04 Cleanroom ovens 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003242 41 10 45 05 Laboratory quartz oven12 3/15/2003 0:00
017078 41 10 45 06 Laboratory safety ove 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017079 41 10 45 07 Laboratory microwave 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003234 41 10 45 08 Induction dryers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003300 41 10 45 09 Vacuum ovens 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017080 41 10 45 10 Drying cabinets or ov 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017081 41 10 45 11 Hybridization ovens o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017082 41 10 45 12 Laboratory oven acce 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017083 41 10 46 00 Laboratory furnaces an12 3/15/2003 0:00
017084 41 10 46 01 Laboratory box furnace12 3/15/2003 0:00
017085 41 10 46 02 Programmable box fu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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017086 41 10 46 03 Tube furnaces 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017087 41 10 46 04 Programmable tube fu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017088 41 10 46 05 Crucible furnaces 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017089 41 10 46 06 Programmable crucible12 3/15/2003 0:00
017090 41 10 46 07 Furnace control conso 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017091 41 10 46 08 Programmable furnac 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017092 41 10 46 09 Laboratory safety furna12 3/15/2003 0:00
017093 41 10 46 10 Laboratory furnace hea12 3/15/2003 0:00
017094 41 10 46 11 Laboratory furnace re 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017095 41 10 46 12 Laboratory furnace acc12 3/15/2003 0:00
017116 41 10 47 00 Laboratory freeze dry 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017117 41 10 47 01 Freeze dryers or lyop 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017118 41 10 47 02 Freeze dryer glasswa 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017119 41 10 47 03 Tray dryers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017120 41 10 47 04 Freeze dryer or lyoph 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017135 41 10 48 00 Laboratory decanting 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003322 41 10 48 01 Flask or retort units 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003323 41 10 48 02 Bi distillation units 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003324 41 10 48 03 Laboratory evaporator 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017136 41 10 48 04 Vacuum or rotary eva 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017137 41 10 48 05 Nitrogen blowdown ev 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003326 41 10 48 06 Extracting equipment 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017138 41 10 48 07 Fat extractors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017139 41 10 48 08 Crude fiber extractors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003340 41 10 48 09 Sedimentological analy12 3/15/2003 0:00
003347 41 10 48 10 Fractionation apparat 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017140 41 10 48 11 Density gradient fracti 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003348 41 10 48 12 Distillation pipings or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003349 41 10 48 13 Reflux components 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003350 41 10 48 14 Laboratory heat exch 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017141 41 10 48 15 Kjeldahl nitrogen dete 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017142 41 10 48 16 Vacuum or centrifugal 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017143 41 10 48 17 Extraction thimbles 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017144 41 10 49 00 Laboratory filtering eq 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003327 41 10 49 01 Laboratory line filters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003328 41 10 49 02 Gel filtration equipme 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003329 41 10 49 03 Ultra filtration equipm 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003330 41 10 49 04 Sintered cell filters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003331 41 10 49 05 Thin channel filtration e12 3/15/2003 0:00
003332 41 10 49 06 Reverse osmosis filtrat12 3/15/2003 0:00
003333 41 10 49 07 Molecular filtration eq 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003334 41 10 49 08 Laboratory cartridge el12 3/15/2003 0:00
003335 41 10 49 09 Laboratory filter holde 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025243 41 10 49 10 Laboratory multi shee 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
003337 41 10 49 11 Laboratory air filtratio 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003339 41 10 49 12 Fluid presses filter 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017146 41 10 49 13 Bioseparation filters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017147 41 10 49 14 Bottletops or filtration 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017148 41 10 49 15 Capsules filters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017149 41 10 49 16 Centrifugal filters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017150 41 10 49 17 Laboratory environmen12 3/15/2003 0:00
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017151 41 10 49 18 Laboratory glass filter 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003338 41 10 49 19 Laboratory HEPA filte 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017152 41 10 49 20 Hybridization filters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017153 41 10 49 21 Laboratory membrane 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017154 41 10 49 22 Syringe filters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017155 41 10 49 23 Multiwell plate filters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017156 41 10 49 24 Microbiology filters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017157 41 10 49 25 Laboratory filtration h 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017614 41 10 49 26 Silica bed filter 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017615 41 10 49 27 Filter support screens 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025244 41 10 49 28 Laboratory bottle recei 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025245 41 10 49 29 Laboratory filter papers12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
017158 41 10 50 00 Laboratory sieves and 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003341 41 10 50 01 Laboratory separators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003342 41 10 50 02 Laboratory sifting equi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003343 41 10 50 03 Test sieves 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017165 41 10 51 00 Laboratory pumps an 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017171 41 10 51 01 Laboratory vacuum p 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017166 41 10 51 02 Peristaltic pumps 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024232 41 10 51 03 Laboratory centrifugal 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017167 41 10 51 04 Syringe pumps 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017168 41 10 51 05 Metering pumps 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017169 41 10 51 06 Chromatography pum 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024277 41 10 51 07 Laboratory drum pum 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017170 41 10 51 08 Laboratory general pur12 3/15/2003 0:00
018212 41 10 51 09 Rotary vane pumps 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017179 41 10 52 00 Laboratory slide stain 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017180 41 10 52 01 Histology or cytology 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017181 41 10 52 02 Hematology slide stai 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017182 41 10 52 03 Microbiology slide stain12 3/15/2003 0:00
017183 41 10 52 04 Laboratory slide stain 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003162 41 10 52 05 Microslide making eq 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017184 41 10 53 00 Laboratory electrophor12 3/15/2003 0:00
017185 41 10 53 01 Gel boxes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017186 41 10 53 02 Gel dryers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017187 41 10 53 03 Electrophoresis syste 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017188 41 10 53 04 Transilluminators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017189 41 10 53 05 Electrophoresis syste 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018782 41 10 53 07 Instrumentation for ca 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018783 41 10 53 08 Capillaries or cartridg 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018784 41 10 53 09 Kits or reagents for cap12 3/15/2003 0:00
018785 41 10 53 10 Blotting or transfer ac 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018786 41 10 53 11 Blotting or transfer ap 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018787 41 10 53 12 Combs or plates or spa12 3/15/2003 0:00
018788 41 10 53 13 Cassettes or related de12 3/15/2003 0:00
018789 41 10 53 14 Gel documentation sy 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018790 41 10 53 15 Gel documentation acc12 3/15/2003 0:00
018791 41 10 53 16 Ultraviolet crosslinker 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018792 41 10 53 17 Agarose gel making r 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018793 41 10 53 18 Agarose premade gel 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018794 41 10 53 19 Polyacrylamide gel m 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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018795 41 10 53 20 Polyacrylamide prema 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018796 41 10 53 21 Nucleic acid gels stain 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018797 41 10 53 22 Polyacrylamide gels s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018798 41 10 53 23 Electrophoresis prem 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018799 41 10 53 24 Deoxyribonucleic acid 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018800 41 10 53 25 Microwells plates for d 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018801 41 10 53 26 Hybridization reagent 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018802 41 10 53 27 Conjugated nucleotid 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018803 41 10 53 28 Premade northern or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018804 41 10 53 29 Blocking agents 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018805 41 10 53 30 Control proteins or cell12 3/15/2003 0:00
018806 41 10 53 31 Protein chemifluoresc 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018807 41 10 53 32 Protein chemilumines 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018808 41 10 53 33 Protein chromogenic 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018809 41 10 53 34 Deoxyribonucleic acid 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018810 41 10 53 35 Deoxyribonucleic acid 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018811 41 10 53 36 Isoelectric focusing IEF12 3/15/2003 0:00
018812 41 10 53 37 Protein electrophoresis12 3/15/2003 0:00
018813 41 10 53 38 Ribonucleic acid RNA 12 3/15/2003 0:00
026313 41 10 53 39 Blotting membranes 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
018649 41 10 55 00 Nucleic acid extractio 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018650 41 10 55 01 Deoxyribonucleic acid 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018651 41 10 55 02 Kits for deoxyribonucl 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018652 41 10 55 03 Electroelution system 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018653 41 10 55 04 Genomic deoxyribonuc9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018654 41 10 55 05 High throughput scree 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018655 41 10 55 06 Kits for purification of 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018656 41 10 55 07 Nucleic acid isolation 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018657 41 10 55 08 Nucleic acids copreci 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018658 41 10 55 09 Nucleic acids quantitat9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018659 41 10 55 10 Phage deoxyribonucle 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018660 41 10 55 11 Kits for plasmids deoxy9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018661 41 10 55 12 Plasmids or cosmids 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018662 41 10 55 13 Labeled nucleic acid p 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018663 41 10 55 14 Reagents for nucleic 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018664 41 10 55 15 Ribonucleic acid RNA 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018665 41 10 55 16 Ribonucleic acid RNA 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018666 41 10 55 17 Kits for nucleic acid e 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018667 41 10 55 18 Total ribonucleic acid 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018668 41 10 55 19 Viral deoxyribonucleic 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018669 41 10 55 20 Viral ribonucleic acid 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018670 41 10 56 00 Deoxyribonucleic acid 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018671 41 10 56 01 Kits or enzymes for se 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018672 41 10 57 00 Gene arrays 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018673 41 10 57 01 Acid nucleic immobilize9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018674 41 10 58 00 In vitro transcription a 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018675 41 10 58 01 Oligomer conjugates 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018676 41 10 58 02 Ribonucleotides 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018677 41 10 58 03 Transcription or transl 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018678 41 10 58 04 Translation labeling a 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018679 41 10 59 00 Libraries and related 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
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018680 41 10 59 01 Animal tissues or  bod 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018681 41 10 59 02 Complementary deox 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018682 41 10 59 03 Complementary deox 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018683 41 10 59 04 Genomic libraries 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018684 41 10 59 05 Library construction kit9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018685 41 10 59 06 Protein or peptide dis 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018686 41 10 59 07 Two hybrid libraries or 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018687 41 10 59 08 Viral packaging kits 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018688 41 10 60 00 Nucleic acid labeling 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018689 41 10 60 01 Nucleic acid chemiflu 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018690 41 10 60 02 Nucleic acid chemilu 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018691 41 10 60 03 Nucleic acid chromog 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018692 41 10 60 04 Nucleic acid non radio 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018693 41 10 60 05 Nucleic acid radioacti 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018694 41 10 60 06 Radio nucleotides or 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018695 41 10 61 00 Deoxyribonucleic acid 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018696 41 10 61 01 Cytogenetics kits 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018697 41 10 61 02 Differential display or 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018698 41 10 61 03 Deoxyribonucleic acid 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018699 41 10 61 04 Nuclease protection a 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018700 41 10 62 00 Microorganism propa 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018701 41 10 62 01 Antimycotics 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018702 41 10 62 02 Bacteria competent c 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018703 41 10 62 03 Bacteria transformation9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018704 41 10 62 04 Bottled agar media or 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018705 41 10 62 05 Brent supplement mix 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018706 41 10 62 06 Complete supplement 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018707 41 10 62 07 Dictyostelium discoide 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018708 41 10 62 08 Electroporation cuvett 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018709 41 10 62 09 Hollenberg suppleme 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018710 41 10 62 10 Media or supplements 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018711 41 10 62 11 Media ingredients or a 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018712 41 10 62 12 Media ingredients or a 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018713 41 10 62 13 Premixed media dry 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018714 41 10 62 14 Reagents for preparin 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018715 41 10 62 15 Reagents for preparin 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018716 41 10 62 16 Rich media for yeast 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018717 41 10 62 17 Specialty plates for ba 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018718 41 10 62 18 Specialty premixed m 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018719 41 10 62 19 Synthetic complete sup9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018720 41 10 62 20 Synthetic media for ye 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018721 41 10 62 21 Yeast competent cells 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018722 41 10 62 22 Yeast transformation 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018723 41 10 62 23 Yeast nitrogen bases 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018724 41 10 63 00 Polymerase chain rea 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018725 41 10 63 01 Deoxynucleotide triph 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018726 41 10 63 02 Gene specific polyme 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018727 41 10 63 03 Kits for polymerase ch 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018728 41 10 63 04 Kits for messenger ribo9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018729 41 10 63 05 Nucleotides 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018730 41 10 63 06 Polymerase chain rea 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
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018731 41 10 63 07 Polymerase chain rea 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018732 41 10 63 08 Polymerase chain rea 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018733 41 10 63 09 Premade complementa9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018734 41 10 63 10 Purified genomic deo 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018735 41 10 63 11 Purified ribonucleic aci9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018736 41 10 63 12 Rapid amplification or 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018737 41 10 63 13 Reverse transcriptase 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018738 41 10 63 14 Thermostable deoxyri 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018739 41 10 64 00 Primers  and linkers a 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018740 41 10 64 01 Adaptors or linkers 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018741 41 10 64 02 Miscellaneous primer 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018742 41 10 64 03 Sequencing primers 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018743 41 10 65 00 Protein expression pr 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018744 41 10 65 01 Bacterial expression ki9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018745 41 10 65 02 Eucariotic transfection 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018746 41 10 65 03 Inducers or regulators 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018747 41 10 65 04 Insect cells 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018748 41 10 65 05 Insect expression  kits 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018749 41 10 65 06 Insect media 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018750 41 10 65 07 Insect medium supplem9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018751 41 10 65 08 Mammalian cell expres9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018752 41 10 65 09 Mammalian cells 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018753 41 10 65 10 Kits for protein extracti 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018754 41 10 65 11 Kits for protein extracti 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018755 41 10 65 12 Kits for protein extracti 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018756 41 10 65 13 Reporter gene assay 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018757 41 10 65 14 Stable mammalian cel 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018758 41 10 65 15 Yeast expression kits 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
026345 41 10 65 16 Enzyme expression c 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
018759 41 10 66 00 Vectors 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018760 41 10 66 01 Chromosome targetin 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018761 41 10 66 02 Bacterial expression ve9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018762 41 10 66 03 Cassette vectors 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018763 41 10 66 04 Display vector maps o 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018764 41 10 66 05 Enzyme reporter vect 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018765 41 10 66 06 Expression compleme 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018766 41 10 66 07 Fluorescent protein ve 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018767 41 10 66 08 Fusion vectors 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018768 41 10 66 09 Gene targeting vector 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018769 41 10 66 10 General cloning vecto 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018770 41 10 66 11 Hybrid system vectors 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018771 41 10 66 12 Insect expression vec 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018772 41 10 66 13 Library construction v 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018773 41 10 66 14 Mammalian cell expres9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018774 41 10 66 15 Polymerase chain rea 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018775 41 10 66 16 Phage or viral deoxyri 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018776 41 10 66 17 Plasmid mutagenesis v9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018777 41 10 66 18 Recombination media 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018778 41 10 66 19 Sequencing vectors 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018779 41 10 66 20 Signal transduction re 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018780 41 10 66 21 Virus mediated expre 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
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018781 41 10 66 22 Yeast expression vecto9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
009156 41 11 00 00 Measuring and obser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009861 41 11 15 00 Weight measuring ins 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003360 41 11 15 01 Electronic toploading 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003361 41 11 15 02 Laboratory balances 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003362 41 11 15 03 Mechanical balances 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003363 41 11 15 04 Pull spring balances 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003364 41 11 15 05 Calibration weights or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003365 41 11 15 06 Animal weighing scale 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003366 41 11 15 07 Bench scales 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003367 41 11 15 08 Bodyweight measurin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003368 41 11 15 09 Floor or platform scal 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003369 41 11 15 10 Postal scales 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003370 41 11 15 11 Truck or rail scales 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017190 41 11 15 12 Triple beam balances 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017191 41 11 15 13 Moisture balances 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017193 41 11 15 15 Balance weighing cont7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017194 41 11 15 16 Weight measuring ins 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017192 41 11 15 17 Analytical balances 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009862 41 11 16 00 Length and thickness a2 2/22/1999 0:00
003371 41 11 16 01 Micrometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003372 41 11 16 02 Pedometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003373 41 11 16 03 Rangefinders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003374 41 11 16 04 Rulers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003375 41 11 16 05 Strain gauges 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003376 41 11 16 06 Tellurometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003377 41 11 16 07 Thread counters or ga 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003379 41 11 16 13 Distance meters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003380 41 11 16 14 Height gauges 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003381 41 11 16 15 Laser measuring syst 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003382 41 11 16 16 Measuring wheels for d2 2/22/1999 0:00
008858 41 11 16 17 Feeler gauges 2.1 10/15/1999 0:00
012596 41 11 16 18 Gage block set 4.03 11/15/2000 7:59
014462 41 11 16 19 Go or no go gauge 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
015373 41 11 16 20 Etalon wedge 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
003378 41 11 16 21 Calipers 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017195 41 11 16 22 Micrometer calipers 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
015182 41 11 16 23 Thickness measuring d12 3/15/2003 0:00
009863 41 11 17 00 Viewing and observin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003383 41 11 17 01 Ion microscopes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003384 41 11 17 02 Monocular microscop 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003385 41 11 17 03 Stereo or dissecting li 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003386 41 11 17 04 Illuminators for microsc2 2/22/1999 0:00
003387 41 11 17 05 Microscope objectives 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003388 41 11 17 06 Photo attachments for 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003389 41 11 17 07 Profile projectors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003390 41 11 17 08 Video attachments for 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003391 41 11 17 09 Binocular light compo 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003392 41 11 17 10 Combination electron a2 2/22/1999 0:00
003393 41 11 17 11 Electron microscopes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003394 41 11 17 12 Inverted microscopes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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008860 41 11 17 13 Magnifiers 2.1 10/15/1999 0:00
008965 41 11 17 14 Loupes 3 1/15/2000 0:00
008966 41 11 17 15 Telescopes 3 1/15/2000 0:00
010999 41 11 17 16 Borescope inspection 4 8/29/2000 1:00
015376 41 11 17 17 Binoculars 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
017196 41 11 17 18 Metallurgical microsco 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
023912 41 11 17 19 Darkfield microscopes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017197 41 11 17 20 Scanning electron mic 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017198 41 11 17 21 Transmission electron 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017199 41 11 17 22 Fluorescent microsco 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017200 41 11 17 23 Scanning light or spin 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017201 41 11 17 24 Scanning probe micros7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017202 41 11 17 25 Polarizing microscopes7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017203 41 11 17 26 Acoustic microscopes 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017204 41 11 17 27 Projection microscope 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017205 41 11 17 28 Wide field microscopes7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017206 41 11 17 29 Microscope eyepieces 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017207 41 11 17 30 Microscope condenser7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017208 41 11 17 31 Microscope collectors 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017210 41 11 17 33 Microscope tubes 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017211 41 11 17 34 Microscope stages 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017212 41 11 17 35 Automated microscop 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017213 41 11 17 36 Microscope covers 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
018147 41 11 17 37 Videoscopes 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018148 41 11 17 38 Fiberscopes 9 1/2/2002 13:00
025246 41 11 17 39 Laboratory microscop 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
009864 41 11 18 00 Non destructive exami 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003395 41 11 18 01 Eddy current examinat2 2/22/1999 0:00
003396 41 11 18 02 Liquid penetrant exam 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003397 41 11 18 03 Magnetic particle exa 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003398 41 11 18 04 Ultrasonic examinatio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003399 41 11 18 05 CO 60 radiography exa2 2/22/1999 0:00
003400 41 11 18 06 CS 137 radiography ex2 2/22/1999 0:00
003401 41 11 18 07 IR 192 radiography ex 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003402 41 11 18 08 X ray radiography exam2 2/22/1999 0:00
018156 41 11 18 09 Leak testing equipme 9 1/2/2002 13:00
009865 41 11 19 00 Indicating and recordi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003403 41 11 19 01 Counters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003404 41 11 19 02 Electronic counters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003405 41 11 19 03 Metal detectors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003406 41 11 19 04 Electronic columns 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003407 41 11 19 05 Electronic measuring 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003408 41 11 19 06 Chart recorders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003409 41 11 19 07 Digital readout record 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003410 41 11 19 08 Graphic recorders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003411 41 11 19 09 Magnetic tape record 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003412 41 11 19 10 Multipen recorders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003413 41 11 19 11 Oscillographic record 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003414 41 11 19 12 Physiological recorder 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003415 41 11 19 13 Point plotting recorders2 2/22/1999 0:00
003416 41 11 19 14 Servo recorders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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003417 41 11 19 15 Bi metallic sensors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003418 41 11 19 16 Non contact sensors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003419 41 11 19 17 Digital testers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003420 41 11 19 18 Gyroscopic instrumen 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010926 41 11 19 19 Detection apparatus f 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
010993 41 11 19 20 Coordinate measuring 12 3/15/2003 0:00
013882 41 11 19 21 Speed sensors 4.06 12/29/2000 12:24
014458 41 11 19 22 Lamp failure sensor 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014459 41 11 19 23 Pre ignition knock sens5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014460 41 11 19 24 Oxygen sensors 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014509 41 11 19 26 Proximity sensors 5.02 2/16/2001 16:13
015129 41 11 19 27 Pressure sensors 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015130 41 11 19 28 Current sensors 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
017969 41 11 19 29 Radiation detectors 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
017970 41 11 19 30 Electrical power sens 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
017971 41 11 19 31 Flow sensors 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
017973 41 11 19 32 Liquid leak detectors 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
018125 41 11 19 33 Electrical charge senso9 1/2/2002 13:00
018126 41 11 19 34 Force or torque sensor9 1/2/2002 13:00
018127 41 11 19 35 Tilt sensors 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018128 41 11 19 36 Complementary metal 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018129 41 11 19 37 Rotary position senso 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018130 41 11 19 38 Level sensors or trans 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018133 41 11 19 39 Acoustic sensors 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018136 41 11 19 40 Color sensors 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018137 41 11 19 41 Olfactory sensors 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018138 41 11 19 42 Opacity or dust or visi 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018139 41 11 19 43 Electrical resistance or9 1/2/2002 13:00
018362 41 11 19 44 Electrical admittance 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018363 41 11 19 45 Linear position sensors9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018364 41 11 19 46 Electrical inductance 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018428 41 11 19 47 Chart recorder pens 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
003728 41 11 19 48 Manual or electronic h 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
002199 41 11 21 00 Transducers 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
011112 41 11 21 01 Piezo electric crystals 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
015309 41 11 21 03 Fiber sensors 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
017965 41 11 21 04 Audio transducers 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
018141 41 11 21 05 Temperature transmitt 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018144 41 11 21 06 Humidity transmitters 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018365 41 11 21 07 Electro pneumatic tra 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018442 41 11 21 08 Loadcells 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009867 41 11 22 00 Temperature and hea 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003447 41 11 22 01 Calorimeters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003448 41 11 22 02 Heat tracing equipme 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003449 41 11 22 03 Melting point recorder 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003450 41 11 22 04 Pyrometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003451 41 11 22 05 Temperature regulato 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003452 41 11 22 06 Thermocouples 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003453 41 11 22 07 Thermographs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003454 41 11 22 09 Thermostats 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003455 41 11 22 10 Remote reading ther 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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003456 41 11 22 11 Resistance thermomet2 2/22/1999 0:00
003457 41 11 22 12 Surface thermometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015333 41 11 22 13 Handheld thermomete 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
017227 41 11 22 14 Cryogenic temperatur 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017228 41 11 22 15 Humidifier temperatur 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
018142 41 11 22 16 Thermowells 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018143 41 11 22 17 Thermoheads 9 1/2/2002 13:00
002961 41 11 22 18 Oscillographic record 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018437 41 11 22 19 Thermocouple probes 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
025247 41 11 22 20 Laboratory freezer or 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025248 41 11 22 21 Laboratory incubator th12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
009868 41 11 23 00 Humidity and moistur 7.5 9/14/2001 11:11
003458 41 11 23 01 Hygrometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003459 41 11 23 02 Psychrometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003460 41 11 23 03 Temperature humidity 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018625 41 11 23 04 Moisture meters 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
009869 41 11 24 00 Pressure measuring an2 2/22/1999 0:00
003461 41 11 24 01 Depth gauges 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003462 41 11 24 02 Manostats 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003463 41 11 24 03 Pressure indicators 8 10/1/2001 9:13
003464 41 11 24 04 Pressure regulator 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003465 41 11 24 05 Pressure or vacuum r 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003466 41 11 24 06 Vacuum gauges 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014521 41 11 24 07 Liquid level controls o 5.02 2/16/2001 16:19
018153 41 11 24 08 Pressure intensifiers 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018154 41 11 24 09 Pressure scanners 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018301 41 11 24 10 Pressure transmitters 9.1 1/15/2002 10:05
018441 41 11 24 11 Pressure controllers 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009870 41 11 25 00 Liquid and gas flow m 8 10/1/2001 9:13
003467 41 11 25 01 Flowmeters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003468 41 11 25 02 Rheometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003469 41 11 25 03 Rotameters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010895 41 11 25 04 Water meters 4 8/29/2000 1:00
015070 41 11 25 05 Water meter spares 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015300 41 11 25 06 Venturis 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
017229 41 11 25 08 Gas gauges 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
023913 41 11 25 09 Air velocity and tempe 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018366 41 11 25 10 Sight flow indicators 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018367 41 11 25 11 Sight flow windows 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018369 41 11 25 12 Flow computers or tot 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018410 41 11 25 13 Orifice plate 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018444 41 11 25 14 Oil gauges 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018151 41 11 25 16 Flow transmitters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017353 41 11 26 00 Hygiene monitoring a 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017354 41 11 26 01 Manual swab test kits 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017355 41 11 26 02 Automated swab test 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009871 41 11 27 00 Seed and feed equip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003470 41 11 27 01 Grain analyzers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003471 41 11 27 02 Seed counters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
021146 41 11 27 04 Feed analyzers 10 4/15/2002 10:44
009872 41 11 28 00 Transportation related 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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003473 41 11 28 01 Speedometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003474 41 11 28 02 Tachometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
024070 41 11 28 03 Tachometer disks 11.1 8/15/2002 9:39
009873 41 11 29 00 Navigational equipme 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003475 41 11 29 01 Direction finding comp 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003476 41 11 29 02 Radio navigation instr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003477 41 11 29 03 Sextants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008813 41 11 29 04 Complex controlling d 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
009874 41 11 30 00 Chemical evaluation i 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003478 41 11 30 01 Digital analyzer contro 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003479 41 11 30 02 Chemiluminescence o 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003480 41 11 30 03 Electrogravimetry anal 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003481 41 11 30 04 Flame ionization anal 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003482 41 11 30 05 Ion analyzers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003483 41 11 30 06 Radiometry analyzers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003484 41 11 30 07 Random access analyz2 2/22/1999 0:00
003485 41 11 30 08 Cintigraphic analyzers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003486 41 11 30 09 Thermal differential a 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003487 41 11 30 10 Thermo gravimetry ana2 2/22/1999 0:00
003499 41 11 30 23 Gel partition equipme 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003500 41 11 30 24 Hydrometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003501 41 11 30 25 Monochromators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003502 41 11 30 26 Nephelometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003503 41 11 30 27 Osmometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003505 41 11 30 29 Polarographs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003506 41 11 30 30 Radiochromatographi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003507 41 11 30 31 Saccharometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003509 41 11 30 33 Volumeters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
016977 41 11 30 34 pH test strips or paper 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016979 41 11 30 35 Chemical test strips o 7.4 8/31/2001 8:43
018159 41 11 30 36 Microplates 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018161 41 11 30 37 Microplate readers 9 1/2/2002 13:00
009875 41 11 31 00 Gas analyzers and m 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003510 41 11 31 01 Automotive exhaust e 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003511 41 11 31 02 Catalytic combustion 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003512 41 11 31 03 Chemical absorption 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003513 41 11 31 04 Explosimeters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003514 41 11 31 05 Hydrocarbons analyz 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003515 41 11 31 06 Infra red or ultra violet 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003516 41 11 31 07 Nitrogen gas analyzers7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003517 41 11 31 08 Nitrogen oxide analyz 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003518 41 11 31 09 ORSAT equipment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003519 41 11 31 10 Oxygen gas analyzers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003520 41 11 31 11 Ozone analyzers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003521 41 11 31 12 Paramagnetic suscep 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003522 41 11 31 13 Sulfur dioxide analyzer2 2/22/1999 0:00
003523 41 11 31 14 Thermal conductivity 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003524 41 11 31 15 Radon detectors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014546 41 11 31 16 Gas detector tubes 5.02 2/16/2001 16:23
017253 41 11 31 17 Single gas monitors 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017254 41 11 31 18 Multi gas monitors 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
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018370 41 11 31 19 Dissolved carbon dioxi9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009876 41 11 33 00 Liquid and solid and el 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003525 41 11 33 01 Acid or base analyzer 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003526 41 11 33 02 Albuminometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003528 41 11 33 04 Bauxite analyzers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003529 41 11 33 05 Calcium analyzers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003530 41 11 33 06 Chloride analyzers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003532 41 11 33 08 Electrolyte analyzers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003533 41 11 33 09 Enzyme analyzers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003534 41 11 33 10 Fatty acid analyzers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003535 41 11 33 11 Halide detector lamp 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003536 41 11 33 12 Lactate analyzers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003537 41 11 33 13 Mineral oil testing inst 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003538 41 11 33 14 Oil content monitors an2 2/22/1999 0:00
003539 41 11 33 15 Organic carbon analy 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003540 41 11 33 16 Petroleum testing equi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003542 41 11 33 18 Uranium analyzers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003543 41 11 33 19 Water analyzers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
016887 41 11 33 20 Lubricating oil testing 7.1 7/17/2001 10:24
016890 41 11 33 21 Paint tester 7.1 7/17/2001 10:24
017486 41 11 33 22 Nitrogen or nitrate or 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
019295 41 11 33 23 Sugar analyzers 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
009877 41 11 34 00 Nuclear evaluation inst2 2/22/1999 0:00
003544 41 11 34 01 Alpha counters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003545 41 11 34 02 Alpha beta counters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003546 41 11 34 03 Beta counters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003547 41 11 34 04 Beta gamma counters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003548 41 11 34 05 Gamma counters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003549 41 11 34 06 KVP meters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003550 41 11 34 07 X ray microanalysers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009878 41 11 36 00 Electrical measuring a 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
003551 41 11 36 01 Ammeters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003552 41 11 36 02 Phasemeters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003553 41 11 36 03 Laboratory bridges 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003554 41 11 36 04 Capacitance meters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003555 41 11 36 05 Thermoanalysis deriv 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003556 41 11 36 06 Freeze watch indicator2 2/22/1999 0:00
003557 41 11 36 07 Heat stress monitors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003558 41 11 36 08 Coincidence or anticoi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003561 41 11 36 11 Cross talk meters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003562 41 11 36 12 Earth resistance teste 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003563 41 11 36 13 Electrical value record 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003564 41 11 36 14 Electromagnetic field 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003565 41 11 36 15 Electrometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003566 41 11 36 16 Electronic loads 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003567 41 11 36 17 Field strength measuri 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003568 41 11 36 18 Gain measuring instrum2 2/22/1999 0:00
003569 41 11 36 19 Galvanometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003570 41 11 36 20 High voltage cable de 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003571 41 11 36 21 Impedance meters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003572 41 11 36 22 Calibrated inductance 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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003573 41 11 36 23 Insulation resistance 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003574 41 11 36 24 Insulation testers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003575 41 11 36 25 Ionization chambers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003576 41 11 36 26 Ionmeters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003577 41 11 36 27 Line earth loop testers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003578 41 11 36 28 Megohmmeters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003579 41 11 36 29 Microwave leakage m 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003580 41 11 36 30 Multimeters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003581 41 11 36 31 Ohmmeters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003582 41 11 36 32 Oscillographs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003583 41 11 36 33 Potentiometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003584 41 11 36 34 Q meters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003585 41 11 36 35 Calibrated resistance 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003586 41 11 36 36 Level generators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003587 41 11 36 37 Voltage or current me 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003588 41 11 36 38 Oscilloscopes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003589 41 11 36 39 Accelerometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003590 41 11 36 40 Wattmeters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014520 41 11 36 41 GFI circuit testers 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
015519 41 11 36 42 Circuit tester 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
015520 41 11 36 43 Demand meters or re 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
015521 41 11 36 44 Circuit tracers 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
019124 41 11 36 45 Earth leakage devices 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
025164 41 11 36 46 Temperature calibrator12 3/15/2003 0:00
025184 41 11 36 47 Frequency calibrator 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025249 41 11 36 48 Clamp On Multimeter 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
009879 41 11 37 00 Electronic and commu 7.3 8/15/2001 9:00
003591 41 11 37 01 Cathode ray tube test 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003592 41 11 37 02 Comparators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003593 41 11 37 03 Directional coupler 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003594 41 11 37 04 Integrated circuit teste 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003595 41 11 37 05 Logic state testers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003596 41 11 37 06 Semiconductor tester 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003597 41 11 37 07 Transistor circuit tester2 2/22/1999 0:00
003598 41 11 37 08 Power meters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003599 41 11 37 09 Modulation meters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003600 41 11 37 10 Level meter 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003601 41 11 37 11 Network analyzers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003602 41 11 37 12 Tape testers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003603 41 11 37 13 Tapespeed testers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010925 41 11 37 14 Differentiator 4 8/29/2000 1:00
018185 41 11 37 15 Integrated services di 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018199 41 11 37 16 Fiber optic fault locator9 1/2/2002 13:00
018200 41 11 37 17 Fiber optic test source 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018371 41 11 37 18 Protocol analyzers 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009880 41 11 38 00 Geophysical and geot 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003604 41 11 38 01 Geological compasse 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003605 41 11 38 02 Geological prospectin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003606 41 11 38 03 Electromagnetic geop 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003607 41 11 38 04 Gravity geophysical ins2 2/22/1999 0:00
003608 41 11 38 05 Induced polarization I 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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003609 41 11 38 06 Magnetometer geoph 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003610 41 11 38 07 Resistivity geophysica 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003611 41 11 38 08 Gravimeters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009881 41 11 39 00 Soil measuring equip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003612 41 11 39 01 Bore measuring instrum2 2/22/1999 0:00
003613 41 11 39 02 Dissolution or disintegr2 2/22/1999 0:00
003614 41 11 39 03 Particle size measuring2 2/22/1999 0:00
003615 41 11 39 04 Penetrometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003616 41 11 39 05 Permeability testing a 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003617 41 11 39 06 Permeability or porosi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003618 41 11 39 07 Porosimeters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003619 41 11 39 08 Sand testing apparatus2 2/22/1999 0:00
003620 41 11 39 09 Soil core sampling ap 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003621 41 11 39 10 Soil testing kits 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009882 41 11 40 00 Rock and strata measu2 2/22/1999 0:00
003622 41 11 40 01 Clinometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009883 41 11 41 00 Seismological instrume2 2/22/1999 0:00
003623 41 11 41 02 Earthquake simulator 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003624 41 11 41 03 Seismic alarm module 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003625 41 11 41 04 Seismic amplifiers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003626 41 11 41 05 Portable seismic appa 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003627 41 11 41 06 Seismic recorders or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003628 41 11 41 07 Seismometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003629 41 11 41 08 Vibrometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009884 41 11 42 00 Land surveying instru 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003630 41 11 42 01 Measuring tapes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003631 41 11 42 02 Measuring rods 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003632 41 11 42 03 Measuring tables 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003633 41 11 42 04 Theodolites 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014688 41 11 42 05 Location stake 5.04 3/14/2001 12:38
014691 41 11 42 06 Location hub 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
009885 41 11 43 00 Hydrological instrume 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003634 41 11 43 01 Open stream current 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003635 41 11 43 02 Logging instruments f 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003636 41 11 43 03 Open stream water le 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009886 41 11 44 00 Meteorological instru 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003637 41 11 44 01 Anemometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003638 41 11 44 02 Barometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003639 41 11 44 03 Precipitation or evapo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003640 41 11 44 04 Radiosonde apparatu 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003641 41 11 44 05 Rainfall recorders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003642 41 11 44 06 Precipitation or evapo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003643 41 11 44 07 Solar radiation surfac 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003644 41 11 44 08 Temperature or humid 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003645 41 11 44 09 Wind surface observin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015159 41 11 44 10 Weather stations 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015183 41 11 44 11 Meteorology instrume 6.05 6/15/2001 10:32
009887 41 11 45 00 Mechanical instrument2 2/22/1999 0:00
003646 41 11 45 01 Dynamometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003647 41 11 45 02 Elastometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003648 41 11 45 03 Extensometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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003649 41 11 45 04 Pitch measuring instru 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003650 41 11 45 05 Roundness testing inst2 2/22/1999 0:00
003651 41 11 45 06 Spherometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003652 41 11 45 07 Spring testing machin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003653 41 11 45 08 Surface testers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003654 41 11 45 09 Tensiometers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014463 41 11 45 10 Torque limiter 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
009888 41 11 46 00 Metals and metallurgy 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003655 41 11 46 01 Abrasion testers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003656 41 11 46 02 Compression testers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003657 41 11 46 03 Concrete or cement te 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003658 41 11 46 04 Corrosion testers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003659 41 11 46 05 Crack or corrosion det 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003660 41 11 46 06 Creep testers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003661 41 11 46 07 Ductility testing machi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003662 41 11 46 08 Fatigue testers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003663 41 11 46 09 Forging testing appar 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003664 41 11 46 10 Foundry testing appara2 2/22/1999 0:00
003665 41 11 46 11 Hardness testers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003666 41 11 46 12 Impact testers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003667 41 11 46 13 Load frame 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003668 41 11 46 14 Metal testing instrumen2 2/22/1999 0:00
003669 41 11 46 15 Photoelastic testing ins2 2/22/1999 0:00
003670 41 11 46 16 Proofstress indicators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003671 41 11 46 17 Relaxation testers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003672 41 11 46 18 Roughness measurin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003673 41 11 46 19 Shear strength testers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003674 41 11 46 20 Shock testing apparat 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003675 41 11 46 21 Tension testers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003676 41 11 46 22 Torsion testers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003677 41 11 46 23 Flexure or transverse t2 2/22/1999 0:00
003678 41 11 46 24 Vibration testers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003679 41 11 46 25 Wear testers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003680 41 11 46 26 Welding testing appar 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009889 41 11 47 00 Paper and wood and te2 2/22/1999 0:00
003681 41 11 47 01 Cardboard testing instr2 2/22/1999 0:00
003682 41 11 47 02 Textiles fastness teste 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003683 41 11 47 03 Leather testing instru 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003684 41 11 47 04 Paper testing instrum 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003685 41 11 47 05 Textile testing instrume2 2/22/1999 0:00
003686 41 11 47 06 Wood testing instrum 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009890 41 11 48 00 Ceramics and glass te 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003687 41 11 48 01 Ceramics testing instr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003688 41 11 48 02 Glass testing instrume 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003689 41 11 48 03 Pottery testing instru 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009891 41 11 51 00 Coal and ore testing i 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003690 41 11 51 01 Coal testing instrume 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009892 41 11 52 00 Radar and sonar syst 2 2/22/1999 0:00
003691 41 11 52 01 Radarbased surveilla 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008337 41 11 52 02 Feed horns 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
017214 41 11 53 00 Light and wave gener 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
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017215 41 11 53 01 Light absorption mete 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003423 41 11 53 02 Anechoic chambers 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003424 41 11 53 03 Frequency analyzers 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003425 41 11 53 04 Frequency counters o 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003426 41 11 53 05 Electrical frequency m 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003427 41 11 53 06 Interferometers 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003428 41 11 53 07 Lasers 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003429 41 11 53 08 Lightmeters 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003430 41 11 53 09 Luxmeters 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017216 41 11 53 10 Optical calibration set 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003432 41 11 53 11 Photometers 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017217 41 11 53 12 Bench refractometers 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017218 41 11 53 13 Handheld refractomet 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003433 41 11 53 14 Polarimeters 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003434 41 11 53 15 Polariscopes 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003435 41 11 53 16 Reflectometers 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003445 41 11 53 17 Stroboscopes 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003496 41 11 53 18 Colorimeters 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017219 41 11 53 19 Tube or plate readers 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017945 41 11 53 20 Signal generators 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
018182 41 11 53 21 Infrared imagers 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018184 41 11 53 22 Laser beam analyzers 9 1/2/2002 13:00
017220 41 11 54 00 Spectroscopic equipm 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017221 41 11 54 01 Spectrofluorimeters or 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003440 41 11 54 02 Spectrographs 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003441 41 11 54 03 Spectrometers 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003442 41 11 54 04 Mass spectrometers 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003443 41 11 54 05 Proton spectrometers 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003444 41 11 54 06 Spectrophotometers 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017222 41 11 54 07 Atomic absorption AA 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017223 41 11 54 08 Infrared spectrometer 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
017224 41 11 54 09 Nuclear magnetic res 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
017225 41 11 54 11 Inductively coupled pl 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017226 41 11 55 00 Sound generating and 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003436 41 11 55 01 Sonars 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003437 41 11 55 02 Sonometers 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003438 41 11 55 03 Sound measuring appa7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003446 41 11 55 04 Sound velocity analyz 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003422 41 11 55 05 Acoustic testing room 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017230 41 11 56 00 Electrochemical measu7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017231 41 11 56 01 Karl Fischer titration eq7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003345 41 11 56 02 Titration equipment 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003504 41 11 56 03 Ph meters 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017232 41 11 56 04 Ph electrodes 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017234 41 11 56 06 Ion selective electrod 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017235 41 11 56 07 Ion selective test strip 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017236 41 11 56 08 Ion selective electrod 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003560 41 11 56 09 Conductivity meters 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003559 41 11 56 10 Conductivity cells 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017237 41 11 56 11 Dissolved oxygen mete7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017238 41 11 56 12 Dissolved oxygen pro 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
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003508 41 11 56 13 Salinity meter 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
018145 41 11 56 14 Ph transmitters 9 1/2/2002 13:00
017239 41 11 57 00 Chromatographic mea 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003488 41 11 57 01 Chromatographic dete 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003489 41 11 57 02 Chromatographic sca 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003490 41 11 57 03 Gas chromatographs 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003491 41 11 57 04 Ion chromatographs 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003492 41 11 57 05 Liquid chromatograph 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003493 41 11 57 06 Thinlayer chromatogr 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
003494 41 11 57 07 High pressure liquid c 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017240 41 11 57 08 High pressure thin lay 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017241 41 11 57 09 High pressure liquid c 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017242 41 11 57 10 Gas chomatography 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017243 41 11 57 11 Liquid chromatograph 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017244 41 11 57 12 Solid phase extraction 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017245 41 11 57 13 Thin layer chromatogra7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017246 41 11 57 14 Autosamplers 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017247 41 11 57 15 Injectors 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017248 41 11 57 16 Liquid chromatograph 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017249 41 11 57 17 Gas chromatography 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
017250 41 11 57 18 Injector septa 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017251 41 11 57 19 Gas chromatography l 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017252 41 11 57 20 Chromatography tubin 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017257 41 11 58 00 Clinical and diagnosti 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003527 41 11 58 01 Amino acid analyzers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017258 41 11 58 02 Amino acid analyzer a 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017259 41 11 58 03 Blood bank analyzers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017260 41 11 58 04 Blood bank analyzer a 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017261 41 11 58 05 Blood gas analyzers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017262 41 11 58 06 Blood gas analyzer ac 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017263 41 11 58 07 Chemistry analyzers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017264 41 11 58 08 Chemistry analyzer a 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017265 41 11 58 09 Coagulation analyzers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017266 41 11 58 10 Coagulation analyzer 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017267 41 11 58 11 Deoxyribonucleic seq 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017268 41 11 58 12 Deoxyribonucleic seq 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017269 41 11 58 13 Toxicology analyzers 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
017270 41 11 58 14 Toxicology analyzers 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
017271 41 11 58 15 Hematology analyzers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017272 41 11 58 16 Hematology analyzer 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017273 41 11 58 17 Histology analyzers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017274 41 11 58 18 Histology analyzer ac 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017275 41 11 58 19 Immunology analyzer 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017276 41 11 58 20 Immunology analyzer a12 3/15/2003 0:00
017277 41 11 58 21 Microbiology analyzer 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017278 41 11 58 22 Microbiology analyzer 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003541 41 11 58 23 Protein analyzers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017279 41 11 58 24 Protein analyzer acce 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017280 41 11 58 25 Radioisotopic analyzer12 3/15/2003 0:00
017281 41 11 58 26 Radioisotopic analyzer12 3/15/2003 0:00
017282 41 11 58 27 Urinalysis analyzers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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017283 41 11 58 28 Urinalysis analyzer acc12 3/15/2003 0:00
019294 41 11 58 29 Meat or dairy product a12 3/15/2003 0:00
021181 41 11 58 30 Glucose analyzers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017284 41 11 60 00 Clinical and diagnosti 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017285 41 11 60 01 Amino acid analyzer r 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017286 41 11 60 02 Blood bank analyzer r 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017287 41 11 60 03 Blood gas analyzer re 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017288 41 11 60 04 Chemistry analyzer rea7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017289 41 11 60 05 Coagulation analyzer 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017290 41 11 60 06 Deoxyribonucleic acid 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017291 41 11 60 07 Toxicology analyzer r 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
017292 41 11 60 08 Hematology analyzer 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017293 41 11 60 09 Histology analyzer rea 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017294 41 11 60 10 Immunology analyzer r7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017295 41 11 60 11 Microbiology analyzer 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017296 41 11 60 12 Protein analyzer reag 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017297 41 11 60 13 Radioisotopic analyzer7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017298 41 11 60 14 Urinalysis analyzer re 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
026049 41 11 60 15 Flow cytometry analy 13 11/1/2003 0:00
017299 41 11 61 00 Manual test kits and qu7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017300 41 11 61 01 Blood bank test kits or 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017301 41 11 61 02 Blood bank reagents 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017302 41 11 61 03 Blood bank quality co 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017303 41 11 61 04 Chemistry test kits or 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017304 41 11 61 05 Chemistry reagents or 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017305 41 11 61 06 Chemistry test strips o 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017306 41 11 61 07 Chemistry quality cont 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017307 41 11 61 08 Coagulation test kits o 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017308 41 11 61 09 Coagulation reagents o7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017309 41 11 61 10 Coagulation quality co 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017310 41 11 61 11 Cytology test kits or s 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017311 41 11 61 12 Cytology quality contr 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017312 41 11 61 13 Cytology reagents or 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017315 41 11 61 16 Environmental test kit 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017316 41 11 61 17 Environmental reagent7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017317 41 11 61 18 Food test kits or suppli7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017318 41 11 61 19 Food test kits reagent 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017319 41 11 61 20 Hematology test kits o 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017320 41 11 61 21 Hematology reagents o7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017321 41 11 61 22 Hematology quality co 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017322 41 11 61 23 Histology test kits or su7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017323 41 11 61 24 Histology reagents or s7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017324 41 11 61 25 Histology quality contro7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017325 41 11 61 26 Immunology or serolo 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017326 41 11 61 27 Immunology or serolo 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017327 41 11 61 28 Immunology or serolo 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017328 41 11 61 29 Microbiology or bacter 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017329 41 11 61 30 Microbiology or bacter 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017330 41 11 61 31 Microbiology or bacter 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017331 41 11 61 32 Microbiology or bacter 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017332 41 11 61 33 Molecular biology test 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
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017333 41 11 61 34 Molecular biology rea 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017334 41 11 61 35 Molecular biology qual 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017335 41 11 61 36 Urinalysis test kits or 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017336 41 11 61 37 Urinalysis reagents or 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017337 41 11 61 38 Urinalysis test strips 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017338 41 11 61 39 Urinalysis quality cont 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017339 41 11 61 40 Parasitology or mycol 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017340 41 11 61 41 Parasitology or mycol 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017341 41 11 61 42 Parasitology or mycol 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017342 41 11 61 43 Parasitology or mycol 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017343 41 11 61 44 Virology test kits or sup7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017344 41 11 61 45 Virology quality contro 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017345 41 11 61 46 Toxicology test kits or 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017346 41 11 61 47 Toxicology quality cont7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
026050 41 11 61 48 Flow cytometry test ki 13 11/1/2003 0:00
017347 41 11 62 00 Patient point of care t 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017348 41 11 62 01 Glucose monitors or 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017349 41 11 62 02 Cholesterol monitors 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017350 41 11 62 03 Monitor or meter acces7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017352 41 11 62 05 Rapid test kits 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017255 41 11 63 00 Laboratory flash point 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017256 41 11 63 01 Flash point testers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018167 41 11 64 00 Acceleration and vibra 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018168 41 11 64 01 Impact hammers 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018319 41 11 65 00 Instrument parts and 9.1 1/15/2002 10:05
018320 41 11 65 01 Meter dials or dial kits 9.1 1/15/2002 10:05
017356 41 12 00 00 Laboratory supplies a 7.5 9/15/2001 10:00
017357 41 12 15 00 Pipettes and liquid ha 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017358 41 12 15 01 Robotic or automated 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003346 41 12 15 02 Laboratory diluters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017359 41 12 15 03 Manual multichannel 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017360 41 12 15 04 Manual single channel 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017361 41 12 15 05 Manual single channel 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017362 41 12 15 06 Manual single channel 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017363 41 12 15 07 Electronic single chann12 3/15/2003 0:00
017364 41 12 15 08 Electronic multichann 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017365 41 12 15 09 Pasteur or transfer pip 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017366 41 12 15 10 Volumetric pipettes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025250 41 12 15 11 Serological pipettes 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
017369 41 12 15 13 Dropping pipettes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017370 41 12 15 14 Pipette pumps 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017371 41 12 15 15 Pipette bulbs 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017372 41 12 15 16 Bottle top dispensers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017373 41 12 15 17 Pipetter inserts or acc 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017374 41 12 16 00 Pipette tips 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017375 41 12 16 01 Filter tip pipette tips 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017376 41 12 16 02 Aerosol barrier pipette 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017377 41 12 16 03 Low retention pipette t 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017378 41 12 16 04 Reference pipette tips 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017379 41 12 16 05 Ultramicro pipette tips 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017380 41 12 16 06 Gel loading pipette tip 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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017381 41 12 16 07 Universal pipette tips 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017382 41 12 16 08 Robotic pipette tips 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025251 41 12 16 09 Variable volume pipet 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
003288 41 12 17 00 Test tubes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017383 41 12 17 01 Multipurpose or genera12 3/15/2003 0:00
017384 41 12 17 02 Microcentrifuge tubes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017385 41 12 17 03 Centrifuge tubes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017386 41 12 17 04 Cryogenic tubes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017387 41 12 17 05 Nuclear magnetic res 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017388 41 12 17 06 Culture tubes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017389 41 12 17 07 Separator test tubes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017390 41 12 17 08 Anti coagulant test tub 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017391 41 12 17 09 Capillary or hematocrit12 3/15/2003 0:00
017392 41 12 17 10 Test tube closures or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025252 41 12 17 11 Urinalysis testing tubes12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025253 41 12 18 00 General laboratory gla 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
017394 41 12 18 01 Laboratory watch glass12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025254 41 12 18 02 Laboratory stirring rods12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025255 41 12 18 03 Laboratory beakers 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025256 41 12 18 04 Laboratory flasks 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025257 41 12 18 05 Laboratory graduated 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025258 41 12 18 06 Laboratory vials 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025259 41 12 18 07 Laboratory ampoules 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025260 41 12 18 08 Laboratory burets 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025261 41 12 18 09 Laboratory funnels 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025262 41 12 18 10 Laboratory staining di 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
017404 41 12 18 11 Laboratory microche 12 3/15/2003 0:00
013846 41 12 18 12 Laboratory dishes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018447 41 12 18 13 Cuvettes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025263 41 12 18 14 Laboratory lids or cov 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
017414 41 12 18 15 Laboratory adapters or12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
008480 41 12 20 00 Laboratory or samplin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017418 41 12 20 01 Chromatography syrin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017419 41 12 20 02 Chromatography syrin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017420 41 12 20 03 Syringe adapters or a 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017421 41 12 20 04 Sampling syringes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017422 41 12 21 00 Tissue culture and high12 3/15/2003 0:00
017423 41 12 21 01 Petri plates or dishes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017424 41 12 21 02 Multiwell plates 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017425 41 12 21 03 Cell scrapers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017426 41 12 21 04 Tissue culture flasks 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017427 41 12 21 05 Roller bottles 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017428 41 12 21 06 Inoculating devices 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017429 41 12 21 07 Tissue culture coated p12 3/15/2003 0:00
017430 41 12 21 08 Microbiology inoculati 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018207 41 12 21 09 Petri pads 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018208 41 12 21 10 Petri pad dispenser 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017431 41 12 22 00 Crucibles 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017432 41 12 22 01 Glass crucibles 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017433 41 12 22 02 Ceramic crucibles 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017434 41 12 22 03 Metal crucibles 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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017435 41 12 23 00 Laboratory bench prote12 3/15/2003 0:00
017436 41 12 23 01 Bench protectors or li 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017437 41 12 24 00 Laboratory implement 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017438 41 12 24 01 Magnetic spin bars or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017439 41 12 24 02 Magnetic spin bar retri 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017440 41 12 24 03 Laboratory spatulas 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017441 41 12 24 04 Laboratory tongs 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017442 41 12 24 05 Laboratory forceps 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017443 41 12 24 06 Laboratory knives 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017444 41 12 24 07 Laboratory scalpels 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017445 41 12 24 08 Laboratory scissors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017446 41 12 24 09 Laboratory tools 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017447 41 12 24 10 Laboratory sealing fil 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025264 41 12 24 11 Laboratory timers or 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025265 41 12 24 12 Laboratory tube seala 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025266 41 12 24 13 Laboratory clamps 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
017448 41 12 25 00 Laboratory corks and 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017449 41 12 25 01 Laboratory corks 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017450 41 12 25 02 Laboratory stoppers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017451 41 12 25 03 Laboratory cork borer 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017479 41 12 26 00 Laboratory microscop 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017480 41 12 26 01 Microscope slides 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017481 41 12 26 02 Microscopes slide cove12 3/15/2003 0:00
017482 41 12 26 03 Microscope lens paper12 3/15/2003 0:00
017483 41 12 26 04 Hemocytometers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017484 41 12 26 05 Microscope immersio 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017485 41 12 26 06 Microscope slide disp 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017452 41 12 27 00 Laboratory tapes and l 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017453 41 12 27 01 Slide or specimen lab 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017454 41 12 27 02 Labeling tapes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017455 41 12 27 03 Safety tapes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017456 41 12 27 04 Tamper proof tapes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017457 41 12 28 00 Laboratory stands an 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017458 41 12 28 01 Pipette racks or stand 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017459 41 12 28 02 Microscope slide rack 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017460 41 12 28 03 Sedimentation tube rac12 3/15/2003 0:00
017461 41 12 28 04 Test tube racks 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017462 41 12 28 05 Drying racks 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017463 41 12 28 06 Cryoracks 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017464 41 12 28 07 Dissecting trays 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017569 41 12 28 08 General purpose trays 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025267 41 12 28 09 Petri dish racks 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
017472 41 12 30 00 Laboratory desiccator 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017473 41 12 30 01 Jar desiccators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017474 41 12 30 02 Cabinet desiccators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
012604 41 12 30 03 Desiccants 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017475 41 12 30 04 Vacuum desiccators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017476 41 12 31 00 Laboratory dialysis su 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017477 41 12 31 01 Dialysis tubing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017478 41 12 31 02 Dialysis clamps 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024259 41 12 32 00 Preserved Specimens 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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023915 41 12 32 01 Preserved prepared sl 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024260 41 12 32 02 Preserved animals an 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017468 41 12 33 00 General laboratory sto 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017469 41 12 33 02 Microscope slide boxe 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017470 41 12 33 03 Microscope slide cabi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017471 41 12 33 04 Cryogenic storage bo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025268 41 12 33 05 Histology or tissue ca 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
017928 41 12 34 00 Dosing devices 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017929 41 12 34 01 Dosing cups 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017930 41 12 34 02 Dosing spoons 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017931 41 12 34 03 Dosing droppers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009011 42 00 00 00 Medical Equipment an 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009159 42 12 00 00 Veterinary equipment a2 2/22/1999 0:00
009916 42 12 15 00 Veterinary equipment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004171 42 12 15 01 Veterinary blood pres 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004172 42 12 15 02 Veterinary kymograph 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004173 42 12 15 03 Veterinary pyrogenic te2 2/22/1999 0:00
004174 42 12 15 04 Veterinary stereotoxic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004175 42 12 15 05 Veterinary electrocardi12 3/15/2003 0:00
024481 42 12 15 06 Veterinary surgical inst12 3/15/2003 0:00
024482 42 12 15 07 Veterinary injection or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024483 42 12 15 08 Veterinary bottle sets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024484 42 12 15 09 Veterinary clinical ther 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024485 42 12 15 10 Cases for veterinary i 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024486 42 12 15 11 Instrument rolls for ve 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024487 42 12 15 12 Veterinary speculums 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024488 42 12 15 13 Veterinary castration i 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024489 42 12 15 14 Veterinary external fix 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024490 42 12 15 15 Veterinary nail trimmer12 3/15/2003 0:00
009917 42 12 16 00 Veterinary products 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004176 42 12 16 01 Gastrointestinal veteri 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004177 42 12 16 02 Blood or blood formin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004178 42 12 16 03 Respiratory system ve 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004179 42 12 16 04 Musculo skeletal or n 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004180 42 12 16 05 Cardiovascular syste 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004181 42 12 16 06 Dermatologicals or ant2 2/22/1999 0:00
004182 42 12 16 07 Genito urinary system 2 2/22/1999 0:00
024040 42 12 16 08 Dental veterinary prod 11 7/15/2002 9:04
024478 42 12 17 00 Veterinary clinical furn 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024479 42 12 17 01 Veterinary surgical ta 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024480 42 12 17 02 Veterinary storage ch 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019394 42 13 00 00 Medical apparel and t 10 4/15/2002 10:00
025269 42 13 15 00 Patient clothing 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025270 42 13 15 01 Patient bibs 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025271 42 13 15 02 Patient caps 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025272 42 13 15 03 Patient exam capes 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025273 42 13 15 04 Patient gowns 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025274 42 13 15 05 Patient infant shirts or 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
019401 42 13 15 06 Patient jackets 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
019402 42 13 15 07 Patient slippers 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
019426 42 13 15 08 Patient pajamas 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
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019427 42 13 15 09 Hospital robes 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
024493 42 13 15 10 Patient trousers 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025275 42 13 16 00 Medical staff clothing 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
019404 42 13 16 01 Medical staff aprons or12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
019405 42 13 16 02 Medical staff beard cov12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
019406 42 13 16 03 Medical staff blouses 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
019407 42 13 16 04 Medical staff bouffant c12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
019408 42 13 16 05 Medical staff coveralls 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
019409 42 13 16 06 Medical staff isolation 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025276 42 13 16 07 Medical staff jackets o 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025277 42 13 16 08 Medical staff scrubs 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
019412 42 13 16 09 Medical staff shoe co 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
019413 42 13 16 10 Medical staff sleeve p 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
019414 42 13 16 11 Surgeon caps or hood 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025278 42 13 16 12 Medical staff isolation 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
024491 42 13 16 13 Post operative shoes 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025279 42 13 17 00 Surgical textiles 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025280 42 13 17 01 Surgical drapes 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025281 42 13 17 02 Surgical gowns 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025282 42 13 17 03 Surgical packs 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025283 42 13 17 04 Surgical towels 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
023981 42 13 17 05 Surgical leggings 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
023982 42 13 17 06 Surgical jumpsuits 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
026051 42 13 17 07 Surgical isolation suits 13 11/1/2003 0:00
019435 42 13 21 00 Hospital housekeepin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025284 42 13 21 01 Hospital underpads 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025285 42 13 21 02 Medical stretcher she 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025286 42 13 21 03 Patient barrier drapes 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
019439 42 13 21 04 Hospital antimicrobial p12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
019440 42 13 21 05 Hospital bed sheets 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
019441 42 13 21 06 Hospital bedspreads 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
019442 42 13 21 07 Hospital blankets 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
019443 42 13 21 08 Hospital protective pillo12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
024296 42 13 22 00 Medical gloves and a 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024297 42 13 22 01 Medical glove boxes o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024298 42 13 22 02 Finger cots 12 3/15/2003 0:00
023980 42 13 22 03 Medical exam or non 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024299 42 13 22 04 Medical glove liners 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024300 42 13 22 05 Surgical gloves 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019447 42 14 00 00 Patient care and treat 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019448 42 14 15 00 Applicator swabs and c12 3/15/2003 0:00
019449 42 14 15 01 Cotton ball or fiber 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019450 42 14 15 02 Fiber tipped sticks 12 3/15/2003 0:00
023944 42 14 15 03 Skin preparation wipe 12 3/15/2003 0:00
023985 42 14 15 04 Medicated applicators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019451 42 14 16 00 Basins and bedpans a 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019452 42 14 16 01 Patient care admissio 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019453 42 14 16 02 Bedpans for general u 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019454 42 14 16 03 Emesis basins 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019455 42 14 16 04 Fracture bedpans 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019456 42 14 16 05 Medical mixing or solu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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019457 42 14 16 06 Medical multipurpose b12 3/15/2003 0:00
019458 42 14 16 07 Patient urinals for gene12 3/15/2003 0:00
019459 42 14 17 00 Decubitus prevention 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019460 42 14 17 01 Alternating pressure sy12 3/15/2003 0:00
019461 42 14 17 02 Blanket frames or lifte 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019462 42 14 17 03 Extremities cradles 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019463 42 14 17 04 Mattress overlays 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019464 42 14 17 05 Patient positioning cu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019465 42 14 18 00 Electrotherapy equip 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019466 42 14 18 01 Electrotherapy combi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019467 42 14 18 02 Electrotherapy electrod12 3/15/2003 0:00
019468 42 14 18 03 Electrotherapy lead wi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019469 42 14 18 04 Galvanic or faradic sti 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019470 42 14 18 05 Neuromuscular stimul 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019471 42 14 18 06 Short wave diathermy 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019472 42 14 18 07 Transcutaneous elect 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024523 42 14 18 08 Diathermy electrodes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024524 42 14 18 09 Muscle stimulator lea 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019473 42 14 19 00 Enema administration 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019474 42 14 19 01 Enema buckets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019475 42 14 19 02 Enema bags 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019476 42 14 19 03 Enema kits or access 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019477 42 14 19 04 Enema tubing or tips 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024525 42 14 19 05 Enema soaps 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019478 42 14 20 00 Floor grade instrument12 3/15/2003 0:00
019479 42 14 20 01 Floor grade forceps or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019480 42 14 20 02 Floor grade knife 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019481 42 14 20 03 Floor grade knife han 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019482 42 14 20 04 Floor grade nail nippe 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019483 42 14 20 05 Floor grade needle hol12 3/15/2003 0:00
019484 42 14 20 06 Floor grade retractors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019485 42 14 20 07 Floor grade scissors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019486 42 14 21 00 Heat and cold therapy 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019487 42 14 21 01 Covers for heat or col 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019488 42 14 21 02 Medical cold storage 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019489 42 14 21 03 Medical heat lamps or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019490 42 14 21 04 Medical hydrocollator 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019491 42 14 21 05 Therapeutic heating o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019492 42 14 21 06 Therapeutic heating o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019493 42 14 21 07 Therapeutic cryo com 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019494 42 14 21 08 Therapeutic heating o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019495 42 14 21 09 Therapeutic hot or col 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019496 42 14 21 10 Therapeutic hot or col 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019497 42 14 21 11 Therapeutic ice packs 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019498 42 14 21 12 Therapeutic paraffin ba12 3/15/2003 0:00
019499 42 14 21 13 Therapeutic sinus ma 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024526 42 14 21 14 Therapeutic hot or col 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024851 42 14 21 19 Hypothermia apparatu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019500 42 14 22 00 Hydrotherapy product 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019501 42 14 22 01 Extremity hydrotherapy12 3/15/2003 0:00
019502 42 14 22 02 Full body immersion hy12 3/15/2003 0:00
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019503 42 14 22 03 Hydrotherapy bath or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024527 42 14 22 04 Hydrotherapy bath ch 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019504 42 14 23 00 Medical documentation12 3/15/2003 0:00
019505 42 14 23 01 General use medical l 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019506 42 14 23 02 Medical charting syste 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019507 42 14 23 03 Patient identification pr12 3/15/2003 0:00
019508 42 14 24 00 Medical suction and v 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019509 42 14 24 01 Medical fluid solidifier 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019510 42 14 24 02 Medical suction cannu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019511 42 14 24 03 Medical suction contai 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019512 42 14 24 04 Medical suction or va 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024528 42 14 24 05 Cases for medical inst 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024529 42 14 24 06 Medical suction sets o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024530 42 14 24 07 Cases for medical suct12 3/15/2003 0:00
019513 42 14 25 00 Injection and aspiration12 3/15/2003 0:00
019514 42 14 25 01 Amniocentesis needles12 3/15/2003 0:00
019515 42 14 25 02 Anesthesia needles 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019516 42 14 25 03 Arterial needles 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003964 42 14 25 04 Biopsy needles 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019517 42 14 25 05 Blood collection needle12 3/15/2003 0:00
019518 42 14 25 06 Blunt needles 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019519 42 14 25 07 Butterfly needles 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019521 42 14 25 09 Epidural trays or acce 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019522 42 14 25 10 Filter needles 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019523 42 14 25 11 Needle caps or protect12 3/15/2003 0:00
019524 42 14 25 12 Fistula needles 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019525 42 14 25 13 Radiology procedural n12 3/15/2003 0:00
019526 42 14 25 14 Spinal trays or needle 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019527 42 14 25 15 Vacuum tube needles 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019528 42 14 25 16 Vented needles 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024531 42 14 25 17 Extension tubes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024532 42 14 25 18 Biopsy aspirator prod 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024533 42 14 25 19 Needle guides 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024534 42 14 25 20 Dispensing pins 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024535 42 14 25 21 Blood collection needle12 3/15/2003 0:00
024536 42 14 25 22 Surgical needles for e 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003992 42 14 25 23 Hypodermic needles 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024537 42 14 25 24 Etching needles or se 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024538 42 14 25 25 Irrigation needles 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024539 42 14 25 26 Needle protectors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024540 42 14 25 27 Needle cleaning wires 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024541 42 14 25 28 Sternum puncture nee 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024542 42 14 25 29 Needle trays or holder 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024543 42 14 25 30 Diagnostic procedure n12 3/15/2003 0:00
026052 42 14 25 31 Needle or blade or oth 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026053 42 14 25 32 Pericardiocentesis ne 13 11/1/2003 0:00
019529 42 14 26 00 Syringes and accessor12 3/15/2003 0:00
019530 42 14 26 01 Medical aspiration or ir12 3/15/2003 0:00
019531 42 14 26 02 Medical bulb syringes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019532 42 14 26 03 Medical cartridge syri 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019533 42 14 26 04 Medical catheter tip s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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019534 42 14 26 05 Medical ear syringes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019535 42 14 26 06 Medical metered delive12 3/15/2003 0:00
019536 42 14 26 07 Medical micro syringe 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019537 42 14 26 08 Medical syringes with 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019538 42 14 26 09 Medical syringes with n12 3/15/2003 0:00
019539 42 14 26 10 Oral liquid medication 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019540 42 14 26 11 Tuberculin syringes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024544 42 14 26 12 Irrigation syringe sets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024545 42 14 26 13 Injection guns 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024546 42 14 26 14 Hypodermic injection 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024547 42 14 26 15 Syringe accessories 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024548 42 14 26 16 Blood collection syrin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024549 42 14 26 17 Fountain syringes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024550 42 14 26 18 Blood gas analysis sy 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019541 42 14 27 00 Urological supplies 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019542 42 14 27 01 Suprapubic urinary cat12 3/15/2003 0:00
019543 42 14 27 02 Urethral urinary cathe 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019544 42 14 27 03 Urinary catheter plugs 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019545 42 14 27 04 Urinary drainage bags 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019546 42 14 27 05 Urinary drainage bag 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019547 42 14 27 06 Urological procedure tr12 3/15/2003 0:00
024551 42 14 27 07 Urinary irrigation tubing12 3/15/2003 0:00
024552 42 14 27 08 Urological instrument 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024553 42 14 27 09 Nephrostomy sets or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024554 42 14 27 10 Urinary drainage tube 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024555 42 14 27 11 Urethral sound sets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024556 42 14 27 12 Stone remover sets or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024557 42 14 27 13 Urological sheaths or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024558 42 14 27 14 Urological percolators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024559 42 14 27 15 Urinary catheterizatio 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025287 42 14 27 16 Pessary device 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
019548 42 14 28 00 Vascular and compre 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019549 42 14 28 01 Vascular sequential c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019550 42 14 28 02 Vascular or compressi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019551 42 14 29 00 Vision correction or co 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019552 42 14 29 01 Eyeglasses 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019553 42 14 29 02 Eyeglass lenses 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019554 42 14 29 03 Eyeglass frames 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019555 42 14 29 04 Eyeglass hardware 12 3/15/2003 0:00
012553 42 14 29 05 Sunglasses 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006208 42 14 29 06 Eyeglass cases 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019556 42 14 29 07 Eyeglass cleaning clo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019557 42 14 29 08 Eyeglass cleaning kits 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019558 42 14 29 09 Eyeglass retainers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019559 42 14 29 10 Contact lens cases 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019560 42 14 29 11 Contact lens inserters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019561 42 14 29 12 Contact lens radius g 12 3/15/2003 0:00
012552 42 14 29 13 Contact lenses 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024495 42 14 31 00 Obstetrical and gynec 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024496 42 14 31 01 Intrauterine catheters o12 3/15/2003 0:00
024497 42 14 31 02 Uterine devices or ac 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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024498 42 14 31 03 Intrauterine contracept12 3/15/2003 0:00
024499 42 14 31 04 Amniocentesis kits or a12 3/15/2003 0:00
024500 42 14 31 05 Obstetrical extraction 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024501 42 14 31 06 Gynecology drainage k12 3/15/2003 0:00
024502 42 14 32 00 Fertility and Sterility tr 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024503 42 14 32 01 Semen preparation kits12 3/15/2003 0:00
024504 42 14 32 02 Impotence treatment 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024505 42 14 33 00 Chemotherapy equip 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024506 42 14 33 01 Chemotherapy adminis12 3/15/2003 0:00
024507 42 14 34 00 Hyperhidrosis control 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024508 42 14 34 01 Sweat control equipm 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024509 42 14 35 00 Ear nose and throat EN12 3/15/2003 0:00
024510 42 14 35 01 Earmold cleaning aids 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024511 42 14 35 02 Nasal irrigation device 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024512 42 14 35 03 Nasal bleeding control 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024513 42 14 35 04 Earmolds or its acces 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024514 42 14 35 05 Earmold repair kits 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024515 42 14 35 06 Eustachian filiform sets12 3/15/2003 0:00
024516 42 14 35 07 Medication ear packs 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024517 42 14 35 08 Ear windhoods 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024518 42 14 35 09 Earmold glues or ceme12 3/15/2003 0:00
024519 42 14 35 10 Ear windshield screens12 3/15/2003 0:00
024520 42 14 35 11 Cerumen hooks 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024521 42 14 35 12 Ear wicks 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024522 42 14 35 13 Otological instruments 12 3/15/2003 0:00
026054 42 14 36 00 Restraints and access 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026055 42 14 36 01 Restraint vests and ja 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026056 42 14 36 02 Torso and belt restrai 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026057 42 14 36 03 Extremity restraints 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026058 42 14 36 04 Non EMS head restrai 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026059 42 14 36 05 Restraint straps or bu 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026060 42 14 36 06 Full body restraints 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026061 42 14 36 07 Patient motion sensor 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026062 42 14 36 08 Patient stabilization or 13 11/1/2003 0:00
019562 42 15 00 00 Dental equipment and 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019563 42 15 15 00 Cosmetic dentistry eq 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019564 42 15 15 01 Cosmetic dentistry cu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019565 42 15 15 02 Cosmetic dentistry mi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019566 42 15 15 03 Crowns or crown forms12 3/15/2003 0:00
019567 42 15 15 04 Dental veneer 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019568 42 15 15 05 Tooth etching supplie 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019569 42 15 15 06 Tooth whitening or ble 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024560 42 15 15 07 Dental shades 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019570 42 15 16 00 Dental and subspecialt12 3/15/2003 0:00
019571 42 15 16 01 Attachments or replace12 3/15/2003 0:00
003936 42 15 16 02 Bands for dental matrix12 3/15/2003 0:00
019572 42 15 16 03 Calcium hydroxide pla 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019573 42 15 16 04 Composite placement 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019574 42 15 16 05 Crown or bridge remo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019575 42 15 16 06 Dental amalgam carv 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019576 42 15 16 07 Dental instrument cas 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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019577 42 15 16 08 Dental instrument trays12 3/15/2003 0:00
019578 42 15 16 09 Dental instruments m 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019579 42 15 16 10 Dental nippers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019580 42 15 16 11 Dental operative brus 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019581 42 15 16 12 Dental retractors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019582 42 15 16 13 Dental burnishers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019583 42 15 16 14 Dental burs 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019584 42 15 16 15 Dental cryosurgical un 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019585 42 15 16 16 Dental depth gauges 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019586 42 15 16 17 Dental drills or drill bit 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003946 42 15 16 18 Dental elevators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003947 42 15 16 19 Dental excavators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019587 42 15 16 20 Dental files or rasps 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019588 42 15 16 21 Dental filler contourin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003948 42 15 16 22 Dental finger protecto 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003951 42 15 16 23 Dental forceps 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019589 42 15 16 24 Dental hand pieces or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019590 42 15 16 25 Dental hygiene instru 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019591 42 15 16 26 Dental instrument shar12 3/15/2003 0:00
019592 42 15 16 27 Dental mirrors or mirr 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003935 42 15 16 28 Dental mixing slabs 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019593 42 15 16 29 Dental organizers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019594 42 15 16 30 Dental placement inst 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003943 42 15 16 31 Dental probes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019595 42 15 16 32 Dental reamers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019596 42 15 16 33 Dental retraction cord 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019597 42 15 16 34 Dental root tip picks 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019598 42 15 16 35 Dental saliva ejectors o12 3/15/2003 0:00
019599 42 15 16 36 Dental scalers or acce 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003944 42 15 16 37 Dental scales 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003950 42 15 16 38 Dental scissors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003945 42 15 16 39 Dental spatulas 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003949 42 15 16 40 Dental tweezers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019600 42 15 16 41 Dental wax carvers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019601 42 15 16 42 Gingivectomy knives 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019602 42 15 16 43 Dental margin trimme 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019603 42 15 16 44 Dental mouth props 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019604 42 15 16 45 Preassembled reusabl 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019605 42 15 16 46 Protective devices for t12 3/15/2003 0:00
023986 42 15 16 47 Dental absorbent holde12 3/15/2003 0:00
024042 42 15 16 48 Dental calipers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024045 42 15 16 50 Dental fracture detectin12 3/15/2003 0:00
024046 42 15 16 51 Dental tooth separato 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024561 42 15 16 52 Dental pin drivers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024562 42 15 16 53 Dental pin benders 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024563 42 15 16 54 Dental guides 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024564 42 15 16 55 Dental pulp or vitality t 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024565 42 15 16 56 Dental spreaders 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024566 42 15 16 57 Dental tubings or acc 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024567 42 15 16 58 Dental floss threaders 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024568 42 15 16 59 Ripping tooth parts kit 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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024569 42 15 16 60 Dental applicators or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024570 42 15 16 61 Dental instrument cas 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024571 42 15 16 62 Dental anesthesia ele 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024572 42 15 16 63 Dental wedges or sets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024573 42 15 16 64 Dental cutting or separ12 3/15/2003 0:00
024574 42 15 16 65 Dental gages or acce 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024575 42 15 16 66 Dental buccal holders 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024576 42 15 16 67 Dental matrices or sets12 3/15/2003 0:00
024577 42 15 16 68 Instrument rolls for de 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024578 42 15 16 69 Dental dehydrators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024579 42 15 16 70 Dental heat carriers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024580 42 15 16 71 Refills or refill kits for 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024581 42 15 16 72 Dental expanders 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024582 42 15 16 73 Dental mallets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024583 42 15 16 74 Dental bur holders 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024584 42 15 16 75 Dental restorative kits 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024585 42 15 16 76 Dental knives 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024586 42 15 16 77 Dental pressure indic 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024587 42 15 16 78 Holders for mixing pa 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024588 42 15 16 79 Dental mixing bags 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024589 42 15 16 80 Endodontic stops or a 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024590 42 15 16 81 Dental anesthesia set 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019606 42 15 17 00 Dental clinical furnitur 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019607 42 15 17 01 Dental examination ch 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019608 42 15 17 02 Dental stools 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024041 42 15 17 03 Dental cabinets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024591 42 15 17 04 Dental tables or acces 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024592 42 15 17 05 Combination furniture 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019609 42 15 18 00 Dental fillers and finis 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019610 42 15 18 01 Amalgam carriers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019611 42 15 18 02 Dental material plugg 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019612 42 15 18 03 Dental amalgam caps 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019613 42 15 18 04 Dental cord packers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019614 42 15 18 05 Dental finishing or poli 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019615 42 15 18 06 Dental finishing or poli 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024593 42 15 18 07 Dental finishing or poli 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024594 42 15 18 08 Dental burnishing co 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024595 42 15 18 09 Dental squeeze cloths 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024596 42 15 18 10 Dental finishing or poli 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024597 42 15 18 11 Dental polishing cups o12 3/15/2003 0:00
024598 42 15 18 12 Springs for dental grind12 3/15/2003 0:00
024599 42 15 18 13 Dental filling tubes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024600 42 15 18 14 Chuck adapters for de 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024601 42 15 18 15 Cones for dental grind 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024602 42 15 18 16 Gold foil carriers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019616 42 15 19 00 Dental hygiene and pre12 3/15/2003 0:00
019617 42 15 19 01 Dental plate or dentur 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019618 42 15 19 02 Dental prophylaxis kit 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019619 42 15 19 03 Denture cups or conta 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019620 42 15 19 04 Disclosing solutions o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019621 42 15 19 05 Fluoride gels or rinses 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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019622 42 15 19 06 Fluoride tablets or drop12 3/15/2003 0:00
024603 42 15 19 07 Dental prophylaxis tan 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024604 42 15 19 08 Denture flasks or sets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024605 42 15 19 09 Preventive dentistry p 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024606 42 15 19 10 Teeth cleaning devices12 3/15/2003 0:00
024607 42 15 19 11 Dental tissue conditio 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024608 42 15 19 12 Endodontic sprays 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019623 42 15 20 00 Dental imaging equip 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019624 42 15 20 01 Bite wing holders 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019625 42 15 20 02 Dental bite blocks or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019626 42 15 20 03 Dental film processors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019627 42 15 20 04 Dental radiology film h 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019628 42 15 20 05 Dental radiology film h 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019629 42 15 20 06 Dental radiology film 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019630 42 15 20 07 Dental x ray duplicato 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003749 42 15 20 08 Dental x ray units 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019631 42 15 20 09 Dental x ray viewers o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019632 42 15 20 10 Dental radiology film 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024609 42 15 20 11 Dental x ray film adap 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024610 42 15 20 12 Dental x ray apparatu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024611 42 15 20 13 Dental radiography fil 12 3/15/2003 0:00
026063 42 15 20 14 Dental radioactive tra 13 11/1/2003 0:00
019633 42 15 21 00 Dental impression an 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019634 42 15 21 01 Dental casting rings o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003940 42 15 21 02 Dental formers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019635 42 15 21 03 Dental impression tra 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019636 42 15 21 04 Dental impression tra 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003954 42 15 21 05 Dental impression tra 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019637 42 15 21 06 Dental plaster knives 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019638 42 15 21 07 Dental waxing instrum 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024612 42 15 21 08 Dental impression ma 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024613 42 15 21 09 Dental impression ma 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024614 42 15 21 10 Dental marking device 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024615 42 15 21 11 Dental impression ma 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024616 42 15 21 12 Dental drying instrum 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024617 42 15 21 13 Denture base forming 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024618 42 15 21 14 Dental impression ma 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024619 42 15 21 15 Dental impression bas 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019639 42 15 22 00 Dental laboratory and 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019640 42 15 22 01 Dental foils 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019641 42 15 22 02 Dental laboratory air a 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019642 42 15 22 03 Dental laboratory burn 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019643 42 15 22 04 Dental laboratory casti 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019644 42 15 22 05 Dental laboratory curi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019645 42 15 22 06 Dental laboratory dies 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019646 42 15 22 07 Dental laboratory dust 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019647 42 15 22 08 Dental laboratory engin12 3/15/2003 0:00
019648 42 15 22 09 Dental laboratory furn 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019649 42 15 22 10 Dental laboratory gold 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019650 42 15 22 11 Dental laboratory lath 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019651 42 15 22 12 Dental laboratory mod 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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019652 42 15 22 13 Dental laboratory mod 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019653 42 15 22 14 Dental laboratory plast12 3/15/2003 0:00
019654 42 15 22 15 Dental laboratory san 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019655 42 15 22 16 Dental laboratory solde12 3/15/2003 0:00
019656 42 15 22 17 Dental laboratory vac 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019657 42 15 22 18 Dental laboratory vibr 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019658 42 15 22 19 Dental laboratory waxi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019659 42 15 22 20 Dental stones 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024620 42 15 22 21 Dental laboratory mod 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024621 42 15 22 22 Crucibles for dental c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024622 42 15 22 23 Dental resins processi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024623 42 15 22 24 Dental laboratory flas 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019660 42 15 23 00 Dental lasers and illu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019661 42 15 23 01 Dental lasers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019662 42 15 23 02 Dentoscopes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019663 42 15 23 03 General dental lights 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019664 42 15 23 04 Intraoral lights 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024624 42 15 23 05 Tripods for dental oper12 3/15/2003 0:00
024625 42 15 23 06 Dental fiber optic light 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024626 42 15 23 07 Dental operating illumi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019665 42 15 24 00 Dental materials 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019666 42 15 24 01 Alloys for dental amal 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019667 42 15 24 02 Athletic mouth protect 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019668 42 15 24 03 Cast cobalt chromium 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019669 42 15 24 04 Combined reversible i 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019670 42 15 24 05 Crown or bridge plastic12 3/15/2003 0:00
019671 42 15 24 06 Dental abrasive paste 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019672 42 15 24 07 Dental abrasive powd 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019673 42 15 24 08 Dental absorbent point12 3/15/2003 0:00
019674 42 15 24 09 Dental agar impression12 3/15/2003 0:00
019675 42 15 24 10 Dental alginate impre 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019676 42 15 24 11 Dental base metal cas 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019677 42 15 24 12 Dental baseplate wax 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019678 42 15 24 13 Dental brazing alloys 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019679 42 15 24 14 Dental casting alloys 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019680 42 15 24 15 Dental ceramics 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019681 42 15 24 16 Dental duplicating ma 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019682 42 15 24 17 Dental ethyl silicate in 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019683 42 15 24 18 Dental gypsum produ 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019684 42 15 24 19 Dental impression pas 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019685 42 15 24 20 Dental inlay casting w 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019686 42 15 24 21 Dental mercury 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019687 42 15 24 22 Dental obturating point12 3/15/2003 0:00
019688 42 15 24 23 Dental pit or fissure s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019689 42 15 24 24 Dental water based c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019690 42 15 24 25 Denture base resins 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019691 42 15 24 26 Denture base tempor 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019692 42 15 24 27 Denture cold curing re 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019693 42 15 24 28 Direct filling resins 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019694 42 15 24 29 Elastomeric dental im 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019695 42 15 24 30 Endodontic filling mat 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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019696 42 15 24 31 Extraoral maxillofacial 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019697 42 15 24 32 Gypsum bonded casti 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019698 42 15 24 33 Intraoral dental radiogr12 3/15/2003 0:00
019699 42 15 24 34 Dental amalgamators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019700 42 15 24 35 Orthodontic elastomer 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019701 42 15 24 36 Phosphate bonded in 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019702 42 15 24 37 Porcelain teeth 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019703 42 15 24 38 Refractory die materia 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019704 42 15 24 39 Resilient lining materi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019705 42 15 24 40 Soldering investments 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019706 42 15 24 41 Synthetic polymer tee 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019707 42 15 24 42 Unalloyed titanium for 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019708 42 15 24 43 Zinc oxide eugenol and12 3/15/2003 0:00
024047 42 15 24 44 Gingival retraction liqu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024627 42 15 24 45 Tooth facing or backin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024628 42 15 24 46 Dental cavities lining 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024629 42 15 24 47 Dental stains or suppli 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024630 42 15 24 49 Dental impression ma 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024631 42 15 24 50 Dental instrument cle 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024632 42 15 24 51 Dental pressure indic 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024633 42 15 24 52 Dental pastes insulati 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024634 42 15 24 53 Dental restorative co 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024635 42 15 24 54 Dental pulp protectors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024636 42 15 24 55 Stands or holders for 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024637 42 15 24 56 Dental masking agent 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024638 42 15 24 57 Dental cementing kits 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024639 42 15 24 58 Dental die spacers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024640 42 15 24 59 Endodontic post kits 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024641 42 15 24 60 Denture coating compo12 3/15/2003 0:00
024642 42 15 24 61 Coating compounds f 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024643 42 15 24 62 Denture reliner kits 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024644 42 15 24 63 Dental wax solvents 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024645 42 15 24 64 Kits for dental implant 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024646 42 15 24 65 Dental lubricants 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019709 42 15 25 00 General dental suppli 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019710 42 15 25 01 Dental preassembled d12 3/15/2003 0:00
019711 42 15 25 02 Dental bibs 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019712 42 15 25 03 Dental dam supplies 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019713 42 15 25 04 Dental dressings 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019714 42 15 25 05 Dental examination ch 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019715 42 15 25 06 Dental absorbent pell 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019716 42 15 25 07 Dental rolls 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019717 42 15 25 08 Dental syringes or ne 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019718 42 15 25 09 Disposable dental tra 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024043 42 15 25 10 Cases or covers for d 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024647 42 15 25 11 Dental dishes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024648 42 15 25 12 Dental tongs 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024649 42 15 25 13 Dental measuring cups12 3/15/2003 0:00
024650 42 15 25 14 Dental waste containe 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024652 42 15 25 16 Dental mixing bowls 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024653 42 15 25 17 Dental napkin holders 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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024654 42 15 25 18 Dental materials dispe 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024655 42 15 25 19 Dental syringe accesso12 3/15/2003 0:00
024656 42 15 25 20 Dental cuspidors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019719 42 15 26 00 Dental operatory speci12 3/15/2003 0:00
019720 42 15 26 01 Dental operatory artic 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019721 42 15 26 02 Dental operatory infect12 3/15/2003 0:00
019722 42 15 26 03 Dental operatory rete 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019723 42 15 26 04 Dental operatory retrac12 3/15/2003 0:00
024658 42 15 26 05 Dental sialography se 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024659 42 15 26 06 Dental splints or sets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024660 42 15 26 07 Dental instruments ring12 3/15/2003 0:00
024661 42 15 26 08 Orthodontic ligature c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019724 42 15 27 00 Orthodontic and prost 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019725 42 15 27 01 Dental articulators or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019726 42 15 27 02 Dental hemostatic sol 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019727 42 15 27 03 Dental pins or posts o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003937 42 15 27 04 Dental retainers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019728 42 15 27 05 Orthodontic appliance 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019729 42 15 27 06 Orthodontic brackets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019730 42 15 27 07 Orthodontic buccal tu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019731 42 15 27 08 Orthodontic coil sprin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019732 42 15 27 09 Orthodontic elastics 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019733 42 15 27 10 Orthodontic elastomer 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019734 42 15 27 11 Orthodontic expansio 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019735 42 15 27 12 Orthodontic molar ban 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019736 42 15 27 13 Orthodontic pliers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019737 42 15 27 14 Orthodontic retainer c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019738 42 15 27 15 Orthodontic setter ban 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019739 42 15 27 16 Orthodontic stops or l 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019740 42 15 28 00 Periodontal equipment12 3/15/2003 0:00
019741 42 15 28 01 Periodontal chisels 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019742 42 15 28 02 Periodontal files 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019743 42 15 28 03 Periodontal hoes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019744 42 15 28 04 Periodontal implant to 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019745 42 15 28 05 Periodontium control i 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024662 42 15 28 06 Periodontal tissue dis 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024663 42 15 28 07 Periodontal protective 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024664 42 15 28 08 Periodontal curettes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024665 42 15 28 09 Periodontal knives 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024666 42 15 28 10 Periodontal membran 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019746 42 16 00 00 Dialysis equipment and10 4/15/2002 10:00
019747 42 16 15 00 Peritoneal and equilib 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019748 42 16 15 01 Continuous ambulatory12 3/15/2003 0:00
019749 42 16 15 02 Peritoneal dialysate wa12 3/15/2003 0:00
019750 42 16 15 03 Peritoneal dialysis ad 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019751 42 16 15 04 Peritoneal dialysis cat 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019752 42 16 15 05 Peritoneal dialysis drai12 3/15/2003 0:00
019753 42 16 15 06 Peritoneal dialysis sh 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019754 42 16 15 07 Peritoneal dialysis sol 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019755 42 16 15 08 Peritoneal dialysis uni 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003922 42 16 15 09 Peritoneal dialysis uni 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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024667 42 16 15 10 Peritoneal lavage kits 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019756 42 16 16 00 Extracorporeal hemod 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019757 42 16 16 01 Hemodialysis adminis 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019758 42 16 16 02 Hemodialysis blood b 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019759 42 16 16 03 Hemodialysis blood o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019760 42 16 16 04 Hemodialysis chairs 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019761 42 16 16 05 Hemodialysis dialysat 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019762 42 16 16 06 Hemodialysis dialysat 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019763 42 16 16 07 Hemodialysis dialysat 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019764 42 16 16 08 Hemodialysis dialysat 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019765 42 16 16 09 Hemodialysis dialysat 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019766 42 16 16 10 Hemodialysis dialysat 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019767 42 16 16 11 Hemodialysis dialysat 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019768 42 16 16 12 Hemodialysis dialyzer 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019769 42 16 16 13 Hemodialysis dialyzer 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019770 42 16 16 14 Hemodialysis dialyzer 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019771 42 16 16 15 Hemodialysis dialyzer 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019772 42 16 16 16 Hemodialysis unit air 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019773 42 16 16 17 Hemodialysis unit arte 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019774 42 16 16 18 Hemodialysis unit blo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019775 42 16 16 19 Hemodialysis unit blo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019776 42 16 16 20 Hemodialysis unit blo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019777 42 16 16 21 Hemodialysis unit dial 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019778 42 16 16 22 Hemodialysis unit disi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019779 42 16 16 23 Hemodialysis unit hepa12 3/15/2003 0:00
019780 42 16 16 24 Hemodialysis unit sin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019781 42 16 16 25 Hemodialysis unit sin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019782 42 16 16 26 Hemodialysis unit sta 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019783 42 16 16 27 Hemodialysis unit temp12 3/15/2003 0:00
019784 42 16 16 28 Hemodialysis unit test 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019785 42 16 16 29 Hemodialysis unit tran 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019786 42 16 16 30 Hemodialysis unit tran 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019787 42 16 16 31 Hemodialysis unit wat 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019788 42 16 16 32 Hemodialysis units 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024668 42 16 16 33 Hemodialysis apparat 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024669 42 16 16 34 Hemodialysis procedu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024670 42 16 16 35 Hemodialysis apparat 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019789 42 16 17 00 Hemofiltration equipme12 3/15/2003 0:00
003928 42 16 17 01 Hemafilters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019790 42 16 17 02 Hemofiltrate collection 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019791 42 16 17 03 Hemofiltration infusion 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019792 42 16 17 04 Hemofiltration samplin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019793 42 16 18 00 Continuous renal repl 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019794 42 16 18 01 Continuous arterioveno12 3/15/2003 0:00
019795 42 16 18 02 Continuous arterioveno12 3/15/2003 0:00
019796 42 16 18 03 Continuous venoveno 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019797 42 16 18 04 Slow continuous ultrafi12 3/15/2003 0:00
019798 42 17 00 00 Emergency and field 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019799 42 17 15 00 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019800 42 17 15 01 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019801 42 17 15 02 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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019802 42 17 16 00 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019803 42 17 16 01 Air evacuation stretch 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019804 42 17 16 02 Ambulance cots or ac 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019805 42 17 16 03 Anti shock garments 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019806 42 17 16 04 Basket stretchers or ac12 3/15/2003 0:00
019807 42 17 16 05 Cinch rescue loops 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019808 42 17 16 06 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019809 42 17 16 07 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019810 42 17 16 08 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019811 42 17 16 09 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019812 42 17 16 10 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019813 42 17 16 11 Emergency response l 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019814 42 17 16 12 Scoop stretchers or a 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019815 42 17 16 13 Spine boards 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019816 42 17 16 14 Water rescue tubes or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019817 42 17 17 00 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019818 42 17 17 01 Emergency or rescue b12 3/15/2003 0:00
019819 42 17 17 02 First aid blankets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019820 42 17 17 03 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019821 42 17 17 04 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019822 42 17 18 00 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019823 42 17 18 01 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019824 42 17 18 02 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019825 42 17 18 03 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019826 42 17 18 04 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019827 42 17 18 05 Jaw spreaders 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019828 42 17 18 06 Seizure sticks 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019829 42 17 19 00 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019830 42 17 19 01 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019831 42 17 19 02 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019832 42 17 19 03 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019833 42 17 19 04 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019834 42 17 19 05 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019835 42 17 19 06 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019836 42 17 19 07 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019837 42 17 19 08 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019838 42 17 19 09 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019839 42 17 19 10 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019840 42 17 19 11 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019841 42 17 19 12 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019842 42 17 19 13 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019843 42 17 19 14 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019844 42 17 19 15 Emergency medical te 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024671 42 17 19 16 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024672 42 17 19 17 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024673 42 17 19 18 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024674 42 17 19 19 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024675 42 17 19 20 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019845 42 17 20 00 Emergency and field 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019846 42 17 20 01 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019847 42 17 20 02 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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019848 42 17 20 03 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019849 42 17 20 04 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019850 42 17 20 05 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019851 42 17 20 06 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019852 42 17 20 07 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019853 42 17 20 08 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019854 42 17 20 09 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019855 42 17 20 10 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019856 42 17 20 11 Emergency medical te 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024676 42 17 20 12 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024677 42 17 20 13 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024678 42 17 20 14 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024679 42 17 20 15 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024680 42 17 20 16 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024681 42 17 20 17 Field medical or labor 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019857 42 17 21 00 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019858 42 17 21 01 Automated external d 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019859 42 17 21 02 Cardiopulmonary resu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024682 42 17 21 03 Emergency resuscitat 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019860 42 17 22 00 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019861 42 17 22 01 Emergency medical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019862 42 18 00 00 Patient exam and mo 10 4/15/2002 10:00
019863 42 18 15 00 Diagnostic assessme 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019864 42 18 15 01 Tongue depressors or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019865 42 18 15 02 Medical exam transillu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019866 42 18 15 03 Exam or personal lubri12 3/15/2003 0:00
024687 42 18 15 04 Hemacytometer sets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024688 42 18 15 05 Endometrial cell samp 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024689 42 18 15 06 Sexual assault determ 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024690 42 18 15 07 Medical examining mi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024691 42 18 15 08 Cleaning wipes for dia 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024692 42 18 15 09 Flight surgeon physic 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024693 42 18 15 10 Transcutaneous jaund 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024694 42 18 15 11 Male impotence gage 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024695 42 18 15 12 Typhoid carrier exami 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024696 42 18 15 13 Sinus irrigation kits 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024697 42 18 15 14 Hemoglobin photomete12 3/15/2003 0:00
025288 42 18 15 15 Exam procedure trays 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025289 42 18 15 16 Electromyography EM 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025290 42 18 15 17 Electroencephalograph12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
019867 42 18 16 00 Blood pressure units 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019868 42 18 16 01 Aneroid blood pressure12 3/15/2003 0:00
019869 42 18 16 02 Electronic blood press 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019870 42 18 16 03 Mercury blood pressu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019871 42 18 16 04 Blood pressure air rel 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019872 42 18 16 05 Blood pressure cuffs 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019873 42 18 16 06 Blood pressure inflatio 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019874 42 18 16 07 Blood pressure record 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024698 42 18 16 08 Blood pressure meas 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024699 42 18 16 09 Blood pressure monit 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024700 42 18 16 10 Blood pressure cuff ki 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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019875 42 18 17 00 Electrocardiography E 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019876 42 18 17 01 Electrocardiography E 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019877 42 18 17 02 Electrocardiography E 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019878 42 18 17 03 Electrocardiography E 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019879 42 18 17 04 Electrocardiography E 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019880 42 18 17 05 Electrocardiography E 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019881 42 18 17 06 Electrocardiography E 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019882 42 18 17 07 Electrocardiography E 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019883 42 18 17 08 Electrocardiography E 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019884 42 18 17 09 Electrocardiography E 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019885 42 18 17 10 Electrocardiography E 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019886 42 18 17 11 Electrocardiography E 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019887 42 18 17 12 Electrocardiography E 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019888 42 18 17 13 Long term continuous 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024701 42 18 17 14 Electrocardiography E 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024702 42 18 17 15 Electrode solutions or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024703 42 18 17 16 Electrocardiography E 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024704 42 18 17 17 Electrocardiography E 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024705 42 18 17 18 Electrocardiography E 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025291 42 18 17 19 Electrocardiography E 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
017623 42 18 18 00 Pulse oximeters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019889 42 18 18 01 Pulse oximeter units 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019890 42 18 18 02 Pulse oximeter cables 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019891 42 18 18 03 Pulse oximeter probe 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024706 42 18 18 04 Pulse oximeter probe o12 3/15/2003 0:00
025292 42 18 18 05 Pulse oximeter unit ac 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
019892 42 18 19 00 Acute care monitoring 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019893 42 18 19 01 Acute care fetal or mat12 3/15/2003 0:00
019894 42 18 19 02 Intracranial pressure I 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019895 42 18 19 03 Cardiac output CO m 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019896 42 18 19 04 Transport or mobile mu12 3/15/2003 0:00
019897 42 18 19 05 Medical transducer m 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024707 42 18 19 06 Intrauterine pressure 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024708 42 18 19 07 Basal metabolism app 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024709 42 18 19 08 Intracompartmental pre12 3/15/2003 0:00
024710 42 18 19 09 Fetal monitor recording12 3/15/2003 0:00
024711 42 18 19 10 Transcervical intraute 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025293 42 18 19 11 Acute care fetal/matern12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
019898 42 18 20 00 Scopes and specula a 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019899 42 18 20 01 Anal or rectal exam s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019900 42 18 20 02 Anoscopes or proctos 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019901 42 18 20 03 Colposcopes or vagin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019902 42 18 20 04 Dermatoscopes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019903 42 18 20 05 Ophthalmoscopes or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019904 42 18 20 06 Laryngeal or oropharyn12 3/15/2003 0:00
019905 42 18 20 07 Medical exam scope 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019906 42 18 20 08 Medical exam scope 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019907 42 18 20 09 Medical exam scope s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019908 42 18 20 10 Medical exam specula 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019909 42 18 20 11 Medical exam specula 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019910 42 18 20 12 Nasal exam specula o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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019911 42 18 20 13 Vaginal exam specula 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024712 42 18 20 14 Otoscope or opthalmo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024713 42 18 20 15 Otoscope speculums 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024714 42 18 20 16 Nasopharyngoscopes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024715 42 18 20 17 Ear specula sets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024716 42 18 20 18 Bronchoscopes or ac 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024717 42 18 20 19 Dilator kits 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024718 42 18 20 20 Angioscopes or access12 3/15/2003 0:00
019912 42 18 21 00 Stethoscopes and rel 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019913 42 18 21 01 Electronic stethoscop 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019914 42 18 21 02 Hand held vascular d 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019915 42 18 21 03 Mechanical stethosco 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019916 42 18 21 04 Pediatric stethoscope 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019917 42 18 21 05 Stethoscope head co 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019918 42 18 21 06 Stethoscopic phonoca 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024719 42 18 21 07 Stethoscope headsets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024720 42 18 21 08 Patient thermoregulat 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019919 42 18 22 00 Medical thermometers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019920 42 18 22 01 Electronic medical ther12 3/15/2003 0:00
019921 42 18 22 02 Fiberoptic medical ther12 3/15/2003 0:00
019922 42 18 22 03 Medical thermometer 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019923 42 18 22 04 Medical thermometer 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019924 42 18 22 05 Medical thermometer 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019925 42 18 22 06 Mercury medical ther 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019926 42 18 22 07 Patient temperature c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019927 42 18 22 08 Patient temperature st 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024721 42 18 22 09 Thermometer probes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019928 42 18 23 00 Neurological exam pr 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019929 42 18 23 01 Medical diagnostic pinw12 3/15/2003 0:00
019930 42 18 23 02 Reflex hammers or m 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019931 42 18 23 03 Neuropsychiatry exa 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024722 42 18 23 04 Psychodiagnostic test 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024723 42 18 23 05 Myelographic procedu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024724 42 18 23 06 Neurological discrimina12 3/15/2003 0:00
024725 42 18 23 07 Neurological pins 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024726 42 18 23 08 Electroencephalograph12 3/15/2003 0:00
024727 42 18 23 09 Electroencephalograph12 3/15/2003 0:00
024728 42 18 23 10 Electromyographs 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024729 42 18 23 11 Neurological sensors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024730 42 18 23 12 Electromyograph elec 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024731 42 18 23 13 Neurological diagnosti 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025294 42 18 23 14 EEG recording paper 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
019932 42 18 24 00 Hearing testing produ 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019933 42 18 24 01 Audiometers or acces 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019934 42 18 24 02 Audiometric bone vibr 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019935 42 18 24 03 Audiometric booths or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019936 42 18 24 04 Auditory function scre 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019937 42 18 24 05 Auditory function scre 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019938 42 18 24 06 Auditory test graphic re12 3/15/2003 0:00
019939 42 18 24 07 Ear fenestrometers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019940 42 18 24 08 Electrocochleographs 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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019941 42 18 24 09 Hearing aid analyzers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019942 42 18 24 10 Medical tuning fork cas12 3/15/2003 0:00
019943 42 18 24 11 Medical tuning fork ham12 3/15/2003 0:00
019944 42 18 24 12 Medical tuning forks 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019945 42 18 24 13 Medical tuning fork set12 3/15/2003 0:00
019946 42 18 24 14 Tinnitus analyzers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019947 42 18 24 15 Toynbee diagnostic tub12 3/15/2003 0:00
019948 42 18 24 16 Tympanometers or acc12 3/15/2003 0:00
024732 42 18 24 17 Audiometer ribbons 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024733 42 18 24 18 Fenestrometer guides 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024734 42 18 24 19 Hearing control appar 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024735 42 18 24 20 Aural probes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024736 42 18 24 21 Ear plug gages or acce12 3/15/2003 0:00
024737 42 18 24 22 Ear inflating bags 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019949 42 18 25 00 Nasal function meters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019950 42 18 25 01 Olfactometers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019951 42 18 25 02 Nasal flowmeters or r 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019952 42 18 26 00 Medical exam lights o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019953 42 18 26 01 Freestanding medical 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019954 42 18 26 02 Installed medical exa 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019955 42 18 26 03 Medical exam headlig 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019956 42 18 26 04 Medical exam penligh 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019957 42 18 27 00 Medical exam size me 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019958 42 18 27 01 Goniometers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019959 42 18 27 02 Medical tape measure 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019960 42 18 27 03 Patient height rulers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019961 42 18 27 04 Skinfold calipers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019962 42 18 28 00 Medical weight scales 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019963 42 18 28 01 Diaper weight scales 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019964 42 18 28 02 Infant scales 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019965 42 18 28 03 Patient bed or table s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019966 42 18 28 04 Patient chair scales 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019967 42 18 28 05 Patient floor scales 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019968 42 18 28 06 Patient sling scales 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019969 42 18 28 07 Wheelchair platform s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024738 42 18 28 08 Covers or liners for w 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019970 42 18 29 00 Specialty exam tables 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019971 42 18 29 01 Obstetrical or gynecol 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019972 42 18 29 02 Obstetrical or gynecol 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019973 42 18 29 03 Pediatric examination t12 3/15/2003 0:00
019974 42 18 29 04 Pediatric examination t12 3/15/2003 0:00
019975 42 18 30 00 Ophthalmic diagnostic 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019976 42 18 30 01 Eye charts or vision c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019977 42 18 30 02 Corneal topographers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019978 42 18 30 03 Exophthalmometers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019979 42 18 30 04 Keratoscopes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019980 42 18 30 05 Ophthalmic colorimet 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019981 42 18 30 06 Ophthalmic distomete 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019982 42 18 30 07 Ophthalmic drums or it12 3/15/2003 0:00
019983 42 18 30 08 Ophthalmic euthyscop 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019984 42 18 30 09 Ophthalmic eye test le 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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019985 42 18 30 10 Ophthalmic lensomet 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019986 42 18 30 11 Ophthalmic perimeter 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019987 42 18 30 12 Ophthalmic photomet 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019988 42 18 30 13 Ophthalmic prisms 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019989 42 18 30 14 Ophthalmic retinosco 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019990 42 18 30 15 Ophthalmic slit lamps 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019991 42 18 30 16 Ophthalmic spectropho12 3/15/2003 0:00
019992 42 18 30 17 Ophthalmic specula 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019993 42 18 30 18 Ophthalmic tonometer 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019994 42 18 30 19 Ophthalmic transillumi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019995 42 18 30 20 Ophthalmic visual fiel 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019996 42 18 30 21 Ophthalmic visual fun 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019997 42 18 30 22 Ophthalmic visuomete 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003843 42 18 30 23 Ophthalmometers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024740 42 18 30 24 Ophthalmic instrument12 3/15/2003 0:00
024741 42 18 30 25 Vitrectomy lenses 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024742 42 18 30 26 Ophthalmodynamomet12 3/15/2003 0:00
024743 42 18 30 27 Tangent screen test o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024744 42 18 30 28 Ophthalmic retinosco 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024745 42 18 30 29 Phoropter units 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024746 42 18 30 30 Eye occluders 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024747 42 18 30 31 Pseudoisochromatic p 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024748 42 18 30 32 Tachistoscopes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024749 42 18 30 33 Spectacle fitting sets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024750 42 18 30 34 Vision testing stereos 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024751 42 18 30 35 Combination refractor 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024752 42 18 30 36 Opthalmometer base 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024753 42 18 30 37 Chart projectors or ac 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024754 42 18 30 38 Ophthalmic instrument12 3/15/2003 0:00
024755 42 18 30 39 Ophthalmic lens holde 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024756 42 18 30 40 Opticians tools or acc 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024757 42 18 30 41 Color perception testi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024758 42 18 30 42 Depth perception app 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024759 42 18 30 43 Ophthalmometer bulb 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024760 42 18 30 44 Tangent screens 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024761 42 18 30 45 Electroretinogram sys 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024762 42 18 30 46 Binocular vision test s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024763 42 18 30 47 Viewing stands for visi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024739 42 18 30 48 Ophthalmic child fixatio12 3/15/2003 0:00
024353 42 18 31 00 Taste function meters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024354 42 18 31 01 Gustometers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024683 42 18 32 00 Allergy examining equ 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024684 42 18 32 01 Allergy detecting or te 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024685 42 18 33 00 Ear nose throat ENT 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024686 42 18 33 01 Ear nose throat ENT 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019998 42 19 00 00 Medical facility product10 4/15/2002 10:00
019999 42 19 15 00 Medical facility materi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020000 42 19 15 01 Clinical pneumatic tube12 3/15/2003 0:00
024770 42 19 15 02 Medicine trays or cov 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020001 42 19 16 00 Medical facility buildin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020002 42 19 16 01 Patient room lighting 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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020003 42 19 16 02 Operating room lightin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020004 42 19 16 03 Hospital equipment in 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020005 42 19 16 04 Clinical monitor arms 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020006 42 19 16 05 Hospital equipment p 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020007 42 19 16 06 Medical facility ceiling 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020008 42 19 16 07 Patient cubicle curtains12 3/15/2003 0:00
020009 42 19 16 08 Nursing controls or exi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020010 42 19 16 09 Clinical headwall syst 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020011 42 19 16 10 Clinical modular case 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020012 42 19 16 11 Nurse communication 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020013 42 19 16 12 Hospital intercom syste12 3/15/2003 0:00
020014 42 19 17 00 Medical gas products 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020015 42 19 17 01 Medical gas or electri 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020016 42 19 17 02 Medical gas delivery c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020017 42 19 17 03 Medical gas outlets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020018 42 19 17 04 Medical gas air compre12 3/15/2003 0:00
020019 42 19 17 05 Medical gas alarms 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020020 42 19 17 06 Medical gas manifold 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020021 42 19 17 07 Medical vacuum syste 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020022 42 19 17 08 Medical air pressure co12 3/15/2003 0:00
020023 42 19 17 09 Medical gas shutoff v 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020024 42 19 17 10 Medical gas cylinder c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025057 42 19 17 11 Surgical compressed 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020025 42 19 18 00 Patient beds and acce 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020026 42 19 18 01 Overbed tables or acce12 3/15/2003 0:00
020027 42 19 18 02 Clinical incubators or in12 3/15/2003 0:00
020028 42 19 18 03 Clinical bassinets or c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020029 42 19 18 04 Medical or surgical bed12 3/15/2003 0:00
020030 42 19 18 05 Medical suspended c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020031 42 19 18 06 Clinical trapeze bars 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020032 42 19 18 07 Patient care beds or ac12 3/15/2003 0:00
020033 42 19 18 08 Patient care beds or ac12 3/15/2003 0:00
020034 42 19 18 09 Alternating pressure pa12 3/15/2003 0:00
020035 42 19 18 10 Patient care mattress 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024034 42 19 18 11 Infant positioning cradl12 3/15/2003 0:00
024772 42 19 18 12 Infant incubator suppl 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024773 42 19 18 13 Patient care cot cover 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025295 42 19 18 14 Clinical incubator or inf12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
020036 42 19 19 00 Clinical cabinetry 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020037 42 19 19 01 Bedside clinical cabin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020038 42 19 19 02 Hospital armoires 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020039 42 19 19 03 Medical monitor cabine12 3/15/2003 0:00
020040 42 19 19 04 Narcotic cabinets or s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020041 42 19 19 05 Medical treatment cab 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020042 42 19 19 06 Blanket or solution war12 3/15/2003 0:00
024774 42 19 19 07 Medical instrument st 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020043 42 19 20 00 Clinical procedure an 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020044 42 19 20 01 Medical exam or proc 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020045 42 19 20 02 Medical exam or proc 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020046 42 19 21 00 Clinical seating and sto12 3/15/2003 0:00
020047 42 19 21 01 Blood drawing or phle 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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020048 42 19 21 02 Hospital recliners or a 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020049 42 19 21 03 Patient chairs 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020050 42 19 21 04 Physician stools and 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020052 42 19 21 06 Medical facility visitor 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020053 42 19 21 07 Clinical examination c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020054 42 19 22 00 Patient transport prod 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020055 42 19 22 01 Patient transport trolley12 3/15/2003 0:00
020056 42 19 22 02 Gurneys or scissor lift 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020057 42 19 22 03 Geriatric chairs or acce12 3/15/2003 0:00
020058 42 19 22 04 Patient transport incu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020059 42 19 22 05 Patient scooter acces 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020060 42 19 22 06 Patient scooters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020061 42 19 22 07 Patient stretchers or st12 3/15/2003 0:00
004102 42 19 22 08 Wheelchair accessori 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004107 42 19 22 09 Wheelchair ramps 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004101 42 19 22 10 Wheelchairs 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024775 42 19 22 11 Patient shifting boards 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024776 42 19 22 12 Patient transfer mats 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024771 42 19 22 13 Patient holding or eva 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020062 42 19 23 00 Patient lifts 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020063 42 19 23 01 Patient lifts or access 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020064 42 19 23 02 Clinical hydraulic lifts 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020065 42 19 23 03 Patient suspended se 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020066 42 19 23 04 Patient ceiling hoists 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024777 42 19 23 05 Infant slings or access 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020067 42 19 24 00 Medical equipment tra 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020068 42 19 24 01 Emergency or resusci 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020069 42 19 24 02 Diagnostic or monitori 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020070 42 19 24 03 Medical isolation carts 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020071 42 19 24 04 Medical carts or acce 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020072 42 19 24 05 Irrigator mobile stands 12 3/15/2003 0:00
023987 42 19 24 06 Urinal carrying carts 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024447 42 19 25 00 Medical equipment pr 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024448 42 19 25 01 Medical equipment cov12 3/15/2003 0:00
024449 42 19 25 02 Medical equipment bag12 3/15/2003 0:00
024764 42 19 26 00 Medication dispensing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024765 42 19 26 01 Suppository molds 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024766 42 19 26 02 Medication or pill disp 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024767 42 19 26 03 Medicine feeding cup 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024768 42 19 26 04 Drug delivery systems 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024769 42 19 26 05 Aneurysm encapsulati 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020073 42 20 00 00 Medical diagnostic im 10 4/15/2002 10:00
020074 42 20 15 00 Medical computed to 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020075 42 20 15 01 Medical computed to 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020076 42 20 15 02 Medical computed to 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020077 42 20 15 03 Medical computed to 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020078 42 20 15 04 Medical computed to 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020079 42 20 15 05 Medical computed to 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020080 42 20 15 06 Medical computed to 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020081 42 20 15 07 Medical computed to 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020082 42 20 15 08 Medical computed to 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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020083 42 20 15 09 Medical computed to 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020084 42 20 15 10 Medical computed to 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020085 42 20 15 11 Medical computed to 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020086 42 20 15 12 Medical computed to 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020087 42 20 15 13 Medical computed to 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020088 42 20 16 00 Medical magnetic res 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020089 42 20 16 01 Medical magnetic res 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020090 42 20 16 02 Medical magnetic res 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020091 42 20 16 03 Medical magnetic res 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020092 42 20 16 04 Medical magnetic res 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020093 42 20 16 05 Medical magnetic res 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020094 42 20 16 06 Medical magnetic res 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020095 42 20 16 07 Medical magnetic res 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020096 42 20 16 08 Medical magnetic res 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020097 42 20 16 09 Medical magnetic res 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020098 42 20 16 10 Medical magnetic res 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020099 42 20 16 11 Medical magnetic res 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020100 42 20 17 00 Medical ultrasound and12 3/15/2003 0:00
020101 42 20 17 01 Cardiac ultrasound or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020102 42 20 17 02 Fetal or gynecological 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020103 42 20 17 03 Mammographic ultras 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020104 42 20 17 04 Medical ultrasound bon12 3/15/2003 0:00
020105 42 20 17 05 Medical ultrasound or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020106 42 20 17 06 Medical ultrasound or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020107 42 20 17 07 Medical ultrasound or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020108 42 20 17 08 Medical ultrasound or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020109 42 20 17 09 Medical ultrasound or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020110 42 20 17 10 Medical ultrasound or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020111 42 20 17 11 Medical ultrasound or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020112 42 20 17 12 Medical ultrasound or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020113 42 20 17 13 Medical ultrasound or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020114 42 20 17 14 Thesiometers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020115 42 20 17 15 Vaginal ultrasound or e12 3/15/2003 0:00
020116 42 20 17 16 Vascular ultrasound u 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024778 42 20 17 17 Medical ultrasound tra 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024779 42 20 17 18 Medical ultrasound oph12 3/15/2003 0:00
024780 42 20 17 19 Medical ultrasound sc 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020117 42 20 18 00 Medical diagnostic x r 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020118 42 20 18 01 Cardiology x ray films 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020119 42 20 18 02 Chest x ray equipment12 3/15/2003 0:00
020120 42 20 18 03 Mammography x ray 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020121 42 20 18 04 Medical c arm x ray u 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020122 42 20 18 05 Medical cine fluorosco 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020123 42 20 18 06 Medical radiology and 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020124 42 20 18 07 Medical radioisotope 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020125 42 20 18 08 Medical x ray buckys 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020126 42 20 18 09 Medical imaging contra12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
020127 42 20 18 10 Medical x ray film or c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020128 42 20 18 11 Medical x ray quality a 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020129 42 20 18 12 Medical x ray tables o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020130 42 20 18 13 Medical x ray tomogra 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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020131 42 20 18 14 Medical x ray tubes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020132 42 20 18 15 Medical x ray units for 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020133 42 20 18 16 Medical xeroradiograp 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020134 42 20 18 17 X ray bone densitomet12 3/15/2003 0:00
024781 42 20 18 18 Combination step wed 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024782 42 20 18 19 Medical x ray film han 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024783 42 20 18 20 Medical radiographic 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024784 42 20 18 21 Radiographic film cas 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024785 42 20 18 22 Medical x ray equipm 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024786 42 20 18 23 Medical x ray tube an 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024787 42 20 18 24 Medical arthrography 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024788 42 20 18 25 Medical x ray apparat 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024789 42 20 18 26 Medical x ray apparat 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024790 42 20 18 27 Medical x ray darkroo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024791 42 20 18 28 Medical x ray apparat 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024792 42 20 18 29 Radiographic locators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024793 42 20 18 30 Medical x ray intensify 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024794 42 20 18 31 Medical x ray films or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024795 42 20 18 32 Radiographic film or c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024796 42 20 18 33 Radiographic film or c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024797 42 20 18 34 Medical radiographic 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024798 42 20 18 35 Medical x ray apparat 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024799 42 20 18 36 Medical x ray apparat 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024800 42 20 18 37 Medical x ray water c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024801 42 20 18 38 Medical enteroclysis ca12 3/15/2003 0:00
025296 42 20 18 39 Medical imaging proc 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025297 42 20 18 40 Vascular sealing devi 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
026064 42 20 18 41 Medical diagnostic x r 13 11/1/2003 0:00
020135 42 20 19 00 Medical x ray film illu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020136 42 20 19 01 Medical x ray film hot 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020137 42 20 19 02 Medical x ray film larg 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020138 42 20 19 03 Medical x ray film vie 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024802 42 20 19 04 Medical x ray film illu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024803 42 20 19 05 Medical x ray film trans12 3/15/2003 0:00
024804 42 20 19 06 Medical x ray film illu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024805 42 20 19 07 Medical x ray film ster 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024806 42 20 19 08 Medical fluoroscopic s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020139 42 20 20 00 Medical diagnostic ga 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020140 42 20 20 01 Medical gamma camer12 3/15/2003 0:00
020141 42 20 20 02 Lymphatic mapping n 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020142 42 20 20 03 Lymphatic mapping pr 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020143 42 20 20 04 Lymphatic mapping c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020144 42 20 20 05 Lymphatic mapping pr 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020145 42 20 21 00 Brachytherapy product12 3/15/2003 0:00
020146 42 20 21 01 Brachytherapy intracav12 3/15/2003 0:00
020147 42 20 21 02 Brachytherapy cathet 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020148 42 20 21 03 Brachytherapy seed s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020149 42 20 21 04 Brachytherapy seed c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020150 42 20 21 05 Brachytherapy units 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020151 42 20 22 00 Gamma radiation ther 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020152 42 20 22 01 Radiosurgical gamma 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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020153 42 20 22 02 Radiosurgical gamma 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024807 42 20 22 03 Cushion sets for radios12 3/15/2003 0:00
020154 42 20 23 00 Medical linear acceler 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020155 42 20 23 01 Medical linear acceler 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020156 42 20 23 02 Medical linear acceler 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020157 42 20 23 03 Medical linear acceler 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020158 42 20 24 00 Medical positron emis 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020159 42 20 24 01 Medical positron emis 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020160 42 20 25 00 Medical single photon 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020161 42 20 25 01 Medical single photon 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020162 42 20 26 00 Radioimmunotherapy a12 3/15/2003 0:00
020163 42 20 26 01 Thyroid irradiation the 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024808 42 20 26 02 Test kits for radioimm 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020164 42 20 27 00 Radiotherapy telether 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020165 42 20 27 01 Radiotherapy telether 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003747 42 20 27 02 Radiotherapy telether 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020166 42 20 27 03 Radiotherapy telether 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020167 42 20 27 04 Radiotherapy telether 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020168 42 20 28 00 Lithotriptors and relat 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020169 42 20 28 01 Ultrasound lithotriptor 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024809 42 20 28 02 Lithotriptic electrodes o12 3/15/2003 0:00
020170 42 20 29 00 Low energy medical x 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020171 42 20 29 01 Low energy medical x 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020172 42 20 30 00 Medical linear acceler 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020173 42 20 30 01 Mobile or transportabl 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003739 42 20 31 00 Radiobiological instru 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020174 42 20 31 01 Radiobiological effect m12 3/15/2003 0:00
020175 42 20 32 00 Radiotherapy simulat 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020176 42 20 32 01 X ray and fluoroscopy 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020177 42 20 32 02 Computed tomograph 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020178 42 20 33 00 Medical stereotactic s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020179 42 20 33 01 Frameless stereotacti 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020180 42 20 33 02 Stereotactic therapy he12 3/15/2003 0:00
020181 42 20 33 03 Stereotactic biopsy sys12 3/15/2003 0:00
020182 42 20 34 00 Vascular imaging and 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025298 42 20 34 01 Coronary stents 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
020184 42 20 34 02 Diagnostic or interven 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020185 42 20 34 03 Diagnostic or interven 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020186 42 20 34 04 Vascular imaging guid 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020187 42 20 34 05 Angioplasty balloons 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024032 42 20 34 06 Removal devices of dia12 3/15/2003 0:00
024810 42 20 34 07 Angiography contrast m12 3/15/2003 0:00
024811 42 20 34 08 Cardiovascular sheat 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024812 42 20 34 09 Angioscopic valvuloto 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024813 42 20 34 10 Cardiovascular cathet 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
024814 42 20 34 11 Catheter carts 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025299 42 20 34 12 Peripheral or biliary st 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
020188 42 20 35 00 Cardiac pacemakers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020189 42 20 35 01 Cardiac pacemaker g 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020190 42 20 35 02 Cardiac pacing leads 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020191 42 20 35 03 Cardiac pacing lead in 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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020192 42 20 35 04 Cardiac catheterizatio 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020193 42 20 36 00 Medical radiological i 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020194 42 20 36 01 Defense Digital Imagi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020195 42 20 36 02 Digital Imaging Comm 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020196 42 20 36 03 Medical picture archivi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020197 42 20 36 04 Medical x ray film arc 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020198 42 20 36 05 Medical x ray film arc 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020199 42 20 37 00 Medical imaging proc 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020200 42 20 37 01 Medical x ray film dayl 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020201 42 20 37 02 Medical imaging wet d 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020202 42 20 37 03 Medical x ray passthr 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020203 42 20 37 04 Medical toners or dev 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020204 42 20 37 05 Medical imaging dry l 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024815 42 20 37 06 Medical x ray film pro 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024816 42 20 37 07 Medical x ray darkroo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024817 42 20 37 08 Medical x ray film pro 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024818 42 20 37 09 Combination displays a12 3/15/2003 0:00
024819 42 20 37 10 Medical x ray film mark12 3/15/2003 0:00
020205 42 20 38 00 Medical radiological p 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020206 42 20 38 01 Medical computed to 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020207 42 20 38 02 Medical magnetic res 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020208 42 20 38 03 Medical radiological p 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020209 42 20 39 00 Medical radiation detec12 3/15/2003 0:00
020210 42 20 39 01 Medical radiation dosi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020211 42 20 39 02 Medical radiation films 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020212 42 20 40 00 Medical radiological s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020213 42 20 40 01 Medical radiological s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020214 42 20 40 02 Medical radiological s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020215 42 20 40 03 Medical radiological s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020216 42 20 40 04 Medical radiological s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020217 42 20 40 05 Medical radiological s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020218 42 20 40 06 Medical radiological s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020219 42 20 40 07 Medical radiological s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020220 42 20 40 08 Medical radiological s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020221 42 21 00 00 Independent living aids10 4/15/2002 10:00
020222 42 21 15 00 Ambulation and transfe12 3/15/2003 0:00
020223 42 21 15 01 Canes or cane access 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020224 42 21 15 02 Crutches or crutch ac 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020225 42 21 15 03 Positioning devices 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020226 42 21 15 04 Standers or standing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020227 42 21 15 05 Walker or rollator acc 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020228 42 21 15 06 Walkers or rollators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020229 42 21 15 07 Whole body sliding or t12 3/15/2003 0:00
026065 42 21 15 08 Multifunctional mobilit 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026066 42 21 15 09 Head or face protective13 11/1/2003 0:00
020230 42 21 16 00 Bathroom and bathing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020231 42 21 16 01 Bathboards for the ph 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020232 42 21 16 02 Bath brushes or spon 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020233 42 21 16 03 Bath lifts or accessori 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020234 42 21 16 04 Bath mitts for the phy 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020235 42 21 16 05 Bath pillows for the phy12 3/15/2003 0:00
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020236 42 21 16 06 Commodes or access 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020237 42 21 16 07 Elevated toilet seats f 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020238 42 21 16 08 Grab bars or tub safety12 3/15/2003 0:00
020239 42 21 16 09 Hand held shower he 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020240 42 21 16 10 Shower or bath chairs 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020241 42 21 16 11 Sitz baths for the phys 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020242 42 21 16 12 Toilet arm supports fo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020243 42 21 16 13 Toilet frames for the ph12 3/15/2003 0:00
020244 42 21 16 14 Toilet seats for the ph 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020245 42 21 16 15 Toilet seat lifters for th 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020246 42 21 16 16 Hygiene or stimulation 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020247 42 21 16 17 Transfer benches for th12 3/15/2003 0:00
024821 42 21 16 18 Bedwetting wrist alar 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020248 42 21 17 00 Communication aids f 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020249 42 21 17 01 Adaptive communicatio12 3/15/2003 0:00
020250 42 21 17 02 Braille devices for the 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020251 42 21 17 03 Braille writing paper o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020252 42 21 17 04 Headpointers or mout 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020253 42 21 17 05 Hearing aids for the p 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020254 42 21 17 06 Letter or symbol boar 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020255 42 21 17 07 Telecommunication d 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020256 42 21 17 08 Telephone aids for th 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020257 42 21 17 09 Typing aids for the ph 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020258 42 21 17 10 Writing aids for the phy12 3/15/2003 0:00
020259 42 21 17 11 Voice synthesizers for 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024820 42 21 17 12 Cases for hearing aid 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020260 42 21 18 00 Dressing and grooming12 3/15/2003 0:00
020261 42 21 18 01 Button hooks for the ph12 3/15/2003 0:00
020262 42 21 18 02 Dressing kits for the p 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020263 42 21 18 03 Dressing sticks for the 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020264 42 21 18 04 Hairbrushes or combs 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020265 42 21 18 05 Inspection mirror for t 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020266 42 21 18 06 Lotion applicators for t 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020267 42 21 18 07 Mouth care for the ph 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020268 42 21 18 08 Nail clippers or files for12 3/15/2003 0:00
020269 42 21 18 09 Pant clips for the phys 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020270 42 21 18 10 Shoe fasteners for the 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020271 42 21 18 11 Shoe horns for the ph 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020272 42 21 18 12 Sock or stocking aids f12 3/15/2003 0:00
020273 42 21 18 13 Zipper pulls for the ph 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020274 42 21 19 00 Eating and drinking a 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020275 42 21 19 01 Anti slip materials for t 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020276 42 21 19 02 Assistive cooking devic12 3/15/2003 0:00
020277 42 21 19 03 Can openers for the p 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020278 42 21 19 04 Choppers for the phys 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020279 42 21 19 05 Cups or mugs for the 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020280 42 21 19 06 Cutlery or utensil hold 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020281 42 21 19 07 Cutlery or utensils for t12 3/15/2003 0:00
020282 42 21 19 08 Cutting or paring boar 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020283 42 21 19 09 Drink holders for the p 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020284 42 21 19 10 Food catchers or bibs 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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020285 42 21 19 11 Food guards for the p 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020286 42 21 19 12 Holders for kitchen dev12 3/15/2003 0:00
020287 42 21 19 13 Jumbo digit timers for t12 3/15/2003 0:00
020288 42 21 19 14 Measuring aids for the 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020289 42 21 19 15 Self feeders or access 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020290 42 21 19 16 Straws or straw holde 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020291 42 21 19 17 Tableware for the phy 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020292 42 21 19 18 Talking food scales fo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020293 42 21 20 00 Housekeeping and hom12 3/15/2003 0:00
020294 42 21 20 01 Door openers for the 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020295 42 21 20 02 Key turners or holders 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020296 42 21 20 03 Knob turners for the p 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020297 42 21 20 04 Light switch extensions12 3/15/2003 0:00
020298 42 21 20 05 Long handled dustpan 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020299 42 21 20 06 Self opening scissors f12 3/15/2003 0:00
020300 42 21 20 07 Suction brushes for the12 3/15/2003 0:00
020301 42 21 21 00 Leisure and recreatio 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020302 42 21 21 01 Automatic card shuffle 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020303 42 21 21 02 Board games for the p 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020304 42 21 21 03 Book holders for the ph12 3/15/2003 0:00
020305 42 21 21 04 Braille or large face pl 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020306 42 21 21 05 Camping equipment f 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020307 42 21 21 06 Fishing or hunting aid 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020308 42 21 21 07 Flotation or swimming 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020309 42 21 21 08 Gardening tools for th 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020310 42 21 21 09 Handicraft tools or mat12 3/15/2003 0:00
020311 42 21 21 10 Page turners for the p 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020312 42 21 21 11 Playing card holders f 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020313 42 21 21 12 Sewing aids for the ph 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020314 42 21 21 13 Smokers aids for the 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020315 42 21 22 00 Medication handling ai 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020316 42 21 22 01 Pill crushers or splitter 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020317 42 21 22 02 Pill organizers for the 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020318 42 21 22 03 Pill reminders for the 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020319 42 21 22 04 Tube squeezers for the12 3/15/2003 0:00
020320 42 21 23 00 Reaching and grippin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020321 42 21 23 01 Grip materials or devi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020322 42 21 23 02 Holders for the physic 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020323 42 21 23 03 Container openers for 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020324 42 21 23 04 Reachers for the physi12 3/15/2003 0:00
020325 42 22 00 00 Intravenous and arteria10 4/15/2002 10:00
020326 42 22 15 00 Intravenous and arteria12 3/15/2003 0:00
020327 42 22 15 01 Arterial line catheters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020328 42 22 15 02 Arterial line continuou 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020329 42 22 15 03 Central venous cathete12 3/15/2003 0:00
020330 42 22 15 04 Peripheral intravenou 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020331 42 22 15 05 Pediatric or microflow 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020332 42 22 15 06 Umbilical catheters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020333 42 22 15 07 Intravenous or arterial 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024822 42 22 15 08 Intravenous or arterial 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024823 42 22 15 09 Intravenous or arterial 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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024824 42 22 15 12 Intravenous or arterial 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024825 42 22 15 13 Cardiovascular cathet 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020334 42 22 16 00 Intravenous and arteria12 3/15/2003 0:00
020335 42 22 16 01 Intravenous or arterial 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020336 42 22 16 02 Intravenous or arterial 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020337 42 22 16 03 Intravenous or arterial 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020338 42 22 16 04 Intravenous or arterial 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020339 42 22 16 05 Intravenous or arterial 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020340 42 22 16 06 Intravenous or arterial 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020341 42 22 16 07 Intravenous or arterial 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020342 42 22 16 08 Intravenous or arterial 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020343 42 22 16 09 Intravenous or arterial 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020344 42 22 16 10 Intravenous tubing spik12 3/15/2003 0:00
020345 42 22 16 11 Intravenous tubing spik12 3/15/2003 0:00
020346 42 22 16 12 Intravenous or arterial 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020347 42 22 16 13 Intravenous tubing tra 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020348 42 22 16 14 Intravenous tubing with12 3/15/2003 0:00
020349 42 22 16 15 Secondary medication 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024826 42 22 16 16 Intravenous or arterial 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024827 42 22 16 17 Needle resheathers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025300 42 22 16 18 Intravenous or arterial 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
020350 42 22 17 00 Intravenous and arteria12 3/15/2003 0:00
020351 42 22 17 01 Intravenous or arterial 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020352 42 22 17 02 Intravenous or arterial 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020353 42 22 17 03 Intravenous or arterial 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020354 42 22 17 04 Intravenous or arterial 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024828 42 22 17 05 Analgesia infusion vial 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024829 42 22 17 06 Intravenous or arterial 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024830 42 22 17 07 Analgesic infusion set 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020355 42 22 18 00 Intravenous and arteria12 3/15/2003 0:00
020356 42 22 18 01 Intravenous or arterial 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020357 42 22 18 02 Intravenous or arterial 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020358 42 22 18 03 Intravenous or arterial 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020359 42 22 19 00 Intravenous or arterial 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020360 42 22 19 01 Dial calibrated intrave 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020361 42 22 19 02 Intravenous drop cou 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024831 42 22 19 03 Ultrasonic blood flow 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020362 42 22 20 00 Intravenous infusion pu12 3/15/2003 0:00
020363 42 22 20 01 Intravenous infusion pu12 3/15/2003 0:00
020364 42 22 20 02 Intravenous syringe inf12 3/15/2003 0:00
020365 42 22 20 03 Multichannel intraven 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020366 42 22 20 04 Patient controlled anal 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024832 42 22 20 05 Intravenous pump part12 3/15/2003 0:00
024833 42 22 20 06 Intravenous infusion pu12 3/15/2003 0:00
024834 42 22 20 07 Intravenous infusion pu12 3/15/2003 0:00
024835 42 22 20 08 Infusion pump kits or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020367 42 22 21 00 Intravenous and arteria12 3/15/2003 0:00
020368 42 22 21 01 Intravenous or arterial 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020369 42 22 21 02 Mounted tracks or rac 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020370 42 22 21 03 Intravenous infusion po12 3/15/2003 0:00
020371 42 22 21 04 Intravenous or arterial 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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020372 42 22 22 00 Needleless intraveneo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020373 42 22 22 01 Needleless intraveneo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020374 42 22 22 02 Needleless vial or bag 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020375 42 22 23 00 Blood administration a 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020376 42 22 23 01 Blood transfusion ad 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020377 42 22 23 02 Blood transfusion filte 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020378 42 22 23 03 Blood administration o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020379 42 22 23 04 Blood administration o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020380 42 22 23 05 Blood administration o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024836 42 22 23 06 Blood administration o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024837 42 22 23 07 Blood warming or trans12 3/15/2003 0:00
024838 42 22 23 08 Blood administration o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024839 42 22 23 09 Blood administration o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020381 42 23 00 00 Clinical nutrition 10 4/15/2002 10:00
020382 42 23 15 00 Enteral feeding equip 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020383 42 23 15 01 Enteral feeding infusio 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020384 42 23 15 02 Enteral feeding admini 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020385 42 23 15 03 Enteral feeding irrigatio12 3/15/2003 0:00
020386 42 23 15 04 Enteral nutrition bags o12 3/15/2003 0:00
020387 42 23 15 05 Enteral feeding set ada12 3/15/2003 0:00
020388 42 23 15 06 Nasoenteric tube sec 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020389 42 23 15 07 Enteral tube cleaning 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024847 42 23 15 08 Enteral feeding set val 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024848 42 23 15 09 Enteral nutrition weigh 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024849 42 23 15 10 Enteral feeding infusio 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020390 42 23 16 00 Gastrostomy and jeju 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020391 42 23 16 01 Gastrostomy tubes for 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020392 42 23 16 02 Percutaneous Endosco12 3/15/2003 0:00
020393 42 23 16 03 Jejunostomy tubes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020394 42 23 16 04 Gastric access button 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020395 42 23 16 05 Gastrostomy or jejunos12 3/15/2003 0:00
024850 42 23 16 06 Colon decompression 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024852 42 23 16 08 Jejunostomy catheter a12 3/15/2003 0:00
024853 42 23 16 09 Gastrostomy feeding tu12 3/15/2003 0:00
020396 42 23 17 00 Nasoenteric tubes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003985 42 23 17 01 Nasogastric tubes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020397 42 23 17 02 Nasojejunal tubes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020398 42 23 17 03 Gastric decompressio 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020399 42 23 17 04 Nasoenteric tubes not 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024854 42 23 17 05 Nasogastric filters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020400 42 23 18 00 Formulas and products12 3/15/2003 0:00
020401 42 23 18 01 Adult supplemental fo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020402 42 23 18 02 Pediatric supplementa 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020403 42 23 18 03 Adult disease specific 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020404 42 23 18 04 Pediatric disease spe 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020405 42 23 18 05 Nutritional bars or pud 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020406 42 23 18 06 Medical nutrition food o12 3/15/2003 0:00
024855 42 23 18 07 Nursing bottle nipples 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024840 42 23 19 00 Breast feeding equip 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024841 42 23 19 01 Breast pumps or its a 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024842 42 23 19 02 Breast shells or shields12 3/15/2003 0:00
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024843 42 23 19 03 Breast pump kits 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024845 42 23 20 01 Tablet crushers or ac 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024846 42 23 20 02 Tablet crusher dispen 12 3/15/2003 0:00
026314 42 23 20 03 Tablet cutters or acce 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
024844 42 23 20 00 Tablet crushers and c 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
020407 42 24 00 00 Orthopedic and prosth 10 4/15/2002 10:00
020408 42 24 15 00 Casting and splinting 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020409 42 24 15 01 Cast footwear 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020410 42 24 15 02 Cast or splint padding 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020411 42 24 15 03 Cast or splint protector12 3/15/2003 0:00
020412 42 24 15 04 Cast or splint stockinet12 3/15/2003 0:00
025301 42 24 15 05 Orthopedic casting roll 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025302 42 24 15 06 Orthopedic casting m 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025303 42 24 15 07 Orthopedic splint syst 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
020417 42 24 15 09 Thermoplastic orthose 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020418 42 24 15 10 Thermoplastic splint ki 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024858 42 24 15 11 Traction splint sets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024859 42 24 15 12 Cast or splint bonding 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024860 42 24 15 13 Carrier and storage c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024861 42 24 15 14 Instrument rolls for spl 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024862 42 24 15 15 Cases for splint or ac 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020419 42 24 16 00 Casting equipment and12 3/15/2003 0:00
020420 42 24 16 01 Cast or splint carts 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020421 42 24 16 02 Cast cutters or saws 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020422 42 24 16 03 Cast removal systems 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020423 42 24 16 04 Cast vacuums 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024863 42 24 16 06 Cast impression trays 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024864 42 24 16 07 Cast stands 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020425 42 24 17 00 Orthopedic softgoods f12 3/15/2003 0:00
020426 42 24 17 01 Ankle or foot orthoped 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020427 42 24 17 02 Hip orthopedic softgo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020428 42 24 17 03 Knee braces or hinge 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020429 42 24 17 04 Knee immobilizers or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020430 42 24 17 05 Leg orthopedic softgo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020431 42 24 17 06 Orthotics or foot care 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020432 42 24 17 07 Walking braces 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024865 42 24 17 08 Femoral fracture pillo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020433 42 24 18 00 Orthopedic softgoods f12 3/15/2003 0:00
020434 42 24 18 01 Arm orthopedic softgoo12 3/15/2003 0:00
020435 42 24 18 02 Back or lumbar or sacr12 3/15/2003 0:00
020436 42 24 18 03 Cervical collars or nec 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020437 42 24 18 04 Clavicle orthopedic sof12 3/15/2003 0:00
020438 42 24 18 05 Elbow orthopedic soft 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020439 42 24 18 06 Forearm or wrist or th 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020440 42 24 18 07 Hand or finger orthop 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020441 42 24 18 08 Ribs or abdomen orth 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020442 42 24 18 09 Shoulder orthopedic so12 3/15/2003 0:00
024866 42 24 18 10 Spine orthopedic soft 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025304 42 24 18 11 Hernia truss 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
020443 42 24 19 00 Outrigger and dynami 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020444 42 24 19 01 Outrigger splint kits 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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020445 42 24 19 02 Outrigger splint parts 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020446 42 24 20 00 Prosthetic devices or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020447 42 24 20 01 Lower extremity prost 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020448 42 24 20 02 Upper extremity prost 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024867 42 24 20 03 Prosthetic clamping d 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024868 42 24 20 04 Preparation kit for pen 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020449 42 24 21 00 Orthopedic traction sup12 3/15/2003 0:00
020450 42 24 21 01 Arm traction supplies 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020451 42 24 21 02 Hand or finger traction 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020452 42 24 21 03 Head or neck traction s12 3/15/2003 0:00
020453 42 24 21 04 Leg traction supplies 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020454 42 24 21 05 Mobile traction carts 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020455 42 24 21 06 Pelvis or back traction 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020456 42 24 21 07 Pivotal traction therap 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020457 42 24 21 08 Orthopedic traction ha 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020458 42 24 21 09 Orthopedic traction sof12 3/15/2003 0:00
024856 42 24 23 00 Orthopedic equipment 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024857 42 24 23 01 Orthopedic scar pump 12 3/15/2003 0:00
026067 42 24 23 02 Orthopedic upper limb 13 11/1/2003 0:00
020459 42 25 00 00 Physical and occupati 10 4/15/2002 10:00
020460 42 25 15 00 Cognitive and dexterit 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020461 42 25 15 01 Dressing education pro12 3/15/2003 0:00
020462 42 25 15 02 Cognitive or dexterity 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020463 42 25 15 03 Therapeutic games 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020464 42 25 15 04 Therapeutic pegboards12 3/15/2003 0:00
020465 42 25 15 05 Therapeutic puzzles 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024869 42 25 15 06 Therapeutic decoratin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020466 42 25 16 00 Rehabilitation exercis 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020467 42 25 16 01 Balance beams or bo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020468 42 25 16 02 Climbing devices for r 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020469 42 25 16 03 Continuous passive m 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020470 42 25 16 04 Extremity exercise sk 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020471 42 25 16 05 Pedal exercisers for r 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020472 42 25 16 06 Powder boards for reh 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020473 42 25 16 07 Pulleys or accessorie 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020474 42 25 16 08 Resistive exercise ba 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020475 42 25 16 09 Skateboards or figure 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020476 42 25 16 10 Therapeutic balls or a 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020477 42 25 16 11 Vestibular motion devi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024870 42 25 16 12 Weights or sets or ac 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024871 42 25 16 13 Treadmill exercisers  fo12 3/15/2003 0:00
024872 42 25 16 14 Sandbags or sandbag 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024873 42 25 16 15 Weight belts or kits fo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024874 42 25 16 16 Electric vibrators for r 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024875 42 25 16 17 Therapeutic cushion se12 3/15/2003 0:00
024876 42 25 16 18 Wrist exercisers for reh12 3/15/2003 0:00
024877 42 25 16 19 Therapeutic ceremic c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024878 42 25 16 20 Mats or platforms for re12 3/15/2003 0:00
024879 42 25 16 21 Boot exercisers for re 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024880 42 25 16 22 Lung exercisers for re 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024494 42 25 16 23 Ultrasonic therapy ap 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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026068 42 25 16 24 Weight machines for re13 11/1/2003 0:00
020478 42 25 17 00 Gait training products 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020479 42 25 17 01 Gait belts for rehabilit 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020480 42 25 17 02 Training ramps for reh 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020481 42 25 17 03 Training stairs for reh 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024881 42 25 17 04 Gait bars for rehabilitat12 3/15/2003 0:00
025305 42 25 17 05 Parallel bars for rehab 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
026069 42 25 17 06 Gait training walkers o 13 11/1/2003 0:00
020482 42 25 18 00 Work hardening equipm12 3/15/2003 0:00
020483 42 25 18 01 Bolt boards or access 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020484 42 25 18 02 Lift boxes or accessori 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020485 42 25 18 03 Pipe trees or accesso 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020486 42 25 18 04 Push or pull carts or ac12 3/15/2003 0:00
020487 42 25 18 05 Work tables or station 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020488 42 26 00 00 Postmortem and mort 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020489 42 26 15 00 Pathology dissection i 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020490 42 26 15 01 Autopsy scissors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020491 42 26 15 02 Autopsy dissection forc12 3/15/2003 0:00
020492 42 26 15 03 Autopsy bullet probes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020493 42 26 15 04 Autopsy thread or nee 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020494 42 26 15 05 Autopsy knives or bla 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020495 42 26 15 06 Autopsy chisels or oste12 3/15/2003 0:00
020496 42 26 15 07 Postmortem thread 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020497 42 26 15 08 Postmortem needles 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020498 42 26 15 09 Autopsy dissection kit 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020499 42 26 15 10 Postmortem incision cl12 3/15/2003 0:00
020500 42 26 15 11 Autopsy vein directors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020501 42 26 15 12 Autopsy saws 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020502 42 26 15 13 Autopsy saw blades or12 3/15/2003 0:00
020503 42 26 15 14 Dissection boards or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024888 42 26 15 15 Cases for postmortem 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024889 42 26 15 16 Instrument rolls for po 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020504 42 26 16 00 Autopsy equipment a 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020505 42 26 16 01 Bone dust collectors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018635 42 26 16 02 Body bags 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020506 42 26 16 03 Cadaver transport ba 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020507 42 26 16 04 Autopsy head rests 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020508 42 26 16 05 Autopsy body boards 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020509 42 26 16 06 Autopsy hanging scal 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020510 42 26 16 07 Autopsy specimen ba 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020511 42 26 16 08 Autopsy infectious dis 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020512 42 26 16 09 Postmortem identifica 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020513 42 26 16 10 Autopsy fluid collectio 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020514 42 26 16 11 Postmortem rectal ther12 3/15/2003 0:00
020515 42 26 16 12 Postmortem finger str 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020516 42 26 16 13 Cadaver tissue builde 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020517 42 26 17 00 Autopsy furniture 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020518 42 26 17 01 Autopsy grossing wor 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020519 42 26 17 02 Autopsy sinks or acces12 3/15/2003 0:00
020520 42 26 17 03 Autopsy tables or acc 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020521 42 26 17 04 Necropsy tables or ac 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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020522 42 26 17 05 Postmortem animal di 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020523 42 26 17 06 Embalming workstation12 3/15/2003 0:00
020524 42 26 17 07 Autopsy down draft w 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020525 42 26 18 00 Cadaver transport an 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020526 42 26 18 01 Cadaver storage rack 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020527 42 26 18 02 Cadaver carriers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020528 42 26 18 03 Cadaver scissor lift tro 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020529 42 26 18 04 Morgue cabinet refrig 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020530 42 26 18 05 Morgue walk in refrige 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020531 42 26 18 06 Morgue freezers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020532 42 26 18 07 Autopsy carts 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020533 42 26 18 08 Cadaver trays 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020534 42 26 18 09 Cadaver lifter or trans 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020535 42 26 18 10 Body transport contai 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020536 42 26 19 00 Clinical forensics equi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020537 42 26 19 01 Postmortem fingerprint12 3/15/2003 0:00
020538 42 26 19 02 Antiputrefaction mask 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020539 42 26 19 03 Postmortem blood dete12 3/15/2003 0:00
020540 42 26 19 04 Biological evidence co 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020541 42 26 20 00 Embalming equipmen 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020542 42 26 20 01 Embalming cavity inje 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020543 42 26 20 02 Embalming vein drain 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020544 42 26 20 03 Embalming fluids or c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024890 42 26 20 04 Embalming injecting t 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024891 42 26 20 05 Embalming Sinks or ac12 3/15/2003 0:00
024892 42 26 20 06 Embalming kits 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024893 42 26 20 07 Embalming injector ne 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024894 42 26 20 08 Eye caps 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024882 42 26 21 00 Mortuary equipment an12 3/15/2003 0:00
024883 42 26 21 01 Mortuary outfits 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024884 42 26 21 02 Mortuary packs 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024885 42 26 21 03 Mortuary wraps 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024886 42 26 21 04 Mortuary aspirators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024887 42 26 21 05 Mortuary hardening c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020545 42 27 00 00 Respiratory and anesth10 4/15/2002 10:00
020546 42 27 15 00 Respiratory monitorin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020547 42 27 15 01 Apnea monitors or ac 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020548 42 27 15 02 Arterial blood gas mo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020549 42 27 15 03 End tidal carbon dioxi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020550 42 27 15 04 Esophageal stethosco 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024902 42 27 15 05 Respiratory monitorin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024903 42 27 15 06 Oxygen monitors or s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020551 42 27 16 00 Pulmonary function te 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020552 42 27 16 01 Body plethysmograph 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003899 42 27 16 02 Spirometers or its acc 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020553 42 27 16 03 Bedside pulmonary fu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020554 42 27 16 04 Peak flowmeters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020555 42 27 16 05 Pulmonary function ca 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020556 42 27 16 06 Pulmonary calibration 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020557 42 27 16 07 Pulmonary functioning 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020558 42 27 16 08 Pulmonary stress test 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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020559 42 27 16 09 Sleep study monitors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020560 42 27 16 10 Transcutaneous moni 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020561 42 27 16 11 Pulmonary ventilation 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020562 42 27 16 12 Pulmonary gas analyz 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020563 42 27 16 13 Pulmonary pressure 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020564 42 27 16 14 Respiratory temperatu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024904 42 27 16 15 Pneumotachs 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024905 42 27 16 16 Pulmonary function m 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024906 42 27 16 17 Chest percussors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024907 42 27 16 18 Spirometer recording 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020565 42 27 17 00 Oxygen therapy deliv 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020566 42 27 17 01 Medical gas cylinders 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020567 42 27 17 02 Oxygen concentrators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020568 42 27 17 03 Oxygen air blenders 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020569 42 27 17 04 Oxygen timers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020570 42 27 17 05 Oxygen delivery conn 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020571 42 27 17 06 Respiratory therapy c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020572 42 27 17 07 Flow sensors or regul 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020573 42 27 17 08 Medical oxygen mask 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020574 42 27 17 09 Medical nasal cannula 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020575 42 27 17 10 Medical nasal cathete 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020576 42 27 17 11 Medical head hoods 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020577 42 27 17 12 Medical aerosol tents 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020578 42 27 17 13 Medical hyperbaric cha12 3/15/2003 0:00
020579 42 27 17 14 Medical incubators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020580 42 27 17 15 Medical oxygen tubin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024908 42 27 17 16 Cases for nasal insuffl 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024909 42 27 17 17 Inhalators or sets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024910 42 27 17 18 Oxygen therapy deliv 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024911 42 27 17 19 Oxygen insufflator or it12 3/15/2003 0:00
024912 42 27 17 20 Liquid oxygen converte12 3/15/2003 0:00
024913 42 27 17 21 Oxygen concentrator 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020581 42 27 18 00 Respiratory humidity 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020582 42 27 18 01 Respiratory humidifiers12 3/15/2003 0:00
020583 42 27 18 02 Nebulizers or accesso 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024914 42 27 18 03 Transfer sets for respir12 3/15/2003 0:00
020584 42 27 19 00 Airway management 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020585 42 27 19 01 Pharyngeal airways 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020586 42 27 19 02 Esophageal tubes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020587 42 27 19 03 Endotracheal tubes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020588 42 27 19 04 Tracheostomy tubes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020589 42 27 19 05 Endobronchial tubes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020590 42 27 19 06 Endotracheal or trach 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020591 42 27 19 07 Respiratory aspirator 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020592 42 27 19 08 Artificial airway holders12 3/15/2003 0:00
020593 42 27 19 09 Artificial airway acces 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024915 42 27 19 10 Endotracheal or trach 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024916 42 27 19 11 Respiratory manomet 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024917 42 27 19 12 Nasopharyngeal tube 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024918 42 27 19 13 Pharyngeal airways o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024919 42 27 19 14 Airway pressure gage 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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025306 42 27 19 15 Tracheostomy accesso12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
020594 42 27 20 00 Intubation supplies 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020595 42 27 20 01 Laryngoscopes or acce12 3/15/2003 0:00
020596 42 27 20 02 Laryngeal sprays 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020597 42 27 20 03 Bite blocks 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020598 42 27 20 04 Intubation stylets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020599 42 27 20 05 Intubation forceps 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020600 42 27 20 06 Introducers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020601 42 27 20 07 Bender tools 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020602 42 27 20 08 Intubation gauges or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020603 42 27 20 09 Patient carbon dioxide 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020604 42 27 20 10 Suction pumps 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020605 42 27 20 11 Suction catheters or it 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020606 42 27 20 12 Suction tube or tubing 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
020607 42 27 20 13 Suction canisters or li 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020608 42 27 20 14 Suction connectors or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024920 42 27 20 15 Suction kits 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024921 42 27 20 16 Laryngeal keels or ac 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024922 42 27 20 17 Intubator components 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020609 42 27 21 00 Negative mechanical 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020610 42 27 21 01 Iron lung 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020611 42 27 21 02 Chest cuirass product 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020612 42 27 22 00 Positive mechanical p 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020613 42 27 22 01 Intermittent positive pr 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020614 42 27 22 02 Non invasive continuou12 3/15/2003 0:00
020615 42 27 22 03 Non invasive bi level 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020616 42 27 22 04 Transport ventilators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020617 42 27 22 05 Adult or pediatric inte 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020618 42 27 22 06 Infant intensive care ve12 3/15/2003 0:00
020619 42 27 22 07 High frequency ventila 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020620 42 27 22 08 Home care ventilators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020621 42 27 22 09 Ventilator or breathing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020622 42 27 22 10 Breathing circuit bags 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020623 42 27 22 11 Hyperinflation products12 3/15/2003 0:00
020624 42 27 22 12 Positive end expirator 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020625 42 27 22 13 Continuous positive air12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
020626 42 27 22 14 Circuit connectors or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020627 42 27 22 15 Ventilator testing supp 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020628 42 27 22 16 Ventilator thermomete 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020629 42 27 22 17 Ventilator water traps 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020630 42 27 22 18 Ventilator gas samplin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020631 42 27 22 19 Ventilator heat or moi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020632 42 27 22 20 Ventilator accessories 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020633 42 27 22 21 Ventilator humidificati 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020634 42 27 22 22 Ventilator weaning pr 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024923 42 27 22 23 Breathing apparatus a 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024924 42 27 22 24 Ventilator circuit kits 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025307 42 27 22 25 Bi level positive airwa 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
020635 42 27 23 00 Resuscitation supplie 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020636 42 27 23 01 Manual resuscitators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020637 42 27 23 02 Pneumatic resuscitato 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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020638 42 27 23 03 Resuscitation masks 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020639 42 27 23 04 Resuscitator compon 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024925 42 27 23 05 Resuscitation connecto12 3/15/2003 0:00
024926 42 27 23 06 Resuscitation kits 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024927 42 27 23 07 Cases for resuscitatio 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020640 42 27 24 00 Thoracentesis produc 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020641 42 27 24 01 Thoracentesis needle 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020642 42 27 24 02 Thoracentesis sets or t12 3/15/2003 0:00
024928 42 27 24 03 Thoracentesis cathete 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024929 42 27 24 04 Pleural cavity drainag 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024895 42 27 25 00 Anesthesia apparatus 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024896 42 27 25 01 Gas anesthesia appara12 3/15/2003 0:00
024897 42 27 25 02 Absorber units for gas 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024898 42 27 25 03 Anesthesia inhalers o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024899 42 27 25 04 Anesthesia sets or kit 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024900 42 27 25 05 Gas anesthesia appara12 3/15/2003 0:00
024901 42 27 25 06 Anesthesia apparatus 12 3/15/2003 0:00
026070 42 27 25 07 Temperature control f 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026071 42 27 25 08 Baclofen pumps 13 11/1/2003 0:00
020643 42 28 00 00 Medical sterilization p 10 4/15/2002 10:00
020644 42 28 15 00 Autoclave and steriliz 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020645 42 28 15 01 Chemical or gas steriliz12 3/15/2003 0:00
020646 42 28 15 02 Dry heat or hot air ste 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020647 42 28 15 03 Filter sterilizers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017648 42 28 15 04 Glass bead sterilizers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020648 42 28 15 05 Lifting handles for ster 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020649 42 28 15 06 Powered instrument cl 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020650 42 28 15 07 Radiation sterilizers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020651 42 28 15 08 Steam autoclaves or s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020652 42 28 15 09 Sterilization container 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020653 42 28 15 10 Sterilization instrument12 3/15/2003 0:00
020654 42 28 15 11 Sterilization lamps 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020655 42 28 15 12 Sterilization lids 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020656 42 28 15 13 Sterilization nameplat 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024930 42 28 15 14 Sanitizer heaters or a 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024931 42 28 15 15 Sterilization cabinets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024932 42 28 15 16 Sterilization filters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024933 42 28 15 17 Sterilization water rec 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024934 42 28 15 18 Sterilization cannula ba12 3/15/2003 0:00
024935 42 28 15 19 Needle sterilizers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024936 42 28 15 20 Test packs for steam 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024937 42 28 15 21 Sterilization sets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024938 42 28 15 22 Sterilization instrument12 3/15/2003 0:00
024939 42 28 15 23 Sterilization filter slee 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024940 42 28 15 24 Sterilization adapters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020657 42 28 16 00 Cold sterilization and 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020658 42 28 16 01 Decontamination solu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020659 42 28 16 02 Glutaraldehyde soluti 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020660 42 28 16 03 Medical instrument di 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020661 42 28 16 04 Medical surface disinf 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024941 42 28 16 05 Medical antisetting co 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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024942 42 28 16 06 Medical gas fumigators12 3/15/2003 0:00
020662 42 28 17 00 Presterilization cleani 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020663 42 28 17 01 Chamber cleaners for 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020664 42 28 17 02 Disinfectant soaking pa12 3/15/2003 0:00
020665 42 28 17 03 Instrument care kits 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020666 42 28 17 04 Instrument cleaners o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020667 42 28 17 05 Instrument disinfectant12 3/15/2003 0:00
020668 42 28 17 06 Instrument lubricants 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020669 42 28 17 07 Instrument stain remo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020670 42 28 17 08 Sterilization cart cleane12 3/15/2003 0:00
020671 42 28 17 09 Sterilization cleaning 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020672 42 28 17 10 Sterilization deodoran 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020673 42 28 17 11 Sterilization liquid des 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020674 42 28 17 12 Ultrasonic cleaning eq 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024943 42 28 17 13 Sterilization drain pan 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020675 42 28 18 00 Sterilization indicators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020676 42 28 18 01 Disinfectant test strips 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020677 42 28 18 02 Sterilization labels 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020678 42 28 18 03 Sterilization biological 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020679 42 28 18 04 Sterilization controls 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020680 42 28 18 05 Sterilization indicator r 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020681 42 28 18 06 Sterilization indicator 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020682 42 28 18 07 Sterilization indicator ta12 3/15/2003 0:00
024944 42 28 18 08 Sterilization papers or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024945 42 28 18 09 Sterilization record sto 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025308 42 28 18 10 Sterilization test pack 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
020683 42 28 19 00 Sterilization wraps an 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020684 42 28 19 01 Holders or carts for st 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020686 42 28 19 03 Sterilization dust cover12 3/15/2003 0:00
020688 42 28 19 05 Sterilization heat seal 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020689 42 28 19 06 Sterilization instrument12 3/15/2003 0:00
020690 42 28 19 07 Sterilization instrument12 3/15/2003 0:00
020691 42 28 19 08 Sterilization instrument12 3/15/2003 0:00
020692 42 28 19 09 Sterilization labeling gu12 3/15/2003 0:00
020695 42 28 19 12 Sterilization towels 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020696 42 28 19 13 Sterilization tubing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024946 42 28 19 14 Sterilization disposabl 12 3/15/2003 0:00
026072 42 28 19 15 Sterilization reels 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026073 42 28 19 16 Sterilization bags 13 11/1/2003 0:00
020685 42 28 19 02 Sterilization wraps or 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
020687 42 28 19 04 Sterilization pouches 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
020697 42 29 00 00 Surgical products 10 4/15/2002 10:00
020698 42 29 15 00 Surgical bone biopsy in12 3/15/2003 0:00
020699 42 29 15 01 Surgical bone biopsy 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020700 42 29 15 02 Surgical bone biopsy t 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020701 42 29 16 00 Surgical cutting instru 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020702 42 29 16 01 Laser surgery scalpel 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020703 42 29 16 02 Surgical bolt or cable 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020704 42 29 16 03 Surgical bone cutting 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020705 42 29 16 04 Surgical bone hand s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020706 42 29 16 05 Surgical broaches 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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020707 42 29 16 06 Surgical chisels or go 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020708 42 29 16 07 Surgical curettes or lo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020709 42 29 16 08 Surgical cutting block 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020710 42 29 16 09 Surgical nippers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020711 42 29 16 10 Surgical planes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020712 42 29 16 11 Surgical rasps 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020713 42 29 16 12 Surgical ronguers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020714 42 29 16 13 Surgical scalpels or k 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003795 42 29 16 14 Surgical scissors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003796 42 29 16 15 Surgical shears 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020715 42 29 16 16 Surgical snares or sn 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020716 42 29 16 17 Surgical spuds 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020718 42 29 16 19 Surgical tomes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020719 42 29 16 20 Surgical trocars for gen12 3/15/2003 0:00
024948 42 29 16 21 Finger ring removers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024949 42 29 16 22 Adenotomes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024950 42 29 16 23 Periosteotomes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024951 42 29 16 24 Meniscotomes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025049 42 29 16 25 Infant heel incision inst12 3/15/2003 0:00
020720 42 29 17 00 Surgical hand drills an 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020721 42 29 17 01 Surgical hand or twist 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020722 42 29 17 02 Surgical hand reamer 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003799 42 29 17 03 Surgical perforators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020723 42 29 17 04 Surgical punches or p 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024952 42 29 17 05 Surgical reamer adapt 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024953 42 29 17 06 Surgical burs or its ac 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024954 42 29 17 07 Craniotomy kits 12 3/15/2003 0:00
026074 42 29 17 08 Surgical drillbits or ac 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026075 42 29 17 09 Surgical saw blades or13 11/1/2003 0:00
020724 42 29 18 00 Surgical clamps and f 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020725 42 29 18 01 Surgical band ligator 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020726 42 29 18 02 Surgical clamps or cli 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020727 42 29 18 03 Surgical laser clamps o12 3/15/2003 0:00
020728 42 29 19 00 Surgical instrument a 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020729 42 29 19 01 Surgical instrument h 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020730 42 29 19 02 Surgical tube holders 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020731 42 29 20 00 Surgical mirrors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020732 42 29 20 01 Surgical otolaryngolog 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020733 42 29 21 00 Surgical inserters and 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020734 42 29 21 01 Surgical inserters or i 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020735 42 29 21 02 Surgical extractors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024955 42 29 21 03 Surgical chucks or ke 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020736 42 29 22 00 Surgical approximators12 3/15/2003 0:00
020737 42 29 22 01 Surgical approximators12 3/15/2003 0:00
020738 42 29 22 02 Surgical compressors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020739 42 29 22 03 Surgical depressors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020740 42 29 23 00 Surgical bending irons 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020741 42 29 23 01 Surgical bending instr 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020742 42 29 23 02 Surgical crimpers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020743 42 29 23 03 Surgical pliers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020744 42 29 23 04 Surgical tensioners 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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020745 42 29 23 05 Surgical vice grips 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020746 42 29 23 06 Surgical wire holding fo12 3/15/2003 0:00
020747 42 29 23 07 Surgical wrenches 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020748 42 29 24 00 Surgical taps and driv 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020749 42 29 24 01 Surgical taps 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020750 42 29 24 02 Surgical drivers or its 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020751 42 29 24 03 Surgical ratchet handl 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020752 42 29 25 00 Surgical hammers an 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020753 42 29 25 01 Surgical tamps 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020754 42 29 25 02 Surgical hammers or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020755 42 29 25 03 Surgical impactors or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020756 42 29 25 04 Surgical presses 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024956 42 29 25 05 Surgical hammer or m 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020757 42 29 26 00 Surgical dilators and p 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020758 42 29 26 01 Surgical dilators or ac 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020759 42 29 26 02 Surgical grooves 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020760 42 29 26 03 Surgical probes or dir 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020761 42 29 27 00 Surgical dissectors and12 3/15/2003 0:00
020762 42 29 27 01 Surgical dissectors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020763 42 29 27 02 Surgical elevators or l 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020764 42 29 27 03 Surgical lifters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020765 42 29 27 04 Surgical picks 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020766 42 29 28 00 Surgical marking instr 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020767 42 29 28 01 Ophthalmic marking i 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020768 42 29 28 02 Surgical marking instr 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020769 42 29 29 00 Suture and surgical tis 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020770 42 29 29 01 Surgical cerclage instr 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020771 42 29 29 02 Surgical laser needle 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020772 42 29 29 03 Surgical needle holde 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020773 42 29 29 04 Surgical suture or wir 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024957 42 29 29 07 Skin stretching syste 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025309 42 29 29 08 Surgical purstring devi 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
020774 42 29 30 00 Surgical measuring d 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020775 42 29 30 01 Surgical calipers or rul 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020776 42 29 30 02 Surgical measuring g 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020777 42 29 30 03 Surgical graft measurin12 3/15/2003 0:00
020778 42 29 30 04 Surgical sizing instru 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020779 42 29 30 05 Surgical valve sizing i 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024958 42 29 30 06 Surgical measuring ta 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020780 42 29 31 00 Surgical retractors an 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020781 42 29 31 01 Laser surgery retractor12 3/15/2003 0:00
020782 42 29 31 02 Surgical retraction ho 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020783 42 29 31 03 Surgical lighted fibero 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020784 42 29 31 04 Surgical mouth gags 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020785 42 29 31 05 Surgical rake retractor 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020786 42 29 31 06 Surgical retractor sets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020787 42 29 31 07 Surgical retractors for 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020788 42 29 31 08 Surgical stabilizers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020789 42 29 31 09 Surgical tissue protect 12 3/15/2003 0:00
023998 42 29 31 10 Orthopedic retractors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
023999 42 29 31 11 Opthalmic retractors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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024000 42 29 31 12 Cardiovascular or thor 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024001 42 29 31 13 Vein retractors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024002 42 29 31 14 Oral retractors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024003 42 29 31 15 Tracheal retractors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024004 42 29 31 16 Rectal retractors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024005 42 29 31 17 Gastrointestinal retract12 3/15/2003 0:00
024006 42 29 31 18 Uterine retractors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024007 42 29 31 19 Abdominal retractors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024008 42 29 31 20 Spine or neuro retract 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024009 42 29 31 21 Gland retractors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024010 42 29 31 22 Ear retractors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024011 42 29 31 23 Plastic surgery retract 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024018 42 29 31 24 Nerve retractors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024019 42 29 31 25 Sternum retractors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024020 42 29 31 26 Amputation retractors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024021 42 29 31 27 Tissue retractors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024022 42 29 31 28 Skin retractors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024023 42 29 31 29 Microsurgical retracto 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024024 42 29 31 30 Lung retractors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024025 42 29 31 31 Eyelid retractors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024026 42 29 31 32 Finger retractors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024959 42 29 31 33 Surgical retractor ring 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024960 42 29 31 34 Cervical retractors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024961 42 29 31 35 Lip retractors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024962 42 29 31 36 Retractor adapters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024963 42 29 31 37 Orthopedic retractor bl 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024964 42 29 31 38 Surgical urology retra 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024965 42 29 31 39 Retractor attachments 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020790 42 29 32 00 Surgical myoma instru 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020791 42 29 32 01 Surgical myoma scre 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020792 42 29 33 00 Surgical distractors an 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020793 42 29 33 01 Surgical distractors or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020794 42 29 33 02 Surgical separators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020795 42 29 33 03 Surgical specula 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003807 42 29 33 04 Surgical spreaders 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020796 42 29 34 00 Surgical manipulators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020797 42 29 34 01 Surgical guides 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020799 42 29 34 03 Surgical implant holde 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020800 42 29 34 04 Surgical pushers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020801 42 29 34 05 Surgical manipulating 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020802 42 29 34 06 Surgical implant positio12 3/15/2003 0:00
024048 42 29 34 07 Ureteral filiforms 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020803 42 29 35 00 Surgical suction and ir 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020804 42 29 35 01 Surgical irrigation or s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020805 42 29 35 02 Surgical laser suction o12 3/15/2003 0:00
020806 42 29 35 03 Surgical vacuum extra 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020807 42 29 35 04 Ophthalmic irrigation 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024966 42 29 35 05 Surgical suction drain 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024967 42 29 35 06 Surgical suction bulbs 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024968 42 29 35 07 Surgical suction reser 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024969 42 29 35 08 Ear nose and throat EN12 3/15/2003 0:00
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025055 42 29 35 09 Surgical irrigation sets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020808 42 29 36 00 Surgical bougies and 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020809 42 29 36 01 Surgical bougies 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020810 42 29 36 02 Surgical obturators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020811 42 29 36 03 Surgical sounds 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020812 42 29 37 00 Surgical crushers and 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020813 42 29 37 01 Surgical crushers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020814 42 29 37 02 Surgical excavators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020815 42 29 37 03 Surgical morselizers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020816 42 29 38 00 Surgical passers and 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020817 42 29 38 01 Surgical passers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020818 42 29 38 02 Surgical searchers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020717 42 29 38 03 Surgical strippers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020819 42 29 38 04 Surgical tunnelers or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020820 42 29 39 00 Surgical wound packi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020821 42 29 39 01 Surgical laparotomy ri 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020822 42 29 39 02 Surgical wound packi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020823 42 29 40 00 Surgical spatulas and 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020824 42 29 40 01 Surgical scoops 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020825 42 29 40 02 Surgical spatulas 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020826 42 29 40 03 Surgical spoons 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020827 42 29 41 00 Surgical skeletal tractio12 3/15/2003 0:00
020828 42 29 41 01 Surgical traction bows 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020829 42 29 41 02 Surgical skull traction d12 3/15/2003 0:00
020830 42 29 41 03 Surgical traction halte 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020831 42 29 42 00 Surgical instrument se 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020832 42 29 42 01 Cardiovascular or thor 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020833 42 29 42 02 External fixation instru 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020834 42 29 42 03 General surgical instr 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020835 42 29 42 04 Micro or delicate or pl 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020836 42 29 42 05 Neurosurgical or spin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020837 42 29 42 06 Ophthalmic surgery ins12 3/15/2003 0:00
020838 42 29 42 07 Maxillofacial surgical i 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020839 42 29 42 08 Orthopedic revision or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020840 42 29 42 09 Orthopedic trauma fix 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020841 42 29 42 10 Otolaryngological sur 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020842 42 29 42 11 Surgical custom or sp 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020843 42 29 42 12 Urological surgical inst12 3/15/2003 0:00
024970 42 29 42 13 Laparotomy surgical i 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024971 42 29 42 14 Tracheotomy surgical 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024972 42 29 42 15 Craniotomy surgical in 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024973 42 29 42 16 Angiography surgical i 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024974 42 29 42 17 Gastroscopy surgical i 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024975 42 29 42 18 Ear nose and throat EN12 3/15/2003 0:00
024976 42 29 42 19 Orthopedic surgical in 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024977 42 29 42 20 Blood recovery and d 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020844 42 29 43 00 Minimally invasive brea12 3/15/2003 0:00
020845 42 29 43 01 Minimally invasive brea12 3/15/2003 0:00
020846 42 29 43 02 Minimally invasive brea12 3/15/2003 0:00
020847 42 29 43 03 Minimally invasive brea12 3/15/2003 0:00
020848 42 29 43 04 Minimally invasive brea12 3/15/2003 0:00
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020849 42 29 43 05 Minimally invasive brea12 3/15/2003 0:00
024978 42 29 43 06 Breast location needle 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020850 42 29 44 00 Vascular and cardiac 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020851 42 29 44 01 Vein harvest systems 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020852 42 29 44 02 Coronary visualization 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020853 42 29 45 00 Ophthalmic specialty in12 3/15/2003 0:00
020854 42 29 45 01 Conformers or shields 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020855 42 29 45 02 Eyelid weights for opht12 3/15/2003 0:00
020856 42 29 45 03 Fixation rings for opht 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020857 42 29 45 04 Intraocular membrane 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020858 42 29 45 05 Lid plates for ophthal 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020859 42 29 45 06 Nucleus rotators for o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020860 42 29 45 07 Ophthalmic burs or ha 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020861 42 29 45 08 Ophthalmic needle irrig12 3/15/2003 0:00
024979 42 29 45 09 Needles for ophthalmic12 3/15/2003 0:00
024980 42 29 45 10 Sponges for ophthalmi12 3/15/2003 0:00
024981 42 29 45 11 Ophthalmic surgical k 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024982 42 29 45 12 Eye protector or its acc12 3/15/2003 0:00
024983 42 29 45 13 Ophthalmic vitrectom 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024984 42 29 45 14 Hemostatic eraser pro 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024985 42 29 45 15 Ophthalmic lens polis 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024986 42 29 45 16 Eye holders or access 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024987 42 29 45 17 Optical inserts 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024988 42 29 45 18 Optical insert fitting set12 3/15/2003 0:00
024989 42 29 45 19 Ophthalmic spoons or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024990 42 29 45 20 Ophthalmic lens holde 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024991 42 29 45 21 Scleral buckling compo12 3/15/2003 0:00
024992 42 29 45 22 Ophthalmic plug punc 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024993 42 29 45 23 Ophthalmic plastic sur 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024994 42 29 45 24 Eyemagnets for ophtha12 3/15/2003 0:00
024995 42 29 45 25 Ophthalmic medical in 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024996 42 29 45 26 Lachrymal dilators or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020862 42 29 46 00 Autotransfusion produc12 3/15/2003 0:00
020863 42 29 46 01 Autotransfusion blood 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020864 42 29 46 02 Autotransfusion bowl 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020865 42 29 46 03 Autotransfusion units 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020866 42 29 46 04 Autotransfusion filters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020867 42 29 46 05 Autotransfusion reser 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020868 42 29 46 06 Autotransfusion tubin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020869 42 29 46 07 Autotransfusion valve 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020870 42 29 47 00 Open heart perfusion 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020871 42 29 47 01 Heart and lung machi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020872 42 29 47 02 Intraaortic balloon pu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020873 42 29 47 03 Intracardiac suction d 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020874 42 29 47 04 Perfusion filters or rel 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020875 42 29 47 05 Perfusion blood para 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020876 42 29 47 06 Perfusion bubble trap 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020877 42 29 47 07 Perfusion cardioplegia 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020878 42 29 47 08 Perfusion cardiotomy 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020879 42 29 47 09 Perfusion centrifugal s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020880 42 29 47 10 Perfusion heater or co 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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020881 42 29 47 11 Perfusion haemoconc 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020882 42 29 47 12 Perfusion oxygen or he12 3/15/2003 0:00
020883 42 29 47 13 Perfusion oxygenator 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020884 42 29 47 14 Perfusion pump head 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020885 42 29 47 15 Perfusion pump pack 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020886 42 29 47 16 Perfusion venous res 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020887 42 29 47 17 Ventricular assist devic12 3/15/2003 0:00
024997 42 29 47 18 Perfusion pumps 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024998 42 29 47 19 Cardiovascular reservo12 3/15/2003 0:00
024999 42 29 47 20 Temperature monitori 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025000 42 29 47 21 Aortic punches 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025001 42 29 47 22 Ventricular drainage se12 3/15/2003 0:00
020888 42 29 48 00 Endoscopes and acce 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020889 42 29 48 01 Rigid endoscopes or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020890 42 29 48 02 Flexible endoscopes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025002 42 29 48 03 Cystourethroscopes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025003 42 29 48 04 Resectoscopes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025004 42 29 48 05 Laparoscopes or lapa 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025005 42 29 48 06 Cystoscopes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025006 42 29 48 07 Endoscopic sphincter 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025007 42 29 48 08 Esophagoscopes or it 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020891 42 29 49 00 Endoscopic instrument12 3/15/2003 0:00
020892 42 29 49 01 Endoscope or instrume12 3/15/2003 0:00
020893 42 29 49 02 Endoscopic applicators12 3/15/2003 0:00
020894 42 29 49 03 Endoscopic aspiration 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020895 42 29 49 04 Endoscopic bite block 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020896 42 29 49 05 Endoscopic cleaning 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020897 42 29 49 06 Endoscopic cutting in 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020898 42 29 49 07 Endoscopic cytology 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020899 42 29 49 08 Endoscopic clamps or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020900 42 29 49 09 Endoscopic dilators or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020901 42 29 49 10 Endoscopic electrode 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020902 42 29 49 11 Endoscopic fixation ki 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020903 42 29 49 12 Endoscopic fluid man 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020904 42 29 49 13 Endoscopic hemostatic12 3/15/2003 0:00
020905 42 29 49 14 Endoscopic instrument12 3/15/2003 0:00
020906 42 29 49 15 Endoscopic instrument12 3/15/2003 0:00
020907 42 29 49 16 Endoscopic insufflatio 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020908 42 29 49 17 Endoscopic insufflatio 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020909 42 29 49 18 Endoscopic insufflatio 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020910 42 29 49 19 Endoscopic introduce 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020911 42 29 49 20 Endoscopic laser instru12 3/15/2003 0:00
020912 42 29 49 21 Endoscopic knot pushe12 3/15/2003 0:00
020913 42 29 49 22 Endoscopic ligators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020914 42 29 49 23 Endoscopic manipulato12 3/15/2003 0:00
020915 42 29 49 24 Endoscopic monopola 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020916 42 29 49 25 Endoscopic needles or12 3/15/2003 0:00
020917 42 29 49 26 Endoscopic overtubes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020918 42 29 49 27 Endoscopic instrument12 3/15/2003 0:00
020919 42 29 49 28 Endoscopic probes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020920 42 29 49 29 Endoscopic retractors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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020921 42 29 49 30 Endoscopic snares or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020922 42 29 49 31 Endoscopic specimen 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020923 42 29 49 32 Endoscopic stents or t 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020924 42 29 49 33 Endoscopic suction or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020925 42 29 49 34 Endoscopic suturing d 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020926 42 29 49 35 Endoscopic trocars or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020927 42 29 49 36 Endoscopic working el 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020928 42 29 49 37 Fog reduction devices 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025008 42 29 49 38 Sealing caps for endo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025009 42 29 49 39 Endoscopic valves or a12 3/15/2003 0:00
025010 42 29 49 40 Endoscopic converter 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025011 42 29 49 41 Endoscopic biliary drai12 3/15/2003 0:00
025012 42 29 49 42 Endoscopic instrument12 3/15/2003 0:00
025013 42 29 49 43 Endoscopic valve unit 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025014 42 29 49 44 Endoscopic accessor 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025015 42 29 49 45 Endoscopic sponges 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025016 42 29 49 46 Endoscopic gages 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025017 42 29 49 47 Endoscopic diaphrag 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025018 42 29 49 48 Endoscopic mouthpie 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025019 42 29 49 49 Endoscopic guidewire 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025020 42 29 49 50 Endoscopic drills or dr 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025021 42 29 49 51 Endoscopic small join 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025022 42 29 49 52 Endoscopic retrievers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025023 42 29 49 53 Endoscopic extractors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025024 42 29 49 54 Endoscopic tissue or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025025 42 29 49 55 Endoscopic hooks or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025026 42 29 49 56 Endoscopic guidewire 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020929 42 29 50 00 Endoscopic equipment12 3/15/2003 0:00
020930 42 29 50 01 Endoscope maintena 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020931 42 29 50 02 Endoscope storage c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020932 42 29 50 03 Endoscope wall hang 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020933 42 29 50 04 Endoscopic equipment12 3/15/2003 0:00
020934 42 29 50 05 Endoscopic equipment12 3/15/2003 0:00
020935 42 29 50 06 Endoscopic heater pr 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020936 42 29 50 07 Endoscopic imaging sy12 3/15/2003 0:00
020937 42 29 50 08 Endoscopic insufflatio 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020938 42 29 50 09 Endoscopic or surgica 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020939 42 29 50 10 Endoscopic printers o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020940 42 29 50 11 Endoscopic video ca 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020941 42 29 50 12 Endoscopic water bott 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025027 42 29 50 13 Endoscope tip protect 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025028 42 29 50 14 Endoscopic instrument12 3/15/2003 0:00
025029 42 29 50 15 Endoscopic lenses 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020942 42 29 51 00 Surgical equipment a 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020943 42 29 51 01 Basin stands for surgi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020944 42 29 51 02 Cryosurgery equipme 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020945 42 29 51 03 Delivery room or cesar12 3/15/2003 0:00
020946 42 29 51 04 Electrosurgical or elect12 3/15/2003 0:00
020947 42 29 51 05 Instrument tables for s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020948 42 29 51 06 Lap mayo trays or ma 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020949 42 29 51 07 Operating room case 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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020950 42 29 51 08 Operating room patie 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020951 42 29 51 09 Operating room kick bu12 3/15/2003 0:00
020952 42 29 51 10 Operating room lightin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020953 42 29 51 11 Operating room patie 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020954 42 29 51 12 Operating room patie 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020955 42 29 51 13 Ophthalmic irrigation 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020956 42 29 51 14 Phacoemulsification or12 3/15/2003 0:00
020957 42 29 51 15 Rolling surgeons stool 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020958 42 29 51 16 Step stools for surgica 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020959 42 29 51 17 Surgical blanket or sol 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020960 42 29 51 18 Surgical irrigation pu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020961 42 29 51 19 Surgical lasers or acc 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020962 42 29 51 20 Surgical lithotripters o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020963 42 29 51 21 Surgical microscopes o12 3/15/2003 0:00
020964 42 29 51 22 Surgical pneumatic or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020965 42 29 51 23 Surgical suction machi12 3/15/2003 0:00
020966 42 29 51 24 Surgical smoke evacua12 3/15/2003 0:00
020967 42 29 51 25 Surgical urological tab 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020968 42 29 51 26 Vitreo retinal fragmato 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025030 42 29 51 27 Microsurgery equipme 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025031 42 29 51 28 Maxillofacial surgical i 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025032 42 29 51 29 Operating room medi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025033 42 29 51 30 Surgical instrument co 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025034 42 29 51 31 Surgical equipment st 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025035 42 29 51 32 Surgical instrument ca 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025036 42 29 51 33 Orthopedic pin racks 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025037 42 29 51 34 General surgical suppl 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025038 42 29 51 35 Orthopedic target devi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025039 42 29 51 36 Surgical controller inst 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025040 42 29 51 37 Gastroenterology equi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025041 42 29 51 38 Surgical urological dil 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025042 42 29 51 39 Instrument rolls for su 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025043 42 29 51 40 Surgical instrument ca 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020969 42 29 52 00 Surgical power equip 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020970 42 29 52 01 Surgical dermatomes o12 3/15/2003 0:00
020971 42 29 52 02 Surgical pneumatic or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020972 42 29 52 03 Surgical power equip 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020973 42 29 52 04 Surgical reamers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020974 42 29 52 05 Surgical shaver equip 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025044 42 29 52 06 Endoscopic surgical un12 3/15/2003 0:00
020975 42 29 53 00 Open heart surgical s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020976 42 29 53 01 Surgical coronary arter12 3/15/2003 0:00
020977 42 29 53 02 Surgical perfusion can 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020978 42 29 53 03 Surgical perfusion cat 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020979 42 29 53 04 Surgical phrenic nerv 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020980 42 29 53 05 Surgical tourniquets o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020981 42 29 53 06 Surgical vessel loops 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025045 42 29 53 07 Surgical carotid artery 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025046 42 29 53 08 Coronary perfusion set12 3/15/2003 0:00
020982 42 29 54 00 Surgical support suppl 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020983 42 29 54 01 Battery operated surgi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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020984 42 29 54 02 Surgical marking pens 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
020985 42 29 54 03 External or internal fix 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020986 42 29 54 04 Gastrointestinal stents 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020987 42 29 54 05 Introducers or guide pi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020988 42 29 54 06 Laparotomy or specialt12 3/15/2003 0:00
020989 42 29 54 07 Patient masks for sur 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020990 42 29 54 08 Surgeons hand scrub b12 3/15/2003 0:00
020991 42 29 54 09 Surgical applicators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020992 42 29 54 10 Surgical basin sets or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020993 42 29 54 11 Surgical blade holders 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020994 42 29 54 12 Surgical bone cement 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020995 42 29 54 13 Surgical canal brushe 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020996 42 29 54 14 Surgical custom or sp 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020997 42 29 54 15 Surgical equipment co 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020998 42 29 54 16 Surgical evacuators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
020999 42 29 54 17 Surgical light handles o12 3/15/2003 0:00
021000 42 29 54 18 Surgical magnetic ma 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021001 42 29 54 19 Surgical nerve stimulat12 3/15/2003 0:00
021002 42 29 54 20 Surgical or endoscopi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021003 42 29 54 21 Surgical prep scrub or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021004 42 29 54 22 Surgical scrub or prep 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021005 42 29 54 23 Surgical sharps or sp 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021006 42 29 54 24 Surgical shave kits or p12 3/15/2003 0:00
021007 42 29 54 25 Surgical silver nitrate 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021008 42 29 54 26 Surgical specimen coll 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021009 42 29 54 27 Surgical sterile instru 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021010 42 29 54 28 Surgical suction or irri 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021011 42 29 54 29 Surgical suction canis 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021012 42 29 54 30 Surgical tracheal sten 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021013 42 29 54 31 Surgical transparent i 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021014 42 29 54 32 Urological stents 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021015 42 29 54 33 Urological surgical cath12 3/15/2003 0:00
021016 42 29 54 34 Vaginal or uterine ste 13 11/1/2003 0:00
024947 42 29 54 35 Ear protectors or shield12 3/15/2003 0:00
025047 42 29 54 36 Anastomosis rings 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025048 42 29 54 37 Surgeon utensil sets o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025050 42 29 54 39 Orthopedic bone smo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025051 42 29 54 40 Endoscopic catheter a 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025052 42 29 54 41 Surgical retriever sets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025053 42 29 54 45 Tray inserts for surgic 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025054 42 29 54 46 Internal organ retainer 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025056 42 29 54 48 Surgical splash guard 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025058 42 29 54 50 Surgical pail carriages 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025059 42 29 54 51 Surgical preparation 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025060 42 29 54 52 Skin preparation cups 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025061 42 29 54 53 Surgical drains or sets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025062 42 29 54 54 Surgical hand protect 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025063 42 29 54 55 Cranial repair resin kits12 3/15/2003 0:00
025064 42 29 54 56 Surgical felts 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025065 42 29 54 57 Surgical helmet lense 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025066 42 29 54 58 Drying or powdering eq12 3/15/2003 0:00
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025310 42 29 54 59 Fluid decanting devic 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025311 42 29 54 60 Protective caps for orth12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025312 42 29 54 61 Tissue glue or systems12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
026076 42 29 54 62 Urodynamic catheters 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026077 42 29 54 63 Ureteral catheters 13 11/1/2003 0:00
021017 42 29 55 00 Surgical implants and 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021018 42 29 55 01 Cardiovascular implan 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021019 42 29 55 02 Human tissue implant 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021020 42 29 55 03 Implantable infusion po12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
021021 42 29 55 04 Neurosurgical implant 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021022 42 29 55 05 Ophthalmic implants 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021023 42 29 55 06 Oral maxillofacial impla12 3/15/2003 0:00
021024 42 29 55 07 Orthopedic implants or12 3/15/2003 0:00
021025 42 29 55 08 Otolaryngology impla 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021026 42 29 55 09 Plastic or cosmetic im 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021027 42 29 55 10 Surgical adhesion bar 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021028 42 29 55 11 Surgical bone stimulat 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021029 42 29 55 12 Surgical implantable sh12 3/15/2003 0:00
021030 42 29 55 13 Surgical mesh or tissu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021031 42 29 55 14 Surgical silastic impla 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021032 42 29 55 15 Synthetic tissue impla 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021033 42 29 55 16 Urological implants or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025067 42 29 55 17 Cardiovascular exten 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025068 42 29 55 18 Graft protectors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021034 42 30 00 00 Medical training and ed10 4/15/2002 10:00
021035 42 30 15 00 Aids for medical traini 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021036 42 30 15 01 Anatomical human m 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021037 42 30 15 02 Anatomical human m 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021038 42 30 15 03 Cardio pulmonary res 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021039 42 30 15 04 Kits for medical educat12 3/15/2003 0:00
021040 42 30 15 05 Nursing or medical cli 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021041 42 30 15 06 Dual earpiece stethos 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025313 42 30 15 07 Training videos for me 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025314 42 30 15 08 Operational or instruct 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
021042 42 31 00 00 Wound care products 10 4/15/2002 10:00
021043 42 31 15 00 Bandages and dressi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021044 42 31 15 01 Clips for bandages or d12 3/15/2003 0:00
021045 42 31 15 02 Bandage or dressing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021046 42 31 15 03 Bandage rollers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021047 42 31 15 04 Bandages or dressings12 3/15/2003 0:00
021048 42 31 15 05 Bandages or dressings12 3/15/2003 0:00
021049 42 31 15 06 Compression bandag 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021050 42 31 15 07 Dressing sponges 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021051 42 31 15 08 Dressing trays 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021052 42 31 15 09 Fluff dressings 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021053 42 31 15 10 Foam dressings 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021054 42 31 15 11 Gauze bandages 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021055 42 31 15 12 Gauze sponges 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021056 42 31 15 13 Gel dressings 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021057 42 31 15 14 Germicidal dressings 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021058 42 31 15 15 Hydrocolloid dressing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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021059 42 31 15 16 Intravenous dressings 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021060 42 31 15 17 Liquid adhesives for ba12 3/15/2003 0:00
021061 42 31 15 18 Medical eye pads or pa12 3/15/2003 0:00
021062 42 31 15 19 Medical non adherent 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021063 42 31 15 20 Medical non adherent 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021064 42 31 15 21 Negative pressure dre 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021065 42 31 15 22 Occlusive dressings 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021066 42 31 15 23 Paste bandages 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021067 42 31 15 24 Petrolatum dressings 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021068 42 31 15 25 Pressure bandages 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021069 42 31 15 26 Spunlace dressings 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021070 42 31 15 27 Transparent film dres 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021071 42 31 15 28 Wet dressing systems 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024028 42 31 15 31 Dressing covers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024029 42 31 15 32 Dry dressings 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025070 42 31 15 37 Bandage scissors or it 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025071 42 31 15 38 Hyperalimentation kits 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025315 42 31 15 39 Bandage applicators 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
021072 42 31 16 00 Exogenous topical he 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021073 42 31 16 01 Absorbable gelatin sp 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021074 42 31 16 02 Bone wax 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021075 42 31 16 03 Oxidized cellulose 12 3/15/2003 0:00
026079 42 31 16 04 Collagen hemostatics 13 11/1/2003 0:00
021076 42 31 17 00 Medical and surgical 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021078 42 31 17 02 Infant umbilical tapes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021079 42 31 17 03 Medical or surgical ta 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021080 42 31 17 04 Medical or surgical ta 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021081 42 31 17 05 Medical or surgical ta 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021083 42 31 17 07 Surgical tissue tapes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021084 42 31 17 08 Medical and surgical 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021089 42 31 19 00 Medical incision drain 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021090 42 31 19 01 Medical incision drain 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021091 42 31 19 02 Medical incision drain 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021092 42 31 19 03 Medical incision drain 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021093 42 31 20 00 Medical tissue closure 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021094 42 31 20 01 Butterfly skin closures 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021095 42 31 20 02 Clips for skin closure 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021096 42 31 20 03 Wound or skin closure 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021097 42 31 20 04 Medical adhesive or gl 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021098 42 31 20 05 Medical adhesives or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021099 42 31 20 06 Medical clip appliers f 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021100 42 31 20 07 Medical clips for inter 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021101 42 31 20 08 Medical staple or clip 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021102 42 31 20 09 Staplers for internal u 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021103 42 31 20 10 Staplers for skin closur12 3/15/2003 0:00
021104 42 31 20 11 Staples for internal us 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021105 42 31 20 12 Staples for skin closure12 3/15/2003 0:00
021107 42 31 20 14 Tissue closure kits or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021108 42 31 21 00 Ostomy supplies and 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021109 42 31 21 01 Ostomy appliance ad 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021110 42 31 21 02 Ostomy appliances 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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021111 42 31 21 03 Ostomy cleaners or d 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021112 42 31 21 04 Ostomy collection supp12 3/15/2003 0:00
021113 42 31 21 05 Ostomy skin barriers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021114 42 31 21 06 Ostomy inserts 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021115 42 31 21 07 Ostomy wafers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021116 42 31 21 08 Wound drainage pouch12 3/15/2003 0:00
023991 42 31 21 09 Ostomy bag rings 12 3/15/2003 0:00
023992 42 31 21 10 Ostomy starter kits 12 3/15/2003 0:00
023993 42 31 21 11 Ostomy bag covers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
023994 42 31 21 12 Ostomy belt or access 12 3/15/2003 0:00
023995 42 31 21 13 Ostomy bag plugs 12 3/15/2003 0:00
023996 42 31 21 14 Ventriculostomy kits 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025072 42 31 21 15 Ostomy irrigation slee 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021117 42 31 22 00 Suture and related pr 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021118 42 31 22 01 Suture 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021119 42 31 22 02 Suturing kits or trays 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021120 42 31 22 03 Suture buttons or brid 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021121 42 31 22 04 Suture capturing devi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021122 42 31 22 05 Suture carts or racks 12 3/15/2003 0:00
003963 42 31 22 06 Suture needles 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021123 42 31 22 07 Suture removal kits or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021124 42 31 22 08 Suture removers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021125 42 31 23 00 Wound cleaning and 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021126 42 31 23 01 Absorbers for wound 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021127 42 31 23 02 Debridement sponges 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021129 42 31 23 04 Medical autolytic debri 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021130 42 31 23 05 Medical enzymatic de 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021131 42 31 23 06 Medical mechanical d 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021132 42 31 23 07 Medical surgical debri 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025073 42 31 23 09 Wound irrigation syste 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025074 42 31 23 10 Cleansing bottles 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025069 42 31 23 11 Disinfectant kits 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025316 42 31 23 12 Wound care or cleansi 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025317 42 31 23 13 Wound cleaning solutio12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
021128 42 31 23 03 Pulsed lavage systems13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
021134 42 31 24 00 Wound packing produc12 3/15/2003 0:00
021135 42 31 24 01 Calcium alginate wou 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021136 42 31 24 02 Nasal splints or stents 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021137 42 31 24 03 Packing strips for woun12 3/15/2003 0:00
026080 42 31 25 00 Wound supports and 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026081 42 31 25 01 Mammary support bin 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026082 42 31 25 02 Abdominal binders 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026083 42 31 25 03 Scrotal supports 13 11/1/2003 0:00
009012 43 00 00 00 Information Technolo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024355 43 19 00 00 Communications Devic12 3/15/2003 0:00
024356 43 19 15 00 Personal communicati 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004273 43 19 15 01 Mobile phones 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004297 43 19 15 02 Pagers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004275 43 19 15 03 Pay phones 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024234 43 19 15 04 Fixed phones 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004276 43 19 15 05 Answering machines 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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017985 43 19 15 07 Special purpose telep 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019275 43 19 15 08 Digital Telephones 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
004271 43 19 15 09 Analog Telephones 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025318 43 19 15 10 Two way radios 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
026346 43 19 15 11 IP phones 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
026347 43 19 15 12 Digital enhanced cordl 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
017996 43 19 16 00 Personal communicati 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018020 43 19 16 01 Mobile phone face plat12 3/15/2003 0:00
017999 43 19 16 02 Phone dialers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018002 43 19 16 03 Phone extension cord 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024084 43 19 16 04 Phone face plates 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018009 43 19 16 05 Phone handset cords 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018015 43 19 16 06 Phone handsets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018017 43 19 16 07 Phone headset ear or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018018 43 19 16 08 Phone headset voice 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004277 43 19 16 09 Phone headsets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018013 43 19 16 10 Personal communicati 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018000 43 19 16 11 Phone line protectors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
013850 43 19 16 12 Phone rests 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018016 43 19 16 14 Phone voice converte 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017935 43 19 16 15 Vehicle handsfree ph 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017998 43 19 16 16 Centrex phone console12 3/15/2003 0:00
018019 43 19 16 18 Conversation recording12 3/15/2003 0:00
024083 43 19 16 19 Telephone signaling de12 3/15/2003 0:00
024187 43 19 16 21 Handset adapters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024209 43 19 16 22 Pager modules or acce12 3/15/2003 0:00
018058 43 19 16 23 Pay phone coin mech 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018059 43 19 16 24 Pay phone coin chute 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018060 43 19 16 25 Pay phone coin boxes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018061 43 19 16 26 Pay phone hoppers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018062 43 19 16 27 Pay phone coin box v 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024208 43 19 16 28 Pay phone microphone12 3/15/2003 0:00
015230 43 19 16 29 Notebook or palmtop 12 3/15/2003 0:00
026084 43 19 16 30 Mobile phone starter 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026348 43 19 16 31 Phone or modem jack 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
024244 43 20 00 00 Components for infor 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024456 43 20 14 00 System Cards 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004317 43 20 14 01 Graphics or video acc 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010824 43 20 14 02 Memory module cards 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004379 43 20 14 03 Modem cards 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004318 43 20 14 04 Network interface car 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018089 43 20 14 05 Optical network receiv 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018088 43 20 14 06 Optical network trans 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004323 43 20 14 07 Peripheral controller ca12 3/15/2003 0:00
004321 43 20 14 08 Serial port cards 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014167 43 20 14 09 Wireless network interf12 3/15/2003 0:00
025185 43 20 14 10 Switch ports or cards 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024238 43 20 15 00 System boards proce 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018076 43 20 15 01 Asynchronous transfe 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004319 43 20 15 02 Audio accelerator car 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004311 43 20 15 03 Central processing uni 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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024358 43 20 15 07 Daughterboards 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018085 43 20 15 08 Dispersion compensa 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004264 43 20 15 09 Exchange datacom m 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024237 43 20 15 13 Motherboards 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004322 43 20 15 22 Parallel port cards 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004326 43 20 15 31 Video capture boards 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004324 43 20 15 33 Musical instrument di 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024233 43 20 15 34 Exchange component 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004315 43 20 15 35 Serial infrared ports 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024359 43 20 15 37 Print servers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015431 43 20 15 38 Central processing uni 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014575 43 20 15 39 Console controller  m 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014576 43 20 15 40 Channel converter 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014577 43 20 15 41 Channel to channel in 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014578 43 20 15 42 Control unit 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014579 43 20 15 43 Coupler facility  mainf 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018163 43 20 15 44 Interface bus converte 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024078 43 20 15 45 Fax boards 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024079 43 20 15 46 Audio conferencing b 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024080 43 20 15 47 Voice boards 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025186 43 20 15 49 Interface bus switches 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015480 43 20 15 50 Network packet data s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024362 43 20 15 52 Hardware or telephon 12 3/15/2003 0:00
026315 43 20 15 53 Transceivers and med 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026349 43 20 15 54 Personal computer tele13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
026350 43 20 15 55 PC radio tuners 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
026351 43 20 15 56 Small computer syste 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
026352 43 20 15 57 Redundant array of in 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
026353 43 20 15 58 Fibre channel controll 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
009945 43 20 16 00 Chassis components 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004365 43 20 16 01 Computer chassis 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004366 43 20 16 02 Network equipment c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024360 43 20 16 03 Chassis stacking com 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024361 43 20 16 04 Electronic equipment 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018169 43 20 16 05 Expanders 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015447 43 20 16 08 Removable drive frame12 3/15/2003 0:00
018480 43 20 16 09 Storage device trays 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018503 43 20 16 10 Backplane or panels o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018565 43 20 16 11 Computer cradles 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018608 43 20 16 12 Computer faceplates 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016803 43 20 16 14 Console extenders 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017625 43 20 16 15 Drive bay cover kits 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004347 43 20 16 16 Hard disk drive array to12 3/15/2003 0:00
009942 43 20 18 00 Media storage device 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004345 43 20 18 01 Floppy drives 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004344 43 20 18 02 Hard disk arrays 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008281 43 20 18 03 Hard disk drives 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004351 43 20 18 06 Tape arrays 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004349 43 20 18 07 Tape drives 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004341 43 20 18 08 Read only compact di 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004348 43 20 18 09 Read write compact di 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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024458 43 20 18 10 Read only digital vers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024463 43 20 18 11 Read write digital vers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016792 43 20 18 12 Magneto optical MO dr12 3/15/2003 0:00
004346 43 20 18 13 High capacity remova 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017541 43 20 18 14 Electronic media or d 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016785 43 20 18 15 Peripheral component 12 3/15/2003 0:00
026354 43 20 18 16 Ultra density optical UD13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
024363 43 20 19 00 Media storage device a12 3/15/2003 0:00
004342 43 20 19 02 Optical disk changers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004352 43 20 19 03 Tape drive libraries 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009954 43 20 20 00 Removable storage me12 3/15/2003 0:00
024364 43 20 20 01 Compact disks CDs 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004394 43 20 20 02 Blank tapes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014531 43 20 20 03 Digital versatile disks 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004392 43 20 20 04 Floppy disks 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014967 43 20 20 05 Flash memory storag 12 3/15/2003 0:00
026355 43 20 20 06 Magneto Optical MO 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
026356 43 20 20 07 High capacity remova 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
026357 43 20 20 08 Ultra density optical UD13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
009955 43 20 21 00 Removable storage me12 3/15/2003 0:00
008271 43 20 21 01 Compact disk cases 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024365 43 20 21 02 Floppy disk cases 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024366 43 20 21 03 Multimedia storage ho 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018232 43 20 21 04 Vertical helix scan VHS12 3/15/2003 0:00
019233 43 20 21 05 Multiple media cabine 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025187 43 20 22 00 Sub assemblies for el 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018004 43 20 22 01 Telephone piece parts 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024190 43 20 22 02 Telephone ring gener 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018014 43 20 22 04 External ringer or its pa12 3/15/2003 0:00
024194 43 20 22 05 Keycaps or keytops o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024460 43 20 22 06 Storage drive or input 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015460 43 20 22 07 Head mount arms and 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015461 43 20 22 08 Lead assemblies 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015462 43 20 22 09 Head stack assemblies12 3/15/2003 0:00
015464 43 20 22 10 Crash stops 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015465 43 20 22 11 Platters or disks 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015467 43 20 22 12 Read write head asse 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015468 43 20 22 13 Disc motor drives 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015463 43 20 22 14 Comb assemblies 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009161 43 21 00 00 Computer Equipment a12 3/15/2003 0:00
009937 43 21 15 00 Computers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004308 43 21 15 01 Computer servers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024367 43 21 15 02 High end computer ser12 3/15/2003 0:00
004303 43 21 15 03 Notebook computers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004306 43 21 15 04 Personal digital assist 12 3/15/2003 0:00
012585 43 21 15 05 Point of sale POS ter 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014734 43 21 15 06 Thin client computers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004305 43 21 15 07 Desktop computers 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025188 43 21 15 08 Personal computers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025189 43 21 15 09 Tablet computers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024459 43 21 15 10 Mainframe console or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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024357 43 21 15 11 Wearable computing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004307 43 21 15 12 Mainframe computers 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
024368 43 21 16 00 Computer accessorie 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009952 43 21 16 01 Computer switch boxe 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004304 43 21 16 02 Docking stations 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004309 43 21 16 03 Port replicators 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024369 43 21 16 04 Peripheral switch box 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004325 43 21 16 05 Signal processor upgra12 3/15/2003 0:00
004329 43 21 16 06 Multimedia kits 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008280 43 21 16 07 Computer speakers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010924 43 21 16 08 Encoder decoder equip12 3/15/2003 0:00
026085 43 21 16 09 Universal serial bus h 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026358 43 21 16 10 Computer country or l 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
026359 43 21 16 11 Handheld PDA Starte 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
009941 43 21 17 00 Computer data input d 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008291 43 21 17 01 Bar code reader equip 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010921 43 21 17 02 Magnetic card reader 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010856 43 21 17 04 Currency recognition 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004332 43 21 17 05 Game pads or joy stic 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004333 43 21 17 06 Keyboards 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010923 43 21 17 07 Light stylus 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004334 43 21 17 08 Computer mouse or tra12 3/15/2003 0:00
011017 43 21 17 09 Pressure stylus 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008292 43 21 17 10 Radio frequency identi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004336 43 21 17 11 Scanners 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004331 43 21 17 12 Graphics tablets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004337 43 21 17 13 Touch pads 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024370 43 21 17 14 Biometric identificatio 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024073 43 21 17 15 Portable data input ter 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018152 43 21 17 17 Optical character recog12 3/15/2003 0:00
008301 43 21 17 18 Camera based vision 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004340 43 21 17 19 Voice microphones fo 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017670 43 21 17 20 Point of sale credit or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010922 43 21 17 21 Punch card readers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024371 43 21 18 00 Computer data input d 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024246 43 21 18 01 Computer data input d 12 3/15/2003 0:00
011051 43 21 18 02 Mouse pads 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010884 43 21 18 03 Key board skins 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024059 43 21 18 04 Keyboard drawers or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018507 43 21 18 05 Service kits for storag 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009943 43 21 19 00 Computer displays 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004353 43 21 19 01 Cathode ray tube CR 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004354 43 21 19 02 Liquid crystal display 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008285 43 21 19 03 Touch screen monitor 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025190 43 21 19 04 Plasma display panel 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025191 43 21 19 05 Organic light emitting 12 3/15/2003 0:00
026360 43 21 19 06 Character displays 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
026361 43 21 19 07 Head mounted displa 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
010844 43 21 20 00 Computer display acc 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024301 43 21 20 01 Computer display glare12 3/15/2003 0:00
010917 43 21 20 02 Monitor arms 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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009944 43 21 21 00 Computer printers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004356 43 21 21 01 Band printers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004357 43 21 21 02 Dot matrix printers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024069 43 21 21 03 Dye sublimination print12 3/15/2003 0:00
004363 43 21 21 04 Inkjet printers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004364 43 21 21 05 Laser printers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004360 43 21 21 06 Line matrix printers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004355 43 21 21 07 Plotter printers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004362 43 21 21 08 Thermal tape printers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014569 43 21 21 09 Bag tag printer 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014582 43 21 21 10 Multi function printers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014733 43 21 21 11 Airline ticket or boardi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017496 43 21 21 12 Point of sale POS rec 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024462 43 21 21 13 Compact disc CD or l 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018569 43 21 21 14 Digital image printers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024372 43 22 00 00 Data Voice or Multime 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024245 43 22 15 00 Call management sys 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018033 43 22 15 01 Automated attendant 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018034 43 22 15 02 Automatic call distribut12 3/15/2003 0:00
018040 43 22 15 03 Telecom announcers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018093 43 22 15 04 Premise branch exch 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018047 43 22 15 05 Standalone telephone 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018048 43 22 15 06 Teleconferencing con 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018031 43 22 15 07 Autodialers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018035 43 22 15 08 Telephone busy lamp f12 3/15/2003 0:00
018036 43 22 15 09 Telephone call accou 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024373 43 22 15 10 Telephone call diverter12 3/15/2003 0:00
018039 43 22 15 13 Telephone call seque 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018032 43 22 15 14 Telephone dial backu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018041 43 22 15 15 Telephone line sharin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018042 43 22 15 16 Telephone line status m12 3/15/2003 0:00
018045 43 22 15 17 Telephony equipment 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018049 43 22 15 18 Telephony equipment 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018050 43 22 15 19 Voice mail systems 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024450 43 22 15 20 Interactive voice reco 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018044 43 22 15 21 Telecommunications re12 3/15/2003 0:00
004295 43 22 15 22 Teleconference equip 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018043 43 22 15 23 Music or message on h12 3/15/2003 0:00
025192 43 22 15 24 Music on hold adapter 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017995 43 22 15 25 Intercom systems 12 3/15/2003 0:00
019212 43 22 15 26 Telephone entry syste 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021167 43 22 16 00 Digital subscriber loop 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021168 43 22 16 01 Digital subscriber loop 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021169 43 22 16 02 Digital subscriber loop 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021170 43 22 16 03 Digital subscriber loop 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024376 43 22 17 00 Fixed network equipme12 3/15/2003 0:00
024455 43 22 17 01 Television core equip 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024242 43 22 17 02 Television access equ 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004287 43 22 17 03 Television antennas 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024243 43 22 17 04 Radio core equipment 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024378 43 22 17 05 Radio access equipm 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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004289 43 22 17 06 Radio antennas 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024377 43 22 17 07 Microwave core equipm12 3/15/2003 0:00
025193 43 22 17 08 Microwave access eq 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004286 43 22 17 09 Microwave antennas 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025194 43 22 17 10 Satellite core equipme 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024236 43 22 17 11 Satellite access equip 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004288 43 22 17 12 Satellite antennas 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004282 43 22 17 13 Shortwave core equip 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025195 43 22 17 14 Shortwave access eq 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025196 43 22 17 15 Shortwave antennas 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025197 43 22 17 16 Pager core equipment 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025198 43 22 17 17 Pager access equipm 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004290 43 22 17 18 Radar antennas 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004283 43 22 17 19 Aircraft antennas 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004284 43 22 17 20 Automotive antennas 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008300 43 22 17 21 Radio frequency data c12 3/15/2003 0:00
018083 43 22 18 00 Optical network devic 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018084 43 22 18 01 Optical amplifiers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004375 43 22 18 02 Optical network or co 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018087 43 22 18 03 Optical adapters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018072 43 22 18 04 Optical networking lase12 3/15/2003 0:00
018073 43 22 18 05 Asynchronous transfe 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018077 43 22 18 06 Synchronous optical n 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018067 43 22 18 07 Telecommunications 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018078 43 22 18 08 Synchronous digital hie12 3/15/2003 0:00
024379 43 22 25 00 Network security equi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014762 43 22 25 01 Firewall network secu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024380 43 22 25 02 VPN network security 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025758 43 22 25 03 Vulnerability Assessme12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
009946 43 22 26 00 Network service equip 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024381 43 22 26 02 Cable head end equipm12 3/15/2003 0:00
024382 43 22 26 04 Content delivery netw 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024383 43 22 26 05 Network gateway 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024384 43 22 26 06 Internet service node 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024385 43 22 26 07 Cache engine equipme12 3/15/2003 0:00
009949 43 22 26 08 Network repeaters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004371 43 22 26 09 Network routers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004370 43 22 26 10 Network service conc 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018068 43 22 26 11 Network channel or d 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009948 43 22 26 12 Network switches 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024386 43 22 26 15 Storage area network 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024387 43 22 26 19 Video networking equi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024452 43 22 26 20 Multiservice switch 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024451 43 22 26 21 Content switch 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014567 43 22 26 22 Server load balancer 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015481 43 22 26 23 Digital cross connects 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015482 43 22 26 24 Optical cross connect 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024374 43 22 26 25 Access servers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024375 43 22 26 26 Cable modems 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004381 43 22 26 27 Integrated services di 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004380 43 22 26 28 Modems 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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004382 43 22 26 29 Modem banks 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004377 43 22 26 30 Multistation access un 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018080 43 22 26 31 Wireless fidelity base 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024453 43 22 26 32 Broadband aggregato 12 3/15/2003 0:00
026362 43 22 26 33 Remote management 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
026363 43 22 26 34 Network management 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
004293 43 22 27 00 Telegraph equipment 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024388 43 22 27 01 Telegraph keys 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024389 43 22 27 02 Telegraph electromagn12 3/15/2003 0:00
024390 43 22 27 03 Telegraph sounders 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009934 43 22 28 00 Telephony equipment 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024391 43 22 28 01 Broadband or narrow 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024235 43 22 28 02 Circuit switchboard eq 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018079 43 22 28 03 Digital loop carrier DL 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024392 43 22 28 05 Private branch excha 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004270 43 22 28 06 Punch down blocks 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018069 43 22 28 11 Telephony equipment 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024200 43 22 28 13 Telephone switchboard12 3/15/2003 0:00
024196 43 22 28 14 Telecommunication e 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024197 43 22 28 15 Telecommunication ter12 3/15/2003 0:00
024198 43 22 28 16 Telephony keyers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024199 43 22 28 17 Telecommunication re 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024195 43 22 28 18 Telephone distributing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015485 43 22 28 19 Port connection panel 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015488 43 22 28 20 Voice echo cancellers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016797 43 22 28 21 Patch panel 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015484 43 22 28 22 Time division multiple 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024461 43 22 28 23 Wave division mulitple 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024201 43 22 28 24 Aerial cable rollers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024193 43 22 28 25 Telephone modification12 3/15/2003 0:00
024393 43 22 29 00 Telephony equipment 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018081 43 22 29 01 Line conditioners 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018112 43 22 29 02 Telephony cable air d 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004294 43 22 30 00 Teletype equipment 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024394 43 22 30 01 Teletype input device 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025199 43 22 31 00 Digital mobile network 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025200 43 22 31 01 2G GSM mobile core 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024465 43 22 31 02 2G GSM wireless acc 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025201 43 22 31 03 2,5G GPRS mobile co 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025202 43 22 31 04 2,5G GPRS wireless 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025203 43 22 31 05 3G UMTS mobile core 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025204 43 22 31 06 3G UMTS wireless ac 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025205 43 22 31 07 WLAN mobile core net12 3/15/2003 0:00
025206 43 22 31 08 WLAN wireless acces 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025207 43 22 31 09 IN SSP switching equi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025208 43 22 31 10 IN mobile core equip 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025209 43 22 31 11 OSS mobile core net 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025210 43 22 31 12 OSS wireless access 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025211 43 22 31 13 GSM UMT LAN antenn12 3/15/2003 0:00
025212 43 22 32 00 Mobile messaging pla 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025213 43 22 32 01 Voice messaging port 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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025214 43 22 32 02 Short message servic 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025215 43 22 32 03 Multimedia service ce 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025216 43 22 32 04 Unified messaging plat12 3/15/2003 0:00
025217 43 22 32 05 Instant messaging plat12 3/15/2003 0:00
025218 43 22 32 06 Wireless internet gate 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025219 43 22 32 07 Video streaming syste 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025220 43 22 32 08 Mobile or messaging 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025221 43 22 32 09 Location based mess 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025222 43 22 32 10 Micropayment messa 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018028 43 22 32 11 Paging controllers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018029 43 22 32 12 Paging terminals 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009160 43 23 00 00 Software 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009920 43 23 15 00 Business function spec12 3/15/2003 0:00
024395 43 23 15 01 Helpdesk or call cente 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021184 43 23 15 03 Procurement software 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024396 43 23 15 05 Human resources softw12 3/15/2003 0:00
024397 43 23 15 06 Materials requirement 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004209 43 23 15 07 Project management 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004190 43 23 15 08 Inventory manageme 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004223 43 23 15 09 Bar coding software 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004215 43 23 15 10 Label making softwar 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024433 43 23 15 11 Expert system softwar 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004236 43 23 15 12 License management 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004189 43 23 15 13 Office suite software 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024457 43 23 16 00 Finance accounting a 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004192 43 23 16 01 Accounting software 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024409 43 23 16 02 Enterprise resource pla12 3/15/2003 0:00
004187 43 23 16 03 Tax preparation softw 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004191 43 23 16 04 Financial analysis softw12 3/15/2003 0:00
024432 43 23 16 05 Time accounting soft 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024398 43 23 20 00 Computer game or ent12 3/15/2003 0:00
004253 43 23 20 01 Action games 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024399 43 23 20 02 Adventure games 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024400 43 23 20 03 Sports games 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004257 43 23 20 04 Family software 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004213 43 23 20 05 Music or sound editin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009921 43 23 21 00 Content authoring and 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016841 43 23 21 01 Pattern design softwa 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004203 43 23 21 02 Graphics or photo ima 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024401 43 23 21 03 Video creation and edi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004200 43 23 21 04 Word processing soft 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004206 43 23 21 05 Charting software 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004199 43 23 21 06 Presentation software 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018604 43 23 21 07 Web page creation and12 3/15/2003 0:00
024402 43 23 21 08 Calendar and scheduli 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004212 43 23 21 10 Spreadsheet software 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024454 43 23 21 11 Optical character read 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004198 43 23 21 12 Desktop publishing sof12 3/15/2003 0:00
004211 43 23 22 00 Content management 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024403 43 23 22 01 Content workflow soft 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004194 43 23 22 02 Document manageme 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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015344 43 23 22 03 File versioning softwa 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009918 43 23 23 00 Data management an 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024404 43 23 23 01 Categorization or clas 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014581 43 23 23 02 Clustering software 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024405 43 23 23 03 Customer relationship 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004183 43 23 23 04 Data base manageme 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024406 43 23 23 05 Data base reporting s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024407 43 23 23 06 Data base user interfa 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024408 43 23 23 07 Data mining software 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024410 43 23 23 09 Information retrieval o 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024411 43 23 23 10 Metadata manageme 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024412 43 23 23 11 Object oriented data b 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024413 43 23 23 12 Portal server software 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004240 43 23 23 13 Transaction server so 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004218 43 23 24 00 Development softwar 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004217 43 23 24 01 Configuration manage 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024414 43 23 24 02 Development environ 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024415 43 23 24 03 Enterprise application 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004219 43 23 24 04 Graphical user interfa 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024416 43 23 24 05 Object or component 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004221 43 23 24 06 Program testing softw 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024417 43 23 24 07 Requirements analysi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024241 43 23 24 08 Web platform developm12 3/15/2003 0:00
004216 43 23 24 09 Compiler and decompi12 3/15/2003 0:00
024240 43 23 25 00 Educational or referen 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004225 43 23 25 01 Foreign language soft 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004255 43 23 25 02 Computer based traini 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015100 43 23 25 03 Spell checkers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025223 43 23 25 04 Route navigation soft 12 3/15/2003 0:00
026364 43 23 25 05 Multi-media educationa13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
026365 43 23 25 06 Encyclopedia softwar 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
009933 43 23 26 00 Industry specific softwa12 3/15/2003 0:00
004260 43 23 26 01 Aviation ground supp 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004261 43 23 26 02 Aviation test software 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004188 43 23 26 03 Facilities management12 3/15/2003 0:00
004202 43 23 26 04 Computer aided design12 3/15/2003 0:00
010832 43 23 26 05 Analytical or scientific 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016791 43 23 26 06 Compliance software 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004259 43 23 26 07 Flight control software 12 3/15/2003 0:00
012610 43 23 26 08 Industrial control soft 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015335 43 23 26 09 Library software 12 3/15/2003 0:00
021156 43 23 26 10 Medical software 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004258 43 23 26 11 Point of sale POS softw12 3/15/2003 0:00
004205 43 23 26 12 Computer aided manu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024418 43 23 27 00 Network applications 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024419 43 23 27 01 Application server softw12 3/15/2003 0:00
004245 43 23 27 02 Desktop communicati 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004247 43 23 27 03 Interactive voice resp 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024420 43 23 27 04 Internet directory servi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004252 43 23 27 05 Internet browser softw 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024421 43 23 28 00 Network management 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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024422 43 23 28 01 Network monitoring s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004231 43 23 28 02 Network operating sys 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024423 43 23 28 03 Optical network mana 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004239 43 23 28 04 Administration softwar 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009929 43 23 29 00 Networking software 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004249 43 23 29 01 Access software 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004243 43 23 29 02 Communications serv 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024424 43 23 29 03 Contact center softwa 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024425 43 23 29 04 Fax software 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024426 43 23 29 05 LAN software 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004242 43 23 29 06 Multiplexer software 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010843 43 23 29 07 Storage networking s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004241 43 23 29 08 Switch or router softw 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024427 43 23 29 09 WAN switching softwa 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024428 43 23 29 10 Wireless software 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004234 43 23 29 11 Network connectivity te12 3/15/2003 0:00
004237 43 23 29 12 Gateway software 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004244 43 23 29 13 Bridge software 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004248 43 23 29 14 Modem software 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004229 43 23 29 15 Platform interconnecti 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009919 43 23 30 00 Operating environmen 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010679 43 23 30 01 Filesystem software 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004232 43 23 30 02 Network operation sys 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024239 43 23 30 04 Operating system softw12 3/15/2003 0:00
024429 43 23 32 00 Security and protectio 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004224 43 23 32 01 Authentication server 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024430 43 23 32 03 Network security or vi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024431 43 23 32 04 Network security and 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004228 43 23 32 05 Transaction security an12 3/15/2003 0:00
009928 43 23 34 00 Utility and device driv 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004238 43 23 34 01 Compact disc CD ser 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024434 43 23 34 02 Data conversion softw 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008955 43 23 34 03 Data compression sof 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024435 43 23 34 04 Compact disc CD or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024436 43 23 34 05 Device drivers or syst 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015523 43 23 34 06 Ethernet driver softwar12 3/15/2003 0:00
015524 43 23 34 07 Graphics card driver so12 3/15/2003 0:00
004226 43 23 34 10 Printer driver software 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004254 43 23 34 11 Screen saver softwar 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004197 43 23 34 13 Voice recognition soft 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004227 43 23 34 14 Storage media loadin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004222 43 23 34 15 Backup or archival soft12 3/15/2003 0:00
024464 43 23 35 00 Information exchange 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018544 43 23 35 01 Electronic mail softwa 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004250 43 23 35 02 Video conferencing so 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025224 43 23 35 03 Network conferencing 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025225 43 23 35 04 Instant messaging soft12 3/15/2003 0:00
025226 43 23 35 05 Ambient music or adv 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004208 43 23 35 06 Map creation software 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025227 43 23 35 07 Mobile operator speci 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025228 43 23 35 08 Mobile operator speci 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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025229 43 23 35 09 Mobile messaging serv12 3/15/2003 0:00
025230 43 23 35 10 Mobile internet servic 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025231 43 23 35 11 Mobile location based 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009013 44 00 00 00 Office Equipment and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009163 44 10 00 00 Office machines and t 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009956 44 10 15 00 Duplicating machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004396 44 10 15 01 Photocopiers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004397 44 10 15 02 Facsimile machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010775 44 10 15 03 Multifunction machine 4 8/29/2000 1:00
023920 44 10 15 04 Digital senders 10.1 5/15/2002 15:51
023947 44 10 15 05 Digital duplicators 10.2 6/14/2002 9:42
024012 44 10 15 06 Faxswitch machines 11 7/15/2002 9:04
009957 44 10 16 00 Paper processing ma 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
004398 44 10 16 01 Paper cutting machin 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
004399 44 10 16 02 Paper punching or bind2 2/22/1999 0:00
010873 44 10 16 03 Paper shredding mac 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
017796 44 10 16 04 Base protection boards8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
017813 44 10 16 05 Paper jogging machin 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
017814 44 10 16 06 Paper sorting machin 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
009958 44 10 17 00 Printer and photocopi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004400 44 10 17 01 Color options or upgra 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004401 44 10 17 02 Duplexer trays 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004402 44 10 17 03 Duplexer units 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004403 44 10 17 04 Facsimile handsets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008268 44 10 17 05 Office machine trays 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
015248 44 10 17 06 Photoconductor or im 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
016806 44 10 17 07 Stapler units 6.05 6/15/2001 10:32
017495 44 10 17 08 Ozone filters 7.5 9/14/2001 11:11
018612 44 10 17 09 Mirror assemblies 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
018613 44 10 17 10 Magnetic pickup asse 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
019189 44 10 17 11 Compressor assembl 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019211 44 10 17 12 Mailbox stackers 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019259 44 10 17 13 Copy counters 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019260 44 10 17 14 Facsimile units for offi 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019261 44 10 17 15 Platen covers 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019262 44 10 17 16 Hole punching units 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
023911 44 10 17 18 Infrared adapters 10.1 5/15/2002 15:51
023919 44 10 17 19 Copy or scan accesso 10.1 5/15/2002 15:51
023921 44 10 17 20 Language fonts 10.1 5/15/2002 15:51
023923 44 10 17 21 Media spindles 10.1 5/15/2002 15:53
023924 44 10 17 22 Multi bin mailbox pow 10.1 5/15/2002 15:53
023925 44 10 17 23 Multi bin mailboxes 10.1 5/15/2002 15:53
023926 44 10 17 24 Multi function upgrade 10.1 5/15/2002 15:53
023927 44 10 17 25 Printer cabinets 10.1 5/15/2002 15:53
023928 44 10 17 26 Printer emulation upgr 10.1 5/15/2002 15:53
023929 44 10 17 27 Printer stands 10.1 5/15/2002 15:53
023930 44 10 17 28 Roll feeds 10.1 5/15/2002 15:53
023945 44 10 17 29 Output stackers 10.2 6/14/2002 9:42
009959 44 10 18 00 Calculating machines a8 10/1/2001 9:13
004404 44 10 18 01 Calculators or access 8 10/1/2001 9:13
004405 44 10 18 02 Adding machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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004406 44 10 18 03 Accounting machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015387 44 10 18 04 Cash registers 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
018403 44 10 18 05 Calculator ribbons 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018478 44 10 18 06 Cash register ribbons 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009960 44 10 19 00 Check endorsing and w2 2/22/1999 0:00
004407 44 10 19 01 Check endorsing mac 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004408 44 10 19 02 Check writing machin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009961 44 10 20 00 Laminating supplies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004409 44 10 20 01 Lamination film 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014755 44 10 20 02 Laminator pouches 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
018578 44 10 20 03 Transfer foils 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
018583 44 10 20 04 Creative foils 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
009962 44 10 21 00 Mail machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004410 44 10 21 01 Franking or postage 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004411 44 10 21 02 Mail opening machines2 2/22/1999 0:00
004412 44 10 21 03 Mail sealing machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004413 44 10 21 04 Stamp canceling mac 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004414 44 10 21 05 Addressing machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014200 44 10 21 06 Letter folders 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
018599 44 10 21 07 Stamp affixers 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
025759 44 10 21 08 Mail machine accesso 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
009963 44 10 22 00 Scanner accessories 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004415 44 10 22 01 Endorsers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
023931 44 10 22 02 Scanner document fe 10.1 5/15/2002 15:53
023932 44 10 22 03 Scanner transparency 10.1 5/15/2002 15:53
009964 44 10 23 00 Packing machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004416 44 10 23 01 Bundling machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004417 44 10 23 02 Parcel wrapping mach 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004418 44 10 23 03 Seal presses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004419 44 10 23 04 Sealing machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004420 44 10 23 05 Strapping tensioners 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004421 44 10 23 06 Tying machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
019299 44 10 23 07 Collators 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
009965 44 10 24 00 Labeling machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004423 44 10 24 02 Dating or numbering 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004424 44 10 24 03 Identification ID press 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004425 44 10 24 04 Label applying machi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004426 44 10 24 05 Label making machin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004427 44 10 24 06 Lettering equipment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004428 44 10 24 07 Tape embosser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004429 44 10 24 08 Automatic labeling sy 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004430 44 10 24 09 Semi automatic labeli 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004431 44 10 24 11 Label dispensers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018530 44 10 24 12 Adhesive label cartrid 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009966 44 10 25 00 Sorting machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004432 44 10 25 01 Money counting machi2 2/22/1999 0:00
004433 44 10 25 02 Sorters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
019298 44 10 25 03 Coin wrapper machin 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
009967 44 10 26 00 Typing machines and a2 2/22/1999 0:00
004434 44 10 26 02 Typewriters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004435 44 10 26 03 Printwheels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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004436 44 10 26 04 Stenotype machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008469 44 10 26 05 Dictation machines 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
014512 44 10 26 06 Typerwriter ribbons 5.02 2/16/2001 16:13
014600 44 10 26 07 Word processors 5.03 2/28/2001 12:44
014949 44 10 26 08 Typewriter printing ele 6 3/29/2001 16:53
018574 44 10 26 09 Accessory or supply ki 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
018600 44 10 26 10 Typewriter starter kits 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
009968 44 10 28 00 Binding and laminatio 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004437 44 10 28 01 Laminators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009969 44 10 29 00 Office machine acces 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004438 44 10 29 01 Travel kits for office ma2 2/22/1999 0:00
004439 44 10 29 02 Storage accessories f 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004440 44 10 29 03 Tape cleaners 2 2/22/1999 0:00
013855 44 10 29 04 Air compressed spray 4.06 12/29/2000 10:31
013933 44 10 29 05 Small paper bags of 5 1/15/2001 9:12
014197 44 10 29 06 Computer or office eq 5.04 3/15/2001 8:48
014601 44 10 29 07 Equipment dust cover 5.03 2/28/2001 12:44
014697 44 10 29 08 Compact disc cleaner 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014698 44 10 29 09 Compact disc drive cl 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014769 44 10 29 10 Laminator trays 5.04 3/15/2001 8:48
014943 44 10 29 11 Cleaning wipes for offi 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015366 44 10 29 12 Cleaning solutions for 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015372 44 10 29 13 Compact disc destroy 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
009970 44 10 30 00 Fusers and accessori 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004441 44 10 30 01 Fuser cleaning pads o 8 10/1/2001 9:13
004442 44 10 30 02 Fuser oil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004443 44 10 30 03 Fuser wiper 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008289 44 10 30 04 Fusers 2.03 6/1/1999 0:00
019257 44 10 30 05 Fuser lamps or assem 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
009971 44 10 31 00 Printer and facsimile a 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004444 44 10 31 01 Printer or facsimile or p2 2/22/1999 0:00
004446 44 10 31 03 Toner 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004447 44 10 31 04 Transfer rolls 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004448 44 10 31 05 Ink cartridges 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004449 44 10 31 06 Ink sticks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004450 44 10 31 07 Printer or facsimile or p2 2/22/1999 0:00
004451 44 10 31 08 Developer for printers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
012591 44 10 31 09 Printer or facsimile or p4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
014768 44 10 31 10 Print heads 5.04 3/15/2001 8:48
014771 44 10 31 11 Ink rolls 5.04 3/15/2001 8:48
015064 44 10 31 12 Printer ribbon 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015213 44 10 31 13 Phasers or inkjet kits 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015261 44 10 31 14 Laserjet coating kits 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
016782 44 10 31 16 Kit for printer 6.05 6/15/2001 10:32
016799 44 10 31 17 Facsimile ribbons 6.05 6/15/2001 10:32
016827 44 10 31 18 Transparency film 7 6/29/2001 9:59
016840 44 10 31 19 Heat transfer paper for7 6/29/2001 9:59
017531 44 10 31 20 Toner collectors 8 10/1/2001 9:13
017667 44 10 31 21 Printer or facsimile or p8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
018564 44 10 31 22 Print bands 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
026366 44 10 31 23 Plotter pens 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
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026367 44 10 31 24 Thermal ribbon 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
010806 44 10 32 00 Office time recording 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010919 44 10 32 01 Time card machines 4.02 10/24/2000 14:00
010920 44 10 32 02 Time stamping machi 4.02 10/24/2000 14:00
014238 44 10 32 03 Time card machine re 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
015238 44 10 32 04 Time card racks 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015247 44 10 32 05 Time cards or sheets 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
012589 44 10 35 00 Binding machine supp 10 4/15/2002 10:00
014234 44 10 35 02 Binding covers 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
017559 44 10 35 03 Binding spines or sna 8.1 10/15/2001 9:47
017560 44 10 35 04 Binding coils or wire l 8.1 10/15/2001 9:47
017561 44 10 35 05 Binding combs or strip 8.1 10/15/2001 9:47
018561 44 10 35 06 Binding tape 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
018562 44 10 35 07 Binding Kits 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
026086 44 10 36 00 Cassette disposal equ 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026087 44 10 36 01 Cassette or tape shre 13 11/1/2003 0:00
009164 44 11 00 00 Office and desk acces 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009972 44 11 15 00 Organizers and access5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
004452 44 11 15 01 Message holders or di 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004453 44 11 15 02 Desk drawer organizer2 2/22/1999 0:00
004454 44 11 15 03 Desktop trays or orga 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014554 44 11 15 06 Paper or pad holder o 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
014706 44 11 15 07 Book ends 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
015101 44 11 15 09 Pen or pencil holders 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015207 44 11 15 10 Hanging organizers or 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015214 44 11 15 11 Display systems or its 8.1 10/15/2001 9:47
015237 44 11 15 12 Literature rack 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015254 44 11 15 13 Supports for diaries or 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015262 44 11 15 14 Stamp racks or organiz6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015267 44 11 15 15 File storage boxes or 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
016830 44 11 15 16 Personal organizers 7 6/29/2001 9:59
016861 44 11 15 17 Study stands 7 6/29/2001 9:59
017638 44 11 15 18 Business card holders 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017669 44 11 15 19 Collating racks 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
018611 44 11 15 20 Surface protectors or 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
014528 44 11 15 21 Copy holders 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009973 44 11 16 00 Cash handling supplie 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004456 44 11 16 01 Currency bags or wall 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004458 44 11 16 03 Coin sorters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004459 44 11 16 04 Coin wrappers or bill s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004460 44 11 16 05 Cash or ticket boxes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004461 44 11 16 06 Cash box trays 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004462 44 11 16 07 Check files 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015392 44 11 16 08 Coin banks 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015491 44 11 16 09 Counterfeit bill detect 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
017668 44 11 16 10 Coin trays 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017822 44 11 16 11 Money clips 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
017848 44 11 16 12 Coin bag seal 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
018456 44 11 16 13 Credit card holders 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018584 44 11 16 14 Bill strap racks 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
019258 44 11 16 15 Deposit bags 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
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019304 44 11 16 16 Check separators 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
009974 44 11 18 00 Drafting supplies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004463 44 11 18 01 Stencils or lettering ai 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004464 44 11 18 02 Drafting films 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004465 44 11 18 03 Compasses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004466 44 11 18 04 Drafting papers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004467 44 11 18 05 Curves 2 2/22/1999 0:00
001676 44 11 18 06 Protractors 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
004469 44 11 18 07 Scales 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004470 44 11 18 08 T squares 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004471 44 11 18 09 Templates 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004472 44 11 18 10 Triangles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014948 44 11 18 12 Drafting kits or sets 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015258 44 11 18 13 Drafting dots or tapes 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
017800 44 11 18 14 Work surface protecti 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
017815 44 11 18 15 Drafting table covers 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
009975 44 11 19 00 Boards 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004473 44 11 19 01 Planning boards or acc2 2/22/1999 0:00
004474 44 11 19 02 Electronic copyboards 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004475 44 11 19 03 Easels or accessories 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004476 44 11 19 04 Letter boards or acce 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004477 44 11 19 05 Dry erase boards or a 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004478 44 11 19 06 Chalk boards or acce 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004479 44 11 19 07 Bulletin boards or acc 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004480 44 11 19 08 Magnetic boards or a 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015537 44 11 19 09 Board cleaning kits or 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
017563 44 11 19 10 Hanging rails or holder8.1 10/15/2001 9:47
021188 44 11 19 11 Interactive whiteboards10 4/15/2002 10:44
009976 44 11 20 00 Planning systems 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004481 44 11 20 01 Address books or refill 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004482 44 11 20 02 Calendars 5.01 1/31/2001 16:40
004483 44 11 20 04 Meeting planners 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004484 44 11 20 05 Appointment books or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
013883 44 11 20 06 Diaries or refills 5.04 3/14/2001 12:28
014770 44 11 20 07 Suggestion box 5.04 3/15/2001 8:48
015257 44 11 20 08 Wall planners or refills 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
009165 44 12 00 00 Office supplies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009977 44 12 15 00 Mailing supplies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004485 44 12 15 01 Mailer tubes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004486 44 12 15 03 Mailers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:32
004487 44 12 15 04 Window envelopes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004488 44 12 15 05 Specialty envelopes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004489 44 12 15 06 Standard envelopes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010915 44 12 15 07 Catalog or clasp envel 4 8/29/2000 1:00
014683 44 12 15 08 Message droppers 5.04 3/14/2001 12:38
014708 44 12 15 09 Mailing bags 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014766 44 12 15 10 Mailing seals 5.04 3/15/2001 8:48
015380 44 12 15 11 Mailing boxes 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
017950 44 12 15 12 Mailer tube caps 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
009978 44 12 16 00 Desk supplies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004490 44 12 16 04 Stamps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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004491 44 12 16 05 Tape dispensers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004492 44 12 16 11 Paper or eyelet punche6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
004493 44 12 16 12 Paper cutters or refills 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
004494 44 12 16 13 Staple removers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004495 44 12 16 14 Call bells 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004496 44 12 16 15 Staplers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004497 44 12 16 17 Manual letter openers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004498 44 12 16 18 Scissors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004499 44 12 16 19 Pencil sharpeners 2 2/22/1999 0:00
011144 44 12 16 20 Finger stalls 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
014182 44 12 16 21 Desk pads or its acce 7.5 9/14/2001 11:11
014201 44 12 16 22 Moisteners 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
014237 44 12 16 23 Mechanical letter ope 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
014529 44 12 16 24 Embossing tools 5.02 2/16/2001 16:19
014703 44 12 16 25 Paper weights 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014767 44 12 16 26 Adhesive remover 5.04 3/15/2001 8:48
015102 44 12 16 27 Bookmarks 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015103 44 12 16 28 Clip holders or dispen 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015239 44 12 16 30 Stapler kit 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015250 44 12 16 31 Glue dispensers or re 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
016839 44 12 16 32 Scissor sharpener 7 6/29/2001 9:59
017557 44 12 16 33 Postage stamp dispen 8 10/1/2001 9:13
018209 44 12 16 34 Adhesive rollers 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018531 44 12 16 35 Adhesive tape spindles9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009979 44 12 17 00 Writing instruments 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004500 44 12 17 01 Rollerball pens 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004501 44 12 17 02 Pen or pencil sets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004502 44 12 17 03 Fountain pens 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004503 44 12 17 04 Ball point pens 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004504 44 12 17 05 Mechanical pencils 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004505 44 12 17 06 Wooden pencils 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004506 44 12 17 07 Colored pencils 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004507 44 12 17 08 Markers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004508 44 12 17 09 Crayons 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004509 44 12 17 10 Writing chalk or access6.05 6/15/2001 10:32
011050 44 12 17 11 Felt pen 4 8/29/2000 1:00
014705 44 12 17 12 Marker refills 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
015039 44 12 17 13 Pen nibs 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015259 44 12 17 14 Pencil or pen grips 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015260 44 12 17 15 Combination pen or p 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
017562 44 12 17 16 Highlighters 8.1 10/15/2001 9:47
018553 44 12 17 17 Combination pen and h9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
018595 44 12 17 18 Secured pen sets 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
009980 44 12 18 00 Correction media 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004510 44 12 18 01 Correction film or tape 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004511 44 12 18 02 Correction fluid 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008265 44 12 18 04 Erasers 2.02 5/15/1999 0:00
014239 44 12 18 05 Correction pens 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
014704 44 12 18 06 Correction pen refills 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014756 44 12 18 07 Eraser refills 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
017659 44 12 18 08 Electrical erasers 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
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009981 44 12 19 00 Ink and lead refills 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004513 44 12 19 02 Lead refills 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008869 44 12 19 04 Ink refills 2.1 10/15/1999 0:00
008919 44 12 19 05 Ink or stamp pads 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009982 44 12 20 00 Folders and binders a 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004515 44 12 20 01 Index card files 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004516 44 12 20 02 Sheet protectors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004517 44 12 20 03 Binders 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
004519 44 12 20 05 Magazine or book cove2 2/22/1999 0:00
004522 44 12 20 08 Tab indexes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004523 44 12 20 09 Rotary or business ca 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004524 44 12 20 10 Dividers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004525 44 12 20 11 Folders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004526 44 12 20 12 Clipboards 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008279 44 12 20 13 Report covers 2.03 6/1/1999 0:00
014235 44 12 20 14 Sheet lifters 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
014702 44 12 20 15 File backers 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014707 44 12 20 16 Document holder 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
015211 44 12 20 17 Hanging folders or ac 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015222 44 12 20 18 File inserts or tabs 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015253 44 12 20 19 File pockets or access 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015255 44 12 20 20 Card pockets 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015375 44 12 20 21 Postage stamp album 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015437 44 12 20 22 Folder binding accesso7 6/29/2001 9:59
017635 44 12 20 23 Archboards 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017636 44 12 20 24 Binder handles 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017637 44 12 20 25 Binder pockets or acc 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017798 44 12 20 26 Paper claws 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
017816 44 12 20 27 Expandable file folder 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
018533 44 12 20 28 Binder mounting chann9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009983 44 12 21 00 Fastening supplies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004527 44 12 21 01 Rubber bands 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004529 44 12 21 03 Clasp fasteners 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004530 44 12 21 04 Paper clips 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004531 44 12 21 05 Binder or bulldog clips 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004532 44 12 21 06 Pins or tacks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004533 44 12 21 07 Staples 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014760 44 12 21 09 Velcro fasteners 5.04 3/15/2001 8:48
015193 44 12 21 10 Adhesive mounts 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015236 44 12 21 11 Hole reinforcements 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015251 44 12 21 12 Round head fasteners 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015252 44 12 21 13 Tag fasteners 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015256 44 12 21 14 Screw posts 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015265 44 12 21 15 Adhesive corners 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015393 44 12 21 16 Bag clips 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
016970 44 12 21 17 Book rings 7.3 8/15/2001 9:00
017849 44 12 21 18 Prong fasteners 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
017850 44 12 21 19 Self adhesive fastene 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
018534 44 12 21 20 Binder posts 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
018596 44 12 21 21 Wall or board clips 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
009014 45 00 00 00 Printing and Photogra 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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009166 45 10 00 00 Printing and publishin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009984 45 10 15 00 Printing machinery an 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004534 45 10 15 01 Heliographic printers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004535 45 10 15 02 Offset printing presse 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004536 45 10 15 03 Letterpress equipmen 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004537 45 10 15 04 Lithographic equipme 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004538 45 10 15 05 Photogravure printing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004539 45 10 15 06 Silk screen printing m 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004540 45 10 15 07 Printing presses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004541 45 10 15 08 Perforating machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008307 45 10 15 09 Ultraviolet UV rotary pr12 3/15/2003 0:00
008308 45 10 15 10 Flexographic printer 2.06 7/15/1999 0:00
008309 45 10 15 11 Inkjet printer for com 2.06 7/15/1999 0:00
008310 45 10 15 12 Thermal transfer print 2.06 7/15/1999 0:00
008311 45 10 15 13 Hot stamp printer 2.06 7/15/1999 0:00
008312 45 10 15 14 Pad printer 2.06 7/15/1999 0:00
008313 45 10 15 15 Core printer 2.06 7/15/1999 0:00
009985 45 10 16 00 Printing machinery ac 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004542 45 10 16 02 Offset darkroom equip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004543 45 10 16 03 Offset printing consu 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004544 45 10 16 04 Offset printing plate pr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004546 45 10 16 06 Offset film processors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004547 45 10 16 07 Silk screen arc lamps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004548 45 10 16 08 Silk screen screens 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004549 45 10 16 09 Silk screen printing ra 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004550 45 10 16 10 Silk screen vacuum pr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004551 45 10 16 11 Silk screen squeegee 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009986 45 10 17 00 Printing accessories 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004552 45 10 17 01 Printing assemblers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004553 45 10 17 02 Printing guillotines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004554 45 10 17 03 Printing collators or d 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004555 45 10 17 04 Printing cutters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004556 45 10 17 05 Printing trimmers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004557 45 10 17 06 Printing punches 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004558 45 10 17 07 Printing plates 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004559 45 10 17 08 Printing awls 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009987 45 10 18 00 Book binding and sewi9 1/2/2002 13:00
004560 45 10 18 01 Book creasing machin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004561 45 10 18 02 Book cutting machine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004562 45 10 18 03 Book punching machi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004563 45 10 18 04 Book stitching machine2 2/22/1999 0:00
004564 45 10 18 05 Book jogging machine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004565 45 10 18 06 Book gathering machi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004566 45 10 18 07 Book folding machine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017795 45 10 18 08 Thermal book binding 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
009988 45 10 19 00 Printing laboratory eq 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004567 45 10 19 01 Banding machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004568 45 10 19 02 Platemakers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004569 45 10 19 03 Paper drilling machine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004570 45 10 19 04 Enlargers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004571 45 10 19 05 Drawing or retouching 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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009989 45 10 20 00 Composing machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004572 45 10 20 01 Intertype composing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004573 45 10 20 02 Linotype composing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004574 45 10 20 03 Photocomposition ma 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004575 45 10 20 04 Monotype composing m2 2/22/1999 0:00
004576 45 10 20 05 Phototypesetting mac 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009167 45 11 00 00 Audio and visual pres 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
009990 45 11 15 00 Lecterns and sound s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004577 45 11 15 01 Free standing lecterns 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004578 45 11 15 02 Table top lecterns 2 2/22/1999 0:00
016866 45 11 15 03 Gavels or sounding bl 7 6/29/2001 9:59
017805 45 11 15 04 Lighting or power or d 10.1 5/15/2002 15:53
009991 45 11 16 00 Projectors and supplie 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004579 45 11 16 01 Pointers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004580 45 11 16 02 Projection lamps 13 11/1/2003 0:00
004581 45 11 16 03 Projection screens or 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
004582 45 11 16 04 Slide projectors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004583 45 11 16 05 Transparency equipm 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004584 45 11 16 06 Liquid crystal display 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004585 45 11 16 07 Overhead projectors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004586 45 11 16 08 Film projectors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004587 45 11 16 09 Multimedia projectors 13 11/1/2003 0:00
004588 45 11 16 10 Epidiascopes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015688 45 11 16 12 Dissolve controls 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015689 45 11 16 13 Cathode ray tube proj 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015690 45 11 16 14 Liquid crystal display 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015691 45 11 16 15 Projection lenses 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015694 45 11 16 16 Video projectors 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016832 45 11 16 17 Overhead projector or 7 6/29/2001 9:59
016875 45 11 16 18 Presentation light box 7.1 7/17/2001 10:24
015672 45 11 17 00 Audio presentation and8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
015673 45 11 17 01 Assistive listening devi6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015674 45 11 17 02 Audio jack boxes 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015675 45 11 17 03 Listening centers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
017953 45 11 17 04 Audio mixing console 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
018579 45 11 17 05 Public address syste 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
015676 45 11 18 00 Video and combinatio 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015677 45 11 18 01 Media control system 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015678 45 11 18 02 Television mounts 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015679 45 11 18 03 Scan converters 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015680 45 11 18 04 Line doublers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015681 45 11 18 05 Video editors 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015682 45 11 18 06 Distance learning syste6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015683 45 11 18 07 Interfaces 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015684 45 11 18 08 Lighting controls 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
018560 45 11 18 09 Television mount acc 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
021180 45 11 18 10 Visual presenters 10 4/15/2002 10:44
015685 45 11 19 00 Phone and video conf 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015686 45 11 19 01 Audioconferencing sy 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015687 45 11 19 02 Videoconferencing sy 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
017652 45 11 20 00 Microfilm equipment an8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
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012554 45 11 20 01 Microfiche or microfil 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017653 45 11 20 02 Microfiche reader prin 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017836 45 11 20 03 Microfiche or microfil 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
017837 45 11 20 04 Microfiche reader prin 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
009168 45 12 00 00 Photographic or filmin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009992 45 12 15 00 Cameras 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004589 45 12 15 01 Still cameras 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004590 45 12 15 02 Instant print cameras 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004591 45 12 15 03 Disposable cameras 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004592 45 12 15 04 Digital cameras 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004593 45 12 15 05 Cinematographic came2 2/22/1999 0:00
010830 45 12 15 06 Video conference ca 4 8/29/2000 1:00
004595 45 12 15 10 Aerial cameras 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004596 45 12 15 11 High speed cameras 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004597 45 12 15 12 Underwater cameras 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004598 45 12 15 13 Offset cameras 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004599 45 12 15 14 Photocopier cameras 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004600 45 12 15 15 Hand held camcorder 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015692 45 12 15 16 Digital camcorders or v12 3/15/2003 0:00
015693 45 12 15 17 Document camera 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016874 45 12 15 18 Camera kits 7.1 7/17/2001 10:24
018149 45 12 15 19 Low light camera 9 1/2/2002 13:00
026316 45 12 15 20 Web cameras 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
009993 45 12 16 00 Camera accessories 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004601 45 12 16 01 Camera flashes or lig 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004602 45 12 16 02 Camera tripods 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
004603 45 12 16 03 Camera lenses or filter2 2/22/1999 0:00
015354 45 12 16 04 Camera shutters 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015355 45 12 16 05 Screen frames 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015356 45 12 16 06 Camera harnesses 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015357 45 12 16 07 Camera blocks or hol 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015358 45 12 16 08 Camera assemblies 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015359 45 12 16 09 Camera brackets 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015360 45 12 16 10 Camera cables 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015361 45 12 16 11 Lens cover 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015362 45 12 16 12 Camera tables 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015363 45 12 16 13 Camera enclosures or 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015364 45 12 16 14 Retrofit kits 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015365 45 12 16 15 Camera rings 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
016809 45 12 16 16 Pan heads 6.05 6/15/2001 10:32
017533 45 12 16 17 Camera bags 8 10/1/2001 9:13
017534 45 12 16 18 Camera lens adapters 8 10/1/2001 9:13
017537 45 12 16 19 Picture card wallets 8 10/1/2001 9:13
017540 45 12 16 20 Camera power adapte 8 10/1/2001 9:13
017545 45 12 16 21 Picture card adapters 8 10/1/2001 9:13
017656 45 12 16 22 Camera lens cleaners 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
018132 45 12 16 23 Camera controllers 9 1/2/2002 13:00
009994 45 12 17 00 Photographic processi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004604 45 12 17 01 Film driers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004605 45 12 17 02 Film washers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004606 45 12 17 03 Film splicers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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004607 45 12 17 04 Film editors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004608 45 12 17 05 Photographic enlarger 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017792 45 12 17 06 Photo cutters or trimm 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
017663 45 12 18 00 Microfilm production eq8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
004594 45 12 18 01 Microfilm cameras 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017664 45 12 18 02 Microfilm duplicators 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017665 45 12 18 03 Microfilm jacket fillers 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017666 45 12 18 04 Microfilm processors 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017838 45 12 18 05 Microfilm camera comp8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
017839 45 12 18 06 Microfilm duplicator c 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
017840 45 12 18 07 Microfilm jacket filler co8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
017841 45 12 18 08 Microfilm processor c 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
017842 45 12 18 09 Microfilm film supplies 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
017843 45 12 18 10 Microfilm sundry com 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
009169 45 13 00 00 Photographic and rec 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009995 45 13 15 00 Still picture film 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004609 45 13 15 01 Color film 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004610 45 13 15 02 Black and white film 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004611 45 13 15 03 Instant picture film 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004613 45 13 15 05 X ray film 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009996 45 13 16 00 Moving picture media 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004614 45 13 16 01 Motion picture camera 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004615 45 13 16 04 Blank video tapes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015228 45 13 17 00 Media storage 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015229 45 13 17 01 Slide trays or organiz 7 6/29/2001 9:59
009170 45 14 00 00 Photographic filmmaki 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009997 45 14 15 00 Photographic processi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004616 45 14 15 01 Developer solution 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004617 45 14 15 02 Fixative 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009998 45 14 16 00 Darkroom supplies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004618 45 14 16 01 Developing trays 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004619 45 14 16 02 Developing tanks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004620 45 14 16 03 Developing tongs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009015 46 00 00 00 Defense and Law Enf 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009171 46 10 00 00 Light weapons and a 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009999 46 10 15 00 Firearms 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004621 46 10 15 01 Machine guns 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004622 46 10 15 02 Police or security shotg2 2/22/1999 0:00
004623 46 10 15 03 Military rifles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004624 46 10 15 04 Handguns 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004625 46 10 15 05 Air rifles or air handgun2 2/22/1999 0:00
015025 46 10 15 06 Parts of guns or pistol 6 3/29/2001 16:53
010000 46 10 16 00 Ammunition 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004626 46 10 16 01 Defense or law enforce2 2/22/1999 0:00
010001 46 10 17 00 Ammunition handling 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004627 46 10 17 01 Tank ammunition han 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004628 46 10 17 02 Aircraft ammunition h 2 2/22/1999 0:00
016900 46 10 18 00 Arms and ammunition 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
016901 46 10 18 01 Gun cases 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
009172 46 11 00 00 Conventional war wea 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010002 46 11 15 00 Bombs and grenades 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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004629 46 11 15 01 Grenades 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004630 46 11 15 02 Mines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004631 46 11 15 03 Mortar bombs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010003 46 11 16 00 Gun systems 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004632 46 11 16 01 Chain gun systems 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004633 46 11 16 02 Gatling gun systems 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010004 46 11 17 00 Infrared IR sensors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008517 46 11 17 01 Infrared IR coolers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008519 46 11 17 02 Infrared IR detectors 12 3/15/2003 0:00
011109 46 11 18 00 Naval weapons 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011110 46 11 18 01 Torpedoes 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
009173 46 12 00 00 Missiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010005 46 12 15 00 Guided missiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004634 46 12 15 01 Air to air missiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004635 46 12 15 02 Antiaircraft missiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004636 46 12 15 03 Antimissile missiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004637 46 12 15 04 Antiship missiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004638 46 12 15 05 Antitank missiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004639 46 12 15 06 Ballistic missiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004640 46 12 15 07 Cruise missiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004641 46 12 15 08 Surface to air missiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004642 46 12 15 09 Antiballistic missiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004643 46 12 15 10 Surface to surface mi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004644 46 12 15 11 Air to surface missiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004645 46 12 15 12 Training missiles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010006 46 12 16 00 Missile subsystems 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004646 46 12 16 01 Electronic safe or arm 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004647 46 12 16 02 Solid missile boosters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004648 46 12 16 03 Missile warheads 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004649 46 12 16 04 Safety pin pullers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004650 46 12 16 05 Jet reaction control ass2 2/22/1999 0:00
009174 46 13 00 00 Rockets and subsystem2 2/22/1999 0:00
010007 46 13 15 00 Launch vehicles and ro2 2/22/1999 0:00
004651 46 13 15 01 Multi stage rockets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004652 46 13 15 02 Reusable rockets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004653 46 13 15 03 Single stage rockets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004654 46 13 15 04 Liquid rockets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004655 46 13 15 05 Solid rockets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010008 46 13 16 00 Boosters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004656 46 13 16 01 Reusable boosters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004657 46 13 16 02 Solid boosters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004658 46 13 16 03 Multi stage boosters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004659 46 13 16 04 Liquid boosters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009175 46 14 00 00 Launchers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010009 46 14 15 00 Missile and rocket lau 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004660 46 14 15 01 Missile launchers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004661 46 14 15 02 Rocket launchers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009176 46 15 00 00 Law enforcement 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010010 46 15 15 00 Crowd control equipme2 2/22/1999 0:00
004662 46 15 15 01 Barricades 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004663 46 15 15 02 Riot helmets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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004664 46 15 15 03 Riot shields 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004665 46 15 15 04 Body armour 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004666 46 15 15 05 Barriers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
019170 46 15 15 06 Riot batons 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
023960 46 15 15 07 Queuing control syste 10.2 6/14/2002 9:42
010011 46 15 16 00 Security and control e 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004667 46 15 16 01 Handcuffs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004668 46 15 16 02 Night sticks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004670 46 15 16 04 Alcohol analysers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004671 46 15 16 05 Weapons or explosive 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004672 46 15 16 06 Narcotic test kits 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017522 46 15 16 07 Security lanyards 8 10/1/2001 9:13
018634 46 15 17 00 Forensic equipment a 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018636 46 15 17 02 Fingerprint applicators 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018637 46 15 17 03 Fingerprint ink 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018638 46 15 17 04 Fingerprint ink remov 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018639 46 15 17 05 Fingerprint or palmpri 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018640 46 15 17 06 Fingerprint latent print 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018641 46 15 17 07 Fingerprint lifters 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018642 46 15 17 08 Forensic magnifiers 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018643 46 15 17 09 Fingerprint marking p 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018644 46 15 17 10 Fingerprint powders 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018645 46 15 17 11 Footprint lifters 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018646 46 15 17 12 Forensic chemical wo 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018647 46 15 17 13 Forensic latent print c 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018648 46 15 17 14 Evidence drying cabine9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
004669 46 15 17 15 Fingerprint equipment 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
009177 46 16 00 00 Public safety and contr2 2/22/1999 0:00
010012 46 16 15 00 Traffic control 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004673 46 16 15 01 Airport signaling system2 2/22/1999 0:00
004674 46 16 15 02 Railway signaling syste2 2/22/1999 0:00
004675 46 16 15 03 Marine signaling syste 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004676 46 16 15 04 Traffic signals 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004677 46 16 15 05 Parking meters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
013857 46 16 15 06 Snow or ice melter 4.06 12/29/2000 10:57
013884 46 16 15 07 Barrier tapes or chain 8 10/1/2001 9:13
013901 46 16 15 08 Traffic cones or deline 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
014204 46 16 15 09 Speed stoppers 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
017657 46 16 15 10 Gate barrier systems 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
012714 46 16 16 00 Water safety 4.05 12/18/2000 7:55
012715 46 16 16 01 Rope float lines 4.05 12/18/2000 7:55
013885 46 16 16 02 Life rings 5 1/15/2001 8:15
013886 46 16 16 03 Pool alarms 5 1/15/2001 8:15
013887 46 16 16 04 Life vests or preserve 5 1/15/2001 8:15
009178 46 17 00 00 Security surveillance 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010013 46 17 15 00 Locks and security ha 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
004678 46 17 15 01 Padlocks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004679 46 17 15 02 Cable locks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004680 46 17 15 03 Lock sets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004681 46 17 15 04 Pushbutton locks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004682 46 17 15 05 Keys 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
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004683 46 17 15 06 Safes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004684 46 17 15 07 Security bars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004685 46 17 15 08 Number locks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014526 46 17 15 09 Key cabinets or organi 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
015026 46 17 15 10 Time locks 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015063 46 17 15 11 Lockout devices 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015227 46 17 15 12 Instrument locks 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015435 46 17 15 13 Locking cam 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
016920 46 17 15 14 Security chains or acce7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
017821 46 17 15 15 Key chains or key case8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
018566 46 17 15 16 Door guards 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
018593 46 17 15 17 Keyhole signals 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
010014 46 17 16 00 Surveillance and dete 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004686 46 17 16 02 Safety horns 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004687 46 17 16 03 Clock timers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004688 46 17 16 04 Alarm systems 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004689 46 17 16 05 Door chimes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004690 46 17 16 06 Sirens 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004691 46 17 16 07 Buzzers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004692 46 17 16 08 Motion detectors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004693 46 17 16 09 Convex security mirro 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004694 46 17 16 10 Security cameras 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004695 46 17 16 11 Video identification sy 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004696 46 17 16 12 Video monitors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004697 46 17 16 13 Gas detectors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004699 46 17 16 15 Light enhancing camer2 2/22/1999 0:00
004700 46 17 16 16 Radar detectors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015027 46 17 16 17 Door eyes 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015374 46 17 16 18 Door bells 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
017658 46 17 16 19 Security or access co 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017972 46 17 16 20 Safety light curtains 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
018589 46 17 16 21 Surveillance video or 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
009179 46 18 00 00 Personal safety and p 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010015 46 18 15 00 Safety apparel 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004701 46 18 15 01 Protective aprons 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004702 46 18 15 02 Bullet proof vests 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004703 46 18 15 03 Protective coveralls 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004704 46 18 15 04 Protective gloves 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004705 46 18 15 05 Protective knee pads 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004706 46 18 15 06 Protective ponchos 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004707 46 18 15 07 Safety vests 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004708 46 18 15 08 Fire retardant apparel 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004709 46 18 15 09 Hazardous material pr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004712 46 18 15 12 Cleanroom apparel 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004714 46 18 15 14 Elbow protectors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004716 46 18 15 16 Safety sleeves 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004717 46 18 15 17 Insulated or flotation su2 2/22/1999 0:00
004718 46 18 15 18 Heat resistant clothing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004720 46 18 15 20 Leg protectors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004722 46 18 15 22 Safety hoods 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010680 46 18 15 25 Protective rainwear or 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
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010681 46 18 15 26 Protective shirts 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
010682 46 18 15 27 Protective pants 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
010683 46 18 15 28 Protective frock 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
010838 46 18 15 29 Insulated clothing for 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
014549 46 18 15 30 Protective finger cots 5.02 2/16/2001 16:23
015476 46 18 15 31 Reflective apparel or 7.5 9/14/2001 11:11
015533 46 18 15 32 Lab coats 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
018302 46 18 15 33 Protective coats 9.1 1/15/2002 10:05
019297 46 18 15 34 Protective wristbands 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
021186 46 18 15 35 Protective socks or ho 10 4/15/2002 10:44
010016 46 18 16 00 Safety footwear 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004724 46 18 16 01 Fire retardant footwear2 2/22/1999 0:00
004725 46 18 16 02 Hazardous material pr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004726 46 18 16 03 Cleanroom footwear 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004727 46 18 16 04 Safety boots 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004728 46 18 16 05 Safety shoes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
016907 46 18 16 06 Footwear covers 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
010017 46 18 17 00 Face and head protect2 2/22/1999 0:00
004729 46 18 17 01 Hard hats 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004730 46 18 17 02 Facial shields 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004731 46 18 17 03 Welding masks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004732 46 18 17 04 Safety helmets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004733 46 18 17 05 Motorcycle helmets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
016908 46 18 17 06 Helmet parts or access7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
018422 46 18 17 07 Facial shields parts or 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
010018 46 18 18 00 Vision protection and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004734 46 18 18 01 Eyewear holders or c 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
004735 46 18 18 02 Safety glasses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004736 46 18 18 03 Eye shields 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004737 46 18 18 04 Goggles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004738 46 18 18 05 Video display filters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014188 46 18 18 06 Lens cleaner 5.01 1/31/2001 16:40
018522 46 18 18 08 Goggle protective cov 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
023983 46 18 18 09 Eye shield garters 11 7/15/2002 9:04
024302 46 18 18 10 Eyewashers or eye w 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018421 46 18 18 11 Protective lens 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010019 46 18 19 00 Hearing protectors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004739 46 18 19 01 Ear plugs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004740 46 18 19 02 Ear muffs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017497 46 18 19 03 Earmuff replacement 7.5 9/14/2001 11:11
010020 46 18 20 00 Respiratory protection 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004741 46 18 20 01 Masks or accessories 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
004742 46 18 20 02 Respirators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004743 46 18 20 03 Gas masks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010729 46 18 20 04 Respiration air supplyi 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
015022 46 18 20 05 Mask or respirators filt 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
017863 46 18 20 06 Protective films 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
017925 46 18 20 07 Powered air purifying 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
010021 46 18 21 00 Anti static equipment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004744 46 18 21 01 Antistatic wrist straps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004745 46 18 21 02 Heel grounding straps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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010972 46 18 21 03 Grounding hardware 4 8/29/2000 1:00
011057 46 18 21 04 Anti static floor mats 4 8/29/2000 1:00
014493 46 18 21 05 Anti static worktable 5.02 2/16/2001 16:07
014730 46 18 21 06 Antistatic belts 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
015185 46 18 21 07 Antistatic maintenanc 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015288 46 18 21 08 Antistatic toe straps 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
010022 46 18 22 00 Ergonomic support ai 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004746 46 18 22 01 Back support belts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004747 46 18 22 02 Elbow supports 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004748 46 18 22 03 Back support rests 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004749 46 18 22 04 Wrist braces 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004750 46 18 22 05 Foot rests 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004751 46 18 22 06 Wrist rests 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010684 46 18 22 07 Ankle supports 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
014236 46 18 22 08 Shoe insoles 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
017622 46 18 22 09 Knee supports 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
014488 46 18 23 00 Fall protection 5.02 2/16/2001 16:07
014489 46 18 23 01 Lifelines or lifeline equ 5.02 2/16/2001 16:07
014645 46 18 23 02 Fall protection lanyard 5.03 2/28/2001 12:44
015186 46 18 23 03 Safety harness winde 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015200 46 18 23 04 Anchorage connector 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015353 46 18 23 05 Self retracting lanyard 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
004719 46 18 23 06 Safety harnesses or be9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
014496 46 18 24 00 Decontamination aids 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
014497 46 18 24 01 Decontamination sho 5.02 2/16/2001 16:07
018448 46 18 24 02 Safety wash units 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
016914 46 18 25 00 Personal safety devic 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
016915 46 18 25 01 Repellents for canine 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
009180 46 19 00 00 Fire protection 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010023 46 19 15 00 Fire prevention 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004752 46 19 15 01 Smoke detectors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004753 46 19 15 02 Heat detectors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014498 46 19 15 03 Fire resistant coatings 5.02 2/16/2001 16:07
017958 46 19 15 04 Flame detectors 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
023972 46 19 15 05 Fire alarm systems 11 7/15/2002 9:04
010024 46 19 16 00 Fire fighting equipmen 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004754 46 19 16 01 Fire extinguishers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004755 46 19 16 02 Fire sprinkler systems 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004756 46 19 16 03 Fire hoses or nozzles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004757 46 19 16 04 Fire blankets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004758 46 19 16 05 Fire suppression hand 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004759 46 19 16 06 Fire suppression foam 2 2/22/1999 0:00
012565 46 19 16 07 Fire breathing apparat 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
023943 46 19 16 08 Fire suppression syst 10.1 5/15/2002 15:53
026088 46 19 16 09 Fire escape equipmen 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026317 46 19 16 10 Fire sprinkler heads 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
009016 47 00 00 00 Cleaning Equipment a 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009181 47 10 00 00 Water and wastewate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010025 47 10 15 00 Water treatment and s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004760 47 10 15 01 Activated carbon equi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004761 47 10 15 02 Ammonia removal eq 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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004762 47 10 15 03 Carbon filtration equipm2 2/22/1999 0:00
004763 47 10 15 04 Bacterial removal equi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004764 47 10 15 05 Chlorine handling equi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004765 47 10 15 06 Corrosion control equip2 2/22/1999 0:00
004766 47 10 15 07 Grit chambers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004767 47 10 15 08 Desalination equipme 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004768 47 10 15 09 Fluoridation equipmen 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004769 47 10 15 10 Iron removal equipme 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004770 47 10 15 11 Ion exchange equipm 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004771 47 10 15 12 Mixers or agitators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004772 47 10 15 13 Oxygen generators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004773 47 10 15 14 Water purification equi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004774 47 10 15 16 Turbidimeters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004775 47 10 15 17 Ultraviolet disinfection 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004776 47 10 15 18 Water conditioners 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004777 47 10 15 19 Water softening acces 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004778 47 10 15 21 Ultrafiltration equipmen2 2/22/1999 0:00
004779 47 10 15 22 Packaged water treat 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004780 47 10 15 23 Collection tanks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004781 47 10 15 24 Sludge or sewage co 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004782 47 10 15 25 Dewatering equipment2 2/22/1999 0:00
004783 47 10 15 26 Sludge pelletizers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004784 47 10 15 27 Sludge shredders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004785 47 10 15 28 Water treatment dryers2 2/22/1999 0:00
004786 47 10 15 29 Incinerators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004787 47 10 15 30 Odor control equipme 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004788 47 10 15 31 Septic tanks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004789 47 10 15 32 Settling tanks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004790 47 10 15 33 Lift stations 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004791 47 10 15 34 Sewage distributors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004792 47 10 15 35 Sludge disposal equipm2 2/22/1999 0:00
004793 47 10 15 36 Sludge collectors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004794 47 10 15 37 Sludge conditioning e 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004795 47 10 15 38 Sludge or sewage dig 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004796 47 10 15 39 Sludge or sewage re 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010026 47 10 16 00 Water treatment cons 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004797 47 10 16 01 Algaecides 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004798 47 10 16 02 Antiscalants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004799 47 10 16 03 Descalers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004800 47 10 16 04 Boiler feed chemicals 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004801 47 10 16 05 Bacterial removal che 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004802 47 10 16 06 Corrosion control che 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004803 47 10 16 07 Odor control chemicals2 2/22/1999 0:00
004804 47 10 16 08 Flocculents 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004805 47 10 16 09 Microbiocides 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004806 47 10 16 10 Water softening compo2 2/22/1999 0:00
004807 47 10 16 11 Demulsifiers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004808 47 10 16 12 Polyelectrolytes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018445 47 10 16 13 Buffer solutions 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
009182 47 11 00 00 Industrial laundry and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010027 47 11 15 00 Washing and drying e 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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004809 47 11 15 01 Laundry type combine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004810 47 11 15 02 Laundry type washing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004811 47 11 15 03 Clothes dryers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014934 47 11 15 05 Laundry equipment st 6 3/29/2001 16:53
010028 47 11 16 00 Ironing equipment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004813 47 11 16 01 Ironing machines or p 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004814 47 11 16 02 Folding machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004815 47 11 16 03 Steam pressing machi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010029 47 11 17 00 Dry cleaning equipme 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004816 47 11 17 01 Dry cleaning machine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009183 47 12 00 00 Janitorial equipment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010030 47 12 15 00 Janitor carts and acces2 2/22/1999 0:00
004817 47 12 15 01 Janitor carts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004818 47 12 15 02 Janitor cart accessori 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010031 47 12 16 00 Floor machines and a 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004819 47 12 16 02 Vacuum cleaners 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004820 47 12 16 03 Floor polishers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004821 47 12 16 04 Wet or dry combination2 2/22/1999 0:00
012703 47 12 16 05 Floor scrubbers 4.05 12/18/2000 7:53
012707 47 12 16 06 Carpet sweepers 4.05 12/18/2000 7:53
012711 47 12 16 07 Vacuum cleaner suppl 4.05 12/18/2000 7:53
012720 47 12 16 08 Floor machine pads 4.05 12/18/2000 8:12
013896 47 12 16 09 Carpet cleaning equipm5 1/15/2001 8:29
014216 47 12 16 10 Floor washing machine5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
017639 47 12 16 11 Floor scrapers 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017643 47 12 16 12 Floor sweepers 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
019300 47 12 16 13 Floor polisher access 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
010032 47 12 17 00 Waste containers and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004822 47 12 17 01 Trash bags 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004823 47 12 17 02 Waste containers or rig4.06 12/29/2000 12:13
004824 47 12 17 03 Smoking urns or acce 2 2/22/1999 0:00
012721 47 12 17 04 Waste container lids 4.05 12/18/2000 8:12
014721 47 12 17 05 Urn sand bags 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
015104 47 12 17 06 Ash trays 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
016971 47 12 17 07 Motion sickness bags 7.3 8/15/2001 9:00
018309 47 12 17 08 Hygienic bags 9.1 1/15/2002 10:05
010033 47 12 18 00 Cleaning equipment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004825 47 12 18 01 Cleaning dusters 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
004826 47 12 18 02 Lint removers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004827 47 12 18 03 Squeegees or washers10 4/15/2002 10:00
004828 47 12 18 04 Cleaning pails or buck 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008862 47 12 18 05 Pressure or steam clea2.1 10/15/1999 0:00
012594 47 12 18 06 Mop wringer 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
013874 47 12 18 07 Drain or toilet plunger 4.06 12/29/2000 12:17
013913 47 12 18 08 Drain or pipe cleaning 5 1/15/2001 9:05
015024 47 12 18 09 Degreasing pans 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015196 47 12 18 10 Cleaning rag dispens 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015425 47 12 18 11 Duct cleaning machin 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
017570 47 12 18 12 Cleaning scrapers 8.1 10/15/2001 9:47
017571 47 12 18 13 Scraper replacement 8.1 10/15/2001 9:47
017640 47 12 19 00 Cleaning equipment ac8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
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017641 47 12 19 01 Squeege or washer h 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017642 47 12 19 02 Squeege or washer a 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
019301 47 12 19 03 Pressure or steam clea9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
009184 47 13 00 00 Cleaning and janitorial 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010034 47 13 15 00 Cleaning rags and clo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004829 47 13 15 01 Rags 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004830 47 13 15 02 Cleaning cloths or wipe8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017628 47 13 15 03 Chamois or wash leat 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
010035 47 13 16 00 Brooms and mops an 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004831 47 13 16 01 Dust brushes or pans 5 1/15/2001 8:32
004832 47 13 16 02 Scouring pads 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004833 47 13 16 03 Sponges 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004834 47 13 16 04 Brooms 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004835 47 13 16 05 Cleaning brushes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004838 47 13 16 08 Toilet brushes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004839 47 13 16 09 Broom or mop handle 2 2/22/1999 0:00
013853 47 13 16 10 Floor finish applicator 4.06 12/29/2000 10:31
013858 47 13 16 11 Trash picker 4.06 12/29/2000 10:57
014720 47 13 16 12 Replacement rubbers 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
015224 47 13 16 13 Mop or broom holder 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015405 47 13 16 14 Cleaning equipment cl 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
017607 47 13 16 15 Broom heads 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
018603 47 13 16 16 Cleaning pad holders 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
004836 47 13 16 17 Dust mops 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025233 47 13 16 18 Wet mops 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004837 47 13 16 19 Mop heads 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010036 47 13 17 00 Restroom supplies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004840 47 13 17 01 Paper towel dispense 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004841 47 13 17 02 Sanitary goods dispen 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004842 47 13 17 03 Sanitary waste recept 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004843 47 13 17 04 Institutional soap or lot4.06 12/29/2000 12:24
004844 47 13 17 05 Urinal or toilet access 4.06 12/29/2000 10:43
004845 47 13 17 06 Air freshener dispens 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004846 47 13 17 07 Institutional hand dryer2 2/22/1999 0:00
014134 47 13 17 08 Bathroom tissue dispe 5.01 1/31/2001 13:48
014516 47 13 17 09 Facial tissue dispense 5.02 2/16/2001 16:19
014517 47 13 17 10 Toilet tissue dispense 5.02 2/16/2001 16:19
014711 47 13 17 11 Cleaner dispenser 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
010037 47 13 18 00 Cleaning and disinfect 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004847 47 13 18 01 Floor cleaners 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004848 47 13 18 02 Floor finishes or polis 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
004849 47 13 18 03 Household disinfectant2 2/22/1999 0:00
004850 47 13 18 04 Ammonia cleaners 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
008417 47 13 18 05 General purpose clea 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008931 47 13 18 06 Furniture polish or wa 3 1/15/2000 0:00
010793 47 13 18 07 Bleaches 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010886 47 13 18 08 Dry germicidal 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010913 47 13 18 09 Shoe cleaning or polis 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010989 47 13 18 10 Dishwashing products 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010990 47 13 18 11 Laundry products 4 8/29/2000 1:00
012570 47 13 18 12 Air freshener 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
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012602 47 13 18 13 Screen cleaner 4.03 11/15/2000 9:15
012704 47 13 18 14 Metal cleaners or poli 4.05 12/18/2000 7:53
012712 47 13 18 15 Drain cleaner 4.05 12/18/2000 7:53
013852 47 13 18 16 Deodorizers 4.06 12/29/2000 10:31
013854 47 13 18 17 Household or automot 4.06 12/29/2000 10:31
013871 47 13 18 18 Air sanitizer 4.06 12/29/2000 12:13
013873 47 13 18 19 Caustic cleaners 4.06 12/29/2000 12:13
014552 47 13 18 20 Petroleum derivative 5.02 2/16/2001 16:23
014694 47 13 18 21 Degreasing compoun 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014695 47 13 18 22 Carbon removing com 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014696 47 13 18 23 Deicers or defrosters 7 6/29/2001 9:59
015192 47 13 18 24 Glass or window clea 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
016912 47 13 18 25 Contact surface clean 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
017626 47 13 18 26 Carpet or upholstery c 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017629 47 13 18 27 Stain cleaners or rem 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017630 47 13 18 28 Automotive cleaners 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017631 47 13 18 29 Toilet cleaners 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017632 47 13 18 30 Furniture cleaners 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017817 47 13 18 31 Muriatic acid 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
019296 47 13 18 32 Anti dust products 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
021171 47 13 18 33 Food grade sanitizers 10 4/15/2002 10:44
025760 47 13 18 34 Jewelry cleaning soluti12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
011157 47 13 19 00 Absorbents 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011158 47 13 19 01 Absorbent mats 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
013870 47 13 19 02 Granular absorbent 4.06 12/29/2000 12:13
014196 47 13 19 03 Plugging compound 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
014712 47 13 19 04 Absorbent socks 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014713 47 13 19 05 Spill kits 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014714 47 13 19 06 Absorbent pans 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
014715 47 13 19 07 Absorbent booms 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014716 47 13 19 08 Absorbent pillows 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
017608 47 13 19 09 Sorbent pads or rolls 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
016909 47 13 21 00 Cleaning kits 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
016910 47 13 21 01 Industrial cleaning kits 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
016911 47 13 21 02 General purpose clea 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
009017 48 00 00 00 Service Industry Mach 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009185 48 10 00 00 Institutional food servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010038 48 10 15 00 Cooking and warming 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004851 48 10 15 01 Commercial use bain 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004852 48 10 15 02 Commercial use barb 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004853 48 10 15 03 Commercial use broil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004854 48 10 15 04 Commercial use char 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004855 48 10 15 05 Commercial use coffe 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004856 48 10 15 06 Commercial use coffe 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004857 48 10 15 07 Commercial use conv 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004858 48 10 15 08 Commercial use conv 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004859 48 10 15 09 Commercial use deep 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004860 48 10 15 10 Commercial use food w2 2/22/1999 0:00
004861 48 10 15 11 Commercial use griddl 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004862 48 10 15 12 Commercial use grills 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004863 48 10 15 13 Commercial use heat l 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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004864 48 10 15 14 Commercial use high 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004865 48 10 15 15 Commercial use hot do2 2/22/1999 0:00
004866 48 10 15 16 Commercial use micr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004867 48 10 15 17 Commercial use oven 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004868 48 10 15 18 Commercial use past 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004869 48 10 15 19 Commercial use pizza 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004870 48 10 15 20 Commercial use popc 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004871 48 10 15 21 Commercial use rang 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004872 48 10 15 22 Commercial use rotiss 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004873 48 10 15 23 Commercial use smo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004874 48 10 15 24 Commercial use stea 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004875 48 10 15 25 Commercial use toast 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004876 48 10 15 26 Commercial use waffl 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010859 48 10 15 27 Barbecues 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010964 48 10 15 28 Commercial use crep 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010968 48 10 15 29 Pressure cookers or pr4 8/29/2000 1:00
010969 48 10 15 30 Commercial use rice 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010970 48 10 15 31 Commercial salmon p 6 3/29/2001 16:53
017499 48 10 15 32 Commercial use cotto 7.5 9/14/2001 11:11
010039 48 10 16 00 Food preparation equip2 2/22/1999 0:00
004877 48 10 16 01 Commercial use blen 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004878 48 10 16 02 Commercial use elect 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004879 48 10 16 03 Commercial use food c2 2/22/1999 0:00
004880 48 10 16 04 Commercial use coffe 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004881 48 10 16 05 Commercial use food g2 2/22/1999 0:00
004882 48 10 16 06 Commercial use grater2 2/22/1999 0:00
004883 48 10 16 07 Commercial use juice 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004884 48 10 16 08 Commercial use mixe 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004885 48 10 16 09 Commercial use past 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004886 48 10 16 10 Commercial use peel 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004887 48 10 16 11 Commercial use scale 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004888 48 10 16 12 Commercial use food p2 2/22/1999 0:00
010965 48 10 16 13 Commercial use dough4 8/29/2000 1:00
010967 48 10 16 14 Commercial use icing 6 3/29/2001 16:53
013890 48 10 16 15 Commercial use dish 5 1/15/2001 8:24
013903 48 10 16 16 Commercial use food s10 4/15/2002 10:44
015198 48 10 16 17 Commercial use plasti 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
010040 48 10 17 00 Food and beverage dis2 2/22/1999 0:00
004889 48 10 17 01 Carbonated beverage 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004890 48 10 17 02 Non carbonated beve 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004891 48 10 17 03 Milk dispensers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004892 48 10 17 04 Syrup pumps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004893 48 10 17 05 Cappuccino or espress2 2/22/1999 0:00
004894 48 10 17 06 Milkshake machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004895 48 10 17 07 Soft serve machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004896 48 10 17 08 Slush machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004897 48 10 17 09 Ice dispensers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004898 48 10 17 10 Drinking fountains or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004899 48 10 17 11 Bottled water dispens 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
010854 48 10 17 12 Cup dispenser 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010881 48 10 17 13 Cocktail shakers or ac 4 8/29/2000 1:00
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014722 48 10 17 14 Hot water dispenser 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
017500 48 10 17 15 Ice shaver machines 7.5 9/14/2001 11:11
010041 48 10 18 00 Cookware and kitchen 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004900 48 10 18 01 Commercial use cutle 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004901 48 10 18 02 Commercial use mold 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004902 48 10 18 03 Commercial use scoo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004903 48 10 18 04 Commercial use mea 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004904 48 10 18 05 Commercial use mixin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004905 48 10 18 06 Commercial use cake 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004906 48 10 18 07 Commercial use pizza 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004907 48 10 18 08 Commercial use sauc 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004908 48 10 18 09 Commercial use stock 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004909 48 10 18 10 Commercial use pot or2 2/22/1999 0:00
004910 48 10 18 11 Commercial use rollin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004911 48 10 18 12 Commercial use strai 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004912 48 10 18 13 Commercial use whis 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004913 48 10 18 14 Commercial use woks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004914 48 10 18 15 Commercial use ladle 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010685 48 10 18 16 Commercial use cutle 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
010869 48 10 18 17 Cake decorating equi 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010042 48 10 19 00 Tabletop and serving 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004915 48 10 19 01 Food service dinnerw 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004916 48 10 19 02 Food service flatware 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004917 48 10 19 03 Food service glasses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004918 48 10 19 04 Food service stemware2 2/22/1999 0:00
004919 48 10 19 05 Food service cups or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004920 48 10 19 06 Food service serving 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004921 48 10 19 07 Food service pitchers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004922 48 10 19 08 Food service chafers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004923 48 10 19 09 Food service coffee o 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004924 48 10 19 10 Food service soup cro 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004925 48 10 19 11 Food service ice buck 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004926 48 10 19 12 Food service condimen2 2/22/1999 0:00
004927 48 10 19 13 Food service punch b 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004928 48 10 19 14 Food service wine cara2 2/22/1999 0:00
004929 48 10 19 15 Food service trays 2 2/22/1999 0:00
013875 48 10 19 16 Food service napkin di4.06 12/29/2000 12:17
015513 48 10 19 17 Food service fondue p 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
016838 48 10 19 18 Food service table co 7 6/29/2001 9:59
017633 48 10 19 19 Food service glasses 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
025319 48 10 19 20 Straw dispensers 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
010043 48 10 20 00 Restaurant furniture 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004930 48 10 20 01 Restaurant chairs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004931 48 10 20 02 Booths 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004932 48 10 20 03 Salad bars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004933 48 10 20 04 Tabletops 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004934 48 10 20 05 Bar stools 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004935 48 10 20 06 Permanent bars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004936 48 10 20 07 Portable bars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010044 48 10 21 00 Storage and handling e8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
004937 48 10 21 01 Display cases 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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004938 48 10 21 02 Heated display cases 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004939 48 10 21 03 Refrigerated display c 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004940 48 10 21 04 Ice cream display cas 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010966 48 10 21 05 Glass chilling equipm 4 8/29/2000 1:00
015430 48 10 21 06 Cool containers 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
017801 48 10 21 07 Catering gloves or glov8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
009186 48 11 00 00 Vending machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010045 48 11 10 00 Liquid vending machi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004941 48 11 10 01 Machines dispensing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004942 48 11 10 02 Machines dispensing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010046 48 11 11 00 Piece and part vendin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004943 48 11 11 01 Bottle or can vending 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004944 48 11 11 02 Gumball candy or chil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004945 48 11 11 03 Snack or small packa 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004946 48 11 11 04 A la carte foods vendi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004947 48 11 11 05 Frozen confections m 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004948 48 11 11 06 Personal accommoda 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004949 48 11 11 07 Cigarette machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018577 48 11 11 08 Drug dispensers 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
010047 48 11 12 00 Prepared to order foo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004950 48 11 12 01 French fry vending m 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004951 48 11 12 02 Popcorn vending mac 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010048 48 11 13 00 Service and ticket vend2 2/22/1999 0:00
004952 48 11 13 01 Ticket dispensing ma 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004953 48 11 13 02 Insurance policy vendi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004954 48 11 13 03 Stamp machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010049 48 11 14 00 Currency vending ma 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004955 48 11 14 01 Automatic teller machi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
004956 48 11 14 02 Bill to coin changers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004957 48 11 14 03 Foreign currency exch 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010858 48 11 14 04 Electronic funds trans 4 8/29/2000 1:00
023946 48 11 14 05 Automatic teller machi 10.2 6/14/2002 9:42
011114 48 12 00 00 Gambling or wagering 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011115 48 12 11 00 Coin operated gambli 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011116 48 12 11 01 Poker or slot machine 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011117 48 12 12 00 Gambling tables and 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011119 48 12 12 01 Roulette wheels 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011120 48 12 12 02 Card tables 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011121 48 12 13 00 Gambling manageme 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011122 48 12 13 01 Table gambling mana 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011123 48 12 13 02 Networked wagering 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
009018 49 00 00 00 Sports and Recreatio 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
009187 49 10 00 00 Collectibles and awar 6.04 5/29/2001 10:00
010051 49 10 16 00 Collectibles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004965 49 10 16 01 Antiques 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004966 49 10 16 02 Souvenirs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004967 49 10 16 03 Mint coin collections 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004968 49 10 16 04 Stamp collections 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004969 49 10 16 05 Antique rugs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004970 49 10 16 06 Diggings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004971 49 10 16 07 Comic book collections2 2/22/1999 0:00
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004972 49 10 16 08 Antique musical instrum2 2/22/1999 0:00
012722 49 10 16 09 Ornaments or decorati 4.05 12/18/2000 8:12
015121 49 10 16 11 Charms 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015122 49 10 16 12 Holograms 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015396 49 10 16 13 Glass crystals 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
010052 49 10 17 00 Awards 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004973 49 10 17 01 Medals 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004974 49 10 17 02 Trophies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
004976 49 10 17 04 Plaques 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014648 49 10 17 05 Certificates 5.03 2/28/2001 12:44
014726 49 10 17 06 Photo award 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014727 49 10 17 07 Achievement certificate6.05 6/15/2001 10:32
015124 49 10 17 08 Crowns 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
009189 49 12 00 00 Camping and outdoor 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010059 49 12 15 00 Camping and outdoor 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005006 49 12 15 02 Sleeping pads 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005007 49 12 15 03 Tents 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005008 49 12 15 04 Sleeping bags 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005009 49 12 15 05 Ice chests 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005010 49 12 15 06 Tent repair kits 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005011 49 12 15 07 Pneumatic mattresses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005012 49 12 15 08 Mosquito nets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005013 49 12 15 09 Camping or outdoor s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014964 49 12 15 10 Drink coolers 6 3/29/2001 16:53
010060 49 12 16 00 Camping furniture 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005014 49 12 16 01 Camping chairs or stoo2 2/22/1999 0:00
005015 49 12 16 02 Camping tables 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005016 49 12 16 03 Camping cots 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009190 49 13 00 00 Fishing and hunting e 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010061 49 13 15 00 Fishing tackle 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005017 49 13 15 01 Fishing rods 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005018 49 13 15 02 Fishing line 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005019 49 13 15 03 Fishing reels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005020 49 13 15 04 Fishing lures 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005021 49 13 15 05 Fishing bait 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005022 49 13 15 06 Fishing weights or sin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010062 49 13 16 00 Hunting products 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005023 49 13 16 01 Animal calls 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005024 49 13 16 02 Sporting decoys 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005025 49 13 16 03 Sporting traps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005026 49 13 16 04 Sporting shotguns 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005027 49 13 16 05 Sporting rifles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005028 49 13 16 06 Sporting ammunition 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014972 49 13 16 07 Gun barrel 6 3/29/2001 16:53
009191 49 14 00 00 Watersports equipme 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010063 49 14 15 00 Scuba and snorkeling 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005029 49 14 15 01 Bouyancy compensat 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005030 49 14 15 02 Scuba tanks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005031 49 14 15 03 Scuba regulators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005032 49 14 15 04 Diving instruments or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005033 49 14 15 05 Masks or fins or snorke2 2/22/1999 0:00
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005034 49 14 15 06 Wetsuits 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005035 49 14 15 07 Drysuits 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010064 49 14 16 00 Surf and swim equipm 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005036 49 14 16 02 Wakeboards or kneebo2 2/22/1999 0:00
005037 49 14 16 03 Water skis or accessor2 2/22/1999 0:00
005038 49 14 16 04 Windsurfing equipme 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005039 49 14 16 05 Surfboards 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005040 49 14 16 06 Swim goggles or swi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005041 49 14 16 07 Parasailing equipmen 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009192 49 15 00 00 Winter sports equipm 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010065 49 15 15 00 Skiing and snowboard 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005042 49 15 15 01 Ski boots 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005043 49 15 15 02 Skis 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005044 49 15 15 03 Ski poles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005045 49 15 15 04 Bindings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005046 49 15 15 05 Snowboards 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010066 49 15 16 00 Skating and ice hockey2 2/22/1999 0:00
005047 49 15 16 01 Hockey pucks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005048 49 15 16 02 Ice skates 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005049 49 15 16 03 Hockey sticks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009193 49 16 00 00 Field and court sports 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010067 49 16 15 00 Field sports equipment2 2/22/1999 0:00
005050 49 16 15 01 Football blocking sled 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005051 49 16 15 02 Baseball gloves 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005052 49 16 15 03 Baseballs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005053 49 16 15 04 Footballs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005054 49 16 15 05 Soccer balls 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005055 49 16 15 06 Baseball bats 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005056 49 16 15 07 Baseball bases 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005057 49 16 15 08 Pitching machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005058 49 16 15 09 Softballs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005059 49 16 15 10 Football tackling dum 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014970 49 16 15 11 Lacrosse sticks 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
015695 49 16 15 12 Lacrosse balls 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015696 49 16 15 13 Field hockey sticks 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015697 49 16 15 14 Field hockey balls 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015698 49 16 15 15 Team handball balls 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015699 49 16 15 16 Team handball school 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015700 49 16 15 17 Baseball or softball pr 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015701 49 16 15 18 Baseball batting aids 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015702 49 16 15 19 Baseball backstops or 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015703 49 16 15 20 Softball bats 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015704 49 16 15 21 Softball gloves 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015705 49 16 15 22 Football kicking tees 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015706 49 16 15 23 Flag football gear 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015707 49 16 15 24 Soccer field marking e 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015708 49 16 15 25 Soccer protective equi 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015709 49 16 15 26 Soccer training aids 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
010068 49 16 16 00 Racquet and court sp 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005060 49 16 16 01 Racquetball rackets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005061 49 16 16 02 Badminton rackets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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005062 49 16 16 03 Basketballs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005063 49 16 16 04 Tennis balls 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005064 49 16 16 05 Racquet balls 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005065 49 16 16 06 Squash balls 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005066 49 16 16 07 Tennis racquets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005067 49 16 16 08 Volleyballs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005068 49 16 16 09 Badminton birdies or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005069 49 16 16 10 Squash racquets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015710 49 16 16 11 Tennis training aids 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015711 49 16 16 12 Tennis court equipme 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015712 49 16 16 13 Volleyball storage for 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015713 49 16 16 14 Volleyball gymnasium 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015714 49 16 16 15 Basketball complete ga6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015715 49 16 16 16 Floor hockey protective6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015716 49 16 16 17 Tether poles 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015717 49 16 16 18 Tether balls 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
019171 49 16 16 19 Racquet strings 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019201 49 16 16 20 Racquet grips 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
010069 49 16 17 00 Track sports equipme 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005070 49 16 17 01 Javelins 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005071 49 16 17 02 Jumping bars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005072 49 16 17 03 Discus 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005073 49 16 17 04 Shotputs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005074 49 16 17 05 Vaulting poles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005075 49 16 17 06 Hurdles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005076 49 16 17 07 Batons 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009194 49 17 00 00 Gymnastics and boxin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010070 49 17 15 00 Gymnastics equipmen 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005077 49 17 15 01 Gymnastic bars or be 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005078 49 17 15 02 Gymnastic ropes or ri 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005079 49 17 15 03 Gymnastic vaulting eq 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005080 49 17 15 04 Gymnastic trampoline 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015718 49 17 15 05 Balance equipment 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
010071 49 17 16 00 Boxing equipment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005081 49 17 16 01 Boxing rings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005082 49 17 16 02 Punching bags 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005083 49 17 16 03 Boxing gloves 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009195 49 18 00 00 Target and table gam 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010072 49 18 15 00 Table games and equi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005084 49 18 15 01 Billiard tables 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005085 49 18 15 02 Pool cues 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005086 49 18 15 03 Shuffleboard 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005087 49 18 15 04 Pinball games 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005088 49 18 15 05 Billiard balls 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005089 49 18 15 06 Air hockey tables or a 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005090 49 18 15 07 Tennis tables 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015719 49 18 15 08 Table tennis paddles 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015720 49 18 15 09 Table tennis balls 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015721 49 18 15 10 Foosball tables 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015722 49 18 15 11 Foosballs 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015723 49 18 15 12 Foosball replacement 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
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015724 49 18 15 13 Billiard cue tips 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015725 49 18 15 14 Billiard chalk 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015726 49 18 15 15 Billiard racks 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
010073 49 18 16 00 Target games and eq 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005091 49 18 16 01 Archery targets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005092 49 18 16 02 Archery bows 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005093 49 18 16 03 Archery arrows 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005094 49 18 16 04 Darts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005095 49 18 16 05 Dart boards 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005096 49 18 16 06 Trapshooting equipm 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015727 49 18 16 07 Throwing targets 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015728 49 18 16 08 Archery bow strings 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015729 49 18 16 09 Archery gloves 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015730 49 18 16 10 Archery arm guards 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015731 49 18 16 11 Archery target stands 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015732 49 18 16 12 Archery backstops 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
009196 49 20 00 00 Fitness equipment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010074 49 20 15 00 Aerobic training equip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005097 49 20 15 01 Treadmills 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005098 49 20 15 02 Stair climbers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005099 49 20 15 03 Stationary bicycles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005100 49 20 15 04 Rowing machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005101 49 20 15 12 Jump ropes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005102 49 20 15 13 Exercise trampolines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015733 49 20 15 14 Exercise balls 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015734 49 20 15 15 Step aerobic equipmen6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
018592 49 20 15 16 Cross trainers 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
010075 49 20 16 00 Weight and resistance 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005103 49 20 16 01 Dumbbells 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005104 49 20 16 02 Barbells 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005105 49 20 16 03 Lower body resistanc 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005106 49 20 16 04 Weight benches or ra 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005107 49 20 16 05 Upper body resistanc 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005108 49 20 16 06 Fitness weights 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005109 49 20 16 07 Pilates machines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015398 49 20 16 08 Grip strengthener 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015735 49 20 16 09 Resistance bands 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015736 49 20 16 10 Resistance tubes 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
018594 49 20 16 11 Multi gyms 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
009197 49 21 00 00 Other sports 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010076 49 21 16 00 Golf equipment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005110 49 21 16 01 Golf bags 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005111 49 21 16 02 Golf balls 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005112 49 21 16 03 Golf clubs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010848 49 21 16 04 Golf tees 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010849 49 21 16 05 Golf club head covers 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010850 49 21 16 06 Golf gloves 4 8/29/2000 1:00
015399 49 21 16 07 Divot fixers 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
018597 49 21 16 08 Golfscopes 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
018598 49 21 16 09 Golf putting partner 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
015737 49 21 17 00 Bowling equipment an 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
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015738 49 21 17 01 Bowling equipment 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015739 49 21 17 02 Bowling supplies 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015740 49 21 17 03 Bowling accessories 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015746 49 21 18 00 Physical education cla 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015747 49 21 18 01 Parachute equipment 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015748 49 21 18 02 Hula hoops or hoop e 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015749 49 21 18 03 Orienteering equipme 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015750 49 21 18 04 Team identification m 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015751 49 21 18 05 Lanyards 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015752 49 21 18 06 Physical education equ6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015753 49 21 18 07 Physical education as 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
009198 49 22 00 00 Sports equipment and 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
010077 49 22 15 00 Sport accessories 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005113 49 22 15 01 Sport scoreboards 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005114 49 22 15 02 Sport goals 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005115 49 22 15 03 Sport safety equipme 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005116 49 22 15 04 Sport safety headgear 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005117 49 22 15 05 Sport nets or netting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005118 49 22 15 06 Sport mats or padding 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014937 49 22 15 07 Basketball backboard 6 3/29/2001 16:53
014938 49 22 15 08 Basketball hoop 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015741 49 22 15 09 Roller skates or roller b6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
017518 49 22 15 10 Sport caps 12 3/15/2003 0:00
018556 49 22 15 11 Sports equipment bags9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
009200 49 24 00 00 Recreation and playgro4.05 12/18/2000 7:40
010080 49 24 15 00 Playground equipment2 2/22/1999 0:00
005137 49 24 15 01 Playground swings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005138 49 24 15 02 Playground climbing a 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005139 49 24 15 03 Playground merry go 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005140 49 24 15 04 Playground slides 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005141 49 24 15 05 Playground see saws 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005142 49 24 15 06 Playground tunnels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005143 49 24 15 07 Playground sandboxe 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005144 49 24 15 08 Playground bleachers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015742 49 24 15 09 Wall climbing equipm 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015743 49 24 15 10 Rope climbing equipm 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
010081 49 24 16 00 Recreational equipmen2 2/22/1999 0:00
005145 49 24 16 01 Croquet sets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005146 49 24 16 02 Lawn bowling equipm 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015744 49 24 16 03 Horseshoe equipment 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015745 49 24 16 04 Lawn darts 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
013888 49 24 17 00 Swimming pool and s 5 1/15/2001 8:22
013889 49 24 17 01 Diving boards 5 1/15/2001 8:22
014226 49 24 17 02 Pool slides 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
014227 49 24 17 03 Spa blower 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
014228 49 24 17 04 Water test kit or soluti 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
014229 49 24 17 05 Automatic pool cleane 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
014230 49 24 17 06 Solar blanket 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
014231 49 24 17 07 Pool or spa heater 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
014232 49 24 17 08 Ozone generator 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
014233 49 24 17 09 Solar blanket reels 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
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009019 50 00 00 00 Food Beverage and T 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009202 50 10 00 00 Fruits and vegetables 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
010083 50 10 15 00 Vegetables 2 2/22/1999 0:00
013939 50 10 15 38 Fresh vegetables 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
005452 50 10 15 39 Frozen vegetables 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
013941 50 10 15 40 Shelf stable vegetable 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
023941 50 10 15 41 Mushrooms or fungi 10.1 5/15/2002 15:53
024228 50 10 15 42 Vegetable flour 11.2 9/16/2002 11:48
026089 50 10 15 43 Dried beans 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026090 50 10 15 44 Canned or shelf stabl 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026091 50 10 15 45 Dried vegetables 13 11/1/2003 0:00
010084 50 10 16 00 Fruits 2 2/22/1999 0:00
013942 50 10 16 34 Fresh fruit 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013943 50 10 16 35 Frozen fruit 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013944 50 10 16 36 Shelf stable fruit 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
010085 50 10 17 00 Nuts and seeds 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013945 50 10 17 16 Whole nuts or seeds 7.1 7/17/2001 10:24
013946 50 10 17 17 Shelled nuts or seeds 7.4 8/31/2001 8:43
009203 50 11 00 00 Meat and poultry produ5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
010086 50 11 15 00 Meat and poultry 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013947 50 11 15 10 Fresh meat or poultry 7 6/29/2001 9:59
013948 50 11 15 11 Frozen meat or poultr 7 6/29/2001 9:59
013949 50 11 15 12 Shelf stable meat or po7 6/29/2001 9:59
013950 50 11 20 00 Processed and prepar 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013951 50 11 20 01 Fresh processed or pre5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013952 50 11 20 02 Frozen processed or 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013953 50 11 20 03 Shelf stable processe 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
009204 50 12 00 00 Seafood 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010090 50 12 15 00 Fish 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
005454 50 12 15 37 Frozen fish 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
013956 50 12 15 38 Shelf stable fish 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013954 50 12 15 39 Fresh fish 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
010091 50 12 16 00 Shellfish 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013957 50 12 16 11 Fresh shellfish 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013958 50 12 16 12 Frozen shellfish 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013959 50 12 16 13 Shelf stable shellfish 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
010092 50 12 17 00 Aquatic invertebrates 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013960 50 12 17 05 Fresh aquatic inverteb 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013961 50 12 17 06 Frozen aquatic inverte 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013962 50 12 17 07 Shelf stable aquatic inv5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
010803 50 12 18 00 Aquatic plants 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013963 50 12 18 02 Fresh aquatic plants 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013964 50 12 18 03 Frozen aquatic plants 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013965 50 12 18 04 Shelf stable aquatic pla5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
009205 50 13 00 00 Dairy products and egg2 2/22/1999 0:00
010094 50 13 16 00 Eggs and egg substitu 2 2/22/1999 0:00
013973 50 13 16 06 Fresh eggs 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
005306 50 13 16 07 Egg substitutes 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
013975 50 13 16 08 Egg whites or yolks 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
015047 50 13 16 09 Prepared eggs 6 3/29/2001 16:53
024210 50 13 16 10 Frozen eggs 11.2 9/16/2002 11:48
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026092 50 13 16 11 Liquid eggs 13 11/1/2003 0:00
013966 50 13 17 00 Milk and butter produ 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013967 50 13 17 01 Fresh milk or butter pro7 6/29/2001 9:59
013968 50 13 17 02 Shelf stable milk or but7 6/29/2001 9:59
026093 50 13 17 03 Frozen milk and butte 13 11/1/2003 0:00
013969 50 13 18 00 Cheese 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013970 50 13 18 01 Natural cheese 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013971 50 13 18 02 Processed cheese 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013972 50 13 18 03 Imitation cheese 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
009207 50 15 00 00 Edible oils and fats 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
010097 50 15 15 00 Edible vegetable and 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013986 50 15 15 13 Edible vegetable or pl 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013987 50 15 15 14 Edible vegetable or pl 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
010098 50 15 16 00 Edible animal oils and 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013988 50 15 16 04 Edible animal oils 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013989 50 15 16 05 Edible animal fats 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
009208 50 16 00 00 Chocolate and sugars 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
010100 50 16 15 00 Chocolate and sugars 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013990 50 16 15 09 Natural sugars or swee7 6/29/2001 9:59
013991 50 16 15 10 Artificial sweetening a 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013992 50 16 15 11 Chocolate or chocolat 7 6/29/2001 9:59
013993 50 16 15 12 Syrups 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
010103 50 16 18 00 Confectionary products5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013994 50 16 18 13 Chocolate or chocolat 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013995 50 16 18 14 Sugar or sugar substitu5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
015049 50 16 18 15 Chewing gum 6 3/29/2001 16:53
009209 50 17 00 00 Seasonings and pres 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010104 50 17 15 00 Herbs and spices and 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013996 50 17 15 48 Fresh herbs 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013997 50 17 15 49 Dried herbs 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013998 50 17 15 50 Spices or extracts 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
016974 50 17 15 51 Cooking or table salt 7.4 8/31/2001 8:43
011035 50 17 15 52 Seasoning mix 11.2 9/16/2002 11:48
010106 50 17 17 00 Vinegars and cooking 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013999 50 17 17 07 Vinegars 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014000 50 17 17 08 Cooking wines 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
010107 50 17 18 00 Sauces and spreads 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014001 50 17 18 30 Dipping sauces or con 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014002 50 17 18 31 Cooking sauce 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014003 50 17 18 32 Salad dressing or dips 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014004 50 17 18 33 Savory spread or pate 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014005 50 17 19 00 Pickles and relish and 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014006 50 17 19 01 Pickles 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014007 50 17 19 02 Relish 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
010927 50 17 19 03 Olives 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
014009 50 17 19 04 Chutneys 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
009210 50 18 00 00 Bread and bakery pro 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
010110 50 18 17 00 Baking mixes and supp5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
010984 50 18 17 08 Baking mixes 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
014011 50 18 17 09 Baking supplies 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014012 50 18 19 00 Bread and biscuits an 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
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014013 50 18 19 01 Fresh bread 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014014 50 18 19 02 Frozen bread 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014015 50 18 19 03 Plain savory biscuits 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014016 50 18 19 04 Dried breads or bread 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014017 50 18 19 05 Sweet biscuits or coo 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
024213 50 18 19 06 Shelf stable bread 11.2 9/16/2002 11:48
026094 50 18 19 07 Frozen cookie dough 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026095 50 18 19 08 Frozen  bread dough 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026096 50 18 19 09 Crackers 13 11/1/2003 0:00
014018 50 18 20 00 Cakes and pies and p 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014019 50 18 20 01 Fresh cakes or pies o 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014020 50 18 20 02 Frozen cakes or pies 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
026097 50 18 20 03 Frozen pastry dough 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026098 50 18 20 04 Frozen savory biscuit d13 11/1/2003 0:00
009211 50 19 00 00 Prepared and preserv 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010112 50 19 15 00 Prepared soups and st5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014021 50 19 15 05 Fresh prepared soups 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014022 50 19 15 06 Frozen prepared soup 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014023 50 19 15 07 Shelf stable prepared s5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
010118 50 19 21 00 Snack foods 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014047 50 19 21 09 Crisps or chips or pretz5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014048 50 19 21 10 Nuts or dried fruits 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014049 50 19 21 11 Dried or processed m 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014050 50 19 21 12 Popped corn 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
024227 50 19 23 04 Edible ice cream cups 11.2 9/16/2002 11:48
014024 50 19 23 00 Desserts and dessert t13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
014025 50 19 23 01 Prepared desserts 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
014026 50 19 23 02 Dessert toppings 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
014027 50 19 23 03 Flavored ices or ice cre13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
014028 50 19 24 00 Jams and jellies and n 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014029 50 19 24 01 Jams or jellies or fruit p5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014030 50 19 24 02 Nut or mixed spreads 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
005355 50 19 24 03 Honey 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
017858 50 19 24 04 Gelatin or jelly crystal 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
014032 50 19 25 00 Sandwiches and filled 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014033 50 19 25 01 Fresh sandwiches or fi5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014034 50 19 25 02 Frozen sandwiches or 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
025173 50 19 25 03 Fresh sandwich fillers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025174 50 19 25 04 Frozen sandwich filler 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014035 50 19 26 00 Prepared side dishes 13 11/1/2003 0:00
014036 50 19 26 01 Fresh prepared potato 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014037 50 19 26 02 Frozen prepared pota 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014038 50 19 26 03 Shelf stable prepared p5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014039 50 19 27 00 Packaged combinatio 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014040 50 19 27 01 Fresh combination me 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014041 50 19 27 02 Frozen combination m 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014042 50 19 27 03 Shelf stable combinatio5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014043 50 19 28 00 Savory pies and quich 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014044 50 19 28 01 Fresh savory pies or q 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014045 50 19 28 02 Frozen savory pies or 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014046 50 19 28 03 Shelf stable savory pi 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
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014051 50 19 29 00 Plain pasta and noodl 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014052 50 19 29 01 Fresh plain pasta or n 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014053 50 19 29 02 Shelf stable plain pasta5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014054 50 19 30 00 Infant foods and beve 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014055 50 19 30 01 Infant foods 5.03 2/28/2001 12:44
014056 50 19 30 02 Infant beverages 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
019206 50 19 31 00 Instant mixes and supp9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019207 50 19 31 01 Instant snack mixes 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019208 50 19 31 02 Dessert mix 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
024220 50 19 31 03 Gravy mix 11.2 9/16/2002 11:48
026099 50 19 31 04 Soup bases 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026100 50 19 31 05 Batter or breading mix 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026101 50 19 32 00 Prepared salads 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026102 50 19 32 01 Fresh prepared salad 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026103 50 19 32 02 Frozen prepared sala 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026104 50 19 32 03 Shelf stable prepared s13 11/1/2003 0:00
009212 50 20 00 00 Beverages 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010121 50 20 17 00 Coffee and tea 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014075 50 20 17 06 Coffee 7.1 7/17/2001 10:24
005497 50 20 17 07 Coffee substitutes 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
014077 50 20 17 08 Coffee drinks 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
005493 50 20 17 09 Instant coffee 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
014079 50 20 17 10 Leaf tea 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014080 50 20 17 11 Instant tea 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014081 50 20 17 12 Tea drinks 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
010934 50 20 17 13 Tea bags 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
017790 50 20 17 14 Non dairy creamers 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
014057 50 20 22 00 Alcoholic beverages 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
005505 50 20 22 01 Beer 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
014059 50 20 22 02 Cider or perry 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
005506 50 20 22 03 Wine 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
010783 50 20 22 04 Fortified wine 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
014062 50 20 22 05 Sparkling wine 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014063 50 20 22 06 Spirits or liquors 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014064 50 20 22 07 Alcohol cocktails or dri 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014065 50 20 23 00 Non alcoholic beverag 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
010119 50 20 23 01 Water 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
014067 50 20 23 02 Ice 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014068 50 20 23 03 Frozen juices 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014069 50 20 23 04 Shelf stable juice 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014070 50 20 23 05 Fresh juice 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
010123 50 20 23 06 Soft drinks 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
014072 50 20 23 07 Chocolate or malt or ot5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014073 50 20 23 08 Alcohol free cocktails 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014074 50 20 23 09 Sport or energy drink 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
005481 50 20 23 10 Spring or mineral wat 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
026105 50 20 23 11 Powdered drink mix 13 11/1/2003 0:00
009213 50 21 00 00 Tobacco and smoking 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
010126 50 21 15 00 Tobacco and substitute5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014082 50 21 15 02 Cigarettes or cigars 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014083 50 21 15 03 Pipe tobacco or leaf t 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
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014084 50 21 15 04 Chewing tobacco 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014085 50 21 15 05 Herbal cigarettes 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
024222 50 21 15 06 Snuff 11.2 9/16/2002 11:48
010127 50 21 16 00 Tobacco product acce 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
014086 50 21 16 07 Cigarette papers or filt 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014087 50 21 16 08 Cigarette lighters or flin5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
015048 50 21 16 09 Smoking pipes 6 3/29/2001 16:53
024223 50 21 16 10 Tobacco pipe cleaner 11.2 9/16/2002 11:48
024224 50 21 16 11 Smoking sets 11.2 9/16/2002 11:48
024225 50 21 16 12 Cigarette lighter housin11.2 9/16/2002 11:48
013976 50 22 00 00 Cereal and pulse prod 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013977 50 22 10 00 Pulses 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013978 50 22 10 01 Pulse grains 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013979 50 22 10 02 Pulse flour 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013980 50 22 11 00 Cereals 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013981 50 22 11 01 Cereal grains 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013982 50 22 11 02 Cereal flour 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013983 50 22 12 00 Processed cereals 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013984 50 22 12 01 Ready to eat or hot ce 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
013985 50 22 12 02 Health or breakfast ba 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
009020 51 00 00 00 Drugs and Pharmace 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009214 51 10 00 00 Anti infective drugs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010128 51 10 15 00 Antibiotics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005526 51 10 15 03 Chloramphenicol 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005527 51 10 15 04 Clindamycin 13 11/1/2003 0:00
005530 51 10 15 07 Penicillin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
005531 51 10 15 08 Antibiotic sulfonamides2 2/22/1999 0:00
005532 51 10 15 09 Tetracycline 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
017719 51 10 15 10 Oxytetracycline 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
017720 51 10 15 11 Amoxycillin 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
017721 51 10 15 12 Cloxacillin 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
017735 51 10 15 13 Neomycin 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
018814 51 10 15 14 Framycetin sulphate 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018815 51 10 15 15 Lincomycin hydrochlo 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018816 51 10 15 16 Gramicidin 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018818 51 10 15 18 Ofloxacin 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018819 51 10 15 19 Thiamphenicol 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018821 51 10 15 21 Pristinamycine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018822 51 10 15 22 Clarithromycin 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018823 51 10 15 23 Chlorquinaldol 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018824 51 10 15 24 Bacitracin zinc 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018825 51 10 15 25 Benzoyl peroxide 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018826 51 10 15 26 Polymyxins 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018827 51 10 15 27 Colistimethate sodium 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018828 51 10 15 28 Tyrothricin 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019238 51 10 15 30 Trimethoprim 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019271 51 10 15 31 Streptogramins 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019273 51 10 15 32 Teicoplanin 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019276 51 10 15 33 Rifamycin 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
025761 51 10 15 34 Ceftibuten 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025762 51 10 15 35 Cephradine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
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025763 51 10 15 36 Moxifloxacin hydrochl 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025764 51 10 15 37 Lomefloxacin hydrochl 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025765 51 10 15 38 Levofloxacin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025766 51 10 15 39 Grepafloxacin hydroc 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025767 51 10 15 40 Gatifloxacin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025768 51 10 15 41 Enoxacin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025769 51 10 15 42 Ciprofloxacin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025770 51 10 15 43 Cephapirin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025771 51 10 15 44 loracarbef 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025772 51 10 15 45 Ceftizoxime 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025773 51 10 15 46 Norfloxacin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025774 51 10 15 47 Cefprozil 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025775 51 10 15 48 Fosfomycin trometha 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025776 51 10 15 49 Linezolid 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025777 51 10 15 50 Cephalexin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025778 51 10 15 51 Ceftriaxone 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025779 51 10 15 52 Ceftazidime 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025780 51 10 15 53 Alatrofloxacin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025781 51 10 15 54 Dicloxacillin sodium 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025782 51 10 15 55 Aztreonam 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025783 51 10 15 56 Minocycline 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025784 51 10 15 57 Doxycycline 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025785 51 10 15 58 Demeclocycline 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025786 51 10 15 59 Chlortetracycline 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025787 51 10 15 60 Ticarcillin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025788 51 10 15 61 Piperacillin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025789 51 10 15 62 Oxacillin sodium 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025790 51 10 15 63 Trovafloxacin mesylat 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025791 51 10 15 64 Mezlocillin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025792 51 10 15 65 Cefpodoxime proxetil 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025793 51 10 15 66 Carbenicillin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025794 51 10 15 67 Ampicillin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025795 51 10 15 68 Troleandomycin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025796 51 10 15 69 Roxithromycin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025797 51 10 15 70 Erythromycin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025798 51 10 15 71 Dirithromycin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025799 51 10 15 72 Azithromycin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025800 51 10 15 73 Cefuroxime 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025801 51 10 15 74 Furazolidone 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025802 51 10 15 75 Nafcillin sodium 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025803 51 10 15 76 Cephalothin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025804 51 10 15 77 Cefdinir 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025805 51 10 15 78 Cefazolin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025806 51 10 15 79 Cefamandole 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025807 51 10 15 80 Cefadroxil 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025808 51 10 15 81 Cefaclor 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025809 51 10 15 82 Tobramycin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025810 51 10 15 83 Cefditoren 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025811 51 10 15 84 Gentamicin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025812 51 10 15 85 Netilmicin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025813 51 10 15 86 Amikacin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
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025814 51 10 15 87 Kanamycin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025815 51 10 15 88 Sparfloxacin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025816 51 10 15 89 Carbapenems includi 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025817 51 10 15 90 Quinupristin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025818 51 10 15 91 Vancomycin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025819 51 10 15 92 Cefoxitin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025820 51 10 15 93 Cefotaxime 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025821 51 10 15 94 Cefepime 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025822 51 10 15 95 Cefotetan 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025823 51 10 15 96 Cefoperazone 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025824 51 10 15 97 Mupirocin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025825 51 10 15 98 Cefonicid 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025826 51 10 15 99 Cefixime 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
010129 51 10 16 00 Amebicides and Trich 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005533 51 10 16 01 Atovaquone 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005534 51 10 16 02 Eflornithine hydrochlo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005535 51 10 16 03 Metronidazole 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018829 51 10 16 04 Meglumine antimonat 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018831 51 10 16 06 Rifapentine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018832 51 10 16 07 Calcium oxide 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018835 51 10 16 10 Chlorocresol 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018836 51 10 16 11 Meropenem 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018837 51 10 16 12 Polynoxylin 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018838 51 10 16 13 Pentamidine isetionat 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018839 51 10 16 14 Diloxanide furoate 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018841 51 10 16 16 Melarsoprol 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018842 51 10 16 17 Tinidazole 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018843 51 10 16 18 Taurolidine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019272 51 10 16 19 Secnidazole 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
025320 51 10 16 20 Iodoquinol 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025324 51 10 16 24 Metronidazole hydroc 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025325 51 10 16 25 Paromomycin sulfate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025329 51 10 16 29 Trimetrexate glucurona12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
018860 51 10 16 30 Propamidine isethiona 13 11/1/2003 0:00
010130 51 10 17 00 Anthelmintics and oth 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
005536 51 10 17 01 Albendadole 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005537 51 10 17 02 Mebendazole 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005538 51 10 17 03 Oxamniquine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005539 51 10 17 04 Piperazine citrate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005540 51 10 17 05 Praziquantel 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005541 51 10 17 06 Pyrantel pamoate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005542 51 10 17 07 Thiabendazole 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017752 51 10 17 08 Sulphanilamide 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
018844 51 10 17 09 Niclosamide 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018845 51 10 17 10 Piperazine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018846 51 10 17 11 Diethylcarbamazine cit9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
025321 51 10 17 12 Isobornyl thiocyanoac 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025322 51 10 17 13 Malathion topical anti 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025323 51 10 17 14 Methylparaben 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025327 51 10 17 15 Permethrin topical anti 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025328 51 10 17 16 Tetrachloroethylene 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
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017726 51 10 17 17 Ivermectin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
018869 51 10 17 18 Benzyl benzoate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
018870 51 10 17 19 Piperonyl butoxide 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
018871 51 10 17 20 Lindane 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
010131 51 10 18 00 Antifungal drugs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005543 51 10 18 01 Amphotericin b 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005544 51 10 18 02 Butenafine hydrochlori 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005545 51 10 18 03 Butoconazole nitrate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005546 51 10 18 04 Ciclopirox olamine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005547 51 10 18 05 Clotrimazole 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005548 51 10 18 06 Econazole nitrate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005549 51 10 18 07 Fluconazole 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005550 51 10 18 08 Flucytosine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005551 51 10 18 09 Griseofulvin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005552 51 10 18 10 Itraconazole 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005553 51 10 18 11 Ketoconazole 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005554 51 10 18 12 Miconazole 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005555 51 10 18 13 Naftifine hydrochlorid 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005556 51 10 18 14 Natamycin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005557 51 10 18 15 Nystatin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005558 51 10 18 16 Oxiconazole nitrate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005559 51 10 18 17 Sulconazole nitrate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005560 51 10 18 18 Terbinafine hydrochlo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005561 51 10 18 19 Terconazole nitrate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005562 51 10 18 20 Tioconazole 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005563 51 10 18 21 Tolnaftate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018847 51 10 18 24 Undecylenic acid 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018848 51 10 18 25 Ciclopirox 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018849 51 10 18 26 Streptomycin sulphate 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019250 51 10 18 27 Isoconazole 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
025330 51 10 18 28 Terconazole 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025331 51 10 18 29 Calcium undecylenate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025332 51 10 18 30 Octanoic acid 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025333 51 10 18 31 Triacetin 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025827 51 10 18 32 Voriconazole 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025829 51 10 18 34 Miconazole nitrate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026106 51 10 18 35 Caspofungin acetate 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026107 51 10 18 36 Sodium propionate 13 11/1/2003 0:00
010132 51 10 19 00 Antimalarial drugs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005564 51 10 19 01 Aminoquinolines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005565 51 10 19 02 Mefloquine hydrochlor 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005566 51 10 19 03 Primaquine phosphat 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005567 51 10 19 04 Quinine sulfate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015469 51 10 19 05 Chloroquine 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
015470 51 10 19 06 Proguanil 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
015471 51 10 19 07 Pyrimethamine 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
019234 51 10 19 08 Artemether 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
025334 51 10 19 09 Chloroquine hydrochl 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025335 51 10 19 10 Chloroquine phosphate12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025336 51 10 19 11 Halofantrine hydrochl 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025337 51 10 19 12 Hydroxychloroquine s 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
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010133 51 10 20 00 Antitubercular drugs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005568 51 10 20 01 Cycloserine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005569 51 10 20 02 Ethambutol hydrochlo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005570 51 10 20 03 Isoniazid 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005571 51 10 20 04 Rifubutin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005572 51 10 20 05 Rifampin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018850 51 10 20 06 Guaiacol 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018851 51 10 20 07 Thiacetazone 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018852 51 10 20 08 Pyrazinamide 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
025338 51 10 20 09 Capreomycin sulfate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
010134 51 10 21 00 Leprostatics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005573 51 10 21 01 Clofazimine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005574 51 10 21 02 Dapsone 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010135 51 10 22 00 Urinary anti infectives 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005575 51 10 22 01 Cinoxacin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005576 51 10 22 02 Flavoxate hydrochlori 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005577 51 10 22 03 Methenamine hippura 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005578 51 10 22 04 Methenamine mandel 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005579 51 10 22 05 Nalidixic acid 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005580 51 10 22 06 Nitrofurantoin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005581 51 10 22 07 Oxybutynin chloride 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005582 51 10 22 08 Pentosan polysulfate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005583 51 10 22 09 Phenazopyridine hydr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017711 51 10 22 11 Alfuzosin hydrochloride8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
018853 51 10 22 12 Acetohydroxamic acid 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018854 51 10 22 13 Cefpirome sulphate 13 11/1/2003 0:00
010136 51 10 23 00 Antiviral drugs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005584 51 10 23 01 Acyclovir 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005585 51 10 23 02 Amantadine hydrochl 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005587 51 10 23 04 Didanosine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005588 51 10 23 05 Famciclovir 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005589 51 10 23 06 Foscarnet sodium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005590 51 10 23 07 Ganciclovir sodium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005591 51 10 23 08 Idoxuridine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005592 51 10 23 09 Indinavir sulfate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005593 51 10 23 10 Lamivudine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005594 51 10 23 11 Nevirapine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005595 51 10 23 12 Ribavirin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005596 51 10 23 13 Rimantadine hydrochl 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005597 51 10 23 14 Ritonavir 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005598 51 10 23 15 Saquinavir mesylate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005599 51 10 23 16 Stavidine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005600 51 10 23 17 Trifluradine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005601 51 10 23 18 Valacyclovir hydrochl 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005602 51 10 23 19 Vidarabine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005603 51 10 23 20 Zalcitabine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005604 51 10 23 21 Zidovudine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
025339 51 10 23 22 Abacavir sulfate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025340 51 10 23 23 Cidofovir 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025341 51 10 23 24 Delavirdine mesylate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025342 51 10 23 25 Docosanol 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
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025343 51 10 23 26 Efavirenz 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025344 51 10 23 27 Amprenavir 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025345 51 10 23 28 Fomivirsen sodium 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025346 51 10 23 29 Nelfinavir mesylate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025347 51 10 23 30 Penciclovir 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025348 51 10 23 31 Saquinavir 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025349 51 10 23 32 Tenofovir disoproxil fum12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025350 51 10 23 33 Valganciclovir hydroc 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025351 51 10 23 34 Zanamivir 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025830 51 10 23 35 Acyclovir sodium 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
018820 51 10 23 36 Moroxydine 13 11/1/2003 0:00
017716 51 10 24 00 Ophthalmic 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
018855 51 10 24 02 Hypromellose 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
017722 51 10 25 00 Veterinary anthelminti 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
017723 51 10 25 01 Copper napthanate 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
017724 51 10 25 02 Toltrazuril 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
017725 51 10 25 03 Flumethrin 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
017727 51 10 25 05 Trichlorofon 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
017728 51 10 25 06 Oxfendazole 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
018861 51 10 25 07 Piperidolate hydrochlo 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
017748 51 10 26 00 Veterinary antibiotics 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
017749 51 10 26 01 Enrofloxacin 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
018862 51 10 27 00 Antiseptics 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018863 51 10 27 01 Clofoctol 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018864 51 10 27 02 Sterile water for irrigati12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
018867 51 10 27 05 Cetrimide 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
025352 51 10 27 06 Acetic acid antiseptics 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025353 51 10 27 07 Chlorhexidine glucona 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025354 51 10 27 08 Formaldehyde antisep 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025355 51 10 27 09 Hydrogen peroxide ant12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025356 51 10 27 10 Alcohol or acetone ba 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025357 51 10 27 11 Oxyquinoline 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025358 51 10 27 12 Phenol antiseptics 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025739 51 10 27 13 Povidone iodine 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025359 51 10 27 14 Sodium chloride solutio12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025831 51 10 27 15 Clioquinol 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025833 51 10 27 17 Nitrofurazone 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025834 51 10 27 18 Silver nitrate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025835 51 10 27 19 Iodoform 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025836 51 10 27 20 Chloroxylenol 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025837 51 10 27 21 Ichthammol 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025838 51 10 27 22 Topical iodine solution 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025839 51 10 27 23 Merbromin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
018857 51 10 27 24 Benzalkonium Chloride12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025612 51 10 27 25 Hexylresorcinol 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026108 51 10 27 26 Carbamide peroxide 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026109 51 10 27 27 Thymol iodide 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026110 51 10 27 28 Sodium perborate 13 11/1/2003 0:00
019216 51 10 27 29 Cetylpyridinium chlori 13 11/1/2003 0:00
018830 51 10 27 30 Hexamidine isetionate 13 11/1/2003 0:00
009215 51 11 00 00 Antineoplastic agents 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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010137 51 11 15 00 Alkylating agents 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005605 51 11 15 01 Amifostine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005606 51 11 15 02 Busulfan 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005607 51 11 15 03 Carboplatin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005608 51 11 15 04 Carmustine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005609 51 11 15 05 Chlorambucil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005610 51 11 15 06 Cisplatin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005611 51 11 15 07 Cyclophosphamide 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005612 51 11 15 08 Dacarbazine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005613 51 11 15 09 Ifosfamide 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005614 51 11 15 10 Lomustine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005615 51 11 15 11 Mechlorethamine hyd 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005616 51 11 15 12 Melphalan 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005617 51 11 15 13 Mesna 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005618 51 11 15 14 Pipobroman 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005619 51 11 15 15 Streptozocin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005620 51 11 15 16 Thiotepa 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005621 51 11 15 17 Uracil mustard 2 2/22/1999 0:00
025360 51 11 15 18 Melphalan hydrochlorid12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025361 51 11 15 19 Temozolomide 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025840 51 11 15 20 Procarbazine hydrochl 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025841 51 11 15 21 Altretamine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
010138 51 11 16 00 Antimetabolites 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005622 51 11 16 01 Cladribine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005623 51 11 16 02 Cytarabine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005624 51 11 16 03 Floxuridine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005625 51 11 16 04 Fludarabine phosphat 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005626 51 11 16 05 Fluorouracil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005627 51 11 16 06 Hydroxyurea 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005630 51 11 16 09 Mercaptopurine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005631 51 11 16 10 Methotrexate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005632 51 11 16 11 Teniposide 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005633 51 11 16 12 Thioguanine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018872 51 11 16 13 Lenograstim 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018873 51 11 16 14 Etoposide 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018874 51 11 16 15 Glutathione 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
025362 51 11 16 16 Capecitabine 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025363 51 11 16 17 Gemcitabine hydrochl 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
026111 51 11 16 18 Methotrexate sodium 13 11/1/2003 0:00
010139 51 11 17 00 Antineoplastic antibioti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005634 51 11 17 01 Bleomycin sulfate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005635 51 11 17 02 Dactinomycin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005636 51 11 17 03 Daunorubicins 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005637 51 11 17 04 Mitomycin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005638 51 11 17 05 Mitotane 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005639 51 11 17 06 Mitoxantrone hydrochl 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005640 51 11 17 07 Pentostatin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005641 51 11 17 08 Plicamycin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018875 51 11 17 09 Vincristine sulphate 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018876 51 11 17 10 Epirubicin 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018877 51 11 17 11 Doxorubicin hydrochlo 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
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018878 51 11 17 12 Pirarubicin 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
025364 51 11 17 13 Alemtuzumab 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025365 51 11 17 14 Doxorubicin hydrochlo 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025366 51 11 17 15 Epirubicin hydrochlori 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025367 51 11 17 16 Rituximab 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025368 51 11 17 17 Trastuzumab 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025369 51 11 17 18 Valrubicin 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
005628 51 11 17 19 Idarubicin hydrochlori 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
010140 51 11 18 00 Hormones and antiho 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005642 51 11 18 01 Anastrozole 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005643 51 11 18 02 Bicalutamide 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005644 51 11 18 03 Estramustine phosph 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005645 51 11 18 04 Flutamide 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005646 51 11 18 05 Goserelin acetate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005647 51 11 18 06 Irinotecan hydrochlori 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005648 51 11 18 07 Leuprolide acetate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005649 51 11 18 08 Nilutamide 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005650 51 11 18 09 Tamoxifen 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005651 51 11 18 10 Testolactone 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005652 51 11 18 11 Topotecan hydrochlori 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005653 51 11 18 12 Vinblastine sulfate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005654 51 11 18 13 Vincristine sulfate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005655 51 11 18 14 Vinorelbine tartrate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018879 51 11 18 15 Triptorelin 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018880 51 11 18 16 Buserelin 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
025370 51 11 18 17 Toremifene citrate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025371 51 11 18 18 Triptorelin pamoate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025842 51 11 18 19 Fulvestrant 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025843 51 11 18 20 Letrozole 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026112 51 11 18 21 Tamoxifen citrate 13 11/1/2003 0:00
010141 51 11 19 00 Natural antineoplastic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005656 51 11 19 01 Asparaginase 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005657 51 11 19 02 Docetaxel 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005659 51 11 19 04 Paclitaxel 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005660 51 11 19 05 Porfimer sodium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
025844 51 11 19 06 Pegaspargase 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026113 51 11 19 07 Sodium phenylbutyrat 13 11/1/2003 0:00
009216 51 12 00 00 Cardiovascular drugs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010142 51 12 15 00 Antiarrythmic agents 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005661 51 12 15 01 Adenosine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005662 51 12 15 02 Digoxin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005663 51 12 15 03 Quinidine gluconate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017706 51 12 15 04 Flecainide 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
018882 51 12 15 06 Sotalol hydrochloride 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018883 51 12 15 07 Hydroquinidine hydro 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018885 51 12 15 09 Propafenone 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019228 51 12 15 10 Disopyramide 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
025372 51 12 15 11 Amiodarone hydrochl 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025373 51 12 15 12 Bretylium tosylate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025374 51 12 15 13 Disopyramide phosph 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025375 51 12 15 14 Dofetilide 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
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025376 51 12 15 15 Flecainide acetate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025377 51 12 15 16 Ibutilide fumarate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025378 51 12 15 17 Mexiletine hydrochlori 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025379 51 12 15 18 Moricizine hydrochlori 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025380 51 12 15 19 Procainamide hydroc 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025381 51 12 15 20 Propafenone hydrochlo12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025382 51 12 15 21 Quinidine polygalactu 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025383 51 12 15 22 Tocainide hydrochlori 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025845 51 12 15 23 Quinidine sulfate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
010143 51 12 16 00 Antianginal drugs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005664 51 12 16 01 Amyl nitrate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005665 51 12 16 02 Isosorbide dinitrate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005666 51 12 16 03 Nitroglycerin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005667 51 12 16 04 Pentaerythritol tetranitr2 2/22/1999 0:00
018888 51 12 16 07 Nicorandil 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018889 51 12 16 08 Nicardipine Hydrochlor9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018890 51 12 16 09 Molsidomine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018891 51 12 16 10 Pralidoxime 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018892 51 12 16 11 Trimetazidine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
025384 51 12 16 14 Isosorbide mononitrat 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025385 51 12 16 15 Bepridil hydrochloride 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025386 51 12 16 16 Isoxsuprine hydrochlor12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
010144 51 12 17 00 Antihypertensive drug 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005668 51 12 17 01 Diazoxide 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005669 51 12 17 02 Terazosin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005670 51 12 17 03 Captopril 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005671 51 12 17 04 Lisinopril 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005672 51 12 17 05 Felodipine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005673 51 12 17 06 Isradipine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005674 51 12 17 07 Verapamil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005675 51 12 17 08 Methyldopa 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005676 51 12 17 09 Carvedilol 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005677 51 12 17 10 Losartan potassium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005678 51 12 17 11 Minoxidil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017714 51 12 17 13 Diltiazem hydrochlorid 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
018893 51 12 17 14 Vincamine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018894 51 12 17 15 Enalapril 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018895 51 12 17 16 Piretanide 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018896 51 12 17 17 Eprosartan mesylate 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018897 51 12 17 18 Clonidine hydrochlorid 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018900 51 12 17 21 Metoprolol tartrate 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018901 51 12 17 22 Reserpine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018903 51 12 17 24 Naftidrofuryl oxalate 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018904 51 12 17 25 Bisoprolol fumarate 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018905 51 12 17 26 Indapamide 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018906 51 12 17 27 Penbutolol 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018907 51 12 17 28 Prazosin 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018908 51 12 17 29 Celiprolol 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019224 51 12 17 30 Ramipril 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019235 51 12 17 31 Trandolapril 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019236 51 12 17 32 Combination trandola 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
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019241 51 12 17 33 Valsartan 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019249 51 12 17 34 Xantinol nicotinate 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
017675 51 12 17 35 Candesartan cilexetil 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025387 51 12 17 37 Benazepril hydrochlori 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025388 51 12 17 38 Deserpidine 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025389 51 12 17 39 Verapamil hydrochlori 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025390 51 12 17 40 Nisoldipine 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025391 51 12 17 41 Mibefradil dihydrochlor12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025392 51 12 17 42 Diltiazem malate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025393 51 12 17 43 Amlodipine besylate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025394 51 12 17 44 Enalpril maleate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025395 51 12 17 45 Enalaprilat dihydrate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025396 51 12 17 46 Fenoldopam mesylate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025397 51 12 17 47 Fosinopril sodium 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025398 51 12 17 48 Guanabenz acetate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025399 51 12 17 49 Guanadrel sulfate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025400 51 12 17 50 Guanethidine sulfate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025401 51 12 17 51 Guanfacine hydrochlor12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025402 51 12 17 52 Hydralazine hydrochlo 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025403 51 12 17 53 Irbesartan 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025404 51 12 17 54 Mecamylamine hydro 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025405 51 12 17 55 Methyldopate hydroch 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025406 51 12 17 56 Metyrosine 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025407 51 12 17 57 Moexipril hydrochloride12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025408 51 12 17 58 Nitroprusside sodium 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025409 51 12 17 59 Olmesartan medoxom 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025410 51 12 17 60 Perindopril erbumine 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025411 51 12 17 61 Quinapril hydrochloride12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025412 51 12 17 62 Rauwolfia serpentina 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025413 51 12 17 63 Telmisartan 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025846 51 12 17 64 Quinapril 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025847 51 12 17 65 Metoprolol 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
010145 51 12 18 00 Antihyperlipidemic an 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005679 51 12 18 01 Fluvastatin sodium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005680 51 12 18 02 Lovastatin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005681 51 12 18 03 Simvastatin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005682 51 12 18 04 Clofibrate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005683 51 12 18 05 Gemfibrozil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018909 51 12 18 06 Pravastatin sodium 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018910 51 12 18 07 Polidocanol 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018911 51 12 18 08 Probucol 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018912 51 12 18 09 Fenofibrate 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
025414 51 12 18 10 Atorvastatin calcium 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025415 51 12 18 11 Cerivastatin sodium 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025416 51 12 18 12 Choline 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025417 51 12 18 13 Choline bitartrate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
015057 51 12 18 14 Inositol 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025418 51 12 18 15 Racemethionine 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025419 51 12 18 16 Phosphatidylcholine 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025848 51 12 18 17 Cholestyramine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025849 51 12 18 18 Atorvastatin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
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025850 51 12 18 19 Ezetimibe 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026114 51 12 18 20 Chondroitin sulfate A 13 11/1/2003 0:00
010146 51 12 19 00 Drugs used for conge 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005684 51 12 19 01 Inamrinone lactate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
005685 51 12 19 02 Milrinone lactate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005686 51 12 19 03 Digitoxin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018913 51 12 19 04 Nifedipine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018914 51 12 19 05 Enoximone 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018915 51 12 19 06 Betaine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
025851 51 12 19 07 Nesiritide 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025852 51 12 19 08 Powdered or prepare 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
018917 51 12 21 00 Vasodilators 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018918 51 12 21 01 Dihydroergocristine me9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018919 51 12 21 02 Buflomedil hydrochlori 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018920 51 12 21 03 Linsidomine hydrochl 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018921 51 12 21 04 Papaverine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018922 51 12 21 05 Pentifylline 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018924 51 12 21 07 Ifenprodil tartrate 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
025853 51 12 21 08 Ergoloid mesylates 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025854 51 12 21 09 Papaverine hydrochlo 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025855 51 12 21 10 Nimodipine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025856 51 12 21 11 Amyl nitrite 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025857 51 12 21 12 Alprostadil 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
018925 51 12 22 00 Antihypotensive drugs 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018926 51 12 22 01 Ornipressin 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
026115 51 12 23 00 Cardioplegic agents 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026116 51 12 23 01 Cardioplegic solution 13 11/1/2003 0:00
009217 51 13 00 00 Hematolic drugs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010147 51 13 15 00 Antianemic drugs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005687 51 13 15 01 Ferrous fumarate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005688 51 13 15 02 Ferrous gluconate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005689 51 13 15 03 Ferrous sulfate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018927 51 13 15 04 Magnesium Pidolate 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018928 51 13 15 05 Oxymetholone 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018929 51 13 15 06 Erythropoietin 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
025420 51 13 15 07 Darbepoetin alfa 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025421 51 13 15 08 Epoetin alfa 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025422 51 13 15 09 Ferric ammonium citr 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025423 51 13 15 10 Heme iron polypeptid 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025424 51 13 15 11 Iron polysaccharide 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025425 51 13 15 12 Ferric pyrophosphate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025426 51 13 15 13 Ferrous cacodylate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
026117 51 13 15 14 Carbonyl iron 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026118 51 13 15 15 Hemin or hematin 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026119 51 13 15 16 Iron sucrose 13 11/1/2003 0:00
010148 51 13 16 00 Anticoagulants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005690 51 13 16 01 Aprotinin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005691 51 13 16 02 Heparin calcium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005692 51 13 16 03 Heparin sodium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005693 51 13 16 04 Warfarin sodium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018930 51 13 16 05 Sodium Citrate 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
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018931 51 13 16 06 Sodium apolate 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019219 51 13 16 07 Enoxaparin sodium 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019226 51 13 16 08 Lepirudin 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019254 51 13 16 09 Desirudin 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
025427 51 13 16 10 Ardeparin sodium 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025428 51 13 16 11 Dalteparin sodium 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025429 51 13 16 12 Danaparoid sodium 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025430 51 13 16 13 Dicumarol 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025431 51 13 16 14 Anisindione 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025432 51 13 16 15 Fondaparinux sodium 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025433 51 13 16 16 Tinzaparin sodium 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025858 51 13 16 17 Anticoagulant citrate p 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
010149 51 13 17 00 Thrombolytic drugs an 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005694 51 13 17 01 Abciximab 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005695 51 13 17 02 Alteplase 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005696 51 13 17 03 Streptokinase 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005697 51 13 17 04 Urokinase 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018932 51 13 17 05 Dipyridamole 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
025434 51 13 17 06 Argatroban 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025435 51 13 17 07 Bivalirudin 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025436 51 13 17 08 Cilostazol 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025437 51 13 17 09 Clopidogrel bisulfate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025438 51 13 17 10 Eptifibatide 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025439 51 13 17 11 Tenecteplase 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025440 51 13 17 12 Ticlopidine hydrochlori 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025441 51 13 17 13 Tirofiban hydrochlorid 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025859 51 13 17 14 Anistreplase 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025860 51 13 17 15 Anagrelide hydrochlori 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026120 51 13 17 16 Reteplase 13 11/1/2003 0:00
018933 51 13 18 00 Coagulants and syste 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
018934 51 13 18 01 Fibrinogen 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018935 51 13 18 02 Antihemophilic factors 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
018936 51 13 18 03 Thrombin 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
025861 51 13 18 04 Oprelvekin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
017702 51 13 18 05 Ethamsylate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026121 51 13 18 06 Ferric subsulfate 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026122 51 13 18 07 Morrhuate sodium 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026123 51 13 18 08 Aminocaproic acid 13 11/1/2003 0:00
017704 51 13 18 09 Calcium dobesilate 13 11/1/2003 0:00
019243 51 13 19 00 Blood plasma substitut12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
019244 51 13 19 01 Poligeline 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
021165 51 13 19 03 Gelatin 10 4/15/2002 10:44
025862 51 13 19 04 Human blood plasma 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025863 51 13 19 05 Dextran 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025864 51 13 19 06 Pentastarch 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025865 51 13 19 07 Human plasma protei 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025866 51 13 19 08 Hetastarch 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025867 51 13 19 09 Albumin human 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
018866 51 13 19 10 Polyvidone or Povido 13 11/1/2003 0:00
025868 51 13 20 00 Hemorrheologic agent 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
018923 51 13 20 01 Pentoxifylline 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
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009218 51 14 00 00 Central nervous syste 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010150 51 14 15 00 Anticonvulsants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005698 51 14 15 01 Acetazolamide 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005699 51 14 15 02 Clonazepam 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005700 51 14 15 03 Felbamate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005701 51 14 15 04 Lamotrigine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005702 51 14 15 05 Phenobarbital 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005703 51 14 15 06 Phenobarbital sodium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005704 51 14 15 07 Phenytoin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005705 51 14 15 08 Ethosuximide 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018937 51 14 15 09 Vigabatrin 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018938 51 14 15 10 Barbexaclon 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018939 51 14 15 11 Urbanyl 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018940 51 14 15 12 Clobazam 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018941 51 14 15 13 Carbamazepine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
025442 51 14 15 14 Zonisamide 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025443 51 14 15 15 Ethotoin 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025444 51 14 15 16 Fosphenytoin sodium 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025445 51 14 15 17 Gabapentin 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025446 51 14 15 18 Levetiracetam 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025447 51 14 15 19 Mephenytoin 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025448 51 14 15 20 Mephobarbital 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025449 51 14 15 21 Methsuximide 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025450 51 14 15 22 Oxcarbazepine 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025451 51 14 15 23 Paramethadione 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025452 51 14 15 24 Phenacemide 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025453 51 14 15 25 Phenytoin sodium 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025454 51 14 15 26 Primidone 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025455 51 14 15 27 Tiagabine hydrochlori 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025456 51 14 15 28 Topiramate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025457 51 14 15 29 Trimethadione 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025458 51 14 15 30 Valproate sodium 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025459 51 14 15 31 Valproic acid 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025869 51 14 15 32 Acetazolamide sodiu 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025870 51 14 15 33 Divalproex sodium 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
010151 51 14 16 00 Antidepressants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005706 51 14 16 01 Amitriptyline hydrochl 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005707 51 14 16 02 Doxepin hydrochlorid 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005708 51 14 16 03 Imipramine pamoate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005709 51 14 16 04 Mirtazapine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005710 51 14 16 05 Paroxetine hydrochlori 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005711 51 14 16 06 Trazodone hydrochlori 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017684 51 14 16 07 Fluvoxamine maleate 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
018942 51 14 16 08 Amitriptylinoxide 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018943 51 14 16 09 Tranylcypromine sulp 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018944 51 14 16 10 Desipramine hydrochl 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018945 51 14 16 11 Trimipramine mesilate 13 11/1/2003 0:00
018946 51 14 16 12 Sibutramine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018947 51 14 16 13 Carpipramine hydroch 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018948 51 14 16 14 Clomipramine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019240 51 14 16 15 Trimipramine 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
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025460 51 14 16 16 Clomipramine hydroc 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025461 51 14 16 17 Citalopram hydrobrom 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025462 51 14 16 18 Fluoxetine hydrochlorid12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025463 51 14 16 19 Sertraline hydrochlori 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025464 51 14 16 20 St. John's Wort 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025465 51 14 16 21 Imipramine hydrochlo 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025466 51 14 16 22 Isocarboxazid 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025467 51 14 16 23 Maprotiline hydrochlor 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025468 51 14 16 24 Nefazodone hydrochl 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025469 51 14 16 25 Nortriptyline hydrochl 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025470 51 14 16 26 Protriptyline hydrochlo 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025471 51 14 16 27 Trimipramine maleate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025872 51 14 16 28 Nortriptyline 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025873 51 14 16 29 Amoxapine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025874 51 14 16 30 Thyroid 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025875 51 14 16 31 Bupropion hydrochlorid12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025876 51 14 16 32 Phenelzine sulfate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025877 51 14 16 33 Escitalopram oxalate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
010152 51 14 17 00 Antipsychotic agents 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005712 51 14 17 01 Phenothiazines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005713 51 14 17 02 Haloperidol 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005714 51 14 17 03 Olanzapine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005715 51 14 17 04 Risperidone 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018949 51 14 17 05 Nicergoline 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018950 51 14 17 06 Citicoline 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018951 51 14 17 07 Buspirone hydrochlori 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018952 51 14 17 08 Chlordiazepoxide 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018953 51 14 17 09 Fluphenazine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018954 51 14 17 10 Periciazine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018955 51 14 17 11 Levomepromazine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019217 51 14 17 12 Zotepine 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019229 51 14 17 13 Pipotiazine palmitate 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019253 51 14 17 14 Piracetam 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
025472 51 14 17 15 Clozapine 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025473 51 14 17 16 Haloperidol decanoat 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025474 51 14 17 17 Haloperidol lactate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025475 51 14 17 18 Loxapine hydrochloride12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025476 51 14 17 19 Loxapine succinate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025477 51 14 17 20 Molindone hydrochlorid12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025478 51 14 17 21 Pimozide 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025479 51 14 17 22 Quetiapine fumarate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025480 51 14 17 23 Thiothixenes 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025481 51 14 17 24 Thiothixene hydrochlor12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025878 51 14 17 25 Ziprasidone hydrochlo 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025879 51 14 17 26 Triflupromazine hydro 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025880 51 14 17 27 Ziprasidone mesylate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025881 51 14 17 28 Droperidol 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025882 51 14 17 29 Thioridazine hydrochl 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
010153 51 14 18 00 Hypnotics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005716 51 14 18 01 Pentobarbital 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005717 51 14 18 02 Secobarbital sodium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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005718 51 14 18 03 Chloral hydrate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005719 51 14 18 04 Estazolam 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005720 51 14 18 05 Triazolam 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018956 51 14 18 06 Butobarbitone 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018957 51 14 18 07 Flunitrazepam 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018958 51 14 18 08 Zolpidem tartrate 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018959 51 14 18 09 Loprazolam mesilate 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019215 51 14 18 10 Zopiclone 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
025482 51 14 18 11 Amobarbital sodium 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025483 51 14 18 12 Dexmedetomidine hy 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025484 51 14 18 13 Ethchlorvynol 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025485 51 14 18 14 Flurazepam hydrochlo 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025486 51 14 18 15 Glutethimide 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025487 51 14 18 16 Paraldehyde 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025488 51 14 18 17 Quazepam 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025489 51 14 18 18 Tryptophan 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025490 51 14 18 19 Zaleplon 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025883 51 14 18 20 Pentobarbital sodium 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
019025 51 14 18 21 Doxylamine succinate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026124 51 14 18 22 Butabarbital 13 11/1/2003 0:00
010154 51 14 19 00 Tranquilizers and anti 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
005723 51 14 19 03 Lithium carbonate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005724 51 14 19 04 Lithium citrate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017696 51 14 19 07 Sulpiride 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
017710 51 14 19 08 Tiapride 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
018961 51 14 19 10 Bromazepam 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018962 51 14 19 11 Tofisopam 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
025491 51 14 19 12 Chlordiazepoxide hyd 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025492 51 14 19 13 Chlormezanone 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025493 51 14 19 14 Clorazepate dipotassi 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025494 51 14 19 15 Halazepam 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025495 51 14 19 16 Lorazepam 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025496 51 14 19 17 Oxazepam 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
018899 51 14 19 18 Meprobamate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026125 51 14 19 19 Alprazolam 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026126 51 14 19 20 Diazepam 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026127 51 14 19 21 Midazolam hydrochlori13 11/1/2003 0:00
026128 51 14 19 22 Temazepam 13 11/1/2003 0:00
010155 51 14 20 00 Non narcotic analgesi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005727 51 14 20 01 Acetaminophen 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005728 51 14 20 02 Acetylsalicylic acid 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005729 51 14 20 03 Mesalamine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005730 51 14 20 04 Meprobromate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018963 51 14 20 05 Methyl butetisalicylate 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018964 51 14 20 06 Oxaceprol 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019274 51 14 20 09 Metamizol sodium 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
025497 51 14 20 10 Acetanilide 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025498 51 14 20 11 Magnesium salicylate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025499 51 14 20 12 Mefenamic acid 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025500 51 14 20 13 Salicylamide 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025501 51 14 20 14 Sodium thiosalicylate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
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025884 51 14 20 15 Triethanolamine salic 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025885 51 14 20 16 Antipyrine and benzo 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025886 51 14 20 17 Salsalate or salicylsalic12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026129 51 14 20 18 Dehydrated alcohol inj 13 11/1/2003 0:00
010156 51 14 21 00 Nonsteroidal anti infla 12 3/15/2003 0:00
005731 51 14 21 01 Auranofin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005732 51 14 21 02 Carpofen 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005733 51 14 21 03 Diclofenac potassium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005734 51 14 21 04 Diclofenac sodium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005735 51 14 21 05 Flurbiprofen 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005736 51 14 21 06 Ibuprofen 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005737 51 14 21 07 Indomethacin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005738 51 14 21 08 Ketoprofen 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005739 51 14 21 09 Naproxen 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005740 51 14 21 10 Naproxen sodium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005741 51 14 21 11 Oxaprozin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005742 51 14 21 12 Sulindac 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005743 51 14 21 13 Suprofen 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017687 51 14 21 14 Benzydamine hydroch 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
017697 51 14 21 16 Diethylamine salicylat 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
017712 51 14 21 17 Diclofenac diethylami 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
018965 51 14 21 18 Nimesulide 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018966 51 14 21 19 Benorilate 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018967 51 14 21 20 Serrapeptase 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018968 51 14 21 21 Diclofenac 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018969 51 14 21 22 Sodium aurothiomalate9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018970 51 14 21 23 Ketorolac trometamol 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018971 51 14 21 24 Etodolac 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018972 51 14 21 25 Etofenamate 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018973 51 14 21 26 Floctafenine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018974 51 14 21 27 Emorfazone 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018975 51 14 21 28 Piroxicam 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019214 51 14 21 29 Tiaprofenic acid 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019246 51 14 21 30 Leflunomide 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
025502 51 14 21 31 Celecoxib 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025503 51 14 21 32 Aurothioglucose 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025504 51 14 21 33 Bromfenac sodium 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025505 51 14 21 34 Choline salicylate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025506 51 14 21 35 Fenoprofen calcium 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025507 51 14 21 36 Flurbiprofen sodium 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025508 51 14 21 37 Indomethacin sodium t12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025509 51 14 21 38 Ketorolac tromethami 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025510 51 14 21 39 Meclofenamate sodiu 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025511 51 14 21 40 Meloxicam 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025512 51 14 21 41 Nabumetone 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025513 51 14 21 42 Rofecoxib 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025514 51 14 21 43 Tolmetin sodium 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025515 51 14 21 44 Valdecoxib 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025887 51 14 21 45 Adalimumab 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025888 51 14 21 46 Diflunisal 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025889 51 14 21 47 Anakinra 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
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018859 51 14 21 48 Sodium hyaluronate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026130 51 14 21 49 Glucosamine 13 11/1/2003 0:00
010157 51 14 22 00 Narcotic analgesics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005744 51 14 22 01 Butorphanol tartrate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005745 51 14 22 02 Codeine phosphate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005746 51 14 22 03 Codeine sulfate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005747 51 14 22 05 Meperidine hydrochlo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005748 51 14 22 06 Morphine sulfate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005749 51 14 22 07 Oxycodone 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005750 51 14 22 08 Sufentanil citrate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
017705 51 14 22 09 Nefopam hydrochloride8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
018976 51 14 22 10 Ethylmorphine hydroc 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018977 51 14 22 11 Hydrocodone 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018978 51 14 22 12 Dihydrocodeine resin 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
025516 51 14 22 13 Propoxyphene napsyl 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025517 51 14 22 14 Alfentanil hydrochlorid 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025518 51 14 22 15 Buprenorphine hydroc 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025519 51 14 22 16 Dezocine 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025520 51 14 22 17 Dihydrocodeine tartrat 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025521 51 14 22 18 Dihydrocodeine 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025522 51 14 22 19 Fentanyl 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025523 51 14 22 20 Fentanyl citrate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025524 51 14 22 21 Hydrocodone bitartrat 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025525 51 14 22 22 Hydromorphone hydr 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025526 51 14 22 23 Hydrocodone polistire 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025527 51 14 22 24 Levomethadyl acetate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025528 51 14 22 25 Levorphanol tartrate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025529 51 14 22 26 Methadone hydrochlo 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025530 51 14 22 27 Oxycodone hydrochlo 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025531 51 14 22 28 Oxymorphone hydroc 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025532 51 14 22 29 Pentazocine hydrochl 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025533 51 14 22 30 Pentazocine lactate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025534 51 14 22 31 Propoxyphene hydroch12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025535 51 14 22 32 Remifentanil hydrochl 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025890 51 14 22 33 Codeine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025891 51 14 22 34 Dihydrocodeine bitartra12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
019270 51 14 22 35 Tramadol hydrochlori 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
019117 51 14 22 36 Opium 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
019266 51 14 22 37 Dextropropoxyphene 13 11/1/2003 0:00
010158 51 14 23 00 Narcotic antagonists 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005751 51 14 23 01 Nalmefene hydrochlori2 2/22/1999 0:00
005752 51 14 23 02 Naloxone hydrochlori 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005753 51 14 23 03 Naltrexone 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018979 51 14 23 04 Nalbuphine hydrochlo 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018980 51 14 23 05 Roxatidine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
010159 51 14 24 00 Drugs used for vascul 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005754 51 14 24 01 Methysergide maleate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005755 51 14 24 02 Sumatriptan succinate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018981 51 14 24 03 Ergotamine tartrate 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018982 51 14 24 04 Dihydroergotamine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019145 51 14 24 05 Combination acetami 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
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025536 51 14 24 06 Almotriptan malate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025537 51 14 24 07 Dihydroergotamine m 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025538 51 14 24 08 Frovatriptan succinate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025539 51 14 24 09 Isometheptene 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025540 51 14 24 10 Naratriptan hydrochlo 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025541 51 14 24 11 Rizatriptan benzoate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025892 51 14 24 12 Eletriptan hydrobromi 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025893 51 14 24 13 Zolmitriptan 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025894 51 14 24 14 Sumatriptan 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
010160 51 14 25 00 Antiparkinson drugs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005756 51 14 25 01 Bromocriptine mesyla 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005757 51 14 25 02 Carbidopa 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005758 51 14 25 03 Levodopa 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005759 51 14 25 04 Selegiline hydrochlori 2 2/22/1999 0:00
019239 51 14 25 05 Biperiden 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
025542 51 14 25 06 Biperiden hydrochlori 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025543 51 14 25 07 Pergolide mesylate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025544 51 14 25 08 Pramipexole dihydroc 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025545 51 14 25 09 Ropinirole hydrochlori 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025546 51 14 25 10 Tolcapone 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
010161 51 14 26 00 Stimulants and anore 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005760 51 14 26 01 Amphetamine sulfate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005761 51 14 26 02 Fenfluramine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005762 51 14 26 03 Mazindol 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005763 51 14 26 04 Pemoline 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005764 51 14 26 05 Phendimetrazine tartr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018983 51 14 26 06 Pipradrol hydrochloride9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018984 51 14 26 07 Fenproporex 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018985 51 14 26 08 Trimethylxanthine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019232 51 14 26 09 Amfepramone hydroc 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
025547 51 14 26 10 Caffeine 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025548 51 14 26 11 Dexfenfluramine hydr 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025549 51 14 26 12 Diethylpropion hydroc 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025550 51 14 26 13 Fenfluramine hydrochl 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025551 51 14 26 14 Benzphetamine hydroc12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025552 51 14 26 15 Phentermine hydrochlo12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025553 51 14 26 16 Phentermine resin 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025554 51 14 26 17 Sibutramine hydrochl 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025895 51 14 26 18 Methylphenidate hydr 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026131 51 14 26 19 Ammonia aromatic spi 13 11/1/2003 0:00
017745 51 14 27 00 Veterinary nonsteroid 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
017746 51 14 27 01 Phenylbutazone 13 11/1/2003 0:00
017747 51 14 27 02 Meclofenamic acid 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
018986 51 14 28 00 Anti amyotrophic later 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018987 51 14 28 01 Riluzole 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
016950 51 14 29 00 Anaesthetic drugs an 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
016951 51 14 29 01 Chloroform 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
017677 51 14 29 02 Eutectic mixture of loca12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
017679 51 14 29 03 Ropivacaine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
017681 51 14 29 04 Lidocaine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
017682 51 14 29 05 Bupivacaine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
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017688 51 14 29 06 Amethocaine hydrochl 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
017690 51 14 29 07 Oxybuprocaine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
017692 51 14 29 08 Lignocaine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
017964 51 14 29 09 Benzocaine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
019089 51 14 29 10 Prilocaine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
019090 51 14 29 11 Quinisocaine hydrochl 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
019091 51 14 29 12 Dibucaine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
019092 51 14 29 13 Halothane 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
019093 51 14 29 14 Amylocaine hydrochlor12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
019094 51 14 29 15 Septocaine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
019095 51 14 29 16 Hyaluronidase 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
019096 51 14 29 17 Mepivacaine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
019097 51 14 29 18 Articaine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
019098 51 14 29 19 Isoflurane 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
019099 51 14 29 20 Procaine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
019251 51 14 29 21 Thiopental sodium 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025713 51 14 29 22 Benoxinate hydrochlo 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025714 51 14 29 23 Butamben 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025715 51 14 29 24 Chlorobutanol 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025716 51 14 29 25 Chloroprocaine hydro 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025717 51 14 29 26 Cocaine hydrochlorid 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025718 51 14 29 27 Desflurane 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025719 51 14 29 28 Dyclonine hydrochlori 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025720 51 14 29 29 Enflurane 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
009453 51 14 29 30 Ether 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025721 51 14 29 31 Ethyl chloride 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025722 51 14 29 32 Etidocaine hydrochlori 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025723 51 14 29 33 Etomidate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025724 51 14 29 34 Ketamine hydrochlori 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025725 51 14 29 35 Levobupivacaine hydro12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025726 51 14 29 36 Levonordefrin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025727 51 14 29 37 Lidocaine hydrochlori 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025728 51 14 29 38 Methohexital sodium 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025729 51 14 29 39 Pramoxine hydrochlori 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025730 51 14 29 40 Proparacaine hydrochl12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025731 51 14 29 41 Propofol 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025732 51 14 29 42 Sevoflurane 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025733 51 14 29 43 Tetracaine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025734 51 14 29 44 Tetracaine hydrochlori 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025896 51 14 29 45 Doxapram hydrochlorid12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025897 51 14 29 46 Methoxyflurane 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
018916 51 14 29 47 Cinchocaine hydrochl 13 11/1/2003 0:00
009219 51 15 00 00 Autonomic nervous sy 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010162 51 15 15 00 Cholinergic drugs and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005765 51 15 15 01 Bethanechol chloride 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005766 51 15 15 02 Edrophonium chloride 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005767 51 15 15 03 Physostigmine salicyl 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005768 51 15 15 04 Pilocarpine nitrate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018988 51 15 15 05 Tropatepine hydrochl 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018989 51 15 15 06 Esterase inhibitor 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
025555 51 15 15 07 Ambenonium chloride 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
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025556 51 15 15 08 Dexpanthenol 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025557 51 15 15 09 Donepezil hydrochlori 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025558 51 15 15 10 Galantamine hydrobro 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025559 51 15 15 11 Mepenzolate bromide 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025560 51 15 15 12 Neostigmine methylsu 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025561 51 15 15 13 Neostigmine bromide 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025562 51 15 15 14 Pyridostigmine bromid 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025563 51 15 15 15 Rivastigmine tartrate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025564 51 15 15 16 Tacrine hydrlochloride 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025898 51 15 15 17 Cevimeline hydrchlori 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025899 51 15 15 18 Lecithin or phosphatidy12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
010163 51 15 16 00 Cholinergic blocking ag2 2/22/1999 0:00
005769 51 15 16 01 Atropine sulfate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005770 51 15 16 02 Benztropine mesylate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005771 51 15 16 03 Procyclidine hydrochl 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005772 51 15 16 04 Trihexyphenidyl hydroc2 2/22/1999 0:00
017691 51 15 16 05 Cyclopentolate hydro 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
017695 51 15 16 06 Tropicamide 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
025565 51 15 16 07 Clidinium bromide 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025566 51 15 16 08 Dicyclomine hydrochl 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025900 51 15 16 09 Propantheline bromid 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025901 51 15 16 10 Belladonna alkaloids 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025902 51 15 16 11 Glycopyrrolate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025903 51 15 16 12 Hyoscyamine sulfate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025904 51 15 16 13 Scopolamine hydrobr 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
017707 51 15 16 14 Homatropine hydrobr 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025608 51 15 16 15 Caramiphen 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026132 51 15 16 16 Atropine 13 11/1/2003 0:00
010164 51 15 17 00 Sympathomimetic or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005773 51 15 17 01 Albuterol 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005774 51 15 17 02 Brimonidine tartrate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005775 51 15 17 03 Epinephrine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005776 51 15 17 04 Epinephrine borate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005777 51 15 17 05 Epinephrine hydrochl 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005778 51 15 17 06 Isoproterenol 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005779 51 15 17 07 Isoproterenol sulfate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005780 51 15 17 08 Levarterenol bitartrate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005781 51 15 17 09 Phenylpropanolamine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
025567 51 15 17 10 Phenylephrine hydroc 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025568 51 15 17 11 Terbutaline sulfate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025569 51 15 17 12 Arbutamine hydrochlor12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025570 51 15 17 13 Cinnamedrine hydroc 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025571 51 15 17 14 D amphetamine sulfate12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025572 51 15 17 15 Ephedrine sulfate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025573 51 15 17 16 Isoproterenol hydrochl 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025574 51 15 17 17 Mephentermine sulfat 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025575 51 15 17 18 Metaraminol bitartrate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025905 51 15 17 19 Pseudoephedrine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025906 51 15 17 20 Salmeterol xinafoate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025907 51 15 17 21 Midodrine hydrochlori 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025908 51 15 17 22 Levalbuterol hydrochl 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
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025909 51 15 17 23 Tetrahydrozoline hydr 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025910 51 15 17 24 Naphazoline hydrochl 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025911 51 15 17 25 Dipivefrin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025912 51 15 17 26 Phenylpropanolamine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025913 51 15 17 27 Norepinephrine bitartr 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025914 51 15 17 28 Hydroxyamphetamine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025915 51 15 17 29 Methamphetamine hy 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025916 51 15 17 30 Epinephrine bitartrate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025917 51 15 17 31 Metaproterenol sulfat 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025918 51 15 17 32 Dobutamine hydrochl 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025919 51 15 17 33 Dipivefrin hydrochlorid 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025920 51 15 17 34 Albuterol sulfate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025921 51 15 17 35 Amphetamine aspartat12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025922 51 15 17 36 Isoetharine mesylate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025923 51 15 17 37 Dopamine hydrochlorid12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025924 51 15 17 38 Formoterol fumarate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025925 51 15 17 39 Methoxamine hydroch 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025926 51 15 17 40 Isoetharine hydrochlo 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
018994 51 15 17 41 Ephedrine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
017693 51 15 17 42 Phenylephrine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
005817 51 15 17 43 Pseudoephedrine hydr12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
019013 51 15 17 44 Ephedrine hydrochlorid12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025613 51 15 17 45 Pseudoephedrine tan 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025614 51 15 17 46 Pseudoephedrine sulf 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026133 51 15 17 47 Racepinephrine hydroc13 11/1/2003 0:00
018856 51 15 17 48 Naphazoline 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026134 51 15 17 49 Destroamphetamine 13 11/1/2003 0:00
010165 51 15 18 00 Adrenergic blocking a 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005782 51 15 18 01 Atenolol 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005783 51 15 18 02 Esmolol hydrochloride 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005784 51 15 18 03 Nadolol 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005785 51 15 18 04 Pindolol 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005786 51 15 18 05 Timolol maleate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005787 51 15 18 10 Phentolamine mesylat 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018990 51 15 18 11 Yohimbine hydrochlori 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018991 51 15 18 12 Propranolol hydrochlor9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019264 51 15 18 13 Acebutolol 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
025576 51 15 18 14 Betaxolol hydrochlorid 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025927 51 15 18 15 Tolazoline hydrochlorid12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025928 51 15 18 16 Prazosin hydrochlorid 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025929 51 15 18 17 Tamsulosin hydrochlor12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025930 51 15 18 18 Carteolol hydrochloride12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025931 51 15 18 19 Terazosin hydrochlori 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025932 51 15 18 20 Phenoxybenzamine h 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025933 51 15 18 21 Penbutolol sulfate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025934 51 15 18 22 Metoprolol succinate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025935 51 15 18 23 Labetalol hydrochloride12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025936 51 15 18 24 Doxazosin mesylate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025937 51 15 18 25 Dapiprazole hydrochl 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
010166 51 15 19 00 Centrally acting skeleta13 11/1/2003 0:00
005788 51 15 19 01 Baclofen 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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005789 51 15 19 02 Chlorzoxazone 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005790 51 15 19 03 Dantrolene sodium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005791 51 15 19 04 Methocarbamol 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005792 51 15 19 05 Carisoprodol 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017683 51 15 19 06 Isoxsuprine 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
017685 51 15 19 07 Ritodrine hydrochloride8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
017689 51 15 19 08 Orphenadrine citrate 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
018992 51 15 19 10 Nonivamide 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018993 51 15 19 11 Suxamethonium 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019248 51 15 19 12 Thiocolchicoside 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
025577 51 15 19 13 Chlorphenesin carba 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025578 51 15 19 14 Cyclobenzaprine hydr 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025579 51 15 19 15 Metaxalone 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025580 51 15 19 16 Succinylcholine chlori 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025581 51 15 19 17 Tizanidine hydrochlorid12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
010167 51 15 20 00 Neuromuscular blocki 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005793 51 15 20 01 Atracurium besylate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005794 51 15 20 02 Mivacurium chyloride 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005795 51 15 20 03 Rocuronium bromide 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005796 51 15 20 04 Vecuronium bromide 2 2/22/1999 0:00
025582 51 15 20 05 Botulinum toxin 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025583 51 15 20 06 Cisatracurium besylat 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025584 51 15 20 07 Doxacurium chloride 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025585 51 15 20 08 Metocurine iodide 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025586 51 15 20 09 Pancuronium bromide 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025587 51 15 20 10 Rapacuronium bromid 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025588 51 15 20 11 Tubocurarine chloride 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025938 51 15 20 12 Pipecuronium bromid 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
009220 51 16 00 00 Drugs affecting the re 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010168 51 16 15 00 Antiasthmatic drugs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005797 51 16 15 01 Bitolterol mesylate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005798 51 16 15 02 Nedocromil sodium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005799 51 16 15 03 Pirbuterol acetate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005800 51 16 15 04 Aminophylline 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005801 51 16 15 05 Theophylline 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017676 51 16 15 06 Terbutaline 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
017680 51 16 15 07 Formoterol 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
017686 51 16 15 08 Salbutamol sulphate 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
018995 51 16 15 10 Etofylline 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019245 51 16 15 11 Sodium cromoglicate 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
025939 51 16 15 13 Dyphylline 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025940 51 16 15 14 Oxtriphylline 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025941 51 16 15 15 Montelukast sodium 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025942 51 16 15 16 Zafirlukast 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025943 51 16 15 17 Zileuton 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
010169 51 16 16 00 Antihistamines or H1 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005802 51 16 16 01 Astemizole 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005803 51 16 16 02 Clemastine fumarate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005804 51 16 16 03 Dexchlorpheniramine m2 2/22/1999 0:00
005806 51 16 16 05 Levocabastine hydroch2 2/22/1999 0:00
005807 51 16 16 06 Loratadine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
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005808 51 16 16 07 Terfenadine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017715 51 16 16 08 Betahistine hydrochlo 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
018996 51 16 16 09 Triprolidine hydrochlo 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018997 51 16 16 10 Promethazine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018998 51 16 16 11 Oxomemazine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
018999 51 16 16 12 Ebastine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019000 51 16 16 13 Dihydroergotoxine mes9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019001 51 16 16 14 Meclozine hydrochlori 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019002 51 16 16 15 Cetirizine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019003 51 16 16 16 Betahistine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019004 51 16 16 17 Buclizine hydrochloride9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019005 51 16 16 18 Alimemazine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019006 51 16 16 19 Mepyramine maleate 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019143 51 16 16 20 Diphenhydramine 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019223 51 16 16 21 Fexofenadine hydroch 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
025589 51 16 16 22 Cromolyn sodium 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025590 51 16 16 23 Hydroxyzine pamoate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025591 51 16 16 24 Azatadine maleate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025592 51 16 16 25 Azelastine hydrochlorid12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025593 51 16 16 26 Bosentan 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025594 51 16 16 27 Brompheniramine male12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025595 51 16 16 28 Carbinoxamine maleat12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025596 51 16 16 29 Cetirizine hydrochlorid 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025597 51 16 16 30 Chlorpheniramine male12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025598 51 16 16 31 Chlorpheniramine tan 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025599 51 16 16 32 Cyproheptadine hydro 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025600 51 16 16 33 Desloratadine 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025601 51 16 16 34 Dexbrompheniramime 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025602 51 16 16 35 Diphenhydramine hydr12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025603 51 16 16 36 Diphenhydramine tan 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025604 51 16 16 37 Hydroxyzine hydrochl 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025605 51 16 16 38 Ketotifen fumarate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025606 51 16 16 39 Olopatadine hydrochl 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025607 51 16 16 40 Phenindamine tartrate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025944 51 16 16 46 Acrivastine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025945 51 16 16 47 Brompheniramine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025946 51 16 16 48 Emedastine difumarate12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025947 51 16 16 49 Lodoxamide trometha 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025948 51 16 16 50 Promethazine hydroc 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026135 51 16 16 51 Pemirolast potassium 13 11/1/2003 0:00
010170 51 16 17 00 Drugs used for respira 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005809 51 16 17 01 Acetylcysteine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005810 51 16 17 02 Beractant 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005811 51 16 17 03 Budesonide 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005812 51 16 17 04 Colfosceril palmitate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005813 51 16 17 05 Ipratropium bromide 2 2/22/1999 0:00
019007 51 16 17 06 Sobrerol 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019008 51 16 17 07 Bamifylline hydrochlori9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
025949 51 16 17 08 Dornase alfa 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025950 51 16 17 09 Poractant alfa 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026136 51 16 17 10 Calfactant 13 11/1/2003 0:00
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010171 51 16 18 00 Cough and cold and an2 2/22/1999 0:00
005814 51 16 18 01 Benzonatate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005815 51 16 18 02 Guaifenesin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017627 51 16 18 03 Menthol 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017709 51 16 18 05 Carbocisteine 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
017741 51 16 18 06 Ammonia chloride 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
019009 51 16 18 08 Dextromethorphan 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019010 51 16 18 09 Oxolamine Citrate 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019011 51 16 18 10 Pholcodine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019012 51 16 18 11 Bromhexine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019146 51 16 18 12 Combination chlorphen9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
025951 51 16 18 13 Potassium guaiacolsul 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025952 51 16 18 14 Phenylpropanolamine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025953 51 16 18 15 Carbetapentane tann 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025609 51 16 18 17 Dextromethorphan hy 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025610 51 16 18 18 Dextromethorphan pol 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025611 51 16 18 19 Dextromethorphan ta 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026137 51 16 18 20 Eucalyptol or eucalyptu13 11/1/2003 0:00
010172 51 16 19 00 Nasal decongestants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005816 51 16 19 01 Oxymetazoline hydro 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005818 51 16 19 03 Xylometazoline hydro 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009221 51 17 00 00 Drugs affecting the gas2 2/22/1999 0:00
010173 51 17 15 00 Antacids and antiflatule12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
005819 51 17 15 01 Calcium carbonate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005820 51 17 15 02 Magaldrate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005821 51 17 15 03 Magnesium hydroxide 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005822 51 17 15 04 Sodium bicarbonate an2 2/22/1999 0:00
017492 51 17 15 05 Simethicone 7.5 9/14/2001 11:11
019015 51 17 15 07 Hydrotalcite 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019016 51 17 15 08 Magnesium carbonate 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019017 51 17 15 09 Betaine hydrochloride 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019018 51 17 15 10 Magnesium trisilicate 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019231 51 17 15 11 Aluminium hydroxide 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
025615 51 17 15 13 Dihydroxyaluminum s 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
010174 51 17 16 00 Laxatives 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005823 51 17 16 01 Cascara sagrada 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005824 51 17 16 02 Docusate calcium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005825 51 17 16 03 Docusate potassium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005826 51 17 16 04 Docusate sodium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005827 51 17 16 05 Lactulose 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005828 51 17 16 06 Magnesium sulfate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005829 51 17 16 07 Psyllium hydrophilic m 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017718 51 17 16 08 Glycerine 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
019019 51 17 16 09 Dehydrocholic acid 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019020 51 17 16 10 Senna or sennosides 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
019144 51 17 16 11 Bisacodyl stimulant 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019218 51 17 16 12 Methylcellulose 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
025616 51 17 16 13 Aloin 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025617 51 17 16 14 Bisacodyl 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025618 51 17 16 15 Calcium polycarbophil 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025619 51 17 16 16 Casanthranol 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
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005336 51 17 16 17 Castor oil 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025620 51 17 16 18 Cisapride monohydrate12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025621 51 17 16 19 Glycerin suppositories 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025622 51 17 16 20 Magnesium citrate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025623 51 17 16 21 Metoclopramide hydro 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025624 51 17 16 22 Sodium phosphate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025625 51 17 16 23 Phenolphthalein 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025626 51 17 16 24 Psyllium seed 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025954 51 17 16 26 Potassium bitartrate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025955 51 17 16 27 Potassium sodium tar 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025956 51 17 16 28 Potassium phosphate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025957 51 17 16 29 Sodium sulfate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026138 51 17 16 30 Mineral oil 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026139 51 17 16 31 Polyethylene glycol la 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026318 51 17 16 32 Magnesium chloride 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
010175 51 17 17 00 Antidiarrheals 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005830 51 17 17 01 Difenoxin hydrochlorid 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005831 51 17 17 02 Loperamide hydrochlo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005832 51 17 17 03 Paregoric 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017713 51 17 17 04 Nifuroxazide 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
025628 51 17 17 06 Attapulgite 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025629 51 17 17 07 Bismuth subsalicylate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025630 51 17 17 08 Diphenoxylate hydroc 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025631 51 17 17 09 Saccharomyces boula 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025958 51 17 17 10 Alosetron hydrochlori 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026140 51 17 17 11 Kaolin mixture with pec13 11/1/2003 0:00
026141 51 17 17 12 Purified pectin with aci 13 11/1/2003 0:00
010176 51 17 18 00 Antiemetics and antin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
005833 51 17 18 01 Dronabinol 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005834 51 17 18 02 Granisetron hydrochlo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005835 51 17 18 03 Meclizine hydrochlorid 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005836 51 17 18 04 Ondansetron hydrochl 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005837 51 17 18 05 Trimethobenzamide h 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017708 51 17 18 06 Metoclopramide 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
019022 51 17 18 07 Cinnarizine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019023 51 17 18 08 Difenidol hydrochlorid 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019024 51 17 18 09 Cyclizine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019026 51 17 18 11 Combinational fructos 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019027 51 17 18 12 Prochlorperazine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019225 51 17 18 13 Metopimazine 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019242 51 17 18 14 Dolasetron mesylate 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
025632 51 17 18 15 Cyclizine hydrochloride12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025633 51 17 18 16 Ondansetron 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025634 51 17 18 17 Prochlorperazine edis 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025635 51 17 18 18 Prochlorperazine mal 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025636 51 17 18 19 Thiethylperazine malea12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
005805 51 17 18 20 Dimenhydrinate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026142 51 17 18 21 Aprepitant 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026319 51 17 18 22 Palonosetron hydrochl 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
010177 51 17 19 00 Antiulcer and related 12 3/15/2003 0:00
005838 51 17 19 01 Cimetidine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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005839 51 17 19 02 Famotidine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005840 51 17 19 03 Nizatidine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005841 51 17 19 04 Ranitidine hydrochlori 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005842 51 17 19 05 Cisapride 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005843 51 17 19 06 Lansoprazole 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005844 51 17 19 07 Chlordiazepoxide hyd 13 11/1/2003 0:00
005845 51 17 19 08 Misoprostol 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017678 51 17 19 09 Omeprazole 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
019028 51 17 19 10 Pancreatin 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019247 51 17 19 11 Sucralfate 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
025637 51 17 19 12 Cimetidine hydrochlori 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025638 51 17 19 13 Esomeprazole magnes12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025639 51 17 19 14 Pantoprazole sodium 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025640 51 17 19 15 Pantoprazole sodium 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025641 51 17 19 16 Rabeprazole sodium 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025642 51 17 19 17 Ranitidine bismuth citr 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025959 51 17 19 18 Aluminum carbonate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
010178 51 17 20 00 Drugs used for gallblad2 2/22/1999 0:00
005846 51 17 20 01 Chenodiol 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005847 51 17 20 02 Monoctanoin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005848 51 17 20 03 Ursodiol 2 2/22/1999 0:00
026143 51 17 20 04 Dimethyl sulfoxide 13 11/1/2003 0:00
017698 51 17 21 00 Antispasmodics 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
017699 51 17 21 01 Mebeverine hydrochlo 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
019029 51 17 21 02 Dicycloverine hydrochl9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019030 51 17 21 03 Pitofenone hydrochlori 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019032 51 17 21 05 Phloroglucinol 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019033 51 17 21 06 Oxybutynin hydrochlo 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019034 51 17 21 07 Hyoscine butylbromid 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019035 51 17 21 08 Viquidil hydrochloride 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019036 51 17 21 09 Trimebutine 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019037 51 17 21 10 Prozapine hydrochlori 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019265 51 17 21 11 Alverine 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
009222 51 18 00 00 Hormones and hormo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010179 51 18 15 00 Antidiabetic agents an 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005849 51 18 15 01 Acarbose 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005850 51 18 15 02 Acetohexamide 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005851 51 18 15 03 Chlorpropamide 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005852 51 18 15 04 Glimepiride 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005853 51 18 15 05 Glipizide 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005854 51 18 15 06 Insulin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005855 51 18 15 08 Glucagon 2 2/22/1999 0:00
019038 51 18 15 09 Gliclazide 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019039 51 18 15 10 Phenformin hydrochlor9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019040 51 18 15 11 Buformin 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019042 51 18 15 13 Nateglinide 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019043 51 18 15 14 Pancreatic extract 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019044 51 18 15 15 Tolbutamide 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019221 51 18 15 16 Glibenclamide or glyb 13 11/1/2003 0:00
019268 51 18 15 17 Metformin hydrochlori 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
025644 51 18 15 19 Miglitol 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
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025645 51 18 15 20 Pioglitazone hydrochl 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025646 51 18 15 21 Repaglinide 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025647 51 18 15 22 Rosiglitazone maleate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025648 51 18 15 23 Tolazamide 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025649 51 18 15 24 Troglitazone 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
010180 51 18 16 00 Thyroid and antithyroi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005856 51 18 16 01 Levothyroxine sodium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005857 51 18 16 02 Liothyronine sodium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005858 51 18 16 03 Liotrix 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005859 51 18 16 04 Thyrotropin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005860 51 18 16 05 Methimazole 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005861 51 18 16 06 Propylthiouracil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
019045 51 18 16 07 Potassium iodide 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
025960 51 18 16 08 Levothyroxine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026144 51 18 16 09 Sodium iodide 13 11/1/2003 0:00
010181 51 18 17 00 Corticosteroids 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005862 51 18 17 01 Betamethasone 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005863 51 18 17 02 Corticotropin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005864 51 18 17 03 Cosyntropin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005865 51 18 17 04 Dexamethasone 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005866 51 18 17 05 Flunisolide 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005867 51 18 17 06 Hydrocortisone 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005868 51 18 17 07 Methylprednisolone 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005869 51 18 17 08 Prednisolone 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005870 51 18 17 09 Triamcinolone 2 2/22/1999 0:00
019046 51 18 17 10 Desoximetasone 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019047 51 18 17 11 Meprednisone 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019048 51 18 17 12 Risedronic acid 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019049 51 18 17 13 Prednisone 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019050 51 18 17 14 Prednicarbate 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019051 51 18 17 15 Cortisone 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019052 51 18 17 16 Cortivazol 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019053 51 18 17 17 Desoxycortone acetat 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019054 51 18 17 18 Deflazacort 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019055 51 18 17 19 Fluocinolone acetonide9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019230 51 18 17 20 Diflorasone diacetate 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
025650 51 18 17 21 Corticorelin ovine triflu 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025651 51 18 17 22 Fluticasone 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025652 51 18 17 23 Hydrocortisone acetate12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025653 51 18 17 24 Hydrocortisone butepr 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025654 51 18 17 25 Hydrocortisone butyrat12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025655 51 18 17 26 Hydrocortisone sodiu 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025656 51 18 17 27 Hydrocortisone valerat12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025657 51 18 17 28 Methylprednisolone a 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025658 51 18 17 29 Methylprednisolone s 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025659 51 18 17 30 Prednisolone acetate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025660 51 18 17 31 Triamcinolone acetonid12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025661 51 18 17 32 Triamcinolone diacetat12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025662 51 18 17 33 Triamcinolone hexacet12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025961 51 18 17 34 Alclometasone dipropi 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025962 51 18 17 35 Halobetasol propionate12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
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025963 51 18 17 36 Fluorometholone 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025964 51 18 17 37 Halcinonide 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025965 51 18 17 38 Fludrocortisone aceta 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025966 51 18 17 39 Rimexolone 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025967 51 18 17 40 Dexamethasone sodi 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025968 51 18 17 41 Loteprednol etabonat 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025969 51 18 17 42 Clobetasol propionate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025970 51 18 17 43 Clocortolone pivalate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025971 51 18 17 44 Fluocinonide 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025972 51 18 17 45 Flurandrenolide 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025973 51 18 17 46 Amcinonide 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025974 51 18 17 47 Hydrocortisone probut 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025975 51 18 17 48 Medrysone 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025976 51 18 17 49 Mometasone furoate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
018833 51 18 17 50 Desonide 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
017694 51 18 17 51 Prednisolone sodium 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
019263 51 18 17 52 Beclomethasone dipr 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026145 51 18 17 53 Cortisone acetate 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026146 51 18 17 54 Betamethasone dipro 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026147 51 18 17 55 Betamethasone valer 13 11/1/2003 0:00
010182 51 18 18 00 Estrogens and progest2 2/22/1999 0:00
005871 51 18 18 01 Chlorotrianisene 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005872 51 18 18 02 Estrone 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005873 51 18 18 03 Estrogens conjugated 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005874 51 18 18 04 Estropipate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005875 51 18 18 05 Levonorgestrel 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005876 51 18 18 06 Megestrol acetate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005877 51 18 18 07 Ethinyl estradiol 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005878 51 18 18 08 Mestranol 2 2/22/1999 0:00
019057 51 18 18 10 Chlormadinone acetate9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019058 51 18 18 11 Desogestrel and ethiny9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019059 51 18 18 12 Dienestrol 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019060 51 18 18 13 Estradiol 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019061 51 18 18 14 Ethisterone 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019062 51 18 18 15 Estradiol and norethis 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019063 51 18 18 16 Hydroxyestrone diace 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019064 51 18 18 17 Promestriene 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019065 51 18 18 18 Progesterone 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019066 51 18 18 19 Promegestone 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019252 51 18 18 20 Gestrinone 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
025663 51 18 18 21 Estradiol cypionate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025664 51 18 18 22 Estradiol valerate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025665 51 18 18 23 Esterified estrogen 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025666 51 18 18 24 Ethynodiol diacetate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025667 51 18 18 25 Diethylstilbestrol diph 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025668 51 18 18 26 Hydroxyprogesterone 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025669 51 18 18 27 Medroxyprogesterone 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025670 51 18 18 28 Norethindrone 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025671 51 18 18 29 Norethindrone acetate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025672 51 18 18 30 Norgestimate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025673 51 18 18 31 Norgestrel 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
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025977 51 18 18 32 Etonogestrel and ethi 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025978 51 18 18 33 Ethinyl estradiol and et12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026148 51 18 18 34 Norethindrone and et 13 11/1/2003 0:00
010183 51 18 19 00 Gonadotropic hormon 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005879 51 18 19 01 Chorionic gonadotropin2 2/22/1999 0:00
005880 51 18 19 02 Danazol 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005881 51 18 19 03 Gonadorelin acetate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005882 51 18 19 04 Histrelin acetate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005883 51 18 19 05 Menotropins 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005884 51 18 19 06 Urofollitropin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
019067 51 18 19 08 Fosfestrol sodium 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
025674 51 18 19 11 Clomiphene citrate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025675 51 18 19 12 Follitropin 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025676 51 18 19 13 Gonadorelin hydrochl 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
010184 51 18 20 00 Androgens and andro 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005885 51 18 20 01 Finasteride 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005886 51 18 20 02 Testosterone 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005887 51 18 20 03 Testosterone cypionat 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005888 51 18 20 04 Testosterone enanthat2 2/22/1999 0:00
005889 51 18 20 05 Testosterone propion 2 2/22/1999 0:00
019069 51 18 20 06 Trenbolone Acetate 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019070 51 18 20 07 Methandriol 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
025677 51 18 20 08 Fluoxymesterone 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025678 51 18 20 09 Methyltestosterone 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025679 51 18 20 10 Nandrolone decanoat 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025680 51 18 20 11 Nandrolone phenpropi 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025681 51 18 20 12 Prasterone 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025682 51 18 20 13 Stanozolol 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025979 51 18 20 14 Dutasteride 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
010185 51 18 21 00 Posterior pituitary hor 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005890 51 18 21 01 Desmopressin acetat 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005891 51 18 21 02 Vasopressin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010186 51 18 22 00 Drugs for inducing labo2 2/22/1999 0:00
005892 51 18 22 01 Dinoprostone 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005893 51 18 22 02 Methylergonovine male2 2/22/1999 0:00
005894 51 18 22 03 Oxytocin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
025980 51 18 22 04 Ergonovine maleate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
010187 51 18 23 00 Growth hormones and 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
005895 51 18 23 01 Somatrem 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005896 51 18 23 02 Somatropin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
019071 51 18 23 03 Somatostatin 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
025981 51 18 23 04 Octreotide acetate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
010188 51 18 24 00 Calcium salts and cal 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005897 51 18 24 01 Calcium chloride 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005899 51 18 24 03 Calcium gluconate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005900 51 18 24 04 Calcium lactate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005901 51 18 24 05 Dibase calcium phosph2 2/22/1999 0:00
005902 51 18 24 06 Alendronate sodium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005903 51 18 24 07 Calcitonin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005904 51 18 24 08 Cellulose sodium pho 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005905 51 18 24 09 Gallium nitrate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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019072 51 18 24 10 Etidronate disodium 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
019073 51 18 24 11 Nandrolone 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019074 51 18 24 12 Tribasic calcium phos 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019075 51 18 24 13 Calcium glycero phos 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
025982 51 18 24 15 Zoledronic acid 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025983 51 18 24 16 Pamidronate disodiu 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025984 51 18 24 17 Risedronate sodium 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026149 51 18 24 18 Calcium acetate 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026150 51 18 24 19 Calcium glucoheptona 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026151 51 18 24 20 Dihydrotachysterol 13 11/1/2003 0:00
009223 51 19 00 00 Agents affecting wate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010189 51 19 15 00 Diuretics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005906 51 19 15 01 Chlorothiazide 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005907 51 19 15 02 Chlorthalidone 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005908 51 19 15 03 Metolazone 8 10/1/2001 9:13
005909 51 19 15 04 Bumetanide 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005910 51 19 15 05 Ethacrynate sodium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005911 51 19 15 06 Amiloride hydrochlorid 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005912 51 19 15 07 Spironolactone 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005913 51 19 15 08 Triamterene 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005914 51 19 15 09 Mannitol 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018361 51 19 15 10 Furosemide 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
019076 51 19 15 11 Canrenoate potassiu 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019077 51 19 15 12 Lasitone 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
025683 51 19 15 13 Bendroflumethiazide 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025684 51 19 15 14 Ethacrynic acid 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025685 51 19 15 15 Hydrochlorothiazide 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025686 51 19 15 16 Hydroflumethiazide 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025687 51 19 15 17 Isosorbide 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025688 51 19 15 18 Methyclothiazide 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025689 51 19 15 19 Pamabrom 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025690 51 19 15 20 Polythiazide 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025691 51 19 15 21 Torsemide 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025692 51 19 15 22 Trichlormethiazide 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
026152 51 19 15 23 Urea osmotic diuretic 13 11/1/2003 0:00
010190 51 19 16 00 Electrolytes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005915 51 19 16 01 Dextrose 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005916 51 19 16 02 Sodium chloride elect 2 2/22/1999 0:00
025985 51 19 16 03 Total parenteral alime 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026153 51 19 16 04 Lactated ringers solutio13 11/1/2003 0:00
010191 51 19 17 00 Alkalinizing agents 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005917 51 19 17 01 Tromethamine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
025693 51 19 17 02 Sodium lactate 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
026154 51 19 17 03 Sodium acetate 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026155 51 19 17 04 Multiple electrolyte sol 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026156 51 19 17 05 Citric acid and potassiu13 11/1/2003 0:00
026157 51 19 17 06 Citric acid and sodium 13 11/1/2003 0:00
010192 51 19 18 00 Potassium salts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005918 51 19 18 01 Potassium bicarbonat 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005919 51 19 18 02 Potassium chloride 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005920 51 19 18 03 Potassium gluconate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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025986 51 19 18 04 Potassium acetate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025987 51 19 18 05 Potassium supplement12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
011145 51 19 19 00 Dietary supplements 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
011146 51 19 19 01 Residue of maize ger 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
019085 51 19 19 02 Amino acid suppleme 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
019086 51 19 19 03 Phentermine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
019087 51 19 19 04 Phospholipids 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
019088 51 19 19 05 Vitamin supplements 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
023942 51 19 19 06 Oral rehydration solutio12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026158 51 19 19 07 Ammonium molybdat 13 11/1/2003 0:00
009224 51 20 00 00 Immunomodulating dr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010193 51 20 15 00 Immunosuppressants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005921 51 20 15 01 Azathioprine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005922 51 20 15 02 Cyclosporine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005923 51 20 15 03 Mycophenolate mofetil2 2/22/1999 0:00
005924 51 20 15 04 Tacrolimus 2 2/22/1999 0:00
019078 51 20 15 05 Antilymphocyte 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019079 51 20 15 06 Defibrotide 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
025694 51 20 15 07 Aldesleukin 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025695 51 20 15 08 Basiliximab 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025696 51 20 15 09 Daclizumab 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025697 51 20 15 10 Imiquimod 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025698 51 20 15 11 Muromonab CD3 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025699 51 20 15 12 Mycophenolate mofetil12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025700 51 20 15 13 Peginterferon 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025701 51 20 15 14 Pimecrolimus 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025702 51 20 15 15 Sirolimus 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025988 51 20 15 16 Antilymphocyte or lymp12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025989 51 20 15 17 Guanidine hydrochlorid12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025990 51 20 15 18 Azathioprine sodium 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
010194 51 20 16 00 Vaccines and antigen 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
005925 51 20 16 01 Anthrax antigen 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005926 51 20 16 02 Brucella antigen 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005927 51 20 16 03 Cholera vaccine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
005928 51 20 16 04 Diphteria 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005929 51 20 16 05 Encephalitis virus vac 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
005930 51 20 16 06 Hemophilus influenza 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005931 51 20 16 07 Hepatitis B virus vaccin12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
005932 51 20 16 08 Influenza virus vaccin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
005933 51 20 16 09 Measles virus vaccine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
005934 51 20 16 10 Meningococcal vaccine12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
005935 51 20 16 11 Morbilli 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005936 51 20 16 12 Mumps virus vaccine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
005937 51 20 16 13 Parotitis 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005938 51 20 16 14 Pertussis vaccine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
005939 51 20 16 15 Pneumococcal vaccin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
005940 51 20 16 16 Poliovirus vaccine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
005941 51 20 16 17 Rabies vaccine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
005942 51 20 16 18 Rota virus 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005943 51 20 16 19 Rubella virus vaccine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
005944 51 20 16 20 Smallpox 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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005945 51 20 16 21 Tetanus toxoid 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005946 51 20 16 22 Tuberculosis 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005947 51 20 16 23 Typhoid vaccine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
005948 51 20 16 24 Varicella virus vaccine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
005949 51 20 16 25 Yellow fever vaccine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
015427 51 20 16 26 Hepatitis a 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
019080 51 20 16 27 Haemophilus B vaccin 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025177 51 20 16 28 Measles and mumps 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025178 51 20 16 29 Diphtheria and tetanu 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025180 51 20 16 31 Diptheria and tetanus t12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025181 51 20 16 32 Diptheria and tetanus a12 3/15/2003 0:00
025182 51 20 16 33 Haemophilus influenz 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025183 51 20 16 34 Haemophilus influenz 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025703 51 20 16 35 Hepatitis A virus vaccin12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025704 51 20 16 36 Lyme disease vaccine 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025706 51 20 16 38 Plague vaccine 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025707 51 20 16 39 Staphylococcus vacci 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025991 51 20 16 46 Measles and rubella  12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025992 51 20 16 47 BCG vaccine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025993 51 20 16 48 Rubella and mumps vi 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
017729 51 20 17 00 Poultry vaccines 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
017730 51 20 17 01 Hypcuprsis 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
017731 51 20 17 02 E Coli 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
017732 51 20 17 03 Gumboro 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
017733 51 20 17 04 Avian infectious bronch8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
017734 51 20 17 05 Newcastle 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
019081 51 20 18 00 Immunostimulating age12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
019082 51 20 18 01 Bacterial immunoglob 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025994 51 20 18 02 Filgrastim 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025995 51 20 18 03 Pegfilgrastim 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025996 51 20 18 04 Sargramostim 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025997 51 20 18 05 Rho D immuno globuli 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025998 51 20 18 06 Immuno Globulin or Ga12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025999 51 20 18 07 Viral immunoglobulins 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
005629 51 20 18 08 Levamisole hydrochlo 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
005658 51 20 18 09 Interferon 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
019286 51 20 19 00 Multiple sclerosis MS 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019287 51 20 19 01 Glatiramer acetate 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
009225 51 21 00 00 Miscellaneous drug c 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010195 51 21 15 00 Antigout drugs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005950 51 21 15 01 Allopurinol 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005951 51 21 15 02 Colchicine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005952 51 21 15 03 Probenecid 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005953 51 21 15 04 Sulfinpyrazone 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018886 51 21 15 05 Benzbromarone 13 11/1/2003 0:00
005954 51 21 16 01 Deferoxamine mesyla 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005955 51 21 16 02 Dexrazoxane 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005956 51 21 16 03 Digoxin immune fab 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005957 51 21 16 04 Dimercaprol 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005958 51 21 16 05 Edetate disodium 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005959 51 21 16 06 Flumazenil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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005960 51 21 16 07 Ipecac 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005961 51 21 16 08 Penicillamine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005962 51 21 16 09 Protamine sulfate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005963 51 21 16 10 Sodium polystyrene s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005964 51 21 16 11 Trientine 2 2/22/1999 0:00
019083 51 21 16 12 Leucovorin 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019084 51 21 16 13 Sorbitol 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
026000 51 21 16 15 Methylene blue 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026001 51 21 16 16 Antivenins 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026002 51 21 16 17 Leucovorin calcium 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025708 51 21 16 18 Activated charcoal ant 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025709 51 21 16 19 Edetate calcium disodi12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025710 51 21 16 20 Fomepizole 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025711 51 21 16 21 Pralidoxime chloride 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
014588 51 21 16 22 Sodium thiosulfate 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
025712 51 21 16 23 Succimer 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026159 51 21 16 24 Copper sulfate 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026320 51 21 16 25 Exopeptidase G2 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
010196 51 21 16 00 Antidotes and emetics 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
017750 51 21 19 00 Veterinary anaestheti 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
017751 51 21 19 01 Xylazine 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
019100 51 21 20 00 Herbal drugs 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019101 51 21 20 01 Etheric oil 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019102 51 21 20 02 Centella asiatica extra 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019103 51 21 20 03 Ipecacuanha extract 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019104 51 21 20 04 Aesculus 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019105 51 21 20 05 Aconitum napelus 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019106 51 21 20 06 Valerian 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
005377 51 21 20 07 Garlic 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019107 51 21 20 08 Chelidonium majus 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019108 51 21 20 09 Soapwort 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019109 51 21 20 10 Primula 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019110 51 21 20 11 Pimpinella 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
005405 51 21 20 12 Coriander 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019111 51 21 20 13 Hedera helix 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019112 51 21 20 14 Gumplant 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019113 51 21 20 15 Boneset 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019114 51 21 20 16 Echinacea 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019115 51 21 20 17 Aconite 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019116 51 21 20 18 Coccus cacti 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
026003 51 21 20 20 Catnip 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026004 51 21 20 21 Ginseng 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026005 51 21 20 22 Asafetida 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026006 51 21 20 23 Bilberry 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026007 51 21 20 24 Arnica 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026008 51 21 20 25 Balsam peru 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026009 51 21 20 26 Eyebright 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026010 51 21 20 27 Ginkgo biloba 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026011 51 21 20 28 Hydrastis 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026012 51 21 20 29 Gotu kola 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026013 51 21 20 30 Saw palmetto 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
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026014 51 21 20 31 Pygeum africanum 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026015 51 21 20 32 Angelica root 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026016 51 21 20 33 Gentian violet 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026160 51 21 20 34 Capsaicin 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026161 51 21 20 35 Milk thistle 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026162 51 21 20 36 Black cohosh 13 11/1/2003 0:00
019118 51 21 21 00 Dental drugs 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019119 51 21 21 01 Sodium flourides 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019120 51 21 22 00 Anti abuse drugs 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
019121 51 21 22 01 Disulfiram 9.4 3/14/2002 10:00
019213 51 21 22 02 Nicotine 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026017 51 21 22 03 Nicotine polacrilex 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026163 51 21 23 00 Diagnostic agents and 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026164 51 21 23 01 Aminohippurate sodiu 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026165 51 21 23 02 Ethiodized oil 13 11/1/2003 0:00
017717 51 21 23 03 Fluorescein sodium 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026166 51 21 23 04 Indigotindisulfonate s 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026167 51 21 23 05 Indocyanine green 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026168 51 21 23 06 Methacholine chloride 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026169 51 21 23 07 Metyrapone 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026170 51 21 23 08 Rose bengal sodium I 13 11/1/2003 0:00
018887 51 21 23 09 Meglumine Ioxaglate 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026171 51 21 24 00 Drugs to treat sexual 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026172 51 21 24 01 Sildenafil citrate 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026173 51 21 24 02 Vardenafil hydrochlori 13 11/1/2003 0:00
017738 51 24 00 00 Drugs affecting the ear13 11/1/2003 0:00
017739 51 24 10 00 Aural preparations 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
017740 51 24 10 01 Dioctyl sodium sulphos8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
026018 51 24 10 02 Triethanolamine polyp 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026174 51 24 11 00 Opthalmic agents 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026175 51 24 11 01 Acetylcholine chloride 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026176 51 24 11 02 Apraclonidine hydroch 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026177 51 24 11 03 Bimatoprost 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026178 51 24 11 04 Brinzolamide 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026179 51 24 11 05 Carbachol 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026180 51 24 11 06 Demecarium bromide 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026181 51 24 11 07 Dorzolamide hydorchl 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026182 51 24 11 08 Echothiophate iodide 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026183 51 24 11 09 Epinephryl borate 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026184 51 24 11 10 Latanoprost 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026185 51 24 11 11 Levobunolol hydrochl 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026186 51 24 11 12 Metipranolol 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026187 51 24 11 13 Physostigmine sulfate 13 11/1/2003 0:00
018858 51 24 11 14 Pilocarpine hydrochlo 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026188 51 24 11 15 Timolol 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026189 51 24 11 16 Travoprost 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026190 51 24 11 17 Unoprostone isoprpyl 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026191 51 24 11 18 Dichlorphenamide 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026192 51 24 11 19 Methazolamide 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026193 51 24 11 20 Artificial tears 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026194 51 24 12 00 Dermatologic agents 13 11/1/2003 0:00
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026195 51 24 12 01 Salicylic acid 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026196 51 24 12 02 Azelaic acid 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026197 51 24 12 03 Bismuth subcarbonat 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026198 51 24 12 04 Boric acid 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026199 51 24 12 05 Calamine 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026200 51 24 12 06 Chloroxine 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026201 51 24 12 07 Topcial coal tar prepa 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026202 51 24 12 08 Hydrophillic creams o 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026203 51 24 12 09 Hydroquinone 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026204 51 24 12 10 Methyl salicylate 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026205 51 24 12 11 Minoxidil topical soluti 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026206 51 24 12 12 Papain 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026207 51 24 12 13 Topical pine tar prepa 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026208 51 24 12 14 Podofilox 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026209 51 24 12 15 Podophyllum resin 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026210 51 24 12 16 Pyrithione zinc 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026211 51 24 12 17 Resorcinol 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026212 51 24 12 18 Selenium sulfide 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026213 51 24 12 19 Tazarotene 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026214 51 24 12 20 Tretinoin 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026215 51 24 12 21 Crystallized trypsin 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026216 51 24 12 22 Dimethicone 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026217 51 24 12 23 Calcipotriene 13 11/1/2003 0:00
018840 51 24 12 24 Anthralin or Dithranol 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026218 51 24 12 25 Topical camphor prep 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026219 51 24 12 26 Topical urea preparatio13 11/1/2003 0:00
026220 51 24 12 27 Topical turpentine oil 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026221 51 24 12 28 Lactic acid 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026222 51 24 12 29 Saliva substitute soluti 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026223 51 24 13 00 Astringents 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026224 51 24 13 01 Aluminum acetate 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026225 51 24 13 02 Hamamelis or witch h 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026226 51 24 13 03 Zinc acetate 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026227 51 24 13 04 Ammonium alum 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026228 51 24 13 05 Tannic acid 13 11/1/2003 0:00
017753 51 25 00 00 Veterinary nutritional 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
017754 51 25 10 00 Metabolites 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
017755 51 25 10 01 Butaphosphan 8.3 11/15/2001 10:00
009021 52 00 00 00 Domestic Appliances 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009226 52 10 00 00 Floor coverings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010197 52 10 15 00 Rugs and mats 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005965 52 10 15 01 Oriental rugs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005966 52 10 15 02 Area rugs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005967 52 10 15 03 Wool rugs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005968 52 10 15 04 Cotton rugs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005969 52 10 15 05 Synthetic rugs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005970 52 10 15 06 Braided rugs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005971 52 10 15 07 Bath mats 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005972 52 10 15 08 Door mats 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005973 52 10 15 09 Decorative mats 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010836 52 10 15 10 Anti fatigue mats 4 8/29/2000 1:00
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012569 52 10 15 11 Rubber or vinyl mats 4.06 12/29/2000 12:24
012635 52 10 15 12 Chair mat 4.03 11/15/2000 9:34
015436 52 10 15 13 Carpet protector 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
009228 52 12 00 00 Bedclothes and table 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010201 52 12 15 00 Bedclothes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005996 52 12 15 01 Quilts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005997 52 12 15 02 Comforters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005998 52 12 15 03 Comforter covers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
005999 52 12 15 04 Mattress covers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006000 52 12 15 05 Pillows 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006001 52 12 15 06 Mattress pads 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006002 52 12 15 07 Featherbeds 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006003 52 12 15 08 Blankets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006004 52 12 15 09 Sheets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006005 52 12 15 10 Dust ruffles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006006 52 12 15 11 Duvets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006007 52 12 15 12 Pillow cases 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014699 52 12 15 13 Bed spreads 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
010202 52 12 16 00 Table and kitchen linen8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
006008 52 12 16 01 Dish towels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006009 52 12 16 02 Napkins 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006010 52 12 16 03 Table runners 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006011 52 12 16 04 Table cloths 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006012 52 12 16 05 Domestic oven mits o 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
006013 52 12 16 06 Place mats 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014515 52 12 16 07 Table skirts 5.02 2/16/2001 16:19
017810 52 12 16 08 Clips for table skirts 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
010203 52 12 17 00 Towels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006014 52 12 17 01 Bath towels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006015 52 12 17 02 Beach towels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006016 52 12 17 03 Wash cloths 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006017 52 12 17 04 Hand towels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009229 52 13 00 00 Window treatments 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010204 52 13 15 00 Curtains and draperie 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006018 52 13 15 01 Curtains 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006019 52 13 15 03 Draperies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010205 52 13 16 00 Blinds and shades 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006020 52 13 16 01 Venetian blinds 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006021 52 13 16 02 Roll up shades 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006022 52 13 16 03 Interior shutters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006023 52 13 16 04 Vertical blinds 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010206 52 13 17 00 Window treatment ac 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006024 52 13 17 01 Valances 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006025 52 13 17 02 Curtain rods 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006026 52 13 17 03 Rod finials 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015489 52 13 17 04 Curtain rings or clips 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
009230 52 14 00 00 Domestic appliances 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010207 52 14 15 00 Domestic kitchen appli2 2/22/1999 0:00
006027 52 14 15 01 Domestic refrigerators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006028 52 14 15 02 Domestic microwave 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006029 52 14 15 03 Domestic garbage dis 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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006030 52 14 15 04 Domestic ranges 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006031 52 14 15 05 Domestic dish washers2 2/22/1999 0:00
006032 52 14 15 06 Domestic freezers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006033 52 14 15 07 Domestic upright free 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006034 52 14 15 08 Domestic chest freeze 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006035 52 14 15 09 Domestic combination 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006036 52 14 15 10 Domestic portable air c2 2/22/1999 0:00
006037 52 14 15 11 Domestic juicers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006038 52 14 15 12 Domestic waffle irons 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006039 52 14 15 13 Domestic electric can o2 2/22/1999 0:00
006040 52 14 15 14 Domestic food proces 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006041 52 14 15 15 Domestic trash comp 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006042 52 14 15 16 Domestic deep fryers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006043 52 14 15 17 Domestic popcorn po 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006044 52 14 15 18 Domestic bread maki 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006045 52 14 15 19 Domestic convectional2 2/22/1999 0:00
006046 52 14 15 20 Domestic mixers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006047 52 14 15 21 Domestic toaster ove 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006048 52 14 15 22 Domestic toasters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006049 52 14 15 23 Domestic electrical ket2 2/22/1999 0:00
006050 52 14 15 24 Domestic blenders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006051 52 14 15 25 Domestic hot plates 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006052 52 14 15 26 Domestic coffee make 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006053 52 14 15 27 Domestic electric kniv 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006054 52 14 15 28 Domestic electric wok 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006055 52 14 15 29 Domestic coffee grind 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015035 52 14 15 30 Parts of dishwashing 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015601 52 14 15 31 Domestic food chopp 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015602 52 14 15 32 Domestic electric skill 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015603 52 14 15 33 Domestic electric grid 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015604 52 14 15 34 Domestic electric san 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015605 52 14 15 35 Domestic indoor elect 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015606 52 14 15 36 Domestic pizelle or coo6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015607 52 14 15 37 Domestic crock pot 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
017618 52 14 15 38 Domestic use food wa 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
021158 52 14 15 39 Domestic tea makers 10 4/15/2002 10:44
010208 52 14 16 00 Domestic laundry appl 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
006056 52 14 16 01 Domestic clothes was 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006057 52 14 16 02 Domestic tumble drye 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006058 52 14 16 03 Domestic clothing iron 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015400 52 14 16 04 Footwear dryers 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015550 52 14 16 05 Laundry hampers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015551 52 14 16 06 Laundry baskets 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
017804 52 14 16 07 Fabric wrinkle removi 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
018572 52 14 16 08 Garment steamer 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
010209 52 14 17 00 Domestic bath applian 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006059 52 14 17 01 Domestic electric toot 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006060 52 14 17 03 Domestic hair dryers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006061 52 14 17 04 Domestic electric razo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015037 52 14 17 05 Parts of shavers or hai6 3/29/2001 16:53
015403 52 14 17 06 Nail dryers 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
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010210 52 14 18 00 Other domestic househ2 2/22/1999 0:00
006062 52 14 18 01 Domestic sewing mach2 2/22/1999 0:00
006063 52 14 18 02 Domestic space heate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006064 52 14 18 03 Domestic electric blank2 2/22/1999 0:00
009231 52 15 00 00 Domestic kitchenware 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010211 52 15 15 00 Domestic disposable 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006065 52 15 15 01 Domestic disposable 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006066 52 15 15 02 Domestic disposable 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006067 52 15 15 03 Domestic disposable fl2 2/22/1999 0:00
006068 52 15 15 04 Domestic disposable 4.05 12/18/2000 7:45
012706 52 15 15 05 Domestic disposable 4.05 12/18/2000 7:53
012719 52 15 15 06 Domestic disposable fo4.05 12/18/2000 8:12
015246 52 15 15 07 Domestic disposable 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
010212 52 15 16 00 Domestic kitchen tool 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006069 52 15 16 01 Domestic rolling pins 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006070 52 15 16 02 Domestic mixing bowl 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006071 52 15 16 03 Domestic graters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006072 52 15 16 04 Domestic strainers or c2 2/22/1999 0:00
006073 52 15 16 05 Domestic can or bottl 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006074 52 15 16 06 Domestic cutting boar 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006075 52 15 16 07 Domestic measuring 2 2/22/1999 0:00
013845 52 15 16 08 Basters or basting brus6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
013879 52 15 16 09 Vegetable peeler 4.06 12/29/2000 12:24
015528 52 15 16 10 Cookie cutters 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
015556 52 15 16 11 Domestic kitchen tong 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015557 52 15 16 12 Domestic kitchen wire 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015558 52 15 16 13 Domestic food scrape 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015564 52 15 16 14 Domestic cooling racks6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015566 52 15 16 15 Domestic pizza cutter 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015567 52 15 16 16 Domestic kitchen spatu6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015568 52 15 16 17 Domestic wooden spo 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015569 52 15 16 18 Domestic wooden ove 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015570 52 15 16 19 Domestic pastry blend 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015571 52 15 16 20 Domestic sifter 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015572 52 15 16 21 Domestic cookie stamp6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015573 52 15 16 22 Domestic pastry deco 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015574 52 15 16 23 Domestic cookie pres 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015575 52 15 16 24 Domestic knife sharpe 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015576 52 15 16 25 Domestic biscuit cutter6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015577 52 15 16 26 Domestic mandolin 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015578 52 15 16 27 Domestic garlic press 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015579 52 15 16 28 Domestic egg slicer 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015580 52 15 16 29 Domestic egg separato6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015581 52 15 16 30 Domestic cheese slic 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015582 52 15 16 31 Domestic food mill 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015583 52 15 16 32 Domestic kitchen funn 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015584 52 15 16 33 Domestic garnishing t 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015585 52 15 16 34 Domestic apple corer 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015586 52 15 16 35 Domestic melon or but6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015587 52 15 16 36 Domestic food scoops 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015588 52 15 16 37 Domestic pumpkin ca 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
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015589 52 15 16 38 Domestic vegetable b 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015590 52 15 16 39 Domestic egg beater 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015591 52 15 16 40 Domestic pasta drying 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015592 52 15 16 41 Domestic whipped cre 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015593 52 15 16 42 Domestic dough pres 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015594 52 15 16 43 Domestic ravioli maker6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015595 52 15 16 44 Domestic mist or trigg 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
015596 52 15 16 45 Domestic pastry brus 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015598 52 15 16 46 Domestic kitchen or di 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015599 52 15 16 47 Domestic kitchen timer6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015600 52 15 16 48 Domestic kitchen or fo 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015608 52 15 16 49 Domestic bread slicin 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016787 52 15 16 50 Domestic drain board 6.05 6/15/2001 10:32
010213 52 15 17 00 Domestic flatware and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006076 52 15 17 01 Domestic serving uten 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006077 52 15 17 02 Domestic knives 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006078 52 15 17 03 Domestic forks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006079 52 15 17 04 Domestic spoons 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015135 52 15 17 05 Spoon rests 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015289 52 15 17 06 Chopsticks 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
017826 52 15 17 07 Domestic cutlery set 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
026019 52 15 17 08 Butter Spreaders 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026020 52 15 17 09 Flatware set 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
010214 52 15 18 00 Domestic cookware 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006080 52 15 18 01 Domestic dutch ovens 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006081 52 15 18 02 Domestic frying pans 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006082 52 15 18 03 Domestic saucepans 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006083 52 15 18 04 Domestic kettles 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006084 52 15 18 05 Domestic woks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006085 52 15 18 06 Domestic steamers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006086 52 15 18 07 Domestic stock pots 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006087 52 15 18 08 Domestic pressure co 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006088 52 15 18 09 Domestic saute pans 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015559 52 15 18 10 Domestic chafing dishe6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015560 52 15 18 11 Domestic griddles 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015561 52 15 18 12 Domestic double boile 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015597 52 15 18 13 Domestic splatter shie 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
010215 52 15 19 00 Domestic bakeware 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006089 52 15 19 01 Domestic muffin pans 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006090 52 15 19 02 Domestic baking pans 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006091 52 15 19 03 Domestic cake or pie 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006092 52 15 19 04 Domestic roasting pa 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006093 52 15 19 05 Domestic baking sheet2 2/22/1999 0:00
006094 52 15 19 06 Domestic broiling pan 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006095 52 15 19 07 Domestic baking mold 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015562 52 15 19 08 Domestic pizza pans 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015563 52 15 19 09 Domestic tortilla bake 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
010216 52 15 20 00 Domestic dishes and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006096 52 15 20 01 Domestic pitchers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006097 52 15 20 02 Domestic food storag 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006098 52 15 20 03 Domestic punch bowl 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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006099 52 15 20 04 Domestic plates 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006100 52 15 20 05 Domestic saucers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006101 52 15 20 06 Domestic trays or plat 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006102 52 15 20 07 Domestic serving bowl2 2/22/1999 0:00
006103 52 15 20 08 Domestic tea or coffe 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006104 52 15 20 09 Domestic soup or sala 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010855 52 15 20 10 Domestic vacuum flask4 8/29/2000 1:00
015038 52 15 20 11 Inners for vacuum flas 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
015397 52 15 20 12 Ice trays 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015404 52 15 20 13 Spice or salt or pepper6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015416 52 15 20 14 Carafe sets 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015565 52 15 20 15 Domestic cake plate 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
018573 52 15 20 16 Domestic dinner set 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
010217 52 15 21 00 Domestic drink ware 13 11/1/2003 0:00
006105 52 15 21 01 Domestic coffee or te 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006106 52 15 21 02 Domestic drinking gla 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006107 52 15 21 03 Domestic mugs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006108 52 15 21 04 Domestic stemware 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017824 52 15 21 05 Feeding bottles or acc 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
015552 52 15 22 00 Dishwashing and dish 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015553 52 15 22 01 Shelf liner 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015554 52 15 22 02 Dish drainer 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015555 52 15 22 03 Soap dispensing brus 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
009232 52 16 00 00 Consumer electronics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010218 52 16 15 00 Audio and visual equi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006110 52 16 15 02 Cassette players or rec2 2/22/1999 0:00
006113 52 16 15 05 Televisions 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006114 52 16 15 07 Clock radios 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006115 52 16 15 08 Laser disc players 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006116 52 16 15 09 Portable stereo syste 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006117 52 16 15 10 Home stereo systems 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006118 52 16 15 11 Radios 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008908 52 16 15 12 Loudspeakers 13 11/1/2003 0:00
010918 52 16 15 13 Combination televisio 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010822 52 16 15 14 Headphones 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
014466 52 16 15 15 Compact disk players 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014467 52 16 15 16 Digital video disk play 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014468 52 16 15 17 Equalizers 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014469 52 16 15 18 Global positioning syst5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014471 52 16 15 20 Microphones 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014472 52 16 15 21 Multimedia receivers 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014473 52 16 15 22 Radio frequency scan 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014474 52 16 15 23 Radio frequency transm9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
014475 52 16 15 24 Radio receivers 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014476 52 16 15 25 Remote control 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014477 52 16 15 26 Satellite receivers 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014478 52 16 15 27 Subwoofers 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014480 52 16 15 29 Video cassette player 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
015036 52 16 15 31 Radio phonographs 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015133 52 16 15 32 Karaoke systems 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015134 52 16 15 33 Megaphones 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
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015445 52 16 15 34 Integrated circut IC chi6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
016786 52 16 15 35 Digital voice recorders 6.05 6/15/2001 10:32
016868 52 16 15 36 Minidisc players or re 7.1 7/17/2001 10:24
017794 52 16 15 37 Magnetic storage med 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
017808 52 16 15 38 Video tape rewinders 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
017819 52 16 15 39 Combination digital vi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
017967 52 16 15 40 Video switchers 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
017968 52 16 15 41 Audio switchers 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
019227 52 16 15 42 Plasma screens 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
026021 52 16 15 43 MP3 Players or Record12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026022 52 16 15 44 Video or audio casset 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026368 52 16 15 45 Digital video recorder 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
026369 52 16 15 46 Television tuners 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
015208 52 16 16 00 Audio visual equipme 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015209 52 16 16 01 Cassette storage 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015210 52 16 16 02 Audio or video head cl 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
017807 52 16 16 03 Compact video cassett8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
018575 52 16 16 04 Headphone jack adapt9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
013909 52 17 00 00 Domestic wall treatme 5 1/15/2000 10:00
013910 52 17 10 00 Bathroom wall treatm 5 1/15/2000 10:00
013911 52 17 10 01 Hanging toiletry organi5 1/15/2000 10:00
009022 53 00 00 00 Apparel and Luggage 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009233 53 10 00 00 Clothing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010219 53 10 15 00 Slacks and trousers a 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006119 53 10 15 01 Boys slacks or trouser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006120 53 10 15 02 Mens slacks or trouser2 2/22/1999 0:00
006121 53 10 15 03 Girls slacks or trouser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006122 53 10 15 04 Womens slacks or tro 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006123 53 10 15 05 Infants slacks or trouse2 2/22/1999 0:00
010220 53 10 16 00 Shirts and blouses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006124 53 10 16 01 Boys shirts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006125 53 10 16 02 Mens shirts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006126 53 10 16 03 Girls shirts or blouses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006127 53 10 16 04 Womens shirts or blo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006128 53 10 16 05 Infants shirts or blous 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010221 53 10 17 00 Sweaters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006129 53 10 17 01 Boys sweaters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006130 53 10 17 02 Mens sweaters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006131 53 10 17 03 Girls sweaters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006132 53 10 17 04 Womens sweaters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006133 53 10 17 05 Infants sweaters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010222 53 10 18 00 Coats and jackets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006134 53 10 18 01 Boys coats or jackets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006135 53 10 18 02 Mens coats or jackets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006136 53 10 18 03 Girls coats or jackets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006137 53 10 18 04 Womens coats or jack 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006138 53 10 18 05 Infants coats or jackets2 2/22/1999 0:00
010223 53 10 19 00 Suits 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006139 53 10 19 01 Boys suits 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006140 53 10 19 02 Mens suits 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006141 53 10 19 03 Girls suits 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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006142 53 10 19 04 Womens suits 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006143 53 10 19 05 Infants suits 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010224 53 10 20 00 Dresses and skirts an 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006144 53 10 20 01 Girls dresses or skirts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006145 53 10 20 02 Womens dresses or s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006146 53 10 20 03 Infants dresses or skirt2 2/22/1999 0:00
010225 53 10 21 00 Overalls and coveralls 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006147 53 10 21 01 Boys overalls or cover 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006148 53 10 21 02 Mens overalls or cover2 2/22/1999 0:00
006149 53 10 21 03 Girls overalls or cover 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006150 53 10 21 04 Womens overalls or c 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006151 53 10 21 05 Infants overalls or cove2 2/22/1999 0:00
010226 53 10 22 00 Folkloric clothing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006152 53 10 22 01 Boys folkloric clothing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006153 53 10 22 02 Mens folkloric clothing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006154 53 10 22 03 Girls folkloric clothing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006155 53 10 22 04 Womens folkloric clot 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006156 53 10 22 05 Infants folkloric clothin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010227 53 10 23 00 Undergarments 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006157 53 10 23 01 Undershirts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006158 53 10 23 02 Slips 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006159 53 10 23 03 Underpants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006160 53 10 23 04 Brassieres 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006161 53 10 23 05 Infant diapers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006162 53 10 23 06 Adult diapers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006163 53 10 23 07 Body shaping garment2 2/22/1999 0:00
023984 53 10 23 08 Diaper liners 11 7/15/2002 9:04
010228 53 10 24 00 Hosiery 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006164 53 10 24 01 Stockings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006165 53 10 24 02 Socks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006166 53 10 24 03 Panty hose 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006167 53 10 24 04 Tights 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010229 53 10 25 00 Clothing accessories 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006168 53 10 25 01 Belts or suspenders 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006169 53 10 25 02 Ties or scarves or mu 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006170 53 10 25 03 Hats 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006171 53 10 25 04 Gloves or mittens 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008317 53 10 25 05 Umbrellas 2.08 9/1/1999 0:00
008956 53 10 25 06 Sweat bands 3 1/15/2000 0:00
013898 53 10 25 07 Clothing hangers 5 1/15/2001 8:29
015146 53 10 25 08 Armbands 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015147 53 10 25 09 Garters 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015148 53 10 25 10 Tassles 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015149 53 10 25 11 Bandannas 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015150 53 10 25 12 Handkerchiefs 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015151 53 10 25 13 Headbands 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015152 53 10 25 14 Pocket protectors 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015153 53 10 25 15 Button covers 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
017551 53 10 25 16 Caps 8 10/1/2001 9:13
017818 53 10 25 17 Tie holders 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
019167 53 10 25 18 Chevrons 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
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019168 53 10 25 19 Gorgets 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019169 53 10 25 20 Shoulder boards or ep 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
010230 53 10 26 00 Nightwear 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006172 53 10 26 01 Boys pajamas or nigh 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006173 53 10 26 02 Mens pajamas or night12 3/15/2003 0:00
006174 53 10 26 03 Girls pajamas or nights12 3/15/2003 0:00
006175 53 10 26 04 Womens pajamas or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006176 53 10 26 05 Infants pajamas or nig 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010861 53 10 26 06 Bath robes 4 8/29/2000 1:00
012616 53 10 27 00 Uniforms 4.03 11/15/2000 9:22
012618 53 10 27 01 Military uniforms 4.03 11/15/2000 9:22
016804 53 10 27 02 Customs uniforms 6.05 6/15/2001 10:32
016805 53 10 27 03 Police uniforms 6.05 6/15/2001 10:32
016837 53 10 27 04 Institutional food prep 7 6/29/2001 9:59
017519 53 10 27 05 School uniforms 7.5 9/14/2001 11:11
017552 53 10 27 06 Security uniforms 8 10/1/2001 9:13
017553 53 10 27 07 Doctors coat 8 10/1/2001 9:13
018239 53 10 27 08 Nurses uniforms 9 1/2/2002 13:00
018240 53 10 27 09 Ambulance officers un 9 1/2/2002 13:00
021185 53 10 27 10 Corporate uniforms 10 4/15/2002 10:44
026023 53 10 27 11 Salon smocks 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026229 53 10 27 12 Paramedic uniforms 13 11/1/2003 0:00
012628 53 10 28 00 Swimwear 4.03 11/15/2000 9:34
012636 53 10 28 01 Mens swimwear 4.03 11/15/2000 9:34
012637 53 10 28 02 Womens swimwear 4.03 11/15/2000 9:34
012638 53 10 28 03 Boys swimwear 4.03 11/15/2000 9:34
012639 53 10 28 04 Girls swimwear 4.03 11/15/2000 9:34
012640 53 10 28 05 Infants swimwear 4.03 11/15/2000 9:34
013891 53 10 29 00 Athletic wear 5 1/15/2001 8:29
013892 53 10 29 01 Womens athletic wear 5 1/15/2001 8:29
013893 53 10 29 02 Mens athletic wear 5 1/15/2001 8:29
013894 53 10 29 03 Boys athletic wear 5 1/15/2001 8:29
013895 53 10 29 04 Girls athletic wear 5 1/15/2001 8:29
018585 53 10 30 00 Tshirts 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
018586 53 10 30 01 Mens tshirts 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
018587 53 10 31 00 Waistcoats 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
018588 53 10 31 01 Mens waistcoats 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
009234 53 11 00 00 Footwear 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010231 53 11 15 00 Boots 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006177 53 11 15 01 Mens boots 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006178 53 11 15 02 Womens boots 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006179 53 11 15 03 Boys boots 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006180 53 11 15 04 Girls boots 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006181 53 11 15 05 Infants boots 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010232 53 11 16 00 Shoes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006182 53 11 16 01 Mens shoes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006183 53 11 16 02 Womens shoes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006184 53 11 16 03 Boys shoes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006185 53 11 16 04 Girls shoes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006186 53 11 16 05 Infants shoes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010233 53 11 17 00 Slippers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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006187 53 11 17 01 Mens slippers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006188 53 11 17 02 Womens slippers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006189 53 11 17 03 Boys slippers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006190 53 11 17 04 Girls slippers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006191 53 11 17 05 Infants slippers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010234 53 11 18 00 Sandals 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006192 53 11 18 01 Mens sandals 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006193 53 11 18 02 Womens sandals 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006194 53 11 18 03 Boys sandals 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006195 53 11 18 04 Girls sandals 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006196 53 11 18 05 Infants sandals 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010235 53 11 19 00 Athletic footwear 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006197 53 11 19 01 Mens athletic footwea 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006198 53 11 19 02 Womens athletic foot 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006199 53 11 19 03 Boys athletic footwear 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006200 53 11 19 04 Girls athletic footwear 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006201 53 11 19 05 Infants athletic footwe 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015136 53 11 20 00 Shoe accessories 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015137 53 11 20 01 Shoehorns 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015138 53 11 20 02 Shoelaces 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
026024 53 11 20 03 Heel pads 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026025 53 11 20 04 Shoe stretcher 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026026 53 11 20 05 Foot measuring devic 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
024033 53 11 21 00 Overshoes 11 7/15/2002 9:04
024035 53 11 21 01 Mens overshoes 11 7/15/2002 9:04
024036 53 11 21 02 Womens overshoes 11 7/15/2002 9:04
024037 53 11 21 03 Boys overshoes 11 7/15/2002 9:04
024038 53 11 21 04 Girls overshoes 11 7/15/2002 9:04
024039 53 11 21 05 Infants overshoes 11 7/15/2002 9:04
009235 53 12 00 00 Luggage and handba 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010236 53 12 15 00 Luggage 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006202 53 12 15 01 Garment bags 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006203 53 12 15 02 Luggage sets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006204 53 12 15 03 Individual luggage pie 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010237 53 12 16 00 Purses and handbags 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006205 53 12 16 01 Handbags or purses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006206 53 12 16 02 Duffel bags 10 4/15/2002 10:00
006207 53 12 16 03 Backpacks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006209 53 12 16 05 Coin purses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006210 53 12 16 06 Lipstick cases 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014724 53 12 16 07 Cigar case 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
019279 53 12 16 08 Shopping bags 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
010238 53 12 17 00 Business cases 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006211 53 12 17 01 Briefcases 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006212 53 12 17 02 Attaches 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006213 53 12 17 04 Portfolios 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008481 53 12 17 05 Equipment cases 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
014773 53 12 17 06 Computer bags 5.04 3/15/2001 8:48
010239 53 12 18 00 Travel kits and access 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006214 53 12 18 01 Travel kits 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006215 53 12 18 02 Travel carts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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006216 53 12 18 03 Garment brushes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006217 53 12 18 04 Makeup or manicure 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009236 53 13 00 00 Personal care products2 2/22/1999 0:00
010240 53 13 15 00 Dental 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006218 53 13 15 01 Mouthwash 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006219 53 13 15 02 Toothpaste 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006220 53 13 15 03 Toothbrushes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006221 53 13 15 04 Dental floss 2 2/22/1999 0:00
012572 53 13 15 05 Infant soother or pacifi 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
014693 53 13 15 06 Dental kits 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
015139 53 13 15 07 Toothpicks 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015511 53 13 15 08 Denture cleaning tabl 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
017568 53 13 15 09 Mouth fresheners 8.1 10/15/2001 9:47
010241 53 13 16 00 Bath and body 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006222 53 13 16 01 Shower caps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006223 53 13 16 02 Hair care supplies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006224 53 13 16 03 Razors 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006225 53 13 16 04 Hair combs or brushe 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006226 53 13 16 05 Vanity kits 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006227 53 13 16 06 Deodorants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006228 53 13 16 07 Hand or body lotions 4.05 12/18/2000 7:48
006229 53 13 16 08 Soaps 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006230 53 13 16 09 Sun protection product2 2/22/1999 0:00
006231 53 13 16 10 Eye care supplies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006232 53 13 16 11 Shaving creams 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006233 53 13 16 12 Bath gels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006234 53 13 16 13 Skin care products 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006235 53 13 16 14 Foot care products 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006236 53 13 16 15 Feminine hygiene pro 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006237 53 13 16 16 Para pharmaceutical 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006238 53 13 16 17 Manicure implements 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006239 53 13 16 18 Pedicure implements 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008958 53 13 16 19 Cosmetics 3 1/15/2000 0:00
008959 53 13 16 20 Perfumes or colognes 3 1/15/2000 0:00
010839 53 13 16 21 Nail clippers 4 8/29/2000 1:00
011049 53 13 16 22 Condoms 4 8/29/2000 1:00
012571 53 13 16 23 Hair removal or depilat4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
012573 53 13 16 24 Disposable personal 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
012705 53 13 16 25 Hair or beard nets 4.05 12/18/2000 7:53
013856 53 13 16 26 Hand sanitizer 4.06 12/29/2000 10:31
013872 53 13 16 27 Hand cleaner 4.06 12/29/2000 12:13
014692 53 13 16 28 Shampoos 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
015140 53 13 16 29 Makeup kits 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015141 53 13 16 30 Lip balm 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015142 53 13 16 31 Tattoos 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015143 53 13 16 32 Hot rollers 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015144 53 13 16 33 Barrettes 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015241 53 13 16 34 Chemical protection p 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
016811 53 13 16 35 Shaving brushes 6.05 6/15/2001 10:32
018616 53 13 16 36 Rose water 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
023979 53 13 16 37 Nursing pads 11 7/15/2002 9:04
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026027 53 13 16 38 Nail polish 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
009237 53 14 00 00 Sewing supplies and 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
010242 53 14 15 00 Sewing fasteners 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008758 53 14 15 01 Straight pins 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008759 53 14 15 02 Safety pins 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008760 53 14 15 03 Zippers 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008761 53 14 15 04 Buckles 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008762 53 14 15 05 Buttons 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008763 53 14 15 06 Snaps 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008764 53 14 15 07 Clasps 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
014963 53 14 15 08 Garment rivet 6 3/29/2001 16:53
010243 53 14 16 00 Miscellaneous sewing 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008807 53 14 16 01 Pin cushions 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008808 53 14 16 02 Sewing kits 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008809 53 14 16 03 Thimbles 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
008810 53 14 16 04 Sewing patterns 2.09 10/1/1999 0:00
015417 53 14 16 05 Sewing needles 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015754 53 14 16 06 Bobbins or bobbin hol 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015755 53 14 16 07 Seam gauge 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015756 53 14 16 08 Bodkin 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015757 53 14 16 09 Loop turner 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015758 53 14 16 10 Fabric or tailors chalk h6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015759 53 14 16 11 Fabric markers or fabr 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015760 53 14 16 12 Serrated pattern traci 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015761 53 14 16 13 Transfer paper 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015762 53 14 16 14 Tapestry needles 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015763 53 14 16 15 Weaving needles 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015764 53 14 16 16 Looper looms 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015765 53 14 16 17 Cotton jersey loops 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015766 53 14 16 18 Needlepoint canvas 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015767 53 14 16 19 Magnet wands 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015768 53 14 16 20 Seam ripper 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015769 53 14 16 21 Needle threader 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015770 53 14 16 22 Dressmakers ruler 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015771 53 14 16 23 Liquid thread lock or r 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015772 53 14 16 24 Cross stitch fabric or 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015773 53 14 16 25 Cross stitch designs 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015774 53 14 16 26 Embroidery hoops 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015775 53 14 16 27 Crochet hooks 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015776 53 14 16 28 Quilters basting tools 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015777 53 14 16 29 Quilters pins 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015778 53 14 16 30 Pattern cutting mats or6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
009023 54 00 00 00 Timepieces and Jewel 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009238 54 10 00 00 Jewelry 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010244 54 10 15 00 Fine jewelry 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006240 54 10 15 01 Gold or silver or platinu2 2/22/1999 0:00
006241 54 10 15 02 Fine jewelry necklace 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006242 54 10 15 03 Fine jewelry rings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006243 54 10 15 04 Fine jewelry earrings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006244 54 10 15 05 Fine body jewelry 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006245 54 10 15 06 Fine jewelry bracelets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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015204 54 10 15 07 Tiaras 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
026028 54 10 15 08 Fine jewelry ring guar 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026029 54 10 15 09 Fine jewelry cuff links 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026030 54 10 15 10 Fine jewelry earring cla12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026031 54 10 15 11 Fine jewelry pendants 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
026032 54 10 15 12 Fine jewelry pendant 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
010245 54 10 16 00 Imitation jewelry 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006246 54 10 16 01 Bracelets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006247 54 10 16 02 Necklaces 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006248 54 10 16 03 Rings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006249 54 10 16 04 Earrings 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006250 54 10 16 05 Body jewelry 2 2/22/1999 0:00
016842 54 10 17 00 Jewelry making tools 7 6/29/2001 9:59
016844 54 10 17 01 Pickling compounds 7 6/29/2001 9:59
016845 54 10 17 02 Dapping punches 7 6/29/2001 9:59
016846 54 10 17 03 Wire mills 7 6/29/2001 9:59
016847 54 10 17 04 Jewelry mandrels 7 6/29/2001 9:59
016848 54 10 17 05 Ring sizers 7 6/29/2001 9:59
016849 54 10 17 06 Low temperature mall 7 6/29/2001 9:59
009239 54 11 00 00 Timepieces 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010246 54 11 15 00 Watches 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006251 54 11 15 01 Wrist watches 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006252 54 11 15 02 Pocket watches 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010247 54 11 16 00 Clocks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006253 54 11 16 01 Wall clocks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006254 54 11 16 02 Mantel or table clocks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006255 54 11 16 03 Free standing clocks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015205 54 11 16 04 Hourglasses 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
010248 54 11 17 00 Watch or clock parts o 11.2 9/16/2002 11:48
006256 54 11 17 01 Watch or clock dials 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006257 54 11 17 02 Watch or clock crystals2 2/22/1999 0:00
006258 54 11 17 03 Watch or clock plates o2 2/22/1999 0:00
006259 54 11 17 04 Watch straps or band 2 2/22/1999 0:00
024203 54 11 17 05 Watch or clock cases 11.2 9/16/2002 11:48
024204 54 11 17 06 Watch or clock holder 11.2 9/16/2002 11:48
024205 54 11 17 07 Watch or clock case op11.2 9/16/2002 11:48
024206 54 11 17 08 Watch or clock pendul 11.2 9/16/2002 11:48
026033 54 11 17 09 Watch or clock repair 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
009240 54 12 00 00 Gemstones 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010249 54 12 15 00 Precious stones 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006260 54 12 15 01 Diamond gemstones 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006261 54 12 15 02 Emerald gemstones 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006262 54 12 15 03 Ruby gemstones 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006263 54 12 15 04 Sapphire gemstones 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010250 54 12 16 00 Semi precious stones 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006264 54 12 16 01 Garnet gemstones 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006265 54 12 16 02 Jade gemstones 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006266 54 12 16 03 Opal gemstones 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010251 54 12 17 00 Pearls 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006267 54 12 17 01 Cultured pearls 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006268 54 12 17 02 Natural pearls 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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010252 54 12 18 00 Industrial precious an 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006269 54 12 18 01 Industrial diamonds 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006270 54 12 18 02 Industrial garnets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009024 55 00 00 00 Published Products 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009241 55 10 00 00 Printed media 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010253 55 10 15 00 Printed publications 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006271 55 10 15 01 Charts or maps or atla 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006272 55 10 15 02 Directories 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006273 55 10 15 03 Catalogs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006274 55 10 15 04 Newspapers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006275 55 10 15 05 Comic books 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006276 55 10 15 06 Magazines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006277 55 10 15 07 Picture or drawing or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006279 55 10 15 09 Educational or vocatio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006280 55 10 15 10 Leisure reading books 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006283 55 10 15 13 Trading cards 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006284 55 10 15 14 Sheet music 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006285 55 10 15 15 Promotional material 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010845 55 10 15 16 Operation or instructio 7 6/29/2001 9:59
010846 55 10 15 17 Clearance or dimensi 7 6/29/2001 9:59
010847 55 10 15 18 Technical diagrams or 4 8/29/2000 1:00
012547 55 10 15 19 Periodicals 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
014482 55 10 15 20 Instruction sheets or b 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014483 55 10 15 21 Owner or user manual 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
014936 55 10 15 22 Terrestrial or celestial 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015527 55 10 15 23 Exercise books 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
006281 55 10 15 24 Reference books 7.1 7/17/2001 10:24
006278 55 10 15 25 Encyclopedias 7.3 8/15/2001 9:00
006282 55 10 15 26 Dictionaries 7.3 8/15/2001 9:00
024466 55 10 15 27 Song Books 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024467 55 10 15 28 Religious books 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009242 55 11 00 00 Electronic reference 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010254 55 11 15 00 Electronic publication 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006286 55 11 15 01 Electronic directories 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006287 55 11 15 02 Electronic dictionaries 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006288 55 11 15 03 Electronic encyclopedi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006289 55 11 15 04 Electronic catalogs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006290 55 11 15 05 Books on tape or comp2 2/22/1999 0:00
006291 55 11 15 06 Electronic magazines 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006292 55 11 15 07 Electronic newspaper 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006293 55 11 15 08 Electronic charts or m 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010860 55 11 15 09 Background music 4 8/29/2000 1:00
013880 55 11 15 10 Motion pictures on cell 4.06 12/29/2000 12:24
013881 55 11 15 11 Motion pictures on vide4.06 12/29/2000 12:24
015394 55 11 15 12 Music on tape or com 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
021159 55 11 15 13 Electronic educational 10 4/15/2002 10:44
024014 55 11 15 14 Motion pictures on digi11 7/15/2002 9:04
012577 55 11 16 00 Electronic Software ref4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
012578 55 11 16 01 Electronic software do 7 6/29/2001 9:59
009243 55 12 00 00 Signage and accesso 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010255 55 12 15 00 Tags 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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006294 55 12 15 01 Luggage tags 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006295 55 12 15 02 Security tags 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006296 55 12 15 03 Identification tags 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017809 55 12 15 04 Key tags 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
024468 55 12 15 05 Tag holders or access 12 3/15/2003 0:00
026034 55 12 15 06 Price tags 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
010256 55 12 16 00 Labels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006297 55 12 16 01 Label removing kits 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006298 55 12 16 02 Clothing labels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006300 55 12 16 04 Canning or bottling la 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006301 55 12 16 05 Addressing or mailing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006302 55 12 16 06 Self adhesive labels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006303 55 12 16 07 Decals 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006304 55 12 16 08 Bar code labels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006305 55 12 16 09 Packaging labels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006306 55 12 16 10 Consecutively numbe 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006307 55 12 16 11 Label making tapes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015215 55 12 16 12 Printer labels 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015216 55 12 16 13 Color coding labels 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015419 55 12 16 14 Removable labels 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015421 55 12 16 15 Adhesive dots or arro 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
016893 55 12 16 16 Self adhesive flags 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
017660 55 12 16 17 Label protectors 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017793 55 12 16 18 Label holders 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
018453 55 12 16 19 Non adhesive labels 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
024060 55 12 16 20 Multipurpose labels 11.1 8/15/2002 9:39
024230 55 12 16 21 Notary seals 11.2 9/16/2002 11:48
010257 55 12 17 00 Signage 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006308 55 12 17 01 Metallic nameplates 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006309 55 12 17 02 Non metallic namepla 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006310 55 12 17 03 Illuminated signs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006311 55 12 17 04 Safety signs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006312 55 12 17 05 Self adhesive signs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006313 55 12 17 06 Banners 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006314 55 12 17 07 Magnetic signs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006315 55 12 17 08 Neon signs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006316 55 12 17 09 Moving message sign 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006317 55 12 17 10 Traffic signs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006318 55 12 17 11 Billboards 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006319 55 12 17 12 Directional signs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006320 55 12 17 13 Point of purchase sign 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006321 55 12 17 14 Pennants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006322 55 12 17 15 Flags or accessories 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006323 55 12 17 16 Wooden signs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
011018 55 12 17 17 Marker plates 4 8/29/2000 1:00
012702 55 12 17 18 Informational signs 4.05 12/18/2000 7:43
015127 55 12 17 19 Signalling component 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015155 55 12 17 20 Emblems 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015156 55 12 17 21 Signage characters 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015180 55 12 17 22 Flagpoles or parts or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015420 55 12 17 23 Sign holders or stand 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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016867 55 12 17 24 Flag stands 7 6/29/2001 9:59
024469 55 12 17 25 Signage kits 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024470 55 12 17 26 Identification panels 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024471 55 12 17 27 Title boards 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024472 55 12 17 28 Signage covers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024473 55 12 17 29 Tokens 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024474 55 12 17 30 Casualty signs 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024475 55 12 17 31 Identification markers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
026035 55 12 17 32 Sizing donuts 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
014610 55 12 18 00 Identification docume 5.03 2/28/2001 12:44
014611 55 12 18 01 Car tax discs 5.03 2/28/2001 12:44
014612 55 12 18 02 Identification cards or b12 3/15/2003 0:00
014613 55 12 18 03 Passports 5.03 2/28/2001 12:44
015413 55 12 18 04 Badges or badge holde6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
024476 55 12 18 06 Personnel identification12 3/15/2003 0:00
024477 55 12 18 07 Identification product 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010745 56 00 00 00 Furniture and Furnishin12 3/15/2003 0:00
009227 56 10 00 00 Accommodation furnit 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
010198 56 10 15 00 Furniture 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
005975 56 10 15 01 Stands 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
005974 56 10 15 02 Sofas 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
005980 56 10 15 03 Coat racks 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
005979 56 10 15 04 Chairs 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
005977 56 10 15 05 Entertainment centers 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
005978 56 10 15 06 Futons 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
005976 56 10 15 07 Bookcases 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
005982 56 10 15 08 Mattresses or sleep s 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
005989 56 10 15 09 Dressers or armoires 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
005990 56 10 15 10 Partitions 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
005983 56 10 15 13 Cots or accessories 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
005985 56 10 15 14 Foot stools 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
005984 56 10 15 15 Beds 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
005987 56 10 15 16 Chests 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
005981 56 10 15 18 Wall racks 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
005986 56 10 15 19 Tables 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
010837 56 10 15 20 Lockers 4 8/29/2000 1:00
012708 56 10 15 21 Bed headboard or foo 4.05 12/18/2000 7:53
014192 56 10 15 22 Arm chair 5.01 1/31/2001 16:46
014527 56 10 15 23 Umbrella holders or sta11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
014700 56 10 15 24 Ironing boards 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014701 56 10 15 25 Ironing board covers 5.04 3/14/2001 12:50
014955 56 10 15 26 Fridge bar 6 3/29/2001 16:53
015090 56 10 15 27 Household type linen 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015379 56 10 15 28 Artificial plants 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015478 56 10 15 29 Magazine racks 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
016862 56 10 15 30 Storage cabinets 7 6/29/2001 9:59
016863 56 10 15 31 Shoe racks 7 6/29/2001 9:59
016864 56 10 15 32 Furniture set 7 6/29/2001 9:59
017606 56 10 15 33 Armrests 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
019220 56 10 15 35 Furniture carts 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
024178 56 10 15 36 Instrument tripods 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
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024179 56 10 15 37 Dressing tables 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024180 56 10 15 38 Dining servers or buff 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024181 56 10 15 39 Bedframes or parts or 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024182 56 10 15 40 Apparel costumers 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024183 56 10 15 41 Mattress ventilators 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
010199 56 10 16 00 Outdoor furniture 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
005995 56 10 16 01 Outdoor umbrellas 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
005991 56 10 16 02 Outdoor chairs 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
005992 56 10 16 03 Outdoor tables or picn 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
005993 56 10 16 04 Outdoor swings 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
005994 56 10 16 05 Outdoor benches 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
015429 56 10 16 06 Flower stands 6.03 5/15/2001 9:20
015508 56 10 16 07 Outside clothes dryer 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
024184 56 10 16 08 Bicycle racks 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
010200 56 10 17 00 Office furniture 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
008286 56 10 17 01 Credenzas 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
008287 56 10 17 02 Filing cabinets or acc 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
008288 56 10 17 03 Desks 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
014175 56 10 17 04 Table base 5.01 1/31/2001 16:40
014487 56 10 17 05 Showcases 5.02 2/16/2001 16:07
014650 56 10 17 06 Conferencing tables 5.04 3/14/2001 12:28
015188 56 10 17 07 Drafting tables 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015414 56 10 17 08 Mobile files 8.1 10/15/2001 9:47
017567 56 10 17 10 Projector stands or car8.1 10/15/2001 9:47
017603 56 10 17 11 Modular furniture con 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017604 56 10 17 12 Pedestals 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017605 56 10 17 13 Desk returns 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017787 56 10 17 14 Data binder racks 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
017802 56 10 17 15 Mail sorters or organi 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
017811 56 10 17 16 Desktop organizer hutc8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
017825 56 10 17 17 Table risers 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
012655 56 10 18 00 Baby and toddler furnit4.04 11/30/2000 8:17
012656 56 10 18 03 Carriages or perambul 4.04 11/30/2000 8:17
012657 56 10 18 04 Cribs or playpens or ac11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
012658 56 10 18 05 Car seats 4.04 11/30/2000 8:17
012659 56 10 18 06 High chairs or access 4.04 11/30/2000 8:17
012660 56 10 18 07 Bouncer seats or jum 4.04 11/30/2000 8:17
012661 56 10 18 08 Swings or jumpers or 4.04 11/30/2000 8:17
012662 56 10 18 09 Potty seats 4.04 11/30/2000 8:17
012663 56 10 18 10 Baby baths or tubs 4.04 11/30/2000 8:17
012664 56 10 18 11 Bassinets or cradles 4.04 11/30/2000 8:17
015212 56 10 18 12 Changing tables or acc6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
017621 56 10 18 13 Bath seats 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
024171 56 10 19 00 General furniture part 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024172 56 10 19 01 Furniture tops or work 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
017803 56 10 19 02 Furniture moving disc 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024173 56 10 19 03 Furniture glides or cu 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024174 56 10 19 04 Furniture bases or legs11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024175 56 10 19 05 Panel assemblies or se11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024176 56 10 19 06 Table extension leafs 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
024177 56 10 19 07 Slip covers 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
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010744 56 11 00 00 Commercial and indu 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010730 56 11 15 00 Workstations and offic 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010738 56 11 15 01 Modular reception offi 4 8/29/2000 1:00
011125 56 11 15 02 Casegood or non mod 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011159 56 11 15 03 Modular executive offic4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011160 56 11 15 04 Casegood or non mod 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011163 56 11 15 05 Modular managerial o 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011164 56 11 15 06 Casegood or non mod 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011165 56 11 15 07 Modular staff office pa 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011166 56 11 15 08 Casegood or non mod 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011167 56 11 15 09 Modular technical offi 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011168 56 11 15 10 Casegood or non mod 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011169 56 11 15 11 Modular clerical office 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011170 56 11 15 12 Casegood or non mod 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011171 56 11 15 13 Conference or non m 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
023963 56 11 15 14 Modular counter office 11 7/15/2002 9:04
010734 56 11 16 00 Panel systems 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010737 56 11 16 01 Screens for panel sys 4 8/29/2000 1:00
011161 56 11 16 02 Storage for panel syste4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011162 56 11 16 03 Organization for panel 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011172 56 11 16 04 Work surfaces for pane4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011173 56 11 16 05 Lighting or power or d 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
011174 56 11 16 06 Parts or accessories p 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
010735 56 11 17 00 Casegood and non m 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010740 56 11 17 01 Casegood  or non mo 4 8/29/2000 1:00
011175 56 11 17 02 Casegood or non mod 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011176 56 11 17 03 Casegood or non mod 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011177 56 11 17 04 Casegood or non mod 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011178 56 11 17 05 Casegood or non mod 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011179 56 11 17 06 Casegood or non mod 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
023964 56 11 17 07 Casegood or non mod 11 7/15/2002 9:04
010736 56 11 18 00 Freestanding furniture 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010743 56 11 18 01 Freestanding lighting 4 8/29/2000 1:00
011180 56 11 18 02 Freestanding tables 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011181 56 11 18 03 Freestanding storage 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011182 56 11 18 04 Freestanding organiz 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011183 56 11 18 05 Freestanding parts or a4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
010731 56 11 19 00 Industrial furniture 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010741 56 11 19 01 Industrial lighting or p 4 8/29/2000 1:00
011184 56 11 19 02 Industrial work surfac 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011185 56 11 19 03 Industrial storage unit 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011186 56 11 19 04 Industrial organization 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011187 56 11 19 05 Industrial parts or acc 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
021172 56 11 19 06 Industrial cabinets or 10 4/15/2002 10:44
021173 56 11 19 07 Industrial tool carts 10 4/15/2002 10:44
010732 56 11 20 00 Computer support fur 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010742 56 11 20 01 Computer support light4 8/29/2000 1:00
011188 56 11 20 02 Computer support wo 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011189 56 11 20 03 Computer support sto 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011190 56 11 20 04 Computer support orga4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011191 56 11 20 05 Computer support part4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
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010733 56 11 21 00 Seating 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010739 56 11 21 01 Auditorium or stadium 4 8/29/2000 1:00
011192 56 11 21 02 Task seating 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011193 56 11 21 03 Guest seating 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011194 56 11 21 04 Executive seating 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011195 56 11 21 05 Lounge seating 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011196 56 11 21 06 Stool seating 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
011197 56 11 21 07 Seating parts or acce 4.01 10/8/2000 1:00
015532 56 11 21 08 Combination chair wit 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
016808 56 11 21 09 Benches 6.05 6/15/2001 10:32
024185 56 11 21 10 Musician seating 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
026370 56 11 22 00 Desking systems 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
026371 56 11 22 01 Desk based screens 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
026372 56 11 22 02 Desk storage compone13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
026373 56 11 22 03 Desking organizationa 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
026374 56 11 22 04 Worksurfaces 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
026375 56 11 22 05 Lighting, power or dat 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
026376 56 11 22 06 Desking systems relate13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
015609 56 12 00 00 Classroom and instru 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015610 56 12 10 00 Library furnishings 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015611 56 12 10 01 Book carts or book truc6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015612 56 12 10 02 Circulation or librarian 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015613 56 12 10 03 Book returns 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015614 56 12 10 04 Card catalog units 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015615 56 12 10 05 Dictionary stands 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015616 56 12 10 06 Upholstered benches 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015617 56 12 10 07 Public access tables 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015618 56 12 10 08 Book browser units 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015619 56 12 10 09 Sloped reading tables 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015620 56 12 10 10 Book kiosks 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015621 56 12 10 11 Library compact disc 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015622 56 12 10 12 Rotary island stands 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015623 56 12 10 14 Hang up bag racks or 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015624 56 12 11 00 Art classroom furnishi 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015625 56 12 11 01 Art horse 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015626 56 12 11 02 Art student bench 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015627 56 12 12 00 First aid room furnishi 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015628 56 12 12 01 First aid couches 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015629 56 12 13 00 General educational f 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015630 56 12 13 01 Standing risers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015631 56 12 13 02 Table or chair movers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015632 56 12 13 03 Rubber brush floor m 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015633 56 12 13 04 Planning tables 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015634 56 12 14 00 Cafeteria and lunchro 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015635 56 12 14 01 Mobile bench tables 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015636 56 12 14 02 Mobile stool tables 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015637 56 12 14 03 Mobile tables 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015638 56 12 15 00 General classroom fur 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015639 56 12 15 01 Activity tables 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015640 56 12 15 02 Classroom chairs 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015641 56 12 15 03 Classroom benches 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
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015642 56 12 15 04 Classroom stools 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
015643 56 12 15 05 Classroom tables 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015644 56 12 15 06 Student desks 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015645 56 12 15 07 Study carrels 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015646 56 12 15 08 Student computer desk6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015647 56 12 15 09 Student computer table6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015648 56 12 16 00 Creative play and rest 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015649 56 12 16 01 Toddler or child size li 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015650 56 12 16 02 Toddler or child size so6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015651 56 12 16 03 Toddler or child size ea6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015652 56 12 16 04 Toddler or child size be6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015653 56 12 16 05 Low rise room divider 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015654 56 12 16 06 Childs rest mats 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
015655 56 12 16 07 Childs rest mat racks 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015656 56 12 16 08 Childrens cots 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015657 56 12 16 09 Childrens cot carriers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015658 56 12 16 10 Childrens cot activity 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015659 56 12 17 00 Book and general stora6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015660 56 12 17 01 General storage units 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015661 56 12 17 02 Book storage units 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015662 56 12 17 03 Cubbie units 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015663 56 12 17 04 Institutional Storage C 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015664 56 12 18 00 Vocational classroom f6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015665 56 12 18 01 Technical education t 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015666 56 12 18 02 General shop tool stor 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015667 56 12 18 03 Woodworking tool sto 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
015668 56 12 18 04 Instructors technical de6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015669 56 12 18 05 Flat files 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015670 56 12 19 00 Demonstration furnishi6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015671 56 12 19 01 Sewing machine dem 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016872 56 12 20 00 Laboratory furniture 7.1 7/17/2001 10:24
016873 56 12 20 01 Laboratory benches 7.1 7/17/2001 10:24
016927 56 12 20 02 Laboratory storage uni7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
016928 56 12 20 03 Laboratory workstatio 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
024186 56 12 20 04 Sink base units 11.2 9/13/2002 10:00
015448 60 00 00 00 Musical Instruments an6.04 5/31/2001 10:00
015449 60 10 00 00 Developmental and pro6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
015450 60 10 10 00 Math kits 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
015451 60 10 10 01 Addition math kits 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
015779 60 10 10 02 Division math kits 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015780 60 10 10 03 Fraction math kits 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015781 60 10 10 04 Middle School math kit6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015782 60 10 10 05 Early childhood math 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015783 60 10 10 06 Measurement math ki 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015784 60 10 10 07 Multiplication math kit 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015785 60 10 10 08 Elementary math kits 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015786 60 10 10 09 Subtraction math kits 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015787 60 10 10 10 High school math kits 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015788 60 10 11 00 Electronic learning aid 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015789 60 10 11 01 Electronic card readers6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015790 60 10 11 02 Curriculum based ele 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
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015791 60 10 11 03 Electronic globes 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015792 60 10 11 04 Electronic quiz machi 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015793 60 10 12 00 Educational incentive 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015794 60 10 12 01 Bible based chart stic 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015795 60 10 12 02 Bible based incentive c6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015796 60 10 12 03 Incentive chart sticker 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015797 60 10 12 04 Incentive charts 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015798 60 10 12 05 Incentive punchcards 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015799 60 10 13 00 Educational stickers an6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015800 60 10 13 01 Bible based stickers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015801 60 10 13 02 Giant stickers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015803 60 10 13 04 Photo stickers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015804 60 10 13 05 Reward stickers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015805 60 10 13 06 Scented stickers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015806 60 10 13 07 Shape stickers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015807 60 10 13 08 Sparkle stickers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015808 60 10 13 09 Reward star stickers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015809 60 10 13 10 Sticker assortments 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015810 60 10 13 11 Sticker books 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015811 60 10 13 12 Sticker boxes 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015812 60 10 13 13 Tattoo stickers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015813 60 10 13 14 Addition flash cards 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015814 60 10 13 15 All facts flash cards 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015815 60 10 13 16 Blank flash cards 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015816 60 10 13 17 Division flash cards 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015817 60 10 13 18 Electronic flash cards 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015818 60 10 13 19 Equivalent flash cards 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015819 60 10 13 20 Fraction flash cards 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015820 60 10 13 21 Greater than or less t 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015821 60 10 13 22 Multiplication flash car 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015822 60 10 13 23 Subtraction flash card 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015823 60 10 13 24 Alphabet flash cards 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015824 60 10 13 25 Word building flash ca 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015825 60 10 13 26 Phonics flash cards 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015826 60 10 13 27 Handwriting or writing 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015827 60 10 13 28 Number flash cards 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
015828 60 10 13 29 Money flash cards 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015829 60 10 13 30 Time flash cards 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015830 60 10 13 31 State flash cards 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015831 60 10 14 00 Classroom awards 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015832 60 10 14 01 Badges 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015833 60 10 14 02 Award buttons 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015834 60 10 14 03 Celebration crowns 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015835 60 10 14 04 Reward jewelry 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
015836 60 10 14 05 Classroom ribbons or r6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015843 60 10 16 00 Educational certificates6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015844 60 10 16 01 Bible based certificates6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015845 60 10 16 02 Blank certificates 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015846 60 10 16 03 Certificate frames 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015847 60 10 16 04 Certificate holders 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015848 60 10 16 05 Certificate ribbons 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
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015849 60 10 16 06 Diplomas 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015850 60 10 16 07 Foreign language certi 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015851 60 10 16 08 General praise certifica6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015852 60 10 16 09 Grade specific certific 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015853 60 10 16 10 Subject specific certifi 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015854 60 10 17 00 Teacher resource mate6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015855 60 10 17 01 Assessment resource 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015856 60 10 17 02 Calendars or cut outs 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015857 60 10 17 03 Character education r 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015858 60 10 17 04 Classroom activity bo 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015859 60 10 17 05 Critical thinking resou 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015860 60 10 17 06 Cross curriculum guid 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015861 60 10 17 07 Curriculum guides 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015862 60 10 17 08 Fabric charts 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015863 60 10 17 09 Flannel board aids 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015864 60 10 17 10 Educator gifts 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015865 60 10 17 11 Grading stamps 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015866 60 10 17 12 Hall passes 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015867 60 10 17 13 Home education reso 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015868 60 10 17 14 Homework assignmen 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015869 60 10 17 15 Idea books 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015870 60 10 17 16 Magnetic board aids 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015871 60 10 17 17 Name plates or tags 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015872 60 10 17 18 Teacher plan books 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015873 60 10 17 19 Pocket charts 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015874 60 10 17 20 Teacher communicati 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015875 60 10 17 21 Professional teacher re6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015876 60 10 17 22 Teacher classroom gr 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015877 60 10 17 23 Classroom student se 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015878 60 10 17 24 Substitute teacher fol 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015879 60 10 17 25 Technology activity or 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015880 60 10 17 26 Technology reference 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015881 60 10 17 27 Test taking resource 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015882 60 10 17 28 Theme unit resource 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016929 60 10 17 29 Middle or junior school7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
016949 60 10 17 30 Laboratory manuals 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
018563 60 10 17 31 Sentence strips or roll 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
025075 60 10 17 32 Pointing sticks 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015883 60 10 18 00 Church school educati 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015884 60 10 18 01 Bible reference guide 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015885 60 10 18 02 Bible based dramas 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015886 60 10 18 03 Bible based resource 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015887 60 10 18 04 Sunday school activit 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015888 60 10 18 05 Vacation bible school r6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
024167 60 10 18 06 Holy emblems or sym 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024168 60 10 18 07 Prayer beads 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024169 60 10 18 08 Prayer wheels 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024170 60 10 18 09 Religious product kits o12 3/15/2003 0:00
025172 60 10 18 10 Patens 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025175 60 10 18 11 Vestments 12 3/15/2003 0:00
015889 60 10 19 00 Alphabet skills materi 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
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015890 60 10 19 01 Alphabet activity books6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015891 60 10 19 02 Alphabet cubes 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015892 60 10 19 03 Alphabet desk tapes 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015893 60 10 19 04 Alphabet kits 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015894 60 10 19 05 Alphabet letter tiles 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015895 60 10 19 06 Alphabet poster cards 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015896 60 10 19 07 Alphabet reference gu 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015897 60 10 19 08 Alphabet resource bo 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015898 60 10 19 09 Alphabet stamps 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015899 60 10 19 10 Alphabet wall cards 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015900 60 10 19 11 Tactile alphabets 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015901 60 10 20 00 Word building resource6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015902 60 10 20 01 Speech mirror 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015903 60 10 20 02 Spelling resource mat 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015904 60 10 20 03 Word building activity b6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015905 60 10 20 04 Word building kits 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015906 60 10 20 05 Word building resource6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015907 60 10 20 06 Word building tiles 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015908 60 10 20 07 Word walls 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015909 60 10 21 00 Language arts resour 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015910 60 10 21 01 Adjective resource bo 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015911 60 10 21 02 Adverb resource books6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015912 60 10 21 03 Grammar resource boo6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015913 60 10 21 04 Noun resource books 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015914 60 10 21 05 Punctuation resource b9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
015915 60 10 21 06 Verb resource books 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015916 60 10 22 00 Phonics resource mat 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015917 60 10 22 01 Phonics activity books 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015918 60 10 22 02 Phonics drill cards 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015919 60 10 22 03 Phonics kit 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015920 60 10 22 04 Phonics picture cards 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015921 60 10 22 05 Phonics resource boo 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015922 60 10 22 06 Phonics tiles 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015923 60 10 23 00 Reading books and res6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015924 60 10 23 01 Reading activity book 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015925 60 10 23 02 Beginning reading bo 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015926 60 10 23 03 Bible based childrens l6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015927 60 10 23 04 Childrens literature boo6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015928 60 10 23 05 Critical reading skills 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015929 60 10 23 06 Flannel boards 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015930 60 10 23 07 Poetry resource book 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015931 60 10 23 08 Reading comprehensio6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015932 60 10 23 09 Reading development 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015933 60 10 23 10 Reading resource boo 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015934 60 10 23 11 Reading thematic unit 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015935 60 10 23 12 Vocabulary activity or r6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015936 60 10 24 00 Early learning math a 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015937 60 10 24 01 Abacus or counting fr 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015938 60 10 24 02 Activity or resource bo 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015939 60 10 24 03 Activity cards for worki 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015940 60 10 24 04 Beads or bead activity 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
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015941 60 10 24 05 Counters or counter a 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015942 60 10 24 06 Counting or sorting tra 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015943 60 10 24 07 Laces or lacing sets f 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015944 60 10 24 08 Linking manipulatives 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015945 60 10 24 09 Math game chips or to 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015946 60 10 24 10 Number cards 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015947 60 10 24 11 Number forms models 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015948 60 10 24 12 Pegboards for early m 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015949 60 10 24 13 Pegs for early math 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015950 60 10 24 14 Sorting manipulatives 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015951 60 10 25 00 Basic math operations 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015952 60 10 25 01 Addition activity or reso6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015953 60 10 25 02 Basic operations mod 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015954 60 10 25 03 Basic operations refere6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015955 60 10 25 04 Division activity or res 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015956 60 10 25 05 Multiplication activity 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015957 60 10 25 06 Subtraction activity or 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015958 60 10 25 07 Number desk tapes 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015959 60 10 25 08 Hundreds charts or bo 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015960 60 10 25 09 Hundreds number tile 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015961 60 10 25 10 Number kits 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015962 60 10 25 11 Number lines 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015963 60 10 25 12 Numeration activity or 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
015964 60 10 25 13 Dominoes 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015965 60 10 26 00 Probability or chance 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015966 60 10 26 01 Two sided counters or 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015967 60 10 26 02 Spinners 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015968 60 10 26 03 Dice sets 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015969 60 10 26 04 Probability activity or re6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015970 60 10 26 05 Logic activity or resou 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015971 60 10 26 06 Attribute blocks 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015972 60 10 26 07 Attribute blocks activit 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015973 60 10 26 08 Attribute activity or res 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015974 60 10 26 09 Graphing mat 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015975 60 10 26 10 Graphing activity or res6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015976 60 10 26 11 Logic games 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015977 60 10 26 12 Attribute sets or kits 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015978 60 10 26 13 Problem solving activi 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015979 60 10 26 14 Problem solving activi 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015980 60 10 27 00 Patterning or matchin 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015981 60 10 27 01 Pattern blocks or parqu6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015982 60 10 27 02 Pattern blocks 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015983 60 10 27 03 Pattern block activity 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015984 60 10 27 04 Pattern block games 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015985 60 10 27 05 Pattern block stickers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015986 60 10 27 06 Pattern blocks mirror 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015987 60 10 27 07 Pattern blocks charts 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015988 60 10 27 08 Parquetry blocks 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015989 60 10 27 09 Parquetry blocks activi6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015990 60 10 27 10 Parquetry blocks activi6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015991 60 10 27 11 Tangrams activity or r 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
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015992 60 10 27 12 Tangram activity or pa 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015993 60 10 27 13 Tangram puzzle activit6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015994 60 10 27 14 Tangrams puzzles 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015995 60 10 27 15 Pentominoes activity 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015997 60 10 27 17 Pentominoes 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015998 60 10 27 18 Pentominoes activity 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015999 60 10 28 00 Base ten and place va 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016000 60 10 28 01 Base ten blocks 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016001 60 10 28 02 Base ten or place valu 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016002 60 10 28 03 Base ten or place valu 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016003 60 10 28 04 Base ten rubber stam 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016004 60 10 28 05 Place value grids 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016005 60 10 28 06 Place value games or 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016006 60 10 28 07 Place value models or 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016007 60 10 29 00 Money and time teach 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016008 60 10 29 01 Money activity or resou6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016009 60 10 29 02 Bulk bills for the class 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016010 60 10 29 03 Bulk coins for the class6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016011 60 10 29 04 Coin cubes or dice 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016012 60 10 29 05 Magnetic money 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016013 60 10 29 06 Overhead bills 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016014 60 10 29 07 Overhead coins 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016015 60 10 29 08 Money puzzles 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016016 60 10 29 09 Money rubber stamps 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016017 60 10 29 10 Coin bank 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016018 60 10 29 11 Money games or kits 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016019 60 10 29 12 Play cash registers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016020 60 10 29 13 Money reference guid 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016021 60 10 29 14 Time activity or resour 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016022 60 10 29 15 Time rubber stamps 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016023 60 10 29 16 Time kits 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016024 60 10 29 17 Time reference guide 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016025 60 10 30 00 Fractions and pentomi 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016026 60 10 30 01 Fraction circles or squa6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016027 60 10 30 02 Decimal squares 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016028 60 10 30 03 Fraction activity books 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016029 60 10 30 04 Fraction bars 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016030 60 10 30 05 Fraction charts 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016031 60 10 30 06 Fraction dice 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016032 60 10 30 07 Fraction games 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016033 60 10 30 08 Fraction kits 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016034 60 10 30 09 Fraction tiles 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016035 60 10 30 10 Fractions discs 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016036 60 10 30 12 Pentominoes activity 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016037 60 10 30 13 Pentominoes pattern 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016038 60 10 31 00 Geometry teacher res 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016039 60 10 31 01 Geometry activity or r 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016040 60 10 31 02 Geometry charts or p 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016041 60 10 31 03 Geoboards 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016042 60 10 31 04 Geometric construction6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016043 60 10 31 05 Double sided geoboard6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
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016044 60 10 31 06 Geoboard games or ac6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016045 60 10 31 07 Geoboard rubber ban 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016046 60 10 31 08 Geoboards activity ca 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016047 60 10 31 09 Geometric chalkboard 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016048 60 10 31 10 Geometry reference gu6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016049 60 10 31 11 GeoMirror 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016050 60 10 31 12 Geometric solids mod 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016051 60 10 32 00 Algebra teacher resou 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016052 60 10 32 01 Algebra activity or res 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016053 60 10 32 02 Centimeter cubes 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016054 60 10 32 03 Algebra or pre algebr 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016055 60 10 32 04 Algebra models or ac 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016056 60 10 33 00 Precalculus and calcul 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016057 60 10 33 01 Calculus activity or re 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016058 60 10 33 02 Precalculus or calculus6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016059 60 10 33 03 Precalculus activity or 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016060 60 10 34 00 Geography and map s 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016061 60 10 34 01 Geography charts or 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
016062 60 10 34 02 Continents activity or 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016063 60 10 34 03 Electronic social studi 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016064 60 10 34 04 Geography reference g6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016065 60 10 34 05 Map racks 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016066 60 10 34 06 Map stencil kits 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016067 60 10 34 07 Portable wall maps 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016068 60 10 34 08 Geography resource 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
017799 60 10 34 09 Map measurers 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
025076 60 10 34 10 Map teaching aids or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016069 60 10 35 00 Political science 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016070 60 10 35 01 Economics activity or 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016071 60 10 35 02 Government activity o 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016072 60 10 35 03 Government referenc 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016073 60 10 35 04 State theme units 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016074 60 10 36 00 Multicultural activities a6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016075 60 10 36 01 Ancient civilizations re 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016076 60 10 36 02 Customs or rituals or tr6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016077 60 10 36 03 Ethnic diversity resour 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016078 60 10 36 04 Genealogy resources 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016079 60 10 36 05 Multicultural holidays 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016080 60 10 36 06 Multicultural theme uni6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016081 60 10 37 00 Foreign languages re 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016082 60 10 37 01 Resources for Learnin 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016083 60 10 37 02 Resources for Learnin 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016084 60 10 37 03 Resources for Learnin 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016085 60 10 37 04 Resources for Learnin 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016086 60 10 37 05 Resources for Learnin 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016087 60 10 37 06 Resources for Learnin 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016088 60 10 38 00 History teaching reso 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016089 60 10 38 01 African history resour 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016090 60 10 38 02 History charts or post 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016091 60 10 38 03 European history resou6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016092 60 10 38 04 Historical maps 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
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016093 60 10 38 05 History theme units 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016094 60 10 38 06 History photo cards 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016095 60 10 38 07 History resource books6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016096 60 10 38 08 Womans history reso 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016097 60 10 38 09 World history resourc 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016098 60 10 39 00 Living organisms and p7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
016101 60 10 39 03 Amphibia models 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016102 60 10 39 04 Fungi cultures 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016103 60 10 39 05 Culture kits or supplie 7.3 8/15/2001 9:00
016104 60 10 39 06 Protozoan cultures 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016105 60 10 39 07 Aquaria plants 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016106 60 10 39 08 Terrarium plants 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016107 60 10 39 09 Live invertebrates 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016109 60 10 39 11 Live vertebrates 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016113 60 10 39 15 Dissection kits or sup 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016858 60 10 39 16 Preserved embryos 7 6/29/2001 9:59
016894 60 10 39 18 Biospheres 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
016895 60 10 39 19 Biology experiment kits7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
016903 60 10 39 20 Staining kits or suppli 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
016925 60 10 39 21 Preserved life cycle s 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
016932 60 10 39 22 Biology reference gui 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
016933 60 10 39 23 Skeleton or bone or s 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
016935 60 10 39 24 Biology resource or a 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
016938 60 10 39 25 Biology study or activi 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
016941 60 10 39 26 Biology charts or post 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
016942 60 10 39 27 Preserved plant body o7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
016943 60 10 39 28 Biology activity or phot7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
016946 60 10 39 29 Plant life cycle specim 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
016947 60 10 39 30 Combination organis 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
016952 60 10 39 31 Animal body or body 7.3 8/15/2001 9:00
016954 60 10 39 32 Ecosystem displays 7.3 8/15/2001 9:00
016956 60 10 39 33 Human body or body 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016963 60 10 39 34 Tissue cultures 7.3 8/15/2001 9:00
025077 60 10 39 36 Anatomy charts or sets12 3/15/2003 0:00
016114 60 10 40 00 Biotechnology and bio 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016115 60 10 40 01 Deoxyribonucleic acid 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016116 60 10 40 02 Deoxyribonucleic acid 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016117 60 10 40 03 Genetics books 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
016118 60 10 40 04 Genetics kits 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
016119 60 10 40 05 Bacteria teaching kits 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016120 60 10 40 06 Bacteria testing supplie6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016897 60 10 40 07 Enzymology kits or sup7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
016898 60 10 40 08 Protein testing kits or 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
016121 60 10 41 00 Body systems and rel 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016122 60 10 41 01 Human body or body 7 6/29/2001 9:59
016123 60 10 41 02 Cell models 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016124 60 10 41 03 Cell teaching kits 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016125 60 10 41 04 Body systems teaching6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016126 60 10 41 05 Body systems teaching6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016859 60 10 41 06 Plant body or body par7 6/29/2001 9:59
016860 60 10 41 07 Animal body or body 7 6/29/2001 9:59
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016127 60 10 42 00 Water testing and cons6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016128 60 10 42 01 Water testing chemica 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016129 60 10 42 02 Water testing and sa 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016130 60 10 42 03 Water models 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016131 60 10 42 04 Water ecology supplie 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016132 60 10 43 00 Astronomy 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016133 60 10 43 01 Astronomy models 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016134 60 10 43 02 Astronomy charts 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016924 60 10 43 03 Astronomy study kits 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
016135 60 10 44 00 Geology and earth scie6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016136 60 10 44 01 Rock specimen sets 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016137 60 10 44 02 Rock specimens 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016138 60 10 44 03 Fossils 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016139 60 10 44 04 Landform models 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016140 60 10 44 05 Fossil models 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016141 60 10 44 06 Geology tools or field 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016142 60 10 44 07 Stream tables 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016923 60 10 44 08 Geology study kits 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
016143 60 10 45 00 Chemistry and electroc6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016144 60 10 45 01 Periodic table posters 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016145 60 10 45 02 Consumer analysis kits6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016146 60 10 45 03 Chemistry class kits 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016147 60 10 45 04 Chemistry demonstrati6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016148 60 10 45 05 Atomic models 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016149 60 10 45 06 Molecular models 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016150 60 10 45 07 Electrochemical demo 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016151 60 10 45 08 Electrochemical kits 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016152 60 10 45 09 Fuel cells 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016154 60 10 45 11 Microchemistry tools 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016155 60 10 46 00 Mechanical physics ma6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016156 60 10 46 01 Force tables 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016157 60 10 46 02 Gravity models or mo 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016158 60 10 46 04 Inclined planes 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016159 60 10 46 05 Friction apparatus 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016160 60 10 46 06 Physic cars 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016161 60 10 46 07 Pendulum apparatus 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016162 60 10 46 08 Torque apparatus 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016163 60 10 46 09 Projectile apparatus 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016164 60 10 46 10 Air tables 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016165 60 10 46 11 Air apparatus 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016166 60 10 46 12 Light or photo apparatu6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016167 60 10 47 00 Energy and power ph 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016168 60 10 47 01 Solar collecting devic 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016169 60 10 47 02 Solar kits 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016170 60 10 47 03 Energy demonstration 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016171 60 10 47 04 Energy class kits 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016172 60 10 47 05 Matter demonstration k6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016173 60 10 47 06 Matter class kits 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016174 60 10 47 07 Monometers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016175 60 10 47 08 Gas diffusion apparat 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016176 60 10 48 00 Wave and sound phys 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
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016177 60 10 48 01 Wave generators 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016178 60 10 48 02 Wave tanks 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016179 60 10 48 03 Wave springs 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016180 60 10 48 04 Wave demonstration 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016181 60 10 48 05 Tuning forks 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016182 60 10 48 06 Doppler demonstrator 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016183 60 10 48 07 Resonance apparatus 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016184 60 10 48 08 Sound meters 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016185 60 10 48 09 Wave apparatus 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016186 60 10 48 10 Spectroscopes 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016187 60 10 48 11 Spectrum charts 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016188 60 10 48 12 Light demonstration kit6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016189 60 10 48 13 Color charts or sampl 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016190 60 10 48 14 Radiometer 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016191 60 10 48 15 Reflection or refractio 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016192 60 10 48 16 Optics sets or kits 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016193 60 10 49 00 Electrical physics mat 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016194 60 10 49 01 Van degraff generators6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016195 60 10 49 02 Electrostatic apparatu 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016196 60 10 49 03 Electrostatic kits 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016197 60 10 49 04 Electricity kits 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016198 60 10 49 05 Electricity demonstratio6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016199 60 10 49 06 Battery kits 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016200 60 10 49 07 Hand held generators 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016201 60 10 49 08 Electromagnetic appa 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016202 60 10 49 09 Magnetism apparatus 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016203 60 10 49 10 Electromagnets 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016204 60 10 49 11 Electric bells or acces 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016205 60 10 49 12 Electric lead wires or 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016206 60 10 50 00 Nuclear physics mate 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016207 60 10 50 01 Radioactivity sets 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016208 60 10 50 02 Geiger counters 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016209 60 10 50 03 Electron apparatus 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016210 60 10 50 04 Radiation warning sig 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016211 60 10 50 05 Nuclear physics trans 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016212 60 10 50 06 Nuclear physics chart 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016213 60 10 51 00 Rocketry and flight m 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016214 60 10 51 01 Rocket sets 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016215 60 10 51 02 Launching apparatus 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016216 60 10 51 03 Altitude measuring de 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016217 60 10 51 04 Airplane kits 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016218 60 10 52 00 Life skills resources ins6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016219 60 10 52 01 Building listening skill 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016220 60 10 52 02 Study skills instruction 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016221 60 10 52 03 Test preparation instr 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016222 60 10 53 00 Career education instr 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016223 60 10 53 01 Career education or pl 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016224 60 10 53 02 Basic job skills instruct6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016225 60 10 53 03 Job search skills instr 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016226 60 10 53 04 Time management ski 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016227 60 10 53 05 Interview skills instruc 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
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016228 60 10 53 06 Resume skills instructi 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016229 60 10 53 07 Work ethics or attitud 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016230 60 10 53 08 Team building skills ins6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016231 60 10 53 09 Business etiquette inst6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016232 60 10 54 00 Consumer economics 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016233 60 10 54 01 Personal finance or mo6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016234 60 10 54 02 Shopping or consumer6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016235 60 10 54 03 Independent living ins 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016236 60 10 54 04 Understanding consu 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016237 60 10 54 05 Insurance coverage o 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016238 60 10 54 06 Home buying instructi 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016239 60 10 54 07 Apartment rental instr 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016240 60 10 54 08 Car buying education 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016241 60 10 54 09 Brand marketing or ad 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016242 60 10 54 10 Relationship building 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016243 60 10 54 11 Developing self concep9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
016244 60 10 54 12 Violence avoidance e 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016245 60 10 54 13 Anger resolution trainin6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016246 60 10 54 14 Teaching patience skil 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016247 60 10 54 15 Tolerance training inst 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016248 60 10 54 16 Personal safety instru 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016249 60 10 54 17 Personal conflict resolu6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016250 60 10 54 18 Practical teen advice 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016251 60 10 54 19 Developing social skills6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016252 60 10 54 20 Manners or etiquette 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016253 60 10 54 21 Understanding or deal 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016254 60 10 54 22 How to read body lan 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016255 60 10 54 23 Developing resiliency i 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016256 60 10 54 24 Understanding comm 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016257 60 10 54 25 Developing refusal skil6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016258 60 10 54 26 Responsibility or Dde 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016259 60 10 54 27 Understanding teens le6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016260 60 10 54 28 Repercussions of dro 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016261 60 10 54 29 Race relations videos 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016262 60 10 55 00 Home and interior des 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016263 60 10 55 01 Feng shui instructional6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016264 60 10 55 02 Instructional materials 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016265 60 10 55 03 Instructional materials 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016266 60 10 55 04 Landscaping design i 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016267 60 10 55 05 Instructional materials 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016268 60 10 56 00 Health education and n6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016269 60 10 56 01 Dietary guidelines or 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016270 60 10 56 02 Nutritional curriculum 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016271 60 10 56 03 Understanding nutrition6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016272 60 10 56 04 Food shopping instruct6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016273 60 10 56 05 Healthy food choices 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016274 60 10 56 06 Understanding the eff 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016275 60 10 56 07 Understanding vegetar6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016276 60 10 56 08 Recipe books or cook 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016277 60 10 56 09 Eating disorders educ 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016278 60 10 56 10 Weight control or exerc6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
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016279 60 10 56 11 Kitchen measurements6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016280 60 10 56 12 Kitchen equivalants or 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016281 60 10 56 13 Kitchen utensils instruc6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016282 60 10 56 14 Kitchen safety or sanit 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016283 60 10 56 15 Food safety instructio 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016284 60 10 56 16 Food science activitie 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016285 60 10 56 17 Cooking skills instructi 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016286 60 10 56 18 Table manners or eatin6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016287 60 10 56 19 Table setting instructi 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016288 60 10 56 20 Food service training in6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016289 60 10 56 21 Drug or tobacco or alc 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016290 60 10 56 22 Smoking Simulators 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016291 60 10 56 23 Understanding addicti 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016292 60 10 56 24 Teen depression sym 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016293 60 10 56 25 Teen suicide avoidan 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016294 60 10 56 26 Coping with stress inst6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016295 60 10 57 00 Memory books and su 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016296 60 10 57 01 Memory books 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016297 60 10 57 02 Memory book posts o 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016298 60 10 57 03 Memory book paper 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016299 60 10 57 04 Acid free glue sticks 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
016300 60 10 57 05 Acid free tape 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
016301 60 10 58 00 Clothing and textile de 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016302 60 10 58 01 Sewing skills instructi 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016303 60 10 58 02 Sewing project materi 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016304 60 10 58 03 Understanding clothin 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016305 60 10 58 04 Clothing design or fas 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016306 60 10 58 05 Personal color analysis6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016307 60 10 58 06 Fashion merchandising6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016308 60 10 58 07 Science of fabrics or fi 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016309 60 10 58 08 Clothing care or mainte6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016310 60 10 58 09 Materials for teaching t6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016311 60 10 58 10 Fabric dyes or paints in6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016312 60 10 58 11 Quilting projects instru 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016313 60 10 59 00 Dating and sex and tee6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016314 60 10 59 01 Sex education or sexu 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016315 60 10 59 02 Prenatal nutrition resou6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016316 60 10 59 03 Parenting skills instru 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016317 60 10 59 04 Child development inst6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016318 60 10 59 05 Understanding date ra 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016319 60 10 59 06 Childbirth education in 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016320 60 10 59 07 Pregnancy from conc 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016321 60 10 59 08 Understanding the ris 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016322 60 10 59 09 Pregnancy simulators 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016323 60 10 59 10 Infant simulators and 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016324 60 10 59 11 Infant care training inst6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016325 60 10 59 12 Understanding physic 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016326 60 10 59 13 Discipline skill educatio6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016327 60 10 59 14 Home safety or childp 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016328 60 10 59 15 Cardio pulmonary res 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016329 60 10 59 16 Understanding childh 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
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016330 60 10 59 17 Understanding attenti 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016331 60 10 59 18 Child caregiver instru 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016332 60 10 59 19 Babysitting instructiona6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016333 60 10 60 00 Curriculum guides an 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016334 60 10 60 01 Middle school curricul 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016335 60 10 60 02 High School curriculu 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016336 60 10 60 03 Home economics inde 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016337 60 10 60 04 Home economics proj 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016338 60 10 61 00 Vocational teaching aid6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016339 60 10 61 01 Automotive teaching a 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016340 60 10 61 02 Construction teaching 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016341 60 10 61 03 Drafting or design tea 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016342 60 10 61 04 Electronics or electricit6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016343 60 10 61 05 Graphic arts or photo 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016344 60 10 61 06 Horticulture teaching 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016345 60 10 61 07 Manufacturing teachin 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
025078 60 10 61 08 Safety or hazardous t 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025079 60 10 61 09 Welding teaching aids 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016346 60 10 62 00 Technology teaching 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016347 60 10 62 01 Agriculture teaching ai 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016348 60 10 62 02 Biotechnology teaching6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016349 60 10 62 03 Communications teac 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016350 60 10 62 04 Computer science teac6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016351 60 10 62 05 Energy or power teac 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016352 60 10 62 06 Environmental teachin 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016353 60 10 62 07 Materials teaching aids6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016354 60 10 62 08 Medical teaching aids 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016355 60 10 62 09 Transportation teachi 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
025080 60 10 62 10 Weapon system teach 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025081 60 10 62 11 Engine or engine part 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025082 60 10 62 12 Navigational instrume 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025083 60 10 62 13 Fluid mechanics or m 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025084 60 10 62 14 Robotics teaching aid 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025085 60 10 62 15 Cooling systems teac 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016931 60 10 63 00 Forensic science teac 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
016934 60 10 63 01 Forensic science kits 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
025086 60 10 63 02 Forensic science teac 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016939 60 10 64 00 Electronics teaching su7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
016940 60 10 64 01 Electronics kits 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
016944 60 10 64 02 Electronics teaching su7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
015452 60 11 00 00 Classroom decorative 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
015453 60 11 10 00 Classroom Charts or 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
015454 60 11 10 01 Chart packs 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
016746 60 11 10 02 Classroom charts 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016747 60 11 10 03 Classroom posters or s6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016748 60 11 10 04 Do it yourself posters 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
025087 60 11 10 05 Chart holders or acce 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016749 60 11 11 00 Bulletin board sets 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016750 60 11 11 01 Big bulletin board sets 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016751 60 11 11 02 Calendar bulletin board9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
016752 60 11 11 03 Early childhood bulletin6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
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016753 60 11 11 04 Language bulletin boa 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016754 60 11 11 05 Math bulletin board set6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016755 60 11 11 06 Multipurpose bulletin 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016756 60 11 11 07 Science bulletin board 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016757 60 11 11 08 Seasonal bulletin boa 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016758 60 11 11 09 Social studies bulletin 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016759 60 11 12 00 Bulletin board borders 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016760 60 11 12 01 Classroom banners 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016761 60 11 12 02 Border packs 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016762 60 11 12 03 Classroom headers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016763 60 11 12 04 Corrugated borders or 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
016764 60 11 12 05 Die cut shaped scallo 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016765 60 11 12 06 Sparkle borders or tri 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016766 60 11 12 07 Straight borders or tri 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016767 60 11 12 08 Border or Trimmer stor6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016768 60 11 13 00 Decorative letters and 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016769 60 11 13 01 Lettered or numbered 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016770 60 11 13 02 Casual letters or num 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016771 60 11 13 03 Italic letters or numbe 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016772 60 11 13 04 Self adhesive letters o 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016773 60 11 13 05 Sparkle letters or numb6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016774 60 11 13 06 Tracing letters or numb6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016775 60 11 14 00 Specialty decoratives f6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016776 60 11 14 01 Classroom decorative 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016777 60 11 14 02 Door decorations 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016778 60 11 14 03 Mobiles 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016779 60 11 14 04 Two sided decoration 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016780 60 11 14 05 Window cling decoratio6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016781 60 11 14 07 Decorative Storage S 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015411 60 11 14 08 Decorative tapes or t 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015412 60 11 14 09 Decorative buttons 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015415 60 11 14 10 Decorative shapes or s6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
024068 60 11 14 11 Decorative sprays 11.1 8/15/2002 9:39
015455 60 12 00 00 Arts and crafts equip 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
010050 60 12 10 00 Art 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
004958 60 12 10 01 Paintings 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
004959 60 12 10 02 Sculptures 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
004960 60 12 10 03 Statuary 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
004961 60 12 10 04 Portraits 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
004962 60 12 10 05 Drawings 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
004963 60 12 10 06 Pictures 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
004964 60 12 10 07 Lithographs 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
014646 60 12 10 08 Posters 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
014725 60 12 10 09 Decorative pot 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
014969 60 12 10 10 Scrolls 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
015107 60 12 10 11 Photographs 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
018244 60 12 10 12 Decorative stickers 9 1/2/2002 13:00
016356 60 12 11 00 Canvases and films a 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016357 60 12 11 01 Sulphite drawing pape 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016358 60 12 11 02 Groundwood drawing p6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016359 60 12 11 03 Tracing or vellum dra 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
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016360 60 12 11 04 Bond drawing paper 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016361 60 12 11 05 Charcoal or pastel draw6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016362 60 12 11 06 Bristol drawing paper 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016363 60 12 11 07 Watercolor paper she 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016364 60 12 11 08 Watercolor paper pad 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016365 60 12 11 09 Watercolor paper block6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016366 60 12 11 10 Finger paint paper 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016367 60 12 11 11 Sulphite construction 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016368 60 12 11 12 Groundwood construct6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016369 60 12 11 13 Foil construction paper6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016370 60 12 11 14 Origami craft papers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016371 60 12 11 15 Paper or plastic Confe 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016372 60 12 11 16 Crepe paper for crafts 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016373 60 12 11 17 Craft tissue paper 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016374 60 12 11 18 Corrugated craft paper6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016375 60 12 11 19 Pattern printed craft p 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016376 60 12 11 20 Self adhesive craft pa 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016377 60 12 11 21 Glow in the dark paper6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016378 60 12 11 23 Hand made paper 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016379 60 12 11 24 Kraft paper 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016380 60 12 11 25 Canvas panels 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016381 60 12 11 26 Prestretched canvas 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016382 60 12 11 27 Primed canvas 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016383 60 12 11 28 Unprimed canvas 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016384 60 12 11 29 Masonite panels 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016385 60 12 11 30 Canvas like paper pa 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016386 60 12 11 31 Japanese printmaking 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016387 60 12 11 32 Lithography or intaglio 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016388 60 12 11 33 Blockprinting printmak 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016389 60 12 11 34 Foil paper 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016390 60 12 11 35 Acetate or vinyl or pol 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016391 60 12 11 36 Cellophane films 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016392 60 12 11 37 Acrylic sheets 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016393 60 12 11 38 Illustration boards 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016394 60 12 11 39 Mat boards 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016395 60 12 11 40 Mounting board 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016396 60 12 11 41 Foam core mounting 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016397 60 12 11 42 Tagboard or railroad b 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016398 60 12 11 43 Display board 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016399 60 12 11 44 Scratch art papers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016400 60 12 11 45 Scratch art boards 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016401 60 12 11 46 Scratch art accessorie 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
024061 60 12 11 47 Gloss paper 11.1 8/15/2002 9:39
024062 60 12 11 48 Color paperboard 11.1 8/15/2002 9:39
024063 60 12 11 49 Plant press paper 11.1 8/15/2002 9:39
024067 60 12 11 50 Sugar paper 11.1 8/15/2002 9:39
025088 60 12 11 51 Drawing or sketching 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025089 60 12 11 52 Writing slates 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025090 60 12 11 53 Transfer sheets 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016402 60 12 12 00 Classroom and fine art6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016403 60 12 12 01 Traditional liquid tempe6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
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016404 60 12 12 02 Contemporary liquid t 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016405 60 12 12 03 Powdered tempera pa 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016406 60 12 12 04 Washable tempera pai6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016407 60 12 12 05 Tempera cakes 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016408 60 12 12 06 Liquid face or body pa 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016409 60 12 12 07 Cake face or body pain6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016410 60 12 12 08 Marker face or body pa6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016411 60 12 12 09 Temporary tattoo paint6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016412 60 12 12 10 Washable finger paint 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016413 60 12 12 11 School style acrylic pa 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016414 60 12 12 12 Acrylic airbrush paint 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016415 60 12 12 13 Synthetic heat treated 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016416 60 12 12 14 Water soluble oil paint 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016417 60 12 12 15 Low viscosity remova 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016418 60 12 12 16 Low viscosity perman 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016419 60 12 12 17 High viscosity Gel re 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016420 60 12 12 18 High viscosity Gel per 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016421 60 12 12 19 Oven baked glass or 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016422 60 12 12 20 Marker delivery syste 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016423 60 12 12 21 Pan watercolor paint 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016424 60 12 12 22 Tube watercolor paint 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016425 60 12 12 23 Liquid watercolor paint6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016426 60 12 12 24 Liquid watercolor frisk 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016427 60 12 12 25 Watercolor painting me6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016428 60 12 12 26 Watercolor brushes 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016429 60 12 12 27 Oriental brushes 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016430 60 12 12 28 Utility brushes 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016431 60 12 12 29 Specialty brushes 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016432 60 12 12 30 Easel brushes 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016433 60 12 12 31 Palette knives 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016434 60 12 12 32 Brayers for hand printi 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016435 60 12 12 33 Sponge stamps 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016436 60 12 12 34 Scrapers for paint app 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016437 60 12 12 35 Pipettes for paint or d 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016438 60 12 12 36 Combs or tools for pain6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016439 60 12 12 37 Palettes for paint or ink6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016440 60 12 12 38 Paint pots for paint st 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016441 60 12 12 39 Paint cups or bottles 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016442 60 12 12 41 Brush or tool cleaners 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016443 60 12 12 42 Paint aprons 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016444 60 12 12 43 Artists Smocks 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016445 60 12 12 44 Stretcher strips 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016446 60 12 12 45 Canvas stretchers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016447 60 12 12 46 Metal easels 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016448 60 12 12 47 Wood easels 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016449 60 12 12 48 Table top easels 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016450 60 12 12 49 Presentation easels 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
024064 60 12 12 50 Drawing portfolios 11.1 8/15/2002 9:39
024202 60 12 12 51 Gouache paint 11.2 9/16/2002 11:48
025091 60 12 12 52 Paint pans 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025092 60 12 12 53 Art airbrushes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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016451 60 12 13 00 Art and craft cutting pr 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016452 60 12 13 01 Guillotine paper trimme6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016453 60 12 13 02 Mat cutter 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016454 60 12 13 03 Mat knives 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016455 60 12 13 04 Artist knives 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016456 60 12 13 05 Rotary paper or fabric 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016457 60 12 13 06 Circle or oval paper c 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016458 60 12 14 00 Picture Framing 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016459 60 12 14 01 Preassembled wood p 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
016460 60 12 14 02 Wood section picture 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016461 60 12 14 03 Preassembled metal 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
016462 60 12 14 04 Metal section picture fr6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016463 60 12 14 05 Adjustable picture fra 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016464 60 12 14 06 Plastic picture frames 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016465 60 12 14 07 Clear box picture fram 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016466 60 12 14 08 Point drivers or acces 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016467 60 12 14 09 Mitre box 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016468 60 12 14 10 Picture Hanging device6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016469 60 12 14 11 Acrylic panels for pict 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016470 60 12 14 12 Glass panels for pictu 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016976 60 12 14 13 Photo or picture albu 7.4 8/31/2001 8:43
018568 60 12 14 14 Magnetic mounts for f 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
018571 60 12 14 15 Frame kits 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
016471 60 12 15 00 Drawing tools and sup 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016472 60 12 15 01 Water based markers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016473 60 12 15 02 Solvent based markers6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016474 60 12 15 03 Washable markers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016475 60 12 15 04 Calligraphy markers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016476 60 12 15 05 Fabric markers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016477 60 12 15 06 Metallic markers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016478 60 12 15 07 Tempera or chalk win 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016479 60 12 15 08 Paint markers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016480 60 12 15 09 Wax based crayons 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016481 60 12 15 10 Soy based crayons 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016482 60 12 15 11 Specialty crayons 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016483 60 12 15 12 Watercolor crayons 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016484 60 12 15 13 Dry pastel 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016485 60 12 15 14 Chalk pastel 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016486 60 12 15 15 Oil based pastel 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016487 60 12 15 16 Compressed charcoal 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016488 60 12 15 17 Vine charcoal 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016489 60 12 15 18 Graphite pencils 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016490 60 12 15 19 Wax based colored dra6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016491 60 12 15 20 Charcoal pencils 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016492 60 12 15 21 Watercolor pencils 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016493 60 12 15 22 Waterbased pens 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016494 60 12 15 23 Permanent pens 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016495 60 12 15 24 Gel pens 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016496 60 12 15 25 Technical pens 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016497 60 12 15 26 Calligraphy pens 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016501 60 12 15 31 Pink pencil erasers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
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016502 60 12 15 32 Kneaded erasers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016503 60 12 15 33 Vinyl erasers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016504 60 12 15 34 Plastic erasers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016505 60 12 15 35 Gum erasers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
017791 60 12 15 36 Crayon remover 8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
017812 60 12 15 37 Dip pens or their acces8.3 11/15/2001 9:12
017952 60 12 15 38 Calligraphy kits 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
025093 60 12 15 39 Drawing fixatives 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025094 60 12 15 40 Drawing cloths 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016506 60 12 16 00 Studio aids 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016507 60 12 16 01 Wood Mannequins 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016508 60 12 16 02 Clear acrylic mirrors or6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016509 60 12 16 03 Plastic Rubbing plates 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016510 60 12 16 04 Studio aid accessorie 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016511 60 12 16 05 Anatomical models 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
025095 60 12 16 06 Background screens 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016512 60 12 17 00 Printmaking supplies 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016513 60 12 17 01 Rubber stamping sta 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016514 60 12 17 02 Rubber stamping sta 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016515 60 12 17 03 Rubber stamping acc 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016516 60 12 17 04 Linoleum for block pri 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016517 60 12 17 05 Wood blocks for printi 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016518 60 12 17 06 Synthetic blocks for pr 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016519 60 12 17 07 Block printing access 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016520 60 12 17 08 Intaglio or lithography 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016521 60 12 17 09 Intaglio or lithography 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016522 60 12 17 10 Intaglio or lithography w6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016523 60 12 17 11 Intaglio or lithography 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016524 60 12 17 12 Intaglio or lithography 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016525 60 12 17 13 Printing Barens and Br6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016526 60 12 17 14 Intaglio Etching or en 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016527 60 12 17 15 Silkscreen screens or 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016528 60 12 17 16 Silkscreen accessorie 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
025096 60 12 17 17 Etching needles 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025097 60 12 17 18 Printing ink extenders 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016529 60 12 18 00 Printing and drawing i 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016530 60 12 18 01 Water based poster ink6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016531 60 12 18 02 Water based acrylic in 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016532 60 12 18 03 Oil based silkscreen i 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016533 60 12 18 04 Water based Textile i 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016534 60 12 18 05 Oil based textile inks 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016535 60 12 18 06 Printmaking sublimati 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016536 60 12 18 07 Oil based intaglio or lit 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016537 60 12 18 08 Oil based monoprint i 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016538 60 12 18 09 Water based monopri 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016539 60 12 18 10 Water based drawing i 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016540 60 12 18 11 Solvent based drawin 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016541 60 12 18 12 Calligraphy drawing in 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016542 60 12 18 13 Silkscreen inks 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
025098 60 12 18 14 Lithographic varnishe 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016543 60 12 19 00 Art fabric and fabric d 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
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016544 60 12 19 01 Muslin 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016545 60 12 19 02 Felt 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016546 60 12 19 03 Craft fur 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016547 60 12 19 04 Cotton blends 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016548 60 12 19 05 Canvas imprintables 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016549 60 12 19 06 Pre sensitized imprint 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016550 60 12 19 07 Cotton imprintables 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016551 60 12 19 08 Blended imprintables 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016552 60 12 19 09 Batik waxes 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016553 60 12 19 10 Batik accessories 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016554 60 12 19 11 Batik fabric 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
025099 60 12 19 12 Art stumps 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016555 60 12 20 00 Sewing and stitchery 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016557 60 12 20 02 Weaving accessories 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016558 60 12 20 03 Hand sewing needles 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016559 60 12 20 04 String art kits 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016560 60 12 20 05 Hand looms 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016561 60 12 20 06 Table looms 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016562 60 12 20 07 Floor looms 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016563 60 12 20 08 Rexlace 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016564 60 12 20 09 Lacing or stringing ac 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016565 60 12 21 00 Candlemaking 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016566 60 12 21 01 Candlemaking wicks 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016567 60 12 21 02 Candlemaking forms 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016568 60 12 21 03 Candlemaking accesso6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016569 60 12 22 00 Wood crafts 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016570 60 12 22 01 Wood craft materials 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016571 60 12 22 02 Finishing materials 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016572 60 12 22 03 Wood burning tools 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016573 60 12 22 04 Carving tools 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016574 60 12 23 00 Basketry making supp 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016575 60 12 23 01 Basketry reed 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016576 60 12 23 02 Basketry project kits 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016577 60 12 24 00 Stained glass making s6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016578 60 12 24 01 Stained Glass fragme 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016579 60 12 24 02 Stained glass tools or 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016580 60 12 25 00 Paper crafts and hand 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016581 60 12 25 01 Paper shaping tools 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016582 60 12 25 02 Paper picture frames 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016583 60 12 25 03 Paper plates or trays 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016584 60 12 25 04 Paper filters 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016585 60 12 25 05 Corrugated cardboard 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016586 60 12 25 06 Paper Doilies 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016587 60 12 25 07 Deckles or molds for 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016588 60 12 25 08 Couch sheets or felts 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016589 60 12 25 09 Pulp or raw materials 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016590 60 12 26 00 Mosaics 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016591 60 12 26 01 Mosaic tiles 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016592 60 12 26 02 Mosaic molds 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016593 60 12 26 03 Mosaic tools 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016594 60 12 26 04 Mosaic accessories 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
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016595 60 12 27 00 Enameling paints and 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016596 60 12 27 01 Enameling paints or 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016597 60 12 27 02 Copper shapes 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016598 60 12 27 03 Enameling accessories6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016599 60 12 27 04 Enameling Kilns 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016600 60 12 28 00 Maskmaking 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016601 60 12 28 01 Maskmaking forms 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016602 60 12 29 00 Beads or beading acc 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016603 60 12 29 01 Seed beads 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016604 60 12 29 02 Pony beads 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016605 60 12 29 03 Wood beads 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016606 60 12 29 04 Straw beads 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016607 60 12 29 05 Ceramic beads 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016608 60 12 29 06 Glass beads 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016609 60 12 29 07 Assorted or decorativ 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016610 60 12 29 08 Bead accessories 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
024065 60 12 29 09 Plastic beads 11.1 8/15/2002 9:39
016611 60 12 30 00 Foam crafts 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016612 60 12 30 01 Styrofoam shapes 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016613 60 12 30 02 Tools for foam crafts 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016614 60 12 31 00 Chenille stem crafts 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016615 60 12 31 01 Jumbo chenille stems 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016616 60 12 31 02 Cotton chenille stems 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016617 60 12 31 03 Bumps chenille stems 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016618 60 12 32 00 Ribbon making materia6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016619 60 12 32 01 Paper ribbons 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016620 60 12 32 02 Silk ribbons 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016621 60 12 32 03 Synthetic ribbons 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016622 60 12 32 04 Decorative ribbons 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016623 60 12 33 00 Craft Poms 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016624 60 12 33 01 Acrylic craft poms 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016625 60 12 33 02 Glitter craft poms 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016626 60 12 33 03 Craft pom beadz 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016627 60 12 34 00 Wiggle eyes materials 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016628 60 12 34 01 Non self adhesive wigg6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016629 60 12 34 02 Self adhesive wiggle 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016630 60 12 34 03 Decorative wiggle eyes6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016631 60 12 35 00 Leather craft material 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016632 60 12 35 01 Leather or leather laci 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016633 60 12 35 02 Leather accessories 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015191 60 12 36 00 Glitter 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016634 60 12 36 01 Glitter glue 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016635 60 12 36 02 Glitter dots 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016636 60 12 36 03 Glitter jewels 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016637 60 12 36 04 Plastic glitter 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016638 60 12 36 05 Irridescent glitter 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016639 60 12 36 06 Metallic glitter 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016640 60 12 37 00 Macrame craft materi 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016641 60 12 37 01 Macrame cord 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016642 60 12 37 02 Macrame beads 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016643 60 12 37 03 Macrame accessories 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
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016644 60 12 38 00 Marbling supplies and 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016645 60 12 38 01 Marbling inks 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016646 60 12 38 02 Marbling accessories 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016647 60 12 39 00 Sequins and trims 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016648 60 12 39 01 Decorative sequins or 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016649 60 12 40 00 Cork craft supplies an 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016650 60 12 40 01 Cork sheets 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016651 60 12 40 02 Cork stoppers or acces12 3/15/2003 0:00
016652 60 12 41 00 Multicultural project ma6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016653 60 12 41 01 Multicultural painting 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016654 60 12 41 02 Multicultural crafts prod6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016655 60 12 42 00 Cross curricular proje 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016656 60 12 42 01 Mylar sculptures 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016657 60 12 43 00 Clay and modeling co 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016658 60 12 43 01 Moist kiln fired clay 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016659 60 12 43 02 Dry kiln fired clay 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016660 60 12 43 03 Kiln furniture 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016661 60 12 43 04 Kilns for firing ceramic 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016662 60 12 43 05 Kiln accessories for firi6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016663 60 12 43 06 Potters wheels for ha 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016664 60 12 43 07 Extruders for modelin 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016665 60 12 43 08 Cones for firing kilns 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016666 60 12 43 09 Pottery Batts 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016667 60 12 43 10 Decorating wheels for 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016668 60 12 43 11 Clay or modeling tools 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016669 60 12 43 12 Fired ceramic tiles 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016670 60 12 43 13 Clay storage containe 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016671 60 12 43 14 Plasticized non harde 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
016672 60 12 43 15 Oilbased nonhardening6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016673 60 12 43 16 Air dry clay or modelin 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016674 60 12 43 17 Modeling dough 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016675 60 12 43 18 Papier Mache 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016676 60 12 43 19 Specialty modeling com6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016677 60 12 43 20 Plaster compounds 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016678 60 12 43 21 Oven hardening clay 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016679 60 12 43 22 Plastic modeling com 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016680 60 12 43 23 Casts or molds for sh 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
025100 60 12 43 24 Clay modeling kits 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016681 60 12 44 00 Art metals 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016682 60 12 44 01 Copper tooling foil 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016683 60 12 44 02 Aluminum tooling foil 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016684 60 12 44 03 Aluminum wire 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016685 60 12 44 04 Brass tooling foil 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016686 60 12 44 05 Brass wire 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016687 60 12 44 06 Silver sheets or plates 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016688 60 12 44 07 Silver wire 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016689 60 12 44 08 Pewter pellets or shot 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016690 60 12 44 09 Pewter ingots 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016691 60 12 44 10 Nu gold sheets plates 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016692 60 12 44 11 Nu gold wire 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016693 60 12 44 12 Galvanized stovepipe w6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
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016694 60 12 45 00 Sculpture supplies an 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016695 60 12 45 01 Plaster wrap 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016696 60 12 45 02 Casting resins 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016697 60 12 45 03 Sculpture accessories 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016698 60 12 45 04 Puzzle racks 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016699 60 12 45 05 Bubbles or accessorie 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016700 60 12 45 06 Plastic sand or water t 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016701 60 12 45 07 Play sand 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016702 60 12 45 08 Sand or water tables 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016703 60 12 45 09 Vehicle sets 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016704 60 12 45 10 Waterway sets 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016705 60 12 45 11 Play tools or play tool k6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016706 60 12 45 12 Scooter boards 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016707 60 12 45 13 Beanbags 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016708 60 12 45 14 Tactile toys 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016709 60 12 45 15 Cognitive toys 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015456 60 13 00 00 Musical Instruments an6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
010053 60 13 10 00 Keyboard instruments 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
004979 60 13 10 01 Pianos 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
004978 60 13 10 02 Accordions 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
004977 60 13 10 03 Musical organs 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
025101 60 13 10 04 Celestas 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010054 60 13 11 00 Brass instruments 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
004980 60 13 11 01 Trumpets 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
004981 60 13 11 02 Trombones 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
004982 60 13 11 03 Sousaphones 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
004983 60 13 11 04 Saxophones 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
010686 60 13 11 05 Whistle 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
025102 60 13 11 06 Bugles 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025103 60 13 11 07 Saxhorns 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025104 60 13 11 08 French horns 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025105 60 13 11 09 Mellophones 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025106 60 13 11 10 Alto horns 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025107 60 13 11 11 Baritone horns 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025108 60 13 11 12 Flugel horns 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010055 60 13 12 00 Woodwind instrument 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
004984 60 13 12 01 Clarinets 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
004985 60 13 12 02 Oboes 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
004986 60 13 12 03 Musical flutes 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
004987 60 13 12 04 Piccoloes 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
004988 60 13 12 05 Musical cornets 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
004989 60 13 12 06 Bagpipes 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
015402 60 13 12 07 Harmonicas 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
015428 60 13 12 08 Kazoos 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
025109 60 13 12 09 English horns 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025110 60 13 12 10 Ocarinas 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010056 60 13 13 00 String instruments 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
004990 60 13 13 01 Harpsichords 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
004991 60 13 13 02 Clavichords 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
004992 60 13 13 03 Guitars 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
004993 60 13 13 04 Violins 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
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004994 60 13 13 05 Harps 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
004995 60 13 13 06 Banjoes 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
025111 60 13 13 07 Mandolins 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025112 60 13 13 08 Violoncellos 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025113 60 13 13 09 Basses 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010057 60 13 14 00 Percussion instrumen 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
004996 60 13 14 01 Cymbals 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
004997 60 13 14 02 Bells 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
004998 60 13 14 03 Tambourines 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
004999 60 13 14 04 Castanets 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
005000 60 13 14 05 Drums 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
005001 60 13 14 06 Xylophones 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
025114 60 13 14 07 Vibraphones 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010058 60 13 15 00 Musical instrument par6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
005002 60 13 15 01 Metronomes 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
005003 60 13 15 02 Reeds 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
005004 60 13 15 03 Instrument strings or 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
014973 60 13 15 04 Tuning pins 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
014974 60 13 15 05 Musical instrument st 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
014975 60 13 15 06 Accessories for string 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
014976 60 13 15 07 Percussion instrumen 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
014977 60 13 15 08 Music boxes or mech 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
025115 60 13 15 09 Mouthpieces 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025116 60 13 15 10 Musical instrument pou12 3/15/2003 0:00
025117 60 13 15 11 Mutes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025118 60 13 15 12 Tuning bars 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025119 60 13 15 13 Conductors batons 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025120 60 13 15 14 Piccolo pads 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016737 60 13 16 00 Musical instrument se 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016738 60 13 16 01 Rhythm band sets 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016739 60 13 17 00 Alternative sounds mu 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016740 60 13 17 01 Boomwhackers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016741 60 13 17 02 Disco taps 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016742 60 13 18 00 Music and dance acc 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016743 60 13 18 01 Dancing scarves 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016744 60 13 18 02 Rhythm sticks or lum 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016745 60 13 18 03 Rhythm wands or hoop6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
009199 60 14 00 00 Toys and games 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
010078 60 14 10 00 Toys 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
005121 60 14 10 01 Toy balloons or balls 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
005122 60 14 10 02 Dolls 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
005123 60 14 10 03 Doll houses 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
005124 60 14 10 04 Stuffed animals or pu 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
005125 60 14 10 05 Playhouses 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
005126 60 14 10 06 Building blocks 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
005127 60 14 10 07 Riding toys 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
005128 60 14 10 08 Pull toys 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
005129 60 14 10 09 Childrens science kits 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
005130 60 14 10 10 Toy vehicles 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
005131 60 14 10 11 Toy trains 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
011059 60 14 10 12 Inflatable toys 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
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014971 60 14 10 13 Doll parts or accessori 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
015108 60 14 10 14 Yo yos 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
015109 60 14 10 15 Kites 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
015111 60 14 10 16 Pogs 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
015113 60 14 10 17 Kaleidoscopes 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
015114 60 14 10 18 Pom poms 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
015115 60 14 10 19 Pinatas 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
015117 60 14 10 20 Boomerangs 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
015118 60 14 10 21 Flying discs 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
015395 60 14 10 22 Toy pails 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
017619 60 14 10 23 Bath toys 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017620 60 14 10 24 Rattles 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017859 60 14 10 25 Toy weapons 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
017860 60 14 10 26 Tops 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
010079 60 14 11 00 Games 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
005132 60 14 11 01 Educational games 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
005133 60 14 11 02 Board games 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
005134 60 14 11 03 Playing cards 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
005135 60 14 11 04 Video games 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
005136 60 14 11 05 Puzzles 6.04 5/28/2001 10:00
015401 60 14 11 06 Dice 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016710 60 14 11 07 Bingo 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016711 60 14 11 08 Classic games 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016712 60 14 11 09 Collaborative games 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016713 60 14 11 10 Strategy games 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016714 60 14 11 11 Game accessories 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016715 60 14 11 12 Game books 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016716 60 14 11 13 Lotto games 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016717 60 14 11 14 Memory games 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
025121 60 14 11 15 Game kits 12 3/15/2003 0:00
016718 60 14 12 00 Active Play equipmen 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016719 60 14 12 01 Balance or gross mot 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016720 60 14 12 02 Ball pools or accessori6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016721 60 14 12 03 Play houses or huts 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016722 60 14 12 04 Trikes or wagons 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016723 60 14 12 05 Soft play centers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016724 60 14 13 00 Childrens blocks and 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016725 60 14 13 02 Construction sets 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016726 60 14 13 03 Playmats 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016727 60 14 13 04 Railplay systems or a 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016728 60 14 13 05 Unit blocks 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016729 60 14 13 06 Play vehicles 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016730 60 14 13 07 Play animals 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016731 60 14 14 00 Dramatic play equipm 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016732 60 14 14 01 Costumes or accesso 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016733 60 14 14 02 Dress up Centers 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016734 60 14 14 03 Housekeeping units o 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016735 60 14 14 04 Play food dishes or ac 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
016736 60 14 14 05 Pretend play kits or su 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
009025 70 00 00 00 Farming and Fishing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009244 70 10 00 00 Fisheries and aquacult2 2/22/1999 0:00
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010258 70 10 15 00 Fisheries operations 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006324 70 10 15 01 Commercial fishing op 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006326 70 10 15 02 Fishing port services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006327 70 10 15 03 Fishing onshore faciliti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006328 70 10 15 04 Deep sea fishing opera2 2/22/1999 0:00
006329 70 10 15 05 Sonar fishing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006330 70 10 15 06 Whaling 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006331 70 10 15 07 Trawling 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006332 70 10 15 08 Line fishing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006333 70 10 15 09 Seine operations 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006325 70 10 15 10 Fishing nets 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010259 70 10 16 00 Fisheries oversight 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006334 70 10 16 01 Fishery information or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006335 70 10 16 02 Fishery research or e 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006336 70 10 16 03 Fishery data collectio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006337 70 10 16 04 Fishery commercial ma2 2/22/1999 0:00
006338 70 10 16 05 Fishing fleet manage 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006339 70 10 16 06 Fishing cooperatives 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006340 70 10 16 07 Fishery resources pro 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010260 70 10 17 00 Fishery industry and t 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006341 70 10 17 01 Fishing technology se 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006342 70 10 17 02 Fishery by products p 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006343 70 10 17 03 Fish production 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006344 70 10 17 04 Fish storage 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010261 70 10 18 00 Fisheries resources 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006345 70 10 18 01 Inland water fishery re 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006346 70 10 18 02 Fish pond resources 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006347 70 10 18 03 Fish hatcheries 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006348 70 10 18 04 Fish ranches 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006349 70 10 18 05 Fishery by product res 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006350 70 10 18 06 Fisheries resource ev 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010262 70 10 19 00 Aquaculture 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006351 70 10 19 01 Mariculture 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006352 70 10 19 02 Ostreiculture 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006353 70 10 19 03 Shellfish culture 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006354 70 10 19 04 Shrimp farming 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006355 70 10 19 05 Fish farming 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009245 70 11 00 00 Horticulture 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010263 70 11 15 00 Plants and ornamental2 2/22/1999 0:00
006356 70 11 15 01 Planting services or o 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006357 70 11 15 02 Pruning services or orn2 2/22/1999 0:00
006358 70 11 15 03 Tree trimming service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006359 70 11 15 04 Bracing services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006360 70 11 15 05 Tree surgery services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006361 70 11 15 06 Arborist services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006362 70 11 15 07 Removal services or o 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006363 70 11 15 08 Plants or ornamental tr2 2/22/1999 0:00
010264 70 11 16 00 Flowering plants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006364 70 11 16 01 Planting services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006365 70 11 16 02 Nursery services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006366 70 11 16 03 Floriculture services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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010265 70 11 17 00 Parks and gardens and2 2/22/1999 0:00
006367 70 11 17 01 Orchard management 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006372 70 11 17 02 Vineyard management2 2/22/1999 0:00
006373 70 11 17 03 Garden planting or m 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006374 70 11 17 04 Horticultural counselin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006375 70 11 17 05 Cemetery upkeep ser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006376 70 11 17 06 Lawn care services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006377 70 11 17 07 Highway lawn mainte 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006378 70 11 17 08 Mulching services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006379 70 11 17 09 Seeding services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006368 70 11 17 10 Mowing services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006369 70 11 17 11 Sprigging services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006370 70 11 17 12 Parks or gardens spray2 2/22/1999 0:00
006371 70 11 17 13 Parks management or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009246 70 12 00 00 Livestock services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010266 70 12 15 00 Dairying 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006380 70 12 15 01 Dairy herd manageme 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006381 70 12 15 02 Dairy industry develop 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006382 70 12 15 03 Dairy technology 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006383 70 12 15 04 Dairy laboratories ser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006384 70 12 15 05 Dairy farm in house pr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010267 70 12 16 00 Livestock industry 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006385 70 12 16 01 Livestock breeding 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006387 70 12 16 02 Livestock genetics serv2 2/22/1999 0:00
006388 70 12 16 03 Sericulture 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006389 70 12 16 04 Animal husbandry 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006390 70 12 16 05 Farm rearing systems 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006391 70 12 16 06 Poultry production serv2 2/22/1999 0:00
006392 70 12 16 07 Small animal breeding 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006393 70 12 16 08 Bovine production ser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006386 70 12 16 10 Apiculture 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010268 70 12 17 00 Livestock manageme 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006394 70 12 17 01 Livestock selection 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006395 70 12 17 02 Livestock showing serv2 2/22/1999 0:00
006396 70 12 17 03 Livestock slaughtering 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006397 70 12 17 04 Herd management 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006398 70 12 17 05 Livestock breeding or g2 2/22/1999 0:00
010269 70 12 18 00 Pets industry 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006399 70 12 18 01 Pet breeding services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006400 70 12 18 02 Pet grooming services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006401 70 12 18 03 Kennels services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010270 70 12 19 00 Pasture and range se 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006402 70 12 19 01 Pasture improvement 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006403 70 12 19 02 Range management 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006404 70 12 19 03 Range research 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010271 70 12 20 00 Animal health 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006405 70 12 20 01 Animal nutrition 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006408 70 12 20 02 Animal disease contro 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006409 70 12 20 03 Animal trypanosomias 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006410 70 12 20 04 Foot or mouth control s2 2/22/1999 0:00
006411 70 12 20 05 Animal health preventi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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006412 70 12 20 06 Animal vaccination se 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006413 70 12 20 07 Veterinary administrati 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006414 70 12 20 08 Veterinary laboratory t 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006407 70 12 20 09 Animal hospital servic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006406 70 12 20 10 Animal health informa 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009247 70 13 00 00 Land and soil prepara 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010272 70 13 15 00 Land and soil protecti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006415 70 13 15 01 Desertification assessm2 2/22/1999 0:00
006416 70 13 15 02 Soil conservation or p 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006417 70 13 15 03 Erosion control servic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006418 70 13 15 04 Sand dune fixation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006419 70 13 15 05 Soil conditioning 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006420 70 13 15 06 Soil improvement 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010273 70 13 16 00 Land and soil prepara 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006421 70 13 16 01 Fertilizer application s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006422 70 13 16 02 Lime spreading service2 2/22/1999 0:00
006423 70 13 16 03 Plowing services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006424 70 13 16 04 Seed bed preparation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006425 70 13 16 05 Soil chemical treatme 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010274 70 13 17 00 Land and soil manage 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006426 70 13 17 01 Land use planning 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006427 70 13 17 02 Land evaluation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006428 70 13 17 03 Land reclamation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006429 70 13 17 04 Agro ecological zones 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006430 70 13 17 05 Soil classification 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006431 70 13 17 06 Watershed managem 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006432 70 13 17 07 Soil fertility analysis 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006433 70 13 17 08 Pedology 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009248 70 14 00 00 Crop production and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010275 70 14 15 00 Crop production 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006434 70 14 15 01 Seed production servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006445 70 14 15 02 Hydroponics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006447 70 14 15 03 Grass or fodder produc2 2/22/1999 0:00
006448 70 14 15 04 Aromatic plants produc2 2/22/1999 0:00
006449 70 14 15 05 Beverage crops produ 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006450 70 14 15 06 Cocoa production 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006451 70 14 15 07 Sugarbeet or sugarca 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006452 70 14 15 08 Nut production 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006453 70 14 15 09 Essential oil crops prod2 2/22/1999 0:00
006435 70 14 15 10 Fiber crops productio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006436 70 14 15 11 Fruit production 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006437 70 14 15 12 Grain or legume prod 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006438 70 14 15 13 Insecticidal plants pro 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006439 70 14 15 14 Medicinal plants prod 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006440 70 14 15 15 Roots or tubers produ 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006441 70 14 15 16 Cereals production 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006442 70 14 15 17 Rubber plant producti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006443 70 14 15 18 Spice crops productio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006444 70 14 15 19 Tobacco crop producti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006446 70 14 15 20 Vegetable production 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010276 70 14 16 00 Crop protection 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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006454 70 14 16 01 Crop spraying service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006455 70 14 16 02 Biological control servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006456 70 14 16 03 Weed control services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006457 70 14 16 04 Herbicide services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006458 70 14 16 05 Integrated pest mana 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006459 70 14 16 06 Plant pathology 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006460 70 14 16 07 Locust control 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010277 70 14 17 00 Crop management 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006463 70 14 17 01 Greenhouse services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006464 70 14 17 02 Fertilizer services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006465 70 14 17 03 Crop administration 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006466 70 14 17 04 Crop substitution 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006467 70 14 17 05 Extension services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006468 70 14 17 06 Crop specialization 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006469 70 14 17 07 Cultivation farming sy 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006470 70 14 17 08 Crop rotation or divers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006461 70 14 17 09 Plant taxonomy service2 2/22/1999 0:00
006462 70 14 17 10 Field crop entomology 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010278 70 14 18 00 Crop planting and culti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006471 70 14 18 01 Orchard tree or vine pl 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006472 70 14 18 02 Sprout or twig service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006473 70 14 18 03 Crop cultivating service2 2/22/1999 0:00
006474 70 14 18 04 Crop planting services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010279 70 14 19 00 Crop harvesting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006475 70 14 19 01 Cash grains harvestin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006476 70 14 19 02 Fruit or tree nuts harv 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006477 70 14 19 03 Field crop harvesting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006478 70 14 19 04 Seed harvesting servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010280 70 14 20 00 Post harvesting crop 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006479 70 14 20 01 Silos related services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006483 70 14 20 02 Grain dryers services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006484 70 14 20 03 Crop processing servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006485 70 14 20 04 Field crops market pr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006486 70 14 20 05 Cash grain crops mar 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006487 70 14 20 06 Vegetable crops marke2 2/22/1999 0:00
006488 70 14 20 07 Fruit crops market prep2 2/22/1999 0:00
006489 70 14 20 08 Tree nut crops market 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006490 70 14 20 09 Ginning services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006480 70 14 20 10 Crop cleaning service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006481 70 14 20 11 Cooling or refrigeratio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009249 70 15 00 00 Forestry 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010281 70 15 15 00 Forestry management 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006491 70 15 15 01 Forest resources mana2 2/22/1999 0:00
006498 70 15 15 02 Forest pest control 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006499 70 15 15 03 Forest organizations o 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006500 70 15 15 04 Forest administration 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006492 70 15 15 05 Forest inventory 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006493 70 15 15 06 Forest monitoring or ev2 2/22/1999 0:00
006494 70 15 15 07 Afforestation services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006495 70 15 15 08 Forestry extension se 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006496 70 15 15 09 Forest nursery manage2 2/22/1999 0:00
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006497 70 15 15 10 Forest sectoral planni 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010282 70 15 16 00 Forestry industry 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006501 70 15 16 01 Nonwood production 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006502 70 15 16 02 Essential oils producti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006503 70 15 16 03 Timber production serv2 2/22/1999 0:00
006504 70 15 16 04 Dyes production 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006505 70 15 16 05 Edible forestry product2 2/22/1999 0:00
006506 70 15 16 06 Wood testing services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010283 70 15 17 00 Forestry harvesting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006508 70 15 17 01 Logging or felling 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006509 70 15 17 02 Forest harvesting mo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006510 70 15 17 03 Forest harvesting spe 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006511 70 15 17 04 Plantation harvesting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006512 70 15 17 05 Swamp or mangrove fo2 2/22/1999 0:00
006513 70 15 17 06 Temperate forest harv 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006514 70 15 17 07 Tropical high forests h 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010284 70 15 18 00 Forestry conservation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006515 70 15 18 01 Conservation of forest 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006516 70 15 18 02 Forest protection servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006517 70 15 18 03 Forest arid land rehabi2 2/22/1999 0:00
006518 70 15 18 04 Forest wind breaks or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006519 70 15 18 05 Forest reserves or par 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006520 70 15 18 06 Forestry watershed m 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006521 70 15 18 07 Forestry torrent contro 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010285 70 15 19 00 Forestry resources 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006522 70 15 19 01 Forest resources dev 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006524 70 15 19 02 Agroforestry resource 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006525 70 15 19 03 Fuel wood resources 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006526 70 15 19 04 Silviculture 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006527 70 15 19 05 Arid rainfed plantation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006528 70 15 19 06 Broad leafed plantation2 2/22/1999 0:00
006529 70 15 19 07 Conifers plantations 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006530 70 15 19 09 Tropical rain forest pla 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
006523 70 15 19 10 Mangrove swamps re 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009250 70 16 00 00 Wildlife and flora 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010286 70 16 15 00 Fauna 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006531 70 16 15 01 Fauna protection 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010287 70 16 16 00 Flora 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006532 70 16 16 01 Flora protection 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010288 70 16 17 00 Ecosystems 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006533 70 16 17 01 Ecodevelopment servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006534 70 16 17 02 Marine ecosystem man2 2/22/1999 0:00
006535 70 16 17 03 Terrestrial ecosystem 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006536 70 16 17 04 Ecosystems protectio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009251 70 17 00 00 Water resources devel2 2/22/1999 0:00
010289 70 17 15 00 Development 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006537 70 17 15 01 Water quality assess 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006538 70 17 15 02 Water resources plan 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006539 70 17 15 03 Ground or surface wa 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006540 70 17 15 04 Water resources map 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006541 70 17 15 05 River basin developm 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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006542 70 17 15 06 Ground or surface wa 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010290 70 17 16 00 Oversight 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006543 70 17 16 01 Water quality managem2 2/22/1999 0:00
006545 70 17 16 02 Water testing services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006546 70 17 16 03 Floodplain manageme 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006547 70 17 16 04 Water conservation a 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006548 70 17 16 05 Water rights advisory 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006549 70 17 16 06 Water resource recov 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006544 70 17 16 07 Water pricing services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010291 70 17 17 00 Irrigation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006550 70 17 17 01 Canal maintenance or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006551 70 17 17 02 Dam maintenance or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006552 70 17 17 03 Reservoirs maintenanc12 3/15/2003 0:00
006553 70 17 17 04 Pumping station main 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006554 70 17 17 05 Pipelines maintenanc 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006555 70 17 17 06 Dike or embankment 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006556 70 17 17 07 Water well maintenan 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006557 70 17 17 08 Irrigation advisory ser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006558 70 17 17 09 Irrigation systems ma 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010292 70 17 18 00 Drainage services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006559 70 17 18 01 Land drainage service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006560 70 17 18 02 Storm water drainage 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006561 70 17 18 03 Flood protection or co 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009026 71 00 00 00 Mining and Oil and G 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
009252 71 10 00 00 Mining services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010293 71 10 15 00 Mine exploration 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006562 71 10 15 01 Mine development 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006563 71 10 15 02 Test boring or core dril2 2/22/1999 0:00
010294 71 10 16 00 Mine drilling and blasti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006564 71 10 16 01 Shaft sinking 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006565 71 10 16 02 Mine blasting services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010295 71 10 17 00 Extraction 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006566 71 10 17 01 Shaft mining services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006567 71 10 17 02 Open pit mining servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006568 71 10 17 03 Strip mining services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006569 71 10 17 04 In situ leaching ISL ser12 3/15/2003 0:00
006570 71 10 17 05 Pumping or draining 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006571 71 10 17 06 Overburden removal 2 2/22/1999 0:00
013836 71 10 17 07 Impoundment or storag4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
006587 71 10 17 08 Soil flushing services 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
006588 71 10 17 09 Mine filling services 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
009253 71 11 00 00 Oil and gas exploratio 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013360 71 11 20 00 Cased hole well loggi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013361 71 11 20 01 Cased hole formation s4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013362 71 11 20 02 Casing thickness meas4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013363 71 11 20 03 Chemical cutters servi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013364 71 11 20 04 Electromagnetic pipe 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013365 71 11 20 05 Well flow measureme 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013366 71 11 20 06 Well fluid density meas4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013367 71 11 20 07 Well fluid temperature 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013368 71 11 20 08 Free point tool service 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
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013369 71 11 20 09 Gamma ray services 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013370 71 11 20 10 Jet cutter services 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013371 71 11 20 11 Measurement while p 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013372 71 11 20 12 Neutron porosity servic4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013373 71 11 20 13 Nuclear spectroscopy 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013374 71 11 20 14 Well packer services 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013375 71 11 20 15 Permanent magnets p 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013377 71 11 20 17 Well pressure measure4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013378 71 11 20 18 Production logging bo 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013379 71 11 20 19 Production logging de 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013380 71 11 20 20 Production logging do 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013381 71 11 20 21 Production logging flo 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013382 71 11 20 22 Production logging pr 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013383 71 11 20 23 Other production loggi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013384 71 11 20 24 Production logging te 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013385 71 11 20 25 Severing colliding ser 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013386 71 11 20 26 Well logging sonic serv4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013387 71 11 20 27 Stuck point tool service4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013388 71 11 20 28 Thermal decay well lo 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013389 71 11 20 29 Well tubular corrosion 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013390 71 11 20 30 Well performance ser 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013391 71 11 20 31 Well tubular services 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013392 71 11 21 00 Open hole well loggin 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013393 71 11 21 01 Digital sonic logging s 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013394 71 11 21 02 Borehole geometry lo 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013395 71 11 21 03 Density lithology nucl 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013396 71 11 21 04 Dipmeter logging servi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013397 71 11 21 05 Dipole sonic logging se4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013398 71 11 21 06 Directional logging se 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013399 71 11 21 07 Directional survey ser 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013400 71 11 21 08 Electromagnetic prop 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013401 71 11 21 09 Formation testing sam 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013402 71 11 21 10 Fracture identification 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013403 71 11 21 11 Gamma ray logging s 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013404 71 11 21 12 Gamma ray spectrosco4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013405 71 11 21 13 Geochemical nuclear l 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013406 71 11 21 14 Well imaging services 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013407 71 11 21 15 Magnetic resonance l 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013408 71 11 21 16 Microresistivity loggin 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013409 71 11 21 17 Neutron porosity loggin4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013411 71 11 21 19 Resistivity logging ser 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013412 71 11 21 20 Slim access sonic log 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013413 71 11 21 21 Sonic cement bond rat4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013414 71 11 21 22 Well sonic imaging se 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013415 71 11 22 00 Other logging service 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013417 71 11 22 02 Logging while drilling 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013418 71 11 22 03 Logging during fishing 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013419 71 11 22 04 Logging while perforat 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013420 71 11 22 05 Drill pipe conveyed w 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013421 71 11 22 06 General well logging s 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013422 71 11 23 00 Seismic services 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
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013423 71 11 23 01 Two dimensional land 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013424 71 11 23 02 Two dimensional marin4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013425 71 11 23 03 Two dimensional seis 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013426 71 11 23 04 Three dimensional lan 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013427 71 11 23 05 Three dimensional ma 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013428 71 11 23 06 Three dimensional seis4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013429 71 11 23 07 Four dimensional land 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013430 71 11 23 08 Four dimensional mari 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013431 71 11 23 09 Four dimensional seism4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013432 71 11 23 10 Checkshot seismic se 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013433 71 11 23 11 Cross well seismic se 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013434 71 11 23 12 Deviated well seismic 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013435 71 11 23 13 Geophysics seismic s 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013436 71 11 23 14 Offset seismic services4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013437 71 11 23 15 Quickshot seismic serv4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013438 71 11 23 16 Seismic data acquisiti 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013439 71 11 23 17 Slim hole seismic ser 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013440 71 11 23 18 Seismic survey evalu 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013441 71 11 23 19 Vertical seismic servic 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013442 71 11 23 20 Walkaway seismic serv4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013443 71 11 23 21 Geological services 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013444 71 12 00 00 Well drilling constructi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013445 71 12 10 00 Cement pumping servi4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013446 71 12 10 01 Oilfield casing hardwar4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013447 71 12 10 02 Oilfield cement lab test4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013448 71 12 10 03 Downhole oilfield tool 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013449 71 12 10 04 Oilfield filtering servic 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013450 71 12 10 05 Foam cementing servi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013451 71 12 10 06 Geothermal well cem 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013452 71 12 10 07 Liner cementing servi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013453 71 12 10 08 Oilwell lost circulation 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013454 71 12 10 09 Oilfield mud removal s 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013455 71 12 10 10 Plug cementing service4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013456 71 12 10 11 Well site pressure pu 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013457 71 12 10 12 Oilfield pressure testin 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013458 71 12 10 13 Surface casing cemen 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013459 71 12 10 14 Intermediate casing c 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013460 71 12 10 15 Production string cem 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013461 71 12 10 16 Squeeze well cementin4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013462 71 12 10 17 Well water control ser 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013463 71 12 10 18 Well cement evaluation4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013464 71 12 10 19 Well cement grouting 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013465 71 12 10 20 Well cementing additi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013466 71 12 10 21 Well cementing desig 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013467 71 12 10 22 Well cleaning services 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013468 71 12 10 23 Well repair services 12 3/15/2003 0:00
013469 71 12 11 00 Coiled tubing services 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013470 71 12 11 01 Acidizing through coil 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013471 71 12 11 02 Cable installation thro 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013472 71 12 11 03 Cementing through co 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013473 71 12 11 04 Chemical cutting thro 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
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013474 71 12 11 05 Clean out through coile4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013475 71 12 11 06 Completion through c 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013476 71 12 11 07 Conveying inflatables t4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013477 71 12 11 08 Coring through coiled t4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013478 71 12 11 09 Extended reach well se4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013479 71 12 11 10 Fishing through coiled 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013480 71 12 11 11 Fracturing through coil 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013481 71 12 11 12 High pressure coiled t 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013482 71 12 11 13 Horizontal isolation oilf4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013416 71 12 11 14 Logging with coiled tu 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
013484 71 12 11 15 Milling through coiled 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013485 71 12 11 16 Nitrogen related appli 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013486 71 12 11 17 Perforating through co 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013487 71 12 11 18 Pipeline or flowline la 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013488 71 12 11 19 Pipeline intervention se4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013489 71 12 11 20 Sand control through 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013490 71 12 11 21 Abrasive tubular clean 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013491 71 12 11 22 Well kill through coile 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013492 71 12 11 23 Casing exit with coiled 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013493 71 12 12 00 Coring services 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013494 71 12 12 01 Conventional coring s 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013495 71 12 12 02 Core isolation service 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013496 71 12 12 03 Core preservation ser 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013497 71 12 12 04 Horizontal coring servi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013498 71 12 12 05 Oriented coring service4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013499 71 12 12 06 Rig site core analysis s4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013500 71 12 12 07 Sponge coring service 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013501 71 12 12 08 Wireline retrievable co 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013502 71 12 13 00 Downhole tool services4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013503 71 12 13 01 Downhole vibration co 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013504 71 12 13 02 Downhole hole openin 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013505 71 12 13 03 Reaming while drilling 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013506 71 12 13 04 Downhole torque or d 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013507 71 12 13 05 Downhole underreamin4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013508 71 12 14 00 Oilfield drilling bit servi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013509 71 12 14 01 Oilfield drilling bit desi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013510 71 12 14 02 Oilfield drilling bit hydra4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013511 71 12 14 03 Oilfield drilling bit plann4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013512 71 12 14 04 Oilfield drilling bit recor4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013513 71 12 14 05 Oilfield drilling bit repa 12 3/15/2003 0:00
013514 71 12 14 06 Oilfield drilling bit foot 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013515 71 12 14 07 Well site drilling optimi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013516 71 12 15 00 Drilling measurement s4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013517 71 12 15 01 Acoustic measuremen 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013518 71 12 15 02 Acoustic telemetry whe4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013519 71 12 15 03 Caliper measurement w4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013520 71 12 15 04 Density measurement 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013521 71 12 15 05 Oilfield drilling perfor 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013522 71 12 15 06 Electromagnetic telem 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013523 71 12 15 07 Formation dip measure4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013524 71 12 15 08 Formation pressure me4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
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013525 71 12 15 09 Geologically steered 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013526 71 12 15 10 Geostopping services 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013527 71 12 15 11 Mud logging services 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013528 71 12 15 12 Nuclear magnetic res 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013529 71 12 15 13 Porosity measurement4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013530 71 12 15 14 Resistivity measurem 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013531 71 12 15 15 Well surveying manag 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013532 71 12 15 16 Surveying wireline serv4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013533 71 12 16 00 Oil well drilling service 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
013534 71 12 16 01 Well casing crew servi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013535 71 12 16 02 Well casing planning 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013536 71 12 16 03 Well casing milling se 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013537 71 12 16 04 Coiled tubing drilling se4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013538 71 12 16 05 Well completion planni4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013539 71 12 16 06 Conventional well direc4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013540 71 12 16 07 Well directional drillin 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013541 71 12 16 08 Well drilling contract de4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013542 71 12 16 09 Well drilling services 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013543 71 12 16 10 Well drilling engineeri 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013544 71 12 16 11 Well drilling mud or flu 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013545 71 12 16 12 Well drilling of water i 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013546 71 12 16 13 Well drilling rig monitor4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013547 71 12 16 14 Well drilling solids cont4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013548 71 12 16 15 Well drilling stabilizing 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013549 71 12 16 16 Well drilling supervisio 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013550 71 12 16 17 Well drilling control ser4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013551 71 12 16 18 Well drilling other gen 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013552 71 12 16 19 Extended reach directi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013553 71 12 16 20 Multilateral directional 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013554 71 12 16 21 Oil country tubular mod4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013555 71 12 16 22 Well drilling pickup or l 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013556 71 12 16 23 Well drilling pipe storag4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013557 71 12 16 24 Well drilling pipe threa 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013558 71 12 16 25 Rathole well drilling s 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013559 71 12 16 26 Short radius direction 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013560 71 12 16 27 Steerable underreami 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013561 71 12 16 28 Ultra short radius dire 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013562 71 12 16 29 Underbalanced well d 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013563 71 12 16 30 Well planning service 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013564 71 12 16 31 Well redrilling or rewo 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013565 71 12 16 32 Well drilling deviation 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013566 71 12 16 33 Oilfield gravel packing 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013567 71 12 16 34 Oilfield hull systems s 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013568 71 12 16 35 Rig well pulling crew s 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013569 71 12 16 36 Wellhead equipment s 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013570 71 12 16 37 Sidetracking with whip 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013571 71 12 17 00 Oilfield fishing service 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013572 71 12 17 01 Oilfield fishing service 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013573 71 12 17 02 Oilfield fishing service 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013574 71 12 17 03 Oilfield fishing service 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013575 71 12 17 04 Oilfield junk recovery 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
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013576 71 12 17 05 Oilfield pipe recovery 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013577 71 12 17 06 Oilfield fishing or drilli 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013578 71 12 18 00 Gas lift services 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013579 71 12 18 01 Coiled tubing gas lift se4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013580 71 12 18 02 Gas lift fixing or testin 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013581 71 12 18 03 Gas lift kickover servi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013582 71 12 18 04 Gas lift sand containm 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013583 71 12 19 00 Down hole fluid service4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013584 71 12 19 01 Down hole fluid evalu 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013585 71 12 19 02 Down hole fluid labora 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013586 71 12 19 03 Down hole fluid sampli4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013587 71 12 20 00 Well perforating servi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013588 71 12 20 01 Coiled tubing well per 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013589 71 12 20 02 Slickline well perforati 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013590 71 12 20 03 Through tubing well p 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013591 71 12 20 04 Tubing conveyed well 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013592 71 12 20 05 Wireline well perforati 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013593 71 12 20 06 Well tubing puncher s 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013594 71 12 21 00 Oilfield sand control s 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013595 71 12 21 01 Acid sand control pum 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013596 71 12 21 02 Sand control blending 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013597 71 12 21 03 Cleaning fluid sand co 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013598 71 12 21 04 Completion fluid sand 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013599 71 12 21 05 Well consolidation serv4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013601 71 12 21 07 Fracturing fluid sand c 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013602 71 12 21 08 Fracturing pre frac de 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013603 71 12 21 09 General sand control 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013604 71 12 21 10 Gravel carrier fluid sa 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013605 71 12 21 11 Sand control lab testin 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013606 71 12 21 12 Multizone sand control4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013607 71 12 21 13 Sand control monitori 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013608 71 12 21 14 Sand control tempora 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013609 71 12 21 15 Well tool redressing s 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013610 71 12 21 16 Non fracturing sand c 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013611 71 12 22 00 Slickline services 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013612 71 12 22 01 Slickline fishing service4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013613 71 12 22 02 Slickline lifting services4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013614 71 12 22 03 Slickline manipulation 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013615 71 12 23 00 Subsea well services 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013616 71 12 23 01 Subsea well diving se 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013617 71 12 23 02 Subsea well remote o 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013618 71 12 23 03 Subsea well fixturing 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013619 71 12 23 04 Subsea well interventio4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013620 71 12 23 05 Subsea well safety te 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013621 71 12 23 06 Subsea well equipme 12 3/15/2003 0:00
013622 71 12 24 00 Well testing services 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013623 71 12 24 01 Drill stem flow meterin 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013624 71 12 24 02 Drill stem surface testi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013625 71 12 24 03 Drill stem testing packe4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013626 71 12 24 04 Drill stem testing pres 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013627 71 12 24 05 Drill stem testing puls 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
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013628 71 12 24 06 Drill stem testing for ul 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013629 71 12 24 07 Drill stem testing servic4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013630 71 12 24 08 Periodic well testing s 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013631 71 12 24 09 Surface well testing s 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013632 71 12 24 10 Underbalanced testin 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013633 71 12 25 00 Water or gas control se4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013634 71 12 25 01 Water or gas control d 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013635 71 12 25 02 Water or gas control ev4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013636 71 12 25 03 Water or gas control i 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013637 71 12 25 04 Water or gas control t 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013638 71 12 25 05 Water or gas testing se4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013639 71 12 26 00 Well completion servi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013640 71 12 26 01 Well casing completio 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013641 71 12 26 02 Well completion fluids 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013642 71 12 26 03 Gas lift well completio 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013643 71 12 26 04 Horizontal cased hole 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013644 71 12 26 05 Horizontal open hole 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013645 71 12 26 06 Intelligent well complet4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013646 71 12 26 07 Liner well completion 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013647 71 12 26 08 Multilateral well comple4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013648 71 12 26 09 Permanent well compl 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013649 71 12 26 10 Sand control well comp4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013650 71 12 26 11 Temporary drill stem t 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013651 71 12 26 12 Tubing well completio 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013652 71 12 26 13 Underbalanced well c 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013653 71 12 27 00 Well maintenance ser 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
006581 71 12 27 01 Oil well platform maint 12 3/15/2003 0:00
013655 71 12 27 02 Oilfield pumping unit 12 3/15/2003 0:00
013656 71 12 27 03 Oilfield rod pump repa 12 3/15/2003 0:00
013657 71 12 27 04 Oilfield snubbing servic4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013658 71 12 27 05 Oilfield sucker rod mai 12 3/15/2003 0:00
013659 71 12 27 06 Well swabbing service 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013660 71 12 27 07 Oilfield tubing anchor 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013661 71 12 27 08 Oilfield pump mechani 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013662 71 12 28 00 Well monitoring service4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013663 71 12 28 01 Downhole recording s 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013664 71 12 28 02 Well flow monitoring se4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013665 71 12 28 03 Oil or gas well monito 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013666 71 12 28 04 Well site phase monit 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013667 71 12 28 05 Well site pump monito 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013668 71 12 28 06 Well site surface data 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013669 71 12 28 07 Well site surface read 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013670 71 12 28 08 Well site surface reco 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013672 71 12 28 10 Subsurface well testing4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013673 71 12 29 00 Oilfield rigs 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013674 71 12 29 01 Deepwater oilfield rig 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013675 71 12 29 02 Jackup oilfield rig serv 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013676 71 12 29 03 Barge oilfield rig servi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013677 71 12 29 04 Land oilfield rig servic 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013678 71 12 29 05 Platform oilfield rig se 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013679 71 13 00 00 Oil and gas extraction 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
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013680 71 13 10 00 Well fracturing service 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013681 71 13 10 01 Acid based fluid well f 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013682 71 13 10 02 Emulsion based fluid 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013683 71 13 10 03 Foam based fluid well 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013684 71 13 10 04 Oil well fracturing serv 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013685 71 13 10 05 Oil well scale control s 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013686 71 13 10 06 Well fracture testing s 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013687 71 13 10 07 Well fracturing downh 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013688 71 13 10 08 Well fracturing height 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013689 71 13 10 09 Well fracturing monito 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013690 71 13 10 10 Well fracturing service 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013691 71 13 10 11 Well fracturing service 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013692 71 13 10 12 Well fracturing surfac 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013693 71 13 10 13 Well fracturing treatm 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013694 71 13 10 14 Oil based fluid well frac4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013695 71 13 10 15 Other well fracturing se4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013696 71 13 10 16 Well fracturing stress 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013697 71 13 10 17 Water based fluid well 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013698 71 13 11 00 Matrix stimulation ser 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013699 71 13 11 01 Acid based matrix sti 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013700 71 13 11 02 Formation sealer matri4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013701 71 13 11 03 Matrix organic cleanu 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013702 71 13 11 04 Matrix organic inhibiti 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013703 71 13 11 05 Matrix scale cleanup s 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013704 71 13 11 06 Matrix scale inhibition 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013705 71 13 11 07 Matrix treatment desig 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013706 71 13 11 08 Matrix treatment diver 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013707 71 13 11 09 Matrix treatment evalu 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013708 71 13 11 10 Matrix treatment quali 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013709 71 13 11 11 Non acid based matri 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013710 71 13 12 00 Oilfield nitrogen servic 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013711 71 13 12 01 Nitrogen well services 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013712 71 13 13 00 Other oilfield pumping 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013713 71 13 13 01 Bottom intake oilfield 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013714 71 13 13 02 Cable deployed oilfiel 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013715 71 13 13 03 Co2 oilfield pumping s 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013716 71 13 13 04 Coiled tubing deploye 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013717 71 13 13 05 Downhole pumping se 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013718 71 13 13 06 Dual completion well 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013719 71 13 13 07 Horizontal pumping w 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013720 71 13 13 08 Oilfield pumping install4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013721 71 13 13 09 Well profile modificati 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013722 71 13 13 10 Oilfield spooling servi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013723 71 13 14 00 Well production service4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013724 71 13 14 01 Oilfield flare system s 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013725 71 13 14 02 Oilfield hot oil or wate 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013726 71 13 14 03 Oilfield steaming servic4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013727 71 14 00 00 Oil and gas restoratio 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013728 71 14 10 00 Emergency well contr 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013729 71 14 10 01 Well pressure control 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
006592 71 14 10 02 Well capping services 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
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006591 71 14 10 03 Well fire fighting servi 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
013732 71 14 10 04 Wild well control servi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013733 71 14 11 00 Well plugging and aba 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013734 71 14 11 01 Well abandonment se 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013376 71 14 11 02 Well plugging service 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
013736 71 14 12 00 Well site restoration 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013737 71 14 12 01 Well cleaning or swabb4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013738 71 14 12 02 Well site restoration s 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013739 71 15 00 00 Oil and gas data man 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013740 71 15 10 00 Oilfield data communi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013741 71 15 10 01 Log data transmission 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013742 71 15 10 02 Log graphics transmiss4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013743 71 15 10 03 Real time well data m 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013744 71 15 10 04 Satellite well data trans4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013745 71 15 10 05 Well data transmissio 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013746 71 15 11 00 Oilfield data manage 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013747 71 15 11 01 Oilfield asset data ma 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013748 71 15 11 02 Oilfield data mining se 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013749 71 15 11 03 Log data management4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013750 71 15 11 04 Oilfield mapping data 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013751 71 15 11 05 Seismic data manage 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013752 71 15 12 00 Oilfield economic and 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013753 71 15 12 01 Oilfield budgeting ser 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013754 71 15 12 02 Oilfield capital planning4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013755 71 15 12 03 Oilfield decision tree se4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013756 71 15 13 00 Oilfield interpretation 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013757 71 15 13 01 Oilfield bubble map se 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013758 71 15 13 02 Oilfield case studies 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013759 71 15 13 03 Oilfield decline analysi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013760 71 15 13 04 Oilfield field studies 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013761 71 15 13 05 Oilfield fracturing interp4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013762 71 15 13 06 Geology services 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013763 71 15 13 07 Geophysics services 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013764 71 15 13 08 Gravel pack interpretat4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013765 71 15 13 09 Oilfield grid mapping s 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013766 71 15 13 10 Oilfield mapping or vis 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013410 71 15 13 11 Petrophysics services 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
013768 71 15 13 12 Reservoir engineering 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013769 71 15 13 13 Reservoir modeling s 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013770 71 15 13 14 Reservoir simulation s 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013771 71 15 13 15 Rock mechanics servic4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013772 71 15 14 00 Well service engineerin4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013773 71 15 14 01 Well cementing job de 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013774 71 15 14 02 Coiled tubing job desi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013775 71 15 14 03 Well drilling job desig 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013776 71 15 14 04 Well fracturing job des 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013777 71 15 14 05 Matrix stimulation job 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013778 71 15 14 06 Well sand control job 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013779 71 16 00 00 Oil and gas well proje 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013780 71 16 10 00 Oilfield Modeling Servi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013781 71 16 10 01 Oilfield completion mo 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
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013782 71 16 10 02 Oilfield drilling models 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013783 71 16 10 03 Oilfield economic mod 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013784 71 16 10 04 Oilfield field developme4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013785 71 16 10 05 Oilfield production mo 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013786 71 16 10 06 Oilfield risk managem 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013787 71 16 11 00 Oilfield production en 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013788 71 16 11 01 Oilfield artificial lift ser 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013789 71 16 11 02 Enhanced oil recover 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013790 71 16 11 03 Well injection services 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013791 71 16 11 04 Oilfield nodal analysis 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013792 71 16 11 05 Well perforation servi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013793 71 16 11 06 Oilfield production che 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013794 71 16 11 07 Oilfield production mo 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013796 71 16 11 09 Well stimulation servi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013797 71 16 11 10 Underground gas stor 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013798 71 16 11 11 Oilfield water manage 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013799 71 16 12 00 Oilfield production op 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013800 71 16 12 01 Oilfield hot oiling servic4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013801 71 16 12 02 Oilfield lease operatio 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013802 71 16 12 03 Oilfield logging servic 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013803 71 16 12 04 Oilfield paraffin cutting 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013804 71 16 12 05 Oilfield planning servi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013805 71 16 12 06 Oilfield processing serv4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013807 71 16 13 00 Oilfield project manag 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013808 71 16 13 01 Oilfield audits or inspe 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013809 71 16 13 02 Oilfield emergency re 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013810 71 16 13 03 Oilfield field developme4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013811 71 16 13 04 Oilfield performance 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013812 71 16 13 05 Oilfield reporting servi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013813 71 16 13 06 Oilfield succession pla 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013814 71 16 13 07 Oilfield training matrix 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013815 71 16 13 08 Well site logistics or p 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013816 71 16 14 00 Well construction man 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013818 71 16 14 02 Well completion engine4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013819 71 16 14 03 Deadman anchor serv 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013821 71 16 14 05 Well site pit lining ser 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013823 71 16 14 07 Well pulling unit servi 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013824 71 16 14 08 Shorebase services 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013825 71 16 14 09 Test pit lining services 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013826 71 16 14 10 Well site vacuum truc 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013827 71 16 14 11 Underbalanced applic 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013828 71 16 14 12 Well workover services4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013829 71 16 14 13 Well fabrication or con 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013830 71 16 15 00 Well site operations s 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013831 71 16 15 01 Well site electrical or i 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013832 71 16 15 02 Well site heavy equip 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013833 71 16 15 03 Well site inspection or 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
013834 71 16 15 04 Well instrument or met7 6/29/2001 9:59
013835 71 16 15 05 Well site valve or valv 4.06 12/28/2000 10:00
009027 72 00 00 00 Building and Construct2 2/22/1999 0:00
009254 72 10 00 00 Building construction 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
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010301 72 10 15 00 Building support servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006593 72 10 15 01 Handyman services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006594 72 10 15 02 Scaffolding services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006595 72 10 15 03 Rigging services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006596 72 10 15 04 Disaster proofing or c 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015079 72 10 15 05 Locksmith services 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
026036 72 10 15 06 Elevator maintenance 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
010302 72 10 16 00 Roofing and siding an 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006597 72 10 16 01 Roofing installation or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006598 72 10 16 02 Skylight installation 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006599 72 10 16 03 Gutter or downspout s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006600 72 10 16 04 Architectural sheet m 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006601 72 10 16 05 Ceiling erection or repa12 3/15/2003 0:00
006602 72 10 16 06 Chute installation 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006603 72 10 16 07 Siding installation or r 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010303 72 10 17 00 Concrete work 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006604 72 10 17 01 Exterior concrete or stu2 2/22/1999 0:00
006605 72 10 17 02 Grouting services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006606 72 10 17 03 Sidewalk or curb const2 2/22/1999 0:00
006607 72 10 17 04 Foundation or slab wo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010304 72 10 18 00 Exterior cleaning 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006608 72 10 18 01 Sandblasting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006609 72 10 18 02 High pressure water bl2 2/22/1999 0:00
006610 72 10 18 03 Steam cleaning 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010305 72 10 19 00 Interior finishing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006611 72 10 19 01 Interior design or dec 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006612 72 10 19 02 Plastering or drywall 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006613 72 10 19 03 Finish carpentry or ca 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010306 72 10 20 00 Coating and caulking 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006614 72 10 20 01 Caulking 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006615 72 10 20 02 Plastic encasement or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006616 72 10 20 03 Coating or glazing of 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006617 72 10 20 04 Dampproofing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006618 72 10 20 05 Fireproofing of buildin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006619 72 10 20 06 Wrapping of pipes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010307 72 10 21 00 Pest control 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006620 72 10 21 01 Bird proofing services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006621 72 10 21 02 Termite control servic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006622 72 10 21 03 Extermination or fumi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006623 72 10 21 04 Structural pest control 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006624 72 10 21 05 Animal trapping 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006625 72 10 21 06 Rodent control 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010308 72 10 22 00 Electrical services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006626 72 10 22 01 Electric power systems12 3/15/2003 0:00
006627 72 10 22 02 Electronic controls inst12 3/15/2003 0:00
006628 72 10 22 03 Communication equip 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006629 72 10 22 04 Safety or security syste12 3/15/2003 0:00
015116 72 10 22 05 Telecom equipment m 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024272 72 10 22 06 Underground enginee 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024273 72 10 22 07 Overground engineeri 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006674 72 10 22 08 Cable Laying 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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024437 72 10 22 09 Cable Pulling 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010309 72 10 23 00 Plumbing and heating 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006630 72 10 23 01 Boiler installation or a 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006631 72 10 23 02 Heating systems instal12 3/15/2003 0:00
006632 72 10 23 03 Plumbing system con 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006633 72 10 23 04 Plumbing system mai 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006634 72 10 23 05 Air conditioning install 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010310 72 10 24 00 Painting and paper han2 2/22/1999 0:00
006635 72 10 24 01 Exterior painting servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006636 72 10 24 02 Interior painting service2 2/22/1999 0:00
006637 72 10 24 03 Wallcovering services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006638 72 10 24 04 Industrial or specialize 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006639 72 10 24 05 Pavement marking se 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010311 72 10 25 00 Masonry and stonewor2 2/22/1999 0:00
006640 72 10 25 01 Bricklaying 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006641 72 10 25 02 Chimney construction 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006642 72 10 25 03 Marble or stone or tile 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006643 72 10 25 04 Retaining wall construc2 2/22/1999 0:00
006644 72 10 25 05 Fresco work 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006645 72 10 25 06 Acoustical 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006646 72 10 25 07 Insulating material ins 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006647 72 10 25 08 Restoration of masonry12 3/15/2003 0:00
010312 72 10 26 00 Carpentry 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006648 72 10 26 01 Rough carpentry 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006649 72 10 26 02 Windows or door or fi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010313 72 10 27 00 Flooring service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006650 72 10 27 01 Floor sheathing or layi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006651 72 10 27 02 Floor covering installat12 3/15/2003 0:00
006652 72 10 27 03 Floor cleaning services2 2/22/1999 0:00
010314 72 10 28 00 Refurbishing services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006653 72 10 28 01 Renovation of building 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006654 72 10 28 02 Restoration of buildin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
012598 72 10 29 00 Grounds maintenance 4.03 11/15/2000 9:03
012599 72 10 29 01 Snow Removal Service4.03 11/15/2000 10:00
012608 72 10 29 02 Landscaping services 4.03 11/15/2000 9:15
026230 72 10 29 03 Parking lot or road ma 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026231 72 10 29 04 Parking lot or road sw 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026232 72 10 29 05 Exterior grounds maint13 11/1/2003 0:00
015268 72 10 30 00 Site preparation servi 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015269 72 10 30 01 Land clearing service 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015270 72 10 30 02 Land levelling service 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015271 72 10 30 03 Demolition services 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
015273 72 10 30 04 Digging services 6.02 4/30/2001 9:59
009255 72 13 00 00 General building cons 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024249 72 13 15 00 Residential constructi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024250 72 13 15 01 Apartment construction12 3/15/2003 0:00
024251 72 13 15 02 Single family home con12 3/15/2003 0:00
024252 72 13 16 00 Commercial or industri12 3/15/2003 0:00
024253 72 13 16 01 Power plant constructi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024254 72 13 17 00 Infrastructure constru 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024255 72 13 17 01 Highway or road pavi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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024256 72 13 17 02 Bridge construction 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009028 73 00 00 00 Industrial Production 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009257 73 10 00 00 Plastic and chemical i 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010326 73 10 15 00 Petrochemical and pla 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006697 73 10 15 01 Petroleum refining serv12 3/15/2003 0:00
006698 73 10 15 02 Natural gas productio 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006699 73 10 15 03 Oils or greases produ 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006700 73 10 15 04 Coal production servi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006696 73 10 15 05 Plastics or resins or fi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010327 73 10 16 00 Chemicals and fertiliz 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006701 73 10 16 01 Inorganic chemicals p 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006707 73 10 16 02 Soda ash or chlorine 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006708 73 10 16 03 Inorganic acids produ 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006709 73 10 16 04 Organic chemical pro 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006710 73 10 16 05 Acetylene or derivativ 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006711 73 10 16 06 Ethylene or derivative 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006712 73 10 16 07 Ethanol or methanol or12 3/15/2003 0:00
006713 73 10 16 08 Fertilizers production 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006714 73 10 16 09 Potash mining or proce12 3/15/2003 0:00
006702 73 10 16 10 Pesticide production se12 3/15/2003 0:00
006703 73 10 16 11 Paints or varnishes or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006704 73 10 16 12 Soap or cleaning prepa12 3/15/2003 0:00
006705 73 10 16 13 Solvents or glycols or d12 3/15/2003 0:00
006706 73 10 16 14 Ferments or enzymes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010328 73 10 17 00 Pharmaceutical produc12 3/15/2003 0:00
006715 73 10 17 01 Drugs or medicine pro 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006716 73 10 17 02 Vaccines or sera or a 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006717 73 10 17 03 Parapharmaceutical pr12 3/15/2003 0:00
010329 73 10 18 00 Biochemical and biotec12 3/15/2003 0:00
006718 73 10 18 01 Biomass production s 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006719 73 10 18 02 Bioprotein production s12 3/15/2003 0:00
010330 73 10 19 00 Rubber production 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006720 73 10 19 01 Rubber milling service 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006721 73 10 19 02 Rubber tires or tubes 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006722 73 10 19 03 Rubber or plastic foot 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009258 73 11 00 00 Wood and paper indu 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010331 73 11 15 00 Wood processing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006723 73 11 15 01 Sawmilling services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006724 73 11 15 02 Veneer production serv2 2/22/1999 0:00
006725 73 11 15 03 Wood base panels m 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006726 73 11 15 04 Wooden containers ma12 3/15/2003 0:00
006727 73 11 15 05 Furniture manufacturi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006728 73 11 15 06 Cork products manufa 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006729 73 11 15 07 Cane or wickerware p 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010332 73 11 16 00 Pulp and paper proce 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006730 73 11 16 01 Pulp production servic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006731 73 11 16 02 Paper or paper board p12 3/15/2003 0:00
006732 73 11 16 03 Hardboard or fiberboar2 2/22/1999 0:00
006733 73 11 16 04 Paper production or r 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009259 73 12 00 00 Metal and mineral ind 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010333 73 12 15 00 Metal smelting and re 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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006734 73 12 15 01 Ferrous alloy producti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006735 73 12 15 02 Basic metal combinatio2 2/22/1999 0:00
006736 73 12 15 03 Refractors services fo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006737 73 12 15 04 Iron or steel making s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006738 73 12 15 05 Iron or steel forging s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006739 73 12 15 06 Pre finishing iron or st 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006740 73 12 15 07 Finishing metal proce 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006741 73 12 15 08 Smelting metal servic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006742 73 12 15 09 Refining metal service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010334 73 12 16 00 Metal finishing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006743 73 12 16 01 Metal cutting services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006747 73 12 16 02 Blacksmith services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006748 73 12 16 03 Metal heating service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006751 73 12 16 06 Metal forging services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006752 73 12 16 07 Metal drawing service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006753 73 12 16 08 Metal extruding service2 2/22/1999 0:00
006744 73 12 16 10 Horseshoeing service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006745 73 12 16 11 Tinsmithing services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006746 73 12 16 12 Rebabbiting services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
012528 73 12 16 13 Metal casting services 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
010336 73 12 18 00 Non metallic mineral p 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006759 73 12 18 01 Pottery or china or ea 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006760 73 12 18 02 Glass or glass produc 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006761 73 12 18 03 Structural clay produc 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006762 73 12 18 04 Cement or lime or pla 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006763 73 12 18 05 Concrete or aggregat 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006764 73 12 18 06 Abrasives manufacturi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006765 73 12 18 07 Asbestos products ma 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009260 73 13 00 00 Food and beverage ind2 2/22/1999 0:00
010337 73 13 15 00 Beverage processing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006766 73 13 15 01 Spirits distilling or ble 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006767 73 13 15 02 Wine processing servic2 2/22/1999 0:00
006768 73 13 15 03 Brewery processing s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006769 73 13 15 04 Non alcoholic fruit bas 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006770 73 13 15 05 Water beverages proc 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006771 73 13 15 06 Infused beverages pr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006772 73 13 15 07 Coffee processing serv2 2/22/1999 0:00
006773 73 13 15 08 Tea processing service2 2/22/1999 0:00
010338 73 13 16 00 Meat and poultry and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006774 73 13 16 01 Meat products or by p 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006775 73 13 16 02 Fish or fish products p 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006776 73 13 16 03 Poultry processing se 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006777 73 13 16 04 Meat hygiene or inspe 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006778 73 13 16 05 Meat plant operation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006779 73 13 16 06 Slaughter houses ser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006780 73 13 16 07 Butcher services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006781 73 13 16 08 Cold storage services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010339 73 13 17 00 Fruits and vegetables 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006782 73 13 17 01 Fruit or vegetable clea 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006783 73 13 17 02 Fruit or vegetable spr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006784 73 13 17 03 Fruit or vegetable pac 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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010340 73 13 18 00 Dairy and eggs proce 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006785 73 13 18 01 Milk processing service2 2/22/1999 0:00
006786 73 13 18 02 Egg processing service2 2/22/1999 0:00
006787 73 13 18 03 Cheese processing se 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006788 73 13 18 04 Butter or cream proce 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010341 73 13 19 00 Grains and sugar and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006790 73 13 19 02 Cereal products proce 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006791 73 13 19 03 Sugar or sugar produ 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006792 73 13 19 04 Vegetable oils or fats 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006793 73 13 19 05 Spice processing servi2 2/22/1999 0:00
006794 73 13 19 06 Bakery products proc 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009261 73 14 00 00 Fibers and textiles an 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010342 73 14 15 00 Fiber production 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006807 73 14 15 01 Rayon or acetate fiber 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006808 73 14 15 02 Glass fiber manufactur12 3/15/2003 0:00
006809 73 14 15 03 Silk fiber manufacturin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006810 73 14 15 04 Cotton fiber manufact 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006811 73 14 15 05 Wool fiber manufacturi12 3/15/2003 0:00
006812 73 14 15 06 Polyester fiber manuf 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006813 73 14 15 07 Polyamide fiber manu 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006814 73 14 15 08 Acrylic fiber manufact 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010343 73 14 16 00 Thread and yarn proc 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006815 73 14 16 01 Thread processing se 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006816 73 14 16 02 Yarn processing servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010344 73 14 17 00 Fabrics and leather pro2 2/22/1999 0:00
006795 73 14 17 01 Broad woven fabrics 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006800 73 14 17 02 Narrow woven fabrics 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006801 73 14 17 03 Knitwear manufacturi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006802 73 14 17 04 Carpet or rug manufa 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006803 73 14 17 05 Cordage or rope or twi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006804 73 14 17 06 Dyeing or printing or fin12 3/15/2003 0:00
006805 73 14 17 07 Woven suits or coats 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006806 73 14 17 08 Woven outerwear clot 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006796 73 14 17 09 Fur dressing or dyein 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006797 73 14 17 10 Leather footwear manu12 3/15/2003 0:00
006798 73 14 17 11 Leather luggage or han12 3/15/2003 0:00
006799 73 14 17 12 Leather tanning or fini 12 3/15/2003 0:00
012519 73 14 17 13 Nonwoven fabric servi 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012520 73 14 17 14 Braided yarn or fabric 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012521 73 14 17 15 Industrial sewing servi 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
009262 73 15 00 00 Manufacturing suppor 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010345 73 15 15 00 Assembly services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006817 73 15 15 01 Assembly line work 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014484 73 15 15 02 Joint sealing services 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
010346 73 15 16 00 Packaging services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006818 73 15 16 01 Canning plants servic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006819 73 15 16 02 Packaging of agricultu 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006820 73 15 16 03 Packaging of non foo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006821 73 15 16 04 Packaging of pharma 2 2/22/1999 0:00
012522 73 15 16 05 Point of purchase disp 6 3/29/2001 16:53
012523 73 15 16 06 Manual hand packagi 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
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012524 73 15 16 07 Machine assisted pac 6 3/29/2001 16:53
010347 73 15 17 00 Material treatment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006822 73 15 17 01 Water proofing materi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006823 73 15 17 02 Fire protection materi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006824 73 15 17 03 Anticorrosion material 2 2/22/1999 0:00
012491 73 15 18 00 Converting services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012504 73 15 18 01 Sheeting services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012505 73 15 18 02 Slitting services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012506 73 15 18 03 Die cutting services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012507 73 15 18 04 Folding services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012508 73 15 18 05 Laminating services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012492 73 15 19 00 Industrial printing servi4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012509 73 15 19 01 Flexographic industrial4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012510 73 15 19 02 Rotogravure industrial 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012511 73 15 19 03 Screen industrial printi 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012512 73 15 19 04 Offset industrial printi 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012513 73 15 19 05 Digital industrial printi 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012514 73 15 19 06 Thermal transfer indu 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
024274 73 15 19 07 Compact disk CD dupl 12 3/15/2003 0:00
012493 73 15 20 00 Filling Services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012515 73 15 20 01 Liquid filling services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012516 73 15 20 02 Aerosol filling services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012517 73 15 20 03 Paste filling services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012518 73 15 20 04 Powder filling services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
013912 73 15 21 00 Manufacturing equipm 12 3/15/2003 0:00
013918 73 15 21 01 Manufacturing equipm 12 3/15/2003 0:00
013919 73 15 21 02 Manufacturing equipm 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009263 73 16 00 00 Machinery and transp 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010348 73 16 15 00 Manufacture of machi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006825 73 16 15 01 Engine or turbine man 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006836 73 16 15 02 Agricultural machiner 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006837 73 16 15 03 Machine tools or meta 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006838 73 16 15 04 Special industrial plant12 3/15/2003 0:00
006839 73 16 15 05 Construction machine 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006840 73 16 15 06 Mining machinery or e 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006841 73 16 15 07 Food products machin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006842 73 16 15 08 Paper printing machine12 3/15/2003 0:00
006843 73 16 15 09 Metallurgical machine 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006826 73 16 15 10 Chemical or pharmac 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006827 73 16 15 11 Cement plant machin 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006828 73 16 15 12 Textile machinery or e 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006829 73 16 15 13 Power plant boilers m 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006830 73 16 15 14 Furnaces or ovens m 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006831 73 16 15 15 Office machinery or e 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006832 73 16 15 16 Lifting or hoisting or c 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006833 73 16 15 17 Air conditioning or ven 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006834 73 16 15 18 Domestic appliances 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006835 73 16 15 19 Pumps or compressors12 3/15/2003 0:00
010349 73 16 16 00 Manufacture of transpo12 3/15/2003 0:00
006844 73 16 16 01 Fishing ship or boat b 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006845 73 16 16 02 Railroad rolling stock 12 3/15/2003 0:00
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006846 73 16 16 03 Locomotive manufact 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006847 73 16 16 04 Motor vehicles manuf 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006848 73 16 16 05 Motor vehicles parts or12 3/15/2003 0:00
006849 73 16 16 06 Motorcycle or bicycle 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006850 73 16 16 07 Air or spacecraft man 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009264 73 17 00 00 Manufacture of electri 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010350 73 17 15 00 Manufacture of electri 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006851 73 17 15 01 Power generation or t 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006855 73 17 15 02 Dry or storage battery 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006856 73 17 15 03 Electrical tools manuf 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006857 73 17 15 04 Measuring or testing i 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006858 73 17 15 05 Radio or television ma 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006859 73 17 15 06 Communication equip 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006860 73 17 15 07 Electrical household ap12 3/15/2003 0:00
006861 73 17 15 08 Insulated wire or cabl 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006852 73 17 15 10 Electrical accessories 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006853 73 17 15 11 Electronic equipment 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006854 73 17 15 12 Electronic computers 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010351 73 17 16 00 Manufacture of precisi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006863 73 17 16 01 Scientific instruments o12 3/15/2003 0:00
006864 73 17 16 02 Medical or dental equip12 3/15/2003 0:00
006865 73 17 16 03 Photographic or optic 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006866 73 17 16 04 Watches or clocks man12 3/15/2003 0:00
006867 73 17 16 05 Laboratory equipment 12 3/15/2003 0:00
012463 73 18 00 00 Machining and process4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012464 73 18 10 00 Machining services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012465 73 18 10 01 Turning services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012466 73 18 10 02 Electro discharge ma 12 3/15/2003 0:00
012467 73 18 10 03 Electro chemical mac 12 3/15/2003 0:00
012468 73 18 10 04 Chem milling services 6 3/29/2001 16:53
012469 73 18 10 05 Punching services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012470 73 18 10 06 Stamping services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012471 73 18 10 07 Boring services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012472 73 18 10 08 Drilling services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012473 73 18 10 09 Tapping services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012474 73 18 10 10 Laser services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012475 73 18 10 11 Bending services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012476 73 18 10 12 Grinding services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012477 73 18 10 13 Shot blasting services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012478 73 18 10 14 Polishing services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012479 73 18 10 15 Flame cutting service 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012480 73 18 10 16 Laser cutting services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012481 73 18 10 17 Plasma cutting servic 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012482 73 18 10 18 Water jet cutting servi 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012525 73 18 10 19 Rolling Services 4.02 10/27/2000 10:00
012526 73 18 10 20 Surface treatment ser 4.02 10/27/2000 10:00
006789 73 18 10 21 Milling services 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
006482 73 18 10 22 Spraying services 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
014222 73 18 10 23 Sharpening service 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
012483 73 18 11 00 Coating services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012484 73 18 11 01 Electro coating servic 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
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012485 73 18 11 02 Dipping services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012486 73 18 11 03 Wrapping services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012487 73 18 11 04 Painting services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012488 73 18 11 05 Web coating services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012527 73 18 11 06 Plating services 4.02 10/27/2000 10:00
012489 73 18 12 00 Forming services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012494 73 18 12 01 Draw forming services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012495 73 18 12 02 Hydro forming services4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012496 73 18 12 03 Roll forming services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012497 73 18 12 04 Stretch forming servic 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012498 73 18 12 05 Spin forming services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012499 73 18 12 06 Explosive forming ser 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012490 73 18 13 00 Heat treatment servic 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012500 73 18 13 01 Quench or temper serv7 6/29/2001 9:59
012501 73 18 13 02 Annealing services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012502 73 18 13 03 Normalizing services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012503 73 18 13 04 Aging or stabilizing ser4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
010335 73 18 19 00 Welding and brazing 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
012531 73 18 19 01 Arc welding services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012532 73 18 19 02 Metal inert gas MIG we12 3/15/2003 0:00
012533 73 18 19 03 Tungsten inert gas TI 12 3/15/2003 0:00
012534 73 18 19 04 Laser welding service 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012535 73 18 19 05 Spot welding services 4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
012536 73 18 19 06 Projection welding serv4.02 10/27/2000 1:00
006756 73 18 19 07 Brazing services 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
006757 73 18 19 08 Soldering services 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
009029 76 00 00 00 Industrial Cleaning Ser2 2/22/1999 0:00
009265 76 10 00 00 Decontamination servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010352 76 10 15 00 Disinfection 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006868 76 10 15 01 Washroom sanitation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006869 76 10 15 02 Rest room cleaning s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006870 76 10 15 03 Disinfection or deodori 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010353 76 10 16 00 Hazardous material d 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006871 76 10 16 01 Radioactive decontam 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006872 76 10 16 02 Asbestos decontamin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009266 76 11 00 00 Cleaning and janitorial 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010354 76 11 15 00 General building and 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
006873 76 11 15 01 Building cleaning servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006875 76 11 15 03 Lighting maintenance s12 3/15/2003 0:00
006876 76 11 15 04 Window or window bli 2 2/22/1999 0:00
026321 76 11 15 05 Fabric and furniture cl 13.1 04/7/2004 0:00
026377 76 11 15 06 Interior plant landscap 13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
010355 76 11 16 00 Building component cle2 2/22/1999 0:00
006877 76 11 16 01 Acoustical tile or ceilin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006878 76 11 16 02 Air duct cleaning 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006879 76 11 16 03 Chimney cleaning 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006880 76 11 16 04 Floor waxing or carpe 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006881 76 11 16 05 Exhaust hood or fan cl 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010356 76 11 17 00 Building site clean up 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006882 76 11 17 01 Construction site clea 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006883 76 11 17 02 Construction site haul 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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017490 76 11 18 00 Transport vehicle clean7.5 9/14/2001 11:11
017491 76 11 18 01 Car or boat detailing 7.5 9/14/2001 11:11
009267 76 12 00 00 Refuse disposal and t 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010357 76 12 15 00 Refuse collection and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006884 76 12 15 01 Garbage collection or d2 2/22/1999 0:00
006885 76 12 15 02 Liquid waste collectio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006886 76 12 15 03 Street cleaning servic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010358 76 12 16 00 Nonhazardous waste 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006887 76 12 16 01 Garbage dump 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006888 76 12 16 02 Sanitary landfill opera 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006889 76 12 16 03 Sludge disposal 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006890 76 12 16 04 Dead animal disposal 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010359 76 12 17 00 Liquid waste treatment2 2/22/1999 0:00
006891 76 12 17 01 Sewage treatment serv2 2/22/1999 0:00
006892 76 12 17 02 Chemical treatment s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010360 76 12 18 00 Refuse treatment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006893 76 12 18 01 Recycling services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010361 76 12 19 00 Hazardous waste disp 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006894 76 12 19 01 Medical waste dispos 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006895 76 12 19 02 Acid waste collection 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006896 76 12 19 03 Chemical detoxification2 2/22/1999 0:00
009268 76 13 00 00 Toxic and hazardous 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010362 76 13 15 00 Nuclear waste treatm 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006897 76 13 15 01 Radioactive waste mat2 2/22/1999 0:00
006898 76 13 15 02 Radioactive containm 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010363 76 13 16 00 Toxic spill cleanup 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006899 76 13 16 01 Toxic spill containment2 2/22/1999 0:00
006900 76 13 16 02 Toxic substances spill 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010364 76 13 17 00 Oil spill cleanup 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006901 76 13 17 01 Oil residue disposal o 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006902 76 13 17 02 Oil spill treatment ser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009030 77 00 00 00 Environmental Servic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009269 77 10 00 00 Environmental manage2 2/22/1999 0:00
010365 77 10 15 00 Environmental impact 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006903 77 10 15 01 Risk or hazard assess 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006904 77 10 15 02 Environmental standa 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006905 77 10 15 03 Environmental indicat 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006906 77 10 15 04 Environmental Impact 12 3/15/2003 0:00
006907 77 10 15 05 Environmental monito 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010366 77 10 16 00 Environmental plannin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006908 77 10 16 01 Urban environmental 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006909 77 10 16 02 Forest conservation st 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006910 77 10 16 03 Marine conservation st2 2/22/1999 0:00
006911 77 10 16 04 Natural resources ma 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006912 77 10 16 05 Environmental institutio2 2/22/1999 0:00
010367 77 10 17 00 Environmental adviso 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006913 77 10 17 01 Environmental scienc 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006914 77 10 17 02 Environmental chemist2 2/22/1999 0:00
006915 77 10 17 03 Environmental ethics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006916 77 10 17 04 Environmental technol 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006917 77 10 17 05 Environmental econo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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006918 77 10 17 06 Environmental law ad 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006919 77 10 17 07 Ecology advisory servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010368 77 10 18 00 Environmental auditin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006920 77 10 18 01 Environmental inform 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006921 77 10 18 02 Corporate environme 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006922 77 10 18 03 Sectoral environment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006923 77 10 18 04 Activity specific environ2 2/22/1999 0:00
006924 77 10 18 05 Environmental quality 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006925 77 10 18 06 Environmental securit 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010369 77 10 19 00 Pollution investigation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006926 77 10 19 01 Industrial site investig 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006928 77 10 19 02 Industrial waste site inv2 2/22/1999 0:00
006929 77 10 19 03 Gasworks site investi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006930 77 10 19 04 Chemical works or oil r2 2/22/1999 0:00
006931 77 10 19 05 Wood treatment plant 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006932 77 10 19 06 Oil depot or terminal si2 2/22/1999 0:00
006933 77 10 19 07 Dry cleaning plants site2 2/22/1999 0:00
006934 77 10 19 08 Foundry site investigat2 2/22/1999 0:00
006935 77 10 19 09 Recycling plant site in 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006927 77 10 19 10 Food processing plant 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009270 77 11 00 00 Environmental protecti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010370 77 11 15 00 Environmental safety 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006936 77 11 15 01 Landscape protection 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006937 77 11 15 02 Ozone protection servi2 2/22/1999 0:00
006938 77 11 15 03 Food or feed contami 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006939 77 11 15 04 Genetic resources prot2 2/22/1999 0:00
006940 77 11 15 05 Toxic substances prote2 2/22/1999 0:00
006941 77 11 15 06 Radiation protection s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006942 77 11 15 07 Endangered species 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006943 77 11 15 08 Natural risks or hazar 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010371 77 11 16 00 Environmental rehabili 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006944 77 11 16 01 Industrial site rehabilit 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006945 77 11 16 02 Environmental decont 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006946 77 11 16 03 Land reclamation serv 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009271 77 12 00 00 Pollution tracking and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010372 77 12 15 00 Air pollution 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006947 77 12 15 01 Air quality manageme 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006948 77 12 15 02 Transboundary air poll 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006949 77 12 15 03 Air pollution protection 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006950 77 12 15 04 Air pollution monitorin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006951 77 12 15 05 Toxic gas detection s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006952 77 12 15 06 Methane monitoring 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006953 77 12 15 07 Carbon dioxide monit 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006954 77 12 15 08 Airborne particle monit2 2/22/1999 0:00
006955 77 12 15 09 Ozone depletion monit2 2/22/1999 0:00
010373 77 12 16 00 Soil pollution 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006956 77 12 16 01 Soil pollution protection2 2/22/1999 0:00
006958 77 12 16 02 Polluted soil removal 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006959 77 12 16 03 Polluted soil treatmen 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006960 77 12 16 04 Soil pollution advisory 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006961 77 12 16 05 Soil pollution mapping 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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006962 77 12 16 06 Soil pollution measure 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006963 77 12 16 07 Organic fertilizer pollu 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006964 77 12 16 08 Pesticides pollution as 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006965 77 12 16 09 Nitrates pollution asse 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006957 77 12 16 10 Phosphates pollution 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010374 77 12 17 00 Water pollution 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006966 77 12 17 01 Surface water pollutio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006967 77 12 17 02 Surface water pollutio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006968 77 12 17 03 Surface water pollutio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006969 77 12 17 04 Surface water treatme 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006970 77 12 17 05 Surface water pollutio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006971 77 12 17 06 Transboundary water p2 2/22/1999 0:00
006972 77 12 17 07 Groundwater pollution 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006973 77 12 17 08 Groundwater pollution 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006974 77 12 17 09 Groundwater pollution 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009272 77 13 00 00 Pollutants tracking an 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010375 77 13 15 00 Oil pollution 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006975 77 13 15 01 Oil spillage monitoring 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006976 77 13 15 02 Oil spillage control serv2 2/22/1999 0:00
006977 77 13 15 03 Oil spillage rehabilitatio2 2/22/1999 0:00
010376 77 13 16 00 Noise pollution 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006978 77 13 16 01 Noise control services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006979 77 13 16 02 Noise pollution protec 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006980 77 13 16 03 Noise pollution monito 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006981 77 13 16 04 Noise pollution advisor2 2/22/1999 0:00
010377 77 13 17 00 Toxic substances poll 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006982 77 13 17 01 Toxic substances mo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006983 77 13 17 02 Toxic substances reh 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009031 78 00 00 00 Transportation and St 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009273 78 10 00 00 Mail and cargo transp 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010378 78 10 15 00 Air cargo transport 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006984 78 10 15 01 Domestic air cargo tran9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
006985 78 10 15 02 International air cargo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014668 78 10 15 03 Armored air transport 5.04 3/14/2001 12:38
010379 78 10 16 00 Rail cargo transport 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006986 78 10 16 01 Boxcar transport servic2 2/22/1999 0:00
006987 78 10 16 02 Bulk cargo rail transp 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
006988 78 10 16 03 Livestock rail transport2 2/22/1999 0:00
006989 78 10 16 04 Vehicle transport servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010380 78 10 17 00 Marine cargo transport2 2/22/1999 0:00
006990 78 10 17 01 Domestic vessel transp2 2/22/1999 0:00
006991 78 10 17 02 International vessel tr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006992 78 10 17 03 Domestic barge trans 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006993 78 10 17 04 International barge tran2 2/22/1999 0:00
014669 78 10 17 05 Armored marine trans 5.04 3/14/2001 12:38
010381 78 10 18 00 Road cargo transport 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006994 78 10 18 01 Local area trucking ser2 2/22/1999 0:00
006995 78 10 18 02 Regional or national tru2 2/22/1999 0:00
006996 78 10 18 03 Vehicle carrier service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014169 78 10 18 04 Relocation services 5.01 1/31/2001 16:40
010382 78 10 19 00 Intermodal cargo tran 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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006997 78 10 19 01 Air to ocean transport 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006998 78 10 19 02 Ocean to rail transpor 2 2/22/1999 0:00
006999 78 10 19 03 Ocean to truck transp 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007000 78 10 19 04 Air to truck transport 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010997 78 10 19 05 Rail truck transportati 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010383 78 10 20 00 Spacecraft cargo tran 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007001 78 10 20 01 Satellite launch servic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007002 78 10 20 02 Experimental payload 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010384 78 10 21 00 Pipeline services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007003 78 10 21 01 Petroleum products tr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007004 78 10 21 02 Water transport 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010385 78 10 22 00 Postal and small parc 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007005 78 10 22 01 National postal delivery2 2/22/1999 0:00
007006 78 10 22 02 Post office box servic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007007 78 10 22 03 Mailing or mail pick up 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007008 78 10 22 04 Letter or small parcel 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007009 78 10 22 05 Letter or small parcel l 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007010 78 10 22 06 Bicycle or scooter me 10 4/15/2002 10:00
009274 78 11 00 00 Passenger transport 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010386 78 11 15 00 Passenger air transpor12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
007011 78 11 15 01 Helicopter services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007012 78 11 15 02 Commercial airplane tr2 2/22/1999 0:00
007013 78 11 15 03 Chartered airplane trav2 2/22/1999 0:00
010387 78 11 16 00 Passenger railway tra 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
007014 78 11 16 01 Light rail vehicle trans 12 3/15/2003 0:00
007015 78 11 16 02 Subway transport 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007016 78 11 16 03 Continental or inter con2 2/22/1999 0:00
010388 78 11 17 00 Passenger marine tra 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
007017 78 11 17 01 Water taxis 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007018 78 11 17 02 Overnight ship cruises 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007019 78 11 17 03 Sightseeing boat excu 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010389 78 11 18 00 Passenger road trans 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
007021 78 11 18 02 Scheduled bus servic 5.02 2/16/2001 16:07
007022 78 11 18 03 Chartered bus services2 2/22/1999 0:00
007023 78 11 18 04 Taxicab services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
024247 78 11 18 07 Parking fees 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025735 78 11 18 08 Vehicle rental 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
025736 78 11 18 09 Vehicle leasing 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
010390 78 11 19 00 Space transportation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007024 78 11 19 01 Experimental or educ 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009275 78 12 00 00 Material packing and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010391 78 12 15 00 Packing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007025 78 12 15 01 Containerization of goo2 2/22/1999 0:00
007026 78 12 15 02 Crating services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010392 78 12 16 00 Material handling servi2 2/22/1999 0:00
007027 78 12 16 01 Freight loading or unl 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007028 78 12 16 02 Weighing services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009276 78 13 00 00 Storage 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010393 78 13 15 00 Farm products wareh 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007029 78 13 15 01 Silo services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007030 78 13 15 02 Grain elevator services2 2/22/1999 0:00
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010394 78 13 16 00 General goods storag 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007031 78 13 16 01 Palletized cargo stora 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010759 78 13 16 02 File archive storage 4 8/29/2000 1:00
023977 78 13 16 03 Furniture storage 11 7/15/2002 9:04
010395 78 13 17 00 Bulk storage 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007032 78 13 17 01 In ground storage ser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010396 78 13 18 00 Specialized warehousi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007033 78 13 18 01 Refrigerated storage 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007034 78 13 18 02 Customs bonded stor 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007035 78 13 18 03 Hazardous materials 2 2/22/1999 0:00
011062 78 13 18 04 Document storage serv4 8/29/2000 1:00
023940 78 13 18 05 Storage of automatic te10.1 5/15/2002 15:53
009277 78 14 00 00 Transport operations 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010397 78 14 15 00 Transport arrangeme 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007036 78 14 15 01 Freight forwarders serv2 2/22/1999 0:00
007037 78 14 15 02 Customs brokerage s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007038 78 14 15 03 Transportation industry2 2/22/1999 0:00
010398 78 14 16 00 Inspection 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007039 78 14 16 01 Packing inspection se 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007040 78 14 16 02 Cargo survey services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007041 78 14 16 03 Pest control inspectio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010399 78 14 17 00 Navigational services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007042 78 14 17 01 Tugboat services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007043 78 14 17 02 Drawbridge operation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
019210 78 14 17 03 Marine navigational or 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
010400 78 14 18 00 Terminal services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007044 78 14 18 01 Stevedoring services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007045 78 14 18 02 Vessel docking servic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007046 78 14 18 03 Vessel stores service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
011128 78 18 00 00 Transportation repair 12 3/15/2003 0:00
011129 78 18 01 00 Vehicle maintenance 12 3/15/2003 0:00
011155 78 18 01 01 Vehicle body repair or 12 3/15/2003 0:00
011156 78 18 01 02 Transmission repair 12 3/15/2003 0:00
023952 78 18 01 03 Oil or transmission flui 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024275 78 18 01 04 Landing gear repair 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025234 78 18 02 00 Panel and paint servic 12 3/15/2003 0:00
011130 78 18 02 01 Panelbeating services 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014665 78 18 03 00 Transport fuelling and 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014666 78 18 03 01 Fuelling of vehicles 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014667 78 18 03 02 Transportation storag 12 3/15/2003 0:00
023951 78 18 03 03 Vehicle parking service12 3/15/2003 0:00
009032 80 00 00 00 Management and Busi2 2/22/1999 0:00
009278 80 10 00 00 Management advisory 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010401 80 10 15 00 Business and corpora 10 4/15/2002 10:44
007047 80 10 15 01 New business start up 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007048 80 10 15 02 Corporate mergers con2 2/22/1999 0:00
007049 80 10 15 03 Corporate divestiture 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007050 80 10 15 04 Strategic planning con 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007051 80 10 15 05 Corporate objectives 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007052 80 10 15 06 Organizational structur2 2/22/1999 0:00
010753 80 10 15 07 Information technolog 4 8/29/2000 1:00
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024257 80 10 15 08 Business intelligence 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010402 80 10 16 00 Project management 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007053 80 10 16 01 Feasibility studies or s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007054 80 10 16 02 Regional or location s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007055 80 10 16 03 Economic or financial e2 2/22/1999 0:00
007056 80 10 16 04 Project administration 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010403 80 10 17 00 Industrial managemen 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007057 80 10 17 01 Factory management s2 2/22/1999 0:00
007058 80 10 17 02 Productivity or efficienc2 2/22/1999 0:00
007059 80 10 17 03 Specification standard 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007060 80 10 17 04 Supply chain analysis 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007061 80 10 17 05 Co operative or consor2 2/22/1999 0:00
010992 80 10 17 06 Professional procure 4 8/29/2000 1:00
023968 80 10 17 07 Lobbying services 11 7/15/2002 9:04
009279 80 11 00 00 Human resources ser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010404 80 11 15 00 Human resource deve 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007062 80 11 15 01 Management develop 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007063 80 11 15 02 Compensation or ben 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007064 80 11 15 03 Labor or union relatio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007065 80 11 15 04 Labor training or devel 2 2/22/1999 0:00
012701 80 11 15 05 Human resources pro 7.1 7/15/2001 10:00
014662 80 11 15 06 Personnel relocation 5.04 3/14/2001 12:38
023967 80 11 15 07 Outplacement service 11 7/15/2002 9:04
026233 80 11 15 08 Service recognition pr 13 11/1/2003 0:00
010405 80 11 16 00 Temporary personnel s2 2/22/1999 0:00
007066 80 11 16 01 Temporary clerical or 10 4/15/2002 10:00
007067 80 11 16 02 Temporary marketing s2 2/22/1999 0:00
007068 80 11 16 03 Temporary production 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007069 80 11 16 04 Temporary technician 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007070 80 11 16 05 Temporary financial st 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007071 80 11 16 06 Temporary medical st 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007072 80 11 16 07 Temporary legal staffi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007073 80 11 16 08 Temporary informatio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007074 80 11 16 09 Temporary informatio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007075 80 11 16 10 Temporary informatio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010691 80 11 16 11 Temporary warehous 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
010692 80 11 16 12 Temporary drivers 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
013920 80 11 16 13 Temporary manual la 5 1/15/2001 9:05
015477 80 11 16 14 Temporary engineering10.1 5/15/2002 15:53
015531 80 11 16 15 Temporary machinist 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
026234 80 11 16 16 Temporary customer 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026235 80 11 16 17 Temporary architectura13 11/1/2003 0:00
026236 80 11 16 18 Temporary constructi 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026237 80 11 16 19 Temporary creative s 13 11/1/2003 0:00
010406 80 11 17 00 Personnel recruitment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007076 80 11 17 01 Staff recruiting service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007077 80 11 17 02 Reference or backgro 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007078 80 11 17 03 Resume or curriculum 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018535 80 11 17 04 Permanent marketing 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
018536 80 11 17 05 Permanent machinist 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
019129 80 11 17 06 Permanent clerical or a9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
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019130 80 11 17 07 Permanent technical s 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019131 80 11 17 08 Permanent financial s 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019132 80 11 17 09 Permanent medical st 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019133 80 11 17 10 Permanent legal staffi 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019134 80 11 17 11 Permanent informatio 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019135 80 11 17 12 Permanent informatio 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019136 80 11 17 13 Permanent informatio 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019137 80 11 17 14 Permanent drivers 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
019138 80 11 17 15 Permanent professiona9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
021176 80 11 17 16 Permanent informatio 10 4/15/2002 10:44
009280 80 12 00 00 Legal services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010407 80 12 15 00 Criminal law services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007079 80 12 15 01 Juvenile justice law se 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007080 80 12 15 02 Appellate procedure se2 2/22/1999 0:00
007081 80 12 15 03 Defense or criminal la 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010408 80 12 16 00 Business law services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007082 80 12 16 01 Government antitrust 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007083 80 12 16 02 Bankruptcy law servic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007084 80 12 16 03 Partnership law 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007085 80 12 16 04 Patent or trademark o 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007086 80 12 16 05 Liquidation law servic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007087 80 12 16 06 Real estate law 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007088 80 12 16 07 Taxation law 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007089 80 12 16 08 Mergers or acquisition 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010754 80 12 16 09 Legal research servic 4 8/29/2000 1:00
014617 80 12 16 10 Debt collection law se 5.03 2/28/2001 12:44
023954 80 12 16 11 Healthcare claim law 10.2 6/14/2002 9:42
010409 80 12 17 00 Civil liability services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007090 80 12 17 01 Malpractice or negligen2 2/22/1999 0:00
007091 80 12 17 02 Personal injury law ser2 2/22/1999 0:00
007092 80 12 17 03 Property law services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007093 80 12 17 04 Contract law services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017974 80 12 17 05 Employee benefits la 8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
017975 80 12 17 06 Employment law servic8.5 12/14/2001 8:05
018131 80 12 17 07 Labor disputes law se 9 1/2/2002 13:00
010410 80 12 18 00 Family law services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007094 80 12 18 01 Divorce law services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007095 80 12 18 02 Adoption law services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007096 80 12 18 03 Immigration or naturali 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007097 80 12 18 04 Guardianship or custod2 2/22/1999 0:00
009281 80 13 00 00 Real estate services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010411 80 13 15 00 Lease and rental of pro12 3/15/2003 0:00
007098 80 13 15 01 Residential rental 12 3/15/2003 0:00
007099 80 13 15 02 Commercial or industri12 3/15/2003 0:00
007100 80 13 15 03 Land leases 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010412 80 13 16 00 Sale of property and b 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007101 80 13 16 01 Real estate brokers or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007102 80 13 16 02 Real estate auction 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007103 80 13 16 03 Sale of residential lan 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007104 80 13 16 04 Sale of commercial or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
015110 80 13 16 05 Sale of commercial bu 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
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010413 80 13 17 00 Escrow and title servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007105 80 13 17 01 Title reconveyance ser2 2/22/1999 0:00
007106 80 13 17 02 Title search services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007107 80 13 17 03 Escrow account servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010414 80 13 18 00 Real estate manageme2 2/22/1999 0:00
007108 80 13 18 01 Property managemen 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007109 80 13 18 02 Real estate appraisal 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007110 80 13 18 03 Real estate listing ser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009282 80 14 00 00 Marketing and distribut2 2/22/1999 0:00
010415 80 14 15 00 Market research 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007111 80 14 15 01 Marketing analysis 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007112 80 14 15 02 Distributive or service t2 2/22/1999 0:00
007113 80 14 15 03 Commodity price fore 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007114 80 14 15 04 Preparation of commo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
012698 80 14 15 05 Marketing plans 4.05 12/18/2000 7:29
015088 80 14 15 06 Internet based market 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
017864 80 14 15 07 Consumer based rese 8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
017865 80 14 15 08 Syndicated or proprieta8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
017866 80 14 15 09 Market intelligence or c8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
023956 80 14 15 10 Market research telep 10.2 6/14/2002 9:42
023957 80 14 15 11 Market research paper10.2 6/14/2002 9:42
023958 80 14 15 12 Market research on lo 10.2 6/14/2002 9:42
023959 80 14 15 13 Market research one 10.2 6/14/2002 9:42
023971 80 14 15 14 Market research mail 11 7/15/2002 9:04
010416 80 14 16 00 Sales and business pr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007115 80 14 16 01 Sales promotion servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007116 80 14 16 02 Public relation services2 2/22/1999 0:00
010853 80 14 16 03 Telemarketing 4 8/29/2000 1:00
012582 80 14 16 04 Branding of product n 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
012583 80 14 16 05 Promotional merchan 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
012584 80 14 16 06 Direct marketing fulfill 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
012694 80 14 16 07 Events management 4.05 12/18/2000 7:29
015112 80 14 16 09 Sponsorship of event 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
015157 80 14 16 10 Close outs 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
017673 80 14 16 11 Product or gift person 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017867 80 14 16 12 Sales or marketing pr 8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
017868 80 14 16 13 After sales programs 8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
017869 80 14 16 14 Public relations progr 8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
017870 80 14 16 15 Demo or rental or use 8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
017871 80 14 16 16 Point of sale materials 8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
017872 80 14 16 17 In dealership strategic 8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
017873 80 14 16 18 Sales marketing agen 8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
017874 80 14 16 19 Customer relationship 8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
017875 80 14 16 20 In dealership strategic 8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
017876 80 14 16 21 Motorsport 8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
014663 80 14 16 22 Letter shop services 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010417 80 14 17 00 Distribution 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007117 80 14 17 01 Direct sales services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007118 80 14 17 02 Wholesale distribution 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007119 80 14 17 03 Retail distribution serv 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007120 80 14 17 04 Franchise operations 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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013841 80 14 17 05 Auction services 4.06 12/29/2000 10:31
010418 80 14 18 00 Mailing services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007121 80 14 18 01 Mailing list compilatio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007123 80 14 18 02 Mailing list managem 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007122 80 14 18 03 Addressing service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
017877 80 14 19 00 Trade shows and exhib8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
017878 80 14 19 01 Auto shows or other ex8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
017879 80 14 19 02 Meetings events 8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
017880 80 14 19 03 Talent or entertainme 8.5 12/15/2001 10:00
009283 80 15 00 00 Trade policy and servic2 2/22/1999 0:00
010419 80 15 15 00 Trade facilitation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007124 80 15 15 01 Commodity policy or p 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007125 80 15 15 02 Trade expansion 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007126 80 15 15 03 Trade information ser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007127 80 15 15 04 Trade promotion servic2 2/22/1999 0:00
007128 80 15 15 05 Multinational marketing2 2/22/1999 0:00
010420 80 15 16 00 International trade serv2 2/22/1999 0:00
007129 80 15 16 01 Export development 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007130 80 15 16 02 Import planning 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007131 80 15 16 03 Export projections 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007132 80 15 16 04 Import procurement s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009284 80 16 00 00 Business administrati 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010421 80 16 15 00 Management support s2 2/22/1999 0:00
007133 80 16 15 01 Office administration 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007134 80 16 15 02 Meeting planning servi2 2/22/1999 0:00
007135 80 16 15 03 Keyboard entry servic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007137 80 16 15 04 Clerical services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
012546 80 16 15 05 Fleet management se 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
012595 80 16 15 06 Data archiving service 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
014221 80 16 15 07 Audio visual services 5.01 1/31/2001 16:54
026037 80 16 15 08 Document destruction 12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
010422 80 16 16 00 Business facilities over2 2/22/1999 0:00
007136 80 16 16 01 Property managemen 10 4/15/2002 10:00
023978 80 16 16 02 Receiving or inventor 11 7/15/2002 9:04
026238 80 16 16 03 Furniture project admin13 11/1/2003 0:00
009033 81 00 00 00 Engineering and Rese 6.05 6/15/2001 10:00
009285 81 10 00 00 Professional engineeri 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010423 81 10 15 00 Civil engineering 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007138 81 10 15 01 Well engineering 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007139 81 10 15 02 Technical drawing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007140 81 10 15 03 Harbor or water ports e2 2/22/1999 0:00
007141 81 10 15 05 Structural engineering 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007142 81 10 15 06 Naval architecture 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007143 81 10 15 07 Dam engineering 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007144 81 10 15 08 Architectural engineeri 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007146 81 10 15 09 Airport engineering 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007147 81 10 15 10 Highway engineering 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007145 81 10 15 11 Railway engineering 2 2/22/1999 0:00
023916 81 10 15 12 Geographic informatio 10.1 5/15/2002 15:51
023976 81 10 15 13 Building construction 11 7/15/2002 9:04
010424 81 10 16 00 Mechanical engineeri 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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007148 81 10 16 01 Mechanical drawing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007149 81 10 16 02 Mechanical product e 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007150 81 10 16 03 Machine tool design 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007151 81 10 16 04 Power transmission d 2 2/22/1999 0:00
021182 81 10 16 05 Electromechanical serv10 4/15/2002 10:44
010425 81 10 17 00 Electrical and electron 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007152 81 10 17 01 Electrical engineering 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007153 81 10 17 02 Electronic circuit desi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
023975 81 10 17 03 Engineering testing se 11 7/15/2002 9:04
010426 81 10 18 00 Chemical engineering 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007154 81 10 18 01 Plastics engineering 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010427 81 10 19 00 Oil and gas engineeri 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007156 81 10 19 02 Production engineering2 2/22/1999 0:00
010428 81 10 20 00 Mining engineering 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007158 81 10 20 01 Hydraulic mining 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010429 81 10 21 00 Ocean engineering 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007159 81 10 21 01 Coastal engineering 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010430 81 10 22 00 Transportation enginee2 2/22/1999 0:00
007160 81 10 22 01 Traffic engineering 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007161 81 10 22 02 Urban transport netwo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007162 81 10 22 03 Inland waterways 2 2/22/1999 0:00
011105 81 10 23 00 Aeronautical engineeri 4.01 9/29/2000 0:00
011106 81 10 23 01 Avionics design 4.02 10/24/2000 14:00
009286 81 11 00 00 Computer services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010431 81 11 15 00 Software or hardware 5.01 1/31/2001 16:40
007163 81 11 15 01 Mainframe software a 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007164 81 11 15 02 Personal computer P 12 3/15/2003 0:00
007165 81 11 15 03 Systems integration d 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007166 81 11 15 04 Application programmi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007167 81 11 15 05 Operating system pro 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007168 81 11 15 06 Client or server progr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007169 81 11 15 07 ERP or database appli2 2/22/1999 0:00
007170 81 11 15 08 Application implementa2 2/22/1999 0:00
007171 81 11 15 09 Internet or intranet cli 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007172 81 11 15 10 Internet or intranet serv2 2/22/1999 0:00
010432 81 11 16 00 Computer programmer2 2/22/1999 0:00
007173 81 11 16 01 Programming for Visu 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007174 81 11 16 02 Programming for Java 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007175 81 11 16 03 Programming for HTM 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007176 81 11 16 04 Programming for ALGO2 2/22/1999 0:00
007177 81 11 16 05 Programming for Ass 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007178 81 11 16 06 Programming for Basi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007179 81 11 16 07 Programming for C or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007180 81 11 16 08 Programming for COB 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007181 81 11 16 09 Programming for FORT2 2/22/1999 0:00
007182 81 11 16 10 Programming for Pas 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007183 81 11 16 11 Programming for PL/1 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007184 81 11 16 12 Programming or Prop 2 2/22/1999 0:00
024443 81 11 16 13 Programming for Perl 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010433 81 11 17 00 Management informati 12 3/15/2003 0:00
007185 81 11 17 01 Wide area network co 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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007186 81 11 17 02 Local area network com2 2/22/1999 0:00
007187 81 11 17 03 Electronic data interch 12 3/15/2003 0:00
007188 81 11 17 04 Database design 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007189 81 11 17 05 Systems architecture 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010434 81 11 18 00 System administrators 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007190 81 11 18 01 Computer or network 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007191 81 11 18 02 Mainframe administra 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007192 81 11 18 03 Local area network L 12 3/15/2003 0:00
007193 81 11 18 04 Wide area network W 12 3/15/2003 0:00
007194 81 11 18 05 Proprietary or license 12 3/15/2003 0:00
007195 81 11 18 06 Database analysis 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007196 81 11 18 07 Data storage 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007197 81 11 18 08 Systems analysis 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007198 81 11 18 09 System installation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010773 81 11 18 10 Software coding 4 8/29/2000 1:00
010991 81 11 18 11 Technical support or h 4 8/29/2000 1:00
011060 81 11 18 12 Computer hardware 12 3/15/2003 0:00
012633 81 11 18 14 Co location service 4.03 11/15/2000 9:34
017830 81 11 18 18 Third party warranty 8.4 11/30/2001 8:20
010435 81 11 19 00 Information retrieval s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007199 81 11 19 01 Database information r2 2/22/1999 0:00
007200 81 11 19 02 On line database inform2 2/22/1999 0:00
010436 81 11 20 00 Data services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007202 81 11 20 01 On line data processi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007203 81 11 20 02 Data processing or pr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010770 81 11 20 03 Data center services 4 8/29/2000 1:00
011056 81 11 20 04 Disaster recovery ser 4 8/29/2000 1:00
012632 81 11 20 05 Document scanning s 4.03 11/15/2000 9:34
015123 81 11 20 06 Data storage service 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
016965 81 11 20 07 Content or data stand 7.3 8/15/2001 9:00
018406 81 11 20 08 Cd rom mastering ser 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
021148 81 11 20 09 Content or data classi 10 4/15/2002 10:44
023989 81 11 20 10 Data conversion servi 11 7/15/2002 9:04
010437 81 11 21 00 Internet services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007204 81 11 21 01 Internet service provid 12 3/15/2003 0:00
007205 81 11 21 02 Electronic mail servic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007206 81 11 21 03 World wide web WW 12 3/15/2003 0:00
007207 81 11 21 04 Web search engine pro2 2/22/1999 0:00
007208 81 11 21 05 World wide web WW 12 3/15/2003 0:00
011055 81 11 21 06 Application service pr 4 8/29/2000 1:00
012617 81 11 21 07 Internet domain names4.03 11/15/2000 9:22
012579 81 11 22 00 Software maintenanc 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
012580 81 11 22 01 Maintenance or suppo 7 6/29/2001 9:59
012581 81 11 22 02 Software patches or up4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
009287 81 12 00 00 Economics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010438 81 12 15 00 Economic analysis 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007209 81 12 15 01 Macro economic anal 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007210 81 12 15 02 Micro economic analy 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007211 81 12 15 03 Econometrics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007212 81 12 15 04 Economic forecasts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010439 81 12 16 00 Monetary systems an 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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007213 81 12 16 01 Monetary policy 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007214 81 12 16 02 Monetary systems 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007215 81 12 16 03 Monetary analysis 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007216 81 12 16 04 Monetary liquidity 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007217 81 12 16 05 Precious metals reser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007218 81 12 16 06 Foreign exchange con 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007219 81 12 16 07 Currency exchange ma2 2/22/1999 0:00
009288 81 13 00 00 Statistics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010440 81 13 15 00 Methodology and analy2 2/22/1999 0:00
007220 81 13 15 01 Factor analysis 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007221 81 13 15 02 Multivariate analysis 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007222 81 13 15 03 Regression analysis 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007223 81 13 15 04 Sampling surveys 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007224 81 13 15 05 Time series analysis 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009289 81 14 00 00 Manufacturing technol 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010441 81 14 15 00 Quality control 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007225 81 14 15 01 Materials testing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007226 81 14 15 02 Materials synthesis 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007227 81 14 15 03 Materials or product in 12 3/15/2003 0:00
007228 81 14 15 04 Equipment test or cali 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007229 81 14 15 05 Production standards d2 2/22/1999 0:00
007230 81 14 15 06 Product testing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010442 81 14 16 00 Supply chain manage 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007231 81 14 16 01 Logistics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007232 81 14 16 02 Transit analysis 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007233 81 14 16 03 Transport finance or ec2 2/22/1999 0:00
007234 81 14 16 04 Transport facilitation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007235 81 14 16 05 Transport infrastructur 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007236 81 14 16 06 Transport planning 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010443 81 14 17 00 Production planning a 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007237 81 14 17 01 Production planning 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007238 81 14 17 02 Production control 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007239 81 14 17 03 Production scheduling 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007240 81 14 17 04 Production statistics c 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010444 81 14 18 00 Facilities management2 2/22/1999 0:00
007241 81 14 18 01 Safety or risk analysis 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007242 81 14 18 02 Industrial hygiene or ve2 2/22/1999 0:00
007243 81 14 18 03 Acoustics or noise co 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007244 81 14 18 04 Equipment inspection 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007245 81 14 18 05 Building inspection se 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007246 81 14 18 06 Power line inspection s2 2/22/1999 0:00
007247 81 14 18 07 Plumbing or sewer ins 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009290 81 15 00 00 Earth science service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010445 81 15 15 00 Meteorology 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007248 81 15 15 01 Climatology 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007249 81 15 15 02 Meteorological servic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007250 81 15 15 03 Hydrometeorology 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010446 81 15 16 00 Cartography 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007251 81 15 16 01 Mapping 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007252 81 15 16 02 Map production 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007253 81 15 16 03 Photogrammetry 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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007254 81 15 16 04 Land surveying 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010447 81 15 17 00 Geology 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007255 81 15 17 01 Photogeology 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007256 81 15 17 02 Stratigraphic geology 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007257 81 15 17 03 Geological surveys 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007258 81 15 17 04 Geological exploration 2 2/22/1999 0:00
016812 81 15 17 05 Archaeological servic 6.05 6/15/2001 10:32
010448 81 15 18 00 Oceanography and hy 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007259 81 15 18 01 Oceanographic surve 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007260 81 15 18 02 Estuarine oceanograph2 2/22/1999 0:00
007261 81 15 18 03 Physical oceanography2 2/22/1999 0:00
007262 81 15 18 04 Hydrological surveys 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007263 81 15 18 05 Bathymetric surveys 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007264 81 15 18 06 Underwater exploration2 2/22/1999 0:00
010449 81 15 19 00 Geophysics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007265 81 15 19 01 Geophysical surveys 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007266 81 15 19 02 Geophysical explorati 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007267 81 15 19 03 Geophysical photo int 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007268 81 15 19 04 Aero magnetic geoph 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009034 82 00 00 00 Editorial and Design an2 2/22/1999 0:00
009291 82 10 00 00 Advertising 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010450 82 10 15 00 Print advertising 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007269 82 10 15 01 Billboard advertising 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007270 82 10 15 02 Poster advertising 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007271 82 10 15 03 Magazine advertising 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007272 82 10 15 04 Newspaper advertisin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007273 82 10 15 05 Handbill or coupon adv2 2/22/1999 0:00
007274 82 10 15 06 Transit advertising serv2 2/22/1999 0:00
007275 82 10 15 07 Shopping news or ad 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010761 82 10 15 08 Trade or service direc 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010451 82 10 16 00 Broadcast advertising 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007276 82 10 16 01 Radio advertising 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007277 82 10 16 02 Television advertising 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007278 82 10 16 03 Internet advertising 2 2/22/1999 0:00
018224 82 10 16 04 Cinema advertising 9 1/2/2002 13:00
010452 82 10 17 00 Aerial advertising 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007279 82 10 17 01 Banner advertising se 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007280 82 10 17 02 Skywriting advertising 2 2/22/1999 0:00
013929 82 10 18 00 Advertising agency ser5 1/15/2001 9:12
013931 82 10 18 01 Advertising campaign 5 1/15/2001 9:12
026239 82 10 19 00 Media placement and f13 11/1/2003 0:00
026240 82 10 19 01 Radio placement 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026241 82 10 19 02 Television placement 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026242 82 10 19 03 Internet placement 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026243 82 10 19 04 Cinema placement 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026244 82 10 19 05 Print placement 13 11/1/2003 0:00
009292 82 11 00 00 Writing and translatio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010453 82 11 15 00 Technical writing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007281 82 11 15 01 Instruction writing ser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007282 82 11 15 02 Manual writing service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007283 82 11 15 03 Academic or scientific 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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010454 82 11 16 00 Non technical writing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007284 82 11 16 01 Letter writing services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007285 82 11 16 02 Resume writing service2 2/22/1999 0:00
007286 82 11 16 03 Court reporting servic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007287 82 11 16 04 Transcribing services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010455 82 11 17 00 Creative writing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007288 82 11 17 01 Article writers service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007289 82 11 17 02 Book authors services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007290 82 11 17 03 Poetry authors servic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
012687 82 11 17 04 Copywriting 4.04 11/30/2000 12:26
012697 82 11 17 05 Speech writing 4.05 12/18/2000 7:29
010456 82 11 18 00 Editorial and support 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007291 82 11 18 01 Editing services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007292 82 11 18 02 Fact checking service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007293 82 11 18 03 Proofreading services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007294 82 11 18 04 Written translation serv2 2/22/1999 0:00
010457 82 11 19 00 News and publicity se 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007295 82 11 19 01 Press release service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007296 82 11 19 02 Special interest newsl 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007297 82 11 19 03 News agency wire serv2 2/22/1999 0:00
007298 82 11 19 04 Newspaper or adverti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009293 82 12 00 00 Reproduction services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010458 82 12 15 00 Printing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007299 82 12 15 01 Planning or layout of 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007300 82 12 15 02 Typesetting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007301 82 12 15 03 Digital printing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007302 82 12 15 04 Letterpress or screen p2 2/22/1999 0:00
007303 82 12 15 05 Promotional or advertis2 2/22/1999 0:00
007304 82 12 15 06 Publication printing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007305 82 12 15 07 Stationery or business 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007306 82 12 15 08 Wrap or tag or label o 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007307 82 12 15 09 Security or financial ins2 2/22/1999 0:00
007308 82 12 15 10 Textile printing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010857 82 12 15 11 Technical manual or i 7 6/29/2001 9:59
014664 82 12 15 12 Embossing 5.04 3/14/2001 12:38
010459 82 12 16 00 Engraving 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007309 82 12 16 01 Currency engraving 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007310 82 12 16 02 Engraved roll printing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007311 82 12 16 03 Metal plate engraving 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010460 82 12 17 00 Photocopying 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007312 82 12 17 01 Black and white copy 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007313 82 12 17 02 Color copy or collating 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010461 82 12 18 00 Publishing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007314 82 12 18 01 Textbook or research p2 2/22/1999 0:00
007315 82 12 18 02 Author funded publishi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010462 82 12 19 00 Bookbinding 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007316 82 12 19 01 Thread stitch bookbin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007317 82 12 19 02 Spiral binding 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007318 82 12 19 03 Glued binding 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007319 82 12 19 04 Comb or clamp type bi2 2/22/1999 0:00
007320 82 12 19 05 Binding restoration or r2 2/22/1999 0:00
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007321 82 12 19 06 Bronzing or gilding or e2 2/22/1999 0:00
018542 82 12 19 07 Velo binding services 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
019284 82 12 19 08 Case making services 9.4 3/14/2002 14:49
009294 82 13 00 00 Photographic services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010463 82 13 15 00 Film processing servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007322 82 13 15 01 Still film processing or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007323 82 13 15 02 Motion picture film pro 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007324 82 13 15 03 Microfiche services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007325 82 13 15 04 Color separation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010464 82 13 16 00 Photographers and ci 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007326 82 13 16 01 Aerial photography ser2 2/22/1999 0:00
007327 82 13 16 02 Motion picture cinemat2 2/22/1999 0:00
007328 82 13 16 03 Video production servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007329 82 13 16 04 Studio photography s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009295 82 14 00 00 Graphic design 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010465 82 14 15 00 Art design services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007330 82 14 15 01 Layout or graphics edit2 2/22/1999 0:00
007331 82 14 15 02 Art design or graphics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007332 82 14 15 03 Photocomposition 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007333 82 14 15 04 Chart or graph design 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007334 82 14 15 05 Computer generated 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007335 82 14 15 06 Package design servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007336 82 14 15 07 Silkscreen design ser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010466 82 14 16 00 Graphic display service2 2/22/1999 0:00
007337 82 14 16 01 Photographic or picture2 2/22/1999 0:00
007338 82 14 16 02 Article display arrange 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009296 82 15 00 00 Professional artists an 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010467 82 15 15 00 Visual art services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007339 82 15 15 01 Painters services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007340 82 15 15 02 Lithographers service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007341 82 15 15 03 Cartoonists services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007342 82 15 15 04 Sculptors services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007343 82 15 15 05 Ceramics makers ser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007344 82 15 15 06 Glass blowers services2 2/22/1999 0:00
007345 82 15 15 07 Textile spinners or loom2 2/22/1999 0:00
015474 82 15 15 08 Taxidermy services 6.04 6/1/2001 10:40
010468 82 15 16 00 Circus performers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007346 82 15 16 01 Animal trainers servic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007347 82 15 16 02 Acrobats services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007348 82 15 16 03 Magicians services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007349 82 15 16 04 Clowns services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010469 82 15 17 00 Performing arts profes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007350 82 15 17 01 Acting services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007351 82 15 17 02 Comedians services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007352 82 15 17 03 Dancers services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007353 82 15 17 04 Musicians services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007354 82 15 17 05 Vocalists services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007355 82 15 17 06 Choreographic servic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009035 83 00 00 00 Public Utilities and Pu 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009297 83 10 00 00 Utilities 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010470 83 10 15 00 Water and sewer utiliti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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007356 83 10 15 01 Supply of water 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007357 83 10 15 02 Water resource mana 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007358 83 10 15 03 Water quality control 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007359 83 10 15 04 Water distribution ma 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007360 83 10 15 05 Water policy advisory s2 2/22/1999 0:00
007361 83 10 15 06 Water treatment servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007362 83 10 15 07 Desalination services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010688 83 10 15 08 Town water 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
010689 83 10 15 09 Service water 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
015125 83 10 15 10 Chilled water 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
010471 83 10 16 00 Oil and gas utilities 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007363 83 10 16 01 Supply of natural gas 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007364 83 10 16 02 Supply of fuel oil 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007365 83 10 16 03 Oil pipeline services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007366 83 10 16 04 Gas pipeline services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010690 83 10 16 05 Gas facility charge 3.02 6/1/2000 0:00
010472 83 10 18 00 Electric utilities 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007367 83 10 18 01 Supply of single phas 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007368 83 10 18 02 Supply of two phase e 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007369 83 10 18 03 Supply of three phase 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007370 83 10 18 04 Electric power transmi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007371 83 10 18 05 Industrial electric pow 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007372 83 10 18 06 Rural electrical power 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007373 83 10 18 07 Municipal electric powe2 2/22/1999 0:00
023973 83 10 18 08 Power quality monitori 11 7/15/2002 9:04
010473 83 10 19 00 Energy conservation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007374 83 10 19 01 Energy conservation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007375 83 10 19 02 Energy use reduction m2 2/22/1999 0:00
024303 83 10 19 03 District heating 12 3/15/2003 0:00
012537 83 10 20 00 Funeral services 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
012538 83 10 20 01 Grave digging 4.02 10/30/2000 10:00
009298 83 11 00 00 Telecommunications 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010474 83 11 15 00 Local and long distan 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007376 83 11 15 01 Local telephone servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007377 83 11 15 02 Long distance telephon2 2/22/1999 0:00
007378 83 11 15 03 Pay phone provider s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007379 83 11 15 04 Pre paid phone card se2 2/22/1999 0:00
010888 83 11 15 05 Directory assistance se4 8/29/2000 1:00
012634 83 11 15 06 Conference calling se 4.03 11/15/2000 9:34
013851 83 11 15 07 Call centre bureau serv4.06 12/29/2000 10:31
015145 83 11 15 08 Toll free inbound telep 6.01 4/16/2001 9:48
017510 83 11 15 10 Interactive voice resp 7.5 9/14/2001 11:11
023990 83 11 15 11 Frame relay telecom 11 7/15/2002 9:04
010475 83 11 16 00 Mobile communicatio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007380 83 11 16 01 Telecommunication si 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007381 83 11 16 02 Satellite or earth com 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007382 83 11 16 03 Cellular telephone serv2 2/22/1999 0:00
007383 83 11 16 04 Paging services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
025737 83 11 16 05 Spacesegment leasin 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
010476 83 11 17 00 Facsimile and telegra 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007384 83 11 17 01 Facsimile transmissio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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007385 83 11 17 02 Telegraph transmissio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007386 83 11 17 03 Telex transmission se 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010477 83 11 18 00 Television services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007387 83 11 18 01 Cable television servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007388 83 11 18 02 Closed circuit televisio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007389 83 11 18 03 Television antenna con2 2/22/1999 0:00
007390 83 11 18 04 Television broadcasti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010478 83 11 19 00 Radio services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007391 83 11 19 01 Radio broadcasting st 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007392 83 11 19 02 Amateur radio networ 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007393 83 11 19 03 Small scale radio syst 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007394 83 11 19 04 Radio studio or equip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
024438 83 11 19 05 International bilateral 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014677 83 11 22 00 Enhanced telecommu 5.04 3/14/2001 12:38
014678 83 11 22 01 ATM asynchronous tr 9.1 1/15/2002 10:05
014679 83 11 22 02 Frame relay public ma 5.04 3/14/2001 12:38
014680 83 11 22 03 VPN virtual private ne 5.04 3/14/2001 12:38
014681 83 11 22 04 X75 managed networ 5.04 3/14/2001 12:38
014682 83 11 22 05 X25 managed networ 5.04 3/14/2001 12:38
014651 83 11 23 00 Fiber telecommunicatio12 3/15/2003 0:00
014652 83 11 23 01 Dark fiber 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014653 83 11 23 02 Dense wavelength divi12 3/15/2003 0:00
014654 83 11 23 03 Wave division multiple 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014655 83 11 23 04 Ocx optical carrier serv12 3/15/2003 0:00
014670 83 11 24 00 Switched dial up and le12 3/15/2003 0:00
014671 83 11 24 01 High speed circuit swi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014672 83 11 24 02 ISDN integrated servi 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014673 83 11 24 03 Point to point digital te 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014674 83 11 24 04 Multi point analog telec12 3/15/2003 0:00
014675 83 11 24 05 Point to point analog t 12 3/15/2003 0:00
014676 83 11 24 06 DSL digital subscriber 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024304 83 11 25 00 Backbone capacities 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024305 83 11 25 01 Submarine cable cap 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024306 83 11 25 02 Terrestrial backbone 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024307 83 11 25 03 Rights of way for tran 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024308 83 11 25 04 Indefeasible rights of 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024309 83 11 25 05 Crossconnection func 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024310 83 11 26 00 Customer access 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024311 83 11 26 01 Local loop capacities 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024312 83 11 26 02 Domestic leased lines 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024313 83 11 26 03 International access li 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024314 83 11 26 04 Dial access services 12 3/15/2003 0:00
024315 83 11 26 05 External international l 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009299 83 12 00 00 Information services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010479 83 12 15 00 Libraries 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007395 83 12 15 01 General municipal pu 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007396 83 12 15 02 College or university lib2 2/22/1999 0:00
007397 83 12 15 03 Privately owned librarie2 2/22/1999 0:00
007398 83 12 15 04 National government 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010480 83 12 16 00 Information centers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007399 83 12 16 01 Chambers of commer 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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007400 83 12 16 02 Tourism board service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007401 83 12 16 03 Computerized informat2 2/22/1999 0:00
007402 83 12 16 04 Online database infor 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007403 83 12 16 05 Remote database infor2 2/22/1999 0:00
014616 83 12 16 06 Skip tracing 5.03 2/28/2001 12:44
010481 83 12 17 00 Mass communication 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007404 83 12 17 01 Television related ser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007405 83 12 17 02 Radio related services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007406 83 12 17 03 Internet related servic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007407 83 12 17 04 Citizen warning syste 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009036 84 00 00 00 Financial and Insuran 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009300 84 10 00 00 Development finance 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010482 84 10 15 00 Development assistan 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007408 84 10 15 01 Financial assistance 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007409 84 10 15 02 Savings mobilization 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007410 84 10 15 03 Guarantee agreements2 2/22/1999 0:00
010483 84 10 16 00 Aid financing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007411 84 10 16 01 Co financing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007412 84 10 16 02 Bi lateral or multi later 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007413 84 10 16 03 Non governmental aid 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007414 84 10 16 04 Government aid 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010484 84 10 17 00 Debt management 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007415 84 10 17 01 Debt negotiation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007416 84 10 17 02 Debt reorganization 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007417 84 10 17 03 Debt servicing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014614 84 10 17 04 Debt collection servic 5.03 2/28/2001 12:44
014615 84 10 17 05 Repossession services5.03 2/28/2001 12:44
009301 84 11 00 00 Accounting and auditi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010485 84 11 15 00 Accounting services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007418 84 11 15 01 Cost accounting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007419 84 11 15 02 Financial accounting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007420 84 11 15 03 Tax accounting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007421 84 11 15 04 Bookkeeping services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007422 84 11 15 05 Payroll accounting serv2 2/22/1999 0:00
007423 84 11 15 06 Billing services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
016881 84 11 15 07 Inventory accounting 7.1 7/17/2001 10:24
010486 84 11 16 00 Audit services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007424 84 11 16 01 Year end audits 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007425 84 11 16 02 Quarterly reviews 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007426 84 11 16 03 Internal audits 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010487 84 11 17 00 Corporate finance 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007427 84 11 17 01 Treasury services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007428 84 11 17 02 Investor relations servi2 2/22/1999 0:00
007429 84 11 17 03 Budget preparation or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010488 84 11 18 00 Taxation issues and pr2 2/22/1999 0:00
007430 84 11 18 01 Tax preparers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007431 84 11 18 02 Tax advisory services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009302 84 12 00 00 Banking and investme 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010489 84 12 15 00 Banking institutions 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007432 84 12 15 01 Privately owned bank 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007433 84 12 15 02 Publicly owned banks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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007434 84 12 15 03 Credit unions 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007435 84 12 15 04 Development finance i 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010490 84 12 16 00 Funds transfer and cl 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007436 84 12 16 01 Funds clearance servic2 2/22/1999 0:00
007437 84 12 16 02 Letter of credit service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007438 84 12 16 03 Currency exchange s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007439 84 12 16 04 Spot exchange transac2 2/22/1999 0:00
007440 84 12 16 05 Currency conversion 2 2/22/1999 0:00
013839 84 12 16 06 Remittance processin 4.06 12/29/2000 10:31
017517 84 12 16 07 Operating lease finan 7.5 9/14/2001 11:11
010491 84 12 17 00 Investment advice 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007441 84 12 17 01 Investment advisers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007442 84 12 17 02 Investment policy 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007443 84 12 17 03 Investment analysis 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007444 84 12 17 04 Investment agreemen 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014168 84 12 17 05 Market data 5.01 1/31/2001 16:40
010492 84 12 18 00 Securities and commo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007445 84 12 18 01 Stock market trading 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007446 84 12 18 02 Commodities or future 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007447 84 12 18 03 Government bonds 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007448 84 12 18 04 Privately issued bond 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007449 84 12 18 05 Precious metals mark 2 2/22/1999 0:00
026038 84 12 18 06 Securities Custodial Se12.2 8/1/2003 0:00
010493 84 12 19 00 Mortgage banking 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007450 84 12 19 01 Housing finance 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007451 84 12 19 02 Re financing services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007452 84 12 19 03 Commercial mortgage 2 2/22/1999 0:00
013930 84 12 20 00 Cash vault services 5 1/15/2001 9:12
013932 84 12 20 01 Deposit verification ser5 1/15/2001 9:12
009303 84 13 00 00 Insurance and retireme2 2/22/1999 0:00
010494 84 13 15 00 Insurance services for 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007453 84 13 15 01 Building or building con2 2/22/1999 0:00
007454 84 13 15 02 Homeowners or rente 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007455 84 13 15 03 Car or truck insurance 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007456 84 13 15 04 Cargo insurance 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007457 84 13 15 05 Marine insurance 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007458 84 13 15 06 Reinsurance services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
021189 84 13 15 07 Business interruption i 10.1 5/15/2002 10:00
021190 84 13 15 08 Cash in transit insura 10.1 5/15/2002 10:00
021191 84 13 15 09 Comprehensive proje 10.1 5/15/2002 10:00
021192 84 13 15 10 Contractors all risks in 10.1 5/15/2002 10:00
021193 84 13 15 11 Deterioration of stock 10.1 5/15/2002 10:00
021194 84 13 15 12 Electronic equipment i 10.1 5/15/2002 10:00
021195 84 13 15 13 Erection all risks insura10.1 5/15/2002 10:00
021196 84 13 15 14 Fidelity guarantee ins 10.1 5/15/2002 10:00
021197 84 13 15 15 Jewelers block insura 10.1 5/15/2002 10:00
021198 84 13 15 16 Professional indemnit 10.1 5/15/2002 10:00
021199 84 13 15 17 Travel insurance 10.1 5/15/2002 10:00
010495 84 13 16 00 Life and health and ac 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007459 84 13 16 01 Life insurance 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007460 84 13 16 02 Health or hospitalizati 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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007461 84 13 16 03 Accidental injury insura2 2/22/1999 0:00
007462 84 13 16 04 Disability insurance 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007463 84 13 16 05 Workmens insurance 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007464 84 13 16 06 Unemployment insuran2 2/22/1999 0:00
016802 84 13 16 07 Liability insurance 6.05 6/15/2001 10:32
025738 84 13 16 08 Medical Claims Revie 12.1 5/1/2003 0:00
026245 84 13 16 09 Employee assistance p13 11/1/2003 0:00
026246 84 13 16 10 Flexible spending acc 13 11/1/2003 0:00
010496 84 13 17 00 Pension funds 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007465 84 13 17 01 Employer administere 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007466 84 13 17 02 Union or guild adminis 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010497 84 13 18 00 Retirement funds 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007467 84 13 18 01 Self directed or employ2 2/22/1999 0:00
007468 84 13 18 02 Self directed or self init2 2/22/1999 0:00
009304 84 14 00 00 Credit agencies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010498 84 14 15 00 Governmental credit a 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007469 84 14 15 01 Farm credit services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007470 84 14 15 02 Small business loan ag2 2/22/1999 0:00
007471 84 14 15 03 Minority owned busin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010499 84 14 16 00 Personal credit agenci 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007472 84 14 16 01 Consumer credit gath 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007473 84 14 16 02 Credit card service pr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010500 84 14 17 00 Business credit agenci2 2/22/1999 0:00
007474 84 14 17 01 Business credit gathe 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007475 84 14 17 02 Value added network 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009037 85 00 00 00 Healthcare Services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009305 85 10 00 00 Comprehensive healt 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010501 85 10 15 00 Healthcare centers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007476 85 10 15 01 Emergency or surgical 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007478 85 10 15 02 Private specialized cli 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007479 85 10 15 03 Medical office service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007480 85 10 15 04 Psychiatric hospital se 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007481 85 10 15 05 Respiratory hospital s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007482 85 10 15 06 Substance abuse hos 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007483 85 10 15 07 Urgent care centers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007484 85 10 15 08 Mobile healthcare cent2 2/22/1999 0:00
007477 85 10 15 09 Gynecological or obst 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010502 85 10 16 00 Healthcare provider s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007485 85 10 16 01 Nursing services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007486 85 10 16 02 Midwifery or child birt 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007487 85 10 16 03 Personal care service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007488 85 10 16 04 Physicians personnel a2 2/22/1999 0:00
007489 85 10 16 05 Home health assistan 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010503 85 10 17 00 Health administration 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007490 85 10 17 01 Health policy 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007491 85 10 17 02 Health legislation or r 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007492 85 10 17 03 Health service plannin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007493 85 10 17 04 Health economics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007494 85 10 17 05 Public health administr2 2/22/1999 0:00
007495 85 10 17 06 Traditional healthcare 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007496 85 10 17 07 Health systems evalu 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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009306 85 11 00 00 Disease prevention a 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010504 85 11 15 00 Contagious disease p 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007497 85 11 15 01 Aids prevention or co 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007503 85 11 15 02 Parasitic disease preve2 2/22/1999 0:00
007504 85 11 15 03 Fungal diseases prev 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007505 85 11 15 04 Tuberculosis preventi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007506 85 11 15 05 Leprosy prevention or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007507 85 11 15 06 Bacterial disease prev 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007508 85 11 15 07 Sexually transmitted d 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007509 85 11 15 08 Viral diseases prevent 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007510 85 11 15 09 Zoonotic diseases prev2 2/22/1999 0:00
007498 85 11 15 10 Vaccination services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007499 85 11 15 11 Quarantine services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007500 85 11 15 12 Immunization services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007501 85 11 15 13 Disinsectization servic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007502 85 11 15 14 Epidemics prevention 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010505 85 11 16 00 Non contagious disea 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007511 85 11 16 01 Bone diseases preven 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007520 85 11 16 02 Cancer or leukemia pr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007521 85 11 16 03 Endocrine diseases p 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007522 85 11 16 04 Heart diseases preve 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007523 85 11 16 05 Immunologic preventi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007524 85 11 16 06 Allergies prevention o 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007525 85 11 16 07 Neurological disorder 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007526 85 11 16 08 Nutritional diseases p 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007527 85 11 16 09 Radiation sickness pr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007512 85 11 16 10 Digestive system dise 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007513 85 11 16 11 Eye disease preventio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007514 85 11 16 12 Respiratory diseases 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007515 85 11 16 13 Tropical diseases pre 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007516 85 11 16 14 Childhood diseases p 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007517 85 11 16 15 Diarrheal diseases pr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007518 85 11 16 16 Alcoholism prevention 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007519 85 11 16 17 Drug addiction prevent2 2/22/1999 0:00
010506 85 11 17 00 Disease vectors mana 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007528 85 11 17 01 Ticks management or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007529 85 11 17 02 Tsetse flies manageme2 2/22/1999 0:00
007530 85 11 17 03 Bacteria management 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007531 85 11 17 04 Mosquito managemen 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009307 85 12 00 00 Medical practice 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010507 85 12 15 00 Primary care practitio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007532 85 12 15 01 Primary care physicia 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007533 85 12 15 02 Primary care physicia 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007534 85 12 15 03 Primary care physicia 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007535 85 12 15 04 Primary care physicia 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010508 85 12 16 00 Medical doctors speci 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007536 85 12 16 01 Gynecologic or obstet 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007537 85 12 16 02 Nephrology services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007538 85 12 16 03 Cardiology services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007539 85 12 16 04 Pulomonary specialists2 2/22/1999 0:00
007540 85 12 16 05 Gastroenterologists s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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007541 85 12 16 06 Geriatric services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007542 85 12 16 07 Psychiatrist services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007543 85 12 16 08 Psychologists service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007544 85 12 16 09 Surgery services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007545 85 12 16 10 Ophthalmologists ser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007546 85 12 16 11 Dermatology services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007547 85 12 16 12 Orthopedics services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007548 85 12 16 13 Pediatric services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007549 85 12 16 14 Nervous system specia2 2/22/1999 0:00
010509 85 12 17 00 Healthcare providers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007550 85 12 17 01 Psychotherapists servi2 2/22/1999 0:00
007551 85 12 17 02 Optometrists services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007552 85 12 17 03 Podiatrists services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007553 85 12 17 04 Speech specialists se 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007554 85 12 17 05 Acupuncturists servic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007555 85 12 17 06 Chiropractors service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010510 85 12 18 00 Medical laboratories 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007556 85 12 18 01 Blood analysis laborato2 2/22/1999 0:00
007557 85 12 18 02 Bacteriological laborat 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007558 85 12 18 03 Biological laboratory se2 2/22/1999 0:00
007559 85 12 18 04 Pathological laborator 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007560 85 12 18 05 Urinalysis laboratory s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007561 85 12 18 06 Neurological laboratory2 2/22/1999 0:00
007562 85 12 18 07 Ultrasound laboratory 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007563 85 12 18 08 X ray laboratory servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007564 85 12 18 09 Blood or sperm or tra 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014605 85 12 18 10 Drug or alcohol scree 5.03 2/28/2001 12:44
010511 85 12 19 00 Pharmacists 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007565 85 12 19 01 Pharmaceutical prepar2 2/22/1999 0:00
007566 85 12 19 02 Commercial pharmac 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010512 85 12 20 00 Dental services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007571 85 12 20 01 Dentists services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007568 85 12 20 02 Dental hygienists servi2 2/22/1999 0:00
007569 85 12 20 03 Dentist support staff s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007570 85 12 20 04 Oral surgeons services2 2/22/1999 0:00
007567 85 12 20 05 Orthodontic services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010513 85 12 21 00 Rehabilitation service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007572 85 12 21 01 Physical therapy servic2 2/22/1999 0:00
007573 85 12 21 02 Occupational therapy s2 2/22/1999 0:00
007574 85 12 21 03 Rehabilitation service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007575 85 12 21 04 Athletic rehabilitation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007576 85 12 21 05 Eating disorders servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007577 85 12 21 06 Brain or spinal cord inj 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007578 85 12 21 07 Blind or vision impaired2 2/22/1999 0:00
007579 85 12 21 08 Speech or language t 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007580 85 12 21 09 Rehabilitation service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
025170 85 12 22 00 Individual health scre 12 3/15/2003 0:00
025171 85 12 22 01 Individual health asse 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009308 85 13 00 00 Medical science resea 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010514 85 13 15 00 Experimental medicin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007581 85 13 15 01 Organ transplant servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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007582 85 13 15 02 Clinical human drug tri 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007583 85 13 15 03 Animal experimentatio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007584 85 13 15 04 Human experimentati 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007585 85 13 15 05 Space experimentatio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010515 85 13 16 00 Medical ethics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007586 85 13 16 01 Euthanasia issues 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007587 85 13 16 02 Medical code of cond 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007588 85 13 16 03 Medical societies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007589 85 13 16 04 International drug mo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010516 85 13 17 00 Medical science and r 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007590 85 13 17 01 Pharmaceutical resea 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007595 85 13 17 02 Bacteriology research 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007596 85 13 17 03 Biomedical research s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007597 85 13 17 04 Cardiology research se2 2/22/1999 0:00
007598 85 13 17 05 Anatomy research serv2 2/22/1999 0:00
007599 85 13 17 06 Pathology research s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007600 85 13 17 07 Embryology research s2 2/22/1999 0:00
007601 85 13 17 08 Epidemiology researc 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007602 85 13 17 09 Genetics research serv2 2/22/1999 0:00
007591 85 13 17 10 Immunology research 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007592 85 13 17 11 Physiology research se2 2/22/1999 0:00
007593 85 13 17 12 Toxicology research se2 2/22/1999 0:00
007594 85 13 17 13 Neurology research s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009309 85 14 00 00 Alternative and holisti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010517 85 14 15 00 Faith healers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007603 85 14 15 01 Witch doctors or vood 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007604 85 14 15 02 Faith healers services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007605 85 14 15 03 Shamans 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007606 85 14 15 04 Energy work 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010518 85 14 16 00 Herbal treatments 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007607 85 14 16 01 Herbal medicine or her2 2/22/1999 0:00
007608 85 14 16 02 Algae or sea weed m 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007609 85 14 16 03 Hot springs cure servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010519 85 14 17 00 Homeopathic practice 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007610 85 14 17 01 Initial diagnostic asse 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007611 85 14 17 02 Remedy consultations 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009310 85 15 00 00 Food and nutrition serv2 2/22/1999 0:00
010520 85 15 15 00 Food technology 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007612 85 15 15 01 Food hygiene control 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007613 85 15 15 02 Food contamination c 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007614 85 15 15 03 Food preservation man2 2/22/1999 0:00
007615 85 15 15 04 Food preparation cou 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007616 85 15 15 05 Food research service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007617 85 15 15 06 Studies on foods or foo2 2/22/1999 0:00
007618 85 15 15 07 Food additive or quality2 2/22/1999 0:00
007619 85 15 15 08 Food analysis service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007620 85 15 15 09 Food legislation servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010521 85 15 16 00 Nutrition issues 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007621 85 15 16 01 Nutrition programming 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007622 85 15 16 02 Breast or bottle feeding2 2/22/1999 0:00
007623 85 15 16 03 Nutritional rehabilitatio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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007624 85 15 16 04 Nutrition project evalu 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007625 85 15 16 05 Food or nutrition devel 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007626 85 15 16 06 Nutrient deficiency co 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007627 85 15 16 07 Diet control or progra 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010522 85 15 17 00 Food policy planning 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007628 85 15 17 01 Food standards 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007629 85 15 17 02 Food aid global inform 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007630 85 15 17 03 Assessment of emerg 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007631 85 15 17 04 National food intervent2 2/22/1999 0:00
007632 85 15 17 05 Evaluation of food aid 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009038 86 00 00 00 Education and Training2 2/22/1999 0:00
009311 86 10 00 00 Vocational training 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010523 86 10 15 00 Agriculture and forestry2 2/22/1999 0:00
007633 86 10 15 01 Agro industry vocation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007634 86 10 15 02 Dairy industry vocatio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007635 86 10 15 03 Meat industry vocatio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007636 86 10 15 04 Agriculture vocational t2 2/22/1999 0:00
007637 86 10 15 05 Rural youth or farmer 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007638 86 10 15 06 Forestry vocational tra 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007639 86 10 15 07 Fishery vocational train2 2/22/1999 0:00
007640 86 10 15 08 Environmental vocatio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007641 86 10 15 09 Natural resources voca2 2/22/1999 0:00
010524 86 10 16 00 Scientific vocational tr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007642 86 10 16 01 Computer vocational tr2 2/22/1999 0:00
007646 86 10 16 02 Energy related vocati 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007647 86 10 16 03 Chemistry vocational t 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007648 86 10 16 04 Biology vocational train2 2/22/1999 0:00
007649 86 10 16 05 Medical vocational trai 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007650 86 10 16 06 Electronics vocational 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007651 86 10 16 07 Telecommunications 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007643 86 10 16 08 Hydraulics vocational t2 2/22/1999 0:00
007644 86 10 16 09 Industrial vocational tra2 2/22/1999 0:00
007645 86 10 16 10 Engineering vocationa 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010525 86 10 17 00 Non scientific vocatio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007652 86 10 17 01 Communications vocat2 2/22/1999 0:00
007658 86 10 17 02 Tourism related traini 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007659 86 10 17 03 Library or documentati 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007660 86 10 17 04 Procurement or suppl 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007661 86 10 17 05 Clerical training 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007662 86 10 17 06 Health assistance voca2 2/22/1999 0:00
007663 86 10 17 07 Personal care vocatio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007664 86 10 17 08 Literacy services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007665 86 10 17 09 Safety training service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007653 86 10 17 10 Teacher training servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007654 86 10 17 11 Fire fighting training s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007655 86 10 17 12 Handcrafts vocational 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007656 86 10 17 13 Law vocational trainin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007657 86 10 17 14 Law enforcement voc 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007666 86 10 17 15 Road or rail transport 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007667 86 10 17 16 Shipping vocational tr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010526 86 10 18 00 In service training and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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007668 86 10 18 01 Bank or finance secto 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007669 86 10 18 02 Re training or refreshi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007670 86 10 18 03 Vocational rehabilitati 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007671 86 10 18 04 Commercial sector m 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007672 86 10 18 05 Industrial sector manp 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007673 86 10 18 06 Health sector manpo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007674 86 10 18 07 Management sector 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007675 86 10 18 08 Public sector manpowe2 2/22/1999 0:00
007676 86 10 18 09 Merchant marine voca 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009312 86 11 00 00 Alternative educationa 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010527 86 11 15 00 Distance learning ser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007677 86 11 15 01 Distance learning guid 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007678 86 11 15 02 Distance teaching ser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007679 86 11 15 03 Certificated distance l 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007680 86 11 15 04 Non certificated distan 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007681 86 11 15 05 Distance learning ass 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010528 86 11 16 00 Adult education 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007682 86 11 16 01 Evening courses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007683 86 11 16 02 Part time adult educati 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007684 86 11 16 03 Parent education 2 2/22/1999 0:00
014485 86 11 16 04 Employee Education 5.01 1/31/2001 10:00
010529 86 11 17 00 Language schooling 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007685 86 11 17 01 Conversational foreig 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007686 86 11 17 02 Foreign language im 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010530 86 11 18 00 Educational exchange 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007687 86 11 18 01 Educational exchange 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007688 86 11 18 02 Educational exchange 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009313 86 12 00 00 Educational institutions2 2/22/1999 0:00
010531 86 12 15 00 Elementary and seco 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007689 86 12 15 01 Pre school educationa 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007690 86 12 15 02 Religious elementary 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007691 86 12 15 03 Private elementary or s2 2/22/1999 0:00
007692 86 12 15 04 Public elementary or s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010532 86 12 16 00 Junior colleges 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007693 86 12 16 01 Community colleges 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007694 86 12 16 02 Technical institutes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010533 86 12 17 00 University and colleges2 2/22/1999 0:00
007695 86 12 17 01 Undergraduate progra 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007696 86 12 17 02 Postgraduate progra 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010534 86 12 18 00 Professional schools 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007697 86 12 18 02 Theological seminaries2 2/22/1999 0:00
007698 86 12 18 03 Technical professional 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007699 86 12 18 04 Non technical professi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009314 86 13 00 00 Specialized educationa2 2/22/1999 0:00
010535 86 13 15 00 Fine arts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007700 86 13 15 01 Theater studies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007701 86 13 15 02 Painting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007702 86 13 15 03 Sculpture 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007703 86 13 15 04 Media studies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010536 86 13 16 00 Music and drama 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007704 86 13 16 01 Music schools 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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007705 86 13 16 02 Dance education 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007706 86 13 16 03 Drama studies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010537 86 13 17 00 Driving and flying and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007707 86 13 17 01 Vehicle driving school 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007708 86 13 17 02 Flight school services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007709 86 13 17 03 Yachting or boating s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010538 86 13 18 00 Military education 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007710 86 13 18 01 Service academies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007711 86 13 18 02 Pilot schools 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007712 86 13 18 03 Military police training 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007713 86 13 18 04 War college 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010539 86 13 19 00 Schools for people with2 2/22/1999 0:00
007714 86 13 19 01 Primary schooling ser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007715 86 13 19 02 Secondary schooling 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007716 86 13 19 03 Specialized schools fo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007717 86 13 19 04 Specialized rehabilitati 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009315 86 14 00 00 Educational facilities 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010540 86 14 15 00 Educational guidance 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007718 86 14 15 01 Educational advisory 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007719 86 14 15 02 Universities cooperati 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007720 86 14 15 03 Study abroad advisor 2 2/22/1999 0:00
026247 86 14 15 04 Tuition reimbursemen 13 11/1/2003 0:00
010541 86 14 16 00 Students organization 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007721 86 14 16 01 Students hobby clubs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007722 86 14 16 02 Students unions 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007723 86 14 16 03 Students travelling or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010542 86 14 17 00 Educational technology2 2/22/1999 0:00
007724 86 14 17 01 Language laboratorie 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007725 86 14 17 02 Audio visual technolo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007726 86 14 17 03 Computer programmed2 2/22/1999 0:00
007727 86 14 17 04 Library or documentati 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009039 90 00 00 00 Travel and Food and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009316 90 10 00 00 Restaurants and cater 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010543 90 10 15 00 Eating and drinking es 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007728 90 10 15 01 Restaurants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007729 90 10 15 02 Bars 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007730 90 10 15 03 Fast food establishmen2 2/22/1999 0:00
007731 90 10 15 04 On street food vendor 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010544 90 10 16 00 Banquet and catering s2 2/22/1999 0:00
007732 90 10 16 01 Banquet facilities 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007733 90 10 16 02 Party tent services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007734 90 10 16 03 Catering services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007735 90 10 16 04 Construction or work 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010545 90 10 17 00 Cafeteria services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007736 90 10 17 01 On site cafeteria man 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010546 90 10 18 00 Carryout and takeaway2 2/22/1999 0:00
007737 90 10 18 01 Professionally prepar 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007738 90 10 18 02 Delivered meals servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009317 90 11 00 00 Hotels and lodging an 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010547 90 11 15 00 Hotels and motels an 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007739 90 11 15 01 Hotels 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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007740 90 11 15 02 Lodges or resorts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007741 90 11 15 03 Bed and breakfast inns2 2/22/1999 0:00
007742 90 11 15 04 Cottage rental services2 2/22/1999 0:00
010548 90 11 16 00 Meeting facilities 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007743 90 11 16 01 Conference centers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007744 90 11 16 02 Videoconferencing fa 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007745 90 11 16 03 Meeting or banquet roo2 2/22/1999 0:00
026248 90 11 16 04 Marquees 13 11/1/2003 0:00
010549 90 11 17 00 Camping and wildern 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007746 90 11 17 01 Campsites 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007747 90 11 17 02 Government owned p 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007748 90 11 17 03 Recreational vehicle ca2 2/22/1999 0:00
017610 90 11 18 00 Hotel rooms 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017611 90 11 18 01 Single room 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017612 90 11 18 02 Double room 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
017613 90 11 18 03 Suite 8.2 10/31/2001 11:07
009318 90 12 00 00 Travel facilitation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010550 90 12 15 00 Travel agents 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007749 90 12 15 01 Tour arrangement ser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007750 90 12 15 02 Travel agencies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007751 90 12 15 03 Chartering services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010551 90 12 16 00 Travel document assi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007752 90 12 16 01 Passport services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007753 90 12 16 02 Visa or auxiliary docu 9.3 2/15/2002 9:14
010552 90 12 17 00 Guides and interprete 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007754 90 12 17 01 Area or tour guides 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007755 90 12 17 02 Interpreters 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009319 90 13 00 00 Performing arts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010553 90 13 15 00 Live performances 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007756 90 13 15 01 Theatrical performance2 2/22/1999 0:00
007757 90 13 15 02 Dance performances 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007758 90 13 15 03 Opera 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007759 90 13 15 04 Concerts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010554 90 13 16 00 Taped or motion pictu 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007760 90 13 16 01 Motion pictures 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007761 90 13 16 02 Videotaped entertain 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009320 90 14 00 00 Commercial sports 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010555 90 14 15 00 Professional sporting 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007762 90 14 15 01 League play 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007763 90 14 15 02 Competitive events 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007764 90 14 15 03 Exhibitions 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010556 90 14 16 00 Sports event promotion2 2/22/1999 0:00
007765 90 14 16 01 Company sponsored 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007766 90 14 16 02 Company sponsored 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007767 90 14 16 03 Sporting event promot 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010557 90 14 17 00 Amateur and recreatio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007768 90 14 17 01 Youth competitive spo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007769 90 14 17 02 Adult sports leagues 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007770 90 14 17 03 Youth sports 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009321 90 15 00 00 Entertainment service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010558 90 15 15 00 Tourist attractions 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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007771 90 15 15 01 Museums 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007772 90 15 15 02 Historical or cultural sit2 2/22/1999 0:00
007773 90 15 15 03 Zoological gardens 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010559 90 15 16 00 Travelling shows 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007774 90 15 16 01 Circuses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007775 90 15 16 02 Touring companies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007776 90 15 16 03 Art exhibitions 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010560 90 15 17 00 Amusement parks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007777 90 15 17 01 Theme parks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007778 90 15 17 02 Water parks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007779 90 15 17 03 Miniature golf courses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010561 90 15 18 00 Carnivals and fairs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007780 90 15 18 01 Travelling carnivals 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007781 90 15 18 02 Fair organization or ma2 2/22/1999 0:00
018391 90 15 18 03 Fair stands creation o 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
010562 90 15 19 00 Gambling and betting e2 2/22/1999 0:00
007782 90 15 19 01 Casinos 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007783 90 15 19 02 Card clubs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007784 90 15 19 03 Racetracks 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010563 90 15 20 00 Nightclubs and dance 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007785 90 15 20 01 Nightclubs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007786 90 15 20 02 Dance halls 2 2/22/1999 0:00
026249 90 15 21 00 Concierge services 13 11/1/2003 0:00
026250 90 15 21 01 Personal assistance se13 11/1/2003 0:00
009040 91 00 00 00 Personal and Domesti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009322 91 10 00 00 Personal appearance 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010564 91 10 15 00 Spa and workout and r2 2/22/1999 0:00
007789 91 10 15 01 Health or fitness clubs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007790 91 10 15 02 Spas 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007791 91 10 15 03 Massage services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007792 91 10 15 04 Aerobics or exercise c 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007793 91 10 15 05 Turkish or steam or ritu2 2/22/1999 0:00
010565 91 10 16 00 Face and body care a 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007794 91 10 16 01 Facial or body treatm 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007795 91 10 16 02 Make up consultation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007796 91 10 16 03 Tattoo services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007797 91 10 16 04 Body piercing service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007798 91 10 16 05 Electrolysis 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010566 91 10 17 00 Hair care 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007787 91 10 17 01 Hair cutting or color s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007788 91 10 17 02 Hair weaving or repla 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010567 91 10 18 00 Clothing rental 12 3/15/2003 0:00
007799 91 10 18 01 Tuxedo or formalwear 12 3/15/2003 0:00
007800 91 10 18 02 Evening or bridal gow 12 3/15/2003 0:00
007801 91 10 18 03 Costume rental 12 3/15/2003 0:00
010568 91 10 19 00 Fashion consultants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007802 91 10 19 01 Color consultant 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007803 91 10 19 02 Fashion stylist 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007804 91 10 19 03 Wardrobe consultant 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009323 91 11 00 00 Domestic and person 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010569 91 11 15 00 Laundering services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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007805 91 11 15 01 Uniform rental 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007806 91 11 15 02 Laundry services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007807 91 11 15 03 Dry cleaning 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007808 91 11 15 04 Coin operated self serv2 2/22/1999 0:00
010570 91 11 16 00 Household assistance 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007809 91 11 16 01 Housekeeping service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007810 91 11 16 02 Yard or pool care serv 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007811 91 11 16 03 Cooking or food prepa 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010571 91 11 17 00 Consumer buying and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007812 91 11 17 01 Used clothing consignm2 2/22/1999 0:00
007813 91 11 17 02 Barter clubs or consort2 2/22/1999 0:00
007814 91 11 17 03 Wardrobe buying servi2 2/22/1999 0:00
010572 91 11 18 00 Personal item care and2 2/22/1999 0:00
007815 91 11 18 01 Valet services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007816 91 11 18 02 Check room concessi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007817 91 11 18 03 Locker rental 12 3/15/2003 0:00
007818 91 11 18 04 Fur storage 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010573 91 11 19 00 Personal care service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007819 91 11 19 01 Infant or child daycare 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007820 91 11 19 02 Nanny or babysitting s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007821 91 11 19 03 Elderly daycare service2 2/22/1999 0:00
007822 91 11 19 04 Assisted living services2 2/22/1999 0:00
009041 92 00 00 00 National Defense and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009324 92 10 00 00 Public order and safety2 2/22/1999 0:00
010574 92 10 15 00 Police services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007823 92 10 15 01 Policing services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007824 92 10 15 02 Special weapons and t12 3/15/2003 0:00
007825 92 10 15 03 Community outreach 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007826 92 10 15 04 Crime deterrence pro 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010575 92 10 16 00 Fire services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007827 92 10 16 01 Municipal or national fi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007828 92 10 16 02 Volunteer fire departm 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007829 92 10 16 03 Fire prevention servic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007830 92 10 16 04 Forest or wilderness fir2 2/22/1999 0:00
010576 92 10 17 00 Jail and prison system 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007831 92 10 17 01 Jail or prison or penite 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007832 92 10 17 02 Youth camps or facilitie2 2/22/1999 0:00
007833 92 10 17 03 Half way house service2 2/22/1999 0:00
007834 92 10 17 04 Mentally impaired cri 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010577 92 10 18 00 Court system 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007835 92 10 18 01 Sheriffs services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007836 92 10 18 02 Plea bargain agreeme 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007837 92 10 18 03 Civil case court expens2 2/22/1999 0:00
007838 92 10 18 04 Criminal case fees or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007839 92 10 18 05 Appeals process or ju 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010578 92 10 19 00 Rescue services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007840 92 10 19 01 Search and rescue te 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007841 92 10 19 02 Ambulance services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007842 92 10 19 03 Life saving helicopter 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007843 92 10 19 04 Lifeguard services for 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009325 92 11 00 00 Military services and n 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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010579 92 11 15 00 Maintenance of intern 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007844 92 11 15 01 Dispute mediation or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007845 92 11 15 02 Peace keeping operati 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007846 92 11 15 03 Cease fire agreement 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007847 92 11 15 04 Fact finding missions 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007848 92 11 15 05 War prevention strate 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007849 92 11 15 06 Counterterrorism 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007850 92 11 15 07 Embargoes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010580 92 11 16 00 Disarmament 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007851 92 11 16 01 Arms limitations 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007852 92 11 16 02 Conventional arms dis 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007853 92 11 16 03 Nuclear freezes or disa2 2/22/1999 0:00
007854 92 11 16 04 Weapons destruction 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007855 92 11 16 05 Disarmament negotiati2 2/22/1999 0:00
007856 92 11 16 06 Mutual or balanced fo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010581 92 11 17 00 Military science and r 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007857 92 11 17 01 Military history 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007858 92 11 17 02 Conventional weapon 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007859 92 11 17 03 Chemical weapons usa2 2/22/1999 0:00
007860 92 11 17 04 Guerilla warfare 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007861 92 11 17 05 Military strategy 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007862 92 11 17 06 Aerial maneuvers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007863 92 11 17 07 Naval or submarine ma2 2/22/1999 0:00
007864 92 11 17 08 Land maneuvers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010582 92 11 18 00 Military personnel and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007865 92 11 18 01 Civil defense 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007866 92 11 18 02 Compulsory military s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007867 92 11 18 03 Voluntary military serv 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007868 92 11 18 04 Military reservists 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007869 92 11 18 05 Guerrillas 9.2 1/31/2002 10:11
007870 92 11 18 06 Mercenaries 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007871 92 11 18 07 Veterans 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007872 92 11 18 08 Military courts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007873 92 11 18 09 Military offenses 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007874 92 11 18 10 Military personnel 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010583 92 11 19 00 Military policy 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007875 92 11 19 01 National security 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007876 92 11 19 02 Defense contracts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007877 92 11 19 03 Non first use policy 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007878 92 11 19 04 Arms race 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007879 92 11 19 05 Military relations 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010584 92 11 20 00 Military zones 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007880 92 11 20 01 Demilitarized zones 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007881 92 11 20 02 Nuclear or chemical w 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007882 92 11 20 03 Peace zones 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007883 92 11 20 04 No fly zones 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010585 92 11 21 00 Nuclear warfare 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007884 92 11 21 01 Nuclear safeguards 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007885 92 11 21 02 Nuclear weapon tests 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007886 92 11 21 03 Nuclear non proliferatio2 2/22/1999 0:00
010586 92 11 22 00 Military tactics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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007887 92 11 22 01 Weapons deployment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007888 92 11 22 02 Military reconnaissan 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007889 92 11 22 03 Arms transfers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007890 92 11 22 04 Military assistance 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007891 92 11 22 05 Troop withdrawals 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007892 92 11 22 06 Rapid deployment for 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007893 92 11 22 07 Environmental warfar 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010587 92 11 23 00 Military bases 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007894 92 11 23 01 Domestic military bas 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007895 92 11 23 02 Foreign military bases 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007896 92 11 23 03 Naval bases 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010588 92 11 24 00 Armed conflicts and in 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007897 92 11 24 01 Border incidents 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007898 92 11 24 02 Limited war 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007899 92 11 24 03 Nuclear war 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007900 92 11 24 04 Space based war 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007901 92 11 24 05 Response to terrorist 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009326 92 12 00 00 Security and personal 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010589 92 12 15 00 Guard services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007902 92 12 15 01 Armored car services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007903 92 12 15 02 Burglary protection ser2 2/22/1999 0:00
007904 92 12 15 03 Guard dog rental 12 3/15/2003 0:00
007905 92 12 15 04 Security guard service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010590 92 12 16 00 Detective services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007906 92 12 16 01 Detective agencies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007907 92 12 16 02 Fingerprint services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007908 92 12 16 03 Lie detection services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007909 92 12 16 04 Private investigation se2 2/22/1999 0:00
010591 92 12 17 00 Security systems servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007910 92 12 17 01 Surveillance or alarm 12 3/15/2003 0:00
007911 92 12 17 02 Fire alarm maintenan 12 3/15/2003 0:00
007912 92 12 17 03 Store or business anti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007913 92 12 17 04 Confinement surveilla 12 3/15/2003 0:00
009042 93 00 00 00 Politics and Civic Affai 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009327 93 10 00 00 Political systems and i 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010592 93 10 15 00 Political bodies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007914 93 10 15 01 Political parties repres 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007915 93 10 15 02 Political parties fund r 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007916 93 10 15 03 Political parties public 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007917 93 10 15 04 Political legislature se 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007918 93 10 15 05 Political judicial power 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007919 93 10 15 06 Political executive po 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010593 93 10 16 00 Political officials 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007920 93 10 16 01 Cabinet officers servic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007921 93 10 16 02 Governors services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007922 93 10 16 03 Heads of states servic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007923 93 10 16 04 Presidential services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007924 93 10 16 05 Prime ministers service2 2/22/1999 0:00
007925 93 10 16 06 Monarch services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007926 93 10 16 07 Statesmen services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007927 93 10 16 08 Parliament members 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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010594 93 10 17 00 Legislative bodies and 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007928 93 10 17 01 National council servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007929 93 10 17 02 Corporate states 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007930 93 10 17 03 Bill drafting services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007931 93 10 17 04 Legislative hearings s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007932 93 10 17 05 Intelligence services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007933 93 10 17 06 Legislators services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007934 93 10 17 07 Parliamentary practic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009328 93 11 00 00 Socio political conditio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010595 93 11 15 00 Political movements 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007935 93 11 15 01 Extremist movements 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007936 93 11 15 02 Peace movements 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007937 93 11 15 03 Protest movements 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007938 93 11 15 04 Underground movem 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007939 93 11 15 05 Student movements 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007940 93 11 15 06 Peasant movements 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007941 93 11 15 07 Opposition movements2 2/22/1999 0:00
010596 93 11 16 00 Political representatio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007942 93 11 16 01 Political representatio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007943 93 11 16 02 Political participation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007944 93 11 16 03 Proportional represen 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007945 93 11 16 04 Vote catcher services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007946 93 11 16 05 Voter registration or c 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007947 93 11 16 06 Pressure groups repr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007948 93 11 16 07 Election analysis servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007949 93 11 16 08 Election organization 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009329 93 12 00 00 International relations 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010597 93 12 15 00 Diplomacy 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007950 93 12 15 01 Diplomatic services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007951 93 12 15 02 Consular services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007952 93 12 15 03 Diplomats security serv2 2/22/1999 0:00
007953 93 12 15 04 Diplomatic privileges 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007954 93 12 15 05 State immunities servic2 2/22/1999 0:00
007955 93 12 15 06 Embassies or ambass 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007956 93 12 15 07 State visits organizati 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007957 93 12 15 08 International law pres 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007958 93 12 15 09 International law prom 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010598 93 12 16 00 International relations 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007966 93 12 16 01 Multilateral cooperation2 2/22/1999 0:00
007967 93 12 16 02 Military cooperation s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007968 93 12 16 03 Political cooperation se2 2/22/1999 0:00
007969 93 12 16 04 International economi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007970 93 12 16 05 North south cooperati 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007971 93 12 16 06 East west cooperation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007972 93 12 16 07 International cooperati 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007973 93 12 16 08 Non governmental liai 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007959 93 12 16 09 Non aligned countries 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007960 93 12 16 10 Aligned countries coo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007961 93 12 16 11 Political crimes coope 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007962 93 12 16 12 Peace treaties coopera2 2/22/1999 0:00
007963 93 12 16 13 Treaty signature or acc2 2/22/1999 0:00
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007964 93 12 16 14 International watercou 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007965 93 12 16 15 Territorial claims or ne 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010599 93 12 17 00 International organiza 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007974 93 12 17 01 System of organizatio 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
007977 93 12 17 02 Security council servi 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
007978 93 12 17 03 Economic or social cou7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
007979 93 12 17 04 Secretariat services 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
007980 93 12 17 05 Trustship council servi 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
007981 93 12 17 06 General assembly serv7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
007982 93 12 17 07 International court of j 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
007983 93 12 17 08 International political 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007984 93 12 17 09 International charity o 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007975 93 12 17 10 International human r 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007976 93 12 17 11 International health or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009330 93 13 00 00 Humanitarian aid and r2 2/22/1999 0:00
010600 93 13 15 00 Refugee programs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007985 93 13 15 01 Protection of human rig2 2/22/1999 0:00
007986 93 13 15 02 Promotion of human ri 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007987 93 13 15 03 Human rights educati 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007988 93 13 15 04 Refugee emergency a 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007989 93 13 15 05 Refugee camps servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007990 93 13 15 06 Refugee resettlement 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007991 93 13 15 07 Displaced persons as 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010601 93 13 16 00 Food and nutrition poli 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007992 93 13 16 01 Hunger eradication pr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007993 93 13 16 02 Emergency food suppl 2 2/22/1999 0:00
007994 93 13 16 03 World food program s 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
007995 93 13 16 04 Food or agriculture or 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
007996 93 13 16 05 Common fund for com 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
007997 93 13 16 06 International fund for 7.2 7/31/2001 11:10
007998 93 13 16 07 Food distribution servic2 2/22/1999 0:00
007999 93 13 16 08 Food supply services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008000 93 13 16 09 Food aid policies or pr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008001 93 13 16 10 Food planning services2 2/22/1999 0:00
008002 93 13 16 11 Food security service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008003 93 13 16 12 Food reserves manage2 2/22/1999 0:00
008004 93 13 16 13 Food shortage or surp 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010602 93 13 17 00 Health programs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008005 93 13 17 01 Anti tobacco campaig 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008006 93 13 17 02 Sanitation programs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008007 93 13 17 03 Research programs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008008 93 13 17 04 Disease prevention or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008009 93 13 17 05 Drug abuse preventio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010603 93 13 18 00 Disaster preparednes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008010 93 13 18 01 Disaster warning servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008011 93 13 18 02 Disaster preparednes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008012 93 13 18 03 Emergency housing s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009331 93 14 00 00 Community and social 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010604 93 14 15 00 Social development a 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008013 93 14 15 01 Social policy services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008021 93 14 15 02 Social security legislat 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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008022 93 14 15 03 Social planning servic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008023 93 14 15 04 Foster home care ser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008024 93 14 15 05 Adoption services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008025 93 14 15 06 Social welfare service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008026 93 14 15 07 Social work administr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008014 93 14 15 08 Voluntary service man 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008015 93 14 15 09 Social problems analys2 2/22/1999 0:00
008016 93 14 15 10 Social structure studie 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008017 93 14 15 11 Social groups studies o2 2/22/1999 0:00
008018 93 14 15 12 Youth movements or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008019 93 14 15 13 Social justice or legisl 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008020 93 14 15 14 Socio cultural service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010605 93 14 16 00 Population 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008027 93 14 16 01 Population census serv2 2/22/1999 0:00
008032 93 14 16 02 Population sample su 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008033 93 14 16 03 Birth reporting or cont 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008034 93 14 16 04 Population control ser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008035 93 14 16 05 Population trends or pr2 2/22/1999 0:00
008036 93 14 16 06 Birth statistics service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008037 93 14 16 07 Marriage research or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008038 93 14 16 08 Population distribution 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008039 93 14 16 09 Population composition2 2/22/1999 0:00
008028 93 14 16 10 Demographic studies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008029 93 14 16 11 Immigration analysis 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008030 93 14 16 12 Family planning progr 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008031 93 14 16 13 Human reproduction a 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010606 93 14 17 00 Culture 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008040 93 14 17 01 Cultural events organiz2 2/22/1999 0:00
008046 93 14 17 02 Culture promotional s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008047 93 14 17 03 Art related services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008048 93 14 17 04 Song writing services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008049 93 14 17 05 Literary writing servic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008050 93 14 17 06 Minorities protection se2 2/22/1999 0:00
008051 93 14 17 07 Cultural heritage pres 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008052 93 14 17 08 Museum services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008053 93 14 17 09 Cultural policy services2 2/22/1999 0:00
008041 93 14 17 10 Archaic or indigenous 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008042 93 14 17 11 Traditional handcrafts 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008043 93 14 17 12 Protection of intellectu 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008044 93 14 17 13 Historic sites or monu 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008045 93 14 17 14 Mythology 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010607 93 14 18 00 Employment 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008054 93 14 18 01 Employment promotion2 2/22/1999 0:00
008060 93 14 18 02 Recruitment services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008061 93 14 18 03 International labor sta 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008062 93 14 18 04 International labor regi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008063 93 14 18 05 Unemployment servic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008064 93 14 18 06 Employment statistics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008065 93 14 18 07 Work time arrangeme 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008066 93 14 18 08 Occupational health o 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008055 93 14 18 10 Career development s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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008056 93 14 18 11 Promotional services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008057 93 14 18 12 Labor inspection servic2 2/22/1999 0:00
008058 93 14 18 13 Work council services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008059 93 14 18 14 International labor ser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010608 93 14 19 00 Rural development 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008067 93 14 19 01 Agricultural commerci 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008069 93 14 19 02 Rural investment servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008070 93 14 19 03 Agricultural institution 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008071 93 14 19 04 Agricultural or rural coo2 2/22/1999 0:00
008072 93 14 19 05 Agricultural research 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008073 93 14 19 06 Farmers or peasants 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008074 93 14 19 07 Womens services in ag2 2/22/1999 0:00
008075 93 14 19 08 Agrarian reform or land2 2/22/1999 0:00
008076 93 14 19 09 Land administration s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008068 93 14 19 10 Island development s 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010609 93 14 20 00 Urban development 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008077 93 14 20 01 Urban development pla2 2/22/1999 0:00
008078 93 14 20 02 Urban land administrat2 2/22/1999 0:00
008079 93 14 20 03 Urban investment pro 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008080 93 14 20 04 Slum redevelopment 9.2 1/30/2002 10:00
008081 93 14 20 05 Urban lighting service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008082 93 14 20 06 Urban development c 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008083 93 14 20 07 Urban building standar2 2/22/1999 0:00
008084 93 14 20 08 Urban community ser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008085 93 14 20 09 Urban project or progra2 2/22/1999 0:00
010610 93 14 21 00 Regional developmen 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008086 93 14 21 01 Regional developmen 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008087 93 14 21 02 Economic cooperation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008088 93 14 21 03 Technical cooperation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008089 93 14 21 04 Sectoral planning ser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009332 93 15 00 00 Public administration 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010611 93 15 15 00 Public administration 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008090 93 15 15 01 Public enterprises ma 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008098 93 15 15 02 Public enterprises info 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008099 93 15 15 03 Privatization program 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008100 93 15 15 04 Administrative reform s2 2/22/1999 0:00
008101 93 15 15 05 Administrative agenci 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008102 93 15 15 06 Administrative econo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008103 93 15 15 07 Administrative proced 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008104 93 15 15 08 Government departm 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008091 93 15 15 09 Government informati 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008092 93 15 15 10 Administrative fees or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008093 93 15 15 11 Administrative acts rat 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008094 93 15 15 12 Public institutions ser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008095 93 15 15 13 Multinational public co 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008096 93 15 15 14 Ombudsman services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008097 93 15 15 15 National planning ser 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010612 93 15 16 00 Public finance 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008105 93 15 16 01 Program budgeting se 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008108 93 15 16 02 Government budgetin 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008109 93 15 16 03 Budget or public invest2 2/22/1999 0:00
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008110 93 15 16 04 Military expenditures 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008111 93 15 16 05 Government finance se2 2/22/1999 0:00
008112 93 15 16 06 Government accounti 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008113 93 15 16 07 Government auditing 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008114 93 15 16 08 Government or central 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008115 93 15 16 09 Lotteries services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008106 93 15 16 10 Tax collection service 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008107 93 15 16 11 Subsidies 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010613 93 15 17 00 Currency 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008116 93 15 17 01 Currencies or coinage 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008117 93 15 17 02 National bank notes 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009333 93 16 00 00 Taxation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010614 93 16 15 00 Income tax 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008118 93 16 15 01 National income tax 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008119 93 16 15 02 Municipal income tax 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008120 93 16 15 03 Capital gains tax 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008121 93 16 15 04 Excess profits tax 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010615 93 16 16 00 Taxes other than inco 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008122 93 16 16 01 Property tax 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008123 93 16 16 02 Land tax 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008124 93 16 16 03 Value added tax VAT 12 3/15/2003 0:00
008125 93 16 16 04 Payroll tax 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008126 93 16 16 05 Sales tax 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008127 93 16 16 06 Social security tax 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008128 93 16 16 07 Inheritance or transfer 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010616 93 16 17 00 Tax administration 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008129 93 16 17 01 Tax collation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008130 93 16 17 02 Tax incentives 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008131 93 16 17 03 Tax systems 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008132 93 16 17 04 Tax revenue administ 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010617 93 16 18 00 Taxation issues 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008133 93 16 18 01 Tax reform 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008134 93 16 18 02 Taxation policy 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008135 93 16 18 03 Tax research 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008136 93 16 18 04 Investment tax credit 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008137 93 16 18 05 Tax deductions 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008138 93 16 18 06 Tax evasion 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008139 93 16 18 07 Tax shelters or haven 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008140 93 16 18 08 Tax returns 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009334 93 17 00 00 Trade policy and regul 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010618 93 17 15 00 Trade policy 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008141 93 17 15 01 Trade agreements 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008142 93 17 15 02 Trade negotiations 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008143 93 17 15 03 Formulation of nation 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008144 93 17 15 04 Development of small 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010619 93 17 16 00 International trade 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008145 93 17 16 01 International commodit2 2/22/1999 0:00
008146 93 17 16 02 Export policy 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008147 93 17 16 03 Global trade policies o 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008148 93 17 16 04 Bilateral trade agreem 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010620 93 17 17 00 Customs administratio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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008149 93 17 17 01 Customs conventions 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008150 93 17 17 02 Customs formalities 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008151 93 17 17 03 Customs offences 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010621 93 17 18 00 Trade analysis 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008152 93 17 18 01 Trade projections 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008153 93 17 18 02 Balance of trade projec2 2/22/1999 0:00
008154 93 17 18 03 Trade statistics 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009043 94 00 00 00 Organizations and Clu 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009335 94 10 00 00 Work related organizat2 2/22/1999 0:00
010622 94 10 15 00 Business associations 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008155 94 10 15 01 Agricultural industry a 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008156 94 10 15 02 Regulatory associatio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008157 94 10 15 03 Sectoral business asso2 2/22/1999 0:00
008158 94 10 15 04 International business 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008159 94 10 15 05 Employers associatio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010623 94 10 16 00 Professional associati 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008160 94 10 16 01 Dental associations 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008162 94 10 16 02 Medical health associ 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008163 94 10 16 03 Nursing associations 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008164 94 10 16 04 Accounting associatio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008165 94 10 16 05 Architect associations 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008166 94 10 16 06 Bar associations 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008167 94 10 16 07 Educational or teache 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008168 94 10 16 08 Engineering associati 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008169 94 10 16 09 Scientific associations 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008161 94 10 16 10 Professional standard 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010624 94 10 17 00 Staff associations 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008170 94 10 17 01 Staff hobby clubs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008171 94 10 17 02 Staff sports association2 2/22/1999 0:00
008172 94 10 17 03 Women staff associatio2 2/22/1999 0:00
008173 94 10 17 04 Pensionnist staff assoc2 2/22/1999 0:00
008174 94 10 17 05 Management staff ass 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010625 94 10 18 00 Trade unions 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008175 94 10 18 01 Labor or general worke2 2/22/1999 0:00
008176 94 10 18 02 Trade union activists 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008177 94 10 18 03 Trade union informati 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008178 94 10 18 04 Transport unions 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008179 94 10 18 05 Teachers unions 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008180 94 10 18 06 Medical personnel unio2 2/22/1999 0:00
008181 94 10 18 07 Employers unions 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008182 94 10 18 08 Civil servants unions 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008183 94 10 18 09 Personal assistance se13.2 01/09/2004 00:00
008184 94 10 18 10 Aviation unions 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009336 94 11 00 00 Religious organization 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010626 94 11 17 00 Religious residences 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008185 94 11 17 01 Private religious home 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008186 94 11 17 02 Community religious h 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008187 94 11 17 03 Religious retreat reside2 2/22/1999 0:00
008188 94 11 17 04 Temporary religious h 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010627 94 11 18 00 Pilgrimage organizatio 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008189 94 11 18 01 Mecca pilgrimage org 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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008190 94 11 18 02 Vatican pilgrimage or 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008191 94 11 18 03 Pilgrimage travel assi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008192 94 11 18 04 Pilgrimage tour operat 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010628 94 11 19 00 Missionary services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008193 94 11 19 01 Religious orders servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008194 94 11 19 02 Evangelical missionar 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008195 94 11 19 03 Educational missionary2 2/22/1999 0:00
010629 94 11 20 00 Denominational servic 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008196 94 11 20 01 Hinduism services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008197 94 11 20 02 Buddhism services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008198 94 11 20 03 Christian services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008199 94 11 20 04 Islam services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008200 94 11 20 05 Judaism services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
009337 94 12 00 00 Clubs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010630 94 12 15 00 Sport clubs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008201 94 12 15 01 Ice sports clubs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008207 94 12 15 02 Boating or swimming 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008208 94 12 15 03 Gun or hunting sport 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008209 94 12 15 04 Outdoor field sport club2 2/22/1999 0:00
008210 94 12 15 05 Indoor or outdoor cou 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008211 94 12 15 06 Winter sport clubs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008212 94 12 15 07 Beach or water sport 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008213 94 12 15 08 Cycling sport clubs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008214 94 12 15 09 Mountaineering sport 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008202 94 12 15 10 Racing sport clubs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008203 94 12 15 11 Flying sport clubs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008204 94 12 15 12 Professional or semip 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008205 94 12 15 13 Stadium event operat 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008206 94 12 15 14 Sport club managers 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010631 94 12 16 00 Hobby clubs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008215 94 12 16 01 Playing card hobby cl 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008216 94 12 16 02 Handcrafts clubs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008217 94 12 16 03 Poetry or literature ho 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008218 94 12 16 04 Cooking hobby clubs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008219 94 12 16 05 Gardening hobby clubs2 2/22/1999 0:00
008220 94 12 16 06 Collector hobby club 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008221 94 12 16 07 Scouting club 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010632 94 12 17 00 Amateurs clubs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008222 94 12 17 01 Amateur drama clubs o2 2/22/1999 0:00
008223 94 12 17 02 Amateur music clubs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008224 94 12 17 03 Amateur dance clubs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008225 94 12 17 04 Amateur fine arts clubs2 2/22/1999 0:00
010633 94 12 18 00 Social clubs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008226 94 12 18 01 Youth clubs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008227 94 12 18 02 Senior citizens clubs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008228 94 12 18 03 Social gathering clubs 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008229 94 12 18 04 Social clubs for peopl 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008230 94 12 18 05 War veterans social clu2 2/22/1999 0:00
009338 94 13 00 00 Civic organizations and2 2/22/1999 0:00
010634 94 13 15 00 Non governmental org 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008231 94 13 15 01 Environmental non gov2 2/22/1999 0:00
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008232 94 13 15 02 Emergency relief non g2 2/22/1999 0:00
008233 94 13 15 03 Technical assistance 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008234 94 13 15 04 Development aid non g10 4/15/2002 10:00
010635 94 13 16 00 Charity organizations 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008235 94 13 16 01 Charity organizations 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008236 94 13 16 02 Food relief services 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008237 94 13 16 03 Legal assistance servi 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008238 94 13 16 04 Resource mobilization 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008239 94 13 16 05 International aid assis 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008240 94 13 16 06 Orphanage or adoption2 2/22/1999 0:00
008241 94 13 16 07 Elderly assistance orga9.1 1/15/2002 10:05
008242 94 13 16 08 Prisoner assistance o 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010636 94 13 17 00 Green associations 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008243 94 13 17 01 Radical green associat2 2/22/1999 0:00
008244 94 13 17 02 Ecofeminists associati 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008245 94 13 17 03 Ecological political org 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008246 94 13 17 04 Green activists move 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010637 94 13 18 00 Movements 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008247 94 13 18 01 Gay or lesbian or bisex2 2/22/1999 0:00
008248 94 13 18 02 Anti racism movemen 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008249 94 13 18 03 Women liberation mo 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008250 94 13 18 04 Fraternal associations 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008251 94 13 18 05 Ethnic minorities cultur2 2/22/1999 0:00
010638 94 13 19 00 Animal protection ass 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008252 94 13 19 01 Animal liberation mov 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008254 94 13 19 02 Endangered species 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008253 94 13 19 03 Threatened animals p 2 2/22/1999 0:00
010639 94 13 20 00 Human rights advoca 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008255 94 13 20 01 Children rights defense2 2/22/1999 0:00
008256 94 13 20 02 Prisoners defense serv2 2/22/1999 0:00
008257 94 13 20 03 Physical or mental tor 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008258 94 13 20 04 Freedom of speech d 2 2/22/1999 0:00
008259 94 13 20 05 Voting rights defense 2 2/22/1999 0:00
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Preface


Comparison with the 1997 SIC(92) publication.


This publication does not represent a major revision. Apart
from some changes to titles and changes due to the expiry
of the ECSC Treaty in July 2002, the main changes are:


■ A breakdown of class 29.40 (manufacture of
machine tools) into three classes: portable hand-held,
metalworking and other.


■ A breakdown of class 40.10 (production and
distribution of electricity) into three new classes, one
for manufacture, one for transmission and one for
distribution and trade.


■ A breakdown of class 40.20 (manufacture of gas;
distribution of gaseous fuels through mains) into
one class for manufacture and one for distribution
and trade.


■ A breakdown into two new classes each of classes
51.64 (wholesale of office machinery and equipment)
and 51.65 (wholesale of machinery for use in
industry, trade and navigation).


■ A new class (74.86) for call centre activities.


■ A new class (72.21) for publishing of software.


■ A breakdown of class 90.00 (sewage and refuse
disposal, sanitation and similar activities) into
three classes covering collection and treatment of
sewage, collection and treatment of other waste
and sanitation, remediation and similar activities.


■ In response to user demand for a more detailed
coding structure within the UK, the introduction of
41 new five digit subclasses.


For all subclasses, whether new or already available,
the balancing or not elsewhere classified subclass is
numbered as a /9. For example, ‘Manufacture of other
containers’ is coded as 21.21/9.


In some cases, the creation of new subclasses left the
balancing subclass, as previously numbered,  in the
middle of a list of specific subclasses. Consequently, when
the balancing subclass was moved and renumbered as /9
a space was created at the old subclass number. Following
the principle adopted in 1997, we continue to leave the
old subclass blank and insert the note ‘This code is no
longer in use.’


The only other significant changes are that the
Introduction has been brought up to date and the
Methodological Guide, previously a separate publication,
is now incorporated into this publication.


No further changes or publications are now envisaged
until 2007 when a major revision is expected in line with
European Community plans for the future development
of its classification system NACE Rev 1.1.


Contacts:


Office for National Statistics


Industrial Classifications Branch


Government Buildings


Cardiff Road


Newport


South Wales NP10 8XG


Classifications Helpdesk


Tel: 01633 812999


Fax: 01633 812555


e-mail: classifications.helpdesk@ons.gov.uk
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Introduction


A Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) was first
introduced into the United Kingdom in 1948 for use in
classifying business establishments and other statistical
units by the type of economic activity in which they are
engaged. The classification provides a framework for the
collection, tabulation, presentation and analysis of data
and its use promotes uniformity. In addition, it can be
used for administrative purposes and by non-government
bodies as a convenient way of classifying industrial
activities into a common structure.


Classification changes


Since 1948, the classification has been revised in 1958,
1968, 1980, 1992 and 1997. Revision is necessary
because, over a period of time, new products and new
industries emerge and shifts of emphasis occur in
existing industries. It is not always possible for the system
to accommodate such developments and after a period
of time updating the classification is the most sensible
action. The 1997 changes were not a full-scale revision
but a response to user demand for a limited number
of additional subclasses together with some minor
renumbering. Similarly, this publication is a further
minor revision of SIC(92) reflecting contemporaneous
changes in NACE Rev.1 (see next paragraph) and meeting
UK user demand for additional detail at the subclass level.


The need for change equally effects all international
classifications and they are revised from time to time to
bring them up to date. On 9 October 1990 the European
Council of Ministers passed a regulation to introduce a
new statistical classification of economic activities in the
European Communities (NACE Rev 1). In January 2003,
a minor revision of NACE Rev 1, NACE Rev.1.1, was
published.(1)


International classifications


From the outset, the UK SIC followed the same broad
principles as the relevant international systems. UK
statisticians played an important part in the formulation
of the first ISIC (International Standard Industrial
Classification of All Economic Activities), issued by the
United Nations in 1948 and revised in 1958, 1968, 1989
and now in 2003. Nevertheless, there were differences in
detail between the two as ISIC reflected the structure of


economic activity in the world as a whole rather than that
in one particular country.


In 1980, one of the principal objectives of the revision of
the SIC was to examine and eliminate differences from
the activity classification issued by the Statistical Office of
the European Communities (Eurostat) and entitled
Nomenclature générale des activités économiques dans les
Communautés européennes, usually abbreviated to NACE.
This 1970 NACE could be rearranged to agree with ISIC
at aggregated levels but departed from it in the details.
The 1980 revision of the SIC applied NACE as closely as
was practicable to the structure of British industry.


In 1990, however, the first revision of NACE was made
by EC regulation and this presented a different set of
circumstances.


EC Regulation


A European Community regulation is directly applicable
in all member states. It does not have to be confirmed by
national parliaments in order to have binding effect. The
NACE regulation, therefore, made it obligatory on the UK
to introduce a new Standard Industrial Classification,
SIC(92), based on NACE Rev 1, and to use it where the
UK is required to transmit to the European Commission
statistics on economic activity.


The NACE regulation gives effect to the wish of Eurostat
to establish a common statistical classification of
economic activities in order to promote comparability
between national and Community classifications and,
therefore, between national and Community statistics.
The regulation applies to the use of NACE for statistical
purposes only, although a country can also use NACE for
administrative purposes. The regulation does not oblige
Member States to collect, publish or supply data. NACE
is only a language and all requests for data collection,
transmission and publication must be specified elsewhere.
As noted already, there is now a new version of NACE,
NACE Rev. 1.1, which came into effect in January 2003.


As already indicated, NACE was originally an acronym but
now all countries use “NACE” to describe the European
Community classification of Economic Activities.
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UK SIC Structure


UK SIC(2003) is based exactly on NACE Rev.1.1 but,
where it was thought necessary or helpful, a fifth digit has
been added to form subclasses of the NACE  Rev.1.1 four
digit classes. Thus, UK SIC(2003) is a hierarchical five
digit system. However, at the first or highest level of
aggregation, unlike the SIC(80) which had 10 divisions,
UK SIC(2003) is divided into 17 sections, each denoted by
a single letter from A to Q. Some sections are, in turn,
divided into subsections (each denoted by the addition of
a second letter). The letters of the sections or subsections
can be uniquely defined by the next breakdown, the
divisions (denoted by two digits). The divisions are then
broken down into groups (3 digits), then into classes (4
digits) and, in several cases, again into subclasses (5
digits). So for example we have:


section D Manufacturing (comprising divisions
15 to 37)


subsection DB Manufacture of textiles and textile
products (comprising divisions 17
and 18)


division 17 Manufacture of textiles


group 17.5 Manufacture of other textiles


class 17.51 Manufacture of carpets and rugs


subclass 17.51/1 Manufacture of woven carpets and rugs


There are 17 sections, 16 subsections, 62 divisions, 225
groups, 517 classes and 285 subclasses. The full structure
of UK SIC(2003) is shown on pages 21 to 46.


As with SIC(80), the full number of arithmetically
possible subdivisions at each level is not necessarily
created,  varying according to the diversity of activities.
For example, section A (agriculture, hunting and
forestry), has no subsections and only two divisions, 01
and 02, whereas section D (manufacturing) is divided
into 14 subsections and contains 23 divisions. The use of
0 as the final digit for a group or class normally indicates
that it is the only subdivision at that level. Thus division
16 (manufacture of tobacco products) has only one
group, 16.0 and only one class, 16.00. On the other hand,
division 17 (manufacture of textiles) has 7 groups and so
is numbered 17.1 through to 17.7.


Links to international classifications


To the four digit level, UK SIC(2003) follows NACE
Rev.1.1 exactly. The difference is in the UK SIC(2003)
subclasses.  For example, in both NACE Rev.1.1 and UK
SIC(2003), class 55.10 represents “Hotels and motels”. In
UK SIC(2003), however, three subclasses are added so that
55.10/1 is “Hotels and motels, with restaurant (licensed)”,
55.10/2 is “Hotels and motels, with restaurant (unlicensed)”
and 55.10/3 is “Hotels and motels, without  restaurant”.
The first two digits, the divisions, of UK SIC(2003) and
NACE Rev.1.1 are exactly the same as in ISIC Rev 3.1 in
content and in coding.  Beyond this, and shown after a
decimal point in the SIC and NACE codes, the three digit
groups and the four digit classes can be directly converted
to the ISIC headings but may have different code num-
bers (eg. ISIC class 6519 = SIC/NACE class 65.12) or have
to be combined to reach the ISIC heading (eg. ISIC class
6022 = SIC/NACE classes 60.22 + 60.23).


Change from 1980 SIC


In addition to the change in the numbering system, there
are also some changes in the sequence in which different
industries are listed. For example, SIC(80) division 1
(Energy and Water Supply Industries) was split into fuel
extraction (section C, Mining and Quarrying); fuel
processing and production (section D, Manufacturing)
and energy production and distribution (section E,
Electricity, Gas and Water Supply). Also of note is section
D which encompasses parts of SIC (80) divisions 1 and 2
and all of divisions 3 and 4, thereby being much larger as
a section than it initially appears. Not surprisingly,
therefore, section D is the most highly divided having 14
subsections of manufacturing. The most marked change
from SIC(80) is the increase in headings in the services
sector. This can be seen by looking at SIC(80) division 9
“other services” which splits, principally, between eight of
the new section headings.


The following table gives a broad comparison between
the sections used now and the divisions used in SIC(80),
although the correlation is not exact as relatively minor
differences in coverage are ignored.


Introduction
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Present Sections


A Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry


B Fishing


C Mining And Quarrying


D Manufacturing


E Electricity, Gas and Water Supply


F Construction


G Wholesale and Retail Trade; Repair of Motor
Vehicles, Motorcycles and Personal and
Household Goods


H Hotels and Restaurants


I Transport, Storage and Communication


J Financial Intermediation


K Real Estate, Renting and Business Activities


L Public Administration and Defence;
Compulsory Social Security


M Education


N Health and Social Work


O Other Community, Social and Personal Service
Activities


P Private Households Employing Domestic Staff
and Undifferentiated Production Activities of
Households for Own Use


Q Extra – Territorial Organisations and Bodies


Former Divisions
(Brackets denote part of a division)


0 (Agriculture and Forestry)


0 (Fishing)


1 (Extraction of fuels)
2 (Extraction of minerals and ores)


1 (Fuel processing and production)
2 (Manufacture of chemicals and man-made fibres)
3 Metal goods, engineering and vehicles industries
4 Other manufacturing industries


1 (Production and distribution of electricity, gas;
Water supply)


5 Construction


6 (Wholesale and retail distribution; Commission
agents; Repairs)


6 (Hotels and catering)


7 Transport and communication
9 (Tourist offices; Radio and TV transmission)


8 (Banking, finance and insurance)


8 (Business services; Dealing in real estate)
9 (Research & development; Other services)


9 (Public administration, national defence and
compulsory social security)


9 (Education)


9 (Health and veterinary  services; Other general
services to the public)


9 (Sanitary, recreational and personal services)


9 (Domestic services)


9 (Diplomatic representation, international
organisations, allied armed forces)


Introduction
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The table cannot show changes within sections. Within
section G retail outlets are now classified by type and not,
mainly, by goods sold, as they were in SIC(80). A more
detailed table of the main changes between the 1980
classification and SIC(92) has been produced by the
Office for National Statistics.(2) Re-issuing that correlation
to incorporate the new subclasses and the limited
renumbering of subclasses appearing since the original
SIC(92) publication was not considered to be justified. It
must be stressed that it is not possible automatically to
re-code between classifications where activities previously
covered by one code are now covered by several.


Related classifications


There are other classifications, both national and
international, which may be used in conjunction with
the industrial classification. These include, for example,
the classification of occupations, which relates to the
jobs performed by individual workers rather than to the
industry in which they work. The workers classified to a
particular industry will fall into a number of different
categories of an occupational classification and similarly
the workers in some occupations may be found in many
different industries. The UK uses the Standard
Occupational Classification (SOC).(3)


A second classification is by sector. In the UK this is the
Sector classification for the National Accounts.(4). The
economy is split up into institutional sectors with each
economic unit allocated to one of these sectors. The
sectors are: General Government, Financial Corporations,
Non-financial Corporations, (private and public),
Non-profit Institutions serving households and the Rest
of the World sector in principle. The classification
embraces all economic units engaging in transactions in
goods and services and financial assets. Thus it includes
persons and households and overseas concerns as well
as corporations and public bodies. The industrial
classification does not make a distinction based on
institutional sector but rather brings together units
engaged in similar activities, irrespective of ownership.


A third classification is that of products, often a listing of
individual products or products grouped according to the
industries in which they are principally produced. The
number of entries depends on the level of detail required
in terms of characteristics such as materials used, quality,
size and shape. The amount of detail needed for statistical
purposes is much less than would be required for, say, a
manufacturer’s catalogue. The classification can also be
extended to cover not only the production of goods but
also economic activities such as distribution, transport
and services, although the number of different types of
service will normally be much less than the number of


different products of the production industries. Each
product (good or service) is, in general, classified to only
one industry, that in which it is mainly produced. In
practice, many units produce not only the goods or
services which are principal products of the industries to
which the units are classified but also products mainly
produced in other industries.


At the international level, the United Nations has the
Provisional Central Product classification (CPC).(5) The
main aim of the CPC is to provide a general framework
for international comparisons of product statistics. It
applies to tradeable and non-tradeable goods and
services. The CPC was agreed at the UN Statistical
Commission in February 1989. An updated CPC, Version
1.1, was produced by the Voorburg classifications group
in 2002. The UN documentation of the CPC provides
direct links to the Harmonized System (HS) and the
Standard International Trade classification (SITC)
described below. The European Community, however,
preferred a product classification that was closer to the
industrial activity classification and devised the Classifica-
tion of Products by Activity (CPA).(6)  The CPA 2002
relates directly to the classification structure in NACE
Rev.1.1, the first four digits are the same,  and has links to
CPC via the fifth and sixth digit. The CPA, then, provides
details of products by economic activity.


The CPA is linked to the PRODCOM list, which extends the
CPA code structure from six to eight digits. PRODCOM is
from PRODucts of the European COMmunity, and is a list,
developed by Eurostat, of around 5000 products for which
production data was required from all Member States from
1993.(7)  PRODCOM covers only sections C, D and E of the
NACE Rev.1.1 classification.


In addition to the product lists associated with industrial
activity classifications, there are also Classifications
recording imports and exports. The United Nations
Standard International Trade Classification (SITC Revision
3) and the Harmonized Commodity Description and
Coding System (HS) with which it is correlated have
been widely adopted throughout the world as the basis
for national classifications both for tariff and trade
statistics purposes. The HS was devised by the Customs
Co-operation Council to support international trade
and to meet the requirements of Customs authorities,
statisticians, carriers and producers. The SITC is the most
commonly published format for foreign trade statistics.
The Member States of the European Community used
the more detailed Combined Nomenclature (CN) to
collect trade data through their Customs procedures.
The CN was developed directly from the HS and was
used for the collection of both intra-Community and
external trade statistics.


Introduction
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Use of the UK SIC(2003)


SIC classifications are determined according to the
principal activity of a unit. Ideally, this is based on value
added; in practice a proxy, such as turnover or employment,
is frequently needed. In general, SIC(80) classification
rules on, for example, use of the SIC, statistical units
and how to assess the secondary and ancillary activities
continue to apply. Detailed guidance is set out in the
section on Rules for Classifying Statistical Units.


UK SIC(2003) Indexes


As with previous versions of the SIC, there is a separate
publication containing detailed lists of products and
activities contained in UK SIC(2003).(8)


References


(1) NACE Rev 1 Regulation was published in the Official
Journal of the European Communities L 293 Volume 33,
24 October 1990 (ISSN 0378-6978) In January 2003, a
minor revision, NACE Rev.1.1, was published in the
Official Journal of the European Communities L6/3
10 January 2002.


(2) Standard Industrial Classification of economic
activities, Correlation between SIC(92) and SIC(80)
(ISBN 0-11-536311-4) (Business Monitor PO1009)


(3) The current Standard Occupational Classification (SOC)
was published in 2000  (Volume 1; ISBN 0-11-621388-4).


(4) The UK Sector Classification for the National Accounts
is in Sector classifications Guide MA 23.


(5) The Central Product Classification (CPC) was published
as United Nations Statistical papers Series M No. 77
(ISBN 92-1-161329-9)


(6) The classification of Products by Activity (CPA)
Regulation (EEC) No 3696/93 was published in the
Official Journal of the European Communities L342
Volume 36, 31 December 1993


(7) The PRODCOM Regulation (EEC) No 3924/91 was
published in the Official Journal of the European
Communities L 374/1, 31 December 1991


(8) Indexes to the UK Standard Industrial Classification of
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Classification: Definitions and Rules


Principles used in constructing NACE and followed in SIC (2003)


1. The main criteria employed in delineating divisions and groups (the two and three
digit categories, respectively) of NACE concern the characteristics of the activities of
the producing units. The major aspects of the activities are:


(i) the character of the goods and services produced,


(ii) the uses to which the goods and services are put, and


(iii) the inputs, the process, and the technology of production.


2. The weights assigned to these criteria vary from one SIC area to another. In a number
of instances, for example food manufacturing, the textile, clothing and leather
industries, the production of machinery and equipment and the service industries,
the criteria are so close that the problem of assigning weights is not significant.


3. In the case of intermediate products, physical composition and the stage of
fabrication of the items are often given the greatest weight.


4. In the case of goods with complicated production processes, the end-use, technology
and organisation of production of the items are frequently given priority over the
physical composition of the goods.


5. The criteria concerning the manner in which activities are combined in, and
allocated among, enterprises are central in the definition of classes (four digit
categories). They are intended to ensure that it will be practical most of the time to
use the classes of NACE for the industrial classification of kind-of-activity units or
enterprises, and that the units falling into each class will be as similar in the kinds
of activity in which they engage as is feasible.


6. The classes of NACE are defined so that, as far as possible, the following two
conditions are satisfied:


(i) the production of the category of goods and services which characterises a given
class accounts for the bulk of the output of the units classified to that class, and


(ii) the class contains the units which produce most of the category of goods and
services which characterise it.


7. NACE does not draw distinctions according to kind of ownership, type of legal
organisation or mode of operation because such criteria do not relate to the
characteristics of the activity itself. Units engaged in the same kind of economic
activity are classified in the same way, irrespective of whether they are incorporated
enterprises, individual proprietors or government, and whether or not the parent
enterprise consists of more than one unit.


8. Classifications according to kind of legal ownership, kind of organisation or mode
of operation may be constructed independently of the activity classification.
Cross-classification with NACE will provide useful extra information.


9. Similarly, manufacturing units are classified according to the principal kind of
economic activity in which they engage, whether the work is performed by
power-driven machinery or by hand or whether it is done in a factory or in a
household. Whether the production process is modern or traditional is not a criterion.


10. In the structure of NACE Rev.1.1 the distinction between market and non-market
activities is not a consideration, even though this had been the case in NACE 1970.
There are some classes in NACE Rev.1.1 that are normally non-market, for example,
certain classes of division 75. There are several others which define both market and
non-market activities.


Criteria for divisions
and groups


Criteria for classes


Kind of ownership


Market and non-market
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Definitions


Definition of activities


11. An activity is said to take place when resources such as equipment, labour,
manufacturing techniques, information networks or products are combined, leading
to the creation of specific goods or services. An activity is characterised by an input
of products (goods or services), a production process and an output of products.


12. In practice, the majority of production units perform activities of a mixed character.
The identification of a principal activity is necessary to allocate a unit to a particular
NACE Rev.1.1 heading.


13. The principal activity is identified by the top-down method (see paragraphs 34–44)
ideally based on the value added although other criteria such as employment are
often used in practice. The principal activity so identified does not necessarily
account for 50% or more of the business’ total value added.


14. A secondary activity is any other activity of the business that produces goods
or services.


15. Principal and secondary activities are generally carried out with the support of
a number of ancillary activities such as accounting, transportation, storage,
purchasing, sales promotion, and repair and maintenance.  Ancillary activities
are those that exist solely to support the main productive activities by providing
non-durable goods or services.


16. However, if the activities of the statistical unit and the corresponding ancillary
activities, for example, a computing centre, are carried out in different geographical
areas, it may be desirable to collect separate information on these units for the
categories of data which have to be classified in terms of geographical area.


17. An ancillary activity must satisfy the following conditions:


(a) it serves only the unit or units referred to and its goods or services must not be sold
on the market;


(b) a comparable activity on a similar scale is performed in similar production units;


(c) it produces services or, in exceptional cases, non-durable goods which do not form
part of the unit’s end product;


(d) it contributes to the current costs of the unit itself, that is, it does not generate gross
fixed capital formation.


18. It should be noted that under the above definition the following are not to be
regarded as ancillary activities:


(a) producing goods and services that are part of capital formation. For  example,
construction work for own account would be separately classified to construction if
data were available;


(b) production a significant part of which is sold commercially, even if much of it is
consumed in connection with principal activities;


(c) the production of goods which subsequently become an integral part of the output
of  the principal or secondary activity (for example, production of boxes by a
department of an enterprise for packing its products);


(d) the production of energy (an integrated power station or coking plant), even though
the whole output is consumed by the parent unit;


(e) the purchase of goods for resale in an unaltered state;


(f) research and development, as this activity does not provide a service that is con-
sumed in the course of current production.


Activity


Principal activity


Secondary activity


Ancillary activities


What is an ancillary
activity?


What is not an ancillary
activity?


Rules for classifying statistical units
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19.  In all these cases, where separate data are available for these activities, separate units
should be distinguished and they should be recognised as kind-of-activity units and
classified according to their principal activity.


Statistical units


20. A wide range of information is required to construct a complete statistical picture of
industrial activity, but the organisational level at which it is feasible to assemble the
information varies according to the type of data. For example, profits data for a
company may be available from only one geographically central location in respect
of several different locations, whereas product sales data may be available in respect
of each of the separate locations. To observe and analyse the data satisfactorily it is,
therefore, necessary to define a family of statistical units. These form the building
blocks for the allocation of the appropriate classification in respect of which data
can be collected.


21. Different types of statistical units meet different needs, but each unit is a specific
entity, which is defined in such a way that it can be recognised and identified and not
confused with any other unit. It may be an identifiable legal or physical entity or, as
for example in the case of the unit of homogeneous production, a statistical construct.


22. In order to ensure international comparability the definitions adopted for use
within the European Union are linked directly to those given in the introduction to
the United Nations International Standard Industrial classification of All Economic
Activities (ISIC Rev 3.1) and the United Nations System of National Accounts.


23. The following are the units that are described in the Council Regulation on
statistical units1:


■ the enterprise group;


■ the enterprise;


■ the kind-of-activity unit (KAU);


■ the local unit;


■ the local kind-of-activity unit (local KAU);


■ the institutional unit;


■ the unit of homogeneous production (UHP);


■ the local unit of homogeneous production (local UHP).


24. The relationship between the different types of statistical units is illustrated in the
following table:


Data availability


Different types


International
comparability


The units


One or more locations A single location


More than one activity Enterprise institutional unit Local unit


One single activity KAU Local KAU


UHP Local UHP


1 Council Regulation (EEC) No 696/93 of 15 March 1993 on the statistical units for the
observation and analysis of the production system in the Community (OJ No L 76,
30.3.1993, p 1).


Rules for classifying statistical units
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Classification rules for units


25. The units included in statistical registers2 are classified by NACE Rev.1.1. The
interpretation of NACE Rev.1.1 is helped by the addition of explanatory notes, by
decisions of the NACE Rev.1.1 management committee, by correspondence tables,
and by reference to other classification systems such as the CPC, CPA, HS, and CN3.


26. Each unit is classified on the basis of the activities carried out within it. In certain
cases, a unit cannot be classified separately as links with other units may have to be
taken into consideration.


27. Units should be classified to the category that best describes their activity, taking
into account not only the output structure but also the input structure, including
the production process.


Basic classification rules


28. Value added is the basic concept for the determination of the classification of a
unit according to its economic activity. Being the difference between output and
intermediate consumption, value added is an additive measure of the contribution
of each economic unit to Gross Domestic Product (GDP). The relevant valuation
concept is gross value added at basic prices. Gross value added at basic prices is
defined as the difference between output at basic prices and intermediate
consumption at purchaser’s prices. Thus, value added at basic prices consists of
other taxes on production, net compensation of employees, consumption of fixed
capital and an operating surplus balancing item.


29. Economic activities are defined in NACE Rev.1.1. A unit may perform one or more
economic activities falling under one or more positions in NACE Rev.1.1. Units are
classified according to their principal activity. The principal activity is the activity
which contributes most to the value added of the unit at basic prices.


30. In the simple case where, at class level, a unit performs only one activity, the activity
classification of that unit is determined by the position of NACE Rev.1.1 which
covers the activity of that unit. Where a unit, at class level, performs more than one
activity but all of them fall under the same position of NACE Rev.1.1, then the
activity classification of that unit is determined by the position of NACE Rev.1.1 in
which all these activities are covered.


31. In the case where, at class level, a unit performs activities falling under different
positions of NACE Rev.1.1, rules are necessary for the determination of the principal
activity. In the simple case that, at class level, one activity accounts for more than
50% of value added, this determines the classification of the unit.


32. Where a unit performs activities falling in only two different positions of NACE
Rev.1.1, there will always be one position which accounts for more than 50% of
value added, except in the highly unlikely case that both activities of the different
positions of NACE Rev.1.1 have equal shares of 50%.


33. In the more complex case where a unit performs more than two activities falling
into more than two different positions of NACE Rev.1.1, with none of them
accounting for more than 50% of value added, the activity classification of that
unit has to be determined by using the top-down method.


Value-added


Within one NACE class


In different classes


Rules for classifying statistical units


2 Council Regulation (EEC) No 2186/93 of 22 July 1993 on Community coordination in
drawing up business registers for statistical purposes (OJ No L 196, 5.8.1993, p. 1).


3 The Combined Nomenclature, a further disaggregation of the Harmonized System.
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34. The top-down method follows a hierarchical principle. The classification of a unit
at the lowest level of the classification must be consistent with the classification of
the unit at the higher levels. To satisfy this condition, the process starts with the
identification of the relevant position at the highest level and progresses down
through the levels of the classification in the following way:


■ Identify the section which has the highest share of the value added.


■ Within this section, identify the division which has the highest share of the value
added.


■ Within this division, identify of the group which has the highest share of the
valued added.


■ Within this group, identify of the class which has the highest share of value
added.


Stage 1: A reporting unit may carry out the following activities:


Top-down method


Example


Identify the section


Identify the division


Identify the group


Identify the class


The principle activity


Section division class Description of the class Share


D 28 28.71 Manufacture of steel drums and similar containers 7%


29 29.31 Manufacture of agricultural tractors 8%


29.41 Manufacture of portable hand held power tools 3%


29.53 Manufacture of machinery for food, beverage and tobacco
processing 21%


29.55 Manufacture of machinery for paper and paperboard production 8%


34 34.30 Manufacture of parts and accessories for motor vehicles and
their engines 5%


G 51 51.14 Agents involved in the sale of machinery, industrial equipment,
ships and aircraft 7%


51.88 Wholesale of agricultural machinery and accessories and
implements, including tractors 28%


K 74 74.20 Architectural and engineering activities and related technical
consultancy 13%


Section D Manufacturing 52%


Section G Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles, motorcycles and personal
and household goods 35%


Section K Real estate, renting and business activities 13%


division 28 Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment 7%


division 29 Manufacture of machinery and equipment n.e.c.  40%


division 34 Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers and  semi-trailers 5%


group 29.3 Manufacture of agricultural and forest machinery  8%


group 29.4 Manufacture of machine tools 3%


group 29.5 Manufacture of other special purpose machinery 29%


class 29.53 Manufacture of machinery for food, beverage and tobacco processing 21%


class 29.55 Manufacture of machinery for paper and paperboard production 8%


35. The principal activity is, therefore, 29.53 Manufacture of machinery for food,
beverage and tobacco processing, although the class with the biggest share of value
added is class: 51.88 Wholesale of agricultural machinery and accessories and
implements, including tractors.


36. If the allocation had been made directly to the class with the largest share of value
added this would have achieved the strange result of putting this enterprise outside
manufacturing.


Rules for classifying statistical units
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37. The top-down method satisfies the principle that the activity classification should be
consistent with the principal activity of the unit at the aggregated level of the activity
classification. At lower levels of the classification the share of value added of the
position of NACE Rev.1.1 that results from using the top-down method will not
necessarily account for more than 50% of total valued added of that unit. It is also
possible at the highest hierarchical level of NACE Rev.1.1 for no position to account
for more than 50% of value added.


38. The top-down method permits determination of the principal activity of a unit down
to the lowest level of the hierarchical activity classification. In practice, the NACE
Rev.1.1 regulation itself does not stipulate the use of a certain hierarchical level.


39. In order to determine the principal activity of a unit the shares of value added for
the activities falling under different positions of NACE Rev.1.1 of that unit have to be
known. However, in practice, it is often not possible to obtain information on value
added for the different activities performed and the determination of the activity
classification has to be done by using substitute criteria. Such criteria could be:


Substitutes based on output


■ gross output of the unit that is attributable to the goods or services associated with
each activity;


■ value of sales of those groups of products falling within each activity.


Substitutes based on input


■ wages and salaries attributable to the different activities;


■ employment in the different activities of the unit.


40. The use of substitute criteria does not change the methods for determining the
principal activity nor the rules of the top-down method. The substitutes are only
operational approximations of value added data.


41. However, simple use of substitutes may sometimes be misleading. This will always
be the case when the structure of the substitute criteria is not proportional to the
(unknown) value added.


42. Using the sales (turnover) criteria, it immediately becomes evident that in certain
cases the proportionality of turnover and value added is not valid. For example,
trade turnover usually has a much lower share of value added than, say, a
manufacturing activity. Other examples of cases where turnover is not a good
proxy are turnover of forwarding agents or of general contractors. Even within
manufacturing, the relation between sales and the resulting value added may vary
between and within activities. In some cases, a turnover figure makes no sense or
does not exist, for example for financial intermediation activities and insurance
activities. The same considerations should be borne in mind when using gross
output data as substitute criteria.


43. Many units perform trade and other activities. In such cases, trade turnover figures
are the most unsuitable indicators for value added. A much better indicator is the
gross margin (the difference between the trade turnover and purchases of goods for
resale adjusted by changes in stocks). However, trade margins may vary between
wholesale and retail trade and also within a single trade activity area. In addition,
the specific classification rules for retail trade as set out in paragraphs 66–74, must
be considered.


All levels consistent


To what level do
you descend?


When value-added is
unknown


But they are only
approximations


Problems with output
substitutes
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44. Similar precautions have to be considered when input based substitute criteria are
applied. The proportionality between wages and salaries or employment and value
added is not reliable if the capital intensity of the various activities is different.
Higher capital intensity normally implies higher depreciation and a lower share of
wages and salaries in value added. Capital intensity varies substantially between
different economic activities and also between activities of the same NACE Rev.1.1
class. For example, the activity of manufacturing splints will probably have a lower
capital intensity than the manufacture of pacemakers. However, both fall into the
same NACE Rev.1.1 class (33.10).


Activity specific rules


45. The basic rules for determining the principal activity of a statistical unit are set out
above. There are, however, certain economic processes and phenomena which need
to be defined clearly if statistical units are to be treated in a uniform way. These
definitions feature in this section.


46. Vertical integration of activities occurs where the different stages of production are
carried out in succession by the same unit and where the output of one process
serves as input to the next, for example, tree felling combined with saw milling, a
clay pit combined with a brickworks, or production of synthetic fibres associated
with a textile mill.


47. A unit with a vertically integrated chain of activities should generally be classified to
the activity that contributes most to the value added of the goods or services
produced. However, for practical reasons of data availability, it is often the final
output that is decisive.


48. The approach above also applies in the special case of horizontally integrated units,
that is, units where several types of activities are carried out simultaneously using
the same factors of production but cannot be segregated into separate statistical
units (for example, manufacture of bakery products combined with manufacture of
chocolate confectionery).


49. Units carrying out an activity on a fee or contract basis are classified with units
producing the same goods or services on their own account. There are two basic types:


Work based on plans


Work based on plans, where the contractor provides the subcontractor with all the
technical specifications required for the production of the product he has ordered.
This situation is found, in particular, in the metals sector (forging, cutting, stamping
and foundry work);


Work done to order


Work done to order, where the subcontractor carries out a special process on an
object provided by the contractor. The object can be anything from raw material to
a machined mechanical part. Examples include the processing of metals (chrome
plating) and the preparation of fruit for canning.


50. Converters are units which sell goods or services under their own name, but arrange
for their production by others. These units are classified to Sector G (wholesale and
retail) except when they own the legal right to produce the goods or services and the
production concept, in which case they are classified as if they produce the goods or
services themselves.


51. Units principally engaged in the installation or assembly of any items or equipment
necessary for a building to function as such are classified to construction (division
45). This covers such items as heating and ventilation equipment, lifts and escalators,
electricity, gas and water supply, windows and doors.


Problems with input
substitutes


Activities under-taken on
a fee or contract basis


Converters


On-site installation
and assembly
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52. Installation and assembly normally also includes start-up services, including all
work necessary to ensure trouble-free operation on site, any basic instruction of the
operatives and maintenance of the equipment.


53. Installation that is performed as a service incidental to the sale of equipment, for
example, the installation of domestic electrical equipment by the retailer, is an
associated activity and is classified in the same way as the main activity.


54. Units that repair, maintain or overhaul equipment are classified to the same class as
the units that produce it except that:


■ units that repair or maintain motor vehicles and motorcycles are classified to groups
50.2 and 50.4 respectively;


■ units that repair personal and household goods are classified to group 52.7;


■ units that repair or maintain domestic central heating boilers and burners are
classified to class 45.33;


■ units that repair or maintain computers and office equipment are classified to group
72.5.


Section specific rules and definitions


Section G: Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles, motorcycles and
personal and household goods


55. In NACE Rev.1.1, wholesale and retail trade comprises all units whose principal
economic activity involves purchasing transportable goods and reselling them and/
or acting as an agent between sellers and buyers of goods. Such goods are subject
only to handling and packaging; they are not transformed in any substantial way.


56. Wholesale and retail trade comprises not only direct trading between two parties,
but also that arranged on behalf of one or more third parties. It is, however, essential
that the main activity should be that of trading products that have not been altered
more than as is customary by the seller.


57. Handling that is customary in trade does not affect the basic character of the
merchandise and may include, for example, sorting, separating, mixing and packaging.


58. In wholesale trade, there are a number of branches of economic activity where the
handling customary in trade is of considerable importance. A typical example is the
repackaging of products before delivery to the retailer.


59. Also included are services in support of the sale of products such as the delivery and
installation of electrical appliances.


60. Commission trade and wholesale trade are combined in one division in NACE
Rev.1.1. The commission trade classes form one group (51.1), while the wholesale
trade classes are allocated to six groups (51.2-51.9). A separate division comprises
retail trade, within which there are six groups for different aspects of retail trade and
an additional one for the repair of personal and household goods. The motor
vehicles trade, together with the maintenance and repair of motor vehicles and the
retail sale of automotive fuel, forms division 50.


61. Group 51.1, wholesale commission trade, comprises all units whose principal
activity is trading goods on behalf of third parties. They may be commercial agents
or brokers or trading associations conducting transactions on third party account,
but retail commission trade is not shown separately. It is classified to the relevant
class of division 52.


Repair and maintenance


Definition of trade


Definition of
Customary handling


Definition of
Commission trade
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62. The wholesale trade groups comprise all units whose economic activity consists
primarily in reselling merchandise in their own name to retailers, industrial,
commercial, institutional or professional users or to other wholesalers.


63. Wholesale trade is classified only by the range of products. Other criteria are not
taken into account, for example, whether it is domestic wholesale trade or import
and/or export trade.


64. The retail trade groups 52.1 to 52.6 of NACE Rev.1.1 comprise all units whose
economic activity consists primarily of selling goods on own or third party account
predominantly to households.


65. Retail trade is mostly carried out in premises accessible to anyone. There are, however,
other forms of retail activity such as mail, telephone or internet selling, trading from
mobile vehicles and from temporary locations and repository services.


66. Retail trade is classified first by type of sale outlet (retail trade in stores: groups
52.1 to 52.5; retail trade not in stores: group 52.6). Retail trade in stores is further
subdivided into retail sale of new goods (groups 52.1 to 52.4) and retail sale of used
goods (group 52.5). For retail sale of new goods in stores there exists a further
distinction between specialised retail sale (groups 52.2 to 52.4) and non-specialised
retail sale (group 52.1). Specialised retail sale of new goods in stores is subdivided by
the range of products sold. These subdivisions have to be considered as additional
levels and have to be applied when using the top down method.


Definition of
Wholesale trade


Definition of Retail trade


How to classify within
Retail trade


The decision tree


Kind of service


Only one class


67. No attempt is made to reflect other possible aspects of retail activity such as the kind
of service (for example traditional service or self-service), outlets run by voluntary
services or purchasing associations, or the distinction between co-operative and
other retail trade.


68. Units whose main activity in terms of value added is obviously retail trade from
shop premises have to be allocated to one of the classes 52.11 to 52.50. Having
determined the range of products sold by the individual units, allocation should be
made according to the rules set out in the following paragraphs.


69. If the products sold comprise exclusively those of one NACE Rev.1.1 class, allocation
is obviously to that class. Example: A unit sells only beverages on its shop premises.
The unit is wholly allocated to class 52.25.


division 52


Repair
52.7


Not in stores
52.6


With used goods
52.5


In non-specialised stores
52.1


In specialised stores
52.2–52.4


Further subdivided by the range of products sold


Trade
52.1–52.6


In stores
52.1–52.5


With new goods
52.1–52.4
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70. If the products sold comprise commodities of several NACE Rev.1.1 classes,
determine whether any one of these classes accounts for a share of 50% or more
in terms of value added. In this case, the unit should be allocated to that class.


Examples: (a) 52.41 – 20% b) 52.21 – 10%


52.42 – 30% 52.24 – 10%


52.43 – 50% 52.25 – 10%


52.33 – 15%


52.41 – 55%


Allocation to 52.43 Allocation to 52.41


71. If the products sold comprise several NACE Rev.1.1 classes, none of which accounts
for a share of 50% or more in terms of value added, further analysis is necessary to
establish the relevant allocation. For this, the top down method has to be used by
considering the additional retail levels mentioned above.


52.42 – 25% 52.42 – 15% 52.42 – 5%


52.43 – 10% 52.43 – 20% 52.43 – 10%


52.50 – 40% 52.50 – 25% 52.50 – 40%


52.62 – 25% 52.62 – 40% 52.62 – 45%


Allocation to 52.50 Allocation to 52.43 Allocation to 52.50


72. When choosing between specialised retail trade 52.2 – 52.4 and non-specialised
retail trade 52.1 the outcome will depend on the number of NACE Rev.1.1 classes
involved, and the way in which activity is distributed across those classes.


73. If the products sold comprise up to four classes of NACE Rev.1.1 groups 52.2 and/or
52.3 and/or 52.4, none of which accounts for a share of 50% or more in terms of
value added, but each represents 5% or more of value added, a specialised trade is
still involved. It is then necessary to determine only the focus of the activities on the
basis of value added. The main activity, selecting first the main group and then the
class within that group, will then determine the allocation.


52.21 – 30% 52.21 – 30% 52.21 – 20%


52.22 – 5% 52.22 – 15% 52.22 – 5%


52.31 – 45% 52.31 – 40% 52.31 – 35%


52.43 – 20% 52.43 – 15% 52.43 – 40%


Allocation to 52.31 Allocation to 52.21 Allocation to 52.43


74. If the products sold comprise five or more classes of groups 52.2, 52.3 and 52.4, each
representing 5% or more of value added, but none of which accounts for a share of
50% or more, this should be classified as a non-specialised store and allocated to
group 52.1. If food, beverages and tobacco represent at least 35% of value added,
allocation will be made to NACE Rev.1.1 class 52.11. In all other cases, allocation
should be to class 52.12.


52.21 – 5% 52.21 – 20% 52.21 – 5%


52.22 – 10% 52.22 – 15% 52.22 – 5%


52.31 – 15% 52.31 – 10% 52.31 – 40%


52.33 – 25% 52.33 – 10% 52.33 – 40%


52.44 – 45% 52.44 – 45% 52.44 – 10%


Allocation to 52.12 Allocation to 52.11 Allocation to 52.12


Note:  The allocation rules are always based on the retail activity of the unit. If, in
addition to its retail trade, a unit has a secondary activity which also provides services


Several classes, none
has 50%


Specialised/non-specialised


Up to four classes


Five or more classes
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or produces goods, the allocation of the unit to the appropriate class of division 52 is
determined by the composition of its retail activity only.


Section L: Public administration


75. The classification criteria used in the private sector are also applied to government
bodies. Consequently, not all government bodies are classified to Section L. Units
carrying out activities at the national, regional or local levels that are specifically
attributable to other areas of NACE Rev.1.1 are classified in the appropriate section
(for example, education in Section M, health and social work in Section N) rather
than in Section L Public administration and defence; compulsory social security.


For example, a higher education establishment administered by central or local
government is allocated to class 80.30 and a hospital similarly administered is
allocated to class 85.11.


Section P: Private households employing domestic staff and undifferentiated
production activities of households for own use


76. Class 95.00 includes the activities of private households employing domestic
personnel only. The result of this activity is considered production by the national
accounts system and for this purpose and for certain surveys this class has been
included in NACE Rev.1.1. The domestic personnel themselves should not be
classified in classes 95.00.


77. Based on ISIC Rev.3.1, two new divisions were included in NACE Rev. 1.1 (division
96 Undifferentiated goods-producing activities of private households for own use
and division 97 Undifferentiated service-producing activities of private households
for own use) in order to cover all production activities, even if only done by private
households for their own use.


78. These divisions would normally not be relevant in business statistics, but would be
needed for data collections covering business statistics, household and subsistence
activities.


Changes in the classification of units


79. The principal activity may change suddenly from one statistical period to the next,
either because of seasonal factors or because of a management decision to vary the
pattern of output. Alternatively, a change in the pattern of output or sales may take
place gradually over several years. In each case, the classification of the unit should
be changed, but too frequent changes distort statistics and make interpretation
extremely difficult.


80. To avoid frequent changes, it is necessary to have a stability rule. Without such a rule
there would be apparent changes in the economic demography of the business
population which would be no more than statistical artifacts. The working rule is
that the formerly secondary activity should exceed the activity to which the unit is
currently classified for two years before the classification is changed.


81. Changes in the classification of units for the purposes of statistical inquiries should
not be made more than once a year, either at fixed dates or as the information
becomes available.  More frequent changes would result in inconsistency between
short term (monthly and quarterly) and longer term statistics.
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Glossary
82. This glossary gives a further description of some of the terms used throughout the


NACE Rev.1.1 Introduction, Annex and Explanatory Notes. Every attempt has been
made to ensure that the descriptions are consistent with the definitions of the terms
when used elsewhere, but these descriptions are not intended to give all-purpose
definitive meanings of the words. The purpose of this glossary is merely to help the
user of NACE Rev.1.1 to interpret it correctly.


83. An exclusive by-product is a product technologically linked to the production of
other products in the same group, but which is not produced in any other group
(for example, molasses linked to the production of sugar). Exclusive by-products
are used as inputs for the manufacture of other products.


84. An ordinary by-product (that is, a by-product which is not exclusive to a single
group) is a product technologically linked to the production of other products, but
which is produced in several groups (for example, the hydrogen produced during
petroleum refining is technologically linked to that produced in petrochemical
manufacture and coal carbonization and identical to that produced in the group
comprising other basic chemical products).


85. Capital goods are goods, other than material inputs and fuel, used for the production
of other goods and/or services. They include factory buildings, machinery,
locomotives, lorries and tractors. Land is not usually regarded as a capital good.


86. A commodity is a transportable good that may be exchanged. It may be one of a run
from a production line, a unique item (Mona Lisa) or the material medium for a
service (software diskette). This is the concept used for customs classifications.


87. An industrial process is a transformation process whether physical, chemical,
manual, or whatever, used in the manufacture of new products (whether consumer,
intermediate or investment goods), in the processing of used products or in the
provision of services to industry as defined in Sections C (extractive industries), D
(manufacturing industry), E (production and distribution of Electricity, gas and
water) and F (construction industry).


88. Machinery and equipment of a type designed principally for use by private
households, for example, household washing machines.


89. Machinery and equipment of a type designed principally for use in non-domestic
premises, for example, machine tools, laundry-type washing machines.


90. All activities included within Section D. Both cottage industry and large-scale
activities are included. It should be noted that the use of heavy plant or machinery
is not exclusive to Section D.


91. A product is the outcome of economic activity. It is the generic term applied to
goods and services.


92. Products for which processing has been completed.


93. Products that have undergone some processing but require further processing
before they are ready for use. They may be sold to other manufacturers for further
processing. Typical examples would include rough metal castings sold for finishing
elsewhere.


By-products
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94. Production is an activity resulting in a product. It is used with reference to the whole
range of economic activities. The term is not reserved for the agricultural, mining
or manufacturing sectors. It is also used in relation to the service sector. More
specific terms may be used to denote production. Provision of services, processing
and manufacturing are examples, depending on the branch of activity. Production
may be measured in various ways either in physical terms or according to value.


95. Transformation is a process that modifies the nature, composition or form of raw
materials, semi-finished or finished products for the purpose of obtaining new
products.


96. A process that is carried out, inter alia, for the purpose of protecting certain
products, for giving them certain properties or for preventing any harmful effects
that might otherwise result from their use. Examples are the treatment of crops,
wood, metals and waste.


97. The gross value added is the value of gross output less the cost of material and other
intermediate inputs, adjusted for any change in stocks.


Production


Transformation


Treatment


Value added
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UK SIC(2003)


Summary of Structure


Division | Group | Class and | Description
Subclass


Section A Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry


01 Agriculture, Hunting and Related Service Activities


01.1 Growing of crops; market gardening; horticulture


01.11 Growing of cereals and other crops not elsewhere classified


01.12 Growing of vegetables, horticultural specialities and nursery products


01.13 Growing of fruit, nuts, beverage and spice crops


01.13/1 Growing of wine grapes and table grapes and production of wine from self-produced grapes


01.13/9 Growing of other fruit, nuts and spice crops; growing of other beverage crops


01.2 Farming of animals


01.21 Farming of cattle, dairy farming


01.22 Farming of sheep, goats, horses, asses, mules and hinnies


01.23 Farming of swine


01.24 Farming of poultry


01.25 Other farming of animals


01.3 Growing of crops combined with farming of animals (mixed farming)


01.30 Growing of crops combined with farming of animals (mixed farming)


01.4 Agricultural and animal husbandry service activities, except veterinary activities; landscape gardening


01.41 Agricultural service activities; landscape gardening


01.42 Animal husbandry service activities, except veterinary activities


01.42/1 Farm animal boarding and care


01.42/9 Animal husbandry service activities, except veterinary activities, not elsewhere classified


01.5 Hunting, trapping and game propagation including related service activities


01.50 Hunting, trapping and game propagation including related service activities


02 Forestry, Logging and Related Service Activities


02.0 Forestry, logging and related service activities


02.01 Forestry and logging


02.02 Forestry and logging  related service activities


Section B Fishing


05 Fishing, Fish Farming and Related Service Activities


05.0 Fishing,  fish farming and related service activities


05.01 Fishing


05.02 Fish farming
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Section C Mining and Quarrying


Subsection CA Mining and Quarrying of Energy Producing Materials


10 Mining of Coal and Lignite; Extraction of Peat


10.1 Mining and agglomeration of hard coal


10.10 Mining and agglomeration of hard coal


10.10/1 Deep coal mines


10.10/2 Open cast coal working


10.10/3 Manufacture of solid fuel


10.2 Mining and agglomeration of lignite


10.20 Mining and agglomeration of lignite


10.3 Extraction and agglomeration of peat


10.30 Extraction and agglomeration of peat


11 Extraction of Crude Petroleum and Natural Gas; Service Activities Incidental to Oil and Gas Extraction
Excluding Surveying


11.1 Extraction of crude petroleum and natural gas


11.10 Extraction of crude petroleum and natural gas


11.2 Service activities incidental to oil and gas extraction excluding surveying


11.20 Service activities incidental to oil and gas extraction excluding surveying


12 Mining of Uranium and Thorium Ores


12.0 Mining of uranium and thorium ores


12.00 Mining of uranium and thorium ores


Subsection CB Mining and Quarrying Except Energy Producing Materials


13 Mining of Metal Ores


13.1 Mining of iron ores


13.10 Mining of iron ores


13.2 Mining of non-ferrous metal ores, except uranium and thorium ores


13.20 Mining of non-ferrous metal ores, except uranium and thorium ores


14 Other Mining and Quarrying


14.1 Quarrying of stone


14.11 Quarrying of ornamental and building stone


14.12 Quarrying of limestone, gypsum and chalk


14.13 Quarrying of slate


14.2 Quarrying of sand and clay


14.21 Operation of gravel and sand pits


14.22 Mining of clays and kaolin


14.3 Mining of chemicals and fertiliser minerals


14.30 Mining of chemicals and fertiliser minerals


14.4 Production of salt


14.40 Production of salt


14.5 Other mining and quarrying not elsewhere classified


14.50 Other mining and quarrying not elsewhere classified
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Section D Manufacturing


Subsection DA Manufacture of Food Products, Beverages and Tobacco


15 Manufacture of Food Products and Beverages


15.1 Production, processing and preserving of meat and meat products


15.11 Production and preserving of meat


15.11/1 Slaughtering of animals other than poultry and rabbits


15.11/2 Animal by-product processing


15.11/3 Fellmongery


15.12 Production and preserving of poultry meat


15.13 Production of meat and poultry meat products


15.13/1 Bacon and ham production


15.13/2 This code is no longer in use


15.13/9 Other meat and poultry meat processing


15.2 Processing and preserving of fish and fish products


15.20 Processing and preserving of fish and fish products


15.20/1 Freezing of fish


15.20/2 This code is no longer in use


15.20/9 Other fish processing and preserving


15.3 Processing and preserving of fruit and vegetables


15.31 Processing and preserving of potatoes


15.32 Manufacture of fruit and vegetable juice


15.33 Processing and preserving of fruit and vegetables not elsewhere classified


15.4 Manufacture of vegetable and animal oils and fats


15.41 Manufacture of crude oils and fats


15.42 Manufacture of refined oils and fats


15.43 Manufacture of margarine and similar edible fats


15.5 Manufacture of dairy products


15.51 Operation of dairies and cheese making


15.51/1 Liquid milk and cream production


15.51/2 Butter and cheese production


15.51/3 This code is no longer in use


15.51/9 Manufacture of other milk products


15.52 Manufacture of ice cream


15.6 Manufacture of grain mill products, starches and starch products


15.61 Manufacture of grain mill products


15.61/1 Grain milling


15.61/2 Manufacture of breakfast cereals and cereals-based foods


15.62 Manufacture of starches and starch products


15.7 Manufacture of prepared animal feeds


15.71 Manufacture of prepared feeds for farm animals


15.72 Manufacture of prepared pet foods


15.8 Manufacture of other food products


15.81 Manufacture of bread; manufacture of fresh pastry goods and cakes


15.82 Manufacture of rusks and biscuits; manufacture of preserved pastry goods and cakes


15.83 Manufacture of sugar


15.84 Manufacture of cocoa, chocolate and sugar confectionery
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15.84/1 Manufacture of cocoa and chocolate confectionery


15.84/2 Manufacture of sugar confectionery


15.85 Manufacture of macaroni, noodles, couscous and similar farinaceous products


15.86 Processing of tea and coffee


15.86/1 Tea processing


15.86/2 Production of coffee and coffee substitutes


15.87 Manufacture of condiments and seasonings


15.88 Manufacture of homogenised food preparations and dietetic food


15.89 Manufacture of other food products not elsewhere classified


15.89/1 Manufacture of soups


15.89/2 This code is no longer in use


15.89/9 Manufacture of other food products not elsewhere classified


15.9 Manufacture of beverages


15.91 Manufacture of distilled potable alcoholic beverages


15.92 Production of ethyl alcohol from fermented materials


15.93 Manufacture of wines


15.93/1 Manufacture of wine of fresh grapes and grape juice


15.93/2 Manufacture of wine based on concentrated grape must


15.94 Manufacture of cider and other fruit wines


15.94/1 Manufacture of cider and perry


15.94/2 This code is no longer in use


15.94/9 Manufacture of other fermented fruit beverages


15.95 Manufacture of other non-distilled fermented beverages


15.96 Manufacture of beer


15.97 Manufacture of malt


15.98 Manufacture of mineral waters and soft drinks


16 Manufacture of Tobacco Products


16.0 Manufacture of tobacco products


16.00 Manufacture of tobacco products


Subsection DB Manufacture of Textiles and Textile Products


17 Manufacture of Textiles


17.1 Preparation and spinning of textile fibres


17.11 Preparation and spinning of cotton-type fibres


17.12 Preparation and spinning of woollen-type fibres


17.13 Preparation and spinning of worsted-type fibres


17.14 Preparation and spinning of flax-type fibres


17.15 Throwing and preparation of silk including from noils and throwing and texturing of synthetic or artificial
filament yarns


17.16 Manufacture of sewing threads


17.17 Preparation and spinning of other textile fibres


17.2 Textile weaving


17.21 Cotton-type weaving


17.22 Woollen-type weaving


17.23 Worsted-type weaving


17.24 Silk-type weaving


17.25 Other textile weaving


17.3 Finishing of textiles


17.30 Finishing of textiles
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17.4 Manufacture of made-up textile articles, except apparel


17.40 Manufacture of made-up textile articles, except apparel


17.40/1 Manufacture of soft furnishings


17.40/2 Manufacture of canvas goods, sacks, etc.


17.40/3 Manufacture of household textiles


17.5 Manufacture of other textiles


17.51 Manufacture of carpets and rugs


17.51/1 Manufacture of woven carpets and rugs


17.51/2 Manufacture of tufted carpets and rugs


17.51/3 This code is no longer in use


17.51/9 Manufacture of other carpets and rugs


17.52 Manufacture of cordage, rope, twine and netting


17.53 Manufacture of non-wovens and articles made from non-wovens, except apparel


17.54 Manufacture of other textiles not elsewhere classified


17.54/1 Manufacture of lace


17.54/2 Manufacture of narrow fabrics


17.54/3 This code is no longer in use


17.54/9 Manufacture of other textiles not elsewhere classified


17.6 Manufacture of knitted and crocheted fabrics


17.60 Manufacture of knitted and crocheted fabrics


17.7 Manufacture of knitted and crocheted articles


17.71 Manufacture of knitted and crocheted hosiery


17.72 Manufacture of knitted and crocheted pullovers, cardigans and similar articles


18 Manufacture of Wearing Apparel; Dressing and Dyeing of Fur


18.1 Manufacture of leather clothes


18.10 Manufacture of leather clothes


18.2 Manufacture of other wearing apparel and accessories


18.21 Manufacture of workwear


18.22 Manufacture of other outerwear


18.22/1 Manufacture of other men’s outerwear


18.22/2 Manufacture of other women’s outerwear


18.23 Manufacture of underwear


18.23/1 Manufacture of men’s underwear


18.23/2 Manufacture of women’s underwear


18.24 Manufacture of other wearing apparel and accessories not elsewhere classified


18.24/1 Manufacture of hats


18.24/2 This code is no longer in use


18.24/3 Cut, make and trim for clothing manufacturers (CMT)


18.24/9 Manufacture of other wearing apparel and accessories not elsewhere classified


18.3 Dressing and dyeing of fur; manufacture of articles of fur


18.30 Dressing and dyeing of fur; manufacture of articles of fur


Subsection DC Manufacture of Leather and Leather Products


19 Tanning and Dressing of Leather; Manufacture of Handbags, Saddlery, Harness And Footwear


19.1 Tanning and dressing of leather


19.10 Tanning and dressing of leather
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19.2 Manufacture of luggage, handbags and the like, saddlery and harness


19.20 Manufacture of luggage, handbags and the like, saddlery and harness


19.3 Manufacture of footwear


19.30 Manufacture of footwear


Subsection DD Manufacture of Wood and Wood Products


20 Manufacture of Wood And Products of Wood And Cork, Except Furniture; Manufacture of Articles
of Straw and Plaiting Materials


20.1 Saw milling and planing of wood, impregnation of wood


20.10 Saw milling and planing of wood, impregnation of wood


20.2 Manufacture of veneer sheets; manufacture of plywood, laminboard, particle board, fibre board
and other panels and boards


20.20 Manufacture of veneer sheets; manufacture of plywood, laminboard, particle board, fibre board
and other panels and boards


20.3 Manufacture of builders’ carpentry and joinery


20.30 Manufacture of builders’ carpentry and joinery


20.4 Manufacture of wooden containers


20.40 Manufacture of wooden containers


20.5 Manufacture of other products of wood; manufacture of articles of cork, straw and plaiting materials


20.51 Manufacture of other products of wood


20.52 Manufacture of articles of cork, straw and plaiting materials


Subsection DE Manufacture of Pulp, Paper and Paper Products Publishing and Printing


21 Manufacture of Pulp, Paperand Paper Products


21.1 Manufacture of pulp, paper and paperboard


21.11 Manufacture of pulp


21.12 Manufacture of paper and paperboard


21.2 Manufacture of articles of paper and paperboard


21.21 Manufacture of corrugated paper and paperboard and of containers of paper and paperboard


21.21/1 Manufacture of corrugated paper and paperboard, sacks and bags


21.21/2 This code is no longer in use


21.21/3 Manufacture of cartons, boxes and cases of corrugated paper and paperboard


21.21/4 Manufacture of cartons, boxes and cases of non-corrugated paper and paperboard


21.21/5 Manufacture of cartons and similar containers of paper and paperboard specifically designed for
carrying liquids, whether or not waxed


21.21/9 Manufacture of other paper and paperboard containers


21.22 Manufacture of household and sanitary goods and of toilet requisites


21.23 Manufacture of paper stationery


21.24 Manufacture of wallpaper


21.25 Manufacture of other articles of paper and paperboard not elsewhere classified


21.25/1 Manufacture of printed labels


21.25/2 Manufacture of unprinted labels


21.25/9 Manufacture of other articles of paper and paperboard not elsewhere classified


22 Publishing, Printing and Reproduction of Recorded Media


22.1 Publishing


22.11 Publishing of books


22.12 Publishing of newspapers
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22.13 Publishing of journals and periodicals


22.14 Publishing of sound recordings


22.15 Other publishing


22.2 Printing and service activities related to printing


22.21 Printing of newspapers


22.22 Printing not elsewhere classified


22.23 Bookbinding


22.24 Pre-press activities


22.25 Ancillary activities related to printing


22.3 Reproduction of recorded media


22.31 Reproduction of sound recording


22.32 Reproduction of video recording


22.33 Reproduction of computer media


Subsection DF Manufacture of Coke, Refined Petroleum Products and Nuclear Fuel


23 Manufacture of Coke, Refined Petroleum Products and Nuclear Fuel


23.1 Manufacture of coke oven products


23.10 Manufacture of coke oven products


23.2 Manufacture of refined petroleum products


23.20 Manufacture of refined petroleum products


23.20/1 Mineral oil refining


23.20/2 This code is no longer in use


23.20/9 Other treatment of petroleum products (excluding petrochemicals manufacture)


23.3 Processing of nuclear fuel


23.30 Processing of nuclear fuel


Subsection DG Manufacture of Chemicals, Chemical Products and Man-made Fibres


24 Manufacture of Chemicals and Chemical Products


24.1 Manufacture of basic chemicals


24.11 Manufacture of industrial gases


24.12 Manufacture of dyes and pigments


24.13 Manufacture of other inorganic basic chemicals


24.14 Manufacture of other organic basic chemicals


24.15 Manufacture of fertilisers and nitrogen compounds


24.16 Manufacture of plastics in primary forms


24.17 Manufacture of synthetic rubber in primary forms


24.2 Manufacture of pesticides and other agro-chemical products


24.20 Manufacture of pesticides and other agro-chemical products


24.3 Manufacture of paints, varnishes and similar coatings, printing ink and mastics


24.30 Manufacture of paints, varnishes and similar coatings, printing ink and mastics


24.30/1 Manufacture of paints, varnishes and similar coatings


24.30/2 Manufacture of printing ink


24.30/3 Manufacture of mastics and sealants


24.4 Manufacture of pharmaceuticals, medicinal chemicals and botanical products


24.41 Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products


24.42 Manufacture of pharmaceutical preparations


24.42/1 Manufacture of medicaments


24.42/2 Manufacture of non-medicaments
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24.5 Manufacture of soap and detergents, cleaning and polishing preparations, perfumes and
toilet preparations


24.51 Manufacture of soap and detergents, cleaning and polishing preparations


24.51/1 Manufacture of soap and detergents


24.51/2 Manufacture of cleaning and polishing preparations


24.52 Manufacture of perfumes and toilet preparations


24.6 Manufacture of other chemical products


24.61 Manufacture of explosives


24.62 Manufacture of glues and gelatine


24.63 Manufacture of essential oils


24.64 Manufacture photographic chemical material


24.65 Manufacture of prepared unrecorded media


24.66 Manufacture of other chemical products not elsewhere classified


24.7 Manufacture of man-made fibres


24.70 Manufacture of man-made fibres


Subsection DH Manufacture of Rubber and Plastic Products


25 Manufacture of Rubber and Plastic Products


25.1 Manufacture of rubber products


25.11 Manufacture of rubber tyres and tubes


25.12 Retreading and rebuilding of rubber tyres


25.13 Manufacture of other rubber products


25.2 Manufacture of plastic products


25.21 Manufacture of plastic plates, sheets, tubes and profiles


25.22 Manufacture of plastic packing goods


25.23 Manufacture of builders’ ware of plastic


25.23/1 Manufacture of plastic floor coverings


25.23/2 This code is no longer in use


25.23/9 Manufacture of other builders’ ware of plastic


25.24 Manufacture of other plastic products


Subsection DI Manufacture of Other Non-metallic Mineral Products


26 Manufacture of Other Non-metallic Mineral Products


26.1 Manufacture of glass and glass products


26.11 Manufacture of flat glass


26.12 Shaping and processing of flat glass


26.13 Manufacture of hollow glass


26.14 Manufacture of glass fibres


26.15 Manufacture and processing of other glass including technical glassware


26.2 Manufacture of non-refractory ceramic goods other than for construction purposes;
manufacture of refractory ceramic products


26.21 Manufacture of ceramic household and ornamental articles


26.22 Manufacture of ceramic sanitary fixtures


26.23 Manufacture of ceramic insulators and insulating fittings


26.24 Manufacture of other technical ceramic products


26.25 Manufacture of other ceramic products


26.26 Manufacture of refractory ceramic products


26.3 Manufacture of ceramic tiles and flags


26.30 Manufacture of ceramic tiles and flags
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26.4 Manufacture of bricks, tiles and construction products, in baked clay


26.40 Manufacture of bricks, tiles and construction products, in baked clay


26.5 Manufacture of cement, lime and plaster


26.51 Manufacture of cement


26.52 Manufacture of lime


26.53 Manufacture of plaster


26.6 Manufacture of articles of concrete, plaster and cement


26.61 Manufacture of concrete products for construction purposes


26.62 Manufacture of plaster products for construction purposes


26.63 Manufacture of ready-mixed concrete


26.64 Manufacture of mortars


26.65 Manufacture of fibre cement


26.66 Manufacture of other articles of concrete, plaster and cement


26.7 Cutting, shaping and finishing of ornamental and building stone


26.70 Cutting, shaping and finishing of ornamental and building stone


26.8 Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products


26.81 Production of abrasive products


26.82 Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products not elsewhere classified


26.82/1 Manufacture of asbestos


26.82/2 This code is no longer in use


26.82/9 Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products not elsewhere classified


Subsection DJ Manufacture of Basic Metals and Fabricated Metal Products


27 Manufacture of Basic Metals


27.1 Manufacture of basic iron and steel and of ferro-alloys


27.10 Manufacture of basic iron and steel and of ferro-alloys


27.2 Manufacture of tubes


27.21 Manufacture of cast iron tubes


27.22 Manufacture of steel tubes


27.3 Other first processing of iron and steel


27.31 Cold drawing


27.32 Cold rolling of narrow strip


27.33 Cold forming or folding


27.34 Wire drawing


27.35 This code is no longer in use


27.4 Manufacture of basic precious and non-ferrous metals


27.41 Precious metals production


27.42 Aluminium production


27.43 Lead, zinc and tin production


27.44 Copper production


27.45 Other non-ferrous metal production


27.5 Casting of metals


27.51 Casting of iron


27.52 Casting of steel


27.53 Casting of light metals


27.54 Casting of other non-ferrous metals
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28 Manufacture of Fabricated Metal Products, Except Machinery and Equipment


28.1 Manufacture of structural metal products


28.11 Manufacture of metal structures and parts of structures


28.12 Manufacture of builders’ carpentry and joinery of metal


28.2 Manufacture of tanks, reservoirs and containers of metal; manufacture of central heating radiators and boilers


28.21 Manufacture of tanks, reservoirs and containers of metal


28.22 Manufacture of central heating radiators and boilers


28.3 Manufacture of steam generators, except central heating hot water boilers


28.30 Manufacture of steam generators, except central heating hot water boilers


28.4 Forging, pressing, stamping and roll forming of metal; powder metallurgy


28.40 Forging, pressing, stamping and roll forming of metal; powder metallurgy


28.5 Treatment and coating of metals; general mechanical engineering


28.51 Treatment and coating of metals


28.52 General mechanical engineering


28.6 Manufacture of cutlery, tools and general hardware


28.61 Manufacture of cutlery


28.62 Manufacture of tools


28.63 Manufacture of locks and hinges


28.7 Manufacture of other fabricated metal products


28.71 Manufacture of steel drums and similar containers


28.72 Manufacture of light metal packaging


28.73 Manufacture of wire products


28.74 Manufacture of fasteners, screw machine products, chains and springs


28.75 Manufacture of other fabricated metal products not elsewhere classified


Subsection DK Manufacture of Machinery and Equipment Not Elsewhere Classified


29 Manufacture of Machinery and Equipment Not Elsewhere Classified


29.1 Manufacture of machinery for the production and use of mechanical power, except aircraft, vehicle
and cycle engines


29.11 Manufacture of engines and turbines, except aircraft, vehicle and cycle engines


29.12 Manufacture of pumps and compressors


29.12/1 Manufacture of pumps


29.12/2 Manufacture of compressors


29.13 Manufacture of taps and valves


29.14 Manufacture of bearings, gears, gearing and driving elements


29.2 Manufacture of other general purpose machinery


29.21 Manufacture of furnaces and furnace burners


29.22 Manufacture of lifting and handling equipment


29.23 Manufacture of non-domestic cooling and ventilation equipment


29.24 Manufacture of other general purpose machinery not elsewhere classified


29.3 Manufacture of agricultural and forestry machinery


29.31 Manufacture of agricultural tractors


29.32 Manufacture of other agricultural and forestry machinery


29.4 Manufacture of machine tools


29.41 Manufacture of portable hand held power tools


29.42 Manufacture of  other metalworking machine tools


29.43 Manufacture of other machine tools not elsewhere classified
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29.5 Manufacture of other special purpose machinery


29.51 Manufacture of machinery for metallurgy


29.52 Manufacture of machinery for mining, quarrying and construction


29.52/1 Manufacture of machinery for mining


29.52/2 Manufacture of earth-moving equipment


29.52/3 Manufacture of equipment for concrete crushing and screening and roadworks


29.53 Manufacture of machinery for food, beverage and tobacco processing


29.54 Manufacture of machinery for textile, apparel and leather production


29.55 Manufacture of machinery for paper and paperboard production


29.56 Manufacture of other special purpose machinery not elsewhere classified


29.6 Manufacture of weapons and ammunition


29.60 Manufacture of weapons and ammunition


29.7 Manufacture of domestic appliances not elsewhere classified


29.71 Manufacture of electric domestic appliances


29.72 Manufacture of non-electric domestic appliances


Subsection DL Manufacture of Electrical and Optical Equipment


30 Manufacture of Office Machinery and Computers


30.0 Manufacture of office machinery and computers


30.01 Manufacture of office machinery


30.02 Manufacture of computers and other information processing equipment


31 Manufacture of Electrical Machinery and Apparatus Not Elsewhere Classified


31.1 Manufacture of electric motors, generators and transformers


31.10 Manufacture of electric motors, generators and transformers


31.2 Manufacture of electricity distribution and control apparatus


31.20 Manufacture of electricity distribution and control apparatus


31.3 Manufacture of insulated wire and cable


31.30 Manufacture of insulated wire and cable


31.4 Manufacture of accumulators, primary cells and primary batteries


31.40 Manufacture of accumulators, primary cells and primary batteries


31.5 Manufacture of lighting equipment and electric lamps


31.50 Manufacture of lighting equipment and electric lamps


31.6 Manufacture of electrical equipment not elsewhere classified


31.61 Manufacture of electrical equipment for engines and vehicles not elsewhere classified


31.62 Manufacture of other electrical equipment not elsewhere classified


32 Manufacture of Radio, Television and Communication Equipment and Apparatus


32.1 Manufacture of electronic valves and tubes and other electronic components


32.10 Manufacture of electronic valves and tubes and other electronic components


32.2 Manufacture of television and radio transmitters and apparatus for line telephony and line telegraphy


32.20 Manufacture of television and radio transmitters and apparatus for line telephony and line telegraphy


32.20/1 Manufacture of telegraph and telephone apparatus and equipment


32.20/2 Manufacture of radio and electronic capital goods
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32.3 Manufacture of television and radio receivers, sound or video recording or reproducing apparatus
and associated goods


32.30 Manufacture of television and radio receivers, sound or video recording or reproducing apparatus
and associated goods


33 Manufacture of Medical, Precision and Optical Instruments, Watches and Clocks


33.1 Manufacture of medical and surgical equipment and orthopaedic appliances


33.10 Manufacture of medical and surgical equipment and orthopaedic appliances


33.2 Manufacture of instruments and appliances for measuring, checking, testing, navigating and other
purposes, except industrial process control equipment


33.20 Manufacture of instruments and appliances for measuring, checking, testing, navigating and other
purposes, except industrial process control equipment


33.20/1 Manufacture of electronic instruments and appliances for measuring, checking, testing, navigating
and other purposes, except industrial process control equipment


33.20/2 Manufacture of non-electronic instruments and appliances for measuring, checking, testing,
navigating and other purposes, except industrial process control equipment


33.3 Manufacture of industrial process control equipment


33.30 Manufacture of industrial process control equipment


33.30/1 Manufacture of electronic industrial process control equipment


33.30/2 Manufacture of non-electronic industrial process control equipment


33.4 Manufacture of optical instruments and photographic equipment


33.40 Manufacture of optical instruments and photographic equipment


33.40/1 Manufacture of spectacles and unmounted lenses


33.40/2 Manufacture of optical precision instruments


33.40/3 Manufacture of photographic and cinematographic equipment


33.5 Manufacture of watches and clocks


33.50 Manufacture of watches and clocks


Subsection DM Manufacture of Transport Equipment


34 Manufacture of Motor Vehicles, Trailers and Semi-trailers


34.1 Manufacture of motor vehicles


34.10 Manufacture of motor vehicles


34.2 Manufacture of bodies (coachwork) for motor vehicles; manufacture of trailers and semi-trailers


34.20 Manufacture of bodies (coachwork) for motor vehicles; manufacture of trailers and semi-trailers


34.20/1 Manufacture of bodies (coachwork) for motor vehicles (except caravans)


34.20/2 Manufacture of trailers and semi-trailers


34.20/3 Manufacture of caravans


34.3 Manufacture of parts and accessories for motor vehicles and their engines


34.30 Manufacture of parts and accessories for motor vehicles and their engines


35 Manufacture of Other Transport Equipment


35.1 Building and repairing of ships and boats


35.11 Building and repairing of ships


35.12 Building and repairing of pleasure and sporting boats


35.2 Manufacture of railway and tramway locomotives and rolling stock


35.20 Manufacture of railway and tramway locomotives and rolling stock


35.3 Manufacture of aircraft and spacecraft


35.30 Manufacture of aircraft and spacecraft
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35.4 Manufacture of motorcycles and bicycles


35.41 Manufacture of motorcycles


35.42 Manufacture of bicycles


35.43 Manufacture of invalid carriages


35.5 Manufacture of other transport equipment not elsewhere classified


35.50 Manufacture of other transport equipment not elsewhere classified


Subsection DN Manufacturing Not Elsewhere Classified


36 Manufacture of Furniture; Manufacturing Not Elsewhere Classified


36.1 Manufacture of furniture


36.11 Manufacture of chairs and seats


36.12 Manufacture of other office and shop furniture


36.13 Manufacture of other kitchen furniture


36.14 Manufacture of other furniture


36.15 Manufacture of mattresses


36.2 Manufacture of jewellery and related articles


36.21 Striking of coins


36.22 Manufacture of jewellery and related articles not elsewhere classified


36.3 Manufacture of musical instruments


36.30 Manufacture of musical instruments


36.4 Manufacture of sports goods


36.40 Manufacture of sports goods


36.5 Manufacture of games and toys


36.50 Manufacture of games and toys


36.50/1 Manufacture of professional and arcade games and toys


36.50/2 This code is no longer in use


36.50/9 Manufacture of other games and toys not elsewhere classified


36.6 Miscellaneous manufacturing not elsewhere classified


36.61 Manufacture of imitation jewellery


36.62 Manufacture of brooms and brushes


36.63 Other manufacturing not elsewhere classified


36.63/1 Manufacture of miscellaneous stationers’ goods


36.63/2 This code is no longer in use


36.63/9 Other manufacturing not elsewhere classified


37 Recycling


37.1 Recycling of metal waste and scrap


37.10 Recycling of metal waste and scrap


37.2 Recycling of non-metal waste and scrap


37.20 Recycling of non-metal waste and scrap


Section E Electricity, Gas and Water Supply


40 Electricity, Gas, Steam and Hot Water Supply


40.1 Production and distribution of electricity


40.11 Production of electricity


40.12 Transmission of electricity


40.13 Distribution and trade in electricity
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40.2 Manufacture of gas; distribution of gaseous fuels through mains


40.21 Manufacture of gas


40.22 Distribution and trade of gaseous fuels through mains


40.3 Steam and hot water supply


40.30 Steam and hot water supply


41 Collection, Purification and Distribution of Water


41.0 Collection, purification and distribution of water


41.00 Collection, purification and distribution of water


Section F Construction


45 Construction


45.1 Site preparation


45.11 Demolition and wrecking of buildings; earth moving


45.12 Test drilling and boring


45.2 Building of complete constructions or parts thereof; civil engineering


45.21 General construction of buildings and civil engineering works


45.21/1 Construction of commercial buildings


45.21/2 Construction of domestic buildings


45.21/3 Construction of civil engineering constructions


45.22 Erection of roof covering and frames


45.23 Construction of motorways, roads,  railways,  airfields and sports facilities


45.24 Construction of water projects


45.25 Other construction work involving special trades


45.3 Building installation


45.31 Installation of electrical wiring and fittings


45.32 Insulation work activities


45.33 Plumbing


45.34 Other building installation


45.4 Building completion


45.41 Plastering


45.42 Joinery installation


45.43 Floor or wall covering


45.44 Painting and glazing


45.45 Other building completion


45.5 Renting of construction or demolition equipment with operator


45.50 Renting of construction or demolition equipment with operator


Section G Wholesale and Retail Trade; Repair of Motor Vehicles, Motorcycles and Personal and
Household Goods


50 Sale, Maintenance and Repair of Motor Vehicles and Motorcycles; Retail Sale of Automotive Fuel


50.1 Sale of motor vehicles


50.10 Sale of motor vehicles


50.10/1 Sale of new motor vehicles


50.10/2 Sale of used motor vehicles


50.2 Maintenance and repair of motor vehicles


50.20 Maintenance and repair of motor vehicles


50.3 Sale of motor vehicle parts and accessories


50.30 Sale of motor vehicle parts and accessories
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50.4 Sale, maintenance and repair of motorcycles and related parts and accessories


50.40 Sale, maintenance and repair of motorcycles and related parts and accessories


50.5 Retail sale of automotive fuel


50.50 Retail sale of automotive fuel


51 Wholesale Trade and Commission Trade, Except of Motor Vehicles and Motorcycles


51.1 Wholesale on a fee or contract basis


51.11 Agents involved in the sale of agricultural raw materials, live animals, textile raw materials and
semi-finished goods


51.12 Agents involved in the sale of fuels, ores, metals and industrial chemicals


51.13 Agents involved in the sale of timber and building materials


51.14 Agents involved in the sale of machinery, industrial equipment, ships and aircraft


51.15 Agents involved in the sale of furniture, household goods, hardware and ironmongery


51.16 Agents involved in the sale of textiles, clothing, footwear and leather goods


51.17 Agents involved in the sale of food, beverages and tobacco


51.18 Agents specialising in the sale of particular products or ranges of products not elsewhere classified


51.19 Agents involved in the sale of a variety of goods


51.2 Wholesale of agricultural raw materials and live animals


51.21 Wholesale of grain, seeds and animal feeds


51.22 Wholesale of flowers and plants


51.23 Wholesale of live animals


51.24 Wholesale of hides, skins and leather


51.24/1 Wholesale of fur skins


51.24/9 Wholesale of hides, skins and leather not elsewhere classified


51.25 Wholesale of unmanufactured tobacco


51.3 Wholesale of food, beverages and tobacco


51.31 Wholesale of fruit and vegetables


51.32 Wholesale of meat and meat products


51.33 Wholesale of dairy produce, eggs and edible oils and fats


51.33/1 Wholesale of dairy produce


51.33/2 Wholesale of eggs


51.33/3 Wholesale of edible oils and fats


51.34 Wholesale of alcoholic and other beverages


51.34/1 Wholesale of fruit and vegetable juices, mineral waters and soft drinks


51.34/2 Wholesale of wine, beer, spirits and other alcoholic beverages


51.35 Wholesale of tobacco products


51.36 Wholesale of sugar and chocolate and sugar confectionery


51.37 Wholesale of coffee, tea, cocoa and spices


51.38 Wholesale of other food including fish, crustaceans and molluscs


51.39 Non-specialised wholesale of food, beverages and tobacco


51.4 Wholesale of household goods


51.41 Wholesale of textiles


51.42 Wholesale of clothing and footwear


51.42/1 Wholesale of adults’ fur and leather clothing


51.42/2 Wholesale of children’s and infants’ clothing


51.42/3 Wholesale of footwear


51.42/9 Wholesale of clothing not elsewhere classified


51.43 Wholesale of electrical household appliances and radio and television goods


51.43/1 Wholesale of gramophone records, audio tapes, compact discs and video tapes and of the
equipment on which these are played


51.43/9 Wholesale of radio and television goods; wholesale of electrical household appliances not
elsewhere classified
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51.44 Wholesale of china and glassware, wallpaper and cleaning materials


51.45 Wholesale of perfume and cosmetics


51.46 Wholesale of pharmaceutical goods


51.47 Wholesale of other household goods


51.47/1 Wholesale of furniture


51.47/2 This code is no longer in use


51.47/3 Wholesale of jewellery


51.47/4 Wholesale of imitation jewellery


51.47/5 Wholesale of musical instruments


51.47/6 Wholesale of photographic goods


51.47/7 Wholesale of toys and games


51.47/8 Wholesale of travel and fancy goods


51.47/9 Wholesale of other household goods not elsewhere classified


51.5 Wholesale of non-agricultural intermediate products, waste and scrap


51.51 Wholesale of solid, liquid and gaseous fuels and related products


51.51/1 Wholesale of petroleum and petroleum products


51.51/2 This code is no longer in use


51.51/9 Wholesale of other fuels and related products


51.52 Wholesale of metals and ores


51.53 Wholesale of wood, construction materials and sanitary equipment


51.54 Wholesale of hardware, plumbing and heating equipment and supplies


51.55 Wholesale of chemical products


51.56 Wholesale of other intermediate products


51.57 Wholesale of waste and scrap


51.6 This code is no longer in use


51.7 This code is no longer in use


51.8 Wholesale of machinery, equipment and supplies


51.81 Wholesale of machine tools


51.82 Wholesale of mining, construction and civil engineering machinery


51.83 Wholesale of machinery for the textile industry, and of sewing and knitting machines


51.84 Wholesale of computers, computer peripheral equipment and software


51.85 Wholesale of other office machinery and equipment


51.86 Wholesale of other electronic parts and equipment


51.87 Wholesale of other machinery for use in industry,  trade and navigation


51.88 Wholesale of agricultural machinery and accessories and implements, including tractors


51.9 Other wholesale


51.90 Other wholesale


52 Retail Trade, Except of Motor Vehicles and Motorcycles; Repair of Personal and Household Goods


52.1 Retail sale in non-specialised stores


52.11 Retail sale in non-specialised stores with food, beverages or tobacco predominating


52.11/1 Retail sale by confectioners, tobacconists and newsagents (CTNs)


52.11/2 Retail sale in non-specialised stores (excluding CTNs) holding an alcohol licence with food, beverages
or tobacco predominating


52.11/3 Retail sale in non-specialised stores (excluding CTNs)  not holding an alcohol licence with food,
beverages or tobacco predominating


52.11/9 This code is no longer in use


52.12 Other retail sale in non-specialised stores


52.2 Retail sale of food, beverages and tobacco in specialised stores


52.21 Retail sale of fruit and vegetables
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52.22 Retail sale of meat and meat products


52.23 Retail sale of fish, crustaceans and molluscs


52.24 Retail sale of bread, cakes, flour confectionery and sugar confectionery


52.25 Retail sale of alcoholic and other beverages


52.26 Retail sale of tobacco products


52.27 Other retail sale of food, beverages and tobacco in specialised stores


52.3 Retail sale of pharmaceutical and medical goods, cosmetic and toilet articles


52.31 Dispensing chemists


52.32 Retail sale of medical and orthopaedic goods


52.32/1 Retail sale of hearing aids


52.32/9 Retail sale of medical and orthopaedic goods not elsewhere classified


52.33 Retail sale of cosmetic and toilet articles


52.4 Other retail sale of new goods in specialised stores


52.41 Retail sale of textiles


52.42 Retail sale of clothing


52.42/1 Retail sale of adults’ fur and leather clothing


52.42/2 Retail sale of children’s and infants’ clothing


52.42/3 Retail sale of other women’s clothing


52.42/4 Retail sale of other men’s clothing


52.43 Retail sale of footwear and leather goods


52.43/1 Retail sale of footwear


52.43/2 Retail sale of leather goods


52.44 Retail sale of furniture, lighting equipment and household articles not elsewhere classified


52.45 Retail sale of electrical household appliances and radio and television goods


52.46 Retail sale of hardware, paints and glass


52.47 Retail sale of books, newspapers and stationery


52.48 Other retail sale in specialised stores


52.48/1 Retail sale of floor coverings


52.48/2 Retail sale of photographic, optical and precision equipment, office supplies and equipment
(including computers, etc.)


52.48/3 This code is no longer in use


52.48/4 Retail sale of jewellery, clocks and watches


52.48/5 Retail sale of sports goods, games and toys, stamps and coins


52.48/6 Retail sale in commercial art galleries


52.48/7 Retail sale by opticians


52.48/8 Retail sale of mobile telephones


52.48/9 Other retail sale in specialised stores not elsewhere classified


52.5 Retail sale of second-hand goods in stores


52.50 Retail sale of second-hand goods in stores
52.50/1 Retail sale of antiques, including antique books in stores
52.50/9 Retail sale of other second-hand goods in stores


52.6 Retail sale not in stores


52.61 Retail sale via mail order house


52.62 Retail sale via stalls and markets


52.63 Other non-store retail sale


52.7 Repair of personal and household goods


52.71 Repair of boots, shoes and other articles of leather


52.72 Repair of electrical household goods


52.73 Repair of watches, clocks and jewellery


52.74 Repair not elsewhere classified
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Section H Hotels and Restaurants


55 Hotels and Restaurants


55.1 Hotels


55.10 Hotels


55.10/1 Hotels and motels, with restaurant (licensed)


55.10/2 Hotels and motels, with restaurant (unlicensed)


55.10/3 Hotels and motels without restaurant


55.2 Camping sites and other provision of short-stay accommodation


55.21 Youth hostels and mountain refuges


55.22 Camping sites, including caravan sites


55.23 Other provision of lodgings not elsewhere classified


55.23/1 Holiday centres and holiday villages


55.23/2 Other self-catering holiday accommodation


55.23/3 This code is no longer in use


55.23/9 Other tourist or short-stay accommodation


55.3 Restaurants


55.30 Restaurants


55.30/1 Licensed restaurants


55.30/2 Unlicensed restaurants and cafes


55.30/3 Take-away food shops


55.30/4 Take-away food mobile stands


55.4 Bars


55.40 Bars


55.40/1 Licensed clubs


55.40/2 Independent public houses and bars


55.40/3 Tenanted public houses and bars


55.40/4 Managed public houses and bars


55.5 Canteens and catering


55.51 Canteens


55.52 Catering


Section I Transport, Storage and Communication


60 Land Transport; Transport Via Pipelines


60.1 Transport via railways


60.10 Transport via railways


60.10/1 Inter-city services


60.10/2 This code is no longer in use


60.10/9 Other transport via railways


60.2 Other land transport


60.21 Other scheduled passenger land transport


60.21/1 Inter-city coach services


60.21/2 This code is no longer in use


60.21/3 Urban and suburban passenger transportation by underground,  metro and similar systems


60.21/9 Other scheduled passenger land transport not elsewhere classified


60.22 Taxi operation


60.23 Other passenger land transport


60.23/1 Renting of buses and coaches


60.23/9 Other passenger land transport not elsewhere classified


60.24 Freight transport by road


60.24/1 Furniture removal activities


60.24/9 Freight transport by road not elsewhere classified
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60.3 Transport via pipelines


60.30 Transport via pipelines


61 Water Transport


61.1 Sea and coastal water transport


61.10 Sea and coastal water transport


61.10/1 Passenger sea and coastal water transport


61.10/2 Freight sea and coastal water transport


61.2 Inland water transport


61.20 Inland water transport


61.20/1 Passenger inland water transport


61.20/2 This code is no longer in use


61.20/9 Other inland water transport


62 Air Transport


62.1 Scheduled air transport


62.10 Scheduled air transport


62.10/1 Scheduled passenger air transport


62.10/2 This code is no longer in use


62.10/9 Other scheduled air transport


62.2 Non-scheduled air transport


62.20 Non-scheduled air transport


62.20/1 Non-scheduled passenger air transport


62.20/2 This code is no longer in use


62.20/9 Other non-scheduled air transport


62.3 Space transport


62.30 Space transport


63 Supporting And Auxiliary Transport Activities; Activities Of Travel Agencies


63.1 Cargo handling and storage


63.11 Cargo handling


63.12 Storage and warehousing


63.12/1 Storage of frozen and refrigerated goods


63.12/2 Storage of liquids or gases


63.12/3 Storage of grain


63.12/9 Other storage and warehousing not elsewhere classified


63.2 Other supporting transport activities


63.21 Other supporting land transport activities


63.22 Other supporting water transport activities


63.23 Other supporting air transport activities


63.3 Activities of travel agencies and tour operators; tourist assistance activities not elsewhere classified


63.30 Activities of travel agencies and tour operators; tourist assistance activities not elsewhere classified


63.30/1 Activities of travel agencies


63.30/2 Activities of travel organisers


63.30/3 Activities of tour guides


63.30/4 This code is no longer in use


63.30/9 Other tourist assistance activities not elsewhere classified


63.4 Activities of other transport agencies


63.40 Activities of other transport agencies
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64 Post and Telecommunications


64.1 Post and courier activities


64.11 National post activities


64.12 Courier activities other than national post activities


64.2 Telecommunications


64.20 Telecommunications


Section J Financial Intermediation


65 Financial Intermediation, Except Insurance and Pension Funding


65.1 Monetary intermediation


65.11 Central banking


65.12 Other monetary intermediation


65.12/1 Banks


65.12/2 Building societies


65.2 Other financial intermediation


65.21 Financial leasing


65.22 Other credit granting


65.22/1 Credit granting by non-deposit taking finance houses and other specialist consumer credit grantors


65.22/2 Factoring


65.22/3 Activities of mortgage finance companies


65.22/4 This code is no longer in use


65.22/9 Other credit granting not elsewhere classified


65.23 Other financial intermediation not elsewhere classified


65.23/1 Activities of investment trusts


65.23/2 Activities of unit trusts


65.23/3 Security dealing on own account


65.23/4 Activities of bank holding companies


65.23/5 Activities of venture and development capital companies


65.23/6 This code is no longer in use


65.23/7 Activities of open-ended investment companies


65.23/8 Activities of property unit trusts


65.23/9 Financial intermediation not elsewhere classified


66 Insurance and Pension Funding, Except Compulsory Social Security


66.0 Insurance and pension funding, except compulsory social security


66.01 Life insurance


66.01/1 Life insurance


66.01/2 Life re-insurance


66.02 Pension funding


66.03 Non-life insurance


66.03/1 Non-life insurance


66.03/2 Non-life re-insurance


67 Activities Auxiliary to Financial Intermediation


67.1 Activities auxiliary to financial intermediation, except insurance and pension funding


67.11 Administration of financial markets


67.12 Security broking and fund management


67.12/1 Fund management activities


67.12/2 Security broking and related activities


67.13 Activities auxiliary to financial intermediation not elsewhere classified


67.2 Activities auxiliary to insurance and pension funding


67.20 Activities auxiliary to insurance and pension funding
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Section K Real Estate, Renting and Business Activities


70 Real Estate Activities


70.1 Real estate activities with own property


70.11 Development and selling of real estate


70.12 Buying and selling of own real estate


70.2 Letting of own property


70.20 Letting of own property


70.20/1 Letting of conference and exhibition centres


70.20/2 This code is no longer in use


70.20/9 Other letting of own property


70.3 Real estate activities on a fee or contract basis


70.31 Real estate agencies


70.32 Management of real estate on a fee or contract basis


71 Renting of Machinery and Equipment Without Operator and of Personal and Household Goods


71.1 Renting of automobiles


71.10 Renting of automobiles


71.2 Renting of other transport equipment


71.21 Renting of other land transport equipment


71.21/1 Renting of passenger land transport equipment


71.21/2 This code is no longer in use


71.21/9 Renting of other land transport equipment


71.22 Renting of water transport equipment


71.22/1 Renting of passenger water transport equipment


71.22/2 This code is no longer in use


71.22/9 Renting of other water transport equipment


71.23 Renting of air transport equipment


71.23/1 Renting of passenger air transport equipment


71.23/2 This code is no longer in use


71.23/9 Renting of other air transport equipment


71.3 Renting of other machinery and equipment


71.31 Renting of agricultural machinery and equipment


71.32 Renting of construction and civil engineering machinery and equipment


71.33 Renting of office machinery and equipment including computers


71.34 Renting of other machinery and equipment not elsewhere classified


71.4 Renting of personal and household goods not elsewhere classified


71.40 Renting of personal and household goods not elsewhere classified


71.40/1 Renting of sporting and recreational equipment


71.40/2 This code is no longer in use


71.40/3 Renting of radios, televisions, video recorders and DVD players


71.40/4 Renting of records and other pre-recorded media


71.40/5 Renting of video tapes and DVDs


71.40/9 Renting of other personal and household goods not elsewhere classified


72 Computer and Related Activities


72.1 Hardware consultancy


72.10 Hardware consultancy


72.2 Software consultancy and supply


72.21 Publishing of software


72.22 Other software consultancy and supply
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72.3 Data processing


72.30 Data processing


72.4 Database activities


72.40 Database activities


72.5 Maintenance and repair of office, accounting and computing machinery


72.50 Maintenance and repair of office, accounting and computing machinery


72.6 Other computer related activities


72.60 Other computer related activities


73 Research and Development


73.1 Research and experimental development on natural sciences and engineering


73.10 Research and experimental development on natural sciences and engineering


73.2 Research and experimental development on social sciences and humanities


73.20 Research and experimental development on social sciences and humanities


74 Other Business Activities


74.1 Legal, accounting, book-keeping and auditing activities; tax consultancy; market research and
public opinion polling; business and management consultancy; holdings


74.11 Legal activities


74.11/1 Activities of patent and copyright agents


74.11/2 Barristers at law


74.11/3 Solicitors


74.11/9 Other legal activities not elsewhere classified


74.12 Accounting, book-keeping and auditing activities; tax consultancy


74.12/1 Accounting and auditing activities


74.12/2 Book-keeping activities


74.12/3 Tax consultancy


74.13 Market research and public opinion polling


74.14 Business and management consultancy activities


74.14/1 Public Relations activities


74.14/2 Financial management


74.14/3 General management consultancy activities


74.14/9 Business and management consultancy activities not elsewhere classified


74.15 Management activities of holding companies


74.15/1 Management activities of wholesale holding companies


74.15/2 Management activities of transport holding companies


74.15/3 Management activities of construction holding companies


74.15/4 Management activities of catering holding companies


74.15/5 Management activities of motor trades holding companies


74.15/6 Management activities of service trades holding companies


74.15/7 Management activities of retail holding companies


74.15/8 Management activities of production holding companies


74.15/9 Management activities of other non-financial holding companies not elsewhere classified


74.2 Architectural and engineering activities and related technical consultancy


74.20 Architectural and engineering activities and related technical consultancy


74.20/1 Architectural activities


74.20/2 Urban planning and landscape architectural activities


74.20/3 Quantity surveying activities


74.20/4 Engineering consultative and design activities
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74.20/5 Engineering design activities for industrial process and production


74.20/6 Engineering related scientific and technical consulting activities


74.20/9 Other engineering activities


74.3 Technical testing and analysis


74.30 Technical testing and analysis


74.4 Advertising


74.40 Advertising


74.40/1 Sale or leasing activities of advertising space or time


74.40/2 Planning, creation and placement of advertising activities


74.40/9 Advertising activities not elsewhere classified


74.5 Labour recruitment and provision of personnel


74.50 Labour recruitment and provision of personnel


74.6 Investigation and security activities


74.60 Investigation and security activities


74.60/1 Investigation activities


74.60/2 Security and related activities


74.7 Industrial cleaning


74.70 Industrial cleaning


74.70/1 Traditional cleaning activities


74.70/2 Window cleaning services


74.70/3 Disinfecting and exterminating services


74.70/4 Specialised cleaning services


74.70/5 Furnace and chimney cleaning services


74.70/9 Cleaning activities not elsewhere classified


74.8 Miscellaneous business activities not elsewhere classified


74.81 Photographic activities


74.81/1 This code is no longer in use


74.81/2 Portrait photographic activities


74.81/3 Other specialist photography


74.81/4 Film  processing


74.81/9 Photographic activities not elsewhere classified


74.82 Packaging activities


74.83 This code is no longer in use


74.84 This code is no longer in use


74.85 Secretarial and translation activities


74.86 Call centre activities


74.87 Other business activities not elsewhere classified


74.87/1 Credit reporting and collection agency activities


74.87/2 Speciality design activities


74.87/3 Activities of exhibition and fair organisers


74.87/4 Activities of conference organisers


74.87/9 Other business activities not elsewhere classified


Section L Public Administration and Defence; Compulsory Social Security


75 Public Administration and Defence; Compulsory Social Security


75.1 Administration of the State and the economic and social policy of the community


75.11 General (overall) public service activities


75.12 Regulation of the activities of agencies that provide health care, education, cultural services and
other social services excluding social security
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75.13 Regulation of and contribution to more efficient operation of business


75.14 Supporting service activities for the government as a whole


75.2 Provision of services to the community as a whole


75.21 Foreign affairs


75.22 Defence activities


75.23 Justice and judicial activities


75.24 Public security, law and order activities


75.25 Fire service activities


75.3 Compulsory social security activities


75.30 Compulsory social security activities


Section M Education


80 Education


80.1 Primary education


80.10 Primary education


80.2 Secondary education


80.21 General secondary education


80.22 Technical and vocational secondary education


80.3 Higher education


80.30 Higher education


80.30/1 Sub-degree level higher education


80.30/2 First-degree level higher education


80.30/3 Post-graduate level higher education


80.4 Adult and other education


80.41 Driving school activities


80.42 Adult and other education not elsewhere classified


80.42/1 Activities of private training providers


80.42/2 This code is no longer in use


80.42/9 Other adult and other education not elsewhere classified


Section N Health and Social Work


85 Health and Social Work


85.1 Human health activities


85.11 Hospital activities


85.11/1 Public sector hospital activities, including NHS Trusts


85.11/2 Private sector hospital activities


85.11/3 Medical nursing home activities


85.12 Medical practice activities


85.13 Dental practice activities


85.14 Other human health activities


85.2 Veterinary activities


85.20 Veterinary activities


85.3 Social work activities


85.31 Social work activities with accommodation


85.31/1 Charitable social work activities with accommodation


85.31/2 Non-charitable social work activities with accommodation


85.32 Social work activities without accommodation


85.32/1 Charitable social work activities without accommodation


85.32/2 Non-charitable social work activities without accommodation
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Section O Other Community, Social and Personal Service Activities


90 Sewage and Refuse Disposal, Sanitation and Similar Activities


90.0 Sewage and refuse disposal, sanitation and similar activities


90.01 Collection and treatment of sewage


90.02 Collection and treatment of other waste


90.03 Sanitation,  remediation and similar activities


91 Activities of Membership Organisations Not Elsewhere Classified


91.1 Activities of business, employers and professional organisations


91.11 Activities of business and employers organisations


91.12 Activities of professional organisations


91.2 Activities of trade unions


91.20 Activities of trade unions


91.3 Activities of other membership organisations


91.31 Activities of religious organisations


91.32 Activities of political organisations


91.33 Activities of other membership organisations not elsewhere classified


92 Recreational, Cultural and Sporting Activities


92.1 Motion picture and video activities


92.11 Motion picture and video production


92.11/1 Motion picture production on film or video


92.11/9 Other motion picture and video production activities


92.12 Motion picture and video distribution


92.13 Motion picture projection


92.2 Radio and television activities


92.20 Radio and television activities


92.20/1 Radio activities


92.20/2 Television activities


92.3 Other entertainment activities


92.31 Artistic and literary creation and interpretation


92.31/1 Live theatrical presentation


92.31/2 This code is no longer in use


92.31/9 Other artistic and literary creation and interpretation


92.32 Operation of arts facilities


92.33 Fair and amusement park activities


92.34 Other entertainment activities not elsewhere classified


92.34/1 Dance halls and dance instructor services


92.34/9 Other entertainment activities not elsewhere classified


92.4 News agency activities


92.40 News agency activities


92.5 Library, archives, museums and other cultural activities


92.51 Library and archive activities


92.52 Museum activities and preservation of historical sites and buildings


92.52/1 Museum activities


92.52/2 Preservation of historical sites and buildings


92.53 Botanical and zoological gardens and nature reserve activities
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92.6 Sporting activities


92.61 Operation of sports arenas and stadiums


92.61/1 Operation of ice rinks and roller skating rinks


92.61/9 Operation of other sports arenas and stadiums not elsewhere classified


92.62 Other sporting activities


92.62/1 Activities of racehorse owners


92.62/9 Other sporting activities not elsewhere classified


92.7 Other recreational activities


92.71 Gambling and betting activities


92.72 Other recreational activities not elsewhere classified


92.72/1 Motion picture, television and other theatrical casting


92.72/9 Other recreational activities not elsewhere classified


93 Other Service Activities


93.0 Other service activities


93.01 Washing and dry cleaning of textile and fur products


93.02 Hairdressing and other beauty treatment


93.03 Funeral and related activities


93.04 Physical well-being activities


93.05 Other service activities not elsewhere classified


93.05/1 Operation of coin-operated photographic machines


93.05/9 Other service activities not elsewhere classified


Section P Private Households Employing Staff and Undifferentiated Production Activities of
Households for Own Use


95 Activities of Households as Employers of Domestic Staff


95.0 Activities of households as employers of domestic staff


95.00 Activities of households as employers of domestic staff


96 Undifferentiated Goods Producing Activities of Private Households for Own Use


96.0 Undifferentiated goods producing activities of private households for own use


96.00 Undifferentiated goods producing activities of private households for own use


97 Undifferentiated Services Producing Activities of Private Households for Own Use


97.0 Undifferentiated services producing activities of private households for own use


97.00 Undifferentiated services producing activities of private households for own use


Section Q Extra-territorial Organisation and Bodies


99 Extra-territorial Organisations and Bodies


99.0 Extra-territorial organisations and bodies


99.00 Extra-territorial organisations and bodies
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Explanatory Notes


Section A Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry


Section A covers the exploitation of vegetable and animal resources. This section comprises the activities
of growing crops, raising animals, harvesting timber and harvesting other plants and animals from a farm
or their natural habitats.


01 Agriculture, Hunting and Related Service Activities


Division 01 distinguishes between two basic activities:


■ Production of crop products (01.1: Growing of crops)


■ Production of animal products (01.2: Farming of animals)


Within 01.1 a distinction is made between:


■ field crops which generally follow a yearly cycle (01.11 and 01.12), such as cereal, vegetable or flower
growing


■ crops with a long cycle such as plantations (e.g. coffee, cocoa, etc.), vineyards and orchards (01.13).


Within group 01.2 (Farming of animals), the activities are grouped according to the type of animal
and not according to the type of product produced (e.g. meat, milk, hide) and without distinguishing
between confined (non-grazing) and open pasture farming.


Group 01.3 (Mixed farming) departs from the usual principles for identifying main activity. It accepts
that many agricultural holdings have reasonably balanced crop and animal production and that it would
be arbitrary to classify them in one category or the other.


Certain operations such as soil preparation, planting, harvesting and management, which are normally
part of farm operations, may be carried out by agricultural support units on a fee or contract basis, as
agricultural (01.41) or animal husbandry (01.42) service activities.


Agricultural activity excludes any subsequent processing of the agricultural products (classified under
division 15: Manufacture of food products, and division 16: Manufacture of tobacco products) beyond
that needed to prepare them for the primary markets. However, as an exception to the general rule for
classification of integrated activities, a unit processing its own agricultural production on the farm is
classified to division 01, even though the output normally is the product of divisions 15 and 16.
Examples are:


■ Growing of grapes and production of wine from these


■ Growing of olives and production of olive oil from these


The division excludes field construction (e.g. agricultural land terracing, drainage, preparing rice paddies),
classified in division 45 (Construction), and buyers and co-operative associations engaged in marketing of
farm products, classified in section G (Wholesale and retail trade).


01.1 Growing of crops; market gardening; horticulture


This group also includes:


– growing under cover


01.11 Growing of cereals and other crops not elsewhere classified


This class includes:


– growing of cereal grains: hard and soft wheat, rye, barley, oats, maize, rice, etc.


– growing of potatoes


– growing of sugar beet


– growing of tobacco, including its preliminary processing; harvesting and drying of tobacco leaves


– growing of oil-seeds or oleaginous fruit: soya, colza, peanuts etc.


– production of sugar beet seeds and forage plant seeds (including grasses)


– growing of hop cones, roots and tubers with a high starch or inulin content


– growing of cotton; growing of diverse textile plants; retting of plants bearing vegetable fibres


– growing of dried leguminous vegetables such as field peas and beans


– growing of plants used chiefly in pharmacy or for insecticidal, fungicidal or similar purposes


– growing of crops not elsewhere classified
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This class excludes:


– growing of melons cf. 01.12


– growing of sweet corn cf. 01.12


– growing of other vegetables cf. 01.12


– growing of flowers cf. 01.12


– production of flower and vegetable seeds cf. 01.12


– growing of horticultural specialities cf. 01.12


– growing of wine grapes and table grapes cf. 01.13/1


– growing of olives cf. 01.13/9


– growing of other beverage crops not elsewhere classified cf. 01.13/9


– growing of spice crops cf. 01.13/9


– growing of nuts cf. 01.13/9


– gathering of forest products and other wild growing material cf. 02.01


– growing of vegetable materials used for plaiting cf. 02.01


01.12 Growing of vegetables, horticultural specialities and nursery products


This class includes:


– growing of vegetables: tomatoes, melons, onions, cabbages, lettuce, cucumbers, carrots, beans, cress,
sweet corn,  courgettes, egg-plants, leeks


– growing of seasoning herbs and vegetables: capers, “peppers”, fennel, parsley, chervil, tarragon,
sweet marjoram


– growing of mushrooms, gathering of forest mushrooms or truffles


– growing of flowers


– production of seeds for flowers, fruit or vegetables


– growing of plants for planting or ornamental purposes, including turf for transplanting


This class excludes:


– growing of oil-seeds and oleaginous fruit cf. 01.11


– growing of vegetable textile materials cf. 01.11


– growing of potatoes cf. 01.11


– growing of roots and tubers with a high starch or inulin content cf 01.11


– growing of sugar beets cf. 01.11


– growing of spice crops cf. 01.13/9


– growing of Christmas trees cf. 02.01


– operation of forest tree nurseries cf. 02.01


– growing of cotton or other vegetable textile materials cf. 01.11


– growing of olives cf. 01.13/9


01.13 Growing of fruit, nuts, beverage and spice crops


01.13/1 Growing of wine grapes and table grapes and production of wine from self-produced grapes


This subclass includes:


– production of wine grapes and table grapes


– production of wine from self-produced grapes


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of wines other than from self-produced grapes cf. 15.93


01.13/9 Growing of other fruit, nuts and spice crops; growing of other beverage crops


This subclass includes:


– production of fruit: apples, pears, citrus fruit, apricots, strawberries, berries, cherries, peaches,
bananas, avocados, dates, etc.


– production of edible nuts, including coconuts


– growing of beverage crops such as coffee, cocoa, tea, maté


– growing of spice crops: bay, basil, anise, coriander, cumin, cinnamon, cloves, nutmeg, ginger, etc.


– growing of olives for oil production and for direct consumption


– production of olive oil from self-produced olives


This subclass also includes:


– gathering of berries or nuts


This subclass excludes:


– growing of peanuts cf. 01.11
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– growing of hop cones cf, 01.11


– growing of fruit bearing vegetables e.g. tomatoes, melons, cucumbers, etc. cf. 01.12


– growing of fresh “peppers”, parsley and tarragon cf. 01.12


– production of olive oil other than from self-produced olives cf. 15.42


– manufacture of cocoa cf. 15.84/1


– processing of tea leaves and coffee cf. 15.86


01.2 Farming of animals


01.21 Farming of cattle, dairy farming


This class includes:


– farming of cattle


– production of raw cow milk


This class excludes:


– farm animal boarding and care cf. 01.42/1


– processing of milk outside the farm cf. 15.51


01.22 Farming of sheep, goats, horses, asses, mules and hinnies


This class includes:


– farming and breeding of horses, asses, mules or hinnies


– farming of sheep and goats


– production of raw wool


– production of raw sheep or goat milk


This class excludes:


– sheep shearing on a fee or contract basis cf. 01.42/9


– production of pulled wool cf. 15.11/3


– operation of racing stables and riding academies cf. 92.62/9


01.23 Farming of swine


01.24 Farming of poultry


This class includes:


– raising of poultry


– turkeys, ducks, chickens, geese and guinea fowl or guinea hens


– production of eggs


This class excludes:


– farming of other birds cf. 01.25


– production of feathers or down cf. 15.12


01.25 Other farming of animals


This class includes:


– bee keeping and production of honey and beeswax


– raising of rabbits


– breeding of pet animals


– raising of fur animals, production of raw furskins


– raising of silk worms, production of silk worm cocoons


– raising of water reptiles and frogs in basins


– raising of snails


– raising of diverse animals


This class excludes:


– farm animal boarding and care cf. 01.42/1


– production of hides and skins originating from hunting and trapping cf. 01.50


– training of pet animals cf. 93.05/9


01.3 Growing of crops combined with farming of animals (mixed farming)


01.30 Growing of crops combined with farming of animals (mixed farming)


This class includes:


– crop growing in combination with farming of livestock at mixed activity units with a specialisation ratio
in either one of less than 66% of standard gross margins
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This class excludes:


– mixed cropping or mixed livestock units cf. their main activity


01.4 Agricultural and animal husbandry service activities, except veterinary activities; landscape gardening


01.41 Agricultural service activities; landscape gardening


This class includes:


– agricultural activities on a fee or contract basis:


■ preparation of fields


■ establishing a crop


■ treatment of crops


■ crop spraying, including by air


■ trimming of fruit trees and vines


■ transplanting of rice, thinning of beets


■ harvesting and preparation of crops for primary markets i.e. cleaning, trimming, grading, drying,
disinfecting, wax covering, polishing, wrapping, decorticating, retting, cooling or bulk packaging
including packing in oxygen-free gases


■ pest control (including rabbits) in connection with agriculture


– operation of irrigation systems


– landscape gardening for constructing, maintaining and redesigning landscapes such as:


■ parks and gardens for


■ private and public housing


■ public and semi-public buildings (schools, hospitals, administrative buildings, church buildings, etc.)


■ municipal grounds (parks, green areas, cemeteries, etc.)


■ highway greenery (roads, train and tram lines, waterways, ports)


■ industrial and commercial buildings


– greenery for buildings (roof gardens, facade greenery, indoor gardens)


– sports grounds, play grounds and other recreational parks (lawns for sun-bathing, golf courses, etc)


– stationary and flowing water (basins, alternating wet areas, ponds, swimming pools, ditches, water
courses, plant sewage systems)


– plantings and landscaping for protection against noise, wind, erosion, visibility and dazzling


– landscaping measures for protecting the environment and nature as well as landscape maintenance
(renaturalisation, recultivation, land improvement, retention areas, anti-flooding basins, etc.)


– arboriculture and tree surgery, including tree pruning and hedge trimming, replanting of  large trees


This class also includes:


– renting of agricultural machinery with operators and crew


This class excludes:


– preparation of vegetable fibres cf. 17.1


– clearing of trees to make the land suitable for agricultural production cf. 02.01


– clearing of land to make it suitable for agricultural production cf. 45


– marketing activities of commission merchants and co-operative associations cf. 51


– activities of agronomists and agricultural economists cf. 74.14


– organisation of agricultural shows and fairs cf. 74.87/3


– planning and design of gardens and sports installations cf. 74.20


01.42 Animal husbandry service activities, except veterinary activities


01.42/1 Farm animal boarding and care


This subclass includes only:


– farm animal boarding and care


This subclass excludes:


– pet animal boarding and care cf. 93.05/9


– feed lot services cf. 01.2


01.42/9 Animal husbandry service activities, except veterinary activities, not elsewhere classified


This subclass includes:


– animal husbandry activities on a fee or contract basis:


■ activities related to artificial insemination
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■ herd testing services, droving services, agistment services, poultry caponising, coop cleaning, etc.


■ activities to promote propagation, growth and output of animals


This subclass excludes:


– provision of feed lot services cf. 01.2


– service activities to promote commercial hunting and trapping cf. 01.50


– marketing activities of commission merchants and co-operative associations cf. 51


– activities of agronomists and agricultural economists cf. 74.14/9


– veterinary activities cf. 85.20


01.5 Hunting, trapping and game propagation including related service activities


01.50 Hunting, trapping and game propagation including related service activities


This class includes:


– hunting and trapping of animals for food, fur, skin, or for use in research, in zoos or as pets


– production of furskins or bird skins from hunting or trapping activities


– game propagation


– service activities to promote commercial hunting and trapping


This class also includes:


– catching of sea mammals such as walrus and seal


This class excludes:


– production of furskins or bird skins from ranching operations cf. 01.25


– raising of animals on ranching operations cf. 01.25


– catching of whales cf. 05.01


– production of hides and skins originating from slaughterhouses cf. 15.11/1


– hunting for sport or recreation cf. 92.62/9


02 Forestry, Logging and Related Service Activities


Forestry covers the production of standing timber as well as the extraction and gathering of wild-growing
forest materials. In addition to the production of timber, forestry results in products which undergo little
processing, such as wood for fuel or industrial use (e.g. pit props, pulpwood).


Further processing of wood beginning with sawmilling and planing of wood, which is generally done
away from the logging area, classified to Manufacture of wood and wood products (division 20), and
production of charcoal is classified under division 24.


02.0 Forestry, logging and related service activities


02.01 Forestry and logging


This class includes:


– growing of standing timber: planting, replanting, transplanting, thinning and conserving of forests and
timber tracts


– growing of coppice and pulpwood


– operation of forest tree nurseries


– growing of Christmas trees


– logging: felling of timber and production of wood in the rough such as pit-props, split poles, pickets or
fuel wood


– growing of vegetable materials used for plaiting


This class also includes:


– gathering of wild growing forest materials: ballata and other rubber-like gums, lac, resins, balsams,
vegetable hair, eel grass, acorns, horse-chestnuts, mosses, lichens


This class excludes:


– growing and gathering of mushrooms or truffles cf. 01.12


– gathering of berries or nuts cf. 01.13/9


– production of wood chips cf. 20.10


02.02 Forestry and logging related service activities


This class includes:


– forestry service activities: forestry inventories, timber evaluation, fire protection


– logging service activities: transport of logs within the forest
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Section B Fishing


Fishing is defined as the use of fishery resources from marine or freshwater environments, with the goal
of capturing or gathering fish, crustaceans, molluscs and other marine products (e.g. pearls, sponges)


Section B also includes fish farming and aquaculture activities which produce similar products. It includes
activities which are normally integrated in the process of production for own account (e.g. seeding
oysters for pearl production).


Section B does not include building and repairing of boats (35.11) and sport and recreational fishing
(92.62). Processing of fish, crustaceans or molluscs is excluded, whether at land based plants or on
factory ships (fish industry: 15.20). However, processing taking place on board ships which fish is also
classified to section B.


05 Fishing, Fish Farming and Related Service Activities


05.0 Fishing, fish farming and related service activities


05.01 Fishing


This class includes:


– fishing in ocean, coastal or inland waters


– taking of marine and freshwater crustaceans and molluscs


– hunting of aquatic animals: turtles, sea-squirts, tunicates, sea urchins, etc.


This class also includes:


– gathering of marine materials: natural pearls, sponges, coral and algae


– service activities incidental to fishing


This class excludes:


– capturing of sea mammals, except whales, e.g. walruses, seals cf. 01.50


– processing of fish, crustaceans and molluscs not connected to fishing, i.e. on vessels only engaged in
processing and preserving fish, or in factories ashore cf. 15.20


– fishing practised for sport or recreation and related services cf. 92.62/9


05.02 Fish farming


This class includes:


– production of oyster spat, mussels, lobsterlings, shrimp post-larvae, fish fry and fingerlings


– growing of laver and other edible seaweeds


– fish farming in sea and fresh water including farming of ornamental fish


– cultivation of oysters


– service activities incidental to the operation of fish hatcheries and fish farms


This class excludes:


– frog farming cf. 01.25


– operation of sport fishing preserves cf. 92.62/9
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Section C Mining and Quarrying


Mining and quarrying include the extraction of minerals occurring naturally as solids (coal and ores),
liquids (petroleum), or gases (natural gas). Extraction can be by underground or surface mining or
well operation.


This section includes supplementary operations needed to transport and market the mineral products,
e.g. crushing, grinding, cleaning, drying, sorting, concentrating ores, liquefaction of natural gas and
agglomeration of solid fuels. These operations are often accomplished by the units which extracted the
resource and/or others located nearby.


Mining activities are classified into divisions, groups and classes on the basis of the principal mineral
produced. Subsection CA is concerned with mining and quarrying of energy producing materials (coal,
lignite and peat, hydrocarbons, uranium ore); Subsection CB concerns non-energy producing materials
(metal ores, various minerals and quarry products).


Some of the technical operations of this section, particularly concerning the extraction of hydrocarbons,
may also be done for third parties by specialised units as an industrial service.


This section also includes:


– agglomeration of coals and ores


This section excludes:


– processing of extracted materials cf. section D


– production of natural spring and mineral waters at springs and wells cf. 15.98


– crushing, grinding or otherwise treating certain earths, rocks and minerals not carried on in
conjunction with   mining and quarrying cf. 26.81, 26.82


– collection, purification and distribution of water cf. 41.00


– site preparation for mining cf. 45.11


– mineral prospecting cf. 74.20/6


Subsection CA Mining and Quarrying of Energy Producing Materials


10 Mining of Coal and Lignite; Extraction Of Peat


The extraction of solid mineral fuels covers underground or opencast mining and includes operations
(e.g. grading, cleaning, etc.) leading to a marketable product including briquetting (e.g. briquettes and
ovoids). It does not include coking (23.10).


10.1 Mining and agglomeration of hard coal


10.10 Mining and agglomeration of hard coal


10.10/1 Deep coal mines


This subclass includes:


– mining of hard coal: underground mining


– cleaning, sizing, grading, pulverising, etc. of deep-mined coal


10.10/2 Opencast coal working


This subclass includes:


mining of hard coal: surface mining


cleaning, sizing, grading, pulverising, etc. of opencast coal


This subclass also includes:


recovery of hard coal from tips


10.10/3 Manufacture of solid fuel


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of solid fuels whether carbonised or not, in the form of briquettes, ovoids or other coal
agglomerates


This subclass excludes:


– coke ovens and low temperature carbonisation plants producing solid fuels cf. 23.10


10.2 Mining and agglomeration of lignite


10.20 Mining and agglomeration of lignite


This class includes:


– mining of lignite (brown coal): underground or surface mining


– washing, dehydrating, pulverising of lignite


– agglomeration of lignite
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10.3 Extraction and agglomeration of peat


10.30 Extraction and agglomeration of peat


This class includes:


– peat digging


– peat agglomeration


This class excludes:


– manufacture of articles of peat cf. 26.82/9


11 Extraction of Crude Petroleum and Natural Gas; Service Activities Incidental to Oil and Gas
Extraction Excluding Surveying


This division includes the activities of operating and/or developing oil and gas field properties. Such
activities may include: completing and equipping wells; operating separators, emulsion breakers, desilting
equipment and field gathering lines for crude petroleum; and all other activities in the preparation of oil
and gas up to the point of shipment from the producing property. This division includes the production
of crude petroleum, the mining and extraction of oil from oil shale and oil sands, and the production of
natural gas and recovery of hydrocarbon liquids. Support services, on a fee or contract basis, required for
the drilling or operation of oil and gas wells are classified in 11.20.


This division excludes:


– refining of petroleum products cf. 23.20/1


– test drilling and boring cf. 45.12


– geophysical surveying and mapping cf. 74.20/6


11.1 Extraction of crude petroleum and natural gas


11.10 Extraction of crude petroleum and natural gas


This class includes:


– extraction of crude petroleum


– production of crude gaseous hydrocarbon (natural gas)


– extraction of condensates


– draining and separation of liquid hydrocarbon fractions


– liquefaction and regasification of natural gas for transportation


– gas desulphurisation


This class also includes:


– extraction of bituminous shale and sand


– production of crude petroleum from bituminous shale and sand


This class excludes:


– service activities incidental to oil and gas extraction cf. 11.20


– manufacture of refined petroleum products cf. 23.20


– recovery of liquefied petroleum gases in the refining of petroleum cf. 23.20/1


– operation of pipelines cf. 60.30


– geophysical, geological and seismographic surveys cf. 74.20/6


11.2 Service activities incidental to oil and gas extraction, excluding surveying


11.20 Service activities incidental to oil and gas extraction, excluding surveying


This class includes:


– oil and gas extraction service activities provided on a fee or contract basis:


■ directional drilling and redrilling; “spudding in”; derrick erection in situ, repairing and dismantling;
cementing oil and gas well casings; pumping of wells; plugging and abandoning wells, etc.


This class excludes:


– geophysical, geological and seismographic surveys cf. 74.20/6


12 Mining of Uranium and Thorium Ores


12.0 Mining of uranium and thorium ores


12.00 Mining of uranium and thorium ores


This class includes:


– mining of uranium and thorium ores


– concentration of such ores


– manufacture of yellowcake
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This class excludes:


– enrichment of uranium and thorium ores cf. 23.30


– production of fissile or fertile material cf. 23.30


– production of uranium metal cf. 23.3


Subsection CB Mining and Quarrying Except Energy Producing Materials


13 Mining of Metal Ores


This division includes:


– underground and open cast extraction of metal ores and native metals


– preparation of ores:
■ crushing and grinding of ores, washing of ores
■ concentrating of ores by magnetic or gravimetric separation
■ flotation, screening, grading, drying, calcination and roasting of ores


This division excludes:


– mining of uranium and thorium ores cf. 12.00


– roasting of iron pyrites cf. 24.13


– production of aluminium oxide cf. 27.42


13.1 Mining of iron ores


13.10 Mining of iron ores


This class includes:


– mining of ores valued chiefly for iron content


– benefication and agglomeration of iron ores


This class excludes:


– pyrites and pyrrhotite mining and preparation cf. 14.30


13.2 Mining of non-ferrous metal ores, except uranium and thorium ores


13.20 Mining of non-ferrous metal ores, except uranium and thorium ores


This class includes:


– mining and preparation of ores valued chiefly for non-ferrous metal content:
■ aluminium (bauxite), copper, lead, zinc, tin, manganese, chrome, nickel, cobalt, molybdenum,


tantalum, vanadium, etc.
■ precious metals: gold, silver, platinum


This class excludes:


– mining and preparation of uranium and thorium ores cf. 12.00


– production of aluminium oxide and mattes of nickel or of copper cf. 27.4


14 Other Mining and Quarrying


This division covers not only extraction from a quarry, but also dredging of alluvial deposits, rock crushing
and the use of salt marshes. The products are used most notably in construction (e.g. sand, stones),
manufacture of materials (e.g. clay, gypsum, calcium), manufacture of chemicals, etc.


This division does not include processing (except crushing, grinding, cleaning, sorting and mixing) of the
minerals extracted. Salt production includes refining salt, which is suitable for human consumption.


14.1 Quarrying of stone


14.11 Quarrying of ornamental and building stone


This class includes:


– quarrying, rough trimming and sawing of monumental and building stone such as marble, granite,
sandstone, etc.


– crushing and breaking of stone


This class excludes:


– mining of chemical and mineral fertilisers


– cutting, shaping and finishing of ornamental and building stone outside quarries cf. 26.70


14.12 Quarrying of limestone, gypsum and chalk


This class includes:


– quarrying, crushing and breaking of limestone


– mining of gypsum and anhydrite


– mining of chalk and uncalcined dolomite
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This class excludes:


– mining of chemical and fertilizer minerals cf. 14.30


– production of calcined dolomite cf. 26.52


14.13 Quarrying of slate


14.2 Quarrying of sand and clay


14.21 Operation of gravel and sand pits


This class includes:


– extraction and dredging of industrial sand, sand for construction and gravel


– breaking and crushing of gravel and sand


This class excludes:


– mining of bituminous sand cf. 11.10


– mining of chemical and fertilizer minerals cf. 14.30


14.22 Mining of clays and kaolin


This class includes:


– extraction of clays for brick, pipe and tile making


– extraction of special clays including ball clay, china clay, fire-clay, fuller’s earth, etc.


– extraction of kaolin


This class excludes:


– mining of chemical and fertilizer minerals cf. 14.30


14.3 Mining of chemical and fertilizer minerals


14.30 Mining of chemical and fertilizer minerals


This class includes:


– mining of natural phosphates and natural potassium salts


– mining of native sulphur


– extraction and preparation of pyrites and pyrrhotite


– mining of natural barium sulphate and carbonate (barytes and witherite), natural borates, natural
magnesium sulphates (kieserite)


– mining of earth colours and fluorspar


This class also includes:


– guano mining


This class excludes:


– production of salt cf. 14.40


– roasting of iron pyrites cf. 24.13


– manufacture of synthetic fertilisers and nitrogen compounds cf. 24.15


14.4 Production of salt


14.40 Production of salt


This class includes:


– extraction of salt from underground including by dissolving and pumping


– salt production by evaporation of sea water or other saline waters


– production of brine and other saline solutions


– crushing, purification and refining of salt


This class excludes:


– potable water production by evaporation of saline water cf. 41.00


14.5 Other mining and quarrying not elsewhere classified


14.50 Other mining and quarrying not elsewhere classified


This class includes:


– mining and quarrying of various minerals and materials:


■ abrasive materials, asbestos, siliceous fossil meals, natural graphite, steatite (talc), feldspar, etc.


■ gem stones, quartz, mica, etc.


■ natural asphalt and bitumen
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Section D Manufacturing


Manufacturing activity is the mechanical, physical or chemical transformation of materials, substances or
components into new products. The materials, substances or components transformed are raw materials
that are products of agriculture, fishing, mining or quarrying as well as products of other manufacturing
activities.


The units in the manufacturing section are often described as plants, factories or mills and characteristically
use power-driven machines and materials-handling equipment. However, units that transform materials
or substances into new products by hand or in the worker’s home and those engaged in selling to the
general public products made on the same premises from which they are sold, such as bakeries and
custom tailors, are also included in this section.


Manufacturing units may process materials or may contract with other units to process their materials for
them. Both types of unit are included in manufacturing.


The new manufactured product may be finished in the sense that it is ready for utilisation or consumption,
or it may be semi-finished to become an input for further manufacturing. For example, the product of the
alumina refinery is the input used in the primary production of aluminium; primary aluminium is the input
to an aluminium wire drawing plant; and aluminium wire is the input for the manufacture of fabricated
wire products.


Assembly of the component parts of manufactured products is considered manufacturing, except in
cases where the activity is appropriately classified in any class of division 45 (Construction).


Assembly and installation of machinery and equipment in mining, manufacturing, commercial or other
units, when carried out as a specialised activity, is classified in the same class of manufacturing as
manufacture of the item installed.


Assembly and installation of machinery and equipment which is performed as a service incidental to
the sale of the goods by a unit primarily engaged in manufacturing, wholesale trade or retail trade, is
classified with its main activity.


Maintenance and repair of industrial, commercial and similar machinery and equipment are, in general,
classified in the same class as the manufacture of the goods. However, repair of office and computing
machinery is classified in class 72.50. Repair of household appliances, equipment and furnishings, motor
vehicles and other consumer goods are, as a general rule, classified in the appropriate class of division 50
(Sale, maintenance and repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles; retail sale of automotive fuel) or 52
(Retail trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles; repair of personal and household goods) in
accordance with the kind of goods which are repaired.


Substantial alteration, renovation or reconstruction of goods is generally considered to be manufacturing.


Manufacture of specialised components and parts of, and accessories and attachments to, machinery
and equipment is, as a general rule, classified in the same class as the manufacture of the machinery and
equipment for which the parts and accessories are intended. Manufacture of non-specialised components
and parts of machinery and equipment, e.g. engines, pistons, electric motors, electrical assemblies,
valves, gears, roller bearings, is classified in the appropriate class of manufacturing, without regard to
the machinery and equipment in which these items may be included.


The boundaries between manufacturing and the other sectors of the classification system can be
somewhat blurred. The manufacturing activity is engaged in the transformation of the materials into new
products. The output is a new product. However, the definition of what constitutes a new product can be
somewhat subjective. As clarification the following activities are considered manufacturing in SIC(2003):


– milk pasteurising and bottling


– fresh fish processing (oyster shucking, fish filleting)


– printing and related activities


– ready-mixed concrete production


– leather converting


– wood preserving


– electroplating, metal heat treating and polishing


– fabricating signs and advertising displays


– rebuilding or re-manufacturing machinery (e.g. automobile engines)


– ship repair and renovation


– tyre retreading


Conversely, there are activities that are sometimes considered manufacturing, but which for SIC(2003),
are classified in another section (i.e. not classified as manufacturing). They include:


– logging, classified in section A (Agriculture, hunting and forestry)


– processing of ores and other minerals, classified in section C (Mining)


– the construction of structures and fabricating operations performed at the site of construction,
classified in section F (Construction)
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– the activity of breaking of bulk and redistribution in smaller lots, including packaging,  repackaging or
bottling of products such as liquors or chemicals, the customised assembly of computers, sorting of
scrap, mixing of paints to customer’s order, and cutting of metals to customer’s order to produce a
modified version of the same product, not a new product, and are classified to section G (Wholesale
and retail trade).


Subsection DA Manufacture of Food Products, Beverages and Tobacco


The food industry processes the products of agriculture, animal husbandry and fishing into food and
drink for humans or animals and includes the production of various intermediate products which are not
directly food products. The activity often generates associated products of greater or lesser value (e.g.
hides from slaughtering, or oilcake from oil production).


Each division is organised by activities dealing with different kinds of products: meat; fish; fruit and
vegetables; fats and oils; milk products; grain milling; animal feeds; other food products; beverages and
tobacco. Production can be done for own account, as well as in the case of, say, custom slaughtering for
third parties.


Some activities are considered manufacturing e.g. bakeries, pastry shops, and prepared meat shops
which sell their own production, even though there is retail sale of the products in their own shop.
However, where the processing is minimal and does not lead to a real transformation (e.g. butchers,
fishmongers) the unit is classified to section G (Wholesale and retail trade).


The treatment of slaughter waste to produce animal feeds is classified in 15.7, while processing food,
beverage and tobacco waste into secondary raw materials is classified to 37.20, and disposal of food,
beverage and tobacco waste in division 90.


15 Manufacture of Food Products and Beverages


15.1 Production, processing and preserving of meat and meat products


15.11 Production and preserving of meat


15.11/1 Slaughtering of animals other than poultry and rabbits


This subclass includes:


– production of fresh, chilled or frozen meat, in carcasses


– production of fresh, chilled or frozen meat, in cuts


This subclass also includes:


– production of hides and skins originating from slaughterhouses


This subclass excludes:


– packaging of meat for own account by the wholesale trade cf. 51.32


– packaging of meat on a fee or contract basis cf. 74.82


15.11/2 Animal by-product processing


This subclass includes:


– rendering of edible fats of animal origin


– processing of animal offal; production of flours and meals of meat


This subclass excludes:


– rendering of edible poultry fats cf. 15.12


15.11/3 Fellmongery


This subclass includes:


– production of pulled wool


15.12 Production and preserving of poultry meat


This class includes:


– slaughtering of poultry


– preparation of poultry meat


– production of fresh or frozen poultry meat in individual portions


– rendering of edible poultry fats


This class also includes:


– slaughtering of rabbits and the like


– preparation of rabbit meat and the like


– production of feathers and down
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This class excludes:


– packaging of poultry meat for own account by the wholesale trade cf. 51.32


– packaging of poultry meat on a fee or contract basis cf. 74.82


15.13 Production of meat and poultry meat products


15.13/1 Bacon and ham production


This subclass includes:


– production of bacon and ham, including boiled ham


This subclass excludes:


– packaging of bacon and ham for own account by the wholesale trade cf. 51.32


– packaging of bacon and ham on a fee or contract basis cf. 74.82


15.13/2 This code is no longer in use


15.13/9 Other meat and poultry meat processing


This subclass includes:


– production of other dried, salted or smoked meat


– production of meat products:


■ sausages, salami, puddings, andouillettes, saveloys, bolognas, pates, galantines, rillettes; meat
extracts and juices


– production of prepared meat dishes


This subclass excludes:


– packaging of meat and poultry meat for own account by the wholesale trade cf. 51.32


– packaging of meat and poultry meat on a fee or contract basis cf. 74.82


15.2 Processing and preserving of fish and fish products


15.20 Processing and preserving of fish and fish products


15.20/1 Freezing of fish


This subclass includes:


– preservation of fish, crustaceans and molluscs: freezing and deep freezing


This subclass also includes:


– activities of vessels only engaged in processing and preserving fish by freezing


This subclass excludes:


– activities of vessels engaged both in fishing and in processing and freezing of fish cf. 05.01


15.20/2 This code is no longer in use


15.20/9 Other fish processing and preserving


This subclass includes:


– preservation of fish, crustaceans and molluscs: drying, smoking, salting, immersing in brine, canning, etc.


– production of fish, crustaceans and molluscs products: cooked fish, fish fillets, roes, caviar, caviar
substitutes, etc.


– production of prepared fish dishes


– production of fish meal for animal feed


This subclass also includes:


– activities of vessels only engaged in processing and preserving fish other than by freezing


This subclass excludes:


– activities of vessels engaged both in fishing and in processing and preserving of fish cf. 05.01


– production of oils and fats from marine material cf. 15.41


– manufacture of fish soups cf. 15.89/1


15.3 Processing and preserving of fruit and vegetables


15.31 Processing and preserving of potatoes


This class includes:


– production of prepared frozen potatoes


– production of dehydrated mashed potatoes


– production of potato snacks
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– production of potato crisps


– manufacture of potato flour and meal


This class also includes:


– industrial peeling of potatoes


15.32 Manufacture of fruit and vegetable juice


This class also includes:


– production of concentrates


This class excludes:


– production of fruit syrup cf. 15.98


15.33 Processing and preserving of fruit and vegetables not elsewhere classified


This class includes:


– preserving of fruit, nuts or vegetables: freezing, drying, immersing in oil or in vinegar, canning, etc.


– manufacture of fruit or vegetable food products


– manufacture of jams, marmalades and table jellies


This class excludes:


– manufacture of flour or meal of dried leguminous vegetables cf.15.61/2


– preservation of fruit and nuts in sugar cf. 15.84/2


15.4 Manufacture of vegetable and animal oils and fats


Manufacture of crude oils and fats (class 15.41) includes production of crude vegetable oils and fats,
not chemically modified, as well as production of animal oils and fats, crude or unrefined, not chemically
modified.


Manufacture of refined oils and fats (class 15.42) includes production of refined vegetable oils and fats as
well as production of animal or vegetable fats and oils and their fractions, partly or wholly hydrogenated,
inter-esterified, re-esterified, or elaidinised, whether or not refined, but not further prepared.


15.41 Manufacture of crude oils and fats


This class includes:


– production of crude vegetable oils; olive oil, soya bean oil, palm oil, sunflower-seed oil, cotton seed oil,
rape, colza or mustard oil, linseed oil, etc.


– production of non-defatted flour or meal of oil-seeds, oil nuts or oil kernels


This class also includes:


– production of non-edible animal oils and fats


– extraction of fish and marine mammal oils


Note: – cotton linters, oil cakes and other residual products of oil production are by-products of this class


This class excludes:


– rendering and refining of lard and other edible animal fats cf. 15.11/2


– wet corn milling cf. 15.62


– manufacture of essential oils cf. 24.63


15.42 Manufacture of refined oils and fats


This class includes:


– production of refined vegetable oils: olive oil, soya-bean oil, etc.


– processing of vegetable oils: blowing, boiling, oxidation, polymerisation, dehydration, hydrogenation,
etc.


This class excludes:


– production of olive oil from self-produced olives cf. 01.13/9


– production of non-edible animal oils and fats cf. 15.41


– extraction of fish and marine mammal oils cf. 15.41


15.43 Manufacture of margarine and similar edible fats


This class includes:


– manufacture of margarine


– manufacture of melanges and similar spreads


– manufacture of compound cooking fats
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15.5 Manufacture of dairy products


15.51 Operation of dairies and cheese making


15.51/1 Liquid milk and cream production


This subclass includes:


– production of fresh liquid milk, pasteurised, sterilised, homogenised and/or ultra heat treated


– production of cream from fresh liquid milk, pasteurised, sterilised, homogenised


This subclass excludes:


– production of raw cow milk cf. 01.21


15.51/2 Butter and cheese production


This subclass includes:


– production of butter


– production of cheese and curd


15.51/3 This code is no longer in use


15.51/9 Manufacture of other milk products


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of dried or concentrated milk whether or not sweetened


– production of yoghurt


– production of whey


– production of casein or lactose


– production of milk-based softdrinks


15.52 Manufacture of ice cream


This class includes:


– production of ice cream and other edible ice such as sorbet


This class excludes:


– activities of ice cream parlours cf. 55.30/3


15.6 Manufacture of grain mill products, starches and starch products


15.61 Manufacture of grain mill products


15.61/1 Grain milling


This subclass includes:


– grain milling: production of flour, groats, meal or pellets of wheat, rye, oats, maize (corn) or other
cereal grains


– manufacture of prepared blended flour for bread, cake, biscuits or pancakes


This subclass excludes:


– wet corn milling cf. 15.62


15.61/2 Manufacture of breakfast cereals and cereals-based foods


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of cereal breakfast foods


– rice milling: production of milled, polished, glazed, parboiled or converted rice; production of rice flour


– vegetable milling: production of flour or meal of dried leguminous vegetables, of roots or tubers, or of
edible nuts


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of potato flour and meal cf. 15.31


15.62 Manufacture of starches and starch products


This class includes:


– manufacture of starches from rice, potatoes, maize, etc.


– wet corn milling


– manufacture of glucose, glucose syrup, maltose, etc.


– manufacture of gluten


– manufacture of tapioca


– manufacture of corn oil
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This class excludes:


– manufacture of lactose cf. 15.51/9


– production of cane or beet sugar cf. 15.83


15.7 Manufacture of prepared animal feeds


15.71 Manufacture of prepared feeds for farm animals


This class includes:


– manufacture of prepared feeds for farm animals including animal feed supplements


– preparation of unmixed (single) feeds for farm animals


This class excludes:


– production of fishmeal for animal feed cf. 15.20/9


– production of oil seed cake cf. 15.41


15.72 Manufacture of prepared pet foods


15.8 Manufacture of other food products


15.81 Manufacture of bread; manufacture of fresh pastry goods and cakes


This class includes:


– manufacture of bread and rolls


– manufacture of fresh pastry, cakes, pies, tarts, etc.


This class excludes:


– manufacture of farinaceous products (e.g. pastas) cf. 15.85


15.82 Manufacture of rusks and biscuits; manufacture of preserved pastry goods and cakes


This class includes:


– manufacture of rusks and biscuits and “dry” bakery products


– manufacture of preserved pastry goods and cakes


– manufacture of snack products whether sweet or salted


15.83 Manufacture of sugar


This class includes:


– manufacture or refining of sugar (sucrose) and sugar substitutes from the juice of cane, beet, maple
and palm


This class excludes:


– manufacture of glucose, glucose syrup, maltose cf. 15.62


15.84 Manufacture of cocoa, chocolate and sugar confectionery


15.84/1 Manufacture of cocoa and chocolate confectionery


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of cocoa, cocoa butter, cocoa fat, cocoa oil


– manufacture of chocolate and chocolate confectionery


15.84/2 Manufacture of sugar confectionery


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of sugar confectionery


– manufacture of chewing gum


– preserving in sugar of fruit, nuts, fruit-peels and other parts of plants


– manufacture of confectionery lozenges and pastilles


This subclass excludes:


– production of sucrose sugar cf. 15.83


15.85 Manufacture of macaroni, noodles, couscous and similar farinaceous products


This class includes:


– manufacture of pastas such as macaroni and noodles, whether or not cooked or stuffed


– manufacture of couscous


15.86 Processing of tea and coffee
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15.86/1 Tea processing


This subclass includes:


– blending of tea and maté


– packing of tea including packing in tea-bags


This subclass also includes:


– manufacture of herb infusions (mint, vervain, camomile, etc.)


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of tea associated with tea plantations cf. 01.13/9


– manufacture of herb infusions if they are considered medical products cf. 24.42


15.86/2 Production of coffee and coffee substitutes


This subclass includes:


– decaffeination and roasting of coffee


– production of coffee products:


■ ground coffee


■ soluble coffee


■ extracts and concentrates of coffee


– manufacture of coffee substitutes


15.87 Manufacture of condiments and seasonings


This class includes:


– manufacture of spices, sauces and condiments:


■ mayonnaise


■ mustard flour and meal


■ prepared mustard, etc.


– manufacture of vinegar


This class excludes:


– growing of spice crops cf. 01.13/9


– manufacture of table salt cf. 14.40


15.88 Manufacture of homogenised food preparations and dietetic food


This class includes:


– manufacture of foods for particular nutritional uses (Council directive, Official Journal of the European
Communities No L186 dated 30 June 1989):


■ infant formulae


■ follow-up milk and other follow-up foods


■ baby foods


■ low-energy and energy-reduced foods intended for weight control


■ dietary foods for special medical purposes


■ low-sodium foods, including low-sodium or sodium-free dietary salts


■ gluten-free foods


■ foods intended to meet the expenditure of intense muscular effort, especially for sportsmen


■ foods for persons suffering from carbohydrate-metabolism disorders (diabetes)


15.89 Manufacture of other food products not elsewhere classified


15.89/1 Manufacture of soups


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of soups and broths


15.89/2 This code is no longer in use


15.89/9 Manufacture of other food products not elsewhere classified


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of yeast, powdered or reconstituted eggs


– manufacture of food products enriched by vitamins, proteins, etc.
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15.9 Manufacture of beverages


15.91 Manufacture of distilled potable alcoholic beverages


This class includes:


– manufacture of distilled, potable alcoholic beverages: manufacture of whisky, brandy, gin, liqueurs, etc.


This class excludes:


– manufacture of non-distilled alcoholic beverages cf. 15.92, 15.93, 15.94


15.92 Production of ethyl alcohol from fermented materials


This class includes:


– production of ethyl alcohol from fermented materials


– production of neutral spirits


15.93 Manufacture of wines


15.93/1 Manufacture of wine of fresh grapes and grape juice


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of wine:


■ table wine


■ QWPSR wine (Quality wine produced in specified regions)


– manufacture of sparkling wine


– manufacture of low or non-alcoholic wine from fresh grapes and grape juice


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of wine from self-produced grapes cf. 01.13/1


– bottling and packaging without transformation of the wine cf. 51.34/2, 74.82


15.93/2 Manufacture of wine based on concentrated grape must


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of wine from concentrated grape must


– manufacture of low or non-alcoholic wines from concentrated grape must


This subclass excludes:


– bottling and packaging without transformation of the wine cf. 51.34/2, 74.82


15.94 Manufacture of cider and other fruit wines


15.94/1 Manufacture of cider and perry


15.94/2 This code is no longer in use


15.94/9 Manufacture of other fermented fruit beverages


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of mead, other fruit wines and mixed beverages containing alcohol


15.95 Manufacture of other non-distilled fermented beverages


This class includes:


– manufacture of vermouth and the like


15.96 Manufacture of beer


This class also includes:


– manufacture of low or non-alcoholic beers


15.97 Manufacture of malt


15.98 Production of mineral waters and soft drinks


This class includes:


– production of natural mineral waters


– production of soft drinks:


■ non-alcoholic flavoured and/or sweetened waters: lemonade, orangeade, cola, energy drinks, fruit
drinks, tonic  waters, etc.


This class excludes:


– production of fruit and vegetable juice cf. 15.32
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16 Manufacture of Tobacco Products


16.0 Manufacture of tobacco products


16.00 Manufacture of tobacco products


This class includes:


– manufacture of tobacco products: cigarettes, cigarette tobacco, cigars, pipe tobacco, chewing
tobacco, snuff


– manufacture of “homogenised” or “reconstituted” tobacco


This class excludes:


– growing or preliminary processing of tobacco cf. 01.11


Subsection DB Manufacture of Textiles and Textile Products


17 Manufacture of Textiles


This division includes preparation and spinning of textile fibres as well as textile weaving, finishing of
textiles and wearing apparel, manufacture of made-up textile articles, except apparel (e.g. household
linen, blankets, rugs, cordage) and manufacture of knitted and crocheted fabrics and articles thereof
(e.g. socks and pullovers). Growing of natural fibres falls under division 01 (Agriculture), while
manufacture of synthetic fibres is a chemical process which has to be classified in class 24.70
(Manufacture of man-made fibres). Manufacture of wearing apparel falls under division 18.


17.1 Preparation and spinning of textile fibres


17.11 Preparation and spinning of cotton-type fibres


This class includes:


– preparatory operations on cotton-type fibres, carding and combing


– manufacture of cotton-type yarn, either with cotton or artificial or synthetic fibres, for weaving,
knitting, etc.


This class excludes:


– manufacture of sewing thread cf. 17.16


17.12 Preparation and spinning of woollen-type fibres


This class includes:


– preparatory operations on woollen-type fibres: degreasing and carbonising of wool, carding


– manufacture of woollen-type yarns, either with wool or artificial or synthetic fibres, for weaving,
knitting, etc.


17.13 Preparation and spinning of worsted-type fibres


This class includes:


– combing of worsted-type fibres


– manufacture of worsted-type yarns, either with wool or artificial or synthetic fibres, for weaving,
knitting, etc.


– preparation and spinning of semi-worsted-type (carded but not fully combed) fibres


17.14 Preparation and spinning of flax-type fibres


This class includes:


scutching of flax


manufacture of flax-type yarns, either with flax or artificial or synthetic fibres, for weaving, knitting, etc.


17.15 Throwing and preparation of silk including from noils and throwing and texturing of synthetic or artificial
filament yarns


This class includes:


– reeling, washing and throwing of silk


– carding and combing of silk waste


– manufacture of silk-type yarns, either with silk or artificial or synthetic fibres, for weaving, knitting, etc.


– texturising, twisting, folding, cabling and dipping of synthetic or artificial filament yarns


17.16 Manufacture of sewing threads


This class includes:


– manufacture of sewing thread of any textile material including mixtures


This class excludes:


– manufacture of knitting and crocheting yarn cf. 17.11 to 17.15, 17.17
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17.17 Preparation and spinning of other textile fibres


This class includes:


– preparatory operations and spinning of other textile fibres, such as jute or bast fibres


This class also includes:


– manufacture of paper yarn


This class excludes:


– manufacture of synthetic or artificial fibres and tows, manufacture of single yarns (including high
tenacity yarn and yarn for carpets) of synthetic or artificial fibres cf. 24.70


– manufacture of glass fibres cf. 26.14


– spinning of asbestos yarn cf. 26.82/1


17.2 Textile weaving


17.21 Cotton-type weaving


This class includes:


– manufacture of broad woven cotton-type fabrics, either with cotton or artificial or synthetic yarns


This class also includes:


– manufacture of woven pile or chenille fabrics, terry towelling, gauze, etc.


This class excludes:


manufacture of textile floor coverings cf. 17.51


manufacture of non-wovens cf. 17.53


manufacture of narrow fabrics cf. 17.54/2


manufacture of knitted and crocheted fabrics cf. 17.60


17.22 Woollen-type weaving


This class includes:


– manufacture of broad woven woollen-type fabrics, either with wool or artificial or synthetic yarns


This class excludes:


manufacture of textile floor coverings cf. 17.51


manufacture of non-wovens cf. 17.53


manufacture of knitted and crocheted fabrics cf. 17.60


17.23 Worsted-type weaving


This class includes:


– manufacture of broad woven worsted-type fabrics, either with wool or artificial or synthetic yarns


This class excludes:


manufacture of textile floor coverings cf. 17.51


manufacture of non-wovens cf. 17.53


manufacture of knitted and crocheted fabrics cf. 17.60


17.24 Silk-type weaving


This class includes:


– manufacture of broad woven silk-type fabrics either with silk or artificial or synthetic yarns


This class excludes:


– manufacture of non-wovens cf. 17.53


17.25 Other textile weaving


This class includes:


– manufacture of other broad woven fabrics, using flax, ramie, hemp, jute, bast fibres and special yarns


– manufacture of polypropylene fabrics


This class also includes:


– manufacture of woven fabrics of glass fibres


This class excludes:


– manufacture of textile floor coverings cf. 17.51


– manufacture of non-wovens cf. 17.53


– weaving of asbestos yarn cf. 26.82/1
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17.3 Finishing of textiles


17.30 Finishing of textiles


This class includes:


– bleaching, dyeing and printing (including thermo-printing) of not self-produced textiles fibres, yarns,
fabrics and textile articles, including wearing apparel


– dressing, drying, steaming, shrinking, sanforising, mercerising of not self-produced textiles and textile
articles including wearing apparel


This class also includes:


– finishing of leather wearing apparel


– bleaching of jeans


– pleating and similar work on textiles


This class excludes:


– finishing of textile articles made from self-produced materials cf. 17.1, 17.2 and 17.5


– impregnation, coating, covering and lamination of textiles with plastics cf. 17.54/9


– while-you-wait printing on textile articles cf. 52.74


17.4 Manufacture of made-up textile articles, except apparel


17.40 Manufacture of made-up textile articles, except apparel


17.40/1 Manufacture of soft furnishings


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of made-up soft furnishing articles of any textile material including of knitted or
crocheted fabrics:


■ cushions, pouffes, pillows, curtains, furniture covers, blinds such as Festoon, Austrian, Roman, etc.


17.40/2 Manufacture of canvas goods, sacks, etc.


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of made-up canvas goods, sacks, etc.:


■ tarpaulins, tents, camping goods, sails, sacks, blinds, sun blinds, machine covers, loose covers
for cars


■ flags, banners, pennants, etc.


■ life jackets, parachutes, etc.


17.40/3 Manufacture of household textiles


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of made-up household textile articles of any textile material including of  knitted and
crocheted fabrics:


■ blankets including travelling rugs


■ bed, table, toilet or kitchen linen


■ quilts, eiderdowns, sleeping bags, etc.


■ valances, bedspreads, etc.


■ dust-cloths, dish-cloths and similar articles


This subclass also includes:


– manufacture of the textile part of electric blankets


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of textile articles for technical use cf. 17.54/9


17.5 Manufacture of other textiles


17.51 Manufacture of carpets and rugs


17.51/1 Manufacture of woven carpets and rugs


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of pile carpets and rugs from wool, cotton and man-made fibres by weaving processes


17.51/2 Manufacture of tufted carpets and rugs


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of pile carpets, rugs and tiles from wool, cotton and man-made fibres by tufting processes


17.51/3 This code is no longer in use
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17.51/9 Manufacture of other carpets and rugs


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of needleloom and bonded fibre carpets, rugs and tiles and needlefelt underlay


– manufacture of jute carpets and mats


– manufacture of knotted carpets


– manufacture of mats and matting of coir, sisal and other hard fibres


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of mats and matting of plaiting materials cf. 20.52


– manufacture of floor coverings of cork, rubber or plastic materials, even when textile backed cf. 20.52,
25.13, 25.23/1


– manufacture of linoleum and hard non-plastic surface floor coverings cf. 36.63/9


17.52 Manufacture of cordage, rope, twine and netting


This class includes:


– manufacture of twine, cordage, rope and cables of textile fibres or strip or the like, whether or not
impregnated, coated, covered or sheathed with rubber or plastics


– manufacture of knotted netting of twine, cordage or rope


– manufacture of products of rope or netting: fishing nets, ships’ fenders, unloading cushions, loading
slings, rope or cable fitted with metal rings, etc.


This class excludes:


– manufacture of hair nets cf. 18.24/9


17.53 Manufacture of non-wovens and articles made from non-wovens, except apparel


17.54 Manufacture of other textiles not elsewhere classified


17.54/1 Manufacture of lace


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of tulles and other net fabrics; of lace in the piece, in strips or in motifs; of embroidery


– manufacture of net and window furnishing type fabrics of lace knitted on Raschel or similar machines


17.54/2 Manufacture of narrow fabrics


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of narrow woven fabrics, including fabrics consisting of warp without weft assembled by
means of an adhesive


– manufacture of labels, badges, etc.


– manufacture of ornamental trimmings:


■ braids, tassels, pompons, etc.


– manufacture of rubber thread and cord covered with textile material


– manufacture of diverse textile articles: textile wicks, hosepiping, transmission or conveyor belts
or belting


17.54/3 This code is no longer in use


17.54/9 Manufacture of other textiles not elsewhere classified


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of felt


– manufacture of fabrics impregnated, coated, covered or laminated with plastics


– manufacture of textile yarn or strip covered, impregnated, coated or sheathed with rubber or plastics


– manufacture of textile wadding and articles of wadding:


■ sanitary towels or tampons


– manufacture of metallised yarn or gimped yarn


– manufacture of diverse fabrics: tyre cord fabric of high-tenacity man-made yarn, tracing cloth, canvas
prepared for use by painters, buckram and similar stiffened textile fabrics, fabrics coated with gum or
amylaceous substances


– manufacture of diverse textile articles: incandescent gas mantles and tubular gas mantle fabric, bolting
cloth, straining cloth


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of needleloom felt floor coverings cf. 17.51/9


– manufacture of cloth of woven metal wire cf. 28.73
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17.6 Manufacture of knitted and crocheted fabrics


17.60 Manufacture of knitted and crocheted fabrics


This class includes:


– manufacture and processing in the same unit of knitted or crocheted fabrics:


■ pile and terry fabrics


■ net and window furnishing type fabrics knitted on Raschel or similar machines


■ other knitted or crocheted fabrics


This class excludes:


– manufacture of net and window furnishing type fabrics of lace knitted on Raschel or similar machines
cf. 17.54/1


17.7 Manufacture of knitted and crocheted articles


17.71 Manufacture of knitted and crocheted hosiery


This class includes:


– manufacture of hosiery, including socks, tights and pantihose


This class also includes:


– manufacture of footwear of textile materials without applied soles


17.72 Manufacture of knitted and crocheted pullovers, cardigans and similar articles


This class includes:


– manufacture of knitted or crocheted pullovers, cardigans, jerseys, waistcoats and similar articles


18 Manufacture of Wearing Apparel; Dressing and Dyeing of Fur


The clothing industry covers all tailoring (ready-to-wear or made-to-measure), in all materials (e.g.
leather, fabric, knitted and crocheted fabrics), of all items of clothing (e.g. outerwear, underwear for
men, women or children; work, city or casual clothing) and accessories. There is no distinction made
between clothing for adults or children, or between modern and traditional clothing. Division 18 also
includes the fur industry (furskins and wearing apparel). It does not include the manufacture of knitted
and crocheted articles (17.7) nor the finishing of wearing apparel (17.30).


18.1 Manufacture of leather clothes


18.10 Manufacture of leather clothes


This class includes:


– manufacture of wearing apparel made of leather or composition leather


This class excludes:


– manufacture of leather gloves and belts cf. 18.24/9


– manufacture of apparel of fur cf. 18.30


– manufacture of leather sports gloves and sports headgear cf. 36.40


18.2 Manufacture of other wearing apparel and accessories


This group excludes:


– manufacture of apparel of fur cf. 18.30


18.21 Manufacture of workwear


This class excludes:


– manufacture of footwear cf. 19.30


– manufacture of wearing apparel of rubber or plastics which is not assembled by stitching but is merely
sealed together cf. 25.13, 25.24


– manufacture of safety headgear cf. 25.24, 28.75


– repair of wearing apparel cf. 52.74


18.22 Manufacture of other outerwear


18.22/1 Manufacture of other men’s outerwear


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of other outerwear made of woven, knitted or crocheted fabric, nonwovens, etc. for men
and boys:


■ coats, suits, jackets, trousers, etc.
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This subclass also includes:


– custom tailoring


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of wearing apparel of furskins cf. 18.30


– manufacture of wearing apparel of rubber or plastics which is not assembled by stitching but is merely
sealed together cf. 25.13, 25.24


– repair of wearing apparel cf. 52.74


18.22/2 Manufacture of other women’s outerwear


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of other outerwear made of woven, knitted or crocheted fabric, nonwovens, etc. for
women and girls:


■ coats, suits, ensembles, jackets, dresses, slacks, skirts, etc.


This subclass also includes:


– custom tailoring


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of wearing apparel of furskins cf. 18.30


– manufacture of wearing apparel of rubber or plastics which is not assembled by stitching but is merely
sealed together cf. 25.13, 25.24


– repair of wearing apparel cf. 52.74


18.23 Manufacture of underwear


18.23/1 Manufacture of men’s underwear


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of underwear made of woven, knitted or crocheted fabric, etc. for men and boys:


■ shirts, T-shirts, underpants, briefs, pyjamas, dressing gowns, etc.


This subclass excludes:


– repair of wearing apparel cf 52.74


18.23/2 Manufacture of women’s underwear


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of underwear made of woven, knitted or crocheted fabric, lace, etc. for women and girls:


■ blouses, lingerie, slips, brassieres, corsets, night-dresses, dressing gowns, etc.


This subclass excludes:


– repair of wearing apparel cf 52.74


18.24 Manufacture of other wearing apparel and accessories not elsewhere classified


18.24/1 Manufacture of hats


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of hats and caps


This subclass also includes:


– manufacture of headgear of furskins


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of safety headgear cf. 25.24, 28.75


– manufacture of sports headgear cf. 36.40


18.24/2 This code is no longer in use


18.24/3 Cut, make and trim for clothing manufacturers (CMT)


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of garments from cloth supplied by a principal


18.24/9 Manufacture of other wearing apparel and accessories not elsewhere classified


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of babies garments, tracksuits, ski-suits, swimwear, etc.


– manufacture of other clothing accessories: gloves, belts, shawls, ties, cravats, hair nets, etc.
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This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of leather sports gloves cf. 36.40


– repair of wearing apparel cf. 52.74


18.3 Dressing and dyeing of fur; manufacture of articles of fur


18.30 Dressing and dyeing of fur; manufacture of articles of fur


This class includes:


– dressing and dyeing of furskins and hides with the hair on:


■ scraping, currying, tanning, bleaching, shearing and plucking and dyeing of furskins


– manufacture of articles made of furskins:


■ fur wearing apparel and clothing accessories


■ assemblies of furskins such as “dropped” furskins, plates, mats, strips, etc.


■ diverse articles of furskins: rugs, unstuffed pouffes, industrial polishing cloths


This class also includes:


– manufacture of artificial fur and articles thereof


This class excludes:


– production of raw furskins cf. 01.25, 01.50


– production of raw hides and skins cf. 15.11/1


– manufacture of imitation furs (long hair cloth obtained by weaving or knitting) cf. 17.2, 17.60


– manufacture of fur hats cf. 18.24/1


– manufacture of apparel trimmed with fur cf. 18.24/9


– manufacture of boots or shoes containing fur parts cf. 19.30


Subsection DC Manufacture of Leather and Leather Products


Today, the leather and footwear industry also uses many other materials to manufacture its products (e.g.
travel articles, footwear). The division’s activities include preparation and tanning of raw hides and skins
produced by group 15.1.


19 Tanning And Dressing of Leather; Manufacture of Luggage, Handbags, Saddlery, Harness
and Footwear


19.1 Tanning and dressing of leather


19.10 Tanning and dressing of leather


This class includes:


– production of tanned leather


– manufacture of chamois dressed, parchment dressed, patent or metallised leathers


– manufacture of composition leather


This class excludes:


– production of raw hides and skins cf. 15.11/1


– manufacture of leather wearing apparel cf. 18.10


– tanning or dressing of furskins or hides with the hair on cf. 18.30


– manufacture of imitation leather not based on natural leather cf. 17.2, 25.13, 25.24


19.2 Manufacture of luggage, handbags and the like, saddlery and harness


19.20 Manufacture of luggage, handbags and the like, saddlery and harness


This class includes:


– manufacture of luggage, handbags and the like, of leather, composition leather and of any other
materials, such as plastic sheeting, textile materials, vulcanised fibre or paperboard, where the same
technology is used as for leather


– manufacture of non-metallic watch straps


– manufacture of diverse articles of leather or composition leather: driving belts, packings, etc.


– manufacture of saddlery and harness


This class excludes:


– manufacture of leather wearing apparel cf. 18.10


– manufacture of leather gloves and hats cf. 18.24


– manufacture of footwear cf. 19.30


– manufacture of metallic watch straps cf. 33.50
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19.3 Manufacture of footwear


19.30 Manufacture of footwear


This class includes:


– manufacture of footwear for all purposes, of any material, by any process including moulding


– manufacture of gaiters, leggings and similar articles


– manufacture of parts of footwear: manufacture of uppers and parts of uppers, outer and inner soles,
heels, etc.


This class excludes:


– manufacture of footwear of textile material without applied soles cf. 17.71


– manufacture of footwear of asbestos cf. 26.82/1


– manufacture of orthopaedic shoes cf. 33.10


Subsection DD Manufacture of Wood and Wood Products


20 Manufacture of Wood And of Products of Wood and Cork, Except Furniture; Manufacture of
Articles of Straw and Plaiting Materials


This division includes manufacture of wooden products such as lumber, plywood, veneers, wooden
containers, wooden flooring, wooden trusses and prefabricated wooden buildings. The production
processes include sawing, planing, shaping, laminating and assembling of wooden products starting
from logs that are cut into bolts or lumber that may be further cut, or shaped by lathes or other shaping
tools. The lumber or other transformed wooden shapes may also be subsequently planed or smoothed
and assembled into finished products such as wooden containers.


With the exception of sawmills and wood preservation units, the units are grouped into industries mainly
based on the specific products manufactured.


Subsection DD does not include either the manufacture of furniture (36.1) nor the installation of not
self-manufactured wooden fittings and the like (45.42).


20.1 Sawmilling and planing of wood, impregnation of wood


20.10 Sawmilling and planing of wood, impregnation of wood


This class includes:


– sawing, planing and machining of wood


– manufacture of wooden railway sleepers


– manufacture of unassembled wooden flooring


– manufacture of wood wool, wood flour, chips, particles


This class also includes:


– drying of wood


– impregnation or chemical treatment of wood with preservatives or other materials


This class excludes:


– logging and production of wood in the rough cf. 02.01


– manufacture of shingles and shakes, beadings and mouldings cf. 20.30


20.2 Manufacture of veneer sheets; manufacture of plywood, laminboard, particle board, fibre board and
other panels and boards


20.20 Manufacture of veneer sheets; manufacture of plywood, laminboard, particle board, fibre board and other panels
and boards


This class also includes:


– manufacture of blockboard


20.3 Manufacture of builders’ carpentry and joinery


20.30 Manufacture of builders’ carpentry and joinery


This class includes:


– manufacture of wooden goods intended to be used primarily in the construction industry:


■ beams, rafters, roof struts


■ doors, windows, shutters and their frames
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■ stairs, railings


■ wooden beadings and mouldings, shingles and shakes


■ parquet floor blocks, strips, etc., assembled into panels


– manufacture of prefabricated buildings or elements thereof, of wood


This class excludes:


– manufacture of unassembled wooden flooring cf. 20.10


20.4 Manufacture of wooden containers


20.40 Manufacture of wooden containers


This class includes:


– manufacture of packing cases, boxes, crates, drums and similar packings of wood


– manufacture of pallets, box pallets and other load boards of wood


– manufacture of barrels, vats, tubs and other coopers’ products, of wood


– manufacture of wooden cable-drums


This class excludes:


– manufacture of luggage cf. 19.20


– manufacture of cases of plaiting material cf. 20.52


20.5 Manufacture of other products of wood; manufacture of articles of cork, straw and plaiting materials


20.51 Manufacture of other products of wood


This class includes:


– manufacture of various wooden products:


■ wooden handles and bodies for tools, brooms, brushes


■ wooden boot or shoe lasts and trees, clothes hangers


■ household utensils and kitchen-ware of wood; coat and hat racks


■ wooden statuettes and ornaments, wood marquetry, inlaid wood


■ wooden caskets and cases for jewellery, cutlery and similar articles


■ wooden coffins


■ wooden spools, cops, bobbins, sewing thread reels and similar articles of turned wood


■ other articles of wood


This class excludes:


– manufacture of luggage cf. 19.20


– manufacture of wooden footwear cf. 19.30


– manufacture of lamps and lighting fittings cf. 31.50


– manufacture of clock cases cf. 33.50


– manufacture of furniture cf. 36.1


– manufacture of wooden toys cf. 36.50/9


– manufacture of imitation jewellery cf. 36.61


– manufacture of brushes and brooms cf. 36.62


– manufacture of walking sticks and umbrella handles cf. 36.63/9


– manufacture of matches cf. 36.63/9


20.52 Manufacture of articles of cork, straw and plaiting materials


This class includes:


– natural cork processing


– manufacture of articles of natural or agglomerated cork


– manufacture of plaits and products of plaiting materials:


■ mats, mattings, screens, etc.


– manufacture of basket ware and wickerwork


This class excludes:


– manufacture of mats or matting of textile materials cf. 17.51


– manufacture of furniture cf. 36.1
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Subsection DE Manufacture of Pulp, Paper and Paper Products; Publishing and Printing


21 Manufacture of Pulp, Paper and Paper Products


This division covers the manufacture of pulp, paper or converted paper products. The manufacturing of
these products is grouped together because they constitute a series of vertically connected processes.
More than one is often carried carried out in a single unit. There are essentially three activities. The
manufacture of pulp involves separating the cellulose fibres from other impurities in wood or used paper.
The manufacture of paper involves matting these fibres into a sheet. Converted paper products are made
from paper and other materials by various cutting and shaping techniques and includes coating and
laminating activities. The paper articles may be printed (e.g. wallpaper, gift wrap, etc.) provided that the
printed information is not the main purpose.


21.1 Manufacture of pulp, paper and paperboard


21.11 Manufacture of pulp


This class includes:


– manufacture of bleached, semi-bleached or unbleached paper pulp by mechanical, chemical
(dissolving or non- dissolving) or semi-chemical processes of paper pulp


– removal of ink and manufacture of pulp from waste paper


21.12 Manufacture of paper and paperboard


This class includes:


– manufacture of paper and paperboard intended for further industrial processing


This class also includes:


– coating, covering and impregnation of paper and paperboard


– manufacture of creped or crinkled paper


– manufacture of newsprint and other printing paper or writing paper


– manufacture of cellulose wadding and webs of cellulose fibres


This class excludes:


– manufacture of corrugated paperboard cf. 21.21/1


– manufacture of further processed articles of paper cf. 21.22, 21.23, 21.24, 21.25


21.2 Manufacture of articles of paper and paperboard


21.21 Manufacture of corrugated paper and paperboard and of containers of paper and paperboard


21.21/1 Manufacture of corrugated paper and paperboard, sacks and bags


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of corrugated paper and paperboard


– manufacture of sacks and bags of paper


21.21/2 This code is no longer in use


21.21/3 Manufacture of cartons, boxes and cases of corrugated paper and paperboard


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of non-corrugated cartons, boxes and cases cf. 21.21/4


21.21/4 Manufacture of cartons, boxes and cases of non-corrugated paper and paperboard


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of cartons, boxes and cases of corrugated paper and paperboard cf. 21.21/3


– manufacture of cartons and similar containers for liquids made of paper and paperboard, whether or
not waxed cf. 21.21/5


21.21/5 Manufacture of cartons and similar containers of paper and paperboard specifically designed for carrying liquids,
whether or not waxed


This subclass includes:


– cartons for carrying milk, fruit juice, liquid detergents, etc.


21.21/9 Manufacture of other containers


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of other containers of paper or paperboard


– manufacture of containers of solid board


– manufacture of office box files and similar articles
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This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of envelopes cf. 21.23


– manufacture of moulded or pressed articles of paper pulp (e.g. egg trays) cf. 21.25/9


21.22 Manufacture of household and sanitary goods and of toilet requisites


This class includes:


– manufacture of household and personal hygiene paper and cellulose wadding products:


■ manufacture of cleansing tissues


■ manufacture of handkerchiefs, towels, serviettes


■ manufacture of toilet paper


■ manufacture of sanitary towels and tampons, napkins and napkin liners for babies


■ manufacture of cups, dishes and trays


21.23 Manufacture of paper stationery


This class includes:


– manufacture of printing and writing paper ready for use


– manufacture of computer print-out paper


– manufacture of self-copy paper ready for use


– manufacture of duplicator stencils and carbon paper ready for use


– manufacture of gummed or adhesive paper ready for use


– manufacture of envelopes and letter-cards


– manufacture of boxes, pouches, wallets and writing compendiums containing an assortment of
paper stationery


21.24 Manufacture of wallpaper


This class includes:


– manufacture of wallpaper and similar wall coverings including vinyl coated wall paper


– manufacture of textile wall coverings


21.25 Manufacture of other articles of paper and paperboard not elsewhere classified


21.25/1 Manufacture of printed labels


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of unprinted labels cf. 21.25/2


21.25/2 Manufacture of unprinted labels


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of printed labels cf. 21.25/1


21.25/9 Manufacture of other articles of paper and paperboard not elsewhere classified


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of filter paper and paperboard


– manufacture of paper and paperboard bobbins, spools, cops, etc.


– manufacture of egg trays and other moulded pulp packaging products


– manufacture of paper or paperboard cards for use on Jacquard machines


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of printed labels cf. 21.25/1


– manufacture of unprinted labels cf. 21.25/2


– manufacture of paper or paperboard in bulk cf. 21.12


– manufacture of games and toys of paper or paperboard cf. 36.50/9


– manufacture of playing cards cf. 36.50/9


22 Publishing, Printing and Reproduction of Recorded Media


This division includes publishing of newspapers, magazines, other periodicals and books. In general, the
units, which are known as publishers, issue copies of works for which they usually possess copyright.
Works may be in one or more formats including traditional print form, audio-tape, CD-ROM, or on-line.
Publishers may publish works originally created by others for which they have obtained the rights and/or
works that they have created in-house.
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The printing activities print products such as newspapers, books, periodicals, business forms, greeting
cards and other materials, and perform support activities, such as bookbinding, platemaking services
and data imaging. The support activities included here are an integral part of the printing industry and a
product (a printing plate, a bound book or a computer disk or file) that is an integral part of the printing
industry is almost always provided by these operations.


Processes used in printing include a variety of methods used to transfer an image from a plate, screen
or computer file to some medium such as paper, plastics, metal, textile articles or wood. The most
prominent of these methods is the transfer of an image from a plate or screen to a medium (lithographic,
gravure, screen and flexographic printing). A rapidly growing new technology uses a computer file to
directly “drive” the printing mechanism to create the image. This new technology also includes new
electrostatic and other types of equipment (digital or non-impact printing).


The division excludes:


– publishing of software cf. 72.21


– on-line publishing, not in connection with other publishing cf. 72.40


22.1 Publishing


22.11 Publishing of books


This class includes:


– publishing of books, brochures, leaflets and similar publications including publishing of dictionaries
and encyclopaedias


– publishing of maps and charts


22.12 Publishing of newspapers


This class includes:


– publishing of newspapers, including advertising newspapers


22.13 Publishing of journals and periodicals


22.14 Publishing of sound recordings


This class includes:


– publishing of gramophone records, CDs, DVDs and tapes with music or other sound recordings


– publishing of printed music


22.15 Other publishing


This class includes:


– publishing of:


■ photos, engravings and postcards
■ timetables


■ forms
■ posters, reproduction of works of art


■ other printed matter such as postcards reproduced by mechanical or photo-mechanical means


22.2 Printing and service activities related to printing


22.21 Printing of newspapers


22.22 Printing not elsewhere classified


This class includes:


– printing of magazines and other periodicals, books and brochures, music and music manuscripts,
maps, atlases, posters, advertising catalogues, prospectuses and other printed advertising, postage
stamps, taxation stamps, documents of title, cheques and other security papers, registers, albums,
diaries, calendars, business forms and other commercial printed matter, personal stationery and
other printed matter (e.g. plastic labels, plastic bags and glass sheets, articles of metal) by letterpress,
offset, photogravure, flexographic, screen printing and other printing presses, duplicating machines,
computer printers, embossers, photocopiers and thermocopiers


This class excludes:


– printing of paper labels cf. 21.25/1


– publishing cf. 22.1


– printing on textiles cf. 17.30


22.23 Bookbinding


This class includes:


– binding of printed sheets, e.g. into books, brochures, magazines, catalogues, etc. by folding,
assembling, stitching, glueing, collating, basting, adhesive binding, trimming, gold stamping
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22.24 Pre-press activities


This class includes:


– composition, typesetting, photo-typesetting, data-input including scanning and optical character
recognition, electronic make-up


– document creation, desktop publishing and all other origination activities


– preparation of digital data e.g. enhancement, selection, linkage of digital data


– computer aided design, computer aided manufacture, electronic processes for data-output


– digital imposition


– plate-making services including image-setting and plate-setting (for the printing processes letterpress
and offset)


– engraving or etching of cylinders for gravure


– plate processes direct to plate (also photopolymer plates)


– plates and dies for relief stamping or printing


– artistic work including litho stones and prepared wood blocks


22.25 Ancillary activities related to printing


This class includes:


– production of other reprographic products


– production of presentation media e.g., overhead projection foils, and other digital forms of presentation


– design of printing products e.g. sketches, lay-outs, dummies, etc.


– other graphic activities such as die sinking or stamping, braille copying, punching and drilling,
embossing, varnishing and laminating, collating and insetting, creasing


22.3 Reproduction of recorded media


22.31 Reproduction of sound recording


This class includes:


– reproduction from master copies of gramophone records, CDs, DVDs and tapes with  music or other
sound recordings


22.32 Reproduction of video recording


This class includes:


– reproduction from master copies of DVDs and tapes with motion pictures and other video recordings


22.33 Reproduction of computer media


This class includes:


– reproduction from master copies of software and data on discs and tapes


Subsection DF Manufacture of Coke, Refined Petroleum Products and Nuclear Fuel


23 Manufacture of Coke, Refined Petroleum Products and Nuclear Fuel


This division is based on the transformation of crude petroleum and coal into usable products and also
includes the nuclear industries. It is the manufacturing part of the energy sector which begins in section C
(Mining and quarrying) and is also present in section E (Electricity, gas and water supply). The dominant
process is petroleum refining that involves the separation of crude petroleum into component products
through such techniques as cracking and distillation. This division also covers the manufacture for own
account of characteristic products (e.g. coke, butane, propane, petrol, kerosene, fuel oil, nuclear fuel) as
well as processing services (e.g. custom refining, treatment of nuclear waste).


This division includes manufacture of gases with lower purity only (less than 95% for ethane, ethylene
and butane, less than 90% for propane (propylene, butene (butylene) and butadiene). Not included is
manufacture of such gases with higher purity (24.14), manufacture of industrial gases (24.11), extraction
of natural gas (methane, ethane, butane or propane) (11.10), and manufacture of fuel gas, other than
petroleum gases (e.g. coal gas, water gas, producer gas, gasworks gas (40.21)).


23.1 Manufacture of coke oven products


23.10 Manufacture of coke oven products


This class includes:


– production of coke


– production at low temperature carbonisation plants


– production of coke oven gas


– production of crude coal and lignite tars
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This class excludes:


– agglomeration of hard coal cf. 10.10/3


– agglomeration of lignite cf. 10.20


– production of pitch and pitch coke cf. 24.14


– transformation of coke oven gas for distribution through mains cf 40.21


23.2 Manufacture of refined petroleum products


23.20 Manufacture of refined petroleum products


23.20/1 Mineral oil refining


This subclass includes:


– refining crude and process oils or shale oil for the derivation of refined or partly refined petroleum
products, cracking or other processes


– production of process oils: refinery feedstocks used in the manufacture of petroleum products


– production of motor fuel: petrol, automotive diesel, etc.


– production of other transport fuels: aviation turbine fuel, marine diesel, etc.


– production of fuel: other middle distillates such as gas oil, burning oil; heavy distillates – light, medium
and heavy fuel oil; refinery gases such as ethane, propane, butane, etc.


– manufacture of products for the petrochemical industry and for the manufacture of road coverings


– manufacture of other products: such as solvents, e.g. white spirit, or petroleum jelly used as an ointment


23.20/2 This code is no longer in use


23.20/9 Other treatment of petroleum products (excluding petrochemicals manufacture)


This subclass includes:


– processing, blending and compounding of mineral, animal and vegetable oils and greases other than
at petroleum refineries


– manufacture of oil based lubricating oils or greases including from waste oil


23.3 Processing of nuclear fuel


23.30 Processing of nuclear fuel


This class includes:


– production of enriched uranium


– production of fuel elements for nuclear reactors


– production of radioactive elements for industrial or medical use


– reprocessing of nuclear fuels and treatment of radioactive nuclear waste


This class excludes:


– mining and concentration of uranium and thorium ores cf. 12.00


– manufacture of yellowcake cf. 12.00


– treatment and disposal of transition radioactive waste from hospitals, etc. cf. 90.021


Subsection DG Manufacture of Chemicals, Chemical Products and Man-made Fibres


24 Manufacture of Chemicals and Chemical Products


This Subsection is based on the transformation of organic and inorganic raw materials by a chemical
process and the formulation of products. It distinguishes the production of basic chemicals that comprise
the first industry group from the production of intermediate and end products, produced by further
processing of basic chemicals, that make up the remaining activity groups.


24.1 Manufacture of basic chemicals


24.11 Manufacture of industrial gases


This class includes:


– manufacture of liquefied or compressed inorganic industrial or medical gases:
■ elemental gases
■ liquid or compressed air
■ refrigerant gases
■ mixed industrial gases
■ inert gases such as carbon dioxide
■ isolating gases


This class excludes:


– extraction of methane, ethane, butane or propane cf. 11.10


– manufacture of fuel gases such as ethane, butane or propane in a petroleum refinery cf. 23.20/1
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24.12 Manufacture of dyes and pigments


This class includes:


– manufacture of dyes and pigments from any source in basic form or as concentrate


This class also includes:


– manufacture of products of a kind used as fluorescent brightening agents or as luminophores


This class excludes


– manufacture of prepared dyes and pigments cf. 24.30/1


24.13 Manufacture of other inorganic basic chemicals


This class includes:


– manufacture of chemical elements except metals, industrial elemental gases and radioactive elements
produced by the nuclear fuels industry


– manufacture of inorganic acids except nitric acid


– manufacture of alkalis, lyes and other inorganic bases except ammonia


– manufacture of other inorganic compounds


This class excludes:


– manufacture of nitric and sulphonitric acids cf. 24.15


– manufacture of ammonia cf. 24.15


– manufacture of ammonia chloride cf. 24.15


– manufacture of ammonium carbonates cf. 24.15


– manufacture of nitrites and nitrates of potassium cf. 24.15


24.14 Manufacture of other organic basic chemicals


This class includes:


– manufacture of other organic basic chemicals:
■ acyclic hydrocarbons, saturated and unsaturated
■ cyclic hydrocarbons, saturated and unsaturated
■ acyclic and cyclic alcohols, including synthetic ethyl alcohol
■ mono- and polycarboxyclic acids including acetic acid
■ other oxygen-function compounds including aldehydes, ketones, quinones and dual or  poly


oxygen-function compounds
■ nitrogen-function organic compounds including amines
■ other organic compounds including wood distillation products, etc.


– manufacture of charcoal


– production of pitch and pitch coke


– manufacture of synthetic aromatic products


– distillation of coal tar


This class excludes:


– manufacture of ethyl alcohol from fermented materials cf. 15.92


– manufacture of plastics in primary forms cf. 24.16


– manufacture of synthetic rubber in primary forms cf. 24.17


– manufacture of salicylic and O-acetylsalicylic acids cf. 24.41


– manufacture of crude glycerol cf. 24.51/1


– manufacture of essential oils cf. 24.63


24.15 Manufacture of fertilisers and nitrogen compounds


This class includes:


– manufacture of fertilisers:
■ straight or complex nitrogenous, phosphatic or potassic fertilisers
■ urea, crude natural phosphates and crude natural potassium salts


– manufacture of associated nitrogen products:
■ nitric and sulphonitric acids, ammonia, ammonium chloride, nitrites and nitrates of potassium


This class excludes:


– mining of guano cf. 14.30


– manufacture of agro-chemical products cf. 24.20


– waste treatment by composting plants with the aim of disposal and a resulting by-product (compost)
cf. 90.02
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24.16 Manufacture of plastics in primary forms


This class includes:


– manufacture of plastics in primary forms:
■ polymers, including those of ethylene, propylene, styrene, vinyl chloride, vinyl acetate and acrylics
■ polyamides
■ phenolic and epoxide resins and polyurethanes
■ alkyd and polyester resins and polyethers
■ silicones
■ ion-exchangers based on polymers


This class also includes:


– manufacture of cellulose


This class excludes:


– recycling of plastics cf. 37.20


24.17 Manufacture of synthetic rubber in primary forms


This class includes:


– manufacture of synthetic rubber in primary forms:
■ synthetic rubber
■ factice


– manufacture of mixtures of synthetic rubber and natural rubber or rubber-like gums (e.g. balata)


24.2 Manufacture of pesticides and other agro-chemical products


24.20 Manufacture of pesticides and other agro-chemical products


This class includes:


– manufacture of insecticides, rodenticides, fungicides, herbicides


– manufacture of anti-sprouting products, plant growth regulators


– manufacture of disinfectants


– manufacture of other agro-chemical products not elsewhere classified


This class excludes:


– manufacture of fertilisers and nitrogen compounds cf. 24.15


24.3 Manufacture of paints, varnishes and similar coatings, printing ink and mastics


24.30 Manufacture of paints, varnishes and similar coatings, printing ink and mastics


24.30/1 Manufacture of paints, varnishes and similar coatings


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of paints and varnishes, enamels or lacquers


– manufacture of prepared pigments, opacifiers and colours;


– manufacture of vitrifiable enamels and glazes and engobes and similar preparations


– manufacture of organic composite solvents and thinners


– manufacture of prepared paint or varnish removers


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of dyestuffs and pigments cf. 24.12


24.30/2 Manufacture of printing ink


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of writing and drawing ink cf. 24.66


24.30/3 Manufacture of mastics and sealants


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of mastics


– manufacture of caulking compounds and similar non-refractory filling or surfacing preparations


24.4 Manufacture of pharmaceuticals, medicinal chemicals and botanical products


24.41 Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products


This class includes:


– production of medicinally active substances to be used for their pharmacological properties in the
manufacture of medicaments


– processing of blood
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This class also includes:


– manufacture of chemically pure sugars


– processing of glands and manufacture of extracts of glands, etc.


24.42 Manufacture of pharmaceutical preparations


24.42/1 Manufacture of medicaments


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of medicaments defined as such in Community law:
■ anti-sera and other blood fractions
■ vaccines
■ diverse medicaments, including homeopathic preparations


– manufacture of chemical contraceptive products for external use and hormonal contraceptive medicaments


24.42/2 Manufacture of non-medicaments


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of dental fillings and bone reconstruction cements


– manufacture of medical impregnated wadding, gauze, bandages, dressings, surgical gut string, etc.


24.5 Manufacture of soap and detergents, cleaning and polishing preparations, perfumes and toilet preparations


24.51 Manufacture of soap and detergents, cleaning and polishing preparations


24.51/1 Manufacture of soap and detergents


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of organic surface-active agents


– manufacture of soap


– manufacture of crude glycerol


– manufacture of surface-active preparations
■ washing powders in solid or liquid form and detergents
■ dish-washing preparations
■ textile softeners


24.51/2 Manufacture of cleaning and polishing preparations


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of cleaning and polishing products:
■ preparations for perfuming or deodorising rooms
■ artificial waxes and prepared waxes
■ polishes and creams for leather
■ polishes and creams for wood
■ polishes for coachwork, glass and metal
■ scouring pastes and powders


24.52 Manufacture of perfumes and toilet preparations


This class includes:


– manufacture of perfumes and toilet preparations:
■ perfumes and toilet water
■ beauty and make-up preparations
■ sunburn prevention and sun tan preparations
■ manicure and pedicure preparations
■ shampoos, hair lacquers, waving and straightening preparations
■ dentifrices and preparations for oral hygiene, including denture fixative preparations
■ shaving preparations
■ deodorants and bath salts
■ depilatories


This class excludes:


– extraction and refining of essential oils cf. 24.63


24.6 Manufacture of other chemical products


24.61 Manufacture of explosives


This class includes:


– manufacture of propellant powders


– manufacture of explosives


– manufacture of pyrotechnic products
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24.62 Manufacture of glues and gelatine


This class includes:


– manufacture of gelatine and its derivatives, glues and prepared adhesives, including rubber based
glues and adhesives


24.63 Manufacture of essential oils


This class includes:


– manufacture of extracts of natural aromatic products


– manufacture of resinoids


– manufacture of aromatic distilled waters


– manufacture of mixtures of odoriferous products for the manufacture of perfumes or food


This class excludes:


– manufacture of synthetic aromatic products cf. 24.14


– manufacture of perfumes and toilet preparations cf. 24.52


24.64 Manufacture of photographic chemical material


This class includes:


– manufacture of photographic plates, films, sensitised paper and other sensitised unexposed materials


– manufacture of chemical preparations for photographic uses


24.65 Manufacture of prepared unrecorded media


This class includes:


– manufacture of unrecorded media for sound or video recording


– manufacture of unrecorded computer discs and tapes


This class excludes:


– manufacture of unrecorded film media cf. 24.64


24.66 Manufacture of other chemical products not elsewhere classified


This class includes:


– manufacture of various chemical products:


■ peptones, peptone derivatives, other protein substances and their derivatives not elsewhere classified


■ chemically modified oils and fats


■ materials used in the finishing of textiles and leather


■ powders and pastes used in soldering, brazing or welding


■ substances used to pickle metal


■ prepared additives for cements


■ activated carbon, lubricating oil additives, prepared rubber accelerators, catalysts and  other
chemical products  for industrial use


■ anti-knock preparations, anti-freeze preparations, liquids for hydraulic transmission


■ composite diagnostic or laboratory reagents


This class also includes:


– manufacture of writing and drawing ink


This class excludes:


– manufacture of printing ink cf. 24.30/2


24.7 Manufacture of man-made fibres


24.70 Manufacture of man-made fibres


This class includes:


– manufacture of artificial or synthetic filament tow


– manufacture of synthetic or artificial staple fibres, not carded, combed or otherwise processed
for spinning


– manufacture of synthetic or artificial single yarn including high tenacity yarn


– manufacture of synthetic or artificial monofilament or strip


This class excludes:


– spinning of synthetic or artificial fibres cf. 17.1


– manufacture of sewing thread of man-made filaments cf. 17.16
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Subsection DH Manufacture of Rubber and Plastic Products


25 Manufacture of Rubber and Plastic Products


The rubber and plastics industries are characterised by the raw materials used. However, this does not
mean that all products made of these materials necessarily fall within this subsection.


25.1 Manufacture of rubber products


25.11 Manufacture of rubber tyres and tubes


This class includes:


– manufacture of rubber tyres for vehicles, equipment, mobile machinery and other uses:
■ pneumatic tyres
■ solid or cushion tyres


– manufacture of inner tubes for tyres


– manufacture of interchangeable tyre treads, tyre flaps, “camel-back” strips for  retreading tyres, etc.


This class excludes:


– manufacture of rubber repair materials cf. 25.13


– tyre and tube repair, fitting or replacement cf. 50.20


25.12 Retreading and rebuilding of rubber tyres


This class excludes:


– manufacture of rubber repair materials cf. 25.13


– repair of punctured tyres cf. 50.20


25.13 Manufacture of other rubber products


This class includes:


– manufacture of other products of natural or synthetic rubber, unvulcanised, vulcanised or hardened:
■ manufacture of semi-finished rubber products:
■ rubber plates, sheets, strip, rods, profile shapes
■ manufacture of finished rubber products:
■ tubes, pipes and hoses


■ rubber conveyor or transmission belts or belting
■ rubber hygienic articles: sheath contraceptives, teats, hot water bottles, etc.


■ rubber articles of apparel
■ rubber floor coverings


■ rubberised textiles
■ rubber thread and rope


■ rubberised yarn and fabrics
■ rubber rings, fittings and seals


■ rubber roller coverings
■ inflatable rubber mattresses


This class also includes:


– manufacture of rubber repair materials


This class excludes:


– manufacture of tyre cord fabrics cf. 17.54/9


– manufacture of apparel of elastic fabrics cf. 18.2


– manufacture of rubber footwear cf. 19.30


– manufacture of glues and adhesives based on rubber cf. 24.62


– manufacture of “camel-back” strips cf. 25.11


– manufacture of inflatable rafts and boats cf. 35.12


– manufacture of mattresses of uncovered cellular rubber cf. 36.15


– manufacture of rubber sports requisites cf. 36.40


– manufacture of rubber games and toys cf. 36.50/9


– reclaiming of rubber cf. 37.20


25.2 Manufacture of plastic products


25.21 Manufacture of plastic plates, sheets, tubes and profiles


This class includes:


– manufacture of semi-manufactures of plastic products:


■ plastic plates, sheets, blocks, film, foil, strip, etc.
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– manufacture of finished plastic products:


■ plastic tubes, pipes and hoses; hose and pipe fittings


This class excludes:


– manufacture of plastics in primary forms cf. 24.16


– manufacture of plastic optical elements cf. 33.40/1


– manufacture of mattresses of uncovered cellular plastic cf. 36.15


25.22 Manufacture of plastic packing goods


This class includes:


– manufacture of plastic articles for the packing of goods:


■ plastic bags, sacks, containers, boxes, cases, carboys, bottles, etc.


This class excludes:


– manufacture of plastic travel goods cf. 19.20


– manufacture of articles of synthetic or natural rubber cf. 25.1


– packaging on a fee or contract basis cf. 74.82


25.23 Manufacture of builders’ ware of plastic


25.23/1 Manufacture of plastic floor covering


This subclass includes:


– plastic floor coverings in rolls or in the form of tiles


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of linoleum and hard non-plastic surface floor coverings cf. 36.63/9


25.23/2 This code is no longer in use


25.23/9 Manufacture of other builders’ ware of plastic


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of plastic builders’ ware:


■ plastic doors, windows, frames, shutters, blinds, skirting boards


■ tanks, reservoirs


■ plastic wall or ceiling coverings in rolls or in the form of tiles, etc.


■ plastic sanitary ware:


■ plastic baths, shower-baths, wash basins, lavatory pans, flushing cisterns, etc.


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of articles of synthetic or natural rubber cf. 25.1


25.24 Manufacture of other plastic products


This class includes:


– manufacture of plastic tableware, kitchenware and toilet articles


– manufacture of diverse plastic products:


■ plastic headgear, insulating fittings, parts of lighting fittings, office or school supplies, articles of
apparel, fittings for furniture, statuettes, transmission and conveyor belts, etc.


This class excludes:


– manufacture of plastic travel goods cf. 19.20


– manufacture of plastic footwear cf. 19.30


– manufacture of plastic medical and dental appliances cf. 33.10


– manufacture of plastic optical elements cf. 33.40/1


– manufacture of plastic furniture cf. 36.1


– manufacture of mattresses of uncovered cellular plastic cf. 36.15


– manufacture of plastic sports requisites cf. 36.40


– manufacture of plastic games and toys cf. 36.50/9


– manufacture of linoleum and hard non-plastic surface floor coverings cf. 36.63/9
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Subsection DI Manufacture of Other Non-metallic Mineral Products


26 Manufacture Of Other Non-metallic Mineral Products


This division groups different areas which are all related to a single substance of mineral origin. It begins
with glass and glass products (e.g. flat glass, hollow glass, fibres, technical glassware). Ceramic products,
tiles and baked clay products come next, and are followed by cement and plaster, from raw materials to
finished articles. Shaped and finished stone and other mineral products complete the division.


26.1 Manufacture of glass and glass products


26.11 Manufacture of flat glass


This class includes:


– manufacture of flat glass including wired, coloured or tinted flat glass


26.12 Shaping and processing of flat glass


This class includes:


– manufacture of toughened or laminated flat glass


– manufacture of glass mirrors


– manufacture of multiple-walled insulating units of glass


26.13 Manufacture of hollow glass


This class includes:


– manufacture of bottles and other containers of glass or crystal


– manufacture of drinking glasses and other domestic glass or crystal articles


– manufacture of glass inners for vacuum flasks and other vacuum vessels


This class excludes:


– manufacture of glass toys cf. 36.50/9


– manufacture of vacuum flasks and other vacuum vessels cf. 36.63/9


26.14 Manufacture of glass fibres


This class includes:


– manufacture of glass fibres including glass wool and non-woven products thereof


This class excludes:


– manufacture of woven fabric of glass yarn cf. 17.25


– manufacture of optical fibre cables for coded data transmission cf. 31.30


– manufacture of optical fibres and optical fibre cables for live transmission of images: endoscopy,
lighting, live images cf. 33.40


26.15 Manufacture and processing of other glass including technical glassware


This class includes:


– manufacture of laboratory, hygienic or pharmaceutical glassware


– manufacture of clock or watch glasses, optical glass and optical elements not optically worked


– manufacture of glassware used in imitation jewellery


– manufacture of glass insulators and glass insulating fittings


– manufacture of glass paving blocks


– manufacture of glass in rods or tubes


This class excludes:


– manufacture of syringes cf. 33.10


– manufacture of optical elements optically worked cf. 33.40


26.2 Manufacture of non-refractory ceramic goods other than for construction purposes; manufacture of
refractory ceramic products


26.21 Manufacture of ceramic household and ornamental articles


This class includes:


– manufacture of ceramic tableware and other domestic or toilet articles


– manufacture of statuettes and other ornamental ceramic articles


This class excludes:


– manufacture of ceramic toys cf. 36.50/9


– manufacture of imitation jewellery cf. 36.61
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26.22 Manufacture of ceramic sanitary fixtures


This class excludes:


– manufacture of refractory ceramic goods cf. 26.26


– manufacture of ceramic building materials cf. 26.30, 26.40


26.23 Manufacture of ceramic insulators and insulating fittings


This class includes:


– manufacture of electrical insulators and insulating fittings of ceramics


This class excludes:


– manufacture of refractory ceramic goods cf. 26.26


26.24 Manufacture of other technical ceramic products


This class includes:


– manufacture of ceramic laboratory, chemical and industrial products


26.25 Manufacture of other ceramic products


This class includes:


– manufacture of ceramic pots, jars and similar containers of a kind used for the conveyance or packing
of goods


– manufacture of ceramic products not elsewhere classified


This class excludes:


– manufacture of refractory ceramic goods cf. 26.26


– manufacture of ceramic building materials cf. 26.30, 26.40


26.26 Manufacture of refractory ceramic products


This class includes:


– manufacture of refractory mortars, concretes, etc.


– manufacture of refractory ceramic goods:
■ heat-insulating ceramic goods of siliceous fossil meals


■ refractory bricks and blocks
■ refractory ceramic retorts, crucibles, muffles, nozzles, tubes, pipes, etc.


This class also includes:


– manufacture of articles containing magnesite, dolomite or cromite


26.3 Manufacture of ceramic tiles and flags


26.30 Manufacture of ceramic tiles and flags


This class includes:


– manufacture of non-refractory ceramic hearth or wall tiles, mosaic cubes, etc.


– manufacture of non-refractory ceramic flags and paving


This class excludes:


– manufacture of refractory ceramic products cf. 26.26


26.4 Manufacture of bricks, tiles and construction products, in baked clay


26.40 Manufacture of bricks, tiles and construction products, in baked clay


This class includes:


– manufacture of non-refractory structural clay building materials:
■ manufacture of ceramic bricks, roofing tiles, chimney-pots, pipes, conduits, etc.


This class also includes:


– manufacture of flooring blocks in baked clay


This class excludes:


– manufacture of structural refractory ceramic products cf. 26.26


– manufacture of ceramic flags and paving cf. 26.30


26.5 Manufacture of cement, lime and plaster


26.51 Manufacture of cement


This class includes:


– manufacture of clinkers and hydraulic cements including Portland, aluminous cement, slag cement
and superphosphate cements
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This class excludes:


– manufacture of cements used in dentistry cf. 24.42/2


– manufacture of refractory mortars, concrete, etc. cf. 26.26


– manufacture of articles of cement cf. 26.6


– manufacture of ready-mixed concrete and mortars cf. 26.63, 26.64


26.52 Manufacture of lime


This class includes:


– manufacture of lime:
■ manufacture of quicklime, slaked lime and hydraulic lime


This class also includes:


– production of calcined dolomite


26.53 Manufacture of plaster


This class excludes:


– manufacture of articles of plaster cf. 26.6


26.6 Manufacture of articles of concrete, plaster and cement


26.61 Manufacture of concrete products for construction purposes


This class includes:


– manufacture of precast concrete, cement or artificial stone articles for use in construction:
■ tiles, flagstones, bricks, boards, sheets, panels, pipes, posts, etc.


– manufacture of prefabricated structural components for building or civil engineering of cement,
concrete or artificial stone


26.62 Manufacture of plaster products for construction purposes


This class includes:


– manufacture of plaster articles for use in construction:
■ boards, sheets, panels, etc.


26.63 Manufacture of ready-mixed concrete


This class excludes:


– manufacture of refractory cements cf. 26.26


26.64 Manufacture of mortars


This class includes:


– manufacture of powdered mortars


This class excludes:


– manufacture of refractory mortars cf. 26.26


26.65 Manufacture of fibre cement


This class includes:


– manufacture of building materials of vegetable substances (wood wool, straw, reeds, rushes)
agglomerated with cement, plaster or other mineral binder


– manufacture of articles of cellulose fibre-cement or the like:


■ corrugated sheets, other sheets, panels, tiles, tubes, pipes, reservoirs, troughs, basins, sinks, jars,
furniture, window frames, etc.


26.66 Manufacture of other articles of concrete, plaster and cement


This class includes:


– manufacture of other articles of concrete, plaster, cement or artificial stone:


■ statuary, furniture, bas- and haut-reliefs, vases, flowerpots, etc.


26.7 Cutting, shaping and finishing of ornamental and building stone


26.70 Cutting, shaping and finishing of ornamental and building stone


This class includes:


– cutting, shaping and finishing stone for use in construction, in cemeteries, on roads, as roofing, etc.


This class excludes:


– activities carried out by operators of quarries, e.g., production of rough cut stone cf. 14.11


– production of millstones, abrasive stones and similar products cf. 26.81
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26.8 Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products


26.81 Production of abrasive products


This class includes:


– manufacture of millstones, sharpening or polishing stones and natural or artificial  abrasive products
including abrasive products on a soft base


26.82 Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products not elsewhere classified


26.82/1 Manufacture of asbestos


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of asbestos yarn and fabric, clothing, headgear, footwear, cord, string,  paper, felt, etc.


This subclass excludes:


– articles of asbestos cement cf. 26.65


26.82/2 This code is no longer in use


26.82/9 Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products not elsewhere classified


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of friction material and unmounted articles thereof with a basis of mineral substances
(other than asbestos) or of cellulose


– manufacture of mineral insulating materials, other than of asbestos:


■ slag wool, rockwool and similar mineral wools; exfoliated vermiculite, expanded clays and similar
heat-insulating, sound-insulating or sound absorbing materials


– manufacture of articles of diverse mineral substances:


■ worked mica and articles of mica, of peat, of graphite (other than electrical articles), etc.


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of glass wool and glass wool products cf. 26.14


Subsection DJ Manufacture of Basic Metals and Fabricated Metal Products


27 Manufacture of Basic Metals


This division includes the activities of smelting and/or refining ferrous and non-ferrous metals from ore,
pig or scrap, using electrometallurgical and other process metallurgical techniques. This Subsection also
covers the manufacture of metal alloys and superalloys by introducing other chemical elements to pure
metals. The output of smelting and refining, usually in ingot form, is used in rolling, drawing and
extruding operations to make sheet, strip, bar, rod or wire, and in molten form to make castings and
other basic metal products.


27.1 Manufacture of basic iron and steel and of ferro-alloys


27.10 Manufacture of basic iron and steel and of ferro-alloys


This class includes :


– production of pig iron and spiegeleisen in pigs, blocks or other primary forms


– production of ferro-alloys


– production of semi-finished products of iron or non-alloy steel


– production of ingots, other primary forms and semi-finished products of stainless steel or other
alloy steel


– production of angles, shapes and sections of stainless steel or other alloy steel


– production of bars and rods of stainless steel or other alloy steel


– production of flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel


– production of angles, shapes and sections of iron and non-alloy steel


– production of bars and rods of iron and non-alloy steel


– production of sheet piling


– production of railway track materials


27.2 Manufacture of tubes


27.21 Manufacture of cast iron tubes


This class includes:


– manufacture of cast iron tubes and cast iron or steel centrifugally cast tubes


– manufacture of cast iron fittings: manufacture of non-malleable and malleable cast iron fittings and
cast steel fittings for which connection is obtained by screwing for threaded fittings, by contact for
socket fittings or by bolting for flange fittings
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27.22 Manufacture of steel tubes


This class includes:


– manufacture of seamless tubes, by hot rolling, hot extrusion or hot drawing, or by cold drawing or
cold rolling


– manufacture of welded tubes by cold or hot forming and welding, by forming and cold drawing, or by
hot forming and reducing


– manufacture of steel tube fittings:


■ flat flanges and flanges with forged collars of steel


■ butt welding fittings of steel


■ threaded fittings and other fittings of steel


This class excludes:


– manufacture of seamless tubes of centrifugally cast steel cf. 27.21


27.3 Other first processing of iron and steel


27.31 Cold drawing


This class includes:


– manufacture of steel bars or sections by cold drawing, grinding or peeling


This class excludes:


– wire drawing or stretching cf. 27.34


27.32 Cold rolling of narrow strip


This class includes:


– manufacture of coated or uncoated flat rolled steel products in coils or in straight lengths of a width
less than 600mm by cold re-rolling of hot-rolled flat products


27.33 Cold forming or folding


This class includes:


– manufacture of open sections by progressive forming on a roll mill or folding on a press  or flat-rolled
products of steel


27.34 Wire drawing


This class includes:


– manufacture of steel wire by cold drawing or stretching


27.35 This code is no longer in use


27.4 Manufacture of basic precious and non-ferrous metals


27.41 Precious metals production


This class includes:


– production of basic precious metals:


■ production and refining of unwrought precious metals: gold, silver, platinum, etc.


– production of precious metal alloys


– production of precious metal semi-products


– production of silver rolled onto base metals


– production of gold rolled onto base metals or silver


– production of platinum and platinum group metals rolled onto gold, silver or base metals


This class excludes:


– manufacture of precious metal watch cases cf. 33.50


– manufacture of precious metal jewellery cf. 36.22


27.42 Aluminium production


This class includes:


– production of aluminium from alumina


– production of aluminium from electrolytic refining of aluminium waste and scrap


– production of aluminium alloys


– semi-manufacturing of aluminium


This class also includes:


– production of aluminium oxide (alumina)


– production of aluminium wrapping foil
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27.43 Lead, zinc and tin production


This class includes:


– production of lead, zinc and tin from ores


– production of lead, zinc and tin from electrolytic refining of lead, zinc and tin waste and scrap


– production of lead, zinc and tin alloys


– semi-manufacturing of lead, zinc and tin


27.44 Copper production


This class includes:


– production of copper from ores


– production of copper from electrolytic refining of copper waste and scrap


– production of copper alloys


– manufacture of fuse wire or strip


– semi-manufacturing of copper


27.45 Other non-ferrous metal production


This class includes:


– production of chrome, manganese, nickel, etc., from ores or oxides


– production of chrome, manganese, nickel, etc., from electrolytic and aluminothermic refining of
chrome, manganese, nickel, etc., waste and scrap


– production of chrome, manganese, nickel, etc., alloys


– semi-manufacturing of chrome, manganese, nickel, etc.


This class also includes:


– production of mattes of nickel


27.5 Casting of metals


This group includes:


– manufacture of semi-finished products and various castings produced for third parties according to
their specifications


This group excludes:


– casting of finished metal products e.g. 27.21 cast iron pipes and pipe fittings, etc., boilers and
radiators cf. 28.2 and 28.3, cast household items cf. 28.75, etc.


27.51 Casting of iron


This class includes:


– casting of finished or semi-finished iron products


– casting of grey iron castings


– casting of spheroidal graphite iron castings


– casting of malleable cast iron products


This class excludes:


– casting carried out in connection with the manufacture of metal products cf. Divisions 27–36


27.52 Casting of steel


This class includes:


– casting of finished or semi-finished steel products


– casting of steel castings


This class excludes:


– casting carried out in connection with the manufacture of metal products cf. Divisions 27–36


27.53 Casting of light metals


This class includes:


– casting of finished or semi-finished products of aluminium, magnesium, titanium, beryllium, scandium
and yttrium


– casting of light metal castings


This class excludes:


– casting carried out in connection with the manufacture of metal products cf. Divisions 27–36
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27.54 Casting of other non-ferrous metals


This class includes:


– casting of heavy metal castings


– casting of precious metal castings


This class excludes:


– casting carried out in connection with the manufacture of metal products cf. Divisions 27–36


28 Manufacture of Fabricated Metal Products, Except Machinery and Equipment


While division 28 deals with the manufacture of “pure” metal products (such as parts, containers
and structures), usually with a static, immovable function, divisions 29–36 concern combinations or
assemblies of such metal products (sometimes with other materials) into more complex units which,
unless they are purely electrical, electronic or optical, work with moving parts.


28.1 Manufacture of structural metal products


28.11 Manufacture of metal structures and parts of structures


This class includes:


– manufacture of ossature in metal for construction


– manufacture of industrial ossature in metal (ossature for blast furnaces, lifting and handling
equipment, etc.)


– manufacture of prefabricated buildings mainly of metal:


■ site huts, modular exhibition elements, etc.


This class excludes:


– manufacture of sections of ships cf. 35.11


28.12 Manufacture of builders’ carpentry and joinery of metal


This class includes:


– manufacture of metal doors, windows and their frames, shutters and gates


28.2 Manufacture of tanks, reservoirs and containers of metal; manufacture of central heating radiators
and boilers


28.21 Manufacture of tanks, reservoirs and containers of metal


This class includes:


– manufacture of reservoirs, tanks, and similar containers of metal, of a capacity exceeding 300 litres


– manufacture of metal containers for compressed or liquefied gas


This class excludes:


– manufacture of metal casks, drums, cans, pails, boxes, etc. of a capacity less than 300 litres cf. 28.7


– manufacture of transport containers cf. 34.20/2


28.22 Manufacture of central heating radiators and boilers


28.3 Manufacture of steam generators, except central heating hot water boilers


28.30 Manufacture of steam generators, except central heating hot water boilers


This class includes:


– manufacture of steam or other vapour generators


– manufacture of auxiliary plant for use with steam generators:


■ condensers, economisers, super-heaters, steam collectors and accumulators


– manufacture of nuclear reactors


This class also includes:


– pipe system construction comprising further processing of tubes generally to make pressure pipes or
pipe systems together with the associated design and construction work


This class excludes:


– manufacture of isotope separators cf. 29.56


28.4 Forging, pressing, stamping and roll forming of metal; powder metallurgy


28.40 Forging, pressing, stamping and roll forming of metal; powder metallurgy


This class includes:


– forging, pressing, stamping and roll-forming of metal


– powder metallurgy: production of metal objects directly from metal powders by heat treatment
(sintering) or under pressure
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This class excludes:


– production of finely ground metal powder cf. 27


28.5 Treatment and coating of metals; general mechanical engineering


28.51 Treatment and coating of metals


This class includes:


– plating, anodising, etc. of metal


– heat treatment of metal


– deburring, sand blasting, tumbling, polishing, cleaning of metals


– colouring and engraving of metal


– non-metallic coating of metal:


■ plastifying, enamelling, lacquering, etc.


– hardening, buffing of metal


This class excludes:


– while-you-wait services cf. 52.74


– rolling precious metals onto base metals or other metals cf. 27.41


28.52 General mechanical engineering


This class includes:


– boring, turning, milling, eroding, planing, lapping, broaching, levelling, sawing, grinding, sharpening,
polishing, welding, splicing, etc. of metal work pieces


– cutting and writing of/on metals by means of laser beams


– general mechanical maintenance and repair of machinery


28.6 Manufacture of cutlery, tools and general hardware


28.61 Manufacture of cutlery


This class includes:


– manufacture of domestic cutlery such as knifes, forks, spoons, etc.


– manufacture of various cutting articles:


■ razors and razor blades


■ scissors and hair clippers


This class excludes:


– manufacture of cutting blades for machines cf. 28.62


– manufacture of hollowware, dinnerware or flatware of base metals cf. 28.75


– manufacture of cutlery, hollowware, dinnerware or flatware of precious metal cf. 36.22


28.62 Manufacture of tools


This class includes:


– manufacture of knifes and cutting blades for machines or for mechanical appliances


– manufacture of hand tools such as pliers, screwdrivers, etc.


– manufacture of saws and saw blades, including circular sawblades and chainsaw blades


– manufacture of interchangeable tools for hand tools, whether or not power operated, or for machine
tools: drills, punches, dies, milling cutters


– manufacture of blacksmiths’ tools: forges, anvils, etc.


– manufacture of vices, clamps


This class excludes:


– manufacture of power driven hand tools cf. 29.41


28.63 Manufacture of locks and hinges


This class includes:


– manufacture of padlocks, locks, keys, hinges and similar hardware for buildings, furniture, vehicles, etc.


28.7 Manufacture of other fabricated metal products


28.71 Manufacture of steel drums and similar containers


This class includes:


– manufacture of iron or steel boxes of a capacity less than 300 litres


– manufacture of pails, cans, drums, buckets
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This class excludes:


– manufacture of tanks and reservoirs cf. 28.21


28.72 Manufacture of light metal packaging


This class includes:


– manufacture of tins and cans for food products, collapsible tubes and boxes


– manufacture of metallic closures


28.73 Manufacture of wire products


This class includes:


– manufacture of metal cable, plaited bands and similar articles


– manufacture of articles made of wire: barbed wire, wire fencing, grill, netting, cloth, etc.


– manufacture of nails and pins


28.74 Manufacture of fasteners, screw machine products, chain and springs


This class includes:


– manufacture of rivets, washers and similar non-threaded products


– manufacture of screw machine products: bolts, screws, nuts


– manufacture of springs:


■ leaf springs, helical springs, torsion bar springs


■ leaves for springs


– manufacture of chain, except power transmission chain


This class excludes:


– manufacture of power transmission chain cf. 29.14


– manufacture of clock or watch springs cf. 33.50


28.75 Manufacture of other fabricated metal products not elsewhere classified


This class includes:


– manufacture of metal household articles:


■ sauce-pans, frying pans and other non-electrical utensils for use at the table or in the kitchen


■ base metal flat ware


■ small kitchen appliances and accessories


■ metal scouring pads


– manufacture of baths, sinks, wash basins and similar articles of base metal


– manufacture of small metal goods for office use


– manufacture of safes, strong-boxes, armoured doors, etc.


– manufacture of cutlasses, swords, bayonets, etc.


– manufacture of ships’ propellers


– manufacture of various articles in base metal:


■ metal safety headgear


■ clasps, buckles, hooks


■ sign plates


Subsection DK Manufacture of Machinery and Equipment Not Elsewhere Classified


29 Manufacture of Machinery and Equipment Not Elsewhere Classified


Division 29 covers the manufacture of machinery and equipment which independently act on materials,
either mechanically or thermally, or perform operations on materials (such as handling, spraying,
weighing or packing). It includes their mechanical components which produce and apply force and
any specially manufactured primary parts. This category includes fixed and mobile or hand-held devices,
regardless of whether they are for industrial, construction and civil engineering, agricultural, military or
home use. The manufacture of weapons and of special equipment for passenger or freight transport
within demarcated premises also belong to this division.


The manufacture of metal products for general use (division 28), associated control devices, computer
equipment, measurement and testing equipment, electricity distribution and control apparatus (divisions
30–33) and general purpose motor vehicles (divisions 34 and 35) are excluded.


Division 29 distinguishes between the manufacture of general purpose machinery and components and
those with special applications. It includes manufacture of:


– motors and engines (except electric motors), turbines, pumps, compressors, valves and transmissions


– ovens, burners, lifting and handling equipment, cooling and ventilation equipment, other general
purpose machinery (e.g. packaging machinery, weighing machines and water purification equipment)
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– agricultural machinery, machine tools and machinery for other specific industrial purposes (e.g. metal
production, building and civil engineering, mining or the manufacture of foodstuffs, textiles, paper,
printed matter, plastic and rubber products)


– weapons and munitions


– domestic appliances (electrical and non-electrical)


29.1 Manufacture of machinery for the production and use of mechanical power, except aircraft, vehicle
and cycle engines


29.11 Manufacture of engines and turbines except aircraft, vehicle and cycle engines


This class includes:


– manufacture of internal combustion piston engines and parts thereof except aircraft, motor vehicle
and cycle engines:


■ marine engines


■ railway engines


– manufacture of turbines and parts thereof:


■ steam turbines and other vapour turbines


■ hydraulic turbines, water-wheels and regulators thereof


■ gas turbines


This class excludes:


– manufacture of wind turbines cf. 29.12/2


– manufacture of electric generating sets cf. 31.10


– manufacture of electrical equipment and components of internal combustion engines cf. 31.61


– manufacture of motor vehicle, aircraft or cycle propulsion engines cf. 34.10, 35.30, 35.41


– manufacture of turbo-jets and turbo-propellers cf. 35.30


29.12 Manufacture of pumps and compressors


29.12/1 Manufacture of pumps


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of air or vacuum pumps


– manufacture of pumps for liquids whether or not fitted with a measuring device


29.12/2 Manufacture of compressors


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of air or other gas compressors


– manufacture of fluid power equipment and pneumatic and wind power engines and motors


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of hydraulic transmission equipment cf. 29.14


– manufacture of refrigeration compressors cf. 29.23


29.13 Manufacture of taps and valves


This class includes:


– manufacture of industrial taps and valves including regulating valves and intake taps


– manufacture of sanitary taps and valves


– manufacture of heating taps and valves


This class excludes:


– manufacture of valves of unhardened vulcanised rubber, glass or of ceramic materials cf. 25.13, 26.15
or 26.24


– manufacture of inlet and exhaust valves of internal combustion engines cf. 34.30, 35.30


29.14 Manufacture of bearings, gears, gearing and driving elements


This class includes:


– manufacture of ball and roller bearings and parts thereof


– manufacture of mechanical power transmission equipment:


■ transmission shafts and cranks: cam shafts, crank shafts, cranks, etc.


■ bearing housings and plain shaft bearings


– manufacture of gears, gearing and gear boxes and other speed changers


– manufacture of clutches and shaft couplings


– manufacture of flywheels and pulleys
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– manufacture of articulated link chain


– manufacture of hydraulic transmission equipment


This class excludes:


– manufacture of other chain cf. 28.74


– manufacture of electromagnetic clutches cf. 31.62


29.2 Manufacture of other general purpose machinery


29.21 Manufacture of furnaces and furnace burners


This class includes:


– manufacture of electrical and other industrial and laboratory furnaces and ovens including incinerators


– manufacture of burners


This class also includes:


– manufacture of mechanical stokers, grates, ash dischargers, etc.


This class excludes:


– manufacture of non-electric bakery ovens cf. 29.53


– manufacture of agricultural dryers cf. 29.53


– manufacture of dryers for wood, paper pulp, paper or paperboard cf. 29.56


– manufacture of household ovens cf. 29.7


– manufacture of medical, surgical or laboratory sterilisers cf. 33.10


29.22 Manufacture of lifting and handling equipment


This class includes:


– manufacture of hand operated or power driven lifting, handling, loading or unloading  machinery:


■ pulley tackle and hoists, winches, capstans and jacks


■ derricks, cranes, mobile lifting frames, straddle carriers, etc.


■ works trucks, whether or not fitted with lifting or handling equipment whether or not
self-propelled, of the type used in factories


■ mechanical manipulators and industrial robots specifically designed for lifting, handling, loading
or unloading


– manufacture of conveyors, teleferics, etc.


– manufacture of lifts, escalators and moving walkways


This class also includes:


– maintenance of lifts and escalators


This class excludes:


– manufacture of mechanical shovels, excavators and shovel loaders cf. 29.52/2


– manufacture of continuous-action elevators and conveyors for underground use cf. 29.52/1


– manufacture of industrial robots for multiple uses cf. 29.56


– manufacture of. floating cranes, railway cranes, crane-lorries cf. 34.10, 35.11, 35.20


– installation of lifts and elevators cf. 45.31


29.23 Manufacture of non-domestic cooling and ventilation equipment


This class includes:


– manufacture of refrigerating or freezing industrial equipment


– manufacture of air-conditioning machines


– manufacture of heat exchangers


– manufacture of non-domestic fans


This class excludes:


– manufacture of agricultural dryers cf. 29.53


– manufacture of domestic refrigerating or freezing equipment cf. 29.71


– manufacture of domestic fans cf. 29.71


29.24 Manufacture of other general purpose machinery not elsewhere classified


This class includes:


– manufacture of weighing machinery (other than sensitive laboratory balances):


■ household and shop scales, platform scales, scales for continuous weighing, weigh-bridges,
weights, etc.
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– manufacture of filtering or purifying machinery and apparatus for liquids


– manufacture of equipment for projecting, dispersing or spraying liquids or powders:


■ manufacture of spray guns, fire extinguishers, sand blasting machines, steam cleaning machines, etc.


– manufacture of packing and wrapping machinery:


■ manufacture of filling, closing, sealing, capsuling or labelling machines, etc.


– manufacture of machinery for cleaning or drying bottles and for aerating beverages


– manufacture of distilling or rectifying plant for petroleum refineries, chemical industries, beverage
industries, etc.


– manufacture of gas generators


– manufacture of calendering or other rolling machines and cylinders thereof


– manufacture of centrifuges


– manufacture of gaskets and similar joints made of a combination of materials or layers of the
same material


– manufacture of automatic goods vending machines


This class excludes:


– manufacture of agricultural spraying machinery cf. 29.32


– manufacture of metal or glass rolling machinery and cylinders thereof cf. 29.51, 29.56


– manufacture of cream separators cf. 29.53


– manufacture of domestic fans cf. 29.71


– manufacture of laboratory-type sensitive balances cf. 33.20


29.3 Manufacture of agricultural and forestry machinery


29.31 Manufacture of agricultural tractors


This class includes:


– manufacture of tractors used in agriculture and forestry


– manufacture of walking (pedestrian controlled) tractors


This class excludes:


– manufacture of road tractors for semi-trailers cf. 34.10


– manufacture of road trailers or semi-trailers cf. 34.20/2


29.32 Manufacture of other agricultural and forestry machinery


This class includes:


– manufacture of mowers including lawn mowers


– manufacture of agricultural self-loading or self-unloading trailers or semi-trailers


– manufacture of agricultural machinery for soil preparation, planting or fertilising:


■ ploughs, manure spreaders, seeders, harrows, etc.


– manufacture of harvesting or threshing machinery:


■ harvesters, threshers, sorters, etc.


– manufacture of milking machines


– manufacture of spraying machinery for agricultural use


– manufacture of diverse agricultural machinery:


■ poultry keeping machinery, bee-keeping machinery, equipment for preparing fodder, etc.


■ machines for cleaning, sorting or grading eggs, fruit, seed, grain, etc.


This class excludes:


– manufacture of agricultural hand tools cf. 28.62


– manufacture of works trucks cf. 29.22


– manufacture of cream separators cf. 29.53


– manufacture of road trailers or semi-trailers cf. 34.20/2


29.4 Manufacture of machine tools


29.41 Manufacture of portable hand held power tools


This class includes:


– manufacture of pneumatic or motorised hand tools


– manufacture of parts of chain saws; parts of pneumatic tools; parts of hand tools, with a
non-electric motor


– manufacture of parts of tools for working in the hand, with electric motor
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This class excludes:


– manufacture of interchangeable tools for hand tools or machine tools cf. 28.62


– manufacture of machinery for mining and quarrying cf. 29.52


29.42 Manufacture of other metalworking machine tools


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of machine tools for working metal operated by laser and the like: machining centres and
the like


– manufacture of lathes, boring and milling machines for working metals


– manufacture of other machine tools for working metal


– manufacture of parts and accessories for metalworking machine-tools


This class excludes:


– manufacture of interchangeable tools for hand tools or machine tools cf. 28.62


– manufacture of machinery for metallurgy cf. 29.51


– manufacture of welding, brazing or soldering machines cf. 29.43


– manufacture of hand tools with self-contained motor or with pneumatic drive cf. 29.41


– manufacture of work holders, toolholders and special attachments for machine tools cf. 29.43


29.43 Manufacture of other machine tools not elsewhere classified


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of machine tools for working stone, wood and similar hard material; presses for the
manufacture of particle board and the like


– manufacture of soldering, brazing and welding tools; surface tempering and hot spraying  machines
and apparatus


– manufacture of tool holders and self-opening dieheads


– manufacture of work holders for machine tools


– manufacture of dividing heads and other special attachments for machine tools


– manufacture of parts and accessories for wood, cork, hard rubber and similar hard materials working
machine tools


– manufacture of parts and accessories for welding equipment


This class excludes:


– manufacture of interchangeable tools for hand tools or machine tools cf. 28.62


– manufacture of machinery for mining and quarrying cf. 29.52


29.5 Manufacture of other special purpose machinery


29.51 Manufacture of machinery for metallurgy


This class includes:


– manufacture of machines and equipment for handling hot metals:


■ converters, ingot moulds, ladles, casting machines


– manufacture of metal-rolling mills and rolls for such mills


This class excludes:


– manufacture of moulding boxes and moulds (except ingot moulds) cf. 29.56


29.52 Manufacture of machinery for mining, quarrying and construction


29.52/1 Manufacture of machinery for mining


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of continuous-action elevators and conveyors for underground use


– manufacture of boring, cutting, sinking and tunnelling machinery


– manufacture of machinery for treating minerals by screening, sorting, separating, etc.


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of lifting and handling equipment cf. 29.22


29.52/2 Manufacture of earth-moving equipment


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of earth moving machinery:


■ bulldozers, angle-dozers, graders, scrapers, levellers, mechanical shovels, shovel loaders, etc.


– manufacture of bulldozer and angle-dozer blades
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This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of lifting and handling equipment cf. 29.22


– manufacture of wheeled tractors cf. 29.31, 34.10


– manufacture of machine tools for working stone, including machines for splitting or clearing stone cf.
29.43


29.52/3 Manufacture of equipment for concrete crushing and screening and roadworks


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of concrete and mortar mixers


– manufacture of pile-drivers and pile-extractors, mortar spreaders, bitumen spreaders, concrete
surfacing machinery, etc.


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of lifting and handling equipment cf. 29.22


– manufacture of wheeled tractors cf. 29.31, 34.10


– manufacture of machine tools for working stone, including machines for splitting or clearing stone
cf. 29.43


– manufacture of concrete-mixer lorries cf. 34.10


29.53 Manufacture of machinery for food, beverage and tobacco processing


This class includes:


– manufacture of agricultural dryers


– manufacture of machinery for the dairy industry:
■ cream separators
■ milk processing machinery (homogenisers and irradiators)
■ milk converting machinery (butter churns, butter workers and moulding machines)
■ cheese-making machines (homogenisers, moulders, presses, etc.)


– manufacture of machinery for the grain milling industry:
■ winnowers, sieving belts, cyclone separators, aspirator separators, grain brushing machines and


the like; grinding mills, “breading” rolls or mills, feeders, sifters, bran cleaners, blenders, rice hullers,
pea splitters


– manufacture of presses, crushers, etc. used to make wine, cider, fruit juices, etc.


– manufacture of machinery for the bakery industry or for making macaroni, spaghetti or similar products:
■ manufacture of non-electric bakery ovens, dough mixers, dough-dividers, moulders, slicers, cake


depositing machines, etc.


– manufacture of machines and equipment to process diverse food:
■ machinery to make confectionery, cocoa or chocolate; to manufacture sugar; for breweries; to


process meat or poultry; to prepare fruit, nuts or vegetables; to prepare fish, shell fish or other
sea-food; other machinery for the industrial preparation or manufacture of food or drink


– manufacture of machinery for the extraction or preparation of animal or vegetable fats or oils


– manufacture of machinery for the preparation of tobacco and for the making of cigarettes or cigars, or
for pipe or chewing tobacco or snuff


– manufacture of machinery for the preparation of food in hotels and restaurants


This class excludes:


– manufacture of packing, wrapping and weighing machinery cf. 29.24


– manufacture of cleaning, sorting or grading machinery for eggs, fruit or other crops cf. 29.32


29.54 Manufacture of machinery for textile, apparel and leather production


This class includes:


– manufacture of textile machinery:


■ machines for preparing, producing, extruding, drawing, texturing or cutting man-made textile
fibres, materials or yarns


■ machines for preparing textile fibres: cotton gins, bale breakers, garnetters, cotton spreaders, wool
scourers, wool carbonisers, combs, carders, roving frames, etc.


■ spinning machines
■ machines for preparing textile yarns: reelers, warpers and related machines


■ weaving machines (looms) including hand looms
■ knitting machines


■ machines for making knotted net, tulle, lace, braid, etc.


– manufacture of auxiliary machines or equipment for textile machinery:


■ dobbies, Jacquards, automatic stop motions, shuttle changing mechanisms, spindles and spindle
flyers, etc.
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– manufacture of machinery for fabric processing:


■ machinery for washing, bleaching, dyeing, dressing, finishing, coating or impregnating textile fabrics


■ manufacture of machines for reeling, unreeling, folding, cutting or pinking textile fabrics


– manufacture of laundry machinery:


■ ironing machines including fusing presses


■ laundry-type washing and drying machines


■ dry cleaning machines


– manufacture of sewing machines, sewing machine heads and sewing machine needles


– manufacture of machines for producing or finishing felt or nonwovens


– manufacture of leather machines:


■ machinery for preparing, tanning or working hides, skins or leather


■ machinery for making or repairing footwear or other articles of hides, skins, leather or furskins


This class excludes:


– manufacture of paper or paperboard cards for use on Jacquard machines cf. 21.25/9


– manufacture of ironing machines of the calender type cf. 29.24


– manufacture of machines used in bookbinding cf. 29.56


– manufacture of domestic washing and drying machines cf. 29.71


29.55 Manufacture of machinery for paper and paperboard production


This class includes:


– manufacture of machinery for making paper pulp


– manufacture of paper and paperboard making machinery


– manufacture of machinery producing articles of paper or paperboard


This class excludes:


– manufacture of machinery for drying paper cf. 29.56


29.56 Manufacture of other special purpose machinery not elsewhere classified


This class includes:


– manufacture of machinery for working soft rubber or plastics or for the manufacture of products of
these materials:


■ extruders, moulders, pneumatic tyre making or retreading machines and other machines for making
a specific rubber or plastic product


– manufacture of printing and bookbinding machines


– manufacture of machinery for producing tiles, bricks, shaped ceramic pastes, pipes, graphite
electrodes, blackboard chalk, foundry moulds, etc.


– manufacture of moulding boxes for any material; mould bases; moulding patterns; moulds


– manufacture of dryers for wood, paper pulp, paper or paperboard


– manufacture of centrifugal clothes dryers


– manufacture of diverse special machinery and equipment:


■ machines to assemble electric or electronic lamps, tubes (valves) or bulbs


■ machines for production or hot-working of glass or glassware, glass fibre or yarn


■ machinery or apparatus for isotopic separation


■ rope-making machinery, etc.


– manufacture of industrial robots for multiple uses


This class excludes:


– manufacture of mechanical manipulators and industrial robots specifically designed for lifting,
handling, loading or unloading cf. 29.22


– manufacture of machinery or equipment to work hard rubber, hard plastics or cold glass cf. 29.43


– manufacture of domestic appliances cf. 29.7


29.6 Manufacture of weapons and ammunition


29.60 Manufacture of weapons and ammunition


This class includes:


– manufacture of tanks and other fighting vehicles


– manufacture of artillery material and ballistic missiles


– manufacture of small arms


– manufacture of war ammunition
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This class also includes:


– manufacture of hunting, sporting or protective firearms and ammunition


– manufacture of explosive devices such as bombs, mines and torpedoes


This class excludes:


– manufacture of percussion caps, detonators or signalling flares cf. 24.61


– manufacture of cutlasses, swords, bayonets, etc. cf. 28.75


– manufacture of armoured vehicles for the transport of bank notes or valuables cf. 34.10


29.7 Manufacture of domestic appliances not elsewhere classified


29.71 Manufacture of electric domestic appliances


This class includes:


– manufacture of domestic electric appliances:


■ refrigerators and freezers, dishwashers, washing and drying machines, vacuum cleaners, floor
polishers, waste   disposers, grinders, blenders, juice squeezers, tin openers, electric shavers, electric
tooth brushes, knife sharpeners, ventilating or recycling hoods


– manufacture of domestic electro-thermic appliances:


■ electric water heaters; electric blankets, electric dryers, combs, brushes, curlers; electric smoothing
irons; space  heaters and household type fans; electric ovens, micro-wave ovens, cookers, hot plates,
toasters, coffee or tea makers, frying- pans, roasters, grills, electric heating resistors, etc.


This class excludes:


– manufacture of sewing machines cf. 29.54


– manufacture of centrifugal clothes-dryers cf. 29.56


29.72 Manufacture of non-electric domestic appliances


This class includes:


– manufacture of non-electric domestic cooking and heating equipment:


■ non-electric space heaters, cooking ranges, grates, stoves, water heaters, cooking appliances,
plate warmers


This class excludes:


– manufacture of machinery for the preparation of food in commercial kitchens cf. 29.53


Subsection DL Manufacture of Electrical and Optical Equipment


30 Manufacture of Office Machinery and Computers


30.0 Manufacture of office machinery and computers


The manufacture of office machinery (e.g. photocopiers, cash registers, etc.) and computer equipment
(e.g. computers, word processors and peripherals), is considered to include installation, but not
maintenance (72.5), software design (72.2) or the manufacture of electronic components (32.1).


These machines are often leased (71.3, Renting of other machinery and equipment), but if they are
leased by manufacturers, this is simply a form of sale of production


30.01 Manufacture of office machinery


This class includes:


– manufacture of manual or electric typewriters


– manufacture of word-processing machines


– manufacture of hectograph or stencil duplicating machines, addressing machines and sheet fed office
type offset printing machines


– manufacture of calculating machines, cash registers, postage franking machines, special terminals for
issuing of tickets and reservations, etc.


– manufacture of diverse office machinery or equipment:


■ machines that sort, wrap or count coins; automatic banknote dispensers; machines that stuff
envelopes, sort mail; pencil sharpening machines; perforating or stapling machines, etc.


30.02 Manufacture of computers and other information processing equipment


This class includes:


– manufacture of automatic data processing machines including micro-computers:


■ digital machines


■ analogue machines


■ hybrid machines
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– manufacture of peripheral units:


■ printers, terminals, etc.


■ magnetic or optical readers


■ machines for transcribing data onto data media in coded form


This class excludes:


– manufacture of electronic parts found in computing machinery cf. 32.10


– manufacture of electronic games cf. 36.50


– repair and maintenance of computer systems cf. 72.50


31 Manufacture of Electrical Machinery and Apparatus Not Elsewhere Classified


31.1 Manufacture of electric motors, generators and transformers


31.10 Manufacture of electric motors, generators and transformers


This class includes:


– manufacture of AC motors


– manufacture of AC generators


– manufacture of universal AC/DC motors


– manufacture of DC motors or generators


– manufacture of AC or DC generator sets


– manufacture of electric rotary or static converters


– manufacture of electrical transformers


This class excludes:


– manufacture of vehicle generators and cranking motors cf. 31.61


– manufacture of diode valves cf. 32.10


31.2 Manufacture of electricity distribution and control apparatus


31.20 Manufacture of electricity distribution and control apparatus


This class includes:


– manufacture of electrical apparatus for switching or protecting electrical circuits, or for making
connections to or in electrical circuits:


■ switches, fuses, lightning arresters, voltage limiters, surge suppressors, plugs, junction  boxes, relays,
sockets, lamp holders


– manufacture of electric control or distribution boards, panels, consoles, desks, cabinets and other bases


This class excludes:


– manufacture of fuse wire or strip cf. 27.4


– manufacture of carbon or graphite electrodes cf. 31.62


– manufacture of boards, panels, consoles, etc. for use in line telephony or line telegraphy cf. 32.20/1


31.3 Manufacture of insulated wire and cable


31.30 Manufacture of insulated wire and cable


This class includes:


– manufacture of insulated wire, cable, strip and other insulated conductors whether or not fitted with
connectors


– manufacture of optical fibre cables for coded data transmission: telecommunications, video, control
data, etc.


This class excludes:


– manufacture of uninsulated non-ferrous metal wire cf. 27.4


– manufacture of uninsulated metal cable or insulated cable not capable of being used as a conductor of
electricity cf. 28.73


– manufacture of wiring sets cf. 31.61


31.4 Manufacture of accumulators, primary cells and primary batteries


31.40 Manufacture of accumulators, primary cells and primary batteries


This class includes:


– manufacture of primary cells and primary batteries


– manufacture of electric accumulators, including parts thereof
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31.5 Manufacture of lighting equipment and electric lamps


31.50 Manufacture of lighting equipment and electric lamps


This class includes:


– manufacture of electric filament or discharge lamps:


■ ultra-violet or infra-red lamps


■ arc lamps


■ flashbulbs, flashcubes, etc.


– manufacture of electric lamps and lighting fittings:


■ chandeliers, table, desk, bedside or floor-standing lamps, even non-electric


■ portable electric lamps


■ illuminated signs and name-plates, etc.


■ outdoor and road lighting


■ lighting sets of a kind used for Christmas trees


31.6 Manufacture of electrical equipment not elsewhere classified


31.61 Manufacture of electrical equipment for engines and vehicles not elsewhere classified


This class includes:


– manufacture of electrical ignition or starting equipment for internal combustion engines:


■ ignition magnetos, magneto-dynamos, ignition coils, sparking plugs, glow plugs, starter motors,
generators (dynamos, alternators), voltage regulators, etc.


– manufacture of electrical lighting and sound or visual signalling equipment for cycles and motor
vehicles: lamps, horns, sirens, etc.


– manufacture of wiring sets


– manufacture of windscreen wipers and electrical defrosters and demisters for motor vehicles and
motorcycles


– manufacture of dynamos for cycles


31.62 Manufacture of other electrical equipment not elsewhere classified


This class includes:


– manufacture of electrical signalling, safety or traffic control equipment for motorways, roads or
streets, railways and tramways, inland waterways, ports and harbours and airports


– manufacture of diverse electrical sound or visual signalling apparatus:


■ bells, sirens, indicator panels, burglar and fire alarms, etc.


– manufacture of electromagnets including electromagnetic or permanent magnet chucks, clutches,
brakes, couplings, clamps or lifting heads


– manufacture of electrical insulators and insulating fittings, except of glass or ceramics


– manufacture of insulating fittings for electrical machines or equipment, except of ceramics or plastics


– manufacture of carbon or graphite electrodes


– manufacture of electrical conduit tubing and joints for such tubing, of base metal lined with insulating
material


– manufacture of diverse electrical machines and apparatus:


■ particle accelerators, signal generators, mine detectors, electrical detonators, etc.


This class excludes:


– manufacture of glass envelopes for lamps cf. 26.15


– manufacture of hand-held electrically operated spray guns cf. 29.24


– manufacture of electric lawn mowers cf. 29.32


– manufacture of electric shavers cf. 29.71


– manufacture of electronic valves and tubes (including cold cathode valves) cf. 32.10


– manufacture of electrically operated hand-held medical or dental instruments cf. 33.10


32 Manufacture of Radio, Television and Communication Equipment and Apparatus


This division covers the manufacture of equipment for broadcasting and transmission, receivers,
recorders and reproduction equipment. The division covers all intermediate products from professional
equipment to that for the general public.


It should be noted that only the installation and repair of professional equipment is covered by this
division. The repair of household equipment falls under 52.7 (Repair of personal and household goods),
and the installation of wiring, aerials and alarms falls under construction (45.3, Building installation).
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32.1 Manufacture of electronic valves and tubes and other electronic components


32.10 Manufacture of electronic valves and tubes and other electronic components


This class includes:


– manufacture of thermionic, cold cathode or photo-cathode valves or tubes:


■ television picture tubes, television camera tubes, image converters and intensifiers, microwave
tubes, receiver or amplifier valves or tubes, etc.


– manufacture of diodes, transistors and similar semi-conductor devices


– manufacture of photosensitive semi-conductor devices including photo-voltaic cells such  as single
solar cells


– manufacture of mounted piezo-electric crystals


– manufacture of electronic integrated circuits and micro-assemblies:


■ monolithic integrated circuits, hybrid integrated circuits and electronic micro- assemblies of moulded
module, micro module or similar types


– manufacture of printed circuits


– manufacture of electrical capacitors (or condensers), including power capacitors


– manufacture of resistors including rheostats and potentiometers


This class excludes:


– manufacture of heating resistors cf. 29.71


– manufacture of transformers cf. 31.10


– manufacture of switches cf. 31.20


32.2 Manufacture of television and radio transmitters and apparatus for line telephony and line telegraphy


32.20 Manufacture of television and radio transmitters and apparatus for line telephony and line telegraphy


32.20/1 Manufacture of telegraph and telephone apparatus and equipment


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of apparatus for line telephony:


■ telephone sets, fax machines, automatic and non-automatic switchboards and exchanges, telex and
teleprinter apparatus


– manufacture of data communication equipment such as routers, bridges and gateways


This subclass also includes:


– installation of telecommunication systems


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of electronic components cf. 32.10


– installation of electrical wiring in buildings cf. 45.3


– repair of mobile telephones cf. 52.74


32.20/2 Manufacture of radio and electronic capital goods


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of apparatus for television transmission including manufacture of relay transmitters and
television transmitters for industrial use


– manufacture of television cameras


– manufacture of transmission apparatus for radio-broadcasting


– manufacture of transmission apparatus for radio-telephony:


■ fixed transmitters and transmitter-receivers, radio-telephony apparatus for transport equipment,
radio- telephones, other transponders, etc.


– manufacture of reception apparatus for radio-telephony


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of electronic components cf. 32.10


– manufacture of radar apparatus, radio remote control apparatus and radio navigational aid apparatus
cf. 33.20/1


32.3 Manufacture of television and radio receivers, sound or video recording or reproducing apparatus and
associated goods


32.30 Manufacture of television and radio receivers, sound or video recording or reproducing apparatus and associated goods


This class includes:


– manufacture of television receivers including video monitors and video projectors


– manufacture of video recording or reproducing apparatus including camcorders, DVD recorders
and players
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– manufacture of digital photographic cameras


– manufacture of radio-broadcasting receivers


– manufacture of magnetic tape recorders and other sound recording apparatus including telephone
answering machines, cassette-type recorders, etc.


– manufacture of turn-tables (record decks), record players, cassette players, CD players, etc.


– manufacture of microphones, loudspeakers, headphones, earphones, amplifiers and sound amplifier sets


– manufacture of pick-ups, tone arms, sound-heads, tables for turn-tables, aerials, aerial  reflectors and
aerial rotors, cable converters, TV decoders


This class also includes:


– manufacture of sound electroacoustic apparatus, command transmitter intercoms, simultaneous
interpretation apparatus, electronic voting systems, conference systems, portable sound systems


This class excludes:


– publishing and reproduction of pre-recorded audio and video tapes, CDs and DVDs cf. 22.1, 22.3, 92.11


– manufacture of prepared unrecorded media cf. 24.65


33 Manufacture of Medical, Precision and Optical Instruments, Watches and Clocks


Division 33 covers not only scientific and technical instruments (e.g. electro-diagnostic apparatus, avionic
equipment, etc.) but also photographic and cinematographic equipment, industrial equipment and
material, industrial process control equipment, and personal goods (e.g. watches, spectacles, etc.)


Division 33 also includes the installation and repair of such industrial equipment, although the repair of
personal goods falls under group 52.7 (Repair of personal and household goods).


33.1 Manufacture of medical and surgical equipment and orthopaedic appliances


33.10 Manufacture of medical and surgical equipment and orthopaedic appliances


This class includes:


– manufacture of instruments and appliances used for medical, surgical, dental or veterinary purposes:
■ electro-diagnostic apparatus such as electrocardiographs, ultrasonic diagnostic equipment,


scintillation scanners, nuclear magnetic resonance apparatus, dental drill engines, sterilizers,
ophthalmic instruments


– manufacture of syringes, needles used in medicine, mirrors, reflectors, endoscopes, etc.


– manufacture of apparatus based on the use of X-rays or alpha, beta or gamma radiation whether or
not for use in human or animal medicine:
■ X-ray tubes, high tension generators, control panels, desks, screens, etc.


– manufacture of medical, surgical, dental or veterinary furniture:
■ operating tables, hospital beds with mechanical fittings, dentists’ chairs


– manufacture of mechano-therapy appliances, massage apparatus, psychological testing apparatus,
ozone therapy, oxygen therapy, artificial respiration apparatus, gas masks, etc.


This class also includes:


– manufacture of orthopaedic appliances:


■ crutches, surgical belts and trusses, splints, artificial teeth, artificial limbs and other artificial parts of
the body, hearing aids, pace-makers, orthopaedic shoes, etc.


This class excludes:


– manufacture of cement used in dentistry cf. 24.42/2


– manufacture of thermometers cf. 33.20


– manufacture of corrective spectacle lenses and of their frames cf. 33.40/1, or of optical microscopes cf.
33.40/2


33.2 Manufacture of instruments and appliances for measuring, checking, testing, navigating and other
purposes, except industrial process control equipment


33.20 Manufacture of instruments and appliances for measuring, checking, testing, navigating and other purposes,
except industrial process control equipment


33.20/1 Manufacture of electronic instruments and appliances for measuring, checking, testing, navigating and other
purposes, except industrial process control equipment


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of laboratory type sensitive balances


– manufacture of apparatus for measuring and checking electrical quantities: oscilloscopes, spectrum
analysers, cross-talk meters, instruments for checking current, voltage, resistance, etc.


– manufacture of navigational, meteorological, geophysical and related instruments and apparatus:
■ surveying instruments, oceanographic or hydrological instruments, seismometers, range-finders,


automatic pilots, sextants, ultrasonic sounding instruments, air navigation instruments and systems
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– manufacture of radar apparatus, radio remote control apparatus and radio navigational aid apparatus


– manufacture of electricity supply meters and supply meters for water, gas, petrol, etc.


– manufacture of machines and appliances for testing the mechanical properties of materials


– manufacture of instruments and apparatus for carrying out physical or chemical analyses:
■ polarimeters, photometers, refractometers, colorimeters, spectrometers, pH-meters, viscometers,


surface tension instruments, etc.


– manufacture of instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking the flow, level, pressure or other
variables of liquids or gases:
■ flow meters, level gauges, manometers, heat meters, etc.


– manufacture of diverse measuring, checking or testing instruments, apparatus or machines:
■ hydrometers, thermometers, barometers, revolution counters, taximeters, pedometers,


tachometers, balancing machines, test benches, comparators, etc.


This subclass also includes:


– manufacture of optical type measuring and checking appliances and instruments


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of pumps incorporating measuring devices cf. 29.12/1


– manufacture of medical and surgical instruments cf. 33.10


– manufacture of industrial process control equipment cf. 33.30


– manufacture of optical microscopes cf. 33.40/2


33.20/2 Manufacture of non-electronic instruments and appliances for measuring, checking, testing, navigating and
other purposes, except industrial process control equipment


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of laboratory type sensitive balances


– manufacture of drawing, marking-out or mathematical calculating instruments:
■ measuring rods and tapes, micrometers, callipers and gauges, etc.


– manufacture of microscopes other than optical microscopes and diffraction apparatus


– manufacture of apparatus for measuring or checking non-electrical quantities:


. radiation detectors and counters, apparatus for testing and regulating vehicle motors, etc.


– manufacture of navigational, meteorological, geophysical and related instruments and apparatus:
■ surveying instruments, oceanographic or hydrological instruments, seismometers, range-finders,


automatic pilots, sextants, ultrasonic sounding instruments, air navigation instruments and systems


– manufacture of electricity supply meters and supply meters for water, gas, petrol, etc.


– manufacture of machines and appliances for testing the mechanical properties of materials


– manufacture of instruments and apparatus for carrying out physical or chemical analyses:
■ polarimeters, photometers, refractometers, colorimeters, spectrometers, pH-meters, viscometers,


surface tension instruments, etc.


– manufacture of instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking the flow, level, pressure or other
variables of liquids or gases:
■ flow meters, level gauges, manometers, heat meters, etc.


– manufacture of diverse measuring, checking or testing instruments, apparatus or machines:
■ hydrometers, thermometers, barometers, revolution counters, taximeters, pedometers,


tachometers, balancing machines, test benches, comparators, etc.


This subclass also includes:


– manufacture of optical type measuring and checking appliances and instruments


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of pumps incorporating measuring devices cf. 29.12/1


– manufacture of medical and surgical instruments cf. 33.10


– manufacture of industrial process control equipment cf. 33.30


– manufacture of binoculars, monoculars and similar optical devices cf. 33.40/2


– manufacture of optical microscopes cf. 33.40/2


33.3 Manufacture of industrial process control equipment


33.30 Manufacture of industrial process control equipment


33.30/1 Manufacture of electronic industrial process control equipment


This subclass includes:


– design and assembly of electronic industrial continuous process control systems (also for automated
production plants consisting of various machines, handling devices and  centralised controlling apparatus)
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33.30/2 Manufacture of non-electronic industrial process control equipment


This subclass includes:


– design and assembly of non-electronic industrial continuous process control systems (also for
automated production plants consisting of various machines, handling devices and centralised
controlling apparatus)


33.4 Manufacture of optical instruments and photographic equipment


33.40 Manufacture of optical instruments and photographic equipment


33.40/1 Manufacture of spectacles and unmounted lenses


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of optical elements mounted or not:


■ spectacle lenses and contact lenses


■ spectacle frames and frames fitted with lenses whether or not the lenses are optically worked:
sun-glasses, protective glasses, corrective glasses, etc.


■ prisms, lenses, optical mirrors, colour filters, polarising elements, etc. of glass or other material


■ optical fibres and optical fibre cables for live transmission of images; endoscopy, lighting, live images


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of unworked glass optical elements cf. 26.15


– manufacture of optical fibre cables for coded data transmission cf. 31.30


33.40/2 Manufacture of optical precision instruments


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of optical instruments:


■ optical microscopes, equipment for microphotography and micro projection, magnifying glasses,
reading glasses, thread counters, etc.


■ binoculars, sight telescopes, telescopic sights and observation telescopes, astronomical
equipment, etc.


– lasers, but excluding laser diodes, etc.


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of microscopes other than optical cf. 33.20


– manufacture of optical type measuring and checking appliances and instruments cf. 33.20


33.40/3 Manufacture of photographic and cinematographic equipment


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of photographic and cinematographic equipment:


■ cameras


■ image projectors, enlargers and reducers


■ discharge lamps (“electronic”) and other flashlight apparatus


■ apparatus and equipment for photographic and cinematographic laboratories, apparatus for the
projection of circuit patterns on sensitised semi-conductor materials, projection screens


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of photochemical products cf. 24.64


– manufacture of photographic flashbulbs cf. 31.50


– manufacture of television cameras, digital photographic cameras cf. 32.20/2


33.5 Manufacture of watches and clocks


33.50 Manufacture of watches and clocks


This class includes:


– manufacture of clocks and watches of all kinds, including instrument panel clocks; watch and clock
cases, including cases of noble metals; movements of all kinds for watches and clocks


– manufacture of time recording equipment and equipment for measuring, recording and otherwise
displaying intervals of time, e.g. parking meters, process timers, time switches and other releases


– manufacture of components for clocks and watches, such as springs, jewels, dials, hands, metal watch
bands and bracelets, plates, bridges and other parts


This class excludes:


– manufacture of non-metallic watch bands cf. 19.20
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Subsection DM Manufacture of Transport Equipment


34 Manufacture of Motor Vehicles, Trailers and Semi-trailers


34.1 Manufacture of motor vehicles


34.10 Manufacture of motor vehicles


This class includes:


– manufacture of passenger cars


– manufacture of commercial vehicles:


■ vans, lorries, over-the-road tractors for semi-trailers, dumpers for off road use, etc.


– manufacture of buses, trolley-buses and coaches


– manufacture of motor vehicle engines


– manufacture of chassis fitted with engines


– manufacture of other motor vehicles:


■ snow mobiles, golf carts, amphibious vehicles


■ fire engines, street sweepers, travelling libraries and banks, etc.


This class also includes:


– manufacture of motorcycle engines


This class excludes:


– manufacture of agricultural and industrial tractors cf. 29.31, 29.52/2


– manufacture of tanks and other fighting vehicles cf. 29.60


– manufacture of electrical parts for motor vehicles cf. 31.61


– manufacture of bodies for motor vehicles cf. 34.20/1


– manufacture of parts and accessories of motor vehicles cf. 34.30


– maintenance, repair and alteration of motor vehicles cf. 50.20


34.2 Manufacture of bodies (coachwork) for motor vehicles; manufacture of trailers and semi-trailers


34.20 Manufacture of bodies (coachwork) for motor vehicles; manufacture of trailers and semi-trailers


34.20/1 Manufacture of bodies (coachwork) for motor vehicles (except caravans)


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of bodies including cabs for motor vehicles


– outfitting of all types of motor vehicles (except caravans)


34.20/2 Manufacture of trailers and semi-trailers


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of trailers and semi-trailers:


■ tankers


– manufacture of containers for carriage by one or more modes of transport


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of trailers and semi-trailers specially designed for use in agriculture cf. 29.32


34.20/3 Manufacture of caravans


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of caravan trailers


– outfitting of caravans


34.3 Manufacture of parts and accessories for motor vehicles and their engines


34.30 Manufacture of parts and accessories for motor vehicles and their engines


This class includes:


– manufacture of diverse parts and accessories of motor vehicles:


■ brakes, gear boxes, axles, road wheels, suspension shock absorbers, radiators, silencers, exhaust
pipes, catalysers, clutches, steering wheels, steering columns and steering boxes


– manufacture of parts and accessories of bodies for motor vehicles:


■ safety belts, airbags, doors, bumpers


This class also includes:


– manufacture of inlet and exhaust valves of internal combustion engines
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This class excludes:


– manufacture of batteries for vehicles cf. 31.40


– manufacture of electrical equipment for motor vehicles cf. 31.61


– maintenance, repair and alteration of motor vehicles cf. 50.20


35 Manufacture of Other Transport Equipment


35.1 Building and repairing of ships and boats


35.11 Building and repairing of ships


This class includes:


– building of commercial vessels: passenger vessels, ferry-boats, cargo ships, tankers, etc.


– building of warships


– building of fishing boats


This class also includes:


– construction of drilling platforms, floating or submersible


– construction of floating structures:


■ floating docks, pontoons, coffer-dams, floating landing stages, buoys, floating tanks, barges, lighters, etc.


– maintenance, repair or alteration of ships


This class excludes:


– manufacture of ships’ propellers cf. 28.75


– manufacture of marine engines cf. 29.11


– manufacture of navigational instruments cf. 33.20


– manufacture of amphibious motor vehicles cf. 34.10


– manufacture of inflatable boats or rafts cf. 35.12


35.12 Building and repairing of pleasure and sporting boats


This class includes:


– building of inflatables


– building of sailboats with or without auxiliary motor


– building of motor boats


– building of other pleasure and sporting boats:


■ canoes, kayaks, skiffs


– maintenance, repair or alteration of pleasure boats


This class excludes:


– manufacture of marine engines cf. 29.11


– manufacture of sailboards cf. 36.40


35.2 Manufacture of railway and tramway locomotives and rolling stock


35.20 Manufacture of railway and tramway locomotives and rolling stock


This class includes:


– manufacture of electric and diesel rail locomotives


– manufacture of self-propelled railway or tramway coaches, vans and trucks, maintenance or service
vehicles


– manufacture of railway or tramway rolling stock, not self-propelled:


. ■ passenger coaches, goods vans, tank wagons, self-discharging vans and wagons, and workshop
vans, crane vans, tenders, etc.


– manufacture of specialised parts of railway or tramway locomotives or of rolling-stock:


■ bogies, axles and wheels, brakes and parts of brakes; hooks and coupling devices, buffers and
buffer parts; shock absorbers; wagon and locomotive frames; bodies; corridor connections; etc.


This class excludes:


– manufacture of unassembled rails cf. 27.10


– manufacture of engines and turbines cf. 29.11


– manufacture of electric motors cf. 31.10


– manufacture of electrical signalling, safety or traffic control equipment cf. 31.62


– minor repair and maintenance of rolling stock cf. 63.21


– minor repair and/or maintenance of rolling stock cf. 63.21
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35.3 Manufacture of aircraft and spacecraft


35.30 Manufacture of aircraft and spacecraft


This class includes:


– manufacture of aeroplanes for the transport of goods or passengers, for use by the defence forces, for
sport or other purposes


– manufacture of helicopters


– manufacture of gliders, hang gliders


– manufacture of dirigibles and balloons


– manufacture of spacecraft and spacecraft launch vehicles, satellites, planetary probes, orbital stations,
shuttles


– manufacture of parts and accessories of the aircraft of this class:


■ major assemblies such as fuselages, wings, doors, control surfaces, landing gear, fuel tanks,
nacelles, etc.


■ airscrews, helicopter rotors and propelled rotor blades


■ motors and engines of a kind typically found on aircraft


■ parts of turbo-jets and turbo-propellers


– manufacture of aircraft launching gear, deck arresters, etc.


– manufacture of ground flying trainers


This class excludes:


– manufacture of parachutes cf. 17.40/2


– manufacture of military ballistic missiles cf. 29.60


– manufacture of ignition parts and other electrical parts for internal combustion engines cf.31.61


– manufacture of instruments used on aircraft cf. 33.20


– manufacture of air navigation systems cf. 33.20


35.4 Manufacture of motorcycles and bicycles


35.41 Manufacture of motorcycles


This class includes:


– manufacture of motorcycles, mopeds and cycles fitted with an auxiliary engine


– manufacture of side-cars


– manufacture of parts and accessories for motorcycles


This class excludes:


– manufacture of engines for motorcycles cf. 34.10


– manufacture of parts for motorcycle engines cf. 34.30


– manufacture of bicycles cf. 35.42


– manufacture of invalid carriages cf. 35.43


35.42 Manufacture of bicycles


This class includes:


– manufacture of non-motorised bicycles and other cycles (including delivery tricycles)


– manufacture of parts and accessories of bicycles


This class excludes:


– manufacture of bicycles with auxiliary motor cf. 35.41


– manufacture of children’s cycles other than bicycles cf. 36.50/9


35.43 Manufacture of invalid carriages


This class includes:


– manufacture of invalid carriages with or without motor


– manufacture of parts and accessories of invalid carriages


35.5 Manufacture of other transport equipment not elsewhere classified


35.50 Manufacture of other transport equipment not elsewhere classified


This class includes:


– manufacture of wheelbarrows, luggage trucks, hand-carts, etc.


– manufacture of vehicles drawn by animals
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Subsection DN Manufacturing Not Elsewhere Classified


36 Manufacture of Furniture; Manufacturing Not Elsewhere Classified


Division 36 is a residual group. The usual criteria for grouping classes into divisions have not been
applied here.


Repair of products from division 36 generally falls under group 52.7 (Repair of personal and household
goods), but there are some exceptions here such as the repair of furniture, musical instruments, profes-
sional sports equipment and automatic bowling alley equipment.


36.1 Manufacture of furniture


36.11 Manufacture of chairs and seats


This class includes:


– manufacture of chairs and seats for offices, workrooms and domestic premises, of any  material


– manufacture of chairs and seats for theatres, cinemas and the like, of any material


– manufacture of chairs and seats for transport equipment, of any material


– manufacture of sofas, sofabeds and sofa sets


– manufacture of garden chairs and seats


This class also includes:


– finishing such as upholstery of chairs and seats


This class excludes:


– manufacture of medical, surgical, dental or veterinary furniture cf. 33.10


36.12 Manufacture of other office and shop furniture


This class includes:


– manufacture of special furniture for shops: counters, display cases, shelves, etc.


– manufacture of office furniture


– manufacture of furniture for churches, schools, restaurants


This class excludes:


– manufacture of lighting fittings or lamps cf. 31.50


– manufacture of medical, surgical, dental or veterinary furniture cf. 33.10


36.13 Manufacture of other kitchen furniture


This class includes:


– manufacture of kitchen furniture of any material


36.14 Manufacture of other furniture


This class includes:


– manufacture of furniture for bedrooms, living rooms, gardens, etc.


This class also includes:


– finishing of furniture such as spraying, painting, French polishing and upholstering except of chairs
and seats


This class excludes:


– manufacture of lighting fittings or lamps cf. 31.50


36.15 Manufacture of mattresses


This class includes:


– manufacture of mattress supports


– manufacture of mattresses:


■ mattresses fitted with springs or stuffed or internally fitted with a supporting material


■ uncovered cellular rubber or plastic mattresses


This class excludes:


– manufacture of pillows, pouffes, cushions, quilts and eiderdowns cf. 17.40/3


– manufacture of inflatable mattresses cf. 25.13
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36.2 Manufacture of jewellery and related articles


36.21 Striking of coins


This class includes:


– manufacture of coins including coins for use as legal tender, whether or not of precious metal


36.22 Manufacture of jewellery and related articles not elsewhere classified


This class includes:


– production of worked pearls


– production of precious and semi-precious stones in the worked state. Included is the working of
industrial quality stones and synthetic or reconstructed precious or semi-precious stones


– working of diamonds


– manufacture of jewellery of precious metal or of base metals clad with precious metals, or precious or
semi-precious stones, or of combinations of precious metal and precious or semi-precious stones or of
other materials


– manufacture of goldsmiths’ articles of precious metals or of base metals clad with precious metals:


■ dinnerware, flatware, hollow-ware, toilet articles, office or desk articles, articles for religious use, etc.


This class also includes:


– personalised engraving on objects of precious metals


This class excludes:


– manufacture of articles of base metal plated with precious metal cf. 28


– manufacture of watch cases and metal straps cf. 33.50


– manufacture of imitation jewellery cf. 36.61


36.3 Manufacture of musical instruments


36.30 Manufacture of musical instruments


This class includes:


– manufacture of stringed instruments


– manufacture of keyboard stringed instruments, including automatic pianos


– manufacture of keyboard pipe organs including harmoniums and similar keyboard  instruments with
free metal reeds


– manufacture of accordions and similar instruments including mouth organs


– manufacture of wind instruments


– manufacture of percussion musical instruments


– manufacture of musical instruments, the sound of which is produced electronically


– manufacture of musical boxes, fairground organs, calliopes, etc.


– manufacture of instrument parts and accessories:


■ metronomes, tuning forks, pitch pipes, cards, discs and rolls for automatic mechanical instruments, etc.


This class also includes:


– manufacture of whistles, call horns and other mouth blown sound signalling instruments


This class excludes:


– publishing and reproduction of pre-recorded audio and videotapes, CDs and DVDs cf. 22.1,
22.3, 92.11


– manufacture of microphones, amplifiers, loudspeakers, head-phones and similar components
cf. 32.30


– manufacture of record players, tape recorders and the like cf. 32.30


– manufacture of toy instruments cf. 36.50/9


– piano tuning cf. 52.74


36.4 Manufacture of sports goods


36.40 Manufacture of sports goods


This class includes:


– manufacture of articles and equipment for sports, outdoor and indoor games:


■ hard, soft and inflatable balls


■ rackets, bats and clubs


■ skis, bindings and poles
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■ sailboards


■ requisites for sport fishing including landing nets


■ requisites for hunting, mountain climbing, etc.


■ leather sports gloves and sports headgear


■ basins for swimming and paddling pools, etc.


■ ice-skates, roller-skates, etc.


■ bows and crossbows


■ gymnasium, fitness centre or athletic equipment


This class excludes:


– manufacture of boat sails cf. 17.40/2


– manufacture of sport clothing cf. 18


– manufacture of saddlery and harness cf. 19.20


– manufacture of sports footwear cf. 19.30


– manufacture of weapons and ammunition cf. 29.60


– manufacture of sports vehicles other than toboggans and the like cf. Divisions 34–35


– manufacture of boats cf. 35.12


– manufacture of billiard tables and bowling equipment cf. 36.50/1


– manufacture of whips and riding crops cf. 36.63/9


36.5 Manufacture of games and toys


36.50 Manufacture of games and toys


36.50/1 Manufacture of professional and arcade games and toys


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of pin-tables, coin-operated games, billiards, special tables for casino games, automatic
bowling alley equipment, etc.


– manufacture of articles for funfairs


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of festive, carnival or other entertainment articles cf. 36.63/9


36.50/2 This code is no longer in use


36.50/9 Manufacture of other games and toys not elsewhere classified


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of dolls and doll garments and accessories


– manufacture of toy animals


– manufacture of wheeled toys designed to be ridden including tricycles


– manufacture of toy musical instruments


– manufacture of domestic electronic games: video game machines, chess, etc.


– manufacture of articles for table or parlour games


– manufacture of playing cards


– manufacture of reduced-size (“scale”) models and similar recreational models, electrical trains,
construction sets, etc.


– manufacture of puzzles, etc.


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of bicycles cf. 35.42


– manufacture of festive, carnival or other entertainment articles cf. 36.63/9


– publishing of computergames software cf. 72.21


36.6 Miscellaneous manufacturing not elsewhere classified


36.61 Manufacture of imitation jewellery


36.62 Manufacture of brooms and brushes


This class includes:


– manufacture of brooms and brushes including brooms constituting parts of machines, hand operated
mechanical floor sweepers, mops and feather dusters, paint brushes, paint pads and rollers, squeegees
and other brushes, brooms, mops, etc.


– manufacture of shoe and clothes brushes
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36.63 Other manufacturing not elsewhere classified


36.63/1 Manufacture of miscellaneous stationers’ goods


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of pens and pencils of all kinds whether or not mechanical


– manufacture of pencil leads


– manufacture of date, sealing or numbering stamps, hand-operated devices for printing, or embossing
labels, hand printing sets


– manufacture of prepared typewriter ribbons and inked pads


36.63/2 This code is no longer in use


36.63/9 Other manufacturing not elsewhere classified


This subclass includes:


– manufacture of baby carriages


– manufacture of umbrellas, sun-umbrellas, walking-sticks, seat-sticks, whips, riding-crops, buttons,
press-fasteners, snap-fasteners, press-studs, slide fasteners


– manufacture of cigarette lighters and matches


– manufacture of articles of personal use: smoking pipes, combs, hair slides, scent sprays, vacuum flasks
and other vacuum vessels for personal or household use, wigs, false beards, eyebrows


– manufacture of roundabouts, swings, shooting galleries and other fairground amusements


– manufacture of linoleum and hard non-plastic surface floor coverings


– manufacture of miscellaneous articles: candles, tapers and the like, artificial flowers, fruit and foliage,
jokes and novelties, hand sieves and hand riddles, tailors dummies, etc.


– taxidermy activities


This subclass excludes:


– manufacture of lighter wicks cf. 17.54/2


– manufacture of glass inners for vacuum flasks and other vacuum vessels cf. 26.13


37 Recycling


This division includes:


– processing of waste and scrap and other articles, whether used or not, into secondary raw materials. A
transformation process is required, either mechanical or chemical. Typically, in terms of commodities,
input consists of waste and scrap, the input being sorted or unsorted but normally unfit for further
direct use in an industrial process. The output is made fit for direct use in an industrial manufacturing
process. The resulting secondary raw material is to be considered an intermediate good with a value,
but it is not a final new product.


This division excludes:


– manufacture of new final products from (whether or not self-manufactured) secondary raw materials
cf. 14 to 36


– wholesale of waste and scrap, including collecting, sorting, separating, stripping of used goods such as
cars in order to obtain reusable parts, (re)packing storage and delivery, but without a real transformation
process cf.  50 51, 52


– wholesale or retail sale of second-hand goods cf. 50, 51, 52.50


– treatment of waste, not for further use in an industrial manufacturing process, but with   the aim of
disposal cf. 90


37.1 Recycling of metal waste and scrap


37.10 Recycling of metal waste and scrap


This class includes:


– processing of metal waste and scrap and of metal articles into secondary raw material. Examples for
mechanical or chemical transformation processes are:


■ mechanical crushing of metal waste such as used cars, washing machines, bikes, etc. with
subsequent sorting and separation


■ mechanical reduction of large iron pieces such as railway wagons


■ shredding of metal waste, end of life vehicles, etc.


■ other methods of mechanical treatment such as cutting, pressing to reduce volume


This class excludes:


– manufacture of new final metals or new final metal products from (whether or not self-manufactured)
secondary metal raw materials cf. 27 or 28.
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– car dismantling sites, demolition of machinery, computers in order to obtain reusable parts, etc.,
including trade in second-hand spare parts cf. 50, 51 and 52


– disposal of used goods such as refrigerators to eliminate harmful waste cf. 90


37.2 Recycling of non-metal waste and scrap


37.20 Recycling of non-metal waste and scrap


This class includes:


– processing of non-metal waste and scrap and of non-metal articles into secondary raw  material.
Examples for transformation processes are:


■ reclaiming of rubber such as used tyres to produce secondary raw material


■ sorting and pelleting of plastics to produce secondary raw material for tubes, flower pots, pallets
and the like


■ processing (cleaning, melting, grinding ) of plastic or rubber waste to granulates


■ reclaiming of chemicals from chemical waste


■ crushing, cleaning and sorting of glass


■ crushing, cleaning and sorting of other waste such as demolition waste to obtain secondary raw
materials


■ mechanical crushing and grinding of waste from the construction and demolition of buildings
(including wood), asphalt


■ processing of used cooking oils and fats into secondary raw materials for pet food or feed for
farm animals


■ processing of other food waste and food residual substances into secondary raw material


This class excludes:


– production of new final products from (whether or not self-manufactured) secondary raw material
such as spinning of yarn from garnetted stock or making pulp from waste paper or retreading tyres
should be classified  in the appropriate class of manufacture cf. 14 to 36


– treatment of food residual substances to manufacture food products cf. 15


– treatment of slaughter waste to produce animal feeds cf. 15.7


– reprocessing of nuclear fuels and treatment of radio-active nuclear waste cf. 23.30


– manufacture of compost cf. 24.15


– wholesale in non-metal waste and scrap, including collecting, sorting, packing, dealing, etc., but
without a real transformation process cf. 51.57


– wholesale or retail sale of second-hand goods cf. 50, 51 and 52.50


– incineration, dumping, burying, etc. of waste cf. 90


– treatment and disposal of transition radioactive waste from hospitals, etc. cf. 90.02


– treatment and disposal of toxic, contaminated waste cf. 90.02


– disposal of food, beverages and tobacco waste cf. 90


– waste treatment by composting plants with the aim of disposal and a resulting by-product (compost)
cf. 90.02
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Section E Electricity, Gas and Water Supply


This section covers the activity of providing electric power, natural gas, steam supply and water supply through
a permanent infrastructure (network) of lines, mains and pipes. The size of the network is not decisive. Also
included is electricity, gas, steam and water supply and the like in industrial parks or blocks of flats.


Production, infrastructure management and supplying end users may be handled by the same or a
different unit. Units engaged in the supply of electricity and/or gas and/or steam and hot water and/or
water have to be classified according to their principal activity.


40 Electricity, Gas, Steam and Hot Water Supply


40.1 Production and distribution of electricity


40.11 Production of electricity


This class includes:


– operation of generation facilities that produce electricity; including thermal, nuclear, hydroelectric, gas
turbine, diesel and renewable.


40.12 Transmission of electricity


This class includes:


– operation of transmission systems that convey electricity from the generation facility to the distribution
system


40.13 Distribution and trade of electricity


This class includes:


– operation of distribution systems (i.e., consisting of lines, poles, meters and wiring) that  convey
electric power received from the generation facility or the transmission system to the final consumer


– sale of electricity to the user


– activities of electric power brokers or agents that arrange the sale of electricity via power distribution
systems operated by others


40.2 Manufacture of gas; distribution of gaseous fuels through mains


40.21 Manufacture of gas


This class includes:


– production of gas for the purposes of gas supply by carbonisation of coal, from by-products of
agriculture or from waste


– manufacture of gaseous fuels with a specified calorific value, by purification, blending and other
processes from gases of various types including natural gas


This class excludes:


– operation of coke ovens cf. 23.10


– manufacture of refined petroleum products cf. 23.20


– manufacture of industrial gases cf. 24.11


– bulk sale of gaseous fuels, or its sale in canisters cf. 51.12, 51.51, 52.48, 52.6


40.22 Distribution and trade of gaseous fuels through mains


This class includes;


– transportation, distribution and supply of gaseous fuels through a system of mains


– sale of gas to the user through mains


– activities of gas brokers or agents that arrange the sale of gas over gas distribution systems operated
by others


This class excludes:


– bulk sale of gaseous fuels, or its sale in canisters cf. 51.12, 51.51, 52.48, 52.6


– transportation of gases by pipelines (other than mains) cf. 60.30


40.3 Steam and hot water supply


40.30 Steam and hot water supply


This class includes:


– production, collection and distribution of steam and hot water for heating, power and other purposes


This class also includes:


– production and distribution of chilled water or ice for cooling purposes
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41 Collection, Purification and Distribution of Water


41.0 Collection, purification and distribution of water


41.00 Collection, purification and distribution of water


This class includes:


– collection, purification and distribution of water


– desalting of sea water to produce water as the principal product of interest


This class excludes:


– irrigation system operation for agricultural purposes cf. 01.41


– treatment of waste water solely in order to prevent pollution cf. 90
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Section F Construction


45 Construction


This division includes general construction and special trade construction for buildings and civil engineering,
building installation and building completion. It includes new work, repair, additions and alterations, the
erection of pre-fabricated buildings or structures on the site and also constructions of a temporary nature.


General construction is the construction of entire dwellings, office buildings, stores and other public and
utility buildings, farm buildings and the like, or the construction of heavy constructions such as motorways,
roads, streets, bridges, tunnels, railways, airfields, harbours and other water projects, irrigation systems,
sewerage systems, industrial facilities, pipelines and electric lines and sports facilities. This work can be
carried out on own account or on a fee or contract basis. Part of the work or sometimes the whole of the
practical work can be carried out by subcontractors.


Special trade construction includes the construction of parts of buildings and civil engineering works
or preparation for this purpose. It is usually specialised in one aspect common to different structures,
requiring specialised skills or equipment. Activities such as pile driving, foundation work, water well
drilling, carcass work, concrete work, brick laying, stone setting, scaffolding, roof covering and the like,
are covered. The erection of steel structures is also included provided that the parts are not produced by
the same unit. Special trade construction will mostly be carried out under contract.


Building installation activities include the installation of all kinds of utilities that make the construction
function as such. These activities are usually performed at the site of the construction, although parts of
the job may be carried out in a workshop. Included are activities such as plumbing, installation of heating
and air-conditioning systems, aerials, alarm and other electrical work, sprinkler systems, elevators and
escalators. Also included are insulation work (water, heat, sound), sheet metal work, commercial
refrigeration work, the installation of illumination and signalling systems for roads, railways, airports,
harbours and the like. Repair work relating to the above mentioned activities is also included.


Building completion activities encompass activities such as glazing, plastering, painting and decorating,
floor and wall tiling or covering with other materials like parquet, carpets, wallpaper, floor sanding,
finish carpentry, acoustical work, cleaning of the exterior. Repair work relating to the above mentioned
activities is also included.


This division excludes:


– lawn and garden installation and maintenance and tree surgeon activities cf. 01.41


– manufacture of building materials cf. Sections C and D


– erecting or installing industrial equipment see section D (e.g. installation of industrial furnaces,
turbines, etc.)


– construction activities directly related to extraction of oil and natural gas cf. 11.20. However, the
construction of buildings, roads, etc. on the site remains in this class


– erecting or installing industrial equipment see section D (e.g. installation of industrial furnaces,
turbines, etc.)


– erection of complete fabricated buildings or structures from self-manufactured parts is classified in the
relevant category in manufacturing, depending on the material chiefly  used, except if the material is
concrete, in which case it remains classified here


– installation of self-manufactured carpentry or joinery is classified in the relevant  category in manufacturing
depending on the material used e.g. wood in 20.30 (Manufacture of builders’ carpentry and joinery)


– erection of metal structures from self-manufactured parts cf. 28.11


– architectural and engineering activities are classified in 74.20 (Architectural and engineering activities
and related technical consultancy)


– project management for construction cf. 74.20


– cleaning of windows, inside and outside, chimneys, boilers, interiors, etc. cf. 74.70


45.1 Site preparation


45.11 Demolition and wrecking of buildings; earth moving


This class includes:


– demolition or wrecking of buildings and other structures


– clearing of building sites


– earthmoving: excavation, landfill for construction purposes, levelling and grading of construction sites,
trench digging, rock removal, blasting, etc.


– site preparation for mining:


■ earth moving and other development and preparation of mineral properties and sites


This class also includes:


– building site drainage


– drainage of agricultural or forestry land
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45.12 Test drilling and boring


This class includes:


– test drilling, test boring and core sampling for construction, geophysical, geological or any other
similar purpose


This class excludes:


– drilling of production oil or gas wells cf. 11.20


– water well drilling cf. 45.25


– shaft sinking cf. 45.25


– geophysical, geological and seismic surveying cf. 74.20/6


45.2 Building of complete constructions or parts thereof; civil engineering


45.21 General construction of buildings and civil engineering works


45.21/1 Construction of commercial buildings


This subclass includes:


– assembly and erection of prefabricated commercial buildings on the site


This subclass excludes:


– erection of complete prefabricated constructions from self- manufactured parts not of concrete cf.
Divisions 20, 26 and 28


– construction work other than of buildings for stadiums, swimming pools, gymnasiums, tennis courts,
golf courses and other sports installations cf. 45.23


– building installation cf. 45.3


– building completion cf. 45.4


– architectural and engineering activities cf. 74.20


– project management for construction cf. 74.20


45.21/2 Construction of domestic buildings


This subclass also includes:


– assembly and erection of prefabricated domestic buildings on the site


This subclass excludes:


– erection of complete prefabricated constructions from self-manufactured parts not of concrete cf.
Divisions 20, 26 and 28


– building installations cf. 45.3


– building completion cf. 45.4


– architectural and engineering activities cf. 74.20


– project management for construction cf. 74.20


45.21/3 Construction of civil engineering constructions


This subclass includes:


– construction of civil engineering constructions:
■ bridges, including those for elevated highways, viaducts, tunnels and subways
■ long distance pipelines, communication and power lines
■ urban pipelines, urban communication and power lines; ancillary urban work


– assembly and erection of prefabricated civil engineering constructions on the site


This subclass excludes:


– service activities incidental to oil and gas extraction cf. 11.20


– erection of complete prefabricated constructions from self-manufactured parts not of  concrete cf.
Divisions 20, 26 and 28


– architectural and engineering activities cf. 74.20


– project management for construction cf. 74.20


45.22 Erection of roof covering and frames


This class includes:


– erection of roofs


– roof covering


– waterproofing, including hydrophobic wall treatment


45.23 Construction of motorways, roads, railways, airfields and sport facilities


This class includes:


– construction of motorways, streets, roads, other vehicular and pedestrian ways


– construction of railways


– construction of airfield runways
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– construction work other than of buildings for stadiums, swimming pools, gymnasiums, tennis courts,
golf courses and other sports installations


– painting of markings on road surfaces and car parks


– surface work on elevated highways, bridges and tunnels


– installation of crash barriers, traffic signs and the like


This class excludes:


– preliminary earth moving cf. 45.11


45.24 Construction of water projects


This class includes:


– construction of:
■ waterways, harbour and river works, pleasure ports (marinas), locks, etc.
■ dams and dykes


– dredging


– sub-surface work


45.25 Other construction work involving special trades


This class includes:


– construction activities specialising in one aspect common to different kinds of structures, requiring
specialised skills or equipment:
■ construction of foundations, including pile driving
■ water well drilling and construction, shaft sinking
■ erection of not self-manufactured steel elements
■ steel bending
■ bricklaying and stone setting
■ scaffolds and work platform erecting and dismantling, including renting of scaffolds and work platforms
■ erection of chimneys and industrial ovens
■ de-humidification of buildings
■ lifting work
■ work with specialist access requirements necessitating climbing skills and the use of related equipment


i.e. working at height on tall structures


This class excludes:


– renting of scaffolds without erection and dismantling cf. 71.32


45.3 Building installation


45.31 Installation of electrical wiring and fittings


This class includes:


– installation in buildings or other construction projects of:
■ electrical wiring and fittings
■ telecommunications wiring
■ electrical heating systems, including electric solar energy collectors
■ lifts and escalators
■ fire alarms
■ burglar alarm systems
■ residential antennas and aerials
■ lightning conductors, etc.


This class excludes:


– installation of telecommunication systems cf. 32.20


45.32 Insulation work activities


This class includes:


– installation in buildings or other construction projects of thermal, sound or vibration insulation


This class excludes:


– waterproofing cf. 45.22


45.33 Plumbing


This class includes:


– installation in buildings or other construction projects of:
■ plumbing and sanitary equipment
■ gas fittings
■ heating, ventilation, refrigeration or air conditioning equipment and ducts
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■ non-electric solar energy collectors
■ sprinkler systems


This class excludes:


– installation of electrical heating systems cf. 45.31


45.34 Other building installation


This class includes:


– installation of illumination and signalling systems for roads, railways, airports and harbours


– installation in buildings or other construction projects of fittings and fixtures not elsewhere classified


– general technical repair and maintenance of building installations


45.4 Building completion


45.41 Plastering


This class includes:


– application in buildings or other construction projects of interior and exterior plaster or stucco
including related lathing materials


45.42 Joinery installation


This class includes:


– installation of not self-manufactured doors, windows, door and window frames, fitted kitchens,
staircases, shop fittings and the like, of wood or other materials


– interior completion such as ceilings, wooden wall coverings, movable partitions, etc.


This class excludes:


– laying of parquet and other wood floor coverings cf. 45.43


45.43 Floor and wall covering


This class includes:


– laying, tiling, hanging or fitting in buildings or other construction projects of:
■ ceramic, concrete or cut stone wall or floor tiles, ceramic stove fitting
■ parquet and other wood floor coverings
■ carpets and linoleum floor coverings including of rubber or plastic
■ terrazzo, marble, granite or slate floor or wall coverings
■ wallpaper


This class excludes:


– activities of interior decoration designers cf. 74.87/2


45.44 Painting and glazing


This class includes:


– interior and exterior painting of buildings


– painting of civil engineering structures


– installation of glass, mirrors, etc.


This class excludes:


– installation of windows cf. 45.42


45.45 Other building completion


This class includes:


– installation of private swimming pools


– steam cleaning, sandblasting and similar activities for building exteriors


– other building completion and finishing work not elsewhere classified


This class excludes:


– interior cleaning of buildings and other structures cf. 74.70


45.5 Renting of construction or demolition equipment with operator


45.50 Renting of construction or demolition equipment with operator


This class includes:


– renting of cranes with operator


This class excludes:


– renting of construction or demolition machinery and equipment without operators cf. 71.32
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Section G Wholesale and Retail Trade; Repair of Motor Vehicles, Motorcycles and Personal and
Household Goods


This section includes wholesale and retail sale (sale without transformation) of any type of goods and
services incidental to the sale of the merchandise. Wholesaling and retailing are the final steps in the
distribution of merchandise. Also included in this section is the repair of motor vehicles and installation
and repair of personal and household goods.


Sale without transformation is considered to include the usual operations or manipulations associated
with trade, e.g. sorting, grading and assembling of goods, mixing (blending) of goods (e.g. wine),
bottling (with or without preceding bottle cleaning), packing, breaking bulk and re-packing for
distribution in smaller lots, storage (whether or not frozen or chilled), cleaning and drying of agricultural
products and cutting out of wooden fibreboards or metal sheets on own account.


Wholesale is the re-sale (sale without transformation) of new and used goods to retailers, to industrial,
commercial, institutional or professional users, or to other wholesalers. It also includes acting as agents or
brokers in buying merchandise for, or selling merchandise to, such persons or companies. The principal
types of business included are wholesalers who take title to the goods they sell, such as wholesale
merchants or jobbers, industrial distributors, exporters, importers and co-operative buying associations.
Sales branches and sales offices (but not retail stores) which are maintained by manufacturing or mining
units separately from their plants or mines for the purpose of marketing their products and which do not
merely take orders to be filled by direct shipment from the plants or mines are also included. Also in
wholesaling are merchandise and commodity brokers, commission merchants and agents and
assemblers, and buyers and co-operative associations engaged in the marketing of farm products.
Wholesalers frequently physically assemble, sort and grade goods in large lots, break bulk, repack,
redistribute in smaller lots (e.g. pharmaceuticals) store, refrigerate, deliver and install goods, and engage
in sales promotion and label design for their customers.


Retailing is the re-sale (sale without transformation) of new and used goods mainly to the general public
for personal or household consumption, by shops, department stores, stalls, mail-order houses, hawkers
and peddlers, consumer co-operatives, auction houses, etc. Most retailers take title to the goods they sell,
but some act as agents for a principal and sell either on consignment or on a commission basis.


50 Sale, Maintenance and Repair of Motor Vehicles and Motorcycles; Retail Sale of Automotive Fuel


This division includes:


– all activities (except manufacture and renting) related to motor vehicles and motorcycles including
lorries and trucks:


■ wholesale and retail sale of new and second hand vehicles


■  maintenance and repair


■ wholesale and retail sale of parts and accessories


■ activities of commission agents involved in wholesale or retail sale of vehicles


■  washing, polishing and towing of vehicles, etc.


This division also includes:


– retail sale of automotive fuel and lubricating or cooling products


This division excludes:


– renting of motor vehicles cf. 71.10


– renting of motorcycles cf. 71.21


50.1 Sale of motor vehicles


50.10 Sale of motor vehicles


50.10/1 Sale of new motor vehicles


This subclass includes:


– wholesale and retail sale of new motor vehicles:


■ passenger motor vehicles including specialised passenger motor vehicles such as ambulances and
minibuses, etc.


■ lorries, trailers and semi-trailers


■ camping vehicles such as caravans and motorhomes


This subclass also includes:


– wholesale and retail sale of new off-road motor vehicles (jeeps, etc.)


– wholesale and retail sale by commission agents


– sale of new cars via the internet


This subclass excludes:


– wholesale and retail sale of parts and accessories for motor vehicles cf. 50.30
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50.10/2 Sale of used motor vehicles


This subclass includes:


– wholesale and retail sale of used motor vehicles


■ passenger motor vehicles including specialised passenger motor vehicles such as ambulances and
mini-buses, etc.


■ lorries, trailers and semi-trailers


■ camping vehicles such as caravans and motorhomes


This subclass also includes:


– wholesale and retail sale of used off-road motor vehicles (jeeps, etc)


– wholesale and retail sale by commission agents


– car auctions and internet car auctions


This subclass excludes:


– wholesale and retail sale of parts and accessories for motor vehicles cf. 50.30


50.2 Maintenance and repair of motor vehicles


50.20 Maintenance and repair of motor vehicles


This class includes:


– maintenance and repair of motor vehicles:


■ mechanical repairs


■ electrical repairs


■ electronic injection systems repair


■ ordinary servicing


■ bodywork repair


■ repair of motor vehicle parts


■ washing, polishing, etc.


■ spraying and painting


■ repair of screens and windows


■ repair of motor vehicle seats


– tyre and tube repair, fitting or replacement


– anti-rust treatment


– towing


– installation of parts and accessories not as part of the production process


– roadside assistance


This class excludes:


– retreading and rebuilding of tyres cf. 25.12


– maintenance and repair of caravans cf. 34.20/3


– maintenance and repair of containers for carriage by one or more modes of transport cf. 34.20/2


50.3 Sale of motor vehicle parts and accessories


50.30 Sale of motor vehicle parts and accessories


50.4 Sale, maintenance and repair of motorcycles and related parts and accessories


50.40 Sale, maintenance and repair of motorcycles and related parts and accessories


This class includes:


– wholesale and retail sale of motorcycles including mopeds


– wholesale and retail sale, including mail order, of parts and accessories for motorcycles


– activities of commission agents


– maintenance and repair of motorcycles


This class excludes:


– sale, maintenance and repair of bicycles and related parts and accessories cf. 51.18, 51.47/9, 52.48/5,
52.74
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50.5 Retail sale of automotive fuel


50.50 Retail sale of automotive fuel


This class includes:


– retail sale of fuel for motor vehicles and motorcycles


This class also includes:


– retail sale of lubricating products and cooling products for motor vehicles


This class excludes:


– wholesale of fuels cf. 51.51


51 Wholesale Trade And Commission Trade, Except Of Motor Vehicles And Motorcycles


This division includes:


– re-sale (sale without transformation) of new and used goods to retailers, industrial, commercial,
institutional or professional users, or to other wholesalers, or acting as agents in buying merchandise
for, or selling merchandise to, such persons or companies:


■ activities of wholesale merchants, jobbers, industrial distributors, exporters, importers, co-operative
buying associations, merchandise and commodity brokers, commission merchants and agents and
assemblers, buyers and co-operative associations engaged in the marketing of farm products


This division also includes:


– the usual manipulations involved in wholesaling such as assembling, sorting and grading of goods in
large lots, break bulks, re-packing and bottling, redistribution in smaller lots (e.g. pharmaceuticals),
storage, refrigeration, delivery and installation of goods on own account


– packing of solid goods and bottling of liquid or gaseous goods, including blending and filtering on
own account


This division excludes:


– wholesale of motor vehicles, caravans and motorcycles cf. 50.10, 50.40


– wholesale of motor accessories cf. 50.30


– renting and leasing of goods cf. 71


– packing of solid goods and bottling of liquids or gaseous goods, including blending for third parties cf.
74.82


51.1 Wholesale on a fee or contract basis


This group includes:


– activities of commission agents, commodity brokers and all other wholesalers who trade on behalf and
on the account of others


– activities of those involved in bringing sellers and buyers together or undertaking commercial
transactions on behalf of a principal, including on the internet


This group also includes:


– activities of wholesale auction houses, including internet wholesale auctions


This group excludes:


– activities of commission agents serving sales of motor vehicles and motorcycles cf. 50.10, 50.40


– wholesale trade in own name cf. 51.2-51.9


– retail sale by agents cf. 52


– activities of insurance agents cf. 67.20


– activities of real estate agents cf. 70.3


51.11 Agents involved in the sale of agricultural raw materials, live animals, textile raw materials and semi-finished goods


51.12 Agents involved in the sale of fuels, ores, metals and industrial chemicals


This class also includes:


– agents involved in the sale of fertilizer


51.13 Agents involved in the sale of timber and building materials


51.14 Agents involved in the sale of machinery, industrial equipment, ships and aircraft


This class also includes:


– agents involved in the sale of agricultural machinery


– agents involved in the sale of office machinery
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51.15 Agents involved in the sale of furniture, household goods, hardware and ironmongery


51.16 Agents involved in the sale of textiles, clothing, footwear and leather goods


This class also includes:


– agents involved in the sale of fur


51.17 Agents involved in the sale of food, beverages and tobacco


51.18 Agents specialising in the sale of particular products or ranges of products not elsewhere classified


This class also includes:


– agents involved in the sale of bicycles


51.19 Agents involved in the sale of a variety of goods


Groups 51.2 – 51.9 include wholesale on own account only


51.2 Wholesale of agricultural raw materials and live animals


51.21 Wholesale of grain, seeds and animal feeds


This class also includes:


– wholesale of seed potatoes


– wholesale of feed for farm animals


– wholesale of material, residues and by-products used for animal feed


51.22 Wholesale of flowers and plants


This class includes:


– wholesale of tulip bulbs


This class excludes:


– wholesale of textile fibres cf. 51.56


51.23 Wholesale of live animals


51.24 Wholesale of hides, skins and leather


51.24/1 Wholesale of furskins


51.24/9 Wholesale of hides, skins and leather not elsewhere classified


51.25 Wholesale of unmanufactured tobacco


51.3 Wholesale of food, beverages and tobacco


51.31 Wholesale of fruit and vegetables


This class includes:


– wholesale of unprocessed fruit and vegetables including potatoes


51.32 Wholesale of meat and meat products


This class includes:


– wholesale of meat, poultry meat, game meat, processed meat and meat products


51.33 Wholesale of dairy produce, eggs and edible oils and fats


51.33/1 Wholesale of dairy produce


This class includes:


– wholesale of dairy produce such as liquid and powdered milk cream cheese, butter yoghurts and
 similar dairy products


51.33/2 Wholesale of eggs


51.33/3 Wholesale of edible oils and fats


This subclass includes:


– wholesale of edible oils and fats of animal and vegetable origin


51.34 Wholesale of alcoholic and other beverages


51.34/1 Wholesale of fruit and vegetable juices, mineral waters and soft drinks


51.34/2 Wholesale of wine, beer, spirits and other alcoholic beverages


This subclass also includes:


– wholesale of alcoholic beverages


– buying of wine in bulk and bottling without transformation


– buying of wine in bulk with blending, purification, bottling and resale
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51.35 Wholesale of tobacco products


51.36 Wholesale of sugar and chocolate and sugar confectionery


51.37 Wholesale of coffee, tea, cocoa and spices


51.38 Wholesale of other food including fish, crustaceans and molluscs


This class also includes:


– wholesale of potato products


– wholesale of feed for pet animals


51.39 Non-specialised wholesale of food, beverages and tobacco


51.4 Wholesale of household goods


51.41 Wholesale of textiles


This class includes:


– wholesale of yarn


– wholesale of fabrics


– wholesale of household linen, etc.


– wholesale of haberdashery: needles, sewing thread, etc.


This class excludes:


– wholesale of textile fibres cf. 51.56


51.42 Wholesale of clothing and footwear


51.42/1 Wholesale of adults’ fur and leather clothing


This subclass includes:


– wholesale of clothing accessories such as gloves, of fur or leather


– wholesale of fur articles


This subclass excludes:


– wholesale of leather goods cf. 51.47/9


51.42/2 Wholesale of children’s and infants’ clothing


51.42/3 Wholesale of footwear


This subclass excludes:


– wholesale of sports footwear cf. 51.47/9


51.42/9 Wholesale of clothing not elsewhere classified


This subclass also includes:


– wholesale of sports clothes


– wholesale of clothing accessories such as gloves, ties and braces


– wholesale of umbrellas


This subclass excludes:


– wholesale of jewellery cf. 51.47/3


– wholesale of imitation jewellery cf. 51.47/4


51.43 Wholesale of electrical household appliances and radio and television goods


51.43/1 Wholesale of gramophone records, audio tapes, compact discs and video tapes and of the equipment on which
these are played


This subclass also includes:


– wholesale of DVDs and DVD players


51.43/9 Wholesale of radios and televisions; wholesale of electrical household appliances not elsewhere classified


This subclass also includes:


– wholesale of lighting equipment


– wholesale of wire and switches and other installation equipment for domestic use


51.44 Wholesale of china and glassware, wallpaper and cleaning materials


51.45 Wholesale of perfume and cosmetics
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51.46 Wholesale of pharmaceutical goods


This class also includes:


– wholesale of instruments and devices for doctors and hospitals


– wholesale of orthopaedic goods


51.47 Wholesale of other household goods


51.47/1 Wholesale of furniture


This subclass excludes:


– wholesale of office furniture cf. 51.85


51.47/2 This code is no longer in use


51.47/3 Wholesale of jewellery


51.47/4 Wholesale of imitation jewellery


51.47/5 Wholesale of musical instruments


51.47/6 Wholesale of photographic goods


51.47/7 Wholesale of toys and games


This subclass also includes:


– video games


51.47/8 Wholesale of travel and fancy goods


51.47/9 Wholesale of other household goods not elsewhere classified


This subclass includes:


– wholesale of carpets and other floor coverings and non-electrical household appliances


– wholesale of stationery, books, magazines and newspapers, optical goods, leather goods, watches and
clocks, sports goods, bicycles and their parts and accessories, wooden ware, wickerwork and cork
ware, etc.


51.5 Wholesale of non-agricultural intermediate products, waste and scrap


51.51 Wholesale of solid, liquid and gaseous fuels and related products


51.51/1 Wholesale of petroleum and petroleum products


This subclass includes:


– wholesale of automotive fuels


51.51/2 This code is no longer in use


51.51/9 Wholesale of other fuels and related products


This subclass includes:


– wholesale of greases, lubricants, oils, etc.


51.52 Wholesale of metals and metal ores


This class includes:


– wholesale of ferrous and non-ferrous metal ores


– wholesale of ferrous and non-ferrous metals in primary forms


– wholesale of ferrous and non-ferrous semi-finished metal products not elsewhere classified


– wholesale of gold and other precious metals


This class excludes:


– wholesale of waste and scrap cf. 51.57


– dealing in gold bullion for financial purposes cf. 65.23


51.53 Wholesale of wood, construction materials and sanitary equipment


This class includes:


– wholesale of paint and varnish


– wholesale of wood in the rough


– wholesale of products of primary processing of wood


– wholesale of construction materials:


■ sand, gravel


– wholesale of flat glass
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– wholesale of sanitary equipment:


■ baths, washbasins, toilets and other sanitary porcelain


51.54 Wholesale of hardware, plumbing and heating equipment and supplies


This class also includes:


– wholesale of sanitary installation equipment:


■ tubes, pipes, fittings, taps, T-pieces, connections, rubber pipes, etc.


– wholesale of tools such as hammers, saws, screwdrivers and other hand tools


51.55 Wholesale of chemical products


This class includes:


– wholesale of industrial chemicals:


■ aniline, printing ink, essential oils, industrial gases, chemical glues, colouring matter, synthetic resin,
methanol, paraffin, scents and flavourings, soda, industrial salt, acids and sulphur, starch derivatives, etc.


– wholesale of fertilisers and agro-chemical products


– wholesale of plastic materials in primary forms


– wholesale of rubber


51.56 Wholesale of other intermediate products


This class also includes:


– wholesale of textile fibres, etc.


– wholesale of paper in bulk


– wholesale of precious stones


51.57 Wholesale of waste and scrap


This class includes:


– wholesale (purchase and sale) of metal and non-metal waste and scrap and materials for recycling,
 including collecting, sorting, separating, stripping of used goods such as cars  in order to obtain
reusable parts, (re) packing, storage and delivery, but without a real transformation process.
Additionally the purchased and sold waste has a remaining value


– dismantling of end-of-life vehicles (dismantling of cars; wholesale in car wrecks; sale of parts from
wrecks to private persons and professional users)


This class excludes:


– processing of waste and scrap and other materials into secondary raw material. A real transformation
process is required. The resulting secondary raw material is fit for direct  use in an industrial
manufacturing process and is not a final new product cf. 37.10, 37.20


– shredding of cars by means of a mechanical process cf. 37.10


– retail sale of second hand goods cf. 52.50


– treatment of waste, not for a further use in an industrial manufacturing process, but with the aim of
disposal cf. 90


– collection and treatment of household and industrial waste cf. 90


51.6 This code is no longer in use


51.7 This code is no longer in use


51.8 Wholesale of machinery, equipment and supplies


51.81 Wholesale of machine tools


This class also includes:


– wholesale of computer-controlled machine tools


51.82 Wholesale of mining, construction and civil engineering machinery


51.83 Wholesale of machinery for the textile industry and of sewing and knitting machines


This class also includes:


– wholesale of computer-controlled machinery for the textile industry and of computer- controlled
sewing and knitting machines


51.84 Wholesale of computers, computer peripheral equipment and software


51.85 Wholesale of other office machinery and equipment


This class includes:


– wholesale of other office machinery and equipment such as typewriters, adding machines


– wholesale of office furniture, etc.
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51.86 Wholesale of other electronic parts and equipment


51.87 Wholesale of other machinery for use in industry, trade and navigation


This class includes:


– wholesale of transport equipment except motor vehicles, motorcycles and bicycles


– wholesale of production line robots


– wholesale of wires and switches and other installation equipment for industrial use


– wholesale of other electrical material such as electrical motors and transformers


– wholesale of other machinery not elsewhere classified for use in industry, trade and navigation and
other services


This class also includes:


– wholesale of measuring instruments and equipment


This class excludes:


– wholesale of motor vehicles, trailers and caravans cf. 50.10


– wholesale of motor vehicle parts cf. 50.30


– wholesale of motorcycles cf. 50.40


– wholesale of bicycles cf. 51.47/9


51.88 Wholesale of agricultural machinery and accessories and implements, including tractors


This class also includes:


– wholesale of lawn mowers however operated


51.9 Other wholesale


51.90 Other wholesale


This class includes:


– specialised wholesale not covered in one of the previous categories


– wholesale of a variety of goods without any particular specialisation


52 Retail Trade, Except of Motor Vehicles and Motor-cycles; Repair of Personal and Household Goods


This division includes:


– re-sale ((sale without transformation) of new and used goods) mainly to the general public for personal
or household consumption, by for example, shops, department stores, stalls, mail-order houses, hawkers
and peddlers and consumer co-operatives.


– retail trade is classified first by type of sale outlet (retail trade in stores: Groups 52.1 to 52.5; retail
trade not in stores: group 52.6). Retail trade in stores is further subdivided into retail sale of new
goods (Groups 52.1 to 52.4) and retail sale of used goods (group 52.5). For retail sale of new goods
in stores there exists a further distinction between specialised retail sale (Groups 52.2 to 52.4) and
non-specialised retail sale (group 52.1). The above Groups are further subdivided by the range of
products sold. Sale not in stores lists the forms of trade (e.g. mail order, markets, door-to-door, by
vending machines)


This division also includes:


– repair and installation of personal or household goods whether or not done in combination with
retail sale


– retail sale by commission agents


– activities of retail auction houses


This division excludes:


– sale of motor vehicles, motorcycles and their parts and of fuel for these articles cf. 50


– trade in cereals, grains, ores, crude petroleum, industrial chemicals, iron and steel and  industrial
machinery and equipment cf. 51


– sale of food and drinks for consumption on the premises and sale of take-away food cf. 55.30,
55.40, 55.51


– renting and hiring of personal and household goods to the general public cf. 71.40


52.1 Retail sale in non-specialised stores


52.11 Retail sale in non-specialised stores with food, beverages or tobacco predominating


52.11/1 Retail sale by confectioners, tobacconists and newsagents (CTNs)


52.11/2 Retail sale in non-specialised stores (excluding CTNs) holding an alcohol licence, with food, beverages or
tobacco predominating
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This subclass includes:


– retail sale of a large variety of goods of which, however, food products, beverages or tobacco should
be predominant:


■ activities of general stores which have, apart from their main sales of food products, beverages
or tobacco, several other lines of merchandise such as wearing apparel, furniture, appliances,
hardware, cosmetics, etc.


52.11/3 Retail sale in non-specialised stores (excluding CTNs) not holding an alcohol licence, with food, beverages or
tobacco predominating


This subclass includes:


– retail sale of a large variety of goods of which, however, food products, beverages or tobacco should
be predominant:


■ activities of general stores which have, apart from their main sales of food products, beverages
or tobacco, several other lines of merchandise such as wearing apparel, furniture, appliances,
hardware, cosmetics, etc.


52.11/9 This code is no longer in use


52.12 Other retail sale in non-specialised stores


This class includes:


– retail sale of a large variety of goods of which food products, beverages or tobacco should not
be predominant


– activities of department stores carrying a general line of merchandise including wearing apparel,
furniture, appliances, hardware, cosmetics, jewellery, toys, sporting goods, etc.


52.2 Retail sale of food, beverages and tobacco in specialised stores


52.21 Retail sale of fruit and vegetables


This class excludes:


– retail sale of preserved fruit and vegetables cf. 52.27


52.22 Retail sale of meat and meat products


This class also includes:


– retail sale of poultry and game


52.23 Retail sale of fish, crustaceans and molluscs


52.24 Retail sale of bread, cakes, flour confectionery and sugar confectionery


52.25 Retail sale of alcoholic and other beverages


52.26 Retail sale of tobacco products


52.27 Other retail sale of food, beverages and tobacco in specialised stores


This class also includes:


– retail sale of dairy produce, eggs and edible oils and fats


– retail sale of preserved fruit and vegetables


52.3 Retail sale of pharmaceutical and medical goods, cosmetic and toilet articles


52.31 Dispensing chemists


52.32 Retail sale of medical and orthopaedic goods


52.32/1 Retail sale of hearing aids


52.32/9 Retail sale of medical and orthopaedic goods not elsewhere classified


This subclass excludes:


– dispensing chemists cf. 52.31


52.33 Retail sale of cosmetic and toilet articles


52.4 Other retail sale of new goods in specialised stores


52.41 Retail sale of textiles


This class includes:


– retail sale of fabrics


– retail sale of knitting yarn


– retail sale of basic materials for rug, tapestry or embroidery making


– retail sale of household textiles such as sheets, tablecloths, towels


– retail sale of haberdashery: needles, sewing thread, etc.
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52.42 Retail sale of clothing


52.42/1 Retail sale of adults’ fur and leather clothing


This subclass includes:


– retail sale of :


■ clothing accessories such as gloves of fur or leather


This subclass excludes:


– retail of leather goods cf. 52.43/2


52.42/2 Retail sale of children’s and infants’ clothing


52.42/3 Retail sale of other women’s clothing


52.42/4 Retail sale of other men’s clothing


52.43 Retail sale of footwear and leather goods


52.43/1 Retail sale of footwear


52.43/2 Retail sale of leather goods


This subclass includes:


– retail sale of:


■ leather goods


■ travel accessories of leather and leather substitutes


52.44 Retail sale of furniture, lighting equipment and household articles not elsewhere classified


This class includes:


– retail sale of:


■ furniture


■ articles for lighting


■ non-electrical household appliances


■ household utensils and cutlery, crockery, glassware, china and pottery


■ curtains, net curtains and other household furnishing articles of textile materials


■ wood, cork goods and wickerwork goods


■ household articles and equipment not elsewhere classified


This class excludes:


– retail sale of cork floor tiles cf. 52.48/1


– retail sale of antiques cf. 52.50/1


52.45 Retail sale of electrical household appliances and radio and television goods


This class includes:


– retail sale of:


■ household appliances


■ radio and television goods and other household audio/visual equipment including DVD players


■ musical records and audio/visual tapes, CD’s, DVD’s and cassettes


■ musical instruments and scores


This class excludes:


– retail sale of non-electrical household goods cf. 52.44


– renting of tapes and records cf. 71.40/4


– renting of video tapes and DVD’s cf. 71.40/5


52.46 Retail sale of hardware, paints and glass


This class includes:


– retail sale of:


■ do-it-yourself material and equipment


■ lawn mowers however operated


■ hardware


■ paints, varnishes and lacquers


■ flat glass


■ other building material such as bricks, wood, sanitary equipment


– retail sale of saunas
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52.47 Retail sale of books, newspapers and stationery


This class also includes:


– retail sale of office supplies such as pens, pencils, paper, etc.


This class excludes:


– retail sale of second hand or antique books cf. 52.50


52.48 Other retail sale in specialised stores


52.48/1 Retail sale of floor coverings


This subclass includes:


– specialised retail sale of floor coverings


– specialised retail sale of carpets and rugs


52.48/2 Retail sale of photographic, optical and precision equipment, office supplies and equipment (including computers)


This subclass includes:


– specialised retail sale of:
■ photographic, optical and precision equipment
■ office equipment, computers and non-customised software


52.48/3 This code is no longer in use


52.48/4 Retail sale of jewellery, clocks and watches


52.48/5 Retail sale of sports goods, games and toys, stamps and coins


This subclass includes:


– specialised retail sale of:
■ sports goods
■ fishing gear
■ camping goods
■ boats and bicycles
■ games and toys including video games
■ stamps and coins


52.48/6 Retail sale in commercial art galleries


This subclass includes:


– specialised retail sale in commercial art galleries


52.48/7 Retail sale by opticians


This subclass includes:


– specialised retail sale of spectacles, contact lenses, etc. by:
■ dispensing opticians
■ optometrists
■ ophthalmic opticians, etc.


  52.48/8 Retail sale of mobile telephones


This subclass includes:


– specialised retail sale of mobile telephones


– specialised retail sale of mobile phones for motor vehicles


– installation of mobile phones in motor vehicles


This subclass excludes:


– mobile telephone services cf. 64.20


– paging services cf. 64.20


52.48/9 Other retail sale in specialised stores not elsewhere classified


This subclass includes:


– specialised retail sale of:
■ wallpaper
■ flowers, plants, seeds, fertilisers, pet animals and pet foods
■ souvenirs, craft work and religious articles
■ household fuel oil, bottled gas, coal and wood
■ weapons and ammunition
■ non-food products not elsewhere classified
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52.5 Retail sale of second-hand goods in stores


52.50 Retail sale of other second-hand goods in stores


52.50/1 Retail sale of antiques, including antique books, in stores


This subclass includes:


– retail sale of antiques
■ retail sale of antique books and incunabula


52.50/9 Retail sale of other second-hand goods in stores


This class includes:


– retail sale of second-hand books


– retail sale of other second-hand goods


This class excludes:


– retail sale of second-hand motor vehicles cf. 50.10/2


52.6 Retail sale not in stores


52.61 Retail sale via mail order houses


This class includes:


– retail sale of any kind of product by mail order. Goods are sent to the buyer, who made his choice on
the basis of advertisements, catalogues, models or any other means of advertising


This class also includes:


– direct sale via television, radio, telephone and internet (retail)


52.62 Retail sale via stalls and markets


This class includes:


– retail sale of any kind of product in a usually movable stall either along a public road or on a fixed
market place


52.63 Other non-store retail sale


This class includes:


– retail sale of any kind of product in any way which is not included in previous Classes:
■ by door-to-door sales persons


■ by vending machines, etc.
■ by mobile sellers


■ activities of retail auction houses
■ internet auctions


52.7 Repair of personal and household goods


This group includes:


– repair of personal and household goods when not done in combination with manufacture, wholesale
or retail sale of these goods. If done in combination the repair is included in the retailing, wholesaling
or manufacturing activity.


This group excludes:


– repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles cf. 50


52.71 Repair of boots, shoes and other articles of leather


This class includes:


– repair of boots, shoes, luggage and the like of other materials


52.72 Repair of electrical household goods


52.73 Repair of watches, clocks and jewellery


52.74 Repair not elsewhere classified


This class includes:


– repair of bicycles


– repair and alteration of clothing


– repair of mobile telephones


– piano tuning


– while-you-wait services, including printing on textile materials


This class excludes:


– repair of wearing apparel when done in connection with cleaning cf. 93.01
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Section H Hotels and Restaurants


55 Hotels and Restaurants


This section comprises the provision to customers of lodging and/or prepared meals, snacks and beverages
for immediate consumption. The section includes both accommodation and food services because the
two activities are often combined in one unit.


There is some overlap between activities in section H, as the sale of beverages is an independent activity
and also part of restaurant activity (providing meals, with drinks): In the latter case, sale of beverages is
classified together with sale of meals in 55.3 (Restaurants). Similarly, a restaurant activity is a specific
activity but may also be implicitly included in lodgings.


Lodging units provide lodgings or short term accommodation for travellers, holidaymakers and others.
There is a wide range of units. Some provide lodgings only while others also provide meals and recreational
facilities. The type of complementary services provided may vary from unit to unit.


Restaurant activities provide complete meals fit for immediate consumption, whether they are traditional
restaurants, self-service or take away restaurants, or permanent fish and chip stands and the like, with or
without seating. Decisive is the fact that meals fit for immediate consumption are offered, not the kind
of facility providing them. Excluded is the production of meals not fit for immediate consumption or
not planned to be consumed immediately or of prepared food which is not considered to be a meal (cf.
division 15, Manufacture of food products and beverages). Also excluded is the sale of food which is not
self-manufactured even if a meal fit for immediate consumption (cf. section G, Wholesale and retail trade).


55.1 Hotels


55.10 Hotels


This class includes:


– provision of short-stay lodging in:


■ hotels, motels and inns


■ hotels with conference facilities


This class excludes:


– renting of long-stay accommodation cf. 70.20


55.10/1 Hotels and motels with restaurant (licensed)


55.10/2 Hotels and motels with restaurant (unlicensed)


55.10/3 Hotels and motels, without restaurant


55.2 Camping sites and other provision of short-stay accommodation


This group includes:


– provision of short-stay lodging in:


■ holiday camps, chalets and flats


■ camping space and camping facilities


■ other short-stay lodging facilities such as guest houses, farmhouses, youth hostels, mountain
refuges (shelters),  etc.


This group excludes:


– renting of long-stay accommodation cf. 70.20/9


55.21 Youth hostels and mountain refuges


55.22 Camping sites, including caravan sites


55.23 Other provision of lodgings not elsewhere classified


55.23/1 Holiday centres and holiday villages


This subclass includes:


– provision of short-stay lodging in:


■ holiday chalets, cottages and flats in holiday centres and holiday villages


55.23/2 Other self-catering holiday accommodation


This subclass includes:


– provision of short-stay lodging in:


■ holiday chalets, cottages, flats, etc., other than in holiday centres and holiday villages


55.23/3 This code is no longer in use
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55.23/9 Other tourist or short-stay accommodation


This subclass includes:


– provision of short-stay lodging in:


■ guest houses, farmhouses, inns with letting rooms


■ student houses, university halls, boarding schools


■ hostels for migrant workers


■ other facilities not elsewhere classified


55.3 Restaurants


55.30 Restaurants


55.30/1 Licensed restaurants


This subclass includes:


– sale of meals for consumption generally on the premises, as well as sale of alcoholic drinks
accompanying the meals, possibly accompanied by some form of entertainment, by:


■ restaurants


■ self-service restaurants such as cafeterias


■ dining car activities of railway companies and other passenger transport facilities


This subclass excludes:


– the above mentioned activities carried out in connection with the provision of lodging cf. 55.1, 55.2


55.30/2 Unlicensed restaurants and cafes


This subclass includes:


– sale of meals for consumption generally on the premises, with sale of only non-alcoholic drinks
accompanying the meals, possibly accompanied by some form of entertainment, by:


■ restaurants


■ self-service restaurants such as cafeterias


■ fast-food outlets such as burger bars (with restaurant)


This subclass excludes:


– the above mentioned activities carried out in connection with the provision of lodging cf. 55.1, 55.2


55.30/3 Take-away food shops


This subclass includes:


■ fast-food outlets such as burger bars (without restaurant)


■ take away outlets such as sandwich bars


■ ice cream parlours


This subclass excludes:


– sale through vending machines cf. 52.63


55.30/4 Take-away food mobile stands


This subclass includes:


– fish and chip stands and the like


55.4 Bars


55.40 Bars


55.40/1 Licensed clubs


This subclass includes:


– sale of drinks for consumption generally on the premises by:


■ nightclubs


■ social clubs


This subclass excludes:


– activities carried out in connection with the provision of lodging cf. 55.1, 55.2
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55.40/2 Independent public houses and bars


This subclass excludes:


– sale through vending machines cf. 52.63


– the above mentioned activities carried out in connection with the provision of lodging cf. 55.1, 55.2


– sale of drinks for consumption off the premises, see 52


55.40/3 Tenanted public houses and bars


This subclass excludes:


– sale through vending machines cf. 52.63


– activities carried out in connection with the provision of lodgings cf. 55.1, 55.2


– sale of drinks for consumption off the premises, see 52


55.40/4 Managed public houses and bars


This subclass excludes:


– sale through vending machines cf. 52.63


– activities carried out in connection with the provision of lodgings cf. 55.1, 55.2


– sale of drinks for consumption off the premises, see 52


55.5 Canteens and catering


55.51 Canteens


This class includes:


– sale of meals and drinks, usually at reduced prices to groups of clearly defined persons who are mostly
linked by ties of a professional nature:


■ activities of sport, factory or office canteens


■ activities of school canteens and kitchens


■ activities of university dining halls


■ activities of messes and canteens for members of the armed forces, etc.


55.52 Catering


This class includes


– activities of contractors supplying meals prepared in a central food preparation unit for consumption
on other premises such as the supply of prepared meals to:


■ airlines


■ “meals on wheels”


■ banquets, corporate hospitality


■ weddings, parties and other celebrations or functions
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Section I Transport, Storage and Communication


This section includes:


– activities related to providing passenger or freight transport, whether scheduled or not, by rail,
pipeline, road, water or air


– supporting activities such as terminal and parking facilities, cargo handling, storage, etc.


– postal activities and telecommunication


– renting of transport equipment with driver or operator


This section excludes:


– major repair or alteration of transport equipment except motor vehicles cf. 35


– construction, maintenance and repair of roads, railroads, harbours, airfields cf. 45


– maintenance and repair of motor vehicles cf. 50.20


– renting of transport equipment without driver or operator cf. 71.1 and 71.2


60 Land Transport; Transport Via Pipelines


60.1 Transport via railways


60.10 Transport via railways


60.10/1 Inter-city services


This subclass includes:


– passenger transport by inter-city rail services


This subclass excludes:


– passenger terminal activities cf. 63


60.10/2 This code is no longer in use


60.10/9 Other transport via railways


This subclass includes:


– passenger and freight transport by inter-urban railways, other than inter-city services


This subclass excludes:


– urban and suburban passenger transportation by underground, metro and similar systems cf. 60.21/3


– passenger and freight terminal activities, cargo handling, storage and other auxiliary activities cf. 63


– maintenance and minor repair of rolling stock cf. 63.21


– operation of railroad infrastructure cf 63.21


60.2 Other land transport


60.21 Other scheduled passenger land transport


60.21/1 Inter-city coach services


This subclass includes:


– activities providing interurban transport of passengers on scheduled routes following normally a fixed
time schedule, picking up and setting down passengers at normally fixed stops


60.21/2 This code is no longer in use


60.21/3 Urban and suburban passenger railway transportation by underground, metro and similar systems


This subclass includes:


– activities providing urban or suburban transport of passengers on scheduled routes following normally
a fixed time schedule. They may be carried out with underground or elevated railways, etc.


This subclass excludes:


– conventional railway transportation operating in or through urban and suburban areas cf. 60.10/9


– tramways cf. 60.21/9


60.21/9 Other scheduled passenger land transport not elsewhere classified


This subclass includes:


– activities providing urban or suburban transport of passengers on scheduled routes following normally
a fixed time schedule, picking up and setting down passengers at normally fixed stops. They may be
carried out with motor bus, tramway, street car, trolley bus, etc.


This subclass also includes:


– operation of school buses, funicular railways, aerial cable-ways, etc.
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This subclass excludes:


– urban and suburban transportation by underground, metro and similar systems cf. 60.21/3


60.22 Taxi operation


This class also includes:


– other renting of private cars with operator


60.23 Other passenger land transport


60.23/1 Renting of buses and coaches


This subclass includes:


– non-scheduled passenger land transport:


■ charters, excursions and other occasional coach services, sight-seeing buses


60.23/9 Other passenger land transport not elsewhere classified


This subclass includes:


– other non-scheduled passenger land transport


This subclass excludes


– ambulance transport cf. 85.14


60.24 Freight transport by road


60.24/1 Furniture removal activities


60.24/9 Freight transport by road not elsewhere classified


This subclass includes


– freight transport operation by road:


■  logging haulage


■ stock haulage


■ refrigerated haulage


■ heavy haulage


■ bulk haulage including haulage in tanker trucks e.g. milk collection at farms


■ haulage of automobiles


■ transport of waste and waste materials, already collected by third parties. The responsibility for the
(final) treatment of this waste is mostly not part of the services offered by transport firms. This is
shown by the fact that the disposer pays separately to the waste management location for the
waste treatment. Examples are (bulk) transport of waste from transhipment locations to final
treatment locations. Transport of manure, sludge or polluted soil is also classified here.


This subclass also includes:


– renting of trucks with driver


■ freight transport by hand or animal drawn transport


This subclass excludes:


– operation of terminal facilities for handling freight cf. 63


– waste transport as an integral part of waste collection activities carried out by specialised enterprises
cf. 90


– post and courier activities cf. 64.1


60.3 Transport via pipelines


60.30 Transport via pipelines


This class includes:


– transport of gases, liquids, slurry and other commodities via pipelines


– operation of pump stations


This class excludes:


– distribution of natural or manufactured gas, water or steam cf. 40.22, 40.30, 41.00


61 Water Transport


61.1 Sea and coastal water transport


61.10 Sea and coastal water transport
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61.10/1 Passenger sea and coastal water transport


This subclass includes:


– transport of passengers over water, whether scheduled or not


– operation of excursion, cruise or sightseeing boats


– operation of ferries, water taxis, etc.


– renting of ships and boats with crew for passenger conveyance


– renting of pleasure ships with crew


This subclass excludes:


– restaurant and bar activities on board ships cf. 55.3, 55.4


– harbour operation and other auxiliary activities such as docking, pilotage, vessel salvage cf. 63


61.10/2 Freight sea and coastal water transport


This subclass includes:


– transport of freight over water, whether scheduled or not


– transport by towing or pushing of barges, oil-rigs, etc.


– renting of ships and boats with crew for transport of freight


This subclass excludes:


– cargo handling, storage of freight, harbour operation and other auxiliary activities such as docking,
pilotage, lighterage, vessel salvage cf. 63


61.2 Inland water transport


61.20 Inland water transport


61.20/1 Passenger inland water transport


This subclass includes:


– transport of passengers via rivers, canals, lakes and other inland waterways including inside harbours
and docks


– renting of pleasure boats with crew


61.20/2 This code is no longer in use


61.20/9 Other inland water transport


This subclass includes:


– transport of freight via rivers, canals, lakes and other inland waterways including inside harbours
and docks


62 Air Transport


This division includes:


– transport of passengers or freight by air or via space


This division excludes:


– crop spraying cf. 01.41


– overhaul of aircraft or aircraft engines cf. 35.30


– aerial advertising cf. 74.40/9


– aerial photography cf. 74.81/3


62.1 Scheduled air transport


62.10 Scheduled air transport


62.10/1 Scheduled passenger air transport


This subclass includes:


– transport of passengers by air over regular routes and on regular schedules


This subclass excludes:


– regular charter flights cf. 62.20/1


62.10/2 This code is no longer in use


62.10/9 Other scheduled air transport


This subclass includes:


– transport of freight by air over regular routes and on regular schedules
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This subclass excludes:


– regular charter flights cf. 62.20/9


62.2 Non-scheduled air transport


62.20 Non-scheduled air transport


62.20/1 Non-scheduled passenger air transport


This subclass includes:


– non-scheduled transport of passengers by air


This subclass also includes:


– regular passenger charter flights


62.20/2 This code is no longer in use


62.20/9 Other non-scheduled air transport


This subclass includes:


– non-scheduled transport of freight by air


This subclass also includes:


– regular freight charter flights


62.3 Space transport


62.30 Space transport


This class includes:


– launching of satellites and space vehicles


– space transport of physical goods and passengers


63 Supporting and Auxiliary Transport Activities; Activities of Travel Agencies


63.1 Cargo handling and storage


63.11 Cargo handling


This class includes:


– loading and unloading of goods or passengers’ luggage irrespective of the mode of transport used
for transportation


– stevedoring


This class excludes:


– operation of terminal facilities cf. 63.2


63.12 Storage and warehousing


63.12/1 Storage of frozen and refrigerated goods


This subclass includes :


– operation of storage facilities for frozen and refrigerated goods


63.12/2 Storage of liquids or gases


This subclass includes:


– operation of storage facilities for liquids and gases


63.12/3 Storage of grain


This subclass includes:


– operation of storage facilities for grain:


■ grain silos, etc.


63.12/9 Storage and warehousing not elsewhere classified


This class includes:


– operation of storage and warehouse facilities except for frozen and refrigerated goods,  liquids and
gases and grain:


■ general merchandise warehouses, etc.


This class excludes:


– parking facilities for motor vehicles cf. 63.21
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63.2 Other supporting transport activities


63.21 Other supporting land transport activities


This class includes:


– activities related to land transport of passengers, animals or freight:


■ operation of terminal facilities such as railway stations, bus stations, stations for the handling of goods


■ operation of railroad infrastructures


■ minor maintenance and repair of rolling stock


■ operation of roads, bridges, tunnels, parking lots or garages, bicycle parkings


■ winter storage of caravans


This class excludes:


– major repair and maintenance of rolling stock cf. 35.20


63.22 Other supporting water transport activities


This class includes:


– activities related to water transport of passengers, animals or freight:


■ operation of terminal facilities such as harbours and piers


■ operation of waterway locks, etc.


■ navigation, pilotage and berthing activities


■ lighterage, salvage activities


■ lighthouse activities


63.23 Other supporting air transport activities


This class includes:


– activities related to air transport of passengers, animals or freight:


■ operation of terminal facilities such as airway terminals, etc.


■ airport and air traffic control activities


■ ground service activities on airfields, etc.


■ activities of flying schools for commercial airline pilots


This class excludes:


– operation of flying schools except for professional certificates cf. 80.41


63.3 Activities of travel agencies and tour operators; tourist assistance activities not elsewhere classified


63.30 Activities of travel agencies and tour operators; tourist assistance activities not elsewhere classified


63.30/1 Activities of travel agencies


This subclass includes:


– travel agency activities:


■ furnishing of travel information, advice and planning


■ arranging of made to measure tours, accommodation and transportation for travellers and tourists


■ furnishing of tickets, sale of packaged tours, etc.


63.30/2 Activities of travel organisers


This subclass includes:


– activities of tour operators


63.30/3 Activities of tour guides


This subclass includes:


– activities of tourist guides


63.30/4 This code is no longer in use


63.30/9 Other tourist assistance activities not elsewhere classified


This subclass includes;


– activities of local tourist information offices and accommodation offices
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63.4 Activities of other transport agencies


63.40 Activities of other transport agencies


This class includes:


– forwarding of freight


– arranging or carrying out of transport operations by road, sea or air


– receipt of group and individual consignments (including pick-up of goods and grouping of consignments)


– issue and procurement of transport documents and way-bills


– organisation of group consignments by road, rail, air or sea (including collection and distribution of
goods)


– activities of customs clearance agents


– activities of sea freight forwarders and air cargo agents


– goods handling operations, e.g. temporary crating for the sole purpose of protecting the goods during
transit, uncrating, sampling, weighing of goods


This class excludes:


– courier activities cf. 64.12


– activities related to the arrangement of freight insurance cf. 67.20


64 Post and Telecommunications


64.1 Post and courier activities


Post and courier activities mainly involve collection, transport and delivery of mail, parcels and the like.
National postal organisation are today in competition with various units from the private sector. In order
to maintain strict compatibility with ISIC Rev. 3.1, the traditional distinction between the former national
operators and other units is still included in the classification.


64.11 National post activities


This class includes:


– collection, transport and delivery (domestic or international) of mail and parcels


– collection of mail and parcels from public letter boxes or from post offices


– distribution and delivery of mail and parcels


– mailbox renting, poste restante, etc.


This class excludes:


– postal giro and postal savings activities and other financial activities carried out by national postal
administrations cf. 65.12


64.12 Courier activities other than national post activities


This class includes:


– collection, transport and delivery of letters and mail-type parcels and packages by firms  other than
national post.  Either only one kind of transport or more than one mode of transport may be involved and
the activity may be carried out with either self-owned (private) transport media or via public transport


This class also includes:


– home delivery services


– city messenger and goods taxi service


64.2 Telecommunications


In addition to the transmission of information this division also covers activities which offer access to a
certain network, such as the Internet.


64.20 Telecommunications


This class includes transmission of sound, images, data or other information via cables, broadcasting,
relay or satellite:


– telephone, telegraph and telex communication


– maintenance of the network


– transmission (transport) of radio and television programmes


– internet access provision


This class excludes:


– production of radio and television programmes even if in connection with broadcasting cf. 92.20
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Section J Financial Intermediation


65 Financial Intermediation, Except Insurance and Pension Funding


This division includes:


– the activity of obtaining and redistributing funds other than for the purpose of insurance or pension
funding or compulsory social security


– national institutional arrangements are likely to play a significant role in determining the classification
of units within this division


– credit card activities are classified according to type of operator


65.1 Monetary intermediation


This group includes:


– the obtaining of funds in the form of transferable deposits


65.11 Central banking


This class includes:


– monetary intermediation of the Bank of England


65.12 Other monetary intermediation


65.12/1 Banks


This subclass includes only:


– monetary intermediation by those institutions other than the Bank of England, authorised by the
Financial Services Authority under the Banking Act of 1987 to accept deposits in the UK


– monetary intermediation by those European authorised institutions which are entitled to  accept
deposits through a branch in the UK on the basis of their home state authorisation


– monetary intermediation of the National Savings Bank


– monetary intermediation of the Savings Certificate Office


65.12/2 Building societies


This subclass includes:


– monetary intermediation by those institutions authorised by the Financial Services Authority under the
Building Societies Acts of 1986 and 1997


This subclass excludes:


– activities of specialist mortgage finance companies cf. 65.22/3


– activities of housing associations cf. 70.11, 70.20/9


65.2 Other financial intermediation


This group includes:


– financial intermediation other than that conducted by banks and building societies


65.21 Financial leasing


This class includes:


– leasing where the term approximately covers the expected life of the asset and the lessee acquires
substantially all the benefits of its use and takes all the risks associated with its ownership, and the
lessee’s rental payments virtually cover the whole of the purchase price of the asset. The asset may or
may not eventually be transferred


This class excludes:


– operating leasing cf. 71 according to type of goods leased


65.22 Other credit granting


65.22/1 Credit granting by non-deposit taking finance houses and other specialist consumer credit grantors


This subclass includes only:


– activities of non-deposit taking finance houses


– activities of hire purchase and loan companies not in the UK banking sector


– activities of check traders


– activities of money lenders


– pawnbroking where the primary activity is in lending money


– activities of building societies’ personal finance subsidiaries


– other consumer credit granting where the main business is the direct financing (other than finance
leasing) of instalment credit sales mainly to persons, together with farm, industrial and building plant
equipment to unincorporated businesses
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This subclass excludes:


– activities of pawn shops where the primary activity is in dealing in second-hand goods cf. 52.50/9


– financial leasing cf. 65.21


– operating leasing cf. 71


65.22/2 Factoring


This subclass includes:


– activities of companies specialising in debt factoring and invoice discounting


65.22/3 Activities of mortgage finance companies
This subclass includes only:


– activities of specialist mortgage finance companies other than banks and building societies


65.22/4 This code is no longer in use


65.22/9 Other credit granting not elsewhere classified


This subclass includes:


– activities of other institutions not in the UK banking sector whose main activity is to extend credit abroad


– activities of other special finance agencies and export credit companies


65.23 Other financial intermediation not elsewhere classified


This class includes:


– other financial intermediation primarily concerned with distributing funds other than by making loans


65.23/1 Activities of investment trusts


This subclass includes only:


– those investment trust companies recognised as such by the Inland Revenue for tax purposes


65.23/2 Activities of unit trusts


This subclass includes only:


– activities of unit trusts authorised by the Financial Services Authority under the terms  of the Financial
Services Act 1986


– activities of unauthorised unit trusts such as “in-house” trusts (i.e. funds run on unit trust lines by, e.g.,
stockbrokers and merchant banks which are designed for their own  clients)


65.23/3 Security dealing on own account


All businesses in this subclass are authorised by the Financial Services Authority


This subclass includes:


– dealing for own account by securities dealers


– activities of Stock Exchange money brokers


– activities of inter-dealer brokers


– dealing in financial futures, options and other derivatives for own account


– dealing in commodities for investment purposes


This subclass excludes:


– security and other dealing on behalf of others cf. 67.12


65.23/4 Activities of bank holding companies


This subclass includes only:


– activities of holding companies which are not themselves part of the UK banking sector and whose
main subsidiaries are those institutions authorised by the Financial Services Authority under the
Banking Act 1987 to accept deposits in the UK


This subclass excludes:


– activities of other financial holding companies cf. 65.23/9


– activities of non-financial holding companies cf. 74.15


65.23/5 Activities of venture and development capital companies


This subclass includes:


– activities of venture and development capital companies and funds


This subclass excludes:


– activities of venture capital investment trusts cf. 65.23/1


– activities of authorised and unauthorised unit trusts cf. 65.23/2


– activities of open-ended investment companies cf. 65.23/7
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65.23/6 This code is no longer in use


65.23/7 Activities of open-ended investment companies


This subclass includes only:


– open-ended investment companies authorised by the Financial Services Authority under the
Open-Ended Investment Companies (Companies with Variable Capital) Regulations


65.23/8 Activities of property unit trusts


This subclass includes only:


– activities of property unit trusts


65.23/9 Financial intermediation not elsewhere classified


This subclass includes:


– activities of underwriters of stock and share issues


– activities of holding companies for those businesses (other than banks) classified in Divisions 65, 66, 67


This subclass excludes:


– activities of bank holding companies cf. 65.23/4


– trade, leasing and renting of property cf. 70


– management activities of non-financial holding companies cf. 74.15


66 Insurance and Pension Funding, Except Compulsory Social Security


66.0 Insurance and pension funding, except compulsory social security


This group includes:


– long and short term risk spreading with or without a savings element


66.01 Life insurance


66.01/1 Life insurance


This subclass includes only:


– those institutions authorised by the Financial Services Authority under the Insurance Companies Act
1982 and whose main activity is the carrying-on of life insurance business


– those institutions authorised by the Financial Services Authority under the Friendly Societies Act 1992
and whose main activity is the carrying-on of life insurance business


– those institutions in the European Economic Area entitled to carry-on insurance business in the UK on
the basis of their home state authorisation and whose main activity is life insurance


This subclass excludes:


– life re-insurance cf. 66.01/2


66.01/2 Life re-insurance


This subclass includes only:


– those institutions authorised by the Financial Services Authority under the Insurance Companies Act
1982 and whose main activity is the carrying on of life re-insurance


– those institutions in the European Economic Area entitled to carry on insurance business in the UK on
the basis of their home state authorisation and whose main activity is life re-insurance


66.02 Pension funding


This class includes:


– the provision of retirement incomes


This class excludes:


– where the provision of the retirement income is through an insurance company cf. 66.01/1


– non-contributory schemes where the funding is largely derived from public sources cf. 75.12


– compulsory social security schemes cf. 75.30


66.03 Non-life insurance


66.03/1 Non-life insurance


This subclass includes only:


– those institutions authorised by the Financial Services Authority under the Insurance Companies Act
1982 and whose main activity is the carrying-on of non-life insurance


– those institutions authorised by the Financial Services Authority under the Friendly Societies Act 1992
and whose main activity is the carry-on of non-life insurance


– those institutions in the European Economic Area entitled to carry-on insurance business in the UK on
the basis of their home state authorisation and whose main activity is non-life insurance


– Export Credit Guarantee Department
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This subclass excludes:


– non-life re-insurance cf. 66.03/2


66.03/2 Non-life re-insurance


This subclass includes:


– those institutions authorised by the Financial Services Authority under the Insurance Companies Act
1982 and whose main activity is the carrying on of non-life re-insurance business


– those institutions in the European Economic Area entitled to carry on insurance business in the UK on
the basis of their home state authorisation and whose main activity is non-life re-insurance


67 Activities Auxiliary to Financial Intermediation


This division includes:


– provision of services involved in or closely related to financial intermediation, but not themselves
involving financial intermediation


67.1 Activities auxiliary to financial intermediation, except insurance and pension funding


67.11 Administration of financial markets


This class includes:


– operation and supervision of financial markets other than by public authorities:
■ activities of stock exchanges
■ activities of other bodies that regulate or supervise the financial markets, including exchanges for


commodity future contracts
■ commodity exchanges, etc


67.12 Security broking and fund management


67.12/1 Fund management activities


This subclass includes only:


– those institutions authorised by the Financial Services Authority under the Financial Services Act 1986
to carry on fund management activities


This subclass excludes:


– security dealing on own account cf. 65.23/3


67.12/2 Security broking and related activities


This subclass includes:


– dealing in financial markets on behalf of others (e.g. stock broking) and related activities other than
fund management


– corporate finance companies


– activities of custodians and settlement services


– activities of trustees


– asset management


This subclass excludes:


– security dealing on own account cf. 65.23/3


67.13 Activities auxiliary to financial intermediation not elsewhere classified


This class includes:


– activities auxiliary to financial intermediation not elsewhere classified:
■ independent financial advisors not specialising in insurance or pensions advice


■ mortgage brokers
■ bureaux de change, etc.


67.2 Activities auxiliary to insurance and pension funding


67.20 Activities auxiliary to insurance and pension funding


This class includes:


– activities involved in or closely related to insurance and pension funding other than financial
intermediation:
■ activities of insurance agents


■ activities of insurance brokers
■ activities of insurance risk and damage evaluators


■ activities of Lloyd’s underwriting brokers; and of managing and underwriting agents of Lloyd’s syndicates
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Section K Real Estate, Renting and Business Activities


This section includes activities which mainly focus on the business sector. But nearly all of the activities
covered by this section can also be provided to private households, for example renting of personal and
household goods, database activities, legal activities, investigation and security services, interior décor
design or photographic activities.


70 Real Estate Activities


70.1 Real estate activities with own property


70.11 Development and selling of real estate


This class includes:


– development of real estate projects:


■ bringing together financial, technical and physical means to realise real estate projects for later sale,
whether for residential buildings or other real estate


This class excludes:


– development and construction work of real estate projects by construction units cf. 45.2


70.12 Buying and selling of own real estate


This class includes:


– buying and selling of self owned real estate:


■ apartment buildings and dwellings


■ non-residential buildings


■ land


70.2 Letting of own property


70.20 Letting of own property


70.20/1 Letting of conference and exhibition centres


This subclass includes:


– letting of exhibition halls


70.20/2 This code is no longer in use


70.20/9 Other letting of own property


This subclass includes:


– letting and operating of self owned real estate such as:


■ apartment buildings and dwellings


■ other non-residential buildings


■ land


This subclass also includes:


– timeshare operations


This subclass excludes:


– operation of hotels, rooming houses, camps, trailer camps and other non-residential or short stay
lodging places cf. 55


70.3 Real estate activities on a fee or contract basis


70.31 Real estate agencies


This class includes:


– intermediation in buying, selling, renting and appraising real estate


70.32 Management of real estate on a fee or contract basis


This class also includes:


– rent collecting agencies


– facilities management, janitorial activities such as managing/offering activities ranging from:


■ facility operation


■ cleaning and maintaining the premises of a building


■ controlling the heating/ventilation/air conditioning systems


■ making minor repairs
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71 Renting of Machinery and Equipment Without Operator and Of Personal and Household Goods


This division includes:


– operational leasing which is normally long-term rental


This division excludes:


– financial leasing which is normally a special form of credit granting cf. 65.21


71.1 Renting of automobiles


71.10 Renting of automobiles


This class includes:


– renting and operating leasing of self-drive private cars and light vans up to 3.5 tonnes


This class excludes:


– financial leasing cf. 65.21


71.2 Renting of other transport equipment


71.21 Renting of other land transport equipment


71.21/1 Renting of passenger land transport equipment


This subclass includes:


– renting and operating leasing of passenger land transport equipment without drivers except automobiles:


■ railroad passenger vehicles


■ motorcycles, caravans, campers, etc.


This subclass excludes:


– renting or leasing of passenger vehicles with driver cf. 60.2


– financial leasing cf. 65.21


71.21/2 This code is no longer in use


71.21/9 Renting of other land transport equipment


This subclass includes:


– renting and operating leasing of other land transport equipment without drivers except automobiles:


■ trucks, haulage tractors, trailers and semi-trailers


■ railroad freight vehicles


This subclass also includes:


– renting of containers


– renting of pallets


This subclass excludes:


– renting or leasing of freight vehicles or trucks with driver cf. 60.24


– financial leasing cf. 65.21


– renting of bicycles cf. 71.40/1


– renting of accommodation or office containers cf. 71.32


71.22 Renting of water transport equipment


71.22/1 Renting of passenger water transport equipment


This subclass includes:


– renting and operating leasing of passenger water transport equipment such as commercial boats and
ships, without operator


This subclass excludes:


– renting of passenger water transport equipment with operator cf. 61


– financial leasing cf. 65.21


– renting of pleasure-boats cf. 71.40/1


71.22/2 This code is no longer in use


71.22/9 Renting of other water transport equipment


This subclass includes:


– renting and operating leasing of other water transport equipment such as commercial boats and ships,
without operator
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This subclass excludes:


– renting of other water transport equipment with operator cf. 61


– financial leasing cf. 65.21


71.23 Renting of air transport equipment


71.23/1 Renting of passenger air transport equipment


This subclass includes:


– renting and operating leasing of passenger air transport equipment without operator


This subclass excludes:


– renting of passenger air transport equipment with operator cf. 62


– financial leasing cf. 65.21


71.23/2 This code is no longer in use


71.23/9 Renting of other air transport equipment


This subclass includes:


– renting and operating leasing of other air transport equipment without operator


This subclass excludes:


– renting of other air transport equipment with operator cf. 62


– financial leasing cf. 65.21


71.3 Renting of other machinery and equipment


71.31 Renting of agricultural machinery and equipment


This class includes:


– renting and operational leasing of agricultural and forestry machinery and equipment without operator:


■ renting of products produced by group 29.3, such as agricultural tractors, etc.


This class excludes:


– renting of agricultural machinery or equipment with operator cf. 01.41


– financial leasing cf. 65.21


– non-agricultural dairy machinery and machinery for milling or working cereals cf. 71.34


71.32 Renting of construction and civil engineering machinery and equipment


This class includes:


– renting and operational leasing of construction and civil engineering machinery and  equipment
without operator


– renting of scaffolds and work platforms without erection and dismantling


– renting of accommodation or office containers


This class excludes:


– renting of construction and civil engineering machinery or equipment with operator cf. 45.50


– financial leasing cf. 65.21


71.33 Renting of office machinery and equipment including computers


This class includes:


– renting and operational leasing of office machinery and equipment including computers, without
operator:


■ computing machinery and equipment


■ duplicating machines, typewriters and word processing machines


■ accounting machinery and equipment


This class excludes:


– financial leasing cf. 65.21


71.34 Renting of other machinery and equipment not elsewhere classified


This class includes:


– renting and operational leasing of other machinery and equipment not elsewhere classified, without
operator:


■ engines and turbines, machine tools


■ mining and oil field equipment
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■ dairy machinery and machinery for milling or working cereals (non-agricultural)


■ professional radio, television and communication equipment


■ measuring and controlling equipment


■ other scientific, commercial and industrial machinery


This class excludes:


– financial leasing cf. 65.21


– renting of agricultural machinery and equipment cf. 71.31


– renting of construction and civil engineering machinery and equipment cf. 71.32


– renting of office machinery and equipment including computers cf. 71.33


71.4 Renting of personal and household goods not elsewhere classified


71.40 Renting of personal and household goods not elsewhere classified


71.40/1 Renting of sporting and recreational equipment


This subclass includes the renting of sporting and recreational goods, to households or industries:


– pleasure boats


– bicycles


– sports equipment


– musical instruments, scenery and costumes


– books, journals and magazines


– do-it-yourself machinery and equipment, hand tools


This subclass excludes:


– renting of passenger cars and small vans, motorcycles, caravans and trailers cf. 71.1 and 71.2


– renting of books, journals, magazines by libraries cf. 92.51


71.40/2 This code is no longer in use


71.40/3 Renting of radios, televisions and video recorders and DVD players


71.40/4 Renting of records and other pre-recorded media


This subclass excludes:


– renting of video tapes and DVDs cf.71.40/5


– renting of records by libraries cf. 92.51


71.40/5 Renting of video tapes and DVDs


This subclass excludes:


– renting of video tapes and DVDs by libraries cf. 92.51


71.40/9 Renting of other personal and household goods not elsewhere classified


This subclass includes:


– renting of other goods, to households or industries:


– textiles, wearing apparel and footwear


– furniture, pottery and glass, kitchen and tableware, electrical appliances and housewares


– flowers and plants


– jewellery


This subclass excludes:


– renting of linens, work uniforms and related items by laundries cf. 93.01


72 Computer and Related Activities


72.1 Hardware consultancy


72.10 Hardware consultancy


This class includes:


– consultancy on type and configuration of hardware and associated software application:


■ analysing the users’ needs and problems and presenting the best solution


72.2 Software consultancy and supply


72.21 Publishing of software


This class includes:


– development, production, supply and documentation of ready-made (non-customised) software
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72.22 Other software consultancy and supply


This class includes:


– analysis, design and programming of systems ready to use:


■ analysis of the user’s needs and problems, consultancy on the best solution


■ development, production, supply and documentation of made-to-order software based on orders
from specific users


■ writing of programs following directives of the user


■ web page design


This class excludes:


– reproduction of non-customised software cf. 22.33


– software consultancy related to hardware consultancy cf. 72.10


72.3 Data processing


72.30 Data processing


This class includes:


– processing of data employing either the customer’s or a proprietary program:


■ complete processing of data


■ data entry services


■ scanning of documents


– management and operation on a continuing basis of data processing facilities belonging to others


– web hosting


– database related activities: provision of data in a certain order or sequence, by on-line data retrieval or
accessibility (computerised management) to everybody or to limited users, sorted on demand


72.4 Database activities


72.40 Database activities


This class includes:


– on-line database publishing


– on-line directory and mailing list publishing


– other on-line publishing


– web search portals


This class excludes:


– internet publishing in connection with other publishing cf. 22


72.5 Maintenance and repair of office, accounting and computing machinery


72.50 Maintenance and repair of office, accounting and computing machinery


72.6 Other computer related activities


72.60 Other computer related activities


73 Research and Development


This division includes three types of research and development:


– basic research:


■ experimental or theoretical work undertaken primarily to acquire new knowledge of the underlying
foundations of phenomena and observable facts, without particular application or use in view


– applied research:


■ original investigation undertaken in order to acquire new knowledge, directed primarily towards a
specific practical aim or objective


– experimental development:


■ systematic work, drawing on existing knowledge gained from research and/or practical experience,
directed to producing new materials, products and devices, to installing new processes, systems and
services, and to improving substantially those already produced or installed


73.1 Research and experimental development on natural sciences and engineering


73.10 Research and experimental development on natural sciences and engineering


This class includes:


– systematic studies and creative efforts in the three types of research and development defined above,
in natural sciences (mathematics, physics, astronomy, chemistry, life sciences, medical sciences, earth
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sciences, agriculture, etc.). They are intended to increase the stock of knowledge and to improve the
use of this stock of knowledge


This class also includes:


– multi-disciplinary research and development


73.2 Research and experimental development on social sciences and humanities


73.20 Research and experimental development on social sciences and humanities


This class includes:


– systematic studies and creative efforts in the three types of research and development defined above,
in social sciences and humanities (economics, psychology, sociology, legal sciences, linguistics and
languages, arts, etc.). They are intended to increase the stock of knowledge and to improve the use
of this stock of knowledge


This class excludes:


– market research cf. 74.13


74 Other Business Activities


74.1 Legal, accounting, book-keeping and auditing activities; tax consultancy; market research and public
opinion polling; business and management consultancy; holdings


74.11 Legal activities


74.11/1 Activities of Patent and Copyright Agents


This subclass includes:


– preparation, drawing up and certification activities


– the provision of advice regarding patents and copyrights


This subclass excludes:


– law court activities cf. 75.23


74.11/2 Barristers at Law


This subclass includes:


– members of the legal profession who have been called to the bar


– Advocates of the Scottish Bar


This subclass excludes;


– law court activities cf. 75.23


74.11/3 Solicitors


This subclass includes:


– members of the legal profession qualified to deal with:


■ conveyancing


■ drawing up of wills


■ advising clients on legal matters


■ instructing barristers, etc.


74.11/9 Other legal activities not elsewhere classified


This subclass includes:


– other legal activities not elsewhere classified


– activities of notaries, bailiffs, arbitrators, examiners and referees etc.


This subclass excludes:


– law court activities cf. 75.23


74.12 Accounting, book-keeping and auditing activities; tax consultancy


74.12/1 Accounting and auditing activities


This subclass includes:


– preparation of financial accounts, examination of such accounts and certification of their accuracy


This subclass excludes:


– management consultancy such as design of accounting systems, cost accounting programmes,
budgetary control procedures cf. 74.14/2


– bill collection cf. 74.87/1
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74.12/2 Book-keeping activities


This subclass includes:


– recording of commercial transactions from businesses or others


This subclass excludes:


– data processing and tabulation activities even for accounting purposes cf. 72.30


– management consultancy such as design of accounting systems, cost accounting programmes,
budgetary control procedures cf. 74.14/2


– bill collection cf. 74.87/1


74.12/3 Tax consultancy


This subclass includes:


– preparation of personal and business income tax returns


– advisory activities and representation (other than legal representation) on behalf of clients before tax
authorities


This subclass excludes:


– data processing and tabulation activities even for accounting purposes cf. 72.30


– management consultancy such as design of accounting systems, cost accounting programmes,
budgetary control procedures cf. 74.14/2


– bill collection cf. 74.87/1


74.13 Market research and public opinion polling


This class includes:


– investigation into market potential, acceptance and familiarity of products and buying habits of
consumers for the purpose of sales promotion and development of new products including statistical
analyses of the results


– investigation into collective opinions of the public about political, economic and social issues and
statistical analysis thereof


74.14 Business and management consultancy activities


74.14/1 Public relations activities


This subclass includes:


– provision of advice, guidance or operational assistance to businesses and the public service:


■ public relations and communication


74.14/2 Financial management


This subclass includes:


– provision of advice, guidance or operational assistance to businesses and the public services:


■ design of accounting systems, cost accounting programmes, budgetary control procedures


74.14/3 General management consultancy activities


This subclass includes:


– provision of advice, guidance or operational assistance to businesses and the public service:


■ planning, organisation, efficiency and control, management information, etc.


74.14/9 Business and management consultancy activities not elsewhere classified


This subclass includes:


– other provision of advice, guidance or operational assistance to businesses and the public service:


■ management consultancy such as by agronomists and agricultural economists to farms, etc.


74.15 Management activities of holding companies


This class includes:


– activities of managing holding companies primarily engaged in holding the securities of (or other
equity interests in) companies and enterprises for the purpose of owning a controlling interest or
influencing management decisions


This class also includes:


– activities of head offices, centralised administrative offices and the like that administer, oversee
and manage other units of the company or enterprise and that normally undertake the strategic or
organisational planning and decision-making role of the company or enterprise
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This class excludes:


– financial holding companies cf. 65.23/4 and 65.23/9


74.15/1 Management activities of wholesale holding companies


74.15/2 Management activities of transport holding companies


74.15/3 Management activities of construction holding companies


74.15/4 Management activities of catering holding companies


74.15/5 Management activities of motor trades holding companies


74.15/6 Management activities of service trades holding companies


74.15/7 Management activities of retail holding companies


74.15/8 Management activities of production holding companies


74.15/9 Management activities of other non-financial holding companies


74.2 Architectural and engineering activities and related technical consultancy


74.20 Architectural and engineering activities and related technical consultancy


74.20/1 Architectural activities


This subclass includes:


– consulting architectural activities:


■ building design and drafting


■ supervision of construction


This subclass excludes:


– activities of interior decoration design cf. 74.87/2


74.20/2 Urban planning and landscape architectural activities


74.20/3 Quantity surveying activities


This subclass excludes:


– research and development activities cf. 73


74.20/4 Engineering consultative and design activities


This subclass includes:


– advisory and consultative engineering activities


– engineering design activities for:


■ the construction of foundations and building structures


■ mechanical and electrical installations for buildings


■ the construction of civil engineering works


This subclass excludes:


– engineering design activities for industrial process and production cf. 74.20/5


74.20/5 Engineering design activities for industrial process and production


This subclass includes:


– drawing up of preliminary drafts, project development, specification of plans of execution or exact
specifications on behalf of the contracting authority for the construction of industrial process
and production


74.20/6 Engineering related scientific and technical consulting activities


This subclass includes:


– geological and prospecting activities:


■ surface measurements and observations designed to yield information on sub-surface structure and
the location of petroleum, natural gas and mineral deposits and of ground water


– weather forecasting activities


– geodetic surveying activities


■ land surveying activities


■ hydrographic surveying activities


■ sub-surface surveying activities


■ boundary surveying activities


■ cartographic and spatial information activities including aerial photography thereof


■ industrial and engineering surveying activities
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This subclass also includes:


– activities of technical consultants other than engineers


This subclass excludes:


– other test drilling and testhole boring cf. 45.12


– activities of computer consultants cf 72


– research and development activities cf. 73


– technical testing cf. 74.30


74.20/9 Other engineering activities


This subclass also includes:


– integrated engineering activities for turnkey projects


74.3 Technical testing and analysis


74.30 Technical testing and analysis


This class includes:


– measuring related to cleanness of water or air, measuring of radioactivity and the like; analysis of
potential pollution such as smoke or waste water


– testing activities in the field of food hygiene, including veterinary testing and control in relation to
food production


– strength and failure testing


– testing of calculations for building elements


– certification of ships, aircraft, motor vehicles, pressurised containers, nuclear plant, etc.


– periodic road safety testing of motor vehicles


74.4 Advertising


74.40 Advertising


74.40/1 Sale or leasing activities of advertising space or time


This subclass includes:


– media representation, i.e. sale of time and space for various media soliciting advertising


– provision of spaces for advertising


74.40/2 Planning, creation and placement of advertising activities


This subclass includes:


– creation and realisation of advertising campaigns


– creating and placing of outdoor advertising e.g. billboards, panels, bulletins and frames, window
dressing, showroom design and bus carding, etc.


This subclass excludes:


– printing of advertising material cf. 22.22


– market research cf. 74.13


– direct mailing activities cf. 74.85


– production of commercial messages for radio, television and film cf. 92


74.40/9 Advertising activities not elsewhere classified


This subclass includes:


– aerial advertising


– distribution or delivery of advertising material or samples


This subclass excludes:


– printing of advertising material cf. 22.22


– market research cf. 74.13


– public relations activities cf. 74.14/1


– advertising photography cf. 74.81/9


– direct mailing activities cf. 74.85


74.5 Labour recruitment and provision of personnel


74.50 Labour recruitment and provision of personnel


This class includes:


– personnel search, selection referral and placement in connection with employment supplied to the
potential employer or to the prospective employee:
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■ formulation of job descriptions


■ screening and testing of applicants


■ investigation of references, etc.


– executive search and placement activities (head-hunters)


– labour contracting activities:


■ supply to others, chiefly on a temporary basis, of personnel hired by, and whose emoluments are
paid by, the agency


This class excludes:


– activities of farm labour contractors cf. 01.4


– activities of personal theatrical or artistic agents cf. 74.87/9


– motion picture, television and other theatrical casting activities cf. 92.72/1


74.6 Investigation and security activities


74.60 Investigation and security activities


74.60/1 Investigation activities


This subclass includes:


– investigation activities


– activities of private investigators


This subclass excludes:


– investigation in connection with insurance cf. 67.20


74.60/2 Security and related activities


This subclass includes:


– surveillance, guard and other protective activities:


■ transport of valuables


■ bodyguard activities


■ street patrol, guard and watchman activities for apartment buildings, offices, factories, construction
sites, hotels,  theatres, dance halls, sports stadiums, shopping centres, etc


■ store detective activities


■ monitoring by mechanical or electrical protective devices


■ security activities in the field of public transportation such as luggage and passenger inspection at
airports as well as patrol activities in trains & subways


■ pre qualification of alarms (deciding whether it is a false alarm or not) and calling police, fire brigade
and ambulances if necessary)


– consultancy in the field of industrial, household and public service security including security screening


– security shredding of information on any media


This subclass excludes


– installation of alarm systems cf. 45.31


74.7 Industrial cleaning


74.70 Industrial cleaning


74.70/1 Traditional cleaning services


This subclass includes:


– cleaning and maintenance of dwellings and other commercial, administrative and industrial buildings:


■ floor cleaning


■ interior wall cleaning


■ furniture polishing


■ other traditional cleaning services


This subclass excludes:


– carpet and rug shampooing, drapery and curtain cleaning cf. 93.01


– activities of households employing domestics cf. 95.00


74.70/2 Window cleaning services


This subclass includes;


– cleaning of windows in dwellings and other buildings


– cleaning services for exterior windows using swing stages
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74.70/3 Disinfecting and exterminating services


This subclass includes:


– disinfecting of dwellings and other buildings


– exterminating insects, rodents and other pests


– fumigation services and pest control services


This subclass excludes:


– agricultural pest control services cf. 01.41


– impregnation of timber cf. 20.10


74.70/4 Specialised cleaning services


This subclass includes:


– cleaning services for hospitals


– cleaning services for computer rooms


– specialised cleaning services of reservoirs and tanks, these being part of either industrial sites or
transport equipment


– decontamination services


– cleaning services of heat and air-ducts


– sterilisation of objects or premises e.g. operating theatres


74.70/5 Furnace and chimney cleaning services


This subclass includes:


– furnace and chimney cleaning services


This subclass excludes:


– maintenance services of central heating installations cf. 28.22 and 45.33


74.70/9 Cleaning activities not elsewhere classified


This subclass includes:


– non-specialised cleaning services of:


■ buses, underground and other trains, aircraft, ships and other transport equipment
■ other cleaning services not elsewhere classified


■ cleaning of industrial machinery
■ bottle cleaning


This subclass excludes:


– cleaning services of agricultural premises (hen houses, piggeries, etc.) cf. 01.42/9


– steam cleaning, sand blasting and other similar activities for building exteriors cf. 45.45


– specialised cleaning of cars cf. 50.20


– carpet and rug shampooing, drapery and curtain cleaning cf. 93.01


74.8 Miscellaneous business activities not elsewhere classified


74.81 Photographic activities


74.81/1 This code is no longer in use (now 93.05/1)


74.81/2 Portrait photographic activities


This subclass includes:


– portrait photography for passports or identification photographs, infant and child portraits, family or
military portraits, etc.


This class excludes:


– operation of coin-operated photographic machines cf. 93.05/1


74.81/3 Other specialist photography


This subclass includes:


– aerial photography


– photographing of persons, objects or scenery using special apparatus and techniques e.g.


■ underwater photography
■ medical and biological photography


■ photomicrography


– micro-filming of documents
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This subclass excludes:


– cartographic and spatial information activities including aerial photography thereof cf. 74.20/6


74.81/4 Film processing


This subclass includes:


– development of negatives and printing of pictures according to customer specifications:


■ enlargement of negatives and slides


■ black and white processing


■ colour printing


■ slide and negative duplicates, reprints, etc.


– developing of motion picture films for both amateur photographers and commercial clients


This subclass also includes:


– preparation of photographic slides


– copying of films


– copying of audio-visual media


– restoration of old photographs


– copying from pictures, retouching and other special effects


This subclass excludes:


– processing of motion picture film related to the motion picture and television industries cf. 92.11


74.81/9 Photographic activities not elsewhere classified


This subclass includes:


– photography for commercials, publishers, fashion, real estate or tourism purposes


– photographing or videoing of live events such as weddings, graduations, conventions, receptions,
fashion shows, sports and news events and any other events of current interest


74.82 Packaging activities


This class includes:


– packaging activities, on a fee or contract basis whether or not this involves an automated process:


■ packaging of meat on a fee or contract basis


■ bottling of liquids, including beverages and food


■ packaging of solids (blister packaging, foil covered, etc.)


■ security packaging of pharmaceutical preparations


■ labelling, stamping and imprinting


■ parcel packing and gift wrapping


This class excludes:


– packing activities incidental to transport cf. 63.40


74.83 This code is no longer in use


74.84 This code is no longer in use


74.85 Secretarial and translation activities


This class includes:


– stenographic and mailing activities:


■ typing


■ other secretarial activities such as transcribing from tapes, discs, etc.


■ copying, blue printing, multigraphing and similar activities


– envelope addressing, stuffing, sealing and mailing, mailing list compilation, etc., including for
advertising material


– translation and interpretation


This class also includes:


– proof-reading


This class excludes:


– database activities cf. 72.40


– bookkeeping activities cf. 74.12/2
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74.86 Call centre activities


This class includes:


– client relation and client service related technical intermediary services for the account of others


– inbound call centres answering calls from clients by using automatic call distribution, computer
telephone integration or interactive voice response systems:


■ placing orders


■ providing product information


■ dealing with complaints


– outbound call centres dealing with sales and marketing activities directed towards clients


■ market research


■ direct marketing


■ address verification


74.87 Other business activities not elsewhere classified


74.87/1 Credit reporting and collection agency activities


This subclass includes:


– bill collecting, credit rating in connection with an individual’s or firm’s credit-worthiness or business
practices


This subclass excludes:


– credit card activities cf. 65


74.87/2 Speciality design activities


This subclass includes:


– fashion design related to textiles, wearing apparel, shoes, jewellery, furniture and other interior
decoration and other fashion goods as well as other personal or household goods


– activities of interior decoration designers


– activities of graphic designers


This subclass excludes:


– machinery and industrial plant design cf. 74.20/5


– display of advertisements and other advertising design cf. 74.40/2


74.87/3 Activities of exhibition and fair organisers


This subclass includes:


– activities of stand designers


74.87/4 Activities of conference organisers


74.87/9 Other business activities not elsewhere classified


This subclass includes:


– business brokerage activities, i.e. arranging for the purchase and sale of small and medium-sized
businesses, including professional practices


– appraisal activities other than for real estate and insurance


– trading stamp activities


– activities of franchisers


– activities of self employed auctioneers


– reading of gas, water and electricity meters (fee or contract basis)


– activities of consultants other than technical & engineering not elsewhere classified


This subclass also includes:


– activities carried on by agents and agencies on behalf of individuals usually involving the obtaining of
engagements in motion pictures, theatrical productions or other entertainment or sports attractions
and the placement of, for example, books, plays, artworks, photographs, with publishers, producers
and the like.
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Section L Public Administration and Defence; Compulsory Social Security


The classification criteria used in the private sector are, by analogy, applied to both local authorities and
public administration. Consequently, few government bodies are classified to Section L. The general
rule is that operational, as opposed to administrative, policy or similar units, should be classified to the
appropriate UK SIC(2003) Section (for example, a primary school in Section M; a National Health Service
hospital in Section N). However, purely or mainly administrative, policy or similar units should be classified
to Section L. Where, say, a central government building carries out a mainly administrative function but
also has a secondary, but not separately identifiable, operational role it should be classified to Section L.
Mainly operational units, where they are identifiable as such, should always be classified outside Section
L. Whether the main activity is operational, administrative, policy or similar depends, in part, on the type
of unit and, therefore, on the spread of activity in which it is involved.


75 Public Administration and Defence; Compulsory Social Security


75.1 Administration of the State and the economic and social policy of the community


75.11 General (overall) public service activities


This class includes:


– executive and legislative administration of central, regional and local bodies


– administration and supervision of fiscal affairs:


■ operation of taxation schemes


■ duty/tax collection on goods and tax violation investigation


■ customs administration


– budget implementation and management of public funds and public debt:


■ raising and receiving of moneys and control of their disbursement


– administration and operation of overall economic and social planning and statistical and sociological
services at the various levels of government


75.12 Regulation of the activities of agencies that provide health care, education, cultural services and other social
services excluding social security


This class includes:


– public administration of programmes aimed to increase personal well-being: health, education,
culture, sport, recreation, environment, housing, social services, etc.


This class excludes:


– compulsory social security activities cf. 75.30


– education activities cf. 80


– human health related activities cf. 85.1


– sewage and refuse disposal and sanitation cf. 90.0


– activities of libraries, public archives, museums and other cultural institutions cf. 92.5


– sporting or other recreational activities cf. 92.6, 92.7


75.13 Regulation of and contribution to more efficient operation of business


This class includes:


– public administration and regulation of different economic sectors: agriculture, land use, energy and
mining resources, infrastructure, transport, communication, hotels and tourism


– administration of general labour affairs


– implementation of regional development policy


75.14 Supporting service activities for the government as a whole


This class includes:


– general personnel and other general service activities:


■ administration and operation of general personnel services, whether or not connected with a
specific function


■ development and implementation of general personnel policies and procedures covering selection
and promotion, rating methods, job description, evaluation and classification, administration of civil
service regulations, etc.


– administration, operation and support of overall general services:


■ centralised supply and purchasing services


■ maintenance and storage of government records and archives


■ operation of government owned or occupied buildings


■ operation of central offices and other general services not connected with a specific function
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This class excludes:


– activities of historical archives cf. 92.51


75.2 Provision of services to the community as a whole


75.21 Foreign affairs


This class includes:


– administration and operation of the ministry of foreign affairs and diplomatic and consular missions
stationed abroad or at offices of international organisations


– administration, operation and support for information and cultural services intended for distribution
beyond national boundaries


– aid to foreign countries whether or not routed through international organisations


– provision of military aid to foreign countries


– management of foreign trade, international financial and foreign technical affairs


– international assistance, e.g. refugee or hunger relief programmes


75.22 Defence activities


This class includes:


– administration, supervision and operation of military defence affairs and land, sea, air and space
defence force such as:


■ combat forces of army, navy and air force


■ engineering, transport, communications, intelligence, material, personnel and other non-combat
forces and commands


■ reserve and auxiliary forces


■ provision of equipment, structures, supplies, etc.


■ health activities for military personnel in the field


– administration, operation and support of civil defence forces


– support for the working out of contingency plans and the carrying out of exercises in which civilian
institutions and populations are involved


This class excludes:


– provision of military aid to foreign countries cf. 75.21


– activities of military tribunals cf. 75.23


– provision of supplies for domestic emergency use in case of peacetime disasters cf. 75.24


– educational activities of military schools, colleges and academies cf. 80


– activities of military hospitals cf. 85.11


75.23 Justice and judicial activities


This class includes:


– administration and operation of administrative civil and criminal law courts, military tribunals and the
judicial system


– prison administration and provision of correctional services


This class also includes:


– rehabilitation services


This class excludes:


– advice and representation in civil, criminal and other cases cf. 74.11


– activities of prison schools cf. 80


– activities of prison hospitals cf. 85.11


75.24 Public security, law and order activities


This class includes:


– administration and operation of regular and auxiliary police forces supported by public authorities
and of port, border, coast guards and other special police forces including traffic regulation, alien
registration, operation of police laboratories and maintenance of arrest records


– provision of supplies for domestic emergency use in case of peacetime disasters


This class excludes:


– administration and operation of military armed forces cf. 75.22
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75.25 Fire service activities


This class includes:


– fire-fighting and fire-prevention:


■ administration and operation of regular and auxiliary fire brigades supported by public  authorities in
fire prevention, fire fighting, rescue of persons and animals, assistance in  civic disasters, floods, road
accidents, etc.


This class also includes:


– marine fireboat services


This class excludes:


– forestry fire protection services cf. 02.02


– private fire-fighting and fire-prevention services in factories cf. section D


– fire-fighting and fire-prevention services at airports cf. 63.23


– fire-fighting and fire-prevention services at defence establishments cf. 75.22


75.3 Compulsory social security activities


75.30 Compulsory social security activities


This class includes:


– administration of compulsory social security:


■ sickness, work-accident and unemployment insurance


■ retirement pensions


This class excludes:


– non-compulsory social security cf. 66.0


– provision of welfare services and social work cf. 85.3
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Section M Education


80 Education


This division includes:


– public as well as private education at any level or for any profession, whether oral, written, by radio,
or by television.


It includes both education by the various institutions in the main school system at its different levels and
adult education, literacy programmes and the like.


For each level of education the classes include special education for physically or mentally
handicapped pupils.


Adult education which is similar in content to the education given at specific levels is included with
that level.


This division also includes:


– other education such as driving schools


This division excludes:


– education primarily concerned with recreation such as bridge or golf cf. 92


80.1 Primary education


Education can be given in classrooms, by radio or television broadcast, via the internet or
correspondence course


80.10 Primary education


This class includes:


– pre-primary education (education preceding the first level)


– primary education (education at the first level)


This class excludes:


– child day-care activities cf. 85.32


80.2 Secondary education


Education can be given in classrooms, by radio or television broadcast, via the internet or
correspondence course.


80.21 General secondary education


This class includes:


– general school education in the first stage of the secondary level generally corresponding to the
period of compulsory school attendance


– general school education in the second stage of the secondary level giving, in principle, access
to higher education


This class excludes:


– adult education as defined in class 80.42


80.22 Technical and vocational secondary education


This class includes:


– technical and vocational education (mainly that usually referred to as further education in the UK)
below the level of higher education as defined in class 80.30.


Typically, the programmes emphasise a subject-matter specialisation and instruction in both the
theoretical and the practical skills generally associated with employment. The aim of a programme
can vary from preparation for a general field of employment to specific education.


This class excludes:


– technical and vocational education at post-secondary and university levels cf. 80.30


80.3 Higher education


Education can be given in classrooms, by radio or television broadcast, via the internet or
correspondence course.
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80.30 Higher education


This class includes:


– first, second and third stages of higher education


■ post secondary education not leading to a university degree or equivalent


■ post secondary education leading to a university degree or equivalent


A great variety of subject-matter programmes is offered at this level, some emphasising more theoretical
instruction and some more practical instruction.


80.30/1 Sub-degree level higher education


This subclass includes:


– education at the third level (post-secondary) of the type that leads to an award below first degree level
or equivalent.


This includes education for nursing and most education leading to professional qualifications.


80.30/2 First-degree level higher education


This subclass includes:


– education of the type that leads to an award of first degree or equivalent either at University or other
institute which provides such study.


This subclass also includes:


– education leading to some professional qualifications


– study leading to a one year Post Graduate Certificate of Education (PGCE)


80.30/3 Post-graduate level higher education


This subclass includes:


– education that leads to a post-graduate degree or equivalent (e.g. Ph.D., MA, M.Sc.) either in
university or other institute which provides such study.


80.4 Adult and other education


This group is reserved for specialised training for adults not comparable to the general education in
80.1 to 80.3


Education can be given in classrooms, by radio or television broadcast, internet or correspondence
course.


80.41 Driving school activities


This class also includes:


– tuition for flying certificates and ship licences other than for commercial certificates and permits


80.42 Adult and other education not elsewhere classified


80.42/1 Activities of private training providers


This subclass includes:


– the provision of training by The Learning and Skills Council and National Training Organisations (NTOs)


– private companies advising on training, designing/delivering training courses or involved in the
preparation of training materials for people in youth and employment training schemes


80.42/2 This code is no longer in use


80.42/9 Other adult and other education not elsewhere classified


This subclass includes:


– other adult education, i.e. education for people who are not in the main school and university system.
Instruction may be given in day or evening classes in schools or in  special institutions providing for adults


– education which is not definable by level


This subclass excludes:


– higher education cf. 80.30


– activities of dance schools cf. 92.34/1


– instruction in sport and games cf. 92.62/9
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Section N Health and Social Work


85 Health and Social Work


85.1 Human health activities


85.11 Hospital activities


85.11/1 Public sector hospital activities, including NHS trusts


This subclass includes:


– activities of hospitals with or without NHS Trust status


– hospital activities such as:
■ medical and surgical technical care activities such as diagnosis, treatment,


operations, analyses, emergency activities, etc.
■ accommodation activities such as boarding, meals, etc.


This includes short or long term hospital activities of general and specialised hospitals, sanatoria,
preventoria, asylums, mental hospital institutions, rehabilitation centres, leprosaria and other health
institutions which have accommodation facilities, including military and prison hospitals.


The activities are chiefly directed to in-patients and carried out under the direct
supervision of medical doctors.


This subclass excludes:


– health activities for military personnel in the field cf. 75.22


– private consultants’ services to in-patients cf. 85.12


– dental activities without accommodation cf. 85.13


– ambulance and rescue activities cf. 85.14


85.11/2 Private sector hospital activities


This subclass includes:


– hospital activities such as:
■ medical and surgical technical care activities such as diagnosis, treatment,


operations, analyses, emergency activities, etc.


■ accommodation activities such as boarding, meals, etc.


This includes short or long term hospital activities of general and specialised hospitals, sanatoria,
preventoria, asylums, mental hospital institutions, rehabilitation centres, leprosaria and other health
institutions which have accommodation facilities, including prison and military hospitals.


The activities are chiefly directed to in-patients and carried out under the direct supervision of medical
doctors.


This subclass excludes:


– health activities for military personnel in the field cf. 75.22


– private consultants’ services to in-patients cf. 85.12


– dental activities without accommodation cf. 85.13


– ambulance and rescue activities cf. 85.14


85.11/3 Medical nursing home activities


The activities carried out here are chiefly directed to in-patients and carried out under the direct
supervision of medical doctors.


This subclass excludes:


– homes for the aged cf. 85.31


85.12 Medical practice activities


This class includes:


– medical consultation and treatment in the field of general and specialised medicine by general
practitioners and medical specialists and surgeons


The activity can be carried out in private practice, group practices and in hospital out-patient clinics.


Included are private consultants’ activities in hospitals as well as activities carried out in clinics such as
those attached to firms, schools, homes for the aged, labour organisations and fraternal organisations
as well as in patients homes. Patients are usually ambulatory and can be referred to specialists by
general practitioners.


This class excludes:


– paramedical activities such as those of midwives, nurses and physiotherapists cf. 85.14
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85.13 Dental practice activities


This class includes:


– dental practice activities of a general or specialised nature


– orthodontic activities


They can be carried out in private practice or in out-patient clinics including clinics attached to firms,
schools, etc., as well as in operating rooms.


This class excludes


– production of artificial teeth, denture and prostatic appliances by dental technicians who do not fit
them cf. 33.10


85.14 Other human health activities


This class includes:


– activities for human health not performed by hospitals or by practising medical doctors but by
para-medical practitioners legally recognised to treat patients


This class may include activities of nurses, midwives, physiotherapists or others in the field of optometry,
hydrotherapy, medical massage, occupational therapy, speech therapy, chiropody, homeopathy,
chiropractic, acupuncture and the like.


These activities may be carried out in health clinics such as those attached to firms, schools, homes for the
aged, labour organisations and fraternal organisations, in residential health facilities other than hospitals,
as well as in own consulting rooms, patients’ homes or elsewhere.


This class also includes:


– activities of dental paramedical personnel such as dental therapists, school dental nurses and
dental hygienists


– activities of medical laboratories


– activities of blood banks, sperm banks, transplant organ banks


– ambulance transport of patients by any mode of transport including airplanes


This class excludes:


– production of artificial teeth, denture and prostatic appliances by dental technicians who do not fit
them cf. 33.10


– testing activities in the field of food hygiene cf. 74.30


85.2 Veterinary activities


85.20 Veterinary activities


This class includes:


– animal health care and control activities for farm animals


– animal health care and control activities for pet animals


These activities are carried out by qualified veterinarians in veterinary hospitals as well as when visiting
farms, kennels or homes, in own consulting and surgery rooms or elsewhere.


This class also includes:


– animal ambulance activities


This class excludes:


– farm animal boarding activities without health care cf. 01.42/1


– pet animal boarding activities without health care cf. 93.05/9


– technical testing cf.74.30


85.3 Social work activities


85.31 Social work activities with accommodation


85.31/1 Charitable social work activities with accommodation


This subclass includes:


– activities provided on a round-the-clock basis directed to provide social assistance to children, the aged
and special categories of persons with some limits on ability for self-care, but where medical treatment
or education are not important elements:


■ activities provided by orphanages, children’s boarding homes and hostels, residential nurseries,
homes for the aged, homes for the physically or mentally handicapped, rehabilitation homes
(without medical treatment) for people addicted to drugs or alcohol, homes for the homeless,
institutions that take care of unmarried mothers and their children.
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This subclass excludes:


– adoption activities cf. 85.32/1 or 85.32/2


– short term shelter activities for disaster victims cf. 85.32/1 or 85.32/2


85.31/2 Non-charitable social work activities with accommodation


This subclass includes:


– activities provided on a round-the-clock basis directed to provide social assistance to children, the aged
and special categories of persons with some limits on ability for self-care, but where medical treatment
or education are not important elements:
■ activities provided by orphanages, children’s boarding homes and hostels, residential nurseries,


homes for the aged, homes for the physically or mentally handicapped, rehabilitation homes
(without medical treatment) for people addicted to drugs or alcohol, homes for the homeless,
institutions that take care of unmarried mothers and their children.


This subclass excludes:


– adoption activities cf. 85.32/1 or 85.32/2


– short term shelter activities for disaster victims cf. 85.32/1 or 85.32/2


85.32 Social work activities without accommodation


85.32/1 Charitable social work activities without accommodation


This subclass includes:


– social, counselling, welfare, refugee, referral and similar activities, the services of which are delivered
to individuals and families in their homes or elsewhere and carried out by private organisations,
disaster relief organisations and national or local self-help organisations and by specialists providing
counselling services:
■ welfare and guidance activities for children and adolescents
■ adoption activities, activities for the prevention of cruelty to children and others
■ eligibility determination in connection with welfare aid, rent supplements, etc.
■ old age and sick visiting
■ household budget counselling, marriage and family guidance
■ guidance delivered to persons on parole or probation
■ community and neighbourhood activities


■ activities for disaster victims, refugees, immigrants, etc., including temporary or extended shelter
for them


■ vocational rehabilitation and habilitation activities for handicapped or unemployed persons provided
that the education component is limited


– child day-care activities (creches), including day-care activities for the handicapped children


– day-care activities for handicapped adults


– day facilities for homeless and other socially weak groups


– charitable activities such as fund raising or other supporting activities aimed at social work


85.32/2 Non-charitable social work activities without accommodation


This subclass includes:


– social, counselling, welfare, refugee, referral and similar activities, the services of which are delivered to
individuals and families in their homes or elsewhere and carried out by government organisations or by
private organisations, disaster relief organisations and national or local self-help organisations and by
specialists providing counselling services:
■ welfare and guidance activities for children and adolescents


■ adoption activities, activities for the prevention of cruelty to children and others
■ eligibility determination in connection with welfare aid, rent supplements, etc.


■ old age and sick visiting
■ household budget counselling, marriage and family guidance


■ guidance delivered to persons on parole or probation
■ community and neighbourhood activities


■ activities for disaster victims, refugees, immigrants, etc., including temporary or extended shelter
for them


■ vocational rehabilitation and habilitation activities for handicapped or unemployed persons provided
that the education component is limited


– child day-care activities (creches), including day-care activities for handicapped children


– day-care activities for handicapped adults


– day facilities for homeless and other socially weak groups
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Section O Other Community, Social and Personal Service Activities


90 Sewage and Refuse Disposal, Sanitation and Similar Activities


This division includes:


– collection and treatment of household and industrial waste not intended for further use in an industrial
manufacturing process. The aim is disposal and the resulting product is of little or no value.


This division also includes:


– other activities such as street cleaning and snow removal and the like.


This division excludes:


– processing of waste and scrap and other articles into secondary raw material where a real
transformation process is required, resulting in secondary raw material which is fit  for direct use
in an industrial manufacturing process and is not a final product cf. 37.10  and 37.20


– wholesale (purchase and sale) of waste and scrap including, for example, collecting, sorting, packing,
dealing, but without a real transformation process cf 51.57


90.0 Sewage and refuse disposal, sanitation and similar activities


90.01 Collection and treatment of sewage


This class includes:


– collecting and transporting of human waste water from one or more users together with rain water by
means of sewerage networks, collectors, tanks and other means of transport (sewage vehicles, etc.)
and their treatment and disposal


– treatment of waste water by means of physical, chemical and biological processes like dilution,
screening, filtering, sedimentation, etc.


– maintenance and cleaning of sewers and drains


– emptying and cleaning of cesspools and septic tanks, sinks and pits from sewage, servicing of
chemical toilets


– treatment of waste water from swimming pools and from industry


This class excludes:


– construction of sewage systems cf. 45.21/3


– clearing, de-blocking of sewers cf. 45.33


– treatment of polluted ground or surface water in combination with cleaning up of environmental
pollution cf.90.03


90.02 Collection and treatment of other waste


This class includes:


– collection of waste from households and enterprises by means of refuse bins, wheeled bins,
containers, etc.


– collection of hazardous waste, used batteries, used cooking oils and fats, etc.


– collection of waste oil from ships and used oil from garages


– collection of construction and demolition waste


– operation of waste collection centres


– waste disposal by incineration or by other means


– dumping of refuse on land or in water, burial or ploughing under of refuse


– treatment and disposal of radio-active waste2 from hospitals.


– waste treatment by composting plants with the aim of disposal and a resulting by-product (compost)


– treatment and disposal of toxic live or dead animals and other contaminated waste


– disposal of used goods such as refrigerators to eliminate harmful waste


This class excludes:


– treatment of food residual substances to manufacture food products cf. 15


– treatment of slaughter residual to produce animal feeds cf. 15.7


– reprocessing of nuclear fuels and treatment of radio-active nuclear waste cf. 23.30


– manufacture of compost cf. 24.15


– processing food, beverages and tobacco waste into secondary raw materials cf 37.20


– treatment of waste and scrap without a real mechanical or chemical transformation process and for
sale to third parties, such as dismantling of cars, machinery or computers or such as sorting or pressing
of paper, textile, plastics and wood waste. cf. 50, 51, 52


– collection of waste as part of wholesale cf. 51.57


2 Type of radio-active waste (mainly from medical origin) which will decay within the period of temporary storage and
may be suitable for management outside the regulatory control system.
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90.03 Sanitation, remediation and similar activities


This class includes:


– decontamination of soils and groundwater at the place of pollution, either in situ or ex situ, using
mechanical, chemical or biological methods


– decontamination and cleaning up of surface water following accidental pollution e.g. through
collection of pollutants or through application of chemicals


– cleaning up of oil spills on land, in surface water, in oceans and seas including coastal seas


– collection of refuse in litter bins in public places


– outdoor sweeping and watering of streets, squares, paths, markets, public gardens, parks, etc.


– snow and ice clearing on highways, airport runways, including spreading of salt or sand, etc.


– clearing of mines and the like (including detonation) other specialised pollution control activities
not elsewhere classified


– rental of lavatory cubicles


This class excludes:


– cleaning of ditches and pest control for agricultural purposes cf. 01.41


– purification of groundwater for water supply cf. 41.00


– stripping work of contaminated top soil as part of construction activities cf. 45.11


– sealing of soils cf. 45.11


– asbestos removal work cf. 45.25


– transporting of polluted soil, already stripped off by third parties cf. 60.24/9


– technical testing and analysis cf. 74.30


– disinfecting and exterminating activities in buildings cf. 74.70/3


– sewage activities cf. 90.01


91 Activities of Membership Organisations Not Elsewhere Classified


91.1 Activities of business, employers and professional organisations


91.11 Activities of business and employers organisations


This class includes:


– activities of organisations whose members’ interests centre on the development and prosperity of
enterprises in a particular line of business or trade, including farming, or on the economic growth
and climate of a particular geographical area or political subdivision without regard for line of
business. Included are activities of federations of such associations. The main services supplied
involve dissemination of information, representation before government agencies, public relations
and labour negotiations:


■ activities of chambers of commerce, guilds and similar organisations


91.12 Activities of professional organisations


This class includes:


– activities of organisations whose members’ interests centre chiefly on a particular discipline or
professional practice or technical field. Included are activities of associations of specialists engaged
in scientific, academic or cultural activities such as writers, painters, performers of various kinds,
journalists and the like. The main services supplied involve the dissemination of information, the
establishment and supervision of standards of practice, representation before government agencies
and public relations


This class also includes:


– activities of learned societies


91.2 Activities of trade unions


91.20 Activities of trade unions


This class includes:


– activities of associations whose members are employees interested chiefly in the representation of
their views concerning the salary and work situation and in concerted action through organisation.
This involves the activities of single plant unions, of unions composed of affiliated branches and of
labour organisations composed of affiliated unions on the basis of trade, region, organisational
structure or other criteria


91.3 Activities of other membership organisations


91.31 Activities of religious organisations


This class includes:
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– activities of religious or similar organisations


– activities of organisations furnishing monastery and convent services


This class excludes:


– education provided by such organisations cf. 80


– health activities by such organisations cf. 85.1


– social work activities by such organisations cf. 85.3


91.32 Activities of political organisations


This class includes:


– activities of political organisations and auxiliary organisations such as young people’s  auxiliaries,
associated with a political party. These organisations chiefly engage in  influencing decision-taking in
public governing bodies by placing members of the party or those sympathetic to the party in political
office and involve the dissemination of  information, public relations, fund raising, etc.


91.33 Activities of other membership organisations not elsewhere classified


This class includes:


– activities of organisations not directly affiliated to a political party furthering a public cause or issue by
means of public education, political influence, fund raising, etc.:


■ citizens initiative or protest movements


■ environmental and ecological movements


■ organisations supporting community and educational facilities not elsewhere classified


■ organisations for the protection and betterment of special groups, e.g. ethnic and minority groups


■ associations for patriotic purposes including war veterans’ associations


– special interest groups such as touring clubs and automobile associations and consumer associations


– associations for the purpose of social acquaintanceship such as rotary clubs, lodges, etc.


– associations of youth, young persons’ associations, student associations, clubs and fraternities, etc.


– associations for the pursuit of a cultural or recreational activity or hobby (other than sports or games),
e.g. poetry, literature clubs, historical, gardening, film and photo, music and art, craft and collectors’
clubs, social clubs, carnival clubs, etc.


– associations for the protection of animals


This class excludes:


– activities of professional associations cf. 91.12


– associations for practising or promoting artistic activities cf. 92.31


92 Recreational, Cultural and Sporting Activities


92.1 Motion picture and video activities


92.11 Motion picture and video production


92.11/1 Motion picture production on film or video


This subclass includes:


– production of theatrical and non-theatrical motion pictures whether on film, DVD or  video tape for
direct projection in theatres or for broadcasting on television:


■ production in a motion picture studio, or in special laboratories for animated films or cartoons,
of full-length films, documentaries, shorts, etc., for public entertainment, promotion, education
or training


This subclass excludes:


– film duplicating as well as audio, video reproduction from master copies cf. 22.3


– renting of articles and equipment (e.g. scenery, cameras) to the entertainment industries cf. 71.34


– film processing other than for the motion picture industry cf. 74.81/4


– agency activities cf. 74.87/9


– production of films or tapes normally produced in television studios cf. 92.20/2


– activities of own account actors, cartoonists, directors, consultants and other technical specialists cf.
92.31


– casting and booking agency activities cf. 92.72/1


92.11/9 Other motion picture and video production activities


This subclass includes:


– supporting activities such as film processing and post-production activities such as film dubbing, film
title printing, editing, cutting, etc.


– activities of sound recording studios
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This subclass excludes:


– film duplicating as well as audio and video tape reproduction from master copies cf. 22.3


– renting of articles and equipment (e.g. scenery, cameras) to the entertainment industries cf. 71.34


– film processing other than for the motion picture industry cf. 74.81/4


– agency activities cf. 74.87/9


– production of films or tapes normally produced in television studios cf. 92.20/2


– activities of own account actors, cartoonists, directors, stage designers, lighting directors, etc. cf. 92.31


– casting and booking agency activities cf. 92.72/1


92.12 Motion picture and video distribution


This class includes:


– distribution of motion pictures, DVDs and video tapes to other industries but not to the general public.
This involves the sale or renting of movies or DVDs and video tapes to other industries, as well as
activities allied to the distribution of films, DVDs and video tapes such as film booking, delivery,
storage, etc.


– buying and selling of motion picture and video distribution rights


This class excludes:


– film duplicating as well as audio and video tape reproduction from master copies cf. 22.3


– wholesale of DVDs and video tapes cf. 51.43


– retail trade of DVDs and video tapes cf. 52.1, 52.4


– renting of DVDs and video tapes to the general public cf. 71.40/5


92.13 Motion picture projection


This class includes:


– motion picture or video projection in cinemas, in the open air or in other projection facilities


This class also includes:


– activities of cine-clubs


92.2 Radio and television activities


92.20 Radio and television activities


92.20/1 Radio activities


This subclass includes:


– broadcasting of radio programmes


– production of radio programmes whether or not combined with broadcasting


The programmes produced and broadcast may be for entertainment, promotion, education or training or
news dissemination. The production of programmes may result in a permanent tape which may be sold,
rented or stored for broadcast or re-broadcast.


This subclass excludes:


– radio transmission via cable networks cf. 64.20


– radio transmission by relay or satellite cf. 64.20


– news agencies cf. 92.40


92.20/2 Television activities


This subclass includes:


– broadcasting of television programmes


– production of television programmes whether or not combined with broadcasting


The programmes produced and broadcast may be for entertainment, promotion, education or training or
news dissemination. The production of programmes may result in a permanent tape which may be sold,
rented or stored for broadcast or re-broadcast.


This subclass excludes:


– television transmission via cable networks cf. 64.20


– television transmission by relay or satellite cf. 64.20


– production of movies, DVDs and video tapes which are normally produced in movie studios cf. 92.11/1


– news agencies cf. 92.40
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92.3 Other entertainment activities


92.31 Artistic and literary creation and interpretation


92.31/1 Live theatrical presentations


This subclass includes


– production of live theatrical presentations, concerts and opera or dance productions and other stage
productions:


■ activities of groups or companies, orchestras or bands


– activities of individual artists such as actors, directors, musicians, stage set designers and builders, etc.


92.31/2 This code is no longer in use


92.31/9 Other artistic and literary creation and interpretation


This subclass includes:


– activities of individual artists such as authors, lecturers or speakers, sculptors, painters, cartoonists,
engravers, etchers, etc.


– activities of composers, song writers, lyricists, etc.


– restoring works of art such as paintings


This subclass excludes:


– restoring of furniture cf. 36.1


– restoring of historical musical instruments cf. 36.30


– restoring of buildings cf. 45


92.32 Operation of arts facilities


This class includes


– operation of concert and theatre halls and other arts facilities


– operation of ticket agencies including those operated by local tourist information centres


This class excludes:


– operation of cinemas cf. 92.13


92.33 Fair and amusement park activities


This class also includes:


– operation of theme parks and preserved railways


92.34 Other entertainment activities not elsewhere classified


92.34/1 Dance halls and dance instructor activities


This subclass excludes:


– licensed clubs cf. 55.40/1


92.34/9 Other entertainment activities not elsewhere classified


This subclass includes:


– production of entertainment not elsewhere classified:


■ circus production


■ puppet shows, rodeos, activities of shooting galleries, firework displays, model railway installations, etc.


This subclass excludes:


– other recreational activities cf. 92.72


92.4 News agency activities


92.40 News agency activities


This class includes:


– news syndicates and news agency activities furnishing news, pictures and features to the media


– activities of journalists and press photographers


92.5 Library, archives, museums and other cultural activities


92.51 Library and archives activities


This class includes:


– activities of libraries of all kinds, reading, listening and viewing rooms, public archives providing service
to the general public or to a special clientele, such as students, scientists, staff, members:
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■ organisation of a collection whether specialised or not


■ making catalogues


■ lending and storage of books, maps, periodicals, films, records, works of art, etc.


■ retrieval activities in order to comply with information requests, etc.


This class excludes:


– renting of video tapes and DVDs cf. 71.40


– database activities cf. 72.40


92.52 Museum activities and preservation of historical sites and buildings


92.52/1 Museum activities


This subclass includes:


– operation of museums of all kinds:


■ art museums and galleries, museums of jewellery, furniture, costumes, ceramics, silverware


■ natural history, science and technological museums, historical museums including military museums
and historic houses


■ other specialised museums


■ open air museums


This subclass excludes:


– sale and display services by commercial art galleries cf. 52.48/6


92.52/2 Preservation of historical sites and buildings


This subclass includes:


– preservation and reconstruction of historical sites, buildings and monuments


This subclass excludes:


– reconstruction of historic sites or buildings at open air or other museums cf. 92.52/1


92.53 Botanical and zoological gardens and nature reserves activities


This class includes:


– operation of botanical and zoological gardens including children’s zoos


– operation of nature reserves, including wildlife preservation, etc.


92.6 Sporting activities


92.61 Operation of sports arenas and stadiums


92.61/1 Operation of ice rinks and roller skating rinks


This subclass excludes:


– renting of sports equipment cf. 71.40/1


92.61/9 Operation of other sports arenas and stadiums not elsewhere classified


This subclass includes:


– operation of the facilities for outdoor or indoor sports events, open, enclosed or covered and with or
without seating:


■ football stadiums


■ swimming pools and stadiums


■ golf courses


■ boxing arenas


■ bowling lanes


■ winter sport arenas and stadiums


■ field and track stadiums, etc.


■ private and local authority owned leisure centres


This subclass excludes:


– renting of sports equipment cf. 71.40/1


– park and beach activities cf. 92.72/9


92.62 Other sporting activities


92.62/1 Activities of racehorse owners


This subclass includes:
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– the seeking of sponsorship, appearance money and prize money


This subclass excludes:


– activities of racing stables cf. 92.62/9


– activities of riding academies cf. 92.62/9


92.62/9 Other sporting activities not elsewhere classified


This subclass includes:


– organisation and operation of sports events, outdoor or indoor, for professionals or amateurs by
organisations with or without own facilities:


■ football clubs, bowling clubs, swimming clubs, golf clubs, boxing, wrestling, health or body building
clubs, winter sport clubs, chess, draughts, domino or card clubs, field  and track clubs, shooting clubs


– activities related to promotion and production of sporting events


– activities of individual own-account sportsmen and athletes, judges, timekeepers, instructors, teachers,
coaches, etc.


– activities of sport and game schools


– activities of racing stables, kennels and garages


– activities of riding academies


– activities of marinas


– activities related to recreational fishing


– hunting for sport or recreation


– related service activities


This subclass excludes:


– renting of sporting equipment cf. 71.40/1


– park and beach activities cf. 92.72/9


92.7 Other recreational activities


92.71 Gambling and betting activities


This class also includes:


– sale of lottery tickets


– operation (exploitation) of coin operated gambling machines


92.72 Other recreational activities not elsewhere classified


92.72/1 Motion picture, television and other theatrical casting


This subclass excludes:


– personal theatrical or artistic agency services cf. 74.87/9


92.72/9 Other recreational activities not elsewhere classified


This class includes:


– activities related to recreation not classified elsewhere in this division:


■ activities of recreation parks and beaches including renting of facilities such as bath  houses, lockers,
chairs, etc.


■ operation (exploitation) of coin-operated video games


This class excludes:


– other entertainment activities, e.g. circus production or activities of dancing schools cf. 92.34


– activities related to recreational fishing cf. 92.62/9


93 Other Service Activities


93.0 Other service activities


93.01 Washing and dry cleaning of textile and fur products


This class includes:


– laundering and dry cleaning, pressing, etc., of all kinds of clothing (including fur) and textiles, provided
by mechanical equipment, by hand or by self-service coin-operated machines whether for the general
public or for industrial or commercial clients


– laundry collection and delivery


– carpet and rug shampooing and drapery and curtain cleaning


– renting of linens, work uniforms and related items by laundries
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This class also includes:


– repair and minor alteration of garments or other textile articles when done in connection with cleaning


This class excludes:


– repair and alteration of clothing, etc., as an independent activity cf. 52.74


– renting of clothing other than work uniforms, even if cleaning of these goods is an integral part of the
activity cf. 71.40/9


93.02 Hairdressing and other beauty treatment


This class includes:


– hair washing, trimming and cutting, setting, dyeing, tinting, waving, straightening and similar activities
for men and women as well as shaving and beard trimming


– facial massage, manicure and pedicure, make-up, etc.


This class excludes:


– manufacture of wigs cf. 36.63/9


93.03 Funeral and related activities


This class includes:


– burial and incineration of human or animal corpses and related activities:


■ preparing the dead for burial or cremation and embalming and undertakers’ services


■ providing burial or cremation services


■ renting of equipped space in funeral parlours


■ renting or sale of graves


This class excludes:


– religious funeral service activities cf. 91.31


93.04 Physical well-being activities


This class includes:


– activities related to physical well-being and comfort such as delivered by Turkish baths, sauna and
steam baths, solariums, spas, reducing and slendering salons, massage salons, fitness centres, etc.


93.05 Other service activities not elsewhere classified


93.05/1 Operation of coin-operated photographic machines


93.05/9 Other service activities not elsewhere classified


This class includes:


– astrological and spiritualists’ activities


– social activities such as escort services, dating services, services of marriage bureaux


– pet care services such as boarding, grooming, sitting and training pets


– genealogical organisations


– shoe shiners, porters, valet car parkers, etc.


– operation of coin operated personal service machines e.g. weighing machines and  machines
measuring blood pressure.
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Section P Private Households Employing Domestic Staff and Undifferentiated Production Activities of
Households For Own Use


95 Activities of Households as Employers of Domestic Staff


This section is limited to the activities of households as employers of domestic personnel such as maids,
cooks, waiters, valets, butlers, laundresses, gardeners, gatekeepers, stable lads, chauffeurs, caretakers,
governesses, babysitters, tutors and secretaries. It allows the domestic personnel employed to state the
activity of their employer in censuses or studies, even though the employer is an individual.


The product, which is self-consumed, is considered non-market and assessed according to the cost of
the personnel in the national accounts. These services cannot be provided by companies.


95.0 Activities of households as employers of domestic staff


95.00 Activities of households as employers of domestic staff


96 Undifferentiated Goods Producing Activities of Private Households For Own Use


This division is limited to the activities of households in production units that operate at the
subsistence level producing mixed goods for food, shelter and clothing for own consumption. However,
household units primarily engaged in a productive activity (non-market) such as agriculture, would be
classified to the appropriate UK SIC 2003 agriculture category.


96.0 Undifferentiated goods producing activities of private households for own use


96.00 Undifferentiated goods producing activities of private households for own use


97 Undifferentiated Services Producing Activities of Private  Households For Own Use


This division is limited to the activities of households primarily engaged in undifferentiated combinations
of subsistence services.


97.0 Undifferentiated services producing activities of private households for own use


97.00 Undifferentiated services producing activities of private households for own use
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Section Q Extra-territorial Organisations and Bodies


Note: This section allows the employees of extra-territorial organisations to state the activity of their employer
in censuses or studies, even though the employer is considered to be outside the economic territory of a
country (although within the geographical territory).


99 Extra-territorial Organisations and Bodies


99.0 Extra-territorial organisations and bodies


99.00 Extra-territorial organisations and bodies


This class includes:


– activities of international organisations such as the United Nations and its specialised agencies,
regional bodies, the European Community, the European Free Trade Association, the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development, the World Customs Organisation, the Organisation of Oil
Producing and Exporting Countries, the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank, etc.


This class also includes:


– activities of diplomatic and consular missions when being surveyed by the country of their location
rather than by the country they represent


This class excludes:


– administration and operation of diplomatic and consular missions stationed abroad or at offices of
international organisations cf. 75.21
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‘All men by nature desire to know’ 
Aristotle 


‘He who does not know what the world is does not know where he is’ 
Marcus Aurelius 


 


 
 
Introduction 
In the great enterprise of knowing and learning, one of the hardest tasks has 
been to determine the body of words in terms of which the language can 
effectively represent reality, express the mental experiences, and communicate 
information. Having such an all-embracing system of words to which one can 
refer for standard definitions of significant terms has always been considered as 
the most sought-after resource. But the main barrier to achieve the encyclopedic 
inventory of senses consisted in the assumption to view the entire macrocosm of 
knowledge as a single universe of discourse. That is, the whole undertaking 
demanded the universal schema capable to represent everything in a single 
hierarchical order of things, from fundamental, domain-independent classes to 
domain-specific, particular individuals, as in:  


Thing, Entity, or Being (Everything, the World, or the Universe) → Anything → 
Something → Nothing (Nonentity, Nonexistence, Nonbeing) 


So to benefit the uniform catalog of things looks possible only if our 
accounting of reality affords an exhaustive categorization of things, in every area 
of the universe, in all spheres of existence, at all grades and levels of being. As a 
great reward, within the unifying scheme of world entities, the major knowledge 
and language resources (encyclopedias, lexical taxonomies, semantic thesauri, 
web directories, search engine subject indices, upper ontologies, domain 
terminologies, languages, and nomenclatures) will become integrated in a single 
hierarchy of terms. In order to approach the goal, the encyclopedic source of 
meanings should be constructed as addressing all significant information about 
natural, mental, social, cultural, and virtual domains. To meet such requirements, 
the universal directory of all the basic names of world things is proposed as the 
world (knowledge) wordbook (WKW) giving the WORLD DIRECTORY OF 
THINGS or UNIVERSAL NOMENCLATURE OF ENTITIES suggested as the 
Universal Standard Entity Classification System (USECS) Being a general 
nomenclature, terminology, or language of things, the Global Directory is nothing 
but the digest (epitome, compendium, outline, abstract, or synopsis) of human 
learning covering any key domain of reality, subject area, and field of study.  


Giving the systematized description of general entities, with kinds and 
instances, by defining their language, terms, names, and expressions, the WKW 
appears as an essential tool in transforming the World Wide Web into the 
Meaningful Web of words and constructions, an embodiment of human 
knowledge. Besides, providing the common language of things, the WKW can be 
viewed as a unifying conceptual framework to the ISO international standards 
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supplying the common reference frame and technological language for particular 
things: materials, products, technologies, processes, and services 
<http://www.iso.org/iso/en/aboutiso/introduction/index.html#two> as well as a 
collection of international and national standard economic and social 
classifications < http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/family1.asp >.  


Being drawn on the unified model of reality and aimed toward unity of 
standards, the entire content is divided into two parts:  
1. the encyclopedic knowledge reference designed as a source of essential 
knowledge covering the main points of any significant subject area, domain of 
interest, or field; 
2. the world catalogue of general things such as substances and objects, states, 
changes and processes, and relationships, with the standard formulas of defining 
their classes, properties, and instances. 


With such scope and range, the encyclopedic knowledge resource is 
addressing people of different status and rank, social position and role: students 
and scientists, programmers and engineers, intellectuals and laymen, politicians 
and artists, presidents and housewives, managers and workers, technologists 
and theoreticians. Its audience includes all who desire to understand the world 
and its worlds of words from a single outlook of reality, in one standard 
comprehensive way, within the unifying schema of things. While having at his 
fingertips the universal directory of meanings and definitions, the user can 
perform a meaningful searching for specific information on requested words, 
phrases, subjects or topics, occurring in the wider context of web pages. The 
existing possibility of enlarging the basic content and meaning of entity terms 
with specific facts and information makes the WKW one of the core instruments 
in building the meaning-based knowledge Web.  


 
The Fundamentals of the Book of Meanings 
 
As the universal listing of terms, the WKW by its design requires the content 


frame of all-comprehensive generality, where all the things in the world, all what 
around and within us, are nothing but differences, determinations, forms, and 
modes of entity. Particularly, it asks for the basal framework acting as a standard 
model of the primary things making up all reality, where the major meanings 
come from several basic differences of entity: the property of being a 
substance, state, change, or relationship. As far as all words (or terms) are 
the signs of things, just as things are the meanings of words, the cardinal classes 
of words ought to be as many as the primal classes of entities (for the rationales 
see ‘Standard Ontology for Machines and People’):  


• substance (objects, material and non-material); 
• state (conditions, qualities, quantities, and attributes); 
• change (actions, activities, processes, and events); 
• relationship (associations, connections, ties, bonds, and links)  


Basing on the pillars of reality, under the capital headword of entity, the whole 
body of words will be then exhaustively carved up into four lexical domains:  


o substantive terms of objects, agents, persons, and mental objects; 
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o state terms of conditions, qualities and quantities; 
o action words of changes, processes, activities, occurrences, and 


events; 
o associative terms of relationships  


So the human wordage can be organized as a single hierarchy of words where 
the term of entity has the richest extension and reference supported by few 
general classes of words, infinitely many individual terms, together with all 
composite expressions thereof constructible.  


Implicitly or explicitly, the assumption of a single hierarchy underlies all 
profound reference works: encyclopedias (as Encyclopedia Britannica, the 
Outline of Knowledge), thesauri (as Roget’s thesaurus), large lexical databases 
(as the Princeton WordNet 2.1), and general taxonomies (from Yahoo hierarchy 
to upper ontologies and web ontology languages). For example, the largest 
human knowledge reference, Encyclopedia Britannica, tends to organize the 
world’s collective knowledge as a single universe of discourse following the 
natural order of particular things: substance (matter and energy, from atoms to 
the universe), Earth (Globe), life, human life, human society, and culture (art, 
technology, religion, the history of mankind, and the branches of knowledge). 
Roget’s thesaurus splits up all English lexicon into several classes of words as 
expressing the hierarchy of basic categories: abstract relations (existence or 
being or entity, relation, quantity, order, number, time, change, and causation); 
space; matter; the intellectual faculties; the voluntary powers; the sentiment and 
moral powers. Discarding the principle of multiple hierarchies, the on-line lexical 
database WordNet 2.1 also puts entity first in the hierarchy of words (nouns) 
having as its heterogeneous subordinates: 


 the realms of physical entity (thing, object, causal agent, substance 
or matter, and physical process); 


 the realms of abstract entity or abstraction (psychological feature, 
attribute, group, relation, communication, quantity, otherworld, and 
set) 


Still the above classifications reflect the confusing tendency to divide 
everything into concrete entities (physical objects, agents, or processes, 
completed sometimes with groups, collections of concrete things) and 
abstractions (classes, states, qualities, quantities, and relations). Such widely 
practiced supposal has been the principal obstacle in describing the universe of 
learning as a whole, a totality, as the microcosm reflecting the macrocosm.  


As a matter of fact, according to the unifying representation of things, 
there is no dividing line between individual things and abstractions, as there is no 
any irreconcilable antagonism between the whole class of thing and its kinds and 
individuals, or inherent duality between the state taken in general and its specific 
cases. All what we need is to regard the abstract entities as the ontological 
classes involving general entities expressed by general terms and common 
names. Then the collection of all human words can be arranged in a hierarchical 
order of terms with increasing top-bottom specificity, where a general term will 
denote the whole class of thing instantiated as individual members or as groups 
and collectives of concrete things. In another words, there are general, domain-
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independent categories, classes, generalities, wholes, masses, genera, 
essences, universals, types, and properties exemplified and instantiated as 
sensible, domain-specific individuals, particulars, cases, instances, examples, 
illustrations, representatives, tokens, and units, reciprocally interrelated by 
instantiation (differentiation, specialization) and generalization (integration, 
abstraction). This implies that the natural language body of words has best 
modeled after a comprehensive hierarchy of meanings, where ontological terms 
or abstractions occupy the highest level, while collectives make a lower rank, and 
individual names constitute the ground floor position. Then an abstract word will 
involve three senses, cardinal, subordinate, and particular:  


 universally, the property of being a whole or a class, the substance, 
materials or activities taken in a general sense (like the capitalist 
system as a whole, or the capital in general as all material, non-
material, and human resources, all sources of wealth and 
production);  


 collectively, all the instances of the property (all the possible 
examples and instances of capitalism, or capital as a class 
opposed to labor);  


 concretely, an instance of the property (Russian capitalism, or the 
capital in the form of material assets and money capital owned by 
an enterprise or one person )  


 
The Guidelines and Standard Formulas for Meanings 


 
Basing on the above fundamental assumptions, we can create a digest of 


general things, with the definitions of their classes, properties and relationships, 
indispensable for true representation and understanding of the universe, its any 
part, portion, fragment, or domain of knowledge. So, being a complement to 
traditional encyclopedic repositories of facts, the WKW is constructed as the 
whole collection of substantial meanings. That is, in WKW, as the consistent 
collection of definitions of entities, properties and relationships, each term 
signifying an entity is described in the most comprehensive way. That is, by 
showing:  


 its primary meaning, its substantial content, denotative, explicit, 
referential, extensional, or explicit sense, the reference class of 
entities to which the term refers completed with its listing of higher 
classes and lower kinds; 


 its connotative, suggestive, intensional, implicative, or inferential 
sense as its context, all features and characteristics of the entity, 
the collection of properties or attributes and relationships 
distinguishing it from all other entities 


According to the ontological class-property formulation, each definition of a term 
will show what the term signifies by way of identifying the class of entities it 
applies and the set of properties (states, actions, and relationships) associated 
with. Such general rule of meanings will be expressed by the identical equation 
stating the relations of sufficiency and necessity ⇔ between its both sides: 
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Specific entity term (of substances, states, changes, or relations) ⇔ the 
generic term (the general class or category of the entity) + the property 


differences (relationships, actions, states, objects) 
Generalizing all notions of definition, lexical, intensional, extensional, and 
theoretical, the signification formula has its rules as well: 


 The constituents parts of definition, class, property, or attribute, are to be 
found within the classes of ontological terms;  


 The converse formulation identifies some essential property as a 
distinguishing characteristics or differentia from the whole set of 
properties; 


 The property differentia is never of the same kind and nature with the 
entity defined; 


 The defined term is necessary and sufficient for the defining phrase; 
 The number of different word senses equals to the number of 


distinguishing characteristics  
On the whole, then there are four types of definitions, or four ways to state the 
meaning of words. First, for substantive entities: 
An entity term (of substances) ⇔ the generic term (the general category of 


the entity) + the property differences (of relationships, actions, states) 
The second one is for states, conditions, qualities, and quantities: 


An entity term (of states) ⇔ the generic term (the general category of the 
entity) + the property differences (of relationships, actions, objects) 


The third one is for changes, actions, activities, processes, events, and 
occurrences: 
An entity term (of changes) ⇔ the generic term (the general category of the 
entity) + the property differences (of relationships, actions, states, objects) 
And the fourth one is for all sorts of relationships, associations, connections, and 
bonds: 
An entity term (of relations) ⇔ the generic term (the general category of the 


entity) + the property differences (of actions, states, objects) 
So a true definition is one which identifies the next generic term as well as shows 
the property which distinguishes the thing defined from everything else, that is, 
an essential, intrinsic, or permanent property instead of some non-essential, 
accidental, and temporary property. 


If proceeding with the example of capitalism, we can find a great number 
of its definitions marked sometimes by rather irreconcilable discrepancies 
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Definitions_of_capitalism>. Generally, there is a 
small disagreement about its generic substantive class, ‘a system of economy’ or 
‘economic and political system’ or ‘a fabric of society’. A collision of definitions 
comes from what we are thinking to be as its most characteristic property from a 
given set of attributes. This all makes a long listing of names and phrases: {class 
hierarchy, individualism, free enterprise, materialism, greed, profit, property, legal entity, 
property rights, the division of labor, free market, competition, economic growth, 
instability (inflation and recession), boom-and-bust cycle, wealth, capital, labor, capital 
concentration, finance internalization, globalization, real politic, government interference, 
welfare system, subsidy, entitlement payment, health benefit; taxes, environmental 
damage, inequity, exploitation, child labor, black market, unequal distribution, poverty, 
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venality, corporate fraud, corruption, criminality, prostitution, war, immorality}. It is 
evident that the most adequate definition ought to correspond to the class-
property formulation of symmetric equivalency between the defined term and the 
defining phrases. If ‘capitalism is a system of society marked by private 
ownership of capital for private profit’, then its converse formulation must hold as 
well: ‘a system of society marked by private ownership of capital for private profit 
is capitalism’, which is wrong. As a matter of fact, there are several types of 
property in the social structure such as corporate property by all sorts of legal 
fictions, corporations, trust, or funds; public property owned by a government; 
common property; employee property; church property, as well as private 
property. So the more adequate definition reads as follows: ‘capitalism is a 
system of society marked by ownership of capital for private profit’. Guided by the 
meaning expression for the domain of objects, one can distinguish several 
characteristic properties applying to the social structure and its members: the 
individual states of individuality, self-interest, and insatiable greed for more 
material wealth and the social state of knowledge and technology; the economic 
processes of investments, production, distribution, consumption, competition, 
pricing, and growth; the social relationships of class hierarchy, ownership, 
property rights, or opposition of capital to labor. If to regard the social relationship 
of ownership or possession or property rights as the essential property, then its 
kinds or rather the type of property having the greater proportionate size in the 
whole range of property will determine the type of capitalist society.  


The illustration shows that referring to the world directory the reader can 
find out all the basic categories of ownership or possession such as private 
possession by persons, corporate property by legal entities, public property, 
spirituality, commonage, or criminal possession. Accordingly, the types of 
capitalism may be as different as: market capitalism, free or private enterprise 
economy, corporate capitalism, state capitalism, mixed economy, crony 
capitalism, church capitalism, non-market managed economy, or criminal 
capitalism. From the meaningful analysis of words it follows that all modern 
Eastern and Western economies have only some degree of capitalism; for its 
conceptual model fully realized in neither capitalist state. The above (signification 
analysis of verbal senses) can be now performed by any reader of the WKW, 
thus shedding light on the quite misleading terminology of capitalism by its 
opponents and proponents. Crucially, the WKW as the world content digest will 
allow the most unbiased and unprejudiced definitions and classification of things 
according to their nature, essential properties and features.  


Another significant point is that the meaning expressions and formulas 
hold not only for names but also for verbs (or predicates) as well as adjectives 
and prepositions. For the case of the names of things, we have to see the 
distinction between general names referring to the whole classes of things (how 
much); collective names of groups; and specific names denoting the classes of 
thing as a whole, a class of thing, or their instances and examples (how many). 
Putting the same in other words, giving or interpreting the definition, we have to 
differentiate three species of entity names: 
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 uncountable names of substances and materials as well as states, 
qualities and quantities, actions, activities, and relationships, all taken in 
most general senses (matter, water, smoke, earth, fabric, material, 
equality, egalite, knowledge, education, art, science, content, business, 
trade, ownership, communication); 


 collective names of the collections of concrete things, regarded as whole 
(singular) entities or referring to the separate members of the collections 
(groups, aggregation, mankind, kingdom, society, community, people, 
race, citizenry, multitude, population, system, series, legal entity, 
association;  


 countable names of the classes of physical objects, living substances and 
individual parts of some whole (ship, car, airplane, train; plants, animals, 
persons; portion, element, part, piece, article, item, atom, drop); 


For the case of mass terms, a form of definition for general entities will be 
formulated as:  


the whole class of thing (a mass noun referring to an entity in general) ⇔ a 
higher class of the thing (a genus) + a convertible property (differentia, 


distinction, dissimilarity, and diversity) 
The examples of mass names are: ‘substance is a kind of entity which 
constitutes particular objects, or ‘state is a class of entity existing as qualities’, or 
‘change is a kind of entity occurring as particular events’; ‘matter is a substance 
having mass and occupying space’, or ‘trade is a commerce of goods and 
services’, etc. 
For the collective terms of classes of special entities, a formula of definition will 
be modified as:  
a collection of  things  as a unit (a collective name referring to a class of entities 


collectively) ⇔ a higher class of the thing (a genus) + an essential property 
(differentia or nature or characteristic) 


The examples of collective names are: ‘group is a collection of entities 
considered as a whole’, or ‘humankind is the collection of all humans inhabiting 
the earth’, or ‘race is people belonging to the same genetic stock’, ‘corporation 
(government, company, bank, estate, party, partnership, trust, unit, or 
association) is a legal entity having legal rights and duties’, etc  
At last, for the count terms of classes of special entities, a form of definition is:  


a class of thing as a whole (a count noun referring to a class as a whole) ⇔ a 
higher class of the thing (a genus) + an essential property (differentia or nature or 


characteristic) 
The examples of count names are: ‘an entity is something having a distinct 
existence’, or ‘an object is a substance existing as a separate unit’, or ‘an atom is 
the unit of matter with chemical properties’, ‘a chemical element is a substance 
chemically indivisible’; or ‘ an instance is the entity existing as an individual’, or ‘a 
case is a state of some particular things’; or ‘an event is a change occurring at a 
certain place and time’, etc. 


Entities are expressed not only by names but also by verbs, a class of 
words involving existence, substance, state, action, and relationship and so 
divided into the verbs of being, the verbs of substances, the verbs of states, the 
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verbs of changes, and the verbs of relationships . All verbs then, reflecting the 
hierarchical order of entity names, come in an hierarchy of verbal meanings, 
topped by the term ‘to be’ or to ‘exist’ and divided into four broad verbal 
categories of substances, states, actions, and associations, or relations, as in:  


 universal verbs, or verbal names, indicating entity or existence such 
as to be and to cause to be, or become and to have and to cause to 
have, all meaning ‘to have the property of being’, or ‘to have an 
existence’, or ‘to have reality’; 


 substantive verbs relating chiefly to substances and objects, all 
meaning ‘to have the being of substance, material or conceptual’, 
with the generic verbs to exist or to continue to exist,  to endure, to 
persevere, or to abide (objects are said to exist and endure, but 
changes happen); 


 stative verbs symbolizing a state of being, qualities and quantities, 
all meaning ‘to have the being of state, quality, or quantity’;  


 action verbs expressing all sorts of changes, activities, processes, 
and occurrences, with the generic verb to change and to cause to 
change and to make change, or alter, modify, all meaning ‘to have 
the being of change and becoming’; 


 relational verbs indicating different sorts of relationships, with the 
generic verb to relate, all meaning ‘to have the being of relationship’   


Accordingly, the basic functions of the general term to be are to predicate 
the properties of the subject: its existence or not-existence or declaring its 
property to be an object, a state, an action, or a relationship.  What is most 
important, the standard meaning expressions for entity terms can be applied to 
verbs without any essential modifications; for the infinitive as the uninflected form 
of the verb when put in the signification expressions will function just as a verbal 
name, only with the exception to take objects and adverbial modifiers, all to 
specify the type of the verb. Like the names of things, a class of verbs fits to rigid 
patterns of definitions; namely, each specific verb is defined by two standard 
ways, general and specific. The first one implies the definition by means of most 
comprehensive words, the verbal names to be and to have, as in the common 
rule of verbal definitions: 


Verbs (substantive, stative, action, and relative) ⇔ the universal terms (to 
have, to be) + the differences (the mode of relationship, action, state, 


substance) 
That this pattern is rigid, standard, and has general commonality may be 
supported by the typical illustrations: ‘to exist is to have an existence of a certain 
kind’; ‘to endure is to have the property of substance and to be for a long period 
of time’; ‘to know is to be aware and to have knowledge of something’; ‘to change 
is to have a change and to become different in nature’; ‘to alter or vary is to 
change, or become different in some special way’, ‘to alter, or modify is to cause 
to change’; ‘to relate is to be in a relationship with and to have a relationship to 
and to be relevant to’. The meaning of verbs is spreading downward from its 
central source, changing in accordance with the differences and specificity of the 
entities to be indicated, such as the manner of changing and doing or the sort of 
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relationships between things. Accordingly, the general verbal terms or predicates 
are employed in various senses, like the term ‘to have’ with reference to 
substantive parts, something concrete or abstract, to state, condition, quality, or 
quantity, to change, or to some relation (ownership or possession). Or, like the 
term ‘to relate’ is used with reference to the part-whole relations (‘compose’, 
‘constitute’, ‘make up’, ‘classify’, ‘divide’, ‘categorize’), to comparison (‘compare’, 
‘identify’, ‘like’, ‘resemble’, ‘differ’), to opposition (‘oppose’, ‘contrast’, ‘contradict’), 
to causality (‘cause’, ‘do’, ‘make’, ‘determine’, ‘produce’), to spatial relationships 
(‘displace’, ‘locate’, ‘direct’), or to temporal relationships (‘last’, ‘time’, ‘endure’, 
‘run’).   


The second standard verbal formulation implies the generic verb of the 
term and distinguished by the specific manner and form of the thing signified, as 
in:  


Verbs (of substance, state, change, or relation) ⇔ the generic term (the 
general class the verb) + the differences (relationships, actions, states, 


objects) 
Again, the commonality of the generic rule of verbal meanings is 


corroborated by a multitude of examples: ‘to endure is to have an existence of a 
certain kind’; ‘to understand is to know (or comprehend) the nature of things or 
meaning of words’; ‘to think is to associate thoughts in a rational order’, and the 
likes.  
 
The Goals of the World Content Resource 


 
The major objective of the WKW is to meet the deep intellectual desire of 


the human mind to comprehend the world, its parts, properties and order, within 
the simple knowledge framework, in a number of standard classes underlying the 
whole body of human language and learning.  It is mostly aimed to show the way 
how all the meanings of words (the content of conceptions or the essence of 
things) can be integrated into one knowledge body as the account of world 
things.  


Two sorts of natural desire contend for the soul of human beings: the 
greed for material wealth and pleasure and the thirst for knowledge. Which desire 
will dominate is to determine not only human personality but the whole future of 
human race. The current social structure is established on the never satisfied 
human desire to acquire, possess and dominate: avarice, acquisitiveness, and 
possessiveness. Feeling unfulfilled and dissatisfied with where they are heading 
and what they are, people recognize the need for radically new social 
organization of their living as the upcoming knowledge information society. The 
sort of  social system which is anticipated to arouse the desire to know about 
everything, stimulating an unrestricted intellectual curiosity, enkindling the spirit 
of inquiry, provoking the alertness of mind. By using most advanced information 
technologies, the knowledge society is widely expected to advance and boost the 
growth of power of intelligent thought and perception of the environment, external 
and internal, where the economic growth will be only a means and 
instrumentality.  
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The World Learning Wordbook is an effort to contribute to the grand cause 
of knowledge world by expanding the comprehension of human language and 
verbal intelligence and so increasing the breadth, largeness, and scope of human 
cognition and intellection. All higher cognitive processes such as search, 
knowing, thinking, decision making, problem solving, and language involve the 
profound understanding of verbal meanings; for to see the deep meaning of 
words and their relationships is equal to having the substantial knowledge of 
things in the world. With this, the content of WKW is organized into two parts: 
Encyclopedic Knowledge Reference and the Catalogue of the World, or the 
Universal Directory of Entities. The Knowledge Reference is constructed as 
encyclopedic knowledge base dealing with the whole range of human knowledge 
as one totality and whole. Like general cyclopedias, it outlines various 
departments, fields, and domains of the world of knowledge and learning by 
giving their main meanings and summary formulations, to be extended by 
relevant details and encyclopedic facts.  


Guided by the general standard model, the World Catalogue or Directory 
splits the universe into few primal classes of things, substances, states, changes, 
and relationships, making up the skeletal frame of multilevel reality represented 
as various areas of knowledge, fields of learning, or universes of discourse. 
Following this guidelines, the UNIVERSAL DIRECTORY OF ENTITY comes in 
four complementary parts:  


 the substance catalog of objects; 
 the state inventory of conditions, qualities and quantities;  
 the full listing of changes, actions, activities, processes, and events; 
 the comprehensive catalogue of relationships 


To flesh out the world skeleton, the rich content of the largest online 
lexical reference, WordNet 2.1, was radically reclassified according to the real 
nature of things. Besides, the number of upper taxonomies and web ontologies 
are listed which can also be encompassed provided that the schemes used are 
essentially reconsidered. 


Last but not least, unlike individual branches of knowledge, knowledge in 
general is a relative term. Since it is explained by reference to the object 
knowable, by that which is represented by knowledge, and which can range from 
Nothing to Something to Anything to Everything. As a result, all that the mind 
knows about things, their kinds, causes, properties, and relationships, is 
represented as cognitive abstractions: facts, concepts, ideas, models, schemas, 
laws, rules, theories, principles, and truths. Yet, again, the framing structure of 
the mental and cognitive content is determined by the developed Standard 
Schema of Entities which furnishes the all-embracing and regular definition of 
complex abstractions as well.  
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For fundamental assumptions, the user is prompted to look into ‘STANDARD 
ONTOLOGY FOR MACHINES AND PEOPLE’, http://www.eis.com.cy, to find out the 
rationales and principles the suggested UNIVERSAL STANDARD ENTITY 
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM, namely  


 HOW THE WORLD IS ORGANIZED;  
 HOW TO EFFECTIVELY REPRESENT AND REASON ABOUT REAL 


WORLD DOMAINS; 
 HOW TO CONSTRUCT MEANINGFUL SENTENCES; 
 HOW TO CREATE ENCYCLOPEDIC INTELLIGENT APPLICATIONS 
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ORGANIZING WEB BY SUBJECT INTO CATEGORIES: THE WEB 
DIRECTORIES, SUBJECT INDICES AND CATALOGUES 


THE OPEN DIRECTORY PROJECT 


Arts 
Movies, Television, Music...  


Business 
Jobs, Real Estate, Investing...  


Computers 
Internet, Software, Hardware...  


Games 
Video Games, RPGs, Gambling...  


Health 
Fitness, Medicine, Alternative...  


Home 
Family, Consumers, Cooking...  


Kids and Teens 
Arts, School Time, Teen Life...  


News 
Media, Newspapers, Weather...  


Recreation 
Travel, Food, Outdoors, Humor...  


Reference 
Maps, Education, Libraries...  


Regional 
US, Canada, UK, Europe...  


Science 
Biology, Psychology, Physics...  


Shopping 
Autos, Clothing, Gifts...  


Society 
People, Religion, Issues...  


Sports 
Baseball, Soccer, Basketball...  


World 
Deutsch, Español, Français, Italiano, Japanese, Nederlands, Polska, Dansk, Svenska...  



http://www.dmoz.com/Arts/

http://www.dmoz.com/Arts/Movies/

http://www.dmoz.com/Arts/Television/

http://www.dmoz.com/Arts/Music/

http://www.dmoz.com/Business/

http://www.dmoz.com/Business/Employment/

http://www.dmoz.com/Business/Real_Estate/

http://www.dmoz.com/Business/Investing/

http://www.dmoz.com/Computers/

http://www.dmoz.com/Computers/Internet/

http://www.dmoz.com/Computers/Software/

http://www.dmoz.com/Computers/Hardware/

http://www.dmoz.com/Games/

http://www.dmoz.com/Games/Video_Games/

http://www.dmoz.com/Games/Roleplaying/

http://www.dmoz.com/Games/Gambling/

http://www.dmoz.com/Health/

http://www.dmoz.com/Health/Fitness/

http://www.dmoz.com/Health/Medicine/

http://www.dmoz.com/Health/Alternative/

http://www.dmoz.com/Home/

http://www.dmoz.com/Home/Family/

http://www.dmoz.com/Home/Consumer_Information/

http://www.dmoz.com/Home/Cooking/

http://www.dmoz.com/Kids_and_Teens/

http://www.dmoz.com/Kids_and_Teens/Arts/

http://www.dmoz.com/Kids_and_Teens/School_Time/

http://www.dmoz.com/Kids_and_Teens/Teen_Life/

http://www.dmoz.com/News/

http://www.dmoz.com/News/Media/

http://www.dmoz.com/News/Newspapers/

http://www.dmoz.com/News/Weather/

http://www.dmoz.com/Recreation/

http://www.dmoz.com/Recreation/Travel/

http://www.dmoz.com/Recreation/Food/

http://www.dmoz.com/Recreation/Outdoors/

http://www.dmoz.com/Recreation/Humor/

http://www.dmoz.com/Reference/

http://www.dmoz.com/Reference/Maps/

http://www.dmoz.com/Reference/Education/

http://www.dmoz.com/Reference/Libraries/

http://www.dmoz.com/Regional/

http://www.dmoz.com/Regional/North_America/United_States/

http://www.dmoz.com/Regional/North_America/Canada/

http://www.dmoz.com/Regional/Europe/United_Kingdom/

http://www.dmoz.com/Regional/Europe/

http://www.dmoz.com/Science/

http://www.dmoz.com/Science/Biology/

http://www.dmoz.com/Science/Social_Sciences/Psychology/

http://www.dmoz.com/Science/Physics/

http://www.dmoz.com/Shopping/

http://www.dmoz.com/Shopping/Vehicles/Autos/

http://www.dmoz.com/Shopping/Clothing/

http://www.dmoz.com/Shopping/Gifts/

http://www.dmoz.com/Society/

http://www.dmoz.com/Society/People/

http://www.dmoz.com/Society/Religion_and_Spirituality/

http://www.dmoz.com/Society/Issues/

http://www.dmoz.com/Sports/

http://www.dmoz.com/Sports/Baseball/

http://www.dmoz.com/Sports/Soccer/

http://www.dmoz.com/Sports/Basketball/

http://www.dmoz.com/World/

http://www.dmoz.com/World/Deutsch/

http://www.dmoz.com/World/Espa%c3%b1ol/

http://www.dmoz.com/World/Fran%c3%a7ais/

http://www.dmoz.com/World/Italiano/

http://www.dmoz.com/World/Japanese/

http://www.dmoz.com/World/Nederlands/

http://www.dmoz.com/World/Polska/

http://www.dmoz.com/World/Dansk/

http://www.dmoz.com/World/Svenska/





THE GOOGLE DIRECTORY 
 
 Arts 
Movies, Music, Television,... 


Business 
Industries, Finance, Jobs,... 


Computers 
Hardware, Internet, Software,... 


Games 
Board, Roleplaying, Video,... 


Health 
Alternative, Fitness, Medicine,... 


Home 
Consumers, Homeowners, Family,... 


Kids and Teens 
Computers, Entertainment, School,... 


News 
Media, Newspapers, Current Events,... 


Recreation 
Food, Outdoors, Travel,... 


Reference 
Education, Libraries, Maps,... 


Regional 
Asia, Europe, North America,... 


Science 
Biology, Psychology, Physics,... 


Shopping 
Autos, Clothing, Gifts,... 


Society 
Issues, People, Religion,... 


Sports 
Basketball, Football, Soccer,... 


 World 
Deutsch, Español, Français, Italiano, Japanese, Korean, Nederlands, Polska, Svenska, ... 



http://www.google.com/Top/Arts/

http://www.google.com/Top/Arts/Movies/

http://www.google.com/Top/Arts/Music/

http://www.google.com/Top/Arts/Television/

http://www.google.com/Top/Business/

http://www.google.com/Top/Business/Industries/

http://www.google.com/Top/Business/Financial_Services/

http://www.google.com/Top/Business/Employment/

http://www.google.com/Top/Computers/

http://www.google.com/Top/Computers/Hardware/

http://www.google.com/Top/Computers/Internet/

http://www.google.com/Top/Computers/Software/

http://www.google.com/Top/Games/

http://www.google.com/Top/Games/Board_Games/

http://www.google.com/Top/Games/Roleplaying/

http://www.google.com/Top/Games/Video_Games/

http://www.google.com/Top/Health/

http://www.google.com/Top/Health/Alternative/

http://www.google.com/Top/Health/Fitness/

http://www.google.com/Top/Health/Medicine/

http://www.google.com/Top/Home/

http://www.google.com/Top/Home/Consumer_Information/

http://www.google.com/Top/Home/Homeowners/

http://www.google.com/Top/Home/Family/

http://www.google.com/Top/Kids_and_Teens/

http://www.google.com/Top/Kids_and_Teens/Computers/

http://www.google.com/Top/Kids_and_Teens/Entertainment/

http://www.google.com/Top/Kids_and_Teens/School_Time/

http://www.google.com/Top/News/

http://www.google.com/Top/News/Media/

http://www.google.com/Top/News/Newspapers/

http://www.google.com/Top/News/Current_Events/

http://www.google.com/Top/Recreation/

http://www.google.com/Top/Recreation/Food/

http://www.google.com/Top/Recreation/Outdoors/

http://www.google.com/Top/Recreation/Travel/

http://www.google.com/Top/Reference/

http://www.google.com/Top/Reference/Education/

http://www.google.com/Top/Reference/Libraries/

http://www.google.com/Top/Reference/Maps/

http://www.google.com/Top/Regional/

http://www.google.com/Top/Regional/Asia/

http://www.google.com/Top/Regional/Europe/

http://www.google.com/Top/Regional/North_America/

http://www.google.com/Top/Science/

http://www.google.com/Top/Science/Biology/

http://www.google.com/Top/Science/Social_Sciences/Psychology/

http://www.google.com/Top/Science/Physics/

http://www.google.com/Top/Shopping/

http://www.google.com/Top/Shopping/Vehicles/Autos/

http://www.google.com/Top/Shopping/Clothing/

http://www.google.com/Top/Shopping/Gifts/

http://www.google.com/Top/Society/

http://www.google.com/Top/Society/Issues/

http://www.google.com/Top/Society/People/

http://www.google.com/Top/Society/Religion_and_Spirituality/

http://www.google.com/Top/Sports/

http://www.google.com/Top/Sports/Basketball/

http://www.google.com/Top/Sports/Football/

http://www.google.com/Top/Sports/Soccer/

http://www.google.com/Top/World

http://www.google.com/Top/World/Deutsch/

http://www.google.com/Top/World/Espa%C3%B1ol/

http://www.google.com/Top/World/Fran%C3%A7ais/

http://www.google.com/Top/World/Italiano/

http://www.google.com/Top/World/Japanese/

http://www.google.com/Top/World/Korean/

http://www.google.com/Top/World/Nederlands/

http://www.google.com/Top/World/Polska/

http://www.google.com/Top/World/Svenska/





YAHOO! WEB DIRECTORY 
 


Arts & Humanities
Photography, History, Literature... 
 


Business & Economy
B2B, Finance, Shopping, Jobs... 
 


Computers & Internet
Software, Web, Blogs, Games... 
 


Education
Colleges, K-12, Distance Learning... 
 


Entertainment
Movies, TV Shows, Music, Humor... 
 


Government
Elections, Military, Law, Taxes... 
 


Health
Diseases, Drugs, Fitness, Nutrition... 
 


News & Media
Newspapers, Radio, Weather... 
 


Recreation & Sports
Sports, Travel, Autos, Outdoors... 
 


Reference
Phone Numbers, Dictionaries, Quotes... 
 


Regional
Countries, Regions, U.S. States... 
 


Science
Animals, Astronomy, Earth Science... 
 


Social Science
Languages, Archaeology, Psychology... 
 


Society & Culture
Sexuality, Religion, Food & Drink... 
 



http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Arts/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Arts/Visual_Arts/Photography/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Arts/Humanities/History/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Arts/Humanities/Literature/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Business_and_Economy/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Business_and_Economy/Business_to_Business/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Business_and_Economy/Finance_and_Investment/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Business_and_Economy/Shopping_and_Services/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Business_and_Economy/Employment_and_Work/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Computers_and_Internet/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Computers_and_Internet/Software/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Computers_and_Internet/Internet/World_Wide_Web/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Computers_and_Internet/Internet/World_Wide_Web/Weblogs/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Recreation/Games/Video_Games/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Education/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Education/Higher_Education/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Education/K_12/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Education/Distance_Learning/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Entertainment/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Entertainment/Movies_and_Film/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Entertainment/Television_Shows/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Entertainment/Music/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Entertainment/Humor/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Government/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Government/Politics/Elections/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Government/Military/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Government/Law/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Government/Taxes/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Health/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Health/Diseases_and_Conditions/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Health/Pharmacy/Drugs_and_Medications/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Health/Fitness/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/Health/Nutrition/

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dir/home/cats/*http:/dir.yahoo.com/News_and_Media/
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		Arts & Humanities

		Photography, History, Literature...

		Business & Economy

		B2B, Finance, Shopping, Jobs...



		Computers & Internet

		Software, Web, Blogs, Games...



		Education

		Colleges, K-12, Distance Learning...



		Entertainment

		Movies, TV Shows, Music, Humor...



		Government

		Elections, Military, Law, Taxes...



		Health

		Diseases, Drugs, Fitness, Nutrition...



		News & Media

		Newspapers, Radio, Weather...



		Recreation & Sports

		Sports, Travel, Autos, Outdoors...



		Reference

		Phone Numbers, Dictionaries, Quotes...



		Regional

		Countries, Regions, U.S. States...



		Science

		Animals, Astronomy, Earth Science...



		Social Science

		Languages, Archaeology, Psychology...



		Society & Culture

		Sexuality, Religion, Food & Drink...










BRITANNICA’S ONLINE CATEGORIES: 
• World Countries (Nations, States, People, and Cultures);  
• Society; 
• Knowledge Domains (Philosophy, Science, Mathematics); 
• Technology; 
• Art; 
• Religion 


 
WORLD CONTINENTS AND COUNTRIES  
•Africa
•Asia
•Australia, New Zealand, and Oceania 
•Europe 
•North and South America  
•The Middle East 
AFRICA
 


• Central Africa  
• Eastern Africa  
• North Africa  
• Southern Africa  
• Western Africa  


 
• Algeria  
• Angola  
• Benin  
• Botswana  
• Brunei  
• Burkina Faso  
• Burundi  
• Cameroon  
• Cape Verde  
• Central African Republic  
• Chad  
• Comoros  
• Congo  
• Cote d'Ivoire  
• Democratic Republic of the Congo  
• Djibouti  
• Egypt  
• Equatorial Guinea  
• Eritrea  
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• Ethiopia  
• Gabon  
• Ghana  
• Guinea  
• Guinea Bissau  
• Kenya  
• Lesotho  
• Liberia  
• Libya  
• Madagascar  
• Malawi  
• Mali  
• Mauritania  
• Mauritius  
• Morocco  
• Mozambique  
• Namibia  
• Niger  
• Nigeria  
• Rwanda  


ASIA 
• Afghanistan  
• Armenia  
• Azerbaijan  
• Bangladesh  
• Bhutan  
• Brunei  
• Cambodia  
• China  
• Georgia  
• India  
• Indonesia  
• Japan  
• Kazakstan  
• Korea  
• Kyrgyzstan  
• Laos  
• Malaysia  
• Mongolia  
• Myanmar  
• Nepal  
• Pakistan  
• Papua New Guinea  
• Philippines  
• Singapore  
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• Sri Lanka  
• Taiwan  
• Tajikistan  
• Thailand  
• Turkmenistan  
• Uzbekistan  
• Vietnam  


AUSTRALIA, New Zealand, and Oceania
• American Samoa  
• Australia  
• Cook Islands  
• Easter Island  
• Fiji  
• French Polynesia  
• Guam  
• Kiribati  
• Marshall Islands  
• Micronesia  
• Nauru  
• New Caledonia  
• New Zealand  
• Northern Mariana Islands  
• Palau  
• Papua New Guinea  
• Solomon Islands  
• Tonga  
• Tuvalu  
• Vanuatu  
• Wallis and Futuna  
• Western Samoa  


EUROPE 
• Albania  
• Austria  
• Belarus  
• Belgium  
• Bosnia and Herzegovina  
• Bulgaria  
• Croatia  
• Cyprus  
• Czech Republic  
• Denmark  
• Estonia  
• Finland  
• France  
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• Georgia  
• Germany  
• Greece  
• Hungary  
• Iceland  
• Ireland  
• Italy  
• Latvia  
• Liechtenstein  
• Lithuania  
• Luxembourg  
• Macedonia  
• Malta  
• Moldova  
• Monaco  
• Norway  
• Poland  
• Portugal  
• Romania  
• Russia  
• Serbia and Montenegro  
• Slovakia  
• Slovenia  
• Spain  
• Sweden  
• Switzerland  
• The Netherlands  
• Ukraine  
• United Kingdom  
• Vatican City State  


NORTH and SOUTH AMERICA
• Canada  
• LATIN AMERICA  
• Argentina  
• Belize  
• Bolivia  
• Brazil  
• Chile  
• Colombia  
• Costa Rica  
• Ecuador  
• El Salvador  
• French Guiana  
• Guatemala  
• Guyana  
• History of Central America  
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• History of Latin America  
• Honduras  
• Mexico  
• Nicaragua  
• Panama  
• Paraguay  
• Peru  
• Suriname  
• Uruguay  
• Venezuela  
• The United States  


The WEST INDIES
• Anguilla  
• Antigua and Barbuda  
• Aruba  
• Barbados  
• Cayman Islands  
• Cuba  
• Dominica  
• Dominican Republic  
• Grenada  
• Guadeloupe  
• Haiti  
• Jamaica  
• Martinique  
• Montserrat  
• Netherlands Antilles  
• Saint Kitts and Nevis  
• Saint Lucia  
• Saint Vincent and the Grenadines  
• The Bahamas  
• Trinidad and Tobago  
• Turks and Caicos Islands  
• Virgin Islands  
• Pre-Columbian Civilizations 


The MIDDLE EAST 


 
• Algeria  
• Bahrain  
• Egypt  
• Iran  
• Iraq  
• Israel  
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• Jordan  
• Kurdistan  
• Kuwait  
• Lebanon  
• Libya  
• Morocco  
• Oman  
• Palestine  
• Qatar  
• Saudi Arabia  
• Syria  
• Tunisia  
• Turkey  
• United Arab Emirates  
• Yemen  


 
ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS 


• Aegean Civilizations  
• Ancient Egypt  
• Ancient Greek Civilization  
• Ancient Italic Peoples  
• Ancient Middle East  
• Ancient Rome  
• The Hellenistic Age  
•  


KNOWLEDGE DOMAINS 


 
MATHEMATICS


• Algebra  
• Combinatorics  
• Foundations of Mathematics  
• History of Mathematics  
• Number Theory  
• Numerical Analysis  
• Philosophy of Mathematics  
• Set Theory  
• Topology  


PHILOSOPHY
• Aesthetics  
• Epistemology  
• Ethics  
• Logic  
• Metaphysics  
• Philosophy of Education  
• Philosophy of History  
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• Philosophy of Law  
• Philosophy of Mathematics  
• Philosophy of Religion  
• Philosophy of Science  


 


SCIENCE  


• Astronomy  


 


Biological Sciences
• Biochemistry  
• Biology  
• Biophysics  
• Botany  
• Ecology  
• Genetics  
• Microbiology  
• Morphology  
• Physiology  
• Taxonomy  
• Zoology  


• Chemistry  


Earth Sciences: Atmospheric Sciences;  
Geologic Sciences; Hydrologic Sciences


 
Medicine: allergology; anesthesiology ; angiology; bacteriology; biomedicine; biomedicine; cardiology; 
dentistry, dental medicine, odontology; prosthetics; dermatology; emergency medicine; endocrinology; epidemiology; 
forensic medicine, forensic pathology; gastroenterology; geriatrics, gerontology; gynecology, gynaecology; 
hematology, haematology; hygiene, hygienics; immunology; internal medicine, general medicine; nephrology; 
nuclear medicine; neurology, clinical neurology; neuropsychiatry; nosology, diagnostics; 
obstetrics, OB, tocology, midwifery; oncology; ophthalmology; otology, otolaryngology; 
pharmacology, pharmacological medicine, materia medica; pharmacy, pharmaceutics; 
psychiatry, psychopathology, psychological medicine; pediatrics, paediatrics, pediatric medicine; podiatry, chiropody; 
proctology; rheumatology; space medicine; sports medicine; therapeutics; thoracic medicine; 
traumatology, accident surgery; tropical medicine; urology, urogenital medicine; veterinary medicine; virology 
Medicine, medicament, medication, drugs  


 


• Physics  


Social Sciences 
• Anthropology  
• Comparative Law  
• Criminology  
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• Economics  
• Geography  
• International Relations  
• Linguistics  
• Political Science  
• Psychology  
• Sociology  
• Philosophy of Science 


SOCIETY 


EconomyBanks and Banking  


• Business Organization  
• International Trade  
• Markets  
• Money  
• Taxation  
• Work and Employment  


 
Economics 
 •Economic Growth and Planning 


• Economic Development  
• Economic Forecasting  
• Economic Growth  
• Economic Planning  
• Productivity  


• Economic Systems: traditional, command, and market  
• Economic Theory  


• Business Cycle  
• Capital and Interest  
• Consumption  
• Distribution Theory  
• Economic Stabilizer  
• Monopoly and Competition  
• Price  
• Rent  
• Theory of Production  Utility and Value  


• Wage and Salary 
Education


• History of Education  
• Pedagogy  
• Philosophy of Education  
• Teacher Education  


• Teaching   
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Government and Politics
• History of International Relations  
• Political Parties  
• Political Philosophy  
• Political Science  
• Political Systems  
• Study of International Relations  


 
•  


 
Language and Communication


• Communication  


Languages of the World  
• Afro-Asiatic Languages  
• Altaic Languages  
• Australian Aboriginal Languages  
• Austroasiatic Languages  
• Austronesian Languages  
• Caucasian Languages  
• Constructed Languages ( View subcategories )  
• Creoles  
• Dravidian Languages  
• Indo-European Languages  
• Japanese Language  
• Khoisan Languages  
• Korean Language  
• Language Isolates ( View subcategories )  
• Meso-American Indian Languages  
• Miao-Yao Languages  
• Niger-Congo Languages  
• Nilo-Saharan Languages  
• North American Indian Languages  
• Paleo-Siberian Languages  
• Papuan Languages  
• Pidgins  
• Sino-Tibetan Languages  
• South American Indian Languages  
• Tai Languages  
• Uralic Languages  


• Linguistics  


• Law  
• Legal Education  
• Legal Ethics  
• Legal Systems ( View subcategories )  



http://www.britannica.com/eb/subject?id=671&subject=Constructed%20Languages

http://www.britannica.com/eb/subject?id=665&subject=Language%20Isolates
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http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=115177

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=117542

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=114866

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=117720

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=118141

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=119463

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=118151

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=118133
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http://www.britannica.com/eb/subject?id=665&subject=Language%20Isolates
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http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=118153

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=118154

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=118157

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=118138

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=118150

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=118163

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=118134

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=118159

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=118137

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=118097

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=119039

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=109610

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=109609

http://www.britannica.com/eb/subject?id=734&subject=Legal%20Systems





• Philosophy of Law  
• The Legal Profession  


 


• Social Structure and Change  
• Sports and Recreation  
• Athletics  
• Olympic Games  
• Outdoor Recreation  
• Sports 
•  


TECHNOLOGY  
• Agriculture  
• Computers:  
• architecture (hardware design, integration of hardware and software components  
• software (programs, software engineering, programming languages, operating systems, information 


systems and databases, artificial intelligence, and computer graphics)  
• theory (computational methods and numerical analysis, data structures and algorithms) 
• Construction: ship and building 
• Energy  
• History of Technology  
• Industrial and Manufacturing Technology  


 
• Aerospace Industry  
• Automotive Industry  
• Chemical Industry  
• Industrial Ceramics  
• Metallurgy  
• Mineral Processing  
• Petroleum Production  
• Petroleum Refining  
• Pharmaceutical Industry  
• Plastics  
• Textile Industries  


• Military Technology: small arm, artillery, rocket and missile system, 
nuclear weapon, chemical warfare, biological warfare, fortification, 
tank, naval ship, submarine, military aircraft, warning system, military 
communication.  


• Telecommunications  
• Transportation  


ART 
• Aesthetics  
• Dance Literature


• Ballad  
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• Biography  
• Comedy  
• Dramatic Literature  
• Epic  
• Fable, Parable, and Allegory  
• Nonfictional Prose  
• Novel  
• Poetry  
• Prosody  
• Romance  
• Saga  
• Satire  
• Short Story  
• Tragedy  
• Language, Country, and Culture 


• American Literature  
• Australian Literature  
• Belgian Literature  
• Canadian Literature  
• Celtic Literature  
• Chinese Literature  
• Dutch Literature  
• English Literature  
• German Literature  
• Greek Literature  
• Hebrew Literature  
• Hungarian Literature  
• Italian Literature  
• Japanese Literature  
• Korean Literature  
• Latin American Literature  
• Latin Literature  
• New Zealand Literature  
• Polish Literature  
• Portuguese Literature  
• Russian Literature  
• Scandinavian Literature  
• Spanish Literature  


• Yiddish Literature 
• Music  
• Nonwestern Traditions 


 
 


• African Arts  
• Central Asian Arts  
• East Asian Arts  
• Egyptian Arts  
• Islamic Arts  
• Native American Arts  
• Oceanic Arts  
• South Asian Arts  
• Southeast Asian Arts  


• Theatre  
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• Visual Arts and Architecture  
• Architecture  
• Decorative Arts   
• Drawing  
• Film  
• Painting  
• Photography  
• Printmaking  
• Sculpture  
•  


 
• Classification of Religions  
• Indigenous Religions  
• Religions of Ancient Peoples  
• Anatolian Religion  
• Arabian Religion  
• Baltic Religion  
• Celtic Religion  
• Egyptian Religion  
• Finno-Ugric Religion  
• Greek Mythology  
• Greek Religion  
• Hellenistic Religion  
• Iranian Religion  
• Mesopotamian Religion  
• Mystery Religion  
• Roman Religion  
• Slavic Religion  
• Syrian and Palestinian Religion  
• Religious Experience  
• Religious Institutions and Practices (Offices and Orders) 
• Rites and Ceremonies  
• Ceremonial Objects  
• Creed  
• Death Rite  
• Dietary Law  
• Feast  
• Prayer  
• Purification Rite  
• Religious Dress  
• Rite of Passage  
• Ritual  
• Sacrament  
• Sacred  
• Sacrifice  
• Worship  
• Symbolism and Iconography  
• Study of Religion  


• World Religions 
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http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=117421

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=117414

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=117418

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=117420

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=117423

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=117413

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=117419

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=117422

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=117417

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=117412

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=117415
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http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=117416

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=117411

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=117398

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=117377





• Buddhism  
• Christianity  
• Confucianism  
• Hinduism  
• Islam  
• Jainism  
• Judaism  
• Sikhism  
• Taoism  


• Zoroastrianism 
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Section Division Group Class Description 
A    Agriculture, forestry and fishing 
 01   Crop and animal production, hunting and related service activities 
  011  Growing of non-perennial crops 
   0111 Growing of cereals (except rice), leguminous crops and oil seeds 
   0112 Growing of rice 
   0113 Growing of vegetables and melons, roots and tubers 
   0114 Growing of sugar cane 
   0115 Growing of tobacco 
   0116 Growing of fibre crops 
   0119 Growing of other non-perennial crops 
  012  Growing of perennial crops 
   0121 Growing of grapes 
   0122 Growing of tropical and subtropical fruits 
   0123 Growing of citrus fruits 
   0124 Growing of pome fruits and stone fruits 
   0125 Growing of other tree and bush fruits and nuts 
   0126 Growing of oleaginous fruits 
   0127 Growing of beverage crops 
   0128 Growing of spices, aromatic, drug and pharmaceutical crops 
   0129 Growing of other perennial crops 
  013 0130 Plant propagation 
  014  Animal production 
   0141 Raising of cattle and buffaloes 
   0142 Raising of horses and other equines 
   0143 Raising of camels and camelids 
   0144 Raising of sheep and goats 
   0145 Raising of swine/pigs 
   0146 Raising of poultry 
   0149 Raising of other animals 
  015 0150 Mixed farming 
  016  Support activities to agriculture and post-harvest crop activities 
   0161 Support activities for crop production 
   0162 Support activities for animal production 
   0163 Post-harvest crop activities 
   0164 Seed processing for propagation 
  017 0170 Hunting, trapping and related service activities 
 02   Forestry and logging 
  021 0210 Silviculture and other forestry activities 
  022 0220 Logging 
  023 0230 Gathering of non-wood forest products 
  024 0240 Support services to forestry 
 03   Fishing and aquaculture 
  031  Fishing 
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Section Division Group Class Description 
   0311 Marine fishing 
   0312 Freshwater fishing 
  032  Aquaculture 
   0321 Marine aquaculture 
   0322 Freshwater aquaculture 
B    Mining and quarrying 
 05   Mining of coal and lignite 
  051 0510 Mining of hard coal 
  052 0520 Mining of lignite 
 06   Extraction of crude petroleum and natural gas 
  061 0610 Extraction of crude petroleum 
  062 0620 Extraction of natural gas 
 07   Mining of metal ores 
  071 0710 Mining of iron ores 
  072  Mining of non-ferrous metal ores 
   0721 Mining of uranium and thorium ores 
   0729 Mining of other non-ferrous metal ores 
 08   Other mining and quarrying 
  081 0810 Quarrying of stone, sand and clay 
  089  Mining and quarrying n.e.c. 
   0891 Mining of chemical and fertilizer minerals 
   0892 Extraction and agglomeration of peat 
   0893 Extraction of salt 
   0899 Other mining and quarrying n.e.c. 
 09   Mining support service activities 
  091 0910 Support activities for petroleum and natural gas mining 
  099 0990 Support activities for other mining and quarrying 
C    Manufacturing 
 10   Manufacture of food products 
  101 1010 Processing and preserving of meat 
  102 1020 Processing and preserving of fish, crustaceans and molluscs 
  103 1030 Processing and preserving of fruit and vegetables 
  104 1040 Manufacture of vegetable and animal oils and fats 
  105 1050 Manufacture of dairy products 
  106  Manufacture of grain mill products, starches and starch products 
   1061 Manufacture of grain mill products 
   1062 Manufacture of starches and starch products 
  107  Manufacture of other food products 
   1071 Manufacture of bakery products 
   1072 Manufacture of sugar 
   1073 Manufacture of cocoa, chocolate and sugar confectionery 
   1074 Manufacture of macaroni, noodles, couscous and similar farinaceous products 
   1075 Manufacture of prepared meals and dishes 
   1079 Manufacture of other food products n.e.c. 
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Section Division Group Class Description 
  108 1080 Manufacture of prepared animal feeds 
 11 110  Manufacture of beverages 
   1101 Distilling, rectifying and blending of spirits; ethyl alcohol production from 


fermented materials 
   1102 Manufacture of wines 
   1103 Manufacture of malt liquors and malt 
   1104 Manufacture of soft drinks; production of mineral waters and other bottled waters


 12 120 1200 Manufacture of tobacco products 
 13   Manufacture of textiles 
  131  Spinning, weaving and finishing of textiles 
   1311 Preparation and spinning of textile fibres 
   1312 Weaving of textiles 
   1313 Finishing of textiles 
  132  Manufacture of other textiles 
   1321 Manufacture of knitted and crocheted fabrics 
   1322 Manufacture of made-up textile articles, except apparel 
   1323 Manufacture of carpets and rugs 
   1324 Manufacture of cordage, rope, twine and netting 
   1329 Manufacture of other textiles n.e.c. 
 14   Manufacture of wearing apparel 
  141 1410 Manufacture of wearing apparel, except fur apparel 
  142 1420 Manufacture of articles of fur 
  143 1430 Manufacture of knitted and crocheted apparel 
 15   Manufacture of leather and related products 
  151  Tanning and dressing of leather; manufacture of luggage, handbags, saddlery 


and harness; dressing and dyeing of fur 
   1511 Tanning and dressing of leather; dressing and dyeing of fur 
   1512 Manufacture of luggage, handbags and the like, saddlery and harness 
  152 1520 Manufacture of footwear 
 16   Manufacture of wood and of products of wood and cork, except furniture; 


manufacture of articles of straw and plaiting materials 
  161 1610 Sawmilling and planing of wood 
  162  Manufacture of products of wood, cork, straw and plaiting materials 
   1621 Manufacture of veneer sheets; manufacture of plywood, laminboard, particle 


board and other panels and board 
   1622 Manufacture of builders' carpentry and joinery 
   1623 Manufacture of wooden containers 
   1629 Manufacture of other products of wood; manufacture of articles of cork, straw 


and plaiting materials 
 17 170  Manufacture of paper and paper products 
   1701 Manufacture of pulp, paper and paperboard 
   1702 Manufacture of corrugated paper and paperboard and of containers of paper 


and paperboard 
   1709 Manufacture of other articles of paper and paperboard 
 18   Printing and reproduction of recorded media 
  181  Printing and service activities related to printing 
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Section Division Group Class Description 
   1811 Printing 
   1812 Service activities related to printing 
  182 1820 Reproduction of recorded media 
 19   Manufacture of coke and refined petroleum products 
  191 1910 Manufacture of coke oven products 
  192 1920 Manufacture of refined petroleum products 
 20   Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products 
  201  Manufacture of basic chemicals, fertilizer and nitrogen compounds, plastics and 


synthetic rubber in primary forms 
   2011 Manufacture of basic chemicals 
   2012 Manufacture of fertilizers and nitrogen compounds 
   2013 Manufacture of plastics and synthetic rubber in primary forms 
  202  Manufacture of other chemical products 
   2021 Manufacture of pesticides and other agrochemical products 
   2022 Manufacture of paints, varnishes and similar coatings, printing ink and mastics 
   2023 Manufacture of soap and detergents, cleaning and polishing preparations, 


perfumes and toilet preparations 
   2029 Manufacture of other chemical products n.e.c. 
  203 2030 Manufacture of man-made fibres 
 21 210 2100 Manufacture of pharmaceuticals, medicinal chemical and botanical products 
 22   Manufacture of rubber and plastics products 
  221  Manufacture of rubber products 
   2211 Manufacture of rubber tyres and tubes; retreading and rebuilding of rubber tyres


   2219 Manufacture of other rubber products 
  222 2220 Manufacture of plastics products 
 23   Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products 
  231 2310 Manufacture of glass and glass products 
  239  Manufacture of non-metallic mineral products n.e.c. 
   2391 Manufacture of refractory products 
   2392 Manufacture of clay building materials 
   2393 Manufacture of other porcelain and ceramic products 
   2394 Manufacture of cement, lime and plaster 
   2395 Manufacture of articles of concrete, cement and plaster 
   2396 Cutting, shaping and finishing of stone 
   2399 Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products n.e.c. 
 24   Manufacture of basic metals 
  241 2410 Manufacture of basic iron and steel 
  242 2420 Manufacture of basic precious and other non-ferrous metals 
  243  Casting of metals 
   2431 Casting of iron and steel 
   2432 Casting of non-ferrous metals 
 25   Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment 
  251  Manufacture of structural metal products, tanks, reservoirs and steam 


generators 
   2511 Manufacture of structural metal products 
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Section Division Group Class Description 
   2512 Manufacture of tanks, reservoirs and containers of metal 
   2513 Manufacture of steam generators, except central heating hot water boilers 
  252 2520 Manufacture of weapons and ammunition 
  259  Manufacture of other fabricated metal products; metalworking service activities 
   2591 Forging, pressing, stamping and roll-forming of metal; powder metallurgy 
   2592 Machining; treatment and coating of metals 
   2593 Manufacture of cutlery, hand tools and general hardware 
   2599 Manufacture of other fabricated metal products n.e.c. 
 26   Manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products 
  261 2610 Manufacture of electronic components 
  262 2620 Manufacture of computers and peripheral equipment 
  263 2630 Manufacture of communication equipment 
  264 2640 Manufacture of consumer electronics 
  265  Manufacture of measuring, testing, navigating and control equipment; watches 


and clocks 
   2651 Manufacture of measuring, testing, navigating and control equipment 
   2652 Manufacture of watches and clocks 
  266 2660 Manufacture of irradiation, electromedical and electrotherapeutic equipment 
  267 2670 Manufacture of optical instruments and equipment 
  268 2680 Manufacture of magnetic and optical media 
 27   Manufacture of electrical equipment 
  271 2710 Manufacture of electric motors, generators, transformers and electricity 


distribution and control apparatus 
  272 2720 Manufacture of batteries and accumulators 
  273  Manufacture of wiring and wiring devices 
   2731 Manufacture of fibre optic cables 
   2732 Manufacture of other electronic and electric wires and cables 
   2733 Manufacture of wiring devices 
  274 2740 Manufacture of electric lighting equipment 
  275 2750 Manufacture of domestic appliances 
  279 2790 Manufacture of other electrical equipment 
 28   Manufacture of machinery and equipment n.e.c. 
  281  Manufacture of general purpose machinery 
   2811 Manufacture of engines and turbines, except aircraft, vehicle and cycle engines 
   2812 Manufacture of fluid power equipment 
   2813 Manufacture of other pumps, compressors, taps and valves 
   2814 Manufacture of bearings, gears, gearing and driving elements 
   2815 Manufacture of ovens, furnaces and furnace burners 
   2816 Manufacture of lifting and handling equipment 
   2817 Manufacture of office machinery and equipment (except computers and 


peripheral equipment) 
   2818 Manufacture of power-driven hand tools 
   2819 Manufacture of other general-purpose machinery 
  282  Manufacture of special-purpose machinery 
   2821 Manufacture of agricultural and forestry machinery 
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Section Division Group Class Description 
   2822 Manufacture of metal-forming machinery and machine tools 
   2823 Manufacture of machinery for metallurgy 
   2824 Manufacture of machinery for mining, quarrying and construction 
   2825 Manufacture of machinery for food, beverage and tobacco processing 
   2826 Manufacture of machinery for textile, apparel and leather production 
   2829 Manufacture of other special-purpose machinery 
 29   Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers 
  291 2910 Manufacture of motor vehicles 
  292 2920 Manufacture of bodies (coachwork) for motor vehicles; manufacture of trailers 


and semi-trailers 
  293 2930 Manufacture of parts and accessories for motor vehicles and their engines 
 30   Manufacture of other transport equipment 
  301  Building of ships and boats 
   3011 Building of ships and floating structures 
   3012 Building of pleasure and sporting boats 
  302 3020 Manufacture of railway locomotives and rolling stock 
  303 3030 Manufacture of air and spacecraft and related machinery 
  304 3040 Manufacture of military fighting vehicles 
  309  Manufacture of transport equipment n.e.c. 
   3091 Manufacture of motorcycles 
   3092 Manufacture of bicycles and invalid carriages 
   3099 Manufacture of other transport equipment n.e.c. 
 31 310 3100 Manufacture of furniture 
 32   Other manufacturing 
  321  Manufacture of jewellery, bijouterie and related articles 
   3211 Manufacture of jewellery and related articles 
   3212 Manufacture of imitation jewellery and related articles 
  322 3220 Manufacture of musical instruments 
  323 3230 Manufacture of sports goods 
  324 3240 Manufacture of games and toys 
  325 3250 Manufacture of medical and dental instruments and supplies 
  329 3290 Other manufacturing n.e.c. 
 33   Repair and installation of machinery and equipment 
  331  Repair of fabricated metal products, machinery and equipment 
   3311 Repair of fabricated metal products 
   3312 Repair of machinery 
   3313 Repair of electronic and optical equipment 
   3314 Repair of electrical equipment 
   3315 Repair of transport equipment, except motor vehicles 
   3319 Repair of other equipment 
  332 3320 Installation of industrial machinery and equipment 
D    Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply 
 35   Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply 
  351 3510 Electric power generation, transmission and distribution 
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Section Division Group Class Description 
  352 3520 Manufacture of gas; distribution of gaseous fuels through mains 
  353 3530 Steam and air conditioning supply 
E    Water supply; sewerage, waste management and remediation activities 
 36 360 3600 Water collection, treatment and supply 
 37 370 3700 Sewerage 
 38   Waste collection, treatment and disposal activities; materials recovery 
  381  Waste collection 
   3811 Collection of non-hazardous waste 
   3812 Collection of hazardous waste 
  382  Waste treatment and disposal 
   3821 Treatment and disposal of non-hazardous waste 
   3822 Treatment and disposal of hazardous waste 
  383 3830 Materials recovery 
 39 390 3900 Remediation activities and other waste management services 
F    Construction 
 41 410 4100 Construction of buildings 
 42   Civil engineering 
  421 4210 Construction of roads and railways 
  422 4220 Construction of utility projects 
  429 4290 Construction of other civil engineering projects 
 43   Specialized construction activities 
  431  Demolition and site preparation 
   4311 Demolition 
   4312 Site preparation 
  432  Electrical, plumbing and other construction installation activities 
   4321 Electrical installation 
   4322 Plumbing, heat and air-conditioning installation 
   4329 Other construction installation 
  433 4330 Building completion and finishing 
  439 4390 Other specialized construction activities 
G    Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles 
 45   Wholesale and retail trade and repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles 
  451 4510 Sale of motor vehicles 
  452 4520 Maintenance and repair of motor vehicles 
  453 4530 Sale of motor vehicle parts and accessories 
  454 4540 Sale, maintenance and repair of motorcycles and related parts and accessories 
 46   Wholesale trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles 
  461 4610 Wholesale on a fee or contract basis 
  462 4620 Wholesale of agricultural raw materials and live animals 
  463 4630 Wholesale of food, beverages and tobacco 
  464  Wholesale of household goods 
   4641 Wholesale of textiles, clothing and footwear 
   4649 Wholesale of other household goods 
  465  Wholesale of machinery, equipment and supplies 
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Section Division Group Class Description 
   4651 Wholesale of computers, computer peripheral equipment and software 
   4652 Wholesale of electronic and telecommunications equipment and parts 
   4653 Wholesale of agricultural machinery, equipment and supplies 
   4659 Wholesale of other machinery and equipment 
  466  Other specialized wholesale 
   4661 Wholesale of solid, liquid and gaseous fuels and related products 
   4662 Wholesale of metals and metal ores 
   4663 Wholesale of construction materials, hardware, plumbing and heating equipment 


and supplies 
   4669 Wholesale of waste and scrap and other products n.e.c. 
  469 4690 Non-specialized wholesale trade 
 47   Retail trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles 
  471  Retail sale in non-specialized stores 
   4711 Retail sale in non-specialized stores with food, beverages or tobacco 


predominating 
   4719 Other retail sale in non-specialized stores 
  472  Retail sale of food, beverages and tobacco in specialized stores 
   4721 Retail sale of food in specialized stores 
   4722 Retail sale of beverages in specialized stores 
   4723 Retail sale of tobacco products in specialized stores 
  473 4730 Retail sale of automotive fuel 
  474  Retail sale of ICT equipment in specialized stores 
   4741 Retail sale of computers, peripheral units, software and telecommunications 


equipment 
   4742 Retail sale of audio and video equipment 
  475  Retail sale of other household equipment in specialized stores 
   4751 Retail sale of textiles 
   4752 Retail sale of hardware, paints and glass 
   4753 Retail sale of carpets, rugs, wall and floor coverings 
   4759 Retail sale of electrical household appliances, furniture, lighting equipment and 


other household articles 
  476  Retail sale of cultural and recreation goods in specialized stores 
   4761 Retail sale of books, newspapers and stationary 
   4762 Retail sale of music and video recordings 
   4763 Retail sale of sporting equipment 
   4764 Retail sale of games and toys 
  477  Retail sale of other goods in specialized stores 
   4771 Retail sale of clothing, footwear and leather articles 
   4772 Retail sale of pharmaceutical and medical goods, cosmetic and toilet articles 
   4773 Other retail sale of new goods 
   4774 Retail sale of second-hand goods 
  478  Retail sale via stalls and markets 
   4781 Retail sale via stalls and markets of food, beverages and tobacco products 
   4782 Retail sale via stalls and markets of textiles, clothing and footwear 
   4789 Retail sale via stalls and markets of other goods 
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Section Division Group Class Description 
  479  Retail trade not in stores, stalls or markets 
   4791 Retail sale via mail order houses or via Internet 
   4799 Other retail sale not in stores, stalls or markets 
H    Transportation and storage 
 49   Land transport and transport via pipelines 
  491  Transport via railways 
   4911 Passenger rail transport 
   4912 Freight rail transport 
  492  Other land transport 
   4921 Urban, suburban or metropolitan area passenger land transport 
   4922 Other passenger land transport 
   4923 Freight transport by road 
  493 4930 Transport via pipeline 
 50   Water transport 
  501  Sea and coastal water transport 
   5011 Sea and coastal passenger water transport 
   5012 Sea and coastal freight water transport 
  502  Inland water transport 
   5021 Inland passenger water transport 
   5022 Inland freight water transport 
 51   Air transport 
  511 5110 Passenger air transport 
  512 5120 Freight air transport 
 52   Warehousing and support activities for transportation 
  521 5210 Warehousing and storage 
  522  Support activities for transportation 
   5221 Service activities incidental to land transportation 
   5222 Service activities incidental to water transportation 
   5223 Service activities incidental to air transportation 
   5224 Cargo handling 
   5229 Other transportation support activities 
 53   Postal and courier activities 
  531 5310 Postal activities 
  532 5320 Courier activities 
I    Accommodation and Food service activities 
 55   Accommodation 
  551 5510 Short term accommodation activities 
  552 5520 Recreational vehicle parks, trailer parks and camping grounds 
  559 5590 Other accommodation 
 56   Food and beverage service activities 
  561 5610 Restaurants and mobile food service activities 
  562  Event catering and other food service activities 
   5621 Event catering 
   5629 Other food service activities 
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Section Division Group Class Description 
  563 5630 Beverage serving activities 
J    Information and communication 
 58   Publishing activities 
  581  Publishing of books, periodicals and other publishing activities 
   5811 Book publishing 
   5812 Publishing of directories and mailing lists 
   5813 Publishing of newspapers, journals and periodicals 
   5819 Other publishing activities 
  582 5820 Software publishing 
 59   Motion picture, video and television programme production, sound recording and 


music publishing activities 
  591  Motion picture, video and television programme activities 
   5911 Motion picture, video and television programme production activities 
   5912 Motion picture, video and television programme post-production activities 
   5913 Motion picture, video and television programme distribution activities 
   5914 Motion picture projection activities 
  592 5920 Sound recording and music publishing activities 
 60   Broadcasting and programming activities 
  601 6010 Radio broadcasting 
  602  Television broadcasting and subscription programming 
   6021 Television broadcasting 
   6022 Cable, satellite and other subscription programming 
 61   Telecommunications 
  611 6110 Wired telecommunications activities 
  612 6120 Wireless telecommunications activities 
  613 6130 Satellite telecommunications activities 
  619 6190 Other telecommunications activities 
 62 620  Information technology service activities 
   6201 Computer programming activities 
   6202 Information technology consultancy activities and computer facilities 


management activities 
   6209 Other information technology service activities 
 63   Information service activities 
  631  Web portals, data processing, hosting and related activities 
   6311 Data processing, hosting and related activities 
   6312 Web portals 
  632  Other information service activities 
   6321 News agency activities 
   6329 Other information service activities n.e.c. 
K    Financial and insurance activities 
 64   Financial intermediation, except insurance and pension funding 
  641  Monetary intermediation 
   6411 Central banking 
   6419 Other monetary intermediation 
  642 6420 Activities of holding companies 
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Section Division Group Class Description 
  643 6430 Trusts, funds and other financial vehicles 
  649  Other financial intermediation 
   6491 Financial leasing 
   6492 Other credit granting 
   6499 Other financial intermediation n.e.c. 
 65   Insurance, reinsurance and pension funding, except compulsory social security 
  651  Insurance 
   6511 Life insurance 
   6512 Non-life insurance 
  652 6520 Reinsurance 
  653 6530 Pension funding 
 66   Other financial activities 
  661  Activities auxiliary to financial intermediation, except insurance and pension 


funding 
   6611 Administration of financial markets 
   6612 Security and commodity contracts dealing activities 
   6619 Activities auxiliary to financial intermediation n.e.c. 
  662  Activities auxiliary to insurance and pension funding 
   6621 Risk and damage evaluation 
   6622 Activities of insurance agents and brokers 
   6629 Other activities auxiliary to insurance and pension funding 
  663 6630 Fund management activities 
L    Real estate activities 
 68   Real estate activities 
  681 6810 Real estate activities with own or leased property 
  682 6820 Real estate activities on a fee or contract basis 
M    Professional, scientific and technical activities 
 69   Legal and accounting activities 
  691 6910 Legal activities 
  692 6920 Accounting, bookkeeping and auditing activities; tax consultancy 
 70   Activities of head offices; management and management consultancy activities 
  701 7010 Activities of head offices 
  702 7020 Management consultancy activities 
 71   Architecture and engineering activities; technical testing and analysis 
  711 7110 Architectural and engineering activities and related technical consultancy 
  712 7120 Technical testing and analysis 
 72   Scientific research and development 
  721 7210 Research and experimental development on natural sciences and engineering 
  722 7220 Research and experimental development on social sciences and humanities 
 73   Advertising and market research 
  731 7310 Advertising 
  732 7320 Market research and public opinion polling 
 74   Other professional, scientific and technical activities 
  741 7410 Specialized design activities 
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Section Division Group Class Description 
  742 7420 Photographic activities 
  749 7490 Other professional, scientific and technical activities n.e.c. 
 75 750 7500 Veterinary activities 
N    Administrative and support service activities 
 77   Rental and leasing activities 
  771 7710 Renting and leasing of motor vehicles 
  772  Renting and leasing of personal and household goods 
   7721 Renting and leasing of recreational and sports goods 
   7722 Renting of video tapes and disks 
   7729 Renting and leasing of other personal and household goods n.e.c. 
  773 7730 Renting and leasing of other machinery, equipment and tangible goods n.e.c. 
  774 7740 Leasing of nonfinancial intangible assets 
 78   Employment activities 
  781 7810 Activities of employment placement agencies 
  782 7820 Temporary employment agency activities 
  783 7830 Human resources provision and management of human resources functions 
 79   Travel agency, tour operator and other reservation service activities 
  791  Travel agency and tour operator activities 
   7911 Travel agency activities 
   7912 Tour operator activities 
  792 7920 Other reservation service activities 
 80   Security and investigation activities 
  801 8010 Private security activities 
  802 8020 Security systems service activities 
  803 8030 Investigation activities 
 81   Services to buildings and landscape activities 
  811 8110 Combined facilities support activities 
  812  Cleaning activities 
   8121 General cleaning of buildings 
   8129 Other building and industrial cleaning activities 
  813 8130 Landscape care and maintenance service activities 
 82   Office administrative, office support and other business support activities 
  821  Office administrative and support activities 
   8211 Combined office administrative service activities 
   8219 Photocopying, document preparation and other specialized office support 


activities 
  822 8220 Activities of call centres 
  823 8230 Convention and trade show organizers 
  829  Business support service activities n.e.c. 
   8291 Activities of collection agencies and credit bureaus 
   8292 Packaging activities 
   8299 Other business support service activities n.e.c. 
O    Public administration and defence; compulsory social security 
 84   Public administration and defence; compulsory social security 
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Section Division Group Class Description 
  841  Administration of the State and the economic and social policy of the community


   8411 General public administration activities 
   8412 Regulation of the activities of providing health care, education, cultural services 


and other social services, excluding social security 
   8413 Regulation of and contribution to more efficient operation of businesses 
  842  Provision of services to the community as a whole 
   8421 Foreign affairs 
   8422 Defence activities 
   8423 Public order and safety activities 
  843 8430 Compulsory social security activities 
P    Education 
 85   Education 
  851 8510 Primary education 
  852  Secondary education 
   8521 General secondary education 
   8522 Technical and vocational secondary education 
  853 8530 Higher education 
  854  Other education 
   8541 Sports and recreation education 
   8542 Cultural education 
   8549 Other education n.e.c. 
  855 8550 Educational support services 
Q    Human health and social work activities 
 86   Human health activities 
  861 8610 Hospital activities 
  862 8620 Medical and dental practice activities 
  869 8690 Other human health activities 
 87   Residential care activities 
  871 8710 Nursing care facilities 
  872 8720 Residential care activities for mental retardation, mental health and substance 


abuse 
  873 8730 Residential care activities for the elderly and disabled 
  879 8790 Other residential care activities n.e.c. 
 88   Social work activities without accommodation 
  881 8810 Social work activities without accommodation for the elderly and disabled 
  889 8890 Other social work activities without accommodation n.e.c. 
R    Arts, entertainment and recreation 
 90 900 9000 Creative, arts and entertainment activities 
 91 910  Libraries, archives, museums and other cultural activities 
   9101 Library and archives activities 
   9102 Museums activities and operation of historical sites and buildings 
   9103 Botanical and zoological gardens and nature reserves activities 
 92 920 9200 Gambling and betting activities 
 93   Sports activities and amusement and recreation activities 
  931  Sports activities 
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Section Division Group Class Description 
   9311 Operation of sports facilities 
   9312 Activities of sports clubs 
   9319 Other sports activities 
  932  Other amusement and recreation activities 
   9321 Activities of amusement parks and theme parks 
   9329 Other amusement and recreation activities n.e.c. 
S    Other service activities 
 94   Activities of membership organizations 
  941  Activities of business, employers and professional membership organizations 
   9411 Activities of business and employers membership organizations 
   9412 Activities of professional membership organizations 
  942 9420 Activities of trade unions 
  949  Activities of other membership organizations 
   9491 Activities of religious organizations 
   9492 Activities of political organizations 
   9499 Activities of other membership organizations n.e.c. 
 95   Repair of computers and personal and household goods 
  951  Repair of computers and communication equipment 
   9511 Repair of computers and peripheral equipment 
   9512 Repair of communication equipment 
  952  Repair of personal and household goods 
   9521 Repair of consumer electronics 
   9522 Repair of household appliances and home and garden equipment 
   9523 Repair of footwear and leather goods 
   9524 Repair of furniture and home furnishings 
   9529 Repair of personal and household goods, n.e.c. 
 96 960  Other service activities 
   9601 Washing and (dry-) cleaning of textile and fur products 
   9602 Hairdressing and other beauty treatment 
   9603 Funeral and related activities 
   9609 Other service activities n.e.c. 
T    Activities of households as employers; undifferentiated goods- and services-


producing activities of households for own use 
 97 970 9700 Activities of households as employers of domestic personnel 
 98   Undifferentiated goods- and services-producing activities of private households 


for own use 
  981 9810 Undifferentiated goods-producing activities of private households for own use 
  982 9820 Undifferentiated service-producing activities of private households for own use 
U    Activities of extraterritorial organizations and bodies 
 99 990 9900 Activities of extraterritorial organizations and bodies 
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A Agriculture, forestry and fishing 
 
This section includes the exploitation of vegetal and animal natural resources. The section comprises the activities of 
growing crops, raising animals, harvesting timber, and harvesting other plants, animals or animal products from a 
farm or their natural habitats. 
 


 
 


01 Crop and animal production, hunting and related service activities 
 
This division distinguishes two basic activities, production of crop products and production of animal products. This 
division includes the form of organic agriculture, as well as growing of genetically modified crops and raising of 
genetically modified animals.  
 
Also included are service activities incidental to agriculture and hunting, trapping and related activities. 
 
Group 015 (Mixed farming) breaks with the usual principles for identifying main activity. It accepts that many 
agricultural holdings have reasonably balanced crop and animal production, and that it would be arbitrary to classify 
them in one category or the other. 
 
Agricultural activity excludes any subsequent processing of the agricultural products (classified under divisions 10 
and 11 (Manufacture of food products and beverages) and division 12 (Manufacture of tobacco products)), beyond 
that needed to prepare them for the primary markets. However, the preparation of products for the primary markets is 
included here. 
 
The division excludes field construction (e.g. agricultural land terracing, drainage, preparing rice paddies etc.) 
classified in section F (Construction) and buyers and cooperative associations engaged in the marketing of farm 
products classified in section G. Also excluded is the maintenance of land in order to keep it in good agricultural and 
ecological condition, which is classified in class 8130 (Landscape care and maintenance). 
 


 
 


011 Growing of non-perennial crops 
 
This group includes the growing of non-perennial crops, i.e. plants that do not last for more than two growing seasons. 
Included is the growing of these plants for the purpose of seed production. 
 


 
 


0111 Growing of cereals (except rice), leguminous crops and oil seeds 
 
This class includes all forms of growing of cereals, leguminous crops and oil seeds in open fields, including those 
considered organic farming and the growing of genetically modified crops. The growing of these crops is often 
combined within agricultural units. 
 
This class includes: 
- growing of cereals such as: 
• wheat 
• maize 
• sorghum 
• barley 
• rye 
• oats 
• millets 
• other cereals n.e.c. 


- growing of leguminous crops such as: 
• beans 
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• broad beans 
• chick peas 
• cow peas 
• lentils 
• lupins 
• peas 
• pigeon peas 
• other leguminous crops 


- growing of oil seeds such as: 
• soya beans 
• groundnuts 
• cottonseed 
• castor bean 
• linseed 
• mustard seed 
• niger seed 
• rapeseed 
• safflower seed 
• sesame seed 
• sunflower seed 
• other oil seeds 


 
 


 
0112 Growing of rice 


 
This class includes the growing of rice, including organic farming and the growing of genetically modified rice. 
 


 
 


0113 Growing of vegetables and melons, roots and tubers 
 
This class includes: 
- growing of leafy or stem vegetables such as: 
• artichokes 
• asparagus 
• cabbages 
• cauliflower and broccoli 
• lettuce and chicory 
• spinach 
• other leafy or stem vegetables 


- growing of fruit bearing vegetables such as: 
• cucumbers and gherkins 
• eggplants (aubergines) 
• tomatoes 
• watermelons 
• cantaloupes 
• other melons and fruit-bearing vegetables 


- growing of root, bulb or tuberous vegetables such as: 
• carrots 
• turnips 
• garlic 
• onions (incl. shallots) 
• leeks and other alliaceous vegetables 
• other root, bulb or tuberous vegetables 


- growing of mushrooms and truffles 
- growing of vegetable seeds, except beet seeds 
- growing of sugar beet 
- growing of other vegetables 
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- growing of roots and tubers such as: 
• potatoes 
• sweet potatoes 
• cassava 
• yams 
• other roots and tubers 


 
This class excludes: 
- growing of chilies and peppers (capsicum spp.) and other spices and aromatic crops, see 0128 
 


 
 


0114 Growing of sugar cane 
 
This class includes: 
- growing of sugar cane 
 
This class excludes: 
- growing of sugar beet, see 0113 
 


 
 


0115 Growing of tobacco 
 
This class includes: 
- growing of unmanufactured tobacco: 
• cured stemmed/stripped tobacco 


 
 


 
0116 Growing of fibre crops 


 
This class includes: 
- growing of cotton 
- growing of jute, kenaf and other textile bast fibres 
- growing of flax and true hemp 
- growing of sisal and other textile fibre of the genus agave 
- growing of abaca, ramie and other vegetable textile fibres 
- growing of other fibre crops 
 


 
 


0119 Growing of other non-perennial crops 
 
This class includes growing of all other non-perennial crops: 
- growing of swedes, mangolds, fodder roots, clover, alfalfa, sainfoin, maize and other grasses, forage kale and similar 


forage products  
- growing of beet seeds (excluding sugar beet seeds) and seeds of forage plants 
- growing of flowers, including production of cut flowers and flower buds, including bouquets, wreaths, floral baskets 


and similar articles 
- growing of flower seeds 
 
This class excludes: 
- growing of non-perennial spice, aromatic, drug and pharmaceutical crops, see 0128 
 


 
 


012 Growing of perennial crops 
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This class includes growing of perennial crops, i.e. plants that lasts for more than two growing seasons, either dying 
back after each season or growing continuously. Included is the growing of these plants for the purpose of seed 
production. 
 


 
 


0121 Growing of grapes 
 
This class includes: 
- growing of wine grapes and table grapes in vineyards 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of wine, see 1102 
 


 
 


0122 Growing of tropical and subtropical fruits 
 
This class includes: 
- growing of tropical and subtropical fruits: 
• avocados 
• bananas and plantains 
• dates 
• figs 
• mangoes 
• papayas 
• pineapples 
• other tropical and subtropical fruits 


 
 


 
0123 Growing of citrus fruits 


 
This class includes: 
- growing of citrus fruits: 
• grapefruit and pomelo 
• lemons and limes 
• oranges 
• tangerines, mandarins and clementines 
• other citrus fruits 


 
 


 
0124 Growing of pome fruits and stone fruits 


 
This class includes: 
- growing of pome fruits and stone fruits: 
• apples 
• apricots 
• cherries and sour cherries 
• peaches and nectarines 
• pears and quinces 
• plums and sloes 
• other pome fruits and stone fruits 


 
 


 
0125 Growing of other tree and bush fruits and nuts 
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This class includes: 
- growing of berries: 
• blueberries 
• currants 
• gooseberries 
• kiwi fruit 
• raspberries 
• strawberries 
• other berries 


- growing of fruit seeds 
- growing of edible nuts: 
• almonds 
• cashew nuts 
• chestnuts 
• hazelnuts 
• pistachios 
• walnuts 
• other nuts 


- growing of other tree and bush fruits 
 
This class excludes: 
- growing of coconuts, see 0126 
 


 
 


0126 Growing of oleaginous fruits 
 
This class includes: 
- growing of oleaginous fruits: 
• coconuts 
• olives 
• oil palms 
• other oleaginous fruits 


 
This class excludes: 
- growing of soya beans, groundnuts and other oil seeds, see 0111 
 


 
 


0127 Growing of beverage crops 
 
This class includes: 
- growing of beverage crops: 
• coffee 
• tea 
• maté 
• cocoa 
• other beverage crops 


 
 


 
0128 Growing of spices, aromatic, drug and pharmaceutical crops 


 
This class includes: 
- growing of perennial and non-perennial spices and aromatic crops: 
• pepper (piper spp.) 
• chilies and peppers (capsicum spp.) 
• nutmeg, mace and cardamoms 
• anise, badian and fennel 
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• cinnamon (canella) 
• cloves 
• ginger 
• vanilla 
• other spices and aromatic crops 


- growing of drug and narcotic crops 
- growing of plants used primarily in perfumery, in pharmacy or for insecticidal, fungicidal or similar purposes 
 


 
 


0129 Growing of other perennial crops 
 
This class includes: 
- growing of rubber trees 
- growing of Christmas trees 
- growing of trees for extraction of sap 
 
This class excludes: 
- gathering of tree sap or rubber-like gums in the wild, see 0230 
 


 
 


013 Plant propagation 
 
See class 0130. 
 


 
 


0130 Plant propagation 
 
This class includes the production of all vegetative planting materials including cuttings, suckers and seedlings for 
direct plant propagation or to create plant grafting stock into which selected scion is grafted for eventual planting to 
produce crops. 
 
This class includes: 
- growing of plants for planting 
- growing of plants for ornamental purposes, including turf for transplanting 
- growing of live plants for bulbs, tubers and roots; cuttings and slips; mushroom spawn  
- operation of tree nurseries, except forest tree nurseries 
 
This class excludes: 
- operation of forest tree nurseries, see 0210 
 


 
 


014 Animal production 
 
This group includes raising (farming) and breeding of all animals, except marine animals. 
 


 
 


0141 Raising of cattle and buffaloes 
 
This class includes: 
- raising and breeding of cattle and buffaloes 
- production of raw cow milk from cows or buffaloes 
- production of bovine semen 
 
This class excludes: 
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- farm animal boarding and care, see 0162 
- processing of milk, see 1050 
 


 
 


0142 Raising of horses and other equines 
 
This class includes: 
- raising and breeding of horses, asses, mules or hinnies 
 
This class excludes: 
- farm animal boarding and care, see 0162 
- operation of racing and riding stables, see 9319 
 


 
 


0143 Raising of camels and camelids 
 
This class includes: 
- raising and breeding of camels (dromedary) and camelids 
 


 
 


0144 Raising of sheep and goats 
 
This class includes: 
- raising and breeding of sheep and goats 
- production of raw sheep or goat milk 
- production of raw wool 
 
This class excludes: 
- sheep shearing on a fee or contract basis, see 0162 
- farm animal boarding and care, see 0162 
- production of pulled wool, see 1010 
- processing of milk, see 1050 
 


 
 


0145 Raising of swine/pigs 
 
This class includes: 
- raising and breeding of swine (pigs) 
 
This class excludes: 
- production of hides and skins from slaughterhouses, see 1010 
 


 
 


0146 Raising of poultry 
 
This class includes: 
- raising and breeding of poultry: 
• chickens, turkeys, ducks, geese and guinea fowls or guinea hens 


- raising of ostriches 
- production of eggs 
- operation of poultry hatcheries 
 
This class excludes: 
- production of feathers or down, see 1010 
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0149 Raising of other animals 


 
This class includes: 
- raising and breeding of semi-domesticated or other live animals: 
• birds (except poultry) 
• insects 
• rabbits and other fur animals 


- production of fur skins, reptile or bird skins from ranching operation 
- operation of worm farms, land mollusc farms, snail farms etc. 
- raising of silk worms, production of silk worm cocoons 
- bee-keeping and production of honey and beeswax 
- raising and breeding of pet animals (except fish): 
• cats and dogs 
• birds, such as parakeets etc. 
• hamsters etc. 


- raising of diverse animals 
 
This class excludes: 
- farm animal boarding and care, see 0162 
- production of hides and skins originating from hunting and trapping, see 0170 
- operation of frog farms, crocodile farms, marine worm farms, see 0321, 0322 
- operation of fish farms, see 0321, 0322 
- production of hides and skins from slaughterhouses, see 1010 
- training of pet animals, see 9609 
 


 
 


015 Mixed farming 
 
See class 0150. 
 


 
 


0150 Mixed farming 
 
This class includes the combined production of crops and animals without a specialized production of crops or 
animals.  The size of the overall farming operation is not a determining factor. If either production of crops or animals 
in a given unit exceeds 66 per cent or more of standard gross margins, the combined activity should not be included 
here, but allocated to crop or animal farming. 
 
This class excludes: 
- mixed crop farming, see groups 011 and 012 
- mixed animal farming, see group 014 
 


 
 


016 Support activities to agriculture and post-harvest crop activities 
 
This group includes activities incidental to agricultural production and activities similar to agriculture not undertaken 
for production purposes (in the sense of harvesting agricultural products), done on a fee or contract basis. Also 
included are post-harvest crop activities, aimed at preparing agricultural products for the primary market. 
 


 
 


0161 Support activities for crop production 
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This class includes: 
- agricultural activities on a fee or contract basis: 
• preparation of fields 
• establishing a crop 
• treatment of crops 
• crop spraying, including by air 
• trimming of fruit trees and vines 
• transplanting of rice, thinning of beets 
• harvesting 
• pest control (including rabbits) in connection with agriculture 


- operation of agricultural irrigation equipment 
 
This class also includes: 
- provision of agricultural machinery with operators and crew 
 
This class excludes: 
- post-harvest crop activities, see 0163 
- activities of agronomists and agricultural economists, see 7490 
- landscape architecture, see 7110 
- landscape gardening, planting, see 8130 
- organization of agricultural shows and fairs, see 8230 
 


 
 


0162 Support activities for animal production 
 
This class includes: 
- agricultural activities on a fee or contract basis: 
• activities to promote propagation, growth and output of animals 
• herd testing services, droving services, agistment services, poultry caponizing, coop cleaning etc. 
• activities related to artificial insemination 
• stud services 
• sheep shearing 
• farm animal boarding and care 


 
This class also includes: 
- activities of farriers 
 
This class excludes: 
- provision of space for animal boarding only, see 6810 
- veterinary activities, see 7500 
- vaccination of animals, see 7500 
- renting of animals (e.g. herds), see 7730 
- service activities to promote commercial hunting and trapping, see 9499 
- pet boarding, see 9609 
 


 
 


0163 Post-harvest crop activities 
 
This class includes: 
- preparation of crops for primary markets, i.e. cleaning, trimming, grading, disinfecting  
- cotton ginning 
- preparation of tobacco leaves 
- preparation of cocoa beans 
 
This class excludes: 
- preparation of agricultural products by the producer, see corresponding class in groups 011 or 012 
- stemming and redrying of tobacco, see 1200 
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- marketing activities of commission merchants and cooperative associations, see division 46 
- wholesale of agricultural raw materials, see 4620 
 


 
 


0164 Seed processing for propagation 
 
This class includes all post-harvest activities aimed at improving the propagation quality of seed through the removal 
of non-seed materials, undersized, mechanically or insect-damaged and immature seeds as well as removing the seed 
moisture to a safe level for seed storage. This activity includes the drying, cleaning, grading and treating of seeds until 
they are marketed. The treatment of genetically modified seeds is included here. 
 
This class excludes: 
- growing of seeds, see groups 011 and 012 
- processing of seeds to obtain oil, see 1040 
- research to develop or modify new forms of seeds, see 7210 
 


 
 


017 Hunting, trapping and related service activities 
 
See class 0170. 
 


 
 


0170 Hunting, trapping and related service activities 
 
This class includes: 
- hunting and trapping on a commercial basis 
- taking of animals (dead or alive) for food, fur, skin, or for use in research, in zoos or as pets 
- production of fur skins, reptile or bird skins from hunting or trapping activities 
 
This class also includes: 
- land-based catching of sea mammals such as walrus and seal 
 
This class excludes: 
- production of fur skins, reptile or bird skins from ranching operations, see group 014 
- raising of game animals on ranching operations, see 0149 
- catching of whales, see 0311 
- production of hides and skins originating from slaughterhouses, see 1010 
- hunting for sport or recreation and related service activities, see 9319 
- service activities to promote hunting and trapping, see 9499 
 


 
 


02 Forestry and logging 
 
This division includes the production of roundwood for the forest-based manufacturing industries (ISIC divisions 16 
and 17) as well as the extraction and gathering of wild growing non-wood forest products. Besides the production of 
timber, forestry activities result in products that undergo little processing, such as firewood, charcoal, wood chips and 
roundwood used in an unprocessed form (e.g. pit-props, pulpwood etc.). These activities can be carried out in natural 
or planted forests. 
 


 
 


021 Silviculture and other forestry activities 
 
See class 0210. 
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0210 Silviculture and other forestry activities 
 
This class includes: 
- growing of standing timber: planting, replanting, transplanting, thinning and conserving of forests and timber tracts 
- growing of coppice, pulpwood and fire wood 
- operation of forest tree nurseries 
 
These activities can be carried out in natural or planted forests. 
 
This class excludes: 
- growing of Christmas trees, see 0129 
- operation of tree nurseries, see 0130 
- gathering of wild growing non-wood forest products, see 0230 
- production of wood chips and particles, see 1610 
 


 
 


022 Logging 
 
See class 0220. 
 


 
 


0220 Logging 
 
This class includes: 
- production of roundwood for forest-based manufacturing industries 
- production of roundwood used in an unprocessed form such as pit-props, fence posts and utility poles 
- gathering and production of fire wood 
- production of charcoal in the forest (using traditional methods) 
 
The output of this activity can take the form of logs, chips or fire wood. 
 
This class excludes: 
- growing of Christmas trees, see 0129 
- growing of standing timber: planting, replanting, transplanting, thinning and conserving of forests and timber tracts, 


see 0210 
- gathering of wild growing non-wood forest products, see 0230 
- production of wood chips and particles, see 1610 
- production of charcoal through distillation of wood, see 2011 
 


 
 


023 Gathering of non-wood forest products 
 
See class 0230. 
 


 
 


0230 Gathering of non-wood forest products 
 
This class includes the gathering of non-wood forest products and other plants growing in the wild. 
 
This class includes: 
- gathering of wild growing materials: 
• mushrooms, truffles 
• berries 
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• nuts 
• balata and other rubber-like gums 
• cork 
• lac and resins 
• balsams 
• vegetable hair 
• eelgrass 
• acorns, horse chestnuts 
• mosses and lichens 


 
This class excludes: 
- managed production of any of these products (except growing of cork trees), see division 01 
- growing of mushrooms or truffles, see 0113 
- growing of berries or nuts, see 0125 
- gathering of fire wood, see 0220 
- production of wood chips, see 1610 
 


 
 


024 Support services to forestry 
 
See class 0240. 
 


 
 


0240 Support services to forestry 
 
This class includes carrying out part of the forestry operation on a fee or contract basis. 
 
This class includes: 
- forestry service activities: 
• forestry inventories 
• forest management consulting services 
• timber evaluation 
• forest fire fighting and protection 
• forest pest control 


- logging service activities: 
• transport of logs within the forest 


 
This class excludes: 
- operation of forest tree nurseries, see 0210 
 


 
 


03 Fishing and aquaculture 
 
This division includes capture fishery and aquaculture, covering the use of fishery resources from marine, brackish or 
freshwater environments, with the goal of capturing or gathering fish, crustaceans, molluscs and other marine 
organisms and products (e.g. aquatic plants, pearls, sponges etc). 
Also included are activities that are normally integrated in the process of production for own account (e.g. seeding 
oysters for pearl production). 
 
This division does not include building and repairing of ships and boats (3011, 3315) and sport or recreational fishing 
activities (9319). Processing of fish, crustaceans or molluscs is excluded, whether at land-based plants or on factory 
ships (1020). 
 


 
 


031 Fishing 
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This group includes "capture fishery", i.e. the hunting, collecting and gathering activities directed at removing or 
collecting live wild aquatic organisms (predominantly fish, molluscs and crustaceans) including plants from the 
oceanic, coastal or inland waters for human consumption and other purposes by hand or more usually by various types 
of fishing gear such as nets, lines and stationary traps. Such activities can be conducted on the intertidal shoreline (e.g. 
collection of molluscs such as mussels and oysters) or shore based netting, or from home-made dugouts or more 
commonly using commercially made boats in inshore, coastal waters or offshore waters. In addition, the aquatic 
resource being captured is usually common property resource irrespective of whether the harvest from this resource is 
undertaken with or without exploitation rights. Such activities also include fishing restocked water bodies. 
 


 
 


0311 Marine fishing 
 
This class includes: 
- fishing on a commercial basis in ocean and coastal waters 
- taking of marine crustaceans and molluscs 
- whale catching 
- taking of aquatic animals: turtles, sea squirts, tunicates, sea urchins etc. 
 
This class also includes: 
- activities of vessels engaged both in fishing, and in processing and preserving of fish 
- gathering of other marine organisms and materials: natural pearls, sponges, coral and algae 
 
This class excludes: 
- capturing of marine mammals, except whales, e.g. walruses, seals, see 0170 
- processing of fish, crustaceans and molluscs on factory ships or in factories ashore, see 1020 
- rental of pleasure boats with crew for sea and coastal water transport (e.g. for fishing cruises), see 5011 
- fishing inspection, protection and patrol services, see 8423 
- fishing practiced for sport or recreation and related services, see 9319 
- operation of sport fishing preserves, see 9319 
 


 
 


0312 Freshwater fishing 
 
This class includes: 
- fishing on a commercial basis in inland waters 
- taking of freshwater crustaceans and molluscs 
- taking of freshwater aquatic animals 
 
This class also includes: 
- gathering of aquatic materials 
 
This class excludes: 
- processing of fish, crustaceans and molluscs, see 1020 
- fishing inspection, protection and patrol services, see 8423 
- fishing practiced for sport or recreation and related services, see 9319 
- operation of sport fishing preserves, see 9319 
 


 
 


032 Aquaculture 
 
This group includes "aquaculture" (or aquafarming), i.e. the production process involving the culturing or farming 
(including harvesting) of aquatic organisms (fish, molluscs, crustaceans, plants, crocodiles, alligators and amphibians) 
using techniques designed to increase the production of the organisms in question beyond the natural capacity of the 
environment (for example regular stocking, feeding and protection from predators).  
Culturing/farming refers to the rearing up to their juvenile and/or adult phase under captive conditions of the above 
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organisms. In addition, "aquaculture" also encompasses individual, corporate or state ownership of the individual 
organisms throughout the rearing or culture stage, up to and including harvesting. 
 


 
 


0321 Marine aquaculture 
 
This class includes: 
- fish farming in sea water including farming of marine ornamental fish 
- production of bivalve spat (oyster mussel etc.), lobsterlings, shrimp post-larvae, fish fry and fingerlings 
- growing of laver and other edible seaweeds 
- culture of crustaceans, bivalves, other mollusks and other aquatic animals in sea water 
 
This class also includes: 
- aquaculture activities in brackish waters 
- aquaculture activities in salt water filled tanks or reservoirs 
- operation of fish hatcheries (marine) 
- operation of marine worm farms 
 
This class excludes: 
- frog farming, see 0322 
- operation of sport fishing preserves, see 9319 
 


 
 


0322 Freshwater aquaculture 
 
This class includes: 
- fish farming in freshwater including farming of freshwater ornamental fish 
- culture of freshwater crustaceans, bivalves, other mollusks and other aquatic animals 
- operation of fish hatcheries (freshwater) 
- farming of frogs 
 
This class excludes: 
- aquaculture activities in salt water filled tanks and reservoirs, see 0321 
- operation of sport fishing preserves, see 9319 
 


 
 


B Mining and quarrying 
 
Mining and quarrying include the extraction of minerals occurring naturally as solids (coal and ores), liquids 
(petroleum) or gases (natural gas). Extraction can be achieved by different methods such as underground or surface 
mining, well operation, seabed mining etc. 
This section includes supplementary activities aimed at preparing the crude materials for marketing, for example, 
crushing, grinding, cleaning, drying, sorting, concentrating ores, liquefaction of natural gas and agglomeration of solid 
fuels. These operations are often accomplished by the units that extracted the resource and/or others located nearby. 
Mining activities are classified into divisions, groups and classes on the basis of the principal mineral produced. 
Divisions 05, 06 are concerned with mining and quarrying of fossil fuels (coal, lignite, petroleum, gas); divisions 07, 
08 concern metal ores, various minerals and quarry products.  
Some of the technical operations of this section, particularly related to the extraction of hydrocarbons, may also be 
carried out for third parties by specialized units as an industrial service which is reflected in division 09.  
 
This section excludes: 
- processing of the extracted materials, see section C (Manufacturing) 
- usage of the extracted materials without a further transformation for construction purposes, see section F 


(Construction) 
- bottling of natural spring and mineral waters at springs and wells, see 1104 
- crushing, grinding or otherwise treating certain earths, rocks and minerals not carried on in conjunction with mining 
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and quarrying, see 2399 
- collection, purification and distribution of water, see 3600  
- site preparation for mining, see 4312 
- geophysical surveying or mapping, see 7110 
 


 
 


05 Mining of coal and lignite 
 
The extraction of solid mineral fuels includes underground or open-cast mining and includes operations (e.g. grading, 
cleaning, compressing and other steps necessary for transportation etc.) leading to a marketable product. It does not 
include coking (see 1910), services incidental to coal or lignite mining (see 0990) or the manufacture of briquettes 
(see 1920). 
 


 
 


051 Mining of hard coal 
 
See class 0510. 
 


 
 


0510 Mining of hard coal 
 
This class includes: 
- mining of hard coal: underground or surface mining, including mining through liquefaction methods 
- cleaning, sizing, grading, pulverizing, compressing etc. of coal to classify, improve quality or facilitate transport 
 
This class also includes: 
- recovery of hard coal from culm banks 
 
This class excludes: 
- lignite mining, see 0520 
- peat digging and agglomeration of peat, see 0892 
- test drilling for coal mining, see 0990 
- support activities for hard coal mining, see 0990 
- coke ovens producing solid fuels, see 1910 
- manufacture of hard coal briquettes, see 1920 
- work performed to develop or prepare properties for coal mining, see 4312 
 


 
 


052 Mining of lignite 
 
See class 0520. 
 


 
 


0520 Mining of lignite 
 
This class includes: 
- mining of lignite (brown coal): underground or surface mining, including mining through liquefaction methods 
- washing, dehydrating, pulverizing, compressing of lignite to improve quality, facilitate transport or storage 
 
This class excludes: 
- hard coal mining, see 0510 
- peat digging, see 0892 
- test drilling for coal mining, see 0990 
- support activities for lignite mining, see 0990 
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- manufacture of lignite fuel briquettes, see 1920 
- work performed to develop or prepare properties for coal mining, see 4312 
 


 
 


06 Extraction of crude petroleum and natural gas 
 
This division includes the production of crude petroleum, the mining and extraction of oil from oil shale and oil sands, 
and the production of natural gas and recovery of hydrocarbon liquids. This division includes the activities of 
operating and/or developing oil and gas field properties. Such activities may include drilling, completing, and 
equipping wells; operating separators, emulsion breakers, desilting equipment, and field gathering lines for crude 
petroleum; and all other activities in the preparation of oil and gas up to the point of shipment from the producing 
property.  
This division includes the production of oil, the mining and extraction of oil from oil shale and oil sands, and the 
production of gas and hydrocarbon liquids, through gasification, liquefaction and pyrolysis of coal at the mine site. 
 
This division excludes: 
- oil and gas field services, performed on a fee or contract basis, see 0910 
- oil and gas well exploration, see 0910 
- test drilling and boring, see 0910 
- refining of petroleum products, see 1920 
- geophysical surveying and mapping, see 7110 
 


 
 


061 Extraction of crude petroleum 
 
See class 0610. 
 


 
 


0610 Extraction of crude petroleum 
 
This class includes: 
- extraction of crude petroleum oils 
 
This class also includes: 
- extraction of bituminous or oil shale and tar sand 
- production of crude petroleum from bituminous shale and sand 
- processes to obtain crude oils: decantation, desalting, dehydration, stabilization etc. 
 
This class excludes: 
- support activities for oil and gas extraction, see 0910 
- oil and gas exploration, see 0910 
- manufacture of refined petroleum products, see 1920 
- recovery of liquefied petroleum gases in the refining of petroleum, see 1920 
- operation of pipelines, see 4930 
 


 
 


062 Extraction of natural gas 
 
See class 0620. 
 


 
 


0620 Extraction of natural gas 
 
This class includes: 
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- production of crude gaseous hydrocarbon (natural gas) 
- extraction of condensates 
- draining and separation of liquid hydrocarbon fractions 
- gas desulphurization 
 
This class also includes: 
- mining of hydrocarbon liquids, obtained through liquefaction or pyrolysis 
 
This class excludes: 
- support activities for oil and gas extraction, see 0910 
- oil and gas exploration, see 0910 
- recovery of liquefied petroleum gases in the refining of petroleum, see 1920 
- manufacture of industrial gases, see 2011 
- operation of pipelines, see 4930 
 


 
 


07 Mining of metal ores 
 
This division includes mining for metallic minerals (ores), performed through underground or open-cast extraction, 
seabed mining etc. Also included are ore dressing and beneficiating operations, such as crushing, grinding, washing, 
drying, sintering, calcining or leaching ore, gravity separation or flotation operations. 
 
This division excludes: 
- roasting of iron pyrites, see 2011 
- production of aluminium oxide, see 2420 
- operation of blast furnaces, see 2410, 2420 
 


 
 


071 Mining of iron ores 
 
See class 0710. 
 


 
 


0710 Mining of iron ores 
 
This class includes: 
- mining of ores valued chiefly for iron content 
- beneficiation and agglomeration of iron ores 
 
This class excludes: 
- extraction and preparation of pyrites and pyrrhotite (except roasting), see 0891 
 


 
 


072 Mining of non-ferrous metal ores 
 
This group includes the mining of non-ferrous metal ores. 
 


 
 


0721 Mining of uranium and thorium ores 
 
This class includes: 
- mining of ores chiefly valued for uranium and thorium content: pitchblende etc. 
- concentration of such ores 
- production of yellowcake 
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This class excludes: 
- enrichment of uranium and thorium ores, see 2011 
- production of uranium metal from pitchblende or other ores, see 2420 
- smelting and refining of uranium, see 2420 
 


 
 


0729 Mining of other non-ferrous metal ores 
 
This class includes: 
- mining and preparation of ores valued chiefly for non-ferrous metal content: 
• aluminium (bauxite), copper, lead, zinc, tin, manganese, chrome, nickel, cobalt, molybdenum, tantalum, 


vanadium etc. 
• precious metals: gold, silver, platinum 


 
This class excludes: 
- mining and preparation of uranium and thorium ores, see 0721 
- production of aluminium oxide and mattes of nickel or of copper, see 2420 
 


 
 


08 Other mining and quarrying 
 
This division includes extraction from a mine or quarry, but also dredging of alluvial deposits, rock crushing and the 
use of salt marshes. The products are used most notably in construction (e.g. sands, stones etc.), manufacture of 
materials (e.g. clay, gypsum, calcium etc.), manufacture of chemicals etc. 
This division does not include processing (except crushing, grinding, cutting, cleaning, drying, sorting and mixing) of 
the minerals extracted. 
 


 
 


081 Quarrying of stone, sand and clay 
 
See class 0810. 
 


 
 


0810 Quarrying of stone, sand and clay 
 
This class includes: 
- quarrying, rough trimming and sawing of monumental and building stone such as marble, granite, sandstone etc. 
- quarrying, crushing and breaking of limestone 
- mining of gypsum and anhydrite 
- mining of chalk and uncalcined dolomite 
- extraction and dredging of industrial sand, sand for construction and gravel 
- breaking and crushing of stone and gravel  
- quarrying of sand 
- mining of clays, refractory clays and kaolin 
 
This class excludes: 
- mining of bituminous sand, see 0610 
- mining of chemical and fertilizer minerals, see 0891 
- production of calcined dolomite, see 2394 
- cutting, shaping and finishing of stone outside quarries, see 2396 
 


 
 


089 Mining and quarrying n.e.c. 
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0891 Mining of chemical and fertilizer minerals 


 
This class includes: 
- mining of natural phosphates and natural potassium salts 
- mining of native sulphur 
- extraction and preparation of pyrites and pyrrhotite, except roasting 
- mining of natural barium sulphate and carbonate (barytes and witherite), natural borates, natural magnesium 


sulphates (kieserite) 
- mining of earth colours, fluorspar and other minerals valued chiefly as a source of chemicals 
 
This class also includes: 
- guano mining 
 
This class excludes: 
- extraction of salt, see 0893 
- roasting of iron pyrites, see 2011 
- manufacture of synthetic fertilizers and nitrogen compounds, see 2012 
 


 
 


0892 Extraction and agglomeration of peat 
 
This class includes: 
- peat digging 
- peat agglomeration 
 
This class excludes: 
- service activities incidental to peat mining, see 0990 
- manufacture of articles of peat, see 2399 
 


 
 


0893 Extraction of salt 
 
This class includes: 
- extraction of salt from underground including by dissolving and pumping 
- salt production by evaporation of sea water or other saline waters 
- crushing, purification and refining of salt by the producer 
 
This class excludes: 
- processing of salt into food-grade salt, e.g. iodized salt, see 1079 
- potable water production by evaporation of saline water, see 3600 
 


 
 


0899 Other mining and quarrying n.e.c. 
 
This class includes: 
- mining and quarrying of various minerals and materials: 
• abrasive materials, asbestos, siliceous fossil meals, natural graphite, steatite (talc), feldspar etc. 
• gemstones, quartz, mica etc. 


 
 


 
09 Mining support service activities 
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This division includes specialized support services incidental to mining provided on a fee or contract basis. It includes 
exploration services through traditional prospecting methods such as taking core samples and making geological 
observations as well as drilling, test-drilling or redrilling for oil wells, metallic and non-metallic minerals. Other 
typical services cover building oil and gas well foundations, cementing oil and gas well casings, cleaning, bailing and 
swabbing oil and gas wells, draining and pumping mines, overburden removal services at mines, etc. 
 


 
 


091 Support activities for petroleum and natural gas mining 
 
See class 0910. 
 


 
 


0910 Support activities for petroleum and natural gas mining 
 
This class includes: 
- oil and gas extraction service activities provided on a fee or contract basis: 
• exploration services in connection with petroleum or gas extraction, e.g. traditional prospecting methods, such as 


making geological observations at prospective sites 
• directional drilling and redrilling; "spudding in"; derrick erection in situ, repairing and dismantling; cementing oil 


and gas well casings; pumping of wells; plugging and abandoning wells etc. 
• liquefaction and regasification of natural gas for purpose of transport, done at the mine site 
• draining and pumping services, on a fee or contract basis 
• test drilling in connection with petroleum or gas extraction 


 
This class also includes: 
- oil and gas field fire fighting services 
 
This class excludes: 
- service activities performed by operators of oil or gas fields, see 0610, 0620 
- specialized repair of mining machinery, see 3312 
- liquefaction and regasification of natural gas for purpose of transport, done off the mine site, see 5221 
- geophysical, geologic and seismographic surveys, see 7110 
 


 
 


099 Support activities for other mining and quarrying 
 
See class 0990. 
 


 
 


0990 Support activities for other mining and quarrying 
 
This class includes: 
- support services on a fee or contract basis, required for mining activities of divisions 04, 06 and 07 
• exploration services, e.g. traditional prospecting methods, such as taking core samples and making geological 


observations at prospective sites 
• draining and pumping services, on a fee or contract basis 
• test drilling and test hole boring 


 
This class excludes: 
- operating mines or quarries on a contract or fee basis, see division 05, 07 or 08 
- specialized repair of mining machinery, see 3312 
- geophysical surveying services, on a contract or fee basis, see 7110 
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C Manufacturing 
 
Manufacturing includes the physical or chemical transformation of materials, substances, or components into new 
products, although this cannot be used as the single universal criterion for defining manufacturing (see remark on 
processing of waste below). The materials, substances, or components transformed are raw materials that are products 
of agriculture, forestry, fishing, mining or quarrying as well as products of other manufacturing activities. Substantial 
alteration, renovation or reconstruction of goods is generally considered to be manufacturing. 
 
Units engaged in manufacturing are often described as plants, factories or mills and characteristically use power-
driven machines and materials-handling equipment. However, units that transform materials or substances into new 
products by hand or in the worker's home and those engaged in selling to the general public of products made on the 
same premises from which they are sold, such as bakeries and custom tailors, are also included in this section. 
Manufacturing units may process materials or may contract with other units to process their materials for them. Both 
types of units are included in manufacturing. 
 
The output of a manufacturing process may be finished in the sense that it is ready for utilization or consumption, or it 
may be semi-finished in the sense that it is to become an input for further manufacturing. For example, the output of 
alumina refining is the input used in the primary production of aluminium; primary aluminium is the input to 
aluminium wire drawing; and aluminium wire is the input for the manufacture of fabricated wire products. 
 
Manufacture of specialized components and parts of, and accessories and attachments to, machinery and equipment is, 
as a general rule, classified in the same class as the manufacture of the machinery and equipment for which the parts 
and accessories are intended. Manufacture of unspecialized components and parts of machinery and equipment, e.g. 
engines, pistons, electric motors, electrical assemblies, valves, gears, roller bearings, is classified in the appropriate 
class of manufacturing, without regard to the machinery and equipment in which these items may be included. 
However, making specialized components and accessories by moulding or extruding plastics materials is included in 
class 2220. 
 
Assembly of the component parts of manufactured products is considered manufacturing. This includes the assembly 
of manufactured products from either self-produced or purchased components.  
 
The recovery of waste, i.e. the processing of waste into secondary raw materials is classified in class 3830 (Materials 
recovery). While this may involve physical or chemical transformations, this is not considered to be a part of 
manufacturing. The primary purpose of these activities is considered to be the treatment or processing of waste and 
they are therefore classified in Section E (Water supply; sewerage, waste management and remediation activities). 
However, the manufacture of new final products (as opposed to secondary raw materials) is classified in 
manufacturing, even if these processes use waste as an input. For example, the production of silver from film waste is 
considered to be a manufacturing process. 
 
Specialized maintenance and repair of industrial, commercial and similar machinery and equipment is, in general, 
classified in division 33 (Repair, maintenance and installation of machinery and equipment). However, the repair of 
computers and personal and household goods is classified in division 95 (Repair of computers and personal and 
household goods), while the repair of motor vehicles is classified in division 45 (Wholesale and retail trade and repair 
of motor vehicles and motorcycles).  
 
The installation of machinery and equipment, when carried out as a specialized activity, is classified in 3320.  
 
Remark: The boundaries of manufacturing and the other sectors of the classification system can be somewhat blurry. 
As a general rule, the activities in the manufacturing section involve the transformation of materials into new 
products. Their output is a new product. However, the definition of what constitutes a new product can be somewhat 
subjective. As clarification, the following activities are considered manufacturing in ISIC: 
- Milk pasteurizing and bottling (see 1050) 
- Fresh fish processing (oyster shucking, fish filleting), not done on a fishing boat (see 1020) 
- Printing and related activities (see 1811, 1812) 
- Ready-mixed concrete production (see 2395) 
- Leather converting (see 1511) 
- Wood preserving (see 1610) 
- Electroplating, plating, metal heat treating, and polishing (see 2592) 
- Rebuilding or remanufacturing of machinery (e.g. automobile engines, see 2910) 
- Tyre retreading (see 2211) 
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Conversely, there are activities that, although sometimes involving transformation processes, are classified in other 
sections of ISIC (in other words, they are not classified as manufacturing). They include: 
- Logging, classified in section A (Agriculture, forestry and fishing); 
- Beneficiating of agricultural products, classified in section A (Agriculture, forestry and fishing);  
- Beneficiating of ores and other minerals, classified in section B (Mining and quarrying);  
- Construction of structures and fabricating operations performed at the site of construction, classified in section F 


(Construction); 
- Activities of breaking bulk and redistribution in smaller lots, including packaging, repackaging, or bottling products, 


such as liquors or chemicals; sorting of scrap; mixing paints to customer order; and cutting metals to customer order, 
produce a modified version of the same product are classified to section G (Wholesale and retail trade; repair of 
motor vehicles and motorcycles). 


 
 


 
10 Manufacture of food products 


 
This division includes the processing of the products of agriculture, forestry and fishing into food and drink for 
humans or animals, and includes the production of various intermediate products that are not directly food products. 
The activity often generates associated products of greater or lesser value (for example, hides from slaughtering, or 
oilcake from oil production). 
This division is organized by activities dealing with different kinds of products: meat, fish, fruit and vegetables, fats 
and oils, milk products, grain mill products, animal feeds, other food products and beverages. Production can be 
carried out for own account, as well as for third parties, as in custom slaughtering. 
Some activities are considered manufacturing (for example, those performed in bakeries, pastry shops, and prepared 
meat shops etc. which sell their own production) even though there is retail sale of the products in the producers' own 
shop. However, where the processing is minimal and does not lead to a real transformation, the unit is classified to 
Wholesale and retail trade (section G). 
 
Production of animal feeds from slaughter waste or by-products is classified in 1080, while processing food and 
beverage waste into secondary raw material is classified to 3830, and disposal of food and beverage waste in 3821. 
 


 
 


101 Processing and preserving of meat 
 
See class 1010. 
 


 
 


1010 Processing and preserving of meat 
 
This class includes: 
- operation of slaughterhouses engaged in killing, dressing or packing meat: beef, pork, poultry, lamb, rabbit, mutton, 


camel, etc. 
- production of fresh, chilled or frozen meat, in carcasses 
- production of fresh, chilled or frozen meat, in cuts 
- production of fresh, chilled or frozen meat, in individual portions 
- production of dried, salted or smoked meat 
- production of meat products: 
• sausages, salami, puddings, "andouillettes", saveloys, bolognas, pâtés, rillettes, boiled ham 


 
This class also includes: 
- slaughtering and processing of whales on land or on specialized vessels 
- production of hides and skins originating from slaughterhouses, including fellmongery 
- rendering of lard and other edible fats of animal origin 
- processing of animal offal 
- production of pulled wool 
- production of feathers and down 
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This class excludes: 
- manufacture of prepared frozen meat and poultry dishes, see 1075 
- manufacture of soup containing meat, see 1079 
- wholesale trade of meat, see 4630 
- packaging of meat, see 8292 
 


 
 


102 Processing and preserving of fish, crustaceans and molluscs 
 
See class 1020. 
 


 
 


1020 Processing and preserving of fish, crustaceans and molluscs 
 
This class includes: 
- preparation and preservation of fish, crustaceans and molluscs: freezing, deep-freezing, drying, smoking, salting, 


immersing in brine, canning etc. 
- production of fish, crustacean and mollusc products: cooked fish, fish fillets, roes, caviar, caviar substitutes etc. 
- production of fishmeal for human consumption or animal feed 
- production of meals and solubles from fish and other aquatic animals unfit for human consumption 
 
This class also includes: 
- activities of vessels engaged only in the processing and preserving of fish 
- processing of seaweed 
 
This class excludes: 
- processing of whales on land or specialized vessels, see 1010 
- production of oils and fats from marine material, see 1040 
- manufacture of prepared frozen fish dishes, see 1075 
- manufacture of fish soups, see 1079 
 


 
 


103 Processing and preserving of fruit and vegetables 
 
See class 1030. 
 


 
 


1030 Processing and preserving of fruit and vegetables 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of food consisting chiefly of fruit or vegetables, except ready-made dishes in frozen or canned form 
- preserving of fruit, nuts or vegetables: freezing, drying, immersing in oil or in vinegar, canning etc. 
- manufacture of fruit or vegetable food products 
- manufacture of fruit or vegetable juices 
- manufacture of jams, marmalades and table jellies 
- processing and preserving of potatoes: 
• manufacture of prepared frozen potatoes 
• manufacture of dehydrated mashed potatoes 
• manufacture of potato snacks 
• manufacture of potato crisps 
• manufacture of potato flour and meal 


- roasting of nuts 
- manufacture of nut foods and pastes 
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This class also includes: 
- industrial peeling of potatoes 
- production of concentrates from fresh fruits and vegetables 
- manufacture of perishable prepared foods of fruit and vegetables, such as: 
• salads 
• peeled or cut vegetables 
• tofu (bean curd) 


 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of flour or meal of dried leguminous vegetables, see 1061 
- preservation of fruit and nuts in sugar, see 1073 
- manufacture of prepared frozen vegetable dishes, see 1075 
- manufacture of artificial concentrates, see 1079 
 


 
 


104 Manufacture of vegetable and animal oils and fats 
 
See class 1040. 
 


 
 


1040 Manufacture of vegetable and animal oils and fats 
 
This class includes the manufacture of crude and refined oils and fats from vegetable or animal materials, except 
rendering or refining of lard and other edible animal fats. 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of crude vegetable oils: olive oil, soya-bean oil, palm oil, sunflower-seed oil, cotton-seed oil, rape, 


colza or mustard oil, linseed oil etc. 
- manufacture of non-defatted flour or meal of oilseeds, oil nuts or oil kernels 
- manufacture of refined vegetable oils: olive oil, soya-bean oil etc. 
- processing of vegetable oils: blowing, boiling, dehydration, hydrogenation etc. 
- manufacture of margarine 
- manufacture of melanges and similar spreads 
- manufacture of compound cooking fats 
 
This class also includes: 
- manufacture of non-edible animal oils and fats 
- extraction of fish and marine mammal oils 
- production of cotton linters, oilcakes and other residual products of oil production 
 
This class excludes: 
- rendering and refining of lard and other edible animal fats, see 1010 
- wet corn milling, see 1062 
- production of essential oils, see 2029 
- treatment of oil and fats by chemical processes, see 2029 
 


 
 


105 Manufacture of dairy products 
 
See class 1050. 
 


 
 


1050 Manufacture of dairy products 
 
This class includes: 
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- manufacture of fresh liquid milk, pasteurized, sterilized, homogenized and/or ultra heat treated 
- manufacture of milk-based soft drinks 
- manufacture of cream from fresh liquid milk, pasteurized, sterilized, homogenized 
- manufacture of dried or concentrated milk whether or not sweetened 
- manufacture of milk or cream in solid form 
- manufacture of butter 
- manufacture of yoghurt 
- manufacture of cheese and curd 
- manufacture of whey 
- manufacture of casein or lactose 
• manufacture of ice cream and other edible ice such as sorbet 


 
This class excludes: 
- production of raw milk (cattle), see 0141 
- production of raw milk (camels, etc.), see 0143 
- production of raw milk (sheep, goats, horses, asses, etc.), see 0144 
- manufacture of non-dairy milk and cheese substitutes, see 1079 
- activities of ice cream parlours, see 5610 
 


 
 


106 Manufacture of grain mill products, starches and starch products 
 
This group includes the milling of flour or meal from grains or vegetables, the milling, cleaning and polishing of rice, 
as well as the manufacture of flour mixes or doughs from these products. Also included in this group is the wet 
milling of corn and vegetables and the manufacture of starch and starch products. 
 


 
 


1061 Manufacture of grain mill products 
 
This class includes: 
- grain milling: production of flour, groats, meal or pellets of wheat, rye, oats, maize (corn) or other cereal grains 
- rice milling: production of husked, milled, polished, glazed, parboiled or converted rice; production of rice flour 
- vegetable milling: production of flour or meal of dried leguminous vegetables, of roots or tubers, or of edible nuts 
- manufacture of cereal breakfast foods 
- manufacture of flour mixes and prepared blended flour and dough for bread, cakes, biscuits or pancakes 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of potato flour and meal, see 1030 
- wet corn milling, see 1062 
 


 
 


1062 Manufacture of starches and starch products 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of starches from rice, potatoes, maize etc. 
- wet corn milling 
- manufacture of glucose, glucose syrup, maltose, inulin etc. 
- manufacture of gluten 
- manufacture of tapioca and tapioca substitutes prepared from starch 
- manufacture of corn oil 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of lactose (milk sugar), see 1050 
- production of cane or beet sugar, see 1072 
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107 Manufacture of other food products 


 
This group includes the production of a variety of food products not included in previous groups of this division. This 
includes the production of bakery products, sugar and confectionery, macaroni noodles and similar products, prepared 
meals and dishes, coffee, tea and spices as well as perishable and specialty food products. 
 


 
 


1071 Manufacture of bakery products 
 
This class includes the manufacture of bakery products. 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of fresh, frozen or dry bakery products 
- manufacture of bread and rolls 
- manufacture of fresh pastry, cakes, pies, tarts etc. 
- manufacture of rusks, biscuits and other "dry" bakery products 
- manufacture of preserved pastry goods and cakes 
- manufacture of snack products (cookies, crackers, pretzels etc.), whether sweet or salted 
- manufacture of tortillas 
- manufacture of frozen bakery products: pancakes, waffles, rolls etc. 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of farinaceous products (pastas), see 1074 
- manufacture of potato snacks, see 1030 
- heating up of bakery items for immediate consumption, see division 56 
 


 
 


1072 Manufacture of sugar 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture or refining of sugar (sucrose) and sugar substitutes from the juice of cane, beet, maple and palm 
- manufacture of sugar syrups 
- manufacture of molasses 
- production of maple syrup and sugar 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of glucose, glucose syrup, maltose, see 1062 
 


 
 


1073 Manufacture of cocoa, chocolate and sugar confectionery 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of cocoa, cocoa butter, cocoa fat, cocoa oil 
- manufacture of chocolate and chocolate confectionery 
- manufacture of sugar confectionery: caramels, cachous, nougats, fondant, white chocolate 
- manufacture of chewing gum 
- preserving in sugar of fruit, nuts, fruit peels and other parts of plants 
- manufacture of confectionery lozenges and pastilles 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of sucrose sugar, see 1072 
 


 
 


1074 Manufacture of macaroni, noodles, couscous and similar farinaceous products 
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This class includes: 
- manufacture of pastas such as macaroni and noodles, whether or not cooked or stuffed 
- manufacture of couscous 
- manufacture of canned or frozen pasta products 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of soup containing pasta, see 1079 
 


 
 


1075 Manufacture of prepared meals and dishes 
 
This class includes manufacture of ready-made (i.e. prepared, seasoned and cooked) meals and dishes, in frozen or 
canned form. These dishes are usually packaged and labeled for re-sale, i.e. this class does not include the preparation 
of meals for immediate consumption, such as in restaurants. 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of fresh or frozen meat or poultry dishes 
- manufacture of canned stews and vacuum-prepared meals 
- manufacture of other prepared meals (such as "TV dinners", etc.) 
- manufacture of frozen fish dishes, including fish and chips 
- manufacture of prepared dishes of vegetables 
- manufacture of frozen pizza 
 
This class excludes: 
- wholesale of prepared meals and dishes, see 4630 
- retail sale of prepared meals and dishes in stores, see 4711, 4721 
- food service contractors for transportation companies, see 5629 
 


 
 


1079 Manufacture of other food products n.e.c. 
 
This class includes: 
- decaffeinating and roasting of coffee 
- production of coffee products: 
• ground coffee 
• soluble coffee 
• extracts and concentrates of coffee 


- manufacture of coffee substitutes 
- blending of tea and maté 
- manufacture of extracts and preparations based on tea or maté 
- manufacture of soups and broths 
- manufacture of special foods, such as: 
• infant formula 
• follow up milks and other follow up foods 
• baby foods 
• foods containing homogenized ingredients 


- manufacture of spices, sauces and condiments: 
• mayonnaise 
• mustard flour and meal 
• prepared mustard etc. 


- manufacture of vinegar 
- manufacture of artificial honey and caramel 
- manufacture of perishable prepared foods, such as: 
• sandwiches 
• fresh (uncooked) pizza 
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This class also includes: 
- manufacture of herb infusions (mint, vervain, chamomile etc.) 
- manufacture of yeast 
- manufacture of extracts and juices of meat, fish, crustaceans or molluscs 
- manufacture of non-dairy milk and cheese substitutes 
- manufacture of egg products, egg albumin 
- processing of salt into food-grade salt, e.g. iodized salt 
 
This class excludes: 
- growing of spice crops, see 0128 
- manufacture of inulin, see 1062 
- manufacture of frozen pizza, see 1075 
- manufacture of spirits, beer, wine and soft drinks, see division 11 
- preparation of botanical products for pharmaceutical use, see 2100 
 


 
 


108 Manufacture of prepared animal feeds 
 
See class 1080. 
 


 
 


1080 Manufacture of prepared animal feeds 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of prepared feeds for pets, including dogs, cats, birds, fish etc. 
- manufacture of prepared feeds for farm animals, including animal feed concentrated and feed supplements 
- preparation of unmixed (single) feeds for farm animals 
 
This class also includes: 
- treatment of slaughter waste to produce animal feeds 
 
This class excludes: 
- production of fishmeal for animal feed, see 1020 
- production of oilseed cake, see 1040 
- activities resulting in by-products usable as animal feed without special treatment, e.g. oilseeds (see 1040), grain 


milling residues (see 1061) etc. 
 


 
 


11 Manufacture of beverages 
 
This division includes the manufacture of beverages, such as nonalcoholic beverages and mineral water, manufacture 
of alcoholic beverages mainly through fermentation, beer and wine, and the manufacture of distilled alcoholic 
beverages. 
 
This division excludes: 
- manufacture of coffee, tea and maté products 
 


 
 


110 Manufacture of beverages 
 
See division 11. 
 


 
 


1101 Distilling, rectifying and blending of spirits; ethyl alcohol production from fermented materials 
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This class includes: 
- manufacture of distilled, potable, alcoholic beverages: whisky, brandy, gin, liqueurs, "mixed drinks" etc. 
- blending of distilled spirits 
- production of neutral spirits 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of non-distilled alcoholic beverages, see 1102, 1103 
- merely bottling and labeling, see 4630 (if performed as part of wholesale) and 8292 (if performed on a fee or 


contract basis) 
 


 
 


1102 Manufacture of wines 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of wine 
- manufacture of sparkling wine 
- manufacture of wine from concentrated grape must 
- manufacture of fermented but not distilled alcoholic beverages: sake, cider, perry, mead, other fruit wines and mixed 


beverages containing alcohol 
- manufacture of vermouth and the like 
 
This class also includes: 
- blending of wine 
- manufacture of low or non-alcoholic wine 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of vinegar, see 1079 
- merely bottling and labeling, see 4630 (if performed as part of wholesale) and 8292 (if performed on a fee or 


contract basis) 
 


 
 


1103 Manufacture of malt liquors and malt 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of malt liquors, such as beer, ale, porter and stout 
- manufacture of malt 
 
This class also includes: 
- manufacture of low alcohol or non-alcoholic beer 
 


 
 


1104 Manufacture of soft drinks; production of mineral waters and other bottled waters 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of non-alcoholic beverages, except non-alcoholic beer and wine 
- production of natural mineral waters and other bottled waters 
- manufacture of soft drinks: 
• non-alcoholic flavoured and/or sweetened waters: lemonade, orangeade, cola, fruit drinks, tonic waters etc. 


 
This class also includes: 
- manufacture of ice, including ice for cooling (i.e. non-food) purposes 
 
This class excludes: 
- production of fruit and vegetable juice, see 1030 
- manufacture of coffee, tea and maté products, see 1079 
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- manufacture of non-alcoholic wine, see 1102 
- manufacture of non-alcoholic beer, see 1103 
- merely bottling and labeling, see 4630 (if performed as part of wholesale) and 8292 (if performed on a fee or 


contract basis) 
 


 
 


12 Manufacture of tobacco products 
 
This division includes the processing of an agricultural product, tobacco, into a form suitable for final consumption. 
 


 
 


120 Manufacture of tobacco products 
 
See class 1200. 
 


 
 


1200 Manufacture of tobacco products 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of tobacco products and products of tobacco substitutes: cigarettes, cigarette tobacco, cigars, pipe 


tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff 
- manufacture of "homogenized" or "reconstituted" tobacco 
 
This class also includes: 
- stemming and redrying of tobacco 
 
This class excludes: 
- growing or preliminary processing of tobacco, see 0115 
 


 
 


13 Manufacture of textiles 
 
This division includes preparation and spinning of textile fibres as well as textile weaving, finishing of textiles and 
wearing apparel, manufacture of made-up textile articles, except apparel (e.g. household linen, blankets, rugs, cordage 
etc.). Growing of natural fibres is covered under division 01, while manufacture of synthetic fibres is a chemical 
process classified in class 2030. Manufacture of wearing apparel is covered in division 14. 
 


 
 


131 Spinning, weaving and finishing of textiles 
 
This group includes the manufacture of textiles, including preparatory operations, the spinning of textile fibres and the 
weaving of textiles. This can be done from varying raw materials, such as silk, wool, other animal, vegetable or man-
made fibres, paper or glass etc. 
Also included in this group is the finishing of textiles and wearing apparel, i.e. bleaching, dyeing, dressing and similar 
activities. 
 


 
 


1311 Preparation and spinning of textile fibres 
 
This class includes: 
- preparatory operations on textile fibres: 
• reeling and washing of silk 
• degreasing and carbonizing of wool and dyeing of wool fleece 
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• carding and combing of all kinds of animal, vegetable and man-made fibres 
- spinning and manufacture of yarn or thread for weaving or sewing, for the trade or for further processing 
• texturizing, twisting, folding, cabling and dipping of synthetic or artificial filament yarns 


 
This class also includes: 
- manufacture of paper yarn 
 
This class excludes: 
- preparatory operations carried out in combination with agriculture or farming, see 01 
- retting of plants bearing vegetable textile fibres (jute, flax, coir etc.), see 0116 
- cotton ginning, see 0163 
- manufacture of synthetic or artificial fibres and tows, manufacture of single yarns (including high-tenacity yarn and 


yarn for carpets) of synthetic or artificial fibres, see 2030 
- manufacture of glass fibres, see 2310 
 


 
 


1312 Weaving of textiles 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of broad woven cotton-type, woollen-type, worsted-type or silk-type fabrics, including from mixtures 


or artificial or synthetic yarns 
- manufacture of other broad woven fabrics, using flax, ramie, hemp, jute, bast fibres and special yarns 
 
This class also includes: 
- manufacture of woven pile or chenille fabrics, terry towelling, gauze etc. 
- manufacture of woven fabrics of glass fibres 
- manufacture of woven carbon and aramid threads 
- manufacture of imitation fur by weaving 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of textile floor coverings, see 1323 
- manufacture of non-woven fabrics and felts, see 1329 
- manufacture of narrow fabrics, see 1329 
- manufacture of knitted and crocheted fabrics, see 1321 
 


 
 


1313 Finishing of textiles 
 
This class includes: 
- bleaching and dyeing of textile fibres, yarns, fabrics and textile articles, including wearing apparel 
- dressing, drying, steaming, shrinking, mending, Sanforizing, mercerizing of textiles and textile articles, including 


wearing apparel 
 
This class also includes: 
- bleaching of jeans 
- pleating and similar work on textiles 
- waterproofing, coating, rubberizing, or impregnating purchased garments  
- silk screen-printing on textiles and wearing apparel 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of textile fabric impregnated, coated, covered or laminated with rubber, where rubber is the chief 


constituent, see 2219 
 


 
 


132 Manufacture of other textiles 
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This group includes the manufacture of products produced from textiles, except wearing apparel, such as made-up 
textile articles, carpets and rugs, rope, narrow woven fabrics, trimmings etc. 
 


 
 


1321 Manufacture of knitted and crocheted fabrics 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture and processing of knitted or crocheted fabrics: 
• pile and terry fabrics 
• net and window furnishing type fabrics knitted on Raschel or similar machines 
• other knitted or crocheted fabrics 


 
This class also includes: 
- manufacture of imitation fur by knitting 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of net and window furnishing type fabrics of lace knitted on Raschel or similar machines, see 1329 
- manufacture of knitted and crocheted apparel, see 1430 
 


 
 


1322 Manufacture of made-up textile articles, except apparel 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture, of made-up articles of any textile material, including of knitted or crocheted fabrics: 
• blankets, including travelling rugs 
• bed, table, toilet or kitchen linen 
• quilts, eiderdowns, cushions, pouffes, pillows, sleeping bags etc. 


- manufacture of made-up furnishing articles: 
• curtains, valances, blinds, bedspreads, furniture or machine covers etc. 
• tarpaulins, tents, camping goods, sails, sun blinds, loose covers for cars, machines or furniture etc. 
• flags, banners, pennants etc. 
• dust cloths, dishcloths and similar articles, life jackets, parachutes etc. 


 
This class also includes: 
- manufacture of the textile part of electric blankets 
- manufacture of hand-woven tapestries 
- manufacture of tire covers 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of textile articles for technical use, see 1329 
 


 
 


1323 Manufacture of carpets and rugs 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of textile floor coverings: 
• carpets, rugs and mats, tiles 


 
This class also includes: 
- manufacture of needle-loom felt floor coverings 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of mats and matting of plaiting materials, see 1629 
- manufacture of floor coverings of cork, see 1629 
- manufacture of resilient floor coverings, such as vinyl, linoleum, see 2220 
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1324 Manufacture of cordage, rope, twine and netting 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of twine, cordage, rope and cables of textile fibres or strip or the like, whether or not impregnated, 


coated, covered or sheathed with rubber or plastics 
- manufacture of knotted netting of twine, cordage or rope 
- manufacture of products of rope or netting: fishing nets, ships' fenders, unloading cushions, loading slings, rope or 


cable fitted with metal rings etc. 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of hairnets, see 1410 
- manufacture of wire rope, see 2599 
 


 
 


1329 Manufacture of other textiles n.e.c. 
 
This class includes all activities related to textiles or textile products, not specified elsewhere in division 12 or 13, 
involving a large number of processes and a great variety of goods produced. 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of narrow woven fabrics, including fabrics consisting of warp without weft assembled by means of an 


adhesive 
- manufacture of labels, badges etc. 
- manufacture of ornamental trimmings: braids, tassels, pompons etc. 
- manufacture of felt 
- manufacture of tulles and other net fabrics, and of lace and embroidery, in the piece, in strips or in motifs 
- manufacture of fabrics impregnated, coated, covered or laminated with plastics 
- manufacture of metallized yarn or gimped yarn, rubber thread and cord covered with textile material, textile yarn or 


strip covered, impregnated, coated or sheathed with rubber or plastics 
- manufacture of tyre cord fabric of high-tenacity man-made yarn 
- manufacture of other treated or coated fabrics: tracing cloth, canvas prepared for use by painters, buckram and 


similar stiffened textile fabrics, fabrics coated with gum or amylaceous substances 
- manufacture of diverse textile articles: textile wicks, incandescent gas mantles and tubular gas  
- mantle fabric, hosepiping, transmission or conveyor belts or belting (whether or not reinforced with metal or other 


material), bolting cloth, straining cloth 
- automotive trimmings 
- manufacture of pressure sensitive cloth-tape 
- artists' canvas boards and tracing cloth 
- manufacture of shoe-lace, of textiles 
- manufacture of powder puffs and mitts 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of needle-loom felt floor coverings, see 1322 
- manufacture of textile wadding and articles of wadding: sanitary towels, tampons etc., see 1709 
- manufacture of transmission or conveyor belts of textile fabric, yarn or cord impregnated, coated, covered or 


laminated with rubber, where rubber is the chief constituent, see 2219 
- manufacture of plates or sheets of cellular rubber or plastic combined with textiles for reinforcing purposes only, see 


2219, 2220 
- manufacture of cloth of woven metal wire, see 2599 
 


 
 


14 Manufacture of wearing apparel 
 
This division includes all tailoring (ready-to-wear or made-to-measure), in all materials (e.g. leather, fabric, knitted 
and crocheted fabrics etc.), of all items of clothing (e.g. outerwear, underwear for men, women or children; work, city 
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or casual clothing etc.) and accessories. There is no distinction made between clothing for adults and clothing for 
children, or between modern and traditional clothing. Division 14 also includes the fur industry (fur skins and wearing 
apparel). 
 


 
 


141 Manufacture of wearing apparel, except fur apparel 
 
See class 1410. 
 


 
 


1410 Manufacture of wearing apparel, except fur apparel 
 
This class includes manufacture of wearing apparel. The material used may be of any kind and may be coated, 
impregnated or rubberized. 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of wearing apparel made of leather or composition leather including leather industrial work accessories 


as welder's leather aprons 
- manufacture of work wear 
- manufacture of other outerwear made of woven, knitted or crocheted fabric, non-wovens etc. for men, women and 


children: 
• coats, suits, ensembles, jackets, trousers, skirts etc. 


- manufacture of underwear and nightwear made of woven, knitted or crocheted fabric, lace etc. for men, women and 
children: 
• shirts, T-shirts, underpants, briefs, pyjamas, nightdresses, dressing gowns, blouses, slips, brassieres, corsets etc. 


- manufacture of babies' garments, tracksuits, ski suits, swimwear etc. 
- manufacture of hats and caps 
- manufacture of other clothing accessories: gloves, belts, shawls, ties, cravats, hairnets etc. 
 
This class also includes: 
- custom tailoring 
- manufacture of headgear of fur skins 
- manufacture of footwear of textile material without applied soles 
- manufacture of parts of the products listed 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of wearing apparel of fur skins (except headgear), see 1420 
- manufacture of footwear, see 1520 
- manufacture of wearing apparel of rubber or plastics not assembled by stitching but merely sealed together, see 


2219, 2220 
- manufacture of leather sports gloves and sports headgear, see 3230 
- manufacture of safety headgear (except sports headgear), see 3290 
- manufacture of fire-resistant and protective safety clothing, see 3290 
- repair of wearing apparel, see 9529 
 


 
 


142 Manufacture of articles of fur 
 
See class 1420. 
 


 
 


1420 Manufacture of articles of fur 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of articles made of fur skins: 
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• fur wearing apparel and clothing accessories 
• assemblies of fur skins such as "dropped" fur skins, plates, mats, strips etc. 
• diverse articles of fur skins: rugs, unstuffed pouffes, industrial polishing cloths 


 
This class excludes: 
- production of raw fur skins, see 014, 0170 
- production of raw hides and skins, see 1010 
- manufacture of imitation furs (long-hair cloth obtained by weaving or knitting), see 1312, 1321 
- manufacture of fur hats, see 1410 
- manufacture of apparel trimmed with fur, see 1410 
- dressing and dyeing of fur, see 1511 
- manufacture of boots or shoes containing fur parts, see 1520 
 


 
 


143 Manufacture of knitted and crocheted apparel 
 
See class 1430. 
 


 
 


1430 Manufacture of knitted and crocheted apparel 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of knitted or crocheted wearing apparel and other made-up articles directly into shape: pullovers, 


cardigans, jerseys, waistcoats and similar articles 
- manufacture of hosiery, including socks, tights and pantyhose 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of knitted and crocheted textiles, see 1321 
 


 
 


15 Manufacture of leather and related products 
 
This division includes dressing and dyeing of fur and the transformation of hides into leather by tanning or curing and 
fabricating the leather into products for final consumption. It also includes the manufacture of similar products from 
other materials (imitation leathers or leather substitutes), such as rubber footwear, textile luggage etc. The products 
made from leather substitutes are included here, since they are made in ways similar to those in which leather products 
are made (e.g. luggage) and are often produced in the same unit. 
 


 
 


151 Tanning and dressing of leather; manufacture of luggage, handbags, saddlery and harness; dressing and 
dyeing of fur 


 
This group includes the manufacture of leather and fur and products thereof. 
 


 
 


1511 Tanning and dressing of leather; dressing and dyeing of fur 
 
This class includes: 
- tanning, dyeing and dressing of hides and skins 
- manufacture of chamois dressed, parchment dressed, patent or metallized leathers 
- manufacture of composition leather 
- scraping, currying, tanning, bleaching, shearing and plucking and dyeing of fur skins and hides with the hair on 
 
This class excludes: 
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- production of hides and skins as part of ranching, see 014 
- production of hides and skins as part of slaughtering, see 1010 
- manufacture of leather apparel, see 1410 
- manufacture of imitation leather not based on natural leather, see 2219, 2220 
 


 
 


1512 Manufacture of luggage, handbags and the like, saddlery and harness 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of luggage, handbags and the like, of leather, composition leather or any other material, such as plastic 


sheeting, textile materials, vulcanized fibre or paperboard, where the same technology is used as for leather 
- manufacture of saddlery and harness 
- manufacture of non-metallic watch bands (e.g. fabric, leather, plastic) 
- manufacture of diverse articles of leather or composition leather: driving belts, packings etc. 
- manufacture of shoe-lace, of leather 
- manufacture of horse whips and riding crops 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of leather wearing apparel, see 1410 
- manufacture of leather gloves and hats, see 1410 
- manufacture of footwear, see 1520 
- manufacture of saddles for bicycles, see 3092 
- manufacture of precious metal watch straps, see 3211 
- manufacture of non-precious metal watch straps, see 3212 
- manufacture of linemen's safety belts and other belts for occupational use, see 3290 
 


 
 


152 Manufacture of footwear 
 
See class 1520. 
 


 
 


1520 Manufacture of footwear 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of footwear for all purposes, of any material, by any process, including moulding (see below for 


exceptions) 
- manufacture of leather parts of footwear: manufacture of uppers and parts of uppers, outer and inner soles, heels etc. 
- manufacture of gaiters, leggings and similar articles 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of footwear of textile material without applied soles, see 1410 
- manufacture of plastic footwear parts, see 2220 
- manufacture of rubber boot and shoe heels and soles and other rubber footwear parts, see 2219 
- manufacture of wooden shoe parts (e.g. heels and lasts), see 1629 
 


 
 


16 Manufacture of wood and of products of wood and cork, except furniture; manufacture of articles of straw and 
plaiting materials 


 
This division includes the manufacture of wood products, such as lumber, plywood, veneers, wood containers, wood 
flooring, wood trusses, and prefabricated wood buildings. The production processes include sawing, planing, shaping, 
laminating, and assembling of wood products starting from logs that are cut into bolts, or lumber that may then be cut 
further, or shaped by lathes or other shaping tools. The lumber or other transformed wood shapes may also be 
subsequently planed or smoothed, and assembled into finished products, such as wood containers. 
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With the exception of sawmilling, this division is subdivided mainly based on the specific products manufactured. 
 
This division does not include the manufacture of furniture (3100), or the installation of wooden fittings and the like 
(4330). 
 


 
 


161 Sawmilling and planing of wood 
 
See class 1610. 
 


 
 


1610 Sawmilling and planing of wood 
 
This class includes: 
- sawing, planing and machining of wood 
- slicing, peeling or chipping logs 
- manufacture of wooden railway sleepers 
- manufacture of unassembled wooden flooring 
- manufacture of wood wool, wood flour, chips, particles 
 
This class also includes: 
- drying of wood 
- impregnation or chemical treatment of wood with preservatives or other materials 
 
This class excludes: 
- logging and production of wood in the rough, see 0220 
- manufacture of veneer sheets thin enough for use in plywood, boards and panels, see 1621 
- manufacture of shingles and shakes, beadings and mouldings, see 1622 
 


 
 


162 Manufacture of products of wood, cork, straw and plaiting materials 
 
This group includes the manufacture of products of wood, cork, straw or plaiting materials, including basic shapes as 
well as assembled products. 
 


 
 


1621 Manufacture of veneer sheets; manufacture of plywood, laminboard, particle board and other panels and 
board 


 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of veneer sheets thin enough to be used for veneering, making plywood or other purposes: 
• smoothed, dyed, coated, impregnated, reinforced (with paper or fabric backing) 
• made in the form of motifs 


- manufacture of plywood, veneer panels and similar laminated wood boards and sheets 
- manufacture of particle board and fibreboard 
- manufacture of densified wood 
- manufacture of glue laminated wood, laminated veneer wood 
 


 
 


1622 Manufacture of builders' carpentry and joinery 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of wooden goods intended to be used primarily in the construction industry: 
• beams, rafters, roof struts 
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• glue-laminated and metal connected, prefabricated wooden roof trusses 
• doors, windows, shutters and their frames, whether or not containing metal fittings, such as hinges, locks etc. 
• stairs, railings 
• wooden beadings and mouldings, shingles and shakes 
• parquet floor blocks, strips etc., assembled into panels 


- manufacture of prefabricated buildings, or elements thereof, predominantly of wood 
- manufacture of mobile homes 
- manufacture of wood partitions (except free standing) 
- manufacture of blocks for the manufacture of smoking pipes 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of unassembled wooden flooring, see 1610 
- manufacture of kitchen cabinets, bookcases, wardrobes etc., see 3100 
- manufacture of wood partitions, free standing, see 3100 
 


 
 


1623 Manufacture of wooden containers 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of packing cases, boxes, crates, drums and similar packings of wood 
- manufacture of pallets, box pallets and other load boards of wood 
- manufacture of barrels, vats, tubs and other coopers' products of wood 
- manufacture of wooden cable-drums 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of luggage, see 1512 
- manufacture of cases of plaiting material, see 1629 
 


 
 


1629 Manufacture of other products of wood; manufacture of articles of cork, straw and plaiting materials 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of various wood products: 
• wooden handles and bodies for tools, brooms, brushes 
• wooden boot or shoe lasts and trees, clothes hangers 
• household utensils and kitchenware of wood 
• wooden statuettes and ornaments, wood marquetry, inlaid wood 
• wooden cases for jewellery, cutlery and similar articles 
• wooden spools, cops, bobbins, sewing thread reels and similar articles of turned wood 
• other articles of wood 


- natural cork processing, manufacture of agglomerated cork 
- manufacture of articles of natural or agglomerated cork, including floor coverings 
- manufacture of plaits and products of plaiting materials: mats, matting, screens, cases etc. 
- manufacture of basket-ware and wickerwork 
- manufacture of fire logs, made of pressed wood or substitute materials like coffee or soybean grounds 
- manufacture of wooden mirror and picture frames 
- manufacture of frames for artists' canvases 
- manufacture of wooden shoe parts (e.g. heels and lasts) 
- manufacture of handles for umbrellas, canes and similar 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of mats or matting of textile materials, see 1322 
- manufacture of luggage, see 1512 
- manufacture of wooden footwear, see 1520 
- manufacture of matches, see 2029 
- manufacture of clock cases, see 2652 
- manufacture of wooden spools and bobbins that are part of textile machinery, see 2826 
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- manufacture of furniture, see 3100 
- manufacture of wooden toys, see 3240 
- manufacture of brushes and brooms, see 3290 
- manufacture of caskets, see 3290 
 


 
 


17 Manufacture of paper and paper products 
 
This division includes the manufacture of pulp, paper and converted paper products. The manufacture of these 
products is grouped together because they constitute a series of vertically connected processes. More than one activity 
is often carried out in a single unit. There are essentially three activities: The manufacture of pulp involves separating 
the cellulose fibers from other impurities in wood or used paper. The manufacture of paper involves matting these 
fibers into a sheet. Converted paper products are made from paper and other materials by various cutting and shaping 
techniques, including coating and laminating activities. The paper articles may be printed (e.g. wallpaper, gift wrap 
etc.), as long as the printing of information is not the main purpose. 
The production of pulp, paper and paperboard in bulk is included in class 1701, while the remaining classes include 
the production of further-processed paper and paper products. 
 


 
 


170 Manufacture of paper and paper products 
 
See division 17. 
 


 
 


1701 Manufacture of pulp, paper and paperboard 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of bleached, semi-bleached or unbleached paper pulp by mechanical, chemical (dissolving or non-


dissolving) or semi-chemical processes 
- manufacture of cotton-linters pulp 
- removal of ink and manufacture of pulp from waste paper 
- manufacture of paper and paperboard intended for further industrial processing 
 
This class also includes: 
- further processing of paper and paperboard: 
• coating, covering and impregnation of paper and paperboard 
• manufacture of crêped or crinkled paper 
• manufacture of laminates and foils, if laminated with paper or paperboard 


- manufacture of handmade paper 
- manufacture of newsprint and other printing or writing paper 
- manufacture of cellulose wadding and webs of cellulose fibres 
- manufacture of carbon paper or stencil paper in rolls or large sheets 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of corrugated paper and paperboard, see 1702 
- manufacture of further-processed articles of paper, paperboard or pulp, see 1709 
- manufacture of coated or impregnated paper, where the coating or impregnant is the main ingredient, see class in 


which the manufacture of the coating or impregnant is classified 
- manufacture of abrasive paper, see 2399 
- manufacture of cork life preservers, see 3290 
 


 
 


1702 Manufacture of corrugated paper and paperboard and of containers of paper and paperboard 
 
This class includes: 
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- manufacture of corrugated paper and paperboard 
- manufacture of containers of corrugated paper or paperboard 
- manufacture of folding paperboard containers 
- manufacture of containers of solid board 
- manufacture of other containers of paper and paperboard 
- manufacture of sacks and bags of paper 
- manufacture of office box files and similar articles 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of envelopes, see 1709 
- manufacture of moulded or pressed articles of paper pulp (e.g. boxes for packing eggs, moulded pulp paper plates), 


see 1709 
 


 
 


1709 Manufacture of other articles of paper and paperboard 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of household and personal hygiene paper and cellulose wadding products: 
• cleansing tissues 
• handkerchiefs, towels, serviettes 
• toilet paper 
• sanitary towels and tampons, napkins and napkin liners for babies 
• cups, dishes and trays 


- manufacture of textile wadding and articles of wadding: sanitary towels, tampons etc. 
- manufacture of printing and writing paper ready for use 
- manufacture of computer printout paper ready for use 
- manufacture of self-copy paper ready for use 
- manufacture of duplicator stencils and carbon paper ready for use 
- manufacture of gummed or adhesive paper ready for use 
- manufacture of envelopes and letter-cards 
- manufacture of boxes, pouches, wallets and writing compendiums containing an assortment of paper stationery 
- manufacture of wallpaper and similar wall coverings, including vinyl-coated and textile wallpaper 
- manufacture of labels, whether printed or not 
- manufacture of filter paper and paperboard 
- manufacture of paper and paperboard bobbins, spools, cops etc. 
- manufacture of egg trays and other moulded pulp packaging products etc. 
- manufacture of paper novelties 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of paper or paperboard in bulk, see 1701 
- manufacture of playing cards, see 3240 
- manufacture of games and toys of paper or paperboard, see 3240 
 


 
 


18 Printing and reproduction of recorded media 
 
This division includes printing of products, such as newspapers, books, periodicals, business forms, greeting cards, 
and other materials, and associated support activities, such as bookbinding, plate-making services, and data imaging. 
The support activities included here are an integral part of the printing industry, and a product (a printing plate, a 
bound book, or a computer disk or file) that is an integral part of the printing industry is almost always provided by 
these operations. 
Processes used in printing include a variety of methods for transferring an image from a plate, screen, or computer file 
to a medium, such as paper, plastics, metal, textile articles, or wood. The most prominent of these methods entails the 
transfer of the image from a plate or screen to the medium through lithographic, gravure, screen or flexographic 
printing. A rapidly growing new technology uses a computer file to directly ''drive'' the printing mechanism to create 
the image and new electrostatic and other types of equipment (digital or non-impact printing). 
Though printing and publishing can be carried out by the same unit (a newspaper, for example), it is less and less the 
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case that these distinct activities are carried out in the same physical location. 
 
This division also includes the reproduction of recorded media, such as compact discs, video recordings, software on 
discs or tapes, records etc. 
 
This division excludes publishing activities (see section J). 
 


 
 


181 Printing and service activities related to printing 
 
This group includes printing of products, such as newspapers, books, periodicals, business forms, greeting cards, and 
other materials, and associated support activities, such as bookbinding, plate-making services, and data imaging. 
Printing can be done using various techniques and on different materials. 
 


 
 


1811 Printing 
 
This class includes: 
- printing of newspapers, magazines and other periodicals, books and brochures, music and music manuscripts, maps, 


atlases, posters, advertising catalogues, prospectuses and other printed advertising, postage stamps, taxation stamps, 
documents of title, cheques and other security papers, registers, albums, diaries, calendars, business forms and other 
commercial printed matter, personal stationery and other printed matter by letterpress, offset, photogravure, 
flexographic and other printing presses, duplication machines, computer printers, embossers etc. 


 
This class also includes: 
- printing on labels or tags (lithographic, gravure printing, flexographic printing, other) 
 
This class excludes: 
- silk screen-printing on textiles and wearing apparel, see 1313 
- publishing of printed matter, see 581 
- photocopying of documents, see 8219 
 


 
 


1812 Service activities related to printing 
 
This class includes: 
- binding of printed sheets, e.g. into books, brochures, magazines, catalogues etc., by folding, assembling, stitching, 


glueing, collating, basting, adhesive binding, trimming, gold stamping 
- composition, typesetting, phototypesetting, pre-press data input including scanning and optical character 


recognition, electronic make-up 
- plate-making services including imagesetting and plate-setting (for the printing processes letterpress and offset) 
- engraving or etching of cylinders for gravure 
- plate processes direct to plate (also photopolymer plates) 
- preparation of plates and dies for relief stamping or printing 
- proofs 
- artistic work including litho stones and prepared woodblocks 
- production of reprographic products 
- design of printing products e.g. sketches, layouts, dummies etc. 
- other graphic activities such as die-sinking or die-stamping, braille copying, punching and drilling, embossing, 


varnishing and laminating, collating and insetting, creasing 
 


 
 


182 Reproduction of recorded media 
 
See class 1820. 
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1820 Reproduction of recorded media 


 
This class includes: 
- reproduction from master copies of gramophone records, compact discs and tapes with music or other sound 


recordings 
- reproduction from master copies of records, compact discs and tapes with motion pictures and other video 


recordings 
- reproduction from master copies of software and data on discs and tapes 
 
This class excludes: 
- reproduction of printed matter, see 1811 
- publishing of software, see 5820 
- production and distribution of motion pictures, videotapes and movies on DVD or similar media, see 5911, 5912, 


5913 
- reproduction of motion picture films for theatrical distribution, see 5913 
- production of master copies for records or audio material, see 5920 
 


 
 


19 Manufacture of coke and refined petroleum products 
 
This division includes the transformation of crude petroleum and coal into usable products. The dominant process is 
petroleum refining which involves the separation of crude petroleum into component products through such 
techniques as cracking and distillation. This division also includes the manufacture for own account of characteristic 
products (e.g. coke, butane, propane, petrol, kerosene, fuel oil etc.) as well as processing services (e.g. custom 
refining). 
This division includes the manufacture of gases such as ethane, propane and butane as products of petroleum 
refineries.  
 
Not included is the manufacture of such gases in other units (2011), manufacture of industrial gases (2011), extraction 
of natural gas (methane, ethane, butane or propane) (0600), and manufacture of fuel gas, other than petroleum gases 
(e.g. coal gas, water gas, producer gas, gasworks gas) (35420). 
The manufacture of petrochemicals from refined petroleum is classified in division 20. 
 


 
 


191 Manufacture of coke oven products 
 
See class 1910. 
 


 
 


1910 Manufacture of coke oven products 
 
This class includes: 
- operation of coke ovens 
- production of coke and semi-coke 
- production of pitch and pitch coke 
- production of coke oven gas 
- production of crude coal and lignite tars 
- agglomeration of coke 
 


 
 


192 Manufacture of refined petroleum products 
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See class 1920. 
 


 
 


1920 Manufacture of refined petroleum products 
 
This class includes the manufacture of liquid or gaseous fuels or other products from crude petroleum, bituminous 
minerals or their fractionation products. Petroleum refining involves one or more of the following activities: 
fractionation, straight distillation of crude oil, and cracking. 
 
This class includes: 
- production of motor fuel: gasoline, kerosene etc. 
- production of fuel: light, medium and heavy fuel oil, refinery gases such as ethane, propane, butane etc. 
- manufacture of oil-based lubricating oils or greases, including from waste oil 
- manufacture of products for the petrochemical industry and for the manufacture of road coverings 
- manufacture of various products: white spirit, vaseline, paraffin wax, petroleum jelly etc. 
- manufacture of hard-coal and lignite fuel briquettes 
- manufacture of petroleum briquettes 
- blending of biofuels, i.e. blending of alcohols with petroleum (e.g. gasohol) 
 


 
 


20 Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products 
 
This division includes the transformation of organic and inorganic raw materials by a chemical process and the 
formation of products. It distinguishes the production of basic chemicals that constitute the first industry group from 
the production of intermediate and end products produced by further processing of basic chemicals that make up the 
remaining industry classes. 
 


 
 


201 Manufacture of basic chemicals, fertilizer and nitrogen compounds, plastics and synthetic rubber in primary 
forms 


 
This group includes the manufacture of basic chemical products, fertilizers and associated nitrogen compounds, as 
well as plastics and synthetic rubber in primary forms. 
 


 
 


2011 Manufacture of basic chemicals 
 
This class includes the manufacture of chemicals using basic processes, such as thermal cracking and distillation. The 
out put of these processes are usually separate chemical elements or separate chemically-defined compounds. 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of liquefied or compressed inorganic industrial or medical gases: 
• elemental gases 
• liquid or compressed air 
• refrigerant gases 
• mixed industrial gases 
• inert gases such as carbon dioxide 
• isolating gases 


- manufacture of dyes and pigments from any source in basic form or as concentrate 
- manufacture of chemical elements 
- manufacture of inorganic acids except nitric acid 
- manufacture of alkalis, lyes and other inorganic bases except ammonia 
- manufacture of other inorganic compounds 
- manufacture of basic organic chemicals: 
• acyclic hydrocarbons, saturated and unsaturated 
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• cyclic hydrocarbons, saturated and unsaturated 
• acyclic and cyclic alcohols 
• mono- and polycarboxylic acids, including acetic acid 
• other oxygen-function compounds, including aldehydes, ketones, quinones and dual or poly oxygen-function 


compounds 
• synthetic glycerol 
• nitrogen-function organic compounds, including amines 
• fermentation of sugarcane, corn or similar to produce alcohol and esters 
• other organic compounds, including wood distillation products (e.g. charcoal) etc. 


- manufacture of synthetic aromatic products 
- roasting of iron pyrites 
 
This class also includes: 
- manufacture of products of a kind used as fluorescent brightening agents or as luminophores 
- enrichment of uranium and thorium ores 
 
This class excludes: 
- extraction of methane, ethane, butane or propane, see 0620 
- manufacture of fuel gases such as ethane, butane or propane in a petroleum refinery, see 1920 
- manufacture of nitrogenous fertilizers and nitrogen compounds, see 2012 
- manufacture of ammonia, see 2012 
- manufacture of ammonium chloride, see 2012 
- manufacture of nitrites and nitrates of potassium, see 2012 
- manufacture of ammonium carbonates, see 2012 
- manufacture of plastics in primary forms, see 2013 
- manufacture of synthetic rubber in primary forms, see 2013 
- manufacture of prepared dyes and pigments, see 2022 
- manufacture of crude glycerol, see 2023 
- manufacture of natural essential oils, see 2029 
- manufacture of salicylic and O-acetylsalicylic acids, see 2100 
 


 
 


2012 Manufacture of fertilizers and nitrogen compounds 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of fertilizers: 
• straight or complex nitrogenous, phosphatic or potassic fertilizers 
• urea, crude natural phosphates and crude natural potassium salts 


- manufacture of associated nitrogen products: 
• nitric and sulphonitric acids, ammonia, ammonium chloride, ammonium carbonate, nitrites and nitrates of 


potassium 
 
This class excludes: 
- mining of guano, see 0891 
- manufacture of agrochemical products, such as pesticides, see 2021 
- operation of compost dumps, see 3821 
 


 
 


2013 Manufacture of plastics and synthetic rubber in primary forms 
 
This class includes the manufacture of resins, plastics materials, and non-vulcanizable thermoplastic elastomers and 
mixing and blending resins on a custom basis as well as the manufacture of non-customized synthetic resins. 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of plastics in primary forms: 
• polymers, including those of ethylene, propylene, styrene, vinyl chloride, vinyl acetate and acrylics 
• polyamides 
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• phenolic and epoxide resins and polyurethanes 
• alkyd and polyester resins and polyethers 
• silicones 
• ion-exchangers based on polymers 


- manufacture of synthetic rubber in primary forms: 
• synthetic rubber 
• Factice 


- manufacture of mixtures of synthetic rubber and natural rubber or rubber-like gums (e.g. balata) 
 
This class also includes: 
- manufacture of cellulose and its chemical derivatives 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of artificial and synthetic fibres, filaments and yarn, see 2030 
- shredding of plastic products, see 3830 
 


 
 


202 Manufacture of other chemical products 
 
This group includes the manufacture of chemical products other than basic chemicals and man-made fibres. This 
includes the manufacture of a variety of goods such as pesticides, paints and inks, soap, cleaning preparations, 
perfumes and toilet preparations, explosives and pyrotechnic products, chemical preparations for photographic uses 
(including film and sensitized paper), gelatins, composite diagnostic preparations etc. 
 


 
 


2021 Manufacture of pesticides and other agrochemical products 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of insecticides, rodenticides, fungicides, herbicides 
- manufacture of anti-sprouting products, plant growth regulators 
- manufacture of disinfectants (for agricultural and other use) 
- manufacture of other agrochemical products n.e.c. 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of fertilizers and nitrogen compounds, see 2012 
 


 
 


2022 Manufacture of paints, varnishes and similar coatings, printing ink and mastics 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of paints and varnishes, enamels or lacquers 
- manufacture of prepared pigments and dyes, opacifiers and colours 
- manufacture of vitrifiable enamels and glazes and engobes and similar preparations 
- manufacture of mastics 
- manufacture of caulking compounds and similar non-refractory filling or surfacing preparations 
- manufacture of organic composite solvents and thinners 
- manufacture of prepared paint or varnish removers 
- manufacture of printing ink 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of dyestuffs, pigments and turpentine, see 2011 
- manufacture of writing and drawing ink, see 2029 
 


 
 


2023 Manufacture of soap and detergents, cleaning and polishing preparations, perfumes and toilet preparations 
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This class includes: 
- manufacture of organic surface-active agents 
- manufacture of soap 
- manufacture of paper, wadding, felt etc. coated or covered with soap or detergent 
- manufacture of crude glycerol 
- manufacture of surface-active preparations: 
• washing powders in solid or liquid form and detergents 
• dish-washing preparations 
• textile softeners 


- manufacture of cleaning and polishing products: 
• preparations for perfuming or deodorizing rooms 
• artificial waxes and prepared waxes 
• polishes and creams for leather 
• polishes and creams for wood 
• polishes for coachwork, glass and metal 
• scouring pastes and powders, including paper, wadding etc. coated or covered with these 


- manufacture of perfumes and toilet preparations: 
• perfumes and toilet water 
• beauty and make-up preparations 
• sunburn prevention and suntan preparations 
• manicure and pedicure preparations 
• shampoos, hair lacquers, waving and straightening preparations 
• dentifrices and preparations for oral hygiene, including denture fixative preparations 
• shaving preparations, including pre-shave and aftershave preparations 
• deodorants and bath salts 
• depilatories 


 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of separate, chemically defined compounds, see 2011 
- manufacture of glycerol, synthesized from petroleum products, see 2011 
- extraction and refining of natural essential oils, see 2029 
 


 
 


2029 Manufacture of other chemical products n.e.c. 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of propellant powders 
- manufacture of explosives and pyrotechnic products, including percussion caps, detonators, signalling flares etc. 
- manufacture of gelatine and its derivatives, glues and prepared adhesives, including rubber-based glues and 


adhesives 
- manufacture of extracts of natural aromatic products 
- manufacture of resinoids 
- manufacture of aromatic distilled waters 
- manufacture of mixtures of odoriferous products for the manufacture of perfumes or food 
- manufacture of photographic plates, films, sensitized paper and other sensitized unexposed materials 
- manufacture of chemical preparations for photographic uses 
- manufacture of various chemical products: 
• peptones, peptone derivatives, other protein substances and their derivatives n.e.c. 
• essential oils 
• chemically modified oils and fats 
• materials used in the finishing of textiles and leather 
• powders and pastes used in soldering, brazing or welding 
• substances used to pickle metal 
• prepared additives for cements 
• activated carbon, lubricating oil additives, prepared rubber accelerators, catalysts and other chemical products for 


industrial use 
• anti-knock preparations, antifreeze preparations 
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• composite diagnostic or laboratory reagents 
 
This class also includes: 
- manufacture of writing and drawing ink 
- manufacture of matches 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of chemically defined products in bulk, see 2011 
- manufacture of synthetic aromatic products, see 2011 
- manufacture of printing ink, see 2022 
- manufacture of perfumes and toilet preparations, see 2023 
- manufacture of asphalt-based adhesives, see 2399 
 


 
 


203 Manufacture of man-made fibres 
 
See class 2030. 
 


 
 


2030 Manufacture of man-made fibres 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of synthetic or artificial filament tow 
- manufacture of synthetic or artificial staple fibres, not carded, combed or otherwise processed for spinning 
- manufacture of synthetic or artificial filament yarn, including high-tenacity yarn 
- manufacture of synthetic or artificial monofilament or strip 
 
This class excludes: 
- spinning of synthetic or artificial fibres, see 1311 
- manufacture of yarns made of man-made staple, see 1311 
 


 
 


21 Manufacture of pharmaceuticals, medicinal chemical and botanical products 
 
This division includes the manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products and pharmaceutical preparations. This 
includes also the manufacture of medicinal chemical and botanical products. 
 


 
 


210 Manufacture of pharmaceuticals, medicinal chemical and botanical products 
 
See class 2100. 
 


 
 


2100 Manufacture of pharmaceuticals, medicinal chemical and botanical products 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of medicinal active substances to be used for their pharmacological properties in the manufacture of 


medicaments: antibiotics, basic vitamins, salicylic and O-acetylsalicylic acids etc. 
- processing of blood 
- manufacture of medicaments: 


• antisera and other blood fractions 
• vaccines 
• diverse medicaments, including homeopathic preparations 


- manufacture of chemical contraceptive products for external use and hormonal contraceptive medicaments 
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- manufacture of medical diagnostic preparations, including pregnancy tests 
- manufacture of radioactive in-vivo diagnostic substances 
- manufacture of biotech pharmaceuticals 
 
This class also includes: 
- manufacture of chemically pure sugars 
- processing of glands and manufacture of extracts of glands etc. 
- manufacture of medical impregnated wadding, gauze, bandages, dressings, surgical gut string etc. 
- preparation of botanical products (grinding, grading, milling) for pharmaceutical use 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of herb infusions (mint, vervain, chamomile etc.), see 1079 
- wholesale of pharmaceuticals, see 4649 
- retail sale of pharmaceuticals, see 4772 
- packaging of pharmaceuticals, see 8292 
- manufacture of dental fillings, manufacture of dental cement, see 3250 
- research and development for pharmaceuticals and biotech pharmaceuticals, see 7210 
 


 
 


22 Manufacture of rubber and plastics products 
 
This division includes the manufacture of rubber and plastics products.  
This division is characterized by the raw materials used in the manufacturing process. However, this does not imply 
that the manufacture of all products made of these materials is classified here. 
 


 
 


221 Manufacture of rubber products 
 
This group includes the manufacture of rubber products. 
 


 
 


2211 Manufacture of rubber tyres and tubes; retreading and rebuilding of rubber tyres 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of rubber tyres for vehicles, equipment, mobile machinery, aircraft, toy, furniture and other uses: 
• pneumatic tyres 
• solid or cushion tyres 


- manufacture of inner tubes for tyres 
- manufacture of interchangeable tyre treads, tyre flaps, "camelback" strips for retreading tyres etc. 
- tyre rebuilding and retreading 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of tube repair materials, see 2219 
- tyre and tube repair, fitting or replacement, see 4520 
 


 
 


2219 Manufacture of other rubber products 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of other products of natural or synthetic rubber, unvulcanized, vulcanized or hardened: 
• rubber plates, sheets, strip, rods, profile shapes 
• tubes, pipes and hoses 
• rubber conveyor or transmission belts or belting 
• rubber hygienic articles: sheath contraceptives, teats, hot water bottles etc. 
• rubber articles of apparel (if only sealed together, not sewn) 
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• rubber thread and rope 
• rubberized yarn and fabrics 
• rubber rings, fittings and seals 
• rubber roller coverings 
• inflatable rubber mattresses 
• inflatable balloons 


- manufacture of rubber brushes 
- manufacture of hard rubber pipe stems 
- manufacture of hard rubber combs, hair pins, hair rollers, and similar 
 
This class also includes: 
- manufacture of rubber repair materials 
- manufacture of textile fabric impregnated, coated, covered or laminated with rubber, where rubber is the chief 


constituent 
- manufacture of rubber waterbed mattresses 
- manufacture of rubber bathing caps and aprons 
- manufacture of rubber wet suits and diving suits 
- manufacture of rubber sex articles 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of tyre cord fabrics, see 1329 
- manufacture of apparel of elastic fabrics, see 1410 
- manufacture of rubber footwear, see 1520 
- manufacture of glues and adhesives based on rubber, see 2029 
- manufacture of "camelback" strips, see 2211 
- manufacture of inflatable rafts and boats, see 3011, 3012 
- manufacture of mattresses of uncovered cellular rubber, see 3100 
- manufacture of rubber sports requisites, except apparel, see 3230 
- manufacture of rubber games and toys (including children's wading pools, inflatable children rubber boats, inflatable 


rubber animals, balls and the like), see 3240 
- reclaiming of rubber, see 3830 
 


 
 


222 Manufacture of plastics products 
 
See class 2220. 
 


 
 


2220 Manufacture of plastics products 
 
This class comprises processing new or spent (i.e. recycled) plastics resins into intermediate or final products, using 
such processes as compression molding; extrusion molding; injection molding; blow molding; and casting. For most 
of these, the production process is such that a wide variety of products can be made. 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of semi-manufactures of plastic products: 
• plastic plates, sheets, blocks, film, foil, strip etc. (whether self-adhesive or not) 


- manufacture of finished plastic products: 
• plastic tubes, pipes and hoses; hose and pipe fittings 


- manufacture of plastic articles for the packing of goods: 
• plastic bags, sacks, containers, boxes, cases, carboys, bottles etc. 


- manufacture of builders' plastics ware: 
• plastic doors, windows, frames, shutters, blinds, skirting boards 
• tanks, reservoirs 
• plastic floor, wall or ceiling coverings in rolls or in the form of tiles etc. 
• plastic sanitary ware like plastic baths, shower-baths, washbasins, lavatory pans, flushing cisterns etc. 


- manufacture of plastic tableware, kitchenware and toilet articles 
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- cellophane film or sheet 
- manufacture of resilient floor coverings, such as vinyl, linoleum etc. 
- manufacture of artificial stone 
- manufacture of diverse plastic products: 
• plastic headgear, insulating fittings, parts of lighting fittings, office or school supplies, articles of apparel (if only 


sealed together, not sewn), fittings for furniture, statuettes, transmission and conveyer belts, self-adhesive tapes of 
plastic, plastic wall paper, plastic shoe lasts, plastic cigar and cigarette holders, combs, plastics hair curlers, 
plastics novelties, etc. 


 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of plastic luggage, see 1512 
- manufacture of plastic footwear, see 1520 
- manufacture of plastics in primary forms, see 2013 
- manufacture of articles of synthetic or natural rubber, see 221 
- manufacture of plastic furniture, see 3100 
- manufacture of mattresses of uncovered cellular plastic, see 3100 
- manufacture of plastic sports requisites, see 3230 
- manufacture of plastic games and toys, see 3240 
- manufacture of plastic medical and dental appliances, see 3250 
- manufacture of plastic ophthalmic goods, see 3250 
- manufacture of plastics hard hats and other personal safety equipment of plastics, see 3290 
 


 
 


23 Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products 
 
This division includes manufacturing activities related to a single substance of mineral origin. This division includes 
the manufacture of glass and glass products (e.g. flat glass, hollow glass, fibres, technical glassware etc.), ceramic 
products, tiles and baked clay products, and cement and plaster, from raw materials to finished articles. The 
manufacture of shaped and finished stone and other mineral products is also included in this division. 
 


 
 


231 Manufacture of glass and glass products 
 
See class 2310. 
 


 
 


2310 Manufacture of glass and glass products 
 
This class includes glass in all its forms, made by any process, and articles of glass. 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of flat glass, including wired, coloured or tinted flat glass 
- manufacture of toughened or laminated flat glass 
- manufacture of glass in rods or tubes 
- manufacture of glass paving blocks 
- manufacture of glass mirrors 
- manufacture of multiple-walled insulating units of glass 
- manufacture of bottles and other containers of glass or crystal 
- manufacture of drinking glasses and other domestic glass or crystal articles 
- manufacture of glass fibres, including glass wool and non-woven products thereof 
- manufacture of laboratory, hygienic or pharmaceutical glassware 
- manufacture of clock or watch glasses, optical glass and optical elements not optically worked 
- manufacture of glassware used in imitation jewellery 
- manufacture of glass insulators and glass insulating fittings 
- manufacture of glass envelopes for lamps 
- manufacture of glass figurines 
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This class excludes: 
- manufacture of woven fabrics of glass yarn, see 1312 
- manufacture of optical elements optically worked, see 2670 
- manufacture of fiber optic cable for data transmission or live transmission of images, see 2731 
- manufacture of glass toys, see 3240 
- manufacture of syringes and other medical laboratory equipment, see 3250 
 


 
 


239 Manufacture of non-metallic mineral products n.e.c. 
 
This group includes the manufacture of intermediate and final products from mined or quarried non-metallic minerals, 
such as sand, gravel, stone or clay . 
 


 
 


2391 Manufacture of refractory products 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of refractory mortars, concretes etc. 
- manufacture of refractory ceramic goods: 
• heat-insulating ceramic goods of siliceous fossil meals 
• refractory bricks, blocks and tiles etc. 
• retorts, crucibles, muffles, nozzles, tubes, pipes etc. 


 
This class also includes: 
- manufacture of refractory articles containing magnesite, dolomite or chromite 
 


 
 


2392 Manufacture of clay building materials 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of non-refractory ceramic hearth or wall tiles, mosaic cubes etc. 
- manufacture of non-refractory ceramic flags and paving 
- manufacture of structural non-refractory clay building materials: 
• manufacture of ceramic bricks, roofing tiles, chimney pots, pipes, conduits etc. 


- manufacture of flooring blocks in baked clay 
- manufacture of ceramic sanitary fixtures 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of artificial stone (e.g. cultured marble), see 2220 
- manufacture of refractory ceramic products, see 2391 
 


 
 


2393 Manufacture of other porcelain and ceramic products 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of ceramic tableware and other domestic or toilet articles 
- manufacture of statuettes and other ornamental ceramic articles 
- manufacture of electrical insulators and insulating fittings of ceramics 
- manufacture of ceramic laboratory, chemical and industrial products 
- manufacture of ceramic pots, jars and similar articles of a kind used for conveyance or packing of goods 
- manufacture of ceramic furniture 
- manufacture of ceramic products n.e.c. 
 
This class excludes: 
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- manufacture of artificial stone (e.g. cultured marble), see 2220 
- manufacture of refractory ceramic goods, see 2391 
- manufacture of ceramic building materials, see 2392 
- manufacture of ceramic sanitary fixtures, see 2392 
- manufacture of imitation jewellery, see 3212 
- manufacture of ceramic toys, see 3240 
- manufacture of artificial teeth, see 3250 
 


 
 


2394 Manufacture of cement, lime and plaster 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of clinkers and hydraulic cements, including Portland, aluminous cement, slag cement and 


superphosphate cements 
- manufacture of quicklime, slaked lime and hydraulic lime 
- manufacture of plasters of calcined gypsum or calcined sulphate 
- manufacture of calcined dolomite 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of refractory mortars, concrete etc., see 2391 
- manufacture of articles of cement, see 2395 
- manufacture of articles of plaster, see 2395 
- manufacture of ready-mixed and dry-mix concrete and mortars, see 2395 
- manufacture of cements used in dentistry, see 3250 
 


 
 


2395 Manufacture of articles of concrete, cement and plaster 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of precast concrete, cement or artificial stone articles for use in construction: 
• tiles, flagstones, bricks, boards, sheets, panels, pipes, posts etc. 


- manufacture of prefabricated structural components for building or civil engineering of cement, concrete or artificial 
stone 


- manufacture of plaster articles for use in construction: 
• boards, sheets, panels etc. 


- manufacture of building materials of vegetable substances (wood wool, straw, reeds, rushes) agglomerated with 
cement, plaster or other mineral binder 


- manufacture of articles of asbestos-cement or cellulose fibre-cement or the like: 
• corrugated sheets, other sheets, panels, tiles, tubes, pipes, reservoirs, troughs, basins, sinks, jars, furniture, 


window frames etc. 
- manufacture of other articles of concrete, plaster, cement or artificial stone: 
• statuary, furniture, bas- and haut-reliefs, vases, flowerpots etc.  


- manufacture of powdered mortars 
- manufacture of ready-mix and dry-mix concrete and mortars 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of refractory cements and mortars, see 2391 
 


 
 


2396 Cutting, shaping and finishing of stone 
 
This class includes: 
- cutting, shaping and finishing of stone for use in construction, in cemeteries, on roads, as roofing etc. 
- manufacture of stone furniture 
 
This class excludes: 
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- production of rough cut stone, i.e. quarrying activities, see 0810 
- production of millstones, abrasive stones and similar products, see 2399 
- activities of sculptors, see 9000 
 


 
 


2399 Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products n.e.c. 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of millstones, sharpening or polishing stones and natural or artificial abrasive products, including 


abrasive products on a soft base (e.g. sandpaper) 
- manufacture of friction material and unmounted articles thereof with a base of mineral substances or of cellulose 
- manufacture of mineral insulating materials: 
• slag wool, rock wool and similar mineral wools; exfoliated vermiculite, expanded clays and similar heat-


insulating, sound-insulating or sound-absorbing materials 
- manufacture of articles of diverse mineral substances: 
• worked mica and articles of mica, of peat, of graphite (other than electrical articles) etc.  


- manufacture of articles of asphalt or similar material, e.g. asphalt-based adhesives, coal tar pitch etc. 
- carbon and graphite fibers and products (except electrodes and electrical applications) 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of glass wool and non-woven glass wool products, see 2310 
 


 
 


24 Manufacture of basic metals 
 
This division includes the activities of smelting and/or refining ferrous and non-ferrous metals from ore, pig or scrap, 
using electrometallurgic and other process metallurgic techniques. This division also includes the manufacture of 
metal alloys and super-alloys by introducing other chemical elements to pure metals. The output of smelting and 
refining, usually in ingot form, is used in rolling, drawing and extruding operations to make sheet, strip, bar, rod or 
wire, and in molten form to make castings and other basic metal products. 
 


 
 


241 Manufacture of basic iron and steel 
 
See class 2410. 
 


 
 


2410 Manufacture of basic iron and steel 
 
This class includes activities such as direct reduction of iron ore; manufacture of pig iron in molten or solid form; 
converting pig iron into steel; manufacture of ferroalloys; making steel; making steel and manufacturing shapes (e.g. 
bar, plate, rod, sheet, strip, wire); and making steel and forming pipe and tube. 
 
This class includes: 
- operation of blast furnaces, steel converters, rolling and finishing mills 
- production of pig iron and spiegeleisen in pigs, blocks or other primary forms 
- production of ferro-alloys 
- production of semi-finished products of iron or non-alloy steel 
- production of ingots, other primary forms and semi-finished products of stainless steel or other alloy steel 
- production of angles, shapes and sections of stainless steel or other alloy steel 
- production of bars and rods of stainless steel or other alloy steel 
- production of flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel 
- production of angles, shapes and sections of iron or non-alloy steel 
- production of bars and rods of iron or non-alloy steel 
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242 Manufacture of basic precious and other non-ferrous metals 
 
See class 2420. 
 


 
 


2420 Manufacture of basic precious and other non-ferrous metals 
 
This class includes: 
- production of basic precious metals: 
• production and refining of unwrought or wrought precious metals: gold, silver, platinum etc. from ore and scrap 


- production of precious metal alloys 
- production of precious metal semi-products 
- production of silver rolled onto base metals 
- production of gold rolled onto base metals or silver 
- production of platinum and platinum group metals rolled onto gold, silver or base metals 
- production of aluminium from alumina 
- production of aluminium from electrolytic refining of aluminium waste and scrap 
- production of aluminium alloys 
- semi-manufacturing of aluminium 
- production of lead, zinc and tin from ores 
- production of lead, zinc and tin from electrolytic refining of lead, zinc and tin waste and scrap 
- production of lead, zinc and tin alloys 
- semi-manufacturing of lead, zinc and tin 
- production of copper from ores 
- production of copper from electrolytic refining of copper waste and scrap 
- production of copper alloys 
- manufacture of fuse wire or strip 
- semi-manufacturing of copper 
- production of chrome, manganese, nickel etc. from ores or oxides 
- production of chrome, manganese, nickel etc. from electrolytic and aluminothermic refining of chrome, manganese, 


nickel etc., waste and scrap 
- production of alloys of chrome, manganese, nickel etc.  
- semi-manufacturing of chrome, manganese, nickel etc. 
- production of mattes of nickel 
- production of uranium metal from pitchblende or other ores 
- smelting and refining of uranium 
 
This class also includes: 
- manufacture of wire of these metals by drawing 
- production of aluminium oxide (alumina) 
- production of aluminium wrapping foil 
- manufacture of aluminum (tin) foil laminates made from aluminum (tin) foil as primary component 
- manufacture of precious metal foil laminates 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of precious metal jewellery, see 3211 
 


 
 


243 Casting of metals 
 
This group includes the manufacture of semi-finished products and various castings by a casting process. 
 
This group excludes: 
- manufacture of finished cast products such as: 
• pipes and related items, see 2410 
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• boilers and radiators, see 2512 
• cast household items, see 2599 


 
 


 
2431 Casting of iron and steel 


 
This class includes activities of iron and steel foundries. 
 
This class includes: 
- casting of semi-finished iron products 
- casting of grey iron castings 
- casting of spheroidal graphite iron castings 
- casting of malleable cast-iron products 
- casting of semi-finished steel products 
- casting of steel castings 
 


 
 


2432 Casting of non-ferrous metals 
 
This class includes: 
- casting of semi-finished products of aluminium, magnesium, titanium, zinc etc. 
- casting of light metal castings 
- casting of heavy metal castings 
- casting of precious metal castings 
- die-casting of non-ferrous metal castings 
 


 
 


25 Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment 
 
This division includes the manufacture of "pure" metal products (such as parts, containers and structures), usually 
with a static, immovable function, as opposed to the following divisions 26-30, which cover the manufacture of 
combinations or assemblies of such metal products (sometimes with other materials) into more complex units that, 
unless they are purely electrical, electronic or optical, work with moving parts. 
The manufacture of weapons and ammunition is also included in this division. 
 
This division excludes: 
- specialized repair and maintenance activities, see group 331 
- specialized installation of machinery and other manufactured goods in buildings, see 3320 
 


 
 


251 Manufacture of structural metal products, tanks, reservoirs and steam generators 
 
This group includes the manufacture of  structural metal products (such as metal frameworks or parts for 
construction), as well as metal container-type objects (such as reservoirs, tanks, central heating boilers) and steam 
generators. 
 


 
 


2511 Manufacture of structural metal products 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of metal frameworks or skeletons for construction and parts thereof (towers, masts, trusses, bridges 


etc.) 
- manufacture of industrial frameworks in metal (frameworks for blast furnaces, lifting and handling equipment etc.) 
- manufacture of prefabricated buildings mainly of metal: 
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• site huts, modular exhibition elements etc. 
- manufacture of metal doors, windows and their frames, shutters and gates 
- metal room partitions for floor attachment 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of parts for marine or power boilers, see 2513 
- manufacture of assembled railway track fixtures, see 2599 
- manufacture of sections of ships, see 3011 
 


 
 


2512 Manufacture of tanks, reservoirs and containers of metal 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of reservoirs, tanks and similar containers of metal, of types normally installed as fixtures for storage or 


manufacturing use 
- manufacture of metal containers for compressed or liquefied gas 
- manufacture of central heating boilers and radiators 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of metal casks, drums, cans, pails, boxes etc. of a kind normally used for carrying and packing of goods 


(irrespective of size), see 2599 
- manufacture of transport containers, see 2920 
- manufacture of tanks (armored military vehicles), see 3040 
 


 
 


2513 Manufacture of steam generators, except central heating hot water boilers 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of steam or other vapour generators 
- manufacture of auxiliary plant for use with steam generators: 
• condensers, economizers, superheaters, steam collectors and accumulators 


- manufacture of nuclear reactors, except isotope separators 
- manufacture of parts for marine or power boilers 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of central heating hot-water boilers and radiators, see 2512 
- manufacture of boiler-turbine sets, see 2811 
- manufacture of isotope separators, see 2829 
 


 
 


252 Manufacture of weapons and ammunition 
 
See class 2520. 
 


 
 


2520 Manufacture of weapons and ammunition 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of heavy weapons (artillery, mobile guns, rocket launchers, torpedo tubes, heavy machine guns) 
- manufacture of small arms (revolvers, shotguns, light machine guns) 
- manufacture of air or gas guns and pistols 
- manufacture of war ammunition 
 
This class also includes: 
- manufacture of hunting, sporting or protective firearms and ammunition 
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- manufacture of explosive devices such as bombs, mines and torpedoes 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of percussion caps, detonators or signalling flares, see 2029 
- manufacture of cutlasses, swords, bayonets etc., see 2593 
- manufacture of armoured vehicles for the transport of banknotes or valuables, see 2910 
- manufacture of space vehicles, see 3030 
- manufacture of tanks and other fighting vehicles, see 3040 
 


 
 


259 Manufacture of other fabricated metal products; metalworking service activities 
 
This group includes general activities for the treatment of metal, such as forging or pressing, plating, coating, 
engraving, boring, polishing, welding etc., which are typically carried out on a fee or contract basis. This group also 
includes the manufacture of a variety of metal products, such as cutlery; metal hand tools and general hardware; cans 
and buckets; nails, bolts and nuts; metal household articles; metal fixtures; ships propellers and anchors; assembled 
railway track fixtures etc. for a variety of household and industrial uses. 
 


 
 


2591 Forging, pressing, stamping and roll-forming of metal; powder metallurgy 
 
This class includes: 
- forging, pressing, stamping and roll forming of metal 
- powder metallurgy: production of metal objects directly from metal powders by heat treatment (sintering) or under 


pressure 
 
This class excludes: 
- production of metal powder, see 2410, 2420 
 


 
 


2592 Machining; treatment and coating of metals 
 
This class includes: 
- plating, anodizing etc. of metal 
- heat treatment of metal 
- deburring, sandblasting, tumbling, cleaning of metals 
- colouring, engraving, printing of metal 
- non-metallic coating of metal: 
• plastifying, enamelling, lacquering etc. 


- hardening, buffing of metal 
- boring, turning, milling, eroding, planing, lapping, broaching, levelling, sawing, grinding, sharpening, polishing, 


welding, splicing etc. of metalwork pieces 
- cutting of and writing on metals by means of laser beams 
 
This class excludes: 
- activities of farriers, see 0162 
- rolling precious metals onto base metals or other metals, see 2420 
 


 
 


2593 Manufacture of cutlery, hand tools and general hardware 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of domestic cutlery such as knives, forks, spoons etc. 
- manufacture of other articles of cutlery: 
• cleavers and choppers 
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• razors and razor blades 
• scissors and hair clippers 


- manufacture of knives and cutting blades for machines or for mechanical appliances 
- manufacture of hand tools such as pliers, screwdrivers etc. 
- manufacture of non-power-driven agricultural hand tools 
- manufacture of saws and sawblades, including circular sawblades and chainsaw blades 
- manufacture of interchangeable tools for hand tools, whether or not power-operated, or for machine tools: drills, 


punches, milling cutters etc. 
- manufacture of press tools 
- manufacture of blacksmiths' tools: forges, anvils etc. 
- manufacture of moulding boxes and moulds (except ingot moulds) 
- manufacture of vices, clamps 
- manufacture of padlocks, locks, keys, hinges and the like, hardware for buildings, furniture, vehicles etc. 
- manufacture of cutlasses, swords, bayonets etc. 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of hollowware (pots, kettles etc.), dinnerware (bowls, platters etc.) or flatware (plates, saucers etc.), see 


2599 
- manufacture of power-driven hand tools, see 2818 
- manufacture of ingot moulds, see 2823 
- manufacture of cutlery of precious metal, see 3211 
 


 
 


2599 Manufacture of other fabricated metal products n.e.c. 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of pails, cans, drums, buckets, boxes 
- manufacture of tins and cans for food products, collapsible tubes and boxes 
- manufacture of metallic closures 
- manufacture of metal cable, plaited bands and similar articles 
- manufacture of uninsulated metal cable or insulated cable not capable of being used as a conductor of electricity 
- manufacture of articles made of wire: barbed wire, wire fencing, grill, netting, cloth etc. 
- manufacture of nails and pins 
- manufacture of rivets, washers and similar non-threaded products 
- manufacture of screw machine products 
- manufacture of bolts, screws, nuts and similar threaded products 
- manufacture of springs (except watch springs): 
• leaf springs, helical springs, torsion bar springs 
• leaves for springs 


- manufacture of chain, except power transmission chain 
- manufacture of metal household articles: 
• flatware: plates, saucers etc. 
• hollowware: pots, kettles etc. 
• dinnerware: bowls, platters etc. 
• saucepans, frying pans and other non-electrical utensils for use at the table or in the kitchen 
• small hand-operated kitchen appliances and accessories 
• metal scouring pads 


- manufacture of baths, sinks, washbasins and similar articles 
- manufacture of metal goods for office use, except furniture 
- manufacture of safes, strongboxes, armoured doors etc. 
- manufacture of various metal articles: 
• ship propellers and blades therefore 
• anchors 
• bells 
• assembled railway track fixtures 
• clasps, buckles, hooks 


- manufacture of foil bags 
- manufacture of permanent metallic magnets 
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- manufacture of metal vacuum jugs and bottles 
- manufacture of metal badges and metal military insignia 
- manufacture of metal hair curlers, metal umbrella handles and frames, combs 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of tanks and reservoirs, see 2512 
- manufacture of swords, bayonets, see 2593 
- manufacture of clock or watch springs, see 2652 
- manufacture of wire and cable for electricity transmission, see 2732 
- manufacture of power transmission chain, see 2814 
- manufacture of shopping carts, see 3099 
- manufacture of metal furniture, see 3100 
- manufacture of sports goods, see 3230 
- manufacture of games and toys, see 3240 
 


 
 


26 Manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products 
 
This division includes the manufacture of computers, computer peripherals, communications equipment, and similar 
electronic products, as well as the manufacture of components for such products. Production processes of this division 
are characterized by the design and use of integrated circuits and the application of highly specialized miniaturization 
technologies. 
The division also contains the manufacture of consumer electronics, measuring, testing, navigating, and control 
equipment, irradiation, electromedical and electrotherapeutic equipment, optical instruments and equipment, and the 
manufacture of magnetic and optical media. 
 


 
 


261 Manufacture of electronic components 
 
See class 2610. 
 


 
 


2610 Manufacture of electronic components 
 
This class includes the manufacture of semiconductors and other components for electronic applications.  
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of capacitors, electronic 
- manufacture of resistors, electronic 
- manufacture of microprocessors 
- manufacture of bare printed circuit boards  
- loading of components onto printed circuit boards 
- manufacture of electron tubes 
- manufacture of electronic connectors 
- manufacture of integrated circuits (analog, digital or hybrid) 
- manufacture of diodes, transistors, and related discrete devices 
- manufacture of inductors (e.g. chokes, coils, transformers), electronic component type 
- manufacture of electronic crystals and crystal assemblies 
- manufacture of solenoids, switches, and transducers for electronic applications 
- manufacture of dice or wafers, semiconductor, finished or semi-finished 
- manufacture of interface cards (e.g. sound, video, controllers, network, modems) 
- loading of components onto printed circuit boards 
- manufacture of display components (plasma, polymer, LCD) 
- manufacture of light emitting diodes (LED) 
 
This class also includes: 
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- manufacture of printer cables, monitor cables, USB cables, connectors etc. 
 
This class excludes: 
- printing of smart cards, see 1811 
- manufacture of modems (carrier equipment), see 2630 
- manufacture of computer and television displays, see 2620, 2640 
- manufacture of X-ray tubes and similar irradiation devices, see 2660 
- manufacture of optical equipment and instruments, see 2670 
- manufacture of similar devices for electrical applications, see 27 
- manufacture of lighting ballasts, see 2710 
- manufacture of electrical relays, see 2710 
- manufacture of electrical wiring devices, see 2733 
- manufacture of complete equipment is classified elsewhere based on complete equipment classification 
 


 
 


262 Manufacture of computers and peripheral equipment 
 
See class 2620. 
 


 
 


2620 Manufacture of computers and peripheral equipment 
 
This class includes the manufacture and/or assembly of electronic computers, such as mainframes, desktop computers, 
laptops and computer servers; and computer peripheral equipment, such as storage devices and input/output devices 
(printers, monitors, keyboards). Computers can be analog, digital, or hybrid. Digital computers, the most common 
type, are devices that do all of the following: (1) store the processing program or programs and the data immediately 
necessary for the execution of the program; (2) can be freely programmed in accordance with the requirements of the 
user; (3) perform arithmetical computations specified by the user; and (4) execute, without human intervention, a 
processing program that requires the computer to modify its execution by logical decision during the processing run. 
Analog computers are capable of simulating mathematical models and comprise at least analog control and 
programming elements. 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of desktop computers 
- manufacture of laptop computers 
- manufacture of main frame computers 
- manufacture of hand-held computers (e.g. PDA) 
- manufacture of magnetic disk drives, flash drives and other storage devices 
- manufacture of optical (e.g. CD-RW, CD-ROM, DVD-ROM, DVD-RW) disk drives 
- manufacture of printers 
- manufacture of monitors 
- manufacture of keyboards 
- manufacture of all types of mice, joysticks, and trackball accessories 
- manufacture of dedicated computer terminals 
- manufacture of computer servers 
- manufacture of scanners, including bar code scanners 
- manufacture of smart card readers 
- manufacture of virtual reality helmets 
- manufacture of computer projectors (video beamers) 
 
This class also includes: 
- manufacture of computer terminals, like automatic teller machines (ATM's), point-of-sale (POS) terminals, not 


mechanically operated 
 
This class excludes: 
- reproduction of recorded media (computer media, sound, video, etc.), see 1820 
- manufacture of electronic components and electronic assemblies used in computers and peripherals, see 2610 
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- manufacture of internal/external computer modems, see 2610 
- manufacture of interface cards, modules and assemblies, see 2610 
- manufacture of modems, carrier equipment, see 2630 
- manufacture of digital communication switches, data communications equipment (e.g. bridges, routers, gateways), 


see 2630 
- manufacture of consumer electronic devices, such as CD players and DVD players, see 2640 
- manufacture of television monitors and displays, see 2640 
- manufacture of video game consoles, see 2640 
- manufacture of blank optical and magnetic media for use with computers or other devices, see 2680 
 


 
 


263 Manufacture of communication equipment 
 
See class 2630. 
 


 
 


2630 Manufacture of communication equipment 
 
This class includes the manufacture of telephone and data communications equipment used to move signals 
electronically over wires or through the air such as radio and television broadcast and wireless communications 
equipment. 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of central office switching equipment 
- manufacture of cordless telephones 
- manufacture of private branch exchange (PBX) equipment 
- manufacture of telephone and facsimile equipment, including telephone answering machines 
- manufacture of data communications equipment, such as bridges, routers, and gateways 
- manufacture of transmitting and receiving antenna 
- manufacture of cable television equipment 
- manufacture of pagers 
- manufacture of cellular phones 
- manufacture of mobile communication equipment 
- manufacture of radio and television studio and broadcasting equipment, including television cameras 
- manufacture of modems, carrier equipment 
- manufacture of internal/external computer modems 
- manufacture of burglar and fire alarm systems, sending signals to a control station 
- manufacture of radio and television transmitters 
- manufacture of infrared devices (e.g. remote controls) 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of computers and computer peripheral equipment, see 2620 
- manufacture of consumer audio and video equipment, see 2640 
- manufacture of electronic components and subassemblies used in communications equipment, see 2610 
- manufacture of internal/external computer modems (PC-type), see 2610 
- manufacture of electronic scoreboards, see 2790 
- manufacture of traffic lights, see 2790 
 


 
 


264 Manufacture of consumer electronics 
 
See class 2640. 
 


 
 


2640 Manufacture of consumer electronics 
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This class includes the manufacture of electronic audio and video equipment for home entertainment, motor vehicle, 
public address systems and musical instrument amplification.  
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of video cassette recorders and duplicating equipment 
- manufacture of televisions 
- manufacture of television monitors and displays 
- manufacture of audio recording and duplicating systems 
- manufacture of stereo equipment 
- manufacture of radio receivers 
- manufacture of speaker systems 
- manufacture of household-type video cameras 
- manufacture of jukeboxes 
- manufacture of amplifiers for musical instruments and public address systems 
- manufacture of microphones 
- manufacture of CD and DVD players 
- manufacture of karaoke machines 
- manufacture of headphones (e.g. radio, stereo, computer) 
- manufacture of video game consoles 
 
This class excludes: 
- reproduction of recorded media (computer media, sound, video, etc.), see 1820 
- manufacture of computer peripheral devices and computer monitors, see 2620 
- manufacture of telephone answering machines, see 2630 
- manufacture of paging equipment, see 2630 
- manufacture of remote control devices (radio and infrared), see 2630 
- manufacture of broadcast studio equipment such as reproduction equipment, transmitting and receiving antennas, 


commercial video cameras, see 2630  
- manufacture of electronic games with fixed (non-replaceable) software, see 3240 
 


 
 


265 Manufacture of measuring, testing, navigating and control equipment; watches and clocks 
 
This group includes the manufacture of measuring, testing, navigating and control equipment for various industrial 
and non-industrial purposes, including time-based measuring devices such as watches and clocks and related devices. 
 


 
 


2651 Manufacture of measuring, testing, navigating and control equipment 
 
This class includes the manufacture of search, detection, navigation, guidance, aeronautical and nautical systems and 
instruments; automatic controls and regulators for applications, such as heating, air-conditioning, refrigeration and 
appliances; instruments and devices for measuring, displaying, indicating, recording, transmitting and controlling 
industrial process variables, such as temperature, humidity, pressure, vacuum, combustion, flow, level, viscosity, 
density, acidity, concentration and rotation; totalizing (i.e. registering) fluid meters and counting devices; instruments 
for measuring and testing the characteristics of electricity and electrical signals; instruments and instrumentation 
systems for laboratory analysis of the chemical or physical composition or concentration of samples of solid, fluid, 
gaseous or composite material and other measuring and testing instruments and parts thereof. 
The manufacture of non-electric measuring, testing, navigating and control equipment (except simple mechanical 
tools) is included here. 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of aircraft engine instruments 
- manufacture of automotive emissions testing equipment 
- manufacture of meteorological instruments 
- manufacture of physical properties testing and inspection equipment 
- manufacture of polygraph machines 
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- manufacture of instruments for measuring and testing electricity and electrical signals (including for 
telecommunications) 


- manufacture of radiation detection and monitoring instruments 
- manufacture of surveying instruments 
- manufacture of thermometers liquid-in-glass and bimetal types (except medical) 
- manufacture of humidistats 
- manufacture of hydronic limit controls 
- manufacture of flame and burner control 
- manufacture of spectrometers 
- manufacture of pneumatic gauges 
- manufacture of consumption meters (e.g. water, gas) 
- manufacture of flow meters and counting devices  
- manufacture of tally counters 
- manufacture of mine detectors, pulse (signal) generators; metal detectors 
- manufacture of search, detection, navigation, aeronautical and nautical equipment, including sonobuoys 
- manufacture of GPS devices 
- manufacture of environmental controls and automatic controls for appliances 
- manufacture of industrial process control equipment  
- manufacture of measuring and recording equipment (e.g. flight recorders) 
- manufacture of motion detectors 
- manufacture of laboratory analytical instruments (e.g. blood analysis equipment)  
- manufacture of laboratory type distilling apparatus, laboratory centrifuges, laboratory ultrasonic cleaning machinery 
- manufacture of laboratory scales, balances, incubators, and miscellaneous laboratory apparatus for measuring, 


testing, etc. 
- manufacture of other measuring and controlling devices, such as radiation detection equipment, polygraph 


machines, thermometers (except bimetal medical type), meteorological instruments 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of telephone answering machines, see 2630 
- manufacture of medical testing and irradiation equipment, see 2660 
- manufacture of optical positioning equipment, see 2670 
- manufacture of dictating machines, see 2817 
- manufacture of simple mechanical measuring tools (e.g. measuring tapes, calipers), see manufacturing class 


according to main material used 
 


 
 


2652 Manufacture of watches and clocks 
 
This class includes the manufacture of watches, clocks and timing mechanisms and parts thereof. 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of watches and clocks of all kinds, including instrument panel clocks 
- manufacture of watch and clock cases, including cases of precious metals 
- manufacture of time-recording equipment and equipment for measuring, recording and otherwise displaying 


intervals of time with a watch or clock movement or with synchronous motor, such as: 
• parking meters 
• time clocks 
• time/date stamps 
• process timers 


- manufacture of time switches and other releases with a watch or clock movement or with synchronous motor: 
• time locks 


- manufacture of components for clocks and watches:  
• movements of all kinds for watches and clocks 
• springs, jewels, dials, hands, plates, bridges and other parts 
• watch and clock cases and housings of all materials 


 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of non-metal watch bands (textile, leather, plastic), see 1512 
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- manufacture of watch bands of precious metal, see 3211 
- manufacture of watch bands of non-precious metal, see 3212 
 


 
 


266 Manufacture of irradiation, electromedical and electrotherapeutic equipment 
 
See class 2660. 
 


 
 


2660 Manufacture of irradiation, electromedical and electrotherapeutic equipment 
 
This class includes the manufacture of electromedical and electrotherapeutic apparatus, such as magnetic resonance 
imaging equipment, medical ultrasound equipment, pacemakers, hearing aids, electrocardiographs, and electromedical 
endoscopic equipment; and the manufacture of irradiation apparatus and tubes for applications such as medical 
diagnostic, medical therapeutic, industrial, research and scientific evaluation. Irradiation can take the form of beta-
rays, gamma-rays, X-rays, or other ionizing radiation. 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of irradiation apparatus and tubes (e.g. industrial, medical diagnostic, medical therapeutic, research, 


scientific) 
- manufacture of X-ray equipment 
- manufacture of CT scanner 
- manufacture of PET scanner 
- manufacture of MRI equipment 
- manufacture of medical laser equipment 
- manufacture of medical endoscopic equipment 
- manufacture of food and milk irradiation equipment 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of tanning beds, see 2829 
 


 
 


267 Manufacture of optical instruments and equipment 
 
See class 2670. 
 


 
 


2670 Manufacture of optical instruments and equipment 
 
This class includes the manufacture of optical instruments and lens, such as binoculars, microscopes (except electron, 
proton), telescopes, prisms, and lenses (except ophthalmic); coating or polishing lenses  (except ophthalmic); 
mounting lenses (except ophthalmic); and the manufacture of photographic equipment such as cameras and light 
meters. 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of optical mirrors 
- manufacture of optical gun sighting equipment 
- manufacture of optical positioning equipment 
- manufacture of optical magnifying instruments 
- manufacture of optical machinist's precision tools 
- manufacture of optical comparators 
- manufacture of cameras (optical and digital) 
- manufacture of motion picture and slide projectors 
- manufacture of overhead transparency projectors 
- manufacture of optical measuring and checking devices and instruments (e.g. fire control equipment, photographic 
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light meters, range finders) 
- manufacture of lenses, optical microscopes, binoculars and telescopes 
- manufacture of laser assemblies 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of computer projectors, see 2620 
- manufacture of commercial TV and video cameras, see 2630 
- manufacture of household-type video cameras, see 2640 
- manufacture of complete equipment using laser components, see manufacturing class by type of machinery (e.g. 


medical laser equipment, see 2660) 
- manufacture of photocopy machinery, see 2817 
- manufacture of ophthalmic goods, see 3250 
 


 
 


268 Manufacture of magnetic and optical media 
 
See class 2680. 
 


 
 


2680 Manufacture of magnetic and optical media 
 
This class includes the manufacture of magnetic and optical recording media, such as blank magnetic audio and video 
tapes and cassettes, blank diskettes, blank optical discs and hard drive media. 
 
This class excludes: 
- reproduction of recorded media (computer media, sound, video, etc.), see 1820 
 


 
 


27 Manufacture of electrical equipment 
 
This division includes the manufacture of products that generate, distribute and use electrical power. Also included is 
the manufacture of electrical lighting, signalling equipment and electric household appliances. 
 
This division excludes the manufacture of electronic products (see division 26). 
 


 
 


271 Manufacture of electric motors, generators, transformers and electricity distribution and control apparatus 
 
See class 2710. 
 


 
 


2710 Manufacture of electric motors, generators, transformers and electricity distribution and control apparatus 
 
This class includes the manufacture of power, distribution, and specialty transformers; electric motors, generators and 
motor generator sets; switchgear and switchboard apparatus; relays; and industrial controls.  The electrical equipment 
in this class is for distribution level voltages. 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of distribution transformers, electric 
- manufacture of arc-welding transformers 
- manufacture of fluorescent ballasts (i.e. transformers) 
- manufacture of substation transformers for electric power distribution 
- manufacture of transmission and distribution voltage regulators 
- manufacture of electric motors (except internal combustion engine starting motors) 
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- manufacture of power generators (except battery charging alternators for internal combustion engines) 
- manufacture of motor generator sets (except turbine generator set units) 
- manufacture of power circuit breakers 
- manufacture of control panels for electric power distribution 
- manufacture of electrical relays 
- manufacture of duct for electrical switchboard apparatus 
- manufacture of electric fuses 
- manufacture of power switching equipment 
- manufacture of electric power switches (except pushbutton, snap, solenoid, tumbler) 
- manufacture of prime mover generator sets 
- rewinding of armatures on a factory basis 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of electronic component-type transformers and switches, see 2610 
- manufacture of environmental controls and industrial process control instruments, see 2651 
- manufacture of switches for electrical circuits, such as pushbutton and snap switches, see 2733 
- manufacture of electric welding and soldering equipment, see 2790 
- manufacture of solid state inverters, rectifiers and converters, see 2790 
- manufacture of turbine-generator sets, see 2811 
- manufacture of starting motors and generators for internal combustion engines, see 2930 
 


 
 


272 Manufacture of batteries and accumulators 
 
See class 2720. 
 


 
 


2720 Manufacture of batteries and accumulators 
 
This class includes the manufacture of non-rechargeable and rechargeable batteries. 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of primary cells and primary batteries  
• cells containing manganese dioxide, mercuric dioxide, silver oxide etc. 


- manufacture of electric accumulators, including parts thereof: 
• separators, containers, covers 


- manufacture of lead acid batteries 
- manufacture of NiCad batteries 
- manufacture of NiMH batteries 
- manufacture of lithium batteries 
- manufacture of dry cell batteries 
- manufacture of wet cell batteries 
 


 
 


273 Manufacture of wiring and wiring devices 
 
This group includes the manufacture of current-carrying wiring devices and non current-carrying wiring devices for 
wiring electrical circuits regardless of material. This group also includes the insulating of wire and the manufacture of 
fiber optic cables. 
 


 
 


2731 Manufacture of fibre optic cables 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of fiber optic cable for data transmission or live transmission of images 
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This class excludes: 
- manufacture of glass fibres or strand, see 2310 
- manufacture of optical cable sets or assemblies with connectors or other attachments, see depending on application, 


e.g. 2610 
 


 
 


2732 Manufacture of other electronic and electric wires and cables 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of insulated wire and cable, made of steel, copper, aluminium 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture (drawing) of wire, see 2310, 2320 
- manufacture of computer cables, printer cables, USB cables and similar cable sets or assemblies, see 2610 
- manufacture of cable sets, wiring harnesses and similar cable sets or assemblies for automotive applications, see 


2930 
 


 
 


2733 Manufacture of wiring devices 
 
This class includes the manufacture of current-carrying and non current-carrying wiring devices for electrical circuits 
regardless of material. 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of bus bars, electrical conductors (except switchgear-type)  
- manufacture of GFCI (ground fault circuit interrupters)  
- manufacture of lamp holders  
- manufacture of lightning arrestors and coils 
- manufacture of switches for electrical wiring (e.g. pressure, pushbutton, snap, tumbler switches)  
- manufacture of electrical outlets and sockets 
- manufacture of boxes for electrical wiring (e.g. junction, outlet , switch boxes)  
- manufacture of electrical conduit and fitting  
- manufacture of transmission pole and line hardware  
- manufacture of plastic non current carrying wiring devices including plastic junction boxes, face plates, and similar, 


plastic pole line fittings 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of ceramic insulators, see 2393 
- manufacture of electronic component-type connectors, sockets, and switches, see 2610 
 


 
 


274 Manufacture of electric lighting equipment 
 
See class 2740. 
 


 
 


2740 Manufacture of electric lighting equipment 
 
This class includes the manufacture of electric light bulbs and tubes, and parts and components (except glass blanks 
for electric light bulbs); electric lighting fixtures (except vehicular); nonelectric lighting equipment; and lighting 
fixture components (except current-carrying wiring devices). 
The manufacture of non-electrical lighting equipment is also included in this class. 
 
This class includes: 
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- manufacture of discharge, incandescent, fluorescent, ultra-violet, infra-red etc. lamps, fixtures and bulbs 
- manufacture of ceiling lighting fixtures 
- manufacture of chandeliers 
- manufacture of table lamps (i.e. lighting fixture) 
- manufacture of Christmas tree lighting sets  
- manufacture of electric fireplace logs  
- manufacture of flashlights 
- manufacture of electric insect lamps 
- manufacture of lanterns (e.g. carbide, electric, gas, gasoline, kerosene) 
- manufacture of spotlights (except vehicular) 
- manufacture of street lighting fixtures (except traffic signals) 
- manufacture of lighting equipment for transportation equipment (e.g. for motor vehicles, aircraft, boats) 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of glassware and glass parts for lighting fixtures, see 2310 
- manufacture of current-carrying wiring devices for lighting fixtures, see 2733 
- manufacture of ceiling fans or bath fans with integrated lighting fixtures, see 2750 
- manufacture of electrical signalling equipment such as traffic lights and pedestrian signalling equipment, see 2790 
 


 
 


275 Manufacture of domestic appliances 
 
See class 2750. 
 


 
 


2750 Manufacture of domestic appliances 
 
This class includes the manufacture of small electric appliances and electric housewares, household-type fans, 
household-type vacuum cleaners, electric household-type floor care machines, household-type cooking appliances, 
household-type laundry equipment, household-type refrigerators, upright and chest freezers, and other electrical and 
nonelectrical household appliances, such as dishwashers, water heaters, and garbage disposal units. This class includes 
the manufacture of appliances with electric, gas or other fuel sources. 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of domestic electric appliances: 
• refrigerators  
• freezers 
• dishwashers 
• washing and drying machines 
• vacuum cleaners 
• floor polishers 
• waste disposers 
• grinders, blenders, juice squeezers 
• tin openers 
• electric shavers, electric toothbrushes, and other electric personal care device 
• knife sharpeners 
• ventilating or recycling hoods 


- manufacture of domestic electrothermic appliances: 
• electric water heaters 
• electric blankets 
• electric dryers, combs, brushes, curlers 
• electric smoothing irons 
• space heaters and household-type fans, portable 
• electric ovens 
• microwave ovens 
• cookers, hotplates 
• toasters 
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• coffee or tea makers 
• fry pans, roasters, grills, hoods 
• electric heating resistors etc. 


- manufacture of domestic non-electric cooking and heating equipment: 
• non-electric space heaters, cooking ranges, grates, stoves, water heaters, cooking appliances, plate warmers 


 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of commercial and industrial refrigerators and freezers, room air-conditioners, attic fans, permanent 


mount space heaters, and commercial ventilation and exhaust fans, commercial-type cooking equipment; 
commercial-type laundry, dry-cleaning, and pressing equipment; commercial, industrial, and institutional vacuum 
cleaners, see division 28 


- manufacture of household-type sewing machines, see 2826 
- installation of central vacuum cleaning systems, 4329 
 


 
 


279 Manufacture of other electrical equipment 
 
See class 2790. 
 


 
 


2790 Manufacture of other electrical equipment 
 
This class includes the manufacture of miscellaneous electrical equipment other than motors, generators and 
transformers, batteries and accumulators, wires and wiring devices, lighting equipment or domestic appliances. 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of battery chargers, solid-state 
- manufacture of door opening and closing devices, electrical 
- manufacture of electric bells 
- manufacture of extension cords made from purchased insulated wire 
- manufacture of ultrasonic cleaning machines (except laboratory and dental) 
- manufacture of solid state inverters, rectifying apparatus, fuel cells, regulated and unregulated power supplies 
- manufacture of uninterruptible power supplies (UPS) 
- manufacture of surge suppressors 
- manufacture of appliance cords, extension cords, and other electrical cord sets with insulated wire and connectors 
- manufacture of carbon and graphite electrodes, contacts, and other electrical carbon and graphite products  
- manufacture of particle accelerators 
- manufacture of electrical capacitors, resistors, condensers, and similar, accelerators 
- manufacture of electromagnets 
- manufacture of sirens 
- manufacture of electronic scoreboards 
- manufacture of electrical signs 
- manufacture of electrical signalling equipment such as traffic lights and pedestrian signalling equipment 
- manufacture of electrical insulators (except glass or porcelain), base metal conduit and fittings 
- manufacture of electrical equipment and components of internal combustion engines 
- manufacture of electrical welding and soldering equipment, including hand-held soldering irons 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of  porcelain electrical insulators, see 2393 
- manufacture of carbon and graphite fibers and products (except electrodes and electrical applications), see 2399 
- manufacture of electronic component-type rectifiers, voltage regulating integrated circuits, power converting 


integrated circuits, electronic capacitors, electronic resistors, and similar devices, see 2610 
- manufacture of transformers, motors, generators, switchgear, relays, and industrial controls, see 2710 
- manufacture of batteries, see 2720 
- manufacture of communication and energy wire, current-carrying and non current-carrying wiring devices, see 2733 
- manufacture of lighting equipment, see 2740 
- manufacture of household-type appliances, see 2750 
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- manufacture of non-electrical welding and soldering equipment, see 2819 
- manufacture of carbon or graphite gaskets, see 2819 
- manufacture of motor vehicle electrical equipment, such as generators, alternators, spark plugs, ignition wiring 


harnesses, power window and door systems, voltage regulators, see 2930 
- manufacture of mechanical and electromechanical signalling, safety and traffic control equipment for railways, 


tramways, inland waterways, roads, parking facilities, airfields, see 3020 
 


 
 


28 Manufacture of machinery and equipment n.e.c. 
 
This division includes the manufacture of machinery and equipment that act independently on materials either 
mechanically or thermally or perform operations on materials (such as handling, spraying, weighing or packing), 
including their mechanical components that produce and apply force, and any specially manufactured primary parts. 
This category includes fixed and mobile or hand-held devices, regardless of whether they are designed for industrial, 
building and civil engineering, agricultural or home use. The manufacture of special equipment for passenger or 
freight transport within demarcated premises also belongs within this division. 
The manufacture of metal products for general use (division 25), associated control devices, computer equipment, 
measurement and testing equipment, electricity distribution and control apparatus (divisions 26 and 27) and general-
purpose motor vehicles (divisions 29 and 30) is excluded. 
This division distinguishes between the manufacture of special-purpose machinery, i.e. machinery for exclusive use in 
an ISIC industry or a small cluster of ISIC industries, and general-purpose machinery, i.e. machinery that is being 
used in a wide range of ISIC industries.  
This division also includes other special purpose machinery, not covered elsewhere in the classification, whether or 
not used in a manufacturing process, such as fairground amusement equipment, automatic bowling alley equipment, 
etc. 
 


 
 


281 Manufacture of general purpose machinery 
 
This group includes the manufacture of general-purpose machinery, i.e. machinery that is being used in a wide range 
of ISIC industries. This can include the manufacture of components used in a the manufacture of a variety of other 
machinery or the manufacture of machinery that support the operation of other businesses. 
 


 
 


2811 Manufacture of engines and turbines, except aircraft, vehicle and cycle engines 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of internal combustion piston engines, except motor vehicle, aircraft and cycle propulsion engines: 
• marine engines 
• railway engines 


- manufacture of pistons, piston rings, carburetors and such for all internal combustion engines, diesel engines etc. 
- manufacture of inlet and exhaust valves of internal combustion engines 
- manufacture of turbines and parts thereof: 
• steam turbines and other vapour turbines 
• hydraulic turbines, waterwheels and regulators thereof 
• wind turbines 
• gas turbines, except turbojets or turbo propellers for aircraft propulsion  


- manufacture of boiler-turbine sets 
- manufacture of turbine-generator sets 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of electric generators (except turbine generator sets), see 2710 
- manufacture of prime mover generator sets (except turbine generator sets), see 2710 
- manufacture of electrical equipment and components of internal combustion engines, see 2790 
- manufacture of motor vehicle, aircraft or cycle propulsion engines, see 2910, 3030, 3091 
- manufacture of turbojets and turbo propellers, see 3030 
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2812 Manufacture of fluid power equipment 


 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of hydraulic and pneumatic components (including hydraulic pumps, hydraulic motors, hydraulic and 


pneumatic cylinders, hydraulic and pneumatic valves, hydraulic and pneumatic hose and fittings) 
- manufacture of air preparation equipment for use in pneumatic systems 
- manufacture of fluid power systems 
- manufacture of hydraulic transmission equipment 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of compressors, see 2813 
- manufacture of pumps and valves for non-fluid power applications, see 2813 
- manufacture of mechanical transmission equipment, see 2814 
 


 
 


2813 Manufacture of other pumps, compressors, taps and valves 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of air or vacuum pumps, air or other gas compressors 
- manufacture of pumps for liquids whether or not fitted with a measuring device 
- manufacture of pumps designed for fitting to internal combustion engines: oil, water and fuel pumps for motor 


vehicles etc. 
 
This class also includes: 
- manufacture of industrial taps and valves, including regulating valves and intake taps 
- manufacture of sanitary taps and valves 
- manufacture of heating taps and valves 
- manufacture of hand pumps 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of valves of unhardened vulcanized rubber, glass or of ceramic materials, see 2219, 2310 or 2393 
- manufacture of hydraulic transmission equipment, see 2812 
- manufacture of inlet and exhaust valves of internal combustion engines, see 2811 
 


 
 


2814 Manufacture of bearings, gears, gearing and driving elements 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of ball and roller bearings and parts thereof 
- manufacture of mechanical power transmission equipment: 
• transmission shafts and cranks: camshafts, crankshafts, cranks etc. 
• bearing housings and plain shaft bearings 


- manufacture of gears, gearing and gear boxes and other speed changers 
- manufacture of clutches and shaft couplings 
- manufacture of flywheels and pulleys 
- manufacture of articulated link chain 
- manufacture of power transmission chain 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of other chain, see 2599 
- manufacture of (electromagnetic) clutches, see 2930 
- manufacture of sub-assemblies of power transmission equipment identifiable as parts of vehicles or aircraft, see 


divisions 29 and 30 
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2815 Manufacture of ovens, furnaces and furnace burners 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of electrical and other industrial and laboratory furnaces and ovens, including incinerators 
- manufacture of burners 
- manufacture of permanent mount electric space heaters, electric swimming pool heaters 
- manufacture of permanent mount non-electric household heating equipment, such as solar heating, steam heating, oil 


heat and similar furnaces and heating equipment 
- manufacture of electric household-type furnaces (electric forced air furnaces, heat pumps, etc.), non-electric 


household forced air furnaces 
 
This class also includes: 
- manufacture of mechanical stokers, grates, ash dischargers etc. 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of household ovens, see 2750 
- manufacture of agricultural dryers, see 2825 
- manufacture of bakery ovens, see 2825 
- manufacture of dryers for wood, paper pulp, paper or paperboard, see 2829 
- manufacture of medical, surgical or laboratory sterilizers, see 3250 
- manufacture of (dental) laboratory furnaces, see 3250 
 


 
 


2816 Manufacture of lifting and handling equipment 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of hand-operated or power-driven lifting, handling, loading or unloading machinery: 
• pulley tackle and hoists, winches, capstans and jacks 
• derricks, cranes, mobile lifting frames, straddle carriers etc. 
• works trucks, whether or not fitted with lifting or handling equipment, whether or not self-propelled, of the type 


used in factories (including hand trucks and wheelbarrows) 
• mechanical manipulators and industrial robots specifically designed for lifting, handling, loading or unloading 


- manufacture of conveyors, teleferics etc. 
- manufacture of lifts, escalators and moving walkways 
- manufacture of parts specialized for lifting and handling equipment 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of continuous-action elevators and conveyors for underground use, see 2824 
- manufacture of mechanical shovels, excavators and shovel loaders, see 2824 
- manufacture of industrial robots for multiple uses, see 2829 
- manufacture of floating cranes, railway cranes, crane-lorries, see 3011, 3020 
- installation of lifts and elevators, see 4329 
 


 
 


2817 Manufacture of office machinery and equipment (except computers and peripheral equipment) 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of calculating machines 
- manufacture of adding machines, cash registers 
- manufacture of calculators, electronic or not 
- manufacture of postage meters, mail handling machines (envelope stuffing, sealing and addressing machinery; 


opening, sorting, scanning), collating machinery 
- manufacture of typewriters 
- manufacture of stenography machines 
- manufacture of office-type binding equipment (i.e. plastic or tape binding)  
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- manufacture of cheque writing machines 
- manufacture of coin counting and coin wrapping machinery 
- manufacture of pencil sharpeners 
- manufacture of staplers and staple removers 
- manufacture of voting machines 
- manufacture of tape dispensers 
- manufacture of hole punches 
- manufacture of cash registers, mechanically operated 
- manufacture of photocopy machines 
- manufacture of toner cartridges 
- manufacture of blackboards; white boards and marker boards 
- manufacture of dictating machines 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of computers and peripheral equipment, see 2620 
 


 
 


2818 Manufacture of power-driven hand tools 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of hand tools, with self-contained electric or non-electric motor or pneumatic drive, such as: 
• circular or reciprocating saws 
• drills and hammer drills 
• hand held power sanders 
• pneumatic nailers 
• buffers 
• routers 
• grinders 
• staplers 
• pneumatic rivet guns 
• planers 
• shears and nibblers 
• impact wrenches 
• powder actuated nailers 


 
 


 
2819 Manufacture of other general-purpose machinery 


 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of refrigerating or freezing industrial equipment, including assemblies of major components 
- manufacture of air-conditioning machines, including for motor vehicles 
- manufacture of non-domestic fans 
- manufacture of weighing machinery (other than sensitive laboratory balances): 
• household and shop scales, platform scales, scales for continuous weighing, weighbridges, weights etc. 


- manufacture of filtering or purifying machinery and apparatus for liquids 
- manufacture of equipment for projecting, dispersing or spraying liquids or powders: 
• spray guns, fire extinguishers, sandblasting machines, steam cleaning machines etc. 


- manufacture of packing and wrapping machinery: 
• filling, closing, sealing, capsuling or labeling machines etc. 


- manufacture of machinery for cleaning or drying bottles and for aerating beverages 
- manufacture of distilling or rectifying plant for petroleum refineries, chemical industries, beverage industries etc. 
- manufacture of heat exchangers 
- manufacture of machinery for liquefying air or gas 
- manufacture of gas generators 
- manufacture of calendering or other rolling machines and cylinders thereof (except for metal and glass) 
- manufacture of centrifuges (except cream separators and clothes dryers) 
- manufacture of gaskets and similar joints made of a combination of materials or layers of the same material 
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- manufacture of automatic goods vending machines 
- manufacture of parts for general-purpose machinery 
- manufacture of attic ventilation fans (gable fans, roof ventilators, etc.) 
- manufacture of levels, tape measures and similar hand tools, machinists' precision tools (except optical) 
- manufacture of non-electrical welding and soldering equipment 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of sensitive (laboratory-type) balances, see 2651 
- manufacture of domestic refrigerating or freezing equipment, see 2750 
- manufacture of domestic fans, see 2750 
- manufacture of electrical welding and soldering equipment, see 2790 
- manufacture of agricultural spraying machinery, see 2821 
- manufacture of metal or glass rolling machinery and cylinders thereof, see 2823, 2829 
- manufacture of agricultural dryers, machinery for filtering or purifying food, see 2825 
- manufacture of cream separators, see 2825 
- manufacture of commercial clothes dryers, see 2826 
- manufacture of textile printing machinery, see 2826 
 


 
 


282 Manufacture of special-purpose machinery 
 
This group includes the manufacture of special-purpose machinery, i.e. machinery for exclusive use in an ISIC 
industry or a small cluster of ISIC industries. While most of these are used in other manufacturing processes, such as 
food manufacturing or textile manufacturing, this group also includes the manufacture of machinery specific for other 
(non-manufacturing industries), such as aircraft launching gear or amusement park equipment. 
 


 
 


2821 Manufacture of agricultural and forestry machinery 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of tractors used in agriculture and forestry 
- manufacture of walking (pedestrian-controlled) tractors 
- manufacture of mowers, including lawnmowers 
- manufacture of agricultural self-loading or self-unloading trailers or semi-trailers 
- manufacture of agricultural machinery for soil preparation, planting or fertilizing: 
• ploughs, manure spreaders, seeders, harrows etc. 


- manufacture of harvesting or threshing machinery: 
• harvesters, threshers, sorters etc. 


- manufacture of milking machines 
- manufacture of spraying machinery for agricultural use 
- manufacture of diverse agricultural machinery: 
• poultry-keeping machinery, bee-keeping machinery, equipment for preparing fodder etc. 
• machines for cleaning, sorting or grading eggs, fruit etc. 


 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of non-power-driven agricultural hand tools, see 2593 
- manufacture of conveyors for farm use, see 2816 
- manufacture of power-driven hand tools, see 2818 
- manufacture of cream separators, see 2825 
- manufacture of machinery to clean, sort or grade seed, grain or dried leguminous vegetables, see 2825 
- manufacture of road tractors for semi-trailers, see 2910 
- manufacture of road trailers or semi-trailers, see 2920 
 


 
 


2822 Manufacture of metal-forming machinery and machine tools 
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This class includes: 
- manufacture of machine tools for working metals and other materials (wood, bone, stone, hard rubber, hard plastics, 


cold glass etc.), including those using a laser beam, ultrasonic waves, plasma arc, magnetic pulse etc. 
- manufacture of machine tools for turning, drilling, milling, shaping, planning, boring, grinding etc. 
- manufacture of stamping or pressing machine tools 
- manufacture of punch presses, hydraulic presses, hydraulic brakes, drop hammers, forging machines etc. 
- manufacture of draw-benches, thread rollers or machines for working wires 
- manufacture of stationary machines for nailing, stapling, glueing or otherwise assembling wood, cork, bone, hard 


rubber or plastics etc. 
- manufacture of stationary rotary or rotary percussion drills, filing machines, riveters, sheet metal cutters etc. 
- manufacture of presses for the manufacture of particle board and the like 
- manufacture of electroplating machinery 
 
This class also includes: 
- manufacture of parts and accessories for the machine tools listed above: work holders, dividing heads and other 


special attachments for machine tools 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of interchangeable tools for hand tools or machine tools (drills, punches, dies, taps, milling cutters, 


turning tools, saw blades, cutting knives etc.), see 2593 
- manufacture of electric hand held soldering irons and soldering guns, see 2790 
- manufacture of power-driven hand tools, see 2818 
- manufacture of machinery used in metal mills or foundries, see 2823 
- manufacture of machinery for mining and quarrying, see 2824 
 


 
 


2823 Manufacture of machinery for metallurgy 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of machines and equipment for handling hot metals: 
• converters, ingot moulds, ladles, casting machines 


- manufacture of metal-rolling mills and rolls for such mills 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of draw-benches, see 2822 
- manufacture of moulding boxes and moulds (except ingot moulds), see 2593 
- manufacture of machines for forming foundry moulds, see 2829 
 


 
 


2824 Manufacture of machinery for mining, quarrying and construction 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of continuous-action elevators and conveyors for underground use 
- manufacture of boring, cutting, sinking and tunnelling machinery (whether or not for underground use) 
- manufacture of machinery for treating minerals by screening, sorting, separating, washing, crushing etc. 
- manufacture of concrete and mortar mixers 
- manufacture of earth-moving machinery: 
• bulldozers, angle-dozers, graders, scrapers, levellers, mechanical shovels, shovel loaders etc. 


- manufacture of piledrivers and pile-extractors, mortar spreaders, bitumen spreaders, concrete surfacing machinery 
etc. 


- manufacture of tracklaying tractors and tractors used in construction or mining 
- manufacture of bulldozer and angle-dozer blades 
- manufacture of off-road dumping trucks 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of lifting and handling equipment, see 2816 
- manufacture of other tractors, see 2821, 2910 
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- manufacture of machine tools for working stone, including machines for splitting or clearing stone, see 2822 
- manufacture of concrete-mixer lorries, see 2910 
 


 
 


2825 Manufacture of machinery for food, beverage and tobacco processing 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of agricultural dryers 
- manufacture of machinery for the dairy industry: 
• cream separators 
• milk processing machinery (e.g. homogenizers) 
• milk converting machinery (e.g. butter chums, butter workers and moulding machines) 
• cheese-making machines (e.g. homogenizers, moulders, presses) etc. 


- manufacture of machinery for the grain milling industry: 
• machinery to clean, sort or grade seeds, grain or dried leguminous vegetables (winnowers, sieving belts, 


separators, grain brushing machines etc.) 
• machinery to produce flour and meal etc. (grinding mills, feeders, sifters, bran cleaners, blenders, rice hullers, pea 


splitters) 
- manufacture of presses, crushers etc. used to make wine, cider, fruit juices etc. 
- manufacture of machinery for the bakery industry or for making macaroni, spaghetti or similar products: 
• bakery ovens, dough mixers, dough-dividers, moulders, slicers, cake depositing machines etc. 


- manufacture of machines and equipment to process diverse foods: 
• machinery to make confectionery, cocoa or chocolate; to manufacture sugar; for breweries; to process meat or 


poultry, to prepare fruit, nuts or vegetables; to prepare fish, shellfish or other seafood 
• machinery for filtering and purifying 
• other machinery for the industrial preparation or manufacture of food or drink 


- manufacture of machinery for the extraction or preparation of animal or vegetable fats or oils 
- manufacture of machinery for the preparation of tobacco and for the making of cigarettes or cigars, or for pipe or 


chewing tobacco or snuff 
- manufacture of machinery for the preparation of food in hotels and restaurants 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of food and milk irradiation equipment, see 2660 
- manufacture of packing, wrapping and weighing machinery, see 2819 
- manufacture of cleaning, sorting or grading machinery for eggs, fruit or other crops (except seeds, grains and dried 


leguminous vegetables), see 2821 
 


 
 


2826 Manufacture of machinery for textile, apparel and leather production 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of textile machinery: 
• machines for preparing, producing, extruding, drawing, texturing or cutting man-made textile fibres, materials or 


yarns 
• machines for preparing textile fibres: cotton gins, bale breakers, garnetters, cotton spreaders, wool scouters, wool 


carbonizers, combs, carders, roving frames etc. 
• spinning machines 
• machines for preparing textile yarns: reelers, warpers and related machines 
• weaving machines (looms), including hand looms 
• knitting machines 
• machines for making knotted net, tulle, lace, braid etc. 


- manufacture of auxiliary machines or equipment for textile machinery: 
• dobbies, jacquards, automatic stop motions, shuttle changing mechanisms, spindles and spindle flyers etc. 


- manufacture of textile printing machinery 
- manufacture of machinery for fabric processing: 
• machinery for washing, bleaching, dyeing, dressing, finishing, coating or impregnating textile fabrics 
• manufacture of machines for reeling, unreeling, folding, cutting or pinking textile fabrics 
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- manufacture of laundry machinery: 
• ironing machines, including fusing presses 
• commercial washing and drying machines 
• dry-cleaning machines 


- manufacture of sewing machines, sewing machine heads and sewing machine needles (whether or not for household 
use) 


- manufacture of machines for producing or finishing felt or non-wovens 
- manufacture of leather machines: 
• machinery for preparing, tanning or working hides, skins or leather 
• machinery for making or repairing footwear or other articles of hides, skins, leather or fur skins 


 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of paper or paperboard cards for use on jacquard machines, see 1709 
- manufacture of domestic washing and drying machines, see 2750 
- manufacture of calendering machines, see 2819 
- manufacture of machines used in bookbinding, see 2829 
 


 
 


2829 Manufacture of other special-purpose machinery 
 
This class includes the manufacture of special-purpose machinery not elsewhere classified. 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of machinery for making paper pulp 
- manufacture of paper and paperboard making machinery 
- manufacture of dryers for wood, paper pulp, paper or paperboard 
- manufacture of machinery producing articles of paper or paperboard 
- manufacture of machinery for working soft rubber or plastics or for the manufacture of products of these materials: 
• extruders, moulders, pneumatic tyre making or retreading machines and other machines for making a specific 


rubber or plastic product 
- manufacture of printing and bookbinding machines and machines for activities supporting printing on a variety of 


materials  
- manufacture of machinery for producing tiles, bricks, shaped ceramic pastes, pipes, graphite electrodes, blackboard 


chalk, foundry moulds etc.  
- manufacture of semi-conductor manufacturing machinery 
- manufacture of industrial robots performing multiple tasks for special purposes 
- manufacture of diverse special machinery and equipment: 
• machines to assemble electric or electronic lamps, tubes (valves) or bulbs 
• machines for production or hot-working of glass or glassware, glass fibre or yarn 
• machinery or apparatus for isotopic separation 


- manufacture of tire alignment and balancing equipment; balancing equipment (except wheel balancing)  
- manufacture of aircraft launching gear, aircraft carrier catapults and related equipment 
- manufacture of tanning beds 
- manufacture of automatic bowling alley equipment (e.g. pin-setters) 
- manufacture of roundabouts, swings, shooting galleries and other fairground amusements 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of household appliances, see 2750 
- manufacture of photocopy machines etc., see 2817 
- manufacture of machinery or equipment to work hard rubber, hard plastics or cold glass, see 2822 
- manufacture of ingot moulds, see 2823 
 


 
 


29 Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers 
 
This division includes the manufacture of motor vehicles for transporting passengers or freight. The manufacture of 
various parts and accessories, as well as the manufacture of trailers and semi-trailers, is included here. 
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The maintenance and repair of vehicles produced in this division are classified in 4520. 
 


 
 


291 Manufacture of motor vehicles 
 
See class 2910. 
 


 
 


2910 Manufacture of motor vehicles 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of passenger cars 
- manufacture of commercial vehicles: 
• vans, lorries, over-the-road tractors for semi-trailers etc. 


- manufacture of buses, trolley-buses and coaches 
- manufacture of motor vehicle engines 
- manufacture of chassis fitted with engines 
- manufacture of other motor vehicles: 
• snowmobiles, golf carts, amphibious vehicles 
• fire engines, street sweepers, travelling libraries, armoured cars etc. 
• concrete-mixer lorries 


- ATVs, go-carts and similar including race cars 
 
This class also includes: 
- factory rebuilding of motor vehicle engines 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of lighting equipment for motor vehicles, see 2740 
- manufacture of pistons, piston rings and carburetors, see 2811 
- manufacture of agricultural tractors, see 2821 
- manufacture of tractors used in construction or mining, see 2824 
- manufacture of off-road dumping trucks, see 2824 
- manufacture of bodies for motor vehicles, see 2920 
- manufacture of electrical parts for motor vehicles, see 2930 
- manufacture of parts and accessories for motor vehicles, see 2930 
- manufacture of tanks and other military fighting vehicles, see 3040 
- maintenance, repair and alteration of motor vehicles, see 4520 
 


 
 


292 Manufacture of bodies (coachwork) for motor vehicles; manufacture of trailers and semi-trailers 
 
See class 2920. 
 


 
 


2920 Manufacture of bodies (coachwork) for motor vehicles; manufacture of trailers and semi-trailers 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of bodies, including cabs for motor vehicles 
- outfitting of all types of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers 
- manufacture of trailers and semi-trailers: 
• for transport of goods: tankers, removal trailers etc. 
• for transport of passengers: caravan trailers etc. 


- manufacture of containers for carriage by one or more modes of transport 
 
This class excludes: 
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- manufacture of trailers and semi-trailers specially designed for use in agriculture, see 2821 
- manufacture of parts and accessories of bodies for motor vehicles, see 2930 
- manufacture of vehicles drawn by animals, see 3099 
 


 
 


293 Manufacture of parts and accessories for motor vehicles and their engines 
 
See class 2930. 
 


 
 


2930 Manufacture of parts and accessories for motor vehicles and their engines 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of diverse parts and accessories for motor vehicles: 
• brakes, gearboxes, axles, road wheels, suspension shock absorbers, radiators, silencers, exhaust pipes, catalysers, 


clutches, steering wheels, steering columns and steering boxes 
- manufacture of parts and accessories of bodies for motor vehicles: 
• safety belts, airbags, doors, bumpers 


- manufacture of car seats 
- manufacture of motor vehicle electrical equipment, such as generators, alternators, spark plugs, ignition wiring 


harnesses, power window and door systems, assembly of purchased gauges into instrument panels, voltage 
regulators, etc. 


 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of tyres, see 2211 
- manufacture of rubber hoses and belts and other rubber products, see 2219 
- manufacture of rubber hoses and belts and other rubber products, see 2220 
- manufacture of pistons, piston rings and carburetors, see 2811 
- manufacture of pumps for motor vehicles and engines, see 2813 
- manufacture of batteries for vehicles, see 2720 
- manufacture of lighting equipment for motor vehicles, see 2740 
- maintenance, repair and alteration of motor vehicles, see 4520 
 


 
 


30 Manufacture of other transport equipment 
 
This division includes the manufacture of transportation equipment such as ship building and boat manufacturing, the 
manufacture of railroad rolling stock and locomotives, air and spacecraft and the manufacture of parts thereof. 
 


 
 


301 Building of ships and boats 
 
This group includes the building of ships, boats and other floating structures for transportation and other commercial 
purposes, as well as for sports and recreational purposes. 
 


 
 


3011 Building of ships and floating structures 
 
This class includes the building of ships, except vessels for sports or recreation, and construction of floating 
structures: 
- building of commercial vessels: passenger vessels, ferry-boats, cargo ships, tankers, tugs etc. 
- building of warships 
- building of fishing boats and fish-processing factory vessels 
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This class also includes: 
- building of hovercraft (except recreation-type hovercraft) 
- construction of drilling platforms, floating or submersible 
- construction of floating structures: 
• floating docks, pontoons, coffer-dams, floating landing stages, buoys, floating tanks, barges, lighters, floating 


cranes, non-recreational inflatable rafts etc. 
- manufacture of sections for ships and floating structures 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of parts of vessels, other than major hull assemblies: 
• manufacture of sails, see 1322 
• manufacture of ships' propellers, see 2599 
• manufacture of iron or steel anchors, see 2599 
• manufacture of marine engines, see 2811 


- manufacture of navigational instruments, see 2651 
- manufacture of lighting equipment for ships, see 2740 
- manufacture of amphibious motor vehicles, see 2910 
- manufacture of inflatable boats or rafts for recreation, see 3012 
- specialized repair and maintenance of ships and floating structures, see 3315 
- ship-breaking, see 3830 
- interior installation of boats, see 4330 
 


 
 


3012 Building of pleasure and sporting boats 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of inflatable boats and rafts 
- building of sailboats with or without auxiliary motor 
- building of motor boats 
- building of recreation-type hovercraft 
- manufacture of personal watercraft 
- manufacture of other pleasure and sporting boats: 
• canoes, kayaks, rowing boats, skiffs 


 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of parts of pleasure and sporting boats: 
• manufacture of sails, see 1322 
• manufacture of iron or steel anchors, see 2599 
• manufacture of marine engines, see 2811 


- manufacture of sailboards and surfboards, see 3230 
- maintenance, repair or alteration of pleasure boats, see 3315 
 


 
 


302 Manufacture of railway locomotives and rolling stock 
 
See class 3020. 
 


 
 


3020 Manufacture of railway locomotives and rolling stock 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of electric, diesel, steam and other rail locomotives 
- manufacture of self-propelled railway or tramway coaches, vans and trucks, maintenance or service vehicles 
- manufacture of railway or tramway rolling stock, not self-propelled: 
• passenger coaches, goods vans, tank wagons, self-discharging vans and wagons, workshop vans, crane vans, 


tenders etc. 
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- manufacture of specialized parts of railway or tramway locomotives or of rolling stock: 
• bogies, axles and wheels, brakes and parts of brakes; hooks and coupling devices, buffers and buffer parts; shock 


absorbers; wagon and locomotive frames; bodies; corridor connections etc. 
 
This class also includes: 
- manufacture of mechanical and electromechanical signalling, safety and traffic control equipment for railways, 


tramways, inland waterways, roads, parking facilities, airfields etc. 
- manufacture of mining locomotives and mining rail cars 
- manufacture of railway car seats 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of unassembled rails, see 2410 
- manufacture of assembled railway track fixtures, see 2599 
- manufacture of electric motors, see 2710 
- manufacture of electrical signalling, safety or traffic-control equipment, see 2790 
- manufacture of engines and turbines, see 2811 
 


 
 


303 Manufacture of air and spacecraft and related machinery 
 
See class 3030. 
 


 
 


3030 Manufacture of air and spacecraft and related machinery 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of airplanes for the transport of goods or passengers, for use by the defence forces, for sport or other 


purposes 
- manufacture of helicopters 
- manufacture of gliders, hang-gliders 
- manufacture of dirigibles and hot air balloons 
- manufacture of parts and accessories of the aircraft of this class: 
• major assemblies such as fuselages, wings, doors, control surfaces, landing gear, fuel tanks, nacelles, lighting 


equipment etc. 
• airscrews, helicopter rotors and propelled rotor blades 
• motors and engines of a kind typically found on aircraft 
• parts of turbojets and turbopropellers for aircraft 


- manufacture of ground flying trainers 
- manufacture of spacecraft and launch vehicles, satellites, planetary probes, orbital stations, shuttles 
- manufacture of intercontinental ballistic (ICBM) and similar missiles 
 
This class also includes: 
- overhaul and conversion of aircraft or aircraft engines 
- manufacture of aircraft seats 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of parachutes, see 1322 
- manufacture of military ordinance and ammunition, see 2520 
- manufacture of telecommunication equipment for satellites, see 2630 
- manufacture of aircraft instrumentation and aeronautical instruments, see 2651 
- manufacture of air navigation systems, see 2651 
- manufacture of lighting equipment for aircraft, see 2740 
- manufacture of ignition parts and other electrical parts for internal combustion engines, see 2790 
- manufacture of pistons, piston rings and carburetors, see 2811 
- manufacture of aircraft launching gear, aircraft carrier catapults and related equipment, see 2829 
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304 Manufacture of military fighting vehicles 


 
See class 3040. 
 


 
 


3040 Manufacture of military fighting vehicles 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of tanks 
- manufacture of armored amphibious military vehicles 
- manufacture of other military fighting vehicles 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of weapons and ammunitions, see 2520 
 


 
 


309 Manufacture of transport equipment n.e.c. 
 
This group includes the manufacture of transport equipment other than motor vehicles and rail, water, air or space 
transport equipment and military vehicles. 
 


 
 


3091 Manufacture of motorcycles 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of motorcycles, mopeds and cycles fitted with an auxiliary engine 
- manufacture of engines for motorcycles 
- manufacture of sidecars 
- manufacture of parts and accessories for motorcycles 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of bicycles, see 3092 
- manufacture of invalid carriages, see 3092 
 


 
 


3092 Manufacture of bicycles and invalid carriages 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of non-motorized bicycles and other cycles, including (delivery) tricycles, tandems, children's bicycles 


and tricycles 
- manufacture of parts and accessories of bicycles 
- manufacture of invalid carriages with or without motor 
- manufacture of parts and accessories of invalid carriages 
- manufacture of baby carriages 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of bicycles with auxiliary motor, see 3091 
- manufacture of wheeled toys designed to be ridden, including plastic bicycles and tricycles, see 3240 
 


 
 


3099 Manufacture of other transport equipment n.e.c. 
 
This class includes: 
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- manufacture of hand-propelled vehicles: luggage trucks, handcarts, sledges, shopping carts etc. 
- manufacture of vehicles drawn by animals: sulkies, donkey-carts, hearses etc. 
 
This class excludes: 
- works trucks, whether or not fitted with lifting or handling equipment, whether or not self-propelled, of the type 


used in factories (including hand trucks and wheelbarrows), see 2816 
- decorative restaurant carts, such as a desert cart, food wagons, see 3100 
 


 
 


31 Manufacture of furniture 
 
This division includes the manufacture of furniture and related products of any material except stone, concrete and 
ceramic. The processes used in the manufacture of furniture are standard methods of forming materials and 
assembling components, including cutting, moulding and laminating. The design of the article, for both aesthetic and 
functional qualities, is an important aspect of the production process. 
 
Some of the processes used in furniture manufacturing are similar to processes that are used in other segments of 
manufacturing. For example, cutting and assembly occurs in the production of wood trusses that are classified in 
division 16 (Manufacture of wood and wood products). However, the multiple processes distinguish wood furniture 
manufacturing from wood product manufacturing. Similarly, metal furniture manufacturing uses techniques that are 
also employed in the manufacturing of roll-formed products classified in division 25 (Manufacture of fabricated metal 
products). The molding process for plastics furniture is similar to the molding of other plastics products. However, the 
manufacture of plastics furniture tends to be a specialized activity. 
 


 
 


310 Manufacture of furniture 
 
See class 3100. 
 


 
 


3100 Manufacture of furniture 
 
This class includes manufacture of furniture of any kind, any material (except stone, concrete or ceramic) for any 
place and various purposes. 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of chairs and seats for offices, workrooms, hotels, restaurants, public and domestic premises 
- manufacture of chairs and seats for theatres, cinemas and the like 
- manufacture of sofas, sofa beds and sofa sets 
- manufacture of garden chairs and seats 
- manufacture of special furniture for shops: counters, display cases, shelves etc. 
- manufacture of office furniture 
- manufacture of kitchen furniture 
- manufacture of furniture for bedrooms, living rooms, gardens etc. 
- manufacture of cabinets for sewing machines, televisions etc. 
- manufacture of laboratory benches, stools, and other laboratory seating, laboratory furniture (e.g. cabinets and 


tables) 
- manufacture of medical, surgical, dental or veterinary furniture 
- manufacture of furniture for churches, schools, restaurants 
 
This class also includes: 
- finishing such as upholstery of chairs and seats 
- finishing of furniture such as spraying, painting, French polishing and upholstering 
- manufacture of mattress supports 
- manufacture of mattresses: 
• mattresses fitted with springs or stuffed or internally fitted with a supporting material 
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• uncovered cellular rubber or plastic mattresses 
- decorative restaurant carts, such as a desert cart, food wagons 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of pillows, pouffes, cushions, quilts and eiderdowns, see 1322 
- manufacture of inflatable rubber mattresses, see 2219 
- manufacture of furniture of ceramics, concrete and stone, see 2393, 2395, 2396 
- manufacture of lighting fittings or lamps, see 2740 
- blackboards, see 2817 
- manufacture of car seats, railway seats, aircraft seats, see 2930, 3020, 3030 
- modular furniture attachment and installation, partition installation, laboratory equipment furniture installation, see 


4330 
 


 
 


32 Other manufacturing 
 
This division includes the manufacture of a variety of goods not covered in other parts of the classification. Since this 
is a residual division, production processes, input materials and use of the produced goods can vary widely and usual 
criteria for grouping classes into divisions have not been applied here. 
 


 
 


321 Manufacture of jewellery, bijouterie and related articles 
 
This group includes the manufacture of jewellery and imitation jewellery articles. 
 


 
 


3211 Manufacture of jewellery and related articles 
 
This class includes: 
- production of worked pearls 
- production of precious and semi-precious stones in the worked state, including the working of industrial quality 


stones and synthetic or reconstructed precious or semi-precious stones 
- working of diamonds 
- manufacture of jewellery of precious metal or of base metals clad with precious metals, or precious or semi-precious 


stones, or of combinations of precious metal and precious or semi-precious stones or of other materials 
- manufacture of goldsmiths' articles of precious metals or of base metals clad with precious metals: 
• dinnerware, flatware, hollowware, toilet articles, office or desk articles, articles for religious use etc. 


- manufacture of technical or laboratory articles of precious metal (except instruments and parts thereof): crucibles, 
spatulas, electroplating anodes etc. 


- manufacture of precious metal watch bands, wristbands, watch straps and cigarette cases 
- manufacture of coins, including coins for use as legal tender, whether or not of precious metal 
 
This class also includes: 
- engraving of personal precious and non-precious metal products 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of non-metal watch bands (fabric, leather, plastic etc.), see 1512 
- manufacture of articles of base metal plated with precious metal (except imitation jewellery), see division 25 
- manufacture of watch cases, see 2652 
- manufacture of (non-precious) metal watch bands, see 3212 
- manufacture of imitation jewellery, see 3212 
 


 
 


3212 Manufacture of imitation jewellery and related articles 
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This class includes: 
- manufacture of costume or imitation jewellery: 
• rings, bracelets, necklaces, and similar articles of jewellery made from base metals plated with precious metals 
• jewellery containing imitation stones such as imitation gems stones, imitation diamonds, and similar 


- manufacture of metal watch bands (except precious metal) 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of jewellery made from precious metals or clad with precious metals, see 3211 
- manufacture of jewellery containing genuine gem stones, see 3211 
- manufacture of precious metal watch bands, see 3211 
 


 
 


322 Manufacture of musical instruments 
 
See class 3220. 
 


 
 


3220 Manufacture of musical instruments 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of stringed instruments 
- manufacture of keyboard stringed instruments, including automatic pianos 
- manufacture of keyboard pipe organs, including harmoniums and similar keyboard instruments with free metal reeds 
- manufacture of accordions and similar instruments, including mouth organs 
- manufacture of wind instruments 
- manufacture of percussion musical instruments 
- manufacture of musical instruments, the sound of which is produced electronically 
- manufacture of musical boxes, fairground organs, calliopes etc. 
- manufacture of instrument parts and accessories: 


• metronomes, tuning forks, pitch pipes, cards, discs and rolls for automatic mechanical instruments etc. 
 
This class also includes: 
- manufacture of whistles, call horns and other mouth-blown sound signalling instruments 
 
This class excludes: 
- reproduction of pre-recorded sound and video tapes and discs, see 1820 
- manufacture of microphones, amplifiers, loudspeakers, headphones and similar components, see 2640 
- manufacture of record players, tape recorders and the like, see 2640 
- manufacture of toy musical instruments, see 3240 
- restoring of organs and other historic musical instruments, see 3319 
- publishing of pre-recorded sound and video tapes and discs, see 5920 
- piano tuning, see 9529 
 


 
 


323 Manufacture of sports goods 
 
See class 3230. 
 


 
 


3230 Manufacture of sports goods 
 
This class includes the manufacture of sporting and athletic goods (except apparel and footwear). 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of articles and equipment for sports, outdoor and indoor games, of any material: 
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• hard, soft and inflatable balls 
• rackets, bats and clubs 
• skis, bindings and poles 
• ski-boots 
• sailboards and surfboards 
• requisites for sport fishing, including landing nets 
• requisites for hunting, mountain climbing etc. 
• leather sports gloves and sports headgear 
• ice skates, roller skates etc. 
• bows and crossbows 
• gymnasium, fitness centre or athletic equipment 


 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of boat sails, see 1322 
- manufacture of sports apparel, see 1410 
- manufacture of saddlery and harness, see 1512 
- manufacture of whips and riding crops, see 1512 
- manufacture of sports footwear, see 1520 
- manufacture of sporting weapons and ammunition, see 2520 
- manufacture of metal weights as used for weightlifting, see 2599 
- manufacture of sports vehicles other than toboggans and the like, see divisions 29 and 30 
- manufacture of boats, see 3012 
- manufacture of billiard tables, see 3240 
- manufacture of ear and noise plugs (e.g. for swimming and noise protection), see 3290 
 


 
 


324 Manufacture of games and toys 
 
See class 3240. 
 


 
 


3240 Manufacture of games and toys 
 
This class includes the manufacture of dolls, toys, and games, such as complete dolls, doll parts, doll clothes, action 
figures, toys, games (including electronic), hobby kits, and children's vehicles (except metal bicycles and tricycles). 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of dolls and doll garments and accessories 
- manufacture of toy animals 
- manufacture of wheeled toys designed to be ridden, including plastic bicycles and tricycles 
- manufacture of toy musical instruments 
- manufacture of articles for funfair, table or parlour games 
- manufacture of playing cards 
- manufacture of pin-tables, coin-operated games, billiards, special tables for casino games, etc. 
- manufacture of electronic games: chess etc. 
- manufacture of reduced-size ("scale") models and similar recreational models, electrical trains, construction sets etc. 
- manufacture of puzzles etc. 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of video game consoles, see 2640 
- manufacture of bicycles, see 3092 
- writing and publishing of software for video game consoles, see 5820, 6201 
 


 
 


325 Manufacture of medical and dental instruments and supplies 
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See class 3250. 
 


 
 


3250 Manufacture of medical and dental instruments and supplies 
 
This class includes laboratory apparatus and furniture, surgical and medical instruments, surgical appliances and 
supplies, dental equipment and supplies, orthodontic goods, dentures, and orthodontic appliances. 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of surgical drapes 
- manufacture of dental fillings and cements (except denture adhesive or cement), dental wax and other dental plaster 


preparations 
- manufacture of dental laboratory furnaces 
- manufacture of laboratory ultrasonic cleaning machinery 
- manufacture of laboratory sterilizers, hospital and surgical furniture 
- manufacture of bone plates and screws, syringes, needles, catheters, cannulae, etc. 
- manufacture of dental instruments 
- manufacture of artificial teeth, bridges, etc., made in dental labs 
- manufacture of orthopedic and prosthetic devices 
- manufacture of glass eyes 
- manufacture of medical thermometers 
- manufacture of ophthalmic goods, eyeglasses, sunglasses, lenses ground to prescription, contact lenses, safety 


goggles 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of wheelchairs, see 3092 
 


 
 


329 Other manufacturing n.e.c. 
 
See class 3290. 
 


 
 


3290 Other manufacturing n.e.c. 
 
This class includes: 
- manufacture of protective safety equipment 
• manufacture of fire-resistant and protective safety clothing 
• manufacture of linemen's safety belts and other belts for occupational use 
• manufacture of cork life preservers 
• manufacture of plastics hard hats and other personal safety equipment of plastics (e.g. athletic helmets) 
• manufacture of fire-fighting protection suits 
• manufacture of metal safety headgear and other metal personal safety devices 
• manufacture of ear and noise plugs (e.g. for swimming and noise protection) 
• manufacture of gas masks 


- manufacture of brooms and brushes, including brushes constituting parts of machines, hand-operated mechanical 
floor sweepers, mops and feather dusters, paint brushes, paint pads and rollers, squeegees and other brushes, 
brooms, mops etc. 


- manufacture of shoe and clothes brushes 
- manufacture of pens and pencils of all kinds whether or not mechanical 
- manufacture of pencil leads 
- manufacture of date, sealing or numbering stamps, hand-operated devices for printing, or embossing labels, hand 


printing sets, prepared typewriter ribbons and inked pads 
- manufacture of globes 
- manufacture of umbrellas, sun-umbrellas, walking sticks, seat-sticks 
- manufacture of buttons, press-fasteners, snap-fasteners, press-studs, slide fasteners 
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- manufacture of cigarette lighters 
- manufacture of articles of personal use: smoking pipes, combs, hair slides, scent sprays, vacuum flasks and other 


vacuum vessels for personal or household use, wigs, false beards, eyebrows 
- manufacture of miscellaneous articles: candles, tapers and the like, artificial flowers, fruit and foliage, jokes and 


novelties, hand sieves and hand riddles; tailors' dummies, burial caskets etc. 
- taxidermy activities 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of lighter wicks, see 1329 
- manufacture of workwear and service apparel (e.g. laboratory coats, work overalls, uniforms), see 1410 
- manufacture of paper novelties, see 1709 
 


 
 


33 Repair and installation of machinery and equipment 
 
The repair and maintenance of machinery and equipment includes specialized repair of goods produced in the 
manufacturing sector with the aim to restore machinery, equipment and other products to working order. The 
provision of general or routine maintenance (i.e. servicing) on such products to ensure they work efficiently and to 
prevent breakdown and unnecessary repairs is included.  
 
This division does only include specialized repair and maintenance activities. A substantial amount of repair is also 
done by manufacturers of machinery, equipment and other goods, in which case the classification of units engaged in 
these repair and manufacturing activities is done according to the value-added principle which would often assign 
these combined activities to the manufacture of the good. The same principle is applied for combined trade and repair.  
 
Rebuilding or remanufacturing of machinery and equipment is considered manufacturing.  
 
Repair and maintenance of goods that are utilized as capital goods as well as consumer goods is typically classified as 
repair and maintenance of household goods (e.g. office and household furniture repair, see 9524). 
 
Also included in this division is the specialized installation of machinery. However, the installation of equipment that 
forms an integral part of buildings or similar structures, such as installation of electrical wiring, installation of 
escalators or installation of air-conditioning systems, is classified as construction. 
 
This division excludes: 
- cleaning of industrial machinery, see 8129 
- repair and maintenance of computers and communications equipment, see 951 
- repair and maintenance of household goods, see 952 
 


 
 


331 Repair of fabricated metal products, machinery and equipment 
 
The repair and maintenance of fabricated metal products, machinery and equipment includes specialized repair of 
goods produced in the manufacturing sector with the aim to restore these metal products, machinery, equipment and 
other products to working order. The provision of general or routine maintenance (i.e. servicing) on such products to 
ensure they work efficiently and to prevent breakdown and unnecessary repairs is included. 
 
This group excludes: 
- rebuilding or remanufacturing of machinery and equipment, see corresponding class in divisions 25-31  
- cleaning of industrial machinery, see 8129 
- repair and maintenance of computers and communications equipment, see 951 
- repair and maintenance of household goods, see 952 
 


 
 


3311 Repair of fabricated metal products 
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This class includes repair and maintenance of fabricated metal products of division 25. 
 
This class includes: 
- repair of metal tanks, reservoirs and containers 
- mobile welding repair 
- repair of steel shipping drums 
- repair and maintenance of steam or other vapour generators 
- repair and maintenance of auxiliary plant for use with steam generators: 
• condensers, economizers, superheaters, steam collectors and accumulators 


- repair and maintenance of nuclear reactors, except isotope separators 
- repair and maintenance of shopping carts, materials handling equipment, etc., for institutions;  
- repair and maintenance of parts for marine or power boilers 
- platework repair of central heating boilers and radiators 
 
This class excludes: 
- repair of central heating systems etc., see 4322 
- locksmith services, see 8020 
 


 
 


3312 Repair of machinery 
 
This class includes repair and maintenance of industrial machinery and equipment like sharpening or installing 
commercial and industrial machinery blades and saws or the provision of welding (e.g. automotive, general) repair 
services; the repair of agricultural and other heavy and industrial machinery and equipment (e.g. forklifts and other 
materials handling equipment, machine tools, commercial refrigeration equipment, construction equipment, and 
mining machinery), comprising machinery and equipment of division 28: 
 
This class includes: 
- repair and maintenance of non-automotive engines 
- repair and maintenance of pumps and related equipment 
- repair of valves 
- repair of gearing and driving elements 
- repair and maintenance of industrial process furnaces 
- repair and maintenance of materials handling equipment 
- repair and maintenance of commercial refrigeration equipment and air purifying equipment 
- repair and maintenance of commercial-type general purpose machinery 
- repair of other power-driven hand-tools 
- repair and maintenance of metal cutting and metal forming machine tools and accessories 
- repair and maintenance of other machine tools 
- repair and maintenance of agricultural tractors 
- repair and maintenance of agricultural machinery and forestry and logging machinery 
- repair and maintenance of metallurgy machinery 
- repair and maintenance of mining, construction, and oil and gas field machinery 
- repair and maintenance of food, beverage, and tobacco processing machinery 
- repair and maintenance of textile apparel, and leather production machinery 
- repair and maintenance of papermaking machinery 
- repair and maintenance of fire arms and ordnance (including repair of sporting and recreational guns) 
- repair and maintenance of other special purpose machinery of division 28 
- repair and maintenance of weighing equipment  
- repair and maintenance of vending machines 
- repair and maintenance of cash registers 
- repair and maintenance of photocopy machines 
- repair of calculators, electronic or not 
- repair of typewriters 
 
This class excludes:  
- installation of furnaces and other heating equipment, see 4322 
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3313 Repair of electronic and optical equipment 
 
This class includes repair and maintenance of goods produced in groups 265, 266 and 267, except those that are 
considered household goods. 
 
This class includes the repair and maintenance of the measuring, testing, navigating and control equipment of group 
265, such as:  
- repair and maintenance of aircraft engine instruments 
- repair and maintenance of automotive emissions testing equipment 
- repair and maintenance of meteorological instruments 
- repair and maintenance of physical, electrical and chemical properties testing and inspection equipment 
- repair and maintenance of surveying instruments 
- repair and maintenance of radiation detection and monitoring instruments 
 
This class also includes the repair of irradiation, electromedical and electrotherapeutic equipment of class 2660, such 
as:  
- repair and maintenance of magnetic resonance imaging equipment 
- repair and maintenance of medical ultrasound equipment 
- repair and maintenance of pacemakers 
- repair and maintenance of hearing aids 
- repair and maintenance of electrocardiographs 
- repair and maintenance of electromedical endoscopic equipment  
- repair and maintenance of irradiation apparatus 
 
This class also includes the repair of optical instruments and equipment of class 2670, such as: binoculars, 
microscopes (except electron, proton), telescopes, prisms, and lenses (except ophthalmic) and photographic 
equipment, if the use is mainly commercial. 
 
This class excludes: 
- repair of photocopy machines, see 3312 
- repair and maintenance of computers and peripheral equipment, see 9511 
- repair of computer projectors, see 9511 
- repair and maintenance of communication equipment, see 9512 
- repair of commercial TV and video cameras, see 9512 
- repair of household-type video cameras, see 9521 
- repair of watches and clocks, see 9529 
 


 
 


3314 Repair of electrical equipment 
 
This class includes the repair and maintenance of goods of division 27, except those in class 2750 (domestic 
appliances). 
 
This class includes: 
- repair and maintenance of power, distribution, and specialty transformers 
- repair and maintenance of electric motors, generators, and motor generator sets 
- repair and maintenance of switchgear and switchboard apparatus 
- repair and maintenance of relays and industrial controls 
- repair and maintenance of primary and storage batteries 
- repair and maintenance of electric lighting equipment 
- repair and maintenance of current-carrying wiring devices and non current-carrying wiring devices for wiring 


electrical circuits 
 
This class excludes: 
- repair and maintenance of computers and peripheral computer equipment, see 9511 
- repair and maintenance of telecommunications equipment, see 9512 
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- repair and maintenance of consumer electronics, see 9521 
- repair of watches and clocks, see 9529 
 


 
 


3315 Repair of transport equipment, except motor vehicles 
 
This class includes the repair and maintenance of transport equipment of division 30, except motorcycles and bicycles. 
However, the factory rebuilding or overhaul of ships, locomotives, railroad cars and aircraft is classified in division 
30. 
 
This class includes: 
- repair and routine maintenance of ships 
- repair and maintenance of pleasure boats 
- repair and maintenance of locomotives and railroad cars (except factory rebuilding or factory conversion) 
- repair and maintenance of aircraft (except factory conversion, factory overhaul, factory rebuilding) 
- repair and maintenance of aircraft engines 
- repair of animal drawn buggies and wagons 
 
This class excludes: 
- factory rebuilding of ships, see 3010 
- factory rebuilding of locomotives and railroad cars, see 3020 
- factory rebuilding of aircraft, see 3030 
- ship scaling, dismantling, see 3830 
- repair and maintenance of motorcycles, see 4540 
- repair of bicycles, see 9529 
 


 
 


3319 Repair of other equipment 
 
This class includes the repair and maintenance of equipment not covered in other groups of this division. 
 
This class includes: 
- repair of fishing nets, including mending 
- repair or ropes, riggings, canvas and tarps 
- repair of fertilizer and chemical storage bags 
- repair or reconditioning of wooden pallets, shipping drums or barrels, and similar items 
- repair of pinball machines and other coin-operated games 
- restoring of organs and other historical musical instruments 
 
This class excludes: 
- repair of household and office type furniture, furniture restoration, see 9524 
- repair of bicycles, see 9529 
- repair and alteration of clothing, see 9529 
 


 
 


332 Installation of industrial machinery and equipment 
 
See class 3320. 
 


 
 


3320 Installation of industrial machinery and equipment 
 
This class includes the specialized installation of machinery. However, the installation of equipment that forms an 
integral part of buildings or similar structures, such as installation of escalators, electrical wiring, burglar alarm 
systems or air-conditioning systems, is classified as construction. 
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This class includes: 
- installation of industrial machinery in industrial plant 
- dismantling large-scale machinery and equipment 
- activities of millwrights 
- machine rigging 
- installation of bowling alley equipment 
 


 
 


D Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply 
 
This section includes the activity of providing electric power, natural gas, steam, hot water and the like through a 
permanent infrastructure (network) of lines, mains and pipes. The dimension of the network is not decisive; also 
included are the distribution of electricity, gas, steam, hot water and the like in industrial parks or residential 
buildings. 
This section therefore includes the operation of electric and gas utilities, which generate, control and distribute electric 
power or gas. Also included is the provision of steam and air-conditioning supply.  
 
This section excludes the operation of water and sewerage utilities, see 36, 37. This section also excludes the 
(typically long-distance) transport of gas through pipelines. 
 


 
 


35 Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply 
 
See section D. 
 


 
 


351 Electric power generation, transmission and distribution 
 
See class 3510. 
 


 
 


3510 Electric power generation, transmission and distribution 
 
This class comprises the generation of bulk electric power, transmission from generating facilities to distribution 
centers, and distribution to end users.  
 
This class includes: 
- operation of generation facilities that produce electric energy, including thermal, nuclear, hydroelectric, gas turbine, 


diesel and renewable  
- operation of transmission systems that convey the electricity from the generation facility to the distribution system 
- operation of distribution systems (i.e. consisting of lines, poles, meters, and wiring) that convey electric power 


received from the generation facility or the transmission system to the final consumer 
- sale of electricity to the user 
- activities of electric power brokers or agents that arrange the sale of electricity via power distribution systems 


operated by others 
- operation of electricity and transmission capacity exchanges for electric power 
 
This class excludes: 
- production of electricity through incineration of waste, see 3821 
 


 
 


352 Manufacture of gas; distribution of gaseous fuels through mains 
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See class 3520. 
 


 
 


3520 Manufacture of gas; distribution of gaseous fuels through mains 
 
This class includes the manufacture of gas and the distribution of natural or synthetic gas to the consumer through a 
system of mains. Gas marketers or brokers, that arrange the sale of natural gas over distribution systems operated by 
others, are included.  
The separate operation of gas pipelines, typically done over long distances, connecting producers with distributors of 
gas, or between urban centers, is excluded from this class and classified with other pipeline transport activities. 
 
This class includes: 
- production of gas for the purpose of gas supply by carbonation of coal, from by-products of agriculture or from 


waste 
- manufacture of gaseous fuels with a specified calorific value, by purification, blending and other processes from 


gases of various types including natural gas 
- transportation, distribution and supply of gaseous fuels of all kinds through a system of mains 
- sale of gas to the user through mains 
- activities of gas brokers or agents that arrange the sale of gas over gas distribution systems operated by others 
- commodity and transport capacity exchanges for gaseous fuels 
 
This class excludes: 
- operation of coke ovens, see 1910 
- manufacture of refined petroleum products, see 1920 
- manufacture of industrial gases, see 2011 
- wholesale of gaseous fuels, see 4661 
- retail sale of bottled gas, see 4773 
- direct selling of fuel, see 4799 
-  (long-distance) transportation of gases by pipelines, see 4930 
 


 
 


353 Steam and air conditioning supply 
 
See class 3530. 
 


 
 


3530 Steam and air conditioning supply 
 
This class includes: 
- production, collection and distribution of steam and hot water for heating, power and other purposes 
- production and distribution of cooled air 
- production and distribution of chilled water for cooling purposes 
 
This class excludes: 
- production of ice for cooling purposes, see 1104 
 


 
 


E Water supply; sewerage, waste management and remediation activities 
 
This section includes activities related to the management (including collection, treatment and disposal) of various 
forms of waste, such as solid or non-solid industrial or household waste, as well as contaminated sites. The output of 
the waste treatment process can either be disposed of or become an input into other production processes. Activities of 
water supply are also grouped in this section, since they are often carried out in connection with, or by units also 
engaged in, the treatment of sewage. 
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36 Water collection, treatment and supply 
 
This division includes the collection, treatment and distribution of water for domestic and industrial needs. Collection 
of water from various sources, as well as distribution by various means is included. 
 


 
 


360 Water collection, treatment and supply 
 
See class 3600. 
 


 
 


3600 Water collection, treatment and supply 
 
This class includes water collection, treatment and distribution activities for domestic and industrial needs. Collection 
of water from various sources, as well as distribution by various means is included. 
The operation of irrigation canals is also included; however the provision of irrigation services through sprinklers, and 
similar agricultural support services, is not included. 
 
This class includes: 
- collection of water from rivers, lakes, wells etc. 
- collection of rain water 
- purification of water for water supply purposes 
- desalting of sea or ground water to produce water as the principal product of interest 
- distribution of water through mains, by trucks or other means 
- operation of irrigation canals 
 
This class excludes: 
- operation of irrigation equipment for agricultural purposes, see 0161 
- treatment of waste water in order to prevent pollution, see 3700 
- (long-distance) transport of water via pipelines, see 4930 
 


 
 


37 Sewerage 
 
This division includes the operation of sewer systems or sewage treatment facilities that collect, treat, and dispose of 
sewage. 
 


 
 


370 Sewerage 
 
See class 3700. 
 


 
 


3700 Sewerage 
 
This class includes: 
- the operation of sewer systems or sewer treatment facilities 
- collecting and transporting of human waste water from one or several users, as well as rain water by means of 


sewerage networks, collectors, tanks and other means of transport (sewage vehicles etc.)  
- emptying and cleaning of cesspools and septic tanks, sinks and pits from sewage; servicing of chemical toilets 
- treatment of waste water by means of physical, chemical and biological processes like dilution, screening, filtering, 


sedimentation etc. 
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- treatment of waste water in order to prevent pollution, e.g. from swimming pools, industry 
- maintenance and cleaning of sewers and drains 
- sewer cleaning and rodding 
 


 
 


38 Waste collection, treatment and disposal activities; materials recovery 
 
This division includes the collection, treatment, and disposal of waste materials. This also includes local hauling of 
waste materials and the operation of materials recovery facilities (i.e. those that sort recoverable materials from a 
waste stream). 
 


 
 


381 Waste collection 
 
This group includes the collection of waste from households and businesses by means of refuse bins, wheeled bins, 
containers, etc. It includes collection of non-hazardous and hazardous waste e.g. waste from households, used 
batteries, used cooking oils and fats, waste oil from ships and used oil from garages, as well as construction and 
demolition waste. 
 


 
 


3811 Collection of non-hazardous waste 
 
This class includes: 
- collection of non-hazardous solid waste (i.e. garbage) within a local area, such as collection of waste from 


households and businesses by means of refuse bins, wheeled bins, containers etc may include mixed recoverable 
materials 


- collection of recyclable materials 
- collection of refuse in litter-bins in public places 
 
This class also includes: 
- collection of construction and demolition waste 
- collection and removal of debris such as brush and rubble 
- collection of waste output of textile mills 
- operation of waste transfer stations for non-hazardous waste 
 
This class excludes: 
- collection of hazardous waste, see 3812 
- operation of landfills for the disposal of non-hazardous waste, see 3821 
- operation of facilities where commingled recoverable materials such as paper, plastics, etc. are sorted into distinct 


categories, see 3830 
 


 
 


3812 Collection of hazardous waste 
 
This class includes the collection of solid and non-solid hazardous waste, i.e. explosive, oxidizing, flammable, toxic, 
irritant, carcinogenic, corrosive, infectious and other substances and preparations harmful for human health and 
environment. It may also entail identification, treatment, packaging and labeling of waste for the purposes of 
transport. 
 
This class includes: 
- collection of hazardous waste, such as: 
• used oil from shipment or garages 
• bio-hazardous waste 
• used batteries 


- operation of waste transfer stations for hazardous waste 
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This class excludes: 
- remediation and clean up of contaminated buildings, mine sites, soil, ground water, e.g. asbestos removal, see 3900 
 


 
 


382 Waste treatment and disposal 
 
This group includes the treatment of disposal of various forms of waste by different means, such as waste treatment by 
composting plants with the aim of disposal and a resulting output (compost); treatment and disposal of toxic live or 
dead animals and other contaminated waste; treatment and disposal of transition radioactive waste from hospitals, etc.; 
dumping of refuse on land or in water; burial or ploughing-under of refuse; disposal of used goods such as 
refrigerators to eliminate harmful waste; disposal of waste by incineration or combustion. 
 
This group excludes the treatment and disposal of waste water (see class 3700). 
 


 
 


3821 Treatment and disposal of non-hazardous waste 
 
This class includes: 
- operation of landfills for the disposal of non-hazardous waste 
- disposal of non-hazardous waste by combustion or incineration or other methods, with or without the resulting 


production of electricity or steam, substitute fuels, biogas, ashes or other by-products for further use etc. 
- operation of compost dumps 
 
This class excludes: 
- incineration and combustion of hazardous waste, see 3822 
- operation of facilities where commingled recoverable materials such as paper, plastics, used beverage cans, and 


metals, are sorted into distinct categories, see 3830 
- decontamination, clean up of land, water; toxic material abatement, see 3900 
 


 
 


3822 Treatment and disposal of hazardous waste 
 
This class includes the treatment and disposal of solid or non-solid hazardous waste, i.e. explosive, oxidizing, 
flammable, toxic, irritant, carcinogenic, corrosive, infectious and other substances and preparations harmful for human 
health and environment. 
 
This class includes: 
- operation of facilities for treatment of hazardous waste 
- treatment and disposal of toxic live or dead animals and other contaminated waste 
- incineration of hazardous waste 
- disposal of used goods such as refrigerators to eliminate harmful waste 
- treatment, disposal and storage of radioactive nuclear waste including:  
• treatment and disposal of transition radioactive waste, i.e. decaying within the period of transport, from hospitals 
• encapsulation, preparation and other treatment of nuclear waste for storage 


 
This class excludes: 
- incineration of non-hazardous waste, see 3821 
- decontamination, clean up of land, water; toxic material abatement, see 3900 
- reprocessing of nuclear fuels, see 2011 
 


 
 


383 Materials recovery 
 
See class 3830. 
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3830 Materials recovery 


 
This class includes the recovery of materials from waste streams in the form of (1) separating and sorting recoverable 
materials from non-hazardous waste streams (i.e. garbage) or (2) the sorting of commingled recoverable materials, 
such as paper, plastics, used beverage cans and metals, into distinct categories. 
Included is the processing of metal and non-metal waste and scrap and articles into secondary raw material.  Examples 
of the mechanical or chemical transformation processes that are undertaken are: 
- mechanical crushing of metal waste such as used cars, washing machines, bikes etc. with  subsequent sorting and 


separation 
- dismantling of automobiles, computers, televisions and other equipment for materials recovery 
- mechanical reduction of large iron pieces such as railway wagons 
- shredding of metal waste, end-of-life vehicles etc. 
- other methods of mechanical treatment as cutting, pressing to reduce the volume 
- ship-breaking 
- reclaiming metals out of photographic waste, e.g. fixer solution or photographic films and paper  
- reclaiming of rubber such as used tires to produce secondary raw material 
- sorting and pelleting of plastics to produce secondary raw material for tubes, flower pots, pallets and the like 
- processing (cleaning, melting, grinding) of plastic or rubber waste to granulates 
- crushing, cleaning and sorting of glass 
- crushing, cleaning and sorting of other waste such as demolition waste to obtain secondary raw material 
- processing of used cooking oils and fats into secondary raw materials 
- processing of other food, beverage and tobacco waste and residual substances into secondary raw materials 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of new final products from (whether or not self-manufactured) secondary metal raw materials, such as 


spinning yarn from garnetted stock, making pulp from paper waste, retreading tyres or production of metal from 
metal scrap, see corresponding classes in section C (Manufacturing) 


- reprocessing of nuclear fuels, see 2011 
- treatment and disposal of non-hazardous waste, see 3821 
- composting of organic waste, see 3821 
- disposal of used goods such as refrigerators to eliminate harmful waste, see 3822 
- treatment and disposal of transition radioactive waste from hospitals etc., see 3822 
- treatment and disposal of toxic, contaminated waste, see 3822 
- dismantling of automobiles, computers, televisions and other equipment to obtain and re-sell usable parts, see 


section G 
- wholesale of recoverable materials, see 4669 
 


 
 


39 Remediation activities and other waste management services 
 
This division includes the provision of remediation services, i.e. the cleanup of contaminated buildings and sites, soil, 
surface or ground water. 
 


 
 


390 Remediation activities and other waste management services 
 
See class 3900. 
 


 
 


3900 Remediation activities and other waste management services 
 
This class includes: 
- decontamination of soils and groundwater at the place of pollution, either in situ or ex situ, using e.g. mechanical, 
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chemical or biological methods 
- decontamination of industrial plants or sites, including nuclear plants and sites 
- decontamination and cleaning up of surface water following accidental pollution, e.g. through collection of 


pollutants or through application of chemicals 
- cleaning up of oil spills and other pollutions on land, in surface water, in ocean and seas, including coastal areas 
- asbestos, lead paint, and other toxic material abatement 
- other specialized pollution-control activities 
 
This class excludes: 
- treatment and disposal of non-hazardous waste, see 3821 
- treatment and disposal of hazardous waste, see 3822 
- outdoor sweeping and watering of streets etc., see 8129 
 


 
 


F Construction 
 
This section includes general construction and specialized construction activities for buildings and civil engineering 
works. It includes new work, repair, additions and alterations, the erection of prefabricated buildings or structures on 
the site and also construction of a temporary nature.  
 
General construction is the construction of entire dwellings, office buildings, stores and other public and utility 
buildings, farm buildings etc., or the construction of civil engineering works such as motorways, streets, bridges, 
tunnels, railways, airfields, harbours and other water projects, irrigation systems, sewerage systems, industrial 
facilities, pipelines and electric lines, sports facilities etc.  
 
This work can be carried out on own account or on a fee or contract basis. Portions of the work and sometimes even 
the whole practical work can be subcontracted out. A unit that carries the overall responsibility for a construction 
project is classified here. 
 
Also included is the repair of buildings and engineering works. 
 
This section includes the complete construction of buildings (division 41), the complete construction of civil 
engineering works (division 42), as well as specialized construction activities, if carried out only as a part of the 
construction process (division 43). 
 
The renting of construction equipment with operator is classified with the specific construction activity carried out 
with this equipment. 
 
This section also includes the development of building projects for buildings or civil engineering works by bringing 
together financial, technical and physical means to realize the construction projects for later sale. If these activities are 
carried out not for later sale of the construction projects, but for their operation (e.g. renting of space in these 
buildings, manufacturing activities in these plants), the unit would not be classified here, but according to its 
operational activity, i.e. real estate, manufacturing etc. 
 


 
 


41 Construction of buildings 
 
This division includes general construction of buildings of all kinds. It includes new work, repair, additions and 
alterations, the erection of pre-fabricated buildings or structures on the site and also construction of temporary nature.  
 
Included is the construction of entire dwellings, office buildings, stores and other public and utility buildings, farm 
buildings, etc. 
 


 
 


410 Construction of buildings 
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See class 4100. 
 


 
 


4100 Construction of buildings 
 
This class includes the construction of complete residential or non-residential buildings, on own account for sale or on 
a fee or contract basis. Outsourcing parts or even the whole construction process is possible. If only specialized parts 
of the construction process are carried out, the activity is classified in division 43. 
 
This class includes: 
- construction of all types of residential buildings: 
• single-family houses 
• multi-family buildings, including high-rise buildings 


- construction of all types of non-residential buildings: 
• buildings for industrial production, e.g. factories, workshops, assembly plants etc. 
• hospitals, schools, office buildings 
• hotels, stores, shopping malls, restaurants 
• airport buildings 
• indoor sports facilities 
• parking garages 
• warehouses 
• religious buildings 


- assembly and erection of prefabricated constructions on the site 
 
This class also includes: 
- remodeling or renovating existing residential structures 
 
This class excludes: 
- erection of complete prefabricated constructions from self-manufactured parts not of concrete, see divisions 16 and 


25 
- construction of industrial facilities, except buildings, see 4290 
- architectural and engineering activities, see 7110 
- project management activities related to construction, see 7110 
 


 
 


42 Civil engineering 
 
This division includes general construction for civil engineering objects. It includes new work, repair, additions and 
alterations, the erection of pre-fabricated structures on the site and also construction of temporary nature.  
 
Included is the construction of  heavy constructions such as motorways, streets, bridges, tunnels, railways, airfields, 
harbours and other water projects, irrigation systems, sewerage systems, industrial facilities, pipelines and electric 
lines, outdoor sports facilities, etc. This work can be carried out on own account or on a fee or contract basis. Portions 
of the work and sometimes even the whole practical work can be subcontracted out. 
 


 
 


421 Construction of roads and railways 
 
See class 4210. 
 


 
 


4210 Construction of roads and railways 
 
This class includes: 
- construction of motorways, streets, roads, other vehicular and pedestrian ways 
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- surface work on streets, roads, highways, bridges or tunnels: 
• asphalt paving of roads 
• road painting and other marking 
• installation of crash barriers, traffic signs and the like 


- construction of bridges, including those for elevated highways  
- construction of tunnels 
- construction of railways and subways 
- construction of airfield runways 
 
This class excludes: 
- installation of street lighting and electrical signals, see 4321 
- architectural and engineering activities, see 7110 
- project management activities related to civil engineering works, see 7110 
 


 
 


422 Construction of utility projects 
 
See class 4220. 
 


 
 


4220 Construction of utility projects 
 
This class includes the construction of distribution lines and related buildings and structures that are integral part of 
these systems. 
 
This class includes: 
- construction of civil engineering constructions for: 
• long-distance pipelines, communication and power lines 
• urban pipelines, urban communication and power lines; ancillary urban works 
• water main and line construction 
• irrigation systems (canals) 
• reservoirs 


- construction of: 
• sewer systems, including repair 
• sewage disposal plants 
• pumping stations 
• power plants 


 
This class also includes: 
- water well drilling 
 
This class excludes: 
- project management activities related to civil engineering works, see 7110 
 


 
 


429 Construction of other civil engineering projects 
 
See class 4290. 
 


 
 


4290 Construction of other civil engineering projects 
 
This class includes: 
- construction of industrial facilities, except buildings, such as: 
• refineries 
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• chemical plants 
- construction of: 
• waterways, harbour and river works, pleasure ports (marinas), locks, etc. 
• dams and dykes 


- dredging of waterways 
- construction work, other than buildings, such as: 
• outdoor sports facilities 


 
This class also includes: 
- land subdivision with land improvement (e.g. adding of roads, utility infrastructure etc.) 
 
This class excludes: 
- project management activities related to civil engineering works, see 7110 
 


 
 


43 Specialized construction activities 
 
This division includes specialized construction activities (special trades), i.e. the construction of parts of buildings and 
civil engineering works or preparation therefore. It is usually specialized in one aspect common to different structures, 
requiring specialized skills or equipment, such as pile-driving, foundation work, carcass work, concrete work, brick 
laying, stone setting, scaffolding, roof covering, etc., are covered. The erection of steel structures is included provided 
that the parts are not produced by the same unit. Specialized construction activities are mostly carried out under 
subcontract, but especially in repair construction it is done directly for the owner of the property.  
 
Also included are building finishing and building completion activities. 
 
Included are the installation of all kind of utilities that make the construction function as such. These activities are 
usually performed at the site of the construction, although parts of the job may be carried out in a special shop. 
Included are activities such as plumbing, installation of heating and air-conditioning systems, antennas, alarm systems 
and other electrical work, sprinkler systems, elevators and escalators, etc. Also included are insulation work (water, 
heat, sound), sheet metal work, commercial refrigerating work, the installation of illumination and signalling systems 
for roads, railways, airports, harbours, etc. Also repair of the same type as the above mentioned activities is included.  
 
Building completion activities encompass activities that contribute to the completion or finishing of a construction 
such as glazing, plastering, painting, floor and wall tiling or covering with other materials like parquet, carpets, 
wallpaper, etc., floor sanding, finish carpentry, acoustical work, cleaning of the exterior, etc. Also repair of the same 
type as the above mentioned activities is included. 
 
The rental of equipment with operator is classified with the associated construction activity. 
 


 
 


431 Demolition and site preparation 
 
This group includes activities of preparing a site for subsequent construction activities, including the removal of 
previously existing structures. 
 


 
 


4311 Demolition 
 
This class includes: 
- demolition or wrecking of buildings and other structures 
 


 
 


4312 Site preparation 
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This class includes the preparation of sites for subsequent construction activities. 
 
This class includes: 
- clearing of building sites 
- earth moving: excavation, landfill, levelling and grading of construction sites, trench digging, rock removal, 


blasting, etc. 
- site preparation for mining: 
• overburden removal and other development and preparation of mineral properties and sites, except oil and gas 


sites 
- drilling, boring and core sampling for construction, geophysical, geological or similar purposes 
 
This class also includes: 
- building site drainage 
- drainage of agricultural or forestry land 
- clearing of landmines and the like (including detonation) from construction sites 
 
This class excludes: 
- drilling of production oil or gas wells, see 0610, 0620 
- decontamination of soil, see 3900 
- water well drilling, see 4220 
- shaft sinking, see 4390 
- oil and gas field exploration, geophysical, geological and seismic surveying, see 7110 
 


 
 


432 Electrical, plumbing and other construction installation activities 
 
This group includes installation activities that support the functioning of a building as such, including installation of 
electrical systems, plumbing (water, gas and sewage systems), heat and air-conditioning systems, elevators etc. 
 


 
 


4321 Electrical installation 
 
This class includes the installation in all kinds of buildings and civil engineering structures of electrical systems: 
• electrical wiring and fittings 
• telecommunications wiring 
• computer network and cable television wiring, including fibre optic 
• satellite dishes 
• lighting systems 
• fire alarms 
• burglar alarm systems 
• street lighting and electrical signals 
• airport runway lighting 


 
This class also includes: 
- connecting of electric appliances and household equipment, including baseboard heating 
 
This class excludes: 
- construction of communications and power transmission lines, see 4220 
 


 
 


4322 Plumbing, heat and air-conditioning installation 
 
This class includes the installation of plumbing, heating and air-conditioning systems, including additions, alterations, 
maintenance and repair. 
 
This class includes: 
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- installation in buildings or other construction projects of: 
• heating systems (electric, gas and oil) 
• furnaces, cooling towers 
• non-electric solar energy collectors 
• plumbing and sanitary equipment 
• ventilation, refrigeration or air-conditioning equipment and ducts 
• gas fittings 
• steam piping 
• fire sprinkler systems 
• lawn sprinkler systems 


- duct work installation 
 
This class excludes: 
- installation of electric baseboard heating, see 4321 
 


 
 


4329 Other construction installation 
 
This class includes the installation of equipment other than electrical, plumbing, heating and air-conditioning systems 
or industrial machinery in buildings and civil engineering structures. 
 
This class includes: 
- installation in buildings or other construction projects of: 
• elevators, escalators 
• automated and revolving doors 
• lightning conductors 
• vacuum cleaning systems 
• thermal, sound or vibration insulation 


 
This class excludes: 
- installation of industrial machinery, see 3320 
 


 
 


433 Building completion and finishing 
 
See class 4330. 
 


 
 


4330 Building completion and finishing 
 
This class includes: 
- application in buildings or other construction projects of interior and exterior plaster or stucco, including related 


lathing materials 
- installation of doors, windows, door and window frames, fitted kitchens, staircases, shop fittings and the like, of 


wood or other materials 
- interior completion such as ceilings, wooden wall coverings, movable partitions, etc. 
- laying, tiling, hanging or fitting in buildings or other construction projects of: 
• ceramic, concrete or cut stone wall or floor tiles, ceramic stove fitting 
• parquet and other wood floor coverings 
• carpets and linoleum floor coverings, including of rubber or plastic 
• terrazzo, marble, granite or slate floor or wall coverings 
• wallpaper 


- interior and exterior painting of buildings 
- painting of civil engineering structures 
- installation of glass, mirrors, etc. 
- cleaning of new buildings after construction 
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- other building completion work n.e.c. 
 
This class also includes: 
- interior installation of shops, mobile homes, boats etc. 
 
This class excludes: 
- general interior cleaning of buildings and other structures, see 8121 
- specialized interior and exterior cleaning of buildings, see 8129 
- activities of interior decoration designers, see 7410 
 


 
 


439 Other specialized construction activities 
 
See class 4390. 
 


 
 


4390 Other specialized construction activities 
 
This class includes: 
- construction activities specializing in one aspect common to different kind of structures, requiring specialized skill 


or equipment: 
• construction of foundations, including pile driving 
• damp proofing and water proofing works 
• de-humidification of buildings 
• shaft sinking 
• erection of non-self-manufactured steel elements 
• steel bending 
• bricklaying and stone setting 
• roof covering for residential buildings 
• scaffolds and work platform erecting and dismantling, excluding renting of scaffolds and work platforms 
• erection of chimneys and industrial ovens 
• work with specialist access requirements necessitating climbing skills and the use of related equipment, e.g. 


working at height on tall structures 
- subsurface work 
- construction of outdoor swimming pools 
- steam cleaning, sand blasting and similar activities for building exteriors 
- renting of cranes with operator 
 
This class excludes: 
- renting of construction machinery and equipment without operator, see 7730 
 


 
 


G Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles 
 
This section includes wholesale and retail sale (i.e. sale without transformation) of any type of goods, and rendering 
services incidental to the sale of merchandise. Wholesaling and retailing are the final steps in the distribution of 
merchandise. Also included in this section are the repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles. 
 
Sale without transformation is considered to include the usual operations (or manipulations) associated with trade, for 
example sorting, grading and assembling of goods, mixing (blending) of goods (for example wine or sand), bottling 
(with or without preceding bottle cleaning), packing, breaking bulk and repacking for distribution in smaller lots, 
storage (whether or not frozen or chilled), cleaning and drying of agricultural products, cutting out of wood 
fibreboards or metal sheets as secondary activities. 
 
Division 45 includes all activities related to the sale and repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles, while divisions 46 
and 47 include all other sale activities. The distinction between division 46 (wholesale) and division 47 (retail sale) is 
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based on the predominant type of customer. 
 
Wholesale is the resale (sale without transformation) of new and used goods to retailers, to industrial, commercial, 
institutional or professional users, or to other wholesalers, or involves acting as an agent or broker in buying 
merchandise for, or selling merchandise to, such persons or companies. The principal types of businesses included are 
merchant wholesalers, i.e. wholesalers who take title to the goods they sell, such as wholesale merchants or jobbers, 
industrial distributors, exporters, importers, and cooperative buying associations, sales branches and sales offices (but 
not retail stores) that are maintained by manufacturing or mining units apart from their plants or mines for the purpose 
of marketing their products and that do not merely take orders to be filled by direct shipments from the plants or 
mines. Also included are merchandise and commodity brokers, commission merchants and agents and assemblers, 
buyers and cooperative associations engaged in the marketing of farm products. Wholesalers frequently physically 
assemble, sort and grade goods in large lots, break bulk, repack and redistribute in smaller lots, for example 
pharmaceuticals; store, refrigerate, deliver and install goods, engage in sales promotion for their customers and label 
design.  
 
Retailing is the resale (sale without transformation) of new and used goods mainly to the general public for personal 
or household consumption or utilization, by shops, department stores, stalls, mail-order houses, hawkers and peddlers, 
consumer cooperatives, auction houses etc. Most retailers take title to the goods they sell, but some act as agents for a 
principal and sell either on consignment or on a commission basis. 
 


 
 


45 Wholesale and retail trade and repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles 
 
This division includes all activities (except manufacture and renting) related to motor vehicles and motorcycles, 
including lorries and trucks, such as the wholesale and retail sale of new and second-hand vehicles, the repair and 
maintenance of vehicles and the wholesale and retail sale of parts and accessories for motor vehicles and motorcycles. 
Also included are activities of commission agents involved in wholesale or retail sale of vehicles. 
This division also includes activities such as washing, polishing of vehicles etc. 
 
This division does not include the retail sale of automotive fuel and lubricating or cooling products or the renting of 
motor vehicles or motorcycles. 
 


 
 


451 Sale of motor vehicles 
 
See class 4510. 
 


 
 


4510 Sale of motor vehicles 
 
This class includes: 
- wholesale and retail sale of new and used vehicles: 
• passenger motor vehicles, including specialized passenger motor vehicles such as ambulances and minibuses, etc. 
• lorries, trailers and semi-trailers 
• camping vehicles such as caravans and motor homes 


 
This class also includes: 
- wholesale and retail sale of off-road motor vehicles (jeeps, etc.) 
- wholesale and retail sale by commission agents 
- car auctions 
 
This class excludes: 
- wholesale and retail sale of parts and accessories for motor vehicles, see 4530 
- renting of motor vehicles with driver, see 4922 
- renting of trucks with driver, see 4923 
- renting of motor vehicles and trucks without driver, see 7710 
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452 Maintenance and repair of motor vehicles 


 
See class 4520. 
 


 
 


4520 Maintenance and repair of motor vehicles 
 
This class includes: 
- maintenance and repair of motor vehicles: 
• mechanical repairs 
• electrical repairs 
• electronic injection systems repair 
• ordinary servicing 
• bodywork repair 
• repair of motor vehicle parts 
• washing, polishing, etc. 
• spraying and painting 
• repair of screens and windows 
• repair of motor vehicle seats 


- tyre and tube repair, fitting or replacement 
- anti-rust treatment 
- installation of parts and accessories not as part of the manufacturing process 
 
This class excludes: 
- retreading and rebuilding of tyres, see 2211 
 


 
 


453 Sale of motor vehicle parts and accessories 
 
See class 4530. 
 


 
 


4530 Sale of motor vehicle parts and accessories 
 
This class includes: 
- wholesale and retail sale of all kinds of parts, components, supplies, tools and accessories for motor vehicles, such 


as: 
• rubber tires and inner tubes for tires 
• spark plugs, batteries, lighting equipment and electrical parts 


 
This class excludes: 
- retail sale of automotive fuel, see 4730 
 


 
 


454 Sale, maintenance and repair of motorcycles and related parts and accessories 
 
See class 4540. 
 


 
 


4540 Sale, maintenance and repair of motorcycles and related parts and accessories 
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This class includes: 
- wholesale and retail sale of motorcycles, including mopeds 
- wholesale and retail sale, including mail order, of parts and accessories for motorcycles 
- activities of commission agents 
- maintenance and repair of motorcycles 
 
This class excludes: 
- wholesale of bicycles and related parts and accessories, see 4649 
- retail sale of bicycles and related parts and accessories, see 4763 
- renting of motorcycles, see 7730 
- repair and maintenance of bicycles, see 9529 
 


 
 


46 Wholesale trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles 
 
This division includes wholesale trade on own account or on a fee or contract basis (commission trade) related to 
domestic wholesale trade as well as international wholesale trade (import/export). 
 
Wholesale is the resale (sale without transformation) of new and used goods to retailers, business-to-business trade, 
such as to industrial, commercial, institutional or professional users, or resale to other wholesalers, or involves acting 
as an agent or broker in buying merchandise for, or selling merchandise to, such persons or companies. The principal 
types of businesses included are merchant wholesalers, i.e. wholesalers who take title to the goods they sell, such as 
wholesale merchants or jobbers, industrial distributors, exporters, importers, and cooperative buying associations, 
sales branches and sales offices (but not retail stores) that are maintained by manufacturing or mining units apart from 
their plants or mines for the purpose of marketing their products and that do not merely take orders to be filled by 
direct shipments from the plants or mines. Also included are merchandise and commodity brokers, commission 
merchants and agents and assemblers, buyers and cooperative associations engaged in the marketing of farm products. 
 
Wholesalers frequently physically assemble, sort and grade goods in large lots, break bulk, repack and redistribute in 
smaller lots, for example pharmaceuticals; store, refrigerate, deliver and install goods, engage in sales promotion for 
their customers and label design. 
 
This division excludes: 
- wholesale of motor vehicles, caravans and motorcycles, see 4510, 4540 
- wholesale of motor vehicle accessories, see 4530, 4540 
- renting and leasing of goods, see division 77 
- packing of solid goods and bottling of liquid or gaseous goods, including blending and filtering for third parties, see 


8292 
 


 
 


461 Wholesale on a fee or contract basis 
 
See class 4610. 
 


 
 


4610 Wholesale on a fee or contract basis 
 
This class includes: 
- activities of commission agents, commodity brokers and all other wholesalers who trade on behalf and on the 


account of others 
- activities of those involved in bringing sellers and buyers together or undertaking commercial transactions on behalf 


of a principal, including on the internet 
- such agents involved in the sale of: 


• agricultural raw materials, live animals, textile raw materials and semi-finished goods 
• fuels, ores, metals and industrial chemicals, including fertilizers 
• food, beverages and tobacco 
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• textiles, clothing, fur, footwear and leather goods 
• timber and building materials 
• machinery, including office machinery and computers, industrial equipment, ships and aircraft 
• furniture, household goods and hardware 


 
This class also includes: 
- activities of wholesale auctioneering houses 
 
This class excludes: 
- wholesale trade in own name, see 462 to 469 
- activities of commission agents for motor vehicles, see 4510 
- auctions of motor vehicles, see 4510 
- retail sale by non-store commission agents, see 4799 
- activities of insurance agents, see 6622 
- activities of real estate agents, see 6820 
 


 
 


462 Wholesale of agricultural raw materials and live animals 
 
See class 4620. 
 


 
 


4620 Wholesale of agricultural raw materials and live animals 
 
This class includes: 
- wholesale of grains and seeds 
- wholesale of oleaginous fruits 
- wholesale of flowers and plants 
- wholesale of unmanufactured tobacco 
- wholesale of live animals 
- wholesale of hides and skins 
- wholesale of leather 
- wholesale of agricultural material, waste, residues and by-products used for animal feed 
 
This class excludes: 
- wholesale of textile fibres, see 4669 
 


 
 


463 Wholesale of food, beverages and tobacco 
 
See class 4630. 
 


 
 


4630 Wholesale of food, beverages and tobacco 
 
This class includes: 
- wholesale of fruit and vegetables 
- wholesale of dairy products 
- wholesale of eggs and egg products 
- wholesale of edible oils and fats of animal or vegetable origin 
- wholesale of meat and meat products 
- wholesale of fishery products 
- wholesale of sugar, chocolate and sugar confectionery 
- wholesale of bakery products 
- wholesale of beverages 
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- wholesale of coffee, tea, cocoa and spices 
- wholesale of tobacco products 
 
This class also includes: 
- buying of wine in bulk and bottling without transformation 
- wholesale of feed for pet animals 
 
This class excludes: 
- blending of wine or distilled spirits, see 1101, 1102 
 


 
 


464 Wholesale of household goods 
 
This group includes the wholesale of household goods, including textiles. 
 


 
 


4641 Wholesale of textiles, clothing and footwear 
 
This class includes: 
- wholesale of yarn 
- wholesale of fabrics 
- wholesale of household linen etc. 
- wholesale of haberdashery: needles, sewing thread etc. 
- wholesale of clothing, including sports clothes 
- wholesale of clothing accessories such as gloves, ties and braces 
- wholesale of footwear 
- wholesale of fur articles 
- wholesale of umbrellas 
 
This class excludes: 
- wholesale of jewellery and leather goods, see 4649 
- wholesale of textile fibres, see 4669 
 


 
 


4649 Wholesale of other household goods 
 
This class includes: 
- wholesale of household furniture 
- wholesale of household appliances 
- wholesale of lighting equipment 
- wholesale of cutlery 
- wholesale of china and glassware 
- wholesale of woodenware, wickerwork and corkware etc. 
- wholesale of pharmaceutical and medical goods 
- wholesale of perfumeries, cosmetics and soaps 
- wholesale of bicycles and their parts and accessories 
- wholesale of stationery, books, magazines and newspapers 
- wholesale of photographic and optical goods (e.g. sunglasses, binoculars, magnifying glasses) 
- wholesale of recorded audio and video tapes, CDs, DVDs 
- wholesale of leather goods and travel accessories 
- wholesale of watches, clocks and jewellery 
- wholesale of musical instruments, games and toys, sports goods 
 
This class excludes: 
- wholesale of blank audio and video tapes, CDs, DVDs, see 4652 
- wholesale of office furniture, see 4659 
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465 Wholesale of machinery, equipment and supplies 


 
This group includes the wholesale of computers, telecommunications equipment, specialized machinery for all kinds 
of industries and general purpose machinery. 
 


 
 


4651 Wholesale of computers, computer peripheral equipment and software 
 
This class includes: 
- wholesale of computers and computer peripheral equipment 
- wholesale of software 
 
This class excludes: 
- wholesale of electronic parts, see 4652 
- wholesale of office machinery and equipment, (except computers and peripheral equipment), see 4659 
- wholesale of computer-controlled machinery, see 4659 
 


 
 


4652 Wholesale of electronic and telecommunications equipment and parts 
 
This class includes: 
- wholesale of electronic valves and tubes 
- wholesale of semiconductor devices 
- wholesale of microchips and integrated circuits 
- wholesale of printed circuits 
- wholesale of blank audio and video tapes and diskettes, magnetic and optical disks (CDs, DVDs) 
- wholesale of telephone and communications equipment 
 
This class excludes: 
- wholesale of recorded audio and video tapes, CDs, DVDs, see 4649 
- wholesale of computers and computer peripheral equipment, see 4651 
 


 
 


4653 Wholesale of agricultural machinery, equipment and supplies 
 
This class includes: 
- wholesale of agricultural machinery and equipment: 
• ploughs, manure spreaders, seeders 
• harvesters 
• threshers 
• milking machines 
• poultry-keeping machines, bee-keeping machines 
• tractors used in agriculture and forestry 


 
This class also includes: 
- lawn mowers however operated 
 


 
 


4659 Wholesale of other machinery and equipment 
 
This class includes: 
- wholesale of office machinery and equipment, except computers and computer peripheral equipment 
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- wholesale of office furniture 
- wholesale of transport equipment except motor vehicles, motorcycles and bicycles 
- wholesale of production-line robots 
- wholesale of wires and switches and other installation equipment for industrial use 
- wholesale of other electrical material such as electrical motors, transformers 
- wholesale of other machinery n.e.c. for use in industry, trade and navigation and other services 
 
This class also includes: 
- wholesale of computer-controlled machine tools 
- wholesale of computer-controlled machinery for the textile industry and of computer-controlled sewing and knitting 


machines 
- wholesale of measuring instruments and equipment 
 
This class excludes: 
- wholesale of motor vehicles, trailers and caravans, see 4510 
- wholesale of motor vehicle parts, see 4530 
- wholesale of motorcycles, see 4540 
- wholesale of bicycles, see 4649 
- wholesale of computers and peripheral equipment, see 4651 
- wholesale of electronic parts and telephone and communications equipment, see 4652 
 


 
 


466 Other specialized wholesale 
 
This group includes other specialized wholesale activities not classified in other groups of this division. This includes 
the wholesale of intermediate products, except agricultural, typically not for household use. 
 


 
 


4661 Wholesale of solid, liquid and gaseous fuels and related products 
 
This class also includes: 
- wholesale of automotive fuels, greases, lubricants, oils such as: 
• charcoal, coal, coke, fuel wood, naphtha; crude petroleum, crude oil, diesel fuel, gasoline, fuel oil, heating oil, 


kerosene; liquefied petroleum gases, butane and propane gas; lubricating oils and greases, refined petroleum 
products 


 
 


 
4662 Wholesale of metals and metal ores 


 
This class includes: 
- wholesale of ferrous and non-ferrous metal ores 
- wholesale of ferrous and non-ferrous metals in primary forms 
- wholesale of ferrous and non-ferrous semi-finished metal products n.e.c. 
- wholesale of gold and other precious metals 
 
This class excludes: 
- wholesale of metal scrap, see 4669 
 


 
 


4663 Wholesale of construction materials, hardware, plumbing and heating equipment and supplies 
 
This class includes: 
- wholesale of wood in the rough 
- wholesale of products of primary processing of wood 
- wholesale of paint and varnish 
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- wholesale of construction materials: 
• sand, gravel 


- wholesale of wallpaper and floor coverings 
- wholesale of flat glass 
- wholesale of hardware and locks 
- wholesale of fittings and fixtures 
- wholesale of hot water heaters 
- wholesale of sanitary equipment: 
• baths, washbasins, toilets and other sanitary porcelain 


- wholesale of sanitary installation equipment: 
• tubes, pipes, fittings, taps, T-pieces, connections, rubber pipes etc. 


- wholesale of tools such as hammers, saws, screwdrivers and other hand tools 
 


 
 


4669 Wholesale of waste and scrap and other products n.e.c. 
 
This class includes: 
- wholesale of industrial chemicals: 
• aniline, printing ink, essential oils, industrial gases, chemical glues, colouring matter, synthetic resin, methanol, 


paraffin, scents and flavourings, soda, industrial salt, acids and sulphurs, starch derivates etc. 
- wholesale of fertilizers and agrochemical products 
- wholesale of plastic materials in primary forms 
- wholesale of rubber 
- wholesale of textile fibres etc. 
- wholesale of paper in bulk 
- wholesale of precious stones 
- wholesale of metal and non-metal waste and scrap and materials for recycling, including collecting, sorting, 


separating, stripping of used goods such as cars in order to obtain reusable parts, packing and repacking, storage and 
delivery, but without a real transformation process. Additionally, the purchased and sold waste have a remaining 
value. 


 
This class includes: 
- dismantling of automobiles, computers, televisions and other equipment to obtain and re-sell usable parts 
 
This class excludes: 
- collection of household and industrial waste, see 381 
- treatment of waste, not for a further use in an industrial manufacturing process, but with the aim of disposal, see 382 
- processing of waste and scrap and other articles into secondary raw material when a real transformation process is 


required (the resulting secondary raw material is fit for direct use in an industrial manufacturing process, but is not a 
final product), see 3830 


- dismantling of automobiles, computers, televisions and other equipment for materials recovery, see 3830 
- shredding of cars by means of a mechanical process, see 3830 
- ship-breaking, see 3830 
- retail sale of second-hand goods, see 4774 
 


 
 


469 Non-specialized wholesale trade 
 
See class 4690. 
 


 
 


4690 Non-specialized wholesale trade 
 
This class includes: 
- wholesale of a variety of goods without any particular specialization 
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47 Retail trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles 
 
This division includes the resale (sale without transformation) of new and used goods mainly to the general public for 
personal or household consumption or utilization, by shops, department stores, stalls, mail-order houses, hawkers and 
peddlers, consumer cooperatives etc. 
 
Retail trade is classified first by type of sale outlet (retail trade in stores: groups 471 to 477; retail trade not in stores: 
groups 478 and 479). Retail trade in stores includes the retail sale of used goods (class 4774). For retail sale in stores, 
there exists a further distinction between specialized retail sale (groups 472 to 477) and non-specialized retail sale 
(group 471). The above groups are further subdivided by the range of products sold. Sale not via stores is subdivided 
according to the forms of trade, such as retail sale via stalls and markets (group 478) and other non-store retail sale, 
e.g. mail order, door-to-door, by vending machines etc. (group 479). 
 
The goods sold in this division are for obvious reasons limited to the so-called consumer goods and therefore exclude 
goods not normally entering retail trade, such as cereal grains, ores, industrial machinery and equipment etc. This 
division also includes units engaged in selling to the general public, from displayed merchandise, products such as 
typewriters, stationery, paint or lumber, although these sales may not be for personal or household goods. Some 
processing of goods may be involved, but only incidental to selling. 
 
This division also includes the retail sale by commission agents and activities of retail auctioning houses. 
 
This division excludes: 
- sale of farmers' products by farmers, see division 01 
- manufacture and sale of goods, which is generally classified as manufacturing in divisions 10-32 
- sale of motor vehicles, motorcycles and their parts, see division 45 
- trade in cereal grains, ores, crude petroleum, industrial chemicals, iron and steel and industrial machinery and 


equipment, see division 46 
- sale of food and drinks for consumption on the premises and sale of takeaway food, see division 56 
- renting of personal and household goods to the general public, see group 772 
 


 
 


471 Retail sale in non-specialized stores 
 
This group includes the retail sale of a variety of product lines in the same unit (non-specialized stores), such as 
supermarkets or department stores. 
 


 
 


4711 Retail sale in non-specialized stores with food, beverages or tobacco predominating 
 
This class includes stores engaged in: 
- retail sale of a large variety of goods of which, however, food products, beverages or tobacco should be 


predominant: 
• activities of general stores that have, apart from their main sales of food products, beverages or tobacco, several 


other lines of merchandise such as wearing apparel, furniture, appliances, hardware, cosmetics etc. 
 


 
 


4719 Other retail sale in non-specialized stores 
 
This class includes stores engaged in: 
- retail sale of a large variety of goods of which food products, beverages or tobacco are not predominant 
- activities of department stores carrying a general line of merchandise, including wearing apparel, furniture, 


appliances, hardware, cosmetics, jewellery, toys, sports goods etc. 
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472 Retail sale of food, beverages and tobacco in specialized stores 


 
This group includes retail sale in stores specialized in selling food, beverage or tobacco products. 
 


 
 


4721 Retail sale of food in specialized stores 
 
This class includes stores specialized in the sale of any the following merchandise lines: 
- fresh or preserved fruit and vegetables 
- dairy products and eggs 
- meat and meat products (including poultry) 
- fish, other seafood and products thereof 
- bakery products 
- sugar confectionery 
- other food products 
 


 
 


4722 Retail sale of beverages in specialized stores 
 
This class includes stores specialized in the sale of: 
- beverages (not for consumption on the premises): 
• alcoholic beverages 
• non-alcoholic beverages 


 
 


 
4723 Retail sale of tobacco products in specialized stores 


 
This class includes stores specialized in the sale of: 
- tobacco 
- tobacco products 
 


 
 


473 Retail sale of automotive fuel 
 
See class 4730. 
 


 
 


4730 Retail sale of automotive fuel 
 
This class includes: 
- retail sale of fuel for motor vehicles and motorcycles 
 
This class also includes: 
- retail sale of lubricating products and cooling products for motor vehicles 
 
This class excludes: 
- wholesale of fuels, see 4661 
- retail sale of liquefied petroleum gas for cooking or heating, see 4773 
 


 
 


474 Retail sale of ICT equipment in specialized stores 
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This group includes retail sale of information and communications equipment, such as computers and peripheral 
equipment, and consumer electronics, by specialized stores. 
 


 
 


4741 Retail sale of computers, peripheral units, software and telecommunications equipment 
 
This class includes: 
- retail sale of computers 
- retail sale of computer peripheral equipment 
- retail sale of video game consoles 
- retail sale of non-customized software, including video games 
- retail sale of telecommunication equipment 
 


 
 


4742 Retail sale of audio and video equipment 
 
This class includes: 
- retail sale of radio and television equipment 
- retail sale of stereo equipment 
- retail sale of CD and DVD players and recorders 
 


 
 


475 Retail sale of other household equipment in specialized stores 
 
This group includes the retail sale of household equipment, such as textiles, hardware, carpets, electrical appliances or 
furniture,  in specialized stores. 
 


 
 


4751 Retail sale of textiles 
 
This class includes stores specialized in: 
- retail sale of fabrics 
- retail sale of knitting yarn 
- retail sale of basic materials for rug, tapestry or embroidery making 
- retail sale of textiles 
- retail sale of haberdashery: needles, sewing thread etc. 
 
This class excludes: 
- retail sale of clothing, see 4771 
 


 
 


4752 Retail sale of hardware, paints and glass 
 
This class includes stores specialized in: 
- retail sale of hardware 
- retail sale of paints, varnishes and lacquers 
- retail sale of flat glass 
- retail sale of other building material such as bricks, wood, sanitary equipment 
- retail sale of do-it-yourself material and equipment 
 
This class also includes: 
- retail sale of lawnmowers, however operated 
- retail sale of saunas 
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4753 Retail sale of carpets, rugs, wall and floor coverings 
 
This class includes stores specialized in: 
- retail sale of carpets and rugs 
- retail sale of curtains and net curtains 
- retail sale of wallpaper and floor coverings 
 
This class excludes: 
- retail sale of cork floor tiles, see 4752 
 


 
 


4759 Retail sale of electrical household appliances, furniture, lighting equipment and other household articles 
 
This class includes stores specialized in: 
- retail sale of household furniture 
- retail sale of articles for lighting 
- retail sale of household utensils and cutlery, crockery, glassware, china and pottery 
- retail sale of wood, cork goods and wickerwork goods 
- retail sale of household appliances 
- retail sale of musical instruments and scores 
- retail sale of security systems, such as locking devices, safes, and vaults, without installation or maintenance 


services 
- retail sale of household articles and equipment n.e.c. 
 
This class excludes: 
- retail sale of antiques, see 4774 
 


 
 


476 Retail sale of cultural and recreation goods in specialized stores 
 
This group includes the retail sale in specialized stores of cultural and recreation goods, such as books, newspapers, 
music and video recordings, sporting equipment, games and toys. 
 


 
 


4761 Retail sale of books, newspapers and stationary 
 
This class includes: 
- retail sale of books of all kinds 
- retail sale of newspapers and stationery 
 
This class also includes: 
- retail sale of office supplies such as pens, pencils, paper etc. 
 
This class excludes: 
- retail sale of second-hand or antique books, see 4774 
 


 
 


4762 Retail sale of music and video recordings 
 
This class includes: 
- retail sale of musical records, audio tapes, compact discs and cassettes 
- retail sale of video tapes and DVDs 
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This class also includes: 
- retail sale of blank tapes and discs 
 


 
 


4763 Retail sale of sporting equipment 
 
This class includes: 
- retail sale of sports goods, fishing gear, camping goods, boats and bicycles 
 


 
 


4764 Retail sale of games and toys 
 
This class includes: 
- retail sale of games and toys, made of all materials 
 
This class excludes: 
- retail sale of video game consoles, see 4741 
- retail sale of non-customized software, including video games, see 4741 
 


 
 


477 Retail sale of other goods in specialized stores 
 
This group includes the sale in specialized stores carrying a particular line of products not included in other parts of 
the classification, such as clothing, footwear and leather articles, pharmaceutical and medical goods, watches, 
souvenirs, cleaning materials, weapons, flowers and pets and others. Also included is the retail sale of used goods in 
specialized stores. 
 


 
 


4771 Retail sale of clothing, footwear and leather articles 
 
This class includes stores specialized in: 
- retail sale of articles of clothing 
- retail sale of articles of fur 
- retail sale of clothing accessories such as gloves, ties, braces etc. 
- retail sale of footwear 
- retail sale of leather goods 
- retail sale of travel accessories of leather and leather substitutes 
 
This class excludes: 
- retail sale of textiles, see 4751 
 


 
 


4772 Retail sale of pharmaceutical and medical goods, cosmetic and toilet articles 
 
This class includes stores specialized in: 
- retail sale of pharmaceuticals 
- retail sale of medical and orthopaedic goods 
- retail sale of perfumery and cosmetic articles 
 


 
 


4773 Other retail sale of new goods 
 
This class includes stores specialized in: 
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- retail sale of photographic, optical and precision equipment 
- activities of opticians 
- retail sale of watches, clocks and jewellery 
- retail sale of flowers, plants, seeds, fertilizers, pet animals and pet food 
- retail sale of souvenirs, craftwork and religious articles 
- retail sale of household fuel oil, bottled gas, coal and fuel wood 
- retail sale of cleaning materials 
- retail sale of weapons and ammunition 
- retail sale of stamps and coins 
- retail sale of non-food products n.e.c. 
 


 
 


4774 Retail sale of second-hand goods 
 
This class includes: 
- retail sale of second-hand books 
- retail sale of other second-hand goods 
- retail sale of antiques 
- activities of auctioning houses (retail) 
 
This class excludes: 
- retail sale of second-hand motor vehicles, see 4510 
- activities of Internet auctions and other non-store auctions (retail), see 4791, 4799 
- activities of pawn shops, see 6492 
 


 
 


478 Retail sale via stalls and markets 
 
This group includes the retail sale of any kind of product in a usually movable stall either along a public road or at a 
fixed marketplace. 
 


 
 


4781 Retail sale via stalls and markets of food, beverages and tobacco products 
 
This class includes: 
- retail sale of food, beverages and tobacco products via stalls or markets 
 
This class excludes: 
- retail sale of prepared food for immediate consumption (mobile food vendors), see 5610 
 


 
 


4782 Retail sale via stalls and markets of textiles, clothing and footwear 
 
This class includes: 
- retail sale of textiles, clothing and footwear via stalls or markets 
 


 
 


4789 Retail sale via stalls and markets of other goods 
 
This class includes: 
- retail sale of other goods via stalls or markets, such as: 
• carpets and rugs 
• books 
• games and toys 
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• household appliances and consumer electronics 
• music and video recordings 


 
 


 
479 Retail trade not in stores, stalls or markets 


 
This group includes retail sale activities by mail order houses, over the Internet, through door-to-door sales, vending 
machines etc.. 
 


 
 


4791 Retail sale via mail order houses or via Internet 
 
In retail sale activities in this class, the buyer makes his choice on the basis of advertisements, catalogues, information 
provided on a website, models or any other means of advertising. The customer places his order by mail, phone or 
over the Internet (usually through special means provided by a website). The products purchased can be either directly 
downloaded from the Internet or physically delivered to the customer. 
 
This class includes: 
- retail sale of any kind of product by mail order  
- retail sale of any kind of product over the Internet 
 
This class also includes: 
- direct sale via television, radio and telephone 
- Internet retail auctions 
 


 
 


4799 Other retail sale not in stores, stalls or markets 
 
This class includes: 
- retail sale of any kind of product in any way that is not included in previous classes: 
• by direct sales or door-to-door sales persons 
• through vending machines etc. 


- direct selling of fuel (heating oil,fire wood etc.), delivered directly to the customers premises 
- activities of non-store auctions (retail) 
- retail sale by (non-store) commission agents 
 
This class excludes: 
- delivery of new products by stores, see groups 471-477 
 


 
 


H Transportation and storage 
 
This section includes the provision of passenger or freight transport, whether scheduled or not, by rail, pipeline, road, 
water or air and associated activities such as terminal and parking facilities, cargo handling, storage etc. Included in 
this section is the renting of transport equipment with driver or operator. Also included are postal and courier 
activities. 
 
This section excludes: 
- major repair or alteration of transport equipment, except motor vehicles, see division 3315 
- construction, maintenance and repair of roads, railroads, harbours, airfields, see 4210 
- maintenance and repair of motor vehicles, see 4520 
- renting of transport equipment without driver or operator, see 7710, 7730 
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49 Land transport and transport via pipelines 
 
This division includes the transport of passengers and freight via road and rail, as well as freight transport via 
pipelines. 
 


 
 


491 Transport via railways 
 
This group comprises rail transportation of passengers and/or freight using railroad rolling stock on mainline 
networks, spread over an extensive geographic area, or operate over a short distance on a local rail line. 
 
This group excludes: 
- related activities such as switching and shunting, see 5221  
- operation of railroad infrastructure, see 5221 
 


 
 


4911 Passenger rail transport 
 
This class includes: 
- passenger transport by inter-urban railways  
- operation of sleeping cars or dining cars as an integrated operation of railway companies 
 
This class excludes: 
- passenger transport by urban and suburban transit systems, see 4921 
- passenger terminal activities, see 5221 
- operation of sleeping cars or dining cars when operated by separate units, see 5590, 5610 
 


 
 


4912 Freight rail transport 
 
This class includes: 
- freight transport by inter-urban, suburban and urban railways 
 
This class excludes: 
- storage and warehousing, see 5210 
- freight terminal activities, see 5221 
- cargo handling, see 5224 
 


 
 


492 Other land transport 
 
This group includes all land-based transport activities other than rail transport. 
 


 
 


4921 Urban, suburban or metropolitan area passenger land transport 
 
This class includes: 
- land transport of passengers by urban, suburban or metropolitan transport systems. This may include different modes 


of land transport, such as by motor bus, tramway, streetcar, trolley bus, underground and elevated railways etc. The 
transport is carried out on scheduled routes normally following a fixed time schedule, entailing the picking up and 
setting down of passengers at normally fixed stops. 


 
This class also includes: 
- town-to-airport or town-to-station lines 
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- operation of funicular railways, aerial cableways etc. if part of urban, suburban or metropolitan transit systems 
 
This class excludes: 
- passenger transport by inter-urban railways, see 4911 
 


 
 


4922 Other passenger land transport 
 
This class includes: 
- other passenger road transport: 
• scheduled long-distance bus services 
• charters, excursions and other occasional coach services 
• taxi operation 


- operation of teleferics, funiculars, ski and cable lifts 
 
This class also includes: 
- other rental of private cars with driver 
- operation of school buses and buses for transport of employees 
- passenger transport by man- or animal-drawn vehicles 
 
This class excludes: 
- ambulance transport, see 8690 
 


 
 


4923 Freight transport by road 
 
This class includes: 
- all freight transport operations by road: 
• logging haulage 
• stock haulage 
• refrigerated haulage 
• heavy haulage 
• bulk haulage, including haulage in tanker trucks 
• haulage of automobiles 
• transport of waste and waste materials, without collection or disposal 


 
This class also includes: 
- furniture removal 
- renting of trucks with driver 
- freight transport by man or animal-drawn vehicles 
 
This class excludes: 
- log hauling within the forest, as part of logging operations, see 0240 
- distribution of water by trucks, see 3600 
- operation of terminal facilities for handling freight, see 5221 
- crating and packing services for transport, see 5229 
- post and courier activities, see 5310, 5320 
- waste transport as integrated part of waste collection activities, see 3811, 3812 
 


 
 


493 Transport via pipeline 
 
See class 4930. 
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4930 Transport via pipeline 
 
This class includes: 
- transport of gases, liquids, water, slurry and other commodities via pipelines 
 
This class also includes: 
- operation of pump stations 
 
This class excludes: 
- distribution of natural or manufactured gas, water or steam, see 3520, 3530, 3600 
- transport of water, liquids etc. by trucks, see 4923 
 


 
 


50 Water transport 
 
This division includes the transport of passengers or freight over water, whether scheduled or not. Also included are 
the operation of towing or pushing boats, excursion, cruise or sightseeing boats, ferries, water taxis etc. Although the 
location is an indicator for the separation between sea and inland water transport, the deciding factor is the type of 
vessel used. All transport on sea-going vessels is classified in group 501, while transport using other vessels is 
classified in group 502. 
 
This division excludes restaurant and bar activities on board ships (see class 5610, 5630), if carried out by separate 
units. 
 


 
 


501 Sea and coastal water transport 
 
This group includes the transport of passengers or freight on vessels designed for operating on sea or coastal waters. 
Also included is the transport of passengers or freight on great lakes etc. when similar types of vessels are used. 
 


 
 


5011 Sea and coastal passenger water transport 
 
This class includes: 
- transport of passengers over seas and coastal waters, whether scheduled or not: 
• operation of excursion, cruise or sightseeing boats 
• operation of ferries, water taxis etc. 


 
This class also includes: 
- rental of pleasure boats with crew for sea and coastal water transport (e.g. for fishing cruises) 
 
This class excludes: 
- restaurant and bar activities on board ships, when provided by separate units, see 5610, 5630 
- operation of "floating casinos", see 9200 
 


 
 


5012 Sea and coastal freight water transport 
 
This class includes: 
- transport of freight over seas and coastal waters, whether scheduled or not 
- transport by towing or pushing of barges, oil rigs etc. 
 
This class excludes: 
- storage of freight, see 5210 
- harbour operation and other auxiliary activities such as docking, pilotage, lighterage, vessel salvage, see 5222 
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- cargo handling, see 5224 
 


 
 


502 Inland water transport 
 
This class includes the transport of passengers or freight on inland waters, involving vessels that are not suitable for 
sea transport. 
 


 
 


5021 Inland passenger water transport 
 
This class includes: 
- transport of passenger via rivers, canals, lakes and other inland waterways, including inside harbours and ports 
 
This class also includes: 
- rental of pleasure boats with crew for inland water transport 
 


 
 


5022 Inland freight water transport 
 
This class includes: 
- transport of freight via rivers, canals, lakes and other inland waterways, including inside harbours and ports 
 


 
 


51 Air transport 
 
This division includes the transport of passengers or freight by air or via space. 
 
This division excludes: 
- crop spraying, see 0161 
- overhaul of aircraft or aircraft engines, see 3315 
- operation of airports, see 5223 
- aerial advertising (sky-writing), see 7310 
- aerial photography, see 7420 
 


 
 


511 Passenger air transport 
 
See class 5110. 
 


 
 


5110 Passenger air transport 
 
This class includes: 
- transport of passengers by air over regular routes and on regular schedules 
- charter flights for passengers 
- scenic and sightseeing flights 
 
This class also includes: 
- renting of air-transport equipment with operator for the purpose of passenger transportation 
- general aviation activities, such as: 
• transport of passengers by aero clubs for instruction or pleasure 
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512 Freight air transport 
 
See class 5120. 
 


 
 


5120 Freight air transport 
 
This class includes: 
- transport freight by air over regular routes and on regular schedules 
- non-scheduled transport of freight by air 
- launching of satellites and space vehicles 
- space transport 
 
This class also includes: 
- renting of air-transport equipment with operator for the purpose of freight transportation 
 


 
 


52 Warehousing and support activities for transportation 
 
This division includes warehousing and support activities for transportation, such as operating of transport 
infrastructure (e.g. airports, harbours, tunnels, bridges, etc.), the activities of transport agencies and cargo handling. 
 


 
 


521 Warehousing and storage 
 
See class 5210. 
 


 
 


5210 Warehousing and storage 
 
This class includes: 
- operation of storage and warehouse facilities for all kind of goods: 
• operation of grain silos, general merchandise warehouses, refrigerated warehouses, storage tanks etc. 


 
This class also includes: 
- storage of goods in foreign trade zones 
 
This class excludes: 
- parking facilities for motor vehicles, see 5221 
- operation of self storage facilities, see 6810 
- rental of vacant space, see 6810 
 


 
 


522 Support activities for transportation 
 
This division includes activities supporting the transport of passengers or freight, such as operation of parts of the 
transport infrastructure or activities related to handling freight immediately before or after transport or between 
transport segments. The operation and maintenance of all transport facilities is included. 
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5221 Service activities incidental to land transportation 
 
This class includes: 
- activities related to land transport of passengers, animals or freight: 
• operation of terminal facilities such as railway stations, bus stations, stations for the handling of goods 
• operation of railroad infrastructure 
• operation of roads, bridges, tunnels, car parks or garages, bicycle parkings 


- switching and shunting 
- operation of railroad infrastructure 
- towing and road side assistance 
 
This class also includes: 
- liquefaction of gas for transportation purposes 
 
This class excludes: 
- cargo handling, see 5224 
 


 
 


5222 Service activities incidental to water transportation 
 
This class includes: 
- activities related to water transport of passengers, animals or freight: 
• operation of terminal facilities such as harbours and piers 
• operation of waterway locks etc. 
• navigation, pilotage and berthing activities 
• lighterage, salvage activities 
• lighthouse activities 


 
This class excludes: 
- cargo handling, see 5224 
- operation of marinas, see 9329 
 


 
 


5223 Service activities incidental to air transportation 
 
This class includes: 
- activities related to air transport of passengers, animals or freight: 
• operation of terminal facilities such as airway terminals etc. 
• airport and air-traffic-control activities 
• ground service activities on airfields etc. 


 
This class also includes: 
- firefighting and fire-prevention services at airports 
 
This class excludes: 
- cargo handling, see 5224 
- operation of flying schools, see 8549 
 


 
 


5224 Cargo handling 
 
This class includes: 
- loading and unloading of goods or passengers' luggage irrespective of the mode of transport used for transportation 
- stevedoring 
- loading and unloading of freight railway cars 
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This class excludes: 
- operation of terminal facilities, see 5221, 5222 and 5223 
 


 
 


5229 Other transportation support activities 
 
This class includes: 
- forwarding of freight 
- arranging or organizing of transport operations by rail, road, sea or air 
- organization of group and individual consignments (including pickup and delivery of goods and grouping of 


consignments) 
- issue and procurement of transport documents and waybills 
- activities of customs agents 
- activities of sea-freight forwarders and air-cargo agents 
- brokerage for ship and aircraft space 
- goods-handling operations, e.g. temporary crating for the sole purpose of protecting the goods during transit, 


uncrating, sampling, weighing of goods 
 
This class excludes: 
- courier activities, see 5320 
- provision of motor, marine, aviation and transport insurance, see 6512 
- activities of travel agencies, see 7911 
- activities of tour operators, see 7912 
- tourist assistance activities, see 7920 
 


 
 


53 Postal and courier activities 
 
This division includes postal and courier activities, such as pickup, transport and delivery of letters and parcels under 
various arrangements. Local delivery and messenger services are also included. 
 


 
 


531 Postal activities 
 
See class 5310. 
 


 
 


5310 Postal activities 
 
This class includes the activities of postal services operating under a universal service obligation.  The activities 
include use of the universal service infrastructure, including retail locations, sorting and processing facilities, and 
carrier routes to pickup and deliver the mail.  The delivery can include letter-post, i.e. letters, postcards, printed papers 
(newspaper, periodicals, advertising items, etc.), small packets, goods or documents. Also included are other services 
necessary to support the universal service obligation. 
 
This class includes: 
- pickup, sorting, transport and delivery (domestic or international) of letter-post and (mail-type) parcels and packages 


by postal services operating under a universal service obligation.  One or more modes of transport may be involved 
and the activity may be carried out with either self-owned (private) transport or via public transport. 


- collection of letter-mail and parcels from public letter-boxes or from post offices 
- distribution and delivery of mail and parcels 
 
This class excludes: 
- postal giro, postal savings activities and money order activities, see 6419 
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532 Courier activities 
 
See class 5320. 
 


 
 


5320 Courier activities 
 
This class includes courier activities not operating under a universal service obligation. 
 
This class includes: 
- pickup, sorting, transport and delivery (domestic or international) of letter-post and (mail-type) parcels and packages 


by firms not operating under a universal service obligation. One or more modes of transport may be involved and 
the activity may be carried out with either self-owned (private) transport or via public transport. 


- distribution and delivery of mail and parcels 
 
This class also includes: 
- home delivery services 
 
This class excludes: 
- transport of freight, see (according to mode of transport) 4912, 4923, 5012, 5022, 5120 
 


 
 


I Accommodation and Food service activities 
 
This section includes the provision of short-stay accommodation for visitors and other travelers and the provision of 
complete meals and drinks fit for immediate consumption. The amount and type of supplementary services provided 
within this section can vary widely. 
 
This section excludes the provision of long-term accommodation as primary residences, which is classified in Real 
estate activities (section L). Also excluded is the preparation of food or drinks that are either not fit for immediate 
consumption or that are sold through independent distribution channels, i.e. through wholesale or retail trade 
activities. The preparation of these foods is classified in Manufacturing (section C). 
 


 
 


55 Accommodation 
 
This division includes the provision of short-stay lodging accommodation for visitors and other travellers. Also 
included are the provision of longer term lodging for students, workers and similar individuals. Some units may 
provide only lodging while others provide a combination of lodging, meals and/or recreational facilities.  
 
This division excludes activities related to the provision of long-term primary residences in facilities such as 
apartments typically leased on a monthly or annual basis classified in Real Estate (section L). 
 


 
 


551 Short term accommodation activities 
 
See class 5510. 
 


 
 


5510 Short term accommodation activities 
 
This class includes the provision of lodging, typically on a daily or weekly basis, principally for short stay by visitors. 
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This includes the provision of furnished accommodation in guest rooms and suites, sometimes with kitchenettes and 
may often include a range of additional services such as food and beverage services, parking, laundry services, 
swimming pools and exercise rooms, recreational facilities and conference and convention facilities. 
This class also includes the provision of lodging, typically on a daily or weekly basis, principally for short stays by 
visitors, of self-contained space consisting of complete furnished rooms or areas for living/dining and sleeping, with 
cooking facilities or  fully equipped  kitchens. This may take the form of apartments or flats in small free-standing 
multi-storied buildings or clusters of buildings, or single storied bungalows, chalets or housekeeping cottages and 
cabins. Very minimal complementary services, if any, are provided.  
 
This class includes accommodation provided by: 
- hotels 
- resort hotels  
- suite / apartment hotels 
- motels 
- motor hotels 
- inns  
- guesthouses 
- pensions  
- bed and breakfast units 
- youth hostels 
- children holiday homes 
- visitor flats and bungalows 
- holiday homes 
- housekeeping cottages and cabins 
 
This class excludes: 
- provision of homes and furnished or unfurnished flats or apartments for more permanent use, typically on a monthly 


or annual basis, see division 68 
 


 
 


552 Recreational vehicle parks, trailer parks and camping grounds 
 
See class 5520. 
 


 
 


5520 Recreational vehicle parks, trailer parks and camping grounds 
 
This class includes the provision of space and facilities for recreational vehicles, or in operating trailer parks, 
campgrounds, recreational camps and fishing and hunting camps for short stay visitors.  
 
This class also includes accommodation provided by: 
- mountain shelters 
 


 
 


559 Other accommodation 
 
See class 5590. 
 


 
 


5590 Other accommodation 
 
This class includes the provision temporary or longer-term lodging in single or shared rooms or dormitories for 
students, migrant (seasonal) workers and other individuals.  
 
This class includes accommodation provided by: 
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- student residences 
- school dormitories 
- workers hostels  
- rooming and boarding houses 
- railway sleeping cars 
 


 
 


56 Food and beverage service activities 
 
This division includes food and beverage serving activities providing complete meals or drinks fit for immediate 
consumption, whether in traditional restaurants, self-service or take-away restaurants, whether as permanent or 
temporary stands with or without seating. Decisive is the fact that meals fit for immediate consumption are offered, 
not the kind of facility providing them. 
 
Excluded is the production of meals not fit for immediate consumption or not planned to be consumed immediately or 
of prepared food which is not considered to be a meal (see divisions 10: Manufacture of food products and 11: 
Manufacture of beverages). Also excluded is the sale of not self-manufactured food which is not considered to be a 
meal or of meals which are not fit for immediate consumption (see section G: Wholesale and retail trade; ...). 
 


 
 


561 Restaurants and mobile food service activities 
 
See class 5610. 
 


 
 


5610 Restaurants and mobile food service activities 
 
This class includes the activity of providing food services to customers, whether they are served while seated or serve 
themselves from a display of items, whether they eat the prepared meals on the premises, take them out or have them 
delivered. This includes the preparation and serving of meals for immediate consumption from motorized vehicles or 
non-motorized carts. 
 
This class includes: 
- restaurants 
- cafeterias 
- fast-food restaurants 
- pizza delivery 
- take-out eating places 
- ice cream truck vendors 
- mobile food carts 
- food preparation in market stalls 
 
This class also includes: 
- restaurant and bar activities connected to transportation, when carried out by separate units 
 
This class excludes: 
- concession operation of eating facilities, see 5629 
 


 
 


562 Event catering and other food service activities 
 
This group includes catering activities for individual events or for a specified period of time and the operation of food 
concessions, such as at sports or similar facilities. 
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5621 Event catering 


 
This class includes the provision of food services based on contractual arrangements with the customer, at the location 
specified by the customer, for a specific event. 
 
This class includes: 
- event caterers 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of perishable food items for resale, see 1079 
- retail sale of perishable food items, see division 47 
 


 
 


5629 Other food service activities 
 
This class includes industrial catering, i.e. the provision of food services based on contractual arrangements with the 
customer, for a specific period of time.  
Also included is the operation of food concessions at sports and similar facilities. The food is often prepared in a 
central unit. 
 
This class includes: 
- food service contractors for transportation companies 
- operation of food concessions at sports and similar facilities 
- operation of canteens or cafeterias (e.g. for factories, offices, hospitals or schools) on a concession basis 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of perishable food items for resale, see 1079 
- retail sale of perishable food items, see division 47 
 


 
 


563 Beverage serving activities 
 
See class 5630. 
 


 
 


5630 Beverage serving activities 
 
This class includes the activity of preparing and serving beverages for immediate consumption on the premises. 
 
This class includes: 
- bars 
- taverns 
- cocktail lounges 
- discotheques (with beverage serving predominant) 
- beer parlors and pubs 
- coffee shops 
- fruit juice bars 
- mobile beverage vendors 
 
This class excludes: 
- reselling packaged/prepared beverages, see 4711, 4722, 4781, 4799 
- operation of discotheques and dance floors without beverage serving, see 9329 
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J Information and communication 
 
This section includes the production and distribution of information and cultural products, the provision of the means 
to transmit or distribute these products, as well as data or communications, information technology activities and the 
processing of data and other information service activities. 
 
The main components of this section are publishing activities (division 58), including software publishing, motion 
picture and sound recording activities (division 59), radio and TV broadcasting and programming activities (division 
60), telecommunications activities (division 61) and information technology activities (division 62) and other 
information service activities (division 63). 
 
Publishing includes the acquisition of copyrights to content (information products) and making this content available 
to the general public by engaging in (or arranging for) the reproduction and distribution of this content in various 
forms. All the feasible forms of publishing (in print, electronic or audio form, on the internet, as multimedia products 
such as CD-ROM reference books etc.) are included in this section. 
 
Activities related to production and distribution of TV programming span divisions 59, 60 and 61, reflecting different 
stages in this process. Individual components, such as movies, television series etc. are produced by activities in 
division 59, while the creation of a complete television channel programme, from components produced in division 59 
or other components (such as live news programming) is included in division 60. Division 60 also includes the 
broadcasting of this programme by the producer. The distribution of the complete television programme by third 
parties, i.e. without any alteration of the content, is included in division 61. This distribution in division 61 can be 
done through broadcasting, satellite or cable systems. 
 


 
 


58 Publishing activities 
 
This division includes the publishing of books, brochures, leaflets, dictionaries, encyclopaedias, atlases, maps and 
charts; publishing of newspapers, journals and periodicals; directory and mailing list and other publishing, as well as 
software publishing. 
 
Publishing includes the acquisition of copyrights to content (information products) and making this content available 
to the general public by engaging in (or arranging for) the reproduction and distribution of this content in various 
forms. All the feasible forms of publishing (in print, electronic or audio form, on the internet, as multimedia products 
such as CD-ROM reference books etc.), except publishing of motion pictures, are included in this division. 
 
This division excludes publishing of motion pictures, videotapes and movies on DVD or similar media (division 59) 
and the production of master copies for records or audio material (division 59). Also excluded is printing (see 1811) 
and the mass reproduction of recorded media (see 1820). 
 


 
 


581 Publishing of books, periodicals and other publishing activities 
 
This group includes activities of publishing books, newspapers, magazines and other periodicals, directories and 
mailing lists, and other works such as photos, engravings, postcards, timetables, forms, posters and reproductions of 
works of art. These works are characterized by the intellectual creativity required in their development and are usually 
protected by copyright. 
 


 
 


5811 Book publishing 
 
This class includes the activities of publishing books in print, electronic (CD, electronic displays etc.) or audio form or 
on the Internet. 
 
This class includes: 
- publishing of books, brochures, leaflets and similar publications, including publishing of dictionaries and 
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encyclopedias 
- publishing of atlases, maps and charts 
- publishing of audio books 
- publishing of encyclopedias etc. on CD-ROM 
 
This class excludes: 
- production of globes, see 3299 
- publishing of advertising material, see 5819 
- publishing of music and sheet books, see 5920 
- activities of independent authors, see 7490, 9000 
 


 
 


5812 Publishing of directories and mailing lists 
 
This class includes the publishing of lists of facts/information, that are protected in their form, but not in their content. 
These lists can be published in printed or electronic form. 
 
This class includes: 
- publishing of mailing lists 
- publishing of telephone books 
- publishing of other directories and compilations, such as case law, pharmaceutical compendia etc. 
 


 
 


5813 Publishing of newspapers, journals and periodicals 
 
This class includes the activities of publishing newspapers, including advertising newspapers as well as periodicals 
and other journals. This information can be published in print or electronic form, including on the Internet. Publishing 
of radio and television schedules is included here. 
 


 
 


5819 Other publishing activities 
 
This class includes: 
- publishing of: 
• catalogs 
• photos, engravings and postcards 
• greeting cards 
• forms 
• posters, reproduction of works of art 
• advertising material 
• other printed matter 


 
This class excludes: 
- publishing of advertising newspapers 
 


 
 


582 Software publishing 
 
See class 5820. 
 


 
 


5820 Software publishing 
 
This class includes: 
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- publishing of ready-made (non-customized) software: 
• operating systems 
• business and other applications 
• computer games for all platforms 


 
This class excludes: 
- reproduction of software, see 1820  
- retail sale of non-customized software, see 4741 
- production of software not associated with publishing, see 6201 
 


 
 


59 Motion picture, video and television programme production, sound recording and music publishing activities 
 
This division includes production of theatrical and non-theatrical motion pictures whether on film, video tape or disc 
for direct projection in theatres or for broadcasting on television; supporting activities such as film editing, cutting, 
dubbing etc.; distribution of motion pictures and other film productions to other industries; as well as motion picture 
or other film productions projection. Buying and selling of motion picture or other film productions distribution rights 
is also included. 
This division also includes the sound recording activities, i.e. production of original sound master recordings, 
releasing, promoting and distributing them, publishing of music as well as sound recording service activities in a 
studio or elsewhere. 
 


 
 


591 Motion picture, video and television programme activities 
 
This group includes production of theatrical and non-theatrical motion pictures whether on film, video tape, DVD or 
other media, including digital distribution, for direct projection in theatres or for broadcasting on television; 
supporting activities such as film editing, cutting, dubbing etc.; distribution of motion pictures or other film 
productions (video tapes, DVDs, etc) to other industries; as well as their projection. Buying and selling of motion 
picture or any other film production distribution rights is also included. 
 


 
 


5911 Motion picture, video and television programme production activities 
 
This class includes production of motion pictures, videos, television programmes, or television commercials. 
 
This class also includes the production of television programmes and commercials not done in broadcasting facilities 
and the activities of stock footage film libraries etc. 
 
This class excludes: 
- film duplicating (except reproduction of motion picture film for theatrical distribution) as well as audio and video 


tape, CD or DVD reproduction from master copies, see 1820 
- wholesale of recorded video tapes, CD-s, DVD-s, see 4649 
- wholesale of blank video tapes, CD-s, see 4652 
- retail trade of video tapes, CD-s, DVD-s, see 4762 
- post-production activities, see 5912 
- sound recording and recording of books on tape, see 5920 
- television broadcasting, see 602 
- film processing other than for the motion picture industry, see 7420 
- activities of personal theatrical or artistic agents or agencies, see 7490 
- renting of video tapes, DVD-s to the general public, see 7722 
- real-time (i.e. simultaneous) closed captioning of live television performances of meetings,  conferences, see 8299 
- activities of own account actors, cartoonists, directors, stage designers and technical specialists, see 9000 
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5912 Motion picture, video and television programme post-production activities 
 
This class includes activities such as editing, film/tape transfers, titling, subtitling, credits, closed captioning, 
computer-produced graphics, animation and special effects, developing and processing motion picture film, activities 
of motion picture film laboratories, activities of special laboratories for animated films. 
 
This class excludes: 
- film duplicating (except reproduction of motion picture film for theatrical distribution) as well as audio and video 


tape, CD or DVD reproduction from master copies, see 1820 
- wholesale of recorded video tapes, CD-s, DVD-s, see 4649 
- wholesale of blank video tapes, CD-s, see 4652 
- retail trade of video tapes, CD-s, DVD-s, see 4762 
- film processing other than for the motion picture industry, see 7420 
- renting of video tapes, DVD-s to the general public, see 7722 
- activities of own account actors, cartoonists, directors, stage designers and technical specialists, see 9000 
 


 
 


5913 Motion picture, video and television programme distribution activities 
 
This class comprises the activities of acquiring distribution rights and distributing film, video tapes, DVD-s and 
similar productions to motion picture theatres, television networks and stations, and exhibitors. 
 
This class excludes: 
- film duplicating as well as audio and video tape, CD or DVD reproduction from master copies, see 1820 
 


 
 


5914 Motion picture projection activities 
 
This class includes the motion picture or video tape projection in cinemas, in the open air or in other projection 
facilities. 
This class also includes the activities of cine-clubs. 
 


 
 


592 Sound recording and music publishing activities 
 
See class 5920. 
 


 
 


5920 Sound recording and music publishing activities 
 
This class includes the activities of production of original (sound) master recordings, such as tapes, CD-s; releasing, 
promoting and distributing sound recordings to wholesalers, retailers or directly to the public. These activities might 
be integrated or not with the production of master recordings in the same unit. If not, the unit exercising these 
activities has to obtain the reproduction and distribution rights to master recordings. This class includes also sound 
recording service activities in a studio or elsewhere, including the production of taped ( i.e. non-live) radio 
programming. 
This class also includes the activities of music publishing, i.e. activities of acquiring and registering copyrights for 
musical compositions, promoting, authorizing and using these compositions in recordings, radio, television, motion 
pictures, live performances, print and other media. Units engaged in these activities may own the copyright or act as 
administrator of the music copyrights on behalf of the copyright owners. Publishing of music and sheet books is 
included here. 
 


 
 


60 Broadcasting and programming activities 
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This division includes the activities of creating content or acquiring the right to distribute content and subsequently 
broadcasting that content, such as radio, television and data programs of entertainment, news, talk, and the like. Also 
included is data broadcasting, typically integrated with radio or TV broadcasting. The broadcasting can be performed 
using different technologies, over-the-air, via satellite, via a cable network or via internet. This division also includes 
the production of programs that are typically narrowcast in nature (limited format, such as news, sports, education, 
and youth-oriented programming) on a subscription or fee basis, to a third party, for subsequent broadcasting to the 
public. 
 
This division excludes the distribution of cable and other subscription programming (see division 61). 
 


 
 


601 Radio broadcasting 
 
See class 6010. 
 


 
 


6010 Radio broadcasting 
 
This class includes the activities of broadcasting audio signals through radio broadcasting studios and facilities for the 
transmission of aural programming by radio to the public, to affiliates or to subscribers. Included are also the activities 
of radio networks, i.e. assembling and transmitting aural programming to the affiliates or subscribers via over-the-air 
broadcasts, cable or satellite. 
The radio broadcasting activities over the Internet (Internet radio stations) are included here. Also included is data 
broadcasting integrated with radio broadcasting. 
 
This class excludes: 
- the production of taped radio programming, see class 5920 
 


 
 


602 Television broadcasting and subscription programming 
 
This group includes the activities of creating a complete television channel programme, from purchased programme 
components (e.g. movies, documentaries etc.), self produced programme components (e.g. local news, live reports) or 
a combination thereof.  
This complete television programme can be either broadcast by the producing unit or produced for transmission by a 
third party distributor, such as cable companies or satellite television providers. 
Also included is data broadcasting integrated with television broadcasting. 
 


 
 


6021 Television broadcasting 
 
This class includes the activities of television channels broadcasting images, together with sound and/or data, through 
television broadcasting studios and transmission of programming over the public airwaves.  The activities in this class 
include the assembly of a schedule of programming and broadcasting of that programming.  The schedule of 
programming may be self produced or acquired from others.  Included are also the activities of transmitting visual 
programming to affiliated broadcast television stations, which in turn broadcast the programs to the public on a 
predetermined schedule. 
 
This class excludes: 
- production of television programmes and commercials not associated with broadcasting, see class 5911 
 


 
 


6022 Cable, satellite and other subscription programming 
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This class includes the activities of developing a channel or schedule of image, sound, and/or data programming for 
transmission on a subscription basis to third party distributors, such as cable companies or satellite television 
providers.  The schedule of programming may be self produced or acquired from others.  The programming is often 
specialized in nature (e.g., limited format such as news, sports, education, or youth oriented).    
 
This class includes: 
- programming of (subscription) sports channels 
- programming of (subscription) movie channels 
- programming of (subscription) news channels 
 
This class excludes: 
- production of television programme elements (e.g. movies, documentaries, commercials), see class 5911 
- preparing a schedule of programming including the broadcasting of that programming over the public airwaves 


direct to viewers, see 6021 
- the assembly of a package of channels and distribution of that package via cable or satellite to viewers, see division 


61 
 


 
 


61 Telecommunications 
 
This division includes the activities of providing telecommunications and related service activities, that is transmitting 
voice, data, text, sound and video. The transmission facilities that carry out these activities may be based on a single 
technology or a combination of technologies. The commonality of activities classified in this division is the 
transmission of content, without being involved in its creation. The breakdown in this division is based on the type of 
infrastructure operated. 
In the case of transmission of television signals this may include the bundling of complete programming channels 
(produced in division 60) in to programme packages for distribution. 
 


 
 


611 Wired telecommunications activities 
 
See class 6110. 
 


 
 


6110 Wired telecommunications activities 
 
This class includes the activities of operating, maintaining or providing access to facilities for the transmission of 
voice, data, text, sound, and video using a wired telecommunications infrastructure. The transmission facilities that 
carry out these activities, may be based on a single technology or a combination of technologies.  
More specifically these activities include: 1) operating and maintaining switching and transmission facilities to 
provide point-to-point communications via landlines, microwave, or a combination of landlines and satellite linkups, 
2) operating of cable distribution systems (e.g. for distribution of data and television signals),  and 3) furnishing 
telegraph and other non-vocal communications using their own facilities.  
Purchasing access and network capacity from owners and operators of networks and providing telecommunications 
services using this capacity to businesses and households is included here. 
This class also includes the provision of Internet access by the operator of the wired infrastructure. 
 
This class excludes: 
- telecommunications resellers, see 6190 
 


 
 


612 Wireless telecommunications activities 
 
See class 6120. 
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6120 Wireless telecommunications activities 


 
This class includes the activities of operating, maintaining or providing access to facilities for the transmission of 
voice, data, text, sound, and video using a wireless telecommunications infrastructure. These facilities provide omni-
directional transmission via airwaves and they may be based on a single technology or a combination of technologies. 
Activities of maintaining and operating paging as well as cellular and other wireless telecommunications networks are 
included here. 
Purchasing access and network capacity from owners and operators of networks and providing wireless 
telecommunications services (except satellite) using this capacity to businesses and households is included here. 
This class also includes the provision of Internet access by the operator of the wireless infrastructure. 
 
This class excludes: 
- telecommunications resellers, see 6190 
 


 
 


613 Satellite telecommunications activities 
 
See class 6130. 
 


 
 


6130 Satellite telecommunications activities 
 
This class includes the activities of operating, maintaining or providing access to facilities for the transmission of 
voice, data, text, sound, and video using a satellite telecommunications infrastructure. 
This class also includes the delivery of visual, aural or textual programming received from cable networks, local 
television stations, or radio networks to consumers via direct-to-home satellite systems. The units classified here do 
not generally originate programming material. 
This class also includes the provision of Internet access by the operator of the satellite infrastructure. 
 
This class excludes: 
- telecommunications resellers, see 6190 
 


 
 


619 Other telecommunications activities 
 
See class 6190. 
 


 
 


6190 Other telecommunications activities 
 
This class includes: 
- provision of specialized telecommunications applications, such as satellite tracking, communications telemetry, and 


radar station operations 
- provision of satellite terminal stations and associated facilities operationally connected with one or more terrestrial 


communications systems and capable of transmitting telecommunications to or receiving telecommunications from 
satellite systems 


- provision of Internet access over networks between the client and the ISP not owned or controlled by the ISP, such 
as dial-up Internet access etc. 


- provision of telecommunications services over existing telecom connections: 
• VOIP (Voice Over Internet Protocol) provision 


- telecommunications resellers (i.e. purchasing and reselling network capacity without providing additional services) 
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- provision of Internet access by operators of telecommunications infrastructure, see 6110, 6120, 6130 
 


 
 


62 Information technology service activities 
 
This division includes the following activities of providing expertise in the field of information technologies: writing, 
modifying, testing and supporting software; planning and designing computer systems that integrate computer 
hardware, software and communication technologies; on-site management and operation of clients' computer systems 
and/or data processing facilities; and other professional and technical computer-related activities. 
 


 
 


620 Information technology service activities 
 
See division 62. 
 


 
 


6201 Computer programming activities 
 
This class includes the activities of writing, modifying, testing, and supporting software to meet the needs of a 
particular client. 
 
This class excludes: 
- publishing packaged software, see 5820 
- planning and designing computer systems that integrate computer hardware, software, and communication 


technologies, even though providing software might be an integral part, see 6202 
 


 
 


6202 Information technology consultancy activities and computer facilities management activities 
 
This class includes the planning and designing of computer systems that integrate computer hardware, software and 
communication technologies. The units classified in this class may provide the hardware and software components of 
the system as part of their integrated services or these components may be provided by third parties or vendors. The 
units classified in this class often install the system and train and support the users of the system. 
 
This class also includes the provision of on-site management and operation of clients' computer systems and/or data 
processing facilities, as well as related support services. 
 


 
 


6209 Other information technology service activities 
 
This class includes other information technology and computer related activities not elsewhere classified. Included are 
computer disaster recovery services or software installation services. 
 


 
 


63 Information service activities 
 
This division includes the activities of web search portals, data processing and hosting activities, as well as other 
activities that primarily supply information. 
 


 
 


631 Web portals, data processing, hosting and related activities 
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This group includes the activities of providing infrastructure for hosting, data processing services and related 
activities, as well as the provision of search facilities and other portals for the Internet. 
 


 
 


6311 Data processing, hosting and related activities 
 
This class includes the activities of providing infrastructure for hosting, data processing services and related activities. 
Included are specialized hosting activities such as Web hosting, streaming services or application hosting, application 
service provisioning, general time-share mainframe facilities to clients. Data processing activities include complete 
processing and specialized reports from data supplied by clients or providing automated data processing and data 
entry services. 
 


 
 


6312 Web portals 
 
This class includes the operation of web sites that use a search engine to generate and maintain extensive databases of 
Internet addresses and content in an easily searchable format. 
 
This class also includes operation of other websites that act as portals to the Internet, such as media sites providing 
periodically updated content. 
 


 
 


632 Other information service activities 
 
This group includes the activities of news agencies, libraries and archives and all other remaining information service 
activities. 
 


 
 


6321 News agency activities 
 
This class includes: 
- news syndicate and news agency activities furnishing news, pictures and features to the media 
 
This class excludes: 
- activities of independent photojournalists, see 7420 
- activities of independent journalists, see 9000 
 


 
 


6329 Other information service activities n.e.c. 
 
This class includes other information service activities not elsewhere classified such as: 
- telephone based information services 
- information search services on a contract or fee basis 
- news clipping services, press clipping services, etc. 
 
This class excludes: 
- activities of call centers, see 8220 
 


 
 


K Financial and insurance activities 
 
This section includes financial intermediation activities, including insurance, reinsurance and pension funding 
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activities, and activities to support financial intermediation. 
This section also includes the activities of holding assets, such as activities of holding companies and the activities of 
trusts, funds and other financial vehicles. 
 


 
 


64 Financial intermediation, except insurance and pension funding 
 
This division includes the activities of obtaining and redistributing funds other than for the purpose of insurance or 
pension funding or compulsory social security. 
Note: National institutional arrangements are likely to play a significant role in determining the classification within 
this division. 
 


 
 


641 Monetary intermediation 
 
This group includes: 
- the obtaining of funds in the form of transferable deposits, i.e. funds that are fixed in money terms, and obtained on 


a day-to-day basis and, apart from central banking, obtained from non-financial sources. 
 


 
 


6411 Central banking 
 
This class includes: 
- issuing and managing the country's currency 
- monitoring and control of the money supply 
- taking deposits that are used for clearance between financial institutions 
- supervising banking operations 
- holding the country's international reserves 
- acting as banker to the government 
 
The activities of central banks will vary for institutional reasons. 
 


 
 


6419 Other monetary intermediation 
 
This class includes the receiving of deposits and/or close substitutes for deposits and extending of credit or lending 
funds. The granting of credit can take a variety of forms, such as loans, mortgages, credit cards etc. These activities 
are generally carried out by monetary institutions other than central banks, such as: 
- banks 
- savings banks 
- credit unions 
 
This class also includes: 
- postal giro and postal savings bank activities 
- specialized institutions granting credit for house purchase that also take deposits 
 
This class excludes: 
- non-depository institutions granting credit for house purchase, see 6492 
- credit card transaction processing and settlement activities, see 6619 
 


 
 


642 Activities of holding companies 
 
See class 6420. 
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6420 Activities of holding companies 


 
This class includes the activities of holding companies, i.e. units that hold the assets (owning controlling-levels of 
equity) of a group of subsidiary corporations and whose principal activity is owning the group. The holding 
companies in this class do not provide any other service to the businesses in which the equity is held, i.e. they do not 
administer or manage other units. 
 
This class excludes: 
- active management of companies and enterprises, strategic planning and decision making of the company, see 7010 
 


 
 


643 Trusts, funds and other financial vehicles 
 
See class 6430. 
 


 
 


6430 Trusts, funds and other financial vehicles 
 
This class includes legal entities organized to pool securities or other financial assets, without managing, on behalf of 
shareholders or beneficiaries. The portfolios are customized to achieve specific investment characteristics, such as 
diversification, risk, rate of return, and price volatility. These entities earn interest, dividends, and other property 
income, but have little or no employment and no revenue from the sale of services. 
 
This class excludes: 
- funds and trusts that earn revenue from the sale of goods or services, see ISIC class according to their principal 


activity 
- activities of holding companies, see 6420 
- pension funding, see 6530 
- management of funds, see 6630 
 


 
 


649 Other financial intermediation 
 
This group includes financial intermediation other than that conducted by monetary institutions. 
 
This group excludes: 
- insurance and pension funding, see division 65 
 


 
 


6491 Financial leasing 
 
This class includes: 
- leasing where the term approximately covers the expected life of the asset and the lessee acquires substantially all 


the benefits of its use and takes all the risks associated with its ownership. The ownership of the asset may or may 
not eventually be transferred.  Such leases cover all or virtually all costs including interest. 


 
This class excludes: 
- operational leasing, see division 77, according to type of goods leased 
 


 
 


6492 Other credit granting 
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This class includes financial intermediation primarily concerned with making loans by institutions not involved in 
monetary intermediation (such as venture capital companies, industrial banks, investment clubs), where the granting 
of credit can take a variety of forms, such as loans, mortgages, credit cards etc. They provide the following types of 
services: 
- granting of consumer credit 
- international trade financing 
- provision of long-term finance to industry by industrial banks 
- money lending outside the banking system 
- credit granting for house purchase by specialized non-depository institutions 
- pawnshops and pawnbrokers 
 
This class excludes: 
- credit granting for house purchase by specialized institutions that also take deposits, see 6419 
- operational leasing, see division 77, according to type of goods leased 
 


 
 


6499 Other financial intermediation n.e.c. 
 
This class includes: 
- other financial intermediation primarily concerned with distributing funds other than by making loans: 
• own-account investment in securities or other financial instruments, e.g. shares, bonds, bills etc. 
• factoring activities 
• securitization activities 
• writing of swaps, options and other hedging arrangements 
• activities of viatical settlement companies 


 
This class excludes: 
- financial leasing, see 6491 
- security dealing on behalf of others, see 6612 
- trade, leasing and renting of real estate property, see division 68 
- bill collection without debt buying up, see 8291 
- grant-giving activities by membership organizations, see 9499 
 


 
 


65 Insurance, reinsurance and pension funding, except compulsory social security 
 
This class includes the underwriting annuities and insurance policies and investing premiums to build up a portfolio of 
financial assets to be used against future claims. Provision of direct insurance and reinsurance are included. 
 


 
 


651 Insurance 
 
This group includes life insurance and life reinsurance with or without a substantial savings element and other non-life 
insurance.  It also includes legal entities (i.e. funds, plans, and/or programs) organized to provide retirement income 
benefits exclusively for the sponsor's employees or members. 
 


 
 


6511 Life insurance 
 
This class includes: 
- underwriting annuities and life insurance policies, disability income insurance policies, and accidental death and 


dismemberment insurance policies (with or without a substantial savings element). 
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6512 Non-life insurance 


 
This class includes: 
- provision of insurance services other than life insurance: 
• accident and fire insurance 
• health insurance 
• travel insurance 
• property insurance 
• motor, marine, aviation and transport insurance 
• pecuniary loss and liability insurance 


 
 


 
652 Reinsurance 


 
See class 6520. 
 


 
 


6520 Reinsurance 
 
This class includes the activities of assuming all or part of the risk associated with existing insurance policies 
originally underwritten by other insurance carriers. 
 


 
 


653 Pension funding 
 
See class 6530. 
 


 
 


6530 Pension funding 
 
This class includes legal entities (i.e. funds, plans and/or programmes) organized to provide retirement income 
benefits exclusively for the sponsor's employees or members. This includes pension plans with defined benefits, as 
well as individual plans where benefits are simply defined through the member's contribution. 
 
This class includes: 
- employee benefit plans 
- pension funds and plans 
- retirement plans 
 
This class excludes: 
- management of pension funds, see 6630 
- compulsory social security schemes, see 8430 
 


 
 


66 Other financial activities 
 
This division includes the provision of services involved in or closely related to financial intermediation, but not 
themselves involving financial intermediation. The primary breakdown of this division is according to the type of 
financial transaction or funding served. 
 


 
 


661 Activities auxiliary to financial intermediation, except insurance and pension funding 
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This group comprises the furnishing of physical or electronic marketplaces for the purpose of facilitating the buying 
and selling of stocks, stock options, bonds or commodity contracts 
 


 
 


6611 Administration of financial markets 
 
This class includes the operation and supervision of financial markets other than by public authorities, such as: 
- commodity contracts exchanges    
- futures commodity contracts exchanges    
- securities exchanges    
- stock exchanges    
- stock or commodity options exchanges 
 


 
 


6612 Security and commodity contracts dealing activities 
 
This class includes: 
- dealing in financial markets on behalf of others (e.g. stock broking) and related activities 
- securities brokerage 
- commodity contracts brokerage  
- activities of bureaux de change etc. 
 
This class excludes: 
- dealing in markets on own account, see 6499 
 


 
 


6619 Activities auxiliary to financial intermediation n.e.c. 
 
This class includes activities auxiliary to financial intermediation n.e.c.: 
- financial transaction processing and settlement activities, including for credit card transactions 
- investment advisory services  
- activities of mortgage advisers and brokers 
 
This class also includes: 
- trustee, fiduciary and custody services on a fee or contract basis 
 
This class excludes: 
- activities of insurance agents and brokers, see 6622 
- management of funds, see 6630 
 


 
 


662 Activities auxiliary to insurance and pension funding 
 
This group includes acting as agents (i.e. brokers) in selling annuities and insurance policies or provide other 
employee benefits and insurance and pension related services such as claims adjustment and third party 
administration. 
 


 
 


6621 Risk and damage evaluation 
 
This includes the provision of administration services of insurance, such as assessing and settling insurance claims.  
This includes: 
- assessing insurance claims 
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• claims adjusting 
• risk assessing 
• risk and damage evaluation 
• average and loss adjusting 


- settling insurance claims 
 
This class excludes: 
- appraisal of real estate, see 6820 
- appraisal for other purposes, see 7490 
- investigation activities, see 8030 
 


 
 


6622 Activities of insurance agents and brokers 
 
This class includes the activities of insurance agents and brokers (insurance intermediaries) in selling, negotiating or 
soliciting, of annuities and insurance and reinsurance policies. 
 


 
 


6629 Other activities auxiliary to insurance and pension funding 
 
This class includes: 
- activities involved in or closely related to insurance and pension funding (except financial intermediation, claims 


adjusting and activities of insurance agents): 
• salvage administration 
• actuarial services 


 
This class excludes: 
- marine salvage activities, see 5222 
 


 
 


663 Fund management activities 
 
See class 6630. 
 


 
 


6630 Fund management activities 
 
This class includes portfolio and fund management activities on a fee or contract basis, such as: 
- management of mutual funds 
- management of other investment funds 
- management of pension funds 
 


 
 


L Real estate activities 
 
This section includes acting as lessors, agents and/or brokers in one or more of the following: selling or buying real 
estate, renting real estate, providing other real estate services such as appraising real estate or acting as real estate 
escrow agents. Activities in this section may be carried out on own or leased property and may be done on a fee or 
contract basis.  Also included is the building of structures, combined with maintaining ownership or leasing of such 
structures. 
 
This section includes real estate property managers. 
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68 Real estate activities 


 
See section L. 
 


 
 


681 Real estate activities with own or leased property 
 
See class 6810. 
 


 
 


6810 Real estate activities with own or leased property 
 
This class includes: 
- buying, selling, renting and operating of self-owned or leased real estate: 
• apartment buildings and dwellings 
• non-residential buildings, including exhibition halls, self-storage facilities, malls and shopping centers 
• land 


- providing of homes and furnished or unfurnished flats or apartments for more permanent use, typically on a monthly 
or annual basis: 


 
This class also includes 
- subdividing real estate into lots, without land improvement 
- operation of residential mobile home sites 
 
This class excludes: 
- subdividing and improving of land, see 4290 
- operation of hotels, rooming houses, camps, trailer camps and other non-residential or short-stay lodging places, see 


5510, 5520 
- operation of suite hotels and similar accommodations, see 5510 
 


 
 


682 Real estate activities on a fee or contract basis 
 
See class 6820. 
 


 
 


6820 Real estate activities on a fee or contract basis 
 
This class includes the provision of real estate activities on a fee or contract basis including real estate related services: 
- activities of real estate agents and brokers 
- intermediation in buying, selling and renting of real estate on a fee or contract basis 
- management of real estate on a fee or contract basis 
- appraisal services for real estate 
- real estate escrow agents 
 
This class excludes: 
- legal activities, see 6910 
- facilities support services, see 8110 
- management of facilities, such as military bases, prisons, and other facilities (except computer facilities 


management), see 8110 
 


 
 


M Professional, scientific and technical activities 
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This section includes specialized professional, scientific and technical activities. These activities require a high degree 
of training, and make specialized knowledge and skills available to users. 
 


 
 


69 Legal and accounting activities 
 
This division comprises legal representation of one party's interest against another party, whether or not before courts 
or other judicial bodies by, or under supervision of, persons who are members of the bar, such as advice and 
representation in civil cases, advice and representation in criminal actions, advice and representation in connection 
with labour disputes.  It also includes preparation of legal documents such as articles of incorporation, partnership 
agreements or similar documents in connection with company formation, patents and copyrights, preparation of deeds, 
wills, trusts, etc. as well as other activities of notaries public, civil law notaries, bailiffs, arbitrators, examiners and 
referees.  It also includes accounting  and bookkeeping services such as auditing of accounting records, designing 
accounting systems, preparing financial statements and bookkeeping. 
 


 
 


691 Legal activities 
 
See class 6910. 
 


 
 


6910 Legal activities 
 
This class includes: 
- legal representation of one party's interest against another party, whether or not before courts or other judicial bodies 


by, or under supervision of, persons who are members of the bar: 
• advice and representation in civil cases 
• advice and representation in criminal actions 
• advice and representation in connection with labour disputes 


- general counselling and advising, preparation of legal documents: 
• articles of incorporation, partnership agreements or similar documents in connection with company formation 
• patents and copyrights 
• preparation of deeds, wills, trusts etc. 


- other activities of notaries public, civil law notaries, bailiffs, arbitrators, examiners and referees 
 
This class excludes: 
- law court activities, see 8423 
 


 
 


692 Accounting, bookkeeping and auditing activities; tax consultancy 
 
See class 6920. 
 


 
 


6920 Accounting, bookkeeping and auditing activities; tax consultancy 
 
This class includes: 
- recording of commercial transactions from businesses or others 
- preparation or auditing of financial accounts 
- examination of accounts and certification of their accuracy 
- preparation of personal and business income tax returns 
- advisory activities and representation (other than legal representation) on behalf of clients before tax authorities 
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This class excludes: 
- data-processing and tabulation activities, see 6311 
- management consultancy such as design of accounting systems, cost accounting programmes, budgetary control 


procedures, see 7020 
- bill collection, see 8291 
 


 
 


70 Activities of head offices; management and management consultancy activities 
 
This division includes the provision of advice and assistance to businesses and other organizations on management 
issues, such as strategic and organizational planning; financial planning and budgeting; marketing objectives and 
policies; human resource policies, practices, and planning; production scheduling; and control planning.  It also 
includes the overseeing and managing of other units of the same company or enterprise, i.e. the activities of head 
offices. 
 


 
 


701 Activities of head offices 
 
See class 7010. 
 


 
 


7010 Activities of head offices 
 
This class includes the overseeing and managing of other units of the company or enterprise; undertaking the strategic 
or organizational planning and decision making role of the company or enterprise. Units in this class exercise 
operational control and manage the day-to-day operations of their related units. 
 
This class includes: 
- Head offices 
- Centralized administrative offices 
- Corporate offices 
- District and regional offices 
- Subsidiary management offices 
 
This class excludes: 
- activities of holding companies, not engaged in managing, see 6420 
 


 
 


702 Management consultancy activities 
 
See class 7020. 
 


 
 


7020 Management consultancy activities 
 
This class includes the provision of advice, guidance and operational assistance to businesses and other organizations 
on management issues, such as strategic and organizational planning; decision areas that are financial in nature; 
marketing objectives and policies; human resource policies, practices and planning; production scheduling and control 
planning. 
 
This provision of business services may include advice, guidance or operational assistance to businesses and the 
public service regarding: 
- public relations and communication  
- lobbying activities 
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- design of accounting methods or procedures, cost accounting programmes, budgetary control procedures 
- advice and help to businesses and public services in planning, organization, efficiency and control, management 


information etc. 
 
This class excludes: 
- design of computer software for accounting systems, see 6201 
- legal advice and representation, see 6910 
- accounting, bookkeeping and auditing activities, tax consulting, see 6920 
- architectural, engineering and other technical advisory activities, see 7110, 7490 
- advertising activities, see 7310 
- market research and public opinion polling, see 7320 
- executive placement or search consulting services, see 7810 
- educational consulting activities, see 8550 
 


 
 


71 Architecture and engineering activities; technical testing and analysis 
 
This division comprises the provision of architectural services, engineering services, drafting services, building 
inspection services and surveying and mapping services.  It also includes the performance of physical, chemical, and 
other analytical testing services. 
 


 
 


711 Architectural and engineering activities and related technical consultancy 
 
See class 7110. 
 


 
 


7110 Architectural and engineering activities and related technical consultancy 
 
This class comprises the provision of architectural services, engineering services, drafting services, building 
inspection services and surveying and mapping services and the like. It includes: 
- architectural consulting activities: 
• building design and drafting 
• town and city planning and landscape architecture 


- machinery and industrial plant design 
- engineering design and consulting activities for: 
• projects involving civil engineering, hydraulic engineering, traffic engineering 
• projects elaboration and realization relative to electrical and electronic engineering, mining engineering, chemical 


engineering, mechanical, industrial and systems engineering, safety engineering 
• water management projects 


- elaboration of projects using air conditioning, refrigeration, sanitary and pollution control engineering, acoustical 
engineering etc. 


- geophysical, geologic and seismic surveying 
- geodetic surveying activities: 
• land and boundary surveying activities 
• hydrologic surveying activities 
• subsurface surveying activities 
• cartographic and spatial information activities 


 
This class excludes: 
- test drilling in connection with mining operations, see 0910, 0990 
- development or publishing of associated software, see 5820, 6201 
- activities of computer consultants, see 6202, 6209 
- technical testing, see 7120 
- research and development activities related to engineering, see 7210 
- interior decorating, see 7410 
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- aerial photography, see 7420 
 


 
 


712 Technical testing and analysis 
 
See class 7120. 
 


 
 


7120 Technical testing and analysis 
 
This class includes the performance of physical, chemical and other analytical testing of all types of materials and 
products, including: 
• acoustics and vibration testing 
• testing of composition and purity of minerals etc. 
• testing activities in the field of food hygiene, including veterinary testing and control in relation to food 


production 
• testing of physical characteristics and performance of materials, such as strength, thickness, durability, 


radioactivity etc. 
• qualification and reliability testing 
• performance testing of complete machinery: motors, automobiles, electronic equipment etc. 
• radiographic testing of welds and joints 
• failure analysis 
• testing and measuring of environmental indicators: air and water pollution etc. 


- certification of products, including consumer goods, motor vehicles, aircraft, pressurized containers, nuclear plants 
etc. 


- periodic road-safety testing of motor vehicles 
- testing with use of models or mock-ups (e.g. of aircraft, ships, dams etc.) 
- operation of police laboratories 
 
This class excludes: 
- testing of animal specimens, see 7500 
 


 
 


72 Scientific research and development 
 
This division includes the activities of three types of research and development: 1) basic research: experimental or 
theoretical work undertaken primarily to acquire new knowledge of the underlying foundations of phenomena and 
observable facts, without particular application or use in view, 2) applied research: original investigation undertaken 
in order to acquire new knowledge, directed primarily towards a specific practical aim or objective and 3) 
experimental development: systematic work, drawing on existing knowledge gained from research and/or practical 
experience, directed to producing new materials, products and devices, to installing new processes, systems and 
services, and to improving substantially those already produced or installed. 
 
Research and experimental development activities in this division are subdivided into two categories: natural sciences 
and engineering; social sciences and the humanities. 
 
This division excludes: 
- market research, see 7320 
 


 
 


721 Research and experimental development on natural sciences and engineering 
 
See class 7210. 
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7210 Research and experimental development on natural sciences and engineering 


 
This class includes: 
- research and experimental development on natural science and engineering other than biotechnological research and 


experimental development: 
• research and development on natural sciences 
• research and development on engineering and technology 
• research and development on medical sciences 
• research and development on biotechnology 
• research and development on agricultural sciences 
• interdisciplinary research and development, predominantly on natural sciences and engineering 


 
 


 
722 Research and experimental development on social sciences and humanities 


 
See class 7220. 
 


 
 


7220 Research and experimental development on social sciences and humanities 
 
This class includes: 
- research and development on social sciences 
- research and development on humanities 
- interdisciplinary research and development, predominantly on social sciences and humanities 
 
This class excludes: 
- market research, see 7320 
 


 
 


73 Advertising and market research 
 
This division includes the creation of advertising campaigns and placement of such advertising in periodicals, 
newspapers, radio and television, or other media as well as the design of display structures and sites. 
 


 
 


731 Advertising 
 
See class 7310. 
 


 
 


7310 Advertising 
 
This class includes the provision of a full range of advertising services (i.e. through in-house capabilities or 
subcontracting), including advice, creative services, production of advertising material, media planning, and buying.  
It includes: 
- creation and realization of advertising campaigns: 
• creating and placing advertising in newspapers, periodicals, radio, television, the Internet and other media 
• creating and placing of outdoor advertising, e.g. billboards, panels, bulletins and frames, window dressing, 


showroom design, car and bus carding etc. 
• media representation, i.e. sale of time and space for various media soliciting advertising 
• aerial advertising 
• distribution or delivery of advertising material or samples 
• provision of advertising space on billboards etc. 
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• creation of stands and other display structures and sites 
- conducting marketing campaigns and other advertising services aimed at attracting and retaining customers 
• promotion of products 
• point-of-sale marketing 
• direct mail advertising 
• marketing consulting 


 
This class excludes: 
- publishing of advertising material, see 5819 
- production of commercial messages for radio, television and film, see 5911 
- public-relations activities, see 7020 
- market research, see 7320 
- advertising photography, see 7420 
- convention and trade show organizers, see 8230 
- direct mailing activities (addressing, pre-sorting etc.), see 8299 
 


 
 


732 Market research and public opinion polling 
 
See class 7320. 
 


 
 


7320 Market research and public opinion polling 
 
This class includes: 
- investigation into market potential, acceptance and familiarity of products and buying habits of consumers for the 


purpose of sales promotion and development of new products, including statistical analyses of the results 
- investigation into collective opinions of the public about political, economic and social issues and statistical analysis 


thereof 
 


 
 


74 Other professional, scientific and technical activities 
 
This division includes the provision of professional scientific and technical services (except legal and accounting 
activities; architecture and engineering activities; technical testing and analysis; management and management 
consultancy activities; research and development and advertising activities). 
 
Writers who prepare technical manuals or other material containing technical content are classified in class 7490. 
 


 
 


741 Specialized design activities 
 
See class 7410. 
 


 
 


7410 Specialized design activities 
 
This class includes: 
- fashion design related to textiles, wearing apparel, shoes, jewelry, furniture and other interior decoration and other 


fashion goods as well as other personal or household goods 
- services of graphic designers 
- activities of interior decorators 
 
This class excludes: 
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- architectural and engineering design, see 7110 
 


 
 


742 Photographic activities 
 
See class 7420. 
 


 
 


7420 Photographic activities 
 
This class includes: 
- commercial and consumer photograph production: 
• portrait photography for passports, schools, weddings etc. 
• photography for commercials, publishers, fashion, real estate or tourism purposes 
• aerial photography  
• videotaping of events: weddings, meetings etc. 


- film processing: 
• developing, printing and enlarging from client-taken negatives or cine-films 
• film developing and photo printing laboratories  
• one hour photo shops (not part of camera stores) 
• mounting of slides 
• copying and restoring or transparency retouching in connection with photographs 


- activities of photojournalists 
 
This class also includes: 
- microfilming of documents 
 
This class excludes: 
- processing motion picture film related to the motion picture and television industries, see 5911 
- cartographic and spatial information activities, see 7110 
 


 
 


749 Other professional, scientific and technical activities n.e.c. 
 
See class 7490. 
 


 
 


7490 Other professional, scientific and technical activities n.e.c. 
 
This class includes a great variety of service activities generally delivered to commercial clients. 
It includes those activities for which more advanced professional, scientific and technical skill levels are required.  It 
does not include ongoing, routine business functions that are generally of short duration: 
 
- translation and interpretation activities 
- activities of authors of scientific and technical books 
- activities of independent journalists 
- business brokerage activities, i.e. arranging for the purchase and sale of small and medium-sized businesses, 


including professional practices, but not including real estate brokerage 
- patent brokerage activities (arranging for the purchase and sale of patents) 
- appraisal activities other than for real estate and insurance (for antiques, jewellery, etc.) 
- bill auditing and freight rate information 
- weather forecasting activities 
- security consultants 
- agronomy consulting 
- environmental consulting 
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- other technical consulting 
- activities of consultants other than architecture, engineering and management consultants 
 
This class also includes: 
- activities carried on by agents and agencies on behalf of individuals usually involving the obtaining of engagements 


in motion picture, theatrical production or other entertainment or sports attractions and the placement of books, 
plays, artworks, photographs etc., with publishers, producers etc. 


 
This class excludes: 
- wholesale of used motor vehicles by auctioning, see 4510 
- online auction activities (retail), see 4791 
- activities of auctioning houses (retail), see 4799 
- activities of real estate brokers, see 6820 
- bookkeeping activities, see 6920 
- activities of management consultants, see 7020 
- activities of architecture and engineering consultants, see 7110 
- industrial and machinery design, see 7110 
- display of advertisement and other advertising design, see 7310 
- creation of stands and other display structures and sites, see 7310 
- activities of convention and trade show organizers, see 8230 
- activities of independent auctioneers, see 8299 
- administration of loyalty programmes, see 8299 
- consumer credit and debt counselling, see 8890 
 


 
 


75 Veterinary activities 
 
This division includes the provision of animal health care and control activities for farm animals or pet animals.  
These activities are carried out by qualified veterinarians in veterinary hospitals as well as when visiting farms, 
kennels or homes, in own consulting and surgery rooms or elsewhere.  It also includes animal ambulance activities. 
 


 
 


750 Veterinary activities 
 
See class 7500. 
 


 
 


7500 Veterinary activities 
 
This class includes: 
- animal health care and control activities for farm animals 
- animal health care and control activities for pet animals 
These activities are carried out by qualified veterinarians when working in veterinary hospitals as well as when 
visiting farms, kennels or homes, in own consulting and surgery rooms or elsewhere. 
 
This class also includes: 
- activities of veterinary assistants or other auxiliary veterinary personnel 
- clinico-pathological and other diagnostic activities pertaining to animals 
- animal ambulance activities 
 
This class excludes: 
- farm animal boarding activities without health care, see 0162 
- sheep shearing, see 0162 
- herd testing services, droving services, agistment services, poultry caponizing, see 0162 
- activities related to artificial insemination, see 0162 
- pet animal boarding activities without health care, see 9609 
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N Administrative and support service activities 


 
This section includes a variety of activities that support general business operations. These activities differ from those 
in section M, since their primary purpose is not the transfer of specialized knowledge. 
 


 
 


77 Rental and leasing activities 
 
This division includes the rental and leasing of tangible and non-financial intangible assets, including a wide array of 
tangible goods, such as automobiles, computers, consumer goods, and industrial machinery and equipment, to 
customers in return for a periodic rental or lease payment.  It is subdivided into: (1) the renting of motor vehicles, (2) 
the renting of recreational and sports equipment and personal and household equipment, (3) the leasing of other 
machinery and equipment of the kind often used for business operations, including other transport equipment and (4) 
the leasing of nonfinancial intangible assets.  
 
Only the provision of operating leases is included in this division.  Allowing the use of assets, such as patents, 
trademarks, brand names, and/or franchise agreements for which a royalty payment or licensing fee is paid to the asset 
holder is also included in this division. 
 
This division excludes: 
- financial leasing, see 6491 
- renting of real estate, see section L 
- renting of equipment with operator, see corresponding classes according to activities carried out with this 


equipment, e.g. construction (section F), transportation (section H) 
 


 
 


771 Renting and leasing of motor vehicles 
 
See class 7710. 
 


 
 


7710 Renting and leasing of motor vehicles 
 
This class includes: 
- renting and operational leasing of the following types of vehicles: 
• passenger cars (without drivers) 
• trucks, utility trailers and recreational vehicles 


 
This class excludes: 
- renting or leasing of vehicles or trucks with driver, see 4922, 4923 
- financial leasing, see 6491 
 


 
 


772 Renting and leasing of personal and household goods 
 
This group includes the renting of personal and household goods as well as renting of recreational and sports 
equipment and video tapes. Activities generally include short-term rental of goods although in some instances, the 
goods may be leased for longer periods of time. 
 


 
 


7721 Renting and leasing of recreational and sports goods 
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This class includes rental of recreational and sports equipment: 
- pleasure boats, canoes, sailboats,  
- bicycles 
- beach chairs and umbrellas 
- other sports equipment 
- skis 
 
This class excludes: 
- rental of video tapes and disks, see 7722 
- rental of other personal and household goods n.e.c., see 7729 
- renting of leisure and pleasure equipment as an integral part of recreational facilities, see 9329 
 


 
 


7722 Renting of video tapes and disks 
 
This class includes the renting of videotapes, records, CDs, DVDs etc. 
 


 
 


7729 Renting and leasing of other personal and household goods n.e.c. 
 
This class includes: 
- the renting of all kinds of household or personal goods, to households or industries (except recreational  and sports 


equipment): 
• textiles, wearing apparel and footwear 
• furniture, pottery and glass, kitchen and tableware, electrical appliances and house wares 
• jewellery, musical instruments, scenery and costumes 
• books, journals and magazines 
• machinery and equipment used by amateurs or as a hobby e.g. tools for home repairs,  
• flowers and plants 
• electronic equipment for household use 


 
This class excludes: 
- renting of cars, trucks, trailers and recreational vehicles without driver, see 7710 
- renting of recreational and sports goods, see 7721 
- rental of video tapes and disks, see 7722 
- renting of motorcycles and caravans without driver, see 7730 
- renting of office furniture, see 7730 
- provision of linen, work uniforms and related items by laundries, see 9601 
 


 
 


773 Renting and leasing of other machinery, equipment and tangible goods n.e.c. 
 
See class 7730. 
 


 
 


7730 Renting and leasing of other machinery, equipment and tangible goods n.e.c. 
 
This class includes: 
- renting and operational leasing, without operator, of other machinery and equipment that are generally used as 


capital goods by industries: 
• engines and turbines 
• machine tools 
• mining and oilfield equipment 
• professional radio, television and communication equipment 
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• motion picture production equipment 
• measuring and controlling equipment 
• other scientific, commercial and industrial machinery 


- renting and operational leasing of land-transport equipment (other than motor vehicles) without drivers: 
• motorcycles, caravans and campers etc. 
• railroad vehicles 


- renting and operational leasing of water-transport equipment without operator:  
• commercial boats and ships 


- renting and operational leasing of air transport equipment without operator: 
• airplanes 
• hot-air balloons  


- renting and operational leasing of agricultural and forestry machinery and equipment without operator: 
• renting of products produced by class 2821, such as agricultural tractors etc. 


- renting and operational leasing of construction and civil-engineering machinery and equipment without operator: 
• crane lorries 
• scaffolds and work platforms, without erection and dismantling 


- renting and operational leasing of office machinery and equipment without operator: 
• computers and computer peripheral equipment 
• duplicating machines, typewriters and word-processing machines 
• accounting machinery and equipment: cash registers, electronic calculators etc. 
• office furniture 


 
This class also includes: 
- renting of accommodation or office containers 
- renting of containers 
- renting of pallets 
- renting of animals (e.g. herds, race horses) 
 
This class excludes: 
- renting of agricultural and forestry machinery or equipment with operator, see 0161, 0240 
- renting of construction and civil engineering machinery or equipment with operator, see division 43 
- renting of water-transport equipment with operator, see division 50 
- renting of air-transport equipment with operator, see division 51 
- financial leasing, see 6491 
- renting of pleasure boats, see 7721 
- renting of bicycles, see 7721 
 


 
 


774 Leasing of nonfinancial intangible assets 
 
See class 7740. 
 


 
 


7740 Leasing of nonfinancial intangible assets 
 
This class includes the activities of allowing others to use non-financial assets for which a royalty payment or 
licensing fee is paid to the asset holder.  The use of these assets can take various forms, such as permission for 
reproduction, use in subsequent processes or products, operating businesses under a franchise etc. The current owners 
may or may not have created those assets. 
 
This class includes: 
- leasing of nonfinancial intangible assets (except copyrighted works, such as books or software) 
- receiving royalties or licensing fee for the use of: 
• patented entities 
• trademarks or service marks 
• brand names 
• mineral exploration rights 
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• franchise agreements 
• other intangible non-financial assets 


 
This class excludes: 
- acquisition of rights and publishing, see divisions 58, 59 
- producing, reproducing and distributing copyrighted works (books, software, film), see divisions 58, 59 
- leasing of real estate, see 681 
- leasing of tangible assets, see groups 771, 772, 773 
- renting of video tapes and disks, see 7722 
- renting of books, see 7729 
 


 
 


78 Employment activities 
 
This division includes activities of listing employment vacancies and referring or placing applicants for employment, 
where the individuals referred or placed are not employees of the employment agencies, supplying workers to clients' 
businesses for limited periods of time to supplement the working force of the client, and the activities of providing 
human resources and human resource management services for others on a contract or fee basis. 
 
This division includes: 
- executive search and placement activities 
- theatrical casting agencies 
 
This division excludes: 
- activities of agents for individual artists, see 7490 
 


 
 


781 Activities of employment placement agencies 
 
See class 7810. 
 


 
 


7810 Activities of employment placement agencies 
 
This class includes listing employment vacancies and referring or placing applicants for employment, where the 
individuals referred or placed are not employees of the employment agencies. 
 
This class includes: 
- personnel search, selection referral and placement including executive placement and search 
- casting agencies and bureaus, etc., theatrical casting agencies 
- on-line employment placement agencies 
 
This class excludes: 
- activities of personal theatrical or artistic agents or agencies, see 7490 
 


 
 


782 Temporary employment agency activities 
 
See class 7820. 
 


 
 


7820 Temporary employment agency activities 
 
This class includes activities of supplying workers to clients' businesses for limited periods of time to supplement the 
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working force of the client, where the individuals provided are employees of the temporary help service unit. 
However, units classified here do not provide direct supervision of their employees at the clients' work sites. 
 


 
 


783 Human resources provision and management of human resources functions 
 
See class 7830. 
 


 
 


7830 Human resources provision and management of human resources functions 
 
This class includes the activities of providing human resources and human resource management services for client 
businesses. They are specialized in performing a wide range of human resource and personnel management duties. 
They represent the employer of record for the employees on matters relating to payroll, taxes, and other fiscal and 
human resource issues, but they are not responsible for direction and supervision of employees. 
 
This class excludes: 
- provision of human resources functions together with supervision or running of the business, see the class in the 


respective economic activity of that business 
- provision of only one of human resources functions, see the class in the respective economic activity of that function 
 


 
 


79 Travel agency, tour operator and other reservation service activities 
 
This division includes the activity of agencies, primarily engaged in selling travel, tour, transportation and 
accommodation services to the general public and commercial clients and the activity of arranging and assembling 
tours that are sold through travel agencies or directly by agents such as tour operators; and other travel-related services 
including reservation services. The services of tourist guides are also included. 
 


 
 


791 Travel agency and tour operator activities 
 
This group includes the activities of agencies, primarily engaged in selling travel, tour, transportation and 
accommodation services to the general public and commercial clients and the activity of arranging and assembling 
tours that are sold through travel agencies or directly by agents such as tour operators. 
 


 
 


7911 Travel agency activities 
 
This class includes the activities of agencies, primarily engaged in selling travel, tour, transportation and 
accommodation services on a wholesale or retail basis to the general public and commercial clients. 
 


 
 


7912 Tour operator activities 
 
This class includes the activities of arranging and assembling tours that are sold through travel agencies or directly by 
tour operators. The tours may include any or all of the following, transportation, accommodation, food, and visits to 
museums, historical or cultural sites, theatrical, musical or sporting events. 
 
This class also includes the activities of tourist guides. 
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792 Other reservation service activities 


 
See class 7920. 
 


 
 


7920 Other reservation service activities 
 
This class includes the activities of marketing and promoting of services for conventions and visitors by providing 
information and assistance to organizations to locate accommodation, convention centres and entertainment venues; 
condominium time-share exchange services; and other travel-related reservation services (including for transportation, 
hotels, restaurants, car rentals, entertainment and sport). Activities of ticket sales for theatrical, sports and all other 
amusement and entertainment events are also included. 
 
This class excludes: 
- activities of travel agencies and tour operators, see 7911, 7912 
- organization and management of events such as meetings, conventions and conferences, see 8230 
 


 
 


80 Security and investigation activities 
 
This division includes security-related services such as: investigation and detective services; guard and patrol services; 
picking up and delivering money, receipts, or other valuable items with personnel and equipment to protect such 
properties while in transit; operation of electronic security alarm systems, such as burglar and fire alarms, where the 
activity focuses on remote monitoring these systems, but often involves also sale, installation and repair services. If 
the latter components are provided separate, they are excluded from this division and classified in retail sale, 
construction etc. 
 


 
 


801 Private security activities 
 
See class 8010. 
 


 
 


8010 Private security activities 
 
This class includes the provision of one or more of the following: guard and patrol services, picking up and delivering 
money, receipts, or other valuable items with personnel and equipment to protect such properties while in transit. 
 
This class includes: 
- armored car services 
- bodyguard services 
- polygraph services 
- fingerprinting services 
- security guard services 
 
This class excludes: 
- public order and safety activities, see 8423 
 


 
 


802 Security systems service activities 
 
See class 8020. 
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8020 Security systems service activities 
 
This class includes: 
- monitoring or remote monitoring of electronic security alarm systems, such as burglar and fire alarms, including 


their maintenance 
- installing, repairing, rebuilding, and adjusting mechanical or electronic locking devices, safes and security vaults 
 
The units carrying out these activities may also engage in selling such security systems, mechanical or electronic 
locking devices, safes and security vaults. 
 
This class excludes: 
- installation of security systems, see 4321 
- selling security systems, mechanical or electronic locking devices, safes and security vaults, without monitoring, 


installation or maintenance services, see 4759 
- security consultants, see 7490 
- public order and safety activities, see 8423 
- providing key duplication services, see 9529 
 


 
 


803 Investigation activities 
 
See class 8030. 
 


 
 


8030 Investigation activities 
 
This class includes investigation and detective services. The activities of all private investigators, independent of the 
type of client or purpose of investigation, are included in this class. 
 


 
 


81 Services to buildings and landscape activities 
 
This division includes the provision of operating staff to perform a combination of support services within a client's 
facilities.  These economic units provide operating staff to carry out these support activities, but are not involved with 
or responsible for the core business or activities of the client. 
 
This division also includes activities of interior and exterior cleaning of buildings of all types, cleaning of industrial 
machinery, cleaning of trains, buses, planes, etc., cleaning of the inside of road and sea tankers, disinfecting and 
exterminating activities for buildings, ships, trains, etc., bottle cleaning, street sweeping, snow and ice removal, 
provision of landscape care and maintenance services and provision of these services along with the design of 
landscape plans and/or the construction (i.e. installation) of walkways, retaining walls, decks, fences, ponds, and 
similar structures. 
 


 
 


811 Combined facilities support activities 
 
See class 8110. 
 


 
 


8110 Combined facilities support activities 
 
This class includes the provision of operating staff to perform a combination of support services within a client's 
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facilities. Units classified here typically provide a combination of services, such as general interior cleaning, 
maintenance, trash disposal, guard and security, mail routing, reception, laundry and related services to support 
operations within facilities. These units provide operating staff to carry out these support activities, but are not 
involved with or responsible for the core business or activities of the client. 
 
This class excludes: 
- provision of only one of the support services (e.g. general interior cleaning services), see the appropriate class 


according to the service provided 
- provision of management and operating staff for the complete operation of a client's establishment, such as a hotel, 


restaurant, mine, or hospital, see the class of the unit operated 
- provision of on site management and operation of a client's computer systems and/or data processing facilities, see 


6202 
- operation of correctional facilities on a contract or fee basis, see 8423 
 


 
 


812 Cleaning activities 
 
This group includes the activities of general interior cleaning of all types of buildings, exterior cleaning of buildings, 
specialized cleaning activities for buildings or other specialized cleaning activities, cleaning of industrial machinery, 
cleaning of the inside of road and sea tankers, disinfecting and extermination activities for buildings and industrial 
machinery, bottle cleaning, street sweeping, snow and ice removal. 
 
This group excludes agricultural pest control, steam-cleaning, sand blasting and similar activities for building 
exteriors (Construction), carpet and rug shampooing, drapery and curtain cleaning (Other service activities). Cleaning 
of new buildings immediately after construction is also excluded (Construction). 
 


 
 


8121 General cleaning of buildings 
 
This class includes the general (non-specialized) cleaning activities of all types of buildings, such as: 
- offices  
- houses or apartments 
- factories  
- shops  
- institutions;  
and other business and professional premises and multiunit residential buildings. 
 
These activities are mostly interior cleaning although they may include the cleaning of associated exterior areas such 
as windows or passageways. 
 
This class excludes: 
- specialized interior cleaning activities, such as chimney cleaning, cleaning of fireplaces, stoves, furnaces, 


incinerators, boilers, ventilation ducts, exhaust units, see 8129 
 


 
 


8129 Other building and industrial cleaning activities 
 
This class includes the activities of: 
- exterior cleaning of buildings of all types, including offices, factories, shops, institutions and other business and 


professional premises and multiunit residential buildings 
- specialized cleaning activities for buildings such as window cleaning, chimney cleaning and cleaning of fireplaces, 


stoves, furnaces, incinerators, boilers, ventilation ducts and exhaust units 
- swimming pool cleaning and maintenance services 
- cleaning of industrial machinery 
- cleaning of trains, buses, planes, etc. 
- cleaning of the inside of road and sea tankers  
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- disinfecting and exterminating activities  
- street sweeping and snow and ice removal 
- other building and industrial cleaning activities, n.e.c. 
 
This class excludes: 
- agriculture pest control, see 0161 
- automobile cleaning, car wash, see 4520 
 


 
 


813 Landscape care and maintenance service activities 
 
See class 8130. 
 


 
 


8130 Landscape care and maintenance service activities 
 
This class includes: 
- planting, care and maintenance of: 
• parks and gardens for: 


• private and public housing 
• public and semi-public buildings (schools, hospitals, administrative buildings, church buildings etc.) 
• municipal grounds (parks, green areas, cemeteries etc.) 
• highway greenery (roads, train lines and tramlines, waterways, ports) 
• industrial and commercial buildings 


• greenery for: 
• buildings (roof gardens, façade greenery, indoor gardens) 
• sports grounds, play grounds and other recreational parks (sports grounds, play grounds, lawns for sunbathing, 


golf courses) 
• stationary and flowing water (basins, alternating wet areas, ponds, swimming pools, ditches, watercourses, 


plant sewage systems) 
• plants for protection against noise, wind, erosion, visibility and dazzling 


 
This class also includes: 
- minor incidental design and construction service activities 
- maintenance of land in order to keep it in good agricultural and ecological condition 
 
This class excludes: 
- commercial production and planting for commercial production of plants, trees, see divisions 01, 02 
- tree nurseries (except forest tree nurseries), see 0130 
- construction activities for landscaping purposes, see section F 
- landscape design and architecture activities, see 7110 
 


 
 


82 Office administrative, office support and other business support activities 
 
This division includes the provision of a range of day to day office administrative services, as well as ongoing routine 
business support functions for others for others, on a contract or fee basis. 
This division also includes all  support service activities typically provided to businesses not elsewhere classified. 
Units classified in this division do not provide operating staff to carry out the complete operations of a business. 
 


 
 


821 Office administrative and support activities 
 
This group includes the provision of a range of day to day office administrative services, such as financial planning, 
billing and record keeping, personnel and physical distribution and logistics for others on a contract or fee basis. 
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This group includes also support activities for others on a contract or fee basis, that are ongoing routine business 
support functions that businesses and organizations traditionally do for themselves. 
Units classified in this group do not provide operating staff to carry out the complete operations of a business. Units 
engaged in one particular aspect of these activities are classified according to that particular activity. 
 


 
 


8211 Combined office administrative service activities 
 
This class includes the provision of a combination of day to day office administrative services, such as reception, 
financial planning, billing and record keeping, personnel and mail services etc. for others on a contract or fee basis. 
 
This class excludes the units that also provide operating staff to carry out the complete operations of a business. Such 
units are classified according to the business they perform. 
This class also excludes the units that engage in only one particular aspect of the activities listed in the first paragraph. 
Such units are classified according to that particular activity. 
 


 
 


8219 Photocopying, document preparation and other specialized office support activities 
 
This class includes a variety of copying, document preparation and specialized office support activities. The document 
copying/printing activities included here cover only short-run type printing activities. 
 
This class includes: 
- document preparation 
- document editing or proofreading  
- typing, word processing, or desktop publishing  
- secretarial support services 
- transcription of documents, and other secretarial services 
- letter or resume writing  
- provision of mailbox rental and other postal and mailing services (except direct mail advertising)  
- photocopying  
- duplicating 
- blueprinting 
- word processing services 
- other document copying services without also providing printing services, such as offset printing, quick printing, 


digital printing, prepress services  
- mailing services 
 
This class excludes: 
- printing of documents (offset printing, quick printing etc.), see 1811 
- specialized stenotype services such as court reporting, see 8219 
- public stenography services, see 8299 
 


 
 


822 Activities of call centres 
 
See class 8220. 
 


 
 


8220 Activities of call centres 
 
This class includes the activities of:  
- inbound call centres, answering calls from clients by using human operators, automatic call distribution, computer 


telephone integration, interactive voice response systems or similar methods to receive orders, provide product 
information, deal with customer requests for assistance or address customer complaints  
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- outbound call centers using similar methods to sell or market goods or services to potential customers, undertake 
market research or public opinion polling and similar activities for clients 


 
 


 
823 Convention and trade show organizers 


 
See class 8230. 
 


 
 


8230 Convention and trade show organizers 
 
This class includes the organization, promotion and/or management of events, such as business and trade shows, 
conventions, conferences and meetings, whether or not including the management and provision of the staff to operate 
the facilities in which these events take place. 
 


 
 


829 Business support service activities n.e.c. 
 
This group includes the activities of collection agencies, credit bureaus and all support activities typically provided to 
businesses not elsewhere classified. 
 


 
 


8291 Activities of collection agencies and credit bureaus 
 
This class includes the collection of payments for claims and remittance of payments collected to the clients, such as 
bill or debt collection services. 
 
This class also includes the activities of compiling information, such as credit and employment histories on 
individuals and credit histories on businesses, and providing the information to financial institutions, retailers, and 
others who have a need to evaluate the creditworthiness of these persons and businesses. 
 


 
 


8292 Packaging activities 
 
This class includes: 
- packaging activities on a fee or contract basis, whether or not these involve an automated process: 
• bottling of liquids, including beverages and food 
• packaging of solids (blister packaging, foil-covered etc.) 
• security packaging of pharmaceutical preparations 
• labeling, stamping and imprinting 
• parcel-packing and gift-wrapping 


 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of soft drinks and production of mineral water, see 1104 
- packaging activities incidental to transport, see 5229 
 


 
 


8299 Other business support service activities n.e.c. 
 
This class includes support activities, such as: 
- providing verbatim reporting and stenotype recording of live legal proceedings and transcribing subsequent recorded 


materials, such as: 
• court reporting or stenotype recording services 
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• public stenography services 
- real-time (i.e. simultaneous) closed captioning of live television performances of meetings, conferences  
- address bar coding services 
- bar code imprinting services 
- fundraising organization services on a contract or fee basis 
- mail presorting services 
- repossession services 
- parking meter coin collection services 
- activities of independent auctioneers  
- administration of loyalty programmes 
- other support activities typically provided to businesses not elsewhere classified 
 
This class excludes: 
- provision of stenotype recording of correspondence, reports, and other documents or provision of document 


transcription services, see 8299 
- providing film or tape captioning or subtitling services, see 5912 
 


 
 


O Public administration and defence; compulsory social security 
 
This section includes activities of a governmental nature, normally carried out by the public administration. This 
includes the enactment and judicial interpretation of laws and their pursuant regulation, as well as the administration 
of programmes based on them, legislative activities, taxation, national defence, public order and safety, immigration 
services, foreign affairs and the administration of government programmes. This section also includes compulsory 
social security activities. 
 
The legal or institutional status is not, in itself, the determining factor for an activity to belong in this section, rather 
than the activity being of a nature specified in the previous paragraph. This means that activities classified elsewhere 
in ISIC do not fall under this section, even if carried out by public entities. For example, administration of the school 
system (i.e. regulations, checks, curricula) falls under this section, but teaching itself does not (see section P), and a 
prison or military hospital is classified to health (see section Q). Similarly, some activities described in this section 
may be carried out by non-government units. 
 


 
 


84 Public administration and defence; compulsory social security 
 
See section O. 
 


 
 


841 Administration of the State and the economic and social policy of the community 
 
This group includes general administration (e.g. executive, legislative, financial administration etc. at all levels of 
government) and supervision in the field of social and economic life. 
 


 
 


8411 General public administration activities 
 
This class includes: 
- executive and legislative administration of central, regional and local bodies 
- administration and supervision of fiscal affairs: 
• operation of taxation schemes 
• duty/tax collection on goods and tax violation investigation 
• customs administration 


- budget implementation and management of public funds and public debt: 
• raising and receiving of moneys and control of their disbursement 
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- administration of overall (civil) R&D policy and associated funds 
- administration and operation of overall economic and social planning and statistical services at the various levels of 


government 
 
This class excludes: 
- operation of government owned or occupied buildings, see 6810, 6820 
- administration of R&D policies intended to increase personal well-being and of associated funds, see 8412 
- administration of R&D policies intended to improve economic performance and competitiveness, see 8413 
- administration of defence-related R&D policies and of associated funds, see 8422 
- operation of government archives, see 9101 
 


 
 


8412 Regulation of the activities of providing health care, education, cultural services and other social services, 
excluding social security 


 
This class includes: 
- public administration of programmes aimed to increase personal well-being: 
• health 
• education 
• culture 
• sport 
• recreation 
• environment 
• housing 
• social services 


- public administration of R&D policies and associated funds for these areas 
 
This class also includes:  
- sponsoring of recreational and cultural activities 
- distribution of public grants to artists 
- administration of potable water supply programmes 
- administration of waste collection and disposal operations 
- administration of environmental protection programmes 
- administration of housing programmes 
 
This class excludes:  
- sewage, refuse disposal and remediation activities, see divisions 37, 38, 39 
- compulsory social security activities, see 8430 
- education activities, see division 85 
- human health-related activities, see division 86 
- activities of libraries and public archives, see 9101 
- operation of museums and other cultural institutions, see 9102 
- sporting or other recreational activities, see division 93 
 


 
 


8413 Regulation of and contribution to more efficient operation of businesses 
 
This class includes: 
- public administration and regulation, including subsidy allocation, for different economic sectors:  
• agriculture 
• land use 
• energy and mining resources 
• infrastructure 
• transport 
• communication 
• hotels and tourism 
• wholesale and retail trade 
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- administration of R&D policies and associated funds to improve economic performance 
- administration of general labour affairs 
- implementation of regional development policy measures, e.g. to reduce unemployment 
 
This class excludes: 
- research and experimental development activities, see division 72 
 


 
 


842 Provision of services to the community as a whole 
 
This group includes foreign affairs, defence and public order and safety activities. 
 


 
 


8421 Foreign affairs 
 
This class includes: 
- administration and operation of the ministry of foreign affairs and diplomatic and consular missions stationed abroad 


or at offices of international organizations 
- administration, operation and support for information and cultural services intended for distribution beyond national 


boundaries 
- aid to foreign countries, whether or not routed through international organizations 
- provision of military aid to foreign countries 
- management of foreign trade, international financial and foreign technical affairs 
 
This class excludes: 
- international disaster or conflict refugee services, see 8890 
 


 
 


8422 Defence activities 
 
This class includes: 
- administration, supervision and operation of military defence affairs and land, sea, air and space defence forces such 


as: 
• combat forces of army, navy and air force 
• engineering, transport, communications, intelligence, material, personnel and other non-combat forces and 


commands 
• reserve and auxiliary forces of the defence establishment 
• military logistics (provision of equipment, structures, supplies etc.) 
• health activities for military personnel in the field 


- administration, operation and support of civil defence forces 
- support for the working out of contingency plans and the carrying out of exercises in which civilian institutions and 


populations are involved 
- administration of defence-related R&D policies and related funds 
 
This class excludes: 
- research and experimental development activities, see division 72 
- provision of military aid to foreign countries, see 8421 
- activities of military tribunals, see 8423  
- provision of supplies for domestic emergency use in case of peacetime disasters, see 8423  
- educational activities of military schools, colleges and academies, see 8530 
- activities of military hospitals, see 8610 
 


 
 


8423 Public order and safety activities 
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This class includes: 
- administration and operation of regular and auxiliary police forces supported by public authorities and of port, 


border, coastguards and other special police forces, including traffic regulation, alien registration, maintenance of 
arrest records 


- firefighting and fire prevention: 
• administration and operation of regular and auxiliary fire brigades in fire prevention, firefighting, rescue of 


persons and animals, assistance in civic disasters, floods, road accidents etc.  
- administration and operation of administrative civil and criminal law courts, military tribunals and the judicial 


system, including legal representation and advice on behalf of the government or when provided by the government 
in cash or services 


- rendering of judgements and interpretations of the law 
- arbitration of civil actions 
- prison administration and provision of correctional services, including rehabilitation services, regardless of whether 


their administration and operation is done by government units or by private units on a contract or fee basis 
- provision of supplies for domestic emergency use in case of peacetime disasters 
 
This class excludes: 
- forestry fire-protection and fire-fighting services, see 0240 
- oil and gas field fire fighting, see 0910 
- firefighting and fire-prevention services at airports provided by non-specialized units, see 5223 
- advice and representation in civil, criminal and other cases, see 6910 
- operation of police laboratories, see 7120 
- administration and operation of military armed forces, see 8422 
- activities of prison schools, see division 85 
- activities of prison hospitals, see 8610 
 


 
 


843 Compulsory social security activities 
 
See class 8430. 
 


 
 


8430 Compulsory social security activities 
 
This class includes: 
- funding and administration of government-provided social security programmes: 
• sickness, work-accident and unemployment insurance 
• retirement pensions 
• programmes covering losses of income due to maternity, temporary disablement, widowhood etc. 


 
This class excludes: 
- non-compulsory social security, see 6530 
- provision of welfare services and social work (without accommodation), see 8810, 8890 
 


 
 


P Education 
 
This section includes education at any level or for any profession, oral or written as well as by radio and television or 
other means of communication. It includes education by the different institutions in the regular school system at its 
different levels as well as adult education, literacy programmes etc. Also included are military schools and academies, 
prison schools etc. at their respective levels. 
For each level of initial education, the classes include special education for physically or mentally handicapped pupils. 
The breakdown of the categories in this section is based on the level of education offered as defined by the levels of 
ISCED 1997. The section includes public as well as private education. 
 
This section also includes instruction primarily concerned with sport and recreational activities such as bridge or golf 
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and education support activities. 
 


 
 


85 Education 
 
See section P. 
 


 
 


851 Primary education 
 
See class 8510. 
 


 
 


8510 Primary education 
 
This class includes the furnishing of academic courses and associated course work that give students a sound basic 
education in reading, writing and mathematics and an elementary understanding of other subjects such as history, 
geography, natural science, social science, art and music.  Such education is generally provided for children, however 
the provision of literacy programmes within or outside the school system, which are similar in content to programmes 
in primary education but are intended for those considered too old to enter elementary schools, is also included.  Also 
included is the provision of programmes at a similar level, suited to children with special needs education.  Education 
can be provided in classrooms or through radio, television broadcast, Internet or correspondence. 
 
This class includes: 
- pre-primary education (education preceding the first level) 
- primary education (education at the first level) 
 
This class also includes: 
- special education for handicapped students at this level 
- provision of literacy programmes for adults 
 
This class excludes: 
- adult education as defined in 854 
- child day-care activities, see 8890 
 


 
 


852 Secondary education 
 
This group includes the provision of general secondary and technical and vocational secondary education. 
 


 
 


8521 General secondary education 
 
This class includes provision of the type of education that lays the foundation for lifelong learning and human 
development and is capable of furthering education opportunities.  Such units provide programmes that are usually on 
a more subject-oriented pattern using more specialized teachers, and more often employ several teachers conducting 
classes in their field of specialization.  Education can be provided in classrooms or through radio, television broadcast, 
Internet or correspondence. 
Subject specialization at this level often begins to have some influence even on the educational experience of those 
pursuing a general programme. Such programmes are designated to qualify students either for technical and 
vocational education or for entrance to higher education without any special subject prerequisite. 
 
This class includes: 
- general school education in the first stage of the secondary level corresponding more or less to the period of 
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compulsory school attendance 
- general school education in the second stage of the secondary level giving, in principle, access to higher education 
 
This class also includes: 
- special education for handicapped students at this level 
 
This class excludes: 
- adult education as defined in 854 
 


 
 


8522 Technical and vocational secondary education 
 
In this class, typically the programmes emphasize subject-matter specialization and instruction in both theoretical 
background and practical skills generally associated with present or prospective employment. The aim of a 
programme can vary from preparation for a general field of employment to a very specific job. Education can be 
provided in classrooms or through radio, television broadcast, Internet or correspondence. 
 
This class includes: 
- technical and vocational education below the level of higher education as defined in 853 
 
This class also includes: 
- instruction for tourist guides 
- instruction for chefs, hoteliers and restaurateurs 
- special education for handicapped students at this level 
- cosmetology and barber schools 
- computer repair training 
- driving schools for occupational drivers e.g. of trucks, buses, coaches 
 
This class excludes: 
- technical and vocational education at post-secondary and university levels, see 8530 
- adult education as defined in 854 
- performing art instruction for recreation, hobby and self-development purposes, see 8542 
- automobile driving schools not intended for occupational drivers, see 8549 
- job training forming part of social work activities without accommodation, see 8810, 8890 
 


 
 


853 Higher education 
 
See class 8530. 
 


 
 


8530 Higher education 
 
This class includes the furnishing of academic courses and granting of degrees at baccalaureate or graduate levels. The 
requirement for admission is at least a high school diploma or equivalent general academic training.  Instruction may 
be provided in diverse settings, such as the unit's or client's training facilities, educational institutions, the workplace, 
or the home, and through correspondence, television, Internet, or other means. 
- first, second and third stages of higher education: 
• post-secondary education not leading to a university degree or equivalent 
• post-secondary education leading to a university degree or equivalent 


A great variety of subject-matter programmes are offered at this level, some emphasizing more theoretical instruction 
and others, more practical instruction. 
Education can be provided in classrooms or through radio, television broadcast, Internet or correspondence. 
 
This class also includes: 
- performing arts schools providing higher education 
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This class excludes: 
- adult education as defined in 854 
 


 
 


854 Other education 
 
This group includes education for any profession.  The medium of instruction may be oral or written as well as by 
radio, television or other means of communication.  It excludes educational activities as outlined in groups 851-853 - 
primary education, secondary education or higher education.  It includes camps and schools offering instruction in 
athletic activities to groups or individuals, foreign language instruction, instruction in the arts, drama or music or other 
instruction or specialized training, generally for adults and not comparable to the general education in groups 851 - 
853. 
 


 
 


8541 Sports and recreation education 
 
This includes camps and schools offering instruction in athletic activities to groups of individuals.  Overnight and day 
sports instruction camps are also included.  It does not include academic schools, colleges and universities.  
Instruction may be provided in diverse settings, such as the unit's or client's training facilities, educational institutions 
or by other means. Instruction provided in this class is formally organized. 
 
This class includes: 
- sports instruction (baseball, basketball, cricket, football, etc) 
- camps, sports instruction 
- cheerleading instruction 
- gymnastics instruction 
- riding instruction, academies or schools 
- swimming instruction 
- professional sports instructors, teachers, coaches 
- martial arts instruction 
- card game instruction (such as bridge) 
- yoga instruction 
 
This class excludes: 
- cultural education, see 8542 
 


 
 


8542 Cultural education 
 
This includes instruction in the arts, drama and music. Units giving this type of instructions might be named 
"schools", "studios", "classes" etc. They provide formally organized instruction, mainly for hobby, recreational or 
self-development purposes, but such instruction does not lead to a professional diploma, baccalaureate or graduate 
degree. 
 
This class includes: 
- piano teachers and other music instruction 
- art instruction 
- dance instruction and dance studios 
- drama schools (except academic) 
- fine arts schools (except academic) 
- performing arts schools (except academic) 
- photography schools (except commercial) 
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8549 Other education n.e.c. 
 
This class comprises the offering or providing of instruction and specialized training, generally for adults, and not 
comparable to the general education in groups 851-853. It does not include academic schools, colleges, and 
universities. Instruction may be provided in diverse settings, such as the unit's or client's training facilities, educational 
institutions, the workplace, or the home, and through correspondence, radio, television, Internet, in classrooms or by 
other means. Such instruction does not lead to a high school diploma, baccalaureate or graduate degree. 
 
This class includes: 
- education that is not definable by level 
- academic tutoring services 
- college board preparation 
- learning centres offering remedial courses 
- professional examination review courses 
- language instruction and conversational skills instruction 
- speed reading instruction 
- religious instruction 
 
This class also includes: 
- automobile driving schools 
- flying schools 
- lifeguard training 
- survival training 
- public speaking training 
- computer training 
 
This class excludes: 
- adult literacy programmes see 8510 
- general secondary education, see 8521 
- driving schools for occupational drivers, see 8522 
- higher education, see 8530 
 


 
 


855 Educational support services 
 
See class 8550. 
 


 
 


8550 Educational support services 
 
This class includes the provision of non-instructional services that support educational processes or systems: 
 
- educational consulting 
- educational guidance counseling services 
- educational testing evaluation services 
- educational testing services 
- organization of student exchange programs 
 
This class excludes: 
- research and experimental development on social sciences and humanities, see 7220 
 


 
 


Q Human health and social work activities 
 
This section includes the provision of health and social work activities. Activities include a wide range  of activities, 
starting from health care provided by trained medical professionals in hospitals and other facilities, over residential 
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care activities that still involve a degree of health care activities to social work activities without any involvement of 
health care professionals. 
 


 
 


86 Human health activities 
 
This division includes activities of short- or long-term hospitals, general or specialty medical, surgical, psychiatric and 
substance abuse hospitals, sanatoria, preventoria, medical nursing homes, asylums, mental hospital institutions, 
rehabilitation centres, leprosaria and other human health institutions which have accommodation facilities and which 
engage in providing diagnostic and medical treatment to inpatients with any of a wide variety of medical conditions.  
It also includes medical consultation and treatment in the field of general and specialized medicine by general 
practitioners and medical specialists and surgeons.  It includes dental practice activities of a general or specialized 
nature and orthodontic activities.  Additionally, this division includes activities for human health not performed by 
hospitals or by practicing medical doctors but by paramedical practitioners legally recognized to treat patients. 
 


 
 


861 Hospital activities 
 
See class 8610. 
 


 
 


8610 Hospital activities 
 
This class includes: 
- short- or long-term hospital activities, i.e. medical, diagnostic and treatment activities, of general hospitals (e.g. 


community and regional hospitals, hospitals of non-profit organizations, university hospitals, military-base and 
prison hospitals) and specialized hospitals (e.g. mental health and substance abuse hospitals, hospitals for infectious 
diseases, maternity hospitals, specialized sanatoriums) 


The activities are chiefly directed to inpatients, are carried out under the direct supervision of medical doctors and 
include: 
• services of medical and paramedical staff 
• services of laboratory and technical facilities, including radiologic and anaesthesiologic services   
• emergency room services 
• provision of operating room services, pharmacy services, food and other hospital services 
• services of family planning centres providing medical treatment such as sterilization and termination of 


pregnancy, with accommodation 
 
This class excludes: 
- laboratory testing and inspection of all types of materials and products, except medical, see 7120 
- veterinary activities, see 7500 
- health activities for military personnel in the field, see 8422 
- dental practice activities of a general or specialized nature, e.g. dentistry, endodontic and pediatric dentistry; oral 


pathology, orthodontic activities, see 8620 
- private consultants' services to inpatients, see 8620 
- medical laboratory testing, see 8690 
- ambulance transport activities, see 8690 
 


 
 


862 Medical and dental practice activities 
 
See class 8620. 
 


 
 


8620 Medical and dental practice activities 
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This class includes: 
- medical consultation and treatment in the field of general and specialized medicine by general practitioners and 


medical specialists and surgeons 
- dental practice activities of a general or specialized nature, e.g. dentistry, endodontic and pediatric dentistry; oral 


pathology  
- orthodontic activities 
- family planning centres providing medical treatment such and sterilization and termination of pregnancy, without 


accommodation 
These activities can be carried out in private practice, group practices and in hospital outpatient clinics, and in clinics 
such as those attached to firms, schools, homes for the aged, labour organizations and fraternal organizations, as well 
as in patients' homes. 
 
This class also includes: 
- dental activities in operating rooms 
- private consultants' services to inpatients 
 
This class excludes: 
- production of artificial teeth, denture and prosthetic appliances by dental laboratories, see 3250 
- inpatient hospital activities, see 8610 
- paramedical activities such as those of midwives, nurses and physiotherapists, see 8690 
 


 
 


869 Other human health activities 
 
See class 8690. 
 


 
 


8690 Other human health activities 
 
This class includes: 
- activities for human health not performed by hospitals or by medical doctors or dentists: 
• activities of nurses, midwives, physiotherapists or other paramedical practitioners in the field of optometry, 


hydrotherapy, medical massage, occupational therapy, speech therapy, chiropody, homeopathy, chiropractic, 
acupuncture etc. 


These activities may be carried out in health clinics such as those attached to firms, schools, homes for the aged, 
labour organizations and fraternal organizations and in residential health facilities other than hospitals, as well as in 
own consulting rooms, patients' homes or elsewhere. These activities do not involve medical treatment. 
 
This class also includes: 
- activities of dental paramedical personnel such as dental therapists, school dental nurses and dental hygienists, who 


may work remote from, but are periodically supervised by, the dentist 
- activities of medical laboratories such as: 
• X-ray laboratories and other diagnostic imaging centres 
• blood analysis laboratories 


- activities of blood banks, sperm banks, transplant organ banks etc. 
- ambulance transport of patients by any mode of transport including airplanes.  These services are often provided 


during a medical emergency. 
 
This class excludes: 
- production of artificial teeth, denture and prosthetic appliances by dental laboratories, see 3250 
- transfer of patients, with neither equipment for lifesaving nor medical personnel, see divisions 49, 50, 51 
- non-medical laboratory testing, see 7120 
- testing activities in the field of food hygiene, see 7120 
- hospital activities, see 8610 
- medical and dental practice activities, see 8620 
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87 Residential care activities 
 
This division includes the provision of residential care combined with either nursing, supervisory or other types of 
care as required by the residents. Facilities are a significant part of the production process and the care provided is a 
mix of health and social services with the health services being largely some level of nursing services. 
 


 
 


871 Nursing care facilities 
 
See class 8710. 
 


 
 


8710 Nursing care facilities 
 
This class includes: 
- homes for the elderly with nursing care 
- convalescent homes 
- rest homes with nursing care 
- nursing care facilities 
- nursing homes 
 
This class excludes: 
- in-home services provided by health care professionals, see division 86 
- homes for the elderly with minimal nursing care, see 8730 
- social work activities with accommodation, such as orphanages, children's boarding homes and hostels, temporary 


homeless shelters, see 8790 
 


 
 


872 Residential care activities for mental retardation, mental health and substance abuse 
 
See class 8720. 
 


 
 


8720 Residential care activities for mental retardation, mental health and substance abuse 
 
This class includes the provision of residential care (but not licensed hospital care) to people with mental retardation, 
mental illness, or substance abuse problems.  Facilities provide room, board, protective supervision and counselling 
and some health care. It also comprises provision of residential care and treatment for patients with mental health and 
substance abuse illnesses. 
 
This class includes: 
- alcoholism or drug addiction 
- psychiatric convalescent homes 
- residential group homes for the emotionally disturbed 
- mental retardation facilities 
- mental health halfway houses 
 
This class excludes: 
- social work activities with accommodation, such as temporary homeless shelters, see 8790 
 


 
 


873 Residential care activities for the elderly and disabled 
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See class 8730. 
 


 
 


8730 Residential care activities for the elderly and disabled 
 
This class includes the provision of residential and personal care services for the elderly and disabled who are unable 
to fully care for themselves and/or who do not desire to live independently. The care typically includes room, board, 
supervision, and assistance in daily living, such as housekeeping services. In some instances these units provide 
skilled nursing care for residents in separate on-site facilities. 
 
This class includes: 
- assisted-living facilities 
- continuing care retirement communities 
- homes for the elderly with minimal nursing care 
- rest homes without nursing care 
 
This class excludes: 
- homes for the elderly with nursing care, see 8710 
- social work activities with accommodation where medical treatment or accommodation are not important elements, 


see 8790 
 


 
 


879 Other residential care activities n.e.c. 
 
See class 8790. 
 


 
 


8790 Other residential care activities n.e.c. 
 
This class includes the provision of residential and personal care services for persons, except the elderly and disabled, 
who are unable to fully care for themselves or who do not desire to live independently. 
 
This class includes: 
- activities provided on a round-the-clock basis directed to provide social assistance to children and special categories 


of persons with some limits on ability for self-care, but where medical treatment or education are not important 
elements: 
• orphanages 
• children's boarding homes and hostels 
• temporary homeless shelters 
• institutions that take care of unmarried mothers and their children 


The activities may be carried out by government offices or private organizations. 
 
This class excludes: 
- funding and administration of compulsory social security programmes, see 8430 
- nursing care facilities, see 8710 
- residential care activities for the elderly or disabled, see 8730 
- adoption activities, see 8890 
- short-term shelter activities for disaster victims, see 8890 
 


 
 


88 Social work activities without accommodation 
 
This division includes the provision of a variety of social assistance services directly to clients. The activities in this 
division do not include accommodation services, except on a temporary basis. 
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881 Social work activities without accommodation for the elderly and disabled 


 
See class 8810. 
 


 
 


8810 Social work activities without accommodation for the elderly and disabled 
 
This class includes: 
- social, counselling, welfare, referral and similar services which are aimed at the elderly and disabled in their homes 


or elsewhere and carried out by government offices or by private organizations, national or local self-help 
organizations and by specialists providing counselling services: 
• visiting of the elderly and disabled 
• day-care activities for the elderly or for handicapped adults 
• vocational rehabilitation and habilitation activities for disabled persons provided that the education component is 


limited 
 
This class excludes: 
- funding and administration of compulsory social security programmes, see 8430 
- activities similar to those described in this class, but including accommodation, see 8730 
 


 
 


889 Other social work activities without accommodation n.e.c. 
 
See class 8890. 
 


 
 


8890 Other social work activities without accommodation n.e.c. 
 
This class includes: 
- social, counselling, welfare, refugee, referral and similar services which are delivered to individuals and families in 


their homes or elsewhere and carried out by government offices or by private organizations, disaster relief 
organizations and national or local self-help organizations and by specialists providing counselling services: 
• welfare and guidance activities for children and adolescents 
• adoption activities, activities for the prevention of cruelty to children and others 
• household budget counselling, marriage and family guidance, credit and debt counselling services 
• community and neighbourhood activities 
• activities for disaster victims, refugees, immigrants etc., including temporary or extended shelter for them 
• vocational rehabilitation and habilitation activities for unemployed persons provided that the education 


component is limited 
• eligibility determination in connection with welfare aid, rent supplements or food stamps 
• child day-care activities 
• day facilities for the homeless and other socially weak groups 
• charitable activities like fund-raising or other supporting activities aimed at social work 


 
This class excludes: 
- funding and administration of compulsory social security programmes, see 8430 
- activities similar to those described in this class, but including accommodation, see 8790 
 


 
 


R Arts, entertainment and recreation 
 
This section includes a wide range of activities to meet varied cultural, entertainment and recreational interests of the 
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general public, including live performances, operation of museum sites, gambling, sports and recreation activities. 
 


 
 


90 Creative, arts and entertainment activities 
 
See class 9000. 
 


 
 


900 Creative, arts and entertainment activities 
 
See class 9000. 
 


 
 


9000 Creative, arts and entertainment activities 
 
This class includes the operation of facilities and provision of services to meet the cultural and entertainment interests 
of their customers. This includes the production and promotion of, and participation in, live performances, events or 
exhibits intended for public viewing; the provision of artistic, creative or technical skills for the production of artistic 
products and live performances. 
 
This class includes: 
- production of live theatrical presentations, concerts and opera or dance productions and other stage productions: 
• activities of groups, circuses or companies, orchestras or bands 
• activities of individual artists such as authors, actors, directors, producers, musicians, lecturers or speakers, stage-


set designers and builders etc. 
- operation of concert and theatre halls and other arts facilities 
- activities of sculptors, painters, cartoonists, engravers, etchers etc. 
- activities of individual writers, for all subjects including fictional writing, technical writing etc. 
- activities of independent journalists 
- restoring of works of art such as paintings etc. 
 
This class also includes: 
- activities of producers or entrepreneurs of arts live events, with or without facilities 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of statues, other than artistic originals, see 2396 
- restoring of organs and other historical musical instruments, see 3319 
- motion picture and video production, see 5911, 5912 
- operation of cinemas, see 5914 
- activities of personal theatrical or artistic agents or agencies, see 7490 
- casting activities, see 7810 
- activities of ticket agencies, see 7920 
- the operation of museums of all kinds, see 9102 
- sports and amusement and recreation activities, see division 93 
- restoring of furniture (except museum type restoration), see 9524 
 


 
 


91 Libraries, archives, museums and other cultural activities 
 
This division includes activities of libraries and archives; the operation of museums of all kinds, botanical and 
zoological gardens; the operation of historical sites; and nature reserves activities.  It also includes the preservation 
and exhibition of objects, sites and natural wonders of historical, cultural or educational interest (e.g. world heritage 
sites, etc). 
 
This division excludes: 
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- sports and amusement and recreation activities such as the operation of bathing beaches and recreation parks, see 
division 93 


 
 


 
910 Libraries, archives, museums and other cultural activities 


 
See division 91. 
 


 
 


9101 Library and archives activities 
 
This class includes: 
- documentation and information activities of libraries of all kinds, reading, listening and viewing rooms, public 


archives providing service to the general public or to a special clientele, such as students, scientists, staff, members 
as well as operation of government archives: 
• organization of a collection, whether specialized or not 
• cataloguing collections 
• lending and storage of books, maps, periodicals, films, records, tapes, works of art etc. 
• retrieval activities in order to comply with information requests etc. 


- stock photo libraries and services 
 


 
 


9102 Museums activities and operation of historical sites and buildings 
 
This class includes: 
- operation of museums of all kinds: 
• art museums, museums of jewellery, furniture, costumes, ceramics, silverware 
• natural history, science and technological museums, historical museums, including military museums 
• other specialized museums 
• open-air museums 


- operation of historical sites and buildings 
 
This class excludes: 
- renovation and restoration of historical sites and buildings, see section F 
- restoration of works of art and museum collection objects, see 9000 
- activities of libraries and archives, see 9101 
 


 
 


9103 Botanical and zoological gardens and nature reserves activities 
 
This class includes: 
- operation of botanical and zoological gardens, including children's zoos 
- operation of nature reserves, including wildlife preservation, etc. 
 
This class excludes: 
- landscape and gardening services, see 8130 
- operation of sport fishing and hunting preserves, see 9319 
 


 
 


92 Gambling and betting activities 
 
This division includes the operation of gambling facilities such as casinos, bingo halls and video gaming terminals and 
the provision of gambling services, such as lotteries and off-track betting. 
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920 Gambling and betting activities 
 
See class 9200. 
 


 
 


9200 Gambling and betting activities 
 
This class includes gambling and betting activities such as: 
- sale of lottery tickets 
- operation (exploitation) of coin-operated gambling machines 
- operation (exploitation) of coin-operated games 
- operation of virtual gambling web sites 
- bookmaking and other betting operations 
- off-track betting 
- operation of casinos, including "floating casinos" 
 


 
 


93 Sports activities and amusement and recreation activities 
 
This division includes the provision of recreational, amusement and sports activities (except museums activities, 
preservation of historical sites, botanical and zoological gardens and nature reserves activities; and gambling and 
betting activities). 
 
Excluded from this division are dramatic arts, music and other arts and entertainment such as the production of live 
theatrical presentations, concerts and opera or dance productions and other stage productions, see division 90. 
 


 
 


931 Sports activities 
 
This group includes the operation of sports facilities; activities of sports teams or clubs primarily participating in live 
sports events before a paying audience; independent athletes engaged in participating in live sporting or racing events 
before a paying audience; owners of racing participants such as cars, dogs, horses, etc. primarily engaged in entering 
them in racing events or other spectator sports events;  sports trainers providing specialized services to support 
participants in sports events or competitions; operators of arenas and stadiums; other activities of  organizing, 
promoting or managing sports events, n.e.c. 
 


 
 


9311 Operation of sports facilities 
 
This class includes: 
- the operation of facilities for indoor or outdoor sports events (open, closed or covered, with or without spectator 


seating): 
• football, hockey, cricket, baseball, jai-alai stadiums 
• racetracks for auto, dog, horse races 
• swimming pools and stadiums 
• track and field stadiums 
• winter sports arenas and stadiums 
• ice-hockey arenas 
• boxing arenas 
• golf courses 
• bowling lanes 
• fitness centers 


- organization and operation of outdoor or indoor sports events for professionals or amateurs by organizations with 
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own facilities 
 
This class includes managing and providing the staff to operate these facilities. 
 
This class excludes: 
- renting of recreation and sports equipment, see 7721 
- park and beach activities, see 9329 
 


 
 


9312 Activities of sports clubs 
 
This class includes the activities of sports clubs, which, whether professional, semi-professional or amateur clubs, give 
their members the opportunity to engage in sporting activities. 
 
This class includes: 
- the operation of sports clubs: 
• football clubs 
• bowling clubs 
• swimming clubs 
• golf clubs 
• boxing clubs 
• body-building clubs 
• winter sports clubs 
• chess clubs 
• track and field clubs 
• shooting clubs, etc. 


 
This class excludes: 
- sports instruction by individual teachers, trainers, see 8541 
- operation of sports facilities, see 9311 
- organization and operation of outdoor or indoor sports events for professionals or amateurs by sports clubs with their 


own facilities, see 9311 
 


 
 


9319 Other sports activities 
 
This class includes: 
- activities of producers or promoters of sports events, with or without facilities 
- activities of individual own-account sportsmen and athletes, referees, judges, timekeepers etc. 
- activities of sports leagues and regulating bodies 
- activities related to promotion of sporting events 
- activities of racing stables, kennels and garages 
- operation of sport fishing and hunting preserves 
- support activities for sport or recreational hunting and fishing 
 
This class excludes: 
- renting of sports equipment, see 7721 
- activities of sport and game schools, see 8541 
- activities of sports instructors, teachers, coaches, see 8541 
- organization and operation of outdoor or indoor sports events for professionals or amateurs by sports clubs 


with/without own facilities, see 9311/9312 
- park and beach activities, see 9329 
 


 
 


932 Other amusement and recreation activities 
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This group includes a wide range of units that operate facilities or provide services to meet the varied recreational 
interests of their patrons. It includes the operation of a variety of attractions, such as mechanical rides, water rides, 
games, shows, theme exhibits and picnic grounds. This group excludes sports activities and dramatic arts, music and 
other arts and entertainment. 
 


 
 


9321 Activities of amusement parks and theme parks 
 
This class includes activities of amusement parks or theme parks.  It includes the operation of a variety of attractions, 
such as mechanical rides, water rides, games, shows, theme exhibits and picnic grounds. 
 


 
 


9329 Other amusement and recreation activities n.e.c. 
 
This class includes other amusement and recreation activities (except amusement parks and theme parks) not 
elsewhere classified: 
- activities of recreation parks, beaches, including renting of facilities such as bathhouses, lockers, chairs etc. 
- operation of recreational transport facilities, e.g. marinas 
- operation of ski hills 
- renting of leisure and pleasure equipment as an integral part of recreational facilities 
- operation of fairs and shows of a recreational nature 
- operation of discotheques and dance floors 
 
This class also includes activities of producers or entrepreneurs of live events other than arts or sports events, with or 
without facilities. 
 
This class excludes: 
- fishing cruises, see 5011, 5021 
- the provision of space and facilities for short stay by visitors in recreational parks and forests and campgrounds, see 


5520 
- beverage serving activities of discotheques, see 5630 
- trailer parks, campgrounds, recreational camps, hunting and fishing camps, campsites and campgrounds, see 5520 
 


 
 


S Other service activities 
 
This section (as a residual category) includes the activities of membership organizations, the repair of computers and 
personal and household goods and a variety of personal service activities not covered elsewhere in the classification. 
 


 
 


94 Activities of membership organizations 
 
This division includes activities of organizations representing interests of special groups or promoting ideas to the 
general public. These organizations usually have a constituency of members, but their activities may involve and 
benefit non-members as well. The primary breakdown of this division is determined by the purpose that these 
organizations serve, namely interests of employers, self-employed individuals and the scientific community (group 
941), interests of employees (group 942) or promotion of religious, political, cultural, educational or recreational ideas 
and activities (group 949). 
 


 
 


941 Activities of business, employers and professional membership organizations 
 
This group includes the activities of units that promote the interests of the members of business and employers 
organizations.  In the case of professional membership organizations, it also includes the activities of promoting the 
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professional interests of members of the profession. 
 


 
 


9411 Activities of business and employers membership organizations 
 
This class includes: 
- activities of organizations whose members' interests centre on the development and prosperity of enterprises in a 


particular line of business or trade, including farming, or on the economic growth and climate of a particular 
geographical area or political subdivision without regard for the line of business. 


- activities of federations of such associations 
- activities of chambers of commerce, guilds and similar organizations 
- dissemination of information, representation before government agencies, public relations and labour negotiations of 


business and employer organizations 
 
This class excludes: 
- activities of trade unions, see 9420 
 


 
 


9412 Activities of professional membership organizations 
 
This class includes: 
- activities of organizations whose members' interests centre chiefly on a particular scholarly discipline or 


professional practice or technical field, such as medical associations, legal associations, accounting associations, 
engineering associations, architects associations etc. 


- activities of associations of specialists engaged in scientific, academic or cultural activities, such as associations of 
writers, painters, performers of various kinds, journalists etc. 


- dissemination of information, the establishment and supervision of standards of practice, representation before 
government agencies and public relations of professional organizations 


 
This class also includes: 
- activities of learned societies 
 
This class excludes: 
- education provided by these organizations, see division 85 
 


 
 


942 Activities of trade unions 
 
See class 9420. 
 


 
 


9420 Activities of trade unions 
 
This class includes: 
- promoting of the interests of organized labor and union employees (it excludes education provided by such 


organizations) 
 
It also includes: 
- activities of associations whose members are employees interested chiefly in the representation of their views 


concerning the salary and work situation, and in concerted action through organization 
- activities of single plant unions, of unions composed of affiliated branches and of labour organizations composed of 


affiliated unions on the basis of trade, region, organizational structure or other criteria 
 
This class excludes: 
- education provided by such organizations, see division 85 
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949 Activities of other membership organizations 


 
This group includes the activities of units (except business and employers organizations, professional organizations, 
trade unions, religious organizations) that promote the interests of their members. 
 


 
 


9491 Activities of religious organizations 
 
This class includes: 
- activities of religious organizations or individuals providing services directly to worshippers in churches, mosques, 


temples, synagogues or other places 
- activities of organizations furnishing monastery and convent services 
- religious retreat activities 
 
This class also includes: 
- religious funeral service activities 
 
This class excludes: 
- education provided by such organizations, see division 85 
- health activities by such organizations, see division 86 
- social work activities by such organizations, see divisions 87, 88 
 


 
 


9492 Activities of political organizations 
 
This class includes: 
- activities of political organizations and auxiliary organizations such as young people's auxiliaries associated with a 


political party. These organizations chiefly engage in influencing decision-taking in public governing bodies by 
placing members of the party or those sympathetic to the party in political office and involve the dissemination of 
information, public relations, fund-raising etc. 


 
 


 
9499 Activities of other membership organizations n.e.c. 


 
This class includes: 
- activities of organizations not directly affiliated to a political party furthering a public cause or issue by means of 


public education, political influence, fund-raising etc.: 
• citizens initiative or protest movements 
• environmental and ecological movements 
• organizations supporting community and educational facilities n.e.c. 
• organizations for the protection and betterment of special groups, e.g. ethnic and minority groups 
• associations for patriotic purposes, including war veterans' associations 


- consumer associations 
- automobile associations 
- associations for the purpose of social acquaintanceship such as rotary clubs, lodges etc. 
- associations of youth, young persons' associations, student associations, clubs and fraternities etc. 
- associations for the pursuit of a cultural or recreational activity or hobby (other than sports or games), e.g. poetry, 


literature and book clubs, historical clubs, gardening clubs, film and photo clubs, music and art clubs, craft and 
collectors' clubs, social clubs, carnival clubs etc. 


 
This class also includes: 
- grant giving activities by membership organizations or others 
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This class excludes: 
- activities of sports clubs, see 9312 
- activities of professional associations, see 9412 
 


 
 


95 Repair of computers and personal and household goods 
 
This division includes the repair and maintenance of computers peripheral equipment such as desktops, laptops, 
computer terminals, storage devices and printers.  It also includes the repair of communications equipment such as fax 
machines, two-way radios and consumer electronics such as radios and TVs, home and garden equipment such as 
lawn-mowers and blowers, footwear and leather goods, furniture and home furnishings, clothing and clothing 
accessories, sporting goods,  musical instruments, hobby articles and other personal and household goods. 
 
Excluded from this division is the repair of medical and diagnostic imaging equipment, measuring and surveying 
instruments, laboratory instruments, radar and sonar equipment, see 3313. 
 


 
 


951 Repair of computers and communication equipment 
 
This group includes the repair and maintenance of computers and peripheral equipment and communications 
equipment. 
 


 
 


9511 Repair of computers and peripheral equipment 
 
This class includes the repair of electronic equipment, such as computers and  computing machinery and peripheral 
equipment 
 
This class includes the repair and maintenance of: 
- desktop computers 
- laptop computers 
- magnetic disk drives, flash drives and other storage devices 
- optical disk drives (CD-RW, CD-ROM, DVD-ROM, DVD-RW) 
- printers 
- monitors 
- keyboards 
- mice, joysticks, and trackball accessories 
- internal and external computer modems 
- dedicated computer terminals 
- computer servers 
- scanners, including bar code scanners 
- smart card readers 
- virtual reality helmets 
- computer projectors 
 
This class also includes the repair and maintenance of: 
- computer terminals like automatic teller machines (ATM's); point-of-sale (POS) terminals, not mechanically 


operated 
- hand-held computers (PDA's) 
 
This class excludes: 
- the repair and maintenance of carrier equipment modems, see 9512 
 


 
 


9512 Repair of communication equipment 
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This class includes repair and maintenance of communications equipment such as: 
- cordless telephones 
- cellular phones 
- carrier equipment  modems 
- fax machines 
- communications transmission equipment (e.g. routers, bridges, modems) 
- two-way radios 
- commercial TV and video cameras 
 


 
 


952 Repair of personal and household goods 
 
This group includes the repair and servicing of personal and household goods. 
 


 
 


9521 Repair of consumer electronics 
 
This class includes repair and maintenance of consumer electronics:   
- repair of consumer electronics: 
• television, radio receivers 
• video cassette recorders (VCR) 
• CD players 
• household-type video cameras 


 
 


 
9522 Repair of household appliances and home and garden equipment 


 
This class includes the repair and servicing household appliances and home and garden equipment: 
- repair and servicing of household appliances 
• refrigerators, stoves, washing machines, clothes dryers, room air conditioners, etc. 


- repair and servicing of home and garden equipment 
• lawnmowers, edgers, snow- and leaf- blowers, trimmers, etc. 


 
This class excludes: 
- repair of hand held power tools, see 3312 
- repair of central air conditioning systems, see 4322 
 


 
 


9523 Repair of footwear and leather goods 
 
This class includes repair and maintenance of footwear and leather goods: 
- repair of boots, shoes, luggage and the like 
- fitting of heels 
 


 
 


9524 Repair of furniture and home furnishings 
 
This class includes: 
- reupholstering, refinishing, repairing and restoring of furniture and home furnishings including office furniture 
 


 
 


9529 Repair of personal and household goods, n.e.c. 
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This class includes repair of personal and household goods: 
- repair of bicycles 
- repair and alteration of clothing 
- repair and alteration of jewellery 
- repair of watches, clocks and their parts such as watch cases and housings of all materials; movements, 


chronometers, etc. 
- repair of sporting goods (except sporting guns) 
- repair of books 
- repair of musical instruments 
- repair of hobby articles 
- repair of other personal and household goods 
- piano-tuning 
 
This class excludes: 
- industrial engraving of metals, see 2592 
- repair of hand held power tools, see 3312 
- repair of sporting and recreational guns, see 3312 
- repair of time clocks, time/date stamps, time locks and similar time keeping devices, see 3313 
 


 
 


96 Other service activities 
 
This division includes all service activities not mentioned elsewhere in the classification. Notably it includes types of 
services such as washing and (dry-)cleaning of textiles and fur products, hairdressing and other beauty treatment, 
funeral and related activities. 
 


 
 


960 Other service activities 
 
See division 96. 
 


 
 


9601 Washing and (dry-) cleaning of textile and fur products 
 
This class includes: 
- laundering and dry-cleaning, pressing etc., of all kinds of clothing (including fur) and textiles, provided by 


mechanical equipment, by hand or by self-service coin-operated machines, whether for the general public or for 
industrial or commercial clients 


- laundry collection and delivery 
- carpet and rug shampooing and drapery and curtain cleaning, whether on clients' premises or not 
- provision of linens, work uniforms and related items by laundries 
- diaper supply services 
 
This class also includes: 
- repair and minor alteration of garments or other textile articles when done in connection with cleaning 
 
This class excludes: 
- renting of clothing other than work uniforms, even if cleaning of these goods is an integral part of the activity, see 


7730 
- repair and alteration of clothing etc., as an independent activity, see 9529 
 


 
 


9602 Hairdressing and other beauty treatment 
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This class includes: 
- hair washing, trimming and cutting, setting, dyeing, tinting, waving, straightening and similar activities for men and 


women 
- shaving and beard trimming 
- facial massage, manicure and pedicure, make-up etc. 
 
This class excludes: 
- manufacture of wigs, see 3290 
 


 
 


9603 Funeral and related activities 
 
This class includes: 
- burial and incineration of human or animal corpses and related activities: 
• preparing the dead for burial or cremation and embalming and morticians' services 
• providing burial or cremation services 
• rental of equipped space in funeral parlours 


- rental or sale of graves 
- maintenance of graves and mausoleums 
 
This class excludes: 
- religious funeral service activities, see 9491 
 


 
 


9609 Other service activities n.e.c. 
 
This class includes: 
- activities of Turkish baths, sauna and steam baths, solariums, reducing and slendering salons, massage salons etc. 
- astrological and spiritualists' activities 
- social activities such as escort services, dating services, services of marriage bureaux 
- pet care services such as boarding, grooming, sitting and training pets 
- genealogical organizations 
- shoe shiners, porters, valet car parkers etc. 
- concession operation of coin-operated personal service machines (photo booths, weighing machines, machines for 


checking blood pressure, coin-operated lockers etc.) 
 
This class excludes: 
- veterinary activities, see 7500 
- activities of fitness centers, see 9311 
 


 
 


T Activities of households as employers; undifferentiated goods- and services-producing activities of households 
for own use 


 
 


 
97 Activities of households as employers of domestic personnel 


 
See class 9700. 
 


 
 


970 Activities of households as employers of domestic personnel 
 
See class 9700. 
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9700 Activities of households as employers of domestic personnel 
 
This class includes the activities of households as employers of domestic personnel such as maids, cooks, waiters, 
valets, butlers, laundresses, gardeners, gatekeepers, stable-lads, chauffeurs, caretakers, governesses, babysitters, tutors, 
secretaries etc.  
It allows the domestic personnel employed to state the activity of their employer in censuses or studies, even though 
the employer is an individual. The product produced by this activity is consumed by the employing household. 
 
This class excludes: 
- provision of services such as cooking, gardening etc. by independent service providers (companies or individuals), 


see according to type of service 
 


 
 


98 Undifferentiated goods- and services-producing activities of private households for own use 
 
This division contains the undifferentiated subsistence goods-producing and services-producing activities of 
households.  
Households should be classified here only if it is impossible to identify a primary activity for the subsistence activities 
of the household. If the household engages in market activities, it should be classified according to the primary market 
activity carried out. 
 


 
 


981 Undifferentiated goods-producing activities of private households for own use 
 
See class 9810. 
 


 
 


9810 Undifferentiated goods-producing activities of private households for own use 
 
This class contains the undifferentiated subsistence goods-producing activities of households, that is to say, the 
activities of households that are engaged in a variety of activities that produce goods for their own subsistence. These 
activities include hunting and gathering, farming, the production of shelter and clothing and other goods produced by 
the household for its own subsistence. In application, if households are also engaged in the production of marketed 
goods, they are classified to the appropriate goods-producing industry of ISIC. If they are principally engaged in a 
specific goods-producing subsistence activity, they are classified to the appropriate goods-producing industry of ISIC. 
 


 
 


982 Undifferentiated service-producing activities of private households for own use 
 
See class 9820. 
 


 
 


9820 Undifferentiated service-producing activities of private households for own use 
 
This class contains the undifferentiated subsistence services-producing activities of households. These activities 
include cooking, teaching, caring for household members and other services produced by the household for its own 
subsistence. In application, if households are also engaged in the production of multiple goods for subsistence 
purposes, they are classified to the undifferentiated goods-producing subsistence activities of households. 
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U Activities of extraterritorial organizations and bodies 
 
See class 9900. 
 


 
 


99 Activities of extraterritorial organizations and bodies 
 
See class 9900. 
 


 
 


990 Activities of extraterritorial organizations and bodies 
 
See class 9900. 
 


 
 


9900 Activities of extraterritorial organizations and bodies 
 
This class includes: 
- activities of international organizations such as the United Nations and the specialized agencies of the United 


Nations system, regional bodies etc., the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, the World Customs 
Organization, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, the Organization of Petroleum 
Exporting Countries, the European Communities, the European Free Trade Association etc. 


 
This class also includes: 
- activities of diplomatic and consular missions when being determined by the country of their location rather than by 


the country they represent 
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“Change type” in this structure.
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Section 0 Agriculture, forestry and fishery products 


Division 01 Products of agriculture, horticulture and market gardening 
011   Cereals     
 0111  Wheat     


  01111 Wheet, seed 7 1001* 01110* 0111 


  01112 Wheat, other 7 1001* 01110* 0111 


 0112  Maize (corn)     


  01121 Maize (corn), seed 7 1005.10 01120* 0111 


  01122 Maize (corn), other 7 1005.90 01120* 0111 


 0113  Rice     


  01131 Rice, seed 7 1006.10 01130* 0112 


  01132 Rice, other (not husked) 7 1006.10 01130* 0112 


 0114  Sorghum     


  01141 Sorghum, seed 7 1007.00* 01190* 0111 


  01142 Sorghum, other 7 1007.00* 01190* 0111 


 0115  Barley     


  01151 Barley, seed 7 1003.00* 01150* 0111 


  01152 Barley, other 7 1003.00* 01150* 0111 


 0116  Rye     


  01161 Rye, seed 7 1002.00* 01160* 0111 


  01162 Rye, other 7 1002.00* 01160* 0111 


 0117  Oats     


  01171 Oats, seed 7 1004.00* 01160* 0111 


  01172 Oats, other 7 1004.00* 01160* 0111 


 0118  Millet     


  01181 Millet, seed 7 1008.20* 01190* 0111 


  01182 Millet, other 7 1008.20* 01190* 0111 


 0119 01190 Other cereals 7 1008.10, .30, .90 01190* 0111 


012   Vegetables and melons     
 0121  Leafy or stem vegetables     


  01211 Artichokes 7 0709.90* 01239* 0113 


  01212 Asparagus 7 0709.20 01239* 0113 


  01213 Cabbages 7 0704.20, .90 01239* 0113 


  01214 Cauliflowers and broccoli 7 0704.10 01239* 0113 
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  01215 Lettuce and chicory 7 0705 01239* 0113 


  01216 Mushrooms and truffles 7 0709.51 - .59 01239* 0113 


  01217 Spinach 7 0709.70 01239* 0113 


  01219 Other leafy or stem vegetables 7 0709.90* 01239* 0113 


 0122  Fruit-bearing vegetables     


  01221 Chilies and peppers, green (only capsicum) 7 0709.60 01239* 0128 


  01222 Cucumbers and gherkins 7 0707.00 01239* 0113 


  01223 Eggplants (aubergines) 7 0709.30 01239* 0113 


  01224 Tomatoes 7 0702.00 01239* 0113 


  01225 Watermelons 7 0807.11 01341* 0113 


  01226 Cantaloupes and other melons 7 0807.19 01341* 0113 


  01227 Pumpkins, squash and gourds (Cucurbita spp.) 7 0709.90* 01239* 0113 


  01229 Other fruit-bearing vegetables 7 0709.90* 01239* 0113 


 0123  Green leguminous vegetables     


  01231 Beans, green 7 0708.20 01239* 0111 


  01232 Broad beans, green 7 0708.90* 01239* 0111 


  01233 Peas, green 7 0708.10 01239* 0111 


  01234 String beans 7 0708.20* 01239* 0111 


  01239 Other green leguminous vegetables 7 0708.90* 01239* 0111 


 0124  Root, bulb, or tuberous vegetables     


  01241 Carrots and turnips 7 0706.10 01239* 0113 


  01242 Green garlic 7 0703.20 01239* 0113 


  01243 Green onions (incl. shallots) 7 0703.10* 01239* 0113 


  01244 Onions, dry 7 0703.10* 01239* 0113 


  01245 Leeks and other alliaceous vegetables 7 0703.90 01239* 0113 


  01249 Other root, bulb, and tuberous vegetables, n.e.c. 7 0706.90 01239* 0113 


 0125 01250 Vegetable seeds, except beet seeds 7 1209.91 01540 0113 


 0129 01290 Vegetables, fresh, n.e.c. 7 0709.40, .90* 01239* 0113 


013   Fruit and nuts     
 0131  Tropical and subtropical fruits     


  01311 Avocados 7 0804.40 01310* 0122 


  01312 Bananas 7 0803.00* 01310* 0122 


  01313 Plantains 7 0803.00* 01310* 0122 


  01314 Dates 7 0804.10 01310* 0122 


  01315 Figs 7 0804.20 01310* 0122 
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  01316 Mangoes 7 0804.50 01310* 0122 


  01317 Papayas 7 0807.20 01349* 0122 


  01318 Pineapples 7 0804.30 01310* 0122 


  01319 Other tropical and subtropical fruits, n.e.c. 7 0810.60, .90* 01349* 0122 


 0132  Citrus fruits     


  01321 Grapefruit and pomelo 7 0805.40 01320* 0123 


  01322 Lemons and Limes 7 0805.50 01320* 0123 


  01323 Oranges 7 0805.10 01320* 0123 


  01324 Tangerines, mandarines, clementines 7 0805.20 01320* 0123 


  01329 Other citrus fruit, n.e.c. 7 0805.90 01320* 0123 


 0133 01330 Grapes 7 0806.10 01330 0121 


 0134  Berries and the fruits of the genus vaccinium     


  01341 Currants and gooseberries 7 0810.90* 01349* 0125 


  01342 Blueberries and cranberries 7 0810.40* 01349* 0125 


  01343 Kiwi fruit 7 0810.50 01349* 0125 


  01344 Raspberries 7 0810.20 01349* 0125 


  01345 Strawberries 7 0810.10 01349* 0125 


  01349 Other berries, fruits of the genus vaccinium n.e.c. 7 0810.40* 01349* 0125 


 0135  Pome fruits and stone fruits     


  01351 Apples 7 0808.10 01349* 0124 


  01352 Apricots 7 0809.10 01349* 0124 


  01353 Cherries 7 0809.20* 01349* 0124 


  01354 Sour cherries 7 0809.20* 01349* 0124 


  01355 Peaches and nectarines 7 0809.30 01349* 0124 


  01356 Pears and quinces 7 0808.20 01349* 0124 


  01357 Plums and sloes 7 0809.40 01349* 0124 


  01359 Other pome fruits and stone fruits, n.e.c. 7 0810.90* 01349* 0124 


 0136 01360 Fruit seeds 7 1209.99 01530* 0125 


 0137  Nuts, whether or not shelled (excluding wild edible nuts 
and groundnuts) 


    


  01371 Almonds, in shell 7 0802.11 01360* 0125 


  01372 Cashew nuts, in shell 7 0801.31 01310* 0125 


  01373 Chestnuts 7 0802.40 01360* 0125 


  01374 Hazelnuts, in shell 7 0802.21 01360* 0125 


  01375 Pistachios, in shell 7 0802.50 01360* 0125 


  01376 Walnuts, in shell 7 0802.31 01360* 0125 
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  01379 Other nuts (excluding wild edible nuts and groundnuts) 
n.e.c. 


 


7 0802.90* 01360* 0125 


 0139 01390 Other fruits, n.e.c. 7 0810.90* 01349* 0125 


014   Oilseeds and oleaginous fruits     
 0141  Soya beans     


  01411 Soya beans (all other uses) 7 1201.00* 01410* 0111 


  01412 Soya beans (seed for planting) 7 1201.00* 01410* 0111 


 0142  Groundnuts in shell     


  01421 Groundnuts in shell (all other uses) 7 1202.10* 01420* 0111 


  01422 Groundnuts in shell (seed for planting) 7 1202.10* 01420* 0111 


 0143  Cottonseed     


  01431 Cottonseed (all other uses) 7 1207.20* 01440* 0111 


  01432 Cottonseed (seed for planting) 7 1207.20* 01440* 0111 


 0144  Other oilseeds     


  01441 Castor bean 7 1207.99* 01490* 0111 


  01442 Linseed 7 1204.00 01490* 0111 


  01443 Mustard seed 7 1207.50 01430* 0111 


  01444 Niger seed 7 1207.99* 01490* 0111 


  01445 Rape or colza seed 7 1205 01430* 0111 


  01446 Safflower seed 7 1207.99* 01430* 0111 


  01447 Sesame seed 7 1207.40 01430* 0111 


  01448 Sunflower seed 7 1206.00 01430* 0111 


  01449 Other oil seeds, n.e.c. 7 1207.91, .99* 01490* 0111 


 0145  Oleaginous fruits     


  01451 Coconuts, in shell 7 0801.19* 01310* 0126 


  01452 Olives 7 0709.90* 01239* 0126 


  01453 Palm nuts and kernels 7 1207.99* 01490* 0126 


  01459 Other oleaginous fruits, n.e.c. 7 1203.00, 1207.99* 01490* 0126 


015   Edible roots and tubers with high starch or 
inulin content 


    


 0151 01510 Potatoes 7 0701 01210 0113 


 0152 01520 Sweet potatoes 7 0714.20 01240* 0113 


 0153 01530 Cassava 7 0714.10 01240* 0113 


 0154 01540 Yams 7 0714.90* 01240* 0113 


 0159 01590 Other roots and tubers, n.e.c. 7 0714.90* 01240* 0113 
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016   Beverages and spice crops     
 0161  Beverage crops     


  01611 Coffee, not roasted, not decaffeinated 7 0901.11 01611 0127 


  01612 Green tea (not fermented), black tea (fermented) and 
partly fermented tea, in immediate packings of a content 
exceeding 3 kg 


7 0902.20, .40 01612 0127 


  01613 Maté 7 0903.00 01613 0127 


  01614 Cocoa beans 7 1801.00 01614 0127 


 0162  Spices and aromatic crops     


  01621 Pepper (piper spp.) incl. crushed or ground 7 0904.11, .12 01620* 0128 


  01622 Chilies and peppers, dry (capsicum spp.) 7 0904.20 01620* 0128 


  01623 Nutmeg, mace, cardamoms 7 0908 01620* 0128 


  01624 Anise, badian, and fennel 7 0909.10, .50* 01620* 0128 


  01625 Cinnamon (canella), incl. crushed or ground 7 0906 01620* 0128 


  01626 Cloves (whole stems) 7 0907.00 01620* 0128 


  01627 Ginger, dry 7 0910.10 01620* 0128 


  01628 Vanilla 7 0905.00 01620* 0128 


  01629 Other spices and aromatic crops, n.e.c. 7 0909.20 - .40, .50*, 
0910.20 - .99 


01620* 0128 


017   Pulses (dried leguminous vegetables, shelled)     
 0171 01710 Beans, dry  7 0713.31 - .39* 01220* 0111 


 0172 01720 Broad beans, dry  7 0713.50 01220* 0111 


 0173 01730 Chick peas, dry 7 0713.20 01220* 0111 


 0174 01740 Cow peas, dry 7 0713.39* 01220* 0111 


 0175 01750 Lentils, dry 7 0713.40 01220* 0111 


 0176 01760 Lupins, dry 7 1214.90* 01910* 0111 


 0177 01770 Peas, dry  7 0713.10 01220* 0111 


 0178 01780 Pigeon peas, dry 7 0713.90* 01220* 0111 


 0179 01790 Pulses, n.e.c. 7 0713.90* 01220* 0111 


018   Sugar crops     
 0181 01810 Sugar beet 7 1212.91 01810 0113 


 0182 01820 Sugar cane 7 1212.99* 01820 0114 


 0183 01830 Sugar beet seeds 7 1209.10 01940* 0113 


 0189 01890 Other sugar crops n.e.c. 7 1212.99* 01990* 0113 


019   Forage products, fibres, living plants, cut 
flowers and flower buds, unmanufactured 
tobacco, and natural rubber 
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 0191  Forage products     


  01911 Maize for forage and silage 7 1214.90* 01910* 0119 


  01912 Other grasses for forage and silage 7 1214.90* 01910* 0119 


  01913 Alfalfa for forage and silage 7 1214.90* 01910* 0119 


  01914 Clover for forage and silage 7 1214.90* 01910* 0119 


  01915 Other leguminous for forage and silage 7 1214.90* 01910* 0119 


  01916 Mixed grasses and legumes for forage and silage 7 1214.90* 01910* 0119 


  01917 Vegetables and roots for forage and silage 7 1214.90* 01910* 0119 


  01918 Cereal straw, husks, hay, and other products for 
fodders, unprepared, ground, pressed, or in the form of 
pellets 


7 1213.00, 1214.90* 01910* 0119 


  01919 Forage products, n.e.c. 7 1214.90* 01910* 0119 


 0192  Fibre crops     


  01921 Cotton, whether or not ginned 7 5201 01921 0116 


  01922 Jute, kenaf, and other textile bast fibres, raw or retted, 
except flax, true hemp and ramie 


7 5303.10 01922 0116 


  01929 Other fibre crops, raw, n.e.c. 7 5301.10, 5302.10, 
5305* 


01923, 
26190* 


0116 


 0193 01930 Plants and parts of plants used primarily in perfumery, in 
pharmacy, or for insecticidal, fungicidal or similar 
purposes 


7 1211 01930 0128 


 0194 01940 Beet seeds (excluding sugar beet seeds) and seeds of 
forage plants 


7 1209.21 - .29 01940* 0119 


 0195 01950 Natural rubber in primary forms or in plates, sheets or 
strip 


7 4001.10, .21 - .29 03210 0129 


 0196  Living plants; cut flowers and flower buds; flower seeds     


  01961 Live plants; bulbs, tubers and roots; cuttings and slips; 
mushroom spawn 


7 0601, 0602 01510 0130 


  01962 Cut flowers and flower buds including bouquets, 
wreaths, floral baskets and similar articles 


7 0603 01520 0119 


  01963 Flower seeds 7 1209.30 01530* 0119 


 0197  Unmanufactured tobacco     


  01971 Cured stemmed/stripped tobacco leaves 7 2401.20 01710 0115 


  01972 Other unmanufactured tobacco 7 2401.10 01790 0115 


 0199 01990 Other raw vegetable materials, n.e.c. 7 1212.99* 01990* 0119 


Division 02 Live animals and animal products (excluding meat) 
021   Live animals     
 0211  Ruminants of large size     
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  02111 Cattle 7 0102* 02111* 0141 


  02112 Buffalos 7 0102* 02111* 0141 


  02113 Camels (dromedary) 7 0106.19* 02129* 0143 


  02114 Camelids 7 0106.19* 02129* 0143 


  02119 Ruminants of large size, n.e.c. 7 0102*, 0106.19* 02111*, 
02129* 


0141 


 0212  Ruminants of small size     


  02121 Sheep 7 0104.10 02112* 0149 


  02122 Goats 7 0104.20 02112* 0144 


  02129 Ruminants of small size, n.e.c. 7 0106.19* 02129* 0149 


 0213  Horses and other equines     


  02131 Horses 7 0101* 02113* 0142 


  02139 Other equines 7 0101* 02113* 0142 


 0214  Farmed non-ruminant mammals     


  02141 Swine / pigs 7 0103 02121 0145 


  02142 Rabbits and hares 7 0106.19* 02129* 0149 


  02143 Guinea pigs 7 0106.19* 02129* 0149 


  02144 Dogs 7 0106.19* 02129* 0149 


  02145 Cats / felines 7 0106.19* 02129* 0149 


  02149 Farmed non-ruminant mammals, n.e.c. 7 0106.19* 02129* 0149 


 0215  Poultry and birds     


  02151 Chickens 7 0105.11, 0105.94 02122* 0146 


  02152 Turkeys 7 0105.12, 0105.99* 02122* 0146 


  02153 Guinea fowls 7 0105.19*, .99* 02122* 0146 


  02154 Geese 7 0105.19*, .99* 02122* 0146 


  02155 Ducks 7 0105.19*, .99* 02122* 0146 


  02156 Ostriches 7 0105.99* 02122* 0146 


  02159 Poultry and birds, n.e.c. 7 0105.19*, .99* 02122* 0146, 
0149 


 0216  Amphibians, reptiles, and snails     


  02161 Turtles and tortoises 7 0106.20* 02129* 0149 


  02162 Frogs 7 0106.90* 02129* 0322 


  02163 Snails 7 0106.90* 02129* 0149 


  02169 Amphibians and reptiles, n.e.c. 7 0106.20*, .90* 02129* 0149 


 0217  Insects     


  02171 Bees 7 0106.90* 02129* 0149 
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  02172 Silkworms 7 0106.90* 02129* 0149 


  02179 Insects, n.e.c. 7 0106.90* 02129* 0149 


 0219 02190 Other live annimals, n.e.c. 7 0106.11 - .19*, .31 - 
.39, .90* 


02129* 0149 


022   Raw milk     
 0221 02210 Cow milk, raw 7 0401* 02910* 0141 


 0222 02220 Raw milk of buffalo 7 0401* 02910* 0141 


 0223 02230 Raw milk of sheep 7 0401* 02910* 0144 


 0224 02240 Raw milk of goats 7 0401* 02910* 0144 


 0225 02250 Raw milk of camel 7 0401* 02910* 0143 


 0229 02290 Raw milk n.e.c. 7 0401* 02910* 0142 


023   Eggs of hens or other birds in shell, fresh     
 0231 02310 Hen eggs in shell, fresh 7 0407* 02920* 0146 


 0232 02320 Eggs in shell of ducks, fresh 7 0407* 02920* 0146 


 0233 02330 Eggs in shell of geese, fresh 7 0407* 02920* 0146 


 0234 02340 Eggs in shell of turkeys, fresh 7 0407* 02920* 0146 


 0239 02390 Eggs from other birds in shell, fresh, n.e.c. 7 0407* 02920* 0146, 
0149 


024   Reproductive materials of animals     
 0241  Semen     


  02411 Semen from cattle 7 0511.10* 02990* 0141 


  02412 Semen from buffalo 7 0511.10* 02990* 0141 


  02413 Semen from horses 7 0511.99* 39110* 0142 


  02419 Semen, n.e.c. 7 0511.99* 39110* 0143, 
0144, 
0145, 
0149 


 0242  Embryos     


  02421 Embryos of cattle 7 0511.99* 39110* 0141 


  02422 Embryos of buffalo 7 0511.99* 39110* 0141 


  02423 Embryos of horses 7 0511.99* 39110* 0142 


  02429 Embryos, n.e.c. 7 0511.99* 39110* 0143, 
0144, 
0145, 
0146, 
0149 


 0243  Eggs for hatching     


  02431 Eggs for hatching of chickens 7 0407* 02920* 0146 
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  02432 Eggs for hatching of ducks 7 0407* 02920* 0146 


  02433 Eggs for hatching of geese 7 0407* 02920* 0146 


  02434 Eggs for hatching of turkeys 7 0407* 02920* 0146 


  02439 Eggs for hatching, n.e.c. 7 0407* 02920* 0146, 
0149 


029   Other animal products     
 0291 02910 Natural honey 7 0409 02930 0149 


 0292 02920 Snails, fresh, chilled, frozen, dried, salted or in brine, 
except sea snails 


7 0307.60 02940* 0149 


 0293 02930 Edible products of animal origin n.e.c. 7 0410 02950 0149 


 0294  Raw animal materials used in textile     


  02941 Shorn wool, greasy, including fleece-washed shorn wool 7 5101.11 02961 0144 


  02942 Pulled wool, greasy, including fleece-washed pulled 
wool; coarse animal hair 


7 5101.19, 5102.20 02962* 1010 


  02943 Fine animal hair, not carded or combed 7 5102.11, .19 02963 0144 


  02944 Silk-worm cocoons suitable for reeling 7 5001 02964 0149 


 0295  Hides, skins and furskins, raw     


  02951 Raw hides and skins of bovine or equine animals, 
sheep, goats or lambs 


7 4101, 4102 02971* 1010 


  02952 Raw furskins, except of fur-bearing lambs 7 4301.10, .60 - .90 02972 0149 


  02953 Raw furskins of fur-bearing lambs 7 4301.30 02973 0144 


  02954 Raw skins of other animals n.e.c. (fresh or preserved, 
but not further prepared) 


7 4103 02971*, 
02974 


0149 


 0296 02960 Insect waxes and spermaceti, whether or not refined or 
coloured 


7 1521.90 02980 0149 


 0297  Excreta of animals useful for manure/ fuel preparation     


  02971 Excreta from cattle, buffalo 7 3101 34616* 0141 


  02972 Excreta from swine / pigs 7 3101 34616* 0145 


  02973 Excreta from sheep 7 3101 34616* 0144 


  02974 Excreta from poultry 7 3101 34616* 0146 


  02979 Excreta from other animals useful for manure/ fuel 
preparation, n.e.c. 


7 3101 34616* 0142, 
0143, 
0149 


Division 03 Forestry and logging products 
031   Wood in the rough     
 0311 03110 Logs of coniferous wood  4403.20 03110 0220 


 0312 03120 Logs of non-coniferous wood  4403.41 - .49, .91 - .99 03120 0220 
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 0313 03130 Fuel wood, in logs, in billets, in twigs, in faggots or in 
similar forms 


 4401.10 03130 0220 


 0319 03190 Other wood in the rough (including split poles and 
pickets) 


 4404 03190 0220 


032   Non-wood forest products     
 0321  Natural gums and resins, gums-resins and oleoresins     


  03211 Balata, gutta-percha, guayule, chicle and similar natural 
gums in primary forms or in plates, sheets or strip 


7 4001.30 03220 0230 


  03212 Lac 7 1301.90* 03230* 0230 


  03213 Resins in primary form, not processed  7 1301.90* 03230* 0230 


  03214 Balsems 7 1301.90* 03230* 0230 


  03219 Natural gums and resins, gums-resins and oleoresins 
n.e.c. 


7 1301.20, .90* 03230* 0230 


 0322 03220 Herbs, medicinal and aromatic plants 7 1211.90* 01930* 0119, 
0128, 
0230 


 0323 03230 Natural cork, raw or simply prepared 7 4501.10 03910 0230 


 0324 03240 Truffles and wild edible mushrooms, n.e.c. 7 0709.51 - .59 01239* 0230 


 0325 03250 Wild edible berries, n.e.c. 7 0810.40* 01349* 0230 


 0326  Wild edible nuts     


  03261 Brazil nuts 7 0801.21 01310* 0230 


  03262 Chestnuts, wild 7 0801.31 01310* 0230 


  03263 Acorns 7 0802.90* 01360* 0230 


  03269 Wild edible nuts, n.e.c. 7 0802.90* 01360* 0230 


 0327 03270 Parts of plants, without flowers or flower buds, and 
grasses, mosses and lichens, suitable for ornamental 
purposes 


7 0604 03920 0119 


 0328  Vegetable materials of a kind used primarily for plaiting 
or as stuffing or padding; raw vegetable materials of a 
kind used primarily for dyeing or tanning 


    


  03281 Vegetable materials of a kind used primarily for plaiting 
or as stuffing or padding of bamboo 


7 1401.10, 1404.90* 03930* 0230 


  03282 Vegetable materials of a kind used primarily for plaiting 
or as stuffing or padding of rattan 


7 1401.20, 1404.90* 03930* 0230 


  03283 Vegetable materials of a kind used primarily for plaiting 
or as stuffing or padding of any other materials, n.e.c. 


7 1401.90, 1404.90* 03930* 0230 


  03284 Raw vegetable materials of a kind used primarily for 
dyeing  


7 1404.90* 03930* 0230 


  03285 Raw vegetable materials of a kind used primarily for 
tanning 


7 1404.90* 03930* 0230 


  03289 Raw vegetable materials, n.e.c. 7 1210, 1404.90* 03930* 0230 
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Division 04 Fish and other fishing products 
041   Fishes, live, fresh or chilled     
 0411  Fish, live     


  04111 Ornamental fish 7 0301.10 04110* 0321, 
0322 


  04112 Other live fish 7 0301.91 - .99 04110* 0311, 
0312, 
0321, 
0322 


 0412 04120 Fish, fresh or chilled  0302.11 - .69 04120 0311, 
0312, 
0321, 
0322 


042   Crustaceans, not frozen; oysters; other 
molluscs and aquatic invertebrates, live, fresh 
or chilled 


    


 0421 04210 Crustaceans, not frozen  0306.21 - .29 04210 0311, 
0312, 
0321, 
0322 


 0422 04220 Oysters  0307.10 04220 0311, 
0321 


 0423 04230 Other molluscs, live, fresh or chilled 7 0307.21, .31, .41, .51 04230* 0311, 
0312, 
0321, 
0322 


 0429 04290 Other aquatic invertebrates, live, fresh or chilled 7 0307.91 04230* 0311, 
0312, 
0321, 
0322 


049   Other aquatic animals     
 0491 04910 Coral and similar products, shells of molluscs, 


crustaceans or echinoderms and cuttle-bone 
 0508 04910 0311 


 0493 04930 Seaweeds and other algae, fresh, frozen or dried, 
whether or not ground 


 1212.20 04930 0311, 
0321 


        


Section 1 Ores and minerals; electricity, gas and water 


Division 11 Coal and lignite; peat 
110   Coal and lignite; peat     
 1101 11010 Coal, not agglomerated  2701.11, .12, .19 11010 0510 
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 1102 11020 Briquettes and similar solid fuels manufactured from 
coal 


 2701.20 11020 1920 


 1103 11030 Lignite, whether or not agglomerated  2702 11030 0520 


 1104 11040 Peat  2703 11040 0892 


Division 12 Crude petroleum and natural gas 
120   Crude petroleum and natural gas     
 1201 12010 Petroleum oils and oils obtained from bituminous 


minerals, crude 
 2709 12010 0610 


 1202 12020 Natural gas, liquefied or in the gaseous state  2711.11, .21 12020 0620 


 1203 12030 Bituminous or oil shale and tar sands  2714.10 12030 0610 


Division 13 Uranium and thorium ores 
130   Uranium and thorium ores and concentrates     
 1300 13000 Uranium and thorium ores and concentrates  2612 13000 0721 


Division 14 Metal ores 
141   Iron ores and concentrates, other than roasted 


iron pyrites 
    


 1410 14100 Iron ores and concentrates, other than roasted iron 
pyrites 


 2601.11, .12 14100 0710 


142   Non-ferrous metal ores and concentrates (other 
than uranium or thorium ores and 
concentrates) 


    


 1421 14210 Copper, ores and concentrates  2603 14210 0729 


 1422 14220 Nickel ores and concentrates  2604 14220 0729 


 1423 14230 Aluminium ores and concentrates  2606 14230 0729 


 1424 14240 Precious metal ores and concentrates  2616 14240 0729 


 1429 14290 Other non-ferrous metal ores and concentrates (other 
than uranium or thorium ores and concentrates) 


 2602, 2605, 2607 - 
2611, 2613 - 2615, 
2617 


14290 0729 


Division 15 Stone, sand and clay 
151   Monumental or building stone     
 1511 15110 Slate  2514 15110 0810 


 1512 15120 Marble and other calcareous monumental or building 
stone 


 2515 15120 0810 


 1513 15130 Granite, sandstone and other monumental or building 
stone 


2 2506.20, 2516 15130, 
16390* 


0810 
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152   Gypsum; anhydrite; limestone flux; limestone 
and other calcareous stone, of a kind used for 
the manufacture of lime or cement 


    


 1520 15200 Gypsum; anhydrite; limestone flux; limestone and other 
calcareous stone, of a kind used for the manufacture of 
lime or cement 


 2520.10, 2521 15200 0810 


153   Sands, pebbles, gravel, broken or crushed 
stone, natural bitumen and asphalt 


    


 1531 15310 Natural sands  2505 15310 0810 


 1532 15320 Pebbles, gravel, broken or crushed stone, macadam; 
tarred macadam; granules, chippings and powder of 
stone 


 2517 15320 0810 


 1533 15330 Bitumen and asphalt, natural; asphaltites and asphaltic 
rock 


 2714.90 15330 0810 


154   Clays     
 1540 15400 Clays  2507, 2508 15400 0899 


Division 16 Other minerals 
161   Chemical and fertilizer minerals     
 1611  Natural calcium phosphates, natural aluminum calcium 


phosphates and phosphatic chalk 
    


  16111 Natural calcium phosphates, natural aluminium calcium 
phosphates and phosphatic chalk 


7 2510 16110* 0891 


  16112 Carnallite, sylvite and other crude natural potassium 
salts 


7 3104.90* 16110* 0891 


 1612 16120 Unroasted iron pyrites  2502 16120 0891 


 1619 16190 Other chemical minerals  2511, 2528, 2529.21, 
.22, 2530.20, .90 


16190 0891 


162   Salt and pure sodium chloride; sea water     
 1620 16200 Salt and pure sodium chloride; sea water  2501 16200 0893 


163   Precious and semi-precious stones; pumice 
stone; emery; natural abrasives; other minerals 


    


 1631 16310 Precious stones (including diamonds, but not industrial 
diamonds) and semi-precious stones, unworked or 
simply sawn or roughly shaped 


 7102.10, .31, 7103.10 16310 0899 


 1632 16320 Industrial diamonds, unworked or simply sawn, cleaved 
or bruted; pumice stone; emery; natural corundum, 
natural garnet and other natural abrasives 


 2513, 7102.21 16320 0899 


 1633 16330 Chalk and dolomite  2509, 2518.10 16330 0810 
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 1639 16390 Other minerals n.e.c. 2 2504, 2506.10, 2512, 
2519, 2524, 2525.10, 
.20, 2526, 2529.10, .30, 
2530.10 


16390* 0899 


Division 17 Electricity, town gas, steam and hot water 
171   Electrical energy     
 1710 17100 Electrical energy  2716 17100 3510 


172   Coal gas, water gas, producer gas and similar 
gases, other than petroleum gases and other 
gaseous hydrocarbons 


    


 1720 17200 Coal gas, water gas, producer gas and similar gases, 
other than petroleum gases and other gaseous 
hydrocarbons 


 2705 17200 3520 


173   Steam and hot water     
 1730 17300 Steam and hot water  - 17300 3530 


Division 18 Water 
180   Natural water     
 1800 18000 Natural water  2201.90* 18000 3600 


        


Section 2 Food products, beverages and tobacco; textiles, apparel and leather products 


Division 21 Meat, fish, fruit, vegetables, oils and fats 
211   Meat and meat products     
 2111  Meat of mammals, fresh or chilled     


  21111 Meat of cattle, fresh or chilled 7 0201* 21111* 1010 


  21112 Meat of buffalo, fresh or chilled 7 0201* 21111* 1010 


  21113 Meat of pigs, fresh or chilled 7 0203.11 - .19 21113 1010 


  21114 Meat of rabbits, fresh or chilled 7 0208.10* 21129* 1010 


  21115 Meat of sheep, fresh or chilled 7 0204.10 - .23 21115 1010 


  21116 Meat of goat, fresh or chilled 7 0204.50* 21117* 1010 


  21117 Meat of camels, fresh or chilled 7 0208.90* 21129* 1010 


  21118 Meat of horses and other equines, fresh or chilled 7 0205* 21118* 1010 


  21119 Other meat of mammals n.e.c., fresh or chilled 7 0208.40*, 0208.90* 21129* 1010 


 2112  Meat of poultry, fresh or chilled     


  21121 Meat of Chickens, fresh or chilled 7 0207.11, .13 21121* 1010 


  21122 Meat of ducks, fresh or chilled 7 0207.32*, .34*, .35* 21121* 1010 


  21123 Meat of geese, fresh or chilled 7 0207.32*, .34*, .35* 21121* 1010 
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  21124 Meat of turkeys, fresh or chilled 7 0207.24, .26 21121* 1010 


  21129 Meat of poultry n.e.c., fresh or chilled 7 0207.32*, .34*, .35* 21121* 1010 


 2113  Meat of mammals, frozen     


  21131 Meat of cattle, frozen 7 0202* 21112* 1010 


  21132 Meat of buffalo, frozen 7 0202* 21112* 1010 


  21133 Meat of pigs, frozen 7 0203.21, .22, .29 21114 1010 


  21134 Meat of rabbits, frozen 7 0208.10* 21129* 1010 


  21135 Meat of sheep, frozen 7 0204.41 - .43 21116 1010 


  21136 Meat of goat, frozen 7 0204.50* 21117* 1010 


  21137 Meat of camels and camelids, frozen 7 0208.90* 21129* 1010 


  21138 Meat of horses and other equines, frozen 7 0204.30, 0205* 21118* 1010 


  21139 Meat of mammals, frozen, n.e.c. 7 0208.40*, .90* 21129* 1010 


 2114  Meat of poultry, frozen     


  21141 Meat of Chickens, frozen 7 0207.12, .14 21122* 1010 


  21142 Meat of ducks, frozen 7 0207.33*, .36* 21122* 1010 


  21143 Meat of geese frozen 7 0207.33*, .36* 21122* 1010 


  21144 Meat of turkeys, frozen 7 0207.25, .27 21122* 1010 


  21149 Meat of poultry, frozen, n.e.c. 7 0207.33*, .36* 21122* 1010 


 2115  Edible offal of mammals, fresh, chilled or frozen     


  21151 Edible offal of cattle 7 0206.10*, .21*, .22*, 
.29* 


21119* 1010 


  21152 Edible offal of buffalo 7 0206.10*, .21*, .22*, 
.29* 


21119* 1010 


  21153 Edible offal of pigs 7 0206.30, .41, .49 21119* 1010 


  21154 Edible offal of rabbits 7 0208.10* 21129* 1010 


  21155 Edible offal of sheep 7 0206.80*, .90* 21119* 1010 


  21156 Edible offal of goat 7 0206.80*, .90* 21119* 1010 


  21157 Edible offal of camels and camelids 7 0208.90* 21129* 1010 


  21158 Edible offal of horses and other equines 7 0206.80*, .90* 21119* 1010 


  21159 Edible offal of mammals, n.e.c. 7 0208.90* 21129* 1010 


 2116  Edible offal of poultry, fresh, chilled or frozen     


  21161 Edible offal of Chickens 7 0207.13*, .14* 21121*, 
21122* 


1010 


  21162 Edible offal of geese and ducks 7 0207.35*, .36* 21121*, 
21122* 


1010 


  21163 Edible offal of turkeys 7 0207.26*, .27* 21121*, 
21122* 


1010 
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  21169 Edible offal of poultry, n.e.c. 7 0207.35*, .36* 21121*, 
21122* 


1010 


 2117  Preserves and preparations of meat, meat offal or blood     


  21171 Pig meat, cuts, salted, dried or smoked (bacon and 
ham) 


7 0210.11 - .19 21131* 1010 


  21172 Bovine meat, salted, dried or smoked 7 0210.20 21131* 1010 


  21173 Other meat and edible meat offal, salted, in brine, dried 
or smoked; edible flours and meals of meat or meat offal 


7 0210.91 - .99 21131* 1010 


  21174 Sausages and similar products of meat, offal or blood 7 1601.00 21132* 1010, 
1075 


  21175 Extracts and juices of meat, fish, crustaceans, molluscs 
or other aquatic invertebrates 


7 1603.00 21132* 1010, 
1020 


  21179 Other prepared or preserved meat, meat offal or blood 7 1602.20 - .90 21132* 1010, 
1075 


 2118  Flours, meals and pellets of meat or meat offal, inedible; 
greaves 


    


  21181 Meat and bone meal, meat meal, ruminant origin 7 2301.10* 21140* 1010 


  21182 Meat and bone meal, meat meal, porcine origin 7 2301.10* 21140* 1010 


  21183 Other meat and bone meal, meat meal, n.e.c. 7 2301.10* 21140* 1010 


  21184 Poultry offal meal 7 2301.10* 21140* 1010 


  21185 Feather meal 7 2301.10* 21140* 1010 


  21186 Blood meal 7 2301.10* 21140* 1010 


  21187 Bone meal, ruminant origin 7 2301.10* 21140* 1010 


  21188 Bone meal, non-ruminant origin 7 2301.10* 21140* 1010 


  21189 Flours, meals and pellets of meat or meat offal, inedible; 
greaves; n.e.c. 


7 2301.10* 21140* 1010 


 2119 21190 Other meat and edible offal, fresh, chilled or frozen 7 0208.30, .50 21129* 1010 


212   Prepared and preserved fish, crustaceans, 
molluscs and other aquatic invertebrates 


    


 2121  Fish fillets, other fish meat and fish livers and roes, fresh 
or chilled 


    


  21211 Fish fillets and other fish meat, fresh or chilled 7 0304.11 - .19 21210* 1020 


  21212 Fish livers and roes, fresh or chilled 7 0302.70 21210* 1020 


 2122  Fish, fish fillets, other fish meat, whether or not minced, 
frozen; fish livers and roes, frozen 


    


  21221 Fish, frozen 7 0303.11 - .79 21220* 1020 


  21222 Fish fillets, frozen 7 0304.21 - .29 21220* 1020 


  21223 Fish meat, whether or not minced, frozen 7 0304.91 - .99 21220* 1020 


  21224 Fish livers and roes, frozen 7 0303.80 21220* 1020 
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 2123  Fish, including fillets, dried, whether or not salted, or in 
brine; smoked; fish livers and roes dried, smoked, salted 
or in brine; edible fish meal 


    


  21231 Fish including fillets, dried, whether or not salted, or in 
brine 


7 0305.51 - .69, 0305.30 21230* 1020 


  21232 Fish including fillets, smoked 7 0305.41 - .49 21230* 1020 


  21233 Fish livers and roes dried, smoked, salted or in brine 7 0305.20 21230* 1020 


  21234 Edible fish meal 7 0305.10 21230* 1020 


 2124  Fish, otherwise prepared or preserved; caviar and caviar 
substitutes 


    


  21241 Fish, otherwise prepared or preserved 7 1604.11 - .20 21240* 1020, 
1075 


  21242 Caviar and caviar substitutes 7 1604.30 21240* 1020, 
1075 


 2125 21250 Crustaceans, frozen 7 0306.11 - .19 21250* 1020 


 2126  Molluscs and other aquatic invertebrates, frozen, dried, 
salted or in brine, smoked 


    


  21261 Molluscs, frozen, dried, salted or in brine, smoked 7 0307.29, .39, .49, .59 21250* 1020 


  21262 Other aquatic invertebrates, frozen, dried, salted or in 
brine, smoked 


7 0307.99 21250* 1020 


 2127 21270 Crustaceans, otherwise prepared or preserved 7 1605.10 - .40 21260* 1020, 
1075 


 2128 21280 Molluscs and other aquatic invertebrates, otherwise 
prepared or preserved 


7 1605.90 21260* 1020, 
1075 


 2129  Flours, meals and pellets, inedible, and other products 
n.e.c., of fish or of crustaceans, molluscs or other 
aquatic invertebrates; dead fish, crustaceans, molluscs 
or other aquatic invertebrates unfit for human 
consumption 


    


  21291 Flours, meals and pellets, inedible, of fish, crustaceans, 
molluscs or other aquatic invertebrates 


7 2301.20 21291 1020 


  21299 Products n.e.c. of fish, crustaceans, molluscs or other 
aquatic invertebrates; dead fish, crustaceans, molluscs 
or other aquatic invertebrates unfit for human 
consumption  


7 0511.91 21299 1020 


213   Prepared and preserved vegetables, pulses, 
and potatoes 


    


 2131  Frozen vegetables, pulses, and potatoes     


  21311 Beans, green, frozen 7 0710.22 21310* 1030 


  21312 Peas, green, frozen 7 0710.21 21310* 1030 


  21313 Potatoes, frozen 7 0710.10 21310* 1030 


  21319 Other vegetables and pulses, frozen 7 0710.29 - .90 21310* 1030 
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 2132  Canned vegetables, pulses, and potatoes     


  21321 Dry beans, canned 7 2005.51, .59 21390* 1030 


  21322 Dry peas, canned 7 2005.40 21390* 1030 


  21323 Tomatoes, peeled 7 2002.10, .90* 21390* 1030 


  21329 Other vegetables, pulses, and potatoes, canned, n.e.c. 7 2005.10, .20, .60 - .99 21390*, 
23991* 


1030 


 2133  Vegetable juice     


  21331 Tomato juice 7 2009.50 21400* 1030 


  21339 Other vegetable juice 7 2009.80*, .90* 21400* 1030 


 2139 21390 Other prepared and preserved vegetables, pulses, and 
potatoes, n.e.c. 


7 0711, 0712, 1105, 
2001*, 2002, 2003, 
2004, 2006* 


21390* 1030 


214   Prepared and preserved fruit and nuts     
 2141  Dried fruit and nuts     


  21411 Raisins 7 0806.20 01350* 1030 


  21412 Plums, dried 7 0813.20 01350* 1030 


  21413 Groundnuts, shelled 7 1202.20 01420* 0111 


  21419 Other fruit and nuts, dried, n.e.c. 7 0801* - 0805*, 0813.10 
- .50 


01310*, 
01320*, 
01350* 


1030 


 2142  Fruit juice     


  21421 Orange juice 7 2009.11, .12, .19 21400* 1030 


  21422 Grapefruit juice 7 2009.21, .29 21400* 1030 


  21423 Pineapple juice 7 2009.41, .49 21400* 1030 


  21424 Grape juice 7 2009.61, .69 21400* 1030 


  21425 Apple juice 7 2009.71, .79 21400* 1030 


  21429 Other fruit juice, n.e.c. 7 2009.31, .39, .80*, .90* 21400* 1030 


 2143  Canned fruit and nuts     


  21431 Pineapple, canned 7 2008.20 21550* 1030 


  21432 Peaches, canned 7 2008.70 21550* 1030 


  21439 Other fruit and nuts, canned, n.e.c. 7 2008.11, .19, .30 - .60, 
.80 - .99 


21530, 
21550* 


1030 


 2149 21490 Other prepared and preserved fruit and nuts, n.e.c. 7 0811, 0812, 0814, 
2001*, 2006*, 2007* 


21390* 1030 


216   Animal and vegetable oils and fats     
 2161  Animal fats, unrendered     


  21611 Pig fat, unrendered 7 0209.00* 21611* 1010 


  21612 Poultry fat, unrendered 7 0209.00* 21611* 1010 
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  21613 Cattle fat, unrendered 7 1502.00* 21611* 1010 


  21614 Buffalo fat, unrendered 7 1502.00* 21611* 1010 


  21615 Sheep fat, unrendered 7 1502.00* 21611* 1010 


  21616 Goat fat, unrendered 7 1502.00* 21611* 1010 


  21619 Other animal fats, unrendered, n.e.c. 7 1505, 1506.00* 21620* 1010 


 2162  Animal fats and oils, rendered     


  21621 Lard 7 1501.00* 21611* 1010 


  21622 Poultry fat 7 1501.00* 21611* 1010 


  21623 Tallow 7 1506.00* 21620* 1040 


  21624 Fats of fish or marine mammals, whether or not refined 7 1504.20*, .30* 21620* 1040 


  21625 Liver oils of fish or marine mammals, whether or not 
refined 


7 1504.10, .30* 21620* 1040 


  21626 Body oils of fish or marine mammals, whether or not 
refined 


7 1504.20*, .30* 21620* 1040 


  21629 Other animal fats, rendered, n.e.c. 7 1503, 1506.00* 21620* 1040 


 2163  Vegetable oils, crude     


  21631 Soybean oil, crude 7 1507.10 21630* 1040 


  21632 Groundnut oil, crude 7 1508.10 21630* 1040 


  21633 Sunflower-seed oil, crude 7 1512.11 21630* 1040 


  21634 Rapeseed oil, crude 7 1514.11, .91 21630* 1040 


  21635 Palm oil, crude 7 1511.10 21640* 1040 


  21636 Coconut oil, crude 7 1513.11 21640* 1040 


  21637 Olive oil, crude 7 1509.10, 1510 21630* 1040 


  21638 Cottonseed oil, crude 7 1512.21 21630* 1040 


  21639 Other vegetable oils, crude, n.e.c. 7 1513.21, 1515.11, .21, 
.30* - .90* 


21640*, 
21650*, 
21660*, 
21670* 


1040 


 2164  Vegetable oils, refined     


  21641 Soybean oil, refined 7 1507.90 21650* 1040 


  21642 Groundnut oil, refined 7 1508.90 21650* 1040 


  21643 Sunflower-seed oil, refined 7 1512.19 21650* 1040 


  21644 Rapeseed oil, refined 7 1514.19, .99 21650* 1040 


  21645 Palm oil, refined 7 1511.90 21670* 1040 


  21646 Coconut oil, refined 7 1513.19 21670* 1040 


  21647 Olive oil, refined 7 1509.90 21650* 1040 


  21648 Cottonseed oil, refined 7 1512.29 21650* 1040 
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 2168 21680 Margarine and similar preparations 7 1517 21680 1040 


 2169 21690 Other animal and vegetable oils and fats, refined, n.e.c. 7 1513.29, 1515.19, .29, 
.30* - .90*, 1516, 1518 


21650*, 
21660*, 
21670*, 
21690, 34550 


1040 


217   Cotton linters     
 2170 21700 Cotton linters 7 1404.20 21700 1040 


218   Oil-cake and other residues resulting from the 
extraction of vegetable fats or oils; flours and 
meals of oil seeds or oleaginous fruits, except 
those of mustard; vegetable waxes, except 
triglycerides; degras; residues resulting from 
the treatment of fatty substances or animal or 
vegetable waxes 


    


 2181  Oil-cake     


  21811 Soybean cake 7 2304.00 21810* 1040 


  21812 Groundnut cake 7 2305.00 21810* 1040 


  21813 Sunflower cake 7 2306.30 21810* 1040 


  21814 Rapeseed cake 7 2306.41, .49 21810* 1040 


  21815 Copra cake 7 2306.50 21810* 1040 


  21817 Cottonseed cake 7 2306.10 21810* 1040 


  21819 Other oil-cake and meals, n.e.c. 7 2306.20, .60, .90 21810* 1040 


 2182 21820 Flours and meals of oil seeds or oleaginous fruits, 
except those of mustard 


7 1208 21820 1040 


 2183  Vegetable waxes (other than triglycerides), insect waxes 
and spermaceti; degras; residues resulting from the 
treatment of fatty substances or animal or vegetable 
waxes 


    


  21831 Vegetable waxes (other than triglycerides), insect waxes 
and spermaceti 


7 1521 21830* 1040 


  21832 Degras; residues resulting from the treatment of fatty 
substances or animal or vegetable waxes 


7 1522.00 21830* 1040 


Division 22 Dairy products and egg products 
221   Processed liquid milk and cream     
 2211 22110 Processed liquid milk 7 0401.10, .20* 22110 1050 


 2212 22120 Cream, fresh 7 0401.30 22120 1050 


222   Eggs, preserved or cooked     
 2221 22210 Hen eggs, preserved or cooked 7 0407*, 0408* 02920*, 


23993* 
0146, 
1079 
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 2229 22290 Eggs from other birds, preserved or cooked, n.e.c. 7 0407*, 0408* 02920*, 
23993* 


0146, 
0149, 
1079 


229   Other dairy products     
 2291  Milk and cream in solid forms     


  22911 Whole milk powder 7 0402.21, .29 22910* 1050 


  22912 Skim milk powder 7 0402.10 22910* 1050 


  22919 Other milk and cream in solid forms, n.e.c. 7 0403.90*, 0404.10* 22930*, 
22990* 


1050 


 2292  Milk and cream, concentrated or containing added sugar 
or other sweetening matter, other than in solid forms 


    


  22921 Whey of milk of cattle 7 0404.10* 22990* 1050 


  22922 Whey of milk of buffalo 7 0404.10* 22990* 1050 


  22923 Evaporated milk 7 0402.91* 22920* 1050 


  22924 Condensed milk 7 0402.99* 22920* 1050 


  22929 Milk and cream, n.e.c. 7 0402.99* 22920* 1050 


 2293 22930 Yoghurt and other fermented or acidified milk and cream 7 0403 22930 1050 


 2294  Butter and other fats and oils derived from milk     


  22941 Butter and other fats and oils derived from milk of cattle 7 0405* 22940* 1050 


  22942 Butter and other fats and oils derived from milk of 
buffalo 


7 0405* 22940* 1050 


  22949 Butter and other fats and oils derived from milk, n.e.c. 7 0405* 22940* 1050 


 2295  Cheese, fresh or processed     


  22951 Cheese from milk of cattle, fresh or processed 7 0406* 22950* 1050 


  22952 Cheese from milk of buffalo, fresh or processed 7 0406* 22950* 1050 


  22953 Cheese from milk of sheep, fresh or processed 7 0406* 22950* 1050 


  22954 Cheese from milk of goats, fresh or processed 7 0406* 22950* 1050 


  22959 Cheese, fresh or processed, n.e.c. 7 0406* 22950* 1050 


 2296 22960 Casein  3501.10 22960 1050 


 2297 22970 Ice cream and other edible ice  2105 22970 1050 


 2299 22990 Dairy products n.e.c.  0404 22990 1050 


Division 23 Grain mill products, starches and starch products; other food products 
231   Grain mill products     
 2311 23110 Wheat flour  1101 23110 1061 


 2312  Cereal flours other than of wheat or meslin     


  23121 Rye flour 7 1102.10 23120* 1061 


  23122 Maize flour 7 1102.20 23120* 1061 
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  23123 Barley flour 7 1102.90* 23120* 1061 


  23124 Millet flour 7 1102.90* 23120* 1061 


  23125 Sorghum flour 7 1102.90* 23120* 1061 


  23126 Buckwheat 7 1102.90* 23120* 1061 


  23127 Triticale flour 7 1102.90* 23120* 1061 


  23129 Other cereal flours 7 1102.90* 23120* 1061 


 2313 23130 Groats, meal and pellets of wheat and other cereals  1103.11 - .20 23130 1061 


 2315 23150 Other cereal grain products (including corn flakes)  1104, 1904 23150 1061 


 2316  Rice, semi- or wholly milled, or husked     


  23161 Rice, semi- or wholly milled 6 1006.30, .40 23160 1061 


  23162 Husked rice 6 1006.20 01140 1061 


 2317 23170 Other vegetable flours and meals  1106 23170 1061 


 2318 23180 Mixes and doughs for the preparation of bakers' wares  1901.20 23180 1061 


232   Starches and starch products; sugars and 
sugar syrups n.e.c. 


    


 2321 23210 Glucose and glucose syrup; fructose and fructose syrup; 
invert sugar; sugars and sugar syrups n.e.c.; artificial 
honey; caramel 


 1702.30 - .90 23210 1062 


 2322 23220 Starches; inulin; wheat gluten; dextrins and other 
modified starches 


 1108, 1109, 3505.10 23220 1062 


 2323 23230 Tapioca and substitutes therefor prepared from starch, 
in the form of flakes, grains, siftings or similar forms 


 1903 23230 1062 


233   Preparations used in animal feeding     
 2331  Preparations used in animal feeding n.e.c.     


  23311 Preparations of farm animal feeds (complete, compound 
feeds) 


7 2309.90* 23310* 1080 


  23312 Preparations of farm animal feeds (protein concentrate 
mixes) 


7 2309.90* 23310* 1080 


  23313 Premixes for animal feeds (mineral and vitamin mixes) 7 2309.90* 23310* 1080 


  23314 Pet foods (Dog or cat food, p.r.s.) 7 2309.10 23310* 1080 


  23315 Feeds for game animals 7 2309.90* 23310* 1080 


  23319 Preparations used in animal feeding n.e.c. 7 2309.90* 23310* 1080 


 2332 23320 Lucerne (alfalfa) meal and pellets  1214.10 23320 1080 


234   Bakery products     
 2341 23410 Crispbread; rusks, toasted bread and similar toasted 


products 
 1905.10, .40 23410 1071 


 2342 23420 Gingerbread and the like; sweet biscuits; waffles and 
wafers 


 1905.20, .31, .32 23420 1071 
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 2343 23430 Pastry good and cakes, fresh or preserved 7 1905.90* 23430* 1071 


 2349 23490 Other bread and other bakers' wares 26 1905.90* 23430* 1071 


235   Sugar     
 2351  Raw cane or beet sugar     


  23511 Cane sugar 7 1701.11 23510* 1072 


  23512 Beet sugar 7 1701.12 23510* 1072 


 2352 23520 Refined sugar 3 1701.99 23520 1072 


 2353 23530 Refined cane or beet sugar, in solid form, containing 
added flavouring or colouring matter; maple sugar and 
maple syrup 


 1701.91, 1702.20 23530 1072 


 2354 23540 Molasses  1703 23540 1072 


236   Cocoa, chocolate and sugar confectionery     
 2361 23610 Cocoa paste, whether or not defatted  1803 23610 1073 


 2362 23620 Cocoa butter, fat and oil  1804 23620 1073 


 2363 23630 Cocoa powder, not sweetened  1805 23630 1073 


 2364 23640 Cocoa powder, sweetened  1806.10 23640 1073 


 2365 23650 Chocolate and other food preparations containing cocoa 
(except sweetened cocoa powder), in bulk forms 


 1806.20 23650 1073 


 2366 23660 Chocolate and other food preparations containing cocoa 
(except sweetened cocoa powder), other than in bulk 
forms 


 1806.31 - .90 23660 1073 


 2367 23670 Sugar confectionery (including white chocolate), not 
containing cocoa, fruit, nuts, fruit-peel and other parts of 
plants, preserved by sugar 


 1704, 2006 23670 1073 


 2368 23680 Natural sweeteners n.e.c. (incl. lactose, fructose, 
glucose etc.) 


7 1702* 22980 1062 


237   Macaroni, noodles, couscous and similar 
farinaceous products 


    


 2371 23710 Uncooked pasta, not stuffed or otherwise prepared  1902.11, .19 23710 1074 


 2372 23720 Pasta, cooked, stuffed or otherwise prepared; couscous  1902.20 - .40 23720 1074 


239   Food products n.e.c.     
 2391  Coffee and tea     


  23911 Coffee, decaffeinated or roasted  0901.12, .21, .22 23911 1079 


  23912 Coffee substitutes containing coffee; extracts, essences 
and concentrates of coffee, and preparations with a 
basis thereof or with a basis of coffee; roasted chicory 
and other roasted coffee substitutes, and extracts, 
essences and concentrates thereof; coffee husks and 
skins 


 0901.90, 2101.11, .12, 
.30 


23912 1079 
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  23913 Green tea (not fermented), black tea (fermented) and 
partly fermented tea, in immediate packings of a content 
not exceeding 3 kg 


 0902.10, .30 23913 1079 


  23914 Extracts, essences and concentrates of tea or mate, and 
preparations with a basis thereof or with a basis of tea 
or mate 


 2101.20 23914 1079 


 2399  Other food products     


  23991 Homogenized preparations of meat, vegetables, fruit or 
nuts; preparations of milk, flour, meal, starch or malt 
extract, for infant use n.e.c.; homogenized composite 
food preparations 


 1602.10, 1901.10, 
2005.10, 2007.10, 
2104.20 


23991 1075, 
1079 


  23992 Soups and broths and preparations thereof  2104.10 23992 1079 


  23993 Eggs, not in shell, and egg yolks, fresh or preserved; 
egg albumin 


 0408, 3502.11 - .19 23993 1079 


  23994 Vinegar and substitutes therefor obtained from acetic 
acid 


 2209 23994 1079 


  23995 Sauces; mixed condiments; mustard flour and meal; 
prepared mustard 


 2103 23995 1079 


  23996 Yeasts; other single-cell micro-organisms, dead; 
prepared baking powders 


 2102 23996 1079 


  23999 Other food products n.e.c.  1302, 1901.90, 2106 23999 1079 


Division 24 Beverages 
241   Ethyl alcohol; spirits, liqueurs and  other 


spirituous beverages 
    


 2411 24110 Undenatured ethyl alcohol of an alcoholic strength by 
volume of 80% vol or higher 


 2207.10 24110 1101, 
2011 


 2412 24120 Ethyl alcohol and other spirits, denatured, of any 
strength 


 2207.20 24120 1101, 
2011 


 2413 24130 Undenatured ethyl alcohol of an alcoholic strength by 
volume of less than 80% vol; spirits, liqueurs and other 
spirituous beverages 


 2208 24130 1101 


242   Wines     
 2421  Wine of fresh grapes, whether or not flavoured; grape 


must 
    


  24211 Sparkling wine of fresh grapes  2204.10 24211 1102 


  24212 Wine of fresh grapes, except sparkling wine; grape must  2204.21 - .30 24212 1102 


  24213 Vermouth and other wine of fresh grapes flavoured with 
plats or aromatic substances 


 2205 24213 1102 


 2422 24220 Cider, perry, mead and other fermented beverages, 
except wine of fresh grapes and beer made from malt 


 2206 24220 1102 


243   Malt liquors and malt     
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 2431 24310 Beer made from malt  2203 24310 1103 


 2432 24320 Malt, whether or not roasted  1107 24320 1103 


244   Soft drinks; bottled mineral waters     
 2441 24410 Waters (including mineral waters and aerated waters), 


not sweetened nor flavoured, except natural water, ice 
and snow 


 2201.10, .90* 24410 1104 


 2449 24490 Other non-alcoholic beverages  2202 24490 1104 


Division 25 Tobacco products 
250   Tobacco products     
 2501 25010 Cigars, cheroots, cigarillos and cigarettes of tobacco or 


tobacco substitutes 
 2402 25010 1200 


 2509 25090 Other manufactured tobacco and manufactured tobacco 
substitutes; "homogenized" or "reconstituted" tobacco; 
tobacco extracts and essences 


 2403 25090 1200 


Division 26 Yarn and thread; woven and tufted textile fabrics 
261   Natural textile fibres prepared for spinning     
 2611 26110 Raw silk (not thrown)  5002 26110 1311 


 2613 26130 Wool, degreased or carbonized, not carded or combed  5101.21, .29, .30 26130 1311 


 2614 26140 Noils of wool or of fine animal hair  5103.10 26140 1311 


 2615 26150 Wool and fine or coarse animal hair, carded or combed  5105 26150 1311 


 2616 26160 Cotton, carded or combed  5203 26160 1311 


 2617 26170 Jute and other textile bast fibres (except flax, true hemp 
and ramie), processed but not spun; tow and waste of 
these fibres 


 5303.90 26170 1311 


 2619 26190 Other vegetable textile fibres, processed but not spun; 
tow and waste of these fibres 


1 5301.21, .29, .30, 
5302.90, 5305* 


26190 1311 


262   Man-made textile staple fibres processed for 
spinning 


    


 2621 26210 Synthetic staple fibres, carded, combed or otherwise 
processed for spinning  


 5506 26210 1311 


 2622 26220 Artificial staple fibres, carded, combed or otherwise 
processed for spinning 


 5507 26220 1311 


263   Textile yarn and thread of natural fibres     
 2631 26310 Silk yarn and yarn spun from silk waste; silk-worn gut  5004 - 5006 26310 1311 


 2632 26320 Yarn of wool, containing 85% or more by weight of wool, 
not put up for retail sale 


 5106.10, 5107.10 26320 1311 


 2633 26330 Yarn of wool, containing less than 85% by weight of 
wool, put up for retail sale 


 5106.20, 5107.20 26330 1311 
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 2634 26340 Yarn of wool, not put up for retail sale; yarn of fine or 
coarse animal hair or of horse hair (including gimped 
horsehair yarn) 


 5108 - 5110 26340 1311 


 2635 26350 Cotton sewing thread  5204 26350 1311 


 2636 26360 Cotton yarn (other than sewing thread), containing 85% 
or more by weight of cotton 


 5205, 5207.10 26360 1311 


 2637 26370 Cotton yarn (other than sewing thread), containing less 
than 85% by weight of cotton 


 5206, 5207.90 26370 1311 


 2638 26380 Yarn of vegetable textile fibres other than cotton 
(including flax, jute, coir and true hemp); paper yarn 


 5306 - 5308 26380 1311 


264   Textile yarn and thread of man-made filaments 
or staple fibres 


    


 2641 26410 Sewing thread of man-made filaments or staple fibres  5401, 5508 26410 1311 


 2642 26420 Yarn of man-made filaments, multiple or cabled (other 
than sewing thread, high tenacity yarn of polyamides, 
polyesters or viscose rayon), not put up for retail sale; 
man-made filament yarn (other than sewing thread), put 
up for retail sale 


23 5402.61 - .69, 5403.41 - 
.49, 5406 


26420 1311 


 2643 26430 Yarn (other than sewing thread) of synthetic staple 
fibres, containing 85% or more by weight of such fibres 


 5509.11 - .42, 5511.10 26430 1311 


 2644 26440 Yarn (other than sewing thread) of synthetic staple 
fibres, containing less than 85% by weight of such fibres 


 5509.51 - .99, 5511.20 26440 1311 


 2645 26450 Yarn (other than sewing thread) of artificial staple fibres, 
containing 85% or more by weight of such fibres, not put 
up for retail sale 


 5510.11, .12 26450 1311 


 2646 26460 Yarn (other than sewing thread) of artificial staple fibres, 
containing less than 85% by weight of such fibres, not 
put up for retail sale; yarn (other than sewing thread) of 
artificial staple fibres, put up for retail sale 


 5510.20 - .90, 5511.30 26460 1311 


265   Woven fabrics (except special fabrics) of 
natural fibres other than cotton 


    


 2651 26510 Woven fabrics of silk or of silk waste  5007 26510 1312 


 2652 26520 Woven fabrics of carded wool or of carded fine animal 
hair, containing 85% or more by weight of wool or fine 
animal hair 


 5111.11, .19 26520 1312 


 2653 26530 Woven fabrics of combed wool or of combed fine animal 
hair, containing 85% or more by weight of wool or fine 
animal hair 


 5112.11, .19 26530 1312 


 2654 26540 Woven fabrics of wool or fine animal hair, containing 
less than 85% by weight of wool or fine animal hair 


 5111.20 - .90, 5112.20 - 
.90 


26540 1312 


 2655 26550 Woven fabrics of coarse animal hair or of horsehair  5113 26550 1312 


 2656 26560 Woven fabrics of flax  5309 26560 1312 
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 2657 26570 Woven fabrics of jute and other textile bast fibres 
(except flax, true hemp and ramie) 


 5310 26570 1312 


 2659 26590 Woven fabrics of other vegetable textile fibres; woven 
fabrics of paper yarn 


 5311 26590 1312 


266   Woven fabrics (except special fabrics) of cotton     
 2661 26610 Woven fabrics of cotton, containing 85% or more by 


weight of cotton, weighing not more than 200 g/m2 
 5208 26610 1312 


 2662 26620 Woven fabrics of cotton, containing 85% or more by 
weight of cotton, weighing more than 200 g/m2 


 5209 26620 1312 


 2663 26630 Woven fabrics of cotton, containing less than 85% by 
weight of cotton, mixed mainly or solely with man-made 
fibres 


 5210, 5211 26630 1312 


 2669 26690 Other woven fabrics of cotton  5212 26690 1312 


267   Woven fabrics (except special fabrics) of man-
made filaments and staple fibres 


    


 2671 26710 Woven fabrics of man-made filament yarn, obtained 
from high tenacity yarn of nylon or other polyamides, of 
polyesters or of viscose rayon; woven fabrics of 
synthetic filament yarn, obtained from strip or the like; 
woven fabrics of synthetic filament yarn, consisting of 
layers of parallel yarns superimposed on each other at 
angles, the layers being bonded at the intersections of 
the yarns (including mesh scrims) 


 5407.10 - .30, 5408.10 26710 1312 


 2672 26720 Other woven fabrics of man-made filament yarn, 
containing 85% or more by weight of such filaments 


 5407.41 - .74, 5408.21 - 
.24 


26720 1312 


 2673 26730 Other woven fabrics of man-made filament yarn  5407.81 - .94, 5408.31 - 
.34 


26730 1312 


 2674 26740 Woven fabrics of synthetic staple fibres, containing 85% 
or more by weight of synthetic staple fibres 


 5512 26740 1312 


 2675 26750 Woven fabrics of artificial staple fibres , containing 85% 
or more by weight of artificial staple fibres 


 5516.11 - .14 26750 1312 


 2676 26760 Woven fabrics of man-made staple fibres, containing 
less than 85% of such fibres, mixed mainly or solely with 
cotton 


 5513, 5514, 5516.41 - 
.44 


26760 1312 


 2677 26770 Woven fabrics of man-made staple fibres, containing 
less than 85% of such fibres, mixed mainly or solely with 
wool or fine animal hair 


2 5515.13, .22, 5516.31 - 
.34 


26770* 1312 


 2679 26790 Other woven fabrics of man-made staple fibres 2 5515.11, .12, .19, .21, 
.29, .91, .99, 5516.21 - 
.24, .91 - .94 


26770*, 
26790 


1312 


268   Special fabrics     
 2681 26810 Woven pile fabrics and chenille fabrics (other than terry 


towelling and narrow fabrics) of cotton 
 5801.21 - .26 26810 1312 
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 2682 26820 Woven pile fabrics and chenille fabrics (other than terry 
towelling and narrow fabrics) of man-made fibres 


 5801.31 - .36 26820 1312 


 2683 26830 Other woven pile fabrics and chenille fabrics (other than 
terry towelling and narrow fabrics) 


 5801.10, .90 26830 1312 


 2684 26840 Terry towelling and similar woven terry fabrics (other 
than narrow fabrics) of cotton 


 5802.11, .19 26840 1312 


 2685 26850 Other terry towelling and similar woven terry fabrics 
(other than narrow fabrics) 


 5802.20 26850 1312 


 2686 26860 Gauze (other than narrow fabrics) 23 5803 26860, 26870 1312 


 2688 26880 Tufted textile fabrics, other than carpets  5802.30 26880 1312 


 2689 26890 Woven fabrics (including narrow fabrics) of glass fibres  7019.40 - .59 26890 1312 


Division 27 Textile articles other than apparel 
271   Made-up textile articles     
 2711 27110 Blankets and travelling rugs (except electric blankets)  6301.20 - .90 27110 1322 


 2712 27120 Bed linen, table linen, toilet linen and kitchen linen  6302 27120 1322 


 2713 27130 Curtains (including drapes) and interior blinds; curtain or 
bed valances 


 6303 27130 1322 


 2714 27140 Other furnishing articles n.e.c.; sets of woven fabric and 
yarn for making up into rugs, tapestries, embroidered 
table cloths or serviettes, or similar textile articles, put 
up in packings for retail sale 


 5805, 6304, 6308 27140 1322 


 2715 27150 Sacks and bags, of a kind used for the packing of goods  6305 27150 1322 


 2716 27160 Tarpaulins, sails for boats etc., awnings, sunblinds, tents 
and camping goods (including pneumatic mattresses) 


 6306 27160 1322 


 2717 27170 Parachutes  8804 27170 1322 


 2718 27180 Quilts, eiderdowns, cushions, pouffes, pillows, sleeping 
bags and the like, fitted with springs or stuffed or 
internally fitted with any material or of cellular rubber or 
plastics 


 9404.30, .90 27180 1322 


 2719 27190 Other made-up textile articles (including floor-cloths, 
dish-cloths, dusters and similar cleaning cloths, life-
jackets and life-belts) 


 6307 27190 1322 


272   Carpets and other textile floor coverings     
 2721 27210 Carpets and other textile floor coverings, knotted  5701 27210 1323 


 2722 27220 Carpets and other textile floor coverings, woven, not 
tufted or flocked 


 5702 27220 1323 


 2723 27230 Carpets and other textile floor coverings, tufted  5703 27230 1323 


 2729 27290 Other carpets and textile floor coverings (including those 
of felt) 


 5704, 5705 27290 1323 


273   Twine, cordage, ropes and cables and articles 
thereof (including netting) 
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 2731 27310 Twine, cordage, rope and cables  5607 27310 1324 


 2732 27320 Knotted netting of twine, cordage or rope; made up nets 
of textile materials; articles of yarn, strip, twine, cordage, 
rope or cables n.e.c. 


 5608, 5609 27320 1324 


279   Textiles n.e.c.     
 2791  Tulles, lace, narrow woven fabrics, trimmings and 


embroidery 
    


  27911 Narrow woven fabrics; narrow fabrics of warp without 
weft assembled by adhesive (bolducs); labels, badges 
and similar articles of textile materials, not embroidered; 
braids in the piece; ornamental trimmings in the piece, 
without embroidery, other than knitted or crocheted; 
tassels, pompons and similar articles 


 5806 - 5808 27911 1329 


  27912 Tulles and other net fabrics, except woven, knitted or 
crocheted fabrics; lace in the piece, in strips or in motifs 


 5804 27912 1329 


  27913 Embroidery in the piece, in strips or in motifs  5810 27913 1329 


 2792  Felt and nonwovens     


  27921 Felt  5602 27921 1329 


  27922 Nonwovens  5603 27922 1329 


 2799  Other textile articles     


  27991 Wadding of textile materials and articles thereof; textile 
fibres not exceeding 5 mm in length (flock), textile dust 
and mill neps 


 5601 27991 1709, 
1329 


  27992 Rubber thread and cord, textile covered; textile yarn and 
strip, impregnated or covered with rubber or plastics 


 5604 27992 1329 


  27993 Metallised yarn  5605 27993 1329 


  27994 Woven fabrics of metal thread or metallised yarn n.e.c.  5809 27994 1329 


  27995 Gimped yarn and strip; chenille yarn; loop wale-yarn  5606 27995 1329 


  27996 Tyre cord fabric of high tenacity yarn of nylon or other 
polyamides, polyesters or viscose rayon 


 5902 27996 1329 


  27997 Textile fabrics, impregnated, coated or covered n.e.c.  5901, 5903, 5907 27997 1329 


  27998 Textile products and articles for technical uses 
(including wicks, gas mantles, hosepiping, transmission 
or conveyor belts, bolting cloth and straining cloth) 


 5908 - 5911 27998 1329 


  27999 Quilted textile products in the piece n.e.c.  5811 27999 1329 


Division 28 Knitted or crocheted fabrics; wearing apparel 
281   Knitted or crocheted fabrics     
 2811 28110 Pile fabrics and terry fabrics, knitted or crocheted  6001 28110 1321 


 2819 28190 Other knitted or crocheted fabrics 2 6002*, 6003*, 6004, 
6005, 6006 


28190 1321 
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282   Wearing apparel, except fur apparel     
 2821 28210 Panty hose, tights, stockings, socks and other hosiery, 


knitted or crocheted 
 6115 28210 1430 


 2822  Wearing apparel, knitted or crocheted     


  28221 Men's or boys' suits, coats, jackets, trousers, shorts and 
the like, knitted or crocheted 


 6101, 6103 28221 1410 


  28222 Men's or boys' shirts, underpants, pyjamas, dressing 
gowns and similar articles, knitted or crocheted 


 6105, 6107 28222 1410 


  28223 Women's or girls' suits, coats, jackets, dresses, skirts, 
trousers, shorts and the like, knitted or crocheted 


 6102, 6104 28223 1410 


  28224 Women's or girls' blouses, shirts, petticoats, panties, 
nightdresses, dressing gowns and similar articles, 
knitted or crocheted 


 6106, 6108 28224 1410 


  28225 T-shirts, singlets and other vests, knitted or crocheted  6109 28225 1410 


  28226 Jerseys, pullovers, cardigans, waistcoats and similar 
articles, knitted or crocheted 


 6110 28226 1430 


  28227 Babies' garments and clothing accessories, knitted or 
crocheted 


 6111 28227 1410 


  28228 Track suits, ski suits, swimwear and other garments, 
knitted or crocheted n.e.c. 


 6112, 6114 28228 1410 


  28229 Gloves, shawls, scarves, veils, ties, cravats and other 
made-up clothing accessories, knitted or crocheted; 
knitted or crocheted parts of garments or of clothing 
accessories 


 6116, 6117 28229 1410 


 2823  Wearing apparel, of textile fabric, not knitted or 
crocheted; brassieres, corsets, suspenders and similar 
articles, whether or not knitted or crocheted 


    


  28231 Men's or boys' suits, coats, jackets, trousers, shorts and 
the like, of textile fabric, not knitted or crocheted 


 6201, 6203 28231 1410 


  28232 Men's or boys' shirts, singlets, underpants, pyjamas, 
dressing gowns and similar articles, of textile fabric, not 
knitted or crocheted 


 6205, 6207 28232 1410 


  28233 Women's or girls' suits, coats, jackets, dresses, skirts, 
trousers, shorts and the like, of textile fabric, not knitted 
or crocheted 


 6202, 6204 28233 1410 


  28234 Women's or girls' blouses, shirts, singlets, petticoats, 
panties, nightdresses, dressing gowns and similar 
articles, of textile fabric, not knitted or crocheted 


 6206, 6208 28234 1410 


  28235 Babies' garments and clothing accessories, of textile 
fabric, not knitted or crocheted 


 6209 28235 1410 


  28236 Track suits, ski suits, swimwear and other garments, of 
textile fabric, not knitted or crocheted n.e.c. 


 6211 28236 1410 
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  28237 Brassieres, girdles, corsets, braces, suspenders, garters 
and similar articles and parts thereof, whether or not 
knitted or crocheted 


 6212 28237 1410 


  28238 Handkerchiefs, shawls, scarves, veils, ties, cravats, 
gloves and other made-up clothing accessories, of 
textile fabric, not knitted or crocheted; parts of garments 
or of clothing accessories, of textile fabric, not knitted or 
crocheted n.e.c. 


 6213 - 6217 28238 1410 


 2824  Apparel and clothing accessories, of leather, 
composition leather or plastics 


    


  28241 Apparel of leather or of composition leather  4203.10 28241 1410 


  28242 Clothing accessories of leather or of composition 
leather, except sports gloves 


 4203.29 - .40 28242 1410 


  28243 Apparel and clothing accessories of plastics (incl. 
gloves) 


 3926.20 28243 2220 


 2825 28250 Garments made up of felt or nonwovens; garments 
made up of textile fabrics impregnated or coated with 
plastics, rubber or other materials 


 6113, 6210 28250 1410 


 2826  Hats and headgear     


  28261 Hat-forms, hat bodies and hoods of felt; plateaux and 
manchons of felt; hat-shapes, plaited or made by 
assembling strips of any material 


 6501, 6502 28261 1410 


  28262 Hats and other headgear, of felt, or plaited or made by 
assembling strips of any material, or knitted or 
crocheted or made up from lace or other textile fabric in 
the piece; hair-nets 


1 6504 - 6505 28262 1410 


  28269 Other headgear except headgear of rubber or of 
plastics, safety headgear and asbestos headgear; head-
bands, linings, covers, hat foundations, hat frames, 
peaks and chinstraps, for headgear 


1 6506.99, 6507 28269 1410 


283   Tanned or dressed furskins and artificial fur; 
articles thereof  (except headgear) 


    


 2831 28310 Tanned or dressed furskins  4302 28310 1511 


 2832 28320 Articles of apparel, clothing accessories and other 
articles of furskin (except headgear) 


 4303 28320 1420 


 2833 28330 Artificial fur and articles thereof (except headgear)  4304 28330 1321, 
1430 


Division 29 Leather and leather products; footwear 
291   Tanned or dressed leather; composition leather     
 2911 29110 Chamois leather; patent leather and patent laminated 


leather; metallised leather 
 4114 29110 1511 


 2912 29120 Other leather, of bovine or equine animals, without hair 
on 


 4104, 4107 29120 1511 
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 2913 29130 Other leather, without hair on (including sheep, lamb, 
goat or kid skin leather); composition leather with a 
basis of leather or leather fibre 


 4105, 4106, 4112, 
4113, 4115.10 


29130 1511 


292   Luggage, handbags and the like; saddlery and 
harness; other articles of leather 


    


 2921 29210 Saddlery and harness, for any animal, of any material  4201 29210 1512 


 2922 29220 Luggage, handbags and the like, of leather, composition 
leather, plastic sheeting, textile materials, vulcanized 
fibre or paperboard; travel sets for personal toilet, 
sewing or shoe or clothes cleaning 


 4202, 9605 29220 1512 


 2923 29230 Watch straps, except of metal  9113.90 29230 1512 


 2929 29290 Other articles of leather or composition leather 
(including articles of a kind used in machinery or 
mechanical appliances or for other technical uses) n.e.c. 


1 4205 29290* 1512 


293   Footwear, with outer soles and uppers of 
rubber or plastics, or with uppers of leather or 
textile materials, other than sports footwear, 
footwear incorporating a protective metal toe- 
cap and miscellaneous special footwear 


    


 2931 29310 Waterproof footwear, with outer soles and uppers of 
rubber or plastics, other than footwear incorporating a 
protective metal toe-cap 


 6401.92 - .99 29310 1520 


 2932 29320 Footwear with outer soles and uppers of rubber or 
plastics, other than waterproof footwear or sports 
footwear 


23 6402.20 - .99 29320, 
29510* 


1520 


 2933 29330 Footwear with uppers of leather, other than sports 
footwear, footwear incorporating a protective metal toe-
cap and miscellaneous special footwear 


2 6403.51 - .99, 6405.10 29330, 
29520* 


1520 


 2934 29340 Footwear with uppers of textile materials, other than 
sports footwear 


 6404.19, .20, 6405.20 29340 1520 


294   Sports footwear, except skating boots     
 2941 29410 Ski-boots, snowboard boots and cross-country ski 


footwear 
 6402.12, 6403.12 29410 1520 


 2942 29420 Tennis shoes, basketball shoes, gym shoes, training 
shoes and the like 


 6404.11 29420 1520 


 2949 29490 Other sports footwear, except skating boots  6402.19, 6403.19 29490 1520 


295   Other footwear, except asbestos footwear, 
orthopaedic footwear and skating boots 


    


 2951 29510 Footwear incorporating a protective metal toe-cap, 
except those covered in subclass 29320 


23 6401.10, 6403.40 29510* 1520 


 2952 29520 Wooden footwear, miscellaneous special footwear and 
other footwear n.e.c. 


2 6403.20, 6405.90 29520* 1520 
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296   Parts of footwear; removable insoles, heel 
cushions and similar articles; gaiters, leggings 
and similar articles, and parts thereof 


    


 2960 29600 Parts of footwear; removable insoles, heel cushions and 
similar articles; gaiters, leggings and similar articles, and 
parts thereof 


 6406 29600 1520 


        


Section 3 Other transportable goods, except metal products, machinery and equipment 


Division 31 Products of wood, cork, straw and plaiting materials 
311   Wood, sawn or chipped lengthwise, sliced or 


peeled, of a thickness exceeding 6 mm; railway 
or tramway sleepers (cross-ties) of wood, not 
impregnated 


    


 3110 31100 Wood, sawn or chipped lengthwise, sliced or peeled, of 
a thickness exceeding 6 mm; railway or tramway 
sleepers (cross-ties) of wood, not impregnated 


 4406.10, 4407 31100 1610 


312   Wood continuously shaped along any of its 
edges or faces; wood wool; wood flour; wood 
in chips or particles 


    


 3121 31210 Wood, continuously shaped along any of its edges or 
faces (including strips and friezes for parquet flooring, 
not assembled, and beadings and mouldings) 


 4409 31210 1610 


 3122 31220 Wood wool; wood flour  4405 31220 1610 


 3123 31230 Wood in chips or particles  4401.21, .22 31230 1610 


313   Wood in the rough, treated with paint, stains, 
creosote or other preservatives; railway or 
tramway sleepers (cross-ties) of wood, 
impregnated 


    


 3131 31310 Wood in the rough, treated with paint, stains, creosote 
or other preservatives 


 4403.10 31310 1610 


 3132 31320 Railway or tramway sleepers (cross-ties) of wood, 
impregnated 


 4406.90 31320 1610 


314   Boards and panels     
 3141 31410 Plywood consisting solely of sheets of wood, except of 


bamboo 
23 4412.31 - .39 31410* 1621 


 3142 31420 Other plywood, veneered panels and similar laminated 
wood, except of bamboo 


23 4412.94, .99 31420* 1621 


 3143 31430 Particle board and similar board of wood or other 
ligneous materials 


 4410 31430 1621 


 3144 31440 Fibreboard of wood or other ligneous materials  4411 31440 1621 
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 3145 31450 Plywood, veneer panels and similar laminated wood of 
bamboo 


5 4412.10 31410*, 
31420* 


1621 


315   Veneer sheets; sheets for plywood; densified 
wood 


    


 3151 31510 Veneer sheets and sheets for plywood and other wood 
sawn lengthwise, sliced or peeled, of a thickness not 
exceeding 6 mm 


 4408 31510 1621 


 3152 31520 Densified wood  4413 31520 1621 


316   Builders' joinery and carpentry of wood 
(including cellular wood panels, assembled 
parquet panels, shingles and shakes) 


    


 3160 31600 Builders' joinery and carpentry of wood (including 
cellular wood panels, assembled parquet panels, 
shingles and shakes) 


 4418 31600 1622 


317   Packing cases, boxes, crates, drums and 
similar packings, of wood; cable-drums of 
wood; pallets, box pallets and other load 
boards, of wood; casks, barrels, vats, tubs and 
other coopers' products and parts thereof, of 
wood (including staves) 


    


 3170 31700 Packing cases, boxes, crates, drums and similar 
packings, of wood; cable-drums of wood; pallets, box 
pallets and other load boards, of wood; casks, barrels, 
vats, tubs and other coopers' products and parts 
thereof, of wood (including staves) 


 4415, 4416 31700 1623 


319   Other products of wood; articles of cork, 
plaiting materials and straw 


    


 3191  Other products of wood     


  31911 Tools, tool bodies, tool handles, broom or brush bodies 
and handles, boot or shoe lasts and trees, of wood 


 4417 31911 1629 


  31912 Tableware and kitchenware, of wood  4419 31912 1629 


  31913 Wood marquetry and inlaid wood; cases for jewellery or 
cutlery, and similar articles, of wood; statuettes and 
other ornaments, of wood 


 4420 31913 1629 


  31914 Wooden frames for paintings, photographs, mirrors or 
similar objects, and other articles of wood 


 4414, 4421 31914 1629 


 3192  Articles of cork and straw or other plaiting materials; 
basketware and wickerwork 


    


  31921 Natural cork, debacked or roughly squared, or in blocks, 
plates, sheets or strip; crushed, granulated or ground 
cork; waste cork 


 4501.90, 4502 31921 1629 


  31922 Articles of natural cork; agglomerated cork and articles 
thereof 


 4503, 4504 31922 1629 
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  31923 Manufactures of straw, of esparto or of other plaiting 
materials; basketware and wickerwork 


 4601, 4602 31923 1629 


Division 32 Pulp, paper and paper products; printed matter and related articles 
321   Pulp, paper and paperboard     
 3211  Pulps of wood or other fibrous cellulosic material     


  32111 Chemical wood pulp, dissolving grades  4702 32111 1701 


  32112 Chemical wood pulp, other than dissolving grades  4703, 4704 32112 1701 


  32113 Mechanical wood pulp; semi-chemical wood pulp; pulps 
of fibrous cellulosic material other than wood 


 4701, 4705, 4706 32113 1701 


 3212  Newsprint, hand-made paper and other uncoated paper 
and paperboard of a kind used for graphic purposes, 
and punch card stock and punch tape paper 


    


  32121 Newsprint  4801 32121 1701 


  32122 Hand-made paper and paperboard  4802.10 32122 1701 


  32129 Other uncoated paper and paperboard, of a kind used 
for writing, printing or other graphic purposes, and 
punch card stock and punch tape paper 


 4802.20 - .69 32129 1701 


 3213  Toilet tissue stock, uncoated kraftliner and other 
uncoated paper and paperboard; miscellaneous other 
papers 


    


  32131 Toilet or facial tissue stock, towel or napkin stock and 
similar paper, cellulose wadding and webs of cellulose 
fibres 


 4803 32131 1701 


  32132 Kraftliner, uncoated  4804.11, .19 32132 1701 


  32133 Other uncoated kraft paper and paperboard; sack kraft 
paper, creped or crinkled 


 4804.21 - .59, 4808.20 32133 1701 


  32134 Fluting paper, including straw and semi-chemical  4805.11 - .19 32134 1701 


  32135 Testliner (recycled liner board)  4805.24, .25 32135 1701 


  32136 Sulphite wrapping paper, filter paper and paperboard, 
felt paper and other paper and paperboard; cigarette 
paper not cut to size or in the form of booklets or tubes 


 4805.30 - .93, 4813.90 32136 1701 


  32137 Vegetable parchment, greaseproof papers, tracing 
papers and glassine and other glazed transparent or 
translucent papers 


 4806 32137 1701 


 3214  Processed paper and paperboard     


  32141 Composite paper and paperboard, not surface-coated or 
impregnated 


 4807 32141 1701 


  32142 Paper and paperboard, creped, crinkled, embossed or 
perforated n.e.c. 


 4808.30, .90 32142 1701 


  32143 Paper and paperboard coated with kaolin or with other 
inorganic substances 


 4810 32143 1701 
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  32149 Other paper and paperboard, cellulose wadding and 
webs of cellulose fibres, coated, impregnated, covered, 
surface-coloured, surface-decorated or printed, in rolls 
or sheets 


 4809, 4811 32149 1701 


 3215  Corrugated paper and paperboard and containers of 
paper and paperboard 


    


  32151 Corrugated paper and paperboard  4808.10 32151 1702 


  32152 Sacks and bags of paper  4819.30, .40 32152 1702 


  32153 Cartons, boxes, cases, record sleeves and other 
packing containers (except bags) of paper, paperboard, 
cellulose wadding or webs of cellulose fibres; box files, 
letter trays, and similar articles, of paper or paperboard 
of a kind used in offices, shops or the like 


 4819.10, .20, .50, .60 32153 1702 


 3219  Other paper and paperboard products     


  32191 Carbon paper, self-copy paper and other copying or 
transfer papers, not in bulk sizes; duplicator stencils and 
offset plates, of paper 


23 4816 32191* 1709 


  32192 Envelopes, letter cards, plain postcards and 
correspondence cards of paper or paperboard; boxes, 
pouches, wallets and writing compendiums, of paper or 
paperboard, containing paper stationery 


 4817 32192 1709 


  32193 Toilet paper, handkerchiefs, towels, serviettes, napkins 
for babies, tampons, and similar household, sanitary or 
hospital articles, and articles of apparel, of paper pulp, 
paper, cellulose wadding or webs of cellulose fibres 


 4818 32193 1709 


  32194 Wallpaper and similar wall coverings; window 
transparencies of paper 


 4814 32194 1709 


  32195 Textile wall coverings  5905 32195 1709 


  32197 Labels of paper or paperboard  4821 32197 1709 


  32198 Filter blocks, slabs and plates, of paper pulp  4812 32198 1709 


  32199 Other paper, paperboard, cellulose wadding and webs 
of cellulose fibres, cut to size or shape; cigarette paper, 
in booklets or tubes, or in rolls of a width not exceeding 
5 cm; other articles of paper pulp, paper, paperboard, 
cellulose wadding or webs of cellulose fibres 


2 4813.10, .20, 4822, 
4823.20 - .90 


32199 1709 


322   Books, in print      
 3221 32210 School Textbooks 8 4901.10*, .99* 32210*, 


32230* 
5811 


 3222 32220 General reference books, including atlases and other 
books of maps or charts, and dictionaries and 
encyclopaedias, and serial installments thereof 


8 4901.10*, .91*, .99*, 
4905.91 


32210*, 
32220*, 
32230*, 
32240* 


5811 


 3223 32230 Professional, technical and scholarly books 8 4901.10*, .99* 32210*, 
32230* 


5811 
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 3224 32240 Children's books 8 4901.10*, .99*, 4903 32210*, 
32230* 


5811 


 3225 32250 Adult trade books 8 4901.10*, .99* 32210*, 
32230* 


5811 


 3226 32260 Directories 8 4901.10*, .99* 32210*, 
32230* 


5812 


323   Newspapers, in print     
 3231  General newspapers     


  32311 General newspapers, daily 8 4902.10* 32300* 5813 


  32312 General newspapers, other than daily 8 4902.90* 32400* 5813 


 3232  Specialized newspapers     


  32321 Specialized newspapers, daily 8 4902.10* 32300* 5813 


  32322 Specialized newspapers, other than daily 8 4902.90* 32400* 5813 


324   Periodicals, in print     
 3241 32410 General interest periodicals 8 4902.90* 32400* 5813 


 3242 32420 Business, professional and academic periodicals 8 4902.90* 32400* 5813 


 3243 32430 Other periodicals 8 4902.90* 32400* 5813 


325   Printed maps; music, printed or in manuscript; 
postcards, greeting cards, pictures and plans 


    


 3251 32510 Maps and hydrographic or similar charts (including wall 
maps, topographical plans and globes), printed, other 
than in book-form 


8 4905.10, .99 32250 5811 


 3252 32520 Music, printed or in manuscript 8 4904 32260 5920 


 3253 32530 Printed or illustrated postcards; printed cards bearing 
personal greetings or messages, with or without 
envelopes or trimmings 


8 4909 32520 5819 


 3254 32540 Printed pictures, designs and photographs 8 4911.91 32540 5819 


 3255 32550 Plans and drawings for architectural, engineering, 
industrial, commercial, topographical or similar 
purposes, being originals drawn by hand; hand-written 
texts; photographic reproductions and carbon copies of 
the foregoing 


8 4906 32550 7110 


326   Stamps, cheque forms, banknotes, stock 
certificates, brochures and leaflets, advertising 
material and other printed matter 


    


 3261 32610 Unused postage, revenue or similar stamps; stamp-
impressed paper; cheque forms; banknotes, stock, 
share or bond certificates and similar documents of title 


8 4907 32510 5819 


 3262 32620 Trade advertising material, commercial catalogues and 
the like 


8 4911.10 32530 5819 


 3263 32630 Transfers (decalcomanias) and printed calendars 8 4908, 4910 32560 5819 
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 3269 32690 Other printed matter 8 4911.99 32590 5819 


327   Registers, account books, notebooks, letter 
pads, diaries and similar articles, blotting-pads, 
binders, file covers, forms and other articles of 
stationery, of paper or paperboard 


    


 3270 32700 Registers, account books, notebooks, letter pads, 
diaries and similar articles, blotting-pads, binders, file 
covers, forms and other articles of stationery, of paper 
or paperboard 


6 4820 32600 1709, 
5819 


328   Composed type, prepared printing plates or 
cylinders, impressed lithographic stones or 
other impressed media for use in printing 


    


 3280 32800 Composed type, prepared printing plates or cylinders, 
impressed lithographic stones or other impressed media 
for use in printing 


6 8442.50 32700 1812 


Division 33 Coke oven products; refined petroleum  products; nuclear fuel 
331   Coke and semi-coke of coal, of lignite or of 


peat; retort carbon 
    


 3310 33100 Coke and semi-coke of coal, of lignite or of peat; retort 
carbon 


 2704 33100 1910 


332   Tar distilled from coal, from lignite or from 
peat, and other mineral tars 


    


 3320 33200 Tar distilled from coal, from lignite or from peat, and 
other mineral tars 


 2706 33200 1910 


333   Petroleum oils and oils obtained from 
bituminous materials, other than crude; 
preparations n.e.c. containing by weight 70% or 
more of these oils, such oils being the basic 
constituents of the preparations 


    


 3331 33310 Motor spirit (gasolene) including aviation spirit  2710.11* 33310 1920 


 3332 33320 Spirit type (gasolene type) jet fuel  2710.11* 33320 1920 


 3333 33330 Other light petroleum oils and light oils obtained from 
bituminous minerals (other than crude); light 
preparations n.e.c. containing not less than 70 per cent 
by weight of petroleum oils or oils obtained from 
bituminous minerals (other than crude), these oils being 
the basic constituents of the preparations 


 2710.11* 33330 1920 


 3334 33340 Kerosene (including kerosene type jet fuel)  2710.19* 33340 1920 
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 3335 33350 Other medium petroleum oils and medium oils obtained 
from bituminous minerals (not kerosene), other than 
crude; medium preparations n.e.c. containing not less 
than 70 per cent by weight of petroleum oils or oils 
obtained from bituminous minerals (other than crude), 
these oils being the basic constituents of the 
preparations 


 2710.19* 33350 1920 


 3336 33360 Gas oils  2710.19* 33360 1920 


 3337 33370 Fuel oils n.e.c.  2710.19* 33370 1920 


 3338 33380 Lubricating petroleum oils and oils obtained from 
bituminous minerals, other heavy petroleum oils and 
heavy oils obtained from bituminous minerals (other 
than crude), and heavy preparations n.e.c. containing 
not less than 70 per cent by weight of petroleum oils or 
oils obtained from bituminous minerals (other than 
crude), these oils being the basic constituents of the 
preparations 


 2710.19* 33380 1920 


334   Petroleum gases and other gaseous 
hydrocarbons, except natural gas 


    


 3341 33410 Propane and butanes, liquefied  2711.12, .13 33410 1920 


 3342 33420 Ethylene, propylene, butylene, butadiene and other 
petroleum gases or gaseous hydrocarbons, except 
natural gas 


 2711.14, .19, .29 33420 1920 


335   Petroleum jelly; paraffin wax, micro- crystalline 
petroleum wax, slack wax, ozokerite, lignite 
wax, peat wax, other mineral waxes, and similar 
products; petroleum coke, petroleum bitumen 
and other residues of petroleum oils or of oils 
obtained from bituminous materials 


    


 3350 33500 Petroleum jelly; paraffin wax, micro- crystalline 
petroleum wax, slack wax, ozokerite, lignite wax, peat 
wax, other mineral waxes, and similar products; 
petroleum coke, petroleum bitumen and other residues 
of petroleum oils or of oils obtained from bituminous 
materials 


 2712, 2713 33500 1920 


336   Radioactive elements and isotopes and 
compounds; alloys, dispersions, ceramic 
products and mixtures containing these 
elements, isotopes or compounds; radioactive 
residues 


    


 3361 33610 Natural uranium and its compounds; alloys, dispersions, 
ceramic products and mixtures containing natural 
uranium and its compounds 


 2844.10 33610 2420 
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 3362 33620 Uranium enriched in U235 and its compounds; 
plutonium and its compounds; alloys, dispersions, 
ceramic products and mixtures containing uranium 
enriched in U235, plutonium or compounds of these 
products 


 2844.20 33620 2011 


 3363 33630 Uranium depleted in U235 and its compounds; thorium 
and its compounds; alloys, dispersions, ceramic 
products and mixtures containing uranium depleted in 
U235, thorium or compounds of these products 


 2844.30 33630 2011 


 3369 33690 Other radioactive elements and isotopes and 
compounds; alloys, dispersions, ceramic products and 
mixtures containing these elements, isotopes or 
compounds; radioactive residues 


 2844.40 33690 2011, 
2420 


337   Fuel elements (cartridges), for or of nuclear 
reactors 


    


 3371 33710 Fuel elements (cartridges), non-irradiated, for nuclear 
reactors 


 8401.30 33710 2011 


 3372 33720 Spent (irradiated) fuel elements (cartridges) of nuclear 
reactors 


 2844.50 33720 3510 


Division 34 Basic chemicals 
341   Basic organic chemicals     
 3411 34110 Hydrocarbons and their halogenated, sulphonated, 


nitrated or nitrosated derivatives 
 2901 - 2904 34110 2011 


 3412 34120 Industrial monocarboxylic fatty acids; acid oils from 
refining 


 3823.11 - .19 34120 2011 


 3413 34130 Alcohols, phenols, phenol-alcohols, and their 
halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated 
derivatives; industrial fatty alcohols 


 2905.11 - .44, 2905.49 - 
2908, 3823.70 


34130 2011 


 3414 34140 Carboxylic acids and their anhydrides, halides, 
peroxides and peroxyacids and their halogenated, 
sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives, except 
salicylic acid and its salts and esters and their salts 


1 2915 - 2917, 2918.11 - 
.19, .29 - .99 


34140 2011 


 3415 34150 Amine-function compounds; oxygen-function amino-
compounds, except lysine and its esters and salts 
thereof and glutamic acid and its salts; ureines and their 
derivatives and salts thereof; carboxyimide-function 
compounds and imine-compounds; nitrile-function 
compounds; diazo-, azo- or azoxy-compounds; organic 
derivatives of hydrazine or of hydroxylamine; 
compounds with other nitrogen function 


 2921, 2922.11 - .39, 
.43, .44, .49, .50, 
2924.21, 2925 - 2929 


34150 2011 


 3416 34160 Organo-sulphur compounds and other organo-inorganic 
compounds; heterocyclic compounds n.e.c.; nucleic 
acids and their salts 


 2930, 2931, 2932.11 - 
.19, .21, .91 - .99, 
2933.29 - .49, .61, .71 - 
.99, 2934.10, .20, .91 - 
.99 


34160 2011 
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 3417 34170 Ethers, alcohol peroxides, ether peroxides, epoxides, 
acetals and hemiacetals, and their halogenated, 
sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives; 
aldehyde-function compounds; ketone-function 
compounds and quinone-function compounds; 
enzymes; prepared enzymes n.e.c.; organic compounds 
n.e.c. 


 2909 - 2914, 2942, 
3507 


34170 2011 


 3418 34180 Phosphoric esters and their salts or esters of other 
inorganic acids (excluding esters of hydrogen halides) 
and their salts; and their halogenated, sulphonated, 
nitrated or nitrosated derivatives 


 2919, 2920 34180 2011 


342   Basic inorganic chemicals n.e.c.     
 3421 34210 Hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide and rare 


gases; inorganic oxygen compounds of non-metals 
n.e.c. 


 2804.10 - .40, 2811.21, 
.29 


34210, 
34230* 


2011 


 3422 34220 Zinc oxide; zinc peroxide; chromium oxides and 
hydroxides; manganese oxides; iron oxides and 
hydroxides; earth colours; cobalt oxides and hydroxides; 
titanium oxides; lead oxides; red lead and orange lead; 
inorganic bases n.e.c.; metal oxides, hydroxides and 
peroxides n.e.c., except of mercury 


23 2817, 2819 - 2824, 
2825.20 - .90 


34220* 2011 


 3423  Chemical elements n.e.c.; inorganic acids except nitric 
and sulphonitric; inorganic oxygen compounds of boron, 
silicon and carbon; halogen or sulphur compounds of 
non-metals; sodium hydroxide; hydroxide and peroxide 
of magnesium; oxides, hydroxides and peroxides of 
strontium or barium; aluminium hydroxide; hydrozine 
and hydroxylamine and their inorganic salts 


    


  34231 Chemical elements n.e.c.; inorganic acids except 
phosphoric, nitric and sulphonitric; inorganic oxygen 
compounds of boron, silicon and carbon; halogen or 
sulphur compounds of non-metals; sodium hydroxide; 
hydroxide and peroxide of magnesium; oxides, hydr 


7 2801 - 2803, 2804.50 - 
.90, 2805 - 2807, 
2809.10, 2810, 
2811.11, .19, .22, 2812, 
2813, 2815, 2816, 
2818.30, 2825.10 


34230* 2011 


  34232 Phosphoric acid 7 2809.20 34230* 2011 


 3424 34240 Phosphates of triammonium; salts and peroxysalts of 
inorganic acids and metals n.e.c. 


2 2826, 2827.20 - .60, 
2828 - 2833, 2834.29, 
2835.10, .22 - .39, 2836 


34240*, 
34612* 


2011 
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 3425 34250 Salts of oxometallic or peroxometallic acids; colloidal 
precious metals and compounds thereof; compounds of 
mercury; other inorganic chemicals n.e.c.; compressed 
air; amalgams 


23 2841, 2843, 2852, 2853 34140*, 
34160*, 
34220*, 
34240*, 
34250, 
34270*, 
34320*, 
34340*, 
35420*, 
35440*, 
35450*, 
48342* 


2011 


 3426 34260 Isotopes n.e.c. and compounds thereof (including heavy 
water) 


 2845 34260 2011 


 3427 34270 Cyanides, cyanide oxides and complex cyanides; 
fulminates, cyanates and thiocyanates; silicates; 
borates; perborates; salts of oxometallic or 
peroxometallic acids 


2 2837 - 2840, 2842 34270* 2011 


 3428 34280 Hydrogen peroxide; phosphides; carbides; hydrides, 
nitrides, azides, silicides and borides 


 2847 - 2850 34280 2011 


 3429 34290 Compounds of rare earth metals, of yttrium or of 
scandium 


 2846 34290 2011 


343   Tanning or dyeing extracts; tannins and their 
derivatives; colouring matter n.e.c. 


    


 3431 34310 Synthetic organic colouring matter and preparations 
based thereon; synthetic organic products of a kind 
used as fluorescent brightening agents or as 
luminophores; colour lakes and preparations based 
thereon 


 3204, 3205 34310 2011 


 3432 34320 Tanning extracts of vegetable origin; tannins and their 
salts, ethers, esters and other derivatives; colouring 
matter of vegetable or animal origin, except animal 
black; preparations based on colouring matter of 
vegetable or animal origin 


 3201, 3203 34320 2011 


 3433 34330 Synthetic organic tanning substances; inorganic tanning 
substances; tanning preparations; enzymatic 
preparations for pre-tanning 


 3202 34330 2011 


 3434 34340 Colouring matter n.e.c.; inorganic products of a kind 
used as luminophores 


 3206 34340 2011 


344   Activated natural mineral products; animal 
black; tall oil; terpenic oils produced by the 
treatment of coniferous woods; crude 
dipentene; crude para-cymene; pine oil; rosin 
and resin acids, and derivatives thereof; rosin 
spirit and rosin oils; rum gums; wood tar; wood 
tar oils; wood creosote; wood naphtha; 
vegetable pitch; brewers' pitch 
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 3440 34400 Activated natural mineral products; animal black; tall oil; 
terpenic oils produced by the treatment of coniferous 
woods; crude dipentene; crude para-cymene; pine oil; 
rosin and resin acids, and derivatives thereof; rosin spirit 
and rosin oils; rum gums; wood tar; wood tar oils; wood 
creosote; wood naphtha; vegetable pitch; brewers' pitch 


 3802.90, 3803, 3805 - 
3807 


34400 2011, 
2029 


345   Miscellaneous basic chemical products     
 3451 34510 Wood charcoal  4402 34510 0220, 


2011 


 3452 34520 Sulphur, except sublimed sulphur, precipitated sulphur 
and colloidal sulphur 


 2503.00 34520 2011 


 3453 34530 Roasted iron pyrites  2601.20 34530 2011 


 3454 34540 Oils and other products of the distillation of high 
temperature coal tar, and similar products; pitch and 
pitch coke, obtained from mineral tars 


 2707, 2708 34540 2011 


 3455 34550 Animal or vegetable fats and oils and their fractions, 
chemically modified, except those hydrogenated, inter-
esterified, re-esterified or elaidinised; inedible mixtures 
or preparations of animal or vegetable fats or oils 


 1518 34550 2029 


 3456 34560 Synthetic or reconstructed precious or semi-precious 
stones, unworked 


 7104.10, .20 34560 2011 


 3457 34570 Glycerol  1520, 2905.45 34570 2023 


346   Fertilizers and pesticides     
 3461  Mineral or chemical fertilizers, nitrogenous     


  34611 Urea 7 3102.10 34613* 2012 


  34612 Ammonium sulphate 7 3102.21 34613* 2012 


  34613 Ammonium sulphate nitrate 7 3102.29 34613* 2012 


  34614 Ammonium  nitrate 7 3102.30 34613* 2012 


  34615 Calcium nitrate 7 2834.29 34240 2012 


  34616 Double salts and mixtures of calcium nitrate and 
ammonium nitrate 


7 3102.60 34613* 2012 


  34617 Calcium cyanamide 7 3102.90* 34613* 2012 


  34618 Sodium nitrate 7 3102.50 34617 2012 


  34619 Other nitrogenous fertilizers and mixtures, n.e.c. 7 3102.40, .80, .90* 34613* 2012 


 3462  Mineral or chemical fertilizers, phosphatic     


  34621 Single superphosphate 7 3103.10* 34614* 2012 


  34623 Dicalcium phosphate 7 3103.10* 34614* 2012 


  34624 Triple superphosphate 7 3103.10* 34614* 2012 


  34625 Basic slag 7 3103.90* 34614* 2012 


  34629 Other phosphatic fertilizers, n.e.c. 7 3103.90* 34614* 2012 
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 3463  Mineral or chemical fertilizers, potassic     


  34631 Carnallite, sylvite and other crude natural potassium 
salts 


7 3104.90* 34615* 0891 


  34632 Potassium magnesium sulphate (sulphate of potash 
magnesia) 


7 3104.90* 34615* 2012 


  34633 Potassium chloride (muriate of potash) 7 3104.20 34615* 2012 


  34634 Potassium sulphate (sulphate of potash) 7 3104.30 34615* 2012 


  34635 Other potassic fertilizers, n.e.c. 7 3104.90* 34615* 2012 


 3464  Mineral or chemical fertilizers containing at least two 
nutrients of nitrogen, phosphate and potash 


    


  34641 Fertilizers containing three nutrients: nitrogen, 
phosphorus and potassium 


7 3105.20 34619* 2012 


  34642 Diammonium hydrogenorthophosphate (diammonium 
phosphate) 


7 3105.30 34619* 2012 


  34643 Mono (di)-ammonium phosphate 7 3105.40 34619* 2012 


  34644 Fertilizers containing two nutrients: nitrogen and 
phosphorus 


7 3105.51, .59 34619* 2012 


  34645 Fertilizers containing two nutrients: phosphorus and 
potassium 


7 3105.60 34619* 2012 


  34646 Fertilizers containing two nutrients: potassium and 
nitrogen 


7 2834.21, 3105.90* 34619* 2012 


  34649 Other Mineral or chemical fertilizers containing at least 
two nutrients (nitrogen, phosphate, potash), n.e.c. 


7 3105.90* 34619* 2012 


 3465  Other fertilizers     


  34651 Nitric acid, sulphonitric acids; ammonia 7 2808, 2814 34611 2012 


  34652 Ammonium chloride; nitrites 7 2827.10, 2834.10 34612* 2012 


  34659 Fertilizers n.e.c. 7 3105.10 34619* 2012 


 3466  Insecticides, fungicides, herbicides and disinfectants     


  34661 Insecticides 7 3808.91 34620* 2021 


  34662 Fungicides 7 3808.92 34620* 2021 


  34663 Herbicides, anti-sprouting products and plant-growth 
regulators 


7 3808.93 34620* 2021 


  34664 Disinfectants 7 3808.94 34620* 2021 


  34665 Rodenticides and similar products 7 3808.99* 34620* 2021 


  34666 Hazardous pesticides 7 3808.50 34620* 2021 


  34669 Other insecticides, fungicides, herbicides and 
disinfectants 


7 3808.99* 34620* 2021 


347   Plastics in primary forms     
 3471 34710 Polymers of ethylene, in primary forms  3901 34710 2013 
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 3472 34720 Polymers of styrene, in primary forms  3903 34720 2013 


 3473 34730 Polymers of vinyl chloride or other halogenated olefins, 
in primary forms 


 3904 34730 2013 


 3474 34740 Polyacetals, other polyethers and epoxide resins, in 
primary forms; polycarbonates, alkyd resins, polyallyl 
esters and other polyesters, in primary forms 


 3907 34740 2013 


 3479 34790 Other plastics in primary forms; ion exchangers  3902, 3905, 3906, 3908 
- 3914 


34790 2013 


348   Synthetic rubber and factice derived from oils, 
and mixtures thereof with natural rubber and 
similar natural gums, in primary forms or in 
plates, sheets or strip 


    


 3480 34800 Synthetic rubber and factice derived from oils, and 
mixtures thereof with natural rubber and similar natural 
gums, in primary forms or in plates, sheets or strip 


 4002 34800 2013 


Division 35 Other chemical products; man-made fibres 
351   Paints and varnishes and related products; 


artists' colours; ink 
    


 3511 35110 Paints and varnishes (including enamels and lacquers); 
prepared pigments, prepared opacifiers and prepared 
colours, vitrifiable enamels and glazes, engobes, liquid 
lustres and similar preparations, of a kind used in the 
ceramic, enamelling or glass industry; glass frit and 
other glass in the form of powder, granules or flakes; 
prepared water pigments of a kind used for finishing 
leather; prepared driers; pigments dispersed in non-
aqueous media, of a kind used in the manufacture of 
paints; stamping foils; dyes and other colouring matter, 
put up for retail sale; glaziers' putty, grafting putty, resin 
cements, caulking compounds and other mastics; 
painters' fillings; non-refractory surfacing preparations 
for walls, floors and ceilings; organic composite solvents 
and thinners n.e.c.; prepared paint or varnish removers 


 3207 - 3212, 3214, 
3814 


35110 2022 


 3512 35120 Artists', students' or signboard painters' colours, 
modifying tints, amusement colours and the like 


 3213 35120 2022 


 3513 35130 Printing ink  3215.11, .19 35130 2022 


 3514 35140 Writing or drawing ink and other inks  3215.90 35140 2029 


352   Pharmaceutical products     
 3521 35210 Salicylic acid and its salts and esters  2918.21 - .23 35210 2100 


 3522 35220 Lysine and its esters and salts thereof; glutamic acid 
and its salts; quaternary ammonium salts and 
hydroxides; lecithins and other phosphoaminolipids; 
acyclic amides and their derivatives and salts thereof; 
cyclic amides (except ureines) and their derivatives and 
salts 


1 2922.41, .42, 2923, 
2924.11 - .19, .23 - .29 


35220 2100 
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 3523 35230 Lactones n.e.c., heterocyclic compounds with nitrogen 
hetero-atom(s) only, containing an unfused pyrazole 
ring, a pyrimidine ring, a piperazine ring, an unfused 
triazine ring or a phenothiazine ring system not further 
fused; hydantoin and its derivatives; sulphonamides 


 2932.29, 2933.11, .19, 
.21, .52 - .59, .69, 
2934.30, 2935 


35230 2100 


 3524 35240 Sugars, chemically pure n.e.c.; sugar ethers and sugar 
esters and their salts n.e.c. 


 2940 35240 2100 


 3525 35250 Provitamins, vitamins and hormones; glycosides and 
vegetable alkaloids and their salts, ethers, esters and 
other derivatives; antibiotics 


 2936 - 2939, 2941 35250 2100 


 3526 35260 Medicaments, for therapeutic or prophylactic uses  3003, 3004 35260 2100 


 3529 35290 Other pharmaceutical products or articles for medical or 
surgical purposes 


2 3001, 3002, 3005, 
3006.10 - .70 


28190*, 
35290*, 
36390* 


2100 


353   Soap, cleaning preparations, perfumes and 
toilet preparations 


    


 3531 35310 Organic surface active agents, except soap  3402.11 - .19 35310 2023 


 3532  Soap and detergents, perfume and toilet preparations     


  35321 Soap; organic surface-active products and preparations 
for use as soap; paper, wadding, felt and nonwovens, 
impregnated, coated or covered with soap or detergent 


 3401 35321 2023 


  35322 Detergents and washing preparations  3402.20, .90 35322 2023 


  35323 Perfume and toilet preparations  3303 - 3306, 3307.10 - 
.30, .90 


35323 2023 


 3533  Cleaning and polishing preparations     


  35331 Preparations for perfuming or deodorizing rooms  3307.41, .49 35331 2023 


  35332 Artificial waxes and prepared waxes  3404 35332 2023 


  35333 Polishes and creams, for footwear, furniture, floors, 
coachwork, glass or metal 


 3405.10 - .30, .90 35333 2023 


  35334 Scouring pastes and powders and other scouring 
preparations 


 3405.40 35334 2023 


354   Chemical products n.e.c.     
 3541 35410 Essential oils and concentrates, aqueous distillates and 


aqueous solutions thereof; resinoids; terpenic by-
products of the deterpenation of essential oils; mixtures 
of odoriferous substances of a kind used as raw 
materials in industry 


 3301, 3302 35410 2029 


 3542 35420 Glues and gelatine, peptones and their derivatives, and 
related products; caseinates and other casein 
derivatives; albuminates and other albumin derivatives 


 3501.90, 3502.20, .90, 
3503, 3504, 3505.20, 
3506 


35420 2029 
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 3543 35430 Lubricating preparations and preparations of a kind used 
for the oil or grease treatment of materials, except of 
petroleum; prepared additives for mineral oils; prepared 
liquids for hydraulic transmission, except of petroleum; 
anti-freezing preparations and prepared de-icing fluids 


 3403, 3811, 3819, 3820 35430 2029 


 3544 35440 Modelling pastes; "dental wax" or "dental impression 
compounds"; other preparations for use in dentistry with 
a basis of plaster; preparations and charges for fire-
extinguishers; charged fire-extinguishing grenades; 
prepared culture media for development and 
maintenance of micro-organisms and plant, human or 
animal cells; composite diagnostic or laboratory 
reagents n.e.c. 


23 3407, 3813, 3821, 3822 35440* 2029 


 3545 35450 Prepared explosives; safety fuses; detonating fuses; 
percussion or detonating caps; igniters; electric 
detonators 


 3601 - 3603 35450 2029 


 3546 35460 Pyrotechnic articles  3604 35460 2029 


 3547 35470 Chemical elements and compounds doped for use in 
electronics 


 3818 35470 2029 


 3549 35490 Other chemical products n.e.c.  3802.10, 3809, 3810, 
3812, 3815, 3817, 
3824.10 - .40, .60 - .90 


35490 2029 


355   Man-made fibres     
 3551 35510 Synthetic filament tow and staple fibres, not carded or 


combed 
 5501, 5503 35510 2030 


 3552 35520 Synthetic filament yarn (except sewing thread and 
multiple or cabled yarn), not put up for retail sale 


1 5402.11 - .59 35520 2030 


 3553 35530 Synthetic monofilament and strip  5404 35530 2030 


 3554 35540 Artificial filament tow and staple fibres, not carded or 
combed 


 5502, 5504 35540 2030 


 3555 35550 Artificial filament yarn (except sewing thread and 
multiple or cabled yarn), not put up for retail sale 


 5403.10 - .39 35550 2030 


 3556 35560 Artificial monofilament and strip  5405 35560 2030 


Division 36 Rubber and plastics products 
361   Rubber tyres and tubes     
 3611  New pneumatic tyres, inner tubes, solid or cushion 


tyres, interchangeable tyre treads, tyre flaps and 
"camel-back", of rubber 


    


  36111 New pneumatic tyres, of rubber, of a kind used on motor 
cars 


 4011.10 36111 2211 


  36112 New pneumatic tyres, of rubber, of a kind used on 
motorcycles or bicycles 


 4011.40, .50 36112 2211 


  36113 Other new pneumatic tyres, of rubber  4011.20, .30, .61 - .99 36113 2211 
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  36114 Inner tubes, solid or cushion tyres, interchangeable tyre 
treads and tyre flaps, of rubber 


 4012.90, 4013 36114 2211 


  36115 "Camel-back" strips for retreading rubber tyres  4006.10 36115 2211 


 3612 36120 Retreaded pneumatic tyres, of rubber  4012.11 - .19 36120 2211 


362   Other rubber products     
 3621 36210 Reclaimed rubber  4003 36210 2219 


 3622 36220 Unvulcanized compounded rubber, in primary forms or 
in plates, sheets or strip; unvulcanized rubber in forms 
other than primary forms or plates, sheets or strip 
(except "camel-back" strips for retreading rubber tyres); 
articles of unvulcanized rubber; thread, cord, plates, 
sheets, strip, rods and profile shapes, of vulcanized 
rubber other than hard rubber 


 4005, 4006.90, 4007, 
4008 


36220 2219 


 3623 36230 Tubes, pipes and hoses of vulcanized rubber other than 
hard rubber 


 4009 36230 2219 


 3624 36240 Conveyor or transmission belts or belting, of vulcanized 
rubber 


 4010 36240 2219 


 3625 36250 Rubberized textile fabrics, except tyre cord fabric  5906 36250 2219 


 3626 36260 Articles of apparel and clothing accessories (including 
gloves) of vulcanized rubber other than hard rubber 


 4015 36260 2219 


 3627 36270 Articles of vulcanized rubber n.e.c.; hard rubber; articles 
of hard rubber 


 4014, 4016, 4017 36270 2219 


363   Semi-manufactures of plastics     
 3631 36310 Monofilament of which any cross-sectional dimension 


exceeds 1 mm, rods, sticks and profile shapes, of 
plastics 


 3916 36310 2220 


 3632 36320 Tubes, pipes and hoses, and fittings therefor, of plastics  3917 36320 2220 


 3633 36330 Plates, sheets, film, foil and strip, of plastics, not self-
adhesive, non-cellular and not reinforced, laminated, 
supported or similarly combined with other materials 


 3920 36330 2220 


 3639 36390 Other plates, sheets, film, foil and strip, of plastics  2 3921* 36390* 2220 


364   Packaging products of plastics     
 3641 36410 Sacks and bags, of plastics  3923.21, .29 36410 2220 


 3649 36490 Other articles for the conveyance or packing of goods, 
of plastics; stoppers, lids, caps and other closures, of 
plastics 


 3923.10, .30 - .90 36490 2220 


369   Other plastics products     
 3691 36910 Floor coverings of plastics, in rolls or in the form of tiles; 


wall or ceiling coverings of plastics 
 3918 36910 2220 


 3692 36920 Self-adhesive plates, sheets, film, foil, tape, strip and 
other flat shapes, of plastics 


 3919 36920 2220 
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 3693 36930 Baths, wash-basins, lavatory pans and covers, flushing 
cisterns and similar sanitary ware, of plastics 


 3922 36930 2220 


 3694 36940 Tableware, kitchenware, other household articles and 
toilet articles, of plastics 


 3924 36940 2220 


 3695 36950 Builders' ware of plastics n.e.c.  3925 36950 2220 


 3696 36960 Parts n.e.c. of lamps, lighting fittings, illuminated signs, 
illuminated name-plates and the like, of plastics 


 9405.92 36960 2220 


 3697  Safety headgear; other headgear of rubber or plastics     


  36971 Safety headgear 5 6506.10 36970* 3290 


  36972 Other headgear of rubber or plastics 5 6506.91 36970* 2220 


 3698 36980 Electrical insulating fittings of plastics  8547.20 36980 2220 


 3699 36990 Articles of plastics n.e.c. 1 3926.10, .30 - .90, 
3006.91 


36990 2220 


Division 37 Glass and glass products and other non-metallic products n.e.c. 
371   Glass and glass products     
 3711  Unworked glass, flat glass and pressed or moulded 


glass for construction; glass mirrors 
    


  37111 Glass in the mass, in balls (except microspheres), rods 
or tubes, unworked; waste and scrap of glass 


 7001, 7002 37111 2310 


  37112 Unworked cast, rolled, drawn or blown glass, in sheets  7003, 7004 37112 2310 


  37113 Float glass and surface ground or polished glass, in 
sheets 


 7005 37113 2310 


  37114 Glass in sheets, bent, edge-worked, engraved, drilled, 
enamelled or otherwise worked, but not framed, etc. 


 7006 37114 2310 


  37115 Safety glass  7007 37115 2310 


  37116 Glass mirrors; multiple walled insulating units of glass  7008, 7009 37116 2310 


  37117 Paving blocks, bricks, tiles and other articles of pressed 
or moulded glass, of a kind used for building or 
construction purposes; leaded lights and the like; 
multicellular or foam glass in blocks, plates or similar 
forms 


 7016.90 37117 2310 


 3712  Glass fibres and articles thereof, except woven fabrics     


  37121 Slivers, rovings, yarn and chopped strands, of glass  7019.11 - .19 37121 2310 


  37129 Voiles, webs, mats, mattresses, boards and other 
articles of glass fibres, except woven fabrics 


 7019.31 - .39, .90 37129 2310 


 3719  Other glass articles     


  37191 Bottles, jars, phials and other containers, of glass, of a 
kind used for the conveyance or packing of goods, 
except ampoules; stoppers, lids and other closures, of 
glass 


 7010.20, .90 37191 2310 
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  37192 Glass envelopes, open, and glass parts thereof, for 
electric lamps, cathode-ray tubes or the like 


 7011 37192 2310 


  37193 Glassware of a kind used for table, kitchen, toilet, office, 
indoor decoration or similar purposes (except bottles, 
jars and the like, of glass, and ornaments of lamp-
worked glass) 


 7013 37193 2310 


  37194 Clock or watch glasses and similar glasses; glasses for 
spectacles, not optically worked; hollow glass spheres 
and their segments for the manufacture of such glasses 


 7015 37194 2310 


  37195 Laboratory, hygienic or pharmaceutical glassware; 
ampoules of glass 


 7010.10, 7017 37195 2310 


  37196 Parts n.e.c. of lamps, lighting fittings, illuminated signs, 
illuminated name-plates and the like, of glass 


 9405.91 37196 2310 


  37197 Electrical insulators of glass  8546.10 37197 2310 


  37199 Articles of glass n.e.c. (including glass inners for 
vacuum flasks, signalling glassware, glass cubes for 
mosaics, glass beads, glass microspheres and 
ornaments of lamp-worked glass) 


1 7014, 7016.10, 7018, 
7020 


37199 2310 


372   Non-structural ceramic ware     
 3721 37210 Ceramic sinks, baths, water closet pans, flushing 


cisterns and similar sanitary fixtures 
 6910 37210 2392 


 3722  Ceramic household and ornamental articles     


  37221 Ceramic tableware, kitchenware, other household 
articles and toilet articles 


 6911, 6912 37221 2393 


  37222 Statuettes and other ornamental ceramic articles  6913 37222 2393 


 3729  Other non-structural ceramic wares     


  37291 Ceramic wares for laboratory, chemical or other 
technical uses; ceramic troughs, tubs and similar 
receptacles of a kind used in agriculture; ceramic pots, 
jars and similar articles of a kind used for the 
conveyance or packing of goods 


 6909 37291 2393 


  37292 Electrical insulators of ceramics; insulating fittings, for 
electrical machines, appliances or equipment, of 
ceramics 


 8546.20, 8547.10 37292 2393 


  37299 Other non-structural ceramic articles n.e.c.  6914 37299 2393 


373   Refractory products and structural non-
refractory clay products 


    


 3731 37310 Bricks, blocks, tiles and other ceramic goods of siliceous 
earths 


 6901 37310 2392 


 3732 37320 Refractory bricks, blocks, tiles and similar refractory 
ceramic constructional goods, other than those of 
siliceous earths 


 6902 37320 2391 
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 3733 37330 Refractory cements, mortars, concretes and similar 
compositions n.e.c. 


 3816 37330 2391 


 3734 37340 Unfired refractory products; other refractory ceramic 
goods 


 6815.91, 6903 37340 2391 


 3735 37350 Non-refractory ceramic building bricks, flooring blocks, 
support or filler tiles, roofing tiles, chimney-pots, cowls, 
chimney liners, architectural ornaments and other 
ceramic construction goods 


 6904, 6905 37350 2392 


 3736 37360 Non-refractory ceramic pipes, conduits, guttering and 
pipe fittings 


 6906 37360 2392 


 3737 37370 Ceramic flags and paving, hearth or wall tiles; ceramic 
mosaic cubes and the like 


 6907, 6908 37370 2392 


374   Cement, lime and plaster     
 3741 37410 Plasters  2520.20 37410 2394 


 3742 37420 Quicklime, slaked lime and hydraulic lime  2522 37420 2394 


 3743 37430 Cement clinkers  2523.10 37430 2394 


 3744 37440 Portland cement, aluminous cement, slag cement and 
similar hydraulic cements, except in the form of clinkers 


 2523.21 - .90 37440 2394 


 3745 37450 Calcinated or agglomerated dolomite  2518.20, .30 37450 2394 


375   Articles of concrete, cement and plaster     
 3751 37510 Non-refractory mortars and concretes  3824.50 37510 2395 


 3752 37520 Boards, blocks and similar articles of vegetable fibre, 
straw or wood waste agglomerated with mineral binders 


 6808 37520 2395 


 3753 37530 Articles of plaster or of compositions based on plaster  6809 37530 2395 


 3754 37540 Tiles, flagstones, bricks and similar articles, of cement, 
concrete or artificial stone 


 6810.11, .19 37540 2395 


 3755 37550 Prefabricated structural components for building or civil 
engineering, of cement, concrete or artificial stone 


 6810.91 37550 2395 


 3756 37560 Other articles of cement, concrete or artificial stone  6810.99 37560 2395 


 3757 37570 Articles of asbestos-cement, cellulose fibre-cement or 
the like 


 6811 37570 2395 


376   Monumental or building stone and articles 
thereof 


    


 3761 37610 Marble, travertine and alabaster, worked, and articles 
thereof (except setts, curbstones, flagstones, tiles, 
cubes and similar articles); artificially coloured granules, 
chippings and powder of marble, travertine and 
alabaster 


 6802.21, .91 37610 2396 


 3769 37690 Other worked monumental or building stone and articles 
thereof; other artificially coloured granules, chippings 
and powder of natural stone; articles of agglomerated 
slate 


1 6801, 6802.10, .23 - 
.29, .92 - .99, 6803 


37690 2396 
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379   Other non-metallic mineral products n.e.c.     
 3791 37910 Millstones, grindstones, grinding wheels and the like, 


without frameworks, for working stones, and parts 
thereof, of natural stone, of agglomerated natural or 
artificial abrasives, or of ceramics; natural or artificial 
abrasive powder or grain, on a base of textile, paper or 
other material 


 6804, 6805 37910 2399 


 3792 37920 Fabricated asbestos fibres; mixtures with a basis of 
asbestos or with a basis of asbestos and magnesium 
carbonate; articles of such mixtures, or of asbestos 


 6812, 6813 37920 2399 


 3793 37930 Articles of asphalt or of similar material  6807 37930 2399 


 3794 37940 Bituminous mixtures based on natural asphalt, on 
natural bitumen, on petroleum bitumen, on mineral tar or 
on mineral tar pitch 


 2715 37940 2399 


 3795 37950 Artificial graphite; colloidal or semi-colloidal graphite; 
preparations based on graphite or other carbon in the 
form of semi-manufactures 


 3801 37950 2399 


 3796 37960 Artificial corundum  2818.10 37960 2399 


 3799 37990 Non-metallic mineral products n.e.c. (including mineral 
wool, expanded mineral materials, worked mica, articles 
of mica, non-electrical articles of graphite or other 
carbon and articles of peat) 


 6806, 6814, 6815.10, 
.20, .99 


37990 2399 


Division 38 Furniture; other transportable goods n.e.c. 
381   Furniture     
 3811  Seats     


  38111 Seats, primarily with metal frames  9401.10, .20, .30, .71, 
.79 


38111 3100 


  38112 Seats, primarily with wooden frames  9401.40 - .69 38112 3100 


  38119 Other seats  9401.80 38119 3100 


 3812  Other furniture, of a kind used in offices     


  38121 Other metal furniture, of a kind used in offices  9403.10 38121 3100 


  38122 Other wooden furniture, of a kind used in offices  9403.30 38122 3100 


 3813 38130 Other wooden furniture, of a kind used in the kitchen  9403.40 38130 3100 


 3814 38140 Other furniture n.e.c 1 9403.20, .50 - .89, 9610 38140 3100 


 3815 38150 Mattress supports; mattresses, fitted with springs or 
stuffed or internally fitted with any material or of cellular 
rubber or plastics, whether or not covered 


 9404.10 - .29 38150 3100 


 3816 38160 Parts of furniture  9401.90, 9403.90 38160 3100 


382   Jewellery and related articles     
 3821 38210 Pearls, natural or cultured and unworked  7101.10, .21 38210 0311, 


0321 
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 3822 38220 Cultured pearls, precious or semi-precious stones, and 
synthetic or reconstructed precious or semi-precious 
stones (except industrial diamonds and piezo-electric 
quartz), worked (except simply sawn, cleaved, bruted or 
roughly shaped), but not strung, mounted or set  


 7101.22, 7102.39, 
7103.91, .99, 7104.90 


38220 3211 


 3823 38230 Industrial diamonds, worked; dust and powder of natural 
or synthetic precious or semi-precious stones 


 7102.29, 7105 38230 3211 


 3824 38240 Jewellery and other articles of precious metal or of metal 
clad with precious metal; articles of natural or cultured 
pearls or precious or semi-precious stones (natural, 
synthetic or reconstructed) 


 7113, 7114, 7115.90, 
7116 


38240 3211 


 3825 38250 Coin  7118 38250 3211 


383   Musical instruments     
 3831 38310 Pianos and other keyboard stringed musical instruments  9201 38310 3220 


 3832 38320 Other string musical instruments  9202 38320 3220 


 3833 38330 Wind musical instruments (including pipe organs, 
accordians and brass-wind instruments) 


1 9205 38330 3220 


 3834 38340 Musical instruments, the sound of which is produced, or 
must be amplified, electrically 


 9207 38340 3220 


 3835 38350 Other musical instruments (including percussion 
instruments, musical boxes and fairground organs); 
decoy calls; whistles, call horns and other mouth-blown 
sound signalling instruments 


 9206, 9208 38350 3220 


 3836 38360 Parts and accessories of musical instruments; 
metronomes, tuning forks and pitch pipes 


 9209 38360 3220 


384   Sports goods     
 3841 38410 Snow-skis and other snow-ski equipment; ice-skates 


and roller-skates 
 9506.11 - .19, .70 38410 3230 


 3842 38420 Water-skis, surf-boards, sailboards and other water-
sport equipment 


 9506.21, .29 38420 3230 


 3843 38430 Gymnasium or athletics articles and equipment  9506.91 38430 3230 


 3844 38440 Other articles and equipment for sports or outdoor 
games (including sports gloves, balls, golf clubs, 
equipment for table-tennis, and lawn-tennis racquets); 
swimming pools and paddling pools 


 4203.21, 9506.31 - .39, 
.40 - .69, .99 


38440 3230 


 3845 38450 Fishing rods and other line fishing tackle; fish landing 
nets, butterfly nets and similar nets; decoy "birds" and 
similar hunting or shooting requisites 


 9507 38450 3230 


385   Games and toys     
 3851 38510 Tricycles, scooters, pedal cars and similar wheeled toys; 


dolls' carriages; dolls; other toys; reduced-size ("scale") 
models and similar recreational models, working or not; 
puzzles of all kinds 


1 9503.00* 38510 3240 
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 3852 38520 Dolls representing human beings; toys representing 
animals or non-human creatures 


1 9503.00* 38520 3240 


 3853 38530 Parts and accessories of dolls representing human 
beings 


1 9503.00* 38530 3240 


 3854 38540 Toy electric trains, and tracks, signals and other 
accessories therefor; reduced-size ("scale") model 
assembly kits and other construction sets and 
constructional toys 


1 9503.00* 38540 3240 


 3855 38550 Puzzles 1 9503.00* 38550 3240 


 3856 38560 Other toys (including toy musical instruments) 1 9503.00* 38560 3240 


 3857 38570 Playing cards  9504.40 38570 3240 


 3858 38580 Video games of a kind used with a television receiver  9504.10 38580 2640 


 3859 38590 Other articles for funfair, table or parlour games 
(including articles for billiards, pintables, special tables 
for casino games and automatic bowling alley 
equipment), except video games of a kind used with a 
television receiver 


 9504.20, .30, .90 38590 3240 


386   Roundabouts, swings, shooting galleries and 
other fairground amusements 


    


 3860 38600 Roundabouts, swings, shooting galleries and other 
fairground amusements 


 9508 38600 3240 


387   Prefabricated buildings     
 3870 38700 Prefabricated buildings  9406 38700 1622, 


2511 


389   Other manufactured articles n.e.c.     
 3891  Pens, pencils, stamps, typewriter or similar ribbons, ink-


pads and similar articles 
    


  38911 Pens, duplicating stylos, pencils, pen-holders, pencil-
holders and similar holders, and parts thereof; crayons, 
pencil leads, pastels, drawing charcoals and chalks 


 9608, 9609 38911 3290 


  38912 Date, sealing or numbering stamps, and the like, 
designed for operating in the hand; hand-operated 
composing sticks and hand printing sets incorporating 
such sticks; typewriter or similar ribbons, prepared for 
giving impressions; ink-pads 


 9611 - 9612 38912 3290 


 3892  Umbrellas, sun-umbrellas, walking-sticks, seat-sticks, 
whips, riding-crops, buttons, press-fasteners, snap-
fasteners, press-studs, slide fasteners and parts thereof; 
button blanks 


    


  38921 Umbrellas, sun-umbrellas, walking-sticks, seat-sticks, 
whips, riding-crops and the like 


 6601, 6602 38921 3290 


  38922 Parts, trimmings and accessories of umbrellas, sun-
umbrellas, walking-sticks, seat-sticks, whips, riding-
crops and the like 


 6603 38922 3290 
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  38923 Press-fasteners, snap-fasteners, press-studs and parts 
therefor; buttons; slide fasteners 


 9606.10 - .29, 9607.11, 
.19 


38923 3290 


  38924 Button moulds and other parts of buttons; button blanks; 
parts of slide fasteners 


 9606.30, 9607.20 38924 3290 


 3893 38930 Linoleum  5904 38930 2220 


 3894  Photographic plates, film, paper, paperboard and 
textiles, exposed 


    


  38941 Photographic plates, film, paper, paperboard and 
textiles, exposed but not developed 


 3704 38941 7420 


  38942 Photographic plates and film, exposed and developed, 
other than cinematographic film 


 3705 38942 7420 


 3895 38950 Cinematographic film, exposed and developed, whether 
or not incorporating sound track or consisting only of 
sound track 


 3706 38950 5911 


 3896  Paintings, drawings and pastels; original engravings, 
prints and lithographs; original sculptures and statuary, 
in any material; postage or revenue stamps, stamp-
postmarks, first-day covers, postal stationery (stamped 
paper) and the like; collections and collectors' pieces of 
zoological, botanical, mineralogical, anatomical, 
historical, ethnographic or numismatic interest; antiques 


    


  38961 Paintings, drawings and pastels; original engravings, 
prints and lithographs; original sculptures and statuary, 
in any material 


9 9701 - 9703 38960* 9000 


  38962 Postage or revenue stamps, stamp-postmarks, first-day 
covers, postal stationery (stamped paper) and the like; 
collections and collectors' pieces of zoological, 
botanical, mineralogical, anatomical, historical, 
ethnographic or numismatic interest; antiques 


5 9704 - 9706 38960* n/a 


 3897  Human hair; wool or other animal hair or other textile 
materials; wigs, false beards, eyebrows and eyelashes, 
switches and the like; articles of human hair n.e.c.; 
horsehair 


    


  38971 Human hair, unworked, whether or not washed or 
scoured; waste of human hair 


 0501 38971 9602 


  38972 Human hair, dressed, thinned, bleached or otherwise 
worked; wool or other animal hair or other textile 
materials, prepared for use in making wigs or the like; 
wigs, false beards, eyebrows and eyelashes, switches 
and the like, of human or animal hair or of textile 
materials; articles of human hair n.e.c. 


 6703, 6704 38972 3290 


 3899  Other articles     


  38991 Festive, carnival or other entertainment articles, 
including conjuring tricks and novelty jokes 


 9505 38991 3290 


  38992 Baby carriages and parts thereof  8715 38992 3092 
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  38993 Brooms, brushes, hand-operated mechanical floor 
sweepers (not motorized), mops and feather dusters; 
prepared knots and tufts for broom or brush making; 
paint pads and rollers; squeegees (other than roller 
squeegees) 


 9603 38993 3290 


  38994 Cigarette lighters and other lighters; smoking pipes and 
cigar or cigarette holders, and parts thereof; combs, 
hair-slides and the like; hairpins, curling pins, curling 
grips, hair-curlers and the like (except electro-thermic 
apparatus), and parts thereof; scent sprays and similar 
toilet sprays, and mounts and heads therefor; powder-
puffs and pads for the application of cosmetics or toilet 
preparations 


1 9613.10 - .80, 9614 - 
9616 


38994 3290 


  38995 Parts of cigarette lighters and other lighters (except flints 
and wicks); pyrophoric alloys; articles of combustible 
materials n.e.c. 


 3606.90, 9613.90 38995 3290 


  38996 Instruments, apparatus and models, designed for 
demonstrational purposes, unsuitable for other uses 


 9023 38996 3290 


  38997 Imitation jewellery  7117 38997 3212 


  38998 Matches  3605 38998 2029 


  38999 Articles n.e.c. (including candles, tapers, skins of birds 
with their feathers, artificial flowers, entertainment 
articles, hand sieves, hand riddles, vacuum flasks, 
tailors dummies, animated displays used for shop 
window dressing, and parts n.e.c.) 


 3406, 3606.10, 4206, 
6701, 6702, 9601, 
9602, 9604, 9617, 9618 


38999 3290 


Division 39 Wastes or scraps 
391   Wastes from food and tobacco industry     
 3911 39110 Raw offal, inedible (including pigs' bristles, animal guts, 


bird skins, feathers, bones and ivory) 
 0502, 0504 - 0507, 


0510, 0511.99 
39110 n/a 


 3912 39120 Bran and other residues from the working of cereals or 
legumes; vegetable materials and vegetable waste, 
vegetable residues and by-products, whether or not in 
the form of pellets, of a kind used in animal feeding 
n.e.c. 


 2302, 2308 39120 n/a 


 3913 39130 Residues of starch manufacture and similar residues  2303.10 39130 n/a 


 3914 39140 Beet-pulp, bagasse and other waste of sugar 
manufacture 


 2303.20 39140 n/a 


 3915 39150 Cocoa shells, husks, skins and other cocoa waste  1802 39150 n/a 


 3916 39160 Brewing or distilling dregs and waste  2303.30 39160 n/a 


 3917 39170 Wine lees; argol  2307 39170 n/a 


 3918 39180 Tobacco refuse  2401.30 39180 n/a 


392   Non-metal wastes or scraps     
 3921  Miscellaneous textile wastes     
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  39211 Silk waste, not carded or combed 23 5003 26120, 39211 n/a 


  39212 Waste of wool or of fine or coarse animal hair  5103.20, .30 39212 n/a 


  39213 Garnetted stock of wool or of fine or coarse animal hair  5104 39213 n/a 


  39214 Cotton waste, except garnetted stock  5202.10 39214 n/a 


  39215 Other cotton waste; garnetted stock  5202.91, .99 39215 n/a 


  39216 Waste of man-made fibres  5505 39216 n/a 


  39217 Worn clothing and other worn textile articles  6309 39217 n/a 


  39218 Rags, scrap twine, cordage, rope and cables and worn 
out articles of twine, cordage, rope or cables, of textile 
materials 


 6310 39218 n/a 


 3922 39220 Waste of leather, leather dust, powder and flour  4115.20 39220 n/a 


 3923 39230 Residual lyes from the manufacture of wood pulp, 
including lignin sulphonates, but excluding tall oil 


 3804 39230 n/a 


 3924 39240 Waste and scrap of paper or paperboard  4707 39240 n/a 


 3925 39250 Waste, parings and scrap of rubber (except hard rubber) 
and powders and granules obtained therefrom 


 4004 39250 n/a 


 3926 39260 Used pneumatic tyres of rubber  4012.20 39260 n/a 


 3927 39270 Waste, parings and scrap of plastics  3915 39270 n/a 


 3928 39280 Sawdust and wood waste and scrap  4401.30 39280 n/a 


 3929 39290 Other non-metal waste or scrap 5 2525.30, 2621 16390* n/a 


393   Metal wastes or scraps     
 3931 39310 Slag, dross, scalings and other waste from the 


manufacture of iron or steel 
 2618, 2619 39310 n/a 


 3932 39320 Ash and residue (except from the manufacture of iron or 
steel), containing metals or metallic compounds, except 
precious metals 


 2620 39320 n/a 


 3933  Waste and scrap of precious metal     


  39331 Waste and scrap of gold or of metal clad with gold  7112.91 39331 n/a 


  39332 Waste and scrap of precious metal (except gold) or of 
metal clad with precious metal (except gold) 


 7112.92, .99 39332 n/a 


  39333 Ash containing precious metal or precious metal 
compounds 


 7112.30 39333 n/a 


 3934 39340 Ferrous waste and scrap  7204.10 - .49 39340 n/a 


 3935 39350 Remelting scrap ingots of iron or steel  7204.50 39350 n/a 


 3936  Waste and scrap of other metals     


  39361 Waste and scrap of copper 5 7404 39360* n/a 


  39362 Waste and scrap of nickel 5 7503 39360* n/a 


  39363 Waste and scrap of aluminium 5 7602 39360* n/a 
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  39364 Waste and scrap of lead 5 7802 39360* n/a 


  39365 Waste and scrap of zinc 5 7902 39360* n/a 


  39366 Waste and scrap of tin 5 8002 39360* n/a 


  39367 Waste and scrap of tungsten, molybdenum, tantalum, 
magnesium, cobalt, cadmium, titanium, zirconium, 
beryllium and thallium 


5 8101.97, 8102.97, 
8103.30, 8104.20, 
8105.30, 8107.30, 
8108.30, 8109.30, 
8112.13, .52 


41601*, 
41602* 


n/a 


  39368 Waste and scrap of antimony and chromium 5 8110.20, 8112.22 41603* n/a 


 3937 39370 Vessels and other floating structures for breaking up  8908 39370 n/a 


 3938 39380 Waste and scrap of primary cells, primary batteries and 
electric accumulators; spent primary cells, primary 
batteries and electric accumulators 


 8548.10 39380 n/a 


399   Other wastes and scraps     
 3991 39910 Municipal waste  3825.10 39910 n/a 


 3992 39920 Sewage sludge  3825.20 39920 n/a 


 3993  Clinical waste, including pharmaceutical waste     


  39931 Pharmaceutical waste 5 3006.92 35290* n/a 


  39939 Other clinical waste 3 3825.30 39930 n/a 


 3994 39940 Waste organic solvents  3825.41, .49 39940 n/a 


 3995 39950 Wastes from chemical or allied industries  2710.91, .99, 3825.50 - 
.69 


39950 n/a 


 3999 39990 Other wastes n.e.c.  3825.90 39990 n/a 


        


Section 4 Metal products, machinery and equipment 


Division 41 Basic metals 
411   Basic iron and steel     
 4111  Primary materials of iron and steel metallurgy     


  41111 Pig iron and spiegeleisen in pigs, blocks or other 
primary forms 


 7201 41111 2410 


  41112 Ferro-manganese  7202.11, .19 41112 2410 


  41113 Ferro-chromium  7202.41, .49 41113 2410 


  41114 Ferro-nickel  7202.60 41114 2410 


  41115 Other ferro-alloys  7202.21 - .30, .50, .70 - 
.99 


41115 2410 
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  41116 Ferrous products obtained by direct reduction of iron ore 
and other spongy ferrous products, in lumps, pellets or 
similar forms; iron having a minimum purity by weight of 
99.94%, in lumps, pellets or similar forms; granules and 
powders, of pig iron, spiegeleisen, iron or steel 


 7203, 7205 41116 2410 


 4112  Crude steel and steel semi-finished products     


  41121 Ingots, other primary forms, and semi-finished products 
of iron or non-alloy steel 


 7206, 7207 41121 2410 


  41122 Ingots, other primary forms, and semi-finished products 
of stainless steel or other alloy steel 


 7218.10, .91, .99, 7224 41122 2410 


412   Rolled, drawn and folded products of iron and 
steel 


    


 4121  Flat-rolled products of iron or steel, not further worked 
than hot-rolled 


    


  41211 Flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, not further 
worked than hot-rolled, of a width of 600 mm or more 


 7208.10 - .54 41211 2410 


  41212 Flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, not further 
worked than hot-rolled, of a width of less than 600 mm 


 7211.13 - .19 41212 2410 


  41213 Flat-rolled products of stainless steel or of other alloy 
steel, not further worked than hot-rolled, of a width of 
600 mm or more (except products of silicon-electrical 
steel) 


23 7219.11 - .24, 7225.30, 
.40 


41213, 
41234* 


2410 


  41214 Flat-rolled products of stainless steel or of other alloy 
steel, not further worked than hot-rolled, of a width of 
less than 600 mm (except products of silicon-electrical 
steel) 


23 7220.11, .12, 7226.91 41214, 
41234* 


2410 


 4122  Flat-rolled products of iron or steel, not further worked 
than cold-rolled 


    


  41221 Flat-rolled products of iron or non- alloy steel, not further 
worked than cold-rolled, of a width of 600 mm or more 


 7209.15 - .28 41221 2410 


  41222 Flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, not further 
worked than cold-rolled, of a width of less than 600 mm 


 7211.23 - .29 41222 2410 


  41223 Flat-rolled products of stainless steel or of other alloy 
steel, not further worked than cold-rolled, of a width of 
600 mm or more (except products of silicon-electrical 
steel) 


23 7219.31 - .35, 7225.50 41223, 
41234* 


2410 


  41224 Flat-rolled products of stainless steel or of other alloy 
steel, not further worked than cold-rolled, of a width of 
less than 600 mm (except products of silicon-electrical 
steel) 


23 7220.20, 7226.92 41224, 
41234* 


2410 


 4123  Other flat-rolled products of iron or steel     


  41231 Other flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel (not 
clad, plated or coated) 


 7208.90, 7209.90, 
7211.90 


41231 2410 


  41232 Flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, clad, 
plated or coated 


 7210, 7212 41232 2410 
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  41233 Flat-rolled products of silicon-electrical steel  7225.11, .19, 7226.11, 
.19 


41233 2410 


  41239 Other flat-rolled products of stainless steel or other alloy 
steel 


26 7219.90, 7220.90, 
7225.91 - .99, 7226.20, 
.99 


41235 2410 


 4124  Bars and rods of iron or steel, hot-rolled     


  41241 Bars and rods, hot-rolled, in irregularly wound coils, of 
iron or non-alloy steel 


 7213 41241 2410 


  41242 Other bars and rods of iron or non-alloy steel, not further 
worked than forged, hot-rolled, hot-drawn or hot-
extruded, but including those twisted after rolling 


 7214 41242 2410 


  41243 Bars and rods, hot-rolled, in irregularly wound coils, of 
stainless steel or other alloy steel 


 7221, 7227 41243 2410 


  41244 Other bars and rods of stainless steel or other alloy 
steel, not further worked than hot-rolled, hot-drawn or 
extruded (except bars and rods of high speed steel or 
silico-manganese steel) 


 7222.11, .19, 7228.30 41244 2410 


 4125  Angles, shapes and sections, of iron or non-alloy steel, 
not further worked than hot-rolled; sheet piling of iron or 
steel; railway or tramway track construction material of 
iron or steel 


    


  41251 Angles, shapes and sections, of iron or non-alloy steel, 
not further worked than hot-rolled, hot-drawn or 
extruded 


 7216.10 - .50 41251 2410 


  41252 Sheet piling, of iron or steel; welded angles, shapes and 
sections, of iron or steel 


 7301 41252 2410 


  41253 Railway or tramway track construction material of iron or 
steel 


 7302 41253 2410 


 4126  Drawn and folded products of iron or steel     


  41261 Bars and rods of iron or non-alloy steel n.e.c. (including 
those not further worked than cold-formed or cold-
finished) 


 7215 41261 2410 


  41262 Angles, shapes and sections, of iron or non-alloy steel 
n.e.c. (including those not further worked than cold-
formed or cold-finished) 


 7216.61, .69, .91, .99 41262 2410 


  41263 Wire of iron or non-alloy steel  7217 41263 2410 


  41264 Bars and rods, of stainless steel or other alloy steel 
n.e.c. (including those not further worked than forged, 
those not further worked than cold-formed or cold-
finished, and bars and rods of high speed steel or silico-
manganese steel); hollow drill bars and rods 


 7222.20, .30, 7228.10, 
.20, .40 - .60, .80 


41264 2410 


  41265 Angles, shapes and sections of stainless steel or other 
alloy steel 


 7222.40, 7228.70 41265 2410 


  41266 Wire of stainless steel or other alloy steel  7223, 7229 41266 2410 
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 4127  Tubes, pipes and hollow profiles, of iron or steel; tube or 
pipe fittings, of iron or steel 


    


  41271 Line pipe of a kind used for oil or gas pipelines, 
seamless, of iron (other than cast iron) or steel 


1 7304.11 - .19 41271 2410 


  41272 Casing, tubing and drill pipe, of a kind used in the drilling 
for oil or gas, seamless, of iron (other than cast iron) or 
steel 


1 7304.22 - .29 41272 2410 


  41273 Tubes, pipes and hollow profiles of cast iron  7303 41273 2431 


  41274 Other tubes, pipes and hollow profiles, seamless, of iron 
or steel 


 7304.31 - .90 41274 2410 


  41275 Line pipe of a kind used for oil or gas pipelines, other 
than seamless, of iron or steel 


1 7305.11 - .19, 7306.11 - 
.19 


41275 2410 


  41276 Casing and tubing, of a kind used in the drilling for oil or 
gas, other than seamless, of iron or steel 


1 7305.20, 7306.21 - .29 41276 2410 


  41277 Other tubes, pipes and hollow profiles, of iron or steel  7305.31 - .90, 7306.30 - 
.90 


41277 2410 


  41278 Tube or pipe fittings, of iron or steel  7307 41278 2410 


413   Basic precious metals and metals clad with 
precious metals 


    


 4131 41310 Silver (including silver plated with gold or platinum), 
unwrought or in semi-manufactured forms, or in powder 
form 


 7106 41310 2420 


 4132 41320 Gold (including gold plated with platinum), unwrought or 
in semi-manufactured forms, or in powder form 


 7108 41320 2420 


 4133 41330 Platinum, unwrought or in semi-manufactured forms, or 
in powder form 


 7110, 7115.10 41330 2420 


 4134 41340 Base metals or silver, clad with gold, not further worked 
than semi-manufactured 


 7109 41340 2420 


 4135 41350 Base metals clad with silver, and base metals, silver or 
gold clad with platinum, not further worked than semi-
manufactured 


 7107, 7111 41350 2420 


414   Copper, nickel, aluminium, alumina, lead, zinc 
and tin, unwrought 


    


 4141  Copper, unwrought; copper mattes; cement copper     


  41411 Copper mattes; cement copper  7401 41411 2420 


  41412 Unrefined copper; copper anodes for electrolytic refining  7402 41412 2420 


  41413 Refined copper and copper alloys, unwrought; master 
alloys of copper 


 7403, 7405 41413 2420 


 4142  Nickel, unwrought; intermediate products of nickel 
metallurgy 


    


  41421 Nickel mattes, nickel oxide sinters and other 
intermediate products of nickel metallurgy 


 7501 41421 2420 
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  41422 Unwrought nickel  7502 41422 2420 


 4143  Aluminium, unwrought; alumina     


  41431 Unwrought aluminium  7601 41431 2420 


  41432 Alumina (aluminium oxide), except artificial corundum  2818.20 41432 2420 


 4144  Lead, zinc and tin, unwrought     


  41441 Lead, unwrought  7801 41441 2420 


  41442 Zinc, unwrought  7901 41442 2420 


  41443 Tin, unwrought  8001 41443 2420 


415   Semi-finished products of copper, nickel, 
aluminium, lead, zinc and tin or their alloys 


    


 4151  Semi-finished products of copper or copper alloys     


  41511 Powders and flakes of copper  7406 41511 2420 


  41512 Bars, rods and profiles, of copper  7407 41512 2420 


  41513 Wire of copper  7408 41513 2420 


  41514 Plates, sheets and strip, of copper, of a thickness 
exceeding 0.15 mm 


 7409 41514 2420 


  41515 Foil, of copper, of a thickness not exceeding 0.15 mm  7410 41515 2420 


  41516 Tubes, pipes and tube or pipe fittings, of copper  7411, 7412 41516 2420 


 4152  Semi-finished products of nickel or nickel alloys     


  41521 Powders and flakes of nickel  7504 41521 2420 


  41522 Bars, rods, profiles and wire, of nickel  7505 41522 2420 


  41523 Plates, sheet, strip and foil, of nickel  7506 41523 2420 


  41524 Tubes, pipes and tube or pipe fittings, of nickel  7507 41524 2420 


 4153  Semi-finished products of aluminium or aluminium alloys     


  41531 Powders and flakes of aluminium  7603 41531 2420 


  41532 Bars, rods and profiles, of aluminium  7604 41532 2420 


  41533 Wire of aluminium  7605 41533 2420 


  41534 Plates, sheets and strip, of aluminium, of a thickness 
exceeding 0.2 mm 


 7606 41534 2420 


  41535 Foil, of aluminium, of a thickness not exceeding 0.2 mm  7607 41535 2420 


  41536 Tubes, pipes and tube or pipe fittings, of aluminium  7608, 7609 41536 2420 


 4154  Semi-finished products of lead, zinc and tin or their 
alloys 


    


  41542 Lead plates, sheets, strip and foil; lead powders and 
flakes 


 7804 41542 2420 


  41544 Zinc dust, powders and flakes  7903 41544 2420 
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  41545 Zinc bars, rods, profiles and wire; zinc plates, sheets, 
strip and foil 


 7904, 7905 41545 2420 


  41547 Tin bars, rods, profiles and wire  8003 41547 2420 


416   Other non-ferrous metals and articles thereof 
(including waste and scrap); cermets and 
articles thereof; ash and residue (except from 
the manufacture of iron or steel), containing 
metals or metallic compounds 


    


 4160  Other non-ferrous metals and articles thereof (including 
waste and scrap); cermets and articles thereof; ash and 
residue (except from the manufacture of iron or steel), 
containing metals or metallic compounds 


    


  41601 Tungsten, molybdenum, tantalum, magnesium, cobalt, 
cadmium, titanium, zirconium, beryllium, gallium, 
hafnium, indium, niobium, rhenium and thallium, 
germanium and vanadium, unwrought, and powders 
thereof, except powders of magnesium; waste and 
scrap of gallium, hafnium, indium, niobium, rhenium, 
germanium and vanadium; cobalt mattes and other 
intermediate products of cobalt metallurgy 


23 8101.10, .94, 8102.10, 
.94, 8103.20, 8104.11 - 
.19, 8105.20, 8107.20, 
8108.20, 8109.20, 
8112.12, .51, .92 


41601* 2420 


  41602 Tungsten, molybdenum, tantalum, magnesium, cobalt, 
cadmium, titanium, zirconium, beryllium, gallium, 
hafnium, indium, niobium, rhenium and thallium, 
germanium and vanadium, wrought, and articles thereof; 
powders of magnesium 


23 8101, .96, .99, 8102.95, 
.96, .99, 8103.90, 
8104.30, .90, 8105.90, 
8107.90, 8108.90, 
8109.90, 8112.19, .59, 
.99 


41602* 2420 


  41603 Bismuth, antimony, manganese, chromium and articles 
thereof; including waste and scrap of bismuth or 
manganese 


23 8106, 8110.10, .90, 
8111, 8112.21, .29 


41603* 2420 


  41604 Cermets and articles thereof  8113 41604 2420 


Division 42 Fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment 
421   Structural metal products and parts thereof     
 4211 42110 Bridges, bridge sections, towers and lattice masts, of 


iron or steel 
 7308.10, .20 42110 2511 


 4212 42120 Doors, windows and their frames and thresholds for 
doors, of iron, steel or aluminium 


 7308.30, 7610.10 42120 2511 


 4219 42190 Other structures (except prefabricated buildings) and 
parts of structures, of iron, steel or aluminium; plates, 
rods, angles, shapes, sections, profiles, tubes and the 
like, prepared for use in structures, of iron, steel or 
aluminium; props and similar equipment for scaffolding, 
shuttering or pitpropping 


 7308.40, .90, 7610.90 42190 2511 


422   Tanks, reservoirs and containers of iron, steel 
or aluminium 
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 4221 42210 Reservoirs, tanks, vats and similar containers (other 
than for compressed or liquefied gas), of iron, steel or 
aluminium, of a capacity exceeding 300 litres, not fitted 
with mechanical or thermal equipment 


 7309, 7611 42210 2512 


 4222 42220 Containers for compressed or liquefied gas, of iron, 
steel or aluminium 


 7311, 7613 42220 2512 


423   Steam generators, (except central  heating 
boilers) and parts thereof 


    


 4231 42310 Nuclear reactors  8401.10 42310 2513 


 4232 42320 Steam or other vapour generating boilers (other than 
central heating hot water boilers capable also of 
producing low pressure steam); super-heated water 
boilers 


 8402.11 - .20 42320 2513 


 4233 42330 Auxiliary plant for use with boilers; condensers for steam 
or other vapour power units 


 8404.10, .20 42330 2513 


 4234  Parts for the goods of classes 4231 to 4233     


  42341 Parts of the goods of subclass 42310  8401.40 42341 2513 


  42342 Parts of the goods of subclasses 42320 and 42330  8402.90, 8404.90 42342 2513 


429   Other fabricated metal products     
 4291  Domestic metal products     


  42911 Sinks, wash-basins, baths and other sanitary ware and 
parts thereof, of iron, steel, copper or aluminium 


 7324, 7418.20, 7615.20 42911 2599 


  42912 Table, kitchen or other household articles and parts 
thereof, of iron, steel, copper or aluminium; pot scourers 
and scouring or polishing pads, gloves and the like, of 
iron or steel, copper or aluminium; iron or steel wool; 
hand-operated mechanical appliances, weighing 10 kg 
or less, used in the preparation, conditioning or serving 
of food or drink 


2 7323, 7418.11, .19, 
7615.11, .19, 8210 


42912, 
44821* 


2599 


  42913 Knives (except for machines) and scissors, and blades 
therefor 


 8211, 8213 42913 2593 


  42914 Razors and razor blades (including razor blade blanks in 
strips) 


 8212 42914 2593 


  42915 Other articles of cutlery; manicure or pedicure sets and 
instruments 


 8214 42915 2593 


  42916 Spoons, forks, ladles, skimmers, cake-servers, fish-
knives, butter-knives, sugar tongs and similar kitchen or 
table ware 


 8215 42916 2593 
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 4292  Hand tools (including hand tools of a kind used in 
agriculture, horticulture or forestry, hand saws, files, 
pliers and metal cutting shears, hand-operated 
spanners, blow-lamps and clamps); interchangeable 
tools for hand tools or for machine tools, including dies 
for drawing  or extruding metal, and rock drilling or earth 
boring tools; knives for machines; plates, sticks, tips and 
the like for tools, unmounted, of sintered metal carbides 
or cermets 


    


  42921 Hand tools (including hand tools of a kind used in 
agriculture, horticulture or forestry, hand saws, files, 
pliers and metal cutting shears, hand-operated 
spanners, blow-lamps and clamps) 


 8201 - 8206 42921 2593 


  42922 Interchangeable tools for hand tools or for machine 
tools, including dies for drawing or extruding metal, and 
rock drilling or earth boring tools; knives for machines; 
plates, sticks, tips and the like for tools, unmounted, of 
sintered metal carbides or cermets 


 8207 - 8209 42922 2592, 
2593 


 4293  Tanks, casks, drums, cans, boxes and similar 
containers (other than for compressed or liquefied gas) 
of iron, steel or aluminium, of a capacity not exceeding 
300 litres, not fitted with mechanical or thermal 
equipment; stoppers, caps and lids (including crown 
corks), capsules for bottles, threaded bungs, bung 
covers, seals and other packing accessories, of base 
metal 


    


  42931 Tanks, casks, drums, cans, boxes and similar 
containers (other than for compressed or liquefied gas) 
of iron, steel or aluminium, of a capacity not exceeding 
300 litres, not fitted with mechanical or thermal 
equipment 


 7310, 7612 42931 2599 


  42932 Stoppers, caps and lids (including crown corks), 
capsules for bottles, threaded bungs, bung covers, seals 
and other packing accessories, of base metal 


 8309 42932 2599 


 4294  Metal fasteners, springs and miscellaneous articles 
made from metal wire 


    


  42941 Stranded wire, ropes, cables, plaited bands, slings and 
the like, of iron or steel, not electrically insulated 


 7312 42941 2599 


  42942 Stranded wire, cables, plaited bands and the like, of 
copper or aluminium, not electrically insulated 


 7413, 7614 42942 2599 


  42943 Cloth, grill, netting and fencing, of iron or steel wire; 
expanded metal of iron or steel 


23 7314 42943* 2599 


  42944 Nails, tacks, staples (except staples in strips), screws, 
bolts, nuts, screw hooks, rivets, cotters, cotter-pins, 
washers and similar articles, of iron, steel, copper or 
aluminium 


 7317, 7318, 7415, 
7616.10 


42944 2599 


  42945 Springs and leaves for springs, of iron or steel 23 7320 42945* 2599 
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  42946 Barbed wire of iron or steel; twisted hoop or single flat 
wire, and loosely twisted double wire, of a kind used for 
fencing, of iron or steel 


 7313 42946 2599 


 4295 42950 Wire, rods, tubes, plates, electrodes and similar 
products, of base metal or of metal carbides, coated or 
cored with flux material, of a kind used for soldering, 
brazing, welding or deposition of metal or of metal 
carbides; wire and rods, of agglomerated base metal 
powder, used for metal spraying 


 8311 42950 2599 


 4299  Other metal goods     


  42991 Chain (except articulated link chain) and parts thereof, 
of iron or steel; chain and parts thereof, of copper 


 7315.20 - .90, 7419.10 42991 2599 


  42992 Padlocks and locks, of base metal; clasps and frames 
with clasps, incorporating locks, of base metal; keys and 
parts thereof, of base metal; base metal fittings for 
furniture, doors, saddlery and the like 


 8301, 8302 42992 2593 


  42993 Armoured or reinforced safes, strong-boxes and doors 
and safe deposit lockers for strong-rooms, cash or deed 
boxes and the like, of base metal 


 8303 42993 2599 


  42994 Paper trays, paper rests, pen trays, office-stamp stands 
and similar office or desk equipment, of base metal, 
other than office furniture 


 8304 42994 2599 


  42995 Fittings for loose-leaf binders or files; letter clips, letter 
corners, paper clips, indexing tags and similar office 
articles, of base metal; staples in strips, of base metal 


 8305 42995 2599 


  42996 Statuettes and other ornaments of base metal; 
photograph, picture or similar frames of base metal; 
mirrors of base metal 


 8306.21 - .30 42996 2599 


  42997 Sewing needles, knitting needles, bodkins, crochet 
hooks, embroidery stilettos and similar articles, for use 
in the hand, of iron or steel; safety pins and other pins of 
iron or steel n.e.c.; clasps, frames with clasps, buckles, 
buckle-clasps, hooks, eyes, eyelets and the like, of base 
metal, of a kind used for clothing, footwear, awnings, 
handbags, travel goods or other made-up articles; 
tubular or bifurcated rivets, of base metal; beads and 
spangles of base metal 


 7319, 8308 42997 2599 


  42998 Ships' propellers and blades therefor 1 8487.10 42998 2599 


  42999 Metal goods n.e.c. (including anchors, grapnels and 
parts thereof, of iron or steel; grinding balls and similar 
articles for mills, of iron or steel; gutters, roof capping, 
skylight frames and other fabricated building 
components, of zinc;  base metal hat-racks, brackets, 
etc.; automatic door closers of base metal; flexible 
tubing of base metal; sign-plates of base metal) 


2 7316, 7325, 7326, 
7419.91, .99, 7508, 
7616.91, .99, 7806, 
7907, 8007, 8306.10, 
8307, 8310 


42943*, 
42945*, 
42999 


2599 


Division 43 General-purpose machinery 
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431   Engines and turbines and parts thereof     
 4311 43110 Internal combustion piston engines, other than for motor 


vehicles and aircraft 
 8407.21, .29, .90, 


8408.10, .90 
43110 2811 


 4312  Internal combustion engines of a kind used for motor 
vehicles 


    


  43121 Spark-ignition reciprocating internal combustion piston 
engines, of a cylinder capacity not exceeding 1000 cc 


 8407.31 - .33 43121 2910 


  43122 Spark-ignition reciprocating internal combustion piston 
engines, of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1000 cc 


 8407.34 43122 2910 


  43123 Compression-ignition internal combustion piston 
engines, of a kind used for the propulsion of vehicles 
other than railway or tramway rolling stock 


 8408.20 43123 2910 


 4313  Motors and engines for aircraft and spacecraft; aircraft 
launching gear, deck-arrestor or similar gear, and 
ground flying trainers 


    


  43131 Spark-ignition reciprocating or rotary internal 
combustion piston engines for aircraft 


 8407.10 43131 3030 


  43132 Turbo-jets and turbo-propellers  8411.11 - .22 43132 3030 


  43133 Reaction engines other than turbo-jets  8412.10 43133 3030 


  43134 Aircraft launching gear; deck-arrestor or similar gear; 
ground flying trainers 


 8805 43134 3030 


 4314  Steam turbines and other vapour turbines; hydraulic 
turbines and water wheels; gas turbines other than 
turbo-jets and turbo-propellers 


    


  43141 Steam turbines and other vapour turbines  8406.10, .81, .82 43141 2811 


  43142 Hydraulic turbines and water wheels  8410.11 - .13 43142 2811 


  43143 Gas turbines other than turbo-jets and turbo-propellers  8411.81, .82 43143 2811 


 4315  Parts for the goods of classes 4311 to 4314     


  43151 Parts of spark-ignition reciprocating, compression 
ignition or rotary internal combustion piston engines 


 8409.91, .99 43151 2910 


  43152 Parts of spark-ignition reciprocating or rotary internal 
combustion piston engines for aircraft 


 8409.10 43152 3030 


  43153 Parts for the goods of subclass 43141  8406.90 43153 2811 


  43154 Parts for the goods of subclass 43142, including 
regulators 


 8410.90 43154 2811 


  43155 Parts of turbo-jets and turbo-propellers  8411.91 43155 3030 


  43156 Parts for the goods of subclass 43143  8411.99 43156 2811 


432   Pumps, compressors, hydraulic and pneumatic 
power engines, and valves, and parts thereof 


    


 4321  Hydraulic and pneumatic power engines and motors     
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  43211 Linear acting (cylinders) hydraulic and pneumatic power 
engines and motors 


 8412.21, .31 43211 2812 


  43212 Other hydraulic and pneumatic power engines and 
motors 


 8412.29, .39, .80 43212 2812 


 4322  Pumps for liquids; liquid elevators     


  43221 Pumps for water management (irrigation and drainage) 7 8413.81 43220* 2813 


  43222 Other pumps for liquids; liquid elevators 7 8413.11 - .70, .82 43220* 2813 


 4323 43230 Air or vacuum pumps; air or other gas compressors  8414.10 - .40, .80 43230 2813 


 4324 43240 Taps, cocks, valves and similar appliances for pipes, 
boiler shells, tanks, vats or the like 


 8481.10 - .80 43240 2813 


 4325  Parts for the goods of classes 4321 to 4324     


  43251 Parts for the goods of subclasses 43211 and 43212; 
parts of reaction engines other than turbo-jets 


 8412.90 43251 2812 


  43252 Parts for the goods of subclass 43220  8413.91, .92 43252 2813 


  43253 Parts for the goods of subclass 43230; parts of fans and 
ventilating or recycling hoods incorporating a fan 


 8414.90 43253 2813 


  43254 Parts for the goods of subclass 43240  8481.90 43254 2813 


433   Bearings, gears, gearing and driving elements, 
and parts thereof 


    


 4331 43310 Ball or roller bearings  8482.10 - .80 43310 2814 


 4332 43320 Transmission shafts and cranks; bearing housings and 
plain shaft bearings; gears and gearing; ball or roller 
screws, gear boxes and other speed changers; 
flywheels and pulleys; clutches and shaft couplings; 
articulated link chain 


 7315.11, .12, 8483.10 - 
.60 


43320 2814 


 4333  Parts for the goods of classes 4331 and 4332     


  43331 Parts for the goods of subclass 43310  8482.91, .99 43331 2814 


  43332 Parts for the goods of subclass 43320  7315.19, 8483.90 43332 2814 


434   Ovens and furnace burners and parts thereof     
 4341 43410 Furnace burners for liquid fuel, for pulverised solid fuel 


or for gas; mechanical stokers, mechanical grates, 
mechanical ash dischargers and similar appliances 


 8416.10 - .30 43410 2815 


 4342 43420 Industrial or laboratory furnaces and ovens, except non-
electric bakery ovens; other industrial or laboratory 
induction or dielectric heating equipment 


 8417.10, .80, 8514.10 - 
.40 


43420 2815 


 4343 43430 Parts for the goods of subclasses 43410 and 43420; 
parts of non-electric bakery ovens 


 8416.90, 8417.90, 
8514.90 


43430 2815 


435   Lifting and handling equipment and parts 
thereof 


    


 4351 43510 Pulley tackle and hoists other than skip hoists; winches 
and capstans; jacks 


 8425 43510 2816 
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 4352 43520 Derricks; cranes; mobile lifting frames, straddle carriers 
and works trucks fitted with a crane 


 8426 43520 2816 


 4353 43530 Fork-lift trucks; other works trucks whether or not fitted 
with lifting or handling equipment; tractors of the type 
used on railway station platforms 


 8427, 8709.11, .19 43530 2816 


 4354 43540 Lifts, skip hoists, escalators and moving walkways  8428.10, .40 43540 2816 


 4355 43550 Pneumatic and other continuous action elevators and 
conveyors, for goods or materials 


 8428.20, .32 - .39 43550 2816 


 4356 43560 Other lifting, handling, loading or unloading machinery 1 8428.60 - .90 43560 2816 


 4357 43570 Parts for the goods of subclasses 43510 to 43560  8431.10 - .39, 8709.90 43570 2816 


 4358 43580 Buckets, shovels, grabs and grips for cranes, 
excavators and the like 


 8431.41 43580 2816 


439   Other general-purpose machinery and parts 
thereof 


    


 4391  Gas generators; distilling plant; air conditioning and 
refrigerating equipment; filtering machinery 


    


  43911 Producer gas or water gas generators; acetylene gas 
generators and similar water process gas generators; 
distilling or rectifying plant; heat exchange units; 
machinery for liquefying air or gas 


 8405.10, 8419.40 - .60 43911 2819 


  43912 Air conditioning machines  8415.10 - .83 43912 2819 


  43913 Refrigerating and freezing equipment and heat pumps, 
except household type equipment 


 8418.50 - .69 43913 2819 


  43914 Filtering or purifying machinery and apparatus, for 
liquids or gases, except oil filters, petrol filters and air 
intake filters for internal combustion engines 


 8421.21, .22, .29, .39 43914 2819 


  43915 Oil filters, petrol filters and air intake filters for internal 
combustion engines 


 8421.23, .31 43915 2819 


 4392  Machinery for cleaning bottles, packing, and weighing; 
spraying machinery 


    


  43921 Machinery for cleaning or drying bottles or other 
containers; machinery for filling, closing, sealing, 
capsuling or labelling bottles, cans, boxes, bags or other 
containers; machinery for aerating beverages; other 
packing or wrapping machinery 


 8422.20 - .40 43921 2819 


  43922 Weighing machinery (excluding balances of a sensitivity 
of 5 cg or better) 


 8423.10 - .89 43922 2819 


  43923 Fire extinguishers; spray guns and similar appliances; 
steam or sand blasting machines and similar jet 
projecting machines; mechanical appliances for 
projecting, dispersing or spraying liquids or powders, 
except agricultural or horticultural appliances 


 8424.10 - .30, .89 43923 2819 


  43924 Gaskets of metal sheeting  8484 43924 2819 


 4393  General-purpose machinery n.e.c.     
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  43931 Fans, except domestic type; centrifuges, except cream 
separators and clothes dryers 


 8414.59, 8421.19 43931 2819 


  43932 Machinery n.e.c. for the treatment of materials by a 
process involving a change of temperature 


 8419.89 43932 2819 


  43933 Calandering or other rolling machines, except for metals 
or glass 


 8420.10 43933 2819 


  43934 Automatic goods vending machines  8476.21, .29, .81, .89 43934 2819 


  43935 Dishwashing machines, except household type  8422.19 43935 2819 


 4394  Parts for the goods of classes 4391 to 4393     


  43941 Parts of producer gas or water gas generators; parts of 
acetylene gas generators and similar water process gas 
generators; parts for the goods of subclass 43912; parts 
of refrigerating and freezing equipment and heat pumps; 
parts of machinery for the treatment of materials by a 
process involving a change of temperature 


 8405.90, 8415.90, 
8418.91, .99, 8419.90 


43941 2819 


  43942 Parts of centrifuges, including centrifugal dryers; parts of 
filtering or purifying machinery and apparatus for liquids 
or gases 


 8421.91, .99 43942 2819 


  43943 Parts for the goods of subclasses 43922, 43923 and 
43933; weighing machine weights; parts of agricultural 
or horticultural mechanical appliances for projecting, 
dispersing or spraying liquids or powders 


 8420.91, .99, 8423.90, 
8424.90, 8476.90 


43943 2819 


  43944 Parts n.e.c. of dish washing machines; parts of 
machinery for cleaning or drying bottles or other 
containers; parts of machinery for filling, closing, 
sealing, capsuling or labelling bottles, cans, boxes, bags 
or other containers and of machinery for aerating 
beverages; parts of other packing or wrapping 
machinery 


 8422.90 43944 2819 


  43949 Machinery parts, non-electrical n.e.c. 1 8487.90 43949 2819 


Division 44 Special-purpose machinery 
441   Agricultural or forestry machinery and parts 


thereof 
    


 4411  Soil machinery (Agricultural, horticultural or forestry 
machinery for soil preparation or cultivation; lawn or 
sports-ground rollers) 


    


  44111 Ploughs 7 8432.10 44110* 2821 


  44112 Harrows, scarifies, cultivators, weeders and hoes 7 8432.21, .29 44110* 2821 


  44113 Seeders, planters and transplanters 7 8432.30 44110* 2821 


  44114 Manure spreaders and fertilizer distributors 7 8432.40 44110* 2821 


  44115 Parts of soil machinery 7 8432.90 44110* 2821 


  44119 Other soil machinery, n.e.c. 7 8432.80 44110* 2821 
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 4412  Harvester and threshers; machines for cleaning, sorting 
or grading agricultural products 


    


  44121 Mowers for lawns, parks or sportsgrounds 7 8433.11, .19 44120* 2821 


  44122 Combine harvester / threshers 7 8433.51 44130* 2821 


  44123 Other mowers, including cutter bars for tractor mounting 7 8433.20 44130* 2821 


  44124 Other haymaking machinery 7 8433.30 44130* 2821 


  44125 Straw or fodder balers, including pickup balers 7 8433.40 44130* 2821 


  44126 Root or tuber harvesting machines 7 8433.53 44130* 2821 


  44127 Machines for cleaning, sorting or grading eggs, fruit or 
other agricultural produce 


7 8433.60 44180* 2821 


  44128 Machines for cleaning, sorting or grading seed, grain or 
dried leguminous vegetables 


7 8437.10 44180* 2821 


  44129 Parts and other harvester and threshers, n.e.c. 7 8433.90, 8433.52, 
8433.59 


44130*, 
44190 


2821 


 4413  Milking and dairy machines     


  44131 Milking system 7 8434.10* 44180* 2821 


  44132 Portable milking machines 7 8434.10* 44180* 2821 


  44133 Dairy machinery 7 8434.20 44512 2825 


  44139 Parts of milking and dairy machines, n.e.c. 7 8434.90 44521* 2821, 
2825 


 4414  Agricultural tractors     


  44141 Pedestrian controlled tractors 7 8701.10 44140 2821 


  44142 Track-laying tractors, with engines of less than 114.9 kw 7 8701.30* 44450* 2821, 
2824 


  44143 Track-laying tractors, with engines of 114.9 kw or more 7 8701.30* 44450* 2821, 
2824 


  44144 Log skidders suitable for agricultural use 7 8701.90* 44150* 2821 


  44145 Wheel tractors, with power take-off of less than 74.6kw 7 8701.90* 44150* 2821 


  44146 Wheel tractors, with power take-off of 74.6kw or more 7 8701.90* 44150* 2821 


  44149 Other agricultural tractors 7 8701.90* 44150* 2821 


 4416 44160 Mechanical appliances for projecting, dispersing or 
spraying liquids or powders for agriculture or horticulture 


 8424.81 44160 2821 


 4417 44170 Self-loading or self-unloading trailers and semi-trailers 
for agricultural purposes 


 8716.20 44170 2821 


 4419  Other agricultural machinery      


  44191 Presses, crushers and similar machinery used in the 
manufacture of wine, cider, fruit juices or similar 
beverages. 


7 8435.10 44514 2823 


  44192 Machinery for preparing animal feeding stuffs 7 8436.10 44180* 2821 
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  44193 Poultry incubators and brooders 7 8436.21 44180* 2821 


  44194 Poultry keeping machinery 7 8436.29 44180* 2821 


  44195 Barn and barnyard machines 7 8436.80* 44180* 2821 


  44196 Crop preparing machines 7 8436.80* 44180* 2821 


  44197 Bee-keep machinery 7 8436.80* 44180* 2821 


  44198 Other agricultural machinery n.e.c. 7 8436.80* 44180* 2821 


  44199 Parts of agricultural machinery 7 8435.90, 8436.91, 
8436.99 


44190*, 
44521* 


2821 


442   Machine-tools and parts and accessories 
thereof 


    


 4421  Machine-tools for working metal; machine-tools for 
working any material by laser or similar process 


    


  44211 Machine-tools for working any material by removal of 
material, by laser or other light or photon beam, ultra-
sonic, electro-discharge, electro-chemical, electron 
beam, ionic beam or plasma arc processes  


 8456 44211 2822 


  44212 Machining centres, unit construction machines (single 
station) and multi-station transfer machines, for working 
metal 


 8457 44212 2822 


  44213 Lathes for removing metal  8458 44213 2822 


  44214 Machine-tools for drilling, boring or milling metal  8459.10 - .69 44214 2822 


  44215 Machine-tools for threading or tapping by removing 
metal, except lathes and way-type unit head machines 


 8459.70 44215 2822 


  44216 Machine-tools for deburring, sharpening, grinding, 
honing, lapping, polishing or otherwise finishing metal, 
sintered metal carbides or cermets by means of grinding 
stones, abrasives or polishing products; machine-tools 
for planing, shaping, slotting, broaching, gear cutting, 
gear grinding or gear finishing, sawing, cutting-off and 
other machine-tools working by removing metal, 
sintered metal carbides or cermets n.e.c. 


 8460, 8461 44216 2822 


  44217 Machine-tools for working metal by forging, hammering 
or die-stamping; machine-tools for working metal by 
bending, folding, straightening, flattening, shearing, 
punching or notching; other presses for working metal or 
metal carbides 


 8462 44217 2822 


  44218 Machine-tools n.e.c. for working metal, sintered metal 
carbides or cermets, without removing material 


 8463 44218 2822 


 4422  Machine-tools for working stone, ceramics and the like, 
and for working wood, bone, hard plastics and the like; 
presses for the manufacture of particle board and the 
like 
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  44221 Machine-tools for working stone, ceramics, concrete, 
asbestos-cement or like mineral materials or for cold 
working glass 


 8464 44221 2822 


  44222 Machine-tools for working wood, cork, bone, hard 
rubber, hard plastics or similar hard materials; presses 
for the manufacture of particle board or fibre building 
board of wood or other ligneous materials and other 
machinery for treating wood or cork 


 8465, 8479.30 44222 2822 


 4423  Tools for working in the hand, powered     


  44231 Tools for working in the hand, pneumatic or with self-
contained non-electric motor 


 8467.11, .19, .81, .89 44231 2818 


  44232 Electromechanical tools for working in the hand, with 
self-contained electric motor 


 8467.21, .22, .29 44232 2818 


 4424 44240 Machinery and apparatus for soldering, brazing or 
welding; gas-operated surface tempering machines and 
appliances; electric machines and apparatus for hot 
spraying of metals or sintered metal carbides 


 8468.10 - .80, 8515.11 - 
.80 


44240 2790, 
2819 


 4425  Tool holders; parts and accessories for the goods of 
classes 4421 to 4424 


    


  44251 Tool holders, self-opening dieheads, work holders, 
dividing heads and other special attachments for 
machine-tools; tool-holders for any type of tool for 
working in the hand; other parts and accessories for the 
goods of class 4421 


2 8466.10 - .30, .93, .94 44251* 2822 


  44252 Parts and accessories for the goods of subclass 44221; 
parts and accessories of machine tools for working 
wood, bone, hard plastics and the like 


 8466.91, .92 44252 2822 


  44253 Parts for the goods of subclass 44231  8467.91*, .92, .99* 44253 2818 


  44254 Parts for the goods of subclass 44232  8467.91*, .99* 44254 2818 


  44255 Parts for the goods of subclass 44240  8468.90, 8515.90 44255 2790, 
2819 


443   Machinery for metallurgy and parts thereof     
 4431 44310 Converters, ladles, ingot moulds and casting machines, 


of a kind used in metallurgy or in metal foundries; metal-
rolling mills 


 8454.10 - .30, 8455.10 - 
.22 


44310 2823 


 4432 44320 Parts for the goods of subclass 44310 (including rolls for 
rolling mills) 


 8454.90, 8455.30, .90 44320 2823 


444   Machinery for mining, quarrying and 
construction, and parts thereof 


    


 4441  Continuous-action elevators and conveyors, for goods 
or materials, specially designed for underground use; 
coal or rock cutters and tunnelling machinery; other 
boring and sinking machinery 


    


  44411 Continuous-action elevators and conveyors, for goods 
or materials, specially designed for underground use 


 8428.31 44411 2824 
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  44412 Coal or rock cutters and tunnelling machinery; other 
boring and sinking machinery 


 8430.31 - .49 44412 2824 


 4442  Other moving, grading, levelling, scraping, excavating, 
tamping, compacting or extracting machinery, self-
propelled, for earth, minerals or ores (including 
bulldozers, mechanical shovels and road rollers) 


    


  44421 Bulldozers and angledozers, self-propelled  8429.11, .19 44421 2824 


  44422 Graders and levellers, self-propelled  8429.20 44422 2824 


  44423 Scrapers, self-propelled  8429.30 44423 2824 


  44424 Tamping machines and road rollers, self-propelled  8429.40 44424 2824 


  44425 Front-end shovel loaders, self-propelled  8429.51 44425 2824 


  44426 Mechanical shovels, excavators and shovel loaders, 
self-propelled, with a 360-degree revolving 
superstructure, except front-end shovel loaders 


 8429.52 44426 2824 


  44427 Mechanical shovels, excavators and shovel loaders, 
except front-end shovel loaders and machinery with a 
360-degree revolving superstructure; moving, grading, 
levelling, scraping, excavating, tamping, compacting, 
extracting or boring machinery n.e.c., self-propelled, for 
earth, minerals or ores 


 8429.59, 8430.50 44427 2824 


  44428 Dumpers designed for off-highway use  8704.10 44428 2824 


  44429 Bulldozer or angledozer blades  8431.42 44429 2824 


 4443 44430 Pile-drivers and pile-extractors; snow-ploughs and 
snow-blowers; other moving, grading, levelling, 
scraping, excavating, tamping, compacting, extracting or 
boring machinery, not self-propelled, for earth, minerals 
or ores; machinery n.e.c. for public works, building or 
the like 


 8430.10, .20, .61, .69, 
8479.10 


44430 2824 


 4444 44440 Machinery for sorting, screening, separating, washing, 
crushing, grinding, mixing or kneading earth, stone, ores 
or other mineral substances, in solid form; machinery for 
agglomerating, shaping or moulding solid mineral fuels, 
ceramic paste, unhardened cements, plastering 
materials or other mineral products in powder or paste 
form; machines for forming foundry moulds of sand 


 8474.10 - .80 44440 2824 


 4446  Parts for the goods of classes 4441 to 4444     


  44461 Parts n.e.c. of boring or sinking machinery and of 
derricks, cranes, mobile lifting frames, straddle carriers 
and works trucks fitted with a crane; parts n.e.c. of 
moving, grading, levelling, scraping, excavating, 
tamping, compacting, extracting or boring machinery for 
earth, minerals or ores; parts of pile-drivers and pile-
extractors; parts of snow-ploughs and snow-blowers 


 8431.43, .49 44461 2824 


  44462 Parts for the goods of subclass 44440  8474.90 44462 2824 
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445   Machinery for food, beverage and tobacco 
processing, and parts thereof 


    


 4451  Machinery for the food, beverage and tobacco industries     


  44511 Cream separators  8421.11 44511 2825 


  44513 Machinery used in the milling industry or for the working 
of cereals or dried leguminous vegetables other than 
farm-type machinery 


 8437.80 44513 2825 


  44515 Bakery ovens, non-electric; machinery for making hot 
drinks or for cooking or heating food, except domestic 
type machines 


7 8417.20, 8419.81 44515* 2825 


  44516 Machinery n.e.c. for the industrial preparation or 
manufacture of food or drink (including fats or oils) 


 8438.10 - .80, 8479.20 44516 2825 


  44517 Machinery n.e.c. for processing tobacco  8478.10 44517 2825 


  44518 Dryers for agricultural products 7 8419.31 44515* 2825 


 4452  Parts for the goods of class 4451     


  44522 Parts of machines for cleaning, sorting or grading seed, 
grain or dried leguminous vegetables; parts n.e.c. for the 
goods of subclasses 44513 and 44516 


 8437.90, 8438.90 44522 2825 


  44523 Parts n.e.c. of machinery for processing tobacco  8478.90 44523 2825 


446   Machinery for textile, apparel and leather 
production, and parts thereof 


    


 4461  Machinery for preparing, spinning, weaving and knitting 
textiles 


    


  44611 Machines for extruding, drawing, texturing or cutting 
man-made textile materials; machines for preparing 
textile fibres or producing textile yarns; textile reeling or 
winding machines and machines for preparing textile 
yarns for use on machines for weaving, knitting and the 
like 


 8444, 8445 44611 2826 


  44612 Weaving machines (looms)  8446 44612 2826 


  44613 Knitting machines, stitch-bonding machines, machines 
for making gimped yarn, tulle, lace, embroidery, 
trimmings, braid or net and machines for tufting 


 8447 44613 2826 


  44614 Auxiliary machinery for use with machines for textile 
extruding, preparing, spinning, weaving, knitting or the 
like 


 8448.11, .19 44614 2826 


 4462  Other machinery for textile and apparel production 
(including sewing machines) 
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  44621 Machinery for the manufacture or finishing of felt or 
nonwovens in the piece or in shapes; blocks for making 
hats; machinery for washing, wringing, ironing, pressing, 
bleaching, dyeing, dressing, finishing, coating or 
impregnating textile yarns, fabrics or made up textile 
articles, except household or laundry-type washing 
machines and dry-cleaning machines; machines for 
applying the paste to the base fabric or other support 
used in the manufacture of floor coverings such as 
linoleum; machines for reeling, unreeling, folding, cutting 
or pinking textile fabrics 


 8449, 8451.30 - .80 44621 2826 


  44622 Laundry-type washing machines, each of a dry linen 
capacity exceeding 10 kg; dry-cleaning machines; 
drying machines for textile fabrics or articles, each of a 
dry linen capacity exceeding 10 kg 


 8450.20, 8451.10, .29 44622 2826 


  44623 Sewing machines, except book sewing machines and 
household sewing machines 


 8452.21, .29 44623 2826 


 4463 44630 Machinery for preparing, tanning or working hides, skins 
or leather or for making or repairing footwear or other 
articles of hides, skins or leather, other than sewing 
machines 


 8453.10 - .80 44630 2826 


 4464 44640 Parts for the goods of class 4461; parts for the goods of 
subclass 44621, except parts of machinery for the 
manufacture or finishing of felt or nonwovens and blocks 
for making hats; parts for the goods of subclass 44622; 
parts of household or laundry-type washing machines 
and textile drying machines, each of a dry linen capacity 
not exceeding 10 kg; parts for the goods of subclass 
44623 (including sewing machine needles and furniture, 
bases and covers for sewing machines); parts for the 
goods of subclass 44630 


 8448.20 - .59, 8450.90, 
8451.90, 8452.30 - .90, 
8453.90 


44640 2826 


447   Weapons and ammunition and parts thereof     
 4471 44710 Tanks and other armoured fighting vehicles, motorized, 


and parts thereof 
 8710 44710 3040 


 4472 44720 Military weapons, other than revolvers, pistols and 
swords and the like 


 9301 44720 2520 


 4473 44730 Revolvers, pistols, other firearms and similar devices; 
other arms 


 9302 - 9304 44730 2520 


 4474 44740 Bombs, grenades, torpedoes, mines, missiles and 
similar munitions of war and parts thereof; cartridges 
and other ammunition and projectiles and parts thereof, 
including shot and cartridge wads 


 9306 44740 2520 


 4475 44750 Swords, cutlasses, bayonets, lances and similar arms 
and parts thereof and scabbards and sheaths therefor 


 9307 44750 2520 


 4476 44760 Parts of military weapons and other arms  9305 44760 2520 


448   Domestic appliances and parts thereof     
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 4481  Domestic electric appliances; non-electric refrigerators 
and clothes drying machines 


    


  44811 Refrigerators and freezers, household type, electric or 
non-electric 


 8418.10 - .40 44811 2750 


  44812 Dishwashing machines and clothes or linen washing or 
drying machines, household type, electric or non-electric 


 8422.11, 8450.11 - .19, 
8451.21 


44812 2750 


  44813 Electric blankets  6301.10 44813 2750 


  44814 Household sewing machines  8452.10 44814 2826 


  44815 Fans and ventilating or recycling hoods of the domestic 
type 


 8414.51, .60 44815 2750 


  44816 Other small electric domestic appliances (including 
vacuum cleaners, kitchen waste disposers, food mixers, 
shavers, hair dryers, smoothing irons, coffee makers 
and toasters) 


1 8508.11 - .60, 8509.40 - 
.80, 8510.10, .20, .30, 
8516.31 - .40, .71 - .79 


44816 2750 


  44817 Electric instantaneous or storage water heaters and 
immersion heaters; electric space heating apparatus 
and soil heating apparatus; ovens; cookers, cooking 
plates, boiling rings, grillers and roasters 


 8516.10 - .29, .50, .60 44817 2750 


  44818 Electric heating resistors, except of carbon  8516.80 44818 2750 


 4482  Domestic cooking and heating equipment, non-electric     


  44821 Cooking appliances and plate warmers, non-electric, 
domestic, of iron or steel 


23 7321.11 - .19 44821* 2750 


  44822 Stoves, grates, braziers and similar non-electric 
domestic appliances (other than cooking appliances and 
plate warmers) of iron or steel 


1 7321.81 - .89 44822 2750 


  44823 Radiators for central heating, not electrically heated, of 
iron or steel 


 7322.11, .19 44823 2512 


  44824 Air heaters and hot air distributors, not electrically 
heated, incorporating a motor-driven fan or blower, of 
iron or steel 


 7322.90 44824 2750 


  44825 Central heating boilers, for producing hot water or low 
pressure steam 


 8403.10 44825 2512 


  44826 Water heaters, instantaneous or storage, non-electric  8419.11, .19 44826 2750 


 4483  Parts for the goods of classes 4481 and 4482     


  44831 Parts of the following appliances: electromechanical 
domestic appliances, shavers and hairclippers, with self-
contained electric motor; electric instantaneous or 
storage water heaters, immersion heaters, space 
heating apparatus and soil heating apparatus; electro-
thermic hair-dressing apparatus and hand dryers; 
electric smoothing irons; other electro-thermic 
appliances of a kind used for domestic purposes 


1 8508.70, 8509.90, 
8510.90, 8516.90 


44831 2750 
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  44832 Parts of stoves, ranges, grates, cookers, barbecues, 
braziers, gas-rings, plate-warmers and similar non-
electric domestic appliances, of iron or steel 


 7321.90 44832 2750 


  44833 Parts of central heating boilers for producing hot water 
or low pressure steam 


 8403.90 44833 2512 


449   Other special-purpose machinery and parts 
thereof 


    


 4491  Other special-purpose machinery     


  44911 Centrifugal clothes driers  8421.12 44911 2826 


  44912 Dryers for wood, paper pulp, paper or paperboard and 
for other materials except agriculture products 


 8419.32, .39 44912 2829 


  44913 Machinery for making pulp of fibrous cellulosic material 
or for making or finishing paper or paperboard; 
machinery (except bookbinding machinery) for making 
up paper pulp, paper or paperboard 


 8439.10 - .30, 8441.10 - 
.80 


44913 2829 


  44914 Bookbinding machinery; machinery for type-setting and 
the like; printing machinery and machines for uses 
ancillary to printing (except office type sheet fed offset 
printing machinery) 


12 8440.10, 8442.30, 
8443.11, .13 - .19 


44914* 2829 


  44915 Machinery n.e.c. for working rubber or plastics or for the 
manufacture of products from these materials 


 8477.10 - .80 44915 2829 


  44916 Moulding boxes for metal foundry; mould bases; 
moulding patterns; moulds for metal (except ingot 
moulds), metal carbides, glass, mineral materials, 
rubber or plastics 


 8480 44916 2829 


  44917 Other printers, copying machines and facsimile 
machines, whether or not combined (except those used 
with automatic data processing machines) 


5 8443.39 44914*, 
45140*, 
45160*, 
45260*, 
47220* 


2630, 
2829 


  44918 Machines and apparatus of a kind used solely or 
principally for the manufacture of semiconductor boules 
or wafers, semiconductor devices, electronic integrated 
circuits or flat panel displays 


5 8486.10 - .40 43560*, 
44917*, 
48324* 


2829 


  44919 Special-purpose machinery n.e.c. (including machinery 
for isotopic separation, machines for assembling electric 
lamps in glass envelopes, machines for manufacturing 
glassware and rope making machines) 


26 8401.20, 8475.10, .21, 
.29, 8479.40 - .89 


44917* 2829 


 4492  Parts n.e.c. for special-purpose machinery     


  44921 Parts for the goods of subclass 44913  8439.91, .99, 8441.90 44921 2829 


  44922 Parts for the goods of subclasses 44914 and 44917; 
parts of office type sheet fed offset printing machinery 


1 8440.90, 8442.40, 
8443.91 - .99 


44922 2610, 
2620, 
2630 
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  44923 Parts for the goods of subclass 44918 5 8486.90 44251*, 
44917*, 
48353* 


2829 


  44929 Parts for the goods of subclass 44915; other parts n.e.c. 
of special-purpose machinery 


 8475.90, 8477.90, 
8479.90 


44929 2829 


Division 45 Office, accounting and computing machinery 
451   Office and accounting machinery, and parts 


and accessories thereof 
    


 4511 45110 Typewriters and word-processing machines 23 8469 45110, 45120 2817 


 4513 45130 Electronic calculators and pocket-size data recording, 
reproducing and displaying machines with calculating 
functions 


5 8470.10 - .29 45130* 2817 


 4514  Accounting machines, cash registers, postage-franking 
machines, ticket-issuing machines and similar 
machines, incorporating a calculating device 


    


  45141 Accounting machines, cash registers, postage-franking 
machines, ticket-issuing machines and similar 
machines, incorporating a calculating device (except 
point-of-sale terminals, ATMs and similar machines) 


5 8470.30 - .90* 45130* 2817 


  45142 Point-of-sale terminals, ATMs and similar machines 
capable of being connected to a data processing 
machine or network 


5 8470.90* 45130* 2620 


 4515 45150 Office type sheet fed printing machinery  8443.12 45150 2817 


 4516 45160 Other office machines (including hectograph or stencil 
duplicating machines, addressing machines, automatic 
bank-note dispensers, coin-counting machines, pencil-
sharpening machines, and perforating or stapling 
machines) 


 8472 45160 2817 


 4517 45170 Parts and accessories for the goods of subclasses 
45110, 45130 and 45160, except covers, carrying cases 
and the like 


23 8473.10, .21 45170* 2817 


 4518 45180 Parts and accessories for the goods of subclasses 
45140 and 45160 


23 8473.29, .40 45170* 2817 


452   Computing machinery and parts and 
accessories thereof 


    


 4522  Portable automatic data processing machines weighing 
not more than 10 kg, such as laptops, notebooks and 
sub-notebooks 


    


  45221 Portable automatic data processing machines weighing 
not more than 10 kg, such as laptop and notebook 
computers 


5 8471.30* 45210*, 
45220* 


2620 


  45222 Personal digital assistants and similar computers 5 8471.30* 45210*, 
45220* 


2620 
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 4523 45230 Automatic data processing machines, comprising in the 
same housing at least a central processing unit and an 
input and output unit, whether or not combined 


23 8471.41 45210*, 
45230 


2620 


 4524 45240 Automatic data processing machines presented in the 
form of systems 


23 8471.49 45210*, 
45240 


2620 


 4525 45250 Other automatic data processing machines whether or 
not containing in the same housing one or two of the 
following types of units: storage units, input units, output 
units 


23 8471.50 45210*, 
45250 


2620 


 4526  Input or output units, whether or not containing storage 
units in the same housing, except monitors or projectors 


    


  45261 Input peripherals (keyboard, joystick, mouse etc.) 5 8471.60* 45260* 2620 


  45262 Scanners (except combination of printer, scanner, 
copier and/or fax) 


5 8471.60* 45260* 2620 


  45263 Inkjet printers used with data processing machines 5 8443.32* 45260* 2620 


  45264 Laser printers used with data processing machines 5 8443.32* 45260* 2620 


  45265 Other printers used with data processing machines 5 8443.32* 45260* 2620 


  45266 Units performing two or more of the following functions: 
printing, scanning, copying, faxing 


5 8443.31 45260* 2620 


  45269 Other input  or output peripheral devices 5 8471.60* 45260* 2620 


 4527  Storage units     


  45271 Fixed media storage units 5 8471.70* 45270* 2620 


  45272 Removable media storage units 5 8471.70* 45270* 2620 


 4528  Other units of automatic data processing machines 
n.e.c. 


    


  45281 Sound, video, network and similar cards for automatic 
data processing machines 


5 8471.80* 45280 2610 


  45282 Network communications equipment (e.g. hubs, routers, 
gateways) for LANS and WANS 


5 8471.80* 45280 2630 


  45289 Other units of automatic data processing machines 5 8471.80*, .90 45280 2620 


 4529 45290 Parts and accessories of computing machines  8473.30, .50 45290 2610, 
2620 


Division 46 Electrical machinery and apparatus 
461   Electric motors, generators and transformers, 


and parts thereof 
    


 4611  Electric motors, generators and the like     


  46111 Motors of an output not exceeding 37.5 W; other DC 
motors; DC generators 


 8501.10, .31 - .34 46111 2710 


  46112 Universal AC/DC motors of an output exceeding 37.5 W; 
other AC motors; AC generators (alternators) 


 8501.20, .40 - .53, .61 - 
.64 


46112 2710 
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  46113 Electric generating sets and rotary converters  8502 46113 2710 


 4612  Electrical transformers, static converters and inductors     


  46121 Electrical transformers  8504.21 - .34 46121 2710 


  46122 Ballasts for discharge lamps or tubes; static converters; 
other inductors 


 8504.10, .40, .50 46122 2710 


 4613  Parts for the goods of classes 4611 and 4612     


  46131 Parts of electric motors, generators and the like  8503 46131 2710 


  46132 Parts of electrical transformers, static converters and 
inductors 


 8504.90 46132 2710 


462   Electricity distribution and control  apparatus, 
and parts thereof 


    


 4621  Electricity distribution or control apparatus     


  46211 Electrical apparatus for switching or protecting electrical 
circuits, or for making connexions to or in electrical 
circuits, for a voltage exceeding 1000 V 


 8535 46211 2710 


  46212 Electrical apparatus for switching or protecting electrical 
circuits, for making connexions to or in electrical circuits, 
for a voltage not exceeding 1000 V 


2 8536 46212* 2710 


  46213 Boards, consoles, cabinets and other bases, equipped 
with electrical switching etc. apparatus, for electric 
control or the distribution of electricity, for a voltage not 
exceeding 1000 V 


 8537.10 46213 2710 


  46214 Boards, consoles, cabinets and other bases, equipped 
with electrical switching etc. apparatus, for electric 
control or the distribution of electricity, for a voltage 
exceeding 1000 V 


 8537.20 46214 2710 


 4622 46220 Parts of electricity distribution or control apparatus  8538 46220 2710 


463   Insulated wire and cable; optical fibre cables     
 4631 46310 Insulated winding wire  8544.11, .19 46310 2732 


 4632 46320 Coaxial cable and other coaxial electric conductors  8544.20 46320 2732 


 4633 46330 Ignition wiring sets and other wiring sets of a kind used 
in vehicles, aircraft or ships 


 8544.30 46330 2733, 
2930 


 4634 46340 Other electric conductors, for a voltage not exceeding 
1000 V 


 8544.42 - .49 46340 2732 


 4635 46350 Other electric conductors, for a voltage exceeding 1000 
V 


 8544.60 46350 2732 


 4636 46360 Optical fibre cables made up of individually sheathed 
fibres 


 8544.70 46360 2731 


464   Accumulators, primary cells and primary 
batteries, and parts thereof 


    


 4641 46410 Primary cells and primary batteries  8506.10 - .80 46410 2720 
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 4642 46420 Electric accumulators  8507.10 - .80 46420 2720 


 4643 46430 Parts of primary cells, primary batteries and electric 
accumulators (including separators) 


 8506.90, 8507.90 46430 2720 


465   Electric filament or discharge lamps; arc 
lamps; lighting equipment; parts thereof 


    


 4651 46510 Electric filament or discharge lamps; arc lamps  8539.10 - .49 46510 2740 


 4653  Lighting equipment     


  46531 Portable electric lamps designed to function by their own 
source of energy (except those for cycles or motor 
vehicles); electric ceiling or wall lighting fittings (except 
those for lighting public open spaces or thorough-fares); 
electric table, desk, bedside or floor-standing lamps; 
non-electrical lamps and lighting fittings; illuminated 
signs, illuminated name-plates and the like 


 8513.10, 9405.10, .20, 
.50, .60 


46531 2740 


  46532 Lighting sets of a kind used for Christmas trees  9405.30 46532 2740 


  46539 Other electric lamps and lighting fittings (including lamps 
and lighting fittings of a kind used for lighting public 
open spaces or thorough-fares) 


 9405.40 46539 2740 


 4654  Parts for the goods of classes 4651 and 4653     


  46541 Parts of electric filament or discharge lamps; parts of arc 
lamps 


 8539.90 46541 2740 


  46542 Parts of portable electric lamps designed to function by 
their own source of energy (except those of cycles or 
motor vehicles); parts n.e.c. of lamps and lighting 
fittings; parts n.e.c. of illuminated signs, illuminated 
name-plates and the like 


 8513.90, 9405.99 46542 2740 


469   Other electrical equipment and parts thereof     
 4691 46910 Electrical ignition or starting equipment of a kind used 


for internal combustion engines; generators and cut-outs 
of a kind used in conjunction with internal combustion 
engines; electrical lighting or signalling equipment 
(except filament or discharge lamps), windscreen 
wipers, defrosters and demisters, of a kind used for 
cycles or motor vehicles 


 8511.10 - .80, 8512.10 - 
.40 


46910 2790, 
2930 


 4692  Electric sound or visual signalling apparatus, except for 
cycles or motor vehicles, and except electromechanical 
traffic control equipment for transport facilities 


    


  46921 Burglar or fire alarms and similar apparatus 5 8531.10 46920* 2630 


  46929 Other electric sound or visual signalling apparatus, 
except for cycles or motor vehicles, and except 
electromechanical traffic control equipment for transport 
facilities 


5 8530.10, .80, 8531.20 - 
.80 


46920* 2790 
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 4693 46930 Electrical equipment n.e.c. (including electro-magnets; 
permanent magnets; electro-magnetic couplings; 
clutches and brakes; electro-magnetic lifting heads; 
electrical particle accelerators; electrical signal 
generators; and apparatus for electro-plating, 
electrolysis or electrophoresis) 


1 8505, 8543.10 - .70 46930 2790 


 4694 46940 Electrical insulators, except of glass or ceramics; 
insulating fittings for electrical machines or equipment, 
except of ceramics or plastics; electrical conduit tubing 
and joints therefor, of base metal lined with insulating 
material 


 8546.90, 8547.90 46940 2790 


 4695 46950 Carbon electrodes, carbon brushes, lamp carbons, 
battery carbons and other articles of graphite or other 
carbon of a kind used for electrical purposes 


 8545 46950 2790 


 4696 46960 Parts for the goods of classes 4691 and 4692; electrical 
parts n.e.c. of machinery or apparatus 


 8511.90, 8512.90, 
8530.90, 8531.90, 
8543.90, 8548.90 


46960 2790 


Division 47 Radio, television and communication equipment and apparatus 
471   Electronic valves and tubes; electronic 


components; parts thereof 
    


 4711 47110 Electrical capacitors  8532.10 - .30 47110 2610 


 4712 47120 Electrical resistors (except heating resistors)  8533.10 - .40 47120 2610 


 4713 47130 Printed circuits  8534 47130 2610 


 4714 47140 Thermionic, cold cathode or photo-cathode valves and 
tubes (including cathode ray tubes) 


 8540.11 - .89 47140 2610 


 4715 47150 Diodes, transistors and similar semi-conductor devices; 
photosensitive semi-conductor devices; light emitting 
diodes; mounted piezo-electric crystals 


 8541.10 - .60 47150 2610 


 4716 47160 Electronic integrated circuits and microassemblies 1 8542.31 - .39 47160 2610 


 4717  Parts for the goods of classes 4711, 4712 and 4714 to 
4716 


    


  47171 Parts for the goods of subclass 47110  8532.90 47171 2610 


  47172 Parts for the goods of subclass 47120  8533.90 47172 2610 


  47173 Parts for the goods of subclasses 47140 to 47160 2 8540.91, .99, 8541.90, 
8542.90 


47173* 2610 


472   Television and radio transmitters; television, 
video and digital cameras; telephone sets 


    


 4721  Transmission apparatus for radio-broadcasting or 
television, whether or not incorporating reception 
apparatus or sound recording or reproducing apparatus; 
television cameras, digital cameras and video camera 
recorders 
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  47211 Transmission apparatus incorporating reception 
apparatus 


5 8525.60 47211* 2630 


  47212 Transmission apparatus not incorporating reception 
apparatus 


5 8525.50 47211* 2630 


  47213 Television cameras 5 8525.80* 47212 2630 


  47214 Video camera recorders 5 8525.80* 47323* 2640 


  47215 Digital cameras 5 8525.80* 47323* 2670 


 4722  Telephone sets, including telephones for cellular 
networks or for other wireless networks; other apparatus 
for the transmission or reception of voice, images or 
other data, including apparatus for communication in a 
wired or wireless network (such as a local or wide area 
network) 


    


  47221 Line telephone sets with cordless handsets 5 8517.11 47211*, 
47220* 


2630 


  47222 Telephones for cellular networks or for other wireless 
networks 


5 8517.12 47211*, 
47220* 


2630 


  47223 Other telephone sets and apparatus for transmission or 
reception of voice, images or other data, including 
apparatus for communication in a wired or wireless 
network (such as a local or wide area network) 


5 8517.18, .61 - .69 47211*, 
47220* 


2630 


473   Radio broadcast and television receivers; 
apparatus for sound and video recording and 
reproducing; microphones, loudspeakers, 
amplifiers, etc. 


    


 4731  Radio broadcast and television receivers     


  47311 Radio broadcast receivers (except of a kind used in 
motor vehicles), whether or not combined with sound 
recording or reproducing apparatus or a clock 


23 8527.12 - .19, .91 - .99 47311, 47332 2640 


  47312 Radio broadcast receivers not capable of operating 
without an external source of power, of a kind used in 
motor vehicles 


3 8527.21, .29 47312 2640 


  47313 Television receivers, whether or not combined with 
radio-broadcast receivers or sound or video recording or 
reproducing apparatus 


2 8528.71 - .73 47313* 2640 


  47314 Monitors and projectors, not incorporating television 
reception apparatus and not principally used in an 
automatic data processing system 


5 8528.49, .59, .69 47313* 2640 


  47315 Monitors and projectors, principally used in an automatic 
data processing system 


5 8528.41, .51, .61 47313* 2620 


 4732  Apparatus for sound and video recording and 
reproducing 


    


  47321 Sound recording or reproducing apparatus 5 8519 47321, 47322 2640 


  47323 Video recording or reproducing apparatus 23 8521 47323* 2640 
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 4733  Microphones, loudspeakers, headphones, earphones, 
amplifiers; reception apparatus for radio-telephony or 
radio-telegraphy 


    


  47331 Microphones and stands therefor; loudspeakers; 
headphones, earphones and combined 
microphone/speaker sets; audio-frequency electric 
amplifiers; electric sound amplifier sets 


 8518.10 - .50 47331 2640 


474   Parts for the goods of classes 4721 to 4733 and 
4822 


    


 4740  Parts for the goods of classes 4721 to 4733 and 4822     


  47401 Parts for the goods of subclass 47221 to 47223 2 8517.70 47401 2630 


  47402 Parts for the goods of subclasses 47321, 47323 and 
47331 


2 8518.90, 8522 47402 2640 


  47403 Parts for the goods of subclasses 47211 to 47213, 
47311 to 47313 and 48220 


2 8529 47403 2630, 
2640, 
2651 


475   Discs, tapes, solid-state non-volatile storage 
devices and other recording media, not 
recorded 


    


 4753 47530 Magnetic media, not recorded, except cards with a 
magnetic stripe 


5 8523.29* 47510* 2680 


 4754 47540 Optical media, not recorded 5 8523.40* 47510* 2680 


 4755 47550 Solid-state non-volatile storage devices 5 8523.51 47510*, 
47520* 


2620 


 4759 47590 Other recording media, including matrices and masters 
for the production of disks 


5 8523.59, .80* 47520* 2680 


476   Audio disks and tapes, recorded     
 4761 47610 Musical audio disks and tapes 8 8523.29*, .40*, .80* 47520* 5920 


 4762  Non-musical audio disks and tapes     


  47621 Audio books on disk or tape 8 8523.29*, .40* 47520* 5811 


  47622 Other non-musical audio disks and tapes 8 8523.29*, .40* 47520* 5920 


477   Video disks and tapes, recorded     
 4771 47710 Films and other video content on disks or tape 8 8523.29*, .40* 47520* 5911 


478   Packaged software       
 4781  Systems software, packaged     


  47811 Operating systems, packaged  8 8523.29*, .40* 47520* 5820 


  47812 Network software, packaged 8 8523.29*, .40* 47520* 5820 


  47813 Database management software, packaged 8 8523.29*, .40* 47520* 5820 


  47814 Development tools and programming languages 
software, packaged 


8 8523.29*, .40* 47520* 5820 
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  47819 Other systems software, packaged 8 8523.29*, .40* 47520* 5820 


 4782  Application software, packaged       


  47821 General business productivity and home use 
applications, packaged  


8 8523.29*, .40* 47520* 5820 


  47829 Other application software, packaged 8 8523.29*, .40* 47520* 5820 


479   Cards with magnetic strips or chip     
 4791 47910 Cards with a magnetic strip 5 8523.21 47600* 2680 


 4792 47920 "Smart cards" 5 8523.52 47600* 2610 


Division 48 Medical appliances, precision and optical  instruments, watches and clocks 
481   Medical and surgical equipment and 


orthopaedic appliances 
    


 4811 48110 Apparatus based on the use of X-rays or of alpha, beta 
or gamma radiations 


 9022 48110 2660 


 4812  Electro-diagnostic apparatus, and ultra-violet or infra-red 
ray apparatus, used in medical, surgical, dental or 
veterinary sciences 


    


  48121 Electro-diagnostic apparatus, used in medical, surgical, 
dental or veterinary sciences 


5 9018.11 - .19 48120* 2660 


  48122 Ultra-violet or infra-red ray apparatus, used in medical, 
surgical, dental or veterinary sciences 


5 9018.20 48120* 2660 


 4813 48130 Other instruments and appliances (except syringes, 
needles and the like), used in dental sciences 


 9018.41, .49 48130 3250 


 4814 48140 Medical, surgical or laboratory sterilizers  8419.20 48140 3250 


 4815 48150 Other instruments and appliances used in medical, 
surgical or veterinary sciences (including syringes, 
needles, catheters, cannulae, ophthalmic instruments 
and appliances n.e.c. and electro-medical apparatus 
n.e.c.) 


 9018.31 - .39, .50, .90 48150 3250 


 4816 48160 Mechano-therapy appliances; massage apparatus; 
psychological aptitude-testing apparatus; ozone therapy, 
oxygen therapy, aerosol therapy, artificial respiration or 
other therapeutic respiration apparatus; other breathing 
appliances and gas masks (excluding protective masks 
having neither mechanical parts nor replaceable filters) 


 9019, 9020 48160 3250 


 4817 48170 Orthopaedic appliances; splints and other fracture 
appliances; artificial parts of the body; hearing aids and 
other appliances which are worn or carried, or implanted 
in the body, to compensate for a defect or disability 


 9021 48170 3250 


 4818 48180 Medical, surgical, dental or veterinary furniture; barbers' 
chairs and similar chairs, having rotating as well as both 
reclining and elevating movements 


 9402 48180 3250 
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482   Instruments and appliances for measuring, 
checking, testing, navigating and other 
purposes, except optical instruments; 
industrial process control equipment; parts and 
accessories thereof 


    


 4821  Navigational, meteorological, geophysical and similar 
instruments and appliances 


    


  48211 Direction finding compasses; other navigational 
instruments and appliances 


 9014.10 - .80 48211 2651 


  48212 Rangefinders, theodolites and tachymeters 
(tacheometers) and levels 


5 9015.10 - .30 48212* 2651 


  48219 Other surveying, hydrographic, oceanographic, 
hydrological, meteorological or geophysical instruments 
and appliances 


236 9015.40, .80 48212* 2651 


 4822 48220 Radar apparatus, radio navigational aid apparatus and 
radio remote control apparatus 


 8526 48220 2630, 
2651 


 4823  Precision balances; instruments for drawing, calculating, 
measuring length, etc. 


    


  48231 Balances with a sensitivity of 5 cg or better  9016 48231 2651 


  48232 Drafting tables and machines, and other drawing, 
marking-out or mathematical calculating instruments 


 9017.10, .20 48232 2651 


  48233 Instruments for measuring length, for use in the hand 
(including measuring rods and tapes, micrometers and 
callipers) n.e.c. 


 9017.30, .80 48233 2651 


 4824  Instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking 
electrical quantities, except electricity production or 
supply meters; instruments and apparatus for measuring 
or detecting ionizing radiations 


    


  48241 Instruments and apparatus for measuring or detecting 
ionizing radiations 


 9030.10 48241 2651 


  48242 Cathode-ray oscilloscopes and cathode-ray 
oscillographs 


 9030.20 48242 2651 


  48243 Instruments and apparatus (except cathode-ray 
oscilloscopes and oscillographs) for measuring or 
checking voltage, current, resistance or power, without a 
recording device (except electricity production or supply 
meters) 


1 9030.31, .33 48243 2651 


  48244 Instruments and apparatus (except cathode-ray 
oscilloscopes and oscillographs) for telecommunications 


 9030.40 48244 2651 


  48245 Instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking 
electrical quantities n.e.c. 


1 9030.32, .39, .82 - .89 48245 2651 
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 4825  Hydrometers and similar floating instruments, 
thermometers, pyrometers, barometers, hygrometers 
and psychrometers, instruments and apparatus for 
measuring or checking the flow, level, pressure or other 
variables of liquids or gases except navigational, 
hydrological or meteorological instruments and 
appliances, gas or liquid supply meters, and automatic 
regulating or controlling instruments and apparatus for 
physical or chemical analysis, for measuring or checking 
viscosity, porosity, expansion, surface tension or the 
like, or for measuring or checking quantities of heat, 
sound or light 


    


  48251 Hydrometers and similar floating instruments, 
thermometers, pyrometers, barometers, hygrometers 
and psychrometers 


 9025.11 - .80 48251 2651 


  48252 Instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking 
the flow, level, pressure or other variables of liquids or 
gases, except navigational, hydrological or 
meteorological instruments and appliances, gas or liquid 
supply meters and automatic regulating or controlling 
instruments and apparatus 


 9026.10 - .80 48252 2651 


  48253 Instruments and apparatus for physical or chemical 
analysis, for measuring or checking viscosity, porosity, 
expansion, surface tension or the like, or for measuring 
or checking quantities of heat, sound or light 


 9027.10 - .80 48253 2651 


 4826  Other measuring, checking and testing instruments and 
appliances 


    


  48261 Microscopes (except optical microscopes) and 
diffraction apparatus 


 9012.10 48261 2651 


  48262 Machines and appliances for testing the mechanical 
properties of materials 


 9024.10, .80 48262 2651 


  48263 Gas, liquid or electricity supply or production meters  9028.10 - .30 48263 2651 


  48264 Revolution counters, production counters, taximeters, 
mileometers, pedometers and the like; speed indicators 
and tachometers, except hydrographic and 
meteorological instruments; stroboscopes 


 9029.10, .20 48264 2651 


  48266 Automatic regulating or controlling instruments and 
apparatus, hydraulic or pneumatic 


5 9032.81 48265* 2651 


  48269 Measuring, checking, regulating or controlling 
instruments, appliances and machines n.e.c. 


5 9031.10 - .80, 9032.10 - 
.20, .89 


48265* 2651 


 4828  Parts and accessories for the goods of classes 4821 
and 4823 to 4827 
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  48281 Parts and accessories for the goods of subclasses 
48212, 48232 and 48233, 48241 to 48249, 48251 to 
48253; microtomes; parts and accessories n.e.c., for 
optical, photographic, cinematographic, precision, 
medical or surgical machines, instruments, apparatus 
and appliances 


23 9015.90, 9017.90, 
9025.90, 9026.90, 
9027.90, 9030.90, 9033 


48281* 2651 


  48282 Parts and accessories for the goods of subclass 48261  9012.90 48282 2651 


  48283 Parts and accessories for the goods of subclasses 
48263 and 48264 


 9028.90, 9029.90 48283 2651 


  48284 Parts and accessories for the goods of subclasses 
48266 and 48270 


 9031.90, 9032.90 48284 2651 


  48285 Parts and accessories for the goods of subclasses 
48211 and 48262 


5 9014.90, 9024.90 48281* 2651 


483   Optical instruments and photographic 
equipment, and parts and accessories thereof 


    


 4831  Optical instruments     


  48311 Optical fibres and optical fibre bundles; optical fibre 
cables (except those made up of individually sheathed 
fibres); sheets and plates of polarizing material; lenses, 
prisms, mirrors and other optical elements (except of 
glass not optically worked), whether or not mounted, 
other than for cameras, projectors or photographic 
enlargers or reducers 


 9001, 9002.19, .20, .90 48311 2670, 
2731 


  48312 Spectacles, goggles and the like, corrective, protective 
or other 


 9004 48312 3250 


  48313 Frames and mountings for spectacles, goggles or the 
like 


 9003.11, .19 48313 3250 


  48314 Binoculars, monoculars and other optical telescopes; 
other astronomical instruments, except instruments for 
radio-astronomy; compound optical microscopes 


 9005.10, .80, 9011.10 - 
.80 


48314 2670 


  48315 Liquid crystal devices n.e.c.; lasers, except laser diodes; 
other optical appliances and instruments n.e.c. 


 9013.10 - .80 48315 2610, 
2670 


 4832  Photographic equipment     


  48321 Objective lenses for cameras, projectors or 
photographic enlargers or reducers 


 9002.11 48321 2670 


  48322 Photographic (including cinematographic) cameras  9006.10 - .59, 9007.11, 
.19 


48322 2670 


  48323 Cinematographic projectors, slide projectors and other 
image projectors, except microform readers 


 9007.20, 9008.10, .30 48323 2670 


  48324 Photographic flashlight apparatus, including flashbulbs; 
photographic (except cinematographic) enlargers and 
reducers; apparatus and equipment for photographic 
laboratories n.e.c.; negatoscopes and projection 
screens 


23 9006.61, .69, 9008.40, 
9010.10 - .60 


46520, 48324 2740 


 4833 48330 Microfilm, microfiche or other microform readers  9008.20 48330 2670 
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 4834  Photographic plates and film and instant print film, 
sensitized, unexposed; chemical products for 
photographic uses, except varnishes, adhesives and the 
like 


    


  48341 Photographic plates and film and instant print film, 
sensitized, unexposed 


 3701 - 3703 48341 2029 


  48342 Chemical preparations for photographic uses, except 
varnishes, adhesives and the like; unmixed products for 
photographic uses, put up in measured portions or put 
up for retail sale in a form ready for use 


 3707 48342 2029 


 4835  Parts for the goods of classes 4831 to 4833     


  48351 Parts and accessories for the goods of subclasses 
48314 and 48315 


 9005.90, 9011.90, 
9013.90 


48351 2610, 
2670 


  48352 Parts of frames and mountings for spectacles, goggles 
or the like 


 9003.90 48352 3250 


  48353 Parts and accessories for the goods of subclass 48322; 
parts and accessories of cinematographic projectors; 
parts and accessories of photographic flashlight 
apparatus; parts and accessories of image projectors 
(except cinematographic) and photographic (except 
cinematographic) enlargers and reducers; parts and 
accessories n.e.c. of apparatus and equipment for 
photographic laboratories; parts and accessories of 
negatoscopes and projection screens 


 9006.91, .99, 9007.91, 
.92, 9008.90, 9010.90 


48353 2670 


484   Watches and clocks, and parts thereof     
 4841 48410 Watches  9101, 9102 48410 2652 


 4842 48420 Clocks  9103 - 9105 48420 2652 


 4843 48430 Time of day recording apparatus, apparatus for 
measuring, recording or otherwise indicating intervals of 
time, and time switches, with clock or watch movement 
or with synchronous motor 


 9106, 9107 48430 2652 


 4844 48440 Watch or clock movements  9108 - 9110 48440 2652 


 4849 48490 Other watch or clock parts (including jewels, cases and 
metal watch bands) 


 9111, 9112, 9113.10, 
.20, 9114 


48490 2652 


Division 49 Transport equipment 
491   Motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers; parts 


and accessories thereof 
    


 4911  Motor vehicles     


  49111 Road tractors for semi-trailers  8701.20 49111 2910 


  49112 Public-transport type passenger motor vehicles  8702 49112 2910 
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  49113 Motor cars and other motor vehicles principally designed 
for the transport of persons (except public-transport type 
vehicles, vehicles specially designed for travelling on 
snow, and golf cars and similar vehicles) 


 8703.21 - .90 49113 2910 


  49114 Motor vehicles n.e.c. for the transport of goods  8704.21 - .90 49114 2910 


  49115 Crane lorries  8705.10 49115 2910 


  49116 Motor vehicles, for the transport of persons, specially 
designed for travelling on snow; golf cars and similar 
vehicles 


 8703.10 49116 2910 


  49119 Special-purpose motor vehicles n.e.c.  8705.20 - .90 49119 2910 


 4912  Parts and accessories n.e.c. of motor vehicles     


  49121 Chassis fitted with engines, for motor vehicles  8706 49121 2910 


  49129 Other parts and accessories n.e.c. of motor vehicles 
(including brakes, gear boxes, axles, road wheels, 
suspension shock absorbers, radiators, silencers, 
exhaust pipes, clutches, steering wheels, steering 
columns, steering boxes, and parts thereof) 


1 8708.10, .30 - .99 49129 2930 


492   Bodies (coachwork) for motor vehicles; trailers 
and semi-trailers; parts and accessories 
thereof 


    


 4921 49210 Bodies for motor vehicles  8707 49210 2920 


 4922  Trailers and semi-trailers; containers     


  49221 Containers specially designed and equipped for carriage 
by one or more modes of transport 


 8609 49221 2920 


  49222 Trailers and semi-trailers of the caravan type, for 
housing or camping 


 8716.10 49222 2920 


  49229 Other trailers and semi-trailers (including trailers and 
semi-trailers for the transport of goods), except self-
loading or self-unloading trailers or semi-trailers for 
agricultural purposes 


 8716.31 - .40 49229 2920 


 4923  Parts for the goods of classes 4921 and 4922     


  49231 Parts and accessories for the goods of subclass 49210  8708.21, .29 49231 2930 


  49232 Parts of trailers and semi-trailers; parts of other vehicles, 
not mechanically propelled 


 8716.90 49232 2930 


493   Ships     
 4931  Commercial ships and warships     


  49311 Cruise ships, excursion boats and similar vessels, 
principally designed for the transport of persons; ferry 
boats of all kinds 


 8901.10 49311 3011 


  49312 Tankers (ships)  8901.20 49312 3011 


  49313 Refrigerated vessels (ships), except tankers  8901.30 49313 3011 
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  49314 Other vessels for the transport of goods and other 
vessels for the transport of both persons and goods 


 8901.90 49314 3011 


  49315 Fishing vessels; factory ships and other vessels for 
processing or preserving fishery products 


 8902 49315 3011 


  49316 Tugs and pusher craft  8904 49316 3011 


  49319 Other vessels (including light-vessels, fire-floats, 
dredgers, floating cranes, floating docks, warships and 
lifeboats other than rowing boats), except floating or 
submersible drilling or production platforms 


 8905.10, .90, 8906 49319 3011 


 4932 49320 Floating or submersible drilling or production platforms  8905.20 49320 3011 


 4939 49390 Other floating structures  8907 49390 3011 


494   Pleasure and sporting boats     
 4941 49410 Sailboats (except inflatable), with or without auxiliary 


motor 
 8903.91 49410 3012 


 4949 49490 Other vessels for pleasure or sports; rowing boats and 
canoes 


 8903.10, .92, .99 49490 3012 


495   Railway and tramway locomotives and rolling 
stock, and parts thereof 


    


 4951  Rail locomotives and locomotive tenders     


  49511 Rail locomotives powered from an external source of 
electricity 


 8601.10 49511 3020 


  49512 Diesel-electric locomotives  8602.10 49512 3020 


  49519 Other rail locomotives; locomotive tenders  8601.20, 8602.90 49519 3020 


 4952 49520 Self-propelled railway or tramway coaches, vans and 
trucks (except maintenance or service vehicles) 


 8603 49520 3020 


 4953  Other rolling stock; railway or tramway track fixtures and 
fittings; mechanical traffic control equipment for 
transport facilities 


    


  49531 Railway or tramway maintenance or service vehicles, 
whether or not self-propelled 


 8604 49531 3020 


  49532 Railway or tramway passenger coaches, not self-
propelled; luggage vans, post office coaches and other 
special-purpose railway or tramway coaches, not self-
propelled (except maintenance or service vehicles) 


 8605 49532 3020 


  49533 Railway or tramway goods vans and wagons, not self-
propelled 


 8606 49533 3020 


 4954 49540 Parts of railway or tramway locomotives or rolling stock; 
railway or tramway track fixtures and fittings, and parts 
thereof; mechanical (including electromechanical) 
signalling, safety or traffic control equipment for 
railways, tramways, roads, inland waterways, parking 
facilities, port installations or airfields, and parts thereof 


 8607, 8608 49540 3020 


496   Aircraft and spacecraft, and parts thereof     
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 4961 49610 Balloons and dirigibles; gliders, hang gliders and other 
non-powered aircraft 


5 8801 49611, 49612 3030 


 4962  Aeroplanes and helicopters     


  49621 Helicopters  8802.11, .12 49621 3030 


  49622 Aeroplanes and other powered aircraft, of an unladen 
weight not exceeding 2000 kg 


 8802.20 49622 3030 


  49623 Aeroplanes and other powered aircraft of an unladen 
weight exceeding 2000 kg 


 8802.30, .40 49623 3030 


 4963 49630 Spacecraft and spacecraft launch vehicles  8802.60 49630 3030 


 4964 49640 Parts of aircraft and spacecraft  8803 49640 3030 


499   Other transport equipment and parts thereof     
 4991  Motorcycles and side-cars     


  49911 Motorcycles and cycles fitted with an auxiliary motor, 
with reciprocating internal combustion piston engine of a 
cylinder capacity not exceeding 50 cc 


 8711.10 49911 3091 


  49912 Motorcycles and cycles fitted with an auxiliary motor, 
with reciprocating internal combustion piston engine of a 
cylinder capacity exceeding 50 cc 


 8711.20 - .50 49912 3091 


  49913 Motorcycles and cycles fitted with an auxiliary motor, 
other than those with reciprocating internal combustion 
piston engines; side-cars 


 8711.90 49913 3091 


 4992  Bicycles and invalid carriages     


  49921 Bicycles and other cycles, not motorized  8712 49921 3092 


  49922 Invalid carriages  8713 49922 3092 


 4993 49930 Vehicles n.e.c., not mechanically propelled  8716.80 49930 3099 


 4994  Parts for the goods of classes 4991 and 4992     


  49941 Parts and accessories of motorcycles and side-cars  8714.11, .19 49941 3091 


  49942 Parts and accessories of bicycles and other cycles, not 
motorized, and of invalid carriages 


 8714.20 - .99 49942 3092, 
3099 


        


Section 5 Constructions and construction services 


Division 53 Constructions 
531   Buildings     
 5311  Residential buildings     


  53111 One- and two-dwelling buildings   53111 4100 


  53119 Multi-dwelling residential buildings   53119 4100 


 5312  Non-residential buildings     


  53121 Industrial buildings   53121 4100 
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  53122 Commercial buildings   53122 4100 


  53129 Other non-residential buildings   53129 4100 


532   Civil engineering works     
 5321  Highways (except elevated highways), streets, roads, 


railways, airfield runways 
    


  53211 Highways (except elevated highways), streets, roads   53211 4210 


  53212 Railways   53212 4210 


  53213 Airfield runways   53213 4210 


 5322  Bridges, elevated highways, tunnels and subways     


  53221 Bridges and elevated highways   53221 4210 


  53222 Tunnels and subways   53222 4210 


 5323  Harbours, waterways, dams, irrigation and other 
waterworks 


    


  53231 Aqueducts and other water supply conduits, except 
pipelines 


  53231 4220 


  53232 Harbours, waterways and related facilities   53232 4290 


  53233 Dams   53233 4290 


  53234 Irrigation and flood control waterworks   53234 4220 


 5324  Long-distance pipelines, communication and power 
lines (cables) 


    


  53241 Long-distance pipelines   53241 4220 


  53242 Long-distance communication lines and power lines 
(cables) 


  53242 4220 


 5325  Local pipelines and cables and related works     


  53251 Local pipelines   53251 4220 


  53252 Local cables and related works   53252 4220 


 5326  Mines and industrial plants     


  53261 Mining constructions   53261 4290 


  53262 Power plant constructions   53262 4220 


  53263 Chemical and related facilities   53263 4290 


  53269 Other constructions for manufacturing   53269 4290 


 5327 53270 Outdoor sport and recreation facilities   53270 4290 


 5329 53290 Other civil engineering works 1  53290 4290 


Division 54 Construction services 
541   General construction services of buildings     
 5411  General construction services of residential buildings     
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  54111 General construction services of one- and two-dwelling 
buildings 


  54111 4100 


  54112 General construction services of multi-dwelling buildings   54112 4100 


 5412  General construction services of non-residential 
buildings 


    


  54121 General construction services of industrial buildings   54121 4100 


  54122 General construction services of commercial buildings   54122 4100 


  54129 General construction services of other non-residential 
buildings 


  54129 4100 


542   General construction services of civil 
engineering works 


    


 5421 54210 General construction services of highways (except 
elevated highways), streets, roads, railways and airfield 
runways 


  54210 4210 


 5422 54220 General construction services of bridges, elevated 
highways, tunnels and subways 


  54220 4210 


 5423  General construction services of harbours, waterways, 
dams, water mains and lines, irrigation and other 
waterworks 


    


  54231 General construction services of dams, harbours and 
similar 


5  54230* 4290 


  54232 General construction services of irrigation, sewer 
systems and water treatment and purification plants 


5  54230*, 
54290* 


4220 


  54239 General construction services of other waterworks 5  54230* 4220 


 5424  General construction services of long-distance pipelines, 
communication and power lines (cables) 


    


  54241 General construction services of long-distance pipelines   54241 4220 


  54242 General construction services of long-distance 
communication and power lines (cables) 


  54242 4220 


 5425  General construction services of local pipelines and 
cables and related works 


    


  54251 General construction services of local pipelines   54251 4220 


  54252 General construction services of local cables and 
related works 


  54252 4220 


 5426 54260 General construction services of power plants 5  54260* 4220 


 5427 54270 General construction services of mines and industrial 
plants except power plants 


5  54260* 4290 


 5428 54280 General construction services of outdoor sport and 
recreation facilities 


6  54270 4290 


 5429 54290 General construction services of other engineering 
works n.e.c. 


  54290 4290 
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543   Site preparation services     
 5431 54310 Demolition services   54310 4311 


 5432 54320 Site formation and clearance services   54320 4312 


 5433 54330 Excavating and earthmoving services   54330 4312 


 5434  Water well drilling and septic system installation 
services 


    


  54341 Water well drilling services   54341 4220 


  54342 Septic system installation services   54342 4322 


544   Assembly and erection of prefabricated 
constructions 


    


 5440 54400 Assembly and erection of prefabricated constructions   54400 4100 


545   Special trade construction services     
 5451  Pile driving and foundation services     


  54511 Pile driving services   54511 4390 


  54512 Foundation services   54512 4390 


 5452  Construction framing services     


  54521 Building framing services   54521 4390 


  54522 Roof framing services   54522 4390 


 5453 54530 Roofing and waterproofing services   54530 4390 


 5454 54540 Concrete services   54540 4390 


 5455 54550 Structural steel erection services   54550 4390 


 5456 54560 Masonry services   54560 4390 


 5457 54570 Scaffolding services   54570 4390 


 5459 54590 Other special trade construction services   54590 4390 


546   Installation services     
 5461  Electrical installation services     


  54611 Electrical wiring and fitting services   54611 4321 


  54612 Fire alarm installation services   54612 4321 


  54613 Burglar alarm system installation services   54613 4321 


  54614 Residential antenna installation services   54614 4321 


  54619 Other electrical installation services   54619 4321 


 5462  Water plumbing and drain laying services     


  54621 Water plumbing services   54621 4322 


  54622 Drain laying services   54622 4322 


 5463  Heating, ventilation and air conditioning installation 
services 
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  54631 Heating installation services   54631 4322 


  54632 Ventilation and air conditioning installation services   54632 4322 


 5464 54640 Gas fitting installation services   54640 4322 


 5465 54650 Insulation services   54650 4322 


 5469  Other installation services     


  54691 Lift and escalator installation services   54691 4329 


  54699 Other installation services n.e.c.   54699 4329 


547   Building completion and finishing services     
 5471 54710 Glazing services   54710 4330 


 5472 54720 Plastering services   54720 4330 


 5473 54730 Painting services   54730 4330 


 5474 54740 Floor and wall tiling services   54740 4330 


 5475 54750 Other floor laying, wall covering and wall papering 
services 


  54750 4330 


 5476 54760 Joinery and carpentry services   54760 4330 


 5477 54770 Fencing and railing services   54770 4330 


 5479 54790 Other building completion and finishing services   54790 4330 


        


Section 6 Distributive trade services; lodging; food and beverage serving services; transport services; and 
utilities distribution services 


Division 61 Wholesale trade services 
611   Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or 


contract basis 
    


 6111  Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of agricultural raw materials and live animals 


    


  61111 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of grains and oilseeds and oleaginous fruits, 
seeds and animal feed 


  61111 4620 


  61112 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of flowers and plants 


  61112 4620 


  61113 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of unmanufactured tobacco 


  61113 4620 


  61114 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of live animals, including pet animals 


  61114 4620 


  61115 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of hides, skins and leather 


  61115 4620 


  61119 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of agricultural raw materials, n.e.c. 


  61119 4620 
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 6112  Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of food, beverages and tobacco 


    


  61121 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of fruit and vegetables 


  61121 4630 


  61122 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of dairy products, eggs and edible oils and fats 


  61122 4630 


  61123 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of meat, poultry and game 


  61123 4630 


  61124 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of fish and other seafood 


  61124 4630 


  61125 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of sugar confectionery and bakery products 


  61125 4630 


  61126 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of beverages 


  61126 4630 


  61127 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of coffee, tea, cocoa and spices 


  61127 4630 


  61128 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of tobacco products 


  61128 4630 


  61129 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of food products n.e.c. 


  61129 4630 


 6113  Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of textiles, clothing and footwear 


    


  61131 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of yarn and fabrics 


  61131 4641 


  61132 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of household linens, curtains, net curtains and 
diverse household articles of textile materials 


  61132 4641 


  61133 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of articles of clothing, articles of fur and clothing 
accessories 


  61133 4641 


  61134 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of footwear 


  61134 4641 


 6114  Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of household appliances, articles and equipment 


    


  61141 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of household furniture 


  61141 4649 


  61142 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of radio and television equipment, musical 
instruments and records, music scores and tapes 


  61142 4649, 
4652 


  61143 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of articles for lighting 


  61143 4649 


  61144 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of household appliances 


  61144 4649 
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  61145 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of miscellaneous household utensils, cutlery, 
crockery, glassware, china and pottery 


  61145 4649 


  61146 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of wickerwork, cork goods, cooper's ware and 
other wooden ware 


  61146 4649 


  61149 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of household articles and equipment n.e.c. 


  61149 4649 


 6115  Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of miscellaneous consumer goods 


    


  61151 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of books, newspapers, magazines and stationery 


  61151 4649 


  61152 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of photographic, optical and precision equipment 


  61152 4649,4659 


  61153 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of games and toys 


  61153 4649 


  61154 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of watches, clocks and jewellery 


  61154 4649 


  61155 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of sports goods (incl. bicycles) 


  61155 4649 


  61156 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of leather goods and travel accessories 


  61156 4649 


  61159 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of miscellaneous consumer goods n.e.c. 


  61159 4649 


 6116  Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of construction materials and hardware 


    


  61161 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of construction materials and flat glass 


  61161 4663 


  61162 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of fittings, fixtures and ceramic sanitary fixtures 


  61162 4663 


  61163 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of wallpaper and floor coverings 


  61163 4663 


  61164 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of paints, varnishes and lacquers 


  61164 4663 


  61165 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of hardware and hand tools 


  61165 4663 


 6117  Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of chemical and pharmaceutical products 


    


  61171 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of basic industrial chemicals and synthetic resins 


  61171 4669 


  61172 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of fertilizers and agrochemical products 


  61172 4669 
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  61173 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of pharmaceutical and medical goods 


  61173 4649 


  61174 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of surgical and orthopaedic instruments and 
devices 


  61174 4669 


  61175 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of perfumery articles, cosmetic articles and toilet 
soaps 


  61175 4649 


  61176 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of cleaning materials 


  61176 4669 


 6118  Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of machinery, equipment and supplies 


    


  61181 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of motor vehicles, motorcycles, snowmobiles and 
related parts and accessories 


  61181 4510, 
4530, 
4540 


  61182 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of other transport equipment, except bicycles 


  61182 4659 


  61183 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of office machinery and equipment including 
office furniture 


  61183 4659 


  61184 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of computers and packaged software 


  61184 4651 


  61185 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of electronic and telecommunications equipment 
and parts 


5  61187* 4652 


  61186 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of agricultural lawn and garden machinery and 
equipment, including tractors 


6  61185 4653 


  61187 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of mining, construction and civil engineering 
machinery and equipment 


6  61186 4659 


  61188 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of other industry-specific machinery and 
equipment and related operating supplies 


5  61187* 4659 


  61189 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of other machinery and equipment n.e.c. 


  61189 4659 


 6119  Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of other products 


    


  61191 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of solid, liquid and gaseous fuels and related 
products 


  61191 4661 


  61192 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of metal ores and metal in primary forms 


  61192 4662 


  61193 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of wood in the rough 


  61193 4663 
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  61194 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of paper and paperboard 


  61194 4669 


  61195 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of waste and scrap and materials for recycling 


  61195 4669 


  61196 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of textile fibres 


  61196 4669 


  61197 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of electricity 


  61197 3510 


  61198 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of water 


  61198 3600 


  61199 Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract 
basis, of non-metallic minerals and other products n.e.c. 


  61199 4669 


612   Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract 
basis 


    


 6121  Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
agricultural raw materials and live animals 


    


  61211 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
grains and oilseeds and oleaginous fruits, seeds and 
animal feed 


  61211 4610 


  61212 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
flowers and plants 


  61212 4610 


  61213 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
unmanufactured tobacco 


  61213 4610 


  61214 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
live animals, including pet animals 


  61214 4610 


  61215 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
hides, skins and leather 


  61215 4610 


  61219 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
agricultural raw materials n.e.c. 


  61219 4610 


 6122  Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
food, beverages and tobacco 


    


  61221 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
fruit and vegetables 


  61221 4610 


  61222 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
dairy products, eggs and edible oils and fats 


  61222 4610 


  61223 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
meat, poultry and game 


  61223 4610 


  61224 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
fish and other seafood 


  61224 4610 


  61225 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
sugar confectionery and bakery products 


  61225 4610 


  61226 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
beverages 


  61226 4610 
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  61227 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
coffee, tea, cocoa and spices 


  61227 4610 


  61228 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
tobacco products 


  61228 4610 


  61229 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
food products n.e.c. 


  61229 4610 


 6123  Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
textiles, clothing and footwear 


    


  61231 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
yarn and fabrics 


  61231 4610 


  61232 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
household linens, curtains, net curtains and diverse 
household articles 


  61232 4610 


  61233 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
articles of clothing, articles of fur and clothing 
accessories 


  61233 4610 


  61234 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
footwear 


  61234 4610 


 6124  Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
household appliances, articles and equipment 


    


  61241 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
household furniture 


  61241 4610 


  61242 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
radio and television equipment, musical instruments and 
records, music scores and tapes 


  61242 4610 


  61243 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
articles for lighting 


  61243 4610 


  61244 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
household appliances 


  61244 4610 


  61245 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
miscellaneous household utensils, cutlery, crockery, 
glassware, china and pottery 


  61245 4610 


  61246 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
wickerwork, cork goods, cooper's ware and other 
wooden ware 


  61246 4610 


  61249 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
household articles and equipment n.e.c. 


  61249 4610 


 6125  Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
miscellaneous consumer goods 


    


  61251 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
books, newspapers, magazines and stationery 


  61251 4610 


  61252 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
photographic, optical and precision equipment 


  61252 4610 
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  61253 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
games and toys 


  61253 4610 


  61254 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
watches, clocks and jewellery 


  61254 4610 


  61255 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
sports goods (incl. bicycles) 


  61255 4610 


  61256 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
leather goods and travel accessories 


  61256 4610 


  61259 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
miscellaneous consumer goods n.e.c. 


  61259 4610 


 6126  Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
construction materials and hardware 


    


  61261 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
construction materials and flat glass 


  61261 4610 


  61262 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
fittings, fixtures and ceramic sanitary fixtures 


  61262 4610 


  61263 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
wallpaper and floor coverings 


  61263 4610 


  61264 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
paints, varnishes and lacquers 


  61264 4610 


  61265 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
hardware and hand tools 


  61265 4610 


 6127  Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
chemical and pharmaceutical products 


    


  61271 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
basic industrial chemicals and synthetic resins 


  61271 4610 


  61272 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
fertilizers and agrochemical products 


  61272 4610 


  61273 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
pharmaceutical and medical goods 


  61273 4610 


  61274 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
surgical and orthopaedic instruments and devices 


  61274 4610 


  61275 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
perfumery articles, cosmetic articles and toilet soaps 


  61275 4610 


  61276 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
cleaning materials 


  61276 4610 


 6128  Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
machinery, equipment and supplies 


    


  61281 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
motor vehicles, motorcycles, snowmobiles and related 
parts and accessories 


  61281 4610 


  61282 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
other transport equipment, except bicycles 


  61282 4610 
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  61283 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
office machinery and equipment including office furniture 


  61283 4610 


  61284 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
computers and packaged software 


  61284 4610 


  61285 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
agricultural, lawn and garden machinery and equipment, 
including tractors 


  61285 4610 


  61286 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
mining, construction and civil engineering machinery 
and equipment 


  61286 4610 


  61287 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
other industry-specific machinery and equipment and 
related operating supplies 


  61287 4610 


  61289 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
other machinery and equipment n.e.c. 


  61289 4610 


 6129  Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
other products 


    


  61291 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
solid, liquid and gaseous fuels and related products 


  61291 4610 


  61292 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
metal ores and metal in primary forms 


  61292 4610 


  61293 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
wood in the rough 


  61293 4610 


  61294 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
paper and paperboard 


  61294 4610 


  61295 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
waste and scrap and materials for recycling 


  61295 4610 


  61296 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
textile fibres 


  61296 4610 


  61297 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
electricity 


  61297 4610 


  61298 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
water 


  61298 4610 


  61299 Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
non-metallic minerals and other products n.e.c. 


  61299 4610 


Division 62 Retail trade services 
621   Non-specialized store retail trade services     
 6211  Non-specialized store retail trade services, of 


agricultural raw materials and live animals 
    


  62111 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of grains and 
oilseeds and oleaginous fruits, seeds and animal feed 


  62111 4711, 
4719 


  62112 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of flowers 
and plants 


  62112 4711, 
4719 
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  62114 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of live 
animals, including pet animals 


  62114 4711, 
4719 


  62115 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of hides, 
skins and leather 


  62115 4711, 
4719 


  62119 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of 
agricultural raw materials n.e.c. 


  62119 4711, 
4719 


 6212  Non-specialized store retail trade services, of food, 
beverages and tobacco 


    


  62121 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of fruit and 
vegetables 


  62121 4711 


  62122 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of dairy 
products, eggs and edible oils and fats 


  62122 4711 


  62123 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of meat, 
poultry and game 


  62123 4711 


  62124 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of fish and 
other seafood 


  62124 4711 


  62125 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of sugar 
confectionery and bakery products 


  62125 4711 


  62126 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of beverages   62126 4711 


  62127 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of coffee, 
tea, cocoa and spices 


  62127 4711 


  62128 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of tobacco 
products 


  62128 4711 


  62129 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of food 
products n.e.c. 


  62129 4711 


 6213  Non-specialized store retail trade services, of textiles, 
clothing and footwear 


    


  62131 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of yarn and 
fabrics 


  62131 4719 


  62132 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of household 
linens, curtains, net curtains and diverse household 
articles of textile materials 


  62132 4719 


  62133 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of articles of 
clothing, articles of fur and clothing accessories 


  62133 4719 


  62134 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of footwear   62134 4719 


 6214  Non-specialized store retail trade services, of household 
appliances, articles and equipment 


    


  62141 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of household 
furniture 


  62141 4719 


  62142 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of radio and 
television equipment, musical instruments and records, 
music scores and tapes 


  62142 4719 
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  62143 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of articles for 
lighting 


  62143 4719 


  62144 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of household 
appliances 


  62144 4719 


  62145 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of 
miscellaneous household utensils, cutlery, crockery, 
glassware, china and pottery 


  62145 4719 


  62146 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of 
wickerwork, cork goods, cooper's ware and other 
wooden ware 


  62146 4719 


  62149 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of household 
articles and equipment n.e.c. 


  62149 4719 


 6215  Non-specialized store retail trade services, of 
miscellaneous consumer goods 


    


  62151 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of books, 
newspapers, magazines and stationery 


  62151 4719 


  62152 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of 
photographic, optical and precision equipment 


  62152 4719 


  62153 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of games 
and toys 


  62153 4719 


  62154 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of watches, 
clocks and jewellery 


  62154 4719 


  62155 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of sports 
goods (incl. bicycles) 


  62155 4719 


  62156 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of leather 
goods and travel accessories 


  62156 4719 


  62159 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of 
miscellaneous consumer goods n.e.c. 


  62159 4719 


 6216  Non-specialized store retail trade services, of 
construction materials and hardware 


    


  62161 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of 
construction materials and flat glass 


  62161 4719 


  62162 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of fittings, 
fixtures and ceramic sanitary fixtures 


  62162 4719 


  62163 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of wallpaper 
and floor coverings 


  62163 4719 


  62164 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of paints, 
varnishes and lacquers 


  62164 4719 


  62165 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of hardware 
and hand tools 


  62165 4719 


 6217  Non-specialized store retail trade services, of chemical 
and pharmaceutical products 
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  62172 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of fertilizers 
and agrochemical products 


  62172 4719 


  62173 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of 
pharmaceutical and medical goods 


  62173 4719 


  62174 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of surgical 
and orthopaedic instruments and devices 


  62174 4719 


  62175 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of perfumery 
articles, cosmetic articles and toilet soaps 


  62175 4719 


  62176 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of cleaning 
materials 


  62176 4719 


 6218  Non-specialized store retail trade services, of 
machinery, equipment and supplies 


    


  62181 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of motor 
vehicles, motorcycles, snowmobiles and related parts 
and accessories 


  62181 4719 


  62182 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of other 
transport equipment, except bicycles 


  62182 4719 


  62183 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of office 
machinery and equipment including office furniture 


  62183 4719 


  62184 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of computers 
and packaged software 


  62184 4719 


  62185 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of 
agricultural, lawn and garden machinery and equipment, 
including tractors 


  62185 4719 


  62186 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of mining, 
construction and civil engineering machinery and 
equipment 


  62186 4719 


  62187 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of other 
industry-specific machinery and equipment and related 
operating supplies 


  62187 4719 


  62189 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of other 
machinery and equipment n.e.c. 


  62189 4719 


 6219  Non-specialized store retail trade services, of other 
products 


    


  62191 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of solid, 
liquid and gaseous fuels and related products 


  62191 4719 


  62194 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of paper and 
paperboard 


  62194 4719 


  62199 Non-specialized store retail trade services, of non-
metallic minerals and other products n.e.c. 


  62199 4719 


622   Specialized store retail trade services     
 6221  Specialized store retail trade services, of agricultural raw 


materials and live animals 
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  62211 Specialized store retail trade services, of grains and 
oilseeds and oleaginous fruits, seeds and animal feed 


  62211 4773 


  62212 Specialized store retail trade services, of flowers and 
plants 


  62212 4773 


  62214 Specialized store retail trade services, of live animals, 
including pet animals 


  62214 4773 


  62215 Specialized store retail trade services, of hides, skins 
and leather 


  62215 4773 


  62219 Specialized store retail trade services, of agricultural raw 
materials n.e.c. 


  62219 4773 


 6222  Specialized store retail trade services, of food, 
beverages and tobacco 


    


  62221 Specialized store retail trade services, of fruit and 
vegetables 


  62221 4721 


  62222 Specialized store retail trade services, of dairy products, 
eggs and edible oils and fats 


  62222 4721 


  62223 Specialized store retail trade services, of meat, poultry 
and game 


  62223 4721 


  62224 Specialized store retail trade services, of fish and other 
seafood 


  62224 4721 


  62225 Specialized store retail trade services, of sugar 
confectionery and bakery products 


  62225 4721 


  62226 Specialized store retail trade services, of beverages   62226 4722 


  62227 Specialized store retail trade services, of coffee, tea, 
cocoa and spices 


  62227 4721 


  62228 Specialized store retail trade services, of tobacco 
products 


  62228 4723 


  62229 Specialized store retail trade services, of food products 
n.e.c. 


  62229 4721 


 6223  Specialized store retail trade services, of textiles, 
clothing and footwear 


    


  62231 Specialized store retail trade services, of yarn and 
fabrics 


  62231 4751 


  62232 Specialized store retail trade services, of household 
linens, curtains, net curtains and diverse household 
articles of textile materials 


  62232 4753 


  62233 Specialized store retail trade services, of articles of 
clothing, articles of fur and clothing accessories 


  62233 4771 


  62234 Specialized store retail trade services, of footwear   62234 4771 


 6224  Specialized store retail trade services, of household 
appliances, articles and equipment 


    


  62241 Specialized store retail trade services, of household 
furniture 


  62241 4759 
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  62242 Specialized store retail trade services, of radio and 
television equipment, musical instruments and records, 
music scores and tapes 


  62242 4762, 
4742, 
4759 


  62243 Specialized store retail trade services, of articles for 
lighting 


  62243 4759 


  62244 Specialized store retail trade services, of household 
appliances 


  62244 4759 


  62245 Specialized store retail trade services, of miscellaneous 
household utensils, cutlery, crockery, glassware, china 
and pottery 


  62245 4759 


  62246 Specialized store retail trade services, of wickerwork, 
cork goods, cooper's ware and other wooden ware 


  62246 4759 


  62249 Specialized store retail trade services, of household 
articles and equipment n.e.c. 


  62249 4759 


 6225  Specialized store retail trade services, of miscellaneous 
consumer goods 


    


  62251 Specialized store retail trade services, of books, 
newspapers, magazines and stationery 


  62251 4761 


  62252 Specialized store retail trade services, of photographic, 
optical and precision equipment 


  62252 4773 


  62253 Specialized store retail trade services, of games and 
toys 


  62253 4764 


  62254 Specialized store retail trade services, of watches, 
clocks and jewellery 


  62254 4773 


  62255 Specialized store retail trade services, of sports goods 
(incl. bicycles) 


  62255 4763 


  62256 Specialized store retail trade services, of leather goods 
and travel accessories 


  62256 4771 


  62259 Specialized store retail trade services, of miscellaneous 
consumer goods n.e.c. 


  62259 4773 


 6226  Specialized store retail trade services, of construction 
materials and hardware 


    


  62261 Specialized store retail trade services, of construction 
materials and flat glass 


  62261 4752 


  62262 Specialized store retail trade services, of fittings, fixtures 
and ceramic sanitary fixtures 


  62262 4752 


  62263 Specialized store retail trade services, of wallpaper and 
floor coverings 


  62263 4752 


  62264 Specialized store retail trade services, of paints, 
varnishes and lacquers 


  62264 4752 


  62265 Specialized store retail trade services, of hardware and 
hand tools 


  62265 4752 
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 6227  Specialized store retail trade services, of chemical and 
pharmaceutical products 


    


  62272 Specialized store retail trade services, of fertilizers and 
agrochemical products 


  62272 4773 


  62273 Specialized store retail trade services, of pharmaceutical 
and medical goods 


  62273 4772 


  62274 Specialized store retail trade services, of surgical and 
orthopaedic instruments and devices 


  62274 4772 


  62275 Specialized store retail trade services, of perfumery 
articles, cosmetic articles and toilet soaps 


  62275 4772 


  62276 Specialized store retail trade services, of cleaning 
materials 


  62276 4773 


 6228  Specialized store retail trade services, of machinery, 
equipment and supplies 


    


  62281 Specialized store retail trade services, of motor vehicles, 
motorcycles, snowmobiles and related parts and 
accessories 


  62281 4510, 
4530, 
4540 


  62282 Specialized store retail trade services, of other transport 
equipment, except bicycles 


  62282 4773, 
4774 


  62283 Specialized store retail trade services, of office 
machinery and equipment, including office furniture 


  62283 4773, 
4774 


  62284 Specialized store retail trade services, of computers and 
packaged software 


  62284 4741 


  62285 Specialized store retail trade services, of agricultural, 
lawn and garden machinery and equipment, including 
tractors 


  62285 4773, 
4774 


  62286 Specialized store retail trade services, of mining, 
construction and civil engineering machinery and 
equipment 


  62286 4773, 
4774 


  62287 Specialized store retail trade services, of other industry-
specific machinery and equipment and related operating 
supplies 


  62287 4773, 
4774 


  62289 Specialized store retail trade services, of other 
machinery and equipment n.e.c. 


  62289 4773, 
4774 


 6229  Specialized store retail trade services, of other products     


  62291 Specialized store retail trade services, of solid, liquid 
and gaseous fuels and related products 


  62291 4730, 
4773 


  62294 Specialized store retail trade services, of paper and 
paperboard 


  62294 4773 


  62299 Specialized store retail trade services, of non-metallic 
minerals and other products n.e.c. 


  62299 4773 


623   Mail order or internet retail trade services     
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 6231  Mail order or internet retail trade services, of agricultural 
raw materials and live animals 


    


  62311 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of grain and 
oilseeds and oleaginous fruits, seeds and animal feed 


  62311 4791 


  62312 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of flowers and 
plants 


  62312 4791 


  62314 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of live 
animals, including pet animals 


  62314 4791 


  62315 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of hides, 
skins and leather 


  62315 4791 


  62319 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of agricultural 
raw materials n.e.c. 


  62319 4791 


 6232  Mail order or internet retail trade services, of food, 
beverages and tobacco 


    


  62321 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of fruit and 
vegetables 


  62321 4791 


  62322 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of dairy 
products, eggs and edible oils and fats 


  62322 4791 


  62323 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of meat, 
poultry and game 


  62323 4791 


  62324 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of fish and 
other seafood 


  62324 4791 


  62325 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of sugar 
confectionery and bakery products 


  62325 4791 


  62326 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of beverages   62326 4791 


  62327 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of coffee, tea, 
cocoa and spices 


  62327 4791 


  62328 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of tobacco 
products 


  62328 4791 


  62329 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of food 
products n.e.c. 


  62329 4791 


 6233  Mail order or internet retail trade services, of textiles, 
clothing and footwear 


    


  62331 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of yarn and 
fabrics 


  62331 4791 


  62332 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of household 
linens, curtains, net curtains and diverse household 
articles of textile materials 


  62332 4791 


  62333 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of articles of 
clothing, articles of fur and clothing accessories 


  62333 4791 


  62334 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of footwear   62334 4791 


 6234  Mail order or internet retail trade services, of household 
appliances, articles and equipment 
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  62341 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of household 
furniture 


  62341 4791 


  62342 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of radio and 
television equipment, musical instruments and records, 
music scores and tapes 


  62342 4791 


  62343 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of articles for 
lighting 


  62343 4791 


  62344 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of household 
appliances 


  62344 4791 


  62345 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of 
miscellaneous household utensils, cutlery, crockery, 
glassware, china and pottery 


  62345 4791 


  62346 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of 
wickerwork, cork goods, cooper's ware and other 
wooden ware 


  62346 4791 


  62349 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of household 
articles and equipment n.e.c. 


  62349 4791 


 6235  Mail order or internet retail trade services, of 
miscellaneous consumer goods 


    


  62351 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of books, 
newspapers, magazines and stationery 


  62351 4791 


  62352 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of 
photographic, optical and precision equipment 


  62352 4791 


  62353 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of games and 
toys 


  62353 4791 


  62354 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of watches, 
clocks and jewellery 


  62354 4791 


  62355 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of sports 
goods (incl. bicycles) 


  62355 4791 


  62356 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of leather 
goods and travel accessories 


  62356 4791 


  62359 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of 
miscellaneous consumer goods n.e.c. 


  62359 4791 


 6236  Mail order or internet retail trade services, of 
construction materials and hardware 


    


  62361 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of 
construction materials and flat glass 


  62361 4791 


  62362 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of fittings, 
fixtures and ceramic sanitary fixtures 


  62362 4791 


  62363 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of wallpaper 
and floor coverings 


  62363 4791 


  62364 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of paints, 
varnishes and lacquers 


  62364 4791 
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  62365 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of hardware 
and hand tools 


  62365 4791 


 6237  Mail order or internet retail trade services, of chemical 
and pharmaceutical products 


    


  62372 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of fertilizers 
and agrochemical products 


  62372 4791 


  62373 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of 
pharmaceutical and medical goods 


  62373 4791 


  62374 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of surgical 
and orthopaedic instruments and devices 


  62374 4791 


  62375 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of perfumery 
articles, cosmetic articles and toilet soaps 


  62375 4791 


  62376 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of cleaning 
materials 


  62376 4791 


 6238  Mail order or internet retail trade services, of machinery, 
equipment and supplies 


    


  62381 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of motor 
vehicles, motorcycles, snowmobiles and related parts 
and accessories 


  62381 4791 


  62382 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of other 
transport equipment, except bicycles 


  62382 4791 


  62383 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of office 
machinery and equipment including office furniture 


  62383 4791 


  62384 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of computers 
and packaged software 


  62384 4791 


  62385 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of agricultural, 
lawn and garden machinery and equipment, including 
tractors 


  62385 4791 


  62386 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of mining, 
construction and civil engineering machinery and 
equipment 


  62386 4791 


  62387 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of other 
industry-specific machinery and equipment and related 
operating supplies 


  62387 4791 


  62389 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of other 
machinery and equipment n.e.c. 


  62389 4791 


 6239  Mail order or internet trade services, of other products     


  62391 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of solid, liquid 
and gaseous fuels and related products 


  62391 4791 


  62394 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of paper and 
paperboard 


  62394 4791 


  62399 Mail order or internet retail trade services, of non-
metallic minerals and other products n.e.c. 


  62399 4791 
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624   Other non-store retail trade services     
 6241  Other non-store retail trade services, of agricultural raw 


materials and live animals 
    


  62411 Other non-store retail trade services, of grain and 
oilseeds and oleaginous fruits, seeds and animal feed 


  62411 4789 


  62412 Other non-store retail trade services, of flowers and 
plants 


  62412 4789 


  62414 Other non-store retail trade services, of live animals, 
including pet animals 


  62414 4789 


  62415 Other non-store retail trade services, of hides, skins and 
leather 


  62415 4789 


  62419 Other non-store retail trade services, of agricultural raw 
materials n.e.c. 


  62419 4789 


 6242  Other non-store retail trade services, of food, beverages 
and tobacco 


    


  62421 Other non-store retail trade services, of fruit and 
vegetables 


  62421 4781 


  62422 Other non-store retail trade services, of dairy products, 
eggs and edible oils and fats 


  62422 4781 


  62423 Other non-store retail trade services, of meat, poultry 
and game 


  62423 4781 


  62424 Other non-store retail trade services, of fish and other 
seafood 


  62424 4781 


  62425 Other non-store retail trade services, of sugar 
confectionery and bakery products 


  62425 4781 


  62426 Other non-store retail trade services, of beverages   62426 4781 


  62427 Other non-store retail trade services, of coffee, tea, 
cocoa and spices 


  62427 4781 


  62428 Other non-store retail trade services, of tobacco 
products 


  62428 4781 


  62429 Other non-store retail trade services, of food products 
n.e.c. 


  62429 4781 


 6243  Other non-store retail trade services, of textiles, clothing 
and footwear 


    


  62431 Other non-store retail trade services, of yarn and fabrics   62431 4782 


  62432 Other non-store retail trade services, of household 
linens, curtains, net curtains and diverse household 
articles of textile materials 


  62432 4782 


  62433 Other non-store retail trade services, of articles of 
clothing, articles of fur and clothing accessories 


  62433 4782 


  62434 Other non-store retail trade services, of footwear   62434 4782 
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 6244  Other non-store retail trade services, of household 
appliances, articles and equipment 


    


  62441 Other non-store retail trade services, of household 
furniture 


  62441 4789 


  62442 Other non-store retail trade services, of radio and 
television equipment, musical instruments and records, 
music scores and tapes 


  62442 4789 


  62443 Other non-store retail trade services, of articles for 
lighting 


  62443 4789 


  62444 Other non-store retail trade services, of household 
appliances 


  62444 4789 


  62445 Other non-store retail trade services, of miscellaneous 
household utensils, cutlery, crockery, glassware, china 
and pottery 


  62445 4789 


  62446 Other non-store retail trade services, of wickerwork, cork 
goods, cooper's ware and other wooden ware 


  62446 4789 


  62449 Other non-store retail trade services, of household 
articles and equipment n.e.c. 


  62449 4789 


 6245  Other non-store retail trade services, of miscellaneous 
consumer goods 


    


  62451 Other non-store retail trade services, of books, 
newspapers, magazines and stationery 


  62451 4789 


  62452 Other non-store retail trade services, of photographic, 
optical and precision equipment 


  62452 4789 


  62453 Other non-store retail trade services, of games and toys   62453 4789 


  62454 Other non-store retail trade services, of watches, clocks 
and jewellery 


  62454 4789 


  62455 Other non-store retail trade services, of sports goods 
(incl. bicycles) 


  62455 4789 


  62456 Other non-store retail trade services, of leather goods 
and travel accessories 


  62456 4789 


  62459 Other non-store retail trade services, of miscellaneous 
consumer goods n.e.c. 


  62459 4789 


 6246  Other non-store retail trade services, of construction 
materials and hardware 


    


  62461 Other non-store retail trade services, of construction 
materials and flat glass 


  62461 4789 


  62462 Other non-store retail trade services, of fittings, fixtures 
and ceramic sanitary fixtures 


  62462 4789 


  62463 Other non-store retail trade services, of wallpaper and 
floor coverings 


  62463 4789 


  62464 Other non-store retail trade services, of paints, 
varnishes and lacquers 


  62464 4789 
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  62465 Other non-store retail trade services, of hardware and 
hand tools 


  62465 4789 


 6247  Other non-store retail trade services, of chemical and 
pharmaceutical products 


    


  62472 Other non-store retail trade services, of fertilizers and 
agrochemical products 


  62472 4789 


  62473 Other non-store retail trade services, of pharmaceutical 
and medical goods 


  62473 4789 


  62474 Other non-store retail trade services, of surgical and 
orthopaedic instruments and devices 


  62474 4789 


  62475 Other non-store retail trade services, of perfumery 
articles, cosmetic articles and toilet soaps 


  62475 4789 


  62476 Other non-store retail trade services, of cleaning 
materials 


  62476 4789 


 6248  Other non-store retail trade services, of machinery, 
equipment and supplies 


    


  62481 Other non-store retail trade services, of motor vehicles, 
motorcycles, snowmobiles and related parts and 
accessories 


  62481 4510, 
4530, 
4540 


  62482 Other non-store retail trade services, of other transport 
equipment, except bicycles 


  62482 4789 


  62483 Other non-store retail trade services, of office machinery 
and equipment including office furniture 


  62483 4789 


  62484 Other non-store retail trade services, of computers and 
packaged software 


  62484 4789 


  62485 Other non-store retail trade services, of agricultural, 
lawn and garden machinery and equipment, including 
tractors 


  62485 4789 


  62486 Other non-store retail trade services, of mining, 
construction and civil engineering machinery and 
equipment 


  62486 4789 


  62487 Other non-store retail trade services, of other industry-
specific machinery and equipment and related operating 
supplies 


  62487 4789 


  62489 Other non-store retail trade services, of other machinery 
and equipment n.e.c. 


  62489 4789 


 6249  Other non-store retail trade services, of other products     


  62491 Other non-store retail trade services, of solid, liquid and 
gaseous fuels and related products 


  62491 4789 


  62494 Other non-store retail trade services, of paper and 
paperboard 


  62494 4789 


  62499 Other non-store retail trade services, of non-metallic 
minerals and other products n.e.c. 


  62499 4789 
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625   Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis     
 6251  Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 


agricultural raw materials and live animals 
    


  62511 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of grains 
and oilseeds and oleaginous fruits, seeds and animal 
feed 


  62511 4799 


  62512 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
flowers and plants 


  62512 4799 


  62514 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of live 
animals, including pet animals 


  62514 4799 


  62515 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of hides, 
skins and leather 


  62515 4799 


  62519 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
agricultural raw materials n.e.c. 


  62519 4799 


 6252  Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of food, 
beverages and tobacco 


    


  62521 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of fruit 
and vegetables 


  62521 4799 


  62522 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of dairy 
products, eggs and edible oils and fats 


  62522 4799 


  62523 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of meat, 
poultry and game 


  62523 4799 


  62524 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of fish 
and other seafood 


  62524 4799 


  62525 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of sugar 
confectionery and bakery products 


  62525 4799 


  62526 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
beverages 


  62526 4799 


  62527 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
coffee, tea, cocoa and spices 


  62527 4799 


  62528 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
tobacco products 


  62528 4799 


  62529 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of food 
products n.e.c. 


  62529 4799 


 6253  Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
textiles, clothing and footwear 


    


  62531 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of yarn 
and fabrics 


  62531 4799 


  62532 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
household linens, curtains, net curtains and diverse 
household articles of textile materials 


  62532 4799 
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  62533 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
articles of clothing, articles of fur and clothing 
accessories 


  62533 4799 


  62534 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
footwear 


  62534 4799 


 6254  Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
household appliances, articles and equipment 


    


  62541 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
household furniture 


  62541 4799 


  62542 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of radio 
and television equipment, musical instruments and 
records, music scores and tapes 


  62542 4799 


  62543 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
articles for lighting 


  62543 4799 


  62544 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
household appliances 


  62544 4799 


  62545 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
miscellaneous household utensils, cutlery, crockery, 
glassware, china and pottery 


  62545 4799 


  62546 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
wickerwork, cork goods, cooper's ware and other 
wooden ware 


  62546 4799 


  62549 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
household articles and equipment n.e.c. 


  62549 4799 


 6255  Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
miscellaneous consumer goods 


    


  62551 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
books, newspapers, magazines and stationery 


  62551 4799 


  62552 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
photographic, optical and precision equipment 


  62552 4799 


  62553 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
games and toys 


  62553 4799 


  62554 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
watches, clocks and jewellery 


  62554 4799 


  62555 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of sports 
goods (incl. bicycles) 


  62555 4799 


  62556 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
leather goods and travel accessories 


  62556 4799 


  62559 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
miscellaneous consumer goods n.e.c. 


  62559 4799 


 6256  Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
construction materials and hardware 


    


  62561 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
construction materials and flat glass 


  62561 4799 
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  62562 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
fittings, fixtures, and ceramic sanitary fixtures 


  62562 4799 


  62563 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
wallpaper and floor coverings 


  62563 4799 


  62564 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
paints, varnishes and lacquers 


  62564 4799 


  62565 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
hardware and hand tools 


  62565 4799 


 6257  Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
chemical and pharmaceutical products 


    


  62572 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
fertilizers and agrochemical products 


  62572 4799 


  62573 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
pharmaceutical and medical goods 


  62573 4799 


  62574 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
surgical and orthopaedic instruments and devices 


  62574 4799 


  62575 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
perfumery articles, cosmetic articles and toilet soaps 


  62575 4799 


  62576 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
cleaning materials 


  62576 4799 


 6258  Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
machinery, equipment and supplies 


    


  62581 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of motor 
vehicles, motorcycles, snowmobiles and related parts 
and accessories 


  62581 4799 


  62582 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of other 
transport equipment, except bicycles 


  62582 4799 


  62583 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of office 
machinery and equipment including office furniture 


  62583 4799 


  62584 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
computers and packaged software 


  62584 4799 


  62585 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
agricultural, lawn and garden machinery and equipment, 
including tractors 


  62585 4799 


  62586 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
mining, construction and civil engineering machinery 
and equipment 


  62586 4799 


  62587 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of other 
industry-specific machinery and equipment and related 
operating supplies 


  62587 4799 


  62589 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of other 
machinery and equipment n.e.c. 


  62589 4799 


 6259  Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of other 
products 
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  62591 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of solid, 
liquid and gaseous fuels and related products 


  62591 4799 


  62594 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of paper 
and paperboard 


  62594 4799 


  62597 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of 
electricity 


  62597 4799 


  62598 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of water   62598 4799 


  62599 Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis, of non-
metallic minerals and other products n.e.c. 


  62599 4799 


Division 63 Lodging , food and beverage services 
631   Lodging services for visitors     
 6311  Room or unit lodging for visitors     


  63111 Room or unit lodging for visitors, with housekeeping and 
other services 


5  63110* 5510 


  63112 Room or unit lodging for visitors, with limited 
housekeeping services 


5  63110* 5510 


  63113 Unit lodging with kitchens for visitors, with or without 
housekeeping services 


5  63191*, 
63192* 


5510 


  63114 Unit lodging with kitchens for visitors, in time-share 
properties 


5  63191*, 
63192* 


5510 


  63115 Lodging for visitors, in rooms for multiple occupancy 5  63193, 
63199* 


5510 


 6312 63120 Recreational vehicle and tent sites for visitors 6  63195 5520 


 6313 63130 Recreational vacation camps 5  63191*, 
63194 


5520 


632   Other lodging services for visitors and others     
 6321 63210 Room or unit lodging for students in student residences 5  63199* 5590 


 6322 63220 Room or unit lodging for workers in workers hostels or 
camps 


5  63199* 5590 


 6329 63290 All other room or unit lodging 5  63199* 5590 


633   Food serving services     
 6331 63310 Meal serving services with full restaurant services 6  63210 5610 


 6332 63320 Meal serving services in limited-service facilities 6  63220 5610 


 6333 63330 Food service concession services 5  63230* 5629 


 6334 63340 Event catering services 5  63230* 5621 


 6335  Contract food services     


  63351 Contract food services for transportation operators 5  63230* 5629 


  63359 Other contract food services 5  63230* 5629 


 6339 63390 Other food serving services 5  63290 5610 
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634   Beverage serving services for consumption on 
the premises 


    


 6340 63400 Beverage serving services for consumption on the 
premises 


6  63300 5650 


Division 64 Passenger transport services 
641   Local transport services of passengers     
 6411  Urban and suburban land transport services of 


passengers 
    


  64111 Urban and suburban railway transport services of 
passengers 


6  64212 4921 


  64112 Urban and suburban scheduled road transport services 
of passengers 


6  64311 4921 


  64113 Urban and suburban special-purpose scheduled road 
transport services of passengers 


6  64312 4921 


  64114 Taxi services 6  64321 4922 


  64115 Rental services of passenger cars with operator 6  64322 4921, 
4922 


  64116 Road transport services of passengers by man- or 
animal-drawn vehicles 


6  64324 4922 


  64117 Mixed mode urban and suburban transportation services 
of passengers 


6  64100 4921 


  64118 Local bus and coach charter services 5  64323* 4922 


  64119 Other road transportation services of passengers, n.e.c. 5  64319, 64329 4922 


 6412  Local water transport services of passengers     


  64121 Inland water transport services of passengers by ferries 6  65211 5021 


  64122 Inland water transport services of passengers on cruises 5  65219* 5021 


  64129 All other inland water transport services of passengers 2  65219* 5021 


642   Long distance transport services of 
passengers 


    


 6421 64210 Interurban railway transport services of passengers 6  64211 4911 


 6422  Interurban road transport services of passengers     


  64221 Interurban scheduled road transport services of 
passengers 


6  64313 4922 


  64222 Interurban special-purpose scheduled road transport 
services of passengers 


6  64314 4922 


  64223 Long distance bus and coach charter services 5  64323* 4922 


 6423  Long distance water transport services of passengers     


  64231 Coastal and transoceanic water transport services of 
passengers by ferries 


6  65111 5011 
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  64232 Coastal and transoceanic water transport services  of 
passengers on cruise ships 


5  65119* 5011 


  64239 All other coastal and transoceanic water transport 
services of passengers 


2  65119* 5011 


 6424  Air transport services of passengers     


  64241 Scheduled air transport services of passengers 6  66110 5110 


  64242 Non-scheduled air transport services of passengers 
except for sightseeing 


2  66120* 5110 


  64243 Non-scheduled air transport services of passengers  for 
sightseeing 


5  66120* 5110 


 6425 64250 Space transport services of passengers 5  66300* 5110 


Division 65 Freight transport services 
651   Land transport services of freight     
 6511  Road transport services of freight     


  65111 Road transport services of freight by refrigerator 
vehicles 


6  64331 4923 


  65112 Road transport services of freight by tank trucks or 
semi-trailers 


6  64332 4923 


  65113 Road transport services of intermodal containers 6  64333 4923 


  65114 Road transport services of freight by man- or animal-
drawn vehicles 


6  64334 4923 


  65115 Moving services of household and office furniture and 
other goods 


6  64335 4923 


  65116 Road transport services of letters and parcels 6  64336 4923 


  65119 Other road transport services of freight 6  64339 4923 


 6512  Railway transport services of freight     


  65121 Railway transport services of freight by refrigerator cars 6  64221 4912 


  65122 Railway transport services of freight by tanker cars 6  64222 4912 


  65123 Railway transport services of intermodal containers 6  64223 4912 


  65124 Railway transport services of letters and parcels 6  64224 4912 


  65129 Other railway transport services of freight 6  64229 4912 


 6513  Transport services via pipeline     


  65131 Transport services via pipeline of petroleum and natural 
gas 


6  64410 4930 


  65139 Transport services via pipeline of other goods 6  64490 4930 


 6514 65140 Miscellaneous local delivery services 2  64340* 5320 


652   Water transport services of freight     
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 6521  Coastal and transoceanic water transport services of 
freight 


    


  65211 Coastal and transoceanic water transport services of 
refrigerated freight by refrigerator vessels 


6  65121 5012 


  65212 Coastal and transoceanic water transport services of 
bulk liquid freight by tankers 


6  65122 5012 


  65213 Coastal and transoceanic water transport services of 
intermodal containers by container ships 


6  65123 5012 


  65219 Other coastal and transoceanic water transport services 
of other freight 


6  65129 5012 


 6522  Inland water transport services of freight     


  65221 Inland water transport services of freight by refrigerator 
vessels 


6  65221 5022 


  65222 Inland water transport services of freight by tankers 6  65222 5022 


  65229 Other inland water transport services of freight 6  65229 5022 


653   Air and space transport services of freight     
 6531  Air transport services of freight     


  65311 Air transport services of letters and parcels 6  66210 5120 


  65319 Air transport services of other freight 6  66290 5120 


 6532 65320 Space transport services of freight 5  66300* 5120 


Division 66 Rental services of transport vehicles with operators 
660   Rental services of transport vehicles with 


operators 
    


 6601  Rental services of road vehicles with operators     


  66011 Rental services of buses and coaches with operator 
(except chartering services) 


5  64323* 4922 


  66012 Rental services of trucks with operator 6  64350 4923 


 6602  Rental services of water vessels with operator     


  66021 Rental services of vessels for coastal and transoceanic 
water transport with operator 


6  65130 5011, 
5012 


  66022 Rental services of inland water vessels with operator 6  65230 5021, 
5022 


 6603  Rental services of aircraft with operator     


  66031 Rental services of passenger aircraft  with  operator 5  66400* 5110 


  66032 Rental services of freight aircraft with operator 5  66400* 5120 


Division 67 Supporting and auxiliary transport services 
671   Cargo handling services     
 6711 67110 Container handling services   67110 5224 
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 6719 67190 Other cargo handling services   67190 5224 


672   Storage and warehousing services     
 6721 67210 Refrigerated storage services   67210 5210 


 6722 67220 Bulk liquid or gas storage services   67220 5210 


 6729 67290 Other storage or warehousing services   67290 5210 


673   Navigational aid services     
 6730 67300 Navigational aid services   67300 5229 


674   Supporting services for railway transport     
 6740  Supporting services for railway transport     


  67401 Railway pushing or towing services 5  67400* 5221 


  67409 Other supporting services for railway transport 2  67400* 5221 


675   Supporting services for road transport     
 6751 67510 Bus station services   67510 5221 


 6752 67520 Highway, bridge and tunnel operation services   67520 5221 


 6753 67530 Parking lot services   67530 5221 


 6759 67590 Other supporting services for road transport   67590 5221 


676   Supporting services for water transport     
 6761  Port and waterway operation services (excl. cargo 


handling) 
    


  67611 Port and waterway operation services (excl. cargo 
handling), on coastal and transoceanic waters 


5  67610* 5222 


  67612 Inland waterway operation services (excl. cargo 
handling) 


5  67610* 5222 


 6762  Pilotage and berthing services     


  67621 Pilotage and berthing services on coastal and 
transoceanic waters 


5  67620* 5222 


  67622 Pilotage and berthing services in inland waters 5  67620* 5222 


 6763  Vessel salvage and refloating services     


  67631 Vessel salvage and refloating services on coastal and 
transoceanic waters 


5  67630* 5222 


  67632 Vessel salvage and refloating services in inland waters 5  67630* 5222 


 6769  Other supporting services for water transport     


  67691 Towing and pushing services on coastal and 
transoceanic waters 


5  67690* 5222 


  67692 Towing and pushing services on inland waters 5  67690* 5222 


  67699 Other supporting services for water transport, n.e.c. 5  67690* 5222 


677   Supporting services for air or space transport     
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 6771 67710 Airport operation services (excl. cargo handling)   67710 5223 


 6772 67720 Air traffic control services   67720 5223 


 6773 67730 Other supporting services for air transport 5  67790* 5223 


 6779 67790 Supporting services for space transport 5  67790* 5223 


679   Auxiliary and other supporting transport 
services 


    


 6791 67910 Freight transport agency services and other auxiliary 
freight transport services 


  67910 5229 


 6799 67990 Other supporting transport services n.e.c.   67990 5229 


Division 68 Postal and courier services 
681   Postal and courier services     
 6811  Postal services     


  68111 Postal services related to letters   68111 5310 


  68112 Postal services related to parcels   68112 5310 


  68113 Post office counter services   68113 5310 


  68119 Other postal services   68119 5310 


 6812 68120 Courier services 2  68120, 
64340* 


5320 


Division 69 Electricity distribution services; gas and water distribution services through mains 
691   Electricity distribution services and gas 


distribution services through mains 
    


 6911  Electricity transmission and distribution services     


  69111 Transmission of electricity   69111 3510 


  69112 Distribution of electricity   69112 3510 


 6912 69120 Gas distribution services through mains   69120 3520 


692   Water distribution services through mains     
 6921 69210 Water, except steam and hot water, distribution services 


through mains 
  69210 3600 


 6922 69220 Steam and hot water distribution services through mains   69220 3530 


        


Section 7 Financial and related services; real estate services; and rental and leasing services 


Division 71 Financial intermediation, insurance and auxiliary services 
711   Financial intermediation services, except 


investment banking, insurance services and 
pension services 


    


 7111  Central bank services     
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  71111 Central banking services 5  71100 6411 


  71112 Central bank currency issue services 5  71100 6411 


  71113 Central bank public debt advisory and administrative 
services 


5  71100 6411 


  71119 Other central bank services 5  71100 6411 


 7112  Deposit services     


  71121 Deposit services to corporate and institutional 
depositors 


5  71100 6419 


  71122 Deposit services to other depositors 5  71100 6419 


 7113  Credit-granting services     


  71131 Residential mortgage loan services 5  71100 6419 


  71132 Non-residential mortgage loan services 5  71100 6419 


  71133 Personal non-mortgage loan services for non-business 
purposes 


5  71100 6419 


  71134 Credit card services 5  71100 6419 


  71135 Non-mortgage loan services for business purposes 5  71100 6419, 
6492 


  71139 Other credit-granting services 5  71100 6419, 
6492 


 7114 71140 Financial leasing services 5  71100 6491 


 7119 71190 Other financial intermediation services, except 
investment banking, insurance services and pension 
services 


5  71100 6499 


712   Investment banking services     
 7120 71200 Investment banking services   71200 6499 


713   Insurance and pension services (excluding 
reinsurance services), except compulsory 
social security services 


    


 7131  Life insurance and pension services (excluding 
reinsurance services) 


    


  71311 Life insurance and individual pension services   71311 6511 


  71312 Group pension services   71312 6530 


 7132 71320 Accident and health insurance services 2  71320* 6512 


 7133  Non-life insurance services (excluding reinsurance 
services) 


    


  71331 Motor vehicle insurance services   71331 6512 


  71332 Marine, aviation, and other transport insurance services   71332 6512 


  71333 Freight insurance services   71333 6512 


  71334 Other property insurance services   71334 6512 
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  71335 General liability insurance services   71335 6512 


  71336 Credit and surety insurance services   71336 6512 


  71337 Travel insurance services 5  71320* 6512 


  71339 Other non-life insurance services   71339 6512 


714   Reinsurance services     
 7141 71410 Life reinsurance services   71410 6520 


 7142 71420 Accident and health reinsurance services   71420 6520 


 7143  Other non-life reinsurance services     


  71431 Motor vehicle reinsurance services 5  71430 6520 


  71432 Marine, aviation and other transport reinsurance 
services 


5  71430 6520 


  71433 Freight reinsurance services 5  71430 6520 


  71434 Other property reinsurance services 5  71430 6520 


  71435 General liability reinsurance services 5  71430 6520 


  71436 Credit and surety reinsurance services 5  71430 6520 


  71439 Other non-life reinsurance services 5  71430 6520 


715   Services auxiliary to financial intermediation 
other than to insurance and pensions 


    


 7151  Services related to investment banking     


  71511 Mergers and acquisition services   71511 6499 


  71512 Corporate finance and venture capital services   71512 6499 


  71519 Other services related to investment banking   71519 6499 


 7152  Brokerage and related securities and commodities 
services 


    


  71521 Securities brokerage services   71521 6612 


  71522 Commodity brokerage services   71522 6612 


  71523 Processing and clearing services of securities 
transactions 


  71523 6619 


 7153  Portfolio management, trust and custody services     


  71531 Portfolio management services except pension funds 5  71531* 6630 


  71532 Trust services   71532 6619 


  71533 Custody services   71533 6619 


 7154  Services related to the administration of financial 
markets 


    


  71541 Financial market operational services   71541 6611 


  71542 Financial market regulatory services   71542 6611 


  71549 Other financial market administration services   71549 6611 
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 7155  Other services auxiliary to financial intermediation     


  71551 Financial consultancy services   71551 6619 


  71552 Foreign exchange services   71552 6612 


  71553 Financial transactions processing and clearinghouse 
services 


  71553 6619 


  71559 Other services auxiliary to financial intermediation n.e.c.   71559 6619 


716   Services auxiliary to insurance and pensions     
 7161 71610 Insurance brokerage and agency services   71610 6622 


 7162 71620 Insurance claims adjustment services   71620 6621 


 7163 71630 Actuarial services   71630 6629 


 7164 71640 Pension funds management services 5  71531* 6630 


 7169 71690 Other services auxiliary to insurance and pensions   71690 6629 


Division 72 Real estate services 
721   Real estate services involving own or leased 


property 
    


 7211  Renting or leasing services involving own or leased 
property 


    


  72111 Renting or leasing services involving own or leased 
residential property 


1  72111 6810 


  72112 Renting or leasing services involving own or leased non-
residential property 


  72112 6810 


 7212  Trade services of buildings and associated land     


  72121 Trade services of residential buildings and associated 
land 


  72121 6810 


  72122 Trade services of non-residential buildings and 
associated land 


  72122 6810 


 7213 72130 Trade services of vacant and subdivided land   72130 6810 


722   Real estate services on a fee or contract basis     
 7221  Property management services on a fee or contract 


basis 
    


  72211 Residential property management services on a fee or 
contract basis except of time-share ownership 
properties 


2  72211* 6820 


  72212 Time share (ownership type) property management 
services on a fee or contract basis 


5  72211* 6820 


  72213 Non-residential property management services on a fee 
or contract basis 


6  72212 6820 


 7222  Buildings and associated land sales on a fee or contract 
basis 
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  72221 Residential buildings and associated land sales on a fee 
or contract basis except of time share ownership 
properties 


2  72221* 6820 


  72222 Sale of time share ownership properties on a fee or 
contract basis 


5  72221* 6820 


  72223 Non-residential buildings and associated land sales on a 
fee or contract basis 


6  72222 6820 


 7223 72230 Land sales on a fee or contract basis   72230 6820 


 7224 72240 Real estate appraisal services on a fee or contract basis   72240 6820 


Division 73 Leasing or rental services without operator 
731   Leasing or rental services concerning 


machinery and equipment without operator 
    


 7311  Leasing or rental services concerning transport 
equipment without operator 


    


  73111 Leasing or rental services concerning cars and light 
vans without operator 


  73111 7710 


  73112 Leasing or rental services concerning goods transport 
motor vehicles without operator 


  73112 7710 


  73113 Leasing or rental services concerning railroad vehicles 
without operator 


  73113 7710 


  73114 Leasing or rental services concerning other land 
transport equipment without operator 


  73114 7710 


  73115 Leasing or rental services concerning vessels without 
operator 


  73115 7730 


  73116 Leasing or rental services converning aircraft without 
operator 


  73116 7730 


  73117 Leasing or rental services concerning containers   73117 7730 


 7312  Leasing or rental services concerning other machinery 
and equipment without operator 


    


  73121 Leasing or rental services concerning agricultural 
machinery and equipment without operator 


  73121 7730 


  73122 Leasing or rental services concerning construction 
machinery and equipment without operator 


  73122 7730 


  73123 Leasing or rental services concerning office machinery 
and equipment (excl. computers) without operator 


  73123 7730 


  73124 Leasing or rental services concerning computers without 
operator 


  73124 7730 


  73125 Leasing or rental services concerning 
telecommunications equipment without operator 


  73125 7730 


  73129 Leasing or rental services concerning other machinery 
and equipment without operator n.e.c. 


  73129 7730 
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732   Leasing or rental services concerning other 
goods 


    


 7321 73210 Leasing or rental services concerning televisions, 
radios, video cassette recorders and related equipment 
and accessories 


  73210 7729 


 7322 73220 Leasing or rental services concerning video tapes and 
disks 


  73220 7722 


 7323 73230 Leasing or rental services concerning furniture and other 
household appliances 


  73230 7729 


 7324 73240 Leasing or rental services concerning pleasure and 
leisure equipment 


  73240 7721 


 7325 73250 Leasing or rental services concerning household linen   73250 7729 


 7326 73260 Leasing or rental services concerning textiles, clothing 
and footwear 


  73260 7729 


 7327 73270 Leasing or rental services concerning do-it-yourself 
machinery and equipment 


  73270 7729 


 7329 73290 Leasing or rental services concerning other goods n.e.c.   73290 7729 


733   Licensing services for the right to use non-
financial intangible assets 


    


 7331 73310 Licensing services for the right to use computer software   73310 7740 


 7332 73320 Licensing services for the right to use entertainment, 
literary or acoustic originals 


  73320 7740 


 7333 73330 Licensing services for the right to use patented entities   73330 7740 


 7334 73340 Licensing services for the right to use trademarks and 
franchises 


  73340 7740 


 7339 73390 Licensing services for the right to use other non-financial 
intangible assets 


  73390 7740 


        


Section 8 Business and production services 


Division 81 Research and development services 
811   Research and experimental development 


services in natural sciences and engineering 
    


 8111 81110 Research and experimental development services in 
physical sciences 


  81110 7210 


 8112 81120 Research and experimental development services in 
chemistry and biology 


  81120 7210 


 8113 81130 Research and experimental development services in 
engineering and technology 


  81130 7210 


 8114 81140 Research and experimental development services in 
agricultural sciences 


  81140 7210 
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 8115 81150 Research and experimental development services in 
medical sciences and pharmacy 


  81150 7210 


 8116 81160 Research and experimental development in 
biotechnology 


5  81190* 7210 


 8119 81190 Research and experimental development services in 
other natural sciences 


2  81190* 7210 


812   Research and experimental development 
services in social sciences and humanities 


    


 8121 81210 Research and experimental development services in 
cultural sciences, sociology and psychology 


  81210 7220 


 8122 81220 Research and experimental development services in 
economics 


  81220 7220 


 8123 81230 Research and experimental development services in law   81230 7220 


 8124 81240 Research and experimental development services in 
linguistics and languages 


  81240 7220 


 8129 81290 Research and experimental development services in 
other social sciences and humanities 


  81290 7220 


813   Interdisciplinary research and experimental 
development services 


    


 8130 81300 Interdisciplinary research and experimental 
development services 


  81300 7210, 
7220 


814   Original works of research and development     
 8140 81400 Original works of research and development 9  - 7210, 


7220 


Division 82 Legal and accounting services 
821   Legal services     
 8211  Legal advisory and representation services in the 


different fields of law 
    


  82111 Legal advisory and representation services concerning 
criminal law 


  82111 6910 


  82119 Legal advisory and representation services in judicial 
procedures concerning other fields of law 


  82119 6910 


 8212 82120 Legal advisory and representation services in statutory 
procedures of quasi-judicial tribunals, boards, etc. 


  82120 6910 


 8213 82130 Legal documentation and certification services   82130 6910 


 8219  Other legal services     


  82191 Arbitration and conciliation services   82191 6910 


  82199 Other legal services n.e.c.   82199 6910 


822   Accounting, auditing and bookkeeping services     
 8221  Auditing services     
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  82211 Financial auditing services   82211 6920 


  82212 Other auditing services 5  83990* 7490 


 8222  Accounting and bookkeeping services     


  82221 Bookkeeping services 6  82220 6920 


  82222 Payroll services 5  85990* 7830 


  82223 Other accounting services 5  82212,82213, 
82219 


6920 


823   Tax consultancy and preparation services     
 8231 82310 Corporate tax consulting and preparation services 5  82310, 82320 6920 


 8232 82320 Individual tax preparation and planning services 6  82330 6920 


824   Insolvency and receivership services     
 8240 82400 Insolvency and receivership services   82400 6920 


Division 83 Other professional, technical and business services 
831   Consulting and management services; 


information technology services 
    


 8311  Management consulting services     


  83111 Strategic management consulting services 1  83111 7020 


  83112 Financial management consulting services 1  83112 7020 


  83113 Human resources management consulting services 1  83113 7020 


  83114 Marketing management consulting services 1  83114 7020 


  83115 Operations management consulting services 5  83115* 7020 


  83119 Supply chain and other management consulting 
services 


5  83115*, 
83119 


7020 


 8312  Business consulting services     


  83121 Public relations services   83121 7020 


  83129 Other business consulting services   83129 7020 


 8313  Scientific and technical consulting services n.e.c.     


  83131 Environmental consulting services   83131 7490 


  83139 Other scientific and technical consulting services n.e.c.   83139 7490 


 8314  Information technology (IT) technical consulting and 
support services 


    


  83141 IT technical consulting services 5  83141*, 
83142* 


6202 


  83142 IT technical support services 5  83149, 
83141*, 
83160* 


6209 


 8315  Information technology (IT) design and development 
services 
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  83151 IT design and development services for applications 5  83142* 6201 


  83152 IT design and development services for networks and 
systems 


5  83142* 6201 


  83153 Software originals 9  - 6201 


 8316  Hosting and information technology (IT) infrastructure 
provisioning services 


    


  83161 Website hosting services 5  85960* 6311 


  83162 Application service provisioning 5  85960* 6311 


  83163 Business process management services 5  85960* 6311 


  83169 Other IT infrastructure provisioning services 5  85960* 6311 


 8317  IT infrastructure and network management services     


  83171 Network management services 5  83149* 6202 


  83172 Computer systems management services 6  83150 6202 


 8319 83190 Other management services, except construction project 
management services 


  83190 7020 


832   Architectural services, urban and land planning 
and landscape architectural services 


    


 8321  Architectural services     


  83211 Architectural services for residential building projects 5  83211*, 
83212*, 
83219* 


7110 


  83212 Architectural services for non-residential building 
projects 


5  83211*, 
83212*, 
83219* 


7110 


  83213 Historical restoration architectural services 5  83211*, 
83212*, 
83219* 


7110 


  83214 Architectural advisory services 5  83211* 7110 


 8322  Urban and land planning services     


  83221 Urban planning services 5  83221* 7110 


  83222 Rural land planning services 5  83221* 7110 


  83223 Project site master planning services 5  83221* 7110 


 8323  Landscape architectural services     


  83231 Landscape architectural services for residential building 
projects 


5  83222* 7110 


  83232 Landscape architectural services for non-residential 
building projects 


5  83222* 7110 


  83233 Landscape architectural services for recreational and 
open-space projects 


5  83222* 7110 


  83234 Landscape architectural services - specific elements 5  83222* 7110 
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  83235 Landscape architectural advisory services 5  83222* 7110 


833   Engineering services     
 8331  Engineering services for building projects     


  83311 Engineering services for residential building projects 5  83311*, 
83341*, 
83351*, 
83391* 


7110 


  83312 Engineering services for commercial, public and 
institutional building projects 


5  83311*, 
83341*, 
83351*, 
83391* 


7110 


 8332  Engineering services for industrial and manufacturing 
projects 


    


  83321 Engineering services for industrial and manufacturing 
plant and process projects 


5  83313*, 
83343*, 
83353*, 
83393* 


7110 


  83322 Engineering services for industrial and manufacturing 
product design projects 


5  83349* 7110 


 8333  Engineering services for transportation projects     


  83331 Engineering services for highway and roadway projects 5  83312*, 
83342*, 
83352*, 
83392* 


7110 


  83332 Engineering services for aviation facility projects 5  83312*, 
83342*, 
83352*, 
83392* 


7110 


  83333 Engineering services for marine and inland water facility 
projects 


5  83312*, 
83342*, 
83352*, 
83392* 


7110 


  83334 Engineering services for railway projects 5  83312*, 
83342*, 
83352*, 
83392* 


7110 


  83335 Engineering services for mass transit projects 5  83312*, 
83342*, 
83352*, 
83392* 


7110 


  83339 Engineering services for other transportation projects 5  83312*, 
83342*, 
83352*, 
83392* 


7110 


 8334  Engineering services for utilities projects     
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  83341 Engineering services for water collection, distribution, 
treatment, and disposal projects 


5  83312*, 
83342*, 
83352*, 
83392* 


7110 


  83342 Engineering services for household garbage collection 
and disposal projects 


5  83312*, 
83342*, 
83352*, 
83392* 


7110 


  83349 Engineering services for other utilities projects 5  83312*, 
83342*, 
83352*, 
83392* 


7110 


 8335  Engineering services for power projects     


  83351 Engineering services for power generating unit projects 5  83313*, 
83343*, 
83353*, 
83393* 


7110 


  83352 Engineering services for power transmission and 
distribution projects 


5  83312*, 
83342*, 
83352*, 
83392* 


7110 


 8336  Engineering services for telecommunications and 
broadcasting projects 


    


  83361 Engineering services for wireless network projects 5  83319*, 
83349*, 
83359*, 
83399* 


7110 


  83362 Engineering services for wireline network projects 5  83312*, 
83319*, 
83342*, 
83349*, 
83352*, 
83359*, 
83392*, 
83399* 


7110 


  83363 Engineering services for television and radio 
broadcasting projects 


5  83319*, 
83349*, 
83359*, 
83399* 


7110 


  83369 Engineering services for other telecommunications and 
broadcasting projects 


5  83312*, 
83319*, 
83342*, 
83349*, 
83352*, 
83359*, 
83392*, 
83399* 


7110 
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 8337  Engineering services for hazardous and industrial waste 
projects 


    


  83371 Engineering services for hazardous waste remediation 
projects 


5  83312*, 
83342*, 
83352*, 
83392* 


7110 


  83372 Engineering services for industrial waste collection, 
treatment, and disposal projects 


5  83312*, 
83342*, 
83352*, 
83392* 


7110 


 8338 83380 Engineering services for other projects 5  83319*, 
83349*, 
83359*, 
83399* 


7110 


 8339  Engineering advisory services     


  83391 Engineering expert witness services 5  83331*, 
83332*, 
83333*, 
83339* 


7110 


  83392 Engineering forensic investigation services 5  83331*, 
83332*, 
83333*, 
83339* 


7110 


  83399 Other engineering advisory services 5  83331*, 
83332*, 
83333*, 
83339* 


7110 


834   Veterinary services     
 8341 83410 Veterinary services for pet animals 6  93210 7500 


 8342 83420 Veterinary services for livestock 6  93220 7500 


 8349 83490 Other veterinary services 6  93290 7500 


835   Scientific and other technical services     
 8351 83510 Geological, geophysical and other prospecting services   83510 7110 


 8352 83520 Subsurface surveying services   83520 7110 


 8353 83530 Surface surveying services   83530 7110 


 8354 83540 Map-making services   83540 7110 


 8355 83550 Weather forecasting and meteorological services   83550 7110 


 8356  Technical testing and analysis services     


  83561 Composition and purity testing and analysis services   83561 7120 


  83562 Testing and analysis services of physical properties   83562 7120 


  83563 Testing and analysis services of integrated mechanical 
and electrical systems 


  83563 7120 
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  83564 Technical inspection services of road transport vehicles   83564 7120 


  83569 Other technical testing and analysis services   83569 7120 


836   Advertising services and provision of 
advertising space or time 


    


 8361  Planning, creating and placement services of advertising     


  83611 Full service advertising 5  83610* 7310 


  83612 Direct marketing and direct mail services 5  83690* 7310 


  83613 Advertising design and concept development 5  83610* 7310 


  83619 Other advertising services 5  83690* 7310 


 8362 83620 Purchase or sale of advertising space or time, on 
commission 


  83620 7310 


 8363  Sale of advertising space or time (except on 
commission) 


    


  83631 Sale of advertising  space in print media (except on 
commission) 


  83631 5811, 
5813, 
5819 


  83632 Sale of TV/radio advertising time (except on 
commission) 


  83632 60 


  83633 Sale of Internet advertising space (except on 
commission) 


  83633 6311 


  83639 Sale of other advertising space or time (except on 
commission) 


  83639 591, 7310, 
9329 


837   Market research and public opinion polling 
services 


    


 8370 83700 Market research and public opinion polling services   83700 7320 


838   Photographic services and photography 
processing services 


    


 8381  Photographic services     


  83811 Portrait photography services   83811 7420 


  83812 Advertising and related photography services   83812 7420 


  83813 Action photography services   83813 7420 


  83814 Specialty photography services   83814 7420 


  83815 Restoration and retouching services of photography   83815 7420 


  83819 Other photographic services   83819 7420 


 8382 83820 Photography processing services   83820 7420 


839   Other professional, technical and business 
services n.e.c. 


    


 8391  Specialty design services     


  83911 Interior design services 6  83410 7410 
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  83912 Other specialty design services 6  83490 7410 


 8392 83920 Translation and interpretation services 6  83910 7490 


 8399 83990 All other professional, technical and business services, 
n.e.c. 


  83990 7490 


Division 84 Telecommunications, broadcasting and information supply services 
841   Telephony and other telecommunications 


services 
    


 8411 84110 Carrier services   84110 6110, 
6120 


 8412  Fixed telephony services     


  84121 Fixed telephony services - access and use   84121 6110 


  84122 Fixed telephony services - calling features   84122 6110 


 8413  Mobile telecommunications services     


  84131 Mobile telecommunications services - access and use   84131 6120 


  84132 Mobile telecommunications services - calling features   84132 6120 


 8414 84140 Private network services   84140 6110, 
6120 


 8415 84150 Data transmission services   84150 6110, 
6120 


 8416 84160 All other telecommunications services   84160 6190 


842   Internet telecommunications services     
 8421 84210 Internet backbone services   84210 6110 


 8422  Internet access services     


  84221 Narrow-band internet access services 5  84220* 6110, 
6120, 
6130, 
6190 


  84222 Broad-band internet access services 5  84220* 6110, 
6120, 
6130, 
6190 


 8429 84290 Other Internet telecommunications services   84290 6110, 
6120, 
6130, 
6190 


843   On-line information provision services     
 8431  On-line text based information provision services     


  84311 On-line provision services of books 5  84300* 5811, 
5812, 
4791 
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  84312 On-line provision services of newspapers 5  84300* 5813, 
4791 


  84313 On-line provision services of periodicals 5  84300* 5813, 
4791 


 8432  On-line audio provision services     


  84321 Musical audio downloads 9  - 5920 


  84322 Streaming audio provision services 5  84300* 5920 


 8433  On-line video provision services     


  84331 Films and other video downloads 9  - 5913 


  84332 Streaming video provision services 5  84300* 6021 


 8434  On-line software provision     


  84341 System software downloads 9  84300* 5820, 
4791 


  84342 Application software, downloads 9  84300* 5820, 
4791 


 8439  Other on-line content provision     


  84391 On-line provision services of games 5  84300* 6311 


  84392 On-line provision services of adult content 5  84300* 6311 


  84393 Web search portals 5  84300* 6312 


  84399 Other on-line content provision 5  84300* 5819, 
6311, 
6329 


844   News agency services     
 8441 84410 News agency services to newspapers and periodicals   84410 6321 


 8442 84420 News agency services to audio-visual media   84420 6321 


845   Library and archive services     
 8451 84510 Library services   84510 9101 


 8452 84520 Archive services   84520 9101 


846   Broadcasting, programming and programme 
distribution services 


    


 8461  Television and radio broadcasts     


  84611 Television broadcasts 9  - 6021 


  84612 Radio broadcasts 9  - 6010 


  84613 Broadcasting services on a fee or contract basis 5  96160 6010, 
6021 


 8462  Radio and television channel programmes     


  84621 Radio channel programmes 9  - 6010 
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  84622 Television channel programmes 9  - 6021, 
6022 


 8463  Multi-channel progamme distribution services     


  84631 Home programme distribution services, basic 
programming package 


5  84170* 6110, 
6130 


  84632 Home programme distribution services, discretionary 
programming package 


5  84170* 6110, 
6130 


  84633 Home programme distribution services, pay-per-view 5  84170* 6110, 
6130 


Division 85 Support services 
851   Employment services     
 8511  Personnel search and referral services     


  85111 Executive/retained search services 6  85111 7810 


  85112 Permanent placement services, other than executive 
search services 


6  85112 7810 


 8512  Labour supply services     


  85121 Contract staffing services 5  85121*, 
85122*, 
85123*, 
85124*, 
85129* 


8299 


  85122 Temporary staffing services 5  85121*, 
85122*, 
85123*, 
85124*, 
85129* 


7820 


  85123 Long-term staffing [payrolling] services 5  85121*, 
85122*, 
85123*, 
85124*, 
85129* 


7830 


  85124 Temporary staffing-to-permanent placement services 5  85121*, 
85122*, 
85123*, 
85124*, 
85129* 


7820 


  85125 Co-employment staffing services 5  85121*, 
85122*, 
85123*, 
85124*, 
85129* 


7830 


852   Investigation and security services     
 8521 85210 Investigation services   85210 8030 
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 8522 85220 Security consultation services   85220 8020 


 8523 85230 Security systems services   85230 8020 


 8524 85240 Armoured car services   85240 8010 


 8525 85250 Guard services   85250 8010 


 8529 85290 Other security services   85290 8010, 
8020 


853   Cleaning services     
 8531 85310 Disinfecting and exterminating services   85310 8129 


 8532 85320 Window cleaning services   85320 8129 


 8533 85330 General cleaning services   85330 8121 


 8534 85340 Specialized cleaning services   85340 8129 


854   Packaging services     
 8540 85400 Packaging services   85400 8292 


855   Travel agency, tour operator and related 
services 


    


 8551  Travel agency services and other reservation services     


  85511 Reservation services for airline seats 5  67811*, 
67813* 


7911 


  85512 Reservation services for cruises 5  67811*, 
67813* 


7911 


  85513 Reservation services for rail seats 5  67811*, 
67813* 


7911 


  85514 Reservation services for vehicle rental 5  67811*, 
67813* 


7911 


  85515 Reservation services for lodging 5  67811*, 
67813* 


7911 


  85516 Reservation services for packaged tours 5  67811*, 
67813* 


7911 


  85517 Other reservation services, n.e.c. 5  67811*, 
67813* 


7911 


  85518 Time-share exchange services 5  67813* 7920 


  85519 Reservation services for event tickets and other 
entertainment and recreational services 


5  96230*,96411
*,96421*,9642
2*,96520*,969
10* 


7920 


 8552 85520 Tour operator services 6  67812 7912 


 8553 85530 Tourist guide services 6  67820 7920 


 8554  Convention assistance and tourism promotion services     


  85541 Convention assistance services 5  67813* 7920 
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  85542 Tourism promotion services 5  67813* 7920 


  85549 Visitor information services 5  67813* 7920 


859   Other support services     
 8591 85910 Credit reporting services   85910 8291 


 8592 85920 Collection agency services   85920 8291 


 8593  Telephone-based support services     


  85931 Telephone call centre services   85931 8220 


  85939 Other telephone-based support services   85939 8299 


 8594 85940 Combined office administrative services 9  85990* 8211 


 8595  Specialized office support services     


  85951 Duplicating services 6  85940 8219 


  85952 Mailing list compilation and mailing services 6  85950 8219 


  85953 Document preparation and other specialized office 
support services 


5  85990* 8219 


 8596 85960 Trade fair and exhibition organization services 1  85970 8230 


 8599  Other support services n.e.c.     


  85991 Landscape care and maintenance services 5  85990* 8130 


  85999 Other support services n.e.c. 5  85990* 8110, 
8299 


Division 86 Services incidental to agriculture, hunting, forestry, fishing, mining and utilities 
861   Services incidental to agriculture, hunting, 


forestry and fishing 
    


 8611 86110 Services incidental to crop production   86110 0161, 
0163, 
0164 


 8612  Animal husbandry services     


  86121 Farm animal husbandry services   86121 0162 


  86129 Other animal husbandry services   86129 0162 


 8613 86130 Services incidental to hunting   86130 0170 


 8614 86140 Services incidental to forestry and logging   86140 0240 


 8615 86150 Services incidental to fishing   86150 0311, 
0312, 
0321, 
0322 


862   Services incidental to mining     
 8621 86210 Services incidental to mining   86210 0910, 


0990 
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863   Services incidental to electricity, gas and water 
distribution 


    


 8631  Services incidental to electricity     


  86311 Electricity transmission services (on a fee or contract 
basis) 


  86311 3510 


  86312 Electricity distribution services (on a fee or contract 
basis) 


  86312 3510 


 8632 86320 Gas distribution services through mains (on a fee or 
contract basis) 


  86320 3520 


 8633 86330 Water distribution services through mains (on a fee or 
contract basis) 


  86330 3600 


 8634 86340 Steam and hot water distribution services through mains 
(on a fee or contract basis) 


  86340 3530 


Division 87 Maintenance, repair and installation (except construction) services 
871   Maintenance and repair services of fabricated 


metal products, machinery and equipment 
    


 8711 87110 Maintenance and repair services of fabricated metal 
products, except machinery and equipment 


1  87110 3311 


 8712 87120 Maintenance and repair services of office and 
accounting machinery 


1  87120 3312 


 8713 87130 Maintenance and repair services of computers and 
peripheral equipment 


1  87130 9511 


 8714  Maintenance and repair of transport machinery and 
equipment 


    


  87141 Maintenance and repair services of motor vehicles   87141 4520 


  87142 Maintenance and repair services of motorcycles and 
snowmobiles 


  87142 4540 


  87143 Maintenance and repair services of trailers, semi-trailers 
and other motor vehicles n.e.c. 


  87143 4520 


  87149 Maintenance and repair services of other transport 
equipment 


  87149 3315 


 8715  Maintenance and repair services of other machinery and 
equipment 


    


  87151 Repair services of electrical household appliances 2  87151* 9522 


  87152 Repair services of electrical machinery and apparatus 
n.e.c. 


  87152 3314 


  87153 Repair services of telecommunication equipment and 
apparatus 


  87153 9512 


  87154 Repair services of medical, precision and optical 
instruments 


1  87154 3313 
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  87155 Maintenance and repair services of consumer 
electronics 


5  87151* 9521 


  87156 Maintenance and repair services of machinery and 
equipment 


5  87159* 3312 


  87159 Maintenance and repair services of other machinery and 
equipment 


5  87159* 3312, 
3319 


872   Repair services of other goods     
 8721 87210 Footwear and leather goods repair services 1  87210 9523 


 8722 87220 Watches, clocks and jewellery repair services   87220 9529 


 8723 87230 Garment and household textile repair services   87230 9529 


 8724 87240 Furniture repair services 1  87240 9524 


 8729 87290 Maintenance and repair services of other goods n.e.c.   87290 9529 


873   Installation services (other than construction)     
 8731 87310 Installation services of fabricated metal products, except 


machinery and equipment 
  87310 25 


 8732 87320 Installation services of industrial, manufacturing and 
service industry machinery and equipment 


  87320 3320 


 8733 87330 Installation services of office and accounting machinery, 
and computers 


  87330 6202 


 8734 87340 Installation services of radio, television and 
communications equipment and apparatus 


  87340 2630 


 8735 87350 Installation services of professional medical machinery 
and equipment, and precision and optical instruments 


  87350 2660 


 8736 87360 Installation services of electrical machinery and 
apparatus n.e.c. 


  87360 27 


 8739 87390 Installation services of other goods n.e.c.   87390 32 


Division 88 Manufacturing services on physical inputs owned by others 
881   Manufacturing services on physical inputs 


owned by others (except machinery and 
equipment) 


    


 8811  Food, beverage and tobacco manufacturing services     


  88111 Food and beverage manufacturing services   88111 10, 11 


  88112 Tobacco manufacturing services   88112 1200 


 8812  Textile, wearing apparel and leather product 
manufacturing services 


    


  88121 Textile manufacturing services   88121 13 


  88122 Wearing apparel manufacturing services   88122 14, 151 


  88123 Leather product manufacturing services   88123 15 
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 8813 88130 Wood and cork, except furniture, and straw and plaiting 
material manufacturing services 


  88130 16 


 8814 88140 Paper and paper product manufacturing services   88140 17 


 8815 88150 Coke, refined petroleum product and nuclear fuel 
manufacturing services 


  88150 19, 2011, 
2100, 
2420 


 8816 88160 Chemical and chemical product manufacturing services   88160 20 


 8817 88170 Rubber and plastic products manufacturing services   88170 22 


 8818 88180 Non-metallic mineral product manufacturing services   88180 23 


 8819 88190 Other manufacturing services, except of metal products, 
machinery and equipment 


  88190 31, 32 


882   Manufacturing services performed on metals 
and metal products, machinery and equipment, 
owned by others 


    


 8821  Manufacturing services performed on metals and metal 
products owned by others 


    


  88211 Metal treatment and coating services   88211 2592 


  88212 General machining services on metal and metal 
products owned by others 


  88212 2592 


  88213 Primary metal manufacturing services   88213 2410, 
2420 


  88219 Other fabricated metal product manufacturing services 
and metalworking services 


  88219 251, 2593, 
2599 


 8822  Transport equipment manufacturing services     


  88221 Motor vehicle, trailer and semi-trailer manufacturing 
services 


  88221 29 


  88229 Other transport equipment manufacturing services   88229 30 


 8823  Machinery and equipment, except transport equipment, 
manufacturing services 


    


  88231 Office, accounting and computing machinery 
manufacturing services 


  88231 2817, 
2620 


  88232 Electrical machinery and apparatus manufacturing 
services 


  88232 27 


  88233 Radio, television and communication equipment and 
apparatus manufacturing services 


  88233 2630, 
2640 


  88234 Medical, precision and optical instrument, watch and 
clock manufacturing services 


  88234 265, 266 


  88239 Other machinery and equipment manufacturing services   88239 28 


Division 89 Other manufacturing services 
891   Publishing, printing and reproduction services     
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 8911 89110 Publishing, on a fee or contract basis 1  89110 58 


 8912  Printing and reproduction services of recorded media, 
on a fee or contract basis 


    


  89121 Printing services and services related to printing, on a 
fee or contract basis 


  89121 181 


  89122 Reproduction services of recorded media, on a fee or 
contract basis 


  89122 182 


892   Moulding, pressing, stamping, extruding and 
similar plastic manufacturing services 


    


 8920 89200 Moulding, pressing, stamping, extruding and similar 
plastic manufacturing services 


  89200 22 


893   Casting, forging, stamping and similar metal 
manufacturing services 


    


 8931 89310 Metal casting services   89310 243 


 8932 89320 Metal forging, pressing, stamping, roll forming and 
powder metallurgy services 


  89320 2591 


894   Recycling services, on a fee or contract basis     
 8941 89410 Metal waste and scrap recycling services, on a fee or 


contract basis 
  89410 3830 


 8942 89420 Non-metal waste and scrap recycling services, on a fee 
or contract basis 


  89420 3830 


        


Section 9 Community, social and personal services 


Division 91 Public administration and other services to the community as a whole; compulsory social security 
services 


911   Administrative services of the government     
 9111  Overall government public services     


  91111 Executive and legislative services   91111 8411 


  91112 Financial and fiscal services   91112 8411 


  91113 Overall economic and social planning and statistical 
services 


  91113 8411 


  91114 Government services to fundamental research   91114 8411 


  91119 Other administrative services of the government n.e.c.   91119 8411 


 9112  Administrative services of agencies that provide 
educational, health care, cultural and other social 
services, excluding social security services 


    


  91121 Administrative educational services   91121 8412 


  91122 Administrative health care services   91122 8412 


  91123 Administrative housing and community amenity services   91123 8412 
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  91124 Administrative recreational, cultural and religious 
services 


  91124 8412 


 9113  Administrative services for more efficient operation of 
business 


    


  91131 Administrative agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting 
related services 


  91131 8413 


  91132 Administrative fuel and energy related services   91132 8413 


  91133 Administrative mining and mineral resources, 
manufacturing and construction related services 


  91133 8413 


  91134 Administrative transport and communications related 
services 


  91134 8413 


  91135 Administrative services related to the distributive and 
catering trades, hotels and restaurants 


  91135 8413 


  91136 Administrative services related to tourism affairs   91136 8413 


  91137 Administrative multipurpose development project 
services 


  91137 8413 


  91138 General administrative economic, commercial and 
labour affairs related services 


  91138 8413 


 9114  General services for the government n.e.c.     


  91141 General personnel services for the government   91141 8411 


  91149 Other general services for the government n.e.c.   91149 8411 


912   Services to the community as a whole     
 9121 91210 Administrative external affairs related services, 


diplomatic and consular services abroad 
  91210 8421 


 9122 91220 Foreign economic aid related services   91220 8421 


 9123 91230 Foreign military aid related services   91230 8421 


 9124 91240 Military defence services   91240 8422 


 9125 91250 Civil defence services   91250 8422 


 9126 91260 Police and fire protection services   91260 8423 


 9127 91270 Law courts related administrative services   91270 8423 


 9128 91280 Administrative services related to detention or 
rehabilitation of criminals 


  91280 8423 


 9129 91290 Other public order and safety affairs related services   91290 8423 


913   Administrative services of compulsory social 
security schemes 


    


 9131 91310 Administrative services of sickness, maternity or 
temporary disablement benefit schemes 


  91310 8430 


 9132 91320 Administrative services of government employee 
pension schemes; old-age disability or survivors' benefit 
schemes, other than for government employees 


  91320 8430 
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 9133 91330 Administrative services of unemployment compensation 
benefit schemes 


  91330 8430 


 9134 91340 Administrative services of family and child allowance 
programmes 


  91340 8430 


Division 92 Education services 
921   Primary education services     
 9211 92110 Pre-school education services   92110 8510 


 9219 92190 Other primary education services   92190 8510 


922   Secondary education services     
 9221 92210 General secondary education services   92210 8521 


 9222 92220 Higher secondary education services   92220 8521 


 9223 92230 Technical and vocational secondary education services   92230 8522 


923   Higher education services     
 9231 92310 Post-secondary technical and vocational education 


services 
  92310 8530 


 9239 92390 University and other higher education services   92390 8530 


929   Other education and training services and 
educational support services 


    


 9291  Other education and training services     


  92911 Cultural education services 5  92900* 8542 


  92912 Sports and recreation education services 5  96620* 8541 


  92919 Other education and training services, n.e.c. 5  92900* 8549 


 9292 92920 Educational support services 5  92900* 8550 


Division 93 Human health and social care services 
931   Human health services     
 9311 93110 Inpatient services 6  93110 8610 


 9312  Medical and dental services     


  93121 General medical services 6  93121 8620 


  93122 Specialized medical services 6  93122 8620 


  93123 Dental services 6  93123 8620 


 9319  Other human health services     


  93191 Deliveries and related services, nursing services, 
physiotherapeutic and paramedical services 


6  93191 8690 


  93192 Ambulance services 6  93192 8690 


  93193 Services of medical laboratories and diagnostic imaging 5  93199* 8690 


  93199 Other human health services n.e.c. 5  93199* 8690 
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932   Residential care services for the elderly and 
disabled 


    


 9321 93210 Residential health facilities services other than hospital 
services 


6  93193 8730 


 9322 93220 Welfare services delivered through residential 
institutions to elderly persons and persons with 
disabilities 


6  93311 8710, 
8730 


933   Other social services with accommodation     
 9330 93300 Other social services with accommodation 6  93319 8710, 


8720, 
8790 


934   Social services without accommodation for the 
elderly and disabled 


    


 9341 93410 Vocational rehabilitation services 6  93324 8810 


 9349 93490 Other social services without accommodation for the 
elderly and disabled 


5  93321*, 
93323* 


8810 


935   Other social services without accommodation     
 9351 93510 Child day-care services 5  93321* 8890 


 9352 93520 Guidance and counselling services n.e.c. related to 
children 


6  93322 8890 


 9353 93530 Welfare services without accommodation 5  93323* 8890 


 9354 93540 Other social services without accommodation 6  93329 8890 


Division 94 Sewage and refuse disposal, sanitation and other environmental protection services 
941   Sewage services     
 9411 94110 Sewage treatment services   94110 3700 


 9412 94120 Tank emptying and cleaning services   94120 3900 


942   Refuse collection, treatment and disposal 
services 


    


 9421  Collection services of non-hazardous waste     


  94211 Collection services of non-hazardous waste, residential 5  94211* 3811 


  94212 Collection services of non-hazardous recyclable 
materials, residential 


5  94211* 3811 


  94213 Collection services of non-hazardous waste, non-
residential 


5  94211* 3811 


  94214 Collection services of non-hazardous recyclable 
materials, non-residential 


5  94211* 3811 


 9422  Non-hazardous waste consolidation, treatment, and 
disposal services 


    


  94221 Non-hazardous waste consolidation, storage and 
preparation services 


5  94212* 3821 
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  94222 Non-hazardous recyclable materials consolidation, 
storage, and preparation services 


5  94212* 3830 


  94223 Sanitary landfill services, non-hazardous waste 5  94212* 3821 


  94224 Other landfill services, non-hazardous waste 5  94212* 3821 


  94225 Incineration of non-hazardous waste 5  94212* 3821 


  94229 Other non-hazardous waste treatment and disposal 
services 


5  94212* 3821 


 9423  Collection services of hazardous waste     


  94231 Collection services of hazardous waste, residential 5  94221* 3812 


  94232 Collection services of hazardous medical and other 
biohazardous waste 


5  94221* 3812 


  94233 Collection services of hazardous waste, business 
(except medical and other  


biohazardous waste) 


5  94221* 3812 


 9424  Hazardous waste treatment and disposal services     


  94241 Hazardous waste consolidation, storage and preparation 
services 


5  94222* 3822 


  94242 Hazardous waste treatment services 5  94222* 3822 


  94243 Hazardous waste disposal services 5  94222* 3822 


  94249 Other hazardous waste management services 5  94222* 3822 


943   Remediation services     
 9431  Site remediation clean-up services     


  94311 Site remediation clean-up services, air 5  94900* 3900 


  94312 Site remediation clean-up services, water 5  94900* 3900 


  94313 Site remediation clean-up services, soil 5  94900* 3900 


 9432 94320 Site remediation containment, control and monitoring 
services and other site  


remediation services, n.e.c. 


5  94900* 3900 


 9433 94330 Building remediation services 5  94900* 3900 


 9439 94390 Other remediation services, n.e.c. 5  94900* 3900 


944   Sanitation and similar services     
 9441 94410 Sweeping and snow removal services 6  94310 8129 


 9449 94490 Other sanitation services 6  94390 8129 


949   Other environmental protection services n.e.c.     
 9490 94900 Other environmental protection services n.e.c. 5  94900* 8129 


Division 95 Services of membership organizations 
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951   Services furnished by business, employers and 
professional organizations 


    


 9511 95110 Services furnished by business and employers 
organizations 


  95110 9411 


 9512 95120 Services furnished by professional organizations   95120 9412 


952   Services furnished by trade unions     
 9520 95200 Services furnished by trade unions   95200 9420 


959   Services furnished by other membership 
organizations 


    


 9591 95910 Religious services   95910 9491 


 9592 95920 Services furnished by political organizations   95920 9492 


 9599  Services furnished by other membership organizations 
n.e.c. 


    


  95991 Civic betterment and community facility support services   95991 9499 


  95992 Special group advocacy services   95992 9499 


  95993 Services provided by youth associations   95993 9499 


  95999 Other services provided by membership organizations 
n.e.c. 


1  95999 9499 


Division 96 Recreational, cultural and sporting services 
961   Audio-visual and related services     
 9611  Sound recording services     


  96111 Sound recording services 5  96111*, 
96130* 


5920 


  96112 Live recording services 5  96111*, 
96130* 


5920 


  96113 Sound recording originals 9  - 5920 


 9612  Motion picture, video tape, television and radio 
programme production services 


    


  96121 Motion picture, video tape and television programme 
production services 


5  96121, 
96130*, 
96149* 


5911, 
6021, 
6022 


  96122 Radio programme production services 5  96122, 
96130*, 
96149* 


6010 


  96123 Motion picture, video tape, television and radio 
programme originals 


9  - 5911 


 9613  Audio-visual post-production services     


  96131 Audio-visual editing services 5  96112*, 
96142* 


5912 
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  96132 Transfers and duplication of masters services 5  96112*, 
96142* 


5912 


  96133 Colour correction and digital restoration services 5  96142* 5912 


  96134 Visual effects services 5  96142* 5912 


  96135 Animation services 5  96121* 5911, 
5912 


  96136 Captioning, titling and subtitling services 5  96142* 5912 


  96137 Sound editing and design services 5  96112*, 
96142* 


5912 


  96139 Other post-production services 5  96142* 5912 


 9614 96140 Motion picture, video tape, television and radio program 
distribution services 


6  96141 5913, 
6010 


 9615  Motion picture and video tape projection services     


  96151 Motion picture projection services 6  96151 5914 


  96152 Videotape projection services 6  96152 5914 


962   Performing arts and other live entertainment 
event presentation and promotion services 


    


 9621 96210 Performing arts event promotion and organization 
services 


  96210 9000 


 9622 96220 Performing arts event production and presentation 
services 


  96220 9000 


 9623 96230 Performing arts facility operation services   96230 9000 


 9629 96290 Other performing arts and live entertainment services   96290 9000 


963   Services of performing and other artists     
 9631 96310 Services of performing artists   96310 9000 


 9632 96320 Services of authors, composers, sculptors and other 
artists, except performing artists 


  96320 9000 


 9633 96330 Original works of authors, composers and other artists 
except performing artists, painters and sculptors 


9  - 9000 


964   Museum and preservation services     
 9641  Museum and preservation services of historical sites 


and buildings 
    


  96411 Museum services except for historical sites and 
buildings 


  96411 9102 


  96412 Preservation services of historical sites and buildings   96412 9102 


 9642  Botanical, zoological and nature reserve services     


  96421 Botanical and zoological garden services   96421 9103 


  96422 Nature reserve services including wildlife preservation 
services 


  96422 9103 
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965   Sports and recreational sports services     
 9651  Sports and recreational sports event promotion and 


organization services 
    


  96511 Sports and recreational sports event promotion services 5  96510* 9319 


  96512 Services of sports clubs 5  96510* 9312 


 9652 96520 Sports and recreational sports facility operation services   96520 9311 


 9659 96590 Other sports and recreational sports services   96590 9319 


966   Services of athletes and related support 
services 


    


 9661 96610 Services of athletes   96610 9319 


 9662 96620 Support services related to sports and recreation 2  96620* 9319 


969   Other amusement and recreational services     
 9691 96910 Amusement park and similar attraction services   96910 9321 


 9692 96920 Gambling and betting services   96920 9200 


 9693 96930 Coin-operated amusement machine services   96930 9200 


 9699 96990 Other recreation and amusement services n.e.c.   96990 9329 


Division 97 Other services 
971   Washing, cleaning and dyeing services     
 9711 97110 Coin-operated laundry services   97110 9601 


 9712 97120 Dry cleaning services (including fur product cleaning 
services) 


  97120 9601 


 9713 97130 Other textile cleaning services   97130 9601 


 9714 97140 Pressing services   97140 9601 


 9715 97150 Dyeing and colouring services   97150 9601 


972   Beauty and physical well-being services     
 9721 97210 Hairdressing and barbers' services   97210 9602 


 9722 97220 Cosmetic treatment, manicuring and pedicuring services   97220 9602 


 9723 97230 Physical well-being services   97230 9609 


 9729 97290 Other beauty treatment services n.e.c.   97290 9602 


973   Funeral, cremation and undertaking services     
 9731 97310 Cemeteries and cremation services   97310 9603 


 9732 97320 Undertaking services   97320 9603 


979   Other miscellaneous services     
 9791 97910 Escort services   97910 9609 


 9799 97990 Other miscellaneous services n.e.c.   97990 9609 
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Division 98 Domestic services 
980   Domestic services     
 9800 98000 Domestic services   98000 9700 


Division 99 Services provided by extraterritorial organizations and bodies 
990   Services provided by extraterritorial 


organizations and bodies 
    


 9900 99000 Services provided by extraterritorial organizations and 
bodies 


  99000 9900 


 





